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Philadelphia
Through an understanding of the
life, habits and interests of Philadelphians, The Evening Bulletin has
grown from small beginnings to a
daily circulation of well over 600,000
— the largest evening circulation in
America.
In taking over the ownership and
operation of Station WPEN, it is

our intention to follow the same
principles of service.
We have full confidence that the
response of Philadelphians to an
understanding of their needs and
desires will result in an ever increasing circle of WPEN listeners in the
Philadelphia area.
The Evening Bulletin

In Philadelphia

It's

WPEN

SUE: 1945 RADIO BUSINESS OUTU

At

the

Peace

Table

While men of great genius explore the perplexities of achieving a
just and lasting world peace, others gathered at peace tables everywhere bow their heads to petition the Divine Peace Maker that
He hurry along home their missing ''delegates."
If, through any service of ours during 1945, just one such "delegate" returns who might otherwise join the countless silent heroes
who roam the Eternal Halls of Peace, ours will, indeed, be a Happy
New Year!
May we wish for you the same opportunity for the same superb
Happy New Year!
The

WSPD — WWVA

— WMMN

Fort

Industry

— WHIZ — WLOK — WAGA — WFTL

Company

CLEAR

IN

THE

THE

SALES

NASHVILLE

Among the WSIX thorough-breds there are two that are
capturing the attention of numerous agencies and adverisers— "NO WASTE COVERAGE" and "LOW UNIT
COST". They clear the sales barriers in the Nashville
Market and have that lift necessary to make sales campaigns profitable. A varied schedule of popular local and
choice network programs carefully selected from both
The Blue Network and Mutual Broadcasting System are
responsible for their popularity. For more information on
"NO
wire orWASTE
write COVERAGE" and "LOW UNIT COST"
THE

BARRIERS

5000

AREA

WATTS • 980
BLUE MUTUAL

K, C.

KATZ
AGENCY,
INC.
NASHVILLE, TENN,
National Representatives
Published every Monday, 53rd Entered
issue (Year
Book Number)
Publications,D. C,Inc.,under870 actNational
as second
class matterpublished
March in14,February
1933, at byPostBroadcasting
Office at Washington,
of MarchPress
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, P, C.
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A

GREAT

•

OPPORTUNITY

•

WESTERN

This month a brand new radio station goes

.

NEW

IN

MICHIGAN

more, no Grand Rapids station gives even
minimum coverage of Kalamazoo, Battle

on the air in Grand Rapids.

Creek or Southwestern Michigan. . . . Now
It's WJEF — CBS, owned and operated by
the Fetzer Broadcasting Co., and sold in com-

the new combination — ^WKZO plus WJEF —
for the first time offers complete coverage of

bination with WKZO, Kalamazoo, at a bargain

all Western Michigan, with CBS audienceappeal, with skilled local programming for

rate per thousand radio homes covered.

the separate markets involved, and with one
As you know, NO Chicago or Detroit station

low combination rate to pay! We would be

gives adequate coverage of Grand Rapids,

happy to send you all the facts — or just call
Free & Peters!

Kalamazoo or Western Michigan. Further-

ZO

WK

FREE
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Both owned and Operated by Fetzer Broadcasting Company
& PETERS, INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
BROADCASTING
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I

THE

ONLY

SINGLE

MEDIUM

COMPLETELY

COVERING

THE

INLAND

EMPIRE

Owned and Operated by
LOUIS

WASMER,
Incorporated
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.

National Representatives; EDWARD
BROADCASTING
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PETRY

& CO., INC.
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Starting at 5 a.m. with WWL's Farm Program

BROAa^^STING
The WooUly/^^ewsmagozine of Radio
pWadcast Advertising
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publication*, Ine,
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press Bldg^
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone: ME 1022
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Radio Ready Jo Moke 25tfi Year Best 13
A Pledge to Tomorrow — By J. Harold Ryan 13
Radio's War Advertising Role —
By Jesse H. Jones
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Victory
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Speed up at 7:30 with \/WL's "Dawn Busters'

Folks

turn

first to-

NEW ORLEANS
A DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts ★ Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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WEST

VIRGINIA

WBLK
NBC
250 on 1400

WPAR
CBS
250 on 14S0

WSAZ
BLUE
1000 on 930

THE

NETWORK

WCHS
CBS
SOOO on 580

WEST

VIRGINIA

NETWORIC

JOHN A. KENNEDY
HOWARD L. CHERNOFF
PRESIDENT
"
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Nattonal Representatives, THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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LARGEST of the "pig tribe" and one of the EXCLUSIVELY FM is again KOZY's New
heaviest of living mammals, the Hippopota- Year Resolution, as it steps forward into its
mus is EXCLUSIVE because of the horselike third year of EXCLUSIVE FM PROGRAMMING for EXCLUSIVE FM LISTENING, sure
appearance of its head and its championship
of
its
audience, confident of its ability to
swimming and diving. Lard made from the
increase
its value to the Progressive CommuHippo is of excellent quality and is called
nity it serves. KOZY's Popularity in the
"lake-cow fat". Its weight exceeds four tons, Kansas City Area, Pioneered and Proved,
it lives on grass and weeds and its name means can become YOURS EXCLUSIVELY in 1945 !
Ask for Full Details.
"river horse".
EVERETT L. DILLARD
General Manager

FMKodio

ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director

Station

PORTER BUILDING • KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
FM
Pioneer
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in

the

Kansas
City
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Back

in 1940^ before Pearl Harbor, the

Studebaker Corporation signed a 13-week contract for
tkree newscasts weekly.
Everyone knows that it's no trick to sell automobiles
today if a dealer is lucky enough to have any for sale.
Yet, every 13 weeks for almost four years, Studebaker has
renewed.

UlUJJ
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
950 KILOCYCLES — 5000 WATTS
THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
National Representatives
OADCASTING
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For this wise, far-seeing policy, looking
forward to the greater post-war Detroit
c<

cc

NBC BASIC
NETWORK

«

«

c

an orchid!

ASSOCIATE FM STATION
WENA
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At

Deadline

. . .

NEGOTIATIONS between the NBC and Blue networks and the National
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers & Technicians (NABET) are to be resumed this Wednesday in New York, with likelihood that the union will
force the companies into signing or refusing to sign contract covering
jurisdiction over platter turners.
LEAF GUM Co., Chicago, Jan. 20 begins sponsorship for 52 weeks of a
series of musicals, Saturday, 4:45-5 p.m. CWT (repeat 5:30 p.m.) on
79 NBC stations covering Midwest to New York. Agency is Bozell &
Jacobs. Show replaces Starring Curt Massey, dropped by Schutter Candy
Co., Chicago, for spot campaign in 22 markets. Agency, Schwimmer &
Scott, announced plans may include half-hour Hollywood network show.
NEW APPLICATIONS filed with the FCC: WFTC Kinston, N. C. for
shift of assignment to 5,000 w on 590 kc from 250 w on 1230 kc. KFBI
Wichita for power increase daytime from 5,000 w to 10,000 w (1070 kc).
KQW San Francisco for new FM station on 44,300 kc with 19,000 sq. mi.
coverage and estimated cost of $132,050.

SELLERS
SALES

"'Nebraska's
Capital City .|.|L
1 Nebraska
Station" J
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of the agency as assistlit- countant toend
Chauneey Landon, executive
ed PEN
CAR
advertisthe TER
AY learn
MURRerally
ing business from the on the Crisco account, Murray took
ground up. He started ten over, in the early part of 1942, the
years ago, just out of school, as
and supplepersonal messenger to Richard buyingmentofspace newspaper
for Duz. The following
Compton. With a decade of solid year he was made supervisor for
agency experience behind him, Mur- all media on that account, and in
mid-1943 he became agency radio
is ethatof ofallmedia
ray's currentin jobcharg
time
supervisor
in charge
of time
placement. He was
recently
appointed
and space on the Procter & Gamble supervisor
account, working under Guy Rich- media supervisor on Procter &
media. ards, vice-president in charge of Gamble.
No agency executive will talk in
In a short time, after joining the terms
of billing — especially in the
agency in 1934,
highly competitive
young alert, affable
soap ray,
fieldwho —is and
MurCarpenter
was
adcordially
vanced to the media
but
cautiously
disdepartment where
crete, is noHowever,
excep-a
he did clerical work.
tion.
Later he became asstudy of lineage, rasistant to Roy
dio,ports
and media
reShults, who then was
shows that
P&G accounts
under
spacebuyer account,
on the
Seagram
the
Compton wing
Crisco-Fluffo,
Ivory—
and now a CBS account executive.
Soap
and
Flakes,
In 1936 some of
and Duz, spent about
the Compton accounts developed a
$10,000,000 invertising in adthe
wider interest in
MURRAY
U. S. and Canada
during 1943, giving
spot radio. P&G, almmmoion
some idea of the
ready a large network user, expanded its placement scope of coordinating those media
of both spot announcements and expenditures.
About 60% of it went
DELAWARE
transcribed quarter-hour shows for into radio, the remainder split besome of its products, including
tween magazines and newspapers,
Crisco, Lava and P&G White Laun- but every dollar — wherever it was
dry Soap. Murray worked with Roy
and results acShults on this spot placement. P&G spent — wascuratelytabbed
checked.
pioneered
radio in Canada
is an active family man.
there were spot
no Canadian
networks— He Murray
was married in 1938 to Harriet
5000 day and nighf
and the company was placing its
Lang, a Compton alumna. They
Represented byStation
U. S. network shows on a tran- have
three children, Carol, Nancy,
II ^ ^ Basic
scribed basis throughout Canada.
It was and still is one of the largest and Robin. When he has time, he
BAYMEB
U. S. advertisers in Canada.
with easel and brush. He's
After indoctrination into the ac- relaxes
pretty good at it, too.
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Most radio advertisers who know Iowa also know
that Iowa people prefer WHO to all other stations
heard in the State, comhined. But do you know
the why of this preference?
We think Iowa people prefer WHO because WHO
does more for Iowa people. Just one small instance; During the past Summer and Fall, farm
labor was scarce as hens' teeth in Iowa. WHO's
Farm Editor, Herb Plambeck, decided to do something about it— started a campaign of appeals for
extra help in behalf of the hard-pressed farmer
(directing his appeals to folks in towns and cities,
where you would expect a small audience to farm
programs) .
A plan was developed in cooperation with the Iowa
Agricultural Extension Service and the State Farm
Labor Placement Service. Prizes were announced
for those devoting the greatest number of hours

iROADCASTING

to farm work. Entrants were nominated by someone else and were designated "Victory Farm Volunte rs". Atotal of 3,921 workers took part, turning in an aggregate of 165,763 hours of good hard
farm work — 20,721 full, eight-hour "man days"!
Entries came from all sections of Iowa and "Iowa
Plus" — Illinois, Wisconsin, South Carolina and
even New Mexico! WHO awarded prizes throughout the season amounting to more than $1600 in
cash and War Bonds.
What did WHO get out of it? Mainly the gratitude
of over-burdened farmers for this unexpected
assistance. Just one more reason why WHO has
such a great influence with Iowa people. They
know that whenever there is a pubUc service need,
WHO can be counted upon to deliver^
+

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Walts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
I
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
• Broadcast Advertising
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^^Hooray!

F&P

everything

we

got

us

wanted!"

^ We're not magicians. There are still only 24 hours on our stations'
clocks. But every one of those stations will bust a button to find
'a place for the business that our F&P Colonels dig up.
Why? Well, not solely because they 1-o-v-e us! Principally, we
guess, it's because they're well-managed stations, and they know
the surest way to keep us on our toes! Whatever the reason —
try us and see!

FREE

&

Pioneer Radio

PETERS,

inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

CHICAGO: 1 80 N. Michigan NEW YORK:, 4^4 Mac/ison Ai^e.
Fr inklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130
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SAN FRANCISCO: II r Wfr
Sutter 4353

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES!
WGR-WKBW
BUFFAIO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
KALAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST.PEORIA
LOUIS
WFBLIOWA
SYRACUSE
WHO
DES
MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SOUTHEASTSHENANDOAH
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COIUMRIA
V/PTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
SOUTHWEST ROANOKE
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
IJRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
PACIFIC COAST TULSA
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRO
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX. SEAmE
I

HOLLYWOOD: 6331 HoUywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg}
Main 5667
Hollywood 2151
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Radio
Ready
to Make
25th
Year
Its Best
creation of local programs for local and agencies were watching the
Increased Revenue, Improved Service sponsors slated to become one of
profession,
tions
might wondering
not follow iftheother
leadssta-'
of
the year's major developments.
Pave Way for New Achievements
Many advertisers turned to radio WWJ WJZ WENR, now that radio .
fully grown.
By BILL BAILEY
last year dications
for werethethatfirstfuture
time budgets
and in- is Some
stations increased rates
would include the medium. Among the last year to help absorb some
IT'S HAPPY BIRTHDAY to radio— in the form of its greatest these
were
theatres,
night
spots,
of
the
higher
cost of operation and
potential year in history — on the art's 25th anniversary.
restaurants, industry seeking help. increased listening. Generally it is
Increased net revenue in 1944 came as radio's Christmas present. Used
anticipated
others
will follow.
cars
which
furnished
a
lucraGross billings last year were estimated at $350,000,000, as compared
to radio in 1943,
Foresee Global Advertising
to about $4,800,000 in 1927, first year in which statistics were droppedtive toincomevirtually
nothing
last
While radio's anniversary slogan
gathered and the first full year of network broadcasting. For a year in the East but on the West
to Victory and the probirthday present business leaders — advertisers, agencies, networks, Coast, where thousands of war is Pledged
fession looks with
allstation representatives, broadcasters— predict that 1945 will be the workers buy and sell used cars, out assistance
in thepride
war onlastitsyear,
greatest of all years.
radio still held a major share.
leaders are not unmindful of the
Another anniversary gift— the Broadcast Measurement BureauDepartment stores which had
and the possibility of an end
used radio prior to 1944, increased tofuture
the European war this year. In
radio's
attempt this
to outline
to the advertisers its great potentialities, budgets
last
year,
and
many
others,
will
be delivered
year. Thr
the
East
thoughts are turning to
oug
h
the BMB, established by the NAB,
sold on the NAB retail promotion television and FM as potential new.
sales reached an all-time high, plan,
the American Assn. of Advertising Spot
gave
broadcast
advertising
a
although there was try, with the result that 1945 advertising outlets. On the West
Agencies and the Assn. of National a21%dropoverin 1943,
the postwar planone-minute spots.
see more such retail outlets Coast, ninghowever,
Advertisers, a standard method of
Gross
network
sales of the should
stage. still is in the conversational
in the radio fold.
measuring broadcast coverage will Blue Network for time
1944
totaled
$41,be evolved. The BMB gets into full 300,000 compared to $24,870,000 in
Since the war with Japan is exEye Spot Reaction
swing within a fortnight.
some time after
1943, up 66%, Chester J. LaRoche,
There was a variety of opinion Europeanpected to continue
Little Time Available
hostilities cease, and beof the Blue an- on spot announcements. Agencies
Only one factor will prevent ra- vice-chairman
cause
the
West
Coast
is a stranounced Friday in a yearend realike were
critdio from skyrocketing beyond the
tegic military and naval area, little
view. Local and spot sales in 1944 and representatives
ical of the WWJ Detroit
ironclad
thought
is
given
to
anything
but
ken of prophets — lack of available were $2,600,000,
33%. Network ban on transcribed commercials. winning the war. Television and
time. Already advertisers are sign- affiliates increasedupfrom
174 to 194, They felt that stations could handle
FM are regarded as something for
ing long-term contracts in both the
the situation better by using edi- the
major and secondary markets to
Spot Billings Up
future— not immediately. With
torial
judgment
in
accepting
tranvirtually
stations in the major
assure themselves time on the air.
Because the networks can offer
scriptions, rather than casting West Coastall markets
hanging out
Late-comers, squeezed out of news- little
to newcomers, spot billing in- them aside.
papers because of the newsprint
the
SRO
signs
for the first quarter
There
was
criticism,
too,
of
the
creased
25%
in
1944
and
the
conof
the
New
Year,
advertisers
who
shortage, and manufacturers of
upward trend is anticipated WJZ and WENR abolition of have not signed up for air time
new products find it increasingly this year.tinuedThe
nighttime
spots
except
time
signals.
are
in
a
quandary.
past year saw greatdifficult to buy time.
er activity in program selling, with By and large, however, advertisers
Surveys conducted the past fortBanner Year
night by Broadcasting staff memNonetheless manufacturers are
bers in the major markets point
thinking of West Coast radio on
to a rosy outlook in 1945, despite
A PLEDGE TO TOMORROW
a global basis. They point out that
the war. As to the major networks,
scores of newscasts and entertainBy J. HAROLD RYAN
both CBS and NBC New York rePresident, 5sTationaI Assn. of Broadcasters
ported asellout of time. Blue and
ment programs in English are beMutual anticipate bigger business
IN THIS issue of Broadcasting Magazine, you will find suming beamed by international shortmarized the accomplishments of radio during 1944 and a compilaon the 1945 horizon, what with rewave to our troops
overseas. What's
to prevent
the Australians,
New
tion of predictions for 1945.
cent changes in management.
This has been a good year for radio and 1945 will be a better
Zealanders and English-speaking
CBS estimated its 1944 gross
one, judging by the prospects. One must consider balance sheets
peoples
in
New
Guinea
and
the
billings would exceed by 10% the
to measure the progress of radio, for balance sheets represent an
many islands of the Pacific from
figure of $57,951,144. Two addilistening
in
and
enjoying
American
index
to
the
medium's
effectiveness.
But
radio
is
not
a
business
in
tional discounts for advertisers
the same sense as the corner store which may limit its service
radio? They see in international
were added in 1944. Fourteen new
to moving merchandise off the shelves.
broadcasting a fertile field, when
affiliates
brought
the
total
network
Radio has other responsibilities, interwoven with the welfare
distribution problems are worked
to 143.
of the people of the world. These were discharged nobly in 1944.
out.
NBC reported a net revenue inThis is an appeal, as we start the 25th anniversary year of our
Canada enjoyed a banner year
crease of 12% in 1944 over 1943,
great art, that these responsibilities be remembered in 1945.
in 1944, with revenue up 10-15%
with 111 commercial programs usLet us make it a radio year that historians will remember
and
prospects even brighter for
when they record the story of the march of the United Nations
ing the full network against 89 in
1945. Last year saw more adverto victory and peace. Let us pledge ourselves to victory first, using
1943. Advertisers increased from 73
tisers and the broadcast by Canaour medium
with allthetheresolve
originality
that broadcasters
can fight.
sumin 1943 to 80 last year. Seven more
dian stations of more commercials
mon to strengthen
of America
to fight a good
stations became affiliated with
from U. S. networks. Radio in
NBC, bringing the network to 149.
January 1, 1945 • Page
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Canada has expanded annually
since the war began in 1939. With
two East-West networks in operation, greater growth is expected
this year.
Little thought is given, however,
to television and FM. There are
no such stations in the Dominion
and while some applications may
be filed, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., which controls all radio, so
far has established no regulations
governing the new services. Canadian broadcasters are concentrating efforts now on increased power,
promised them with the thaw of
equipment freezes.
Following is a survey of the major markets, conducted by Broadcasting:
NEW

YORK

By BRUCE ROBERTSON
FROM a purely business point of
view, 1944 was the best year
American broadcasters have ever
had. Whatever their differences of
opinion on other matters, station
and network commercial managers,
agency timebuyers and station representatives queried by the New
York office of Broadcasting agreed
on this.
They also agreed that as far as
can be foreseen now, 1945 vrill be
even better than 1944, with the reservation that in time of war no one
can see very far ahead. But from
business already placed, 1945 will
get off to a start several notches
ahead of 1944.
New Business a Factor
Four basic reasons were advanced for the year's
radio billings:
First, increase
the majorin
part
of
the
industry's
revenue
ccmes from home-used housewifebought merchandise, items consumed year in and out and advertised on the air with the same consistency. Second, the paper shortasje
and the resulting curtailment of
publication space has forced many
advertisers to try out radio, with
results so good that it is believed
most of these new advertisers will
Continue with radio even after
unlimited space in printed media
is again available.
Third, the present tax situation
encourages the maintenance of advertising, even by companies with
nothing to sell to civilians now, to
keep their brand names alive for
the postwar period.
And finally, station rates widely
increased during 1944. Some agency
objections were registered to what
they termed taking advantage of
a wartime situation, whereas the
station representatives upheld the
increases as justified by increased
audiences.
The end of the war in Europe,
generally expected sometime in
1945, probably will permit a limited consumption of production of
civilian goods, with a concurrent
shift from institutional to direct
selling. A temporary slackening
or stoppage of advertising may accompany the conversion period for
Page 14 • January 1, 1945

gains momentum. This cleanup
campaign was considered a good
idea by practically everyone interwas little
agree-by
mentviewed,
that butthetheremethod
invoked
Part in Mobilizing War Effort
WWJ
—
completely
eliminating
Viewed as Essential in Tackling Reconversion; transcribed announcements — is the
No Media Used More Effectively Than Radio
proper
Some one.
agency people declared that
all spots should be removed from
By JESSE H. JONES
the air, calling them parasites on
Secretary of Commerce
the commercial programs which
ADVERTISING has earned a large
build the audience by which the
share of the credit for mobilizing
spots benefit. Other agency execuour citizenry to all-out war effort,
tives
"good" announceproving for all time its power as a
ments, defended
with considerable
diversity
of definition of the term, and urged
persuasive force.
strong
commercial
editing
of copy
The cost of this continuous program of persuasion, paid for by
by
stationsMostas felt
the itmostunfair
practicable
solution.
to label
American business, is well over a
billion dollars. All media have been
all announcements as bad just because they are recorded.
utilized, none more consistently or
more effectively than that of radio.
Reps Oppose WWJ Move
As we enter the fourth and perThe WWJ edict was almost unanihaps crucial year of our participamously decried by the station reps,
tion in World War II, advertising
will be called on to continue its role
who were equally unanimous in expres ing the opinion that few if
of persuading the people to keep
any other stations would follow
on the right road to victory.
suit. Nor did they think many
Postwar Problems Vary
stations would copy WJZ in reWhile the extent of postwar
announcements inmoving
thestation
peakbreak
evening
hours.
problems will vary widely in difIt
was
pointed
out
that
as a netferent
types
of
endeavor,
their
soMR. JONES
lutions stem from the common need
work key station, WJZ could fola policy quite different from
to maintain high employment and, to exceed 35 billion dollars, a third that lowwhich
would be practicable
thus, the fullest possible use of our of which are in war bonds.
for
an
independently operated staproductive capacity. An indication
When
peace
comes,
larger
martion. The ban on middle comof our overall requirements is best
kets must be built up quickly, and
in newscasts effected
seen in the light of wartime accom- a demand must be created for the earlier by mercials
WJR was cited as the
plishments.
higher flow of consumer products. type of program
improvement that
It is estimated, for example, that Certainly, advertising which has so
applicable to most stations.
in 1944 our gross national product clearly demonstrated its power of is Some
alarm
was
expressed over
during wartime will be the lack of understanding
— measure of total goods and serv- persuasion
some ad- /
ices produced — ^will amount to ap- needed to stimulate a desire on the vertisers
and
agencies
have of staproximately 197 billion dollars and part of the public that will result
tion
economics,
with
one
top
sales
that our national income will be in a wave of buying. Only through executive pointing out that the elimabout 157 billion dollars. At the such mass consumption can our
ination of between-program
ansame time, people have saved as postwar goals of sustained high
nouncements alone would put most
and production be stations in the
never before; individual savings employment
red.
He
stressed
achieved.
during the past year are expected
the need for an educational campaign to explain to tha buyers of
than
that,
between
increased
voltime that without announcements
any particular
product,
but
differences in time and duration of the
ume of business i.nd increased sta- the stations would have to greatly
tion rates. Smaller stations are increase their revenue from proconversion of various products is
expected to prevent any general ad- benefiting by the business their
grams and that any volume
general would
falllarger competitors are either unable off in announcement
vertising decline.
In the network field, CBS and or unwilling to accept. Outside of be followed by either a sharp rise
NBC probably will continue their motion pictures, which became a in network rates or a large numpresent SRO condition, showing major radio advertising classificaber of station bankruptcies.
tion in 1944, the increase in naslight increases in revenue as staLocal Sales Up
tional spot was due largely to greattion rates rise. With old-line adverer expenditures by old-time spot
tisers consistently renewing their
Local business also flourished in
notably proprietaries.
1944, with department stores the
top-rating programs and few "war users,
increase in program selling, leading
classification in increased
babies",
muchunlikely
change inin 1945.
their posi- as Ancontrasted
with announcements, use of radio,
tion seems
a fact so obviously
was
reported
hy
the
representatives
resulting
from the NAB retail
Spot Increase Expected
of some larger stations, particular- presentations that many a skeptical
ly CBS Radio Sales and NBC Na- station operator has changed his
The Blue, vnth a new and aggrestional Spot Sales Dept. They point- mind about the value of industry
sive progra.n improvement policy
ed out that by building programs promotions.
and a campaign to strengthen its salable
Motion picture theatres
to advertisers these stations
station lineup off to a good start,
cities backed up the nalooks to the new year as turning were both increasing revenue by in manytional radio
advertising of the picout even better than 1944, which selling talent as well as time and
ture producers with local programs
increasing listening by replacing or spots.
was
"away
ahead
of
1943".
Mutual,
whose 1944 billings wer> more than announcement periods, which selJewelers, furriers and other luxdom obtain very high ratings, with
50% up from 1943, is expected to
uryinentproduct
retailers
wereas promtake an even more important place programs which may attract a sizin the local
picture,
were
able
audience.
in the network picture in the year
delivery items such as milk
to come, when its new president
Not yet widespread enough to service
and
bread.
Use
of
radio
by
and his staff begin putting their constitute a trend, the creation of plants to enroll personnel also war
was
policies into effect.
local programs for sale may pos- reported on the increase.
sibly become a major development
National spot radio billings for
1944 will run better than 25% in 1945, especially if the drive to
In New York, help-wanted adahead of 1943 and maybe higher do something about announcements
{Continued on page 56)
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Advertising

Played

Important

Victory

Paramount
FCC

CHAIRMAN PORTER

to

Ready, However,

All

Else

to Tackle lS!ew

Developments at War's End
By PAUL
A. PORTER
Chairman, Federal Communications Commission
AS IN 1944, the coming year will see the continuance of all-out efforts
by the communications industry and the Government to win the war.
Wartime activities will continue to be the paramount business of those
in Government concerned with communications. As the new Chairman
of the FCC, I have no other thought or objective except for a continued mobilization of all the resources of Government and industry in
the successful prosecution of the war.
In the brief time that I have had the opportunity to review with
my colleagues the problems of the Commission, I am impressed by
the high quality of work that is being done by the Commission and
its staff. I have had the opportunity to become familiar with some
of the preparations that are being made by the Commission looking
towards
hostilities.new developments that should swiftly follow the cessation of
The primary responsibility of the Commission in devoting its full
energies to wartime tasks has not made it possible to develop in detail new regulatory bases for postwar broadcasting and communications,
although much preliminary work has been done. I am confident that
in the event 1945 brings a conclusion to the war, the Commission
will be ready to move rapidly into the work of discharging its responsibilities in postwar communications developments. However, emphasis
will continue on wartime tasks until the principal job of all Americans
is completed and victory is achieved.

FCC to Announce
New Allocations
25-30,000 mc Report Jan. 15;
Recording Rule Deferred
RADIO LUXEMBOURG BACK ON AIR
PROPOSED allocations between
25-30,000 mc will be issued by the
Powerful Allied Station Broadcasts Warning on
FCC
"on or disclosed
about Jan.
the
Commission
late 15",
Friday,
German EfForts to Confuse Listeners
following a meeting. At the same RADIO LUXEMBOURG, drama- transmitter, however, is located at
time the FCC announced that contically captured from the Germans Junglinster which is 18 kilometers
sideration ofOrder 119 to require
(approximately
miles) south
from
through while
the in- Luxembourg
networks to record all programs last September
and 10apparently
genuity of Morrie
was postponed indefinitely due to leave from
WGARPierce,
Cleveland onus of the German push.
material and manpower shortages. chief engineer for OWI in Europe,
An interesting
When the proposed allocations was back on the air Friday after
nection with therevelation
capture inof conthe
a temporary silence for security station, bearing on the German
report is made public, it will pro- reasons.
offensive, was told recently by
vide approximately 30 days for the
H. Cohen,
director
of the
Fear forwhichthehadsafety
of theheard
sta- Philip
filing of briefs and oral argument
OWI station
ABSIE
in Europe,
not been
before a finafl decision is announced. for fourtion,days
during the early part while on a visit to the U. S. [BroadA similar report will be issued later of the Nazi counter-offensive,
was
casting, Dec. 25]. In view of the
covering frequencies below 25 mc. relieved on Saturday, Dec. 23 when
power of the station (150 kw)
Two other broadcast actions were operations were resumed to send high
and its importance as a propaganda
taken by the Commission Friday. out an urgent warning against weapon, it seemed incredible that
Transfer of control of the Pacific broadcasts by a German-controlled the Nazis did not destroy it before
Coast Broadcasting Co., licensee of station using a similar wavelength. the American
Armythewasstation
in a position to surround
and
KPAS Pasadena, to Wesley I.
Warning
to
Listeners
prevent
the
enemy
from
doing
anyDumm, Loyal K. King, Thomas L.
The warning, relayed by BBC to
thing butwho
slighthaddamage.
Bailey, Clarence A. Nisson, John
bourgers
been Luxempresent
stated:
K. Evans, Emer D. Bates, Maurice OWI,
when
the
Germans
evacuated,
Mr.
This
is
Radio
Luxembourg,
broadEnderle and John A. Smith through casting under control of the United Cohen said, reported the Germans
purchase of 43.78% or 1,116
Nations.
Here
is
an
important
waruto our listeners. . . . The Germans as saying, "we will be back within
shares of outstanding common ins
to confuse
you andwillto help
mis- three
stock, from J. Frank Burke Sr., are trying
Radioweeks".
Luxembourg is now under
you into
action
J. Frank Burke Jr. and W. M. their leaddesperate
gamble which
and will hinder the control of the Allied forces and
the
Allied
counter-measures
now
in
Burke for $178,640 was approved. progress. The Germans are broadcast- is being used essentially as a tactical weapon. Among Americans
(Earlier duopoly story on page 63.)
ing bothportingnews
and from
instructions
pur- assigned
directing
its operaPetition of the Blue Network Co.
to emanate
Allied radio
tion is Lt.toCol.
Sam Rosenbaum,
on behalf of WJZ New York and stations.
German-controlled broadcasts are former manager of WFIL PhiladelKECA Los Angeles to enlarge the already
being transmitted on a waveissues in hearing on applications of len.^th near
to the towaveRadioenough
Luxembourg
Albuquerque Broadcasting Co., li- listenerslength ofastray.
must leadbe phia.
cense of KOB, for modification of careful to identifyListeners
the
station
Blue Sells Stock
construction permit, for license to Luxembourg, which broadcastsRadioou
...station
and isof clearly
reccover construction permit, and au- 1,293 meters
o
g
n
i
z
a
b
l
e
a
s
a
the
United
A FEW executives of the Blue Netthority todetermine operating pow- Na tions.
invited to purchase
Listen offorGerman
the voicesattempts
you know
and stock workin havethebeencompany
er by direct measurement, was de- beware
which shares.
is auto trick
nied. KOB is broadcasting under
t
h
o
r
i
z
e
d
t
o
issue
100,000
special service authorization of 770
Plans are being
drawn
for theof
During the farthest point of the transactions.
kc. KECA seeks to change from you.
Price
and
names
German advances, Luxembourg
790 to 770 kc. WJZ is the dominant was
reported to have been within potential purchasers are not being
station on the 770 kc channel.
10 miles of an enemy column. The disclosed.
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Farm Radio Count
Starts This Week
Census of Agriculture Will
Measure Rural Audience
RADIO'S
is beingof
counted thisrural
weekaudience
by an army
26,000 enumerators who have set
out to interview 6,000,000 farmers
for the 1945 Census of Agriculture, I
taken
years by the Bu- .
reau ofevery
the five
Census.
Among the 205 questions to beV
asked is one on radio ownership.
Another question on electric facili- ^
ties
pute will
the enable
number theof Bureau
battery toas comwell '
as electrically operated sets. ;
Important to Advertisers
farmOther
acreage
value, population
mortgage '
data andinclude
dwellings,
machinery,
field cropsin '
debt,
housing,
labor, facilities
harvested in 1943, livestock on
farms, dairy products sold, irri- |
gated land on farms, automo- |
biles,
telephones, March
and timber
sales ;i.
[Broadcasting,
27].
Correlation of the data will pro- ■
vide information important to ad- '
vertisers and marketers in determining best markets for a variety
ofStations
productswillpurchased
farmers. , i
be able toby assemble
facts on the social and economic
characteristics
the farmcoverage
popa- ■
lation
in their of
respective
areas.
Preliminary tabulation of the /
enumerators' schedules will begin
in about two months but reports
by. counties and states will be held
up unless a supplementary appropriation for the work is provided.;
by Congress (See editorial on page ^
pleted
about census
two years.
38). Thein entire
is to be com- ';
Plans for the Census Bureau for .
four other fprojects
to obtain and
in- .
ormation for Government
private
industry inexpected
planning for
reconversion
be ''
placed
before are
Congress whento the,
79th session
convenes.
Appropriations for some of the work, as well
as a $5,500,000 supplementary request to complete the Census of
Agriculture, were refused by the ,
last
program
com-"--;
prisesCongress.
the biennialTheCensus
of Manufactures,
the
5-year
Census
of
Business, a sample expanded Labor r'i
Force Survey, and a sample Sur- j
vey
of Consumer
casting,
Dec. 18]. Income HBroaf
Hymes Joins WNEW ]
JOHN D. HYMES who resigned I
Dec. 22 as deputy chief of the OWIj,
Domestic Dec.Radio
Bureau
CASTING,
4] joins
WNEW[BroadNew ^j
York
Jan.
2
as
an
account
executive, Mr. Hymes for eight years *,
was timebuyer and station relations chiefYork,
of Foote,
& Be'
ing. New
beforeConejoining
OWI in June 1943.
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Bannister

Defends

WWJ

Ban;

MAJ. GLEm MILLER
MISSING IN FRANCE
MAJ. GLENN MILLER, veteran
orchestra leader and radio personality, ismissing in action, his
wife was advised last week by the
War Dept. On Dec. 15 he boarded
a plane intoLondon
his
orchestra
Franceto toprecede
play for
American troops. No word has been
heard from the plane since it took
off and it is presumed lost.
Although over
Maj. toMiller
volunteered
his age,
services
the
Army.ized a 62-piece
Once in uniform
he
organband, composed of
former well-known personalities,
among them Warrant Officer Paul
Dudley,
former
D'Arcy
Co., vice-president
inLt.charge
of theof
Coca ColaAdv.
account;
Don Haynes,
his executive officer, and Sgt. Ray
McKinley, a former bandleader.
It was through Col. E. M. Kirby,
chief of the Radio Branch, War
Dept.
of Publicof broadcasts
Relations,
while heBureau
was director
for SHAEF that Maj. Miller was
assigned to entertain soldiers in the
European theatre. Of Maj. Miller
Col. Kirby said:
Miller even
volunteered
in the beyond
service
oftheGlenn
hisagecountry
tliough
forfeltmilitary
dutyheHewasmusic
did this
because
he
that
American
had
aHismilitary
mission
toforperform
in this
war.
record
speaks
itself.
His
loss
will
bebut feltby not
only bysoldiers
all Americans
at home,
on the battlefield
and
in all
the Allied
hospitals ofandEurope
whom Wehe
served
so
faithfully
generously.
have
lost a With
gallantMrs.gentleman
American.
Miller weandhopea great
and
pray for his return.

Nets

Unaffected

By
Racetrack
CBS Will
Lose Revenue Ban
From
Agency Heads Suggest Editing
Kentucky Derby Rights
Frank Palmer Commends 'Courageous' Stand
LITTLE disturbance is being
But Disagrees With Blanket Abolition
caused the networks by the ban
on horse races, effective Jan. 3,
HARRY BANNISTER, general Mr. Palmer suggested that persince previously
madein arrangemanager of WWJ Detroit, defended
haps listeners did not realize that
ments were canceled
advance
his station's
banning tran- "your plan contemplates the reof the announcement which is being
scribed action
commercialinannouncements
taken
in
stride
even
by
the
few
p
l
a
c
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
transcribed
announce[Broadcasting, Nov. 27] before an
with live copy read by one
local sored
stations
broadcasting sponAAAA group in New York last voice." ments
turf
results.
Mr. Palweek. Kenyon & Eckhardt, meanmer This
asserted,typecanof becopy,
monotonous.
CBS, which has exclusive rights
while, disclosed that its transcribed
to the Kentucky Derby, sponsored
His letter concluded: "As an
announcements would be placed on agency,
for
several years by the Gillette
we
do
not
wish
to
penalize
other Deti'oit stations after Feb. 1, WWJ for placing a ban upon tranSafety Razor Corp., probably will
when the new WWJ policy goes
be
the
only network to lose regular
into effect.
scribed announcements. But, since
revenue since other network covThe New York audience included 90% of our spot radio copy is tranerage is usually on a sustaining
scribed, for what we believe to be
about 20 members of the associabasis.
CBS Hialeah
also had Park
lined last
up broachcasts from
month
tion's Committee on Radio Broad- very good reasons vou force us to
casting and a Subcommittee on place our business on other Detroit
but
canceled
them
two
weeks
later.
Timebuying. Citing examples of stations.
Mutual's
schedule
of
seven
events
from
the
Florida
track
beginning
"I think your action was very
"growing
to commercial radio opposition"
within Government
and courageous,
Jan. 20 was canceled about a day
but I don't think you
the profession itself, and referring have
before the announcement was made
gone all the way toward solvtoinarticulate
the "smouldering
though
as
yet
problem."
resentment of large
Mr.ing thePalmer
maintained that Mr.
public.KPAS, KWKW Affected
Bannister erred in condemning all
sections
of the listening
Among local stations sampled
Mr. Bannister
proposed audience",
that his transcribed
announcements because
which carry the sport regularly,
station's action was directed to- a few of them were ojectionable.
KPAS
and KWKW Pasadena will
ward avoiding stricter Federal This was in rebuttal to Mr. Banlose a sizable amount of revenue
control of radio.
nister's assertion that proper selecand afternoon audience, but mantivity could not be exercised over
Palmer Suggests Plan
agers of both are confident that
with better programming this will
Agency representatives agreed announcements on platters.
be overcome. In most cases parwith the motives impelling the
ticipating time already has been
WWJ decision but disagreed with
by local
and regional
adthe methods employed. They sug- Use of 300 mc Transmitter requested vertisers.
Women comprise
a large
gested, as had Chicago colleagues
percentage of the turf broadcast
audience and new programs are
when Mr. Bannister appeared bebeing slanted toward them as well
fore the Chicago Radio Management Club [Broadcasting, Dec. 11], For Video Awaits War's End as toward fans of other sports.
Los Angeles is substitutthat more careful editorial super- IN MEETING the challenges of electronic equipment to establish KRKD
ing a 15-minute racing resume with
vision of all announcements, live war, radio performed services in RCA as an "arsenal" of radio to a recorded
sponsored musical show.
and transcribed, by the stations 1944 believed impossible in 1940, supply the armed forces. Asserting
In the New York area, WBYN
would accomplish the purpose the according to Brig. Gen. David Sar- that 1944 would be remembered in Brooklyn
probably
will continue its
noff, RCA president on leave, in the annals of radio as one in which daily five-hour service
Detroit manager had in mind.
sponsored by
Meanwhile Frank Palmer, chief his year-end statement reviewing "much of future research and en- Armstrong Publications Inc., printgine ring was moved into the prestimebuyer for Kenyon & Eckhardt, radio's progress during the past
ers
of
racing
information
sheets,
Gen, Sarnoff added that it with news from tracks in Havana
released for publication a letter he year.
Telling of developments in RCA was theent,"year
in
which
science,
perand
Mexico.
WHN
New
York
which
had written to Mr. Bannister in laboratories,
verted for destruction by the enemy,
Gen. Sarnoff described
a six-times
weekly
fivewhich he suggested a plan counter- a 300-mc television transmitter was turned against those who used broadcasts
minute
racing
resume,
may
also
ing that announced by WWJ. His which he said was the first of its it for ruthless aggression.
shift
to
coverage
of
Mexican
and
statement proposed that the crea- kind developed to use 5 kw for
Cuban tracks this week. New Jertion of a continuity editorship on video broadcasting. Its developPays Tribute
sey
and
Pennsylvania
independent
ment, according to Gen. Sarnoff,
Gen. Sarnoff paid tribute to the
all stations to consider commercial
about primarily through the many RCA engineers and officials stations reportedly will feel the
spots and programs in the light of came
however, from the audiencecreation
of
a
special
electronic
tube
called
on special missions in ban,
viewpoint.Tony Wakeman,
station policy "would be a more and associated circuits. Full use science and
communications by the building
In Washington,
logical step to take".
of the new transmitter. Gen. Sar- armed forces, recalling that during WWDC
sportscaster,
was of the
explained, must wait until the the year RCA had passed its first
"Radio station management must end ofnoffthe
war.
opinion that the ban will not ef25
years
of
leadership
and
service
acknowledge,
as
you
have
done,"
fect him to any appreciable exMr. Palmer wrote to Mr. BannisPostwar Developments
to the public. "RCA enters its sectent. Reports on racing in Mexico,
ter, "thehealthy
presence
of a most little
unquarter century," Gen. Sarnoff Cuba and Canada still will be carAs a result of radio-facsimile said,ond"with
situation. However,
virtually
all
facilities
ried
supplied by UP
RCA research scien- contributing to the vvanning of the and INSwith coverage
will be gained unless station man- development,
wires. Other sports, he
tists were disclosed to have built a war.
agement accepts the responsibility duplicator
The
gigantic
task
is
to
confor making copies of
said, provide a plethora of material
tinue unabated the drive to Vic- and
of determining:
documents, drawings and
the problem is to edit it rather
is the commercial
copy letters,
than worry about padding to make
pictures. The new apparatus, which
and1. Basically
its presentation
in good taste?
up
for any decrease in racing
used to supplement photo2. Can it be scheduled without harsh may statbeor blueprint
time. Mr. Wakeman had no idea
machines, can be
conflict with adjacent programs in the
Burnett N. Y. Office
tory."
by non-skilled
personnel, LEO BURNETT Co., Chicago, has as to the number of listeners atspotsed byoffered
by the station and select- operated
the advertisers?
Gen. Sarnoff
said.
solely by the turf results.
a New
York branch
743 WAIT tracted
3. Is our schedule overcrowded with
It was revealed that during the opened
Chicago, carrying the same
Fifth Ave.
to service
televisionat and
spot announcement?"
year more than 1,000 RCA research radio,
sort
of
variety
as Tony
with Paulaccount
C. Harper,
for- Wakeman, six daysshow
scientists and engineers have been
Responding
Mr. Bannister's
executive,
a week from
comment
that to
listener
reaction to working on wartime research, de- recentlymerlyin Burnett
Marine Corps, as man- ope to 5 p.m., simply will drop the
the WWJ plan had been favorable,
velopment and production of radioresults and continue the program.
ager.
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Gets

what

he

goes

after

I
%

That's the Army's first fighting falcon. He can dive
at speeds up to 300 miles an hour. He can spot a mouse

produces more listeners per dollar spent than any other I
station in this 6th largest market.

a quarter of a mile away. He gets what he goes after.

If you have something to sell . . . W-I-T-H can sell
it better. W-I-T-H gives you what you go after! Sales
at low cost.

That last phrase is the one we want to hang this ad
on. "He gets what he goes after."
Down here in Baltimore, radio advertisers get what

WITH
Baltimore, Md.

they go after IF they buy W-I-T-H, the independent
station. Facts from outside sources prove that W-I-T-H

Tom Tinsley, President

R£pre$ented Nationally by Headley-Reed

KSWO Assignment, WKIF, KSKY Shifts,
Acquisition of KFBC Control Granted
FOUR TRANSFERS of control 1,400 sh, W. A. Corson 500 sh,
were granted by the FCC last week William C. Grover 400 sh, Bard
exclusive of two duopoly actions Ferrell 250 sh.
as reported on page 63. Stations inConsent
to assignment
volved are WKIP Poughkeepsie,
cense of KSWO
Lawton, Okla.of wasliN. Y.; KSWO Lawton, Okla,; granted from Willard Carver, deKSKY Dallas and KFBC Cheyenne,
ceased, and Byrne Ross, to Mr.
Wyo.
Ross and
R. H. Drewry
doing business as KSWO
Broadcasting
Co.,
In the Poughkeepsie action the
Mr. Drewry purchasing half
Commission approved voluntary with
interest
from
the
widow
of
Mr.
assignment of license of WKIP
from Poughkeepsie Broadcasting Carver for $17,500.
Corp. to Poughkeepsie Newspapers
Shift from a corporation to a
Inc., sole owner of the licensee partnership was authorized by the
corporation. No monetary consid- FCC in the grant of the KSKY
eration is involved. Poughkeepsie
for from
voluntary
ment of license
Chilton assignRadio
Newspapers, a Merritt C. Speidel application
interest, acquired control of Pough- Corp. to SKY Broadcasting Service,
keepsie Broadcasting last March composed of A. L. Chilton, Leonore
through purchase for $10,600 of H. Chilton and Ja nes Ralph Wood,
the 60% interest in WKIP held owners of the former licensee corby Richard E. Coon, affiliated with
poration. No money was involved
the Speidel group in Pough- in tha action.
keepsie.
KFBC Transfer
Goodwin With Sinatra
Acquisition of control of Fron- FOLLOWING settlement of a contier Broadcasting Co., licensee of
tract dispute with Lever Bros, and
KFBC, by the Cheyenne News- its agency.
Young & Rubicam, Bill
papers Inc. was granted by the Goodwin, Hollywood
FCC. Cheyenne Newspapers, of was released last week announcer,
from the
which Mr. Speidel is chairman of CBS Burns & Allen Show to join
the board and minor interest holder, the new Frank Sinatra Show starting Jan. 3, also on CBS, under
purchases
shares from
(7%) W.com-A. sponsorship
of Max Factor Co.
mon stock 175
for $2,275
(cosmetics).
settled
■ Corson in fulfillment of an option Dec. 27 after anDispute
AFRA was
arbitration
, acquired
in
September
1941.
Holdhearing
was
being
setup.
Goodwin
ings now ar« Cheyenne Newspapers, had asked relief from an exclusive
clause
in his five-year
contract
the grounds
that certain
verbalon
promises
allegedly
made
by
Young
Westinghouse Expands
had not been fulfilled.
WESTINGHOUSE Electric & Mfg. &He Rubicam
received $1,000 per week on the
Co., lamp division, Bloomfield, N. J. Burns
&
Allen
is adding WHN and WMCA New to Tom Hanlon.Show, now assigned
York to its spot schedule for lamps,
incandescent and fluorescent lightLuncheon Guests
ingtionin starting
new tocycle
stabreaks from a five
seven oftimes
NBC Commentators H. V. Kaltenweekly on seven East and Midwest born,
John Cooper,
StanleyPeterson
Richstations, four of them WestingRalph Howard
house-owned. Scheduled includes, and Roy ardson,
Porter were guests of
in addition to WMCA and WHN, honor at a luncheon given by the
WOR KDKA WMAQ WOWO network last Thursday at the
WBZA KMOX KYW.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.

McGuineas and Boggs
Named in WGN-WGNB
IN A realignment
of executive
personnel, WGN Chicago
and WGNB,
its FM adjunct, announced last
week, through Frank
P. Schreiber,
manager,
that
William A.Guineas,Mc-WGN
sales manager
since 1940, would
become
commer-of
cial manager
WGN-WGNB
and the
company's
proposed
television activities.
Mr. McGuineas
hasMr. McGuinbeen
with WGN sinceeas 1934.
Norman
Boggs,
chief
of
the
WGN
New
sales office since 1940, has York
been
named sales manager of WGN,
succeeding
Mr.
McGuineas.
Replacing Mr. Boggs is George Harvey,
WGN salesman since 1935, except
for ohe year he spent with Mutual
1937-38.
Changessonnelininclude
the appointment
FM station per-of
Marion Claire (wife of Henry
Weber, music director of WGN) as
director of WGNB. Miss Claire
hi.s been with WGN as lead soon the 1940.
Chicago Theatre of
the Air pranosince

RMA SEES POSTWAR
JOBS FOR 145,266
POSTWAR employment for about
68.6% more men and women than
were employed in the last postwar
year
will be provided
radio
manufacturing
industry,by the
a survey
released last week by the Radio
Manufacturers Assn. disclosed.
Representing 64.9% of the industry, 202 major companies re145,266 year,
empported
loyes in theythewillfirstneedpostwar
as compared with 86,173 in the last
prewar
Althoughemployment,
a decrease
of 39.8%year.
in present
geared to wartime production, is
expected,
was pointed out
that
the
radio itmanufacturing
industry
has
expanded
its
dollar
volume
1300% since 1940.
Conducted
by the Committee,
RMA Employment and Personnel
the
survey
of the
men nowdisclosed
in war that
work23.6%
and 27.9%
of the women will not seek jobs in
the radio manufacturing business
after the war. More than a third
ofhavetheentered
industry's
employes,
36,374,
the armed
services.
Army Unit to N. Y.
THE 2001st Army Air Forces base
unit,
from radio
New production,
Haven to NewwhichYorkmoves
the
first of the year [Broadcasting,
Dec. 18] will headquarter at 1 Park
Ave., with Capt. David TumbuU
as commanding officer, Capt. Robert
G. Jennings in charge of radio proand M/Sgt.heretofore
Harry spent
Bluestone. Staffduction,which
part of the week in each city, puts
on
regular
New
York:fourArmy
Air shows
Forces,fromMutual;
First in the Air, CBS; / Sustain
the Wings, NBC; AAF Symphonic
Flight, Blue. Unit also prepares
recorded programs for V Discs,
and
Psychological Warfare
Bureau,the OWL

News Editors Club
RADIO News Editors of San Francisco, a new organization, has been
formedAustin
by editors
localKSFO
stationsas
with
Fengerof of
head. The
first
meeting
was
tended by Chuck Pendleton, KJBS;atChuck Cooney, KPO-NBC; Grant
Holcomb, KQW San Jose; Lee
Giroux, KSAN; Bill Brown, KYA
and Austin Fenger with Phil Woodyatt, CBS; Darrel Donnel, KFRC
and aFrank
unble to attendLa butTourette,
backing KGO
the club.
The necessity
of
obtaining
recognition as a news medium on the
same basis
newspapers
disKFPW to MBS
cus ed at theas first
meeting. was
Specific
KFPW Fort Smith, Ark., operated
plans tactstowillimprove
radio
news
conbe developed next.
by Southwestern Hotel Co., on Dec.
21 became a Mutual affiliate. Station operates with 250 w on 1400 kc.
WQXR Shifts News
WQXRdons itsNew
York on APJan.news
1 abanFOREIGN SERIES
periods fiveschedule
minutes ofbefore
the hour
WNEW
25th Anniversary
in favor of on-the-hour AP newsShow Radio Abroa
casts as a Several
greater convenience
listeners.
commflentatorsto WNEW New York is contacting
y to I
whose
programs
begintheir
on the
hour governments and broadcasters
now will
lead into
analysis
abroad
and
foreign
embassies
with a five-minute summary. Four this country for material for ina
women's
programs
whichfivehadminutes
begun 13-week series designed to show
on the hour
will start
d na-!
operates was
in other
later, and one thrice-weekly quar- how radio
tions. The feature
conceived
ter-hour program will shift to a in celebration
of the 25th annifive-weekly ten-minute series.
versary of the radio industry.
From the BBC, the Australian
Broadcasting
Commission, Soviet
Bob Hope Honored
officials. Radio Diffusion in
ADVERTISING Club of New York radio
Prance and similar sources in
will make its annual award in China, Latin America and other
recognition of outstanding service regions, WNEW is attempting to
to society this month to Bob Hope, secure recorded material such as
NBC comedian sponsored by Pep- program excerpts, opening and
sodent Co., for outstanding accom- closing announcements, station call
plishments in entertaining service signals, and general information on
groupsners of the
throughout
world. years
Win- broadcasting operations, program
award intheprevious
and listener groups.
CUTTING THE CAKE in celebration of the 20th anniversary of WFBL have included Mayor La Guardia preferences
Material from each country will be
of New York, Commander Gene woven
Syracuse, is Charles
Phillips, too.
commercial
celebrating
a quarter-hour show
Major Alexander de Sever- with liveinto
thCO anniversary
with theF. station,
Watchingmanager,
the ceremony
are (1histo20th
r) : Tunney,
commentary and explanaL. F. Wylie, merchandising manager; Campfield Leonard, salesman; sky, Westbrook Pegler, Quentin
tion locally. Series is scheduled to
Reynolds and Robert Moses.
Pa Mr. Phillips; J. F. Mullen, T. L. Riley, A. C. Friederich, salesmen.
start sometime this month.
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IT'S DIG, DIG, DIG— TODAYY ANj/rOMORRC
ANJT TOMORROW— IN

WITH the discovery of gold in 1858,
mining became Colorado's first industry. Since then, 250 other useful minerals have been found of which 40 are being
produced commercially with coal, molybde-

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

num, vanadium, tungsten, manganese, zinc,
lead and flourspar leading in importance.
Even after 87 years, the potential mineral
wealth of Colorado is practically unscratched. Ittuminoushas
the nation's
coal reserves
and greatest
billions bi-of
ban-els of oil in its yet undeveloped oil shale
deposits.
War needs have stimulated Colorado mining to record production but the coming
of peace and the opening of the floodgates of
civilian needs will keep Colorado miners
digging busily for a long time to come.
The assets;
mining asindustry
of Colorado's
basic
basic andis one
permanent
as its
ture and livestock raising.

The Denver market is basic in any selling plans of a national or regional scope,
both
from the standpoint of size and productivity.
A basic selling medium in this area is
KLZ, the station on which more advertisers,
local and national, buy more time than on
any other Denver station.
KLZ
• DENVER
CBS Network • 560 Kilocycles
Affiliated in Management with the Oklahoma
Publishing Co. and WKY, Oklahoma City

What we knov\- today as radio began as "wireless telegraphy"
. . the transmission of dot-and-dash code through the air
from sending-sets to receiving-sets. Unlike the telephone,
the telegraph, and the cable, wireless used no wires . . as
the adjective implied.
Still without wires today, how are you sure of the
"connection"?
In radio, the program determines who will receive it
on a voluntary basis, and how many. The type of material,
therefore, which goes out from a radio station over the air
becomes
the all-important
between sender
and receiver.factor in making the connection

Through the stations of Westinghouse pours the NBC
Parade of Stars, integrated with local programs of equal
merit. These programs are the advertiser's assurance of
voluntary reception, of a completed connection, just as
surely as if they came by wire or cable.
A potential primary audience of 1 8,000,000 American j
is on the receiving-end of Westinghouse broadcasts, 19 hours
out of every day. What have you to say to this. vast group,
with money in their pockets, and ideas of how to spend it
in their minds . . ideas put there by radio programs?
Consult NBC Spot Sales for availabilities.

WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ

• WBZA

RADIO
• WOWO

STATIONS

• KEX

• KYW

Inc

• KOKA

Radio Highlights and Headlines: 1944
(Major Events of Year as Chronicled in BROADCASTING)
(See issues of Broadcasting nearest each date given for full details.)
Jan. 1 — Time Inc. and Chester J. first
paid president, who had served Cox (D-Ga.) previously had reLaRoche, former head of Young & since 1938.
signed the committee chairmanship.
Rubicam,terest in Blue
each Network
acquire 12%%
in- Feb. 3 — House Select Committee to John J. Sirica, Washington attorfrom Edney,
Investigate
the
FCC
reveals
for
ward J. Noble, principal owner. first time that it will institute a counsel. subsequently named general
Each paid price of $500,000 cash, sweeping investigation of the 1940 Feb. 23 — Nation's 52 stations operwith Mr.
LaRoche becoming
of WMCA New York by
ating with 50,000 w on clear or
man of executive
committeechairand sale
Donald Flamm to Edward J. Noble, duplicated clear channels average
operating head.
now Chairman of the Board of the individual net time sales of approximately $1,000,000 during 1943,
Jan. 1 — Blackett-Sample-Hummert Blue Network Co. Inquiry held intermittently during the year, with according to FCC analysis.
Agency dissolved with Dancer-Fitzhigh
figures
in
public
life
gerald-Sample formed to take over many
March
1
—
Retention
of its policy of
operations, including substantial called.
affiliate-network relationship in
radio business. Hill Blackett Agen- Feb. 7 — Broadcast advertising in eventual
establishment
of nationcy also formed at same time.
1943 reached a total of $233,900,000
wide television network to get unnet time sales, or 21.8% ahead of
Jan. 3 — Largest number of radio the
der
way
with
the
war's
an1942 high. Gross time sales
homes intimatedhistory
32,500,000wartime
— esnounced by NBC. Position end
enthusifor 1944— despite
totaled $307,191,000 as compared
astically
received
by
affiliated
stafreezes and tube and parts short- with $254,800,000.
tions followingYork.
presentation at sesages.
16 — George P. Adair, Assistant Marchsion in1New
—
Time
Inc. endows a twoJan. 12— E. K. Jett, Chief Engineer Feb.
in charge of broad- year study in freedom
of the press
of the FCC, nominated by Presi- Chief Engineer
casting, iselevated to Chief Engi- by
dent Roosevelt to succeeed George
an
independent
neersioofnerFCC,
succeeding Commis- headed by Robert K.commission,
Hutchins,
E
.
K.
Jett.
H. Payne
as
member
of
FCC.
Senate confirmed nomination Feb. 11.
of the University of ChiFeb. 23 — John E. Fetzer, owner of president
cago.
Robert
D.
Leigh,
former
diJan. 13 — FCC dismisses newspa- WKZO
Kalamazoo,
named Assist-in
rector of Foreign Broadcast Intelper divorcement proceedings by
of Censorship
ligence
Service
of
FCC,
named
diunanimous vote, leaving way open chargeantofDirector
radio
by
Byron
Price,
rector.
for newspapers to participate in all Director of Censorship.
March 2 — Marshall Field, Chicago
licensed
radio,
with
applications
to
be considered on individual merits. Feb. 23 — Eugene L. Garey, of New merchant prince and publisher of
It thus
terminates
Sun and of PM, purgeneral counsel of House the Chicago
which
had existed
since uncertainty
March 1941 York,
chases WJJD Chicago for $700,000
Select Committee to Investigate the
when
newspaper
order
originally
L. Atlasshe andpurchased
associFCC, resigns on ground that com- from Ralph
was issued.
Subsequently
mittee inquiry is a "sheer white- WSAI ates.
Cincinnati for $550,000.
washing affair". Chairman E. E.
Jan. 17 — NBC, following consultation with its Stations Planning and
Advisory Committee, discloses it
will make its programs, both commercial and sustaining, available
to FM stations operated by present
standard band affiliates with no additional sponsor cost until audiences of both stations increase to
point where rate adjustments be#1
come desirable. Other networks subsequently followed suit.
Jan. 17 — Television Broadcasters
Assn. Inc. formed to encourage development ofvideo art, with Allen
B. DuMont first president.
Jan. 26— FM Broadcasters Inc.
holds first annual meeting in New
York with gross attendance of 750.
Jan.
26 —order
Broadcast
equipment
freeze
easedBoard
by FCC
and
War Production
in simultaneous announcements providing
that conditional grants for new stations or change of facilities involving critical materials will be authorized where it is shown they
will
an outstanding
need "serve
or national
interest." public
Jan. 31 — Nearly a fourth of radio's
25,000
regularly
person-or
nel listed
as in theemployed
armed forces
in Government service, according
to Broadcasting Yearbook poll.
Feb. 2 — New York Times enters
radio field through acquisition of
WQXR and WQXQ New York
from John V. L. Hogan and associ- BREAKIN(. (iliOUND for new KFI Los Angeles FM-television transates for approximately $1,000,000.
atop Mt. Wilson,
this station
groupin
a mitters
bulldozer
over the Cal.,
site during
recent executive-engineering
formal ceremonies staged
Feb. 3 — John Harold Ryan, Assist- guided
Structure to house FM transmitter will be erected at estiant Director of Censorship, and November.
mated cost of $100,000 and take nearly a year to build. Construction on
vice-president on leave of the Fort
Industry Co., operating seven sta- television
transmitter will not start until war's end. Bulldozer operators
tions, is unanimously elected NAB (1 to r, seated) are: William B. Ryan, general manager of KFI and Dr.
Lee de Forest, pioneer scientist in radio and television; with superpresident
by
the
Association's
board
visory engineering trio, H. L. Blatterman and Curtis Mason, station
of directors to serve until July 1,
1945. He succeeded Neville Miller, co-chief engineers; Seymour Johnson, consulting engineer.
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March 6 — C. E. Hooper, radio surveywideexpert,
touchesin off
industrycontroversy
urging
that
stations clean out "funny money"
March
programs.10 — National War Labor
Board, C.byPetrillo's
split 2-1 vote, orders
James
Federation of MusiciansAmerican
to terminate
its
recording
strike
to
the
end
conditions prevailing on July that
31,
1942 befused torestored.
obey order.Petrillo later reMarch 11 — Raymond Gram Swing,
Blue commentator,
WLW Cincinnati, and WMAZ Macon,
receive
$1,000 for
Alfred
awards
1943. I. duPont radio
March 13— AT&T divulges plans
for coaxial cable facilities adequate
to provide television network service in the postwar era. A fiveyear plan entailing installation of
some
miles of cable at an estilined. 7,000
mated cost of $100,000,000 was outApril 17- — Survey of advertising
agencies reveals most of them are
prepared stantialto basisenter
television
subas soon
as war onconditions permit.
April 21 — Army and Navy abolish
requirement that disclaimers be
used on commercial programs presenting armed forces personnel.
April tion22for—local
Record-breaking
transacoutlet completed
with
sale of renWINX
Washington
Lawce J. Heller to Eugene byMeyer,
editor and
of thecash.Washington Post,publisher
for $500,000
April 25 — Harold V. Hough, manager of WBAP-KGKO Fort Worth,
is givenguishednewspaper-radio
distinservice award for directing
and winning newspaper ownership
fight before FCC.
April
25 — Eugene
Pulliam,acquires
owner
of WIRE
Indianapolis,
Indianapolis Star and Muncie Star
for $2,500,000.
April 27 — Deep interest in radio,
particularly
FM and convention
facsimile, evi-of
denced at annual
American
Newspaper
Publishers
Assn. in New York. Publishers
are
informed by radio spokesmen of
kinship of two media.
May 1 — Five of eight major citations for 1943 George Foster Peabody
outstanding
ice goawards
to CBSfor stations
and ser>
pi
grams,
with
NBC,
Blue
and
San Francisco also cited. Bob KY.
Hopt
receives special citation for military camp tours.
May 1 — Commissioner E. K. Jet
of FCC predicts two commerc
systems of television — one to v
under way when wartime free?
are lifted under existing or slighi
modified standards, and the otli>
a "vastly
time
after improved
the war. system"
It touchessomt-off
fight
of
proponents
of "upstairs"
high-definition television
as opstandards.posed to "downstairs" pre-war
May 5 — Commssioner Clifford J.
Durr of the FCC tells Ohio In.stitute for Education by Radio that
radio 'is steadily and rapidly - j
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coming less free as it demonstrates
its value as an effective and extremely profitable advertising medium."
May 8 — Networks pool facilities to
cover sion.
impending
invaFacilities forEuropean
most intensive
news coverage in history devised by
Col. who
(nowlater
Brig.wasGen.)
DavidLegion
Sarnoff,
awarded
of
Merit
for
outstanding
attainments.
May
Commissioner
T. A.
Craven8 — indicates
intention
not M.to
seek
reappointment
upon
expiration
of his term June 30. Later became
executive
vice-president
of Cowles
Broadcasting
Co.
May 8 — Petrillo discloses plan for
AFMall tostations
install "pancake
turners"
in
to make jobs
for
2,000 at AFM scale. Precipitated a
fight
with
NABET,
which
resulted
later in National Labor Relations
Board ruling favoring latter except
in Chicago,
been
used as where
record musicians
turners. had
M-ay 19 — Half-dozen station transfers involving $1,725,000 completed
in week, subject to FCC approval.
Deals included sale of WPEN Philadelphia by Arde Bulova to Philadelphia Bulletin for $620,000;
WNBC Hartford by Bulova to W.
O'Neil,
General
president
and
Yankee Network Tire
owner,
for $220,000; WHOM Jersey City to Cowles
Broadcasting Co. for $350,000, and
KEX Portland by Portland Oregonian to Westinghouse for $400,000. All transactions subsequently
approved.
May 23— Revised White- Wheeler
bill to amend Communications Act,
which would substitute a five-man
commission for the present sevenman agency and drastically change

OFFERING
whole-heartedof support
of the the
NAB's
year-longcommittee
observanceof
of the 25th anniversary
broadcasting,
advertising
the Radio Mfrs. Assn. met in Chicago to outline its part in the 1945 program. In front are U to r) : Charles B. Brown, RCA Victor Division of
RCA; John S. Garceau, Farnsworth, committee chairman; Fred Schreiber,
Zenith; Victor Irvine, Galvin, host to the meeting; Stanley H. Manson,
Stromberg-Carlson ; S. D. Mahan, Crosley. Standing, James W. Douthat,
publications director, RMA ; John G. Porter, GE ; Seymour Mintz, Admiral.
radio's method of programming and wife, Betty Tash Taishoff, from
andMr. his
wife wasbecame
conoperation,terstate
is reported
Senate In- Martin Codel summated.
Commerceby Committee.
Taishoff
publisher
as
well
as
editor
of
Measure,
which
would
ban
sponsorship of news and commentators and Broadcasting.
curtail clear channel operations, June 6 — History's mightiest milidied with the ending of the session
tary operation — invasion of France
because of opposition from all sides.
byradioGen.primed
Eisenhower's
— found
May
26
—
Blue
Network
purchases
for its forces
greatest
spot
KECA Los Angeles from Earle C. news "documentary"
coverage
Anth-ony for $800,000 cash as a re- its history. Simultaneously, the Al-in
sult of FCC's duopoly order.
liedrated abroadcasting
Expeditionary Forces
service inauguon the
May 31 — Acquisition of all of the continent
to all allied troops under
outstandingCASTING bycapital
stock
of
BROADSol Taishoff and his the direction of Col. Ed Kirby, for-

mer NAB public relations director.
June 8 — Neville Miller, former
president of the NAB, named senior
deputy
UNRRA, Balkanin
Mission,chief
withof headquarters
Cairo.
June 9 — J. Leonard Reinsch, managing director of the James M. Cox
radiotor stations,
named radioNational
direcof theunder
Democratic
Committee
Paul A. Porter,
publicity
director,
who
later
became
chairman of the FCC.
June 16 — Radio listening for invasion weekcordingwas
well survey
over normal
to special
made acby
C.
E.
Hooper
Inc.
On
D-Day
sets
in use were 78% above normal,
with the balance of the week (Wednesday through Saturday) averaging 19% above normal.
June
20
— Failureagency.
of the Young
Army or&
its advertising
Rubicam, to include radio in its appropriation for WAC recruiting,
with the entire budget earmarked
for newspapers, results in campaign spearheaded
by NAB towhich
end
discrimination.
Controversy
ensued resulted in placement of
portion of schedule on stations.
June 20— CBS and Blue advise
FCC they favor common operation
for AM and FM stations which are
jointly owned. Stand supports poING,sition
Jan. taken
17].by NBC [BROADCASTJune 27 — Republican National Comwith E.itsDewey
nomina-of
tion ofmittee,
Gov.coincident
Thomas
New York as standard-bearer,
adopted a strongly-worded free raplank.WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
June dio30—
(Continued on Page 2U)

^The White House has its Fala,
The Movies', Rin-Tin-Tin,
Asta has his Thin Man,
But here's where I come in.
My name is Spot, and Vve a lot
Of station information.
You'll learn why we rate so high
A selling reputation."

SIOUX

KSOO
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FALLS,

SO.

DAKOTA

1140 K C - 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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AT

THE

*'HEART"

OF

AMERICA...

^^5he exact center of population of the United States falls
within the primary area of station W I B C. Here is the

Owned and Operated
by the INDIANAPOLIS NEWS

"heart" of America, the East North Central's richest market. The voice of W I B C, due to our low frequency and
clear channel, is heard over a greater part of this area
than that of any other Indianapolis station. Let us explain our intensive and unusually productive merchandising cooperation with advertisers.
A Clear Channel

•

1070 KILOCYCLES

•

5000 WATTS

A .^Mutlfai STATION
INDIANAPOLIS
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and WOL Washington are exchanged without substantial monetary casting
consideration.
BroadCo. acquiredCowles
Washington
outlet from Mrs. LeRoy Mark in
exchange for the Iowa CBS outlet.
July 5 — Daniel Joseph Danker, 41,
Pacific reCoast
vice-president
dictor of J. Walter
Thompsonand Co.,
Hollywood,
died
following
heart
attack in his Beverly Hills hotel
apartment.
July 12 — McKesson & Robbins votes
largest appropriation in history —
$2,500,000— with bulk to radio.
July c13ials in—sponsored
Ban on middle
commernews broadcasts
invoked by WJR Detroit, effective
Sept. 1.
July
R. Gamble,
director14—ofTedTreasury
War national
Finance
Division, lauds radio's job as "bigthan ever before" in Fifth War
Loanger drive.
July
17 — FCC
Chairman
Jamesto
Lawrence
Fly plans
to resign
enter private law practice in New
York. He subsequently resigned
Nov. 15 and was succeeded by Com-

mis ioner E. K. Jett as interim
chairman.
July 22— William S. Paley, on leave
as president of CBS, returns to
United States for short stay after
having
been in European
theatreof
since November
1943 as Chief
Radio, sion,
Psych6logical
Warfare
DiviSHAEF.
July
25
—
Congress
is
notified
FCC that unless there are specificby
legislative instructions it feels it is
its function to approve sales of
broadcast stations, irrespective of
whether the prices are "inordinateJulyly high".
25— D. E. (Plug) Kendrick,
46, owner of WINN Louisville and
a veteran broadcaster, dies in
Louisville following a long illness.
July
— National
Laborto
Board 28orders
James C.War
Petrillo
end strike of musicians at KSTP
St. Paulnored—by theanother
AFM ruling
head. later igAug. 4 — Efforts of CIO to invade
radio on licall
sides revealed
pubation of Political
Actionin Committee Radio Handbook, telling

Chamberlain Expands
CHAMBERLAIN SALES Corp.,
Des Moines (hand lotion), effective
Jan. 1 will expand its present spot
announcement campaign, which
began Dec. 1 for four weeks, from
100 markets
to 125formarkets,
135 was
stations. Contract
13 weeks
placed through BBDO, Chicago.
labor unions how to get free radio
time and urging them to get in on
ground floor of FM.
Aug. 11 — Post-war preliminary allocations plan ofCommittee
Interdepartment
Radio Advisory
(IRAC)
makes no provision for facilities
for international shortwave broadcasting but proposes that programs
be relayed to foreign countries for
domestic distribution. IRAC plan
also touches
controversy
tween FM andoff television
for be-50
megacycles area in spectrum.
Aug. 23 — President Roosevelt and
Gov. Dewey, as respective party
war service
incandidates,
letters tohail
NABradio's
Executives
War
Conference in Chicago Aug. 28-31.

Aug. 28 — Rep. Clarence F. Lea,
chairman of House Interstate &
Foreign
Commerce Committee
and
Select Committee
to Investigate
FCC, titions
definite
legislaon-urges
to Act.supplant
1934 radio
CommunicaAug. 29 — Standard plan of station
measurement — later named Broadcast Measurement Bureau — supported by NAB
War
Conference.
ProjectExecutives
later approved
by American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies
Assn.willofentail
National
Advertisers.andPlan
one
million postcard survey biennially,
at estimated cost of $1 each, with
bill to be paid by broadcasting into be setdustry.
up. Separate bureau and staff
Aug.
31
—
FM and
television
absorb
broadcasters
at NAB
Executives
War Conference
tended by 1,100. in Chicago, atSept. 11 — Republican nominee
Thomas E.terviewDewey,
in exclusive supinwith Broadcasting,
ports free radio and revised, more
liberal law. Opposes Government
entry nessinto
aspects.programming or busiSept.
20
— Blue Network realigns
MEAT
AND
MONEY
high
J. LaRoche,command,
former with
YoungChester
& Rubicam
head,
as
vice-chairman
in
charge
of operations. Edward J. Noble,
More than a half million head of cattle and some 400,000 swine are growprincipal owner, Mark Woods, president, and Edgar Kobak, executive
ing and fattening for the market today in this tri-state area of Arkansasvice-president, retain titles.
Sept.
25
of Blue
Louisiana-Texas. The raising of purebred beeves and porkers has received
Network —toChange
Americanin name
Broadcasting
Co. (American Network) predicted
added stimulus by the nation's wartime call for more and better meat. In
as company
acquires
to similar names from
otherrights
holders
and
the post-war years, the mounting wealth of high-grade meat animals will
purchases
work Inc."name
from"American
dissolved NetFM
project. FCC on Dec. 19 approved
multiply buying power in the already prosperous Ark-La-Tex, whose people
voluntary
assignment
of
licenses
WJZ New York, WENR Chicago,of
listen to powerful 50,000 watt KWKH, the No. I medium of the area.
KGO San Francisco, KECA Los
Angeles
Blue Network
American from
Broadcasting
Co. Co. to
Sept. 28 — Allocation hearings to
shape future development of all
broadcast services begin before
FCC and continue for five weeks.
Oct. 2 — Movement, fostered largely by dio
broadcasters,
up in ranoncommercialto set
organization
comparable
Academy
Motion
Picture Artsto and
Sciencesof started
in New York and Hollywood. Plan
is to establish system of official
awards of merit comparable to
"Oscar" awards in motion picture
field.
Oct. 4 — President Roosevelt makes
personal appeal to Petrillo to comply withrective inNWLB
direcordingback-to-work
strike. Petrillo
subsequently rejected plea.
Oct. 12— Muzak, headed by William
B. Benton, chairman of Encyclopedia Britannica and vice-president
of U. of scription
Chicago, proposes
on "subthree
FM channels radio"inservice
FCC allocation
hearing.
Service
would
be
provided
at about 5 cents per day with only
subscribers, who would rent receivers,
three-ply would
programpickserv-up
ice. getting
Other receivers
heterodyne
or
"pig
squeal"
nels on which subscriptionon chanradio
would be broadcast.
Oct. 13 — President Roosevelt strikes
back
at Petrillo's
to callnewoff
recording
strike refusal
and orders
legal study to explore possible action. 16 — President Roosevelt reafSHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
Oct.
firms belief radio can be effective
Repicsenled by The Branham Ce.
(Continued on Page 32)
CBS ★ 5 0,0 0 0 UJRTTS
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low as a new and, we hope, happier year begms, WOR would like
to look back, cogitate a bit, review, in brief,
some things important which have made WOR
that power-full station.

ome then and do a little
remembering with us, as we scan the pages of some
publications which dramatically mirror the progress
of a great station during one of the most colorful
decades in its history . . .

It's a Small World" tumbles off the press in thousand lots. It's
a ga}-, insouciant piece, but not all sugar. Cleverly entwined with its humor is the story of
WOR's scientifically directed and penetrating 50,000 watt coverage of 7 great states.
It told the story of WOR's night and day coverage, too; of Crossley's
illuminating analysis of 50,000 letters received from
listeners in 213 counties and 13 states.

'To Market, To Market" strikes a new and colorful note in
radio promotion. In light verse and laugh-provoking prose, it presented 12 powerful examples of
sales jobs done by WOR for grateful sponsors. Written
today, the book would run Bible-size, for
packed into WOR's files are more than 100
heart-lifting success stories; perhaps the most
complete collection of success stories ever
gathered by any station in the United States.

We look at our market and so does the continent.
"Of These We Sing" breaks a new frontier in the
compact and intelligent presentation of once dry as
dust statistics. We count our homes with radios and
find 3,961,884. Today, that total registers the more
impressive number of 4,683,590. We discover that food
sales in the WOR area equal 22% of the nation's: total;
drug sales 1 7% of the nation's sales. It was an impressive
thing. The story is twice as compelling today.

H-mm-m, what's this story behind the use or non-use of radio by
department stores? Conjecture and isolated cases are rife and ready, but nobody's really made
a study of the thing. WOR immediately details a man from its staff to visit 14 great cities.
He returns months later with a voluminous and exacting report.

Writers boil it down and from the mass of material
^^^^^**''^^^=j..=»^
^^^^^Z^f
comes the entertaining, authoritative, enlightening
booklet, "How Department Stores Use Radio to
Sell." It was a typical bit of WOR pioneering.

Of course we carried more food advertising than
any major station on the E,astern Seaboard. Still
do, as a matter of fact. But what did we know
about the food market? Well, sir . . . Well, we
found we didn't know as much as we might. So WOR
pioneered again. It had independent analysts
visit grocery dealers, wholesalers, super-markets.
It found the wholesalers advising their
manufacturers, "Pick WOR first to sell your goods."
60% picked radio above all other media; only
14% chose newspapers. It was a good story. It still is.

mm

How effective is the spot announcement? The 5-minute period?

What makes the most successful small time periods tick? WOR studied commercial construction,
visited agencies and sponsors and then sat down and tapped out
two books that have long been informing, authoritative,
economical guides for agencies and
advertisers throughout the United
States. They are — "Big Sales in Small
Packages," and "Speaking of Spots."

• *

mm

Japan was still carting scrap out of Eastern ports. The America

Firsters were talking very loud. But the rumble of industry in WOR's 16 great war- work cities /
was even louder. How did war workers listen? What were their favorite listening times and
stations? WOR hired private investigators, had them visit
cities like Dover, Bridgeport, Bethlehem and talk with
workers, foremen, restaurant owners, grocers,
cab-drivers. Out of this came "A Tale of 4

/

Cities," the story of WOR's great leadership
as an all-night favorite. It's still the favorite.

/
/

Another great event in a year packed with them. The "WOR
Continuing Study of Radid Listening" is launched. Planned by WOR and conducted from
month to month by Crossley, Inc., it was the first local continuing personal interview study of
radio listeners' likes and dislikes ever attempted by any station
anywhere. It took most of the guesswork
I
VOBK

out of radio ratings, covered that 60%

of the New York population never sampled
by telephone interviewers, answered
hitherto unanswered questions regarding
listeners' sexes, sizes of families,
earning power, nationalities. It still does.

FM is young. Conjecture's wide regarding the kinds of
listeners it attracts, the programs they like, the hours they listen. WOR looks vainly for an
authoritative answer, finds none. So WOR called in Paul W. Stewart & Associates and had
them begin the first personal interview study of FM listeners
ever attempted by any station anywhere. It was done
for the industry and for WOR's FM station W71NY,
now WBAM. Frankly it showed WOR's FM station
as the station listened to most by all kinds
of people in all kinds of homes. Industry wise,
it substituted fact for fancy, served as a
nationwide blueprint for FM engineers,
station managers, prospective sponsors.

The OPA smacks down tight. Gas is as scarce as a used tire.
Vacations are few, if any, and the trend is to the backyard for fun and relaxation. Summer has
changed! But how much? WOR industriously pokes
into numerous sources, checks buying, vacation
and other trends, comes out with a book that was
a time and money-saving guide for hundreds, of
present and prospective WOR sponsors and
their agencies.

Gosh, we've grown! But how much? From a staff of about 165
people in 1935, to more than 300 in 1944. And as we've grown, the folks find it a little harder to
know what's going on everywhere around WOR. So we plan a little station history
and guidebook. It orients the new arrival, brings the veteran
up-to-date; and, in the process, it sells WQR's
great story to hundreds of agencies and
advertisers, and stations throughout
the United States.
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A radio station's effectiveness starts with the power to be heard
— /■;/ the right l)taces. WAGA's 5,000 watts on 590 kilocycles assures dependable coverage of a market which, according to our
latest
accounts
4l%of ofitsGeorgia's
of its figures,
radio homes
and for
49.5%
retail sales.population — 49%
Add to the power to be heard the appeal of something worth hearing and a tested plan for stimulating the desire to listen and you
have the formula through which WAGA has become one of the
South's most successful stations.
AWAGA
ATLANTA
5000 Watts on 590 Kts, Blue Network • Represented by Headley-Reed

READY FOR VIDEO
KDYL Salt Lake City Has
-Experimented Since '39A.FTER four years of lab work
with RCA television equipment,
KDYL Salt Lake City is ready for
rideo, ident
according
S. S. Fox, ofpresand generalto manager
the
(ntermountain Broadcasting Corp.,
operators of KDYL. Mr. Fox said
his company already had oh hand
all materials
take televisionnecessary
broadcaststo underon an
experimental basis and that commercial broadcasts could be readied in a very short time.
The RCA television unit was ac' quired turesinwere1939
441-line
beingwhen
telecast,
but picthe
-station's
engineering
under direction
of Johndepartment
M. Baldwin has converted the unit to send
525-line photfts. KDYL applied for
an experimental
licensefiled
lastforSep-a
tember and recently
commercial television permit.

Refusal to Bargain
Explained
by W. H,
EDITOR Broadcasting:
We note in the Dec. 11 issue of
your magazine an article relating
to a case now pending before the
National Labor Relations Board involving our Brotherhood
company ofand Electrical
International
Workers. This article is so written
as to do our company an injustice.
Your headline over the article is
as follows: "Employe Shifting Is
Unfair".
Now nothefinding
truth
isAdjudged
that there
has been
whatever in the case to such effect.
Some months ago, the IBEW was
certified by the NLRB as representative of our employes at our transmitter. Thereafter, for perfectly
legitimate business reasons, which
we explained at the Board hearing
to which your article refers, we did
make certain changes in the per-

With IBEW Union
Goan^son el at ourWAYS
transmitter.Head
But the
Union has not at any time claimed,
nor has the NLRB or any of its
representatives at any time made
any finding, that these changes
constituted unfair labor practices
on our part.
The only claim against our company and the only finding against
our company is that we have declined to engage in collective bargainingsentatwithive of the
the employes
IBEW as atrepreour
transmitter. This we admit. Our
explanation for refusing to bargain
this employes
Union as representative ofwiththese
is that our
transmitter employes, by themselves, do not constitute, under the
National Labor Relations Act, an
appropriate bargaining unit. We
take the position that we should

KFYR

New

Year

Resolutions

KFYR will continue, just as in the year past, to bring its
tremendous audience the very finest in radio entertainment news - - - comedy - - - music - - educational and public service features, with the
greatest names in radio.
KFYR resolves to offer the same dependable service to
its advertisers. Service that has consistently guaranteed "Results-Plus" to every advertiser who has
used KFYR facilities. Service which, incidentally,
means more value for your money.

Leyte Station Operates
FIRST DIRECT voice transmission from Press
Wireless'
newlyat
established
400-watt
station
Leyte work
to use,theoccurred
United States
for
Dec. 23, atnet-8
a.m. when CBS brought in William
J. Dunn from Gen. MacArthur's
headquarters.
into operation "Station
first Nov.PX"14 went
with
direct radio-telegraph transmission.
Manager
George Luckey.
Procedure is tois transmit
the material
to Press Wireless terminals in Los
Angelesacross
for rebroadcast
works
the country.by the necnot bargain with the IBEW unless
and until it establishes that it represents the employes both at our
transmitter and at our studio.
We do make the further contention that we should not even be required to bargain with this union
as representative of our transmitter employes — a majority of our
transmitter employes having testified under oath at the board hearingbers that
memof thethey
unionareandnotdo now
not desire
to be represented by the union in
any waysition onand
potheirthatpartthishaspresent
not been
caused or influenced by any act or
omission whatever on our part.
Under these facts, we believe
you will agree that the article appearing in your magazine does not
present an accurate or fair picture
of this matter, and we will appreciate your doing whatever you
can to rectify this situat^on.
W. H. GOAN
General Manager, WAYS
: ThefromatoryW. referred
in Editor's
the abovenoteletter
H. Goan,to
manager of WAYS Charlotte, N .C,
was based on the report of an NLRB
examiner andArequest
was soforstated
in Broadarguments
before thecasting. full
Board oral
in Washington
has
beenbeen
filed acted
by theupon
stationby but
has since
not yet
the
Board.

Bendix Appointments
DISTRIBUTORS who will handle
the forthcoming line of AM and
FM radios and radio-phonograph
combinations of Bendix Aviation
Corp's Radio
Division
were an-C.
nounced last week
by Leonard
Truesdell, general sales manager
for home radio of the Bendix Radio
Division. Sampson Electric Co.,
3201 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Why don't you resolve to "cash in" on the
was appointed distributor for territory
results by using KFYR7
roundingincluding
counties inChicago,
Illinois surand
Indiana, and Illinois cities of Peoria, Aurora, Elgin, Rockford and
Kankakee. Miller-Jackson Co.,
111-19 E. California St., Oklahoma
Write us direct or a.sk any
City was named Bendix distributor
for Oklahoma and the Texas Panhandle area. Youngstown EquipJOHN
BLAIR MAN
ment Co., Ill Berkley Street, Boston, has been named distributor for
BISMARCHm
easternshireMassachusetts,
New Hampand Maine. E. B. Latham
Co.,
1010
Broad
St.,
Newark,
will
han5000VOTT3
dle
Bendix
Radio
division
products
550 HILOCVCLES
in northern New Jersey, while
Graybar Electric
Co. will
handle
southern
California
distribution
ENBCE
mi:
Li
from its Los Angeles oifice.
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GEORGE

BERNARD

CHAIRMAN.
WAR

...12th

LABOR

NOBLE

REGIONAL

BOARD

SAY^

■ ■ "A well-informed public opinion was never
more vital than now. Analysis and comment by men who
have seen the trouble-spots of the world with their
own eyes — who have talked as well to the "little
people" of Europe — is exceedingly valuable because
such men can make us understand what is ahead of
us. For the future peace of the world we need plenty
of understanding. Airing intelligent commentary is one
of the biggest public services a radio station can, give."

Charles Barbe, KGW news analyst, was foreign
correspondent in Berlin, Rome, Bern and London.
He took the picture of General Goering at the Arc
de Triomphe, the day the Germans took over
Paris ... Below, James Abbe, KGW and NBC
network commentator, renowned world-traveler
and ex-press-photographer. At Moscow University
in 1932, he posed briefly with the Anthropological
Museum's world-famous collection of skulls.

sT«T/tf^^,^^lKRAPf)fft\.

PORTLAND,

OREGON

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO. INC.
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Toward Victory
.'/OR WELL over a decade it has been Broadjnboking
ASTiNG's into
custom
issue a New 12Year
forecast,
the toapproaching
months
and
'jeviewing the period just ended. Every year the
^oundup has shown an upward trend both in
piusiness volume and quality of service.
' The most stubboni barrier to a broadcasting
lOom has been the basic fact that no day can
^lave more than 24 hours. Yet even with radio
jiovering near the sellout point for several years
the total income has continued steadily upIvavd. The year just ended has been no exception.
* With the increased income has come increased
'^utgo
due toof higher
costs.distress
Even has
so,
he number
stationsoperating
in financial
ropped every year.
Natural result of this satisfactory business
rend has been improved broadcasting service,
'he closing weeks of 1942 found the matter of
ublic sei-vice dominating the thinking of excutives and staff personnel. Such a trend is
ealthy, though the means of achieving the
oal may involve debate and disagreement.
What could be healthier than a controversy
ver the method to be used in ridding the air
f offensive and overly bizarre spot announcelents. Or the inter-industry discussions that
' receded
of the Broadcast Measrement establishment
Bureau.
While the industry has been striving to imrove its service to the public it has continued
3 develop the all-important technique of furhering the war effort. A check of the Federal
gencies involved shows how radio has moved
ver forward in its contribution to the cause of
reedom.
The business survey starting on page 13
• ortends a healthy business year. But each enity in the broadcasting field must take full adantage of this trend to devote all possible
. nergy to public service. For only by this
leans can broadcasting command the respect
lat makes possible its forward movement.

Ten to One
N THE LAST issue of Broadcasting (page
8) we reported that the NAM plans to place
Dmmercial announcements on radio stations,
Dordinating the broadcast program with the
ewspaper campaign, had hit a snag — the NAB
ode's "controversial issue" clause.
Broadcasting quoted an announcement al!ged to have been submitted to NAB for its
jnsideration in the light of the Code's provions. We reported, as the facts were present1 i to us, that this commercial was looked upon
: ith disfavor at NAB and that, although offials there had made no formal suggestions
jgarding
the copy, they weren't likely to give
their blessing.
All of this was quite in order, except that
• \e commercial presented to Broadcasting and
age 38 • January 1, 1945

the one submitted to NAB for review were not
one and the same. It develops that the one reprinted inBroadcasting was not objectionable,
but the one originally proposed certainly was.
Well, probably all of this sounds like a
Robinto Hood's
barn excursion,
does NAM
bring
one
the ultimate
conclusion but
that itwhat
intends to say over radio is not half so controversial, from the broadcaster's viewpoint,
as the schedule established for saying it.
NAM proposes to spend $1,000,000 in newspapers forwarding the Association's aims for
America. It has earmarked $100,000 for radio.
The ratio is 10 for the press to 1 for radio. In
1943 — we won't even guess at 1944 figures —
radio's total income was about one-half the
income of newspapers. However, in national
advertising radio bettered newspapers by about
$30,000,000.
If NAM is handing out $100,000 to radio as
patronage
no betterfavoritism
way to
demonstrate money,
it than there's
by the lopsided
shown the press. If NAM wants to use radio
effectively, it might tear a sheet from the books
of those national advertisers who find it profitable to invest over $200,000,000 annually iii
the medium.
Perhaps the National Assn. of Manufacturers
should restudy its advertising budget.
Complete the Count
A FIVE-POINT program to collect statistical
information vital to government and business
in planning for reconversion has been formulated— and some of it started — by the Bureau
of the Census. Appropriations for the work
have been requested by the Bureau of the
Budget but were rejected by a lame-duck Congress bent on getting in a few licks before adjournment.
When the 79th Congress convenes this week,
an effort again will be made to put through
the program. The most pressing project, the
quinquennial farm census, gets under way today (Jan. 1) as required by statute. An appropriation of $7,250,000 has been made for the
enumeration but the necessary $5,500,000 for
tabulating and publishing the information
gathered was refused by the last Congress.
We do not believe Congress will waste funds
already provided for a census required by law,
but we urge that action be taken soon that
the tabulation may go forward on schedule.
Two of the remaining four parts of the program have been abandoned by the Census Bureau. These were to provide a special survey
of war production covering 1944 operations
and a sample census of business. Instead the
Bureau will ask to revive the regular biennial
Census of Manufactures, abandoned since the
war, and proceed with the Census of Business, taken every five years. The other projects
desired by the Bureau are a sample survey of
consumer income and a sample expanded labor
force survey, which, when merged, would also
provide an abridged census of population.
All of these projects are especially important to radio and of general value to advertisers and marketers. They deserve the support
of broadcasters.

THOMAS GARLAND TINSLEY II
success
formula they
appliedwant.to broadGIVEthe the
people
That'sof
casting by TomwhatTinsley,
president
WITH Baltimore. Tom didn't find out
overnight what pleases the people. He acquired
that knowledge through years of scrutiny,
analysis and plenty of hard work.
Early in his career he ascertained that to
sell time he had to deliver an audience to a
client; to get an audience a station had to
broadcast programs acceptable not to a select
few, but to all.
A short time after his birth Feb. 23, 1903,
in Nashville,
Tom'seducation
parents was
movedacquired
to Balti-at
more. His formal
the Hill School, Pottstown, Pa., and Yale,
from which he was graduated in 1927 with a
B.A. degree and a yen to get into the financial
business.
He joined Dillon, Read & Co., New York
brokers, later taking a job with Chase Securities. He began to hear a lot about radio —
how it was growing, of its future as a profession. Tom liked people. This new business of
ri.dio seemed to offer an outlet for his likes,
so into radio he went.
His first job was at WORK York, Pa., owned
by the Mason Dixon Group of which his brother-in-law, Col. J. Hale Steinman, is head. That
was in 1932. After two months he was made
commercial manager of WDEL and WILM
Wilmington, Del., also owned by Col. Steinman and his brother, John F. Steinman, who
head
Lancaster
Newspapers
Inc. It wasn't
long
before Tom Tinsley
was promoted
to general
manager of the Wilmington stations.
But Tom had been brought up in Baltimore.
He wanted to go back home — to work in the
larger city. That chance came when WCAO offered him a job as salesman. His next radio post
was sales manager of WBAL. There he remained until Hearst bought the station and
Tom, with several others, had to make way for
new blood.
He went to WMCA New York as a salesman,
then to WFIL where he met Margaret Patricia
McCord. At once Tom knew he was going to
marry her, but he had some ideas about first
getting into business for himself.
So back to Baltimore he went and opened a
station representative office. His list included
WTBO Cumberland, WFMD Frederick and
WJEJ HagerstowTi, comprising the Maryland
State Network. As a station representative
in Baltimore, Tom accomplished what the profession thought was possible only in New York,
Chicago or Hollywood. He made a success of
his venture.
On March 1, 1941, Maryland Broadcasting
Co. (of which Tom Tinsley was and still is
(Continued on page 40)
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Vinsonhaler to KGHI;
Judge to Direct KLRA
AFTER
17 years
as manageiKLRA Little
Rock,
Sheldon ofC.
Vinsonhaler has Jan.
resigned
as of
1 to become
manager and
partner
in KGHI
in the same
city.
He
joins
his
former associate,
A. L. Chilton, in
the KGHI ownership, and with
Mrs. Chilton
will
constitute the
Simultaneously,
Partnership.
VinsonhalerGazette
Mr. Arkansas
the
announced
the appointment
Roy Judge,
associated with a ofLittle
Rock accounting firm, as KLRA manager.
KLRA was sold to the Gazette bv
Mr. Chilton last June for approximately $275,000. The sale grew out
ofvirtue
the FCC's
of
Mr.duopoly
Chilton'sregulation
control bvof
the two stations.

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 38)
president) put its new station
WITH on the air with 250 w
power on 1200 kc— 24 hours daily.
N
The frequency since has been
changed to 1230 kc.
Tom Tinsley did with the new
station what few have accomplished. He made money the first
LOUISVILLE
month of operation and WITH
has been in the black ever since.
In September 1941 he returned
to
Philadelphia to marry Miss
McCord.
Tom Tinsley credits the success
of his station to the fact that
WITH carries what he calls "wellbalanced" programs. He knows
J the younger generation goes for
jive and they get it. Long ago
he recognized that middle-agers
dwell in pleasant memories around
such ballads as "The World Is
Waiting for the Sunrise," that another group likes symphony.
News for All
His station features straight
news for those who want bare facts ;
commentaries by Ian Ross MacFarlane for listeners who like interpretative news; sports of all sorts by
Bill Dyer, and so on. To quote PresHeprcsvnteil by
ident Tinsley: "We cater to every
And that too.
24-hour opPEGGY STONE, yVrir York age group."
eration is profitable,
Tom's pet hobby is winners. His
GEORGE ROESLER, i hicnco
latest is a miniature Schnauzer,
Genghis Khan of Marionhof, called
HOMER GRIFFITH
Skippy for short. Ten days after
COMPANY
Tom presented the dog to his wife,
away with six ribUttllytviunl A: San Francisco Skippybons inwalked
a Washington show.
Broadcasters and agency folk
alike are talking about another of
Tom Tinsley's smart moves — his
acquisition by 10-year lease of
WBBL Richmond, Va., from Grace
Covenant Presbyterian Church,
granted Dec. 19 by the FCC. He
plans to use facilities relinquished
by WPID Petersburg, Va. [Broadcasting, June 12]. He has underHARRY McTIGUE
taken in conjunction with Jansky
& Bailey, Washington engineers,
with FCC approval, to ascertain the
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CBS IS AMES KAROL
AS SALES MANAGER
JOHN J. KAROL, assistant sales
manager of CBS, effective Jan. 2
becomes network sales manager,
replacing Leonard resigned
Erikson, who
has
to join
BBDO, New York
Jan.
ecutive.15 as an exMr. Karol was
,. * research
director
of Crosley
Inc.,
for twofore joining
years,CBS
bein 1930. He was
generally active
sales promotion
and
research
andMr.thenKarol
became i"market
research
counsel ment.inIn March
the network
depart-on
1943 sales
he took
additional duties as assistant sales
manager,
a post he has retained up
until the present.
He has been secretary and treasurer of the American Marketing
Assn.,
and Research
a former Council.
president
the
Market
Whenof
the Committee of Radio Research
was organized by the AAAA the
ANA and the NAB, he was named
a member of the technical committee. He has contributed numerous
articles onriodicalsradio
research to peand conducted
a course
on the business side of radio at N.
Y. U. School of Adult Education.
WIZE WING RECEIVE
EXECUTIVE CHANGES
ADNA KARNS was promoted to
station manager of WIZE Springfield and Florence Dykstra to assistant manager of WING
both effective today, JohnDayton,
Pattison
Williams,
vice-president of the
stations announced.

^^^^
Mr. Karns Miss Dykstra
Mr. Karns got his first job in radio as an announcer on WING in
July 1943, moved to WIZE the next
month as production manager and
less than a year later was promoted
to assistant station manager of the
latter. Miss Dykstra will be directly under Mr. Williams who also is
general manager of WING. She
joined the WIZE sales staff in 1942
after having done retail advertising and display work.
vagaries casting,
in the
Nov. 13].FM band [BroadIf, by addict,
chance, perhaps
you're a cross-word
puzzle
Tom Tinsley can give you a hand. He spent
weeks poring over a cross-word
puzzle dictionary, looking for a
four-letter word beginning with W.
The only one he could find, not in
use already,
was "with". That word
became
morethe
station.call letters of his Balti-

NOTES
JOHN
PEARSON,
owner ofisJohn
Pearson
Co., station
representative,
from
a tonsillectomy
at therecuperating
Augustana
Hospital,
Chicago.
WILLIAM
manageris inanda
part
owner NORINS,
of WBYNgeneral
Brooklyn,
Philadelphia
tion Dec. 23. hospital following an operaA.
J. MONACK,
formerly
RCA viceand
Western
Electric,
has
been ofelected
president
in charge
of engineering
of the
Mycalex
Corp.
of
America,
manufacturers
ofinsulation.
"Mycalex 400", high frequency ceramic
L.
R. BOULWARE,
former
operations
vice-chairman
of thethestaff
Warof CHARLES
Production
Board,
has joined
E.Co.,WILSON,
president
of
General
Electric
acting as consultant
marketing
and merchandising,
a new onposition.
previously
was
vice-president
and
generalHe
manager
N. Y. of the Carrier Corp., Syracuse,
BOB
managerofof aKFFA
Helena,HALL,Ark.,commercial
is the father
girl.
DR.
C.
G.
SUITS,
assistant
to the lab.
director
ofbeentheelected
Generala Electric
research
has
vice-president
of GE,
charge
of the formerly
research
lab.theDR.
W. D.in
COOLIDGE,
in
position
being taken by Dr. Suits, has retired.
C. HAMILTON
former nowastreasurerExchange
ofSANFORD.
WFBL Service
Syracuse,
with been
thesistantArmy
has
promoted
to major. in ETO,
BOYD ager BRAITHWAITE,
of KIDO Boise, is commercial
the father manof a
NORMAN
KNIGHT,
formerly
with WMMN
Fairmont,
W.
Va.,
is
now
general
mangirl. ager of WAJR Morgantown, W. Va.
MARTIN R. Broadcasting
KARIG Jr., Corp.
presidentand ofman-the
Community
ager of WALLDOROTHY
Middletown.KORTRIGHT
N. Y., on Dec.of
16
married
Middletown, a student nurse.
WALTER
DALES, former
managerPrinceof
CJAT Trail,
and CKBI
Albert,
Sask., B.is aC.freelance
scriptwriter
in Montreal.
FRANK
W.
PHELAN
after
50
years
service,
has
as president
of Allcf
America
Cablesretired
&Telephone
Radio
Inc.,& anTelegraph
affiliate
ofCorp.
International
Mr. Phelan
devoted his entire life
toat the
telegraphy,
age of 14.becoming a cable operator
Harold M. Prescott
HAROLD M- PRESCOTT, 58, an
assistant vice-president in charge
of the Ameroperation
of traffic
ican Telephone
& s Telegrap
h Co.,
New York, died in New York Dec.
26. Hesons.is survived by his wife and
two
FOUR TOP
MARKETS!
Central Kentucky
IWLAP
AmarilloLexington, Ky.
Amarillo, Tex.
IKFDA
TheTri-Slate
I liVlfll Huntington, W. Va.
I WPMI ^»Mand, Ky.
Knoxville
Tenn. hy
AnIWBiR
/Mr tlmlUnt Knoxvillm,
•wnarf and opmrated
eUmmrm
Reprtuealadff. Itunn
by Tk«andJahnI. E.Undtaf
PMnoa NunnCo.
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BEHIM

ROBEaiT
ALLEN,
formeiannouncer and
newswiiter
of WKY
Oklahoma
has
joined
the Blue
Network
centralCity,
division
asROY,newswriter.
replacing
JANET
POMEwho resigned.
JIM
an undergraduate
the U.TRAUTWEIN,
of Michigan
beenat aWSPD
sub-at
stitute
announcer
for whotwotohasyears
Toledo,
has
returned
the
staff
for
the holiday season.
RLA.RTHA
HENRIQUEZ.
has
been
named
promotionplacing
manager of WIOD Miami,
resigned becauseFRANKof MALLANTS,
poor health. who reNADINE AMOS, service
managerdepartment
of Blue Hollyand
prior towoodthatgeneralsecretary
to DON GILMAN,
former signed.
network
vice-president,
has reMiss
Amos
had
been
associated
with NBC and Blue Networks for 15
yeai-s.

JOHNNY
COX, released from thepromotion
Army,
has been
and
publicitynamedfor toKFORhandle
Lincoln, Neb.
W. RICHARD TUCK, chief announcer at
KFFA Helena.
Ark., 20.married FAYE HORNBECK
last Aug.
W. TAYLOR TAPPAN is a new member
of KFFA
Helena, director
Ark., joining
tion as program
Oct. 1. the staNUMA
FABRE,
chief
announcer
ofprogram
WAJR
Morgantown,
W. D.Va.,GIBBSis now
director.
JOHN
is
new
chief
announcer.
MITCHELL
the announcing
staff. SIMON has joined
SGT. ROBERT
C. KAPPAS,
former
writer,
actor
producer
with WLW
Cincinnati,
is nowandproducing
shows
and editing
the
camp wnewspaper
here in Italy. for the Army someDICK
ALLEN Modesto,
and JOHN
have
joined KTRB
Cal. asBOYER
announcers.
SGT.
FRANK
TRAVERSI,
foi-mer
San
Diego announcer
nowpart-time
at FortoperatorLewis.
Wash.,
announceris working
at KGY asOlympia,
Wash.
ELIOTtion staffJEFFORDS,
of the sales has
promo-reKYW
Philadelphia,
signed to ofjoin
the
American
Red
Cross
for
foreign
duty.
She
is
replaced
by
MARY
WHITAKER.
HALLEY,
writeris and
ofHALKMTR
Hollywood,
the commentator
father of a
girl.

Hicks, Cassidy Escape
Death in German Attack
GEORGE HICKS, Blue Network
correspondent in the European
Theatre, in a broadcast Dec. 24.
told how he and other newsmen,
including James Cassidy, NBC.
narrowly
front
wall escaped
of a housedeath
was when
blown thein
in the Stavelot-Bastognet area, on
a highway leading to the front.
Four men, whose identity he did
not give, were killed in the disaster, the result of strafing by German fighter bombers.
Mr.
Hicks cut
said,on"Ithereceived
only
the tiniest
left cheek
and a scratch on the back of the
left hand."
Occupants
houseof
were
knocked
down. ofA thepiece
debris fell across the back of Mr.
Cassidy. NBC said last week that
Mr. Cassidy apparently had not
been
injured and had not
missedseriously
a broadcast.

ce

Hora

DIRECTORS GUILD
ASKS TO BARGAm
RADIO Directors Guild, New York,
which last
May announced
its decision to change
of a societv
to a from
labor the
union,status
has
notifiedtual thatCBS,
and Muit isNBC,
now Blue
the collective
bargaining agent for the majority
of directors
employed
by thea time
networks, and has
asked that
and place be set for the start of
negotiations.
Declaration
tained in a Dec.
16 letterwasto conthe
networks. Conferences are exp
e
c
t
e
d
t
o
begin
after
the
first
of
the year.
Contract to be submitted to the
networks isploratbased
a year's
exion of the onentire
director
field, with tributing
individual
members
condata on current abuses
and suggestions for improvement.
Withholding
details Jerry
of theDevine,
contract for the present,
RDG president,
it includes demands said
for athatminimum
wage
scale, a specified
week
and
general
elevationwork
of work
standards.
For thethepresent,
negotiations
will
concern
New York
group only,
exclusive
of
the
Hollywood
branch.
The eastern branch has attained
a majority
nearat representation
NBC,
Blue atandofMutual,
CBS,
withly a98%lesser
proportion
and prefers not to dissipate the majority required bv the War Labor
Boardnow,by Mr.spreading
over With
a wider
field
Devine said.
the
addition of six new members the
preceding week, the New York
group has about 123 members, and
the Hollywood unit 34 members, he
said.

NBC Recording Division
Innovates Musical Series
NBC Radio Recording Division has
announced Music of Manhattan,
produced with noted musicians
from name bands by Norman
Cloutier, musical director of the
division, as the first of a series of
innovations planned for the Thesaurus Library Program Service.
Series, to beter-hoursstarted
a week, aswasthreebuiltquar-in
accordance with requests from stapoP
h.s
year
after
year
*
a good popular
musicalon
Horace has
series tionsof formaterial
not available
ing.
phonograph
records
or
otherwise,
«-'t:»^s.s.narrr,..-a^ Co.. 36^«>
-"Vaccording to C. Lloyd Egner, NBC
onrhe air.and-nrhem
Col. 36576
vice-president in charge of recordWNVP
Mr. Egner said last week that
,OY PIANO
the
division's
recording
facilities
will
be
greatly
expanded
in the
near
future
and
that
a
processing
5
52
S
plant
for
making
plates
will
be set
36
A
Co\.
TIC
up
athaveNBCto sobe that
this
work willas
.H-.T OP
H
.
.
not
sent
to
Camden
,
0
;
37
:
:
H
36
A
:DEUL
Co\.
it is at present.
7
33
36
\.
Co
Paul Allison
more than 50
PAUL ALLISON, 41, announcer
of KMPC Hollywood, and prior to
DISC
that at KMTR Hollywood, died
Dec. 21 following a brief illness.
Surviving besides his widow is a
son in Army Air Corps.
MISREPRESENTATION in radio
and other advertising of a book Perfect Sight Without
Glassesweekis charged
inEmila complaint
against
A. Bates,issuedNewlastYork,
by the
Federal Trade Commission. According
to complaint,
it
is
not
possible
to ob-by
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
tain perfect sight or improve sight
following the courses in the book.
ROADCASTING
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# The sales -minded station in the sports -minded third
largest market! Listeners know "if it's sports, you can hear it
on WIBG." Combined with alert news coverage,
plenty of music . . . and announcers with sales -ability,
that's the story of Philadelphia's Best Radio Buy!
REPRESENTED

BY (In New
ICi

BR9*
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JOSEPH

LANG.
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. (Nationally)
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LOT

of Sardi's
lullaby
Those
six hundred radio editors who registered
their opinions with the Motion Picture Daily:
credit them with reminding us to bring up this
Sardi story again.
As you probably know by now, they picked
Sardi's as the best of all daytime programs.* Better
than soap operas, commentators, variety shows, or
anything else that comes to housewives while their
hubbies work away at the office.
Not only radio editors, but people out in Iowa,
where the tall corn grows. Dr. F. L. Whan asks the
natives what programs they like well enough to
try to hear regularly. Sardi's pulled more women's
votes than any other variety show— day or night.
Hooper as you know says Sardi's is Number 1
among the first ten daytime programs. CAB ranks
the Kellogg portion at the top of the first ten daytime programs in those sixty-eight cities that
Mr. CAB keeps an eye on, and where a substantial
Dortion of U. S. income-earners spend their money.
There isn't room here to go into all the mounting evidences of Sardi's leadership: the Crosley,
the Cleveland Plain Dealer poll, and a few others.
But the important thing is that Sardi's is no
sudden flash in the pan. // has long been a cornerstone upon which the Blue has built itself into the outstanding morning network from Coast to Coast. The
Blue leads more quarter hours, 9 to noon, than all
other networks combined. There's not a wiser buy
in all of radio. There is no better proof needed that
THE BLUE CAN DO IT.
*They
pickedBlueThetwoBreakfast
No. 2.
That gives
out of theClubfirstas three.

. . .The

major
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wonderful

radio

editors have to say
That Motion Picture Daily radio poll again: We
think it is important because it shows up the Blue as
the only network that's moving forward in the who'sand-what's-good-to-listen-to department.
As you know, they only made 26 awards this year.
Last year they made 33.
This year we find ourselves with six firsts.
Not a tremendous figure but the Blue is the only network in the whole kit and kaboodle that made any gains
at all! Another thing: we think we have a right to be
proud of the people that were picked.
Take George Hicks, for example. For a long time he
was on the staff handling varied assignments, getting
better all the time, awaiting the big opportunity.
Along comes the war, so out he goes and the first
crack out of the box, he makes the most sensational
strike in the business.
And Tom Breneman, another winner, out on the
Coast,
"Breakfast
Sardi's."
chips onrunning
him a long
time ago.at Paid,
too. We put our
Milton Cross has been a part of the Bluie so long that
he is practically Blue's own voice on the air.
And Alan Young: in him we think we have radio's
next Number 1 comic. He's new, fresh— and good.
And we are proud, too, of Swing (who has a lot of
other awards tucked away in his cedar chest) and
Lombardo. They're both stalwarts on the Blue.
Yes, we're glad to get those awards. We ought to be.
But what makes us happiest about it is the fact that
here is further evidence that the Blue is going places.
The youngest, most virile of all the networks is off
to the races.
Sponsors with franchises on the Blue can well
afford to have a very Merry Christmas.
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in the daytime

We pointed out a few weeks ago that while Kate
Smith and Jack Benny were floating through the
ether on a raft of promotional dollars, each determined to corner the 7 P. M. Sunday night audience,
our man Drew Pearson (without promotion) was
doing very well in the slot opposite both of them.
Well, for your information, our man Pearson is
still doing well. He and Benny now share an overwhelming chunk of the 7-7:15 Sunday night audience.
Now comes another demonstration of the Blue's
capacity to deliver: The Hall of Fame (in the hour
preceding
Katesame
Smith)
Hooper's
last published
report
has the
ratingin that
Kate has.
Blue's 6-7 P. M. slot comes up with 7.5.
Kate Smith, in the CBS slot from 7-8, also comes
out with 7.5.
A lot of other interesting things are happening on
Sunday night: for example, keep an eye on Bill Bendix.
He came on a few months ago in a comedy strip
called "The Life of Riley." Came on opposite a couple
of long-established audience getters. But little by
little "Riley" is climbing.
Then take Joe E. Brown "Stop or Go." That, too,
issition.
making headway fast, in spite of powerful oppoAll this proves once again how little real difference
there is between the three major networks.
Yet one of the most important differences, of course,
is the cost. The price tag on the Blue, for a nighttime
half-hour, amounts to $3,474.00 less than the cost of
the same time on CBS. That comes to a lot over a
52-week period. Figure it out. Then figure all the
things you could do with the difference to help sell
more goods when the keen competitive era comes.
That is something else for the Blue to talk about.

again

and

separates
BROADCASTING

Just to get a line on trends, we went back and picked
up
Hooper'sthem
reports
last ten the
months.
We Mr.compared
withcovering
reports the
covering
same
periods in 1943.
What this quick little test shows, you will be interested toknow, is that the Blue is the only one of
the three major networks whose daytime ratings are
on the up-grade.
Lookingmercial, at
programs,
from 9 all
A. M.
to 6 P. M.sustaining and comBlue's ratings are up 16%
NBC's ratings are down 4%
CBS's ratings are down 7%.
Now: that morning lead that the Blue has had all this
time: it isn't shrinking, it is lengthening.
stronger
morning,—
■iad it's
theTheonlyBlueone isofgetting
the three
that incanthemake
this statement.
Blue's morning ratings are up 30%
NBC's morning ratings are down 14%
CBS's morning ratings are down 8%.
These figures indicate a trend — they are a potent hint
to the
wise
timebuyer, a gentle nudge to the thoughtful advertiser.
Now about the nighttime situation: Frankly our
competitors could say we were not able to tell a
glowing
littletheby sun
little,goes
we
are gettingstory—
our and
foot that's
in thetruedoorbut,after
down. We've got some pretty good ratings— and a
lot that are improving. Yes, there's a lot of work yet
toadvertisers
do. That's andwhytheir
we are
workingto overtime
agencies
get their with
help ourin
improving
in bringing new ideas to nighttime on theprograms,
Blue.
We have a lot of hope for our future, and figures
like those above prove that the job can be done. After
all, not so very long ago we were faced with the same
daytime problem as we now have at night. We licked
it by working on it. We licked it by getting the cooperation of everyone concerned. They all pitched
in— and now look! So keep an eye on the Blue at night.
*With a thought to the night.
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STUDEBAKER Corp., South Bend, Ind..
has renewedon John
Holbrook's
news
commentary
WGN
Chicago
Monday
through
Friday,is Roche,
for 25Williams
weeks & effective
Jan.
8.
Agency
Cleary.
Chicago.
FRED R. CROSS, of Aro Equipment
Corp., Bryan, O., and former sales manager of Stewart-Warner's
Alemite division,
has
to Stewart-Warner
Corp..
Chicago,returned
as general
advertising manager.
SEARS,
ROEBUCK
&
Co.,
Chicago,
Dec.
25 began weekly
sponsorship
of 10WIND
spoton
announcements
onContract
WENR
WJJD
WCFL
Chicago.
for
six
weeks
Chicago.was placed by Ruthrauff & Ryan,
ROYAL
BOTTLING
Co., Chicago,
has startedCROWN
sponsorship
on WIND
Chicago
of two-daily
five-minutefor news
showsAgency
Monday
through
Saturday
26
weeks.
is Olian Adv., Chicago.
OCCIDENT
Feeds
have W.signed
for sponFrederic
Ziv transcribed
show
Kornsorship of theKobblers
stations
in Iowais
and South
Dakota over
markets.
Agency
Campbell-iMithun, Minneapolis.

ASK

THE

HIRSCHgeles MERCANTILE
Co., Los
An(department
storespotchain),
on Dec.
16 started
weekly
announcement
schedule
on
KFI
Los
Angeles.
Contract
for
52 weeks.
is through Adolphis
Wenland
Adv.,Placement
Los Angeles.
W. F. YOUNG Inc., Springfield, Mass.
( Absorbine Jr.),
startedof spot
nouncements on a hasnumber
Canadiananstations.
AccountCo.,wasMontreal.
placed by J. Walter Thompson
VICK Chemical
Co., a New
York,W. has
scheduled
Oldprogram,
Corral,
Frederic
Ziv
transcribed
on
WBEN
Bufealo
and Korn
Kobblers,
another
Ziv
producCharleston,Inc., S. New
C. Agency
is Morsetion, on WCSC
International
York.
CORN
Products
Refining
Co.,
New
York,
has
signed
for
sponsorship
of
Pleasure
Parade,
a transcribed
production
of
Frederic
W.
Ziv,
Cincinnati,
on
KGMB
Honolulu.
Agency is Gotham Adv., New
York.
WIEBOLDT
STORES,
has fea-renewedturingsponsorship
of YourChicago,
Marlowe
withNeighbor,
transcribed
music
andonJuneshopping
news
tips,
Mon.
thru
Sat.
WMAQ
Chicago.
Contract
for
52
weeks
was
placed
by
Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
SEYDEL
CHEMICAL
Jersey City,
has
appointed
Walter M.Co.,Swertfager
Co..
New medical
York, totablets.
handle Radio
advertising
for Sube-19
non
advertising,
one-minute
transcribed
spot
announcements weekly, will be continued on WMCA
New York.

Esso Promotes Miller
J. A. MILLER,
formerly
advertis-of
ing-sales promotion
manager
Esso Marketers (Standard Oil Co.
of New Jersey), has edbeen
appoint-of
coordinator
all advertising
and sales
promo-of
tion activities
Standard Oil Co.
of N. J.,company,
the holdanda
its ingaffiliates,
new post. Mr.
Miller is succeeded at Esso
ke ter
s byMar-R.
Mr. Miller M. Gray, assistant advertising
s
promotion
manager, since 1942, who
joined
Esso in 1934 and was placed in
charge of media in 1936.
J.of Graybar
P. LAWTON,
manaKcr
ElectricDesCo.,Moines
will take
over
the duties Feb. 1 of district commercial manager
in with
the company's
north-in
western district
headciuarters
Seattle. He succeeds J. H. Kelley, who
is being pensioned after 38 years' serv-

NEIGHBORS

WHY-

KFNF
"The Friendly Farmer
SHENANDOAH

Station''

-IOWA

AD SURVEY SHOWS
CONSUMER CHOICES
MOST popular advertising copy is
that which tells the consumer how
to conserve and get the most use
out ofaccording
one's equipment,
etc.,
to a surveyclothes,
just
completed
by
the
Consumer Relations inCommittee
Advertisingon
Inc., New York. Of the first 817
questionnaires
returned, theme
95% fa-in
vored the conservation
advertising.
explainsregulations
rationing
or Copy
otherwhich
Government
was next in popularity, receiving
90%
approval,
that tells
how towith
plan advertising
nutritious
meals and stretch scarce foods running a close
third
with
89% sigindividualnifying
firmsapproval.
thatAdvertising
: (1) promotesby
the war effort by encouraging bond
purchases,terials,salvage
scarce
maetc.; (2) ofof
thatproducts
promises
wider distribution
at
lower cost; (3) that features peace,
freedom
and
security
in
the
postworld; and of(4) availability
that informedof
the warconsumer
booklets giving product or other
information which could be obby writing the83%,
advertiser
receivedtainedrespectively
77%,
74% and 71% approval.
The advertising theme which
received the greatest disapproval
was that urging immediate postwartrolsrelaxation
of Government
conover materials
and prices,
with 58% of the replies indicating
dislike for this type of advertisingcopy. Advertising featuring products ferent
and product
diffrom prewarchanges
modelsso that
they probably will riot be produced
for several years after the war
received more negative than positive votes as did advertising promising prosperity and jobs in the
postwar period.

GE Buys Ken-Rad Tube
Plants; Acquires Others
PURCHASE by General Electric
Co. of the radio tube manufacturADVERTISERS
and plant
facilities
KenRad ingTube
& Lamp
Corp.,ofattheOwensboro, Ky., Huntington and Rock
To carry a message, during November 1 944, to the great
Port, Ind., and the operation of
FARM MARKET AROUND SHENANDOAH
Government-ovmed plants at Tell
City, Ind., and Bowling Green Ky.,
where Ken-Rad has been making
A demonstration of dominance — within KFNF's own primary — wliich clearly points
the way for all sponsors who desire to reach this tremendously rich rural and semitubes for nounced
thelast Government,
week by Dr. wasW. an-R.
rural area.
G. Baker, GE wee-president in
charge ment.of GE the
depart-2.
KFNF anticipates trends — accords each account the courtesy of personal attention —
takeselectronics
over on Jan.
builds each program to serve specific needs. We believe this explains why, for the
George
WNevin,
manager
the
farm market around Shenandoah. . . .
GE tube division, disclosed ofthat
Carl
J.
Hollatz,
executive
vicepresident
Ken-Rad, will
the new GEof operation,
to be manage
known
MFOIMED SPORSORS ARE RUVIRS
as the Ken-Rad division, electronics
department of GE. Mr. Hollatz has
been with Ken-Rad since 1918. With
acquisition of the receiving tube
KFNF
manufacturing plants, GE will be
prepared
enter all era.
phasesKen-Rad
of radio in theto postwar
retains turing
its business.
electric lamp manufac1000 Watts "The Friendly Farmer Station''
920 KC.
For availabilities write or wire direct to Frank Stubbs, Mgr.,
WWL New Orleans is sporting a boom
KFNF Inc., Shenandoah, Iowa
microphone
wearingcap aonsnood-like
carred padded
thethere
lead after
end
ofseveral
the dinalboom.
It wasofplaced
members
the
announcing
staff almost knocked themselves out
b.v walking into it.
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In meeting
the challenge of the future,
Western
equipment

Electric
leads the way

War's end will bring a challenge to everyone. To
those identified with communications and transportation, faster, better interchange of ideas and
goods will be the order of the day.
We at Western Electric —with our 75-years heritage of leadership in communications equipment —
believe we are peculiarly qualified to accept this
challenge.
In world-wide telephony, broadcasting, aviation,
marine and mobile radio — in every field where
sound-transmission apparatus plays a part— Western
Electric has led and will continue to lead the way.
In these fields as well as in television. Western
Electric will play a dominant part in the future.
To speed Victory, buy more War Bonds— and keep them!
Western Stearic \
>\ ARSENAL OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
*GTaybaR
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CHICAGO
SOOOWATTS 560KC

ALFRED
G.general
KEESHAN,
formerly anda vicepresident, vertising
sales
manager
admanager(hat
of Frank
H.hasLeejoined
Co.,
Danbury,
Conn,
firm),
Bermingham,
Castleman
&
Pierce,
New
York,
as vice-president
in charge
new
business,
new Keeshan
position.
theof with
past
two
yearsa Mr.
hasFor been
the
ington.Quartermaster General's office in WashMIRIAM
assistant
director
ofORR,
WJWformer
Cleveland,
joinedtraffic
the
research
Chicago. department
Dec. 26. of Ruthrauff & Ryan.
STU
DAWSON,Chicago,
radio isdirector
of Youngthe
&WestRubieam,
leaving
Coast
t week for
in January to takeeffective
over the
the firGeneral
Electric
program. LAW, former radio director of
JERRY
Hirshon-Garfield,
New Agency,
York, New
has joined
J.as radio
R. Kupsick
Adv.
York,
director,
a
new
position.
Dorothy
formerly
onStores,
the advertising
staff
ofKent,
Hearn
Dept.
New
York,
also joined
-the firm as copy chief, has
another new position.
JOHN SURREY
Ltd., New has
York, appointed
pipe and
tobacco
manufacturers,
Stuart
Bart Radio
Adv., New
advertising.
will beYork,used.to handle
JOSEPH
been ofelected
chairman A.of KLOSTER
the executivehas board
the
newly formed
Advertising
Agency
Production
Men's
Club
of
Philadelphia.
Other
officers ident;
include:
Turner, presThomas J.William
Murray,B. vice-president:
Ralph
Carelli, Hays,
secretary.treasurer, and Nicholas
EUGENE
I. ofHARRINGTON,
vice-president
inConecharge
clientNewrelations
ofhas Foote,
& Belding,
York,
been
anpointed
manager
of
the
San
Francisco
office of the agency, replacing Robert
K.
Reynolds
will the
continue
as aPacific
vicepre
ident, who
servicing
Southern
account.
BERGI Aveyard
BOE, chief
of MacFarland,
Co.,timebuyer
New York,
is rering from an& Eve.
appendectomy
she underwentcoveChristmas
RUSSELL
formerly
with
& MITCHELTREE,
Thomas
and
onYork,
the
copy
staff Lord
ofthe Maxon
Inc.,
Newstaff
has
joined
copy
and
creative
rence Fertig & Co., New York. of LawDON
SEARS offices
Adv. Agency
the
opening
in with
San announces
Francisco
operate taiinneofd for conjunction
offices inmain-theto
the
past
three
years
Hotel
Claremont,
Berkeley,
Cal. charge
Alfred
L.of Jermy
has joined
the agency
the San
Francisco
office,forintoGeneral
direct
management
in
this
area
Amusement Corp.

IN THE FOOTSTEPS of his father,
Arthur
Jr.,BBDO,
vice-president
and radioPryor
director,
and son
of the well-known band leader,
took over the baton of Arthur
Fiedler to conduct a rehearsal of
Sunday at 4..SO, so Mr. Fiedler
couldtralisten
the 45-piece
from a toremote
section orchesof the
Boston Opera House. The symphony
program
is
heard
on
WBZ-WBZA
Boston-Springfield.
KAY
C. JONES,
timebuyer
Glasser-Gailey
& Co., former
Los Angeles
agency,of
has joined
Abbott
Kimball
Co.,
Los
Angeles, in charge of production and media.
EARLE
EBI,
Hollywood
producer
of
Walter
assigned
NBCJ.
Chase &Thompson
Sanborn Co.Show,
has toresigned
toassigned
join Sherman
He wiUwhichbe
to Judy& Marquette.
Canova Show
starts on NBC Jan. 6 under sponsorship
of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
WALTER MORRIS, with Rickard & Co.,
New York, 20 years as account executive
and
copywriter,
has joined
staff
Fuller formerly
& Smith
&withRoss,N.theNewW.creative
York.
Ted ofBrowne,
Ayer
&creative
Son as staff
accountto develop
executive,special
has joined
the
products
promotion
campaigns
and
presentation
material.
MAJ.radio
EDWARD
BYRON,of William
former head
the
department
Esty of&
Son, New
now Forces
chief ofGroup,the
Radio
Branch,York,
ArmyandService
War father
Dept. ofBureau
the
a boy.of Public Relations, is
STRAUCHEN
& McKIM
Adv., 2,hasOhio.moved
to 6 E. 4th St.,
Cincinnati

DVANE JONES NAMES
R. T, SMITH MANAGER
RALPH T. SMITH, copy chief of
Duane Jones Co., New York, has
been elected general manager, a
new post entailing chairmanship
of
the board,
agency'ssupervision
newly created
strategy
of all
copy
and
coordination
of the work
of
all
account
executives.
Smith was elected unanimously Mr.by
executives and department heads,
who were asked to choose their
own manager on the basis of their
part in4 the
from
to 26expansion
accountsof inthetwoagency
and
a half years.
Mr. Smith has been copy chief
since been
the agency's
and
has
associatedinception,
with Duane
Jones, agency head, for ten years
atSample-Hummert
various agencies. from
With Blackett1937 to
1940, Mr. Smith wrote copy for
campaigns
Babbitt and
Inc., Sterling
American Home forProducts
Products Inc., subsequently joinInc. asforces
copy with
chief. Mr.In
1941 ingheMaxonjoined
Jones
as
copy
chief
of
the new
agency.
The strategy board is composed
of the executive heads of departand ,is based
on Mr.
Jones'
plan tomentsconduct
agency
operations
on a teamwork basis. Board meets
to consider treatment of specific
problems that arise in advertising
activities, particularly in those
concerning special campaigns.
Francis Eugene JNixon
FRANCIS EUGENE NIXON, 62,
formereral Adv.vice-president
the FedAgency, New ofYork,
died
of a heart attack in New York Dec.
21. Mr. Nixon, v/ho retired from
the agency in 1929, joined Federal
when it was organized in 1908. Surviving are his widow, a son and a
daughter.

CHJCAGO CUBS
^BASEBALL FOR 1945

National Representative
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK
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You Can

Buy This Amplifier TODAY

Under a recent ruling of the War Production Board
radio station owners may buy up to ^500.00 worth
of new capital equipment, using their AA-1 MRO
CMP-5 priority.
Here is a piece of equipment that will make a vast
improvement in the quality of your instantaneous
records. And it can be delivered to you promptly.

ORTHACOUSTIC" recording response. (3)
World-AMP lateral recording response.
Designed for relay rack mounting; panel height
14"; input, 500 ohms; output, optional, 15 ohms
or 500 ohms; gain, maximum, 85 db. Shipment
4 to 5 weeks after receipt of order placed with
your electronic distributor.

It is the Presto 88-A amplifier, designed especially
for use with Presto 1-C and similar high fidelity cutting heads.
Maximum power output is 50 watts with 4% distortion, measured by the inter-modulation method. Feed
back circuits maintain the output impedance essentially constant when driving a cutting head, thus
reducing overall distortion. Three frequency response
curves are available on a selector switch. (1) Flat
response, 30 to 15,000 c.p.s. ± 1 db. (2) "NBC
Buy Bonds. Keep on Buying.
IfiROADCASTING

Keep 'Em Flying.
• Broadcast Advertising

PRESTO RECORDING CORPORATION
242 WEST 55th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y., U.S. A.
Wo/fer P. Downs Lid., in Canada
January 1, 1945 • Page 49

BUFFALO'S GREATEST

NBC
In

Reports

Spot

Ail-Time

Sales;

Net

Up

High
12%

More Sponsored Newscasts, Women's Programs;
Fewer Announcements; Seven New Affiliates
NET REVENUE of NBC increased business showed substantial inapproximately 12% during 1944
creases,
were parover the preceding year, Roy C.
ticularlyprogram
strong, sales
accounting
for
Witmer, vice-president in charge of nearly 50% of the total revenue
increase. "The trend towards more
sales, disclosed
yearend
report. in the netvi^ork's established program purchases will
With a substantial increase in continue as companies lay their
the number of commercial program plans for postwar activity," he predicted. Only 24% of spot sales revperiods using the full network,
enue came from one-minute anfrom 89 in 1943 to 111 in 1944, Mr.
nouncements, compared to 28% in
Witmer reported, the average num- 1943.
ber of stations per program rose
Sponsored newscasts have gained
from
78 to10290 tofor112daytime
show^s,
and from
for nighttime
and revenue
fromincreased
women'sfrom
cooperbroadcasts.
ative programs
4%
in
1943
to
5%,
"an
indication
All-Time High for Spots
this type of program is doingthatan
More advertisers used the net- outstandingfacturers ofselling
jobappealing
for manu-to
work's facilities last year than in women." In products
line with the general
1943, with a total of 80 different
sponsors on the air in 1944 as trend, movie and theatre advertisconsiderably in volume,
against 73 in the preceding 12 and ingwillrose continue
to rise in 1945,
months. NBC concluded the old
to Mr. McConnell.
year with an expanded network of according
Cancellation
of
all commercial
149 affiliates, seven more than last
broadcasts on D-Day and, as the
result of favorable reaction to this
year.
The network's spot sales depart- measure,
similar action on election
ment reached an all-time high in
night
are singled out as 1944 highsales volume, ending 1944 with 21%
lights in management policy in the
more revenue than in 1943, according to James V. McConnell, report,
emphasizes
out wayswhich
in which
NBC hasthroughserved
manager. While all types of spot

WJL8
FJECKLEY, WEST VIRGINIA
Expands its markets. .
NETWORK

* Daytime coverage increases 1,390
square miles. . .with 110,741 additional
potential listeners (FCC survey).

the public interest, particularly in
bringing
war theand people.
its attendant
problems the
before
In the FM field, 1944 witnessed j
two major developments at NBC —
networkable to programs
were operated
made avail-by
FM stations
NBC affiliates, and in August !
NBC's FM station in New York
shifted from experimental to com- '
mercial broadcasting under the call '
letters
John WEAF-FM.
F. Royal, vice-president in ' ''
charge
of television,
pointedfeatures,
to the '
introduction
of live studio
and regular arena sports events on
WNBT, NBC's New York video
outlet,castsaugmenting
the film
tele- j
which predominated
in 1943;
and
to
the
fact
that
the
station
en- '
ters thesors, theNew
Year limited
with fiveonlysponnumber
by I
restricted studio facilities. Video i j
highlights listed for the year were ,
hearings
Sept. in28-Nov.
by Presi- ,'
participation
FCC 2 allocation
dent Niles Trammell ; regional netoperations with
WPTZ; workdevelopment
of newWRGB
video '
techniques and services particularly
in election and convention coverage.Prevented by the AFM ban from
supplying instrumental music to
station and commercial clients during the first 10 months of the year,
Thesaurus
of NBC's
Ra- |
dio-Recordingdivision
Division
nonetheless
came
out
at
the
end
of
'44
with
more subscribers than ever before |3
—238 as against 227 for 1943. j
Peacetime production of record ,
manufacturing alone in cooperation
with
than '
doubledthe inRCA1944factories,
to meet more
the needs
of the armed services, according to !^
C. Lloyd Egner, vice-president in ,]
charge of Radio-Recording.
Hitch-Hikes Abolished J
Multiple product advertising by
hitch-hike and cow-catcher announcements was abolished during
1944, through cooperation between
NBC and its station's planning an|d "
advisory committee. :
As a result
stress toon .
individual
stationof special
responsibility
wards public service broadcasting,
NBC programs
this than
type ever
had it
larger
networks inof 1944
before, according to a report on station relations activities. '

DAILY PROGRAMS IN
360
on the dial
BUFFALO
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Notional RepreserHotive : FREE & PtTCRS.INC.

CBS NETWORK
Represented by Burn -Smith

5000 WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW YORK |

Hooper Rates 'Girl Marries^ First
For December Daytime Week-day Shows
TOP rating in the list of ten week- ence rating, average sets-m-use
day programs in the C. E. Hooper and average available audience.
Inc. report on national daytime The audience rating of 4.7 however
programs for December was re- is up from the last report, and the
sumed by When a Girl Marries. available audience of 71.3 up 0.8
Aunt Jenny made a spectacular from the last report. Sets-in-use
rise to second place from obscurity figure is 15.4, down 0.1 from the
of two previous lists in which the last report.
program failed to appear.
Ma Perkins has the highest
sponsor identification index, 74.8,
Day Audience Down
with
71.6 giving the correct prodLife Can Be Beautiful, which
uct; 3.2 giving another product;
moved back into the top ten list in 6.4, representing
November in last place, moved up and 18.8 those whomisidentification
couldn't name
to third in line in the current re- a sponsor.
port. Fourth was Ma Perkins. Kate
Breakfast Club (Swift) had the
Smith ranked sixth, followed by largest
number of women listeners,
Big Sister, Portia Faces Ldfe, Stel- Baukhage
Talking the most men,
la Dallas, and Young Widder and Terry and
the Pirates the most
Brown. Theatre of Today ranked children listeners.
first and Stars Over Hollywood second of the Saturday shows.
The five top ranking programs
Hooperratings are down from be- listed in terms of the number of
listeners
twe n 0.3 to 0.8 from last year's re- follows : per listening set are as
ports for average daytime audiChildren Total
Men
0.27
1.20
1.37
1.2. Let's
Pretend
2.58
Terry
and the Pirates
0.25
1.31
3.4. Tom
Jack Armstrong
2.46
2.43
Mix
2.17
2.36
0.99
1.45
0.30
0.42
5. Breakfast Club (Swift) —

Stan. Brands Expands
STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
stepping up its use of network
programs (starting Feb- 4), will
begin
sponsorship
of a program
weekly half-on
hour comedy
variety
behalf
of
Fleischmann's
and
Blue Bonnet Margarine Yeast
on NBC,
8:30-9
One Man's
Family p.m.,
which replacing
will be moved
into
another period, yet undetermined.
New Eddie Bracken show will feastage and orchestra.
screen comedian
with tureanthe unnamed
Mann
Holliner will direct the program
with musical director and and writers to be announced. For its various products. Standard Brands
currently has two programs on
NBC aHd one on CBS. Agency for
products to be promoted on new
show is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York.

Tangiers Interest
ATLAS terest iCorp.
has acquired
an in-de
n the Societe
de Gerance
RadiodioImperial,
operator
of
the
rastation in the International
Zone of Tangiers, Floyd B. Odium,
president nounced.
of Plans,
thein corporation
addition to anthe
modernization and enlargement of
the Tangiers station, are to install
and operate stations in Martinique,
French Guinea, Guadeloupe, French
territories in India, Madagascar, la
14th Anniversary
Wearing Quality of Long NBC broadcast of Carnation Content- Reunion, New Caledonia, Oceanic
Settlements, Clipperton Island and
Shows Found Variable celebrates
ed Hour, its
Monday
9-9:30on (GWT),
14th year
the air
et Miquelon. The operaREPORTING on a survey to deter- Jan. 4. Show is sponsored by the Car- St. Pierre
tion will cover broadcasting, telenation Co., Milwaukee, through Brwin,
vision,
communiciations
minegrathems of "wearing
quality"TheofPulse
prounusual length.
& Co., Chicago.
and facsimilewireless
transmission.
Inc., New York, concludes that
there is no general law governing
the holding
power certain
of suchfactors
programs, but finds
contributing to gains or losses of
a long period show while on the air.
Nighttime variety and drama
shows, The Pulse relates in the
Radio Monthly News Letter, Dec.
15, tend to lose listeners with each
new quarter-hour. In all the surveyed programs in this category,
the
secondthan
quarter-hour
less
listeners
the third.loses
Sunday
morning and afternoon shows, it
was found, gain more listeners
than they lose.
These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area
KVOE Santa Ana, Cal., has appointed
W. S.ing Grant
Co.
as
national
advertisrepresentative, effective Jan. 1.

COLUMBIA
NETWORK

FF
YO'S
BUO
LL
NA
50,000
WATT
STATION

5°%
WATTS

DAY and NIGHT
STATION TIME
SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
CONTACT
BuB-Smitli Cofflpany, Iseoip.

National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco

Im Angeles iS. C«lilomia
BROADCASTING

BOTH STATtONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
fOR NETWORK AND SPOT
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J

BUFFALO
BROADCASTING I
CORPORATION :
RAND BUILDING. BUFFALO, NIW TOaK
Notional Ropretenlollve : IREi & PETIRL. INC
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Television
HOPE
than any other
year in the history ofnnankind.

^^^^
w In a world
fhaf has
more to expect. We
continuetisersto MOREgiveforadvertheir
money than any other
Memphis Station.

1925— THE FRIENDLY STATION
t
|935_"this is the friendliest
spot on your dial."
|945_Your MUTUAL friend.

as Leading

Postwar

Industry Visioned by Kesten
Pledges CBS Aid to Hastening Its Development;
Yearend Review Stresses Wartime Service
TELEVISION can become one of total, 10,404 were heard on commercial time.
America's leading postwar industries and CBS intends to do everyCBS listening station, which has
recorded
50 million words in
possible to hasten its poten- from 10 some
tialthingdevelopment.
to 15 languages during
the plays on the shortthe pledge
made W.in Kesten,
a year- 1944, calls
endThat's
statement
by Paul
wave front, reporting what is in
eifect a success story for Allied
CBS executive vice-president, who radio.
declared
networkobligations
is "fully
Sources of Axis broadcasts from
conscious that
of itshis special
Europe
dvdndled to one — Berlin,
in war"
but
that
it
had
given
"serious consideration to postwar opera- with five former points of Axis
broadcasts changing their tunes —
tions".
Review Stresses War Service
Brussels, Bucharest, Helsinki, Luxembourg, and Paris,
BudaArmy.pest fell silent
While
Mr.
Kesten's
statement
before while
the Russian
dealt primarily with things to
On the domestic front CBS sees
come, the annual yearend CBS revindication of its pioneer use in
view pointed out that radio's 1944 a1940
of the controlled mail ballot
accomplishments will be remembered in terms of participation in technique of measuring station covthe war itself, rather than in posterage, in the
establishment
of the
war planning.
Broadcast
Measurement
Bureau.
A
new
degree
of
flexibility
in the
Nearly time
35% was
of the
year'sto total
operating
devoted
pro- advertisers' use of network facilities has been achieved with the
grams directly related to some
phases of the war. That represents addition of two new discounts, both
3,169 hours, or an average of nearly slight variations of the first 15%
nine hours daily, including war full network discount plan, accordnews. Out of a total of 17,116 sepaing to themercial
review.
comprograms,Of64102areCBSearning
rate broadcasts, close to last year's

BUT

NOT

<^

' . ...

SOUTH'S 24-Hour Statii

one of the three discounts. CBS
signed affiliation contracts with 14
stations,
143
outlets.ending up with a total of
CBS'
New resumed
York television
station WCBC
live programs
last year, increased its staff to 28
and became the first video member
of theTBA.NAB, having resigned from
the
Sees Good Prospects
Mr. Kesten's statement cited
three proposals concerning postwar
television, international shortwave
and FM, as suggested during the
FCC allocation hearings Sept. 28Nov. 2 and asserted: "There are
good
prospects
that 1945 will
see
successful
demonstration
in the
United States of the kind of telewe can endorse.
factualvisionevidence
uncoveredMuch
in 1944
supports
hopes." He1,000-line
pointed
out
that these
high-definition,
televisionstrated ialready
has
been
demonn France (Two confiicting
reports on the quality of French
televisioh, however, appeared in the
Dec. 18 Broadcasting).
"High evfrequency,
ision, as a worldwide-band
standard, tel-is
inevitable, at whatever sacrifice it
may mean of present-day equipment," Mr. Kesten said, adding that
CBS believed such sacrifices would
be smaller now than later.
Asks Better Television
In asking for better television,
CBS has matched words with action, Mr. Kesten's statement continued, having applied for highfrequency video stations, ordered
necessary equipment, negotiated
for new-type receivers and having
appropriated a larger television
budget thanfacturinganybroadcaster.
other non-manu"Until the public gets the kind
of television it expects, an audience that interests advertisers cannot be built, and broadcasters will
— and should — carry the cost of
programs," said the Kesten statement. "But private resources are
limited, and a television audience
that ceases to grow will ultimately,
of economic necessity, be allowed
to die on the vine."

Do Ohioquestion,
Valley considering
folks listen the
to fact
WSTVthatin weSteubenville?
That's a
logical
are SURROUNDED
but NOT INVADED — by some mighty powerful network comincluding two 50,000 watt stations! Here's the answer in
our latestpetition,
Hooper.
WSTV
STEUBENVILLE, 0.
JOHN LAUX, GEN. MGR.

Your MUTUAL Friend
EMPHIS. TENNESSEE
Represented by RAMBEAU
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WSTV WFPG WJPA WKNV
STEUEErlvlLLt O. ATLArJTIC CITf, H J, WASHINGTON, PA, KINGSTON, N.
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The entire Detrola Radio plant is a new idea in
radio manufacturing technique. All of its departments
— administrative, engineering, design, production — are
spacious, orderly and modern . . . and modernly equipped.
This not only promotes employee efficiency, but stimulates workers to conceive ideas for ever-greater improvement of both our products and manufacturing methods.
Such conditions have enabled us to achieve high quality,
high volume war production. They will likewise enable
us to build highest quality radio receivers, automatic
record changers, record players, radio television receivers
and other electronic devices when our efforts are again .
happily directed toward those peacetime pursuits.

DETROlfl RHDIO
OmSIM Of INTERNATIONAL OETMU CORPOBATION . BEARD AT CHATHEIO, DETROIT I WCH.
C. RUSSELL FELDMANN ^ PRESIDENT

BUY MORE WAR BOIVDS

r^M^
PROGRAMS
W.IR School Series
Topostwar
ENCOURAGE
communityparticipation
planning, se-in DETROIT public schools wanted to
ries of six quarter-hour broad- .idd
art
students to the list of social
casts understarted
title Destinatiorir—rTomorwho
row were
on KNX Hollywood science,beenhistory
tuning andschoolotherradiosgroups
to WJR
on Dec. 16. Dramatizing existing con- liave
Detroit,
so
through
Mark
Haas,
edudietrioennscien Los
with and
refcational director of WJR, the schools
to the Angeles
postwarareafuture
began i)eriodic
of a paintings
program
broadcast weekly,
programs arePeaeher,
under devoted
to one ofairing
the famous
supervision
of
Gwendolyn
on display at the Institute of Arts.
station educational director.
WJR
furnishes .^,000 reproductions for
the students.
High School Quiz
Opera Series
HIGH
interest atandtheunderAmerica SCHOOL
Answers quiz
has program
returned Young
to the TO CREATE
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
o
f performances
Metropolitan
Opera House, WQXR
New
air on urday.WBBM
Chicago,
heard high
SatShow features
two Chicago
York presents
a commentary
weekly 55-minute
proschools
competing
each
week
with
gram
combining
on
scores,
three contestants, chosen from social artists, scenes and composers with
study classes who are quizzed on a musical illustrations. Series is under
broad range of subjects. Three teachers the auspices of the Metropolitan Opera,
from
schools
competing
the Guild.
broadcast
act not
as judges.
War onstamps
are awarded winning teams. Show is
KDYL GI Show
presented in cooperation with the SERVICEMEN
are plans
given
Radio
Council of the Chicago Board a chance to discussandtheirwomen
postwar
of Education.
iin 01 Java Time, new program heard
Sunday
Salt
Lake City11:15
from a.m.
the over
local KDYL
USO. Each
Canada Hit Parade
individual interviewed receives complimentary
tickets
to
a
local
theatre
CANADIAN
Hit Parade,
on lis-by sponsor
from Arthur
tener preference,
has beenbased
started
of the Frank
program.Clothing Store,
OKEY
Toronto
as
a
daily
half-hour
noontime program Pick the Hits. A
tabulation
all letters
in Music
ceived and isone made
of theofletters
is drawnre- MU.SICALEvents
EVENTS of note, such
daily for
a
$.5
prize
if
the
letter
conof a great artist or the
tains the correct order of popularity lis the debut
of a date
composition,
are celebratof three tunes announced the previous preniieied on tlie
of occurence
in It
day. If no winner, the money is nddpd Ifdiipviied
Then,
weekly
to the next day's prize.
series on WLIB Brooklyn. 25-minute
Recorded
musiccolor
illustrates
historical background
;mil
anecdotes.
Civic Problems
WIP Philadelphia, on Jan. 8, will
School Talent on KVOS
begin a newwithseriesthe ofCommittee
programs forin
rnoperation
XUW half -hour sustaining musical
program heard twice weekly on KVOS
Economic Development in Philadel- IJellingham,
featuresin livethe talent
phia. Series will asbe well
a forum
discus- from the 21 Wash,
as postwar
high schools
area.
Fulton
Lewis, jr. civic sionandon current
economic
Philadelphia
probConsisting
of
solos,
strumental groups andchoral
bands,groups,
programinwill bewilla hebusinessman,lems.and Moderator
participants
drawn has
won the praise of the State Defrom the ranks of the city's civic pa itnieiit nf Education.
loaders.
erica i ^yFjoil cjCiitened to ^yjewd J^eporter,
■Sai^i .... Thanks to my more than 130
WWL Aid
Minn. State Series
INTERVIEWS
GI's who arehavea
Sponsors for their confidence
action on thewithbattlefronts
TITLED The March of Minnesota, a seen
and good will extended to me
series of programs is Ijeing produced feature of the participation of WWL
New
Orleans inwithpromoting
the Young Men's
lUisiness
by Harold
one School
of the oforigin 1944 — and it is my sincere
Day. toClub
service men and 25,000
women free
for
inators of theMcGee,
American
the tickets
Air, with scripts written by Phil Gelb, the Sugar Bowl Game on New Year's
wish for 1945 that it will bring
former CBS Hollywood staff writer,
for broadcast over a dozen Minnesota
Victory to our great country
stations
Series willstarting
deal within mid-February.
postwar problems
and Health and Happiness to
faced
by
the
citizens
of
Minnesota.
everyone.
FULTON LEWIS, jr.,
heard on 240 stations with over 130 sponsors, is available for sponsorship in your city. Call, wire or write
WM. B. DOLPH, BARR BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.

ORIGINATING FROM WOL WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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'Stagecast'
SATURDAY
eveningby half-hour
program now broadcast
WADC Akron
from the stage of a local theatre, is
titled Stagecast, featuring a newscast,
with world map projected on screen
for entreference
;quiz
professional
guest tal;audienceselected
andfroman theintroduction
of amateurs
audience.
Talent Series
LOCAL TALENT has opportunity to
enter radio through The KLZ Workseries
startedshopbyPlayers,
the new
Denverexperimental
station. Program
will
serve
as
testing
lab
for
writers
TWIN FALLS ° IDAHO
and directors in addition to actors.
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Creative

Assignment
CAUSES

ON

FILLING

I

FT. MINIMUM
9 FT. MAXIMUM
I

for New

Item

TEMPORARY

ORDERS

FOR

"Super -Forts*'

B-29

SLOW-UP

MICROPHONE

ADAPTERS Any of your microphones cent be
attachedtionaleasily
without purchasing
fittings. toNo this
toolsBoom
are necessary
because alladdithe
adapters are threaded in order that they can be
screwed together. The fitting attached to the clevis on
the end of the boom fits a % x 24 thread which is the
thread for all W. E. Microphones. An adapter for
microphones using Vz inch thready one for % x 27;
and a hook complete the adapters normally supplied.
CASTINGS All castings, except base and counterAlumilited.weight (cast iron), are strong aluminum alloy,
TUBING All tubing 18 gauge aluminum alloy
finished
coating. by the Alumilite Process — a hard, oxide
HANDWHEELS ah hand wheels are knurled
and polished aluminum alloy, 2^4 inches in diameter.
Operated easily. Will turn without muscle strain or
injury to your hands.
CASTERS Three inch double ball bearing, rubber
tired Darnell Casters.
COLOR
All castings platinum gray. Baked enamel.
GUARANTEE workmanship and materials
fully guaranteed.

BOOMS

Ever since our recent announcement that George
A. Starbird Microphone Booms
again were available to qualified
buyers,orders.
we'veAndbeenfor swamped
with
quite a
while . . . until the orders started
coming too hot and too heavy . . .
we were satisfied that we would
meet our commitments to all those
fine Graybar customers without
too long delay.
But then, on top of our already
crowded schedule of Government
war contracts, we were handed
the job of designing and manufacturing an extremely critical
item
the ofB-29course
"Superfortress"
. . . for
which
must come
first. The result is that our face is
slightly crimson, but the manufacture of microphone booms in
our plant is being adjusted to this
war-time condition, and we expect to resume our shipments of
microphone booms within the next
thirty days.

See your
representative forGraybar
descriptive
folder
and details
on priority
requirements.

GEORGE

A.

STARBIRD

MICROPHONE

BOOMS

950 NORTH
ANGELES
LOS
AVENUE,
BROADCASTING « HIGHLAND
Broadcast Advertising

38,

CALIFORNIA
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Sees Export Boom
EXPORT advertisers will spend
to Make 25th Year Success
about
$65,000,000
craft Corp. as a newcomer. Of other
and radio
after theannually
war outin ofpressan
the retail when
field, the
will war
re- estimate
dtotal advertising outlay
stations mentioning this type of ularlyvert toinnewspapers
business, WMCA has two help- is over, a view that was not shared
according to a surwanted programs daily and WQXR by other stations, which agreed that of $100,000,000,
vey by Joshua
B. Powersmonthly
which
the November
reported a few campaigns by stores although much of this advertising accompanies
of the Export Advertising
seeking workers, adding that it has came to radio because of a short- bulletin
group. Mr. Powers
not solicited this advertising.
age of space, the results obtained Assn., the trade
of the foreign
WLIB, recently acquired by the would insure radio a part of the is president
ers representatives
firm publishbearing
retail
budget
in
postwar
years.
his
name.
New York Post, stated that it considers this "a black-and-white func- WMCA reported that its current
21 major retail ac- Italian-American population in the
tion" andinis that
not accepting
accounts
field. any more clients include
including
two WHOM,
notably now
re- metropolitan area. Foods and wines
lucounts,
ctant to enter
radio.
were the heaviest advertisers in the
WLIB also expressed the feela
Cowles
station,
anticipates
greating that other advertisers, particlanguage field last year.
er gains in advertising from retail foreign
Postwar
planning,
department, clothing and furniture
t
i
o
n
year
ago, isscarcely
now inmenfull
stores in 1945, to be broadcast in swing at ed amost
advertising agencies,
English, Italian and Polish.
which reported that radio is playing
Appliances Next Item
at least .as large a part in those
War-time Buying
A striking example of the growth plans as in present appropriations.
Power
Some of the plans may be put into
of
motion
picture
advertising
was
will drop only OlCTT
action this year ; others probably
given
that not
until the end of the Japanese
in 1940 by'itsWNEW,
revenue reporting
from this kind
in Postwar Peoriarea 2 /O
of advertising totaled approximate- War.This roundup of New York facts
ly $25,000. In 1941 it was $50,000;
in 1942, $75,000; 1943, $150,000; and opinions would not be complete
39,000
r WARTIME INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMEN T
and probably $225,000 for 1944. without mention of used car adESTIMATED PEACETIME REDUCTION
which was responsible for
Without
other sta-in a lot of vertising
time sales in 1943 but
PLOYMENT
38,000
tionsciting
mentionedfigures,
the increases
1,000
^TOTAL PEACETIME INDUSTRIAL EM
movie advertising as an outstanding which disappeared almost completely following price
the establishment
development of recent years. Broad- Government
ceilings early ofin
way theatres increased their use
Because Peoriarea industries are now
of radio to advertise their dramatic, 1944.
comedy and musical productions,
manufacturing their regular peacethe New York stations reported,
CHICAGO
time products for war purposes,
along with increased advertising
by restaurants and other places
there will be no re-conversion prob- of public entertainment. Maybe
By FLORENCE SMALL
be classed with the ad- FORECAST
for the 1945 radio
lem here. As proof of this, a Peoria these shouldvertising ofperfumes,
jewelry, furs picture is a glowing
one, accordand
similar
luxury
items,
which
survey by the Committee for Eco- increased their use of radio during to opinions gathered from
network,
repre-in
nomic Development shows that
ing the year, particularly on agency, sponsor,
sentative and station
leaders
WQXR,
whose
concentrationmusicon Chicago. It is a picture which has
SURVEYS PROVE
classical
and
semiclassical
maintained its glitter throughout
". . . only 1,000 industrial workputs it in a special advertising 1944 as far as advertising business
PEORIANS HAVE
category.
ers will be dropped from a waris concerned. General consensus
THE WMBD HABIT
WHN reported that food adver- among industry members is that
time high of 39,000 — thus continutising has been unusually heavy in business will maintain its present
Surveys prove that the
it with motion picof fullyear.
capacity throughing the prosperity of the district . . ." 1944, tulinking
the coming
one way to dominate this
res as showing the most increase. level,out that
Looking ahead, WHN WNEW
This means, first, that in the Peoriarea
It
was
pointed
by one
important Peoriarea marWQXR and WLIB all mentioned
tion representativeoutthat
due sta-to
ket is through WMBD.
appliance advertising as difficulty of time clearance on major
you have a potent buying popula- household
the radio development of 1945, to stations in major markets a volHooper and Conlan have
tion of over 600,000, the same marbegin as soon as civilian manufacume of "overflow" business has
continually shown that
ture is permitted, probably shortly
gained by secondary stations
ket that is today proving so profit- after the end of the European War. been
WMBD reaches all of the
and markets. More than one rep
Asked about rates. New York expressed the view that smaller
able to hundreds of national adver- broadcasters
buying groups with a
generally agreed that stations would get a bigger play
the
increase in listening in that than ever in the coming year.
tisers.
Secondly,
it
means
there
will
coverage "tune-in" of
On the other hand, Frank
city as dience
shownmeasurement
by the services
various has
au56.3% (Conlan, 1944).
be no lag between war production
P. Schreiber, WGN general manWrite for proof of how
not
been
large
enough
to
warrant
predicted that more sponsors
any general boosting of rates. They would ager,participate
in cooperative
you can reach the and peacetime production. The same
also
agreed
that
the
influx
of
new
shows
on
the networks. Mr.
machinery, facilities and men will business had resulted in less sellPeoriarea market through
Schreiber
maintained
"1945
WMBD.
be used to turn
ing below card rates and less ac- will be a bigger radio that
year"
and
that
FM
will
start
to
spread
its
cepMore
tance of cost-per-inquiry
deals.
Listening
wings.
out the products
H.
Leslie
Atlass,
CBS
central
WHOM foresees a steady de- division vice-president, indicated
to meet the builtcrease in the importance of foreign language radio after the war, that radio's
inup consumer
crease and thattotalradiorevenue
will gowill
all out
pointing out that by 1950 the drasneeds.
tic wartime reduction in immigra- to Networks
"get the war
over". for better
are aiming
tion will have cut down substantially the number of people who listening through better programcannot understand English. WOV
ming, according to E. R. Borroff,
Complete Coverage of PEORIAREA
of the that
Blue network
central
plans no decrease in foreign lan- vice-president
division. He disclosed
A Good Market now ...
guage programs for the duration, business
has
reached
a
saturation
emphasizing what it considers a
a better market when the war is won!
wartime service to the large point, therefore it is a good time
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Radio Ready
Increased Revenue,
Better Service
Foreseen
{Continued from page 14)
vertising had not developed into
the major source of station income
which some broadcasters had anticipated when it first entered radio
in 1943. WINS reported Todd Shipyards and Wright Aeronautical
Corp. as regular users of time for
recruiting workers and Edo Air-

to aim for better programming
and greater
listening
value.breaks
Recent elimination
of chain
OWI PACKET,
WEEK
JAN. 22
on WENR Chicago from 7-9 p.m.
(CWT) was a step in that direc- Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast during the
tion. Radio advertising will sus- week
beginning
Jan. 22.andOWIthreetranscriptions
containbreaks
six 50-seeond
suitable
forclients
sponsorship
20-8ccondforchain
onof these
each announcements
side of discs.
tain its present level in 1945 and Tell
your
about
them.
Plan
schedules
best
timing
important
war
"Irofflookasserted.
for no Asrecession",
Mr.
Borfor FM, he said,
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
"it appears to be a fine technique
NETGroup Group
NAT. SPOT
and we're all for it."
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
PLAN Aff.KW
Ind. Aff.Ol
Ind. LivePLANTrail*.
Sponsors who are spending
money that would otherwise go into Join a Car Pool
the excess profits tax, may be re- The Job Ahead — Japan XX
placed by manufacturers of new Army Food
Nurses
Prices Down
products who are anxious to use Keep Bonds
the medium just as soon as they War
Stop Wartime Accidents X
receive Government go-ahead signals, some agency men said.
Seeing OWI
Scheduleunder
of War
Message
names Allocation
and time Plans.
of programs carrywar messages
National
Spot 144and forNetwork
Television Not Ready?
Many clients are ready to spend sale at retail, and although many
NBCwork had
moreas prospective
netmore money radio-wise, R. A. of
them have been restricted in
advertisers
of Jan. 1, 1945,
Sorensen, owner of Sorensen &
production, not a single one reduced than in any previous year, accordCo., declared, but are holding back its
advertising expenditures in 1944
ing to Mr. Kopf. That is not due
because of labor and basic materials shortage. When asked about nor its proposed budget for 1945." primarily to the shortages in other
the television prospects for the new
year, Mr. Sorensen related that
after looking into television pretty
deeply — he believes that it is commercially unfeasible in the near
future and that "audiences are just
not ready for it".
Other agency executives opined
that the commercial future of television next year would be stymied
becauseencesofdue tothe the
lacklimited
of largenumber
audiof sets. Executives feel that since
such sets will not be available until postwar days, the audience remains status quo. However, one
4 Agency
feint of official
view anddisagreed
declared with
that this
this
was the time to get in on the ground
floor and that both sponsors and
agencies would benefit from the experience.
Harry C. Kopf, vice-president
and general manager of NBC
central division, said "the astute
planning and clear thinking on the
part of advertisers, their advertising agencies and the broadcasting
industry in the preparations for
the job that must be done in 1945
and the postwar years is a real
challenge to all of us. The job
we do — no matter how well done —
will be relatively unimportant compared to the splendid courage and
sacrifice of American fighting men
all over the world and the help we
must give them to finish the task
and get back home safely.
Foundation for Future
'definite
"We have
at thisto time
a veryin
obligation
our men
service,"
he
continued.
"We
provide now a foundation of must
clear
thinking and planning that will
make for a strong structure in 1945
and the following postwar years,
to give our men the kind of social
and economic life they will expect
upon returning home. It is with
this thought in mind that we are
looking toward the new year."
Asserting outlook
that the
"broadcast
advertising
in 1945
is most
encouraging,"
Mr.
Kopf,
phasized that NBC clients emare
WESTERN
N B C f OR
"manufacturers of merchandise for
BROADCASTING
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media, but rather to the confidence
with which advertisers and their
agencies
declared. regard network radio, he
"Available time periods are
scarce," said Mr. Kopf. "During
the first quarter of 1945, we expect to announce at least three new
network programs in periods which
are
now
open. Both periods,
late-evening
and early-morning
the
value of which heretofore has been
regarded by some advertisers as
doubtful, have recently proved
themselves to be sleepers and are
now being given consideration. We
enter 1945 with a feeling of confispotwill
and exceed
local businessdencefor thatthetheyear
that
of our record-breaking figures of
Asice,foraccording
FM, toit isMr.notKopf,
a newbutserv-an
improvement over sound broadcasting of today. It permits a betof sound
transmitfree from
static.to beIt will
be a
1944."terted,quality
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. . WHEN YOU GO

IN THE

MORE RETAIL BUYERS
than in any
MARKET*

DESaOlUES
QUAD-CITIES /
"•^
PtOBIA
—
The Quad-City market (DavenpoiJ •
Bettendorf, Rock Island, Moline, and
East Moline - Silvis) includes the
largest concentration of retail
buyers between Chicago and
Omaha, and between Minneapolis St. Paul and St. Louis. According
to Hooper '43 and '44 surveys, this
market ^' m m h
over 200,000 MBI^I
urban people ■^ftl III
delivered | | |
' liy
il
DAVENPORT, IOWA
FREE & PETERS. INC., NATL. REPRESENTATIVES

gradual process of change-over, and
there will be no wholesale dumping
of present receivers. After the war
most of the better grade new receivers will be equipped to receive
both standard and FM programs,
he added.
Mr. Kopf sees in television a
tremendous force in the field of
mass communication, pointing out
that no other medium can combine
so many features to attract and
hold an audience.
NBC has been televising for the
past five years, Mr. Kopf recalled.
Although the new medium will present many problems after the war,
he predicted it would rank as one
of the foremost industries in the
creation of jobs for thousands.
Sponsors as a whole indicated
that they would maintain their 1944
radio schedules through '45. An
executive of the Pepsodent Co., Chicago, said that his firm would use
the same maximum amount of stations as it now uses and that Pepsodent would maintain its present
radio schedule including the Bob
Hope show.
A member of the Walgreen Co.,
Chicago,would
stated continue
that the firm's
plans
alongradio
the
same lines as in the past year.
LOS ANGELES
By DAVID GLICKMAN
IF THE PAST 12 months are a
criterion from a business standpoint, West Coast radio can expect
1945 to be its banner year. A yearend check of the books reveals network and individual stations coastwise as setting
with 1944
figures. an all-time high
Business on hand, which in many
cases will carry through 1945,
points to a new industry revenue
record. Many western stations,
those in metropolitan areas as well
as secondary markets, already have
hung up the SRO sign for the first
quarter of the new year. Nor do
prospects taper off for the remaining months.
Despite the war, and its attend-

1944 PROVES BOOM YEAR AT WOR
New Business Sales Greater Than in Any Year
Top 1943 All-Time High of 313 by 62
FACTS and figures submitted to year in WOR's history. For the
Broadcasting by WOR New York 1944 period ending Dec. 15, the
in
advance
of complete year-end station made 375 new sales, comtallies,
ed to last year's all-time high
boom
year.indicate, as expected^ a of 313 parsales.
In six categories, topped by
Renewal records in 1944 also set
amusements, new business sales
new high; four out of every five
more than doubled the numjjer of adollars
of sales came from renewaccounts in each classification in
jump revenue
from 60%from
to 80%eightof
1943. Amusements accounted for totalals, asales
102 new business sales; clothing years ago when the proportion was
out of of
everyaccounts
five dollars.
23; publications 22; household three
A number
that had
equipment and supplies 18; depart"war casualties" — schools,
ment stores 9; and a new classifi- been
cation— public and labor relations radio set manufacturers, office
(including help-wanted advertis- back
equipment
were
in themanufacturers
picture in 1944.— Food
ing), 17 newof sales.
Number
new business sales was again
the
heaviest
advertiser,
was greater than for any other and accounted for 71 new sales.
no immediate material effect
ant hazards, network executives have
on the western states. With major
and those
from independent
tions and advertising
agencies sta-as sea coast cities as points of embarkation for the Japanese war
well as tacted
station
conby the representatives
Hollywood bureau
theatre,tinue to maintain
the Pacificits strip
will con-as
importance
of
Broadcasting
line
up
solidIv in belief that there will be no a military and naval center. As
emr)hasis shifts to the Pacific conlagging.
The healthy,
coastwisetheradio
ture is most
trendpic-is
flict,
western
states' defenseoutput
industryof will
be accelerated.
up
and
the
only
problem
is
time
availability.
Population shifts which took
place
the first western
two years markets
of war
Some Doubtful
have insaturated
Contrary view was expressed by with war workers. Survey revealed
mila few mowho
believe
that
the summer
"honey- an estimated
lion people inpopulation
the threeof 11Pacific
n is over",
andCoast
by late
states in late 1943. This figure has
many
a
Pacific
station
will
have to hustle after new business. substantially grown during the
Othersbuts"
tempered
opinions with
"ifs past
militaryyear.campNoranddoes
navalthisbaseinclude
popu
and
and cautioned
lation. Approximately 75% of th;
too
much optimism.
One against
station new
civilian population attract*
representative
during
off-the-record
to coastwise states by war industi i
conversation revealed the revamp- jobs
will remain, it is authorita
ing and cut-down
some way
45 spot
stated.
schedules
currentlyof under
for tively
Many
agencies head
1945. Although the West Coast is a quarteredadvertising
New York and Chi
seller's market, with business easy cago have inestablished
San offices
Fran.
to get, warning was sounded that Cisco or Los Angeles branch
radio, now fat and sassy, must pre- the past couple of years. Latest
pare for those "lean and hungry join the ranks is Abbott Kimballto
days" Southern
that will California
follow, withstation
one Co., New York agency, which remajor
opened LosDames
AngelesCorp.
oflBces(cos-to
operator cautioning that it "might service cently
Colonial
comeEnd inoflateEuropean
1945". hostilities will
metics) and other West Coast orig

V/
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a-

inating accounts. Campbell-Ewald
Co, recently
re-established
Pacific
Sack Sponsor
Coast
headquarters
in Los Angeles.
TO
There have been expansions by
A SPONSOR has appeared
strictly Pacific Coast agencies, too.
on
the
Armed
Forces
NetBecause of this great buying
work in the European Thepower on the West Coast, agency
ADVERTISERS
atre. The firm is the "Oh My
timebuyers and account executives
Aching gramBack
Sack Characters,
Co."; proemphatically declare that there will
is
Listen
WHO
be no clipping of adverising bud"fathered" by Lt. Col. John
gets. Several report increases.
S. Hayes, former assistant
While unanimous in reporting that
director
of
program
operaappropriations will be shifted to fit
tions for WOR - MutuHl.
needs, they opined that radio in
ARE
Writer is Alan Surgal, who
many instances, providing time is
was a radio writer in Chiavailable,
will
get
the
biggest
cago
and
New
York.
Producer
share.
is Vic ducerKnight,
formerlyCantor,
proLOOKING
of the Eddie
Many Turn to Radio
Bob
Crosby
and
Kate
Smith
In many cases advertisers have
programs. A sack in Army
no products to sell, but they are
vernacular is a bed, and liskeeping trade and firm names betener response is terrific.
forelished
the public.
Other
well-estabWest Coast firms have new
commodities to offer the consumer
and although strictly publication radio since the war's start and beadvertisers
cause of black and white publicaturn
to radioin forthe thepast,firstthey
timewillin
tion clude
tightening,
will advertising
continue to in-in
1945.
broadcast
Some placement will be on short budgets during peacetime.
term basis, not surprising in view
Food products on the West Coast
of the feverish state of the gen- have come in for a heavier use of SOUTH
radio both at the wholesale and
eralnatbusiness
mind.
General
incliion at the moment tends to a
end. Packing and canshorter view into the future. War distributor
ning companies, while not new,
Most marketing experts agree that the
have
materially
increased West
reversals aresiderations bybeing
taken
in
consponsors and agency Coast schedules. Former obscure
executives. Advertisers, it was operators who have gained conSouth is now the nation's greatest "area
pointed out, in taking a realistic
sumer promotion.
acceptance are going
all-out
of opportunity." If you feel that's true in
in
radio
Hunt
Bros.
view, tiare
reclassifying
appropriayour industry, we suggest you consider
ons to fit the times.
Packing Co., as example, utilizing
South Carolina as a starting point.
Continued
papermoreshortage
heavy time,
schedule
of Pacific
has plans
under Coast
way
force
more and
black will
and anetwork
go national, with the Biow Co.
white advertisers
keep toservicing
South Carolina is easy to cover. One statheir
names alive.intoOnradiotheto other
that account.
tion— ^WIS at Columbia — reaches virtually
hand, agency executives warned,
Cleansers Active
the entire State, daytime. The WIS service
many an old-time radio account,
Industrial cleansers, too, have
area has 74% more radio homes than
preempted by war-born advertis- pushed
to the fore with all soap
ers, objecting to the "shoving
New Orleans, 185% more than Atlanta,
remaining well out ahead
- around", will eventually go back to products
in a calculation of overall radio.
208% more than Birmingham.
' black andaminingwhite
and are now ex- On
other media.
the whole, they have held their
West Coast spots and expanded
Postwar planning on the West coverage
We'd welcome an opportunity to tell you
via regional network.
Coast will have to be geared to
how and why this 5000-watt station, at
Banking heavily on prestige buildpostwar cmarketing
conditions,
acfinance, insurance
ording to agency executives on in<>- programs,
560 KC, has a stronger signal (actually
accounts as well as inmajor accounts. Postwar new prod- and loan vestment
delivers more microvolts) over a larger
brokers have plumped for
ucts, in the opinion of many, will solid institutional
type local and
area than is possible even to many
follow the prewar radio advertis- regional network programs.
ing ments
pattern
with certaintorefine50,000-watt stations. Drop us a line
Chain clothiers have taken with
and modifications
meet
ask Free & Peters.
the needscensus isthat
of thetheday.
General
conincreased
emphasis
to
daily
newsWest Coast will
casts, usingstations
5-15-minute
broadcasts
follow lead of the eastern seaboard on major
in
metropolitan
in postwar plans.
areas. Department stores also are
going
National Accounts Up
ules. in for regular program schedout that California
Formerly concentrating on class
willIt was
see pointed
a tremendous
influx of publications,
cosmetic
concerns,
which include oils
and other
hair
new type
products
with
reconversion of war plants to peacetime preparations among products, are
production. Where there were a \Vest Coast advertisers whose pofew national accounts in the Patentials remain to be explored. A
cific Coast area, there will be many, few have gone in for sketchy spot
manufacturers agree. Thus the po- campaigns. Others are now investitential backlog in household furgating radio. With solving of packI nishings and equipment, due to
distribution problems
presence of production plants as they willagingbeandready
WIS
concerted
adwell as raw materials, is as big as
vertising. Lone aforradio
holdout,
predicted. With low freight rates Max Factor & Co., Hollywood (cosinaugurated, radio advertising of
tics), on Jan. Sinatra
3 started Show
sponsor-on
these products will be on a sounder
the meFrank
basis. It was further emphasized CBS ingstations,
COLUMBIA
Wednesday,
9-9:30
that with packaging and channels p.m.
of distribution reopened, old line 25]. (EWT) [Broadcasting, Dec.
a''counts,
now off
the air, and
will disrePetroleum companies continue to
SOUTH
CAROLINA
sume in radio
to explore
be heavy users of West Coast recover secondary markets.
gional
radio
despite
gasoline
shortNew accounts will explore the
threat
of moreinclude
stringent
5000 WAnS
•
560 KC
Schedules
spot
entire field. Some will go in for cuts toage andcome.
heavy spot announcement cam- announcements as well as newspaigns.
Others
will
use
regional
casts
and
other
type
quarter-hour
and national network time. It was broadcasts. Hollywood film studios,
FREE & PETERS, Inc., NaUonal Representative
estimated that about 70% of those too, have become consistent radio
new accounts which have come into timebuyers. They are successfully
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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NO USE
MAKING
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GOO
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GOO

Goo Goo X8 '^.^^ewbere
Kentucky', ^^'^^uldn't
say BeGoo Goo is, ^^VE don't
^^sefranUy-^Aac^w^^^^^
make eyes at s« ^^^^
Trading
bell
of-,
tbe^iUe
,„,centrated
Sbatt ^ve send y
tbe facts

using quarter-hour local programs,
participations
and tospot
ments nationally
plugannouncecurrent
motion pictures.
Used car dealers remain important users of radio time in the
western area, directing sales copy
to both buyer and seller. Going
down the list we find flour, cereals
and beverages have maintained a
consistently healthy schedule this
past will
year.continue
From contracts
this
through on1945.hand
Long-Term Schedules
With tinuing,
manpower
conhundreds of shortage
Pacific Coast
war plants and other firms as well,
remain consistent spot users to put
across
wanted" appeals.
Theretheir
is a "help
predominance
of longterm regional spot and network
contracts, with advertisers seeking
to insure their positions in a medium
availability
has almost whose
diminished.
With network
time at premium, more and more
spot radio
be used.
Announcearewillbeing
schedule mentswhere
theyfitted
may. into the
Irritated Los Angeles agency
timebuyers
and stationthatrepresentacommon
sense tives
will strongly
dictateopined
use of transcribed
spots, bizarre or not.
Sponsors as a whole, cooperating
in the better radio movement, will
be more careful as to type of station breaks and announcements offered, but that those which are
good and fit products advertised
will continue to be used, was the
unanimous thought. Generally
speaking station managers are not
using transcribed spots out of harmony with adjacent programs, the
reps declared.
Advertisers are seeking broader
and broader coverage. Network
coverage in many instances has

GATHERED following their weekly meeting are the staff members of
WJW, new Cleveland outlet (seated 1 to r) : C. E. Siegwarth, merchansales division;
Wm.areO'Neil,
of WJW;Adelbert
W. J. Fink,
Sylvester,
sales disedirector.
Standing
(1 to r)president
: John Simpson,
and
Oliver Miller, merchandise sales division salesmen. The merchandise sales
division was organized six months ago as a non-profit organization to
serve manufacturers in Northeastern Ohio. It is intended to round-out
merchandising
and selling
at a reasonable
cost by securing
bution of products
or supplementary
distribution
in many initial
areas. distribeen enlarged to meet advertising
demands. Although a majority of
national advertisers make their
plans and decisions in New York
or Chicago,
agency executives
cede that Hollywood
continuescon-to
dominate as the originating point
of network commercials. They all
want "name" shows and by all odds
these
of talentto find
and
networkmajor
time buyers
will continue
Hollywood'stainmenthighly
exploited
enterresources a rich advertising asset despite costs.
Talent prices have skyrocketed
during the past couple of years, but
Hollywood
advertising reconciled
agency exec-to
utives are reluctantly
the fact that a good name variety
show comes high today. A good example is the started
new Andrews
Show which
Dec. 31 onSisters
Blue
stations. Talent alone for this weekly
program
is
reputed
to
cost
NashKelvinator Corp. around $16,000.
Quite
shows aon number
the air ofoverthe a big-rating
period of
years have increased their talent
budgets. Shows that once sold for
$10,000 per week have been boosted
to
Jack BennyTobacco
Show Co.is
said$15,000.
to cost American
a cold
$25,000
per
week.
West Coasters see no immediate
change
in the sponsor-waiting-inline-at-the-station
door situation
under threat of FM or television
outlets, since to constitute a threat,
manufacturers of receivers would
have to be a reality. That to most
is pegged olf somewhere in the fu-

BellB uildin^f
Telephone
Montreal, P.Q.

SAN FRANCISCO
By EDWARD MURPHY
STATION owners and executives
here are not idle about postwar
plans should peace come this year,
the next, or the next, and a large
percentage of them already know
exactly in what direction they will
strike out when the war ends.
While picking their spots for the
future,
art not headache,
heedless ofthey
the
present.theyBiggest
say, ispair, andkeeping
equipment
in
replacements are hard re-to
Whileturersithave isnot true
been that
able manufacto supply
muchally equipment,
operators
are not concerned with a generbreakdown as they
there is enough
on hand
in say
warehouses
to go
get.
around. Nevertheless, some say the
pinch of parts and supplies is growing tighter,older.
as equipment in serButvice grows
aside from the various
headaches, those who run the net
outlets and independents are given

NUMBER, PLEASE...
The right number of people listening to your radio
program is the measure of sales success. Quebec
Province is a live market of 33^ million people who
listen to their radios more than in any other part of
Canada. You can attract many loyal buyers to
your products if you give them the radio program
which is especially built to their preferences —
adaptations of English programs rarely succeed in
this Province. Our business is that of building and
producing radio programs which get results, because
we understand Quebec. Let us help YOU.
RADIO
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ture, at least beyond bounds of the
coming year. Transmitters as well
as receivers must precede any realthough are
agencythinking
executivesceptioandn, andsponsors
along lines of FM and television,
they
are pigeon-holing
ideas for the
immediate
future.

PROGRAIVUVIE PRODUCERS J
MONTREAL. CANADA .J
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to looking back on 1944 as the year
of happysibilitydollars
that the with
bell ata strong
the toppos-of
the cash register will ring loud
and long again in 1945.
San Francisco, which is now the
news hub on the Pacific Coast for
reports from the Far East, is sitting pretty if such a thing as global
radio advertising
develops.programs
The demand for American
among English speaking people in
the Pacific area is being built
throughcasts.OWI
shortwave
broad-at
These shows
are aimed
U. S. soldiers and sailors but you
can'ta good
stop thing
anyoneon from
listening
to
the air.
This
means American advertising on a
global scale.
The western market looks good.
There is every indication here that
production of certain consumer
products will be permitted this
year by the government agency
appointed to handle the facet of
wartime living. This means local
advertising. It means, also, that the
four big networks, as well as the
bigger and smaller independents,
justify their existence to timebuyers beyond
puttingbreak
out aortimeevensig-a
nal or a station
singing
commercial
tory they are supposedintoto the
serve.terriHome Building
During the past year there has
been a notable falling off in live
production — a situation created
mainly poby
shortage
of manwer. In thethe past
12 months
the
stations have resorted to records
and transcriptions well mixed with
news.
The bigger
mixed
this formula
with netstations
commercials
and sustainings
buildThean smaller
acceptable broadcast today.
f)utlets just filled in the hours and
\iid their bestnouncements
to palatable.
make spot anStation owners also have ideas
which have to do with plans to
get in on the ground floor by getting ready for new postwar adverfield,thetheymosthavepotent
decidedtiserthats. In this
some
advertisers
afterof the
war will be
companies selling new homes.
After the war people will be eager
to build new homes here and
around
the Bay now
area.engaged
A greatinnumber of persons
war
work say they will stay on provided
they have a place to live. People
will be looking for builders to tell
them what is on the market, and
radio
can dois that
pointingschool
out. of
There
another
thought.
The
swollen
population
this area will continue to attractof
the attention of food advertisers

Philip Morris Replaces
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New
York, will replace It Pays To Be
Ignorant on 122 CBS stations, Fri.
9-9:30
p.m.,with
following
Jan. 26
broadcast,
a newtheprogram,
still to be selected. Cigarette companygramscurrently
proand one has
show twoon CBS
the Blue.
Agency is Blow Co., New York.
and others who have merchandise
to sell.
All of this outlook, however, depends on the end of the war. When
the war is over, other sections of
the country
definitely
convinced thatwill
theberadio
industry
here
hasn't
been
napping.
In
fact,
many of its leaders have lost sleep
in planning for the postwar era.
CANADA
By JAMES MONTAGNES
CANADIAN stations have enjoyed
their best year in the fifth of Canada's war, and prospects are that
1945 ing
willrevenue.
bring Opinion
still moreofadvertisstation
managers, station reps, network
officials and agency executives in
Toronto (where most national advertising isplaced) points to more
advertisers using more networks
with better quality shows in the
coming year. Advertisers who have
been off the air for some years due
to the war are starting to come
back, and others who have not been
on the air in Canada to any extent
in the tional
pastnetworkareprograms.
now talking naNew Developments
Various developments of 1944
favor moreminion. network
the DoFirst is the usefactin that
the
Dominion now has two national
networkslantic to the
extending
the AtPacific, from
and that
the
French network, primarily in Quebec province, may be split into
two chains
to give Allalternative
ening advantages.
networks listare
under
control
of
the
GovernmentowTied Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., and all programs must meet
standards set up by the CBC.
Incidentally, Canada is not affected bystations
the recent
decision
individual
to limit
certainof
types of announcements and station
breaks, for under CBC regulations
such material may not go on the
air, and the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters has a committee com-
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SHAKHIAgS WITH

THE

FRIENDLY

GROUP"

Introducing Four Stations in Four States under the
management of "The Friendly Group". Extending you
a friendly hand for more business from these
thriving communities.
For further details, write John Laux, Managing Director
"The Friendly Group", Steubenville, O.

fWAf THE

RADIOS LONGEST LIST OF SATISFIED SPONSORS:
Vicks WCSC Pillsbury Mllls__KROS
Groves WOW Airy Fairy Flour_KLCN
li Mills KGIR Staley Mills___
(TO BE CONTINUED)

posedtisers
of station
men and advermaking recommendations
continually
all stations on "good
taste"
on thetoreason
air.
A second
for increased
COtUMIIAA^AFFIUATt
network use in Canada is the recent ruling of the Canadian Dept.
of National Revenue, that practical y al transcriptions are subject
to an 8% sales tax on the cost of
production, which in ludes also the
artists, directors, producers, as
well as the
of production. Suchtechnical
transcribedcostprograms
now being produced in Canada are
being done with the least number
,,\\
of
artists,there
to keep
costsnewdown.
addition
is the
tax Inof
CONCENTRATED
the American Federation of Musicians. Users of transcriptions are
now turning to networks, and the
RADIO
AUDIENCE
larger advertising agencies point
out that the bulk of their business
is now in network programs. Many
of these agencies make their own
productions,
whether tolive
ed, and are subject
the or8%recordsales
WLAW
tax on transcriptions
scription company. as any tranMore American network programs are being piped into Canada
LAWRENCE, MASS.
to join Canadian
in5000 WATTS 680 K C
dividual stations. Anetworks
number orof big
name programs including the CBS
Kate Smith Hour, and NBC ConDominant Signal
'Hour are starting
in Canada
in a
early intented January,
and others
are
Concentrated
under tentative option to begin
Market
during the first month of the year. I
I
More U. S. and Canadian advertisNATIONAL RIPRESENTATIViS
ers have plans to start network
THE
KATZ
AGENCY,
INC.
shows during the first quarter of
the year.
That some advertisers, who have

OHIO

STEUBENVILLE,
JOHN
LAUX, MGR.0.
MUTUAL

ATLANTIC
CITY,MGR.N. J.
EDDIE KOHN,
BLUE NETWORK

WASHINGTON, PA. I
KINGSTON, N. Y.
JOHNNY CROfT, MGR. •
STEKETEE. MGR.
INDEPENDENT • 130] LOU MUTUAL
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HOTEL
MAYFAIR
DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS
AT YOUR DOORSTEP

been off the air are returning with
network shows is attributed to reestablishment
of the
market. Unable to
sell postwar
merchandise
during the war years, and with
shelves often barren of their brandnamed articles, these manufacturers are now turning to radio to
keep their names before the public.
Several ductsmanufacturers
of new proor who have planned
new
postwar products, are only making
inquiries about Canadian radio
time, since they cannot sell their
products in Canada over the Canadian price ceiling which is based
on 1941 prices.
Revenue up 10-15%
It is estimated that commercial
revenue of radio stations was up
10-15% in 1944 over 1943. It is
expected that 1945 will see about
the same rise, although one international agency reports that its
1944 radio placements approximating $400,000 will increase to
$700,000 in 1945. (Canadian firms
are subject to 100% excess profit
tax — 20% refundable after the war
— on 1936-1939 average profits)
New product advertising is not
expected to start until late 1945.
Prolongation of the war is expected
to have some effect on Canadian stations obtaining new equipment to
increase power to 5 kw, for which
permits have been given to almost half the Canadian stations,
previously
There islimited
no FMto 1orkw.television
broadcasting as yet in Canada, only
experimental FM licenses having
been given to CFRB Toronto and

%0

»dabi«ger
^,nn cross »f "'^ ritta^tttWe*^

RIGHT DOWN on the farm is where WNAX Yankton, S. D. went to
show John E. Ridley (second from right) of Sidney, Australia, managing director of the Country Broadcasting Service Ltd. and president
of the Australia Federation of Commercial Broadcasting stations, some
of the work accomplished by WNAX in serving an 82% rural audience
withined),a WNAX
far-reaching
area. Others
picture
are:Emil
CJliff Rezac,
Toddy Tabor,
(seatchief engineer,
and in inthetheusual
order,
S. D.; George B. German, WNAX farm service director; Mr. Ridley;
James H. Allen, manager, -WNAX promotion department.
the CBC at Montreal and Toronto. quality programs pay. There has
Since there are no television sta- even been a suggestion by CBC
staff men that there should be an
tions ormercial
setsFM oryettelevision
in Canada,
does comnot interchange of production men between CBC and private stations
figure in 1945
priations. Itis advertising
not thought approlikely and networks outside Canada, to
that
eitherin new
form improvemingtechniques.
program-at
development in A Toronto
will be
use broadcasting
in Canada before
late 1946. Canadian stations have CKEY on blocked programs, with
buying only availabiliapplied for FM licenses, but CBC advertisers
ties, or periods of the blocked propolicy has not yet been decided as
the station,
to throwing FM open to private expectedgramstoproduced
haveby some
effect onis
broadcasters, though likely it will
broadcasting
in
the largbe. Television is expected to remain Canadian
er centers. The idea has gone
over
a CBC operation entirely.
in a big way with advertisers an,d
Better Programming
listener
jumped sine*the
plan ratings
went looking
intohaveoperation.
are
into the Other
plan.
Canadian radio is still expand- stations
Local business in Canada has
ing. Many new stations were authorizedplicatiduring
1944 and Large
other apwith stations reons are pending.
as remainedportinggood,
increasing demand for spot
well as small centers have new sta- announcements by local merchants.
tions. This strengthens the belief Live and recorded programs also
held by most Canadian broadcasters are being sponsored in increasing
that they need not fear being taken volume by local advertisers. This
over by the Government, and that development is forecast to continue
the
year. radio men
private broadcasting will be al- through
few new
Canadian
lowed to grow alongside govern- willWhile
prognosticate past early summent-owned stations, with the Govmer, most are of the opinion that
ernment-owned body regulating all
will be much better durbroadcasting
and controlling net- business
work broadcasting.
ing
earlybe part
of 1945, forand radio
that
there thewill
a scramble
Higher quality
programs
are
developing in Canada with better time after V-E Day. Networks
trained producers on the job and especially will be sold out comadvertisers being taught that high
pletely by that time, it is expected.
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WMPS,WEEU Sale
Petitions Granted
Duopoly Transfers Involve
Consideration of $560,000
TWO MORE station sales aggregating $560,000 and made necessary
under the FCC duopoly regulation
(Sec. 3.35) were approved last
week by the Commission, with Commis ioner C. J. Durr voting for a
hearing in each instance. Stations
affected are WEEU Reading, Pa.,
and WMPS Memphis.
In the Reading transaction, control of Berks Broadcasting Co.,
WEEU licensee, was transferred
from Clifford M. Chafey, Harold 0,
Landis, Harry S. Craumer and
Raymond A. Gaul, each 25% owners, to George J. Feinberg (75%),
Joseph M. Nassau and Milton J.
Hinlein (each 12V2%) for |210,000, representing 1,000 shares or
100% of the outstanding capital
stock. Mr. Nassau, who has been
Pennsylvania State Director of
Publicity, is the new manager. Mr.
Feinberg is a textile manufacturer
and Mr. Hinlein is licensee of
KDRO Sedalia, Mo.
WMPS to Plough
Memphis Publishing Co.
(Scripps-Howard) sold control of
Memphis Broadcasting Co., licensee
of WMPS, to WMPS Inc., whollyowned subsidiary of Plough Inc.,
Memphis pharmaceutical manufacturer, for $350,000. With the
two transfers only seven of 29
duopoly actions remain [Broadcasting, Dec. 25].
Under Plough ownership there
will be no personnel changes. Harold R. Krelstein, vice-president of
the Memphis Broadcasting Co. and
WMPS general manager, has been
elected vice-president of the new
licensee corporation and continues
as general manager. He joined the
station in 1939 and subsequently
served as commercial manager, acting manager and vice-president and
general manager.
With FCC approval of the transfer, Mr. Krelstein announced promotion of Robert N. Hobgood to
director of production and promotion. He has been with the station for two years, having formerly
served with KFDM Beaumont, Tex.

Palmer to Agency
Hillman Change
HILLMAN PERIODICALS Inc., FRED A. PALMER, former manNew York, has shifted its account ager of WCKY Cincinnati, has
to Blow Co., New York, and start- joined
the
ing with the advertising for the
tising andnewly-organized
public relations adverfirm,
February issue of Pageant will reStokes, PalmerInc.,&
Dinerman
place current spot radio schedule
for this magazine with a new radio
Cincinnati, it was
series, details of which are now
announced last
being worked out. Original plan was
week.
Palmer17
to advertise two or more stations
enteredMr.radio
in 25 major markets for two weeks
of each month, possibly expanding
1 u m b ago
u s and
years
in Co-in
to
Nov. 7513]. stations. [Broadcasting,
1930 dentwas
presiand general
manager
WBNS in thatof
Mr. Palmer city, where he
LaRoche Yule Message
broadcast a description of the Ohio
Upholds Blue Policies Penitentiary fire which won him
INTERPRETED as a reply to the distinction
ber one broadcastof making
of year the
in anumpoll
Columnist
Westbrook
and radio editors. In 1932
tack on William
Gailmore,Pegler's
commen-at- ofMr.press
served as director of
tator on WJZ New York, Blue key radioPalmer
for Mumm-Romer-Jaycox
outlet, and Samuel Novik, presi- Adv., Columbus
and a year later
dent of Electronics Corp. of Amer- organized and became
the first
director ofChester
the People's
of the Ohio Assn. of
Radioica andFoundation,
J. La- president
Broadcasters.
Before
coming
Roche, Blue vice-chairman, in a spe- WCKY Mr. Palmer was vice-pres-to
cial Christmas message on the network affirmed the Blue's determi- Phoenix.ident and general manager of KOY
to present
"the conservative
extreme liberalnaortion the
extreme
viewpoints as long as both are
Following an appeal for greater
CKAC Representation
heard".
production effort for the armed CKAC Montreal has made arrangeforces,
Mr.
LaRoche
said:
"The
ments regarding
S. repBlue Network will cooperate with
resentation with their
JosephU. Hershey
our war leaders in making clear McGillvra Inc.
The New York,
what we are up against . . . We Chicago
and West Coast offices of
will present fearlessly all sides of the McGillvra
organization will
a problem. Our commentators are continue
to represent CKAC until
allowed to express their own opinFeb. 17,
1945
with
the station's
ions— they need not conform to option
to continue thereafter.
ours. To help make democracy grow
and assume its rightful place in
world leadership,
selves to use the wefullpledge
powerour-of
radio — liberally and progressively
and unafraid."
Alta Expanding
ALTA VINEYARD Co., Fresno,
Cal., which has acquired additional
wineries and is expanding distribution to a national basis, has appointed L. H. Hartman Co., New
York, as agency. Spot radio campaign
started in mid-December
WCAE Pittsburgh
and WCAUon
OF YOUR RECORDINGS
Philadelphia will be expanded early
this year to the East and to other
33>^
RPM. transcriptions for broadcast or
markets as national distribution is
audition use.
attained in some 20 markets. ProdWines.ucts are Alta, Mattel & St. Charles
HOUR
SERVICE
— packaged and shipped
to your station list from Chicago.
Aluminum based material available
where transcriptions can be
returned a^ter use.
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^
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QUARTZ OSCILLATORS SINCE 1927
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L. S. TOOIiOOD
RECORDING COMPANY
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'Now, if we
were only

fj^^^Wetwork
Kccovnts
All time Eastern Wartime
unless indicated

staying
at

THE ROOSEVELT"
When you stop at The Roosevelt
you don't risk getting marooned
like this. For you'll be within walking range of Manhattan's Midtown activities. Direct passageway from Grand Central Terminal
to hotel lobby. A reservation at
The Roosevelt liquidates a lot of
bother.
Rooms mth bath from $4.50.
__ HOTEL
Roosevelt
MADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEW YORK
- A HILTON HOTEL ROBERT P. V^ILLiFORD, General Manager
Other Hilton Hotels From Coast to Coast:
CALIFORNIA: longLos Beach;
The Town House,
NEW MEXICO:Angeles
Albuquerque
OHIO:
Dayton-Biltmore
Dayton
TEXAS: Abilene, ElPlainview
Paso,in Longview,
MEXICO: TheLubbock,
Polacio Hilton in Chihuahua
C. N. Hilton, President, Hilton Hotels.
5000 WATTS • DAY AND NIGHT

Repraiented Nationally by HEADLEY-REED CO.
'f
630 WATTS
'KILOCYCLES
fsOOO
Full Timel
i BLUE NETWORK
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New Business
SALES
BUILDERS
Inc.,on Jan.
Los 3Angeles
(Max
Factor
cosmetics),
starts
Frank
SinatraAgency:
on 142 Smith
CBS stations
9:30
p.m.
&
Drum Wed.
Co.,
Los Angeles.
CARNATION
Co.,
Toronto
(milk
prodon Jan. 8 starts
Contented
HourMen.on
2610-10:30
CBCucts), Dominion
network
stations.
p.m.
Agency:
Baker
Adv.
Agency, Toronto.
WESTERN CANADA Flour Mills Toronto
(flour),gram onon 28Jan.
26
starts
dramatic
proCBC
stations,
8-8:30 Trans-Canada
p.m. Agency: network
A. McKim
Ltd.,Fri.Toronto.
Renewal Accounts
RALSTON
PURINA
St.52Louis
(Pu-rerinanewsFoods)
on Opry
Jan. Co.,
Grand ,Olep.m.
on6 for27 9-9:30
NBC weeks
stations
Sat.
7:30-8
(repeat
p.m.).
Agency: Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
BRITISH
AMERICANproducts)
OIL Ltd.,on Toronto
(BritishFighting
American
Jan. 4
renews
Navyandon on27 Jan.
CEC 7stations,
Thurs.
9:30-10
p.m.
renews
Gars detions.la Sun.Marine
on
4
CBC
Quebec
7:30-7:45
p.m. Agency: sta-J.
Walter Thompson
Co., Toronto.
LEVER BROS. Ltd., Toronto (Rinso) on
Jan. 1 tions,
renews
Sister12:15-12:30
on 31 CBC p.m.,
staMon. thruBig
Fri.
and
Soap)
Jan. on1 31renews
Lucy (Sunlight
Linton Stories
fromon Life
CBC
station
Mon. thru
Fri. 11 :45stations
a.m.1212:30-12:45
noon,station,
with repeat
to western
Ryan,
N. Y. p.m. Agency: RuthraufE &
PUREXtion) , onCo.,Dec.Los24Angeles
(bleaching
soluforLee52 Pacific,
weeks
Rex
Miller
— News
onrenewed
12Sun.Don9:15-9:30
Utah,
Arizona
stations.
p.m.
(PWT).
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding,
Los
Angeles.
STANDARD
BRANDS Tenderleaf
Ltd., Montreal
on(ChaseJan.& Sanborn
7 renewscoffee,
Edgar Bergen tea),
and
Charlie
McCarthy
on
25
CBC Agency:
TransSun. Ltd.,
8-8:80 Montreal.
p.m.
J.Canada
Walterstations.
Thompson
LEVER
(Lux soap),
on Jan. 1BROS.
renews Ltd.,
Lux Toronto
Radio Theatre
on 24
CBC
Trans-Canada
stations,
Mon. Ltd.,
9-10
p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Toronto.
UNION
OIL
Co.,
Vancouver
(gasoline),
has renewedwestern
Grand stations.
Old SongsWed.on 11:30-12
5 CBC
Dominion
midnight.
couver. Agency: Stewart-Lovick, VanKRAFT
Co.,
(Kraft
cheese)on, on23CHEESE
Jan.
renewsToronto
Kraftstations.
Music
Hall
CBCp.m.4Trans-Canada
Thurs.
9-9:30
Agency:
J.
Walter
Thompson Ltd., Toronto.
QUAKER OATS(Quaker
Co. of Canada, onPeterborough,
Jan.
5 renews Ont.
That Brewsterproducts),
Boy on 20 CBC
Dominion
stations,
Fri.Toronto.
9:30-10 p.m.
Agency : Spitzer & Mills,
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Co.,shave
Torontoon (CueJan.dentifrice,
Palmolive
cream),
6 renews Share
The Wealth
on8:30-9
25 p.m.
CBC withTrans-Canada
stations.
Sat.
delaymidnight.
to British Columbia
stations
Agency:
Spitzer & 11:30-12
Mills, Toronto.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Co., soap
Toronto
(Palmolive
soap.
Princess
flakes,
Colgate
toothpowder)
,onon 33Jan.CBC1
renews
The
Happy
Gang
Trans-Canada
Fri.
1:15-1:45 p.m. stations,
Agency: Mon.
Spitzerthru
& Mills,
Toronto.
CARNATION
Toronto Quarter
(milk products) , on Jan. Co.,
2 renewed
Hour
of Contentment
on fourand CBCThurs.French
network
stations,
Tues.
10:45-11
p.m.
Agency:
Baker
Adv.
Agency,
Toronto.
CANADA
MARCONI
Co.,
Montreal
(radio
tubes,
7 renewed
Lnetwork
for institutional),
Lanky onSun.29 on7:30-8
CBCJan.Trans-Canada
p.m. Agency:
Cocdcfieldstations.
Brown & Co., Toronto.
PEPSODENT
Co.Jan. of2 renewed
Canada, BobToronto
(toothpaste),
onDominion
Hope
on
23
CBC
network
stations,
Tues.
10-10:30
p.m.
Agency:
Spitzer
&
Mills, Toronto.
BORDEN
Co.,renewed
TorontoCanadian
(milk products)
,
on
Jan.
4
Cavalcade
onThurs.
35 CBC
Dominion
network Young
stations,&
9:30-10
p.m.
Agency:
Rubicam, Toronto.
IMPERIAL
TOBACCO
Co., MontrealUp
(tobacco)
and
Listen onon Jan.
26 CBC4 renewed
DominionLight
network
stations,
Thurs.
10-10:30
p.m. Agency:
Whitehall Broadcasting, Montreal.

LEVER
Jan.
1 renews BROS.,
Grande Toronto
Soeur on(Rinso),
5 CBC onFrench
stations,
Mon.
thru
Fri.
11-11:15
a.m.
Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y. Lever
Bros, newsforVers Sunlight
soap Tante
on Jan.
le Soleil avec
Lucy 1onre-5
CBC
FrenchAgency:
stations,Ruthrauff
Mon. thru
Fri. N.1:30-Y.
1 :45 p.m.
& Ryan,
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Co., To-on
ronto (Cashmere Bouquet products),
Jan.
2
renews
La
Min
D'Or
on
French Spitzer
stations,& Mills,
Tues. Toronto.
8 :30-94 CBC
p.m.
Agency:
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Co.,
Toronto
(Supersuds,
Halo
shampoo),
on
1 renews
Les Joyeux
Troubadours
onJan.
5
CBC
French
stations,
Mon.
thru
Fri.
11:30-12 noon. Agency: Spitzer & Mills,
Toronto.
LAMONT
CORLISS
Co., Toronto
(Pondsoncreams),
Jan. &2 renews
John &
Judy
26 p.m.,
CBCon Trans-Canada
Tues.
9-9:30
and
on
Jan.
3stations,
renews8Ceux
qu'on
aime
on
CKAC
CHRC
Wed.
8:30
Ltd., p.m.
Toronto.Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Network Changes
CUMMER
Products
Vt.
(Energine),
Jan. Co.,
10 Brattleboro,
discontinues
Best Girls onon 101
Blue
stations. Wed.My
8:30-9
11:30-12N. midnight).
Agency:p.m.
Young(repeat
& Rubicam,
Y.
KNOX Co., Los Angeles (Cystex), on Jan.
14 addsof 178ThatMBSSong,stations
Name
makingto What's
a total theof
249 MBS
stations.
Sun. 4:30-5
Agency: Raymond
R. Morgan
Co., p.m.
Hollywood.
WALTHAM
Watch
Co.,
Waltham,
Mass.
extends
Sumner p.m.
Wells on 69 MBS 3 stations.
Wed.
10-10:15
Jan. 31.
Agency: H.fromB. Jan.
Humphreythrough
Co.,
GENERAL
CIGAR
Co.,
New
York
(White
Owl
Cigars),on on67 Jan.
4 stations,
discontinuesMon.Henry
Gladstone
MBSp.m.
Thursday.
10-10:15
and Douglas
on Jan.andin7
starts
Earl
Wilson
and
Paul
White
Owl
Show
on
249
MBS
stations.
Sun. 10-10:15
Thompson
Co., p.m.
N. Y.Agency: J. Walter
EVERSHARP Inc., Chicago, on Jan. 2
starts
Hal Mclntyre's
Orchestra
165
Blue ingstations,
10:30-11
p.m., onreplacBerleTues.
cy: Milton
Biow Co.,
N. whoY. moves to CBS. AgenLEVER, on BROS.,
(Lipton& Alien
soapmix)
Jan. with
2 Cambridge
replaces
Burns
(Swanstations,
Soap)
Inner
Sanctum
on 140
CBS
Tues.
9-9:30
p.m.
Agency:
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
MANHATTAN
NewStrange
York
(Sweetheartof Evelyn
Soap),SOAP
on Jan.Co.,1from
shifts
Romance
Winters
Mon. thru
Fri.
5:15-5:80
p.m.
on
30
CBS
stations
to111Mon.
thru
Fri. 10:30-10:45
a.m. ofadding
stations,
141
CBS CBS
stations.
Agencymaking
: Duanea total
Jones Co.,
N. Y.
GENERAL
Foods Corp.,
New 5York,
(Post's
40%
onon Jan.
YoungBran
Dr. Flakes)
Malone
122 CBSdiscontinues
stations,
Mon.
thru
Fri. 2:30-2:45
Benton
& Bowles,
N. Y. p.m. Agency:
GENERAL
Co.,Division,
Bridgeport
(institutional.onELECTRIC
Electronics
GE
appliances)
Dec.
31
discontinued
Saturday
broadcast
of
The
World
Today
on
132 CBScontinuing
stations, theMon.Mon.thruthrusat.Fri.6:45-6:55
p.m.,
broad-

LOWER CRUST CLUB
Anyone May Join New
Iowa Farm Group
Areason
NEWgiventypefor ofits club,
with has
no
existence,
been formed in Des Moines
by Herb
Plambeck, farm news editor of
WHO.tion is "Lower
Name ofCrust
the new
of theorganizaBiscuit
Club", with
extremely
bership requirements. Toloose
join,memone
must be a farm editor or commentator; lassociated
with
a
farm
pubication, a farm organization,
the
one ofdepartment
its divisionsof oragriculture
merely haveor
the price teofndance at one
the meeting
weekly lunch.
makes Atone
a member. There are no dues and
the president is the only officer.
Members thus far include:
Joe Ryan,
KRNT farm editor;
J. S.
Russell,
managing
Des Moines
Register
&Advisor;
Tribune;O. A.editor,
J.LaFoUette,
BeckhofE,
Farm
Security
N.
public
relations director, Iowa Feed Institute;
Mr. Plambeck;formation.Neal
Kelley,
director
of
inNational Dairy
Council;
Wilson,
information
director,
Iowa ofC.FarmtheM.
Bureau
Federation
and
president
new
Weber,
Des WHO
Moinesassistant
bureau
chief,club;
INS;OttoBillStanley
Diamond,
farm
Dixon,
commentator
of thetor ofeditor;
Cowles
stations;
Stan
Nicols,
direcIowa Farm
Bureaulivestock
Federation; division,
Charlie Curtis,
Successful
Farming;
Gary
Bogand,
Des
Moines
bureau
chief
of
UP;
Glen
Cunningham,
farm
editor, Des Moines Register.
MAIL POUCH TOBACCO Co.. Wheeling.
W.
Va.
(tobacco),
on Jan.
17 8:30-9
shifts
David
Harding
—169Counterspy
to Wed.
p.m.
aboutAgency
Blue: Walker
stations
Mon.
9-9:30on p.m.
& from
Downing,
Pittsburgh
CHARLES
E.on Jan.
HIRES15 discontinues
Co., Philadelphia
(root for
beer),Hires
Heidt
Time
onon136Jan.Blue 24stations
Mon.
7-7:80
p.m.
and
starts
Don
Prindle-Wendell
Niles
program
on
about
136
Blue
stations
Wed.
10-10:30
Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y. p.m.
LOCKHEED
AIRCRAFT Corp.,
Burbank.
Cal. Man
(transportation),
Jan.stations
3 shiftsto
The
Called X on 182on Blue
Sat.
10-10:30
p.m.
from
Sat.
10:30-11
p.m.
wood.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, HollyHASTINGS Mfg. Co.|, Hastings, Mich,
(piston rings,
Jan. 11on shifts
Earl
Godwin
Thurs. etc.),
8-8:15on Fri.
p.m.
about p.m.
175
Blue
10-10:15
Agency:stations
Keelingfrom
& Co., Indianapolis.
BORDEN Co., New York (milk, ice cream),
on Jan.to Mon.
15 shifts
Ed Wynn's
Island
9-9:30
on aboutHappy185
Blue cy:stations
Fri. p.m.
Young & from
Rubicam,
N.7-7:30
Y. p.m. AgenBRISTOL
MYERS
New 2York
(Salhe-30
patica
Vitalis)to Co.,
onthe Jan.
will add
Canadianandstations
Alan Young
Show,
on(repeat:
151 Blue
stations,
Tues.
8:30-9
p.m.
Rubicam, 11:30
N. Y. p.m.). Agency: Young &

PROCTER
& GAMBLE
Co.,
Cincinnati
(Camayfromsoap)
Jan.
8 shifts
Mason
46 onCBS
stations,
Mon. Perry
thru
Fri.
2:45-3
p.m.
to
46
CBS
stations,
Mon.
thru
Fri. N.2:30-2:45
& Ryan,
Y. p.m. Agency: Pedlar
CARTER onPRODUCTS
New Fidler
York
Jan.
2 adds Inc.,
to 9:30-9:45
Jimmie
on(Arrid),
155 Blue West
stations.
transcribed
CoastSun.repeat
on 39 p.m.,
Don
Lee
PacificAgency:
stations,SmallTues.& 6:15-6:30
(PWT).
Seiffer, N.p.m.Y.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
(cigarettes)
on Jan.
26 discontinues
It Pays
to9-9:30
Be Ignorant
onreplaces
122
CBSFeb.stations,
p.m. andtitle
2 Agency:
withFri.a
WBCA, Schenectady, N. Y.
new
program,
undetermined.
Biow Co., N. Y
. . . your Telescript
LARUS
&
BRO.,
New
York
(Chelsea
tations have beensolesmostpresenhelpCigarettes,graphs to onMon.Jan.10-10:30
1 shifts p.m.
Musicalon Autoful .. . think these sales
aboutat
177
Blue
stations
from
Sat.
10-10:30,
helps
the
most
constructive
the
same
time
changing
title
to
Guy
Lomsales aids we have received
bardo and & HisLegler,
RoyalN. Canadians.
Agency:
Warwick
Y.
from any source.
Leonard L. Asch,
ELGINcago, onNATIONAL
WATCH
Co.,
ChiJan.
3
shifts
Keep
Up
with
the
President
World stations
to Wed.from9-9:30Sun.p.m.10:30-11
on about
128on
Blue
p.m.
available through
128
Blue
stations.
Agency:
J.
Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
OWENS-ILLINOIS
Glass
Co.,Fred
ToledoWaring
(in- PRESS ASSOCIATION,tN(.
stiutional)on,Thurs.
Jan. 10-10
4 shifts
Program
tostations
:30 p.m
on about
179
Blue
from
Thurs.
7-7:30
p.m.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
BROADCASTING
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No

New

Civilian

Sets Possible

In Near Future, Ellis Asserts
THE RADIO manufacturing in- will be the demands for tomorrow".
dustry was warned last week by
the industry
to "seek
new advised
or additional
Government
orRay C. Ellis, acting director of the He
WPB Radio & Radar Division, that
ders when plant capacities and facilities
permit
the
manufacture
"there isof nomaking
possibility
in thecivilian
near current and new types of requiredof
future
any new
sets, in view of military demands, equipment.
and only enough replacement parts
"There are two means of increasand tubes to keep an average of
ingingnewsubcontracts
business",fromhe said:
other "seekprime
one set in operation in each radio
manufacturers or subcontracting
equipped
home."
Mr. Ellis called upon the industry out to other manufacturers parts
to keep "the closest possible con- which cannot be manufactured in
tact" with the various Government
own plant".
purchasing agencies. Not only theMr.contractor's
Ellis' statement, it was learnmust the industry extend itself to
ed, ^as issued to discourage requests on the part of manufacturmaintain its schedules of delivery,"
ers applying for permits to produce
he said, as"buta itmeans
must utilize
its sales
forces
of making
its civilian equipment.
services fully available to the Government."
BMB Incorporated
Lost in Europe
ARTICLES of incorporation for
Measurement
The current German offensive, he the Broadcast
reau were filed last
week with Buthe
declared,
is
destroying
"a
great
deal
Delaware
Secretary
with
of radio equipment which will have J. Harold Ryan, NABof State,
president;
to be replaced".
new re-he Fred Gamble, AAAA president, and
quirements wilOrders
be readyfor soon,
president,
added, necessitating close touch Paul West,porators.ANA
At the same
time itincorwas
disclosed that the board of directors,
with procurement agencies.
He explained that the agencies heretofore comprised of five members from each of the participatformerly placed orders for radio
organizations, would be made
and radar on an almost regular up ofing six,
making a board of 18.
schedule, in"butrequirements,
today, with the
constant
meeting of the full board, to
changes
Gov- Achoose
a
director,
tentatively is
ernment never knows exactly what slated for the next fortnght.

More Radio Homes
Despite War— NAB
Formed
Given NewThrough
Families'Extra Sets'
BEST estimates indicate that there
are 33,100,000 radio families in the
U. S., as of Jan. 1, according to the
NAB research committee, which
based its estimate on the Office of
Civilian ductedRequirements'
by the Census survey
Dept. conlast
spring [Broadcasting, June 5, 12,
1944]. Survey showed that 90% of
families in the U. S. own at least
one radio. The NAB research committee considered that there has not
been a material change in the percentage of radio ownership since
the date of the OCR survey.
The 33,100,000 figure indicates
that radio has not only maintained
but increased its effectiveness as
an advertising medium despite the
wartime shortages. Total sets were
estimated at 59,000,000. Extra sets
in homes, splaces
of businessat 17,150,and intitutions were numbered
000, while auto sets accounted for
8,750,00,
total whenmaking
added tothe the59,000,000
33,100,000.
The research committee estimated
thated 1,000,000
sets have
retir-A
from use since
Jan. been
1, 1944.
250,000 decline in the number of
car radios
is explained by the devehicles.crease in the number of passenger
The number of extra sets in
homes has been affected by a redistribution to new families, for
according to the NAB new radio
families are formed by individuals
breaking away from the family
unit, couples marrying, and the
older
presenting
weds folks
with one
of the the
extranewlysets
from the old homestead.

TUCSON ARIZONA
CBS

LAST MEETING
House FCC Probers to Adopt
1400KC
250 WATTS
Report Tuesday
REPRESENTEO
BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
FINAL MEETING of the House
Select Committee to Investigate the AFFILIATED WITH THE ARIZONA NETWORK
FCC has been called by Chairman
KOY, Phoenix • KSUN, Bisbee-Loweli
Lea (D-Cal.) for Tuesday morning
(Jan. 2) to adopt a report which
IBEI
must be submitted by midnight
Tuesday when the 78th Congress
expires.
The lation
Committee
favors disagree
new legis-as
but its members
to the type. Robert B. Barker, gen- M
bV M.
eral counsel, said the almost two
years of hearings included 4,992 ±SWDRC-FMS^
printed pages of testimony, 202 exhibits and cost $105,242.01. A balance of $4,757.99 was returned to
the House contingent fund.
Last turneweek
the 110Committee
red to the FCC
station files,
4,864 separate files on stations and
5,800 folders of Commission meeting minutes. Only one file is missing, said file
the ongeneral
— the
financial
KXOKcounsel
St. Louis.
A total of 150 witnesses were heard
CONNECT IN
in 100 public
sessions,17436 witnesses
in 17 executive meetings,
T
CONNECT\CU
gave
privately and 38
others statements
were interviewed.
os-.ng V/f DRC^'*-t^ he sW-

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio
DEDICATED TOEngineers
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preifl Bldg^ Wash., D. C
PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg. Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.
HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VIOORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
CentutHng Radio Engineer
Bldg. District 8456
Washington, 0. C

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Cemmercial Roiiio Eqnip. Co.
• International Building, Washiofrton. D. C.
•• 321
Crcsroryof Boulevard.
Mo.
CrossE. Roads
the World, Kansas
Uollywood,City.Callt.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY FOUR— AND DAY
R.C.A. Cnminunications. Inc.
*« Rroad Si.. New Ynrk 4. N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing in Broodcost and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
From FCC Application to Complete Installation of Equipment
1469 Church St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NAtional 6513
Washington A, D. C.

PAUL A. deMARS
Consulting Electrical Engineer
"Pioneer in FM"
1900 F St., N. W. — Woshington, D. C.
Phone: Metropolitan 0540

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Mnnsey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Franlc H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Shoreham BIdg.
ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTIIROCK
eONSVLTINC RADIO ENGINEERS
AM rU TELEVISION FACSIMILE
KmlUm^ rrau BIdg. Wath, 4, D. C.
JM«lHel 7362 • C<«b« 5880

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH., D. C.
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4t27

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
991 Broad St., Bridgeport, Conn.
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BUY
WAR

BONDS

Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
■DECEMBER 22 TO DECEMBER 29 INCLUSIVE"
Decisions . . .
DECEMBER 26
Applications
. .22 .
DECEMBER
1230 Rapids.
Itc NEW-Fetzer
Broadcasting
Co., cover
910 CPkc-WABI
Bangor, Me.—
Licensepowerto
change
frequency,
Grand
Mich.
—
Granted
mod.
CP
new
standard station (WJEF) for extension and install new transmitterincrease
and DA-N.
completion
date
from
12-31-44
to
3-31-45:
NEW-Matheson
Radio
Co.,
Boston—
Mod.
conditions.
new developmental broadcast station
1240ed license
l£c-KIUL
GardenCPCity,increase
Kan.— 100
Grant-w CP
(WIXMR)
for approval
trans,kc site
and
800
kc. frequencies
to
cover
specify
of
49,900
and
99,to 1340250 kc-KSUB
w and make
changesUtah—equipment.
1360
kc-WA
WSAI
Cincinnati—
Vol.
Cedar
City,
Granted
license
to
cover
CP
increase
100
w
to
250
assgn.
license
from
Marshall
Field
to
w NEW-The
and changesAtlanta
in equipment.
970 kc Broadcasting
NEW-Tcxoma Co.Broadcasting Co.,
Journal
Co.,
Area CPof Buckeye
Atlanta,
Ga.
—
Granted
license
to
cover
nevf developmental broadcast station Wichitation 1 kwFalls,D. Tex.— CP new standard sta(W4XAJ,
portable)
for areato beof assigned
Atlanta
1160trol fromkc-WJJD
Chicago—
conField toTransfer
Field Enterwith
700
frequencies
prkcises Inc. Marshall
fiomWashtenaw
time wto onlime
bv I'CC ; conditions.
Broadcasting
Co.,
Ann
Ar1550
NEW-Commodore
Broadcasting
Inc., Springfield,
III.— CP new standard
f—or CPPlaced
new inFMpending
station. file appli- station
■— Airfan
Same.bor,caMich.tion Radio
wNEW-Wisconsin
unlimited.
46.100 250kc CP
Radio 7,750
Inc.,
Corp.,
— Same.
Santa Catalina
Island San
Co., Diego
Avalon,
Cal. Milwaukee—
new FM station,
sq. mi., $150,000 to $200,000 estimated
Blue
Networif
Co.,
San
Francisco
—
Same.
Thomas
Patricli Inc., St. Louis — Same.
DECEMBER 26
Harbenito
Tex.—
Same. Broadcasting Co., Harlingen, cost.
46..f0n kcMass.—
NEW-Eagle
Pittsfield,
CP new FMPublishing
station, Co.,
10,The
Metropolis
Co.,
Jacksonville,
Fla.—
0611200sq. kcmi. NEW-Norfolk
Same.
Broadcasting
Qnincy Newspapers Inc., Quincy, 111. — Corp., Norfolk, Va. — CP new standard
—Same.
Same.
staUnion-Tribnne Pub. Co., San Diego, Cal. changetion 1240to kc1200250 kcw unlimited,
amendedto D.to
operation
Marcusington, DLoew
Booking Agency, Wash1450 kc NEW-Greaterand Huntington
Radio
.
C.
—
Same.
Corp.,
Huntington,
W.
Va.
—
CP
new standThe Springs,
Out WestColo.Broadcasting
Co., Colo- 640ard kcstationNEW-General
250 w unlimited.
Broadcasting
Co.,
radio
—
Same.
Regeantsbuq erque— Placed
of the U. ofpending
New Mexico,
Al- Atlanta.
Ga. — CP new standard
1 kw limited
DA fromstation
local
file educaapplictionalation fstation.
or CP new innoncommercial
sunset
to sunsettimeat using
Los Angeles.
3 NEW-WISHtelevision
Indianapolis
—
CP Channel
station.
DECEMBER 27
1340newNev.
kc —commercial
NEW-Sierra
Broadcasting
Co..
Reno,
CP
new
standard
station
250
1490
Huntsville,
ed mod.kc-KSAM
license change
hoursTex.—
from GrantD to w unlimited. DECEMBER 29
unlimited.
1.320
kc-WNBZ
Saranac
Lake,
N.
Y.- service
630 kc-WLAP
— Special
Granted renewal of license for regular
authorizationLexington,
for 630 kcKy. 100
w N
250590w kc-WFTC
D for period
2-1-45N. toC—10-1-45.
1330
kc-WLOL
Minneapolis
—
Designated
Kinston,
CP
change
period.
for
hearing
application
for
CP
increase
1230
kc
to
590
kc,
increase
250
w
to
6
kw,
1 kwchange
to 5 DA.kw, install new transmitter install DA-N change trans, site.
and
590 kc-WFTC
Kinston,
N. kcC—250Special
1450
kc-WKIP
Poughkeepsie,
N.
Y.—
service
authorization
for
590
w
D
Granted vol. assgn. license from Pough- 100 \v N for period ending 1-30-45.
1070
kc-KFBI
Wichita,
Kan.—
CP
increase
keepsieNewspapers
Bi-oadcasting
Corp.
to Poughkeepsie
Inc.
No
monetary
con1 kw N 5 kw D to 1 kwSanN 10Francisco—
kw D.
sideration.
new44,300FM kc-NEW-KQW
station,
19,000 sq. mi., $132,050CP
1150assgn.
kc-KSWO
Lawton,
Okla.— Granted
estimated
cost.
vol.
license
from
Willard
Carver
and Byrned/bRoss
Byrne
Ross andCo.,R. forH.
Drewry
KSWOtointerest
Broadcasting
$17,500
for 50%
660
kc-KSKY
Dalals,
Tex.—
Granted vol. 1380 kc-WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla.—
from Chilton
1300 kc-WOOD
Grand forRapids,
toassgn.
SKY license
Broadcasting
Service. Radio Corp. Same.
licenseaux.).renewal
period Mich.—
ending
11-1-45 (and
850
kc-WEEU
Reading,
Pa.—
GrantedM. Granted
transfer
of control
from
Clifford
1270
kc-WXYZ
Detroit—
Same.
Chafey,
Harold
O.
Lands,
Harry
S.
Craum1150 kc-WCOP Boston — Granted license
erFeinberg.
and Raymond
A.
Gaul
to
George
J.
IW. Nassau and Milton J. renewal for period ending 5-1-47.
Hinlein forJoseph
.$210,000.
DECEMBER 28
1240
kc-KFBC
Cheyenne,by the
Wyo.—Cheyenne
Grant- WHEB Portsmouth
ed acquisitionInc.of control
N. H.—
Grantedof moNewspapers
for
$2,275
for
1%
int
i
o
n
f
o
r
dismissal
prejudice
application for CP.York—without
terest.
1400 titiokc-WGRC
Louisville—
Granted
peWJZ
New
Petition
for enlargem
e
n
t
o
f
issues
in
re
applications
of
KGB
n
i
n
part
to
reinstate
application
for
mod. CP was referred to Commission
CP andnatedordered
thathearing
applcation
desig- byfor Commissioner
for further
to bebeconsoliWakefield.
WNEWto intervene
New YorkGranted
with conflicting
application
of leave
hearingpetition
now for
set
WKPTing to dated
Kingsport.
Tenn.
on
issues
relat1-18-45 on application inof WDGY.
conformity
with
FCC
Supplemental
Statement
of
Policy
of
Jan.
26,
1944.
KDYL
Salt
Lake
City—
Granted
in part
Adopted
order
denying
petition
of
WGRC
motion
to
postpone
filing
of
written
aptothatintervene
in Docket
6249 and ordered
pearance re application
CP. andis taken
postponed until
10 days
afterfor action
application
be consolidated
with by Commission
Docket
6052.
onexception
petition
ofSec.KDYL
for
waiver
of
or
an
to
3.25.
1460fer of kc-WMPS
MemphisGranted
trans-to Marshall Broadcasting Co., Marshall,
control
from
Memphis
Pub.
Co.
to amend applicaWMPS Inc., subsidiary of Plough Inc., for Tex. —tionGranted
for Springfield,
CP. petitionMo.—
$3351460000. kc-KSO Des Moines— Granted li- to KGBX
Granted
motionon
intervene
in
hearing
now
set 1-10-45
cense
renewal
for
period
ending
11-1-47.
application
1370
kc-WCOA Toledo,
Pensacola,O.— Fla.—
ice Inc. for ofnewCourier
station Broadcasting
Birmingham. Serv1370 kc-WSPD
Same. Same.
ACME PAINT
TAKING 30 STATIONS TO START
wires BILL JONES, HENRI, HURST and MacDONALD
THE SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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Three

New

Network

Programs

To

Be Started by CIO-AFL
Informative and Persuasive Material of Public
Service Nature to Dominate Broadcasts
THE CIO and AFL will start their theme of the opening broadcast, and
with special problems faced by
year-round network programs labor
and the GIs of the second,
[BR3ADCASTING, Nov. 6] this Week these and
future program dealing
with a total of three new network
series on the air, leaning heavily with labor. Format calls for a brief
drama presenting the
for content on informative and per- documentary
suasive material associated with theme, followed by an analysis by
a
CIO
spokesman,
the public service program, imitat- with an interview withand a concluding
prominent
ing technique, professional talent
figure by Martin Gable, CIO,
and writing and production person- labor
and a narrator. Blue producer and
■ :.el.
director will be Don Martin.
To Share Blue
The CIO will suggest subjects,
The Blue Network, in announc- and check scripts for both the Blue
ing that the Sunday 6:45-7 p.m. and CBS series. CBS program,
period would be turned over to the under the supervision of Lyman
CIO for the first six months of the Bryson, produced by Robert Heller
year, and to the AFL for the last of CBS, and written by the CBS
half, released expressions of gen- staff, will dramatize different ineral satisfaction with the plan from
dustries each week, using a pronetwork and labor officials Chester
fessional cast. Emphasis will be
J. LaRoche, Blue vice-chairman, placed on industries' function now
said such organizations as these, and in the postwar world, showing
whose activities are of vital interest
provide jobs for reto 12,000,000 American workers, how theyturningwillveterans.
"should broadcast
be able to time
depend
regular
on aupon
majora
network rather than be forced to Churches to Apply
request broadcast time when im- For FM Licenses
portant occasions
Programs
will arise."
enable AFL to
application for FM
present its news and views directly IMMEDIATE
the general improveto the public and to its 7,000,000 stationsment ofand
existing religious broadmembers William Green, AFL prescasts are among the aims of a joint
interdenominational
committee set
^ident
said.
Philip
Murray,
CIO>
Veader, expressing thanks to the up in New York by the
CongregaBlue for the regular period allotted
tional Christian, Methodist Episdeclared: "We hope to attract and
copal
and
Presbyterian
hold listeners by a lively and enter- Pending new allocation of churches.
FM fregiving
true
quencies, the committee will constory of taining
labor.program"
He will
givethea short
duct
surveys
to
determine
talk on the opening broadcast.
able locations for FM stationsdesirand
Peter Lyon, freelance writer and equipment costs.
national president of the Radio
Committee
also
plans
to
produce
Writers Guild has been retained to programs, using professional talent,
serve as professional radio adviser and to supervise instruction for
for the CIO on the Blue series, and ministers and religious educators
the CBS 13-week series Job for in the more effective use of radio.
Tomorrow, starting Jan. 6, Sat., Named as radio director is Rev.
3:45-4 p.m., supervising both pro- Everett C. Parker, formerly of the
grams. He will write at least the NBC public service department and
first of the Blue programs.
radio director of the original ConLabor's political goals will be the
run er of thegregationalnewRadio Committee,
group. fore-

A full page of them in
An inquiry

the January 8th issue
of BROADCASTING on
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NAB Applications
Are Filed by Damm
ANY IDEAS that FM Broadcasters Inc. contemplates a merger with
the NAB in the near future were
scotched last week by Walter J.
Damm, president of FMBI and vicepresident
and gen-of
eral manager
WTMJ - WMFM
Milwaukee, owned by the Journal
Co., in applications for membership of the
stations
in two
the
Mr. Damm
^ statement
^
NAB.
filed with the applications, Mr.
Damm pointed out that FMBI and
the Television Broadcasters Asnn.
each has a definite job to do in the
formative stages of the arts — a job
that cannot be done by the NAB
"as
tradehe association".
Theretheis overall
no attempt,
emphasized,
to make FMBI the overall trade
group. His statement follows :
I thinkat thissubmission
of our itself.
applica-It
time
shouldtionssettle
amongspeaks
manyforpeople
the
perennial argument that this organizationte(ormptingmyself
personally)
is
atto make OurFMBI
the inoverall
trade
association.
position
that
has been made clear several times and
Ito doreiterate
not believe
it. it will do any harm
FMBI
has
to donewduring
the
formative stagea job
of this
service,
just as the TBA has a job to do.
Neither of these jobs can he done hy
the NAB
overall
tion. The asNABthe has
a higtrade
taskassociahefore
it and can be of material help to all
engagedcerelyinhopethethatradioin doing
industry.thatWejobsin-it
will prosper.
Wheeler's Views
DECLARING legislation must be
based on the principle that radio
is a public service supported by
advertising and not primarily an
advertising medium. Chairman
Wheeler (D-Mont.)
Senate
Interstate
Commerceof the
Committee
late
Friday
called
"unjustified"
claims that clear channel stations
are necessary to serve rural areas.
He reiterated his opposition to superpower and said a radio law
should include such matters as "resale
of
broadcasting
assurances that both licenses"
sides will and
get
equal opportunity to air their respective views.
Coca Cola Plans
COCA COLA Co., Atlanta, with
expiration
contract onfortheSongs
From
Mortonof Downey
Blue
Monday through Friday 3-3:15
p.m., ingram February
the proto Mutual. shifts
Company
will
continue Spotlight Bands on the
Blue, it was stated by a Coca Cola
executive in Atlanta.
Noble Asks Plank
EDWARD J. NOBLE, chairman
of the board of the Blue Network,
is to advocate a plank in the next
peace treaty allowing freedom of
listening
and freedom in
of broadcasting internationally,
scheduled
for delivery Jan.a 1speech
on a
1-2 p.m. Blue New Year's program
snecial
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Ask HEADLEY-REED
San Froncisco

TO MAKE SURE of getting
the most
audience
of Nova
Scotia's
thickly
populated area it is hardly
necessary
to stressis
the fact
that the station
C H
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS.
CO. York
350 MadisonWEED
Avenue,& New
Representatives

Foreign Firms Are Anxious to Resume VIDEO, THREE AM
PETITIONS FILED
Commercial Television Programming
were filed with
WILL THE New World, cradle of would be tragic if television, bom, APPLICATIONS
the
FCC
last week for three new
radio, or the Old World, first offer nurtured and developed in the standard stations
and
a new comtelevision
as radio's ultimate serv- United States, should first provide
ice?
mercial television outlet to be lonational service in another country.
cated in Indianapolis.
That question appears to be upGreater Huntington Radio Corp.,
Baird Process
permost with radio men on both
Huntington, W. Va., is applicant
sides of the Atlantic. While comJohn Baird, British radio in- for
standard outlet on 1450
mercial television got its start in
ventor, recently demonstrated his kc, toa new
operate
250 w and
unnew
"Telechrome"
process,
in
which
this
country,
it
became
ensnared
in
limited hours. A.withB. Hyman
is presK
regulatory difficulties (FCC) in steroscopic and colored pictures are
D
ident, S.T. Hyman, secretary-treas1939, whereas in England the same shown directly on the cathode ray
V
urer, and J. R.interest
Macum, invice-presprocess went ahead unhamp- tube. He said that such a 'set, prothe new
UTAH S NBC L
STATION video ered.
ducing color television, would cost companyident. Aisthird
The
war,
however,
interruptheld
each
by Biggs-Long
ed British continental television.
Utah hat one of the highetf per capita
about
30%
more
than
pre-war
black-and-white television sets. Realty
ratings at a radio
Co. andCorp.,
StateOrpheum
OperatingOperating
Co., of
Anxious to Start
"Every cinema will be a television which Messrs. A. B. and S. T.
British manufacturers, according theatre
JOHN BLAIR & CO. National Representative
and
every
set
a
television
Hyman
and
Macum
are
affiliated
in
to trade reports from London, are set," Mr. Baird predicted in ap- similar capacities.
chafing
to
get
under
way
with
525Mike
Benton,
doing
business
as
line television as soon as European
postwar beradio.
"Stereo-in General Broadcasting Co., Atlanta,
scopicpraising
vision vsrill
a reality
peace is effected. In the United television long before it is a reality has filed for standard facilities of
Hooper proves
States, basic allocations first must
640 kc, 1,000 w and limited time.
be determined. Proponents of on From
Paris has come word that Mr. Benton is major owner, presthe screen."
It's a BulFs-eye!
prompt introduction of television France has made considerable progident
vator andCo.,director
Atlanta. of General Ele(similar to that planned by the
ress in high definition television,
standard local outlet on 1340
British) want to retain lower band using 1050-line transmission, and kc New
250 w and unlimited time
assignments as against high fidel- that tentative schedules call for in- is with
requested for Reno, Nev. by
ity, high definition video in the
Sierra
Broadcasting
Co., owned by
a
u
g
u
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
programs
next
Janupper bands supported largely by
uary or February. Afternoon and Dr. Dana D. Little, president
the non-manufacturing groups.
(50%),
and
Ralph
K.
Wittenberg,
evening
programs,
to
include
moA report to Broadcasting from
pictures, revival of film and secretary-treasurer (50%),
an atLondon states British manufac- musictionhall
A Million Prosclassics,
newsreels
and
torney.
Both
are
holders
of amateur
turers interested in both British direct pickups of important events
perous People in
operator's
licenses.
Our Primary Plus
markets are implorLicensee of WISH Indianapolis,
a Hooper of 91.3% by Day and and ingDominion
the Board of Trade to decide in the Paris area, are contemplated. Capitol Broadcasting Corp., has
80.4% by Nightl
the status of postwar television. [See Broadcasting, Dec. 18.]
filed sion
foroutleta new
commercial
on Channel
3. televiThey are demanding a specific or
March
of
Dimes
1000 WJHL 910
approximate
date forproduction
the switch-of
over to commercial
Watts Johnson City K.C.
NATIONAL Foundation for Infantelevision
transmitters
and retile Paralysis, New York, will preTennessee
Beatty Participations
sent Jan. 30 featuring
on the four"
networks
REPRiSENTED BY HOWARD WllSON CO. ceivers.
a
program
JackMarch
Bennyof TWO sponsors have begun partici"The
fear
which
persists
here,"
on
behalf
of
the
annual
the London correspondent reports, Dimes campaign. Mr. Benny will
pationbroadcast
in Morgan over
Beatty's news
on a
"is thatfindtheitself
British
non- program,
local sponsorship
basisNBCMonday
three York,
also plug the
may
leftradio
behindindustry
when broadcast
showsdrive
fromin New
Friday, 12:45-1:00 p.m.
the market opens and see trade Philadelphia and Boston starting through
Jan. 20. Eleanor Roosevelt will be CWT.
going
— notably
started Eight-in-One
Dec. 25, thrice Cold
weeklyTablets
for 9
in the toU. other
S. It isproducers
agreed that
there on an exclusive broadcast on the weeks,
thru
H.
W.
Kastor
& Sc
will not be any actual television Blue Jan. 18. Other network pro- Chicago; Gassman Dept. store
grams are being planned and the
tranmission for some considerable
gan Dec. 26, twice weekly for be-13
will offer all stations weeks
through Newby & Peron Inc.,
Chicago.
time postwar, in Great Britain, organization
a series of transcribed one-minute,
but the manufacturers here defin- five-minute
and quarter-hour proitely are readying for the opening
grams, to start
14, featuring
when it does break and have no well-known
stars Jan.
and sportscasters.
PETER cago, FOX
BREWING
Chisponsoring
Clui Co.,
DeLuxe,
intention
of
being
left
at
the
post."
half-hour is transcribed
show
featuring
The
trade
opinion
is
that
British
Paul Roberts,
manufacturers will suffer if there
Schwimmerm.c,& on
ScottWMAQ
placed Chithe
is inordinate delay. This complaint Snow in September..
26-weekcago.contract.
is not unique to radio, it is reported,
but is being voiced by almost every
7^ SCHOOLS
industry and every businessman.
Leading
British
manufacturers
RADIO TECHNIQUE
RcmaGeordla
anticipate
a "tremendous
for television
sets as soon demand"
as BBC
(Ameriea't toOlde$t
Dovotmd \'
is allowed to resume television
Exclusively
Radio School
Broadcatling)
broadcasting. The question the man8
Weelcs'
Evening
Course
ufacturers ask, it is reported, is:
JANUARY 8
"Shall we have to wait until the
6 Weelcs' Day Course
Americans get started to selling down South...
JANUARY 9
them, before we can go into pro- Cotton is the 16-county
Taught
by Netuiork
Profmtduction ourselves?" One spokesman WSPA-Piedmont's largest
tionalt,
Beginner
Advanced for
students^
include;&
said that "it looks almost certain
•e Newscosting
Announcing • Statione Routine
that America will be able to get in money crop. Over 27,500,000
Acting
first unless we are given a chance baled -pounds each year are
e Continuity Writing • Diction
produced in Spartanburg
•
Commentating
•
Voice
to In
plan the
for United
a switchover."
Co-ed. Moderate rates. Inquirel
States, manuCounty alone.
or Write
VC I Call
CnHHO.
under forG. I.Booklet
BiU
of B.Biehts.
facturers are fearful lest the BritIfP'rcD
AN6. i>«=^Pt^d
Qualified
SPARTANBURG,
ish get under way first, unimpeded
CAROLINA
by Governmental restraints, but
R.K.O.BUILDINaRADIO CITY,N.Y.
WSPA SOUTH of'Comp
using entsbasic
AmericanTheymethods,
CIRCLE 7-0193
5000 watts Day, 1000 Home
watts Night Croft
and circuits.
contendpat-it
950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollingbery
BROADCASTING
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Help Wanted
Continuity-writer— Good paying,
permanent
position1000forwattcapable
continuity-writer,
with
regional network station. Box midwest
929, BROADCASTING.
Operator-announcer.
First
class radio-telephone license. Mustannouncing.
be capable
of newsreand commercial
For
gional
NBC
station
in
western
city932,of
25,000.
Good
post-war
future.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Progressive
daytimeand southern
station
chief engineer
announcer.
The needs
chief
must
be technically
onaverage
his toes.
announcer?
Just
a
good
man The
newscasts and commercials. If you
canfor
double Send
and handle
both jobs, we'lltranscripup the
ante.
full
information,
tion first letter. No drifters. Box 950,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— A good,
dependable
capableexannouncer
at least twoandoperation.
years
periencewith
in announcer-control
News, commercial
and
sustaining
pro-a
grams. If you
want station
a good injobthewitheast,
solid
Blue
Network
state
full
particulars
in
detailed
letter.
Write to Box 987, BROADCASTING.
Wanted —westLicensed
new midstation particulars
goingengineers
on airinforsoon.
submit Boxfull
first Please
letter.
Write
991, BROADCASTING.
Radio
station
in
middlewest
has
opening
for
have either first,
secondradioor engineer.
third classweMustlicense.
full
qualifications
will payWrite
expenses
for interview. and
Box 27, BROADCASTING.
Radio
stationmanager.
in middlewest
has opening
for sales
Person may
now be
active
in radio forstation
sales' department
but
is
looking
opportunity
to expand.
Must visebeand sell
qualified
to
completely
local and Fullest
nationalcooperation
spotsuperand
network
advertising.
assured
and
expenses
paid
for
interview.
Please
write
full
particulars
and
give
asBROADCASTING.
much detail as possible. Box 28,
Sales
promotion
man — Urgently
neededpres-by
network
to toreplace
ent partyowned
beingSeestation
advanced
New
York
headquarters.
promotion
job seeks
man elsewhere this page.
Radio
repair man.
Experienced
withlicense,
or in
the
process
of opportunity
getting
operators
tV tive
Ground
with prospecnewmfloor
station
in
easy-to-Iive-in
comCASTING.unity in California. Box 47, BROADWanted — Announcer.
Goodto character,
ndability and desire
go experience.
ahead de-in
radioprefer
more topeimportant
We
train you,thananyway,
and
you'll
really
get station
a chanceoperation.
to learnFairall
phases
ofsalary
small
starting
with
more
in
view
if
you
qualify. Write
Charlottesville,
Va. Manager, WCHV,

To Discharged
Veterans . . .
If you have good radio experience, either in the
program or sales fields, we
want full particulars both as
to your military and civilian
activities.
A v/ell-known network station in Eastern city can use
a few men with ambition to
get ahead. Good earnings.
Box 48, Broadcasting
BROADCASTING

— Classified Advertisements—
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Minimum $1.00. Situation Wanted 10c per word.
All others, 15c per word. Bold face caps 30c per word. Ad mir-^f be all
light face or a\l bold face caps. Count 3 words for blind box number. Deadline Monday preceding issue date. Send box replies to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 Notional Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Southern California
station
experiencedbe announcer
allwants
night anrecord
show.a Must
an Most
airfor personality,
not
just
disc-jockey.
prove
successful
nightBROADCASTING.
owl operation in former jobs. Box
53,
Operator-announcer
withEdwinfirstA.class
for Alaska Bldg.,
station.Seattle,
Kraft,license
708
American
Washington.
Wanted
or second
classopportunity.
operator —
1 kw —BlueFirst
station.
Excellent
Pleasant
working
conditions.
State salary.
WTJS. Jackson,
Tennessee.
Wanted — Twonouncers1st
class Carolina's
engineers. newest
3 anfor North
station dersonlocated
Henderson,
N.Henderson,
C, HenRadio
Corp.,
Box
104,
N. C.
Announcer,
only Capable
250 wattof
local with experienced
Mutual outlet.
readinging ownnews,
spinning
platters
and writ-for
Good
position
the right continuity.
man
who KDLR,
can handle
heavy
commercial
schedule.
Devils
Lake.
N. Dak.
Immediate
position
available
for
combination man holding first
license KFJI,
telecollectclassstation
Klamath phone.Fall,Telegraph
Oregon.
Wanted
at KPFA,
Montana, who
250
watt,
NBC
affiliateHelena,
; onecopyannouncer
can
write
commercial
handle
sport
shows
and newscasts.
Also, one
announcer
who can write
copy.straight
State
experiences, references. Restricted persalary.mit not necessary, but bring additional
Experienced control operator needed at
once. Discharged
serviceman given prefford 4,erence.
Conn.Send all details WDRC, HartSERVICE
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
RadU> Engin»erlHg Caiuultomt*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Col.
SOUND EFFECTS
One ofeffects
the largest
selections
sound
in existence.
MAJORof
RECORDS.Write
Realistic
and Complete.
for catalog
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
Transcriptions—
Recordings
1600 Broadway Specialized
N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4675
MORE RF KILOWAH HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists
Accurate

DIRECTORY
Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
District 1640
(Snbj. to GoT't Res.)
YOUR CANADIAN distribution
is assured thru
WALTER P. DOWNS Ltd.
633 Dominion Present
Sq. Bldg.,
Lines:Montreal, Can.
RECORDING
FONDAPRESTO
CORP.
AMPEREXCORP.
AUDIO DEVELOPMENT
CO.TUBES
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
GENNETT*SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BosieWrite
Individual
SoundContaining
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y. .
^

Concise Dramatic

LYI andJEL
"A
from Renter's"
WKAT Dispatch
(BLUE)
4th YEAR
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Situations Wanted
Combination
announcer-operator
and chief
engineer.
years old,4F married,
and wants 31to advance.
in draft. sober
Complete
knowledge
of
radio
station.
S. What do you havePre-to
offer?fer western
Box 43,U. BROADCASTING.
Capable
young position
man, 34asyears
permanent
play oldbyBoxwants
play44,
sports
announcer. Experienced.
BROADCASTING.
Recent college graduate with executive
ability to handle
and program ing. Box 45,advertising
BROADCASTING.
Program
director
with
opportunity
for
writing
specialvoice.shows.
Discharged.
Well
trained
GoodNBC
background
and23.
experience.
Now
with
5
kw,
that
carries all network shows. Box 46.
BROADCASTING.
Available on two weeks notice Jan. 1.
Transmitter
first
class license,
controlexperienced
room operator,
operator,
restricted
license.
Both
and
desire
connection
with progressivepermanent
station.
Box
49, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— 4F.
6 years
college
graduate,
Controlsexperience,
restricted license.
Box 50, BROADCASTING.
Radio news editor, experienced. Now employDraft
ed by NBC exempt.
affiliate.Minimum
Can do salary
newscasting.
seventy-five
dollars weekly.
Box 52,
BROADCASTING.
Available. Third
classold.operator
and
nouncer. service
25 years
exempt.anSatisfactory
record.Draft
Experienced.
Box
994, BROADCASTING.
A-1,commercials,
4F experienced
— News,
sports announcer
color. Presently
emploved.
CASTING.but unhappy. Box 54, BROAD-

BUY
WAR

BONDS

Situations
Wanted
(Cont'd)
Discharged
veteran
desires
opening radio
news
orexperience
continuity.
Twoarmy
yearspublic
versatile
in
relations.
Shows carried
by WMAZ
and WBML.
Macon.
Ga. Available
immediately.
Wire
Sid Peters,
Norwalk Avenue,
Westport,
Conn.
Announcer-production
man. Experienced
inin
handling
all type shows.
Interested
joiningexempt.
progressive
station.
Married.
Draft
Prefer
East
coast.
Box
55, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— woman.on 5 5years
staff announcing experience
kw network
aflSliate. News, music, women's. Box 56,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer
and program
director, 4F, desires
permanent
positionstation,
with
progressive
southern
California
preferably
Los
Angeles
area.
Topnotch
new=caster,
commercial
man,
M
C,
with
musical
Excellent references.
Box 42, experience.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted
to
buy
— Modulation
frequency
monitors,
turntables,
speechand input
RCA BROADCASTING.
equipment
for con250
station.sole.BoxPrefer 984,
Wanted
to
buy
—
Transmitter
equipment.
Advise
have and lowest cash
price. Boxwhat35,youBROADCASTING.
5 kw transmitter or component parts.
Box 40, BROADCASTING.
Urgently
needed One
frequency
one
modulation
monitor
for 250monitor,
watt
station.
Call collect
WCOL, Columbus,
Ohio,Chief
Main Engineer,
4581.
Wanted tocastingbuy
or 1000
watt broadset up.all— 250
Studio,
transmitter,
accessories.
Give fulltow-deING.er, etc.,
tailsanddescription.
Box 57 BROADCASTFor Sale
Fordata,
sale —also
250 watt
transmitter,
filing
monitor.FCC $3,000.
Write Box 32,frequency
BROADCASTING.
Three
Prestocondition.
recordersAddress
for sale.P.LikeO. new,
perfect
Box
163, Laredo.
Texas.
Miscellaneous
Willfor furnish
for radio station
interest.equipment
Box 26, BROADCASTING.
PROMOTION JOB
SEEKS AAAN
Aowned
50,000
watt,in networkstation
a major
eastern market will enjoy
hearing from a thoroughly
experienced sales promotion
man, who appreciates full
rein, unlimited opportunity
for advancement, alert management, and a fat budget
to spend. Write fully in
strictest confidence.
Box 58, Broadcasting
Want a
Hooper Booster?
As your program manager
t can hypo anemic ratings.
I am now employed as idea
man-writer-director for key
networl< station. Former program manager
50 kw aflfiiiate. Want
permanent
position in a progressive station
where results are required.
Box 51, Broadcasting
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Trammell Praises
Radio's War Role
Broadcasters^ Wish in ^43 Is
To Air News of Victory
NILES TRAMMELL, NBC president reviewed 1944 and the industry's record in broadcasting election and invasion news, entertainment and educational material, and
furthering the war effort, and
Frank E. Mullen, NBC vice-presiidented theandoutlook
general formanager
radio presentin 1945
in two statements last week.
New services of FM and television, bringing added facilities and
stimulus to American broadcasters
in their efforts to help make postwar America "a new land of opportunity" wifor
l provide
new life-of
time careers
thousands
young men and women, Mr. Mullen
stated.
Sees Video Aids
"We who are engaged in the art,
science and industry of radio" he
said "look
forward
to the day
when
by means
of television
we
shall see as well as hear our
neighbors all over the earth, of
every race, language and creed,
united in peace and good will," he
said. "Broadcasters have no greater
New1945
Year's
wishworld
than the
to broadcast
in
to the
news of
Germany's unconditional s u r render."
All services of broadcasting are
made possible by American advertisers, Mr. Trammell emphasized
in summarizing 1944 radio highlights. Notably, sponsors gave generously in 1944 to war-effort announcements and projects during
their own commercial program
time, he said pointing out that under the American system of broadcasting, revenue from commercial
time allowed radio to present thousands of sustaining public service
programs.
Mr, Trammell paid special tribute to the many radio artists who
travelled throughout the world to
entertain the armed forces.
Blue Stations Committee
To Meet on 1945 Plans
THE BLUE Network Stations
Planning
Advisory
Committee
will
meet in& New
York Jan.
16 and
will hold a joint conference with
network officials the following day
at Blue headquarters, to discuss
1945 plans.
H. Allen Campbell, WXYZ Detroit, Dist. 2, chairman; Henry P.
Johnston, WSNG Birmingham,
Dist.
▼i'-e-chairman;
Hougk, 4,KGKO
Fort Worth,Harold
Dist.
6, havetives ofbeen
reelected
their respectiverepresentadistricts
and are expected to attend along
with William A. Riple, WTRY
Troy, WTCN
N. Y., Minneapolis,
Dist. 1; C. T.Dist.Hag-3;
man,
Duncan Pyle, KVOD Denver,
Dist. 5, and W. B. Stuht, KJR Seattle, Dist. 7. Elections were completed last week to select an eighth
member from the newly created
Dist. 8, formed from Dist. 4 and
covering
Southeastern and
ida groupthe[Broadcasting,
Dec. Flor11].
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Rosen Says IfiOO-Line Video Feasible;
Barthelemy Experiments Unhampered
EDITOR Broadcasting:
haps better able to judge the
in French video deThe controversy between NBC strides madevelopment on the
basis of his great
and CBS over the possibilities of scientific knowledge.
French television is of particular
In addition, Mr. Barthelemy was
interest to me in view of my
lengthy experience in Paris in the unhampered by German interference vdth his experiments for two
French radio field. It would be impos ible to say that either the NBC reasons. First, the experiments
in a private laboraor the CBS opinions are right — or were conducted
tory and had no connection with
virrong.
Considering
their diversified sources
of information,
they the official French broadcasting setSecond, the Germans were only
cannot help but arrive at complete- too up.
willing to await the results of
ly opposite conclusions.
private
research in the
In the scase
of the
repre- belief thattelevision
once new methods were
entative in Paris,
JohnNBCMacVane,
conclusively
established,
they would
his consultant was Jean Guigneassume
possession
of allthem
exbert, director general of French ra- simply isting
facilities
and
exploit
dio. Mr. Guignebert, who is dealing in commercial realities, bases for the benefit of the "new order".
his statement that French televiMy personal opinion leans toward Mr. Barthelemy 's statement
a "dog-trot"
on thesion is moving
official atFrench
standardpace,of that "1,000-line television ... is
450-line television transmission. isperfectly
feasible"
that "there
no longer
any and
insurmountable
While we may be sure that Mr. technical
obstacle to putting it into
Guignebert makes his statement in
use". Whenin 1939,
I spokehe with
good faith, it must be considered general
was
that he has been preoccupied, for Mr. Barthelemy1050-line
image prothe past few years, with the French convincedjection that
was possible. He was workunderground movement and has uning on the idea at that time and I
doubtedly given the major part of am sure
that in the intervening five
his attention to political, rather years
he has accomplished his obthan scientific, matters. Consealthough I amtimeinclined
quently, and please do not think think it jective,
before toit
that I am underestimating Mr. can be putwilltoberealsomepractical
use.
Guignebert's
abilities
new
Herbert Rosen
director
of French
radio,as thethe belief
Radio
Press
Service
expressed by that worthy gentleNew York
man can, so to speali, be taken with
a grain of salt.
Murrow's Report
Goodrich Considers
On the other hand, the report of B. F. GOODRICH Co., Akron,
Edward R. Murrow, CBS represen- through BBDO New York is untative, was formulated as a result
dersto d to be planning sponsorof consultation with Rene Bartheship of a weekly half-hour program
the Blue featuring Groucho
lemy, chief engineer of Compagnie on
comic. Agency officials
Francaise de Television in Paris. Marx, inscreen
Akron last week conferring
Mr. Barthelemy, who had un- were
with
Goodrich
regarding possible
limited opportunity for research show, with a decision
to becompany
reached
and experimentation during the this
week. The rubber
years of German occupation, due to currently sponsors a five-minute sehis exemption from military duty
ries by Joseph C. Harsch Monday
because of advanced age, is per- through Friday on CBS.

WOOD IS APPOIISTED
HACKETT EXECUTIVE
EDWARD W. WOOD Jr., former
general sales manager of Mutual,
has
beenHackett
appointedCo.,a New
memberYorkof
M. H.
agency,
headed by
Montague
H.
Hackett, partner
and tor.radio
Mr. Wooddirecwill
work onness andnewwillbusi-be
active in the
management
the
agency. of
Mr. Wood was
WGN Chicago,
Mr, W ood
^^^
one of the founders of Mutual, and
with the network itself from 1932
until Sept.
30, 1944.sales
whenmanager
he resigned as general
member
ofIn the
ofanddirectors.
the operating
interim heboard
has
been vacationing in the South
and
attending
to
various
business
interests in New York.
After several years on the adng staf of the
Chicago
une, and vaertisishort
period
with TribTrue
Story
magazine,
Mr.
Hackett
1932 became a salesman at WGN,in
the edTribune
station,office
soonandhead-in
its New York
1935 became WGN-Mutual sales
manager. With reorganization of
Mutual in January 1940 Mr. Wood
was named to the newly created
post
woi'k,ofa sales
post manager
taken overof bythe Z,net-C.
Barnes nationfollowing
last fall. Mr. Wood's resigSillerman Reports 18%
Gain in Keystone Billings
KEYSTONE Broadcasting System
billings are up 18% over 1944, M,
M. Sillerman, president, reported in
a year end review released by the
transcription
radio's work in network
the war lauding
effort. The
year end review reported that KBS
affiliates through 1944 contributed
131,169 station hours of KBS origiprogramsthisto the
war effort.
Broken nateddown,
amounts
to 12
hours
per
week
broadcast
each
affiliate. In the case of warby bond
drivesten by special
plugs
have
been
writthe KBS continuity staff and
woven into the sustaining proParaphrasing the work of the
grams.
NAB small
stationyearpanel,
Sillerman in the
end Mr.review
states
that
"KBS
has
advised
its
affiliates in official memoranda that
the conditions
prevailing
are
abnormal, and that
to fortifyof
themselves
fromin order
inroads
competition from new locals in
their small markets, the stations
should be as aggressive as if they
were in a strong competitive situation.scoredThiswithisreference
particularly
underto national

advertising."
Sloan to Wesley
DR. EARL
S. SLOAN
Inc., division of William
R. Warner
Inc.,
New York, has appointed Wesley
Assn., New York, to handle adsing for6.Sloan's
liniment
effectivevertiJan.
Company
discontinues Jan. 5 Gangbusters on 91
Blue stations, Friday 9-9:30 p.m.
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
and is expected
network
series. to start another
'Give It a Ldttle More Hop on the Reflectors, Bert!"
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

FIRST
M

WITH

RELAY!
(S.T.L )

F. M. relay operation... offered by others as a postwar
possibility... is already an REL accomplishment of proven reliability.
# For five years, the first studio-to-transmitter F. M. relay ever to be installed has been in continuous practical operation by the Yankee Network without wire connections between studio and transmitter. Programs
originating in Station WEOD, located atop the Buckminster Hotel, Boston, are relayed to Station WGTR 50
kw, also on REL installation in Paxton 43 miles distant, over two hill-ranges and beyond line of sight.
Yes, REL has in back of its organization five years of practical operation — in F. M. relaying, a
field generally regarded as one for future development. REL has again established a scientific
precedent . . . and continues to energetically and successfully lead the field in radio pioneering!
REL equipment in this insiallation consists of 250 w., S-T link fransmiUer operating on 156.75 mc.
Sales Representatives
MID WEST
MICHIGAN
PACIFIC
COAST
N. B. Neeley
REL Equipment Sales, Inc.
M. N. Duffy & Co., Inc.
612 N. Michigan Blvd.
2040 Grand River Ave., W.
5334 Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago, III.
Detroit, Mich.
Hollywood, Cal.
PIQNEER MANUFACTURERS OF FM TRANSMITTERS EMPLOYING ARMSTTRONG PHASE-SHIFT MODULATION
RADIO

ENGINEERING

-^S^

C^,

LABS.,

N Y.

INC.

that's the corn

reached

in WMT's

country

regular

Folks out here have money to spend for your product. And they're above-average radio listeners too.
In Black Hav/k County (Waterloo) 97.6% of the
families own radios. In Linn County (Cedar Rapids)
96.2% of the families own radios. Iowa's average
is only 93.9% ... the U. S. average is only 88.9%.
Folks in this neck of the woods just can't help hearing WMT at 600 kc. . . . it's the best frequency
in Iowa. WMT's primary area of 320 miles in
diameter is the largest in the state of Iowa.
Consider that billion and a half bucks when you
start figuring a profitable schedule . . . and use
WMT as the "Buy" in Iowa.

"Represented Lij tke Kak Ac[en<JTj

incoiffie^^

daytime

l^^Zeoing

area

PRICE 15 CENTS

BROA
NewsmogozmcMl^dio

this

man

McC

THE LATE FAMED 0. 0. Mclntyre once wrote, "To
my notion the best radio speaker is Alfred W.
McCann, Jr." There 10371)6 people who'll debate
that, but few can argue the long-lasting popularity and pulling power of this remarkable
WOR personality.
The facts? Listen — Every weekday morning
at 9:30 more than 300,000 WOR hsteners hear
Alfred W. McCann devotedly as he makes vitamins and minerals, and the science of nutrition,
sound as interesting as a news-flash and as simple
as saying, "Hello."
When 300,000 people are exposed to such
air magic, something must happen. And it does!
For instance, 16 brief announcements pulled
200,000 requests. The sale of one sponsor's product was spurred from 250,000 cans a year to
more than 1 0,000,000 in less than 4 years.

Surprising? Not particularly. It's mostly the
power of a simple, sincere, intensely ethical show
plan merged with the skillful scrutiny and smart
scheduling of WOR's gifted programmers.
If you would like to take advantage of the
advice of people who make a habit of consistently
doing things like this, you simply phone
PE 6-8600, or write . . .

■that power -full station
WOR
at 1440 Broadway, in New York

MEMBER OF THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

ANN...

IN

ALL — OR
ANY
E A — C f T y - T OWN

PART — OF
ITS
- C O U NT R Y — W L S

FOUR - STATE
G E T S
R E S U L T S !

STARTING AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN WITH WLS IS LIKE TOUCHING A MATCH
TO A DYNAMITE FUSE; RESULTS FOLLOW, SURELY AND EXPLOSIVELY.
FIRST
DAY. ..$431. 80 IN DIMES
Repeating a listener-service instituted early in World War II,
Julian Bentley and WLS News Staff edited a new, up-to-this~
instant war map especially for WLS frieiids in Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, and Illinois. We offered this map (on newscasts
only) for ten cents, November 29, 1944. In our mail bags November 30 were 4,318 dimes! Explosive results from the first announcement!

The unbiased news editing of Julian
Bentley (in his eleventh year at
WLS News microphones) and his
aides, Gil Hix and Lew La Marr;
the fine broadcasts from Europe by
Associate News Editor Ervin Lewis;
the WLS policy of covering all important events on the spot; these
have built the confidence that gets
quick mail, that generates sales;
that gets EXPLOSIVE RESULTSI
represented by
John Blair & Company

SECOND DAY. ..$791. 90 IN DIMES
Like a snowball rolling down Pike's Peak, WLS News staff's
War Map offer gained momentum. Second day's mail, December
1, contained 7,919 dimes. Two-day total, 12,237 requests, each
backed by ten cents!
FIRST WEEK. ..$3, 998. 90 IN DIMES
Wednesday, December 6 (one week of announcements on
news broadcasts only) showed a total of 39,989 dimes. Practically
FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS in ten cent pieces, sent to WLS
for its new war map in one week. (By December 18, with no more
announcements, the total had reached 45,744.) Listeners in four
states (including huge Chicago) have confidence in WLS newsmen; confidence built over twenty-one honest years of sincere
service; confidence extending to the products we advertise. See
any John Blair man and arrange to try this four-state response for
YOUR product. Learn why so many of our customers, past and
present, say WLS GETS RESULTS!

WLS GETS RES

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000NETWORK
WATTS
BLUE

AAANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS

Little Elmer says: There's no need experimenting in the Chicago area when WGN's leadership
in local and spot business is so well established/'

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
• Broadcast Advertising
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tomorrows

leaders..

WITH the right start in Hfe, any
healthy and normal boy or girl is
sure to become a good American citizen.
To give Boston's boys and girls the
chance to develop under practical,
spirited leadership, the Hearst newspapers inBoston recently organized the
Massachusetts Youth Committee. The
MYC, knowing the accomplishments of
WEEI's Youth on Parade (which has successfully grown to be a CBS coast-tocoast favorite) , asked WEEI to help.
A brand-new radio "station", MYCWEEI, Jr., was born. It is the first of a
complete "chain" of 14 intra-school stations tobe built and operated by Boston
boys and girls. Each is fundamentally an
ingenious amplifying system which
WEEI's chief engineer, Walter Stiles, Jr.,
designed for easy construction by students from spare receiver parts.
Dolphe Martin, director of WEEI's

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

Youth on Parade, has written a manual
showing students how to organize and
operate a miniature "station" which incorporates al the basic elements that
make up big league broadcasting.
This practical plan for uniting the
interests of myriad young people has
caught on fast. The first MYC-WEEI, Jr.,
went "on the air'recently with hundreds
of proud parents among the studio audience at East Boston High School.
Soon 14 MYC-WEEI, Jrs., will be operating inBoston— building radio's men and
women of tomorrow. . .but, above all,
building better citizens and community
leaders for tomorrow.

BROADCASTING
The ■Woekly/^^ewsmogozine
of Radio, , \j
. Broadcast Advertising

^
4^

Mr. Gordon Gray,
Radio Station
KOIL,
Omaha
2, Nebraska.
Dear Mr. Gray:
We are pleased to pass on to you the results of an
interesting promotion sponsored by us and using
KOIL exclusively.

Coincidental with the overseas mailing dates, we
offered listeners to our early morning programs at
6:1 5 and 8:15 A.M. a service man's sewing kit without any obligation on their part. Results were beyond expectations. In a short period of about fifteen days we gave out nearly seventeen hundred of
• r-scEivr.. these sewing kits to parents and friends of men ...
'"
the service. These were enclosed in packages sent
overseas.
It brings into sharper focus the picture of radio in
retailing, and what a wonderful job radio is doing for us. For building good-will and attracting
new customers, we firmly believe, radio offers unlimited possibilities.
Sincerely yours,
Sam Greenberg
Advertising Manager
"RESULTS WERE BEYOND EXPECTATIONS" ... a common experience with KOlL
advertisers ... but words which are 5fi7/ music to our ears. Just one of the
reasons why in Omaha, IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE ON KOIL.
Represented by Edward Petry Co., Inc.

GORDON GRAY,
General Manager
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delivers

listeners

America's

than

and

any

including

per
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other

all

dollar

Largest

station

50,000

Market

-

watters!*

Do youcombined:
realize this
niarkel City,
contains
over 'VA Rochester,
million people:
moreAtlanta,
than these
14
cities
~ Kansas
Indianapolis,
Denver,
Dallas,
Toledo, Omaha. Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort W^avne.
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR NEW JERSEY'S BEST RADIO BUY
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Custom-Buil

SUMMARY of suggestions and requests
from station program and sales executives interviewed:
1. Give us a service especially designed
for radio broadcasting — plenty of
short instrumental selections —
separate vocals.

THE

NEW

j/tesaurus

2. Give us material that will be exclusive to our station in our locality.
3. Give us music not available on
phonograph records !
4. Give us enough selections by every
performer to make the program worth
while without repeats.
5. Give us network quality arrangements,
musicians and vocalists.

stripped to basic features, Tfie Music of Manhattan is at
once a versatile music organization and a vibrant program
exclusive to Thesaurus subscribers. It blankets the cosmopolitan range of Manhattan itself — from Broadway rhythms to
penthouse moods — from concert hall to Harlem hot-spot.
Everything from New York musically becomes something for
each listener.
•
•
•
The Music of Manhattan is the first of the new Thesaurus'
long planned innovations — Custom-built program organizations. Others are being prepared, each as distinctive, each
as severely measured against the Thesaurus check-list —
compiled by over 1,000 station executives who know what
they want, and who get it in Thesaurus!

• • for the

demands

• • for the

special

. • to the
1,000

exact

of all radio

needs

of subscribing

specifications

broadcasting

ACE

ARRANGERS

TREMENDOUS

COMPLETE

of more

stations

than

executives!

INTRODUCED

STAR MUSICIANS

listeners

BY

— 28 men recruited from top network commercial programs— musical
supervision and direction, Norman Cloutier.
— 10 of New York's foremost instrumental craftsmen — arrangements created exclusively for Thesaurus, not available from any
other source.

RE PERTO IR E — An unequalled range of late hits — standard favorites
— original themes — symphonic orchestrations — authentic jazz
rhythm sections — solo and choral units — fresh novelty numbers.
PROGRAMMING — Continuous listings for non-repetitive schedule— full
3 quarter-hour weekly material with initial release.
Nationol Broadcasting Co.

A Service of Radio
Corporation of America]

RCA BIdg., Radio City, New York, N.Y Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III.
Trans-Lux BIdg., Washington, D.C.... Sunset and Vine, Hollywood, Calif.

At

Deadline

BOB HOPE, comedian, has signed a 10-year approximately $10,000,000
radio contract with Pepsodent division of Lever Bros. Co., it was announced Friday by Charles Luckman, president of the division. The contract was said to have about as many million dollars as years. Hope has
broadcast for Pepsodent since 1938. It is described as the largest radio
talent contract of all time.
COUNTY PERFUMERY Co., Bloonifield, N. J., in promoting Brylcreem hair tonic, will spend most of its 1945 budget for radio, using
quarter-hour programs and transcribed spots on about 18 stations. Campaign will begin early this summer. Agency is Atherton & Currier, N. Y.
NATIONAL Biscuit Co., New York, has begun a series of news programs
for Premium Crackers and may expand to over 100 stations. Agency is
McCann-Erickson, New York.
BY LATE Friday, James C. Petrillo, AFM president, had not replied
to a telegram sent him Thursday by the Sixth Regional War Labor
Board advising that he inform the Board within 48 hours what steps
he has taken to comply with its order of Dec. 20 to call off the strike of
musicians at the Minneapolis studios of KSTP.
E. J. BRACH & SONS, Chicago, on Jan. 4 extended Swing's the Thing
on WGN Chicago to 11 MBS stations for 13 weeks. Agency is Schwimmer
& Scott.
TOP

SPOT

FOR

A

NATIONAL
ADVERTISER
Yours ... if you hurry ... 15
minutes on the 3rd highest
"Hoopered" show between noon
and
D.C. six o'clock in Washington,
It's on the Tony Wakeman
"Sports Parade" . . . Monday
through Saturday, $145 for the
whole business!
We're holding it for a national
advertiser . . . first come first
served. It's a dandy — on one of
the fastest-growing stations in
this six-station town.

WWDC
the big sales result
station in Washington, D. C.
Represented nationally by
WEED & COMPANY
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SELLERS
SALES
Haas,y
nk, Wase
Erwin
timebuyer
GH ofFra
ALTHOU
& Co., had an erudid,te schoolerlan
in SwitzColu
mbia Brook
U., he
line, Mass.y,ing and
immediatel followed this academic
ate
gradu
ground veneraablepost-insti
back
tution
course in thatwith
rsity
st
ing,
of highe learn the Unive
of Glancing Blows.
Most of these
were absorbed at
WCNW New York,
where Frank
worked during the
summer and after
graduation from the
Business Administration School at Columbia U. At the
station he did everything from sharpening pencils to sweeping up the shavings
in the transcription
room. He even did
some acting and
filled in as a sound
effects man.
When WCNW went off the air
Frank joined Ruthrauff & Ryan doing account detail work on the
American Tobacco Pall-Mall radio
campaigns that were running at the
time. After a year and a half or
so, Clarke Brown, radio director
of Lake, Spiro & Shurman in Memphis, offered him the job as timebuyer, handling primarily the
placement of the Plough Proprie-

tary business. Plough Inc., handled
by that
one of the largest usersagency,
of spotisradio.
But the three B's — Basin Street,
Boogie Woogie and the Broiling
heat combined with a nostalgia for
New York, prompted Frank to return
the opportunity
to becomewhentimebuyer
ait Erwin, Wasey
presented itself. In the past year
Frank has bought
time for Erwin,
Wasey's
list of
accounts: long
Musterole,
Pertussin,
Tooth
Paste,Forhan's
Kreml
hair tonic and shamrose
products,
poo, House
Barbasol,
PrimDutch Master CiOlive Tablets,
K. R.
gars Dr. Edward's
0., Johnson's
Carnation
Milk Wax,
and
Lydia E. Pinkham.
Frank is interested intion.radio
producHe usually
manages to be at the studio when
Erwin, Wasey is producing a show
or transcription. He is watching
and studying from the agency viewpoint, the changes that will be
broughtsion as well
about asin FM.
radioHeby usually
televimanages to get in a coupl? of weekends of skiing, and confesses that
he "plays a lousy game of ten-

WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

5000 day& night
BASIC
NBC STATION
Represented by
RAYMER

BROADCASTING
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THE

Evidence

is in/

PREFER

Kfiif

During the past year in the pages of this
magazine, we have presented ample
evidence to establish the reason why
"Portland, Oregon people prefer KGW"
We have had testimony to that
effect by a long list of prominent
witnesses from many walks of Portland's
busy civic life. In this case the
public is both judge and jury and
the verdict overwhelmingly
establishes KGW as preeminent in
the area it serves.

PORTLAND,

OREGON

REPRESENTEP NATIONAttY
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO. INC

BROADCASTING
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''IVs Mr. F&P.
The
Oh^osh
him.

Boss

practically

^ We've no secret methods of selling. We just try to discover
what you want to accomplish with your advertising, then
try to bring you the sort of data, information and suggestions that have seemed helpful to other people in the same
boat. No cigars. But it's interesting to see how many timebuyers go ahead and give us their orders, anyway!

FREE

&

Pioneer Radio

PETER!^.

inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

hugged

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES!
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
KALAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBLIOWA
SYRACUSE
WHO
DES
MOINES |
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA SOUTHEASTSHENANDOAH
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
SOUTHWEST ROANOKE
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
'jRIS
CORPUS HOUSTON
CHRISTI
KXYZ
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
PACIFIC COAST TULSA
KpIN
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX,PORTLAND

CHICAGO: j8o N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: iii Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 6331 HoUywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373 .• Plaza 5-4130
Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667 1
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Sweeping

Law
Change
"Under this interpretation," said
the
report, "powers
Wigglesworth
repage onminority
56;pageMiller
of debatable
validity that
were might
claimedbe
minorityport onreport
58;
for
the
Commission.
The
other
viewreactions on page 63.
point believed
in the
strictwithcon-a
struction of their
powers
view to
Commis-of
sion's restricting
activities and thetheexercise
plant the Communications Act of
1934, or simply introduce a series caution in the exercise of debatable
of amendments as a vehicle for the
proposed
In spite of his leadership of the
not been hearings,
decided lastapparently
week. had "broad
interpretation" clique, Mr.
FCC Found Derelict
commended
a "veryin
able, was
resourceful
man,asstrong
The Committee found that the Fly
FCC was derelict in many instances hispowers."
convictions,
aggressive
and
perand that former Chairman James
sistent". His zeal for work met with
Lawrence Fly placed "broad inter- increasing
opposition
and
"sometimes he was arbitrary in the conpretations" on various Act,
sections
the Communications
but ofit
duct of hearings, to the irritation
blamed lack of proper definitive of persons appearing before the
legislation,mission.rather
Com- Commission and to some members
The reportthanwasthereplete
of theeralCommission
itself.
genassertion of the
fullHispowers
with conclusions of debatable interpretations and of bickerings, even of the Commission that might be
claimed under the Act was from
among Commissioners, and in near- time
to time a matter of bitter
ly every citation the Committee
recommended
overhauling the pres- criticism directed at his activities."
the
ent Act.
Defines Basic Needs
Differences of opinion among
Broadcasters
contacted
by
Commissioners, though not a mat- Committee and its staff expressed
ter for condemnation, were brought
about because various Commission- the collective desire to have broadcasting's relations and duties to
ers interpreted the Communica- the Government
defined in
tions Act "according to their differ- order that stationsclearly
might operate
ent
philosophies
of
Government,"
said the report. Led by Chairman with teemore
disclosed.certainty, the CommitFly, the predominating group repMost of the bitterness involving
resented the "more liberal interpretation ofthe Act as to the broad the Commission, the Committee concluded, was based on personal likes
powers conferred on the Commis{Continued on page 60)

Joint Legislative Study, Scanning of
Sales and Press Ownership Urged
By BILL BAILEY
ALTHOUGH GIVING the FCC what amounted to a clean bill of
health, the House Select Committee to Investigate the Commission
last Wednesday closed its hectic life of two years with recommendations for sweeping revision of the antiquated Communications
Act. Preponderant opinion was that the FCC had won its case, although itsuffered a few bruises.
Splitting along party lines, minority reports castigating the Commission were filed by Reps. Louis E. Miller (R-Mo.) and Richard B.
Wigglesworth (R-Mass.), but the two Republicans joined their
Democratic colleagues in urging
that Congress define the Commis- conduct hearings at this session on
sion'scasters.
powers Highlighting
and rights
broad- general revisions of the communithe ofmajority
recommendations were:
cations law, including the controFour Main Points
ership. verted subject of newspaper own1. Creation of a joint com"That (newspaper ownership)
mittee composed of representais one of the main things this ConI branches
tives of the
FCC
and
of
all
gress should decide," he declared.
of radio to confer to"It is a matter of policy which
gether with a view to conCongress, and not an executive
cur ing so far as practicable
agency, should define by law."
in legislative changes that will
Lea's Plans
"contribute
to thelawimproveIment
of the present
and its
Chairman
Lea also said he would
better administration."
not ask the House to extend the
I 2. Congress should reaplife of the Select Committee and
praise the "public interest, conthat he proposed to work through
venience and necessity"Actclause
standing committee channels. A
of the Communications
and
subcommittee on communications
determine whether Sees. 311
of the Standing Committee in the
and 313 [antimonopoly and
78th session was headed by Rep.
antitrust] should be strengthened or modified in light of the
Alfred
Bulwinkle
(D-N.C).
May 10, 1943 Supreme Court
Whether L.Chairman
Lea will
draft
I decision upholding the chain
an
integrated
bill
designed
to supbroadcasting regulations.
3. The appropriate Congressional committee "might well
consider"
station
sale with
pricesa
Main Recommendations
bv House Select Committee
and financial
methods
sion."
view to requiring a uniform
system of accounts and, if necessary, divorcement of station
RECOMMENDATIONS by the
sion upholding the chain broadcast- "confidential" files, the person "adaccounts from other businesses
versely affected" should be informed
majority mitteeofto Investigate
the House Select
Coming regulations and "might well
of licensees.
the
FCC,
determine
whether
not the 'deter-of and "given an opportunity to reply".
4. Congresis should review
mination of the orcomposition
6.
As
to the sale of WFTL Ft.
extracted
from
the
53-page
report,
^ the newspaper
queslanguage
of the
Su- Lauderdale, Fla., by Ralph A. Horfollow in the order of their appear- that traffic'
tion with a viewownership
to providing
preme
Court
opinion
calls
for
any
ton
to
the
Fort Industry Co., of
ance
in
the
document,
released
last
necessary or clarifying legislaWednesday:
tion. Mere ownership of a newsstrengthening
or ofmodification"
of which Lt. Comdr. George B. Storer
Sees.
311
and
313
the
Act.
paper should not exclude own1. Every practical effort should
is president,that"thethereCommittee
is of
4. The appropriate Congressional the
was deception
be made by the FCC to limit use of committee
station. ership and operation of a
should consider station and opinion
double dealing on the part of
temporary licenses.
negotiating in behalf of the
and bookkeeping
2. Congress should review news- sale
'I Clearcut
indications
Chairviewprices
of giving
authority to"with
the persons
purchaser for this sale. . . . The
man Clarence
F. Leathat(D-Cal.),
paper ownership question with a aCommission
Committee
does not charge that the
to
require
uniform
sysf who heads both the Select Com- view to providing necessary or
tems of accounts and, if necessary, Chairman (James Lawrence Fly)
[ mittee and the Interstate & For- clarifying legislation.
divorcement
of
station
accounts
or knowingly particieign Commerce Committee, proCongi-ess should reappraise from other businesses of the li- intentionally
pated in aiding the fraudulent purposes to seek new legislation this the3. "public
interest, convenience
poses, but wittingly or unwittingly
session was given promptly after and necessity" clause of the Com5. Protests involving stations his attendance at a private confermunications Act in light of the
! release of the report. He said it
should be placed in open and not
{Continued on -page 54)
I was his plan to have his Committee May 10, 1943, Supreme Court deci- censee".
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MBS Up 41%

MUTUAL
NABET
Walks Out of Net Negotiations gross
time Broadcasting
sales for 1944System's
totaled
contract
contained.
This
section
$19,533,650,
up 41% from the 1943
from
the
networks
copies
of
conCarries Case to NLRB
gross of vertiser$13,841,608.
Leading Co.,
adtracts containing counter-proposals
was Sinclair Refining
designatedaction
"forwasdiscussion".
preceded by whose MBS
to demands it made during nego- wasNABET's
On Charge of Unfair
gross time charges
an
overwhelming
demand
from
tiations
which
began
about
a
month
were
$1,301,917.
Leading
agency
Labor Practice
ago after their jurisdiction over broadcasters that NBC and Blue was Erwin, Wasey & Co., with billAFTER WALKING OUT of its turntables
was certified by the recognize the NLRB certification
ings on MBS of $2,406,501.
negotiations with the NBC and NLRB decision of Nov. 24. Upon of the technicians' jurisdiction over
Blue networks, the National Assn. examining the counter-proposals, turntables regardless of threats
Robards Promoted
of Broadcast Engineers & Tech- Mr. Powley said, he was convinced made by Mr. Petrillo to call "a
nicians last week carried its case the negotiations were little more series of wildcat strikes" if the nets SIDNEY M. ROB.\RDS, for seven
to the National Labor Relations than a waste of time, although, he signed with NABET. Despite a years a member of the RCA inforBoard to force the networks to said the network officials with
mation
has been moving
named
of department,
the department,
honor the NLRB certification of whom he had conferred indicated statement by Mark Woods, Blue manager
president, pleading for a hands-off into the job vacated a year ago |
NABET's
jurisdiction
over
platter
they were agreeable to NABET's policy by the affiliates 65 Blue and when Orrin E. Dunlap Jr. was ap- i
turners.
demands.
affiliated and nonaffili- pointed director of advertising and i
Assured of speedy action by
The counter-proposal, he said, 217 other
ated stations sent telegrams to J. publicity.
contained practically the same
NLRB,
Martin
F.
O'Donoghue,
Ryan, NAB president, urgNABET counsel, took steps Friday terms as to wages, hours and work- Harold
ing a united front by the industry specialized in radio and that he had
to file an unfair labor practice
ing conditions as the old contract
distinction in imporcharge with the regional board of except that it did not include the in taking a firm stand against Pe- servedtantwith
Government posts since the
trillo [Broadcasting, Dec. 18, 25]. war tended
New York, charging the networks turntable jurisdiction which the old
to dispel Senatorial
with
"wilful with
and deliberate
to bargain
NABET refusal
and to
Sen. Brooks (R-Ill.), a member
honor the certification of NLRB NAB Convenlion Is Cancelled opposition.
of the Committee, said it seemed to
that NABET is the bargaining
him
"a pity that one who has been
agent of NBC and Blue in the opidentified
with pareration of all technical equipment Bv Byrnes War Travel Edict so prominently
tisan activity should
be appointed
including turntables."
THE OFFICIAL edict from War war effort, NAB President J. Har- to a semi judicial post." Minority
Complaint Expected
old Ryan said there appeared to Leader White (R-Me.), ranking
Mobilization Chief James F. Byrnes
NLRB is expected to issue a com- last
be no alternative but to cancel the Republican member of the ComFriday banning all gatherings 1945
plaint early this week against the of more
sessions. Should war conditions
mittee, however, had indicated he
than 50 persons requiring
networks and will probably order a travel effective
Feb. 1, will mean brighten, it was thought, the war was not disposed to contest the
hearing to be held within 10 days
conference might be rescheduled
at which the American Federation cancellation of the NAB's 1945 later
Following Senate confirmation of
in the year.
of Musicians as well as the nets Executives War Conference, tentaMr. Porter, President Roosevelt is
The fact that the NAB session appointment.
will be called on to answer in May.tively scheduled for the first week draws
upwards of 1,000 delegates expected to fill the one remaining
NABET's
charge.an Under
usual
(the last was 1,100) places it in vacancy on the Commission, created
Board
procedure
order would
Director
Byrnes
announced
apthe
category
of large meetings, when T. A. M. Craven resigned
then be issued giving the nets a
pointment of a committee, headed
unduly strain trans- last July to become executive vice- '
definite time limit to bargain with by ODT Director Johnson, to pass which would
p
o
r
t
a
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
hotel
facilities.
NABET in accordance with NLRB on applications for all conventions
Broadcasting '
Co.A numberof Cowles
Ryan doubted whether the president
certification of its jurisdiction. or trade association meetings of banMr.would
of names are under
affect
the
Should the nets refuse to abide by more than 50 persons. On the com- meeting schedule, whichNABgetsdistrict
consideration, with that of Rosel H.
this order, the Board would go to
mittee vdll be representatives of way Jan. 15 in Memphis. Itunder
was Hyde, assistant general counsel in
the Second Circuit Court of Ap- the Army, Navy, War Production thought
of broadcasting, remaining
that
by
limiting
attendance
peals to compel the nets, by judicial Board and War Manpower Com- to one representative per out-of- charge
in the fore^-ront. He is an Idaho
decree, to sign.
mis ion. Mr. Byrnes said he hoped town station, the letter of the
NABET decided on its course of all meetings not necessary to the
Another name mentioned for the
mandate could be met.
Republican.
action after carefully considering war would be cancelled voluntarily, Byrnes
the determination to Craven vacancy is Col. Theodore L.
the seriousness of a strike against thus precluding "further steps" by callIn offviewthe ofnational
convention, it Bartlett, Army Air Forces comPresident Roose- was thought that Travel Board aptwo
its eff'ects
munications of icer in the European
more networks
than 330 andaffiliated
stationson the Government.
velt approved the travel ban.
proval could be procured on district theater, and former chief of the
and 10 owned and operated staWith
the
announcement
of
the
meetings.
The
matter
will
be
surFCC
Law
Dept.
administrative
sections. Although the membership
tion. Col. Bartlett
returned from
veyed this week, Mr. Ryan said.
was unanimously in favor of tak- ban, in the interest of the tightened
overseas duty a fortnight ago and
ing the step and in one key station
is now assigned on special duty at
was on the verge of walking out, it
the air communications base at
decided to handle its case through Senate Expected to Approve Quickly Orlando, Fla. He entered the service i
the NLRB rather than to risk the Porter Nomination as FCC Chairman as a major three years ago and has
public censure which might well
been decorated for distinguished
result in having its fight go before QUICK SENATE approval of the sion that public hearings would be service in combat. He has been with
the War Labor Board whose deci- nomination of Paul A. Porter for held. Committee attaches said last the FCC from its creation in 1934., p
sions Petrillo has seldom respected. the FCC is seen this week following week tionthewouldproceedings
on confirmaPorter in the interim has: j
be in executive
session. beenMr.familiarizing
The showdown on the NABET- consideration today (Jan. 8) of the
himself with thel ^
iietwork controversy came Wednes- Presidential nomination by the Sen- No formal protests had been made, duties of FCC executive head. He {
ate Interstate Commerce Commit- it was pointed out, and it is cus- has asumed his predecessor's place v;
day when Allen T. Powley, NABET
tomary to hold public hearings only as FCC member of the Interdepart- I
in executive session. Mr. Porter,
president, demanded that the con- who teehas
served as chairman of the when there are such protests.
tracts being negotiated include
Committee on Com- c
FCC
succeeding
Mr.
Fly
under
a
Immediately
following the origi- mental Special functioning
platter turner jurisdiction. He told
through
nal Porter nomination in mid-No- munications,
the
State
Dept.,
and also will
head| '[
Broadcasting that the network of- recess appointment since Dec. 21,
vember the Socialist National the Global Communications
ficials meeting with him in New was renominated by President
Sub-; '\
Wednesday. Confir- Committee telegraphed Chairman committee and the Shortwave,
York advised that they "couldn't Rooseveltmation last
by the Senate is expected Wheeler in opposition. This, how- Broadcasting Subcommittee. The' j
say" terwhether
they'd
give
him
platever, was not regarded as in the Special Committee will meet this ,
turners. Mr. Powley and his later this week, following which
week with the newly-appointed ^
bargaining committee thereupon the President will name Mr. Porter category of a formal protest.
walked out of the negotiations, chairman for the unexpired term
While several Republican Sena- Assistant Secretary of State, W;ir ^
tors also were disposed to question F. Clayton, in charge of telecom-i j
advising the networks he could be of James Lawrence Fly until July
the appointment as premised upon munications. Commisisoner E. K.j I
reached at his hotel until 1:30 p.m. 30, 1949.
Whereas Chairman Wheeler (D- political factors, there was no sem- Jett will continue to serve as alter- (
in the event they changed their poblance of organized opposition. The nate for the FCC chairman on the S
sition. He received no call.
Mont.) had indicated following the
Earlier, NABET had received original Porter nomination last ses- fact that Mr. Porter as an attorney main and the subcommittees. ft
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Feltis

Named

Leaves KFAB Post;
Will Tour NAB
Meetings
HUGH M. FELTIS, who sparked
the drive for a standard audience
measurement plan for radio, is the
now executive head of Broadcast
Measurement Bureau Inc.
Mr. Feltis has resigned as general manager of KFAB Lincoln. He
assumed his new duties Jan. 2, following appointment by officers of
the BMB board.
Mr. Feltis, whose selection was
approved unanimously by the Bureau's board,to was
BMB officers
acceptpersuaded
the assign-by
mentsertedafterthat someone
he had repeatedly
else should as-be
selected. Familiar with the entire
history of the BMB he, as chairman
of the NAB Research Committee,
introduced the resolution at the as's War Conference
in Chicago Aug. 28sociationsetting
in motion
the
new organization.
To Explain Details
It was voted unanimously then
to create, in cooperation with the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies and the Assn. of National
Advertisers,culationa which
radiowould
bureauutilize
of cir-a
standard
method
of
coverage
measurement.
The plan generally calls for a
ballot count of listeners every two
years, using one million ballots at
a cost of $1 each. Total cost of the
biennial survey, estimated at $1,000,000, is to be absorbed by station
members.
Mr. Feltis, pursuant to his se-

Measurement

lection to head the new bureau, is
dividing his time presently between
Washington and New York, consulting with board members of
BMB preparatory to presenting the
plan in detail before district meetings of the NAB. These district
meetings get under way Jan. 15
with the inaugural parley at MemOriginal financing for BMB was
phis.
provided by the NAB, which appropriated $75,000 as a loan to the
new organization to see it through
its first formative year. It has been
announced by J. Harold Ryan, president of NAB, that the AAAA has
agreed to underwrite 20% of this
original amount. At the present
time NAB is scheduling two hours
at each afternoon session at district meetings for presentation and
discussion of the BMB plan, making it the top order of business.
Mr. Feltis will submit to the board
of BMB in New York at the office
of the AAAA at 2:30 p.m. Jan. 9
his detailed proposal for further
steps in obtaining funds to finance
the bureau studies.
It is understood a program for
assessing station members will not
be announced until the first meeting in Memphis. However, at the
time the plan was adopted by the
NAB conference, it was said that
cost to member stations would be
based sible
on station
rates ofwith$150a posstarting point
per
Actual selection of Mr. Feltis was
year.
made by BMB board officers, including NAB President Ryan, chairman; Paul West, ANA president,
1st vice-chairman; Frederic R.
Gamble, AAAA president, 2d vice-

PRESENT AT the organization meeting of the Broadcast Measurement
Bureau, held in New York Dec. 15, was this group of broadcasters. Seated
at the head of the table (left foreground) is NAB President, J. Harold
Rvan. Seated around the table are: (1 to r) Frank M. Russell, NBC
vice-president; *Paul F. Peter, NAB director of research; Hugh M.
j Feltis who was then the general manager of KFAB and now is serving
I as executive head of BMB ; *Herald Beckjorden, assistant secre1 tary, AAAA; Leonard T. Bush, vice-president, Compton Adv. Agency;
j Linnea Nelson, chief timebuyer, J. Walter Thompson; Carlos Franco,
head of station relations, Young & Rubicam; A. N. Halverstadt, director
I ofNational
media, Advertisers;
Procter & Gamble
Co.; *Pauldirector
B. West,of president,
Assn. of&
D. E. Robinson,
research. Pedlar
I Ryan; *Isaac W. Digges, ANA counsel; Donald B. Stetler, advertising
director.
Brands; Roger
*GeorgeW. Link,
counsel;
Morgan Davis,Standard
NAB counsel;
Clipp, AAAA
president,
WFIL;*John
Frederic
W. Gamble, AAAA president. Board members unable to attend were:
Joseph M. Allen, assistant vice-president and advertising manager,
Bristol-Myers; Robert F. Elder, director of market research. Lever Bros.
Co.; J. A. Miller, advertising director and sales promotion manager,
Standard Oil Co. of N. J. Names with asterisks indicate those not board
members, who attended to assist in organization detail.
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Bureau

MR. FELTIS
chairman, and Roger Clipp, president of WFIL Philadelphia, secretary-treasurer. The four officers of
the board were authorized by the
entire membership of the body to
name the executive head. It is understood that Mr. Feltis will be
permitted to make all other official
appointments to the BMB. At the
present time, candidates for the
important job of research director
are being considered.
Speaking of Mr. Feltis' appointment, Mr. West gratified
said: "Advertisers
are
withof this
move naturally
toward standardization
the
data on which radio time purchases
are made. They feel it fortunate
that Mr. Feltis has agreed to become executive head of the organization. We are sure that he
will do the same splendid job in
this position
he did inas charge
chairman of the that
committee
during the formulation stage of this
Seeks Industry Aid
First aim of the bureau is to enlist the universal acceptance and
project."
financial
support of broadcasters.
Mr.
qualifications
take
on theFeltis'
task are
a matter oftorecord.
He is a director-at-large of the
NAB. Well-knovra in the broadcasting industry, with more than 15
years of eraexperience
tion, he comes tointhestation
new opjob
from KFAB, where he has been
general
1943. that
It was manager
consideredsinceoriginally
Mr. Feltis would be asked to take
a three- or four-month leave of absence from this post in order to do
a selling job at the district meetings, subsequently stepping aside
so an executive head of the organization could be selected. This plan
was discarded as impractical by
members of the BMB board who
agreed that the person who did
carry on as executive head of the
organization must be the one who
would make the original appeal for
membership.
Mr. Feltis started his radio career
in 1929 as a salesman at KVOS
Bellingham; the following year he
became acting manager of KXRO
Aberdeen,
He then ofsucceeded to the Wash.
management
KPQ

Head

Wenatchee and after three years
moved to KFBB Great Falls as
sales manager. Later, after a period
as sales manager of KIDO Boise,
heSeattle
joinedas the
staff of manager.
KOMO-KJRHe
commercial
remained there for five years, when
he was called to New York by
the Blue Network in 1942 to serve
in the station relations department.
He left this post in 1943 to become
general
manager ofCo.,theoperating
Central
States Broadcasting
KFAB, KOIL and KFOR. When
these stations were separated as a
result of the duopoly order of the
FCC, he became manager of KFAB,
Mr. Feltis was one of the pioneers
in
organizing ofplans
toward
measurement
radio aimed
audiences.
He
was a charter member of the NAB
sales manager steering committee,
predecessor
to thecommittee.
NAB salesDuring
manager executive
the time he served these committees
he campaigned
a uniform method of standardformeasurement
for
station coverage.
On Coast Group
In 1939 the Pacific Council of
the AAAA appointed him to serve
with its media committee to standardize methods of radio audience
research. His background in this
phase sof
reulted in hisbroadcast
selection operation
early in 1945
to succeed Mr. Ryan as chairman
of the NAB research committee.
Mr. Feltis appointed a technical
subcommittee, headed by Mr. Clipp.
It was mittee
thethat report
of this
subcom-to
Mr. Feltis
presented
the executive war conference in
Chicago. Other members of the
committee were: John Churchill,
CBS New York; Edward Evans,
Blue New York; Kenneth Greene,
NBC New York; Barry Rumple,
NBC New York; Frank Stanton,
CBS New York; Richard Puff,
MBS.
Serving
the research
tee with onChairman
Feltiscommitwere:
Mr. Clipp, Edward F. Evans, WJZ
New York; G. Bennett Larson,
WWDC KTHS
Washington;
John McCormack,
Hot Springs;
Mr.
Rumple; Frank N. Stanton, CBS
New York; Jack Williams WAYX
WaycrosSj
Action ofGa.the new board of BMB
to have six rather than five representatives for each of the participating associations was taken at
the last organization meeting. Mr.
West becomes the sixth member
from the ANA. Mr. Gamble is expected to appoint a Chicagoan as
the sixth member from the AAAA.
Mr. Ryan
made anT. interim
ment of Robert
Mason, appointgeneral
manager, WMRN Marion, as the
sixth NAB representative on the
board. Mr. Feltis will continue to
serve as a member of the board,
since his resignation from the
group cannot be accepted until
there is another meeting of the
NAB board of directors, which appointed him originally.
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CBS to Get KSO,
Cassidy Discovers
That
War
Is Hell
KSCJ From Blue
cry of pain as the building
Attack by Divebomhers vate
Transfers Effective June 15;
rocked again and the air was filled
with the uncontrollable earthshakBrings Realization
Follow Cowles Shifts
ing cataclysm of sound. Then anOf Utter Terror
KSO Des Moines and KSCJ Sioux
other explosion came rocking the
CASSIDY
building a third time.
City, both present affiliates of the
WLW By
WarJAMES
Correspondent
With the
Blue Network, will join CBS June
By now the building was a white
American
Forces in Belgium
15, Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS vicefog
of
dust,
dust
scattered
over
The author of the accompresident in charge of station relauniforms of men lying on the floor,
panying report is director of
tions, announced last week. A sedust over the remains of someinternational broadcasting of
announcement
WLW Cincinnati. Since arrivbody's noontime meal and mingled
of thequel to the
Bluerecent
Network
that the
with the dust and plaster, thouing on the European scene a
Cowles
stations,
KRNT
Des Moines
sands of slivers of glass, glass
few weeks ago, he has scored
and ferWNAX
Yankton from
would CBS
trans-to
everywhere.
numerous
radiofirst "beats"
their affiliation
among them the
broadcast—
My eyeglasses had fallen off.
the
Blue
on
June
15
{Broadcasting,
from German soil and the first
Stupidly I fretted because I thought
eyewitness radio account of they
Dec. 18],
CBS statement
were broken next to me. I saw
firms thethepredictions
made con-by
American shelling of the Nazi
Broadcasting at that time.
a table and dived under it for prohome
territory,
both
carried
by
WLW and NBC.
tection. Iremember saying to myKSO to Be Basic
self, "Oh God,
and ceiling
sweatTWO DAYS BEFORE Christmas
fear Ohin God"
case the
KSO, 5,000 w on 1460 kc, will be
the full utter terror of war came shoulding with
cave
in.
a basictimeCBS
station, rate
with ofa nighthome to me as it never has before.
hour network
$210.
still hear the bombers.
Two days before Christmas, with Is Wethiscould
MR. CASSIDY
end of everything, I
KSCJ, 5,000 w on 1360 kc, will be
a number of friends of mine, I was wondered the
—
of
home
life
and
the
fua
basic
supplementary
CBS
outlet
a little blood on my arm but that with a nighttime hour network rate
caught
attack. in a German divebombing ture.
was all. I had been one of the lucky of $160. Current CBS rate card
Strafing
ones. I was alive.
The bombing was a small part of
KRNT, 5,000 w on 1360 kc,
Another
came
down
but
this
time
Out on the front yard four men asshows
the tremendous counter-offensive
a basic station with a network
which has been launched against there was no bomb. This time it were
dead;
one
of
them
was
-ny
rate
of
per evening hour, and
the First Army and of all the events was the loud rattle of strafing. The roommate Jack Frankish of the WNAX, $220
w on 750 kc, group
as a
shells spattered against the walls United Press. I didn't know he was member of5,000
that have happened to me since I and
the
then it was over.
dead until somebody wandered up with a network northwestern
came over here this was the worst.
evening
hour
rate
Slowly, we picked ourselves up. to me and asked me if I knew it. of $250.
A number of us were in a building
somewhere in Belgium. We had just What I remember most, even more
WJEF
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.,
I
remember
saying,
"Oh
my
God"
finished lunch. It was a clear than the front wall blown away, again and then wandering around which will join CBS as a supplea kind of dull stupor, not quite
bright day. The sun was coming was the whiteness of everything incertain
mentary outlet when it goes on the
of what I was doing.
out and because most of us were changing its appearance as the first
air, has postponed that date from
Two trucks were in flames reach- Jan.
tired after all that had happened snowfall changes the look of the
15 tostruction
Feb.difficulties.
1 because
conwe decided just to rest a few hours field. The building was unrecogStation, ofowned
ing fifty feet
ambulanceshigh.
came andOutside
carriedtheaway
nizable. It had been modern. Now
before moving again. I was looking
by
John
E.
Fetzer,
operator
of
the
dead
and
the
wounded.
I
found
at a copy of the Stars and Stripes. it was a shambles of concrete,
WKZO Kalamazoo, will operate
draperies, glass on the floor and another correspondent Jack Wil- with 250 w on 1230 kc with a netThe Dive
of Reuters whose leg had been
coming in where the front helm
work evening hour rate of $75.
Suddenly there was a tremen- light
bruised a little but he and I and
wall had been.
dous explosion a short distance
Harold Denny of the New York
One
man
was
moaning
and
TSN Renews MBS
away. Having been blasted out of clutching his arm. Others were Times found a jeep and climbed in
a building by a buzz bomb earlier bleeding. I felt myself to see if and got away from the hellish TEXAS State Network has ren
e
w
e
d
its affiliation contracts with
in the week I thought that this was
Mutual for another two-year period,
another that had gone safely over- anything had happened. There was
effective Jan. 1, 1945. Contracts
place.
head and landed beyond us. But it
cover the complete TSN line-up,
wasn't
a buzz bomb. Itthree
was German
plane divebombers,
or four Radio Correspondents Assn, to Fete comprising the six-station northsouth group and the three-station
of them. There were quick frightened shouts from the men in front High Government OMcials on Jan. 11 east-west group.
of the building, a modern building TO ACCOMODATE several high guests of the association are Viee- Continential Can on Net
with good strong walls but also Government officials who will be President-Elect Truman; Associate
with huge planes of glass in front. honor
Reed and Douglas of the CONTINENTAL CAN Co., New
guests, the Radio Corre- Justices
There was a frenzied terrible
Court; Gen. George C. York, on Jan. 6 made its debut as
spondents Assn. has changed the Supreme
scramble as all of us in the front date of its annual
a radio network advertiser when it
Marshall, Chief of Staff; Adm. assumed
from Jan. William
of the CBS
room of the building dived into a 13 to Jan. 11, Earldinner
Leahy,
chief of staff to documentarysponsorship
Godwin,
presiReport
toCBS
the
corner. George Hicks jumped in
the Commander-in-Chief; Lt. Gen. Nation on 142feature.
stations
dent, and William Costello, chair- Alexander
right on top of me and dug his
A. Vandergrift, com- outlets in Toronto and plus
Montreal
man
of
the
dinner
committee,
anhead into the scramble of people
mandant, U. S. Marine Corps.
nounced last week. The dinner now
1:30-2 p.m. Continental Can,
who were huddled in a corner.
Secretary of the Navy Forrestal, from
scheduled for 8 p.m. Thursday Secretary
in its weeklystitutional
program,
use in-as.
Then the German plane came atis the
commercials will
as well
of
the Treasury Morgen- tin
Hotel
Statler,
Washington.
containers
commercials.
Agency
down. It dove down in the long terthau,
Secretary
of
Agriculture
Bob Wood of CBS Washington, Wickard, and Postmaster General is BBDO New York.
rible drone, dove and dove until it
seemed that it must crash right on chairman of the entertainment Walker also will attend. Secretary
Wise. Net Appoints
us.
committee, said all four major net- of State Stettinius tentatively acworks will combine facilities to cepted.
Then the blast came. It came in
WISCONSIN
Network Inc. has anprogram
of top-ranking
a horrible, stunning explosion. The present
Niles Trammell, president of
of Burn-'
stars. Ona the
committee
with Mr. NBC,
building rocked as the bomb went Wood
New appointment
York, Chicago
and,
and Paul W. Kesten, execu- Smith Co., nounced
are
William
Hillman,
Blue;
off directly outside and the walls,
tive vice-president of CBS, also Los Angeles as exclusive national'
Charter
Heslep,
Mutual;
Carleton
have
notified
the
Committee
they
sales representatives. Network, orthe windows, the plaster came tum- Smith, NBC.
ganized in 1941, is affiliated with
will be present. Invitations have
bling down upon us.
comprises
WisMy own senses went numb. I felt
Acceptances already have been gone to President Roosevelt, heads Mutual,consinandstations:
WCLO eight
Janesville;
received
from
several
Cabinet
memof
the
other
networks
and
all
Cabinothing and I thought nothing exRacine;
WIBA
Madisonbers and heads of Government decept one thing — that more bombs
net members, as well as to asso- WRJN
KFIZ Fond du Lac;
ciate members of the association, Poynette;
partments, aswell as heads of the
were coming and they did. There
WHBL WFHR
Sheboygan;
WHBYRapids;
Apwas a second I heard a cry of pain, networks, according to Mr. Costello. more than 100 of whom live out- pleton;
Wisconsin
side Washington.
not a loud cry but a surprised pri- Among the dignitaries who will be
WSAU Wausau.
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Heavy
That big picture certainly gives you an idea of what
"heavy weather" can mean to a ship.
We're using it to try to remind radio advertisers that

Weather
in this 5 station town, W-I-T-H produces the greatest
number of listeners at the lowest cost.
These facts are available to anyone interested in
getting the jump on the storm . . , NOW!

when sales start to hit heavy going . . . they'll need to
check all the media they buy. And the time to start
thinking is NOW.
Our interest is radio in Baltimore . . . W-I-T-H, the
successful independent. Authenticated facts prove that

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President ' Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed

Over 66 Million Given in '44 Via OWI
agencies, networks,
ing year, the
Bureau war
can
High Figures Hardly advertisers,
stations, writers, producers and see ahead
only Radio
a continuing
talent
—
and
the
fact that the great job, the gravity and urgency of
Reveal Story of
majority of those in the actual pro- which will demand the very best
duction end of the machine under- that radio has of brains, imaginaRadio's Effort
take their assignments consciention, showmanship, and ingenuity.
By Chief,
GEORGE
P.
LUDLAM
Radio Bureau, OWI
tiously, and with a full awareness
The German conflict, apparently
importance of their work — so near its end in August, demands
RADIO last year contributed $66,- ofhas thebrought
to the radio war in- constantly increasing quotas of
141,600 of time and talent to the
formation program a success com- vital materials of war. And beyond
war effort through the OWI Radio
parable
only
the great success victory in Europe, twin enemies
Bureau allocation plans, as the of commercial toradio
itself.
statistical
table
on
this
page
demface us across the Pacific — distance
onstrates.
The listener is not only not an- and Japan. The potency of neither
n
o
y
e
d
—
but
every
survey
ever
made
to many of us. ThroughThe figures are imposing — and
whether there is a sur- is yetoutclear
1945 we shall need every possome 20% better than last year. to discover
eit of war messages on the air has
But figures barely begin to tell not fonly
sible
ounce
of effort in war producturned up with a negathe story. They reveal little of the
tion, every possible seaman to man
has disclosed a our cargo
ships
and tankers, nurses
thought and time and intelligence large tivebodyanswer,of but
who think for battlefronts
and hospitals,
put
effort,of and
even that there are listeners
not enough.
sharpened awareness by all of us
less ofintothe radio's
significance
this joint
this public acceptance of of the continuing necessities of
industry-government
weapon of warThat
war.
information on commercial ra- wartime living at home — food radio
is
due
in large part to the high
tioning, bond buying, price conThrough theradio's
war information
of presentation is attested
machine,
Government
has, in quality
trol, security, to mention but a few.
indirectly
by
the continuing results
effect, a direct wire into practically
It
is
our
hope, therefore, that
monitoring
every American home. It can bring of the Radio
whichBureau's
show that
about we will continue to receive — inwar messages and appeals right in- service,
de d, if war needs are to be met,
to the family circle, presenting them 65% of the war messages rate the war
agencies and the armed
"excellent" or "good," 30%
through the voices of radio person- either
services
tell us that they must realities who enjoy the affection of "fair," and only 5% "poor."
As of the end of 1944, in short,
ceive— the same enthusiastic, conthe listener, or in the form of drascientious and intelligent support
matizations which not only make radio's war information machine ]s
of
our
OWI facility plans that has
the messages interesting and easy running smoothly and effectively.
to understand, but which illustrate It is performing a most valuable made radio's war participation on
and greatly point up their urgency. service in the country's war effort. the domestic front for the past
What of 1945 ?
The fact that this effort is volthree years something of which it
untarily assumed on the part of
In looking forward to the com- has every right to be pround.
RADIO PARTICIPATION IN WAR INFORMATION CAMPAIGNS— 1944
A Summary of Campaigns Conducted by OWI Domestic Radio Bureau with Time and Talent
Contributed by Advertisers, Networks and Stations
OWI FACILITIES
Network Sponsored
Allocation Plan.
Sustaining
2. Special AssigTiment Plan .

No. of War Messages
Per Week
Per Year
210
10,920
50
2,575
185
84,048
(Stations)
621
26,082
1,617*
1,356,264
17,136
891,072
89332
2,247,336
43,218

Programs
410
260
150

Station Announcement
Plan:.
Network
Affiliates.
Independent
Total
5. Special Events
6. Women's Radio War Program Guide.
1,000
TOTAL
*Represents
number
of
station-broadcasts
per
tFigures represent commercial value of time andweek.talent of programs carrying OWI assigned
TYPICAL OWI RADIO CAMPAIGNS
Station
Weeks
Campaigns
Programs Announcements
43
600
112,144
WAC Recruiting
484
Prepare for Winter
43,218
1016
274
Victory Gardens
36,330
10
Red Cross War Fund
93,765
431
5
472
Fourth War Loan
87,994
226
War Production Comes First
134
223
Cadet Nurse Corps
25,515
8
315
Income Tax Regulations
10,248
4
Sixth War Loan
25,012
817
National War Fund
5
421
41,514
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95,000,000

messages.
IN 1944
Est. Listener
Impressions
1,318,256,000
583,725,000
1,095,480,000
1,166,205,000
1,390,543,000
519,798,000
625,695,000
686,345,000
1,675,297,000
787,616,000

t

MR. LUDLAM
Biscuit Series
CONSOLIDATED BISCUIT Co.,
Chicago, on Jan. 8 begins sponsorship of sixlowingspots
on theWGN
folChicagoweekly
stations:
WMAQ
WBBM
WIND
WCFL
WLS. Contract for six weeks was
placed by Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
RWG Chicago Office
RADIO WRITERS GUILD opens
aWabash
ChicagoAve.officeOfficeJan.will8 at
be 203
headedN.
by Jean Pettus, formerly with
AFRA gional
in Chicago,
secretary forwho
the becomes
Guild. reTHOMAS
WHITE,
vice-president
of Jensen A.Radio
Mfg. Co.,
Chicago,
has been
appointed
president
and
general
manager
succeeding
W.
Maxson, who retires, but remains a E.director.

VIDEO SNOW STATIC
Dr. Caldwell Observes
Electronic Flakes
SNOW STATIC
latest picinterference marringisa the
television
tui'e, according to Dr. Orestes H.
8,449,000t
Caldwell, dustreditor
of Electronics
Inies and former
member of the
Federal Radio Commission, who
2,774,000t
observed snowflakes carrying strong
electrical charges appearing as
black-white flashes on his television
screen during a recent snow storm
at hiswich,country
15,861,000
57, 600 t
Conn. home near GreenWith
the
dry andascold,
each
flake collectsairelectrons
it svdrls
downward, and when these flakes
strike a shortwave antenna, the
electrical charges imparted to the
antennapair are
strong enough
communication.
Part ofto imthe
electrical charges on the snowflakes
may
have
been
produced
at
the
birth of the snow crystals in the
ValueTalent
of
TimeEst. anri
upper
as the combined
myriads
of tinyatmosphere
water droplets
into
a
common
mass
with
a rela$2,700,000
tively small surface
area which
was
1,500,000
then charged
to a higher
potential,
805,000
Dr. Caldwell revealed.
To avoid future impairment of
2,000,000
his television reception, if further
electrified
snow is to fall this win2,574,000
ter. Dr. Caldwell has arranged a
1,000,000
special insulated dipole antenna.
1,250,000
By keeping
out ofof
contact
with theanysnowflakes
metal parts
1,314,000
the antenna the television image
will
still
be
received,
without
any
2,812,840
snov/ static to mar the picture.
1,500,000
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WHITE HOL

im

Ml

m

DERACY. RICh

miw...

For four battle-scarred years, this Richmond landmark was the hub of the Confederacy. To it came Generals
for conference, and the couriers bearmg news. Here lived Jefferson Davis, President of the Confederacy.
As his home, it was "The White House of the Confederacy" .... Today it is a museum housing
invaluable relics and heirlooms of the Old South .... a living link between a modern city and the charm and
dignity of the past. Such an indestructible binding together of the Old and the New presents a clear
and true analogy of WRVA's respect for tradition, faith and competence for progressive future.

50,000 WATTS .... NIGHT AND DAY
STUDIOS IN RICHMOND AND NORFOLK

kmond,
extenJs over a ten-year per

are proud to Lave playeJ

a part, as National representatives, in tlie deserved ^rowtk
and success of WRVA

wliieli toda^is one of tke

most outstanding and effective
stations of tlie Soutk.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO ^LOS ANGELES

Music, Music Everywhere
Reprinted From Christian Science Monitor
By VOLNEY HURD
Going trace
back tothisthe extension
radio station
we
WHEN is a musician not a mu- must
of the
sician? James Caesar Petrillo's
of
musicianship
backlatest efforts spotlight that ques- boundaries
in order
tion- In fact they practically de- to get wardtheas wellwholeas forward
picture.
mand its rephrasing into "Who is
And
that
takes
us
back
to the
notThea musician?"
current threat of a strike pressing plant which made the
record.
Surely
the
machines
turning
by his works
musicians'
union,National
if the netsignsociatiowith
the
As- out these musical engravings are
n of Broadcast
Engineers
a musician's
And iftoo.so
and Technicans for the purpose of doing
they belong
to Jamesjob.Caesar,
record changing in radio stations, And so do the studios where the
makes that question pertinent. records are originally made, with
set of engineers there to
Record changing or "platter turn- beanother
turned into musicians.
ing" as it is called
in the industry,
Now by this time James Caesar
is logically
an engineering
job.
There is absolutely no musicianship Petrillo, of course, would have
involved. But having managed to complete control of all American
get the Chicago radio stations to radio stations, not only in the persubmit to the idea of union musiformingstaffsmusicians
but But
the would
engineering
as well.
cians being paid union musician fees
he stop there? Judging only by
for this unmusical task, naturally his
to date he would then
James Caesar, not being James Al- castmethods
about and suddenly discover
exander, sees new worlds to conthat
the
sales
department that had
the promised
those worldsquer—andare
the majorlandsradioof sold a client a musical show was
networks.
certainly trafficking in music and
Now nicians
the UnionEngineers
come under the Muis making and
a fightTechfor if that doesn't
sicians' Union, whatanother
does? Caesar,
To
paraphrase
its rights.
In
fact
the
National
Labor Relations Board awarded to "I came, I saw — and darned
if I
that independent little union juris- didn't hear music all the time!"
diction over platter turning. So this
is not a case of Petrillo against emReligious Series
yers but Petrilloa decision
against labor
Petrillo ploagainst
by the— INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL of
very government which passed the Religious Education, Chicago, has
legislation which has given him so recorded 234 5-minute dramatic
shows based on current events with
much power.
For it is not only the case of the strong religious appeal. There is
Engineers trying to hold on to the time allowance for a local church
rights to turn platters that ,is in- identification on each record. Apvolved- Itreally is the bigger issue
proximately 17.5 stations are exof what constitutes a musician —
pected to carry the bi-weekly 39week
series,
effective Jan. 2. Reand
how
far
will
the
Musicians'
Union go in claiming jurisdiction
cording expense
by 42 denominations isof theborneorganization
and control? If the turning of a and interdenominational
agencies
record is musicianship, then much of churches in local communities.
more so is the handling of the ap- Stations agreed to carry the series
paratus
which
electrically
translates the record indentations into as a public service feature are:
WGY WPRO WGBI KANS KWOS
music. Thus the Musicians should WARM
WFDF WRVA KVOO
take over the radio station engi- KADA WJPF
KWBW
neering control boards. There would WLLH WTAG WTAX
WBCM WFEA
be more musicianship involved in WHIO KCRC WBBZ
WFAA
that case
be- KGKO WKBB WSOY.
cause theythan
couldrecord
at leastturning,
make the
music loud or soft at willThen surely they engineering,
should also hanAccuses Trammell
for
thatdle isthe transmitter
how the music is sent into
IN A STATEMENT released by
the air!
Service,Upton
synBut we are not at the end yet. NationaldicateNewspaper
handling his column,
Close accused NBC President Niles
Trammell of inaccuracies in his
Symphony Plan
explaining why the comOF INTEREST to those concerned statement mentator
Mr. Tramwith broadcasts from large concert mell's reasonwas dropped.
dropping
Close
halls will be the next two Sunday was a matter offor
network operations
programs
of
the
Detroit
Symphony,
but
Close
declared,
"I
shall
be
when Mutual will invite listeners to point out to the Senate able
and
to judge the effectiveness of a new House Interstate Commerce Commethod of electrical compensation
mittees,
members
of
which
have
for accoustical effects in large audi- asked for them, the pressures
toriums. New system to be tried
upon NBC and made known
out on the Jan. 13 program, for brought
either through executives of
comparison with preceding Sun- tothemeorganzation
or sources outside
day's program,J. has
been developed
the organization ever since the time
by Edward
Content,
assistant of
Pearl
Harbor
when I was imchief
WOR,Content
Mutual's
New
York engineer,
affiliate. Mr.
explains
properly barred from station KPO
that high sounds lose much more in San Francisco ..."
energy than basic tones in large CHARLES W. HOLLO WAY, 30.
auditoriums; that a way has been
found to rejuvenate overtones OPA food economist and husband of
Holloway,
inthrough compensation by means of Dorothy Ames
director of theassistant
FCC. died
electrical
filter equalizers in the Dec. 31 information
Johns Hopkins hospital,
audio circuits.
Baltimore, following a long illness.
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Navy Radio Discussion
CAPT. J. B. DOW, USN, will discussgram"The
Navy ofElectronics
Proand Some
Its Past, Present
and
Future
Problems"
at
joint session of the American the
Institute of Electrical Engineers and
the Institute of Radio Engineers
scheduled for 8 pm., Jan. 24 at the
Engineering Societies Bldg., New
York. The AIEE will present its
Edison Medal to Dr. E. F. W.
Alexanderson of General Electric
Co. at this session [Broadcasting,
Dec. 25].
StewartWarner ofPromotions
THREE
promotions
men who have
been with the company about 25 years
have ner been
by thehasStewart-WarCo. ArdenmadeLeFevre
been named
vice-president
andonedh-ector
of engineering ofmentsdivision
(alemite,
instruandvertising
radio)manager
; Fred
Cross,
adand R.George
W.
Oehlsen Jr.,gineering,assistant
director
of
endivision one.

GROUND FLOOR OFFICES of KQV under new ownership have been
opened in the Union Trust Building Arcade, Pittsburgh. Pete Wasser,
vice-president, announced a rotation of window displays featuring
KQV and Blue Network programs. KQV was sold by Hugh J. Brennen,
also owner of WJAS Pittsburgh, to four businessmen under the FCC
duopoly rule [Broadcasting, Aug. 21]. New owners are William S.
Walker, president of Walker & Downing, advertising agency; Irwin
Wolf,
vice-president
of Kaufman's
Earl F. Reed, company.
attorney,
and Charles
T. Campbell,
former headDept.of aStore;
ship transportation
KQV is one of the nation's pioneering stations.
STEAK

AND

PORK

CHOPS

Stock raisers are big business in the tri-state section of Arkansas-LouisianaTexas, served by 50,000 watt KWKH. Purebred cattle and hog culture is
a large and expanding industry here, where mild climate and fertile soils
solve most housing and feed problems. Today, in this developing region,
nearly 600,000 head of cattle and calves and some 400,000 hogs and pigs
representing millions of dollars of potential purchasing power, are growing and fattening for the central market, Shreveport, to help supply war
meat needs. Powerful KWKH serves this area and influences the buying
habits of its prospering millions!

"T^e S^evcftont "JitHCi^ Station
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
Rcpiesented by The Bi
CBS -k 5 0,0 0 0 UlflTTS
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PRINCE ENGINEERING
HEAD IN GE SHIFTS
SEVERAL promotions, shifts in
responsibility
a change
the
managementandof the
Apparatusin
Dept.
have
been
announced
by the
General Electric Co.
David C.in Prince,
formerly
charge ofvice-president
application
engineering for the department,
has taken charge of the engineering laboratory, activities of which
are being broadened
to include
quirements ofthe entire
company.reE. D. sible
Spicer,
vice-president
responfor apparatus manufacture,
isstaffnowin aNew
member
of
the
president's
York supervising employee relations and consultant on
general manufacturing matters.
Williamident since
R. 1927
Burrows,
a vice-pres-of
and chairman
the labor
relations
committee,
retired Dec. 31.
Thetee wasapparatus
operating
discontinued
at the commitclose of
the year and Roy C. Muir, a vicepresident of the executive staff, has
relinquished his special duties to
become general manager of the
whole department. Earl 0. Shreve,
vice-president
and chairman
defunct committee
responsibleof the
for
all apparatus sales, is now a member
of
the
president's
staff
in
charge
of customer relations.
Mr. Muir has named H. V. Erben,
commercial vice-president and manager sions,
of theassistant
Central
Stations
Divigeneral
manager
of the department; C. H. Lang,
vice-president, as manager of sales ;
H. A. Winne, vice-president, manager of engineering; Neil Currie
Jr., manager of manufacturing;
Guy
S.
assistant and
comptroller,
head ofHyatt,
accounting;
W. W.
Jenkins of the law department,
counsel.
In San Francisco, Frank P.
Barnes who for several years was
specializing in industrial electronics
and radio, communications for the
company, has been appointed district representative for the transdivision.northern
Mr. Barnes'
territorymitter
includes
California,
Pacific Northwest and Rocky Mountain

Radio USN,
REARNavy
ADM.Thanks
A. S. Merrill,
Director, lations,
Navy
of Publicletter
Resent theOfficefollowing
to NAB President J. Harold Ryan:
"The year 1944 has seen the United
Nations make great strides toward
the ultimate victory, for which we
are all striving. During this eventful year,stations
the NABhaveandassisted
its many
member
the
Navy both in telling its story and
in procuring personnel. I wish to
take this opportunity of thanking
you, your staff and membership for
your
cooperation
duringbest1944,wishes
and
to extend
to all hands
for a Merry Christmas and a New
Year that will bring us closer to
our ultimate goal."
Cearley Joins RCA
LON antA.for the
CEARLEY,
head accountFCC in charge
of the
New York office, has resigned to
join RCA as second assistant to
troller.
Larry Hill, vice-president and conBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

9
BEiT

BUYi

AUDIENCE
TESTED
FOR
EAST
WJAS— Pittsburgh
5,000 Watts—SECTION
CBS
RHYTHM
WHN— New York
50,000 Watts
8:46—9:00
A.M.
Mon.
thru
Sat.
FOR LADIES ONLY
Some smooth
listenin' andfor participatthe busy
1:00 to 1:30 P.M.
ing.
housewife.
It's recorded
Mon. thru Fri.
Meaning
that
nationally
known
author
One minute — $22.50 base rate.
home counsellor,
Ella Mason,
with
aandprogram
both entertaining
and helpful.
WNAB— Bridgeport
250 Watts—
Daily participation — $275.00 per week.
liSO
CLUB Blue
7:00—8:00
WFCI— Providence-Pawtucket
8:20—9:00 A.M.
A.M.
1.000 Watts— Blue
2:30—3:00
BETTY GUNNING SAYS
Mon. thru P.M.
Sat.
1:15—1:30
P.M.
A
sparkling
M.C. makes
one more
Mon. thru Fri.
than just another
platterthisprogram.
Anpersonality
attractive,conducts
charming,this well
known
Daily
participation
—
$32.40
Wk.
easy-to-buy
participator.
WNHC
Spots — $10.00
250 Watts— New Haven
ALARM KLOK KLUB
WNBH—
New
Bedford,
Mass.
7:00-8:00
250 Watts— Blue
Mon. hour
thru A.M.
LOCAL NEWS
An
ofSat.breakfast music on New
8:30 A.M., 12:45 P.M.
Haven's
newest station.
6:15 P.M., 10:30 P.M.
Daily participation
— $20.00 Wk.
Vifteen years of telling the local folks
what
happens
locally.
Participation
—
WOCB
—
Cape
Cod,
Mass.
$4.00 day time — $8.00 evening.
260 Watts— Blue
WORLD
NEWS
WHEB—
N. H.
7:30
A.M., 11:00
12:30 P.M..
1,000 Watts—Portsmouth,
Mutual
6:00 P.M..
750 CLUB
Mon.
thru Sat. P.M.
Hot
the four Press
comersWire.of the
9:30—11:00
earth from
by Associated
Mon.
thru Fri.A.M.
Spot participation — $18.00 Wk.
Mrs.
Spencers'
charming
personality
inhas theenrolled
Club. thousands of loyal members
WJTN—
N. Y.
It's yours for $22.50 per Wk.
250 Watts—Jamestown,
Blue
MEMORY
MATINEE
WATR—
3:30—3:55
1,000
Watts—Waterbury
Blue
Mon.
thru P.M.
Sat,
SHOPPERS
GUIDE
An
ideal
time for those old familiar
melodies.
8:15—9:00
A.M.
Mon. thra Sat.
Participation — $25.50 Wk.
HeleneightMorris
for
years. has heen doing this one
WEST
Participation — $37.80 per Wk.
WJEJ—
Hagerstown,
Md.
KBUR— Burlington, la.
250 Watts —PALS
Mutual
SADDLE
260 Watts— Blue
THE BURLINGTON BUGGY RIDE
11:15-11:45
A.M.—
2
:
15-2
:
30
P.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
11:00—11:30
Mon.
thru Sat.A.M.
That
old
time
music
show
that
gets
mail and sells merchandise.
It's
homey,
the home
Participation —
Participation and
— $35.00
Wk. folks love it.
3 per week — $15.98. 6 per week — $30.24.
WCLO— Janesville, Wise.
WRAW—
Pa.
250 Watts— Mutual
250 Watts— Reading,
NBC
THE HOMEMAKERS
ITS IN THE BAG
9:05—9:30
A.M.
(Meaning the grocery bag)
Mon.
thru Sat.
10:00—11:00
A.M.
Mon. thru Fri.
AUNT
EM
has been telling 'em how
to
keep
house
Yessir
! thisstores.
one rings cash registers
in grocery
they love it. for fourteen years and
Participation — $25.00 per Wk.
Participation — $27.00 Wk.

REPRESENTED
CHICAGO

BUSY
TIME BUYERS
PACIFIC COAST
WDGY—
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
5,000 Watts
KFWB— Los Angeles
YOU
ASKED
FOR
IT
2:30—5:00 P.M.
5,000 Watts
Mon. thru Fri.
MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM
The money
give toawayWDGY.program
that
11::00 thru
A.M. Sat.to 2:30 P.M.
keeps
them
tuned
ParticipaMon.
tion— Card Rates.
"Twelvetion— sameyearsm.c.— same
time — same
sta-of
Jarvis,
master
ceremonies — masterAl salesman
!
KMYR—
$50.00 per % hr; 50 wd spots— $12.00.
250 Watts Denver
UNINTERRUPTED NEWS
KJBS
— San Francisco
500 Watts
Ten minutes on the hour every hour
everyday
on the News and Music StaALARM
KLOCK KLUB
tion of—Denver.
6:30-8:00
7 days per week — $300 per month.
Mon. thru A.M.
Sat.
Surveys
in the Bayprovearea.its the best doUar buy
KBON— Omaha
Spot participation — $0.50 base rate.
250 Watts— Mutual
KFMB— San Diego
SUNRISE
SERENADE
7:00—8:00
250
Watts— MELODIES
Blue
Mon. thru A.M.
Sat.
MORNING
8:00—8:15 A.M.
Don
Perazzo
M.C.'s
this
one
and
he's
Mon.
good. News,
free theatre
ticKets
win a music,
lot of and
listeners.
A goodthrutimeFri.—toBase
catchRate
the whole
Participation
$9.00. family.
Daily participation — $27.00 Wk.
KTKC—
Fresno-Visalia
WIL— St. Louis
5,000 Watts—
Blue PROGRAM
250 Watts
ALL
STAR P.M.DANCE
2:45—3:30
THE
BREAKFAST
CLUB
Mon.
thru
Fri.
7:00—8:00
A.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
Everybody
likes a dance tune. Here's
forty-five
Card Rates.minutes of it. Participation —
Twenty
years
of audienceM.C.buildmakesup
plus
an
easy-to-listen-to
KEVR—
Seattle
this one outstanding.
250 Watts
Minutes or % hours at Card Rate.
BREAKFAST
7:00—8:00 A.M.PLATTERS
Mon. thru Sat.
WDSM— Duluth-Superior
If(andthey
music withtheybreakfast
250 Watts — Blue
they want
do)— this
get it.
Participations
$3.25is where
each.
TWILIGHT
TIME
5:15—5:30
P.M.
SOUTH
Mon. thru Fri.
Timely tunes for Twin Port tea time.
WHBQ—
Memphis
Spot Participation — Base Rate $4.00.
250
Watts
—
Mutual
NEWS — 5 minutes on the hour
Mon. thru
Sat. news periods on the
KBIZ— Ottumwa, la.
Some
excellent
250 Watts— Mutual
News
and
Base Rate —Music
$12.50Station
each. of Memphis.
FARM & HOME PROGRAM
11:30-12:00
Noon
WTAW—
College
Station, Texas
Mon. thru Sat.
1,000 Watts—
FARM
FAIR Blue
Awherenewsythe farm
program
in
the
State
12:30 thru
to 12:45
tall corn grows.
Mon.
Sat. P.M.
Daily participation — $19.20 Wk.
The Texas
AggiesFarmers.
Station with farm
news
for Texas
Spot Participation — Base Rate $6.40
KFUN—
Las
Vegas,
N.
M.
WTSP— St. Petersburg-Tampa
250 Watts
THE SPANISH HOUR
1,000 Watts—
WOMEN
IN Mutual
THE NEWS
2 :00-3:00
10:30 thru
to 10:45
Mon.
thru P.M.—
Sat. 7 : 00-8: 00 P.M.
Mon.
Sat. A.M.
Two
whole
hours
of
New
M
Mostly
news
about
favorite music.
interest to women. women, of especial
Daily participation — $21.00 Wk.
Daily participation — $16.20 Wk.

BYRAMBEAU
YORK

HOLLYWOOD

WAR INTERVIEWS
KRNT Xmas Program Creates
Series of Live Shows
AS A RESULT of statewide acclaspecial Christmas
broadcastmationoffor ainterviews
with over
20 lowans sent live from Alsace in
the Strasbourg sector in France,
KRNT Des Moines is completing
plans for a biweekly series of the
live broadcasts from the European
front, Phil Hoffman, manager of
the
week.Cowles station, announced last
The interviews were conducted
by Gordon Gammack, Des Moines
Register & Tribune war correspondent, who will continue with the
series. With the aid of Army public
relations, men were brought in directly from the front. Rebroadcasts
and recordings permit relatives and
friends to hear the program. To insure full coverage throughout the
state, WNAX Yankton carries it
also.

Pulse Experimental Studies of BMB
Suggest Day Rather Than Week Plan
THREE experimental studies to or more of the returns in a county.
check on the plan the Broadcast
"While it is true that these
Measurement Bureau intends to results
do not completely cover the
use in establishing a single stand- entire family as the NAB plan
ard station coverage measurement, intends," The Pulse comments,
conducted by The Pulse Inc., are
results were obtained in a
reported in a supplement to the "these
interview in which only
December issue of The Radio Au- personal
selected
independent stations were
dience, monthly newsletter of The shown. This
probably results in
Pulse.
In the first experiment, eight more mentions
tions than wouldof beindependent
obtained insta-a
independent stations were listed mail survey employing unaided reon a card which was shown to the
call and offering competition with
respondent and the list read aloud.
theA 'big'
The cate
respondent
was
asked
to
indisecondstations."
study consisted of one
those stations heard in the last
week. Only two stations in the list question: "How often do you listen
to
station
X
(an independent stahad primary coverage in some of
tion) ?" Reporting that in seven
the counties covered by the survey
(12 counties of the New York counties, half or more of the respondents state they never listen to
metropolitan area) , according to the
BMB definition of mentions by 50% that station, The Pulse asks, "What

Forecasts

Worcester's

Worcester Federal Savinys and Loan Association under
the direction of Albert-Frank Cuenther Law of New York.
Among Worcester home owners and
renters alike, 70% have expressed
specific preferences for postwar purchases. One third in each group want
a new car, although renters give first
choice to a washing machine. Education is the second most popular item
among home owners, mentioned by
24%. From 10% to 27% of each
group will be ready to buy furniture.

PAUL

H.

RAYMER

CO.

radios and television sets, travel, refrigerators, and vacuum cleaners. Over
half expect to pay cash out of current
income. In general Worcester people
are keenly home-minded. Aids to better living will strike a responsive chord
with the WTAG audience, the major
Central New England market, reached
fully and only from the INSIDE —
through WTAG.

N a Won a I Sales Representatives

WORCESTER
OWNED
AND OPERATED
BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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BROAD

percentage can this station expect
in Results
the NAB ofmethod?"
a third study, in
which respondents were asked to
which of five independent stations
they or their families listened to
within the preceding 24 hours, suggest the possibility, says The Pulse
"of using a day basis rather than
a weeking that
basisperhaps
in the Saturday
method," addand
Sunday listening habits are different enough from weekdays to justify separate figures.
Results are offered to help evaluate the NAB plan. The Pulse states,
pointing outmentationthat
furtherbefore
experiseems needed
the
plan is finally adopted.

MYERS HITS PULSE
FOR BMB CRITICISM
LIKENING the trials of the NAB
Broadcast Measurement Bureau to
the early
days of theC. Audit
Bureau of Circulation,
W. Myers,
president
Portland,
Ore.
has writtenof toKOIN
the Pulse
Inc., New
York takingon issue
with the
Pulse'sof
comments
the NAB
method
measurement. In his letter, Mr.
MyersNABsaidmethod
the Pulse's
the
"seems criticism
to belistener
basedof
on
the dumb
assumption
is too
to knowthatwhatthe stations
he tunes in for his favorite proMr. Myers assured Pulse Inc.
that radio, especially in rural areas,
is taken quite seriously. Mr. Myers
said he felt the new measurement
plan might give non-network, indethat
"we are pendent
not stations
goinga "break"
to worrybutabout
Pointing out that advertisers as
well as agencies and the stations
themselves have agreed to try acceptance of the NAB method, Mr.
Myers recalled the opposition the
ABC
had
at itstheinception
in 1925
and reminded
Pulse Inc.
that
that."
the ABC "is still the accepted
form of newspaper circulation
measurement."
Parker Campaign
PARKER WATCH CO., New York^
starting a 1945 radio campaign
running into almost seven figures
on Jan. 1 began sponsorship of
Johannes Steele news commenta
tor, for 52 weeks on WHN New
York, Monday through Friday,
7:45-8 WMCA
p.m. Mr. to
Steele,
shifted1
from
WHNwho Jan.
[Broadcasting,
Dec25],
is
under
contract with the watch company
to do news commentaries on stations they select. Berne W. Wilkins, radio
director
of agency
handling account,
Sterling
Adv., New
York, late this month will make
a nation-wideprogram
tour to orpurchase
the
outstanding
best series
of shows available for sponsorship
in each of 45 Parker markets. Ac
cording to Mr. Wilkins, the com
pany feels that programs do a
better selling job and are more
effective thannouncements. Intime-signal
anthe latter case,
he said, there are too many timesignal companies,
announcements
severalto
watch
and thisby helps
lose
sponsor-identification.
also currently sponsors TheseParker
Are
Our Men,
a weekly
half-hour dramatic program
on NBC.
CASTING
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PIVOT

POINT

OF

DEMOCRACY

lES or no.— This or that.— Pick and choose.— This is the essence of democracy:
—which is the essence of competitive American radio.
By Government decree and economic edict, each radio station and network must compete
the other— and at the same f/me— for the ears and attention of thbse they would serve. Should
fail to interest, they fail to serve. Should they fail to serve, they fail.
So with his thumb on the dial, the American listener controls the pivot point of democracy.
ideas, your politics, your talents, your wares, your religion, are welcomed or denied to his
as he elects, at the switch of a dial.

with
they
Your
home

He's there.
in the driver's seat, because competitive American radio has put him there, and will keep
him
in the past twenty years, WSM has had a part in developing our American system of radio; has
had to compete for a loyal and substantial following now numbering in the millions which tune to
WSM for both sides of public questions, and politics; for their type of religion and inspiration; for
their informational and educational needs; in sheer hunger for diversion and entertainment.
With our frequency and our assignment, we have been privileged to bring these services to the listeners of rural America, to accept or reject as they please.
We are proud to report that more have been served than have not been
served. No other radio station can report more. No other radio station should 7y^
^
report less.
This is clear channel broadcasting.
This is WSM.
6S0 KILOCYCLES
Edwin W. Craig, Pres.

NBC Affiliate
Harry Stone, Gen. Mgr.

National Representatives, EDWARD
National Life and

Accident

Insurance

PETRY & Co.
Co.

Nashville, Tenn

You^ve
See

to

Got

to

Believe!

The substantial business we have done
with advertisers willing to pay 50,000
Watts rates, has long since taught us
they don't tackle their important job of
time-buying blindfolded.
It is because they do want to know
who listens, from where they listen and
how many listen, that W W V A is doing
a top-ranking 50,000 Watts business.
Coverage and market data figures,
backed solidly by results, prove W W V A
one of America's greatest per-listener
buys!

WE

PROVE

IT!

ASK A JOHN BLAIR MAN

IF IT S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT
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RADIO WORKSHOP I
Ij WInston-Saiem Group Made I
' Regular City Activity =
THE COMMUNITY Radio Plan
of Winston-Salem, N. C, started
ovei' a year ago, has been incorporated into the regular
of the Community
Councilstructure
as one
of its central services, making the
city the first to organize such a
program munity
as planning.
part ofTheits plan
regularis made
compossible
the cooperation
stations byWAIR
and WSJS ofandlocalis
financed for a three year period by
the United War Chest and the
Junior League.
Under the leadership of radio
consultant Charlotte Demorest, the
workshop
was opened
after study-of
ing the needs
and possibilities
the citydio. Free
for tointerpretation
by the
raall citizens of
county and biracial, it has trained
140 members, with the help of the
staffs of both stations, to write,
direct and act their own shows.
Programs are produced for all
ages,
and purposes.
recent types
is a series
for childrenMoston
local history. Others deal with the
city's
role in theskits.
war, Thebooks,workshop
music,
and dramatic
also has assumed full responsibility
for the Chest Campaign radio publicity and has cooperated with the
Public Library, Red Cross, Girl
Scouts,
others. Tuberculosis Assn. and

NEW YORKERS will hear FM programs emitted by this new twobay General
Electric
tenna, installed
by CBScircular
atop anthe
700-foot building at 500 Fifth Ave.,
for
the
network's
FM
station,
WABC-FM. Provision has been
made to add two more bays to the
14-ton structure, which rises 100
feet above the rooftop. The antenna
cost $15,000, most of which went
for labor, installation services,
scaffolding
and modification
of the
steel structure.
When the antenna
goes
into
use
it
vdll
give
CBS
KALE Farm Service
first FM station in New York theto
A FARM service department, first cover its assigned area, according
of its kind in the city, is being to William B. Lodge, CBS general
established
un- engineering supervisor.
der directionby ofKALE
BurtonPortland
S. Hutton
who eral
has agricultural
resigned development
as assistant agent
genNet Committee Named
for the Great Northern Railway, PRESIDENT
J. Harold Ryan of
to accept the position. Mr. Hutton the
NAB has announced the
will give timely and practical farm following
committee to coordinate
facts and market news on weekday
morning
and has
afternoon
programs-of radio'sance on25th
behalfanniversary
of the four observmajor
Mr. Hutton
been director
networks
:
Dr. Frank Stanton^, CBS
agricultural broadcasting on KOAC vice-president;
Robert
D.
Swezey,
Corvallis, Ore. and farm editor of MBS assistant vice-president and
two Oregon newspapers.
assistant general manager; Frank
E. Mullen, NBC vice-president and
Z. Zimmerman Hugus
general manager; Mark Woods,
Z. ZIMMERMAN HUGUS, 55, Blue president.
will and
determine general Committee
network policy
assistant Telephone
vice-president
of the
American
& Telegraph
correlate programming, advertisCo., New York, died Dec. 28. Folpublicity, and
promotion,
publicing,relations
station sales,
relations
lowing his graduation from Washington & Jefferson College in 1910, duringing is scheduled
this anniversary
year.
Meetfor January.
he entered the telephone business
as a salesman. After serving in
the Signal Corps in World War T,
WOR
Video
Board
Mr. Hugus joined Bell Telephone
Co. of Pennsylvania as assistant A TELEVISION program planpublicity manager. In 1925 he
ning board of nine has been set up
joined AT&T in an executive capac- by WOR New York to enable the
ity. Surviving are his wife and a station to familiarize itself with
the demands
techniquesNorman
of television.and
Board includes
Livingston, program director; J.
Returns to WSPA
STERLING WRIGHT has returned R.Ruffner,
Poppele,assistant
chief engineer; "Tiny"
to WSPA Spartanburg as director
tor; Dave Driscoll, program
director ofdirecwar
ofthe special
events
and
a
member
of
service
and
news; Charles Oppensales staff after a two and a heim, publicity
director;
Joseph
half month absence while asso- Creamer, promotion director; Euciated with a Charlotte advertisgeneager;
King, Robert
daytime program
maning agency. Mr. Wright also will director;
Robert Simon,
Emery, continuity
producer
air the casts.7:30He formerly
a.m. and was
1 p.m.program
news- and director
of WOR television
director of the station for four
years. Marshall Pack of the WSPA
sales department has shifted to the KCMO Kansas City has appointed
announcing staff replacing Wayne programsJohn E.tionalPearson
Co.,effective
Chicago,Jan.as narepresentative
15.
Davis, resignedBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

JOM
IBLAIR
& COMPANY
Offices in Chicago • New York • St. Louis • los Angeles • San Francisco
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS

Wonderful ''spots" for any advertiser are spot programs. For these powerful, sales-producing programs are
more than spot announcements — they
are complete programs of any kind . . .
and any length ... on any station . . .
in any market selected by you.
And there are many such programs available. Already well established on the air, they are headed by
well-known local personalities who have
demonstrated their selling ability.
A John Blair Man can tell you
about the best of them, in markets that
interest you. Call him today — he's a
fine fellow to know.

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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Being

A

Smart

Time

Buyer,

You

YOU KNOW THEY HEAR YOUR MESSAGE
WHEN

IT'S ON WMT AT 600 KC . . .

IOWA'S BEST FREQUENCY & YOU KNOW THEY LISTEN

ST. LOUISijB^
126,000 square miles . . . packed to the hilt
with listeners that mean SALES. 5,000 watts
at 600 kc. in an area that boasts 97% radio
families (6% over the national average.)
The Moral: Don't take a chance! Sell Iowa's
rich corn country folks over WMT.

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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Metckandiun^ & 1^ to motion
Popularity Check — ^Announcer Data
RCA Book— CHUM Tumblers

nomical methodas ofwellmeasuring
as ecoA SUCCESSFUL
y byat small
program
popularit
stahas
tions
been
devised
Fin
Hollinger,
manager
KDB of Santa
Barbara.general
On the
radio ofpage
local
newspape30rs ofwasthe inserted
a "coupon"
listing
regular
pro-.
and KDB
sustaining
Coupon grams,alsoboth sponsored
listed sponsors,
time of
program,
and
a
blank
space
in
which
the listener was invited to write its
y. Contestants suborder of mitpopularit
the listschoice
most were
closelyawarded
resemblingingpopular
War Bondprogramprizes. Plan ,not only measuredded al popularity but ble
also provilicity.programs
KDB expects considera
to make suchpub-a
poll an annual event.
* * *
KMBC Mail Piece
MAILING PIECE, accompanied by
apresident
letter from
Sam ofH.sales
Bennett,
vicein charge
for KMBC
Kansas City, has been sent to all
local, regional and national advertisers
to boostadvertisement
late programs.
ReprintCityof
station
in Kansas
Star,
mailing
piece
promotes
that
clock has been pushed back inideaKansas
City to hear Kate Smith, Nelson Eddy,
Kenny grams
Baker
other10 :30
majorp.m.probroadcastandafter
WOR Announcers
FOR the use of advertising agencies,
and
the
station's
sales isanddistributing
executive
WORon New
York
astaff,
booklet
its announcers
which may
berecording
used inofconjunction
with
a master
their voices available
for
reference.
Announcers
read
heard regularly
on WOR. commerIssued
in thecialsform
of a mimeographed
stapled
6x8
pamphlet,in the
the
writteninchdatapaper-saving
includes material
announcer's
radio experience and general background.
WBT Story
BUGS BUNNY sits on fhe front cover
of the folder "WBT's Happy Ending
Dept., Grady
Mgr." ofInside
the
folder,
oppositeCole,
a picture
a huge
cabbage upon which sits a dejected
farmer,
is
the
story
of
"poor
Mr.
Eggers"
and how
WBT Charlotte
sold
his
100 tons
of Story
cabbage
two
announcements.
ends through
with a plug
for WBT's "friendly service".
RCA Book
HISTORY of American radio during
the
past
quarter-century,
the
formation of RCA in the fallfrom
of 1919
to the present, is told in an illustrated book, "25 Years of Radio Progress With RCA".
KVOO Brochure
TO ANALYZE the station and the
market, KVOO Tulsa has issued a
brochure,signed to show
done how
in buffthe and
green,coversdestation
the Tulsa area. In addition to the
coverage
population
pictures ofarea,
such with
Oklahoma
towns andas
Pryor, McAlester, Ponea City, Miami,
Okmulgee,
Muskogee
and Bartlesville,
brochure studios
shows
Philtower
KVOO
are
housed. Bldg. where

Listeners to Decide
OPINIONS of radio listeners will
be a factor in determining the
grand prize winner in a symphony
contest sponsored by Henry H. Reichbold, chairman
the board
of Reichbold
Chemicalsof Inc.,
Detroit,
and
president of the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra, sponsored by the company
on Mutual,
p.m.
Prizes
totalingSaturday
$32,500 8 :30-9
have been
posted by Mr. Reichbold for the best
"Symphony
ofcomposers
the Americas,"
conopen to America.
boththe
North
and testSouth
Inin the
interest
of Pan-American cultural unity, each
nation will be asked to submit an uncompopublished
sitions to be symphony,
playedtheonfinalist
Symphony
programs
prior to the announcement
for
the winner.
CHUM Gifts
CHUM, new Toronto 1,000 w station
on 1050 kc, distributed sets of six
tumblers ecamong
utives to call advertising
attention toagency
the newexstation. All the glasses had decalcomanias affixed with the legend "Hey
Chum! ofWhat's
on atcounters,
1050?" and
scenes
revelry,going
bargain
etc.
The glasses
mas time. were distributed at ChristKNX Booklet
"HERE is Europe, twelve feet
wide
.
.
."
the opening
a promotion runs
brochure
issued bycopyKNXin
Los Angeles describing a battle map on
display
in the
window
station.
Illustrated
booklet
tells ofhowtheKNX
ports the war.
Photographs
of KNXreand CBS sponcommentators
dents are included. and correCanadian Ratings
CANADIAN daytime programs
head the national popularity poll
for December released by ElliottHaynes, Toronto research firm.
Soldier's Wife
the December
programs
with leads
a rating
of 20.9,
followed
Happy Gamg
with 17.6.
American byoriginating
program,
Big
Sister is third with a rating of
17.1. Road of Life, Ma Perkins,
Claire Wallace (Canadian program), Lucy Linton (Canadian
program), Right to Happiness,
Pepper
Young's
an of America Family
follow.andOnWomthe
French networks the December nationallowingrating
reports
place
the
folas the five most popular
daytime programs: Jeunesse Doree
with
a
rating
of 33.5,of Quelles
Nouvelles with a rating
31.7, Joyeux
Troubadours,
Histories d'Amour
and
La Rue Principale.
Sgt. Don Chapman
SGT. DON CHAPMAN, formerly
in the transcription department of
Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, was killed in action in
Germany, according to word received.

F & F LABS. Inc., Chicago (cough
Program Brochure
drops), ments
hason the
started
spot announcefollowing
Chicago
BROCHURE
on
Buy
Roads
to
Romance, a participating program, has
WENR 11 weekly, WIND
been prepared by WHOM Jersey City stations:
5 weekly.
forbid contract WCFL
was placed
by OlianTilAdv.,
giving background on Josephine Mc- 36 weekly,
Chicago. Account is expected to begin
QuiUin, WHOM
conductor
of the woman's
program. director and spots
in four or five other markets.
BROADCASTING
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^\. ..but what about Bdkvill
e^Kansa
s
?
The entire Belleville
territory through
its
Big things were happening in the vast KFAB
area! "Advance men" had been setting up shows Chamber of Commerce welcomed KFAB and
for the celebration of KFAB's big 20th birthday were glad of the opportunity to help celebrate
party.
the station's big 20th birthday party. The
They had contacted Oakland, Holdrege, and "Belleville Show" was a humdinger... just like
Wilbur.. .typically rich Nebraska communities... all the others.
and the wealthy Denison farming area over in
Iowa. Everywhere, a glad hand... every where,
Yes... KFAB is a household word throughout
KFAB was definitely "one of the family"!
the vast 200 county area it serves. If you are interested inprofitable coverage, why not let THE
BUT WHAT ABOUT BELLEVILLE, ICANBIG
FARMER
STATION sell your product to
SAS.-* What kind of a reception could be expected
in the southern KFAB area? Here's what hap- its 340,808 listening families.
pened!

WTX^X

LINCOLN,
niO KC-10,000 WATTS
HUGH nim, Omnmral Managmr

IT)

OMAHA
BASIC COLUMBIA
Represenred by PAUl H. RAYIMR COMPANY

Vut your Confidence
WSIX

in

- - - "Nashville

*wsi
Nashville'"xj2"V^

Mail
SignalMap
and
Here's a market that won't fold up when the
war ends — for the simple reason that it is
built on the diversified industry and agriculture of the Tennessee Valley.
When peace comes, these same plants will be
found making the same essential products
and these same farms growing the same hogs,
corn and tobacco as now.
Let us give you the complete picture of this
unusual market, covered by WSIX. Contact
this station.
The Katz Agency, Inc., National Representative
Member Station, The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System
5,000
^^^^^"^^^^
WATTS
.7/^

HASHVILIE. 1ENN.
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New Video Lights
TELEVISION STUDIO lighting
will be more efficient, less expenlonger-lived asbya result
recentsive anddevelopments
Normanof
Hall,
plant
engineer
of
Allen
DuMont Labs., N. J., according B.to
an announcement by DuMont last
week. Mr. Hall has worked out a
system for operating water-cooled
mercury
vaporof lamps
on direct current instead
the alternating
current now used. Experiments conducted by DuMont indicate that
the newnates themethod
completely
elimi-in
objectionable
flicker
the old lamps. Installation of these
new
get under
way PRESENT AT PASSING of WGL
in thelamps
studioswillofsoon
DuMont
television
Ft. Wayne from Westinghouse to
station, WABD New York.
Farnsworth ownership was this
group
four representatives
the two ofcompanies.
Seated (1 to r)of:
V^RDGA TO DISCUSS
Walter Evans, vice-president of
Electric & Mfg. CoVIDEO TECHISIQVE Westinghouse
and vice-president and general
TELEVISION LEADERS on Jan. manager
of Westinghouse Radio
9 will tionaddress
the national
convenand E. A. Nicholas,
of the National
Retail
Dry Stat'ons Inc.,
of Farnswoi'th
& Radio Corp.
Standing Television
(1 to r) :
Goods Assn. at the Hotel Pennsyl- president
vania, New York, Jan. 8-12. In the Horace L. Lohnes, Westinghouse
morningsion operation
session, and
devoted
to
televicounsel
and
E.
M.
Martin,
secremanagement,
tary and counsel for Farnsworth.
speakers and subjects include Leon- Sale of
WGL,
a
250
w
NBC
outard F.identCramer,
let operating on 1450 kc, was made
of Allen executive
B. DuMontvice-presLabs., in compliance
with
the
FCC
duopNew York,
Televioly rule in view of Westinghouse
sion"; James D."Intra-Store
McLean of General
of WOWO Ft Wayne.
Electric Co., "How To Plan Your ovniership
Price
$235,000Farnsworth
Television Station"; Dan D. Hal- took overwasstation
operation
Dec. 28.
pin
of
RCA,
"Merchandising
Via
Television";
P.
F.
McCarthy
of
J.
N. Adam & Co. and J. K. Gannett
of the Austin Co.
Kellogg
Resumes
The afternoon session will be in
Co., Battle
Creek, Mich.,
the form of a production panel. KELLOGG
to resume sponsorship
Speakers include Samuel H. Cuff, isof scheduled
Superman for Pep on MBS
generaltion,manager
of
DuMont
staWABD New York; Robert starting Jan. 8. Program, dropped
Gibson of the GE station, WRGB by Kellogg last fall, may be delayed a week. Number of stations
Schenectady; Raymond E. Nelson,
vice-president
charge M.of Storm
radio has not though
yet showbeen
determined.heard
Alis currently
and television ofin Charles
Co., New York; Frances Hughes of Monday through Friday 5:80-5:45
Mademoiselle;
Thomas H.Corp.Hutchprogram
5:15-5:30
n.m. may
Agencybe isshifted
Kenyonto
inson of RKO Television
and p.m.,
& Eckhardt. New York.
Bud Gamble,
president
of
the
Television Producers Assn. Chairman
of the production panel will be
Harris Appoints has
Irwin A. Shane, of the Television- M. H. HARRIS, New York,
Workshop,
New
York,
who
organized the television session.
appointed
Richman-Sandford
Radiodle Productions,
New itsYork,
tobranch
hanadvertising
for
28
New ETO Station
stores in the New York area.
Transcribed chain-break and oneDIRECTtweenRADIO
be- minute
America andnewsthe service
European
asspotwellannouncements
as transcribedwillfivebe
war zone was amplified Jan. 2 when used
programs on two or three
Press Wireless Inc., New York, be- minute
gan transmission from a mobile New York stations.
unit somewhere
nated as Station inPV,Holland.
the newDesigunit
is similar to Station PX, the first
in
Europe
to
begin
service
from
the Normandv beachhead June 13.
A special 400-watt transmitter is
used. tionAis inthird
Press from
Wireless
operation
Leytesta-in
the Philippines. All were developed
for the press under authorization
THE MARK
of the FCC, the war theatre comOF ACCURACY,
mands,nithecatioBoard
War Communs and otherof agencies.
SPEED AND
rNDEPENDENCE
Chrysler Donates
CHRYSLER Corp., Highland Park,
Mich., due to the illness of Maj.
rN WORLD
WlDB'i
NEWS
coverage;
Edwardteur program,
Bowes, hasm. turned
c. of theoverama-its
program
on CBS,
Thurs.,Top99:30 p.m.,time
to the
Red Cross.
United Press
radio programs will be presented in
that period at the invitation of the
Red Cross until Maj. Bowes returns
to the air.
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and an advertising message is "Well
Placed", too, when it's aired over WSPD.
Our primary signal of 5,000 watts reaches not only the
"Top Hatters", but more than a million-and-a-half prosperous prospects in the rich Northwestern Ohio-Southern
Michigan area, with top NBC shows and tailored local
programs.

IF IT S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT

Product

Boycott,

Nonlistening

Caused by Spots, Listeners Say
Active Dislike Shown in Letters to Bannister;
Other Stations Commend Transcription Ban
ACTUAL boycott of advertised about WWJ's ability to survive the
products, turning off of radio sets action financially. One letter had
during commercials and general
$10 check enclosed to "partially
disgust leading to little use of sets adefray
expenses"
another
Writers and
also were
quitea
are some of the reactions inspired dollar bill.
by poor commercials, letters to specific in naming sponsors of ofHarry Bannister, manager of WWJ
fensive nomaterial.
anuncements for RinsoTheandsoap
Duz and
Detroit, reveal in commending him
the
Lucky
Strike
on the station's ban on all tran- "LSMFT",
bacco auctioneer chant, came to-in
scribed commercials [Broadcast- for criticism.
ing, Nov. 27].
About half of almost 200 letters
Following are some actual
received during the month after
the announcement was made show quotes
From : a bank — "unlike the motion
the writers
to
be
aggressively
repicture
industry, you realize when
sentful and hostile towards certain
medium should abandon short
spots to the extent that they would your
pants."
couple —know
"a smart
man a would
they
"take it out" on advertisers. Mr. businessFrom
build up gall instead of good
Bannister's
action
is
looked
upon
as an example of intelligent and
courageous leadership and he is wishes."
"Personally I would rather pay
called "one of the great benefactors 10 cents per diem and eliminate
of mankind" who has shown "mercy all advertising on the radio," writes
who cites Ford Motor Co.
toward
ence. the feelings" of the audi- another
as an example of good advertisHigh Calibre
ing. Onetobelieves
Many of the messages are from vrilling
pay not"They'll
just .05makea dayus
women, written on postcards; oth- for Muzak but any amount." Aners are signed by professional
other says now she'll try turning
groups — scientists working togeth- on the radio again . . . sometime
er on a project; business firms and next year" to see what its like.
several from servicemen. The One broadcaster states that while
quality of vinriting and expression loyal to industry and company "I
indicate that the writers generally have been afraid of the practices
fall in the educated group. Many of the last five years" of certain
refer to the Time magazine article agencies and advertisers; another,,
who has taken certain modified
on the ban.
General concern is expressed steps on spots says "It is however.

THESE ARE THE MEN responsible for These Are Our Men, NBC series
sponsored by Parker Watch Co. Program dramatizes the highlights in
the
America'sfor military
turned
over lives
to theofTreasury
War Bondleaders,
appeals.withFirstcommercial
program, time
dramatizing
the life of President Roosevelt, was recorded and presented to his Hyde
Park library. In conference are: (standing, 1 to r) : Joseph Cherniavsky,
musical director; Berne Wilkins, radio director, Sterling Adv. Agency,
handling the program; Dick McDonagh, head of NBC script division;
Saul Broun, president of Sterling. Seated: Louis Parker; Anton Leader,
producer-director; A. I. Parker, president, Parker Watch Goto you stronger operators that in- DOWNEY DISCS SET
dustry must look.
. . ." about a FOR LOCAL STATIONS
A writer
complaining
soap commercial (Duz), turns the COCA COLA Co., Atlanta, Ga.,
radio off when the ad comes on, will augment its network broadcasts
says others at the bridge and of Songs From Morton Downey,
pinochle clubs have the same re- starting Feb. 5 on 240 MBS staactions.
tions, by making transcriptions of
In Upstate New York a club has the show which will be sent to lobottlers forin placement
about
been formed whose members are 200 calstations
cities not onserviced
pledged never to buy a product, if by MBS. On MBS,
show probably
it can be helped, that has a sing- will be heard from 12:15
to 12:30
ing commercial.
p.m., Monday through Friday.
In announcing last week that
JULES
Inc.,firm,
Harrisburg, appointed
Pa.,ALEXANDRE
a newly
formed
has Coca Cola's
light BandsVictory
would Parade
remain ofonSpotthe
been
central
Pennsylvania
distributor
for Crosley
Corp.
products. Blue when the Downey program
shifts to MBS, Blue Network officials saidpolicy
that theagainst
networkthe "has
a general
use
of transcriptions
for
network
originated programs, except in cases
where technical difficulties preclude
the presentation of live broadThe policy was adopted, in
October casts."
1944.
While Mr. Downey is entertaining servicemen overseas, his program is being
on the
Blue with
guestcontinued
stars appetiring
each week and when he returns, he
will be supported by the same cast,
JimmyandLytell's
Ray,
David orchestra,
Ross. Last Leah
week
Mr. Downey
was
reported
ized in Paris but his illnesshospitalis said
not to be serious enough to keep
him from returning to this country
K
630 X
ON YOUR
DIAL
Q
in time for his first Mutual broadK
cast. Agency for the Coca Cola Co.
AND OPERATED BY THE STAR-TIMES
is D'Arcy Adv., New York.

here's good advice for radio listeners in the caption of this January poster.
Starting off the new 1945 series of outdoor boards for KXOK, its appeal for the
New Year is, "Don't Toy Around . . . dial KXOK." Following last year's animal series
of illustrations, this outdoor board effectively carries out its copy point pictorially

HOME Products International, Ltd.,
New York,
American
Home
Productssubsidiary
Corp., Newof York,
has
appointed
McCann-Eriekson
Inc.,
New
York,
to
handle
all
Latin
American
advertising effective Jan. 1.
BROADCASTING
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with little toy dogs. The poster is currently showing in St. Louis, Mo., on 100 locations

in high traffic areas.
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Salsbury Plans
DR. SALSBURY'S LABS., Charles
City,utela.,
is sponsoring
a one-mintranscribed
spot announcement
campaign
on approximately
stations
starting
in
the
middle
of60 February to run through the spring
of
1945. N. A. Winter, Des Moines, is
agency.

FORMERLY

The COWLES

Group ....

now

The MID-STATES

Group

the same spi ^ ^^^^g.
station .^fO^P pire,
already "oduction.
••
portumty • Pipost-war
o^esale
^«^^""1o
cencenters, °" retail
Ltion-total

e

l«<tiv
ame Pr.<
..r the S

all at
O; lo^v
^J^^'^TOOO^S
as
rates as
i ^^^"^^
te-^^^:%ttaW'.
,
\n for a daytimes ■
stations.

CBS Affiliates Meet
^^ROGRAM
for 1945 and
ither topics ofplans
network-station
inlerest will be discussed by the CBS
\ffiliates Advisory Board at its first
neeting- of the new year, Jan. 10
md 11 at netwoi'k headquarters in
"Jew
members,
vhom York.
plan Board
to attend,
are: all
C. T.of
^ucy, WRVA Richmond, chairman;
John M. Rivers, WCSC Charleston,
secretary; Arthur B. Church,
;<;MBC Kansas City; Clyde Coombs,
vARM Fresno; Franklin M. Doo'ittle, WDRC
Leo
Fitzbatrick,
WJR Hartford;
Detroit;
R. LouisWry WKBW
Buffalo;I. Clyde
W.
■ilembert, KRLD
and H.
.Summerville,
WWL Dallas,
New Orleans.
I

Wheeler to Speak
3EN.
K. WHEELER,
hairmanBURTON
of the Senate
Interstate
Commerce Committee in charge of
■adio
legislation,
will
address
the
cladio Executives Club of New York
■'xt its luncheon meeting Jan. 18.

TO
new, this
modernquintet
studios,ofKFOR
Lincoln
held a clients'
partyINAUGURATE
attracted
management,
network,which
and station
representative
people. Inowner,
usual order
are: Gordon
Gray, KOIL-KFOR general manager; Edward Borroff, vice-president
Blue central division; Charles Stuart, KOIL-KFOR owner; James Thompson, Edward Petry Co., Chicago office; Mel Drake, KFOR manager.
CROSLEYpointed
Corp.,
has ap-as
GraybarCincinnati,
Electric Co.
distributor for Crosley products in
the statedence ofbranchRhode
Island.
The
Graybara veteran
ElectricProviis under Elliottof Lum,
of Go.35
years' service with Graybar.

ofJOEtheFROMM,
air editionformer
of theassistant
Chicago editor
Sun,
has been
appointed
producer
for American Dairy Assn., heard 12 noon
Sunon NBC.withHeJ.replaces
Jacobson, daynow
Walter Lou
Thompson
Co., Chicago.

These are but a few of the more
than 30 BMI-licensed titles recorded by Clinton. See DISC DATA
for the complete listing from which
to build your all-Clinton programs.
Bl. 10836
Bl. 11058

BOLERO IN BLUE
TABOO
TEN MILE HOP
LADY SAID YESj

Clinton is one of the "triple-threat" men of the
jrchestra world. He's a brilliant arranger in addition toplaying trumpet and trombone.
'Since 1936 his fame as a leader has grown with
H smooth steadiness that bodes increasing and longlasting popularity.

NEW

YORK
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Vic. 26575

STUDY IN MODERNISM

Vic. 27446

A KISS FOR YOU

Vic. 26523

BACK TO BOOGIE

Vic. 27510

TOWN TATTLER

Vic. 27446

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

Mullen to Speak
At Group Meeting
NBC Committee to Discuss
Labor, Postwar Projects
FRANK E. MULLEN, NBC vicepresident and general manager,
will discuss "Labor on the Air" at
the first meeting of the network's
1945
Stations called
Planning
AdvisoryCommittee,
for &Jan.
9 in
New York by William S. Hedges,
vice-president in charge of stations.
Following an address of welcome
by Niles Trammell, NBC president,
the agenda calls for W. F. Brooks,
director of news and special events
to talk on "NBC's Postwar Plans
Abroad"; S. B. Hickox Jr., manager of station relations, to discuss
NBC's "Welcome Home Auditions";
C. L. Menser, vice-president in
charge of programs, to outline program developments; James Nelson,
manager of network promotion, to
review the 1944 all-county survey;
Charles P. Hammond, director of
advertising ahd promotion, to outline his department's
1945.
New
members of plans
the for
Stations
Planning & Advisory Committee,
elected in recent balloting by affiliates in their respective districts,
are Clair McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa., District 1; Nate Lord,
WAVE Louisville, Districts; Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans, District 4. Reelected were
G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia,
S. C, District 2; Stanley E. HubSt. Paul,
'DistrictCity,5;
Edgar bard,Bell,KSTPWKY
Oklahoma
District 6; Richard Lewis, KTAR
Phoenix, District 7; Arden X.
Pangborn,
District 8. KGW Portland, Ore.,
WQXR Business Soars
Despite Song-Spot Ban
TOTALNewYEAR'S
business
WQXR
York in 1944
exceededof
the income of 1943, its previous
largest year, by more than 40%
despite the ban on "singing commercials",
according station
to an last
announcement by the
week. It was also stated that the
business for the last quarter of
1944 was the biggest in the station's history,
exceeding
the 12%.
next
best 1944
quarter
by over
WQXR said that "policy barring
the ed'jingle'
WQXRbecause
was adoptin March from
of 1944
it was
felt that since WQXR specialized
in goodcial' music,
the 'singing
was too much
of a commercontrast
with this good music and thus
would tisercreate
ill
will
for
the
adverand the station. Advertisers
using
the
'jingle'
finished
out
contracts as permitted by the their
station and renewed
using
live announcements without
singing
accompaniment."
BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH
Inc.,
New York, in steppingc t,upU Bits,
use of radio advertising, x)n Jan. 15
Yor^.
begins sponsorship of, -Author Meets
the
WH^ 'New
da-ys,Critics
8-8 :80on -ip-.m;
Book York,
club Monalso
sponsors Xprogram
weekly onhourWQXR
and a New
half
musicfa>
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CONSIDER
WHEN

YOU

SELECT

Modern transmitters require little maintenance —
but when they do, ease of maintenance is important.
In Westinghouse Transmitters all units are easily
accessible^, both for inspection and maintenance.
Complete protection to operators is assured
by interlocks on doors to all compartments in which
dangerous voltages are present. Controls are of the
dead front type, instruments at ground potential for
maximum safety.
Indicator lights Hash circuit conditions to the
operator in case of overload, making it easy to check
up for the possible cause of the interruption.

A

NEW

TRANSMITTER

We will gladly furnish complete information on
these and other advantages of the HG-5-KW and
HG-50-KW Transmitters, such as: Low Operating
Cost, High Fidelity Signals, Continuity of
Operation, Simplicity of Control.
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
FOR YOUR POSTWAR TRANSMITTER
By placing your order today for a Westinghouse
Transmitter, you assure yourself of the fastest possible
dehvery following the Hfting of wartime manufacturing restrictions. We are scheduHng deHveries in the
sequence in which orders are received. For details,
write Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company, Dept.
INB, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Westinghouse
radio
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... Off ICES EVERYWHERE

division

The Milky Way
THE MAJORITY report of the House Select
Committee to Investigate the FCC, which absolves the Commission of wrong-doing or malfeasance, makes the best of a bad situation. If
nothing else, it points up irrefutably the need
for a new radio law which will spell out in
simple language the precise regulatory functions of the Commission and frustrate the axTOgation of powers never intended by Congress.
To portsaywouldthat
didn'tobvious
figure facts.
in the The
rebe topolitics
gloss over
majority report was signed by the three Democratic members. The two Republican members
joined in the recommendations for new legislation to supplant the archaic provisions carried
over from the 1927 radio act, when radio wore
diapers. The majority slapped the Commission
on the wrist ever so lightly. The minority members sneered truculently.
The inquiry, during its stormy two years,
was smeared in its effort to smear. The main
performers — Rep. Cox of Georgia and James
Lawrence Fly — were not in the act at the final
gun. Few, if any, Congressional inquiries in
history have been afflicted with the pressures
to which the Lea Committee was subjected.
To the credit of Chairman Lea, the proceedings have not concluded as a total loss. The
proposal that a joint committee representing
the regulators and the regulated be set up to
collaborate on legislative changes is wholesome
and constructive. The proposal that the Supreme Court decision of May 10, giving the
FCC implied powers going far beyond the Congressional intent, be reviewed legislatively conforms with the demand of broadcasters since
the day the decision was handed down. Congressional review of the newspaper ovvmership
question, an Administration obsession, likewise is a crying need, to head off any further
class discrimination in station licensing.
The fact that the majority veered away
from
Commission
is a
tributebiting
to theci'iticism
mannerof inthewhich
Commission
counsel performed, and pai'ticularly to General
Counsel Charles R. Denny Jr., who was on the
ball every second of that two-year ordeal.
While we think the inquiry went wrong from
the start in tackling individual cases rather
than broad policies and issues, we feel some
good can result from the recommendations.
Lip service given by the majority to a uniform system of accounting for stations and to
control of sales prices is a danger sign. It
would be the first step toward rate regulation
and would place radio in the common-carrier
category — something the law specifically says
it is not. The suggestion was smuggled in by
Mr. Denny at the Committee's final session. We
think a lawyer-like legislative study by an
expert staff is imperative before definitive legislation isprojected.
The task now is the follow-through. The
Committee is on record — unanimously — in
favor of new legislation. The old personality
feuding between the FCC and Congress is at
an end. The job can be done with followthrough, headwork and perhaps a little of that
milk of human kindness.
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Jimmy's Broken Record
IN ONE RESPECT the Congress that expired
last month and the one that convened last week
were the same. Both observed, doubtless with
some inquisitiveness, the quaint Washington
scene which finds top executive boards of the
Government waltzing to the shrill and discordant fiddling of James Caesar Petrillo.
Before the last Congress ended, the Senate
unanimously passed a bill which its author,
Senator Vandenburg (R-Mich.), said would
"remove Petrillo's foot from the necks of the
nation's school children". The House didn't
have time to act.
That, however, was only one isolated reaction
to the Petrillo campaign of conquest. But it
was symptomatic of the thinking in official
circles and of the new determination to move
legislatively against the AFM Czar.
Senator Ball (R-Minn.) is prepared to sponsor a law making the Govei'nment's wartime
labor policy apply to labor unions and to establish a "legal basis for action against union
defiance". "Assistant President" James F.
Byrnes, in his recommendations to the President and to Congress, pleads for power to enforce orders of the War Labor Board in the
courts in a manner "which will treat Petrillos
andJimmy
AverysPetrillo
alike",has an unbroken record since
the war began of defying Government orders.
Where Montgomery Ward officials have been
pitched out on their ears for WLB defiance,
Jimmy has gone his merry way unmolested,
using his monopoly on musicians to track down
new quarry under threat of strike. He told
all and sundry, including the President, to go
to grass in the recording ban. He ignored the
NLRB's mandate that striking musicians at
KSTP return to their posts. He has defied
committees of Congress and War Stabilization
Director Vinson. He ignored also the WLB
order giving to NABET jurisdiction over record-turners atall NBC and Blue owned stations exceptdown
Chicago,
and he's
forcingboycott
the netsby
to knuckle
or suffer
possible
his musicians.
It has been evident since Jimmy became
AFM czar five years ago (and he was a power
even before) that he proposed to take over
control of radio via his union, through standbys, make-work, fixed quotas of musicians,
fixed quotas of pay, his private Social Security
system on recordings and transcriptions, and,
lastly, platter-turner control. He has won his
intra-industry battles through threats and coercion. He has won those battles with the
Administration through political power and
the abject unwillingness of the Government to
act. To some degree he has gotten away with
it because the laws exempt labor unions from
anti-trust proceedings. But they do not exempt
them from the emergency wartime statutes.
Now, for the first time. Congress seems
aroused. Justice Byrnes wants action. The
President is embarrassed. The public is indignant, and has lost confidence in the WLB.
Certainly all of the factors necessary for legislative relief are present. And certainly this is
no time for radio, or any part of it, to fall for
Petrillo's platter-turner booby-trap.

THEODORE CUYLER STREIBERT
IN academic
1933 Theodore
C assistant
Streibertdean
deserted
the
post of
of Harvard Business
School
to become assistant
to Alfred J. McCosker, president of Bamberger Broadcasting Service Inc., owner and
operator of WOR New York, with the anything
but academic assignment of reorganizing the
station's operating set-up to enable it to meet
the
growing
competition
of thethenetwork-owned
stations
in New
York. With
turn of the
year Mr. Streibert became president of the
corporation,
succeeding
Mr.
McCosker,
now
chairman of the board.
Rounding out that one-paragraph success
story with a few "Who's Who" statistics, let
the record show that Theodore Cuyler Streibert, named for a prominent Brooklyn minister, was born Aug. 29, 1899, in Albany, N. Y.
After early education at Albany schools, Ted
was graduated from Wesleyan U., Middleton,
Conn., in 1921 and subsequently received his
M.B.A. from the Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration.
In 1923 young Streibert became a member
of the research staff of the Bureau of Business
Research at the Harvard Business School. Later
he was associated with the late Guy W. Currier, noted Boston attorney, and when Joseph
P.
aid became
in financing
FBOKennedy
Pictures asked
Corp., Currier's
which later
RKO
Pictures, Streibert was named assistant secinterests.retary of the company to represent Currier's
After a movie career that included service as
treasurer of Cinema Credits Corp. of New York
and as a board member and subsequently
assistant to the executive vice-president of
Pathe Exchange, in 1929 Streibert returned to
Boston and to Harvard Business School as
assistant dean.
Four years later, when the owners of WOR
were searching for a man with both business
and show business experience and Ted was
offered the halls,
job, heandagain
cloistered
this deserted
time the Harvard's
desertion
stuck. He was in radio for good.
1933 was a mayoralty election year in New
York viseandpolitical
Ted'ssales,
first bringing
job at WORhim wasimmediately
to superface to face with some of the most difficult
problems of commercial radio. The result was
a revamping of WOR's policies not only for
political
but for
business.
Then Tedsales,
moved
overall tothethestation's
program
side,
effecting a similar reorganization of WOR
program
In 1935policies.
he was elected a member of the
station's board
of directors
and ^0)the following
{Continued
on page
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listeners

Over four years of FM pioneering li.ivr sotmdly established the
value of WMFM to audience and advertisers alike. ^
From the listeners' standpoint, WMFM has brought a bright
schedule of distinctive quality programs to their homes. The
superb reception, the keen, farsighted programming have developed an intensely loyal audience that kee]^ tuned to WM^M.

has

and

^

advertisers!

From the advertisers' standpoint, WMFM offers a family of
Wisconsin listeners that is discriminating and receptive to newideas. Here are people eager to avail themselves of better things,
An impressive list of local and national advertisers have found
WMFM produces results.
Plan now on including WMFM in your next schedule.

WMFM

THE [niLWflytiff
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Dnrhain
North Carolina's third largest city.
City and county are compact and
easily sold as one unit. Durham
County, 1940 U. S. Census— 80,244.

Big chunk of Durham's $23 million
industrial payroU goes to tobacco
workers. Durham makes 25% of all
the cigarettes made in U. S. It's
truly the tobacco.

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 38)
year he became vice-president and
general manager of WOR. Meanwhile, Streibert played a major role
in the formation of the Mutual
Broadcasting System, started in
1934 asas a thefour-station
with
WOR
New York hook-up
outlet. First
treasurer of MBS and a member
of the network's board, he was later
elected executive vice-president of
Mutual, a post he still retains. He
is also a member
executive
committee.of the network's
In charge also of the operations
of
WBAM,in WOR's
FM affiliate,
Streibert
1940 assisted
in the
formation of FM Broadcasters Inc.
Vice-president and director of
FMBI, he also represents that organization as an alternate member
of the Radio Technical Planning
Board.
Despite his FM interests, however, Ted does not believe that FM
will replace AM as the standard
type of broadcasting, except possibly for some low-powered stations.
"The only thing that will possibly
replace AM broadcasting is television," he declares, "and that will
takeLooking
a long ahead,
time toStreibert
happen."sees the
next decade as the most interesting
and exciting in radio history. Where
the last ten years have seen merely
the expansion of AM broadcasting,
the next will see the introduction
and development of new types of
radio service — FM, television and
facsimile. "The next decade is it in
radio," he predicts, "when the char-

NOTES
JAMES
M. COXandJr.,executive
son of thetheformer
Ohio governor
Cox
stations,
WSB Atlanta, WIOD ofMiami
and
WHIO Dayton,
has
been
to lieutenant commander in thepromoted
Naval Reserve.
He is ron,assigned
to
the
Air
Transport
SquadAir duty
Station,
been on Navalactive
sinceMiami,
1942. and has
acter of broadcasting will be set
forOnea generation
more topostwar
come."
of the most orpressing
problems of radio, Streibert believes, is the establishment of a
policy for international broadcasting that will insure the expression
of a unified national foreign policy
without the necessity of Government operation or ownership. The
solution of this problem is one of
the most important tasks of the
broadcasting industry, he says.
Ted lives in Glen Head, L. I.,
with his wife, the former Margaret
Grout of Brooklyn, and their three
children, Catherine, 9; Marshall,
6; and Theodore P., 3. His hobbies— tennis, golf, riding and an
occasional Sunday afternoon following the hounds with the Buckram Beagles — afford a strenuous
balance to long working hours.
In college Ted was a member of
Alpha Delta Phi social fraternity
and Phi Beta Kappa. His clubs are
Raquet & Tennis, and Harvard, in
New York; Piping Rock, in Locust
Valley, L. I.

Center
Of the world. And what an inexpensive market to reach. You can dominate at 250 watt rates. Don't cuss
the cigarette shortage. Cash in by
scheduling

CHOICE

CHATTANOOGA

WDOD
CBS
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Represented by Howard H.Wilson Co.
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BARBARA
MILLER, former
eldest daughter
of
NEVILLE
MILLER,
NAB ofpresidentMission,
and now
senior
deputy
chief
the
Balkan
UNRRA,
made
her
formal
debut last week in Washington.
WALTER nounceGRAHAM,
for nine
years anr anofd assistant
the commercial
department
WMAZ inMacon,
Ga., has
been
Macon.named commercial manager of WBML
JOHN
PEARSON,
owner
of
John
Pearson
Co.. andager of RALPH
FOSTER, general
manKWTO
Springfield,
are
touring
Mexico recwith
tor of GrantBUCKY
Adv. HARRIS,
Agency. radio diDUNCAN
MILLER, formerly
the
promotion
department
Time with
Magazine
and been
perviously
withpromotion
J.ofStirling
Getchell.of
has
appointed
manager
WJZ New York. He succeeds JAMES
MURRAY,
left to become sales manager of KQVwho Pittsburgh.
PAUL
M.
HOLLISTER,
in
charge
ofwilladvertising
andthevice-president
sales
ofin CBS,
speak
onadvertising
placepromotion
of radiohe
department
store
when
addresses Retail
the national
convention
National
Goods
Assn. Jan.
inof Newthe11.
York at the
HotelDryPennsylvania,
BEVERLY
MIDDLETON,
the Army and
former salesreleased
managerfromof
WABC wo d New
York,executive.
has joined CBS Hollyas account
ROGER
M. WISE, for two Electric
years director
of engineering
Products Inc., New forYork,Sylvania
has been appointed
toin thecharge
newlyofcreated
post
of
engineering. Hevice-president
previously
servedneer asfor 10thevears.
company's chief radio engiMAJ. JAMES of C.the HANRAHAN,
former
vice-president
Scripps-Howard
enterprises, and general
managerradioof
WMPStion, haMemphis,
a Scripps-Howard
stapromoted
to lieutenant
colonel.motion
Lts. been
Col.
while onHanrahan
duty in received
Germany.his proJOHN
SALT,
North
American
director
the
BBC, will attend
the Commonwealthof
ofRadiothisConference
month. in London the latter part
JIM
TURNER,
formerWIZEprogram
director O.,of
WING
Daytonrecently
and
Springfield,
and
more
general
manager
WINK Ft. Myers.State
Fla.,Capitol
has been
namedof
vice-president
BroadcastTex. ing Assn. Inc.,ofoperator
of KTBC Austin,
ED HALE,
formerly
with thethe Blue
w
o
r
k
i
n
Chicago,
has
joined
sales Netand
merchandising staff of WKEC Cincinnati.
BERNARD
(Barry)
KBIT,
member
of
sales
staff named
of Headley-Reed
Co.,supervisor
Detroit,the
has
been
eastern
sales
of Mutual succeeding
TORRENCE
W. (Ted)
DANLEY,
named sales
service manager.
D. WORTH
CLARK,
former
Idaho
Senator, has announced
a law thepartnership
with
THOMAS
G.former(Tommy
Cork) RooseCORCORAN,
adviser
to
President
velt.
They
will
maintain
offices
in
Washingpndholds
fngagea inminority
general interest
practice.inSenator
ClarktonFrancisco,
andKJBS
wasat
Harvard.
aSanfellow
studentacquired
with last
Mr. year,
Corcoran
HARVEY
chiefYork,engineer
of
FM
station ANHALT,
WGYN
operated
byas general
Muzak,
has
taken New
on Anhalt
additionalhas
duties
manager.
Mr.
been
temporarily
in charge
ofHAROLD
the stationROSEsince
last November
when
MONT,
director
and program
director
the
station,
resigned
to
join
CBS
as
anof
assistant dii-ector.
FOUR TOP
MARKETS!
Central Kentucky
Lexington, Ky,
Amarillo
ITheTri-Slate
K FDA '^moriHo, Tex.
I WVml Hunting

Knoxville
I Ufl^MI ^^hland
Knoxville, Tenn.
All
four
ttalloni
oprratedHunnhy
Cllmorm H. Afann•imad
amd I.andUndtay
IN ()) AUDIENCE, (2) PUBLIC SERVICE, (3) RESULTS
Represented bjr The Joha E. PeanoD Co.
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I

•ut you have
no "beef" coming when
KHQ is your choice. Its
complete coverage of an
area having
second
highestthePer nation's
Capita
Buying Income wins first
place against any competition. One market, one medium, one station, one cost —
that's economical coverage.

X ou have a
beef coming from the Inland Empire. Prime Livestock— prize winners in any
market — ready to feed the
nation. It is typical of the
choice products that produce an annual Farm Income of over $300,000,000
—a rich market worthy of
your best sales efforts.
ONLY

SINGLE

MEDILIM

COMPLETELY

COVERING

THE

INLAND

EMPIRE

Owned and Operated by
LOUIS

WASMER,
Incorporated
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.

National Representatives; EDWARD
DCASTING
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PETRY

& CO., INC.
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BOB HOPE LEADER |
IN HOOPER REPORT
BOB HOPE had the largest audience of any evening network pro- |
gram measured by C. E. Hooper
Inc. duringcember,theaccording
latterto part
of Dethe Hooper
Dec. 30 report, which showed an
average evening audience rating of
9.5, down
0.3 from1.3 the
report and down
fromDec.the15year
before.
Average
evening
sets-inuse was 29.7, down 0.8 from the
last report and 1.2 from the year
before. Average evening available i
audience was 78.8, down 0.3 from |
the
report and 0.9 from the j::|
year last
before.
Following
Bob the
Hope, Fibber
Mc- 1
Gee & Molly
had
highest
audience
rating,
with second
Bing Crosby,
Charlie McCarthy, Joan DavisJack
Haley,Abbott
Walter Winchell,
Radio
Theatre,
Costello,
Mr. \
District
Attorney,& Eddie
Cantor,
Jack Benny, Screen Guild Players,
Hildegarde,
Kay Kyserin that
and order
Your
Hit Parade, following
to comprise the first 15 programs.
Jackber of Benny
largest numlistenershadperthe receiving
set,
3.15. Blondie was second with 8.13;
Fannie Brice
third
with
3.06;
Adventures ofOzzie & Harriet fourth

DUPLEX

SPEAKER

The Speaker that Revolutionizes the
Methods of Sound Reproduction!
SEND

FOR

BULLETINS

1210 TAFT BLDG., HOLLYWOOD
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28, CALIF.

MELVIN P. (Bob) WAMBOLDT, former
production
supervisor
the Blue
Network, has been
named ateastern
production
manager, MacHARRIE,
effec'tive Feb.who1,joins
succeeding
LINDSAY
Young
& Rubicam,
New York, on sponsored
that date as
Director
Gulf Oil ofon WeCBS.TheMr.People,
MacHarrie succeedsby
JOSEPH
'tor
of theHILL,
agency.who becomes story ediWILLIAM
CBS producer-director,
onboy. ChristmasROBSON,
Day became
the father of a
F. C. ingSTRAWN,
foi-merly
of
the advertispromotion
of the
Kansasing Co.,andCityjoined
officeKCMO
of thedepartment
Continental
Kansas
City,1.BakMo.
as promotion director effective Jan.
ERIC PAIGE, new to radio, has joined
WMRN Marion, O. as announcer.
LESLIE B. BAIN,
WIOD hisMiami
commentator,
has resumed
6:15 news
p.m.
broadcasts following
his return
from
Europe whererespondent forhethe was
an
accredited
corpast
three
months.
covered the Italian, Balkan and FrenchHe
theatres.
BOB WBAL
ELLIS,Baltimore,
a Washingtonian
with
has joined formerly
WWDC
Washington
replacing
MIKEBETTY
HUNNICUTT
onwho
theconducted
6-9 a.m.
period.
ALLEN,on
Missus
Goes
Shopping
CBS in New York for the past two years,
replaces
LANE a.m.
on the Good Neighbor Club.ALICE
10:35-11:30
BILL MOSHIER, former publicity director
and Radio
Diand
editorprogram
of KJR director,
Seattle, replacing
has been- with gest3.01,
fifth with
3.00. hadReader's
namedfarm
station
The Family
Hour
the largest
BOB
GENTRY.
number
of
women
listeners
per
set,
AVERILL BERMAN, announcer of KHJ
Hollywood, has shifted to KFWB Los An- 1.63; Drew Pearson had the most
men per set, 1.05, and the Lone
JOE
LEIGHTON,
the Coast
geles.
formerlyreleased
thefrom
publicity
staff Ranger had the most children per
ofGuard
CBS andHollywood,
hason joined
the publicity
1.12. Theatre had the highest
department of Young & Rubicam, Holly- set,Radio
wood.
sponsor identification index, 91.5.
KRED rinesEDMONDS,
released
from
the
Maand former
announcerLongof Beach,
KLX Oakjoined KGER
Cal. with 91.3 also identifying the proff \
JAMESland, hasHADLOCK,
formerly of KSL Salt
uct
w;" i'
Lake City,nouncer.hasFormerlyalsoa lieutenant
joined KGER
as
0.9 correctly.
and 7.6.thoseMisidentification
who didn't knc^
the Armyan- totaled
Air Force,
replacesCheyenne,
FRANK inWyo.
THOMAS
who
joined heKFBC
WILLIAM
WILLAR,
of thehasnews
Tibbett on Parade
the
Philadelphia
joinedstaffWIPof
Philadelphia
as anBulletin,
announcer.
HARRY
REINHARD,
news
editor
for
LAWRENCE
MetroWCAU Philadelphia, is the father of a boy.
politan Opera TIBBETT,
baritone, replaced
DEE
HASSLER
has
resigned
as
public
Frank
Sinatra
on
Your
Hit
Parelations chief of WPEN Philadelphia.
rade, sponsored by the American
LT.
LOWELL
H.
WATTS,
former
member
Tobacco
Co.
for
Lucky
Strike
ciofnowthea WLW
Cincinnati
farmGermany
department
t es on CBS, isSaturday
9-9:45to
prisonerwas
of shot
war indown,
after
p.m. Mr. gareTibbett
understood
his
bomber
has
been
awarded
theMedal
Distinguished
Flying Cross
be under long-term contract with
and
the Airwere
with three
companya more
whichmature
feels
citations
accepted
by hisclusters.
wife. The the
that tobacco
it can reach
DON
formerlyPRICE,
with WBTA
Batavia.
and
appreciative
audience
through
N.WKMO
Y.,BOYD,
andKokomo,
PAUL
formerly
with
Mr. Tibbett. This marks the second
announcing
staff ofInd.,
WOWOhaveFortjoined
Wayne.the program change for Mr. Sinatra
Ind.
in
three days. On Jan. 3 he began
DEAN
LUCE,
with WCHV Chara program [Broadcasting,
on CBS for Max Jan.
Factor
lottsville,
Va., formerly
WSJSis Winston-Salem
and cosmetics
1].
WERC
Erie,
Pa.,
now
with
WDRC
Hartford.
Reason for
Mr.
Sinatra's
disconGEORGE
HUTCHINSON,
released
from
the
tinuance on the tobacco show is reArmy,
is nowW. anVa. announcer at WSAZ
ported to be that he makes less
Huntington,
than $2000 a week and since his
DONAL
McDonnell,
former
editor
of
originate from the West
Billboard,
joined NBC manager.
Chicago broadcasts
Coast, contract calls for his paying
as assistantChicago,
sales haspromotion
the line charges which amount to
NORMA
RAYMOND,
formerly
with
Hope
Corp., New inYork,
has joined MBS over $3000 weekly. Agency for
asAssoc.music
Tobacco is Foote, Cone
for
serious editor
music. charge of publicity &American
Belding, New York.
DICK
FISCHER
has
returned
to
WHAS
Louisvilleas asannouncer
progiam atmanager
months
KMOX St.afterLouis.six
JOHN WARD MITCHELL, for three years ANN HUNTER, WAIT Chicago news
in charge
of NBC's
leaves
February for
has been
named playreading
script
editorcommitof BU-the commentator,
Blue tee,and
assistant
to STUART
the
Theatreforin ofearly
war European
correspondent
theOperations
station. as a
CHANAN,
script
division
head,
replacing
JACK
TURNER,
transferred
frpm
script
GARY GRAY,Burlington,
announcerVt.,andis newscaster
to new assignment.
the father
JEROME division
MEER, news
a newsandeditorspecial
of theevents
NBC offor aWCAX
girl.
central
department, has returned to his desk after TOM wood,HARGIS,
producer
of
NBC
has joinedHe KNX
Hollywood
asHollypro3y2-month leave.
gramresigned
director.
replaces
GLAN HEISCH
ARTHUR meREILLY
has
resigned
as
comwho
to
join
McCann-Erickson
ntator on WLW Cincinnati.
in an executive capacity.
BROADCASTING
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Whether Amplitude Modulation . . . Frequency Modulation ... or Television — dependability is a must for
all broadcast equipment.
Federal broadcast equipment has earned a reputation for that dependability because it stands up.
For
morethethan
thirty-five
years
. . . from
Poulsen
Arc toachievement-studded
the new CBS Television
Station • . . Federal has served the broadcast industry
with superior equipment.
Federal's background includes such milestones of
electronic progress as the 1000 Kw Bordeaux Transmitter; Micro-ray, the forerunner of modern television
technique ; and the first UHF multi-channel telephone
and telegraph
cations systemcircuits,
. . . part of a world-wide communiAll this, plus the war-sharpened techniques that are
the result of ability and experience, combine to give
you craftsmanship . . . the kind of craftsmanship that
builds dependability into all Federal equipment.
In AM . . . FM . . . TV . . .
. . . your prime need in broadcast equipment is
dependability — look to Federal for it.

Federal

Telephone

and

Radia^poration
Newark 1,N. J.

WIND
CHICAGO
5000 WATTS 560KC

LT. Armed
COL. LYNN
BAKER,
for J.2%M. years
the
has joined
Mathesin
Inc.,
New Forces,
York,
where
he will
specialize
in variety
story
merchandising
and
aderheaded
tising. Prior to hisentering
the Army,
Col.
Baker vwas
own agency
andJ.
previously
a
vice-president
of
Walter Thompson Co., New York.
LT. release
COL. DANIEL
THOMSON
upon
his
theD.Armed
will
join
Weissof &from
NewForces
York,
chairman
theGeller
postwarInc.,planning
division.as
K. G. ANDERSON and J. M. Bowman
have
been elected
vice-presidents
of the
Walsh
Co., Toronto
and Windsor.
Both areAdv.directors
of the company.
RUSSELL
GRAY Jr.
been appointed
assistant
secretary
of thehasRichard
A. Foley
Adv. Asency,
Philadelphia.

WILLIAM of A.WillDUNKLE,
former
account
executive
GrantAdv.Adv.,and
Losis Angeles,
has joined
Knollin
dividing
time
between
Los
Angeles
and
San
Francisco of ices.
T.salesW.promotion
KELLER,manager
formerof advertising
and
the
proprietary
division
of
William
R.
Warner
Co..
New
has joined
WesleyandAssoc.,
asYork,account
executive
memberNew ofYork,
the
agency's
Agency
heis been merchandise
appointed toplan
handleboard.advertising
for Dr.liam R.Earl
Sloan
Inc.,
subsidiary
of
WilWarner Co.
SAVAGE the
& TALLEY
Agency
has
acquired
Key
Adv.Adv.
Co.,
Cincinnati,
effective
Jan.Talley
1. William
Savage
Jr.at and
Thomas
M.
operate
the
firm
Fountain Square Bldg., Cincinnati. 805
NORMAN
E. KRAFF,
formerly
head of Food
Advertising
Ltd., operating
has
been
director
anddivision
account
executive
ofappointed
the
new
products
of Russel
M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
LE
GRAND
Adv..
New
York,
has
moved
from
33d St., to Floral
Park, Queens.
New 34York.W. Telephone
is Fieldstone
3-7373.

REPORT BY CROSSLEY, INC., FOR ROCHESTER, N. Y.
THE RADIO AUDIENCE BY STATIONS
AUGUST 5— OCTOBER 27
TECHNIQUE TELEPHONE COINCIDENTAL

National Representative
250 PA8K AVE., NEW YORK
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fAorninq
8:00 A.M.— 12 NOON
MONDAY-FRIDAY
WHAM
Station B
Station C
Others

49%
34.1
11.7%
4.6%

12 NOON— 6:00 P.M.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
WHAM
Station B
Station C
Others

32.8%
45.7%
15.7%
5.8%

Top WOR Agencies
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN spent
more with WOR New York last
year than any other advertising
agency,Restthe ofstation
week.
ten topreported
agencies,lastin
order of volume, are: Young &
Rubicam,
DuaneW. Jones
Donahue &BBDO,
Coe, Chas.
Hoyt Co.,
Co.,
Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Arthur Rosenberg
Co.,
Erwin,
Wasey
&
Co.,
J. Walter Thompson Co.
GOLD has& KASS
ENTERPRISES,
HoUywood,
at 1805%
Ave., headedopened
by Sydney
Gold N.and Western
Murray
Kass.
LT.
COMDR.
HOLMAN FAUST,
president
Adv. toCo.,viceleave
too on leave
theof Mitchell-Faust
Navy,
hasSouth
returned
Chi-on
c
a
g
from
the
where
heRecreation
served asSquadron.
commanderHeof vsras
thePacific
Welfare
the guest&
speaker atagementhe
Jan. 3 Chicago Radio Mant Club luncheon.
FRANK
W.Belding,
MAHAN,Chicago,
copy writer,
Foote,
Cone a& broken
recovering
from
leg suffered inisa faU.
PAUL inA.theRICKENBACHER,
an execupicture
Foote,tiveonCone
&motion
Belding,
Newas division
York, hasofof
taken
additional
duties
director
the
radio due
and television
department, a new
position
to the
and
merging
ofwillthe
two reorganization
departments.
Leeof
Strahom
continue
as manager
the
New
York
radio
department
and
will
beNewin York.
direct chargeRickenbacher,
of shows produced
in
who joined
the
agencyofMr.
inradio
Sept.talent
1944, for
formerly
was&
manager
Young
Rubicam,
New with
York,J. andWalter
priorThompson
to that
was associated
Co., New York.
SCHULENBURG.
director
ofE. A.the W.Gardner
Adv. former
Co., St.media
Louis,
and
Robert
B. Donnelly,
vice-president
and
manager
of
the
Minneapolis
office
of
McCann-Erickson,
have
been
named
vicepresidents was
of Gardner
Adv. Co. ofJ. theV.
Kirchhoff
elected secretary
agency to fill advancement.
vacancy createdChamp
by Mr.C.
Schulenburg's
Humphrey
director. was named associated media
MYRON ofDUTTON.
Hollywood producer'?,
manager
is the father Doherty,
of a girl.Clifford & Shenfieir
V
Bruce Participations
E. L. BRUCE Co., Memphis (floor
finishes), Jan. 2 began sponsorship
in three
participation
showsMolly
and
one
theatre
commentary:
Star Luncheon, quarter-hour show,
WIRE Indianapolis, weekly; Mrs.
Farrells Kitchen of the Air, halfhour show, WFBM Indianapolis,
twice hold
weekly;
Mrs.halfPage's
Economics,
-hour Houseshow,
WJR Detroit, weekly; Herschell
Hart, five-minute theatre commentary, WWJcontracts
Detroit, were
thriceplaced
weekly.by
Till forbid
Christiansen Adv. Agency, Chicago.

6:00 P.M.— 10:30 P.M.
MONDAY-SUNDAY
WHAM
42.7%
Station B
36.3%
Station C
16.5%
Others
4.5%
P/us Coverage of oW of ^e%\ern New York
50,000 WaH> . . . Clear Channel ... 1 180 On The DIol . . . Baiie NBC
Nalionpl Representative: GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
(•prMMiMd Nationally by HEADIEY.«EED CO.
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SALES
A

SONG

FOR
!!!

Sales for a song? You bet!— because you can
participate as a sponsor on one of these programs at a cost that is unbelievably low for
the job done.
Think of reaching the big and appreciative
audience these personalities have built up
among the great new WJZ radio family . . .
now totalling more than 18,000,000 people
within range of WJZ's louder, clearer signal!
And think of the favorable impression on
your own dealers, on jobbers and brokers—
for they know that these programs move goods
in the world's richest market! Here's why
they know it . . .
BREAKFAST IN BEDLAM-Ed East's early-morning show
recently proved its sales ability when one 50- word
announcement for razor-blades brought returns 49%
higher than a similar announcement a couple of years
back, despite the fact that today hundreds of thousands
of shaving-age men in this area are away in the armed
forces. Monday through Saturday.
WOMANfast showOF has
TOMORROW
after-breakfrequently- Nancy
pulled Craig's
more than
40,000
letters
a
month!
One
participant
in
Nancy's
received 13,000 requests for a booklet afterprogram
a few
announcements! Monday through Friday.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE -Alma Kitchell's after-lunch
program recently doubled the number of contest entrants for a sponsor who ran the same contest on another major New York station last year! Monday
through Friday.

G • Broadcast Advertising

HOUSEWIVES PROTECTIVE LEAGUE and SUNRISE SALUTEGalen
Drake's double-barreled
of selling.theories
The
show Billboard
Magazine calls onepackage
of theK
greatest
i
DR
ofMonday
productthrough
selling Friday.
in radio!
6 A. A
M. and
1:45 P. M.,
STAN SHAW'S SHOW-TAe Voice With a Record— and
what a record! Stan ran a 30-day try-out job into a
seven-year
record of sales! Now on WJZ, Saturday
mornings only.
For Details on Your Own Participation, Contact
BLUE SPOT SALES, or the Sales Department of
KEY STATION OF THE BLUE NETWORK

W4Z
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THE

FLUTE

. . • Coloratura soprano
of the woodicind choir
Outstanding characteristics of the
flute, as we know it today, are its
beautiful mellowness of tone — which
has been likened to the cooing of the
dove — and the facility it offers for
the rapidcution of runs
"coloratura
soprano" exeand shakes.
Since the dawn of history
Though naturally in far cruder
forms, the flute dates back to the
days of primitive man, who connected itwith ideas of fertility, rebirth and love. In Melanesian history
we find itthetoo.fluteAnd— East
Indian
tribes used
the ancient
Egyptian
— a rudimentary
flute, the tone"nay"of which
is excited by
blowing directly across the cut end
of the reed — is still played by natives about the Nile today.
Used in early opera
In one of the earliest operas — Peri's
performed
in"L'Euridice,"
Florence inwhich
1600 —wasthere
was a
"Sinfonia
for
three
flutes."
that time on, the use of the fluteFrom
for
short instrumental passages in symphonic works increased rapidly.
Today's flute is a far finer instrument than the flute of Haydn's day
orof keys
Bach's.
and The
leversmodern
has mademechanism
possible
more sure and rapid fingering — and
structural
changes
have
resulted
in
far mellower tone.

The mellow voire of the flute— covering a frequency range from 250 to
over 10,000 c.p.s.— loses much of its
true tonal quality in any but the
finest
You'lltranscriptions
find that the
most recordings.
nearly perfect
note available for broadcasting are:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Etectricat Research Products
D'wisiott
OF
Western £lictrjcCom/>a/ty
195 IROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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War Predictions
TWENTY NBC commentators and
war correspondents stationed in the
nation's
major
cities andtheatworld,
various points
throughout
presenting their annual predictions
for the New Year, are in general
agreement that Germany will be TIDEWATER ASSOC. OIL CO. San Frandefeated in the summer or early
ciscoplay-by-play
(petroleum products),
broadcastsongames
of Jan.
Pacificon5
fall;
war with Japan will started
Coast Conference
basketball
extendthatintothe1946.
KMPC
Hollywood.
Season
comprises
ten
games.SanPlacement
Francisco.is through Buchanan &
RCA VICTOR Division, Camden, has Co.,
SPIC
&
SPAN
Products,
Saginaw,
Mich,
(household cleaner),
scheduling
spot
appointed the Associated Distributing announcements
on 30 isstations
featuring
Co.. Indianapolis, as wholesale dis- Spic
& Co.,
SpanPittsburffh.
Kids. Agency is Julius C.
Dubin
t
r
i
b
u
t
o
r
o
f
RCA
products
in
the
central Indiana area. The new agency is
& BLACKWELL
Canadian
Co..
headed by R. D. Robinson and George CROSSE
(marmaladedramatized
and sauces),
has startedOnt.transcribed
anT. Purves .Ir., with H. T. Litteral as Trenton,
n
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
o
n
Toronto
and
Vancouver
sales
manager.
will be stations. Account was placed by McKim
associated
with Don
the Delbrook
firm.
Adv., Toronto.

Who're you crazy
aboui, Simanthy?
Ooo-h-h-h! I'm
crazy about those
smart, smart men
at WDAY!

Women around Fargo — and that includes practically every woman in every town and on every
farm within lOO miles — get most of their household hints, their beauty tips, their local and
world news from WDAY. So do the men, for
that matter. But WDAY knows who spends the
family cash — so that's the girl we go for!

WDAY
FARGO, N. D. . . . 5000 WATTS N. B. C.
AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO FORUM
FREE 6- PETERS, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

POSTAL UNION Life Insurance Co..
Hollywoodthrice-weekly
(hospital plan),
on Dec.tran-17
started
quarter-hour
scribedContract
Matinee Musicale
on weeks.
KMPC Hollywood.
is
for
52
Placementvision
is through
Productions,Continental
Hollywood.Radio & TeleTHRIFTY
DRUG adding
Co., Losto Angeles
(Southernule Cal.on Jan.
chain),
its localhalf-hour
sched4 started
weekly
transcribed
dramatic
Famous
Players
Theatre
series
on
KECA
Los
Angeles.
Original dramas
star35well-known
radio istalent.
Contract
is
for
weeks.
Agency
HiUman-Shane-Breyer Inc., Los Angeles.
NORTHERN ELECTRIC Co., Montreal
(electrical supplies), has placed its acronto. count with Harry E. Foster Agencies, ToOGILVIE FLOUR MILLS Co., Montreal
(flour), is startingona 51five-Canadian
weekly afternoon
musical
Account program
was placed by J. J. Gibbonsstations.
Ltd.,
Montreal.
ALLCOCK.
LAIGHT goods),
& WESTWOOD
Co..
Toronto
(sporting
has
started
weekly snow condition broadcasts for
skiers inronto.southern
CKEY ToAccount wasOntario
placed ondirect.
SOUDACK Fur Auction Sales, Winnipeg,
has started weekly quarter-hour musical
programs
on six
staWinnipeg.
tions. Account
was western
placed byCanadian
McKim Adv.,
THOR-CANADIAN
Co.,
Toronto
(washing machines),
started
spot an-of
nouncementhascampaign
on was
a anumber
Canadian
Account
Frontenac stations.
Broadcasting
Agency, placed
Toronto.by
VITARINE
Co.,
New
York
(Vi-Trese
Laxative)
named Maxwell
New York, hasas agency.
Radio is Dane
said toInc..be
considered.
TAPPIN-Spointed A. JEWELERS,
has ap-as
W. Lewin & Newark,
Co., Newark,
agency. Plans are said to include radio.
SNOW burg,WHITE
Products
Co.,
Va. (hairAdv.beautifier),
has Lynchnamed
Van
De
Mark
Inc..
Cincinnati,
agency. Plans are said to include radio. as
MODERN
APPLIANCE
Co.,
San
Mateo,
Cal.
(commercial
and household
appliances)San ,
has
appointed Walker
Adv. Agency,
beFrancisco,
includedto inhandle
plans.its account. Radio i
UNIVERSITY HYDROPHONIC Service,
San
(Plant-Chem
and LawnChem),Francisco
has appointed
Gerth-Pacific
Agency,
itsAdv.account.SanRadio Francisco,
is said to tobe handle
considered.
CASCADE FROZEN FOODS, Seattle
Agen's
QuickR. Frozen
Foods),Portland,
has appointed Joseph
as agency.
RadioGerber
may beCo.,included
in plaOre.
Correction
m.c.
ofJERRY
WMCA LAWRENCE,
New York, andrecord
not Jerry
Law,
radio
director
of
J.
R.
Kupsick Adv., New York, staged the
Dec. 15 War Bond auction reported
in BROADCASTING Dec. 25. Total
Bond sales have since risen to
$10,000,000.

4,955,144
spinning
spindles
VICTORY
...daily
cloth to producing
wrap aroundcotton
the
world.
Produced
from
"picker
to bolt" in the 16-county
WSPA Primary Area.

SPARTANBURG,
CAROLINA
WSPA SOUTH
Camp Cr(
5000 waHs Day, 1000 Home
waHs ofNight
950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollingbery
BROADCASTING
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WHK Aid
WHK ing theCleveland
was according
instrumental
aidwar
effort,
to ainletter
to K. ager,K. fromHackathorn,
WHK director
general
W. L. Everitt,
ofman-the
Army
ServicesaidForces'
Research
Staff,thewho
that aOperational
detailed
description
ofCarl
WHK
antenna
towers
given forby
E.
Smith,
in
charge
of
research
WHK,ChiefnowSignal
on leave
the
helped
the
Officerto with
solveArmy,
an antenna
problem
connection
development
of a new insystem.
Italian Discs
TO AID fantile
theParalysis
National
in itsFoundation
1945a series
drive,forofWOVIn-10
New York has produced
transcribed
Italian,artists.
featuringannouncements
outstanding Italian inradio
Discs tionwillto allbe stations
distributednationally
by the carrying
FoundaItalian-language programs.

Square Club Expands
FOURTH ESTATE Square Club of Philadelphia,
recognizingandradio's
intensive
coveragehave
of the taken
news
thethefact
that local
papers stations,
over
operation
of
radio
has
created
a
closer
bond
betweenening tthe
newspaper
and radio toby bring
widh
e
scope
of
its
membership
in eligibles
with the radio,
televisionCluband associated
advertising
Square
the newspaper
onlyagency
Masonicfields.
clubThein
the country
inis the
profession,
with membership
restricted to more
newspapermen sinceago.its organization
than
20 years
Weather Info
DETAILED
on weather
conditions inCoast
theinformation
San
Francisco
Baybroadarea
and North
counties
are being
castciscofouras atimes
daily
by
KSFO
San
FranGeneral
bulletins
on public
Pacificservice
Coast,. feature.
Inter-Mountain
Mississippi
states
weather
areand included
in Valley
the broadcasts.

WWDC on 24 Honrs
WWDC24-hour
Washington
now theoff Capital's
only
station,is being
the air
only
from
1-6is a.m.
Monday.
Regular
a.m.
period
taken
up
The Yawn1-6
Patrol With the Night by
Watchman.
Religious Discs
CAMPUSizing in transcribed
CHRISTIANS,and newrecorded
firm specialchurch
and
religious
music,
has
been established
inW. Los
Angeles
with
headquarters
at 427
Fifth
St.
Handling
its
own
production,
firm
is inaugurating
libraryas service
with
instrumental
music asa well
vocal selections.
Earle
E.
Williams,
formerly
associated with religiousA. stations,
is general
manager.
advertisingRichard
manager. Silvius is sales and
WSOO Appoints Rep
WSOO
Sault Ste. Marie. Mich., is being
represented
Toronto. in Canada by William Wright.

War Ad Council Support'
Is Praised by President
VOLUNTARY contributions of
advertising men and women under
the leadership of the War Advertising Council
by Pres-to
ident
Rooseveltareinlauded
a message
the Council which states that the
"organization has performed splendidly in achieving its patriotic purpose of 'mobilizing
advertising
to assistthein forces
winningof
•'The need for this wartime aid," the
President
continue
until this
the
last
shot iswrote,
fired. "will
I cannot
emphasize
pointing war.'
too
strongly.
Those whoto are
assisti
n
bringing
information
the
people
"
the
have
a responsibility
tofront.helpAndprevent
anythe
letdown
the
war,
thereonrequiring
will home
be the
many
critical after
national
problems
understanding
cooperation of every American. Itandis
vitally important
that theandworking
partnership between business
Government,
which has
successfully
broughtcontinue
info-mation
to theso people
in wartime,
into the postwar period."

Murray's
All-Stars Philadelphia.
SPORTS editor
of WIBG
Frannytions forMurray
has announced
the all-scholastic
football histeamselecfor
the Philadelphia
area.
WIBG
alsoPhiladelbroadcasts
the
baseball
games
of
the
phiaphiaAthletics
and Phillies,games,
the PhiladelEagles professional
the Villanova
and Temple footballbesides
contests.
•Telegram' on WOR
THE New York World Telegram, one of
the
leading critics
radio
advertising
la
effectiveness,
notablyaofincirculation-building
the retail
field,
last week started
campaign
on
WOR
New
York,
using
thricedeiph
phiia
weekly
participations
for
52
weeks
m
in
Power
Pulling
Breakfast
With
theE. Fitzgeralds.
Business
was
placed
by
L.
McGivena
Inc.,
New
York.
Commercials
urge
listeners
to
read
W-T features.
GE Mexico Plans
GENERALpointed the ELECTRIC,
S. A., ofhasGrant
apWar Bond Money
Mexican subsidiary
[D) ^ S
Adv ,ing New
York,of toallhandle
the advertisin
Mexico
GE
products,
and
Up 12 Floors to the tune of . . . $1,280,000
plans
to startThe a Grant
radio campaign
some
this
year.
has time
also
acquired
Max which
Factor uses
& subsidiary
Co.,radiomanufacturers
of
cosmetics,
in
Mexico.
Fifteen-Minute Program on Station WDAS
I
KTHS Service
cited by the U. S. Treasury Department
!
AS
RADIO
celebrates
itsSprings,
25th anniversary
'
this
year.
KTHS
Hot
Ark.,
for "Distinguished Service."
i
its 20th
21st year.
In celebration
ofmonththeis
i inKTHS
anniversary
late
last
PHILADELPHIA audience carried
45 Hot Springs merchants devoted their
more than a million dollars in cash
I
15-minute programs to saluting
KTHS for
\
Arkansas.
to the executive offices of the
• its 20 yearsCPAof service
Thanks toWRVA
WDAS Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
i
WRVA
Richmond
and itshaveprogram
service
located on the 12th floor
t
manager,local
IrvinOfficeAbeloff,
been thanked
I
i byfor thedonating
time offorPrice
the Administration
Sunday public
at 1211 Chestnut Street,
[ service
You'll Know
which.
a letterfeature
stated, Nowis proving
most helpful
to purchase $2 5, $50 and $100 Bonds
to thetionsCPA
programtheasboard
a whole.
Questhat confront
each
week
during the Sixth War Loan.
are
aired
in
discussions
with
heads
various divisions of the local OPA. of
KFAR Album
FAMILY
of KFAR
Alaska, wasALBUM
the Holiday
greetingFairbanks.
sent to^
friends
ofthetheStates".
stationBooklet
"in thecontains
Northland15
and
in
pages
of
pictures
of
the
staff,
at
their
control panel, mike or desk. The cover
is a color picture of the transmitter buildHome Audition Winner
FIRST ex-serviceman to land a regular
job
through
theis NBC
audition
planArmy
Robert"Welcome
Stark, released
from
inHome"thebj
South the
Pacific,
whoafter
was service
interviewed
Jack
Rathbun,
manager
of
WCOA
cola,
and given an announcingPensa-job
at thatFla.station.
Basketball Coverage
WAJR
W. Va.,of intheorder
broadcastMorgantown,
basketball games
U. tio
West
Virginia,
his cancelled
all night
com
With 'Tulling Power" like this, it's no wonder
mercial
and
sustaining
programs
on
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
ofFoodtheStores,
games.Coca-Cola
SponsorsBottling
are theCo.,Triangk
Moun
taineer
Flower
Center andOutdoor
the Chicag'
Dairy
Ice Cream
will be &covered
by the Co.
WAJR mobile game
unit
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MOONLIGHT IS FINE, as long as you feel the same
about things in daylight. That's the real test — not
only for love, but for transcribed libraries, too!
The glamour of "names" has to be backed up by
consistent program power. A few peaks can't make up
for a lot of valleys in listener appeal.
On this all-important basis of real usefulness, your
best bet is associated!
For associated gives you most hours of the best radio
music. Not just playing hours but paying hours . . .

exclusive, network-calibre entertainment that always
assures more listeners and clients !
Yes, there's mighty good reason why associated has
gained more new subscribers in the past few months
than in any period in its history. Quality has a way of
getting to the top ... especially when it's quantity, too!
Want to know how associated can do a better job for
you? Write today for the associated library booklet.
No obligation, and plenty of worthwhile information.
Get the facts now!

4ssoeM
Ro^nsm Service
25 West 45th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
MOST Hours of the Best RADIO Music . . . Represented by Loren Watson, 400 Madison Ave,, N. Y, C.
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Maj. Gould Appointed
MAJ. PURNELL
instrumental in settingGOULD,
up American
Expeditionary
radio
stations
in theto
Pacific and recently returned
Check the
list belowJan.to find29. theOWIwar transcriptions
message announcements
you 50-second
will broadcast
during the the
week
beginning
contain
six
announcements
States,
has
been
appointed
chief
of
broadcast
service
section
suitable
sponsorship
and Plan
three schedules
20-secondforchain
each important
side of discs.
Tell
yourforclients
about them.
best breaks
timing onof these
war Armed Forces Radio Service. Heof
messages.
is headquartered in Los Angeles.
Appointment was announced by
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
Col.
Thomas
H. ofA. AFRS.
Lewis, Capt.i
comNETGroup
Group
NAT.
SPOT
manding officer
WAR MESSAGE WORK
KW
01
PLAN
PLAN Aff. Ind. Aff. Ind. Live Trsna. Bill Bakewell
has been acting chief
of the broadcast service section.
Rationing
X
Recently returned from Honolulu,
Merchant
Marine
X
X
X
Maj. Gould
was salesbefore
manager
Army
Nurses
—
—
XX
WFBR
Baltimore
joiningof
Carele=s Talk
X __ X
the service.
Don't
Travel
X _____
Stop Wartime
Accidents
X
X
OWI PACKET, WEEK

JAN. 29

Seeing warOWImessages
Scheduleunderof War
names Allocation
and time Plans.
of programs carryNationalMessage
Spot 145
and forNetwork

You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
Where More

WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches

People Have Radios and

•
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking
•

persons
persons
persons
persons

STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with
WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy.

More People Listen
In South Bend where the percentage of
radio ownership is 96.9* — 8% greater than for the country as a whole and
4.2% greater than for the State of
Indiana— WSBT has a Hooper** of
46.1. In other words there are more
radios in South Bend than there are
in most places and most of them are
tuned to WSBT.

WOR Pension Plan
RETIREMENT
plan adopted
for WORby
New York personnel,
the board
directors
of Bamberger ofBroadcasting
Service
Inc.,
owner, tweenis 30open
to all
beand 65
whomembers
have been
with WOR at least three years,
and provides retirement benefits
after 65. Plan occurs simultaneously with adoption
of over-all
tirement provisions
by R. re-H.
Macyent &corporation,
Co., NewandYork,
the par-to
is subject
approval
of stockholders
and the
Commissioner
of Internal Revenue.
Emerson Drug Signs
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
(BromoSaint,
Seltzer),
on Jan.
4 started
The
detective
series,
on 7
NBC Pacific stations, Thursday
9:30-10 p.m. (PWT) with repeat
startingCentral
Jan. 6 stations,
on 15 NBC Saturday,
Eastern
and
7:30-8 p.m. (EWT) and 6:30-7
p.m.
Series is
based (CWT)
on storiesrespectively.
of Leslie Charteris,
who will edit radio adaptations.
William Rousseau is Hollywood producer for McCann-Erickson.
New Cage Scheme
A SYSTEM to enable announcers
ofdefinition
basketballof games
report has
a clearer
playingto areas,
been
proposed
by James
engineer of WILL
(U. ofBbel,111.,chief
Urbana),
and aballveteran
of 15In years
of basketbasketball
there
are atthe In-oadcasting.
jiresent
only circle
the center
line
and
free
throw
reference points in describingto use
playsas;
therefore
suggested
nev/
areas Ebel
in eachhas half
of the seven
court
in order tobroadcasts
make radiomorereception
of
basketball
enjoyable
and understandable to listeners.
^rc/off MS if»^e repea.
'Buf Its sH/l true, fitatser/es -ALL the. i-lcli
Knoo

*CBS
1944. Survey of Radio Ownership
** Hooper Station Listening Index
May through September, 1944.
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Representatives

COLUMBIA NETWORK
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Unitiui Stccted

— And Cover Entire Albany-Troy-Schenectady Area
With One Station, At One Cosf/
■ Three cities, yes. But so close together in their geography and their
thinking,
into one great market. Think of it — three
markets inthatone,theyand blend
big ones.
Then why not sell all three, with one strong, influential radio station
that covers them all? And will!
InSchenectady
doing so, you
your "Albany
problem"—
too. solve
The name
to remember:
WTRY.and cover Troy and
NOTE: With WTRY's strong signal, the coverage you get is unbeatable.

Basic Blue Network • 980 — Middle of the Dial — 980 • Representatives: Paul H. Raymer Company
WTRY, Albany-Troy-Schenectady • Associated with wsyr, wkne, weli

National Biscuit News
Program on Yankee Net
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York,
will Nelson
sponsor Nine O'Clock
News with
caster on WNAC Churchill,
Boston andnewsthe
Yankee Network, 9-9:15 a.m., Monday,
and FridayContract
beginning inWednesday
early January.
marks the first time National Biscuit has used regional broadcasting
in New viouslyEngland.
They have preused local spots.
Calling the series a "hometown
partnership",
Linus ofTravers,
utive vice-president
Yankee, execsaid
that Nine
O'Clock
News
feature local news as well aswillworldthe
series wide
are:coverage.
WNACStations
WEANusingWICC
WAAB WLLH WSAR WLNH
WRDO WCOU WHAI WNLC
WEIM.
ADAM J. YOUNG Jr. Inc., New York
and Chicago,resentathas
been appointed
repive for CKLW
Detroit- Windsor.

APRS Praised
"RADIO is without doubt the best
morale
builderJimweMcVeigh,
have out former
here,"
said Capt.
San Francisco radio producer and
announcer, just returned from the
China and Burma-India theatres of
war.
reportedService
that the
ForcesHe Radio
is soArmed
fast
that the topflight programs heard
in the States are aired, via tranriptions, in northern
Burmaof
within the scweek.
First choice
the men is sports, he said.

VOICE OF THE COHONTAILS
Ingenuity of Boys at B-24 Base Builds
Up-to-the-Minute Radio Station
control room, an office and a
THERE is a B-24 Base in South- dios,
ern Italy that is so out of the way shack to house their borrowed
that boys who had brought radios generator.
getting over the difficulty
or built ceptthem
re- of After
frequency allocation and per
ion but the couldn't
wailing get
wind anyor the
to operate, aided by theii
guard snoring. They decided to do mission
C. 0., Col. R. R. Gideon Jr., they
something about itbegan
operations
on Sept-of16.rabbits
Because
of the number
Scoured the Corners
constantly running around the sta
KGVO Changes
the boys called themselves
So theymittersgotthat operations
themselves had
two turned
trans- tion,
"The Cottontails", with the jiv«
A NEW
tion and department,
merchandising,saleshaspromobeen inamplifiers
tune
"Cottontail"
their theme,
for
salvage.
They
got
"beat-up"
and wires and plugs Music is supplied byas records
added to KGVO Missoula, Mont.,
and a
according to General Manager A. and burned up microphones from small
organ loaned by the chap
wrecked
planes.
And
they
built
J. Mosby. Delores Swanberg is a
lain.
new member of the continuity staff themselves a good transmitter.
Cottontails operate 10 hours
replacing lone Furniss, resigned. They moved into an old broken a The
day now, with news four times
Mary
Lou
Louben,
senior
student
down
Italian
storehouse,
sounddaily,
types of musical pro
in the Montana State U. School of
proofed everything with sand, grams, all
quiz shows, hometown gos
grass
and
GI
blankets,
and
proJournalism,partment ahas
joined
the
news
desip,
and
even
Every Sundas
s a reporter.
duced afirst rate station — two stu- they broadcastpoetry.
their own chapel oJ
the
air.
And
they
air
sporti
events direct as well aslocal
big gamei
picked
up
from
the
States
and
re
broadcast.
After bombing missions, manj
of the ships tune out the homing
beacon and ride in on the "Voic(
of the Cottontails".
Blue Assignments
JACK
Blue manager,
westerif
division O'MARA,
sales promotion
in addition to his regular duties
has taken over supervision of th<
network's
relations in
and Holly
audi
ence mail guest
departments
wood. Virginia Samuels, secretarj
to Mr. O'Mara, has been placed in
chargetions.ofDutiesguest
relations
of Ernest
Felix,operaBlu(
western division auditor, have alsc
been augmented. In addition, he has
been placed
charge
of all worli
government incontracts,
personnel
and general service at the net
work's Hollywood headquarters.
Announcer Award
BRONZE STAR Medal has beei
Hey
KABC Sure is Strong on Cooperation
awarded
Eugene of
KellyWCHJ
Slutz
J 00—
former S/Sgt.
sportscaster
Charleston,
W.
Va.
"for
meritorious
Joe already knows that business is mighty good on KABC, but we
service in support of combat opera
tions ... as radio announcer, Unitbelieve in making things even better — both for listeners and
ed States Armed Forces Radio Staadvertisers.
tion in Assam,
India." The citation
issued
the Commanding
Officer
of the byTenth
Air Force further
Listeners are kept reminded of Blue Network and other program
states,
"Sgt.
Slutz
.
.
.
exhibited
features by a constant schedule of newspaper advertising . . . and
a high degree of technical knowl
clients are extended the fullest measure of cooperation, to the end
edge,
zeal, and
Sgt. Slutz
was devotion
known toas duty."
Gen<
Kelly
at WCHS.
that their advertising will produce maximum results.
MBS Names Danley
Is it any wonder that KABC is widely known as "The Fastest Growing
TORRENCE (Ted) W. Danley
Radio Station in San Antonio?"
formerly assistant to George Chambers, sales service manager of Mutual, on Jan. 1 Mr.
became
sales service
Chambers
has
shifted manager.
to the New York
sales stafi
of Mutual. Mr. Danley served foi
12 years in
the sales
servicean department of CBS
and after
in
die
terim with the OWI joined Mutua
three
months
ago
as
assistant
Mr. Chambers. Mr. Chamber tc
joined Mutual in 1942 as sales servSAN ANTONIO'S BLUE NETWORK STATION
ice manager
after five
years aio:
WEED & COMPANY, National Representatives
eastern
advertising
manager
mm^^^m^^^mm BarTous, fiuancial weekly.
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In Denver— KOA gives you more
than the other four.

• This is, an essential market. KOA is the essential
station. There are extra millions in sales available

50,000 WATTS
TOP NBC PROGRAMS

in Colorado alone; 850 out of every 1,000 homes
have radios. KOA, and KOA alone can reach
these millions — and still more in neighboring

COVERAGE-Colorado and
adjoining states
DEALER PREFERENCE (68.8%)

states. Let "power-full" KOA shov/ you real cash

LISTENER LOYALTY (69%)

register sales.

SALES RESULTS

*KOA Daytime Primary Area.

^

850

ORE*

so.oo
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noul

Baik
in

produEtion

Recommendations by Lea Probe
{Continued from page 13)
ence and the advice he gave tended toring staff and adequate personnel
to serve the purposes of those par- to handle applications promptly for
ticipating in the deception of the
postwar
needs. Chairman Fly (who
9. Former
7. As to the 1940 sale of WMCA
resigned
last Nov. 15 to enter priNew York by Donald Flamm to
owner."
vate law practice and become chairEdward J. Noble, Blue Network
man
of
Muzak
"is a very
chairman and former Undersecre- able, resourceful Corp.)
man, strong in his
tary of Commerce, the Committee convictions, aggressive
and perabsolved Mr. Noble, William J.
sistent .. . and assumed unquesDempsey and William C. Koplovitz,
tioned leadership . . . Sometimes he
his Washington counsel; Thomas was arbitrary
conduct of
G. Corcoran, former White House hearings. ... Itin istheprobably
true
confidant; the White House and that Mr. Fly contributed materially
FCC of any "pressure" as charged to the better functioning of the
by 8.Mr.ForFlamm.
He left it better than
the Commission, adequate heCommission.
found it. His resignation from
engineering staff, adequate moni- the Commission has removed him
as an element of controversy from
its 10.future
activities."of the investigationContinuation
"is not contributory
to good
HOW TO SELL
YOUR PRODUCT
TO THE 5,000,000

UNCO

PERSONS IN CUBA

RADIATORS

Many national advertisers have
found out that the most effective v/aybutionofand increasing
stepping upsales
distri-in
Cuba is by using RHC Cadena
Azul, the dominant netv/ork in
Cuba.

Prompt Delivery
subject to existing regulations

For RHC, day In-day out, delivers the larget audience in
Cuba.
And in Havana the RHC outlet
is the station people listen to
most.

VERTICAL

We are ready now to serve you^
again, if you have the proper
priority to purchase new equipment. Inernization
planning
program, beyoursuremod-to
investigate the exclusive and
superior
features Steel
of theRadiator.
Lingo
Vertical Tubular
They are available in standard
heights— 100 to 500 feet. Orders
placed anowfew can
be delivered
within
weeks.
Write at
once for details.
Lingo also produces tubular steel
poles for the support of FM,
Television
tennas. and other UHF anOur staff
will bethe pleased
provide you with
completeto story
as it applies in your own case.
In writing, please give location,
power,
oj station,
and
indicatejrequency
radiator height
desired.
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
Eit. 1897 Camden, New Jersey
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A recent impartial survey mode
by sixtiserslarge
shows thatnational
RHC hasadvertwice
the audience of its nearest
competitor.
Our New York offices will be
glad to show you the latest
Cuba audience survey, a comprehensive survey similar to the
Crosley ratings in the United
States.

administration".
Clear Definition
11. As for overall
legislation "theso
uncertainties
of interpretation,
far as possible consistent with the
exercise of the reasonable discrepowers of theTheCommission,
should betionaryremoved.
rights and
duties of the industry should be
more clearly defined; likewise the
powers, duties and limitations of
the Commission should also be conred, and necessary
amendments
made to sideconform
to good
practice
as 12.developed
by experience."
As a practical
method of apprmittee
oach to newrecommended
legislationappointment
the Comof a joint committee from the FCC
and radio profession to suggest
necessary amendments to Congress
"that will contribute to the improvement of the present law and
its better administration".
KFJI to Miller
TRANSFER of control of total
stock interest in KFJI Klamath
Falls, Ore., from George Kincaid,
deceased, and Rachael J. Kincaid
to Willard
D. Miller,waslocalgranted
business-by
man, for $115,000
the FCC last week. Commissioner
Durr voted for a hearing on the
case. The 100 w Mutual-Don Lee
affiliate on 1240 kc was established
in 1932 by John A. Kincaid, upon
whose death
station
fer ed in Julythe1944
to hiswasson.trans-

RHC CADEHA AZUL
Cuba's only
network
afiSliated with
CBS
U. S. Representative
HUMBERTO D. GONZALEZ
220 West 42nd St., New York City
Wisconsin 7-1166
BROADCASTING

OVER 160,000
RADIO HOMES
In W M O H
.5 MV/M Area
The SPOT For
Your SPOTS Is
WMOU
Hamilton, Ohio
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TO THESE ADVERTISING AGENCIES AND THEIR CLIENTS WHO
BROADCAST ON WLIB IN 1944
ADVERTISING PRODUCT AND
AGENCY
SPONSOR
Advertising Guild, Inc
Park Theatre
48lh
Street C/nema
Austin Advertising, Inc
Dime Sowings Bank of Brooklyrt
Bates, Ted, Inc
Palmolive Soap
Batten, Barton, Durstine , „ . , . , , . ,
& Osborn, Inc
j ^/"If'l.*
New
YorkFruitTelephone
I My-T-Fine
Unite'd
Compony Co.
luthe/ K. Bell
C. Ludwig Baumann
Harry A. Berk, Inc
James A. Wofers Co.
Blow Company, Inc., The
Bu/o»a Wofch Company
Blackstone, The, Company Fabrikant
Di/berf Bros.Bros.
Pedro & O/go
Pesorf Hotels of Sullivan County
Blaine-Thompsen Co., Inc
"In Bed Bros.
We Cry" J. C. Wilson
Warner
Buchanan & Company, Inc Fabian
PoromounfTheatres
PicturesInc.Inc.
Carl Caiman, Inc
Empirefashioned
Gold Buying
Old
GospelCo.Hour
Wendell P. Colten Co
Todd Shipyards
Diener & Dorskind, Inc
Porogon Oil Company
Donahue & Coe, Inc
Herbert
Shumlin
Loew sO.Ini.
(MGM)"The Visitor"
David
Selznick
Republic Pictures
Wm. Moloney "Soldier's Wife"
Roy S. Durstine, Inc
{ f„t 'ntoffee
Edelbrew
Beer
Ehrlich & Neuwirth
Simon Ackerman, Clothes
Wm. Esty & Company, Inc. Super Suds
Foote, Cone & Belding RKO Pictures
Gotham
Co., Agency
Inc. Brooklyn
Lutheran Academy
Laymen's ofLeague
Gunn-MearsAdvertising
Advertising
Music
Lester Harrison Assoc., In
Artcraft
Brenner Bros
E. T. Howard Co.....
Rieser Co. Venido Hoir lacquer
, Huber Hoge & Sons
Tabasco Sauce
Jackson Advertising Flem-O-Lyn for coughs
Joseph Kati, The, Co
Ex-loxCough
Compomf
Rem
Remedy
Kayton-Spiero Co., Inc
Hurok Century
Attractions
20fh
Fox
Kenyon
& Eckhardt, Inc
Wesson Salad
Kermin-Thail
Anfonio
Beoufy OilShops
Kieison, M. Company
Horowifz-Alargarefen
SUCH ACCEPTANCE

BROADCASTING
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ADVERTISING PRODUCT AND
AGENCY
SPONSOR
II, Abbott Co., Inc
Journal-American
Joe
Lowe
Corp.
Creamsicle Popsicle
Landau, A. B., Inc
Manisc/iewi/z
Lefton, Al Paul Co., Inc
Old Counfry Trotting Assn.
A. W. Lewin Co., Inc _ Corsetorium
Mason-Reikin Company Wright
Trtebilz Clothes
Shoes
Mogul, Emil, Company Inc Borney't C/ofhat
Morris
Agency
Kirsch's Beverages
Moss Associates
Harmon
Watch Co.
Neweil-Emmett
Co
„
Pepsi-Cola
Paris & Peart
A S P Tea Co.Co.
Posner Advertising Agency „ Clothing Outlet
Redfield-Johnstene, Inc
Colcombef Wines
Arthur
Inc
Myer's
1 890 Beveragtt
RuthrouffRosenberg
& Ryan, Co.,
Inc
Tumbo Puddings
Lee Sohn Advertising
House
ofPerfumes
Scherk — Arabian
Nights
J. D. Tarcher & Co
_ Seeman Bros. Pique
J. Walter Thompson Company Gold
Ward'sMedal
BreadCapsules
Tracy, Kent A Co., Inc
Wm. Wise t Sons Jewelers
van der Linde, Victor. Jos. McCreery i Co.
J. Franklin Viola.. _ Ivel Furs
Waxelbaum Company
Treemoric Shoes
Young & Rubicam, Inc
Borden
W. A. C.Company
A.Direct
Harry Zoog Associates Atlas
Pinebrooic
Praises
Refrigerator
Direct „
„ Community Opticians
Direct
/. J. fox Furs
Direct _
_ Henry George School
Direct
Hudson Canadian Fur Shop
Direct fCoy Preparations Formula 301
Direct
Keensighf
Direct- Alanco Bread
Direct
Aloys Department Store .
Direct
lane Bryonf, Brooklyn
Direct
Michaels Bros,
Direct
^ Michaels t Co.
Direct
Monticello Drug Co.
Direct Mullins, John i Sons
Direct _ Pinsley Clothes
Direct
leon Simon Clothes
Direct _
- Regent
X-L Products
Direct
Carpet Cleaners
MUST BE DESERVED!
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Video Advertising
TELEVISION'S role in advertising
at theTelevision
monthlymeetingwill beof discussed
the American
Society at the Modern Museum of
Art in New York, Jan. 11. Allan
T. Preyer,
chaii-man of Inc.,
the board
of
Morse International
New
York, will be chairman of the meeting. Speakers include: Ira A.
Hirschmann, vice-president of
Metropolitan Television Inc., New
York; Lily Dache, millinery designer; Joseph Copeland
of' Patt'Willys
jlo Modes
New York
and
Cooper,Inc.,program
manager
of Compton Adv., New York. Motion pictures
the media
etfectiveness
of othercomparing
advertising
with television will be shown.

Availability Service
A NEW publication, Time-Buyers
Guide, listing data on announcement periods and sustaining programs available for sale by subscribing
its ap-to
pearancestations,
Feb. 1, will
issuedmakeweekly
all timebuyers in the United
States, Stanley Young, managing
editor, announced last week. First
issue will provide information on
New YorkditionalCity
stations,included
with ad-in
major markets
subsequent issues.
headquarters
ace in Publication's
the Empire
State Bldg., New York. Telephone :
Bryant 9-0100. Chicago and West
Coast offices will be opened shortly,
Mr. Young said.
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Wigglesworth

Possible

Federal Ownership of Radio
Supreme Court Decision Gives Powers to FCC
Beyond Intent of Congress, He Tells House
DECLARING that the Supreme tinuished from proper Government
Court decision of May 10, 1943 regulation. This, I am sure, was not
gave the FCC powers over program the original intent of the Congress;
I am confident, is not the
content and busi- this,
ness practices of intent of the Congress today. In
order,
that theby Commisstations not insiontherefore,
may be governed
the will
tended by Con- of Congress,
clarifying or remedial
Rep. Rich- legislation appears to be imperaard gress,
B. Wigglesworth
(R-Mass.)
tive. This matter assumes particulast Wednesday
in view of the fact
filed a minority that lartheimportance
FCC is by no means the
report on findings
activi- only agency with licensing powers
Rep. Wigglesworth as aties andresult
of under
the Federal
Government."
Criticizing
the majority
for not
hearings by the making a draft of its report available until hours before filing
House Select Committee to Investigate the Commission.
Rep. Wigglesworth subAlthough taking sharp issue deadline,mit ed a 22-page
dissent in which
vdth the majority
report,
Mr.
Wighe
charged
the Commission has
glesworth in some aspects joined permitted "trafficking
in licenses".
his colleague Rep. Louis E. Miller He ci-iticized the Committee
for
(R-Mo.) and the majority in call- "failure to examine more thoring for remedial radio legislation
into alleged
"which will give proper effect to licensing oughly"
power
by the abuse
FCC. of its
and provideforcement offor
the
faithful
enRep.
Wigglesworth
charged
that
the will of the Con- the Committee received no cooperation from the Commission but on
gres in respect to radio broadcastthe other hand "met with constant
obstruction, intimidation
beRegulatory Power
hind-the-scenes action, in anandapparAs a result of the Supreme Court
ing".
ent attempt to hamstring the work
decision, "the Commission appears of the
Committee and to suppress
to have been found to possess the
the truth". He cited several inpower
to
regulate
the
contractual
relations between the stations and
stances where he said the Committee was blocked in its investigation
networks and, in fact, to demand
fundamental changes in their busi- by executive orders.
ness methods, as incidents to passHits WMCA Sale
ing upon individual applications for
"Generally
speaking, the full
permission to operate a radio sta- force of the Administration
has
tion and to use a specified wavelength, the authority being found been directed against the work of
underlic convenience,
the broad interest
standard orof neces'pub- the Committee," he asserted.
"Whether or not, as a direct result
sity'," said Rep. Wigglesworth.
of Administration opposition, there
"How far the Court would go in has
sharp disagreement
respect to other regulations is not
in been
the Committee
itself, serving,with-in
apparent. It would appear, however, that carried to a logical con- my judgment, to impair materially
clusmission
ion, the functions
Com- the progress of its work."
would becomeof the
in effect
no justi-in
fication for executivesawsessions
those of Government operation, if Rep. Wigglesworth
not Government ownership as dis- the WMCA sale inquiry and con-

AVE'.
and take W

METROPOLITAN

^A^ROK
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is represented by HEADIEY-REED COMPANY
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eluded that "the Commission cannot escape condemnation for its
conduct in this case. Either the
Commission was guilty of gross
negligence, and failed to live up to
the trust reposed in it, or it was
guilty of malfeasance in office." He
recommended a law, "in light of
developments"
the WMCA ofhearing, prohibitingin employes
any
Government agency from practicing
before the agency which he served
for two years after he leaves the
Government service.
Rep. Wigglesworth disagreed
with the majority report which he
said
"appears
be based,
in largeby
measure,
on a todigest
prepared
the legislative reference service at
the Library of Congress, no member of which has had an opportunity to hear the testimony, or observe the witnesses, or to obtain
the background essential to evaluating and digesting the evidence."
The Massachusetts Congressman
asserted that abuse of licensing
power ment
"canoperation
readily
lead Government
to Governif not
ownership, as distinguished from
proper Government regulation of
the radio industry". He pointed out
that "some 450 out of a total of
some rary900licenses
stations"
were 1,on 1941,
tempo-to
from June
May of31,this1943.
dangeras ina club
the
use
type "The
of license
over
radio
stations
is
self-evident,"
his report stated.
Called Inadequate
He, too, criticized Andrew W.
Bennett in the WFTL Fort Lauderdale transaction between Ralph A.
Horton and the Fort Industry Co.
Setting forth various parts of tesconcluded:
"The Committeetimonyhas, he given
no consideration
to the question of whether or not
the Communications Act was violated with the Commission's consent and approval, by the Storer
interests having become the owners of so many licensed stations,
or whether or not those interests
may have been engaged in trafficking in licenses."
Rep. Wigglesworth held the Arde
Bulova one-day investigation was
inadequate. He concluded in the
WNNY Watertown, N. Y. case that
the letters of protest sent to Pres-

BROADCASTING

SLOCUM APPOINTED
MANAGER OF WPEN
THE NEW general manager of
WPEN Philadelphia is Richard W.
Slocum who adds the assignment
to his agerregular
one as Bulletin,
general manof the Evening
new
owner of the Quaker City outlet.
Arthur Simon, general manager
of WPEN when it was owned by
Arde Bulova, from whom the Bulletin purchased it, is retained in
an advisory capacity.
Named to assist Mr. Slocum last
week was Henry Barringer of the
newspaper's
ment William advertising
L. McLean Jr.,departvicepresident of the Bulletin, becomes
in addition to his present duties
president and treasurer of WPEN.
Mr. Slocumof the
is vice-president
and
secretary
station.
ident Roosevelt by Democratic
leaders "motivated the action, and
that mitBlack
River's construction
was cancelled
on political perconsiderations".
He charged that Chairman Fly
and Dr. Robert D. Leigh, former
chief of the Foreign Broadcast
Intelligence Service, violated the
law by soliciting aid in Congressional appropriations for the FCC.
Himself a member of the House
Appi'opriations Committee, Rep.
Wigglesworth said, "it is but fair
to assume" that the Select Commitwas "largely slash
responsible"
for teea probe
2-million-dollar
in the
1945
fiscal
year
FCC
appropriation.
He called for an investigation of
a regional
KSJB charging
Jamestown, N. D., grant
a localtooutlet,
that John W. Boler, principal
owner, at the behest of Mr. Fly,
attempted to bring political pressure on Rep. Francis Case (RS. D.) of the Appropriations Commit e to get the cut restored.
Concurring with the majority.
Rep. dialWigglesworth
called forthe remelegislation to preclude
FCC
from discriminating against newspaper ownership of radio.
"Onlyunder
by the
a continuation
the
work
new Congressof can
the essential work contemplated in
the resolution creating this Commit e be carried to a proper conclusion," his report stated.
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Simoniz Renews
SIMONIZSimoniz
Co., Chicago,
Dec. 31.
renewed
Sunshineon Serenade,
heard Sundays on WMAQ Chicago,
beginning
12th consecutive
year
on the air.itsContract,
for .52 weelfs,
was placed by George H. Hartman Co.

Peter Fox News
PETER FOX Brewing Co., Chicago
(beer) program,
on .Jan. 8Monday
begins through
a ten-minute
news
day on WMAQ Chicago.
Contract, Frifor
.52 weeks, was placed by Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago.

Meet VIHB's Don Daviswho
lives
af^Spotby Sales"
telegraph, offices
telephone
And that's neither industa norsuitcase
dandruflF submitted
onsprinkled
his shoulders.
It
s
Ivory
Snowor
air
mail
letter.
Along
with proon
by
the
photographer
gram
information
and
Hooperatings
to indicate that Davis travels from to prove that WHB is your best
frozen north to sunny south, con- market!
buy in the booming Kansas City
stanly. . . theHe better
to servetheWHB
advertisers.
is probably
only Ask about the new Rush Hughes
radio station president in America Show on WHB — the "Song and
Dance itParade."
In its
first five
who
travels representative.
as the station's national weeks
advertising
has definitely
increased
the
Now, as an associate of Loren sale of Bond Bread (General Baking),
first
co-sponsor
on
this
pop"Watson at Spot Sales, Davis has the
ular participation program origiassistance
of "Watso",
Wester
and Bill Ewing
in NewFredYork
...
nated byHughes at KWK, St. Louis.
Jameson Brinkmeyer and Willie WHB participation is available in
Kissickston onintheChicago
.
.
.
John
Livingquarter-hour
one to six times
West Coast. Six new weekly, "acrossunits,
the board."
You'll like doing
business with
reasons why "the swing is to WHB WHB,
"the station with agency
in Kansas
City". .to. with
/ire market
ofiEces point-of-view".
over
the nation
submit
.
.
where
every getadvertiser is a client who must
his
information and|availabilities whenin results.
If you
want to sellworth
the Kansas
City market,
ever you clearances
'phone. are made the money's
Time
same day from Kansas City, and WHB is your happy medium!
For WHB Availabilities, 'Phone DON DAVIS
at any of these "SPOT SALES" offices:
KANSAS CITY — Scarriff Building — HArrison 1161
NEW YORK CITY-400 Madison Avenue— Eldorado 5-5040
CHICAGO — 360 North Michigan- FRAnklin 8520
HOLLYWOOD-Hollywood Blvd. of Cosmo-HOIIywood 8318
SAN FRANCISCO— 5 Third Street— EXbrook 3558
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Kansas
City • Wichita
Salina • Great
Bend • Emporia
Missouri
Kansas « Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
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it's kglo
in the "Heartland'

Miller Asks
Uniform Books System
Held Dangerous by
Lea Prober
JOINING the majority in a demand for definitive legislation, Rep.
Louis E. Miller (R-Mc), in a
minority report of the House Select
Committee to the
Investigate
FCC, released last
Wednesday, took
issue with the majority inandonecalled
respect
on Congress to
''put a stop"
to "apparent attempts" ofcertainto
Commissioners
Rep. Miller
"put radio in the
same category as public utilities
The

For instance the Robert S.
Conlan Survey shows 50% more
"Heartland"
tunednewsto
KGLO
for thefolks
noonday
than to the next most popular
station. What's
more52.6%
for allof
periods,
every day
the audience is tuned to 1300 —
KGLO.
That's a niceMr.sliceTimeof
potential customers,
Buyer, when you remember that
there are 293,080 radio homes
in the "Heartland."
FREE — A copy of this
complete
"Study
Listening
HabitsIowa—of
Mason City,
Area", will
request.
Writebe sent
KGLOon
or ask any Weed &
Company man.
TEST POSTWAR PLANS ON KGLO

San Francisco'
Radio Picture

changed!

Look up

MASON CITY, IOWA
F. C. Eighmey, Gen. Mgr.
CBS Affiliate
•
WEED & COMPANY, Rep.

mo
in your latest
Hooper!
H'sTHE Bay Area Bay!
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Protection
for Industry
with the Commission having the cessity' is as broad as the ends
power to control rates, purchase of the earth and defines nothing
with any degree of certainty, yet
prices
and earnings"
of stations.
it is the rule used by the CommisAsserting
the Commission
tempted to accomplish
that had
end atby
sionfusatol ofmeasure
a license. the grant of re"calling for a uniform system of
"What the industry needs and
accounting,"
Rep.
Miller
said
that
such a system would be impractical what the Congress should enact is
because of the "various types of a definite law so that the industry
ownership". As for control of sale may know and abide by the rules
prices, the Missouri Republican of the game. Why let the industry
commented : "There is no more rea- get
5-yard line
and
have on
the the
Commission
change
son why the Commission should then down
have the power to pass on the sale
price of a station than it should
that "probrules?"
have to pass on the sale price of theRep.
ably Miller
the most reported
controversial
issue
between mithe
Coms ion has industry
to do withandthethecontrol
a newspaper."
Need for Law Clear
Evidence adduced at the Select of programs
and business".
citrecent decision
in whichHe WOI
Committee hearings justified the wased thegranted
permission
to
begin
conclusion that the 1934 Communi- broadcasting at 6 a.m. and pointed
Act isneeds
"obsolete
un- to the dissent by Commissioners
suited tocationsthe
of a and
rapidly
E. K. Jett and Norman A. Case on
expanding industry," said Rep. the grounds that the action violated
Miller's
report.
He
pointed
out
that
Commission's own rules.
since the present law was enacted, theRep.
Miller set forth 20 derelicmany new problems have arisen
tions which his report said the eviand since they could not be anticdence brought out.he Indeclared
a five-point
ipated by the original lawmakers, recommendation
that
the FCC has "been obliged, to write "further controls are necessary in
special rules to meet current con- the procedural part of the Act to
the Commission within definite
"The industry feels that this rule- keep
ditions".
making bythe Commission has been and ascertainable limits," that Conprohibit the Commisabused in many cases and at times
siongressfromshoulddiscriminating
against
has been used as a threat over the
newspaper
ownership
and
that
Conlicensee.
. . . The
yardstick and
of 'pubgress, and not the FCC, should fix
lic interest,
convenience
ne- any limit
of
stations
any
one
licensee may own.
Miller's Conclusions
"Today, the American people are
in dangerernmentof agency
being
whattoldtheybymaya Govand
may not hear over their radios, '
said his report. "Freedom of speech
by radio
freedom— isfrom
Government —interference
in jeopardy.
American broadcasting is the finest
in the world. It has brought us the
finest entertainment, the best news
coverage, and a full and fair
presentation of public questions. We
need a new radio law which will
Things will keep hummin' in TRI- define, in clear and unmistakable
CITIES after V-day, for wartime language, the role of the FCC."
conditions are creating an un- wereAmong
these: Rep. Miller's findings
precedented demand for farm maThat litical
the favoritism
FCC ; hashas practiced
employed po-its
chinery. Also, since TRI-CITIES is
not a mushroomed war town, It
won't shrink disastrously "after
If you use radio
it's all over."
•n IOWA/ you need the
So plan to capture this prosper1944 IOWA RADIO
ous urban market of 200,000
AUDIENCE SURVEY
;iv»'s <lelailc<l analj ses, maps sliowby using this popular right-at!<; roiintios where each Iowa slaliiHi
home "salesman" —
* "lislene<l-lo-m<».st". Tells wliieli slailala on Iowa program pretereiiees aii<l
Tuvoritc listening /lours, broken <lowii
ROCK1270
ISLAND-MOLINE,
ILL.
DAVENPORT,1
l»y a«?e, ofsex,oilier
placevilalof residence.
FUis
KC 5000 WATTS
dozens
fads you need.
BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK
Gel your free copy TODAY. Ad.lress:
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
WHO-9I2 Walnut St.
Des Moines 7, Iowa
Howard H. Wilson Co., Nat'l Representatives
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powers to reward its political friends ;
that acting
its former
Chairman Fly, itthrough
endangered
public
welfare
particularly
thethelives
merchant andseamen
by refusing
to turnof
over to prithe
Dept. operators.
of Justice the fingernts of radio
That
the Commission
to pun-to
ish newspapers
politicallysought
opposed
the Administration
by
seeking
to restrain certain newspapers from owuiu;;
and
radio stations
21/2
years operating
and to control
program for
content
of stations owned by certain newsapers by requiring
stations who
"to
give a plisting
of thesaidpersonnel
perform,gram arrange,
write
or
create
promaterial who are in any way
connected withwithstanding tahe FCCnewspaper,"
notspecifically
forbidden by law
from iscensoring
the
program content of radio broadcasting.
That the FCC
has
made
misrepresentations to Congress to procure
appropriations
in arrogating
self certain war; that
activities,
the Com-itmis ion has drawn upon needed manpower
and
critical
materials
procured the exemption from and
military
service sonnel
of under
a large
number
of
its
perthe questionable pretext
that such personnel was skilled and
indispensable.
Charges Derelictions
That the Commission has unlawfully
capriciously
powers
toandfurther
its ownexercised
political itsideologies
and thoseernmentforeign
form of Gov;that theto our
Commission
has
without warrant or authority kept the
radio industry in a constant state of
fear by placing and keeping more than
one-half of all stations on a temporary
license.
That former
Fly accepted
gratuities
from Chairman
Comdr. Storer
in the
wav of payment of his hotel bill while
assisting his friend Storer in purWFTLvaluefor; that
approximatelychasinghalf station
its real
the
FCC in undertaking monitoring act
i
v
i
t
i
e
s
i
n
military
theatres
has
interfered with the prosecution of the war,
that
the judgment
competentC.
naval inoflicer
(Rear Adm.of aStanford
Hooper, formermunicationNaval
Chief
s) the Commission ofwasCom-in
part responsible for the disaster at
Pearl Harbor ; that the FCC, and particularly former Chairman Fly, enangered the national
security and
interferred dwith
the prosecution
of the
war by opposing transfer of control
of radio intelligence from the FCC to
the
War Dept., ofinthedefiance
of theof
recommendations
Joint Chiefs
Staff.
That the Commission has exceeded
its powers by unlawfully attempting
to censor tradio
programs persons
and by for
ating to investigate
subversive emptactivities.
That a majority of the Commission
under
Chairman
completelyto
dominated
by him Flyand wassubservient
his will ; libthat
the Commission
deerately has refrained
from seeking
from Congress
powers
which
it
exercised but did not possess because of

Award to Edwards
POOR RICHARD CLUB, Philadelphia, on Jan. 17 will make a
special award to Ralph Edwards,
m.c. of Truth or Consequences,
sponsored by Procter & Gamble for
Duz on NBC, for selling as an
individual, the largest total of Series "E" Bonds
in the country.
Mr.
Edwards
in touring
the country
with his program has sold almost
$500,000,000 in War Bonds.
the
the grant
of such powers
wouldfearbethatrefused
by Congress
; that
the ersCommission
did
not
abuse its
powof discretionof station
in approving
and transfer
WMCAthe .sale. .
and that the charge of alleged duress
inany thecredible
sale ...evidence.
is not sustained by

Howard Back at ABI
ROYAL V. (Doc) HOWARD, dir of engineering
atedrectoBroadcasters
Inc., for
San AssociFrancisconeer,andwhoPacific
Coast
radio
engihad been granted leave
from ABI for assignment to the
Army tificthrough
Office of ScienResearch &theDevelopment,
has
returned
from
the
ETO.
ard wall be consultant forMr.ABIHow-on
special assignment, according to
W. I.atedDumm,
president
of AssociBroadcasters,
operating
KSFO
KWID KWIX.
CKLW Windsor-Detroit has appointed Adam J.salesYoung
Jr. Inc. as its narepresentative,
Jan. 1.tionalStation
is the MBS effective
Detroit
outlet,
and
operates
with 5 kw on 800
kc.

YOU CAN TAK€JAeHIGH

MAO

If you dote on the difficult, you can attempt
to cover California's great Central Valleys by
broadcasting over the mountain peaks . . .
But we'll keep the low road open for you.
The ^eeUite offers complete coverage of 41
primary counties in Central California and
Western Nevada — a rich trading area that
ranks in population with Los Angeles and
exceeds San Francisco in retail sales.
WHAl IS
Not a regional network but a ^
group of long-established key 3C
stations, each the favorite in ^
itson community
a new basis. .for. combined'
National
spot business.
'See McChitchy SeeUie rale listhrgStiinJiirJ
first underRaUOtliforniei
and Data,in

McCktchy
Robert A.
StREET
Broatteasting
National
Sales Manager]
CmpMy
Paul
RAVMERH. CO.
National
Representative Sacramento, California
• Broadcast Advertising

BAKERSfltLD - KERN

Lea Probe

FRIENDSHIP
is evidenced
by a
sincere handclasp

FRIENDSHIP
with our
listeners
is our biggest
stock in trade.
That is why
you will find
MORE listeners
per dollar
on WHBQ
than on any
other Memphis
station.
Memphis is the Ideal location for
Industry—
with
cost electricity,
gas,
water.lowAbundant
labor.
Centralandlocation.

Demands Law Change
(Continued from page 13)
and dislikes and on the two schools
tion, and are primary matters for
of thought within the Commis- the teeappropriate
of the House.legislative commitsion as to interpretation of the
Communications Act. Summarizing
"As a practical method of apits investigation and findings, the
proach to such legislation, this
Committee reported:
Committee would recommend that
"The Communications Act has representatives of the Commission
not been substantially changed and a limited number of representatives of the various branches of
since 1934 and in many respects
not since 1927.
the industry confer together, with
a view of concurring, so far as
Should Reexamine
practicable, in legislative changes
"The basic need now, from a that will contribute to the improveCongressional standpoint, is for a
of the present law and its
reexamination of the provisions of better mentadministration.
The Comthe Communications Act with a
mittee
hopes and believes, by paview to their modification as demtient and friendly cooperation and
onstrated by the needs of the ina substantial
dustry and the Commission since consideration,
ber of the difficulties
that now numexist
the original Acts were enacted. The can be eliminated or greatly miuncertainties of interpretation, so
far as possible consistent with the
Urges Law Reappraisjii
exercise of the reasonable discre- nimized."
Considerable space was devoted
tionary power of the Commission,
should be removed.
to the tionschain
regulaas well broadcasting
as to the Supreme
"The rights and duties of the
decision, which itself has been
industry should be more clearly de- Court
fined; likewise the powers, duties one of controversy among legal
and limitations of the Commission minds. That decision "would have
should also be considered, and nec- supported a denial of license to applicants owning newspapers if the
essary amendments made to conform to good practice and as de- existence of a monopoly or restraint
veloped by experience.
of trade in the news was estab"The mittee
investigation
this Com-of
Chairman Fly
had testihas made it byconscious
fied, the lished."
Committee
recited.
In the light of the Supreme
these conditions. TTie problems
presented, however, are important Court decision on the monopoly
and worthy of thorough considera- rules, it might be advisable for

WJL8
BECKLEY, WEST VIRGINIA
Expands its market^.,
* Daytime coverage increases 1.390
square miles .. .with 110,741 additional
potential listeners (FCC survey).

the Congress to reappraise the public interest, convenience, and neclause of
tionscessity
Act of
1934theandCommunicaSec. 326
[anticensorship] of that Act, which
section prohibits censorship powers
to the Communications Commission," said the report. "Congress
might well determine whether or
not the 'determination of the composition of that
language
the Supreme
Courttraffic'
opinion
calls forof
any strengthening or modification
of either of those existing provisions (Sees. 311, 313) of the Act of
1934.
"The Committee also wishes to
call to the attention of the Congress
the recent action of the House of
Representatives in passing a bill to
override a decision of the U. S. Supreme Court holding that insurance companies are embraced within thetrust
purview
of thetheFederal
antistatutes. For
Committee
feels that the Congress may find
a degree of similarity between
facts involved in the insurance matter and the subject of this recommendation for study by the ConCites Newspaper Ruling
On newspaper ownership the
Committee pointed out that Chairman Fly stated such
the Commission's
authority
questions
regress." mainedover
unsettled despite
dismissal
of the proceedings in January
1944 [Broadcasting, Jan. 17, 1944].
"He declined to answer a direct
question as to whether or not the
Commission had authority to issue
a general regulation proscribing
owners of newspapers or persons
owning an interest in newspapers
from becoming station licensees,"
the Committee
reported.
ree to an Select
inquiry
by the"Inchairman ofsponsthe
Committee
the
Commission's chairman claimed
that its authority to protect against
monopoly stemmed from the language of the Communications Act
of 1934 terestwith
to public
inand as respect
supported
by other
provisions of the Act, asserting
there was a strong antimonopoly
policy
threading
through
the Act."
Urging
Congress
to review
the
"entire matter of newspaper ownmonopoly present
angle"
with a ership
viewand the
to clarifying
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legislation, the Committee asserted: "In thebylight
of known
as disclosed
this record
and facts
from
other sources as well, such a vital
question should not be left to the
undefined responsibility of the
Commission under broad, general
terms of the public interest, convenience and necessity clause of the
Communications Act."
Should newspapers be excluded
from owning radio stations, then
"such exclusion should be effected
pursuant to a clear-cut expression
of such
a policy
by Congress,"
the
Committee
contended,
adding,
"This Committee believes that the
mere ownership of a newspaper
should not exclude such person
from owning and operating a radio
station."
Station Sales Studied
Contending
is clearfigures
when
a station is soldthatat "it
fabulous
in excess of physical values and
the goodwill element, the franchise
or right to use the frequency is
uppermost in the mind of the purchaser
and ofrecommended
the seller,"
the Com-of
mittee
a review
station sales. It was disclosed that
"frequently basic records relative
to the financing, ownership and operation of radio stations were intermingled with the records of
other business activities of the licensees."
Since the Commission has no authority to require licensees to keep
uniform systems of accounts, nor
any authority to require them to
keep accounts relative to radio
separate from other business activities of the licensees, the appropriate Congressional Committee
"might well consider this situation
with a view of giving authority to
the Commission to require uniform
systems of accounts by licensees so
far as proper administration of its
duties makes such uniformity necessary, and also, if necessary, to
require divorcement of station accounts from other businesses of the
licensee, or placing such a responsibility in each case directly on the
licensee himself."
WFTL, WMCA Sales
of two stations — WFTL
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., by Ralph A.
Horton to the Fort Industry Co ,
and WMCA New York by Donald

Wright Bryan Safe
FIRST word from Wright Bryan,
war correspondent for WSB Atlanta and NBC, who was wounded
and captured
by the Germans several months ago,
has been received
byNBCJohnnewsman
MacVane,in
London. Mr.
Bryanhis reported
that
injured
leg is healing and
that he is comprisoner of warfortable inacamp.
He was taken
Bryan
Sept. 12ward W.with
Ed- UP Mr.
Beattie,
correspondent, while with the U. S. Third
Army near Chaumont, France.
Flamm to Edward J. Noble, now
Blue Network chairman and former Undersecretary of Commerce
— were given wide coverage in the
Committee's report. In the WFTL
case the Committee found "there
was deception and double dealing
on the part of persons negotiating
in behalf of the purchaser" and
that Chairman Fly "wittingly or
unwittingly" tended, by advice
given,
"to serve thein purposes
those participating
the decep^of
tionConsuming
of the owner".
10 printed pages for
the WFTL report, the Committee
recited details leading to and including the 1943 sale to Fort Industry Co., of which Lt. Comdr.

George B. Storer is president and
J. Harold Ryan, NAB president,
is executive vice-president on leave.
"The Commission, including the
chairman, was involved in this case
with no small measure of respon- KANSAS
," said the report.
severely
criticizedsibilityAndrew
W. It Bennett,
Washington attorney. The Committee found that Mr. Bennett, while
on a retainer from Mr. Horton,
represented Fort Industry in the
CITY
transaction. Mr. Bennett had testified he informed Mr. Horton of the
Fort Industry connection.
Noble Absolved
IS
It was a different story in the
WMCA sale, however. Mr. Noble,
his Washington counsel, Dempsey
& Koplovitz; Thomas G. (Tommy
A
the Cork) Corcoran, former White
House confidant; the White House
itself and the Commission were absolved of any wrong-doing. On the
contrary the Committee concluded
that Mr. Flamm was not under
"pressure,
coercionthator Dempsey
duress" as&
he
had charged;
Koplovitz had a right, under the
K
Act, to file for any frequency in
behalf
a client; Weisman,
that Mr. Flamm's
counsel,of William
advised
him he did not have to sell and that
"Mr. Flamm has, therefore, grossly exaggerated the effect upon
O
himself of the stated intention of
Dempsey & Koplivitz to file an application for his frequency into
Z

Y
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threats of coercion, pressure, duress
and fraud, resulting in such phrases
as 'greased from the White House
down',Urges
etc." Bigger FCC Staflf
Other conclusions of the Committee follow:
The Commission, to handle postwar
expansion of all broadcasting, should
have: (1) Adequate engineering staff
to make technical
of applications and to examinations
engasre in research
and keep
abreast
of
all
new
developments ;(2) adequate
monitoringusestaffof
toradioinsure
unauthorized
and against
to eliminate
interference to
authorized
radio tocircuits
(3) adequate personnel
handle andapplications
promptly and procedures designed to
permit
expeditious
discharge
of this
function.
Gavesion a clean
the Radio
Intelligence
bill, pointing out Divithat
"unauthorized
operations
in the Inradio
spectrum
cannot
be
tolerated.
der to achieve these results there mustorbe an adequate and competent staff
for policing the radio spectrum. In
peacetime this work should be performed bj- a civilian
agency."
Concurred
in recommendations
by
Charles R.
counsel,
that Denny
CongressJr.,setFCCup general
a joint
body to review
of individualsloyalty
broadcastingrecords
in foreign
tonguestweentoGovernment
avoid future
quarrels
beagencies
as tooutjurisd
i
c
t
i
o
n
,
s
u
c
h
as
those
growing
of
alleged
operationsDivision
of the ofnowthedefunct
War
FCC
and theProblems
OWI.
Uiiheld thetelligenceForeign
Service by Broadcast
commentingIn-:
"Obviously
United States
not
conduct anthe intelligent
programcould
for
counteracting
enemyaccurate
propaganda
without a reasonably
knowledge

Now — more than ever, Alabama listeners like WSGN. The last
Hooper-ratings compared to those
of a year ago show thsse gains:
Mornins UP 20.2%
Afternoon UP 66.1%
Nisht
UP 22.7%
With gains like that, a morning audience equal to its two neeu-est competitors,coverage,
and the
WSGNState's
\ Far!
sureh
surely Alabama's Best BUY

Haase Manages WDRC;
Olson New Program Hea
WALTER B. HAASE, program
of WDRC Hartford since 1930, has
been named manager
of the station,
according
to Franklin M.
Doolittle, WDRC
president. M r .
Haasean ofis20a veteryears
service with the
station, having
held most
positions at WDRC.
M r . Doolittle
also announced
Mr. Haase promotion of Harvey Olson, chief announcer to become program manager,
Mr. became
Olsonsucceedjoined
WDRCing Mr.inHaase.
1935 and
chief
announcer in 1942. He is an instructor in radio speech at Hillyer
Junior College, Hartford.
of that fectly
propaganda"
and it wasthat"pernatural andto dological"
the
FCC be selected
the monitoring
Found that temporary licenses are
necessary in many instances, but the
Committee
job.
effort should "believes
be made loevery
limit practical
the use
of temporary
licenses,
but
itcircumrecognizes sthattances under
a
variety
of
the issuance of temporary licenses is not only desirable, but necIRAC Status Questioned
essary."
With reference to the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, the House
Selectthe group
inclined
to disturb
presentwasn't
setup during the war but felt that
before the President delegates powers to an independent agency to alGovernment
frequencies,
"the
whole locate
problem
should
be considered
by
Congress".
IRAC
at
present
a Government advisory group andis
a part of the Board of War Communications.
The Committee passed off the
fight between Chairman Fly and J.
Edgar Hoover, FBI chief, over
fingerprints
of shiptooperators
were delivered
the FBIwhich
six
months after Pearl Harbor, following more
than
a
year
of
correspondence between Attorney General
Biddle and Mr. Fly, with this comment: that"The both
SelecttheCommittee
believes
Commission
and the FBI should have cooperated
more promptly instead of engag-

ing in a time-consuming jurisdicCertain
draft deferments withdispute."
in the tional
Commission
were questioned
but the Committee believes that
"any abuses" which might have
existed have
corrected
long been
before"substantially
the date of
Thereport".
majority report was signed
this
by Chairman
Lea, Reps. Edward J.
Hart (D-N. J.) and J. Percy Priest
(D-Tenn.). Rep. Miller signed it
also
but the
withreport
this reservation:
approve
as it "Iis
not
inconsistent
withinsofar
the separate
conclusions stated by me in the additional views presented
herewith."
Harried
Stafif Factors
dissension
both
fromFraught
within with
its ranks
and without
almosttion, thesince
the
day
of
its
incepSelect Committee has had
two chairmen,
general counsels, aCommitteethreereplacement
and
huge staff turnover.
Created
by
resolution
(H-Res.
21) introduced by Rep. E. E. Cox
(D-Ga.), the Committee was authorized Jan.investigation
19, 1943, to "conduct
a study and
the organization, personnel and ofactivities
of the FCC, with a view to determining
whetherorganization,
or not such inCommis ion in its
the
selection of personnel, and in the
conduct of its activities, has been,
and is, acting in accordance with
theRep.law Coxandwasthe appointed
public interest."
chairman
and
Hart, Warren
G. MagnusonReps.(D-Wash.),
Wigglesworth
and tee.
Miller
completed
the
Chairman Cox named CommitEugene
L. Garey of the New York law firm
of Garey, Desvernine & Garey, as
general counsel.
Establishing
headquarters inWashington,
Mr. Garey
immediately assembled a large staff
of attorneys, investigators and
clerks and went to work.
At the outset
pertangled withCommission
Chairman
Cox
and thesonnel Committee
staff. Then
came charges and counter-charges,
topped with
legation thatthe
Rep.Commission's
Cox accepted al-a
$2,500 fee for representing WALB
Albany, Ga., while a Member of
Congress. Judge Cox retorted that
he immediately endorsed the check
to a local charity, that it was sent
to him without his knowledge or
solicitation and that Chairman Fly
needed investigating.
Aided by the Washington Post,
which editorially assailed the Committee chairman and general counsel, a campaign to oust Rep. Cox
In Southern New England People are in the
Habit of Listening
to WTIC

NEWS-AGE-HERALD STATION!
BIRMINGH AM I
Represented Nationally
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reachedsioneraClifford
climax
CommisJ. Durrwhenreleased
for
publication
a
letter
he
had
dressed to Speaker R a y b u adrn
(D-Tex.), demanding Judge Cox's
removal.
.President Intercedes
Meanwhile the wartime executive powers of the President were
brought into play. Charges that
the Army and Navy wanted the
RID transferred to the military
could neverArmy
be substantiated.
Highranking
and Navy officials
were
precluded
executive
order.fromThetestifying
Committeeby
sought executive
permission
investigate income tax
returns. toThat
was denied
by
the
"no-action"
routine, but approved last fall.
In late September 1943 Rep. Cox,
in a dramatic speech on the floor,
resigned. Speaker Rayburn imappointed Californian
Rep. Lea
chairman. Themediately
veteran
for 14 terms has Been the unanimous choice of both Democrats and
Republicans in his District. Cries
of "whitewash"
were heard.
man Lea vigorously
denied Chairthem.
Chairman Fly offered his "cooperation" tothe Committee, contingent upon Mr. Carey's resignation. But Chairman
Mr. Garey Lea
didn'tandresign,
although
Rep.
Magnuson felt a new staff would
help to bring about harmony. Reps.
Hart, Miller
and Wigglesworth redemand.fused to join in the resignation
In February 1944 the Committee
opened the WMCA case. After two
days, in which Mr. Flamm poured
out a story of "duress" and "coerthe Committee
majority
voted tocion",suspend
hearings
pending
litigation in the New York County
Supreme Court. Reps. Miller and
Wigglesworth issued a stinging
minority protest, took the fight to
the floor and Mr. Garey and his
staff resigned, charging the action
had
become a "sheer whitewashing
affair".
Harry S. Barger, chief investigator and veteran Washington
lawyer, was named acting general
counsel. He conducted hearings for
some time. In April 1944 John J.
Sirica, prominent Washington attorney, was appointed general
counsel.
Harmony marked Committee sessions.
In August Mr. Barger resigned
to join theandRepublican
Committee
Robert B.National
Barker
"wasThe named
chief
investigator.
WMCA hearings were reopened in December. Rep. Magnuson, who had vigorously opposed

Varied

Reaction

Hon.
Herb Akerberg
CBS N.Y.C.

Is Expressed

To Report of Lea Committee
REACTION to the report of the radio and the Commission has been
House Select Committee to Investi- due to misunderstandings, some doubtthrough
broad
gate the FCC was varied, President hationslesslyofcreated
present chairman,
radio interpreAct. Blue
Edward the
J. Noble,
J. Harold Ryan of the NAB ex- Network
—
The
complete
refutation
pressing gratification with the Com- the House Select Committee to Investi-by
mittee's findings, while some saw
gate the FCC of the charges made
in connection
in There
the conclusions
a "whitewash".
WMCA within my1940pur-is
was no comment
from the against chasmee of Station
naturally
gratifying
to me.in There
Commission, although unofficially it was never most
one
iota
truth
these
was learned that the FCC as a charges. I am happy ofthat
the matter
whole was pleased, particularly in has been fully
investigated
by
a
Committee and that Conthe
view rof
the Committee's proposed
concur- public may gressional
now
know
that
the charges
ence in recommendations
were
wholly
without
foundation.
Handelman & Ives, attorneys for
by Commissioners and FCC person- Donald
— Wellinvestigating
knowing that
nel during the Select Committee the Lea Flamm
Committee
the
hearings.
Following
are
the
comFCC
would
utilize
its
position
the
ments :
vindication of its political friends,forsuch
Mr.
Ryan
—
The
NAB
is
very
as
Corcoran
and
Noble,
we
were
l
u
c
t
a
n
t
t
o
have
it
delve
into
the
WMCA
with theof suggestion
contained matter. When the character of re-its
inpleased
the report
the Lea Committee
investigation
becamewerean resorted
open farceto,
with regard to radio legislation. As and
secret sessions
report
pointslegislation
out, thedates
structure
so that the public could not hear the
oftothe the
present
back
and so that toportions
the
1927 with amendments passed in evidence
evidence unfavorable
Corcoranof and
1934. The art of broadcasting has Noble
could be deleted from the record,
progressed
tremendously
since
1934
we made strenuous objection to the
and we thoroughly agree with the continuation
report lative
thatclarification.
there isThea need
NAB foris atlegisall
gation. It is ofnow theveryso-called
apparentinvestithat
our
objections
were
well-founded.
times prepared
to
discuss
such
proagain a Congressional committee Once
has
posals
with
the
FCC
and
to
cooperate
to
the fullest extent in the public ignored the public interest and wasted
interest.
of
the
taxpayers'
money.
Its
.James Lawrence Fly, former FCC $120,000
whitewash i\oble
of its ispolitical
Cora farce,friends
the extent
chairman (referring to findings that of whichcoran andwill
be
clearly
demonstrated
Mr.
Fly helped
"putWFTL
the heat"Ft. onLauderRalph before a jury in the New York Supreme
A. Horton
to sell
the
dale to Fort Industry Co.) — The tes- Court
of this
Flammcoming
vs Noblespring
comeswhen
to trial.
timony
directly
contradicts
that
state- case
ment. The evidence of all the witnesses
[Note.
—
The
Committee
spent
$10.5,is clear that an agreement was made 000, not $120,000.]
and a price with
fixedthebefore
any
conversation
seller onI had
a purely
collateral onmatter.
(Mr. report.)
Fly declined
comment
the
overall
EtJGEE L. Garey, former Committee
general counsel — At the time I resigned as general counsel
ofmythereasons
Comtherefore,mit e , iIn making
stated public
that neither
I nor
my associates could be a party to a
whitewash. It then appeared to me that
the investigation had become a sheer
whitewashing affair, wholly responsible
to political pressures. The Committee,
by its report, has now
the
prophecy
and fulfilled
justified
resignation.I thenThemadewhitewash
is nowmy
complete
and the
Congress, as I foresaw, has been
dishonored.
John cessor
J. whoSirica,
Mr. Garey's
sucalso resigned
charging
"whitewash" — I have not read the rement. port and am not in position to comSen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.),
Committee
member
—
Itout wasby the
a former
good
report,
and one
evidence
presented
toborne
the
Committee.
Congressman
Miller subsplendid
recommendations,
althoughmittedIsomecannot
agree
with parts of
his minority report. It appeared to me
that the greatest difficulty between

open tionsessions,
wired
his and
resignaSpeaker
Rayburn
Rep.
Priest to was
named
his successor.
After three days of open hearings
the Committee
voted,Wigglesworth
3-2, Chairman Lea and Rep.
dissenting, to go underground.
Mr. Siricain the
resigned
ad-lib
statement
hearingin anchamber,
Clyde Rembert
Managing Director
charging
"whitewash".
Mr.
Barker
was immediately appointed general
counselhind and
continued
beavailable through
closed hearings
doors. Only
one more
open
session
was
held
—
that
into
the sales of WLWL and WOV New
PRESS SOBeckafall.r
ASSOCIATION,iNc.
York to Arde Bulova. No mention
Hazm
Npw York. N.Y.
of that phase was made in the majority report.
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y &. Baile
Jansk
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio
Engineers
DEDICATED TO THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NatlonBl Pre.» Bldg^ Waih^ D, C
PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

McNARY & WRATHALl
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEEBS
National Press BIdg. Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C
HECTOR R. SKiFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER ViaORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
BIdg. District 8456
Wastiington, D. C.

( Y J Radio Engineering Consultants
Monitoring Go.
Frequency Equip.
Cemmerciol
Radio
e^tci^d^
International Buildine, Washington, D. C.
ee 321
E.
Gregory
Boalevard,
Kansas
Mo.
Cross Roads of the World, UoUywood.City,Callt.

FtteQUeNCY MEASURING
SERVICE
Exact Measurements » of any time
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Enginoan
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Maiuey BIdg. • Repablie 2S47

JOHN BARRON
Consulting .Radio Engi
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSUITINO RADIO iNGINEEC
From FCC Application to Complete Installation of Equipment
1469 Church St.. N.W.. Washington 5. 0. C

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NAtional 6513
Washington 4. D. C.

PAUL A. deMARS
Consulting Electrical Engineer
"Pioneer in FM"
1900 F St., N. W. — Washington, D. C.
Phone: Metropolitan 0540

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

FranJ^ H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Shorcham BidsME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTIIROCK
CONSVLTINC RADIO ESCINEERS
AM rU TELEVISION FACSIMILE
Nmlional Prut BIdg. Wath. 4, D. C.
DUtriet 7362 • Cleha 5880

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C.
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
991 Broad St., Bridgeport, Conn.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUMCATIONS COIVIMISSION
DECEMBER 30 TO JANUARY 5 INCLUSIVE
Decisions . .
Tentative Calendar . . .
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
JANUARY
8 — CP change
DECEMBER 30
WNLCkc toNew 1240
London,
1490
kc, Conn.
250Hyannis,
w unlimited.
KTHTfromHouston,
Tex.—Broadcasting
Granted assgn.
Other
parties
:
WOCB
Mass. :
license
Texas
Star
Co.,
toTexasRoyStarHofheinz
and W.Co.N. Hooper d/b WGBB Freeport, S. Y.
Broadcasting
Consolidated
Hearing
.JANUARY 2
City Broadcasting
Birming1230 license
kc WMPCchange
Lapeer,
Mich.—hours
Grantedof Magicham, Ala.—
1490 kc 250Co.,
w unlmited.
mod.
specified
PattersonminghCPam,Broadcasting
Service,
Biroperation
by
adding
9-10
a.m.
daily
exited.
A
l
a
.
—
CP
1490
kc
250
w
unlimceptkcSunday.KFJI Klammath Falls. Ore.—
1240
Granted transfer control
from Willard
George CP Thomas
1490 kcN. Beach,
250 w Birmingham,
unlimited. Ala. —
Kincaid
Courier
Broadcasting
Service,
BirmingD. Millerandfor Rachel
$115,000J. forKincaid
100 shto (100%).
ham,
Ala.—
CP
1260
kc
250 w Springfield.
unlimited.
Other
participants
:
KGBX
1360 kcignateWKAT
Beach, Fla—
d for hearingMiami
application
forto DesCP Mo. ; WFBM Indianapolis.
change
frequency
from
1360
kc
820
JANUARY 12Corp., Newark^
kc,
increase
1 kw and
to 50change
kw, install
new
trans,
and DA-N
trans, site.
Newark Broadcasting
Designated
Sec. 3.25 (a).to determine conformity with N. J.— CP 620 kc 5 kw unlimited DA-DN.
1320 kcrenewal
KXYZforHouston,
license
main andTex.—
aux.Granted
trans,
WENY Rochester,
N. Y.—Corp.,
Same. Rochester,.
for1390period
endingEnid,
11-1-45.Okla.— Granted li- N. Rochester
kc
KCRC
Y.— Finger
Same.Broadcasting
cense renewal for period ending 11-1-47.
The
Lakes
Broadcasting
System,
ACTIONS .lANUARY
BY ADM. 1 BOARD
Geneva,
N.Broadcasting
Y. — Same. Corp., Rochester,
Seneca
N.
Y.—
Same.
Louis inG.pending
Baltimore,
Wilkcs-Barre,forPa.new—
Evansville,hearing
Ind. — Granted
petition,
Placed
file application
forWGBF
continuance
on application
FM station.
for
liCense
renewal
now
set
1-10-45
aKd ,
Josh
L.
Home,
Rocky
Mount,
S.
C.
—
Same.
continued
same to 2-5-45.Pa.— Granted petiWBAX
Wilkes-Barre,
Orville
W.
Lyerla,
Herrin,
111.—
Same.
tion
for
order
to
take
depositions,
place
The
Patriot Co.,
Pa. —— Same.
to be renewal.
determined, re applicaTimes-World
Corp.,Harrisburg,
Roanoke, Va.
Same. of taking
tion for license
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
WORL tension Boston
petitionfindings
for ex-re
of time to— Granted
file proposed
JANUARY 3
Mississippi
Broadcasting
Co., Macon,
application
for1-13-45.
license renewal and exMiss.—
Deferred
action
on
amended
motion
tended
same
for
amend from
application
new Granted
Reed D.request
Smith,for Charleston,
Va.—
ofW.applicastationleaveand toremoved
hearingfordocket.
tion for CP Broadcasting
1400 kc 250dismissal
w. Savannah,
WARC forInc.,
Rochester,
N.fromY.—1-4-45
Grantedto Chatham
Co.,
Ga.
motion
extension
time
1-19-45ings of within
which to file proposed find- — Granted plicapetition
tion for CP. for leave to amend apfor CP. fact and conclusions re application
Applications
JANUARY. 2
NEW-Harvey
Radio Labs., station,
Cambridge,
Mass.
—
CP
new
250
w, NEW-47,100
A4 AO andkcdevelopmental
special
emission.BuffaloWGR-WKBW
CP
new
FM
station,
2,430
sq.
mi.,
$39,000
estimated cost.
NEW-1490
Co.,
Mobile,
Ala. —kcCPMobile
new Broadcasting
standard station
250NEW-1420
w unlimited.
kc
Radio
Station
WKEU,
Thomaston,
Ga. — CP new standard station
250 w unlimited.
kc Howard
W. Davis,
Tex.NEW-910
— CP new
standard
stationMcAllen.
1 kw
unlimited
DA-N.
1230
kc
KTHT
Houston,
Tex.— Vol.
assgn.ing Co.,license
from
Texas
Star
BroadcastHofheinz
and W. Co.N.
Hooper d/bto Roy
TexasM. Star
Broadcasting
1270 censekcto coverWHBFCP authorizing
Rock Island,installation
111.— Linew aux. trans.
7 KOWH station.
Omaha— CP
newNEW-Channcl
commercial television
1490
Roseburg,moveOre.—
tostudio.
coverkc CPKRNR
authorizing
trans,License
and
(Continued on page 65)
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RUTH identHANNA
SIMMS,
64, presof Rockford
Broadcasters
Inc. and owner of WROK Rockford, 111., died Dec. 31 at Billings
Hospital, Chicago, as a result of a
pancreatic ailment. Daughter of
Mark identHanna,
maker, Mrs.Ohio's
Simmsfamed
was Presa national political figure as a liberal
Republican, serving as secretary to
her famous father in the early
days husband
of her career.
Mrs.lateSimms'
first
was the
Sen.
Medill McCormick of Illinois.
Mrs. Simms was first chairman
of the GOP Women's National Committee. During her long career in
radio, politics, business, agriculture
and civic affairs Mrs. Simms managed to devote much time to operation of her 242,000-acre Trinchera
Ranch, near Ft. Garland, Colo. In
1928 she was elected Congresswoman-at-large from Illinois. As Simms was active in the support of
Republican National Committee- Gov. Dewey for Republican Presidential nominee.
woman from New Mexico, Mrs.
Entering the Rockford newspaper field in 1928, Mrs. Simms
obtained full ownership of WROK
FCC Applications
in
1940,
two years after the sta(Continued From Page 64)
tion became affiliated with the
JANUARY 3
1200 kc WFCI
Pawtucket,
H. I.—1 kwCP papers.
Survivors include Albert G.
change
kcinstall
to 1200
increase
to 50 1420
kw,
newkc,trans,
ti-ans.,
Simms, her husband, a banker,
changes
DA-DN,
change
site..makeCP lav/yer,
former Congressman
NEW-45,100
kc
WLIB
New
York—
new FM cost.
station, 8,430 sq. mi., $68,860 from NewandMexico,
and two daughestimated
ters, Mrs. Peter Miller and Mrs.
1400
kc
WEOA
Evansville,
Ind.—
Vol.
assgn.Inc.license
from Inc.Evansville on the Courtlandt D. Barnes. Funeral
Air
to
Loma
services were held Jan. 4 at AlbuWenatchee, change
Wash.— License
to 560coverkc KPQ
CP authorizing
assignquerque, N. M.
ment.
JANUARY 5
1420 kcofKTUL
Tulsa,
Okla.—
transfer
controlToole
fromGriffin
J. T.andInvoluntary
Griffin, de- Browder J. Thompson
ceased, to John
Griffin
Leake,
executors
under
will Marjorie
of J. T. Of RCA Dies in Crash
iGriffin.
1520
kc
KOMA
Oklahoma
City—
Same.
JULIAN THOMPNEW-47,700 station,
kc WJJD3 kw,
Chicago—
new BROWDER
SON, 40, associate research direcdevelopmental
specialCP emission for FM.
tor
of
RCA
Laboratories,
Princekc KOIL Omaha— CP new
ton, N. J., on leave to serve as
FMNEW-47,700
station,
mated cost. 24,000 sq. mi., $173,000 esti- expert consultant in the office of
NEW-49,100
Co., 3,200
Con- the Secretary of War, was killed
tiersville,
Ind.—kcCPNews-Examiner
new FM cost.
station,
in action the night of July 4-5,
iq. mi., $26,130
estimated
1944, during a flight in an Army
JANUARY 5
plane in the Mediterranean theatre
while on a special mission. Mr.
NEW-44,300
kc
Greenville
News-Piedmont
Thompson at RCA headed research
Oo.,
Greenville,
S. C— CP new FM station work
on television tubes and tubes
14,100
kc, 23,687
luest 44,300
kc. sq. mi., amended to re- for
generating power, and was
I:;o.,NEW-590
kc
Nevada
Radio
&
Television
credi_ted
in screenNev. —DA-N.
CP new standard station grid
kw Reno,
unlimited
tubeswith
and advances
power pentodes.
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Many Radiomen
In Pacific Theatre
Col. Dyke on Month Leave
Tells of Jungle Station
"RADIOMEN seem to come right
out of the woods the minute word
gets around that a radio station is
starting, no matter how remote the
Pacific island," last
Col. week
Ken just
Dyke after
told
BROADCASTING
his return from the Philippines.
promote'd
that rankis
on Col.
Dec. Dyke,
22 before
he leftto Leyete,
a former NBC advertising and
promotion director. He also has
been advertising director of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., and before he was commissioned, was
OWI Director of Bureau CamAfter 16 months in the Pacific
paigns.
Area as commanding officer of the
Information and Education Division, U. S. Armed Forces in the
Far East, Col. Dyke is back in the
States on temporary duty. He plans
to return to the Philippines and
supervise operation of the latest
Armed Forces Radio Service station, scheduled to go on the air
within the month. Capt. Harmon O.
Nelson, formerly with Young &
Rubicam, is to be officer in charge
of the station, according to Col.
Dyke.
"I left the Philippines," he said,
"the
nightthebefore
through
houseChristmas,
the Nipsandwereall
dropping bombs. In spite of the
war, though, we did manage to
have a real radio get-together at
Tacloban with Abe Schechter and
Art Feldman. The three of us were
together at NBC before the war."
Maj. A. A. Schechter, former
NBC news and special director, is
now in charge of public relations
and radio work in the Philippines.
Arthur Feldman is there as a Blue
war correspondent.
"There are a great number of
radiomen in the Pacific," Col. Dyke
remarked. "Practically all of the
men at the AFRS stations are exindustry men. My radio officer for
the area is Maj. Ted Sherdeman,
who was with NBC and CBS, and
station managers, engineers, announcers are radiomen from all
over the country.
Col. Dyke said that though there
had been a problem of getting receivers to the
troops,developed
the Signal
Corps had
recently
an •"
all-wave receiver that works on AC
or DC currents or on battery.
Under his jurisdiction are 12
AFRS stations of the Jungle Network— soon to be joined by the
Philippine station. His section supplies a weekly news map to the
troops, supplemented by a "map
talk" pamphlet, posters, and news
feature service operated like a syndicate for over 100 camp newspapers in the Southwest Pacific Area.
The field section of the U. S. Armed
Forces Institute which gives correspondence courses, comes under
his direction. In addition, he supervises the SWPA edition of Yank.
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WINSTON-SALEM
GREENSBORO
& HIGH POINT
5000 WATTS

Ws3S
HEADLEV-REED CO.

L
NEW ORLEANS
50,a00 WATTS
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In th» South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nal'l Rap. . Th* Kalz Agency Inc.
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It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.
It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.
There tionsarethan more
staCHNSpowerful
in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • BROADCASTING
HOUSE, Halifax, Nova Scotia
or
Joe Weed, New York City
Hominalrtns Its
Communitir in
Public Service!

KOIN
PORTUND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS • Natianal ReDre!>.iitatives
5000 WAHS 1330 KC

ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
National Advertisers corisider WEVD
a "most" to cover the great Metropolitan New York Market.
Senrf /or WHO'S WHO •#• W«VO
WIVO- 117 Wtrt «•* «rwt «•
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Government
Byrnes, Ball Ask Right
To Compel Petrillo
Compliance
STRONG PROSPECTS that the
Government will be given power to
enforce the decisions of the War
Labor Board developed last week
as an outgrowth of the seizure of
Montgomery Ward stores following
defiance of a Board directive by
Sewell Avery, board chairman of
Ward. War Mobilization Director
James F. Byrnes and Sen. Joseph
Ball (R-Minn.) both cited the refusal by James C. Petrillo, AFM
president, to obey the WLB in the
recording case in calling for legislation which "will treat Petrillos
and Averys alike".
In his first report to the President and Congress on the operations of the Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion, Director
Byrnes recommended that the auhority of the WLB
"be strengthened to tenable
it to enforce
its decisions
without
resort
seizure".
Last October when theto President
had requested Mr. Petrillo to accept
the directive of the WLB in the recording case, he had stated that
neither the Board nor the Director
of Economic Stabilization recommended Government possession
since it could not be found that noncompliance "unduly impedes the war
eff'Ort".
Agrees 'in Substance'
At his press conference Tuesday,
President Roosevelt said he agreed
in substance with the recommendations of the Byrnes report but h€
made no specific mention of the
proposal to enforce WLB orders. It
could not be learned whether the
President would urge such legisla-

May Back
WLB
Orders
companies in the case and one of
tion
in
his
"state
of
the
union"
message
which was to be sent to the three large record companies
day.
the new (79th) Congress Satur- (Decca) had signed contracts voluntarily with the union and were
This particular threat
Sen. Ball, who
Ad- tooperating.
the war effort had been removed.
ministrationendorsed
action in thetheWard
"The strike in the Montgomery
seizure, advocated legislation to require Mr. Petrillo as well as Mr.
epidemiccasepossibil... In had
the Petrillo
there
Avery to submit to WLB decisions. Ward ities.case
In a statement issued shortly before were no such contagious possibilthe convening of Congress, Sen.
it es. . . There were no picket lines,
Ballthereferred
Petrillo's
defiance no riots, no moves toward sympathy
of
WLB into both
the racording
strikes or other actions by other
case and the KSTP dispute, in
which a strike of musicians at the
Mr. Avery took issue with ChairMinneapolis studios of the station
man Davis' explanation of the Govis now in its eighth month.
unions."
ernment's failure to force compli"Defiance of the WLB by Peance in the recording case. "Under
trillo threatens employer-worker the War
Labor Disputes Act," he
and public confidence in WLB ma- declared, "the WLB found, in issuchinery just as effectively as does
ing
its
order
Petrillo's
that of Montgomery Ward", Sen. union,
that substantial
theagainst
union's Mr.strike
would
'lead to
interference
Ball asserted.
"I
believe
the
Government has an obligation to act
in both cases.
defiance of the
with"Mr.the Petrillo's
war effort'."
WLB was not challenged by PresDefense by Davis
idential action," he pointed out.
Chairman Davis, at a news conMeanwhile, Sen. Vandenberg
ference, defended the WLB action (R-Mich.)
planned to reintroduce
in the recording dispute and said his bill to prevent
Mr. Petrillo from
the two cases were not alike. When interfering
with the broadcast of
the Board took jurisdiction in the noncommercial
cultural and eduPetrillo case, he said, there was
cational programs by educational
testimony that the ban on record- institutions.
Such
a bill (S-1957)
ings and transcriptions threatened
the Senate in the closto interfere with the war eflfort be- had ingpassed
of
the
last
Congressbefore
but
cause small radio stations were failed days
to reach the House
dependent upon the transcriptions adjournment
[Broadcasting,
Dec.
for a large part of their revenue
and continued operation of the sta- 4, 18].
tions was a necessary part of the
war at that time, particularly as a
part of the civilian air raid warning INDUSTRIAL
Tape Firm's
TAPEDebut
Corp., New
network.
N. J., through Kenyon
"However," he continued, "when &Brunswick,
New York, will begin
the case was sent to the Economic its Eckhardt,
first nationwide radio campaign
Stabilization Director, after the
Board had failed to get compliance, starting Feb. 15. Participating
programs
all but one of the transcription women's
thrice-weekly
for 26 will
weeksbe onused39
stations throughout the country
and
announcements
will one-minute
be used 10spottimes
weekly on
four stations. New stations will be
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
added from time to time. According
to George Chisholm, advertising
manager,
radiobecause
was selected
as the
main
medium
of its ability
Custom-Built
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
to capture the quickest and most
widespread consumer action.
Radio Engineering CmmuluatU
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
1121 VermontDistrict
Ave.,1640
Wash. 5, D. C.
10.000 WAHS • DAY & NIfiHT
Kantos City, Mo.
Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Cal.
(Snbj. to Gov't Reg.)
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS

J^DVERTISING *^GENCIES
Without Canadian Connections

GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
For Details
CHARLES mCHELSON
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.

RECORDINGS
REG'D
633
Dominion Sq. BIdg., Montreal,
Canada
FOR COMPLETE PRODUCTION AND RECORDING
FACILITIES • Write
• FRENCH
AND
ENGLISH
Us

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMiniNG TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusivety
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

Accurate

Concise Dramatic

LYI and.PEL
"A
from Renter's"
WKAT Dispatch
(BLUE)
4th YEAR
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertisin

To Discharged
Veterans , . .
If you have good radio experience, either in the
program or sales fields, we
want full particulars both as
to your military and civilian
activities.
A well-known network station in Eastern city can use
a few men with ambition to
get ahead. Good earnings.
Box 48, Broadcasting
An Excellent Opportunity For ^
ANNOUNCER
We are a NBC affiliated station located in the southeast
and want a man who is interested ina permanent position with opportunity to
grow in responsibility and
earnings on merit. Our plans
for post-war expansion are
in the making and offer you
the chance to grow with us.
Box 70, Broadcasting

SALESMAN
WCPO
Cincinnati's News Station
Has on opening for progressive,
local salesman. Salary and commis ion. Send full details, attention
sales department.

K

WANTED
ONE RCA 10DX
CONVERSION UNIT

BOX 79, BROADCASTING
ROADCASTING

— Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Minimum $1.00. Situation Wanted lOe per word.
All others, .15c per word. Bold face caps 30c per word. Ad muit be all
light face or _aM bold face cops. Count 3 words for blind box number. Deadline Monday preceding issue date. Send box replies to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
Continuity-writer
— Good paying,
permanent
position1000forwattcapable
continuity-writer,
with
regional network station. Box midwest
929, BROADCASTING.
Operator-announcer.
First
class radio-telephone license. Mustannouncing.
be capable
of newsreand commercial
For
gional
NBC
station
in
western
25,000.
Good post-war future. Boxcity932,of
BROADCASTING.
Wanted —westLicensed
new midstation particulars
goingengineers
on airinforsoon.
submit
first Please
letter.
Write Boxfull 991,
BROADCASTING.
Radio
stationengineer.
in middle
west
opening
for radio
Mustlicense.
have haseither
first,
second
or thirdandclass
Write
full
qualifications
we
will
pay
expenses
for interview. Box 27, BROADCASTING.
Radio
stationmanager.
in middlewest
has now
openingbe
for sales
Person may
activeis inlooking
radio station
sales' department
but
for
opportunity
to expand.andMust besell qualified
tonational
completely
supervise
local andFullest
spot
and
network
advertising.
cooperationterassured
andwriteexpenses
paid for andinv
i
e
w
.
P
l
e
a
s
e
full
particulars
give as much detail as possible. Box 28,
BROADCASTING.
Southern
California
station wants
experienced
announcer
all nightan
record show. Must
be an for
air personality,
not justces fulanightdisc
jocky.
Must
prove
sucowl operation in former jobs.
Box 53. BROADCASTING.
Announcer —stantial,
All around Northeast
work. Sober,
subnetwork
local. Completeintelligent.
details first letter.
Box
65, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter
operatorFirst
— Upstate
New York
regional station.
class license
only.
Permanent
position.
Send
all
tions. Box 69, BROADCASTING. qualificaSouthern
250 watt, also
has good position
for 1st station,
class
beginner
withengineer,
license. opening
Immediatefor
openings. Box
73,1stBROADCASTING.
Operator-announcer
withEdwinfirstA.class
for
Alaska Bldg.,
station.Seattle,
Kraft,license
708
American
Washington.
Wanted
at KPFA,
Montana. who
250
watt.
NBC
affiliateHelena,
: onecopy,announcer
can
write
commercial
handle
sport
shows
and
newscasts.
Also,
one
straight
announcer who can write copy. State
experiences,
refei-ences.
Restricted
permit not necessary,
but bring
additional
salary.
Immediate
forlicense
combination manposition
holding available
first
classstaton
telecollect
KFJI,
Klamath phone.
Fall,Telegraph
Oregon.
Wanted
transmitter
operator
with —tion.
firstExperienced
KGLO,classMasonlicense.
City,Permanent
Iowa. posiWanted
radioFiret
operator,
second immediately,
or third class.
class first,
preTenn. ferred. Wire collect, WBIR, Knoxville,
Copywriter writer,
— If particularly
you are with
a goodretail
radioexpericopyandestablished
want a permanent
positionthere
with
arealwellenceopportunity,
agency
where
write, outlining youris
experience
and
qualifications.
Give
comindesired.
first letter,
including plete
age andinformation
salary Advertising
SendCompany,
samples
of copy.
Jessop
21st
Floor,
First
Central
Tower,
Akron
8, Ohio.

• Broadcast Advertising

Situations Wanted
Experienced
transmitter-studio
Midwest desired.
Permanent. technician.
Box 981,
BROADCASTING.
Available. nThird
class
operator
and Satanold. Draft
exempt.
iousncfear.ct25oyears
ry service record.
Experienced.
Box
994, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— woman.on 55 kwyearsnetwork
staff announcing experience
affiliate.
News,
music, women's. Box 56, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
produc-33,
tion, controls,
ideas andnewsman,
looks. Single,
4F,
graduate
executive
Wantscollege
better
connection.
Agency
orability.
tele-60,
vision. Details first letter. Box
BROADCASTING.
Radio engineer, about 12 years experience
in broadcasting,
design & conuctioconnection
n, and FCCtelephony,
practices.
like
tofields.makeBox astr62,
in anyWould
of these
BROADCASTING.
Station workmanager
— Metropolitan
majorchange.
netstation interested
Family
man,
38operations
years ofin making
age. Successful
and
profitable
experience.
correspondence
treated confidential. BoxAll
63, BROADCASTING.
-Experienced, new;
cials, record
shows. Acquainted
with andall
phases
of
broadcasting.
Dependable
reliable,
CASTING.draft exempt. Box 64, BROADWanted to Buy
Wanted tocastibuy—
250 or transmitter,
1000 watt broadtuaccessories.
p. Studio,
tower,
etc.,
and allng seBox
Give full details,
description.
57, BROADCASTING.
Speech
input, monitor,
high fidelity,
eight channels.
Frequency
six microphones,make,
portableturntables,
speech
amplifiers. Give
model input,
or specifi-six
delivei-y
dates, pricecations,forconditions,
each. location,
Box 61 BROADCASTING.
Wanted —tors,Modulation
and frequencyElectric
moniconsole
forRCA, Gates
250 wattor Western
station. Box 68,
BROADCASTING.
Complete equipment for 250 watt installaincluding tower
of 150'Write
or more.
Cash ingtion,
available
immediately.
givparticulars.
LaGrange,
Georgia.Radio Station WLAG.
Wanted—
Western Electric or RCA Cardioid
Penna.microphone. Station WERC, Erie,
For Sale
Fordata,
sale —also
250 watt
transmitter.
filing
frequency
monitor.FCC $3,000.
Write Box 32, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter
250 set
watt ofcomplete
transmitter with— one
tubes and
some
spares. FCC approved. Box 59, BROADCASTING.
MostCan complete
transmitter
south.
be easilyhamconverted
to 250in watts.
Tube compliment,
245's,Taylor
TW-150's,
2
RK-49's,
2
55's,
2
2
204Z
Taylors,
2 5Z3's 1 4 80866andTaylors,
57's, 2
2A3's,
1 6L6.1 T55,
Price 2 $600.00.
Write Box
72, BROADCASTING.
250capable
watt composite approval.
standard Price
transmitter,
$2800.
Mr. Mylesof H.FCCJohns,
231 W. Wisconsin
Ave., Suite 1400, Milwaukee 3, Wiscon100rebuilt
watt forcomposite
transmitter.
Could
250 watt$2500.
use. Capable
of FCCbe
approval.
Price
Fine
condition.
Mr. Myles
231 W. 3,Wisconsin
Ave.,
Suite H.1400,Johns,
Milwaukee
WisconMiscellaneous

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS WANTED

Two excellent positions are
available for graduate engine rs or physicists with a
good fundamental knowledge of radio and having
some transmitter type equipment experience. The work
will consist of field installation of high frequency heating equipment and complete
follow - through servicing.
Operating conditions will
have to be established for
the customer and maintained through repairs,
adjustments or new applications. Positions are permanent and offer fine postwar
possibilities for development.
THE GIRDLER CORPORATION
Thermex Division
223 E. Broadway
Louisville 1, Kentucky
Attn: Personnel Department

% SCHOOL S ^
RADIO TECHNiaUE
(America'a toOldestRadioSchool
Devoted
I Exclusively
Broadcasting)
Next
DAY and EVENING
COURSES
FEBRUARY 5
Taught bysionalsNetwork
Profes, for Beginner
Advanced students,
include!&
\■ •• Newscasting
Announcing • Station• Routine
Acting
• Continuity Writing • Diction
a Co-ed.
Commentofing
•
Voice
rates. Inquire!
Call orModerate
Write
VC I CKHHO.
under forG. I.Booklet
BiU of B.Bights.
R.K.O. BUILDING,RADIO CITY, N.Y.
CIRCLE 7-0193

SALESMENOPPORTUNITIES
UNLIMITED ! !
An aggressive New York local
staflon wonts 2 local salesmen —
the only requirement is complete
knowledge of the New York — New
Jerseymoney
market is— here along with
The
complete soles help and really
saleable shows.
Write — Wire
Box 80, Broadcasting
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Better

Church

Programs

Goal

Of Radio Religious Workshop
Score of Ministers Attend First Session in N. Y.;
Aim to Set Standards for Future Broadcasts
RADIO'S
workshop gotFIRST
under religious
way yesterday
morning (Jan. 7) in New York,
when a score of ministers and x-eligious educators from the eastern
states attended the broadcast of
the Colu7nbia Church of the Air
as the first session of a course of
radio training that will continue
through Saturday afternoon, with
a panel of 22 experienced radio
and church executives as instructors.
Workshop, goal of which is to
acquaint church leaders with professional standards for religious
use of broadcasting, is the first
major undertaking of the recently
announced joint radio committee
of the Congregational Christian
Churches, the Methodist Church
and the Presbyterian Church U. S.
A. It is conducted by Everett C.
Parker, radio director of the committee, and Elinor Inman, CBS director of religious programs. Later
in the year similar week-long workshops will be held in Chicago,
Hollywood and another city as yet
unnamed. Plan is to repeat the
workshops annually in each city.
Seek Improvement
To carry on its experiments toward the improvement of religious
broadcasting until it can successfully compete with any other type
of radio fare, the committee plans
to file applications for several FM
stations as soon as the FCC has
determined the frequencies to be allocated to FM. Several cities have
already been selected as logical locations for these stations. Rev.
Parker told Broadcasting, stating
that although they will be church
owned and operated they will not
devote themselves exclusively to religion, but will carry a balanced
program schedule. Operating policy has not been decided as yet, he
said, but they probably will not
sell time to advertisers.
Another committee project, which
is already under way, is the production of several series of transcribed programs which will be
made available without charge to
local church councils which already
have sustaining radio time allotted
to them. Stressing the fact that
the committee is not encouraging
church groups to ask for more air
time, but rather to make the most
effective use of the time they now
have, Rev. Parker said that these
transcriptions, which are written,
produced and performed with top
professional talent, should serve as
models for
i-eligious good
programs as better
well aslivecomprise
program material of themselves.
First of these series, now being
recorded at NBC, is a dramatization of the Bible, using the biblical
text as the basis for the scripts.
Page 68 • January 8, 1945

Another phase
of the calls
committee's
educational
program
for a
series of one and two-day seminars
to be held in cities throughout the
country retoctors of religious
explain toeducation
ministers, and
dikey laymen how to utilize both religious and other educational programs on the air to build religious
thinking and church attendance.
Highlights
of this
week's workwill be tothe
eonshopmeeting
be Thursday
addressed bylunchDr.
James Rowland Angell, NBC public service counsellor, and the Moaday dinner at which Dr. Lyman
Bryson, CBS director of education,
will speak. Classes will be conducted at CBS, NBC and WHOM
studios and at the Gramercy Park
Hotel. Studio tours, visits to broadand a scheduled.
television demonstrationcastsare also
Others who will address the
workshop include:
Dr. Samuel
general
secretary.
FederalMcCrae
CouncilCavert,
of Churches
of Christ cational
in America;
SterlingHartford;
Couch, edudirector,
WDRC
Dr.
Truman
executive Congregational
vice-president.
Board ofDouglass,
Home Missions,
Christian
Churches;
Davis
Edwards,
prospeech. Federated
DivinitySterling
Facultiesfesofor ofUniversity
of Chicago;
Fisher, selNBC
assistantFlint,public
serviceresponcouno
r
;
R
e
v
.
James
formerly
sson;
ible forFrank
religious
programs,
WHAof radio.
MadiGoodman,
director
Federal Council
of Church
ChristNBCin
America;
Ed Greif,
feature ofeditor,
press ager.department;
Dwightdepartment;
Herrick, manNBC
public
service
Robert Landry,
CBS Kenyon
directorMarkel,
of program
Lt.for Hazel
director
ofwriting;
radio
WAVES
and
Navy
Chaplain
Corps; library;
Julius John
Mattfeld,
music
McKay,CBSKingdirector
Featuresof
Syndicatemotion,director
of advertising
and press
proformerly
manager
of
NBC
department;
Dr.
Ralph minister;
Sockman, Dr.national
radio
pulpit
officiating
Ross
Snyder,
professor
ofFaculties
religious
Federated
DivinityStoody.
of U.education.
ofChurch
Chicago; Dofr. Ralph
Methodist
director
Information;
Florence
Warner,
Cowles
Broadcasting
Stations,
director
public service,
and manager.
Wynn Wright, NBCof
national
production

Named by Blue
JAMES G. BENNETT, formerly
of Blue pointed
spot merchandising
sales, hasmanager
been ap-of
the network.
Robert Sewell,
of the
Blue promotion staff, has been made
managertions were
of announced
exploitation.byPromoFred
Smith, Blue director of advertising
and resignation
promotion, who
also announced
the
of Jesse
Thompson
as director operative
of promotion
of the coprogram department.
BLUE SALES NAMES
MACHARRIE, CAPPER
TRANSFER of Stuart MacHarrie
and
New Guy
York Capper
local salesfromstafftheto WJZ
Blue
spot
sales,
which will
henceforth
handleness both
national
and
local
busifor WJZ under the direction
of Robert I. Garver, WJZ sales
manager, was announced last week
jointly
McNeil,Grabhorn,
station
manager,by andJohnMurray
assistant general sales manager of
the Blue and supervisor of Blue
spotA sales
operations.
separate
WJZ sales staff will
be
organized
under Mr. Carver's
supervision
to
on ofspe-a
cial sales for theconcentrate
station sales
particular program or for a particularvenienaccount,
which bycannot
tly be handled
the conspot
sales staff
which
services
accounts of WJZ and the otherallBlue
O and merly
O withstations.
Jack
Soell,
forKXOK St. Louis, and
two other nounced
salesmen
still tothisbe new
anwill comprise
special
WJZ
sales
staff.
Jack Brooke, recently discharged
from the Coast Guard, has returned
as New York manager of Blue spot
sales, serving
under Ralph Dennis,
national
manager.
Pekor Aids Crandall
CHARLES F. PEKOR Jr., who
joined the CBS department of press
information a year ago after seven
years mentwith
departand hasNBC's
since press
traveled
the
country visiting more than 100 CBS
station cities, has been appointed
assistant to the director of the department, George
Crandall. Before
entering
radio
for the New
YorkMr.Sun.Pekor worked

Hauser To Head
New MBS Section
Plan Co-Op Series Expansion;
Merchandising Service I
CREATION of a separate depart|
ment of cooperative programs andl
appointment
of B. J. Hauser,
mer sales promotion
manager for-ot
the Blue, as its
Jm§^9mlt
1werej
a sa
director,
^^^^ ' announced
mm
week
by PhillipJ

Carlin, ofprogranj
MBS
director
y
was recentl
in charge
placed
Mr. Hauser,at who'
motion
the
proof audience
Blue
after servsalesBlue's
promanager NBC
sinceing inasthe
separationmotionfrom
January
1942, will join Mutual Jan. 15. He
is the fourth Blue executive to move
to MBS in recent months.
Merchandising Service
Mutual, which pioneered in the
field of cooperative programs, currently carries more of this type oi
show than any other network and
plans further expansion under Mr
Hauser's direction. The new department also will offer stations a
complete merchandising service tc
aid them in selling the programs to
local sponsors and to aid sponsors
in merchandising the programs tc
the public.
A Dartmouth graduate, Mr
Hauser was associated with Ameiican Thermowar Co. and Robert ^
Ramsay organization in sales promotion capacities and wrote articles for advertising publications
before joining NBC in 1931. Witli
NBC he worked in program promo
tion and merchandising, subse
quently becoming manager of sta
tion promotion. He joined the Blue
as salesuary 1942.
promotion
manager
JanJean Russell
of thein Blue
promotion staff has been namec
acting audience promotion man
^am-m
y^ ^^1f
^ *'3r
^^fy
Hl^^
Mr. Hauser^

ager.
Lt. McGlogan of WJK
Killed in Bomber Flight
LT. FRANK J. McGLOGAN, 26
former newscaster and announce)
of WJR Detroit, has been killed ii
action over Germany on one of his
first missions as a bombardier. Hi
came to WJR from KSTP St. Pau
in October 1941. He enlisted in the
Army Air Corps and was sworn ii
on the air following presentation oi
his afternoon news one day in January 1943.
After two years in OCS anc
bases in this country, he arrived ii
England less than a month ago
Writing to George Gushing, WJ
news editor,
he said,
finally
at a station
where"Well,
I can I a
least
see
some
action."
News of his death was wir*
from St. Paul to WJR General
Manager
McGlogan. Leo J. Fitzpatrick by MrsI
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Give

An

Ad vertiser ^ A Horse

Tall Enough, So she won't drag
your feet! The Texas Rangers transscribed library of western entertainment isriding to new heights
with a selected list of blue book
nationally known advertisers— on
America's prestige radio stations.
Plumping fromEnough,
she'sThesureTexas
ridmane toSotail!
Rangers music with mass appeal
has been solid comfort to advertisers large and small— dealing in
bread to hair tonic— from Maine
to Honolulu.

He

Can

Ride

Gentle
Enough, TheSo Texas
she's Rangers
easy on
the pocketbook!
with
its
Hollywood
and
network
radio talent has a reasonable feed
bill, whether
stables
in New it's
Yorkfororfashionable
for a little
gray barn in the West.
Yet, Spirited
she's
worth
the owning!Enough,
The TexasSo Rangers is one transcribed library that
hasn't been ridden by every Tom,
Dick and Harry. If you're one to
treat her right, we'll be glad to
give youdock in athebreeze
padformabout
of a thesample
program.
You
won't
have
to
buy
her, of course.

Enough,
winner
inFastevery
race! So
The she's
Texas a Rangers
with its flexible program building
is receiving testimonials daily from
those in the saddle— dealing in
beer to cold tablets— from Minnesota to Louisiana.
IBRARY
An Arthur B. Church Production— Wrife George HaKef, PUkwUk Hotel, Kansas atY,Mt.

fpHE
manufacturing
Colorado
have done someestablishments
amazing thingsof
in the past few years, taking in their stride
orders for destroyer escorts, landing ships
and sea barges. More than 160 Denver factories alone are producing supplies and
equipment for war ranging from delicate
instruments to heavy-duty machine tools,
from rubber rafts to 8-inch shells.
Denver today is the largest center for

the
production
in the
world. of 115-mm. and 8-inch shells'
With few exceptions, the factories
producing for war today will return to
production of peacetime needs in the Denver
region.
The manufacturing facilities and knowhow of the Denver area, together with the
mining, agricultural and livestock industries are still in economic balance; they're
fundamental and basic assets which earmark this region as a stable market under
practically any economic circumstances.
The Denver market is a sound one in
which to make advertising investments, and
a basic medium through which to make such
an investment pay off is KLZ. This can be
backed up with no more pointed a statement
than that more advertisers — local and national— buy more time on KLZ than on any
other Denver station.
KLZ • DENVER
CBS Network • 560 Kilocycles
Affiliated in Management with the Oklahoma
Publishing Co. and WKY, Oklahoma City
Represented by The Katz Agency

When Iowa people tune to their favorite war correspondents, on their favorite station, they hear
broadcasts that were written and spoken /or Iowa
people, by WHO staff -members, then short- waved
directly to WHO for re-broadcast!

home, and a good load of expense, too. The resuits are more than worth it, however, because it
gives millions of Iowa Plus people a better, closer
picture of the War, and the part they can play in
backing the War effort.

First our Herb Plambeck, WHO's enthusiastic
Farm Editor, went to England last year and started
the ball rolling. Today our Jack Shelly is covering
the European theatre, and our Major Frank F.
Miles is covering the Italian theatre — with broadcasts coming in every day or so!
Sure, it means a lot more work for us here at

It also gives you a better audience, because it's
another reason why Iowa people prefer WHO.
+

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines .
50,000 Watts
J. O. Maland, Manager
B. J. Palmer, President
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Represt

WKY's

Bond-Selling

-ascinates
in 19
TELEVISION, to more than 120,000,000 persons in the United States,
is still something they have only read
about; 120,000,000 Americans have
never seen television.
The people of Oklahoma, however,
have had two opportunities in recent
years to see television in action; both
were sponsored by WKY. With the
exception of the few areas in which
television is now on the air, more persons in Oklahoma today have seen
television in the flesh than in any other
state in the Union.
WKY sponsored its first television
show in Oklahoma City five years ago.
Fifty thousand persons saw this demonstration infive days.
Last November, WKY took its second
Television Show on a tour of 19 Oklahoma towns, played 31 performances
in 23 days to 41,000 persons who bought
War Bonds to gain admission. Two
standard RCA television receivers re-

record

Oklahoma

crowds
towns

!

produced the action picked up by the
television camera on the stage.
Listeners have come to expect WKY
to lead the way in improving service
and introducing new transmission techniques in Oklahoma.
One cf the prime purposes of the
tour, in addition to boosting the Sixth
War Loan and giving Oklahomans a
peak at television, was the introduction
of WKY's new quarter-million dollar
transmitter with its unique 915-foot
antenna, on display in scale model.
With this new transmitter in operation, WKY will reach out to make
more Oklahomans familiar with and
regular listeners to its programs than
ever before.
Twenty-five years of continuously
improving its service and facilities have
established WKY firmly in the esteem
and listening habits of Oklahomans.
That's why when Oklahomans think of
radio, they invariably think of WKY.

WKY'S TELEVISION
CARAVAN
caiTied amen.
staffTheof caravan
17 persons
including
at +he
here talent,
is shown
and publicity
stage hands, drivers
engmeers,
start of the 23-day tour in front of Oklahoma's State Capitol.

AN
SHOW
featuring
Roberta Hollywood,
Lady HOUR-LONG
of Mountie,
Television"world
; Sidney
R. andMontague,
Northw"FiGem
Canadian
traveler
lecturerlisteners
;former
Wiley; and
longtime
favorite
comedy
team
of
WKY
lo
celebrities
televisedRCAfromTelevision
the stage receivers
and viewedlocated
by and
theat austn
ence in twowerestandard
tegic points in the auditorium.

OWNcD AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Doily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stoclonoii
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mflml.)
lEPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC

Something

Worth

Hearing

Well planned and produced programs are the basis of a
station's popularity. No one is more aware of this than
WAGA's program and production departments.
WAGA not only gives its listeners sotnething worth hearing, but it has the power to be heard — in the right places.
More than that, if gives its programs the support of aggressive audience-building pron?otion.
Proof of the success of this combination is in the fact that
no other Atlanta station has made such progress in popularity
during the past two years.

GA
WA
m
ATLANTA
5000 Watts on 590 Kts. • Blue Network Represented by Headley-Reed

Ished every Monday, 53rd Entered
issue (Year
Book Number)
Publications,D. C,Inc.,under870 actNational
as second
class matterpublished
March in14,February
1933, at byPostBroadcasting
Office at Washington,
of MarchPress
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4,

\
MAKING TRANSCRIPTION
\

II
Pleasure

HISTOI^Y

Paidd0

* KAY LORRAINE
OF "HIT PARADE"
BALLAD FAME,
SINGER BEAUTEOUS
* BOB KENNEDY
ROMANTIC SINGING STAR FROM THE
ORIGINAL CAST OF "OKLAHOMA"

*THE MODERNAIRES AND
PAULA KELLY
TOP FLIGHT SINGERS OF HIT SONGS
ONE OF RADIO'S GREAT VOCAL COMBINATIONS

* JIMMY WALLINGTON
PLEASURE PARADE IN FAST
AND FUNNY PACE

* BRILLIANT ARRANGEMENTS
FEATURED BY IRVING MILLER AND HIS
GREAT RECORDING ORCHESTRA

EMCEES

NOW

NEW YORK
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Predeiic

READY

FOR SPONSORSHIP"

READING '^°
ROAD
W 24362IV
^P^7
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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INTENSIVE
FOR

MERCHANDISING
W

SUPPORT

I B C ADVERTISERS

. . .

could be expected, under the new and aggressive
operation by Indiana's leading newspaper, this radio station isreally "going places" in one of the nation's richest
markets.

Now Owned and Operated
by the INDIANAPOLIS NEWS

Our new policy of alert and intensive merchandising
cooperation should interest agencies and national advertisers alike. Write for details.
A Clear Channel
• 1070 KILOCYCLES
• 5000 WATTS
Represented nationally by John Blair & Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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BROAI>€CSTING
The Weel<lyA^^ >(ewsmogozine o( Radio

Starting at 5 a.m. with WWL's Farm Program

j

Advertising '
PublUhed Weeklybroadcast
by Broadeatting
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone: ME 1022
IN THIS ISSUE . . .
FCC Announces Allocation Proposals 13
Citizens
Shorter AirWalkie-Talkie
Time Periods Proposed 13
—
By
Joseph
R. Spadea
Video as Retail Medium
NRDGA Feature 1414
NBC Station Group Names Shafto 14
Rigid Construction Freeze Imminent 15
Porter Confirmation Expected This Week — 15
Budget
Presages
Domestic
CAB Report
Reveals
Gains Expansion
in Net Shows 2022
4 AM, 5 FM Applications Filed
28
FTC 1944 Stores
ActionsName
AboutHirschmann
Same as '43 3032
Federated
Erwin, Wasey Tops MBS Billings 34
Gross Blue Income Up 66.3%
52
Radio Manpower Prospects Favorable 57
Chappell
Finds
Higher
Sets-in-Use
Index
58
Radio Retail Role Presented NRDGA 59
FCC Study Shows Income Gain for Nets 69
NAB District Meetings Will Be Held 72
Net Income Basis for BMB Rotes
74
DEPARTMENTS
Advertisers
FCC Actions
5010 Network
Accts 71
46
AtAgencies
Deadline
Our Respects To 40
Behind
the
Mike
Personal
Notes 4270
44
Business of Bcstg._ 56 Purely Programs
54
Control
Room
Sellers
of
Sales 10
71
Editorial
40 Sid Mix
74
SOL and
TAISHOFF
Editor
Publisher
EDITORIAL
ROBERT K. RICHARDS, Editorial Director
WASHINGTON:
J.Asaociate
Frank Beatty,
Managing
EdiBill Bailey, Christopher,
Editor.
STAFF;
Jack
Levy,tor;bertLawrence
MaryNorma
Zurhorst,
GilGardner,
Sidney
Shelley,
Pugliese,
Jerry Posey.
NEW
Bruce Krogh.
Robertson, New York Editor:
Helen YORK:
House, Thor
CHICAGO: Florence Small. Mgr.; Jean Eldridge.

Speed up at 7:30 with WWL's "Dawn Busters"

Folks

turn

first to-

NEW ORLEANS
A DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CJTY
50,000 Watts ★ Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.

TORONTO: James Montagnes.
BUSINESS
IIAURY LONG, Business Manager
WASHINGTON:
Breslau,Eleanor
Adv. Produeti(m
Manager: Harry BobStevens,
Carpenter,
Marie
AUDITING:
CatherineWoodward.
Steele, Mildred
Racoosin. B. T. Taishofl,
NEW
S. J.AnnPaul,Foley.
New York Advertising
Manager;YORK:
Patricia
CHICAGO: Florence Small, Mgr.; Jean Eldridge.
TORONTO: James Montagnes.
CIRCULATION
BERNARD PLATT, Circulation Manager
WASHINGTON: Elsie Ewers, Dorothy Young.
ADDRESSES
WASHINGTON: Natl. Press BIdg. MEtropltn. 1022
NEW YORK: 250 Park Ave. PLaza 5-8355.
CHICAGO: 360 N. Mich. Ave. CENtral 4115.
HOLLYWOOD: 1509 N. Vine St. GLodstona 7353.
TORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission BIdg. ELgin 0775.
Copyright 19i5 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: 55.00 PER YEAR, 15c PER CO
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HIT

THE

WSIX

IN
OF

THE

THE

BULL'S
HEART

NASHVILLE

NO WASTE COVERAGE

EYES

LARGE AUDIENCE

MARKET

LOW UNIT COST

Shoot the full load in a concentrated pattern. Don't scatter your shot
into the far-distant lesser populated sections. WSIX with its 5,000 Watts
on 980 kc. has plenty of power to cover the well-to-do, active Nashville,
Middle Tennessee and Southern Kentucky market. This coverage dished
out with choice programs from both the Blue and Mutual Networks, has
'resulted in securing for WSIX the largest all-day listening audience in
Nashville — plus satisfactory sales response — plus low unit sales cost
for its many loyal advertisers. For more information write or wire
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC., NATIONAL

tOADCASTING

REPRESENTATIVES
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Sears order
Roebuck
Company,
mail
house, and
wanted
to reach world's
the urbanlargest
and
outlying families in the great Chicago market.
They wanted to enter the homes of the second
richest buying center in the United States where
2,855,700 families spend over $3,500,000,000 an-,
nually.

WMAQ

CHICAGO

Sears Roebuck and Company, being astute
advertisers, carefully surveyed the listening habits of the early rising radio audience before
making their choice. The result — a long term
contract favoring WMAQ. Sears is sponsoring
Everett Mitchell on "Town and Farm", 6:15 to
6:45 in the morning, six days a week.
WMAQ — morning, noon and night — reaches
the people who listen and buy. Information
concerning time availabilities furnished upon request.

The Chicago sfotion most people listen to most
670

ON

REPRESENTED
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YOUR
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TELEVISION

FOR

PROSPECTIVE

STATION

OWNERS

6. What firm's strong patent position assures
clients of exclusive and important features not;

1, What firm's pioneering development of the
Cathode-ray Tube (the heart of a television set)
gave television its first clear pictures . . . and made
television commercially possible?

matched by other companies' television station
equipment ?
7. What company's experimental television sta-,
tion was the first to offer the use of its facilities,

'2. What manufacturer's national advertising—
for more than a year— has been devoted to answer-

4. What firm's extensive experience in television
station design, construction and operation has set
a pattern for profitable management of an aver'age-size station ?

during wartime to advertisers and advertising'
agencies to develop commercial techniques . . . and^
to provide experienced directors, writers and'
talent for television's inevitably-swift postwar:
expansion ?
8. What manufacturer has provided a plan to
instruct operating executives and technical crews,
which will insure the efficient commercial operation of your postwar station ?

5. What manufacturer's experimental station
telecasting' equipment provided a week-in-weekout , demonstration of . low operating cost and
rugged dependability since the summer of J.940 ?j

9. What firm's telecasting equipfnent is rate4
"tops" in signal transmitting efficiency and ef^
fectiveness . . . and _ in_ installation and operating
economies^

ing the public's eager questions about television ?
3. What company designed and built 3 of the 9
television stations on the air today (more than
any other company) ?

The

one-word
these

A copy vision
of "Planning
Station"booklet
is yoursYouroutlines
forTelethe
asking.
equipmentThisrequirements
for a
complete,eratilow-cost
telecast
opon.postwar
, .and suggestsdelivery
plans for
expediting
equipment and
training of per-of
sonnel.

answer

questions

to all
is: DuMONT

Copyright 1944, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., OFFICES AND PLANT. 2 MAIN AVE., PASSAIC, N. J.
TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD, 515 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

ND

BEHI

THIS

At

Deadline

. . .

FERRY-MORSE SEED Co. Feb. 2 starts sponsorship of Garden Gate,
WLAC Nashville show, on 81 CBS stations Saturday, 8:15-8:30 a.m.
CWT. Program has been on network sustaining basis for four years.
Agency is McManus, John & Adams, Detroit.
H. W. KASTOR & SONS announce the election of H. Kastor Kahn,
grandson of the founder and agency manager for four years, as president.
Mr. Kahn has appointed an administrative committee composed of V. T.
Mertz, executive vice-president and Ruth F. Farquhar, Harold Merillat,
and J. H. Wright, vice-presidents.
BENRUS WATCH Co., holding a postwar sales conference of more than
400 jewelers in New York Friday, announced the decision of a national
survey of the jewelers to continue use of radio for the bulk of
national advertising. The jewelers also voted five to one for frequent
time announcements rather than a network program.
REP. EDWARD J. HART (D-N. J.), former member of the House Select
Committee to Investigate the FCC, late Friday was named chairman of
the newly-created permanent House Committee on Un-American Activities, by the Democratic Committee on Committees, subject to ratification
by a caucus of House Democrats.
WURLITZER Co., Chicago, begins sponsorship Jan. 22 of a spot campaign on 21 stations in eastern and central markets. Contract, for 13
weeks, placed by Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.

OPPORTUniTV
FOR
ADVERTISERS

SELLERS
SHLES

Martin
timewestern
for The states.
PennCo. buys
in the
ind zoil
Deed"stei
Boy
Scou
"Goo
anttdidMart
nort
imp
Southern California Telephone Co.,
Wein
ever
was
MOST
starting the program On Sears Roebuck & Co., and other
the Scouting Trail on KECA in accounts. In addition to timebuy1940. That deed got him started ing, he supervises all creative
in radio, and still writing the radio of the agency, including copyseries, Martin has moved along to writing as well as production.
the position of timebuyer for the
Martin was born in New York —
KFOR
46.25
Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
the date was Nov. 6, 1921 — and
moved with his fam-When Martin beStation "A". . .29.4
ily to Piedmont, Cal.
gan the scout proin 1932. He spent
Station "B". . .19.6
gram, he was head
two years at the U.
of public relations
of California where
Wilmington
for the Boy Scouts
That's nities
WhyGaloreSales
he
was Daily
night Bruin,
editor
the Los Angeles
AwaitOpportuYou in in
of The
area. After one
and head of radio
year the program
KFOR's Beautiful and
Delaware
shifted to KFI
activities ofsociated
theStudents.
AsUltra-Modern New Studios
where it still holds
in Lincoln, Nebraska.
dovm a weekly spot.
Majoringnalisminand music,
jourAfter Martin got
he also played in
Represented by Edward Retry Co., Inc. this taste of radio,
Basic Station
the college band and
NBC
hefromcouldn't
it. get away
symphony
orchestra-of
He wrote Philip
On completion
his second year of
G. Lasky, general
KFOll
college, he got a job
manager of KROW
MARTIN
in a local packing
Oakland and told
him
he
wanted
to
learn
radio.
Mr.
plant.
The
job
lasted four months.
5000 WATTS
r— ^
^ Lasky gave him a job as publicity
His chief hobby remains his
director of the station. After work with the Boy Scouts, of
DAY and NIGHT
''Nebraska's
\ ^flUNCOL^^
Capital City \
Nebraska
eight months with KROW, he which he is now a commissioner.
joined Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los When there is time left over, MarRepresenfed by
Station" j il
tin practices piano, clarinet or
Angeles agency, as radio writer.
In the summer of 1943 he shifted drums. Once when his alma mater
to the Mayers Co. After serving was short a musician, he went back
RAYMER
as copywriter both in black and to help fill out the Bruin band.
white
and
radio
media,
he
was
made
He's blond, five feet five, with
V Blue and Mutual Networks > agency timebuyer in October 1944. brovoi
eyes and weighs in at 172.
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In Lincoln, and Its Trade
Territory, the Latest
HOOPER, Monday through
Friday, from 8 a. m. to
6 p. m. Shows:

I
cast.

'^Don't
next

jump,
to

the

Tliistlewaite— we'll
F&P

right

office!''

01t's hardly any exaggeration at all to say that there are
dozens of agencies and advertisers who consider F&P practical y adepartment of their own organizations.
We'd like a chance to demonstrate that we can work as
hard and as intelligently for you as you do for your clients.
That's what we call "Free & Peters Service."

FREE
&
Pioneer Radio

move

PETERS,
INC.
Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES!
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAl
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
KALAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBLIOWA
SYRACUSE
WHO
DES
MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
WCBM
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWEST
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KRIS
CORPUS HOUSTON
CHRISTI
KXYZ
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIC COAST PORTLAND
KOIN
KIRO
SEAHLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX,

CHICAGO: i8o N. Michigan NEW yORK:. 444 Madison Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: iii Sutter HOLLVWOOD: 6331 HoUywood ATLANTA: 32:2 Palmer Dldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130
Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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Proposals

Announced
by FCG
from Maj. E. H. Armstrong and
IFM to Move Up; Television Split; Final his disciples for booting FM up
SPECTRUM STORIES
the
spectrum on grounds of interference.
Decision Awaits Argument Feb. 14
By SOL TAISHOFF
13
Similarly, the quick start post- Lead Story
war television advocates are ex- Citizen Service
13
SPECTRUMWIDE ALLOCATIONS above 25 mc which propected to protest the splitting of Allocations to Services 16
the
television
band
in
two,
which
vide virtually unlimited space for development of new broadcast
in effect is construed as meaning
SUMMARIES
services after the war, but which compromise the proposals of two
separate bands, rather than
both FM and television groups, were proposed Tuesday (Jan. one contiguous area which can be Frequency Modulation 17
simply
engineered.
!16) by the FCC in a unanimous tentative plan.
are between
44 and 84Sixmc channels
and six Standard Broadcasting 60
60
Exceptions to the proposed allocations, most comprehensive between
180 and 216 mc. The fre- Television
62
in radio history, may be filed within 20 days, with oral arguquencies between 225 and 300 mc Facsimile
are assigned to Government and Relay
ments scheduled beginning 10:30 a.m., Feb. 14.
deleted from the television International - 62
FM, to the obvious chagrin of its advocates, would move up were
62
band.
Other Services — 62
from the coveted 50 mc area to 84-102 mc, but with more than
Thus,
what
began
as
a
conflict
between FM and television for the Noncommercial Educational- 63
double space (90 channels as
against 40) and with retention of
cations proposed were to be final.
same portion of the spectrum (50- Discussion by FCC
— 64
the 200 kc channel width. Provision
FM
Broadcasters
Inc.,
even
bebetween thetelevision
"downis made, however, to continue temfore the report was issued, had mc area)stairs"andand "upstairs"
porary operations postwar in the called its board to meet in Wash- advocates, may resolve into a sit- questioned any move of FM to the
42-44 mc band by compressing the
uation where practically all of the 100-mc area on the ground that it
ington Friday,
Jan.to 19.deduce
No clairpresent
50-oddmanufacturers
licensees in that
s needed
that groups will protest on one score would kick over five years of active
area until
are there willvoyance ibe
a storm of protest or another. FM advocates have experience for an unknown quangeared
They haveis worse
contended
that the
duction. for the higher band proshadowtity. effect
for television
in the 50-mc area than for FM.
J
Dual Video System
No Standard Decision
Television would get a dual sys: tern, with 12 channels 6 mc wide in *^Walkie-TaIkies' for Citizenry
decision has been reached,
the bands ranging from 44 to 210 Included in Spectrum Proposal theNoreport
said, as to the proposed
j mc, but with the visual service to
single change in standard broadThe
FCC
report
suggests,
furthfind
its
ultimate
haven
"upstairs"
PROVISION
is
made
in
the
procasting—Reciting
addition testimony
of the at540-kc
above 480 mc, where high definition
posed allocations of the FCC for
er, "ThenicationCitizens
the
Service can Radiocommube used, for channel.
I and color would be possible. Thus, American citizens to have their
hearings by witnesses regarding
limited television service might own "walkie-talkies".
extension
of
the
standard
band
to
example,
to
establish
a
physicians'
get started as soon as war condiThe new service, for which a calling service, through which a
540 kc and possibly the 530
tions permit, but with rigid re- 10 mc band is set aside, is called central physicians' exchange in include
quirements looking toward ulti- the Citizens Radiocommunication each city can reach doctors while and 520-kc channels, the Commismate high definition operation.
kc band estab- they are en route in their cars or mission
has been report
made said:
at this"Notimedecision
as to
The proposed report, it was evi- Service. lishedThefor the10,000
service is 460-470 otherwise not available by tele- whether
any of these frequencies
dent, will provoke spirited opposi- mc — and the FCC states in its protion. This was an obvious deducThe Commission proposes that can be made available for standposal that, although other services
tion, based upon the testimony ad- vnll occupy
bands
on
each
end
of
such
walkie-talkie
It ard
wasbroadcast
doubtedservices."
whether the 540
duced at the hearings last fall and this bracket, provision can be made will becitizens'
invaluable
in locatingservice
lost frequency
be assigned in thfe
the intense feelings engendered by for
phone." and mountain climbers, immediate would
hunters
expansion if necessary.
future,
of waiS
Use of the service, as intended thus reducing the accident rate in time conditions. inIn view
I competing
interestsFCCin their
advo-it
the heltei^
cacies. In certain
quarters
in
the
allocation,
will
find
farmers
such
outdoor
pursuits.
The
purof the FCC to comhad been stated that the report in the field able to talk from tracposes which could be served during skelter pleteeffort
its report, some confusion
would not have been supported by
tor-to-kitchen with their wives, disaster, such as flood or storm developed
as
to the agreemeut
certain Commissioners if the allo- telling them what
they want for which might destroy telephonic with the Interdepartment
Radio
dinner; it will permit the man of communications, are emphasized in Advisory Committee, made up oi
Late Issue
the house, driving home from the the report.
Government experts, on the dispoThere will be no charge for the
office,
call heauto-to-living
room to
sition of the frequency for broadThis issue is dated Tuesday,
tell histo wife
will be delayed.
use of the frequencies set aside for
cast services, and it was indicated
Jan.
16,
instead
of
Monday.
Because of the FCC advance
The proposal made by the FCC this purpose. The report specifically that consideration would be held in
recognizes some of these limitless forbids the use of common carrier
release on the proposed spectrumwide allocations plan
possibilities of the medium, and service within the band. It speci- abeyance.
KMBC Kansas City is an appliBROADCASTING held up its
adds: "The possible uses of this
the 540-kc frequency on
fies, also, that any citizen, with or a clearcant forchannel
delivery one day, marking the
service are as broad as the imagi- without
basis, since it now
technical
knowledge,
will
first time in its weekly history
n
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
public
and
the
inthat a deadline was missed,
used in Canada for standto obtain a license to oper- is being(Continued
wittingly or otherwise.
genuity of equipment manufactur- be able
on page 66)
ate on the channel.
ers can devise."
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NBC Station Group
Names Shafto Head
Foreign News Staff Expansion j
NEW APPORTIONMENT OF CLOCK
Is Planned After War
|
G. RICHARD SHAFTO, generdj
manager, WIS Columbia, S. C, was
PRESENT
PROPOSED
PRESENT
PROPOSED
elected chairman of the NBC Stations Planning & Advisory Committee for 1945
the group's
meeting
of theat year,
held at first
the
Ritz-Carlton Hotel, New York, last
Tuesday and Wednesday. William
S. Hedges,
vice-president
charge
of theNBCstations
department,in
was chairman of the two-day session.
Group was welcomed by Niles
advertisers in one hour, the new challenge the ingenuity of conTrammell,
who contime setup would accommodate six,
tinuity writers, admittedly, and
withNBC
them president,
on the advisability
each allotted ten minutes. Such a might possibly
sound the death of goingsultedahead
the war clinics
plan probably would be ideally knell of the chainbreak. Neither and subsequentlywithannounced
their
suited to the daytime serial type eventually need be deplored.
indefinite postponement (see story,
of program. The half-hour proSuch
a
revolutionary
time
regrams could be cut to 20 minutes,
William C. Brooks, direcalignment asthis, would make more pagetor of72,
news and special events, talkencouraging faster-moving produc- desirable periods available for the
ingage,of postwar
foreignforeign
news covertion and permitting three such pe- waiting list, especially for some
NBC
news
per hour.areSome
30- large and reputable manufacturers staff willsaid the
be
expanded
after the
minute riodsshows
long present
and drawn
who
would
like
to
try
radio
prowar
and
that
the
network
will
be
out. As a matter of fact, some 15minute programs would profit pro- duced. grams if cost to them can be re- represented by men who can interpret as well as report the news.
duction-wise bybeing concentrated
Networks logically would be the
Mullen Speaks
into ten-minute periods.
interests to start such a movement
Chainbreaks
as this. This idea of re-allotting
Frank
E.
Mullen, manager,
NBC vice-presperiods is not new, but it has
ident and general
in a
Naturally such a plan would re- time
not been tried on a large scale, discussion
of
labor
on the air, exquire
a
re-examination
of
rate
structures. Too, one must consider with the whole industry behind the
pressed the desire to expand the
There may be an opporseries, America United, into
the chainbreak, and its place in a movement.
tunity here to give radio a great AFL
revised time schedule which would
a year-round feature that would
permit more frequent station boost not only commercially but, include representatives of the CIO
identifications than now are heard more important,
as anmedium.
entertain- as well and also of the U. S. Chamment and educational
ber of Commerce and of the Farm
per hour. It would appear that there
and 20-minute movie shorts Bureau Federation and the Naremains a place for the chainbreak areTenbecoming
Time vs. Space
tional Grange.
more
popular
day
by
example
done signal,
in fewerforwords
than— ifis day. Short-run newsreel theatres
Newspapers currently are ra- —it ais time
At a luncheon also attended by
tioning space to national and local now the pase. Instead of 20 seconds are springing up over the country. sponsor
and agency executives the
advertisers. Magazines are doing
reading breaks during net Why can't it happen in radio?
group was given the first
it on a modified basis. It can work for
switches, as is now generally the
What would be the public re- stations
onof NBC's
1944habits
all-county
in radio.
Quartertimeandhavehalf-hour
pe- plan, perhaps ten seconds would be
action? Well, remember, the public report
survey
listening
(see
riods in radio
been taken
is still eating pie.
story page 71). S. B. Hickox Jr.,
as bases for comparing radio time allotted. Such a short period would
managercussed of
station home
relations,
diswith newspaper and magazine
the welcome
audition
space. Half pages in magazines
for servicemen.
C.
L.
Menser,
viceand newspapers have been inter- Possibilities of Television as Medium president
in charge of programs
preted in the past as representing
a half-hour on the air, and so on. For Retailing Feature NRDGA Meeting and C. P. Hammond, director of
Since such comparisons are apt, is
advertising
andtheir
promotion,
outlined plans of
departments
it not apt, also, to develop a radio POSSIBILITY that conventions of to television operation and manage- for 1945.
Mr. Poppele pointed out that
plan for rationing similar to the tomorrow will be handled by tele- since ment,
conventions may become a
vision circuits was indicated by J.
Committee members attending
plans developed by publications?
Would not a revolutionary R. Poppele, chief engineer of WOR wartime casualty, if sufficient coax- the meeting were: Clair McColial
cable
radio relay circuits lough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.; Mr.
change in the division of time pe- New York and president of Tele- as well asandtelevision
vision Broadcasters Assn. He ad- and receiving equipmenttransmitting
riods help radio generally? It is
WAVE WSMB
Louisnow Shafto;ville;Nate
bound to improve entertainment,
dres ed an all-day television ses- available, conventions were
Harold Lord,
Wheelahan,
could be New Orleans;
Jan. 9, as part of the
increase employment, receive in- annualsion held
Stanley
E.
Hubbard,
convention of the National viewed by members on theatrecreased listener response, accomPaul; Gayle Grubb, repmodate more advertisers and in- Retail Dry Goods Assn., at the sized screens in their own home KSTP St. resenting
Edgar Bell, WKY Oklacrease revenue for all concerned.
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York,
town.
homa
City;
Richard X.Lewis,
KTAR
At the morning session, devoted
Instead of having four 15-min.
Other Speakers
Phoenix;
Arden
Pangborn,
Other speakers at the morning KGW Portland, Ore.
session included Dan D. Halpin,
JOE SPADEA is well known to all elements in com- assistant to the vice-president,
Railroad Newscast
RCA;
James D. McLean, chief
mercial radio after more than a decade in the field — sales engineer
MILWAUKEE
Railof GE; Leonard F. CHICAGO,
road, Chicago,
on Jan. 7 began
practically all of it as a station representative. He volun- Cramer, executive vice-president of sponsorship
of
a
quarter-hour
Allen
B.
DuMont
Labs.;
P.
C.
teered for Army service in 1942 and, despite overage
Sundays
onWMT
the following stations
: WMAQWNAX
KRNT
McCabe, sales executive. The Aus- newscast,
KGLO
WTCN
tin Co., Irwin A. Shane, direc- KDTH
status, made it but didn't get overseas service. He was
KFBB KRJF KGVO KOIL KARB
tor
of
the
Television
Workshop
of
assigned to radio work at Patterson Field, Dayton, O., New York.
KOTN KSOO KOMO KHQ KVI
WKBH forWIBA
and was mustered out Dec. 15 as a sergeant. When his
Mr. Halpin told the group that WTAQ
WSAU, Contract
52 weeksWTMJ
was
terminal leave ends soon, he plans to reenter radio. approximately
"five
years
after
the
placed
by
Roche,
Williams &
(Continued on page 59)
Cleary, Chicago.
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Shorter Air
New
Clock Rationing
Would Provide More
Programs, Income
By JOSEPH R. SPADEA
SEVERAL MONTHS in the Army
gives a fellow a lot of time to think,
and inof most
my case
doubtless outin
that
other— asservicemen
of the radio business — thinking was
about broadcasting.
Present radio is riding a boom.
Business is good and many advertisers are on the waiting list for
good available periods. The scarcity
of time has driven many of these
advertisers to other media. To cope
with this situation and establish
a new trend in radio for the improvement ofradio and accommodation of advertisers, plus increasing
revenue for all stations and decreasing spot announcements, the
following
plan isof offered for "rationing"
the consideration
all
broadcasters.
Rationing is in force for most
goods during the war period. If
rationing can work for newspapers
and magazines, it should be applicable to radio time. Remember
some 20 years ago that restaurants
served a full quarter of pie for
dessert. Now we get a sixth piece,
or even a smaller segment, and
think nothing of it. In these past
20 years, patrons have been educated to a smaller piece of pie for

Time

Periods

Suggested

IRigid

Freeze
of Construction
Is
more critically than in the past but The remainder involved increases
All New Projects that WPB has not yet determined in power, change of location, instal ation ofauxiliary transmitters,
what criterion will be used. "It is
Face Halting by
change of frequency, and change
likely," he said, "that we will get of
antenna.
All but one of the
backWPBverynowclose
the applications
old freeze."
WPB-FCC
has tothree
station applications was for 250
pending, one for a station in Puerto
By JACK LEVY
Rico on which further information w power.
Early Restrictions Modified
« A SOLID FREEZE on new station has been requested. Last week the
construction is expected this week Board approved an application by
Although
denied anDistrict
appliby joint order of the FCC and the the Alabama Broadcasting Co.,
cation of WPB
the Granite
War Production Board in line with which had been given a conditional Radio Broadcasting Co. to construct a250 w station in Salt Lake
a general tightening of civilian in- grant last June by the FCC for a
dustry to provide additional man- 250 w station (WFEB) in Syla- City, the company has notified the
power for war needs.
cauga, Ala., but this action, Mr. Board it is proceeding with construction under the $200 limitaBroadcasting learned Friday Creutz explained, was more in the
tion which does not require WPB
that a revocation of the FCC re- nature of a clearance of an old
authorization. The proposed HinckTaxation order of Jan 26, 1944, application.
Out of about 60 actions taken last ley-Hatch
station in Salt Lake City,
under which 34 construction per- year,
granted 31 applications also denied construction authorizamits for new stations were granted,- for newWPBstations
and
denied
three.
t
i
o
n
,
i
s
under
reconsideration by
has been tentatively approved and
that a formal freeze order reverting to the stringent policy of April
27, 1942 can be expected this week.
It is quite possible that all pending Porter Confirmation Expected
broadcast applications, approximately 150, will be returned.
This Week as Committee Meets
WPB Rejection Seen
FCC Chairman Serves Without Pay Pending Senate
Moreover, in anticipation of the
impending new policy, the FCC at
Action; Wheeler Group Gets New Members
its broadcast meeting last Tuesday is understood to have passed WITH DESIGNATION last week ated last July 1 when Comdr. T. A.
over a number of applications in- of four Democrats to fill vacancies M. Craven retired to become vicevolving new broadcast stations, on the Senate Interstate Commerce
of the Cowles Broadcastor modifications, taking into ac- Committee, Chairman Wheeler (D- president
ing Co. Rosel H. Hyde, FCC assistcount the critical manpower situ- Mont.) announced his Committee
ant general counsel in charge of
ation, as well as the WPB position would meet in executive session at broadcasting, still loomed as a poson critical materials.
sible successor to Comdr. Craven.
10:30 a.m. Monday (Jan. 15) to
It is almost certain that WPB consider the nomination of Paul
Although Mr. Hyde is a Republican, it was pointed out that he
will turn down all applications A. Porter to the FCC.
Mr. Porter has been serving as could be nominated inasmuch as
now before it for construction of
the
Communications
Act specifies
Chairman
since
Dec.
21
by
recess
station facilities, regardless of
whether materials are in posses- appointment by President Roose- that no more than four members of
velt, inasmuch as his nomination any one political faith may hold
sion of the applicants. Indication of such action was seen in died in Committee with the 78th oflRce on the Commission. The lineup is: Democrats — Porter (when
the refusal last week of an applica- Congress. Since Jan. 3, when the
tion filed by Lincoln Dellar for a 79th Congress convened, however, confirmed). Walker and Durr; Re250 w outlet in Sacramento, for Mr. Porter has been serving withpublicans— Case, Wakefield; Indeout pay, awaiting confirmation by
which a construction permit was
pendent— Jett.
nation
would be Mr.
on a Hyde's
strictly nomimerit
granted by the FCC two months the Senate.
basis, similar to that, of Commisago. This was the third applicaNo Protests Filed
sioner
Jett
who
served
as
chief
ention refused by WPB within the
Although there were reports on
gineer before his elevation.
last three weeks, two Salt Lake City Capitol
Hill
that
some
Republicans
stations having been rejected late
Wagner, Hill Resign
in December after FCC approval. might question Mr. Porter's nomiAt a meeting last Tuesday the
nation, Chairman Wheeler, in call[Broadcasting, Dec. 25].
ing
the
executive,
rather
than
open
Senate
Democratic Steering ComJohn Creutz, chief of the Domes- session, indicated that nominations
announced the resignations
tic & Foreign Branch, Radio & usually are considered only in of Sens.mitteeWagner
Y.) and
Radar Division, said that in view closed session when no opposition Hill (D-Ala.) from (D-N.
the Interstate
of the manpower situation it wiJl is presented. He added that aside Commerce Committee,
that
be necessary to screen applications from a telegram from the National might accept appointments to they
the
Relations Committee. Other
Socialist Party in November, no Foreign
vacancies
on
the
Committee
were
protests have been filed against Mr.
Porter and no requests for open seats occupied by the late Sen. ElWarner Bros. Campaign
lison D. (Cotton Ed) Smith (Dhad been made.
WARNER Bros. Pictures Inc., hearings
Indications were that Mr. Por- S. C), Sen. D. Worth Clark (DNew York, last week announced
that with the general release Jan.
ter's confirmation would go through Ida.), defeated in the primaries
13 of To Have and Have Not, it the Senate promptly. It was felt by Glen Taylor, former radio singing cowboy who was elected; Sen.
of his recess appointwould
its "first large
T. Bone (D-Wash.), now a
nationalembark
spot onadvertising
cam- that inment,view
the Senate would- be inclined Homer
judge. Sen. Harry Trupaign," basing future
the 3.appointment retro- Federalman (D-Mo.)
on the results.
With aradio
budgetplansof to confirm
a
c
t
i
v
e
t
o
Jan.
will resign Jan. 18
approximately $100,00), Warner is
to
become
Vice-President.
With
the
confirmation
of
Mr.
placing four-day schedules on one Porter, who will be designated as
The
Steering
Committee apor more stations in 63 cities prior Chairman by President Roosevelt
pointed four new Senators to posts
to local openings, using open-end immediately
on
the
Interstate
Commerce
Comafter the Senate acts,
one-minute
mit e , asfollows : Sen. Clyde Hoey
extend over discs,
a periodtheofcampaign
about threeto the President is expected to send to
weeks.
AgencyYork.is Blaine-Thomp- the Senate a nomination to fill the (D-N. C), Sen. Olin D. Johnston
son Co., New
vacancy on the Commission cre- (D-S. C), Sen. Brian McMahon
BROADCASTING
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Imminent
the Board on appeal from the apRestrictions on station construcplicants.
tion first took effect with the FCC
order of April 27, 1942, which imposed atotal
authorizations.freeze
This order onwasnewmodified
on
Sept.
22
of
the
same
year
and
further modified on Aug. 11, 1943,
when the Commission announced
that under certain conditions it
would grant applications for permits involving the use of idle equipment to increase the power of 100 w
standard broadcast stations to 250
w and for the construction of new
100 w and 250 w local channel stations.
Statement of Policy
On Jan. 26, 1944 the Commission
issuedment its
"Supplemental
Stateof Policy
Concerning Applications for Permits to Construct
or Change Radio
Stations",
encouraged
the offiling
of anwhich
increased number
applications
for
facilities or changes in existing
facilities and resulted in the grantof approximately
licenses
and ingconstruction
permits50 for
new
stations
and for a substantial
number of authorizations
for increased
facilities.
Under
thisconditional
order, the grants
Commis-to
sion issued
applicants who could prove (1) the
facilities would serve "an outstanding public need or national interest;form (2)to the
the FCC
operation
would conregulations
and
standards;
and
(3)
that,
"after
due consideration of the policies
and orders of the War Production
Board and the facts with respect
to existence or availability of necessary materials, there is reasonable prospect
the proposed
operation in thethatvicinity
in question
can be provided for without subThe original
stantial delay." freeze order and
the subsequent modifications were
predicatedservationprimarily
ofmaterials. onIn the
the concurrent tightening all along the line
the emphasis is on manpower.
(D-Conn.) and Sen. Francis J.
Myers tative
(D-Pa.),
former
Represenand member
of the
House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee. Successors to the one
existing vacancy and the second
when Sen. Truman resigns will be
named later.
On the minority side. Sen. Homer
Capehart
(R-Ind.),
manufacturer,
was former
appointedradioto
succeed Sen. C. Wayland Broo; (R-Ill.). Otherwise the Commictee personnel remains intact, with
the following members considering
the Porter nomination:
Democrats — Chairman Wheeler,
Barkley,
Truman,McFarland,
Johnson, Hoey,
Stewart, Tunnell,
Johnston, McMahon, Myers.
Republicans — W h i t e, Austin,
Shipstead, Tobey, Reed, Gurney,
Hawkes, Moore, Capehart.
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THE FOLLOWING table contains the allocations which the Commission
proposes
make tokc.theThevarious
non-governmental
radio services
from
25,000international
to to30,000,000
for convenient
reference
the
allocations table
whichalsothecontains
Commission
will recommend
to
the Dept. of State and the proposed allocations which the IRAC is recom ending for governmental radio services. I United States
Gov. & Non-Gov. Fixed & PowerRemarksto be
limited inter-national y to
NoteMobile
1
500W
Scientific;
Medical Industrial &
Gov.Mobile
& Non-Gov. Fixed & Power to be
limited inter-national y to
Note 1
500W
Amateur
Amateur
Note 2
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Gov.
Fixed
&
Mobile
Notes
2& 3
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Non-Gov.
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Government
Note 22 & 3
Fixed & Mobile Notes
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Non-Gov.
Note 2
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Government
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile Notes
Note 22 & 3
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Government
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile Notes 2 & 3
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Government
Note 2
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile Notes 2 & 3
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Government
Note 2
Scientific,
Medical Industrial and Scientific,
Medical Industrial and
Note 2
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Government
2& 4
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile Notes
Note 5
Broadcasting, Fixed & Television Broadcasting
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed
Television,
Mobile Fixed & Mobile
Fixed
Television, Fixed & Mobile
Fixed
Television, Fixed & Mobile
Fixed
Television, Fixed & Mobile
Fixed
Broadcasting,
Television Broadcasting
Mobile
Broadcasting
Educational
casting FM BroadCommercial
casting FM Broad(Later
determination
to be
made
by the Commission
regarding
allocation
ofbandall toor FMathepartBroadcastof this
ing,
Non-Gov.Facsimile
Emergency services
Broadcasting
or Television Broadcasting.)
Air Navigation (Localizers) Government
Government
Air Navigation (Ranges)
Aerotrol)Mobile (Airport Con- Airport Control
AeroNon-Gov.)
Mobile (primarily
Aero Mobile
Government
Fixed & Aero Mobile
Amateur
Amateur
Government
Fixed & Aero Mobile
Note 6
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Police
Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile Note 7
Fixed && Mobile
Fixed
Mobile except Aero Government
Navigation Aids
Navigation Aids
Broadcasting
Fixed & Television & Government
180-186
Mobile
Broadcasting
Fixed & Television & Government
186-192
Mobile
Broadcasting
Fixed & Television, Fixed & Mobile Note 5
192-198
Mobile
Broadcasting
Fixed & Television, Fixed & Mobile Note 5
198-204
Mobile
Broadcasting
Fixed & Television, Fixed & Mobile Note 5
204-210
Mobile
Broadcasting
Fixed & Television, Fixed & Mobile Note 5
210-216
Mobile
Fixed & Mobile
Government
216-220
Amateur
Amateur
220-225
Fixed & Mobile
225-400
Government,
75 Aero channels for Non-Gov.
Government
Fixed & Mobile
'400-420
Air Navigation & Amateur Amateur & Air Navigation Note 8
420-450
All
Non-Government
services
will beas toestablished
the bandsrequirements.
above 450 mc on an
mental basis pending adequate
showing
need and intechnical
Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile Note 9
Air
450-460
FixedNaiigation
& Mobile
Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile
460-470
Facsimile Broadcasting
Broadcasting
470-480
Television
Broadcasting
480-508
Note 10
Television
Air Navigation Aids
508-524
Television
Broadcasting
524-920
Experimental
Broadcast
Broadcasting
920-940
Services
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mc
Freq. Band
940-960
960-1125
1125—1225
1225—1325
1325-1450
1450—1500
1500—1550
1550-1650
1650-1900
1900-2300
2300-2500
2500—2700
2700-2800
2800—3900
3900-4550
4550—5200
5200—5750
5750—7050
7050-10000
10000-10500
10500-13000
13000-16000
16000-18000
18000-21000
21000-22000
22000-26000
26000-30000
30000-Up

ProposedAllocation
International
ProposedAllocation
United States
Remarks
FixedBroadcasting
& Experimental Note 11
Fixed & Broadcasting
Navigation Aids
Navigation Aids
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Television Relay
Government
Fixed & Mobile
Air
Navigation Aids
Air
Navigation Aids
Meteorological
Meteorological
Aeronautical
Aeronautical Mobile
Government Mobile
Fixed & Mobile
Fixed & Mobile
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Non-Gov.
Air
Navigation
Air
Navigation
Amateur
Amateur
Meteorological
Meteorological
Navigation
Navigation Fixed
Aids & Mobile
Fixed
& MobileAidsexcept Aero Non-Gov.
Government
Fixed & Mobile
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile
Fixed & Mobile
Government
Amateur
Amateur
Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile
Fixed
&
Mobile
except
Aero
Fixed & Mobile
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Non-Gov.
Gov. Fixed and Mobile
Fixed & Mobile
Government
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed & Mobile
GovernmentFixed & Mobile
Fixed & Mobile except Aero Non-Gov.
Experimental
Experimental
The
following
distribution
of
channels
is
Exact Channels
channels to be determined later. tentatively proposed in the band 25 to 28 mc.
ClassPicture,
of StationRelay Press, Relay
Provisional,
Motion
Broadcast,
Geophysical
Power,
Petroleum,
Other
General Experimental
Note 2; No change10 proposed in existing
services between 30 and 44 mc outside of the Continental
United
States.
the basis
assumedservices
averagein channel
Note 3: Onbe made
for theof anfollowing
the bandwidth
30 toof4240mc:kc, minimum provisions will
Channels
Class
of
Station
35
Police
15
Fire
10
Urban
Transit, Forestry
10
Power, Petroleum,
Other and Conservation

Urban Transit)
Maritime
Mobile,
General
Highway Geophysical
Mobile (Experimental)
Marine Experimental
General
(Existing 4 channels
allocated
to
Flying
moved
a television School
band orstations
other bandto beas
soon as tonecessary)
*Contemplated
for mobile
system).
**Two groups;for each
composedunitsservices
of (duplex
4 adjacent
Provisions
on the channels.
basis of an assumed average
channel widthwill ofbe40made
kc in thethe42 following
to 44 mc band:
Channels Class of Station
21
12*
Marine Highway, Mobile (Experimental),
12* Police
General
11** General Experimental
8** ♦Contemplated
land stations (duplex system).
**Channels to beforadjacent.
Provisions will be made for the temporary operation of
existing
commercial,
educational
cast stations
now operating
betweenand42experimental
and 50 mc. FM broadProvision
may
be
made
for
the
operation
of
non-governmental
mobile .forestry
services
(such circuits,
as, police rural
controltelephone,
and relaybroadcast
circuits, point-to-point,
marine fixed
controlandrailroad,
circuits
fixed
to transmitter
and yard
operations)
proper showingstudioof need
and that links,
these channels terminal
may be
shared
without
harmfuluponinterference.
Exact
channelafterwidth
(average 60 kc channel width assumed) and distribution to be
determined
technical
factors. further evaluation of developments as to need and consideration of
Provisions
made
for
following
on thechannel
basis ofwidth
an assumeddistribution
average
widthwill ofbe60after
kc infurther
the the
156evaluation
to 162 mc ofservices
band.
Exact
toofchannel
be determined
developments
as to need andandconsideration
technical
factors.
Channels
ClassForestry
of Stations
Fire
& Conservation)
Forestry(Secondarily
and Conservation,
Marine, Urban
Mobile
Experimental
Special
Emergency
Power,
Petroleum
and
Other
Provisional,
Motion Picture, Relay Press, Relay
train)
Broadcast,(end-to-end,
Geophysicaltrain-to-train, stationRailroad
Services nowbasis.operating General
between Experimental
156 and 162
162 mc may continue temporarily on a noninterfering
*Channels to be adjacent.
ToAmateur
be usedwhentemporarily
for "special"
air navigation
aids. aids;
Bandmeanwhile
to be exclusively
no longer required
for "special"
air navigation
Amateur
Note 10:9; power to33*be limited to 50 watts.
Note
ToTo bebe temporarily
used
for
"special"
air
navigation
aids.
for air navigation
aids. for such services as Studio-Transmitter
Note 11: May beusedusedtemporarily
low power
links, control forcircuits.
Police fixed
fixed point-to-point
facsimile c rcuits,
etc.
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FM BROADCAST SERVICE
INTRODUCTORY
ppeearriienngcaet wthe
hearingcreated
had had
exith problems
by sky(Parentheticnesses notations
transmissions.
It
was
generally
and transcriptrefer
pages)to wit- wave
agreed that interference due to
FM BROADCASTING
a new was
sys- of"bursts",
whichor consists
mostoffer
casesa
tem of radio broadcast asservice
a syllable
two, doesin not
brought mtois ion in 1936
the attention
of
the
Comserious
problem
(Jansky,
Tr.
1000;
by Major Edwin H. Lodge, Tr. 1250; Armstrong, Tr.
Armstrong. The prediction was then 13G3).
However, it was recognized
made that because of its static-free
E or F2withlayersufficient
transmis-inhigh fidelity characteristics it would that sporadic
sions have occurred
tensity
and
frequency
in
the
present
supersedelation
the broadcasting
existing amplitude
modu(Arm-of band to degrade the service (Jansky,
strong, Tr. 1347). The system
advantages
1000; Craven, Tr. 1139; Lodge,
Tr. 1241).
FM broadcasting were not recognized Tr.
by the industry until they were proven,
Data Needed
principally
1939, by a broadcast
considerNone of the industry witnesses had
able numberduring
of experimental
stations.
quantitative data regarding the extent
On May 20, 1940, the Commission of sporadic E or F2 layeron interference.
the field inremoved FM from the realm of ex- However, tensitieinformation
s ofpresented
the interfering
skywave
periand
mentation into the35 field
of commernals
was
by
L. sig-P.
cial
operation
channels,
each
Wheeler, chief of the FCCDr.Technical
200
kc
wide,
were
made
available
for
commercial use in a continuous band
upon overrecordings madeSection,
at variousbased
locations
from 43 to 50 megacycles. In addition, aInformation
period of more than a year (Ex. 4).
5 channels,
200
kc
wide,
were
alloThis report showed that sporadic E
cated for stations
non-commercial
broadcast
between educational
42 and 43 layer
ti-ansmission
mc wasfromrevicinityonMass.,
of44.3Atlanta,
megacycles.mission Byhad licensed
October 461944,commercial
the Com- a stationceived ininthePaxton,
during
12%
FM stations and in addition there were of the time in July 1944, with sufficient
to causeandinterference
at the
7 construction permits outstanding intensity
50
uv/m
contour
that
at
intervals
(Braum, Tr. 990).
the entire year interference
After themissionoutbreak
war, therestricCom- ofthroughout
this type was experienced for shorter
found that ofwartime
tment
ions on made
the itusenecessary
of materialto curtail
and equipperiods.
It
the
ence during is12%apparent
of the that
timeinterferduring
establishment of additional commer- even one month would not result in
good
FM
service.
cial FM stations.
Accordingly,
FM
app
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
commercial
operation
are
In ings,addition
Wheeler's
now placed in a pending file, and at
there was tothe Dr.testimony
of K.find-A.
the timetainedof248 applications
the hearing, ofthisthis
file type
con- Nortonficer,ofWartheDept.
Office(formerly
of Chief with
SignalFCC
OfTechnical Information Division, and
(Braum, Tr. 989-991).
appeared at the request of the
The testimony
that are
ap- who.
Commission), which shows that F2
proximatply
500.000indicated
FM receivers
layer
transmissions at 44 mc would
now in sisting
the principally
hands ofof combination
the public, consets
from fora co-channel
station interference
2060 miles away
723 hours
capable of receiving either FM or AM incause
one sunspot cycle (Wheeler, Ex. 380,
broadcasting (Damm, Tr. 1047).
Tr. 3292 ; Norton,
Tr.
3763).
ThisprininPOSITION IN SPECTRUM
terference
would beor concentrated
Panels 2 and 5 of the Radio Techniduring two
three
years
of the
cal Planning Board recommended that sunspotcipallymaximum,
and
necessarily
FM broadcasting be retained in its would be greater from stations farther
present place in the spectrum, i.e., in apart. minedForfrom example,
Ex. 380 itthatcan atbe 44determc
the 40 to 50 mc region (Jansky, Ex. a station would
suifer 1800 hours of
176, Tr. 51, 994; Jolliffe, Tr. 4519).
This
proposal
received
the
general
F
layer
interference
from
a
co-channel
support of most of the witnesses who station 2500 miles away.
Additional would
sporadic
testified as representatives of the interference
resultE ifandthereF layer
were
broadcastnessesindustry.
believed thatTheFMopposing
should wit-be more than one interfering station (Norton, Tr. 3769). These computations of
moved trumtoin order
a higher
place
in
the
specto avoid skywave inter- Mr. Norton
were based
upon ionoference.
spheric measurements
at Washington,
Before a decision can be reached as D. C. and since the layer at Washingtoncies adoes
not support
high thefrequentocareful
FM's consideration
place in the must
radiobespectrum,
s itferendoes
inreflections
other asareas,
intergiven to
c
e
d
u
e
to
outthe propagation problem created by
side of Washington mayin beareasgreater
skywave interference of the "burst", (Norton,
Tr. 3764).
"sporadic
and "F2
types.to
Moreover, prolonged interference of
Similarly, ^"
attention
mustlayer"
be given
this type
expectedStates
from(Norstathe
problemsand created
by "multipath
tions southcould
of thebeUnited
distortion"
"shadows"
the various portions
of the
spectrumin suggested
ton, Tr.nor8765).
Neitherfurnished
Dr. Wheeler's
for this
service.
report
the
data
by
Mr.
During the deliberations of RTPB Norton was available to RTPB during
Panel
5
some
members
recognized
that
its
deliberations.
In
fact
Mr.
Norton's
skywave transmission of sufficient se- information was declassified as restricted military information expressly
very existence overity
f FM mightasjeopardize
a broadcastthe service.
The for presentation
at this hearing.
opinion istingwasband there
expressed
the ex-to One reason advanced for retaining
was that
good inreason
FM in the 40-50 mc region was the
believe
that for
FM as service
"wouldor be5 fear that operation in the higher frewashed
many
quencies might present problems of
hours of out
an evening,
for 3 oras 4 4winter
the nature
of which
months, for as many as 2, 3 or 4 years greater
is not magnitude,
presently known
(Armstrong,
Tr.
1364).
It
was
admitted,
however,
at(Lodge,
the timeEx. of176the atsunspot
maximum"
P5-269-A,
p. 9). that sporadic E and F layer transmisThis opinion
shared
less (Jansky,
in the 100Tr. mc1039re-;
others
and a was
resolution
ofby several
RTPB
gionsionsthanwouldat 50be mc
Lodge,
1249;
Armstrong,
Tr. 1363).
Panel
5
as
to
FM's
proper
place
in
the
spectrum
infirmity.
experience
supports
the viewbe
However therecognized
resolution this
concluded
that thatPresent
F layer
transmission
would
negligible
in
the
vicinity
of
80
mc andbe
there
was
"no
technical
evidence
to
indicatetion that
certain oferratic
propaga- that sporadic E transmissions would
characteristics
the presently
as prolonged
assigned portion
of the spectrum
would approximately
80 mc as at 401/100
mc (Ex.
380). Theat
be improved by any shift in the pres- virtual disappearance
interference above 80 mc ofwouldskywave
solve the
(.Jansky, witnesses
Tr. 51). ap- chief propagation
Fewent allocation"
of the industry
difficulty for FM
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arid would eliminate the principal obstaclelishmentowards
the permanent estabt of a new
radiobroadcast
service.basic system of a
Theing of stations
suggestionwithin
was themadelimitsthatof zonthe
skip distance would be a means of
avoiding
skywave
interference.
Howa planrequire
would bea great
uneconomic
since ever,it suchwould
many
more frequencies (Jansky, Tr. 1008).
Moreover,
a
zoning
plan
would
not
practicable because of the difficulty beof
predicting the areas of interference
(Craven, Tr. 1142).
As pointed out by Mr. Norton, a
slight increase in tropospheric wave
interference
may 40be andexpected
increase between
80 mcto (Tr.
3773). Hovtnever, this effect may be
negatived by a somewhat greater
geographical
separation
between
cochannel
stations.
Thus the
can be solved
effectively
by problem
proper
station allocation.
Multipath
was not asre-a
garded by anydistortion
of the witnesses
difficulty
which would
impair FM service
either inseriously
its present
band or inquencithe
suggested
higher
frees. In fact, several witnesses
stated that they had never encountered
any
problem
created Tr.
by multipath
distortion (Jansky,
1009;
1103).
Armstrong, Tr. 1366; Brown, Tr.
Testimony was presented regarding
"shadows" and the effect that this
phenomenon
have frequencies.
on broadcasting in the would
very high
There
was
support
for
the
view that
atshadows
100 mc would
than atbe 50more
mc butpronounced
that the
shadow area would diminish in ratio
to the signal strength (Armstrong,
Tr. 1365). On the other hand, there
was also testimony that there would
be very little change in the shadow
problem if FM were moved to the
100 mc ducedregion
(Lodge,dueTr.to1254).
Refieldareas,
intensity
in certain
should theyshadows
occur,
is notous tobelieved
to beservice.
sufficiently seriPublicimpair
interestFM requires
that FM
be established in a permanent place
in the radiosiderablespectrum
before
investment is made bya conthe
listening
public
in receiving
sets and
by the broadcasters
in transmitting
equipment. FM must be located in a
region
freecapabilities
of skj'waveare interference
if itsed.fullFrom
towebe believe
utilizthe evidence
that
such
interference
in
the
mc region would be severe enough40-50to
impair the utility of this service to
such anment ofextent
that bethe retarded.
full developFMhasmight
The
testimony
established however,
that skywave transmissions would be
negligible in the vicinity of 80 mc
and would be practically non-existent
beyond 100missionmc.proposes
Accordin.gly,
to assign the
FM Comto a
band commencing
at
84
mc
and
continuing to 102 mc.
CHANNEL WIDTH
In tiesorder
to realize sound
FM's capabiliof transmitting
with all
of its realism
of tone
the sup-to
pres ion of noise,
it is and
necessary
utilize a channel
wide enough to disinterference.criminate against noise and other
Great stress was placed upon the
necessity
channel if ofFM preserving
capabilities the
are towidebe
fully realized and some witnesses
have stated^ that channel width was
of greater
to this
service than anyimportance
other factor
including
its position in the spectrum (Cotter,
Tr. 1076; Brown, Tr. 1104).
At thesion's present
time thechannel
CommisRules prescribe
200
kc wide,
RTPB
Panel 5, atogether
the
technical
witnesses
appearingwithat
the hearing, with few exceptions
urgedretained.
that the present
channelviewwidth
bethat
dissenting
was
a 100 kcThechannel
is sufficiently
wide castto service.
provide a satisfactory broadprincipal
proponent
of thereduc100
kc Thechannel
admitted
tion in channel
width that
wouldthe cause
a

I FCC
CENTERCASTING
OUT II
Holds Proposed Service
' Needs no Frequencies '
CENTERCASTING is out so far
as the FCC is concerned. It was
proposed
during
hearingsman lastof Panel
fall
by13,D. allocation
E. Noble,
chairRadio
Technical
Planning
Board,the whose
indicated that
proposedtestimony
system
would offer "a means of radio
Corroborative
voting
or polling."evidence was submitted by J. L. Rusch, executive
vice-president of the A. C. Neilsen
Co., which operates the audimeter
for
purposes.of Mr.
Rusch
also similar
was a member
the RTPB
Panel 13mittee.centercasting
subcomRejecting frequencies for
the proposed
sion held that:service the CommisIt did not require radio, the
service makes no contribution to
safety of life and property, the
total number of persons to be
benefited would be "most limited",
the service would provide no "subpublic need" toandshowno that
evidencestantial
was submitted
if
frequencies
granted onthea
service
could bewere
established
practical working basis.
6 db loss in the ability of the FM
against
receivertricaltonoisesdiscriminate
(Lent, Tr. 1309)
and electhat
would be in-it
co-channelcreasedinterference
However,
(Lent, Tr.that1306).
listening
contended that 10,000
was established
was
cycles tests
had
tone
audio
discernable
highest
the
ation
for a majority of theit popu
that wouldpro-be
(Lent, Tr. 1303); impractical
extravagant
vide a serviceandof the highest tofidelity
1308) espe(Lent,of Tr.
for everybody
resoundscycles
cially sinceproducedmany
ofthe10,000
excess
i
n
musical
of
components
noise
the
are
scraping ot
instruments such as theregion
of the
a violin bow, the noise
reprosimilar
and
saxophone
bass ductions which do not add to listener enjoyment (Lent, Tr. 1328).
to thisce conreplydifferen
g's"the
Maj. Armstron
betention10,000was that
cycles
and 15,000
cycles
ng ,
somethi
ce between
differen
is the tween
i
which
ng
somethi
which is good and
StokowLeopold
1357).
(Tr.
is real"
1
the
of
was
r,
conducto
noted
ski,
opinion that an audio range of at ,
least 13,000 cycles is necessary for j
tansmiss
the adequate
202).ion of orchestral music (Ex.
tion for the lower
As a compensaservice
resulting from
quality of FM
was conwidth ofit available
thethatchannel
halving tended
number
the
channels could thus be doubled
However,
1311).follow
(Lent,fit doesTr. not
geothe benesince this
co-channe
of
separation
graphical
would have to be greaterl
stations
(Craven, Tr. 1143; Lodge, Tr. 1261)
in congested
rlywhere
particula
for chan-the need metropoli
tannels areas
is greatest.
Additional
objections to a 100 kc
channel
were basedthatuponsuchthea change
stringent requirements
would impose upon receiver design
(Brown, toTr.oscillator
1113), particularly
with
respect
drift or receiver
stability
(Cotter,
Tr.
1075-1076;
Armstrong,
Tr. 1357). Finally,
in the
event FMthatbroadcasting
multiplexing
of facsimile
with
should
feasible, such multiplexing
wouldprovebe
difficultwidth
if notwereimpossible
iftoextremely
the
reduced
100 kcchannel
(Armstrong,
Tr. 1358).
_
The Commission is of the opinion
that
an
integral
part
of
FM
will
lost if the present standards of highbe
fidelity are lowered, or the present
signal
to noise
ratioutilization
reduced. urgThe ^ ,
economv
spectrum
ed by the ofadvocates
of the narrower
j.
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channel, will be far less than the
significant advantages that will be
lost by such a change, and accordingthe Commission
, tainly,the
present 200 proposes
kc channel.to rei NUMBER OF CHANNELS
Estimates
the number
of channels neededof for
FM commercial
broadcasting ranged from RTPB
Panel
75 channels*
(Jolliffe,2's Tr.proposal
4519), ofto 200
channels
(Craven, Tr. 1144). Several witnesses
predicted that ultimately there would
be a need for channels to accommodations
te as butmany
to 5,000 stanone asof 4,000
the witnesses
had
prepared
studiesthat
showing
number ofanystations
could thebe
placed on the suggested number of
channels.
exhibitthat(Lodge,
Ex. 528), One
indicated
175 Tr.l242,
stations
licensed
for
"a
single
market
could cover 43.8% of the area ofarea"
the
United
States containing 86.5% of
the
population.
A determination of the spectrum
space needed to provide nationwide
coverage is a theoretical computa> tion, dependent upon many factors
such astweengeographical
separation the
beco-channel assignments,
;: tions,
operatingthe markets
power ofandindividual
staareas to be
;; covered,
required
signalfactors.
strength,All to-of
pography
and cannot
similar
these
matters
be determined
' later
at this date
time but
be resolved
at a
whenwill the
Commission
adopts additional rules and standards
[ regarding
allocation
for
FM
broadcast
stations in their new location in the
spectrum.
I Upon the basis of all the evidence
■' ofsubmitted,
we believe
the need
more channels
for that
FM broadcast
I servicedenceisdoesfully
established
evinot show with anyThedegree
, of deflniteness
the additional
nels needed. However,
the fact chanthat
' 248
applications
have arebeenin addition
received
(October
1944), which
: to the 53 stations already authorized
shows that the present 35 channels
i are not adequate. We accept
recPanelthe5 that
{ a minimum of om80endation ofRTPB
to 100 channels
will
be required for FM service both com3 mercial
and non-commercial (Jansky,
Tr. 53). Provides
90 Channels
Accordingly,
Commission
proposes to assign the
channels
200 kc wide
for
FM
operation
commencing
at
mc and continuing to 102 mc. This84
1 will result in 90 channels, 20 of which
]j commercial
(84 to 88 mc) will be assigned
to non(see
Sec. 9). Theeducational
remaining stations
70 channels
J regular
from 88 commercial
to 102 mc areuse.assigned
for
It is also
1 proposed that room for expansion be
2 available if this space is not adequate.
^j Accordingly,
atbe theleftpresent
time 102108
if a mcneedwillarises
in unassigned
the future, and
FM
stations can be considered along with
^^ other
services
for
assignment
in
these
additional
6 mc ormayin such
portions
1 These
of this6 space
bea necessary.
mc willas provide
maximum
1 of 30 additional channels if the fuof FMdemands
justifyofsuch
ment tureoverneeds the
otherassignservshouldices foralsothebe same
called space.
to the Attention
fact that
television
channel toNo.the 6lower
(78-84endmc)of
which is adjacent
2 the
FM band and
is assigned
to television
need not exclusively
be shared
serviceschannels.
as in theThiscasewasof
,'.2'2 with
Other other
television
'gi■ the
done future
so that if television
should thein
Commission vacate
would this
be inchannel,
a position
• ^,' topartassign
in
tooutweigh
FM this
if thebandneedsinofofwhole
this orservother
scrv;,micesice(See
Sec.the10 needs
of this Part).
' bandSincemayit ultimately
is possibleextend
that the
from FM78
.^l manufacturers
to 108 mc it is urged
that FM receiverto
give consideration
4^5( compass
the feasibility
of building
enthis entire
range setsin toorder
• educational
This proposalstations.
includes FM noncommercial
p Page 18 • January 16, 1945

to minimize
the obsolescence
ceivers if expansion
occurs. of reNo
specific
portion
of
thesubscription
spectrum
isradiobeingservice
allocated
which forwasa advocated
by
one
(Weiner,
Tr.not 1371-1412).
The witness
Commission
does
have
suffidetermine
whether orcient
not information
stations toshould
be licensed
for this type of service. If this service
proves tofeasible
the ofCommission
decides
license and
stations
this type,
applicants will be permitted to apply
for channels
in
the
regular
mercial band or in such otherFMbandcom-or
bands as the Commission may later
designate.
As shown by Exhibit No. 173, Table
2,applications
only 26 of onthe file204 August
commercial
FM
25, 1944
were from
interests
independent
existing standard
broadcast
stations.of The
26 newcomers had an aggregate net
worth of $20,058,377, or an average
net worth of $771,476. It thus appears
that
the bulk of the
FM AMapplications
are
having
and from
that interests
the newcomers
are stations,
for the
most part large-scale enterprises.
Competitive Basis
In Octoberplications for1944
there were
248 apcommercial
FM stations
in the ation,
pending
file,
46
stations
in
and 7 construction permits operout301. Of were
the applicants, 207standing,oratotal83.5of percent
from
licenseestions. Of ofthe standard
staauthorizedbroadcast
FM stations,
45atedorwith
85 percent
owned stations.
or afiilistandard arebroadcast
The reasons for this are clear. An
existing AM licensee can build an FM
station more cheaply than others by
utilizing the same buildings, studios,
etc. ate(Ex.
Table more
2). Hecheaply
can operan FM 173,station
than
others
by
utilizing
common
personnel.
(Hid.)
During
the
first
period
of
development when FM receivers in FMthe
hands of vertising
the revenues
publicinsufficient
are few toandcover
adcosts, he can offset his expenses against
revenues
from
AM
operation
—
which
may be tax
a very
great advantage under
present
conditions.
Since the radio spectrum is public
domain, the granting of a license to
operate a station is a valuable public
privilege.
Commission, under
in carrying out itsTheresponsibilities
the
Communications
Act, has frequently
emphasized
the
statutory
mandate
that
broadcasting shall be conducted on a
competitive
basis,and andeven-handed
has soughttreat-to
maintain a fair
m
e
n
t
o
f
competitors.
It
economicaland socially
unwise tois facilities
concentrate
the lycontrol
of broadcast
in
the hands of a select few, and it is
economically and socially essential to
keep tentthepossible
door foropen,
to the fullest exnewcomers.
However, as indicated above, the
large percentage of AM licensees
among the present FM applicants and
the economic
AM licensees have inadvantage
building which
and operating
FM ous
stations
more
cheaply
raise
seriquestions measures
as to whether,
unless
some special
are taken
to
that end, plished.
thisThe objective
will recognizes
be accomCommission
that until a substantial number of receivers are in the hands of the public,
FM
broadcasting
supporting
operation.will not be a selfTo keepplicanthe
door open foris considerlater apts, the Commission
ing
the
adoption
of
the
following
50 FM commercial channels willplanbe:
available
for and
assignment
both toinpresent licensees
to newcomers
the
radio field. This policy will afford existing
AM
licensees
an
opportunity
enter
they sosomedesire,
and into
additionFMwillif enable
new persons
to participate
in FM's20 early
developThe remaining
FM from
commercialment.channels
will be reserved
ass
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
a
t
the
present
time
to be
licensed in the future in accordance
withly torules
and regulations subsequentbe promulgated.
Temporary FM Allocation
The Commission is desirous of efitablishing FM in its new place in the
spectrum as soon as possible in order

fall". Mr.
Roosevelt
President Is Guest asponsor
brieflastclosing
remark
duringin
which he forces,
proposedeverywhere
a toast toin "our
Of Radio Newsmen fighting
the
Other Notables Entertained world", noted the industry's anniv
e
r
s
a
r
y
b
y
saying
radio
seemed
so
At Annual Capital Dinner
young an organization, yet it could
PRESIDENT Roosevelt, numer- not
be
so
young
since
it
is
now
celeous prominent Government officials
brating its 25th year.
and radio industry heads were
With all four major networks
guests nualThursday
night
at
the
ancombining
present the
entertaindinner of the Radio Corre- ment
which toconsisted
of both
radio ij
spondents Assn. at the Statler Ho- and stage stars, the program in- j
eluded Jack Benny as m.e. and
tel, Washington.
Honorarysociationmembership
as- specialties by Alec Templeton; j
was conferredin onthe the
Presidentmarkedbythat heEarlwasGodwin
who re-a Dunninger;
dancers; BillRosario
Robinson;& Antonio,
Connie 'j
presenting
Boswell;
Johnny
Burke;
Bob
Mer- |!
and the three Murtah sisters,
membership
"onenowof onoura rill
better known card
radio tostars,
singers. The U. S. Marine Corps
sustaining basis, though he had a Band and an NBC orchestra under
of Frank Black supthat the 42 to 50 mc band can be the direction
plied the music. C. L. Menser, NBC
made icesavailable
for
use
by
other
servvice-president
in charge of prowhich are being assigned to these
frequencies. It is recognized, however,
grams, produced the show.
that very few receivers for reception
Godwin, Harkness Preside
inwillthebe proposed
mc after
band
available 84for tosome102 time
Mr. Godwin, Blue commentator,
materials
and
manpower
become
availand Richard Harkness, NBC news I
able for this purpose.
Accordingly,
existingto move
FM stations
analyst,
presidentof and
vice-presiwill
not
be
required
to
new
dent respectively
the association,
assignments
this bandare until
such presided
at the dinner. Assisting in
time as new inreceivers
generally
the direction of the dinner were
available
in thethehands
of the public. At thatandtime,
Commission
will Rex Goad, Washington bureau head
assign
a
frequency
in
the
84
to
102
mc band to each existing licensee who of Transradio, secretary; William
CBS commentator, treaswill then be expected within a reason- Costello,
urer, and chairman of the dinner
ableessary
period arrangements
of time toformake
the nec-on
operation
committee; and Fred Morrison,
the
newly
assigned
frequency.
It
is
ex officio.
believed this procedure will greatly Mutual,
Other members of committees acfacilitate
the new
transition
tions to their
location.of FM statively
participating
in dinnerHillman,
preparations
were: William
As pointed out in Section 10 on
television 44 to 50 mc will be assigned Blue commentator ; Charter Heslep,
as the ifirst
television
channel.
Mutual Washington representay, in order
that available
this spaceAccordtive; Robert Wood, CBS Washingbecome nglimmediately
for may
use
ton director of news; William Mcby television broadcasters, existing
Andrews,
NBCClaude
Washington
news
FM licensees
will
be
given
new
assignments within the 42 to 44 mc band director; and
A. Mahoney,
to operate on such channels until, as CBS commentator.
stated above, they are moved to a
Among guests at the head tables
higher
frequency
in should
the 84 result
to 102from
mc were:
region.change
No hardship
Rep. Interstate
Lea (D-Cal.),
chairmanCommerce
of the
this
since existing
FM sets House
& Foreign
are capable
of receiving
in this
Phillips
Carlin,
vice-president
which
is already
part of the
FM range
band. Committee;
in
charge
of
programs.
Mutual;
Mr.
JusIn the eongeste.d areas sharing time House ticeMinority
Douglas; Rep.
Martin
(R-Mass.),
Leader;
Sen.
White
(R-A.
may
be
required
temporarily.
This
will
Me.), Senate chairman;
Minority Mr.
Leader;
PaulReed;
permit change over of frequency of Porter,
Justice
one transmitter to the new frequen- Robert FCC
D.general
Swezey,manager.
vice-president
and
Mutual;
i>i.r.
maintaining operation on assistant
the cies'while
lower Factors:
frequencies.
Justice Rutledge;
Senator Barkley
(D-Ky.),
Economic
Majority
Leader.
J.
Harold
Ryan,
NAB;
SecThe cost to the public as a result of President
retary of Commerce
Jones, Secretary
moving
FM from
present
Treasury
Morgenthau;
Gen.of
the
proposed
higherits band
will band
not beto the
Sarnoff,
RCAWarpresident
and Brig.
NBCDirector
board
chairman;
Mobilization
great. There proximately
was 500,000testimony
that
apByrnes;
Speaker Rayburn (D-Tex.);
Paul
FM receivers are W.
vice-president:
now in sisting
the principally
hands ofof combination
the public, conMr. Kesten,
Justice CBSBlack;executive
Postmaster
General
sets
Walker;
Frank
E.
•
Mullen,
NBC
vicecapable of receiving both AM and FM president
general Secretary
manager; ofMarkthe
Woods,
Blueandpresident;
(Damm, several
Tr. 1047).
sets are,
Navy Forrestal;
Adm. Richard
P. Edwards,
course,
years These
old. Even
if theof deputy
Commander-in-Chief,
U. S.Attorney
Fleet.
present FM band were retained these
Gen. Marshall,
chiefArnold,
of stafif;
Biddle; Gen.
chief. Army
receivers would become partially ob- General
Air Forces; Stephen Early, White House
solete
insofar
as
FM
reception
is
conanmcexpansion
of theplace
exist-a secretary;
J. LaRoche,
man of the toChester
Blue;theHarry
Hopkins,Dr.vice-chairexecutive
ing 42cerned
toofsince50stations
band would
assistant
President;
Frank
number
of range.
CBS
New
York
vice-president:
some cases
old FM out
receivers
can Inbe Stanton,
(D-Mass.),
House
Ma-Diconverted for reception on the higher Rep. McCormack
Alexander
Surles, War
rector,Leader;
BureauGen.
of Public
Relations,
frequencies.
AM re- Dept.; jority
ceivers canMoreover,
include FMpresent
attachments
Adm.
Ross
T.
Mclntyre,
surgeonof the Navy;
Kenneth Berkeley,
which will not be appreciably more genera!
manager
ton director
for theof WMAL
Blue. and Washingin the 84bandto (Cotter,
102 mc band
than general
incostly
the
present
Tr.
1107).
Gen.
Alexander
A.
Vandergrift,
comInsofar as transmitting equipment is Elmer Davis;mandant.Director
Marine Corps;
OWI Director
of Censorship
Byconcerned,quencithe
to thea substantial
higher freron Price;
Frank
M.
Russell,
NBC
Washes wil notshiftcause
ingtonStabilization
vice-president;
Director
of Ecoloss to the respective licensees in that
nomic
Fred
Vinson;
Gen.
Ben
Lear, commanding general. Army
a largement willpartnot ofbetheaffected,
existingsuch
invest-as S.
Ground dential
Forces;
Gen.
M. Watson, James
Presimilitary District
aide; E.Commissioner
buildings,
tow.ers,
power
equipment,
Russell
of Columbia;
Earl
which will remain unchanged. Also, Gammons,Young,
CBS
Washington
director;
Gen.
most of the transmitting equipment
E.
Denig,
public
relations
chief.
can be modified to operate on the Robert
HenryUnited
J. Kaiser,
shipunilcdheire;f.Lyle Wilson,
Press Washhigherable cost.frequencies without unreason- Marine ingtboCorps;
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Trick

Stuff

r
\

That kind of picture stuff is okay in a circus . . . but
we don't think tricks have a part in radio time buying.

answer advertisers look for — the most for their money.
In Baltimore there is only one answer ... if you want

I.'

; That's why we sell only on facts. And maybe that's
! why advertisers get their biggest number of listeners

three. Using a common denominator gives you the

per dollar spent when they use W-I-T-H.
If you'll take the big factors most stations use in
I selling time, you'll come up with -power, -popularity, and
cost. Don't take them one at a time. But look at all
^BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

the biggest results per dollar spent . . . you'll buy
W-I-T-H, the successful independent station.
WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President

Represented Nationally by Headley-ReerJanuary 16, 1945 • Page

velt asks $2,756,000, as compared
to $2,104,500 appropriated for the
1945 fiscal year. Of that amount an
increase of $615,217 is sought for
the
engineering department, while
Greater Domestic Radio '45-'46
$113,855 more is asked for the law
FDR Asks $5,207,000 for Current Fiscal Year
department. Printing and binding
will cost $4,300 more than the curTo Run Commission; Drop of $1,105,343
rent fiscal year, the President estiGREATER ACTIVITY in domestic gress last year slashed $2,059,357
mated, asking for $21,000 as
radio expansion and less stress on from the original request for $8,against
$16,700 appropriated for
1945.
wartime functions were indicated 371,700. The 1946 request, therefore than was appropriated for the presNational defense needs for the
ent fiscal year.
]last week for the FCC in the com- represents $3,164,700 less than the
ing 18 months when President President originally asked for the
Last year Congress lopped $1,- 1946 fiscal year are estimated at
Roosevelt, for the first time in eight FCC for the fiscal year ending next 954,857 from the national defense $2,430,000, as compared to $4,191,143 appropriated for the 1945 fiscal
years,ate lessasked
appropri- June 30.
appropriation
the House the
Se- year.
fundsCongress
for the toCommission
Of the total national defense
lect Committteeafter
to Investigate
RID, FBIS Cut
than it used in the immediate preFCC
delved
into
the
Radio
Intellireduction,
$833,210 is headquarters
for retrenchAlthough
the
President
seeks
an
ment at Washington
ceding year.
gence Division and Foreign Broadincrease of $651,500 in funds for
a slash of $1,479,998 is
cast Intelligence Service. For the whereas
In his annual budget message, in normal
operations of the Commis- 1946 fiscal year the President asks asked in field services. That cut was
which he estimated total expendianticipating new allocations, for a reduction of $656,298 under due largely, it was reported, to the
tures of more than 83 billion dol- new sion,
that the Army and Navy have
services
and expansion of
, lars for the fiscal year ending June
current
appropriation
for fact
taken over much of the monitoring
the
RID andyear's
$388,763
less for the
30, 1946, President Roosevelt asked broadcasting generally, he told Con- the
services
formerly performed by the
FBIS.
gress the FCC would need $1,761,for $5,207,000 for the FCC, a re143 less for national defense acFor normal operations in the FCC, particularly in military the■ duction
of
$1,105,343
under
the
tivities in the coming fiscal year 1946 fiscal year President Roose1945 firc: 1 ' e r apprporiation. Contal aU.tres S.of operation outside ContinenAn item of $7,500 is asked for
international telecommunications
settlements. For 1945 Congress appropriated $15,000 but the budget
request was revised to $7,500.
• Lowest Since 1941
The 1946 fiscal year request for
the FCC is the lowest since 1941,
when Congress appropriated |4,Pulling
Power
in Pliiladelpliia
126,340, although the Commission
actually spent $3,465,723.71 that
year.
FCC expenditures since 1938,
low:
according to budget message, fols War Bond Money
1938— $1,843,630.38; 1939 — $1,776,669.30; 1940 — $1,838,641.11;
Up 12 Floors to the tune of . . . $1,280,000
1941 — $3,465,723.71; 1942 — $5,244,060.81; 1943 — $7,305,187.83;
1944 — $7,966,496.44; 1945 (estiFifteen-Minute Program on Station WDAS
mated)—$6,281,000.
cited by the U. S. Treasury Department
Expenditures for the 1946 fiscal
year
are
estimated
at $5,205,000.
for "Distinguished Service."
Appropriations
asked
for other
PHILADELPHIA audience carried
Government departments interested
more than a million dollars in cash
in radio were : Census Bureau, 1946
to the executive offices of the
request, $11,250,000,
appro-&
priation $12,750,000;1945
Foreign
WDAS Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
Domestic Commerce Bureau, 1946
located on the 12th floor
request $2,445,000, 1945 appropriat 1211 Chestnut Street,
ation $1,905,000; Federal Trade
Commission, 1946 request $1,992,to purchase $2 5, $50 and $100 Bonds
000,
1945
appropriation $2,054,070;
during the Sixth War Loan.
National Labor Relations Board,
1946 request $3,348,300, 1945 appropriation $3,664,373.
Ohio CBS Hookup
CBS AFFILIATES in Ohio formed
their own network last Monday to
carry the inauguration of Gov.
Frank J. Lausclie with pick-up for
the group from Columbus made by
WBNS,tion announcing.
Erwin Johnson
of that
The move
was stainsidenttigateandd byJohn
F.
Patt,
vice-presgeneral manager of
WGAR Cleveland and new chairman of the The
NAB complete
public relations
committee.
consisted
of WBNS network
WGAR
WADC Akron, WKBN Youngstown, WCKY Cincinnati and WHIG
Dayton. The program, which was
With ''Pulling Power" like this, it's no wonder
supervised
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
director Sidby WGAR
Andorn, special
markedevents
the
first time such a group has been
formed to carry a sustaining public
service feature.
Page 20 • January 16, 1945
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Reduced

FCC

Budget

Presages

Benrus Moves
BENRUS
New York,
on March 1WATCH
shifts itsCo.,account
from
J. D. Tarcher & Co., New York, to
Young &cordinRubicam,
New ofYork.
Acg to a spokesman
the new
agency,ber oftime
signals throughout
used on a numstations
the
country will be continued. Other
media plans are being formulated.

nmPEREX
WATER AND AIR COOLED TRANSMITTING AND RECTIFYING TUBES

The ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS hag made tremendous strides in the design and
development of dielectric heating equipment for such applications as
moulding bakelite, heating pre-forms, joining thermoplastics, etc. amperex
tubes are used in all such equipment produced by this well-known concern.
With the ILLINOIS tool works, as with many other leading concerns working with electronic
tubes, ourit'sproducts
the "Amperextra"
longer life
and amperex
low-cost
efficiency
that has made
a first and ofexclusive
choice,
pioneered in the field of tubes for industrial applications. We are familiar
with the needs of industry, and we have the tubes to meet all requirements.
Consult amperex for assistance with your present or postwar problems.

nmPEREx
t6c ^ii^ fiw(vntMHet. tu6c

IMPORTANT! amperex tubes are now available through leading radio equipment distributors. This new arrangement may
save valuable time for busy engineers by enabling them to obtain
many of our standard tube types from their local supply sources.
nmPEREX EiEnRonii coRPORnnon
79 WASHINGTON STREET
BROOKLYN 1, Y.
Export Division: 13 E. 40tli St.. New Yoric 16, N. Y., Cables: "Arlab"

THE WAR

ISN'T OVER YET. ..BUY AND HOLD

MORE

WAR BONDS

Gains

in Net

Shows,

Daytime

Audience Shown in CAB Report
Increases in Evening Programs Noted in Summary
Appearing in 'Broadcasting' Yearbook
A MARKED INCREASE in net- An increase of 38 was noted during this season in the daytime.
work program totals and an upSimilar breakdowns for the sumsurge in daytime weekend listening,
mer season shows an increase of 25
doubtless inspired by stay-at-home,
influences of war regimentation, programs for evening time and 29
are recorded in the annual sum- for daytime. This striking increase
mary of the Cooperative Analysis
volume is atof Broadcasting, which will appear in networktributedprogram
by Mr. Allen to the inin detail in Broadcasting Yearcreasing number of chain time
book.
periods hanging out SRO signs.
The CAB survey of the past
Prepared George
by CAB's H.manager
secretary,
Allen, and
the year's activities notes the upward
summary points out that during trend in commercial broadcasting
the winter season of 1943 and 1944, during 1944, and comments on the
evening network programming concentrated listening induced by
offered 25 more programs than great news events. This, Mr. Allen
were offered in the previous year. emphasizes, was inflationary listen-

It's gals like these that have S. A.
(Sales Appeal) for WIBW advertisers.
They're the heavy buyers for the big,
active, hearty-eating families that make
up our six-state audience of over five

Aerovox Corp. Sold
THE AEROVOX Corp. has been
purchased as a private investment
by
W. Myron Owen,
the new pi-esident,
vice-president
Detroitrecently
Harvester
Co. of whichof thehe
remains a director, and a few
associates. Stanley Green, former
vice-president — chief engineer and
still a director of the Duncan Electric Mfg. Co., is now with Aerovox
in the former capacity. Samuel I.
Cole and Samuel Siegel, retiring
president and
remaining
withvice-president,
the company areas
general manager and director of
purchases, respectively.
ing, however, and its effect was
balanced
by theto depletion
of audi-of
ence incident
the movement
many young listeners overseas.
Sustainers Sponsored
An interesting development in
broadcasting during 1944 was the
movement of sponsors to some of

million listeners.
Telephone numbers? Nope! But you
can get in touch with them any day —
every day — by putting your message
through WIBW.

BEN LUDY, Gen M,r — ^
REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
CHICAGO KANSAS'CITY SAN FRANCISCO
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Segal, Patrick, Runyon
Given Commander Rank
PROMOTIONS of Paul M. Segal,
Duke M. Patrick and Mefford R.
Runyon
from tothecommander
rank of lieutenant
commander
in the
Naval Reserve were authorized
last week in official Naval orders.
Comdr. Segal returned last month
after
10 months'andactive
South
will duty
gofollowing
onin the
the
inactivePacific
list next month
three
will
rejoin years'
his lawactive
firm, duty.
Segal,HeSmith
& Hennessey, in Washington.
Comdr. Patrick, on duty since
August
1942, returned to his law
duty. of Hogan
firm
Hartson
ber 1944 after & two
years inofNovemactive
Runyon,
formerofvice-presdentComdr.
of CBS
in charge
stations,
has been attached to the Office of
the Director
of
Naval
Communications since October 1942.
the features which had been sustainers of long standing. Among
these,
Mr.
Allen mentions
America's
Town Meeting
of the Air,
Dunninger,
Hop
Harrigan,
What's
Name of That Song, and others. the
He
establishes, too, that the year just
past found many advertisers who
had not used the medium heretofore setting aside appropriations
for radio.
Bob Hope and Fibber McGee and
Molly emerged as the leaders in
nighttime popularity, as they did
in 1943, ranking Number 1 and 2
respectively in the CAB report.
Top
nighttimers
CAB Hope
surveys are:as reflected in the
Bob
Fibber McGee and Molly
Jack
Benny— Hall
Walter Winchell (tie)
Kraft
SealtestMusic
Village Store
ChaseRadio
& Sanborn
Pi-ogram
Lux
Theatre
Mr. District
Attorney
Screen
Players
Abbott Guild
and Costello
Take
ItTo orSmile
Leave
It Cantor
Time
— Eddie
Truth
Or Consequences
Fitch Bandwagon
Daytime Leaders
CAB's extensive surveys show
the biggest change among daytime
program leaders taking place in
the weekend category. Leading
these productions
Westinghouse
Program for 1944 are:
Grand
PrudentialCentral
FamilyStation
Hour
The list of the top 15 daytime
leaders as of December 1944 includes :
When
a GirlSpeaks
Marries
Smith
MaKate Perkins
(CBS)
Breakfast
at Sardi's (Kellogg)
Our
Gal Faces
Sunday
Trent
(tie) Life — Romance of Helen
Portia
Breakfast
at Sardi's (P&G)
Big
StellaSister
Dallas
Pepper
Young's
Family
Aunt
Jenny's
Stories
Life
Can
Be (NBC)
Beautiful
Ma Perkins
Lorenzo Jones
Special studies of news event
listening, such as that attending the
election and D-Day, are reported
in the Yearbook article by Mr.
Allen. The CAB rating service during 1944 was extended to cover nationally broadcast live or transcribed "spot" programs and five
minute newscasts, both of which
are treated in detail.
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I

THE

BEST

for

a

PAIR

BALANCED

AUDIENCE

THE two great metropolitan New York markets that listen to WOV,
complement each other and combine, in their respective listening hour's,
to give this important station a continuous, around-the-clock audience that
results in satisfied sponsors anytime of the night and day. In the daytime,
WOV overwhelmingly dominates metropolitan New York's tremendous
Italian-speaking audience of 520,000 radio homes. And, in the evening, between
the Hooper hours of 7:30 and 10:00 p.m., WOV delivers the largest average
metropolitan audience of any New York independent station ... at less than
half the cost of the next ranking station.
RALPH N. WEIL, General Manager
JOHN E. PEARSON CO., Nat'l Rep.

New York

INew Warner Subsidiary
For Drugs and Toiletries
WILLIAM R. WARNER & Co.,
■'New York, isganization,setting
up a asnewStanorto be known
dard Labs. Inc.,
New York,
to
handle its proprietary drugs and
toiletries
(Dr.
Sloan's
Liniment,
Non-Spi, a deodorant, Waterbury
'Compound, Hobson Products). Er^ win Fauser, formerly president,
-Frederick
Stearnsmanager,
& Co., is presic dent and general
i Wesley Assoc., New York, has
fbeen named to handle Non-Spi ad1 vertising,reported.
as well asNewSloan's,
asplans
pre^viously
radio
• are under consideration
for latter
formerlythe Blue
promoted
on
'-'product,
Gangbusters
with
indicationon that
radioNetwork,
promoi-tion
be confined
spot sched; ules, will
according
to the toagency.
There
t are no agency or advertising plans
J: atsonpresent
for Waterbury
and Hobproducts,
with emphasis
continuing on merchandising.

VIEWING
FIRSTstaffTIME
"the other
half" ofRaleigh,
their station's
operation, these FOR
feminine
members
of WPTF
N. C, inspect
transmitter facilities located at Carey, N. C. L to r : Mary Susan Woodal,
continuity; Betty Lou Hamilton, transcribed continuity; Fay E. Biggs,
publicity; Betty Rose Thomas, traffic, and Eleanor Royster, receptionist.
Henry Hulick Jr., chief engineer of the station, conducted thj tour.
American Dairy Renews
AMERICAN Dairy Assoc., Chicago, effective Jan. 28 will renew
The Voice of the Dairy Farmer,
featuring Everett Mitchell and
Clifton Utley on NBC originating
in Chicago. Contract, for 13 weeks,
was
placed by Campbell-Mithun
Inc., Chicago.
SUYim

POWER

ARCH McDonald, conductor of the
Moondialington 1 :15-11
program:45 p.m.,
on WTOP
Wash-to
is confined
the
hospital
with a stomach
During
his absence,
Arthur ailment.
Godfrey
has taken over the Moondial show, a
program
which forhe two
originated
in 1933
and conducted
years. Godfrey
will continue his early morning, 7-9 :15
program,
Moondial despite
show. the late hour of the

cH the HOOf

KWKH serves the Ark-La-Tex area of Northern Louisiana, Northeast Texas
and Southern Arkansas, one of the fast-developing purebred stock raising
sections of the South. Here more than half a million head of beef animals,
and some 400,000 hogs and pigs, including many of the finest grades, are
growing for ultimate delivery to the three big Shreveport stockyards. This
stock culture, war-expanded in point of quality as well as quantity, represents millions of dollars' buying power on the hoof for advertisers who
:hoose 50,000 watt KWKH, the No. I medium for this prosperous market.

NEWSPAPER SUBSIDY
BILL REIISTRODVCED
REVIVING the newspaper subsidy
measures from the last Congress,
Rept. Dirksen (R-IU.) has introd abill (H. R.to 403)
authorize theduceTreasury
spend to12%
and
15 million dollars each fiscal year
beginning
July
1
for
War
Bond
advertising in newspapers.
Identical with the Cannon Bill
of the
the Rules
78th Congress,
in
Committee which
after died
the
Senate passed the Bankhead Bill
(S-1457) for a similar subsidy, the
Dirksen measure calls for the purchase of space in "daily, weekly,
semi-weekly and tri-weekly newspapers"25,000
published inpopulation
communities
of less than
and
in "weekly, semi-weekly and tripublished
cities of weekly
morenewspapers"
than 25,000.
It wasin
referred to the Ways & Means
Committee.
When hearings were held on the
Bankhead Bill, C. E. Arney Jr.,
secretary-treasurer of the NAB,
appeared on behalf of radio in
opposition
subsidy.
The
NAB took to
the the
position,
however,
that ifable toCongress
deemed
it
advisbuy advertising for War
Bonds, then all media should be
included. The original Cannon Bill
was defeated in the House Ways
& Means Committee but quietly
resurrected
and reported out by a
one-vote margin.
GE Names Hendon
CLAUDE
J. HENDON,
eral Electric
since 1927, with
has Genbeen
appointed
manager
of
sales
in the
tube division of the GE Electronics
toDept.,
G e 0 according
r g e W.
Nevin,
manager.division
His
headquarters will
be in Schenecdon wastady.formerly
Mr. Henmanager of the
Southeastern District of the dedepartment
with
Hendon
ters in headquarAtlanta. HeMr. was
made
Electronics
Dept.
district
ager for the southeast early manlast
New GE Managers
FOU'R
year. new district managers have
been appointed by the electronics
department
of the has
General
Co. R. L. Hanks
been Electric
named
manager
of
the
New
England
district with headquarters at Boston;
T. B. Jacocks, manager of the
Atlantic district with Philadelphia
headquarters; H. J. Mandernach,
manager of the New York district
with headquarters in that city and
R.
J. Meigs,
manager
of the West
Central
district
with Kansas
City
headquarters.

CBS ★ 5 0,0 0 0 UlRTTS
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SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
Represented by The Btanham Co.

KTUL, KOMA Transfers
TRANSFERS of control of KTUL
Tulsa and KOMA Oklahoma City
from J. T. Griffin, deceased, to John
Toole Griffin and Marjorie Griffin
Leake,lateexecutors
underaretherequested
will of
the
Mr. Griffin,
in applications filed with the FCC.
Both atestations,
unlimited CBS
time affiliates,
with 5,000oper-w,
KTUL
on
1430
kc
and
KOMA on
1520 kc.
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^ John Elmer
' Pr»sid»nt
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Remember the question that never fails to start an
argument? "If a tree falls in a forest and there's no one
there to hear it, does it make a sound?"
Rephrase the question in terms of radio and there
can be no argument. "If a product is advertised over
the air, and only a small proportion of the listening
audience hears it, will it sell?"
Your program, broadcast over WCBM, v/ill sell for
listening to WCBM has become a habit in Baltimore.
Free & Peters, ln«.
National Representatives

George
Roeder i
Gen. Manager

January 16, 1945

FLEXNER IN 20th YEAR ON AIR
Now on All Louisville Stations, Credits
Radio for Success of Finance Firm
1925 the secretary and treasurer, Hour as he does today, Saturday 6
bustav Flexner, of the Greater p.m. on WAVE.
Two years later, sold on the
^ouisville First Federal Savings value
of radio, the firm took two
ind Loan Assn., presented its first
radio program. On the eve of his progressive
steps.time,First,
it contracted for daily
marking
the
20th continuous year on the air,
using all four Louisville stations, five-minute
beginning oftalks
Mr. which
Flexner's
todaydaily
are
Mr. Flexner paid tribute to the art heard on all four stations.
Then
"with the simple, all-inclusive and NBC engineers came down from
telling statement, "We have built New York and constructed a modbur institution (a 12-million-dollar
ern radio studio in the firm's offices.
^orae - financing organization) Equipped with an organ, piano and
other instruments, it still gives satthrough radio."
isfactory service after 17 years of
The first presentation was a twouse.
hour musical on WHAS, then the constant
Even
during
the depths of the
only station in the city, featuring
Flexner's
conan orchestra and mixed quartet. depressiontinued,Mr.
giving advice andtalks
offering
Mr. Flexner presided at the micro- suggestions for the best and safest
ihone on The Greater Louisville plans of home financing. Tueir busi-

THE

BRANHAM

COMPANY

KTHS
KWKH
WCPO
WTJS
WNOX
....
WMC
KTBC
KRIC
KWBU
. . .
KRLD
WCHS . . .
WBLK ....
WSAZ . . .
WPAR
. . .
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Gustav Flexner in
ness being, of a confidential and responsible nature, Greater
ville has capitalized
on the Louisdirect

Hot Springs, Ark.
Shreveport, La.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Jackson, Tenn.
Knoxville, Tenn.
A^emphis, Tenn.
Austin, Texas
Beaumont, Texas
Corpus Christi, Texas
Dallas, Texas
Charleston, W. Va.
Clarksburg, W. Va.
Huntington, W. Va.
Parkersburg, W. Va.

His Radio Office
approach
personalequivalent
element.
All
of theirandprograms,
to 12 Va days a year, are written
and
by Mr.
Flexner
feelsproduced
that radio
is one
way whoof
gettingnessinto
homes
to
discuss
without bothering people.busi-If
they don't want to listen, they may
easily turn a dial. However, the
general economics of financing
plans makes dry reading, but when
presented verbally in a simple manner, people do listen. For these reasons,nifiedMr. radio
Flexner
believesused
in "digadvertising
consistentlyDirect
with complete
coverage".
Line
Direct lines to all four stations,
outlets of NBC, CBS, the Blue and
Mutual networks, line one wall of
Mr, Flexner's sound-proof office.
Realizing
of fresh,
date
news,thehevalue
prepares
his up-toscript
an hour or two before going on the
air. He regularly delivers his daily
chats from his desk but during
the Ohio River Valley Flood of
1937 his being
messages weren't
even
stopped,
control
from his carried
home in bythe remote
Highlands.

Ipana Program Dropped
Due to Tube Shortage
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York,
on Feb. 6 discontinues Gracie
Fields, sponsored for Ipana toothpaste on the Blue Network, Tuesp.m., as a Board
result order
of a
recent days,
War9-9:30Production
curtailing the production of coldentrifices,
accordlapsible
ing toLeetubesH.forBristol,
president.
The agency for Ipana, Doherty,
Clifford & Shenfield, New York,
says all publication advertising will
be heavily curtailed.
A spokesman
of Bristol-Myers
stated
that commercials
for Ipana
on Mr. District Attorney, Wednesdayern,9-9:30
and p.m.,
Duffij's
Fridayp.m.
8:30-9
bothTav-on
the Blue, will be dropped and commercials plugging other BristolMyerscontinue
products thesubstituted.
Firm
will
Eddie Cantor
show on NBC and the Alan Young
show on the Blue. The Gracie
Fields program started Nov. 14 last
year, has had a rating of less than
5 in the last two reports of C. E.
Hooper Inc., New York.
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Brownie Leach

The thoroughbred horse means millions to the Bluegrass.

Did you know that this is also the largest loose-leaf burley
tobacco market in the world?
Over 60 million dollars in spendable cash will be paid to
Bluegrass tobacco growers before March 1 ,
• Only WLAP exclusively serves
the BLUEGRASS.
^tAium StcdlofiA
WLAP
Lexington, Ky.
v;cMi tSio^^r-w. v..
WBIR 1. noxville, Tenn.
KFDA
Amarillo, Texas

EPRESENTED
BROADCASTING

NATIONALLY
• Broadcast Advertising

WLAP
A NUNN STATION
Lexington, Kentucky

BY

THE

J. E. WILLIS, Manager
BLUE
• MUTUAL

"The Thoroughbred Station'^
JOHN
E.
PEARSON

COMPANY
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THE

TALK

OF

THE

TOWN

TOM TARBOX not only does, but IS the Talk of
the Town. Every night at 10:10 Tom offers a
mixtxire of local 'gossip and humorous stories that
make Page 2 of our Newspaper of the Air one of
the brighter spots along the Cleveland airwaves.
Tom built up a tremendous following during the
years as a Cleveland newspaper columnist, and
they're still with him at 850 on the dial, along with
a great new audience which finds something new
and fresh in his informal program.
His sponsorship by the W. B. Davis Company
marks the first venture into radio by this leading
Cleveland men's store, and from the results it
looks like they're here to stay.
{Several sections of the Newspaper of the
Air are still available for sponsorship.)
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4 AM, 5 FM, 3 Tele
CPs Sought of FCC
WFCI Asks Assignment Shift
To 50 kw on 1200 kc
APPLICATIONS have been filed
with the FCC during the past two
weeks for four new standard stations, five FM
outlets,stations
three new
commercial
television
and
two developmental construction
permits.
1490 kc andhours
poweris
of Frequency
250 w withof unlimited
local assignment requested for Elby Elgin
Co.
Georgegin, 111. A.
Ralston,Broadcasting
CBS Chicago
engineer for 9 years, and Jerry C.
Miller, accountant with Clayton
Mark & Co. (well supplies), each
hold equal interest in the new comLocal limited
assignment
w unpany.
time on 1490 ofkc250is sought
for Mobile, Ala., by Joseph Gardberg and
Sam J. Ripps,
doing business as Mobile
Broadcasting
Co.
Mr. Gardberg
is
an
electrical
neer and an instructor at theengi-U.
of Alabama in radio and electronic
control.ness man.Mr. Ripps is a local busiFrequencyhours
of 1420is kcasked
with for
250 wa
unlimited
new local station at Thomaston,
Ga. by the licensee of WKEU Grifby A. W. Jr.Marshall
Sr. fin,andGa., operated
A. W. Marshall
Howard W. Davis, operator of
KMAC San Antonio and president
and third owner of KPAB Laredo,
Tex., ardis station
applicant
for a newTex.
stand-on
at McAllen,
regional channel 910 kc with power
of 1,000 w and unlimited hours,
emnloying a directional antenna at
night.
New FM station on 48,900 kc
V7ith cover asre of 1,279 sq. mi. is
sought in Asbury Park, N. J. by
Asbury Park Press Inc., publisher
of the Asbury Park Evening Press
and Sunday Press. Approximate
cost for the new outlet is $38,350.
WGR-WKBW
BuffaloCorp.,
licensee,
Buffalo
Broadcasting
has
filed
for
a
new
FM
station
on 47,100 kc vnth coverage of 22,430
sq.
mi. and estimated cost of $39,000.
WLIB New York requests FM
facilities of 45,100 kc and 8,430 sq.
mi. coverage. Estimated cost is
$68,860.
Central States Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of KOIL Omaha, has filed
for a new FM station on 47,700 kc
with
coverage
24,000 sq. mi.
Estimated
cost isof$173,000.
FM station on 49,100 kc is sought
by
the News-Examiner
Co., Con-of
nersville,
Ind., with coverage
3,020 sq. mi. Approximate cost is
$26,130.
Crosley Corp., licensee of WLW
Cincinnati, has filed application for
a new commercial television station
on Channel 2 to be located in Columbus, 0. Crosley previously has
requested
FM facilities
for asColumbus
and
Dayton,
as well
both
FM and video for 0.,Cincinnati.
WDEL Wilmington, Del. seeks
Channel 1 for a new commercial
television station in Wilmington.
World Publishing Co., licensee
of KOWH
Omaha, television
has filed outlet
for a
new
commercial
on Channel
7.
WFCI Pawtucket requests a conBROADC

CONGRATULATING Albert John(r), manager
KOY presidency
Phoenix,
upon sonhis
election toof the
of the Phoenix Advertising Club
for 1945
E. W. station
Buckalaw,relations
western field isdivision
head for CBS, who attended the
luncheon meeting of the Phoenix
Advertising Club. KOY is a CBS
affiliate, operating on 550 kc.
struction permit to change frequency from assignment
1420 kc to of1200
clear channel
WOAIkc,
San
Antonio,
increase
of
from 1,000 w to 50,000 wpower
and
changes in directional array for
dayNew
and night
use.
developmental
broadcast
station is sought by Harvey Radio
Labs.,
Cambridge,
Mass.
and major owner is FrankPresident
Lyman,
a minor share holder in WKNE
Keene, N. H. and ovvTier of Cambridge Thermonic Corp., manufacturertronic
of quartz
equipment. crystals for elecWJJD Chicago requests a new
developmental broadcast station on
47,700 kc with power of 3,000 w
and using special emission for FM.
DR. BENNETT S. ELLEFSON, forsupervisor ofElectric
ceramic Products,
engineering merly
for Sylvania
New York,
has
been appointed
ass
i
s
t
a
n
t
t
o
the
vice-president
in
charge
of engineering. With the company
since ized1937,
Dr. onEllefson
has screens,
specialin research
fluorescent
special dersuses
of glass, ray
fluorescent
powfor
cathode
tubes
and
specialized war products.
EDDIEdian sponsored
CANTOR,
NBC radio comeby Bristol-Myers
Co.,
has been
the
March
of appointed
Dimes of chairman
the Air forof the
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis.
Dimes
sloganHe andoriginated
has held thethisMarch
positionof
eight years.
Harried Diner
EARL GODWIN,
Blue com-at
mentator, who officiated
the Radio Correspondents'
dinner
at Washington's
tel Statler
last week, hadHo-to
move fast between the banquet
table
and tothemake
WMALhis
mike in order
repeat broadcast for the West
Coast at 11 p.m. Earl
missed causethe
course8 p.m.
beof hissoup
regular
broadcast,
but when
the hepay-off
came at 10:45
had
to rushdios about
over five
to the
Blue away
stublocks
via a police car to make the
West Coast repeat, then dash
back to the banquet hall for
the final ceremonies.
STING

• Broadcast Advertising

ABBOTT (right) and COSTELLO
The success and popularity resulting from the teamwork of Bud Abbott and Lou Costello is a typical
example of a combination that "clicks." Another
example, of particular interest to advertisers in the
St. Louis market, is the combination of KSD-NBC-AP.
KSD is the NBC basic station for St. Louis; it is 225 miles to
the nearest other NBC basic outlet * KSD is the only
broadcasting station in St. Louis with the full service of the
Associated Press — the AP news wires plus the PA radio
y""®.
KSD is ofrecognized throughout its listening area for
its high• standard
programming and advertising acceptance.

KSD
ST.LOUIS-550KC
Owned oncf Operated by
THE ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
NaUonally Represenfed by
FREE & PETERS, inc.

1944
As

FTC

Actions

About

Same

Proportion Taken in 1943
Broadcasters Desire to Eliminate False and
Misleading Advertising Noted in Report
PROPORTION of actions taken by transcribed programs. From this
the Federal Trade Commission in- material, 19,512 advertising broadcasts were marked for further
volving false and misleading adverstudy as containing representations
the year,
same that
in 1944tising byasradioin w^as
the about
previous
might be false or misleading.
according to the annual report of
Analysis of questioned advertisthe FTC issued last week.
ing, the report said, showed drugs
The report, covering the fiscal comprising 55.9% of the 1,902 commodities in the cases given legal
year ending June 30, 1944, shovsrs review. Cosmetics
accounted for
a total of 627,719 commercial
broadcast continuities examined, 15.4%, food 8.4%, specialty goods
299 cases in vsrhich letters were sent 1.4%, tobacco products 9%, home
to advertisers (using radio and study courses, .9% gasoline and
periodicals), 113 stipulations made lubricants .4% and automobile,
with the Commission to discontinue radio, refrigerator and other equipment .3%.
misrepresentations, and 29 cases in
The Commission, which received
which formal complaints "to cease
and desist" were issued.
of four major netIn the previous year, the figures the cooperation
works, 19 regionals, transcription
were : approximately 1,045,000 com- producers,
850 commercial
stations in theandexamination
of radio
mercials examined, 329 cases contacted, 109 stipulations entered, commercials, noted "a desire on the
and 42 complaints issued. The part of these broadcasters ... to
Commission does not segregate aid in the elimination of false and
radio from periodical cases as misleading advertising."
actions against individual radio
advertisers usually involve other
media as well.
Western Cleaner
FTC officials explained the dis- CAL-WE STERN MFCS., Los Anparity in number of continuities
geles (WHEE cleaner), on Jan. 15
examined by the fact that only two
transcribed ancalls were made last year for copy starts for 13 nweeks
ouncements on sevenKTAR
ArizonaKVOA
stations. List includes
from stations while in the 1943 fiscal year four calls were made. Lack KYUM KYCA KGLU KWJB KOY.
of manpower necessitated the re- Firm in addition is using an announcement schedule on' KFMB
duction in calls, which are made
KFVDService,
KECA.LosAgency
for all commercials carried during Adv.
Angeles.is Pacific
a two-week period. National and regional networks report to the Commission on a continuous weekly
NEBRASKA AID
basis, submitting advertising parts
All Stations Join Forces
of all programs broadcast on two
or more stations, while producers
— To Boost War Loan —
of transcribed programs submit FULL CREDIT for the success of
typed copies of commercial parts the once-lagging Nebraska Sixth
of recordings each month.
War Loan Drive has been extended
New Products
to the cooperative, combined effort
of
the state's radio
stationsstateby
Examination of radio commer- Leona
Bernstein,
cials broadcast during 1944, a Com- publicity Shapiro
Leon Markmission official said, reflected con- Nebraska.
ham, Warmanager,
Financeand director
for
siderable advertising of new products which have been introduced
With vidualthesalesstate
E
Bond
and
indiquotasthelessendthanof 40%
or have been given increased pro- one week before
the
motion as a result of the war.
an emergency meeting was
These include substitute materials, Drive,
arranged
with
Hugh
Feltis,
KFAB
preparations to save gasoline, de- Lincoln, chairman of the Radio at
vices to prolong life of tires, certain
Broad"nutritious" foods, and vitamins. War Committee,
casters Assn.;Nebraska
Bill Wiseman,
The appearance of this advertising WOW; Gordon Gray, KOIL; Paul
has about offset the temporary dis- Fry, KBON; Bud Corrigan, KOWH
ap earance ,of normal automobile, Omaha, resulting in a special promotion plan for a statewide
radio, electrical appliance, and of transcribed
interviewsseries
and
other advertising now being han- another series farm
by wounded soldiers
dled through institutional copy and at Schick General
Rural
which requires little examination, route mail carriersHospital.
were enlisted
it was explained.
to deliver War Bond applications.
During the 1944 fiscal year, the
WOW,HarryLylePeck
Brem-of
Commission received 1,527,500 type- serRayof Clark
KFAB ofand
written pages of continuity and KOIL gathered localized farm interviews.
Other
stations
cooperated
examined a total of 1,523,000 pages.
the
This total consisted of 683,570 in processingAllandof delivering
the Nebraska
pages of individual station script, pro<>rams.
outlets
cooperated
in
the
special
and 30,000 pages of script repre- campaign and quotas were topped
senting the advertising portions of within two weeks.

"Ruth Welles indorses it," is a convincing stamp of approval to thousands of her
loyal feminine followers . . proof positive
that the product recommended is well worth
their investigation, and their buying.
Nearly five years of consistent and conspicuous success lie behind
Ruth Welles' "Home Forum"
I
' . heard daily on KYW, 9:30
to 10:00 A.M.,Monday through
r
Friday. This is a fruitful halfhour devoted to the perplexities which beset, and the interests which intrigue, womankind in KYW's vast, Philadelphia-centered,
50,000-watt primary.
Fruitful to the rapt, responsive radioaudience, attentive to a sincere,
sympathetic, and intelligent discus ion oftheir problems . . as
voluminous mail attests. Fruitful tothe sponsors, whose sellingmessages are so deftly interwoven
into the pattern of the program
. . as evidenced by routine renewals.
Most of these sponsors . . such as Fanny
Farmer,AbbottsDairies,andDufrs
»F
Cake Mixes . . are
veterans on this highA
ly productive particMk HI ipation. Sponsor1\
ships,hmitedto eightin
*
each program, are
normally solidly sold. However,
for such availabihties as may occur from time to time, we suggest that you
keep in touch with NBC Spot Sales.

WESTlWGHOnSE
KDKA

RADIO STATIONS Inc

. WOWO
• WBZ
• WBZA
• KEX
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES — EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

• KYW

Federated Stores
Vame Radio Head
lirschmann to Organize FM,
Television for Group
RA HIRSCHMANN, director of
dvertising and research for Bloomngdale's,
New appointed
York department
tore, has been
effective
Feb. ize1thetoFMorganand
television activities of Federated
Department
Stores, ovs^ners of
Bloomingdale's ; Abraham
& Straus, Brooklyn; F. & R. Lazarus & Co., Columbus, O.; John
Mr. Hirschmann
Shillito Co., Cininnati and Wm. Filene's Sons Co.,
Boston.
In his new post, Mr. Hirschmann
vill make his headquarters at Met-

ropolitan Television Inc., operator
of FM station WABF New York
and licensed for experimental television operation as W2XTM. A
wholly-owned subsidiary of Bloomingdale's and Abraham & Straus,
it was organized at Mr. Hirschmann's instigation. He had assisted
previously in the development of
WOR while with L. Bamberger &
Co., Newark.
The other three Federated Stores
also have filed applications for FM
and television licenses. "The move
is an indication of the concrete interest in the new fields of broadcasting on the part of Federated
Stores," Mr. Hirschmann explained.
"Through FM and television our
stores will be able to offer an expanding service to all the communities in which they are located."
KGVO Missoula, Mont., has appointed
Weed & Co.,resentative,
Chicago,
repaccording toasA.station
J. Mosby,
KGVO general manager.

Contact
SOMETHING NEW in accidents! A captured Junkers
88 plane, scheduled for the
Army foreHour
was wrecked
the broadcast
— by be-a
streetcar in Inglewood, Cal.
Details were not available. A
jinx
followed
broadcast
of Jan.the7. entire
Three
captured
enemy
planesand— thea
Zero,
a
FockeWolfe,
Junkers 88 — were to fly over
Los Angeles and their flight
was to be shortwaved to the
NBC Army Hour, according
to the plans
Callahan, chiefofof Leonard
West Coast
office of the War Dept. Radio
Branch and Joe Alvin, NBC
Western division special
events director. But the Zero
developed engine trouble. The
inFocke-Wolfe
Illinois. Andwasthe grounded
Junkers
got
woodcrossed
trolley.up with the Ingl-

These are but a few of the more
than 28 BMI-licensed titles recorded by Pastor. See DISC DATA for
the complete listing from which to
build your all-Pastor programs.
PARADIDDLE JOE
ADOIS

Sterling Tells of RID
Operations
on 'Digest'
GEORGE
E. STERLING,
chief of
the FCC Radio Intelligence Division, related experiences and operations of that division in "G-Men
of the Airways", feature of the
Jan. 7gramRadio
on CBS. Reader's
He statedDigest
that profew
Nazi atespies
have attempted
opertransmitters
from the toUnited
Statesber but
that stations
a considerable
of such
have numbeen
tracked down in Latin American
countries and subsequently closed
through the assistance of local
authorities.
"We will not close up shop," Mr.
Sterling affirmed, saying that RID
"is not a war baby" and that "we
have
been a around
1911."of the
He
said that
regular since
function
department is to make sure that
stations stay on their
assigned days
freprohibition
he said thatquencies.RIDDuring helped
put many
a rum-runner out of business when
attempt was made "to go modern
with
radio". that
In ofa
presentship-to-shore
important function,
assisting lost aircraft and ships to
locate their positions and secure
rescue facilities, Mr. Sterling said
that RID is saving the taxpayer
many
times over
the annual cost
ofnumerous
his division
otherwhich
duties.also performs
PRICE URGES RADIO
TO REEXAMINE CODE
ASKING
broadcasters
reexamine the clauses
of the toCensorship
Code pertaining
to
"enemy
air at-of
tacks", Byron
Director
Censorship,
saidPrice,
the Code
would
apply in
robombfollows:
attacks. Mr.
Price's
statement
Unless and until you are notified by the
Office ofof Censorship,
the "attacks
air"
clause
the clause
Press Code
and Broadcaster's
the by"enemy
air attack''
Code
willon the
applycontinental
in caseof ofthe
any buzz
attack
United
States.bomb
You aretheseurged
as and
a precaution
to reexclausesare
make with
certain
all staifaminemembers
familiar
them.that

AT-3'S IN BATTLE
RCA Transmitters in China
Warfare Since 1941
AT-3's never let us down,"
BLUES MY SWEETIE GAVE ME Bl. 11168 "THE
was
the
radio
transmitterspraise
credited^ven
with 10carrying
GREEN EYES
the burden of American airforce
ground
China
from thecommunications
arrival of thein Flying
Tigers
in
1941
until
the
present.
DOING THE RATAMAQUE
Bl. 11421 Their performance was described
FLAG WAVER
by Maj. CharlesmunicationH.
coms of icerWhitaker,
of Gen. Chen'astor, who took over Artie Shaw's hand when
nault's
14th
Air
Force,
and
a
forhat leader left for Mexico in 1940, is one of the MARINES HYMN
Bl. 11452 ator. mer "ham" and police radio operlost popular young maestros today. His vocal
The allequipment
the
over the traveled
tracklesswith
wastes
■yle is heard on many of his records. Feature
Bl. 11585 nien
of China and operated usually
astor! Listeners love him!
I'M GETTING TIRED
from caves or the native temples,
surviving all the rigors of rough
terrain and atmosphere with little
damage. The AT-3 is powered with
300 w forgraph,phone
and 400 w for
telean operating
distance
of 700-800 withmiles.
Today 1200
are
in action inufacthe
war. They
BMI
tured by RCA
VictorareCo.man-of
Canada for the Royal Canadian Air
Force, available
through towhom
they were
made
the Chungking
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
HOLLY WOOb
Government
and
Gen.
Chennault's
operations.
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THE

PACIFIC

COAST

INSIDE MARKET. This represents counties in which
Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, Oakland, Portland, Seattle and Spokane are located.
50% OF ALL RETAIL SALES MADE HERE

MARKETS

HAS

OUTSIDE AAARKET. This represents 126 counties
outside those in which the 7 principal Pacific
Coast cities are located.
50% OF ALL RETAIL SALES MADE HERE

^ Regular Hooper reports of the "inside" market reveal that during the past year, all
of the shows that have switched from any of the other 3 networks to Don Lee, have received higher
Hooper ratings within 13 weeks.
A special Hooper coincidental telephone survey of 276,019 calls (largest ever made on the
Pacific Coast) showed 60 to 100% of listeners in the "outside" market tuned to Don Lee stations.
The reason is most cities in the "outside" market are surrounded by mountains, and long-range
broadcasting of other networks won't work.
With 38 stations completely blanketing the 16-billion-dollar Pacific Coast market, the Don Lee
Network has more than 9 out of every 10 radio families living within 25 miles of one of its stations.

The Nation's Greatest Regional Network

JROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

0ONLEE

THOMAS S. LEE, Presidetit
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Vice-Pres. Gen. Mgr.
5515 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
Represented Nationally by John Blair Sc Co.
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'^LAW-KNOX
speaks
to you over the air

Tonight
when youwilltuneemanate
in, it'sfrom
highly
probable
that your
favorite programs
stations
equipped
with
Blaiv-Kmx Radio Towers.
These Vertical Radiators have been specified by major broadcasting systems because they are both electronically and structurally sound — providing clear signals and maximum range . . .
It is of note, too, that Blaw-Knox Directional Radio Beacons
are used to guide all air transport service in the United States.
BLAW-KNOX
age 34 • January 16, 1945

vertical RADIATORS

Erwin^ Wasey & Co. Tops MBS Billings;
Sinclair Refining Leads Nefs Clients
59,241
Adv.Co..Inc
ERWIN, WASEY ,& Co. again Grant
ClementsHurst
Inc
56,763
56,374
&
McDonald
Inc..
topped the agencies placing time Henri
Cecil & Presbrey Inc
52,221
with Mutual in 1944 with $2,406,- The
Joseph
Katz
Co
41,496
36,824
Foote
Cone
&
Belding
501, according to figures released Weston Barnett Inc
20,642
Van Sant.Harrison
Dugdale & Co.,Inc..Inc... .
20,164
by Adv.
MBS placed
last week.
O'Don- Lester
nel
second,Hixson
with $1,301,D'Arcy Adv. Co.,Assoc.,
Inc
16,748
15,781
George Brodie
H. Hartman Co
917 of its clients' money being Green
14,933
placed with Mutual. Third was Furman Ferner & Co., Inc
13,220
Ruthrauff & Ryan with $1,230,241, L.Harold
Cabot
&
Co.,
Inc
10,146
W.
Ramsey
Co
and in fourth place Donahue & Hirshon -Garfield Inc
Agencies
9,920
Coe, $1,056,848; fifth, Kenyon & Allied
Direct
9,314
Eckhardt with $1,041,945; sixth,
3,726
14,259
5,408
Sponsored
1,260,638
R. H. Alber, $950,309; seventh, Ivey LocallyTOTAL
$19,533,650
& Ellington,
$733,653;
eighth,
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., $677,421;
ninth, William H. Weintraub & Co.,
MBS Billings by Clients
$660,964; tenth, Maxon Inc., $542,590.Leading the Mutual sponsor list
RefiningInc
Co.
for 1944 was Sinclair Refining Co., Sinclair
B. Semler,
which spent $1,301,917 with the R.Kellogg
1,301,917
Co Inc $ 1,145,708
1,000,739
Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer,
981,418
network. R. B. Semler Inc. again Gospel
Broadcasting
Assn
950,309
Products
Corp
732,427
placed second with $1,145,708, fol- Zonite
Mutual
Benefit,
Health
&
lowed by Kellogg Co. which placed
Accident
Assn
677,421
third, as it did last year, with Pharmaco Inc
676,310
667,865
Inc
$1,000,739. Fourth was Metro-Gold- Bayuk
Gillette Cigars
Safety
Razor& Co
Cigarette
Cigar Co., 542,590
viryn-Mayer with $981,418, followed American
530,585
by Gospel Broadcasting Assn. in Campana Sales Co
Clark Bros.PurinaChewing
Gum Co.. . 499,862
465,309
fifth place, with $950,309. In sixth Ralston
Co
450,713
place was Zonite Products Corp., Grove Laboratories
Lutheran Co
Laymen's League
$732,427;
seventh, Assn.,
Mutual$677,421;
Benefit Serutan
Health & Accident
Employers'
Group
Insurance Co.,
of Boston,Co
Mass
eighth, Pharmaco Inc., $676,310; Barbasol
ninth, Bayuk Cigars Inc., $667,865; Stokely
Bros.
—
Van
Dubonnet
Corp
tenth, Gillette Safety Razor Co., Petri Wine CoCamp, Inc.. 295,390
294,700
Radio Bible Class
290,455
$542,590.
Generalof Cigar
Co., Inc
277,961
Broken down by months, October Voice
Prophecy,
Inc
276,009
led all the others in producing rev- Lumberman's
CoMutual Casualty
enue for MBS with $1,914,040, with Helbros
Air. Watch Co
March in second place with $1,807,- Young
People's Church of the
031. Monthly billings follow:
January
1,760,;
February _._
l,605,i
Wesley Radio
March
Emerson
RadioLeague
& Phonograph
1,807.(
April
Corp
1,675,(
Conti
Products
Corp
May
June
1,525,;
Duffy-Mott
Co..
Inc
July
141,584
164,198
Frank H. Lee Co
1,511,;
138,567
August
--1,504,;
George W.Co
Luft & Co
September
Formfit
115,825
1,547,;
October .
November
1,625,!
1,914.(
Assoc
Nat'l
Small
Business.
Men's
December Wilson
Sporting Goods Co
1,521,'
Delaware,
TOTAL
$19,533,650
Western Lackawanna
Coal Co&
Beaumont
Co
80,109
Allegheny
Ludlum
Steel Corp . . .
75,430
Carey Salt
70,433
74,350
Union
PacificCo
Railroad
MBS Billings by Agencies
Knox Co
69,531
Gotham
Hosiery
Co.,
Inc
68,381
Waltham
Watch
Co
62,380
Erwin
Inc. . .
Reichhold
Inc
59,829
Hixson Wasey
O'Donnel& Co.,Adv.
$2,406,501
1,301,917 Acme
WhiteChemicals,
Lead & Color
Ruthrauff
IncInc. ,
Works
59,241
Donahue && CoeRyanInc
1,230,241
Boots
Aircraft
Nut
Corp
1,056,848
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt
Inc.
.
.
.
56,374
R. H. Alber Co
950,309
1,041,945
52,221
Goodyear
Tire
& Rubber Co.Co.. .. ..
42,3f9
733,653
Maryland
Pharmaceutical
Ivey
&,
Ellington
Inc
677,421
Chesapeake
& OhioInc
Railway Co .
41,496
Arthur
Meyerhoff
...
Table
Products,
William
H. Weintraub& Co.& Co.,
660,964
Miss Swank,
Inc
Maxon Inc
542,590
539,659 American
Bird
Products,
Inc.
.
.
.
Walker
&
Downing
499,862
Bros., Inc
31,184
Wallace
Hanly Co. . .
475,623 Sherwood
20,642
Magazine
20,164
Stanley
G.FerryBoynton
Hartz Mountain
Products
456,696 W.Coronet
H.Gardner
B. Humphrey
Co
19,467
L.
Douglas
Shoe
Co
Adv.
Co
14,933
450,713
438,095 Loyal
Order Publishers,
of the Moose
Russel
Co., Inc . .
425,477
Rust Craft
Inc
Gotham M.Adv.SeedsCo
395,263
9,920
Shipstead
&
Johnson
Raymond& Rubicam
Spector Co..
337,079 Political Advertisers
421,422
Young
IncInc.& ,
9,314
Birmingham,
Castleman
322,220 Locally Sponsored Shows
7,925
3,726
TOTAL
$19,533,650
321,993
& Thompson
Holden
J.J.Calkins
Walter
Co
277,961
C.
Hoskin
Assoc
276,009
267,102
McJunkin
Adv.Co
Co
261,553
Leo
Burnett
FM Booklets
213,349
Duane
Jones
Co
206,668 COUNTER display offering a pair
Roche
Williams
&
Cleary
Inc..
AlWarwick
Paul Lefton
Co.,
Inc
164,198
of
booklets
on FM written for the
138,567
Legler
Biow
Co ,&Inc
137,919 layman is being released by
120,063
Schwimmer
&
Scott
Stromberg-Carlson
Rochester,
115,825
Buchanan & Co
to distributors and Co.,
dealers.
Titled
Batten.
Barton,
Durstine &
Osborn,
Inc
88,248
FM-For
You
and
Facts
About
FM,
United
States
Adv.
Corp
83,509
booklets
describe
discovery
and
The
Caples R.Co
Raymond
Co
progress of FM and its potential
Sterling
Adv. Morgan
Agency Inc
6268 i'381
380 developments.
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X our sales,

JLt's in the
Bag. Wool from over a
half -million sheep helps keep
the
Empire's
incomeInland
over 72%
abovefarm
the
nation's average. Over 40%
of the area's three hundred
million dollar 1943 farm income came from livestock
and livestock products.
THE

ONLY

SINGLE

too, are contacts
"in the bag"
when
KHQ
consumers
for you.
Locatedcenter
in thiswhere
natural livestock
stores sold nearly $50,000,000 worth of goods last
year to outside residents, it
is the only medium that
completely covers the area.
MEDIUM

LOriS

COMPLETELY COVERING
Owned and Operated by

INLAND

EIMPIR

WASMER,Incorporated
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.

National Representatives; EDWARD
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Specify Air Express
Millions of dollars are lost annually by the
ordinary slow-downs of business and industry
due to the constantly recurring need for tools
and materials and ivaiting for delivery!
AIR EXPRESS can close many of those gaps
between planning and performance, save many
of those dollars!
As you put new production plans into operation, you will find AIR EXPRESS at your service
^ith expanded facilities for helping you cut
the high cost of idle machines, idle labor,
idle goods.
A Money-Saving,
ToolforHigh-Speed
Every Business
With additional planes now available for all important
types of traffic, 3-mile-a-minute Air Express directly serves
hundreds of U.S. cities and scores of foreign countries.
Thousands of shippers are saving substantial sums through
Air Express, employing its economy and efficiency in an
ever-increasing number of ways.
WRITE
for help
"Quizzical
bookletproblem.
packed
with fadsTODAY
that will
you solveQuiz"—
many a ashipping
Dept. PK-13, Railway Express Agency, 230 Park Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y., or ask for it at any local office.

Phone RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY, AIR EXPRESS DIVISION
Representing the A I R L I N E S of the United States
36 • January 16, 1945

WMBD Control Shift
Granted by FCC to Three
TRANSFER of control of WMBD
Peoria, 111. was granted by the FCC
last
week from
H. D. Morgan,
president
and treasurer,
to Carlvice-P.
Slane,bethFrancis
Slaneforand$114,750
ElizaP. Talbott.P. Sale
of 500 shares (50%) held by Mr.
Morgan
and 10secretary,
shares held
by Leslie Harrison,
is involved
in the transaction. Mr. Morgan, an
attorney, wishes to devote full time
to his practice, application stated.
Carl Slane, who receives 86
shares, is publisher of the Peoria
Journal-Transcript. Frances Slane
and Elizabeth Talbott each get 212
shares and are directors in the
newspaper company. Remaining
49% interest in the station is held
by
Edgar WMBD
L. Bill,is apresident
and
manager.
CBS affiliate,
operating on 1470 kc with 5,000 w EXECUTIVES OF AGENCY and
LS and 1,000 w night.
network help to launch the new
Kreml Shampoo
weekly
vaprogram on
MBS,musical
Tuesday
Guild Hollywood Office and riety
Thursday,
1:30-1:45
p.m.
Includes Stations, Nets Seated are (1 to r) : Paula Stone,
m.c, and
C. H. Cottington,
FOLLOWING initial move by New programdirector
of Ervidn,
Wasey &
York Radio Directors Guild, Holly- radio
Co.,
New
York,
agency
for R. B.
wood group, now numbering more Semler Inc., New Canaan,
than tion50to National
members, Labor
is framing
peti- Standing: Phil Brito, vocalist;Conn.A.
Relations
C. Barnes,
MBS Edward
vice-president
Board for recognition as sole bar- charge
of sales;
Hennen,in
gaining agent of agency, freelance Erwin-Wasey
account
executive.
and antnetwork
directors
and
assistdirectors. New York RDG on
Dec. 16 notified CBS, NBC, Blue
and Mutual via letter of its status
Mclntyre Heads KID
as bargaining agent and requested FRANK
G. McINTYRE, former
time
be set for start of
1]. and place[Broadcasting,
negotiations
Jan. program director of KUTA Salt
Lake
City,
named Falls,
genHaving successfully organized the
eral managerhasof been
KID Idaho
film studios, Screen Office Employes
Ida.,
it
was
anno u n c e d last
Guild,lar invasion
Local 1391,
is planningstations
simiof Hollywood
week by Waland networks. Union has organizer!
ter P. Bauchmajority of CBS office employes
and is to meet this week with
man, KID
president. Mr. MclnDonal W. Thornburgh, network
Pacific Coast vice-president, to present bid for formal recognition. ^l^im,.^mm tyre, who is only
^j^y veteran,
^ /eAj I'adio
Several attempts have been made ^
Oklahoma
inradio
the white
past tocollar
organize
Hollywood
employes,
but
/
i'lffl
having
been
with
without success.
chief prior to his
KUTA
affiliation.
Entering
radio
news
as
Mclntyre
inMr.1934
at W9XBYCityKansas City,
Engineers
Mr. Mclntyre later served with
ENGINEERS
for the Named
six study panels KFBI
Abilene,
and at
of the ningCanadian
Radio Technical Plan- KBST KRGV KFROKans.,
KSTM Texas.
Board [Broadcasting,
have been
named. They areDec.L. 11]S. In 1940 he entered Northwest radio
Payne, Canadian Marconi. Montreal, as news editor of KGVO Missoula,
chairman and K. S. McKinnon, con- Mont., returning to Texas to beMontreal,
vice-chaircome program director of KRBC
man ofsulting
the engineer,
spectrum
utilization
and
Tex. KID, a Mutual affilfrequency allocation panel ; J. B. Abilene,
iate, operates with 5,000 w on 1350
Knox,man RCA-Victor,
Montreal,
chairkc.
It was
purchasedforlast$100,001
July fromby
and
E.
Farmer,
Canadian
MarJack
Duckworth
coni, Montreal, vice-chairman, of the H. F. Laub, electrical
contractor
standardtionalbroadcasting
and
internashortwave panel ; S. Sillitoe,
operator of KVNU Logan,
Northern Electric, Montreal, chairman and
Herti, Ogden contracand Dr. E. S. Howes, McGill Univer- Utah,tor, andL. Mr.A. Bauchman.
Montreal, vice-chairman
radio sity,
communication
panel ; ofA. theB.
Oxley,man andRCA-Victor,
Montreal,
Nurse Draft
.T. R. Bain,
Northern ofchairElectric, Montreal,
vice-chairman
the AFTER the President's message to
FM and
television panel
; S. S. Stev- Congress in which he mentioned
ens. Trans-Canada
possibility of drafting nurses
chairman
and A. B.Airlines,
Hunt, Montreal,
Northern the
for the Armed Forces, the OWI
Electric,
Montreal,
vice-chairman
of domestic
the
aeronautical
radio
panel;
Dr.
A.
radio bureau received inFrigon,
quiries from advertisers about the
Ottawa, Canadian
chairmanBroadcasting
and Dr. .T.Corp.,M. Army nurse
to
Thomson, Ferranti Electric, Toronto, their
programsmessages
and The
theallocated
possibility
vice-chairman
of thestudyindustrial,
dropping
them.
messages,
tific and medical
panel. A.scien-B. of
which
are
allocated
for
the
weeks
Oxley is general coordinator of panels, of Jan. 15 and 29, will go on as
with G. casting
W. Corp.,Olive,
Canadian
Montreal
and BroadG. L. usual and no change will be made
Irwin. Philco Corp., Toronto, as co- until some definite legislation is
ordinators.
passed by Congress on the matter.
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A Combination
Georgid^s

tiy GE0R6/A

of Stations

Three

Major

Can

Cover

Markets

ATLANTA

1
MACON
5000W

940 Kc
1
WTOC
5000W ia90Kc

SAVANNAH
1

AVAMf^BlE

NO

AT COMBINATION

SINGLE

STATION,

AH

RATES

CBS

regardless of power, has a strong

enough signal to deliver primary coverage of Georgia's
three major radio markets.
But the GEORGIA MAJOR MARKET TRIO, consisting
of the three CBS stations in these three markets
does the job
—AT ONE LOW COST

MAJOR
GEORGIA
Represented

by THE

MARKET
KATZ

Trio

AGENCY,

Inc

THE
During
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Saturday

This Is It
THIS YEAR of 1945, we all pray, will bring
the United Nations complete victory. Brilliant
successes of our forces have been marred by
temporary reverses, which have supplied the
jolt needed to boot all of us out of our complacency.
This eighth inning rally in the European
theatre comes with the score heavily in our
favor, we are told. But every day the war is
prolonged means more blood-letting.
Those are the reasons for the swift return
to all-out wartime operations. The slack in
production and manpower must be taken up.
Drastic measures are in store.
For radio, along with all other essential pursuits, there are tougher days ahead. Look for a
solid freeze on all equipment. The pinch on
manpower already is on and it's touch and
go as to whether 4 Fs, who have replaced deferred personnel, will find themselves confronted by ship-yard foremen or shavetails.
It is this condition which prompted Assistant
President James F. Byrnes to call upon all
industry to cancel conventions or meetings, so
railroads and hotels will be able to accommodate necessary wartime traffic.
Radio is prepared to pull in its belt as many
notches as may be required. It wants only
those bare necessities in equipment and replacements and in personnel required to permit
stations to render peak wartime service — the
kind of service that has pegged it as an essential pursuit and has won praise from all those
directly identified with the war's prosecution.
If this means foregoing the NAB annual
war conference, it will be done. That was the
unqualified judgment of J. Harold Ryan, NAB
president, as soon as the Byrnes' order came
down. The job of acquainting broadcasters with
their ever-shifting and sensitive duties in the
war eifort can be handled at the district meetings which get under way this month. Similarly, the war clinics and sessions of the major
networks, with their affiliates, can be held in
conjunction with the district meetings.
The solid freeze on new station construction
or modification (except where it may be certified as essential to the war's prosecution)
will bring many protests. The WPB is confronted with demands from the military for
electronic parts and equipment. The new offensive and the Nazi counteroffensive have
thrown production schedules out of kilter.
None can question the military demands.
On the business side these days, most stations along with contemporary printed media
have found that all they need is a transom
and a basket. Many publications and stations
which
ends Bullish
meet prewar,
have
become couldn't
economic make
royalists.
stories about
the small capital investment needed in radio
to bring in King Midas returns have resulted
in the influx of new applications, some legitimate but most perhaps sired by the opportunistic impulse.
The new spectrum-wide allocations, when finally promulgated, will set off another thundering stampede of applicants for FM and television and new AM stations. But Where will
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the trained manpower be found should Uncle
Sam draft even the 4-F replacements, and remove all of the mass media from the essential
manpower bracket?
This is the time for all identified with radio
and with the other media to plan operations
on reduced personnel rations. Those in the
fighting age brackets who have been deferred
should be understudied. Thoughts of new plant
and equipment should be dispelled.
For the second time since the Pearl Harbor
supreme atrocity, this is it.

Clock-wise?
JOE SPADEA, former station representative
who just has been discharged honorably from
the United States Army, offers a plan for improving broadcast production and, at the same
time, increasing station revenue.
CLIFFORD DON lOSET
So simple in pattern that one almost spontaneously assumes it has too many bugs in it,
Mr. Spadea's idea is to re-divide the face of
the clock into new time segments, forgetting
Hamiltoned Broadthe Fort
Yozay
pronounc
WHEN— joinedDon
as executive
last —August
casting Co. loset
all about the traditional quarter-hour base.
,
0., he
Hamilton
WMOH
of
director
The ex-sergeant, whose excursions as a radio
predicted of the organization, "the industry
representative made him a familiar figure in will
the map." Don usually
know iton ishison plans.
major markets throughout the nation, pro- followssoonthrough
In 1923 when there were less than 100,000
poses that a new 10-minute rather than 15minute base be employed for programming.
radio sets in the United States, Don first faced
a microphone at WJK, the first station in his
This would mean six basic program segments
native
Toledo. He sang a few songs and talked
per hour. Such a proposal, he contends, would
current events. He liked the medium and
permit participation in the hour by two extra about
decided ta stick with it.
program sponsors.
followed many years with stations in
Increased revenue from such additional par- theThere
Midwest.
During
the -worked
time heup was
with
ticipation, granting proper rate readjustments,
WAIU
Columbus,
he had
his mike
would discourage wholesale scheduling of spot
the superspeed
of 250understandable,
"words a minannouncement periods and eradicate, or at least delivery
ute— andto each
word clearly
modify the type of radio commercial which is according to a Columbus newspaper comment.
The famed Floyd Gibbons was known for his]
deplored by many industry leaders as auguring
barrage of 217 words per minute. At that time,
against the good of the art.
Don was
as newsman and sportsMr. Spadea further recommends that half- caster
withworking
the station.
hour programs be eliminated and superseded
In June 1935 he joined the Fort Industry
by 20-minute periods. Result: Three per hour
Co. as a newscaster, having his own feature,
rather than two.
Personalities on Parade. During the next 10
years with that company, he was given the
There will be those, viewing such a suggestrouble shooting job managing three of its six
tion with alarm, who will decry it as mercenstations soon after each was acquired. They
ary. They, for the most part, will be publishers
of newspapers and periodicals who, because were the old WALR (now WHIZ) Zanesvilla, [
a, WLOK
and WAGA ofAtlanta.
of paper shortages, are unable to add pages was
relievedLima,
of the0-,management
WAGA Hein
at vnll. There will be others who will hail Mr. November
1942 when he was assigned to Cuba
for the company. He spent about four months
Spadea's
as a step
One mustplanconsider
the forward.
possibility that such in Havana.
a plan would offer better balance in overall
Shortly after that he resigned to become
promotion manager and public relations
programming throughout the day. Many be- sales
lieve, for example, that 15 minutes is too long director of WJJD Chicago.
In his time, also, he has worked for and
for the average newscast, and that five minutes
studied advertising with a prominent vmter,
is too short. Political talks could be briefer.
operated a small advertising agency of his
From a producer's standpoint, the proposal . own, and for three years was advertising
would appear to have merit. One of the difficult director for the George B. Ricaby Companies
problems facing program directors who must in Toledo and Buffalo in 1925, '26 and '27.
Don studied at Toledo U., but in his ovm^
do series-productions is "keeping up the aver"I was a B A D boy and they wouldn't
age". To keep up the average, a show must words,
let
After being declared persona
have pace. Within limits, the shorter the non megratafinish."
Toledo, however, the young loset
vehicle, the faster the pace. The Spadea plan enrolled atatDavis
Business College.
could be a blessing to studio personnel.
"Voluble wine merchants and pirates" among
Doubtless such an undertaking would mean
help toexplain
increased employment. If it cut down on the his
tongueancestry
— according
Don. Don's
He willglibness
admit ofto
number of spot announcements and increased
being
born
Feb19
"near
the
turn
of
the centhe quality of those remaining, it would be
tury". More specific statistics unavailable.
performing a great service.
He belongs to Theta Sigma Phi, the Scottish
Rite
and is a charter member of
Who accepts such conclusions should examine
Boaz and
ShrineMasons,
in Toledo.
Mr. Spadea's provocative article on page 14.
There may be here al workable plan for exDon'scadet
son, and
Walter,
is in training
Air
Corps
his daughter,
Renee, asis ana high
panding the clock, a project that has occupied
the imaginations of broadcasters for years.
(Continued on page 42)
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HERES WHAT
HOOPER

SAYS
about

(GaJ
Morn.

Aft. Eve.

62.3

57.3 54.8

37.3 42.4 44.3

Our Respects to
{Continued from page iO)
school student in Hamilton. His
wife, Hazel, is a well-known soprano who has sung professionally
for several years, including work
on radio programs from Detroit,
Toledo, Buffalo, Cincinnati, and
Chicago. Most of her air work was
under
name of him
"Caroltalk,
Lynn".
Fromthe hearing
his
favorite subject is his wife. His
constant cross remains the wrong
pronounciation of his name. As
usually pronounced, says Don, it
sounds like "a Pullman car or an
ailment". Thenounciation itdeserves
soft, French
prois seldom
given.
Robert D. Boniel
ROBERT D. BONIEL, 50, salesman for 11 years with Edward
Petry & Co., station representative, Chicago, died Jan. 7 in Miami,
Fla., after a long illness. Mr. Boniel
was a veteran in radio, having been
director of WEBH, the Edgewater
Beach Hotel station, in 1923, where
he put on the air Charles Correll
and
Freeman
Gosden,
{Amospresi-'n
Andy),
He served
as first
dent of the Chicago Broadcasters
Assn. Mr. Boniel's home was at
2114 Livingston St., Evanston, HI.
He is survived by his wife, Helen,
and
two stepsons, Bennison and
Michael.
ERNEST Ala.
MOBLEY,
WMSL
Decatur,
is the manager
father of oftwins.

NOTES
JAMES
V. COSMAN, president
WPAT
Paterson
three ofyears
active dutyandwithforthe nearly
Navy Bureau
of Ships,on
has been mander.
promoted
to charge
lieutenant
comOriginally
of Navy
vacuum tubes,
he inrecently
took
over
supervision
of antennas.
ED CRANEY,
director
of thePortland,
Z-Bar Netw
o
r
k
i
n
Montana
and
KXL
was
in Washington
lastheweek
for antheindefinite
stay.
Last
year
assisted
Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee in the
preparation
the White814), which offailed
to be Wheeler
approved. Bill (SJOHN
G.
PAINE,
general
manager of
ASCAP,
and HERMAN
FINKELSTEIN,
ASCAP
resident
counsel,
left
New ofYorkLa
Friday
to
attend
the
first
congress
Federacion Interamericana de Soeiedaes
de Autores y Compositores (Fisac) in
Havana, tivesCuba.
At the meeting
representarights
throughout oftheperforming
Americas will
discusssocieties
copyright LAWRENCE
owners' rights. FLY, former FCC
JAMES
Chairman,
now
practicing
law
in
New
York,canhasCivil become
a Union
member Radio
of theCommitAmeriLiberties
ChairmanCentury
is THOMAS
CARSKADON,
of thetee,20th
Fund, New
York.
LT.
JOHNduty,R. has
OVERALL,
USNR,
now on
inactive
returned
to
the
salesall staff
astheaccount
executive.
Lt.forMutual
Overwas
on
MBS
sales
staff
five
years
before 1931
entering
theheservice
inon Dec.
1942.
From
to
1936
served
the
NBC sales staff.
VICTOR
A.
BENNETT,
vice-president
WAAT
been appointed
radioof
director Newark,
for Committee
thehasCommunity
Manpower
Mobilization
of northern
New
Jersey.
ARTHUR
MOORE,
Seattle
manager
of
Allied
Agencies,
has resigned
KTYW Adv.
Yakima
as resident
manager.to join

0-4 I 0.3 0.9
,BIUE©NET
mm
AND
GROWING

'
a
notJ
i

C
AUGUSTA. GA.
J.B.FOQUArVmRES.COEN.MGR.
HEADLEY^REED CO.
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KQV's
coverage ofmany
Pittsburgh
has made
it the standby
local merchants—
have used
it continuously
for tenof
years and more. That's the real competitive test of a station.
Now under new ownership — with an enhanced staff of topflight men — KQV adds to its thorough coverage an aggressive policy of strong local cooperation with its advertisers.
Keep your eye on KQV— it wraps up Pittsburgh for you—
itBroadcasting
gives you service
— it'sPittsburgh
going places!
Corp.,
19, •Pa.Allegheny

Wassan Appointed
COINCIDENT with the separation of KGW and KEX Portland
under the duopolv regulations, J.
N. Wassan, whoboth
has stations
been with
for
two years, was I
mercialcommanager
appointed
of station KGW
last week. Mr.
Wassan has had
18 years peof
exrience in the
newspaper,
outdoor and radio
Mr. Wassan fields of advertising.
Iowa, he News
joined inthe 1929,
staffEducated
of thein
Portland
became
sales
manager
of
the
Electric
Products Corp. ti 1936 andRamsay
later
was associated with
Signs Inc.
Sweets Shift
SWEETS Co. of America, Hoboken,
on Jan.Jones
1 shifted
account N.fromJ., Duane
Co., Newits
York, to Ivey & Ellington, New
York. Present
plans Tracy
call foroncon-45
tinuation of Dick
Blue stations Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 5:15-5:30 p.m.

REED
BULLEN
returns
to his position
as general
manager
of KVNU
Logan
Utah, following
general
manager ofsixKIDmonths'
Idaho absence
Falls as I
GEORGE ARNOTT has joined the sales
staff of William
resentative, ToWright
ronto. Co., station repGERALD
J.
REDMOND,
a member
ofSchoolthe
National Advisory
on station
Broadcasting,
has beenCouncil
appointed
manager of CHNS Halifax, it was announced by managing director MA.T. W,'
C. BORRETT.
A. A. tionsMcDERMOTT,
public relaofficer,
radio, haswithRCAF
London, England,
beenheadquarters
promoted atto
squadron
leader.
He
was
formerly
of ice manager of H. N. Stovin & MonCo.,
stationtreal representative.
F.Stewart-Warner
A. HITER, Corp.,
senior Chicago,
vice-president
of
unanimously elected a member hasof beenthe
board ofturersdirectors
of the L.RadioL. KELSEY,
ManufacAssn. He replaces
also with
formerly
Stewart-Warner
Corp..
now
Belmontof Radio
Corp., Chicago.
CAPT. merlyFRANK
G.
KING,
who
was
forchief ofRadio
broadcast
section.
Armed Forces
Service,service
Los Angeles,
isAFRSnow New
servingYorkas office,
officer-in-charse
of
a post previouslytha
held byfer edCAPT.
ALBERT
GIBSON,
transt
o
the
West
Coast.
Capt. ofKing
was
at onemer time
account executive
theYork,
forBlackett-Sample-Hummert,
New
and before
entering
the
service
was
associated with the sales promotion agency,
Harry S. LaFond Co.
No. ! Stcitioii HI
a No* I Morket

National Representatives: SPOT SALES, Inc.
Considering Cost, Coverage and Cooperation
YOUR BEST RADIO BUY IN PITTSBURGH

KOIN
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliaie
FREE & PETERS • National Representatives I
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You Can

Buy This Amplifier TODAY

Under a recent ruling of the War Production Board
radio station owners may buy up to ^500.00 worth
of new capital equipment, using their AA-1 MRO
CMP-5 priority.
Here is a piece of equipment that will make a vast
improvement in the quality of your instantaneous
records. And it can be delivered to you promptly.

ORTHACOUSTIC" recording response. (3)
World-AMP lateral recording response.
Designed for relay rack mounting; panel height
14 input, 500 ohms; output, optional, 15 ohms
or 500 ohms; gain, maximum, 85 db. Shipment
4 to 5 weeks after receipt of order placed with
your electronic distributor.

It is the Presto 88-A amplifier, designed especially
for use with Presto 1-C and similar high fidelity cutting heads.
Maximum power output is 50 watts with 4% distortion, measured by the inter-modulation method. Feed
back circuits maintain the output impedance essentially constant when driving a cutting head, thus
reducing overall distortion. Three frequency response
curves are available on a selector switch. (1) Flat
response, 30 to 15,000 c.p.s. ± 1 db. (2) "NBC
Buy Bonds. Keep on Buying.
'.OADCASTING

Keep 'Em Flying.
• Broadcast Advertising

PRESTO RECORDING CORPORATION
242 WEST 55th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y., U.S.A.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
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Eiges Heads NBC Press ;
Knode Named Assistant
SYDNEY
manager of the H.NBCEIGES,
press acting
department
since 15,resignation
John manager
McKayDec.
has been ofnamed
of the department, Frank E. MulNBC vice-president
and week.
generallen,manager,
announced last
Thomas P. Knode, manager of
the NBCment,Washington
pressassistant
departhas been named
manager in New York. Mary Cavanagh, of the WRC Washington
news staff, renlaces Mr. Knode.
Dwightager of the
B. network
Herrick, public
actingservice
mandepartment has been named manager.
E. L. Bragdon, NBC trade news
editor,
joins RCA's
department
information
about Feb.
1. Allenof
Kalmus,
press stalf, takes
over tradeof NBC's
news duties.
Charles Leslie Adams
CHARLES LESLIE ADAMS, 44,
conductor of the walkie-talkie Manon-the-Street on KFAC Los Angeles, was found dead in bed at his
home toJan.
5. Death
due
natural
causes.wasHeapparently
had been
inon radio
since
1923,
having started
KFI.
Hergonson Named
ROBERT
HERGONSON,
formerly radioW.producer
at Foote, Cone
& Belding, New York, has been appointed program director of WINS
New York, replacing Mary Daly,
who will be retained as his assistant.

D
BEflJM
ROBERT lywoodW. announcer,
LeMOND,
former
CBSof Holnow Service
managerstation
theat
Armed Forces
Radio
Noumea,
has
been
promoted
from
warrant
E
K
I
A
ofificer
(jg)
to
2nd
lieutenant.
Lt.
LeMond
is also
assistant Network
to A
the officer in charge
ofstations
the Mosquito
in the South Pacific.of four AFRS
ALBERTO GANDERO, chief of Spanish
announcers
in NBC's
international
has been
appointed
of divitheon
Spanishsion,division.
EMILIO
DE head
TORRE,
the
Spanish announcers' staff, succeeds Mr.
Gandero.
JOHN
trans-Pacific
chief ofciscTHORNTON,
news division
in San bybureau
Frano, MBS
wiassistant
l be relieved
temporarily
ED
PETTIT,
to
JOHN
WHITMORE,
MBS ton,newsrecuperating
head infromNew anYork.
Mr.
Thornillness,
soon
will
betimebrought
to therecovery.
New York office for a
upon his
CHARLES
F.
McCARTHY,
news
commentator
announcer, isisNBC
father
ofDIANA
a boy.CARLTON,
Mrs.and McCarthy
thethe actress.
former
radio and stage
ROBERTA
freelance,
hasof thereplaced JOHNBARRETT,
MITCHELL
asof head
play reading
committee
NBC.
Mr.
Mitchell
is
now
script
editor
of
the
Blue
and assistant
script
division tohead.STUART BUCHANAN,
CLARENCE STOUT Jr. has joined WAOV
Vincennes,
Ind.,
parttime
announcer.
NEAL
ELLS, asformer
announcerto
atWAOVWIREVan
Indianapolis,
hasstaffreturned
as
program
director.
WILLIAM
M.
WINN,
staff
announcer
at
WJTN
Jamestown, N. Y., prior to his induction
into the
Army, is now announcing parttime
at WAOV.
JOHN C. DUVAL, news analyst at WFBL
Syracuse, MINARD
on Dec. 30of married
LITTLE
Fargo, S.SARAD. DOO-

MIAM
WIOD
New
Keprescntetl fty
PEGGY STONE, /Seir York^
GEORGE ROESLER, ( /licopo J
HOMER GRIFFITH
COMPANY
ilifllyw(HKl &, San t r<iiicisco^:
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Putnam to Pacific
1st LT. GEORGE F, PUTNAM,
USMCR, former NBC news and
special events reporter, is now in
the Pacific Area as liaison officer
to Armed Forces Radio Service.
He is making a survey of radio
needs seofas, as part
Marineof the
CorpsMarine
units Corps
overplans to participate more actively
in AFRS [Broadcasting, Oct. 9].
Until last March Lt. Putnam was
m.c. of the Army Hour.
GEORGE
former member
the
publicityP. HERRO,
dept.. Blue
centralof
division
that Network
assistant
news editorandof before
The Milwaukee
Journal,radio
has
been appointed radio director and assistant
public relations
director
of
the
newly
exChicago. panded Hospital Service Plans Commission,
LESLIE
SMITH,
released
by
the
Army
and
formerlystaffin ofradio,
joined the
announcing
WSAZhas Huntington.
W. Va.
DICK
JOY, with free-lance
Army discharge,
has
resumed
announcing.
Itjoined
was theHollywood
erroneously
announced
he
had
Blue Hollywood announciner
staff.
LYNN
BURDGE,
new to toradio,
joins
WAAT Newark as assistant
ROLAND
TRENCHARD,
publicity
director.whoShe hasreplaces
JULIE
BRAVERMAN,
resignedMANandHILLARD
was married
GILBERT.Jan. 14 to HERBUD SWANTON, in Blue Hollywood traffic
department,
has beenstaff.shifted to the network's production
MAURICE SPITALNY, brother of Phil
and
Leopold
Spitalny Cleveland,
and formerlyhas music
director
of WTAM
been
retainedburg. asMr. Spitalny
music director
of KQV a Pittswill
assemble
new
orchestra for KQV.
TOM fCRAIG,
formerly
with
WIZE
Springield. O. and WSAI
has joinedO.
the announcing
staff Cincinnati,
of WHIG Dayton,
JEAN
FLINNER
has
been
transferred
from Council
the Washington
ofwhere
the War
Adv.
tomanager
New office
York
sheto
serves asfood,staffcadet
andandcontinues
handle
nurses
securities
campaigns.
MORTIMER
S. DANK, formerly
CBS
shortwave
staff, hason news
been
made day news
editor writing
of the shortwave
department
EDWARD
MI-an
CHELSON,postwhosucceeding
resigned
to acceptInc..
executive
at hasReynal
& Hitchcock
New York, publishers.
JEAN licity
BAER, formerly
in the AirMutual
pubjoined
Features
Inc.. New department,
York, ashaspublicist.
KEN POWELL,program
announcer
on Janeon Cowl's
WOR-Mutual
and heard
other
WOR
of a boy.New York programs, is the father
SYD WALTON,
Commentator's Roundchosen
Tablemoderator
on WHNofmorale
New
York,
has been
honorary
officer
of an Army
Air
Force
ba
e
in
the Phil-to
i
p
i
n
e
s
.
M
r
.
Walton
supplies
material
the
in the Pacific
foris preparing
their own roundtableGIsmatdiscussions
andprogram
a foro
f
his
WHN
GIs throughout the world. for the use of
HARRY
WOOD, announcer of WCFL
Chicago,
Jan.
19. will be inducted into the Army

Sun

M. leGate, General Manager

National Representatives
GEORGE P. HOLUNGBERY CO.
Southeast Representative
HARRY E. CUMMIN6S
5.000 WATTS * 610 KG
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SOUND

EQUIPMENT

— precf»fonl«e<i —mechanically and electronically — /or finer performance

FLAT

within

± 2 db to
8,000

Reproduced above is an actual photograph of a light method
frequency pattern. The inside, the wide midway and the outside
band are 1,000 cycle reference bands. Starting at 1,500 cycles, at the
midway reference band, the succeeding outward bands increase by
500 cycle increments to 8,000 cycles.
Measurements by standard formula will show that all variations
in frequency strength are within ± 2 db.
Narrowing frequency bands, from 1,000 down to 50 cycles in the
bass, indicate a controlled power decrease — by means of a network
in the electrical circuit of the Fairchild Magnetic Cutterhead.
Standard playbacks, in turn, increase these lowered frequency

cycles

strengths by like amounts. This artificial equalizmg prevents wide
amplitudes in the bass and results in a flat playback.
Controlled freedom from distortion up to 8,000 cycles permits
the Fairchild Magnetic Cutterhead to provide the finest possible full
volume recordings of today's 6 to 7,000 cycle AM and higher cycle
FM broadcasts.
Standard with the No. 539 Fairchild Recorder, the No. 541 Magnetic Cutterhead can easily be adapted to earlier Fairchild models
and many other types of recorders. Descriptive and priority data are
available. Address New York Office: 475 - 10th Avenue, New York
18; Plarit: 88-06 Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.
SOUND
EQUIPMENT

AND
OADCASTING
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CHICAGO
5000 WATTS 560KC

MARCEL
OUIMET Broadcasting
and PETER STURSBERG,
Canadian
correspondents,
are presently onCorp.
leavewarin
Canada at spMontreal
and
Vancouver,
e
c
t
i
v
e
l
y
,
a
n
d
will
make
lecture
toursreduring
part ofhastheir
time allin European
the Dominion.
Mr. Ouimet
covered
atres for the CBC French broadcasts, theand
Mr.- Stursberg
Italian
front. has been mainly on the
DAVE
formerly
of CJICthe
Sault
Ste.LILLWALL,
Marie,of Ont.,
hasSudbury.
joined
announcing
staff
CKSOCKSO,
KEN
ARDILL.
formerly
of
has
joined
the
announcing
staff
of
CHML
Hamilton.
HARRY motionB. manager
WITTON,
and proof CKSO,program
has resigned.
ED
released
from
the RCAFthe
asannouncing
anLUTHER,
instructor
pilot,
has
joined
staff of CFRB Toronto.
MAJ.
DICK
DIESPECKER,
chiefsection,
radio
liaison
officer,
public
relations
Canadian Army,
has hisreturned
to CJOR
Vancouver,
following
retirement
from
the Canadian Army.
GUY RUNNION,
for
four
years
newscaseditor,
ter at KMOX replacing
St. Louis, has
been named. E.
news
RICHARD
FISCHER,
has returned
Louisville aswhoprogram
manager.to WHAS
MAURICE
BARRETT,
former
directorandoflater
WHNwithNewHarry
YorkS.production
for
nine
years
Goodman
Radio
Productions,
has
joined
York as production director. WHOM New
WYNN
Your
Neighbor HUBLER.
Lady on who
KRNT conducts
Des
Moines,
WNAX
was married
Jan. 3 toSioux
S2/C City-Yankton,
HARRY L. SPEECE.
JAMES
P. BOYSEN,
of WTCN
Minneapolis,
has joinedformerly
the announcing
staff
ofLIAMWTMJ-WMFM
O. TULLOCH, newMilwaukee.
to radio,WILalso
has joined WTMJ-WMFM.
ETHEL
M. BELL,
freelance
and
former
radio
coordinator
for thewriter
California
Broadcasters
hasSouthern
joined
KPO-NBC San
Francisco Assn.,
as a producer.
EDWARD
BURKE, Chronicle,
formerly hasa reporter
the
joined theon
newsSanstaffFrancisco
of KGO San Francisco.
BARBARA KINNEY, advertising manager
ofjoinedSchwabacher-Frey,
San Francisco,
the sales promotion
staff of KGOhas
San Francisco.
JOHN ciscoSAGE,
formerlyStockton,
of KYA San Franand KGDM
KROW Oakland
as announcer. has joined

Franchey Moves
WILLIAM A. FRANCHEY, radio
copy chief of Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago,
joinedin McCann-Erickson.
New hasYork,
the same capacity. He succeeds Fred Blumenschien, who joined Lennen & MitNew York, department,
as head of the
radiochell,commercial
a new
position.
STANLEY
formerly
in radio
in C.the
LosFARNSWORTH,
Angeles andstaffHollywood,
has
continuity
of KSL
Salt joined
Lake City.
JOHN
LESLIE,
assistant
newscaster
WOW Omaha,
has
been
named chief foran-at
nouncer.
MERRILL
WORKHOVEN,
m
e
r
l
y
o
f
Sioux
Falls,
S.
D.,
is
a
new
addition to the WOW announcing staff.
JACK SCANLON,
announcer of KYW Philhas resigned
with WORadelphia,New
York. to accept a position
SGT.
MITCHELL
of WINN
Louisville,F. isSTANLEY,
the father announcer
of a boy.
GEORGE
TOMLINSON,
formerly
with
WDRC
Hartford,
Conn.,
has
joined
announcing stafi of WHYN Holyoke,the
Mass.
PAUL Utah,
COBUBN,
announcer previous
at KVNUto
Logan,
forto two
1941, returns
the years
station
following
release
from
the
Army
to
take
KVNU production department. over the
CAPT.
KESTEN,formerly
Royal ofCanadian
Corps ofBOBisSignals,
CKWS
Kingston,
nowin charge
in Holland
with
Canadian
Army
of theattached
Canadiantheto
mobile
broadcasting
station
the 21st Army Group.
JACK
sportscaster
ofannouncer,
WFTLLAWRENCE,
Miami
and former
WNEWPORTER,
New YorkreandNewWINSLOW
cently
WINS
York
announcer,
have
joined
the
announcing
staff
of
WLIB
NewanYork. Mr. nouncPorter
has
servedWRULon theWORL
i
n
g
s
t
a
f
s
of
WMEX
Boston
and
as
program
director
of
WNAB
Bridgeport and WING Winchester.
RAY
former program
directorthe
ofKNXKPOBUFFUM,
San Francisco,
joined
Hollywood
productionhasstaff.

SPOT SAYS, "BOY, ARE WE CORNY—
YEP, 286 MILLION DOLLARS WORTH T

FREDERICK
P. REYNOLDS
Jr.. form
research
supervisor
the General
account
Young & onRubicam,
New Foo
Yor
has beenat appointed
research director
Geyer, Cornell
New resigned.
York. '.
replaces
William & Newell,
Harrington,
ROBERT
C. DISERENS,
former assista
account
executive
onCompton
the Procter
GaiN(_
ble
account
withDoherty,
Adv.,&& She:
York,
has
joined
Cliffordaccount
field.
New
York,
as
assistant
ecutiveWoods,
on the copy
Bri_tol-Myers
account.
Caie:
oline
writer,
has
shifted
DC&S from Young & Rulicam.
BBRGIT C. REDMOND, formerly on th
space-buying:
staff Grey
of theAdv.,
Biow NewCo., York
Nei
York,
has joined
as a copywriter
in the radio
department.
LARRY
WEBSTER,
Vancouver,
I
teen
the Vancouve
office appointed
of Harry manager
E. Fosterof Agencies
Ltd
Toronto.
W/COMDR.
cently retired E.fromG. theMacPHERSON,
RCAF, has beeire
appointed
western
Ca-adian
supervisor
the
J. J. Gibbons Ltd.
Before tho
war offices
hemanager
wasof vice-president
Saskatche
wan
of the agencyandbranches
SCOTT,Inc.,formerly
executivha
ofHARRY
LelandtheQ.Hayward
New York,
joined
Bender-Ward
wood talent
service, as radioAgency,
director,HoUj
ORAN
NANCE Jr.,Transcription
publicity director <
C. P. MacGregor
Angeles,
is the father of a boy. Co., Lc
MARVIN
HARMSof andHill-Blackett
Robert G. &WilsoiCo
vice-presidents
Chicago,
were
admitted
asweek.general
ners ofwiththeMr.agency
last eight
Both parhav
been
Blackett
years,
LEO
P.
BOTT
Jr.,
former
account
execibee
tive
of BBDO,
Buffalo
office,withhasArthi
appointed
to
tne
same
post
Myerhoff & Co., Chicago.
CHARLES
M. ofDE WMAL
LOZIER, Washington,
former promhi
tion
manager
joined
the
creative
staff
of
Henry
Kau
man
Adv.for Agency,
Washington,
andJ.Goven
Joh
Green,
many
years
with
the
ment Printing Office, this month will bi
come head of the agency's production d(
partment. MacHARRIE, New York pr
LINDSAY
duction manager. Blue Network, in Fe(
ruary
joins for
YoungWe &theRubicam,
as director
People onNewCBSYor
placingeditor.
Joseph Hill, named Y&R rad
story
HENRY
FLARSHEIM,
formerChicago,
vice-pre:h
dent
Phil
Gordon Agency,
joinedof Goldman
account
executive. & Gross* Chicago,
LAWRENCE
W. NOLTE.Army,recently
tenant
has ajoilie
Needham, colonel
Louis in & theBrorby,
Chicago,
account
executive.
He
was
in
charge f
advertising
and marketing activities
the
joiningAmerican
the Army.Dry Milk Institute befo
ARNOLD
MAGUIRE,
Hollywood
produc
ofpointed
Foote,television
Cone & manager
Belding,
ofhasthatbeenoffica
Agency
plans
call
for
extensive
excursii
into television field, according to E,
Cashman,
vice-president
of ofHollywood
o
erations,
with
maintenance
departmen
in both
Hollywood
andin New
York.
Pa
A.
Rickenbacker
is
charge
of
latt
television operations.

CHICAGO CUBS
BASEBALL FOR 1945
National Representative
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK
m
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SIOUX FALLS. SO. DAKOTA
1140 K C — 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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MAY
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"BIRV

FOR

HOURS*-

HREE

JUT

BE

—YOU
OF

CAN'T

FADING,

ROLL

INTO

We're not "log-rolling" for anybody when we
tell you, out and out, that Western Michigan can't
well hear Chicago or Detroit stations. Fading simply prevents clear reception.
You may be making out very nicely without listeners in Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo and Western
Michigan
— but if yououtlets.
want them you'll have to use
Western Michigan

PAST

THAT

WESTERN

BLANKET

MICHIGAN!

genius figures out a solution to the fading problem.
WKZO in Kalamazoo and WJEF in Grand Rapids
— both CBS, both programmed especially for their
specific areas — do the kind of job that these two
big markets deserve. Sold in combination at a bargain rate per thousand radio homes covered, they
are by long odds your best choice for real coverage in Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Battle Creek
and all of Western Michigan. Let us send you the
whole story — or just ask Free & Peters!

That's the situation . . . and it will stand until some
* Two men lasted for three hours and fifteen minutes, before on e fell, in a log-rolling contest at Ashland, Wis., in 1900.

ZO

WK
i
FREE
DCASTING

rw4

BOTH OWNED AND OPERATEDBY FETZER BROADCASTING COMPANY
& PETERS,
INC., EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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KANSAS
CITY
IS
A

K

O

WARREN
A. BRUCE,manager
former ofadvertising
and
sales Corp.,
promotion
BrewerTitchener
Cortland,
New York,
has
joined
Butler
Adv.,
New
of the creative and serviceYork,
staff,asa head
new
position.
ROLAND
copy writer
ofjoined
the
McCarthy &JACKSON,
Co.,Co. Los
Angeles,
Buchanan
He replaces
LeehasRoberts,
now at Hillman-Shane-Breyer.
MARY torial
HARRIS,
radio
and ediassistantat toYoung
Carolproducer
daytime radio
& Irwin,
Rubicam,headNewof
York, leftofficelastto week*
for
Y & R's ofHollyserve
as producer
GeneralwoodElectric
Co. House
Party on CBS.the
ELLIS
L.
REDDEN,
former
advertising
and
sales atpromotion
manager
of National Radior Caso., hasassistant
joined
McCann-Erickson.
New
York,
to
Howard
Korman,
vice-president of merchandising and sales
promotion.
ELAINEfetedCARRINGTON,
being
as one of her serial
shows,writer,
Pepperis
Youna'sof continuous
Family, Jan.broadcasting
15 enters its
tenth
year
on
NBC
for
Procter
&sustainer
Gamble Co.
Programin thestarted
asof a1932,
weeklyacquired
on
NBC
fall
Beechnut
Co.
asAug.sponsor
and changed
title13, toPacking
Red began
Davis
25,
1933,
and
Jan.
1936,
for
Procter
&
Gamble.
Agency
is
Pedlar
& Ryan, Inc. New York.
WALTER
K.manager
McCREERY,
and
general
Alliedvice-president
Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles,
has ofresigned.
JEAN tising
DANIELS,
former
assistant
advermanager
of Brooks
Co..
Los
Angeles,
has executive.
joined
BayardKayClothing
& Johns
Eccleston
Adv.
as
account
joined the agency as production manager.has
VERNON S. WEILER Adv., Chicago, has
movedters from
theN. Mdse.
Mart to larger quarMichigan
remains at 664
Whitehall
5341. Ave. Telephone
FOUR senwestern
Canadian bystations
repreted in eastern
Representatives Ltd., Canada
Toronto
andRadioMontreal,
are
now
represented
in
Western
Canada
by& Co.theThey
Winnipeg
of H. CFRN
N. Stovin
are CFCNofficeCalgary,
EdWilliam. monton, CFQC Saskatoon, and CKPR Fort

Wylie Named Supervisor
Of Production f or Y & R
MAX WYLIE, author and formerly
head of production and creative
writing of N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York, cam,hasNew joined
& RubiYork,
asYoung
a Mr.
production
supervisor.
Previously
Wylie
was vice-president in charge of
radioInc.,forChicago
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
and prior to that,
in 1942, was script editor for CBS.
Mr.
Wylie's
position
Ayer
hasJohn
not yet
filled.at N. W.Richard
D. been
Postlethwaite,
J. Honeychureh and John S. Greir
have ingjoined
the YPostlethwaite
& R merchandisstaff. Mr.
was
formerly
associatedoffice
with oftheSears,
general merchandise
Roebuck & Co., Chicago, and prior
to that was in the New York office
of Montgomery Ward & Co. Mr.
Honeychureh
has been associated
with
the Fleischmann
Co. and
Standard Brands in grocery and
bakery sales and merchandising
capacities for 20 years. Mr. Greir
was formerly a member of the
advertising
of RedandBookpriormag-to
azine for sixstaffyears
that was business manager for
Liquor
azine. Store and Dispenser MagY&R London Office
YOUNG,
has announced
opening of& RUBICAM
a London office
at 24 St.
James'
St.
with
Geoi-ge
Bryson
named as managing director.D.Directors
of the camLondon
of Young Rubicam,
& RubiLtd. are office
: Raymond
Sigurd S. Larmon, L. N. Brockway,
J.merH.B.Geise,
Slocum.C. L. Whittier, and Lori-

z

Y
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
General Manager
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director

WJLS
BECKLEY, WEST VIRGINIA
Expands its markett. .
* Daytime coverage increases 1,390
.square miles . . .with 110,741 additional
potential listeners (FCC survey).

Ask for Rate Card 3
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AMP Signs Three
MUSIC licensing agreements have
been
completed
betweenInc.theand
Associated
Music Publishers
KSJB
Jamestown, N. D., KBND Bend, Ore.,
and KLPM
MInot,
N.
D.,
and
tended with KALE KFJI KFREexKFSD
KFXJ
KMA KMYO KFYR
KOL KGCU
KOIN KGGF
KPAC
KROY KSL KSTP WAVE WCAU
WCBS WCOS WEIM WFBR WFTL
WGH WGN WHAM WHBC WIBW
WLW WSAI
WOPI
WSGN
WSIX WMOB
WTAR WNAX
WTMJ WTSP
WWJ KATE.

now at
360

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area

RALPH T. SMITH (left), formerly
copy chief of Duane Jones Co., New
York, receives congratulations
from
agency's
Duane the
Jones,
on his"proprietor",
election as
general manager of the agency.
Wade Names Miller
CHESTER MILLER, for the past
three years head of his own busiin Chicago,of has
radio nessdirector
LouisbeenE. named
Wade
Inc., advertising agency. Ft. Wayne,
Ind., mentaccording
to
an
announceby Louis Wade, president of
the agency. Mr. Miller during the
past
10 years
has had
experience
in sales,
continuity
and production
at WHBU Anderson, Ind.; WIRE
Indianapolis; WMBD Peoria, 111.
and WLS Chicago.
Trommer Change
JOHN F. TROMMER Inc., New
York, for beer, beginning Jan. 15
supplements its twice-weekly eveAnswer
Man
on WORning sponsorship
New Yorkof with
a thriceweeklyries12:45
broadcastdaytime
as sestarts a p.m.
six-weekly
schedule in addition to a Mondaythrough-Saturday night run for
various
spot
schedule sponsors.
includes Trommer's
WGNY Newburgh, N. Y., and WPAT Paterson,
N.
J.
Agency
is
Federal
Adv.,
New
York.

-IjMfts on the dial
CBS
- CBS NETWORK
Represented by Burn-Smith

WFM
younostown;
'
DISTRICT
OHIO
METROPOLITAN
MORE LISTENERS
PER DOLLAR
Ask HEADLEY.REED
Detroit, Atlanta,
bKOADCASTING
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Bell

Telephone

Laboratories

Exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting for our Armed Forces
at war and for continued improvements and economies in your telephone service
Kesearch, in the Bell Telephone System, has always been an expanding
activity, growing with the scientific
knowledge of the times and contributing to that knowledge. Upon it have
been based important inventions and
developments.
The telephone, itself, was invented
in the laboratory where Alexander
Graham Bell was carrying on researches in speech and hearing and
laying the foundation for the electrical transmission of speech. As time
went on the telephone research program expanded to cover every science
which gives any promise of improved
telephony and every engineering art
which applies to the development, construction, installation and operation of
telephone facilities.
These researches and development
studies now cover electrical communication ofspeech — both by wire and
by radio — the transmission of pictures
(television) — and many important
projects for war.

equipment, less expensive, more convenient and of longer useful life.
These policies and procedures of
Bell Telephone Laboratories are distinguished bytwo characteristics. In
the first place the Laboratories design
for service. The consideration is not
the profit of a manufacturer through
first sales and replacement models but
the production of equipment which
will give the best service at the lowest
annual cost when all factors are considered, such as first cost, maintenance,
operation, and obsolescence. The Laboratories make no profit and the equipment they design is owned and used by
the telephone companies; and the emphasis isupon that use.

Organized Co-ordinated Research
In the second place the Laboratories
design always with reference to the
complete communication system in
which the particular equipment is to
play a part.
Reliable, economical telephone service, which is the product of its eflforts,
There Is No End to Progress
is not so much an assemblage of excellent apparatus as it is an excellent asEvery new research gives rise to
new inventions and to new lines for
sembly ofco-ordinated equipment — all
designed
to work together reliably and
development
tions indicateandnewdesign.
linesNewfor invenmore economically for a larger purpose.
research. Research and development
It is not enough that Bell Laborawork, invention and design go hand
tories shall design a new piece of elecin hand. In the early years, this work
tronic equipment which has merit or
was carried in part by the American a new cable or telephone receiver.
Telephone and Telegraph Company They must design with reference to
and in part by the Western Electric all the other parts of the communicaCompany, the manufacturing unit of
tion system so that the co-ordinated
the Bell System.
whole will give the best possible service.
For many years, however, this work
has been assigned to a specialized unit, 4600 People in Bell Laboratories
Bell Telephone Laboratories, IncorLaboratories contributions to
porated. Theirs is the responsibility theBellArmed
Forces derived in large
for the technical future of the indus- part
the technical background
try. They carry their developments that from
the
Laboratories
had acquired
from the first faint glimmerings which through their steadily maintained
probasic researches disclose to the final
gram of research. The Laboratories
design of equipment and the prepara- had special
knowledge, skill and techtion ture.
of specifications
for its manufacniques which could instantly be diAnd after manufacture
and
v
e
r
t
e
d
t
o
war
problems.
installation, they follow their products
At the time of Pearl Harbor, over
in operation; and continue development work to devise still more perfect a quarter of the 4600 people in the

Laboratories had twenty or more years
of service. This breadth of background
made possible many engineering developments outside the strict field of
communication and these have been
of value to the Armed Forces. So far
the Armed Forces and the O.S.R.D.
have engaged the Laboratories on over
a thousand major projects. The majority of these assignments have been
completed; and have contributed to
our victories on many fronts.
Most of the Laboratories developments, of course, have been in the
field of electrical communication.
Communication, not simply between
individuals as in ordinary telephony,
but between mechanisms — as in the
electrical gun director. The Laboratories techniques and electronic researches
have produced many secret weapons
for our country's Armed Forces.
Leader in Electronic Development
For those problems the Laboratories
had a remarkable background of ex-,
periences
in research
and pioneered
development. In World
War I, they
by developing radio telephone systems
for talking between planes and between
planes and ground stations. They also
contributed methods and devices for
locating
enemy planes, submarines,
and artillery.
In this war. Bell Laboratories have
pioneered in the field of electronics.
The Western Electric Company, which
manufactures the designs of the Laboratories, isthe largest producer of
electronic and other war communication equipment in the United States
and is now engaged almost exclusively
in the manufacture of this equipment.
In war. Bell Telephone Laboratories
devote their work to the needs of our
Armed Forces. In peace, they are constantly exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting for continued
improvements and economies in telephone service. Centralized research is
one of the reasons this country has
alwaysvice andhadthe "the
best most
at thetelephone
least costser-to
the public."

BELL

TELEPHONE

LABORATORIES

f^.'

CHEF
Inc.,
Milton, BOY-AR-DEE
Pa. has named Quality
Donald J.Foods
Huenink,
formerly
the re-earch
department
Continentalin Can.
Co., as plant
manager.of
Agency foris Chef
Boy-Ar-Dee
Quality Food
Products
McJunkin
Adv., Chicago.
PHILHARMONIC
RADIO
Corp..& Keyes
New
York, New
has appointed
St.handle
Georges
Inc.,
York, tomagazines
advertising.
Radio,
newspapers,
and
trade
papers will be used.
LOUIS18 MILANI
FOODS,
Chicago, on
Dec.
spot WAIT
announcements
weekly
on began
WCFL sixWIND
Till
forbid
contracts
were
placed
byChicago.
Kalom
Adv., Chicago.

Air- Wick Drive
SEEMAN BROS., New York, for
Air-Wick, a household deodorizer,
last week started a spot radio
schedule which includes initially
35-word announcements on stations
in six markets, with plans under
consideration for further expanAgencyNew
is William
traub sion.
& Co.,
York. H. WeinALASKA
CHEMICAL
Corp.,hasNewappointed
York,
fur
and dyers,
Charlesdressers
M. Storm
Co., New
handle
advertising.
Radio
will beYork,
used asto
well as papers,
an expanded
in newsmagazine and campaign
trade publications.
NATIONAL
MUSICAL
String
Co.,
New
York,
has York,
appointed
Charles advertising.
M. Storm
Co., New
to handle
Companyprogram
plansina radio,
considerable
advertismagazines
and
trade ingpapers.

★ DAYTON, OHIO—
one of the key war
production centers of
the nation.
FOR "BUSINESS GETTING" COVERAGE IT'S WHIO IN DAYTON.

WHIO
A BASIC CBS STATION
5000 WATTS
UP-INS-PA NEWS COVERAGE
1290 ON THE DJAL
G. P. Hollingbery Co., Representatives
Harry S. Cummings, Southeastern Representative
WRITE FOR FACTS & FIGURES
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CAMPUS
CHRISTIANS,
Los has
Angeles
(transcriptions,
library
service),
ap-to
pointed
Western
Adv.,
Los
Angeles,
handle its advertising.
FEWEL & new
Co., toLosradio,
Angeles
(investmenta.
securities),
onnewscast
Jan.
1 started
sponsoring
a six-weekly
sched-is
ule
on
KFAC
Los
Angeles.
Contract
for
13
weeks,
with
placement
through
Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles,
COUGHLIN
BROS.,Boston,
divisionMass.
of Gum(chewing
ProdEa^t
gum uctsnett,
andInc.,Walther
cough
drops)
hasInc.named
Ben&
Menadier
as
advertising representatives. Radio is said to be
considered.
DAWE'S
PRODUCTS
Co., Chicago
mm
products),
has named
Western (vitaAdv.
Agency,tative.Chicago,
represenRadio is saidas toadvertising
be considered.
INTERNATIONAL
PLASTIC
Corp.,
Morristown,
N. J. (plastic
tapes,
tapes),
N. W.representative.
Ayer &sealing
Son.
New York,has asnamed
advertising
ROSAL Ltd., Philadelphia (perfumes),
has
Seberhagen
phia, appointed
as advertising
agency.Inc., PhiiadeU
ETHEL
SERFAS
KLINGMAN
has
been
appointed
assistant advertising
manager
ofadelphia.
the Pennsylvania
Salt Mfg. Co.,
PhilTHE
Chicago
(dept.
store) , FAIR
on Jan.STORE,
9 will begin
sponsorship
of
The
Fair's
Home
Advisory
Forum,
quarter-hour
show heardJan.Tuesday
WCFLswitch
Chicago.
11 sponsoronon
will
time Effective
ofSunday
Parents3:30-3:45
Magazine
the
Air
from
p.m.
(CWT) Contracts
to Thursdayfor 9:45-10
WCFL.
52 weeksa.m.wereon
placed by Ivan HiU Adv., Chicago.
DAGLISH
Ltd.,weekly
Toronto
(Javex
cleanser),
has(Ont.)
started
transcribed
drama
programs
on
15
Ontario
stations
and
thrice-weekly
programs
on 5byOntario
stations.
was placed
MacLaren
Adv.Account
Co., Toronto.
LIFE UNDERWRITERS ASSN. of Canada, Toronto,
has started
transcribed
programs
on a quarter-hour
number of
Canadian
MacLaren stations.
Adv. Co., Account
Toronto. was placed by
STARKMANscriptionCHEMISTS,
Toronto
(prechemists),2 have
daily
newsca rontsto, saidatto 1beand
a.m. time
onstarted
CKEY
Tothe
first
such
early
morning
newsca
ts
have
been
sponsored
in Canada. Account was placed by R. C.
Smith & Son, Toronto.
J. A. MARVEN
Ltd., Moncton,
B. (biscuits), has appointed
Harold F.N. Stanfield
Ltd., Montreal,
as agency.
E. J. BRACH
& SONS& Co.,
Inc., Chicago,
Chicago, asis
using
Hill Blackett
agency& forScott,
Swing's
the Thinp, notreported
Schwim-in
mer
as
incorrectly
last
week'sROCKissueMineral
of BROADCASTING.
WHITE
Springs
Co.,
New
York, recently
acquired
byNewtheYork,
National
Distillers
Products
Corp.,
has
nted Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York,
toappohandle
advertising.
ANCHORcaster, O. (container
HOCKING andGlass
LanclosureCorp.,
division),
has appointed
Gri wold-Eshelman
Cleveland,
as advertising
agency. Co.,
PETER HAND BREWERY Co., Chicago,
on Jan. lowing1 renewed
sponsorship
shows onthrough
WGN
Chicago:of the
Julyfol-&
Jave, Monday
Bulldog
Drummond,
Monday; The Friday;
Crime Files
of
Flamond, Tuesday; Mystery House, Sunday; Say It With
Music,
Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday. Contracts forAdv.,43 Chicago.
weeks were
placed by Mitchell-Faust

WMIN, St. Paul, Minn.
. . wifhout question AP is the
best news service which
WMIN has ever used.
Franl< M. Devaney
Ass'l General Manager
available through

PRESS SOASSOCIAT[ON,iNc.
Botk«f*ll.r Ptmzm
New YorK, N.Y.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

ROSEMARY L. JONES, with WMAZ Ma't- tion,
Ga. department
five years, store,
has joineddo Rich's,
Atlanta
daily
Penelope
Pen activities.
broadcasts and toto direct
the
store's radio
'JIjRECORD Rendezvous, Cleveland, has
' ^advertising
inamed Ohio for Adv.,
Cleveland, to needles
handle
phonograph
Sijiand
albums. Radio
may be records,
used.
'KENNETH
WEBSTER,
midwestern
district sales manager
Wildroot
Co., Bufilljtalo.
to ofbecome
directorhas ofresigned
Con olidated
Hairnational
Goods sales
Co.,
Chicago (Fij-Oil).
LOMA
LINDA FOOD
Co., Arlington, Cal.,on
utilizing
economics
Jan.
8 forhome
13 v/eeks
started programs,
thrice-weekly
participation
in Art Baker's
Notebook
KFI
Los
Angeles;
Kitchen
Kollege onon
KFWB
on KROWHollywood;
Oakland,Friendly
twice Homemaker
weekly in
Woman's
MagazineWeekly
of theparticipation
Air on KPOis
San
Francisco.
also
used
in
Homemaker'
s
Hour
on KMLosJ
Fresno.
J. Robinson Adv.,
Angeles, Elwood
has account.
FOREST
LAWNon Feb.
Life 4Insurance
Co.,
Glendale,
Cal.,
starts weekly
quarter-hour
transcribed
Strange
as Itis
Seems,
on
KECA
Los
Angeles.
Contract
for
Agency52 isweeks.
Dan B.Other
Miner radio
Co., Losis planned.
Angeles.
OHRBACH'S, New York, low-priced ladies'
apparel
store,
is
resuming
radio
advertising
15 with
a five-weekly
five.minute
newsJan.period
on WABC
New York.
jAgency is Grey Adv., New York.
BESTous products
FOODShasInc.,
New York,
for varipurchased
a thrice-weekly
quarter-hour
news progi-am
by through
Warren
Sweeney
on
WABC
New
York
Benton & Bowles, New York.
CHAMPLAIN OIL PRODUCTS, Mon'treal,
plansprograms
to start inonFebruary
a stations.
number
ofAccount
radio
handledQuebec
ty Harold
F.
Stanfield isLtd.,beingMontreal.
CITY
NATIONAL
Bank
&
Trust
Co..
Kansas City,
Mo.,
the
Six
football
games Harkness
the sponsors
past news
season,ofcommentaries
have Bigsigned
for
Richard
10:15-10:30 p.m. on WDAF Kansas City.
WURLITZER
sponip Jan. 8onCo.,
ofWJR11Chicago,
live
spotbegan
announcementssorshOnt.
weekly
Detroit
andweeks
CKLW
Windsor,
Contract
for
52
placed by Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.was
WELCO
OIL Co., Chicago,
Jan. 1 13started
a spot announcement
campaign
spots
weekly
17 weeks
on WGESofChicago.
Chicago.
Agency for
is United
Broadcasting,
CALIFORNIA
Assoc.Grape
Products
Los
Angeles
(Monterey
Juice Co.,
Punch),
has
appointed
Lockwood
Shackleford
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
as
advertising
representative.
Radio plans are said to be considered.
DEWEY
Products Co.,
Grand WallaceRapids,
Mich.
(Wal-Kleen),
named
Lindemantising
Inc., Advertising
GrandhasRapids,
asareadvercounsel.
plans
said
to include radio.
BENJAMIN
MOORE
&
Co.,
New
York,
paint manufacturers,
St.
Georges
& KeyesAlthough
Inc., has
Newmediaappointed
York,plansto hannot dlebeenadvertising.
completed, network
radio wiUhavebe
RIKER
RESTAURANT
New Assoc.,
York,
has appointed
Lester Assoc.,
Harrison
New York,
toannouncements
handle advertising.
Transcribed
will
be
continued
on WMCA
New formulated.
York. Future media plans
are
now being

TOPPS pointed
Restaurant,
York,NewhasYork,
apLester HarrisonNewMedia
Assoc.,
tonot handle
advertising.
plans have
been completed.
CIA.
GESSY appointed
Industrial S.McCann-Erickson,
A., Sao Paulo,
Brazil,
Sao Paulohasadvertising
and Rio deforJaneiro,
to handle
Brazilian
Minerva
soap. Radio and publications will belaundry
used.
GENERAL MOTORS do Brasil, South
America,
has
appointed
McCann-Erickson.
Sao Paulo
and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, to
handle
idaires. all Brazilian advertising for FrigUNIVERSAL
MOTORS,campaign
Chicago,Jan.started
a10 spot
announcement
8 for
spots
a
day
for
52
weeks
on WIND
Chicago. Agency is United Broadcasting,
Chicago.
PHILADELPHIA
& READING
Iron
Co., Philadelphia,
Jan. 1 onof Coal
WCAU&
Philadelphia
sponsorship
minute
daily started
discussion
of a topic aof fivethe
day's
news written
Wilson byof Paul
the
Philadelphia
Record, byandVicdelivered
Phillips ofMcKeethe& WCAU
program
departlocal agency,
placed ment.
the contractAlbright,
for 52 weeks.

Sarno£E, Grauer Honored
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF,
on leave as RCA president and Ben
Grauer, NBC announcer, were
among five awarded a certificate of
achievement by the Tau Delta Phi,
national
inter-collegiate
at the annual
dinner Jan.fraternity,
6. Gen.
Sarnoff, who was unable to attend
the dinner, was cited for his 25
years
as pioneer in for
the field
of radio
communications,
enlightened
leadership of the radio industry
and for special contributions
through the application of radio
and electronics to military communications. Mr. Grauer's certificate
commends him for meritorious public service including special War
Bond tionwork
returnsandon histhe handling
air. of elec-

Best Brand
In Texas

...
otLcz iLe
yVaiio^ft i JLeatleti lX.un^

For twenty-two years wise advertisers have been using the WOAI
brand to turn their products loose over the station's 50,000-watt
clear channel to range the key market area of the great Southwest.
And it's mighty profitable business for these advertisers, because —
year after year — WOAI sells more merchandise to more people in
Central and South Texas than any other station — at a lower cost
per sale!
50,000 WATTS
AFFILIATE NBC

CLEAR CHANNEL
MEMBER TQN

OAI
HER FRIENDLY ADVICE,
WIT AND HUMOR, KEEP
WOMEN TUNED TO....
WC K Y
ROADCASTING

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD RETRY & CO.
The Powerful Advertising Influence of the Southwest

• Broadcast Advertising

iLe ^lue y\/etw&tk!
Be5d)ty
to the
nation's
ladiesof
. . . Jcrgensaid also
charms
the ears
America over the BL,UE each Sun=
day nisht with Walter Winchell,
Louella Parsons and Hollywood
Mystery Time to sive its Hall Mark
of Quality to The BLUE network.
How You
Can ofJoinRadio
the
^'Blue
Book''
on the Pacific Coast
Forty^five's Another BLUE year
with such tradition=smashing in=
novations to help you soar to the
top as — "Jumbo Tickets" for
Blocked byTimena=
tobroadcasts
help avoid. . ."Line
preemption
tional
advertisers,
yes/45's
really
important.
Re=conversionwillis return
immi=
nent. Sales ccnpctftion
' tougher than ever. Pacific Coast
Advertisers with time on the
young,Network
virile, will
hArd=hitting
Blue
find sales Pacific
results
easier. But, good times still avaiU
able are going fast! So, come see
us now in . . .

New York • ChicA30 • Hollywood
San Fi-Ancisco
Detroit
• Pittsbursh
;LUE NETWORK
January 16, 1945 • Page 51

Gross Income
this

is

WOOD

STATION

'

Chattanooga
CBS

PAUL H. RA YMER COMPANY
NATIONAL REPIttSENmiVES

nk
y^au rf
^IVui'
"'^

This is an alarm clock,
the only ear-appealer
in Cincinnati that
commands more
attention than WSAI
in the morning,
according to Hooper.*
(''May through September 'ii)

A MARSHALL FIEliD STATION
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
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of Blue Network

in 194

Found to Be Up 66.3% Over Last Yearp
W. Lewin Co
GROSS time sales of the Blue Net- A.Glicksman
work during 1944 totalled $41,356,- William H. Advertising
Weintraub &Co., Inc.
60,9^ ;
129, including $411,500 for political Company,VanInc
Norden & Staff . .
sales, the Blue reported last week. Brisacher,
J.
William
Sheets
& Company
Figure represents an increase of Tucker
57,16j^
Hazard Wayne
Advertising
Company. . .
66.3% over the 1943 gross of Franklin
Bruck Advertising
$24,869,948.
Corporation
&
Coe,
Inc
Leading Blue advertiser for 1944 Donahue
Maxon, Incorporated
was the Coca Cola Co., whose pur- The
H. Hackett
Co Co.,
chases grossed $3,720,994. Ford Inc.M. Coast
Advertising
70,651
Motor Co. was next with $2,710, Pacific
Roche,
Williams
&
Cleary,
.
000; followed by Kellogg Co., United States Advertising Inc.
$2,259,120; Miles Labs, $1,828,699;
poration CorGeneral Mills, $1,726,506; Procter Alfred
J. Silberstein—
Bert
99?|Bf
oldsmith
Inc
24,
55,488"
35,588
&Vacuum
GambleOilCo.,Co.,$1,456,017;
SoconyRuthrauff
& Ryan,
Inc
& Company
$1,351,673; Swift Glasser-Gailey
Irwin, Wasey <& Co., Inc
& Co., $1,257,138; Quaker Oats Co., Smith
Raymond& Bull
Morgan Company.
$1,219,942, and Sherwin-Williams Rhoades
& R.Davis
Co.,J. Walter
$986,630.Thompson Co. was the Long Advertising
Service
Charles
Sheldon
Advertising
Agency
agencyness on placing
Elwood
J.
Robinson
Advertising
17 , 060 B
15,042
the Blue the
last most
year, busiwith Brooks
Agency
21,
Advertising Agency
01o
23,
26,854964'»t|ii^'", t'
gross billings of $6,100,528. Then Robert
13,509
13,110
Smith
Advertising
came
D'Arcy
Adv.
Co.,
$3,720,994;
10.345
10,851
459 J Courtland
D.
Ferguson
Inc
17,
Compton Adv. Inc., $3,224,157; George Wessell
Kenyon Adv.
& Eckhardt,
$2,259,120; Geyer,
Cornell & Newell Inc ....
Direct
10,260
Wade
Agency, $1,828,699;
John
Stover Advertising Agency
8,935
Young & &Rubicam,
Hillman-Shane-Breyer
8,839
Little
& Co
Warwick
Legler, $1,731,605;
$1,511,077;
5,910
Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen
Sherman & Marquette, $1,057,752;
Finn Inc &
4,122
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, $1,029,- O. Advertising
4,246
E.
Hopfer
—
Industrial
412: Hill Blackett & Co., $914,599. Century Advertising Agency. . . .
Blue billings by month follow:
Month
Amount
January
$2,895,700
TOTAL
$41,356,129
2,799,504
February
'M
March
ay
3,080,398
3,161,738
3,327,599
,April
June
3,172,048
3,366,504 American Broadcasting Co.
July
August
3,488,298
September
3,629,402
October
(Blue) Billings by Clients
4,214,581
November
4,082,115
December
4,138,242
The Coca-Cola
Company
Ford
Motor
Company
2,710,000
$ 2,259,120
3,720,994
Kellogg
Company
Miles
Laboratories,
Inc
American Broadcasting Co. General Mills, Inc
1,828,699
1,727,506
The
Procter
&
Gamble
Co
1,456,017
(Blue) Billings by Agencies Socony- Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. . . . 1,351,673
Swift and Company
1,257,138
The
Quaker
Oats
Company
986,630
1,219,942
J. Walter Thompson Company . . $ 6,100,528 The
Sherwin-Williams
Co
Libby,
McNeill Company
& Libby
937,844
D'Arcy Advertising
Co.,Inc
Inc. . , . 3,720,994
3,224,157
923,469
Bristol-Myers
Compton
Advertising,
2,259,120
Electric & Mfg. Co. 885,486
KenyonAdvertising
& Eckhardt,Agency
Inc
1,828,699 Westinghouse
864,602
Wade
Esquire,
Inc
1,731,605
849,686
Philco
Corporation
Young
&
Rubicam,
Inc
1,511,077
832,348
Andrew Jergens
Co
Warwick
Legler, Inc
1,057,752 The
762,728
AUis-Chalmers
Co
Sherman
&& Marquette,
Inc
1,029,412
Products,Mfg.Inc
914,599 Carter
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
726,211
889,161
Curtis
Publishing
Company
603,649
Hill
Blackett
&
Company
Lehn
&
Fink
Products
Corp.
.
.
.
579,252
McCann-Erickson.
Inc.
........
546,136
888,644
Radio
Pictures,
Inc
Schwimmer & Scott Advertising
A.RKO
E.
Staley
Mfg.
Co
530,882
886,901
Hall
Brothers,
Inc
515,816
853,598
American
Meat
Institute
488,556
Knox
Reeves
Advertising,
Inc..
.
The
Charles
E.
Hires
Co
480,042
Lennen Cone
& Mitchell,
Inc
Elgin
National
Watch Co
Foote,
Belding
470,724
McKesson
& Robbins,
Inc
453,806
Aubrey,
Moore&Aveyard
& Wallace,
& Brother
MacFarland,
& Inc. . 737,893 Larus
Mail Pouch
TobaccoCompany,
Company.Inc, . 452 , 075
Company,
Inc
657,764
448,932
William Esty andCo
Company, Inc. 576,455 Sterling
DrugCompany)
Inc. (Cummer
Newell-Emmett
444,750
544,752 RCAProducts
Victor Division of Radio
Hutchins
Inc.. . 488,556
Leo
BurnettAdvertising
Company, Co.,Inc
480,042
Corp.
of
America
Serutan
Company
439,291
439,268
453,806
N.J. D.W. Tarcher
Ayer & &Son,Co
Inc
D. L. Clark
Co
437,969
439,850 The
William
Warner
Co., Inc.
Small
& Seiffer, Inc
(Dr. EarlR. Inc
S. Sloan,& Inc.)
431,384 Eversharp
Raymond
Company, Inc. 439,268
424,494
Duane JonesSpecter
Company
415,146
Corporation
397,739
Batten,
Barton,
Durstine &
430,616 O'Cedar
Williamson
Co
Osborn,
Inc
Wander Candy
Company
Henri
HurstCompany,
& McDonold,
Inc. . 429,008
397,248
381,593
415,146 The
The
Borden
Company
The
Blow
Inc
Welch Grape Juice Co
H. Co.,
W. Kastor
& Sons Advertising 356,065 The
356,065
370,564
The
Reader's
Digest
Assn.,
Inc.
.
Inc
Texas Company
325,788
346,261
Benton
&
Bowles,
Inc
326,709
Dr.
Pepper
Co
292,587
Buchanan & Co
287,780
General
Foods Corp
304,934
Sayre M. Ramsdell
Assoc
Manhattan
Co.,Co
Inc
287,780
Tracy-Locke
Company,
Inc
269,552
286,361
The
Geo.Co.W.ofSoap
Luft
Ted
Bates, Advertising
Inc
261,564
266,561 Owens-Illinois
McJunkin
Company. 219,026
Sweets
America,
Inc
224,333
240,476
Co
Pedlar-Ryan
& Inc
Lusk, Inc
198,028 Hastings Mfg. Glass
Co
Keeling
&
Co.,
200,484
Lockheed
Aircraft
Corp
Doherty,
Cliflord & Shenfield,
198,028
Inc
Wheeling
Steel
Corp
Critchfield K.andEllis
Company
164,643
Gum Laboratories,
Inc . . 189,810
Sherman
& Company, 162,190 Falstaff
Brewing
Corporation.
163,451
Fisher Flouring
Mills Co
156,504
Pacific
National Advertising
147,780
Raytheon
Production
Corp
157,097
147,528
O'Sullivan
Rubber
Co.,
Inc
Agency
124,996
147,528
125,868
Burton. Browne
Advertising.
. . . 124,996
Co. of America
125,868 Aluminum
Advertising
&
Sales
Council,
Inc.
Trimount
Clothing
Co
124,111
Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc
124,111 The National Board of Fire
120,096
Emil Mogul, Company, Inc
Underwriters
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

U irime Inc
'(ffaarvel
Watch Co
hefInc
Boy-Ar-Dee
Quality Foods,
If kdam
Hat
Stores,Corp
Inc
levlon
Products
;kinner
& Salmon)
Eddy Corp. (Alaska
Pacific
;Safeway
& W FineStores,Foods,Inc
Inc
icripto Mfg.
Co
'olgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co
Vmerican OilCyanamid
Co
)tandard
Co. of Bakeries,
Calif
^angendorf
United
irove Laboratories
Inc Inc.
Mfg. Co
van-hatham
Oil Company
A'ilson
Co
3otany Sporting
Worsted Goods
Mills
Rainier
Co
^yon
VanBrewing
& Storage
Company. . . .
riie Mentholatum
Company..
^eter
Fox Home
BrewingProducts
Co
i.Vmerican
A. Moffett
CompanyCorp. .
>eaboard
Finance
\ustin Studios
Jarron-Gray
Co
fohn
Breck,Packing
Inc
slorth H.western
Yeast
Co
i3ekins
Van
&
Storage
r.Washington
A. Folger State
& Company
Apple
Commission
Eastern
Columbia
Outfitting.. . .
L^esinol
Chemical
Company
Union
leeCompany,
Company
Denalon
IncEgg &
Washington
Cd-Operative
Poultry Assn
Sfash-Kelvinator
Corp
Barrett
& Co.FoodInc
3orley Company
Diet
Company
VVilco
Red-ee Foods
shellmar
Products
Horace
E. Dodge Boat & Plane
Corp
Kerr
GlassProducts
Mfg. Corp
Bu-Tay
Company
BeneficialProducts,
CasualtyInc
Company. . .
Kelite
Ohicago
Burlington
& Quincy
Railroad
The
Soil-Off
Mfg.Company
Co. .'.
Pacific
Guano
Ferry-Morse
Seed Co
Deisel-Wemmer-Gilbert
Peter Paul Inc Corp. . .
TOTAL

103,110
101,988
99,450
78,512
77,359
75 , 740
63,546
60,954
55,488
41,076
35,687
35,588
34,122
29,088
26,052
24,042
24,012
23,010
21,854
20,384
15,860
15,042
14,148
13,110
11,594
11,085
10,851
10,345
10,260
10,089
9,317
8,935
8,400
7,370
6,840
6,669
5,910
3,948
3,675
3,146
3,074
820
2,700
$41,356,129

Cord Seeks Reno CP
I'i Reno,
NEW Nev.
STANDARD
station
on 590 kc with
1,000 forw
II in
and anunlimited
hours
is
requested
application filed with the
i|;FCC
Radio in& which
Telej vision byCo., Nevada
100% interest
is held by E. L. Cord, owner of
jjiKFAC Los Angeles. President of
|;the company is Calvin J. Smith,
IIpresident and general manager of
the Los Angeles outlet. G. V. Lamb
iof Carson City, Nev. is vice-presiident; E. D. Neuhoif of San Gabriel,
Cal., secretary-treasurer, and A.
M. Peters of Carson City, assistant
secretary-treasurer.

RADIO, PRESS mWS
EQUAL, HICKS SAYS
RADIO has grown up in foreign
news coverage and its correspondents rank on a parity with those of
the press, with all the former belittling attitude forgotten, George
Hicks, war reporter of the Blue
Network said last week on his first
visit home since February 1943,
when he went to London for the
Blue. After
a month's
rest, during
which
his Sunday
afternoon
broadcasts for Scripto will be taken
over by Gordon
Eraser,
Blue
correspondent with the American
forces in France, Mr. Hicks will return to the European theatre.
Mr. Hicks, whose broadcast of
the Nazi strafing of the American
invasion fleet, made the night of
June 6 by film recording from the
deck of the flagship, was an outstanding featuresaid
of radio's
age of cD-day,
that achieved
filmcoverreording isthe best
means
so far of bringing eye-witness onthe-spot battle broadcasts to the
public.
ideal ofis animpossible,
instantane-he
ous liveThe
broadcast
said, as for reasons of military
security all reports must be cleared
by
censorship before being disseminated.
Queried about French television,
Mr. Hicks expressed complete ignorance of the topic, stating that
a correspondent in the front lines,
as he has been with the First
Army since July 18, soon becomes
an integral
part allof outside
the Army,
losing contact with
matters
and thinking only of what he can
do to help his fighting associates
win the war as quickly as possible.
Lang for Heatter
R. B. SEMLER Inc., New Canaan,
Conn., on Jan. 8 replaces Gabriel
Heatter,liamcommentator,
WilLang on MBS,withMonday
through Friday, 12-12:15 p.m. Mr.
Heatter will continue to be sponhis evening
broadcastssoredbyonBarbasol
Co. MBS
on Sundays,
by Semler for Kreml hair tonic on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
and by Zonite Products Corp. on
Tuesdays
Thursdays.
ing to the andSemler
agency, AccordErwin,
Waseyday &newsCo.,
New
York,
noonprogram whichthestarted
about seven weeks ago, in addition
to the evening broadcasts, proved
too strenuous for Mr. Heatter. William Lang has
broadcasts
with shared
him. the noon-day

OWI PACKET, WEEK

FEB. 5

Check beginning
the list belowFeb.to find5. the
message announcements
will broadcast
during the
week
OWIwarthree
transcriptions
contain
sixyou 50-second
announcements
suitable
for
sponsorship
and
20-second
chain
breaks
on
each
side
of discs.
TeU
your clients about them. Plan schedules for best timing of these important
war
messages.
STATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NAT. SPOT
NET- Croup
WORK
KW Ind.
WAR MESSAGE
PLAN
Aff.
LivePLANTrar
War
Bonds
Merchant
Marine
XX
Keep
Food
Prices
Down
Carele s Taxes
Talk
Income
— Accidents
March 15 X
Stop
Wartime
Conserve
Gas — JoinCars,a CarTires
Pooland
Seeing OWI
Scheduleunder
of War
Message
names Allocation
and time Plans.
of programs carrywar messages
National
Spot 146and forNetwork
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

...IN

READERSHIP

among Agencies in New Yorl(
• New York advertising agencies consistently show a
pronounced reader preference for Advertising Age.
Among all general advertising publications which
cover editorially all phases of advertising and marketing . . . Advertising Age leads the entire field in readership .. . not only in New York but also in Chicago and
among agencies throughout the nation. A recent independent survey confirms this statement.
Broadcasters are regular users of these publications for the reason of their broad coverage and influence. More broadcasting stations use more advertising
space in Advertising Age than in any other general
advertising publication . . . because they know it is
more thoroughly read, exerts more powerful influence.
Copies of latest readership surveys upon request.

Advertising Age
The National Newspaper of Marketing
100 E. Ohio St.. Chicago II • 330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18
January 16, 1945 • Page 53

PROGRAMS
Todevelopment
LAY the ofgroundwork
for the
newis soliciting
programming
policies, Mutual
the
opinions of its affiliates on current
programs and future policies through
a questionnaire and through conferences between station program executives and inPhillips
MBS vicepresident
charge Carlin,
of programs.
Mr.
Carlin will
for a himcross-to
country tourleave
whichshortly
will take
a number of member stations to study
viewpoints on present programs and
future dent,plans.
was to Edgar
returnKobak,
to NewMBSYorkpresi-on
Jan. 15 from a visit to the West Coast,
during which he conferred with stations on the general Mutual set-up.
Placing
emphasis
on Mutual's
daytimewasspecial
schedule,
the mailed
questionnaire,
which
to have been
out last
week, queries program executives on
reactions to specific programs, asks
whether tinuedtheand programs
should be conrequests suggestions
for
future programming.
WMC Aid
IN COOPERATION with the War
Manpower Commission, WWL New
Orleans is presenting a weekly dramaon On thereduced
Joh, a program
stress-in
ing needtizatifor
absenteeism
war plants. * * *
Locator
WNEWbers of theNewarmed
York forces
aims ofto the
helpUnited
memNations locate lost friends or family
in Where Are They Now, weekly
half-hour
series conducted by a World
War I veteran.

Tolerance
ANNOUNCEMENT has been made
by
WFIL Philadelphia
of weekly
presentation
Within Our Gates,
new
program
designed
to
prove
that skin,
"no
matter what the color of your
no matter
how orpartif you
no matter from what
of thepray,world
you
come — you pbenefit
dailyof byalltheracesaccomlishments ofpeoples
and
ofby allJohncreeds."
and produced
ScheuerWritten
of WFIL,
Within
Ovr Gates is presented Sunday in cooperation withCommission,
the Philadelphia
Fellowship
a permanent
group seeking to unite the entire community in promoting
and religious
understanding andracial
in adjusting
inter-group
tensions.
For
premiere
broadcast the story of Wendell Willkie was dramatized. Some of the personages planned
future presentation include
Dr. for
Alexander
Fleming,
penicillin pioneer, and Emma Lazarus,ileged.
champion
of
the
underprivThe commission embraces
following
Assn.
for theorganizations
Advancement: ofNational
Colored
People,tionalFellowship
House,Conference
InternaInstitute,
National
of Christiansof Churches,
& Jews, Philadelphia
Federation
Philadelphia
Jewish
Community
Council,
Society of Friends Relations
and Metropolitan
Council for Equal
Job
Opportunities.
* * *
Vaudeville Folk
RECORDED
vaudeville artists ofperformances
the past andby present
are featured in Curtain Cues, fiveweekly New
quarter-hour
WLIB
York. series heard on

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

*

»^ •A

m Bellwood.
\
/
%
BG\
• \, ,I .. GallitzinWF"'^ALTOONA
Ebenfburg

^
/

»
f

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
i=OR NETWORK AND SPOT
National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francis
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DISCUSSING MERITS of new script for the CBS documentary series
Report nental
to CantheCo.Nation
6 under
sponsorship
of the Contiare (1 which
to r) :started
Paul W.Jan.White,
producer
of the program
and
director of news broadcasts for CBS; Carle C. Conway, chairman of the
board and president, Continental Can Co.; Bruce Barton, president of
BBDO, tisingagency
R. Carleir,
and sales handling
promotion account,
operationsand forR. the
sponsoringmanager
company.of adverWHOM Religious Shows
WITH cancelation of all commercial
religious programs as their contracts
terminate,
WHOMof sustaining
New York religious
is planning a series
programs for all religions. Florence
Warner, new public service director
of WHOM, is in charge of the new
project.to Mrs.
Warnerassembled
was hostess
last
week
delegates
in New
York tor discussion of the improvementworksofandreligious
programs
netlocal stations.
Sessionson were
held in WHOM studios Jan. 10-13.
Town Characters
NEW VARIETY show built around
familiarusual andfigures
in theoccupations
city with will
unbe started nondescript
on WCAU Philadelphia
late
in the month. A half-hour weekly series written byRecord,SitheShaltz
of thewillPhil-be
program
known as adelphia
Toton Characters.
Employing
the studio band and vocalists, the
highlight of each program will be an
interview
with show
a "town
for
the opening
to be character",
the man at
the
local
amusement
^^ark
tlie buttons at the fun housewhothatpresses
send
compressed air through the peep holes
to blow up the girls' skirts.
News Color
HUMAN INTEREST, feature and
color storiesrespondents
provided
by CBS corstationed throughout
the
world are presented in Feature Story,
five- weekly quarter-hour program started on CBS respondents,
Jan.usually1.confined
Networkto spot
cornews in their regular pick-ups, will
supplyicanmore
complete
stories on Amerservicemen,
the Allies
ed peoples,
with Bob
Trout, andCBSliberatnews
analyst and reporter, as editor and
narrator,
and
Paul
White,
CBS
rector of news broadcasts, as producer.di-

KOIL Manpower Help
TO HELP
manpowerPlantprob-in
lem at the solve
MartintheBomber
Omaha, KOIL Omaha is carrying
three quarter-hour
weekly,
consisting of pleas to shows
listeners
for help
in building the famous B-29s. Each
programview withconsists
of aemploye
personalwhointeraworkMartin
explains the Martin
andChair,
the various
open. The
composedjobsof
plant
general employes,
theme withcarries
songs. through the

KLZ Literary Show
NEW
SundayAloud
night isseries
That Speak
beingtitled
airedMenby '
KLZ
cooperation
the
DenverDenver
Public inLibrary
and thewithRocky
Mountain Radio Council. Program feaOutland,
local commentator,tureswithHenryhisProgram
interpretations
of greatby
literature.
was promoted
KLZ with a direct mailing to more
than 2,000 civic leaders, educators and
businessmen in Colorado. '
WCCO News Parade
TO GIVE Northwest news to the
Northwest
people, aWCCO
Minneapolis has inaugurated
Northivest
Parade,
heard Sunday
10 :05 News
a.m.
Gov. Edward Thye of Minnesota was
the
first
prominent
government
oflicial heard ison the
show's debut Dec.
31.
Program
a dramatization
of the
most
important
news
of
the
week
Minnesota, North and South Dakotain
and Wisconsin.

Farm Youth Series
FARM LIFE and young people will
be highlighted in a weekly Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. national network
program during part of the winter.
Education for Rural Living will include topics as "Fitting Young People
For Rural
Living".living
All will
aspectsbe treated
of edu- "7 owe my promotion to the
cation for rural
in the program series, with educational Gro-Pup Dog Food I heard about
and
agricultural
experts
leading
the
discussions.
over WFDF Flint."
BROADCASTING
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British Discussing
Inexpensive Video
Plans for Mass Market Will
Make $126 Sets Possible
TELEVISION sets in Great Britain, available within nine months
after receiving manufacturing permis ion at as low as 30 guineas
( $126) for cheap sets and up to 200
pounds ($800) for the best models,
have been discussed in London as a
possibility provided a mass market
is achieved.
Organization of such a market
jdepends on laying Post Office cables
lor using radio repeater stations to
provide a television network coveriing every large population center
in Great Britain and not confined,
as is the case now, only to those
jwithin 35 miles of London. Plans
jfor such a step are now being conisidered by the Television CommitfHee.
Ignore Competition
American competition is not
feared on technical grounds by the
Britishdoch manufacturers,
D. Murof the television H.commercial
development committee of the British Radio Equipment Makers Assn.,
has indicated, since there are many
differences in the systems of the
two countries. A 525 line picture
designed for 60 cycles main supply
is used here against the British 405
line picture and 50 cycles supply.
Most of the Empire and Europe
normally also use 50 cycles.
Lack of a definite commitment or
attitude by the BBC towards television does not bother the manufacturers since it is known that officials have various policies under
I, consideration. Irrespective of the
l|:system established at the expira;htion of the BBC charter Dee. 31,
ji':1946, ittable.
is Manufacturers
felt television
is ineviare prepared
to subsidize video receivers with
the proceeds of their sound receivers for which a great post-war market is anticipated.

To reach the thousand and one Neighborhood Shopping
Centers of big Brooklyn Town, trust to Brooklyn's own
and only full time radio station . . . WBYN!
Move right in where the family shops for groceries, beverages, clothing, home needs . . , and all the little pleasures
that make life worth living. WBYN has its home with
Brooklynites . . . and just as many Brooklynites work in
other boroughs. WBYN goes to work for you in Queens,
Manhattan, Bronx, too . . . with America's most unique programming idea . . . the minute packages of news, racing,
music, sports which give you also more coverage per dollar than any other New York station (send for brochure).

RMA Cancels Meetings
To Cooperate with OWM
ACTING quickly to cooperate with
the request of James F. Byrnes,
director of the Office of War Mobili- '
zation,Radio
to cancel
unnecesaryAssn.
travel,in
the
Manufacturers
Washington last week cancelled the
So don't go shopping all over the
when you can get
annual RMA Mid-Winter Conferintense Brooklyn coverage with justfield
one station . . . and you
ence, scheduled for Feb. 19-21 at
should
have such Brooklyn coverage if you will consider
the Roosevelt Hotel, New York. The
Board of Directors meeting on Feb.
the city's size (larger than Phila., Boston, Detroit, etc.).
21 will be held, RMA President Cosgrove said, but all other committee
Shop for listeners through WBYN— the shortcut to sales!
and group meetings planned for the
Mid-Winter
Conference
were
cancelled.
Cancelation also is in prospect
for the tentative RMA parts trade
1430 ON
show, authorized next June at ChiYOUR DIAL
cago,tialthough
previously
made
conFor availabilities: Write WILLIAM NORINSr Gen. Mgr.
ngent by the RMA Board upon
Station WBYN 1 Nevins Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
the defeat of Germany by April 1.
It is probable, however, that the
WBVN
annual RMA War Production Conference and annual membership
meeting scheduled in Chicago next
THE MINUTE STATION
June willduced scale.
be held, but on a much reJanuary 16, 1945 • Page 55
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'Sun' on WJJD
CHICAGO SUN,
effectiveChicago
Jan. 14 begins
sponsorship
WJJD
quarter-hourontranscribed
The World andof Amerteaching- history
on anhistorical
informal inforbasis
and ica,presenting
factual
mation through
discussion.
Program foris
heard
5-5:15
p.m.
(CWT).
Contract
52 weeks was placed by Ivan Hill Adv.,
Chicago.
Gallenkamp Expands
GALLENKAMP
San Francisco
(chain),
asJan.STORES
part1 ofstarted
itsCo.,Pacific
Coast
campaign
on
five-weekly
five-minue
newscasts
on
KMPC
Hollywood.
Firm in addition
sponsors
spot Conanthat five
station.
tracts are fornouncement52s we kly onweeks.
Placement
is
through
Bruce
Eldridge
Adv.,
San
Francisco. Store Sponsors News
BON MARCHE, Asheville department
store,
weekdays
is sponsoring Today'sfeature,
War
Commentary,
onNewsWWNC
Asheville UPStoreradio
also uses a
daily news period
and
a
number
of
announcements on an annual basis.
Boltz Starts Radio
F. W. wickBOLTZ
Los Angeles
Gourmeta Corp.,
dressing),
to (Pickradio,
has started
schedule
ofnew
weekly
spot
announcements
on
KFI
Los
Angeles.
Cont
r
a
c
t
i
s
for
52
weeks.
Pacific
Coast
Co.. Los Angeles, has the account. Adv.
Pfunder Spots
F. H. PFUNDER
Co.,8 started
Minneapolis
(prop
r
i
e
t
a
r
y
)
,
on Jan.
spot
announcements
weekly
on weeks
KMPCeightplaced
Hollywood.
Contract
for
13
through Manson-Gold Adv., Hollywood.
Fox on KECA
FOX les,WEST
COAST
Theatres,
Los Angeo
n
Jan.
6
started Los
weekly quarter-hour
newscast
on KECA
for 13
weeks through
Western Adv.,Angeles
Los Angeles.

WHKC
COLUMBUS
GOES FULL TIME
DAY AND NIGHT!
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Skouras Shift
PUBLIC warSERVICE
programand devoted
various
effort agencies
presentedto
by Skouras
Theatres waron effort
department
was
discontinued
WINS
lastfeature
week toonbeWOR-Mutual
succeeded Jan.as 15New
aofYorkshort
partanby
the network
MusicoffortheHalflocal
Hour.
Retainingprogram
the title
program,ferent This
Is OureachCauseweek.salutes
difagencies
Skouras
Theatres, theawar chain
of via
66 movie
houses,
will
promote
feature
trailer
and
lobby
displays and Trailer
direct mail, crediting WOR
aandbriefMutual.
commentary. will be confined to
Science Feature
U. S.dayRUBBER
New ofYork,
introduced
aCo.,series
talkslastbyofSunscientists as the intermission
feature
the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony broadcasts ward'',
on CBS.series opened
Titled "Science
Looks
Forwith
an
address
Dr. Arthur
H. (jompton,
Nobel Prize
win-by
ner in Electric
physics.
Dr.Nobel
Irving
Langmuir.
General
Co.
Prize
winner
in chemistry,
to be Inc.,
heardNewJan.York.21.
Agency
is Arthuris Kudner
Tele Corp. Buys 16 mm
INTERNATIONAL
& Television
Corp.,
Newtelevision
York,Theatrical
organized
to enter chasithe
film field,inlastis16 year
purn
g
s
i
x
companies
engaged
mm
film
production
and headquarters
acting as holding
company
will
establish
shortly
at 25 W. is54thpresident.
St., New York. George A.
Hirlman
Katz Calendar
KATZ AGENCY,
New York,
station
rep-of
reofsentative, haexpiration
s issued
a 1945
edition
its calendar
dates,
showing
final
broadcast
date
for
any
cycle
of
13.
26, 39 or 52 weeks.

Double Power With News
Every Hour On The Hour!
New Wove Ungth.
610 KC.
★
Central Ohio's On/y
Mutual Station
★
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
RADIO
5th ADVERTISING
Ave.. Ave.,
New York
CityCO.111.
333 521N. Michigan
Chicago,

Youne Wisconsin Artists
young
Wisconsin
orTALENTED
the second
consecutive
yearrecitals.
havemusicians
anStaropportunity toWisconsin
appear
in Artists,
public
ring
Young
broadcast
on
WTMJ
WMFM
Milwaukee
through
the
joint
effortsClubs
of theandWisconsin
Federation
of Music
the stations.
First
program7 with
of the56 26-week
series selected
was heardby
Jan.
youngtaking
artists
audition
part.
Purpose
ofcompetitive
the
series
is
to
encourage
and
develop
musical
talent.
Stations
pay
each
participating
a
professional
fee
as
wellartistas
all
traveling
expenses
to
and
from
Milwaukee.
Lamport Sells Interest
LAMPORT,
FOX, PRELL
& DOLK.
SouthK. Lamport
Bend agency,
W.firm
hasmembers
soldhashisannounced
interest
in that
the
to
the
other
of
the
company
and
is
withdrawing
from
advertising
enteragency
public isrelations
work.equally
Ownership
ofto
the
now
held
by
three
men
who have H.longW. been
associated
with
the company.
becomes president, Carl F. Prell isFoxvice-president
and
Irvin
S.
Dolk
continues
as
secretai-y-treasurer.
25 yearsMr. ago.Lamport founded the business
Contact Book Out
WINTER
edition
of Contact
Book Trade
Directory
of
the
entertainment
industry is sentatives,
out, New
listingYork
publicity
repreproducers
and
other
identified
withfields.
radio,Features
theatre,include
nightgroups
club
and
similar
radio
associations,
talent
agents,
networks
and
local
agencies,giving
and
for thestations,
firstagency
time advertising
network
programs,
sponsor,
and
originating
station
cents].
[Celebrity Service Inc., New York. 60
Two Council Booklets
TWO BOOKLETS,
one titled of"Foodexcerpts
Marketing
Industry'',
consisting
from various
programs
the Saturday
Stock
Show, written
and ofproduced
by the
Rockycast Mountain
Radio andCouncil
and broadon KOA Denver,
the other
titled
"Marketsairedfor bySteel''
byColorado
Irma M.School
Greenawalt,
the
Mines and the Rocky Mountain Radioof
Council,
have been published by the Council.
Program Booklet
BIRTJIDAY BOOKLET commemorating
the
tenth
anniversary
Bachelor'sBaking
Chil'dren,
by the ofContinental
Co. ersononsponsored
free to listentheCBS,Jan.will18beandoffered
19 program.
Booklet contains
aFlynn,
letter pictures
from theandprogram's
author,
biographies Bess
of the their
four original
leading characters
have
played
roles Agency
since who
theis
initial
broadcast
10
years
ago.
Ted Bates Inc., New York.
'Courant' Men on WDRC
DOUGLAS
assistantandSunday
editor
of
theFELLOWS,
Hartford
Jack
Zaiman,
political
writerCourant,
on WDRC
the Courant,
are
doing
special
shows
for
Hartford.
Mr.
Fellows
conducts
a
daily
household show titled The Man Around the
House, andnecticut nMr.
Zaiman interviews
Conews personalities
on the Headliner"s Club program
every Thursday.
New Production Firm
JIM
AMECHE,
announcer
and onm.c.CBS,of
Bourjois
Inc.
Evening
in Paris
openedSt., aNewradio
production
firm at with
119
W.has
57th
York,
in
association
Fred
Bethel,Ameche
directorEnterprises
of the program.
Firm
is titled
Inc.
Telephone is Circle 6-4377.
Trade Ad
EXPRESSION
of thanks tofieldtheis allied
ind
u
s
t
r
i
e
s
o
f
the
advertising
extended
byfull-page
Erwin, newspaper
Wasey & Co.,
New
York,
in
a
uled by the agency. advertisement sched-

College Plans Awards j
For Shows, Promotion
COLLEGE of the City of New YorlL
School of Business & Civic Admini P
stration last week mailed invita-j |
tions to broadcasters, sponsors, advertising agencies
and transcription producers
to enter
programs!
and program promotion for awards |W
to be given
byitsthefirstCollege
in connection
ference onwithRadio
and annual
BusinessCon-tc
be held in April of this year.]
Awards are in eight categories:
tion1. byFora the
radiomost
stationeffective
of (a)sales
a localpromoJOOf
pro
gram,
(b) a network
program.
2. For thej,,W.
most
effective
commercial
radio
developed by (a) a radio station,program
(b) a| \
regional network,the most
(c) a national
net
work.
dizing 3.of For
a radio programeffective
by an merchan
advertis
ing
4.developed
For theby most
effectivv^ Sy
radio agency.
program
tising
agency, radio
(b) aprogram
sponsor.(a)developed
5.anForadver-the*|j
most
effective
byj
a transcription
for an indi-6. jjj
vidual sponsor producer
(b) for (a)syndication.
For the most effective radio program de- , ,
veloped
by a radio station
forshare
the purpose
oflocalincreasing
station's
of the^jjIWl
audience. the7. For
the most
effective
radio workprogram
developed
by
a
radio
for the purpose of increasing netthe Hp,
network's share of the national audience. .
8.campaign.
For the most effective radio "spoflWlt
GOP Radio Plans
AMONG plans to be discussed atl
the Indianapolis meeting Jan. 21-22
of the isRepublican
Com-'
mittee
the possibleNational
formulation
of adionew
program
in
regard
to
rausage between
and the next
convention,
Herbertnow Brownell
Jr.,i
committee chairman, has disclosed.|
Monetary appropriations for radiO|
probably will be considered as well.
Bond Rally
STARS sell
of the3,500Blueindividual
BreakfastE Club
feature
helped
Bonds
concluding Sixth Loan rally
stagedat ina
Rockford, par111.
OwensWar Inc.
(detment storeby) ,department
andWROX,
the local
Finance
committee.
only
Bonds
theThedayfeatures
of the from
rallystoreandthesoldWROX
aired onspecial
store.
Recordingschasers of large
of actsdenomination
were awarded
Bonds.purNew Radio Book
TED
COTT, isprogram
director
WNEWto
New York,
preparing
a published
bookof How
Audition
for
Radio,
to bePublications.
later
this
year
by
Greenberg
New
York. Included will be 100 pages of actual
scripts mentsforby radio
classroom
practice,
and
stateadvising would-be industry
aspirantsrepresentatives
on how to
audition.
Chane'e Name
ALLIED
BUSINESS
BUILDERS
is new
firm
name ofCal.Norman
San Diego,
agency. W. ToUe & Assoc..
IN PHILADELPHIA

f 10,000
DAY & WATTS
NIGHT
Philadelpliia's
Most
Powerful
Independent
V 10,

WADC News Service
WADC
Akron
feeds eight
mm
newscasts
daily now
over Palace
closed
wiresHighland,
tospecial
two
Akron
theatres,
the
and
as well as the Goodyear Aircraft plant in SELLS! SELLS! SELLS!
Akron.
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Prospects Favorable
[jRadio Manpower
registrants into 2- A (F) or said that the military services will
lEssential Status May of2-Bsuch (F)
would automatically need 900,000 men during the first
freeze the employes to their jobs half of 1945 and that war indusI Undergo a Change,
tries will require another 700,000
and prevent their being affected by
' Industry Warned
legislation which might require workers. Along with Undersecreof the Navy Ralph A. Bard,
WITH the situation still fluid, 4-Fs to work in essential industry Mr. taryPatterson
endorsed the May
into service under re"pending size of calls from Selec- or be called
bill
but
urged the passage of a
duced physical standards.
tive Service and outcome of legisnational
service
law as recomlation active to force 4-Fs into
As long as the industry's status
mended by President Roosevelt in
jssential work, the manpower out- on the essential list is unchanged,
ol ook for broadcasters was regarded broadcasters will be able to keep his "state of the union" message
official circles last Friday as their 4-Fs, it appeared, for what- at the opening of the 79th Conever legislation affecting 4-Fs is
Jl'relatively
good asearly
of today".
Mr. Patterson's testimony poses
While it very
appeared
in the enacted will almost certainly hinge
the WMC determination of es- a difficult problem for critical war
veek that radio, along with other on
sentiality.
industries
which will have to furnedia, would be seriously affected
nish a large part of the additional
26-29 Group
)y a proposed radical revision of
men needed by the armed
he War Manpower Commission
Increased calls for men for the young
forces. It is expected that about
'List of Essential Activities", it armed
forces, which will about 225,000 of the 800,000 deferred
ater developed that the industry's double the
current rate of induc- men in the 26-29 age group will
r[nclusion on the list would remain
tions, on the basis of Undersecre- be called, further aggravating an
g'mdisturbed.
However, an official warned,
acute manpower situation in crititary of War before
Patterson's
testimony
the House
Milical plants.
'broadcasters
may three
anticipate
that Wednesday
tary Affairs Committee, will have
vithin the next
or four
4-Fs Diverted
its
greatest
effect
in
the
broadcastnonths the presence of their indusing
ranks
on
the
26-29
age
group,
Whether
the diversion of 4-Fs
ry on the 'List of Essential Ae- which Selective Service will comb
ivities'
mean manpower
less and lesslosses.
pro- thoroughly to satisfy Army and to war industry, through such legection will
against
islation as the May bill,
would alle-to
The list will be invaded by the Navy needs for young men.
sufficiently
Inasmuch as a large part of the justify viatethethis situation
Iraft boards more and more."
induction
of
the young-is
eligible broadcasting personnel in
er men needed for the military
List a Guide
the 26-29 age group already have one of the great unknowns in the
rtlt The list will continue to be used been drafted, stations will not be overall problem. Should it be deiS a guide by local boards in de- hard hit by increased calls from
termined that war production
erring registrants between the the military. Only if the armed would be too
affected if
ges of 26 and 37. Between 26 and forces again induct large numbers large numbers seriously
young
9 inclusive, the registrant must of men over 30, which it is not dis- men are taken, ofit deferred
appears
posed to do, will the industry be that pressure will be applied tolikely
e "an essential man" as well as seriously
the
affected. In recent military agencies to fill their needs
eing employed in an essential acivity. Registrants over 29 need months about 5% of inductees have with
physically
qualified
men
over
nly be in industries or services on been over 30.
in work essential
he essential list to be considered
Appearing before the House 30 not engaged
In that event, a revior deferment,
Committee, considering a bill to thesion war.
of
the
essential
list may be[ji; Broadcasters were advised to (H.R.1119) introduced by Chaircome necessary to provide the
man May (D-Ky.), requiring men needed men.
"•['eek deferred classifications for any between
18 and 45 to "work or
To assist the broadcasting and
"i lassified
f their employes
may still be
as 4-F. whoReclassification
fight", Undersecretary Patterson other communication industries in

New Ontario Station
FIRST STATION for Cornwall,
Ont.,
will 1.begin
operations
on or
about Feb.
Call letters
are CKSF.
The station is owned and operated
by the Standard Freeholder newsD. Wightman,
agerpaper,
of thewith H.paper,
acting alsoman-as
general rison
manager
of CKSF.of H.CKGB
HarFlint, formerly
1250 kc.
Timmins,
Ont., is station manager.
Mahlon Clark is chief engineer.
CKSF will operate daily on 250 w,
obtaining technicians, the FCC has
compiled a list of 1,050 licensed
radio, telephone
and class,
telegraph
operators, 1st and 2nd
who are
available for positions. Copies of
the list, containing all necessary
data, can be obtained by writing
the Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D. C.

Interested in
Cuba's

Market

?

Ask your Time-Buyer about
"RHC CADENA AZUL",
the Colossus* of Cuban
Radio
*Besf Radio Service in
Cuba Affiliated with the
Columbia Broadcasting
System.

684,500
Primary - I^
1,000 WatfsArea
Population,
1940 Census

RHC CADENA AZUL
Cuba's only
network
afiBliated with
CBS
U. S. Representative
HUMBERTO D. GONZALEZ
220 West 42nd St., New York City
Wisconsin 7-1166
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Higher

Index

of

Sets-in-Use

Found in Chappell Summary
Wartime Paradox Exerts Opposite Influences on
'Yearbook' casters Article
RevealsOn the
NEWS Listening,
EVENTS of Special
1944 reflected
of a large audience.
a higher index of sets-in-use than other hand, his survey shows, gas
during any previous year in Amer- rationing and other civilian restrictions inthe United States kept
ican broadcasting history, a summary by Dr. Matthew N. Chap- people at home and the curve of
pell, Ph.D., consultant to C. E. sets-in-use rose as a result.
The first influence was the
Hooper Inc., indicates.
These and other reflections per- strongest, however, Dr. Chappell
concludes,
inasmuch as there was
tinent to American listening habits are contained in a comprehen- apparent a smaller available audience
both
daytime
and evening.
sive article prepared especially for
the Broadcasting Yearbook.
Dr. Chappell points out that two
In his article, Dr. Chappell es- events during the year developed
tablishes the interesting paradox
sets-in-use figures.
that wartime conditions exerted record-breaking
The ondfirst
D-Day and election.
the secwas thewasPresidential
two influences on radio listening —
one tending to lower it, the other
Chappell's
research
reveals
thatDr.from
7 to 10:30
p.m. (EWT)
tending to increase it.
In the first place, he suggests, on D-Day the average sets-in-use
the movement of vast numbers of was 40.7, with a peak of 53.0 occurring between 10 and 10:30 p.m.
Americans overseas to fighting
fronts deprived American broad- This was slightly lower than the
NOW'S
THINK

THE
OF

TIME

YOUR

TO
FUTURE

IT'S FOOLISH TO THINK OF WAITING UNTIL
AFTER THE WAR to make post-war plans for your
product in an area with so much buying power. Profit
for you in America's Third Market can be spelled with
four letters: CKLW. This live-wire station's 5,000
watts at 800 kc. is the punch you need to lick post-war
competition. Let's talk it over now and perhaps we can

comparable average of 47.2 for
Pearl Harbor. The average sets-inuse on election night was 50.3 for
the 7 to 10:30 p.m. (EWT) period.
Peak listening was 56.6 between 9
and 10 p.m.
Greatest
change in concludes,
radio's basic
trends.
Dr.
occurred inChappell
connection with the
Sponsored Broadcast Hours Index
for evening time. The trend for
1944 was far above that for 1943,
he establishes.
cast Hours Index Sponsored
reached a Broadhigher
peak in 1944 than ever before In
the industry's history. Notable, too,
was the fact that little or no decline in this index was found during
the summer months of the year.
Dr. Chappell's article, which
will appear
detail in illustrative
the Yearbook withinseveral
charts and graphs, lists the following as December's
evening
programs,
accordingtopto 15Hooper:
1.2. Bob
Hope
34.3
FibberCrosby
McGee and Molly 25.2
29.3
3.4. Bing
Charlie
McCarthy
24.9
5.6. Walter
Joan Davis
with
Jack
Haley
23.7
Winchell
23.0
7.8. Abbott
Radio Theatre
21.3
and
Costello
9. Mr.
District
Attorney 21.2
21.0
10.
Eddie
Cantor
20.7
11.
20.5
12. Jack
ScreenBenny
Guild Players
19.6
13. Kay
* Hildegarde
19.4
14.
18.5
15. Your Kyser
Hit Parade
17.4
* Includes
Eastern
AreaComputed
Portion Measurement
of this Networkfor
Hooperating.
The top 15 weekday daytime
programs
1944 were:8.4
1.2. When
a forGirlDecember
Marries
Aunt
Jenny
7.8
3.4. Ma
Life Perkins
Can
Be (CBS)
Beautiful
7.8
7.8
5.6. Romance
of
Helen
Trent
7.77.7
Kate
Smith
Speaks
7.8. Big
Sister
7.6
Portia Dallas
Faces Life
9. Stella
7.47.5
10.
Ynu"g toWidder
Brown
7.3
11.
Right
Happiness
7.16.8
12.
Backstage
Wife
13.
Breakfast
at
Sardi's
(Kellogg)
_„
6.76.6
14. Just Plain Bill
15. Pepper Young's Family
6.5
Wurlitzer Stipulation
AGREEMENT to discontinue misregarding num-of
tubesit orsellsrepresentations
tubewerecapacity
radiober ofsets
made in
a stipulation entered into last week
by The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
Cincinnati, with the Federal Trade
Commission. Company also agreed
to cease representing as new any
radio set which has been used,
reconditioned or rebuilt, and from
failing to reveal clearly that the
article has been used, reconditioned
or rebuilt.

WEBB, BECK NAMED
TO WGL KEY POSTS
FARNSWORTH Television and
Radio Corp. last week announced
the appointment of Frank V. Webb

Mr. Webb Mr. Beck
as general manager, and Howard J.
Beck as chief engineer
the firm's
broadcasting
division. ofMr.
WebV
has assumed management of Farnsworth's newly-acquired WGL Fort
Wayne.
Mr. WGL.
Beck's appointment
also includes
Mr.
Webb
formerly
was sales
manager of KDKA Pittsburgh.
Prior to that he had been assistant
advertising and sales manager of
Westinghouse stations in Philadelphia, salesWayne
manager
WOWO-of
WGL Fort
and ofmanager
C'al. HeMan-is
aKTMS
memberSanta
of theBarbara,
NAB Sales
agers' Executive
subcommittee
on Committee
contracts. and its
Mr. Beck joined Farnsworth in
1939 as a field engineer and in
1942
chief engineer
of thewasFortappointed
Wayne plant.
American Firms Expand
Venezuelan Radio Time
MORE than
of radioVenezuela,
advertisRadio75%
Caracas,
comesing onfrom
American
firms, ac
cording to Ricardo Espina, directoj
of the station, who was in New
York last week making a brief
study of station programming. He
said Venezuelan
there had beenradio
a largeadvertising
increase
in
by American firms during the past
year and
believed that in 1945
there
crease. would be a still greater in
Heaviest users of radio, he said,
are
Sterling
Drug, R. and
J. Reynolds
Tobacco
Co. (Camels),
Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfields), whichnouncuse
both
spot
anements and local programs.
Estimating
about
120,000
radio
sets
in Venezuela, Mr. Espina stated
that the
Caracas peak
audi-a
ence couldRadio
be estimated
at about
million listeners. He recently made
arrangements
with Radio
Programas
of Mexico
an exchange
series of
musicalforprograms
by
transcriptions.

start giving 'em the "old fight" right away — in spite of
jammed schedules.
Union Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26
Adam J. Young, Inc.
N. Y. Representative
5,000 WATTS
d NIGHT
800 Kc.
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Radio Retail Role
fPresented NRDGA
HoIIister Previews New Book;
Air Results Defined
DISCUSSING the place of radio
in retail advertising last Thursday at the convention of the National Retail Dry Goods Assn. at
the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York,
Paul M. HoIIister, CBS vice-president in charge of advertising,
gave his audience a preview of a
volume called "Radio Advertising
for
be publishedPress.
Jan.
19 byRetailers"
Harvardto University
It is a report of a study of the
i subject made by Harvard Business
School at the suggestion of CBS.
recentlyretailas companies
1942 there using
were
some"As 50,000
Iradio in an effort to sell goods and
sfservices and keep themselves reI'membered", Mr, HoIIister said,
'f'adding that these retailers "paid
|out abou t one-fourth of all the
|broadcasting revenue of the stajLtions and networks
Results that year."
Mr. HoIIister added the following
hints from . Prof. C. H. Sandage,
author of the volume, based on the
"testimony of 1,011 local firms:
"Good results can be obtained
sither from sponsorship of programs or from the use of spot
announcements. Where radio is
ant part of the
an import
Iase
plan better results will
promotdasional
jnsue if program time is the base
.)f the radio undertaking and spot
mnouncements are used only to
support and supplement program
sponsorship. Real success should
not be expected during the first
'?ix months of use. Radio can be
hsed as successfully in small cities
oy small concerns as by large in
|arge
Mr. cities."
HoIIister further quoted
jProf. Sandage as saying that
?;tores with advertising budgets of
ti.|f|50,000,
allocate
least
nl5% to should
radio for
high atsuccess.
' Psmaller firms ought to spend 20%
ff'or radio.
j|
.
>OTTIS
GREENE,was former
P.S Hollywood,
killed inusher
actionof
nccording
the Luxembourg
front,
on
Nov.
27
to reports.

Television as Retail Medium
JOSKE'S INCREASES
SCHEDULE ON WOAl
(Continued from page H)
INCREASING
its already full
commercial resumption of televi- DuMont television station, WABD schedule, Joske's Department
sion, transmitters located in 157 New York; Robert Stone, program Store, San Antonio, is adding another five times weekly program
key cities throughout the countiy producer, GE station, WRGB
should be making video program Schenectady; Raymond E. Nelson, titled Texas Today, heard over
service available to a primary mar- vice-president and director of ra- WOAI. Format is a discussion of
dio and television, Charles E. local and state topics conducted by
ket consisting of 72,159,000 people, 17,252,000 wired homes and Storm Co., New York; Frances Doris Daniels, with guest stars
61.5% of the purchasing power of Hughes and Jerry Trotte of featured daily.
Thomas H. Hutchthe U. S." Five years later, he Mademoiselle;
Program, which is under a 52inson, in charge of production, week
said, reach
"it appears
that receiver
sales RKO Television,
contract,
is part
of Joske'sin
New York, and expansion
will
approximately
3,500,000
of radio
advertising
units per year for a total retail Bud Gamble, of Farnsworth Tele- connection with the NAB radio
vision &Radio Corp.
billing of between $600,000,000 and
clinic now being conducted at the
Radio-electronic-television stocks San Antonio department store. In
$700,000,000
Mr. McLean persaidyear."
that department advanced last Wednesday, accord- addition to Texas Today, Joske's
stores can increase the effectivecontracted with WOAI for a
ing to the New York Herald-Trib- has
ness of their advertising by inannounce-of
une, "after Irwin A. Shane, execu- full schedule
ments and also offor spot
sponsorship
stalling intra-department store
tive director of Television Work- a five-minute
television systems. Mr. Cramer
newscast six days
shop,
addressing
the
NRDGA,
told the NRDGA group that an painted some rosy pictures of tele- weekly at 11 p. m. (CWT) and a
intra-store video system with one
newscast Sunday at
vision of the future, placing sets in quarter-hour
camera and a few receivers can
networks. Pre- 10 p. m. (CWT).
be installed for less than $25,000. departmentsumably Mr.store
Shane did not expect
Reduce Budgets
his speech
to stock
get such a wildbutreac-he MOTION PICTURE recently made by
tion
in
the
Tracing the history of prelim- didn't realize that themarket,
the WLS
lf!awhen members
tional BarnofDance
cast forChicago
the Sinclair
inary discoveries leading to the in a bullish frame ofmarket,
seizes Oil
Co.,
along
with
two
educational
development of television, Mr. upon anything handy tomind,
justify its films will be shown before some 2,500
Shane predicted that all larger
farm meetings throughout the country.
oommunities will enjoy "regular own operations."
television
service"
one
year
after
the war. Intra-store television can
reduce advertising budgets from
IF YOU
SELL
10% to 20%, he said.
The afternoon s es s i o n of
NRDGA's video meeting was a
television production panel including the following speakers:
CLOTHES
Samuel H. Cuff, manager of the
COR SOUPS
Waltham Cancels
OR SOAPSI>
GOVERNMENT restrictions on
watch manufacturing for civilian
consumption have caused cancelation by Waltham Watch Co., Waltham, Mass., of Sumner Welles,
Mutual news program, Wednesday,
10-10:15 p.m. Jan. 31, according to
a joint statement by network and
client. Government is understood
to have contracted for the entire Ask
distributor
your
output of the company for 1944 and
1945 for the production of precision
ABOUT
instruments. Sponsor started the
series last November in the belief
that consumer production might
be resumed. Agency is H. B. Humphrey Co., Boston.
KDAL
DULUTH
A BLUE NETWORK AFFILIATE
Duluth is among the first 100 cities
tal daytime survey made in Virginin America. The nine-county KDAL
ia, Minnesota (60 miles from Duluth, and with an NBC station of
primary area (the largest primary
NEBRASKA'S RECORD 1944
its
showed that KDAL had
area of any of the stations at the moreown)
times the audience
Head-of-the-Lakes) contains 376,723 of thethanothernineDuluth
CORN CROP MEANS
station, with
people who spend nearly ^130,000,- more than 70% as large an au«0000 annually. You figure out how ence as the local Virginia NBC
$339,751,000.5^
many suits and shirts that means!
station!
ADDED TO THE FARM INCOME
Thanks to its favorable 610 fre- KDAL, Duluth, is the buy for the
quency, KDAL's 1000 watts puts a Head-of-the-Lakes. Don't take our
it. Ask your local distribstronger signal throughout this mar- word for
utor. He knows — and ten to on*
ket than any station, anywhere. For
K
M
M
J
instance, an independent coinciden- he'll say "KDAL"!
GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA
ICOO WAHS
. 610 KC
. CBS
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY • REPRESENTATIVES
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive Representatives
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SUMMARIES
STANDARD
BROADCAST
SERVICE

A o£ tUe roa«
lt-«^^^^^" -edou't go
'
^--"'^W/Se 'programs bemostly en ^^^^^
gin andTradmg
Sue
f
green
ligttintobom^jj ^^er ,i,an
for xnore '^urL'^^stoflCensay
don't ust
^-*VuI^
you'«ombxn
ed. SO^^,,,,i
Luy,e
beginning- ^

(Parenthetic notations refer to names
of witnesses and transcript pages.)
THE
RECORD shows that
bothof day
and
areasbroadcast
the
U. S. night
do not considerable
receive standard
service
(Ex.
148-153,
Tr.
926-930).
feasibleof from
the
standpoint
of theIf
otherchannels
services,
ofneedsadditional
to thethe allocation
standard
band
dition. would tend to improve this conThere is no proposal to enlarge the
standard band by adding frequencies
above 1600 kc. Below 550 kc, it has
been suggested
that the
frequencies be added
to. following
the standard
broadcast band : 520, 530, and 540 kc.
(Ex. No. 6, Tr. 41, 42; Ex. 156, pages
31, 32 ; Tr. 935, 937, 938, 940, 945, 946,
947). All three of these channels are
now assigned
to UnitedNo States
ernment radio services.
decision Govhas
been made at this time as to whether
any
of
these
frequencies
can
be made
available for standard broadcast
service.
TELEVISION
BROADCAST
POSITION IN SPECTRUM
REGARDING
the place
in the spectrum for television,
the industry
was
divided. One group felt that the best
place
in
the
spectrum
for
television
as a service to the public was in the

The "Royal Family of pickups . . . cutters . . . jewel points
HARVEY, distributor of fine radio and electronic equipment, con now fill your orders on all AUDAX recording
accessories. We have in stock AUDAX cutters, jewel
points, and pickups, the last of which are made with
the unique
largely respon-of
sible for the"reiayed-flux"
sharp, clear-cutprinciple
facsimileso reproduction
Microdyne. Recording studios and radio stations, recognizing their perfection, specify AUDAX wherever the
performance requirements are exacting.
PICK-UP
FACTSI
Upon receipt of suitable prioritv, HARVEY can promiic
AFree!valuable
booklet
con- you
reasonably prompt deliveries oi all AUDAX products.
t
a
i
n
i
n
g
t
h
e
answers
most questions in theto
field tion,
of written
soundby reproducMaxlnnilian ityWeil,
authoron the leading
subject.
to HARVEY
for your Write
copy.
iMVbl
103 WEST 43rd ST., NEW YORK liB, N, Y.

OF

FCC

SPECTRUM

ultra-high
mc)
where spacefrequencies
is available(above
for 400
channels
of sufficient width to permit the transmis ion ofpictures
higheranddefinition
monochrome
color pictures
; another high
group definition
believed
that themit ed thpresent
6 me ofchannels
pere transmission
monochrome
pictures of acceptable definition and
quality;
should goit
forward inandthethatparttelevision
of the spectrum
now occupies without awaiting the
results of experimentation in the ultrahigh frequencies.coincideThewithRTPB
recomthe opinion
of the latter mendations
group.
Thehighprincipal
advocateswere
of ultrafrequency television
CBS,
Zenith Radio Corp., and the Cowles
Broadcasting Co. whose arguments
may be summarized as follows : The
demands of other services for frequency space below 300 mc are so great
that
onlycana limited
number
of 6-mc
channels
be assigned
for television
broadcasting (Craven, Tr. 3494-95,
3500-03) plic;able tothat
the advancements
apthe electronic art television
during themade
war incannot
be
fully utilized in 6-mc channels (Ream,
Tr. 1761-2, 1773-4; Goldmark, Tr.
1871-5, 1939) ; and that the art has
reached vision
a point
broadcastwhere
systema superior
adapted telefor
the
use
of
the
ultra-high
frequenciesto
could be proven and made available
the public within possibly one or two
years
(Ream,
Tr.Tr.1764-73,
1801-09,
; Craven,Tr.
111813-14
; Goldmark,
19113498-3500,
; Brown,3509Tr.
3483).
On the other hand, the opposing
group
progress
that hadreliedbeenuponmadetheinprewar
television
as a
broadcast service and contended : Many
of the advancements
made
in
the
electronic art during the war could be
utilized
in a ;6-mc
channel
(Smith,
Tr.
1693. 1737-8
Jolliffe,
Tr. 3055
; Joyce,
Tr. 3232-33)nochrome; pictures
highlycan satisfactory
mobe transmitted
and received in a 6-me channel ( Smith,
Tr.
1741-2;
Weiss,
Tr. Tr.1954-55;
.Jolliffe,
3054;3370;
DuMont,
3356;
Raibourn,Tr. Tr.
Goldsmith,
Tr.
3439)
;
color
transmissions
still a;
laboratory problem (Smith, Tr.are 1739)
the use of the ultra-high frequencies
involved
operating
the solution of which
woulddifficulties
require extensive
research
and experimentation
(Towne,
Tr. 1987;smith,Jolliffe.
Tr. 3068-70;
Tr. 3432-36;
Bingley,GoldTr.
3479-80) ; and that many years may
elapse
before
an
ultra-high
frequency
television system can be established
(Smith, Tr.3065-66;
1735. 1743-7;
Jolliffe, Tr.
3056-61,
Goldsmith,
Tr.
,3438;
Bingley,
Tr.
3479-80).
CBS searchhasover a conducted
extensive
reperiod of years
for the
purposedards in television
of establishing
higher
stanbroadcasting (Goldmark, AsTr.a 1945;
Ream,
182223).
result
of thisTr.research
itcolorcontends
it
has
demonstrated
transmissions are feasible. that
Its
engineers
satisfied
a superiorin
television are
system
can bethatdeveloped
the ultra-high frequencies where wider
channels
can be had. Somehaveof agreed
the larg-to
er radio manufacturers
furnish CBS with transmitters and receivers
of operating
on this
frequenciescapable
abovesystem
400
mc canwhereby
new television
be proven
(Ream,areTr.Federal
1764-72,Telephone
1803-06).& Among
them
Radio
Ccrrp., and Zenith Radio Corp. (Brown,
Tr.
3482-83
;
Ream,
Tr.
1764-65,
180506;TheCraven,
Tr. of3499).
testimony
this industry group
does not give definite assurance when
this
ultra-high
television
broadcast
system frequency
can be proven
and
standards adopted whereby service can
be rendered to the public. A number of
witnesses
stated advancements
that many of thewhichrecent technical
made this new television broadcast systemcapossible
could ofnotnational
be disclosed
beuse of reasons
security
(e.g. Ream, Tr. 1805; Goldmark, Tr.
1914).
This,
hovsrever,
does
not
alter
the conclusion that the time this new

PROPOSALS

system can be made available for a
service to ticularly
the because
publicthereis indefinite
has been par-no
aactual
system.operating experience with such
Thesiongroup
allocationsfavoring
testifiedpresent
that astelevisoon
as materials were available, production
of television equipment for a 6-mc
channel3061could; Joyce,
be started
Tr. '<]
3059,
Tr. 3205(Jolliffe,
; Hanson,
Tr.
3301-02;
Trammell,
Tr.include
3335);50 |
that
the
equipment
would
kw transmitters capable of operating
on frequencies
to 108 capable
mc, and transmeirtaetrisngofo5n frequencies
kwup power
up to 300of opmc
(Jolliffe, Tr. 3053; Engstrom, Tr.
3144-46, 3153-58), that the standards
adopted for television in 1941 are satisfactoryand
; that withbe themanufactured
6 mc channel, i-eceivers
and sold
at a could
considerably lower cost
to the public than would be the case
with nelreceivers
for a wider
chanin the built
ultra-high
frequencies
(Towne,
Tr.
1988-2000;
Beers,
Tr.
3259-60, 3269-75).
Skywave Interference
Another factor which enters into the
question of determining the place in
the spectrumof for
television
is the pos-A
skywave
interference.
numbersible effect
of witnesses
believed
that this
isbroadcasting
not a serious
television
aboveproblem
40 mc in(Smith,
Tr.
1717-19
; 1728-303117,
; Beverage,
Tr. 3072773415).
; Engstrom,
3172
;
Goldsmith,
Others considered the problem
to be of much more importance, paron the present
fre- P
quencyticularlytelevision
channelslower
(Norton,
Tr.
3761-72
;
3789-3816
;
3819
et
seq
380).
Goldmark, Tr. 1891-95 ; Ex. 4 and Ex. ; »'
Regarding the use of the frequencies
aboveing400
mcis for
television broadcasttestimony
shadowas
effects there
become
increasinglythatserious
the frequency goes up (Smith, Tr.
1720; Engstrom,
3091-96,
Goldsmith,
Tr. 3407 Tr.; Shelby,
Tr. 3108;
3477 ;
Duttera,
Tr.multipath
3460; Norton,
Tr. 8776)
and
that
problems
would
also increase with frequency (Smith,
Tr. 1723; Engstrom, Tr. 3096, 3108,
3116,
3169-70,
3194-96Tr.; Goldsmith,
Tr
3407-08;
Shelby,
3470, 3477,
Someion witnesses
of the might
opinthat althoughweremultipath
occur
more frequently
in the higher
frequencies,
intensity
be no
worse and itsitseffects
could would
be overcome
more easilyquencies
than(Goldmark,
on theTr.lower
fre1898-1900, 1918-21 ; Norton, Tr.1883-85,
3774,
3818
et seq). asThere
considerable
disagreement
to thewaseffect
on signalp
strength
increasing
frequency
the rangewithbetween
50 and
1000 mcin
(Engstrom,
Tr.
3121-34,
3138-42,
65; Beverage, Tr. 3077; Norton,3161Tr.
3776-79,
Goldmark,
1914-15). In3786-87;
either event,
however, Tr.it]
appears
that
the
ratio
of
noise would increase with thesignal
use of
ultra-high frequencies (Norton, Tr.
3787-89
mark, Tr.; Beverage,
1888). Tr. 3081-82 ; GoldWith
respectbroadcast
to relaysstations,
for commercial television
Panel
6 of RTPB
proposed
20
channels
between
300
and
1000
mc
and
20
tional channels between 1000 and addi3000
me (Bingley, that
Tr. 3462).
Panel 6 also
recommended
proposed
channels
between 162
and 294television;
mc be;
used
for
relay
purposes
needed
for commercial television.until
Testimony
was submitted on behalf of the panel Bill
that
relay operation
is now300 practicably
on frequencies
between
and 1000
mc
and
would
soon
practicable
the frequencies betweenbe 1000
and 3000on
mc (Bingley, Tr. 3463).
Channel Width
is entirely
in agree-i
mentThe thatindustry
the minimum
channel
width
below 300 mc for a television station
isThis6 mccorresponds
(Ex. 9, pp.to 6-7;
Ex.
11,
p.
the width of chan7)
nel adopted by the Commission onL

service (Smith,
The table below
the 12, 6-mc
haveshows
been
This waspetitiveprimarily
the Tr.
basis1701).
upon channels
television that
broadcasting
: assigned to
which themined. Asproposals
made were
to the specific
numberdeter-of Channel No.
channels necessary the general feeling
Megacycles
4454 to
to 6050
1
was that 30 would be adequate, 15
2
too fewever, the(Joliffe,
Tr.
3067-68).
How3
60 to 66
Commission finds 12 chan66 to 72
nelssiblyarebethe
maximum
which canbelow
posto television
78 to 84
300
ifassigned
the minimum
needs of other
180
radiomcservices
are to be met.
18672 totototo 186
19278*
192
198
COBIMISSION'S PROPOSALS
198
204 toto 204
210
The Commission is fully convinced
to 216
that bymentsvirtue
of
the
recent
developin the electronic art, a wide ♦Arrangements must be 210
made forcenterthe
channel television broadcasting system,
aviationthismarkers
utilizing frequencies above 400 mc can removal
ing on 75offormethetelevision.
before
band will be
be developed, and the transmission of available
higher definition monochrome pictures
Television channels 7 through 12
and
achieved.high-definition color pictures (180-216 mc) will be available temy for television
purposes
The Commission is also convinced until suchporariltime
as theserelay
facilities
are
that all of the improvements that have required for television
broadcastings.
been made possible in the transmission
On
the
basis
of
the
foregoing
allocaand reception of monochrome pictures
tions, itwillstations
be possible
by recent
in thein elecin onetoFourauthorize
cityof ifthese
the7
tronic art developments
cannot be utilized
the television
need
therefore
is
shown.
6Commission
mc televisiondoes
channel.
the stations can be assigned in the 6 channot However,
believe that
100 mc and the other three
broadcast service to the public through in thenels below
6 216
channels
the use of a 6 mc channel, with the 180
and
mc. available between
improvements presently available over
The portion of the spectrum between
prewar doneddevelopments,
should
be
abanmc temand commercial television held 480 and 920 mcs been(lessmade508-524
available
for
in abeyance until a wide channel experimentalporarily) hatelevision.
Thehas space
besystem in the ultra-high frequencies
tween
1225
and
1325
mc
been
ascan before, wedeveloped
and
proven.
Theresigned for television relay stations to
have
endeavored
to
assign
to
be
used
by
"pickup"
stations
for
television broadcast as many 6 mc
layingstation
program material
to the mainre-In
channels
300 mcof asotherpossible
for broadcasting.
the light ofbelow
the needs
servicesin television
addition, frequencies between 480 and
for
available for this type
of thefrequency
spectrum.space in the same part 920 mc will be they
are
for teleWe find that there can be made of servicevisionuntil
broadcasting.
Thetoneeded
determination
available
to
television
broadcasting,
6
of
the
channel
width
be
used
channels between 44 and 84 mc and 6 wait until the channel requirementsmustof
channels between 180 and 216 mc. It the equipment developed are known.
will be tweennoted
The interference
testimony indicates
sky225 andthat300themcfrequencies
could not be-be wave
may be athat
problem
considered for television broadcasting with
television broadcasting on the
because quiredallfor Government
these frequencies
are and
re- lower
frequency
assigned
services,
this service.
It waschannels
impossible
becauseto
hence the
six channels
demands ofchannels
other between
services, theto
signed to television
in thisformerly
portion as-of offind the12 television
the spectrum
necessarily
de- part of the spectrum which is believed
leted. It will must
be further
notedbe that
of sky-wave interference and 225
television has been allocated the same free
mc. Therefore the use of the lower frenumber
of
channels
—
12
channels
quency channelsHowever,
appeared should
to be this
the
below 225 mc as previously were— only solution.
allocated to that service, but that sky-wave interference
the 6
due to the demands of other services, channels above 180 mcdevelop,
offer a possibleferemeans
alleviating
it was notditionalpossible
provide anybelow
adnce, inthatfor these
channels,thisin intertime,
channels forto television
forthethelowhigher
pow225 mc. It should also be noted that can beeredemployed
stations,
and
frequency
old
television
channel
No.
7
(102-108
channels
reserved
for
stations
that
can
mc) is left unassigned at this time and utilize a limited power for rendering
that before making an assignment the a satisfactory service.
In order that a television broadcast
Commission
will give dueof consideration to the requirements
television. system
may
be developed
transmis ion of color
pictures forand thesuperior
It is urged
that
manufacturers
of
television receiving sets include this band. monochrome
picturesthethrough
the use
of wider channels,
space between
480
and 920 hasmc been(lessmade508-524
mc
temporarily),
available
for
experimental
television. The
time
which may elapse before a system can
be developed
toultra-high
operate onfrequencies
wider channels in theseand
indefinite
primarily dependentis
upon try the
resourcefulness
of theproblems
indusin solving
the technical
tliat tiwill
bespectrum
encountered.
In this poro
n
o
f
the
it
is
contemplated
that the Commission will license the
entire band between 480 and 920 mc
for experimental television and will not
designate any particular channels. Apto operate
in thisconsult
portion of plicants
the desiring
spectrum
should
with the Chief Engineer as to the exact
frequency
utilize.that
It is the band
hope oftheythe should
Commission
all persons interested in the future of
television
will undertake
comprehen-in
sive and adequate
experimentation
the
upper portion
the spectrum.
importance
of an ofadequate
programTheof
HOILISTER
experimentation in this portion of the
CRYSTAL CO. spectrum
cannot from
be over-emphasized,
for it is obvious
the allocations
which the Commission is making for
television below 300 mc that in the
presentment of state
of theportion
art the
QUARTZ OSCILLATORS SINCE 1927
the upper
of thedevelopspec{ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

May 3, 1941,
as a standard
for com-on
mercial monochrome
transmissions
frequencies below 300 mc and for exield testing width
of colorrequired
transmis ipoenrism.enTthale fchannel
'for a television broadcast station on
frequenciesand above
400 mcof for
the definitrans'mission
reception
higher
'tion
monochrome
pictures
and
high
definition
color
pictures
must
be
mined by experimentation (Smith,deterTr.
1718; Craven, Tr. 3499-3500).
Numler of Channels
RTPBmately 3Panel
approxi-to
0 channels6 felt
were that
necessary
provide vision
a nationwide
competitive
broadcast service (Smith, teleTr.
1701; Ex. 7, p. 13). In recognition of
the crowded condition of the spectrum
below 300 mc the panel worked out an
allocation plan for a competitive broad['t cast
which(Smith,
utilizedTr.26 1701-03).
channels
ach sei-vice
6 mc wide
'•' Panel 2, after considering the needs of
services,6 mcreduced
^j'jother
18 channels,
wide, the
belowrequest
300 mcto
^l'(JoHifEe,
Tr. 4523-30;
Ex.of 522).
'"This
decrease
in
number
nels was based upon the conclusionchan-of
Panel 2 that suflScient space could not
'' for
be found
televisionrecommended
below 300 mcby
the 26forchannels
Panel 6 (Ex.
525). 2 The
mendation of Panel
was recombased
"I'in part upon the Government sharing
"'['with television a number of the Chans'nels recommended (Jolliffe, Tr. 4529).
°P RTPB Panels Nos. 2 and 6 both
* recommended that frequency space be
', ;3et
above channel
400 mc for
the developmentasideof wide
television
(Ex.
jYr, p. 22; Ex. 522, p. 3). The space
'iVeeommended for this purpose by Panel
"2 was
to 956 mc (Ex. 522, p. fre3).
The 460proponents
luency
agreed that ofsomeultra-high
channels beow 100 mc might until
be necessary
telethe wide for
channel
servicevisionhasoperation
been established
in the
iltra-high
1762,
1776; frequencies
Craven, Tr. (Ream,
3504-06). Tr.It
ivas
a stationmight
opratingalso onsuggested
a 6 mcthatchannel
Sirough
similtaneousa dual
servicesystem
on aalsowiderenderchannel
(Ream, Tr. 1779-85). Upon the as!| mmption that television would find
'ijits ultimate home in the ultra-high freljj''luencies,
CBS recommended
that tele-30
/ision broadcasting
be allocated
f'channels
(Ream, Tr.
ll;;L776,
1806).aboveThe 300
Cowlesmc Broadcasting
nMpetween
jDo. recommendation
was mc40 (Craven,
channels
480 and 1000
er Tr. 3494).
'•|' There appears to be agreement that
°^'''
he number
of channelsservice
required to
5Ajiongested
■)rovide
a eastern
competitive
part of the U.in S.the—
iljLhe East Coast area from Boston to
aliiVashington
— would
be suiBcient
iirhannels
to establish
a nationwide
com-

SAFETY
A lighthouse lights
the safe way for
sea traffic.
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WHBQ
SAFETY
offers MORE
Safety for your
advertising dollar
and produces
MORE b'steners
per dollar spent
than any other
Memphis Station.

Memphis is the first city in cotton.
It s the worM'^s largest
cotton market.
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trum is necessary for the establishment
oftelevision
a truly system.
nation-wide and competitive
As has been stated in other portions
of this report the demand for space in
the spectrum
is so isgreat
that each
station and service
expected
to make
the best usage of its facilities and one
of the underlying principles is that
where within
particular stationa orreasonable
service hastimenot a made
full usage of its assigned or allocated
facilities consideration would be given
totakenthe ofneeds
the offactothers.
that Cognizance
even a singleis
television
channel
requires
trum space than is assigned more
to allspecthe
stationsfore, ofwhilesome
other stations
services. will
There-be
television
licensed as at present on an unlimited
time basis,areif after
a reasonable
period
licensees
not using
the facilities
sufficient to warrant an unlimited assignment, consideration will be given
to applicants for all or part of the
time.
In ties,order
further to conserve
facili-of
the Commission,
in the case
Television
3, 4,provision
5, 9, 10,
11, and 12,Channels
proposes1, 2,that
may be made for
of nongovernmentalthe
fixed oroperation
mobile services
on these
channels
upon
a
proper
showing of need and that these channels
may
be
shared
on
a
non-interfering
basis. Similar provision is being made
for
sharing
of Television fixed
Channels
7mobile
andthe 8services.
with governmental
and
FACSIMILE
COMMISSION'S PROPOSALS
THEREtion to theis nousetechnical
or otherallocated
objecof channels
for FM broadcasting for facsimile
broadcasting during the period in which
sound broadcasts
are notstandards
being renengineering
are
adopteddered.forWhenfacsimile
broadcast service
provision will be made in the Commission's rules toby permit
the uselicensees
of the
FM
channels
the respective
of both
commercial
and educational
stations to transmit facsimile material
as an larly
auxiliary
service program
to their reguscheduled sound
service.
Each FM channel is 200 kc wide
and ifsaryany
is necesin the channel
use of limitation
these channels
for
facsimileit ascananbe auxiliary
service,
determinedbroadcast
at the
time standards
adopted.through
It is understo d that theareindustry
the
RTPB simile
will broadcast
proposetransmissions
standards foronfac-a
simplex basis in the near future. In

addition some of the channels in the
25 mcable forband
will continue
to be availexperimental
facsimile.
By
multiplexing
facsimile
sound
transmissions simultaneous withreception
of sound and facsimile from a single
broadcast station can be accomplished.
The Commission appreciates that this
offers ever,certain
service advantages.
Howthe Commission
does not believe
such operation should be permitted,
except on a limited or experimental
basis, until
a system
can sound
be demonwhereby
both
and
facsimilestrated
material
can the
be transmitted
and received on the one channel without degradation
to either requiring
of the transmissions andorwithout
the
use of filters
other devices which
would
increase
the
cost
or
complexity
of receivers for use in an area by
those not desiring to receive facsimile.
Accordingly for the time being the use
of the FM mis channels
for facsimile
transions wil be restricted
to simplex
operations.
The twelve 6 mc channels allocated
for television must be fully utilized if
they are
to serveservice.
to provide
wide broadcast
Witha nationthis in
doesofnottelevision
believe
itmind,
wouldthebeCommission
in the interest
broadcast
service
to
permit
the
licensees of television stations to utilize
their sound and video channels for facsimilesuggesting
broadcasts. such
Accordingly
proposal
operationthe must
be rejected.
By permitting
the
the FM
channels
allocatedbroadcast
for use
both ofcommercial
and educational
service for
facsimile broadcasting, 90 channels are
made available
for establishing
simile as a broadcast
service to facthe
public. This of course does not satisfy
the
proposal
that
facsimile
be
allocated
frequency
separate
broadcast space
servicewhereby
can bea rendered.
This is important so that facsimile
broadcasting
may
develop
as
a
service if the need therefore isseparate
shown
rather than be dependent permanently
onradiooperation
in
connection
vdth
other
services.
In
this
connection,
the
Commission
has made available the frequency space
between 470 and 480 mc for experimental facsimile
andtothusdevelop
providing spacebroadcasting
for
facsimileservice
as a separate
broadcast
to 102
the
public.
Also
the
space
between
and 108 mc has not been assigned
and the use of this space for facsimile
as a separate broadcast service to the
public willjunctionbewithlater
consideredthatin may
conthe demands
made byvisiontheservices.FM, Emergency and Tele* * *
With respect to the use of facsimile
by other services, the Commission is

of thenotopinion
that thethe allocation
need shownof
does
warrant
frequencies for this specific purpose
except that provision has been made
for experimental police facsimile in
the band 940 to 960 mc. With respect
to other services facsimile operation
may
authorizedto bein inanythe service
where beit appears
public
interest
provided
the emissions are
confined
to
the service. the band authorized for
RELAY SERVICE
The Commission's Proposal
THE COMMISSION'S
allocation of bands which willproposed
be available
for assignment
to
fixed
and
mobile
servicesforms
including
conalmost radio
exactlyrelaywithsystems,
the RTPB
1225-1325
mcs.
proposal : 1900-2300
3900-4550
5750-7050
10500-13000
""
16000-18000
The allocation
by the
26000-30000
"
following
note : is accompanied
"Services
will
be
established
these bands on an experimentalin
basis pending adequate showing as
to need and technical requireThe 5750-7050 mcs band represents
an attempt
to reconcile
IRAC
proposala conflict
embracingbements."tween the mcs
5750-6900
and the final RTPB
proposal
two bands, 5750-6800 and
6800-7200 ofmcs.
It shouldmitment beis being
understood tothattheno effect
comthat these particularmadefrequencies
will
be assigned for relay purposes on a
permanent
or
commercial
basis.
The
usefulness and adaptability of these
frequencies for relay purposes can be
proven
onlyoperating
by experimentation
under
practical
Until such
time asconditions.
the channels are
required
channels for9, television
10, 11 andbroadcast
12 (192 service
to 216
mc) as well as channels in the band
480 to vision920relay. mc may be used for teleINTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING

service will be treated in the subsequent report on that portion of the
spectrum.
One band above 25 mc, however, has
heretofore been allocated for international broadcasting. This is the band
from 25,600 kc to 26,600 kc, allocated
for broadcasting
at Conference
the 1938
Telecom(Cairo).
Commission munications
has heretofore
listed The11
channels,
each
20
kc
wide,
in
this
band,
as follows:
25600 kc
25725 kc
25625
"
25750
"
25650 "
25775
25675
"
25800 ""
25700 "
25825 "
The
25
mc
band
appears
to be useful
for international broadcasting
only
during the maximum phase of the sunspot ful25850
cycle.
Even
then,
it
is
only
use"
short isperiod
near midday
an hourfor awhich
not listening.
popular
forFewinter-—if
national broadcast
any
able ofto thecoverpublic.
this Little
band
are inreceivers
the hands
U. S. international broadcasting on
regular
basis
has
ever
been
carried
on
over international
these frequencies
and littleif regu
lar
broadcasting,
any,
by The
other nations. characteristics of
the 25 propagation
mc region are not such as tc
makeiceitwhichuseful
mustforbelong-distance
maintained servover
long periods of time. It appears better
suitedicestowhichlow-power
intermittent
servcan tolerate
small Foramounts
of intermittent
interference.
these
reasons, the Commission is discontinu
ing the 25 mc international broadcast
band.
It is the opinion of the Commission
that discontinuing this band will in
no wise chandicap
international
broadboth withasting, aservice
respect ofto great
U. S. significance
policy and
international amity. The Commission
isthatcurrently
effortsbelowto ensure
adequate making
frequencies
25 mc
will
be
available,
as
will
bethatshown
the
subsequent
report
on
regionin
of the spectrum.
OTHER
BROADCAST
SERVICES

(1) RELAY BROADCAST
refer to pages.)
names
of(Parenthetic
witnesses notations
and transcript
INTERNATIONAL broadcasting is IT IS PROPOSED to aUocate for
relay broadcasting
channels bealmostcies below
wholly
on frequen5 and allocated
28 mc, 22instead
25 mc,conducted
and accordingly
the channelstwe n 2now
betweenof 30theand16,
40 mc. These 22 channels would be
shared with other services having inoperation, including
Provisional,termittent
Motion Picture,
Relay Press,
and Geophysical. It is recognized that
in some
waverange
interference may instances
be present sky
in this
(Tr.
3695). However,operation
because ofof stations
the limitedin,
intermittent
t~'
len
fja
YOUR
^mproue ON ~th
this service,
it isproblems
believedwillthatnot skybe
wave
interference
severe and that they will not be materiallycountereddifferent
those broadcast
now enRELIGIOUS
ACCOUNTS
at timesfrom
by relay
stations operating Between 30 and 40
me. The needs of emergency services
ADD THIS TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE TO YOUR LIBRARY
and others
having
greater
radio
facilities
in the
30 toneed40 for
mc
range have indicated the desirability of
VIOLIN • MALE QUARTETS • PIPE ORGAN
moving the relay broadcast frequencies
slightly
downward in this portion of
1 6-inch transcriptions
the
spectrum.
TRIOS • HAWAIIAN ORCHESTRA • SOLOISTS
Only a limited amount of relay broad
33 1/3 R. P. M.
cast operation has taken place on fre
10 Selections on each
quencies in the range of 156 to 162
ORGAN-VIBE-HAWAIIAN
• MANY OTHERS
mc,
and accordingly
the eight
agreement
with
formerly
allocated are
being channels
reduced
A. F. of M.
totentfour
(sharedShould
with other
intermit
services).
a
greater
need
be indicated in the future for relay
broadcasting
in
this
range,
the
subject
CAMPUS CHRISTIANS
willNo bechannels
reviewedareatproposed
that time.specifically
427 WEST 5th STREET LOS ANGELES 13, CALIFORNIA I
for relay pickup broadcasting above
EXCLUSIVE RECORDINGS OF AMERICA'S FINEST RELIGIOUS ARTISTS
162 mc,
pendingHowever,
a furtherthedetermination of need.
bands of
920 to 940, allocated for experimental
Page 62 • January 16, 1945
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' broadcasting,
940 toand960experimenmc, allocated for fixed andservices
talousbroadcasting,
well asandthemobile
variexperimentalas fixed
' bands above 1900 mc, will be available
' for experimentation in this service.
(2) ST (STUDIO-TRANSMITTER)
BROADCAST
ST stations are used to transmit
programs
from
studio station
to the
transmitter of a theFM main
broadcast
or an international broadcast station.
Twenty-three
channelsto ofthis600service
kc widthin
are now allocated
the range 330 to 344 mc. ST stations
employ FM only, with a maximum fre3672). quency swing of 200 kc (Tr. 3671The
recommendation
RTPB,be Panel 4, was.
that the ST ofservice
allocated 16 600-kc channels between 300
and 1000 mc, 16 600-kc channels be1000 and 3000widthkc, between
and 16 channels otween
f unspecified
3000
and 10,000
mc.
In
support
of this proposal, thevantechnical
and
economic
adtages and dependability of radio
links
were
stressed
(Tr.
3687-3688,
3699). It was also urged by witnesses
testifying
respect to international andwith
needs, that
STeducational
allocations broadcasting
be adequate
to meet the quimportant
and growing
rei
r
e
m
e
n
t
s
o
f
those
services
(Tr. 682683,Panel1434-1435).
2 of RTPB proposed that ST
broadcasting be allocated (on a shared
basis with other services) the bands
ofas 400
to
mc and 1600 the
to 1900
well as420experimentally
band mc,of
6800It isto proposed
7200 mc to(Tr.allocate
4539, 4543).
the band
of 940 to 960 mc to the ST broadcast
service, to be used on a shared basis
with the fixedvelopmentalpoint-to-point
and
deservices. between
Operation in the televisionbroadcastchannels
192 and
216 stations
mc may upon
also bethe authorcondi-to
tionized thatfor STno interference
will result
television
broadcasting.
The
channel
width for ST stations in these several
ranges
has notof the
as yetSTbeenbanddetermined.
Removal
from its
present range of 330 to 344 mc is exppected
ected to impose
no
hardship.
It isnowexthat the few ST stations
in operation
in
this
band
will
be permit ed to continue
on a temporary
basis, provided
no interference
ernment services
results fromto Govsuch
operation.
Consideration
of
the
request
for
location of ST frequencies above 1000almc
will
be
upon
a showing given
of needat fora later
such time,
additional
channels and further information confixed and cerning
mobileequipment
bandsdevelopment.
above 1900 The
mc
are,
however,
available
for
ST experimentation.
(3) SATELLITE CONTROL
Satellite
controlby isPanel
a new
of
service
4 of type
RTPB
as an aidproposed
in the use
of satellite
transmit ers bystandard broadcast stations.
Satellite transmitters are used to im-

ij' BROADCASTING

prove andthe itcoverage
of broadcast
tions,
was stated
their use stahas
not been general due to complexity of
interconnecting
equipment
and
economic factors. It was stated that it is
now believed practical to provide the
connecting circuit between the controlling standard transmitter and the unby use of ultra-high
frequency attended
radiosatellitechannels.
The proposed method would use a
small portion of the carrier power
from the controlling transmitter to
modulate a high-frequency transmitter,
with the ondary
audio programAt present
as secsatellite
transmitter a modulation.
receiver wouldthe eliminate
the high frequency component, and the
resultant broadcast frequency carrier
would be amplified and broadcast.
Hi.ghly ceiving
directive
transmitting
reantennas would
be used and
for the
control
circuit
(Tr.
3688-3691).
Panelchannels
4 of RTPB
proposed
three
be allocated
for that
this
purpose
into each
ofmc,three
bands,
namely,
1200
1210
5200
to
5300
mc,
and 8300 to 8500 mc. The channel
width required would be a maximum of
3220 kc, for a standard broadcast station operating on 1600 kc (Tr. 36883691; Ex. om156).
Mr. Craven alsocontrol
recended that synchronization
links be provided above 1000 mc. The
final report of RTPB Panel 2 did not
providetrol stations,
specific bandsdid forpropose
satelliteexpericonmental bands but
wherein such operation
could
included.
followsbe: 5750
to 6800These
mc, bands
6800 toare7200as
mc,
10.500
to
13000
mc,
16000
mc.
26000
to 30000 mc, andto 18000
above
30000
mc.
The Commission recognizes that the
use
of
radio
control
circuits
may
desirable in some instances for thebe
operation
of satellitesubmitted,
transmitters.
No
evidence
however,
to show has
that been
this function cannot
be
performed by the use of wire lines, and
the information
available
is
not
adequate to indicate that the proposed
service is technically ready for establishment on a regular basis. Accordingly, nocifically
channels
speallocated are
for nowthisbeing
purpose,
pending
further
development
and
showingcircuits.
as to needExperimentation
of radio facilities
such
will forbe
authorized
bands above in1900the mc.fixed and mobile
(4) DEVELOPMENTAL
BROADCAST

FM broadcast service. Frequencies for
such experimental
broadcasting
set
forth
in Sections 4.111
to 4.117 areof the
Commi.ssion's
quencies in the Rules
rangesandof 25include
to 27 fremc,
42qencies
to 44above
me, 116
and fre300 tomc.118Themc rules
for
experimental
broad-in
casting have nothigh
as yetfrequency
been deleted,
order titoons yetprovide
for theNo fewnew such
stain operation.
stations
in this service
have been
authorized
since
(Tr. 3G73-3674).
It is1940
expected
that this service will
be deleted
and,
acordingly,
no allocations are proposed.
Applications
proposing
experimentation
in
high-frequency
broadcasting
will be considered
under
the
developmental
broadcast
service.
NONCOMMERCIAL
EDUCATIONAL
Position in Spectrum
SUBSTANTIALLY aU of the witnesses
who
appeared
with broadcasting
respect to non-commeroial
educational
agreed
that
educational with
band theshouldregular
continue
to bethecontiguous
FM
broadcast
band. theTheeducational
Commission,bandaccordi
n
g
l
y
,
h
a
s
moved
along
with thecontiguous.
regular FM band, so that they
remain
The upreasons
for moving
regular
band
from
43-50
to the88-102
mc FM
areof
fully set
forth (FM).
in themcThe
previous
section
this
report
same
reasons
whiching were
decisive
with
respect
to
movregular
FM tobandmoving
are similarly
decisivethewith
respect
commercial
educational
FM band.thatthe
It educaisnonthe
conclusion
of
the
Commission
tional
broadcasting
will
be
able
to
render
aof markedly
superior
service
as
a
result
the superior
of the
band of propagation
84 to 88 mc characteristics
as compared
withTo the
presentthe42-43
mc band.for the five
minimize
difficulties
presente s, it isnoncommercial
licensprovided
that educational
theyuntilmayreceivers
retain
their present
assignments
covering the new band become freely avail-

SHAKE

able, and for a stated
period bythereafter
be subsequently
determined
the existCo^jn-to
mission.
DuringFMthis
interim will
period,
ing
regular
stations
ako
shifted
to the 42-44
mc toband.
Thereafterbe
the
advantages
accruing
the propagation
educational
stations
from
the
superior
characteristics on the higher frequencies,
plus the
advantagesadjacent
accruingto from
a position
the regular
FM
band,immediately
willof changing
no doubt frequency.
outweigh
the
inconvenience
Channel Width
Substantially
all ofto thethis witnesses
aparing withkcrespect
service
urged
that
the pe200
channel width
be retained.
No education
witnesses
dissented
from
this
view. retains
Accordingly,
Commission's
allocation
the 200 the
kc channel
width.
The
reasons
for setmaintaining
this
channel
width
are
fully
forth
in
theItprevious
section
of
this
report
(FM).
is
the
opiniontionalof broadcasting
the Commission
educawill
benefitthatfrom
the
wide
range
of
audio
frequencies,
the
wide
dynamic range, which
and thecannoise
suppressionon
characteristics
be
achieved
FM channels 200 kc wide.
Total Number of Channels
Substantially
all ofof this
the witnessesurged
appearing on behalf
that
at least
15 educational
channels be service
set aside for
noncommercial
broadcasting.
The burden
thecleartestimony
moreover, makes ofitmaterialize,
that 15if offered,
present
plans
ofnot educators
channels
will
be
sufficient
to
provide
the
statewide
serviceingly,which
educators
desire.
Accordt
h
e
Commission
concludes
from
the
evidence submitted that 20 channels, each
200
kc wide,for from
84 to 88 mc educational
should be
allocated
noncommercial
Thethetestimony
broadcasting.
* « »thus
plus
general
tenor briefly
of thesummarized
testimony
and exhibits
these
hearings ofmakeseducators
it clear appearing
that at leastin
20 channels
must
be
allocated
to
noncombroadcastingeducational
if presentlymercial
plannededucational
noncommercial
broadcasting
are
to
find
room
in the
spectrum.
Theservice
testimony
andthese
exhibits
show that
the
which
noncommercial
educational FM stations propose to render
is of outstanding
merit,
and may
prooundly af ect not onlyinstitutions
American
but our fdemocratic
as education
a whole.
The Commission has been committed to

HANDS

WITH

Developmental
broadcast
stations and
are I^IH^^^^P^^'^^
"^"f^^^^^^^^^^l
censed
toin carry
on development
^^^H^^^^H C~. /^"^^"^^
^^^^^^^^H~Pi
research
the advancement
of broadcasting ment,
including
development
of
equippropagation Such
research
and other
related subjects.
stations
may
broadcastes ary toprograms
when
they
are connecthe
experiments
being
d
u
c
t
e
d
,
a
n
d
no
regular
prograni
service may be broadcast unless specifically
authorized by the license.
Developmental
are
now allocated 51 broadcast
frequenciesstations
beginning
atabove
1614 401kc and
extending
to
the
region
mc. These frequencies are
also
under thein Commission's
rules available
for assignment
a number of
experimental
services.toOther
frequencies
may
be
assigned
developmental
broadcast
stations
when
necessary
upon a satisfactory showing that and
the t » j • -c e*-*• r- x j
proposed operation will not cause in- Introducing Four Stations in Four States under the
o?.co''o?tI^*°
services
(Tr.
management
of
"The
Friendly
Extending you
The bands 920 to 940 and 940 to
a fnendlY hand lor more businessGroup".
from these
communities.
rrt^teThTr'el thriving
l'^Te'lit't
SJo'adcL^fn
with
low-power
fixed point-to-point
services
(studio-transmitter,
controlfor further
„_. details,
p . ,,write^ John.. ,Laux,
ci lManaging
-nDirector H|l
x\. —
Friendly Group Steubenville, O. >^ ^
The
etc.). police fixed facsimile circuits,
circuits,
It is contemplated that other experimental frequencies, principally above • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••• • • • • • ••••••••••
£veiopment^'"brSc?s\inr'if
found .M.K^mB
IffTfTSlll JOHN
STEUBENVILLE,
iMTnTTtl
ATLANTIC
CITY,MGR.
N, J. ,•
necessary
or desirable.
LAUX, MGR.0. «■
iM J
EDDIE KOHN.
.
NETWORK
BLUE
.
MUTUAL
^
■
»i
•
HIGHEXPERIMENTAL
(5)
••••••••••
•
•
•
•
CAST
FREQUENCY BROAD
This inservice
provided forbroadcasting,
experimen- !ufnl|,lV
WASHINGTON,
Y. ,'
tation
high-frequency
■ IJ
jOHNNY
CROFT, PA.
MGR. ,ItfHllIll^
■ . I vl V LOUKINGSTON,
STEKETEE, N.MGR.

rhfSatVn-'T^fTeqS
I >i F ■ B
INDEPENDENT .liln^—
MUTUAL .
adoption
of rules for the commercial •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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years of
profitable
peach fuzz
Each year over 2 million bushels . . .
10% of all the peaches produced in
the whole South ... picked in Spartanburg County alone!
SPARTANBURG,
WSPA SOUTH CAROLINA
Home of Camp CrofI
5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night
950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollingbery

DAILY PROGRAMS IN
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the
principleuseof since
allocating
educational
1938; facilities
the probable
presentfor
hearings
make
it
seem
altogether
that notthe toofruitsdistant
of thisfuture.
policyThewillquanty
ripen in
the
educational
broadcasting
is assured by thecf
quality eofral y. our
educational
institutions
genThe proposals FMin networks
many states
statewide
educational
affordfora
way
in
which
the
best
which
our
educators
can offer FMwill broadcast
be made systems
widely available
through
serving
entire states.
It is possiVle,willof not
coui-se",materialize
that educational
broadcasting
onplanthe
scale which
educatorsit isarepossible
currentlythat
ning.development
Alternatively,
theas
scale
of
may
be
so
great
tofuture
require
20 channels
at some
date.moreIf 20thanchannels
for education
prove
many, the tochannels
can betooreassigned
regular nearest
FM; and88 mcto
facilitate
thisbe,possibility,
the Commission's
policy
will
to thestations
extent
feasible,
assign
educational
to theIf,to
lower
channels
of
the
84-88
mefirstprove
band.
onfew,thetwootherpossibilities
hand, 20 forchannels
too
exist.
Receiver
manufacturers
haveexpansion
beennot advised
tothe build
FM
receivers
covering
merely
FM and educational
FM78 bands
but proposed
also
adjacent
from
to8 of84
and
102 thetoThis
108 makes
mc. bands
(See
Section
this
part).
possible
the
future
expansion
of
both
commercial
and
educational FM if circumstances so require and
subject,
services. of course, to the needs of other
Miscellaneous Educational Requests
In addition
to the generally
request
for expansion
of the agreed upon
cial
educationalwitnesses
bi-oadcastindividually
band,
educational
quested certain other assignments for edu-reorder. cational use. These can be reviewed in
1. Additional standard broadcast facil• *respect
opportunity
exists
ities. ** *A particular
with
any educational
institutions
desiringto toareastoprovide
service
presentlystandard
unserved.broadcast
Nearly
10,000,000
peopleUnited
withinStates
the live
continental
limitsdaytime
of the
outside
the
service
areas
of
any
standard
broadcast
station
(Ex.
150),
and
more
than
21,000,000 liveareaoutside
the nighttime
primary
of151any
standard
broadcastmatelyservice
station
{
Ex.
)
.
Approxi38.5% of outside
the areathe ofdaytime
the contiservice areanentalofU. S.anylies standard
broadcast station
(Ex. 152)
and
56.9%
lies
outside
the
nighttime
primary
service
area
of
any
such
station
(Ex. service
153). The
economic
which make
to applicants
these
areasmayfactors
unapp
e
a
l
i
n
g
t
o
commercial
not
apply with equal
force toforeducational
institutions.
Applications
standard
broadcasttutions ofacilities
from educational
instiothers presently
desiring
tounserved
bring service
tomaps,thoseEx.rareas
(see
148
and
149)
will
be
given
especialtion 307consideration,
as required by Sec(b)
of
the
Communications
of 2.1934.Allocation of a group of channels Actin
the
vicinity
ofengineer
2500-3500who kc.accompanied
President
Bevis
him,
R.and C.the
Higgy
of the
Station
WOSU,
Ohio
State
U.,
suggested
allocation
awide,
minimum
of 2500
10 channels,
eachkc,10 forkcof
between
and
3500
medium-distance broadcasting stations of
5,000 w power, "with
preference
to educawhere large
areas
must tionbeand public
covered,services
and particularly
where
FM
service
does
not
prove
practical."
(Tr.
1199-1200,
1211-1214).
The
plans
worked
out by several
states
for
statewide
FMof
networks
show
that
the
problem
medium-distance
educational
broadcasting
can
be
fully
solved
on
the
20
FM
channels
allocated to education. The practicability
of educational
broadcasting
in thelimited
25003500
range that
would
be receivers
seriously
by
thekcof fact
few
in will
the
hands
the
public
now
or
hereafter
beevidence
designedwasto submitted
tune these that
frequencies.
No
tional institutions would make any
use ofeducathe
proposedcated.channels
were sois allo-reAccordingly,ifthetheyproposal
jected.
3. Television channels. Several of the
educational
suggested
edumightwitnesses
at sometelevision.
future
date that
be interestecators
d in educational
With
respect
to
immediate
television
development
the tobands
fromit 44doesto not84
mc,
andthatfromthein 180current
216educational
mc,
appear
in television
or the probability
ainterest
multiplicity of educational
television toofstations
the
near
future
is
sufficient
warrantin
reserving44 anyand of84 the
television
channels
between
mc
or
between
180
and
216
mc exclusively
fordesiring
educational
use.
Educational
institutions
to
procure
television
these frequencies
are
ofCommission
course licenses
free toin apply
undertheexisting
Com-on
mis ion wil regulations,
treat such and
applications
an equal basisapplicants.
with applications
from noneducational
Experimental
licensedtele-to
the StatevisionU.stationof W9XUI
Iowa, andis now
an experimental

DISCUSSION BY FREQUENCIES OF
PROPOSED ALLOCATIONS
EXCERPTS from the FCC report citing reasons for proposed allocations on
specific broadcast services. (References to nonhroadcast services deleted.)
42 tiontoof the
44 meband
— This(42 range
and is a porto 50 ismc)presently
used inallocated
the U. toS. broadcasting
for FM broadcasting.
The
proposed
allocation,
becausemoveof FM
the propagation
considerations
discussed
sectiontr8uofm so that
ParttheII,band
would
broadcasting
to
a
region
higher
in theinleave
specwould begin at 84 mc. This change will ultimately
the segment from 42 to 44 mc available for fixed and mobile operations, except
aeronautical,
in the U.below.
S. it will be used for an expansion of nongovernmental servicesanddiscussed
It appearsstruction of frequency
that it willmodulation
be some timetransmitters
before materials
are available
for thein conand receivers
to operate
the
portion of the spectrum beginning at 84 mc. In the interim it is proposed, as
discussed in section 8 of Part II, that the present FM stations operating ben 42 and 4250 andmc 44continue
nelstwe between
mc. to render a temporary FM service on the chanThe inpropagation
characteristics
44 mcmobile
like
those
the band between
25 and 30 ofmc frequencies
appear to bebetween
desirable40forandcertain
services
and
wide
experience
with
similar
services
in
the
30
to
42
mc
range
has
indicated the desirability of continuing such operations in this band.
44 tovision
50 mcbroadcasting
— Internationally
this
6-mc
segment
is
presently
allocated
to
telehas high
been frequency
used in the(FM)
U. S.broadcasting.
together withThethe proposed
segment
between 42 and 44 but
mc for
allocation
designates
segmentbe asshared
the No.by nongovernmental
1 television channelfixedandandit mobile
is further proposed
that thisthischannel
services
(such
as
police
control
and
relay
circuits,
point-to-point,
marine
control
circuits, forestry fixed circuits, rural telephone, broadcast studio to transmitter
links, railroad terminal and yard operations) upon a proper showing that there
isharmful
a need interference.
for it and that such sharing can be accomplished without resulting in
50 tovision
60 broadcasting
mc — Thisandportion
of the spectrum
the amateur
services iswithpresently
televisiondivided
from between
50 to 56telemc
and
the
amateurs
from
56
to
60
mc.
The
proposed
allocation
would
result
in
shifting
the
two
bands
so
that
the
amateurs
would
be
allocated
50
to
54
mc
and television channel No. 2 would fall between 54 and 60 mc. This shift will
not interfere with amateur operations and it will result in a substantial benefit
to television as it will make possible the assignment of 4 out of 6 channels inof 3 outNo.of 26 bein shared
highly congested areas. Again it is proposed that televisionstead channel
the same
basis as channel No.with1. nongovernmental fixed and mobile services on
60 to 84 mc — The present international assignments are : 60 to 66 mc is
allocated
mobile servicesallocated
but is used
in this country
sion ;66 toto the
72 fixed
mc isandinternationally
to television
and usedfor intelevithis
country for television ; 72 to 78 mc is internationally allocated to fixed and mobile
and usedcludinginthe channel
this country
by
the
Government
for
fixed
and
mobile
services
centering on 75 mc which is widely used for aviation mark-inertrys ;78for that
to 84service.
mc is internationally
allocated
to television
is the
proposed
that
television
channels and3,be 4,used
5 andinforthis
6 sharing
be counallocated to this portionIt offixed
spectrum
and
that onprovision
made
with
nongovernmental
and
mobile
services
the
same
basis
as
television
channels Nos. 1 and 2.
While the international designation would provide for a sharing between television and fixedanyandfixed
mobileand ofmobile
all 6 operations
channels, the Commission
would
not time
pro6 at and
this
becausepose to assign
this channel is adjacent
to the lower endto channel
of the FMNo. band
it is
desired to keep it available for the possible expansion of FM if the needs of
that service outweigh the needs of other services, should television vacate this
portion of the spectrum. A sharing between television and other services on this
channel
would complicate
expansionof ofmoving
FM if televisionandvacates
thisservices.
chanstill should
besuch
the vacate
problem
mobilewould
In thenel, as there
event would
television
this channel,thethefixed
Commission
also
be in a position to consider reallocating the No. 6 television channel in whole or
in part to the emergency services or facsimile.
84 to 102withmc the
— This entire ofportion
in the spectrum
is presently
allocated
to
television
a segment
90 and
96 mc,services
which
cated
to fixed and exception
mobile services
and usedbetween
by governmental
inis allo-»
this
country. It is proposed to allocate this portion of the spectrum to FM broad(Continued on page 65)
The ofCommission
fully and
the
station W9XGto isPurdue
authorized
under needs
educationlinkappreciates
forfacilities,
such relay
atelevision
construction
University.
studio-transmitter
and
wiU
With respectpermit
to television developments
suchthat steps
aswillmaybe available
be necessary
highertal television
in the spectrum,
the experimen- take
channelsin onbetween
they
to edu-to
cational
institutions.
The wholehowever,
question
920
mc, theto evidence
this record480ofis and
notan ensure
of
relay
and
link
facilities,
is
sufficient
warrant
reservation
educational
at thisinstitutions
time. If atbelieve
any currently
uncrystallized.workMuchremains
experimental or developmental
to be
future date band
educational
done.
To
assign
a
particular
band
of
frethat estthere
is
sufficient
educational
interin television and sufficient probability
quencies studio-transmitter
for educational relays
or educa-if
links might,
of developing
u eful caneducational
sion service, thea matter
be raised televianew futurecatedtional
technological
developments
a
different
band
as
superior
for indisuch
at 4.thatRelaytime.and ST Link Frequencies. U. S. services, hamper rather than assist
educational
broadcast
developments.
Commissioner
of
Education
John
W.
Studebaker requested
the reservation
educa- forAccordingly,
the toCommission
proposes
tional relay frequencies
for two ofpurposes
the
time
being
amend
its
rules
so
(Tr.least1433-1434).
First,
pointed statewide
out that as to permit
noncommercial
ateducational
28 states
are heplanning
stations
to receiveeducational
auxiliary
FM networks,
by means of broadcast
relay,
studio-transmitter
link,
and
experiwhich tional
the broadcast
various
noncommercial
assignmentsgenerally.
in the bands
aside
stations
in thebroadcasting.
state educacould for suchmentalservices
Itsuchis setbelieved
beWhile
linkedsuch
together
for network
that
the
bands
set
aside
for
services
stations
could
be
linked
by
are sufficiently wide to allow ample room
wire line from
or bystation
direct torebroadcasting
all relayIf andat stuprograms
station
in someorof for the development
dio-tthat
ransmit er link offacilities.
any
instances,
topographical,
economic,
time
it appears
there is need
for
high-fidelity
considerations
might in otherto separate
educational
allocation
for accrue
thesea
instances
require
relay
transmitters
services
or
that
an
advantage
will
make
possible statewide
broadcasting allocation,
from makingthe
Dr. Studebaker
outcoverage.
that inSecond,
many tosucheducational
a separate
localities
or pointed
moreto share
educational
institumatter
can broadcasters
be educational
reconsidered.
Meanwhile,
tions weremittwo
planning
a
single
transeducational
desiring
and to connect
link facilities canrelaymakeor
with theirer, various
studios.thisHe transmitter
urged the studio-transmitter
assignmentquencies fofor thisstudio-transmitter
link fre- application in the bands now being oneaed
purpose.
up for such use.• *Broadcast
* *.
BROADCASTING
Advertising

(Continued from page 64.)
casting.servedProvision
is
made
for a totaleducational
of 90 channels,
the lowerand 20thebeing
at this time for noncommercial
broadcasting
remain-reing 70 to be used for commercial high-frequency (FM) broadcasting.
102 to 108 mc — This portion of the spectrum is presently allocated to tele• vision
has determined
to make
these 6broadcasting.
megacycles atThethisCommission
time. As pointed
out in section
8 of noPartallocation
II it mayof
develop
that develop
sufficientthatchannels
have notservices
been provided
for FM
broadcasting.
It may mentsalso
the
emergency
will
require
additional
assignin this region. If the development of channels above 470 mc for television
and lowfacsimile
is
delayed,
and
if
there
is
sufficient
need
for
additional
space
be225 mc for these services, it may be necessary to utilize this band to accom odate one or more of these services. So that it will be in a position to
provideatingforexperience
these andcontingencies
to make
a decisionthebased
upon actual
operdemonstratedand need
for channels,
Commission
is reserving this band for future assignment for one or more of the uses just named
162 to 180 mc — This band is presently allocated as follows: 162 to 168 mc
to television
168 to 180Themcproposed
to fixed allocation
and mobilegives
— usedtheingovernmental
the U. S. by services
governmental radio; services.
slightly less space (162 to 170 mc) and the 10 megacycles between 170 and 180
mc
IS
proposed
to
be
allocated
to
navigation
aids,
a
substantial
number
of
which
are already operating in that band.
,;Sion
180 (2to channels)
216 mc — Present
allocations
are
as
follows
:
180
to
192
mc
to
televi; 192 to 204
204 me to fixed and mobile— used in the U. S by
the governmental services;
to 216 mc to television (2 channels) The proposed allocation contemplates
6 contiguous
television
channels
(Nos. 7-12)
Channels
7 and 8 services.
(ISO to 192 mc)
are proposed
for sharing
by television
and
jthe
governmental
Channels
9,
10,
11
and
12
(192
to
216
mc)
profor sharing
televisionNo.and1. nongovernmental fixed and mobile are
services
,on the posedsame
basis byas channel
In-.?"*-^
*^orw^^^ — Present
allocations
in thisS. band
as follows ::
Ha *°
^^^^ international
mobile—; 230
assigned
to theareGovernment
,224
to 230 mc to*° amateur
services
to 234in mcthe toU.fixed
and mobile ; 234 to
,246
mc
to
television
;
246
to
2-58
mc
to
fixed
and
mobile
—
used
in
the
the governmental services ; 2.58 to 270 mc tc television ; 270 to 282 mc Uto Sfixedby
and mobile —294used in the U. S. by the governmental services ; 282 to 294 mc to
.television;
toAt 300
mc totherefixedare and mobile — used in the U. S. by governpresent
international allocations above 300 mc
However,mentaltheservices.Commi.ssion
allocatedno 400
the amateur services.
Ihe proposed allocation hasbetween
216 and to 420401 mcmc isto for
fixed and mobile
radio services,
governmental
the
by
exclusively
S.
U.
the
in
used
be
to
services^
except tor the band 220 to 22.5 mc, which is assigned to the amateurs
in lieu of
225
between The
channels
75
further
except
2'^^
^^■^
'l*^"^
i^'^^A^^^^^*^
and
400
mc
which
will
be
assigned
to
non-governmental
aviation
services.
U. h. Government services now have great quantities of equipment operating
on frequencies
throughout this portion of the spectrum and it is proposed that
this use
for exclusive
this assignment
the governmental
ices are benot continued.
making anyIn exchange
requests for
assignments
between 420 servand
132o mc.continuous
As indicated
below,of this
will make possible the assignment of an even
larger
portion
the
spectrum
to
ticularly experimental television broadcasting. non-governmental services, parto 480 inmc section
— This 16rangeof Part
is aUocated
as 470
described
II. to experimental facsimile broadcasting
480 to 960 mc — This range is allocated to experimental broadcast services. It
IS expected perimental
that television
this but
portion
the spectrum
will will
be devoted
primarily
to exotherof broadcast
services
be permitted
to experiment between
between 508
920 and
and 524
960 mcmc.is Itbeing
is toallocated
be noted tothat
the portion aids
of the
trum
air navigation
but specit is
expected
this use
be discontinued.
An appropriate
proposed
allocation that
reserves
it forwillexperimental
broadcasting.
It shouldnotealsoto bethenoted
that
between and940 police
and 960facsimile,
mc certain
services, tosuchconduct
as studio
transmitter links,
control
will fixed
be permitted
experimentation.
BBC Newsman Barred
I CBS PROGRAM PLANS
FOR THE FIRST time since the
' FOR 1945 OUTLINED Normandy invasion, Supreme Head, DOUGLAS COULTER, CBS vice- uarters last week canceled the ac-president in charge of programs,
creditation of a correspondent.
i• plans
outlinedfor 1945
the tonetwork's
program Cyril Ray, BBC correspondent with
the nine members
the
AES,
was
charged with vioof the CBS Affiliates Advisory
lating security
by broadcasting
uncensored
account
of the U. anS.
., : of
Board
at
the
group's
first
meeting
the year, last Wednesday and First Army's counter - attack
i Thursday at CBS headquarters in against the German forces at Ardennes. Other correspondents have
'; New
William reviewed
Lodge, director ofYork.
engineering,
the had their credentials suspended for
: status of FM and television. John various violations, but this is the
; Churchill, director of research, first case of cancellation.
i presented data from the seventh
•j series
studies. of CBS Listening Area
FCC Tours BeU
CAAB members attending inof the FCC last FriI eluded: C. T. Lacy, WRVA Rich- MEMBERS
were in New York to inspect
mond, chairman; John M. Rivers, new dayradio
communications
, WCSC Charleston, S. C, secre- innovations and
of Bell Telephone
' taxy; Arthur B. Church, KMBC Labs. Accompanying
the six FCC
' Kansas
Clyde Coombs,
KARM members were Chief Engineer
Fresno, City,
Franklin
M. Doolittle,
George
P.
Adair
and
General
WDRC Hartford; Leo Fitzpatrick. Counsel Charles V. Denny.
The
WJR Detroit; I. R. Lounsberry, Commissioners left for New York
WKBW Buffalo; C. W. Rembert, following the Radio CorrespondKRLD
Dallas;Orleans.
W. H. Summerville,
ents Assn. dinner last Thursday
WWL New
I Other CBS executives who met night.
I with the station men included:
Paul W. Kesten, executive vice- tions; William C. Gittinger, vicepresident; Joseph H. Ream, vice- president in charge of sales; Howpresident and secretary; Frank K.
ard tions;
Lane, William
director
of stationEastern
relaA. Schudt,
White, vice-president and treasurer; Herbert V. Akerberg, vice- division manager, station relations
, president in charge of station rela- department.

Disc -Turner

Case

Hearing Expected
All Parties Would Be Heard;
Nets Welcome NABET Action
EARLY ACTION by the National
Labor Relations Board in the NABET-network-Petrillo platter turning case was expected last week as
the Board announced receipt of an
unfair labor practice charge filed
by NABET against NBC and Blue
for refusal to bargain. Simultaneous issuance of a complaint and
calling of a hearing at which all
parties will be heard were considered probable this week.
charge, filed
the
NewNABET's
York regional
Boardvidthunder
Sectionstional8(1)
and
8(5)
of
the
NaLabor Relations Act, stated
that the networks advised the technicians
union "that
they would re-of
fuse to honor
the certification
the NLRB
and
bargain
with NA-of
BET because of the threa.ts
James
C.
Petrillo
of
the
Musicians'
Union to call a series of wildcat
strikes because NABET was a
company
union."welcomed
NABET"sdominated
action was
by Niles Trammell, president of
NBC, and Mark Woods, president
of Blue, both of whom issued statements explaining their positions
and making public their letters to
Allen T. Powley, NABET president, giving their reasons for retification.fusing to recognize the NLRB cerMr. Trammell stated that NBC
"is and always has been willing to
abide by a decision conclusively determining the jurisdictional
tion. However,
in view of the quesfact
that the AFM insists that the certification ofthe NLRB did not effectively determine this issue and
refuses to abide by it, we decided
that we had no alternative but to
decline to negotiate with either
union with respect to 'platter turners' until the issue was finally and
effectively determined."
Cassidy Due Home This
Week From War Front
JAMES CASSIDY,
director
of international broadcasts
of WLW
Cincinnati, who has been overseas
since last
scheduled
arrive
in NewJuly,Yorkis late
this weekto
for a rest after covering the EuroArriving
Londonattacks,
duringpeanthewar.heavy
buzz inbomb
Mr. Cassidy has seen action with
Gen.He Hodge's
Army.
was therespFirst
American
corondefirst
nt to reach
Germany,
scooped the world on the fall of
Aachen and narrowly escaped
death two days before Christmas
in a Nazi dive-bombing attack in
which four, newspaper correspondents were killed [Broadcasting,
Jan. 8]. Mr. Cassidy will be met
in New York by his wife, Rita
Hackett, for several years a star
in her own right on WLW and
WSAI prior to its acquisition by
Marshall Field.
Inaugural Coverage
RADIOtial coverage
the Presiden-in
inaugurationofceremonies
Washington Jan. 20 will be limited
to Washington radio renorters
already members of the Radio Correspondents As n. who have White
House Correspondent's Assn. cards.

FOR THE
Worlds Best
Coverage of
the Worlds
Biggest News
u n I T E D
PRESS

A full page of them in
the February 5th issue
of BROADCASTING on

SPORTS^

Proposed FCC Allocations
{Continued from page 13)
ard broadcast service. A number four to six weeks. Racing against
of proposals were made during time, it completed the allocations
the hearing for utilization of this for the range 25,000 to 30,000,000
valued frequency, with suggestions kc in six weeks, which established
that it be duplicated for local serv- a record for so Herculean an
ice throughout the country.
undertaking. Commissioner E. K.
Because the demand for fre- Jett, former chief engineer, supervised the FCC proceedings, with
quencies greatly exceeded the supply, the proposed allocations left the bulk of the report drafted under
flexible assignments for broadcast the direction of General Counsel
service. Thus, vastly increased fa- Charles R. Denny Jr. and Chief
cilities may be provided for FM; an Engineer George P. Adair.
additional 6-mc band (102-108 mc)
IRAC Plan Stands
is unassigned but can be used for
either PM or television; provision
The
FCC
report dealt with nonis made for facsimile on a simplex Government assignments and was
rather than on a multiplex basis, coordinated with IRAC, with the
but with multiplexing possible on latter setting the allocations pattern. A dozen meetings were held
FM frequencies if experience indicates its feasibility.
with IRAC, and the FCC met inThe allocations, it is emphasized,
termittently through last Wednesday on the report, giving the final
are simply proposed and not final.
Included in the 265-page report approval at that time.
was an order specifying procedure
In most essential particulars, the
to be followed in the filing of excep- IRAC plan of allocations, which
tions. A written request must be brought a tidal wave of industry
filed with the Commission by Jan. protest, appeared to stand firm.
retained practi29, and a covering brief must be The Government
cally all of the assignments IRAC
submitted (25 copies) by Feb. 9.
earmarked.
the genIt is expected oral arguments will originally
eral non-Government But
assignments
be limited — probably to 20 minutes represented
compromises
down
the
line.
pe party.
the Commission will Thereafter
determine final
allocaThe television allocations, while
tions. These may not deviate mate- a compromise of the positions of
rially from the proposed plan.
contending
neverThe FCC did not announce pro- the two theless
appeared to groups,
follow largely
posed allocations to cover the range the plan originally enunciated by
10,000 to 25,000 kc, expected within Commissioner Jett [Broadcasting
COPIES

24 HOUR SERVICE
—packaged and shipped
from Chicago.
Aluminum based material
available for broadcast use.

L. I TOOGOOD
RECORDING COMPANY
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convention issue, April 26, 1943].
It was closer to the proposals of
the prewar television protagonists,
heard bystairs"RCA,
to the "upplan so than
vigorously
supported by CBS. But by splitting
the band
and
blessing
high
definition video, the allocation proposal
solidly
advocates.supports the "upstairs"
The FCC sought to develop its
plan
kc post-haste
becauseaboveof 25,000
preparations
under
State Dept. auspices for the forthcoming
inter-American
radio
ference in Rio de Janeiro tocon-be
held next month, and a projected
world encetelecommunications
to be scheduled whenconferwar
conditions permit. Thus, the below
25-mc assignments, which would
include provision for international
broadcasting,
were temporarily
sidetracked.
The Commission emphasized that
most, if not all of the allocations
proposed
be placed re-in
effect until"cannot
after transmitter,
ceiver and other materials, facilities and manpower again become
available trend,
for civilian
use." The
recent
the Commission
said, indicates
"that
it
will
be neces ary ** * to continue indefinitely,
and perhaps strengthen its present
policies
restricting
use of critical materials
and themanpower
for
civilian
radio
purposes."
[Reports
were current that WPB and
FCC
jointly
would
freeze this
week.]reimpose the solid
The Commission said, however,
that it believed it in the public
interest to announce its proposed
allocations now so that broadcasters, manufacturers of equipment
and others desiring to enter radio
"may be in a position to make
whatever advance planning is neces ary as soon as possible and so
that adequate preparations may be
made for fefuture
international
rences. In the meantime,
the confull
efforts of the radio industry and
the Commission must continue to
be devoted to the prosecution of
the war," said the report.
Stricter Standards
Another note of caution bespoke
the limited available spectrum
space. The
Commissionthat
saidmany
this
makes
it mandatory
services engineering
prepare "to employ
stricter
standardsmuchin
future operation, such as improved
frequency tolerances, reduced harmonic better
and other
spurious
emissions,
receiving
equipment,

Decca Sales
DECCA RECORDS Inc., New
York, and subsidiaries achieved
the highest sales record in the company's history inat1944
with total
sales estimated
between
$13,500,000 and $14,500,000, compared
with $11,278,345 in 1943, a peak
year.
and December
sales in November
1944 were higher
than for
:similar months in any previous
year,ing toDecember
sales
alone
amountapproximately $1,500,000.

stresses tional
the broadcasting,
importanceandof pointed
educaout that the testimony of educators
indicatedfoundlytheaffect service
pronot only "may
American
education but all democratic institutions as a whole".FMThere
are nowin
five educational
stations
operation, struction.
withEight applications
four under were
conon file when the hearing was held.
Approximately
educational
stitutions have 160
evinced
interest in-in
the service.
Present Stations Stay
The Commission emphasized
that existing FM stations will not
be required to move up the band
until receivers capable of tuning
in the new wavelengths are generally available. "The cost to the
public will not be great," it said,
pointing
out that
000 FM sets
are inonlyusesome
and 500,that
these are principally combinations,
capable of receiving both FM and
AM. Moreover, they are several
years old. Some can be converted.
The FCC concluded that these receivers or attachments would become
obsoleteFMif industry
the recommendat
i
o
n
s
o
f
widenof
the bandthewere
followed. toCost
remodeling
FM
transmitters
will
not
said. be substantial, the Commission
Aproposby the
"subscription
radio"
proposed
new subsidiary
Muzak, the
Commission
said noof
specific allocation would be made
now. If this proposed service, which
would be paid for on a rental basis
by subscribers, proves technically
feasible, the report said applicants
would be permitted to apply for
channels in the re^lar FM com<mercial band. Muzak, at the hearings, sought three FM channels at
the end of the band for the "pigsqueal" service.
quick analysis
of the spectrum
forA broadcast
and related
services
shows
:
The Commission made an espe44-84
me
for
6
television
channels
cial plea for high quality receivers,
mc wide, which will be shared with
pointing out, for example, that if 6non-government
services
on
a
noninterthe advantages of FM are to be fering basis.
84-88 mc for noncommercial FM. 20
obtained,
it is essential
that limiter
receiv- channels
200 kc wide as against 15
ersdiscriminator
have proper
selectivity,
channels requested.
andetc."
characteristics.
88-102 200
mc kcfor wide).
commercial FM (70
It urged that no receivers for any channels
service be manufactured which
102-108 me not assigned, but availradiate an appreciable signal to
able either for expansion of FM, teleavoid serious interference. The
vision,services.
facsimile or non-Government
slight difference in cost between a
well-designed receiver and one of emergency
108-216
mc
poor design is more than offset by 6 mc wide. for 6 television channels
theThegainFMto allocations
all services. are divided simile.
470-480 mc for experimental fac480-920 mc for experimental high
between noncommercial educational, which gets 20 frequencies, definition
television,
the 508to be but
usedwithtemporarily
and commercial which gets 70. If 524 mc band
the noncommercial services do not for1225-1325
air navigation
aids.
mc
for
television
relay,
absorb all
the will
channels,
com- be used as pickup for relaying pro-to
mercialofoperations
be allocated
to main television stations. In
the residue. The Commission additiongrams480-920
mc range to be avail-'
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which hitherto have largely depended
on an outgrown arrangement of sharsystems.
Ninety-two
citiesingofpoliceoverradio100,000
population
have
indicated
their intention of using radio
for
fire service.
EMERGENCY
AND MISCELLANEOUS
Increased channels are allotted for
forestry and conservation radio systems ;forpanieselectric,
and watertrucks
com, for buses,gasstreetcars,
and highway
maintenance
departments ;for areas,
oil companies
drilling inof
inaccessible
for the location
oil bytionseismograph
for and
mopicture crews outrecording,
on location
for press associations and newspapers
reporting
events
at
places
where
regular facilities are not available.
New Radio Services
RAILROAD RADIO
Its
week-long
hearing
in September
on theing shown
use ofthatradio
on railroads
it
will
contributehavthe
safety
of
life
and
property
andto
should be of almost universal benefit
toasidethea public,
the
Commission
has
set
sizeable number of channels for
that purpose.
CITIZENS
RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
The
success
the the
"walkie-talkie"
on the battle frontof and
possibilities
for its varied
uses in peacetime
have
induced
the Commission
to allocate
the band from 460 to 470 mc for a
new radio service to be known as the
'"Citizens Radiocommunication Service." Small portable radios can be
used, for example, to establish a physservice,
communication toicians'
andcallingfrom
trucksfor and
tractors
operating
in and
aroundon board
large plants,
onandfarms
and
ranches,
river craft, in mountainharbor
and
swampers can areas.
and contact
exploruse themSportsmen
to maintain
with camps. Department stores, dairies,
laundries"
and the
otherservice
businessto communiorganizacatetionswithran usetheir
vehicles.
Common
carrierdelivery
operation
will not
be permitted and no charge can be
made for messages. Only the minimum requirements
of the Communicatraffic
rules tionswillAct plus
be asetfewup.minimum
No technical
knowledge
will
be
required.
RURAL TELEPHONE SERVICE
Provision is made for a rural telephone
furnish communities,
a radio-telephone linkserviceforto isolated
farmers,
ranchers,
miners
and
othersby
who
cannot
be
or
are
not
served
wire line facilities. The Commission
does not set aside specific frequencies
for this service but will permit it to
share catthe
band ofmost
frequencies alloed to television,
be concentrated
in urbanof which
areas. will
INDUSTRIAL AND MEDICAL
SERVICE
Threetrial andbands
assignedequipment
for indus-to
medicalare radio
prevent
interference
with
other
radio
services.
GENERAL MOBILE SERVICE
Certain frequencies
been desr ultimateunitsusehave
by urban
and
interurbanignated fomobile
such
as trucks,
buses, taxicabs,
doctors'
ears,
ambulances, etc. Before
assigning
any frethis determine
band,
however,
the
Commissionquencies in will
the most
eificient plan by which they may be
employed.
'Door Open' Policy
An innovation in FCC policy
was seen in the FM phase of the
report. To keep the door open for
later applicants the Commission
said it was considering adoption of
a plan
whereby
commercial channels
will 50be FM
available
for
assignment both to present licensees
and to newcomers in the radio field.
This policy will afford existing AM
licensees an opportunity to enter
"Maybe
we
WACs
shouldn't
so desire, the Commishave advertised over WFDF FM ifsionthey
said, and in addition will
enable
some
new persons to parFlint!"
ticipate inFM's early development.
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able forfor this
of service until
needed
directtype
broadcasting.
In addition to the broadcast
services, the allocations cover other
radio communications projects including anumber of new operations for railroads, civilian "walkservices, rural telephone
and medicalie-talkie"services.
Supplementary Services
The FCC's summary of these
supplementary
services follows:
THEATRE TELEVISION
Since theatre television is still in the
experimental stage, the Commission
has not
allocated
frequencies for the
serviceanybut specific
announces
that
it will consider applications for experimental
authorization,
in
bands
beallocated itfor was
that stated
purpose.that
During
the inghearing
the
major motion picture companies at the
end of the war will begin experimenwith the television
production programs
and exhib-in
itiontation
of theatre
specific local theatres and with the
transmission
tant cities. of such programs to disAVIATION
Heavy dustrydemands
of the aviation
for radio channels
above in-25
mc the
in theCommission
postwar period
wereexactly
granted
by
almost
specified. Commission comment on thisas
service
: "The importance
of transporaviation
to our tation
present
and postwar
and
economy
does
not
require
elaboration. Aviation operations
are
wholly dependent upon the use of radio
for insuring the safety of life and
property
AMATEURin the air."
Theber ofallocation
booststo amateurs
the numchannels plan
allotted
pointing out that this service is one
of the oldest in radio and its developthat ofservice
the en-is
tirementradioclosely
art.parallels
The amateur
a vast training school and constitutes
a huge ators,
reservoir
radio radio
operexperiencedof inskilled
handling
communications
through
terrific
interference and radio technicians skilled
in the building,
tenance of radio operation
equipment and
; andmainalso
renders
valuable
public
service
during
periods
of
disaster,
the
report
states.
POLICE RADIO
Criminals of the future will find
the way of the transgressor harder as
the police
build with
up radio
tioncreased
networks
the communicagreatly-innumber of frequencies
allotted
by
this
allocation.
The
number
channels in the 30 to 44 mc band ofis
increased from 29 to 56. In addition
a band signed.
fromWith suitable
152 to 156
mc waslikely
asequipment
to be available in the near future, the
Commission has provided channels
which will
possible facsimile
networks formake
transmitting
photographs
and fingerprints
from andonetopolice
dep
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
t
o
another
the
FBI
inFIRE
Washington.
SERVICE
Channels are provided for much
wider use of radio by fire departments

The remaining 20 commercial
channels will "be reserved from
assignment" at the present time to
be licensed in the future in accordance with rules and regulations
subsequently to be promulgated,
the Commission said.
The latter reservation was seen
as possibly having a bearing on
the proposed subscription radio
service. In a paragraph in its detailed report devoted to that service, the Commission said it does
not have sufficient information to
determine whether stations should
befeasible
licensed.and"IfthethisCommission
service proves
decides to license stations of this
type," theplicants wiCommission
"apl be permittedsaid,
to apply
for channels in the regular FM
commercial band or in such other
band or bands as the Commission
mayTo later
designate."
its "door
open" policy forbuttress
newcomers,
the Commission
recited that only 26 of the 204 FM
applications pending last August
(there are now upwards of 300)
were from interests independent of
standard stations. It pointed out
an existing AM licensee can build
an FM station more cheaply than
others by utilizing the same buildetc., than
and others
can oper-by
ateings,
morestudios,
cheaply
using common personnel.
Few Sets Now
"During the first period of FM
development when FM receivers in
the hands of the public are few
and advertising revenues insufficient to cover costs, he can offset
his expenses against revenues from
FM operation — which may be a
very great advantage under pressaid. ent tax conditions," the report
The allocations for television,
providing 12 channels below 300
mc, compares with 18 now allotted
in that band. The Commission
said it found that 12 channels were
the maximum which could possibly
be assigned to television in the
lower spectrum if the minimum
needs of other radio services are
to be met.
The Commission said it was fully
convinced that recent developments
in the electronic art will make possible wide channel television above
400 mc and the transmission of
higher definition monochrome pictures and high definition color pictures.
On the basis of the allocation of
12 channels of six megacycles width
the Commission contended that it
will be possible to authorize seven
television stations in one city if the
need therefor is shown. Four of
these
assigned
the sixstations
channelscould
belowbe 100
mc and'n
the other three in the six channels
available between 180 and 216 mc.
Maximum Results Expected
Implicit in the report was a
warning to all those who engage
in television that maximum results
are expected. One underlying principle, itsaid, is that where within
a reasonable
tion or servicetimehasa particular
not made stafull
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usage of its assigned or allocated
facilities, consideration would be
given to the needs of others. Cognizance is taken of the fact, the
Commission said, that even a single television channel requires
more spectrum space than is assigned to all the stations of some
other services.
"Therefore," said the report,
"while television stations will be
licensed at the present on an unlimited time basis, if after a reasonable period licensees are not using
the facilities sufficient to warrant
an unlimited assignment consideration will be given to applicants for
all Toor part
of time."
conserve
facilities,
mission said that
in thethecaseCom-of
10 of the 12 television channels,
provisions may be made for the
operation of nongovernmental fixed
or mobile services on the channels
upon a proper showing of need and
that these channels may be shared
on a noninterfering basis. Similar
provision, it said, is being made
for the sharing of television channels 7 and 8 with governmental
fixed and mobile services.
The weighty report was based on
public hearings conducted by the
Commission from Sept. 28 through
Nov. 2 covering the entire spectrum from 10 kc to 30,000,000 kc
to determine the needs of the nonGovernment radio services. The
Commission took 4559 pages of
testimony, received 543 exhibits
and heard 231 witnesses.

PREMIUM CRACKER
Measures
BUYS NEWS ON 100 Hooper
Total Air Audience
WITH the announced intention of
taking advantage of news program Service Supplements Regular
popularity. National Biscuit Co., Hooper Ratings Results
New York, is now launching a 1945 C. E. HOOPER Inc. has announced
campaign for Premium crackers it now can supply measurements of
on overPlan100 tostations
on a on52-week
basis.
concentrate
radio total program audiences as well as
this year for Premium, and the the average or monetary audience
absence of newspaper advertising measurements given by Hooperratfor this product, is in line with a ings. Using the Hit Pwrade, a 45program, as an example,
policy
to change
medium
to
another
from from
time one
to time
for minute
announcement pointed out that
different products, according to a the
each lis-of
a differentpersons
15 minutes
company
spokesman.
pro- if threetened todifferent
mote Shredded
Wheat,Drive
as a tocereal
to be eaten hot or cold, conceived the program the total audience
three, whereas the averas a pictorial
will beJan.
in- wouldage beaudience
troduced in 600project,
newspapers
would be one.
How It Works
15, it was said.
Radio schedule
Mccann-Erickson,
New placed
York, byagency
Newcial survey
service,
on a spe-to
for Premium Crackers east of the
basisavailable
to subscribers
"Network
Hooper
ratings",
works
Rockies,
calls
for
5,
10
and
15minute newscasts, three to six
The Hooper interviewtimes weekly, on 90 stations plus as follows:
ers, who have the numbers of all
transcribed spots on four Philadel- persons called during any broadsome contracts
cast period, recall those persons
tivephiaJan.outlets,
1, others
later. Thereeffec-is
an additional schedule on the West listening to the program immediately following the broadcast. Each
Coast, which will probably include
to the quarabout Constantine
40 outlets, placed
by Bots- is asked if,ter-hourin duringaddition
which he reported
ford,
& Gardner.
List of stations signed through listening, he heard the same proMcCann-Erickson follows :
duringair.its other quarterongram the
KGB WNBF
WWNC WAPI
WSB WRDC
WLBZ
WNAC WBAL
WICC hours
When these data are compiled, a
WBEN
WCAX
WMT
WTMA
WCHS
WRT WAPO
WBBM WJRWGARWEBCWIS WDNC
KRIS ratio is taken between the audience
WFAA
KLZ
KENT
KROD
WERC
WGBF
WSAR
WDAY
during the quarter-hour with the
WEIM
WTAQ
WHAI
WHP
WTHT
and istheapplied
total toaudiWHYN WJAC
KTHS KMBC
KTRH WNOX
WFBM WLNH
WJDX highestence andrating
this ratio
the
WJAX
WCOU
KARKWISNWINNKSTPWAVE
WLLH
highest quarter-hour rating to give
WMC
WIOD
WALA
WSM
the
overall
audience
rating.
For
WNLC
WDSU WFIL
WOR WIP
KOMAWCAE
KOIL WGAN
WOW
KYW WCAU
example if the interviewer found
BOTH HOUSES GET WHEB
WEANWTOCWRNL
WDBJ
WSYB
KMOX
WOAI
KTBX
KGBX
WGY 200 listeners during the highest
RADIO LEGISLATION WAGE WFBL WFLA WSPD KTUL WIBX
quarter-hour which had a rating of
WTOP WWVA KFH WSJS WAAB 10,
PAVING thegressional
way consideration
for early
and 50 others who listened at
of Connew WNAX.
some time during the program but
radio legislation,
bills
were
intronot during the highest quarterduced last week in both Houses to
Negotiates
hour, then the total audience for
amend the Communications Act of RADIOGuild
Directors Guild, New that interviewer would be 250, and
1934.
total audience rating would be
In the House Eep. Pehr G. York, on Jan. 19 will open negoti- the
ationsforwithdirectors
the network
on con- 12.5, worked out by the formula,
Holmesconsecutive
(R-Mass.)session
introduced
for
tracts
and assistant
200 is to 250 as 10 is to X.
third
a revised
First commercial use of this
version of the old Sanders Bill to directors in its new status as collective
bargaining
agency
[Broad-at method was made during the Elgin
reorganize the FCC into two dicasting
Jan.
8]
at
a
meeting
Christmas
Party, broadcast for two
restrictbusiness
the Commission's
authorityvisions,over
practices CBS headquarters.
Guild's negotiChristmas
ating committee includes
Cyril hours onnoon.CBSAmong onother
things,afterthe
and programs and to define pro- Armbrister,
Bill Robson,
cedure more clearly. His bill (HR- CBS, Anton M.Blue,
Leader,
NBC,
and
Hooper
study
revealed
the
1109) was referred to the Inter- Roger Bower, who represents WOR program set a new high inthat
number
Mutual'sunder
New itsYork
outlet,network
since of listeners per receiver, 4.2.
mittee. state & Foreign Commerce Com- MBS
present
In the Upper House Sen. Van- set-up does not employ directors.
denberg (R-Mich.) introduced a Jerry
NEW TUBE RECORD?
Guild president, is
bill (S-63) aimed at preventing ex-officioDevine,
member of the commitJames Caesar Petrillo, AFM presiKWK
Discards 8-Year-OId
tee.
David
Saperstein
is
the
atdent, or anyone else from interfertorney for the Guild.
Rectifier Units
ing vidth the broadcast of noncommercial educational or cultural proWHAT
is
believed to be a record
grams. His original bill, introduced
life for rectifier tubes was set in
in the last Congress, was passed
New Coaxial Link
St. Louis last week, when Frank
by the Senate but died on the
last week approved an- Fillmore, transmitter supervisor of
Speaker's
tableofinthethe new
House.Holmes THE FCC
removed a pair of high voltHighlights
other
link
incontinentalthecoaxial cable
proposed
route transfrom KWK,age rectifier
tubeshadfromserved
the transBill follow:
mitter after they
58,720
Reorganization
of
the
Commission
into
New
York
to
Los
Angeles
via
Attively.
two divisions of three Commissioners each
lanta
and
Dallas,
giving
the
AT&T,
and
56,457
hours
of
service,
respec—chairman
Public toandservePrivate
communications,
Southern Bell and Southwestern
on
neither,
but
each
Tubes were the original equipdivision choosing
its ownthanchairman
; no Bell authority for the eight units
member
to serve; rotation
more
three years
ment of the present transmitter,
between Shreveport and Dallas.
on one division
ofselecting
chairmanship
Cost
is
estimated
at
$3,684,000
for
dating
to August
annually,
with
members
own
Fillmorebackreports
he will1936.
miss Mrhis
chairman.
the
approximately
205
miles.
Prohibits
the
FCC
from
regulating
busiold
standbys,
but
he
has
three
ness practices
ordeclaratory
programs. judgments.
originals to keep him company. other
Can
Provides
for
Revamps
procedural
section
of
the
Act,
nation
against
race,
religion,
political
any transmitter beat this record?
providing
appeals
from
Commission
orders.
groups
or
business
associaton
in
licensing
eight-year
ership.)
Prohibits
the those
FCC prescribed
from evoking
would preclude
FCC Mr.
serviceFillmore
record thinks
for thehistubes
might
ties other thanthe
thepenalAct. offromstations.
barring (This
newspapers
from radiothe ownProhibits
Commission
fromin discrimipossibly be some kind of a mark.
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COMBINED BROADCAST SERVICE INCOME STATEMENT 1943
4 Major Networks, 5 Regional Networks and 841 Standard Broadcast Stations

Particulars
A. Revenues from Sale of Time:
1. Network time sales by—
c. Miscellaneous networks and stations
a.
Deduct M—ajPayments
to foreign stations and elimination of miscellaneous duplications
or

Grand
total

Networks and their managed and operated stations i
Networks
including managed
22 Other
9major
key stations
and
networksof operated
stations
Total

965,720
4,854,145
4,191,604

810
Other
stations

'965,720
4,191,604 662,541

2. Non-network
to — advertisers and sponsors
a. Nationaltimeandsales
regional
59,352,170
5,021,222
4,207,196 9,228,418 50,123,752
Total revenue from non-network time sales
123,456,479
7,527,207
7.625,742 15,152,949 108,303,530
$104,2.43,32282,398,011
s
3. Deduct
—
Commissions
to
regularly
established
agencies,
representatives,
brokers
and
others
<
17,148,541
1,196,488 18,345,029 14,052,982
b. Regional
$66,520,700
B. Revenue
incidental broadcast activities:
109,499,8
$2,883,
Talent:from
34,2
0 90,9,362,315
78569,650
Sale
of talent under
in the payor of,placing
networks
3,818,578
4,974,087
4 5 , $183
788641 , 63959 3,021,598
69, 4, 4,388,228
Commissions,
fees andcontract
profits to,fromandobtaining
talent and stations
400
,
499
,542,298
484 405» $.3682 235 , 713
571,903 403,
4
3,50,8138,8328 697,28
Total revenues from incidental broadcast activities
19,613,621
10,102,7823,4
949,259 59
11,052,041
8,561,580
7
55,68
Revenue from networ
7
k time
72,99
7,985
36,5
104
,
645
To
,
685
45
ta
Stationsl rlicensed
major andand $31,511
regional asnetworks,
and thoseand licensed
to others,timebutsales,
managed
by networks
as to 65program,
or sales. of stations with total time sales 0of1,8less
evenues fto$35,642
, 350 , 694time
231b.Includes
$44,492,
major,
regional
other
network
respectively,
of
$111,645
reported
by
licensees
than $25,000.
r
o
3
,
m
455
,
6
ti
Loc
Since
stations
with
total
time
sales
of
less
than
$25,000
for
the
year
are
not
required
to
report
details,
this
figure
may
include
some
amounts
for
national
and
regional
non-network
8
me
al
7
adv
ert
iserespective
Ofon this
amount
is applicable to the sale of network time, column (3), line 6, while the remainder and amounts shown in columns (5) and 68(7),, 806line, 314,81are applicable
tobusiness.
amounts
rs$15,456,295
and columns.
reported
line
12,
in
35
, 304
Source:NeAnnual
Reports (F.C.C. Form 324)
Prepared by Accounting, Statistical and Tariff, 839Department
t revenuFinancial
e from ti
64,104,309
me
2,505,985
228,102,164
3,418,546
5,924,531 ' 58
Total b
,179,778
72
,8
r
77
o
,9
a
FCC dcStudy
Shows Income Gains
01
ast
11,081
195,704,153
,429
For Nets, Stations in 1943
83,959
55,729,360
,330 1
dry GROSS
REVENUE
from
time
managed
and
operated
stations
ac44,142,83
br
oa
dc
as
9,884,
counted for $104,243,322. Regional
sales oft the four major networks,
4
941 6
five regionals and 841 standard networks and their operated and
5
,614,3
broadcast stations in 1943 aggre- managed stations reported gross
01 130,
gated $228,102,164, compared to revenue of $4,290,788,
089,852
215,317 an increase
$190,147,052 for 10 networks and of $1,659,000 over 1942.
,
7
7
4
851 stations in 1942, according to
National
non-net9,609,91615
the FCC analysis released last
work times and
sales regional
(spot) accounted
IN ^051^
ns
Thursday
coincident
with
the
anfor
$59,352,170
in
1943,
as com-,832,142 5,883,705
oadcast expe nual Commission report to Conpared
to
$51,059,159
the
previous
1
nsesgress.
0
local spot business
37
of ne Operating
before year, while
,834
ks andincome
from $53,898,916 in 1942 to
,200 4,426 6,2
Federal taxestworwas
$66,475,586, as jumped
$64,104,309
in
1943.
In
its
1944
58,131
compared to $44,632,238 in 1942.
7
6,66
Yearbook Broadcasting estimated
3,351,780
6,34
The FCC figure of $228,102,164 the 1943 national and regional spot
2 138
for gross time sales compares with gross at $60,600,000 and the local
,
651,43
148 , 842 , 188
the estimate of Broadcasting, spot at $65,400,000.
2
$233,900,000, made a year ago in
45 , 932 , 587
The
four
major
networks
and
1944
Yearbook.
Broadcthe
ast income (before Federal inc
their
nine
key
stations
reported
7 , 096 , 06
time sale revenues aggregating
Gain of One-Fifthome
0 53 , 02
WHDH
8 , 647
the FCC advised Con-66,475,586
In its report to Congress the FCC $71,027,292,
19,8
99,5
55
gress,
compared
to
$59,400,110
in
listed the 1943 net revenue for time 1942. Combined broadcast revenues
3,738,140 23,69537, 813 . 541
,695 42,837,891
sales of the nine networks and 841 of the Blue, CBS, Mutual and NBC
stations as $190,704,153, an in- and their nine key stations were
crease of 19.59% over the 1942 figin 1943 as compared
ure of $163,642,745 for 10 networks $64,301,538
$52,845,641
in 1942,lessandexpenses
broadand 851 stations. One small re- with cast
income (revenues
gional network discontinued oper- before Federal income tax, and exations in April 1943 and did not
cluding net losses from other than
submit a 1943 operations report, the standard broadcast operations
Commission noted.
amounting to $351,092 for 1943 and
Sale of talent and other inciden- $1,839,136 for 1942) amounted to
tal broadcast activities added to the $19,455,701 for 1943 and $13,918,5000
imiis
gross revenue a total of $19,613,621 712 for 1942, an increase of 39.78%.
in 1943, an increase of 29.07% over
Standard broadcast stations in
the 1942 aggregate of $15,196,554. general reported substantial imNotional Soles Represenlolives • SPOT SAIES, IMC, New York • Chicago • Son Frondsco
provement in1943, the Commission
Of the gross time sales figure, the
national networks and their owned.
(Continued on page 72)
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NaUonal Prem Bldg^ Waih^ D. C
PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg. Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C
HEaOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER ViaORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Rodio Engineer
Mmiey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultanti
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
•e Intematioiial
Gresory Bnildlng,
Boulevard,Washington,
Kansas City,D. Ho.C.
• 321
Cross^E. Roads
II of the World, Hollywood, Calif,

FR€QUeMCy MEASURING
Exact Measurements ' at any time
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mansey BIdg. • RepHbUe 2347

JOHN BARRON
ConsulMng Radio Engineers
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENOINEK
From FCC Application to Complete Installation of Equipment
1469 Church St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
iarle BIdg. • NAtional 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

PAUL A. deMARS
Consulting Electrical Engineer
"Pioneer in FM"
1900 F St., N. W.— Washington, D. C
Phone: Metropolitan 0540

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
AAensey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Shorcham Bids.
ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
eONMVlTING tUmtO ENGtNEKRS
AM rU TELEVISION FACSIMILE
HmtUnal Prmti BIdg. Wtuh. 4, D. C.
DUtriet 7362 • Glebm 5880

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
IrfTERNATIONAl. BLDG. WASH.. D. C.
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
991 Broad St., Bridgeport, Conn.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
JANUARY 6 TO JANUARY 12 INCLUSIVE
hearing
application of WOPI already
Decisions . . .
in hearingwith
College
Inc. and application of Bob Jones
ACTIONS BY ADM. BOARD
550
kc
NEW-Bob
Jones College Inc.,
JANUARY 8
Cleveland, Tenn.
Granted petition
reinstN,atement o—f application
for CPfor new
1340 kc NEW— The Elm City Broadcast- station
1
kw
5
kw
LS, unlimited,
and
ing
Corp.,
New
Haven,
Conn.
—
Granted
license to cover CP new standard station designated same for hearing
re
above.
(WNHC)waiver
250 Sec.
w 3.55
unlimited.
1400Arkansas
kc NEW-CapitalCo., Broadcasting
granted
(b) and Licensee
3.60 of Ark.
Corp.,
Littlehearing
Rock,
Commission
Rules ; conditions.
— DesignatedDemocrat
for consolidated
1340
kc
NEW-York
County
Broadcasting
applications
for CP new standard station
250
w
unlimited.
Co.,
Rock
Hill
S.
C—
Granted
license
to
cover
CP new standard
NEW-WAPO
Service,
Chat250
isstation
granted(WRHI)
waiver
, Ten . —Broadcasting
Granted
new developSec. w3.55unlimited.
(b) and Licensee
3.60 of Commission
Rules ;
mentaltano gabroadcast
station1 kw,
onCP frequencies
to
conditions.
be
assigned
by
FCC,
experimental
only. District of Kansas City,
Memphis
Pub Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.
— basis
Placed
in
pending
file
application
for
CP
NEW-School
newHarrisburg
FM station.
Granted M station
CP new onnoncommercial
edum. — Same. Broadcasting Co., Harrisburg, Mo.—
assigned cbyational FFCC,
1 kw. frequencies to be
Inland
Broadcasting
Co.,
Omaha.
—
Same.
W. H. Greenhow Co., Hornell, N. Y.—
Same.
JANUARY 8
Maryland
Broadcasting
Co., Baltimore
— App
Placed
in pending
file application
ati
Channel
1 ons
NEW-WDEL
Wilmington,
lic
new commercial
television
station. for CP Del.
—
CP
new
commercial television
station ESR 1077.
Star-Times Pnb. Co., St. Louis, Mo. —
Same.
Channel
2 NEW-The Crosley Corp.,
Colnmbus,
O. — ESR
CP new
commercial teleACTIONS ON MOTIONS
station
6850.Broadcasting
JANUARY 9
980 kcvisionO.NEW-Skyland
Dayton,
—
CP
new
standard
stationCorp.,
500
Thomas
N.
Beach,
Birmingham,
Ala.
—
w
D,
amended
to
request
1
kw.
Denied sitions
motionheretofore
to strike
from
record
depo1490 kc NETW-Patterson Broadcasting
and onCity12-28-44
taken Service,
re
application
Magic
Broadcasting
Birmingham,
Ala.
—
CP
new
standard station 250 w unlimited, amended re
Co. for CP. ; and for
authority
to takeof changes
antenna
system, trans,
site
depositions
prejudice
right
and46,500
reauestinkc 250
w synchronous
amplifier.
applicantontowithout
motion that
at toconsoldated
NEW-Nashville
Radio
Corp.,
hearing
hisrenew
application,
of Magic Nashville,
Tenn.—
CP
new
FM
station,
City Broadcasting,
PattersonnewBroadcasting Service, allandrequesting
sta- 16,000 sq. mi., amended to request 19,100
tion Birmingham.
sq.
mi. kcunlimited.
1490
NEW-The Elgin Broadcasting
JANUARY 10
250
^ station
Co., wElgin,
111.— CP new standard
WMFJ forDaytona
Beach,
Fla.—in Granted
petition
leave
to
intervene
hearing
46,500CP kcnewNEW-Truth
Pub. 9,757
Co., Elkhart,
(Resubmitted).
Ind.—
FM
station
sq.. mi.^
onCo. for
application
of
Augusta
Broadcasting
CP new
station Charleston,
S. C.
Newark
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Newark,
49,500
kc
NEW-Contra
Costa
BroadcastN. J. — Granted
motion forfornewcontinuance
Richmond, Cal.— CP new FM
hearing
on application
station : station,ingsq.Co.,4,940
mi. sq. mi., amended to request
hearing
continuedSeattle,
to 3-12-45.Wash.— Granted 2,770
KOMO-KJR
motion for
hearingof main
on appliJANUARY 9
cations for continuance
license renewals
and 48,900 kc NEW-Asbury
Park FMPressstation,
Inc.,
aux.WIBX
trans.:Utica,
hearing
continued
to petition
3-15-45. Asbury
Park, N. J.— CP new
N.
Y.—
Granted
toGlensintervene
inBroadcasting
hearing on Corp.
application
of 1,279
$38,350 estimated
cost. Co.,
800 sq.kcmi.,NEW-Dixie
Broadcasting
Falls
for
CP
Montgomery,
Ala.— CP new station 1400
new station Glens Falls. N. Y.
Robert motion
C. Haberstroh.
Altoona,
Pa. — kc800 250
kc D.w unlimited, amended to request
Granted
for
admission
to
practice
pro hoc vice for purpose of participating
JANUARY 11
in certain
deposition
proceedings
in Alon behalf
Broadcasting
kc NEW-WADC
Akron—
CP estinew
Co., re toonahearing
on Thompson
applications
of Altoona
FM45,100
station,
10,000 sq. mi.,
$49,000
m
a
t
e
d
c
o
s
t
.
Broadcasting
Co.
and
Thompson
Broad1400
kc
NEW-Atlantic
Broadcasting
Co.,
casting Co. for new station Altoona.
Ga. — CP new standard station
WDGY without
Minneapolis
— Granted
motion forto Savannah,
2501230
w unlimited.
dismiss
prejudice
application
mod.
license
to
decrease
500
w
N
to
250
kc
NEW-Courier
Broadcasting
w N and change hours of operation.
Service, Inc.,
Birmingham,
CP new
station
1260 1230
kc 250kcAla.wand— unlimited
WICC
Bridgeport,
Conn, — onGranted
peti- standard
amendedof operation
to request
change j
tion to intervene
in hearing
application
hours
to
D.
ofnew Newark
Broadcasting
Corp.
for
CP
1230
kc-WJNO
West
Palm
Beach,
Fla.
station Newark.
—
License
to
cover
CP
move
trans,
and
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
studio.
Zenith
Radio
Corp.,
Chicago
—
Mod.
CP
JANUARY 9
authorizing
newfor commercial
television sta1470 kc-WMBD
Peoria,
Granted
ton
changes
transfer
control Frances
from H.P.111.—
D.Slane
Morgan
change(WTZR),
ESR 1270
to ESR in2700.visual trans.,
toElizabeth
Carl P.ofP. Slane.
and
sh (51%). Talbott, for $114,750 for 510
JANUARY 12
590 nied,
kc-KGGM
Albuquerque,
N. forM.—reinDe- 1500 kc NEW-Methodist Radio Parish
without
prejudice,
petition
Inc.,
Flint,
Mich.
— CP new standard stastatement and consideration of application
tion 250 w unlimited.
for CP change
46,500
kc NEW-WAKR
Akron— 5,380
CP newsq.
DA-DN,
1 kw. 1260 kc to 590 kc, install mi.
FM
station,
amended
to request
12G0 kc-KVSF Santa Fe, N. M.— Denied,
withoutment andprejudice,
petition
for
reinstate1470
kc
WTAW
College
Station,
Tex.—
kc to 1470usingkc,1 change
consideration of ap'-'lcation for CP change
from D1150
to unlimited,
kw.
wCP tochange
1 kw. 1340 kc to 1260 kc, increase 100 hours
45,300 CPkc new
NEW-Herbert
Herff, 15,400
Memphis,sq.
Tenn.—
FM station,
550 kccastinNEW-The
g Co., Atlanta, Constitution
Ga.of —application
GrantedBroadpetiestimated cost.
tion for reinstatement
for mi.,1490$42,800
kc
NEW-Idaho
Radio
Corp.,
CP
station 1 same
kw N 5forkw consolidated
LS, DA-N, Falls,
Ida. — CP new standard stationIdaho
250
and newdesignated
w unlimited.
"MAKE

CONTRACT 52 WEEKS"
says BARRON HOWARD— WRYA *

THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C
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CONTROi^
ROOM
(VALTER
JONES, former
managerElec-of
;ommercial R.engineering
at Sylvania
'litric
Products,
New
York,
hasgeneral
been
the newfor post
1, jippointed
engineering tomanager
radioof receiving
"tubes
with
headquarters
at
Emporium,
, He will direct engineering program Pa.
for
\i and
radio development,
receiving tubes
includng engineering,
the design
commercial
fOhemical.
mechanical
and
standardizing
sections.
JOE
chief been
controlnamed
engineer
WOW HEROLD,
Omaha, position
has
tosuper-theat
newly
created
of technical
visor,
which
will
include
direction
of all
WOW video
activities.
Control
Engineer
GLENN
FLYNN
succeeds
Mr.
Herold
as
chief control engineer.
WILLIAM
H.
JOHNSON
Jr..
formerly
the
Bell Telephone Co., has joined theof
technical
operator. staff of KYW Philadelphia as
JAMESton, O. for
DEAN,a yearengineer
awithhalf,WHIG
leavesDayfor
the
Navy Jan.
25. and engineer
HERMAN
BERGER,
of WOR
New
York,
and
LENORE
SAREM
were
married in New York Jan. 7.
LT, JOHN CBS
M. MURRAY,
forand
WQXRas USNR,
New
last weekmerly withreported
for duty
engineerYork,of
" the Radio
Publicreturned
RelaNavySection,
Dept. withOffice
He hasa ofmotor
just
18tions,inmonths
torpedo
;_, from
squadron
the
Mediterranean.
While
CBS,
he worked in television and with
AM
radio production.
: WINSTON
CHILTON,
former International
engineer of
KMTR
Hollywood,
has
joined
Artists
Recording
Inc.,Los Hollywood.
ARCH
GRIFFIN
of KGFJ
Angeles replaces
Mr.
Chilton.
LYLE
PERKINS,
new
radio and
released staff
from oftheKGFJ.
Army, hasto
joined
the technical
ROBERT
BOOTH Jr., former
engineerin
at WLW M.Cincinnati
stationed
D. C.haswithbeennow
the promoted
Naval
Bureau
ofWashington,
Aeronautics,
lieutenant commander to commander. from
JACK
GEARTNER,andforadvertising
five years assistant
manager
director
ofsalesEmerson
Radio &salesPhonograph
Corp.,
has
been
appointed
Electronic Corp. of America.manager of the
CARROLL SECREST, chief engineer of
KVNU
boy. Logan, Utah, is the father of a
WILLIAM
McGLUMPHY, transmitter enfather gofine r of WWVA
a girl. Wheeling, W. Va., is the
WILBUR
L. NELSON,
engineer,
Western Electric
Co. eight
years,
has with
beenof
appointed
mechanical
design
engineer
Andrew
Co.,
Chicago,
to
develop
coaxial
transmission
lines
for
use
on
secret
military equipment.

LISTENllSG SURVEY
COMPILED BY NBC
NBC laid claim to 57% of radio
listenership at night in the 1,077
cities in the United States of 10,000
or more population on the basis of
the
first report
from ofNBC's
1944
Nationwide
Survey
Listening
Habits, released last Wednesday.
CBS was credited with 25% of the
listenership,
Mutual with the
9%. Blue with 6% and
The report was first revealed by
James R. H. Nelson, NBC network
sales promotion manager, at a
luncheon meeting at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, New York, attended by
sponsors, advertising agencies and
the NBC management and station
planning and advisory committee.
Disregarding the conventional alphabetical designations used in the
study to represent the other networks, Mr. Nelson told the group
that
really CBS, C is Blue
and D Bis isMutual.
The study describes NBC as the
network "listened to most" in each
break-down by city size and has
Mutual leading the Blue in percentage. The basis for the question aire isan all-country postcard
survey of what amounts to one out
of every 140 radio homes in the
country. Three million cards were
sent out and 130,000 returned.
Basic questions, asked both for
night
"What
stationsanddo daytime,
you listen were:
to regularly?
Which of these stations do you listen to most?"
Two "popularity" studies given
the
"listened
to most"
for
daytime
listening
and afigures
combined
day-and-night study will follow
this report
plusofa a"coverage"
report consisting
book of 1944
night and day listening area maps
with circulation figures summarizing regular listening and with
county-by-county
figures for each
network.

LEAF
GUM Co.,
on
Jan. 20CHEWING
on 79Chicago,
NBC
Sat.starts
5:45-6program
p.m. Agency:
Bozellsta-&
Jacobs,tionsChicago.
VELMONT onOPJan.CANiVDA,
Windsor,
Ont.
24 starts
Ellerystations.
Queen
on(Anacin),
28 CBC Dominion
network
Wed.
7:30-8
p.m.,
with
repeat
to
western
stations
Thurs.Toronto.
12:30-1 a.m. Agency: Young
& Rubicam,
PROCTER
&
GAMBLE,
Torontoon (Drene),
onDominion
Feb. 1 network
starts Rudy
Vallee
1810CBC
stations,
Thurs.Chicago.
:3011 p.m. Agency:
Kastor
& Sons,
Renewal Accounts
LEVER on BROS.
Cambridge
Jan.stations
8 Co.,
renewed
Burns in& (Swan
Allen
onSoap),
140lulu andCBS
and outlets
HonoHilo,
Mon.
8:30-8:55
Young & Rubicam, N. Y. p.m. Agency:
AMERICAN
DAIRY 28 Assn.,
(dairy
products),
forFarmer
13Chicago
weeks
The VoiceSun.ofon theJan.
Dairyp.m.
on 38renews
NBC
stations
1-1:15
Agency:
Campbell-Mithun Inc., Chicago.
J.(shaving
B WILLIAMS
Conn,
cream),and onCo,theJan.Glastonbury.
William L. Shirer
News8 renewed
on 141 CBS
stations.
Sun.
5:45-6
p.m
Agency,
J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
CENTAUR
DIV.,8 Sterling
Drug Inc.,
New
York,CBSon stations
Jan.
renewed
123
and 26 Big
CBC Town
stations.on
Tues.
8-8:30
p.m.
(
rebroadcast
:
12-12:30
a.m.). Agency: Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
ANCHOR-HOCKING
Glass Corp,8 renewed
Lancas(Institutional),
Corlisster, O.Archer
on 121 CBSon Jan.
stations, Thurs.
9:30-10
p.m.
Agency:
William
H.
Weintraub & Co.. N. Y.
KNOX Co, Hollywood (proprietary), on
Jan.
14of forThat39 Song,
weeks renewed
What's the
Name
71 Mutual-Don
stations.
Sun.total
4:30-5of on216
p.m.,
and adds Lee
145
stations,
for
Mutual-Don
Lee
stations.
HoUoywood.Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
MILES
CALIFORNIA
Co.,
(Alka-Seltzer),
on Feb.
1 forLosof52 Angeles
weeks,
Alka-Seltzer
Newspaper
Air
onrenews
38
Don
Lee
Pacific
stations.
Sun.the thru
Sat.
10-10:15
a.m.
(PWT),
Sun.
thru
Sat.
9-9:15
p.m.
(PWT).
Agency:
Wade
Adv, Chicago.
STUDEBAKER
Southrenewed
Bend.Night
Ind.
onNews
Jan.Wire1 onfor 3852Corp.,
weeks
Don5:45-6
Lee Pacific
stations.
Mon.
thru
Fri.
p.m.
(PWT).
Agency: Roche, Williams & Cleary, Chicago.
SERVICE

STANDARD
BRANDS, New
York (Tenderleaf
8 renewed
Marlin3-3:15onTea),p.m.
141 onCBSJan.stations,
Mon. 'Mary
thru
Fri.
son Co.. N. Y Agency: J. Walter ThompPROCTER
&
GAMBLE
Co.,
Cincinnati
(Camay onSoap),
Jan. 8 Mon.
renewedthruPerry
Mason
60 CBSonstations,
Fri.
2:30-2:45
N. Y. p.m. Agency: Pedlar & Ryan.
PROCTER
& Jan.GAMBLE
(Oxydol)
onstations.
1 Mon.
renewedCo.,
MaCincinnati
on1:30
68 CBS
thru
Fri.Perkins
1:15Sample,p.m.
N. Y.Agency: Dancer-FitzgeraldPROCTER
GAMBLE
Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco) on&onJan.
1 CBS
renewed
Bernadine
Flynn-News
46p.m.
stations,
Mon.
thru
Fri.
2:45-3
Agency:
Compton
Adv.. N. Y.
PROCTER
Co., Cincinnati
(IvoryBeautiful
Soap)& ononGAMBLE
Jan.
1 renewed
Life Mon.
Can
Bethru
68p.m.CBS
stations,
Fri.
1-1:15
Agency:
Compton
Adv.. N. y.
Network Changes
COCA-COLA
Co., Morton
Atlanta,Downey
on Feb.from5
shifts
Songs
From
189 Blue
stations,
Mon. stations,
thru Fri.probably
3-3:15
p.m.
to some
240 MBS
from
12:15-12:30
Adv. Co..
N. Y. p.m. Agency: D'Arcy
TEXASucts), onCo.,
(Texaco
prod-to
Jan. New
7 addedYork18forCBS
stations
Texaco
Star
Theater,
total
of
141
CBS
stations& Co.,
Sun. N.9:30-10
Buchanan
Y. p.m. Agency:
CUD AHCleanser),
Yto Tena
PACKING
Chicago
(Ok'
Dutch
Jan.Co.,
15total
added
CBS
stations
&onTim,
forMon.
of 3771 CBS
stations
shifting
from
thru
Fri.
3:15-3:30
to Mon.
thru Fri. 2:45-3
p.m. Agency,p.m.Grant
Adv, Chicago

!

(Sweetheart
Soap),
Jan.
added York
113of '
MANHATTAN
Co., 1Romance
New
CBS
stations
to SOAP
TheforonStrange
Evelyn
Winters,
total
of
141
CBS
stations
Mon. thru
a.m.
Agency: Duane
Jones Fri.
Co., N.10:30-10:45
Y.
ASCAP's
regional
were
to meetfourin New
York supervisors
Jan. 15 at
the Hotel Ambassador with Herman
Greenberg, assistant general manager,
for a conference. Attending were to
be Richard
J. Powers,SouthWest; John
and Woods,
Northwest I.; T. Cohen,
Midwest, and Fred Erdman, East.

DIRECTORY

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Consolidated Spots
Radio Engineering Contullmtt
CONSOLIDATED Hair Goods Co.,
Chicago (Fijoil), began 2 to 16
'Goldbergs' P&G Series spot
Commercial
Radio Equip. Co.
tiveannouncements
the first week inweekly,
January,effec-on
Kansas City, Mo.
Ends;
PROCTER'Malone'
& GAMBLEReplaces
Co., Cin- KFVS KXOK KSD WEW WHBF
Washington,
D.
C.
Hollywood, Cal.
cin ati, wil discontinue The Gold- WEMP WENR. Contract for 52
bergs on CBS March 30, the con- weeks was placed by Malcolm Howtract having been terminated
ard Adv., Chicago.
SOUND EFFECTS
through Compton Adv., New York,
One
ofeffects
the largest
selections
for Duz, with the purchase of
sound
in existence.
MAJORof
Young Dr. Malone from its former
RECORDS.If rile
Realistic
and
Complete.
sponsor. General Foods Corp., as
for catalog
a replacement in the Monday He/mrA Kccovnts
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
through Friday 1:45-2 p.m. period All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
Transcriptions—
Specialized
Recordings
beginning April 2. Agency relin1600 Broadway N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4675
quished P&G options on the
show, but
soap
firm
was
renegotiNew
Business
ating last week for the series
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
Inc., Toronto (Alka-Seltzer.
through one of its six agencies MILES Labs.Vitamins)
PER DOLLAR WITH
6 started
National Barn Dance, onon26 Jan.
CBC Dominion
with Mrs. Gertrude Berg, writer One-A-Day
F
&
O TRANSMITTING TUBES
stations.
Sat.
9-9:30
p.m.
Agency:
and owner, who was also confer- network
Brown & Co., Toronto.
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
ing with Young & Rubicam Inc., Cockfield
SanweeksFrancisco
New York, said to be interested in ACME
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, Lo.
(beer), onBREWERIES,
Jan.
2
for
52
started
the serial for a food client. Out- transcribed
version
ofstations
Fulton Mon.
Lewisthrujr.
4756 Exclusively
9
Don
Lee
Cal.
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists
come may be two shows by Mrs. on
10-10:15 p.m. (PWT). Agency:
Berg, a nighttime half-hour series Fri.
Brisacher,
Van
Norden
&
Staff.
San
Franin addition to the daytime run for cisco.
two sponsors.
Toronto
(proSerial would not be resumed for DODDS MEDICINE
Jan. 30 Co.,
starts
Dreamstations,
Time ^ SOUND EFFECT RECORDS ^
on 16 10:30-11
CBCprietary), onDominion
network
at least two months, pending Mrs. Tues.
p.m.
Agency:
A.
J.
Denne
&
Co.,
Toronto.
Berg's
return
from
a
projected
trip
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
overseas to entertain servicemen NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New York, on
Over 200Basicffrile
Individual
SoundContaining
Effects
For Details
and women, possibly under USO Feb. 19 for 52 weeks starts Rex Miller,
on
39
Don
Lee
Pacific
staauspices. If the trip materializes commentator,
CHARLES mCHELSOlV
tions,
Mon.
thru
Fri.
4:15-4:30
p.m.
she
New York, N. Y.
67 W. 44th St.
(PWT). Agency:
Botsford, Constantine &
abroadmayfordoonespecial
of thepick-ups
networks.from Gardner.
San Francisco.
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if;
>

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
DIstrlef 1640
(Subj. to Gov't Ree.)
YOUR CANADIAN distribution
is assured thru
WALTER P. DOWNS Ltd.
633 Dominion Present
Sq. Bldg.Lines:, Montreal, Can.
PRESTO
RECORDING
FONDAAUDIOCORP.DEVELOPMENT
AMPEREXCORP.
CO.TUBES
Accurate

Concise Dramatic
and
LYI ,PEl
"A Dispatch
from Renter's"
WKAT
(BLUE)
4th YEAR
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Miaa Cora Hawkinaon
BBD&O
Chicago, III.
Dear Cora:
We really stirred things up around here
Christmas time. Just like
else. everywhere
West Virginia cele-brated, but
not
usualwith }
Some folks
really
got a
.big. . ourthrillChristtho
mas
broadc a StEve from
Paris
made
eleven homes
happier. Eleven
West Virginia
hoys and girls,
stationed
with
the
Armiy in
and
Parisaround
talked
to their Moms
and PopsFrom
back
home.
the
heard comment
around
the state folks
feel
WCHS that
has
come
thru
again.
We parents,
sent recordings
the
too. of the show to aU
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

THE ROOSEVEIT"
When you stop at The Roosevelt
you don't risk getting marooned
like this. For you'll be within walk-;
ing range of Manhattan's Midtown activities. Direct passageway from Grand Central Terminal
to hotel lobby. A reservation at
The
bother.Roosevelt liquidates a lot of
Rooms with bath from $4.50.

R00S?VEL
MADISON AVE. AT 45fh ST., NEWTYORK
-A HIITON HOTEL ROBERT P. V^ILLIFORD, General Manager
Other Hilton HotaU From Coast to Coast:
NEW MEXICO: Albuquerque
OHIO: Abilene,
Dayton-Biltmore
Doyton
TEXAS:
El Poso,in longview,
MEXICO: Thelubbock,
Palacio Plainview
Milton in Chihuahua
C. N. Hilton, President, Hilton Hotels.
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FCC Income Data
NAB District Meetings Will Be Held.
{Continued from page 69)
stated. Average broadcast income Ryan Says; First Session in Memphi
of clear channel stations with oper- DISTRICT meetings of the NAB,
ating power of 50 kw, unlimited which were to open in Memphis Jan.
NAB DISTRICT
time, was $400,170 in 1943, or an
Peabody Hotel,
will pro-J.
increase of 21.81% over 1942, the 15 at ceedtheas scheduled.
President
MEETINGS
Commission reported.
Harold Ryan says the district
Clear channel unlimited stations, meetings
are not interpreted as
operating with 5 to 25 kw power violating the ban on conventions DISTRICT meetings scheduled by
averaged $61,850 for 1943, an in- issued by James F. Byrnes, War the NAB are being held as follows :
First Section
crease of 56.45% over the previous Mobilization director.
District
6— Memphis,
Men., Tues., Jan.
year. Average broadcast income re15-16,
Peabody
Hotel. Wed.,
Mr.
Ryan's
opinion
that
the
naDistrict
13—Hotel.
Dallas,
Thurs., Jan.
ported by regional stations in 1943
tional convention would be cancel- 17-18,
Baker
was $79,784, as compared with $52,ed [Broadcasting, Jan. 8] is un- District 16 — Los Angeles, Mon., Tues.,;
22-23,15 Biltmore
Hotel.
867 in 1942, an increase of 50.91%.
changed, however. Provision Jan.District
— San Francisco,
Thurs., Fri..
Local unlimited time stations re- against such exigency was made Jan. 25-26, Fairmont
District
17 — Hotel.
Portland,Hotel.Mon., Tues., Jan.
ported average broadcast income at the last NAB Executives War 29-30,
Benson
14 — Salt
Lake City, Thurs., Fri.,
of $12,682 in 1943, an average in- Conference, when delegates adopt- Feb.District
1-2. Utah
Hotel.
crease of 188.29% over the 1942
ed an amendment to the associa- Districts
10-12
—Muehlebach
Kansas City,
Wed..
average, $4,399.
Thurs.,
Feb.
7-8,
Hotel. Tues..
tions' abylawsnational
permitting
the Boardby District 11 — Minneapolis, Mon.,
Broadcast income reported by to cancel
convention
Feb.
12-13,
Nicollet
Hotel.
local unlimited time stations affili- a two-thirds vote of the Board
District 3— Pittsburgh, Thurs., PrI.,
William Section
Penn Hotel.
ated with major networks aver- membership. Previous to that time Feb. 15-16, Second
aged $15,109 in 1943, an increase of
1—Hotel.
Boston, Mon., Tues., March
Statler
169.18% over the 1942 average, the by-laws
nual meeting required
be held. that an an- 5-6,District
District
— New York,
Fri,
Election of directors for the en- March
while local unlimited time stations
8-9, 25Roosevelt
Hotel. Thurs.,
— Jacksonville,
Mon., Tues.,
suing term, in the event of such District
not affiliated with major networks
12-13.4— Hot Springs, Fri., Sat.,
reported an average increase of cancelation, could be conducted by March
District
185.88% over 1942.
16-17, Homestead
Hotel.Men., Tues.,
mail,
according to the amended by- March
District
Cincinnati,
laws.
March
19-20,78-9—Gibson
Hotel. Wed.,
In the Red
Districts
—
Chicago,
Thurs.,
Meetings of the Board of Direc- March 21-22. Palmer House.
tors will not be affected by the
Of the 841 stations reporting, 94
Byrnes order, which ruled against "how the war effort would suffer
accounted for losses in 1943, as com- meetings
more than 50
pared with 194 of 851 stations in delegates.requiring
Membership of the if For
the meetings
the 1942 statistics. Average loss per board
meetings were
over not
50, held".
applicais
25.
station in 1943 was $5,348, comtions
will
be
considered
by the
Indefinite
postponement
of
the
pared to an average loss in 1942 of 1945 NBC war clinics which had Committee and permits granted
$6,904. Only 42 of the stations re- been scheduled for February in essentiality is established. Col.if
porting losses in 1943 were affiliJohnson stressed that the Commitated with the major networks, New York, Atlanta, Dallas, Chiwas making no provision
cago and Los Angeles, was an- againsttee meetings
against 86 in 1942.
under 50, but dis- fse
nounced last week by Niles Tram- approved those, too,
Average broadcast income of the
if they were
604 stations affiliated with major mell, NBC president.
non-essential
to
prosecution
the
networks in 1943 was $72,975, an
Clinics were called off with "ex- war. Other members of the ofComtreme regret and no little relucincrease per station of 30.71%
mittee are: Robert P. Patterson,
tance," Mr. Trammell said, pointabove
Secy, of War; Ralph A.
stationsthein $55,828
1942. average for 572
ing out that the step had been taken Under
Bard, Under Secy, of the Navy;
only
after
consultation
with
the
For the fiscal year ending June
of the WPB,
Planning and Ad- J. A. Krug, chairman
30, 1944, the FCC reported a total NBC Stations
M. Hay, deputy chairvisory Committee which met at the and Charles
of 924 stations, an increase of 12
man
of
WMC.
R.
H.
Clare,
network's headquarters in New assistant to Col. Johnson, is special
over the previous fiscal year. Six- York
secrelast Tuesday and Wednesday.
tary of the Committee.
teen new stations were licensed in
Meanwhile the new War Comthe year ending last June 30, but
mit e on Conventipns, through its
four mitslicenses
or construction per- chairman.
New C-P.P Series
Col. J. Monroe Johnson,
were surrendered.
for considering ap- COLGATE - PALMOLIVE-PEET
A total of 1,689 standard broad- said the basis
plications for holding meetings of Co., Jersey City (Palmolive soap,
cast applications were received in
Halo shampoo), on Jan. 6 started
the last fiscal year, 1,318 authori- more than 50 people would be Judy
Canova Show on 128 NBC
zations issued and 209 special of the space to be occupied by individual stations,
10-10:30 p.m.
authorizations issued. At the close stations and by examining operating (EWT). Saturday,
Demling writes the
practices
and
systems.
of the 1944 fiscal year 47 FM sta- Newspaper ownership — In the proceed- series. OpieBillCates
is
musical
directions were operating, with an estitor. Joseph Rines produces for Ted
of individual will
applications
for licenses,
mated 500,000 receiving sets in use. the ingCommission
inquire into
and in Bates Inc. and Sherman & Marits decisions
give expression to "public
A total of 202 applications for new interest"
quette, agencies servicing soap and
considerations.
FM stations were filed.
shampoo accounts. Program re
Standard
broadcast
regulations
— Studies
places Palmolive Party.
looking
toward
of made
existing
rules
In television six commercial sta- and standards revision
are
being
by
the
tions and two experimental outlets Commission and the Broadcast Allocation
were providing program service Committee
ning Board. of the Radio Technical Planand 52 applications for commercial
Network
regulations—
While a study
stations were on file.
EXPERIENCED
the
effects
of these
has pronotof
it is regulations
apparent
that
During the last quarter of the been completed,
MANAGER
gram
service
throughout
the
nation
has
benefited networks
through and
increased
competition
fiscal year the FCC personnel was between
the extension
of
reduced approximately 25% from network service to a greater
number
of
Interested in buying control
2,159 to 1,670 to conform to the stations.
Noncommercialfilededucational
stations —
Commission's reduced 1945 budget, Applications
of
regional or local station.
and
correspondence
Congress was told. Last year Con- with the FCC indicate that many states
groups orThe networks
of edugress lopped off more than $2,000,- are planning
c
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
F
M
stations.
Commission
has
All replies confidential.
000 from the FCC appropriations. worked with the U. S. Office of Education
in the preparation
Other subjects covered in the report applicants
in this offield.material for assisting
Box
102, BROADCASTING
to Congress follow:
Facsimile—
Little facsimile
interestandhasno regubeen
allocationon — means
Extensive
studies shown
inbroadcast
multiplex
areFrequency
being
conducted
of
conservlar
FM
stations
have
been
authorized to transmit multiplex facsimile.
ing frequency space by reducing the width
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adverthinz

Help Wanted
lopywriter
—
-Young
severalsalable
years
experience,
capablemanGoodofwithwriting
commercial
perma. nent
positioncopy.
with 1000 paying,
watt midwest
• BROADCASTING.
regional network station. Box 929,
>perator-announcer.
First
class radio-telephone license. Mustannouncing.
be capable
of newsreand commercial
For
gional
NBC
station
in
western
J 25,000. Good post-war future. Boxcity932.of
^ BROADCASTING.
leccnt
graduate with and
executive
ability college
to handle
gram ing. Box 45, advertising
BROADCASTING. pro— intelligent.
All around Northeast
work. Sober,
subaijtiAnnouncer
stantial,
network
local.
Complete
details first letter.
Box
65, BROADCASTING.
jfransmitter
operator—
Upstate
New
York
regional station.
First Send
class alllicense
only.
qualifica1J Permanent
tions. Box 69,position.
BROADCASTING.
watt, hasalsogoodopening
posiIjlj Southern
tion forstation,
1st class250engineer,
Immei!,! fordiatebeginner
openings.withBox 1st73, license.
BROADCASTNewsman
lookingnewsforpe-a
first classwanted—
newsmanWe toarehandle
' want
riods from
7have
A.M. a togood
6 P.M.voice.The Hemanmustwe
must
i there
know behowa tolocalwrite
local henews.
disaster
must Should
knowon
how
to coverandit and
followthe through
all contacts
present
completely and concisely. The mannewswe want
has wehadwould
considerable
newsall experience,
and
like
to
know
about
inBROADCASTING.
his application. Address Box him81,
Wanted work
forstation.
5000 Two
watt thoroughly
southwesternexperinetenced,
versatile,
male
continuity
writers,
capable
of top-flight
productionshowsin both
commercial
and sustaining
and
Excellent
salaries
9a spot
todrinkers
theannouncements.
right
people.
No
loafers, ! habitual
or
visionaries
wanted
Permanent positions. Tell
in first Enclose
letter:
.1 age,
salaryallBox
expected.
late experience,
photos. Address
92, BROAD■ CASTING.
■,Newscaster.
progressive
CBS regionalGood,
where newsmidwestern.
gets top
SendoutletThis
transcription,
J treatment.
tails and photo.
is not a warall timedejob,
but
is
Permanent
for
right
$250.00 youper deserve
month toit. start
ifman.
you
prove
Box ;104,moreBROADCASTING.

—Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Minimum $1.00. SituaHon Wanted 10c per word.
All others, 15c per word. Bold face caps 30c per word. Ad mnjt be all
light face or _all bold face caps. Count 3 words for blind box number. Deadline Monday preceding issue date. Send box replies to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Copywriterwriter,
— Ifparticularly
you arewitha good
radio
copyretail
experience
and
want
a permanent
position
with isa
well
established
agency
where
there
real
opportunity,
write, outlining
your
experience
and qualifications.
Giveincludcomplete
information
indesired.
first letter,
ing
age
and
salary
Send
samples
of21st copy.
Jessop Advertising Company,
8, Ohio.Floor, First Central Tower, Akron
Wanted
— Chief first
engineer
or combination
man holding
class
license.
Good salgood working
conditions,
town. ary,WMJM,
Cordele,
Georgia.no boomWanted
at KPPA,
Montana, who
250
watt,
NBC
affiliateHelena,
; onecopy,announcer
can write
commercial
handle
sport
shows
and
newscasts.
Also,
one
straight
announcer
whoreferences.
can writeRestricted
copy. State
experiences,
persalary.mit not necessary, but bring additional
Experienced
installation engineer.
Write orDenver,
wiresound
Electronic
Hotel,
Colo. Network, Albany
WEAU,
EAU CLAIRE.
WISCONSIN
WILL PAY
A WEEK ANNOUNCER
TO QUALIFIED, $50EXPERIENCED
FOR FORTY
HOUR WEEK.
Wanted
— First 80classmilestransmitter
engineer
for
station
from Pittsburgh.
orSalary
wire $45.00
collect forWISR,40 hour
Butler,week.
Penna.Write
Wanted
at once. Dependable,
experienced
announcer-operator.
Good opportunity
for
Guaranteed
48 houi-s,
time
and right
half man.
over 40.
Single man
preferred
becauselect, ofWBIR, housing
shortage.
Knoxville,
Tenn. Wire colOpportunity
for experienced
announcer
who
is qualified
foraffiliate,
program
director.
5000 tionwatt
Mutual network.
and key
stafor
regional
Give
detailed
qualifications
and
background.
KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
WGCM,
Gulfport,
Mississippi
has
opening
Kearney, Nebr.,announcing,
wants first excelclass for first, second or third class operator.
I' KGFW,
engineer,
lent future.minimum
Also, experienced
ambitious
First
radio engineers.
of radio's
,' salesman.
Immediate
placement,
permamostclass
modern
GoodOne
working
conditions, stations.
pleasant
living,
standard
pay
nent. Send details immediately.
with
excellent
possibilities
advancement.
Permanent medjob
for
right
men.
Apply
imi
a
t
e
l
y
,
b
y
wire,
letter
or
in
person.
Station WBOC, Salisbury, Md.
Experienced,
sober, midwestern
dependable 50announcer
wantedtion byimmediately.
leading
staTo Discharged
Submit
photoandandkwexpericomt>\ete outline
of background
Veterans . . .
ence,
including
all
important
commercial program assignments.
salary
requirements.
If you have State
not proved
your
abilityBROADCASTING.
and stability don't answer.
Box 107,
If you have good raSalesman.
Wanted
by location
thriving onCalifornia
dio experience, either in the
station. man
Beautiful
Family
preferred,
one who ascancoast.
into smallstantialcommunity
activities
sub-fit
program or sales fields, we
citizen. MustExcellent
be good guarantee,
salesman,
not
high
pressure.
want full particulars both as
plus
No house
CASTING^
plycommission.
by wire or airmail.
Box accounts.
112, BROAD-Reto your military and civilian
Operator-announcer
with
activities.
for Alaska Bldg.,
station.Seattle,
EdwinfirstWashington.
A.class
Kraft,license
708
American
Situations Wanted
A well-known network staJustsell"programs?
sir! a It'sprogram
"ideas directhat
count No,and
tion in Eastern city can use
torthat
it's g"ideas
that!inSix
sell"years
plus success"backr
o
u
n
d
"
t
h
a
t
counts
a few men with ambition to
as
director,
musicalfulandexperience
director,
M. C.program
-announcer,
script
continuity
writer,
and actor,
engiget ahead. Good earnings.
plus plenty4F.ofNowthosein "ideas
that
sell." neer,Married,
established
position,
but
merely
seeking
change
climate. Box 82, BROADCASTING. of
Box 48, Broadcasting
Announcer
— Experienced
record
shows.
Acquaintednews,withcommercials,
phases
ofdraftbroadcasting.
andallreliable,
exempt. BoxDependable
64, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sales
or station
proven
available.
Wellmanager
knownandoftonetworks.
industry,ability
vertising
executives,
C^adhandle
local,
national
spot
and network
business.
Salary
open
if
opportunity
conditions
are satisfactory. Box and99,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
In 1market
for
any watt
broadcast
equipment
for
kw and you250
stations.
Cash
whatever
have available.
Box for91,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to cabuy—
250 orStudio,
1000 watt
broadstingand
set up.
transmitter,
tower,
etc.,
all
accessories.
Give
full
details,
CASTING.description. Box 57, BROADSpeech
input, monitor,
high fidelity,
eight channels.
Frequency
six microphones,make,
portableturntables,
speech
input,
amplifiers. cations,
Give
model
specifi-six
condition, location,or delivery
dates,
price
for
each.
Box
61,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted —tors,Modulation
and
frequencyElectric
monior Western
console forRCA, Gates
250 watt
station. Box
68,
BROADCASTING.
Cash or deferred payments as preferred for
1 kw transmitter,
frequency
modulation monitors, three
antennaandcoupling
units,
phasing
equipment
or parts
to
build
such
equipment.
Will
also
purchase
any
available studio equipment. Box 93,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted able
— 1associated
kw transmitter
availequipment. with
Cash.allFurnish
ING.
full description. Box 94, BROADCASTWanted
to buytransmitter,
— 1000 wattmodulation
broadcasting
equipment:
and
frequency
monitors,
towers,
recorders,
other
studio
accessories.
Give
details.
AU
cash deal. Box 95, BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
5 phasing
kw transmitter,
300 foot
towers,
equipment,three
monitor.
andandpricephasein
reply. BoxGive108,specifications
BROADCASTING.
Complete equipment for 250 watt installation, includingimmediately.
tower of 150'
more.
Cash available
Writeor giving
Grange, Georgia.
particulars.
Radio Station WLAG, LaWill pay cash for coils and/or condensers.
State ablerating
capacityBox of97,anyBROADavailand priceandwanted.
CASTING,
For Sale
Transmitter
250 set
wattofcomplete
tran3mi1>
ter with — one
tubes and
some
spares.
FCC approved. Box 59, BROAD- CASTING.CASTING.
For sale. Part interest regional station.
Details on request. Box 100, BROADVertical
radiator,Will
200 ft.erectcomplete.
Tubular
construction.
your location.
Troy
Calif. L. Banks, 628 S. Church, Visalia,
Miscellaneous
Willfor furnish
for radio station
interest. equipment
Box 26, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Station manager or assistant. Change
desired bition
for progress.
Here'sknowledge
youthful amby radio
and
experience backed
gained
climbing
the ladder.
Stability,
ability,
draft
exempt.
Must
hold
opportunity
and
permanence.
Box
83, BROADCASTING.
What
station
1 kw orengineer
better iswithlooking
for
draft ofexempt
first
class a permit,
and experience
at assistant
engineer's
duties.
Brief
details
and
salary
first letter will be answered. Box 84,
BROADCASTING.
First1% class
engineer.
Four toyears'
as chief.
Desires
returnexperience,
todesired.
midGood permanent
position
NoBROADCASTING.
draftwest. replacement
considered.
Box 85,
-newscaster, thoroughly experireliable.station.
S-^eks Box
congenial
connectionenced,midwest
86, BROADCASTING.
College
for continuity,
news graduate
writing, qualified
receptionist.
Box 87,
BROADCASTING.
Hollywood announcer available. Network
experienced.
Versatile, dependable. Wire Box7 years.
88, BROADCASTING.
Topannouncer
radio news-writer
can
make your press
best
sound
better.
Newspaper,
association
and
continuity
background
;
35.
marrifd,
4F,
best
big
city
experience,
prefers
job
news
director
influential
outlet midwest or south. Box 89, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer of 250 watt and Police FM,
desires chance
to larger
FMAM,pre-1
ferred. Available
days.station.
5 yearsBox
year
FM.
Best 30 references.
90,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer —municRadio
broadcasting,
comations. Ten years
exaudio engineering
faci'ities. Referenperience.
ces. Box 96,SpecialistBROADCASTING.
Permanent position wanted. Transmitter
engineer
fullyinstallation,
experiencedmaintenance
: operation,5
construction,
kwsalary
stations.
Available
soon.
Kindly
state
and
work
week.
Box
98,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— woman.on 55 kwyearsnetwork
staff affiliate.
ing experience
News,
music, women's. Box 56, BROADCASTING.
Radio engineer about 12 years experience,
in broadcasting,
telephony,
design and
construction,
FCC practices.
like to Box
make 62,aandconnection
in any ofWould
these
fields.
BROADCASTING.
Station workmanager
— Metropolitan
majorchange.
netstation interested
Familyprofitable
man.
38operations
years ofin makinor
age. Successful
and
experience.
correspondence
treated confidential. BoxAll
63, BROADCASTING.
7^ SCHOOL V
Announcer-newscaster.
Fourad years
experience,
proven
record,
news,
lib,
straight,
24Interested
years old, draft exempt, permanent. RADIO TECHNIQUE
CASTING. in your offer. Box 103, BROADDovoud)
Exclutively toOldestRadio School
Broadeatting
All night sitionor withearly
morning
man
wants
po5
or
50
kw.
Two
years
exNext
perience witstraight
h early morning
shows.Honor
Can
DAY and EVENING
dograduate
news and
announcing.
Inter-a
COURSES
ested onlyofin accredited
a permanentcollege.
job where
dependable,
man may adFEBRUARY 5
vance. Boxhard
113, working
BROADCASTING.
Taught
by Nettvork
Pro/«ftionals,
Beginner
Announcer
— News.
Energetic,
dependable.
Advanced for
students,
include:&
Experience
3
years,
including
10
kw.
•
Announcing
•
Station
Draft exempt. Available immediately.
• Newscasting • Routin*
Acting
Midwest
• Continuity Writing • Diction
CASTING. preferred. Box 111, BROADa Co-ed.
Commentating
•
Voice
Moderate rotes. Inquire!
Operator.
29,
1st phone,
2ndwithtelegraph,
Call or Write for I.
Bookletrftirtu.
B.
married,
4F. Wants
position
future. ■ UETERANS:Sg.
Go anywhere.
Box 102,
Berwyn,
Illinois.
Desire
new
five ' R.K,0, BUILDINCRADIO CITY,N.Y.
yearsmanagership
Age station.
27, war Have
veteran.
.
CIRCIE 7-0193
Box
110,experience.
BROADCASTING.
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Net

Income

Ryan Heads Board;
Feltis Begins
NAB Tour
SUBSCRIPTION rates for membership in the Broadcast Measurement Bureau ;for the first two
years will be based on station net
income, Hugh M. Feltis, newlyelected BMB president, was to disclose Monday (Jan. 15) before
NAB District 6 at the Peabody Hotel, Memphis, first of a series of
NAB district meetings.
Net receipts, to be used for allocating subscription costs, are defined as billings based on gross
rate for advertising service less
time and advertising agency discounts, if any, and including nec
billings to the networks, Mr. Feltis
was to explain. No member station will be required to state its
actual volume but to name the class
into which its volume falls based
on 1944 income.
Rate $60— $7,200
Classifications range from $60
per year dues for stations of $15,000 or less income to $7,200 annually for those whose net incomes
exceed $2,000,001. Four alternatives are offered for paying dues:
(1) total two-year subscription fee
in one payment by July 1945; (2)
two payments, 1945 dues by July
1945 and 1946 dues by July 1946;
(3) half-year 1945 payment by
July
1945 and monthly payments
thereafter.
Subscription contracts were to
be submitted at the Memphis meeting, which was scheduled to open
Monday morning and conclude this
afternoon (Jan. 16). It is understood that the BMB, at the completion of its first study, will adjust
the amount of subscriptions in accordance with station net circulation, ballot mentions, net sales or
combination of other pertinent
factors which the study may disclose. Any warranted increase as
disclosed
ceed 25%.by the study, will not exAt the BMB Board's first annual
meeting last Tuesday in New York
finishing touches were added to
the
Bureau's toplanexplain
which atMr each
Feltisof
is scheduled
the NAB District meetings. At
Tuesday's meeting the Board ratified action taken at an organization conference Dec. 15 [Broadcasting, Dec. 18]. J. Harold Ryan
NAB president, was formally
elected chairman of the Board;
Paul West, president of the Assn.
of National Advei-tisers, was chosen
first vice-chairman; Frederic R.
Gamble, president of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
second vice-chairman; Roger W.
Clipp, president of WFIL Philadelphia and chairman of the NAB
Research
treasurer. Committee, secretaryAt a news conference following
Page 74 • January 16, 1945

to

Be

Basis

the Board meeting, Mr, Feltis expres ed tsend
he hope athatrepresentative
"every station will
qualified coming
to actNAB for
it"
to
forthDistrict the
meetings.
"The plan will be outlined in detail for we want fevery broadcaster to fully understand the objective which we are seeking and
the methods by which we hope to
accomplish it. We are going to
lay our cards right out on the
table and we are confident that the
broadcasting industry will respond
enthusiastically as have the advertisers and agencies."
Up to Broadcasters
Supplying headline "BMB Ready
toMr.Go Feltis
as Soon said
as Stations
Sign Up",
the preliminary
steps had been taken and all that
is necessary now to get the station circulation measurement study
under way is for the stations to
pledge the $1,000,000 the project
will cost. Now that BMB has been
organized, he said, it is up to the
broadcasters to take the next step.
When pledges have passed the
$500,000 mark, and only then, he
said, will BMB go into action, renting offices in New York, preparing
mailing lists and making the other
preparations necessary for the actual conduct of the survey.
Queried about operation of the
BMB plan, Mr. Feltis said 1,000,000 ballots will be mailed to a carefully selected list, covering every
county in the country and containing proportionate representation of
families classed by income groups
and type of community to assure a
proper
cross-section.
will be used
to secure aFollow-ups
minimum
of 50% return of the ballots from
each county.
When returns are in and tabulated, he said, subscriber stations
will receive a manual showing station coverage of all U. S. counties.
Primary coverage, he said, has been
defined as that area in which the
station is mentioned as being heard
at least once a week by 50% or

For

BMB

more families; secondary, 25%50%;
tertiary,
reporting
less 10%-25%.
than 10% Counties
regular
listening will not be credited to the
station, he said.
In addition to this manual, Mr.
Feltis explained, each subscriber
station will also receive a coverage
map
copyrighted
from the
manual andby theBMB.
map Data
may
be used by the subscriber station
in its promotion and advertising,
he said, adding that the Bureau
will draw up a code of procedure
for the stations to follow. Material
will not be available to non-subscribers, he stated.
Asked what effect the BMB surveys, which are planned on a biennial basis, will have on the studies
which have been made periodically
by the major networks, he said
that probably the networks will
move into the qualitative field, leaving thelation
purely
quantitative
circumeasurements
to the BMB,
whose method has been approved
by the advertisers and agencies,
who will share equally with the
broadcasters the direction of the
surveys. NBC's reports on "stations
listened to most", he said, are
studies
of "popularity" and not of
circulation.
Membership Complete
Board membership is now complete, Mr. Feltis said, with appointMelvin Brorby,
dentmentofofNeedham,
Louis vice-presi& Brorby,
Chicago, as the sixth representative
of the AAAA. ANA and NAB had
previously completed their appointments, so the Board now consists
of 18 members, with Mr. Feltis
still included in the NAB delegation until the next meeting of the
NAB Board, when a successor can
be named.
Following
is the completed BMB
Board
membership:
NAB — Messrs. Ryan, Feltis, Clipp;
Dr. Frank A. Stanton, CBS New York
vice-president; Frank M. Russell,
NBC ert T.Washington
vice-president;
Mason, WMRN
Marion, O.RobANA — Mr. West; Joseph M. Allen,

Rates

assistant vice-president and advertisCo.; Rob^reert ingF. manager,
Elder, Bristol-Myers
director of market
search,
Lever
Bros.
Co.
;
A.
N.
Halver-&
stadt,
media,
Procter
Gamble director
Co.
J. ofA.promotion
Miller, advertising
director
and ;sales
manager,
Standard
Oil Co. advertising
of New Jerseydirector,
; Donald B. Stetler,
Standard Brands Inc.
AAAA— Mr. Gamble; Leonard T.
Bush, vice-president, Compton Adv.
Agencytion; relations,
Carlos Young
Franco, &headRubicam;
of staLinnea T. Nelson, chief timebuyer, J-.
Walterson, Thompson
Co.;
D.
B.
Robin-&
director of research, Pedlar
Ryan ; Mr. Brorby.
Following is the classification of
of stations for purposes of determembership fees for the
study:two mining
first
years, length of the initial
Yearly
Range
of
Income
$ 16,0010 toto $ 36,000
15,000 Dues
$ 6075
36,001
to
60,000
180
60,001
toto 120,000
80,000
300
80,001
420
120,001 toto 200,000
160,000
540
160,001
720
200,001
toto 300,000__^
960
300,001
400,000
1,320
400,001
to 600,000
500,000 2,100
1,620
500,001
600,001 tototo 700,000
2,400
700,001
800,000
2,700
800,001 toto 1,000,000
900,000 3.120
900,001
3,600
1,000.001
toto 2.000,0001,500,000 4,200
1,500,001
6,400
2,000,001 to 4,000,000
7.200
CBS Appoints Stanley
As Dorrance Assistant
HOWARD STANLEY, sales promotionand press
manager ofdirector
WTOP forWashington
CBS
in the Capital, has been named to
network quarters headin New
York as assistant
director of promot i o n forstations
CBSowned
under
promotion
director
Dick
Dorrance,
Prior to joining
Mr. StanleyWTOP^^^^in August
WINX,

nowMr owned
by the Washington
Post.
Stanley
In 1938StanlPv
Mr. Stanley^^^S,
was Mr.at WGAN
Portland, Me. as director of promotion and publicity and in 1940
joined Mason-Dixon Network, Lancaster, Pa., where he did news and
special events in addition to promotion.
As leyahasnewspaper
Stanworked forman,theMr.Atlantic
City Evening^ Union, Philadelphia
Bulletin and'Boston Globe.
CPs Granted Two
A NEW DEVELOPMENTAL
broadcast station
a newstation
noncommercialandeducational
were granted by the FCC last week.
The developmental
station, authorized to WAPO Chattanooga,
will
operate on an experimental basis
only with 1,000 w. Frequencies
will be -assigned by the FCC chief
engineer. The new educational
station,trict of granted
to theMo.,
School
DisKansas City,
likewise
Avill operate on frequencies assigned by the Commission using
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix power of 1,000 w.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

• ADVERTISING MUST PACE PROGRESS

and

Revolutionized

FOOD

MERCHANDISING!

Back in 1932, Irene Wicker, The Singing
Lady started advertising cereal to children,
who do not buy cereals — but eat them. Another trail was blazed . . . and along that
trail scores of children's radio programs have
traveled, to create vastly expanded markets
for a large category of food products.

/w THf ^Mnduti<M>
"Decade,
Advertising must again likll NEW
TRAILS!
^LONG
the highroad
America's
industrial
progress,
many of ofthe
main milestones
have been advertisements and advertising ideas
that opened up whole new concepts of merchandising the products of industry.
Post-war . . . because expanded production and
abundant manpower and capital will demand at
least 40% consumption increase over pre-war
levels . . . the distribution of merchandise to
consumers will be the key factor in achieving
national prosperity. Again — advertising must
pace progress. As never before, advertising
men face a responsibility and an opportunity

to raise the world's highest standard of living
to a new pre-eminence.
Your clients will look to you, in the Distribution Decade after V-Day, for accomplishments
surpassing everything advertising has ever
done. Alert advertising men are looking ahead
. . . planning and preparing for that responsibility and that opportunity.
So is the Nation's Station. When the time
comes, we will be ready to help you do a better post-war job for your clients in the vast
four-State market that is WLW-land.

WLW
DIVISION Of THE CROStfV CORPORATION
THE NATION'S

MOST

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

A NEW MERCURY-VAPOR

RECTIFIER

FOR HEAVY-DUTY
BROADCAST SERVICE

tow mUOEDRO

P

Here's a new RCA rectifier developed to meet the needs
of continuous heavy-duty industrial and broadcast
service. Electrically identical to the improved RCA
872A/872, the 8008 has an extra-heavy base with large
pin-contact area. Can replace the 872, 872A, or 872A/872
if socket changes are made. The 8008 is built for long
life and high dependability, and like all RCA tubes is
backed by continuing RCA engineering and research.
This is one more example of how RCA engineering
"know how" and a continuing program of research are
making available to broadcasters new and better tube
types.
The fountain-head of modern Tube development is RCA.

TECHNICAL
DATA
Fil. Volts
5.0
Fil. Amp
7.5
Max. Peak Inverse Plate
Volts (Condensed -mercury
temp,Plate
of 20°Current,
to 60°C)10,000
Peak
Amperes
5
Average
Tube Drop,Plate Current,
Amperes 1.25
Volts (approx.) ... 10

...

TRUCTION
STURDY CONS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA .VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J.

Sin
g
TING

don't be deceived by the fact that she occasionally
flutters; that lavender and new lace hold a top priority with some of the many striking things she does.
It's intentional, we assure you, with WOR's Bessie
Beatty.
If, in girlhood, Bessie Beatty had deliberately
planned to be one of the great women of radio, it
would have been hard for her to build a more valuable and decidedly applicable background than she
did.
She began as a newspaper reporter in Calithe inwomen's
Battalionfornia.ofShe was
Deatha correspondent
on the RussianwithFront
World
War 1, and, while there, scored long-remembered
beats in her interviews with Lenin, Trotsky and
other revolutionary leaders. There followed years
of editing for top women's magazines, press agentry,
book writing and lecturing.
It's little wonder then that every weekday
morning on WOR Bessie Beatty offers 245,180
housewives a glimpse into a world they can only
dream about, a life that is full and rich, with something different wrapped in every minute's comMEMBER OF THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

ment. Interpreted in the cold terms of cash, Bessie
Beatty and WOR bring their sponsors each thousand homes in which these listeners live for the
cx)mfortingly low cost of only forty cents.
The Bessie Beatty program is a WOR-created
show, and another t3-pical example of the skill with
which this station's gifted programmers can fuse
a personality and a formula to produce carefully
calculated results.
If you're an agencyman or a sponsor with a
show problem on your mind, why not take advantage of WOR's invaluable experience? Our number
is PE 6-8600, or write . . .

■that poicer-full
WOR
at 1440 Broadtvay, in New York

ITS FOUR-STATE
PART — OF
ANY
I ALL — OR
R E S U L T S 1
GE T S
— WLS
lEA — C/TY-TOWN-COUNTRY

This

^oy

\SMILES!

Since 1935, Midwest Americans have been
contributing dollars and dimes (and larger
sums, too) each year to the WLS Christmas Neighbors Club. This money buys
orthopedic walkers, medical inhalators,
wheel chairs, and other needed items for
children's hospitals and the childrens
wards in general hospitals. This Christmas
our listeners gave voluntarily and gladly,
$26,563.56 (as of January 4, 1945). We
are glad our facilities are available for this
and kindred projects in which our listeners
work with us in the common interest of
our part of America.
REPRESENTED BY
John Blair & Company

IT seems a simple thing, swallowing peanuts too
hastily. The first diagnosis? Year-and-a-half-old
Gerald Zolper of Mendota, Illinois, has a cold. But
this cold does not respond to treatment. A specialist
is called in. He finds the truth: PEANUTS lodged in
TRACHEA and BRONCHIALS. The peanuts removed, irritation brings on swelling; it becomes
necessary to open the throat and insert a silver tube;
finally, there is even an abscessed lung, all resulting
from peanuts.
But now, two years later, little Gerald Zolper
smiles again. During his twelve most dangerous days
in the hospital at Mendota, an INHALATOR helped
keep the life-stream flowing for Gerald; made it
possible, his mother tells us, for Gerald to respond to
the fine treatment and care he had. And so, Gerald's
smile becomes our reward for this particular inhalator,
one of many given by the WLS Christmas Neighbors
Club, which is supported wholly by voluntary contributions from our listeners. As you look at the
picture of a boy who lives and smiles you will understand our pride in the WLS Christmas Neighbors
Club, our appreciation of the listeners who make it
possible.

WLS GETS RESULTS]

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 V/ATTS
BLUE NETWORK

CHICAGO

7

MANAGEMENT ArFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGUS

ales Pile Up,
ilth Piles
Up in the We,
Inland Empire.
A Fortune in Zinc is loaded
for shipment. One-eighth of
the nation's zinc comes from
this area. In addition, it is
the world's largest lead and
silver mining area, producing one-fourth of the silver,
one-third of the lead.
THE

ONLY

SINGLE

too, here in the Inland
Empire.
Department
store
sales for the
first 10 months
of 1944 were 2% above the
previous year. KHQ not
only covers the 37 counties
in this Trading Area, but is
the only single medium giving this complete coverage.
MEDIUM

COMPLETELY

COVERING

THE

INLAND

EMPIRE

Owned and OperateH by
LOUIS

WASMER,
Incorporated
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.
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PETRY
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Book Number)
Publications,D. C,Inc.,under870actNational
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class matterpublished
March in14,February
1933, at byPostBroadcasting
Office at Washington,
of MarchPress
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.
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VOLTAIRE

Voltaire would have liked December onWABC:
For during that month, Arthur Godfrey, Phil Cook and
Margaret Arlen conducted three separate campaigns on the air,
on behalf of the men and women in our armed forces.
Godfrey (from 6:30 to 7:45 A.M.) asked for blood. . .Cook
(a half -hour later) asked for books . . . Arlen (only fifteen minutes
after that) asked for Christmas gifts.
Results:
GODFREY got 2,083 pints of blood in a single day-GAPSALS DAY at
the New York Blood Bank — establishing a new record which
Col. Earle Boothe, Director of the Blood Donor Service, is "sure
will stand for some time to come." (GAPSALS are members of
WABC's"Give a Pint— Save a Life Society", of which Godfrey is
founder and honorary president. )
PHIL COOK'S listeners sent him more than 20,000 books for veterans'
hospitals and rest centers in the New York area ! New books,
once-read books, books to nourish every possible reading taste.
MARGARET ARLEN received over 30,000 Christmas gifts for the New
York Port of Embarkation! They filled the p.o.e., then overflowed onto ships scheduled to leave before Christmas, into
adjacent army hospitals and camps.
There never was a Christmas quite like this before. For these
were anonymous gifts; each of them,
—
blood, book, or package, labeled only: - —
"For any G. I. Joe."
You can't help marveling at the
generosityestimateofthe bond
people.
You can't
between
greatunderradio
personalities and their Hsteners.

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS
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SALES
December 18, 1944
Mr. Gordon Gray, Manager
Radio Station KOIL,
Omaha 2, Nebraska
Dear Mr. Gray:
We are writing you this letter to tell you how much
we are pleased with our present morning radio
news program.
This program has brought us more tangible results
than any one thing we have done in the advertising line in a long time. Placing our individual sales
people on the air has brought a direct contact between the consumer and the distributor, insomuch
as the customers, when they come in the store, ask
the person waiting on them if he happened to be
on the radio that morning.
I believe this is the first time this has been tried in
Omaha, and it certainly brings the store into the
mind of the average person more quickly than a
regular commercial.
I want to wish a Merry Christmas to you and
your staff from all of us here at the Berg Clothing.
Company.
Very truly yours,
BERG CLOTHING COMPANY
Dean K. Bowen
Advertising Manager
DB/LB

TORONTO: James Montagmes.
BUSINESS
MAURY LONG, Business
WASHINGTON:
Breslau,Eleanor
Adv. Production
Manager: Harry BobAUDITING:
Stevens,
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Patricia
CHICAGO: Florence Small, Mgr.; Jean Eadridee.

SALES
"...MORE TANGIBLE RESULTS..." a common and pleasant experience for
KOIL advertisers. No will-o'-the-wisp big claims ... no fancy promises . . .
but tangible results! Just one of the reasons why, in Omoha, IT PAYS TO
ADVERTISE ON KOIL I
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GREATER

COVERAGE

IN

A

MARKET

WHERE

effective

buying

power
SHOWS
A

102%

GAIN

Few markets can boast of so great an increase in the effective buying power of its
people as this tri-state area comprising sections of Louisiana, Texas and Arlcansas.
This increase in income of $573,000,000
over 1940 is from basic {ndustries ... industries such as oil, gas, lumber, minerals, livestock and agriculture which have long contributed big incomes to this Jntensefy active
market.
Though there has been no increase in population figures since the 1940 census, retail
sales show a gain of 58% with food and drug
sales up 74.7% and 81.2% respectively.
Yes, today this market is prosperous, but
there can be no doubt as to its sfabitity in
the postwar period. To get your full shore of
present and future sales opportunities you
need only KWKH for it offers greater coverage than any other single medium.
''Based on latest figu

compared with 1940 census.

with a total population of
1.456,167.
74e
JOHNStaUo*i
D. EWING
V resident
FRED
OHL
M.anager

CBS

*
5 0,0 0 0 UJRTTS
SHEEVEFORT, LOUISIANA
(
Represented by The Branham Co.

^ad^M^/g^ for
In
For years, RCA broadcast transmitters and RCA studio equipment have been known as
the finest. This reputation for quahty, plus the outstanding engineering and design features of these equipments, have made them the undisputed first choice of broadcast stations for the past decade.
During this ten-year period, most of the major advances in transmitter design have
appeared first in RCA transmitters— including high-level Class B modulation, air-cooled,
high-power tubes, front-of -panel access and many others. Postwar, RCA transmitters

/. MICROPHONES — RCA microphones
of these three types — the 44-B for
high-quality,
studio pickups,
for special, directional
pickups theand 77-C
the
88-A
for
field
use
—
are
the symbols of
the industry.

TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLES — The
RCA 70-C Turntable — with combinaand lateral
headare—
is thetion vertical
standard
to whichpickup
others
compared, over a thousand in use.

RECORDERS — The RCA 73-B highquality
recording equipment
the finest broadcast-type
recorder isproduced
today. The OR-IA portable recorder
and the 72-D recording attachment are
also popular.

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS — The individual
units of deluxe, RCA, audio equipments
are also available separately. There are
special
units for monitoring
use as pre-amplifiers,
line amplifiers,
amplifiers,
etc. Also racks, shelves, etc.

LOW-POWER TRANSMITTERS — Modern-styled, RCA transmitters of proven
performance
and reliability
avail-is
able in all powers.
The unitareabove
the 1 KW (the left-hand section alone
is a complete 250 watt transmitter) .

5/10 KW TRANSMITTER— RCA engineers developed athenumber
first air-cooled
KW transmitter
of years ago5
and have been constantly improving on
it ever since. The 5E/10E, latest model
in this series is shown here at WTVICA.
'*

13. MONITORING EQUIPMENT — RCA
modulation
monitors,
monitors and phase
monitorsfrequency
are standard
units,cast designed
specifically
for
broaduse and built to match other RCA
broadcast units.

/4. FIELD INTENSITY METER — The RCA,
308-A Broadcast Field Intensity Meter,
designed for field or mobile use, is the
standard measuring instrument used by
most consultants and station engineers.

D #

/5. MEASURING EQU/PMENT— The RCA,
68- B Audio Oscillator and the RCA,
69- C Distortion
Meter are
used
for determining
the universally
frequency
response
and
distortion
of broadcast installations.characteristics

AM

Broadnast

Stations

vdll embody new features developed from the unequalled experience of RCA engineers
in building the most advanced types of electronic equipment for the military services.
Moreover, it is worthy of note that only RCA actually builds all of the equipment
items— microphones, turntables, amplifiers, transmitters, antennas, etc.— which are required in a modem broadcast station. These equipments are designed to work together
and thus provide maximum convenience, efficiency and performance. Most important,
they are proven units which RCA has built in the past and is building today.

4. PORTABLE EQUIPMENT — This is the
RCA OP- 6 portable pickup equipment.
A companion unit, the OP-7, provides a
four-position,
also suitable forhigh-level
outside mixing
use. system

STUDIO CONSOLETTE— The RCA 76B2 Studio Consolette is a complete
speechinput equipment
for smallthe and
medium-sized
stations. Provides
adunit. vantages ofRCA quality in a "package"

DELUXE STUDIO CONSOLES — Custom-built RCA consoles and rack assemblies— such as this one at WPBR —
represent the very finest in broadcast
studio workequipments.
In use in many netstudios.

to. so KW TRANSMITTER — The RCA,
50-E Transmitter, shown here, is also
air-cooled. It uses the high-level, highefBciency, Class B modulation circuit
first
introduced to broadcasting in RCA
transmitters.

//. ANTENNA PHASING EQUIPMENT —
RCA custom-built antenna coupling
and phasing units (for both directional
and nondirectional systems) are anstandard.models.
Built in severalother
sizes industry
and cabinet

/2. ANTENNAS — After the war, RCA will
offer AM antenna towers in several destationssigns,thethereby
full bringing
advantagesto ofbroadcast
overall,
RCA engineering and responsibility.

RADIO CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

RCA VICTOR DIVISION . CAMDEN, N. 'M
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal
/6. MONITORING ASSEMBLIES — RCA,
custom-built assemblies of audio and
monitoring units for the transmitter
station represent the most advanced
and finest type of equipment for the
pxirpose.

At Deadline
PAUL A. PORTER, FCC chairman, addressing the annual Federal
Communications Bar Assn. meeting in Washington last Friday night,
admonished broadcasters to observe to the letter the FCC's new freeze
order policy announced earlier in the week. He declared that frivolous
applications will not be condoned, only requests for facilities in areas not
now receiving primary service will be considered, and all others not voluntarily withdrawn will be designated for hearing on the "freeze" issues.
EMERSON Radio & Phonograph Corp., New York, which on Nov. 19
discontinued You
Can'twith
Takemeetings
It With scheduled
You on MBS,
network
broadcasting
shortly,
next will
weekresume
to determine
type of program and network.
LOUIS COWAN, chief of the New York Office, OWI Overseas Branch,
has arrived in London for a three-week inspection tour of OWI and
Psychological Warfare facilities in the European theatre. Don Drenner,
radio engineer of the OWI Overseas Branch assigned to Radio Luxemburg, returned for a brief vacation in Parsons, Kan., his home.
HERMANN FLOREZ, Washington consulting engineer, formerly with
WOR New York and MBS, returned last week for a brief furlough from
a European assignment for OWI. He worked on the American Broadcasting Station in Europe (ABSIE) andl Radio Brussels.
LICENSEE of KFH Wichita, Kan., has filed for a new FM station on
46.1 mc with coverage of 18,170 sq. mi. Approximate cost is $110,550.

GREAT scon
Now it's

on the
YAWN

PATROL!

SELLERS
SALES

it's
lUFLH
IN
TH E TAM PAST. PETERSBURG
MARKET
Day workers, night workers!
WFLA's
coverage increased
has added-power
them
by the thousands to its
audience, NIGHT and DAY!
Sell your product over this
war
-busy-to market's
listened
station- WFLmost-A!
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He's on all night in WashingtOHf
D. C. That delightful master of
quick wit that's comical without
being the
irritating.
(And ofifsome
you'veof
heard
tired cracks
the all-night boys you'll know exactly what we mean!)

Born in Lexington, Ky., Hub athis
arriveofd attimeSON
JACK
tended three military academies beHUBprese
nt
ion
posit
buyer for Russel M. Seeds
fore enrolling at the U. of Kentucky. There, influenced by his faCo., Chicago, via practicalther, an attorney, he majored in
ly every job to be found in the radio
law. However, as obvious from his
field. Sixteen ctyears ago Hub first
came in conta with the airwaves choice as a profession, the law
as a singer on WKZO Kalamazoo. was not his calling and his major
From that he switched to announc- interest while in school was footGreat Scott was a natural for
ing and thence to producing.
ball. versity
He played
team. end on the Uni- the spot when WWDC went on the
As a producer he was associated
Hub's wife is the
with the Texas State
former June Rollin- air around-the-clock . . . only station
Network. Later he
son, also a Russel
became station manSeeds timebuyer. in town, by the way, that operates
ager of KTHS Hot
They were married 24 hours. He goes on at 1 A.M. and
Springs and from
in March 1944. June comes off at 6 A.M.
there jumped to
is
a canine enthusisales manager of
ast and when the
WGHC Augusta. He
pair
retire
It's a good spot for any adveralso occupied a simbusiness
theyfrom
plan
ilar post on WCOS
tiser who has something to sell to
toCalifornia
buy someandlandraisein
Columbia, S. C.
He joined Seeds as
the people of the nation's capital
dogs.
traffic manager in
. . . the cross-section of America.
1943 and became
JuJac,
a
30-foot
Owens
cruiser,
is
timebuyer by progthe pride and joy of
ress up the ladder
the Jackson family.
from there. Under
Its name, of course,
his responsibility is
was derivedtraction by
conapproximately $500,- HTTB
of June
000 worth of radio
time for the Canadian business of Jackson. Hub is a yachtsman from
WWDC
both Grove Labs, and Pinex Co. and away back and has always owned
the U. S. business of the latter.
a
boat
of
one
description
or
anIn addition to timebuying for the
other. Both, however, are excellent
the big sales result
accounts, Hub broadcasts 16 news boatsmen. Hub is a member of the
programs weekly for Grove Labs, Chicago Yacht Club, the Illinois station in Washington, D. C.
and Peter Paul candy. His most Athletic Club and is an ATO.
faithful listener. Hub says, is his
For relaxation. Hub likes to lisRepresented nationally by
wife who never misses a show. He
ten to boogie woogie records alexplains he always feels as though
t
h
o
u
g
h
h
e
will
have
it
firmly
unWEED & COMPANY
derstood that he is no hepcat.
he is talking to her.
BROADC A S T I N G • Broadcast Advertising

HIGH

FIDELITY

American radio has covered its
first war with high fidelity.
Untried, raw recruit, radio has already earned
its service stripes.
It has taken its men and microphones to every
fighting front, earned its way into the confidence
of Army and Navy fighting men, sharing the
same risks in every theatre of war.
Despite
danger,American
enemy interference,
transmission difficulties,
radio men report
the
war wherever our fighting soldiers go: North
Africa, Sicily, Normandy, Guadalcanal, Leyte,
Tokio and now, Luzon!
On the home front, radio has done more to sell
bonds: it has sold the reasons for buying bonds.
It has popularized the unpopular: rationing;
food, gas, shoes, which had to be popularized
if our fighting men were to get what they needed
when they needed it.
It has collected paper, fats, tin and scrap. It
has uncorked the generosity of the nation for
Red Cross, Community War Fund, Infantile
Paralysis, China, Russia, Army and Navy Relief
drives.
It has connected the home front in farm and
factory with the fighting front, arousing civic
pride and individual responsibility.
It has presented the facts of total world wor,^
the role of United Nations, and the price that
must be paid in a world grown small because
of the airplane and the instrument of radio itself.
It has brought home the final facts of victory:
casualties, the wounded and the maimed who
are coming back in our midst, and those who
will never come back.
It is pointing the way toward peace, but it is
not forgetting there's a war still to be won.
It has done this without cost to the Government
or
bias.to the taxpayer, without prejudice or political
This Is the American system of broadcasting.
This is WSM.
650 KILOCYCLES
Edwin W. Craig, Pres.

NBC Affiliate
Harry Stone, Gen. Mgr.

National Representatives, EDWARD
National Life and Accident
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Insurance

RETRY & Co.
Co.

Nashville, Tenn.
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^^Tough
nobody

day

at

came

the
in

office,

dearF&P!''

from

Seriously— we don't claim to chase away each
shadow, or to make each day a song ! But many,
many users of spot broadcasting tell us that we
certainly take a load off their shoulders and
help make their jobs appreciably easier. What
can we do for you, Sir— today?

&
FREE
Pioneer Radio
CHICAGO: i8o N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444. Madison Ai
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130
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Station Representatives
Since May, 1932
SAN FRANCISCO: iii Sutter

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES!
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAl
DUIUTH
WDAY
FAROO
WISH
INDIANAPOIIS
WKZO
KAtAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVIllE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUl
KSD
ST.PFO-'IA
LOUIS j
WMBD
WFBLIOWA
SYRACUSt
WHO
DES
MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT I
KMA
SOUTHEASTSHENANDOAH
WCBM
BAITIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
Wli
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
SOUTHWEST ROANOKE
KOB
AIBUQUERQUE
''"IS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
,
.
PACIFIC COAST TULSA
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD: 6331 HoUywood
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
• Broadcast Advertising
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District
Meetings
Endorse
BMB
Helena; KOTN Pine Bluff; KARK 3 to accept the BMB presidency, rent tour of NAB districts, he is
Feltis Signs 80% of Little Rock; KUGA Siloam said of the plan: "The Research attempting to obtain pledges totalSprings; Louisiana: KTBS KWKH Committee of the NAB examined
Stations at
to putthethespringboard
plan into
Shreveport; KMLB Monroe; WJBO many proposals for measuring audi- effect.ing In$1,000,000
Memphis,
ence before accepting the BMB plan for the presentation,
Baton Rouge; Mississippi: WJPR
28
contracts
Parleys
Greenville; WJDX WSLI Jackson; as the most scientific and reliable. were signed out of the 35 NAB
WELO Tupelo; WROX Clarksdale; A test of the plan was conducted members present. Others among
By ROBERT K. RICHARDS
WAML Laurel; in Philadelphia. The test was suc- the remaining 7, although favorENTHUSIASTIC support of the WCBI Columbus;
cessful, and in its application to
WOPI Bristol; WDOD
ably inclined toward it, had to check
new Broadcast Measurement Bu- Tennessee:
Chattanooga;
WJZM
Clarksville; other stations, the BMB should with principals in their organizareau was registered at the first two WKPT Kingsport; WBIR
for the first
time,
an
overKnox- giveallus,measurement
There are 59
! district NAB meetings in the cur- ville; WROL WMC WMPS WREC
by which stations stationstionsinbeforethesigning.
four-state area comrent 15-d-Strict tour as over 80% WHBQ Memphis; WLAC WSIX within markets can
be
compared."
prising
the
Sixth
NAB
District.
j of the stations attending handed WSM Nashville. Twenty-seven
Balloting Problem
Of the 59,
4835belong
to theattended
Asso! signed contracts to Hugh Feltis, other stations throughout the naciation
and
of
these
Major question brought up by the Memphis sessions. Mr. Feltis
BMB's president.
tion previously had signed with district
delegates about the plan inExactly
80% members
of the assembled
35 NAB* BMB by telegram.
Sixth
District
volved the two-year schedule of na- said that those who had not attendOriginally scheduled for Monday,
in Memphis last Monday and Tuesed,bers,
NAB would
members
and non-memby whichSeveral
audibe solicited
by mail
ence is totionwidebeballoting,
measured.
I day signed up. In Dallas, where the BMB presentation was postTuesday awaiting the broadcasters suggested that this and personal call.
[ 45 stations were represented, 82% arrivalponedofuntil Linnea
Nelson,
chief
Of
those
from
this
District
span was too long, inasmuch as a
I subscribed on Wednesday.
ing, 14 are 250 w stations; 3, 1signkw;
J. Walter Thompson licensee
. First contract was signed by timebuyer,
might
make
numerous
alCo.
and
director
of
the
BMB
board.
terations in his physical plant or 8, 5 kw; 3, 50 kw..
Roy Dabadie, manager, WJBO Miss Nelson, representing the
13th Signatories
Baton Rouge. First NAB director
programming
which
would increase structure
his audience.
This
to sign was Hoyt Wooten, presi- backing
AAAA, togave
that Sheassociation's
The
13th
District, comprising all
the
plan.
displayed
dent, WREC Memphis, who pre- several coverage maps taken from increase, it was argued, would not of Texas, includes 63 stations. Of
be
reflected
perhaps
for
several
sided at the Sixth District parley. her
agency files, deploring them as months after it occurs. Mr. Feltis this number, 41 are NAB members.
First signatory at Dallas was
stationsmeeting.
were representinadequate
and "the
best evidence
Hugh A. L. HalfF, NAB director, that
that the plan, by neces- Forty-five
ed at the Dallas
a standard
measurement
plan countered
sity, would be experimental during
general manager, WOAI, San AnFollowing
are
the
stations in the
needed". The AAAA the early stages, and that it might
tonio. Total individual registration is critically
which have subthe ANA are co-sponsors, with become necessary to increase the 13th District
at Memphis was 83. At Dallas 87 and
s
c
r
i
b
e
d
t
o
BMB
:
NAB,
of
the
BMB
plan.
number of times balloting was to
registered,
KRBC Abilene, KFDA Amarillo,
Mr. Feltis, who resigned as gen- take place.
j At Dallas, in a close election,
KGNC Amarillo, KNOW Austin,
eral
manager
of
KFAB
Lincoln
Jan.
He
emphasized
that
in
the
curKFDM
Beaumont, KBST Big
'I rector,
Martin WFAA
B. Campbell,
Dallas managing
and WBAP-diSpring,
KEEW KRIS
Brownsville,
KBWD
Brownwood,
Corpus
! KGKO Ft. Worth, was named director of the 13th District succeedChristi,
KTBC
Austin,
KRIC
Beauling Mr. HalfF. Mr. Campbell was St. Louis Post -Dispatch Urges
Dallas, mont,
WRRKAND Dallas,
Corsicana,KTSM
WFAA"El
elected to a two-year term starting
at the end of the next annual NAB
Paso, KFJZ Ft. Worth, WBAP Ft.
membership meeting or at such Cleanup of Newscasts by Nets Worth, KPRC Houston, KTHT
time as the Board of Directors AN APPEAL to the nationwide and Blue network (1) should quit Houston, KXYZ, Houston, KFRO
may designate.
KFYO Lubbock, KRLH
news
with comnetworks to eliminate middle com- interrupting
plugs andbroadcasts
(2) should
quit Longview,
Midland, KNET Palestine, KPLT
Initial Meeting
mercials innews broadcasts and to permittingmercialthese
broadcasts
to
be
sponParis,
KIUN
Pecos, KGKL San
The district meetings, first of 15 meticulously select news program
objectionablenowadays
advertisers.often Angelo, KABC San
Antonio, KONO
Newssored bybroadcasts
H,o be held throughout the nation sponsors, was sounded last Thurs- reach
San
Antonio,
KTSA
San Antonio,
sublime
heights
as
they
tell
of
during the next two months, took
day
by
the
St.
Louis
Post-Dispatch
the
liberation
of
a
Warsaw,
of
a
batWOAI
San
Antonio,
KCMC TexJ on special significance in view of in a lead editorial and cartoon.
tle of Bastogne, or they may bring arkana, KGKB Tyler,
the announcement by J. Harold George M. Burbach, general man- sadness into American homes as casual- Waco, KRGV Weslaco, WACO
KRRV
ty figures
are
released. toThelisten
publicto Sherman.
Ryan, president, NAB, that, barager of KSD and an official of the should
not plugs
be compelled
! ring an unexpected change in the newspaper,
has
spearheaded
a
drive
commercial
in
the
midst
of
news
Of
those
from
the
13th
District
war situation, there would be no
like this,
or be nauseated
by cosmetic
the ap- signing with BMB, three are 100
! annual war conference or conven- to clean up news commercials.
peals of patent
w stations; 16, 250 w; 8, Ikw; 7,
The Fitzpatrick cartoon accom- advertising,
whilemedicine
hearing ordispatches
tion this year. Mr. Ryan, arriving
panying the editorial,
depicted
a of heroic proportions.
5 kw; 3, 50 pledging
kw.
j 1 day late at the meeting after citizen before
his
radio
receiver
Some
months
ago,
in
announcing
that
their support
! participating in a nationwide
his radio station had banned middle of Stations
BMB
by
wire to Mr. Feltis
which
blares
out:
"Warsaw
liberatbroadcast appeal for the Mile o'
commercials,
Leo
J.
Fitzpatrick
of
staed, buy our laxative; American
tion WJR Detroit, pointed out that Tuesday Included: WWNC AsheDimes campaign Sunday night, atWBRC Birmingham, WHBP
the wartance to newscasts.
has brought a new impor- ville,
tended al sessions Tuesday.
casualties,
try ourfollows:
pills."
Rock Island, WFBG Altoona,
The
editorial
The 28 stations signing contracts
"We
must
remember,"
he
said,
"that
Kalamazoo, WAVE LouisThe time has come to urge the big practically all listeners have relatives WKZO ville,
in Memphis after Mr. Feltis pre- radio
KATE Alberta Lea, KTRI
networks to change some of their or close friends in the armed services
sented the plan at a Tuesday practices
{Continued on page 56)
regarding newscasting. In
{Continued
on
page
55)
session were — Arkansas : KFAA particular,
NBC, Columbia, Mutual
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Construction
Policy Excepts Regions
Lacking Primary
Service
VIRTUAL
freezing
all new station construction wasof ordered
last
week by the FCC in the light of advices from the War production
Board that the general premise that
broadcasting is in the war interest
will no longer justify the use of
available manpower and critical
materials for new installations.
In a Supplemental Statement of
Policy adopted at a meeting Tuesday, as forecast last week in
Broadcasting, the Commission
served notice that its order of Jan.
26, 1944 relating to new stations
and changes in existing facilities
"is
to be conditions,
interpreted which
in the light
present
requireof
that all available manpower and
critical materials be devoted to the
furtherance of the war program."
Pursuing its new policy, the Commis ion at last
meeting,
designated
eightTuesday's
applications
for
hearing. Two applications for permits to construct local channel stations in areas in which no primary
service is available and three applications for station improvements
costing less than $500 were granted.
CP Denied
At the same time, WPB denied
its fourth application within the
last month, turning down the Central Valley Broadcasting Co., Sacramento, Cal., which had received a
construction permit for a 250 w
unlimited station from the FCC on
Nov, 9. The Board had refused another application for a Sacramento
station, filed by Lincoln Dellar,
a week earlier.
In view of the WPB advices, the
Commission said, its policy will be
to designate
for hearing
applications for new
standard allstations
"unless the applicant establishes:
(1) that the construction will result in making service available to
a community which does not receive
primary service from any existing
broadcast station and (2) that all
requirements of the Jan. 26, 1944
Statement of Policy have been
met."
Addressing the Federal Communications Bar Assn. annual dinner last Friday night, Paul A.
Porter, FCC chairman, emphasized
the freeze policy is no idle gesture.
He said applications which on their
face do not meet the stringent requirements ofthe freeze policy will
be set for hearing without delay.
FM and television grants will not
be
madebasis
on after
a first-come,
served
the freezefirst-is
thawed, he said but to those best
qualified — "not to those under the
wire earliest". The freeze order,
he explained, does not apply and
never has applied to experimental
or developmental services.
As to the duration of the freeze,
Mr. Porter said the question could
Page 14 • January 22, 1945

Frozen
by
not be answered by the Commission
or anyone else. It depends upon
the success of our armed forces and
upon
the support given at home,
he added.
John Creutz, chief of the Domestic & Foreign Branch, WPB
Radio & Radar Division, advised
the Commission that "the general
attitude now taken by the WPB"
makes castnofacilities.
provisionCertain
for newtypes
broad-of
changes in facilities, however, may
be made without WPB approval,
he stated, covering, in general,
changes not involving construction
work and costing less than $500,
but not requiring the purchase of
a transmitter or receiver.
Helpful to Many
Construction costing more than
a fixed amount, limited in most
cases to $200 for cost of materials,
new equipment and labor, may not
be started without WPB approval,
Mr. Creutz advised. Except for the
provision made last September allowing an expenditure of up to $500
for a minor capital addition or
change not involving construction,
he said, restrictions on the purchase of equipment and materials
have not been greatly changed."
Mr. Creutz reported to the FCC
that the procedure adopted jointly
by the Commission and the WPB

FCC, WPB
on Jan. 26, 1944 has benefited not
only the agencies but also a number
of applicants wishing to install
various
of radioheservices.
Under thistypes
procedure,
said, WPB
has authorized the starting of construction ofa number of new broadcasting stations, generally not requiring priorities. He added that
in conjunction with FCC, several
stations have received priorities for
developmental work in FM.
problemsmaterials
in procurement
of "The
maintenance
for radio
transmission and communication,"
he declared,
a general
way
be
said to be"may
over.inThere
are only
a few specific types of tubes and
other components which are not
obtainable on the maintenance rating provided for radio. It should
be remembered that this rating is
the same rating that is used by the
Army and Navy to obtain their
equipment. In almost every case
where such products are in short
supply, the reason is insufficient
manpower to make full use of existing production facilities."
Applications Pending
Thefect new
have no ef-in
on aboutpolicy
150 will
applicatitos
the FCC pending file but a Commission official advised broadcasters it would be to their advantage
to withdraw applications which
cannot be granted under the new
{Continued on page 65)

Eliot Lovett Is Elected
As Bar Association Head
ELIOT ingtonLOVETT,
veteran
Washradio attorney,
last Friday
was eral
elected
president
of
the
Communications Bar Assn. Fedfor
the 1945 term. He
succeeds Ben S.
Fisher, of Fisher
& Other
Wayland.officers
elected were
Orsdel,A.ofgeneral
# ' Jfl Ralph
Van
counsel
the
Chesapeake
& Potomac Telephone
Mr. Lovett president;
Co., first Philip
viceG. Loucks, Loucks & Scharfeld, seeon vice-president; Thomas P. Littlepage, secretary, and Bryon G.
treasurer.Jr., Mr.
FisherSmith
and
P.Carson,
J. Hennessey
of Segal,
& Hennessey,
were
elected
to
vacancies on the executive
committee.
Following
a business
meeting
Friday afternoon, the Association
held its annual banquet at the Hotel
Statler.
PaulFCC,
A. Porter,
chairman of the
was thenewspeaker.
KPDN Transfer
APPLICATION was filed with the
FCC last week for voluntary assifrom
gnment oflicense
ofC. KPDN
Pampa,
Holies,Harry,
sole
ewner,Tex.to his
threeR. children,
Jane nessandas Radio
C. H. Station
Holies doing
busiKPDN, an
equal partnership.
eration was $1. Mr. Money
Holies considstated
in the application that he was no
longer able to care for the station.
KPDN100 operates
time
with
w on 1340 unlimited
kc.

to Return
Women Who Tune in Soap Operas LOUISChatten
J.
CHATTEN,
director
the Radio & Radar Division,
WPB,of
ArenH Neurotic^ CBS Survey Reveals will
return to his post on Jan. 29
operas". A break into three cultural following his recovery from an
CBS, in a recently completed sur- levels,
measured
by income
edu- operation he underwent in early
vey on listeners to daytime serials,
showed that
in theandupper
has found no evidence to support cultural cation,
C. Ellis,
level, over 33% of the December.
rector who Ray
returned
to theformer
Govern-dithe criticism that women who listen women with
high income listened,
ment to take charge of the division
to thisrotic ortype
of
program
are
neuwill become so. Findings of and over 40% of college women lis- in Mr. Chatten's absence, will rehis position
Seven-day listening diaries
the study, accompanied by seven turned tened.
torssume about
Feb. 1.with General Moin by 1000 interviewees
suggestions for improving serials, showed little
difference
within
each
were made public by Frances level in personal attitudes towards
Gruen Watch Renews
Farmer Wilder, CBS consultant
woman herself, social problems GRUEN WATCH Co., New York,
on daytime programs, speaking the
only a tendency is renewing its full spot schedule
Jan. 15 in Philadelphia before a as such, revealing
signals expire,
on a 52-week
towards more satis- ofas time
meeting of the Assn. for Education in the lowfactionlevel
contracts
throughbasis,
its
with
her
role
in the family,
by Research
Radio. was conducted by Elmo and in the high cultural
agency,
McCann-Erickson
Inc.,
lever, less New York.
Roper, and the findings checked satisfaction with personal attainby Raymond Franzen, statistical ments.
Women listen to serials because
lER Called Off
consultant; Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld,
are "trueandto because
life," (74%
gave
director of social research. Office they
FOR THE FIRST time in its histhis
reason)
they
give
tory the Institute for Education
of Radio Research, Columbia U., "lessons" in living, not because
and Dr. Carl Rogers, professor of
by Radio,
held annually
in Colum"there
is
nothing
else
to
listen
to,"
bus, 0., has
cancelled.
psychology at Ohio State U. Results the survey showed. Two factors I. Keith
Tylerbeen
of Ohio
State Dr.
U.,
are based on interviews in 125 ur- were found to help establish the director, announced
last
week.
Acban and rural communities with
tion
was
in
cooperation
with
the
impression of reality — the human Government's request to call off
5,000 women usually home between voice,
and day-by-day occurrence meetings of more than 50. Last
9 a.m. and 8 p.m.
of
events.
Some Like Serials
1,108 organizations,
attended the Institute.
The serial listener tunes to "soap year
Kindred
usually
CBS found, according to Mrs. operas" a little over one hour and meeting in conjunction with the
Wilder, that within the same level a quarter per day, but she listens lER, also expected to call off their
of culture, the women who listen more time (one hour and 36 mins.) respective conferences, include:
to serials are exactly like those who to daytime radio other than serials, Assn. for Education by Radio, Nado not listen, reading the same the survey shows. She was found to
tional Assn. of Radio Farm Directo an average of 5.8 serials
magazines and newspapers, engag- listen
NAB National
Women tors,
Directors,
Junior Assn.
Town ofMeeting
each day, and to hear these 2.8
ing in the
same
social
and
comweekly out of a possible five League and
munity activities. Some 50% of times
National
Assn.
of
cational Broadcasters. The lER Eduhad
those interviewed listened to "soap times.
been scheduled for May 4-7.
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NWLB
Reverses
WMAL-AFRA
Ruling
Mr. Berkeley refused to sign opinion stated: ". . . we think that as to what the referee understood
See - Saw Decision when
a contract, effective Aug. 22 that both parties should in fairness be his commission to be, I asked him
year, containing the assigned fee bound by their arbitration agree- directly, and he told me directly,
clause. Instead he offered to raise
To Be Fought
ment, even though the award was that he understood it to be that of a
the base salaries of the WMAL an- set up in terms of a recommenda- hearing officer making recommention. Our decision therefore does
nouncers from $200 to $250 per
dations rather than that of an arAFRA wanted the increase not represent a review of the merits
bitrator making a final and bindBy 'Star'
IN A TERSE
statement follow- month.
in
the
form
of
fees
for
regularly
is thatlimited
toincrease
a deing a reversal by the National assigned announcers whose tours of the case, buttermination
the
Berkeley Objects
War Labor Board of its own de- of duty made it necessary for them awarded is permissible within the
ing award."
cision in the WMAL Washington to do commercial spot announce- stabilization program. There is no
Mr.
Berkeley's
statement, after
announcer fixed fee case involv- ments.
dispute within the Board on this reading the decision released last
ingcana dispute
between
the
Ameriweek,
was:
"It
is
incomprehensible
latter fact, since the decision mere- to me that the National War Labor
Federation of Radio Artists
Hearing Officer Reversed
puts the onradio
and the Washington Evening Star
thisly station
the announcers
same basis onof Board can construe a hearing ofBoth
parties
agreed
to
submit
ficer's report, embodying only his
station, Kenneth H. Berkeley, sta- the dispute to the NWLB and to pay as the announcers in the other
tion general manager, served notice
as an Star
arbitrator's
major stations in Washington — a recommendations,
decision
an arbithat the licensee corporation would abide bytrator.the
The Evening
Broad- ,
When the
Board ofnamed
Dr. permissible application of the award.
castingsion based
Co. onis entitled
to aof decinot take the reversal "lying down". Montgomery to hear the evidence, bracket principle."
the
merits
the
"aboutof face"
it designated him as
Concurring in the majority opin- case and, of course, we will take
theDoing
NWLB,a complete
in a decision
Dec. however,
ion
with
Mr.
Gill
were:
Nathan
"hearing
officer".
28, 1944, made public only last
necessary
that end."
Witte,George
pub- theLester
recommended Feinsinger
Cohen steps
of thetoWashington
Thursday, held that Dr. Royal E. thatDr.theMontgomery
lic members;andCarlEdwin
Shipley,
assigned fee principle be
law
firm
of
Hogan
&
Hartson,
counMontgomery of Cornell U., who sat adopted, but
the Board on Aug. 10, Meany, John Brophy, Robert Watt,
sel for WMAL, echoed Mr. Berkeas a hearing officer (according to
issued a decision in favor of representing labor. Joining Mr.
ley's
sentiments,
although
he
deNWLB records) was, in fact, an 1944,
WMAL, ordering the $50 salary Keezer in the dissent were these in- follow. clined to state what action would
"arbitrator" and therefore
his rec-an increase
dustry members: Fred Climer,
retroactive to Oct. 15,
ommendations constituted
[Broadcasting, Aug. 28].
Walter T. Margetts, James TanEmily Holt, national executive
award. The vote was 7-5, with Dex- 1943
Clarence Skinner.
filed petition to reconsider ham,
AFRA, issued the folter M. Keezer, public member, is- andAFRA
In his dissenting opinion Mr. secretarylowingofstatment:
requested an open hearing,
War Labor
suing astinging dissent.
said the process of reach- Board has upheld"TheAFRA's
contending that the proceeding was, Keezer
ing the result of the majority opin- in arbitration attested to byfaith
the
Fees of $l-$4 Ordered
inmatter
fact anfor"arbitration"
and
not
a
ion "involved what I regard as a inclusion of arbitration clauses in
consideration.
In a news release last Thursday [Broadcasting,Board
flagrant
error
in
reasoning
and
proall
AFRA
contracts.
In
this
inSept.
11].
cedure. Since it is the sort of error
the
NWLBin said
it had "approved
stance, AFRA and WMAL stipuas being
conformance
with the
In its reply brief WMAL con- which there well may be opportulated
that
the
issue
between
them
national wage stabilization policy
tended the record "literally shouts
nities to repeat, I feel constrained
be arbitrated by a referee
an arbitrator's award which grant- its complete knowledge and ac- to call attention to it and thus ex- should
appointedshould
by thebe WLB
and binding,
that his
ed a union nouncrequest
that
six
staff
anc
e
p
t
a
n
c
e
o
f
the
fact
that
the
hearaward
final and
ers of Radio Station WMAL
ing was conducted by a hearing
Mr. plainKeezer
pointed out that Dr. with the board's power to review
my dissent."
in Washington, D. C, be paid a officer of the Board, for the Board Montgomery
acted as a hearing oflimited its compatibilfee ranging from $1 to $4 when and ultimately to be decided by the
ficer and "did not understand that the ityaward
with the wage stabilization proassigned to commercial broadcasts, Board." Reply brief also quoted the he was
called
upon to make an
gram.
AFRA
is gratified that the
in addition to their base salary of AFRA filing which referred to Prof. award which would
be final and
based its decision on the
$200 atinued : month." The release con- Montgomery as a "hearing officer". binding, but thought he was ex- board
terms
of
the
stipulation
and not on
In reversing its own decision and
pected to make recommendations of a clerical error misidentifying the
upholding the recommendations of a proper settlement of a dispute. referee
as
a
hearing
officer.
"Bydled asmistake
the
case
was
hana regular dispute case and Prof. Montgomery, the majority Since the record left room for doubt
"It is particularly gratifying that
Dr. Montgomery made 'recommenthe position of AFRA which was
dations' to the Board and identiupheld
by the
arbitrator
was to
the
collective
bargaining
fied himself asthe acompany
'hearing andofficer'
Musicians make
. . . although
the Reduction in WOV
agreements
of
the
Washington
union recognized the proceedings as
tions uniform and not to place staany
an arbitration."
one
at
a
competitive
advantage
to
The majority opinion, signed by Staff Urged in NWLB
Report
Lewis M. Gill, public member, said RELIEF
Should
the
reversed
decision
be
for broadcasters forced increase in accordance with the the
others."
the case was "not certified as a
allowed
to stand, it is expected to
labor dispute in the usual manner, by excessive union quotas to em- "Little Steel" formula, WOV count- adversely
other stations. In
ered with a demand for a reduction Chicago lastaffect
since the only function the Board
ploy more staff musicians than they
month a regional WLB
was called upon to perform was to need for good station operation is in staff. Each side rejected the panel recommended
that AFRA deappoint the arbitrator and to re- in sight and the way for it will be other's proposals and the matter
mands for assigned fees at Class B
view his award if it involved a opened if the National War Labor reached the NWLB.
stations be denied, citing the Aug.
wage adjustment, to determine Board upholds the recommendation
"It is first of all clear," Mr. 10 decision of the NWLB as a
whether or not the award was com- of Herbert R. Northrup, NWLB Northrup
precedent [Broadcasting, Dec. 25].
patible with the wage stabilization Senior Hearing Officer in the section WOVfound,
has no"that
need radio
for, staand Following is the Dec. 28 decision:
By virtue
pursuant Order
to the 9017
powersof
ond
region,
that
the
quota
of
WOV
program."
cannot use, 12 musicians. The re- vested
in itofbyandExecutive
"At this point some confusion set New York be reduced from 12 to 5
q
u
i
r
e
m
e
n
t
t
h
a
t
it
must
hire
12
muJan.
12,
1942,
the
Executive
Orders,
r
e
c
t
i
v
e
s
a
n
d
Regulations
issued
under
the
sicians at all times is thus a make- Act of Oct. 2, 1942, and the War LaborDiin,"
opinionmustcontinued,
"for men.
which the
the Board
take a major
work, or featherbedding, rule Disputes
In his report of the case of dis- which
Act
of
June
25,
1943,
the
Nashare of the blame. Instead of
insures a weekly wage to a
pute between WOV and Local 802
tional Warbetvfeen
Labor Board
herebyanddecides
dispute
the parties
rules
merely appointing an arbitrator in of the American Federation of Mu- number of men who do virtually asthe follows:
sicians, which he heard Nov. 29, nothing to earn it except belong to I. The Directive Order of the National
accordance with the stipulation
Labor Board in this case dated Aug.
(between AFRA and WMAL) the 1944, Mr, Northrup explains that the musicians union. Any at- War
10,II.1944,
is found
hereby that
vacated.
I Board designated Prof. Royal E. the parties are operating under a
Itlated to issubmit
the parties
characterize
this provitheir ofdispute
to the stipufinalto
contract that expired in 1942 and
siontempt tootherwise
just ignores
the and binding
Montgomery
as
'hearing
officer'
and
decision
an
arbitrator,
advised Prof. Montgomery and the which they were unable to renego- realities of the situation."
be
reviewed
by
the
National
War
Labor
parties that the case would be
only to determine
conformancepolicsy.
with
tiatemandsbecause
the station's
dethe national
wage stabilization
Pointing out that the quota sys- Board
handled in the same manner as
that theofquota
be discarded
There stabilization
being no violation
ofthe thefindings
nationalof
wage
policy,
tem
arose
from
the
union's
"wholly
other
dispute
cases."
refusal even to rethe parties
arbitrator are hereby
approved and
In late 1943 the WMAL-AFRA and theduce it.union's
desire to further the em- the
In February 1944 when legitimate
to incorporate
{Continued on page 58)
determinationare indirected
a signed
agreement. his
dispute was referred to the NWLB the union asked for a 15% wage
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Final

Video,
FM
Allocations
in
March
explained
the
proposed rejuggling
radio,
which
will
seek
three
FM
television
[ Television Above aFsignments in each city in which 480
mc. service" to come above of channels in the lower frequencies
it
plans
to
operate).
a maximum of seven
Until the profession shows the would permit
480 mc Seen
in an area such as New
6. Citizens Radio Communication Commission it can perform a serv- stations
ice above 480 mc the FCC will not York. Informed that in New York
Service offers "unlimited possibilset owners in apartment
By Jett
license commercial television "up- television
tolerate interference and
PINAL ALLOCATIONS in the ities."
stairs", said Mr. Jett. He explained houses
7. Fewer frequencies were alloghost images where more than
cated Government services than that experiments must be con- three
spectrum above 25 mc virill be
antennas are used, Mr. Jett
then the FCC must get
recommended by IRAC. After the together ducted,with
handed dovra by the FCC "some- war,
the
industry
and
expressed the opinion that the
Government
radio
needs
will
where
around
March
1
or
15",
problem
was one for industry to
formulate
standards.
He
pointed
Commissioner E. K. Jett disclosed greatly diminish.
last Monday at a news conference
out that while it took "a couple solve and that '"the industry will
Video
Interference
Less
held in conjunction with the Tuesof years" to get
togetnerafter
on presstandards
some find a way".
Number of Stations
day release of proposed allocations
8. Exceptions and requests for yearsent oftelevision
experiments
and
research,
in the proposed al- adoption of standards for the
As
to
FM allocations and telefrom 25-30,000 mc [Broadcasting, oral argument
locations above 25 mc should be
Jan. 16].
the lower frequencies, Mr.
spectrum depends on how Dennyvision insaid:
At the same time he asserted filed "as soon as possible". Dead- higher
"We know that
has taken
29 for exceptions, with much byexperimentation
that the FCC expects ' long-range Feb, lin9e is Jan.
time sufficient production wherever FM is placed it will stay
the last day to file covering place
television
service"
on
a
nationwide
can be assured to make higher permanently.
Television
won't."
basis to come above 480 mc. biiefs (25 copies). Oral argument definition
speculated
that eventutelevision a general Mr. Jett
Charles R. Denny Jr., Commission is Feb. 14.
ally
FM
may
be
extended
inservice.
clude the 102-108 mc band andto the
general counsel, made it plain that
at to why television
the proposed allocation of FM wasQuestions
Reception Industry Problem
78-84 band "should television be
"put back" to the 44-mc band
(84-102 mc) is considered "perma- "where apparently it is subject
"I can assure you the CommisThe Commission has not deterwhereas the are44-mc
sion will permit commercial telefar more interference" brought
tionsnent"
for television
not. alloca- tolengthy
mined how many FM stations in a
discussion in which revision just as soon as the industry
community will be permitted alporters, network representatives shows it can perform a service," moved".
IRAC Members Participate
Mr. Jett pointed out that
said Mr. Jett. He asserted the lower in the thoughNew
Sittingsonnel with
per- and Commission personnel partici- spectrum
York metropolitan
television
allocations
at the Commission
news conference
pated.
area some 18 or 20 standard staDr. Wheeler
explained
that
becould
not
be
classified
as
"interim
were members of the Interdeparttions
are
licensed
and that FM,
there are fewer television allocations", explaining "when you because of its short-range
ment Radio Advisory Committee stationscausethan
signal,
FM, long-distance go forward it doesn't mean the can accommodate more stations
which cooperated with the FCC in co-channel interference
on
would be lower channels are abruptly dis- a single frequency.
the proposed allocations. Repre- less with television than FM.
Comcontinued".
Commissioner
Jett,
senting IRAC were Comdr. P. D.
A question arose as to whether
mis ioner Jet said the FCC felt who has supervised the allocations
Miles, USNR, IRAC chairman; Lt. that 12 television
its multichannels tenta- for the Commission, indicated the the Commission,ple-owneunder
Comdr. A. L. Budlong, USCGR,
rship rule which limits
transition
would
be
gradual.
tively
allocated
below
225
mc
were
chairman of the IRAC Technical
ownership
of
FM
to
six
stations
"We cannot have nationvdde
for a "truly nationSubcommittee; Capt. E. M. Web- not sufficient
or corporation,
wide television service". He added competitive television service in per organization
ster, USCG, chief of Coast Guard
{Continued on page 62)
communications on leave as FCC that the FCC expects "long range the lower band," said Mr. Jett. He
assistant chief engineer, IRAC
vice-chairman; Dr. J. H. Dellingei',
chief of radio, Bureau of Standards; Col. A. G. Simpson, USA, the ReactionVaries
to Allocation Proposal
War Dept. member of IRAC.
Representing the Commission
the oraldentarguments
Feb. designated
14. PresiAdditional reaction to the
Damm promptly
were, besides Commissioner Jett FMBI Opposes 'Drastic' this committee:
allocation
will
John
Shepard
3d,
beFCCfound
on pageproposal
59.
Move; Baker Calls
and General Counsel Denny:
Yankee
Network,
chairman;
T.
C.
George P. Adair, chief engineer;
RTPB Meet
Streibert, president of WOR New Armstrong, participated in its
Harry M. Plotkin, assistant general counsel and chief of the liti- WHILE THE preponderant reac- York and executive vice-president founding
and encouraged virtually
of MBS; Cecil Mastin, WNBF
gation section; M. H. Woodward,
tion
to
the
FCC's
proposed
specexisting
50-oddThere
FM stachief of the International Divi- trumwide allocation plan announced Binghamton, N. Y.; J. E. Brown, all of tithe
o
n
s
t
o
enter
the field.
are
sion; Dr. Lynde P. Wheeler, chief Jan. 16 was a hearty "well-done" chief engineer. Zenith; C. M. Jan- now 335 FM applications
pending.
of the Technical Information Divi- on most aspects, FM Broadcasters sky Jr., consulting radio engineer
In addition to Messrs. Damm,
sion.
Inc., at a special meeting in Wash- and technical counsel to FMBI, and Shepard,
Streibert, Jansky and
For nearly an hour and a half
ington last Friday, expressed dis- Mr. Damm, ex-officio.
Brown,
others attending the meetThe board reaffirmed the position
newsmen and women plied quesappointmentii.overthe
"theposition
proposedof FMBI
ing
were
G.
W. Lang, WGN Chihad
taken
at
the
allocation
drastic
change
tions about the proposed allocacago; A. B. Church, KMBC Kansas
tions, during which the following FM broadcasting in the spectrum". hearings last fall. "While the board
expressed
its
unanimous
approval
City;
Ray
points were developed:
Confounding many observers was
Carlson, all Manson,
directors; Strombergand Maj.
almost unanimously favorable to that part of the report allocating Armstrong,
1. FM eventually will occupy the the
Dr.
G. Baker,
reaction of television interests to additional frequencies for FM GE vice-president;W. W.R. R.
spectrum from 78-108 mc.
David,
2. Television eventually will move the FCC plan providing 12 "down- broadcasting and the maintenance GE, William Carter, Strombergstairs" 6mc channels, split into two of high fidelity standards," said the Carlson; Philip G. Loucks, FMBI
"upstairs"
above
480
mc.
3. Proposed allocations below separate bands, but with ample announcement, "it expressed con- counsel; M. M. Jansky, of the
cern over changing from a band Loucks office, and Myles Loucks,
25 mc (including the standard provision for experimentation in
been operating satband) likely will be released in high definition television "upstairs" where FM isfhas
{Continued on page 63)
more than five years
around 500 mc. Both the high defi- to one whichactorily forhas
"about six weeks".
been unexplored
nition proponents, led by CBS, and
4. The FCC will permit comTEA Names Bingley
mercial television above 480 mc the lower band advocates, spear- for this type of service and for
headed by RCA and DuMont, ap- which receiving sets and transmit- F, J. BINGLEY, chief television
"just as soon as the industry shows
peared entirely satisfied with the
ters have to date not been contemitupper
can spectrum.
perform a service" in the
engineer of Philco Radio & TeleCommission's findings.
designed."
FMBIplated norhad
successfully cut
5. Whether the multiple-ownerAt its meeting, called by Presiwas namedBroadcasters
vice-presidentvisionof Corp.,
Television
ship rule limiting ownership of FM
dent Walter J. Damm, of Milwau- through opposition to the new
kee, the FMBI board in deprecating broadcast medium several years Assn. at a TBA board meeting Frito six stations applies to the CIO
FM shift, authorized Mr. Damm
day afternoon. He succeeds Robert
is a "legal
question" for(Thethe same
Law the
the budding
Dept.
to determine.
to name a committee to prepare and ago when Messrs.
L. Gibson, Co.vice-president of General
Damm art
and wasn't
Shep- Electric
applies to proposed subscription supervise FMBI's appearance at popular.
ard, along with Maj. Edwin H.
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Hook

them...

then

boat

them

A fish that hasn't come to gaflF is still a long way from

coverage, popularity, and cost. Using the sane 3-way

being in the boat. And a radio audience that doesn't
produce sales at low cost, misses the boat too.

yardstick in Baltimore, they're finding that W-I-T-H
produces the greatest number of listeners per dollar spent.

Advertisers and buyers of radio time are taking a new

If you have something to sell in this 6th largest

look at the figures all over the country. And when they

market . . . W-I-T-H is your best bet.

look at Baltimore . . . W-I-T-H gets the okay oftener
and oftener these days.
The shrewd radio advertiser has found a common
denominator for smarter time buying . . . he's using
mOADCASTIJNG
• Broadcast Advertising

Baltimore, Md.
kW'I'T'H
Tom Tinsley, President
RepresenUd Nationally by Headley-Reed
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NLRB
Issues
Hearing Ordered Jan. 30
On Platter Turner
Controversy
A CONSOLIDATED complaint
against NBC and Blue Networks
was issued
week Board
by theandNa-a
tional Labor last
Relations
hearing was ordered Jan. 30 in New
York to answer charges of unfair
labor practices filed by the National
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers &
Technicians (NABET).
The American Federation of Musicians was named as a party to
the complaint, which charged that,
notwithstanding
the Board's
certification of NABET
as the bargaining unit for turntable operation, the AFM "has persisted" and
"has made demands" for the purpose of obtaining platter-turning
jurisdiction.
The
Board's
taken charges
within
three days
afteraction,
it received
filed by NABET [Broadcasting,
Jan. 16],
the unions
jurisdic-in
tional claimsreviewed
of the two
the representation case before it,
the
of NABET,
the Board's
refusal ofcertification
the networks
to abide
by the certification, and the position taken by the nets as set forth
in letters from Niles Trammell,
NBC president, and Mark Woods,
Blue president, to Allen T. Powley,
president of NABET.
Unfair Practices Cited
"The activities of each of the respondents," the formal complaint
asserted,
"have relation
a close, tointimate
and substantial
trade,
traffic and commerce among the
several states and tend to lead to
labor disputes
and free
obstructing burdening
commerce and the
flow of trade.
"Theents . .acts
of each of unfair
the respond. constitute
labor
practices affecting commerce within the meaning of Section 8, subdivisions (1) and (5) and Section
2, subdivisions (6) and (7) of the
Act."
The complaint referred to NBC
as owning six stations (WEAF
WMAQ WRC WTAM KOA KPO)
and studios in Los*Angeles, operatFrom Bomber
RECORDING of an actual
Army acceptance test flight
ofNo.Boeing
4469752B-29wasSuperfortress
made Jan.
15 over KFH Wichita, at 5:45
p.m. George Gow, KFH news
editor made the flight and
recorded the highlights of the
test by shortwave from 25,000
ft. above the city. Outside
temperature during the flight
was 18 below zero, but inside
the pressurized Fortress the
tempeiature was 55 above
zero. Lt. Col. R. G. Vaughan,
AAF, was in command of the
test flight. The Army accepted tiontheof plane
at the complethe flight.
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Complaint
Against Nets
ing various shortwave, television tinues to refuse to bargain collectively with
as the exclusive representative
and experimental broadcasting sta- NABET"
of all
the thenets.employes in the technical units
tions, and "feeding its network proThat on or about
6, 1945
the regrams over wire lines to approxitransmittedJan.letters
to NABET
mately 140 broadcasting stations in (attached tospondents
complaint)
the networksto statedbargain.
in writing intheirwhichreasons
for
the U. S., Canada, Hawaii and refusal
Cuba". It referred to the Blue as That by these acts "each of the rewith,
restrain
and
owning four stations (WJZ WENR coerce and spondenists did interfere
...guar-its
KGO KECA) and having 191 af- employes in the interfering
exercise
thewithrights
filiates.
ante d in Section
7 of did
theof (National
Labor
Relations)
Act,
and
thereby
engage
The complaint alleged:
and
is
engaging
in
an
unfair
labor
practice
meaning of Section 8, subdiviprior to Nov.at 24,
majority
of That
the technicians
NBC 1944
and a Blue
des- withinsion the
(1) ofTrammel!
the Act". Letter
ignated bargaining.
NABET as their
representatives
forThat
collective
on NABETNov.as 24,
1944
the NLRB
cerMr.
Trammell's
letter revealed
tified
the
exclusive
representatives of the technical operations, including that shortly following
the NLRB
turntables.
of NABET's
jurisdicings.That AFM was a party to the proceed- certification
tion
over
platter
turning
received
upon the
that a letter from Mr.Petrillohe insisting
it That
shouldAFMhave "urged
jurisdiction
overBoard
operation
that NBC turn over this function
ofcommonly
'on the known
air' playback
equipment,
more
as 'plattermusicians
turners'unitsor to the musicians regardless of the
turntable
should be operators
limited toandeachthatstation
of the re- NLRB action. Mr. Petrillo stated
spective respondents." certification by the in this letter:
That notwithstanding
do not wish ofto enter
into an agreement
on Nov. 4, 1944,
"AFMso-called
has persi
ted onI the
inBoardits contentions
the
platter
but I
turners
or turntablethat
operators
be part
treated
think I merits
am withinthemyjurisdiction,
rights in saying
bythe the
respective
respondents
as
of
that NABET's
claim thatunitit isis not
an indemusicians
units
and
has
made
demands
pendent
non-dominated
subupon
the respondents
they
facts and the record. Had
with
respect toofthattheemployment
wages,bargain
hours,of this been staantiated bythe
"complaint"'
case have
beforeestabthe
termsAFMand with
conditions
NLRB liIshedfeel
sure
that
we
would
tahtiaotn.NABET
is a dominated
organ-be
saidThatplatter
turners times
or turntable
operators".
at
various
since
Nov.
24,
1944
i
z
O
f
course
such
facts
cannot
and particularly
oneachor about
3, 1945 established
in a representation
requested
of theitJan.
respondents
of the case case,
beforewhichthe
totoNABET
bargain
collectively
with
in respect was
Board.the . character
..
rates
of
pay,
wages,
hours
of
employment
I think
the only
fair thing
to do isoverto
orexclusive
other conditions
of employment,
the cause
NABET
to release
jurisdiction
representatives
of all of theas emthis class
of work.
that controversy,
is done we
plunged
intoUnless
another
That ployates of theall respective
times sincerespondents.
Nov. 24 each of shall be{Continued
on page 58)
the respondents "has refused and it con-

Essential Status
Of Radio Retained
WMC List Provides Induction
Guide for 26-29 Age Group
RENTENTION of broadcasting as
an essential activity was reaffirmed last week by the War ManCommission
a revised
sent topower
draft
boardsin for
use aslista
guide
in
the
induction
of
registrants
in the 26 through 29 age group.
Classifying activities as either
critical or essential, with registrants to be inducted first from
the least important occupations in
the latter category, the list included radio broadcasting and televisionservices.
among essential
tions
Radio communicacommunications (radiotelephone and radiotelegraph) was listed as critical.
Equipment Production Critical
Production of radios and radio
equipment,
were
called radar
critical and
withtelevision
vinylite
transcriptions listed as essential.
The list covered 35 groups of activities, about half of which are
devoted terialsto andproduction
war ma-as
which are ofspecified
critical. dicateNothe relative
attempt importance
is made to in-of
different occupations in the activities but "all technical, scientific
and
in theresearch
activitiespersonnel"
listed are employed
declared
by the Commission as being engaged in critical activities.
While the new list is to be applied only in the current induction
of men in the 26 through 29 age
group, broadcasters were warned
not to depend on the list as a guarantee of protection against drafting of older men. Deferments were
granted by Selective Service, it was
emphasized, to tide employers over
only
replacementsshould
can bebe
trained.untilBroadcasters
prepared to replace their younger
men
with women
an official
advised. or men over 38,
It appeared likely, however, that
the list would protect essential activities from loss of 4-Fs in the
event of legislation.

Relay Networks Operating on 1900 mc
Along Airlines Are Asked by Raytheon
APPLICATIONS for construction methods of modulation which may
permits for two relay experimental be developed by Raytheon research
stations above 1900 mc, the first in engineers. Raytheon proposes to rea proposed nationwide network,
lay simile
telephone,
telegraph and with
facwere filed last week with the FCC
services simultaneously
by the Raytheon Mfg. Corp., in television and FM either on a pointbasis or between fixed
line -mth its plans for a transcon- to-point
tinental relay network along air- points and mobile units.
The FCC already has granted
line routes, disclosed last October
during the FCC allocation hearing construction permits for experi[Brdadcasting, Nov. 6].
mental relay stations to the AT&T,
Indicating its intention to aid the which proposes a New York-Boston
development of television, the Com- system, and the International Business Machines Corp. and General
mis ion on Tuesday granted construction permits to Philco Radio Electric Co. for a Schenectady-New
& Television Corp., the Allen B. York-Washington network. [Broad- More Women in Industry
casting, Nov. 13].
DuMont Labs, and P. R. Mallory
War Seen by RMA
& Co. for experimental television
Under last week's grants for ex- After
stations in Arlington, Va., WashEMPLOYMENT
by raperimental
stations,
Philco
promanufacturersof inwomen
the postwar
ington and Indianapolis. Frequenposes to use its Arlington outlet perioddio will
cies below 300 mc are to be assigned in conjunction
increase,
according
with a Washington- a survey made by the Radio Mfrs.to
by the Commission's chief engineer. Philadelphia
relay
which revealed
peace- [
Mont
station
will
besystem.
locatedTheat Duthe Assn.production
New York, Boston Stations
will findthata greater
Hotel
Harrington,
11th
E Sts., time
proportion of women employed
Raytheon proposes to make its NW, P. R. Mallory & Co., &manufacthan in prewar days. Results of the
prospective
nationwide
relay sysf radio equipment, proposes survey
showed
repretem available
for television
and to useturer othe
station
in
connection
sented
51.9% ofthat
the women
total employFM networks, aeronautical safety, with development of television
ment of 86,173 in 1940 and will
communications, traffic control and
represent 59.1% of the estimated
145,266 workers at the end of the
automatic position reporting, high- equipment.
before the Commission first
year of war production, while
speed telegraph and facsimile and arePending
applications
of
Western
Union
postwar
men ,
high-quality
telephone
The and Television Productions Inc., and womenemployment
is expected ofto bebothat least
first
two stations
would service.
be in New
greater than in 1940.
subsidiary of Paramount Pictures, 68.6%
York and Boston.
of women employed for
for experimental relay stations, warNumber
Power of 100 w is proposed, with WU
production of radio and radio
seeking channels above 2000 soared
248.8% over 1940 as
the stations
using
various
emissions including AO, Al, A2, A3, A4, mc, and the Paramount organiza- of July-September. Women total
A5 and special, the latter possibly 300 mc.tion asking for assignment below 64.6% oftimatedpresent
esat 241,286, employment,
the RMA said.
involving FM, time pulse and other
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Plant

with

Your

WMT

. . . and
Biggest

reap
Corn

the

results

Crop

in

of

Iowa's

History!

607,608,000 bushels of corn . . . that's what the
farmers
of Iowa
1944—
that's
big business.
Fromproduced
this and inother
Iowa «w<i
industry,
$1,500,000,000, and probably more, was earned
by the "corn country folks" in WMT's regular
daytime listening area. Folks out here have
money to spend for your product . . . sell theln
with WMT. At 600 kc with 5,000 watts WMT
covers 320 miles in diameter . . . the largest
primary listening area in the state of Iowa. Put
WMT and Iowa on your next schedule.
WMT
"Bucklemost
on effective
the Corn way
Belt" to...reach
file simplest,
least —the
expensive,
the rich
"corn country folks" of Iowa.
Represented by the Kalz Agency h
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& Rubicam

Agencies With
YOUNG & RUBICAM again ranks
first among agencies placing time
on CBS during 1944, an analysis
of theY&Rnetwork's
billings$7,966,037.
discloses.
The
billings totaled
J. Walter Thompson Co. is in second
place with billings of $7,091,514 last
In third place is Dancer-Fitzyear.
gerald-Sample with $6,033,399. Other agencies with CBS billings over
$2,000,000 follow: Ruthrauff &
Ryan, $4,434,356; Biow, $4,057,915;
Compton, $3,411,513; BBDO, $3,264,361; Poote, Cone & Belding,
$3,040,127; Ted Bates Inc., $2,248,027;
Esty & $2,123,510.
Co.,' $2,232,440 ;
BentonWm.& Bowles,
General Foods had top CBS billing among sponsors with $5,537,409.
Others in the first 10 list of sponsors were: Lever Bros. Co., $4,842,781 ; Procter & Gamble Co., $4,348,795; American Home Products
Corp., $3,215,834; William Wrigley
Jr. Co., $2,386,781; Sterling Drug
Inc., $2,307,314; R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., $1,912,727; Standard
Brands, $1,872,575; General Electric Co., $1,635,957;
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., $1,627,423.

Again

Tops

CBS Billings
May was the best month last year
for CBS, with billings totaling $5,848,018.
follow: Monthly billings in 1944
. . . .$6,658,968
6,801.669
6,366.893
March
_ . 6,660.663
5,848.018
April
May
. 6,204.782
June _
5,369.338
..
6.321.947
July
August
6,386.0U
September— .
5,796.790
October
November
6,677,364
December— 5,819,983
Industry classification summary
of1944:CBS network gross billings for
Automotive
$ 3,432,510
Building
Materials
27 ,, 067
865 ,, 082
971
Cigars,
Cigarettes,
Tobacco
Clothing
and
Dry
Goods
767,291
Confectionery
and Goods
Soft Drinks. . 193,205,771
Drugs and andToiletInsurance
, 580
, 756
Financial
626,495
Food
and
Food
Beverages
15 , 926
,, 268
House
Furniture
and
Furnishings
961
503
Jewelry
Lubricantsand andSilverware
Fuel
1 , 478,092
792 , 139
Eadios,
Phonographs
and
Musical Instruments 1 , 941 , 069
Laundry
Soaps and Household 3,572,196
Supplies
Stationery
Publishers 1 , 224
299 ,, 059
Sports and and
Aircraft
583
Travel
51,243
Wines
and
Beers
1
,
869
, 642
MUcellaneous
779,673
Political
360,986
GRAND TOTAL
$66,791,319

CBS 1944 BILLINGS BY AGENCIES, SPONSORS
* Handled by More Than One Agency.
ADVERTISING
ARTSfor AGENCY
California
Comm.
the
812
ALLIED ADV. AGENCIES Right to Work
Southern
California
Democratic
Comm.
—
Downey$ 1.102
812
N. Electric
W. AYERCo. &Adv.SONS,Pgm
INC.
1,102
United Air
Lines
BAKER ADV. AGENCY LTD.
General
Foods Corp.
Corp.——Grapenuts
Postum
General Foods
& Grapenuts Flakes.
TED BATES, INC.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
—
Palmolive
705,288
Continental Baking Co Shave Cream577,669
966.170
Standard Brands, Inc. — Coffee & Desserts
BATTEN,
BARTON,
DURSINE & OSBORN, INC.
403.395
Armstrong
Cork Corp
Co.
Cream of Wheat
120,777
337,499
General
Electric
Co.
*
963,026
B. F. Goodrich Co
166,305
Schenley
Products
Co.*
—
Cresta
Blanca
Wine
382,358
891,002
Servcl,
Inc.
E. R. Squibb
& Sons
3,264,361
BEAUMONT
&
HOHMAN,
INC.
Pacific Greyhound
11.683
BENTON
& BOWLES.Lines,
INC.Inc
793,981
Genera]
Foods Corp. — Post's 40% Bran Plakes546,006
Post
Toasties
Maxwell Insurance
House Coffee
163,119
Prudential
Co. of America
620,405
Blow
CO.,
INC.
165,750
148,999
Democratic
National Committee
Englander
Co.
782,443
Eversharp,
Inc.
Hunt
Bros.
754,317
Lady
Esther
Ltd
2,106
Philip Morris & Co., Ltd
1,412,707
Procter Wine
& Gamble
Co. — Lava ,
630,274
58,170
Roma
Co.
177,513
Schenley
Products
Co.*
—
Penicillin
26,636 4,067.915
One Thousand Club of the United States of America
W. EARL BOTHWELL ADV. AGENCY
29^94
29.394
American Home
Products Corp.
— Duff's Ready-to-Bake-Mixes
BOTSFORD
CONSTANTINE
& GARDNER
Jantzen Knitting
4.663
BRISACHER
& VANMills
NORDEN
4,663
36.972
36,972
Peter Paul,
Inc
BROOKS
ADV.
AGCY.
38,281
Bekins Van BRUCK
& StorageADV.Co
FRANKLIN
CORP.
33,180
38,281
33.180
Manhattan Soap
BUCHANAN
& CO. Co
13,752
Soil-Off Mfg. Co
768,305
786,667
3,510
Seal-CoteCo.*
Co.
'.
Texas
CAMPBELL-EWALD CO.. INC.
1,306,719
1,306,719
U. S. RubberCO.,Co
CLEMENTS
INC.
62,760
62,760
Hudson Coal BROWN
Co
COCKFIELD,
& CO.
6,993
Campbell Soup Co.*
6,993
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

riie

Spotlight

is

on

KXOfl^romotioRl

In an article appearing in the November lltfi^ae
of "The Billboard." radio station KXOK is highly clwsmended for its promotion. The article points ou
that KXOK's promotional activity "rivals the savvy
and class of any network promotional office."
KXOK believes in promotion. Moreover, this station
believes in correlating its promotion in all media used
for best results.

tivals
ptoi

and
e*
oiacc. class oi^Wi^

"The Billboard" article tells the complete KXOK promotion story . . . and, naturally, we're proud to be
singled out in this manner, with national recognition
for doing what everyone terms, a "top-notch job of
Ask KXOK or John Blair representatives for complete
promotion."
details oi how KXOK "'proves that KXOK advertising sells."

K
SAINT LOUIS (1), MISSOURI
KXQ
OCYCLES • 5000 WATTS • FULLTIME • JLUE NETWORK
Owned and Operated by the St. Louis Star'-Tinfes

HOOPER
Proves

That

ONLY
WLAP
"DOES

THE
IN

JOB

'

Lexington^ Kentucky
HOOPER LISTENING INDEX
Fall, 1944
City Zone
Lexington, Ky.
— Share of Audience —
Total Coincidental calls — this period 9,538
MORNING INDEX
Monday Thru Friday
8 to 12 NOON

WLAP

"B"

"C"

OTHERS

50.2

27.7

21.7
■■c"

0,4

AFTERNOON INDEX
Monday Thru Friday
12 to 6 P.M.

WLAP

"B"

46.0

23.3

29.3

1.4

EVENING INDEX
Sunday Thru Saturday
6 to 10 P.M.

WLAP

"B"

"C"

OTHERS

24.2

39.7

35.8

0.3

OTHERS

OVER $60,000,000 . . .
. . . will be paid to
Bluegrass tobacco
growers before March

N U N N STATIONS
WlAP KY.
LEXINGTON,
WBIR
KNOXVIUE,TENN.
WCMI KY.
ASHLAND,
HUNTINGTON,
W. VA.
KFDA TEX.
AMARILLO,

1st!

WLAP
A NUNN STATION
Blue Mutual
Lexington, Kentucky
J. E. Willis, Manager

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

i

COMPTON ADV. CO.
Procter
& Gamble Co. — Crisco
Ivory Soap
Duz
Ivory-Oxydol
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co
COPLEY ADV. AGCY.
Attorney ADV.
GeneralAGENCY
Comm. — F. D. Harrigan
COTTER
H. T. Cahill— Candidate
CRUTTENDEN
& EGER for Gov. of Mass
Admiral Corp.
DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE
American
Home
Products Corp. — Anacin
Anacin,
Benefax
Anacin, Bisodol
Mints
Anacin,
Kolynos
Renefax
Bi=odol
Kolynos
Kolynos, Anacin
Kolynos,
Tablets
General
MillsHill's
Inc.—ColdSoftasilk,
Kix
Cheeri-Oats
Proter
&
Gamble
Co.—
Oxydol
Sterling
Drug
Inc.
—
Bayer
Dr.
Lyons
Phillips
PhiUips Dental
Tablets
—_
D'ARCY ADV. Co.
Coca Cola
Inc.
HUGH
A. DEADWYKER
Constitutional
DONAHUE
& COEDemocrats of N. C.
Grove Laboratories
SHERMAN
K. ELLIS*
CO.
WM.Quaker
ESTY Oats& CO.Co.*
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
— Super Suds
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.*Co
FLAGLER
ADVERTISING
W. AtleeCONE
Burpee& BELDING
Co
FOOTE,
American
Tobacco
Co.
Armour
&
Co.
Bourjois
Inc.
Campbell
Soup
Co.*
Lockheed Aircraft Inc.
FURMAN, FEINER & CO.
Liberal Party
for Roosevelt.CO.Truman & Wagner
GARDNER
ADVERTISING
Pet Milk Sales
Co ♦
GARFIELD
& GUILD
Chemicals
Inc.
Hunt
Bros.,
Packing
Kay Jewelry Co.
GILLHAM ADVERTISING AGENCY
Pet Milk Sales Co.*
GLASSER-GAILEY
& CO.
ColonialADVERTISING
Dames Inc.
GRAND
Cudahy
Packing
Co.*
GREEN-BRODIE
BusinessL. HALPIN
Men for Roosevelt Inc
JOHN
DemocraticH. HARRISON
State Committee
of N. Y
L^^RTER
ASSOC.
NationalHURST
Independent
Comm. for Roosevelt
HENRI,
&
McDONALD
BaUard
& Ballard
Co
John Morrell
& Co
HILLMAN, SHANE & BREYER
"42" Products
Inc.
Hollywood
Democratic
Coram
HIXON-O'DONNELL
ADV.
Dav
& Night
Mfg.Corp
Co
Hoffman
RadioCo.
Richfield
Oil
Stultz Sickles
Co
DUANE JONES Co.
Manhattan
Co
C. F. MuellerSoapCo.
Republi'-an
Coram
Jos. Tetley National
& Co
CLARENCE
B.
JUNEAU
Comm. &Against
H. Citizens
W. KASTOR
SONS Prop.
ADV. No.CO. 12
Welch Grane
JOSEPH
KATZ Juice
CO. Co
American Oil
Co.
Maryland
Pharmaceutical
Co
KENYON & ECKHARDT
Souihf-n
Cotton
Oil
Co
KNOX REEVES ADV. AGCY.
General
Mills,*— Wheaties
Bisquick
ARTHUR KUDNER INC.
U. S. Tobacco Co
LAKE-SPIRO-SHXJRMAN
Plough Inc.
LENNEN
& MITCHELL
Andrew
Co.
P. LoriUardJergens
Co.
ADDISON
LEWIS
& ASSOC.
Minneanolis-Hmevwell
LONG
ADV. SERVICE Reg. Co.
Calif. Pi-une Stores
& Apricot
Growers Assn
Gallenkamp
Co.
McHANN-ERICKSON
Che^ebrough
Mfg.
Co.
CoMstreamEdwards
Products
Dwight
Co.
Pacific
Coast
Co.
Pillsbury MillsBorax
Inc.
MAXON
INC.
General Electric Co
GiUette Safety Razor Co.

410,200
521,156
511,728
1,939,540
3,411,513
28,890
125 126
370 370
259,435 269,435
1,612,999
111,714
31,812
142,877
192,135
559,896
331,899
199,650 I
103,458
349,093
fJ
327,836
529,637
783,853
■
335,777
245.316
6,033,399
275,447
520,720 520,720
575 675
8,216 8,216
11,340 11,340
319,713
2,232,440
1,912,727
12,892 12,892
1,037,713
295,792
716,868
765.171
3,040,127
224,583
908 908
789,640 789,640
2,942
25,948
38,908
10,018
10,710
25,283
330,991
30,812
10,121
5,681
226,575
40,880
32,020
1,762

10.710
26,283
330,991 '
30,812
10,121
5,681
267,455
33,772

4.563
10,179
630
20.286
4,914
72,732
99.396
131,414
372,111
68,569
812 812
110,027 110,027
285,092
300.D63
15,871
407,566 407,566
492,504
276,722
215,782
411,504 411,604
29,342 29,342
171,267
21,411
149,849
334,626 334,626
19,908
16,432
3,476
656,706
6,699
10,721
432,990
1,321,420
214,304
1,394,579
161,887

1.665,966

THE TIME to spring into action
is all the time, as far as Weed &
Company is concerned. Delivering
good times on good stations. Weed
treats time as its full-time business,
which means more business for its
stations.

WEED

AND

RADIO
NEW

YORK - BOSTON

BROADCASTING

STATION

. CHIGAGO

• Broadcast Advertising

Alert, radio -wise Weed men, on the
job from coast-to-coast, make time
mean money to all stations that carry
the letterhead line "Nationally Represented byWeed & Company."
Alert stations know that when Weed
handles it, "time will sell!"

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

- DETROIT

• SAN FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD
January 22, 1945 • Page 23

NORTH
IS

CAROLINA

THE

SOUTH'S

Itlo l AGRICULTURAL
STATE

NORTH

CAROi/NA
AVERAGE OF
JVfJVS OTHEK
SOUTHEKM STATES

WPTF
(CARRYING
WITH
AT

50,000

680

IS NORTH
No.l

N. B.C.
WATTS

K C )
CAROLIN/VS

SALESMAN

WPTF

• RALEIGH
FREE & PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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ARTHUR
MEYERHOFF
& CO.Co
Consolidated
Royal bhemical
Wm. Wrigley, Jr. Co
C. Corn
L. MILLER CO.
Refining Co
CurtissProducts
Candy Co.
DANWilshire
B. MINER
CO.
RAYMOND OUR. Co.
MORGAN CO.
Los Angeles
Soap Co
MORSE
INTERNATIONAL
Vick Chemical
KELLY
NASON Co.
INC.
H. Basch & Co.
NEWELL-EMMETT
CO. Co
Liggett NATIONAL
& Myers Tobacco
PACIFIC
ADV.EggAGENCY
Washington
Cooperative
& Poultry Assn..
PEDLAR & RYAN
Procter
&
Gamble
Co.*
—
Camay
Camay & Ivory Flakes
Sterling Drug Inc.* — Ironized Yeast
SAYRE
RAMSDELL ASSOC.
Philco M.Corp.
ROCHE,
WILLIAMS
& CLEARY
Lewis Howe
Co.
RHOADES
& DAVIS
Yellow
Cab
Co.
ELWOOD
ADV. AGCY.
HollywoodJ.ADVERTISING
forROBINSON
Dewey Comm
RONALDS
AGCY.
Texas
Co.*
RUTHRAUFF
& RYAN
Chrysler
Corp.
Emerson Drug Co
Lever
Brothers Co. — ^Rinso
Spry
Noxzema
Co.
Quaker OatsChemical
Co.
Sterling Drug Inc.* — Ironized Yeast — .
SCHWIMMER
& SCOTT
Schutter M.Candy
RUSSEL
SEEDSCo.
CO.
Grove
MennenLaboratories
Co. Inc.* __
SHERMAN & MARQUETTE -Colgate Tooth Powder
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.*SORENSON
& CO,
Bowey's &Inc.MILLS
.
SPITZER
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.*- -Colgate Tooth Powder
Quaker Oats Co.*
BARTON
STEBBINS INC.
Ben
Hur A.Bell
Products
Packard
Co.
Signal Oil Co.
J. McKesson
D. TARCHER
& CO. Inc
& Robbins
WADE
ADVERTISING
AGENCY
Miles
California
Co.
J. WALTER THOMPSON
CO.
P.BankBallantine
&
Sons
of America
Elgin
National
Watch
Co.
Johns-ManviUe
Lamont, Corliss Corp.
& Co.
Lever
Brothers Co. — Lux
Vimms
P.Owens
Lorillard
Co.
Glass Co.
Parker Illinois
Pen Co.
Standard
Inc. — Fleischmann's Yeast _.
TenderleafBrands
Tea
Western
Sugar Co.
Refinery Co.
J.Wm.
B. Wrigley
Williams
Jr. Co.
WALKER
& DOWNING
AUegheny-Ludlum
Steel Co.
WALLACE-FEBRY-HANLY
CO.
Campana
Sales
Co.
WARWICK
Pabst Sales& LEGLER
Co.
ERWIN,
WASEY
& Co.
Barbasol
Co.
Planters Nut
& Chocolate Co.
ARMAND S.Drug
WEILLCo.
CO.
WM.Johnstone
H. WEINTRAUB
CO.
Anchor-Hocking
Glass &Co.
Schenley Products Co.* — Cresta Blanca Wine
GEORGE
WESSELLS ADV. AGCY.
Union IceM. ADVERTISING
Co.
WESTERN
AGCY.
Soil-OfieWHEELOCK
Mfg. Co
WARD
CO.
Campbell& RUBICAM
Soup Co.*
YOUNG
Celanee
America
General Corp.
Electricof Co.
General
Corp. — Birds Eye Frosted FoodsCalumet,FoodsSwansdown
Gaines Dog Flakes,
Food
Grapenuts
Wheatmeal
LaFrance
Satina
Post Raisin& Bran
Postum
.
Maxwell
House Coffee
Jell-O, JelI-0
Pudding, Sanka
Sanka,
SureJell
Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co.
Gulf
Oil Corp.
International
Silver Co.
Johnson
& Johnson
Lever Brothers Co. — Swan
GRAND TOTAL
BROADCASTING

11,792
1,686,727
496,428
257,975
117,086
7,308
294,020
1,520,922
7,722
11,357
198,171
180,194
545,561
10,216
466,264
20,706
43,636
1,867
782,064
772.800
961,362
640.238
438,167
718,375
121.360

1,698,51>
754,403
117.086
7,308
294,020
1,520,922
11,367
7.722
923,926
10,216
465,264
20,706
43,635
1,867

22.869
25.272
49.255
47,968
863,730
18,262
621,663
663,649
1,173,091
964,919
516,616
455,514
451.891
38.961
345.800
700.054
58,6

756,093
120,601
386,610
577,065
31,636
907,698
350,868
93,438
506,509
50.535
916,738
185,683
380,702
420,106
556,264
311,340
1,414,451
$66,791,319
• Broadcast Advertising

Not eVeii in stats election board headqudrtefs Is th©
set-up asandcomplete
the editorial
of The Oklahoman
Times ason inelection
night. rooms
City, county,
state
and
national
returns
from
this
source
are
invariably
first
on the wires.

Covering 2,800,000 highway miles a year, Oklahoma
Publishing Company owned Mistletoe Express Service keeps
dealers'
stockssubscribers
fresh in 409
cities and
. . . furnishes
with Oklahoma
their Oklahoman
and towns
Times
only minutes old.

1
Ranking Beatty,
right along
such and
rrefwcirk
commentators'
as Morgan
Robert with
St. John
Kaltenborn
among
Oklahoma listeners is WKY's own staff of newscasters who
contribute
toward
the
station's
complete
news
coverage,
local and national. Ten regularly scheduled daily news
periods round out WKY's service to listeners.

d
ee
When business gets the green light along the"
post war highway, don't overlook the Oklahoma
Publishing Company's four lane approach to merchandising problems in the Oklahoma City market.
If you prefer newspapers, there's the Oklahoman
and Times. If it's the farm market you are after,
you have The Farmer-Stockman. If radio is your
favored medium, use WKY. If product distribution
is a problem, remember Mistletoe Express. BUT, if
you want to do the maximum job with the least
effort, coordinate the four in a single package.

OKLAHOMA

homa and Texas farm

PUBLISHING
COMPANY
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN * OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES
THE FARMER-STOCKMAN MISTLETOE EXPRESS
WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS
KLZ, DENVER (Under Affiliated Management)
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

WrCB ANmVERSARY
NOTES RELAY PLAN
IN A program Jan. 12 at Schenectady commemorating
the fifth
anniversary ofthe television
network
inaugurated by General Electric
Co., Paul L. Chamberlain, transmitter
managertoldof the
GE'sWRGB
electronicssales department,
television audience that five companiestionhaveof providing
already indicated
infacilities tenafter
the war. video
One ofrelay
the
companies, International Business
Machines Corp., will install its
initial circuit connecting Scheneclaintadysaid.with New York, Mr. ChamberParticipating in the anniversary
program was Niles Trammell, NBC
president,
televised fromwhoNewspoke
YorkandandwasRobert
S.
Peare,
GE
vice-president
charge of advertising, publicity andin
broadcasting,
WRGB studios.who spoke from the

Bracken Lineup
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
(Fleischmann's
Bonnet margarine), Yeast,
on Feb.Blue
4 starts
a half-hour comedy series starring
Eddie Bracken on 132 NBC stations, Sunday, 8:30-9 p.m. (EWT).
Packaged by Mann Holiner, Hollywood freelance producer, at reputed price of $15,000 per week
for talent, program takes over network
now held
One Man's
Family. time
Robert
Riley byCrutcher
has
been signed as head v^rriter, with
Holiner producing. Remainder of
talent line-up has not been announced. One Man's Family, also
sponsored
b-"^ Standard
Jan. 30 shifts
to BlueBrands,
stations,on
Tuesday, 7:30-8 p.m. (EWT), with
West Coast repeat, 7:30-8 p.m.
(PWT). Latter series will advertise Tenderleaf Tea, with J. Walter Thompson Co. servicing
account. Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, handles yeast and margarine
accounts.

Overall Acceptance
Is Goal of Nefs New
OVERALL acceptance of Blue programs and Blue stations is the
major
goal
of theFred
network's
promotion
policy,
Smith, new
director ofadvertising
and promotion,
states in a broadside presentation
sent last weekend to Blue affiliates.
Policy is explained in an eightpoint
outline:
first ofalleach
monthpromothe
Blue1— ^About
will
sendthemonth,
stations
tion
exceptplanned
emergencyfor thematerial,
which
willfor beinterim
kept
toscheduling
a minimum
will soholdstations'
up. monthly pre2 — Concentration
promotion's
effectiveness,
so stationsincreases
should expect
more
"package
promotions"
like,stations
the 60-dayto Sunday
night
job.
Asking
give
these
promotions
priority
over
everything
else,
Mr. Smith
suggests
that
they
follow
the
Blue
priority
system
:
1.
the
major
promotion;
new 4,shows;
3, oldwithshows
moving to new2, time;
old shows
new
opposition; 5, special events.

Save

d

is

Let WEBR Sell Your Product to the Rich
Buffalo and Western New York Market
No need to pay fancy prices to tell your story to the Western New
York Market! 65% of the population and 70% of the total retail
sales of the eight county area in Western New York are CONCENTRATED
in METROPOLITAN BUFFALO . . .well within WEBR'S primary service area.

of Blue Programs
Promotion Policy
keep3— Ayoumonthly
up on management
the nationalbulletin
picture,"willon
our progress as a network — and your
4— Special
emergency or
progress
as bulletins
part will
of about
it.''tell stations
interim
the
Blue problems
is doing about
them at its M what
&O
lowups.
stations, providing a model for station fol5— Blue willvertising:prepare
several
types
of
Program promotion, ads adfor
newspapers
and
national
magazines,
provtionideuse;d in mat
form;
spotlight
ads
for
staads when strategic
for
stationinstitutional
information,
onto stations.
request;
network
tradefurnishing
ads to be mats
sent
6 — Co-op promotion, which will be
"stepped
up",
is
now
a
complete
unit.
7— "Our own air is our best promotion
medium:
supply you with thebetterpromotion
recordliveTo announcements,
anded andprogram
departments are setting up
a special
group toa specialize
in thisWework.
We
are going
step further.
areon
scheduling
announcements,
advance,aside
& O stations
areinsetting
aM certain
number ofandnetwork
breaks for
this
purpose.
We recommend
this wherever
possible
good,
soundlisteners.
advertising
proceduasre to help
build
We have
taken
one
further
step
—
we
are
using comour
sustaining programs to promote Blue
8 — Merchandising
will
be
important.
Stations mercial
are asked
help set a pattern and
then help
getshows."it toworking.
Asked about the operation of this
new policy, Mr. Smith said that
every
effort wouldrather
be made
pro-mote sequences
than tosingle
programs, with the goal of getting
peopleout antoentire
listenmorning
to the Blue
throughor afternoon
or evening instead of tuning in
one Blue program and then switching to another station.
JOHN merly
COBURN
forscript editorTURNER,
of the Blue,
has been made head of the new program promotion division of the
Blue program department and will
be
responsible
all promotion
on the air of thefornetwork
and its
programs, Hubbell Robinson Jr.,
vice-president in charge of programs and production, announced.
Three writers — Juliet Glen, formerly
Compton
Adv.,Red and
centlyofresigned
from the
Crossre-;
Marjorie Duhan, also from Compton; Patsyher fCristy,
formerly
a reor Isabel
Manning
son — will searcbe
associated
with HewMr.
Turner in the new division, which
will
work
closely
with
the
network's
promotion and advertising department. Elinor
formerly
of the Blue
spotO'Connell,
and political
sales
staff, will handle traffic details as
assistant to Mr. Turner.

BUFFALO fiTouricr- Express STATION
r

LOWEST!
WEBR
i
MUTUAL NETWORK
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^

COST

Nationally Represented by WEED & CO.
BROADCASTING

•

The

tion^s

share

• • • aii

day

long

On this Hooper showing, WOWO gets not only more, but most, of the radio
listenership in the Fort Wayne Trading-area (as defined by Rand McNally), in the
golden hours between 8 A.M. and six in the evening. A special study carried on in
Fort Wayne and 8 intermediate cities; also in rural areas surrounding each city,
showed more than half the sets in this area tuned to one station . . a record consistently maintained throughout the entire half-rural, half-urban primaiy of WOWO.
This exceptionally high Hooper rating, rural as well as urban, explains the
enormous pulling-power of WOWO . . this, and the day to day alertness that has
earned eight awards for outstanding efforts in the fields of promotion and publicity.
Sponsors of shows on WOWO are assured of a welcome for their productstories in a majority of the radio homes in the prosperous WOWOland. WOWOland
means 133 counties in three states . . plus Fort Wayne.
Your NBC Spot Salesman can bring to life the cold but convincing figures of
the Hooper Index. Get the full story from him.
WESTIN6H0USE
WBZ

BROADCASTING

RADIO STATIONS Inc

• WBZA
• KEX
• KYW
• KDKA
• WOWO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

• Broadcast Advertising
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Night-time
listening
in
• FIRST of a series of reports from total . . . responded when they were |
NBC's 1944 Nation-wide Survey of asked'/'To which station do you listen
Listening Habits is just completed. MOST. . . at night, after 6:00 p.m.?" s
It contains details as to how the These pages give you the highpeople in 1077 cities ... all the U. S. lights. For complete information,
cities of 10,000 population and over write to the NBC Promotion Departand accounting for 16,000,000 radio ment for the booklet— "1077 Cities
families or 56 percent of the nation's . . . and How They Listen at Night."

1077

cities

cities

es

toniciti

e'

ities H
\nU c

\eads aWoftet HeWoil^s

tamiiies

klational Broadcasting

Company

America's No. 1 Network

OWI PACKET, WEEK

^here

to

make

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast during the
week
beginning
Feb. 12. andOWIthree
transcriptions
containbreaks
six 50-second
announcements
suitable
sponsorship
20-secondforchain
each important
side of discs.
Tell
your forclients
about them. Plan schedules
best timing onof these
war
messages.
WAR MESSAGE

Sales

and

6

at

good

1. Ample power — 500 w.
2. Good spot on the dial980 kc.
3. Thorough coverage of
market.

a

Pro/it

reasons why
4. Varied program
schedule.
5. Large listening audience.
6. Best dollar for dollar
value.

The Katz Agency, Inc., National Representatives
Member Station, The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System
5,000
980
KC
WATTS

HASMVIUE,
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FEB. 12

STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
Groap
Groap
SPOT
KW
OI NAT.PLAN

War
Bonds
Merchant
Marine
X
The
Job
— Japan
Planned Ahead
Saving
Paper Salvage . XX
V-Mail
Soipport Rationing

Ken-Rad
GE Continues
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Co. will
Promoted
Benoit
to supply Ken-Rad tubes
At Westinghouse tocontinue
Ken-Radtablished
customers
through
channels, es-it
Named V-P for Standard and was emphasized distribution
last week by GE
Shortwave Broadcasting
officials in announcing that the
brand of tubes will be
PROMOTION of Walter E. Benoit Ken-Rad
[Broadcasting, Jan. 1].
to the vice-presidency of Westing- continued
group will be officialhouse Radio Stations Inc., taking Thely Ken-Rad
known
as
the Ken-Rad division
over substantial executive duties of GE's Electronics
It has
been explained by GE Dept.
to customers
for
all Westinghouse
standard
that Ken-Rad will now have the
benefit of the GE engineering and
band and shortresearch facilities.
wave broadcasting facilities in
Dutch Boy Quiz
anticipation
of postwar
NATIONAL LEAD CO., San
Francisco (Dutch Boy paint), on
expansion nouncwas
aned last week
Feb. 4 starts snonsoring a quizbarter
type Pacific
program,
TradingSunday,
Post,
by Walter Evans,
on 8 CBS
stations,
vice-president of
5:30-5:55
p.m.
(PWT).
Contract
Mr.
Benoit
Westingfor 33 weeks. Art Baker will m.c.is
house Electric &
the audience - participation show
Mfg. Co. and head of the broad- with
Tom
Hargis
assigned
ducer. Agency
is Erwin,
Waseypro-&
casting subsidiary. Mr. Benoit
continues as assistant to the vice- Co., San Francisco.
president, Radio & X-Ray Divisions,
maintaining
headquarters in Balti- World War I and three years with
more.
the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
In announcing the appointment, he returned as cost accountant in
Mr. Evans said that Westinghouse the radio division of the East
now has five stations— KDKA KY W Springfield Works, becoming Division auditor in 1934. With the transWBZ WBZA WOWO— broadcastfer of the Division to Baltimore in
ing regular programs on FM and
has applications pending before the 1938 he planned and installed acFCC for television transmitters in
counting operations to accommodate
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Bos- a wartime expansion which saw
production
skyrocket to 5100 times
ton.
its prewar volume.
Area Expansion
"In addition," he pointed out,
"recent acquisition of KEX at Portland (Ore.) extends our responsibilities tothe Pacific coast and special attention will be given KEX
programming to incorporate those
high standards of service which
have been a hallmark of Westinghouse radio ever since KDKA
presented
world's just
first regularly
scheduled theprogram
25 years
ago. It is these and similar matters
of paramount importance to wartime operation and postwar development which will be correlated and
expanded
under Mr. Benoit's direction.
Mr. Benoit originally joined
Westinghouse in 1916 in the accounting department of the Chicopee Falls (Mass.) plant. After two
years in the Army Air Corps in
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

WWJ's OWI
ALTHOUGH
WWJ Policy
Detroit has
banned all transcribed announcements, itwill continue to cooperate
with the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau by using its station anouncements prepared from live copy
material sent by the Government
agency, a letter from Harry Bannister, station general manager, to
the OWI said in explanation of
WWJ'sing to OWI,
policy.hasThegenerally
station, accordcarried
about
70
messages
of the allocated 63 weekly
and hasinstead
used
them effectively on both sustaining
programs and newscasts.
New Quebec Outlet
CJSO Sorel, Que., went on the air
officially Jan. 6 at 7 p.m. with 100
w on 1,400 kc, according to word
from the Radio Branch, Dept. of
Transport, Ottawa. The station is
one of the new licensees issued in
the past few months and is located
in a shipbuilding and war industry
center.

Pulling

KMBC SALUTATION
Station Extols KDKA WWJ
And Other Pioneers
AS A SALUUTE to stations responsible for pioneering attainments in the development of broadcasting, KMBC Kansas City vdll
devote its trade paper space to
singling out particular stations
which gave the first commercials,
were first with chain broadcasting,
and had the first news department.
KMBC is currently running full
page ads featuring WWJ Detroit
and KDKA Pittsburgh, two early
pioneer stations.
Letters inviting all American
stations to participate in this campaign have gone out from KMBC
under signature of E. P. J. Shurick,
director of promotion, public relations and merchandising for KMBC
who wasarationresponsible
for the prepof the

Sets -In -Use Gain
In Latest Hooper
Hope Maintains Top Rating
Among Leading Fifteen Shows
AVERAGE
EVENINGgainsets-in-use
show a substantial
over the
previous report, rising 3.2 to an
average of 32.9, according to the
Jan. 15 evening network Hooper
ratings report released by C. E.
Hooper Inc., New York. Average rebelow last
year'srating
report.of
Averagemains 0.6evening
audience
10.3 is up 0.8 from the last report,
down 0.9 from a year ago, while
the average
audience rose 1.2evening
from theavailable
last report
to 80, a drop of 0,8 from last
year's
report.Fibber McGee & Molly,
Bob Hope,
and Charlie McCarthy, are the first
three programs
in theprograms,
list of "First
evening
folA MEETING of the Canadian Broad- Fifteen"
respectively by Mr. District
casting Corp. Board of Governors will Attorney,lowed Bing
Crosby, Jack Benny,
be held at Ottawa Jan. 29-30.

Power

in Philadelphia

^^[^
Money
Up 12 ^)
Floors to ^
the Pulls
tune War
of . . Bond
. $1,280,000
Fifteen-Minute Program on Station WDAS
cited by the U. S. Treasury Department
for "Distinguished Service."
PHILADELPHIA audience carried
more than a million dollars in cash
to the executive offices of the
WDAS Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
located on the 12th floor
at 1211 Chestnut Street,
to purchase $25, $50 and $100 Bonds
during the Sixth War Loan.

With 'Pulling Power" like this, it's no wonder
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
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LEGION OF MERIT is pinned on
T/Sgt. Howard H. Falberg, WAGE
Syracuse engineer now Army press
and radio engineer supervising
transmission of broadcasts from
Allied Force Headquarters in Italy,
by
Thoburn Award
K. Brown,
RomeBrig.
areaGen.
commander.
was
made for the building of the studio
used by commentators in that area
and for perfecting techniques used
in recording broadcasts from operating combat bombers.
Walter Winchell, Joan Davis with
Jack Haley, Radio Theatre, Kay
Kyser (1st half -hour) Abbott &
Costello, Eddie Cantor, Hildegarde,
Your Hit Parade and Aldrich
Family.
Radio Theatre has the highest
sponsor identification index — 91.0,
with 90.9 giving the correct product; 0.1 giving other identification,
0.8 giving the wrong identification
and 8.2 unable to name a sponsor.
Jack Benny ties with Your Hit
Parade as the program with the
largest number of women listeners
per listening set with 1.61; Gabriel
Heatter (Sunday) ties writh Walter
Winchell
for the
most hasmenthelisteners and Lone
Ranger
most
children listeners per set, the latter
three each achieving 1.11.
Top-ranking
programsof listed
terms
of the number
listenersin
per listening set are as follows:
Women
Men
Blondie
1.47 0.97
0.85Children
0.98 Total
3.30
Jack
1.61
0.51
3.09
Your Benny
Hit
Parade
1.61
0.88
0.66
3.04
Kate
Smith— 1.45
0.68 3.01
8.02
Quiz Kids
1.45 0.89
1.01 0.56

'Swing', New Promotion
Booklet, Issued by WHB
A NEW, titled
pocket-size,
magazine,
Swing, digest-type
featuring
articlestors contributed
by oncommentaregularly
heard
made its bow last week in Mutual,
Kansas
City under the auspices of WHB,
Mutual outlet there. Magazine is
Davis, headto
ofpublished
WHB, byand Donald
will beD.circulated
ad'^'^ertisers and timebuyers. The
out-of-town edition will be knovm as
Trend,cover
and the
will local
carry advertisement
on the inside
back
of each Mutual
station
whichformer
distributes it. Jetta Carleton,
continuity editor at WHB, is editor.
As tiona wastest,
distribubegunnewsstand
in Kansas
City,
with 228 lication,
outlets
handlinga 45%
the pubwhich enjoyed
sale
at twenty-five cents a copy in six
days. In addition to "Where to
Go — initial
What toissue
See contained
in Kansas anCity"
the
article about Vice-President Harry
S. Truman, a speech on newspapers
and
former and
Vice-President
HenryradioA. byWallace
an article
by Alfred P. Sloan Jr., chairman
of the board of General Motors.
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising
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TYPICAL MIDWEST FARMER FETED
Cowles Broadcasting Co. Host to Ettesvolds
During Inaugural in Washington
AS HIS reward for being chosen rebroadcast. One day they went
"Typical
Midwest Anton
Farmer"Ettesvokl,
out of to theeral Army's
Walterthey Reed
GenHospital where
met some
8,500 entrants,
67-yeai--old dirt farmer from boys from the WNAX five state
Morris, Minn., was feted royally region. Recordings were made at
at the Hotel Statler Jan. 17 as the hospital.
Mr. Ettesvold was born and
part of his week in Washington
as guest of the Cowles Broad- raised on a farm near Morris, in
casting Co., along with Mrs. Ettes- Stevens County, Minn., the same
vold, their daughter, Nina, and one farm he owns today. He purchased
of their Army sons, Capt. Winfred it in 1904 after renting it for five
L. Ettesvold, who is stationed in years previously. The Ettesvolds
Washington. Dinner was one of have ten children, five of them in
service. An eleventh son was
the highlights of the Ettesvolds' the
week in Washington, climaxed by killed in action in Germany. A
attendance at the Roosevelt inau- leader in the first and second War
Bond Drives, Mr. Ettesvold is
guration Saturday.
of the Stevens County
During their stay in Washing- chairman
board.
ton Mr. & Mrs. Ettesvold were defense
Guests at the Wednesday baninterviewed by WOL and transcriptions sent back to WNAX for Sen. quetChanincluded:
Gurney (R-S. D.) and Mrs.

at Washington's
Statler is farmer
M.SIGNING
Ettesvold,the whoregister
is visiting
the Capital forHotel
the inauguration
as the Anton
guest
of WNAX Yankton, S. D., which chose Mr. Ettesvold out of more than
8,500
"typical
midwest
farmer".
O'thers
in the picture
are
(1 to r)farmers
: Merle asJones,
general
manager
of WOL
Washington,
a Cowles
station; Rodney Harman, Statler Hotel; Mr. Ettesvold; Mrs. Ettesvold;
Nina Ettesvold; Don Inman, vice-president and general manager, WNAX;
Mrs. Inman; Mrs. James Allen; Mr. Allen, WNAX promotion manager.
Gurney;
Sen. Joseph
(R-Minn.)
and
BBM's 49 Members
Mrs. Ball;
Sen. Ball
Hanrik
Shlpstead
(R-Minn.)
and Mrs.
Shipstead;
Sen. BushHar- BUREAU of Broadcast Measurel
a
n
J
.
Bushfield
(R-S.
D.)
and
Mrs.
ment, Toronto, formed a year ago at
field; fieldFCCand Mrs.
Commissioner
C. Wake- the Quebec
Wakefield
;RayCase;
(Commissioner
annualofmeeting
of the
Norman
S.
Case
and
Mrs.
WiUard
Canadian
Assn.
Broadcasters,
Egolf, NAB director of public relations; reports it has
a
membership
Arthur tion;Stringer,
NAB
director
of
promostations, including theof 4911
engineering.Howard Frazier, NAB director of Canadian
Canadian
Corp.ofstations. ThisBroadcasting
accounts for 52%
all
Canadian
stations.
BBM
have
KCRC Enid Okla. is now represented printed maps and reports will
on
most
by
Taylor-Howe-Snowden.
Station
BBM of member
was formerly
represented 'by John end
January.stations ready at the
Pearson
Co., Chicago.

st
^tiJ

t

Sigh

24 HOURS A DAY
KCKN is fhe only Kansas Citycasstation
ting day and broadnight
—all night.
'THIS IS MUTUAL'
At 6 P.comes aM.BASICKCKNstationbeof the Mutual Broadcasting System.

Yep
that'sthetheairway(asit WLBF
was way inback
19 years
first—took
thosetheredays).
And agoeverwhen
sinceKCKN
then,
KCKN has been a one-market station — the Greater Kansas City
market.
Believing that whopping Greater Kansas City is worthy of all its
attention,
the KCKN
surrounding
thinly-spread
and
Music by Day — Muttial at Night small
town KCKN
market leaves
to others.
is the only
Kansas Cityfarmstation
that programs exclusively for city listener tastes. Result is that ail
Kansas City knows it can tune in KCKN any time of day or night
(all night) and get a popular music program they like to hear.
tef KCKN app// its so/es magic to your product service— contact
your ttGar&st Capper office TODAY.

New Hires Show
CHARLES
HIRESstarting
Co.'s Jan.
new
Blue
NetworkE. show
24, Wednesday, 10-10:30 p.m., will
be titled Hire's Ice Box Follies,
tying
in with promotion
for Hire's
Root Beer,
will be directed
Jack
Rourke.and Wendell
Niles andby
Don Prindle, comedy team, will be
supported
by Billy
Mills' Agency
band andis
Gale Robbins,
vocalist.
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.
AMA Names Hurd
ARTHUR
of media
research, J.HURD,
Walterdirector
Thompson
Co.,
has been elected president of the New
York chapter of the American MarketingPedlar,
Assn., succeeding
E. RobinRyan H.& D.Lusk.
officersson, ofinclude
George
Allen, Other
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting vicepresident
;
Margaret
O.
Booss,
McCannErickson Inc., secretary, and James A.
Mahoney,
treasurer.theTheboard
following wereMBS,
elected
directors:
Paul
W. toStewart,
Stewart,of
Brown Assoc.; Dr. Ralph Rindfusz,
Fact Finders
Inc. ; andLifeH. Insurance
A. RichCo. Donalmond,E.Metropolitan
West, McCall
Corp., was
appointedcussiongeneral
chairman
of dis-by
group meetings,
assisted
eral secretary.
Caioline
E. Aber, of McCaU's as gen-

BEN LUDY, GENERAL MANAGER, KCKN, KANSAS CITY. . WIBW, topeka
ELLIS ATTEBERRY, manager, kckn, kansas city
NEW YORK 17: 420 Lexington avenue
SAN FRANCISCO 4: 1207 RUss building
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CAPPER P{J^l\CMlOU%, Inc.
4-3280
CHICAGO 1: 180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CENTRAL S977
LAS S220
KANSAS CITY 6: 30O WALTOWER BUILDING VICTOR 3864
BROADCASTING

28th
S. METROPOLITAN DIS
LISTENERS
MORE PER DOLL/«
Ask New
HEADLEY-REED
York, Chicago,
Detroit,
Atlanta
San Francisco
• Broadcast Advertising
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1
ARE

YOURS

Denver
and

to Share

Market

Plains

and

States

Daytime Primary Ai
~KOA the
in
Mountain

Region

Served

by KOA

This is an essential market. KOA is the essential station. KOA has 3V4 times
more power than all other Colorado stations combined. It's the station in
its vast coverage area "that most people listen to most." KOA talks to these
millions, who spend billions, at less cost than any other way you can devise.
When you buy KOA — you buy sales results.

FEW STATIONS IN THE NATldN
CAN EQUAL KOA's DOMINANCE!
Power— 50,000 Watts • CoverageColorado and adjoining states • Top NBC
Programs • Listener Loyalty 69%*
Dealer Preference 68.8%**
*NBC "Tale of 412 Cities"
** Ross-Federal Survey

INAUGURATED 1924
Going Stronger...
Greater
Than EverGrowing
Before

The
One

Confidence
Man

of

in Another

Much more lhan a business deal is involved belween these
two genllemen. There is strength and skill from yea" of
practice. But above all there is the confidence of one man
in another.
The same quality of personal confidence is the basic elemeiil
of our business. It is a confidence based on the character
and ability of the people in our organization.

Last Frontier
SINCE THE FCC last week unloaded its spectrumwide allocations block-buster upon an
anxious radio world, licensees and prospective
licensees have been trying to decide whether
they're fighting mad or uproariously happy,
whether to praise glowingly or condemn violently.
FM goes up the spectrum, where the Commission says it will have a permanent place
and plenty of room to expand (if the proposed
allocations stick following oral argument).
Television can get a quick start postwar in
the lower frequencies, but that would be only
temporary. The lower band is sliced down from
18 to 12 channels and what's left is sawed in
half to accommodate wartime military operations. Manufacturers will have to retool for
FM and redesign for television, to bypass the
Government band.
The FCC'sdemands
job wasof prodigious.
It had
compromise
many different
groupsto
and viewpoints. It couldn't tamper with wartime military requirements. It had to look to
future expansion of radio services, weighed
against junking of existing investments of the
public and the industry in present high-frequency services.
This is radio's last frontier. Mistakes made
now will be visited upon future radio generations. Tempers and heads must be kept. The
slower starts which may be entailed, and which
seem all-important now, will be forgotten a
few years hence.
The Commission had available to it restricted
I information on propagation in the high frei quencies which could not be disclosed for seI curity reasons. It concluded that FM's developI ment could best be assured in the 100 mc area,
; rather than the 50 mc region where it says
skywave
wracks itsservice
service.couldIt
•' felt
that interference
a limited television
I the
start500"downstairs",
but high
with definition
the ultimate
mc area where
wouldin
i be possible but, more importantly, where there
: would be sufficient space for competitive national service.
ii From the strict engineering standpoint, we
■ feel the FCC has worked out a fair and rea; sonable compromise. The demands for facilities
! exceeded the supply many times. Military requirements, consuming vast areas, had to be
i accommodated first. Yet the Commission evolved
j a technical plan, providing for ultimate exj pansion and for gradual transition, which apI pears to cover minimum requirements.
I But there's another side to the report. Once
fi again the Commission ventures into social
I and economic stratospheres which are quesj tionable. Woven into the report is loose talk
I about keeping the "door open" for "newcomers"
I and
about "public
domain".
doubling
the number
of channels
for FM After
and providing
for additional space, if needed, the Commission nevertheless proposes to reserve 20 of 70
commercial FM channels for assignment in the
i future,
presumably
new departure
even tofor"newcomers".
the FCC. We That's
wondera
i where it finds authority to reserve facilities
; for some unknown or inarticulate little men
I Page 38 • January 22, 1945

who aren't there. The law requires the Commis ion to "encourage the larger and more effective use of radio". To shut off a portion of
the
spectrum
even temporarily hardly conduces
to that.
There may be other "sleepers" which fall
within the purview of "social and economic"
aspects. Subscription radio, the "narrowcasting" project of William B. Benton and associates, isbarely touched upon. The Commission
says simply
that ifit the
doesn't
haveproves
enoughfeasible,
information, but that
service
applicants will be allowed to apply for channels in the regular FM commercial band or in
bands later to be designated. Could the FCC
have in mind placing this type of service,
by its very nature anti-commercial radio, in
the 20 channels it proposes to reserve?
These and other implications in the proposed
report give broadcasters some pause.
There is the strong strain throughout the
broadcast discussions that present AM operators should be stiff-armed and that the
"newcomers" and educators and noncommercial users like CIO should be encouraged. Does
the law allow that?
In summary, we think that technically the
Commission has done a good job — the best possible under worst possible conditions. The
fancy flights of rhetoric designed to protect
where no protection is required, and which give
lip service to ward off pressures, we feel are
outside the Commission's jurisdiction. This,
more than ever, points up the need for a
redefinition of the law by Congress and for
the declaration of a national policy for radio by
the American Plan.
Radionews-Grown Up
THAT RADIO newscasting- has reached its
majority and is recognized by Officialdom as
an integral part of the American Way of Life
was clearly demonstrated when nearly 600
persons attended the first annual guest dinner
of the Radio Correspondents Assn. in Washington [Brdadcasting, Jan. 16].
President Roosevelt led the array of high
Government officials breaking bread with the
men who gather and broadcast news from the
nation's capital. It was the first time the President has appeared at such a public gathering
in many a day, and now it can be told why
the date, at the proverbial last minute, was
changed from Jan. 13 to Jan. 11 — President
Roosevelt requested it, that he might attend.
Coupled with the public demonstration of
faith in radionews is the increase in off-therecord news conferences by high Government
officials exclusively for radio correspondents.
Washington has learned that the best way to
reach the masses is through radio newscasts.
The milestones in radio flash by quickly in
these days when the art is moving forward
with such relentless speed, and one is apt to
miss them.
It has not been so' many years ago — so few,
indeed, that you might tally them upon the
fingers of one hand — that the radio corresmany a working
newspaperman's
target. Thepondent wasnewscaster
was belittled,
belabored,
even villified by the groundskeepers of the
Fourth Estate. It must be gratifying for him
to find his stature such today that he speaks
with equal authority, and perhaps to a greater
number, upon the affairs of men.

LT. COL. JOSEPH WYNNE HARRIS II

flood
i Valley
Mississippfirst
the
COVERI
free maneuthe Army's
of 1937versNG
in and
in 1941
and Tennessee
Louisiana
gave Lt. Col. Jack Harris the foundation for his present assignment. He has just
arrived in the Central Pacific Theatre on a
special extended iradio liaison mjission for
Dept. Bureau of Public Relations Rathe War
dio Branch.
In January 1937 when the Ohio, Tennessee
and Mississippi
riversJackcreated
most
disastrous flood.
Harris,theasnation'^
a special events announcer of WSM Nashville,
figuratively — and literally — got his feet wet.
He learned a lot about emergency broadcasting
from various spots along the swollen rivers,
from Cumberland, Tenn., up to Cairo, 111.,
Paducah, Ky., Evansville, Ind., Louisville and
so on.
A mobile transmitter built by Jack DeWitt,
then WSM chief engineer and now a major
in the Signal
Corps, the
was value
Jack's of
baseon-the-spot
of operations. He learned
recordings for later broadcast — of coping with
unexpected emergencies.
Jack began his thrill-packed life Dec. 20,
1911, in Nashville. He was christened Joseph
Wynne II after an uncle, but relatives immediately dubbed him Jack and the name has followed him. He is carried on the Army rolls as
Jack Wynne Harris.
His career has been varied, despite his youth.
In school he prepared for a political future,
but wound up in the newspaper game and radio. His journalistic leanings became evident
during his high school days. While attending
the Hume Fogg high school in Nashville, Jack
founded the school paper, the Hume Foyg
Tattler, learned to set type by hand and geneexplored the journalistic
field.a Inletter
1929 hein
enteredrally Vanderbilt
and earned
basketball.
Believing a young man should earn his salt.
Jack got a job on the Nashville Tennessean,
working from 5 p.m. to midnight in the sports
and editorial departments. In college he edited
the Hustler during his senior year and in his
graduate year was editor of the Vanderbilt
literary and humorous magazine Masquerader.
He was graduated in 1933 with a B. A. degree
and a yearscience
later and
won history.
his Master's
DegreeJackin
political
In college
was director of the winning political machine
and his classmates
predicted
up asin
Washington
some day.
That hehe'ddid,wind
but not
a politician.
Jack got his first whirl at radio during his
college days, too. He did a sportscast on WSM
Nashville. At that moment came his big
(Continued on page 54)
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WMFM, with its static-free FM reception,
with its sound programming, has brought
the radio of the future to Wisconsin, today.
WMFM, as one of America's pioneer FM
stations, is already estabhshed as Wisconsin's

. Serving

.

GIANT

.

. Building

No. 1 radio station, for thousands of discriminating families.
Through wartime, through peacetime,
WMFM shall continue its proud policy of
distinctive, quality programs, keyed to the
wants and needs of the community.

WMFM
THE mymm.

joioflL
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Judge Takes KLRA Post
ROY JUDGE, named general manof KLRAC. Little
Rock, succeedingager Sheldon
Vinsonhaler
who is
now manager and partner of KGHI
Little Rock,
assumed his new
duties Jan. 1. Mr.
Judge for 17
years
has beenforan
accountant
Hennegin, Croft
& Gotham,auditing
Little
Rock
firm. Control of
KLRA was sold
last June for
Mr. Judge
$275,000
L.
Chilton tobytheA. Arkansas
Gazette in
line with
FCC duopoly
regulations as Mr.the Chilton
also holds
interest in KGHI. The present stalf
of KLRA will be retained and the
firm will make no immediate
changes, Mr. Judge said, adding
that plans for expansion and remodeling wil come later.
M arkham Named
G. E. MARKHAM, director of
General Electric Co. agricultural
broadcasts and manager of the
company's
Schenectady, FMalso station,
has been WGFM
named
manager of the GE television station,
WRGB
Schenectady,
succeeding Robert L. Gibson. Mr. Markham will report to Robert S. Peare,
GE vice-president in charge of
publicity, including all broadcasting activities of the organization.
Mr. Gibson recently became advertising and sales promotion manager
of the new GE chemical department.

NOTES
PHILLIPSgrams, wil CARLIN.
leave
New MBS
Yorkdirector
Jan.at25ofMutual
forpro-a
trip
to Los
Angeles,
stopping
stations
in
Chicago,
Detroit
and
elsewhere,
to investigate program needs.
EUGENE
S. president
CARR, assistant
A.
RICHARDS,
KMPCto inG.WJR
WGAR,
will
conferDetroit,
withofNew
clients
Chicago,
Cleveland,
York
and
Washington
before returning
to his Hollywood headquarters
in mid-February.
R.MARIE
M. (Woody)
WOODWARD,
whose
wife
is
a
member
of
the
advertising
staff
of
Broadcasting,
is
now
Ist
Woodward, on duty in the Pacific Theatre.Lt.
ROBERT
former commercial
managerL.WCLS
ofBOWLES,
WGKVJoliet,
Charleston,
Va.,
has
joined
111. as W.general
manager.
CARList withH.theBUTMAN,
information
War Production
Board specialand at
one
secretary
ofis theill former
RadiotimeCommission,
at homeFederal
with
pleurisy.
WILLIAM
KOSTKA
has resigned
as man-to
aging
editor
of
Look
magazine
to
return
the Institute
of Publicpublicity
Relations,
wherePre-he
formerly
director.
vagingiously hserved
eeditor
was ofNBCasFawcett
publicityPublications
director,
manInc.
and INS central division manager in Chicago.
J.manager
WALTER
DIETZ,
industrial
relations
of theElectric
manufacturing
department
of Wertem
Co.,Jan.New
Yorjc,
retires
fromof service.
the company
31absence
after
42for years
On
leave
of
four dustrial
yearstrainingwithprogram,
the Government
now part in-of
the War ingtManpower
Commission
in Washo
n
,
M
r
.
Dietz
will
continue
capacity following retirement. in this
HAAN
J.
TYLER,
manager
of
Smith &
Adv., toHollywood
toBull
return
KFI Los agency,
Angeles hasas resigned
account
executive.

Dr. Church Named
DR. CHARLES F. CHURCH Jr.,
brotheridentofof KMBC
Arthur Kansas
B. Church,
City,preshas
been appointed educational director
of the station
succe ding R. Edwin
Browne, who resigned to become
director
relations offorpublic
the
U. of Kansas. Dr.
Church, tinueswhoas acting
conresearch
of KMBC, director
during
the past year has
Dr. Church
conducted a nationwide survey on radio and education, results of which will be
available shortly. He received his
bachelor's degree from the U. of
Iowa
in 1924,
his master's
the
U. of Iowa
in 1925
and was from
awarded
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
by Ohio State U. in 1942,
PRANK struR.ctor intheKNUTTIM,
formernamed
flight inhas been
ager of WORD AAF,Spartanburg,
S. C. manE.NavyC. and
(Buck)former
CRANE,city late
S.
editorof the
and U.news
editorappointed
of the Dayton
Journal-Herald,
has
been
newsroom
chief
at
WING
Dayton.
He was serving
aswhenmakeup
editor
onin thethe Navy
Cincinnati
he enlisted
Oct.Post1942.
ably dischargedin Dec.
5, 1944.He was honorNILESas TRAMMELL.
NBCchairman
president,for will
serve
radio committee
1945 city.
Salvation
Army campaign
in Newthe
York
EDGAR KOBAK,
scheduled
to deliver president
a talk beforeof theMBS.Radiois
Council of Greater Cleveland titled "Dear
JOHN
H. department
MARTIN, member
of themonths,
CBS
research
for several
has
been
named
executive
assistant
PETER C.gine GOLDMARK,
director
of Mr.
en-to
ring anhandle
d development
at CBS.
Martin will
personnel
and
counting matters,
acting asand liaison
withacthe
personnel
accounting
purchasing
departments.
He
served
until
recently
with
the
Red
was formerly
with.American
Sterling
Bolt Cross
Co., and
Chicago,
as personnel contact and
chief
accountant.
REX
PREIS, account
at KTSA
San Antonio,
last weekexecutive
was inaugurated
president
for
vertising Club1945
. of the San Antonio AdGEORGE B. STORER,
the
Fort
whosincehaspresident
been 1943,
on ofactive
duty Industry
with
the Co.,
Navy
April
hasfa
been
promoted
to
full
commander.
He
attached to theof Procurement
Industrial Readjustment
Branch,
at Navy Office
Dept. Headquarters. & Materiel,
DE WITT
MOWER,
for two
with
WOR
offices
in Chicago
asChicago
ayears
salesman,
the Mutual
NetworkJan.
asjoined
an account
executive
15. offices
CLETE ROBERTS,
Blue Network completed
war corent, under arrangements
with
OWI andresonpondArmed
Forces Radioseries
Service,
isthe featured
a
commentary
Pacific war to servicemen overseas.on

WRC
REPRESCNTED BT NBC SPOT SALES
Washington
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"He says he wants to be televised
over WFDF Flint after the war."
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast A dyer Using

Notional Soles Rcpreientotivei • SPOT SALES, INC., New York ' Chicago ' Son FronciKo

When

he

says

ifs going

to snow...

IT DOES!

EVERY morning at 7:30 o'clock, thoiisands of
Southern New England inhabitants dial their
radios to WTIC. The reason for this daily ritual is
U. S. Meteorologist Roy E. Lundquist, Chief of the
Hartford Weather Bureau.
Speaking directly from his office— and having
available the latest reports and analyses from aU
over the nation, as weU as his personal observations
—Mr. Lundquist deUvers timely and reliable forecasts which, while highly educational and instructive,
possess an unusual human appeal, too.
When Mr. Limdquist goes on the Eiir, people are
making decisions as to what to wear, whether to
carry an imibreUa or be bothered with rubbers, to
take a trip or stay home, to wash clothes, to cut hay,
to put anti-freeze in the car or drain it out. They get
the answer from Mr. Lundquist — with an accuracy
hard to match.
Here is just one example of the type of service
which, for twenty years, we have rendered to Southem New England. And the advertisers who use our
facihties know that it pays big dividends.

DIRECT ROUTE TO
SALES IN
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member of NBC
and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED & COMPANY,
NewYofk, Boston, Chicogo,
Detroit, Son Froncisto ond Hollywood

D

Diirliam
North Carolina's third largest city (1940 U. S. Census). City and county are
compact and easily sold as
one unit. Present estimated
Durham County population is . . .

busy, high earning people.
For example, famed Duke
University is in Durham.
Also, Durham makes 25%
of the ettes.
nation's
entire
Best of all
thiscigar...

market
^ can be air-dominated at
250 watt rates over the
station which surveys re■ peatedly prove has more
} listeners in the area than
all other stations combined.

WDi

OWNED BY
DURHAM HERALD-SUN
PAPERS
Represented by Howard H.Wilson Co.
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BEHIN

RALPH paperMAHONEY,
former Phoenix
man, has been
news ofnewseditor
ofArizona
KOY Phoenix
andNewsisnamed
inBureau
charge
the
Network
serving
KOY,
KTUC
Tucson
and
KSUN
Bisbee.
BILL
TRAVIS,
formerly
with
UP,
and
DICK
SALERNO, released from the Navy,
have
honey. been named assistants to Mr. MaFRANCIS
URRY,Square,
narratorKSLforSaltSunday
vinci
on Temple
Lake EveCity
feature,
returnedof toabsence
KSL following
two-monthhas leave
devoted toa
study tioofn in Chicago.
network programming and operaCLIFF rec(Farmer)
GRAY, farm S.service
tor of WSPAa citation
Spartanburg,
C. hasdibeen awarded
the Radio
formation Service. War byFinance
Divison,InTreasury
outstandng service during the 6thDept.,WarforLoan.
J.for ROY
STOCKTON,
commentator
KSD St.hasLouis,
and sports
writer
for
Post-a
Dispatch,
returned
to
the
U.
S.theafter
two-month
trip
to
France
and
Belgium
a USO baseball entertainment group. with
WILF DAVIDSON,
formerly with
of CKY
nipegCanadian
, is now in England
the Winradio
section,
Army Public
Relations.
Heis announcer
recently
wasandpromoted
to
sergeant
and
producer
of
some
programs BURCHELL,
originating inRoyal
England.
LT. MAURICE
Canadian
Navy,
formerly
CKY. is now at sea aboard a
Canadian ofcorvette.
ART STOULIL, formerhas announcer
joined KGF.Tof
PORTER
former
Texas petty
networkin newstheRANDALL,
commentator,
now
officer
Coast
Guard
on relations
thea chief
radio office,
desk
inis confined
the Norfolk
USCG
public
to the Naval
folk, convalescing
from anHospital
illness. in NorDON formerly
MITCHELL,with released
bv the Army
and
WCOV
Montgomery
andWSGN
WDAKBirmingham.
Columbus.
Ga..
has
joined
thp
announcinfr
staff nf
WAGAreleased
Atlanta.
CHARLES
SINCLAIR,
also
by
the
Army,
has
joined
WAGA
announcing
staff.
H»i;NRY
EAST,the
former
editor ofof WAGA.
WRBL Columbus,
is a newnewsmember
BARBARA
RAMSELL
is nowon WLW
conducting
the Ho-mfi cinnati.
Fortirn
Vroadcas+s
rHAPT,ES
NEWCOMB
is Cinnarrator
on
WLW's
'M'lOrt
Rivp.r
program,
12:.S0 a.m. Monday through Saturday.
PAUL
JONESstnfP.Jr. nfis aWHBQ
t.»w member
of.lOHNthephis.
nnnoiincing
Memadvertising ROBERT
work A.in COOPER,
Cincinnati, formerly
has joinedin
the station's continuity staff.
CHARLESGreensburg
C. RUTLEDGE.
formerly with
WH.IB
and WLETT
V^..
hns
joined +>ie
staff ofErie.
WWVA
Wheeling.
W. announcing
Va.
WARREN K. DEEM formerly with WTAM
Cl'-veland. ofhasWBBM
jm'npd Chicago.
the production dep.nTtment
ROBERT
K. theHOADLEY,
released
from
the
Army
with
rank
of
contain,
assumes
duties
as department
director of the
WBBM
Chicagoto
education
this
week.
Prior
joining the
Hoadleyhigh
was school.
an instructor •in Armv
a NewMr. Jersey
CLIFFAntonio,
REYNOLDS,
formerly
of inKABC
S"n
has
joined
KONO
city. A newnouncing staddition
to the KONO that
anHOWARD
HAM, releasedaf byis the
Army. CUNNINGW. A. (Bob>in SPENCER,
former sales
represf-ntative
and Illinois
forsouthern
FauHlessIndiana.
Starch Kentu'-Vy
Co..WIBChas
been
named
merchandise
manager
of
Indianapolis.
FRAYE GILBERT is now editor nf
Woman's
Paae ofSanthe Antonio.
Air, six-a-week feature on WOAI
LIONEL
NOWAK,
associate
professor of
music
College.Spartanburg.
Spartanburg.
S. C, athas Converse
joined WORD
PAUL
DAUGHERTY,
announcer
at WCKY
ofCincinnati,
Cincinnati.has married JANE HUFFMAN
ROBERT
LYMAN
TEMPLETON.
nationally
knownmentor
track(Dink)
andStanford
field
coach
formerappointed
sports
atpromotion
U., and
has
been
sales
manager
of KFRC San Francisco.
JACK PATTON,
wood, has joined formerly
KYA Sanof KMPC
Fr Hollyannouncer.

JEAN MONTE, formerly of CHRC Quebec
and
and Rivers,
PAUL have
NOLET, CHNC
formerlyNewof Carlisle,
CHLT Three
joined treal.
the announcing
staff has
of CBFbeenMonGILLES
HENAULT
appointed CBF news editor.
NORMAN BROKENSHIRE has been aped to announce
the DoMonday
You Need
Advicepointprogram
on MBS
through
Friday 11:15-11:30 a.m.
HAROLDmotionDAY
of
the
Blue
Network
proand advertising division has been
namedtivepromotion
managerMr. ofDaythe was
cooperaprogram
division.
formerly
associated
Popular Science.
succeeds JESSE with
THOMPSON,
resigned. He
JOHN
McTIGUE
has after
returneda period
to the Blue
publicity
department
with
the
OWI Bureau,
overseasin branch.
Psychological
Warfare
North Africa,
Sicily
and
Italy.
NORMANhas PAIGE,
former
Mutualstaffnewsof
editor,
joined the
overseas
the Blue
news correspondent,
and special features
divi-to
sion
as
war
assigned
cover the Pacific.
replaces
BALDWIN,
who hasHeresigned
fromW. theT.
Blue overseas
to fulfill radio commitments in SanstaffFrancisco.
SIDNEY
DESFOR,
chief
photographer ofto
NBC
for
six
years,
has
been
photo resigned
editor, succeeding
JEANpromoted
who
last
December
to WRIGHT,
join the
magazine Seventeen.
ADRIAN
JAMES
PLANTER,
for
years
promotional counsel to stations, has12 joined
the
public
relations
department
ofengage
Fawcett
Publications
Inc.,
New
York,
to
inVANcreative
promotion
work.
BARBARA
SLEEK,
formerly
with
NBC,
joined Fawcett to work on production hasof
publicity
material.R. THEERINGER, USMCR
SGT. GEORGE
combat
correspondent
and formeris now
WSNYon
Schenectady
sports announcer,
temporary
duty
at
Marine
Corps
headquarters, public
for ofindoctrination. He relations
assisted
insection
production
the
CBS
Service
Time show
while stationed
at Parris
Island.
CAROLINE
HARRISON,
former editor
of
the
Norwoodnamed
Free toPress,
has
handleNorwood,
publicityMass.,for
WCOPbeenBoston.
HARRY has
FLANNERY,
CBS president
Hollywood ofnewsthe
analyst,
beenConference.
elected
Inter-American
Group meets
annually
and
consists
of
representatives
from
Latin-American
countries
as well as
authorities
from the United
States.
KQV Names Traynor
HAROLD (Pie) TRAYNOR, one
ofmember
baseball's
"greats"
and
of theall-time
Pittsburgh
Pirates
from 1920 to 1939, has been named
sports director of KQV Pittsburgh,
G. S. (Pete) Wasser, KQV general
manager nouncedandlast week.
vice-president,
anTraynor will
begin his
new
duties
in
mid-February and will be heard six times
a week, 6:30 p.m. in a regular
sports
and on Saturday
morningsprogram
will conduct
the Pie
Traynor baseball school for boys.
Traynor has been rated as the
greatest third baseman of all time.
Hartley, Royston Leave
TWO NAVY radiomen, Lt. Comdr.
J. Harrison Hartley, officer in
chargetion, Office
of ofthePublic
Navy'sRelations,
Radio Secand
Lt. Marvin F. Royston, engineer
with the Radio Section, have now
returned to the Pacific Theatre to
supervise the
part in co-in
operating Navy's
with the networks
covering Pacific operations. Comdr.
Hartlev was formerly assistant to
the director of news and special
events at NBC. Lt. Royston was an
engineer
with theNBCNavy.
and Blue before entering

WGL Names Roberts
PAUL
K. ROBERTS,
former nightof
news editor
and commentator
WGL Ft. Wayne, has been named
program director, and Rosemary
Stanger, active
in special
and
dramatic
features
on thenewsstation
since 1939,
has
been
appointed
sistant program director, Frank as-V.
Webb, station manager announced
last week. Miss Stanger will be in
charge of all special events carried
by
WGL,by which
was acquired
last
month
Farnsworth
Television
& Radio Corp. from Westinghouse
RadioING, Stations
Jan. 8]. Inc. [BROADCASTDowdell Joins INS
WILLIAM DOWDELL, former
news director of WLW and WSAI
Cincinnati, parhas
joined the salesNews
detment of International
Service tions.asA former
consultant
to radio man,
stanewspaper
Mr. Dowdell entered radio when,
as city editor of the Cincinnati
Post, heeragesupervised
news covfor WCPO local
Cincinnati.
He
.I'oined
the
Crosley
stations
Mr. Dowdell has been in radioin 1941.
pubsummer.licity workHe inwasNewa York
membersinceof last
the
original
NAB
News
Advisory
Committee.
MARJORY MORROW, who left CBS as
eastingner Bros.,
director
in Feb. 1943
toformer
join Waris resuming
her KILGALLEN,
CBS
post
replacing
ELEANOR
who
is
joining
Young
&
Rubicam,
New
York, as casting director.
HENRY
DICK,Forcesretired
captain dancer
of the
U.and
S.singer
ArmyW.before
Air
enteringandproduction
theformer
service,staff.
has
joined
the
Blue
Network
Mr.
Dick
was
injured
in
a
plane
crash
after three and a half years as squadron
navigator with the 8th Air Force overKAYE SULLIVAN,
formerlyFoundation
in the radiodivision
the National
Infantile ofParalysis,
has joined CBS foras
copy icewriter
on
the
staff
of
promotion
servfor CBS-owned stations. Miss Sullivan
for twomotionyears
promanager ofwasthe assistant
Ohio Life sales
Insurance
Co..
Cincinnati.
JANET
POMEROY,
newswriter,
formerly
with
WLS
Chicago
more recently with WBBM Chicago, and
has
room. CBS, assigned to the network newsjoined
JANE SCHULTZ,
formerWMMN
announcer
and
continuity
writer
for
Fairmont,
V/.
Va. will
replace
PEARLandBUCKLEN
BENTEL
of the
continuity
publicity
staff ofsigneWWSW
d to freelance.Pittsburgh, who has reTHEA
HOWARD,
formerly
with has
the
WBBM
Chicago
department,
been transferredscheduling
to production.
CLAUDEAsheville,
FREEMAN,
at
WWNC
N. C,announcer
has
SYBIL
ZUPAN of Greenville,
S. C.married

NEW ORLEANS
WJW Artist Bureau
50,000 WATTS
AN
knownset asup theby
WJW Artist
Bureau,Bureau,
has been
The
Greatest Selling POWER
Cleveland,
with
Gene
Carroll,
conductor of the Jake & Lena series
in the South's Greatest City
on another Cleveland station,
named as head of the Bureau by
CBS Affiliate
William
O'Neil, with
WJW offices
president.
The new Bureau,
in the
Nal'l R«p. - The Kalz Agancy Inc.
WJW studios, will hire and develop
new talent.
Broadcast Advertising
BROADCASTING

H ere is the roll call of INS correspondents whose stories from overseas made front pages
throughout 1944.
Every one of them has made a signal contribution
to American journalism.
In the finest tradition of their craft, they have reported this war from the fighting fronts with accuracy
and vividness — always with human appeal.
Art Cohn
Clark Lee
Ralph Jordan
Howard Berry
Michael Chinigo
John Henry
George Lait
Joseph Thomas
James E. Brown
Lee Van Atta
John Camsell
Joseph A. Bors
W. R Saphir
Thomas C. Watson
Philip
G.
Reed
Peter Kilroy ,
Bob Brumby
Charles A. Smith
Richard TregasM^
Sten Hedman
Jack
MahonMacauley
Natalia Rene
Thurston
J. Kingsbury Smith
Lowell Bennett
Frank Conniff
Pierre J. Huss
John E. Lee
Lee Carson
Rita Hume
Larry Newman
J. Willicombe, Jr.
Frank Robertson
Howard Handleman
Francois Musard
Graham Hovey
James L. Kilgallen
Clinton Green
Richard V. Haller
Jgck Jarrell

r

International
News
ServiGe
235 East 45th Street, N. Y.

WIND
CHICAGO
SOOOWATTS 560KC

MILTON
who left
two
months agoCHASE,
as WLW
war Cincinnati
correspondent
attached
to General
MacArthur's
headquart
e
r
s
i
n
the
Philippines,
has
arrived
at
his
destination,
last week. according to word received
JAMES L. editor
FREEMAN,
for I2V2 Inc.,
years andasof BellnightSyndicate
for over sociatetwoNewspaper
years
editor hasof joined
North
American
Alliance,
NBC's
press department.
Anotherfrom
addition
isArmyGEORGE
WOLF,
released
the
14writer.
monthsHeservice
theoneSignal
Corps after
as a with
was inatMOSS,
time
associated
HERBERT
producer of Truth or Consequences on NBC.
HARRISON staff
EAGLES
is resigning
announcing
of WPAT
Paterson,fromN. theJ.
to go to Hollywood
27 to fulfill with
announcing and actingJan.commitments
DuMont Labs., and for Paramount Pictures.
SIDNEY
news York,
director
and
commentatorWALTON,
WHN
New
hasEurope
been
appointed
toa ofthe
editorial
board
ofpublished
inin Review,
new
magazine
to
be
February.
EILEEN M. DEVNEY, former continuity
writer hasfor arrived
Wade Adv.
and Youngserve& asRubi-an
cam,
in India
American Red Cross
staff toassistant.
PETER
C.
OPP,
released
from the Army
and
newscaster
New
York,former
hasstaff.joined
the onCBSWQXR
Hollywood
publicity
LT. COL. radio
TRUEwriter
BOARDMAN,
former
Hollywood
and isnowin Italy
in theto
Armed aForces
Radio
Service,
make
survey
of
troop
information
and
educational
requirements
for
radio
gramsconfer
produced with
on theradioWestofficers
Coast.of proHe
will
also
the
American Expeditionary
Forces NetworkStations
in England
and
American
which
are
operating on the continent.
LEE JONES,
Denver
reop honorsKLZ inConference
the Taunewscaster,
Kappa
Nationalcago.ceived HetForensic
held
inAlpha
Chirepresented
the
U.
of
Denver,
he isannouncer
a junior, with
whileKLZ.still working
aswhere
fulltime
AL PAULSON, former announcer at KSTP
St. Paulturned toand
WLOL Minneapolis, has reKOBH. KOTA Rapid City, S. D., formerly
WILLIAM
STEWART,
Vancouver, is the fatherannouncer
of a boy.of CKWX
BYRON
TAGGART,
announcer
for WKRCof
Cincinnati,
hassucceeding
been named
director
special
events,
NELSON
KING,
who
will
devote
full
time
to
as sales promotion manager. his duties
Wichita

Three Elected by FC&B
To Be Vice-Presidents
MILTON H. SCHWARTZ, A. J.
Bremmer
John P.executive
Hunt, members of theandChicago
staff
of Foote, Cone & Belding, have
been elected vice-presidents.
Mr. Schwartz, creative man on
the account
for theMotors
Frigidaire
Division of General
Corp. and
account executive for Majestic
Radio & Television Corp., formerly
was associated with Lord & Thomas
for more than ten years. He is a
graduate
' of the
U. ofcopyIllinois.
Mr. Bremmer
handles
tion on the Hiram
Walker creaand
Pepsodent
accounts.
Lord & Thomas in 1940Heandjoined
has
been with Foote, Cone & Belding
since the organization of that company. Priorsuccessively
to 1940withhe was
associated
McJunkin
Adv., andBlackett,
Sample& &Sons.Hummert
H. V. Kastor
Mr. Hunt is director of new business and the account planning and
manger management division of
the FC&B
office. Outdoor
He formerly wasChicago
with General
Adv., Maxon Inc., and Young &
Rubicam as account executive.
Stu Dawson, former radio director of Young & Rubicam, Chicago, has joined FC&B Chicago in
the same capacity. He previously
was
program director
CBSWBBM
and NBC
at of
onecentral
time
announcerChicago
with the
division.
BOB KNOWLES has joined the Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp., Winnipeg, as assistant farm commentator.
ANNEton sinceHEINEMAN,
with been
WCSCnamedCharlespromotionAug.
director1944,
of thehas station,
replacing
ANN FINNELL.

KFHV

A government contract for
700 additional
fortres es isgoodB-29newsSuperfor
Wichita . . . bad netcs for
Japan! Boeing Photo

CHICAGO CUBS BASEBAH FOR 1945^
National Representative
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK
44 • January 22, 1945

Good for Wichita— Bad for
Five hundred million dollars worth of odditional Jopblosting B-29's will be made in Wichita's Bo^'ng plant
under thelongedgovernment's
new contract
. . and
. withwomen.
proemployment for thousands
of men
Wichita has proved itself to have the know-how, the
machinery and the skilled manpower to meet not only
the demands of this mammoth new production goal, but
also the requirements of postwar expansion in its straposition, asof thethe aviation
aerial tegic
crossroads
world! center of America — the

the Japs!
Strengthen your aalea gaina
with that aelling atation in
Kansas^ strongeat market^

HOMER
FICKETT.
who recentlyof new
was
placed
development
programsinThompson
atcharge
BBDOofCo.New
Walter
Feb.York,
1 tojoins
handleJ.
similar
work.
WILLIAM
S. SHEPHERD,
member ofin
the
McCann-Erickson
radio department
Chicago,
has
been
appointed
radio herofd, anative
the Minneapolis
office. director
Mr. agency
Shep-of
of Scotland, joined
the
in 1943.
GEORGE IRWIN, released from the Navy,
has returned to Smith & Bull Adv., Hollywood executive.
agency, as producer-announcer-account
LEE ROBERTS,
copy director
account
executive former
of Buchanan
& Co., and
Los
Angeles,
has asjoined
Los Angeles,
accountHillmanShane-Breyer,
executive.
FREDERICK
SEABERG,
formerly
on
the
editorialBozell
staff & ofJacobs,
the Chicago
has
joined
Chicago,Times,
to handle
public
ELLIS relations.
T. GASH, former head of his own
agencying, hasandjoined
publisher
AdvertisM.executive.
Glenof Modern
Miller Adv.,
Chicago, as accountHALL,
ROSEMARY
former
copywriter
with
Rubicam,
New York,
and
more Young
recently& with
J. Walter
Thompson
Co., New
has joined
the creative
staff
of RoyYork
S. Dustine
Inc.. New
York.
BOB PRENDERGASiT, radio director of
Campbell-Mithum,
effective Feb. 1. Chicago, has resigned
VIRGINIA
joined Lennen
&
Mitchell,
NewBUTLER
York, ashas business
manager
of the
radio
department.
She takes
over
the
duties
of
Joseph
C.
Lincoln,
timebuyer,
who
left the Petry
agency.& Miss
Butler wasfor
with has
the Edward
Co. Chicago,
7% years.
She left
last
summer to National
serve as
chief
timebuyer
for
the
Republican
Committee.
L&M Radio director is S.
James
Andrews.
tGEYER, CORNELL & NEWELL, New
York, haslywoodretained
Mel
as HolproductionBlue
man Williamson
on the Nash
Kelvinator Corp.
program
Andrews
Sisterstor,Show,
withoverall
Don Shaw,
radio direccontinuing
supervision.
Mr.in
Shaw,
who with
has been
on thesinceWestDec.Coast1 will
connection
theto New
show
eventually
return
York
eadquarters.
Joe M. fDawson,
GC&N, isexecutive
also on committee
the West chairCoast
for anman oindefinite
period.
LEON
A.
FRIEDMAN,
advertising
director
ofbeenJohn
Irving
Shoe
Corp.,
Boston,
named radio and television director hasof
Chernow
Co., Mr.NewFriedman
York, heretofore
inactiwith
ve in radio.
for seven
years
was
Sterling
Adv., New
York,
and
served
as
its
radio
director
prior
to
joining
the shoe firm.
PAUL
LEWIS
SCOTT,
former
sales
and
advertising
manager
of Sydney
Ross Drug
Co.,
Latin American
subsidiary
of Sterling
Inc.,
has
joined
Grant
Adv.,
as
account
executive
and vice-president
S. A., Mexican
subsidiary. of Grant Adv.,
PAUL
TERRY,
radio Cal.,
director
Barnesto
Chase Jones
Co., San Diego,
has ofshifted
Dana
capacity. Co., Los Angeles, in a similar
HENRY
STANTON,Co.,vice-president
of J.
Walter Thompson
has returned
Chicago
San onFrancisco
and operaHolly-to
woodafter
conferences
West Coast
tions.
JAC
WILLEN,
formerly in has
the CBS HoUywood
publicity
department,
Sam
Kemerwill
Inc.,handle
talent
service,accounts.
as anjoined
associate
and
radio
GATEWAY
TO
RICHTHE
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

KFH
WLAG
WICHITA
Wichita is a Hooperoted city — Get the Facts from Petry
00SHViLLE
WATTS
CBS • 5000 WATTS DAY & NIGHT • CALL A PETRY OFFICE
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

His International reputation led to sponsorship the first day on WHNI

Perhaps no commentator today
is better qualified than Johannes
Sfeel to analyze current happenings orforecast tomorrow's trends.
Johannes Steel knows his Europe
...a Europe in which he has lived
...whose people and leaders he has known. His background plus
his access to information from diplomats and statesmen as well
as the confidence he enjoys in Washington, add up to important
reasons why Jofiannes Sfeef is so distinguished a news commentator,
lecturer, journalist and author!
Johannes Sfeel is not new to the New
to WHN

York radio scene. He comes

with a tremendous following built up over eight years of

metropolitan broadcasting. Now over America's Most Powerful
Independent station, with coverage of 15 million people, Mr. Steel
is heard exclusively five nights a week, Monday thru Friday.
"Johannes Steel possesses the utter sincerity of desire, to serve justice, truth and the welfare of
common man."
—Honorable Henry A. Wallace
"Johannes Steel's forecasts on International affairs are regularly confirmed a few days later on the
front pages of our leading newspapers." —Walter Winchell, -Daily
Daily Mirror
News
'Outstanding service rendered to radio by Johannes Steel and Kaltenbor
Available for sponsorship outside New York. Call or wire Executive offices,
WHN, 1540 Broadway, New York,
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... or '^'^ gravicembalo col
e forte"'
The Italianpian
Cristofori,
who designed
the first piano in 1709, gave it the
tongue-twisting name "gravicembalo
colresemblance
pian e forte."
a
close
theBearing
harpsicord, and
musically tosimilar
to the
dulcimer, the instrument proved
easier to play than to pronounce,
and its popularity grew rapidly.
An instrument for
"hidden talent"
The oldest Cristofori piano now in
existence, dated 1720, is in a New
York collection. As in all early
pianos, tweenitsthe walls
keyboard
recessed
beof theis case,
making
toit impossible
be seen. for the player's hands
Originally
the orchestra, and laterplayed
as anwith
accompanying
instrument, it was not until a London
Johannthe Christian performance
Bach, in 1768,by that
piano
emerged as a solo instrument.
Age of the upright
Although England, France and Gerwere the early
centers,many America
had piano-making
its share in
developing the modern piano. The
first successful upright was made
in Philadelphia in 1800, and in 1825,
a Bostonian designed the ironframed,
instrument
we know heavy-stringed
today. These developments
made
the
piano
the
leading
instrument — and a favorite"home"
with
music lovers everywhere.

THE VOICE OF THE PIANOranges from less than 30 to more
than
c.p.s. Thefrom
piano's
entire
rangeest to6,000
of overtones,
heavithe
most delicate,
canthe best
be
reproduced
and realism with
by: life-like naturalness
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!

HAROLD
MeCLINTON,
vice-president
ofL.radio,
and Phillip
Young,N.headW.
ofinAyercharge
the &commercial
copy
department,
Son,
New
York,
are
in Hollywood
inof the
connection
with
the
premier
Jan. 24
Charleson E.theHires
Icebox Follies
Blue. program. Hires
ELEANOR
KILGALLEN,
CBS casting director, on Feb.
joins Young
New York,
in a 5similar
capacity.& Rubicam.
LUIS
G.
DILLON,
for
nine
years
executive
in the Inc.,
BuenosNewAires
officeandaccount
ofsince
McCann-Erickson
York,
last
July
a
member
of
the
foreign
departm
e
n
t
i
n
New
York,
has
been
appointed
vice-president
McCann-Erickson Corp.,a
Latin-American ofaffiliate.
MUL
WOOD,
radio hasdirector
Erickson,
Chicago,
resignedof McCannto freelance.
GEORGE
C.
McNUTT,
formerly
R.
G. LeTourneau
Inc.,office
Peoria,of Botsford,
111., haswithjoined
the
San
Franciico
Constantine & Gardner. He will supervise service in connection
with thefield.
agency's account
in the
heavy industry
DOROTHY
MAIMAN,
copywriter foron
Marshall
Field,
dept.
store,
Jan.
22 is to join Needham, LouisChicago,
& Brorby,
Chicago.
Stone, Roesler Merge
Under Broadcast Sales
MERGING
office located ofin the
NewPeggy
York Stone
and the
Georgeder theRoesler
office
in
Chicago
unname of Broadcast Sales,
station representatives,
was announced this week. Firm, according
to Mr. Roesler will represent only
six stations. Miss Stone formerly
was associated with Spot Sales.
George Roesler formerly was an
account executive with First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Broadcast Sales represents
WINN Louisville and January 1
acquired KFMF Shenandoah, 1000
w on 920 kc. New York office is
located at 304 E. 41st Street;
Chicago office is in the 360 N.
Michigan resenBldg.
Firm Coast
will beby repted on the West
the
Homer Griffith Co. of Los Angeles
and San Francisco.

WFIL SELLS SELF
COURTESY PLUGS
TAKING
"donationcourtesy
tone"
out
of theTHEtraditional
announcements, WFIL Philadelphia,mentshason put
program
a cash
basis announcewith the
promotion department supplying
advertising copy and buying time
from the sales department at the
regular
This card
new rate.
commercial schedule
guarantees time for the plugging
of various local and network shows,
whereas through the erstwhile
"courtesy"
ments weremethod,
liable tosuchshiftannouncein case
of commercial commitments.
In the promotion department,
the buying of time to promote
station "merchandise" becomes an
integral part of the spendable
budget apportioned to all advermedia. For theProgram
client, anIt's
an addedtisingadvantage.
nouncements are now on a par with
ness.
the station's commercial spot busiSchutz Moves
R. J. (Chris) SCHUTZ, for 10
years advertising Kleinhans
manager ofCo.,
the
on March 1 becomesandvice-president
manager of Baldwin
&^'^1°Strachan,
agency. BufBehis ca-i
reer as ginning
anvertising
adwith J. Walterwriter
Mr. Schut
„ , z Chicago.
ThompsonHe went
Co.,
as publicit
to Buffalo
y diHengere
rector of Wm.in 1931
r Co. Three
years hanslater
Co. he went with the Klein-

ANTHRACITE
New York,
has
appointed J.INDUSTRIES,
Walter Thompson
Co.,
New York,
asmediaagencyplansforarean inindustry
campaign.
New
preparation.
Account
has
been
inactive
in
radio
for
a
year or more.
NATHANrector, hPERLSTEIN,
merchandising
dibeen promoted
advertising
manager of as Pabst
Sales Co., toChicago.
FRANKager of Elgin
R. BRODSKY,
advertising
manNationaladvertising
Watch Co.,manager
Elgin,
has teen
appointed
of111.
the
Pepsodent
Division
of
Lever
Bros.
Co., Chicago.
SPENCER
SHOE
Corp.,
Boston,
chain
ofof Triplex
55 storesor Spencer,
operating hasunder
the names
appointed
Nor-as
man effective
D. Waters Feb.
Assoc.,
New
York,
agency
1.
Current
schedule
includesland andevening
chain
breaks
in
New
Engare now inPennsylvania.
preparation. New radio plans
PEPSODENT
Chicago,
will program
sponsor
beginning
Feb. Co.,
1 anPepsodent,
hour-long
called
Laon Sonriasa
three
times
weekly
WPRP
Puerto
Rico.
Indefinite
contract placed direct.
GROVE
LABS., Jan.
St. Louis,
to start
ashows
test campaign
22 usingwasfive-minute
and la.
spotandannouncements
on KVFD
Ft.
Dodge,
KBIZ
Ottumwa
weeks. Agency is Russel M. SeedsforCo..18
Chicago.
H.mattresses),
GOODMAN hasInc.,signed
Cleveland
Dove
forcommentator,
a (White
news series
by JohnCleveland,
B. Kennedy,
on
WJW
Monday
through
Friday
1-1 :15 p.m. beginning Jan. 22. Agency is
Lustig Adv., Cleveland.
UNITED
DRUG
Co,
will runone-cent
radio
advertising
forproducts
its Boston,
semi-annual
sale
of Rexall
for a four
days
during
the
first
week
in
May
on
list
of
probably
over
200 transcribed
stations. Talent
and format
the usual
programof
used
havegiving
not consideration
been quarter-hour
determined.
Company
isof still
to
sponsorship
a network show but has arrived at no
decision.
New York.Agency is N. W. Ayer & Son,
FURMBILT CLOTHING Co., Los Angeles
(chain clothiers),
22Raymond
starts thriceweekly
local
cut-in onon Jan.
BlueKECA
hamgeles.
SwingContractProgram
Los GraAnis for 39on weeks.
Firm
also
sponsors
daily
quarter-hour
newscast
on
KDYL meSalt
Lake
City
and
spot
announcen
t
s
o
n
KFMB
San
Diego.
Allied
Adv.
Agencies, Los Angeles, has account.
J. G.berHAGEY,
of the Kitchener,
B. F. Goodrich
Co. of-HoggCanada,
Ont., Ruband
G. Russel
of Lambert Pharmacal
Co.
(Canada),
Toronto,
have
been
named
rectors of the Assn. of Canadian Advertisersdisucceeding
R.
L.
Sperber,
Sterling
Products
Ltd.,
Windsor,
and George
Stinebeck, toBauerthe
& Black,
who have
New
York Toronto,
and Chicago
officesmoved
respectively
of theirdiate pacompanies.
Mr.ACA.Sperber
is immes
t
president
of
Now
ofgate-Palmolive-Peet
ACA is C. R. Vint,
president president
Co.j,
Toronto,
whoof Colhas
been named
a director Measurement,
of the Canadian
Bureausenting
of Broadcast
repreACA on the nine-man BMB board.

Elecrricaf Research Products
D'wisicn

JACKSON — DOUBLED!
Jackson is on the double these days.
It is the dustcenter
as manytwiceinries, twice theofoiltwice
production,
as many people, TWICE the business.
WSLI-theefFective,
"Double-Return"
station—
ofoffersthisyoumarket—
at thorough
less cost.coverage

Western Elictrk Compatiy
195 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

■iBlUE NETWORK ■!
WEED 6, COMPANY
NATIONAL KEPKEf£//rAT/V£f
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Subscription

Radio

Is Wanted

By People, Weiner Tells FCC
CONVINCED that the FCC wi]l
serve Bank of New York, executive
of R. H. Macy & Co. and nationally
license
subscription
("pig-squeal")
radio because
a survey
indicated known tax expert, and Robert M.
that the people want it and many Hutchins, president of the U. of
would prefer it over commercial Chicago, of which Mr. Benton is
radio, officers of Subscription vice-president.
Radio Inc., subsidiary of Muzak
Mr. Fly did not attend the WashCorp., in Washington last week
ington demonstration, although it
demonstrated their proposed serv- was recalled
during allocation
ice to members of the Commission, hearings, justthatbefore
Weiner
its staff and to news personnel at testified Chairman Fly Mr.
called a rethe Mayflower Hotel.
cess
and
left
the
hearing.
At
There was no doubt in the mind time Mr. Weiner mentioned asthata
of Joseph Weiner, general counsel possible director of subscription rafor the William Benton interests,
dio Chester Bowles, OPA administrator and former partner of Mr.
but that the FCC was "sold" on
the proposed service as outlined Benton in the Benton & Bowles
last October at allocation hearings agency.
[Broadcasting, Oct. 16]. Neither
Ratner, formerly of CBS,
was there any doubt but what the OPAVictor
and the Democratic National
Commission would interpret its Committee publicity staff, used
multiple ownership rule as not charts to explain a survey conapplying to Subscription Radio,
ducted by the Office of Radio Redespite the fact that three chanColumbia U., under the
nels will be required in each city direction search,
of Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld.
where the service operates.
The findings showed that most of
Fly Not Present
the 1,000 persons interviewed in
the Greater
New York
area would
don't
Mr. Weiner declined to name of- like
that they
ficers of Subscription Radio Inc. but pay acommercials;
nickel
a
day
for
subscription
said it was owned by the "same in- radio, offering (1) classical and
terests" as MuzakFly,Corp.
of which
James Lawrence
former
FCC sweet music; (2) popular music,
Chairman, is board chairman. He and (3) "public service programs".
Under supervision of William J.
said directors include Beardsley
Ruml, chairman of the Federal Re- Herdman, Muzak vice-president

The news
Buy

is going around-

KQV

in Pittsburgh!

Allegheny Broadcasting Corp.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.
BROADCASTING
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and chief engineer, a demonstration was given. Muzak music was
piped into the hotel via a radio
set, equipped with the proposed
"gadget" to be made available
only to subscribers. At first the
music was splendid — indicating
reception afforded a subscriber.
Then he cut out the filter and a
sustained 3,000-cycle tone blared
forth, with the music fading to
the background. That's what happensscrifibeato theset service.
owner doesn't subGIVOEN'A
T
Mr. Weiner
that sub"we
D
never
had a explained
thought that
scription radio would be a substiTO
tute for regular radio service,
GLANCE
rather we consider it an additional
service". A few minutes later, however, he declared "we're competiwith everything
there theis".FCC
Mr.tiveWeiner
was certain
would not license subscription radio
as an experimental service, an
old custom with reference to new
services. He was sure, he said, the tomily-"-*-"""" u.er. AbJ
Commission
had subscription
been "sold"radio,
that
the
public wants
Joes rMte Cve'.
that the service is ready to go
'°
domain—
, . , SBC
buyers^
with FCC approval and that experimental broadcasting with the
service would not be necessary.
What They Think
Main purpose of the survey was
to determine what men and women
oking a* ^
of different ages, education and in- 6laTr»tly lo
come levels thought about subscription radio. Results showed
that 41% of the men, 42% of
LOUISVIUES
working women and 29% of housewives would pay the required 5c a
day for the service; that 37% of
the A income group, 40% of the
B and 34% of the C would pay for
it; (D was eliminated on the basis
flatlona>
that FM radios will be purchased
chiefiy by the three other groups) ;
that 44% of those with college
education, 34% of those with high
school education and 29% of those
with grammar school education
would pay; that 58% of the 18-24
32%
ofage thegroup,
35-44 43%
and of28%the of24-34,
the over50 would buy this service.
LAWRENCE, MASS.Some 37% of those interviewed
5000 WATTS'680 KC
in New York were found to be willing to pay for the three services
outlined by Muzak, 57% unwilling
and 6% with no opinion. These
results compare interestingly with
those of a survey made in an
apartment project formerly serv57 % icedof bytheMuzak's
tenantsprograms,
said they where
would
pay the nickel to get music without
talking or commercials, 25% were
SERVING NEW ENGLAND'S
not
cided.interested and 18^ were undeTRATED
Probing for reactions to current
CONCEN
radio fare, interviewers asked
"Are you satisfied with the kind
E
RADIO AUDIENC
of programs
availableanyto you",
and
failed
to disclose
startling
dissatisfaction with the medium —
75% of the interviewees answering
Serving ofan Area
in the affirmative, 19% partly satisfied, 6% disapproving and 3%
ST
with no views. In answer to anLARGEI
152 Cities
RD and
other question, 64% wanted I 3
Towns
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
"changes in radio" while 22%
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
wanted no changes and 14% didn't
know.
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C. R. VINT,Co., president
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
hasof been
namedof
aBroadcast
directorMeasurement.
of theToronto,
Canadian
Bureau
He
represents
Assn.
of
Canadian
Advertisers
on
the
nine-the
man
BBMSterling
board. Products
He succeedsLtd.,R. Windsor.
L. Sperber,
of
Ont., moved to the New York office.
O-CEDAR
OF CANADA,
(floor
polish) onon Jan.
started Toronto
Bulldog
mond
CJBC 15 Toronto.
AccountDrumwas
placed by MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.
CANADIAN INDUSTRIES, Montreal
(paints) on Feb. five-minute
12 starts thrice-weekly
musical
programs Ac-on
a large counttranscribed
number of Canadian stations.
ronto. was placed by Ronalds Adv., ToLYMANin AGENCIES,
Toronto (Tintex).
starts
February transcribed
spots on
varyingdian stations.
frequencies
on was
a number
Account
placed ofby CanaRonalds Adv., Toronto.
LAVOLINE
CLEANSER
Co.,
Toronto
(Lavoline), hason started
transcribed spot
announcements
stations. Account
wasa number
placed byof Ontario
F. H. Hayhurst Co.,
Toronto.
LEVER BROS., Toronto (Lifebuoy) starts
Feb. 12 five-daily
transcribed
spot announcem nts on a large
number byof Ruthraufi
Canadian
stations. Account
was placed
& Ryan, Toronto.
VITROPHANE Corp., Brooklyn (decoratingsical
transfer),
has started transcribed
muquarter-hour
twice weekly
onRubinCFRB
Toronto.Newprogram
Account
& Lesser,
York. was placed by
SEALY MATTRESS
and
Milwaukee,
on Jan. on21Co.,
beganChicago
a weekly
transcribed
program
WGN
Chicago
for
52Chicago.
weeks. Agency
is Schwimmer
& Scott,
AKRON
GROCERY CHAINS
AND WHOLESALERS
SPEND OVER

JHE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

5.000 D
1,000 N
95%
OF THEIR RADIO
ADVERTISING DOLLAR
ON WAKR

MISSISSIPPI
CROPS

'

mi-

Jones and Milldfy
Named Cowles V-Ps
Other CBC Officers Reelected
To Their Respective Posts
ELECTION of Merle S. James,
general manager of WOL Washington, and ofJames
Millory, vicepresident
CowlesS. Magazines
Inc.,
as vice-presidents of Cowles Broadcasting
Co.,
was
announced last
week following a
board of directors
meeting
Moines. in Des
Other officers of
the broadcasting
company elected.
wereThe comrerectly
KRNT
Des
Mr. Jones
Moinespanyandoperates
WOL,diand through subsidiaries, WNAX
Yankton, WCOP Boston and
WHOM New York-Jersey City.
The meeting discussed programming of the stations and methods
of improvement with emphasis on
news programs and other programs
directly related to the war and
how they could be handled with
greater service to the public.
Other officers reelected were:
Gardner Cowles Jr., president;
John Cowles, chairman of the board
and vice-president; T. A. M. Craven,
vice-president; Craig Lawrence,
vice-president; Phillip R. Hoffman,
vice-president; Carl T. Koester,
treasurer; Vincent Starzinger, secretary; Karl R. Haase, assistant
treasurer; L. Denemore Peterson,
assistant treasurer; Arthur T.
Gormley,
Directorsassistant
elected secretary.
were:
Messrs. Gardner Cowles Jr.,
John Cowles, Craven, Lawrence,
Gormley, Starzinger.

BRING

$414,000,000
The total value of Mississippi crops
in 1944 hit an all-time high record
of52 414
This theis
millionmillion
dollarsdollars.*
more than
previous
year's
crops.
Thisture,highcoupledincome
from oil
agriculwith new
and
industrial
development,
makes
the Mississippi market one of the
most fertile markets in the growing South.in Mississippi much new
Here
wealth is waiting to be spent.
You can be sure of reaching this
Able-to-Buy market by having
WJDX• Bur— "the voice of Mississippi"
— carry your sales message —
WJDX
to D-O-M-lN-A-T-E continues
the radio-listener
audience in Jackson and Mississippi.
3u of Agricultural Eco
nomics.

IRE Reappoints Four
COMPLETING the roster of officers for the coming year, board of
directors of the Institute of Radio
EngineerspointedlastHaradenWednesday
reapPratt, MacKay
Radio & Telegraph Co., secretary;
Raymond A. Heising, Bell Labs.,
treasurer; Alfred N. Goldsmith,
consulting engineer, editor.
FOR UNUSUAL
PERFORMANCE IN IDAHO?

OwfMd lod Op.r*t.d if
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSPM,JAIS5I5AI£RL
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WCAE,KQVSwitch
Networks June 15
|PITTSBURGH stations WCAE,
low Mutual, and KQV, now Blue,
ivill switch network affiliations
June 15, according to announcements released simultaneously last
Monday by the networks.
The Blue, in adding WCAE,
jains a 5,000 w outlet, operating
fuUtime on 1250 kc, and affiliated
mth the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph. Mutual, in announcing
ihat KQV, 1,000 w station operating on 1410 kc, will become its
Pittsburgh outlet in mid-June,
points out that contracts have
already been let for new studios
and new equipment for 5,000 v*
operation
whenhasmaterials
are available. Station
been ovmed
since
November by Allegheny Broadcasting Corp.
Everybody Happy
Blue announcement was made
jointly by Keith Kiggins, vicepresident in charge of stations, and
Leonard Kapner, president of
Hearst Radio Inc., and general
manager
the Kiggins
. Hearst-ovmed
WCAE Inc.of Mr.
stated
that the Blue had taken a major
step forward in acquiring the new
affiliate in Pittsburgh "a great
[businesstional
center
fromoriginates
which na-In
advertising
increasing
volume."
WCAE
has an
DUtstanding record of real service
to public and advertisers, he added.
Welcoming affiliation with the
Blue, Mr. Kapner predicted the
station would play an important
part in furthering Blue progress.
Gratified to have the station join
Mutual, which he described as the
'nation's most aggressive network,"
G. S. (Pete) Wasser, KQV vicepresident and general manager,
anounced at the same time that the
station had contracted for the services of two new executives — Maurice Spitalny, as music director,
and
"Pie"Pirate
Traynor,
formerly
Pittsburgh
third baseman,
as sports director. (See story, p.
'42.)
Executives Delay Meet
BECAUSE Sen. Burton K. Wheeler
(D-Mont.),
speaker,
was
attendingitsthescheduled
funeral last
week
jfthe Rep.
J.
F.
O'Connor
(D-Mont.),
Radio Executives Club of New
York ingpostponed
its scheduled
meet-1.
for last Thursday
to Feb.
3en.
Wheeler,
chairman
of
the
In;erstate Commerce Committee who
some weeks ago wrote for The
Progressive, an article "The Shocking Truth About Radio," charging
radio was "dollar-hungry", is slated
CO
discuss
"What's Wrong With
Radio".

Yo
ou
to

don't

locate

radar^*^

need

the

retail market

pot o' gold . . . It's Northern
and

the

Bay

Statistics
$2,246

California

Area

show

San

per capita

Francisco's

income

is
for cities

the
over

nation's
500,000.

paycheck

the

The

average

weekly

*r VICTORY J8ANK ^
is 'li-J-^^''^^=^Sk

pot o' gold

rainbow

Dewey Speaks
30V. castThomas
E. Deweyaddress
will broadhis first major
since
;he November elections exclusively
SAN
)n NBC Feb. 8 from the annual
Lincoln Day dinner at the Hotel
Statler, Washington, 10-10:30 p.m.
3.\Iolly
C. isJohnson's
ife
canceled Fibber
for the McGee
occasion.
JROADCASTING
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highest

/^^^

market

cover

like a

by using

KPO.

KPO's the only 50,000 watter west of
Salt Lake, north of Los Angeles, south
of Seattle and east of Moscow.

FRANCISCO

THIS IS THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Represented by NSC SPOT SALES
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Getting
Closer

to

Television

EXPERIMENT
in public
relations being conducted
by WHK
Cleveland
furnishing
gratis
the servicesconsists
of theof WHK
Orchestra
play17forsenior
a two-hour
dance inatCleveeach
ofto the
high schools
land and surrounding
communities.
During
each of with
the dances
period
will be broadcast
a studenta chosen
for the opportunity to sing with the
orchestra. Announced by H. K. Hacltathoru,
vice-president
general
manager the
of WHK,
plan and
worked
out
cooperation
andwas approval
of thewithrespective
school boards
and has
for its purpose
the flight
object orchestra
of bringingto
the
of a top
the treat
students.
from
the dancesAllmayproceeds
be usedobtained
by the
schools
as they
wish. Mayor
Burke was
to attend
the firstThomas
dance
Jan. 19 at Collinwood High School.
Preview Guests •
COCA COLA Co. bottlers were invtualited toaffiliates
gather last
in the
studiosto hear
of Mu-a
Friday
preview
of
the
company's
Songs
From5
Morton Downey, which shifts Feb.
from Blue to Mutual Monday through
Friday 12 :15-12
:30 p.m. vice-president
Speakers inMicholson,
in chargecluded H. B.of bottling
sales, and Felix
Coste,
vice-president
and
advertising
director, Coca Cola Co.; and
Edgar
Kobak,
MBS
president.
Mr.
Kobak
was to introduce Morton Downey,
singing star of the show expected
back tofromparticipate
a USO European
tour in
time
in the broadcast.

With a license from the
FCC for experimental television broadcasting — the
first such license granted to
any station between the
Mississippi and the West
Coast — KDYL has put its
technicians to work setting
up the required equipment.
In the miraculous new medium of tomorrow, KDYL
stands out in front just as
this station has led the west
in radio broadcasting.

NBC Consumer Campaign
IN DOUBLE-SPREAD ads in January issue of Life, the Atlantic
Monthly.NBCHarper's,
Time andtheU.firstt>
News,
has launched
cycle inpaignawhichspecial
1945
camwill entail consumer
an expenditure
of well over $100,000. Magazine cambe supplemented
extensivepaigndirectwillmail
promotion via byreprints.
Program Films
WESTINGHOUSE Electric & Mfg.
Co.,
Pittsburgh,
sponsor
CharlesfilmsThomas
NBC, of
plansJohntoof
make
of the onprogram.
Series
two-reel
shorts hospitals
will be made
available 35tommschools,
and
charitable organizations. Agency is
McCann-Eriekson Inc., New York.

MctckandUln^ & 1^ to motion
WHK Experiment — NBC Consumer Campaign
WGAR Booklet— Topeka Tile
WLW Coffee Promotion
TO INAUGURATE its 1945 series of
"One-A-Month" food promotions,
WLW
Cincinnatidept.
through
its grocery
trade relations
is devoting
the
first campaign to coffee promotion.
Supporting
the
spot
announcements
for coffee on the air will be features
on the Home Forum broadcasts, with
new
using coffee
ideas recipes
for the housewife
for and
the useotherof
coffee, BuyandizingWay,
the
WLW
merchwill devote
a with
twopage
spread toto magazine,
the
coffee
feature,
suggestions
grocers
as
to
how
reap the greatest benefits from theto
WLW promotion.
* * *
362 Thanks to KNX
" 'THANKS,' said the sheriff !" introKNX response
Los Angeles
ing dofuces athe
receivedfolderby tellthe
station cardsonto community
their plan leaders
of sending
postto notify
them of outstanding programs and
scheduled
featuresThe— such
speech
by Churchill.
folderas aidentifies
those whovealingwrote
by
positions,
not
renames. The blurb tells of plan,
how
it works so successfully
and
"helps
page.
^
make KNX
. a powerful
Letters
are quoted
in part^ onsalesman."
the back
WGAR Booklet
BOOKLET
containing
reprints byof
broadcasts made
from overseas
Dave Baylor, war correspondent and
isprogram
being director
distributedof WGAR
by the Cleveland,
station to
agencies,
advertisers
and friends.
Baylor interviewed soldiers
from Mr.
the
Cleveland
area
on
many
of
his pro-of
grams from the European Theatre
Operations.
CKAC Brochure
TO PROMOTE
its early
show.
Charivari, CKAC
Montreal,morning
CBS
outlet, has issued a brochure, in black
and white with cartoon-like illustrations.

WKY Brochure
THREE
of eyes
peerby atWKYthe
reader of apairs
brochure
released
containing an evaluation of Oklahoma
City
by Gen.the William
Knudsen,
director
Army
AirE. Technical
Service ofCommand
; Marquis
Childs,
Washington columnist, and Thomas E.
ities.
«
Wilson,son & Co.
chairman
of
the
board
of
*
*
Brochure is designedWil-to I
show Oklahoma's postwar potentialYankee Folder
FOLDER
promoteprograms
the Yankee
Network newstoservice
sponsored
by
Smith
Bros.,
Poughkeepsie,
N.
for coughdrops has been released byY.
the
for distribution
New regional
Englandnetdrugstores.
Programsto
are heard Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
12:15-12:30 p.m.
and Monday-Wed*nesday-Friday 6-6*:15 p.m.
*
Letter Contest
WJZ
conducted
a letterwritingNew
contestYorkamong
New York
City
area high schools and awarded 200
studentphonytickets
the Boston
''Sym-on
Orchestra toConcert
sponsored
the
Allis-Chalmers
Co., Blue
Agencyby the
is Compton
Adv., Mfg.
New
York.
* * *
Topeka
Tiletheme of a proPROTECTION
is thethe
motion piece from
novelty idea
shop atvidedWIBW
Topeka.teapot
Tieuptile.is prowith
a
decorated
tile (.-an be torn off the brochure The
for
practical use at home. A sales message
is glued to the* bottom.
* *
CKAC Pamphlet
CKAC Montreal has distributed a carpamphletCharivari,
on its morning
weekdaytoonprogram
a participating
funfest
program.
Recordings
of the
program
are available,
the sales message
of the according
pamphlet. to

Today a talented and welltrained staff of announcers
assures KDYL advertisers
utmost effectiveness for
their messages — in a market where 970 out of every
1000 homes have radios.

National Representative:
John Blair & Co.
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FOR THE FIGHT

AGAINST INFANTILE PARALYSIS
Many famous personalities of screen
and radio have graciously donated their time
and talent to make the 1945 March of Dimes
Campaign top all records. They've done a
great job on electrical transcriptions and in
volunteering for live netv/ork shows to comebut now it's up to you! Your time is needed to
bring their appeal for the protection of our
country's children to the attention of those
who can help — your listeners — the American public.

^TOP FLIGHT ST
ARS
with a Message close to the
Nation's Heart
# The 1945 March of Dimes entertainment parade
features 15 minute recordings by Kay Kyser and his Kollege
of Musical Knowledge with Georgia Carroll and Buddy Twiss;
the U. S. Navy Band saluting our fighting Allies; Raymond
Scoff and his Orchestra playing original arrangements of his
own popular tunes; a dramatic appeal by Hollywood star,
Clark Gable and Basil O'Connor; and frank Sinatra singing
the hit tunes of the day.
9 Other March of Dimes highlights include one minute
spots by such well-known personalities as Walter Winchell,
Mary Pickford, Clifton Fadiman, Lowell Thomas, Henry
Kaiser and Gabriel Heatter. Headlining the January
live network shows will be Frank Sinatra,
Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Dinah Shore,
Eddie Cantor, and scores
of others.

BASILPresident
O'CONNOR

BROADCASTING

They'll give
their dimes if you'll give your time during
the coming campaign — January 14th to
31st. Every transcription and live show
you broadcast will help the fight against
infantile paralysis. G/Ve your f/me fo fhe
March of Dimes!
HOWARD J. LONDON
Radio Director

THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS, INC.
Annual Fund-Raising Appeal
120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 5, N. Y.
• Bra/idcast Advertising
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New KPO Accounts
THREE
NEW
accounts have
been placedSt.
onLouis,KPOthrough
San Francisco.
Russel theM. Grove
Seeds Labs.,
Co., Chic
a
g
o
,
i
s
sponsoring
Korn
Kobblers,
transcribed,
6:16-6:30
p.m. Monday.
Purple
Blade
Corp.,
San
Francisco,
has
started
for 52 weeks
Close
Shave,
five-minute
transcribed
program,Garfield
heard &daily
except
Monday,
through
Guild,
San
Francisco.
California
Packing
Corp.,
San
Francisco, isthrough
McCann-Erickson,
San
Francisco,
placing
transcribed
spots
Del Monte coffee, Monday and Wednesday.for
Play Spot Interest Shown
NEW
Yorkof theatres
are showing
interestloin the cause
the midnight
newsproductions.
period
l y toGuild
promote
Broadway
Theatre
has
contracted
for
six-on
times
weekly
period addition
effective toJan.itsa24fourWOR weekly
New York
times
spot onin WEAF
New York, to
promoteOut,"Jacobowsky
and Blaine-Thompson
the Colonel" and
"Sing
Sweet placed
Land".
Co., New
business
Guild
and forYork,
Select Theatres
which forusesthea
four-times weekly spot for "Laffin Room
Nelson Expands
Only." BROS., Chicago, is sponsoring
NELSON
two
quarter-hour
shows. and
RecordRhythm
Reveilleoff
Monday through Saturday
the Record
fective JanSunday
. 15 and onJan.WGN21 Chicago,
respectively.efCompany
alsooriginating
has renewedfromitsthttwoServiceinterviewmen'sshowsCenter,
Service onCenter
Canteen
and
Chicago
at
Night,
WGN.
Contracts
for 52Adv.,
weeks Chicago.
were placed by Geo. H. Hartman

Republic to Increase Radio
REPUBLIC PICTURES Corp., New York,
continuing its cooperative advertising campaigns for "topcowboy
budget"
films
and
for the
Roy
Rogers,
film with
star, co-op
will enlarge
its advertising
activities
drives
for
Wild disclosed
Bill Elliott
his western
series,
it was
at and
a sales
conference
in
New York. Republic will place added emp
h
a
s
i
s
o
n
radio
advertising
for
Elliott's
films,all useandof isradio,
continuing to stepto upa company
its overspokesman.
Republicaccording
agency is Donahue &
Coe, New York.Evans on WGN
EVANSship Jan.FUR
14 onCO.,
WGNChicago,
Chicagobegan
of a sponsorquarterhour
Sunday
series
titled
Salute
to serthe
Service, which
paysbeentribute
to Chicago
v
i
c
e
m
e
n
w
h
o
have
decorated,
replacing
previously sponsored This Is Hollywood
show.
Thiswhichcompletes
26-weekis
contractAdv.,
began balance
Oct. 15. ofAgency
State
Chicago.
Grant Places S. A. Series
GRANTiary of Grant
ADV. S.Adv.A., Inc.,
BuenosNewAiresYork,subsidbeen
appointed
toCia.,
handlemanufacturers
advertising hasof
Falcon,
Calvo
&
Fontanares and Prestigio cigarettes. Latterof
product
is to be promoted
in a twice-weekly
half-hour
Argentinianprogram
stations. on a network of 13
Sunset West Coast Plans
SUNSETpointedOILBrisacher,Co.,VanLosNorden
Angeles& Staff,
has Los
apAngeles, tomulatinghandle
advertising
and isCoast
forplans
to
include
Pacific
way.
radio as part of its campaign now under

Buyer Radio Time
DUANE JONES CO
New York
Reggie's Reason
"With spot radio I can
pick the time, place and
station best suited for my
client's needs."

tttt
. and your best move
for direct cut copies of
your recordings is to

We agree
"The steady growth of
spot radio buying proves
its flexibility and worth."
General Mgr.

/24
HOUR DELIVERY
/AIR CHECK SERVICE
"as others hear i\"
V COMPLETE FACILITIES
For full air check service, remote pickups, service on all recording problems.

WABD Corset Show
DIANA
CO., toNewuse York,
said onto
beJan.
the 17firstCORSET
corset firm
television,
presented
athehalf-hour
show
on
WABD
New
York,
DuMont
station,
depicting the history
ofthethepresent.
garmentCorsets
from
Revolutionary
times
to
were
models,
but were
shown notin bythedisplayed
hand inoneachWorkshop.
case. Show
was
produced
Television
is Lester Harrison
Assoc Adv., New Agency
York.
Cards for Fighters
WLOKtheLima,
O.Tank
underDepot,
joint issponsorship
with
Lima
playingmen. Thecards
from
listeners
fora collecting
servicedecks
of
cards,
two
to
package,
are
in waterproof
containers
placedpacked
insemblytanks
and
jeeps
leaving
the and
aslinoverseas
e at the Lima
Tank
Depot
for
shipment
to
fighting
fronts
throughout the world
CKEY Starts 5,000 w
CKEY Toronto on Jan. 14 increased its
power
from
to 5,000
w daytime.
will continue 1,000
to operate
at 1,000
w nights.It
CKEY is station
the firstto independently-owned
Canadian
increase
its
power
since the last
Radiosummer
Branch, sanctioned
Dept. of Transport,
Ottawa,
about
Canadian
stations
to
go
to
5,000
w
under40
the Havana Treaty.
WHN Gesture
WAR
communiquesare including
of
localily servicemen
passed byontheWHN
to names
the famofwhich
the menpointsconcerned
New
York,
out
that
many
of
these
bulletinsSidney
cannotWalton,
be putWHN
on thenewsair.editor,
Note
from
accompanies
each
bulletin,
distributed
as
a good-will gesture.
New PA Unit
PRESScial ASSN.
last week established
a prospedepartment
to set upAndrew
gramprogram
s for formerly
networks
and day
agencies.
C.has Lang,
PA
news
editor,
been placed
the antitle ex-of
program
editor. inNewchargeunitwithstarts
services. pansion of network and agency program
Wire Recorder Licenses
FIVE NEW
organizations
have beenMag-licneticensedWireto manufacture
the Armour
Sound
Recorder,
it was ann
o
u
n
c
e
d
l
a
s
t
week
by
the
Armour
Foundation. They are E. H. ScottResearch
Radio
Labs., cago;Chicago;
J.
P.
Seeburg
Corp., ChiLawyt Corp.,andBrooklyn;
Lab., Evanston,
Boosey Radiotechnic
& Hawkes,
London.
Griffith Expands
HOMERtion representative,
GRIFFITH hasCo..taken
Hollywood,larger
staquarters at 681 Market St., SanoverFrancisco
and appointed Edithecutive-managerOlson
as
account
ex. Mr. Griffith
Cisco.
time between Hollywood
and will
San divide
Fran- i
Nurse Recruiting
TO
in the18Army
Nurses
Corps,secure
one enlistments
of a group
nurses
whoon
have
seen
action
appearof oneach
week PatBandstand,
record
program
WPAT
erson, N. J. to describe their experiences.

KTUL
5000 Sales -Productive
Watts in Tulsa
J, Page 52 • January 22, 1945
&

mco^^^G
CO
1121 Vermont Ave. , Washington 5, D. C.

PORTLAND, ORfGOl
CBS AfHliatQ
FREE & PETERS
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History of Communications. Number Thirteen of a Series
MILITARY

RADIO

COMMUNICATIONS

Today
the allied
representof the
engineering
design. military
Progress radio
from equipments
the spark transmitter
World"tops"
War in1
to present-day equipment is, indeed, a far cry. Taking up where they
left o£F December 7, 1941, Universal Engineers, with their added experience with precision military equipment, shall produce for the public,
electronic devices not of fantastic design — but of proven utility and
quality.
AfterbeVictory
is ours,
amateurs,
as "hams,"
will
back after
theirradio
experience
withaflfectionately
mihtary radioknown
equipment
with
an
even greater
desire have
to operate
their own and"rigs."
It will becomponents
then that
Universal
will again
Microphones
recording
available on dealers' shelves.
K FREE— History of Communications Picture
Portfolio. Contains over a dozen pictures suitable for office, den, or hobby room. Write for
your "Portfolio" today.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
rOUIGN DIVISION: 301 CUY STREH, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA • CANADIAN DIVISION: S60 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA

Our Respects to
(Continued fr om Page 38)
chance to describe a football game.
It was new to him, but Jack struggled through with it. His second
game was better. Another offer
came from WLAC and Jack, in nis
final college year, did u sportscast
on WSM and one on WLAC. When
he received his Master's degree
June 6,eral1934,
M. Craig,hadgen-a
managerEdwin
of WSiM,
graduation present waiting — a fulltimeMeanwhile
job on theJack
Nashville
becamestation.
fast
friends with Ed M. Kirby, sales
promotion manager of che National
Life Insurance Co., owners of
WSM. Together they worked out

many
control" programs.
In 1935"remote
Jack organized
the WSM
special
events
department
later became director
of news and
and
special
events.
His friend, Ed Kirby, went to
the NAB
as public
director and Jack
took relations
over publicity,
too. Then came war shadows and
Mr. Kirby was appointed special
adviser to the Secretary of War
in charge of radio. In early 1941
hethe organized
RadioRelations
Branch andin
Bureau of the
Public
in April that year Jack Harris went
to Washington to become director
of news and special events of the
new branch.
In October 1942 he was commissioned amajor in the Army Spe-

fSilas, Is there just
1 one Radio Station
L in the U.S.?

You cannot cover the

on. But
T^oepe,
J^^ther
arereck
lots
WD AY is all I need!^

tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches
•
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking

persons
persons
persons
persons

STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with
WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy.
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lat's a joke, don't you? Well/the
maHer is that thousands of people

cialists Corps, which was disbanded
the following December. Because
of his age Jack was commissioned
a captain in the Army of the United
States. On June 4, 1943, he attained his majority and last May
4 wasnel. Hispromoted
old boss toat lieutenant
WSM, had colobeen
commissioned a lieutenant colonel
inEd April
1942
and
later
became
Col.
Kirby.
When Col. Kirby went overseas
last year Col. Harris was named
acting chief of the Radio Branch.
In the summer of 1941 Jack Harris, then
civilian, and
covered
maneuvers in aTennessee
Louisiana
for the Radio Branch. His chief job
was to see that the various radio
correspondents were given full cooperation and to consult with field
public
Duringrelations
Octoberofficers.
1941 the Army
held its first free maneuvers under
Lt. Gen. Walter Kraeger, whose
troops landed on Luzon. There were
radio problems to be worked out
and Jack Harris went into a huddle
with
Krueger'scolonel
chief ofnamed
staff
— a Gen.
lieutenant
Dwight D. Eisenhower. Together
they learned:
-Livethebroadcasts
done(1) from
front; (2)couldn't
a methodbe
of recordings should be developed;
(3) correspondents
trans-to
ported to the frontcould
and beback
fixed points for live broadcasts.
As a result of those maneuvers
the Radio Branch encouraged development ofthe wire recorder. Today both film and wire are used
for frontline recordings, which are
flovra
back to fixed points for
broadcast.
On October 8, 1987, Jack married Mary Curtis, then traffic manthe C. P. Clark
cy agerin ofNashville.
They Adv.
haveagenone
son, and live in Alexandria.
Col. Harris, in civilian days, enjoyed all types of sports, played
golf, a little baseball and swam.
Since the war, however, his chief
ofhobby
the iswar.helping radio tell the story

i'lyer Valley practically never listen
ion but WDAY. You can guess
>ans in terms of radio effectiveness.
Ice our word for it. Ask your local
itributor. He'll tell you the same
e we aren't a foot high!

4,955,144

spinning
spindles
VICTORY
...daily
cloth to producing
wrap aroundcotton
the
WDAY
world.
Produced
from
"picker
to bolt" in the 16-county
O, N. D. . . . 5000 WATTS . . . . N. B. C.
WSPA Primary Area.
AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO FORUM
SPARTANBURG,
& PETERS, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
WSPA SOUTH of CAROLINA
Camp Crofi
5000 watts Day, 1000 Home
watts Night
950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollingbery
BROADCASTING
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on
radio station
Therethe ispart
all theof difference
in theowners.
world
Post-Dispatch Urges Cleanup
between
pure
entertainment
and
news
broadcasting.
What
may
be
tolerated
{Continued from page 13)
or condoned in connection with an
broadcast becomes highly
md that their interest in newscasts is ofmustgoodsubmit.
taste to which all advertisers entertainment
objectionable
luite personal,
quoteterribly
emotional
andas
news
broadcast.in connection with a KANSAS
Just
as
KSD
is
now
turning
away
iometimes
become
tragic
NBC, Columbia,
;hey hear the names and stories of revenue because of its standards of andWhat
Blue donetworks
which shouldMutual
take
radio
newscasting,
the Post-Dispatchbe leadership
loved ones in the news."
in
all
matters
pertaining
has
rejected
many
advertisements
to
radio
prestige,
say
to
the
proposal
Since
"The
public
today
listens
to
cause
the
copy
submitted
was
ob:-adio news with reverence and solemthat middle commercials be barred and
aity,"
urgedup that
a rigid censorship
imposed to
injectionable— repulsive,
text or insuggestive
illustration.or that
respondMr.in Fitzpatrick
l^ind and clean
whatradio
has offensive
rid newscasts
of improper besponsorship?
Others
have
been
rejected
on
the
CITY
become
"one
of
the
most
important
ground
that
the
product
and
the
adshow windows of radio". He concluded
vertising
were not
suitableunfitfor toopenbe
with
the
remark
that,
"A
general
step
discussion
and,
therefore,
Kenley Test
by the entire radio industry adding printed in a newspaper which is read JOAN Joan
KENLEY Blouse Corp.,
more dignity
programs ofcer-all in the home.
tainly would beto tonews
the advantage
New York, using radio for the first
The
broadcasting
of
news
by
radio
IS
concerned."
time, is clearing time for a weekly
has become
so vital aa future
public that
serviceit quarter-hour
The last
Post-Dispatch
radiotwostation,
musical program on
has so brilliant
KSD,
year took these
steps and
NBC,
according
to
Sterling
Adv.,
should
not
be
marred
by
cheap
comof itslief own
becauseshould
of itshavebemercialism or by a grasping attitude New York, agency in charge.
that newsvolition,
broadcasts
greater
especially
during a
war whendignity,
radio must
deal constantly
A
with heroism
tragedy.
KSD be-to
lieves that the andpeople
are entitled
hear news without commercial interruptions, and that
broadcastih'gby
of news should
not the
be sponsored
advertisers who deal in palliatives for
bodily
aches
and
pains,
stomach
acidksocrs Will
and gas, body
enlargedandpores,
mmnm
bad itybreath
and odors,
a thousand
one
equally revolting subjects.
K
KSD's decision
to bar
In .'Jimxi'i'/^cadvertisers
from its
radioobjectionable
news programs is in keeping with a long-established While
advertising this
policynewspaper
of the PosiDispatcli.
has
always
had a representative
advertising censorship,
it adopted regulations
SELL
in 1929 that went a good deal farther
O
than any previously adopted by newsC
paper's.
1945's MAOI
Basically,
these
aimed
at
the
elimination of th ! false, fraudulent, unworthy
and cal,
disgusting
advertising
of medifinancial andin other
classifications.
MARKET
It also included advertising claims on
the
borderline
—
claims
not
readily
z
justified
facts or setgeneral
experiwith
ence. Thebyregulations
up standards
Miss Helen Thomas
Spot Broadcasting, Inc.
New York City
Dear Helen;
How're
for you
these days?the Hadbreezes
much blowing
snow
We uphadthere?
much
oi soitin
down
here
the
hills
c e ntly thatrefolks were
really
in. Weagedsnowedtomanstay
on the
and
all
our airWCHS
folks
made
it
toin snow
the studios
suits,
etc.
Good
thing
we did, too.
War tionproducin our
many
here ab plants
out s
kept going
and
we^re
glad
weHow?couldWell,
help.
we
kept
the
air waves full
of. .information
.
told
theof
employees
the
TNT plant
where
and
when busses
would
them
up pickto
get
their them
jobs. toIt
■worked out!
Theschedulesworkers
got in! Promakesduction
feel were
good tomaintained!
be able to
doSurethings
likeus that.
Yrs.,Algy
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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WROL

Y
MARKET

as follows:

KNOXVILLE
Mashville

172.4

277 5
170.4 105.8
Chattanooga
164.5 102.2
his
3 s
mpv
MeE
148.6 the92.sale
ery
edu
ng sch le
advLertisi
should begin
n^ssee:'''2
T ^^^^
.^s WROL. See

PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
General Manager
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director

market .
key for this mag.c
Compan
y, or w.re
and
John Blair
direct for availabilities.
Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area

m

m

EftST TENNESSEE
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Interested in
Cuba's

Market

?

Ask your Time-Buyer about
"RHC CADENA AZUL",
the Colossus* of Cuban
Radio
*Best Radio Service in
Cuba Affiliated with the
Columbia Broadcasting
System.

RHC CADENA AZUL

Odena.

Cuba's only
network
affiliated with
CBS

U. S. Representative
HUMBERTO D. GONZALEZ
220 West 42nd St., New York City
Wisconsin 7-1166

WLW
70O ON YOilll OlAt
THE NATION'S
MERCHANDISE-ABLE
STATION
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(Bob) Alburty, WHBQ Memphis,
District Meetings Endorse BMB
chairman of the Resolutions ComContinued from page 13)
mittee, said: "For years now the
been urging th ^ broadcastSioux City, WTIC Hartford, KLZ as one affecting all broadcasters, FCC inghasstations
to improve their physDenver, WTAR Norfolk, KFI Los and not alone those stations with
ical
properties.
As we have imAngeles, KHJ Los Angeles, KMPC which Petrillo's union now has contracts in force.
proved Tour service, some of the raLos Angeles, KXRO Aberdeen,
dio
set
manufacturers
have deKOIN Portland, WIBC IndianapA closer working understanding
crIetasseemed
ed the qualityridiculous
of their for
equip-us
olis, WLAP Lexington, WCMI between
m
e
n
t
.
the
program
and
commerAshland, WBIR Knoxville, KRE
cial
departments
of
local
stations
to
spend
terrific
sums
for
new
Berkeley, WGBF Evansville, WCBS was urged by Robert Atherton, better equipment just to haveandit
Springfield, WEBQ Harrisburg, program director of WMC Mem- wasted with poor reception on poor
WJAC Johnstown, WFIL Philadelphis, in a special panel on program receiving sets."
phio, WMAL Washington, WDZ
A resolution to seek time of the
Tuscola, WDAN Danville, KSCJ problems.
Representing the Government, networks during which a program
Sioux City, KICA Clovis, WPTF Willett
directed
by NAB, and designed to
Kempton,
OWI
Chief
of
Raleigh, WSJS Winston Salem, Station Relations, Washington,
accomplishments
of raKODY North Platte, KTOK Okla- said that OWI asks local broad- present
dio as a themedium
to the American
homa City, KVOO Tulsa, WRNL
listener,
was
adopted
unanimously.
casters to air only enough war efRichmond, WDBJ Roanoke, WTAR
calling for unanimous
fort appeals to do the necessary Mr. Wooten,
Norfolk, WCLO Janesville.
on the proposal, said that
job. He said that the broadcast of action
Among six resolutions adopted too
other media used their own space to
many
Government
appeals
creby the convention in its final busiand
ates listener fatigue and lessens promote
ness session was one endorsing the the effectiveness
that radiotheir
shouldowntearendeavors
a sheet from
of the effort.
the
same
book.
BMB plan dorsand
urging
similar
enRecommendation of the Sales
ement onother broadcasters of Managers
Other resolutions adopted proCommittee, relayed to
the nation.
vided for re-affirmation of the inthe
District delegates by
In the opening session Monday, LewisSixth
try in its endeavor to help win
H. Avery, NAB director of the war dusquickly,
C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer broadcast
proposing a special
advertising,
that
the
of NAB, making his annual report, present standard form of contract effort in that direction in its 25th
stressed as the two major prob- be amended to provide extension of anniversary year; and a resolution
lems now facing radio the critical discount privileges on annual con- expressing the district's gratitude
Mr. Wooten and his Memphis
manpower
the plattertracts beyond the running year, to
meeting.
turner issueshortage
which and
centers
around
colleagues
in acting as host for the
met
with
opposition.
The
sales
manJames C. Petrillo's AFM.
proposal,
if
adopted,
would
Mr. Arney warned broadcasters permit agers'
Among
resolutions adopted at
the advertiser to cancel
that revised Selective Service deDallas was one expressing the Dismands would find station staffs after thetract, still
expiration
of
a
year's
contrict's appreciation of the work of
enjoying, however, the
throughout the nation further de- 52- week discount
during the pe- Mr. Halff and Mr. Ryan and notpleted within the next few months.
riod
he
ran
over
the
year.
ing
its
gratitude to the Dallas staHe emphasized that the local Setions for their part in the meetSeek Set Standards
lective Service boards practically
ing;
a resolution calling on the
were autonomous in the selection
NAB Board to continue its efforts
Upon motion by Henry W. Sla- toward
of personnel for the armed services,
training newcomers for
WMC byMemand that they were determined to vick, general
phis, followingmanager,
a suggestion
Mr. broadcasting; a resolution conmeet their increased quotas. He Wooten,
voted to
demning Petrillo's
emphasized that a deferment was recommendthethatmembership
and
anotherplatter-turner
urging the
other district meet- demands
not to be confused vvdth an exempindustry
to
extend
and expand its
ings consider a plan for establish- interest in public service
tion and that station managers
programs.
ing standards would
upon which
receiver
should attempt now to find replace- manufacture
be based.
The
As
at
Memphis,
a
unanimous
ments for any personnel presently plan would encompass
a cooperative resolution endorsing the BMB plan
in deferred classifications.
adopted. In both cities, Mr.
venture by the engineering com- was
Feltis was host at a luncheon for
mit e sentative
of the committee
NAB ofandthe areceiver
repre- local
Manpower Inventory
advertising agencies.
He appealed to licensees to take manufacturers toward establishan immediate inventory of their
ing minimum standards for sets. If AN ORIGINAL presentation of
staflTs, determining their essential- adopted as proposed, it would pro- television
WRGB Schenectady,
General Electric
station, was produced
Sunday
ity, and to review this inventory
vide that each set meeting such for the iirst
time on a New York
with local draft boards. He added established
standards would bear video station. The
Golden Ox, first of a
that only station managers, in an NAB seal of approval.
GE institutional series, was televised
some cases assistant managers, enSpeaking of the proposal, E. A. over WNBT, NBC station.
gine rs, the program director and
the news chief are deferrable for
occupational reasons in radio which,
he pointed out, still is classified
as an industry essential to the war
effort.
Mr. Arney
reviewed
platterturner
controversy
whichthe finds
the
National Assn. of the Broadcast
Engineers & Technicians and the
AFM both vying for the right to
turn transcriptions. Pointing out
that NABET had filed an unfair
practice complaint with the NLRB,
alleging that the Blue Network and
the NBC had declined to negotiate with the union, Mr. Arney
predicted that the NLRB probably
would report the petition out to
the
review.Circuit Court of Appeals for
The NAB official pleaded with the
delegates to face the Petrillo issue
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

REGISTRATION

6th District
ARKANSAS:
WilliamA. E.England,
Ware, KFPW
KWFC
Hot Smith;
Spring.;BillJohn
Fort
Slates,
KFPW
Fort
J. C. KFFA
Warren,Helena;
J. O. Floyd,
William T.Smith;
TapEd Zimmerman,
Julian
.F.pan,Haas,
KARK Littie
Rock; Roy Judge,
i'KLRA
Little
Rock;
Pat
Walsh,
United
.'Press,Bluff.
Little Rock; Jack Parrish, KOTH
,Pine
'Baton
LOUISIANA:
Roy
Dabodie,
Rouge;
C. Liner
Jr., WJBO
KMLB
Monroe;
Harold
M.J. Wheelahan,
WSMB
New
Orleans;
J.
D.
Bloom
Jr.,
WWL
New
Or^ leans;
T.
B
Lanford,
KRMD
Shreveport;
John C. McCormack, KTBS Shreveport;
'Fred
Ohl, KWKH Davis
Shreveport.
MISSISSIPPI:
M. WCBI
Segal, WROX
Clarksdale;
Bob MoRaney,
WELDM.
WROX
Columbus;
D.
A. Matison,
ISmith,
WAML
Laurel;
F.
C. Hugh
Ewing,
WGRM
Greenwood;
P.
K.
Ewing
WMIS
Natchez;
GeneMcMurry,
Tibbett, Thomas
WELDJr.,
Tupelo;
Emmet
H.
Goldin,
WJPR
Greenville;
Wiley
P.
Harris,
Jackson; L. M. Sepaugh, WSLI
( WJDX
Jackson.
TENNESSEE: E. A. Alburty, Eugene
Pournelle,
John Orr, Portland
WHBQ Flour
Memphis;
I' James
A. Reid,
Co.,
Memphis;
W. A.Dixie
Wilson,
WOPICarter
Bristol;
Norman
Thomas,
Earl
Winger,
M.
Parham,liams,WOOD
Chattanooga;
W.
E.
WilWJZM Clarksville;
JessHart,
Swicegood,
WKPT
Kingsport;
John
P.
WBIR
Knoxville;Knoxville;
Claude H.Frazier,
Allen E.Stout,C.
WROL
W. Slavok,
Frase
Jr., ClifE Goodmai,
Bob Atherton,
WMC Memphis;
H. R. Krelstein,
Francis
Chaml-erlain,
Robert
Hobgood,Hollis
WMPSR.
Memphis; S. Hoyt
B. Wooten,
Wooten,
D.
Wooten
Jr.,
Roy
Wooten,
Wilson
Raney,
WREC
Memphis;
Sowell,Draughon,
F. D. Binns,WSIXWLACNashville;
Nashville;F.Harry
JackC.
M.
Stone,
George
Reynolds,
Dean
Upson,
Ottis
Devine,
WSM Nashville.
WASHINGTON,
C: Mr. Ryan,
Mr.
Arney,
Mr.Broadcasting;
Avery, D.NAB;
K. OWI,
Richards,
WillettMr.Robert
Kempton,
Domestic
Radio
Bureau;
Feltis.
NEW BMI;
YORKCharles
CITY:Godwin,
Ralph MBS;
C. Wentworth,
Burt
Squire,
SESAC;
John
Mayo,
Langworth
Library;
Claude
Barrere,
NBC;
James
Connolly,
Peter Stanley
Schloss,Whitaker,
Blue. UP, At-H.
GEORGIA:
lanta;
Madelinn
Chace,
OWI,
Atlanta.
cago.ILLINOIS: Ralph S. Hatcher, CBS, ChiMISSOURI:
Jerry
A.
Deane,
Kansas&City;Co.George
A. Louis.
Kercher,OWI,Edward
Retry
Inc., Herman
St.
NEW
JERSEY:
H.
Rathkamp,
Pinch Tel., Passaic.
13th District
TEXAS:
Howard
Barrett, KRBC Abilene;
Raymond
D. Hollingsworth,
(Ted)
Taylor,Keese,
Aubrey
Jackson, KGNCO. L.Amarillo;
I Alex
Taylor-Howe-Snowden,
Amarillo; Walter G. Russell, KASA Amarillo.
Pat
Adelman,
John W.Austin;
Gunstream,
StateKTBC
Dept.Austin;
of Education,
Hardy
C.
Harvey,
KNOW
Austin;
E.
Davis,
KRIC Beaumont;
C. B. KBWD
Locke,C.
KFDM
Beaumont;
Wendell
Mayes,
Brownwood;RayAubrey
H. Escoe,Dallas;
KAND
Corsicana;
W.Standard
Crocker,Radio,
KRLDCollins,
Dallas;WFAA
Herbert
Denny,J.
Dallas;
J.
H.
Douglas,
Generaldan, Electric,
Dallas;
Charles
B. WRR
JorRoy Newman,
PeteRalph
Teddlie,
Dallas;
Karl
Lambertz,WFAA-KGKO
K. Maddox,
James
H.
Moroney,
Dallas:
Clyde B. Melville, Lone Star Chain, Dallas;

ROCKFORD'S only STATIOn]

The
San Francisco
Radio Picture

HUGH FELTIS (left), president of BMB, shows a contract for the standard audience measurement plan to Hoyt Wooten, president WREC Memphis, and Sixth District director of the NAB, and C. E. Arney, Jr. (right),
secretary-treasurer of the NAB. Occasion was Sixth District meeting
held in Memphis Monday-Tuesday last week.
Morrislas; W.M.A. Ming,
R. G.KRLD
Terrell,Dallas;
KSKY B Dal-V.
Roberts,
Hammond, Jr.,
D. Lillian
L. Hendrick,
KRRV
NAB DISTRICT
Shermari-Deni-on;
Caldwell
Jarman,
KTSMLayne
EI Paso;
C. L.Ed Trigg,
KROD
MEETINGS
ElStinson,
Paso;
Beatty,
Lally,
R.
C.
GeorgeL. Ca'yle,
Cran ton,
WBAP-KGKO
Dallas;
Gene
KFJZ
Ft.
Worfh;
Troy
McDaniel,
KGBS T.Harlingen;
Bill
Bennett,
Reese Reinecke,
Frank KTHT
Smith,
DISTRICT meetings scheduled by
KXYZ Houston;
RoyKTRHHofheinz,
the NAB First
are being
held as follows:
Houston;
B.
F.
Orr,
Houston;
Kern
Tips,
KPRC
Houston;
James
R.
Curtis,
KFRO
Longview;
Dewitt KRLH
Landis,Midland;
KFYO
District
16Biltmore
— Los Section
Angeles,
Mon., Tues.,
Lubbock;
J.
M.
McDonald,
Jan.
22-23,
Hotel.
Bill Laurie, KNET Palestine; Wayne
District
15
—
San
Francisco,
Fri..
25-2B, 17Fairmont
Hotel.Mon., Thurs.,
Phelps,nest Tex
Deweese,Paris;
KPDNJackPampa:
Jones, KPLT
Hawkins,Er- Jan.
District
—
Portland,
Tues.,
Jan.
Benson14— Hotel.
KIUN Lewis
Pecos; O.W. Seibert,
I. Harpole,KGKLKVOPSanPlainDistrict
SaltHotel.Lake City, Thurs., Fri.,
view;
An- 29-30.
gelo;
Charles
W.
Balthrope,
Bill
Michaels,
Feb.
1-2.
Utah
Districts
Kansas City,
Wed..
KABC
San Antonio;
C. A.K. Peery,
Beaver, WOAI
Hu<rh Thurs.,
A.San L.Antonio;
Halff,
Frederick
Feb.11 10-12—
Muehlebach
Hotel. Tues..
George KTSA
W. Johnson,
Rex Feb.District
—7-8,Minneapolis,
Mon.,
Preis,
Don?
Romine,
San
Antonio;
12-13,
Nicollet
Hotel.
District .3— Pittsburgh, Thurs.. Fri.,
Burton
Bishop,Hackworth,
KTEM Temple;
Robert
Bielch, Don
Erne-t
WalterO.E. Myers,
Huss- Feb. 15-16, William Penn Hotel.
man,
H. Myers,
Frank
Second Section
KCMC
Texarkana;
James
G.
Ulmer,
KGKB
Tyler; R. Lee Glasgow, WACO Waco;
District
1 — Boston, Mon., Tues., March
Arcbie
J.
Tay'or,
KRGV
Weslaco.
5-6,
Statler
ILLINOIS:
Gus
Hagenah,
StandardStation
Ra- District 2—Hotel.
New York,
Fri.,
dio,
Chicago:
Ralph
S.
Hatcher,
March
8-9,
Hotel. Thurs.,
Relations,
CBS, Chicago; A. W. Kaney, District 5Roosevelt
— Jacksonville,
Mon., Tues..
NBC,
Chicago.
12-13.4— Hot Springs, Fri., Sat.,
NEW YORK: George W. Johnston, March
District
SESAC Inc., NewThompson,
York City;
Nel- March
16-17, Homestead
Hotel.Mon., Tues..
New Linnea
York Music
City:
District
Cincinnati,
Ralphson, J. Walter
C. Wentworth, Broadcast
March
19-20.78-9—Gibson
Hotel. Wed.,
Districts
—
Chicago,
Thurs.,
Inc.,
New
York
Ci<-v:
Claude
Wan-e-e. N^O,
New
York
City;
James
H.
Connolly,
Blue
March 21-22, Palmer House.
Network,
New York City;
Hu-rti
Fe.as,
Broadcast
Measurement
Bureau,
New
York
City; Charles Godwin, Mutual, New York
City.
LOUISIANA: George H. Thomas, KVOL
Leaf Gum on NBC
Lafayette.
NEW Telecommunications
JERSEY: Sherman H.Inc.,Rothkamp,
Finch
Passaic.
LEAF
Pan Alley
MISSOURI:
George
A.
Kercher.
Edward
the Air GUM
startedCo.'son Tin
79 NBC
stationsof
Petry
& Co., St. Louis.
WASHINGTON,
C: Lewis
H. Avery,
last Saturday, 5:45-6 p.m. with
Robert
T. Bartley, D.Helen
Cornelius,
NAB. baritone-composer
Jack Owens; the
Vagabonds, Negro quartet; Jimmie
Blade and the Leaftans, instru; Johnny
narratormentalandgroupguest
star. Neblett,
Each week
program will honor the music of
one of America's popular music
composers. Mr. Owens will intergive ain citationview ofa guest
merit star
to aandwoman
the
armed forces. Agency is Bozell &
Jacobs, Chicago.

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
^ <hetW wUh HEADUY-REID
BLUE NETWO.
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Brines Joins WGN
PAUL C. BRINES, director of
public relations of George S. May
Co., Chicago,
new publicity director becomes
of WGN theChicago,
replacing Dalecyclopedia
O'Brian,
now
with
EnBritannica.
Mr.
'Brines,
prior to his association with the
May Co., was Chicago
BROADCASTING
Magazine.manager of

changed!

Lookup

s
Blue'
m

in your latest
Hooper!
It's mf Boy iireo Buy.'

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, to tell
the time.
Today
the population
to CHNS
for the time.listens
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions, MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
CHNS DOES— Try It.
January 22, 1945 • Page 57

Cut in WOV Musicians Urged
{Continued from page 15)
In view of the "extraordinarily
ployment of its members," Mr.
Northrup
"but in the into
in- serious manpower shortage" to
stant casecontinues,
it has descended
which
"featherbedding without a
featherbedding pure and simple.
contributes," the report deAnd this has occurred not only at doubt clares
the union cannot "argue
a time when there is no unem- plausibly thatthat
its members
are musicians, not factory
workers.
We
ployment of musicians either national y or locally, but at a time have already found that unemploywhen the union has secured ad'iment among musicians is absent.
quate protection against unemploy- If the musicians herein involved
ment contingencies in the future" cannot, even in the present labor
through the "unemployment tax" market, find employment in their
on records.
the
number "Quotas
of men which
neededexceed
can, trade, theytunities inwill
war find
work.ample
Theyopporcan
therefore, now in fact be compared learn to perform new jobs just as
to double taxation."
11,000,000 men and women in the

HE'S THE RICHEST FARMER
IN THE U. S.A. !
The California farmer has the highest* cash
income per farm in this country. His cash income for 1942 averaged $8,797 per farm . . . !
The ^eeUttc is primarily built to serve the
Central Valley area of California, plus
Western Nevada, where annual retail sales
exceed *2H billion dollars!
WHAT IS
Not a regional network f
but
a groupkey ofstations,
long- ^
established
each the favorite in its ^
community... combined*
on a new basis for Na- ^
tional spot business.
'Stt MfOattby 9t*tim€ raU listing first underRaleCalifornia
Standard
and Datain
McClatchy
Broadcasting
1
Paul
H.
Company
RAYMER CO.
National
Representative Sacramento, California
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Kenu Coast News
KENU PRODUCTS Inc., Los An(Kenu cleanser),
on Feb.
starts gelessponsoring
weekly
early3
morning,— quarter-hour
Dr. Wallace
Sterling
News Analyst,
on 12
CBS Western stations, Saturday.
7:45-8 a.m. (PWT). Contract is
for 52 weeks. Firm also sponsors
weekly five-minute newscast on
KNX and twice-weeklv 10-minute
commentary by Ed Jorgenson on
KECA.
Little & Co., Los Angeles,
has account.
armed lionsservices
many done.
more Tomil-ba
in war workand have
sure, that it a harsh statement. But
it is quite mild compared to the
realities
of war." that the miniRacommendiJig
mum quota in the WOV-Local 802
agreement be reduced from 12 to
5, the hearing officer also recomthat the union's
for
a 15% mends
increase
in scale demand
be granted
as there has been no increase for
WOV musicians since Jan. 1, 1941.
Increase is made retroactive to
April 1, 1944, but only for the 5
employes retained by the station.
"It is of course neither possible nor
recommended that the 7 extra musicians be dismissed, effective April
1,it 1944,"
Mr. inequitable
Northrup states,
"but
is utterly
to assume
that they should receive any part
of the recommended increase."
Video Musicians Out
Use of musicians on programs
telecast by WCBW, CBS video station in New York, has been temdiscontinued
ceipt ofporarily
an edict
fromfollowing
James re-C.
Petrillo,work staff
AFMmusicians
president,maythatnotnet-be
used on television but that musicians must be specially engaged
for appearances in that medium at
the single engagement rate. Network's television executives hope
to discuss the matter with Mr. Petrillo within the near future and
to work out an arrangement which
will permit the resumption of musical programs.
Last Friday, substitutions were
made for At Home, variety proProgram,gram, andtheVeratwo Massey's
regular Song
CBS
television presentations affected
by the edict. A change in the Thursday night demoiselle
schedule,
with the Maprogram postponed
until a later date, was caused by production difficulties and had no connection with the musician situation,
it was stated.

NLRB Compaint
(Continued from page 18)
which I am sure neither you nor I desire.
Therefore,
I hastenin this
to bring
to your attenmy position
matter
of thetionquestcertification
byallthenecessary
Board,irrespective
andstepsI re-to
you
to
take
put
into force
the agreement
we entered
into andfor effect
the members
of the
AFM in pancake turning."
Mr. Woods' letter expressed the
desire of the Blue for ' a final and
binding determination
of theNABET
jurisdictional dispute between
and"The
the first
AFM".obligation of the Blue",
he
advised
Mr. aPowley
to the
public.
Holding
public "is
franchise,
we willtinue themake
every
effort
to
conoperation of the network*
without interruption, and thus
maintain our essential public servMr. Woods asserted that there
are no legal means by which Blue
can initiate a procedure to settle
ice".
the dispute and "is therefore glad
that NABET is taking this necessarytrillostep."carriesHe outsaidhisthatthreat
if Mr.to Peorder a series of "wildcat strikes" if
the
nets
sign
with
NABET,
"it
will be impossible for us to broadcast
leading
programs
on
the
network because of the absence of music ans. . . The result would be
that the operation of the Blue Network would be seriously jeopardIssuance of the complaint in the
platter-turning case brings the
NLRB into the case for the second
time, after the Board originally
stepped into
controversy dispute
to deized."
termine the the
jurisdictional
between sicians
thewhentechnicians
and
the
muthe War Labor Board
prevented a strike by NABET last
June when James C. Petrillo, AFM
president, attempted to move in at
both networks.
Chronology

Here, briefly, is a chronology of
the platter-turning controversy:
March 1944networks
— New York
key stationswithof
four
reach
Local major
802,operators,
AFM, to effective
employagreement
musicians
turntable
June of1, conim-as
mediately and
followingBlue
termination
tracts of NBC
with NABET.
1944The— Mr.International
Petrillo, in Musician,
official organreof April
AFM.
veals agreement
with turners
networksat toall employ
musicians
for
platter
owned1,
and
operated
stations,
effective
June
andMaysees
jobs
for
at
least
2,000
musicians.
Presidentif musicians
Powley announces
NABET 1944will— strike
move in;
declares
networks
acted in "bad
faith". at
May
22,
1944—
Members
of IBEW
some
25
stations
threaten
strikes
on June
1effect.
if Petrillo-network agreement goes
into
June
1944
—
NABET
strike
averted
WLB ingwhich
orders case in status quo, pend-by
investigation.
July
1944
— NABET
with NBC and
Blue. reopens contracts
August
1944
—
NABET
continueexMay Use Wayne King
on day-to-day
basis withonagrees
netsto 25,
after
piration of itsdetermination
contract
Aug.
pendAMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
ing
NLRB
of
its
jurisdiction over turntables.
York, is understood to be negotiatSept. Examiner
28, 29. 1944—James
Hearings
held beforein
ing to sponsorfromWayne
King, recentNLRB
O. Paradise
the armed
on lya released
network program
for forces,
Lucky NewNov.York.
1944
—
Oral
arguments
on
Strike cigarettes. Ruthrauff & ington. tional question held before NLRB injurisdicWashRyan, dlesNew
York,JackwhichBenny-Lucky
now hanNov.
24,
1944—
NLRB
certifies
NABET
only the
jurisdictionexcept
at allChicago.
NBC and Blue O and O
Strike NBC show for American To- stations
bac o, isssaid
to be series,
the agency
con- Dec. 1944— Nets announce they will start
idering the new
although
negotiations
with
NABET
tract. Petrillo warns
nets onhe new
will concall
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,
strikes if nets give NABET turntable jurishandles all other radio advertising diction.
for Luckies.
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REACTION

TO FCC SPECTRUM

PAUL W. KESTEN
■ CBS Executive Vice-President
:AS to TEt/EVISION, the facts iu
'the FCCtions speak
report
frequency
evenonmore
clearlyallocathan
;the comments which accompany them.
[These
facts
strip
the
advocates
of
lowfrequency,
all hope thatlow-definition
television willtelevision
remain atof
"that
level.
Although
the
report
permits
narrow-band,
television to gocoarse-screen
right ahead,commercial
it takes
;;lish
awayeventhe such
wavelengths
needed
to estaba
system
on
an
adequate
nationwide basis.
' The frequencies available for low'quality
television
are reduced
fromthat18
■to
12, while
the FCC
points out
mearer
frequenciessquarely,
are needed.
Fac.ing thisSO problem
the FCC
proposals quenprovide
frecies, each of themspace
more forthan30 twice
tas
wide
as
present
bands,
for
televi]sion pictures twice as good, in the
■■ higher
wavelengths.
in effect,
the
actuallytheThus,
proposes
sixfortimes
I.new
asCommission
muchand space
spectrum
the
betterin pictures
as for
the
prewar pictures.
Sharing Significant
i;theMost
all, 12perhaps,
cold significant
fact that ofof the
channelsis
left
for
low-quality
television,
are
not evenvision,cleared
for11 telebut must exclusively
be made available
■ for other services as well. And as to
Ithe
one low-quality
channeltheassigned
exclusively
to television,
report
'■ points
out
that
this
was this
done single
only
tosimon-pure
make it television
easier to take
from television entirely,frequency
turning itaway
over
'' tofutureFM vacate
"if television should in the
! It seems to usthisthatchannel".
the whole factual
content of the television sections of the
allocations report clearly indicates the
Commission'stelevision
desire andshould
belief move
that
American
promptly into the higher frequencies
which turesalone
permit high-quality picservice. and true nationwide television
our interpretation
of theits efforts
report
isto Ifcorrect,
CBS towill
redouble
be the first
demonstrate
in actual
broadcasting in the New York area,
the higher quality television pictures m
full and ofnatural
color which
the upper
reaches
the radio
spectrum
make
Until theductionrecent
revision
of
war
schedules and its effectpro-on
civilian
priorities,
we were
that this could be done
before confident
the end
of 1945. It may still be done in that
time, and in any event at the earliest
possible
out war moment
effort. consistent with an all-

PLAN

By J. R. POPPELE
President, Television Bcstrs. Assn.
THE Television Broadcasters Association is pleased
to learnCommission
that the Federal
Communications
has
rendered
a
decision
favoring
ance of commercial televisioncontinuin the
portion of tiie spectrum currently used
by television broadcasters. The Asson, in support
of the Radio before
TechnicalciatioPlanning
Board,
the Commission
duringappeared
its allocation
hearing and
the toestablishment of astrongly
televisionurged
service
th<?
public based on the recommendations
of
the
nation's
top
engineers
and
scientists who comprise the RTPB.
The FCC, as a result of the recent
hearing,
has announced
for television
allocations itsanddecision
other
postwar
The and
Commission,
after dueservices.
deliberation
careful
study, broadcast
holds thatservice
it "doesto not
that
the believe
public
through the use of a six mc channel
with abletheoverimprovements
presently
availprewar developments, should
be abandoned
and commercial
sion held in abeyance
until a televiwide
channel system in the ultra high frequency can be acted
developed
and proven.''
It therefore
accordingly,
stating that it hasbroadcast
"endeavored
assign
to television
as manyto six
mc
channels below 300 mc as possible m
the light of the needs of other services
for frequency space in the same part
of The
the spectrum."
Television Broadcasters Assn.
Inc. earnestly believes
experimentation
in televisionthatwillfurther
bring
new
wonders
to
the
public inpleased
the yearsto
tolearncome.
It
is
extremely
that the recommendations of the
RTPB and TBA that space in the
spectrum
experimental
developmentbe provided
has been foraccepted
by the
Commission.mentation is This
experito be space
availablefor between
480 and 920 mc and I feel certain
the industry will apply itself most
arduously to the task of solving the
problems quencies
which
present. these ultra-high freSupports FCC View
TBA supports
view offrequencies
the Commission that thethehigher
need further experimentation. As the
FCC
points
out,
"the
time
which
may
elapseoped before
be develto operatea system
on widercanchannels
in
these niteultra-high
and primarilyfrequencies
dependent isuponindefithe
resourcefulness
of
the
industry
in
solving the technical problems that will be
encountered."
It istion,noted
this posithe FCCthathasin nottaking
assigned
any
specific quency
chanels
in
the
ultra-high
freband
for
commercial
television.
Thus the Commission has taken the
progressive
view and supports
immethisspectrum
industry diate
in thatcommercialization
position
of oftheleaders.
5000 WATTS* DAY AND NIGHT
recommended
by industry
The FCC
pronouncement
on televican expand
as soon
as manpower
and sionmanufacturing
facilities
can be
made available, TBA believes that
additional
frequencies
can bewhen
provided
for
commercial
television
needs of the Government and the
the
military
may be less
in theobvious
preFent emergency.
It isthan
that
the Commission
hasquite
done all in
its
circumstances ofof
war.power,
to meetunderthe therecommendations
the majority of the industry.
The viFCC
pronouncement
on telesion is concrete
evidence that
the
new art, as presently developed, is
ready tionfornow the
public.
With
this
quessettled by the Government
itself, the
broadcasters
and manufacturers
can
andfor will
proceed
to make
definitetheplans
broadcast
and
for
manufacture
of service
television
transmitters and receivers. TBA looks
forward with eagerness and enthusiasm to the rapid
of televisoonexpansion
as manufacturers
laprMMtMi Nationally by HEADLEY-REED CO. are freesion justto asproduce
civilian
goods.
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ALLEN B. DuMONT
President, Allen B. DuMont Labs.
FROM the immediate engineering and
economic
standpoint, I allocations
believe the new
television
are
reasonably frequency
satisfactory. In the long
rangenels sense,
of
course,
the
12
chanmay prove inadequate
commercialized
telecasting, for
but postwar
it musl
be remembered that the Government
is now using many channels for military purposesunderwhich
may not
be repeacetime
conditions.
However,quiredtelevision
has again
been
given the "green
light"
and cantoward
with
confidence
presume
its
progress
full scale postwar commercialization.
The channels assigned permit the designand
_ manufacture
of practical
television
receivers which
can be
tuned to any telecasting station, plus
the
FM
channel,
as
well,
for
dayround entertainment. The Federal
Communications Commission is to be
congratulated
providing
a workable solution tofora knotty
problem.
SAMUEL H. CUFF
General Manager WABD New York
THE eral
RECENT
decisionCommission
of the Fed-to
Communications
permit tialtelevision
to
remain
esseny itgratifying
s presentto channels
isinparticuthe advertisers
have larly
expended
considerable
time who
and
moneycialin programming
the development
of commertechniques
and
the
stationsin which
have assisted theto
advertisers
these efforts.
These allocations should serve as a
stimulus for even greater creative lan the exploration ofof the
the prograyimingbors ipotentialities
medium
because
the time they
beforeindicate
receiversa shortening
can be moreof
widely distributed and a large, respontiser. sive audience is available to the adver-

BLVE GROUP PLANS
NETWORK ACTIVITY
BLUE Network Stations Planning
& Advisory Committee discussed
plans for Blue operations during
the next quarter with network officials, H. Allen Campbell, WXYZ
Detroit, chairman of the committee, saidclusilast
Thursday meeting
at the con-of
on of a three-day
the group in New York. On Tuesday the group
witnessedand a the
demonstration of television
following evening they attended the
annual
dinner
of
the
Poor
Richard Club of Philadelphia as guests
of Roger
Clipp,inpresident
Blue
affiliate
that city.of WFIL,
Allthree-day
members session.
of the Incommittee
the
addition attended
Mr.
Campbell,
representing
District
2,toWTKY
they
are:
District
1,
William
A.
Riple,
Troy; District 3, C. T. Hagman, WTCN
Minneapolis;
District 4, Henry
P.5, JohnWSGN Birmingham;
DistrictDistrict
Haroldston,Hough,
Vi^orth;
Duncan
Pyle,KGKO
KVODFt. Denver;
District 7,6,
W.'
B.
Stuht,
KJR
Seattle;
District
8,
WCOS Columbia, S. C.
Network officials who met with
the committee include:
Edward J. Noble, chairman of the
board ; Woods,
Chester president;
J. LaRoche Keith
vice-chairman.
Mark
Kiggms,
Kintner,
Hubbell Robinson
Jr., E.
R.Robert
Boroff,
vice-presidents;
John
Norton,
station rectrelations
manager;
Fred
Smith,
or of advertising and promotion; C. di-P.
Jaeger, general sales manager; Don Sea^le,
generalsion;manager
of the Blue's
western
diviAdrain Samish,
national
program
and production
Stanley
Joseloff,
national
director director;
of talent and
development;
CharlesgramC.operations;
Barry,Murray
nationalB. Grabhorn,
director prosistant general sales
manager ; StanleyasFlorsheim,
manager
co-op
program
sales:
Charles E.Frank
Rynd, Marx,
treasurer
and advisory:
assistant
secretary;
technical
Paul Mowrey, manager
of television.

Stettinius to Inaugurate
Series on Foreign Policy
AS PART of the NBC University
of thecialAir,sponsorship
a new ofseries
the under
Dept. offi-of
State titled Our Foreign Policy will
be aired weekly starting Feb. 24
atR. 7Stettinius
p.m. Secretary
State Edward
Jr. willof appear
on the
opening
program,
while
Assistant
Secretary
Archibald
MacLeish
will
act as moderator for future State
Dept. broadcasts which will feature
Under Secretary Joseph C. Grew
and Assistant Secretaries William
L. Clayton, Nelson A. Rockefeller,
James C. Dunn, Brig. Gen. Julius
G'. Two
Holmesother
and Dean
Acheson. bodies
Government
charged with formulation of America's foreign
in discus ion of thepolicy
planswillforjoinbuilding
the peace. After the State Dept.
series, twelve or more additional
programs
will be devoted
American international
policy byto the
legislative branch, with many memberstions
of theCommittee
SenateandForeign
Relathe House
Foreign Affairs Committee participating. Among those who said they
would apepar are: Chairman Tom
Connally (D-Tex.), ranking minority member Hiram W. Johnson
(R-Cal.),
of theSolSenate
and
Chairman
Bloom Committee;
(D-N. Y.)
and ranking member Charles A.
Eaton (R-N. J.) of the House.
Tobasco Chain Breaks
McILHENNY Co., Avery Island,
La. (Tobasco sauce), on Jan. 15
began
breaks,
2 to 5 sponsorship
times weekly,of inchain
19 markets
coast to coast. Contracts for 52
weeks were placed by Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace, Chicago.
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SPADEA JOINS CBS
IN DETROIT OFFICE
JOSEPH R. SPADEA, returning
to radio after two years in the
Army, joins CBS Jan. 22 (today)
as Detroit representative of the network sales department, William
C. Gittinger, CBS vice-president
in charge of sales, announced last
week. Before going to Detroit, Mr.
Spadea will spend a short time in
the network's
New York
headquarters, familiarizing
himself
with
CBS personnel and policies.
Before entering the service, Mr.
Spadea had a background of 12
years in radio, eight of them in Detroit, including 6% years as Detroit
manager of Edward Petry & Co.
and for 1% years in the same
capacity for Scott-Howe-Bowen.
He also served the latter organization as assistant sales manager
in New York. Immediately prior to
his military experience Mr. Spadea
was manager of the Chicago office
of Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.
Cosmetic in Canada
LADY ESTHER Ltd., Chicago, on
Feb. 3 starts
a spot CKAC
campaignCFCP
for
cosmetics
on CFRB
CKRC CKWX, using a total of
216 chain-breaks on each outlet
throughout the year. Business
placed
York. through Blow Co., New

WIOD Religious Policy
WIOD Miami's new policy on religious programs, put into effect
Jan. 1, grams
includes
three network
proeach Sunday,
representing
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish
faiths; a program for l«cal church
news;up eachandSunday
a religious
night, news
takenroundfrom
"Religious
News
Service".
commercial contracts for Present
the renow on the station willligious
notbroadcasts
be renewed.

MEMBERS of the 1945 NBC Stations Planning & Advisory Committee,
who following
held their first
York Jan.Seated
10-11 (1[Broadcasting,
16]
annualmeeting
electionin New
in January.
to r) : Arden Jan.X.
Pangborn, KGW Portland; G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C, newly
elected committee chairman; Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans.
Standing: Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP St. Paul; Richard Lewis, KTAR
Phoenix; Nate Lord, WAVE Louisville, and Clair McCoUough, WGAL
Lancaster, Pa. (Edgar Bell, WKY Oklahoma City, is not in photo).

Meyer,
Washington Postpublisher
and ownerof the
of WINX.
Mr. Joyce reiterated previous
observations as to the tremendous
opportunities
for postwar
employ-by
ment which would
be afforded
television. He predicted there
would be a total of 300,000 new
jobs, which would include 15,000
more jobs in broadcasting stations
engaged in television. By the end
of the fifth full year of television
production,
he estimated,
television industry
in terms ofthe retail
prices will represent approxias value
contrastedmately
with the$1,440,000,000
1941 retail
of approximately $620,000,000.
At the end of the fifth full television production year, he predicted there would be 67,000 more
jobs in radio manufacturing, 135,000 more jobs in retail and wholesale distribution, 85,000 for radio
television service men, aside from
many thousands who would be
given
employment
by thesuchradioas
and television
business,
artists, writers, directors, stage set
designers, advertising agency personnel and others. He predicted
30,000,000 television equipped
homes by the end of the tenth full
television production year.
Mr. Joyce demonstrated through
16 mm motion picture filni the television selling techniques of the
future. The 16 mm pictures, he
said, were equivalent to what would
be seen at a television receiver. He
dramatized the difference between
television selling and other forms
of selling by using commercial
announcements transcribed first
and then depicting the television
"commercial" film. Finally, he
presented a television newsreel,
with the voice of John B. Kennedy
on a "news roundup of the day".

Television as Potent Medium Explained
By Joyce Before Wq^shington Ad Club
WASHINGTON radio officialdom, in advertising which will be
buttressed by members of Congress wrought with television's advent.
identified with communications leg- Thomas F. Joyce, general manager,
islation heard at first-hand last radio, phonograph and television
Wednesday the postwar revolution department of RCA Victor, graphically presented to the Advertising
Club of Washington and its guests
a demonstration of how television
will function as a sales and social
source five years after the war.
The address, one of a series Mr.
Joyce has delivered, was made on
the day the FCC released its proposed sectrumwide allocations rein Western North Carolina
providing facilities
"quick
start"port,television
underfor prewar
standards,
as
soon
as
war
tions warrant a green light.condiMr.
The first exhaustive surJoyce thanked the FCC, three of
whose
members
were
at
the
head
vey of radio listening in
table, for making his address
Western North Carolina
FIRST RUSH FIGURES "timely".
was made by Industrial
Sees Big Employment
Surveys Company.
OF NEW SURVEY SHOW
WWNC is the first station
Among guests present were:
of its size and the first
Sens. Johnson (D-Colo.), Gurney
SUNDAY— 1:00 to 7:00 p.m.
(R-S.D.), both members of the
outside of a metropolitan
Commerce Com• WWNC ratings lead for every one Senate Interstate
market to subscribe to a
mittee; Chairman Lea (D-Cal.)
of 24 quarter hours . . .
listener diary study. This
and Reps. Reece (R-Tenn.), Hinshaw (R-Cal.), Brown (R-Ohio),
study represents reports
• Has a rating higher than all other Howell (R-Ill.), all of the House
stations combined for 17 of these Interstate & Foreign Commerce
covering a greater perCommittee; FCC Commissioners
centage of radio homes
24 periods . . .
E. K. Jett, Clifford J. Durr, Ray
than in any other market
Wakefield; General Counsel
so measured. It includes
• A 16.1 average rating* for the C.
R. Denny Jr.; Chief Enthose in all 12 counties in
five locally presented programs be- Charles gineer
George P. Adair, Assistant
tween
these
hours:
Chief
Engineer
in charge of Broadthe WWNC daytime pricasting
John A. Willoughby and
mary (and roughly the
Assistant
General
Counsel Rosel
* Percentage of radio homes in area tuned to WWNC.
night-time primary and
H. Hyde of the FCC; Rear Admiral Joseph R. Redman, director
secondary) area.
of Naval Communications; Capt.
Jennings B. Dow, Navy Director
of Electronics ; Dr. J. H. Dellinger,
chief of the Buireau of Standards
Radio Section and chairman of the
State Dept.
International
Con- ;
570If KC
Wsstern
WITH
ference Preparatory
Committee
«f I i lit Serving
Niles Trammell, NBC president;
WWNC
,^ North Carolina from asheville
Edward F, McGrady, RCA vice- REX
DAVIS
Don S. Elioi, Executive Dii
i Represented by the Kati Agency
president; Earl Gammons, CBS
4 TIMES DAILY
Washington director; Eugene%
BRO ADC A S T I N G • Broadcast Advertising
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BLUE VIDEO TEST
USES WABD, WRGB
PLANS forticipatthe
Blue's active
parion in television,
through
weekly
half-hour
programs
to
staged byElectric
the Blue
WRGB,bein
General
video onstation
Schenectady, and WABD, DuMont
video station in New York, were
announced last week by Hubbell
Robinson Jr., Blue vice-president
in charge
of programsare and
i tion.
Negotiations
alsoproducunder
I way with Balaban & Katz for a
similar
set-up
at
their
station,
! WBKB Chicago.
II butBlue
will makeFeb.its25television
deon WRGB
with a halfhour
video
version
of
the
network's
Ladies Be Seated program. Two
days later it will present a variety
I show with Blue artists on WABD.
j Mr. Robinson said that by these
} arrangements
the beBlue's
and engineers will
gainingdirectors
actual
experience
in
"studios,
on location
and in the experimental laboratories
of two major manufacturers. Out
of this should come a well-rounded
knowledge of equipment and a full
experience in the use of the medium."
Blue's video experiments, to be
I limitedsion for
shows, the
will present
be underto thetelevisupervision of Adrian Samish, Blue
national program and production
director,
who with
has Paul
assigned
tors to work
Mowrey,direc-in
charge of television for the Blue.
WDSU Not Cited
WHILE THE FCC has inquired
into allotments of time for political
broadcasts over WDSU New Orleans
Senatorial
paign lastduring
fall,thethere
has beencam-no
action and reports that the station
had been cited for hearing or other
proceedings last week were brandpremature.
(DLa.)ed had
asked Sen.
the Overton
FCC to look
into the political broadcasts, with
ji particular
referenceof to
campaigning activities
E. A.theSteph' ens, New Orleans businessman and
part owner
of WDSU,
but nohe forasserted last week
he had filed
mal complaint. A report on the
FCC's inquiry has been submitted
I toof the
Senator,
said. Onmanager
behalf
WDSU,
Fredhe Weber,
and part owner, said that the station management
"leaned over
backwards"
in timehadbecause
allotments
ing the campaign,
of durMr.
Stephens'
identity
with
the
New
Orleans station.

FCC Plans to Inspect Army Air Forces
Communications Installations in U, S,
INSPECTION of the far-flung James P. Veatch, International
Army Air Forces communications Division, Engineering Dept.; Glen
installations in this country will E. Nielsen, assistant chief. Safety
be undertaken by members of the and Special Services Division, EnFCC and department heads from
gineering Department; Charles A.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 6 under the auspices Ellert, technical supervisor, Radio
of the Air Communications Office Intelligence Division. V. Ford
of the Army Air Forces. There Greaves, supervisor, western area.
will be no regular FCC "decision Radio Intelligence Division, will
up the
partymake
in Los
days"aironinspection.
Jan. 30 and Feb. 6 during pick
on Jan.
30 and
the Angeles
balance
the
Arranged by Brig. Gen. H. M. of the trip. Col. Frank W. WozenMcClelland, Air Communications craft, former RCA Communications
counsel, now secretary
Officer, AAF, and his special assist- general
ant, Lt. Col. J. Elroy McCaw, the of the combined Communications
inspection will cover Air Forces Board of the military services, also
communications bases in Florida, is making the trip.
The tentative itinerary provides
Texas, the Pacific Coast and Wright
Field, Dayton. The inspection is for departure from Washington by
seen as evidence of the marked Army plane on Jan. 27, with the
change in attitude between the FCC first stop in Florida, where AAF
and the military services, strained communications installations will
somewhat during the House legis- be inspected through Jan. 29. The
then will inspect Texas bases
lative inquiry
the Commission's party
operations
lastintosession.
and move to Los Angeles, to remain
there Jan. 30 and 31 and Feb. 1.
All Included
All six members of the FCC Various installations in California
be inspected as far north as
are scheduled to make the trip will
plus Chief Engineer George P. San Francisco. The party then will
Adair; General Counsel Charles R. move East to Wright Field, remaining at that post until Feb. 5 and
Denny Jr.; George Sterling, chief
of the Radio Intelligence Division; returning to Washington on Feb. 6.

ANOTHER

NEW

INDUSTRY'Het»^n«dueU
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. . . forerunner of the
telegraph
Probably the earliest of all musical
instruments, the drum was indispensable to primitive
toric drums
have been man.
found Prehison all
continents, and crude forms are still
used extensively by all uncivilized
peoples,
boys. including our own little
Long cation,
used African
as a natives
means ofstill
communidepend
upon regularly
spaced "drum
stations" for their grapevine
telegraph
system. For men only
The history of no other instrument
isof sothe steeped
superstition
that
drum. Inin Oceania,
if a aswoman
sees a drum before it is completed,
the drum is contaminated, and must
be discarded. To some races, the
drum isthesacred,
and the
drum-yard
where
instrument
is made
serves
as a sanctuary for criminals.
Talking Turkey
You've heard of Turkey drumsticks,
but did you
that the
Turks and
invented the know
bass drum
? Gluck
Mozart first introduced it into Euroeffect. pean music, mostly for its comic
Speaking
of the drummer's
art,
George
well
is Hogarth
no easy said:
matter."ToA play
singleit
stroke of the drum may determine
the character of a whole movement;
and the slightest embarrassment,
hesitation or misapprehension of the
requisite force, may ruin the design
of the composer."

TO

WORCESTER'S PRESTIGE
• Huge aircraft forgings and future automobile castings
of magnesium and aluminum will come from the largest
die forge press ever installed, upon the opening of the
Wyman-Gordon Products Company, the first plant to produce forgings of such size in the nation. This will add again
to Worcester's high wage earning employee group. Clustered
here in Central New England are 500 separate industries
form a stable eager-to-buy market — a
manpower
whose
close knit
radio audience. These responsive Central New
Englanders turn their dials almost exclusively to Worcester,
and from long preference to WTAG.
PAUL H.^RAYMER CO. Nodono/ Sa;et_Reprejenfo»ivef /^t^^^^C^

"Sorry, m'lad! WFDF Flint says
I must conserve."

THE DRUM

SOOOVfetl
R
O.WNED-AND_OPERA
» «^':"" T E-GAZETTE
SI « STER_TElEGRAM
@ BY_THE_W01tCE
V;J7^^TED_
• Broadcast Advertising

The snare drum alone has a range
from 70 to 15,000 c.p.s. Only the
best recordings can approach reproduction ofthe drum
beat with
like naturalness
of sound.
And life'
the
best today are:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Etectrkat Research Products
Dimsiott
Western EkctrkCompany
195 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. N. Y.
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Final Video FM Allocations
(Continued from page 16)
Neither Mr. Jett nor Mr, Denny
would grant the CIO more than
six FM stations. It was pointed would hazard a guess as to when
out that the UAW-CIO has on file the . proposed allocations below
applications for six FM stations. 25 mc would be announced, alThe question was: Would the FCC
though Chief Engineer Adair
hold that all CIO affiliated unions placed the time at "about six
are part of the parent organiza- weeks". Mr. Denny said the protion and therefore limit the CIO
would be released "as soon
to six FM stations overall, or as theyposalsare
ready". If work is
would the FCC conclude that each completed before
the final allocations above 25 mc are announced,
union of the CIO was a separate
organization and license six sta- the proposals below 25 mc will be
tions to each ?
made public. . It was pointed out,
that inasmuch as the
Mr. Denny interrupted to say however,
that the question was one of legal Commission staff will be busy with
exceptions
and lining up oral
interpretation of the Commission's
multiple - ownership regulations, arguments, the proposed allocathat the Law Dept. had not been
tions below 25 me
probably won't
called upon to issue an interpreta- be readycision until
above 25 after
mc. the final detion. Mr. Jett ruled the question
out of order, but earlier had said
Comdr. Miles, speaking on bethat a noncommercial educational
halfmentof IRAC,
said allocated
that Governservices were
less
organization, as defined under
space
than
requested.
asserted
Commission rules, "conceivably that in peacetime the He
Government
might be a labor organization".
needs will be much less than in war
tim.e. A reporter had asked whether
No 'Pig-Squeal' Decision
planned to inThe same "legal interpretation" the Government
crease its radio operations.
applies to the proposed subscription radio, inasmuch as the Muzak
Commissioner Jett said the prosubsidiary service would require
posed Citizens Radiocommunicathree frequencies in each city tions Service offers "unlimited
(see story, page 47). Mr. Jett possibilities," that all types of
said the FCC has made no decision emission except television will be
with reference to subscription permitted and that the service
would not be controlled by common
radio, but
that beshould
it bein permit ed itwould
allocated
the carrier. He envisioned widespread
FM commercial band.
use of the i personalized service.

DE-GRUBBING OPERATION is
performed on Gayle V. Grubb,
manager of WKY Oklahoma, by
Farm Reporter Edd Lemons upon
completion of script for a special
program
announcing
WKY
farm
department
projecttheto stamp
out cattle grubs in the 15,000 beef
and dairy animals in northern
Pottawatomie County, Okla. WKY
is sponsoring and paying for the
project which will be carried out
with erstheof help
of theandFuture
4-H FarmClub
members America
in that area.

Inaugural Airing
Held Down by Nets
Prepared Scripts Used; Only
Routine Pickups Planned
NO ELABO.RATE broadcasts were
to mark the fourth term inauguration of President Roosevelt Saturday— just descriptions, read from
scripts
advance,
plus
the briefprepared
ceremoniesin from
the south
carry.
portico of the White House, which
the four major networks were to
Television was ruled out by the
various television broadcasters,
when it became apparent that difbe encountered
in takingficulty
soundwouldtrucks
and equipment
into the White House grounds. Spot
television from hlms was made im
possible because the White House
limited the movie coverage to two
companies and shots were to be
made from various angles and
spots, the entire film to be edited,
put together
later and distributors.
made available to all newsreel
Brief Ceremony
The networks were to begin
broadcasting
11:45thea.m.
and remain on the airat until
ceremonies
concluded. Representing the Blue
were to be Earl Godwin, Ray Henle
and Bryson Rash.
CBS ington
assigned
newscaster,BillandHenry,
Bob WashTrout,
New York, to cover the inauguration.For Mutual, Tom Slater, director
of special features; Walter Compton, tor,WOL
and JackWashington
Brickhouse,commentaChicago,
were to be at the microphones.
NBC was to detail Kenneth
Banghart and Don Fischer to the
White House with Hollis Wright
in the Washington Monument for
a brief description of the crowd.
Jerry Holland of the NBC New
York script department was in
Washington a week preceding- the
inauguration to write all scripts.

Signal Center on Air
WORKINGS of the War Department Signal Center were dramatized in last Sunday's Army Hour
on NBC, ephone
featuring
two-way telconversationa between
the
center and Alaska, said to be the
world's
longest of
land transmission
line. In a
demonstration
speed, two messages were dispatched to the West and East respectively ina race to show which
returned first to the starting point.
Speakers included Maj. Gen. Frank
E. Stoner,cationschief,
CommuniRath in Texas
Service, Army
and Maj.
Gen.
Harrycer, U.C.S. Ingles,
Chief
Signal
Offi- RATH PACKING Co., Waterloo,
Army.
la. (Black Hawk luncheon meat),
on Jan. 22 starts 6 to 18 announceweekly on KNOW
the following
Texas ments
stations:
KTBC
KRIS KRLD WRR KFJZ KTRH
KXYZ KABC KONO KTSA
KRGV. Contract for 52 weeks was
placed
cago. by Young & Rubicam, Chi-

m OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
WORLD WIDE NEWS COVERAGE
UNITED
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Radio

Educators

Workshop Starts
I /May Be Expanded Nationally
If Successful in Washington
;s PREVIEW of the Assn. for Edu■ ■ cation by Radio workshop for teachers, and educators, which may be
1 ; expanded nationally should the plan
i; prove successful, was held by the
ii AER Washington (D. C.) Chapter
li Jan. 17 at the radio studios of the
I! Dept. of Interior. Featuring a discus ion of listening habits by a
lijgroup of junior high school stu, dents and a subsequent evaluation
by an adult panel, the meeting was
attended by more than 130 Washington teachers, school officials, ad|:ministrators and broadcasters.
The AER has scheduled four
isWednesday
meetings
for
February. Theevening
first session
will conjsider the educational application of
'radio
to social
studies, literature
the news
broadcasts
for schools,
■on the air for the third and radio
j'pioduction for the fourth meeting.
I
Speakers Selected
[i Speakers for the successive eve[former
nings aredirector
to be Lt.of Alvin
the U. Chapman,
of Texas
bureau of research in education
by radio; Florence B. Bird of the
Canadian Broadcasting Co., Winnipeg; Capt. Parker Wheatley, former director of radio for Northwestern U., and John S. Carlile,
low with the State Dept. as chief
'f the radio section of the Interlational Information Division and
former CBS production director.
Meetings will include demonstra:ions and discussions.
Among those on the "curtain
•aiser" meeting adult panel were
Dr. Franklin Dunham of the U. S.
Dffice of Education, former direcor of NBC public service programs,
md Frances Wilder, CBS program
consultant on daytime serials,
'hairman of that panel and also
■he student group was Lt. Hazel
ICenyon Markel, former director of
jducation for KIRO Seattle, now
iaison officer, for the Women's Reerve, radio section. Navy office of
'ublic relations. The Interior Dept.
jtudio facilities have been loaned
jo AER for the project which is
eing conducted with the advice of
ISOE.
[^

Reaction Varies
(Continued from page 16)
FMBI managing director. Dr. R.
R. Lowdermilk, of the U. S. Office
of Education, also sat in.
Radio Manufacturers Assn. made
no formal statement, leaving the
manufacturing
industry appraisal
to the Radio Technical Planning
Board, which submitted proposed
allocation plans to the FCC after
more than a year of intensive study
W. R. G. Baker, RTPB chairman
and vice-president of the General
Electric Co., has called a meeting
of the RTPB board for Jan. 24 at
General Electric Co. offices in New
York tomentformulate
the board's
s on the proposed
report arguto be
presented Feb. 14. RMA itself does
not plan an appearance.
RMA President R. C. Cosgrove
and Executive Vice-President Bond
Geddes met in Chicago last Wednesday at an informal session with
a group of its members to discuss
the report.
Manufacturing industry opinion,
while not formally expressed, was
divided on the basic television and
FM proposals. Not all manufacturers were satisfied with the television proposals because of the "split
band" aspect, which
make and
set
manufacturing
more will
difficult
more expensive than if a contiguous band were provided. The allocations, however, it was generally
felt, will give television a quick
start and not put it back "four or
five years",
whichwould
some have
manufacturers contended
been
the effect had no provision been
made for lower frequencies.
Those manufacturers who produced FM prewar receivers were
represented
about the moveas upfeeling
the band,"badly"
since
they must retool. Moreover, changeover of the half-million sets already
in use, regarded as a factory job,
will entail an average cost of $50
in converting each FM receiver.
Kesten, Trammell Happy
Paul W. Kesten, CBS executive
vice-president, applauded the redesireport astoclearly
move indicating
the videotheartFCC's
into
the higher frequencies where color

- 5000 WATTS 1330 KC.
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ational Advertisers consider WEVD
"must" to cover the great Metrojliton Nev/ York Market.
j %tni117forWe»tWHO'S
WHO Mew
on WEVO
«£V0>
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Hmk. M. Y.
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transmission would be possible. He
deprecated
"narrow -televiband,
coarse-screenthe
commercial
sion" in the lower bands.
While RCA-NBC made no formal statement, Niles Trammell,
NBC president, expressed satisfaction with the allocations. His company, in the forefront of television
development until the war freezes,
will be in a position to proceed
apace as soon as conditions permit.
T. F. Joyce, television sales head
of RCA Victor, in an address last
week in Washington the day the
report was issued, likewise hailed
the action as giving television the
green light.
Allen B. DuMont, president of
DuMont Labs, felt the new allocations were "reasonably satisfacbut pointed
out inthatthe thelower12
channelstory," now
assigned
band "may prove inadequate for
postwar commercialized telecasting", but thatcertain
the Government
relinquish
channels might
it is
tions.
now using under peacetime condiThere was some discussion about
the feasibility of manufacturing receivers which would tune both of
the six-channel television bands in
the lower frequencies. The cheapest
set would be one covering the lower
channels (44-84 mc). A maximum
of four stations in a single market
can
band. operate in that six-channel
Indication that manufacturers

ASCAP Wins Suit
ASCAP lawful
"does not orconstitute
an unrestraint ofmonopoly
trade orcombination
in violationin
of the statute of the state of
Florida and is legally entitled to
operate
state,"
Master within
James the
Messer
Jr. Special
of the
State Circuit Court, Second Judicial Circuit, stated Jan. 17. J. Tom
Watson, attorney general of Florida, about a year ago sued ASCAP,
BMI and SESAC for violating the
state copyright statute. ASCAP
asked for a separate h.earing, which
was held in New York last summer.
Suit against BMI and SESAC has
not been
and both
organiza-in
tions haveheard
continued
operations
Florida without change or interruption.
generally regarded the proposed allocations as beneficial was seen in
the stock market reaction followingdiotheandannouncement.
Leadingmoved
raelectronics shares
up appreciably,
securities
that day.leading all other
In the nonbroadcast services,
there was some complaint on allocations for rural telephone, mobile
and toll service. Generally, however,
satisfaction.aviation interests expressed
W. L. Pierson Elected
WARREN LEE PIERSON, for eight
years
president
of the and
Export-Import
Bank of Washington,
director of
I T & icanT. Cable
was & elected
president
Radio Corp. lastof Amerweek.
He succeeds Frank W. Phelan, retired.

This is a badge
of honor . . . the mark of
one who has done his
great share in our fight
and is now entitled to
every courtesy from
us who stayed at home.
Think about it,
won't you? And when
you see this lapel button,
open wide the door !
A MARSHALL FIELD STATION
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
UlSfll
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Destroyer

r

Action

Is Related by
LT. JACK R. HOWARD, USNR,
president of Scripps-Howard Radio
Inc., has for several months been
in combat work aboard a destroyer,
attached to Admiral Kinkaid's
Seventh Fleet. He already has several D-days to his credit and in
recent letters to his office associates
indicates that since their participation in General
MacArthur's
Leyte landing
in October
no one
aboard has been suffering from
ennui.
A letter from him describes the
thrill experienced watching a Jap
Zero nerbeing
brought down by a gunon his ship.
Out of the Sun
"It was interesting to watch the
facial expressions during the ate wrote. "First,
rather a
detachedtack", hinterest
as the attacking
plane was first
sighted,
then
concentration as it started its dive.
Then some anxiety as the plane
kept
coming
the wall
ack-ack.
All against
this changed
to anof
expression of relief, followed by
loud cheering, as the plane crashed
into the sea.
"We had quite a thrill when a
Jap plane dove out of the sun into
some transports about 200 yards
from us. We could see its bombs

in

Pacific

Jack Howard
drop wide, but this plane escaped
our P-38 pursuers.
"About five minutes later, while
we were still trying to follow the
Nip with our glasses, we looked
directly overhead and saw another
Jap coming right down on us,
although it was obvious his dive
would take him past us. Before he
finishedtiful the
four P-38's
planes dive,
to watch)
were (beauon his
tail and even In a dive, gaining on
him.
"This Jap's bombs also missed,
although they were closer than the
first. He leveled off and each of the
P-38's followed, each one making a
pass
last which
P-38
scored inhitsdoing
on theso.JapTheplane
burst into flames but kept flying
for awhile before it crashed into the
sea about
our star-at
board bow.150We yards
were offtraveling
such a speed that when the ship
turned left — away from the falling
plane — our wake, as the stern
swung
around,the merged
the oilof
slick and
smoothwithpatch
water where the plane had disappeared only seconds before.
"In the afternoon the P-38's got
another one near us L.nd over
twenty in the general area. We
were not in exactly what you would
call a quiet spot." (Jack's destroyer

WJLS
BECKLEY, WEST VIRGINIA

Expands its market t..
*Dayliine coverage increases 1,390
square miles... with 110,741 additional
potential listeners (FCC survey).

«NEiLTHE GREOFATTHE s,
™^^
NATION

Jack and Flak
now has nine small and two large
[for ships sunk] Jap flags painted
on "You
its "record
board".)of the 'Tokyo
have read
Well,in we
Expressmon Island
Down days.
the Slot'
the went|Qjf
Soloafter the local Tokyo Express the^j,
other night, running around to^^)^^
Ormoc likeBay.
Our built-up
burst
a balloon
when the tension
Tokyq^^jj^
Express turned out to be a localg|j
and"Maneuvering
didn't show until
retireda^|.jjj
in thewe dark
high
speed
right
on
the
tail
th^^,
ship ahead can be exciting.of Th^|,jjj
slightest hitch in the formatior^p,^j
would
resulted
a mess,
"We have
reached
'the inscene
of th^^jjj
crime'
at
an
early
hour
and,
aidec „
by star shells, bombarded shor<^^^^
positions for some time. Standinf'j^'
and thegalebridge
of powder
on
in the smoke,
flash occurrec
ofdebri
gun"^*^'!
and
to meacidthatsmell,
I wasit suddenly
quite a long
waj[
fromJackmywrites
desk atthat230 "Join
Park the
Avenue.'
Nav^j'^'
and Seethanthe aWorld"'
somethinj
more
slogan. isDuring
th( '
last ten months he has been ii .
bane,
Esperitu
^
Pearl Australia;
Harbor; Darwin
and Santo
Brisj^'''^
ralties.
Palmyra,Los Guam,
New Hebrides,
Negros, Cantoi,
Admi*™lij^.
Island, Eniwetok, Pramballo, Fui^^g.
afuti,
the Gilberts,
dia, Maftin
Bay,Manus,
DutchHoUan
Ne\, ^
Guinea, Palau, Carolinas, Moratai
the Spice Islands and a few spot
in the Philippines besides Leyte.

7560

t^mts on the dial
—
CBS NETWORK

tr rETiir i co. inc
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Represented by Burn-Smit
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Construction Frozen
(Continued from page I4.)
policy rather than risk dismissal
action. Applicants have the privilege of v^ithdrawing applications
within 30 days v/ithout prejudice.
Of the eight applications designated for hearing at the Tuesday
meeting, four are for construction
permits for new stations in areas
now receiving primary service and
involve issues relating to use of
critical materials and manpower.
Two are for 250 w stations, unlimited time, filed by Central Louisiana Broadcasting Corp., Alexaniria, La., and Dixie Broadcasting
3o., Montgomery, Ala. A third is
for 1 kw, 250 w night, unlimited
;ime, filed by Independent Broadcasting Co., Des Moines, Iowa. The
tourth is for 1 kw, daytime only,
lied by caster,
theOhio.Eagle-Gazette Co., Lan-

Others Designated
The remaining applications des^^gnated for hearing include change
' ■.if frequency and increase of power
Jo>;hange
25 kw ofby frequency,
KOIN Portland,
increaseOre.;of
'^iower, installation of new transy'Pnitter and removal of transmitter
Tiite to Monterey Park by KWKW
^^'asadena,
of new
'transmitter Cal.;
and installation
increase of power
®;.y KJBS San Francisco; and
'hange of frequency,
of
»"")ower, installation of increase
new trans,nitter and change of transmitter
location by KOVO Provo, Utah,
i' The
construction
permitsin
J,:ranted two
are ' for
250 w stations
JjHeveland, Tenn., and Conway, S.
both in communities having no
^^ rimary
service.W. TheRounsaville
applications,
led by Robert
and
;; >oys Marsdon Hawley, respectively, were granted under the proce'•^me outlined in the new Supple^^^lental
Statementgranted
of Policy.for con,1: Applications
fitruction permits for station imr rovements comprise change of f reI iuency by KFFA Helena, Ark.; in.
"1 rease of power and change in type
*f transmitter by WATW Ashland,
""v'^is.; and increase of power and
""flanges in transmitting equipment
"yf WOMT
Manitowoc,involves
Wis. Each
the applications
exenditures of less than $500.

WKZO, Kalamazoo, Michigan
. . . have heard nothing but complimentary remarks about
AP from our Program Dep
a
r
t
m
e
n
these days. t. That's outstanding
John E. Fetzer
President and
General Manager

MODIFIED

FREEZE STATEMENT
will longer andsuffice
to support
the use forof
TEXT
of
supplemental new
maintenanc
materials
statement of FCC's
stations.
g ap- manpower
Applicatio
ns e must
be criti-of
plications fpolicy
cally
or permitsconcernin
reviewed
from
to
construct
the
standpoint
manpower
and
thewarneedeffort.
new stations or make changes in available
for The
the
service
to
contribute
to
the
existing radio facilities follows:
use ofless anmanpower
cannot
be
approved
unactual contributio is to be made.
Theicy ofCommission's
Statement ofto PolIn view of all this,n it will be the
Jan. 26,
tlie Commission's
construction
of new1944,radiorelating
policy to involving
stations
designate conand
tor
me making of improvements in exist- hearing allstructapplications
ion of new standard
broadcast
ing radio
facilities,
is
to
be
interstations unless the applicant estabptions,reted which
in therequire
light ofthatpresent condi- hshes:
that theservice
construction
all available
manpower and critical materials
in(1)making
availablewillto
devoted
to the furtherance of the warbe aresult
community which does not receive
primary
from
any that
existingall
program.
broadcast service
station
andJan.(2)
In thisthe connection,
advised
Commission thethatWPB
: has requirements
of
the
26,
1944,
Statement of Policy have been met.
Installation
of
new
broadcasting
services
Applications
for
changes
in
existing
will applications
be reviewed received
with extreme
care. thatAll standard broadcast facilities will be
such
and onshowing
in the same manner excerit
the
requireduntilequipment
waspart
hand
were handled
approved
the
latter
of
December
where thestantial
change does not involve subThe mcreasing
problem
of
finding
manpotwoerconsider
for war industries
has made needed
it neces-to less than $000.construction work and costs
s
a
r
y
the
manpower
No change will be made in the Comconstruct,
operate
and provide maintenance
for
additional
stations.
mission's handling
of commercial
FM
television
applications
which will
It is not felt that the general premise and
be
kept in the pending file.
that "broadcasting is in the war interest"

Former exponent of two-finger piano
style, and a drummer of great dexterity,
Hampton is today known as "King of
the Vibraharp",
Samples of Hampton's various talents
are available on the numerous records
he has made, among them FLYIN'
HOME with the Goodman Sextet, IDA
with the Goodman Quartet, IN THE
BAG with his own orchestra, all featuring him on the vibraphone. JACK THE
BELLBOY features his drum

NEW
Broadcast Advertising

YORK

Radiophoto Ads
GLOBAL advertising via radiophoto transmission has been announced by W. J. Reilly, advertising manager of thedepartment,
RCA Victor
a meansinof releasingternational
advertising ascopy
and
layout simultaneously throughout
the world. Practicability of the
plan was demonstrated during observance of RCA's 25th anniversary, when an advertisement describing
the company's
contributions in electronics
and radio
was
speeded to publications in Europe,
Australia,
Africa,
India
and
Middle East. Copy was prepared the
by
J.
York.Walter Thompson Co., New
Midwest Spots
CHICK-BED CO., Cedar Rapids,
a sixstartedcampaign
litter)
la. (poultry
weekly
one-minut
e spot
daily comic-str
featuringtinuityain midwest
ip
and
markets conTexas. Campbell Sanford Co., Chicago placed the 13-week contract.

FLYIN' HOME

Vic 26595

JACK THE BELLBOY
CENTRAL AVENUE BREAKDOWN

Vic 26652

HOUSE OF MORGAN
!'D BE LOST WITHOUT YOU

Vic 26751

FLYIN' HOME
IN THE BAG

Dec 18394

CHOP CHOP

Dec 18613

These are but eight of the many BMIlicensed titles recorded by Hampton. See
disc data for complete list.

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
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PROFESSIONAL
D

I it E C T O II Y

ey
&. Bail
Jans
Anky
Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NaUonal Prew BIdg, Wa«h., D. C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg. Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD AA. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER ViaORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Muntey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Rodio Equip. D.Co.C.
ial
Cemmerc
•• Internatioiul
321 ^E. IGreeory Buildinc,
Beule»»rd,Wasliiiicton,
Kansas Cltj, Mo.
• Cress Roads ol the World, Bollywood, CalH.

FREOUenCY MEASURING
SERVICE
Exact Measurements ' of ony time
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4. N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mnnsey Bldg. • RepHblic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Eorle Buitding, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO CNOINEEt
Fcom plete
FCCInstallation
Application
to Comof Equipment
1469 Church St.. N.W., Washinoton 3, D. C

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO B^GINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NAtional 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

PAUL A. deMARS
Consulting Electrical Engineer
"Pioneer in FM"
1 900 F St., N. W. — Washington, D. C
Phone: Metropolitan 0540

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Mwn.ey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Shorcham Bldg.
ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY, BOND & BOTHBOCK
CONSVLTIKC RABIO ENGINEERS
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
Hmtimnal Prm Bldg. Wath. 4. D. C.
7362 • Glmb* 5880

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG, WASH.. D. C.
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM m TELEVISION FACSIMILE
riELD OFFICE
t91 BremI St., Bridgeport, Conn.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
JANUARY 13 TO JANUARY 19 INCLUSIVE —
Centennial
Co., record
Portland,
Decisions . . .
Me.—
Granted Broadcasting
petition to reopen
and
ACTION BY COMMISSION
accept
amendment
to applicationCorp.,
for CP.
Glens
Falls
Broadcasting
Glensto
JANUARY 16
Mills,
N.
Y.—
Granted
petition
for
leave
NEW-1340 Tenn.
kc —Robert
Rounsaville, amend
CP. application
1-2-12-45. application
amended
removed fromforhearing
docket set
Cleveland,
GrantedW. conditionally
application for CP new station 250 w unlimited.
NEW-1490 kc Loys Marsdon Hawley,
Conway, S.plication fC.or CP— Granted
conditionally
ap- Tentative Calendar . . .
new station
250 w unlimited.
JANUARY 22
NEW-880
kc
Eagle-Gazette
Co.,
LancastCPer, O.— Designated
for1 hearing
application
Los Angeles—
License
for
new
stationmaterial
kw Dstatements.
upon
issues KPVD
KPAS Pasadena,
Cal.—
Same. renewal.
relating
to
critical
Further
Hearing
NEW-1490
kc
Central
Louisiana
BroadCalumet Broadcasting Corp., Hammond tif,
casting Corp.,application
Alexandria,forLa.CP— Designated
for hearing
sta- Ind.— CP 1520 kc 5 kw D.
tion 250 w material
unlimited statement.
upon issues newrelating
JANUARY 24
to NEW-940
critical
Consolidated Hearing
kc —Independent
Broadcasting
Co.,
Des
Moines
Designated
for
hearing
Georgia
Broadcasting
Co., Savannah, Ga
application
for CP upon
new issues
stationrelating
1 kw toD — CP 1230 kc 250 w unlimited.
250
w Nmaterial
unlimited
A. w C.unlimited.
Neff, Savannah, Ga.— CP 1400 ki
critical
statements.
250
NEW-800 kc Dixie Broadcasting Co., — Chatham
Co., Savannah, Ga
CP 1400 Broadcasting
kc 250 w unlimited.
Montgomery,
Ala.CP— Designated
for250hearing
application
forrelating
newto station
w _D
upon
issues
critical
material
JANUARY
25
statements.
Hearing
kc KOINapplication
Portland,forOre.CP — change
Designated970 WNLC NewFurther
London,
Conn.—
CP changi
for660hearing
1240 :kc.WOCB Hyannis,
kc to stall
660newkc,equipment
increase and
5 kw make
to 25 changes
kw, in- 1490Otherkc toparties
Mass.
WGBB
Freeport.
N.
Y.
DA-DN,
upon toissuescritical
relatingmaterial
to Sec.state3.25
and
relating
JANUARY
27
ments.
Further Consolidated Hearing
830 kcnated forKWKW
Pasadena,
Cal.—forDesig-CP
MagicCP City
Co., Birming
hearing
application
ham—
1490 Broadcasting
kc 250 w unlimited.
change
1430
kc
to
830
kc,
increase
1
kw
Patterson
ham — Same. Broadcasting Service, BirmingjKir]
tosite5 kw,
install newPark.
trans,Cal.,
and upon
move trans,
to
Monterey
issues
Thomas
N. Beach, : Birmingham
— Sam lil,
relating
criticalSanmaterial
statements.
Other(WFBMparticipants
1100hearing
kctoKJBS
Francisco
— install
Designated
Mo.
petition
toKGBX
interveneSpringfielc
andamener up^'ti
for
application
for
CP
new
large
issues
pending
;
petition
to
trans,
and
increase
500
w
limited
to
WTAM
Patterson
application
filed
;
petition
to 500 wmaterial
N 1 kw statements.
D, upon issues relating to leave to amend and remove Courier afr
critical
plication filed).
960
kc
KOVO
Prove, Utah
Designated
Hiiia
for
hearing
application
for250— CP
change
1240
kc
to
960
kc,
increase
w
to
1
kw,
install new trans., DA-N, change trans,
site, upon
issues relating to critical mahi J
statements.
JANUARY 15
1230 terial
kc1490KFFA
Helena,
Ark.—
Granted CP Applications
change
kc
to
1230
kc
;
conditions.
NEW-Channel television
17 WLIBstation,
New ESR
York— C
kc WATW
CP1400increase
100 w Ashland,
to 250 wWis.—
and Granted
change new1410commercial
kc KQV
Pittsburgh—Co. Assgn.
licen:
type1240trans.
;
conditions.
from
KQV
Broadcasting
to
AUeghe
F^ (led
kc WOMT100Manitowoc,
Grant-in Broadcasting Corp.
ed CP increase
w to 250 w,Wis.—
changes
NEW-1240
kc
Chemical
City
Broadcas
trans.
;
conditions.
Co.,
Charleston,
W. Va. — CP new stan
740 kc prejudice
KQW Sanpetition
Jose, toCal.—reinstate,
Denied ing
ardNEW-43,500
station
250 kcw WHP
unlimited.
without
Pa
amend,
reconsider
andkc,grant
application
CP
new
FM
station,
27,450Harrisburg,
sq. mi., $137,21
change
1010
kc
to
740
increase
5
kw
to
50changes
kw, DA.install trans, equipment, make estimated
cost.kc Escambia Broadcasting C<
NEW-1450
740 kcprejudice
KSPO San
— Deniedto Pensacola, Fla. — CP new standard static
without
petitionFrancisco
inreinstatement
answer
250NEW-1390
w unlimited.
KQW
petition
and
requesting
kc Frank R. Gibson, La A
of its own application change 560 to 740 Charles,
La. — CP new standard station
kc, increase
1
kw
N
5
kw
D
to
50
kw
unkw unlimited DA-DN.
limited, intrans,
stal new site,
trans,provided
equipment,
College, Columbia, Mo.sti
DN, change
KQW DA-pe- CPNEWnew Stephens
titikc
on is granted.
tion, 42,100noncommercial
to 42,900 kc,educational
1 kw, A
950
WSPA
Spartanburg,
S.
C—
Granted
petition
for
30
days
extension
time
NEW-49,100Cal.— kcCP Times-Star
Pub.
tomod.comply with conditional grant of CP as Alameda,
new
FM
mi., amended to request station,
1,014 sq. 6,4 eJ's
Following stations were graiited license sq.NEW
National
ne
renewalsKGHIforKODLperiod
2-1-46
KGFJ
KVCV . ending
WCED WFAS
LicenseBroadcasting
to cover
CPCo.,authj
(KNBI).
izing
newCal. —international
broadcast
stati I
(andFollowing
aux.) WILstations
WJOBwereWMFRgranted
WMPC.license Dixon,
NEW National Broadcasting Co.,
renewals
for period ending 11-1-47: KFRO
WAAB
— License to cover
CP author
KRIS WHEC.
Corpus
Christi
— Granted
license Dixon,
ing newCal. international
broadcast
stati I DO]
renewal
for
period
ending
11-1-45.
NEW Philco Radio & Television Corp., (KNBX).
640 kc KTBS Shreveport, La.— CP charfdl,,
Arlington,mentalVa.—
Granted
CP
new
experi1480
to 640trans.,
kc, increase
kw to 5trak '
broadcast
; fre-to site.
installkc new
DA-DN, 1 change
quenciesconnection
to betelevision
assigned
by Washington
FCCstation
; station
beof used
in
with
end
Washington-Philadelphia
system. newNEW-47,700
NEW
Allen B. DuMont Labs,relay
Washington
FM station,kc WIOD
5,689 Miami,
sq. mi.,Fla.-$54,'
— GrantedmentalCPtelevision
(reinstatement)
new experiestimated
cost. kc WTMV East St. Louis,
broadcast
station
;
freNEW-47,100
—Same. quencies to be assigned
FCC.Indianapolis —CP new FM station, 10,737 sq. mi.,
NEW P. R. Mallory &by Co.,
550 estimated cost.
JANUARY 17
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
1240 license
kc WBIRfrom Knoxville,
Tenn.JANUARY 17
assgn.
BroadcastlWijK
WLIB New
York— Passed
over petition
to Co. to Radio Station American
WBIR Inc.Ind.— CP
intervene
in hearing
onEssex,
application
1280 1kckwWGBF
Evansville,
Haven Broadcasters,
Conn. of New crease
N
5
kw
D
to
5
kw
DN
WBAXtion to accept
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.— Granted
peti-re NEW-44,900 kc Green Bay Newspa||ll||
appearance
filed
late
make
changes
DA-N.
WBAX Wilkes-Barre
application forcases.license renewal, and Co., Green Bay, Wis.— CP new FM sta o,
other
to request44,900 kc, 6,790 sq, fct
.._ change_
Thompson
Broadcasting
Altoona, Fa. amended
in corporate structure.
—2-21-45
Granteddate petition
for Co.,continuance
for consolidated
hearing nowto NEW-44,900 kc Wilmington Star-N Jfj
set
re applicant's
and
that 1-31-45
of Altoona
Broadcastingapplication
Co.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertis Ho^

First to File
FIRST application for news
credentials for the forthcom*ing United Nations Peace
Conference after the war, has
been filed with the State Dept.
by Thomas B. Morgan, news
editor-commentator of WOV
New York, it was learned last
week. Although Michael J.
McDermott. State Dept. press
relations chief, advised Mr.
Morgan
when he hecoulddidn't
honorknowthe just
application, itwas placed on file
as the first to be made by a
news correspondent.
Mr. Morgan, as an AP and
UP European reporter for
20international
years, coveredconclave.
every major
He
formerly was UP bureau chief
in Rome. Mr. Morgan has
established a Washington
news tersbureau
with headquarat the Mayflower
Hotel
[Broadcasting, Dec. 18]. He
plans to commute between
New York and Washington.

col
ROOM
ART
HOLMES,
who has1939,beenhaswithreturned
the CBCto
Overseas
Unittakesince
Canadarontototransmitter.
charge
of the CJBC and
ToJOE
BEAUREGARD
F. H. WADSWORTH,
also withto theCanada
CBC
Overseas
Unit,
have
returned
toat resume
Montrealtheirandwork
Ottawaas broadcast
respectively.operators
JACK
SMITH,
formerly
a the
flyingengineering
officer In
the
joinedSask.
staff RCAF,
of CBK has
Watrous,
COL. GEORGE
C. ofHALE,
communications
equipment
theEmerson
Army
Air Force&
since
1942. officer
has
joined
Phonograph
Corp.
as
director
of theRadio
special
products tronics
division,
and
will
handle
elecproducts other than home allradios.
J.Helena,
C. WARREN,
chief
engineer
of
KFFA
Ark.,
has beenreplacing
namedmanager
acting
manager
the station,
SAM W. ofANDERSON,
communications of icer (It. onj.g.)leavein asthe a Navy.
WYLIE
A.
PAUL,
formerly
with
RCA
and Westinghouse
Co., has
KGO
San Francisco Mfg.
as studio
field joined
engineer.
C.
D.
(Tex)
CUMMINS
is
the
latest
addition to the engineering staff of WIOD
Miami.
OWEN DIETZ,
announcertransfer
at WAJR
gantown,
W.gine ring sVa.,
toformerly
theMorentaf in will
February.
He Army
was
a
radio
technician
in
the
Air
Smith, Cohen Partners
Forces Communications Squadron.
HARRYof KGVO
W. PANCHOT
the engineering
,,jIOGAN & HARTSON, Washing- staff
Missoula,of Mont.,
has been
' on lawA. firm,
that isappointed
a i-adio engineer
with OWI.
miarl
Smith hasand announced
Lester Cohen,
now
undergoing
indoctrination
in SanHe
Francisco
for
service
in
the
Pacific
ijj.ommunications attorneys, have He has been replaced at KGVO bytheatre.
ART
i#)een
taken
into
the
firm
as
partBECK.
etiers. Mr. Smith and Mr. Cohen ALBERT NICOLAY, NBC Hollywood engine r, has joined KTMS Santa Barbara as
'^aave
been
practicing
with partthe chief engineer.
i^ilogan
& Hartson
Other
lers include:
Frankfirm.
J. Hogan,
Wil- ROBERT
K. FETTERMAN,
iam H. Donovan, Edmund L. Jones,
ne r amtoteWIBG
Philadelphia,
hasstudio
been engiprod to supervisor
of maintenance.
Jelson T. Hartson, John W.
kiider (on leave with the armed JOHN G. LEITCH, former chief technical
Philadelphia,
has been
ervices), Duke M. Patrick, com- director oftoWCAU
commander
in the Naval
Bu^ lunications lawyer; Ai'thur J. promoted
reau of Operations,
Washington.
.ji'helan,
James
C.
Rogers
and
D.
WOODS,
former
control
operator
of
loward Boyd.
CKY Winnipeg,
now in the
Theatre
with theisCanadian
Army.European
»f Maj. Wilson Assigned
P,j.,IAJ. HERBERT L. WILSON,
wiiDnsulting radio engineer, has been
ssigned to the Joint Chiefs of
taff, Washington, for duty with
'ijiliU16 August
Joint Communications
he returned fromBoard.
the
on hina-Burma-India Theatre where
e was an officer on Gen. Stilell's
also Corps
has been
oned staff.
at the HeSignal
Labssta-at
ort Monmouth, N. J.

Stability
NOW--AND

Counts
IN THE

POST-WAR
PERIOD
rHE rich markets of Richmond and Virginia, covered by Station WRNL, are
stable markets ... the markets you will
want to cultivate for present and post war
sales.
For first
choice, then,
you'llAs choose
stable
Richmond
station.
proof theof
WRNL's constancy we present the following facts:
• THIS
70.8% STATION
OF THEARE NATIONAL
RENEWALS. ADVERTISERS ON
% OFTION ARETHERENEWALS.
LOCAL ADVERTISERS ON THIS STAAdvertisers don't renew contracts unless
WRNL the medium they use pays ofF in results.

NIGHT-°DAY9I0KC
•EDWARD' PETRY St CO.. INC. NATIONAL REPRESENT/^

SERVICE

DIRECTORY

Sydney Tucker
SYDNEY EATON TUCKER, 47.
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
of West Orange, N. J., treasurer of
Radio Engineering ContuUoMU
Radio Inventions Inc., New York,
and director and treasurer of Faximile Inc., New York, a holding
Commercial
Radio Equip. Co.
company, died Jan. 15. Mr. Tucker
was a pioneer
in
facsimile
communications and was active in the
organization of several electronics
research
and
development
nies.- He was closely
associatedcompawith
John V. L. Hogan in the Interstate ^ SOUND EFFECT RECORDS ^
Broadcasting
System,Newhigh-fidelity
operator of WQXR
York. Mr.
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Margarine Renewal
Tucker is survived by his wife, a
Over 200Bosieffrile
Individual
Sound Contoining
Effects
For Details
WIFT & CO., Chicago (All-Sweet son, and his mother.
argarine) has renewed its parCHARLES miCHELSOIV
ticipating announcement
campaign
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.
Chapman Named
[jij1nning
home Jan.
economics
programs
29. Contract
for be-17 ROBERT W. CHAPMAN, former
of the U. S. Recordinrc eeks in 17 markets was placed by chief ingengineer
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
joined
»M Walter Thompson Co., Chicago. the staffCo.,ofWashington,
PER DOLLAR WITH
the Robert L.hasKaufman
F
&
O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Organization in the same city. The
Kaufman Organization confines its Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
activitiestional
to maintenance,
technical construction
and opera611 Boronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
I FCC Applications
supervision
and
business
services
' (Continued
from
page
66)
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists
and
does
not
enter
the
field
of
the
JANUARY 19
consulting engineer.
NEW-1450
kc Glens
FallsCP Broadcasting
rp.,
Glens
Falls,
N.
Y.—
new
standitostation
request12301450kc 250
kc. w unlimited amendRCA Names Edsall
The
rpI 5Wpids, Fetzcr
Broadcasting
Robert L. Kaufman
Mich.
— License
to coverCo.,CP Grand
new HOWARD LINN EDSALL, ad-ndard
station
(WJEF).
vertising
manager
of
Ajax
Metal
kc KPDN
Pampa, to C.Tex.—
OrganizationConstruction
has been named
Technical
Maintenance,
,I !340
ense
from
R. C. Hoiles
H. Assgn.
Hoiles, Co., Philadelphia,
Supervision
and Business
and sales promotion
rry Hoiles
for Broadcast
StationsServices
I ition
KPDN. and Jane Hoiles Afb Radio advertising
manager
of
the
RCA
tube
and
I,|/«EW-46,100
kc KFH sq.Wichita—
CP nw estinew equipment department, with headMunsey BIdg. DistrictWashington
4, D. C.
I station,
18,170
mi.,
$110,550
2292
cost.
quarters in Camden.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wosh. 5, D. C
District 1640
(Subj. to Gov't Rec.)
^Advertising ^Agencies
Without Canadian Connections
633
Dominion Sq. BIdg., Montreal,
Canada
RECORDINGS
FOR
COMPLETE . PRODUCTION
AND REG'D
RECORDING
FACILITIES
. FRENCH
Write
Us AND ENGLISH
Accurate Concise Dramatic
LYI JU
and
"A Dispatch
from Reuter't"
WKAT
(BLUE)
4tli YEAR
BUY
WAR

BONDS
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.UO.I.tlllXIOfOI.UI. I,.l.ll<IIt
A full page of them in
the February 5th issue
of BROADCASTING on
stations

Scfi? ike^oovruMjCf
WohA CotJl'Vecflonl

RADIO ADVERTISERS
Ask the Commercial Manager
of any station in the United States
To Explain to You
the many desirable features of our
unique
SELF-PAYING
Radio Advertising Plan
ENABLES you to
use
studioa quarter-hour
program at
less cost to you
than what you now
pay for a brief
transcribed
t. anAespecially
cooperative,
money-rrKiking
plan,
developed
by an theadvertisi
n
g
m
i
n
d
e
d
m
u
s
i
c
publisher,
LONGACRE MUSIC COMPANY
to help you
Increase the EflRciency of
YOUR RADIO ADVERTISING
'TEN-SHUN!
WHAT OPPORTUNITY AWAITS
THE DISCHARGED MARINE?
What will radio offer a man with
seven years outstanding success announcing, selling, writing, producing, managing and operating? Are
you looking for an ambitious family
man with a proven record of local,
national and network sales end
promotion? The job must pay
money to make this man move his
home, and must offer a real future
to a sincere worker.
BOX 151, BROADCASTING
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Listening Increase
Indicated for 1945
Pulse of New York Reports
High
Sets-In-Use
Indexreached
for '44an
LISTENING
in 1944
all-time high in the measurement
records of The Pulse Inc., New
York, the three-year-old radio surin the Jan,monthly
15 issueveyof firm
Thereports
Radio Audience,
newsletter. Sets-in-use index per
average quarter-hour for 1944 was
21.2 compared to 20.2 for- 1943 and
17.9 for 1942, out of a total of 12
months in the previous year, and
out of a total of 12 months in 1944,
eight had more listeners than similar months in the previous year,
and all had higher audiences than
corresponding months in 1942, according to The Pulse. Last fall its
coverage was extended from New
York, to northern New Jersey and
Philadelphia. The prediction is
made that the 1944 record will be
maintained and may even be surpas ed in 1945.
Total listening in December 1944
surpassed total listening in the
same month in 1943 by 9.4%, and
of December 1942 by 22.8%, the
report shows. Seasonal rise in December over the previous month was
slightly higher this year than last,
it is stated.
Continuing its study of the
"wearing quality" of long programs,
or the length of time they hold
their listeners, The Pulse reports
that while shows of more than two
quarter-hours tend to lose listeners
from the beginning to the end of
the performance, most half-hour
evening dienprograms
stable auce. Of 245 half keep
-hour a broadcasts
covered in the study, 45% keep the
same rating; 29% gained listeners
and 26% lost listeners, from the
first to the second quarter-hour.
Dramatic broadcasts remain most
stable and even gain listeners during the second half of half-hour
shows. The second half of quiz
shows usually show better ratings
than the first quarter-hour. Variety
programs on the whole tend to gain
listeners rather than to lose them
from the first to the second quarterhour.

Canada Station Group
Reviews Postwar Plans
DEVELOPMENT of more live programs, increased emphasis on program production,
current business
attitude
of merchants
on postwar
plans, sales research and seasonal
revenuescus ed atwere
among
disthe first
annualtopics
meeting
of the production and sales executives of thestations
Taylor-Pearson-Carson
operated
in eastern and
western Canada, held at Calgary
Jan. 8-10. The general sessions
were held under the chairmanship
of Waldo
Holden,Winnipeg.
commercial
manager at CKRC
Program
and production sessions were led
by Stuart
MacKay,Vancouver,
program manager of CKWX
and
meetings of sales representatives
were held under the chairmanship
of R. J. Buss, commercial manager
of CKCK Regina.
Conference was welcomed by
Harold R. Carson, CFAC Calgary
and
president
All-Canadawere:Radio
Facilities
Ltd. ofAttending
Lyman
Potts
and
BillJackGuild,
Hamilton; Waldo
Holdei,
Kemp, CROC
Orin
Botsford,
CKRC
Winnipeg;
Bruce
Pirie,
Fred MacRae,
Laight, CKRM
Regina;CKCK
R. J.Regina;
Buss,
Ross
Wilf Collier,
Bob
Moose Jaw, Sask.; Albert;
Gerald
Prest,Giles,
Jack CHAB
Coalstron,
Rolfe
Barnes,
D. Elton,CKBICJCAPrinceEdmonton;
Bert
Cairns,
Fred
Shaw,
Geoflf
Waddington,
Jack Jack
Stewart,
Bob C.Charman,
CFAC
Calgary;
Sayres,
Perry,
CJOC
Lethbridge;
Norman
Harrod,CKOV
CJATKelowna,
Trail,
B.B. C;C. Hume
Lethbridge,
Stuart MacKay, John Hunt, Rip
Crotty,
Halberg, SamDickRoss,
Batey,CKWX
CJVI Vancouver;
Victoria. Les
FM Workshop Slated
A SIX-WEEK educational FM
station workshop, sponsored iointly
bv the U. S. Office of Education,
Ohio State U.,
State Dept.
Education
andOhioCleveland
Publicof
Schools, is scheduled for Columbus
and Cleveland June 19-July 27, Dr.
I. Keithrector ofTyler,
radioannounced
education last
diOhio State,
week. A fuUtime faculty will include six to eight experts in the FM
field, with other specialists reprecommercial
radio,First
GovernTAcnt andsenting
school
systems.
five
weeks of the course will be at Ohio
StateingU.,week Columbus,
the remainat WBOE andCleveland,
FM
station operated by the Cleveland
Board of Education. Registration
fee is expected to be between $15$25, with attendance limited to 100.

STATION MANAGER WANTED
e Excellent post-war opportunity for competent, reliable station manager v/ho wants to invest in a new
station contemplated for expanding southwestern metropolitan market. Prefer southern radio man experienced
in network affiliate operation. Ample finances are now
available for the construction of this station, but I should
like to get a partner capable of taking over the management. Ifthis sounds interesting, please let me hear
from you. If you're in the armed forces, don't let it
keep you from writing.
Box 141, BROADCASTING

ACCOUNTANT
Operator of eastern radio
stations has excellent opening for general accountant
and office manager. Opportunity for advancement with
expanding organization.
Box 152 Broadcasting

WANTED TO PURCHASE
Studio and transmitter equipment for 250
wattWillstation.
Give full
details.
pur- j||
chase entire equipment or
whatever parts are available. Want standard broadoutlaw.cast equipment — nothing
Box 145, BROADCASTING The
ROBERT L. KAUFAAAN
Organization
Technical Maintenance Service for
Broadcast Stations
Our service will help you if you
are short of v/ell-trained men to
ciently.
keep your plant operating effiMunseyWashington
BIdg. 4, District
D. C. 2292 •eiliatei
WANTED TO BUY

Ja,

1000 or 5000 transmitter.
Must be FCC approved.
Also, 3 towers and associated equipment.
Box 132, BROADCASTING

'speri

74e SCHOOL 'Vr
RADIO TECHNIQU
( America's Oldest School Devoted Hit
ExclusivelySPRING
to Radio TERM
Broadcasting ) ' 'kn
FEB. 5
Day & Evening Courses
Taught bysionalNetwork
Profess, for Beginner
Advanced ■unde
students,
include:&
•O Newscasting
Announcing • Station« Acting
Routine
•« Continuity
Writing «• Voice
Diction
Commentating
Co-ed.
Inquire!
Call orModerate
Write forrates.
Booklet
Bill. B.
R.K O. BUILDING
RAblO CITY N.
CIRCLE 7-0193

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertis

! "foil

Help Wanted
Copywriter
— Young
several salable
years — Classified Advertisements —
experience,
capablemanGoodofwithpaying,
writing
commercial
copy.
permanent
position
with
1000
watt
midwest
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE— Minimum $1.00. Situation Wanted 10c per word.
regional
network station. Box 929.
BROADCASTING.
All others, 15c per word. Bold face caps 30c per word. Ad mu^t be all
Operator-announcer.
First
class radio-telelight face or _all bold face caps. Count 3 words for blind box number. Deadphone license. Mustannouncing.
be capable
of newsreand commercial
For
line Monday preceding issue date. Send box replies to Broadcasting Magagional
NBC
station
in
western
city
of
zine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
25,000.
Good post-war future. Box 932,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter
operator—
Upstate
New
York
regional
station. First Send
class alllicense
only.
Permanent
qualificaSituations Wanted (Cont'd)
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
tions. Box 69,position.
BROADCASTING.
Can meet and
sell executives.
Excellent tronic
positions
open
for
electrical,
elec- Salesman—
Vanted
for
5000
watt
southwestern
network
Straight
Want
experiengineers,
first,
second,
third
class
station. Two
thoroughlywriters,
experienced,
ence on commission.
non-network
stationradioin eastern
radio engineers,
production
men,executives,
junior, city only.
versatile,
male
continuity
capaBox
115,
BROADCASTING.
senior
announcers,
station
ble of top-flight
production
in
both
comnews
editors,
time
salesmen,
radio
telemercial and sustaining
shows
spot
man wants
phone, telegraph
Em- All night sitionorwithearly
announcements.
salariesandtodrinkthe
or morning
50 morning
kw. Two
years CanpoexService, operators.
Inc.,Ohio.UnionWilson
Commerce
righters orpeople.
No Excellent
loafers, habitual
perience5witstraight
h early
shows.
Building, ployment
Cleveland,
visionaries
wanted!
Permanent
podo
news
and
announcing.
Honor
sitionperience,
s. Tel allsalaryinexpected.
first letter:
age,
exgraduate
of
accredited
college.
Interested
cooking?
a gradute homeex- only in a permanent job where a dependEnclose late What's
economist,
if youIf you're
have broadcasting
photos. Address Box 92, BROADCASTable, hardBROADCASTING.
working man may advance.
ING.
microphone,perience andifcanyouproject
can dopersonality
selling joboveron Box 113,
and off isairjob— "what's
cooking"(participation
for you at Available now. Engineer, draft deferred, 9
alesman—
Wanted
by location
thriving onCalifornia
KMBC
with
present
station.
Beautiful
coast.
monthsstation.
experience
top flight
New Yorkin
and future
(station YouoperatFamilysmallmancommunity
preferred, activities
one who ascansub-fit in earnings)
City
First
phone.
Experienced
ing FM and planning
television).
can
into
maintenance,
remotes,
recordings
andwork.all
take
over with
immediately
as KMBC'spromoted
home
stantial
Must
be
good
salesman,
citizen.
phases
of
studio
and
transmitter
economist
two
nationally
not high
pressure.No Excellent
guarantee,
(and sponsored)
programs,
"The
Happy
plus
commission.
house accounts.
Re- Kitchen"
andincluding
"The Food Scout". educaRush
C^^^do^announcing.
Box
BROADfull details
CASTING ^ or aimail. Box 112, BROADDraft
exempt
announcer
— Desires
Now120,with
tion,graph,religion,
marital experience,
status, etc.age,to-photowatt
network
affiliate.
to kilojoin
voice
transcription,
Karl
elevision
maintenanc
e
larger
network
station.
Two
years
exengineers. Essen- Pickwick
Koerper,
managing
director,
KMBC,
tial industry. Large broadcastin
perience.
Special
training.
Midwest
preHotel,
Kansas
City.
g
comferred.
Disc
and
photograph
upon
opporExcellent
City.
York
pany in New
quest. Box 121, BROADCASTING. refuture. Write
Interested
in making
$100.00
or
116,SecureBROADCAS
tails. Boxtunities.
more gan.
a —week
with local
stationfirst
in MichiTING. fuU de- Salesman
Writer-producer
available.
Now I employed
Give
complete
details
letter.
50excellent
kw network
station
where
have an
Box 142, BROADCASTING.
ales promotion manager of major New
record shows
for originating,
l^ork City
independe
radio
station,
nt
and
producing
that
satisfywriting
sponA
new
station
whose
application
is
now
young,
aggressive
,
advertisin
g
or
prosors
and
boost
ratings.
All
types
conpending
before
the
FCC,
will
need
engimotion
man
to
head-up one-man departtiGoodnuity :dramatic,
variety,Qualified
comedy,toofmusineers, announcers,
salesmen
and
program
■ ment,
including
responsibi
lity
for
every
cal.
commercials.
head
department
personnel.
If
you
are
now
emphase oftisingstation
promotion,
trade
advercontinuity
or
program
department.
Exoyed or aresolicited
in the and
Armed Forces
(copyentatioand
production
), and
sales brochpresreferences from present employer.
replies plare
heldyourin Box 122,cellentBROADCASTING.
ns, dresearch
irect mail
letters
strict
confidence.
Box will
148,beBROADures,
original
and
general
proCASTING.
radio beexperipromotion. Previous
Experienced
announcer33, - deferred,
newscaster,college
live
encegramnot essential
butportion
you must
wellshows, controls,
WGL, Fort
Wayne, In- graduate,
grounded
in major
of above
and Announcerdiana,wanted
executive
experience.
Wantsdiable
recently
acquired
by Farnsworth
quickly
to
grasp
entire
operation.
opportunity
as
combination
program
Television
and
Radio
Corp.
Minimum
Write complete details and salary
rectassistant.
or-an ouncer, as istant station
years
broadcasting
(straight
tirements. 1 7, BROADCASTINGre- three
or production
Details manfirst
sports)
announcing
experience
essential.orin letter.ager Box
123, BROADCASTING.
Wantpostwar
ambitious
manAM,
who FM,is interested
^FW,
Kearney,
Nebr.,
wants
first
class
a
future,
and
televiengineer,
minimum
announci
ng,
excelAnnouncer-newscaster,
five
years
experision.
Please
do
not
go
to
the
expense
of
ient future Also, experienced ambitious
ence. Capable, reliable. Box 124, BROADcoming submitting
to Fort Wayne
orof telephoning
salesman.
CASTING.
placementy. , permabefore
letter
application
nent. SendImmediat
details eimmediatel
with
references
and
enclosed
photograph.
Announcer
— Girl,
butSpanish.
good, young,
sober,
State draft
anted—C
hief engineer
can write,
know
Prefernecessary.
southWGL,
Fort status.
Wayne, Address
Indiana. Paul Roberts,
combinatGood
ion
man holding
first classor license.
west,
salary
insignificant,
but
director recently
needed acquired
WGL, Fortby Box 125, BROADCASTING.
working
^alary, ,goodWMJM,
ns, no Continuity
boomtown
Cordele,conditio
Wayne,
Georgia.
Newscaster-announcer.
Program
production
FarnsworthIndiana,
Television
and Radio
Corp.
transmitter engineer
director experience,
narrations,
special
Minimum
three
years
radio
writing
ex- features,
M.NBCC. dance
bands.Available
University
perience essential.inNeedpostwar
a manfuture;
or woman
.or station
30for miles
fromweek.Pittsburgh,
education.
training.
two
salary
$45.00
w.ho
is
interested
AM,
40
hour
^ire collect WISR, Butler, Penna.Write or FM and television. Please do not go to weeks. Acceptportuni$65.00
with
excellent
optifull
es. Age 30,details.
permanently
dethe
expense ofbefore
comingsubmitting
to Fort Wayne
orof
ferred.
Send
Box
126,
telephoning
letter
.|.3CM,
Gulf
port,
Mississipp
i,
has
BROADCASTING.
opening
application
with
references
and
enclosed
1 or first, second or third class operator.
photograph.
State draft status. Address
years experience
asad announcer,
St class
engineers.
Oneworking
of radio's Paul
diana. Roberts, WGL, Fort Wayne, In- 14 director,
specialty
libadvertising
and actor.program
Pres,I nost
modernradiostations.
Good
eonent job radio
producer
agency.
litions,
p easantpossibilities
living, standard
Position
open
for
experienced
announcerSingle,
4F,
college
graduate,
executive
pay
vith
excellent
advancement
ability.
Want
better
connection.
Availsalesman.
Prefer
western
man.
Excellent
ermanent
for right
able immediately Box 127, BROADState salary,
experience,
mediately,
byjob wire,
CASTING
lettermen.orMd. inApplypersoniml opportunity.
etc. Mutual affiliate.
KBND, Bend,
Orestation WBOC,
Salisbury,
Experiencedwriter.announcer,
- scriptInterestedRecently
inproduction
station
manage"l!*^ NBC
nfrl^'^P^^Montana. who
250
Situations Wanted
affiliate;Helena,
meSmall
nt. 28 years.
retired
Army
onecopy,announcer
an7att,
write
commercial
officer.
family.
Box
128,
BROADhandle
sport Station manager or assistant. Change de- CASTING.
hows
and newscasts.
Also,
one
straight
nnouneer
who
can
copy. State
siredbition
for - progress.
Here's youthful amxperiences, references.writeRestricted
manager
Exbacked
by radio
and Manager orperiensales
per- experience
areAgemyavailable.
gained
climbingknowledge
the ladder.
'ilax^°* necessary, but bring additional
fnicceast.icoeBnosax.ndD130,
raresults
ft exempt.
30.bestBestqualirefStability,
ability,
draft
exempt.
Must
'
e
r
e
BROADCASTING.
hold
opportunity
and
permanence.
Box
, 83, BROADCASTING.
•DQ
Jacksonvi
lle, wants
with 5000an watts
Experienced
announcer
relat doing
announcethatr Chief engineer — Radio broadcasting, com- Army
majordischargee.
including
50 kw.
Newskeepthings,
up with
it.
Early
morning
cstations,
aster for regional
network.
NewconnecYork
muniSpecialist
cations. Ten years
engineering
ex- transcription
d hb.cannews.
Let's
hear what you can do.
experience.
Wishes
perience.
audio
facilities.
References. Box 96, BROADCASTING.
tion at $60
minimum
weekly
base.
EsPr°Eram Director,
^"?I]'
^Pnn
Jacksonvi
'PDQ, f"^,
lle, Florida.
p
e
c
i
a
l
y
i
n
t
e
r
e
ted
chief
announcer
spot
position
wanted. Transmitter
with
small station. Box 131, BROADlonunccr— Immediate opening. Perma- Permanent
CASTING.
engineer
fully
experienced
operation,
Pleasant working condi- construction, installation, maintenance 5
position. $40.00
!,5nt
/ons.
assistant,Presently
college ingraduate,
kw stations. Available soon. Kindly state Production
Mississippi. per week. WAML.
^aurel, Salary
draft entertainment
exempt.
radio.Box34,11
salai-y and work week. Box 98, BROADCASTING.
years
field
experience.
I1 •om experienced
transmitter
or
control
133, BROADCASTING.
engineers needed immediately. $59.80
Fournewsyears
proven
record,
; adexperilib, Experienced
I 'r)lorado.
48 hour week. Wire KFEL, Denver, Announcer-newscaster.
announcer-writer.''
Production
background.
Single, 4F, college.
Seeks
straight,ence,24manent.
years
old,
draft
exempt,
perInterested in your offer. Box
better
CASTING.opportunity. Box 134, BROAD103.
BROADCASTING.
voTk
station
wants
announcer
to
handle
enmg
shift.
40
hour
week.
No
control
Ma i^ailable as program director or com- Announcer
— Ex-serviceman
9
irk.
Ideal working
and best
experience.
Excellentavailable.
staff, news,
ar inaround
climateas conditions
inplaceU. isS.nowGive
de- 14 years
mercialexperience.
manager. Honorably
commercial
man. Reasonable
salary.
Box
Doublesdischarged.
as an- months
ilsation
first
nouncer. Box 118, BROADCASTING.
138, BROADCASTING.
KGBS,letterHarlingen,
Texas. open,
OADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Wanted to Buy
Wanted
—
Modulation
and
frequencyElectric
mo'nitors,
RCA,
Gateswatt
or Western
console
for 250
station. Box
68.
BROADCASTING.
In 1market
broadcast
equipment
for
kw andforyou
250any have
watt
stations.
Cash
whatever
available.
Box for
91,
BROADCASTING.
Cash-1 kwor transmitter,
deferred payments
as
preferred
for
frequency
and coupling
modulamonitors, equipment
three
antenna
unit=,tion
phasing
or parts
to
build
such
equipment.
Will
also
purchase
any avai'able studio equipment. Box 93,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted able— 1associated
kw transmitter with
availCash.allFurnish
full description.equipment.
Box 94, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
to buytransmitter,
— 1000 wattmodulation
broadcasting
equipment:
and
frequency
monitors,
towers,
recorders,
other
ftudio
accessories.
Give
details.
All
cash deal. Box 95, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— 5 kw transmitter,
300 foot
towers,
equipment,three
monitor.Boxphasing
Give108,specifications
andandpricephasein
reply.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted tion,to nowbuy—
250
watt broadcasting
staoperation.
State Box
location,
price
and indetails
of sale.
114,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— 250 watt
transmitter,
audiotowerbroadcast
inputapproximately
and equipment,
measuring180
equipment,
also
feet Box 129, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
to buy— Youralsoauxiliary
5 kilowatt
watt tor.transmitter,
frequency
moniBox 135, BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
Type
44BX
RCA
microphones,
any 136,
condition.
Send full particulars to
Box
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
to
buy
—
250
transmitter,
tower,tor, distortion
meter,watt
frequency
monimodulation
monitor,
frequency
tion meter. Give full details. Boxdevia137,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted tersto, 1 five-kilowatt
buy — 2 one-kilowatt
transmittransmitter,frequency
2 consoles, modulation monitor,
monitor,
100,000
feet
of
No.
8
or
10
copper fiers,
wire,andmicrophones,
turntables,
ampliany miscellaneous
equipment
you
may have for cash. Box 140, BROADCASTING.
Complete equipment for 250 watt installation, includingimmediately.
tower of 150'
more.
Cash available
Writeor giving
particulars.Georgia.
Radio Station WLAG. LaGrange,
Have you either two 195 foot towers or a
frequency
or wire
both?or Will
cash upondres ed tmonitor
letter payadoreceipt
Box 147,of BROADCASTING.
Wantedtrol tounit orbuyequivalent.
— 25A GatesBox frequency
con150, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to buy — All or part interest in restation, network
non-network.
Will 153,
paygionalBROADCASTING.
cash
or make orsuitable
terms.
Box
For Sale
For sale — mitter.
New Complete
250 with
watt tubes
broadcast
transBliley
oven
xtal.
FCC approval.
Noandpriority
needed.
Immediate
delivery.
Contact
Mr.
Beverly
B.
Ballard,
558
A
St..
Yuba
City,
Calif.
Forforsale250— Complete
transmitter
equipment
watt station.
RCA never
transmitter
converted
used,
and
completeto broadcasting,
with set of tubes.
Bliley
Oven and crystal
; Lehigh
200withft. selfsupporting
insulated
tower
base
terminating
equipment
and ofcomplete
lighting
equipment;
328
feet
V2feetinchof
lead
sheath
coaxial
cable
;
7500
No.
10 copperray ground
wire Will
; RCAsell No.all
155 cathode
for
$8,900units.
cash oscillator.
or consider
sale of
separate
Phone
Poughkeepsie,
N.Poughkeepsie,
Y., 6211 J orN. wire
or
write
Box
889.
Y.
Miscellaneous
Trade Pennsylvania farm for $3000 stock,
small broadcast corp —Experienced.
become station'sW.
licensed
Crooks, Boxengineer.
94, Kent, Ohio.
Wanted1000 watt
transmitter
or Elec1000
watt amplifier
for 310
WesternBROADtric transmitter.
Box B 149,
CASTING.
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Civil Liberties Group

Under Fly Urges
White-Wheeler Bill
director, 20th Century Fund, is
chairman of the committee. Other
members, in addition to Chairman
Fly, are Ruth Brindze, author;
Harwood L. Childs, Public Opinion
Quarterly; J. G. Gude and David
Halperin, radio consultants; Ben
Herzberg, attorney; Quincy Howe
and H. V. Kaltenborn, commentators; Robert J. Landry, CBS director of program writing; Dr.
Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Office of Radio
Research ; Morris S. Novik, director
of WNYC New York; Mrs. Harriet
Pilpel, attorney; Elmer Rice, playwright;
Stix, radio
consultant;Thomas
Norman L.Thomas,
and Carl
M. Watson, radio executive.

Legislation Like
BUTTRESSED by the addition of
former FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly to its membership, the
radio committee of the American
Civil Liberties Union last week announced its program for new radio
legislation which it will support
before the new Congress, patterned
largely on the White-Wheeler bill,
which died with the last session because all sides despaired of working out a compromise.
In general following the FCC
viewpoint as reflected in the past
by Mr. Fly, now in private law
practice in New York, the ACLU
committee statement frowned upon
any provision in the law which
would cover newspaper ownership
or the network monopoly regulations. It took no action on a proposal that the sale of stations be
conducted solely through the FCC
but said further consideration
would be given it.
The committee is seeking a conference with the NAB on its proposals. Arrangements have not been
completed, however, pending the
return to Washington of NAB
President J. Harold Ryan, now on
a district meeting tour. The NAB
Legislative Committee already has
drawn up tentative proposals on
legislation.
Free Speech
The committee voted for inclusion in any new law of a declaration of policy following the WhiteWheeler measure designed to guarantee "that radio broadcasting shall
be an effective medium of free
speech and contribute its fullest
measure to the protection of democratic rights." This declaration
provided for fullest discussion of
public issues on a sustaining basis,
with all sides given equivalent time,
and proposed that radio strive to
"elevate the tenor of commercial
programs."
Opposing embodiment in the law
of limitations on newspaper ownership of stations, the committee said
it was satisfied with the present
regulations leaving the question up
to the FCC to judge each case on
its merits, and barring the acquisition by a single owner of more than
one regular
FM sta-in
tion and one station,
televisionone station
a given listening area. It opposed
any changes in existing regulations
on multiple ownership or provisions
to bar completely the sale of time
on controversial issues. It proposed
that the policy of keeping controversy on sustaining time be adopted as a matter of self-regulation
by the broadcasting companies.
The committee also approved existing FCC regulations on political
broadcasts, and the identification of
sponsors, as well as the chain
monopoly regulations, but held they
should not be made the subject of
legislation. It discarded as unworkable a proposal for identification
of news sources.
Thomas R. Carskadon, research
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Video Quiz Show
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, New
York, has taken an option on a
video quiz program owned by John
Reed King,clients
m.c, for
submission
various
including
Leverto
Bros, as a possible regular series,
and starts a trial three-time run
Feb. 9 for Rinso in the first halfhour
of the onagency's
9-10
p.m. period
WABD Tuesday
New York.
Selecting
names
of
know
videoset owners at random, Mr. King
telephones them to pose questions
on a visual quiz which they may
see on their screen. If owner is at
home and looking at the set, he gets
a chance to answer the quiz, and if
he answers correctly may select a
prize from general merchandise
displayed
on theat the
screen.
homea
but
not looking
set, heIf gets
consolation prize. Agency has titled
the
program
after its sign-off cue.
Thanks
for Looking.
General Mills Show
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis,
(Gold Medal Kitchen Tested Flour,
Bisquick, Softasilk) will sponsor
Betty Crocker starting Jan. 27,
9-9:15 a.m. (CWT) for 52 weeks
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
Chicagotions:on KVOOtheWKY
following
staWPAA NBCWBAP
KGNC KTBS KARK KPRC WOAI
KRIS KRGV KOB KTSM.

Sweetheart Changes
MANHATTAN Soap Co., New
York,
in itsSoap,
radio has
promotion
Sweetheart
adoptedfora
greater
achieve
to
plan designed
flexibility,
to allow advertising to
and
sales
changing
with
step First major step was
keep
distribution.
to drop one of its two network Blue
pro177 Jan.
Amby onp.m.
Scramby10:30-11
stationsgrams,
Wed.
17,
and
to
concentrate
on
the
CBS
five-times weekly serial Strange
ComWinters.
Evelyn
of
Romance mercial network for the latter prothe first of the
gram was expanded
year from
28 stations to the full
network. Agency is Duane Jones
Co., New York.
Yoder to be Reassigned
By
NBC; Leaving
REVERTING
to inactive Navy
status
Feb. 1, Lt. Comdr Lloyd E. Yoder,
officer
relations
public
USNR,
the 12th Naval district, Denver,of
former general
manager of KOA
Denver and veteran
tive, NBCwill execureport
to NBC
New
Yorkters forheadquarmentreassignwith the
network.
Former
f 0 Ail0 tComdr. Yoder American
ball
star
and
captain of the crack 1926 Carnegie
Tech team, Comdr. Yoder entered
radio at WCAE Pittsburgh while
with the Pittsburgh Press. Later
he joined the NBC San Francisco
staff as announcer and subsequently became NBC western division
press
manager.
In 1937of
he wasdepartment
named general
manager
KPO-KGO San Francisco and in
October 1939 he became general
manager
took
a leaveof inKOA.
1942 Comdr.
to enter Yoder
active
Navy
duty
and
had
headed
12th
Naval district office in Denverthe since
1943. tiveForservicea year
has been
selecliaisonhe and
manpower
officer in addition to his regular
duties. James McPherson succeeded
him ascent manager
KOA. Lt.
VinGates, USNR,of former
Salinas,
Cal., newspaperman, takes over the
Navy
Comdr. public
Yoder relations
leaves. post when

Senate Unanimous
In Porter Approval
Craven Vacancy Still Unfilled;
Hyde
Leads Possibilities
PROCEEDING
without a hitch,
the Senate last Thursday unanimously
confirmed
of Paul A. Porter asthea nomination
member of
the FCC, following recommended j
approval
by
the
Senate
Monday. Committee the Interstate
Commerce
preceding
Mr. Porter, who has been serving as chairman under recess appointment since Dec. 21, was named
to fill the unexpired term of James
Lawrence Fly, which runs until
June 30, 1949. He will be sworn in
as a Commission member for the
second
ceremony.time at an informal office
Several Mentioned for Post
Mr. Porter's confirmation still
leaves the FCC short one member —
the post vacated last June by T. A
M. Craven. While it had been expected that the nomination would
be made by President Roosevelt for
that vacancy promptly after the
new chairman's confirmation, there
was no word last week of an imminent appointment.
There are a number of candidates!
for the post — ^both Republican and
Democratic — with Rosel H. Hyde,
assistant general counsel in charge
of broadcasting, consistently men
tioned. Several other Government
officials, not directly engaged in
radio regulation, also are under
stood to have backing for the assignment.
Last Thursday, Mr. Porter and
his FCC colleagues and department
heads appeared before the House
Appropriations
Subcommittee
Independent Offices
to testify onin
support of the FCC budget for the
1945-46 fiscal year, which begin;
next June. President Roosevelt had
recommended an appropriation oi
$5,207,000,
a reduction of approxi
16].
mately $1,105,000 under the 194f
appropriation [Broadcasting, Jan
Despite rumblings of oppositioi
to Mr. Porter on partisan grounds
the Senate Committee reported tb
nomination favorably last Mon
day after he had testified in execu
tive session for about an houi
Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) re
ported the nomination the same da
and
day. the Senate confirmed it at th
first executive session foUowinj
the Committee action last Thur
Mr. Porter's nomination was \
have been considered by the Corj
mittee on Jan. 8 but Sen. Wheele
postponed action pending compl
tion of the Democratic membersh
to fill four vacancies.

PRESIDENT
Roosevelt's
genius
can offset
and evenmicrophol
smoth
local
influence,
accordi
to an newspaper
article by Walter
Davenport
the Jan. 19 (Jolliers on "The PresidOi
for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
and the Press".
BROADCASTING
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thereafter. Sent out returns of State
primary
election
31, 1920."*
That same
yearAug.
of 1920
saw Arthur
B. Church, youthful radio enthusiast,
coming to Kansas City in June, undertaking the building of a transmitter
for another pioneer station — widely
known today as KMBC of Kansas City.
It is not surprising that broadcasting
in only twenty-five years has become
such a vital factor in our way of life.
The wide-awake management of WWJ
and such other pioneer Detroit broadcasters as WJR (1922) ; WXYZ (1925) ;
WJLB and WJBK(1926) have through

community consciousness and an
awareness of responsibility given to
broadcasting an enviable position in
the everyday life of that automobile
manufacturing center of the world.
That like management has built for
KMBC a similar position in the Heart
of America can best be shown by the
hearty welcome that the Arthur B.
Church station receives, day and night,
over the thresholds into the homes of
its inhabitants.
^From Broadcasting Magazine' s. Chronology of
the Development of Radio and Broadcasting."

OF KANSAS
CITY
KMBC
Free &. Peters, Inc.
Of Course — KMBC-FM — an extra service at no extra cost
SINCE 1928— BASIC CBS AFFILIATE FOR MISSOURI AND KANSAS

DOES

If IZ

Service
Colorado's

n

to

Farmers

and

Stockmen
^~^NEits ofproduction
Colorado'sof food
greatest
to theKLZ's
war effort
been
and contributions
meat. And among
major has
wartime
services has been its effort to serve the people who are producing
Colorado's record quantities of food.
Morning, afternoon and night, KLZ has been helping the producers
of food; offering helpful broadcasts, finding out what the farmers and
stockmen want to know: informing, entertaining, challenging. The direct
results of this service have been many and KLZ's file:- are fat with the
thank-you's of local, state and federal agricultural officials.
KLZ does everything with equal thoroughness. The extra enthusiasm, the extra know-how which KLZ puts into every effort results in
doing a better job of serving Colorado listeners. And because KLZ does
a better job in this respect, it does a better job for advertisers.

HIGHEST AWARD in the Farm
Service program classification at
the Ohio State Institute in 1944
went to a KLZ program entitled,
"A
Is for of
Beans",
a tribute county
to the
farmers
Montezuma
which was awarded the agriculture
"A" by the War Food Administrationtioninfor1 record pinto bean produc-

15

in

Million

15

Years
io tea

^liete must Le dome new wa
aaver
tiiin^ people tkat WXS
dvertldi

recewea

over a miiiion iettetS ag^ain

16 y>ear

"DUT AFTER ALL, the important thing really is that
-L^ WIS received 1,046,929 letters, for a total of
the fifteen years of the present ownership. For it tells
what advertisers need to know : In the broad four-state

again in 1944,
15,943,633 in
in hard figures
area surround-

ing (and including) Metropolitan Chicago, WLS is listened to and
listeners respond. We repeat: WLS is a half-time station doing a
full-time job.

90 KILOCYCLES
50,000
WATTS
BLUE NETWORK

represented by
John Blair & Company

BuRRiDGE D. Butler
President
GlennManager
Snyder

C H I C AGO
7
MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWEIL-DOUGUS

on

WKY's

Television

WKY's
$250,000

Tour

New
Transmitter

X MARKS THE SPOT where the
scale model
of WKY'sduringnew each
transmit er was placed
the Television
Shows in 19 Okla-of
homa
towns.
At
left,
WKY's
mandetails
of theager Gayle
newGrubb
plantexplains
to interested
spectators.

SHARING the spotlight in 19 Oklahoma towns during WKY's recent
23-day Television tour was a model of a
new WKY transmitter from which Oklahomans will, before long, be hearing a
great deal more.
No model, however, could visualize adequately the startling heighth of WKY's
915-foot antenna, the sixth highest manmade structure in the Western Hemisphere; nor the care and thought behind
the construction of this ultramodern
transmission plant.
No model could picture to the layman

what this new transmiter will do for
him in operation. He will discover this
for himself when, one day soon, he becomes conscious of a new clarity and fidelity in WKY program reception.
WKY has always kept itself in the
forefront of listeners' preference in
Oklahoma by keeping itself in the spotlight through continuously improving its
service and facilities and providing the
most comprehensive and beneficial radio
service in the state.
This is particularly apparent in the
way WKY gets results for advertisers.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The
Daily
Oklahoman
- The (Affiliated
Farmer-Sfockmon
KVOR,
Colorado
Springsand- Times
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BYKLZ,THEDenver
KATZ AGENCY,Mgmt.)
INC.

EXECUTIVES
SIGN

Shown from left

FOR

OF

NINTH

LARGE
YEAR

NASHVILLE

BAKERY

ADVERTISING

ON

WSIX

right seated are F. B. Evers, president; H. D. Sparks, sales manager; standing: R. L. Pettigrew, assistant manager, all of the American Bread
Company and E. S. Tanner, commercial manager of WSIX.

The American Bread Company, bakers of HOLSUM BREAD AND
CAKES for the ninth consecutive year, signed contracts to advertise
these products over WSIX.
During the past eight years and including the coming ninth, its
radio activities on WSIX include the sponsorship of Southern League
Base Ball Games, High School and Prep School Football Games, Cooperative Network Programs, News and various Live Talent programs,
plus many daily announcements.
On signing these ninth year contracts Mr. Evers said, "WSIX reaches
our entire territory and produces satisfactory results for us. The type
of human interest programs carried and the co-operation and service
of the WSIX organization deserve our continuous support. We are
glad to renew our contracts."

5000 WATTS

•

980 K. C.

BLUE and MUTUAL

NASHVILIE. TENM.

Facts to back up the judgment of shrewd time buyers located in
Nashville and advertising to the Nashville Market, are available for
THE KATZ AGENCY, National Representatives
those who like upward sales curves and downward sales cost.
Published every Monday, 53rd Entered
issue (Year
Book
Number)
published
in
February
by
-t
roadcasting
Publications,
as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington,
D. C,Inc.,under870actNational
of March Press
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4. D. C.

/
Here

are

some

have

helped
year

of

the

to make
in the

advertisers
1944

history

WAAT
NATIONAL & REGIONAL
Kay Preparations
Kerr's Butterscotch
American Express
Walter Kidde Co.
A 85 P Stores
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
Bryl Hair Cream
My-T-Fine Co,
Bvdova Watch Co.
National Biscuit Co.
Carter's Little Liver Pills
National Union & Radio Corp.
Colgate Dental Cream
New Jersey Bell Telephone Co.
Crucible Steel Co.
Pirrone Winieries
Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Ranger Joe, Inc.
Cuticura
Republic
Ex-Lax, Inc.
R.K.O. Pictures
Federal Shipbuilding &
Royal Crown Cola
Drydock Co.
Seeman Bros.
J. H. Filbert, Inc.
Super Suds
Florida Citrus Fruits
Venida Hair and Leg Lacquer
G & D Vermouth
Ward Baking Co.
General Motors
Wildroot Co., Inc.
Hennafoam Co.

the

who

biggest

of

RETAIL
Abelson's Inc., Jewelers
Simon Ackerman Clothes
A. S. Beck Shoe Co., Inc.
Broadway Hosiery Shops
Jack Dempsey Restaurant
I. J. Fox, Inc., Furs
Hotel St. George, Brooklyn
Howard Company, Jewelers
Janet Shop
Kresge Dept. Store
Michaels
Dept. Store
Prentis Clothes
Schwarz Drug Stores
Tappins, Inc., Jewelers
Albert Turner Factory
Clothing Co.

'^^'^ impressive increase was achieved in
INCREASE spite
of the fact that 27% of all the available
OVER
time on WAAT during 1944 was gladly
1943!
contributed to the war effort!

r

1$, 1
WAAT
more

listeners

in America's
' than

delivers

4—

per

dollar

Largest

Market

any
other station
including

all 50,000

—

watters!

*See Latest Surveys! Check Availabilities!
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National Representatives: Radio Advertising Co.
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us

Do you realize this market contains over SVi million people;
more than these 14 cities combined:— Kansas City, Indianapolis,
Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas, Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse,
Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.
DOllAft

FOR

DOLLAR

NEW

JERSEY'S

BEST

RADIO

BUYi

Starting at 5 a.m. with WWL's Farm Program

Speed up at 7:30 with WWL's "Dawn Busters"

Folks

turn

first to-

NEW ORLEANS
A DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITV
THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts ★ Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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In
Before the ^a
war, RCA engineers
had designed
a complete e^
line of equipment for FM
broadcast stations. A considerable number of RCA-built, FM broadcast transmitters
were installed and are on the air today. In the important (because it is chiefly used
in New York, Cliicago and other metropolitan centers) lOKW category, for instance,
five RCA lOKW, FM transmitters have been installed. More than of any other make.
An additional quantity of these transmitters was built but was diverted for war
purposes.

H;GH FIDEUTY M/CROPHONES- The
RCA ard44-BX
is thethestandof the Microphone
industry. After
war,
RCA will have even better microphones,
insuring
maximum
FM
response
characteristics.

STUDIO C0N50LETTES — The RCA
76-B2 Consolette is well-suited for
small
medium-sized
stationsof
and theand individual
studioFMbooths
larger stations. Complete facilities for
two
studios,remotes,
boothetc.announcements,
turntables,

STUDIOstudioCONSOLES
built
consoles —are RCA,
ideal customfor the
high
quaUty
requirements
of FM.of
Shown here is the control console
FM Station WBRL, Baton Rouge, La.

HIGH-QUALITY AMPUFIERS-The several types of standard, RCA studio amplifiers are well-suited for FM use. All
amplifierssponse,have
a flatbe frequency
rewhich may
compensated,
when
desired,
for
particular
installations.

J KW FM TRANSMITTER— This is the
RCA FM-l-B Transmitter, built before
the war,stal ead and number
of which After
were the
inare in operation.
war, RCA will offer a complete new
line of FM transmitters of all powers.

3 KW FM TRANSMITTER — This is
the RCA FM-3-B Transmitter, built
and sold before the war. The same exin allto RCA
tersciter isfromused1 KW
50 KW.FM Transmit-

FM FIELD-INTENSITY METER — The
RCA 301-B Field Intensity Meter,
which has a frequency range of 20 to
125 megacycles — and a built-in discriminator circuit — is the only comFM use. mercially produced unit suitable for

/4. FM MONITORS — RCA FM frequency
monitors and FM modulation monitors
are the finest built for this specific purpose— arestation
fully use.
approved by the FCC
for FM

MEASURING EQUIPMENT— For makingments "proof-of-performance"
measureof AM noise level, FM noise
level,
frequency response and distortion, the
RCA 68-B Oscillator and 69-C Distortion Meter are recommended.

FM

Broadcast

Stations

RCA FM transmitters were designed and built along the lines of the exceedingly
successful RCA AM transmitters. They are built that way because it is felt that station
engineers want in their FM transmitters the same qualities of convenience, reliability
and appearance that they have come to expect in AM equipment.
After the war, RCA will offer a complete new FM line which will incorporate the
much superior, RCA-developed locked-in oscillator circuit and other improved features which have become available through RCA's advanced war work.

SrUDfO EQUIPMENT RACKS — RCA
studio assemblies for use with or without custom-built consoles are also welladapted forcorporaFM
— can bedesired.
built toThese
inte any facilities
are the studio equipment racks at
WBRL.

RELAY TRANSMITTER — RCA has built
many types
of relay transmitter
transmitters,shown
including the television
here. After the war, RCA will have a
new, simplified
relayFM transmitter
cially designed for
stations. espe-

RELAY ANTENNAS — The; dii-eclional
or beam antenna, such as that shown
here, is largely based on RCA research.
After the war, RCA will offer a special
type for FM relay service.

lOKW FM TRANSMITTER — This RCA
FM-IO-A Transmitter at NBC, New
York
of five Inbefore
this thepowerwar. size
which iswereone installed

50 KW FM TRANSMITTER — This is
the
Transmitter
was RCA
under FM-50-A
construction
when thewhich
war
began.
After
the
war,,
RCA
will have
new 50 KW design incorporating
manya
unique features.

FM ANTENNAS — The turnstile anten a— symbol byof Dr.FM G.broadcasting
—
was
developed
H. Brown
the RCA
Laboratories. After
the war,of
RCA will sell directly a new and im^
proved
design — nomuchtuning
easierin tothe install
and requiring
field.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J,
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal
MONITORING ASSEMBLIES — Transmitter audio equipment and monitoring
equipment
be mounted
RCA racks can
to match
other inRCAstandard
units.
Racks shown here are those at WBRL,
Baton Rouge.

FROM
THIS

STUDIO

COME

THE

PROGRAMS
THAT SPELL

At Deadline
. . .
UNITED DRUG Co., Boston, for Rexall products signed a four-year
contract with Joan Davis for a series starting in the fall to cost
$4,000,000, according to N. W. Ayer & Son. A record advertising and exploitation budget is planned. Either CBS or NBC will be used, depending on availabilities. Sealtest, with whom Miss Davis has a contract
until July 1, was reportedly unwilling to meet higher salary demands
C$17,500 is mentioned), but will continue Village Store show on NBC.
JOHN K. CHURCHILL, CBS director of research, late Friday announced creation of a television audience research institute as a division of the CBS research department. Dr. Donald Horton, research
psychologist with CBS since last September, will be in charge. The
institute will study the television audience; evaluate programs and
program ideas through audience reactions, and maintain records and
program data.
BY 5 o'clock
last Friday,
Bobby Riggio,
infantile paralysis
victim,
had received
from listeners
a total 10-year-old
of $40,700 representing
dimes
(about four to a letter) plus a few checks, or 159,000 mailing pieces,
for the March of Dimes campaign, as a result of his appearance the
previous Saturday on P&G's Truth or Consequences on NBC.
NATIONAL Labor Relations Board denied motion of American Federation of Musicians for a month's postponement of hearing on NABETnetwork-Petrillo platter-turning case but gave AFM counsel privilege
of asking for delay of one week. Hearing is set for Jan. 30 before New
York regional board.
BRIEF was to be filed Saturday by Local 802, AFM, in reply to recom endations ofHerbert L. Northrup, War Labor Board hearing officer,
reducing musicians quota from 12 to 5 at WOV New York.
GUM LABS., Inc., Clifton Heights, Pa. on March 18 for 52 weeks
starts Hello Sweetheart Hello on 60 MBS stations Sun. 1:30-2 p.m.
for Ivoryne chewing gum. Agency is McJunkin Adv., Chicago.

IN PENNSYLVANIA THE

TRI-PENN
MARKET

FOR
ADVERTISERS
In Lincoln, and Its Trade
Territory, the Latest
HOOPER, Monday through
Friday, from 8 a. m. to
6 p. m. Shows:
KFOR
46.25
Station "A". . .29.4
Station "B". . .19.6

SELLERS
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accounts. H. W. Kastor & Sons
nnial struc
tures areTE
theDpererate
head-- Adv. Co., Chicago, was Bergi's next
COMPLICA
ache of timebuyers, Bergli- step
before
in thatjoining
city twoMacFarlandyears ago.
ar- Aveyard
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Boe s,of MacF
etteyard
Last summer Bergi transferred
land-Ave
maintain
and the
ls
ring
unnecessvolvedarymake itdetai
that agency's
office to
New York.
Her mainChicago
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difficultin forfiguthe clienin-t from
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Thenouncements
magazine
anThat's nities
WhyGaloreSales
AwaitOpportuYou in isandprovlogic
at
her
comproduces sales
on
about
70
stations
s
mand after year in
KFOR's Beautiful and
for you
field, that stations
and
a
quarter-hour
Ultra-Modern New Studios the
four
times
weekly
could gross the same
in Lincoln, Nebraska.
program
on the Blue,
amount of revenue
The Listening
Post.
orm rate
with unif
• The TrI-Penn primary area
She also buys time
Represented by Edward Pefry Co.. Inc structures.
for
the
National
Is
a rich region in the heart of
A former photoBoard
of Fire Ungraphic model, Bergi
Pennsylvania — which is not
derwriters.
iswitha gray-eyed
covered by any other station.
a poised,blonde
quiet
Togetherin with
her
KFOR
interest
radio
charm and subtle
which includes all its
sense
of
humor.
ChiWrite main office— 8 West
r
cago born, she took
phases besides
time■
buying,
Bergi
has
an
King
St., Lancaster, Penna., or
a two-year liberal
""Nebraska's mk
insatiable fondness
NorthCapital City 'fJl1L Nebraska^ art coursewesteratn U. and
for the theatre and
Sales Representative
acBERGI
quired her first
Station" v
music, from symRAYMEB
agency
phonies to boogie-in
the
New experience
York officein of J. Stirling woogie. To facilitate indulgence
Getchell Inc.
these interests she lives in the
Returning to Chicago sometime Sutton Place area of Manhattan,
Gordon Gray, General Mgr. later, she joined McCann-Erickson a matter of minutes from the office, the theatre, 52nd St. Swing
Melvin Drake, Station Mgr. as timebuyer on Pillsbury Flour,
Ford Dealers, Standard Oil, the Row, Carnegie Hall and a
Blue and Mutual Networks
National Dairy Council and other plethora
of similar spots.
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The memo pad of a Washington newsman is solid evidence that today Washington is the news capital of the world.
OL newsmen like Fulton Lewis, Jr.,* Billy Repaid and Walter
Gompton (all originating daily for Mutual from the studios of
vVOL) get their news even before it's put on the teletypes . . .
?et their stories personally from the capital conference tables
Adhere significant news is made. These men broadcast what
hey actually see and hear. They're eye-witnesses to history.
WOL's daily log — with news every hour on the hour, with
lames like Lewis and Compton and Repaid (and Heatter and
* Heard on more stations, with more
sponsors, than any other news reporter.

Singiser and Cecil Brown) — testifies that WOL is the news
station in the news capital of the world.
But neither deskpad nor log shows fully all the authoritative
sources from which WOL news is compiled. Froiii AP, UP, the
Washington news wire, and the front-line correspondents of MBS
and Cowles publications comes foreign and battle news to supplement the first-hand reporting of WOL's own commentators.
If you'd like to sponsor a news program that may well
make sales history for you, make a memo to call WOL or
The Katz Agency — today.
C^owied Station

WOL
•THE VOICE OF WASHINGTON"
Represented nationally by The Katz Agency,. Inc,

!

Sorry,
with

dear,
those

but

Mr.

F&P

is

here

availabilities!"

Spot broadcasting waits for no man — or girl! Spot broadcasting demands more of its users than any other advertising
technique — more work, more thinking, more rapid decisions, more real ability.
The only compensation is that it gives bigger results per
dollar expended. So when your agency or advertising manager recommends spot broadcasting, thank the Lord for his
conscientiousness — and say "Okay!"

FREE
&
Pioneer Radio

PETERS,
INC.
Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLUSIVE BEPKESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
KALAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEOBIA
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
IOWA
I
WHO
DES
MOINES I
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
WCBM
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWESTALBUQUERQUE
KOB
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHBISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIC
COAST
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIBO
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, SEATTLE
Inc.

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Afrt^/«o« .4t'^. SAN FRANCISCO: iii 5z/#fr HOLLYWOOD: 6351 Hoi/^-t^W UllMlA: 322 Palmer BUg..
Franklin 6375
. Plaza 5-4130; ::
Slitter 4353
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667 1
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WPB
Program
May
Suspend
All Projects
the new freeze policy. The processing prior to action on any stripping the market of equipment
FCC Clarifies Its under
procedure was interpreted as one cases retained in the pending file needed for maintenance and repair
during the freeze. Provision also of existing stations. In such cases,
Statement of
pluggingto avoid
up possible
in the would
be made for the bringing up
freeze
unfair "leaks"
or prejudicial
applicant proved successPolicy
handling of applications filed be- to date of all pending applications. whereful, one
the balance found themselves
fore the new policy was announced.
with
equipment
on their hands
"These
procedures,
it
is
believed,"
Text of freeze procedure page 61
Implicit in the new procedure said the Commission, "will prevent which probably would be worthless
PAST ON THE heels of procedure was the determination that by "pri- any
inequity
to per- when the freeze is lifted.
sons who do from
not resulting
file applications
adopted by the FCC to protect apmary service" the FCC means lack
265 Applications Pend
plications for broadcast stations un- of acceptable service in a given during the period that the present
As of last week, the Commission
der its Jan. 16 freeze order, community, whether from a station policy remains in force."
in
the
community
or
a
nearby
staBroadcasting learned last Friday tion.
Legal and engineering observers had before it a total of approxithat all station construction now
mately 265 applications for new
the over
proThe new procedure, permitting in Washington
cedure as a vast accepted
improvement
standard broadcast stations and exunder way as well as new projects
that
effected
under
the
former
applications to be prepansion of facilities. There were
which have received approval may "pre-freeze"
served in the pending file as against freeze order issued Jan. 26, 1944. 75 applications for new stations
be suspended under a five-point automatic
wiiich
had
been designated for j|
dismissal
or
denial
folThe
old
order,
it
was
felt,
enprogram to be put into effect by
couraged something tantamount to hearing and 95 in which no action
hearing on petition, will
the War Production Board to con- result inlowing
economies both to the ap- "black market" dealings by pros- had been taken. Applications for
plicants and to the Government, it
pective applicants to acquire all of additional facilities included 35
tion. serve manpower for war produc- was pointed
out. Once the freeze is the necessary equipment, haywire
for hearing and 60 in
Although an announcement by lifted, applications will be restored and otherwise, to qualify under the designated
which there had been no action.
for conJ. A. Krug, WPB chairman, stated to their active status without neces- WPB-FCCditional requirements
As
of
Jan.
1, 1945, there were
grants.
sity of reprocessing or rehearing.
simply that "restrictions on con159 broadcast applications (includThere
were
instances,
it
was
struction will be strengthened,"
To Prevent Inequity
FM) inThese
whichincluded
no action
had
pointed out, where as many as a been ingtaken.
89 which
with details to be worked out, it A hiatus
60 days, following half-dozen different composite units had been designated for hearing, i
developed that within the next two lifting of the offreezes
had
been
assembled
by
competitive
on manpower
12 in which hearings had begun but
weeksbe onetaken:
of the following actions and materials, is provided
in the applicants for the same area, re- in which the record was not comwill
s
u
l
t
i
n
g
i
n
what
was
regarded
as
an
new
procedure.
During
that
period
1. The WPB will call a halt to
pleted, and 63 in which hearings
all construction underway regard- new applications could be filed for unhealthy condition, tending toward had been concluded.
less of state of completion.
2. The Board will review all outstanding authorizations, permitting certain critical projects to be
Sold to Crosley for $1,700,000
completed but revoking those not WINS
tohis comment
absolutely essential to the war.
company. either for himself or
With the sale of WSAI CincinA WPB official said that com- Approval by FCC Will
nati by Crosley to Marshall Field,
WINS
operates on 1010 kc with publisher
Be Requested
mercial radio station construction
industrialist, last
10,000 w, but the station holds a August forand$550,000,
This Week
would undoubtedly be stopped ununder the
construction
permit
for
50,000
w.
der the restrictions to be applied. SALE OF WINS New York by It would have been using that FCC's duopoly regulations, it was
It was estimated that 8 to 10 sta- Hearst Radio Inc. to Crosley Corp., power in 1942, but the Government presumed Crosley would seek a
tions are now being built.
station in another
licensee of WLW Cincinnati, for a took over its 50,000 w transmitter replacement
Protective Procedure
purported price of $1,700,000, was for psychological warfare, and it market. The WSAI transaction, by
is
understood
to
be
in
service
in
virtue
of
having
been ownership
a "forced
The WPB action was taken reported last week subject to cussale" under the multiple
tomary FCC approval.
one of the war theatres.
simultaneously with establishment
rule,
was
tax-free.
Mr,
Shouse
had
While
formal
confirmation
was
Powel Crosley Jr., president of
of procedure by the FCC designed
a number of stations
either in Cincin- the Crosley Corp., long has been investigated
to protect fully applications for not forthcoming
before
reaching
the
agreement
on
nati or New York, it was learned interested in a New York outlet, WINS.
broadcast facilities filed prior to reliably
that the contract had been not only from the standpoint of
Jan. 26, 1945 which have not yet
With Robert E. Dunville, vicebeen acted upon, which have been signed in New York last Wednes- operation in that market but also president
and general manager of
day by principals
for theto two
com- to function as a New York pro- WLW, directing
designated for hearings, which
that station. Mr.
panies.
Notice
of
intent
complete
have not been fully heard, and in the sale, it is expected, will be filed
gram ing and talent subsidiary for Shouse, it is presumed,
would be
which hearings have been conclud- with the FCC this week.
free
to
reorganize
WINS under
WLW,
enabling
that
station
to
imed. Provision is also made for hanprove
its
service.
Mr.
Shouse,
one
FCC approval. Mr. Dunville, it is
Holds 50 kw CP
I dling applications filed subsequent
of radios best-known operators, last expected,
wouldstation
assist until
in thea
1 to Jan. 26, 1945.
year detached himself from active direction also
of the
James
D.
Shouse,
Crosley
viceIn an effort to clear up confusion president in charge of broadcast management of WLW to devote his permanent organization is set.
resulting from the Jan. 16 state- operations, was in New York last energies to expansion of Crosley
While a price of $1,700,000 would
ment of policy, the Commission an- week for conferences with Hearst operations in the broadcast field,
new high for an indii nounced a detailed statement of officials and members of the Hearst including its extensive interna- establishvidualastation,
a number
of ti*ansCommittee. He returned to
months
have
tional broadcast service, television actions in recent
I procedure to be followed in the han- Radio
(Continued on page 66)
i dling of all broadcast applications Cincinnati last Friday but declined and FM.
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WJZ

Bans

Transcribed

Shows

ISOBEL CENTER PLAN
TO HONOR SARNOFF
GEN. DAVID SARNOFF, RCA
president,
has been
to receive an award
from selected
the American
NobelingCenter,
New
York,
for
contributed the most in havthe
radio field to the cause of peace
and understanding between nations.
Award, in the form of a silver
plaque
conferreddepicting
by Mrs. Marconi,
Wendell will
Willki^be
at a "One
to be
given
Feb. 18World
at theDinner",
Hotel Astor,
New York, in honor of the birthWillkie.day anniversary of the late Mr.
Kent Cooper, AP general director,
and Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president. Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corp. will receive similar awards.
The three awards will be made annually by the American Nobel
Center, recently formed from the
American Nobel American Anniversary Dinner Committee, has held
dinners for the past four years in
honor ners.
of Jacques
formerFerrand,
Nobel prize
press winand
radio director. Common Council for
American Unity, is executive secretary of the Center.

WFBR Will Shift
To Blue June 15
Replaces WCBM; WITH Also
Eyes Mutual Affiliation
IN THE LATEST network affiliation move, WFBR Baltimore, 5,000
w on 1300 kc is shifting from Mutual to Blue effective June 15, replacing WCBM, 250 w on 1400 kc,
as Blue outlet in that city. The
announcement, made last week in a
joint statement issued by Keith
Kiggins,
vice-president
charge of Blue
stations,
and Hope H.in
Barroll Jr., executive vice-president and general manager of Radio Show Inc., licensee of WFBR,
follows on the heels of the Pittsburgh switch wherein MBS WCAE,
5,000 kw on 1250 kc, and Blue
KQV, 1,000 w on 1410 kc, will exJune 15. change network affiliations on
Kobak Predictions
Edgartual, at Kobak,
a news president
conferenceof Mulast
Monday predicted the Baltimore
move, adding somewhat cryptically
that he believed it the "Last of the
Mohicans."nounced Mutual
anthat WJHP previously
Jacksonville,
250 w on 1320, will join MBS June
15 replacing WPDQ, 5,000 w on
1270 which becomes the Blue outlet in that city on the same date
[Broadcasting, Dec. 18].
Both John Elmer, president of
WCBM Baltimore, and Thomas G.
Tinsley, manager of WITH New
York last week conferring with
Mr. Kobak, who stated that MBS
affiliation with one of these two
stations
wouldfew bedays.
announced within the next

In 8:30 a.m. -Midnight Period
Partial Restriction and New Higher Standards on
Chainbreaks to Be Effective on Same Day
TRANSCRIBED programs will not the war effort, such as those supbe accepted for broadcast by WJZ
plied occasionally by the War Dept.
New York between 8:30 a.m. and will continue to be carried. Use of
12 midnight, effective Feb. 1, John other recorded public service will,
R. McNeil, manager, announced be considered on the basis of merit
last Wednesday, marking the sta- and circumstances in each case.
tion's second restrictive move withOther Stations
in eight weeks on the type of maK. R. Smith, Muzak Corp., New
terial itwill put on the air.
Feb. 1 is also the effective date York, transcription division, expres ing the belief that other stafor
the station's between
ban on chainbreak
tions would not adopt the policy,
announcements
the hours said outlets
dependent on network
of 8 and 10 p.m., announced last feeding
in other cities, few of which
December [Broadcasting, Dec. 4]
along with the word that new and can match New York's live talent
higher standards would be applied sources, wouldn't be likely to knock
in the acceptance of chainbreaks the transcriptions off. Bringing up
the question of difference in rethroughout the day.
ception quality between live and
For Program Improvement
transcribed music, he pointed out
The first of the month also vidll that with "high quality vertical
and with the right kind
mark the beginning of Detroit sta- recording
of vertical reproduction, listeners
tionscribed
WWJ's announcements,
edict against
tranwhich was are never able to tell the diffeyence"
the two methods of presen- Recording Corp., New York, when
in effect the opening gun of what between tation.
Stations, many of which asked to comment on the move said,
has turned out to be an industry
might not have fine-quality tran- "We will probably end up the year
"clean-up"
on advertisscriptions and the equipment to put with half a dozen stations in the
ing, althoughcampaign
several stations,
such
as WABD New York and WQXR on fine quality programs mechani- country adopting a similar policy,
cally speaking because of wartime including one or two in New York
New York, had already placed
limitations on acceptable commer- circumstances, might find live shows and one in Chicago," but saw no
cause for concern over reaction to
cial Spots. WJZ spokesman empha- preferable however, he inferred.
Egner Comments
sized that the station has no objecrecorded programs. A greater cost
to
both station and advertiser is
tions to recorded programs as natC. Lloyd Egner, NBC radio reurally needed, it was pointed out.
cording division, ventured that the involved, and, he added "A really
quarter-hour transcription,
Mr. McNeil attributed the move WJZ policy appeared to be a pro- good
"governed more by costing several thousand dollars
to a desire "to improve program what isgramin matter
the program than wheth- vdll still give better entertainment
structure".
New
policy
wiW
in
no
way affect transcribed announceer live or transcribed". One
one (live) guitar player."
ments, nor the recorded music used "shouldn't ban a program just be- thatSpokesman
for Empire Broadcause it is transcribed — it should
in a live studio show. Current tranMoore on Blue
Corp., New York, informed
scribed shows will be allowed to be judged on content and quality," for the casting
first
time
of the action, BENJAMIN MOORE & Co., New
continue until their contracts ex- not on the mechanical method of said the company would
have no York, on March 10 . begins Betty
presentation, he suggested.
pire.
Robert M. Clarkson, Columbia comment to make.
Moore, women's home decorating
Only current programs affected
commentator, on about 90 Blue staare two commercial five-minute setions, Saturday 11:30-11:45 a.m.
ries— Curtis Publishing Co.'s Story
Paint firm,
a seasonal Betty
radio adverDrama heard Wednesday, Thurs- NBC
tiser,
has presented
Moore15
Clients,
Agencies
Learn
on the network
for the past
day and Friday, 12:36-12:40 a.m.,
years.
For
the
first
time
an agency
placed through MacFarland-Avethe account. St. Georges
yard Co., New York; and Piso
Is Banning Cross -Plugs is& handling
Inc., New York, placed
Singers, sponsored Monday, Tues- Net
cross-references for some time and the Keyes
STEPS
are
being
taken
by
NBC
business.
day and Wednesday, 11:15-11:20
that clients would be notified
p.m., through Lake-Spiro-Shurman, to eliminate "cross-plugging" of promptly of the desire of the netMemphis, for the Piso Co. Contract programs
of thaton network's
sponwork and its affiliates. It is presors
scheduled
other
networks,
for latter expires around March as a result of recommendations by
Capt. JOHN
Kennedy
will be CAPT.
A. Returns
KENNEDY,
1, and Curtis contract also is members of the NBC Stations Plan- eliminatedsumed thebycross-plugging
NBC
sponsors
as
exUSNR,
on
leave
as
president of the
scheduled to run out shortly. Stapeditiously astheir scheduling per- West Virginia Network,
ning & Advisory Committee at the mits.
tionmentsalsofor Curtis.
carries spot announce- last meeting
last Thursin New York Jan.
to the office of the
All members of the Planning & Chief dayof returned
9-10.
The
topic
had
been
debated
Naval
Operations
in Wash
There are no delayed broadcasts
Advisory Committee attended the
previous Committee sessions.
following a special mission
or playbacks of Blue Network at While
no formal announcement Jan. 9-10 sessions with the NBC inington,
the
European
and
Mediterranean
shows on the station at the moment,
staff. G. Richard Shafto,
from the net- executive
but they would be used if the occa- has beenwork,forthcoming
Columbia, S. C, was elected war theatres. He left in mid-Occlients and their agencies WIS
sion should arise, it was explained.
chairman [Broadcasting, Jan. 16]. tober.
notified ofcross-references
the network's Other members are: Clair McColInsofar as network commercial are being
to eliminate
programs go, for example, WJZ desire
Lancaster, Pa.;
'Prairie Farmer' Tests
at
the
earliest
possible
No lough, WGAL
might have to carry a transcription effective date had been settime.
Lord, WAVE Louisville; THE Prairie Farmer magazine
and the Nathan
■of a newscast which the network matter
Harold
Wheelahan,
WSMB
New
is being handled informally Orleans; Stanley E. Hubbard, Chicago, on Jan. 31 began sponsorwould be unable to broadcast at its
ship of a two-week test campaign,
regular time because of special cir- and through direct contact.
Gayle Grubb, rep•cumstance.
It is understood Niles Trammell, KSTP St. Paul;
resenting Edgar T. Bell, WKY five-minute spots, on nine stations
The policy is essentially that the NBC president, told the station Oklahoma City; Richard Lewis, in Wisconsin, Indiana and Illinois
station will not sell time for tran- group that the network had been KTAR Phoenix; Arden X. Pang- Agency is Neal Advertising Agenscribed programs. Discs tied in with considering the elimination of the born, KGW Portland, Ore.
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Allocation
RTPB
to Protest

Argument
lenged by several engineers at the
oral argument.
Dr. Norton calculated interference curves, based on previously
classified propagation data below
100 mc and testified at the allocationdicate
hearings
that data "clearly
that interference
would in-be
expected for a negligible percentage of time on frequencies above
120 Norton,
mc" [Broadcasting,
Nov.FCC6].
Dr.
on leave from the
with the Army Air Forces, also indicated television would best serve
above 500 mc.
Since the day his testimony
threw a bombshell into the allocation hearings, proponents of FM in
its presentstairs"location
and the "downtelevision advocates
have
contended
that
Norton's
curves
were only calculated and therefore
could not be accepted as final.
Not Unanimous
When Panel 2, through its chairman. Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA executive and former FCC chief engineer, presented its recommendations last Nov. 2, it was brought out
that the panel was not unanimous
in its conclusions. The FM panel,
headed by C. M. Jansky Jr., agreed
with Panel 2, however, to recommend that FM be allocated 75 channels 200 kc wide in the band from
43-58
mc, including
15 channels
for
noncommercial
educational
stations
and 60 for commercial FM.
The Commission proposes that 90
channels be set aside between 84102 mc, with 20 for noncommercial
educational stations and 70 for

FCC Proposal
For FM
By BILL BAILEY
ORAL ARGUMENT in the FCC
proposed allocations above 25 mc
last week was postponed to Feb.
28 on request of the Radio Technicalmis ionPlanning
Board.timeThe
Comat the same
extended
the date for filing briefs from Feb.
9 to Feb. 21, but left the deadline
for oral argument requests at
Jan. 29. (See IRE story, page 16).
In a public notice Thursday the
FCC precluded from oral argument any persons or organizations
not participating in the allocation
hearings
(Sept. a 28-Nov.
2) "except that upon
proper showing,
requests for oral argument will be
granted
text page in64). special cases" (see
Chairmen to Appear
When the RTPB requested an
extension of the oral argument
date, to permit its members to prepare briefs and arguments, the
technical group also aksed permission for every panel chairman
and every committee chairman to
file a brief and argue. Although it
appeared likely that some of the
arguments would be consolidated.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, RTPB chairman, nevertheless felt that inasmuch as the advisory board represents the outstanding technical men
in the industry, they should be
heard.
Following a New York meeting
on Wednesday the RTPB issued
for Saturday release a statement Radio's $11,250,000
setting forth a resolution which
affirmed that its members include Again
Tops List
of
B R 0 A DCASTERS
contributed
the
nation's
outstanding
engineers
$11,250,000
worth
of
time,
talent
and that they had access to classi- and facilities to the much overfied propagation data before the
subscribed $21,621,000,000 Sixth
conclusions of Panel 2, submitted War Loan Campaign
— again nearto the FCC on the closing day of
ly matching the total effort of all
hearings [Broadcasting, Nov. 6]. other
media
combined,
according
(Text of resolution on page 64).
report issued last week by
With the ¥M. Broadcasters Inc. tothe theTreasury
War contribution
Finance Divis-is
on record as opposed to the Comion. Total radio
mission's proposed allocation of based on figures supplied by the
FM to the 84-102 mc band, as NAB and includes OWI allocations
against its present location (42- and special assignments as well as
50 mc), and the RTPB understood the independent participation of
to support the FMBI contentions, it individal
stations and networks.
appeared last week that the FCC's
Contribution of daily and weekproposed allocations with refertotaled $7,709,603.44
ence to FMas unsound.
and television may be withly newspapers
outdoor advertising computed
attacked
at
$3,419,573.48,
general magazines
Dr. Baker declined to comment $1,661,965, business
publications
beyond the RTPB statement issued $835,788
and
farm
magazines
following the Wednesday meeting, $387,450.
Total Up
but it was learned that the RTPB,
split in its conclusion to the FCC,
Total dollar value of advertising
now is ready to present a united
front in its recommendations. Re- for the Sixth Loan was $25,264,ports were heard in technical cir- 329.92 as against $24,981,670.55 in
cles that the conclusions of Dr. the Fifth Loan. Radio's Fifth Loan
Kenneth A. Norton, former engi- figure was $11,000,000. The radio
ne r in the FCC technical informa- tabulation was based on the War
tion section, that FM should be Adv. Council Standard Evaluation
moved above 120 mc will be chal- Plan adopted before the Fifth Loan.
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

Now
Set for Feb.
28
commercial
FM [Broadcasting,
tions, there is evidence indicating
Jan.
16].
that at 40 mc there is too much interference toprovide a satisfactory
FMBI and the RTPB contend, it
was learned, that interference in FM nationwide service, according
the present band is not sufficient to to some engineers who favor the j
warrant any great alarm, in spite 84-102 mc proposal. -1
of recordings made in Colorado by
Among those favoring the FCC
FCC engineers. On the other hand proposal is Philco Corp. In a letter
they point out that little, if any, to the Commission, Larry E. Grubb, ;
experimental work has been car- chairman of the board, and John :t
ried on in the upper spectrum above
Ballantyne, president,
said: "We ■'
84 mc and to permanently allocate believe
the Commission's
FM in that location might mean analysis that
of
the
whole
allocations'
the future ruination of the service. problem
and the resulting recom- «
'Room to Grow'
medations it has made represent a jj'
Commissioner E. K. Jett, who has public service of great importance. ■'
The given
blueprint
that themake
Commission
us should
possible 'i
supervised the FCC's work on the has
proposed
allocations,
has
emphatithe
development
of
all
those
serv- 'f,
cally contended that the proposed
spectrum andto a general
higher f'j
allocations from 25-30,000 mc are ices
degreeusingof theperfection
"proposals" and nothing perma- usefulness than ever before." ;
nent. "If the RTPB can show us
FCC Commended t
that we're wrong, we're open to
suggestions,"
he
said.
Commending
Philcoa ^.:.'
Lt. Jett, former FCC chief engi- "splendid overallthejob"FCCthe for
neer and for many years a Naval executives wrote : "While we should ^
a greater
Communications officer, said he have ofpreferred
channelsthatbelow
216 mcnumbe ij
would not be averse to allocating ber
reserved for television, we believe ,
FM to its present location, although that
the Commission adopted a \
it would necessarily limit the number of channels, and giving the in- sound, forward-looking policy in ',
dustry an opportunity to conduct making it possible to give a high- 'l
experiments on a wide scale in the quality television service to the :
proposed
band, 84-102that
mc. FM
Then,canif public where most of the presently '
it were discovered
engineering
and operating
lies, while
at the ■>'|
perform a better service in the available
same experience
time encouraging
research
lower portion of the spectrum, the and
development
work
to
go
ahead ]
Commission could act accordingly.
the ultra-high
frequencies. offers
This |
He brought out, however, that inaction
of
the
Commission
for expansion, broadcast services great encouragement to all those |
must necessarily move upwards,
pioneered went
in television."
"where there's room to grow". whoAs have
Broadcasting
to press |^
Aside from Dr. Norton's calcula- only one request, aside from those j
of the RTPB, had been filed for i
argument. Pierson & Ball, 1
Sixth Loan Effort oral
Washington counsel, on behalf of )
the Yankee Network, filed for oral
argument and permission to present |i
II
Advertising Media briefs.
No general breakdown as to talent involved, program type, spon"It now appears that the inter- ;|
sorship ornumber of programs and
announcements was offered in the ests
of thefromYankee
Network ofmaysomebe '<s
diverse
the interests
overall NAB figure. The OWI had of the other members of the FMBI," f;
previously presented radio activity wrote the counsel, opposing the pro- ii
reports and likewise Treasury a posed FM allocation. i
brief survey of War Finance DivisLester Cohen of Hogan & Hart- |
ion programs and announcements
[Broadcasting, Dec. 18, 1944]. son, Washington counsel, on behalf j|:
J. Damm,Milwaukee,
general manFinal figures show that OWI dur- ofagerWalter
of WMFM
re- '{f
tf(
ing the past Loan scheduled 614 quested permission to file a brief, ffe,
network commercial and sustaining
Following are RTPB panel chair- js!
men, who plan to take part in the
programswork— Allocation
393 through
Plan the
and Net221 oral
argument: Dr. Alfred N. |;
through the Special Assignment Goldsmith, Panel 1, Spectrum Utilization;
C. B. Jolliffe, Panel 2,
Plan, 75,012 local
an- FrequencyDr. Allocation;
nouncements antranscribed
d 203 programs
Howard S. ,^
Panel 4, Standard Broad- (5?
through
National
Spot toandacquire
Region-a Frazier,
casting; C. M. Jansky Jr., Panel 5, |
al Network
facilities
total number of estimated listener FM; D. B. Smith, Panel 6, Televi- j;
impressions of 1,675,297,000. These sion; John V. L. Hogan, Panel 7, ]f'
messages were rated by OWI well Facsimile; Haraden Pratt, Panel 8,
above the average for all of the Radio Communication; E. W. Eng- j;^;
various OWI schedules during that
Strom,
Panel Panel
9, Relay
Systems; D. ;jv'
Rentzel,
11, Aeronautical
period. Treasury was responsible W.
for the creation and servicing of Radio ; Dr. Alexander Senauke, 'l^j
12, Industrial, Scientific & ^
some 450 network shows plus hun- Panel
dreds of live local programs in ad- Medical Equipment; Prof. D. E.
dition to the recorded series pre- Noble, Panel 13, Portable, Mobile J'}j
pared by WFD and requested by & Emergency Service Communica- % '
883 stations.
tions.
I'
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IRE

Hears

Armstrong Assails
Conclusions
By Norton
DEBATE over the merits of the
FCC's proposed shift of FM, occurring at the Friday afternoon session
of the annual winter technical meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers, held Jan. 24-27 at the Hotel
Commodore, New York, proved to
be the highlight of the four-day
meeting, although it had not been
included in the convention program.
But following the announcement
at the Friday morning session that
Maj. E. H. Armstrong, inventor
of FM, was being given time on
the afternoon agenda to reply to
a paper prepared by K. A. Norton
of the War Dept. and F. W. Allen
Jr. of the FCC and presented by
Mr. Allen Thursday morning, the
meeting place was filled.
Armstrong Disputes Norton
Titled "Very-High Frequency and
Ultra-High Frequency Signal
Ranges as Limited by Noise and
Co-channel Interference," the Norton-Allen paper compared the theoretical service ranges of FM stations
of
equal
46 mc and 105 power
mc. operating at
Terming this paper the most important one of the IRE meeting in
its effect on the future of the industry, Maj. Armstrong said that
practical experience did not back
up the theoretical conclusions of
that paper. Expressing general
agreement with the conclusions as
to Sporadic E interference, which
he said would be a problem only
for high-powered stations, he said
that experience shows there is not
much F2 interference above 50
mc, pointing to the fact that during
the 1936-37 sunspot period when
NBC was experimentally broadcasting FM on 49.5 mc, no interference was experienced, demonstrating that highpowered stations
could operate without trouble in
the 50-60 mc region.
Stating that their conclusions
were based not on actual tests during sunspot activity but on data
from the Bureau of Standards
whose accuracy had been proved
over and over again, Mr. Allen cited the reception of English television signals on Long Island, over
the "notoriously low frequency
North Atlantic
that
allocating
FM onpath,"
50 mcasonproof
a worldwidecation
basis —mustand
he
said
any
allobe made with world
service in mind — would be "dealing
with fire".
Preceding the FM exchange at
the Friday afternoon session, Capt.
E. M. Webster, USCG, vice-chairman, Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, traced the hisPagc 16 • January 29, 1945

Heated

tory of IRAC, which he said, foresaw the need to prepare for postwar radio allocations early in 1943,
and appointed a committee to study
the problem, that study resulting
in the proposals made by IRAC
last June.
Capt. Webster explained IRAC
made recommendations for nonGovernment services because the
overall allocations are interlocking.
In addition, he asserted, knowledge
of many parts of the spectrum is
confined largely to Government
licly.
personnel and not discussed pubPostwar Plan
Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, vice-chairman of the Radio Technical Planning Board, took issue with Capt.
Webster, declaring that the radio
manufacturing industry, engaged
almost exclusively in war production, naturally knows about developments, although thiey are not publicly discussed. He said RTPB
based its allocation recommendations on general knowledge, including military developments.
Formation of an Inter-American
Telecommunications Union, "which
would accomplish for this hemisphere what has been done on a
world basis by the International
Telecommunications Union at
Bern," was revealed as one of the
postwar communications plans now
under consideration by the Government, in an address made Thursday evening by Francis Colt de
Wolf, chief of the Telecommunications Division, Dept. of State.
Speaking at the annual IRE banquiet, Mr. de Wolf said that the
State Dept. has invited private industry as well as other Federal
agencies to join in the study of

Allocation
what position the United States
should take
forthcoming
internationalat communications
meetings,
beginning
with
the
the
Third
InterAmerican Radio Conference to be
held in June in Rio de Janeiro. A
conference with representatives of
the British Commonwealth of Nations is also anticipated, he said.
"We have in mind a modernization of our existing international
telecommunications bodies, bringing them more in line with the neces ities ofpresent day radio, particularly inthe field of radio interference and radio regulation," Mr.
de
Wolf
explained.
"In thisdetermine
field as
in other fields, we must
whether we are prepared to surrender acertain modicum of sovereignty to ensure a more efficient
control of radio, for radio knows
no William
national L.boundaries."
Everitt, 1945 IRE
president,
presented
medal of honor to H. theH. Institute's
Beverage,
associate director, RCA Labs., and
the Morris Liebmann Memorial
Prize, income from a $10,000 fund,
to Dr. W. W. Hansen of Stanford
U. Mr. Beverage received the medal
recognition
his achievements
inin radio
research"of and
invention, of
his practical
applications
engineering developments that ofgreatly
extended and increased the efficiency of domestic and worldwide
radio communications, and of his
devotion
to the aifairs
of theawarded
IRE."
The Liebmann
prize was
to Dr. Hansen for "application of
electromagnetic theory to radiation,bunching,
antennas, and
resonators
electron
for the and
development of practical equipment and
measurement techniques in the microwave field,"
IRE fellowships
were awarded

Debate

to H. H. Buttner, Federal Tel. &
Radio;
CaldwellClements 0.Co.;H. W.Caldwell,
H. Doherty,
Bell
Labs.; A. W. Hull, GE; A. L.
Loomis,tificLoomis
for ScienResearch; Institute
A. V. Loughren,
Hazeltine; F. X. Rettenmeyer,
RCA; S. A. Schelkunoff, Bell Tel.;
R. L. Smith-Rose, English National
Physical Labs.; K. S. Van Dyke,
Wesleyan U.; E. M. Webster, U.
dler
Corp. Guard; P. D. Zottu, GirS. Coast
Expansion of Services
Retiring President Hubert M.
Turner reported that the IRE now
has 13,000 members, vdth a membership of 25,000 a possibility within a few bershyears.
urgedcampaign
the mem-to
ip to supportHe the
raise a building fund of $500,000,
inaugurated at the meeting in anion oftheservices
IRE's postwar
expansiotniciopfatits
to the electronic
and
communications
industries. Dr. B. E. Shackelford, RCA,
is chairman of the fund committee
and I. S. Coggeshall, Western
Union Telegraph Co., vice-chairman.

of the
"disc-seal"
tubeDevelopment
for generating
high-frequency
radio waves of considerable power
provides a new avenue for the progres of electronics, E. D. McArthijr,
of the GE Research Labs., told the
meeting portant
on wartime
vacuum
imrole tubes.
already Theplayed
by these tubes will be followed by
one of equal importance in television, navigation and other microwave peacetime fields, he said.
R. L. Kelly, of RCA Victor Tube
& Equipment Dept., described the
development of miniature tubes
which will permit the manufacture
of home radio sets and combination radio-television-record player
units 20% to 40% smaller than at
present. John D. Reid, research
Crosley Corp., discussed
FMBI Says Move in Spectrum manager,
the design
of atuned
doublesolely
superheterodyne receiver
by push
Would Cost Public 75 Million buttons and with no dial or tuning
knob, reporting the performance of
Total value of FM receivers now an experimental receiver of this
SHIFTING the FM band from its
was superior to that of the
present 42-50 mc band to 84-102 mc, in the nation's homes is estimated type
receiving inas proposed by the FCC, would at 75 million dollars. During the conventional receiver,
rference-fre signals on 40 of the
entail a loss to the public of some FCC allocation hearings last fall 106 broadcast techannels
in tests
75 million dollars in sets, a special Walter J. Damm, past president of conducted in suburban Cincinnati.
committee of the FM Broadcasters FMBI, estimated the value at 30
Inc., meeting Friday in New York, million dollars, basing the cost at
Need of Communications
disclosed.
each for 500,000 sets. Philip
"Present
warfare is wholly
A survey to collect economic and $60
G. Loucks, FMBI Washington dependent day
engineering data, preparatory to counsel,
communications
attending the New York and cannot upon
oral argument before the FCC on
be conducted successFeb. 28 in the proposed allocations meeting, said early returns from
fully
without
adequate
communicaabove 25 mc, is being conducted by the survey indicate the 30-milliontions which provide security,
acthe committee, composed of John dollar figure was a "gross undercuracy
and
speed
in
transmission,"
Shepard 3d of the Yankee NetCol. V. B.Branch,
Bagnall,Signal
chief,Corps,
Communi-'
FMBI is preparing to oppose cations
USA,,
work, chairman; Cecil Mastin, estimate".
84-102 mc allocation at the oral said at the presidential luncheon^
WNBF Binghamton; T. C. Strei- the
bert, WOR New York; C. M. argument. It was expected, also, Friday, in a talk describing some
Jansky Jr., Washington; Edward that the noncommercial education- of the problems of maintaining milBrown, Zenith Radio Co., Chicago.
al groups, many of which already
itary communications.
invested public funds in FM
Ernst & Ernst, New York, is han- have
in
the present band, also would sections
Representatives
of the IRE'sThat!
35,
dling
actual
collection
of
informamet Wednesday.
tion, for which questionnaires have join FMBI in seeking retention
{Continued
on
Page
66)
of the present band.
gone out.
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anntuncers

check

up

m

You know and we know that the way your commercial isread has a lot to do with the listeners'
approval of your program, and of the radio station itself.
Another of the ways in which WHO acquired (and
keeps) the warm friendship of its enormous audience is by improving the quality of its commercial
announcements.
Here at WHO our announcers constantly use a
clever device called the Mirrophone. It instantly
records their rehearsals of your commercials and
does an immediate play-back, for self-checking

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

themselt^esl
and self-criticism. Result; A markedly superior
delivery of commercials.
Every week, our "Announcers' Clinic" reviews
and compares the recorded samples of each announcer's work with "Radio Salesmanship" written by B. J. Palmer, as a guide.
That's just one thing we do to win friends and
influence people in Iowa. But WHO takes the attitude that the sum of all things is the whole thing.
We thought you'd be interested.
4- WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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Coast Subscribers
Ashtabula;Boost
KOIL Omaha;
Early Rapid Pace Hits WICA
WSBT South Bend.
Conservative West
Signing in Los Angeles were:
Arizona— KOY Phoenix; KTUC
Slowdown
Tucson; California— KFOX KGER
Beach; KECA KFAC KFI
SUNNY CALIFORNIA, long the Long
KHJ
KMPC KMTR KNX Los Anshady side of the street for purgeles; KPRO Riverside; KVOE
veyors of industry-wide projects Santa Ana;
Santa Barbara;
such as the NAB Retail Advertising New Mexico—KTMS
KICA Clovis.
plan and BMI, last week displayed
a certain reserve toward the new
Stations signing in San Francisco were: KRE Berkeley; KIEM
Broadcast Measurement Bureau
KLS Oakland; KSFO KGO
when it was presented at NAB dis- Eureka;
trict meetings in Los Angeles and San Francisco; KQW San Jose.
A
breakdown
of the Los Angeles
San Francisco by Hugh Feltis, stations subscribing
shows seven
president.
250
w;
nine
1
kw;
one 10
By Friday, 68% of the 22 stations kw; four 50 kw. InsixSan5 kw;
Francisco,
attending the 16th District meet- one 250 w; two 1 kw; two
5 kw;
ing in Los Angeles on Monday and
w.
Tuesday had signed for participa- one 7500 131
Now
Signed
tion in the plan, which is designed
to offer a standard audience measTotal number of stations signed
urement service. In San Francisco,
noon Friday was 131.
following the BMB presentation by Don
Belding, chairman of the
but before the 15th District two-day Board, Foote,
Cone & Belding, asparley was adjourned on Friday,
sisted
Mr. Feltis in making the
only seven out of 25 stations rep- Los Angeles
presentation. Mr.
resented had signed.
Belding represented the AAAA
which, with the ANA and the NAB,
Post-Meeting Signers
the plan. In San FranThe somewhat cool reception giv- co-sponsors
Burt Oliver, manager, Los
en the proposal on the West Coast Angelescisco Office
Cone &
followed the enthusiastic response Belding, assistedofMr.Foote,
Feltis.
(over 80%) accorded it in Memphis,
Luncheons
for
agency
repreat the Sixth District meeting, and
sentatives inboth cities were held,
in Dallas, at the 13th District meet- with 23 attending
in
each
city.
ing [Broadcasting, Jan. 22].
Agency viewpoint on the BMB
Mr. Feltis said that most of the plan
was to be explained at the
Los Angeles district contracts were Portland
meeting (Jan. 29) and the
received after the meeting had been Salt Lake City meeting (Feb. 1)
adjourned and that he expected a by Miss Frankie Coykendall of
similar upsurge in the percentage Botsford, Constantine & Gardner.
signed following the San Francisco Mr. Feltis was to speak before the
adjournment.
Seattle Advertising Club Tuesday
Meanwhile signed contracts were noon, where he was to be introduced
received from 12 other stations by C. P. Constantine, president of
throughout the nation, three of the Washington State Chapter,
them in the 13th District. The lat- AAAA.
ter included KTEM Temple; KTRH
Asks Cooperation
Houston and KXOX Sweetwater,
Plea
for
better and closer cooperall in Texas. Others signing by
ation from stations to help solve inmail: WIBX Utica; WOC Davendustry
labor
problems was made by
port; WTAG Worcester; KFOR
Morgan Davis, NAB general
Lincoln; WCAU Philadelphia; John
counsel, when addressing broadcasters during the Los Angeles session, Biltmore Hotel Jan. 22-23.
He told what NAB is doing in
NAB DISTRICT
Washington for radio and pointed
MEETINGS
out that the only way these efforts
can be brought to a successful conclusion isfor stations to be "open",
DISTRICT meetings scheduled by
and accurate informathe NAB are being held as follows : givingtion tofull
the association when seekFirst Section
ing
advice.
District
Portland, Mon., Tues., Jan.
He urged station operators to be
29-30,
Benson1417—— Hotel.
District
SaltHotel.Lake City, Thurs., Fri.. more cooperative in answering
Feb.Districts
1-2, Utah
questionnaires
them. William
—Muehlebach
Kansas City,
Wed.. B. Ryan, generalsentmanager
Thurs.,
Feb.11 10-12
7-8,
Hotel. Tues..
of KFI
District
—
Minneapolis,
Men.,
Los
Angeles
and
director
the
Feb.District
12-13, Nicollet
Hotel. Thurs., Fri., 16th NAB District, presidedof over
3—
Pittsburgh,
Feb. 15-16. William Penn Hotel.
the meeting. J. Harold Ryan, NAB
Second Section
president at opening session briefly
reviewed
activities and objectives
District
1
—
Boston,
Mon.,
Tues.,
March
5-6,District
Statler 2—Hotel.
the association.
New York,
Thurs., Fri.. of Summarizing
March
8-9,
Roosevelt
Hotel.
his annual report,
District
March
12-13.5 — Jacksonville, Mon., Tues.. C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasDistrict
4
—
Hot
Springs,
Fri.,
Sat.,
urer
of
NAB,
pointed
out that two
March
16-17,7 —Homestead
Hotel.Men., Tues.. major problems confronting
the raDistrict
Cincinnati,
March
19-20,
Gibson
Hotel.
dio industry today are critical manDistricts
— Chicago,
power shortage and platter turner
March
21-22,8-9Palmer
House. Wed., Thurs.,
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BMB
to Jan.131
issue [Broadcasting,
22]. He
warned that revised Selective Service demands will make further inroads into station staffs during the
next few months and urged manarategers twhen
o be seeking
more specific
and accudeferments.
He
urged immediate inventory of staffs
to determine
essentiality
to review same with
local draftandboards.
He reviewed briefly the AFM and
NABET controversy on right to
platter turning.
Anniversary Plans
W. L. Gleeson, manager of KPRO
Riverside, Cal., during his program
director's
urgedthata such
world-a
wide free report,
radio and
plank be included in the peace conference. Patrick W. Campbell, executive assistant to the vice-president of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, giving the public
relations report, stressed greater
emphasis among 16th District stations in observing
radio'syear.
25th anniversary for the entire
Small market stations and sales
managers'
discussedof
by
Lewis problems
H. Avery,weredirector
NAB Department of Broadcast Advertising, with Helen A. Cornelius,
his assistant, collaborating.
Resolutions
Six resolutions were adopted at
final business meeting. One, endorsing the BMB plan, suggested that
other stations in the industry supportother
and subscribe
to same. An-of
expressed appreciation
Mr. Ryan as NAB president,
with regrets that he would not be
a candidate for reappointment.
This resolution further urged that
immediate consideration be given
to appointment of another outstanding leader to that post. Other
resolutions advocated: (1) creation
of an NAB news service for purpose of disseminating information
to general public with importance
of radio as a major factor perpetuating the American way of life ;
(2) opposition to the principle of
duplicate
for single serv-as
ice knownpayment
as pay-within-pay,
allocated by American Federation of Radio Artists; (3) condemnation of Petrillo's
platterturner demands;
(4) continuation
of NAB efforts toward training
newcomers for broadcasting.

"fJ^oM
mEmmE
RADIO LEGISLATION
satisfactory to the art and the Government
regulatory body is sought by Rep.
Clarence F. Lea (D-Cal.), chairman of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee who
shortly will invite the FCC, NAB
and others interested in definitive
legislation to get
om endations together
for revision onof recthe
Communications Act of 1934.
Rep. Lea announced Friday, following aconference with Paul A.
Porter,
that within
a short FCC
time hechairman,
will address
letters
to the Commission, the NAB, the
Federal Communications Bar
Assn., FM Broadcasters Inc., Television Broadcasters Assn. "and
otV.er representatives of the industry", asking them to name a joint
committee to study the Communithe needrecommendations
for new legislationcationsandAct,make
to Congress. "If the industry and
the FCC could get together, it would
give strength
their recommendations and help toCongress
in passing
the
necessary
Chairman Lea. legislation," said
Promise Cooperation
Both ident,J.andHarold
Ryan,Porter
NAB ofpresChairman
the
FCC have assured Rep. Lea of their
full cooperation in his plan, he said.
Mr. Porter, malong
with other Comis ioners, left Washington
Friday
on
a
10-day
tour
of Army bases
to
inspect
communications.
Upon
his return Feb. 6 Chairman Lea
plans to call
of representatives of athemeeting
Commission
and
radio to present his ideas formally
and
to
ask
that
a
joint
legislative
committee be set up.

Lewis AllenDonWeiss,
Sydney Gaynor,System,
Pat
Campbell,
Lee Broadcasting
Hollywood;
Robert
Reynolds,
HerbO. TlnkWixson,
KMPC
Hollywood;
Kenneth
ham. Lyman NedM. Smith,
JimKRKD
Strain,LosKMTR
Hollywood;
Angeles; Paul B. Gale,Connor,
Jennings
Pierce, Wm.
J. Andrews,
NBC
Hollywood;
Ruth Arnold,
Ruth
Burdick,
C.
E.
Hooper
Inc.;
Leonardwood;D.OwenCallahan,
War Los
Dept.,Angeles:
HollyCallin,JohnINS,
Carleton
E.PhilCoveny,
BlairLos& Angeles;
Co., Los
Angeles;
Curran,
UP,
C. P. MacGregor, C. P. MacGregor Co..
Los Angeles;
Homer Griffith,
HowardJr.,Wil-C.
son Co., Hollywood;
Nance
P.Fox,MacGregor
Co.,
LosOranAngeles;
J.Angeles;
Leslie
Paul
H.
Raymer
Co.,
Los
ChesterAngeles;
G. Matson,
EdwardNBCPetryHollywood
& Co..
Los
Don Tatum,
(attorney);
E. KMYC
(Jack) Marysville;
Frost, RCA;William
Horace E. Thomas,KWKW
J.Vroman,
Beaton,
Pasadena;
Maury
A.
KFXM
San
Bernardino;
Jack
Gross, KFMB San Diego; M. R. Harris,O.
KFSD San SanDiego;
RobertRussell
Z. Morrison.
KPO-NBC
Francisco;
Clancy,
AP,
San Francisco;
Mai
Donnelley,
UP,H.
Los
Angeles;
David
Sandeberg,
Paul
Raymer
Co.,
San
Francisco;
Ernest
Spencer, Wallace S. Wiggins, KVOE SantaL.
Ana; James S. Blomfield, KDB Santa BarREGISTRATION
bara. bara; Louis F. Kroeck, KTMS Santa BarWASHINGTON,
D. C.: H.J. Avery,
Harold Ryan,
16th District
Arney Jr.,
A.C. E.Cornelius,
JohnLewis
Morgan Davis, Helen
NAB.
ARIZONA:
Burridge
D.
Butler,
Albert
MISCELLANEOUS:
Herman H. RathJohnson,
Hogg, KOY Phoenix: kamp.
Finch Telecommunications
Inc.,
Lee
Little,John
KTUCL. Tucson.
Passaic,
N.representative,
J.; Glenn Dolberg,
BMI WestCALIFORNIA:
L.McDowell,
A. Schamblin,
KPMC
ern fieldBMB
Hollywood;
Hugh
Bakersfield;
L.
W.
KFOX
Long
Feltis,
president.
New
York;
HowBeach ; C. Merwin Dobyns, Ronald Oaklay,
ard Lane, CBS New York.
Lee Wynne,
KGER Donald
Long Beach;
Ed BuckaJane Alvies,
OWI Francisco;
Los Angeles:T. Lou
Keplew.
Fox Case,
W. Thornburgh,
linger,
OWI,
San
Harry man,W.CBS, Witt,
Arch
Morton,
Les
BowJackson,Lt.
OWI(j.g.)
Hollywood;
Lt.Ford,
JohnCornwell
Christ,
Hollywood; Don Searle, Frank Navy;
Patrick
Comdr.
Samuels,
Jack
O'Mara,
Blue,
Hollywood
:
Park
Parker,
Bernard
Linden,A. FCC;
Amos Angeles;
T. Baron, Calvin
John 1.J.Edwards,
KECA
PurnellWeaver,
Gould, Lt.
Maj.Gerald
Martin
Work, Maj.
Lt.
Los
Smith, Thelma
KFAC Pat
Tennebaum,
Los Angeles;
Ben S. McGlashan,
Chas.
D.
Spangler.
Capt.
Victor
Quan,Lt.
Forces
Radio
Service,
Hollywood:
Kirchner,
Los Angeles;
Ryan,
H. L.KGFJ
Blatterman,
Curtis W."V^m.
Mason.B. Armed
Comdr. Fletcher
Harold Bowron,
Requa, ofLt.LosHarry
Hayes,
Hal Carlock,
McNamara,
G. Pal- Mayor
Angeles.
tridge,
George Don
Whitney,
KFI LosJ. Angeles;
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OWI Increases Japanese Operations;
Six New West Coast 50 kw Stations
CARRYING the Voice of America minutes after they began operastronger and farther into the
tions but only the medium wave
Orient, the OWI has stepped Saipan station was affected while
up its radio psychological warfare the shortwave Honolulu station
operations against the Japanese went through without interference,
OWI having instituted counterby broadcasting simultaneously measures
in advance.
from six new 50 kw shortwave
transmitters on the West Coast.
With the new transmitters, OWI
New transmitters include four will increase Japanese programs
operated for OWI by NBC in the to nine hours a day and Chinese
Sacramento Valley at Dixon programs to six hours daily during
(KNBA KNBC KNBI KNBX) favorable evening listening hours
and two operated by CBS in the on three different wave lengths and
San Joaquin Valley at Delano five hours daily during favorable
(KCBF KCBA). Use of dual morning hours. Ten hours of programs will be sent to the Philiptransmitters permits same propines instead of the present 6%
grams to be broadcast simultaneously on different frequencies to hours. Service also will be continued to Australia, East Asia and
reach different parts of the Far Indonesia.
East.
The
new transmitters will inOther Transmitters
crease operations by the Office of
In addition, OWI continues to Coordinator
of Inter-American Afbroadcast from four shortwave
hours daily and will
stations in and near San Fran- providefairs anby 13 additional
hours a
cisco: two operated by General day of broadcasting to3%troops
Electric Co. (KGEX KGEI) at the Armed Forces Radio Service.by
Belmont and two operated by Associated Broadcasters (KWID
Don Juan Extends
KWIX) in South San Francisco.
This growing network of facili- DON JUAN Lipstick Co., New
ties, OWI said, was strengthened York, in February extends its spot
on Dec.wave 26stationby ina Honolulu
new 100 kwand shortto Canada forwithDona Juan
series lip-of
a 50 radio stickcampaign
kw medium wave station on the thrice- weekly one-minute t r a none-minute anisland of Saipan which also serves scribed and live
nouncements. Station schedule inas a relay system for the West
cludes
CFRB
CKAC
CFCP CKCO,
Coast broadcasts. The two island with possible expansion
to other
stations were subjected to jam- outlets. Agency is J. M. Korn & Co.,
ming by the Japanese within 30 Philadelphia.

"BUSY KEEPING UP with the
tanks and taking over towns and
keeping their troubles out of the
way ofLt.theCol.rest
of theW. Army,"
writes
Douglas
Meservey, shown
here in Col.
a town
somewhere in France.
Meservey,
former deputy director of the OWI
Radio Branch, is now commanding
officer of a Civil Affairs team in
charge Heof one
larger French
towns.
has ofbeenthe overseas
about
16 months, and was in Italy prior
to his ETO assignment.
Army Radio Guide
WAR DEPT. Bureau of Public Relations has issued
revised "Radio
Guide for
Public aRelations
Officers,"
superseding
the
1, 1943. Copies haveguidebeenof Jan.
sent
to public relations officers m
all theatres of war, to agencies and
networks. The book deals with objectives, restrictions, net and local
broadcasts,
radio
branch onsei'vices
available,
information
ous otherandproblems
dealing variwith
Army
broadcasts
in
the
States and
overseas.

Kellogg Returns Portion
Of Account to N. W. Ayer
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich.,
cereal manufacturer, which placed
advertising through N. W. Ayer &
Son, for turnnearly
ing aportiontwoof decades,
its accountis re-to
the agency, it was announced last
week. Appointment covers new
product development only, Kenyon
& Eckhardt,
New as York
cago, continuing
agencyandonChiall
established
product
domestic
advertising, and J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York as agency on export
and a portion of Canadian promotion.
work for
for the
will
beAyer's
confined
the account
immediate
present to new product development,
entailing study of markets and opaccount fromerations.
1921Agencyto serviced
1938 when,thewith
a change invertisingclient
management,
adwas distributed to Hays
MacFarland
J. Walter
Thompson Co. and Co.,
Kenyon
& Eckhardt,
named to handle Gro-Pup (U. S.
and Canada), 1937; All-Bran, Can1938; Raisin-Bran
Flakes,
1942; ada,Rice
Crispies, Shredded
Wheat,
Corn
Flakes,
Omaha
Feed,
Crumbles and (Canada) Hexite,
1944.
D-20 Mike
PROMOTIONfirstforcivilian
the product
new D-20to
microphone,
be manufactured
by Universal
Microphone
Co.,
Inglewood,
Cal.,
since
Pearl
will ofopena inmonth
February.
atHarbor,
intervals
releasesSpaced
wOl
featuretails ofphotographs
and technical
the new broadcasting
stationdemicrophone.

K^yrm
on people
h£P€
hi PEN pmill/
OH THIS
visTRmrm

SIOUX

FALLS,

SO.

DAKOTA

1140 KG5000 WATTS
National Representatives
. HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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OWI PACKET, WEEK

FEB. 19

Check
the
list belowFeb.to find19. theOWIwar transcriptions
message announcements
will broadcast
during the
week
beginning
containbreaks
sixyou 50-second
announcements
suitable
for
sponsorship
and
three
20-second
chain
on
each
side
of discs.
Tell
your clients about them. Plan schedules for best timing of these important
war
messages.
WAR MESSAGE

WORK
PLAN
NET-

. STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
Group
Group NAT.PLAN
SPOT
KW
iSC. Ind. Aff.OI
Ind. Live Trat

The
Job Ahead
— Gas,
Japan
Conserve
Tires —
Join Nurses
a CarCars,Pool
Army
V-Mail
XX
Support Rationing X

Lonesome
But
Beautiful
The above pictured scene is one of the many beautiful spots in the Smoky Mountains near Knoxville,
Tennessee. You will want to visit this great section
when the Day of Victory comes and travel is resumed.
From a standpoint of listeners, however, it is ""lonesome", and that brings up the fact that it takes people,
not acres, to make a market. WBIR reaches the
populous part of the Knoxville market, assuring you
of adequate coverage at a minimum cost. Let the
John E. Pearson offices furnish you with current
availabilities.

NUNN STATIONS
WBIR,
Knoxville,
WCMI,Huntinston,
Ashland, W.Ky.Tenn.
WLAP,
Lexington.
Ky.Va.
KFDA Amarilla. Tex.
OwnedGllmore
and operated
byand
Nunn
J. LindsayN. Nunn.

A NUNN STATION
KNOXVILLE, TENN.

John P. Hart, Manager
— Blue Network —
REPRESENTED BY THE JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
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Continuity Study
A PUBLIC SURVEY on commercial radio continuity is being made
inCanadian
principal Assn.
cities ofof Canada
by the
Broadcasters
and the castersjoint
committee
of
broadand advertisers on program
continuity. tion Survey
a ques-on
aire to stationfollows
managers
improvement of commercial continuity and is being made by CapresentednadianatFactstheReg'd,
annualToronto,
meetingto beof
the CAB at Quebec next month by
committee chairman Robert Jones,
advertising manager of General
Foods Ltd., Toronto.
HeadingMoore,
subcommittees are Lloyd
CFRB Toronto; Jack Slatter, Radio
Representatives Ltd., Toronto; Edgar Stone,
CBC,Montreal;
Toronto;James
Phil
Lalonde,
CKAC
Shaw, CFCF Montreal; and Arthur
Dupont, CBC, Montreal.
Thrillers Criticized
IN A RESOLUTION presented to
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
the paediatrics
Canadian Medicalsection
Assn. ofhastheasked
the CBC to prohibit the broadcasting of "thriller" stories, because
insection,
the "unanimous
opinion
of this
it is decidedly
detrimental
to the mental and physical health
of our ofCanadian
subject
this type children".
of programTheis
to be discussed at the forthcoming
meeting of the CBC Board of Govat Ottawa,of Jaii.
27-29. The
TorontoernorsBoard
Education
has
also requested that the CBC take
action to prevent stations from
broadcasting
dramas. Thei?
Canadian Assn.murder
of Broadcasters
understood to be investigating the
subject.

WHOM ISSUES BOOK
ON
POLICY, PLANS
CRAIG LAWRENCE, general
manager, WHOM Jersey City, sets
forth station policies and plans as
a member of the Cowles group in
a promotion booklet answering
"Questions Most Frequently Asked
About
WHOM'sof New
Good portion
the Ownership".
copy is an
analysis nounced
df the
the one
anpolicy toeffects
devoteof only
half of its programs to foreign language programsto for
the duration
and eventually
broadcast
entirelyStation
in English.
concludes that most of its
listeners understand English, as
47% of 16,613 responses to a recent
map offer were written in English, coupled with the fact that
more people can understand English
write theit. "What
WHOM
doing tothan help
foreign islanguage
advertiser make the transition to
English?" Station points to a "trilingualEnglish,
announcement
offering
Italianpackage"
and Polish
weekly.
spots, one each a day, six times
The booklet cites statement by
Comdr. T. A. M. Craven, formerly
FCC commissioner, now a Cowles
Broadcasting Co. vice-president,
that ingin with
19455 WHOM
kw for will
whichbe operatit has
apj)lied to the FCC. Booklet issued
by
Katz
Agency,
New
York
also
covers data on coverage rate policy,
advertisers, and programming.
HAVING changed title Jan. 15 from
Breakfast
at Sardi's to to
Breakfast
in
Hollywood,
the Blue
program, infilmdealrights
worked out,
have
been acquired by Golden Pictures.

New Gas Purifier
BAKER & Co., refiner of precious
metals, Newark, has announced development ofa new
gas purifieruseful
decribed as being
particularly
in the smanufacture
of radio and
radar tubes. Unit is produced in
two sizes, one, standing 20 in. high
designedductionforuse, haslaboratory
a capacityandof pro200
cu. ft. of gas per hour and is being
produced to sell at $225. The other,
for general
plant isoperation,
ures 40 in. high,
constructedmeasfor
wall mounting and will sell .for
$475.
CKTB St.
represented Catherines,
nationally now Ont.,
by isNational
Broadcast Sales Ltd., Toronto and
Montreal. •
BROADCASTING
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Above
That's the snow-blanketed volcano on Gareloi Island
in the Aleutians. Almost unknown and unseen before
Pearl Harbor ... it is now a landmark on the way to
Attn for some 2,500 Navy Transport pilots, crews
and their groundmen.

the

fog

W-I-T-H delivers the greatest number of listeners at ^
the lowest cost.
Those facts are as obvious as that volcano peak above
the fog. We're glad to show them to anybody with a ;
sales problem in this, the 6th largest market.

There's another landmark that in a few short years
has become the safe guide for smart radio time buying.
It's in the city of Baltimore. And the station is
W-I-T-H, the successful independent.
In this five -station town the facts show that
IROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President ' Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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Mrs

Jones Bought
These Groceries
from Mr. Brown
—
you're
a food area
manufacturer
interested
are going
counter"
thisIfrich
200 county
and its 340,808
listeningin
outLots
here ofingroceries
the vast KFAB
area."over
Here'sthewhat
Mrs.
families, let KFAB help to keep your product
Jones...
just
an
average
midwestern
housew^ife...
purchased last week from Mr. Brown, her grocer.
moving ofiF the shelves and "over the counter."

-m • -w-k
¥
O
1 "1"^
^ hospital. Van Gaalen's name is
-eed
Germans
rrom
Brussels Saved
When British troopsBelgium
reached VelRadio
tem, they found the transmitter
the
equipment
and
proceeded
to
the
air
conditioning
plant.
To
make
plant
seriously
damaged,
the exBelgian Sacrifices Life haul it back from France. But the doubly sure the station would be
citer and low power stages deeffort to locate the components and stilled, they opened the oil valves
stroyed
by
a
charge
of
TNT.
A
In Foiling Nazis^
to reassemble them piece-by-piece of the power transformers which PWb-SHAEF team composed of
Attempts
took months and months. The Bel- supply electricity for the studios. Mr. Florez and Capt. Ed Schacht
and Lt. Felix Bonvolouir of the
gians saw to that.
By JACK LEVY
Germans Foiled
S. Signal Corps arrived by truck
by the midsummer of
THIS IS the story of a radio sta- 1944However,
They
might
have
succeeded
had
the
transmitter
formerly
used
and trailer
Sept. 15 from
Engtion the Nazis were unable to put
it
not
been
for
Joseph
Van
Gaalen,
land with theon equipment
to replace
broadcasting to the French- a technician, who, in anticipation missing
into operation after four years of for
units.
It
had
taken
them
speaking
Belgians
was
about
ready
trjing. They failed because of the for operation when the underground of their plans, had constructed a two weeks to get through the war
heroism of the
door to gain entrance from the ravaged roads of France and Bel(White Army) raided the station, trap
Belgians who seized
gium and the delays caused by
strategic components and rear. As soon as the last German
prized larlyit,one particuconcealed
them
in
homes
of
the
military traffic.
had departed, he entered the build- higher priority
Belgian
Returns to Air
ing,
waded
through
three
feet
of
who gave his life loyalists.
to save it from
In the meantime, France had been water to shut off the hydrants and
Radio Brussels returned to the
managed to stop the flow of oil in air under Allied control on Oct.
German destruc- invaded and the armies of libera- time
to avert serious damage. On 21 vdth 2 kw power and was offition.
tion approached Brussels. The GerIt is the story
mans
prepared
to
leave
Broadcastcially dedicated a short time later
September
3, the day
of thefired
libera-by
of Radio Brussels,
tion of Brussels,
a bullet
ing House, turning on the elaboby M. Rongvaux, Belgian Minister
largest station in
rate sprinkler system and hydrants a German sniper struck him while of Communications, when it began
Belgium, and it to flood the master control and the he was fulfilling a mission for the broadcasting with full power of 15
Mr. Florez
(Continued on page 30)
was told to Broadstation and he died on the way to
casting last week by Hermann dial relay and switching rooms and
Florez, formerly of WOR and Mutual and now with OWI, who returned tothe States for a brief furlough after completing several engineering assignments in England
and on the Continent.
Covers Country
Radio Brussels occupies the imIn Philodelphia
posing modern structure known as
Pulling
Power
Broadcasting House and sometimes
called Brussels Radio City. The
station is easily heard anywhere
in the country and its voice overPulls War Bond Money
flows into France, Holland, Luxembourg and Germany. Prior to the
war it was powered by two 15 kw
Up 12 Floors to the tune of . . . $1,280,000
transmitters located at Veltem, 12
miles from Brussels. One of these,
originally used for broadcasting to
Fifteen-Minute Program on Station WDAS
the Flemish population, has apparently disappeared.
cited by the U. S. Treasury Department
Determined the Nazis would not
for "Distinguished Service."
use the station, the Belgian government started preparations to
PHILADELPHIA audience carried
dismantle the transmitters when
more than a miUion dollars in cash
England declared war against Gerto the executive offices of the
many in September, 1939. With
appearance of German planes over
WDAS Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
Belgium in May 1940, a caravan
located on the 12th floor
of 30 trucks, under the direction
at 1211 Chestnut Street,
of M. Marteaux, chief engineer of
Radio Brussels, set out with the
to purchase $2 5, $50 and $100 Bonds
equipment and the technical perduring the Sixth War Loan.
sonnel and their families — about 80
persons in all.
The convoy arrived in France
May 14 and separated into three
groups, one headed for Toulouse,
another for Rouen, and the third
for Pointiers. At isolated places,
they hid the components and returned toBrussels three months later, leaving a few of their members
behind to guard the quarry.
Some of the technicians were
recalled to "assist" the Germans
in reestablishing normal operations
of the station, but instead carried
on delaying sabotage. The Nazis
made limited use of Radio Brussels
by using mobile equipment and collopsible masts but their efforts to
operate the station at full capacity
With 'Pulling Power" Like this, it's no wonder
were always frustrated.
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
Three years later, through a collaborator, the Germans discovered
the approximate whereabouts of
BROADCASTING
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HETAE

AKE

BPAAEO'

HASTE

SLOWLY

From where we stand, we're aware of a challenging spotlight beamed on Mutual from all of Radio Row. The
situation seems to call for a statement, so we dip into
the classics to give you ZFIEYAE BPAAEOZ. That's
Greek to us, too, but in English it serves this network
as a highly suitable text: "make haste slowly. . ."
In any field of endeavor, to make haste slowly means to
make no premature promises of brave new worlds to
come. For a radio network, it means foui/cfing— soundly
...firmly. ..solidly — carefully deliberating every move.
Here at Mutual, we interpret ZFIEYAE BPAAEDZ to
mean an honest, searching inventory of all we have to
offer. A close scrutiny of those factors which are good
but which can be improved; an even closer scrutiny of
those that are not-so-good and which must be improved.
And a frank realization that both exist in Mutual. To
make haste slowly also means the application of tested
radio and advertising judgment to the practical problems of programs and stations and clients and listeners.
We think we've made a start. To the veteran minds at
Mutual have lately been added other veteran talents
new to this network. Working together in close harmony,
this strengthened manpower is striving toward full and
intelligent cooperation with advertisers . . . agencies . . .
station operators . . . radio artists . . . program producers.
Always, of course, in the interest of the listening public.
We'll keep you posted on our progress toward these
goals, as we continue meantime to ZHEYAE B P AAEQZ.

MUTUAL
BROADCASTIHG
SYSTEM

Luxembourg

CAN'T
FOOL
USf
Despite the plug hat, that's an Iowa farmer. Some alleged
"farm stations" might think he carries white kid gloves to
work, judging from their programs. But we know better !
In fact we know all about him. We know what his income was
in 1943 — $7,672 was the farm average in this state — and what
he made in 1944 — about 20% more. We know he doesn't care
for jive records and smart-alec big-town wisecracks, but prefers
wholesome, live-talent entertaimnent. We know what he wants
in farm news and how often — and we give it to him just that
way. We talk to him in his own Mid-American language. We
employ farm editors and farm-market men who know actual
farming practice — ^because an Iowa farmer has a quick ear for
phonies.
And the confidence he gives us in return is well worth our
trouble. For he and his kind form the No. 1 Farm Market of
America. From that market we receive twice as much listenermail as any other station in this area, and we figure we offer
about twice as good a chance for sales.
If planning to use a farm station, send for our "Complete Mail
Study." For availabilities, ask Free and Peters.

KMA
BLUE NETWORK
The No. 1 Farm Station in the No. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,

AROUND
IOWA

Free & Peters, 11.
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Shortwave

Radio

Tribulations Told by Mueller
By HELEN HOUSE
HOW the Army Signal Corps
spent 2% months painstakingly
rebuilding the Nazi-wrecked shortwave station in Luxembourg, comstation to
bourg,panionand then
was Radio
nearly Luxemforced
to destroy the entire installation
when threatened by the German
counter-offensive in December, was
told last week by Merrill Mueller,
NBC war correspondent.
Mr. Mueller, who v/ill return
overseas early in March for the
duration of European hostilities,
was the
first U.network
broadcast to the
S. frommantheto station
when it first started direct regular
transmission Dec. 28.
Demolition Charges
Broadcasts from the permanent
shortwave station probably were
closer to actual battle activity than
any commercial station in Europe
heretofore with the exception of
those from Paris during the first
days of its fall to the Allies, Mr.
Mueller said. Area surrounding the
7% kw station was known to be
the first objective of German attacks, which first broke through
into Luxembourg around Dec. 17.
From an initial test Dec. 19, the
station had been within firing
range of the enemy almost continuously, according to Mr. Mueller.
With the Germans only four
miles from the transmitter following the initial test, the station
ceased operation until Dec. 28. All "NOTE WORK-CLOTHES of the
fragile equipment was removed radio executive near the line,"
Lt. Col. Samuel R. Rosenand demolition charges were laid. writes
Army officer in charge of
Radio Luxembourg also went off baum.
Radio
The former
the air [Broadcasting, Jan. 1]. At presidentLuxembourg.
WFIL Philadelphia,
one time, after the Americans had gave thisofpicture
to
fallen back towards the transmit- Florez, OWI engineer who Hermann
ter, tanks were operating on the to this country on furloughreturned
a few
very grounds of the shortwave days ago, castand
to Broading. Itwasdelivered
made in itNovember,
transmitter, he said. One night be- shortly after
Col. Rosenbaum took
fore the station went on the air,
a German patrol killed an officer over the station operation.
and five enlisted men assigned as
and studio operaprotection.
The Allies captured the station NBC tionengineer,
under Lt. Col. Howard Nussin September
with
the
same
arbaum,
former
NBC
producer in
mored force which seized Radio
the pressradio York,
sectionnowof with
the 12th
Army
Luxembourg. Although the Ger- New
mans had left the panel intact,
One of three Allied stations
tubes had been broken and the tow- group.
ers blown up. Probable explanation reaching the U. S. direct from
of the Germans' failure to destroy
16 transthe longwave station, and the Europe mi(there
t ers in all onarethenowcontinent
inhavoc they wreaked on the shortcluding
Army,
BBC,
and
commerwave outlet is that the enemy crew
cial), the shortwave outlet is used
of the latter station was more effi- by networks, with A priority; for
cient in carrying out their orders OWI traffic, B priority; and for
prior to retreat, Mr. Mueller sug- press-voice, C priority.
Razor Latin Drive
The Signal Corps took over and
gested.
started rebuilding with parts gath- AMERICAN SAFETY RAZO^R
ered from the two Holland plants Corp., New York, on behalf of Star
of Phillips Co., Dutch equipment razor blades, is conducting a cam40 stations in 26
manufacturer,
French affiliate. and
One offromthe RCA's
recon- cities ofpaign onsixsome
Latin American counstructed antenna, ten feet shorter musicaltries,announcements.
using one-minute transcribed
than the three others because of started last October, andCampaign
will be
lack of material, has been dubbed extended
gradually to additional
"the cockeyed beam". Technical stations. Agency is Dorland Interoperation is under the supervision national-Pettingell & Fenton, New
of Maj. Walter R. Brown, former York.
BROADCASTING
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if the ball doesn't land securely into the hands
of the end, it's an incompleted pass. And no team
can move forward on incompleted passes.
In radio, the same thought applies. Unless the
listener is in position to catch your sales story
by being tuned to the station you're using, it's
another "incompleted pass." And no product
can move under those Conditions.
Your program, broadcast over WCBM will
score a touchdown. Your sales message will be
"caught" by your market, because listening to
WCBM has become a habit in Baltimore.

mm

^Cuc 'Ttetef^ Ocitiet
John Elmer
George H. Roeder
Presideiit
Free & Peters, Inc.
exclusive National Representatives

KANSAS
CITY
IS
A

K

O

Z

Y
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
General Manager
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
Ask for Rate Card 3
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7 AM, 8 FM, Tele
CPs Sought of FCC
Pensacola Station Would Use
Former Police Equipment
AMONG nearly a score of new
applications filed with the FCC
during the past two weeks are requests for seven standard stations,
eight FM outlets, a noncommercial
educational station, an experimental television station and one —
WLIB New York — for a commercial television outlet.
Ruth Braden Weber, wife of
Fred Weber, manager of WDSU
New Orleans, and former MBS
general manager, is the principal
partner in an application for a new
station at Pensacola, Fla., on 1450
kc with 250 w. She would hold half
interest with four other individuals
dividing the balance. The station,
understood to be ready for operation, would use the former police
radio system of Pensacola, with the
transmitter reconverted.
Construction
permit onfor 1400
a newkc
local
standard station
with 250 w unlimited time at Savannah, Ga., is sought by Atlantic
Broadcasting Co. J. W. Woodruff
Sr.
and
J.
W. Woodruff
president, each
owners Jr.,
of vice67%
shares in the new company, are
joint operators of WGPC Albany
and elder
WRLBWoodruff
Columbus,
Ga., owner
with
the
also sole
of WATL Atlanta. G. Phillip Morgan, president, holds 60 shares;
S. H. Morgan, 160 shares; estate of
W. Morgan, deceased, 60 shares;
Charles S. Atwell, 50 shares. The
three individuals all hold local business interests. R. Basil Morris, attorney, issecretary-treasurer.
Idaho CP Sought
Charlotte Broadcasting Corp.,
Charlotte, N. C, requests new
standard facilities of 1,000 w unlimited time on 1600 kc with directional. Company is composed of
Herbert A. More, president, major
owner nance
andCorp.,president
Charlotte;of Auto
Hugh FiA.
Deadwyler, vice-president 13% (65
shares), owner of Charlotte advertising agency under his name and
ex-manager of WCOS Columbia,
WCSC Charleston and WRDW
Augusta; Lucius V. Wells, vicepresident 13%, executive secretary
of Charlotte Merchants Assn.; J.
Murrey Atkins, secretary 13%,
vice-president of R. S. Dickson &
Co.; Hugh A. Cathey, treasurer
13%, secretary-treasurer
Auto
Finance
which holds 48% ofinterest
in the new company.
Other standard broadcast applications include: Charleston, W. Va.,
1240 kc, 250 w fulltime, filed by Gus
and Penelope Zaharis; Lake
Charles, La., 1390 kc, 1,000 w fulltime directional, by Frank R. Gibson; Flint, Mich., 1500 kc, 250 w
daytime, Methodist Radio Parish
Inc., non-profit corporation of Oak
Park Methodist Church; Idaho
Falls, Ida., 1490 kc, 250 w fulltime,
in name of Idaho Radio Corp. —
David Smith, automobile dealer,
25%; Joseph E. Williams, livestock
business, 18.33%; Arch L. Madsen,

Radio Brussels
(Continued from page 25)
kw. It is contemplated that equipthe originalment
15 kwnecessary
Flemishto replace
transmitter
will
be provided by OWI in the very
near future.
The station, now operated by
PWD-SHAEF under the military
supervision of Capt. Schacht, is
being used intensively for propaganda warfare, directing programs
to Germany, unoccupied Belgium
and Holland. PWD operations in
Belgium are under the supervision
of Maj. George W. Hargreaves, in
charge of press, radio, publications
and intelligence operations for Gen.
Erskine, Commanding Officer for
Belgium.
Worked in ABSIE
Prior to his work in the reconstruction of Radio Brussels, Mr.
Florez had been assigned by Richard Condon, chief engineer for
OWI signin andtheconstruction
ETO, to work
the deof theon studios
of the American Broadcasting Station in Europe (ABSIE) in London. He also undertook assignments
for PWD in the liberated areas of
France and Luxembourg.

this

famous

news

assistant manager, KSL Salt Lake
City, 1.66%, and Radio Service
Corp. of Utah, operator of KSL,
25%.
The Wm. H. Block Co., Indiandepartment
is yours on
cant apolis
for a new
FM store,
stationisonappli43.7
mc with 9,316 square miles coverage and $59,000 estimated cost.
Other FM requests: Harrisburg,
Pa., WHP Inc., 14.3 mc to cover
27,450 square miles, estimated cost
WJZ
$137,250;
C.) StarNews Co.,Wilmington
44.9 mc to(N.cover
5,300
square miles, estimated cost $53,340; Miami, Fla., WIOD, 47.7 mc
to cover 5,689 square miles, esti- for under ^1100 a week
mated cost $54,755 ; East St. Louis,
Now you2:00cantobuy2:15Johnp.m.,B. Kennedy
Monday,
111., WTMV, 47.1 mc to cover 10,- from
Wednesday or Friday, as your own
737 square miles, estimated cost local
radio
program
on
WJZ
— your
$39,500; Memphis, Tenn., Herbert
voice
world's richest
market!
Herff, automobile dealer, 45.3 mc
Other inWJZtheCo-operative
Programs
are
(on a 3-a-week basis):
to cover 15,400 square miles, estimated cost $42,800; Peoria, 111.,
CORRESPONDENTS
WSOY, 48.1 mc to cover 14,130
AROUND THE WORLD
square miles, estimated cost $69,050; Athens, 0., Messenger Pub.
SOLD on WJZ
Co., 49, 49.1 mc to cover 8,940
square miles, estimated cost $26,500.
BAUKHAGE TALKING
Under $1000 a week
Mrs. Thackrey Files
WLIB, owned by Mrs. Dorothy
KIERNAN'S NEWS CORNER
Shiff Thackrey, publisher of the
SOLD on WJZ
New York Post, has applied for a
commercial television station on
MARTIN
AGRONSKY
channel 17.
Under $750 a week
Sewenhaka High School, Floral
Park, N. Y., requests a noncommerDICK TRACY
cial educational station to operate
SOLD on WJZ
with 20 w and special emission
for FM.
Sherron Metallic Corp., Brooklyn, has filed for a new experimental television station to operate
with nels
10,000
on any 6orto all18. chanbetweenw Channel
BROADCASTING
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TISEMENT

IN:

Women's Wear Daily
Men's Wear
Retailing
FurnishingsHome

an
Now You C

The
ChainJewelers'
Store Age(Druggists)
Chain Store Age
(Grocers)
Modern
Age Brewery
Bakers' Weekly
Bakers' Helper
National
Carbonator
& Bottler
The Milk Dealer
e Cream
Radio
DailyReview
Broadcasting

Sponsor
ous
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ENNEDY
lOHN B. K
ve
in Local U
Broadcasts!
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"The

Network

NBC
Favorite
Favorite
Favorite
Favorite
Favorite
Favorite
Favorite
Favorite

Winners

Most

People

in Eightli Annual

Poll

Commercial Program
Information Please
Entertainer
Bob Hope
Male Vocalist (Classical) . . . John Charles Thomas
Male Vocalist (Popular)
Bing Crosby
Feminine Vocalist (Popular) .... Dinah Shore
Symphonic Conductor
....
Arturo Toscanini
Comedian
Bob Hope
News Commentator
Lowell Thomas

Favorite Dramatic Serial
One Man's Family
Favorite Sports Commentator
Bill Stern
Favorite Quiz Show
Information Please
Favorite Announcer
Don Wilson
Favorite Comedienne
Joan Davis
Star of Tomorrow (Female)
Jo Stafford
Favorite Comedy Team
Fibber McGee & Molly

Highlights of Survey Sidelights (from Radio Da
Bing Crosby . . . with the largest individual vote of
any artist or program . . . piled up a staggering plurahty
Joan Davis never in danger as favorite comedienne
Information Please received many votes in the favorite
educational classification
Lowell Thomas . . . heading the commentators . . .

. . . Dinah Shore outdistancing her competitors . . .
by a margin leaving no doubt as to her popularity
Toscanini a tower of strength
Fibber McGee and Molly ran strongly ahead as a
favorite comedy team . . .
... Jo Stafford headed the gal starlets . . .

Listen

to Most"

is

Radio's
ra
too
15 out of 26 places
in di
Radioo^
Daily
Poll go

to NBC

stars

and

shows

The National Broadcasting Company
wishes to express its appreciation
to the nation's radio editors and
writers who again this year cast
their votes overwhelmingly in favor
of NBC programs and stars in the
poll conducted by Radio Daily.

and shows three times as many
firsts as any other network.

In voting NBC 15 out of 26
places, radio critics gave NBC stars

who listen solely for entertainment,
education and information.

11
ational

As these results indicate, "The
Network Most People Listen to
Most" is America's No. 1 Network
with critics and reporters as well
as with the millions of Americans

-roadcasting

ompany

America's No. 1 Network

A Service of Radio [
Corporation of Americo |'

A

FAVOnm

SPOT

on Pittsburgh dials
since 1919
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BBM to Highlight
Canadian Meeting
Luncheon Sessions Cancelled
By the CAB at Quebec
COMMERCIAL continuity, postwar technical planning and the
first year's
operationsMeasurement
of the Bureau of Broadcast
(BBM) will be highlights of the
annual meeting of Canadian broadcasters at Quebec, Feb. 12-14. There
has been no ban on conventions as
yet in Canada, largely because
Canadian trade meetings are not
as large as those of the U. S., and
railway conditions are not as tight
as south of the international border.
Canada has long had more railway
accommodation per capita of population than any other country, a
factor which has been of importance
in the more than five years that
Canada has been at war.
Full Agenda
Thenualproposed
of theAssn.
anmeeting of theagenda
Canadian
of Broadcasters shows that Canadian broadcasters will discuss numerous industry problems including the CAB code of ethics, programming, public relations, public
service activities, performing rights
fees, standardization of the rate
structure, music and the past
year's
Committee
report onParliamentary
Canadian broadcasting.
In addition business sessions dealassociation's finances
are oning with
the theprograms.
Luncheon meetings with speakers have been dispensed with this
year, and there will be only one
guest speaker, Peter Stursberg,
CBS war correspondent who is
home on a short leave from the
Mediterranean front.
Advance registrations show that
many U. S. broadcasters and NAB
officials will attend, as well as representatives ofall phases of the
equipment, recording, agency and
representative
sections of the industry.

RECORDING radio interview for
WLS Chicago in Paris are WLS
War Correspondent Ervin Lewis
(r) and culture
French
Minister Broadcast
of Agri- ;
Tangy Prigent.
was shortwaved to Chicago station, j

SAM O'NEAL NAMED
PORTER SUCCESSOR
SAM A. O'NEAL,
of the
Washington
Bureau member
of thepresident
Chicago
Sun
and immediate
past
of the National Press Club, on
Feb. 1 becomes publicity director
of the Democratic National Comsucceeding Paul A. Porter,
now FCCmittee,chairman.
Following his appointment last
week by the Democratic Executive
Committee,
declined
to ,
comment on Mr.
the O'Neal
possibility
of adding a radio director until he takes
the new post. He added, however,
that "radio is a most important me- ;
dium and certainly we're not going
to overlook it". During the 1944
campaign
J. Leonard
Reinsch,M. managing
the James
Cox i|i
stationsdirector
(WSB ofWIOD
WHIO) was
radio director of the Democratic I
National Committee.
A native of Boonville, Mo., Mr.
O'Neal was a reporter on the St.
Louis
and on Post-Dispatch
the Tulsa Tribunefromand 1922-27
World ;i
the next two years, joining the St. \
Louis Star-Times in 1928. In 1936
he opened
the and
Star-Times
ington bureau
headed itWashuntil
August 1943, when he became a
member of the Chicago Sun Washington bureau, covering the Senate.
He covered Gov. Dewey's Presiden- i
Canada Listening Up
tial Campaign
the Sigma
Sun andDelta
last '
receivedforthe
CANADIAN
figures spring
Chi award for outstanding Washrevealed
winter sets-in-use
weather conditions
ington
correspondence.
•i
during the first week of January
when
Elliott-Haynes
Ltd.,
Toronto
research firm, made its January
Healthaids Order
national evening rating report, issued Jan. 22. Sets-in-use reached
and desist
52.9 for Edgar Bergen & Charlie CEASE
sued last week
by the order
FederalwasTradeisMcCarthy, which led the "First Commission against Healthaids
Fifteen"lowed bywith
41.6 rating,
N. J., The
Radioa Theatre
with fol39, Inc.,nal Jersey
of Living City,
Publishing
Corp.Jourand
Fibber McGee & Molly, with 35.4; Victor
H. Lindlahr, editor of the
Bing bumCrosby
MusicMusic;
Hall, Bob25 A;Hope,
Al- Journal of Living and radio lecturof Familiar
er for Healthaids,representationsprohibiting
misinthe advertising
Treasure Trail (Canadian quiz
show), N. H. L. Hockey, Waltz of Serutan.
The
Commission's
findings declare that through HealthTime, Aldrich Family, Blind Date,
radio programs
and Lindlahr's
John & Judy (Canadian program), aids'
broadcasts
and writings
the CorFrank Morgan, Adventures of the
the sale of its
Thin Man and L for Lanky. French product "inporationas promotes
indirect
and
apparlanguage evening programs were
ently disinterested guise as posled by Secrets of Dr. Morhanges
sible". The order forbids repredirectly or isthrough
with 34.5 followed by Ceux qu'on
ference,sentations,
that Serutan
a cure in-or
Aime with and34.3,Le LaRaillement
Mine d'Or,
Metropole
du remedy for constipation or that it
Rire, these being the five leading will strengthen or stimulate the
digestive organs.
shows.
BROADC STING • Broadcast Advertising

People

Are

Curious

People's curiosity is a characteristic which makes it possible
for a progressive station, such as WAGA, to do more than
is expected of it.
Audience-building promotion — creating interest by making people curious about programs, through 24-sheet
posters, car cards, daily and weekly newspaper advertising
and publicity, announcements, dealer tie-ins, etc. — is an
important part of WAGA's operation, because we believe
our business is not just broadcasting — but producing maximum response.

m
^<^SI^ WAGA
ATLANTA
5000 Warn on 590 Kcs. Blue Network - Represented by Headley-Reed

CHOICE
IN
CHATTANOOGA

GBS
MOO

WATTS

DAY AND NIGHT

NATIONAL .REP RESENT AT IVES

Luft Moves to Blue
GEORGE W. LUFT Co., New York
(cosmetics), on Feb, 23 shifts the
Sammy Kaye Tangee Variety Show
from MBS to the Blue Network, Friday 10-10:30 p.m. expanding the
program's
network firm
fromcontinues
69 to 173to
stations. Cosmetic
sponsor
Sammy
Kaye's
Serenade on the Blue, SundayTangee
1:301:55 p.m. According to the agency,
Warwick & Legler, New York,
change tionswasand better
made because
moreavailstatime were
able on the Blue, with no delayed
broadcast. Program features Mr.
Kaye and his orchestra, Paul Winchell, ventriloquist, and Jerry Mahoney, dummy.

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

^ Roaring Spring ^
BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT
National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Son Francisco
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WOMEN DIRECTORS
TO MEET FEB. 17
ASSN.
Women
Directors of will
the
National ofAssn.
of Broadcasters,
open its second annual informational
campaign, keyed this year to the theme
"Women ofFeb.
the United
at a
conference
at theNations"
Hotel
Roosevelt, Newthrough
York. 17Members
willprograms
attempt
toan create
their
radio
international
outlook inamong
women
listeners.
Cooperating
the project,
mainly messages,
through supplying
material
for
radio
will
be
the
Nations Information Office, andUnited
the
Inter-American Commission of Women, also thecasters, Canadian
of Broadthe CanadianAssn.Broadcasting
Corp. tural
and groups.
a group of 18 civic and culSpeakersCol. atEdward
the morning
sessionchief.
will
include
M. Kirby,
Radio Branch,
Bureau
of
Public
Relations, War Dept. ; Elizabeth Long,
director
of women'sCorp.activities,
Canadiaii
Broadcasting
; Mrs. William
Sporborg, chairman, international afFederationBernardine,
of Women'sdiClubs; fairs.
Mrs.GeneralInter-American
Minerva
Commission
Women rector,
; and Mrs. Eleanor
Stevenson,of
author.
A panel discussion
women commentators wil follow.by Participating
will be Mary Margaret McBride,
WBAF;
New
York;
Alma
Blue; Bessie Beatty, WORKitchell,
New
York ; Ruth Crane, WMAL Washington ; Mildred
Bailey,
WTAG
Worcester ;Helen Sioussat, CBS ; Jane
Wagner, NBC ; Hazel Cowles. WHAM
Rochester.
Ruth Chilton,
AWD president, of WCAU
Philadelphia
will
preside at both meetings.
Dorothy
Lewis,
NAB
Coordinator
Listener Activity, will preside at ofa
luncTieonsented towhen
an award D.willRoosevelt,
be preMrs. Franklin
who
will
late:broadcast
from
the
meetin,;
on CBS.
Luncheon
speakers
will
include
Herbert
Lehman,
directorgeneral United Nations Relief & Reh
a
b
i
l
t
a
i
o
n
Hon.
;
Emily
Taft
Douglas , of Illinois, and Mrs. Edgar D.
ofHardy,
Women.president, Canadian Council

J

Spadea's forSystem
Favored
Video
Movie Reel Lengths Adaptable
To Revised Time Schedule
By RALPH B. AUSTRIAN
Executive
Vice-President
RKO Television
Corp.
I READ the article by Mr. Joseph
Spadea entitled "Shorter Air Time
Periods
Suggested"I dowith
deal of interest.
not awishgreatto
make ment
anyaboutcomhis
plan
as
it might
affect radio,
but
^

^ |f'

something" when
one considers tel-

evision,
. A i/hk.
mm
movie
short
runs
8V2
"^^^ average
JH one-reel
- '^^Y'
minutes
or, if
Mr. Austrian it's a two-reeler,
about 18 minutes. That
plenty of time for the necessary
commercial. Of course these subjects could be made longer. The
"new standard" reel holds 2,000
feet of 35 mm. film which is a
running time of 22 minutes. But
why make them longer? I for one
feel that television programs can
and should be much more compact
than radio programs. Remember
the Chinese proverb, "A picture is
worth a thousand words".
Sponsor Benefits
I am not advocating shorter time
periodsator socan make
that the
morestation
moneyoper-by
"stretching
the
clock".
the
contrary. I am interested Quite
in saving
money for the sponsor — the man
who pays all the bills !
We all know it's going to cost
plenty sionmore
program a televistation.to Transmission
time
will cost more, too. How much
more? No one knows yet. But
whatever the cost per hour is — if
we
can build
programs time
which (and
will
reduce
the necessary
production cost) 33%%, we are
making a real offset against the
higher per hour operating costs.

TPA Hears Halpin
In a prewar year, according to
an RCA survey, the New York area
WGBF Transfer
sports
and might
other spectaAPPLICATIONS were filed with had 3,441
tor events
which
have
the FCC last week requesting vol- servedrial,as according
television
program
mateto
Dan
D.
Halpin,
untary assignment of the licenses RCA Victor
Division, RCA, who
of WGBF and WMLL Evansville,
Ind., from Evansville on the Air discussed program material for
Inc. to Curtis Broadcasting Corp., televisionvision
at a meetingAssn.
of theat Telethe
parent company. Also included is PennsylvaniaProducers
Hotel, New York,
W9XEV, developmental station, and Jan.
22. Hoyland Bettinger, prorelay stations WEQG WAUY
WAUT.
No money
gramGE manager
ofstation,
WRGBtoldSchenecthe
transfer
which iswillinvolved
eliminatein
tady,
videocommercials,
of television
emphasizing
the holding company.
that video delivers its sales message with stronger emotional imNEW TIME has been scheduled for
pact than sradio,
and henceareresponBlue Correspondents Abroad, the Blue
ibilities of telecasters
proNetwork's
Monday
through
Friday
heavier. There was a
presentation of war news. Starting showing of theportionately
GE
Sightseeing
At
Feb.
5 theMonday
quarter-hour
which followed telecasting
be heard
throughprogram
Friday willat Home,
operation
from
studio
to
home.
3 p.m.
ROADCASTING
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THE

PACIFIC

COAST

INSIDE MARKET. This represents counties in which
Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, Oakland, Portland, Seattle and Spokane are located.
50% OF ALL RETAIL SALES MADE HERE

HAS

•
i
■
I
!

MARKETS

OUTSIDE market. This represents 126 counties
outside those in which the 7 principal Pacific
Coast cities are located.
50% OF ALL RETAIL SALES MADE HERE

^ Regular Hooper reports of the "inside" market reveal that during the past year, all
of the shows that have switched from any of the other 3 networks to Don Lee, have received higher
Hooper ratings within 13 weeks.
A special Hooper coincidental telephone survey of 276,019 calls (largest ever made on the
Pacific Coast) showed 60 to 100% of listeners in the "outside" market tuned to Don Lee stations.
The reason is most cities in the "outside" market are surrounded by mountains, and long-range
broadcasting of other networks won't work.
With 38 stations completely blanketing the 16-billion-dollar Pacific Coast market, the Don Lee
Network has more than 9 out of every 10 radio families living within 25 miles of one of its stations.

The Nation's Greatest Regional Network
0ONLEE

THOMAS S. LEE, President
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Vice-Pres. ir Gen. Mgr.
5515 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.

PROGRAMS
START
drive to place war
8,700 people ina ofCleveland
was
roundtable area
discussionplants
last
Sunday on WJW Cleveland between
Armed Forces
officers
and
civilians
responsible for warwas production.
Thomas Burke
moderator Mayor
of the
program which included Col. E. A.
Lynn, trict;
chief, Cleveland ordnance
disinspection Capt.of R.NavyT. Hanson,
materials director
; Lt. Col.of
Wm.
Walter
Phelps,
Cleveland
area
representative, central district ATSC ;
Robert C. Goodwin, regional director,
WMC
WPB. ; John Virden, regional director,
WOAI Recordings
WOAI San Antonio is recording a halfhour
program
Let's
to Town,
for and overseas.
about titled
SouthFormat
TexasOoofmenthe
inshow
the
service
is a figurative
trip
through
San
Antonio. News from the home front is
presented.
Distribution
recordi
n
g
s
i
s
facilitiesandofofisthe
thepresented
Armed
Forces through
Radio Service
by WOAI KTSA KABO KONO.
Forum Talks
A SERIES of weekly talks. Family
Forum, has been started on the prairie
networks of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Talks cover medical, house
planning,
and parental
for
listenerssafety
in rural
as well asproblems
urban
communities, with authorities from
universities
and
provincial
governments as speakers.
MBS Bond Series
MEN AND WOMEN over 70 appear as featured guests in Never
Too Old, weekly half-hour program
presented
on Mutual
in cooperation the Treasury
Department
and
with the express purpose of encouraging buyers of War Bonds to
save for
their latebriefly
years. about
Each oldster reminisces
the
past, a device to bring in historical
facts. They participate in an "experience quiz" competing
to give
the best
on human
lems andanswers
concluding
with a probword
ofinterest.
advice Prizes
on a are
question
of human
awarded
on the
basis of audience vote, with a first
prize awards.
of War Bonds,
cash
Prizes and
willthree
also $10be
awarded to those giving the best
account
their Art
nativeBakerstate.as Talent will ofinclude
m.c.
and a quartette. Series originates
in Hollywood and starts Jan. 29.
A THIRDstandingstar
outachievementforincontinued
the war effort
has been added to the Army-Navy
"E" flagtories awon
in 1943 N.by J.RCA laborat Princeton,
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KPO-KGO Cupid
A DOUBLE marital merger
aff'ecting
staff Sanmembers
KPO and KGO
Franciscoof
has been announced. Q<n Jan.
7 Darryl Hutchins,
announcer, marriedKPO
Marian
Twomey, KGO receptionist.
The second wedding will take
place Feb. 4 when Art McDermott, Virginia
KPO Jeffries
engineer,ofmarthe
KGO riesstaff.

Hymn Sing
MILWAUKEE
Churches for theCounty
second Council
consecutiveof
year in cooperation with WTMJWMFM
Milwaukee
3'Ae
Old Fashioned
Hymnis presenting
Sing, Sunda.v
evening series of religious programs
with tion
a different
church
and
congregaProgram
is aired participating
immediatelyeachbyweek.
WMFM,
FM
outlet, and is later rebroadcast over
WTMJ so that participants may hear
their own performance.
* * *
Fan Club
QUARTER
hourof all
Crooner's
Fan Clul,
featuring
news
Chicago
clubs
and
interviews
with started
one
guestonfancrooner
weekly,
has been
WJJD
Chicago Monday through Friday. Al
Hattis
and the
Ed program.
Wiebe, originators, are
conducting
* * *
Penny Quiz
QUIZYourGAME
broadcast
Penny
for
Thoughts
is aired titled
by WWDC
Washington
from the
mainWashington
recreation
hall at Arlington
Farms,
"government
girl" community
in SatAron, Va., preceding
the weekly
urdaylingtevening
dance. Each
participant
is given creaased or forfeited
bank of pennies
to be in* * during
* the game.
Religion
in
War
WNBW New York in Pulpit in the
Foxhole
dramatizes
the
role oftelling
religion in war,
broadcast
the story
of the
the first
heroism
of chaplains
of three
a sinking transport in thefaithsNorthaboard
Atlantic.
WAC Call
A NEW call to action was sounded
last week by the War Advertising
Council in a dramatically illustrated
bulletin urging that the full power
of advertising
be continued
undiminished in support
of war themes
"until the war is really won".
Written creative
by one men
of advertising's
leading
following a
tour of the battle fronts, the bulletin
warns
that
"there
be nois
postwar until the lastwillgun
fired"
and
declares
that
"the
has not yet come when we time
can
safely turn all of our advertising
dollars to the pursuit of sales".

LOYALTY

LOYALTY
Through the
years we have
customer loyalty
enjoyed
more
(evidenced by
Renewals and
Repeat
Renewals). We feel
our
loyalty
to
these
customer friends
is the reason
W H B 9 has
MORE counts
localthan any
acother Memphis
station.

Levy to WD Post
LT. DAVID LEVY (jg), USNR,
former producer and writer for
Young & Rubicam, New York, has
Mei;ipliis
South'sfeeds.largest
produceris ofthemixed
been assigned special radio conto the Treasury
War Financesultant Division,
it was announced
last week by Thomas H. Lane,
WFD director of radio, press and
advertising. The special assignment
was made possible by Adm. DeSOUTH'S 24-Hour Station
Witt Ramsey, head of the Bureau of
Aeronautics. At Treasury Lt. Levy
will be in charge of programming
WFD shows such as radio appearances by Secretary Morgenthau
and similar special broadcasts and
he will handle supervision of all
transcriptions and other material
beingwillsentbe toavailable
stations.to Inworkaddition
he
with
networks and other groups on their
War Bond programs. While with
Your MUTUAL Friend
Young rected
& WeRubicam,
Levy diMEMPHIS. TENNESSEE
the People,Lt.Manhattan
at Midnight and similar programs.
He has been a writer with the Navy
Represented by RAM BEA U
Training Film branch.
BROADCASTING
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Maybe you're interested in
sponsoring a fifteen minute newscast
—or an hour long musical. Whichever
it is, you'll be way ahead when you
buy spot programs that are already
well established on the air. For these
programs have built large listening
audiences and are usually headed by
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

well-known personalities who have
demonstrated their selling ability.
There are many such good spot
programs available, ready to go to
work for your product tomorrow. A
John Blair Man can tell you about the
best of them, in markets that interest
you.
Callknow!
him in today — he's a good
man to
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Jimmy the Weaver
LITTLE James Caesar Petrillo for many years
has been weaving a web about radio. Though
his eif orts have been challenged often, he hasn't
lost a contest to date. An indulgent Administration, Congressional obeisance and a mystifying unwillingness (or fear) of all elements in
radio to stick together have made his task easy.
Some have predicted that, given enough time,
Jimmy would become ensnared in his own entanglements byoperating on too many fronts.
One of the first indications appeared last week.
In the case of WOV New York, which had
protested the requirement of AFM Local 802
(New York) that it maintain a staff of 12
musicians. Dr. Herbert R. Northrup, senior
hearing officer of the Regional War Labor
Board, recommends that the station quota be
reduced to five men [Broadcasting, Jan. 22].
For them he recommended an increase in pay,
but he strongly condemned the AFM "featherbedding" practices as a palpable waste of manpower in wartime. He points to the AFM conquest of the recording companies wherein royalties are paid direct to the union as a cushion
against unemployment, and concludes that to
superimpose upon a station a fixed quota ''•f
musicians would amount to "double taxation".
We believe Dr. Northrup started in the right
direction but, somehow, detoured. If he's right
on the "make-work" or "feather-bedding"
premise (and we think he is), then it shouldn't
be a case of reducing the musicians' quota for
WOV, but
of eliminating
We don't
concur
in his
implication itthataltogether.
the recording
fee
principle is just or justified.
AFM have
beenThe a "fixed
sham quota"
and a requirements
fraud since ofstations
first
were forced to accept them under duress in
1937. Station after station has attested that
for the most part their quota musicians are
not competent. In smaller cities, the musicians
have other primary means of livelihood. The
"pinochle room" for the musicians who report
but don't perform is an old wheeze.
AFM persists in demanding its tribute from
radio on the phoney unemployment relief
premise. All of Jimmy's demands — network
deals, staff quotas, transcription and recording
royalties, standbys, and platter-turners — have
evolved from that issue. Even now, when the
gravest labor shortage in history faces us;
when work or fight legislation is imminent;
when radio, the greatest of the morale builders, is "frozen" because of lack of manpower,
Jimmy'sment torch.locals carry the compulsory employDr. Northrup's recommendations, if approved
by the regional NWLB, will probably be appealed to the national body in Washington.
The immediate result of affirmation of Dr.
Northrup's
as they
stand, would recommendations,
be to afford manyeven
broadcasters
relief from AFM's
onerous
"fixed
quota"
quirements. Every station then would have re-a
basis on which to break the AFM yoke. But
more important, it would bring into the sunlight the whole fantastic succession of Petrillo
conquests of radio built upon the obsolete and
utterly specious unemployment theory.
I'age 4Z '^Ik^f January 29, 1945

Wrath & Ratings
/^eipectS To - ,
WHY,
headachewe are
boys often
— the asked,
likes are
of radio's
Winchellchronic
and
Pearson — no headache to the newspapers for
which they write?
To give a categorical answer would take a
volume in 6 pt. type. But there are self-evident
reasons, such as radio's terrific impact upon
the public, and the sharper dramatic incisiveness of the spoken word over the written word.
Add to these the factors of time. A syndicated column, usually distrilauted for advance
release, gets the attention of a copy desk, or
several of them. There's the opportunity to
edit fancy flights of writing.
And perhaps it's true that, overnight, these
radio pundits become celebrities, by dint of a
200-station network, high audience ratings
garnered by sharp and flamboyant mouthings.
All too
theseownreporters
radio's
HAROLD WAYNE CASSILL
crest
carryoften
on their
politicalriding
and personal
vendettas,
upbraiding
those
they
don't
like,
while showering glory upon their favorites.
HIS illustrious
Harold
Roosevelt,President
Delano neighbor,
Franklin
LIKE
The problem has been met by certain netmight easily be
Cassill
(Dutch)
Wayne
works and stations; others prefer the ratings,
County,"
Dutchess
of
sage
"the
dubbed
despite the wrath. Radio, as a whole, should for at the age of 33 (last Oct. 2) he is enrecognize certain minimum standards on news
joying abusiness career befitting a man many
reporting. There should be proper safeguards
his
years
Present senior.
manager of two Speidel Newspaper
voluntarily invoked by radio as an entity.
properties,pendent, WGNY
and WKIP Newburgh,
Poughkeepsie,1,000
250 ww indeBlue
affiliate, Mr. Cassill is looking forward to the
time
when
his
organization
operates
both
FM
Time (to) Change
and television stations in the Mid-Hudson ValADDING confusion to the already muddled
ley. At present, Speidel Newspapers Inc. has
shape of things, some of our leading legisla- an application on file with the FCC for an FM
tive tinkerers are messing around with the station atop Mt. Beacon in Dutchess County to
clock again. From California comes word that a cover 10,000 sq. mi., and plans are in the workmovement is on for "double daylight savings area. ing state for a television station for the same
time", while some States want to return to
Born in Greenfield, la., Oct. 2, 1911, Mr.
Standard Time and others prefer War Time.
got his onfirsthissniff
of printer's
ink asas aa
The California report has ominous implica- Cassill
boy
working
hometown
weekly
tions. What California does, Florida vsrill want
printer's
devil.
He
later
entered
the
U.
of Iowa
to double. Farmers and their stock live and in 1931 and followed up his interest in journalwork by the sun, not by time signals.
ism by working on the college paper, The Daily
All these efforts to speed up or slow down lowan, under Harry S. Bunker, still his boss
the clock have some plausible bases for the as
Inc. general manager of Speidel Newspapers
particular community in the interest of speeding war activity. But do they benefit the people?
in 1935,Register
"Dutch'?&
work for thefromDesIowaMoines
In both Houses of Congress bills have been wentAfterto graduation
Tribune, where he endeavored to increase the
introduced to restore Standard Time. Sen. circulation
for that influertial Iowa daily.
Clyde M. Reed (R-Kan.) last week introduced a
two years of circulation building for the
bill (S-355) .to amend the Daylight Saving law After
Cowles
paper,
Cassill put out his own shingle
by terminating War Time "in the month of and handled all circulation for North Platte
and Fremont (Neb.) dailies. He was later
February 1945". Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara
(R-Minn.) has introduced a similar bill promoted to business managsr of the Fremont j
(HR-1446) to abolish War Time effective
^
March 1. Then there's the proposal by Sen. Taft paper.
In September 1939 Mr. Cassill accepted the {)ff
(R-0.) to authorize the ICC to restore Stand- post of circulation manager of the Pough
ard Time in zones where Daylight Saving Time keepsie Courier, a Speidel paper, and the fol- Jtj
is no longer necessary for the war effort. Such lowing June, when the Speidel organization i
purchased WGNY Newburgh across the river fji^
a plan would plunge disorder into chaos.
from Poughkeepsie, from Peter Goelet, Mr.
Aside from the farmer, the munitions maker
was named manager of the newly acand the baker, consider the plight of the Cassill quired
radio property. By good employment of
broadcaster. The war worker — and everybody newspaper
and with experienced
is affected — ^has already been forced into a sort radio men totechniques,
"Dutch"
soon transof topsy-turvy schedule. His radio is his priformed WGNYhelp
fromhim,
a losing
proposition
to a
mary means of relaxation. The network out- black ink operation.
let's schedule is controlled by its key station,
Mr. Cassill started earning his living before
not by histo local
for the graduating from high school by peddling palistener
keep time.
up withIt'shistough
radioenough
fare because
pers, and he likes to recall that he was still
of the time-zone jumps. But with the inter- doing this — as circulation manager of the
larding of a half-dozen different methods of radio
Poughkeepsie
job. daily — ^whei called to his present
keeping
facedTime
with orpanic.
Whethertimeit he's
be War
Standard Time,
In 1939, Mr. Cassill married Margaret Pascoe
and they now(Continued
have one cndaughter,
let's have it universal time, with the same
page H)Ann. In civic
method observed by everyone in the nation.
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W9

he Columbia River Gorge

uy ^:>niKy DlXOTt
The mighty Columbia is the setting for some of the most dramatic chapters in the
history of America. The stories of this river, and the empire it has mothered, are
broadcast by KOIN in the most authentic radio chronicle of Oregon yet produced . . .
5J

"SONG
OF THE COLUMBIA
fhe series is in its fourth month as an exciting adventure among the sagas of
)regon's yesterday. How portrayed? In breathless dramatic sketches by Robert
)rmond Case, distinguished Northwest author . . . and in the brilliant music of
'he Duncan Singers (21 voices you'll hear more of) and the KOIN Orchestra
. . a cast of over 50 in all. Each episode offers a contrast with the present, and
trojects the challenge of tomorrow. In reliving Oregon's past, "Song of the
Columbia" opens the door on Oregon's expanding future.
PORTLAND

mm
ROADCASTING
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OREGON

Does "Song of the Columbia"
contribute to a better understanding ofthe Northwest and
its resources?
This question was asked in a
postcard survey among representative listeners. Of all replies
98 withplus
% Yes !
answered
an emphatic
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National
Representatives
January 29, 1945 • Page 43

mWMBdMommirlmlucts
Peoriarea Reconversion Problems
are Only Paint Deep . . .
It takes exactly the same kind of earth-moving machinery to reconstruct bombed air fields as it does to build new ones for postwar.
That's why Peoriarea's reconversion problems consist largely of
changing the paint color of the products from army drab to commercial glow . . . nothing more!
This means that reconversion won't throw a monkey-wrench into
Peoriarea's prosperous inner-workings. You can depend on Peoriarea's
potent buying population of over 600,000 to continue supplying
the material from which sales records
are made. Advertisers who are cultiPeorians Have the
vating this hi-spot market today are
WMBD Habit!
insuring increased sales tomorrow.
The entire PEORIAREA of
WMBD's listening audience in Peoriarea
over 600,000 population is
is greater than all other stations
dominated by WMBD, as
combined.
proved by Hooper and ConIan listening audience surveys. WMBD dominates
with a coverage "tune-in"
of 56.3% (Conlan, 1944).
You can capture PEORIo
AREA through one station.

DIO STATIONS
ST,NGHOUSE RA
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DR.
LEON LEVY,
WCAU
Philadelphia,
has beenpresident
named toofrepresent
the radiomit e ofindustry
on theWaradvisory
comthe
Regional
Production
Board by Director J. GriflSth Boardman.
HOWARD
K. SMITH,
inapparatus
the Federal and marine
divisionsformerly
of theSchenectady,
dept..
Electric
Co.,
N.A. BRANDT,
Y., General
has beengeneral
appointed
assistant
manager Conn.
ofto theA.
GE electronics dept., sales
Bridgeport,
STANLEYNew YOUNG
and HAL
LEVY
joined
York part
last
as members
ofWINS
the sales and
staff,
ofweekaexpansion.
general
sales,
promotion
program
Mr.of
Young
was Inc.
formerly
Chicagowasmanager
Spot
Sales
Mr.
Levy
at
WFAS
White
Plains,
N.
Y.,
as
sales
director.
HeSouthhas Pacific,
seen service handled
with therebroadcasts
Army in the
men.
the 1943 WorldandSeries
games for service-of
EDWARD
A. COLLIER,
director
ofCommission
information
for theofassistant
War
Manpower
in charge
campaigns
and
field
operations,
has
joined
the
War
Adsponsorship.vertising Council as statf manager on
HOWARD
sales haspromotion
manager of KLARMAN,
WMCA New York,
shifted
toto the
station's
sales
staff.wasBefore
coming
WMCA,
Mr.
Klarman
on the
promotion
staffs
of
MacFadden
and
CrowellCollier publications.
R. KENNETH papers
EVANS,in Peoria,
formerlySpringfield
with the
Metropolitan
and
Dayton,
appointed
the sales
staffO.,of has
KQW beenPortland,
Ore. to
PAULeral E.managerMILLS
has
been
appointed
genof WOWO
FortHOWARD
Wayne, Ind.,
aLONGSWORTH
Westinghouse
station.
D.
has
been
appointed
sales
manager.
Mr. Mills wasbeforecommercial
maning. ager of WOWO-WGL
the
separation
of the two stations under the duopoly rulROBERT
E.on COSTELLO,
formerlyhas onjoined
the
salessales
staffstaff
NBC
the
of theSpot
FarmSales,
Journal.
BLANCHE
EOMBAL,
stationYoi-k
CB66atDESantiago,
Chile,manager
will beHotelofin
New
theDeBarbizon-Plaza
until Feb.
2.
Mrs.
Bombal,
who
vacationing inNew
York,
explainedAmerica,
thatis her
station,
the
oldest
inby American
South
is
the
only
one
owned
interests,
the W. L. Grace Co.
DICK playGARVEY,
formerly
with the Star,
disthe Kansas
has joineddepartment
the salesof staff
of KOILCityOmaha.
LT. ofORRIN
BOICE,NewUSNE.
son
HUGH K.KENDALL
BOICE, WQXR
York
vice-president
in charge
of sales,
has tobeena
reported
missing
in
action,
accordng
Navy Dept. notfication dated Jan. 23.
WALTER
DANNER, supervisor
the CBSofresearch
department,
has been innamed
fice
manager
of
the
department,
reporting
to J. places
K. CHURCHILL,
director.
IRISH,
who hasto He
resign-reto ELIZABETH
Houston,Mr.
Tex.Danner
Prior
CBSed to ingo December,
wasjoining
business manager
ofClub,St.NewBartholomew's
Committee
Houseoffice
York.
Prev
i
o
u
s
l
y
h
e
was
manager
of
Harper
Bros, and had his own food brokerage firm.

OPERATIONAL and program!
plans were under heavy discussion j
by this
Lee (center),
network |
trio
whenMutual-Don
Edgar Kobak
Mutual president, conferred with
Don
Lee executives
a 10-day
Hollywood
visit in during
early January.
Pro and conning (1 to r) are Lewis'.
Allen Weiss, vice-president and gen- j
eral
of Don
Mr. manager
Kobak; and
WilletLee H.Network;'!
Brown, I
network vice-president and assist
ant general manager.
n
JOHN A. TAPPIN, former director of
grocerynati,trade
relations
atmanager
WLW Cincinhas
been
named
of
the
merchandising
WBAL Baltimore.and research department of
C. W. DOEBLER has andbeensalesappointed
promotiondi- i
of KMOXrector of advertising
St. Louis.
FORREST
CLOUGH, trafficTexas
managerStateof |
KFJZ Ft.isW.Worth
Network,
the fatherandof thea boy.
ii
JAY agerSTANWYCK,
former
service board
manand
member
of
the
editorial
of C.Cooperative
E. Hooper Inc.,
New York,
has joined
the
Analysis
of Broadcasting
as editor of all CAB
reports,
a new post.
FLIGHT
LT. W. RONALD
JOHNSTON,
RCAF beenadministrative
officer
two years,
has
placed
reserveforBroadcasting
status
and
has returned
to the onCanadian
Corp. as commercial representative at To-,
ronto.
SANGSTONof CBS(Sock)
HETTLER,
account*or
executive
Chicago,
is the father
a girl. W. ELWOOD, manager of KPOJOHN
NBC
San Francisco,
has been
electedDownfirst
vice-president
of the San
Francisco
town
Assn.
A.of WCOP
N. ARMSTRONG
Jr., general
Boston, ofis the
serving
themanager
Radio
Advisory Board
1945on Red
Cross
War Fundpolitancampaign
of the Boston MetroChapter of ARC.
ROBERT E.is HYLAND
Jr., released
the
member
of the froia
sales
staff Navy,
of KXOK a St.newLouis.
GORDON KINNEY, acting assistant chief
of the OWI
Domestic
RadiomadeBureau
allodivision,
has was
been
assistant
chief. Network.
Hecationsformerly
with West
Ybij|
ginia

E. E. Loucks Named
APPOINTMENT of E. E. Loucks,
formerly in charge of radio receiver
sales at International GE, as manof the Corp
exportwas division
Zenith agerRadio
announcedof
last week by J. J. Nance, Zenith
vice-president. Mr. Loucks will deal
Our Respects to
with American Steel Export Co. in
(Continued from page 4.2)
handling ^Zenith sales, inasmuch
exclu
affairs "Dutch" Cassill is chairman as
siveASECO
export was
salesappointed
representative
for
Zenith
in
the
summer
of
1943,
ofNewburgh,
the local "War
Loan
Committee
in
a member of the Rotary
Club, City Club, University Club,
Chamber of Commerce, Masonic
to MBS
Lodge and Presbyterian Church, JESSEThompson
pro-:
and the New York City Radio Exec- duction THOMPSON,
manager of theformerly
cooperative
utives Club. As for hobbies, Mr.
of
the
Blue
Cassill is an old Izaak Walton ad- programwork,division
Mutual, is net-asdict, having caught many a Hudson signed tonow with
special studies and
River catfish, and he shoots golf in
writing
on InMutual's
policies
planning.
network
promotio:an'
five years,
Mr. Thompson
has
theMain
80's. offices of WGNY-WKIP are for
also served with Kenyon & Ecfc
in Poughkeepsie, where the Cassills hardt
Inc. and Emil Brisache^
recently purchased a home.
agencies.
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WMFM

One

that
of
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Credo

Distinctive Quality Programs
Keyed to the Wants and Needs
of the People of Wisconsin

WMFM
THE miLUIflUHEf
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WE'D
BE

NED CALMER,
CBS correspondent,
red to this country
Mondayfor from
Europe, turnewhich
he has last
covered
CBS
since
last
August.
He
resumed
last
weekend his former
spot on Pen.
CBS Sat. and
Sun.
NUTS
8:55
Parker
TROUT.
CBS p.m.
news foranalyst
has beenBOBsubstituting.
GEORGE C. E.FOSTER,
formerly
assistant toin
RAYMOND
NELSON,
vice-president
TO SEEK
charge
of radio
and
television,
Charles M.
Storm
Co,
New
York,
has
joined
New York to work on production WNEW
and assist
in
the
station's
television
program
iKy.)'.
on
WABDB. New
York,
DuMont
station.
MILTON
KAYE,
formerly
sound
effectsas
LOONY
technician,
NBC,
has
joined
WNEW
producer.
P'«
*e
e
"M
l
,h.
BARRY
GRAY, WOR
New replaced
York announcer and producer,
last week
STEVE
for the viBit. concenELLIS gramon Moonlight
WOR's Saving
all-nightTime.recorded
proMr. York,
Ellis
returns
this
Monday
to
WMCA
New
toa conduct
sports
news
and
interviews
as
five-times
weekly ten minute
and
a two-hour
music boxseries,of
recorded
music Men.morning
thru Sat.
TOM
SLATER,
director
of speciala events
pi. to
'^""e go., taw
and Newsreel
sports
for Distributors
MBS,
has completed
for
Inc., New onmovie
York,
in
which
he
acts
as
the
moderator
the
""""
question : "Shall We Have Compulsory
'--r H
Military
Training
After
the
War?"
HAROLD PETERS,
Blue Network
war
-o. Have
correspondent
and commentator,
has been
:.:t:»,
transferred
London newsfrom
office.Paris to the network's
ESTELLE WQXR
M. STERNBERGER,
commenNew York
York, toonbroadcast
Feb. 1
shifts tatorto on WLIB
New
exclusivelyof aworld
five-weekly
ten-minute
disevents.
GEORGE
SANDERS,
formerly
with
WJBK
Detroit and PRES ROPER, formerly with
WCED Dubois,
have Youngstown.
joined the announcing staf ofPa.WKBN
JOSEPH
KRAMER,
formerly
with KCMO
Kansasof City,
staff
KLO has
Ogden,joinedUtah.the announcing
LELAND
STOWE, Bluefromwar Europe,
correspondent now broadcasting
has
been
awarded
Greece's Nicholas
Military Cross,
2d
class.
by
Premier
Plastiras.
During
the
campaigns
of
the
Italian front, the citation reads, Mr. Stowp
showedship in "bravery
hardfollowing and
Greekcontempt
front linefor troops
and
endangering
his
life
continually."
Mr.
Stowe's
broadcasts
are sponsored by Natl.
Bd.
of Fire
Underwriters
RANNY rector oDALY,
former
special
events
f WING
Dayton,
has beenREEDER,
namfddiproduction
manager.
CHARLES
music director,
has manager.
assumed duties of assistant production
F. EDWARD
(Dinny) Boston-Springfield,
WHITMARSH, newsis
editor
of
WBZ-WBZA
the father of a girl.
S/SGT.
BEN
LIFSCHEN,
former staff
member
of the
television
WCBW
New
York,toCBS
hasannouncement
received thestation
Air
Medal,
according
an
from
the
2d
Bombardment
Division,
8th
Air
Force
LiberatorwhoStation,
in theEngland.
S/Sgt.
Lefschen,
also
wears
Purple
has been servingin theas Middle
tail gunner
onHeart,
a Liberator
Africa
and frombomber
bases in England. East,
BURTON
PASSER,Press,former
reporter
on the
Mankato Free
haseditor
joinedreplacing
KYSM
Mankato,
Minn, asNewnewsstaff
BOB
REDEEN.
announcer
is
BILL GARDNER,
WOBUS, former
BOB
releasedChicago
by the copywriter.
Army
Air
Corps,
has
been
named
program
director.
KAY
formerly
with KABR
WI.AW
Aberdeen,McKENNA,
S. D., is now
an announcer
and
member
KYSM. of the promotion department of
MRS. REES DAUGHERTY, director of
LAWRENCE, MASS.
women's
activities,
WSRR Stamford.
has been
namedNABchairman
New Conn.,
Eng5000 WATTS 680 K C
land forrecthe
Assn.under
ofof Women
t
o
r
s
.
S
h
e
broadcasts
the nameDiANN
DAVENPORT.
Dominant Signal
LT.
DICK ROSS,of KHJ
formerHollywood
night supervisor
in a
and
announcer
who iswasa
Concentrated
reported
missing in action
and now
prisoner
of
war
in
Germany,
is the fa-on
Market
t
h
e
r
o
f
a
girl
bom
in
Los
Angeles
I
I
NATIONAL RCPRISENTATIVES
ELEANOR of HOWARD,
director ofwaswomen's
activities
WOLinjured
Washington,
THI KATZ AGENCY, INC.
and 19.seroiusly
by a streetstruck
car
Jan.
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PAT
BELL,department
formerly ofin CBS
the production
and
sales
more
recently
secretary
todirector
G. W.of and
(Johnny)
JOHNSTONE,
Blue
aBoston.
new member of the news sta ofnews,
WCOPis
PFC.
JOHNSTOOKEY,
D. STOOKEY,
son ofof
CHARLES
editor
KXOK
has beenDec.farm
reported
in actionSt. inLouis,
Germany
21, 1944.missing
CANDACE SYDOW, formerly with WNBF
Binghampton,
N. Y., isof aWILnewSt.member
ofRUTH
the continuity
Louis.
JOHNSON staffreplaces
MARGARET
HANKEN,tinuity Fresigned,
eb. 1. as chief of WIL conBOB NEAL, staff announcer of WJIM
Lansing,
Mich.,recovery
has returned
to the stafollowing
at St.tionLawrence
Hospital.from an operation
BOB
INNES,
continuity
editor
of WJIMat
Lansing,
Mich.,conference
was feature
speaker
the
state-wide
adult
education held at Michigan
Stateon College.
BERT lanceWHALEY,
former
New
York
freesinger andwork,
12 years
radio the
dramatic
and musical
has injoined
NBC
central division
as
a
director
of
music
grams. He replaced HAROLD BEAN, prowho
resigned to join Roger Beane Adv., Indianapolis.
IAN ROSS MacFARLANE, commentator
of WITH
Baltimore,
tion last week
for theunderwent
removal ofan anoperaeye.
IRA BLUE,
formerly
of
KQW
San
Francisco, now is sports commentator on KGO
San Francisco.
NORVELL
GILLESPIE,
NBC San
cisco
garden consultant,
is theFran-father ofvictory
a boy.
BOB
formerly ofin theradioannouncing
in New
York, ofSHAW,
is now
staff
WINNa member
Louisville.
CHARLES
McGRATH, publicitya broken
direcWCKYF.a Cincinnati,
ankletor of from
fall on the suffered
ice.
RUSS
WYLY,
former
announcer
WBAP-KGKO
Ft. production
Worth, Tex.,director.
returnswithHeto
the
stations
as
was
and WLAC
two with
years.WSMEUGENE
HALLNashville
is a newfor
member of theROY music
depar'tment
WBAP-KGKO.
McKEE
has
add-of
ed toKGKO
the announcing
staff.released
At been
oneby time
with
and
recently
Army, Tulsa.
he returns to Ft. Worth fromthe
KVOO
T/SGT.promotion
LEO FREMONT,
formerWEBC
publicity
and
and
WDSMthe Duluth,
isdirector
nowGroup
withforsomewhere
Headquarters
ofFrance.
Sixth
Army
He is assigned to the Special Serv-in
ice Section.
JOHN
formerly nowwithonKTSM
El
Paso
andCONRAD,
NBCNavyChicago,
the Norfolk
Yard, is the fatherdutyof ata
MAX BROWN,
program
directoruponof KHAS
girl.
Hasting,
Neb.,because
has resigned
advice
ofHe physicians
of a throat
ailment.
is
succeeded
by
GEORGE
B.andYOUNG,
veteran
of
the
Pacific
theatre
former
programJerome,
director
KCRJ
Ariz.of KWJB Globe and
ESTON
announcer
at KTSA San
Antonio, PACE,
has entered
the Marines.
TOM
HVESEY
has
left
the
staff of neKYW
forannouncing
anCorp.engiring post atPhiladelphia
Bendix Aviation

Passman Joins WTOP
LeROY PASSMAN, recently retion inturned
London,
has joined
from ABSIE,
the OW'lWTOP
staWashington as director of station
operations.
He served as
traffic manager of
ABSIE. Before
takingseas post,
thehe overwas
assistant
operatwith
i o n sCBS,
executive
New
York,
position
he had a held
for
nine years. At
Passman
Mr. Passman will handle WTOP
the liaison
work
between
the
program
and
ing department and the engineernetwork,
and will be responsible for schedments. uling and for production assignWTAM Changes
VERNON H. PRIBBLE, divisional
manager of WTAM Cleveland, has
appointed Vic Liston, former Carelationsnadian
director,newspaperman,
and has press
announced
changes
in
newsroom
personnel.
Edward Wallace, NBC reporter,
has beensisted appointed
news editor
asof the
Cleveland by Sanford
New\s andMarkey
Bill Bailey,
assistant manager of the United
Press Pittsburgh bureau, whose
real name is Clarence Wagar. The
news staff
are nowreplacements for Bobmembers
W. Dailey,
with
McCann-Erickson,
now
in the Navy. and Al Orrick,
Harold Sanford
HAROLD SANFORD, 65, formerly
conductor of NBC orchestras for 14
years and previously manager and
assistant conductor of Victor Herbert'sMass.orchestra,
diedMr.in Sanford
Springfield,
Jan. 19.
joined
NBC
in
1927
as
a
musical
director of both commercial and
sustainingtirementprograms
in 1940. WhileuntilwithhisNBCrehe was associated with programs
sponsored by the Philco Corp.;
General Food Sales Co. (Maxwell
House Coffee) ; the Wrigley Co.,
and the Sun Oil Co. Mr. Sanford
was
noted as a composer. His
wife also
survives.
Gertrude Lanza Potts
GERTRUDE LANZA POTTS, 36,
formerly publicity director of the
Yankee Network in Boston and previously advertising manager in
New YorkcastingofArtiststheBureau,
Columbia
was Broadfound
dead of gas poisoning in her New
York apartment Jan. 20. Police
listed the case as suicide. Surviving is her Potts
husband,
Brevoort
Jr. Capt. William^

RCA Album Campaign
RCA VICTOR Division, RCA, Camden, N. J., in its 1945 advertising
and promotion
campaign,
concentrate on selling
specificwill
records
or albums, in contrast to last year
when, as a result of the AFM ban
on discs, radio and space copy was
confined largely
promotingcam-inRudolph
Vavpetich 6
dividual artists.toConsumer
VAVPETICH,
paign starts with full-page color RUDOLPH
ant
director
of
the
division
ads in Life
14 and 26.willCon-be the National Concertconcert
& Artists
Corp.,of
sumer spaceFeb.
advertising
New
York,
died
in
New
York
January
confined largely to Life and Listen, 19. Prior to joining NGAC a year ago,
Mr. VavpetichConcerts,vrasNewassociated
withprior
Cosupportedmotion inbytrade
advertising
and propapers and
spe- to that lumbia
was with the York,
NBC andConcert
cial dealer displays. Each record- Bureau,
now
NCAO.
Surviving
are
his
ing will be promoted on RCA Vic- widow and son.
tor's
NBC
Music
America
Loves
Best and on Music You Want, the JAY STANWYCK, former service
local
Victor manager of C. E. Hooper Inc., has
recordsprogram
heard of
on RCA
55 stations
editor
CAB rethroughout the country. Agency is been appointed
post atof allCooperative
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York. Analysisports, ofa newBroadcasting.
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Rep

Back in the thirties when radio business was
hard to get, the GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
organization showed consistent increases for
WWJ, year after year.
Now when business is easy to get but hard
to place, this elite, hard-hitting outfit continues
to meet every requirement of capable, ethical
station representation.
In New York, it's ED SPENCER, PAUL SENFT,
NOEL BREAULT, GEORGE KLAYER, DON DONAHUE*
In Chicago, it's GEORGE HOLLINGBERY,
FRANK McCarthy, CHARLEY COMPTON, FRED
HAGUE*
In Los Angeles, it's JIM FISLER; in San Francisco, it's RUSS BIRCH, and in Atlanta, it's "MP"
MARTIN.
*on foreign service with the Armed
Forces of the United States,

ASSOCIATE FM STATION
WENA
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

UIUIJ
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station— First in Detroit
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
950 KILOCYCLES — 5000 WATTS
THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Notional R e pr e s e nloli v e t

NBC BASIC
NETWORK
January 29, 1945 • Page 47

...for both vertical
and lateral
recordings
Small wonder that so many broadcasters demand the Western Electric 9A
Reproducer. It plays both vertical and
lateral recordings with highest fidelity.
It can be used with any turntable equipment. Itmeets the most exacting quality standards of transcription broadcasting.
Developed by Bell Labs — made by
Western
— that's After
the story
9A qualityElectric
in a nutshell.
Victory,of
count on that combination for continuing leadership!

Buy War Bonds— and hold them!
Western Electric
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MAYFLOWER
ICE Sterling
CREAM Adv.,
Co., New
York,
appointed
New
York,
tohashandle
advertising
for
Mayflower
and
Hershey
ice
creams.
In
expanding
distribution
and
advertising,
radio
wasits
used for the first time two weeks ago with
start of 60 transcribed
30-second
announcements we kwere
ly for cut
13 weeks
onspotWHN
New
York. Records
by Basch
Radio
Productions,
New
York.
Other
New
York
toCitytime.area stations will be added from time
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Co.,CaraJerseycas,City,Venezuela,
has appointed
Adv.,
toColgate
handleGranttoothpaste
advertising
that
country
for
andin
Palmolive soap, to be promoted via radio.
20TH
Fox
Film Corp..
New
York, and
inCENTURY
increasing
thespotnumber
of station
break
one-minute
announcements
for promotion
ofunder
iilmslong-term
New contracts
York stations,
on Jan.
15 and
22on added
12 additional
announcements
on aWJZtotalNewof York.
Agency
is Kayton-Spiero Co., New York.
MILLER
BRASSIERE
Co.,
New
has
appointed Moss & ArnoldRadioCo.,willYork,
Newbe
York,
used into thehandlelatteradvertising.
part of 1945.
LION
Co., Chicago,Chicago
has appointed
W.advertising.
W. MFG.
Garrison
to handle
Radio& isCo.,considered.
EX-LAX
MFG. daily
Co., Brooklyn
(Jests), on
Jan.KMPC
1 started
spot
announcements
onweeks.
Hollywood.
Contract
is for has]3
Joseph
Katz
Co.,
Baltimore,
account.
20TH CENTURY-FOX
Corp.,of Los
Angeles,
to promote localFILM
showing
the
film
"Keysof 150
of thetranscribed
Kingdom"announcements
is using an
average
on KFWB KFAC KHJ KFI KECA KNX.
Quarter-hour
newscasts
and transcribed
musical
programs
are sponsored
four
last-named
stations.
Westernon Adv.the
Agency, Los Angeles, has account.
MENTHOLATUM
Co., 1Wilmington,
Del.
(Mentholatum) weekly
, on Jan.
startedHollywood.
five spot
announcements
on KMPC
Contract
is
for
13
weeks.
Placement
is
through
York. J. Walter Thompson Co., New
SWIFT garine&) ,on Co.,Jan.Chicago
(All thrice-weekly
Sweet mar22 started
participation
in Home
Makers
Club on
KMPC
Hollywood.
Contract
is
for
J.account.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,26 hasweeks.the
BALABAN
KATZ beginning
Corp., Chicago,
sponsorespot
d for the&announcements
week
oneminute
forJan.
Our 22Hearts
Were
Young
&
Gay
on
WMAQ
WAIT
WJJD
WIND,
all
Chicago.
Contract
placed by M. M. Fisher Assoc., Chicago. was
KELLOGG
Battleresumed
Creek, Mich.
(Pep
cereal),
on Co.,
Jan.
sponsorship
of Superman
on full15 Mutual
network
Mon.
thru Friday
5:15-5:30was p.m.
(CWT). Contract for 26 weeks
& Eckhardt,
Chicago. placed by Kenyon
HELM'S
BAKERIES
Angelesits
(home delivery
service),Inc.,
has Los
increased
radio
appropriation
and
stepped
schedule
with
an
approximate
total
ofusedup30
transcribed
singing
commercials
beingKVOE.
weekly
on
KFI
KNX
KHJ
KFWB
Agency is Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles.
HOFFMAN
RADIO
Corp., Los
Angeles
(equipment),
has toappointed
Dana
Jones
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
handle
its
advertising.
Firm is considering Pacific Coast radio.
20TH
CENTURY-FOX
FILM onCorp.,
Los15
Angeles
(motion pictures),
Jan. and
started
five-weekly
program
of music
commentary
on
KHJ
HoUywood.
Contract
is for
33 weeks. newscast
Firm also sponsorsLosweekly quarter-hour
Angeles KMPC
and two Hollywood
five-minuteonas KFI
news
daily
on
well asperiods
three
ordailyfouron KHJ
transcribed
spot
announcements
KECA KFI KNX KFWB.
Western
count. Adv., Los Angeles, has the acCAPILLIS
has toappointed
Stuart BartInc.,
Adv.,NewNewYork,York,
handle
beadvertising
used. for hair shampoos. Radio may
NORCROSS,
NewgiftYork,
publishers
ofappointgreeting Abbott
cards andKimball
dressings,
has York,
ed
Co.,
New
to
handleing holiday
advertising.
seasons. Radio will be used dur-

NEW EXECUTIVE STAFF of WCOP Boston, recently purchased by the;
Cowles brothers posed for this picture. Seated is A. N. (Bud)
Armstrong Jr., general manager. Standing are: (1 to r) Paul Belaire, ,
commercial manager; Roland C. Hale, chief engineer; Frank J. Brink- y(
mann, chief accountant; John D. Maloy, program manager; Harry D.f/
Goodwin, promotion and merchandising manager. WCOP will become the U
Boston outlet for the Blue Network on June 15 this year.
i!\
HAPPY Northwest
Tumbling Radio
Blocks,Adv.Osage,
has
named
Co., _la.,
Seattle,
Time Change Action By^j,
asare advertising
said to berepresentative.
considered. Radio plans Congress Held Unlikely!
MAYFLOWER
Mills Inc.,
Wayne,
(Snow GooseAdv.flour),
has Ft.
named
ClemInd.J.
Steigmeyer
representative.
DESPITE
PRESSURE
Plans are said
toAgency
includeasradio.
ous
farm
groups
toTime,
returnfrom
thevari-'l
na-'
tion
to Standard
there
appeared little likelihood last week i
TRIPLEtary) , hasA Tablets
Inc.,
Buffalo& (proprienamed
Baldwin
Strachan
that
any
immediate
future
Inc., Buffalo, as advertising counsel. Radio would be taken by Congress toaction
dis- j
may be used.
turb the War Time setup fostered
HOOKER
GLASS
&
PAINT
Co.,
Chicago,
by
various
war
agencies
and
the
starts participation
sponsorship
of29 Sunrise
Taft (R-0.)
Salute
onFirmWBBM
Chicago
Jan.
foryear17 Administration.
introduced a billSen.
to authorize
the
weeks.
is
celebrating
its
90th
in business.Chicago.
Agency is Goodkind, Joice & ICC to discontinue War Time in
Morgan,
it is no longer necesIOWA
SOAP
Co., ofBurlington,
la., has zones sarywhere
for war production. Sen. Reed
started
sponsorship
Modern
Romances
(R-Kan.) introduced a bill (S-355)
thriceweekly
9:15-9:30
a.m.
(CWT)
on
Timesixin months
FebruWTAD
ContractJoice
for & 39Morgan,
weeks toarvrestore
1945, Standard
rather than
was
placedQuincy.
by Goodkind,
Chicago.
after the war, as now provided.
GREAT LAKES Kalom
Varnish Works,Chicago
Chicago, In the House, Rep. O'Hara (Rhas
restoreintroduced
Standarda bill
Time(HR-1446)'
March 1.
handleappointed
advertising. RadioAdv.,
is considered. to toMich.)
BRICK
OVEN
Bakers,
New
York,
on
Jan.
Meantime
South
Dakota
broad16 begancommentator,
sponsorship oftwice-weekly
John B. Kennedy,
casters face thefollowing
possibility passage
of upset schedules
news
2-2:15
p.m.
for
bread
and
rolls
on
WJZ
New
York. Contract is for 52 weeks. Business by
a
71-2
vote
in
the
House
of
bill
to return to Standard Time. a The
placed direct.
bill, now pending in State Senate,
CIA.
INDUSTRIAL
de
Conservas
Delrio
ofandBrazil,
manufacturer
foods was sponsored
by farm
a radio
advertiser,ofhascanned
appointed
During the
last organizaCongress
Grant Anuncios
S. A.,Adv.,Rio New
de Janeiro
sub-to hearingstions.were
s
i
d
i
a
r
y
o
f
Grant
York,
held
a subcom-&
mit e of the House byInterstate
handle advertising.
Foreign Commerce Committee on
H.hasGOODMAN
Inc., Cleveland
(mattresses),
and resolutions to reassumed
local
Monday
through
Fri-of severalpeal bills
War Time, but they died in
day
sponsorship
on
WJW
Cleveland
John B. Kennedy, Blue news commentator. Committee.
Atganizationsthat
time farm
urged repeal
of WarorNEWELL
GUTRADT
Co.,
San Francisco
Time, while Government agencies;
(soap countandwith Erwin,
cleanser),
has
placed
its
ac& Co.,toSanbe Franof the fast j
are said
con- pleaded
time for for
the retention
duration.
sidered. cisco. Radio plansWasey
DOLLARtablets),
& Co.,hasNapanee,
Ont. (Tenz
breath
started
thrice-weekly
spot
announcements
on
CKEY
Toronto.&
Account was placed by A. J. Denne
Co., Toronto.
MacDONALD
TOBACCO,
Montreal,
has
started
five-minute
transcribed
program
Big
Moments
in SportsAccount
thrice-weekly
on 10
NETWORK
Canadian
stations.
was
placed
by Harold F. Stanfield Ltd., Montreal.
GLENN ofHOLDER,
formerlydivision,
advertising
manager
Vick
WFMJ
Chemical
Co., Vitamins
New
York,Plus
and for ten years
anYork
executivve
of
Morse
International,
New
agency,
has
been
named
advertising
YOUNOSTOWN
and
sales
promotion
manager
of
Standard
New R.York.
Firm & hasCo.,been
formed
bytoLabs.,
William
Warner
New
York,
OHIO
handleletriesits[Broadcasting,
proprietaryJan.drugs
and reptoi16]proprietai-y
and
r
e
s
e
n
t
s
a
merger
of
14
leading
companies.
DISTRICT
LITE-GLO
Topekawith(Lite-Glo
Kit),
ERSTAN
E MET
TENOLI
MOR
LISROP
tk
has
placed itsCo.,Adv.,
account
Shaffer-Bren2S
PER
DOLLAR \
nan-Margolies
St.
Louis.
Plans
are
said to include radio.
MAURELLA
Co.,AW New
Ask HEADLEY-REED
(toiletYork,
waters)as ,Products
has named
Adv. toYork
Inc.,be
New
agency.
Radio
is
said
considered
for
part
of
approximate
$125,000 appropriation.
BROADCASTING
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Little Elmer says: ''You don't need to dig very deep to
find out why WGN leads all major Chicago stations
in volume

of local and

national spot business,"

CHICAGO 11
ILLINOIS
50,000 WATTS ^iPV^^ 720 KILOCYCLES

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
WEST COAST: EDWARD S. TOWNSEND CO., RUSS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
tOADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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THROUGH

AND

It STORM

NOISE

with clear reception that will build
and hold greater audiences
Over a period of a year, more radio receivers are tiirned off
duringtrical
programs
elecdisturbances because
than for ofanyman-made
other cause.and If natural
your station
serves areas where electrical devices produce high noiselevels, if you are geographically located where static is a
problem, consider FM. Frequency Modulation wiU give
your listeners vastly improved reception, virtually free
from noise — and do it with less transmitter power and
reductions in operating costs. Or, with the same power and
the same cost, it will enlarge your primary service area.
In order to provide radio reception with low background
noise level, the signal strength of an AM broadcast station
should be about 100 times stronger than that of the interfering noise or signal. By comparison, an FM broadcast
station
can provide
with the
same only
low about
backgroimd
levelnoise
butreception
with itself.
a signal
strength
twice thatnoiseof the
level

GENERAL

Consider, for example, the case of the 1-kw AM station
on 1200 kc. With a 400-ft half- wave antenna overlooking
flat country and where conditions of ground conductivity
are average (3 x lO-i^ EMU) this station can generally
provide its radio audience with satisfactory noise-free
service over the following approximate effective areas:
AM Service Range
Coverage
Day
22 miles 1520 square miles
Night
10.5 miles 346 square miles
Compare this performance with the virtually interference-free reception that a 1-kw FM station can provide
over feetthehigh:
same terrain, using a 2-bay circular antenna
400
FM Service Range
Coverage
Day oncf Night
43 miles 5800 square miles
Performance like this provides better service. Service like
this bmlds larger audience and greater advertiser interest.

S

ELECTRIC

Look to General Electric when you plan your FM station. G.E. is the one radio manufacturer with experience
in designing and building complete FM systems— from
transmitters to receivers. G.E. has designed and built
more FM facturer.
broadcast
than receivers
any other andmanuG.E. built thetransmitters
first FM home
has
furnished
a
large
percentage
of
today's
haLf-mUlion
now
use. Today, the six studio-transmitter FM relay links nowin
operating in the 340-megacycle band are all G.E.— with
thousands of hotirs of regular operation to their record.
operates its For
own information
FM proving-ground,
WGFM,
atG.E.Schenectady.
on Generalstation
Electric
FM
broadcast equipment, write: Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.
ESTABLISH A PRIORITY ON DELIVERY OF YOUR FM EQUIPMENT. Write for your copy of the "G-E Equipment Reservation
which early
tells delivery
you aboutof General
Electric's
plan
to help ciated
youPlan"
obtain
transmitters
and assoequipment.

FM

• TELEVISION

50 FM BROADCAST STATIONS ON THE AIR
OVER 300 APPLICATIONS PENDING
FM DOES IT —
FM multiplies your effective coverage day and night.
FM gives your audience programs with lower background noise.
FM minimizes station interference on your frequency.
FM contributes to the economy of your broadcasting system.
General tionary
Electric's
FM equipment
include designs,
revolucircuit developments,
new will
component
and improved layout features that wiU contribute directly
to the quaUty and economy of your broadcasting system.
Tune thein men
General
"The every
Worldevening
Today"except
and Sunday
hear theat news
from
who Electric's
see it happen,
6:45
E.W.T.
over
CBS
network.
On
Sunday
evening
listen
to
the G-E "All
Girl Orchestra" at 10 E.W.T. over NBC.

• AM

^a^.^-^"^''

ABBOTT
KIMBALL,
president
of Abbott
Kimball
Co.,
York
agency,
is in
Los
Angeles
forNewconferences
withset Blalsdell
Gates,
vice-president,
and
to
upserv-a
Sold
West icesCoast
radio
department.
Firm
the Colonial
geles
(cosmetics) Dames
account. Corp., Los AnMcCANN-ERICKSON,
New York, has
opened
office inof Bogota,
under anmanagement
ReinaldoColombia,
D. Verson.
in
who joined
the agency's foreign department last October.
PAUL PHILLIPS, producer for Ted Bates
Inc. onKnowledge,
NBC Kay hasKyaer'a
College of Mnsical
the
Hollywood headquarters
manager ofbeenatthe appointed
agency
with
Cuba...?
temporary
1637
N.
Vine
St. TedturnedBates,
agencyheadquarters.
president, William
has reto New York
Stuhler,
agency
Newproduction,
York vice-president
inNewcharge
of
radio
returns
to
York inCo.early(Palmolive
February. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
dental
National
cream) sponsors
the half -hour soap,
quiz series.
ROLAND
HAUCK,
production
ofThompson
the San Co.,
Francisco
office hasof joined
J.manager
Walterthe
Newin the
York,
Advertisers know
copy department
New York office.
Mr.
Hauck's
work
on
the
West
Coast
has
been
taken overandby assistant
Harrison Pacific
T. McClung,
vice-president
Coast
the answer . . .
manager.
HAROLDand LEVINE,
released
fromBruekthe
Army
formerly with
Franklin
Co., New
Herbertcapacity.
Chason
Co.,
New York,
York, hasin anjoinedexecutive
JOE
BALABER,
former
publicity
director,
They use the
E. B. Marks
Music
New NewYork,York,
has
David executive.
O. AlberCorp.,Assoc.,
asjoinedaccount
•
F. WILLIAMS
BURNSIDE,
execuvice-president
of ArthurD.former
H.Waters
Fulton
proven network"^
Adv., tivehasNew
joined
Norman
&
Assoc.,
York,
as
an
executive
his
from Force.
three years service upon
with
the return
Royal Air
FRANKtact supervisor
FAGAN,of Young
vice-president
and New
con&toRubicam,
RHC CADENA AZUL
York, has been
appointed
the executive
committee
and
to
the
administrative
staff
of the agency.
MANSFIELD,
former
producer
atIRVING
J.joined
Walter
Thompson
Co.,NewNewYork,
York,to
thePhil
Blow
Co.,and
networkonly has
work
on
the
Baker
Milton
Berle
^
*Cuba's
shows,
both
sponsored
by
Eversharp
Inc.,
Chicago,a personal
on CBS. Mr.
Mansfield
also Fred
has
afi&liated with been
press
agent
for
AUen.
IRVIN
GRAHAM,
formerly
on Mfg.
the copy
CBS
writingYork,
staffandof Scott
& Bowne
Co.,
New
previously
onwriting
the advert
i
s
i
n
g
a
n
d
promotional
copy
staff
of
Schwab
&
Beatty,
New
York,
joined
SESAC,promotion
New York,
inpublicity,
charge hasofa
U. S. Representative
advertising,
and
Prior toMr.his Graham
associationwaswitha
HUMBERTO D. GONZALEZ new
Schwabposition.
&account
Beatty,
partner,
executive
copy
staff
of
Carver
& and
BrownheadAdv.,of
220 West 42nd St., New York City the
New York.
Wisconsin 7-1166
MAXINE
KEITH,Newformer
radio
director
of CaplespointedAdv.,
has been
national directorYork,of radio
for apthe
AmericanplacinWomen's
Voluntary
Services,
g
S
t
e
l
a
Unger,
resigned.
Miss
Keithrecontinues as radio consultant to the agency.
EDWARD
F. THOMAS,
of public
relations,
Cornell director
Newell,
New
York, has Geyer,
been elected
a& vice-president.
ALLAN
MELTZER,
head
of
Allan
Meltzer
Inc., New
York, topublic
relations
Hollywood
openaccounts.
a branchagency,
office
tois inservice
West Coast
AUGUSTO
GODOY,
former
partner
and
president
MestreP. &Cross,
Godoy,
Havana,
Cuba,
and ofofFermin
former
chief
copywriter
the
same
agency,
have
opened
ata newPradoagency,
51. Godoy & Cross in Havana
LT.
COMDR.
LOUIS W.duty,
MUNRO,
USNR,
released
hasin therejoined
Dorerausoffice.&from
Co.Forasactive
an executive
New
York
many
years
in
charge
Bostonof office,
Comdr.
Munroto wasaccept
givenofa
athe
leave
absence
in
1942
commission in the Navy.
JOSEPHident of Foreign
L. PALMER,
vice-presAdv. executive
& Service
Bureau,
New York,
month
trip onto Feb.
South2 leaves
Americaon toa threework
onaccounts
client's using
postwarradioplans.include
Latin Radio
American
Engine ring Labs., New Electric
York; Admiral
Corp.
and New
Westinghouse
International
Co.,
York.
Mr.
Palmer
is
expected
to return to New York sometime in May.
L.has H.moved
GROSS & N.ASSOC.,
Chicago agency,
1. Telephoneto 185
remainsWabash
DearbornAve.,6717.Chicago,
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OPEN HOUSE was held at the Essex House in New York recently by
T. Frank Smith (1), owner of KXYZ Houston and KRIS Corpus Christi.
Others in order are: Edgar P. Small, Ted Bates Inc.; Thomas H. Lynch, .
Donahue &Bulova
Coe; Marcia
Knapp,Bergi
MacFarland,
Aveyard Aveyard
& Co.; Peterson''
Kurtzer,
Watch Co.;
Boe, MacFarland,
& Co.;
Oliver Presbrey, BBDO; MacDonald Dunbar, Ted Bates Inc.
timebuyer of The
SEIDEL
ADV. in Agency
will Tower
reopen Bldg.,
Feb. MARTIN WEINSTEIN,
5 with Square,
offices
the York.
Times
Los advertising
Angeles agency,
has pro-redtitoonhandle
and sales
Times
New
Roberton special
Seidel, Mayers signmeoCo.,
f
o
r
Live
Pood
Products
Co.,Stark,
Burpresident
of
the
agency,
has
been
bank,
Cal.
(health
foods).
Gertrude
duty
with
the
U.
S.
Coast
Guard
aVoard
director, in addition has taken
his
craftdutyPenguin.
When Mr.thatSeidel
branchjoinedof onagency
dutiesradioof timebuyer.
coastal
was
abolised,
Billboard
Pub. Co., New
from which KANE CAMPBELL, in advertising for
he will merlyresign
2. HisYork,
agency
years andBBDO
formerly
with
been in Feb.
Washington,
D. C. had for- 20Holden
New
York, &Calkins
hasBement,
been&
MICHEL
S. JAMBART,
associated
with
appointedand
copy
chiefauthor
of Grace
Detroit.
He
is
also
of
many
variety
Selim,
Jambart
&
Fils,
Aleppo,
Syria,
will
musical programs heard over the major
give annomicoverall
picture conditions
of trade andin econetworks.
and advertising
the and
Middle
East
at
a
luncheon
of
the
Export
GEORGE
CELLARY,
former
Adv.
Assn., Jan.
at the31. Belmont-Plaza Hotel, director ofL.sales
promotion
of theassistant
FrankNew York,
lin
Life
Insurance
Co.,
Springfield,
.111.,
HAROLD
WARNER
Co.
advertising
agenhas
joined
the
writing
staff
of
Howard
cy
has
been
formed
by
Harold
J.
Warner
H. Monk & Assoc., Rockford, 111.
atsame432 accounts
M. & T. Bldg.,
Buffalo,
to
serve
the
Mr.
served while
HOMERthe Zonite
P. METZGER,
for seven
years
associated
withCockin
the Warner
Lloyd
Mansfield
Co., with
Corp.
as sales
and
promoBuffalo.
Ruth
has
been
appointed
tion
manager
and
recently
chief
of
national
production
manager and Vincent Tartaro fat
and wastepaper salvage
campaignsH. forW.
is art director.
WPB
Kastor in& Washington,
Sons, Chicago,has asjoined
an account
KENNETH
CRAIG, former
program di-of executive.
rector
and
supervisor
of
operations
KQW
San Francisco,
has beenofficeappointed
WILLIAM
J.
BATTERBERRY,
formerly
radio
director
of
the
Chicago
of
Mcassociated with Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New
Cann-Erickson effective Feb. IB.
York,
joins with
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
an
executive
headquarters
in
Chicago.as
MANUEL
BUSTILLO,
former
copy
writer
atappointed
McCann-Erickson,
New
York,
has
been
ROBERT Ewart
H. MARSHALL,
with
to an executive capacity to the William
& Son,& Ross
Newformerly
has
Mexican
Fullera new
& Smith
asYork,
business
York. subsidiary of Grant Adv., New joined
manager,
title.
FRED
ELDEAN
Org.,
New
York,
public
LT. BEN writer-producer
MILLER, former
Young
relationsin agency,
has opened
branch
Penobscot
withaA.Detroit
Keeton
Rubicam
recently
named&
Arnett
as themanager
and Bldg.
Harold
Lyona Army
chief ofService
the Research
Section,
Radio
Branch,
asfreelance
assistant.
Mr.
Arnett
formerly
was
Forces
Group,
War
Dept.,
writer; Mr. Lyon was publicity di- last week was promoted to 1st lieutenant.
Dayton,rectorO.for the National Cash Register Co..
PAUL R. &FERWERDA,
formerly
with
Carol Irwin Resigns
Marschalk
Pratt Andrews
Co., New
York, New
has
joined
Neal
Reed
Adv.,
York,
as
executive
vice-president
in
charge,
CAROLtime radio
IRWIN,
manager
of dayreplacing Richard I. Ide, resigned.
for Young
& Rubicam,
WILFRED
S.
(Bill)
KING,
vice-president
New
York,
has
resigned
from
the
in chargeM. ofMathes
radio Inc.,
and New
motionYork,
pictures
agency, effective March 1. She is
for
has going
been J.elected
a
director.
Head
of
the
divisouth
for
a
rest
but
beyond
since the agency
was founded
in that has no plans. She joined Y & R
1933, sionMr.
was previously
in 1935
a radio
copy-writer
and
rector of H.toKing,
W.thatKastor
& Son,
Newradiopaper
York,di- has
sinceas held
a number
of radio
and
prior
was
on
the
trade
copy staff of George Batten Co., New York. posts at the agency.

m
RADIO'S LONGEST LIST
Rogers Jewelry WKBZ
Allan Furniture WGAL
Arrow Furniture— WJAC

OF SATISFIED SPONSORS:
Mountain Fuel Supply KSL
D. O. Summers WHK
Chambers Storage__KTAR

BROADCASTING
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THE

BEST

IS

YET

TO

BE

Already the wonder child of our age,
radio is so busy with its future that it
has little time to dwell upon an exciting

recount the countless success stories of
our clients, and talk about the phenomenal buying power through the years of
The Hartford Market.

Wepast.can look back over 22 years of public
service. We can reminisce with many of
our friends over the way programming
and adcasting have improved. We can

The past has been as amazing, as big and
dynamic as America itself. But we prefer
to look ahead and join our industry in
saying, "TAe best is yet to be."
BASIC CBS
Pioneer
Connecticut's
Broadcaster

MBS Sales Dept.
Revises Rate Plan
Kobak Names Buckham East
Sales Head for Network
CREATION of a new executive
post at Mutual — eastern sales
manager — and appointment of
Duncan R. Buckham, who has held
the same title at
the Blue, was
announced
last Monday by
Edgar Kobak,
MBS president
and general mant a luncheonagtoer, aintroduce
network executives and to disMr. Buckham cuss MBS plans
and policies with
with the trade press under the new
management.
Mr. to Buckham's
brings
a total of five appointment
the number
of former Blue colleagues Mr.
Kobak tual.has
brought
over
to Mu-D.
In addition to Robert
Swezey, MBS vice-president and
assistant general manager, who attended the luncheon, they include
Phillips Carlin, vice-president in
charge of programs; Bert Hauser,
director of cooperative programs;
and Jesse Thompson who, Mr. Kobak said will work with department
heads in writing up Mutual network policies.
Indication that Mutual's study

of its own network operation, as
compared to that of the other networks, may be pointing to a revamping of the executive organization might be found in the creation of the new sales post and in
Mr. Kobak's statement that the
answers to the question of Mutual's
set up may be found to lie "in manResults ^ of tothebecurrent
study are agement".
expected
made
kiiown is a month or six weeks, he
said.
Findings of a study on rates will
also be completed in about that
time. A new rate system the network is now considering "will be
the complete opposite of what radio
has been raised
revolutionize rateson,"
and and
the may
methods
by which advertisers are charged
for broadcasting, he said.
On the subject of research on
coverage, Mr. Kobak stated emphatical y that the BMB "is a great
thing for all of us". He suggested
the possibility of giving circulation by states rather than counties, which he said draw too fine a
line.
New Sales Plan
Mutual's sales policy is now to
sell on the complete network, and
four or five accounts have been
turned down during the past month
on this basis, he said. Salesmen
were
being ofinstructed
competition
other mediato in"ignore
other
fields" incentrtheir
selling
and
to
ate first on selling the ideacon-of

This is milady's ear
. . . WSAI's share
of Cincinnati's
buying power . . .
and the reason why
local department stores
buy more time on
WSAI than on any
other Cincinnati station.

A MARSHALL FIELD STATION
CINCINNATI 2, OHid.
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"THE WORKS" are given Lewis Allen Weiss (third from left), vicepresident of Mutual and general manager and vice-president of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, by old associates on the Arizona Republic and
Phoenix Gazette in making him honorary member of the mythical Royal
Order of Sun Worshippers. Occasion was a luncheon of the Arizona Club.
L to r: Paul Gasser, advertising representative of the Phoenix papers;
Publisher W. W. Knorpp; Mr. Weiss; Dick Lewis, formerly with the
newspapers and now general manager of KTAR Phoenix; Jack Lynch,
managing editor; Fred Myers, advertising manager of the papers.
advertising, then on type of media
and then the network.
A change is being effected in
commission
beMutual's
announced
shortly, plan,
as soonandas will
the
U. S. Treasury Department has
given
The itsDonapproval.
Lee video station in Los
Angeles can now be said to be a
Mutual station as well, he said,
reporting on results of conferences
while on the West Coast.
WIDE PROMOTION
PLANNED FOR BOOK
WILLIAM
B. ZIFF's
The
Gentlemen Talk
of Peace book
is slated
to receive extensive air promotion,
although there will be no specific
promotionlisher, in aof contest
the booksponsored
or its pub-by
Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., Chicago,
distributors.
Contest
centers
around a based
onetime recorded
dramatization
on the book, and offered to local
stations for broadcast, WNEW
New York and WAIT Chicago being the teners
firstare invited
to take tothe write
show. their
Lisown
peace
treaties,
Ziff-Davis
offering a total of $10,000 in War
Bond prizes for the best essay, the
awards
to local winners.
and regional
as well going
as national
Stations vdll receive promotion
through radio contest display ads
purchased by Ziff-Davis in local
papers. For ten days preceding the
broadcast, they will be supplied
with promotional
material displays
for interested groups, window
and posters, and are asked to carry
spot announcements building up to
the program.
Disc was produced at a reported
cost of $4,500 by NBC Recording
Division. To be known as "National
Peace
Treaty around
Contest,"theproject
be
launched
middlewillof
February.

Donohue Is Appointed!
As
Successor
JOHNBuckham's
DONOHUE, Detroit
district; j
manager
of
the
Blue
Network,
sue-:
ceeds Duncan R. Buckham as eastern sales manager
of the
Blue.
District
manager
for over four
years, withquarterheads in Detroit,continue
Mr. Donohue will
to clear Pittstroitburgh
accounts.
and DeMr. Donohue
joined the Bluej
Mr. Donohue as a salesman inf
the executive post following1939,shortly
thereafter.
Mr.
Buckham,
who
joins
Mutual
around Feb. 1 as eastern sales
manager,
a veteran dating
radio salesman, hisisexperience
back
to the early days of network in
1926 v/hen he joined the WEAF
hookup in New York. One of
the original sales members of the
Blue following the split, he was
made eastern sales manager in
February 1943. He will report to
Z.
Barnes,
MBS vice-president
in C.
charge
of sales.
Snow in September..

down South
Cotton is the 16-county
WSPA-Piedmont's largest
money
crop. Overeach27,500,000
Airs Experiences
baled -pounds
year are
DICK RICHMOND,
program
diproduced
in Spartanburg
rector and news chief of WHP
County alone.
Harrisburg, Pa., recently returned
from a tour of the western battleSPARTANBURG,
fronts of Europe as an accredited
WSPA SOUTH CAROLINA
correspondent, is making a series
Camp Croft
of v;eekly
5000 waHs Day, 1000 Home
watts ofNight
tions andbroadcasts
experiences.on his observa950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollingbery
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisini

BACKGROUND FOR
LEADERSHIP IN
TELEVISION

For

vi

Tele

Back in 1927, Bell Labs and Western Electric
transmitted black and white images over wire
circuits and also by radio.

Incolor1929,television
the first marked
public demonstration
of full-by
another advance
Bell Labs and Western Electric.

. . . count

Western

iquipment

00

Electric

to lead

the

way!

[ust as soon as final Victory opens the door to post-war progress in television,
W estern Electric plans an active program of development work as well as manuI'acture of television transmitters. In this field, as in sound broadcasting, you
;an be sure of advanced design and highest quality equipment engineered by
3ell Telephone Laboratories and made by Western Electric.

Buy all the War Bonds you can . . . and keep all you buy!
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Here is a fanned out section of the latest type
of Western Electric coaxial cable— destined
for an important place in television networks.

Development work by scientists of Bell Labs
will lead to more pioneering advances in
television for tomorrow.
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''Now, if we
were only

KudinadA

of
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staying
at

THE ROOSEVELT
When you stop at The Roosevelt
you don't risk getting marooned
like this. For you'll be within walk-;
ing range of Manhattan's Midtown activities. Direct passageway from Grand Central Terminal
to hotel lobby. A reservation at
The Roosevelt liquidates a lot of
bother.
Rooms with bath from $4.50.
_
HOTEL.
Roosevelt
WADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEW YORK
>A HILTON HOTELROBERT P. V^IILIFORD, General Manager
Other Hilton Hotels From Coast to Coast:
CALIFORNIA: LongLos Beach;
The Town House,
NEW MEXICO:Angeles
Albuquerque
OHIO: Abilene,
Dayton-Biltmore
Dayton
TEXAS:
El Paso,In Longvlew,
MEXICO: TheLubbock,
Polacio Ploinview
Hilton in Chihuahua
C. N. Hilton, President, Hilton Hotels.

MONTIAN
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HOME PRODUCTS SALES Corp., New
York, Corp.
sellingproducts
organization
forPuddings
the TaylorReed
— TumboSyrup
and
Cocoa
Marsh
Chocolate
—distribution
has been
appointed
to
handle
sales
and
ofUnited
Bovril,States.
a British
beef
-extract,
in
Ruthraufl & Ryan, Newthe
York, appointed
agency forto Taylor-Reed
Corp.,
has
been
handlemayBovril
advertising in the U. S. Radio
be used.
Certainty Sponsors
INLAND MILLS is to sponsor a series
ofMoines
thrice-weekly
broadcasts
Des
to advertise
Certaintyon KRNT
food products.
wives with"Certainty
cash Sue"
awardswillfor visit
thosehousewith
that
brand's
products
on thehighshelves.
will
be provided
four
schoolMusic
girl
musicians.
Son the
deby Regger
Moines,
handles
account. Agency, Des
Swinff for Fischer
B.Tracy,
FISCHER
Co., New
New York,
York, through
Kent
&& Co.,
Jan.
23 started
Raymond
Gram
Swing onon 7:15WJZ
New
York,
Tuesday
and
Thursday
7:30
p.m.
for
52
weeks.
Commentator
now
broadcasts
the Blue aswilla local
cooperativeteafeature.onandPromotion
be forsponsors
Astor
coffee,
spices.
Firm
also
aCharlotte,
news commentator
thrice weekly on WBT
North Carolina.
Video Program
AMERICAN
Central
Mfg. Co., onConnersville,
Ind.
equipment),
Jan.tele-28
presented(kitchen
a
half-hour
dramatic-comedy
vision
program
on
the
DuMont
station,
WABD
New York,a featuring
that contained
complete commercials
streamlined
kitchen.ager of theAccording
to
the
advertising
manfirm, other
programs
will probabpresented
ly be presented
fromcooperation
time to time.
Showthe
was
in
with
DuMont station.
Help Wanted Spots
& Co., campaign
Chicago,
onMONTGOMERY
Jan. 15 began WARD
a help wanted
of quarter-hour
and
spotandannouncements on WCFLnouncementsshows
WLS
WGN
spotallan-of
only on WJJD
13 weeksWIND.,
was placed
byChicago.
Foote,Contract
Cone & forBelding,
Chicago.
Candy Spots
BRACK sponsorship
CANDY, Chicago
times Pete)
started
Jan. 15(2 and
of a
spot announcement
campaign
for 1322weeks.
Contractcago,was
placed
by
Olian
Adv.,
ChiWISN KOL
WTMJ KMOX
KUTA KWK
KSL KXOK
KDYL
KIRO KJR
WATR
WADC
WHKK
WGN
WHTD
WDRC KMBC KCMO.
ECA Plans
ELECTRONIC
CORP.appointment
of Americaof Ray(rad
i
o
s
)
h
a
s
announced
Hirch
Co., NewAn extensive
York as agency
effective
immediately.
radio
campaign
ispromotion
now beingof postwar
prepared ECAin connection
radios. with
Local Sponsor Expands on WINN
SUTCLIFFE'S,
Louisville on(sporting
has
started
sponsorship
WINNBluegoods),
Louisvil e of Raymond
Gram Firm
Swing,
comm
e
n
t
a
t
o
r
,
f
o
r
13
weeks.
also
is sponsoring
sportscasts
by
Harry
McTigue
in
addition
to
a
6
p.m.
newscast
by
Frederic
G. Bauer.
Dry Goods Program
JOHN TAYLOR Dry Goods Co., Kansas
City ing(department
store), weekly
is now sponsorRhapsody,
musicalStarlight
and narrative
show, onhalf-hour
KMB(^
Kansas
City.
Agency
is
R.
& Holden, Kansas City. J. Potts-Calkins
Perfume Tie-in
HENRIstartedMONET
Perfumeof weekly
Salon, Atlanta,
has
sponsorship
quarterhour
Love
in Bloom
onp.m.WGST
Atlanta.
Heard
Saturday
9:30
program
feai
tures
music
and
poetry
tied
in
with
perfumes offered by the firm. various
Hardt Named Squibb V-P
ROBERT
A. HARDT, director
of advertising
and
Squibba
& Sons, sales
New promotion
York, hasforbeenE. R.elected
vice-president.

Women's Retail Study
ASSN. of Women Directors of the NAB
is circularizing
among the
its members
question aire todetermine
extentstores,
toa which
retailers
including
department
are
advertising
through
the
programs
of
the
AWD
Resultshousewhichorgan,
will will
appear
in The members.
Beam, AWD
be
turned
over
to
the
NAB's
department
broadcast
advertising.
AWD
members
areof
queried
for
full
details
on
their
programs,
including andnamesmethod
of advertisers,
program
content,
of store
presenting
commeasked
rcial. On department
advertising
they
are
to
furnish
information
the purpose of the advertising; whetheron
buyers,
departmentwereheadsinterviewed
or manufacturers'
repi-esentatives
on theits
air;
store considered
use ofandthewhether
program thesuccessful.
Video Possibilities
DR. JAMES ROWLAND ANGELL, NBC
public service
counselor,
discussedJan.edu-24
possibilities
television
onaddressing
WNBTcationalNew
York,offorNBC
video station,U.
students
NBC-Columbia
television
courses.
Dr.
Angell's
was
part of inan television.
hour-long Following
telecast ontalk
service
a public
question-and-answer
period with the students.
Dr. Angell
of theuseCon-by
go," a filmpresented
made
for"People
classroom
Encyclopedia
Britannica.
Rainier Replaces
RAINIER
BREWING
Co., San
(beer),
on
Jan.
weeklyFrancisco
United
Nation's
Forum Willon23 7replaces
Blue audience
western
stations
with Murder
Out,
participation
program.
Ed
McDonald
and
Eddie
Marr
asre-enact
Inspectorcrime-dramas
Burke and with
Detective
Nolan
four
amateur
detectives
eligible
for
$50,
$25X.
and
two
$10
War
Bond
prizes.
Lew
Lansworth
is
writer-producer.
Buchanan
& Co., Los Angeles, has the account.
KOTA News Rewards
EMPLOYING
an oldC. newspaper
trick.
KOTAing $10Rapid
payand
$5City,for byS.thelisteners
bestis currently
andeachnextmonth.
best
news
tip
submitted
KOTA
news
editor
Don
Wilson
states
that replies
to
the
announced
news
reporter contest
are coming
in beats
fast enough
toscoredindicate
can be
for that
his some
morningruralnewscast.
Muzak Reprint
SUBSCRIPTION
Radio
New
York,
Muzak enterprise
proposingInc.,
a reprinted
new advertisingthe
-fre radiostatement
service,
hasmade
in
booklet
form
by
Joseph
L.12 Weiner,
counsel,
before
the
FCC
Oct.
on allocation
of frequencies.
Included
onthe separate
sheets
from
New YorkBenton,
Times are
— a two
letterreprints
editor
by William
chairman
ofto thethe board;
and an article "Pig Whistle Radio."
KGVO 14th Anniversary
NOTING
the 14ththe anniversary
of KGVO
Missoula, Mont.,
Columbia Pacific
Netpaid tribute
to the station's
birthday
duringworkMeet
the
Missus,
audience
participation
show,
in
which
Mrs.
Hugh
Bader,
daughter
Mosby, general manager
of KGVO oftookArt part.
WLIB News Plans
WLIB New York, as part of a move to
expand itsof new
department
has
added covthe
services
Reuters
Ltd. itsto news
its news
will
increase
staff
and
introduceerage, andseveral
new programs
shortly.
Present
schedule
hourly five-minute reports
and aincludes
daily quarter-hour
commentary.
Fifth Bank on WHYN
PEOPLE'S
Savings
Bank, Holyoke,
has
signed
for
sponsorship
of TunestoMass.
Till
Noon
on
WHYN
Holyoke,
bringing
five
the number of banks sponsoring programs
on that station. Copy is institutional.
Quaker Replaces
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, sponsors of
That Brewster Boy, CBS Friday 8:30-9
wiU drop
March& Ryan,
2 for
a(CWT),
new format.
Agencytheis show
Ruthrauff
Chicago.

Committee Carries On
FORMATION
of theArts,Independent
Citizens*
Committeefes ioofns, Newthe
Sciences
and
ProYork,
hasformer
been Independent
announced,
asVoters
an outgrovrth
of
the
Committee
of
the
Arts
and
Sciences
for
active during
period.Roosevelt,
In a brochure
outliningthe itselection
aims
and program
the in
committee
afiSrmssocialits continued
concern
political,
and
international affairs — proposes to clarify
political
problems,
campaign
for
"good"'
legislation through publicity via radio and
other media.
Among those
"initiating sponsors"
Franklinlisted
P. asAdams.
Information
Please;are Eddie
Cantor,
NBC
comedian;
Norman
Corwin,
CBS
writerproducer;
William S.BenGailmor,
York commentator;
Grauer, WJZ
NBC New
announcer; Dr. Frank
and
commentator
of WMCAKingdon,
New educator
York; Peter
Lyon, liampresident,
Radio Morris
WritersAgency;
Guild; WilMorris, William
and
Orson Welles.
WAJR Mobile Unit
VIA the station's mobile unit, Norman
Knight, general
of WAJRengineer,
Morgantown,
W. Va.,manager
Robert Blagg,
and
John the
McCutheon
of the station's
staff
broadcast
first
basketball
game
of
season
played
away Square
from home
by Newthe
W.
Va.
U.
at
Madison
Garden,
York.
The unit
WAJRto Buffalo
group toexpect
to next,
take
the
mobile
air
the
game from there.
i
Kaltenborn Text I
FULL TEXT of NBC Commentator H. V.f
Kaltenborn's
broadcasts during a five-week
trip
to Europe
has been
publishedNovember-December
in booklet form by 1944his
sponsor.
Pure OilSurvey
Co. Title
"Europe
1945 — First-hand
of theis War
and
Peace Problems Facing Europe in 1945."
Salesman Contest
WHBQ Memphis Announcer Alfred Kerr
has
been entered
asby "air
salesman" in
the
contest
the Salesmanagers'
Clubdetermine
of the sponsored
Memphis
Chamber
ofsalesmen
Commerce
tovarious
the
outstanding
firms.
Seven
announcers
were testedof
for the entry.
WSPA Special Service
AS Alocalspecial
the members
two
civic service
clubs, theto Kiwanis
and theof
Lions,ing WSPA
Spartanburg
is nowviapresentfive-minute
news
summaries
direct
wire from
studiosmeetings
to the ofCleveland Hotel thefor WSPA
the weekly
the
two clubs.
WINX Feature
PROGRAM offromthe theChieftraflSc
control unit of
the
ofbyTransportation,
U. S.Office
Array,
is
scheduled
ington Jan. 30, 8:15-8:30 p.m.WINXto tellWash-thd
story of "how the Army moves it". |
CFCY to 5,000 w
I
CFCY
Charlottetown,
P.
E.
I.,
has
been
authorized
operateaccording
on 5,000 wthedaytime
and 1,000 Dept.
wto night,
Radio
Branch,
of Transport, toOttawa.

NO OTHER
STATION CLAIMS
WBOC'S FULL
PRIMARY AREA

RADIO PARK^ SALISBURY, Mf).
^ROADCASTINO SYSTLM
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FEDERAL HAS DEVELOPED
THE FIRST NITROGEN PURIFIER
o oxidation, no contamination,
no moisture!
Another Federal First adds extra
performance guarantees to FTR
vacuum tubes.
In a corner of the new FTR tube
plant is this automatic nitrogen
purifier. During the process of
sealing the anode to the stern,
thie elements of every FTR tube
ore now protected from oxid0tion,
contamination and moisture in a
Federal

Wephone

'JVPST \H THE fUTURE ~ BUY WAR BONDS

scientificolly controlled atmosphare oftrogenautomatically
and hydrogen. mixed niHere is another reason why you
get higher operating efficiency
and still longer life when you use
FTR tubes. Another evidence of
the ability, brains and technical
undersianding which have earned
the reputation that ''Federal always has made better tubes."
Now is the time to know Federal.

a0Mclio^rporation
Newark 1, N. J.

BUFFALO'S GREATEST
REGIONAL COVERAGE

WBYN Will Not Air
Foreign Racing Results
WBYN Brooklyn will not substitute
racing news coverage from Havana
and ageMexico
for domestic
coveras anticipated
when thetrackracetrack
ban was
first
announced
[Broadcasting, Jan. 1]. Adopting the policy to
forego
all racing
until the sport
isrevamped
resumed
this news
country,
has
itsin entire
afternoonstation
schedule,
introducing
full-length
news,
music
and
sports
programs,
special
emphasis
on the
latter inwith
the evening
hours.
Known formerly
as the "Minute
Station",
WBYN
broadcast
under
sponsorship
of Armstrong
Publications
Inc.,
publishers
of
tip
sheets
and
resumes at 12 :S0 p.m. and 5 :30 track
p.m.,
and in the interim broke in continuouslyspersed
with withracing
news
flashes,
interone-minute angeneral
flashes, concluding
8:30 news
p.m.
resume.
Individual with
programs
well
as spot announcements
are now asoffered
to regular
sponsors.
In
addition,
station plans to cover a local sports event
every night. Ted Lawrence, until recently on Mutual's
staff,
has returned
to the announcing
Brooklyn station
to directnouncesports
games. broadcasts and anSacher Sponsored by Three
PROGRAM featuring Dr. A. L.
Sacher,
formerly
head ofU.,thehashistory
department
of Illinois
been
secured
by
Blaine-Thompson
Co., New
York, and will be placed on WOR
New
York beginning
Feb. 5 on for
a thriceweekly
quarter-hour
advertisers.
Paramountbasis
Theatre, three
New
York, will sponsor the commentaries
Monday
night,
by
arrangement
with ;
Buchanan Co., Paramount Agency
Dolphin Products, manufacturers of
woolens, Thursday for an institutional
campaign
; and Announcer
Krasdale Foods
Inc.,
Sunday night.
is Frank
Gallup.
WHAT

THESE EXECUTIVES met to discuss details of the new program,
America United, heard Sunday 1:15-1:30 p.m. on NBC. Seated
are (1 to r). William
Edward A.Green,
O'Neal,
president
Farm Bureau
Federation:
president
of theof the
AFL;American
Phillip Murray,
president of the CIO ; Albert S. Goss, master of the National Grange. Standing areager;(1ErictoJohnston,
r) : Frankpresident
E. Mullen,
NBC
vice-president
and
general
manof the U. S. Chamber of Commerce: Niles
Trammell,
NBCSeries
president;
James toRowland
Angell, NBC
publicgroups.
service counselor.
will be Dr.available
representatives
of these
British Plan Film Video
BRITISH film interests are planning a large-scale
color television
development
to be carried
out over
a 10-yearopment of color
period,filmwith
fullthedevelwithin
first
four years, trade reports reaching
the Dept. of Commerce indicate.
Commercial high-definition largescreencial events,
television,
spewill be alon^
reachedwith
in about
six years,
with developed
large-screenby television in color
the
eighth year and a practical solution of stereoscopic projection expected before the end of the 10year plan.

FOLLOWS

Wade Brown
AdVy & Chicago,
and added
Cockfield,
Co., Toronto,
26 Dominion Network stations
starting Jan. 6. Carnation Co.,
Milwaukee, sponsors of Carnation
Contented Hour through Baker
Adv.,
28 Dominion
stationsToronto,
on Jan.added
8. Both
contracts
are for 52 weeks.

BIG

BOOM

?

The answer is often . . . silence. But it
won't be that way in Roanoke! Southwest
Virginia (the Roanoke area) is busy with
war work . . . yes. But we're not a BOOM
market. Conditions are good and they'll
stay good.
For instance, take our large rayon factory,
now largely producing strategic materials.
No reconversion problem there, nor in our
U. S. Steel subsidiary plant, nor in the
Norfolk and Western Railway, with headquarters here. Most of our industries expect
to continue busy and prosperous.
Only one station- — ^WDBJ — really covers all
this humming market with its 118,921
"tuned-in" homes. A Class B quarter-hour
(once) costs only $30. For further information, ask Free & Peters.

NETWORK
STATION
I 5000 WATTS BY DAY I
Mk

A

Miles, Carnation Add CBC
TWO NBC originated programs
have added the Dominion Network
of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to
their list of outlets. Miles Labs.,
Elkhart,
of the
National Ind.,
Barn sponsors
Dance through

1000 watts by J
NIGHT M
CBS

5000 WATTS

• 960 KC

Owned and Operated by the
BUFFALO Q
BROADCASTING
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
CORPORATI
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, ON
NEW YORK
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Natl. Representatives
National Representotive: FREE & PITERS, INC.
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Yankee

Net Starts

i'ear With Backlog
"few England Regional Begins
/^aried Sponsors in 1945
JEW BUSINESS, renewals and
n extensive spot schedule will conribute to making 1945 a banner
ear for the Yankee Network and
NNAC Boston, which started the
lew
yearsales
within theits lai'gest
f time
history. backlogHeading the month of January in
he field of new business are:
r National
Clock NewsBiscuit
with Co.
Nelson(Nabisco),
Churchill Nine
9 to
:15
a.m.,
Mon.,
Wed.,
Fri.
in
a Mon.-Sat.
.trip
across
the
board
on
WNAC
WEAN
Vice WAAB
WSAR WRDO
WLBZ
Vtht
WNLC WLLH
WEIM WLNH
"WCOU Agency
WHAI isWSYB
WHYN WHEB
WGAN.
McCann-Erickson.
■Siangan),
M. J. Breitenbach
Co.
(Gude's
Pepto
on WNAC
Boston,
now Lang,
sponsors Tello-Test,
quiz show
withand Fred
.':15-7:30
p.m.,
Mon.,
Wed.,
Fri.
nights
nloche,
a Mon.
through
Fri.
strip.
Agency
:
Williams & Cleary.
Participations
' Shedd one-minute
Bartush Foodsparticipations
(Keyko Margarine)
i;aking
the,
Yankee
News 8 and
to 8:15
a.m.in edi;ion on Network
Tues., Thurs.,
Saturday
on
WNAC
WEAN
WICC
WAAB
WLLH
WHYN
WNLC
WCSH
WHTD
WEIM
WLNH
WCOU WATR
WHAI WSYB WRDO
WHEB
WSAR
WLBZ. Agency
is Fred M. WFEA
RandaU WBRK
Co.
Gilchrist Co. (department store), will
sponsor
Answer
Man, a Arthur
quarter Mitchell's
hour show Theon WNAC,
-Fri., from& Wiswell
G:30 to Inc.6:45 p.m. Agency
isMon.Boston
Chambers
Consolidated
Gas Co.in Quizzing
starts a newthe
radio
schedule
on
WNAC
Wives, mfeaturing
Lester
Smith
aster and wives from women's asclubsquiz-in
the Boston
ards Co. area. Agency is Alley & RichWilliam Wisetranscribed
& Co. sponsors
acalled
seriesPic-of
fifteen-minute
showsTuesday,
torial History
everyfromMonday,
and
Wednesday
nights
10:30
to
10:45
p.m.
Agency is Huber Hoge & Sons.
Many Renewals
Little newedCrow
Milling Hank,
(Coco program
Wheats), forretheir
Happy
children,
heard
every
Monday
Frij WEAN
day from 7:30 to 7:45 a.m. through
over WNAC
Co. WCSH. Agency is Rogers & Smith

Shell OiltheCo.Shell
renews its sports
andNelson
news
stanza,
Churchill,
Thurs.,p.m.Fri.,Digest
and WNAC
Sat.withfromWEAN
6:15
p.m.
to
6:25
over
WICC
WHTD.WAAB WCSH WFEA WLBZ WLNH
Martin L. sponsorship
Hall Co.of(Victor
Coffee),
Fultonthrough
Lewis Fri-re-.ir.
locallydaysonnewed
WNAC,
Mondays
7 to Boston.
7 :15 p.m. Agency is John
C. General
Dowd fromInc.,
Tire show.
& Rubber
renewed
their
variety
ThanksCo. has
tofrom
America,
heard
every over
SundayWNAC
afternoon
3 to
3:30
p.m.
WEAN
WICC
WAAB WLLH
WTHT WLNH
WHAI WHEB
WHYN
WNLC WEIM
WCOU
WSYB.
P. Lorillard
(Old year
Goldtheir
Cigarettes),
renewed
the6 Co.
pation for
in theNews
p.m.fouth
edition ofover
the particiYankee
Network
Mon.-Sat.
WNAC
WEAN
WICC
WAAB
WCSH
WLBZ
WFEA
WLLH
WSAR
WBRK
WNLC
WLNH
WRDO
WCOU
WHAI
WSYB
WHYN isWATR
WEIM
WHEB WHTD.
Agency
Lennen
& Mitchell,
Carnegie
programInc.p.m.
sponsored
by TheFrankDale
W.
Lee
Co.
10-10:15
Wednesday
night on toWNAC
has now added
WTHT
Hartford,
its
schedule.
The
Allegheny
Ludlum
Steel
Co.,
sponsor
of the Sunday
musical
show, seven
Steel
Horizons,
9-9:30evening
has added
Yankee stations
to p.m.,
itslistschedule,
effective
in
January.
Complete
now
is:
WNAC
WICC
WEAN
WAAB
WTHT
WHYN
WNLC WLLH WBRK WEIM WHAI
WSYB.
Upton Close, News, presented by the
Lumbermen's
Mutual CasualtyeveryCo.,Sunday
over
WNAC
and
Yankee
evening
from Yankee
6:30 tostations
6:45 p.m.WEIM
has added
two
more
outlets
and
WLNH, making
completeWSAR
list: WNAC
WEAN
WICC the
WAAB
WTHT
WBRK
WHYN
WNLC
WCOU
WHAT
WEIM WLNH WELI WHEB WEIM
WLNH.
The House
Herbs their
and series
Van Camp's
Tenderoni
have ofrenewed
of oneminute
participations
on Ken over
and Carolyn's
Yankee
Kitchen
program
WNAC
WEAN
WICC
WAAB
WTHT
WBRK
WHYN
heard everyWSAR
MondayWLLH
throughWFEA
FridayWCOU
from
2:15
to 2:45a p.m.,
while Sell's Liver
isthisstarting
new
participation
seriesPateon
program.
Sign for Spots
QuakerMon.-Sat.;
Instant Oats,
Mon.-Sat.;
Plough
Sales,
Wassell
Produc-trol,
Men.,
Wed.,
Fri.;Organization
Mcllhenny
Co. (Tabasco),
Wed.
and
Fri.;
W.
K.
KelloggandCo. (Raisin
Bran Nursery,
Flakes), Mon.Fri.;
Maloney407oBros.
Mon.,
Wed.,
and
Fri.
NewOld local
spot announcements
arethrough
House
ofSaturday,
Molineaux
Wines, Sunday
and
Hathaway
Bakeries,
Mon.,
Wed., Fri.
Spot
Renewals
Rockwood Bits, Wed., Thurs., Fri.;
Penick & Ford (My-T-ime), Mon. -Fri.;
Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty Co., Tues.,

Cold Heyne
AT
A
party
his wife
for friendsgiven
and byrelatives.
Norm
Heyne,
timebuyer
for
RuthraufF & Ryan, Chicago,
was asked please be sure to
wear a coat and tie for the
event. When the first guests
arrived Norm greeted them
dressed immaculately in a
tuxedo coat and white tie. But
no pants. "My wife didn't
specify
pants,"
Heyne. The
gag exclaimed
backfired,
however. As Mr. and Mrs.
Heyne
were
bidding
to their friends on thefarewell
porch,
the door slammed, shutting
off any entrance to the house.
After frantically running
around lockedlooking
for an inun-6
window, pantsless
below zero weather. Norm
kicked in the coal bin window
and so to bed.
New ASF Series
TO INSPIRE more production of
desperately needed war materials,
the
ArmyJan.Service
Forces a Radio
Branch
18 started
new
series tory.
on Designed
CBS, also
Weapons
for Victo acquaint
the
public with our superior weapons,
the first program featured "the
sweetest
gun in the
the 90
mm
antiaircraft
piece.world",
Pvt. Arnoldr
Perl, former freelance radio writer,
is author,
with
Jerry
Divine,
tor of Mr. District Attorneydirecand
other shows, donating his services
as director. Capt. Robert Weiss,
Fort Bliss ordnance expert, is technical advisor. Series is aired 5-5:30
p.m. Thursdays, and is produced
by the ASF Group Radio Branch.
Thurs.,
Sat.;
Colgate-Palraolive-Peet
(Supersuds),Cigars),
Mon.-Fri.;
Waitt
(Blackstone
Tues.,Products
Wed.,& Bond
Thurs.,
Fri.;
and
National
Oil
(Admiracion
Shampoo),
Mon., renewing
Wed., Fri.their spots are
Local accounts
I.Friday.
throughMonday
Saturday,
and
HoodJ. Fox,
RubberSunday
Co., eiery
through

COLUMBIA
NETWORK

YO'S
IL
FF
NA
BUO

50,000
WATT
STATION
DAY and NIGHT

RIVERSIDESAN
Nat'l. BERNARDINORep.-J. H. McGillvra, Inc.
• Send lor free coverage mag j;t
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You Can

Buy This Amplifier TODAY

Under a recent ruling of the War Production Board
radio station owners may buy up to ^500.00 worth
of new capital equipment, using their AA-1 MRO
CMP-5 priority.
Here is a piece of equipment that will make a vast
improvement in the quality of your instantaneous
records. And it can be delivered to you promptly.

ORTHACOUSTIC" recording response. (3)
World-AMP lateral recording response.
Designed for relay rack mounting; panel height
14"; input, 500 olims; output, optional, 15 ohms
or 500 ohms; gain, maximum, 85 db. Shipment
4 to 5 weeks after receipt of order placed with
your electronic distributor.

It is the Presto 88-A amplifier, designed especially
for use with Presto 1-C and similar high fidelity cutting heads.
Maximum power output is 50 watts with 4% distortion, measured by the inter-modulation method. Feed
back circuits maintain the output impedance essentially constant when driving a cutting head, thus
reducing overall distortion. Three frequency response
curves are available on a selector switch. (1) Flat
response, 30 to 15,000 c.p.s.± 1 db. (2) "NBC
Buy Bonds. Keep on Buying.
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Keep 'Em Flying.

PRESTO RECORDING CORPORATION
242 WEST 55th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y., U.S.A.
Walfer P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
BROADCASTING
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FCC FREEZE
TEXT of the procedure to be followed in handling standard broadcast applications under the Jan. 16
supplemental
statement
as announced last
week by ofthe policy
FCC
follows :
1. On Jan. 16, 1945, the Commission
issued apretisupplemental
ng its policy of Jan.statement
26, 1944. inter2. In order to carry out the policy,
applications
foror new
standardin broadeast stations
for changes
facilities
will
be
handled
in
the following
manner :
(a)19Jf5,Applications
to Jan.
26,
upon
whichfiled
theprior
Commission
has
takencategory
no action.
in this
will —beAllheldapplications
in status
quo unless:
(1) The theapplicant
files toa petition
requesting
Commission
proceed
with the processing of his application
for
a
decision
under
the
Supplemental
Statement of Policy of Jan. 16, 1945.
Upon receipt
petitionand theif application wil ofbe such
processed
the
requirements
of are
the supplemental
ment ofmission
policy
met
and the ofstateComfinds that the granting
the
application
in thewillpublic
interest,
a conditionalis grant
be issued.
If the dicates
Commission's
examinationof the
inthat the requirements
supplemental statement of policy have
not been met the application will be
designated for hearing and . promptly
hearding onestablishes
that single
If the hearinabilityissue.to comply
with
the
the supplemental
application willstatement
be denied.of policy,
Under
Section 1.369, FCC Rules, the effect
of this ofwould
lie to application
prohibit consideraa similar
the
same tionapplicant
for facilities toofserve

PROCEDURE
the same area in whole or in part for
a period of one year.
(2)tionTheremovesCommission
on its from
own moan application
the
pending file and designates it for hearing for the purpose of determining iswhich in thea Commisson's
wouldsues require
hearing evenopinion
if no
question as to availability of materials
and manpower were presented. If after a hearing it appears that such apons could, except
for the possibly
supplementalplicatistatement
of policy,
be granted, they will be returned to
the
pending
file.
On
the
other
if it appears that the record madehand,on
the
requires a denial, such
actionotherwillissues
be taken.
(b)
Applications
filedbeenpriordesignated
to Jan.
26, 19/f5
for
hearingwhich
hut have
no hearing
has been
held. —be Allretained
applications
will
in statusin this
quo category
and the
hearing
until further notice unlesscontinued
:
(1) The applicant petitions the
Commission
to proceed
with
the hearing in the oflight
of the
Supplemental
Statement
Policy
adopted
Jan. 16,
1945.
(2) tion
The determines
Commission
on
its
own
mothat the hearing
should
go forward
purposethoseof
determining
issues forotherthe than
pertaining
the availability of manand tomaterials.
After powerhearing,
all such cases will be
disposed
of
in
paragraph (a).the manner set forth in
Jan.
26,(c)1945,Applications
in tvhich a filed
hearingpriorhastobegun
but thepleted.—record
has
not
yet
been
comIn cases in this category,
the Commission
will proceed
with hearings
for
the
of completing
the
record. Upon purpose
completion
of the record

i

5000

WATTS

Notional Soles Reprejenloltves • SPOT SALES, INC., New York • Chicogo • Son Francisco
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AD-FREE TELEVISION
NEEDED NANCE SAYS
UNTIL a source other than advertising revenue can be found television cannot
a largescale basis
evenadvance
though onit has
been
technically acceptable for some
W
time,
J.
J.
Nance,
vice-president
Zenith Radio Corp. stated in ofa
speechciety obefore
New York Sof SecuritytheAnalysis.
Advertisers cannot use television
profitablydience, Mr.until
a massa mass
auNancetheresaid,is and
audience is not possible before continuous good entertainment is asI
surgeeds.teAdsapossible
he sugtelevisionsolutions
wire entering
the homephone service
and orbeing
billed
like
telea scrambler device
which would necessitate renting unscramblers from the program sponsor.
the case will be held in the pending
file unless it appears that it can be
N
granted under the terms of the supplemental statement of policy, or unless the applicant
petitionsin the
for light
a deter-of
mination on the merits
this policy. Consolidated proceedings
involving applications as to which
hearings have begun and in addition
applications as to which hearings have
not
begun will be treated under
this yet
category.
(d)
Applications
filed hearings
prior to have
Jan.
26,
as to— which
N
been 1945
concluded.
Thein cases
Commission
will
announce
decisions
which have
been heard where:
(1) A grantSupplemental
is possible under the
terms
LOUisVILLE
of Policyof the
of Jan. 16, 1945. Statement
(2) A denial is necessary regardless
of the availability of materials or manNo action will be taken in cases
power.
where ceptafor grant
would be possible exof policy. the supplemental statement
(e) Applications
filed
Jan.
19^5. — Alland
suchsubsequent
applicationsto
will be26, processed
accordance
with the determined
supplementalin
statement
of policy. Ifof the
meets the conditions
this application
policy and
is otherwise in the public interest, a
conditional grant will be made. If the
application
not meet thepolicy,
require-it
ments of thedoessupplemental
will be designated for hearing and
promptly
heard
on
that
single
If, as a result
hearing, issue.
it ofis
established
thatofthesuchrequirements
this tionpolicy
are not (See
met Section
the applicawill be denied.
1.369
FCC Rules).
3. When manpower and materials
again become available and conditions
permit the
resumption
of normal willlipractices,
the Commission
makewillancensing
appropriate
and
provide
a periodannouncement
of not less
Represvnted \t\
than 60 days for the filing and procPEGGY STONE, YorU
e
s
i
n
g
o
f
new
applications
prior
to taking
any
action
on
the
cases
retained
in thethepending
files ofduring
that
statement
policytheofperiod
Jan. GEORGE ROESLER, ( hicrifio
26, 1944 as supplemented January 16,
HOMER GRIFFITH
1945,
Provision
be madewasforin theeffect.
bringing
up towilldatealsoof
COMPANY
all applications
retained
in
the
pending files.
it isfrombe- Hollywood «fe .Sflfi Francisco
lieved, wThese
il preventprocedures,
any inequity
resulting to persons who do not file
applications during the period that the
present policy remains in force.
Philip Morris Extends
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
will continue sponsorship of It Pays
To Be Ignorant, on CBS Friday
9-9:30 p.m. for about four weeks
beyond Jan. 26, date set for expiration of current series, while continuing to audition for a replaceYork. ment. Agency is Biow Co., New
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YOUR MARKETS
ARE MOVING

South I
We sell the new Savannah
Seaboard
Market—costat theof lowest per-person
any

UJSIIY
SAVANNAH

Every national advertiser
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
OF Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOE WEED 6C CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives
5000 WATTS • DAY AND NIGHT

Theatre'
Off ^Radio
DeMille
After Losinff Court Decision
CECIL B. DE MILLE, director- organization; he could have voted
producer-m.c. of CBS Lux Radio one way, while his share of the orTheatre, was not to appear on the
money was being used
Jan. 29 broadcast, having lost his to support theganization's
opposite.
fight against AFRA suspension for
Judgeto spend
Wilson thedefended
non-payment of a one dollar assess- right
money AFRA's
to fight
ment fee. Los Angeles Superior
work" proposition by sayCourt judge Emmet Wilson in a "righting, "Itohave
been unable
to find ita
12-page opinion on Jan. 24 denied sustainable ground
on which
petition for an injunction to pre- could be held that a union may not
vent the union suspension.
expend its funds for the purposes
Mr. DeMille, still refusing to pay which
its officers consider for the
the assessment, announced he will betterment of conditions of its
carry the fight to the Supreme members, as long as it is not used
Court. Meanwhile the suspension
political activities, and I do not
order stays and members of AFRA inregard
such activities as including
are prohibited from working with the support
of legislative measures
him on any radio show.
that
advance
lawful aims, or
As Broadcasting went to press, opposition to their
those that frustrate
New York executives of J. Walter them." He decided
Thompson Co., agency servicing the use of the assessmentspecifically
funds did that
not
Lever account, were considering violate the Federal Corrupt Practices Act.
several names to replace DeMille
on the Jan. 29 broadcast.
Claude
McCue,
executive
secre-of
Union Within Rights
tary of Los
Angeles
chapter
Judge Wilson in his findings de- AFRA, said: "In accordance with
clared AFRA had the right under previous action of the board of directors, Mr. DeMille is still susits constitution and by-laws to levy
a $1 per member assessment to oppended. AFRA's contract with his
employers
requires
that all shall
perpose the so-called "right to work"
formers on the
radio program
proposition
last that
November's
tion ballot;onalso
DeMille,elecby be members of AFRA in good
becoming a member of the union, standing.stated,
Until
he hasconsider
been reinAFRA will
any
had made a contract to abide by its
further
appearance
by
Mr.
DeMille
regulations.
Answering
DeMille's
contention that AFRA had no right in radio broadcasting to be a violato levy funds to fight an issue a
tion of that contract."
Suspension
was originally to have
union member might personally
support, the court found: No right been effective Dec. 11, but had been
of suffrage or discussion was inter- held up because of a temporary orfered with; no member was coerced
der granted by Judge Wilson pending outcome of the suit.
in his voting by the action of his
KSFO Granted License
PETITION of KSFO San Francisco requesting cancellation of
hearingcenseonrenewalitswasapplication
for theligranted by
FCC last week. The Commission at
the same
cense on aaction
regulargranted
basis. KSFO
Hearinglihad been set relative to the duopoly order as Wesley I. Dumm,
president and major owner of
KSFO,
also held
controlling
in KROW
Oakland.
Sale interest
of his
KROW interest to Sheldon F.
Sackett,
Oregon
publisher
and
station owner, and Philip G. Lasky,
KROW general manager, was authorizedDec.last25].
December [Broadcasting,
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AFRS Contest
SCRIPT-WRITING contest, open
only
to
members
of armed United
forces
stationed outside continental
States, was announced by Col.
Thomas H. A. Lewis, commanding
officer of Armed Forces Radio
Service, Hollywood, in mid-JanuThree bestfromhalf-hour
radio
scriptsary.selected
the combined
Army-Navy
operation,
will
be
produced, as awards, by AFRS with
wi'iters granting only one-time
radio performance
rights.
'It is
hoped
opening this
competition
that weby stimulate
a desire
to do
creative writing in members of all
branches
stated. of the service," Col. Lewis

KTRI Transfer Granted
CONSENT was granted by the
FCC last week to the voluntary
transfer of control of Sioux City
Broadcasting Co., licensee of KTRI
Sioux City, la., from the Tribune
Co. to Eugene H. Kelly, Eugene
F. Kelly and John C. Kelly through
purchase of 125 shares common
stock (50%) for $17,375. Reason
for
the transfer
liquidation
the Tribune
Co. ofis which
John ofC.
Kelly is president, Eugene H. Kelly,
secretary-treasurer, and Eugene F.
Kelly, vice-president. Eugene H.
Kelly, president of KTRI, receives
63 shares while John C. and EuKelly, both vice-presidents
of thegenelisF.heJournal-Tribune
pubr of the Sioux City Co.,
Tribune,
each receive 31 shares. Other half
interest in the station is held by
Dietrick Dirks, general manager.
Vitrophane Expands
VITROPHANE Corp., New York,
having
completed
a 13-weekpapers
cycle onof
advertising
for decorative
one station in each of 14 cities, is
resuming its spot radio schedule in
February on an expanded list of 20
cities,
using
anouncements from
3 to transcribed
15 times weekly.
Continuing its campaign
on someVitrophane
10 additional
Canadian outlets,
early in January resumed sponsorship
ofon aCFRB
twice-weekly
Toronto.transcribed
Agency isprogram
Rubin
& Lesser, New York.

Radio ofPlans
Magazine
ASSN.
for Understanding,
Promotion
tional
NewInternaYork,
on Feb. 8 will begin a series of oneminute menttranscribed
spot
announces at varying
intervals
some
12 stations
throughout
the oncountry
toMonth,
promotescheduled
a new publication.
This
to be released
about Feb. 12. Spot campaign will
precede publication of the issue,
running for about five days. Organization is also negotiating a
deal
sponsor a five-minute
daily
news tocommentator
on a New York
station and an undetermined quarter-hour program on MBS shortly.
Agency is H. C. Morris & Co., New
York. Richard H. Roffman, formerly radio and publicity director
of Hillman Periodicals Inc., New
York,lic was
appointed
last week
pubrelations,
promotion
and radio
director of the magazine. ■
Y & R Changes
LORIMER B. SLOCUM, director
of the foreign offices of Young &
Rubicam, New York, has been appointed a vice-president and J,
Brooks Emory, a member of the
contact staff of the agency, has
been
vice-president
and
accountappointed
supervisor.
Frank Fagan,
vice-president and contact supervisor of Y&R in addition to his appointment tothe executive committee and to the administrative staff,
has also become a member of the
plans board. Ralph Butler, a radio
producer of Y&R since 1938, has
been
appointed
production
supervisor
in thedaytime
radio division
and
will also handle temporarily the
duties of Carol Irwin, manager of
daytimenationradio,
her resigthe end offollowing
next month.
GE Postwar Outlets
A POSTWAR
distributingby organization has been completed
General
Electric Co., Bridgeport, according to
C. R. Pritehard, general sales manager
ofdepartment,
the GE appliance
and merchandise
who announced
last week
that the
revamped
organization
will
have
about
60
wholesale
distributing
outlets for GE household appliances.
More than
of the distributing outwill be50%independent
Mr. lets
Pritehard
said. The wholesalers,
GE Supply
Corp. will continue
as the
company'sin
distributor
of
major
appliances
about
before the
the same
war. number of markets as
CKCR
repre^
sented byKitchener,
William Ont.,
Wright,is now
Toronto.

JL ippins va-—
edible and non-edible
rieties. The one from 3,500,000 Apple Trees in this area
is one of over 200 crops
grown commercially for a
$300,000,000 farm income.
Tlie other represents an
average annual buying income of $2,252 — second
highest in the nation.
E ONLY

SINGLE

A ippins. That
adequately describes
your
Sales Reports when KHQ
does your selling job. The
low cost of a single medium,
plus the complete coverage
it gives, does
nomical y; athe
nd KHQjobis ecothe
only single
medium
combining complete coverage
with one-medium cost.

MEDIUM

COMPLETELY

COVERING

THE

INLAND

EMPIRE

Owned and Operated by
LOUIS

WASMER,
Incorporated
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.

National Representatives- EDWARD
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» IN PHILADELPHIA
FCC

PROPOSED

RADIO-SPECTRUM
VHF, UHF, SHF (30-30,000 mc)

ALLOCATION

VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES (VHF)

ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCIES (UHF)
D 1 E3 5
SUPER HIGH FREQUENCIES (SHF)
PfiiladelDhia's
Most Powerful
Independent

A full page of them in
the February 5th issue
of BROADCASTING on
stations

GATEWAY

RTPB

CBS
AFFJLlATFi

TO THE •
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

WLAC
5 0,0 00 WATTS
N'ASHViLlE

"««r

EXPERIMEKTALR^P
BROADCAST
A{!—— -Not
^Channel
5 willpending
not be later
available
for television
until present 75 mc aviation markeri
assigned,
determination
10, 11 420-450
and 12 mc,
available
for ST shared
linkby FCC.
ifwith
no interference
is given to televisi
DEC:——— Channels
Amateur
band
temporarily
special
navigational
aids.
508-524television
mc to bechannel
used temporarily
for air navigational
aids. air shown
FG —— Low
UHF
width
not
specified
by
FCC.
Numbers
assume
16 m channels. fixed and mobile services.
hared
with
non-Governmental
frequency
television
channels
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
9,
10,
11
and
12
7 and 8 shared with Governmental fixed and mobile services.
[Chart Prepared byChannels
CBS]
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Resolution

Explains Its View
Panels Had Access to Vital
Data in Spectrum Study
MEETING in New York last
Wednesday to discuss the FCC proposed allocations above 25 mc, the
Radio Technical Planning Board
adopted a resolution emphasizing
that its members include engineers
"among the most experienced in
their profession" and that RTPB
panels had access to classified data,
on which their respective recommendations were based.
Vary From Original
The proposed allocations varied
considerably from recommendations
of Panel 2, headed by Dr. C. B.
Jolliffe of RCA, particularly with
reference to FM. The RTPB had
recommended that FM be allocated
in the 43-58 mc band, while the FCC
proposes 84-102 mc, with the band
from 102-108 mc reserved for future allocation. Following is the
resolution adopted last week by the
RTPB:
The Panels
of the RTPB
engi-in
neeringindustry
representation
from can
allinclude
interests
the
which
contribute
toproblems
theradiodiscussions
and
solutions
of
the
confronting each panel.
These engineers are fuUy qualified and
among thefes ion. It ismostnatural,
experienced
in their
protherefore,
that upon
they
are
amongonthose
who
have
been development
called
tonecessary
carry
the
research
and
to thetheyconduct
the war.toBroadly,classified
therefore,
had ofavailable
themthe
the
information
necessary
deliberations
of
the
respective
panelsto to(even
though
they
were
not
permitted
make
direct
to such RTPB
information). dueIt
isweight
the reference
opinion
was
given ofto the
all pertinent that
classified

HEARING
PROCEDURE
FOLLOWING is text of the FCC
Public Notice, outlining procedure
for filing of briefs and oral argument in the above
Commission's
allocations
25 mc: proposed
In the Matter
of
allocationclasses
of fre-of
quencies to the various
non-governmental
services
in
the radio spectrum from 10 to 30,000,000
kc, Docket No. 6651.
The Commission has received numerous inquiries concerning who will
be permitted to participate in the oral
argument
in connection
its proposed report
in the abovewithmatter.
Any
person
who
participated
in theto
allocation hearing will be permitted
file a brief and to argue orally. The
oral argument may be presented either
by an attorney or by the person who
participated in the hearing, whether
an attorney or not. Persons who did
not participate in the hearing who desire to present comments on the Commission's proposed report
file a
brief in accordance
with themayCommission's Order of Jan. 15, 1945. Oral
argument
by
such
persons
wiU
generally not be permitted, except that
upon
proper showing,
requestsin
for orala argument
will be granted
special cases.
Persons desiring to support the Comproposed toreport
those whomission's
desire
opposeas well
it mayas
file briefs and participate in the oral
argument.

WomenAdvertisers
Told of Code Plan
Barton Stresses Postwar Use
Of Medium To Secure Peace
PROPOSAL that media, agencies
and advertisers work out a code of
practices and establish an appropriate code authority, thus obviating any possible need for such action by the Government was advanced by Charles C. Carr, chairman, Assn. of National Advertisers,
and public relations director. Aluminum Co. of America, last Thursday at the semi-annual meeting of
the Advertising Women of New
York.
First speaker, Bruce Barton,
BBDO president, proposed two new
fields for advertising — research
into and advertising the causes of
war to secure
advertising aboutworld
healthpeace,
and andhealth
services.
is the most precious and"Health
worst merchandised
and
distributed
thing
in
America," he
said.

LaMaur Spots
LaMAUR Inc., Minneapolis (Mo-,
dart ingFluff
Shampoo),
is consider-of
an advertising
appropriation
approximately $25,000 for 1945,
with
aboutfor $10,000
spot
business
the firstin sixradio
months.
LaMur sponsors spots on WMIN
Minneapolis starting Feb. 12 for 8
weeks; KRLD Dallas started Jan.
15 for 13 weeks; WTCN for 10
Because
the
membership
of
the
panels
was
drawn opinions
from widely
different
interests,of weeks;
Duluthof started
Jan.
individual
in some
instances,
17
and WDSM
17 stations
the North
necessity,
differ
from
the
broad
concluCentral
Broadcasting
System
will
sions reached. However, the weight of the also be used. Firm is also buying
panel's
uponresult
the
fact thatrecommendations
these conclusionsrests
are the
approximately
$1,000
in
spots
for
of broad experience
and the wide repreLos Angeles area beginning
sentation of its panel
and the
Feb. 15 for 8 weeks. Agency is
have the support
of largemembership,
majority opinMcCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.
BROADCASTING
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"Lee Carson," writes an editor, "is doing one
of the outstanding reporting jobs of this war.
From the battle front, essentially a man's world,
this girl is filing stories that do credit to INS
and to every radio station and newspaper that
uses them."
We think so, too. "This girl," however, despite her years, has had long and varied experience innewspaper reporting.
Lee Carson has covered national political conventions. She's had experience as a White House
correspondent, at the busy INS cable desk in
New York, with the INS London Bureau covering important assignments.
Her story as the first American woman
to fly over the battle area during the
terrific bombardment of German defenses at Cherbourg will be rememINTERNATIONAL

bered as a high-water mark of graphic reporting.
It was Lee Carson who scored a resounding
scoop over all opposition when she flashed the
capture of Lt. Gen. Carl von Schlieben, Nazi
commander of Cherbourg. She was with the
U. S. First Army and painted a vivid word picture of the nearly-successful German counteroffensive in Belgium.
Day by day INS steadily gains favor with
news -conscious station managers. Lee Carson
and Jim Kilgallen, Clark Lee and Thurston
Macauley,^Richard Tregaskis and dozens of
her INS correspondents overseas
ave sent a steady flow of spot news and
feature stories made to order for radio.
In speciklized news and feature writing, INS leads in local, national and
world-wide services.
NEWS

235 EAST 45TH STREET, NEW
(/BROADCASTING
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SERVICE
17, N. Y.
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IRE Debate
(Continued from page 16)
evening the IRE joined in a meeting with the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers at which the
AIEE Edison Medal was presented
to Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson, General Electric Co.inventions
consultant,and "for
his outstanding
developments inthe radio, transportation, marine and power fields".
In receiving the award, Mr. Alexanderson, who invented the alternator that made possible the first
broadcast,
predicted
that heated
the post-as
war era will
see homes
" — / wish you'd forget about well as cooled by electricity, ships
WFDF Flint just this once!"
propelled by electric motors fed
from coal-burning gas turbines, and
all railroads electrified, using currently undeveloped sources of water
power. "Looking beyond this," he
declared,covery"we
may hope
the dis-of
of entirely
new forsources
energy which will extend the use of
electric power."
Capt. J. B. Dow, chief, electronics division. Bureau of Ships, USN,
in an address on the Navy electronics program before the joint session, emphasized the necessity for
greater standardization of component parts of electronic apparatus, and estimated that the lack
of such standardization has already
cost
war. the Navy $100,000,000 in this
On Thursday morning the annual
Rome.Georda
meeting of IRE was held, followed
HZIEE3XEX
by reports
of the Afternoon
Institute's session
technical committees.
and those on Friday and Saturday
were devoted to the presentation of
technical papers.
for

it's

DIAL— 1050
50,000 WATTS
★ SPORTS-MUSIC-NEWS

TWIN FALLS • IDAHO
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WINS to Crosley
{Continued from page 13)
eclipsed all previous marks. The
old record was the $1,200,000 paid
by CBS for KNX Los Angeles in
1936. Last February, the New York
Times purchased WQXR and its
FM adjunct, WQXQ, for approximately $1,100,000, while WMCA
New York, a 5,000 w regional, was
sold by Edward J. Noble, Blue Network head, to Nathan Straus and
his associates in September 1943
for $1,255,000.
In October 1942, the FCC
granted WINS an extension of its
construction permit for a 50,000 w
transmitter because of circumstances beyond its control. The station had surrendered its 50,000 w
transmitter to the Government for
"urgent dentedwarextension
needs".
unprecewas inTherecognition
ofGovernment,
the station's since
cooperation
with the
it surrendered
the transmitter virtually after its
installation had been completed. By
virtue of this action, the station
was assured of reinstatement of the
50,000 w power — maximum permitted— as soon as the war emergency
is over and equipment is available.
Hearst Radio, in addition to
WINS, now owns or operates
WBAL Baltimore, WCAE Pittsburgh, and WISN Milwaukee.

Delorain,
Pulse

Time

Labin

Describe

Modulation

APPLICATIONS of the new system
of radio transmission, pulse time
modulation,
transmis-on
sion of severaladapted
sound to
programs
the same frequency from the same
point of origin, and capable of combining full color or black and white
pictures with sound in the same
channel, were described last week
in a statement by E. M. Delorain,
director,
and hisTelephone
associate. & E.Radio
Labin, of Federal
Corp., affiliate of International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp., New
York. Federal Telephone engineers
have been working on development
of the system for the past nine
Shift toward higher radio freyears.
quencies, just announced by the
FCC,
Mr.
said, "indicates
clearly thatDelorain
new forms
of radio
modulation specially adapted for
transmission in the higher frequencies will find their place in radio
systems in the comparatively near
PTM differs essentially from confuture."
ventional systems in that it transall programs
one se-to
ries formsof signals
whichintoappear
be identical and in the form of
sharp pulses of current. Timing of
pulses varies
enoughor inmusic
accordance withjustspeech
transmitted, to be capable of reproducing station's
a
program with
the highest
quality
through
receiver with new
devices
wjiicha are
sensitive to the timing of the pulses
and not their strength.
Contrary to the old system, the
statement
"one single
radio stationexplains
can transmit
at the
same time. . . Twelve different programs interwoven in time and received in the radio set simultaneously." Before being converted into
sound,
the programs
ed, without
retuning, are
by areselectsimple
movement
of
a
multi-position
switch
in the receiver.
Concerning future applications

How

Is Used

of the system, the statement pointedicaout have
thatonly"many
in Amerone towns
or a few
high
buildingssuitable
for
the
installa-on
tion of antennae broadcasting
the ultra-high frequency bands.
The new system provides the missing link to solve this problem in
the future as all programs can
originate from the most satisfacProjecting
uses for PTM In the
tory location."
ultra-high
frequencies in the postwar era. Federal Radio claims that
PTM is "essentially adapted to
multi-channel communication over
the beamed radio links with repeaters which are expected to
span new communication channels
around
world."
New the
system
was described prev
i
o
u
s
l
y
b
y
Mr. Delorain
Mr.
Labin at a recent
scientific and
meeting
of the Institute of Radio Engineers
at Rochester, N. Y. and is described
in fullnicalin journal,
a reprint
of IT&T's
techElectrical
Communication.
Seek Wilkes-Barre CP \
FIFTHkc application
for facilities
1240
250 w unlimited
time atof'
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. was received by
FCC last week from Baron BroadCo., partnership
composed
of Lou castingPoller
(25%), treasurer
and 49.6% owner of WARM Scranton; mer
George
E. Millerand(25%),
forCAA attorney,
J. Myron
Honigmancurities
(50%)
, former
State Mr.
SeCommission
attorney.
Poller,
released
the Marinessports
last
December,
wasby formerly
commentator over WGBI Scranton, WHN and WNEW New York.
Petition of Wilkes-Barre Broadcastingwithout
Corp. toprejudice
dismiss its
cation
for applisame
Wilkes-Barre assignment was
granted
Friday
by
the
Commission.
John H. Stenger Jr., is applicant for
regular license for WBAX which
operates
100 w unlimited
time
on
1240 with
kc. Further
consolidated
hearing has been ordered on the
case
Jan. 31 infreeze
light policy
of the ofFCC's
supplemented
Jan.
16.

Embassy Surveys
THE STATE
is going into request AmericanDept.Embassies
all IN EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA
principal foreign countries to conduct a survey of communications
all forms
of tele- #UJRRF¥
facilities including
broadcasting so as to supply in- COMPLETELY COVERS THIS
formation to interested GovernHUNDRED MILLION DOLLAR MARKET
ment agencies, primarily the State
Over 600,000 Population
Dept., Army and Navy, Commerce,
FCC and CAA, in order to aid them
67,144 RADIO HOMES
in supervision muniofcations.international
com6,188 Retail Outlets
The information also
Annual RETAIL SALES
will be used to help manufacturers
on proposed
equipment
installaOver $100,000,000
tions abroad. The
State Dept.
has
Write Us Today for Our
had several inquiries from foreign
New Informative Folder
governments about telephone and
radio equipment which, although
TARHEEL
of a postwar character, are
BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
being forwarded to manufacturers
through the Commerce Dept. since
WASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA
it is thought
they may
requirebreakim- NationalFORRadio
JOE Representatives
& CO.
attention
tocommunications
avoid
downsmediate
in their
New York « Chicago .. Philadelphia
facilities.
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PUBLIC

SERVICE. ..AN

OBLIGATION,

Their
For

A

PRIVILEGE,

^j'^iice^ ^€t/pfm

AN

OPPORTUNITY

^£cmie

Christmas!

We couldn't bring them home in person ... so we did the next best thing by recording
greetings of hundreds of Southern California service men overseas. In this way many families had the
greatest
"surprise
on Christmas
Day. package" of all by tuning to KFI
Yes . . . from Europe . . . from the South
Pacific . . . from Alaska . . . from South America . . .
from a dozen battle stations over the globe Southern
California sons and daughters were sought out by
KFI representatives to send a Christmas message to
their folks at home.
Such local programming in the interest of public service has long guided KFI's operation
. . . has long been the reason for KFI's undisputed
leadership in Los Angeles.
Note: A telephone recall survey showed
that KFI's audience for this Christmas Day observance
was equal to that of all other fifteen Los Angeles stations combined . . . was four times that of the second
ranking station.

To make this Public Service Program possible, KFI went Christmas
shopping
early. ForDay,many
prior to Christmas
the weeks
voices
of Southern California G. I. Joes
and Janes went into recording
"mikes" throughout the various
Theatres of War. Many of these
transcriptions were then flown to
Los Angeles by the Air Transport
Command ... others were shortwaved
broadcast.to KFI and recorded for reFrom 6 A.M. until midnight on
Christmas Day, KFI cleared time
incommercial
every localstation
programbreaks
. . . andwereall
cancelled ... so that Southern California families might hear these
Christmas messages from overseas.
As a memento
of thewereoccasion,
individual recordings
sent to the
family of each boy or girl whose
"voice came home for Christmas."

NBC for LOS ANGELES
KFI
50,000 WATTS • CIEAR CHANNEL • 640 KILOCYCLES

EDWARD
JROADCASTING

PETRY

AND
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COPIES

JUST AFTER they got the bird! Guests of Hub and June Jackson, timebuyers, Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, gather with their host and hostess
for
after tlie second onannual
dinner
given Chicago's
radioa topicture
station
17pheasant
at theBill
Illinois
Club.
Left
right:i-epresentatives
Hub Jackson, Jim Jan.
McEdwards,
Reilly,Athletic
John Blair,
Mac Ward, Rudi Neubauer, Cape Bradford, Curley Hayes, Walter Tenney,
Mrs. Jim McEdwards, George Hollingbery, Esther Broderick, George
Hahn, Mrs. Walter Tenney, Dick Kopf, Mrs. Mac Ward, Mrs. Bill Reilly,
Mrs. George Hollingberry, Mrs. John Blair, June Jackson, Pearl Van,
Mrs. Curley Hayes, Mrs. Cape Bradford.

24 HOUR SERVICE
—packaged and shipped
from Chicago.
Aluminum based material
available for broadcast use.

ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT
NOMINATED GENERAL
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT, second
Early's
Position
AN IMPORTANT change in the son
of nation
thefor promotion
President, from
whose colonel
nomiWhite House secretariat, which
might see Stephen T. Early return to brigadier general was sent to
Senate last week, will achieve
to private enterprise — possibly in the
the motion picture or radio fields — the highest rank held by a military
was speculated upon last week as man with a private radio backJonathan Daniels, one of the five firmed. ground, when that promotion is conadministrative assistants to the Col. Roosevelt, entering the Army
President, temporarily took over on his 30th birthday on Sept. 23,
president
the
Mr. Early's desk as press and radio 1940,
secretary.
Texas had
State been
Network
and hadof held
interests
in
KFJZ
Fort
Mr. Early, slated for a trip to ownership
Worth and other stations of the
the European theatre to counsel group.
Subsequently,holdings
however,
he
with Gen.
Eisenhower's
public
relarelinquished
to his
tions men on news handling, has former wife, those
Ruth
Googins
Roosebeen mentioned as a possible candivelt Eidson.
date as paid president of the NAB.
years ago Elliott — then in
It is known his candidacy is being hisNine
20's
(he isand34 then
now) — first wasof
espoused to succeed J. Harold Ryan, vice-president
Hearst
He alsopresident
served a
interim president, and also that he stint as aRadio.
Mutual commentator. He
has received a number of offers
a nationwide netin other fields. He was with Para- also undertook
work project — Transcontinental
mount before he became the Pres- Broadcasting
System
ident's secretary
the beginning
tually died aborning. — which virof the first
term. atBefore
that Mr.
With
promotion.
Roosevelt
willhisattain
the rankCol.achieved
Earlyent forwas
correspondthe APa top-flight
in Washington.
RCA David
and Sarnoff,
chairmanpres-of
Mr. Daniels, son of Josephus by Brig.ident ofGen.
Daniels, Charlotte publisher, is NBC, now on inactive duty. Col.
being groomed for the Early post, Roosevelt has been in the war theasance
tres as officer
a photographic
it is terreported,
in the the
eventPresident
the latand has beenreconnaisawarded
leaves. Whether
the Distinguished Flying Cross and
will release
Mr.
Early
is
conjecin
May
1944
was
made
a comtural. It is doubted whether that
mander of the
British Empire
der for his
photographic
work. Orwould occur before V-E day, in
anyInevent.
RCA Worldwide Plans
the European theatre, Mr.
Early
meetHarry
with hisC. long-time
RCA VICTOR Division of RCA
friend will
Capt.
Butcher, will
represent ternational
manufacturers
inUSNR, former CBS Washington
distribution of innonvice-president. Capt. Butcher is aide
competitive products following the
to Gen. Eisenhower and since D-Day war, RCA announced last week.
has been handling special public re- Plans to expand the number of foroflices now
to include
worldwideAt
lations and radio assignments as serviceeignare
in formation.
added duties.
present,
RCA
has
selling
offices in
Reports
that Mr. vacancy
Early might
ac- Canada, South America, England,
cept the existing
on the
India
and
Australia,
and
various
FCC created by the retirement tf branches and subsidiary companies
Comdr. T.counted.A.Itis M.believed
Craven,if he
wereleaves
dis- covering 120 countries and territories.
merchandise,
which will
includesThe household
appliances,
the White House it will be to re- not be sold
in this country.
turn to private business.
BROADCASTING
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Daniels May Take

RECORDING COMPANY
2 21 N. LA SALLE ST. CHICAGO 1

SERVICE

DIRECTORY

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Radto Enginmartng CmnttOtamU
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Dlslriel 1640
(Subj. to GoT-t Reg.)

SOUND EFFECTS
One of the largest selections of
sound effects in existence. MAJOR
RECORDS.Write
Realistic
and Complete.
for eatatag
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
Transcriptions—
Specialized
Recordings
1600 Broadway N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4675

YOUR CANADIAN distribution
is assured thru
WALTER P. DOWNS Lid.
633 Dominion Present
Sq. Bldg.Lines:, Montreal. Can.
PRESTO
RECORDING
FONDAAUDIOCORP.DEVELOPMENT
AMPEREXCORP.
CO.TUBES

MORE RF KILOWAH HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMnriNG TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
Raymond 4756
High Power Tube Specialists Exclusively

Accurate ConcUe Dramatic

The
Robert L. Kaufman
Organization
Technical Maintenance,
Construction
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
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LYN and PEL
Ditpateh from Renter'*"
WKAT "A(BLUE)
4fh YEAR

BUY
WAR BONDS

Radio's Public Service
Fly in WOW Case
Aided by Sponsorship
NILES TRAMMELL, NBC presAs Special Counsel
outlined newlasthorizons
of raFormer FCC Head to Argue
dio ident,
broadcasting
Friday before
Before Supreme Court
the Queen City Club in Cincinnati,
taking occasion to laud two of
PARTICIPATION of James LawNBC's outlet,
clientsandin that
city— WLW,
rence Fly, former FCC chairman,
NBC
its owner,
Powel
in the Supreme Court case involvCrosley
Jr.,
president
of
the
Crosing WOW Omaha was confirmed
ley Corp.,
Procter
& Gamble
Co.
which and
he said
broadcasts
38
last
week
following
Mr.
Fly's
visit
shows a week on the network.
to Omaha to gather data for the
preparation of a brief. It is expected BLUE PLANNING & Advisory Committee which met in New York Jan. "P&G may mean soap to most people but it spells bread and butter to
Mr. Fly
argue theof case
on be- 16-18 included: (1 to r, back row) Robert Kintner, Blue vice-presidentj
half of thewillWoodmen
the World
he said.the public
Stanley Florsheim, manager of Blue co-op department; Keith Kiggins, us Inbroadcasters,"
the United States
Life Insurance Society, as well as Blue vice-president; W. B. Stuht, KJR commercial manager; John Nor- is indebted
the advertisers of the
ton, manager. Blue stations department; C. P. Jaeger, Blue general sales nation for atofree
Radio Station WOW Inc., probably
and for the
to come before the court next manager; Don Searle, general manager of Blue western division; Fred American System radio
Broadcasting
month.
Smith, Blue director of advertising and promotion; Harold Hough, gen- and, he added, it is ofrevenue
derived
eral supervisor of KGKO; E. R. Boroff, vice-president. Second row, stand- from sponsored programs which
Writ Granted
ing: C. T. Hagman, manager WTCN; Paul Mowxey, manager of Blue
ables stations and networks en-to
The Supreine Court last Decem- television; Hubbell Robinson Jr., Blue vice-president. Seated: William present many thousands of nonber granted a writ of certiorari A. Riple, manager, WTRY; W. C. Rochman, manager^ WCOS; Mark
commercial programs as a public
to review the proceedings involving Woods, Blue president; Henry P. Johnston, manager, WSGN; H. Allen service, two points that have been
the question of the right of a state Campbell, chairman of the committee and manager of WXYZ; W. D. emphasized frequently in his past
court to set aside a grant of the Pyle, manager of KVOD; Edward J. Noble, chairman of Blue Network; speeches,
by NBCon intheinstitutionalandannouncements
air.
FCC [Broadcasting, Dec. 18]. In Chester J. La Roche, vice-chairman.
December 1942 the FCC had approved the unusual lease arrangement whereby Woodmen of the
World transferred the station to
John J. Gillin Jr., manager and
president of the new operating
company, and a group of associates.
Dr. Homer H. Johnson, of Lincoln,
Neb., a Woodmen member, filed
suit to enjoin the transfer, which
subsequently was upheld by the
State Supreme Court.
Mr. Fly left the Commission's
chairmanship
on Nov.
lished law offices
in New15 and
York.estabHe
did not file the original petition for
review, however, but will participate as chief counsel on the Society and WOW joint brief, as well
as
in
ment. the presentation of arguThe court, in granting certiorari,
requested counsel to discuss in their
0-1608
briefs and oral arguments the questions: (1) whether the judgment
Vic
I DREAM OF YOU
is final within the meaning of Section 237 (b) of the Judicial Code,
26370
EL RANCS^O GRANDE
and (2) whether the Federal ques- "The sentimental gentleman of swing,"
Vic
tions raised by the petition for cer- T.D., before forming his own famous
Vic 26628
MARCH ETA
tiorari were properly presented in
the record.
27274
OH! LOOK AT ME NOW
band, played his trombone with many
Vic
Cocilana Sues
EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO ME
top orchestras, including 22 major ones
27359
■ COCILANA Inc., Brooklyn, which
WAT'CHA KNOW JOE
Vic
• claims that it started using the in one twelve-month period! Dorsey is
trade name
Vic 27377
ii I before
1938, ofinCocilana
a petitionCough-Nips
in U. S.
LET'S GET AWAY FROM IT ALL
- District Court has charged Lud- often called the "starmaker," for from
27508
Vic
THIS LOVE OF MINE
• ens Inc.,
fair trade Reading,
practices Pa.
in thewithuse un-of his ranks have come Frank Sinatra, Jo
the
"Cocillana"
for ina Luden
These are but a few of the more than 50
coughnamedrop,
introduced
1944. Stafford, Sy Oliver, Ziggy Elman, and
Both firms use the term in spot
BMI-licensed titles recorded by T.D. See
radio campaigns for cough drops. many others.
DISC DATA for the complete listing
Cocilana Inc. schedule, placed by
from
which to build all-Dorsey programs.
. Al Paul Lefton Co., New York,
! runs on 70 stations at its peak.
Luden's, which also promotes
Luden's drops,
mentholstarted
and honey
licorice
, cough
last Septem'. ber
on 140
through J. M.
Mathes
Inc.,stations
New York.
KVOO Public Service
TITLED Inside Radio, KVOO Tulsa,
Okla., on Jan. 13 began the first in a
series
of 52 listeners
weekly programs
to acquaint
with soiredesigned
of the
HOLLYWOOD
CHICAGO
mysteries of broadcasting. Program is
NEW YORK
allied with radio's 25th anniversary.
BROADCASTING
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WJZ Names Hade Chief
Of New Program Dept.
A NEW program department has
been set up at WJZ New York under the direction of John Hade, former commercial program manager,
it was announced last week by John
H. McNeil, WJZ manager. New
setup represents an expansion of
WJZ's
programming
cover development
of newactivities
programsto
for presentation to prospective
clients as well as handling of current local shows. Mr. Hade's duties
are expanded to include development of sustaining shows in addition to commercial program superished. vision, his former post being abolJames Whipple has joined the
program department staff as producer-writer, and an additional
member, yet to be announced will
be added as assistant to Mr. Hade,
with the title of program supervisor. Mr. Whipple was supervisor
of daytime programs of Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., New York until several months ago, and has since been
replaced bydirector.
Lee Cooley, also R&R
television
WWNC Survey
WWNC Asheville, N. C, will soon
release detailed results of a study
of radio listening in western North
Carolina, according to Don S. Elias,
executive director of the station.
WWNC is purportedly the first CBS
affiliated station to make use of the
listener diary technique. The study
was made by Industrial Surveys
during the week of Nov. 13-20.

REGISTERING 100% attendance, top executives of all Boston stations
marked the opening meeting of the Radio Advisory Committee of the
1945 Boston Red Cross War Fund Campaign at an informal luncheon at
the Harvard Club of Boston Jan. 22. Seated (1 to r) : Raymond Richmond,
associate campaign director; A. N. (Bud) Armstrong Jr., WCOP general
manager; George Lasker, WORL general manager; Harry Goodwin,
WCOP ager;sales
WCOP Boston
programChapter,
manFrancispromotion
Hart Jr., manager;
director ofJohn
radio.D. Malloy,
Metropolitan
Red Cross; Walter Hackett, OWI; Phillips Ketchum, general chairman,
1945 Red Cross War Fund Campaign; Francis W. Hatch, chairman of
publicity committee; Fred Garrigus, WE EI program director; Lawrence
Flynn, WMEX special events; George Steffy, vice-president, Yankee Network; Linus Travers, executive vice-president, Yankee Network; Earl
Jeffrey, War Fund campaign director; Russell Oifhaus, WHDH program
director. Standing in the rear in the usual order are : Gordon Swan, WBZWBZA program manager; Charles S. Young, WBZ-WBZA general manager; John C. Dowd, chairman of the Radio Advisory Committee; Edgar
Rust,lic relations
executivedirector.
vice-chairman.
War Boston
Fund Campaign;
JosephCross;
Kelly,Gerard
pubMetropolitan
Chapter, Red
H. Slattery, John C. Dowd Inc. Preliminary plans were discussed.
HERMANN
B. DEUTSCH,
editor
of the Tslew
Orleans Item,associate
is now
heard every Friday night in a news
commentary and analysis on WWL
New Orleans for the American Brewing Co.

on the Dial
^ WHERE MOST OF
THE PEOPLE LISTEN

CAB APPEALS CPRS
COPYRIGHT DEMAND
BROADCASTERS in Canada have
almost doubled their payments for
copyright
musicalRogers,
performances
since
1937, Samuel
counsel
for the casters
Canadian
Assn.
Broadtold the Copyriphtof Appeal
Boarding ofathigher
Ottawarates
following
the
filfor 1945
the Canadian Perforndng
Rightsby
Society
1937 at the(Canada's
rate of 8A5CAP).
cents per Inlicensed
receiver,
Canadian
casters paid CPRS $10,000.broadLast
year,
based
on the same rate, the
fee was $138,310.

KVI Takes Doernbecker
Suit to Higher Court
APPEAL to reverse a decree
granted Laura M. Doernbecker in
a suitforcestarted
Inc. toto sell
ena contractbysheKVIentered
the stock of the station for $125,000
plus the net quick assets, has been
filed and will go to the Supreme
Court
the State of contends
Washington.
Mrs. ofDoernbecker
the
contract is not enforceable because
a limitation of time was not agreed
upon for the Federal Communications Commission to grant or disthe transfer.
The plaintiff
contends aparove time
limitation
was not
necessary and asks the Supreme
Court to compel the defendant to
submit the proposed transfer to the
Experimental CPs
THREE construction permits have FCC for approval or rejection.
been granted by the FCC for
new experimental
television tosta-be
Chicago Presentation
tions, al to use frequencies
APPROXIMATELY 400 sponsors
assigned
by
the
Commission's
chief
and
advertising agency people were
engineer. Philco Radio & Television
Corp. was authorized a station to
of NBC 'at1944
a presentabe located in Arlington, Va. and to the guests
of theSurveycompany's
wide
of Listening NationHabits,
operate in connection with the last tionWednesday
at
the
Stevens
Washington end of the Washington-Philadelphia relay system. The Hotel, Chicago.
Report
was
followed by an informal cocktail
second station, also authorized for
Washington,
was
granted
Allen
B.
DuMont Labs. Tlie third station party.
goes
to P. R. Mallory & Co., InWright manpower,
Expands Wright
dianapolis.
TO PROCURE
Aeronautical Corp., Paterson, N.
Reiter Joins BMI
J., last week
startedrelating
five quarterHY
REITER,
programs
to the
from the
Army andrecently
formerlydischarged
publicity hours onof WNEW
New York each
and advertising director of Edward B. war
Marks Music Corp., New York, has week. Contract for 26 weeks covers
been cast
qamed
to a similar
post Mr.at BroadCorMusic Inc.,
New York.
Reiter These Are Our
respondent aBoys,
nd PacificCombat
Newsreel,
succeedsnight
Tod supervisor
Williams, ofwhoWHNhas New
been all heard 7:45-8
p. m. on different
named
uses WPAT
York. Constance Mendel has been days.
recruitWright
workers.alsoAgency
is Burke,to
shifted from BMI's station relations Dowling
Adams,
Montclair,
N. J.
department to Mr. Belter's staff.

WHERE MORE
SALES ARE

HOLLISTEi!
I R R Y E. C UMM I NGS
5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC
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January Ratings
I Listed by Hooper
: ; 'When a Girl Marries' in First
i !; Place Among Weekday Shows
LIST OF "Top Ten" weekly
pro-is[.' [ grams
reportstarts
sued byinC. theE. January
Hooper Inc.,
rj' off with When a Girl Marries in
first place,
Perkins,
1i':I Portia
FacesMa Life,
third.second
The and
list
■ continues with Pepper Young's
', Family,
followed(11bya.m.).
Ldfe
Can Be fourth,
Beautiful
Breakfast
at
Sardi's
(11:15
a.m.).
Young Widder Brown, Backstage
Wife and Just Plain Bill. Top-ranking Saturday dajrtime shows, not
m included in the weekday list above
are Grand Central Station, first;
'!'■ and Stars Over Hollywood, second.
Average daytime sets-in-use, at
ill 16.4 shows a rise of 1.4 from the
)!| last report, a much slighter gain
iii than the comparable figures for the
' evening as shown in the Jan. 15
• Hooper ratings report, which
; recorded a rise of 3.2 over the prejI vious release [Broadcasting, Jan.
. . 22]. The dajrtime figure is up 0.1
. . from last year.
J
Daytime Audience Up
i s Average daytime audience rat)l« ing of 4.9 is up 0.2 from the last
!ji: report,
from lastaudience
year;
average down
daytime0.3available
is 72.7, up 1.4 from the previous
report, up 0.3 from a year ago.
Hymns of All Churches has the
||- highest
index — 7.63;sponsor
correct identification
product identifiY cation accounting for 9.5; other
product
for 66.8;
misidentification
i\, for
5.4 and
18.3 for
those unable
.j. to name a sponsor.
|i Breakfast Club (Swift & Co.)
j had the greatest number of women
listeners per set (1.39) ; Tom Mix
the most men listeners (0.55) and
.,. Terry & the Pirates (1.37) the
most children listeners per set.
■• in The
programs
listed
termstop-ranking
of the number
of listeners
'J per listening set are as follows:
Women Men
Chil0.35 dren
0.85 0.55
1.36 Total
2.5G
Jack
Armstrong.
1.02
Tom
Mix
2.66
0.99
Breakfast
Club
0.30
2.17
(Swift) 1:45
1.07 0.23 0.42
1.21 2.51
Let's
Pretend
TerryPirates
and the 0.81 0.23
1.37
1.27 2.41
Captain
Midnight 0.72
1.30 0.35
2.26
Curt Massey
0.51 0.45 2.34

FROM BEN S. FISHER to Eliot C.
Lovett
the presidency
the
Federal went
Communications
Bar ofAssn.
at the annual meeting and banquet
in Washington Jan. 19. Mr. Lovett,
an expert in lifting bell weights
as well as in tossing about Blackstone,ahead
claimsinhe'sradio
fit forjurisprudence.
the arduous
job
Fulton Lewis To Leave
For European Theatre
FULTON LEWIS jr., Mutual
Washington correspondent, will
leave shortly for the European war
theatre, going first to France and
then if possible to London and
Rome to collect first-hand material
for
news.his overseas analyses of the
When Mr. Levds is unable to get
through on shortwave Fred Morrison, amember
of hisdeliver
personal
staff,
will take
over and
the Lewis
news programs which are heard
weekdays, 7-7:15 p.m.
Coast Guard Session
PLANS to send out more U. S.
Coast Guard combat radio correspondents to record battle action,
were discussed at a meeting of
radio
and
public from
relationsall
officers of press
the USCG
over the country. Meeting at headqilarters, Washington, Jan. 16-18,
the group turned the discussion
over to radio for the session of the
17th. The three pending Coast
Guard radio campaigns were
planned to include SPAR recruiting, candidates for the Coast Guard
Academy,
17-year-old
recruiting,
all under OWI
allocations.
Closer
integration with Navy plans were
stressed. Chairman of the radio
panel was Ens. Jack Egan, former
assistant radio director of Calkins
& Holden, Kansas City.
IN BUSY MONTREAL
Business in Quebec Province is
good, and radio advertising can
get you your share, if you will key
your program
the likes andAdaptdislikes of Quebecto listeners.
even elsewhere
though it hasin
beening a program,
successful
Canada, rarely produces results.
Quebec wants its own programs,
appealing
its own Ourpsychology
and sense ofto humor.
business
is that of producing programs —
in
either
French
or
English
—
uswhich
serve doYOU.produce results. Let

RADIO

PROGRAMME PRODUCERS
MOMTH>EAL CANADA
BROADCASTING •
adcast Advertising

House Commerce Body
To Have 28 Members
INCREASED by three, the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee for the 79th Congress
will be composed of 28 members
with 16 Democrats, 11 Republicans
and onecratic
American-Laborite.
Demomembers are: Lea (Cal.),
chairman;
Grosser
(Ohio),
Bulwinkle (N. C), Chapman (Ky.),
Boren (Okla.), Priest (Tenn.),
Harris (Ark.), Sadowski (Mich.),
Harless
all holdovers;
Beckworth (Ariz.),
(Tex.), Murphy
(Pa.),
Kelly livan
(111.),
Patrick
(Ala.),
Sul(Mo.), Rogers (Fla.), Rabin
(N. Y.), new appointees. Reps.
Kelly,
and Sullivan
on thePatrick
Committee
in theserved
77th
Congress. Rep. Marcantonio (N.Y.)
isber.the American-Labor Party memAll Republicans, except Rep.
Scott (Pa.), who did not return to
Congress, were named last week
with Rep. Gillett (Pa.) succeeding Mr. Scott. Republican members

A N

Fuson Elected
SAMUEL
FUSON,relations
vice-president in
charge
Kudner ofInc.,public
New York, wasof Arthur
elected
president of the National Assn. of
PublicnualRelations
Counsels
at
the
meeting in New York Jan. an15.
A. Schaeffer Jr. was elected secretary
and Paul Haase, Controller Institute
ofofficers
America,
treasurer.
elected
include:
GeorgeOther
W. Sutton,
Suttondent;Theodore
News Service,
R. Sills,1stT.vice-presiR. Sills
Co., Chicago,
2nd
; Pendleton Dudley, vice-president
Pendleton Dudley
Assoc.,
3rd vice-president;
Weston
Smith, Guther
Publications Co.,
4th
vice-president, and Henry von Morpurgo. West Coast public relations
counsel, 5th vice-president.
are: Wolverton (N. J.), Holmes
(Mass.),
reintroduced
his
radiowhobillhas[Broadcasting,
Jan. 16]; Reece (Tenn.), Halleck
(Ind.), Winter (Kan.), Hinshaw
(Cal.), Brown (Ohio), Howell
(111.), Hall
(N. Y,), O'Hara
(Minn.),
and Gillette.

for Winning Listeners
IN KANSAS CITY...

llOllill

c

5000 Watts
"'
FORI**

Here's important news for time-buyers interested
in the rich Kansas City market — a vigorous program promotion campaign recently launched by
KCMO throughout the greater Kansas City area:
OUTDOOR POSTER SHOWINGS in Kansas
City, Missouri and in Kansas City, Kansas advertising outstanding KCMO-BLUE programs and
reaching an audited net advertising circulation of
3,555,405 people every week.
SPOT MOVIE SHORTS dramatizing KCMO
listener attractions — each shoiving to an estimated
audience of 335,250 entertainment seekers in leading Kansas City theaters.
These powerful promotions are given further impetus by KCMO broadcast contest tie-in and newsadvertising—
multiple
value forpaperevery
KCMOa combination
advertiser. Forwithdetails
and
availabilities, get in touch with your nearest John
E. Pearson Company ofSce today.
Represented by JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY
Chicago - New York - Kansas City
GO PLACES IN KANSAS

CITY

E. K. (JOE) HARTENBOWER • GEN'L. MGR.
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio
DEDICATED TOEngineers
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Pren Bldg^ Wtuh^ D. C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Notional Press BIdg. Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER ViaORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Cammercial Radio Equip. Co.
•• International
Washinrton,Cltr,D. Mo.C.
GresoryofBnildine,
Boulevard,
• 321
CrossE. Boads
the World, Kansas
BollTweod. Calif.
^ I

fRSQUEMCY M€ASUHING
SERVICE
Exact Measurements ' of any fime
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mnnsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Eorle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
From plete
FCCInstallation
Application
to Comof Equipment
1469 Church St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NAtional 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

PAUL A. deMARS
Consulting Electrical Engineer
"Pioneer in FM"
1900 F St., N. W.— Washington, D. C.
Phone: Metropolitan 0540

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Slioreham Bldg.
ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSVLTING RADIO ENGINEERS
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
National Prett Bldg. Walk. 4, D. C.
DUtrict 7362 • Glebe 5880

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
NTERNATIONAU BLDG. WASH., D. C
1319 F STREETT N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
991 Broad St., Bridgeport, Conn.
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BUY
WAR

BONDS

Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
JANUARY 20 TO JANUARY 26 INCLUSIVE
WMPSJan.Memphis—
days1460timekc transfer
from
26 withinGranted
which 30to
Decisions . . .
complete
approve
by FCC. of control heretofore
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
ColumbiaBroadcasting
Broadcasting
System
Mu-—
JANUARY 19
System,
New andYork
Chatham Broadcasting Co., Savannah, Ga. Grantedtualpermission
to
omit
station
identification during
broadcast of Pres—Adopted
grantingapplication
petition for
to dismiss withoutorderprejudice
CP
Birthdayone-hour
Ball
program
30.
new station.
560 kcident's
KSFO
San
Francisco ofJan.
— Granted
petition
requesting
cancellation
hearing
JANUARY 20
on
application
for
renewal
of
license,
now
Broadcasting
Co., Savannah,
Ga. set Feb. 5 ; granted license on regular
— Georgia
Adopted
order granting
in parthearing
mobasis.
tion
for
continuance
consolidated
950 kc forWAAFperiodChicago—
Granted
license
onCo. applications
of Georgia
ending
5-1-47.
and A. C. Neff
for CP Broadcasting
new station renewal
550 cense
kc renewal
KTSAforSanperiod
Antonio—
Granted
liSavannah ; hearing continued to 2-14-45.
ending
5-1-46.
JANUARY 23
600
Cedar
Rapids,
la. — Same.li1350 kccensekc WMT
WORK
York,
Pa.—
Granted
Mississippi
Broadcasting
Co.,
Macon,
for period ending 11-1-45.
Miss.
— Granted amendedfor motion
leave Followingrenewalstations
toand amend
newforhearing
station
were granted
license
removedapplication
said applicationCP from
renewal
for
periodKMLB
ending
2-1-46: WCOL
KBTM
KFDA
KFIO
WCAT
docket.
WCPO
WDLP
WENY
WITH
WJRD
WNLCtion to dismiss
New London,
Conn.
—
Granted
moKAST KFXDKGEK
KHAS KOOS
KSUN KWG
WBBZ WTHT
tion for CP. without prejudice applica- WMOB
KPHO
WBOC
WESXstations
WHOPwereWLOG.
Wilkes-Barre
Broadcasting
Corp.,to WilkesFollowing
granted
license
Barre,
Pa.
—
Passed
over
petition
dismiss
renewal
for
period
ending
11-1-47:
KWK
apnli'-ation
without
prejudice.
WFCI
WHBCKPROWHPKTYW(and WSAR
aux.)
WBAX to Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.—
Passed
over WFBL
WHOM
(and
aux.)
petition
amend
hearing
issues
re
appliWFEA
(and
aux.).
ctionatsioonfofothers
WBAX forfor new
licensestation
and applicaWilkes- Licenses for following stations were exBarre.
tended upontermintemp,
only applications,
pending deation oflicensebasisrenewal
JANUARY 24
for
period
ending
4-1-45:
KADA
KELO
KFJB
KFMB
KFUN
KGDE
KHBC
KNOE
WLIB
Brooklyn—
Granted
petition
to
KRLHWAIMKVEC
KVNU
KWNO
intervene
in ofhearing
not
yet Broadcasters.
scheduled on KPOW
KYSM
WABI
WAJR
WAYX
WBLJ
application
New
Haven
WCLO WCBT
WJBC WKBO
New Haven, for new station.
WOLSWIBX
WRBLWISE
WROX
WSKB
Midstatepetition
Radio toCorp.,
Utica,in N.consoliY.— WLOF
WTOL WDSM
WFTC
WHBY.
Granted
intervene
dated
hearing
set
Jan.
29
on
applications
Licenses
for
following
stations
were
furofWoodvard
Utica Broadcasting
and John B.
extended upon oftemp,
only applipendfor new stationCo.,Utica.
ingtherdetermination
licensebasis
renewal
KRBC
Abilene,
Tex.—
Granted
in
part
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
,
f
o
r
period
ending
4-1-45
;
KABR
motion
for
KDAL
KELA KTUL
KGCU WCAX
KGNC WCLE
KLO KLPM
hearing
now continuance
set1 reFeb.
1 ofandconsolidated
KQV
same
to March
applications
ofcontinued
KRBC,
WFIN KSWO
WIBG
WJAS
WJDX
WILM(andWDEL
WIRE
San Jacinto
Broadcasting
Co.,
and
CalWMBD
WMPS
WMRO
WNEW
aux.)
casieu Broadcasting Co.
WPAT
WPEN
(and
aux.)
WPRA
WTAW College Station, Tex.— Denied pe- WOWO
WTAQ
WOV
(and
aux.).
tition for consolidation
with petitioner's
ap- Followingfor stations
were granted
license
or in alternative
to intervene
and
enlargeplication,issues
re applications
KRBC, renewals
WBOVs? WJNOregular
WLVAperiod:
KRGV.WGES WBHP
KPLC
Co. and San Jacinto Broadcasting
FollowingrenewalEitations
were granted liEvansville,
Ind.— Granted
petition
for
WMOH.period ending 2-1-48
forWGBF
continuance
to March
19 hearing
now WKLA censeWTBO
set
Feb.
5 re license
renewal
application.
Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta
— Granted
developmental
JANUARY 26
cast stationCPontonew
basisbroadon frequencies
beexperimental
assigned by FCC,
1 only
kw.
Wilkes-Barre
Broadcasting
Corp.,to WilkesBarre,
Pa.
—
Granted
petition
dismiss
Following
television
broadcast
stations
without
prejudice
application
for
CP
new
were
granted
license
renewal
for
period
station.
ending W9XBK
2-1-46: W9XBT
WBKB W9XPR
WCBW W9XBB
WRGB
WBAXtition to amend
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.— Granted
hearing issues
reNortheastapplica-pe- WNBT
W2XCB WABD
W2XGB
W2XBT
W2XBU
tions
Central
Broadcasting
Co.,
W9XZV
WIOXKT
W2XVT
W2XI
Pennsylvania Broadcasters
and W6XAO W6XDU WPTZ W3XE W3XP
Key ernBroadcasters
Inc. offor FCC
newInc.Supplestation
W3XPA W3XPC W3XPR W6XYZ W6XLA
Wilkes-Barre,
in
light
W2XWV
(Subject
to
changes
in
assignmental Statement of Policy of Jan. 16,
ment which may result from Docket 6651).
1945.
Licenses
cast stationsofwerefollowing
extendedtelevision
on temp, broadbasis
ACTIONS BY ADM. BOARD
only, newal
pending
determination
license
JANUARY 22
applications
for
period
ending
4-1-45re-to:
W3XAD inW3XEP
W9XUI
(Subject
Western Illinois State Teachers College, changes
assignment
which 6651).
may result
Macomb, p111.lication—for CPPlacednew incommercial
pending fileeducaap- from proceedings
in Docket
tional station.
WOKO
Albany,
N. Y.—
Further
extended
on
temp,
basis
only
license
for
period
State U. of Okla., Norman, Okla.— Same. broadcast station (W2XWE) forfacsimile
pending determination li- Bl
WLIB NewforYork—
PlacedFM instation.
pending file endingcense4-1-45,
renewal application.
application
CP new
KCMO Texarkana— Same.
Eagle Pub.& Bankers
Co., Pittsfield,
Mass.— Corp.,
Same. Tentative Calendar . . .
Farmers
Broadcasting
JANUARY 29
Wichita
— Same.
Consolidated Hearing
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
Utica
Broadcasting
Co., Utica, N. Y. —
CP 1450 kc 250 w unlimited.
JANUARY 25
Ronald
B.
Woodyard,
Utica, N. Y.— Same,
1450
kc
KTRI
Sioux
City,
la.—
Granted
vol.
assgn.Co. license
transfer control from Intervenor: Utica Observer-Dispatch.
Tribune
toof Eugene
{Continued on Page 73)
375 for 50%
stock. H. Kelly for $17,WARREN TRANSPORTATION CO.
CONTINUES OVER WRRN FOR 26 WEEKS
THE

SHADOW

Available locally on transcription — seeC. MICHELSON, 67 W, 44 St., N.Y.C.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

WIP Contract to WLB
NEW WIP Philadelphia contract Five Commissioners^ FCC Executives
with the American Communications Leave on Army Communications Tour
Assn. (CIO) members on its staif,
which has gone to the WLB for ap- FIVE MEMBERS of the FCC, plus now secretary of the Joint Comproval, provides
a five-day onweekall its general counsel, chief engineer
munications Board.
and
payment
for announcers
and engineering supervisors, left
commercials.
The inspection marked a new reWashington by Army plane last
lationship between the FCC and the
Friday for an inspection tour of military, likely to be followed by
WHIG Seeks CP
other coordinated activities. It is
Army
communications
bases
in
the
WHIO Dayton, 0. last week filed South, Southwest, Pacific Coast presumed that Naval communicawith the FCC an application for a and
Midwest. All members of the
tions operations later will be innew tiondevelopmental
broadcast
sta- Commission
save C. J. Durr left on
to operate on 46,900
kc with
the trip, with the Alabaman re- spected.
1,000
w
using
special
emission
for
FM.
maining home because of an indisKEX Appointments
position provoked by a carbuncle.
During the absence of the Com- APPOINTMENT of R. E. Rudolph
as salesasmanager
and Harold
Brats-of
mis ioners, Mr. Durr will be act- berg
Actions of the FCC
continuity
director
inguled chairman.
party is sched-on KEX Portland,
new Westinghouse
to return The
to Washington
(Continued from page 72)
station, was announced last week
Feb. 6.
JANUARY 31
J. B. Conley, manager. Before
Further Consolidated Hearing
Guests of Brig. Gen. H. M. Mc- by
his
recent service in the Army Air
Clelland,
Army
Communications
Central
Broadcasting
Co.,
Wilkes-Barre,
Corps,
Pa.— CP 1240 kc 250 w unlimited.
Officer, AAF, the party included executiveMr.of Rudolph
KEX and was
KGW account
PortNortheastern
Pennsylvania
Broadcasters,
land.
Mr.
Bratsberg
was
program
Chairman
Paul
A.
Porter,
CommisWilkes-Barre, Pa.— Same.
manager of KALE Portland.
sioners
Norman
S.
Case,
Paul
A.
Key
Broadcasters,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
—
Same.
Ray C. Wakefield, E. K.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— License 1240 Walker,
Jett, Chief Engineer George P.
kc WBAX
100 w unlimited.
Adair, General Counsel Charles R.
Denny; George Sterling, chief of Wet work (Kccovnts
Applications
DAILY PROGRAMS IN
the Radio Intelligence Division; All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
JANUARY 23
James P.vision,
Veatch,
International
Di1280
kc
WGBF
Evansville,
Ind.—
Vol.
Engineering
Dept.;
Glen
asogn.
Evansville Corp.
on the Air E. Nielsen, assistant chief, Safety
New Business
Inc. to license
Curtis from
Radiocasting
E
HIRES
Co., started
Philadelphia
WMLL Evansville, Ind.— Same.
& Special Services Division, Engi- CHARLES
(Hires Root
on Jan.
Hires
W9XEV Evansville, Ind.— Same.
neering Dept.; Charles A. Ellert, Icebox
FolliesBeer),
on 183
Blue24stations
Wed.
NEW-43,700
kc
Wm.
H.
Block
Co.,
Intechnical
supervisor,
Radio
Intelli10-10:30
p.m.,
having
discontinued
new FMcost.station, 9,316 sq.
Hires on 136 Blue Jan.
stagence Division. V. Ford Greaves, 15 Heidttions Mon.Time7-7:30for p.m.
mi., $59,000dian polis— CPestimated
NEW-48,100
kc WSOY
Peoria,
lU.—
CP supervisor, western area, RID, will STOKELY Bros. & Co.. Indianapolis
new
FM
station,
14,130
sq.
mi.,
$69,050
pick
Angelesof (food products) on Jan. 29 starts Talce
estimated cost.
on Jan.up 30theandparty
make intheLosbalance
Itdelayed
Easy broadcasts
Time on 116on MBS
stations Tues.
(plus
NEW-49,100
kcnew Messenger
Pub.
Co.,sq. the
14 stations)
trip.
Athens,
O.—
CP
FM
station,
8,940
& Thurs.
11:30-11:45
a.m. Agency: Cal- SOOO WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW YORK
mi., $26,500 estimated cost.
k
i
n
s
&
Holden,
N.
Y.
Also
on
the
plane
were
Lt.
Col.
JANUARY 24
McCaw,
executiveandassistNEW Board of Education, Sewanhaka J. Elroy
Renewal Accounts
McClelland,
Col.
High
School,
Floral
Park, N.station
Y.— CP250neww Frankant toW.Gen.Wozencraft,
non-commercial
educational
former RCA E. O. ANDERSON Co., Los Angeles (Shonspecial emission for FM.
on Jan.
weeks renewed
1240 kc100WBAX
Pa.— CP Communications general counsel. tex),
Dreamboat
on 720Donfor Lee52 Pacific
stations
increase
w to 250Wilkes-Barre,
w.
Sat. ton9:15-9:30
p.m.Adv.,(PWT).
Agency: Bar- REACH m/Jcti<^
NEW-1340
kc
Dublin
Broadcasting
Co.,
A.
Stebbins
Los
Angeles.
Dublin,
Ga.
—
License
to
cover
CP
new
Vitapkis Fined
standard station (WMLT).
Network Changes
NEW-1600N. kcC. —Charlotte
Broadcasting
Co., FINE of $500 was imposed last
SALT LAKE MARKET
Charlotte,
CP
new
standard
station
week
in
special sessions court. New MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New York
:i kw unlimited DA-DN.
York, on Vitaplus Inc., New York, (Sweetheart
soap),
on
Jan.
17
disconIiN.NEWY. — Sherron
Metallic
Corp.,
Brooklyn,
tinued Scramby Amhyp.m.on Agency:
177 BlueDuane
stanew experimental
of broadcasting misleadstation toCPbe operated
on any or television
all chan- convicted
Co.,Wed.N.10:30-11
Y.
ing advertising in regard to a Jones tions
with ne10ls 6 tokw.18 not allocated previously and "Pep" tablet
gasoline
Co.Coca-Cola
of Canada,Victory
Toronto,
on
casting, Dec. for
4]. Fine
will be[Broada lien COCA-COLA
JANUARY 25
1 changedMusic
toCanada
Coca-Cola
Club on 27Mon.
CBC Parade
Transi1340590 kckc WGTM
N. C—250CP wchange
corporation,
now in Sylvan
bank- Jan.
to 590 Wilson,
kc, increase
to 5 against ruptcy.
network stations,
8-8 :30
Proceedings
against
:kw,
D. Broder, president and defendant, p.m. Agency: D'Arcy Adv. Co., Toronto.
trans,install
site. new trans. DA-DN, change were
by reason of his EVERSHARP Inc., Chicago, on Jan. 23
!Beckley,
NEW-45,500
kcVa.—Beckley
Newspapers
Corp., death dropped
in a clipper crash Jan. 8. discontinues
Hal Mclntyre's
Orchestra on
W.
CP
new
FM
station,
15 Blue
7,470
sq.
mi.
(Resubmitted).
Case
against
Kalman
cy: Biowstations
Co., N.Tues.
Y. 10:30-11 p.m. Agenkc WSAN
Pa. - vice-president and third Greenberg,
defendant,
I■estimated
CPNEW-47,700
new FMcost.station,
14,550Allentown,
sq. mi. $104,300
GEORGE meticW.s) on Feb.
LUFT23 Co.,
York Kaye
(cos- UTAHS NBC STATION
was withdrawn.
shiftsNewSammy
has one of the highest per capita
TangeetionsVariety
Shotvp.m.fromto 17369 Blue
MBS Netsta- Utah
ratings as a radio listening market.
Thurs.
8:30-9
work
stations
Fri.
10-10:30
p.m.
Agency:
Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
JOHN BLAIR & CO. National Representative
KELLOGG
Co., BattleSuperman
Creek, Mich.
(Pep),
WBNS
onstations
Jan. 15Mon.
resumed
on
175
MBS
Fri. 5:15-5:30
Agency: Kenyon thru& Eckhardt,
N. Y.p.m.
NEVER LETS
STANDARD BRANDS Inc.. New York
(Yeast), on Feb.NBC4 stations
replaces Sun.
One 8:30-9
Man's
Family
CEMTRAL
OHIO'S OMLV
YOU
CBS DOWN.'
OUTLET
p.m. withon the132Eddie
Bracken show
and on
Jan.
30
starts
One
Man's
Family
on
about
182
stations
Tues. 7:30-8Tea.p.m.Agencies:
(repeat
10:30Bluep.m.)
for Tenderleaf
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt,
N
Y.
(Yeast);
Tea).
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. (TenderleafJ.
^ ST. LOUIS
6 3 0 KG.
CAPT. WILLIAM 0. EDDY, USN,
Time
Watts
former
director
of
W9XBK,
Balaban
Full
& Katz television station, Chicago,
L
U
and electronics
expert,ac^jrding
has beento promoted to that rank,
the
E N E T W 0 R K
Navy
Dept.
He Naval
now isRadio
commanding
officer
of
the
School,
Represented .by^ohn BLAIR & C%
Chicago,
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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JournalismCoimcil
Formed in Chicago
A COUNCIL on radio journalism
composed of five educators and
five broadcasters was formed Jan.
25 in Chicago at a meeting at the
LaSalle Hotel following the NAB
news committee meeting held the
day before and which had formulated recommendations as to mainnews. tenance of the high status of radio
F. S. Siebert, University of Illinois, president of the American
Assn. of Schools & Department of
Journalism, was elected chairman
of the council, Arthur Stringer,
NAB director of promotion, was
elected secretary, with three commit e s to be afppointeid by the
chairman; 1) to draft bylaws and
a charter and to incorporate the organization; 2)to study training of
teachers of radio journalism and,
3) to draft a standard for uninalism. versity education for radio jourRepresenting
radio on the council are:
KarlNAB
Koerper,newsKMBCcommittee
and chairman
of
the
; William
Brooks,
NBC,
New
York
(unable
to
be
present) ; Bill
Ray, NBC
Chicago,
rep. Brooks
; E.Arthur
R. Vadeboncoeur, director
WSYRresenting MrSyracuse;
Stringer,
NAB
of
promotion
;
Paul
White,
CBS
York (unable to be present) ;
EverettNewsHolies,
enting Mr. White.CBS New York, repreMembers representing educators
at the council were:
Floyd
Baskette, U.Emory
U., ;Atlanta:
Mitchell
Charnley,
of F.Minn.
Wilbur
Schramm,
State
U.
of
la.;
S. Siebert,
of 111. ; I. Keith Tyler, Ohio State
U. U.
Next meeting of the council is
scheduled for May in New York at
which time the committee to study
training of teachers, headed by Mr.
Charnley, will haye the statement
of standards, which was printed in
the December issue of the Journalism Quarterly, ready for approval.
LONGSHOREMEN AID
BY MBS IS PRAISED
RADIO'S
role in among
combatting
holidaymenabsenteeism
longshoreat the Philadelphia
cargo
port masof week,
embarkation
during Christ-by
has been commended
Col. Alex. B. MacNabb, Transportation Corps, port commander, in
a letter to Frank Singiser, Mutual
commentator. In a network broadcast from WIP Philadelphia, Dec.
30, Mr. Singiser described how a
battalion of troops had to be called
out to load the ships. He presented
Col. MacNabb, who reminded lis"wardaystakessomeno 200
holiday."
Withinteners thatfive
were
reported to have filed applications
for work, said to be the largest
number of new people since last
April, and within a week 98% of
the
filled. openings for civilians were
Assistance rendered by Mr. Singiser and Mutual in reporting accurate, effective facts on the situation "was of immeasurable aid in
getting absentee longshoremen back
to9. work,"
Col. facts
MacNabb
When the
were wrote
calledJan.to
their attention through the broadcast "an improvement was noted,
and the situation very soon returned to normal" he stated.

RAIRDEN DESCRIBES
LISTENING ON SHIP
WITH A RECORD for lightning
fast promotions, Lt. Wally Rairden, USN, from
ex-radioman,
recently
returned
the Philippines
where the ship he was commanding
went down in the invasion of Ormoc. Lt. Rairden was an announcerproducer with KFAC Los Angeles,
and actor - writer - producer with
KFWB KNX KFI KHJ, all of Los
Angeles, before joining the Navy.
In April
Wally Rairden
enlisted
as an1941,
apprentice
seaman.
Step-by-step
he
was
promoted
chief quartermaster, then
in Marchto
1944 was commissioned an ensign
after hospitalization for a shoulder
injury received when his ship was
torpedoed near New Guinea. In
August,
he wasuponspot-promoted
full
lieutenant
com-to
manding officer of anbecoming
LSM, holding
that command until his ship was
lost Dec. 7 in the Philippines.
He related in a recent interview
that radio listening aboard his
ship
usually arranged
by means
of ais central
receiver and
loud
speakerable systems.
"Our
most
relistations were the Armed
Forces Radio Service shortwave
stations on the West Coast, beamed
to the Pacific", he said. "Though at
times,"
added, Through
"we could
get
Statesidehestations.
a freak
wave, we got KNX very clearly
one night just off New Guinea.
When the ship was within transrange of the
AFRS stations on mission
the islands
throughout
the
Pacific, we listened to their programs and really enjoyed them."
Nowden hasonnota yet
30-day
leave, orders
Lt. Rairreceived
for
his next assignment. After the war,
he plans to go back to radio, specializing in television.
Just with
before enlisting,
in films,
Warner
Bros, heandwasParamount.
His
last position at Paramount was
assistant to Eugene Zukor.

WANT
TO PURCHASE
LOCAL CHANNEL
RADIO STATION
East of Mississippi
and in the North
Letters held in confidence
Box 185, Broadcasting
WANTED TO PURCHASE
Studio and transmitter equipment for 250 watt station.
Give full details. Will purchase entire equipment or
whatever parts are available. Want standard broadoutlaw.cast equipment — nothing
Box 145, BROADCASTING
The
ROBERT L. KAUFMAN
Organization
Technical Maintenance Service for
Broadcast Stations
Our service will help you if you
are short of v/ell-trained men fo
ciently.
Iceep your plant operating effiMunseyWashington
BIdg. 4, District
D. C. 2292
WANTED TO BUY

Court Dismisses Claims
1000 or 5000 transmitter.
For Show Ownership
Must be FCC approved.
COURT actions filed by Verl K.
Thompson KSOO-KELO Sioux
Also, 3 towers and associFalls, S. D., program manager and
ated equipment.
Haroldman there,
Gingrich,
salesclaimingformer
part time
ownership
of the ablyideabe dismissed.
for Blind Date
will
probBox
132, BROADCASTING
Circuit Judge
Lucius J. Wall indicated in a memorandum.
Formal decision on the case which
7^ SCHOOL V
is against Joe Floyd, operator of
the Hollywood
theatre
and
his
business associates,today.
Clifford
Gill wasmayto RAPIQ^TEGHNIQUi
be announced
An appeal
be filed with the state supreme
( America's toOldest
Devoted
court.
Exclusively
RadioSchool
Broadcasting)
SPRING TERM
New Type Radar Tower
FEB. 5
AMONG
the 20new totypes
and
towers from
500 offt. masts
in height
which the Harco Steel Construction I Day & Evening Courses
Taught by onaNetutork
ProfesCo., Elizabeth, N. J., has developed, is
ls, for Beginner
the particularly
"Bantam King",
which toisradar
described
Advanced sistudents,
include:&
assuch
adaptable
and
•• Newscasting
Announcing • Station• Acting
Routine
applications
as
may
require
500
or more pounds of top loading on an
•• Continuity
Writing •• Voice
Diction
Commentating
8x4 ft. platform.
Co-ed.
Inquire!
Call orModerate
Write forrates.
Booklet
B.
FOR the 14th consecutive year, CBS
will cover major indoor track meets,
startingraceFeb.from3 with
Army-Navy
relay
the the
Millrose
games
UETERANSrdT/G.Tllil""^"
BUILDINaRADIO CITY, N
at Madison Square Garden, New York. 1R.K.O
CIRCLE 7-0193
Ted
Husing
and
Jimmy
Dolan
will
handle the meets.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisinl

Help Wanted
Copywriter
— Young
several salable
years — Classified Advertisements —
experience,
capablemanGoodofwithpaying,
writing
commercial
copy.
permanent
position
with
1,000
watt
midwest
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Minimum $1.00. Situation Wanted 10c per word.
regional
network station. Box 929,
BROADCASTING.
All others, 15c per word. Bold face cops 30c per word. Ad mi>it be all
Operator-announcer.
First
class radio-telelight face or _all bold face cops. Count 3 words for blind box number. Deadphone license. Mustannouncing.
be capable
of newsreand commercial
For
line Monday preceding issue date. Send box replies to Broadcasting Magagional
NBC
station
in
western
city
of
zine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
25,000.
Good post-war future. Box 932,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter
operator
—
Upstate
New
York
regional station.
First Send
class alllicense
only.
Permanent
qualificaSituations Wanted (Cont'd)
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
tions. Box 69,position.
BROADCASTING.
manager
— Considerable experience
We have openings
forworking
two experienced
an-in Station
Wanted
for
5000
watt
southwestern
network
with
full
nouncers.
Pleasant
conditions
1000 watt
Mutual
affiliate.
40 hourforweek,
tions,knowledge
good reference,of network
married, operathree
station. Two thoroughly experienced,
good
pay.
Permanent
positions
the
versatile,
male
continuity
writers,
capachildren.ence. BoxInterview
at owner's conveni160,
BROADCASTING.
right
parties.
Give
complete
story
first
ble of top-flight
production
in
both
comm
e
r
c
i
a
l
a
n
d
sustaining
shows
and
spot
letter.
Age,
experience,
salary
expected
— commercial manager.
years
announcements. Excellent salaries to the and
late _photo
Address
radio
selling-diplomatic,
high sales15record.
Richards,
WHBL,if possible.
Sheboygan,
Wise.G. P. Salesman
righters orpeople.
No loafers,
habitual
drinkLooking
for
permanent
connection.
Could
visionaries
wanted!
Permanent
postation and handle sales. Box 161,
sitionperience,
s. Tel allsalaryinexpected.
first letter:
age, late
ex- KFUN,
Las Vegas,
youngdischarge
man withor direct
BROADCASTING.
Enclose
first
class
ticket,wants
medical
photos. Address
Box 92, BROADCASTotherwise
draft-free,
who
wants
to build
ING.
Salesman
— Proven
sales
honest,
all-round spectexperience.
You
can
get
perOver 38.position.
Familyrecord,
Seeks
with inthishigh,
250 watter,
of the bondaHe.
worthwhile
Giveman.complete
Television
maintenance
engineers. Essenbest,
locatediveNew
dry, mildone climate
information. sales
Box 162, BROADCASTING.
tialpany inindustry.
Large
broadcasting
comof
colorful
Mexico.
New
York
City.
Excellent
opporfuture. Write full de- Announcer wanted WGL, Fort Wayne, In- Announcer
— Six years'
experience
sports,
news,
platters.
all nightLicense.
record
tails. Botunities.
x 116,SecureBROADCASTING.
diana, recently
acquired
by Farnsworth
show, 163,
news,
sportsWant
job. Veteran.
Television
and
Radio
Corp.
Minimum
Box
BROADCASING.
Chief
engineer,
manager
or
combination.
three
years
broadcasting
(straight
or
Experienced
reliable.
Family man.
sports)ambitious
announcing
essential.in Announcer with third class license. ExcelClassified 4A. and
Box 159,
BROADCASTING.
Want
man experience
who is interested
lent pay. Midwest local. Box 165,
a
postwar
future,
AM,
FM,
and
televi-of BROADCASTING.
Florida
eastcoast
station
has
opening.
First
sion.
Please
do
not
go
to
the
expense
class
engineer with
complete knowledge
coming
to
Fort
Wayne
or
telephoning
Announcer
with position,
3rd classpreferably
radio telephone
of maintenance.
One
experienced
staflE
ansubmitting letter
application
licenseeast.desires
southnouncer. Ideal working conditions. Box before
with
enclosedofPaulphotograph.
Veteran.upon
21 yearsrequest.
of age. Ambitious,
168, BROADCASTING.
State references
draft status.and Address
Roberts,
particulars
Box 166,
BROADCASTING.
WGL,
Fort
Wayne,
Indiana.
Chief engineer.
kw. In midwest
metropolitan experienced,
market.5 Network
affiliate.
Thor- Excellent positions open for electrical, elec- Honorably discharged veteran desires peroughly
all phases
operation
connection congenial
surroundtronic engineers, production
first, second,men,thirdjunior,
class
maintenance,
recording,
with
executive
ings asmanent
combination
programFinest
directorradio
engineers,
ability.
Position
in
$5,000
class.
Detail
• or chief
announcer.
refsenior
announcers,
station
executives,
previous
experience,
draft
status,
age,
167,
BROADCASTING.
news editors, time salesmen, radio telereferences
and
salary
expected.
Enclose
snap
shot.
All
replies
confidential.
Box
phone,
telegraph
operators.
Wilson
Emannouncer,
actor.
Service, Inc.,Ohio.Union Commerce Feminine
171, BROADCASTING.
Sincere, commentator,
mellow,
persuasive
Fifty
Building, ployment
Cleveland,
thousand
watt network
outletvoice.
references.
Transmitter
engineer.
Experienced,
deWish
big
city
only.
Have
plenty
of
proNetwork
station
wants
announcer
to
handle
fer ed. 50 0 watt Ohio station. State full evening shift. 40 hour week. No control
gram
ideas.
Box
169,
BROADCASTING.
particulars
aboutConfidential.
yourself, including
sal- work. Ideal working conditions and best
ary
desired.
Box
172,
Program-production
director.
38,
draft
exyear taaround
climateas inplaceU. isS.nowGiveopen.deBROADCASTING.
empt,ganizmarried.
10 yearsOriginal,
experience,
orils in first
letter
e
r
a
n
d
executive.
saleable
Station
KGBS,
Harlingen,
Texas.
ideas.
Midwest
or
east.
Box
170,
BROADAnnouncer-program
director
—
250
watt
CASTING.
NBC afiiliate
in southcapable
has opening
wants first
class
top-notch
announcer
develop-for KGFW,
engineer,Kearney,
minimumNebr.,
announcing,
excellent
ing into efficient
program
director operation
and oforganizing
Writer
— 5 years
experience
with ofimportant
stations.
Can
out volume
quality
smooth,
program
after
future.
Also
experienced
ambitious
salesman. Immediate
placement, permanent.
material
from turncommercials
to dramatic
learningtunitystation
setup.
Excellent
opporSend details
immediately.
a
n
d
good
earnings
for
an
above
shows.
Excellent
references.
Draft exempt.
Box
173,
BROADCASTING.
averagenent position
announcer
who
wants
a
permaof responsibility
withinforfast Wanted — First class transmitter engineer
growing mation
organization.
Outline full
30for miles
Pittsburgh. Program commercial
manager available.
Can plusdeliver
background,
qualifications,
ex- for
program ideas
the
Salarystation
$45.00 WISR,
40 Butler,
hourfromweek.
pected
earnings
and
references
in
first
wire
collect
Penna.Write or sound
ability
totraffic,
write and
produce
them.
Know
letter. Box 186, BROADCASTING.
music,
can
handle
announcers.
Fully
experienced. Age 39. Box 174,
Situations Wanted
250good
watt studio
Blue Network
station
lookingaboutfor
BROADCASTING.
announcer
available
Annonncer
—
woman.
5
years
staff
announcApril cated
1st.midwest.
Family
man
preferred.
Loing experience on 5 kw network affiliate. Newscaster
available.
If you're
interested
Excellent
opportunity
for CASTING^
in command
a newscast
that's just
enough
steady employment.
A first,
towrite
attention
and different
build Box
listeners,
restricted
would
help. second
Send de-or News, music, women's. Box 56, BROADfor
my
transcription.
175,
tails to Boxlicense
182, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer —municRadio
broadcasting,
comations. Ten years
engineering
ex- Essential to your station. A good feminine
Dependableencesversatile
announcer
with
referperience.
Specialist
audio
facilities.
Refneeded city
by 5150,000.
kw NBCNews,affiliate.
erences. Box 96, BROADCASTING.
voice. Radio
school graduate.
Experi-All
Southwestern
d on independent
and network.
Ideal working comcon- Capable, experienced program production around encestaff,
women's,
children's,
music
ditimeorncsia.ls,Bonxo controls.
183, BROADCASTING.
director,
writer,
also,
announcer,
news
commentary,
restrictcommentator,
console
operator,
seeks Marnew
ed license. Boxannouncer-operator,
177, BROADCASTING.
location.
Over
draft
age.
Steady.
jjContinuity
director
needed
WGL,
Fort
ried. Box 154, BROADCASTING.
Wayne,
Indiana,
recently
by
Chief
engineer
or operator. orPreferBaltimore.
station
Farnsworth
Television
and acquired
Radio
Corp.
vicinity
Washington
director and capable announcer
Minimum periencethree
years
radio
writing
ex- Program
First ence.
classBoxof178,
license
and extensive experiessential.
Need
a
man
or
woman
looking
for
position.
Now
program
diBROADCASTING.
rector of Chicago regional. Interested in
who
isandinterested
in Please
postwar dofuture;
FM expense
television.
goAM,orto permanent
spot with good local or redraftedability,dethe
ofbefore
comingsubmitting
to Fort not
Wayne
ING. gional statirfn. Box 155, BROADCAST- Two announcers
ferred. Pleasing— Experience,
voices, executive
telephoning
letter
of
in talent
news, shows.
sports,Desire
commerapplication
with
references
and
enclosed
cials
and
live
staphotograph. State draft status. Address Veteran — Ten years radio, four broadcast- specializing
tion that puts production first. Box 179,
ing andtransmitter.
commercial. Married,
Desire permanent
Paul
BROADCASTING.
diana. Roberts, WGL, Fort Wayne, In- position
first
class,
prefer
midwest or west. Make offer. Box Production assistant, 11 years entertain156, BROADCASTING.
I Copywriterwriter,
— Ifparticularly
you arewitha good
radio
copy- Announcer-newscaster
ment field experience, presently in radio.
retail
experience
university
seeks betand
want
a
permanent
position
with
a
draft-deferred.
No —badYoung,
habits,married,
not a Deferred,
ter opportunity.
Box graduate,
180, BROADCASTwell opportunity,
established agency
where
thereyouris drifter. Seven years
valuable experience.
ING.
real
write,
outlining
Formertor of 5chief
announcer,
now
news
ediexperience
and
qualifications.
Give
comkw Chicago station.
Recently
class operator. Woman experienced
indesired.
first letter,
includ- passed audition
station.in Third
ing plete
age andinformation
salary Advertising
SendCompany,
samples
in announcing,
production
and dependable
some conNoreputable
duration5 orjobs,at10 major
must
beChicago
permanent
of21st copy.
Jessop
tinuity. Thoroughly
capable,
kw
station.
Box
157,
and
sincerely
in radio.
Preferall
BROADCASTING.
small
station Lucille
atinterested
modestGallion,
salary.
State
8, Ohio.Floor, First Central Tower, Akron
first
letter.
Box
402,
PROGRAM-PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR,
14
Logan, West Virginia.
— Experienced
type an-li- YEARS GETIC,
OF PROVEN
ABILITY.
ENER■Wanted
nouncer
preferably network
with restricted
DEPENDABLE.
FAMILY
MAN.
veteran. First
telephoneopen.licaise.
CONSIDER
ONLY
PERMANENT Discharged
jI sixty
cense. dollars
Must per
be good
Start WILL
permanent
job salary
Carl
OFFER.
ALL
CORRESPONDENCE
week. announcer.
Will pay moving
TREATED
CONFIDENTIAL.
BOX 164, Wants
I expenses
for permanent,
C. Cook,
621
N.
Elm
St.,
582 W, CarlsBROADCASTING.
Station WINC,
Winchester, reliable
Virginia. man.
bad, New Mexico.
"H BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Wanted to Buy
Cash1 kwor transmitter,
deferred payments
as preferred
frequency
and coupling
modula-for
tionphasing
monitors, three
antenna
units,
equipment
or
parts
to
build
such equipment.
Will also purchase
any
available
studio equipment.
Box 93,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted able— 1associated
kw transmitter with
availCash.allFurnish
ING. description.equipment.
full
Box 94, BROADCASTWillStatepay rating
cash for coils
and/orof condensers.
capacity
available and priceandwanted.
Box 97,anyBROADCASTING.
Wanted
— 5 phasing
kw transmitter,
300 foot
towers,
equipment,three
monitors.
andandpricephasein
reply. Box Give108, specifications
BROADCASTING.
Wanted tion,
to nowbayin— 250
watt broadcasting
staoperation.
State Box
location,
price
and details
of sale.
114,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— 250 watt
transmitter,
audiotowerbroadcast
inputapproximately
and' equipment,
measuring180
equipment,
feet. Box 129,alsoBROADCASTING.
Wanted
to buy —alsoYourfrequency
auxiliarymonitor.
5 kilowatt
transmitter,
Box
135, BROADCASTING.
Wanted tersto, 1 five-kilowatt
buy — 2 one-kilowatt
transmittransmitter,frequency
2 consoleSj modulation monitor,
monitor,
100,000
feet
of
No.
8
or
10amplicopper fiers,
wire, andmicrophones,
turntables,
any miscellaneous equipment
you
may
have
for
cash.
Box
140,
BROADCASTING.
Wantedtrol unitto orbuyequivalent.
— 25A GatesBox frequency
con150, BROADCASTING.
Wanted tocial y buy
— Party fully
finanwill qualified,
buyin going
5 kilowattand otherwise,
radio station
a field1 ofto
100,000
or
more
population.
Purchasers
will identify
to responsible
third
party. Boxthemselves
158, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
ForCalifsale^
— mitter.
New Complete
250 with
watt tubes
broadcast
transandpriority
Bliley
oven
xtal.
FCC approval.
No
needed.
Immediate
delivery.
Contact
Mr.
Beverly B. Ballard, 558 A St., Yuba City,
For sale — General radio 581-B frequency
meter vises
with 565-E
oscillator.wartime
Maker admay permit
Lacks two FCCmilliammeters.
Offered asuse.is.
KALE, Portland, Ore.
Miscellaneous
Wanted— 1000 watt transmitter or 1000
watt amplifier
for 310
WesternBROADElectric transmitter.
Box B 149.
CASTING.
STATION MANAGER
SEEKING
NEW AFFILIATION
Thorough background in all
phases station and regional
networl< organization and
operation.
7 years
as successful station
manager.
Now assistant to Vice-President-General Manager of
50,000 watt station.
Salary minimum $8,000 per
year or % of earnings arrangement.
For personal interview wire
or write
BOX 176
BROADCASTING
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WFCI

Application

for 50 kw

'Salutes' Continue
CONTINUATION
of thetranscribed
sponsorable Treasury Salute
dramatic
series
on
a
three-a-week
basis until the Seventh War Loan
Drive expected in late May or early
Juneas H.has
announced
by ThomLane,beendirector
of radio,
press
and advertising for the Treasury
War Finance Division. One factor
for the continuation, according to
Mr. Lane, is results of NAB and
Treasury surveys made following
the Sixth War Loan which show
that 756 stations currently are
scheduling
programs
able spots.the
Another
factorin favoris the
large number of unsolicited requests
for continuation of the Salutes.

SENATE BILL CURBS
LISTENING DEVICES
THERE'LL BE no promiscuous
use
listening
whichof theanyhuman
voicedevice
may bybe
heard at distances as great as 3%
miles,
(RS. D.) ifhasSen.his William
way. He Langer
introduced
a bill (S-376) last week making it
unlawful to "own, possess, or use
within
the United
any with
such
device unless
it beStates"
registered
and
licensed
by
the
Attorney
General.
Sen,isLanger
there
such a told
deviceBROADCASTING
in existence
—transmitter,
one by which,
without voice
wiresmayor
the human
be neard
some distance,'
clined to comment
further He
but deas- 1
serted: "We're going to bring it |
all
out
at
hearings."
Sen.
Langer
said he would press for public j[
hearings before a subcommittee of |
the
Judiciary
Committee,
to which
the bill
was referred.
The Judiciary
Committee hadn't designated the
bill for
ing wenthearing
to press.when BroadcastSome months ago Drew Pearson,
Blue commentator who has been
under attack by various Senators
and Representatives from time to
time,
such amentioned
device inthehisexistence
syndicatedof
newspaper column. FCC engineers
hadn't
heard of
it. Sen.
Langer's
bill provides
heavy
penalties
fori
unlicensed
use
offinetheranging
"listening
de- '
vice,"
with
the
to
$50,000 or imprisonment of not more 1
than 20 years, or both. Disclosure
publicly of any information gath- i
by the under
device thewould
be just'
aseredcriminal,
Langer
bill,
as operating one without a license. !

Unnecessary, Says Adm. Horne
Requests FCC to Ignore Previous Statements Made
By Capt. Hullfish in Support of Request
APPLICATION of 1000 w WFCI
ment to abstain from making recom endations to other governPawtucket, R. I. for 50,000 w on an
mental authorities relating to the
existing clear channel, which had
been supported by the commanding granting of licenses and priorofficer at the Quonset Point U. S.
According to a notation on Capt.
Naval Air Station as contributing
Hullfish's letter of Nov. 24 to Mr.
to the war effort, was torpedoed last ities."
Slowie, a copy was forwarded to
week by Vice-Admiral F. J. Horne, "Radio
Material Liaison Officer,
Vice-Chief of Naval Operations.
WFCI, now operating on 1420 kc, 1st Naval District — Attn: Lt.
had applied for 50 kw on 1200 kc, Comdr. W. P. Oury."
LAROCHE EXPLAINS
Comdr. Oury,
basing its application mainly on a
inthe before
Naval being
Reservecom-in
STAND ON GAILMOR
written appeal by Capt. W. S. Hull- June, 1942,mis ioned was
general manager THE Blue Network last Wednesfish, USN, supply officer at the Air of WFCI. He, with
Mr.
Thornley
Station, that approval by the FCC and Mr. Crook, present manager
daytionbrought
to a close
its investigaof charges
brought
against
be "undelayed and favorable".
of
the
station,
were
original
appliWilliam
Ga
imor's
commentary
on
Writing to T. J. Slowie, secrecants
for
the
outlet.
Comdr.
Oury
WJZ,
New
York
outlet
of
the
tary, FCC, Nov. 24, Capt. Hullfish is now stationed at the Quonset with a vindicating statementBlue,by
Air Station, the Navy Chester J. LaRoche, Blue vice-chairsaid:
' Immediate
advantagewithwould
be realized
in connection
air Point Naval
man, thatofevidence
did not from
warrant
the program
the
navigation, operational and train- Dept.
The reports.
WFCI application noted removal
air.
Charges
were
brought
up in
ing, and in the acceleration of con- that, if granted, its 50 kw equip- a series of press attacks launched
fidential research of high military
ment would be designed to eliminate by columnist Westbrook Pegler to
importance, were Radio Station interference
with WOAI San An- the effect that Mr. Gailmor was
WFCI enabled to install new equipoperating now with 50 kw pro-Communist, morally unfit to be
ment and broadcast at the indi- on 1200tonio,
and that Eleckc as a Class I-A station. a news commentator
Corp. of America,
New
Only station entering objection to York, thetronicssponsor,
cated increased power."
was
Before hearings on the applica- the application, however, before the radio time to advance thepurchasing
political
tion could be held, however, the Navy Dept. stepped in was WLIB philosophy of its president, S. J.
FCC received (Jan. 17) a letter Brooklyn.
Novick, who is also associated with
from Adm. Horne, which stated
People's
Radio Foundation, new
FM
project.
in part: "The Commission is hereBlue
announcement
was followed
by advised that the Navy Dept. conGE Appoints Two
siders the change in the operation
by an expression of appreciation
of Radio Station WFCI as proposed L. R. O'BRIEN, former director of from Mr. Novick for the Blue's KQW,KSFOBidsDenied
in (the) application will not ma- sales of the Ken-Rad Tube & Lamp comprehensive action on the invesdivisionby
terially assist in the conduct of the Corp.,
tigation
"confirms
un- By
FCC without
in Duelprejudice
for 740
derscoreswhich
the sole
purpose andof our
whichthewaselectronic
recently tube
acquired
DENIAL
was
war. The Commission is, therefore, ofGeneral
— advertising the company, ordered
Electric Co., has been ap- program
by
the
FCC
of
petitions :
requested to give no weight to
building
goodwill
and
creating
a
pointed
sales
manager
of
equipment
filed
by
KQW
San
Jose
and
statements to that effect made by tubes by GE. R. W. Metzner, for- market for ECA radios in the post- KSFO San Francisco for reinstate1
or on behalf of the applicant in
mer Ken-Rad lamp division sales
ment
and
reconsideration
of
appliECA last week appointed Ray- cations for assignment on 740 kc 1I
connection with the Commission's manager, has been appointed by
New York, anas expansion
its agen- with 50,000 w. Chairman Porter did
GE asmentsales
of replaceconsideration of the application."
receivermanager
tubes. Both
will be Hirsch
cy warandera."isCo.,considering
Filed with the application, as an responsible
i
of its radio advertising to include notTheparticipate.
for
the
sales
of
Kenexhibit, was an agreement, drawn Rad
petitions sought considera- !
GE brand tubes. Mr. additional local news programs, it tion under
the old FCC-WPB state- '
in the form of a letter from Capt. O'Brienand will
remain in Chicago was learned. Company and its for- ment of policy
of Jan. 26, 1944 on I
Hullfish to Frank F. Crook, treas- while Mr. Metzner will now headagency, Shappe-Willkes,
materials for conurer of the Pawtucket Broadcastquarter in Schenectady.
York, merparted
several weeks ago.New use of critical
struction.
Both
applications
ing Co., licensee of WFCI, and
viously
had
been
denied April pre13, i1
countersigned by Mr. Crook and
1943,
under
the
original
freeze
ori
Howard W. Thornley, president.
derCBSof April
27, 1942.
I
San
Francisco
key,
KQW
Agreement
has
been
regularly
licensed
on
"740
kc with 5,000 w since the denial
The agreement specified that, for
the consideration of $1 to be
of Inits February
application1940in 1943.
KSFO applied
paid the Pawtucket Broadcasting
for
assignment
of 50,000 w on 740
Co. by the United States Government, the principals of the Comkc and filed
in November
that year i'
KQW
a similar ofapplication,
pany would agree to:
(1)
Increase
the
station's
power.
Operate the transmitter on a
fixed(2) beam.
KOA Stock
Show
COVERAGE
of the
National i
(3)ling Install
intermittent
signalWestern Stock Show Jan. 13
deviceernmentot and tobeaabefurnished
by
the
Govoperated whenever
throughcluded21daily programs
by KOA andDenver
regularly
scheduled programs were not
featuresinbeing
broadcast.
direct from the Stock Yards sta(4) Provide competent technicians.
dium in addition to numerous spe(5) Grant
personnel
cial studiocifical y programs
speaccess
to the qualified
equipmentNavyat all
times.
to the show.devoted
Interviews
Of this agreement, the Navy Dewere scheduled with 4-H club, stock
partment in Washington, said:
and farm leaders. Resume of pre"The
agreement
. . hadDept.
not prior
been
day's events
was director
presented
submitted
to the .Navy
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
bycedingHal
Renollet,
the
agriculture
department,of
to its execution, and was not in "Lufrednow, the Sponsor Doesn't Give a Damn What YOUR Name Spells dailyKOA
on his Mile-Hi Farmer program.
line with the policy of the departBackwards!"
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PACE PROGRESS

This Advertiser

Coming events
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ows of- coming events

WOMAN'S

|nthe DISTRmUTIOH
Must

Establish

^ODAY, America is in the Production Era. Our
single purpose is to produce more goods with
which to win the war.
Tomorrow, after Victory, new problems will
present themselves. Our vast reserve of manpower
will have to be put to peacetime work. Our huge
reservoir of private capital will have to be tapped
for profitable conversion. Our tremendous facilities for production will have to be switched over
to the manufacture of consumer goods.
And the main burden of this gigantic Peacetime
task will fall on America's Advertising Man.

MARKET!

TN 1879, the first Lydia E. Pinkham newspaper advertisement appeared. That was the
beginning of a new era in which, for the first
time, advertising was aimed directly at women
as a distinct buying group. Today, more than
70% of all advertising is directed to women,
and woman has become the recognized "purchasing agent" for the family.

Pinkadhaowt.s.
sh

Advertising

Many

DECADE
New

Markets

For the coming age will be the Distribution
Decade. To pace production and maintain prosperity, the world's highest standard of living must
be raised to even higher pinnacles.
Alert agency men are intensively applying themselves tothe responsibilities and opportunities that
will be theirs in the Distribution Decade.
So is The Nation's Station. When the time
comes, we will be ready to help you do a better
post-war job for your clients in the vast fourState market that is WLW-land.

WLlT

)
(ON or THE CROStEV COBPORATION

THE

NATION'S

MOST

Helped

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

to destroy

'em you

have

to see 'em

saving the lives of thousands of people each year.
Microscopes
are gunsights in Medicine's tireless
battle
against bacteria.
Here is but one facet of the genius shown by scienOptical microscopes, however, were not powerful research
tists behind
research
. . . the
"ever-onward"
that RCA
saves lives
or creates
a better
radio with
enoughthatto caused
"draw influenza.
an accurate bead" on the deadly
vii-us
equal skill . . . the "there-when-you-need-it" research
But today, medical men have seen what no opti- that gave super-secret electronic equipment to the
cal microscope could bring into focus— the infinitesi- United Nations . . . the "way-ahead" research that
mal influenza virus that had formerly lain craftily goes into everything made by RCA.
camouflaged among larger cells.
When you buy an RCA radio or phonograph or
This revelation came about through the Electron television set or any RCA product, you get a great
Microscope, developed by scientists at RCA Labora- satisfaction . . . enjoy a unique pride of ownership in
tories. And now, having been seen, the scourge of knowing that you possess the finest instrument of its
influenza may be forced to unconditional surrender, kind that science has yet achieved.
RAD

to

They saw what human eyes
had never seen before!
Drs. Arthur W. Vance and James Hillie
scientists at RCA Laboratories, with M
E. W. Engstrom, Research Directo
(standing), examine the RCA Electro
Microscope that has a useful magnifica
tion of 100,000 diameters or more, thu
revealing hitherto unseen worlds.

CORRORATtOM
af AMERtCM
PIONEERS
IN PROGRESS (f^f^^

PRICI IS «NT5

The

WeeklM,
roadc

]y[arj/ia

knows

^est

ANYONE WHO listens to WOR's Martha
Deane knows what one great woman's
program conductor thinks of vital programming and how to handle it on the air.
Nobody is more acutely aware of this
than the approximately 500,000 women
who each weekday afternoon at 3:00 dial
her diligently and listen devotedly to what
she has to say.
The aliveness of the WOR Martha
Deane program is the reflection of a distinct personality, and a method of programming that has long made WOR the
provocative and action-arousing station
that it is. Advertisers who use the Martha
Deane show share in this vitality and the
results they obtain are accordingly more
effectual.*
*We can supply you with masses of
facts to prove this.

If you're an agencyman or a sponsor
with a show problem on j^our mind, wh}^
not call WOR today? Our gifted showmen,
who are also skilled salesmen, have a
proven record for producing the kinds of
shows that make advertising on WOR more
productive, and thus reduce a low first cost.

that poiver-full
WOR
(It 1440 Broadway, in Neiv York

MEMBER OF THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

I**

r *\

VVve
to
^ Ot ^^^^

-^r<,

est
THE SCORE IN '44
(Oa asummarizes
half-time station
job) and
This table
servicedoing
to thea full-time
causes named
does
not include
to Midwest
America.the hours of pure entertainment dedicated
FOR THE WAR
Time
£70 hours
Speakers
1.165
Programs
1,574
Announcements
3.826
FOR AGRICULTURE
Time
662 hours
Speakers
647
Programs
2,171
Announcements
322
FOR RELIGION
Time
191 hours
Programs
525
FOR EDUCATION
Time
36 hours
Programs
146
FOR THE WOMEN
Time
223
Speakers
200 hours
Programs
596
OTHER SERVICE
Time
79 hours
Speakers
. .137
Programs
310
TOTAL TIME
861 hours
TOTAL SPEAKERS
2,149
TOTAL ANNOUNCEMENTS . . . .4,148
TOTAL PROGRAMS
5,322
PLUS 788 HOURS OF NEWS

890 KILOCYCLES
5 0,0 0 NETWORK
0 WATTS
BLUE
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
BuRRiDCE D. Butler
GlennManager
Snyder

represented by
John Blair & Company
CHICAGO

7

MANAGEMENT AFFIUATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS

Under the ownership and
anagement of The
Evening Bulletin (largest
evening newspaper in
America) Station WPEN
is being developed to
serve an ever increasing
circle of listeners through
an intimate knowledge of
the life, habits and desires
of the residents of the
Philadelphia area.

In
Philadelphia
—
Published
every Monday,
53rd Entered
issue (Year
Book Number)
Publications,
as second
class matterpublished
March in14,February
1933, at byPostBROADCAstinq
Office at Washington,
D. C,Inc.,under870actNational
of March Press
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.

is WBBM

I

showmanship?

Ask radio advertisers if WBBM
showmanship

sells merchandise:

• For 20 straight years they have
come

back to WBBM

with most

of their business. • No Chicago
station has equalled WBBM

in

total sponsored time in any year
since 1924. WBBM

showmanship

is the kind that sells!

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

^
—
BROADCASTING
The WeeWy^^^ewsmagozino
Broadcast AdvertisiDg of Rodio

RESULTS
RESOtTS
Mr. Gordon
G-ray,
General Manager,
Radio Station KOH
Omha National Bank Bldg
Oma-ha, 2, Nebraska

Dear Mr. Gray:
We have just completed our conference with our
Advertising Agency, as well as the General Manager, and
in our "budget we have recommended a continuance of news
period on KOIL, which we have had since January 8, 1943,
^YTe feel that KOIL has done a grand
in filling
our requirements and we are sure that success will
I

Yours very truly, jj
Assistant General Manager,
Metropolitan Utilities Dist.

Represented by Edward Petry Co., Inc.

GORDON GRAY,
General Manager
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WAAT
more

listeners

in America's
than

delivers

4—

per

dollar

Largest

Market

any other station
including

all 50,000

—

waiters!

*Scc Latest Surveys! Check Availabilities!
'

Boy

National Representatives: Radio Advertising Co.

e'

us

Do you realize this market contains over 3Vi million people;
more than these 14 cities combined: — Kansas City, Indianapolis,
Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas, Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse,
Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
OADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

NEW

JERSEY'S

BEST

RADIO BUY'
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THE conservative,
substantial "heartis ofbestNewreached
Engwhere America
by station land,"
WKNE,
Keene,hasNewits roots,
Hampshire. Here is
a solid sound market of 100,000 radio homes (more or
less) in the three states which are the foundation and
balance of many industries — where severe economic
fluctuations
can be won areand,rarelyoncefelt—
won,where
will customer
be held. acceptance
No Other Station Like This One
WKNE stands as a "freak" among stations
— literally in a class by itself. Because of the
scarcity of large newspapers in its region, it
has of necessity become a regional rather
than a "cityusually
" stationspread
,and has
public
obligation
overassumed
many media.
Station
Page 8 • February 5, 1945

People in this region must depend on radio, for news
for advertising,ito
extent not after
knownanother
elsewhere
inandEastern
America. Onean advertiser
has
made
this
discovery,
with
the
result
that
WKNE's
national
spot
sales
have
increased
(believe
it
or
not)
over 1000%.

□
A SQUARE
DEAL STATION

Under these exceptional circumstances
WKNE,gionalgiving
a perfectlocalandbusiness
efficientfromreservice, attracts
30 separate markets.
WKNE is the one logical medium to cover
the upper Connecticut River Valley. Without WKNE you can't cover New England
completely. It's a must.

UnctexL Staiad
\(BLUfWaA(BondA-k
Representatives: Headley-Reed Company, Boston — Bertha Bannon
WKNE, Keene, N. H. • Associated with wsyr, wtry, WEU
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

At
OVERNIGHT
DISTRIBUTION
inWashingt(in,D.C.

Deadline

MARCONI
distinguished
in communications will be Memorial
presented Awai'ds
at 20th for
Anniversary
dinnerservice
of Veteran
Wireless
Operators Assn. to Allen B. DuMont, President, DuMont Labs.; Orrin E.
Dunlap Jr., RCA Director of Advertising and Publicity; William J.
McGonigle, president. New York Telep. Co.; R. Morris Pierce, technical
supervisor of WGAR-WJR-KMPC and former OWI chief engineer. Dinner is Feb. 17 at Hotel Astor, New York.
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc., starting April 1, will require a minimum
license fee of $40 from ever hotel using BMI music. Payment will be made
on the basis of 1% of the total annual payroll costs on the first $40,000.
ESQUIRE Inc., Chicago, has extended its Coronet Storyteller 6 times
weekly to the full Blue Network. Agency is Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
WITH the resignation of Gen. Charles G. Dawes from both the RCA
and NBC Boards of Directors, Niles Trammell, NBC president, was
elected to the former post; Frank Folsom, RCA vice-president, to the
latter.
EARLY ference
action
the Vandenberg
Bill (S-63) tocultural
prohibit orPetrillo
interwith theon broadcast
of noncommercial
educational
programs will be sought in the House, Rep. Dondero (R-Mich.) announced last Friday. The bill passed the Senate last Thursday.

SELLERS
SRLES
I. M. Lippel has an unusually
fine product in his paste
cleaner called PORCE. He
wanted distribution in Washington.
In one day he had distribution in the kind of stores he
wanted. The only advertising
he planned was on WWDC.
That was enough for stores
like Peoples Hardware Stores,
Peoples Drug Stores, S. Kann
& Son and Palais Royal.
Yes . . . WWDC is the salesresult station. Local advertisers can prove it; national
advertisers are learning it.

WWDC
the big sales result
station in Washington, D. C.
Reprssented nationally by
WEED & COMPANr
Page 10 • February 5, 1945

rploeg Evel
is oneynof
VandeENT
Ruth ESC
EFFERV
go's , most popu
Chicauyers
g timelar
for
buyin
timeb
Schwimmer & Scott, advertising
agency.
Van, as Miss Vanderploeg is
called by her friends, was born
in South Haven, Michigan, but
reared in Chicago. She attended
Northwestern U. at Evanston, 111.,
where she majored in journalism.
Her first job was secretary to
Jesse F. Matteson,
president
Matteson-Fogartyof Jordan
Co. (now Fogarty
& Jordan) advertiswhere
she ing
didagencyresearch
work,old helping
W e i 1 e r,Harthe
agency'srector.radio
diOne of her
first assignments
was
with ^^j'^*
him to
on work
the Pabst
Blue Ribbon Malt
program
starring
the
late Ben
Bernie.
She helped write the
y
beer commercials as
well as the script.
Due to inter-office changes. Van
was transferred, along with twothirds of the staff, to another organization called Morris- Windmuller-Enzinger, where she helped
write hindand
produce the Story Bethe Song.
Two years later Van joined L.
D. Wertheimer Inc., where her
duties varied from writing publicity for Roquefort Cheese to making personal appearances with
Irene Castle, a client, and handling
the publicity for the hats Miss
Castle was making. Agency was ab-

sorbed by Buchanan & Co.
Late in 1942 Van left Buchanan
& Co. to join the radio department
of McCann-Erickson in Minneapolis. Approximately $750,000 in
radio advertising was placed out
of that office under the Vanderploeg banner. In January
she
was transferred
to the 1942
Chicago
office,utewhere
she
wrote
a
one-mincommercial transcription for
Standard Oil and assisted in the
production of two
quarter - hour proOn Aug. 1, 1944,
grams.
Van assumed her
present
position&
with Schwimmer
Scott. Miss Vanderploeg is responsible
for approximately
$3,000,000
worthhan-of
business.
dles the She
following
accounts : Schutter
^
Magazine,
S e a 1y
Candy, Coronet
^
Mattress, Wurlitzer
WIIMINGTON
ClothCo., ing,Hirsch
Walgreen Drugs
-j^
and Fox DeLuxe.
DELAWARE
Blue-eyed and blond. Van avers
that people are her hobby because
she feels that she can learn so
much from others.
Van has been collecting dolls for
the past 15 years. History books
comprise her favorite reading
vUUU day andStatnight
matter. She is an excellent golfer
^ Basic by ion
imRepresenfed
and maintains she is "good enough
so She
that ismen a willmember
play golf
SAYMER
of with
Phi me."
Mu,
Alpha Delta Theta and the Chicago
Radio Management Club.
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^^Piease,
mind

Miss

on

what

Love,
F&P

I'm

trying

to

my

is saying!''

9 Long years before we even became radio-station representatives,
we used to hate the kind of ^'salesmen'^ whose sales approach was
Lookit, youVe in the Goat World, so why can't you use the Goat
Herald, too?
Hence to this day we try to have something to say when you give
us your time. If we ever slip up on that, we hope you'll have something to say!

FREE
&
Pioneer Radio

l^eep

PETERS,
inc.
Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLVSmC BEFBCSKMTATnnSi
WGR-WKBW
BOITAIiO
WCKY
CINCIIfNAn
KDAL
DULDTH
WDAX XNDUNAFOUt
FAUO
WISH
WKZO
KALAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITT
WAVE
LOUISTIIXI
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.FEOBIA
PAUL
WMBD
ST. LOOTS
WFBL
SYBAODSE
IOWA
WHO
DE8
MOINES
woe
DATENPOBT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
WCBM
BALTIMOBB
WCSC
WISSOUTHEAST CHABLESTON
COLUMBIA
„
WPTF
BALEIGH
WDBJ
BOANOKE
f„OB SOUTHWEST
ALBUQUEBQUI
CX>BFUS
CHBIsn
KXTZ
HOUSTON
5|fW
KOMA
.....
OKLAHOBIA
cSS
KTUL BBOWNSVaU
TULSA
PACIFIO COAST
and' WBIOBT-'sONOTdZ. iniT
iSo ■.*.'.■.•.• • • '^^''^^i^

CWCUGO: 1 80 N. Mkh/ga7i HEW \0R[{: 444 Ma^/isou Are. SAN FRANCISCO: i// ^////er WOlL\mOD: 6331 HoUywooc/ ATLANTA: 522 P^/wer ZJ/<e i
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130
Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2 1 5 1
Main 5667
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NAB
Parleys
Continue;
Some
May
Be Split
in each District, Mr. Ryan said,
meeting is scheduled more than 50
Jr.,
secretary-treasAttendance Is Cut, with controls exercised to keep the or C. E.urer, andArney
Mr. Avery. Hugh Feltis, persons, the National Assn. of
list within Mr. Byrnes' order.
president ofurementtheBureau,Broadcast
Meas- Broadcasters has cancelled its anConforming to
will continue
Meanwhile there appeared to be
nualmally convention,
wouldspring.
norbe held inwhich
the late
with
the
group.
NAB
Washington
U. S. Order
a conflict between the NAB's inter- representatives dropped from the The NAB
convention usually has
pretation ofthe order and the un- schedule include Robert T. Bartley an attendance
of more than 1,000.
derstanding held by Col. Johnson. and John Morgan Davis, general
DISTRICT meetings remaining on
"In the matter of district meetthe NAB itinerary will be held, but The former, in its current weekly counsel.
in compliance with the Jan. 5 order report to member stations, states:
ings, on which the NAB is curIn meetings held to date, NAB
of War Mobilization Director
. . it is significant that a study
rently engaged,
only inthose
will be
and total (6th
reg- held which
conform
all respects
Byrnes limiting them to an at- of the attendance at the five meet- stations represented
i
s
t
r
a
t
i
o
n
h
a
s
been:
Memphis
request. These,
tendance of 50 persons, J. Harold
ings thus far held discloses that District) 35 stations, 83 regis- tofewthein Government
number, and bringing only
Ryan, president of the association, not as many as 50 from outside the
Dallas (13th District) 45 a handful of broadcasters from out
community in which the meeting stations,tered;
announced
last
week.
Mr.
Byrnes'
87
registered
;
Los
Angeles
order was effective Feb. 1.
of town, will be scheduled only
have states
been inclearly
attendance."
The new policy was announced was
Col. held
Johnson
that it (16th District) 22 stations, 94 reg- because in the opinion of the NAB
istered; San Francisco (15th Dis- they are absolutely essential in
as the sixth in the first series of makes no difference whether delestations, 81 registered; helping all broadcasting stations to
NAB district conferences got ungates come from outside the com- Portlandtrict) 21 (17th
District) 37 sta- consider and execute their 1945
derway in Salt Lake City last
m
u
n
i
t
y
o
r
within
it
—
the
limitation
tions,
150
registered.
Thursday. Simultaneously, Mr, is 50.
planseffort
for the
the
war
of thefurtherance
Governmentof and
Ryan confirmed his earlier opinion
May Split
Others
Mr. Ryan's program drops immethat it would be necessary to canits
various
departments,
to
the
end
In
districts
now
on
the
schedule
diately from the list of those qualcel the NAB 1945 conference.
attend, associate members which have an NAB station mem- that the war may be brought to a
The Salt Lake City parley drew of theified to NAB
victoriousin mind,
conclusion.
bership exceeding 50, Mr. Ryan speedythisandobjective
(representatives of
68 delegates of whom 40 were from transcription firms,
this
representatives, suggested that meetings might be With
out of town (see page 72).
split up to hold down registration 25th anniversary year of American
etc.),
all
non-members
of
the
assobroadcasting
is
dedicated
to
Victhe distance each deleKansas City Change
ciation and representatives of Gov- and reduce
gate will be required to travel.
ernment agencies. Meanwhile,
those district
be "Only
held which
conformmeetings
in all will
re- Helen A. Cornelius, assistant to
Mr. Ryan's statement in full:
Col. said
Johnson,
clarifying
Byrnes'
thus
farin222excess
appli-of
"In compliance with the ex- order,
spects with the Government re- Lewis H. Avery, NAB's director of
cations for that
conventions
pressed
wishes
of
the
Government
broadcast
advertising,
left
the
NAB
quest,"
Mr.
Ryan
said
in
Salt
Lake
to
limit
the
amount
of
travel,
and
50 had beenand considered
ComCity last week, where he was entourage at Salt Lake City. Fuall but twoby his
rejected.
any conventions or meet- The twomitteeapproved
attending the 14th District meetture district meetings will be at- to avoid
were for a Red
which would bring together tory."
tended only by two members of the from ings
The Government request, as in(Continued on page 69)
outside the city in which the
terpreted byCol. J. Monroe John- NAB Washington office: Mr. Ryan
son, ODT director and chairman
of the War Committee on Conventions, means that the limit to
50 persons applies to the total number of attendance, irrespective of District 14 Signers Boost BMB
to 191
how many or how few actually
contracts before the meeting the Small Market Stations Commake use of intercity transporta- Contracts Made by 75% their
started.
mittee and manager of KRNR
tion or hotel accomodations.
Other District 14 stations joining Roseburg,
Ore., and Mr. Grove,
At Salt Lake City
Action of the NAB president canthe plan were: Colorado — KMYR chairman. Sales Manager Commiteels the 12th District meeting,
NAB Meet
which was to be held jointly with
Denver,
KIUP
Durango;
Idaho
—
tee, District 14, assisted BMB
Boise, KID Idaho Falls, President
the 10th District in Kansas City SUBSCRIBERS to the new Broad- KIDO
Hugh Feltis at the meetFeb, 7-8, William B. Way, general
cast Measurement Bureau on Feb. KRLC Lewiston, KFXD Nampa,
ing.
Cokendall, viceWallace; Montana— KFBB presidentMiss ofFrankie
manager, KVOO Tulsa and director 1, midway through the sixth NAB KWAL
Constantine
Falls, KGVO Missoula; Utah and Gardner, Botsford,
of the 12th District, notified mem- district meeting in Salt Lake City, —Great
Portland
agency, asKSUB
Cedar
City,
KVNU
Lober stations that they were not to
sisted
Mr. Feltis
in LajEe
hi^ presenta191 with stations contion
at
both
the
Salt
send representatives to the Kansas numberedtinuing to send
gan
;
Wyoming
—
KPO
W
Powell,
in contracts
in ad-to KWYO
City. Sheridan, KDYL Salt Lake earlier Portland meetings. City and
City meeting. A 12th District sesvance of their district
meetings
sion may be scheduled later.
District 17 meeting in Portland
in Washington and to
The day following the station
Meanwhile, Mr. Ryan asked all headquarters
New York.
29-30 drew 39 stations, 33 of
meeting a group of local advertis- Jan.
district directors to notify their
which
joined BMB. For the first
Twenty-four
stations
attended
respective member stations that the Salt Lake City-District 14 sesing
agency
men
attended
a
lunchtime,
one broadcaster, Saul Haas,
eon at which details of the plan vice-president
only one representative from each
of KIRO Seattle, not
sions and 18 or 75% signed con- and a progress report on its de- only signed a contract
outlet should be sent to the parbut paid for
tracts. District Director Hugh Tervelopment were given. Evolving
leys. John J. Gillin Jr., general
year's Director
dues in advance
well.
ry, KLZ Denver, 'had wired his from meetings of this type are one
manager of WOW Omaha and 10th
District
Harry asSpence^
suggestions
whichservices
will by
be KXRO Aberdeen, and Chuck MeyDistrict director, wired all member commitment previous to the meet- many
used
to
develop
further
ing
and
Frank
Bishop,
KFEL
Denstations in his area asking their
KOIN Portland, both hadcompliance.
ver; Ivor Sharp, KSL Salt Lake BMB to local and national agen- wired ers,
commitments to ?JAB- PipesiAdvance registration by tele- City; and Bill Grove, manager of cies.
(Continued
on page 76)
Marshall Pengra, a member of
gram and letter will be attempted KFBC Cheyenne, all handed in
February
5^
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WMAL
Appeals
AFRA Fee Rule
Claims WLB Decision Poses
Fundamental Problem
HINTING that decisions of the
National War Labor Board favor
organized labor against industry,
the Evening Star Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of WMAL Washington,
last week filed petition with the
NWLB seeking reconsideration of
the
Board'san Dec.
28 decision
reversed
earlier
order inwhich
the
WMAL-AFRA assigned fee dispute [Broadcasting, Jan. 22].
In reversing itself the Board held
that the dispute was heard by an
"arbitrator" and that his recom- j
mendations in favor of the union, j
therefore, should be considered an j
award. Earlier the "arbitrator" had
been designated as "hearing offi- |
cer,"
recommendations fav- |
sioner
Paul
A.
Walker;
Commissioner
E.
K.
Jett;
FIRST STOP onon the
inspection oftour
military
radio Commissioner Ray C. Wakefield; Chairman Paul A. oring made
the assigned fees for WMAL !
installations
its FCC's
transcontinental
was made
announcers,
but
the Board reversed
Gen.
Edwin
C.
House,
commanding
genJan. 27 at Orlando, Fla. The air trip will carry the Porter;eral,Maj.
Tactical Center; General Counsel Charles R. his recommendations and found
FCC group to the Pacific Coast with the return to Denny; Charles
A.
Ellert,
technical
supervisor,
FCC
for
WMAL.
AFRA
filed petition I
Washington scheduled Feb. 6. Shown here at the AAF Radio Intelligence Division; James P, Veatch, Interfor reconsideration and the re- |
Tactical Center, Orlando, are (1 to r) : Col. Frank W.
national
Division,
FCC
Engineering
Dept.;
George
P.
versed
decision
resulted.
J
Wozencraft, communications officer. Joint Chiefs of Adair, FCC Chief Engineer; Glen E. Nielsen, assistant
Cites Precedent . j
Staff; Commissioner Norman S. Case; Lt. Col. J. El- chief. Safety & Special Services Division, FCC Engiroy McCaw, executive assistant to Brig. Gen. H. M.
Dept.; FCC;
GeorgeandSterling,
chief, Radio IntelliHogan & Hartson, Washington 1
McClelland, communications officer, AAF; Commisgenceneering
Division,
Gen. McClelland.
counsel for WMAL, in its petition
compared the WMAL case to that
of the J. C. Penney Co., in which a ij
Minderman Visiting
Standard Brands Plans
Smith Named V-P
FCC in- NED C. SMITH has been appoint- similar "error" was admitted by ||
Several Network Shifts EARL MINDERMAN,
formation director, is visiting seved vice-president in charge of all
that case, the "hearSTANDARD Brands, New York,
eral stations throughout the coun- creative activities of Raymond the
ing NWLB.
officer's" Inrecommendations
were j|
may discontinue in April, Mary
Spector
Co.,
New
York.
His
duties
filed
and
a
regional
Board
decided
|
try
to
become
"better
acquainted".
Marlin on CBS Monday through On Thursday last week he visited will include supervision of creative
WJR and other Detroit stations, work in radio, television and com- against the contention of the com-, 'I
Friday
3-3:15
p.m.
with
S-B's
This
mercial films. Mr. Smith joined the
Changing
World now
off CBS,
end- after which he was to visit Clevethe company
tition to reconsider,
the filed
NWLBpe- I
the discount
allowed
sponsors
land stations, then head East, re- agency last October and has served pany. When
with ingseveral
shows
on the
same
as director of clients service. He held that the union was not bound i
t
u
r
n
i
n
g
t
o
Washington
on
Feb.
6
members of the Commission was previously senior copywriter
network, the company is finding the when
cost of maintaining one daytime are scheduled to return from an at Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., New by its arbitration stipulation, peprogram on CBS too great, a inspection tour of Army Air Forces York. Over-all direction of radio
forth.
In thetition setsWMAL
case, the Board, i
communications.
[Broadcasting, continues under Harold Winter,
spokesman for J. Walter Thompson Jan.
29].
media director.
Co., New York, said in explaining
in
reversing
its
own
heldthe contemplated move. Products
that both the union decision,
and WMAL
are Tenderleaf Tea and Fleischwere
bound
by
their
stipulation!
man's
Yeast. is dropped Standard Network Time Sales Revenue
If show
order
that the "hearing
cer's" and
recommendations
were, offi-;
Brands would be out oi the daytime serial picture entirely with
fact, an decision
"arbitrator's
network advertising including two
of thisaward."
Board in
NBC programs, Charlie McCarthy- Tops 126 Million for Record the"The
Penney case and the last deciChains Double Business Volume in Five Years;
Edgar
Bergen,
Sunday
8-8:30
p.m.,
the new Eddie Bracken show Suncion
in
the
instant
case
are
irreconLocal and Spot Income Up, FCC Reports
8:80-9 p.m.fromandNBCOneto Man's
said the petition.
"In
both,
Family,day, moved
Tues- INCREASING 21.2% over 1943, cording to the FCC. Local time cases thecilable,"Board
freely admitted
day,
7:30-8
p.m.
on
the
Blue.
JWT
sales
of
the
stations
aggregated
that
erroneous
procedure
resulted
from the sale of time (be- $61,990,623, or an increase of 28.3% from its own error. In both cases
handles all shows except Eddie revenues
fore agency commissions) by the over
Bracken, placed through Kenyon & four major
1943, the Commission report the error persisted throughout the
networks reached a new
Eckhardt, New York.
proceedings. ...
;
high of $126,330,491 for 1944, ac- added.
At the end of 1944, the four maParamount on 350
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
t
o
preliminary
network
re"Since
the
union
was
entitled
ports announced last Wednesday by
jor networks
hadcompared
a total ofwith
730 661
af- to retain the benefit of its favor^
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, New
filiated stations
York, last week began a four- the FCC.
able Board decision on the merits
as
of
Dec.
31,
1943.
During
the
year
The tions,FCC's
tnohth
"all out"withradiothe campaign
in connection
popular
based on preliminary
questionnairestabulasent Mutual added 33 stations, to bring of the Penney case, it is a simple
Blue ofadded194;20 CBS
affi- corollary
that WMAL's
networks, indicated that to- its total liates,to for244;
priced return engagement of "For to thetal major
should be measured
by the right
same
a total
time sales have added 9 stations,
Toll"carrying
by placing
to
bring
its
total
onWhom
some the350Bells
stations
an- more than network
yardstick and it should not be met
doubled
in
the
five-year
nouncements placed by local theato 143, and NBC listed 7, making a with the pious announcement that
since 1939, when they aggre- total
The number of stations it should 'in fairness be bound by
tres, additional live and trans- period gated
$62,000,000. The 1943 total shownof as149.affiliated
cribed
chain-break
and
one-minute
with oneachtwo net-or
announcements. Promotion kits was
$104,243,322, the previous recwork
includes
stations
ord.
(the) arbitration
agreement.
containing ads, publicity stories
which
in the Penney
case .the.';
more
networks.
Local
Sales
Up
28%
and exploitation possibilities are
Final
figures
on
network
time
Board
saw
fit
to
ignore."
being
sent
to
theatre
managers.
financial reports subAsserting that while the dispute
Show will be dramatized Feb. 12 Preliminary
be released sometime afby 569 standard broadcast salesterwill
on CBS Lux Radio Theatre. Para- stationsmittedshowed
April
1,
1945,
the
Commission
nonnetwork
time
concerns
only "six staff announcmount plans similar radio camers" employed by WMAL, petition
(national and regional spot) said. Also, more comprehensive data
paigns for other films returning at sales
on
revenue
and
income
of
standard
declared
"it
presents a problem oi
aggregating
$58,665,371
in
1944,
an
popular
an & Co.,prices.
New Agency
York. is Buchan- increase of 25.9% over 1943, ac- stations will be released later.
fundamental importance."
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RTPB,
FMBI tion to thosePropose
- Allocation
of the RTPB. Dr. W. recordCounter
as opposing the FCC pro- the Allen B. DuMont Labs, and i
FM Band 46-70 Mc
R. G. Baker, RTPB chairman, has
posed allocations, declaring that immediate past-president of Tele- j
requested blanket permission for there was no foundation for mov- vision Broadcasters Assn., who ^
all panel chairmen and committee
ing FM to above 84 mc.
Is Suggested By
in part:
On the other hand both television said,
chairmen
to appear, although many
"Television has again been given ]
Zenith Head
of them will not take part in argu- interests — the advocates of "down- the 'green light' and can with con- j
ment, he said.
stairs" video and proponents of
By BILL BAILEY
Harry M. Plotkin, FCC assistant "upstairs" sight-and-sound broad- fidence resume its progress toward ■
postwar assigned
commercializageneral,
counsel
and
chief
of
the
casting— have commended the Com- fullscale
' ' MORE THAN a clew to a compro- litigation section who organized the
tion. The channels
permit >'
mise to the FCC allocation prothe
design
and
manufacture
of
mission's
proposals,
much
to
the
posals above 25 mc was offered to- allocation hearings, emphasized astonishment of observers [Broad- practical television receivers which ;)
casting, Jan. 22]. During the can be tuned to any telecasting sta- ^
day (Feb. 5) by Comdr. Eugene F. last week that although the deadline for filing for oral argument alocation hearings both interests tion, plus the FM channel, as well, '
McDonald Jr., president of Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, who sug- had expired, all interested persons made it plain they would fight to for
day-round entertainment." j
still have until Feb. 21 to file briefs, the last verbal ditch to attain their
g
e
s
t
e
d
i
n
a
statement
to
Broadis that
— "which
can lI
I CASTING that the FM band be of which 25 copies must be sup- respective goals.
be Ittuned
to anysentence
telecasting
station,
placed at 46-70 mc.
DuMont
Statement
Questioned
plus
the
FM
channel,
as
well,"
on f|,
Following a meeting Jan. 24 of plied.
which
opponents
to theready
proposed
What ganized
appeared
to be the
a well-orallocations
are reported
to go |;
battle between
FMBI
\ the Radio Technical Planning
Last
week,
however,
it
was
common knowledge in Washington that
I Board in New York, and a session and Television Broadcasters Assn.
contend,interests,
it was senssaid, 'If
Jan. 26 of a special committee of over the lower part of the spec- one of the strong opposition points tothatbat.theThey
television
. the FM Broadcasters Inc., also in
trum from 40 mc up, likely will be of the FMBI in the forthcoming ing the delay
which
will
be
brought
New York [Broadcasting, Jan. 29], brought into the open in the oral oral argument will be a statement about in FM if the band is moved |;
li
I it was learned that leading mem- argument. The FMBI has gone on by Allen B. DuMont, president of upwards, as proposed, will leave jj
I bers of both organizations had tenthe
half-million
set-owners |:|
tatively agreed on a compromise
without
adequate present
FM service.
proposal to that offered by the FCC McDonald Says FCC Proposal
Meanwhile
with
the
No.
1 tele- |!
to move up to 84-102 mc. Although
vision channel proposed for 44-50 11
I both RTPB and FMBI members
opponents
say that alltelevision
J,
were reluctant to discuss their pro- Would Delay FM
Expansion mc,
operators
can broadcast
but two j!
1 posal, it was reported that they had
hours
daily
on
sound
chan500,000 Sets Would Become Obsolete, He Adds, ornel three
/J bers
discussed
it
informally
with
memonly and the broadcasts can be ||
jj
of the FCC.
And Thousands of Workers Would Lose Jobs
received on regular FM sets. In jj
that
connection
it
was
learned
that
]
j
in
FM,
wipe
out
the
already
SHIFTING FM from the 42-50 perience
'
Now United
nucleus broadcasting,
of listeners necessary
One of the big stumbling blocks mc band to 84-102 mc, as proposed existing
have
beento made
at the |; j
for commercial
and delay inquiries
FCC
with
reference
the
proposed
by
the
FCC,
not
only
would
make
expansion by a least one year,
j- inmisethe was
way ofthea unanimous
probably
failure of comprovarious useless 500,000 sets costing 50 mil- FM's
We can longer.
build the new receivers all operation of television stations for S
lion dollars, but it would delay ax- right,
16 or alone,
18 hours
on soundevenings
chan- ||
becausebut oftheourindustry
experience in nels
jo Dr.
RTPBC. B.panels
to
get
together.
When
of FM so much that it war work,
and daily
two hours
Joliffe, chairman of Panel pansion
|];
cost thousands of workers transmitting tubes that would behassuit-no with pictures.
[, 2 on Allocations, made a final re- would
able
for
broadcasting
FM
on
the
protheir
jobs
and
be
a
severe
blow
to
5j port to the Commission on Nov. 2, postwar employment.
Inasmuch as the FCC has indi- i|
posed frequencies.
would have
to mark Consequently
time on the newwe
last day of the allocation hearings,
it looks upon FM and televi- / j
FM sets until new transmitters were cated
he made it plain that certain differThat's
the
opinion
voiced
by
sion
distinct services, it ap- i
andwould
constructed,
and from
even pearedas two
ences remained to be worked out. Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr., designed
unlikely that the Commis- ,;j
then
we
be
starting
Panels on television, FM and president of Zenith Radio Corp., scratch, just where FM stood in 1940. sion would
permit a television i \
station to operate on sound only : i
Chicago, licenseeandof WWZR,
WTZR, telemean who
lost otherwise
jobs for thousalthough
of workers
could for
FM This andswould
most of the day and on video \
J1 amateurs
Panel 2 didcouldn't
adopt, agree,
with only
one outlet, invisiona station,
statement today (Feb. shift fromduction withwarlittleworkor noto loss
civilian
pro] dissenting vote, a recommendation
of time.
{Continued on page 66) ,' j
] that FM be placed in the 43-58 mc 5) to Broadcasting. Comdr. Mc- These jobs
would be period
lost just
at they
the
Donald, apioneer broadcaster and are
crucialneeded
reconversion
when
I band. According to speculation in
FM,
be
left in this portion of the ;
most.
president of the NAB when it
, Washington, both FMBI and first
spectrum, beandsacrificed
that 30toexisting
FM •'.
RTPB Recommendation
channels
make room
RTPB, now unanimous, will ask was organized in 1923, suggested
the Commission, when oral argu- that FM be allocated from 46-70
for just
one areadditional
television
chanj,
When
the
present
frequencies
for
nel.
There
fewer
than
10,000
telecoinciding with the expected FM were allocated by the FCC in
receivers in operation in the j
' ment is held beginning Feb. 28, to mc,
recommendations of FM Broad- 1940 we believed that they were per- vision
'I make
the
following
allocations:
U. S.receivers
as compared
500,000
owned bywiththe thepublic
that Si^;
FM— 46-70 mc.
the public
FM are
re- FM
casters Inc. and the Radio Technicmanent
eivers inandgood
faith. bought
Now they
would be made obsolete by the change. |
cal Planning Board.
I Television — 70-76 mc; six chanin
danger
of
losing
their
investment.
nels
Suggests 46-70 Bond |
FM Ready to Go
We dofl't want to see that happen,
180-21678-108
mc. mc; six channels
almost all of them, havFollowing are highlights of even ingthough
Why not start FM at 46 mc and ij
Amateurs — 44-46 mc; 76-78 mc.
experienced
FM,
would
be
customers
for
new
radios.
■ Channel No. 1 in the 70-76 mc Comdr.
extendoverlap
the band
upward 'o-iud
to 70?enough
This 'i%
The FCCMcDonald's
has not madestatement:
a drastic or In the fall of 1948, at the request will
the present
1 band, would be earmarked for FM arbitrary
of theorganization
FCC, the radio
industry
set
up tions,
They have allotted an
to
make
room
for
all
existing
FM
?ta- ; '
when and if television eventually time until ruling.
plus
a
considerable
number
known
as
the
Radio
for engineers,
Planning Board to consider be built after the war, and will pre-to i ;
omists andFeb.
the 28public
to be heardecon-in Technical
! moves
"upstairs".
such
problems
as
postwar
frequency
vent
complete
obsolescence
of
FM
re- }j
before
making
the
final
Meantime
the Commission has Washington
the hands
public,
allocations and standards. This board Itceivers
will nowalso ingive
FM theof the
additional
|
, set oral argument for Feb. 28- allocations.
represented the best radio engineering
FM that
is theis one
new
development
March 2 in Conference Room B at in radio
it needs.
truly ready to go and
insiderthe
U. S. Itofcarefully
con- space
e
d
t
h
e
question
interference,
new postwar jobs. There is no talent
Even
though
FM
has
superior
tone
the Interdepartmental Auditorium, make
recommended in 1944, by a vote quality
static, FM
Constitution Ave., NW, between guesswork about this. The public has and
stations and
can freedom
be put upfromby newspapers
that itFMis. be permitted to re- and
been enjoying
FM's from
superior
toneby of 24-1,main where
12th and 14th Sts., Washington. quality
others
and
operated
at
lower cost
and
freedom
static
Many of the allocation hearings the genuine Armstrong system on its Maj. E. H. Armstrong, the inven-' than standard broadcast stations. ,
There will be room in the FM fre- \ \
frequencies
for
the
past
four
tor
of
FM,
has
told
us
that
the
preswere held in the auditorium, al- orpresent
ent
FM
range
is
satisfactory
from
an
five years, and definitely wants it. interference standpoint. If we felt quency band for thousands of sta- ,;
though the oral argument is schedas compared
with inonlyservice.
924 AM (•|,
Manufacturers
pro- that there was any serious danger of tions,
broadcast
stations now
uled for the Conference room, adduce it. There areare47ready
FM to
stations
joining the auditorium.
interference
inthethefirstpresent
frequencies,
If
FM
is
not
stymied,
and
present (
broadcasting
today
and
about
250
apwe
would
be
to
urge
that
FM
plications for new station
licensesto and television, as well, be moved to
Argument will begin at 10:30 pending. Advertisers
are ready
receivers
are
not
obsolesced,
the
im- '•
a.m. and close at 5 p.m. each of sponsor
mediate
postwar
expansion
of
FM
FM as soon as construction the higher frequencies.
give much greater public service
,
these days. With the deadline for of new transmitters
The only argument advanced for will
and
new
receivthan
radio
now
renders.
I
am
confij
begin.; FM
The isbasic
experimental
oral argument filings last Monday, workers iscan done
moving
FM
is
that
if
left
in
the
presdent
that
the
FCC
will
give
full
conband stations
might be subject
toit sideration to the public's interest af- 1
all set and ready and entcause
the FCC reported that requests had to go.
some
interference.
Yet
ter
hearing
from manufacturers,
been submitted by some 25 organis proposed
that totelevision,
whichthanis fore
suggested change would cancel far
gineers,
economists
the public enbe- }j|
hearing
on Feb.and28.
more subject
interference
izations and corporations, in addi- outThemost
of the radio industry's exBROADCASTING
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WJZ Abandons
24 -Hour Schedule
Union
Act Abridges
Liberty-DeMille
Hollywood Chapter of RDG in
Battle Over Assessment whole structure of liberty collapses." a telegram
Fulltime
Operation Proves
to J. Walter Thompson
Mr. marksDeMille
prefacedsalutation
his rewith the familiar
Too Wearing on Equipment
By AFRA Aired By
Co.
stated,
"We
hope
in
fairness
used on weekly CBS Lux Radio you will consider giving air credit
'March of Time'
New York, beginning Feb.
"Greetings from Holly- to the director of Lux Radio The- WJZ
BROADENING THE issue to one Theatre:
atre, especially if you continue to 18 wall go off the air from 2 to 6
wood,
ladies
and
gentlemen."
of basic political freedom, Cecil B
opBlue executives pointed out that give the title of producer to the a.m., abandoning
put into the
effect24-hour
as a war
DeMille in a three-minute cut-in Mr, DeMille's appearance on the host, master of ceremonies or nar- emergencyerationsmeasure
shortly after
from Holljrwood during Feb, 1 program
way violates its
Pearl Harbor. Station had continbroadcast of Blue program March agreement invdthno AFRA
ued beyond the termination date of
inasmuch as
In tutetaking
over 29as broadcast
guest substiof Time, presented his reasons for he appears as a private citizen, and
on
the
Jan.
Mr.
the emergency period several
refusing to pay the controversial not an actor, AFRA will give its rator."
months
ago,operations
but has found
said, I "In
the absence
workedroundtoo
AFRA $1 assessment fee which side of the controvery during Feb, ofBarrymore
C. B. DeMille
am going
to act the-clock
great
hardship
due
to
wear and
caused his suspension by the Union. 8 broadcast of March of Time.
as your producer of the Lux Radio tear on tubes and equipment,
and
\
Mr. DeMille sought relief in Los
Theatre." No other mention was lack of time to maintain and serv- ^
Legislative Step
Angeles Superior Court, with Judge
made
of
DeMille
or
his
AFRA
conice
equipment,
it
was
said.
As aftermath of the DeMille
Emmet Wilson, however, ruling in Controversy,
troversy. Barrymore is scheduled
Disc Time Limited
Assemblyman M.
appear on the program again
favor of the Union's right to levy Philip
Davis of Los Angeles and to
such assessment and penalize de- Assemblyman
Curtailment
of WJZ's operating
tonight,
with
other
guest
producHarrison W. Call of
reduces the time not aflinquent members [BROADCASTING,
ers on subsequent broadcasts until hours fected
City introduced a bill in
by
its
ban
on transcribed
Jan. 29]. Thus DeMille was de- Redwood
of a theSuperior
State Legislature to pro- De Mille's
prived ofhis lucrative job as direc- California
decisionappeal
upholding
union programs, [BROADCASTING, Jan.
tect union members in the matter Court
tor-producer-m.c. of CBS Lux Rai- of contributions
assessment
is
settled.
De
Mille
29}
vdth
only
the
6-8:30 a.m.
of the new broadcasting
day
to political camdio Theatre which reportedly
barred from the air stated hours
paigns. Bil declares it shall be un- when
open
for
discs
after
Feb.
1. Main
brought him $98,500 annually.
he would carry his- fight to the reason behind the ban, according
lawful
for
a
labor
organization
to
Phrasing the controversial ques- levy an assessment upon any of Supreme Court if necessary. His to John McNeil, WJZ manager, is
tion: "In anbelong
election
will beassessment
to the Appelto raise funds to par- next lateappeal
in New York, being the heart
as a voter
to medo ormy dorights
they its members
Court. Union
was that
ticipate in a political campaign,
of the talent center, there is not
belong to a union"? Mr. DeMille or to suspend or discriminate to fight the right-to-work propo- the
need
for playing a program on
pointed
am a ofunion
man against such members for refusal
sifornia
tion on the
November last Cali- a disc, when
it is available live.
but this isout,no "Iquestion
unionism
State ballot.
to
pay
such
assessment.
Bill
would
or non-unionism. It has to do with not prohibit volunteer contribuEarly-morning hours are occuLawrence
Tibbett,
president
of
the abuse of power, for I cannot tions.
piedsonby anall-night,
Allan all-music
Kent- Austenprogram
John"AFRA thatis out
es- introduced
concede that the union by-laws take
lish the principle
whento any
in February 1942, and
Meanwhile Radio Directors AFRA, tabsaid,
precedence over the Constitution Guild
heard 1-6 a.m. with hourly
has initiated its campaign to protective organization is threat- now
of the United States or the Conflashes the only spoken word.
proposed legislation its news
demandducerproper
designation
of pro- membersened by have
stitution ofa state".
is sponsored on a package
the right to assess Program
credit on Lux
Radio Theatre
announcement
basis by Pepsi-Cola
"Your Fight, Too"
by making formal request to J. themselves by majority vote for the Co., Prince George
Hotel and K.
Starting vdth the premise that a Walter Thompson Co., agency ser- education of voters as to what is- Arakelian
Co. and is aimed at night
union operating a closed shop beaudiences created by wartime
vicing Lever Bros, account. Desues
are
involved,"
comes amonopoly of labor, he addMille during his nine years appearCharging DeMille with distorting
conditions.
ance on that program has been the issue, Mr, Tibbett pointed out working
Included in the audience are an
ed, "It controls
fortunes,
happiness
of alltheforlives,
all must
join credited as producer-director-m.c. that "all of AFRA's contracts in estimated 25,000 workers in local
it in order to work. Therefore, it
California, assuring fair wages and plants who carry the program on
have With
actually
dramatics.
DeMilledi- working conditions to thousands of their public address systems. Stahas a responsibility to the public althoughrected theothers
just as a water company which oif the show and Lionel Barrymore radio artists working in that State, with tion
will fillsession
the 1-2by a.m.
record
Stan period
Shaw.
controls all the water in a com- temporarily filling in, RDG allowed were threatened by the proposed
time was opportune to get credits Proposition 12, defeated in the 1944
m
u
n
i
t
y
.
"
H
e
enlarged,
saying,
"The
courts, the legislatures and the straight.
Congress also have a responsibility
elections."
to see that the rights and freedom
of the people are protected as well
as the welfare of the union."
Radio Brings Gladness to U.S.
Stating
his
belief
that
"To
preserve our freedom we must fight
for it and our weapon is the bal- With Word of Bataan's Heroes
lot,"
he urged,
"YouCongress.
elected Ask
the RADIO PLAYED humanitarian Four persons were told the good
Legislature
and the
news by the WRC operators that
them to protect the freedom of that throughout America as the thrill- their
relatives were safe. The Caping news of Bataan's "glory marchballot and so guarantee your libNBC outlet started soliciting
ers", delivered from a Luzon prison appealsital'sfrom
erty".
listenersnames
at 7 were
a.m.,
intrepid American Rang- two hours before
He warned his audience: "This is campers andby Filipino
guerillas,
was an-by moved. All networksthereported
not only my fight — it is yours. It
simin
o
u
n
c
e
d
t
o
the
world
last
week
lar activity.
is your liberty here in the United Gen. MacArthur.
States that is more than threatened.
One prisoner with radio connecNames of the rescued moved on
tions noted among those delivered
Much of it is gone. A power has
leased wire services at
been built up in this country that regular
9:34 a.m. (EWT) Thursday. Radio was Lt. Earl Baumgardner of 34
is antagonistic to individual liberty wires
Powell
Street, Yonkers, N. Y,, forcarried
them
later.
As
the
and Constitutional Government.
poured into station newsrooms,
mer RCA manager in Manila. "I
When freedom of individual choice lists
read on the air — and am floating on clouds," he told
in an election is taken from us — they were
stations asked listeners to newsmen. He said he and his comthe right to support at the polls many
rades wanted to stay vsith the lib"call
us
if
we
CAKE birthday
TO CELEBRATE
what people and propositions we relationship to can
any help
of theyoumenconfirm
who Manila. erating forces until they entered 25th
gets cut by radio's
NAB
choose with our money or our voice have been freed".
President J. Harold Ryan, with
Another
former
radio
man
among
or our vote — when that is taken
Want to Stay
Portland's
Mayor
Earl
Riley
lendfrom us because of our convictions
those rescued was Lt. W. D. Gibson,
moral support.
Along Mr.
withRyan
150
Results were immediate. In a Stamford, Conn., technical engi- .ing
and we are arbitrarily denied the
Northwest
broadcasters,
neer with the original Voice of was attending a dinner given by
right to work and make a living — two-day period in Washington, for
Freedom
station
on
Corregidor.
He,
then the cornerstone of government example, WRC assigned six people
KOIN for the NAB 17th District
(Continued on page 68)
by the people is removed and the to handle over 1500 telephone calls.
meeting held in Portland.
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Sea
A safety zone beyond the storm ... a haven from
damage. That's the buttress they call a sea wall.
There's a safety zone in Baltimore radio time . . . safe
against the howl of sales chatter . . . safe against the
deluge of high pressure.

Wall
sales problem in this, the 6th largest market, it will pay
you to get the Baltimore facts about W-I-T-H before
any budget is approved.

That safety zone is W-I-T-H ... the independent
station. That safety zone is built on solid rock facts.
Facts prove that W-I-T-H produces the greatest
number of listeners at the lowest costs. If you have a
BROADCASTING
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Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, Prestdent

'

Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
February 5, 1945 • Page 17.

ANOTHER
NINTH

ADVERTISER
YEAR

ON

BEGINS

W S IX

SADLY CELEBRATING the 40th birthday milestone is Jack Eathbun,
WCOA Pensacola manager, (aging gentleman with blonde on lap), consoled by staff members of the station. Attending the wake are (1 to r,
back row): June Watson, Ruth Fillingim, Winston Loyd, Bessie Reeve,
Robert A. Stark, Robert Maurer, Margaret Dunaway. Front row, Mr.
Rathbun, Barbara Ansbaugh, Lamar Morgan. Black armbands were worn.
WPB

After advertising on WSIX for eight consecutive years, Mr. Arch
Trawick, vice-president of Jersey Farms Milk Service, operators of one
of the finest pasteurization plants in the South, made the following statement: "OUR EIGHT YEARS OF CONSISTENT ADVERTISING ON
WSIX HAVE PROVED TO BE AN ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
INVESTMENT" — and signed another annual contract for six quarterhour programs weekly.
Such long and consistent use of WSIX, by so many local advertisers who
are in a position to know its public acceptance and ability to produce
satisfactory and profitable sales, is serving as a helpful guide to the national advertiser who has something to sell to the Nashville, Middle
Tennessee and Southern Kentucky Market. For more information write
or wire.
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC., National Representatives
Blue and Mutual Networks

NASHVIUE.
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Reverses

Its Decisions

On Macon, Salt Lake Stations
OVERRULING its Radio & Radar
casting, Dec. 25, Jan. 16] and
Division, the War Production Board
Macon, 250w on 1400 kc
last week reversed its action on WNEX
by E.facility
M. Lowe.
A sec-by
Salt Lake
oAvned
two applications for construction to be ondbuilt
of radio stations which had been the Granite District Radio Broaddenied on the ground that they
casting Co., also was denied WPB
were not considered essential to authorization
but proceeded under
the war effort. The applications are the $200 limitation which does not
for a regional in Salt Lake City require approval. The station is
and a local in Macon, Ga.
expected to begin broadcasting this
Both stations had received condi- week.
tional construction permits from
Applications
for for
construction
rethe FCC, certifying to possession
cently were denied
two stations
of necessary equipment, but were
Cal. and for starefused authorizations last month in Sacramento,
Va. and Harby WPB on the basis of general risburg.tions in Petersburg,
Pa. An appeal has been
WPB War Manpower Commission filed by Lincoln Dellar for one of
policy
which vetoed
needareas
for the Sacramento outlets.
the
additional
facilitiesthein the
The Division has denied all apconcerned in view of the manpower
for new stations since
situation. However, the WPB Con- the middle poflicationsDecember
but has apstruction Bureau, which reviews
proved two applications
since then
appeals,
held
that
the
stations
for
construction
of
new
for
will offer a service which will existing stations. These studios
for
contribute to the war effort. It was KFAB Lincoln, Neb., andwere
WGES
understood also that in view of the
However,
Construcfact that the applicants are al- Chicago.
tion Bureau
refused the
to grant
the
ready in possession of materials
and that a relatively small amount authorizations.
of labor is needed the projects
should not be denied.
John
C'reutz, chief
of theRadio
Domes-& f/. S. STEEL PLANS
tic & Foreign
Branch,
NET SERIES
Radar Division, declared that the U.SPRING
S. STEEL Corp., Pittsburgh,
action of the Board involves no
change in policy but he said he definitely
plansearly
to sponsor
a net-in
work program
this spring
would be surprised if additional cooperation
with
the
Theatre
Guild
appeals are not filed, in view of Inc., New York, although unable
last week's overrrulings by the to secure the full Sunday 10-11
Construction Bureau. He explained
on theperiod
Blue originally
Network, insisted
accordinguponto
that the denials were concurred in p.m.
company spokesman.
by all members of a committee a American
Meat toInstitute,
Chiwhich reviews applications for all
declined
move its Life
construction projects having to do of Rileycago, hasfrom
the
10:30
p.m.
period
with
radio, manufacturing and to free the full hour for U. S.
broadcasting.
Steel. Latter program was renewed
weeks
4, and163 theto netThe Board's action will permit for 52 work
increasedJan.from
190
the construction of the Hinckley- stations. Agency for U. S. Steel is
Hatch station in Salt Lake, a full- BBDO, New York and for the Institute, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
time 1 kw outlet on 910 kc [BroadBROADCASTING
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AMRTW

SLOCK

Gene Emerald is the sort of fellow you will enjoy knowing. Listeners and advertisers alike, agree that his show and his warm personality have afternoon.
brought a new brand of radio to Des Moines. It's 3 :30 to
5:00 each
He has just returned from 18 months overseas with the U.S.O.
lowans feel close to Gene Emerald because he knows their people in
the armed service . . . has entertained them, talked with them,
traveled with them. Before the U.S.O. it was Supper Clubs and radio.
With the aid of Patty at the platter table, Dayse Mae's organ
background for his own songs and Betty Wells to give news on the
half hour, the Gene Emerald Show has "taken root" in Des Moines.
The Gene Emerald Show is representative of the intimate, closeto-the-heart programming that has won for KENT a very real place
in the lives of its listeners. Advertisers in metropolitan markets

learned long ago that similar musical
personality shows pay off in a big way.
Yes, NEW YORK HAS MARTIN
BLOCK . . . WASHINGTON, D. C, HAS
ARTHUR GODFREY.
NOW . . . DES
MOINES HAS "GENE EMERALD."
Some quarter-hours and announcements in the Gene Emerald Show are
still available . . . but you'd better hurry.
Others are already getting the same
idea. Call your nearest Katz Agency
Office right away.

I

WHERE

SKILL

SOLVES

MANY

A MAZE

Intricate problems in electronic munitions making,
requiring advanced radio engineering, find ready solution at
International Detrola, where the quick questions are: how well?
— how exacting? — how swiftly can we build it? Trainloads
of first-quality equipment sent to our troops afield
echo the answers. The day is coming when these war-tested
talents will provide the very finest in Detrola-built
Radio Receivers . . Television Receivers . . Automatic
Record Changers, and other electronic instruments.
BUY MORE WAR BONDS
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DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL DETROLA CORPORATION . BEARD AT CHATFIELO, DETROIT 9, MICH.
^^n
OlP ^^^v
C.DRUSSELL
PRESIDENT
tTRFELDMANN
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CANADIANS UPHOLD 'THRILLERS'
No Complaints on Delinquency Angle,
—
Stations Report to CBC Board
CANADIAN stations have had no these programs are not intended
children, and radio stations
specific complaints that "horror" for
cannot be expected to eliminate
or
typedelinquency,
programs have
led "thriller"
to juvenile
the these otherwise objectionable proBoard of Governors of the CBC
merely because
few neuroticgramschildren
listen to a them
and
was informed at Ottawa on Jan.
29 by Joseph Sedgwick, counsel for are possibly affected thereby.
the C.madian Association of Broadwithout
significance
reporting,
none
casters. The results of a CAB sur- that"Itof isthenotstations
vey of member stations showed have had any complaints from parents, or from those having the
that no welfare officer or juvenile
care of children. Also, the
court judge contacted by the sta- actual
Canadian
Medtions throughout Canada attrib- resolutions
ical Assn.ofandthe the
Toronto
uted juvenile delinquency to these
programs.
Boarderal inofcharacter,
Educationand aredo both
gennot name
The CAB brief to the CBC board
programs or make specific
was presented as the result of a specific
CBC release to Canadian newspa- complaints though they have been
asked toto dostand
so." He
persning tothatbanCBChorror
officials
were planwithurged
the the
CAB CBCon
programs
and board
the question, to investigate jointly
that
only
privately-owned
stations
and to demand specific cases of
carried such programs. The CBC harm
done by these programs from
statement came after a number of
complaints by educational and those making complaints.
medical bodies, none of which cited
specific programs or specific
cases of such programs contribu- RADIO 'INANITIES'
ting to orquency
causing
juvenileDec.delinCITED BY AGENCY
[Broadcasting,
25,
1944].
MUZAK
that three bechannels of theproposal
FM frequencies
set
Adult Shows
aside
for
subscription
radio, with
Early last year the Montreal subscribers paying a fee
to
get
Kiwanis Club singled out Dick program service without advertisTracy, Inspector Hawke & Son,
ing, is cited as proof of growing
The Shadow, The Weird Circle,
of "the frivolities and
The Green Hornet, and since then resentment
inanities
of radio
other organizations have added the January
issuecommercials,"
of Televisionin
Terry and the Pirates, and Coun- Grey Matter, bulletin issued by
CAB programs
survey showed
Adv. Agency, New York.
that few terof-Spy. T iethese
were Grey
Bulletindoescontinues:
concarried right across Canada, that oection
this have"What
with telenot
all
of
them
were
children's
vision?
Just
this:
The
public
will
programs, and that radio stations be even less tolerant of blatant
could not be expected to stop chil- advertising in video broadcasts
dren from listening to adult than it is with radio. Because it
"thriller"
Some andof these
are will be somewhat more difficult to
carried on shows.
networks,
the CAB
television combrief showed that the CBC net- escape undesirable
public reaction will be
work carries The Shadow, as well just that mercials,
much
more
emphatic.
as similar network shows Big
"Wecialshave
seen usvideo
commerTown, ThePrivate
Thin Man,
that worry
because
they
Queen.
stationsand onEllery
the so completely
abuse
the
privilege
CBC networks have to carry these of being invited into the American
programs, CAB counsel Sedgwick home. If advertisers, and the televipointed out.
sion broadcasting companies, and
Mr. Sedgwick referred to cur- advertising agents, do not get torent books and moving pictures, to
r to prevent
cialsgethefrom
getting video
out ofcommerhand,
Othello, MacBeth and Hamlet as
then
public
reaction
lead to
"thrillers", then went on to say subscription television, may
in
whole
or
that
by itspublic
own
efforts,"radio
createcannot,
or control
taste. Generally speaking it must in part."
cater to the taste of the time if it
Fly, Austrian Talks
is to retain audience, and as there
is a demand for this kind of enter- JAMES LAWRENCE FLY. fortainment, radio must in its field
of the FCC, wHl
meet that demand. But most of speak meron Chairman
Commission's
tionsthe
proposals
Feb. 5 atallocathe
monthly luncheon meeting of the
BMB Sessions
Television Press Club at the Sheraton Hotel, New York. Ralph AusMEETINGS of radio advertising
trian, executive vice-president,
agency and sales executives were RKO Television
will discuss
held at Toronto Jan. 30, and at television receiverCorp.,
merchandising.
Montreal Feb. 1, to learn all details
of the operations of the Bureau of
Ziv's Kroger Discs
Broadcast Measurement, Toronto.
A full discussion of the basic prin- FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., New
ciples underlying the figures of the York, production agency, has been
BMB reports, interpretations of appointed by Ralph H. Jones Adv.,
problems which have come up, and Cincinnati, to packaga and progeneral discussion on the reports
duce the transcribed daytime sewere ontook
the the
agenda
meetings
Foster,in Editor's
which
formof oftheluncheons.
terrialsand MaryHearts
Harmony,Daughboth
Final maps and tables, daytime and sponsored on some 80 stations in
nighttime for 49 member stations, the Midwest and South by Kroger
were distributed in laJte January. Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati.
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TO®'

There can be no question that both AM and FM are
slated for important jobs in the world of tomorrow —
in broadcasting, aviation, mobile and marine radio.
And Western Electric will offer you the finest equipment of each type — backed by 76 years of leadership
in making communications apparatus for almost every
purpose.

on Western Electric to lead the way !

B«J «W the War Bonds you can
... and keep all you buy!

NOUGH mail to make any Hollywood star envious . . .
503,916 pieces. That's Big Aggie's record for 1944! Nearly 20
percent over the best previous record. It's a right smart batch
of mail, even for a station whose potent signal reaches out to
nearly five million folks in five great agricultural states.
Those figures constitute more than merely a new WNAX
mail record. They are the natural result of the keen neighborly
interest in WNAX on the part of radio listeners in Minnesota,
Iowa, Nebraska, North and South Dakota.
They accurately reflect the extended reach of America's
Tallest Radio Tower and the corresponding increase in the Big
Aggie station's ability to serve its listeners — and advertisers.

SIOUX
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Radio Allocated Penny More of Retail
Advertising Dollar^ Survey Discloses
RADIO WILL get a penny more of same; 52 stores did not use radio
the retail advertising dollar in last year and do not plan to use it
1945 than it did in 1944, if the this year; 2 stores did not report
budgets of the 160 retail stores on their advertising breakdown.
Thirteen stores tried radio for
responding to an advertising survey conducted by the National Re- the first time in 1944. Of these, six
tail Dry Goods Assn. are typical.
more for radio in 1945;
A breakdown of their answers will spend same;
one does not reshows that 8.1% of the advertising three portthe
on
its
plans and three are givwent for radio in 1944 and that
ing up radio completely after the
9.1% will go for radio this year. first trial.
Newspaper advertising concurPercentage of advertising aprently slips 1.5%, from 82.6% last
propriation devoted to radio varied
year to 81.1%. Direct mail will from 0 to 93%
in 1944 and will
get 5% of the retail budget in 1945 vary from 0 to 90%,
to
as compared to 3.9% last year, the estimates for 1945. according
Newspaper
while other forms of advertising
expenditures vary from 0 to 100%,
drop from 5% to 4.3%.
Of the 160 stores, 42 will in- with 19 stores reporting no advertising except in newspapers and one
crease the percentage of their advertising devoted to radio; 8 will vertising.
store reporting no newspaper addecrease it; 56 will keep it the
STOWE TELLS RADIO
REPORTERS' TRIALS
"TREMENDOUS respect" for the
"very tough and often thankless
job" entsthatare doing
radio'swaswarexpressed
correspondlast
Wednesday
by
Leland
Stowe,
self just back from 12 weekshim-in
the European war zone, at a news
luncheon
givenWaldorf-Astoria
by the Blue Network at the
Hotel, New York.
In contrast to his own weekly
trips to shortwave his programs,
which were transcribed, back to
the Blue, Mr. Stowe described the
lives
correspondents
Hicks ofandBlueGordon
Eraser whoGeorge
were
billeted in Belgium, some 20 or 25
miles from the front, and who ha
to travel three hours or more over
roads packed with military traffic
to get to military headquarters for
briefing at 10:30 or 11 each morning. Then Eraser had to travel another 15 miles or so to the transmitter, often
arriving
a minute or two
before
goingonly
on the
air
at 1 p.m.
This pprocess
was
frequently
reeated in the evening, Mr. Stowe
said, following
which
the
correspondent would travel back the 40
miles or so from the transmitter
to his quarters, reaching them late
in the evening to snach some sleep
before starting out again at 7 the
'next termorning.
The transmitter
weather was loeabitcold and the

CBS 'School' Meeting
ANNUALtional Board
MEETING
of the Naof Consultants
for
CBS's
American
School
Air
has been scheduled Feb. of
16 the
at CBS
headquarters
New York.
Boardof
will review thein current
season
the educational series and discuss
1945-46ings ofplans.
A number
of meetteachers,
librarians
and
educators are scheduled for February in connection with the 15th
anniversary of the American School
of the Air on Feb. 4.
WLOL Elects Board
BOARD of Directors of WLOL Minneapolis last week elected the following officers : B. S. Mittendorf , president ;Charles J. Winton Jr., vicepresident
; Fred ofF. Sales
Laws,; vice-president in charge
Ralph L.
Atlass,dorf,treasurer
secretary. ; Virginia Mittention and sections of the road were
under Gei'man fire much of the
time, Mr. Stowe said, stating that
few people at home appreciate
what the radio reporters abroad
go
utesthrough
of news toongetthetheir
air. few
Theirsminis
a much tougher job than that of
the
said. newspaper
Mr. Stowe correspondents,
broadcasts on thehe
Blue
each
Saturday,
7:15-7:30of p.m.,
for the National Board
Fire
Underwriters and each Sunday,
1:55-2 p.m., for Grove Labs.

FIRST Primary coverage on
the Olympic Peninsula —
PORT ANGELES,
Washington

INTRIGUING!
To you she may be just another pretty hillbilly, but to us she represents one of several
W WV A informal and homey entertainers
who mix it with grand opera, symphony, Joe
E. Brown, Don McNeill, Raymond Gram Swing,
Dick Tracy, David Harding, Fred Waring and
a host of other headline folks, in a manner
that gives WWVA an atmosphere of honest-to-goodness friendliness. It's a friendly
style that has surely caught on, as this
listener's note testifies:
couple of summers
ago we were visiting
friends in your fair city,
and while there visited
your studios. We were so
intrigued by the informality of your style, we
listen regularly to your
It's intriguing
station."informality that makes us
One of the World^s Better Radio Stations.
ASK A JOHN BLAIR MAN
Basic Blue Network

KONP
HEADQUARTERS, OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK
250 watts
1450 kc.
Northwesternmost
Station In the U. S.
BROADCASTING
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WSRR Sold to Publisher
By Rintoul for $161,000
A TRANSACTION whereby
WSRR Stamford, Conn, local,
would toul,beradiosoldsalesby executive
Stephen R.of Rinthe
Katz Agency, station representato a newly-formed
corporationtivines, which
Kingsley Gillespie,
publisher
the Stamford
Advocate, is theof majority
stockholder,
was completed last week subject to
FCC approval. The contracted sales
price is $161,000, exclusive of quick
assets, covexing
on hand
receivables
at thecashclosing
date. and
Mr. Gillespie personally would
acquire control of WSRR, while
his newspaper would acquire a
minority interest. The newspaper
and station would be operated as
separate
entities.began operation of
Mr. Rintoul
WSRR in 1941, following a five
year
effort to secure
a new which
outlpt
in Stamford.
The station,
operates
on 1400
250 w, is
on the Blue
and kcthewithConnecticut
Networks.
joining
1937, he
hadBefore
served
as Katz
stationin relations
head temofvdthWorld
Broadcasting
Syswhich he had been since
1930.
N. y. AFRA Meeting
NEW aYORK
of American
Feder-its
tion of RadiolocalArtists
will hold
first
meetinsrEdison.
of 194.^
Marchmembership
1 at the Hotel
Houseon
Jameson, recently elected president of
the local, will preside. Members wishing to present resolutions to the meetmust Feb.
submit15.them to the local's
boarding by
WNEW New York is conducting its
second annual "American Swing
Festival".

In these days when really good
programs are few and far between
and good lime is hard to get . . .
be sure you buy a show that will
sell your client's product. Fulton
Lewis, jr., has proved this for over
130 sponsors. For full particulars,
phone, wire or write.
William B. Dolph, Barr Building, Washington, D. ICi'
ORIGINATING FROM WOL WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated u ith the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Miss Bergi Boe
'MacFarland, Aveyard & Company
Chicago, III.
Dear Bergi:
Hello Boe, mhadda yuh know? We just
ran a contest. Here's what the figures
showone.who. wants
. anyto reach Z9
counties
in
West
wants Virginia,
to reach
the dope.Here's
...
WCHS.
Cap,
and Milt,Andy
localon
entertainers
by the
WCHS, soredDrug
sponCohen
Stores, ran a
War Bond one
conweek testandfor piled
up29 letters
from
counties in
West
with aVirginia
strong
representation
from
Ohio,
Kentucky and
Virginia,thought
too.
Algy
Just
Yrs..
you'd
know. like to

Feb. 1. . . .
... is not only the birthday
of Alex Griffin, commentator
for WIP Philadelphia and
Mutual, it also happens to
bestarhisWIP
one-year
milestone andas
commentator
also derthethe new
date sponsorship
he started un-of
Griffin (no relative)
Mfg.
Co.,
GriffinBrooklyn,
shoe polish.to promote
GALLUP DESCRIBES
REACTION MACHINES
TWO ence
instruments
by AudiResearch Inc.used
in protesting
reaction to motion pictures and, to
a lesser degree, to radio programs,
were shown and explained to the
motion picture and advertising
press last Monday by George Gallup, research
specialist
erations includes
ARI. whose opFirst device, which ARI has
used for the past four years, is the
Hopkins Electric Tel Voting System, by which representative
groups of up to 200 persons can
register
their reactions,
favorable
or unfavorable,
to what they
see or
hear by turning hand dials. The
machinetionsaverages
reacand recordsindividual
an audience
graph, which, when matched with
the script, gives a minute-by minute analysis
of theor group's
response
to the
picture
radio program.
Combined with extensive questioning preceding and following the
preview,ducer this
gives theof proa goodgraph
indication
the
overall reaction
to his offering.
Second machine, a box with five
raised greesbuttons
indicating
five deof reaction
from extreme
like to extreme dislike, measures
individual reactions and is called
a Unit Ballot Analyzer. Newer
than ment
the machine,
groupit voting
measureis adaptable
for
home maluselistening
by individuals
under
norconditions and may
be especially good for qualitative
radio
Gallun response
said. measurements. Dr.
Most of ARI's work has been in
the motion picture field. Dr. Galradio work stage,
being
largelylup reported,
in the experimental
although
it
has
been
used
to
find
the reaction to commercials, songs
and
items. other individual program

P.S.:
If youage story
want. .more
WCHS man!
cover. see ofa the
Branham
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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FULLER!
No Other

New

York

Listeners, So Often,
FIVE times every weekday ... at 8:25 a.m.
and hourly from 6:25 to 9:25 p.m., "People
Know Everything" holds New York's radio
spotlight. For each period, every day, a question is selected from the thousands submitted
by WOV listeners. The announcer audibly
telephones a number and if the person who
answers the phone knows the answer, the
money on deposit is shared alike by quesRalph N. Well,
BROADCASTING
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Station

or Program

For So Little ....
tionee and questioner. If the question is not
answered the money accumulates for succeed"Peoplespotted
Know inEverything"
has ing
beenbroadcasts.
deliberately
programs
with Hooper and Pulse ratings that place them
at the top in listener appeal among all New
York Independents. A limited number of
strips are still available. Write, wire or
phone for details.
General Manager • John E. Pearson Co., Nat'l Rep.

Reaches

So Many

01

New Yoi
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WhThe n you play the
same course week after
week the course must
be good!
When advertisers use the
same station to sell their
merchandise year after year,
as scores of WIP advertisers
do, the sales "score card"
must look mighty good!
A very few availabilities
left . . . better tee off now!
3"» MARKET
5000 WATT
MUTUAL AFFILIATE

Represented Nationally by GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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t/. 5. SPONSORSHIP
ACTIVE IIS ANZAC
MORE THAN 20% of commercial
radio
programs are
in Australia
New Zealand
sponsored andby
American firms, Frank Goldberg,
executive director of Goldberg
Sydney, Australia,
revealed
inAdv.,
an interview
with Broadcasting.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., Corp.,
Lever
Bros, and General Motors
are top radio advertisers, he said.
Mr. Goldberg
remain months
in the
United
States will
for several
confering with businessmen on
postwar advertising plans.
Spot announcements have caused
no controversy, he said, since all
spots, live and transcribed, can be
used ingonly
designated
timesto durthe dayat and
are limited
100
words. These rules are prescribed
by the Australian Broadcasting
Commission. There are no singing
commercials as yet. He said that
two organizations, Anderson Survey andcentlyMcNair
reformed to Survey,
conduct were
surveys
based on the listening habits of the
Australian radio audience, but up
to last month had issued no reports.
and are
Newdivided
Zealand's
200Australia's
radio stations
into
two classes, Mr. Goldberg ex"A" stations, non-commercial andplained.government
owned, are
controlled by the Australian Broadcasting
Commission.
The
Government collects a fee on all radio
sets
purchased by individuals and the
revenue is used by the ABC to present programs on its own stations.
The "B" station, which is privately
owned, presents a better program
and has a larger listening audience
than the "A" station, Mr. Goldberg
said.newspaper
The majority
"B" said
stations
are
owned.of He
that
the government will probably always
control
a
number
of
Australian and New Zealand stations.
Radio Aids Wounded
MUTUAL'S
is Halloran,
lic service This
program
devotedpub-to
wounded soldiers at Halloran General Hospital, Staten Island, N. Y.,
actually has a therapeutic effect
on the patients, according to Brig.
Gen. Ralph G. DeVoe, commanding general.program
SpeakingJan.on 27,a Gen.
first
anniversary
DeVoe said that the wounded veterans' participation on the pro"helps to reestablish
dgram
ence in themselves
and provesconfi-to
them that we at home are interested in their individual war story."

RCA's Audio Chanalyst
Is Single Testing Unit
NEW alyst,
and whichadvanced
RCAcomplete
audio sound
chanprovides
system testing
equipment
in a single
unit has been announced by RCA Victor Division,
RCA, Camden,overN. previous
J. Representing adevelopment
RCA devices of its kind the new chanalyst, (RCAself-contained
Type 170 A) is comprised
of several
tions, and can be used totesting
test secany
point of sound system from microphone
toas speaker.
In
emergencies
it
can
serve
a bridging unit to substitute for the
defectiveplifier,section
of an inoperative amRCA reports.
contains
highgainTester
amplifier
useful a forcalibrated
signal tracing,
tube
checking
and
gain
measurements
and supplies its own test signal from
a built-in beat frequency oscillator. luitial production of the new type chanalyst is being Equipment
supplied lai-gely
to the
armed
for ratings,
civilian
trade isforces.
governed by priority
according to L. A. Goodwin Jr., manf RCA Victor's
ingager oEquipment
section. Test & MeasurCBC Overseas
Unit
MEMBERS
of the overseas
unit of I
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
play lied
an Expeditionary
important Forces
part inProgram
the Al(AEFP)
of
the
British
Broadcastaccordingdirector
to a report
Johning Corp.,
Kannawin,
of theof
CBC Overseas Unit with headarters in London.
Canadian
programsqufrom
part of the
46 per cent
of American programs fed through
the BBC transmitters. AEFP is on
the air 17 hours daily, seven dav
a week. Canadian
contri-of
butions are underprogram
direction
Gerry realWilmot,
former
CBC
program producer whoMonthas
been in England for the CBC since
early in the war.
Canadian Award f
radio,
17 Canadianartists
artists
were
TO
ENCOURAGE
and build'
presented with Beaver Awards for
Distinguished Service to Canadian
Radio in 1944, by Richard G. Lewis,
editor dianandBroadcaster.
publisherTheof awards
the Canaare
to be made annually.
BMI Ships Fete Disc
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc., New
York, hastainingprepared
record
conseven cuts ofa the
musical
theme
of
radio's
25th
anniversary
which
being owns
shippedthe tocopyright,
stations.
NAB, iswhich
has assigned public performance
rights to BMI.

Club Cancels Lunch
NBC
RADIO Executives Club of New
York canceled its luncheon of last
Station For
Thursday when Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler (D-Mont.), scheduled
speaker, notified REC President
WINSTON-SALEM
Warren Jennings he would be unGREENSBORO
able to appear. This is the second
postponement caused by Sen.
Wheeler, whose attendance at the
& HIGH POINT
funeral
of prevented
Rep. J. F.his O'Connor
*
(D-Mont.)
address3000 WATTS
ing: the club
on his originally
scheduled date, Jan. 18. His topic
was to have been "What's Wrong
With Radio."
WHEN a shortage of natural gas
made
it impossible
the local
WesW§7S
tinghouse
radio tubeforfactory
to work.
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., aired a
special
bulletin
to
all
Westinghouse
Hi;\DI EY - KKED CO.
employes
stay at home until told
to return toto work.
BROADCASTING
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A

Clear

Channel

To

A

Bigger

Market

\
• The advertiser who wants the broadest coverage of the rich
Central Indiana Market will unquestionably select radio station
WIBC as his medium. The lower frequency of this station, 1070
Kilocycles, on a clear channel, and with 5000 watts power, covers
a wider radius than any other Indianapolis station. Write or wire
OWNED AND
OPERATED BY THE
INDIANAPOLIS NEWS

for information about the intensive merchandising support this
station offers to its advertisers.
John Blair & Company, National Representatives

A

Mutual
INDIANAPOLIS,

BROADCASTING
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Activities Reviewed
By Fort Industry
Forward Steps in Handling
. Of Commercials Planned
ADMINISTRATIVE executives
and managing directors of the
Fort Industry Co. met in a twoday session at the NetherlandsPlaza Hotel, Cincinnati, Feb. 27-28.
The meeting, presided over by
. George W. Smith, executive vicepresident of the company and
, managing director of WWVA
Wheeling,
W. Va.,
ities for 1944
and reviewed
set plansactivfor
f 1945.
Policies Outlined
Harry A. Steensen, controller of
. the company, reported that 1944
Fort Industry Co. volume would in
/; all probability run considerably
ahead of the national average for

MBS Chicago Office
TO STRENGTHEN Chicago operations, Mutualrelations
network department
will organize a station
and program department in that
city, ernaccording
to AdeHeads
Hult, ofwestsales manager.
the
department
have not yet been
named.
the broadcasting industry when
that figure is available.
President George B. Storer, on
leave at the present, time serving
as a commander in the Navy, attended the meeting and set forth
programming policies, which included forward steps in the handling of commercials in line with
the present trend in advanced radio broadcasting circles, emphasizing public service. Announceshortly.ment of plans adopted will be made
E. Y. Flanigan, managing director of WSPD Toledo, headed a
discussion on sales, and Charles A.

Smithgall, managing director of
of WAGA Atlanta, spearheaded a
discussion on audience promotion
plans. Jean McDonnell, secretary
of the meeting, which was also
attended by these Fort Industry
Co. managing directors: Stanton
P. Kettler, WMMN Fairmont, W.
Va.; Ralph G. Elvin, WLOK Lima,
0.; Allen Haid, WHIZ Zanesville,
O.;
Miami,andFla. Robert Venn, WFTL
Kellogg on 125
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, on
Jan. 22 began a campaign for Kellogg Raisin Bran on about 125 stations, usingone-minute
transcribed
chainbreak and
announcements. definitely.
CampaignAgencywillis continue
Kenyon in-&
Eckhardt, New York.
HUGHpresent
KNOWLTON,
partner
and
associate offormer
the banking
firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., has been
named a director of International Telephone & Telegraph Corp., New York.

^*
have
heard
what
yow
we're
d
oing

AYLUR^ -UWE-Sn^WDEN

We're helping to do a crack
selling job in the richest, most
responsive market in the country—the great Middle West
and Southwest. Ours is an organization which KNOWS this
market — its people, climate,
productivit]', industry, peculiarities, and above all, its broadcasting facilities and effective
coverages. So call on us when
you want results.

COOPERATING
Cleveland Police Dept., with
WJW the
conducted
a Lone Ranger safety slogan contest and had the famous radio characterTurning
appear personally
the studio.
the tables,at the
two
sons of Wm. O'Neil Jr., president
of theeral Yankee
Network
and
GenTire & Rubber Co.; William
III and Bryan (holding revolver)
got the drop on the Lone Ranger.
Downey Back Feb. 26
MORTON DOWNEY, recently returned from entertaining servicemen overseas, will postpone appearance on his MBS Coca-Cola program until Feb. 26 to continue entry.
Show tertaining
moves servicemen
from inthethisFridays,
Bluecoun-to
MBS, Mondays
through
12:15-12:30 p.m., Feb. 5, with guest
stars substituting for Mr. Downey
until he returns to the show. Songs
from Morton Downey is sponsored
by the Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta,
through D'Arcy Adv., New York.
Tibbett for Texaco
TEXAS Co., New York, will replace
Jamesbett Melton
with singing
LawrencestarTib-of
as m.c. and
Texaco Star Theater on CBS Sundaycasts,
9:30-10
p.m.March
for 4,fivewhilebroadbeginning
Mr.
Melton
fulfills
out-of-town
commitments. Mr. Tibbett concert
is also
featuredbacco Co.'s
singer
Your inHitAmerican
Parade To-on
CBS, atra,having
replaced
Frank
Sinand continues
his opera
work
and activities
as AFRA
president.
Agency is Buchanan & Co., New
York.
PETER
MUDIB
celebrated ofher KOIN
tenth
anniversary
as conductor
Portland Consumer
News Jan. 20.
Program has been sponsored during
that period by Fred Meyer Inc., food
and shopping
center ofchain.
Celebrathe program
at 7 tion
:45partya.m.broadcast
was attended
by the
Mayor of Portland, station officials
and others.

AFFILIATES
KTOK— Oklahoma City, Okla.
KGNC— Amarillo, Texas
^ Commiinitir lit
KTSA— San Antonio, Texas
KRGV— Weslaco, Texas
giPublic Service!
KVSO—
Ardmore,
Oklahoma
KRMD — Shreveport, Louisiana
LONE STAR CHAIN
ROME— Tulsa, Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA NETWORK
KCRC— Enid, Oklahoma
• OFFICES - •
SAN FRANCISCO: 681 Market
GENERAL OFFICES: Amarillo,
CHICAGO 1: 360 North MichiTexas, Radio Building; Telegan Avenue; Telephone: State
Street; Telephone: Garfield 5512.
phone:
4242;
General
Manager:
5260; Manager: Tom Peterson.
Alex Keese.
SEATTLE: 2101 Smith Tower;
DALLAS 1: 805 Tower PetrolPORTLAND, OREGON
NEW YORK 18: 19 West FortyTelephone: Elliott 7417.
eum Building; Telephone: RiverFourth Street; Telephone: MurCBS Affiliafe
PORTLAND: Studio Building;
side
5663;
Manager:
Clyde
Melray
Hill
2-2485;
Manager:
Jack
ville.
Keasler.
Telephone: Beacon 4107.
FREE & PETERS • Natinnal Reoresentatives
HOLLYWOOD: 6362 Hollywood Blvd.— Tel.: Granite 6113
BROADCASTING
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KADA— Ada, Oklahoma
KBIX— Muskogee, Oklahoma
KFDM— Beaumont, Texas
, KFYO— Lubbock, Texas
. KGFF — Shawnee, Oklahoma

VFomg your
way. A few of the nearly
15,000 persons engaged in
the Lumbering Industry in
the Inland Empire help a
log on its way towards the
production of 3,303,451 M
board feet of Lumber for
the first 10 months of this
year (104 of nearly 400
Lumber Mills reporting) .

ONLY

SINGLE

"goingdoesyour
KHQ
yourway,"
sellingwhen
job.
everything's
It completely covers this
Trade Area, rich in Agricultural, Mineral, Timber,
Hydroelectrical,
and having
Manufacturing resources,
Spokane as its shopping
center; and it does it at the
cost of just one medium.

MEDIUM

COMPLETELY

COVERING

THE

INLAND

EMPIRE

Owned and Operated by
LOUIS

WASMER,
Radio Central Building ,

Incorporated
Spokane, Wash..

National Representatives; EDWARD
BROADCASTING
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PETRY

& CO., INC.
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Facsimile— A
New
Hope
for
RADIO is going to move into so
much closer competition with the Publishers^ Decision on New Medium
press after the war that previous
problems of that nature will seem
May Seriously Affect Their Future
insignificant — yet this same potential competition can become a new
lease on life for the press.
This paradoxical situation is AMID ALL THE doings over FM and television, there has
one more aftermath of the new been the tendency to slough over facsimile — record transmission
radio postwar allocation just is- into the home by radio. Despite the pleas of such men as Hogan
sued by the FCC. It stems directly
and Finch, pioneers in fax, and despite the developments by
from tiontheand the
FM authorization
phase of the forallocaFM
stations to send out facsimile trans- RCA, the postwar potentialities of this visual art have been all
mis ions as well as sound broad- but ignored. By many, facsimile is seen as the "sleeper" among
casting.
the postwar services. BROADCASTING presents here the
Ready for the Home
Facsimile transmission means thoughts of a news executive who also knows his radio. His
that copy up to the size of a tab- present war commitments prevent use of his name. BROADloid newspaper page can be put
CASTING does not concur in all of the conclusions expressed.
in a master recorder at an FM
transmitting station, sent out on It does feel, however, that the arrival of facsimile may well
the air, and be reproduced in ex- resurrect an issue as challenging and as controversial as the old
tremely good detail in any home
equippedducer.with
a facsimile
repro- anti-radio fight by the press of the early 30's.
The machine
is noiseless
and relatively inexpensive.
Facsimile has long been worked pedited the research. As a result gram. In other words, even while
out in expensive form for the trans- several major organizations are you are listening to a commentator
mis ion of news photos, now so ready to produce tabloid size fac- or a musical program, from alonghome reproducers as soon as
side that same set a facsimile regood you can hardly tell them from the warsimileends.
producer will be giving you a
the original when they appear in
The problem of how to get spe- printed program, notes on the muyour daily
newspaper.
But
concial radio facilities for these is
sumer fascimile had to do about as
sic, maps to illustrate the commengood a job at a very low cost. Much solved with an FM station, since
tator's points, new fashions, etc.
progress was made just before the because of the simple form of the along with choice advertising diswar and the use of this method facsimile signal it can be carried
for wartime communication has ex- simultaneously with a voice pro- plays.
At regular intervals a newspaper
of tabloid size can be sent along
on each FM station carrier in the
same manner. With an electric
clock switch to turn on your set in
the morning you will wake up to
find, say, a 16-page tabloid newspaper already printed and merely
awaiting its assembly into 16 sheets
for
you
sit and read it at the
breakfast totable.
Now the question for the press
WHDH
is whether, as when radio first
came along, newspapers will brand
it a competitor and fight a losing
BOSTON
battle against it, or realize that it
is the answer to many newspaper
problems and utilize it. The number of newspaper applications for
FM licenses indicates that many
forward
looking members of the
850k.c
press
intend to embrace it by FM
ownership.
5000
WATTS

NotioAol Solei Repretenlativei ■ SPOT SALES, INC., New York ■ Chicago - Son FrontiKO
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the Press?
up news staffs and so the newspapers found themselves facing competition in news gathering as well
as in news dissemination. Yet the
radio stations had long hesitated
to enter this unknown field and
v/ould have preferred to have left
it to the newspapers.
It's important to clarify the relative extent of radio and newspaper news gathering sources in
order fully to appreciate this situation. The newspapers, after opbefore
radio hadposingsetradio,upyielded
any reallongduplicate
of the news associations. The result is that no radio organization
today can compare
such establishments as thewithAssociated
Press or United Press. The blanket
coverage of American and foreign
affairs achieved by these services
is in a class by itself.
What radio did do in the time
it was fighting press opposition,
and has extended since then, is to
build ture
what
feastaffs.might
Thus bein termed
the United
States the networks concentrate
primarily on Washington for news
gathering.
up bureaus abroad.They
Yet have
in mostsetinstances
you will find situation and feature
type of coverage the dominant preoccupation.
Depend on Wire Services
For the fact remains that the
main type of news coverage on the
American radio today comes from
the newspaper press associations.
Every radio station subscribes to
one or more of these services and
the networks subscribe to all. The
majority of the material put on
the radio networks, outside the
commentators, comes from the
press association wires. And even

History May Repeat
If the newspapers do not go
hard after facsimile then the rayears of
dio stations, with this superb facility, will by the very nature of profitable
things have to go into tabloid
newspaper publishing themselves.
fuzz
pe
Thus history will repeat itself.
year ac
over h
2 million bushels...
It was only ten years ago that Each
10% of all the peaches produced in
the newspapers were fighting the the whole South ... picked in Spargiving of news to radio stations.
tanburg County alone!
Since they were logical distributors
SPARTANBURG,
of news, as is now generally realized, the radio stations and netCAROLINA
v/orks went into news collecting for
WSPA SOUTH
Home of Camp Croft
themselves. Finally the press rec5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night
ognized its place. But by that time
950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollingbery
the big radio organizations had set
BROADCASTING
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Amarillo's

Main

Street

Is One

Of

America's Best Ligiited Streets
We believe that the above picture will explode the myth, if one existed, that there is a
hitching-post in front of every store. On the contrary, while Amarillo is an important
beef producing center, it is also the wholesale capitol of the Amarillo — ^Northwest Texas
market. The revenue from oil, gas, wheat, and many commodities and products combine
in making Amarillo — one of the best cities in the Southwest.
KFDA'S "VOICE" IS LISTENED TO IN AMARILLO
Blue Network programs, outstanding local production and the best in technical facilities
give KFDA a "voice" that is listened to, and most clearly heard, in Amarillo — Northwest Texas. When you use KFDA you reach the populous part of the Amarillo market.

# NUNN STATIONS
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.
WBIR, Knoxville, Tenn.
WCMI, Ashland, Ky .-Huntington, W. Va.
Owned and operated by Gilmore N.
Nunn and J. Lindsay Nunn.
REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING

This Is The
Blue Network

NATIONALLY

• Broadcast Adveriisin g

KFDA
A NUNN STATION
Howard P. Roberson, Manager
Amarillo, Texas

BY THE JOHN

E. PEARSON

CO.
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How

it Feels

to

be

Making

Progress
SEE Radio Daily last Wednesday? Has pages
and pages of results on their Certified Poll oi
"1,051 editors and writers of the critical press of
America." It was pleasant reading.
We didn't walk away with the show. Did anybody expect us to.** We, the youngest of the major
networks.''
other oftwoyears
majorin networks
have had aWhen
wholethestring
which to
experiment
with
shows,
with
talent,
with schedules?
Well, it looks as though we came out of the
poll better than anyone anticipated we might.
NBC came up with 13 firsts. That is a great
record. 2 firsts in the daytime, 1 1 at night.
CBS came up with 4 firsts — two daytime shows,
2 nighttime.
We —6.theOneBlue
— came
up with
6 firsts.
That's
right:
in the
daytime,
5 in the
evening.
This Radio Daily poll is evidence that, at least
as far as 1,051 editors are concerned, we have
two and one-half times as many top favorites in
the evening as CBS. And when "One Man's
Family" moves to the Blue next month, we will
haveSo, sixas offartheas top1,051
raters,
to NBC's
ten.
editors
are concerned,
we
must be the No. 2 favorite network.
But the detail about this which is most pleasing
is that five of our firsts are in the evening.
This is important because everyone knows
THIS
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IS THE

how well we are doing in the daytime . . .
the best ratings in the morning of any network
every month of 1 944; the only mafor network to
make rating gains during the day in 1944 ...
that we might get to be like an actor who plays
too many of the same roles. People might get to
saying: "The Blue is a great daytime network."
We are, but we're* more.* *
A lot of people at the Blue are doing a lot of
work.
NightA lot
work.
There is a lot and
of enthusiasm
over here.
of determination
conviction
that, with the help of the agencies and advertisers whose competitive efforts to sell goods at low
cost have made a nation listen, a truly great network will one day emerge out of our joint efforts.
These evidences of progress are fuel for the fires.
And speaking of evidences, perhaps the most
gratifying of all are those hard-headed radio time
buyers wno are planning to get franchises on our
network. They are looking at the costs of the
three networks; eyeing their budgets; sensing the
increasing
need$3,500
to reduce
distribution. And that
a weekthethatcosttheofBlue
saves
for them on a nighttime half hour over the next
less-expensive network is a vital factor, and
deserves the greatest consideration — particularly
inby the
Blue's
as evidenced
suchlight
thingsof the
as the
Radioprogress
Daily —poll.
NETWORK

BROADCASTING
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(Continued from page 32)
the commentators completely depend upon these wire services to
give them the information on which
they base their radio commentary
programs.
In facsimile the use by newspapers isso obvious that publishers
of the printed word will undoubtedly seize it more quickly particularly after their previous losing battle. But by the same token some
radio stations having been forced
by previous newspaper antagonism
into the news gathering business
and having tasted the profits of
news distribution, may well decide
to enter the facsimile news field
also. The sum total result could
v/ell be several additional newspapers in each city.
This would have an important
effect on circulation and distribution. With facsimile able to get
the paper out and deliver it everywhere in 20 minutes flat, the competing newspaper would have to
tise facsimile for distribution in order to meet the new competition.
The competition for the advertiser's dollar would greatly increase.
Income Sources
Then comes the question of circulation income. There is no way
you can collect for a newspaper
which is broadcast by facsimile.
That means that newspaper income will be limited entirely to
advertising, as is radio today. Because of the saving in printing,
paper, and distribution costs, the
books may show about the same
amount of profit as they do today
with a selling price of two to five
cents a copy for a newspaper.
It is easy to see why the newspapers therefore face their greatest competition and yet their greatest opportunity, depending upon
their ability to think ahead and
move fast. By printing their paper
facsimile they can overcome some
of the lead the regular radio has
today in getting out with the news
first. If they wish to avoid competing with radio stations as facsimile publishers then it is up to
them to move in now and arrange
with existing stations planning FM
operation to print and distribute
their papers by facsimile.
A station which can hire its facilities to a newspaper probably

BROADCASTING

RELAY PINCHHITTER
Shortwave Used by KDYL
When Lines Break
SHORTWAVE equipment of
KDYL
came to tore
the
rescue Salt
whenLakean City
automobile
down the telephone lines feeding
the KDYLmitter. With
programs
the wiresto the
down,transthe
station used the shortwave for
conne-'tions from the studios and
service was interrupted only a few
minutes.
The staffinsetfront
up aofportable transmitter
the
studios. Programs were shortwaved
from there and lebroadcast from
the transmitter on the regular
wavelength.
When the improvised shortwave
system restored KDYL to the air,
the
" entanto the
broken
poletechnicians
and strung
emergency
line. Normal
broadcasting
was
sumed in an hour and 43 minutes.reNephi Sorenson, James L. McGraw
and Douglas Eldredge with KDYL
chief engineer C. L. Stockdale
made the repairs, aided by a
Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co. crew.
Morgenthau on NBC, CBS
SECRETARY of the Treasury
Morgenthau will be quizzed on
"Paying
for theof War"
on theUnited,
Feb.
11 broadcast
America
NBC feature heard Sunday 1:151:30 p.m.
on the Boris
program will Participating
beDr.AFLEmerson
Economist
Shishkin,
Schmidt,
economist for the U. S. Chamber
of Commerce,
and Ed O'Neal,
ident of the American
Farm presBureau Federation.
See. Morgenthau
on Feb.
18 will make
his fourth
appearance on We the People,
sponsored on CBS Sunday 10:30
p.m. by Shell Oil Co. Other radio
appearances are being planned.
Retirement Plan
PROFIT - SHARING retirement
program
for officers
es has been
adopted andby employArthur
Kudner Inc., New York, subject to
approval of the Treasury Dept.
Covering all employes after two
years
of service,byprogram
calls forof
contributions
the agency
20% of the first $300,000 of net
profits; 30% on earnings between
$300,000 and $500,000 and 40% on
$500,000 and over. Retirement age
for men is 65; 60 for women.

will not be tempted to go into facsimile newspaper publishing of its
own, particularly since that calls
for going into the expense and
problems of learning the printing
field. But if the press does not act
quickly in this way then radio, as
in the past, will go out and learn
the printing part of journalism as
it did the news gathering part —
and thetion press
find its competidiflSeult will
to meet.
Thus we see how far-reaching is
this phase of the new FM allocations by the FCC — and how the
newspapers
right at ina which
crossroads in theirare evolution
the right decision must be made
and quickly. Their next 20 years
of operation at least will be definitely affected by that decision.
• Broadcast Advertising

"YOl'l

AMERICA

THUS

The questions facing young Americans are
freely discussed over the WJW microphone every
Sunday afternoon from 1:30 to 2:00.
"Young America Thinks" is an open forum
discussion presented as a public service by WJW
in co-operation with the Greater Cleveland and
Suburban Boards of Education. The Forum is
conducted in the high school auditoriums with
Dorothy Fuldheim, noted lecturer and WJW
news analyst, as moderator, with outstanding guest
speakers, and students' questions presented from
the floor for open discussion.
Giving young Clevelanders, and Mr. and Mrs.
Clevelander, a broader idea of the economic and
political forces shaping the world today is one
of the many public services provided the community byWJW.
(Dorothy Fuldheim is also heard nightly
in her news commentary section of
WJW's "Newspaper
Of The Air"—
available
for sponsorship.)

CLEVELAND
REPRESENTED N A T I O N X L L Y B Y H E D L E.Y^ R E E D COMPANY
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Kyser on Tour
KAY KYSER and the cast of his
College of Musical Knowledge
sponsored on NBC by Colgate- Radio's Payroll Gained 16%
data: generalYear
managerial,
executives, was $53.85 for the the FCCLast
Palmolive-Peet Co., last Wednesday began a 6,000-mile tour of Average Salary Found combined art, and $49.81 for the $145.56; technical, $73.44; proservice hospitals and camps arTo
Be
$60.52
in
nation's 834 stations not operated
gram, $72.45; commercial, $110.61;
ranged through the offices of the
publicity, $72.42; other, $78.75.
by The
networks.
Army Special Services Division, in
FCC Figures
average
compares
favorably
For
the
eight networks and 10 key
cooperation with the USO.. Jan. 31
See table on page 38
with other industries, except the network stations the averages
program originated from the naval
station at Bainbridge, Md. Other RADIO'S WEEKLY payroll in- motion picture business of Cali- were: general managerial, $415.18;
creased more than 18% in 1944
broadcast points along the route,
fornia, which showed an average technical, $142.60 ; program,
which covers the South and Mid- over 1943, to reach an aggregate weekly wage
in November 1944 of $177.55; commercial, $164.86; pubwest, will include Parris Island, of $1,615,126, while the average $74.74, exclusive
of executives and
licity, $146.48; other, $128,
Camp Shelby, Mo.; and Camp broadcasting salary went up more professionals (stars).
Nonexecutive employes of the
the same
Crowder, Mo. Agency is Ted than 8% from $55.75 in 1943 to month newspapers andInperiodicals
834 stations reported averaged
Bates Inc., New York.
$60.52 in 1944, according to the reported an average wage, exclu- salaries as follows: Technical —
sive of executives, of $49.96, ac- research and development, $62.83;
annual FCC Employe & Compen130 for Morton Salt
cording to the Bureau of Labor operating, $52.90; other, $37.69.
sation Report, issued last week.
Based on the week of Oct. 15, Statistics. Average for the tele- Program — production, $53; iwritMORTON SALT Co., Chicago, Feb.
^ begins a four-week campaign on 1944, the FCC document shows a
phone industry in November was ers, $40.14; announcers, $49.86;
some
using live
chain- total of 26,688 fulltime employes $39; for telegraph, $36.63, and for staff musicians, $58.75; other artbreak 130andstations
one-minute
announcenetworks and 844 stations, all manufacturing in October,
ists, $57.58.
Commercial
— outside
ments. Campaign will be repeated ofas eight
compared to 24,515 employed
salesmen,
$95.92;
promotion
and
three additional times this year for by 10
merchandising,
$47.92.
networks
and
815
stations
Station
employes
in
executive
four weeks once per season, on the in October 1943. Average salary $46.94.
For the networks and 10 key
same number of stations. Agency is
capacities
earned
the
following
avfor fulltime employes, exclusive of
erages last October, according to stations, nonexecutives averaged
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
these salaries : Technical — research
and development, $90.45; operat$70.08; other,$68.50;
$39.35.writers,
Program—ing,production,
$64.46; announcers, $72.03; staff
musicians, $129.24; other artists,
$78.94. Commercial — outside salesmen, $128.12;chandisipromotion
and merng, $52.28.
THE
BRANHAM
COMPANY
The Commission's data covers
only fulltime employes. A report
on parttime salaries will be released
in the next few weeks.
Of the 26,688 employes listed for
October last year, 249 were network and network key station executives, 2,780 executives of the 834
{Continued on page 38)
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KTHS
KWKH
WCPO
WTJS
WNOX
....
WMC
KTBC
KRIC
KWBU
. . .
KRLD
WCHS . . .
WBLK ....
WSAZ . . .
V/PAR . . .

Hot Springs, Ark.
Shreveport, La.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Jackson, Tenn.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Austin, Texas
Beaumont, Texas
Corpus Christi, Texas
Dallas, Texas
Charleston, W. Va.
Clarksburg, W. Va.
Huntington, W. Va.
Parkersburg, V/. Va.
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Vet Award to TBA
VETERAN Wireless Operators
Assn. will present its Marconi Memorial
castersPlaque
Assn. toat Television
the VWOA Broad20th
annual dinner to be held Feb. 17
at the Hotel Astor, New York,
Williamident,J. announced
McGonigle,
VWOA Award,
preslast week.
which will be received by J. R.
Poppele, TBA president, is being
givenshown
TBA in "for
the together
initiativetheit
has
banding
television interests of the United
States in order to insure American
pre-eminence
McGonigle said.in television," Mr.
In Southern New England People are in the
Habit of Listening
to WTIC

BROADCASTING
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COUSINS

There are no more country cousins, thanks to radio, and this includes
Mortimer Snerd, too.
The man on the farm and his family in rural America hear the same fine music, the same great
drama, the same news from the four corners of the earth as does his city cousin.
Today, the country cousin and the city cousin are beginning to talk the same language, thanks to
clear channel broadcasting assigned by the Government for the purpose of connecting rural and
metropolitan areas by radio.
We bring a dependable radio signal into a rural man's parlor or barn, with weather and market
reports he needs. We bring him music which no farm family ever before heard, this side of Chicago
or New York, and then only at stiff prices and in uncomfortable seats.
We bring it to him without charge or compulsion. He is free to tune us in or out, as he and his
family elect. We are forced to serve and to interest him and his family, or we won't stay in business as a broadcasting station.
That's clear channel service under the American system of broadcasting.
For the past twenty years WSM has been striving to maintain and to develop its audience through
listener service and interest. We are old-fashioned enough to believe that you can't just kid people
into the belief that you are their friends: you have to earn their friendship and their loyalty over the
years — even in radio.
That's the only way we know how to get several million people to tune to
WSM, year after year: to make them v/ant to do it through service rendered.
This is clear channel broadcasting.
This is WSM.
650 KILOCYCLES
iBdwin W. Craig, Pres.

NBC Affiliate
Harry Stone, Gen. Mgr.

National Representatives, EDWARD

PETRY & Co.

National Life and Accident Insurance Co.
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Fulltime Employes
KANSAS
I

CITY
IS
A

K

O

Z

Y
MARKET

for the Week Beginning Oct. 15, 1944

Class of employes Number Compensation Average
Executives:
General
managerial 1,024
Teclinical
589 $162,808
44,639 $158.99
75.79
Program
559
44,915
80.35
Commercial
450
53,354
118.56
Publicity
139
12,510
90.00
Other
268 22,927 85.55
Total, executives 3,029 $341,153 $112.63
Employes (other than executives):
Technical:
Research and development. .. . 4,758
104 7,750 56.22
74.52
Operating
Other
294 267,516
11,218 38.16
Program:
Production
1,114
65,890 59.15
Writers
989 176,015
42,761
43.24
Announcers
3,450
51.02
Staff
musicians
2,226
169,619
76.20
Other
artists
1,511
101,764
67.35
Other
1,331
67,809
50.95
Commercial:
Outside
salesmen
132,179 99.23
Pro.TOtion
and merchandising. 1,332
734
Other
574 37,250
23,671 50.75
41.24
General
and
admin'strative:
Accounting
1,065
42,632
40.03
Clerical
1,199
34,207
28.53
Stenographic
1,246 39,326
39,420 31.64
Other
1,245
Miscellaneous
487 14,946 31.59
30.69
Total, excluding executives 23,659 $1,273,973 $53.85
Total, including executives 26,688 SI, 615, 126 $60.52
Radio's Payroll
{Continued from page 36)
standard stations, 5,987 were network employes other than executives, and 17,672 were station
employes.
That the wage and manpower
freezes generally have hit radio
is indicated in the FCC data. In
October 1943 the 815 independent
stations employed an average of
25 persons, while in October 1944
the 844 stations reported an average of 24 employes.
. Overall, radio still holds its own
as a leader in salaries, except for
the motion picture industry, but
in comparison to the manufacturing industry, broadcasting is lagging behind in comparable salary

442
126
181
551
291
279
20247

142.60
177.55
$21,174
2,852 $415.18
164.86
7,457
10,881
146.48
128.00
4,834
4,736
$51. £ $208.57
64,544
3,980
3,266
68.50
64.46
13,037 72.03
71,211
54,545 129.24
63.79
33,810 78.94
128.12
52.28
24,887
17,553
16.051 41.80
12,768 43.88
30.97
33.71
8,640 36.41
6,810
21,917
49.45
2,324

5,987
6,236
,742
Test Video Reaction
TELEVISION set owners in the
New York area are asked to indicate their reactions to specific programs telecast on the evening of
Jan. 28 in a questionnaire mailed
out by Ross Federal Research
Corp., New York. The mail study is
being conducted
for NBC,
it wasto
learned.
Televiewers
are asked
rate 11 programs they saw on
WNBT, NBC, or WABD, DuMont
outlet.
increases. Since 1939 the average
wage of all
increasedmanufacturing
more than 96% hasfrom
$23.86
to
$46.94.
Radio's
average
wage in 1939 was $52.48, with last
year's craverage
of $60.52 an inease of only 15%.

$65.77

$141,634
41,787
37,458
42 , 473
7,676
18.191
$289,219

801

$145.56
73.44
72.45
72.42
110.61
78.75
$104.04

202,972
3,770
7,952
162,978
98,408
47,219

,675
643
440
1,044
17,672
20,452

32,610
17,409
12,622

Blue Promotes Three
THE BLUE Network, in a further
realignment of its script and pronamed ofJohntheCoburn
Turnergram staff,
as has
manager
script
department,
and
who formerly heldStuart
that Buchanan,
post, as a
program
supervisor.
Mr. Turner's
appointment
comes shortly
after
his appointment as manager of the
program
promotion
division,
[Broadcasting, Jan. 22]. He will
be succeeded by Juliet Glen, who
originally
sion as a was
writer.to join the new diviSIR ERNEST FISK, prominent in
establishingnicatiAustralian
commuons, andAmalgamated
chairmanradio
and Wireless
managing
director
of
(Australasia), has now taken over
the post
of
managing
director
of
Electric & Musical Industries of London.

PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
|] EVEREH L. DILLARD
2
General Manager
I
5 ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
?t Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
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GETS
THAT
{JU
What's up with Santa Claus at this late date? Well, our poor Santa
just got around to counting the letters he received from WIZE listeners in 1944 . , . and what a delightful surprise . . . from 1700 letters
in 1942, we buzzed up to 2781 in 1943, then ZOOM ! In 1944, our 30
minute Santa Claus program rated 4,031 letters . . . and that over a
period of just 24 days . , . from the day after Thanksgiving to the day
before Christmas. . . . That's what you call steady progress! !! and
that's typical of WIZE in Springfield. As the proof of the pudding is
in the eating, so the proof of the station is in the mail count . . , and
what WIZE does for Santa Claus year after year, WIZE is doing for
all its advertisers . . . gaining listenership and sales through topnotch Blue Network programs and well-planned local shows. WIZE
is growing . . . figures prove it ... so include WIZE in your radio
plans . . . the WIZE way is the wise way.

'EM

C

J

WEED & CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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Midway Discord
OUT IN St. Louis The Post Dispatch has
launched an editorial campaign against (1)
middle commercials in newscasts and (2)
objectionable sponsorship of news broadcasts.
Editors of the newspaper long ago raked the
leaves in its own backyard, KSD, before looking
over the fence to examine the clutter behind
its neighbors' houses. KSD carries no middle
commercials in its broadcast news. KSD exercises critical selectivity in accepting sponsors
for its news productions.
Other stations recently have announced such
policies.
In Detroit,
WJR has
middle commercials
in news.
The eliminated
Assn. of Radio
News Analysts, of which H. V. Kaltenborn is
president, publicly has protested against such
mid-journey detours through commercial copy.
During the war years, radio's stature as a
news distributing agency has grown. Radio has
won distinction for reporting the news intelligently and swiftly, but the strides it has taken
can be lost. One need not be a soothsayer to
anticipate public rebellion against all broadcasting if the tremendously significant news
yet to come from the earth's four corners is
garnished with unharm.onious advertising.
There are those who will protest that advertising need not be out of harmony with the
news — that, indeed, it can be woven into the
warp and woof of a newscast without offense
to the listener. This can be true, but instances
of such ingenuity are difficult to recall.
The story which is being reported by radio
today doubtless is the most compelling in the
time of man, and no listener will forego hearing it even at the expense of rude and ill-timed
interruptions on behalf of the sponsor. But will
such patience persist? Will the listener, when
his greed for news abates — no longer fed by
the flames of war — show such forebearance in
the face of distasteful copy and mid-production commercial recesses? We think he will not.
We think it behooves radio now — ^not tomorrow, nor the day after tomorrow — to restudy
its whole process of news dissemination in the
light of changing times. We believe the character of the news is such today that its telling
will bear fruit for the sponsor if he is content
to announce himself only at the beginning and
closing of each broadcast.
We believe broadcasters — and leadership in
such matters rests squarely upon them, not
upon the advertisers or their agencies — should
face with courage the need to reject sponsors
whose messages ring discordant in the sweeping and tragic news of these days.
IT'S FINALLY
on themakes
officialhisrecords
that
James
Caesar Petrillo
own regulations,
and
doesn't
bother
about
expressions fromLabor
the President,
the War
Board or the
the Congress,
National
Labor Relations Board. At the NWLB
hearing in New York last week, NBC, and
Blue
admitted
threat executives
to pull the plug
on themthatif Jimmy's
they acceded to the NWLB ruling on platterturners, caused them to sit tight. They confear of Jimmy's
answerin
now, asfessedalways,
is thatpowers.
only aThechange
the statutes, making labor unions amenable to anti-trust laws, can check Jimmy.
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Hollywood
IT WOULD
appear that 'No'
Cecil B. Man
DeMille has
read the Constitution. At least, he is willing to
bet $98,200 annually that he has read it.
That is the sum which has been paid the
Hollywood genius for directing and producing
the fabulous Lux Radio Theater. He is now out
of a radio job because he refused to pay to the
American Federation of Radio Artists, of which
he is a member, a $1 assessment for a fund to
be employed in fighting a political issue.
The political issue was a referendum on the
California ballot last November which, if
adopted, would have outlawed the closed shop
in the State. Mr. DeMille favored the referendum. AFRA opposed it. Mr. DeMille was not
present at the AFRA meeting in which a majority of the membership voted the $1 assessment.
He had not, he maintains, been notified of the
meeting.
Reviewing the matter in Los Angeles Superior Court, Judge Emmet Wilson decided that
AFRA legally could enforce upon a member
the assessment of such a fee, and could take
whatever punitive action which be indicated if
the payment was not made.
AFRA, apprised of the decision, immediately
notified CBS that AFRA members would walk
out if Mr. DeMille appeared on the network.
Thus, last Monday, Mr. DeMille — who once
had been carried to the microphone on an
ambulance litter for his weekly broadcast — -was
not at the microphone. In his place was Lionel
Barrymore.
Mr. DeMille, even in face of the Superior
Court ruling, has refused to contribute his
dollar. He has said he will take the fight to the
Supreme Court, and he should. He observes,
and it is difficult to conjure arguments against
his logic, that it's a free country. He believes
that under the Bill of Rights he is not required
to contribute funds to promote a fight in which
his sympathy lies with the other side.
Broadcasters, who with increasing frequency
have felt the lash of tyranny — more notably in
the Petrillo matter — can at this point rise and
applaud. Apparently Mr. DeMille, who is
reputed to be a man of determination, intends
to live up to the principles in which he believes.
He may be fighting a losing battle, but he's
buying with that dollar bill something more
precious to him than he can purchase for
$98,200 a year. The production is an extravaganza in the best DeMille tradition, and we
hope it will have a happy ending.
Hail Britannica
WE NOTE that Miller McClintock, former
Mutual president, is now a director of Encyclopedia Britannica Films Inc. William B. Benton, former advertising agency head, is chairman of Britannica, president of Muzak and its
newly-formed Subscription Radio Inc. subsidiary, which aspires to provide non-commercial
program service on a nickel-in-the-slot basis —
a sort of multiple address or narrowcasting
system.
James Lawrence Fly, former FCC head, is
associated with Mr. Benton. Chester Bowles,
OPA head, is slated to join his former agency
partner. Robert K. Hutchins, U. of Chicago
president, is a director.
It looks like a reunion of the clan.

JOHN SALT
THERE
been a thornMinister
in the bony
side
of NazihasPropaganda
Goebbels
since Britain declared war on Germany
in September, 1939. That thorn is John
Salt,
erstwhile
head of thethat
BBC's
European
Service,
the department
plunged
into
battle with the Nazi propaganda machine
and emerged winner in the war of words.
May, Mr. post,
Salt as
has director
been in ofBBC's
topSince
NorthlastAmerican
the
BCC in this country. His staff of more than
75 persons in Washington, Chicago, San Francisco and Toronto, are all working with him
"toward a better understanding between the
people of the United States and Great BriIn Europe,
Salt's and
messages
sinking tain".deeper
into John
the hearts
minds areof
people still under Hitler's rule.
Reminiscing about the blitz days of '41,
Salt recalls
the principal
problems
then
was tothat
keep"onetheofshow
going when
your
studios
being bombedto and
your lines
cut."
Sincewere
broadcasting
Europe
continued
through the night, there was always a duplicate staff in another section of the city prepared to carry on the program should the
studio originating the broadcast be bombed.
"This," explained Mr. Salt, "could be done
without the listener being aware of any
Twice it was necessary to leave the studios
inchange."
the middle of the night. Mr. Salt and his
staff drove through the streets of London, protected from the flying splinters and tons of
debris only by mattresses strapped to the
roofs of the cars for protection.
To find out if their programs were being
heard, BBC had its own kind of Crossley. A
good gauge was the number of Nazi persecutions for listening to the BBC. "Another good
barometer,"
Salt, by"were
denialsradioof '
items in BBC says
news Mr.
bulletins
the Nazi
and by Goebbels personally. The more frequent
and forceful the denials, the larger was our ,
audience,
we knew."
Soon after
Pearl Harbor, John Salt came
to the United States as assistant to Lindsay
Wellington,
then BBC's
North American
rector. He describes
the activities
of the BBCdioffices in Rockefeller Center, New York, in two |
words — eastbound and westbound.
The westbound operations comprise hun-[
dreds of programs produced in London for
American networks and independent stations.
Each of the four networks has at least one
weekly program, in addition to special programs bringing the voices of American servicemen to their home towns.
:
No less (Continued
important onarepagethe4^) many eastBROADCASTING
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WMFM, like other leading American radio stations, is doing
a double job ... a job for today, a job for tomorrow.
Today, WMFM is broadcasting a schedule of carefully
planned programs that is distinctive, sound, progressive.
This programming policy, combined with the miracle of
crystal-clear, static-free FM, has won the unparalleled sup-

port of thousands upon thousands of Wisconsin families.
Tomorrow, WMFM shall continue to expand its pioneering
leadership, its genuine service to Wisconsin.
Today, tomorrow, whenever you make radio plans for Wisconsin, remember the call letters WMFM. They represent
one of .America's pace-setting radio stations.

WMFM
w
BROADCASTING
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CHEERIO, WILLIAM!
ISN'T RADIO
JOLLY!
Hold on Mister! That's not Farmer
Bill's kind of lingo, even though
he may be willing to wear a tophat, gloves and cane — for a gag!

If you want to talk to Iowa farmers
whose average income in 1943 was
$7,672 (and is estimated to have
been 20% higher in 1944), use a
station which speaks their language. That's KMA!
Farmers listen to us because we
listen to them. They send us twice
as much listener-mail as any other
station in this 80% rural area.
That's because we give them what
they want — Iowa - flavored farm
programs with plenty of the news
and information vital to their
business, all spoken by men who
know farming procedure from
spring plowing to sausage-making.
As for Times Square wit and jive
records: they're OUT!
Let us (or Free and Peters) tell
you the story of KMA, the No. 1
Farm Station in this No. 1 Farm
Market.

Our Respects to
{Continued from page i2)
bound activities of the BBC. "Too
many people think only of BBC
as bringing
Britain
to America,"
he
feels. "Just
as much
effort }s
expended
toward
bringing
to Britain an understanding of what
the
United States is doing and thinking." This is accomplished through
special programs beamed to Lonfor rebroadcast on BBC's
Home donService.
John
contactBritain
with
American Salt's
radio first
was when
declared war on Germany. It was
his job at Broadcasting House,
London, to arrange for American
commentators' broadcasts back to
the States. In the underground
studios, so built that broadcasting
could go on under severe bombings,
Mr. Salt worked with Fred Bate
of NBC, Ed Murrow of CBS, and
John Steele of Mutual.
Lover of Sports
He's a great sportsman, a crack
shot, asiast,skating
and tennis
enthu-at
and was riding
instructor
Aldershot,
Mrs. SaltBritain's
is the West
formerPoint.
Olive
Shapley, credited with developing
the technique of using a recording
truck for documentary broadcasting in the same way documentary
film is used. She produced many
such programs in the U. S. before
giving up her work to raise a
family. The Salts have a young
son, Daniel, 16 months.
John Salt served nine years in
the British Army, specializing in
survey work in Transjordania,
Egypt, and in European countries,
particularly Germany. He joined
the Talks Dept. of the BBC in London, 1934, beginning his interestj ing"Radio's
radio career.
role in helping to create
better understanding between nations is yet in a rudimentary and
experimental stage," says Mr.
Salt.BBC
"A start
the
is gladhasto bebeenablemade,
to do andits
share in this pioneer work. But
the real problems lie in the future,
when the need for working together
will lusbeof war
just will
as great
stimuhave but
been theremoved.
"What radio does in the postwar world," he sincerely believes,
"will haveor anotgreat
bearing
whether
we ever
have ona

World War III."
Cline Returns to WFD
WILLIAM R. CLINE, station editor and assistant to Glenn I. Snyder,cago,general
ChiThe No. 1 Farm Station
has beenmanager
granted ofan WLS
indefinite
leave of absence by Burridge D.
in the No. 1 Farm Market
Butler, WLS president, to return
to the Radio Section of the Treasury War Finance Division. Mr.
152 COUNTIES
Cline was loaned to Treasury for
six
weeks
by Mr. Butler during the
AROUND SHENANDOAH, lA. Sixth War Loan in November and
December. standing
"Mr.
an outjob forCline
us did
during
the
Sixth
War
Loan"
Thomas
H.
Lane,
WFD
director
of
radio,
press
and
& Peters, i\c.
advertising, stated, commenting,
"we are indeed grateful to Mr. Butler for letting him return."
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KMA
Blue Network

NOTES
MILLER
former president
of Mutual McCLINTOCK,
Broadcasting System,
has been
elected
a
director
of
Encyclopedia
Britannica
Films
Inc.,
of
which
WILLIAM
BENTON,
and Subscription RadioB.
Inc. head, isMuzak
chairman.
DAVID MARGOLIS, formerly on the
sales staff
of WBALthe Baltimore
and hasrearmed
forces,
joined cently
WOVreleasedNewfromYork
as a salesman.
O'CONNELL
byFRANK
the Blue
Network hasto been
head appointed
a newly
created cago,cooperative
sales
office inFLORChireporting
to
STANLEY
SHEIM,
Blue
manager
of
co-op
With the Blue's national and spot sales.
sales
inpreviously
Chicago for
since151942,
was
yearsMr.withO'Connell
Newspaper
Group
Inc.PARROTT, released from the
SCOTT
Marines, has joined the sales staff of
WBZ-WBZAquarters in Boston.
Boston-Springfield with headTEDOBERFELDER,
promotion
director
ofNetwork
WFIL Feb.
Philadelphia,
will join the
Blue
12
as
coordinator
of
audiPost until who
recently
held byence promotion.
BERT HAUSER,
left wasthe
Blue toativejoinprograms.
MutualPrioras todirector
of cooperWFIL,
Mr.
Oberfelder
was directorjoining
of promotion
of WCAU
Philadelphia.
JOHN
BRUNTON, member
the isKQW-the
CBS San
sales ofstaff,
father
of a Francisco
girl.
LT.
(j.
g.)
JOSEPH
I.
MILLER,
NAB
director,to for
theformer
past
fortnightlabor
hasrelations
beenCenter,
confined
the National
Naval
Medical
Bethesda,
Md., for
treatment of bursitis, which the patient
describes as an "occupational disease of
baseball
pitchers
and orchestraJr.,leaders."
CHARLES
H. LAWRENCE
on inacthe Army staff
Air Forces,
joinedtive dutythewithcommercial
of WEIMhas
Fitchburg,
Mass.,
Mutual-Yankee
outlet.
Prior with
to entering
the sei-vice, Lt. Lawrence
was
Vincent
advertising
agency. Edwards & Co., Boston
WALTER
S. Broadcasting
LEMMON, president
of
World
stressed Wide
the important
role of Foundation,
radio, particularly
shortwave
radio,
"in
promoting
sound
uniting international
the peoples of understanding
the earth into and
one
big family," inmunications
a talk
onlastfreedom
broadcast
weekCreated
asof compartby
ofthe theFoundation
Beyond Victory
series.
in cooperation with the
Carnegie
Endowment
for International
Peace,
programs
are broadcast
weekly by
80DOROTHY
stations. BEHRENS,
sevenrecently
years
with C. E. Hooper Inc. andfor most
manager
of the
"Network
Hooperatings"
reports,
has
become
an
associate
of
DR.
MATTHEW N. CHAPPELL, consultant
on radio tivmeasurement
and other
media clients.
effece
n
e
s
f
o
r
Hooper
and
Miss
will assignment
work on thebeingHooperthe
account,Behrens
her first
preparation
of
a
handbook
on Service".
"How to
Use
the S.Network
Hooperatings
JOHN
PHILLIPS,
in radio since
1929,
has
joined
WGKV
Charleston,
as
account
executive.
CAMPBELL ARNOUX, manager of WTAR
Norfolk,ident of Va.,
has beenClub,
namedNoi-folk
new presthe Virginia
civic
oi-ganizaton.
JOAN
COSTELLO,
formerly
with
the
Knollin
San Francisco,
joinedJose.theAdv.salesAgency,
promotion
staff of KQWhas
San

You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches
•
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking
•

persons
persons
persons
persons

STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with
WBNX. Our program department will ossist you in
the translation of your copy..

Rudolph Named
R. E. RUDOLPH, former accountexecutive
KGVv" Portland, Ore.,ofhasKEXbeen andappointed
sales
manager of KEX, recently acquired
Westinghouse station, according to
J. B. Conley, manager of KEX.
Harold Bratsberg, active in West
Coast radio for 14 years and former program manager of KALE
Portland, ?has been named continuity director of KEX.
SOQO WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW YORK
New Offices
NEW offices
have atbeen600acquired
by Ave.,
Television
magazine
Madison
3-9748.
New York. New telephone number is Plaza
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AL

SLIM
IF..

YOU

WERE

BUYING A '*RADIO ACT" YOU WOULD
TO ASK PERTINENT QUESTIONS

To save your time, here are the answers.
Slim Bryant and His Wildcats have been a KDKA Feature for more than five years. Some call their act "American
Folk Songs and Music". . some shorten it to just plain
hill-billy. (You may take your choice.)
Slim and His Gang have made more than 800 personal
appearances throughout the KDKA area to audiences ranging from 200 to 30,000. Total persons played to now well
over a million. They have established house records for
stage attractions in dozens of theaters.

W BZ
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WANT

It is a safe bet they are the best known radio act in the
Tri-State Area. . on the stage. . on the air! Sale of
their song books will soon reach 100,000 . . one of their
phonograph records has passed 120,000 and is still
in demand.
All of the above demonstrates wide circulation . . wide
acceptance, throughout KDKA's area of influence. There
are many other details but our space is running short. The
complete story of Slim Biyant and His Wildcats can be had
from NBC Spot Sales.

VGSTINGKOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KEX • K YW
• KDKA
WBZA
• WOWO
REPRESENTED NATIONAllY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMEC CC,
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'
SALT

ACTIVE
LAKE

MARKET

ARCH ROBB,
former assistant to CLARin chargeENCE L. ofMENSER,
programs,NBChas vice-president
been named
night pany
program
manager
chargeMr.of Robb
comin Newas inassistant
York.
joined NBCoperations
in 1943
to the
eastern program manager and was ap1944. pointed Mr. Menser's assistant in May
RICHARD L.respondent ofTOBIN,
foreign Tribcorthe Newtimeformer
York
Herald
une
and
for
some
in
charge
of
FM
news
service,
has joined
the
Blue
newsits
and
special
features
staff
on
a
special
feature
news assignment.
Whilebroadcasts
overseas
he
several
heardparticipated
onmerly hadWOR
Newin York,
and for
he fora
regular
newscast
the
Tribune on that station.
LOU
SCOFIELD,
freelance
writer,
is
now
with announcer.
WCFL Chicago as a labor newswriter
and
JACKent MAHON,
former News
Pacific Service,
correspondfor International
has
joinedents Mutual's
staffarea.
of war
correspondi
n
the
Pacific
He
is
expected
toNimitz
be assigned
to
CINCPAC
at
Adm.
headquarters.
MARTYrector ofGLICKMAN,
formerhas sports
New York,
pro-dimotunit
ed to WHN
firstof lieutenant.
He is been
stationed
with
a
the
Ninth
Marine
Aircraft
Wing atN.Marine
Point,
C. Corps Air Station, Cherry
DICK
NESBITT,
member
of the sports
and announcing
of WKRC
has
been namedstaffsports
directorCincinnati,
of the
station.
LESTER SMITH, Yankee
Networkreplace
news
analyst,
CEDRIC starting
FOSTER, Feb.
Yankee5 will
and Mutual
commentator,
who
is
taking
his
first
vacation in five years.
LT. JIM
COCHRAN,
former
WSPD
Todirector,
isashome
on leave
after ledothe
18 continuity
months
overseas Command.
a bombardier
with
21st
Bomber
Before
reassignment
he will be stationed in Miami
for
a rest period.
JOHN
FREDERICKS,
newstaffto ofradio,
joined
the Wis.,
announcing
WMAMhas
Marinette,
replacing
PAT
KEHEE,
who
has
entered
the
U.
of
Wis.
and
will
serve as announcer at WIBU Madison.
LT. NORMAN
BARRY, now
NBC oncentral
divisionof staffa PTannouncer
boat,awaiting
has beenreassignment
in leave
Chicagoas
onskipper
a
30-day
leave
after 15 months duty in the Pacific.
S/SGT. CARLTON
C. IDE,
the
and formerly
with released
the WBZ-by
WBZAArmy
staff,
has Boston
rejoined- Springfield
the stations. announcing

Utah has one of the highest
per capita ratings as a
radio listening market.
National Representative
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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GEORGE
SLADE,
educational director
WBZ-WBZAopened
Boston-Springfield,
Jan.
26of
officially
WBS,
Wellesley
College
station at Welle ley, Mass. The Westinghouse sound
picture,students.
"On the Air" was
shown
to Wellesley
HELENlicity sPARK
has
resigned
from theto pubtaf of WCAU
Philadelphia
join
the
Philadelphia
Record.
She released
is succeeded
bythe RUBY
BLOOM,
recently
from
service.
ALEX GRIFFIN,
WIP Philadelphia
and
Mutual
newsfor commentator,
new book
publication.
Outhas ofwritten
the Car-ofa
nage,
dealing
with
the
medical
heroes
this war.
MARSHALL pADAMS,
Washington
newsaperwoman, fasLadies
hion stylist
designer,
will conduct
Listen
on andWOL
Washington
effective
Feb.
5
during
the
absence
ofwhenELEANOR
HOWARD,
who Jan.
was injured
a streetcar
struck her
19.
EDYTH RADOM,
fashion
editora ofthreethe
Hartford
Courant,
has onstarted
weekly
fashion
program
WDRC writer
Hartford,
becoming
the
third
Courant
to have a WDRC program.
BEN torKAUFMAN,
former managing
edihas beenof Television
appointedof magazine,
the easternNew
radioYork,
and
television
editor
Hollywood
Reporter,

CAROL COLVIN has become continuity
editor and DOROTHY
woman's program
director
WMAM.
WANDEL,
recentasof Fleming Appointed Blue
graduatemanager
of Carroll
College,
is serving
Go-op Publicity Manager
traffic
of WMAM.
ARTHUR REILLY, former newscaster of GEORGE FLEMING of the Blue's
WLW
signedof bypersonal
RKO- publicity department has been apKeith Cincinnati,
Theatreswhich
forhas abeen
series
pointed to the newly-created post
appearances,
will
highlight Mr. of publicity
manager
of thedepartnetReilly's 15th anniversary in radio.
work's
cooperative
program
BILL TRAVIS,because
forcedof tohisleave
announcing
ment. Prior
to joining
the Blue
temporarily
health,
recently
resigned
from Radio
KMOXin St.Los Louis
to join
months ago, Mr. Fleming had
United
Press
Angeles
and three
been a writer for Transradio Press
subsequently
was
transferred
tonewsPhoenix
Service.
asof manager
of
the
Arizona
radio
wire
UP.
Frank spot
O'Connell,
with intheChicago
Blue's
GIL
SWENSON,
WDAY Vicki
FargoSmithsportsof national
sales office
editor,
Jan. 26Mr. married
since 1942, has been named head of
Hines,
Minn.
Swenson
plans
to
enter
the co-op sales in that city. These
the Army about mid-February.
IRENE KUHN, assistant director of the appointments and the promotion of
NBC
depai-tment
of
information,
has
beei.
with thein 1943,
depart-to
named to the board of directors of the Lyndellment sinceWilson,
its inception
National
Assn.
of Public
Relations
Counthe position of assistant to Stanley
sels
Inc.
Mrs.
Kuhn,
who
has
been
with
1940, was informerly
assistant
manager of the coopetoNBC
the since
vice-president
press, Florsheim,
rative program department, comcoordinator
and managerchargeof ofprogram
plete
its
executive
line-up.promotion
Harold
promotion.
Day was recently
named
manager
and Barney
Cragston
TERRENCE
O'DELL,
former
chief
ann
o
u
n
c
e
r
o
f
CBO
Ottawa,
is
now
with
the
Montrealfromstudios
of thewhere
CBC following placed in charge of New York sales.
release
the RCAF
Department
asformerly
assistantwith
radio
liaison Chatham,
officer.heHeserved
was more
than 20.personnel
Its sponsornowlist,numbers
which
CFCO
Ont.,
started two years ago with 40
CKLWson, Mich.Windsor-Detroit, and WIBM Jack- names,
now includes nearly 800.
BYNG WHITTEKER,
former
proTorontoAmerican
who has
been CBC
withsince
the
BBC onducer atNorth
newscasts
JAMES
MORGAN,
promotionS. and
art
early
in
the
war,
is
on
leave
from
London
director
ofW. WSPA
Spartanburg,
C, has
at his home in Toronto.
been
accepted
Arts League
ofasthea member
Carolinas. of the Pine
VINCENT
FRANCIS,
formerly
of
KROW
has ofjoined
Francisco JOHN (Tip) SAGGAU, released from the
asOakland,
conductor
the KGO
all-nightSan program.
Army
Glider Detachment,
now Moines.
a Air
singerForce
and announcer
with KRNTis
CHARLES
TEAS,
former
newscaster
of Des
KOB
Albuquerque,
N.
M.,
has
joined
KMPC Hollywood.
PHILtor ofJOHNSON,
former program
WCSH
Portland,
Me. has
and direcstaff
JIMMIE
McKIBBEN,
writer-producer
of member
of WHDH
Boston,
been
KECA
Los
Angeles,
has
resigned
to
devote
appointed
production
manager
of
WHEB
fulltime
to
freelance
writing.
ROLLO
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
BOB
FULLER,
who
HUNTER,
was with WLAW Lawrence,
Mass., is now
has
taken hisformer
post. writer-producer of KFI, announcer-producer
with
WHEB.
DOROTHY
ROE,
network
traffic DAL WYANT, production head of WHEB
manager
ofAngeles
KFI Losformer
Angeles,
has joined
Portsmouth, N. H., is now director of
KECA Losstation
as secretary
SCOTT,
general
manager.to CLYDE sales promotion.
BURT
LEIPER,has former
sportscaster of
BOB
EVANS,
WTOP
Washington,
has
been named correspondent for WFBL San
KMJ Francisco
Fresno,
news joined
staff. the KPO-NBC
Syracuse.
CHARLES
HARRIS,
announcer,
is now
WILLIAM
C.Greenfield,
O'NEIL, Mass.,
former has
newscaster
with
KGO v. San
Francisco
transferring
at WHAIWorcester
joined
from
KFRS
San
Francisco.
He
formerly
WTAG
as
news
editor.
He
formerly was correspondent for the Spring- was with WIRE Indianapolis.
field Union.
ED WALLIS, whoprogram
WIP
Philadelphia,
lastdirector
week toof enter
ROBERT
DOUBLEDAY,
announcer
and the
agricultural
directorassistant
of WFBL
Syracuse,
beenlefttorejected
his postforthismedical
week.
has
been named
instructor
of reasonsArmy,and hasreturns
the Radio Workshop of Syracuse U. He
MUELLER,
war correwill
tion. teach announcing and radio produc- MERRILL spondent
who recentlyNBCreturned
from
Europe, tour.
will embark
on a cross-country
lecture
As
in
previous
years,above
Mr.
BEN
BEZOFP,
news
editor
of
KMYR
Mueller will turn over all income
Denver
and
first
correspondent
of
a
Rocky
to a charity — this year the Army
Mountainturned to the
station
to after
go overseas,
hasin there- expense
Relief.
U.
S.
six
weeks
European Theatre of Operations.
REG
MERRIDEW
hasCleveland,
been namedreplacing
chief
announcer
of WGARwho
Army Disclaimer
WAYNE
MACK,
willdepartment
devote moreof
time
to
the
production
WAR
Dept.,Relations
Radio Branch,
which he is head.
of Public
last weekBureau
sent
BERNARD HERRMAN, musical director letters to all commercial
commercial
and non-in
television
stations
of CBS,ing completed
returns tomusical
New York
Feb.
6,
havscoring assign- the United States informing them
ments on the film "Hangover
20th Century-Fox
Film Corp.Square" for of the War Dept. policy concerning use ofbroadcasts.
Army combat
HAROLDtivities ofLAMPEL,
director
of radio acIf the film
film onis
is father ofthea OPA
boy. Los Angeles district, television
used merely as illustration of the
material being dramatized, and not
RENE
BOZARTH,
musicalnamed
director-news
the actual filming of the story, the
commentator,
has Los
been
program
directorceedsof CAROLYN
KGFJ
Angeles.
He
sucWar Dept.be has
requested
that ina
CARO,
who
resigned
to
inserted
somewhere
join Allied Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles. disclaimer
the
telecast.
The
disclaimer
RUTH tionMILLER
has beenwithappointed
sta- "Combat scenes shown on thisstates:
prolibrarian
WALSH inmusiccharge
of traffic. BOBPATRICIA
SCHOPgramonly wereandintended
to presented
be illustra-as
tive
were
not
FER,
with
Army
medical
dischax-ge,
has
joined KGFJ as announcer.
actual
scenesofofthe
the disclaimer
dramatization."
First use
was
R. S. LAMBERT,
educational made
Jan. 21, on a Mitchell Field
broadcasts
of the supervisor
Canadian ofBroadcasting
Corp.,_ Toronto,
isto onattendtourmeetings
of western
programcilitiestelecast
through
the
Canadian
provinces
with
of WNEW New York. faprovincial educational department, teachers'tionassociation,
home
and
school
associas, and other groups.
BILL
announcer
Cleveland broadcast on the
KYW CARPENTER,
Philadelphia, former
has joined
WSNYof WJW
scene coverage of the $50,000 RepubSchenectady.
lic Steel Corp. fire Jan. 31, staying
on the air until 4 a.m. to furnish
TONY
WHEELER,
announcer
Philadelphia,
is the father
of a boy.of WFIL listeners with the late bulletins.
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...WMAQ

'at 6:15 AM
Searsorder
Roebuck
Company,
mail
house, and
wanted
to reach world's
the urbanlargest
and
outlying families in the great Chicago market.
They wanted to enter the homes of the second
richest buying center in the United States where
2,855,700 families spend over $3,500,000,000 annually.

WMAQ

CHICA0Q

Sears Roebuck and Company, being astute
advertisers, carefully surveyed the listening habits of the early rising radio audience before
making their choice. The result — a long term
contract favoring WMAQ. Sears is sponsoring
Everett Mitchell on "Town and Farm", 6:15 to
6:45 in the morning, six days a week.
WMAQ — morning, noon and night — reaches
the people who listen and buy. Information
concerning time availabilities furnished upon request.

The Chicago station most people listen to most
670 ON YOUR
DIAL
REPRESENTED
BY NBC SPOT SALES
A S T I N G • Broadcast Advertising

■
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America
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CH I C AGO
5000 WATTS 560KC

CHICAGO CUBS
BASEBALL FOR 1945
National Representative
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK
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HAREY of ACKERMAN,
vice-president
in
charge
program
operations
of29Young
&five-week
Rubicam,business
New York,
lefttheJan.
on a
trip
to
West
Coast.
William
and radio
director B.ofLewis,
Kenyonvice-president
& Eckhardt,
New
York, is in Hollywood to attend the -premiere of Standard
Brand's
Eddie
Bracken
program,
started
Feb.
4
on
NBC,
Sunday
8:30 p.m.
GREGORY
DICKSON, Service,
former director
of
the
WarWarInformation
York
State
Council,ofNewpublicity
York,New
has Foote,
been
appointed
director
for
Cone
New
York.for Previously
had
been& Belding,
publicity
director
Walt Disneyhe
Productions,
Hollywood.
accountthe executive
ofKENBBDO,TYSON,
Chicago,former
has joined
Chicago
advertising staff of McCall's magazine.
BURKEnett Co. and
HERRICK,
formerly
of
Leo
BurN. W. Ayeroffice& Son,
Chicago,
has joined the
Walter
Thompson
Co. asChicago
Ford accountof J.executive.
JOHN
MARTIN, Adv.
having
Jaynes
&F.Harshberger
is newresigned.
offormerly
Los Angeles
agency Jack
with which
hename
was
associated.
Driscoll,
formerly
producer
of
Stromberg-Carlson
Radio
&
Television
Corp.,
New
York,
joined the agency as production manager.has
HAROLD
the
St. Louis A.officeTHOMAS,
of Olianexecutive
Adv. Co.,in has
been
named vice-president
in charge
of
merchandising
and
new
product
developwith sales.
Shell
Oil Co.mentas. Mr. Thomas
manager formerly
of packagewas goods
JOHN
T.of NOLAN
Jr., former
publicity
director
Gruen Watch
Co.,executive
Cincinnati,
has
been
appointed
account
of
Strauchen & McKim, Cincinnati.
GORDON
E.McCann-Erickson,
HYDE, vice-president
and
director
of
New
York,
has
resigned.withMr.10 Hyde,
group
supervisor
ofhis service
leading
accounts
under
supervision,
has
been with
the
agency
six
years.
After
concluding
his
work
with
McCann-Erickson
sometime
mid-February, Mr. Hyde plans
to takeina vacation.
JOHN E. MCMILLAN, vice-president of
Adv. Co.,forRochester,
toHutchins
enter business
himself. has i-esigned
ROBERT
P.
HOWARD,
formerCorp.,
director
ofAngeles,
advertising
for the
Los
has joined
the Nion
Dana
Jones AnCo.,
Los Angeles,
as
account
executive.
other newcomer to the Dana Jones staff
isChasePaulCo.,Terry,
formerly with Barnesradio director.San Diego, as copy chief and
JANE
WORTHINGTON,
formerly
with
McCann-Erickson,
the Leon
Livingston
Agency,hasSanjoined
Francisco,
as
copywriter.
LT. ROBERT
G. inBEAUMONT,
former ac-ofcount
executive
the
San
Francisco
fice of Foote,minisCone
trative of icer of& Belding,
the Signalis now
Section,adSixth Army
Grouptheheadquarters.
Lt. Beaumont
entered
Army
shortly
Pearl Harbor and has been overseas after
two
years.
BILL
EDINGTON,
after
being
on
loan
for four years to the various government
finance turnedcommittees
Ottawa,
has re-&
to radio as a atpartner
of Dickson
Edington,
Toronto
merly Dickson
& Ford.radio producer, forSPITZER
& MILLS, Toronto,
opened
anSt.,
office
W.hasHastings
with inKenVancouver
Davidson at as675manager.
STEWART-LOVICK,
Vancouver,
is
ning to open offices in Toronto. planJAMES
L. DePAULI,
withedWest-Marquis
Inc., account
has been executive
appointmanager
of that
agency.of the San Francisco office
DON
SHAW,
radio
executive
of
Cornell
& two
Newell,
has inreturned
toGeyer,
New
York
after
months
Hollywood
where
heAndrew
assembled
and
aided
start
of
the
weekly
Sisters show on Blue stations.
Nash-Kelvinator Corp. is sponsor.
VIRGINIA
SCUSSEL,
for twohas years
Compton
Adv.,
New York,
joined withthe
copy
department
Shenfield,
New York.of Doherty, Clifford &
JOHNFoote,J. Cone
MESSLER,
account
executive
ofhas
& Belding,
Angeles,
resigned
to join
John name
H. Los
Riordan
Co.,
which
has
changed
firm
to
Riordan
& Messier Adv.
JAMES & McCleei-y.
McCLEERY,
executiveagency,
of McLos Angeles
has
joinedNeil tthe
and
ioned in SanNavyDiego,
Cal.is temporarily staCLAUDE CARTER,
former
directory
reps nta ive ofSouthwestern
Bell
Telephone
Co.,
and rE.eproduction
J. Conlon,
former
and
radar
specialist
withradio
the
AAF
Air
Technical
Service
Command,
have
joined cagothe
Burton
Browne
Agency,
Chi, as account executives.

Fleming Resigns
ROBERT M. FLEMING has resigned as program director of
Cincinju^' WCKY
n a t i effective
Feb. 3 to join
A Cincinnati adverJ -^^r tising agency,
"tegSr*
as ra-&
Stokes, Palmer
J Dinerman
»3»
J^T^T dio
director.
Mr.
j^HHaHtokta
Fleming
has been
IHE^mBBi two
years
and
for
WCKY
with
I^Hjjjjj^^H
was
Mr. Fleming previously
vicepresident
and radio director of Harry M.
Miller Inc., Columbus and Cincinnati agency.
teaches
radio advertising,Hebusiness
correspondence
and public relations at the U. of
Cincinnati Evening College and is
a past
of the Advertisers' Clubpresident
of that city.
Becker to Agency
FRED BECKER, Pacific Coast
manager of the Blue Network
spot salespointed division,
apradio directorhasof been
the new
Los
A
n
g
e
1
es
office of Abbott
Kimball Co., New
KimbYork.
a 1 1, Mr.
president,
who has been in
Los
Angeleswithin
connection
the opening of
the new branch,
is
expected
in New
York back
this
Mr. Becker week. Blaisdell
Gates, also on the West Coast, is
expected to return to New York
where he serves as account executive. Additional personnel for the
Los Angeles office are still to be
announced.
Besides
servicing
ifornia clients,
Mr. Becker
will Calalso
produce
originating
shows forHollywood
other clients
of the
agency serviced through Kansas
City, Chicago and New York.

Thomas First
A. Fdison
with tlie incandescent
lamp — 1879 ^

Was the First

Memphis Radio
Agency Merger
WALTER K. McCREERY, recently
Station to establish
resigned
vice-president
of Allied
Adv. Agencies,
Los Angeles,
has
merged his interests with Smith
& Bull Adv., Hollywood. Under
an auditoriunn
new set-up firm name has been
changed
to
Smith,
Bull
&
McCreery, with headquarters at 6642
studio.
Sunset Blvd. Charles B. Ganz, account executive, and Mayfield Kaylor, production
manager,
respectively of Allied Adv. have also
joined Smith, Bull & McCreery in
similar capacities. Allen McKee,
producer, is another staff addition.
^ South's 24.Hour Station
EVELYN
ALLEN and relations
James C. Kiper
WHBQ
have
N. W. joined
Ayer &theSon,public
Philadelphia. staff of
JEFF
WADE,
son
of
Walter
Wade,
owner
ofCairo,
WadeEgypt,
Adv., where
Chicagohe has
returned
from
radio production man for the
overseaswas division
of the
BOB ALBURTY, General Mgr.
OWI,
airing
Middle
East
news
to
America
and Great Britain.
While inawaiting
new
assignment
he will work
the Chicago
Your MUTUAL Friend
agency during his 32-day leave.
STEPHEN
SCHAFFER
has
joined
RayMemphis, Tennessee
mond R. Morgan
as account
executive.Co., Hollywood agency,
BETTY
BUCKLER
JOHNSON,
for
five
yearston &Hollywood
managerto join
of BenBowies,
hasofficeresigned
her
husband
in Ardmore,
Okla.
MaryoverEdith
Stahl,
production
aide,
takes
as
office manager.
{Continued on page 50)
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in

War!

Two of KGW's ace news staff
check the latest teletype news.
First station in the Portland
area to provide complete coverage from ALL THREE
major news services — KGW
is still the only Portland station which gives listeners
ALL the news.

in

Peace

When President Coolidge
made his final campaign
speech on October 31, 1924,
few homes had radio sets,
KGW carried the speech and
the KGW sound truck brought
the new listening magic to
Portland citizens.

in Audience
Influence
In 1924 Portland came outdoors to listen
to KGW broadcast. That is no longer necessary.
ONEOFlHEGREATSmiONSOFM
But in 1945 KGW, pulls its audience just as surely, as it speeds accurate, complete news and
comment of the battle-front to the vital homefront of Portland's great war effort. KGW is
the station people in the Portland area have
preferred for 23 years!
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THE DRUM

. . . forerunner of the
telegraph
Probably the earliest of all musical
instruments, the drum was indispensable tohave
primitive
toric drums
been man.
found Prehison all
continents, and crude forms are still
used extensively by all uncivilized
peoples, including our own little
boys.
Long cation,
used African
as a natives
means oistill
communidepend
upon regularly
spaced
"drum
statelegraph
system.tions" for their grapevine
only
For
The history of no other instrument
is so steeped in superstition as that
of the drum. In Oceania, if a woman
sees a drum before it is completed,
the drum is contaminated, and must
be discarded. To some races, the
drum isthesacred,
and the
drum-yard
where
instrument
is made
serves
as a sanctuary for criminals.
Talking Turkey
You've
heard
of Turkey
but did you
that thedrumsticks,
Turks and
invented the know
bass drum?
Gluck
Mozart first introduced it into Euroeffect. pean music, mostly for its comic
Speaking of the drummer's art,
Georgeis Hogarth
well
no easy said:
matter."ToA play
singleit
stroke of the drum may determine
the character of a whole movement;
and the slightest embarrassment,
hesitation or misapprehension of the
requisite force, may ruin the design
of the composer."

The snare drum alone has a range
from 70 to 15,000 c.p.s. Only the
best recordings can approach reproduction ofthe drum beat with lifelike naturalness of sound. And the
best today are:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Electrical Research Products
D'wis'ton
OF
Westertt Eliitnc Company
195 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y,
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(Continued from
48) with
GREGORY
DICKSON, Waltformerly
Paramount ductioPictures
ns, has been and
appointed Disney
directorPro-of
publicityPrior
for toFoote,
& affiliations
Belding, NewYork.
his Cone
movie
Mr.
Dickson
was New
director
of the
Office
of War
Information,
York,
and
a
member
the
for Gov. Campaign.
T. E. Deweyof
duringpublicity
the paststaffPresidential
MARGE
KERR,
talent
buyer
ofweek
N. W.on
Ayerbusiness
& Son,tripNewtoYork,
left lastwhere
awill
Hollywood
she
remain
several
weeks.
KAL
ADV.
Inc.,
Washington,
D.
C.
agency, has
changed Adv.
its firm
name
to Kal,
Ehrlich
&
Merrick
Inc.
and
has
acBldg. quired enlarged office space in the Star
RAYMOND
KNIGHT
and Wes
McKee,
program
Young
& Rubicam,
New
York,directors
have
beentoof transferred
fromstaff.
the
production
dept.
the
television
Both will continue as directors. Mr.
Knight Island
formerlyprogram
directedwiththeEdBorden
Co.on
Happy
Wynndirectthe edBlue
andGirls,
Mr. sponsored
McKee formerly
My
Best
for
Energine
by
Cummer Products
also on joined
the Blue.
Robert
the
Y & R Weenolsen,
production who
staff,recently
has been shifted
to theducedaytime
radio
department
to prothe
General
Foods
Hap
Harrigan
show
the BlueforandthewillCelanese
work onCorp.local
radio onoperations

ELGINnamedNational
Co., Elgin, 111.,
has
Gordon Watch
Howard
manager,
succeeding
Frank asR.advertising
Brodsky,
who
resigned
to become Co.
advertisingHoward
ma-nager
the Elgin
Pepsodent
startedof with
as editor Mr.
of the company's
house
organ.
Watch
Word.
CALIFORNIA
Aspoc.grape
Products
Los
Angeles
(Monterey
juice Co.,
punch),
has
appointed
Loekwood-Shackelford
Co..
Los
Angeles,
as
advertising
counsel.
Radio
plans are said to be considered.
CONFECTIONS
Inc.,
Chicago
(snacks),
has
named PaulRadio
Grantplans
Adv.,areChicago,
representative.
said to beas
considered.
CONSOLIDATED
Hair Goods
Chicago (Fij-Oil shampoo),
has Co.,
appointed
Malcolm-Howard
sentative. Plans areAdv.,saidChicago,
to includeas repreradio.
SHURE
Bros.,
Chicago
and
acoustic
devices),
has (microphones
appointed Phil
Gordon Agency,
advertising.
Radio Chicago,
may be toused.handle its
STEWART-WARNER
Corp.,
radio
division, has appointed
Henri,Chicago,
Hurst
& McDonald,
Chicago,
tobeinghandle
advert
i
s
i
n
g
.
P
l
a
n
s
for
radio
are
considered.
DR.
D. H. LeGEAR
the Dr.has L.beenD.
LeGear
St.of Louis,
appointedMedicine
director Co.,
of rales
and advertising.
MONOGRAM
PICTURES
Corp., New
Los
Angeles,thisthrough
Weiss a &series
Geller,
York,
begins
of transcribedweek
one-minute
and
chain
break
announcements on five New York City
stations
on behalf
of "They
Shallreleased
Have
Faith"
and
"Dillinger",
to
be
this month. Campaign continues through
February.
QUALITY COSMETICS Corp., New* York,
has
appointed
Chasonfor'Co.,
New
York,
to handleHerbert
advertising
Monique
cosmetics.
this
summer.Radio will probably be used
LOS
ANGELES
SOAPon Co.,
adding
its western
Feb.quarter-hour
5 for 52to
weeks
startsschedule,
thrice-weekly
noon
newscast
on
KSL
Salt
Lake
City.
Agency
Hollywood. is Raymond R. Morgan Co.
FIRST chain,
Nationalhas Stores,
England
grocery
signed forNewsponsorship
ofFriday
Alton 7:30
Hall p.m.
Blackington's
Yankee
Yarns
on
WBZ
Boston
arid
WBZA
Browning,Springfield.
Boston. Agency is Badger &
GRAPHITE
sponsoring
theBronze
10 with
p.m.Co.,
news Cleveland,
program to-onis
WJW wardCleveland
copy
directed
appealing
to
workers
to
enter war
work.
HELZBERG JEWELRY Co. of Iowa
will sponsor rativeRaymond
GramMoines
Swingwhencoly on KRNT to Des
that station opeswitches
the Blue
June 15.
Agency is Carter-Owens, Kansas City.
MAX mFACTOR
& Frank
Co., Toronto
(cose
t
i
c
s
)
,
has
started
Sinatra
weekToronto.
Account
was placed
by lyTedon CFRB
H. Factor
Agency,
Los Angeles.
BOVRILRecipe
(Canada)
Ltd.,
Montreal,of Cahas
started
on a was
number
stations.Tunes
placed by
Cockfield nadianBrown
&Account
Co., Montreal.

SPECIAL
FOOD popcorn),
Co., Chicago
Pobegan(Jay's
sponsorshiptato Jan.chips26and
of 14 WAAF
announcements
weekly
on
WJJD
WIND
WCFL
WAIT
WGES
for 52
Chicago.wasWHFCplacedWJOB.
weeks
by AtlasContract
Adv. Agency,
GENERAL
MOTORS
Corp.,of Detroit,
Feb. 4 renewed
sponsorship
Victory onIs
Our Business
quarter-hour
Sundayforpro-13
gram
on
WGN
Chicago.
Contract
weeks was placed by Campbell-Ewald Co., HRn
Detroit.
ALDENS MAIL ORDER Co., Chicago,
begins gramsponsorship
quarter-hour pro-for
Days Feb.
onof WCFL
13 weeks School
effective
5. AgencyChicago
is Craig
Dennison
Co., Chicago.
BURDINE'S
Dept.
Store,
Miami,
on Feb.of
5 starts sponsorship on WIOD Miami
Mondayshinethrough
Friday Contract
quarter-hour
Time
program.
is
forSun-52
weeks.
SCHENLEY
DISTILLERS,
New York
with
(DuBonnet
wine)
through
New
York
has signed
forproduced
Songs ofbyBBDO
GoodFrederick
Cheer,
transcribed
series
W.Contract
Ziv Co.,
is forCincinnati,
26 weeks. on WMAQ Miami.
NATIONAL
COURTLAND Baking Co., Courtland, N.
Y. (Cobakco
bread),Syracuse
has signed
for spons
o
r
s
h
i
p
o
n
WAGE
of
Korn
Kobblers, transcribed
produced
by Fredk W. Ziv Co., series
Cincinnati.
Contract
was
placed ericdirect.
SPOT and
DELAWARE,
Lackawanna
&
Western
Coal
Co.,
Montreal,
has
added
a
number
ofafternoon
eastern network
Canadian show
stations
its Sunday
The toShadow.
AcLOCAL
Montreal.count was placed by Vickers & Benson,
C. B.started
FULFORD
Ltd., Toronto
(Zambuk),
has
thrice-weekly
spot
announcements on 45 Canadian stations. Account
TIME
was
ronto. placed by F. H. Hayhurst Co., ToROBERT
E.
JONES
has
been
appointed
advertising
managerHeof isColgate-PalmolivePeet Co.,manager
Toronto.
former advertisBUYERS
of General
and ing
is past
president
of theFoods,
Assn.Toronto,
of Canadian Advertisers.
ARIZONA mittee,GRAPEFRUIT
Program Desert
ComPhoenix & Board,
California
WM
Grapefruit Industry
Los Angeles
(cooperative),
in
a
Pacific
Coast
camp
a
i
g
n
o
n
Jan.
22
for
13
weeks
started
ufing daily
participation in Protective
combined
Sunrise
League onSalute
KNX andLos Housewives
Angeles; Hello Again
onCalendar
KALE on Portland,
Ore.; Home-Keepers'
KOMO Spokane.
Seattle;
This Woman's
World onThompson
KFPY
Walter
Co., Los Agency
Angeles. is J.
TIVOLI
BREWING
Co.,
Angeles26
(Trivoli using
beer), new
to radio,LosonannounceJan.
started
18 KFI
transcribed
ments
weekly
on
Los
Angeles
and
five-weekly
KFSDLosSanAngeles.
Diego. Agency
is Dana Joneson Co.,
SILTON'S,creasing itLos
Angeles
(jewelers),
s current
schedule
Feb. in-6
starts
sponsoring
totalper
ofweek
76 ontranscribed
spot
announcements
on
Hollywood.
52 KMPC
weeks.
Placement is Contract
through N.isJ. forNewman
Adv..
Los Angeles.
TODD'S
CLOTHES
Co.,
Los
Angeles
(retail Good
chain),Neighbors
on Jan. o/21South
expanded
its
weekly
to aned music
houron andKFAC
a halfLosprogram
ofAmerica
record-in
Angeles.
Firm
addition sponsors Harlem Holiday, weekly
60-minuteLos program
ofSoldiers
recordedof the
musicPresson
KFVD
Angeles,
onA-Musicana
KECA Los
Angeles,
five-weekly
PamHollywood,
one
newscast per onweekKFWB
on KFAC
KECA and
a daily news nouncement
periodscheduleonis KFVD.
Spot
anused
on
KECA
KFVD KHJ KFMB KGB KFSD. N. J.
count.
Newman Adv., Los Angeles, has the acSafeway on NBC
SAFEWAY
land, Gal. (foodSTORES
products),Inc.,on OakFeb.
19 for 52 weeks starts the daytime
comedy-drama
Aunt
Mary
on
NBC Pacific stations, Monday20
through Friday 3:45-4 p.m.
(PWT).
PackagedHollywood,
by C & E show
Radio Productions,
also will be released via transcrips on a list
of stations
easterntioncenters
where
Safewayin stores
are located. Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
WRC
J. Walter Thompson Co., McCannErickson and Foote, Cone & BeldRepresented by NBC Spot Sales
ing, wayagencies
servicing
the
Safeaccount at various periods to
Washington
be determined
mercial credits will
on thesupervise
program.comBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

B

EiT

AUDIENCE
EAST
WHN— New York
50,000 Watts
GLOOM DODGERS
9:00 A.M.— 1:00 P.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
The biggest
talentstation
programin theon country.
the biggest independent
% hr. participation — $600.00 per week.
VVFCI — Providence-Pavvtucket
1,000 Watts— Blue
BETTY GUNNING SAYS
1:15—1:30
P.M.
Mon.
thru Fri.
An attractive,conducts
charming,this well
known
personality
easy-to-buy
participator.
Spots — $10.00
WNBH—
250 Watts— New
Blue Bedford, Mass.
LOCAL NEWS
8:30 A.M., 12:45 P.M.
6:15 P.M., 10:30 P.M.
Fifteen years of telling the local folks
what
happens
Participation —
$4.00 day
time — locally.
f8.00 evening.
WATR— Waterbury
1,000 Watts— GUIDE
Blue
SHOPPERS
8:15—9:00
A.M.
Mon. thra Sat.
HeleneightMorris
for
years. hai; been doing this one
Participation— $37.80 per Wk.
WJEJ—
Md.
250
Watts—Hagerstown,
Mutual
SADDLE
PALS
11:15-11:45
A.M.^2:16-2:30 P.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
That
old
time
i.ii'sic show that gets
mail and sells merchandise.
Participation —
3 per week— $15.98. 6 per week — $30.24.
WRAW—
Pa.
250 Watts— Reading,
NBC
IT'S
IN
THE
BAG
(Meaning the grocery bag)
10:00—11:00
Mon. thru Fri.A.M.
Yessirl
one rings cash registers
in grocerythisstores.
Participation— $25.00 per Wk.
WJAS— Pittsburgh
5,000 Watts— CBS
RHYTHM SECTION
8:45—9:00
A.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
Some
smooth
listenin' andfor participatthe busy
housewife.
It's recorded
ing.
One minute — $22.i>0 base rate.

TESTED

BUYi
FOR

WNAB— Bridgeport
250 Watts— Blue
liSO CLUB
7:00—8:00
A.M.
8:20—9:00 P.M.
A.M.
2:30—3:00
Mon. thru Sat.
A sparkling
M.C. makes
one more
than
just another
platterthisprogram.
Daily participation — $32.40 Wk.
WNHC—
250 Watts New Haven
ALARM KLOK KLUB
7:00-8:00
thru A.M.
AnMon. hour
ofSat.breakfast music on New
Haven's
newest
station.$20.00 Wk.
Daily participation—
WOCB—
250 Watts—Cape
Blue Cod, Mass,
WORLD NEWS
7:30
A.M., 11:00
12:30 P.M.,
6:00
Mon. P.M..
thru Sat. P.M.
Hot
from
the four Press
cornersWire.of the
earth by Associated
Spot participation— $18.00 Wk.
WJTN—
N. Y.
250 Watts—Jamestown,
Blue
MEMORY MATINEE
3:30—3:55
P.M.
Mon.
thru time
Sat.
An
ideal
for those old familiar
melodies.
Participation — $25.50 Wk.
WEST
K BUR— Burlington, la.
250 Watts— Blue
THE BURLINGTON BUGGY RIDE
11:00—11:30
Mon. thru Sat.A.M.
It's
homey, and$35.00
the home
Participation—
Wk. folks love it.
WCLO—
Wise.
250 Watts—Janesville,
Mutual
THE HOMEMAKERS
9:05—9:30
A.M.
Mon.
thru Sat.
EMhousehasforbeenfourteen
telling years
'em how
toAUNT
keep
and
they love it.
Participation— $27.00 Wk.
WDGY— Minneapolis-St. Paul
5,000 Watts
CULLUM'S
SPORTS COLUMN
5:45-6:00
Mon. thru P.M.
Sat.
The
Cities' favorite sports editor
on theTwin
they
likeairit!as well as in print. And do
Cost— *180.00 per week complete.

REPRESENTED
NEW

BUSY
TIME BUYERS
KMYR— Denver
PACIFIC COAST
250 Watts
KFWB—
MARK SCHREIBER— SPORTS
5,000 WattsLos Angeles
5:45-6:00
MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM
Mon.
thru P.M.
Sat.
11:00 A.M.
Denver's
aceFoursportscaster—
hetime,reallysameis Mon.
thru toSat.2:30 P.M.
big
league!
years
same
station — now available.
Twelvetion— sameyearsm.c.— same
time — same
sta-of
Jarvis,
master
Cost — $100.00 per week complete.
ceremonies — masterAl salesman
!
$50.00 per % hr; 50 wd spots— $12.00.
KJBS—
KBON— Omaha
500 WattsSan Francisco
ALARM
250 Watts — Mutual
6:30-8:00 KLOCK
A.M. KLUB
SUNRISE SERENADE
Mon. thru Sat.
7:00—8:00
A.M.
Surveys
Mon. Ihru Sat.
in the Bayprovearea.its the best dollar buy
Spot
participatic:
— $0.50 base rate.
Don
Perazzo
M.C.'s
this
onefreeandtheatre
he's
good.
News,
music,
and
KFMB—
San Diego
ticKets win a lot of listeners.
250
Watts— MELODIES
Blue
Daily participation— $27.00 Wk.
MORNING
8:00—8:15 A.M.
Mon.
thru
Fri.
A good time to catch the whole family.
WIL— St. Louis
Participation — Base Rate $9.00.
250 Watts
KTKC—
Fresno-Visalia
THE BRE^xKFAST CLUB
5,000 Watts—
Blue
7:00—8:00 A.M.
ALL
STAR
2:45—3:30 P.M.DANCE PROGRAM
Mon. thru Sat.
Mon.
thru
Fri.
Twenty years of audience build up
plus onean outstandi..g.
easy-to-listen-to M.C. makes
Everybody
likes a ofdance
tune. Here's—
forty-five
it. Participation
this
Card Rates.minutes
Minutes or hours at Card Rate.
KEVR— Seattle
250 Watts
BREAKFAST
7:00—8:00 A.M.PLATTERS
WDSM— Duluth-Superior
Mon.
thru Sat. music with breakfast
250
Watts—
Blue
If(andthey
TWILIGHT TIME
they want
do) this is where they get it.
5:15—5:30 P.M.
Participations
— $3.25 each.
Mon. thru Fri.
Timely tunes for Twin Port tea time.
SOUTH
Spot Participation— Base Rate $4.00.
WHBQ— Memphis
250
Watts—
Mutual
JITTERBUG
HALL
2 :00-2:30
KBIZ— Ottumwa, la.
Mon.
thru P.M.
Fri.
250 Watts— Mutual
years at— the
way.
—Seven
it's musical
it's same
hot — intime.fact,It'sit'slively
the
FARM & HOME PROGRAM
highlight of the day down Memphis11:30-12:00 Noon
Minute participation — $7.50 each, base.
Mon. thru Sat.
WTAW— College Station, Texas
Awherenewsythe farm
progiam
in
the
State
tall corn grows.
1,000 Watts—
Blu.!
FARM
12:30
toFAIR
12:45
P.M.
Daily participation— $19.20 Wk.
Mon.
thru
Sat.
The
Texas
Aggies
Station with farm
news for Texas Farmers.
Spot Participation — Bas- Rate $6.40
KFUN—
250 Watts Las Vegas, N. M.
WTSP— St. Petersburg-Tampa
1,000
THE SPANISH HOUR
WOMENWatts—
IN Mutual
THE NEWS
2:00-3:00
P.M.
—
7:00-8:00
P.M.
10:30
to
10:45
Mon. thru Sat.
Mon. thru Sat. A.M.
Mostly
about women, of especittl
Two
favoritewhole
musichours of New Mexico's
interest news
to women.
Daily participation — $21.00 Wk.
Daily participation — $16.20 Wk.
BYRAMBEAU

YORK

HOLLYWOOD
i

^00

This is a wolf-call . . . and
we don't mind admitting
that our own call letters
have been likened to same.
It seems we, er, uh, have
a way with the wimmin . . .
or why else would 16,000
ladies of Cincinnati write
in to become active,
partcipating members of
our afternoon show,
Petticoat Partyline —
without diamondbracelet-bait ????????

A MARSHALL FIELD STATION
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO

this

is

WOOD

STATION
IN
Chattanooga
CBS

PAUL
H. RA REPRESENTATIVES
YMER COMPANY
NATIONAL
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Two Religious Groups Plan Expansion
Of Church Programs Via Showmanship
NEW INTEREST among religious religious spirit. Programs have
groups in radio, with indications of been offered for use during Lent
a generalcreased usetrend
towards adopting
its in- or at other times and have been
and towards
so far by some 150 outthe technique
successful
enter- requested
lets. Only mention of the Episcotainment on theof air
for religious
pal
faith
occurs
the end of each
messages, is found in expansion program when at the
plans announced within the last states that the programannouncer
is presented as a public service by the
few
weeks byCouncil
two major
bodies —
the National
of Protestant
laymen
of
the
Episcopal
Church
Episcopal Churches in the U. S. A. ;
Bishop's Comand the National Lutheran Coun- and themitteepresiding
on Laymen's
Some 500
stations work.
now have a
cil.Their plans and interest are
special
disc
prepared
by
Coun-of
cil for broadcast on thetheday
along the same lines projected reEuropean victory, including choir
cently by the newly
formed
interdenominational religious commit- music, prayer of thanksgiving and
tee [Broadcasting, Jan. 1, 8] al- address by the Bishop of Pennsylthough neither is as yet a member.
Plans are characterized by interPostwar Ad Help
est in FM, increased use of recorded programs, more emphasis A NATIONWIDE organization of
on showmanship, less on straight advertising and sales personnel to
sermons and church service pro- help labor, industry, agriculture,
grams; and a definite attempt to and consumers to understand each
steer away from sectarianism.
problems,
and to help
to understand
the Amermerits
Representing eight Lutheran other'sican youth
as well as the problems of our
bodies, the Lutheran Council, at economic
system,
was
proposed
its 27th annual meeting in New Jan. 29 by Charles B. Brown,
adYork Jan. 23-26, created and subsivertisingatdirectora ofluncheon
the RCAof Vicdized a new division of public relator
Division,
the
tions, which includes visual aids Philadelphia Sales Executive Club,
and publicity units, a newly created at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel.
Brown's suggestion was part
radiotion odepartment
underin the
direc-of Mr.
f Alfred R. Naus,
charge
of an eight-point program to help
Council radio for the past year, who
the 88,000,000
Americans
have knowmyoung
only depression,
for 12 years a church commentator. recession
and
war
to
build
for perFirst step is to expand its quartermanent peace,
hour program, March of Faith into
perous
economy.security and a prosa national series. Discs will be cut
next week and offered free to a
selected group of stations in
WOR Script Course
Lutheran areas. Program origi- TO HELP ease the extreme shortnated on the Lutheran station
age of trained radio writers, WOR
WCAL Minneapolis several years New York is offering a course of
for qualified apago and has been broadcast exper- 10 weekly plicsessions
nts, who will be radio
given writing.
assignimental y on other
midwest
staments in apractical
tions. Content
is divided
between
Robert A. Simon, WOR director of
music
by
college
choirs
and
a
sixminute feature Voice of the Church, continuity,
struction. will supervise the inspeaking on the general subject of
Christianity, with special intent to
Amey
avoid "sermonizing," proselytizing, MRS.N. N.Gertrude
ARNEY,
and offending listeners of other 76, mother GERTRUDE
of
C.
E.
Jr.,
faiths. Only mention of the word executive-treasurer of Arney
the NAB,
Lutheran occurs when the announcer credits the Council with died in Los Angeles Jan. 26 followiterment
ng an abdominal
operation.
the presentation.
was at the family
home In-at
Radio committee report, pre- Pocatello, Ida.
sented to the Council also stressed
need for anticipating new radio
facilities. Council will embark on
a survey of FM, and is considering
the possibility of network series,
which might be commercial, it was
learned. There is incidentally no
connection between the Council and
Lutheran Laymen's League, sponsor of Dr.
Lutheran
HourWalter
on MBSA. andMaier's
local
stations. Council participates in
the Blue public service program
Episcopal Council has announced
its first regular radio project, a
series of six quarter-hour transcriptions The Living People, featuring professional radio and stage " — but WFDF Flint didn't say
actors in dramas based on "true- we don't need Civilian Defense!"
life" situations illustrating the
BROADCASTING
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Doyouknow
about
NEW

this

COMBINATION?

ZO

WK

AM

The Fetzer Broadcasting Company, operator
of Station WKZO at Kalamazoo, is now also
operating a brand-new station at Grand
Rapids — WJEF — and time can be bought on
both stations at a bargain combination rate.
You of course know that WKZO, Kalamazoo,
serves eighteen important Western Michigan
counties (daytime) with a population of
630,792. Now WJEF gives you a quarter-

COUHTX

million people in Grand Rapids and Kent
County — is CBS, and has the most favorable
frequency in the market.
Together, WKZO and WJEF are more than
an unbeatable combination — they are the
must for advertisers who even hope to get
optimum radio coverage in Michigan's second area. . . . We'd be happy to send you
the whole story— or just ask Free & Peters.

Owned and operated by Fetzer Broadcasting Company
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives
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THE
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BROADCASTING
Halifax
Nova Scotia
The Busiest
Commercial
Radio Station
of the Maritimes
TOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York

Hunt Bros. Expands
HUNT BROS. Packii.3 Co., Los Angeles
(cannedtially tomato
having substanitssauce),
radio advertising
pincreased
riation, in a concentrated
campaignapprohas
started
using
a
'■otal
of
approximately
150
transcribed
20-second
announcements
weekly
on
19
western
stations.
Contracts
for
52 weeksc
startedKQW
in January.
List
includes
KNX KHQ
KPO
KOIN
KOY
KIRO
KTAR
KARMKYCA
KOL KYUM
KGA
KJBS
KFI
KWJB
KGLU
KYUM
KVOA.
Othersponsors
stationsweekly
are
being
added.
half-hour
CBS Firm
I Wasby also
There
andGaeth15-minute
news
commentary
Arthur
on
Don
stations. Agency is The38
Biow LeeCo., Pacific
Hollywood.
Consider Radio
JAMESappointed
A. GREIGto &handle
ASSOC.,advertising
Chicago, has
been
the
following
accounts;
Foote & Transit
Jenks,for
Jackson,
Mich,
(flavor
specialists);
Fareguard
Corp.
(fareboxes).
Downers
Grove,
111.;Laboratories
and Commercial
Plastics
Tru-Tone
(Co.,
dentures
EfCo.,
enJM£.
gee
Supply
and) ,isBurrell
ll!M;»l!:ll«'lJliiiiIi!i|r
BeltingElectrical
Co.,
all
of
Chicago.
Radio
con-of
sidered.
Louise
E.
Brown,
formerly
Protection
Products
Co., Chicago, has
joined
the agency
as spacebuyer.
Todd Sponsors Swing
TODD SHIPYARDS Corp., New York,
last
started Raymondprogram
Gram onSwing's
Blue week
Network
WJZ
New
York asoncooperative
a thrice-weekly
quarterhour
basis
part
of
a
radio
drive
to
recruit
workers.
Contract
is
for
52
weeks.
Radio
schedule
has
been
expanded
include quarter-hour
commentaries,
andto
entertainment
programs
of
varying
lengths
onis WendeU
WLIB WINS
WMCACo.,WNEW.
P. Colton
New York.Agency
Store Promotion
TO MARK the redecorating and reorganization of its
record
salon, McCallum's
Department
Store,
Northampton,
Mass.,
;-,onol end
cooperation
withto Victor
records,
securedinto
Vaughn
Monroe
appear
at the salon
conduct
a
quarter-hour
broadcast
over
WHYN vieHolyoke.
Mr. Monroe
interwed previously
on the program,
which washad
beena
promoted
by
WHYN,
before
capacity
McCallum
were
workedcrowd.
into the
interview.commercials
Irvine Appoints Chernow
JOHN tionalIRVING
Corp.,hasBoston,
nachain shoeCo.,SHOE
store
the
Chernow
Newfirm,York,
toappointed
handle
advertising.
Sponsorship
of
weekly
quarter-hour transcribed
muncalPhiladelphia
programs will
beWWDC
continued
on WPEN
and
Washington,
and
one-minute
transcribed
spot
announcements
at
varying
intervalsWORL.
will beOther
continued
WKATbe
WORC
stationson wiU
added shortly.
28t/i
Spare Way Campaign Begins
U. S. METROPOLITAN DIST. SPARE
WAY FOODof condiments
PRODUCTS,andBrroklyn,
Gold
Crestmanufacturers
mayonnaise,
has named
Hal A.its Salzman
Assoc.,
New
York,
handle
first
NERS
USTE
IT
D
MOU II L PER DOLLAR consumer advertising. toSpace
Ifl
campaign
started
last byweekspotforradio
mayonnaise
andfuller
will
benational
followed
as
soon
as
distribution is achieved.
Ask HEADLEY-REED
WGNPeeve'Peeve
Court*
NewDetroit,
York, Atlanta
Chicago,
TITLED
Pet
Court,
WGN Chicagoof
isEsquire
airing Theatre,
a program
under
sponsorship
San Francisco
Chicago,
every Friday
8:15-8:30
p.m., presenting
opinions
about
the
littleis things
whichbybother
people
Show
conducted
Edith
Davis most.
and
Harold
Isbell.
Contract
for
13
weeks
was
placed by George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Radio Talent Firm
JOSEPHtions, newJ.unitANTHONY
Radio
Producspecializing
in packaged
live and transcribed
shows,Ave.,has
been est
a
b
l
i
s
h
e
d
a
t
6365
Selma
Hollywood.
Telephone is Hillside 0105. Firm is headed
by Joseph J. Anthony, freelance writerproducer.
May Consider Spots
RADIO
WIRE
TELEVISION
Inc., New
York,
has
appointed
Diamond-Seidman
Co.,
New warYork,
toSpothandle
advertising
for inpostradios.
radio
may
be
used
the
near future. Names Compton
POCKET
Inc., NewCompton
York, effective Feb. BOOKS
1 hashandle
appointed
Adv.
New
postwar advertising.
Radio York,
will betoused.
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Radio Luncheon
SALUTING RADIO and building its luncheonanniversary,
meeting programLos around
industry's
25th
Angelesthe
Advertising
Club
is to haveofficerCol.ofThomas
H.Forces
A. Lewis,
commanding
Armed
Radio
Service,
Hollywood,
as
guest
speaker
6 in Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel. His Feb.
talk
isWilliam
titledB."Victory
Throughmanager
Air Power",
Ryan,
general
ofdirecKFI
Los Angeles
and
16th
NAB
District
will be chairman
of thepresiding.
day, with
Irvin tor,Borders,
club chairman,
Tallest Tower
WNAX Yankton, S. D., now claims the
world's tallest
tower in correspondent
view of a report
from
Feder,
for
AP in Sid
Rome,
whichwarthe
statesonlythatsuchthe strucradio
tower
at
Budapest,
t
u
r
e
i
n
the
world
which
topped
the
WNAX
tower,
longer visible
allied reconnaisanceis noofphotos.
Originalarein broadcasting
buildings
the stations
still visible,
however. WNAC Wives Quiz
CONSOLIDATED
Boston,through
began
sponsorship
Jan.
29Gas ofCo.,
Monday
Friday
Quiz
the
Wives
on
WNAC
Boston.
ProgramBoston
features
clubwomen
in War
and
around
awarded
Stamps
foranswers
theirwho
clubquizare
charity
forandgiving
the
right
to
master
m.c.
Les
Show back
is recorded
in the mornaftering. Smith.
noon and played
the following

WFTL War Chest Show
CAMPAIGN
the Community
War Fund
in MiamiwhenwasforLouise
aided
by a broadcast
WFTL
Richman,
WFTL Warof
Chest tion's
chairman
andFtaff,member
of thefor staarranged
Lt.
GeorgeCross
H. engineering
Gay,AirUSNR,
holder
of the
Navy
and
Medal
for
his part
in
the
Battles
of
Midway
and
Guadalcanal,
toprogram
tell ofwashisJames
experiences.
Also
on theof
I.
Keller,
president
the
County subscribed
Community 100%.
War Chest.
WFTLDadeemployes
BBC Participation
THE Network
BBC was serifes
to participate
the CIO's
Blue
Feb. Union
3,inwhen
delegates to thewillWorld
Congress
London
answerTrade
questions
posed
by
ainFeb.CIO
official
from
New
York,
and
17 when
presenton
a special
report CIO
to thedelegates
Americanwillpeople.
KRKO Dedication
KRKO
Everett,
Wash.,itsonstudios
Feb. 3withformally
opened
and
dedicated
RCA
console
anda 10y2-acre
other new
equipment
now
housed
on
site
at thetransmitter
northern
city
limits.
Western
Electric
has also been shifted to new location.
WADC Listening Post
WADC waveAkron
now
own short-of
listening
post operates
under Items
theits direction
Ted Hanna,
foreign sources news
can noweditor.
be included from
in locally prepared newscasts.

in Western North Carolina
The first exhaustive survey of radio listening in
Western North Carolina
was made by Industrial
Surveys Company.
WWNC is the first station
of its size and the first
outside of a metropolitan
market to subscribe to a
listener diary study. This
study represents reports
covering a greater percentage of radio homes
than in any other market
so measured. It includes
those in all 12 counties in
the WWNC daytime primary (and roughly the
night-time primary and
secondary) area.

HOW THEY LISTEN
WHEN BOTH WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA STATIONS FEATURE NEWSCASTS
AT THE SAME TIMES
WEEKDAY
'^^'^^SIX Stat
ion Others
MORNINGS:
8:00 am NEWS
Monday thru Saturday 20.4* 1.9 13.5
9:00 am NEWS
Monday thru Saturday 17.2* 1.7 8.6
WWNC leads 10 to 1 over 2nd station and
has a rating higher than all other stations com— delivering
over 50%for ofeachthe period.
WesternbinedNorth
Carolinawellaudience
HOW

THEY LISTEN
... TO WWNC!

* Percentage of radio homes in area tuned to WWNC,

,«as.er„
:Ser,.
70
i^
^ K(
vp
ii"
11Executive
11S. \r
WW
Don
Ellas,
Director
I North
RepresentedCaroli
by thena KatifromAgencyASHEViiLE
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YEARS

AHEAD

OF

ITS

rA

n
old ana
Covers
hallicrafters
Model

TIME

3

S-36

EXACTLY five years ago — in 1940 — Hallicrafters introduced a very high
frequency communications receiver with a range of 27.8 to 143 Mc. This
model was clearly five years ahead of its time in its anticipation of new and
exciting possibilities for superior performance on the higher frequencies.
Today Model S-36 stands by itself as the only commercially built receiver covering this range. It is outstanding for sensitivity, stability, high fidelity. With its
extraordinary VHF versatility it is ready for immediate application in the ever
widening fields of FM and higher frequency development work. Engineering
imagination at Hallicrafters is reaching out beyond the next five years, beyond
the present known limits of radio technique so that Hallicrafters equipment will
continue to be always ahead of its time, above and beyond your best expectations.

H

II

ll^^

BUY A WAR BOND rODAYI

hallicratters
radio
THE HALLICRAFTERS COWSPANY, MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO t6, U. S. A.
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COLUMBIA
Pictureswide-spread
Corp., NewinYork, is securing
direct
promotion for through
the film the
"A
Song
to
Remember"
Georgebeing
Sand conducted
Memorial Talent
Search
now
through
both
radio stations and newspapers. Search
is named
in honor
of the French
ist who with
the composer
Chopinnovelare
principle characters in the film. CBS
figures prominently in the contest,
with
at leastthe40-45
to promote
searchstations
locallycommitted
over the
air ; pearplans
toSmith
have Hour
the winner
apon
Kate
and receive
an audition from the network
; and
with Ted
Collins,CBSproducer,
anddirector
MarMorrow,
amongjorythose
serving oncasting
the board
of
judges. Several
network andWHNindependent other
stations, including
New York are participating and others
may join in. is run in conjunction
withCompetition
local showings. Stations invite
contestants to try for the title of
"best
actress""ivenby
readingamateur
over thedramatic
air a speech
by
Merle
Oberon,
the
"George
Sand"
of thetionsfilm.
Local and
winners'
presentaare
recorded
sent
with
picture to New York for final judging.
In turn, stations figure in promotion
Post No
and advertising placed locally for the
contest by theatres via trailers, postBills
ers,outs.newspaper
and handColumbia insertions,
has been advertising
the
film
over
the
air
for
the
past
Sales come easier when you use
through spot
announcements
and month
sponsorship of programs,
usually
news
the powerful influence of WAIR.
commentaries
before
local
openings,
We have the listeners and the lisin key markets nationally. Agency is
"Weiss & Geller, New York.
teners have money. Don't post
KCMO Contest
bills. "Post" an order to —
THE
the Sponsor"
which "Name
KCMO ofKansas
City hascontest
been
running since Jan. 7 has awarded
W A I R
four ners$25to date.
bondsMoreto four
weekly
winthan 25 national
and local programs have been pictured
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
on billboards
postedKansas
in 60 City.
locaRepresentative: The. Walker Company
tions throughoutandgreater
Only the name and the time of the
program are shown with the call letters of the prominently
station, and "1480 OnTo
Your
enter Dial"
the contest it is displayed.
necessary to
name any
one ofas thethe billboard
giams
as well
sponsor proand
then complete
thebecause
sentence,
"I like
KCMO
program
words or less. At the end. . of. thein 2520
week
contest,toa one
$500of War
will
be awarded
the 20Bondweekly
winners.
WRC Hat Contest
SPONSORED in conjunction with
the
movie
"Together 22Again",
WRC
Washington
hat contest onto Jan.
find the conducted
woman ina
Washington who had
mostwhich
"atsual" hatthe
. Contest
was conducted bytractively-un Nancy
Osgood,
whose daywomen's
program1-1is:30heardp.m.Mon-on
through Friday
WRC, reached
its climax
zanine of the Earle
Theatreon the
wheremez-a
$50 War Bond was presented to the
winner with
runners-up
BLUE NETWORK
ceiving a$25 theBondtwo each.
RecordingreWEED & COMPANY
was made for playback on Miss OsNATIONAL RIPHEflMTATIVEI
Judges were papers,
fashion editors good's
of twoshow. Washington
and
Gail,
well-known
New York fashion
and beauty
consultant.
- 5000 WATTS 1330 KC
CHML Contest
^
CONTEST is being conducted by
CHML
Hamilton,
chooseon anan
Ontario serviceman Out.
to beto sent
all-expense
trip
to
New
York
for guest
appearance on Blind Date, sponsored
Monday evening on the Blue by Lehn
& Fink.
window cardsPamphlets,
and other newspapers,
tie-in promotion
used.
ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN is being
* * *
National Advertisers consider WEVD
KWK Promotion
a "must" to cover the great AAetro- Big
PROMOTION
piece
"Big Man
and
Results"on has
been issued
by KWK
politan New York Market.
St. Louis
Show,
record
programthe station's
featuring MJB
the nearly
Send /or WHO'S WHO on WCVO
300 lb.programs
"Big Man"
Ed Wilson. Twice
are cooperatively
sponsored.
WEVD - 117 West StrMt Mew Yerfu It T. daily
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]^to motion

Metckan dbin^

Talent Search Promotion — Contests
Displays — Reports — Reprints
WSGN Displays
Promotion Kit
PROGRAM
kit designed
SHELF verDISPLAYS
of
products
adtised over WSGN Birmingham are to spotlight onepromotion
NBC program is befeatured
by
the
Alabama
station
each
ing
sent
each
month
to
affiliated
Paweek in the studio lobby. Since a
stations from
the
network'sderation stamp is required to take a westerncificdivision
sales
promotion
pair of shoes
a shoe
partment. Working materials include
advertiser
who from
wishedthe tostore,
display
his
stories, background
product
using press
spot announcements,
photos,material,
mats,
two left solved
shoes inthetheproblem
display.byStation
mail and
materialdirect
and promotion
stunts.display
Enclosed
also is using window, counter and floor layouts,
handy envelop, a record blank and
displays
in local stores tying-in with inindexed
network-addressed postageWSGN programs.
paid compilation
envelope insureintoreturn
results
* * !|:
for
largeof display
WKY Tour Report
serapbooks for* client
consideration.
* *
REPORT
the success
and television
effectiveCalendar Notebook
of the onAVKY
Oklahoma
tour nes[Broadcasting,
Dec. 18,
1944] CALENDAR notebook for 1945 dishas been released by the station in the
tributed by RCA contains,
in addiform of a promotion folder titled
tion to information
about the
com"Brochure
'Box Office"
— thethatTale63,545
of a persons
Tour". directory
pany and ofits thevarious
subsidiaries,
states
standard,
FM
anda
witnessed
the
exhibit
in
19
Oklahoma
television
broadcasting
stations
in
the
cities between Nov. 11 and Dec. 2, U. S., a map of the proposed television
network
route
and
a
list
of
1944
which
drew
45,000
lines
of
news• included.paper comment. Pictures of tour are NBC's top programs.
WJW Bowling Prizes
Ad Reprints
BOWLING tournament with prizes
$2,520 isFeb.
being sponsored
ACCORDION - FOLDED promotion totaling
Cleveland
to MarchWJWby17
piece "Any
Wav Youof NBC
Look western
At It" WJW
under direction
of Earl 5Harper,
presents
six reprints
sports
director,
who
will
conduct a
divisionments1944
tradeaudience
paper leadership.
advertiseemphasizing
broadcast
each
week from
the Alhambra
Alleys
in
Detroit.
Contest
is open
Data isgrambased
on
Pacific
Coast
proto both men and women bowlers.
Hooper ratings.

.1 u,ma ear* are
38.5%

cUnea.
plus

t.onHEADLEY-REED
REPRESENTED
SGH
aU StaBY
Asc-Her BROADCASTING W• Broadcast Advertising

HE
USE

EXTRAS

OF

RESEARCH

SPECIAL
FOR

FM

Here in a smartly -styled package is a basically new
approach to FM transmitter design . . . combined with
all the performance extras of special Westinghouse
research for frequency modulation.
Built in 1, 3, 10 and 50 kw ratings, this new design
provides direct generation of the modulated carrier
by a simple and straightforward circuit. Frequency
corrections 'are independent of critical tuning. Distortion islow.*
Metal-plate rectifiers — first introduced by Westinghouse for high-voltage, high-current AM applications— -virtually eliminate outages caused by rectifier
(tube) failures. Space and cooling requirements are
reduced, operating costs are lowered.
Your nearest Westinghouse office has complete
details of this new triumph in FM transmitter
design in booklet B-3529. Or write Westinghouse
Electric fi6 Manufacturing Company, Radio Division,
Baltimore, Maryland.
j-08i03
XXV- RADIO'S 25TH ANNIVERSARY • KDKA

Time

Stretcher

SPORTS

For

Television

I WCMI
Commercials
Devoted
NEWSCAST
CLEANUP
' Solely to War Effort ,
ADDED to the growing list of i
stations
are ineither
display-up
ing newwhich
interest
cleaning
commercials on newscasts or have
been doing so for some time is
WCMI forms
Ashland,
Ky. itwhich
inBroadcasting
has been
following the pattern set forth in
the St. torial
Louis[Broadcasting,
Post-Dispatch
Jan. edi22]
for some time.
On the Mutual Fulton Lewis Jr.
program, the local WCMI sponsor,
Ashland Dry Goods Co., which is
now in its second year of sponsormentionship, hasornever
sales used
plugs.merchandise
The time '
usually allotted to commercials is
devoted solely to promotion of the
war effort,
with copy
current campaigns.
Only boosting
the opening
and
closing
commercials
and
not
the middle break are used to state
that the program is presented by
the Ashland Dry Goods Co.
NBC Recording Expands
RADIO-RECORDING division of
NBC has opened offices in San
Francisco. Robert Z. Morrison,
formerly
division's
sales staffof the
in recording
New York,
is in
charge, assisted by Janet Sligh
who, until the expansion, handled
the
operations.
The
San division's
Franciscolocal
branch
will make
available
to
all
broadcasting
tions, advertisers and agenciessta-in
the area west of Denver, all of the
division's recording services.
promotion on its own behalf.
The 2% minute commercial spot
announcement would be simply
video's
today's time
one-minute spot,version
but theof longer
plus
video policy similar to the NAB
Code, should insure entertainment
programming for at least a minute
and a half of the time. The thought
is that such entertainment program ing of spot announcements
would avoid a repetition in television of today's radio row over the
spots. ture,"
With theentertainment
addition of "picsuch spots building
has unsealed heightsintoof

Is Oflfered by David W. Dole
Agency Executive Urges Full Quarter-hour for
Actual Program Itself Without Commercials
EDITOR Broadcasting:
I now make to the present as well
as future television broadcasting
Joe
Spadea's
article
and
your
editorial comment on the subject of management.
Wedlock Possible
shorter air-time program periods
[Broadcasting, Jan. 16] has
The current NAB ratio of audioprompted my bringing forth a sim- commercials-to-program - time (3
ilar suggestion for the video indus- minutes of every 15, daytime) , will
try. The question of a "time-avail- be too large for television. This will
stretcher" interest,
for today'sbutradio
increasingly evident as telnot onlyabilityevokes
has become evision
programming develops new
been long overdue as succor to the techniques
for both audio and
commercials and the ultitimebuyers' everlasting headaches video mate
wedlock of the two. At the
. . . nota few
that more!
it won't eventually
create
same time, and not in any respect
My thoughts, however, have of speaking in the guise of an expert
recent date been focused on the at this stage of the game, it is my
commercialization problems of tel- thought that a video program plot
be handled more naturally
and Joe's
suggestion
seemingly evision,
seconds
a motion
that could
and completely if granted full 15
minutes for 'program. As second
cousin to the one-act play or the
Saturday-afternoon kids' serial-epi"soapers,"
instance,
would sode,bethe hard
pressedforbefore
the
camera
to
present
a
worthwhile
HIGHEST CONCENTRATED
eleven minute "program" format.
A Chance to Promote
Speaking of programs only,
COVERAGE
would it not be better to give them
.15. .forlet'sprograms
say, 17 minutes
each . . .
and a maximum
of two for audio commercials?
Video commercials will have to
be regulated by other qualifications
than that of time. Three of these
17-minute programs in an hour
leaves
a balance of nine minutes.
—AT LOWEST DOLLAR COST!
These I suggest should be used in
three segments, each consisting of:
(1) a 10-second station identification, (2) a 2% minute spot anTHAT, SIR, IS WHAT CKLW OFFERS! And it's a fact
nouncement, and (3) a 23-second
station
"service" spot.
— this live-wire station's 5,000 watts at 800 kc. is
The 10-second station identification would immediately follow the
the key that will open AMERICA'S THIRD MARKET
sign-off of the sponsored "program," thus effectively eliminating
to your product and assure you a healthy portion
the
hitch-hike
effect ofbrushed
radio's aside
twosecond
identification
by
"Blurt's
Remedy."
Ten possibilities.
of profit that is yours for the asking. Let's get toseconds
of air Belch
time also
would give
Finally,
the "service"
{Continued
on pagespot60)in the
the television station a chance foi'
gether and do some sure-fire POST-WAR planning
without delay. Because — in spite of jammed schedules— we may be able to do something for you
RIGHT NOW!
Union Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26

Adam J. Young, Inc.
National Representative
5,000 WATTS
DAY and NIGHT
00 Kc.
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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rOTJ'K/rPRTV PAT3TMPP
AUGUSTO

AND PRESIDENT OF

GODOY

HAVANA, CUBA
and
FORMERLY
FEnMIN

P

CROSS

CHIEF COPYWRITER
OF THE SAME FIRM

announce
the

formation,

January

GODOY

&

Prado

offices

at

51,

Havana,
Telephones

♦ Broadcast Advertising
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(Continued from page 58)
overcast, visibility and landing
conditions, and/or news items. It
division of time outlined above would
close with a quick station
identification
before the opening of
would give the facilities' salesman
a second sale at each "break." the next program.
A cross-section of an hour as
The 20-second
spot
would
include time,"service"
temperature,
suggested in the aforementioned
weather forecast, airplane ceiling, would log as follows: Length
Minutes
P.M.
"Life in Identification
a Laundi-y" Program
1:17:00-1:17:10
Station
1:17:10-1:19:40
"Sunshine bySpots,"
1:19:40-1:20:00 "Weather
Blatz"Announcement
1:20:00-1:37:00
"MusicallyIdentification
Speaking"
Program
Station
1:37:00-1:37:10
1:37:10-1:39:40
"Red Heai-t Speaks," Announcement
1:39
:40-1:40:00
"Time
by
Blatz"
1:40:00-1:57:00
"Dreier, Identification
News Analysis" Program
1:57:00-1 :57:10 Station
1:57:10-1:59:40
"Rinso White," Announcement
1:59:40-2:00:00
"Air Reports by Blatz"
"a — radio
and —I spose
yuh'd like
install
and listen
tuh t'WFDF
The 21/2 minute spot, prober of saleable periods for the
grammed
and
produced on sound
Flint!"
salesman, it would total
film on a national basis, would be facilities'
nine
per hour as compared with
a boon to the secondary station with
eight
(exceptmore
wherethansomelimited facilities. It would supply today's
stations are selling
one
an entracte to the programming, break
programs).
givingdio facilities
the station
with
limited
stuPersonally, I think Joe Spadea
a chance to set up for
"has something there" in his sugtheir next program.
The over-all result of the plan
gestion for radio . . . and I'd be
commercially, as compared with interested in thoughts of both radio
radio's four 15-minute segments and television management on my
per hour, would be 10 minutes of suggestion.
700 ON YOUR DIAL
David W. Dole,
audio commercials per hour as
Associate Radio Director,
compared with today's 13 to 16 Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Inc.
minutes per hour. In the numFOUR
western
Canadian
repNew Talent Service
resented in eastern
Canadastations
by Radio
THE NATION'S
Ltd.,
Toronto
GROUP headed by James L. Representatives
MOST
are now represented andin
Saphier, Hollywood radio talent Montreal,
western
Canada
by the& Co.
Winnipeg
agent, and Tom Fizdale have
N. Stovin
They areofMERCHANDISE-ABLE
taken over Myron Selznick & Co., CFCNfice of H.Calgary,
CFRN Edmonton,
CFQC Saskatoon, and CKPR Fort
Beverly Hills, Cal., talent service. William.
STATION
Under new set-up firm will be
known
at
Myron
Selznick
—
James
L. Saphier & Co., with personnel
of both organizations retained. Mr.
Fizdala has assumed duties of general ations,
managerwith headquarters
of the combinedat oper9700
Wilshire Blvd. Monica McCall continues as head of the New York
ON THE WAR PATH FOR
office with Bruce Powell, manager
of the radio department in New
BIGGER IDAHO SALES?
York. James Doane, associated
with Mr. Saphier, becomes active
in the new set-up, bringing his
network package Mayor of the
Town sponsored on CBS. Although
Myron Selznick & Co. Ltd. of London is not included in the change
of ownership, a close working
agreement is being concluded for
interchange of talent representation.
Pan American Video
PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS
System, New York, about March
KSEI
12 will sponsor for the first time
POCATELLO • IDAHO
afilmseries
video
showsof weekly
on the half-hour
NBC television
station, WNBT New York, through
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
630 KILOCYCLES
York. Travelogue series, to run 52
weeks, will promote travel in
5000 WATTS Full Time^ Latin America via Clippers. A few
live shows also will be presented.
BLUE NETWORK > Although a time schedule has not
been completed, show will probably be telecast Mondays at 8 p.m.
WITH no hotel rooms available iu
Syracuse and traffic at a standstill
because of the heavy snowfall, 100
inche.s Id date, cols were .set up in
the
studiosandof announcers
Wi'JiL Syracuse
for
engineers
one night
last week,
thus making
tion was signed
on at (5 sure
a.m. the staPage 60 • February 5, 1945

BOB HOPE, radio comedian, is
shown tractreading
over his 10-year
confor approximately
$10,000,000
the Pepsodent
division
LeverwithBros.
Contract was
signedof
by Charles Luckman, president of
Pepsodent (left seated) as James
A. Barnett,
dent (leftvice-president
standing) andof PepsoHugh
Davis,
vice-president
of Foote,
Cone
& Belding, New York,
approve.
Mr. Hope is heard Tuesdays, 1010:30 p.m., on 128 NBC stations.
TBA Committee Heads
J. R. POPPELE, president of
Television Broadcasters Assn., has
appointed
the 1945:
following
committee
chairmen for
Publicity,
Paul
Raibourn, Television Productions,
chairman; Douglas Day Buchanan
& Co., co-chairman. Membership
Ralph B. Austrian, RKO Television
Corp. Engineering,
F. J; Bingley,
Philco
Radio & Television
Corp.;
Station Operations, Standards &
Personnel, 0. B. Hanson, NBC.

OKLAHOMA

CITY^

A MUTUAL Station
Ask the Walker Co:
BROADCASTING
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Whether Amplitude Modulation . . . Frequency Modulation ... or Television — dependability is a must for
all broadcast equipment.
Federal broadcast equipment has earned a reputation for that dependability because it stands up.
morethethan
thirty-five
years
. . For
. from
Poulsen
Arc toachievement-studded
the new CBS Television
Station . . . Federal has served the broadcast industry
with superior equipment.
Federal's background inclvides such milestones of
electronic progress as the 1000 Kw Bordeaux Transmit erMicro-ray,
;
the forerunner of modern television
technique; and the first UHF multi-channel telephone
and telegraph circuits, part of a world-wide commimications system . . .
All this, plus the war-sharpened techniques that are
the result of ability and experience, combine to give
you craftsmanship . . . the kind of craftsmanship that
builds dependability into all Federal equipment.
In AM . . . FM . . . TV . . .
. . . your prime need in broadcast equipment is
dependability — look to Federal for it.

Federal

Telephone

and

Rai
Newark \, N. i.

THEY AGED ANOTHER 20 YEARS— in front of the camera— when
•James R. MacPherson, KG A general manager (1) reminded these staff
members
20 years
the Denver
had a
special KOAof their
program
in theirwithhonor.
Adding station.
up to 100"Old
yearsmen"
of service
are the scores of: Robert H. Owen (flowing beard), assistant manager
and chief engineer; Lt. Comdr. J. A. Slusser (framed, with black handlebars) now on leave with the Navy; C. A. Peregrine (with fringe on top),
chief control supervisor, holding up the picture. Seated characters are:
Walter L. Morrissey (goatee parted in middle), assistant control supervisor; Francishanging
A. Nelson
(beard
at half
transmitter
staff. NBCers
on wall
include
(1 to mast),
r) : Johnof H.KOA's
MacDonald,
vicepresident in charge of finance; William S. Hedges, vice-president in
charge of stations; Niles Trammell, president; Frank E. Mullen, vicepresident and general manager; A. L. Ashby, v-p and general counsel.

Only

tamo?

t TMOUCHIT
WAS

IT

CHICAGO/

Fargo stores, and Fargo businesses, are just as modern and as big, as those found in many cities of much
larger size! Why? Because Fargo is the shopping
center of the entire Red River Valley — one of the
country's richest farming sections — ^home of more
than one million properous people.
And WDAY in Fargo, is the ONLY station that's
heard throughout the whole Red River Valley — the
best advertising medium between Minneapolis and
the coast! May we tell you more?

WDAY,

-z
INC

N. B. C.
FARGO, N. D.
Affiliated ivith the Fargo Forum
970 KILOCYCLES . . . 5000 WATTS
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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Three Join MBS
Chicago Ad Women Give
WHKK Akron, owned and operated
Details of Snapp Award by
United Broadcasting Co. with
FOR THE ninth consecutive year 1,000 w on 640 kc will become affiliated with Mutual Feb. 25, making
the
Women's
Advertising
Club
of
Chicago will sponsor the Josephine a total of 249 MBS affiliates. Network has acquired two 250 w
Snapp Award competition, to be
made in June, to the woman whose stations, both operating with on
work in advertising represents the 1340 kc— WFIG Sumter, S. C,
most outstanding contribution in operated by Radio Station WFIG
that started
field during
Contest Inc., on Jan. 6; and WMLT Dubwas
in 1937 1945.
as a memorial
lin, Ga., owned and operated by
to Josephine Snapp, former presi- A. B. Robinson, on Jan. 16.
dent of the
Ad Club
Chicago
and Women's
vice-president
of theof
ica.
Advertising Federation of AmerNational in scope, the contest is
open
all women
in advertising.
Entriesto must
be received
by April
5 to be considered for the award,
a silver sentedtrophy,
which
will
at the convention beof prethe
Advertising Federation of America. Applications for the Josephine
Snapp Award may be obtained
from the chairman of the committee, C. D. Bertolet & Co., 30 N.
Dearborn St., Chicago 2.
Mollne, home of Deere & Co,
WOL Staff Changes
Time
are selecting the TRI-CITIES
CHARLES LEWIS, formerly pro- marketbuyers
because farm machinery producduction manager of WBEN Buftion
after
the
war will be DOUBLE thai
falo, has joined the production
staff of WOL Washington and will of the best prewar years, as predicted
work with George Sutherland, pro- by the U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
duction manager. Other staff ap- TRI-CITIES now has over 200,000 urban
pointments include Lillian Ruppert,
formerly
trafficsales
manager
WOL to be assistant
managerof population ... a BIG market today
and Mae Griffin, former continuity . . . BIGGER tomorrowl
editor, who becomes traffic man- See that your sales keep pace with
ager. John Arnold, assistant to
Miss Griffin, has been appointed TRI-CITIES' growth . . . count on this
continuity editor and Priscilla 5,000 watt, right-af-home "salesman" . . .
Hall, formerly
of the serviceto the
department, has transferred
continuity staff as Miss Arnold's
assistant.
LINE, ILL. DAVENPORT, lA.
PAA Cancels
1270
KG 5000 WATTS
ISLAND-M(
EXECUTIVE Committee of the Pro- ROCK
BASIC MU TUAL NETWORK
prietary Assn. of America has canAffiliaie: R jck Island ARGUS
celed the organization's
convention,
which was to1945haveannual
been
helu
New May
York. 15-17 at the Biltmore Hotel, Howard H. Wilson Co., Nof'l Representatives
BROADCASTING
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Offers

You

Model 30 Deluxe Speech Input
Console for use as main studio
control unit for s+s+!ons up to
50,000 watts.

>

This
Choice
SPEECH

of
INPUT

CONSOLES

Model 51 CS Studioe+te Speech
Input Console for snnaller stations
and sub-studio operation.

9 Here are two popular examples of how Gates equipment is
engineered for efficiency and economy to. meet the requirements
of every type of station. These two popular studio control units
meet every demand for use as a main studio control unit, as

sub-studio control equipment, for auditorium pick-ups and for
large
as symphonies,
You'll find
these broadcasts
Gates unitssuch
in service
all over conventions,
the world . etc.
. . time-proven
by dependable service in more than 100 U. S. broadcasting stations
ranging from 250 to 50,000 watts.

THE MODEL 30 CONSOLE is streamline-designed for real
showmanship by one of America's leading industrial designers,
and carefully engineered to combine these important features:
•k FM frequency response
•k 5 complete pre-amplifiers
■A interchangeable
Dual program and monitoring amplifiers instantly
* employed)
All circuits controlled by keys (no push-buttons
Illuminated VU meter
•k Massive modernistic appearance

THE MODEL 51-CS STUDIOETTE is a junior size of the Model
30, substantially lower in price and ideally suited for the moderate-size station, where quality control equipment with the following features is desired:
•k FM frequency response
* High gain and low distortion
k Accommodates 5 microphones, of which any 3 may
be mixed simultaneously
■k Has 6 remote positions
•k Complete cueing, monitoring and muting facilities
* Attractive 3-color finish
Wartime
restrictions
do notthisallow
the saleis presented
of new broadcasting
equipment
without
priority,
equipment
merely to acquaint
you
with Gates'
currenttherefore
developments.
Ask About Our Priority Plan for Prompt Delivery When Gates Equipment Is Again Available.

RADIO

COMPANY,

Quincy, Illinois, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO BROADCAST TRANSMIHERS, SPEECH EQUIPMENT, RECORDING APPARATUS AND ALLIED EQUIPMENT IN THE ELECTRONICS FIELD
BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS • STUDIO SPEECH EQUIPMENT • ANTENNA TUNING AND PHASER UNITS
AMPLIFIERS
BROADCAST STATION AND TRANSMITTER ACCESSORIES
REMOTE EQUIPMENT
■ __ _ ^ , _ , ;
Feipruary 3, 194 J
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National FM
FCC Meeting Discloses
Probe of Spectrum
By Stations
A NATIONWIDE experimental
program in all phases of FM broadcasting is under way, it was disclosed last week following an allday conference of 29 FCC and private engineers at Commission headquarters in Washington.
Cooperating with the Commission
Engineering Dept., a dozen licensees have taken on specific assignments toprobe the present FM
spectrum (42-50 mc) and the proband (84-102
mc) in anbased
effort posed
to arrive
at conclusions
on actual knowledge and to develop technical FM standards, both
for educational and commercial
broadcasting.
The experimental program, in

Experiments
line with the Commission's new
policy under Chairman Paul A.
Porter of closer cooperation with
broadcasters, is being carried on by
a few stations, while others still are
under construction.
zation to be added Latest
to the organilist of
those authorized for the wide developmental work is that of the
Georgia School of Technology (license of WGST Atlanta), which
on Jan. 25 was granted a construcpermit for ina Atlanta,
1 kw developmental FMtionstation
frequency
and call letters to be assigned by
the Commission Engineering Dept.
The Journal Co. FM stations,
WMFM and W9XJC Milwaukee,
were the first to attempt FM boosters. Experiments over a long period
of time have convinced station executives that boosters within the
service area have worked well, according to Phil Laeser, chief engi-

Under
Way
neer. Now W9XCJ is moving its
boosters to the edge of its service
area and will report results.
New Antennas Tested
KLZ Denver, which had no representation atthe Monday conference,waukeeproposes
reverse andthe place
Milbooster toprocedure
its boosters at the edge of the service area of its FM experimental
station, W9XLA, where signal
strength is low. Because of the
mountainous region around Denver
the experiments will be watched
with great interest.
New types of antennas are to be
used by four stations. In Boston
the Matheson Radio Co., licensee
of WHDH-WIXMR, will place into
use a biconical horn radiator, developed byA. Earl Cullum Jr., former consulting engineer now with

Test Your Plans- PROFITABLY
in the nation's

NORFOLK* IS MADE TO ORDER
Here's a metropolitan unit, 650,000 buyers — compactj busy,
prosperous — ready to tell you wbat.and how you're selling.
HERE'S SUSTAINED ACTIVITY
Norfolk* buying power will have no transition. 90% of industry here will make for peace what it made for war.
EASY TO SUPPLY - EASY TO CHECK
Traffic center for Mid-Seaboard, with foreign and coast-wise /''^(^
commerce ready for action.
^^^■'^
TEST-COVERAGE PROFITABLE
WTAR dominates the NORFOLK* market, reaching more listeners than all other stations combined, with listening to outside stations practically nil. Details on Hooper Reports available on request.
-

the Office of Scientific Research &
Development. WIXMR has been
assigned channels at 49.9 mc and
99.8 mc for the experiments.
WSB Atlanta, operating W4XAJ,
is working on a vertically polarized
antenna. The station already has
operated on 43.7 and 49.9 frequencies and is ready to start experiments on 99.8 mc. A fourth channel, 87.4 mc, has been assigned also.
Evansville
On the and
Air Inc.,
censee of WEOA
WGBFliEvansville, Ind., and of W9XEV,
is usingtenna another
type ofcorner
anknown as thenewstacked
reflection antenna. W9XEV also
will investigate multipath measuremodulation.channels
The sta-at
tionmenthasby pulse
been assigned
49.9 and 99.8 mc.
John Barron, Washington consulting engineer, has developed still
another new type of antenna which
will be put into operation by
W4XCT Chattanooga, licensed to
the Chattanooga Broadcasting Co.,
operator of WAPO. W4XCT also
proposes to multiplex. Frequencies
of 43.7, 87.4 and 98.9 mc have been
assigned for the experiments.
Maryland
Broadcasting
censee of WITH
BaltimoreCo.,andliW3XMB,
tion withwill
the operate
Jansky in& conjuncBailey
Washington station, W3X0, and
W3XL and W3XLA, licensed to
Commercial Radio Equipment Co.,
to determine the extent of co-channel andence.adjacent
channelstation
interferThe Baltimore
has
been assigned 43.2 mc, same as the
Jansky & Bailey frequency, and j
49.9, same channel as W3XL, to
broadcast simultaneously to ascertain the extent of co-channel interference.
Other frequencies assigned Maryland Broadcasting Co., of which
Thomas Tinsley is president, are:
43.4, 99.8 86.4 mc. Commercial
Radio Equipment Co., operated by
Everett L. Dillard, has been asnels. signed the 49.9 and 99.8 mc chanVoice of Alabama Inc., licensee
of WAPI Birmingham, W4XAP
and W4XFM, proposes to operate
two transmitters into one antenna

♦NORFOLK METROPOLITAN MARKET: a
market unit of 3 adjoining cities: Norfolk,
Portsmouth and Newport News, Virginia. ■.-

NBC NETWORK
5,000 Watts Day and Night
National Representatives:
Edward Retry & Co.
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and investigate noise levels in Birmingham. Outside of Pittsburgh,
Birmingham is said to have the
highest noise level of any city in
bhe country. Frequencies assigned
the Birmingham stations are: 43.1,
49.1, 86.2, 98.2.
Little Burst Touble
All last summex* the CourierJournal & Louisville Times Co., license of W9XEK Louisville, observed bursts. At last week's conference, D, C. Summerford, chief
engineer, reported he had concluded bursts
won'tmc.be New
a major
bother
to FM
at 45.5
assignment
for W9XEK under the developmental plan is to conduct comparative field strength survey on 156,
88.6 and 45.5 mc.
Attending
Monday's conference were thelastfollowing:
A. Earl Cullum Jr., WIXMR
Boston, Office of Scientific Research
& Development; D. C. Summerford,
WHAS-W9XEK Louisville; Paul
Dillon, WMIT Winston Salem, N.
C; Phil Hedrick WSJS-W4CGG
Winston-Salem; B. B. Barnes,
WAP0-W4XCT Chattanooga.
Frank H. Mcintosh, Washington consulting engineer; Wilton
Chiles, WIOD Miami; C. F. Daugherty, WSB-W4XAJ Atlanta; Ernest L. Adams, WHIO Dayton; A.
W. Shropshire, WSB, all representing the Gov. James M, Cox stations.
' Stuart Bailey, C. M. Jansky Jr.,
D. C. Ports, Oscar Reed, all representing Jansky & Bailey and
W3X0; Phil Laeser, WMFMW9XJC Milwaukee; G. M. Howard,
WHDH-WXMR Boston; Jay W.
Wright and Ogden Prestholdt, CBSWAPI-W4XAP-W4XFM Birmingham; John Creutz, chief, Domestic
& Foreign Branch, Radio & Radar
Division, War Production Board;
Everett L. Dillard, W3XL-W3XLA
Washington.
Representing the FCC were: V.
R. Simpson, assistant chief engineer; John A. Willoughy, chief,
and C. H. Owen, assistant chief.
Broadcast Engineering Division;
;C.
C. B.andPlum-H.
mer,M. Braum,
assistantchief;
chief,
'S.
Cowperthwait,
Nonstandard
Broadcast Service; E. W. Allen Jr.,
Technical Information Division.

Benton & Bowles Named
For GE Chemical Ads
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, has appointed Benton &
Bowles, Newvertising ofYork,
to handle
adthe newly
formed
chemical department, it was announced last week by Robert L.
Gibson, who has been appointed
advertising and sales promotion
manager of the department.
Department incorporates the
plastics division, heretofore handled by Leighton & Nelson, Schenectady, and thedivision,
resin and
insulation material
previously
part of appliance and merchandise
department, the latter now handled
by Young & Rubicam, New York.
Plans for national advertising of
the
plastics and
divisions
now being
formulated
will are
be announced
in the near future, Mr. Gibson said.
Production of plastics is confined
to raw materials
and products advertised to the trade.
The
San Francisco
Radio Picture

changed !
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Forks VJ
Turn First to—

NEW ORLEANS
50,000 Watts
Clear Channel
CBS Affilliate
Nationally
by The —KotzRepresented
Agency, Inc.
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These radio organizations presented their
own stories to the nearly
16,000 Printers'
Ink
readers
in 1944. Here
radio's
jirst
promotional
effort was delivered to
the largest group of advertising, marketing and
selling people in the
world.
The Blue Network
NBC Western Division
Columbia Broadcasting System New England Regional Network
North Central Broadcasting System
Columbia Pacific Network
Cowles Broadcasting Company Pacific Blue Network
Don Lee Broadcasting System Square Deal Stations
Mutual Broadcasting System
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.
Wisconsin Network, Inc.
National Broadcasting Co.
Yankee Network
NBC KABC,
Spot Sales
KDKA,
WGAR-WJR-KMPC,Cleveland,0.
KDYL,
San
Antonio,
Texas
KECA, Pittsburgh, Pa.
WGBI, Scranton, Pa.
KFEL,
KFI, Salt Lake City, Utah WGN,
Chicago, III.
Los Angeles,
KGU, Denver,
WGR,
Colo. Calif.
WHAM, Buffalo,
Rochester,N. N.Y. Y.
KMBC, Los Angeles, Calif.
WHB, Kansas City, Mo.
Hawaii
WHBF, Rock Island, III.
KNX,
KMOX, Honolulu,
Kansas City, Missouri WHK, Cleveland, Ohio
WHKC, Columbus,
St.
Louis,
Missouri
KRIS, Los Angeles, Calif.
WHO
Des Moines,OhioIowa
KRNT,
Seattle, Wash.
WIOD,
Miami,
FloridaN. Y.
KSJB, KJR,
New York,
Corpus
Christi,IowaTexas WJZ,
Des Moines,
WKZO,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
KOMOKSTP,
KTUL, Jamestown, N. Dakota WLAC, Nashville, Tenn.
WLIB, New York, N. Y.
KXOK,
St.
Paul,
Minnesota
KXYZ,
Oklahoma
KYW, Tulsa,
WLS, Chicago,
Chicago, III.III.
St. Louis, Missouri
WMAQ,
Houston,
Texas Pa.
WMBD, Peoria, III .
WABC,
Philadelphia,
WBT,
WMC,
Memphis,
WBBM,
WBZ, New York, N. Y.
WMCA, New
York, Tenn.
N. Y.
Chicago, III.N. C.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Charlotte,
WNAX,
Yankton,
So.
WCAU,
Mass.
WNEW, New York, N. Dakota
Y.
WCBM, Boston,
Philadelphia, Pa.
woe,
Davenport, Iowa
WCCO,
WDAY, Baltimore, Maryland WOW,
Omaha,
Nebraska
WOWO, Ft. Wayne, Indiana
WDBJ,
St. Paul, Minn.
WDZ, , Fargo,
WDRC,
Dakota WPTF, Raleigh, No. Carolina
Roanoke,NorthVirginia
WRC,
D. C.
Hartford, III.Conn.
WEAF, Tuscola,
WRNL, Washington,
Richmond, Virginia
WSYR,
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
WEEI,
WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
WENR, New York, N. Y.
WTAM, Cleveland, Ohio
Moss.
WFIL,
WFLA, Boston,
WTAR,
Norfolk, Virginia
Chicago,
III. Pa.
Philadelphia,
WTIC,
Hartford, Conn.
WGAR, Tampa, Florida
WTOP,
WWL, Washington,
New Orleans,D.La.C.
Cleveland, Ohio
Allan B. DuMont Laboratories
John Blair & Co. • I. Katz • Free & Peters, Inc.
W. E. Long Company • World Homemakers

Hooper!
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RTPB-FMBI Proposals
(Continued from page 15)
only a fraction of the time, al- the RTPB recommendations that
though the question has not been amateurs be allocated only a 58-60
mc band in that portion of the
put formally to the Commission.
spectrum, has advised the FCC that
Under
the
Commission's
proposals, television channels would be its board of directors voted to accept the allocations proposed by
as follows: One channel, 44-50 mc; the FCC.
K. B. Warner, managing
five channels, 54-84 mc; six chansecretary,
asked permission to be
nels, 180-216 mc.
heard
in
support of the CommisARRL Approves Proposal
sion's recommendations.
FM would be 84-102 mc, with the
Whether the ARRL would accept
102-108-mc band unassigned but the compromise, as reportedly suglater determination to be made by
FMBI and RTPB,
the Commission regarding the allo- could notgested bybethe learned,
it
cation of all or a part to FM, non- was pointed out that thealthough
Government emergency services, still would have four mcsamateurs
instead
facsimile or television. Amateurs of two, as the RTPB originally
would be allocated, under the pro- proposed.
posal, a4-mc band from 50-54 mc,
Original RTPB recommendations
separating
evision the
channels.first and second tel- were: Television, seven channels,
The American Radio Relay 60-102 mc; 11 channels, 152-218
League, which vigorously protested mc, making a total of 18. Under

the proposed compromise, the six
channels in the 180-216-mc band as
suggested by the FCC, would remain, making a total of 12 channels for "downstairs" television.
Coupled with the reported attack
on Mr. DuMont's statement and
the proposed compromise allocation
proposal, proponents of presentband FM are prepared, it was reliably reported, to challenge propagation data calculated by Dr. K. A.
Norton, former FCC expert on
leave to the War Dept., in which
he
observed
service
above FM120 could
mc. offer better
IRE Fight Renewed
The fight which
against flared
Dr. Norton's
conclusions,
at the
annual winter conference of the
Institute of Radio Engineers in
New ing,York
Jan. 26 [BroadcastJan. 29],on continued
in a special
session,
Jan.
27,
last week's
Broadcasting wentafterto press.

Col. 36244

The Professor, who introduced the

ALEXANDER THE SWOOSE | Col. 36040
WHY CRY, BABY
(

"Kollege of Musical Knowledge"
to radio listeners hack in 1951 , has
rightly earned the affection of millions. His popularity on records, on
the air and in pictures goes on year
after year.

COWBOY SERENADE

BY-U, BY-O
POPOCATEPETL

Col. 36422

WHO WOULDN'T LOVE YOU
HOW DO I KNOW IT'S REAL
ZOOT SUIT

Col. 36526
Col. 36517

For the complete list of BMIlicensed titles recorded by Kyser
see your BMI DISC DATA or
write for your copy of this special service.

NEW

YORK
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One alumna of Kyser Kollege,
Ginny Simms, has gone on to
great success of her own . . . but
remaining with the band are those
perennial favorites, Ish Kabbible,
Sully Mason and Harry Babbitt.

CHICAGO

On Saturday, C. M. Jansky Jr.,
of Jansky & Bailey, Washington
consulting engineers, and chairman
of RTPB Panel 5 on FM, told the
IRE that the proposed FM shift
would be like "falling out of the
frying
pan intocharges
the fire".
He made
three specific
as follows
:
(1) Too little facts and too
much interpretation of facts
have been submitted as reasons
why the FM change should be
made.
(2) Confusion of thought by
many between what actually is
engineering fact and what is
pure Interpretation.
(3) Attention
being directed to possible isdetrimental
effects of sporadic skywave
phenomena that might harm or
mar FM on its present band of
42-50 mc and too little upon
actual quantitative evaluation
of what goes on in the band
84-102 mc, to which it is proposed to moveDefends
FM. Move
Norton
Dr. Norton, who did not attend
the Friday meeting but who wrote
a paper which was read by E. W.
Allen Jr., of the FCC Technical Information Division, came to Mr.
Allen's
the : Saturday session.
He told aidthe inIRE
"Part of the industry has begun
a campaign to lead the public to
believe their FM sets, purchased
before the war, will be obsolete if
the FCC makes this shift. Of course
they will become obsolete. What
this minority in the radio industry
fails to add is that these receivers'!
will be obsolete after the war regardles ofthe position of the FM
bandMr. inAllen
the radio
spectrum."
repeated
his assertioii
of Friday that if FM suffers some
now from
long-distance
ence, itwill find more troubleinterferwhen
the maximum sunspot cycle is
reached
about 1949-50.
present again
FM frequencies
will "The
have
to be revised upward by some 15%
to get away from this expected
trouble," he said.
Mr. DuMont and T. T. Goldsmith
of the DuMont Labs, asked if they
might speak in behalf of television
but they were ruled out of order
at the special Saturday session.
Dr. Goldsmith said, however, that
WAHS • DAY & NIGHT

HOLLYWOOD
ROADCASTING

•

the DuMont television station had
operated its audio transmitter
with FM at 84 mc without difficulty.
While the greatest opposition to
the proposed allocations has arisen
in the FM field, several individuals
and groups have commended the
Commission for its proposals.
Among them is Metropolitan Television Inc., licensee of WABF New
York, FM station, and W2XMT,
experimental television station. I.
A.
wrote Hirschmann,
the FCC last vice-president,
week that he
was "highly pleased with the Commission's decisions" and that "we
are urging
the recommendations of thethat
Commission
will be
adopted
as
the
final
report".which
He
enclosed a copy of a letter
he addressed to Walter J. Damm,
president of the FMBI, taking
issue lows :with the FMBI stand, as folAs members of the FMBI, we wish to
inform you thatom endationsweof thehave
studied therelative
recCommission
to frequency
modulation
and
areourin intencomplete
accord
with
them.
It
is
tion to urgerecord
their final station
adoption.WABF
Will you
therefore
dissentingagainst
in anytheradio
proposal
to register asa
protest
new allocations.
Formal notices of appearances
have been filed by the following
RTPB panels and committees:
Panel 13, D. E. Noble, chairmau —
Committee
7, B. O. 8,Klemetti,
chairman ;Subcommittee
Milo M. Dean,
chairman
; Committee
5, K. M.onlyHoo-if
ver, chairman
(will appear
proposed
transit communications channels are opposed).
Panel 12, Heating,
C. V. Aggers,
Industrial
Dr. chairman
Alexand^er— ■
Senauke
;
Medical
Applications,
A. W.
Mathis.
Requests for oral argument have
been filed by the following. (Where
the names of persons scheduled to
appear were given, they are listed) :
NAB, Broadcasters
J. Harold Ryan,
Inc., president.
filedin bybehalf
Philip
G.theFMLoucks,
general
counsel,
following
:
FMBI
— Walter
Damm,of
president; John Shepard
3d, Mr.J. Loucks,
Stromberg-Carlson
Mfg. Co. —E.RayTowne.H.
Manson,
W. F. Cotter,
GeneralCorp.—
Electric
Co. — E.W. George
David. Zenith
Radio
Comdr.
F.R. McDonald
Jr.,
G. E.nal Co.,Gustafson,
J. E.licensee
Brown.
Milwaukee,
of The
WMFMJour-—
Mr.Yankee
Damm.Network Inc.
Cowlesvice-president.
Broadcasting Co. — T. A. M.
Craven,
Interstate
Broadcasting Co., licensee of
WQXQ
New York—
John V.Assn.
L. —Hogan.
Television
Broadcasters
W. A.
Roberts.
Allen
B.
DuMont
Labs.—
W.
A. Roberts.
CBS
—
Joseph
H.
Ream,
vice-president;
Julius F.erland G.Brauner,
general counsel; Suthcounsel.
RCA andTaylor,
its affiliates,
NBC,— Thomas
RCAC,
Radiomarine
Corp.
of America
H. Harris.
If you use radio
in IOWA, you need the
1944 IOWA RADIO
AUDIENCE SURVEY
.l<-l»il«-<l analyses, maps slun
; coiinlics wlu-re vaeh Iowa slali<i
'lisU iicd-lo-mosl". Tells uliieli si
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FM STATICLESS broadcasting is
the theme of a nationwide educational campaign initiated by the
Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester,
N. Y. Stanley H. Manson, manager of public relations for the
firm, is shown with campaign
material — a counter display with
a supply of free booklets for
circulation by company distributors
and
dealers.
Erickson,
New Agency
York. is McCannner.Subscription Radio Inc. — Joseph L. WeiAmerican
Trucking Railroads.
Assn.
Assn. of American
Co.Chicago, Hock Island & Pacific Railway
National Assn. of Motor Bus Operators
—Milo
AT&T.M. Dean.
S. Independent Telep. Assn.— Clyde
S. U.Wabash
Bailey.
Telep. Co.,Co.,Bloomington,
111.:
Tri-County
South Haven,
Mich.;
Union Telep.
Telep.
Co., Owosso,
Mich.;
Texas
Telep
Co.,
Sherman,
Tex.;
Southern
Continental Telep Co., Cookville, Tenn.
Eastern
States Police
Radio Lt.League
Sgt.
D. J. McFarlane,
president;
Arthur—F.
H. Vickerson,
secretary;
Sgt. Edward
Tierney, chairman,
Allocations
Committee. League's Frequency
Aireon vice-president
Mfg. Co., New inYorkcharge
— Charles
Kimball,
of engi-N.
neering,
electronicsInstitute
division. and Assn.
Edison
Electric
of
Edison
Cos., Philip Dr.H. Chase.
U. S.Illuminating
Office of Education,
R. R.
Lowdermilk.
Lorain County Radio Corp.
Concurrences with the FCC alfollowing location
: proposals were filed by the
Forestry Conservation Communications
— Willanynotobjections
appear but
right
toAssn.protest
to usereserve
of forestry
frequencies.
Philco
Corp.
[Broadcasting,
Jan.
29].
Aeronautical
Radio Inc.—
with
proposed
allocations
but Satisfied
if opposition
arises,right
Gordonto appear.
A. O'Reilly, vice-president,
seeks
AmericanConcurs
Radio andRelayasks League,
K. B.to
Warner.
permission
appear.
MetropolitantoTelevision
Inc.,
New sought
York.
file brief
only was
byPermission
Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmitli,
consulting
engineer.
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Soule Heads Onondaga
OSCAR F. SOULE, vice-president
of Onondaga Radio Broadcasting
Corp., operating WFBL Syracuse,
last week was elected president
of the corporation, succeeding the
late Samuel H. Cook. Other officers
elected are: Robert G. Soule, vicepresident and treasurer; Samuel
Woodworth, vice-president and
general manager; Charles F. Phillips, vice-president; Charles S.
Estabrook, secretary; Marjorie K.
Hill, assistant treasurer and C. H.
Sanford,rectors assistant
secretary.
Diof the company
are Oscar
F. and Robert G. Soule, Mr. Woodworth, Mr. Estabrook, and Jane
Cook Sanford.

WGN Rejects Wallace
ALTHOUGH REFUSING to
broadcast a speech by Henry A.
Wallace on Jan. 29 on the grounds
that Mr. Wallace at the time was
not a Government official and was
discussing political and controversial matters, WGN Chicago agreed
to feed the program to WCFL,
Chicago AFL station. Mr. Wallace
spoke at a dinner given by the
Union of Democratic Action in cooperation with the New Republic
at the Hotel Commodore, New York.
Mutual broadcast the speech at
9:30 p.m. (CWT). WGN filled the
half -hour with a remote dance band.
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Bataan
{Continued from page 16)
with the aid of Lt. Frank Burgess
of San Diego, Cal., built a small
receiverment in during
their prison
long internCabanatuan
camp,
filling toothpaste tubes with acid
to furnish battery power. Through
this medium, prisoners were kept
informed of news of the outside
world.
The first live broadcast from Luzon on the daring raid was put
on the air at 5 a.m. Thursday by
Georgeent. Mr.Folster,
NBC proceeded
correspond-10
Folster had
miles into the Jap territory to meet
the returning rescue party, had
interviewed
of the liberated Americansa couple
and returned
to his
base for the broadcast.
Word Awaited of Silen, Bell
NBC, it appeared, also scored a
beat in direct pickups from the
area to which the delivered prisoners were taken. At 9 a.m. Friday, NBC Correspondent Patrick
Flaherty interviewed the following
Americans who had been held by
the Japs: Sgt. J. B. Brown, Madison, Fla.; Cpl. Carl E. Stuart,
Omaha, Nebr.; Pfc. Norman J.
Lez, Chicago; T/Sgt. George J.
Gavin, Dubuque, Ja.; Cpl. Max
Greenberg, Brooklyn; Pfc. Frank
Wilson, Salinas, Cal.
News that Bert Silen and Don
Bell, the former general manager
and the latter news and special
events chief of KZRH Manila betheir capture, and
exNBC forecorrespondents,
werebothamong
the rescued was awaited anxiously
by New
ters. LastYork
word network
received headquarwas that
both are held in a civilian camp
near the U. of Manila. NBC New
York hears that both are alive and
are responsible for organizing
morale building programs for prisoners in the area — Mr. Bell as a
correspondent on the camp newspaper and Mr. Silen as a prisoner
director,tives.elected
his fellow-capKZRH is byowned
by Brig.
Gen. Carlos P. Romulo, resident
commissioner of the Philippines and
former public relations aide to Gen.
MacArthur.
CBS had three string men, not
regular correspondents, on the air
from Manila before its fall, from
whom no word has been heard since

Bataan. They are John Bouwer,
John Wilkins and Tom Wirthin.
Royal Arch Gunnison, captured and
imprisoned
the Japs
after Ma-is Cp
nila
fell, andby later
repatriated,
with American forces on Luzon
now,
representing
MBS. He
interviewed Collier's
12 men and (1
broadcast messages from them on i
MBS at 11:15 p.m. Thursday.
i(
Art Feldman, Blue Network cor- j i
respondent
on Luzon,
for mechanical
reasons,wastounable,
reach ' i
the
U.
S.
with
his
post-rescue
broadcasts as late as noon Friday. (i
He, with Maj. A. A. Schechter, i
with Gen. MacArthur as public re- c
lations aide now, were responsible t
originally
Silentime,
and si
Mr. Bell onfor theputting
air. AtMr. that
Maj.
Schechter
was
News
and
Special Events Director for NBC and \
MBS. He interviewed 12 men and
broadcast messages from them on
MBS 11:15 p.m. Thursday.
AGRICULTURE NET
AIRS FARM SERIES
AGRICULTURAL Network of
some 35 stations in Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, and
Kansas, in addition to the current
stations
affiliated with
Central Broadcasting
System,North
has been
established to carry a new series of
farm programs to be produced by
NCBS, it was announced last week
by John W. Boler, president of
thePrimary
system. purpose of programs to
be originated
out of toWLOL
neapolis, key station
network,Min-tois
for dissemination
of information
farmers engaged in the raising of
grain, poultry,
livestock.
Arrangements mayand
be made
at a later
date to originate programs out of
Chicago and to install special circuits to Washington,
C. to enable
members of the D.Department
of Agriculture
to participate
broadcasts
intermittently,
and onto
enable members of agricultural
committees in the Senate and House
of Representatives to speak direct
to the farmers.
Stations which have to date approved North Central Broadcasting
System's cultural
plan network
to establish
this agriand which
have
offered
NCBS
use
of facilities
are:
KTTS
KWK
WHB
WDWS
WASK
KWOC
WLDS
KBUR
WAOVKVAK
KTSW KGFW
KGGP
KHMO
KBIZ
WEBQ
KSOO
WKBH WMBHWKBZ
WIRE KSAL
WTRC KWOS
WJBC
WTCM
WELL WLAV
WIBM WMAM WKLA
KORN
WCLS.

the rest ol

THE Ofl/y STATION THAT CAN DO A JOB FOR YOU IN

H.B.C.
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ROCKFORD,
ILLINOIS
THIRD LARGEST MACHINE TOOL CENTER IN THE WORLD
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NAB Parleys
{ConfAnued from page 13)
Cross meeting and a War Fund
parley.
The Byrnes' request, he pointed
out, applies to all trade shows, exhibits, conferences, assemblies and
conventions, including those of industrial, commercial, labor fraternal, social, professional, religious,
civic, governmental organizations.
or essentiala
to "However
the work necessary
of an organization
conference or convention might
normally
be," heof said,
"it is difficult to think
any assemblage
that could not be put olf and its
activities handled by temporary
machinery or groups of less than
50 persons."
Canada Included
Attendance of persons using intercity transportation originating
in the United States to attend a
convention held at a nearby point
outside the United States, such as
Toronto, Canada, is considered as
falling within the ban. Col. Johnson said. This may affect the plans
of some American broadcasters to
attend the convention of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, to be
held instituted
in Quebec noFeb.ban.12-14. Canada
has
Col. Johnson concluded: "The
yardstick used to measure the essentiality of any meeting is how
the winning of the two wars we
are now fighting will be impeded
if the meeting in question were
held to an attendance of 50 or canceled outright."

Keep It Brief
CLARITY and brevity in
newscasts are stressed by
Georgetroit newsCushing,
Deeditor, inWJR
a poster
on the newsroom bulletin
board. Beneath the picture of
an elderly Chinese, Mr. Cushing printed: "Old Chinese
newscaster say 'Use Small
- Words to Tell Big Story'."
CLARE BOOTHE LUCE
WONT TAKE TO AIR
REP. CLARE BOOTHE LUCE
will duties
devote and
her full
to(R-Conn.)
legislative
will time
not
go on the air, her office announced
last week. Negotiations had been
in progress whereby Mrs. Luce
would have begun a commentary on
Mutual, 10:15-10:30 p.m. Sundays
for Textron Inc., clothing manufacturer.
"Pressure of legislative duties
prevented Mrs. Luce from accepting the radio offer," said her secretary,coAnlsidMorano.
reer at a later"She
datemight
but the
whole
thing's
off
at
the
present."
The Connecticut Congresswoman
had planned to comment on war
supporting projects and was to
have been given free reign in her
program, confirmed
according that
to Mr.Mrs.Morano.
Mutual
Luce
would go on the air starting Feb.
25, but a few hours later withdrew
the confirmation.
Agency Thompson
for Textron Inc. is J. Walter
Co., New York.

Thorough PITTSBURGH

Coverage

. . . plus thorough cooperation

ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.

McDonald Joins Blue
JOSEPH
McDonald,
ant generalA. counsel
of NBC,assisthas
resigned to join the American
Broadcasting Co. (Blue Network)
Feb. 15 as general attorney. A
native New Yorker and a graduate
of Fordham and New York U.
law schools, Mr. McDonald began
to practice law with the firm of
Hunt, Hill & Betts. He joined NBC
as senior attornev in 1932, went to
Chicagoworkin 1937
to handle andNBC'srelegal
in that
turned to New
York city,
as assistant
general counsel in November, 1943.
At the Blue he succeeds Robert
D. Swezey, who last December became vice-president and assistant
general manager of Mutual.

ESSO NEWS LEADS
CAB NIGHT SURVEY
THE Esso five-minute nighttifne
news programs sponsored locally
by Esso Marketers, Standard Oil
Co. of N. J., scored a rating of 6.2,
the highest rating of all locally
placed national "spot" programs,
according to the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting
which last
week released
the first ratings
for
new service included in the CAB
program
reports.
Judy &ter-hour
Jane,
transcribed
quarserial sponsored
by Kroger
Baking Co., ranked second with a
5.9 rating for December, and Symphonette, half-hour disc program
sponsored
Longines
Wittnauer
Watch Co.,bythird
with 4.9
rating.

'^(M^ TV Cutout "He^/^ ^<n^ ScUe^^Mut
REPORT BY CROSSLEY, INC., FOR ROCHESTER, N. Y.
THE RADIO AUDIENCE BY STATIONS
AUGUST 5— NOVEMBER 30
TECHNIQUE • TELEPHONE • COINCIDENTAL
8:00 A.M.— 12 NOON
MONDAY-FRIDAY
WHAM
Station B
Station C
Others

50.1%
36.2%
9.9%
3.8%

Affernoon
12 NOON— 6:00 P.M.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
WHAM
Station B
Station C
Others

33.7%
43.0%
17.2%
6.1%

6:00 P.M.— 10:30 P.M.
MONDAY-SUNDAY
WHAM
43.0%
Station B
37.1%
Station C
15.2%
Others
4.7%
P/u$ Coverage of o// of We$/ern New Yorfc
50,000 WoHt . . . Clear Channel . . . 1180 On The Dial . . . Boilc NBC
National Repretenlalive: GEORGE P. HOLIINGBERY CO.

National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.
ROADCASTING
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GOD AND PRAYER
radio'sa melody
slim fingers
Can"If pluck
From night and toss it over
A continent or sea;
If the petaled notes
Qf a violin
Are blown across a mountain
Or a city's din ;
If songs like crimson roses
Are culled from thin, blue air,
Why should mortals wonder
If God Joseph
hears prayer?"
F. Ryan,
Elgin, 111.

3>0 1^04*
RSAUY N€e»

Kneebone Opens Agency
JOHN R. KNEEBONE, has resigned as account executive with
McJunkin Adv. Agency, Chicago,
to open his own agency, the John
R. Kneebone Co., at 221 N. La
Salle Street, Suite 1407, telephone.
And. 4722. Roy L. Moyer, copywriter with McJunkin, joins the
new firm as head of copy. New
agency will handle the advertising
schedule of the Simoniz Co., Chicago, which was formerly with the
George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
Moorman Mfg. Co., Quincy, 111. and
the Brookfield Lab., Brookfield, 111.
both former McJunkin Adv. accounts, will be handled by the new
organization.

TWO

HfA9S?

Maybe, if you have to debate with yourself;.
But there's no debate about picking California's third market. It's easy to see that this
rich 'SetlCMC area composed of 41 counties
with a population of*l,56l,254and with retail
sales of *2H billion offers the best road to
Central California and Western Nevada.
WHAT IS
Not a regional network
but a group of longestablished key stations,
each the favorite in its
community
. . . combined*
OQ a new basis
for Na<
tional spot business.
Stt McClatcby StetUt rale Hit'"SSUnrdard
fi'^'' underRaleCalifornia
and Dala.in

McCtatchy

Robert
A.
STREET
National 1
Sales Manager) Bfoadcastifig
Company
Paul
RAYMERH. CO.
National
Sacramento, California
Representative
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\SAcuAmHio.mfi
[STOCKTON, mo
rmsNo ■ KMj
BAKEkSPino ' KERN

DRINKING A TOAST to the success of the new Coca-Cola Songs by
Morton Downey series which switched today (Feb. 5) to Mutual are
(1 to r) : Edgar Kobak, MBS president; Morton Downey, star of the
program heard Monday through Friday 12:15-12:30 p.m., and Felix
Coste, vice-president and director of advertising for Coca-Cola Co.
Hooper Criticizes New CAB Figures,
Reopening Feud Over Survey Methods
FEUD between the Cooperative ratings by quarter-hour periods,
Analysis of Broadcasting and C. E. comparable with the national and
Hooper Inc., quiescent for the past sectional Hooper ratings. The other
year, has broken out again. First 224 stations, in cities where the
volley comes from the Hooper or- 35,000 call base cannot be secured
ganization in response to the re- without undue duplication of calls,
cent CAB announcement that, be- receive station listening index reginning this month, the CAB will
showing the distribution of
issue to its subscribers six reports listeningports,among
morna year showing the distribution of
ing, afternoon andstations
eveningforperiods.
audience for morning, afternoon Five-month reports are issued, covand evening among stations in each
ering fall-winter, winter-spring,
of the 81 cities surveyed by the CAB and summer. Winter reports cover
in the collection of data for its about 60 cities, summer, about 50.
semi-monthly national program ratings.
Declaring
this "would
once
RCA Names Meola
again
build that
a situation
of giving
THOMAS MEOLA, manager of
to buyers and sellers reports with- RCA
Communications
Mediout comparability,
"the Hooper
Theatre sinceInc.,October,
ganization isannouncing
that orits 1943, has terranean
been
appointed
to
the
"Continuing Measurement of Radio
newly created
Listening"
reports
are
being
availpost
of
European
able to advertisers, advertising
manager, in
agencies and networks. Heretofore
charge of rations
all onopethe
these reports have been distributed
c o n t i nent with
only to subscriber stations in some
headquarters
in
60 cities and their station repreRome. Mr. Meola
sentatives.
opened
the
RCA
service in Naples
Will Ease Situation
more than a year
"This availability," the Hooper
Mr. Meola
ago. Main
station
was
subsequently
announcement
and new units estabinate asituationstates,
which "will
might elimhave moved tolishedRome
i
n
Naples,
Caserta
and
in
brought about chaos in timebuying Southern France.
and selling — a chaos comparable to
that which existed prior to one year
ago when every network program
found itself with three ratings,
theTheHooper
and twoReports,
CAE's."in
Hooperrating
National
the form of two pocket pieces for
evening audiences and one for daytime audiences each month, will
also be distributed to the 453 stations subscribing to the local audience measurements, the announcement states, adding that these stations will also receive the Hooper
Sectional Reports, published three
times annually. Stations will retij, Aid,
ceive these additional reports at no
SdiiU
extra charge. Sponsors, agencies
i
and networks can get the local reetisca
ports at rates parallel to those they
One*Tineotf S-t^amtion
now pay for the national Hooper
ratings now.
ct
The 229 station subscribers lo- MUTUAL BROADCASTING tSYSTEM
Conta
6
cated in cities of over 100,000
A(u NETWORK
COVERAGE
population receive local audience MARYLAND I
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

WTMJ Limits News Plugs
Co., owner and operator
D'Arcy Approve JOURNAL
of WTMJ and WMFM Milwaukee,
Feb. 18 will limit advertisNewscast Stand effective
ing messages broadcasts
in connectionto thevnthopen15jPost-Dispatch
CHARGING that radio listeners are from prominent radiomen stating minuteing andnews
closing
of
the
period.
This
their stand.
policy has for several years already
ombardedvirtually
with all
a "pill-barrage"
overing
bodily ills, the
FCC Commisioner Ray C. Wake- applied grams.
to Action
five-minute
newsin prowas taken
line
t. Louis Post-Dispatch last Monfield wrote, "I approve heartily . . .
sentiment
ay Jan. 29 added another editorial I hope you are effective in bringing with the growing
vertising messages should that
not ad-be
condemnation of alleged bad taste about a change." William C. imposed upon
listener
in the
in newscast advertising. The Pul- D'Arcy, of D'Arcy Adv. Agency, midst of news the
of such
momentous
itzer paper, owned by the same wrote to the paper, "Keep up what happenings as are occurring daily,
ompany that owns KSD, demanded you have suggested. Some commer- many of which remind listeners of
cials intrude and kill rather than some personal tragedy.
How much longer will the big networks scramble the news with plug- excite a selling response."
H. S. (Cappie)
KENNY,
news comIn expressing
CBS's policy
ntator of WRVA
Richmond,
has
uglies?"
commercials,
Paul W.on written a mebook,
A Year
of the War,in
lere "In a news broadcast," the edi- distasteful
which
is
scheduled
for
publication
White,
CBS
news
director
protested
Si'torial declared, "an objectionable that the first editorial of the cam- the early spring.
plug is particularly obnoxious." It
paign showed lack of knowledge of
- -was also pointed out that KSD had CBS policy.
(KSD is affiliated with
stopped objectionable sponsorship NBC.) Mr. White
stated that CBS
), 'of
its
news,
along
with
adopting
a
had
not
permitted
sponsorship by
.policy of not interrupting newscasts objectionable advertisers.
He said
* 'by middle commercials.
that middle comI The Dispatch challenged the net- CBS did notmercialsagree
"are, per se, objectionj works to show leadership in "cleant; (that
ling up"individual
news commercials,
adding
"If KSD has certain policies with
stations will
not able".
to local news programs," he
1 jeliminate popular network pro- regard
"and
yet permits
network, grams because they contain adver- added,
produced
programs
to deviate
from
■ tising that is in bad taste.
its standards, then it seems to me
arguable
that
a
chain
is
sometimes
I' Since starting its campaign, the
'Dispatch has printed several letters as weak as its strongest link."
.Wakefield

and

Latest Hooper Rates Bob Hope First
In Night Shows; Fibber & Molly Second
er, with 1.16, the most children
BOB HOPE heads the list of "first listeners
per set.
fifteen"
released
in the evening
Jan. 30 programs,
evening network
Lux Radio Theatre scored a sponsor identification index of 91.4, the
Hooper ratings reports, followed
by Fibber McGee & Molly in sec- highest for any evening program,
ond place, and Bing Crosby third. with 91.3 giving the correct prodWalter Winchell places fourth, fol- uct.
Average evening audience rating
lowed respectively by Mr. District
Attorney, Radio Theatre, Charlie of 10.4, up 0.1 from the last report, showed no change from a year
McCarthy, Jack Benny, Joan Davis
with Jack Haley; Screen Guild
Average evening sets-in-use
Players, Eddie Cantor, Abbott & ago.
dropped 0.3 from the last report
Costello, Hildegarde, Take It or to 32.6, a rise of 1.2 from last year's
Leave It, and Kay Kyser (first figure. Average evening available
half hour).
audience is 80.3, 0.3 above the last
Jack Benny, with 1.61, has the report and 1.0 higher than last
largest number of women listeners
per listening set; the Archer- year.
Top-ranking programs listed in
Zanelli boxing bout, with 1.19, the terms of the number of listeners
most men listeners ; and Lone Rang- per listening set are as follows:
Men
Total
Children
0.69
Women
1.06
Doctor
1.42
3.17
0.55
1.61
1.00
2.3.1. Crime
Jack Benny
3.16
1.37
0.88
3.15
Blondie
0.90
TiedBandwagon
for fourth (Fitch)
place
1.00
1.53
0.59
3.12
Kate
Smith
1.48
0.53
0.92
0.72
1.04
1.44
5. Quiz Kids
3.01
for

DIAL— 1050
50,000 WATTS
* SPORTS. MUSIC- NEWS

Sealtest Change
SEALTEST Inc., New York,
through McKee & Albright Inc.,
Philadelphia, is lining up another
star todian, replace
Joan Davis,
who is scheduled
to leavecomethe
NBC
program
Thursday,
9:30-10in
p.m. when her contract expires
July. New star will be featured
with Jack Haley, comedian, who
is being retained on the Sealtest
show along with the rest of The
Village Store cast. Roy J. McKee,
president of McKee & Albright, is
understood to be on his way to Hollywo d to make arrangements. Miss
Davis will begin a program this
fall for United Drug Co. on behalf
of Rexall products through N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York [Broadbe selected.casting, Jan. 29], network still to

Latin Advertising
AN ESTIMATED $16,000,000 was
spent by U.lastS. year
advertisers
in Latin
America
and appropriations are continuing to mount, acrding to W. Advertising
A. Anderson,Section,
Director of cothe
Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs, in an article in
Foreign Commerce Weekly, official
publication
of the Dept.
of these
Commerce. Mr. Anderson
believes
expenditures will have great value
in postwar trade with the other
Americas and warns against a mistaken notion that it is unnecessary
to advertise in this market. Shortages occasioned by the war, he
points
out, American
"have created
a vacuum
into which
products
must
pour when the lid is lifted."

NAB
Salt Lake
68 With Travel

Parley Draws
Ban EfFective

Radio Shares Responsibility of Future, Says
Bennion; Delegates See Video Demonstration
THE 14TH District NAB meet- Co., that upon radio and the press,
ing, which opened on Feb. 1, ef- the schools and the churches, rests
date of the atByrnes'
order the responsibility for shaping the
limiting fective
attendance
conventions
tomorrow's world. "Rato 50, drew 68 delegates — 28 from coursedio'sofchallenge,"
he said, "is to deSalt Lake City, where the parley
velop
greater
discussion of
was held, and 40 from outside the current politicalpublic
and economic iscity.
sues." Radio owners and operators
The figure does not include two
attended the meetfrom NAB national headquarters, from ing.sixHughstates
B. Terry, general manwho also attended the first district
agertrictof KLZ
meeting to be held after President
director,Denver,
presided.and 14th DisJ. Harold Ryan's decision to conVideo Demonstration
tinue the meetings "in conformance
Delegates witnessed a television
with
page the
13). Government request" (see demonstration Thursday night, as
Delegates were told by Dr. Adam the guests of S. S. Fox, president
S. Bennion, assistant to the presi- and general manager of KDYL
dent of the Utah Power & Light Salt Lake City. KDYL is the onlv

station west of the Mississippi
which is licensed to construct an
experimental television station.
The 150 northwest broadcasters
present at the 17th District meeting at Portland, Ore., Jan. 29-30,
unanimously re-elected Harry
Spence,deen,president
of KXRO
AberWash, to head
the district
for another two-year term. NAB
President Ryan keynoted the conclave in an address on "NAB Activities and Objectives".
In welcoming
the broadcasters
to Portland, Mayor Earl Riley told
the conference that he hoped the
Government in the future wouid
give more consideration to the
broadcasting industry in view of
radio's record in war service.
In the other highlight of the
opening session, labor matters, as
related cussed
to bybroadcasters,
disJohn MorganwereDavis,
NABBMBgeneral
counsel.
won endorsement of the
Resolutions Committee which, under chairmanship of C. 0. Chatter-

ton, KWLK
Longview,
mended that BMB
be givenrecomthe
solid
supportBrazeal,
of all Spokane,
stations. spoke
Wallace
on public relations. Homer Welch,
KGW Portland, stressed that the
problems of program directors
were
"at last getting
recognized".
A luncheon
was given
Monday
by KEX. Steve Conley who came
from WOWO-WGL Ft. Wayne to
assume managership of KEX Jan.
1 was host.
Climax
the opening
session was aofdinner
given byday'sKOIN,
Mississippi Broadcasters
Vote BMB Approval
UNANIMOUS
approval of
the:
Broadcast Measurement
Bureau
plan was voted by 12 stations of the
Mississippi
of Broadcasters
which
met inAssn.
Jackson,
Miss. Jan.
27-28.ager Hugh
Jones, owner-manof WGCM0. Gulfport,
president
of MBA,
presided,
while Jackson
Wiley Harris, director
of WJDX
and
L. M. Sepaugh, manager of WSLI
Jackson,
were
hosts
to
the
representatives.
At the meeting the stations
agreed to furnish facilities, time
and pay the expenses of a series of
220 quarter-hour programs to acquaint returning veterans with the
Government's rehabilitation proSeries, whichas will
soon ingram.February
time start
can beas
cleared, will be under the direction
of Col. Lawrence W. Long, Selective Service director for Mississippi, and will be carried on an allstate network.
NAB DISTRICT
MEETINGS
DISTRICT meetings scheduled by
the NAB are being held as follows :
First
District 10—
KansasSection
City, Wed., Thurs.,
Feb.District
7-8, Muehlebaeh
Hotel. Mon., Tues..
11
—
IVlinneapolis,
Feb.District
12-13, Nicollet
Hotel. Thurs., Fri.,
3— Pittsburgh,
Feb. 15-16, William
Penn Hotel.
Second Section
District
1
—
Boston,
Mon., Tues., March
5-6,District
Statler 2—Hotel.
New York, Thurs., Fri.,
March
8-9,
Roosevelt
Hotel.
District 5 — Jacksonville, Mon., Tues.,
March
12-13.4— Hot Springs, Fri., Sat.,
District
March
16-17, Homestead
Hotel.Mon., Tues..
District
Cincinnati,
March
19-20,78-9—Gibson
Hotel. Wed.,
Districts
—
Chicago,
Thurs.,
March 21-22, Palmer House.
CoMBmrm
tbGEORG/A
WGST ATLANTA.
WMAZ MACON
COMBINATION
AT
KM I CO
MAJOR TDIA
Georgia
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and its president, C. W. (Chuck)
Myers,
in observance
25th anniversary.
More ofthanradio's
150
guests, including Gov. Earl Snell,
Mayor Riley and other civic notables, were entertained by a 55minute performance of KOIN talent starring the Duncan singers,
21 voices directed by Chester R.
Duncan, the station's director of
' public relations, and the KOIN
orchestra, Owen Dunning conducting. Other KOIN artists included
Red's Gang,
McCoy,
vocalist bass-baritone
Melvann Gray Bob
and
: pianist Mel Hansen. Johnny Carj penter was mc and Ted Cooke,
! producer. Feature of the dinner was
the serving of a three-layer 25th
I birthday cake with NAB President
\I Ryan cutting the first slice. Arthur
• Kirkham, KOIN vice-president,
'was chairman.
A feature of the Tuesday forenoon session was a talk by Leonard Callahan, West Coast chief,
Iradio branch. War Dept. Bureau
of Public Relations. Women broadcasters of this area discussed
problems of disseminating war inIformation in a panel conducted by
'Clare Hays, KOIN. Marian Sabanational
director
women's
, tini,
activities,
OWI, told
how her
office
can help solve these perplexities,
i Tuesday luncheon was given
'with the compliments of KGW
' Portland.
Pangborn,
ager, andArden
E. P. X.Hoyt,
publisherman-of
The
Oregonian,
were
behalf of the station. co-hosts on
I With Chet Wheeler, KWIL AlII casters
bany, Ore.,
as chairman,
the broad-of
turned
to a discussion
h advertising pointed up by a report
jby Lew Avery of NAB. Retail radio advertising was spotlighted by
Helen Cornelius, also of NAB.
The Small Markets Committee
reported through Frank Loggan,
, KBND Bend. J. D. Kolesar, KMO
, Tacoma, conducted the session on
! engineering. Marshall Pengra^

WCOP Upheld in
ILGWU Injunction
AN APPLICATION for a preliminary injunction to prevent the
Mass. Broadcasting Corp., owners
of WCOP Boston, from terminating a timenationalcontract
with theWorkers
InterLadies Garment
Union was denied last week by
Judge Francis J. W. Ford of the
U. S. District Court in Boston.
Ford's Ruling
Judge Ford ruled that the station's agreementin with
the union
was terminated
accordance
with
provisions in the contract requiring
that two weeks notice be given by
either party. The Court found that
although
station facilities
agreed to from
furnish the
broadcasting
Aug. 5, 1944 to Dec. 29, 1945 the
contract included the following provis on :
If the thestation
terminates
agreement;
either,
agency
and substitute
thethe station
willor
agree
onthea rates
satisfactory
time
at
in
effect
at
the
timeday this
agreement
was
made,
or
the
agency
will
pay the herein,
stationforaccording
to previously
the rates
specified
all : services
rendered
by thethestation
That
is, same
the agency
shall
have
benefit
of
the
time
discountshad which
theallowed
agencyto complete
would have
earned
it
been
order. In the event of such termination.the
KRNR Roseburg, was heard as
NAB committeeman.
Adjournment was followed by a
partyber ofgiven
by the Portland ChamCommerce.
In addition to recommending
BMB the Resolutions Committee
expressed
gratitude tothe
Mr. District
Ryan andmeeting's
District
Leader Spence for their work in
promoting NAB. The committee
also thanked Portland stations
KGW KEX and KOIN for entertainment they provided.
[Complete registration of District Meetings in next week's issue.]

KSD Appoints Col. Coe
Chief Postwar Engineer
LT. COL. ROBERT L. COE, who
was chief engineer of KSD St.
Louis before entering the service,
has been retired from active Army
duty, andturning isto KSDreto direct postwar
engineering
activities of KSD.
Col. Coe has been
deputy
chieftheof
staff of
Army's Troop
Carrier C o m mand.
joined two
KSD
Col. Coe
inHe 1924,
years after the station went on
the air. He became chief engineer
in 1933, and directed the technical
aspects ofrimentsthe
expewith a first
regularfacsimile
daily paper,
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. In his
new post with KSD, Col. Coe will
be in charge of the Pulitzer Pubservices in
television,lishing Co.'s
FMengineering
and facsimile.
neither
party shallthanbe asliable
to theinother
party otherwise
specified
this
paragraph.
The controversy arose over the
establishment of a policy by the new
owners of WCOP, the Iowa Broadcasting Co., to eliminate foreign
language programs on the station.
Comdr. T. A. M. Craven, vice-president of the company, said the
change was made to enable the station to bfully
responsiilities to theexercise
FCC. Heits explained
that the station was perfectly willing to continue the ILGWU programs in English, but that the use
of foreign languages involved too
many difficulties.
Sale of WCOP by Arde Bulova
and associates to the Cowles interests was approved last October by
the FCC [Broadcasting, Oct. 16,
1944].

. . WHEN YOU GO
WEST OF CHICAGO

IN THE

MORE RETAIL BUYERS
than in any
MARKET*

Wataflfto

CHtCAOO

OilAO-CfTlBS /

The latest Hooper listening index
(October -November, 1944) shows
woe 'way out in front for ALL
periods . . . morning, afternoon and
evening.
morning
audienceof
exceeds theWOC's
combined
audiences
all other stations heard, with 51.9!
Which adds up to this: the QuadCity market
over
200,000of
urban people
is delivered
ONLY by.
woe
DAVENPORT, IOWA
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NaUonal Pros Bldg^ Woah^ D. C

McNARY & WRATHALl
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg. Dl. 1 205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VOORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Muntey BIdg. Ditlrict S456
Wothinglon. 0. C.

Radio Engineoring Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Gemmerciol
RadioWasUnrton,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International BnlUlnc.
e• 321
E.
Gregory
Bonlerard,
Kanwu
Mo.
Cross Koads of the World, BoUrwaod.Cltj,CalU,

F1l€QU€NCY MEASURING
SERVICE
Exact Measurements ' at any time
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

RING « CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Hunsey BIdg. • Repablic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engl
Specializing in Broodcost and
Allocation Engineering
Eorle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAlional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTINO RADIO ENOINEBI
From plete
FCCInstallation
Application
to Comof Equipment
1469 Church St.. N.W., Waahinoton 3, D. C.

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Eorle BIdg. • NAtional 6513
Washington 4, D. C

PAUL A. deMARS
Consulting Electrical Engineer
"Pioneer in FM"
1900 F St., N. W.— Washington, D. C.
Phone: Metropolitan 0540

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. e District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Shorcham BIdgME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSVLTING RADIO ENGINEERS
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
National Prett BIdg. WomK, 4, D. C.
DUtrUt 7362 m Glebe S880

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH., D. C.
I3I9 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

HERBERT I. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Nat'lRoomPress892
BIdg. Wash.
NA. 4,7846D. C.

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
(^ato iV, naif
Communications Engineering
Consuftant
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
JANUARY 27 TO FEBRUARY 2 INCLUSIVE
mc WIBC
Decisions . . .
newNEW.46.1
FM cost.
station,
9,245 Indianapolis—
sq. mi., $51,310CP
estimated
NEW-42.9
mc
Evangelical
Synod
and otherLutheran
states,
ACTIONSJANUARY
BY ADM.29 BOARD
Clayton,of cational
Mo.Missouri,
—station,
CP 250newOhiow noncommercial
edu910
kc
WABI
Bangor,
Me.—
Granted
unlimited,
special
emisson
for
FM.
license
to
cover
CP
authorizing
change
to
910 kc,
to 1 kw, install
NEW-46.7
mc
KMJ
Fresno,
Cal.—
new
trans.increase
DA-N :power
conditions.
FM cost.
staton, 14,500 sq. mi., $61,000CP
estimated
World
Co., Omaha — Placed in pend- new
ing file Pub.
application
NEW-47.1
KPBK24,580
Sacramento,
Cat.—
television
station. for new commercial estimated
CP new FMcost.mcstation,
sq. mi., $68,000
Capitol
olis— Same. Broadcasting Corp., IndianapWLIB New
York— Same.
WDEL
Wilmington,
Del. — Asbury
Same. Park, Tentative Calendar . . .
Park inPress
Inc.,
FEBRUARY 5
N.forAsbury
J.new— Placed
FM station.pending file application
KROW Oakland,
License renewal.
Further Cal.—
Hearing
Allen
T.
Simmons,
Akron,
O.
—
Same.
Calumet
Broadcasting
Buffalo Broadcasting Corp., Buffalo — Ind.— CP 1520 kc 5 kw D.Corp., Hammond,
Same.
Pacific— Agricultural
Foundation, San
FEBRUARY 7
Francisco
Same.
WHP
Harrisbnrg,
Pa.—
Same. Beach, renewal.
WSOO Saul Ste. Marie, Mich.— License
News-Journal
Corp.,
Daytona
Fla.— Same.
Truth
Pub.Herff,Co.,Memphis
Elkhardt,
Herbert
— Same.Ind.—— Same.
Wisconsin
Radio Co.,
Inc.,Connersville,
Milwaukee
Same.— Kraft, Dodge Appointed
News-Examiner
Ind.
—Same.
Same.
Central States Broadcasting Co., Omaha To NBC Television Dept.
REYNOLD R. KRAFT and John
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
H. Dodge have been appointed sales
FEBRUARY 1
manager and assistant sales manUtica Broadcasting
Co., Utica,
N. Y.—
ager,visionrespectively
Dept., it of the NBC TeleGranted
petition
to amend
plication for CP forto leave
substitute
names ap-in was announced
appliant
corporation.
last
week
by
John
WLEU Erie, Pa.— issues
Denied petition tonowin- F. Royal, NBC
set 2-9-45tervene anond enlarge
applications inofhearing
WERC.
vice-president
in
Albany,
forWOKO
extension
time N.to Y.—
fileGranted
exceptionspetition
and charge of television.
request newal
for application
oral argument
re
license
reMr. turnsKraft
re2-5-45 to 2-15-45. ; time extended from
to NBC afOakland,
Cal.— hearing
Commission
itsKROW
own motion
continued
now seton
ter a nine-months
2-5-45
as account
Mr. Dodge
cation. to 2-7-45, re license renewal appli- period
executive
with
Roy S. Durstine
Inc., New
York. forHe NBC
servedfromas Jan.
netApplications
work salesman
JANUARY...29
1937
to
April,
1944.
He
started
his
960
kc
WELI
New
Haven,
Conn.—
Vol.
assgn. tolicense
from City Foundation.
Broadcasting advertising career with Redbook
Corp.
Connecticut
NEW 1240
kc BaronRadio
Broadcasting Co., and Collier's magazines. Mr. Dodge
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — CP new standard sta- rejoins NBC after two year's abtion 250 w unlimited.
while he Intelligence.
served as a He
lieutenNEWdevelopmental
46.9 mc. WHIO
ant sence
in Naval
was
new
station,Dayton,
1 kw, O.—
specialCP associated
with
NBC
Washington
emission
for
FM.
NEW— CP1230newkc Bimey
Imesstation
Jr., Corinth,
for five years as sales manager,
Miss.
standard
250
w
unlimited.
in 1934,man.
afNEW 1400 kc Mississippi Broadcasting having
ter ten joined
years asthea staff
newspaper
Co., Macon,
Miss.
— CPunlimited,
new standard
sta-to
tion
1240
kc
250
w
amended
request
kc. Milwaukee — Vol. assgn.
Mennen Resumes
1340 from
kc1400WEMP
Icense
Glen D. Roberts, Melva F. MENNEN Co., Newark, resumed
Roberts,
Wellwood
Nesbit,
Robert
M.
LaFollette Jr., Evalyn H. Dolph, Hope D. regularucts,useJan. 29
of radio
for shave
starting
off a prodspot
Pettey andpartners Rachel
YoungBroadcasting
LaFollette, Co.cod/b Milwaukee
toWellwood
Glenn D.Nesbit,
Roberts,
Melva
F.
Roberts,
campaign with
NBC's
World News
Robert
M.
LaFollette
Roundup
locally
on
WEAP
New
Jr.,
Dolph, HopeGenevieve
D. Pettey,S. York Monday through Saturday,
RachelEvalyn
YoungH.Ernest
LaFollette,
Nesbit,
John
Roe
and
W. Wade 8-8:15 a.m., a number of other loBoardman, co-partners
d/b Milwaukee
calout theprograms
to beatadded
throughBroadcasting
Co.
country
a later
date.
1400 license
kc KENOfromLasNevada
Vegas,Broadcasting
Nev.— Vol. Mennen's
last
major
radio
effort,
assgn.
Co.
to
Maxwell
Kelch
and
Laura
Belle
Ed
Sullivan
Entertains,
was
disKelch dyb Nevada Broadcasting Co.
continued on CBS last June. Com1100stallkcnew trans,
KJBS andSanincrease
Francisco—
CP
inpany
has
since
tested
spot
radio
500
w
D-N
limited(petition
time to to1 kw
D 500 w N limited in the Mid- West. Agency is Duane
time
reinstate).
Jones Co.. New York.
JANUARY 31
1450
kc
NEW-Copper
City
Broadcasting
Warwick Corp. Cited
Corp.,tion Rome,
N. Y. — CP new stanlard sta250mcw unlimited.
NEW-Moultrie, Ga.— CP new MISREPRESENTATION concernFM•47.3station,
ing tubevision
capacity,
and telemated cost. 10,100 sq. mi., $35,000 estiequipment prices,
of radio
sets
mc NEW-Burlington,
la— CP estinew manufactured
and assembled by the
FM45.3station,
10.080
sq.
mi.,
$40,100
Warwick Mfg. Co., Chicago, is
mated cost.
FEBRUARY 2
charged in a complaint issued last
NEW-44.5
mcstation,
S. E.12,440
Adcock,sq. mi.,
KnoxviUe—
CP
new
FM
$60,000 week by the FTC.
estimated cost
LYMAN BRYSON, CBS director of
770 kc WEW 770St.kcLouis—
last W.weekStudebaker,
was congratuauthorization
1 kw Special
D 250 service
w N education
lated by John
unlimited
for
period
ending
3
a.m.
11-1-46.
commissioner
of education, onU. theS.
1240fer control
kc KICD
Spencer,
la.—
Vol.
transanniversary of the American
B. Sanders. from L. W. Andrews to Ben 15th
School of the Air.
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CONTRO.*
ROOM
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS, with the FCC
four years
RCA 11of years,
now York.
servchiefand
engineer
WINS isNew
Fromiingng as1940
to
1942
Mr.
Reynolds
was
actinspector in charge of the Philadelphia
I1 office
ofthetheHearst
FCC. For
two early
years,in until
he
joined
station
Decern'
ber, heficer of the
was FCC.
the New
Yorkactive
examining
ofHe
was
in
general
engineering work at RCA.
J.manager
M. LANGof the
has Ken-Rad
been appointed
assistant
division
of with
the
General
Electricat Owensboro,
Co. electronics
dept.,
the "salute"
advertise-by
headquarters
Ky.
Mr.
Lang VIEWING
ment presented
their station
has been with GE since 1928.
KMBC
Kansas
City
are
Harry
EDWARD C. BONIA,Co.,forJackson,
15 years Mich.
with Bannister, (1) general manager
of
Sparks-Withingrton
iSparton
radios),
and
eastern
sales
manWWJ
Detroit,
one
of
the
country's
ager
of
the
firm
since
1940,
has
been
pioneer
stations,
and
Edwin
K.
appointed general sales manager of the Wheeler, WWJ assistant general
radio and appliance division of the com- manager. WWJ Detroit was first
pany.
be "saluted"
in thehonoring
KMBC
LT. radio
GODFREY division
F. HOHN, formerly in to
advertising
campaign
the
Bloomfield, tube
N. J., is nowof onWestinghouse.
temporary United States Broadcasters.
duty tewith
the Signal Corps at headquarrs in Washington.
ELDRIDGE
has joined WHEB
Portsmouth, N.HOOKER
H., as engineer.
PAUL FRANKLIN, formerly with WBAA
LaFayette,
has engineer
joined thestaff.NBC cen- He/mrA (Kccovnh
tral divisionInd.,studio
RALPH ginBUEHLMAN,
WJJD Chicago en- All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
engineers. e r, has been appointed supervisor of
New Business
FRED ARCHER,
releasedin the
fromPacific,
the Navy
following
active
service
has LYON VAN & STORAGE Co.. Los Anbeen
added
to
the
technical
staff
of
WCOP
g
e
l
e
s
,
o
n
Feb.
12 for 52 onweeks
Boston.
Korn Kobblers
8 Donstarts
LeetranPacificscribedstations
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
8:15-8:30
COL.
GEORGE
C.
HALE,
formerly
with
a.m.
(PWT).
Agency:
BBDO
Los
Angeles.
Philco
Corp.,
Philadelphia,
more
recently
communication
the
Renewal Changes
Army Air Forces,equipment
has been officer
named with
director
AMERICAN
MEAT onINSTITUTE,
Chiof theson Radiospecial
products division
of Emercago
(institutional),
Jan.
14 for
&
Phonograph
Corp.,
New
York,
renewed
The27 Life
ofstations
Riley
at the52
to handle
all electronic products except weeks
same
time
adding
Blue
making
home
receivers.
a total of 190 Blue stations Sun 10-10:30
J. R. nMEAGHER
hasand been
namedprograms
coordi- p.m. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
a
t
o
r
o
f
education
training
WESSON
& Snowdrift
Co., Newrefor
field personnel
ofafterthe nine
RCA months
Service ov.erCo., Orleans, onOil Jan.
29 onfor55Sales
52CBSweeks
returning
to RCA
newed IreneFri.Beasley
stations
seas
with
the
British
Branch
of
the
radiaMon.
thru
3:15-3:30
p.m.
Agencies:
tion laboratory asof consultant
Massachusettson Institute
New
York,
and
Fitzof Technology
military Kenyon gerald& Adv.,Eckhardt,
applications of electronic aircraft equip- BAYUK CIGARNewCo., Orleans.
ment.
Philadelphia, on Jan.
31 for up52 theweeksNewsrenewed
Cecil
WHITNEY M.engineer,
BASTON,
former
MBS Brown's
stations
transmission
has been
namedNBCto Sizing
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
8-8:15York.onp.m.72 Agency:
Ivey
&
Ellington,
New
the new
post
of
technical
training
director.
He
will
guide
technical
training
in
PILLSBURY
Flour
Mills
Co.,
Minneapolis
all
offices
of
the
engineering
department,
(Best Sno-Sheen
and Pancake
reporting
directlyengineer.
to F. A. WANKEL, March
3 renews Grand
Central Flour),
Station onon
eastern division
120 CBS2 adds
stations
Sat. expanding
1-1:25 p.m.to and1-1 :30on
June
5
mins.
DONN
COLEE,
engineer
of
WOV
New
p.m. Agency : McCann-Erickson, MinneapYork, has
armed
forces.left the station to enter the olis.
LADY ESTHER
New Screen
York Guild
(cosDON
BURRICHTER,
chief
engineer
of
metics), on Feb.
12Ltd.,renews
KRNT Des Moines, is the father of a girl. Players
on
123
CBS
stations
Mon.
10:30 p.m. Agency: Blow Co., N. Y. 10MELVIN E.is WARD,
engineer
of Naomi
WOL PHILIP
MORRIS & Co., New York
Wasington,
engaged
to
Margaret
(cigarettes),
on 122Feb.CBS2 renewed
Fri.(rebroad9-9:30
Cronk of Dunfries, Va.
p.m.
period
stationsoccupied
currently
J. L. and
FIELDS,
former inassistant
chief of ItcastPays11:30To onp.m.),
Be
Ignorant.
Agency:
Blowby
sales
operations
the
Hollywood
plant of RCA Victor division, has been Co., N. y.
named
to
the
staff
of
'
RCA
Mexicana.
Cambridge
(Lux Theatre
Toilet
S. A. asrecording
technicallicensees
consultant to RCA film LEVER
Soap ) , CBS
hasBROS.,
renewed
Lux 9-10Radio
sound
stations
Mon.
headquarters
in Mexico City.in Mexico, with on 143cy: J. Walter
Thompson
Co., N.p.m.Y. AgenR.Chicago
B. RENNAKER,
member of the
WGN
engineering
department
andresigned
prior
Netwok Changes
toto that
with
CBS
New
York,
has
INTERSTATE
BAKERIES
Los
join
Federal
Telephone
&
Radio
Corp.,
Angeles,
on
Feb.
renews Cal.
forCorp.,
52Donweeks
Newark,
where
he
will
be
assigned
to
Lone RangerMon.-Wed.-Fri.
on 821Southern
Lee
the broadcast equipment sales division.
stations
7:30-8
p.m.
room engineer,
(PWT). Agency: Dan B. Miner Co., Los
isJ. aB. newSHELPMAN,
member of control
the technical
staff of Angeles.
WBAP-KGKO
Ft. Worth, work
Tex. He has
FISHER
FLOURING MILLS 5 Blue
Co., Seatbeen
communications
tleern(flour),
Civil doing
Aeronautics
Adm. for QV2 with
years.the
stationsontoJan.Radio22 added
Parade Mon. westthru
Fri.
1:15-1:30
p.m.
(PWT)
making
KENNETH
C. SHIRK,
former
chief
engiof 20 tional
BlueAdv. stations.
Agency : Pacific total
Nan
e
r
o
f
WIND
Chicago,
on
duty
with
the
Co.,
Seattle.
Navy
since and1941,is temiporarily
has been promoted
to
commander
in
the
radio
BORDEN
Co.,
New
York
(milk
&
ice
division. Bureau of Ships, Washington.
cream),on on185 March
5. replaces
Happy
Island
Bluevariety
stations
Mon.Agency
9-9:30 :
JOSEPH
W.
CHAPLIN,
with
Press
Wirep.m.
with
musical
show.
New York,of forcommunications.
15 years, has beenHe Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
namedless Inc.,director
succeeds
D. Chaplin
K. deNEUF,
resigned.champion
At one WENT Gloversville, and WMFF
time
Mr.
was
telegrapher,
winner ofin aworld
contest inheld1933.by Plattsburg,
N. Y. Inc.,
are effective
now representthe Progress asExposition
Chicago
ed by Spot Sales
Feb..l.
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Wts are P^^^^-^of station.'

SERVICE

DIRECTORY

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Radio Enginmering CantiUumU
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Kansos City, Mo.
Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Col.
The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganUationConstrnction
Technical Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
Munsey Bklg. DistrictWashington
2292 4, D. C.
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclosivoly
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS ^
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individual
Sound Contolning
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
District 1640
(Subj. to GoT't Keg.)
^Advertising jAgencies
Without Canadian Connections
633
Dominion Sq. BIdg., Montreal, Canada
RECORDINGS
FOR COMPLETE PRODUCTION AND REG'D
RECORDING
Accurate Coneite Dramatic
LYN and PEL
Dispatch from Reuler't"
WKAT "A(BLUE)
4fh YEAR

WAR

BUY
BONDS
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If a tree falls
and no one Is there to hear It,
does it make a sound?"
"If air,
a product
the
and onlyisa advertised
small audienceon
listens, will It sell?"
Your sales message on WCBM
will sell. WCBM Is Baltimore's
listening habit.
The Blue Network Station
mm
BALTIMORE
JOHN ELMER GEORGE H. ROEDER
President General Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc.,, Natl. Rep.

BMB RoUs On
(Continued from page 13)
dent J. Harold Ryan several days
before the meeting.
Others Albany,
signing KBKR
are: Oregon
KWIL
Baker,—
KBND Bend, KODL The Dalles,
KORE Eugene, KUIN Grants Pass,
KLBM LaGrande, KOOS Coos Bay,
KMED Medford, KWRC Pendleton, KALE KEX KGW Portland,
KRNR Roseburg, KSLM Salem;
Washington — KELA CentraliaChepalis, KTYW KIT Yakima,
KRKO Everett, KWLK Longview,
KGY Olympia, KEVR KOMO KJR
KRSC Seattle, KMO KTBI KVI
Tacoma, KVAN Vancouver, KUJ
Walla Walla.
At the request of the Seattle Advertising Club, Mr. Feltis flew to
that city Jan. 30 to outline the history and development of BMB. Mr.
Feltis will make a return visit to
Kansas City for the District 10 conclave Feb. 7-8. He addressed the
Advertising Club there on the BMB
plan Dec. 4. He will be assisted in
the meeting and in the agency
luncheon the following day by Harlow Roberts, vice-president of Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago. Mr.
Roberts also is president of the
Chicago Radio Management Club
and has arranged an open meeting
in Chicago on Feb. 14 with radio
station representatives and the
press.
The highest district yet contracted is No. 13, which is 93% enrolled. Since the meeting of 44 stations in Dallas Jan. 17-18 new
subscriptions have brought the total up to 41 stations. New additions
are KGKO Fort Worth, KEYS
Corpus Christi, KPDN Pampa and
KWFT Wichita Falls.
No new questions are reported
from Los Angeles, where 22 stations were represented at District

WeU? Well!
RADIO captured first place
inin newspaper
the most reader
recent interest
survey
conducted
by
The
Advertis-in
ing
Research
Foundation
its Continuing Study of
Newspaper toReading
Project.an
According
the study,
examination of the Durham
(N, C.) Sun, the story on
Page
1 whichof attracted
attention
readers most
was
headlined : "President Will
Speak ital".Tonight
CapOf those From
interviewed
42% of the men and 33% of
the
women read it, the study
reveals.
16 meeting Jan. 22-23, and 15
Of the 25 stations attending District 15 meeting in San Francisco
Jan. 25-26, to date nine have
signed contracts and one, KSAB,
S. H. Patterson, president, sent its
contract to New York. Those not
listed previously are KFRE Fresno,
KLX Oakland, KFRC KSAN KYA
San Francisco.
Added to those already subscribing to BMB by wire, letter or
phone are: WMAZ Macon, Ga.;
WLBC Muncie, Ind.; WOC Davenport; KANS Wichita; WIS Columbia, S. C.
Wasden Promoted
APPOINTMENT of Leonard Wasden, local sales manager of KID
Idaho Falls, as assistant manager
was eral
announced
last week
by GenManager Frank
Mclntyre
in a
staff reorganization. Harry Woodle,
former production manager, is the
new program director, with Gene
Ackerley, former chief announcer,
moving in as production manager.
John Sinclair, formerly of KUTA
Salt Lake City, is night manager.

Hickok Is Manager
Of Wright-Sonovox
APPOINTMENT of Ward R. Hickok, Hollywood manager, as general manager of Wright-Sonovox
Inc., was announced
Jameslast L.weekFree,by
president of the
organization
chairman of and
the
board of Free &
Peters Inc., radio
station
atives. representM r . Hickok's
appointment
was
coinMr. Hickok announced
cident vdth enlargement of the
Hollywood office, in the light of expansion of the and
country's
into dramatic
artisticactivities
uses in
motion pictures. Sonovox already is
well established in radio.
Other additions to the Sonovox
Hollywood staff are Harold Strotz,
manager. Motion Picture Division,
and Norman Wright, production director. Motion Picture Division,
formerly of Walt Disney.
Sonovox has already done considerable motion picture work, but
now is embarking upon an extensive expansion program. Such talking pictures
as Walt Dragon"
Disney's
"Dumbo"
and "Reluctant
and
Kay
Kyser's
"You'll
Find
Out,"
among others, have used Sonovox
talking and singing sound. Sonovox
uses vibration of air through the
vocal chords to produce sound in
the human voice. The principle enables the operator
(called an other
"articulator") tovoice,
substitute
sounds for his
which can
then be formed into words. Radio
examples are the Lifebuoy talking
foghorn and Brcmo-Seltzer's talking train.

684,500
Primary.V |6.
1,000 WallsArea Populalion,^
1940 Census

SAN BERNARDINORIVERSIDENat'l.
Rep.-I. H. McGillvra, Inc.
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I— Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Minimum $1.00. Situation Wanted 10c per word.
All others, 15c per word. Bold face caps 30c per word. Ad mojt be all
light face or all bold face caps. Count 3 words for blind box number. Deadline Monday preceding Issue date. Send box replies to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.

Help Wanted
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
for experienced
pro-A
First classcomiengineer
.wanted.
Capable hours,
of be- Unusual opportunity
motion
and station
merchandising
man.plans
n
g
c
h
i
e
f
.
Good
pay,
reasonable
southern
radio
with
assured
excellent
living
conditions
in
non-defense
is lookingin for
a man
area. Permanent
with salary
post war
sta- for
who expansion
has had
layout,
probility. Supply full jobdetails,
requireduction
andexperience
promotional
programs,
planning
and
mailing
pieces,
working
doah,mentsIowa., etc. iirst letter to KFNF, Shenanwith wholesalers
and
merchants
in
merchandising anpromotional
d putting intomethods.
effect anyIf
liIOperator-announcer.
First
class radio-telephone commercial
license. Mustannouncing.
be capable
of newsre- other
yougoodareunusual
the right
manletterwe ofcan application
make you
and
For
a
deal.
Send
, gional
NBC
station
in
western
city
of
along213,withBROADCASTING.
samples of your work to
25,000. Good post-war future. Box 932, Box
. BROADCASTING.
Nebr.,
wants first
class
' Wanted
southwestern
network KGFW,
engineer,Kearney,
announcing,
excellent
station.for 5000
Two wattthoroughly
experienced,
future.
Alsominimum
experienced
ambitious
salesversatile,
male continuity
writers,
capaman.
Immediate
placement,
permanent.
iili' mercial
ble
of top-flight
production
in
both
comand sustaining shows and spot Send details immediately.
j announcements.
salaries todrinkthe Wanted — First class transmitter engineer
rightorpeople.
No Excellent
loafers,
habitual
erspositions.
visionaries
wanted!
Permanent
for station
30 miles from week.
Pittsburgh.
Tell
all
in
first
letter:
age,
1;, experience,
salaryBoxexpected.
Enclose late orSalary
wire $45.00
collect forWISR,40 hour
Butler, Penna.Write
photos. Address
92, BROADCASTWe have openings
for two
experienced
an:|1 _JNG.
nouncers.Mutual
Pleasant
working
conditions
Willannouncer-operator.
have opening February
15thdraft
for in 1000 watt
affiliate.
40
hour
State
age,
week,right
good parties.
pay. Permanent
positionsstory
for
I status,
Mayer, Mgr., WTAW.
the
Give complete
College salary.
Station,Stan Texas.
first
letter.
Age,lateexperience,
salary
exI Chief engineer. 5 kw. In midwest
metropected
and
photo
if
possible.
Thor.
affiliate n
Network
Address bG.oygan, WiseP.. Richards, WHBL, Shemarket.
ipolitanance,
, aUng,phases
experienced
e
mainten oughly
recordi
withclass.operatio
executiv
n
ability.
Positio
in
$5,000
Detail
Newscaster
or allannouncer
capablePermanent
of develnce, draft status,
previouses experie
age,
oping intoBase
around
man.
referenc
position.
salary
and
100% talent
Iii snap
shot. and
All salary
replies expected
confiden.tial.Enclose
Box fees
to
man
of
substantial
qualifications
j 171, BROADCASTING.
and habits. State experience, references,
Transmitter
de- etc. WTOL, Toledo, Ohio.
fer ed. 50 0engineer.
watt Ohio Experienced,
station. State full
for operator
announcer place
who
particulars
aboutConfidential.
yourself, including
sal- Goodalsoposition
can write
copy. Permanent
ary desired.
Box 172,
in production
department
for Falls,
right man.
BROADCASTING.
Wire
collect,
KFJI,
Klamath
Ore250goodwatt studio
Blue Network
station lookingaboutfor
announcer
April cated
1st.midwest.
Family
man available
preferred. LoSituations Wanted
Excellent
opportunity
for
steady employment.
A first,
second
enerineer,andmanager
or Family
combination.
restricted
license
would
help.
Send de-or Chief
Experienced
reliable.
man.
tails to Box 182, BROADCASTING.
Classified 4A. Box 159,
BROADCASTING.
Dependableences versatile
announcer
with
referneeded
by
5
kw
NBC
affiliate.
Experienced
announcer
and
program
director, 4F, desires
permanent
positionstation,
with
Southwestern city 150,000. News, comprogressive
southern
j1 mercials,
no controls.
Ideal working con- preferably
ditions. Box
183, BROADCASTING.
Los
AngelesCalifornia
area.M Topnotch
newscaster,
commercial
man,
C,
with
experienced,
for State
new
musical experience. Excellent references.
1 Ladyqualifications,
stationannouncer,
in smallstarting
southern
salary.city.
Box 196, Box 42, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-woman
staff announcing experience on— 55 years
kw network
affiliate.
Production
manager
capable ofsolid
originatCASTING.
News, music, women's. Box 56, BROADing,
writing
and
supervising
comI1 mercial
shows.
Good
working
conditions
with future. Box 202, BROADCAST- PROGRAM-PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR,
14
YEARS GETIC,
OF PROVEN
ABILITY,
ENERj ING.
DEPENDABLE.
FAMILY
MAN.
Continuity
director
needed
WGL,
Fort
WILL
CONSIDER
ONLY
PERMANENT
Wayne,
Indiana,
recently
by OFFER. ALL CORRESPONDENCE
Farnsworth
Television
and acquired
Radio
Corp.
TREATED CONFIDENTIAL. BOX 164,
Minimum periencethree
years
radio
writing
ex- BROADCASTING.
essential.
Need
a
man
or
woman
who
is
interested
in
postwar
future;
AM,
FM expense
and television.
Please
go crto
the
ofbefore
comingsubmitting
to Fortdo not
Wayne
telephoning
letter
of
ANNOUNCERS - WRITERS
application
with
references
and
enclosed
photograph.
State
draft
status.
Address
ENGINEERS-OFFICE
WORKERS
Paul Roberts, WGL, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Announcerdiana,wanted
WGL, Fort
Wayne, In- ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
recently
acquired
by Farnsworth
A BETTER JOB?
Television
and
Radio
Corp.
Minimumcr
three
years
broadcasting
(straight
sports)
announcing
experience
essential.
Want
ambitious manAM,who FM,is interested
in
GetOriginal
in TouchJob with
Radios'
a postwar
and
Placement
sion. toPleasefuture,
do notWayne
go to orthe telephoning
expensetelevi-of
Clearing House
coming
Fort
before
submittingand letter
application
We Have Jobs Listed From
with references
enclosedofPaulphotograph.
State
Stations All Over America
WGL, draft
Fort status.
Wayne,Address
Indiana. Roberts,
One
Letter To Us Is Enough
KFUN,
Las Vegas,
youngdischarge
man withor
For Complete Details Write
first class
ticket, wants
medical
otherwise
draft-free,
who wants
to build
RADIO PERSONNEL
all-round spectexperience.
can getof perive with inthishigh,
250 You
watter,
the
(Licensed and Bonded)
best, located
dry, mildone climate
136
N.
Delaware St. (Radio Center)
of colorful New Mexico.
INDIANAPOLIS 4, IND.
Continuity
writer
for
progressive
NBC
affiliate.
or wire collect, WSAM.
Saginaw, Call
Michigan.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer —municRadio
broadcasting, com-exations. Ten years
A radio station in a large
audio engineering
facilities. Refereperience.
nces. Box 96,SpecialistBROADCASTING.
Southern City is looking for
Announcer, 37,
news
and
commercialPreferextwo or three good announcperience.
Married,
dependable.
midwest
station. Available
ers. We want men who have
immediately.or southern
Box 187, BROADCASTING.
had
at least two years' exAnnouncer
—affiliate,
IVi yearswants
all round
experence
network nection
permanent
conperience, men who are qualcongenial
surroundings
for
West.
ified to do everything from
Box 188, BROADCASTING.
ad lib through news. If you
Two competent
executivesdirect
available.
Formerlicistation
manager,
sales, pubare good in any special clasty and announcers.
Producer-director,
supervise
sponsored
programs,
musical
sification, tel us about it. Be
productions
for profitable
promotion
station
facilities.
joint smallof
ING.
sure to give a detailed outinvestment.)
Box(Can198,makeBROADCASTline of your past experience,
Do draft
you needexempt.
a good Excellent
salesman ? record.
Family man.
your present salary wants,
Will
how much time it will take
accept
only best offer. Box 199, BROADCASTING.
you
to make a move and
Chief announcer
at once. atMar-all
reliable. —5 Available
years
experience
your particular interest in ratypes ried,
announcing.
4F classification.
Draft
dio. We have good jobs for
deferred. siAll
will be condered. Bocorrespondence
x 201, BROADCASTING.
the right men. Address Box
Sales
manager all
draftproblems
exempt, thoroughly
215, BROADCASTING.
familiar
local sales
and
regional with
station
operations, ofwishes
managerial
job.
Background
includes
12
successful years of radio. Box 216,
BROADCASTING.
74e SCHOOL
Wanted to Buy
In 1 market
broadcast
equipment
for RAPIO^JECHNiaUE
kw andforyou250anyhave
watt
stations.
Cash
whatever
available.
Box for
91,
BROADCASTING.
(America't toOldest
Exclusively
RadioSchool
Broadeiuting )
Cash or deferred payments as preferred for
6
Weeks'
Day Course
1 kw tion
transmitter,
frequency
and
modulaMARCH
5
monitors, three antenna coupling
8 Weeks' Evening Course
units,
phasing
equipment
or parts
to ■
build
such
equipment.
Will
also
purchase
any available studio equipment. Box 93,
MARCH 16
BROADCASTING.
Taught bysionalNettcork
Profess, for Beginner
For Sale
Advanced students,
include:&
•• Announcing
•
Station
Routine
NewscQsting • Acting
•• Continuity
Writing •• Voice
Diction
Commentating
ForCommission
sale— 250 approved.
watt RCA
Co-ed.
inquirel
Wire transmitter.
or phone.
Call orModerate
Writeaccepted
forrates,
Booltlet
Tingley, 4-4722, Birmingham, Ala.
if quolB.
under G. I. Bill.
250 watt broadcast equipment, $5,000.
Complete except
tower. Meets
FCC re-inq
u
i
r
e
m
n
t
s
;
engineering
certificates
.O.
BUILDING,RADIO
CITY, N Y.
cluded. Box 197, BROADCASTING.
CIRCLE 7-0193
Have on hand a limited number of CAA
approved
beacons and tower line.
Box 214,flasher
BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
The
Wanted — 1000 watt transmitter or 1000
ROBERT L. KAUFMAN
watt tricamplifier
for
310
B
Western
ElecING. transmitter. Box 149, BROADCASTOrganization
Will rentitor, General
modulation
Technical Maintenance Service for
Collinsmonitor
12-HRadio
console
(new), monRCAon
Broadcast Stations
frequency
(no
crystal),
monthly
basisMake
to station
part
Our service will help you If you
of country.
offer. inJ.eastern
B. Fuqua,
WGAC, Augusta, Ga.
are short of well-trained men to
ciently.
keep your plant operating effiSTATION MANAGERS
MunseyWashington
BIdg. 4, District
D. C. 2292
DO YOU NEED MORE
PERSONNEL?
Tell Us What You Want
We have Announcers, Writers
WANTED TO BUY
Engineers, Available
PD's, Actors, etc.,
NO CHARGE— NO BOTHER
Experienced manager interOne Letter to Us Will
ested in buying control of
Solve Your Employment
Problem
regional or local station.
RADIO PERSONNEL
All replies confidential.
(Licensed and Bonded)
136 N. Delaware St. (Radio Center)
Box 102, BROADCASTING
INDIANAPOLIS 4, IND.
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the contract with NABET included
all the technical equipment in the
control booth and that the turntables were technical equipment. He
contended, however, that the actual
Platter Turner Issue Is
operation of the turntables was not
Described by Woods
specified in the contract.
When how
Mr. heO'Donoghue
asked Mr.
And MacDonald
Woods
could reconcile
his
PLATTER TURNERS or no music.
position
with
a
request
made to
This was the substance of an
NABET by the Blue four years ago
edict handed down by James C. Peto grant
an exception
in its con-to
trillo, president of the American
tract to permit
the musicians
Federation of Musicians, to the maoperate
the
turntables
in
Chicago,
jor networks early in 1944, John
AFM counsel objected to the quesH. MacDonald, NBC vice-president,
tion
and
was
upheld
by
the
trial
and Mark Woods, Blue president,
examiner.
last Tuesday told a New York hearRenewal
of
Contract
ing of the National Labor Relations
Board.
Earlier in the hearing, Mr. Pow- j
ley gave testimony regarding negoIt was this demand, insisted upon by Mr. Petrillo regardless of
tiations between the NABET barcontractual
the net-of
committeeofand
the networks with obligations
the Nationalof Assn.
works forgaining
renewal
contract
folBroadcast Engineers & Technicians
lowing
the
certification
of
NA(NABET), which precipitated the
BET's jurisdiction over turntables
whole platter turning controversy,
by NLRB. Various documents in
the officials testified, and resulted
support of the unfair practice
in the unfair labor practice charge
charge ducedfiled
by NABET was introas evidence.
filed against the nets by NABET
and the complaint case instituted by
At
the
outset
of the hearing, Rothe Board.
bert Wilson, AFM counsel, asked
for a continuance of the proceeding
Testifying before Howard Myers,
in order to prove a charge filed
NLRB trial examiner, under quesJan. 27 by AFM under Section 10
tioning by Alan F. Perl, NLRB reattorney,Petrillo
Mr. MacDonald
(b) oftionsthe
National theLabor
latedgional
that Mr.
advised NBCreAct, accusing
NBC Relaand
that he would not renew the musiBlue of dominating NABET and
conspiring
with
NABET
against
contract unless
after its
expiration
the musicians. Mr. Wilson argued
on Jan. cians'
3, 1944
he were
given
platter turner functions at all the
that the charge was an essential
part of the case and that Joseph A.
network managed and operated stations. This situation, he admitted,
Padway, chief counsel for Mr. Peprompted NBC to agree in writing
trillo, had not been given sufficient
time to prepare his case.
to meet Mr. Petrillo's demand.
After
objections by Mr. Perl and
NABET Not Notified
Mr. motion
O'Donoghue,
Mr. Myers denied
In answer to questioning by Marthe
for continuance.
tinsel,F.Mr.O'Donoghue,
NABET
counThe
AFM
charge
set forth that
MacDonald further admitthe nets "dominated and interfered
ted that prior to making this agreewith the formation of NABET,"
ment he received a letter from Althat the technicians'
is a conlan T. Powley, NABET president,
tinuation ofthe Assn.union
of Technical
refusing to relinquish the platter
Employees (predecessor organizaturning jurisdiction. He did not
tion), that NBC
and Blue "caused
notify Mr. Powley of this agreesupervisory
and managerial
employment, dated Jan. 28, 1944, he said,
ees to be officers
of and exercise
and not until Mr. Petrillo reported
control
of
NABET"
and
that
NBC
on it in the April issue of the Interand Blue "caused NABET to file
national Musician, official AFM
charges
of
a
violation
of
Section
journal, it was brought out, did
NABET learn of it.
8(5) of the Act for the purpose of
making
itwasappear
that the said
"Whyment, in did
you
make
an
agreeNABET
not dominated
and
the face of your contract
formed" by the NBC and Blue.
with NABET, to give the turntable
Others participating in the prooperation
to Petrillo?" Mr. O'Donoghue asked.
ceeding were Joseph A. McDonald
and John T. Cahill, NBC counsel,
"We thought we could work out a
and
Walter
Emerson, Blue counsel;
satisfactory division of the operaClair Meeder and Henry Steeper,
tion," Mr. MacDonald replied.
assistants
to
the president of AFM;
"Isn't it a fact that in the face
and Ed. Stolzenberger, editor, and
of your contract with NABET you
H. E. cast
Hiller,
trustee,Journal,
of the Broadagreed to give Petrillo the jurisdicEngineers
official
tion because if you did not you
NABET publication.
would
get
no
music?"
"Yes."
New Cosmetic Spots
Under cross examination by Henry Friedman, AFM counsel, Mr.
PARK & TILFORD, New York,
cosmetic and perfume firm and
MacDonald testified that following
manufacturers of Tintex dyes and
Mr. matter
Petrillo'swith
demand
discussed
tints, has developed a new cake
the
Mr. hePowley
who
makeup
will be promoted
regarded osition.
it asHowever,
a "make-work"
propradio andwhich
in publications
throughon
he admitted, NBC
Charles
M.
Storm
Co.,
New
York.
was willing to meet the Petrillo despot
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix Chain-break
mand even though it would require
announcementsandandone-minute
participating
the hiring of extra men.
programs
will
be
used
on
a
number
"Sure
I
Said
'Krispy
Kernals
Taste
Like
Sawdust',
and
I'm
Glad,
Glad
of stations.
Certification by the NLRB on
BROADCASTING
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I Did It!"
Petrillo

Edict

Disclosed

Before NLRB
he were given the platter turning
Nov. turntable
24, of NABET's
over
operationsjurisdiction
at NBC
and Blue owned stations outside of he would eventually take over the
Chicago did not deter Mr. Petrillo engineering
Asked by operations."
Mr. Perl whether he
from pressing his demand and on had ascertained from Mr. Petrillo
Dec. 1 Phil Harris, orchestra leader whether he represented all the AFM
on the Jack Benny program, was membership, Mr. Woods replied:
notified by the Holljrwood AFM
"Over the years we found out he
local that the musicians would not
appear
for
the
broadcast
scheduled
Told NABET
for Dec. 3. Mr. MacDonald testified
that he was present when Niles
Questioned by Franklin Wood,
Blue counsel, Mr. Woods said he
Trammell, NBC president, tele- does."
phoned Mr. Petrillo and persuaded had made the network's position
him to rescind the order.
clear to NABET before the Blue
Pressed by Mr. Friedman for de- agreed
to give platter turners to
Mr. Petrillo.
t
a
i
l
s
o
f
Mr.
Trammell's
end
of
the
He testified that following the
conversation, Mr. MacDonald said:
"Mr. Trammell started off by say- NLRB certification of NABET Mr.
Petrillo
had "threatened"
pull
ing 'How ya, Big Shot,' which is the
musicians
from variousto Blue
what
he always
calls onhim.the What's
this about
your order
Benny programs if Blue signed with NABET. He said that Mr. Petrillo
mentioned the Philco Hour among
show?" Forcing the Issue
could "work
on." to
Mr. MacDonald testified that Mr. other
Whenshows
Mr. heFriedman
objected
Trammell then arranged to meet the word "threatened," Mr. Woods
Mr. Petrillo on Dec. 5 at which repeated his testimony but used the
time the latter said he could not
Under"stated."
cross examination by Mr.
agree with the NLRB certification word
of NABET and that the Benny ac- O'Donoghue, Mr. Woods testified
Mr. Powley had served notice
tion was. his way of "trying to force that
on Blue last May that NABET
the issue" on platter turners.
"What did Trammell say when would go on strike June 1 if the
Petrillo asked for the platter turn- musicians even "touched a turners?" asked Mr. O'Donoghue.
"He told him we were bound by
"We were right in the middle,"
he
hammeringon
theMr.NLRB
order,"
he answered.
attable."
ussaid.on "Petrillo
one side was
and NABET
Woods,
identifying
himself the
other.
We
were
faced
with a
as "president of the American
Broadcasting Co., merged with the musicians' strike on one hand and
Blue network," testified along the a technicians'
strikequestioning
on the other."by
Under further
same
line regarding
demands.
He said Mr.
Mr. Petrillo's
Petrillo Mr. O'Donoghue, Mr. Woods testiwanted jurisdiction over turntables
fiedtract
he didwith NABET
not regardas Blue's
conabsolutely
regardless of the fact that the operation was handled by the engin- binding as far as platter turners
were concerned.
"Weinfeltnegotiating
we were
and "wasn't
interested"
our rights
what eersstand
the engineers
mightin within
take if his demands were met*
with Mr. Petrillo," he said. "We
"Later,"hisMr.demands
Woods with
related,
"we regard the turntable operation by
discussed
NABET
the
engineers as extra-curricular
and they objected strenuously. They and nontechnical and therefore not
felt Petrillo was trying to move in covered in the contract."
on the .control booths and that if Pressed further, he admitted that

No blare of trumpets heralded the
meeting of four men whose decision,
"We seemgarding thetofeasibility
be of oneofopinion
startingre-a
station, aandgreatso industry
we'll do which
it", setis into
motion
this
year celebrating its 25th anniversary.
The meeting was held in the East
Pittsburgh plant of Westinghouse, and
the men present included Harry P.
Davis,rad, anvice
president,
Frank sales
Conengineer,
M. C. Dr.
Rypinski,
department
and
J.
C.
McQuiston,
publicity manager.
This
of the first in
aDedicated
seriesis one
of byadvertisements
KMBC in Beeastinghathelf oftoAmerican
the Home Broadand to
Community.

That these men had foresight is quite
evident, but certainly no one at the
time
was taken
could thehaveabovereadphotograph
into the record
the
full
significance
of
"1920
(Nov.
2) —
KDKA, Pittsburgh (Westinghouse
Co.) founded by Dr. Frank Conrad,
beginsing regular
schedule
broadcastwith Harding
-Cox ofpresidential
election
One ment
hasreturns."*
onlyadvancements
to consider forin a elecmomodern
tion coverage to illustrate in a small
way the progress that has been made
by
its first of25 KDKA,
years.
Frombroadcasting
the modest inbeginning
the techniqife of election coverage has
come of age with literally thousands
of persons
involved in making
ble almost instantaneous
reports.possiThe Columbia Broadcasting System
is one of the best examples as to the
magnitude of the job done. In the
1944 presidential election, KMBC of

Kansas City, as one of the original
sixteen basic CBS affiliates, supplemented network coverage with its expert staff of qualified newsmen and
200
string
the Heart ofcorrespondents
America. throughout
That it was a job well done is a
compliment, not just to KMBC, but to
the broadcasting industry as a whole.
In a like sense— while the industry has
always recognized
KDKA forit itsis pioaccomplishments,
thein
combined neering
efforts
of all stations
Pittsburgh that give to radio in that
area its high prestige. Pittsburgh is
the cradleopmentsofin themany
develfieldpioneering
of broadcasting,
and
this ofcity,
of the
great proud
steel
centers
the one
world,
is justly
of the call letters of its pioneer radio
stations -KDKA, WJAS (1921), KQV
and WCAE (1922) and WWSW (1931).

OF KANSAS
CITY
KMBC
Free & Peters, Inc.
Of Course — KMBC-FM — an extra service at no extra cost
SINCE 1928 -BASIC CBS AFFILIATE FOR MISSOURI AND KANSAS

WKY

covers

65%

OF

OKLAHOMA'S

FARM

INCOME

WKY

WKY

Covers

Oklahoma's

90.5%

MORE

Second

IVF 0 other station covers as much of
' Oklahoma's farm income as does
WKY. In fact, WKY covers almost twice
as much as the next station.
There are two reasons for this. First,
WKY is located geographically in the
center of the state near the center of
Oklahoma's richest and most productive
farming areas. Second, WKY covers
more of Oklahoma than any other station.
The gross farm income of farmers in
WKY's primary morning service area in
1943, for instance, was $265,779,000, or
65% of the gross farm income of the
entire state. This is 90.5% more than is
covered by the state's second station.

than

Station!

Coverage in this instance is based on
the statewide study of radio listening
made by Dr. F. L. Whan; farm income
figures
are offromBuying
SalesPower.
Management's
1944 Survey
WKY, furthermore, is the decisive
favorite of farm listeners in Oklahoma.
This, too, was the conclusion drawn from
the 1944 survey of radio listening in
Oklahoma.
With such authentic and conclusive
facts at hand, there can be no question —
not a shadow of a doubt — as to which
station in Oklahoma does the best job
for advertisers among farmers.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Slockmon
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KIZ, Denver (Affilipfed Mgml.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

tlie WmMy/^^

LOCAL

AD OF THE YEAR
AWARD by the Denver
Advertising Club went to
a KLZ dramatic production in 1944, a program in
the series, "Highlights of
the Rockies".

Mewsmagazine

PROGRAM

of Radio

PRODUCTION
• KLZ creates and produces 75 or more local live
talent shows every week ranging from early morning
eye-openers to mid-evening dramatic shows complete
with actors, music and sound effects.
KLZ for many years has deliberately built radio
shows that match local interests. KLZ has always
concentrated on selling programs instead of time.
As a result of this policy, KLZ has assembled the
finest staff of writers, actors, musicians and producers
in the Rocky Mountain West.
The significance of this fact is that KLZ does a
better job of local program production because it
tries and succeeds in excelling in every phase of radio
service. Recognition of this fact is illustrated quite
emphatically by the fact that more advertisers —
local and national — buy more time on KLZ than on
any other Denver station.

ENTtS NXriOKALlY BY THE KATZ AGENCY

Editor Ervin Lewis an old
friend, too. Erv met (and
interviewed)
of hisa
former
listenersscoresduring
recent four months in the
European eratiTheater
Opons. His currentofseries
of commentaries is based
onabroad.
personal observations

with the Confidence long-time
Friendships give

Julian Bentley, WLS
News Editor, made his
first WLS news broadcast in 7930. Reared
on a northern Illinois
farm,
Julian's
hobby is
the study
of languages
—and people. He long
ago lost count of the
number of important
and interesting folks
he has brought in person to the WLS microphone.

A BOVE and beyoad their acceptance as reliable
JLJL newsmen is the reception accorded Julian
Bentley (WLS since 1930) and his associate, Ervin
Lewis (since 1938), as old friends in the listening
homes of Midwest America. Listeners remember
them through the years, recall countless special
services and interviews.
So it is all day long on WLS. News editors,
announcers, singers, musicians— all are accepted as
friends. Which makes WLS itself speak to Midwest
America as The Voice of a Friend. Friendship rests
on mutual confidence. Confidence generates response. Response equals results for the advertisers
who use WLS — ^The Voice of a Friend in Midwest
America.

MANAGEMENT AFFIUATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS

Quick

to

answer

the

When the fire alarm sounds, "call
men" continue to respond in
many New England cities and towns. It's
the survival of the old time community
spirit of the days when every man in
town had to turn out at the alarm of fire.
Quick neighborly response to an appeal is a New England characteristic.
This quickness of response applies also
to the modern appeal of the local radio
station.
Ask your New England hometowner.

local

call

He'll tell you his local station is his favorite station, giving him through its
network affiliations the best in radio entertainment.
Hometown "habit listening" is acceptance in its most influential form. There is
nothing like it to spark quick results.
When you have Yankee's twenty-one
hometown stations — to give you closeup contact with listeners in every area —
you have direct all-over coverage of the
New England market.

^CCefit€Utcc 6^ THE YANKEE NETWORK'S 'PocMdatc^M,

t

THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
Member of ffie Mutual Broadcasting System

inc

21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
Pubfished every Monday, 53rd Entered
issue (Year
Book Number)
Publications,
as second
class matterpublished
March in14,February
1933, at byPostBroadcasting
Office at Washington,
D. C,Inc.,
under870actNational
of March Press
8, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.

The present prosperity of "Beyond-Metropolitan" America will
increase. Distribution Chief Nelson A. Miller, Dep't. of Commerce,
says, "In the post-war market . . , the small town and rural
market must be brought into selling programs . . . fully in
proportion to its size and improved quality."
Join the leading national advertisers now extending their network
programs to KBS markets ... at the lowest cost per octual
listener in radio history. KEYSTONE BROADCASTING SYSTEM, Inc.,
Jew York City 19, Chicago 2, Hollywood 28.

KEYSTONE

NETWORK

BROADCASTING
droadcast Advertisinc
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Large
To

Nashville

Contmue

On

furniture

WSIX

For

Theater
Sixth

Year

John
M. Wherry,
treasurer
Wherry
Furniture
Companypresident
signs and
another
WSIX of Contract
Yes, Mr. Wherry, like many other shrewd time buyers
located in Nashville, and in a position to judge a medium
at close range, has again signed with WSIX to carry the
major portion of Wherry Furniture Company's radio advertisng.~
On signing this sixth consecutive annual contract, Mr.
Wherry said: "During this time we have sponsored on WSIX
nationally famous network programs as well as several types
of local, patriotic, educational, religious and entertainment

features. Better than 95% of our radio advertising has been
done on WSIX. Results needless to say, have been gratifying at
all times, and co-operation and help we have received highly
satisfactory. We are looking forward to many more years of
mutually pleasant and profitable dealings with your company."
There are many good reasons why so many local advertisers continue to place the major portion of their radio
advertising on WSIX year after year. The principal one being
RESULTS AT LOW SALES COST.

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC., National Representatives
Blue and Mutual Networks

5000
WATTS

980
KILOCYCLES
NASHVIUE,

IROADCASTING
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engineers developed the modern "all-electronic" system of television and introit to the public more than ten years ago. PracticaUy all of the chief components
system in use today were devised by RCA engineers and first demontelevision
strated in RCA equipment.
Before the war, RCA was the main builder of commercial television transmitting
equipment-including cameras, control equipment, film scanners, audio and video
transmitters, relay transmitters, antennas and field pickup equipment. A considerable
number of these equipments are in use today in stations in this country and abroad.

RCA
duced
of the

THE FIELD CAMERA — The RCA field
pickup camera shown here is the first
camera
pickup
tube— by tofarusethethemost"orthicon"
satisfactory
for
"outside" pickups.

6. REMOTE PICKUP EQUIPMENT — RCA
. engineers built the first television equipment for field pickups
and thefor first
such equipment
(shown— here)
use
with the "orthicon" camera.

THE RELAY TRANSMITTER — The first
transmitters to be used for television
relaying
were built
byis for
RCArelaying
engineersfrom—
the
one shown
a remote
pickupherepoint.

/I

THE SYNCHRONIZING GENERATORPurnishesmitter andthe
signalstogether.
that keyThistransreceiver
type
of synchronizing,
now
universally used, was developedalmost
by RCA.

t2. THE VIDEO TRANSMITTER — The first
commercially
video here,
transmitter, the 4 KW produced
model shown
was
designed
and manufactured before the
war by RCA.

1Z.

THE TELEVISION ANTENNA— KCA engineers havefordesigned
number
of antennas
television.a large
The turnstile
antenna, shown here, was developed by
Dr. G. H. Brown of RCA Laboratories.

Television

Bnaimt

Stations

Moreover, RCA engineers, having had actual experience in designing and building
commercial television transmitting equipment, have, during the war, been adding to
their experience by building for the services the most advanced type of radio and
other electronic equipment.
After the war, as before, RCA will be the leader in building television transmitting equipment. For television broadcast stations, RCA will offer a complete new line of
equipment— highly efficient, simple to operate, and requiring minimum maintenance.

THE KINESCOPE — The reproducing
tube
used inby allDr.present-day
receivers.of
Developed
V. K. Zworykin
RCA Laboratories as part of his "allelectronic" television system.

THE "ORTHICON" — The high-sensitivity pickup tube, which requires much
less light and hence makes outside pickups practical.
by Dr. Rose
and Dr.
lams ofDeveloped
RCA Laboratories.

THE STUDIO CAfAERA — Deluxe-type
studio cameras shown here were first
designed and built by RCA. Cameras
of generally similar design are now
used in nearly every television studio.

BEAM ANTENNAS — Beam antennas
such as the one shown here, which may
be used with the relay transmitter
shown at left, are largely based on
original RCA research.

THE FILM SCANNER — The arrangement which allows standard motion
picturevisedfilms
(24 frames)
to be teleover a 30-frame,
interlaced
system was devised by RCA engineers.

THE MONITOR EQUIPMENT -The systemnelsofby monitoring
several tube
video andchan-an
means of a picture
oscilloscope for each channel was first
used by RCA engineers.

V

For Everything in Television

U RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
/
RCA VICTOR DIVISION . CAMDEN, N. J.
"BIG SCREEN"
RECEIVERS
engineers
designed
RCA
factories
built the
first home— RCA
television
receivers.
Theirandnewest
contribution, shown here, is the home receiver with a built-in,
large-size screen for comfortable viewing from any point in an
average-sized living room. Picture is unretouched.

FROM

THIS

S

NEW

M

ROO

program;
KE
THAT HI
KFO
FOR
SERS
DVERTI
A
In Lincoln, and Its Trade
Territory, the Latest
HOOPER, Monday through
Friday, from 8 a. m. to
6 p. m. Shows:
KFOR
46.25
Station "A". . .29.4
Station "B". . .19.6
That's nities
WhyGaloreSales
AwaitOpportuYou in
KFOR's Beautiful and
Ultra-Modern New Studios
in Lincoln, Nebraska.
Represented by Edward Petry Co., Inc.
KFOR
'11
1
r— "if kiLIHCOLH
'Nebraska's
Capital Cit^ |{| Nebraska
Station" Jll
Gordon Gray, General Mgr.
Melvin Drake, Station Mgr.
^ Blue and Mut ual Networks j
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At Deadline
Porter,
FOLLOWING a conference Friday with FCC Chairman Paul A.
Chairman Lea (D-Cal.) of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce
are "shaping up" for a joint industry-Government
jJlanslegislation.
Committee,
committee onsaidradio
WALTER J. DAMM, vice-president and general manager of broadcasting
interests, the Journal Co., Milwaukee (WTMJ), advised J. R. Poppele,
organization opposed
president of Television Broadcasters Assn., that his mc.
Mr. Damm, also
any stand by TBA favoring television below 100
64-70 mc band to be
the
mc,
46-64
at
FM
proposed
FMBI,
of
president
unassigned, with the first television channel 70-76 mc.
QUEEN WILMELMINA of the Netherlands, and Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt on Feb. 17 will participate in a world wide CBS broadcast from
the "Women of the United Nations" luncheon of the NAB Assn. of Women
Directors in New York, 3:30-3:45 P.M.
KFI Los Angeles, announced last Friday that it will cancel sponsorship
of news commentators locally. William B. Ryan, manager, said the policy
will not affect sponsorship of straight news broadcasts or those fed by
NBC. Local commentaries henceforth will be carried only under the forum
format.
STANDARD Oil Co. of Ind. is considering sponsorship newscasts of Harlan Eugene Reed throughout stations in the Midwest. First station Standard Oil signed was WBBM Chicago, at a reported $150,000. Agency is
McCann-Erickson.

SELLERS
came into contact with radio by
director
care
of the
broadcasting
& Co.,of taking
Aveyard
GHnd, radio
OUarla
ALTHMacF
of the
business.
Chicago, Evelyn Stark also activities
In
1935
she
went
to Chicago
s she
tionshow
supplies
addithe
handlesbuysandtimein for
permanently as casting director of
Stowe-A-Gram
productions
and
program ideas and takes care of
provided talent for The Aladdin
g
ting. A stron
incasting and direc
dependent streak, evidenced by her Hayloft Theatre, Modern Cinderella, Ma Perkins and others.
early career, probably makes this
The following year Evelyn joined
multiple job, which she has held
for the past ten
MacFarland - Aveyard (then Hays
years, possible.
MacFarland)
as asBornonsinof Nashville,
the envirsistant radio director
and
in
1937
was
apEvelyn was christened with full milipointed
radio
directary honors. Her
tor, andrector.
in She1937
now di-is
father, Lt. Col. J.
R. Stark, USA, is
in charge ma-Vita
of Co.,theNorthBurreported to have
western Yeast Co.
taught her to shoot
a rifle before she
(Maca (flour),
yeast), Curtis
Omar
could walk. This
Inc.
spartan upbringing
Publishing
Co.
(SatWILMINGTON
urday Evening Post)
has given Evelyn the
and the United Wall
reputation of being
the Annie Oakley of
Paper Co. accounts.
DELAWARE
radio.
She also edits
EVELYN
ter-of ice ne w ans p inaEvelyn's first job
as office manager of the Home Life per. Radio News, which runs a conInsurance Co. of Nashville was
densation of trade paper news.
considered by her to be of a slightA former
of the
tional boardmembers
of directors
of nathe
ly drab nature. She had early in
5000 day& night
her life been keenly interested in YWCA and the National Rifle
sports and this led to her taking Assn., Evelyn's main interests still
a revolutionary step for a young lie in the realm of athletics — riding,
belle of the Southland. In the early swimming, tennis and shooting.
IvDv STATION
'30s, when even cigarette smoking
claims, outlet
Chicagofordoesn't
provideshesufficient
these
by women was still frowned upon, Since,
she accepted a position with the activities, Santa Fe is the spot she
Represented by
National Bowling Congress to pub- plans to retire to. Evelyn's dog
licize and popularize the sport Gremlin also shares her inclination towards cactus and is included
among women in the South.
RAYMER
Later, as advertising director in the post-work plans.
for a large Nashville recreation
Evelyn also is a member of the
center and supper club, Evelyn Chicago Radio Management Club.
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first

things

first

Sometimes the hard way is the easiest— if you

headquartered in New York and buttressed

go at it right.

at key points elsewhere. Into capable hands
have been charged the various problems of

Here at Mutual we're busy building a better
network. For a solid decade, this has been a
good network. To make it better— better for
listeners, for artists, for stations, for clientsis a large order. And we plan to do it soundly, concentrating continuously on £rst things
£rst in all our operations.

general management as well as programming,
station relations, sales and all other phases of
efficient network operation. Mutual efforts
toward improvement in each of these fields
deliberately follow the fundamental, firstthings-first pattern . . . with the listener— the
family on the receiving end of radio— foremost

Foundations come first in any structure, and
we think the rockbottom foundation for a
radio network is the minds and skills of its per-

in our planning at all times.
Shouting from the housetop has no place on
the Mutual schedule, but as we build upon this

sonnel. Mutual is particularly well-grounded
in this respect. Its directorate comprises successful broadcasters whose radio-business experience covers the whole span of broadcast-

sturdy foundation, we think our "hard-way"
approach may prove the easiest route to a
better network after all. We'll let you know.

ing's quarter-century ... a lineup of practical
know-how outstanding in all radio.
This basis of first-hand experience has lately
been strengthened from within by the organization of a complete and able executive staff,

MUTUAL
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

^

''Stand
take
need

behind
down

that

screen.

everything

Mr.

Miss
F&P

Love,
says —

and
we

ideas!'^

# If you're looking for ideas, remember this: every station we
represent is a wide-awake outfit that knows its market, its people,
and what its people like. Each has local attractions that compare
in popularity with many big network shows — yet which often
can be bought at low daytime rates, with minimum talent costs.
Did we hear you ask for specific examples?

FREE

&

Pioneer Radio
CHICAGO: /So N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison At
Franklin 6373
. Plaza 5-4130
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PETEHS,

inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLrSIVE BEFBESENTATITE8:
WGB-WKBW
nVFTALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DOT-UTH
WDAY
FABGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GBAND
RAFIDSKMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOCISVnXE
„WTCN.„
KALAMAZOO
. . MINNEAPOUS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEOBIA
WFBLIOWA
SYRACUSE
f^Sn
ST.
LOUIS j
WHO
DES
MOINES
woe
DAVENPOET I
SOT
WCBM
BALTBWOEE
KMA . . .
WCSC
CHABLESTON
WPTF
EALEIGH
Wi5„
COLUMBIA
WDBJ
EOANOKE
SOUTHWESTALBUQUERQUE
KOB
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXTZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIO COAST PORTLAND
KOm
KIRO
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, SEATTLE
Inc.

SAN FRANCISCO: iii Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 633/ HoUywood .ATLANTA: 3:22 Palmer Bldg.
Sutfer 4353
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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$285,100,000
in 1944
conditions of most industries, forced
25% Gain Over Previous Year Revealed; an expansion of advertising in the BILLINGS BY YEARS
less desirable units, which may or
Gross Time Sales $381,877,076
may not be held entirely when reanormal competitive condi- ESTIMATED gross billings for the
IN TEMPO with other advertis- variably carries a deduction which
tions sonably
are restored.
broadcasting industry as a whole
ing media, broadcast advertising in represents a downward adjustment
since its
inception
the
Newsprint
limitations
andradio
in- table
1944 reached a new all-time high to take care of payments to netcreased
retailer
interest
in
below.
These areare found
based inupon
of $285,100,000 in net time sales—
work key stations and disburse- were among the factors underlying calculations by Paul F. Peter, NAB
a gain of 25% over 1943. This comment of some funds to Canadian
1944 increase in local business. director
of research, and Dr. Herpared with the adjusted figure of stations, which does not figure in the
survey of department mon S. Hettinger for the period
$228,102,000 for 1943— a 19.6% in- United States revenue. The Broad- Astoressample
1927-1941
and BROADCASTING'S
made by the National Retail
mate for 1942,
1943 and 1944. esticasting compilations are designed Dry Goods
crease over the preceding year.
Assn.
revealed
that
rato
eliminate
duplications
in
netGross time sales, the "quick figEstimated Radio Gross Billings:
dio accounted for 8.1% of store adwork revenue.]
ure" comparison
with the anvolume
1927-1944
expenditures in 1944 as
National and regional non-net- compared vertising
of other
media, reached
esti(COO'S omitted)
to
4.2%
in
1943,
while
advertising rose 26.3% the proportion spent for newspaper
mated $391,877,076 in 1944, as com- duringwork (spot)
Total
1944 to $75,000,000 as advertising dropped from 85.9% to Year National
pared to $307,191,000 the precedOthers
1927 network
$3,833
ing year, an increase of 27.6%. The against $59,352,170 the preceding 82.6% during the same period.
1928
10,227
gross figure represents the one-time
1929
19,196 3,873 26,800
Local business increased 28.7%
14,100
1930
27,694
National Net Billings
rate of stations and networks mul- year.
$4,820
1931 39,107
37,502 12,806
7,604 40,500
56,000
tiplied by the number of times the above the preceding year's level,
1932
18,498
Of
the
estimated
gross
billings
61,900
1933
31,516
medium was used, without regard aggregating $82,600,000 as against in 1944, national network volume 1934 42,659 25,484
57,000
22,793
$987 72,887
to frequency discounts or sales ex- $64,104,309.
30,228
49,315
87,524
accounted for $190,677,076 of the 1935
107,551
1936
59,671
38,209
Because time sales account for $391,877,076
pense.
total, as compared
47,880 144,142
150,118
aboutYearbook
95% of radio's
$151,791,000 in 1943. National 1989 83,114 75,314
Ahead of Other Media
78,390
the
analysistotal
statesincome,
it is with
111,500
1940
96,456
and
regional
non-network
(spot)
171 , 114 •;
207,956
130,700
These compilations are based probable that the total receipts of business totaled $93,000,000 as com- 1941
88,000
106,900
1942
118,200
136,600 237,600
307,191 K
upon estimates made by Broad- the broadcasting industry during
1943 190,677
151,791 201,200
254,800
to $73,500,000, while local 1944
155,400
391,877
casting to be released in its 1945 the past year were in the neigh- businessparedaccounted
for
$100,700,000
Yearbook number, now in distribuborho d of $300,000,000. If the ap- as against $78,200,000 the precedtion. Annual estimates have been
proximately $50,000,000 estimate of
ing year. Regional networks did rise in radio advertising volume
made by Broadcasting since 1935, advertisers' expenditures directly $7,500,000
in estimated gross in last year. National and regional
with the margin of error averag- for talent are added, the grand to- 1944 as against
$3,700,000 in 1943.
ing less than 2%.
(spot) advertising aptal of expenditures for radio adDespite
the
healthy gain in time non-network
vertising in1944 would reach about sales, it was evident
peared to rise between 15% and
Radio's
1944
increase
of
25%
that
net
earn17% on clear channel stations of
compared with an estimated 7% $350,000,000.
taxes,Peak
wouldtax notbrackets,
exceed the
50 kw class, with even heavier
those ings,of after1943.
increase for all advertising volume.
Demand for Space
Gross billings of magazines for adgainsstations.
on the limited number of 5-20
replacement costs and kw
Analysis of the 1944 business was manpower
vertising increased approximately made
generally
increased
overhead
have
difficult because of the ab- combined to cut earnings appreciRegional stations (up to 5 kw)
18% despite paper quotas 75% of
normality ofgeneral economic con1942 production. Newspaper linexperienced a gain of
ably, according to station manage- probably
ditions. Thus, a comparison of
age declined about 2.5% during the trends among
in spot business, while volume
menthavereports.
Moreover,
expendi- 30%
the major classes
on
local
stations
may have risen
tures
been
made
in
substantial
year, attributable to paper ration- of media is of little
or no signifi- volume by stations and networks between 45% and ,50%.
ing. Farm papers were reported cance.
These
tive
rates
of
increase,
with relalocal
approximately 20% up, while outalike
in
planning
for
postwar
dePaper restrictions completely disstations showing the greatest gains,
door advertising increased about
v
e
l
o
p
m
e
n
t
o
f
new
services,
such
as
torted
magazine
and
newspaper
30%.
reflect
the
approaching
saturation
The pressure of demand FM, television and facsimile.
of many of the major stations, as
The $285,100,000 net time sales volume.
for advertising space and time upon
Shared by All Classes
well as the rise in importance of
(gross billings less frequency and the more desirable units of the
So far as can be detected from defense
away from prewar
promotional discounts) represents magazine, newspaper and radio preliminary figures, all classes of markets.centers
this, something
the gross receipts of radio from the fields, combined with the prosperous stations shared substantially in the more than Despite
75%
of all national and
sale of time. National network net
regional
spot and
volume
is placed
time sales increased an estimated
clear channel
regional
stations,on
21.2% to a figure of $121,300,000
while
local
stations
account
for
RADIO NET TIME SALES: 1943-1944
as compared to a 19% increase durbut 25% of the total.
ing the preceding year. Network
Local radio advertising rose more
estimates are derived from gross
or less uniformly throughout the
Class of bnsiness 1943 '
receipts less certain duplications in
various
station classes, although lo42.2
network payments to stations.
caltionsvolume
clearincreased
channel more
staNational
$100,051,718
$121,300,000
Regional network
network
4 , 593 , 967
6,200,000
seems toon have
26;3
75,000,000
[The FCC reported on Jan. 30 National
&
regional
non-network
59,352,170
27.9
than
30%.
However,
more
than
64,104,309
82,600,000
that 1944 revenues of the four Local
three-fourths of all local volume Is
$228 , 102 , 164 100.0 $285,100,000 100.0
major networks aggregated $126,- Total net time sales
330,419. The yearly final figure in- 1 Source of 1943 statistics: FCC reports.
{Continued on -page 78)
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Liberated

Network Correspondents
Freed from Jap
Prison Camp
"HELLO,
As I was
saying
when I wasNBC.
so rudely
interrupted
over three years and a month
ago. . . ."
That was Bert
^j]^iigl^|ll S i 1 e n speaking
pii^y^

'

Tomas concentration camp compound Icouldper-ro fedpick
out Ithebuilt
tar-pahut which
for
my wife when we were interned
there by the Japanese. I could see
the
sweatedwhere
over.theI
couldgardens
see the weentrance
'My Name Is Irving Strobing . . .
Jap soldiers committed such horriPERHAPS
He was a you
name don't
in theremember
news on Irving
May 5,Strobing.
1942, the day Corregidor
Mr.ble atrocities."
Gunnison told of a reunion
fell in flames to the Japs.
As restless American troops in Manila turned toward, "The
he celebrated with two other .corRock," American
now held bombs,
by the the
Japanese
and flaming
again,Irving
but this
time
respondents,and
Russell Brines
of the
under
Army decided
it wanted
Strobing.
Associated Press,
Carl Mydans,
Specifically,
he's
wanted
by
Col.
Ed
Kirby
of
Army
Public
Rephotographer
and Life,
lations for the Army Hour. If Col. Kirby is lucky, and if Irving
the latter twoof Time
also repatriates.
has been lucky, the man who sent the last message out of the
These three, with their wives, were
Philippines
will
broadcast
to
the
world.
He's
believed
to
be
somewhere on Corregidor.
prisoners together
at Santo Tomas.
He was a radio operator. He was sending while the Japs were
Dunn Returned
giving.
He
kept
on
sending
until
Corregidor's
tunnels
were
piled
Mr.
Dunn
of
CBS,
who made the
high with American dead and wounded. Then, May 5, 1942, he sent
last broadcast from Manila at 8
his last message:
a.m.
Dec.
31,
1941,
and who has
"My name605 isBarbey
Irving St.,
Strobing.
my are
mother.
been with MacArthur since he took
Strobing,
Brooklyn,Get N.thisY. toThey
to getMrs.alongMinnie
OK.
Get in touch with them as soon as possible. Message. My love to
command in Australia, entered the
Pa, Ma, Joe, Sue, Mac, Gerry, Joy and Paul. Also to all family
city with him, moving forward with
and friends. God bless 'em all, hope they be there when I come home.
the First Cavalry Division, Mr.
Tell
'em Sign
hell formy us.nameMy and
love tell
to you
all.
Dunn escaped the Japanese after
God Joe
blesswherever
you and hekeepis toyou.giveLove.
Mother
the fall of the city and made his
you heard from me."
way
Dutch East Indies,
thence toto the
Sydney.
his colleague, George Folster.
Logbooks
of
the networks show
having entered the city with the by
troops. His report, however, was That was Feb. 4.
that
Mr. from
Gtmnison's
last
broadcast
to
MBS
Manila
before
it fell
On
Feb.
5,
Mr.
Gunnison
flew
not aired by MBS, but recorded at
KFRC San Francisco and held for over the burning city in an Ameri- to the Japanese was concluded at
can reconnaissance plane, return- 10:30 p.m. Dec. 28; by Mr. Silen
release until 6:54 p.m., nine mining to the transmitter base to tell, for NBC at 7:21 p.m. Dec. 30. The
utes after Pat Flaherty of NBC
network,
at that time, was
had related directly to American in a dramatic recital, of Manila's Blue
with NBC.
delivery. "As my plane flew over affiliated
audienceswitness
an statement
"insiderelayed
Manila"to eyeFirst bulletins that American
him the tiny bamboo huts in the Santo
troops had entered Manila were
heard, as logged by the networks,
in this order: NBC, 6:02:20 p.m.,
Feb. 4; CBS, 6:03:30 p.m.; MBS,
Miami -Herald Buys WQAM;
6:03:55 p.m.; Blue, 6:06:30 p.m.
Firstuled forpooled
broadcast
schedNewark News to Get WBYN
6:30 p.m.
and ArtwasFeldman
of the Blue won the toss to make
ACQUISITION of WQAM Miami 25% of the common stock between it. He decided however, to proceed
by the Miami Herald, and of them; Salvatore D'Angelo, with into Manila with the troops and
WBYN Brooklyn by the Newark 25% of the common; Peter Testan not return to the transmitter for
Evening News, were in final stages and Millie Testan, with 25% be- the
broadcast. The official commutween them and Samuel J. Gellard
of negotiation last week.
nique was read in 90 seconds at
WQAM, CBS regional outlet on and Ruth B, Gellard, with 25% of that time
by an unidentified voice.
560 kc, under a signed agreement, the common. The Gellards, it is said,
All networks
would be acquired, subject to FCC have not yet agreed to the transacm
e
r
c
ials to feed interrupted
bulletins. comtion. Gellard on Feb. 6 was found
aproval, by the John S. Knight
No
Word
on
Stations
newspaper for $500,000. Sellers are guilty of conspiracy by the Court
Fred W. Borton, president and gen- of Special Sessions in New York. fourNo broadcast
word
concerning
stations wasManila's
heard
eral manager, and W. W. Luce, The preferred stock is held by the
Miami businessman, each of whom same parties in slightly different by press time. The stations, it was
holds 50%. Mr. Borton, however, proportions, and with the firm of reported [Broadcasting, Jan. 5,
would remain as general manager Rubinton & Coleman holding 2.5%. 1942], were dismantled and deand operating head, with certain
stroyed bythe licensees prior to the
It is presumed that the Evening
News Publishing Co. would move entrance of the Japs into the city.
options.
Mr. Knight is also president of WBYN to Newark as soon as the Theing on stations
were10,000
KZRH,w; KZRM,
operatkc with
the American Society of Newspaper lifting of wartime freezes on con- 620 kc710 with
10,000
w;
Editors and editor and publisher
struction permit. The facilities 780 kc with 1000 w, and KZIB,KZRF,
900
of thetroitAkron
Journal,Daily
De- technically
ark area. would work in the New- kc with 1000 w. Fifth Philippines
Free PressBeaconand Chicago
News.
station
is
KZRC,
Cebu
City,
1200
1000 w.
Mr. prominent
Knight, onepublishers,
of the nation's
WBYN, a consolidation of the most
last kc Itwith
was understood at the time the
four much-litigated "Brooklyn sta- year returned to this country after stations
were dismantled that repassistant director
would be acquired
arations would be made to the li
Neivs fortions,"$300,000
for 100% byof the
the having served inas charge
of the Lon- censees through
the War Insurance i
preferred stock and 96% of the of censorship
don
office.
He
has
evinced
an
incommon stock. Holders of some
terest in all aspects of radio. The
70% of the stock approved the sale WQAM transaction, however, Corp., created by the RFC.
wouldthemark
last week and it was regarded as into
Club Meeting on Air
field. his first active duty
likely that the transaction would
VIRGINIA Federation of Women's
be completed.
after
WMC direcWBYN operates on 1430 kc with PROTESTING Fulton Lewis jr.'s Clubs, tives
canceledODTall and
conventions,
ar1,000 w local sunset and 500 w Mutual
broadcast on Henry Wallace
r
a
n
g
e
d
t
o
carry
its
38th
annual
Irving
Abramson,
president,
night and is licensed to the Unified N.Jan.J. 24,
meeting
by
radio,
April
10-12,
Industrial
Union toCouncil
(010), streamlined to 90 minutes (30 minBroadcasting Corp. Principal stock- has asked
the FCC
direct Mutual
utes daily) over WRNL Richmond.
holders are Rabbi Aaron Kronen- to grant equal
time to offset Mr. Lewis' Gov. Colgate Darden will be key
berg and Ray Kronenberg, holding views.
speaker.
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Manila

r eu. i. xae, wibii
thousands of others, had just been
j
freed
Santo
T 0 m afrom
s interni
ment camp by
, ^
MacArthur's vicforces.
\ Mr. Silen torious
Thirty - seven
\
' months before,
he had to
beenNBCbroad-on
casting from Manila
the mainland when Japanese bombs
destroyed
the Philippine transmitter.
Rescued with Mr. Silen were Don
] Bell, also a former NBC correspondent inManila. He was speI cial events director of KZRH, Manila station owned by Brig. Gen.
^ Carlos P. Romulo. Mr. Silen was
manager of the same station,
carrying on his NBC duties as a
sideline.
Liberation
John Adams of CBS, accredited
to the MacArthur command, re; ported to his network that its former correspondents in Manila, Tom
Worthin and Ford Wilkins, were
among those delivered by American
jI ment.
soldiers from Santo Tomas intern; Describing the night of Feb. o,
zero hour for the entrance of
American troops into Manila, Mr.
, Silen said it was a "ghoulish nightmare" as internees were forced to
wait, helpless, as their Japanese
; jailers sought to fight off the resf cue-bent invaders.
"Withsee the
davm,"
"we
could
for the
first hetimesaid,
in three
years the color of American tanks
and our brave American soldiers.
^ sight
I can't meant
begin toto tell
what only
that
us, you
because
' three years of interment could give
'[\ ' you
we feltthe atfull
that appreciation
moment." of how
I'•■ Gunnison First
i Among other radio correspond.' ents to whom the return to Manila
tad special significance were Royal
Arch Gunnison of Mutual and William J. Dunn of CBS. Mr. Gunnison was interned in Santo Tomas
camp with Mrs. Gunnison. He
later was repatriated, only to join
, march
MacArthur's
back. forces on the long
In what was conceded to be the
first eyewitness report recorded by
afall,radioMr.correspondent
of Manila's
Gunnison spoke
from a
transmitter behind the lines after
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FCC
Has
Open
Mind
on FM
and
that time he told the subcommittee, standpoint ,that the (FM) band
Final Allocations of
which Rep. Woodrum (D-Va.) should be moved up in the spectrum
is chairman, that the Commission where skywave interference is no
Ruling Awaits
decided the existing FM band, 42- longer a factor," Commissioner
50 mc, "is not
best engineering
spot in the Jett told the House Committee.
spectrum
fromthe an
Argument
"Therefore we have proposed this
standpoint for frequency modula- change from 42-50 mc to 84-102
By BILL BAILEY
you will find that durbroadcasting."
DESPITE controversy within the
He tionlisted
skywave interference mc. I think
the 30 days between the time
industry over the FCC proposed al- in the present FM band, observed the ingreport
was
released and the
locations above 25 mc, both FM
Commission engineers in field time we will hold oral argument
and television assignments are re- by
and
consider
briefs
there will be
monitoring
tests,
as
the
principal
garded at the Commission as an
recommending move- some protests on the part of some of
open question until after oral argu- reasonment offor
FM.
"We
feel
that
if
hunmentclosedFeb.last 28-March
2, it was disdreds of stations were licensed in the FM people."
v/eek.
May Delay Production
the interference
existing bandwould
from be42-50
mc
Commissioner E. K. Jett, in the
intolerHe explained that manufacturers
whom his fellow Commissioners
are
tooled
up and have designs laid
able at times," heJettexplained.
have entrusted the job of chairCommissioner
told the sub- out and "they are ready to go ahead
mantions"proproblem,
tempore"
alloca-he
com it e that the FCC anticipates and produce in great volume on
said oflasttheweek
existing band, and they feel
involving 1,200 stand- the
fully expected some changes to be applications
ard
stations,
including new facil- that this change is going to delay
made following oral argument, but
manuities, changes, etc. during the first FM". Conversations
facturers have led the with
Commission
he didn't specify where. "The Com- year after materials and manpower
to
conclude
that
the
delay
may
be
mission's
proposals
announced
on
become
available;
1,200
for
comJan. 16 should not be taken as final
mercial FM, 450 for noncommercial about six months, he added.
inof any
said Mr.
"We educational FM facilities, 150 for
"But terials
sinceare not
manpower
mathe sense,"
Commission
have Jett.
an open
availableandtoday,
television and 30 for facsimile
mind in all aspects of the alloca- broadcasting.
we feel that this is an excellent
tions."
"We feel, from an engineering opportunity to cause this change,"
Meanwhile a rift between the
Television Bi'oadcasters Assn. and
FM Broadcasters Inc. became apparent with the FMBI prepared Vandenberg Bill Would Cover
to present testimony at the oral
argument tending to show the folly AFM
Blacklist of Interlochen
of moving FM to the 84-102 mc
band, sion.asOn proposed
CommisSenator Says Plan Includes Such Conspiracies; Dr.
the other byhandthe the
TEA
Maddy to Fight Latest Petrillo Action
is understood to be heartily in ac- ACTION
C. Petrillo, tion or evasion, was indicated by
cord with the Commission's pro- president ofoftheJames
American Federa- Rep. Lea (D-Cal.), Chairman of
posals and ready to accept the teletion
of
Musicians,
in
blacklisting the House Committee on Interstate
vision assignments as proposed.
the National Music Camp at Inter- & Foreign Commerce.
FM on Video
lochen, Mich., apparently because
Chairman Lea said that "conFirst application under the pro- of its efforts to prevent the AFM
the need
for
on hison desk
but that
posed allocation was filed last week from interfering with broadcasts the measuresiderableis material"
by Raytheon Mfg. Co. for a com- of its concerts, will be covered by the press of railroad retirement legmercial television station in New the Vandenberg Bill if the measure
islation has prevented the CommitYork on the proposed new Channel passes the House, Sen. Vandenberg
tee from giving it consideration.
No. 1 from 44-50 mc. It is that (R-Mich.) said last week.
He expressed the opinion that
channel recommended by the FCC
the blacklisting "something should be done" on the
for television which has caused of Characterizing
the Interlochen school, disclosed Interlochen situation.
furore among the FMBI, some in advices to all four major netThe Vandenberg bill (S-63), in
members of which have charged
present form,
it unlawful
works, as "the latest episode in its
that television interests could Mr. Petrillo's
to
with makes
the broadcasting
battle with the school of interfere
broadcast FM programs without children of America,"
any
noncommercial
educational
Sen. Vanden- or cultural program presented by
sight on the first channel, in comhis billto defy
"clearlyits any accredited tax-exempt institupetition to FM broadcasters (see reachesberganydeclared
conspiracy
DuMont letter, page 42).
tion. It is the outgrowth of testiWalter J. Damm, FMBI pres- mandate."Touches Conspiracy
before a Senate
subcommitident, last week called upon all
teemonyconcerning
the AFM
ban
members of his organization to
Apprised of the AFM notice to against NBC broadcasts of symvigorously protest the Commission's the networks, the Senator issued
phony concerts by students of the
proposed allocations. Joining hands
following statement:
school.
with the FMBI is the U. S. Office of theI know
nothing about the details of Interlochen
Dr. Joseph E. Maddy, director of
Education, whose protests will be this
latest
episode
in
Mr.
Petrillo's
the
National
Music Camp and probattle
with
the
school
children
of
based on the contention that al- America. I do know, however, that the
fes or of music at the U. of Michready several educational institu- U. S. Senate, with the approval of
igan,
with
which
affitwicethe unanimously
tions have invested public funds the
liated, announcedthehe Camp
would is fight
that FCC,
freedomhas
ofnoncommercial
air shall cultural
notsaidbe
for FM stations in the present foreclosed
to
Mr. Petrillo's "vengeance decree to
band, and a changeover to higher programs
exercising the confrequencies would entail a loss of institutions.from accredited educational punish me for
stitutional right of free speech"
If
the
House
of
Representatives
taxpayers' money.
and
"forcing
me
out of the union
expect reaches
to see the
enCommissioner Jett, appearing be- agrees, forIced. It clearly
any law
conspirafter
36 years
membership."
He
fore the House Appropriations Subsaid that
the blacklisting
of the
acy to defy its mandate.
com it e on Independent Offices
Early action in the House on the Camp by the AFM "smacks of Hiton Jan. 18, was questioned closely companion measure (HR-1648) to
tactics." expressed the opinion
about the expansion of radio gen- the Vandenberg bill, with the posDr. ler'sMaddy
erally and the proposed allocation
sibility of amendments to provide that Mr. Petrillo's latest action
{Continued on page 82)
of FM in the 84-102 mc band. At stringent penalties against violaBROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

Television
Commissioner Jett testified. "Six j
months' delay should not make |
much difference because the service |
cannot go ahead anyway at this I
time."
h
Present licensees in the FM band ;
claim they have invested many
thousands of dollars that may be
lost if the change is made, Mr. Jett
continued. "On the other hand, the
Commission
that this from
is probably our lastfeels
opportunity
the
standpoint of the future to give
the publicence-free
a good,
broadcast clean,
service interferwith all
the advantages of frequency modulation," he said.
"If a change is to be made it has
got to be made now. We think, too,
that it would be dangerous to allow
this thing to grow up and to license
thousands of stations, only to find
later when millions of sets are sold
that the public
sufferservice
local
interference
and would
that local
would be destroyed by this Sporadic
E layer transmission or by F-2
Commissioner Jett's testimony,
transmission."
it was pointed out, was given only
two dayscationsafter
the proposed
allowere announced
and before
the filing of protests of the parties
in interest [Broadcasting, Feb. 5].
Of more than 30 who have filed
requests for oral argument, only
four concurred
in the most
Commission's
proposals,
although
of the
petitions did not specify a stand
on the allocations. Many are understo d to favor the proposal but will
not appear for oral argument.
DeadlineNo forBriefs
filingFiled
briefs is Feb. ,'
21. As Broadcasting went to press, [
noneCommissioner
had been filed.
Jett, commenting 'i
on the differences of opinion as to I
the movement of FM, said last ']
Thursday
he was now
"onlybeing
too glad
see
the interest
shownto '
in allocations for FM."
"I only regret the same interest
wasn't shown during the allocation hearings," he stated, adding
that little testimony was presented j
during the hearings to show the I
Commission why FM should be retained in its present band, whereas
there was testimony indicating it
could better serve higher in the
spectrum.
"My mind is open until after the
oral
argument,"
he said. me"If that
the
FM people
can convince
FM should stay where it is, fine.
On the basis of the record, however, I'm pretty well sold on the
move. That doesn't mean I've made
up
my
mind. ThathasI won't
until
after everybody
had a dochance
to present his views. I have kept 1;
aninsisted
open mind.
Commissionpolicy,
has j"h
on anTheopen-door
We won't close the door and make [i
our final
decisionhasuntil
after everyone interested
a chance
to be
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WSA Plan Permits
NLRB
Examiner
Upholds
NABET
ETO Assignments
of their rePetrillo Threat Is Held elusive representative
in- Atlass of CBS First Radio Man
spective employes in appropriate al Boardformalproceeded
investigation with
of a an
charge
units with respect to rates of pay, filed Jan. 27 by the AFM against To Sail on Merchant Convoy
No Defense in Nets'
wages, hours of employment, and the networks for allegedly domi- H. LESLIE ATLASS, chief of the
Failure to Act
other conditions of employment,
CBS central division and vicenating theobtained
NABETwillunion.
Evi- president
FINDING that threat of reprisals and by such refusal interferred
dence
determine
of WBBM Chicago, soon
by James C. Petrillo is no defense with, restrained, and coerced their whether formal hearings on the will board a U. S. merchant ship
to charges of refusal to bargain, respective employes in the exer- charge will be held or whether the to the European war theatre under
Howard Myers, trial examiner for
terms of a new plan announced by
cise of the Relations
rights guaranteed"
in charge will be dismissed.
the National Labor Relations the Labor
Act.
the War Shipping Administration.
Board, last week recommended that
Upon the entire record in the disPlan permits large radio stations
McFarland Names 3
a Board order be issued requiring
pute, the examiner concluded:
to assign staff memthe NBC and Blue networks to
1. That both NABET and AFM THREE executive appointments and networks
bers,Service,
accreditedto toa the
U. S.convoy
Marirecognize the jurisdiction of are labor organizations within the were announced last week by Mactime
selected
Farland, Aveyard & Co. Lt. Col. to any war theatre for the purpose
meaning of the Act.
NABET
on
platter
turner
operaGeorge MacGovern, who before his of making recordings aboard ship.
tions.
2. That NABET is the appro- Army
was sales director
it was explained by
• All parties to the case were given
priate unit for bargaining on plat- of Lookservice
magazine, has been ap- Recordings,
15 days to file exceptions to the
ter turners and other technical opcan be made of interviews
pointed vice-president in the New WSA,
erations at NBC and Blue.
recommendations and present oral
of MacFarland, Ave- with crew members, with officers or
3. That by refusing to bargain York office
yard; Allen B. Dicus, who joined of any action encountered by the
arguments before the Board. Unless such action is taken, the Board with NABET the networks are en- the agency in 1936 as vice-president ship enroute, all subject to security
executivemanager
has beenof prowill issue an order requiring the
gaging in unfair labor practices. and account
moted to general
the regulations.
networks to bargain with NABET.
Must
Post
Notices
Chicago
office,
and
Ralph
E.
DeAtlass Is First
In his Intermediate Report on
Castro,
formerly
writer on&
The report therefore recom- the
the case, the examiner found that
creative
staff senior
of Ruthrauff
Mr.
Atlass,
first of the appliwhen the Board certified NABET
mended that the networks "cease Ryan, New York, has joined the
cants accepted, will leave soon for
York office of MacFarland,
as the bargaining unit for turn- and desist" from refusing to bar- New
It caii
is ex-be
Aveyard as director of copy and the European
gain with NABET and take "af- account
table operations it disposed of any
plained, however,theatre.
that trips
executive.
recognize
the
questions raised by the letters writ- certificationfirmativeofactions"theto union
made
also
to
the
Pacific
theatre.
by
the
ten a year ago by NBC and Blue
Convoy time, round trip including
advising Mr. Petrillo they would Board. It was further recommended
Cities Service 19th
stopover, to the European theatre
both networks post in their CITIES
employ AFM members as platter that
SERVICE
Co.,
New
York,
is 40 to11045 todays,
various studios for 60 days notices this month begins the 19th year as about
turners.
125 and
days.to the Pacific
furnished by the Board notifying
Fear of Strike
Radio
representatives
will hold
sponsor
of
its
NBC
series
Highemployes that they will barways in Melody, Friday 8-8:30 officer status. When a convoy docks,
As to the nets testimony at the their gain
collectively with NABET as p.m. NBC's
first
president,
Merlin
Jan. 30 hearing in New York that the exclusive
they
will
be
permitted
shore
leave
representative of all
now advisory
coun- during the period of the stopover.
sel in public relations
and Cities
refusal to meet Mr. Petrillo's de- employes in technical operations H. Aylesworth,
Service
Co.
president,
W.
A.
Jones,
cannot be emmands would provoke a musicians' "and if an understanding is will speak on Feb. 16 broadcast. Recordingployed equipment
during the stopover, in the
sti-ike, the examiner declared:
reached, embody such understand- Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,
war
zone,
however,
unless
"Respondents'
defense
to
the
and its predecessor, Lord & Thomas,
dividual isaccredited to the theArmyining in a signed
charges of refusal to bargain with
Meanwhile,
the agreement".
New York region- have handled the program.
or Navy command in charge in the
NABET is bottomed on the claim
area.
that to do so would result in reAn effort will be made by WSA
prisals from the AFM. The Board
and Courts have on many occasions Petrillo Places Musician Ban to assign station representatives to
denied the validity of similar urged
ships named
for the
in whichor
their
stations
arecities
located,
defenses to charges of unfair labor
practices. The paramount and plain On All Television Stations manned by personnel which includes some men from the listenduty of the respondents in this sit- A STOPPAGE of all musical tele- by special permission from the nauation was to obey the mandate of
ing area. WSA suggests also that
tional office.
vision programs has been put into
the Congress as expressed in the effect by James C. Petrillo, pressome
recorded
programs could be
Ban
will
have
-no
effect
at
National Labor Relations Act and
ident of the American Federation
Merchantin Ship
maCBS New York video sta- built around
terials manufactured
the area
of Musicians, which last week sent WCBW,tion. Musical
to bargain with NABET."
programs
on
WCBW
Upholding the unfair labor prac- notices to all AFM local unions were discontinued several weeks in which the station is located.
tice charge filed by NABET, the
effective immediately, no ago when the station was notified
It is understood that application
examiner found that on Jan. 6, that,
member is to perform for that it could not continue to use for participation in the plan also
1945 and since that time the net- AFM
network
staff
musicians
on
its
viany video
program.
Ban
will
conhas
been
WGAR Cleve-on
tinue until further notice.
works "refused to bargain collecland. Formade
furtherby information
deo programs.
tively with NABET as the exWNBT, NBC video station in the subject,
inquiries
should beWSA,
adNo notification was sent to mandres ed to Public
Relations,
agement of New York stations. New York, has used musicians only Washington
25, D. C.
for
special
studio
programs
since
Officials
of
WABD,
DuMont
staO'Daniel Discs Questioned
first learned of the edict when an AFMment rates
ruling
onetime
CHARGES
that the
W. LeePresidenO'Dan- they tion,were
went oninto
effect.engageWhen
notified by the program
ieltialNewscampaign
during
department of WNEW New York the station picks up sports propaidthe forlastcommercial
Republic Campaign
grams from outside points, such as REPUBLIC
broadcasts of political nature in that the musical program WNEW
Pictures Corp., New
violation of the Corrupt Practices had planned to present via WABD Madison Square Garden, it returns
Act
will Biddle
be referred
Feb. 11 had been canceled after to the studio when the band at the York, will soon begin an extensive
General
withoutto Attorney
comment musicians
followingmarkets.
expanhad told the station they pickup point performs, as an al- radiosioncampaign,
American
by thetures
Senate
Campaign
ternative to paying an extra $24 Scheduleinto Latin
Committee,
ChairmanExpendiGreen could not appear. WNEW has been to each musician
will
include
spot
anin
ithe
hall.
presenting programs on WABD
(D-R. I.) announced
last Thursday
nouncements and five-minute proWABD musical programs are
following
an executive
session.
gain production experience.
grams,
starting
with
the
current
Committee investigators reported to Mr.
in by outside organ- films "Brazil" and "Lake Placid
Petrillo could not be reached those brought
that several stations accepting the for an explanation.
izations, chiefly advertising agen- Serenade."
and magaIt is understood,
zines will alsoNewspapers
be used. Morris
GoodO'Daniel
transcriptions
charged
cies
experimenting
video propolitical rates on the grounds that however, that the union intends to
duction. These willwith
be eliminated
man,
president.
Republic
Pictures
the programs
were
of
political
nainvestigate
television
employment
International
recently
resome special
ture and not confined to soliciting
ned to New ofCorp.,
York
a fourban applies until com- by the ban, ranunless
gement can be worked
out. ar- month turtour
LatinfromAmerican
subscriptions to the publication oi and thatpletion the
o
f
the
study,
AFM
members
WPTZ
Philadelphia,
Philco
video
wherecampaign.
he made Agency
arrange-is
Sen. W. Lee O'Daniel
ments for the
Transcriptions
featured (D-Tex.).
talks by wishing to work before the cameras station, has no studio facilities at countries,
Donahue & Coe, New York.
Sen. O'Daniel and hill-billy music. meanwhile may do so, it was said. this time.
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et/ertf Saturdau

Every Saturday night, people from every part
of Iowa jam-pack our 4,000-seat Auditorium
to see and hear WHO's "Iowa Barn Dance
Frolic". The photo above is typical.
Since 1931, the Barn Dance Frolic has been
by long odds the most popular theatrical
event in the State. And for all those fourteen
years, the show has been composed of the
same talent that helps make our station
"click" in its day-to-day programming.
The Barn Dance Frolic is another reason why
Iowa people prefer WHO. It also means some-

thing to you that WHO knows enough about
showmanship to put on a broadcast which
pulls thousands of paid admissions every
week — that a million people have gladly
paid money to hear the sort of entertainment
you can furnish them through WHO. Rating
for last winter was 13.3 for the first hour and
19.8 for the second hour in Des Moines.
On the stage as on the air, WHO is Iowa's
best source of entertainment. That's true because we have always been willing to work
enough, and plan enough, and invest enough
to do the job. We can do a job for you, too.
+

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

ni^ktf

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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Kansas
City
OF THE stations represented at
NAB District 10 meeting in
Kansas City last week 79% followed the lead of John J. Gillin Jr.,
director and general manager of
WOW Omaha in subscribing to the
Broadcast Measurement Bureau.
The new subscribers bring the
total to 234 stations. Of this number, 178 have been signed during
the current tour of the regional
NAB meetings by Hugh Feltis,
BMB president. This figure represents 80% of the attendance at the
seven meetings thus far held. Highest percentage of signers, 93%, is
in the 13th District (Texas). Lowest percentage recorded, 68%, is in
the 16th District (Southern Cal.,
Ariz., N. M.). Of the grand total,
56 have been signed in Districts in
which meetings have not been held.
District 10 stations which signed
included: Iowa— WHO KENT KSO
Des Moines, WMT Cedar Rapids,
KXEL Waterloo, KROS Clinton,
woe Davenport, KTRI Sioux City,
KMA Shenandoah; Missouri —
KTTS KWTO Springfield, KHMO
Hannibal, KMOX KSD KXOK St.
Louis, KFRU Columbia, KWOC
Poplar Bluff, KVAK Atchison,
(Kan.), WMBH Joplin, KWOS Jefferson City, KMBC KCMO Kansas
City; Nebraska— KODY North
Platte, WOW KOIL Omaha, KFOR
KFAB Lincoln, WJAG Norfolk.
Meeting Canceled
The District 12 NAB conference,
which was to have been held at
Kansas City in conjunction with the
District 10 meeting, was canceled,
in order that attendance at the
meeting would not exceed the maximum 50 established by the War
Committee on Conventions, established by order ofdirector.
Justice Byrnes,
War Mobilization
Thirty-eight stations were represented at the meeting. Among the
delegates were four district directors: William Way, KVOO Tulsa;
Joe Maland, WHO Des Moines;
Dietrich Dirks, KTRI Sioux City
and Mr. Gillin. This was the first
regional conference held following
NAB President J. Harold Ryan's
request, issued in Salt Lake City,
that future parleys be attended by
only
outlet.one representative from each
Mr. Way, speaking for the broadcasters of the 12th District (Oklahoma-Kansas) endorsed the BMB
plan. He handed a signed contract
for his own station to Mr. Feltis.
Other 12th District contracts were
received from Edgar Bell, secretary-treasurer of the Oklahoma
Publishing Co., operators of WKY
Oklahoma City, and John Esau,
general manager, KTUL Tulsa.
First 12th District contract signed
was by Bob Enoch of KTOK Oklahoma City, who transmitted it to
Mr. Feltis during the Dallas meeting of the 13th District. KLS Oakland previously was reported in
error as a BMB subscriber. Station
should have been KLX Oakland.
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Meeting Signs BMB
79%
Assisting Mr. Feltis in making Whalen ; Abbott-Kimball Co., David
his presentation were Mr. Dirks, B. Mindlin.
President Feltis will be assisted
representing the Board subcommittee in charge of sales policy for the in the Minneapolis meeting Feb.
NAB, and Harlow Roberts, vice- 12 and at a luncheon meeting Feb.
president of Goodkind, Joice & Mor- 13 by Otto Stadelman, secretaryChicago, aofmember
of thedivira- treasurer of Needham, Louis &
diogan,committee
the central
Brorby, Chicago.
Mr. Roberts has arranged an
sion of the AAAA, co-sponsors of
the BMB project.
meeting of the Chicago Radio
Mr. Roberts and Mr. Feltis at- open
Management Club Feb. 14 for all
tended aluncheon of Kansas City national
representatives with ofagency officials, explaining the
fices in Chicago and members of
BMB plan. Present were: Bruce B. the press in addition to regular
Brewer Co., Bruce B. Brewer, Quen- members in Chicago on Feb. 14.
tin V. Brewer, and John K. BarD. E. Robinson, director of reton; Compton Adv., Merrell Boyce,
search. Pedlar & Ryan,
will meeting
be present in Pittsburgh
for the
W. B. Hill; Phillips, Reick & Slonecker, John Reick; Potts, Calkins following
Feb. 15 and
for
the
luncheon
the
day.
& Holden, R. J. Potts, J. B. Woodbury, C. C. Tucker, E. A. Warner,
During regular business sessions
C. L. Robinson; Potts-Turnbull of the conference, stations were
Co., W. J. Krebs, C. R. Lawson, G. urged by Phil Hoffman, general
F. MacGill, E. T. Chester, W. B. manager, KRNT, to take fuller adStone; Frank Whalen Co., Frank
vantage ofopportunities to develop

better public service programs.
Representing the Radio Council of
Kansas City, the Rev. Roswell
Williams, treasurer of the Council
and faculty member at Rockhurst
College, spoke in support of the
American
system makes
of radio.
believe advertising
radio"I free
from controls that might make it
primarily a propaganda weapon of
theHarold
party inFair,
power,"
he said.
program
manager,
WHO, and chairman of the NAB
Program Managers Executive Committee, stressed the need for pione ring in program ideas. He said
that the industry is facing a new
period
of
development programwise.
Honoring Mr. Ryan, the Kansas
City Chamber of Commerce relinquished its regularly scheduled public affairs luncheon to the broadcasters. Mr. Ryan was introduced
to the group by Arthur B. Church,
president,
KMBC, over
and the
his remarks
were broadcast
Kansas
State Network. Lewis H. Avery, director of Broadcast Advertising for
NAB, addressed the Kansas City
Rotaryeon session
Club onat the
its Thursday
lunch-of
general topic
radio broadcasting.
Kansas City advertising agency
executive, R. J. Potts of Calkins &
Holden, was host at a cocktail
party for the delegates the closing
night
of the conference.
In Washington,
C, E, Arney Jr.,
secretary-treasurer of the NAB,
announced
the committee
following meetings,
Association board and
to be held in Washington: Feb, 20,
21— Public Relations; Feb, 22, 23
—Code Committee; Feb, 27, 28—
Board search
Meeting;
Mar. 1, 2 — ReExecutive Committee,

WSM Voluntary Transfer Asked of FCC
Follows Pattern of WOW Transaction
FOLLOWING the pattern of the
would
conand itafter
30 days
unique WOW Omaha transaction, ment institutethedefaultlease,
the National Life & Accident In- the lease would be terminated. It
surance Co. of Nashville, licensee would be cancellable at any time
of WSM, last week filed with the by consent of the parties, or by
FCC an application for voluntary either party without the consent of
assignment of the license of the the other upon 30 days' notice.
The WOW transaction, whereby
50,000 w station to a new cor- Woodmen
of the World transferred
poration— WSM Inc.
The transaction provides for the 5,000 w regional to a new comlease of the station — one of the
pany headed by John J. Gillin Jr.,
best-known in the country — over was approved by the FCC. It contained no reversionary clause
a 15-year period and would completely separate the station from whereby the Woodmen, also a life
the insurance company. Edwin W. insurance operation, could recapFitzgeralds Move
ture the station in event of default. ED and Pegeen Fitzgerald, whose
Craig, president of Nafional Life,
also is president of the new cor- The same general pattern is fol- morning cooperative programs are
poration. Harry Stone, general
their breakfast talowed in the National Life-WSM broadcast from
move from WOR New
manager of WSM under its pres- Inc. transaction. Tbe WOW lease York, ble,towillWJZ
New
York April 30,
ent ownership, is vice-president and is in litigation before the U. S.
will be given a 25-minute
general manager of WSM Inc. The Supreme Court because of a stock- Team
daily
spot
before
9
a.m. on WJZ
station organization would remain
holders' suit.
and will program.
be groomed for a Blue
unchanged.
The WSM application gives as Network
The new company has 5,000 the reason for the assignment
shares of common stock at $100 per
of corporate operashare. Under the terms of the lease, "simplification
tions so as to separate radio staNAB DISTRICT
WSM Inc. would pay to National
tion
from
the
insurance
MEETINGS
$100,000 annually in 12 monthly The grand total of all company."
equipment
installments and in addition an an- arid property held by WSM is given
nual rental of $100,000, a percent- as approximately $512,000, of
schedule of NAB disage of the net profits realized from which approximately $295,500 is REVISED
trict meetings
Firstfollows:
Section
the erWSM
properties,
aft- technical equipment.
the annual
rentalcalculated
but before
District
11—
Minneapolis,
Mon. Tues.,
The
analysis
of
income
and
exFeb.
12-13,
Nicollet
Hotel. Thurs.,
Federal taxes. This additional rentpense of WSM for 1944 showed toDistrict
3—
Pittsburgh,
al based on net profits would cover :
tal broadcast revenues of $1,062,- Feb. 15-16, Second
WUllam Section
Penn Hotel. Pri.,
on the first $75,000, no rental; on 421.85; total broadcast expenses
District5-6,1—Statler.
Boston— Monday, Tuesday,
the next $50,000 or part thereof, of812.52.
$537,609.33, and a gain of $524,- March
District 2— New York— Thursday, Fri50%; on the next $50,000 or part
day,
March
8-9,
thereof, 60%; the next $50,000 or
Of the aggregate income, sale
District 4— D. C,Roosevelt.
Virginia, West Virpart thereof, 70%; the next $50,000 to major networks (NBC) brought
broadcasters,
Washington—
day,giniaTuesday,
March
Statler.Monor part thereof, 80%, and on all approximately $260,000 ; national
District
4—
N.
C,
S.12-13,
C. broadcasters,
and regional time sales, $615,000, Charlotte,
additional profits, 90%.
N.(no C—hotelThursday,
Friday,
March
15-16
yet).
At the end of the 15-year term of and local time sales $60,000, for
District
5
—
Ga.,
Ala.
broadcasters,
Atthe lease (to run from 1945 until an aggregate of approximately (no hotel
lanta— Monday,
yet). Tuesday, March 19-20
1960), or upon its earlier termina- $933,000 before commissions to
District
5
—
^Fla.,
Puerto
Rico
broadcasters,(probably
Jacksonville — Thursday,
Friday,
tion, WSM Inc. agrees to deliver agencies and representatives. Pro- March 22-23
Hotel —MayflovJer).
and surrender the property to Naexpensesmore
aggregated
$377,- Gibson).
District March
7 — Cincinnati
Monday,
than $241,000
tional, in good order and condition 000, ofgramwhich
Tuesday,
26-27 (probably
Hotel
except for reasonable wear and tear was for talent. National Life had
District 9— Chicago— Thursday, Frior damage by unavoidable casualty. total assets at the end of the year
day,
March
29-30,
Palmer
House.
District
If WSM fails to perform any agree- of $155,765,000.
day, April 2-38 — ^Detroit—
(no hotelMonday,
yet). TuesBROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

/EBNON. VIRGf

VIEBIIU IDIIE OF mi\m

riBST CITIZEI

A few miles from the nation's capitol, but within the borders of historic Virginia, is the magnificent
home of a man whose name is First in American honors. Here, at Mount Vernon, lived George Washington . . .
an exponent of genteel Virgmia livmg . . . the awe-mspmng beauty of Mount Vernon reflects
that devotion to the good way of life. His home still symbolizes Virginia's unique, romantic and substantial
contribution to the legacy of America. More than a legacy, it is a living, real part of today's South . . .
as is W R VA, dedicated ... to the glories of the past . . . needs of Today . . . and Tomorrow.

Our association witk WRVA,

Rick mond.

extenJs over a ten-year period. We are prouJ to kave played
a part, as National representatives, in tke deserved ^rowtk
and success of WRVA

wkick today is one of the

most outstanding and effective
stations of tke Soutk.

P AU L H . r)^^ MER COMPANY • RADIC 1 STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK - DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO - LOS ANGELES

Sandage Gives Points for Radio Users
In all, 382 per- radio, he points out. He finds there
News, Music, Dominant mail questionnaires.
sonal interviews were held, the was wide divergence between budggreater part with retail users, 206
ets appropriated by department
Choice of Sponsors,
usable questionnaires were returned stores for radio, but that in no case
by broadcast stations and 1,011 did he note a figure higher than oneStudy Shows
usable questionnaires were received
entire store budget diA NEW BOOK by Prof. C. H. from local firms using radio time. third the
verted to the medium. He discovSandage, Radio Advertising for Reered in his study that many types
Supplement
with
Spots
tailers, reporting comprehensively
advertisers spent their enon the extent and character of the
Prof. Sandage concludes, after of retail
tire appropriations on the air.
use of radio by an intensive study of the relative
Long
Term Users
local firms, was merits of announcement and program sponsorship, that good results
published today
"Many
retailers
have been long
(Feb. 12)
Har- can be obtained from either. term users of radio," he says. "Of
vard U.byPress,
those who used radio throughout
"Where
radio
is
used
as
an
impor4
Cambridge ($4).
tant part of the promotional plan," 1942, one-half had used it for five
The study was he writes,
"better results will be years, and 20.5% had used this memade pursuant to obtained if program time constidium for 10 years. The percentage
tutes the foundation of the radio of long term users becomes more
/ flH the release of the
undertaking
and
spot
announcesignificant
when it is realized that
ProNAB RetailPlan,
jm motion
ments are used only to support and the number of commercial radio
Prof. Sandage which seeks to supplement program sponsorship. stations increased 56%; from 1934
give department Success from programs naturally to 1942 and hence many 1942 adstores a clearer understanding of depends largely on the degree to
vertisers had no opportunity to use
radio as an advertising medium. which a substantial listening audiin 1933."
Prof. Sandage, Professor of Marence is developed from groups rep- radio
Finding
that local radio adverresenting actual or potential cusketing at Miami U., Oxford, O.,
tising predominantly was announceconducted the study while a visitment advertising, the author comtomers of the
In 1942,
Prof.sponsor."
Sandage reports,
ing professor at the Harvard Busiments, "Retailers
and other
local
have avoided
the work
ness School under a financial grant local business firms contributed firms either
to the school by CBS.
more than 60% of the revenue re- involved in building their own radio
ceived by the average broadcast sta- programs or have been influenced
Warns Against Brief Use
tion with power of 250 w or less. by station policies and personnel to
Some stations, answers to question- depend largely on spot announceProf.
Sandage's
book
reviews
in
detail the experiences of American
ments. In 1942, local business firms
naires indicated, depend almost enretail advertisers who have emtirely upon local business to sur- spent about 55% of their radio
vive, he reports.
ployed radio to promote the sale of
time dollars for spot announcements. While department stores
their merchandise. It explains that,
"It is estimated that in 1942,"
in 1942, 50,000 local firms pur- the book states, "at least 50,000 lo- placed less relative emphasis on
chased radio time. There are. Prof.
cal business firms purchased time non-program time than is true of
Sandage says, about 775,000 retail from one or more broadcast sta- any other type of retail outlet,
stores in the U. S. in the 586 comtions. Approximately 40% of these
allotted,^ on the average, 44.3%,
munities where commercial radio firms were located in communities oftheytheir
radio budget to spot anstations are located.
vdth a population under 25,000 and
nouncements. The comparable figanother 40% in cities with populaConclusions
offered
by
the
study
ure
for
shoe
"stores was 80.4%."
include :
tions between 25,000 and 200,000.
Retailers sponsoring radio proThat real success from radio Types of users were varied, includgrams in the <year the study coving such businesses as specialty
ered preferred news and music
should not be expected during the clothing,
above
all
other types of programs,
furniture,
department
first six months of use. Most firms, stores, jewelry, hardware, furriers,
Prof. Sandage advises, should not shoes, drugs, laundries, finance of
Prof.retailers
Sandagesponsored
reveals. "A,
morenumber
than
use radio as a major medium unless houses, opticians, funeral parlors
they are prepared to employ it for
one
kind
of
program,"
he
discovers.
at least six months.
was sponsored by 44.2% and
andDrawing
theatres."averages from the sta- "News
music by 43.6% of all retailers
Radio can be used as successfully
t
i
s
t
i
c
s
h
e
gathered,
Prof.
Sandage
sponsoring
programs. Variety proby small firms in small communi- reveals that the average retailer
grams were the next in volume of
ties as by large manufacturers in who used radio consistently sponsorship,
but this type was used
large cities.
throughout the year spent $4,100
by 11.5% of all retail buyers
The evidence, Prof. Sandage on the medium. This represented, ofonlyprogram
time.
Sports programs
writes, suggests a tentative conclu- he writes, about 11% of the total were generally low,
but popular
sion that firms with annual adver- amounts such firms spent for all among men's wear and family
clothtising expenditures of $50,000 or advertising. Department store users
more generally should expect to spent, on an average in 1942, only
Prof.
Sandage
concludes
that
spend at least 15% of their total
ing stores."
budget on radio if they wish high 5.1% of their advertising dollars in many opportunities for developing
success; and that smaller firms
should expect to spend about 20%. C. H. SANDAGE, professor of marketing at Miami U.,
Prof. Sandage finds that the factor of management is highly im- Oxford, O., directed the first study of radio broadcastportant to success in radio use.
ing by the U. S. Bureau of the Census in 1935 and is the
Such things as selection of appropriate items for radio mention; co- author of Advertising Theory & Practice as well as many
ordination of radio advertising
with the entire promotional and articles and government publications. In compiling
merchandising plan of the store; material for radio advertising for retailers, he was counand assignment of responsibility to
seled by an advisory committee, which include : Neil H.
a single
head may determine success or failure.
Borden, chairman; Harry R. Tosdal, Malcolm P. McNair
Primary procedure employed by
Prof. Sandage in compiling the and Stanley F. Teele, all of whom are members /of the
30ok was personal interview. These faculty of Harvard U<
interviews were supplemented by
BROADCASIING
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Home to WOW
ADVERSE housing conditiened
ons in Chicago
disheartRay Olson soafter
four
months of futile searching
for a suitable place for his
family that he has resigned
as announcer
for toNBC
Chicago and returned
his home
station,
WOW Omaha.
A
Davis Award winner and
production manager of WOW,
Ray said "Stuff"y hotel rooms
got
me"
"couldn't
stand
being and
fencedhe in."
David
Rodgers,
formerly
with
WFBM and WIRE Indianapolis, replaces him at NBC.
programs with particular local appeal have been ignored by broadcast stations and retailers. He says
that much effort has been devoted
to attempts at copying network
programs and not a great deal to
developing local personalities and
building shows with a distinct local
setting and flavor.
Attitude of Agencies
Of advertising agencies, Prof.
aSandage
distinctlysays:
minor"They
role have
in theplayed
field
of retail radio advertising. Of the
total number of retailers cooperating in this research investigation, only 16.5% made use
of advertising agencies in connection with their 1942 radio efforts.
The advertising agency was used
extensively only by retailers located in cities with populations
exceeding 500,000. In the case of
such retailers, 53.8% used the
services of agencies to some extent

Prof. Sandage reports that attitude of agencies toward retail acin 1942."
counts tended to fall into three categories: (1) lack of interest in business from retailers; (2) interest
limited to purchase of spot announcements and to giving general
counsel, and (3) interest in building local programs on a syndicated
basis. Retail accounts, he said, were
used by many agencies only as
stepping
stones book.
to "bigRadio
money".
The Sandage
Adver-in
tising for Retailers,
is offered
five parts and 13 chapters. Novel ,
presentation in the book finds
chapter II entitled "Summary and
Conclusions", in which the author
recapitulates his findings and
warns the reader that he should
read beyond the point only if his
interest in the subject is something
more than superficial. Subjects '
dealt
withExtent
specifically
and in detail
include:
and Character
of '
Radio Use by Local Business Firms,
Radio as a Medium for Selling |
Specific Merchandise, Radio as a i
Builder of Goodwill and Store J
Traffic, Factors Making for Success or Failure, The Radio Audi- \
ence. The Radio Program, Spot i
Announcements, The Commercial '
Message, The Radio Station, Ad- i
vertising
Agencies andTheOtherRegional
Serv- ' f|
ice Organizations,
Advertiser.
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THE

HORN
OF

(MODERN

VERSION)

Plenty of high frequency Sound reproduction, up to
15,000 cycles plus . . . plenty of bass response, down
to 60 cycles . . . plenty of horizontal distribution, 60
degrees . . . plenty of vertical distribution, 40 degrees
. . . plenty of quality . . . plenty of EVERYTHING a
modern post-war America wants in quality sound
reproduction. You enjoy them all in the
Altec Lansing Duplex Speaker.
SEND

FOR

LANSING

BULLETINS

CORPOtfATiON

1210 TAFT BLDG. • HOLLYWOOD
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28, CALIF.

SHORTWAVE WAR AGAINST NAZIS
RCA Transmitters Fight Germany and Satellites
From Installations on 5 Continents
on the air are seven operated
WAR BEING waged against Nazi now
the OWI including five on the
Germany viawillshortwave
five for
East Coast of the U. S., one on the
continents
increase from
in tempo
as additional RCA shortwave West Coast, and one in North Afritransmitters go into action within
ca. Threeare being
of theoperated
East Coast
stafor OWI
the nextvealed lastfew
it wasVictor
re- by thetionsNBC,
weekmonths,
by the RCA
a subsidiary of RCA,
Division of RCA. The company has and the other two by CBS. The
shipped the tolastbe ofsupplied
a totalby ofRCA.23 West Coast station is being operattransmitters
ed for OWI
casters. Firstbyof Associated
the list of 23Broadto be
Three additional RCA transmitters
of this type have been completed installed was a transmitter purand soon will be shipped, with inby the Brazilian
mentmentchased
for operated
Radio
Nacional,at governgovernofthe rest
the oftransstation
Rio de
mittersstal ationbringing
to a oftotal
ten
the number of countries and terri- Janeiro which went on the air dui-ing the Avinter
of 1942-43.
The
tories repi-esented.
installation
was supervised
by John
First tonations,
"invade"withthe words
Axis and
RCA field engineer.
satellite
for Dawson,
Radiodiffusion
Nationale
Beige
weapons, shortwave transmitters (Voice of Free Belgium) was next
helped
pave now
the way
for the physical invasion
in progress.
Keep- to be installed at Leopoldville, Belgian Congo, and Radio Brazzaville,
ing up a constant bombardment of operated
by the French National
news, education
and
counter
propCommittee for Liberation, Brazzaaganda
that
is
heard
and
felt
ville, French Equatorial
around the world, they are helping These transmitters
went on Africa.
the air
now to consolidate Allied gains and
facilitate further Allied victories. in thevillespring
of 1943.
The Leopold-by
installation
was
supervised
Among the RCA transmitters Walden Shaw, and Brazzaville by
Paul C.neers.
Brown,
both RCA
Development
of thisfieldtypeengi-of
was begun by RCA
OWI Expands Japanese transmitter
about a year before Pearl Harbor,
West Coast Operations when the increasing importance of
MOVING its Japanese Division high-power international radio befrom Denver to main headquarters
came apparent.
Rectifier,
audio
and control
cirof Pacific
in Sanplanned
Franc
u
its of thedeveloped
RCA 50-SW
cisco, the operations
OWI last week
those
for are
the much
RCA
to step up its psychological warfare like
against Japan, according to an an- 50-E ter.standard
The radio broadcast
frequency transmitcircuits,
nouncement by OWIaddition
Directorof Elmer Davis. Recent
six however, are quite different, since
new shortwave transmitters on the the requirements of international
present problems that
Pacificlulu Coast,
the new andHonoshortwave plus
transmitter
the broadcasting
are not ordinarily encountered in
new medium-wave standard station domestic
medium-frequency
transon Saipan has more than doubled mitters.
the
output
of
the
Voice
of
America
to Japan and the Japanese people,
Mr. Davis said.
Japanesenouncers artranslators
and an-to
e now being moved
San Francisco where they will join
the present staff to consolidate
Japanese programming activities on
the West Coast and make it possible to carry the Voice of America
to Japan
nine hours
daily.written
Hereto-in
fore programs
have been
English mitted
in bySan
Francisco,
transtranslated andteletype
voiced toin Denver,
Denver,
ar.d relayed back to San Francisco
by
land line.to Then
were
broadcast
Japanrecordings
and Japanese
occupied areas in the Pacific.
Borden Replaces
BORDON Co., New York, on
Marchpy Island
5 replaces
Wynn'sstations
Hapon 185Ed Blue
Monday 9-9:30 p.m. with a new
springtime musical variety show.
Wynn
beingMr.discontinued
Feb. 26showto isallow
Wynn to
make a tour of the '"Purple Heart NEW OPEN - FACED acoustic
Circuit",pitals invisiting
servicemen
hos- booth having a direct wire from
was have
said.
Full detailstheof U.the S.,newit show
the Salt Lake Airport to KSL Salt
not been completed, but it is known Lake City for daily weather forecasts cuts out the roar and reverthat Borden
will and
retainJerry
MarkWayne,
Wai-now's
orchestra
beration of airplane motors forsinger, both featured on the presmerlypenter,
contended with.forecaster,
A. B. Carent
show.
Agency
is
Young
&
Rubicam, New York.
delivering the supervising
noon-hour report. is
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U. S. COAST GUARD OFFICIAL PHOTO

"Show

me

some

That's the request a United States Coast Guard officer makes when he test-checks a fireboat in the harbor.
And that's the same kind of request many an advertiser isgoing to make . . . maybe in a different way.
The smart advertiser is going to say, "Show me some
results!". . .when the postwar race for sales and brand
identification starts again.

We've made a habit of producing the largest results
at the lowest cost in Baltimore.

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

water!"

So if you are planning to go after this market, a good ^
bet is W-I-T-H, the successful independent. In a fivestation town... it delivers the largest listening audience
at the lowest cost.

H
I T
(ferW
Md.
ore,
Baltim
^^^^0
Tom Tinsley, President ' Rtpresenud NaUonally by Headley-Reed j
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Sees No Competition
"RADIO can never be a substitute
or serious competitor for the newspaper," Robert McLean,
publisher
of theletinPhiladelphia
Evening
and AP president,
told Bulthe
annual conference of the Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers Assn.
in Harrisburg. "Radio primarily
is an entertainment business," Mr.
McLean
"Newspapers
are
concerned added.
primarily
with dissemination of news. However, newspapers at last are awake to the
fact that they have a lusty competitor." The Bulletinlastbought
WPEN Philadelphia
year
[Broadcasting, Dec. 11, 1944].
C A N A D I A N BROADCASTING
Corp.
shortwave
transmitters
at Sack\ille, N.
B.. which
began operation.s
Christmas
Day
with
programs
Canadian troops overseas, on Feb. for11
began
foreign language
broadcasts
inand
French,
Flemish
Czech. German,
The .50 kwDutch,
stations
are
operated by the CBC for the Canadian
(fairs.
iovernment's Dept. of External Af-

Neiv Basic Time Period Breakdown
Advocated by Dick
BASIC TIME period breakdown,
claimed to be an improvement over
the system offered by Joseph ^■
Spadea [Broadcasting, Jan. 16]
has been presented by Dick Slater,
program supervisor of the,, radio
division of the W. E. Long Co.,
Chicago, station representative.
The uLong
designed
larly for theplan,
morning
periodsparticand
taken from the firm's "Morning
Radio
Show
Production
Manual"
rearranges the three main program
elements — music, information and
news — so that nev/s periods are
contained within a time segment
instead of in a lead, or separate
position. This re-balancing places
news, which is actually third in
listener popularity according to
the manual, between musical,
commercial and service announce-

the

Plan

Slater of W. E. Long
ment segments of the total period.
Each of these segments then betion. comes a separate sponsorable porAs seen on the chart, the first
quarter-hour period contains a
one-minute spot, two sponsorable
five-minute music segments, a
sponsorable three-minute news
segment weather
and a report.
sponsorable oneminute
"In advocating the plan," the
manual states, "special stress is
placed upon making all program
features contained in the period
altogether complementary to each
other, tureswithwill betheequally
result attractive
that all fea-to
advertisers and serve listeners according to people's prime interests
at Itthisis time
pointedof the
out day."
that this type

WORLD

ANOTHER CLOCK

of scheduling not only increases
revenue potential but also raises
program standards by offering a
variety of interest-appeals within
a given period often saturated
with aming ofsingle
interesttype
onlyoftoprogrampart of
the listeners. In the morning pefew people
have timeprograms
or take
time toriods dial
for suitable
when stations schedule all of the
same
type of program
fare during
an extended
or important
time
segm.ent, the manual brought out.

GILCHRIST STORE
SIG^S WNAC SERIES
'\ . . the sort of thing
AN INVESTMENT of $50,000 for
Gilchrist's Dept. Store of Boston,
Quincy, Waltham and Brockton is
represented
sponsoring onof
that would just
The Answer-in store's
Man, broadcast
WNAC Boston, key station of
Yankee. The fact-finding series is
broadcast every night except Sunbout banish wars"
carryday,the6:30-6:45
samep.m.showOtherwithstations
store
sponsors of the area.
Institutional and good-will type
advertising is to be used for the
opening weeks of the series, rather
than straight merchandise selling.
Accordingchrist's
to advertising
Julian manager,
Burnce, Gilthe
store is conducting a wide advertising campaign in connection with
the program.
Top strips
on all Gil-to
christ stores' signs
The Answer
Man, callandattention
the four
stores feature a window display on
lands of these nations.
the series.
Duplicating this WTAG-originated project
Present at a cocktail and dinner
Worcester is the first city, as WTAG is
10,000 times would destroy war forever, in
party giventhebycontract,
Yankee Network
the editorial opinion of the Toronto Financial
the first station, in this country to attempt to
celebrate
with Linusto
Post. Dozens of official representatives of all
solve future problems of United Nations
Travers, Yankee
executive
vicepresident
as
host,
were,
among
fhe United Nations have or will come to
cooperation upon a foundation of knowledge
other: George Wiswell, of the
Chambers & Wiswell Advertising
and understanding. Small wonder that this
Worcester, to talk to civic organizations,
Agency,
handling
account;
kind of creative force is acknowledged by
public school classes etc., to participate in
Charles Curtin,
WNACthe producer;
an overwhelming audience preference for
fhe renowned Clark University Forum, and
James S. Powers,
director
merchandising and promotion; ofPhyllis
WTAG — the station with the INSIDE track,
\o broadcast to WTAG's huge Central New
R.
Doherty,
publicity
director;
John
England audience. The OWI week after
INSIDE of Central New England.
Harrington, New York representaweek beams these activities to the home
tive; N. O. Herman, account executive; Madeline Allen, a scriptwriter; Martha Johnson, sales promotion
Edna announcer,
Youmans, secOf
retary; staflf;
Bil Hahn,
and
PAUL H. RAYMER
CO. National
Sales R e pr e s e nt a t i v e $/^^^fjy^
Charles
Forrester,
"The
Answer
Man",
all
of
WNAC.
Mrs.
Suzanne
S. Graham, director
of sales and
merchandise
of the Gilchrist
Co.
WORCESTER
and Julian Burnce, advertising
580 KC
manager
of Gilchrist's
those representing
the were
store. among
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ABBOTT & COSTELLO

ALEX DREIER

AMERICAN ALBUM OF FAMILIAR MUSIC
CAVALCADE OF AMERICA
EDGAR BERGEN & CHARLIE McCARTHY
BOB BURNS
BACKSTAGE WIFE • CARNATION CONTENTED PROGRAM
CARTON OF CHEER
CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB • CAN YOU TOP THIS
DINAH SHORE'S OPEN HOUSE
GENERAL MOTORS SYMPHONY OF THE AIR • STARRING CURT MASSEY • FURLOUGH FUN
ELMER PETERSON
BETTY CROCKER • BOB HOPE • AMOS N' ANDY > DAVID HARUM
EVERYTHING FOR THE BOYS • JOHNNIE PRESENTS-GINNY SIMMS
DR. I Q • DUFFY'S TAVERN • EDDIE BRACKEN SHOV/ • BILL STERN
These
are thii
A
DATE
V/ITH
JUDY
•
COMEDY
THEATRE
•
WHEN
A
GIRL
MARRIES
f
FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY
• WESTINGHOUSE PROGRAM
GRAEME FLETCHER
• PEPPER YOUNG'S FAMILY
EDDIE
CANTOR
• THOSE WE LOVE
BENNIE WALKER'S TILLAMOOK KITCHEN
• STANDARD SCHOOL BROADCAST
FITCH BANDWAGON
• FRONT PAGE FARRELL • GASLIGHT GAYETIES
GRAND HOTEL • K-C JAMBOREE ,
HYMNS OF ALL CHURCHES
GREAT GILDERSLEEVE
• THE GUIDING LIGHT • HOUR OF CHARM •
YOUNG WIDDER BROWN
HIGHWAYS IN MELODY
• INFORMATION PLEASE
JOAN DAVIS WITH JACK HALEY

• JACK BENNY

PERKINS
GRANDMA OLE
'OPRY I

KAY KYSER'S COLLEGE OF MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE
DR. KATE • KALTENBORN EDITS THE NEWS
A LAYMAN'S VIEWS OF THE NEWS
ALBERS HOMEMAKERS' HOUR
LITTLE BETSY ROSS GIRL
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE TIME
MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND
MOLLE MYSTERY THEATRE

ROSEMARY
WALTZ TIME
mI'

JAMES ABBE ^ I
■
LORA LAWTON:
NIGHT EDITOR
STELLA DALLAS
ELLERY QUEEN

SMILIN' ED McCONNELL
NATIONAL BARN DANCE
MR. AND MRS. NORTH

STAR PLAYHOUSE
PALMOLIVE PARTY
LOWELL THOMAS

ONE MAN'S FAMILY
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
REVEILLE ROUNDUP
PORTIA FACES LIFE
MUSIC AMERICA LOVES BEST
THESE ARE OUR MEN
THE TELEPHONE HOUR
OPPORTUNITY THEATRE
STRADIVARI ORCHESTRA

ART BAKER -NEWS
LORENZO JONES
ROBERT ST. JOHN
RICHFIELD REPORTER
KRAFT MUSIC HALL
JOHN W. VANDERCOOK :
NEWS OF THE WORLD

TODAY'S CHILDREN
PEOPLE ARE FUNNY
WOMAN IN WHITE
JUST PLAIN BILL
WORLD PARADE
SICK S STAR FINAL
RIGHT TO HAPPINESS

ROAD OF LIFE • RUDY VALLEE
RALEIGH ROOM WITH HILDEGARDE
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
VOICE OF THE DAIRY FARMER
NOAH WEBSTER SAYS • OKAY FOR RELEASE
VOICE OF FIRESTONE
• WORLD FRONT
WOMAN OF AMERICA
• THE GRAND OLE OPRV
THE STANDARD HOUR
• CHUCK COLLINS
FLEETWOOD LAWTON
AUNT MARY
SAM HAYES

that

NBC

make

PARADE

radio's

OF

the

STARS

greatest

Program

Promotion

FOR THI FIRST TIMttEvery NBC commercial program participates
in the campaign — 111 day- and night-time programs in all.
Individualized promotion kits tailored for each
program, at no cost to clients or agencies.
Every NBC station supports the campaign

Campaign

Of the 40 most popular programs on
all four networks, 25 are heard on
NBC — America's No. 1 Network.
This is no coincidence; it is due to a
combination of good programs, jjIus
unexcelled facilities, supported by
radio's most effective audiencebuilding effort, the NBC Parade of
Stars.

with local promotions adapted to produce the

This FIRST REPORT records that cam-

best results in its coverage area.

paign in terms of listener impressions, created by the teamwork of
NBC and its independent, affiliated

The NBC Parade of Stars becomes a yearround effort consistently building more audience for all NBC programs.

stations during October, November
and December, 1944.

For October, November and December, 1944— NBC Stations used
MINUTES PURCHASED
COST, IF
NUMBER
Station-Break Announcements 33,942
11,314 $261,397
Recordings Used
18,137
7
Special Network Programs
35,247
17,685
TOTAL 52,086
86,428
*
29
57,4 $432,245
135,601*'
**toi«d on towtti quarlor-hour ttolion relet.

,„ ,^^«-^.p

...,»^

'-wryi?''

j;w«"""»''^«5 c.„

-V* * ^^-^^
-^fir^.^'i
.
For October, November and December, 1944 -NBC Stations used:— S ^^Ss^^fe^*
>5e - ^^«n
T-Pt^
■ To-is"?'"
ADVERTISING
PUBLICITYv,RO>. Voted Mos' " .".. '"gp*!!
Jl'U^^ . .S^^-^^^^^^^^
~ ;
~"
Daily and weekly newspapers ,
r-^^^^—
P-Jl
M tefcmi
Numberofctt.es 343 use thousands of line, on NBC f^ &Mk
Ju
J^Tk..^^^^^^
;.
^il
™
programs and stars regularly '^^ ll Ul^^— —
- Number of Newspapers . . 517 supplied to them by publicity- u::Uii^irr^<r^ ,o.^ . ^
7777
TTITZ^
minded stations and NBC's Press ^--^-^^-"^
fC^^ "°°crG>^*^^ ^i^lS^^i
Totq' ''"^S
1,484,298
Department (voted as rendering ^Jl^ i^T^^l
s s"-*^' feil

For October, November and December, 1944— NBC Stations used: —
NUMBER
Car Cards
Window and other Displays
Billboards

18,465
408
459

CIRCULATION*
309,881,008 (monthly)
87,592,186
144,186,870 (monthly)

THREE MONTHS'
*Contervafivtly
estimaled. IMPRESSIONS TOTAL OVER ONE BILLION

1

I
NBC supported its affiliates' local activities with an eightweek movie trailer campaign (a new medium— never before used on a national scale by any radio network).
Featuring NBC night-time stars, the trailers were seen ir
726 theatres by over 28,000,000 people in 1 1 1 stationcities having a population of 22,000,000.

Cade oip*^ci\.o^« *
1 BLU"- '
1*1

iJ

Widely diversified direct-mail campaigns included among others: r-i^»
postcards, house-to-house broadsides, station magazines distributed
to listeners, program schedules, roto sections and dealer letters.
For October, November and December, 1944— NBC Stations distributed:—
Total number direct-mail pieces
Total circulation
6,831,365
- 'J)tul"'Z

0

A FEW TYPICAL EXAMPLES: ★ An actual star parade complete
with a band, high school students carrying blow-ups of NBC
stars and an on-the-spot broadcast. * "Parade of Stars Month"
officially proclaitned by the city's Mayor and given widespread
publicity. News broadcasts from a promotionally decorated
window of a down-town department store, -k Electric moving
signs on important street corners, Others were exhibits at State
and County Fairs, personal appearances of stars, luncheon club

6-'

Year-'round

Parade

Week after week, NBC stations are bringing larger audiences to
NBC programs. For the NBC PARADE

OF STARS is a continu-

ing program-promotion campaign ... a year-'round promotional
effort that pays DIVIDENDS.
New ideas, new campaigns, new recordings, new promotional
kits are constantly on their way to stations affiliated with the network, ready to do a job of telling their listeners and potential
listeners about the superiority of NBC programs — ready to build
ever larger audiences for NBC advertisers.
On-the-air programs . . . the newspaper ads and publicity . . .
the billboards and car cards and window displays . . . the program
schedules and other mailing pieces . . . the ideas that NBC-station
promotion men place behind the campaign ... all these will continue throughout the year to bring more listeners to ''The Network Most People Listen to Most."

over

these

NBC

Stations

This FIRST REPORT summarizes merely the three-month period opening the campaign. Supplementary reports throughout the year will be made to each NBC client
and agency, including scrapbooks showing actual promotion evidence.
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X The results shown here would not
hove been possible without the splen, did and whole-hearted co-operation of
i NBC aflFiliated stations. To them, NBC
^ expresses its sincere thanks for the
voluntary, continuing promotion of the
programs heard over their stations
which comprise

'sNo.lNetwoii

WSAM
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W

M
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Canadian
Radio Men Stress Programs
adress at the Monday morn- other U. S. guests, cocktail party
Large U. S. Attendance annualing opening
session.
Monday
National andcocktail
Canano n is devoted
to BBM
with afteropen by Canadian
dian Pacific Telegraphs,
Expected at Sixth
and later a closed meeting.
party
by
Canadian
Marconi
Co.,
War Conference
Tuesday morning reports on the
dinner by All-Canada Radio
By JAMES MONTAGNES
Canadian Radio Technical Plan- and
Facilities for stations the organining Board, CAB code of ethics,
CANADIAN broadcasters will hold
zation represents and American vistheir sixth wartime convention programs, public relations, and itors.
public
broadcasts will be
Other Meetings
Feb. 12-14 at the Chateau Fron- heard inservice
meeting. Tuesday
tenac, Quebec, with program better- afternoon'sopen
session wil be
Several organizations are planment in all phases a major subject. devoted to closed
financial reports and
ning meetings in conjunction with
This marks the 11th annual con- election of officers.
On Tuesday the CAB convention. Preceding the
vention of the Canadian Assn. evening the annual dinner
annual
meetings of
will
be
of Broadcasters, whose mem- addressed by Peter Stursberg, Ca- member conference,
stations of the Canadian
bership now embraces most Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.
war
Broadcasting
Trans-Canada
nadian privately-owned stations.
and
Dominion Corp.
networks
were held
Commercial continuity, music correspondent.
at
the
Ritz
Carlton
Hotel,
Montreal,
Wednesday
morning's
closed
sescopyright fees, Bureau of Broadlast
Wednesday
and
Thursday.
sion
will
consider
performing
cast Measurement, CAB code of rights fees, standardization of rate CBC officials met with managers
ethics, public relations, program structure, Parliamentary Radio and executives of privately-owned
improvement, public service activi- Committee report and music prob- stations to discuss problems conties, are featured on the convention
lems. Closing session will be
fronting the two Canadian netagenda.
Wednesday afternoon with reports
works, both of which are controlled
Many From U. S.
from eralstanding
committees
and
genby
CBC
under
the law.
business.
A sales conference of executives
While conventions have been
Social functions at the conven- of stations represented by Horace
banned in the U. S. because of
tion include French-Canadian din- N. Stovin & Co., Toronto, Montreal
transportation problems, a number
ner by CFRB Toronto, to adver- and Winnipeg, is scheduled for Feb.
of American broadcasters and reptising agency executives attending, 16 at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal,
resentatives ofthe Government and CAB dinner
to NAB directors and following the CAB convention.
supply industry are coming to
Quebec from South of the border.
Canadian broadcasters picked QueADVANCE CAB REGISTRATION
bec for their convention since it is
off the beaten track in winter
months, has no heavy traffic or
Chitty,
Toronto.Les., Cockfield Brown Se Co.,
transportation difficulties as have Akerberg,
H.J. V.,L., CBS
New York.
Clark,
Toronto.
York. W. N.S., L.,Howard Wilson Co., New
other major eastern Canadian cities Alexander,
All-Canada Radio Facili- Cloutier,
where conventions are usually held. Allard, James,
ties,
Ottawa.
Colwell,
N. P., Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
Miss L., CKCH Hiill, Que.
There is no convention ban in Amyot,
Chicago.
Anderson
Canada.
Cooke,
J. Al,K., Joseph
CKEY Toronto.
Toronto. T. L., Cockfield Brown & Co., Cornier,
Hershey McGillvra,
Young & Rubicam,
Chicago.
That some new plan for levying Arbuthnot,
Toronto. E. Lee,
Cranston,
W.
T., A.,CKOCCJOCHamilton,
Ont.
fees for broadcast copyright music Archibald,
G.,
CHOV
Pembroke,
Ont.
Crittenden,
H.
Lethbrldge,
W. M., Canadian National
is in the offing for postwar is real- Armstrong,
Alta.
Rwy. A.Montreal.
D
ized from the fact that advance Ashby,
L., NBC, Elec.
New Co.,
York.Montreal. Dales, W. A., CJAT Trail, B. C.
registrations show a number of Atkinson, Northern
Dallin, V.,J. CPQC
R. J., Ronalds Adv. Agency, To- Dawson,
L.,PressCFCFSaskatoon.
representatives from the Canadian Avery,
ronto.
Day,
C.
A.,
News,Montreal.
Toronto.
Performing Rights Society, music Aylen, E. C, CJAT TraU, B. C.
Dlpple,
W. C, Radio
Representatives
Ltd.,
Montreal.
publishers, ASCAP and BMI will
Doak,
F.
C,
CJBR
Rimouskl,
Que.
attend the convention for the first Backhouse, W. H., CKY Winnipeg.
Montreal.Walter, Walter Downs Ltd.,
E., All-Canada Radio Facili- Downes,
time. Performing rights fees are Baldwin ties,J. Vancouver.
Duffleld,
W.
A.,
CKY
Winnipeg.
up for discusison on the Wednesday Ball,ronto.
M. D., Press News, Toronto.
A. C, "Canadian Advertising," To- Dugan,
Dunlaney,
morning closed session.
N. Y. Miss M. H., Pedlar & Ryan,
Glen,
CAB
Toronto.
Also expected this year in larger Bannerman,
Barnes,
W.
B.,
NBC
New
York.
Dunlop,
J., CFCO Chatham, Ont.
Toronto.Miss D., Young & Rubicam,
numbers than previous years are Beardall,
Beaudry, R.,Guy,CKCHPressHull,
News,Que.Montreal.
Dupont, J. A., CBC Montreal.
representatives of Canadian and Bendit,
E Toronto.
Bernard,
V.,
CHNC
New
Carlisle,
Que.
American advertising agencies, who
Edwards,C. C,Lloyd,
PressNBCNews,
Lucien, CKCV Quebec.
Egner,
New York.
will see managers of stations with Bernler,
Berry, C. W., CPGP Grande Prairie, Alta. Elliott,
E. M., Canadian Marconi, MonGeo., Young & Rubicam, Towhom they usually deal by mail or Berthon,
treal.
ronto.
Elphicke,
CKWX
Vancouver.
through representatives. The year- Besnar,
NewSt.Carlisle,
Engsign,T. W.F.A.,H.,H.,CAB
CBSToronto.
New
York.
Bewick, M.,
L. W.,CHNCCHSJMontreal.
John, N.Que.B.
old Bureau of Broadcast Measure- Biondi,
Evans,
ment meeting on Monday afternoon Blackburn,F., CKAC
W.
J.,
CFPL
London,
Ont.
F
Ferguson,
G.
V.,
CKRC
Winnipeg.
Borrett,
Maj.
Wm.
C,
CHNS
Halifax.
also is a factor in bringing these Botterill, N., CJOC Lethbrldge, Alta.
Fetzer, J.J. E.,
advertising
R., NAB
CBC Washington.
Winnipeg.
Bourgoyne,erinesMaj.
H. B., CKTB St. Cath- Plnlay,
the
convention.agency executives to Bowden,
,
O
n
t
.
Fltzpatrlck,
B.
S., Tucketts Ltd., HamilR.
F.,
H.
N.
Stovin
&
Co.,
ton,
Ont.
Toronto.
The Agenda
Foster, cies,
Harry E., Harry E. Foster AgenBrophy,
Frigon, Dr.R. Toronto.
CBC Ottawa.
treal. R. M., Canadian Marconi, Mon- Fulford,
A number of agencies are looking Brown,
T.,A., CHUM
Toronto.
Margaret,
"Marketing,"
Toronto.
H. C,CBCCHABToronto.
Moose Jaw, Sask.
to postwar radio expansion and are Buchanan,
G
Bushnell,
E.,
Gaetz,
G.,
CKRC
attending with this in mind. Of in- Byles, W. D., Spltzer & MUls Ltd., To- Gamble, F. R., AAAA,Winnipeg.
NewYorkton,
York. Sask.,
ronto.
terest also is a luncheon on Tuesday
Garside,
A. L.,Kenora,
CJGX Ont.
and CJRL
by Swift Canadian Co. Ltd., To- Caldwell, Spence, CJBC Toronto.
Gai^their.
A., CHLT Sherbrooke,
Que.
ronto, to Canadian Broadcasting Cambridge, John, Montreal.
Gayner, ties,
P. Winnipeg.
H., All-Canada Radio FaciliCorp. Dominion network station Campbell, W., "Marketing," Toronto.
Geary,
R.
H.,
Harold
F.
Stanfleld
Ltd.,
Campeau.
J.
E.,
CKLW
Windsor-Detroit.
executives attending. (Swift's use Caplan, R., CBC Montreal
Montreal.
Gillin
Jr., J.M.,J., CBC
WOW Montreal.
Omaha.
H. R., CPAC Calgary.
Dominion net for Breakfast Club Carson,
Godreault,
Carter, W. Geo.,
J., CKLW
daily program.)
CJOR Windsor-Detroit.
Vancouver.
Graydon,
Toronto. John, Canadian Facts Reg'd.,
Chapman,
Agenda calls for open business Chandler,
N. B. C. S., CKNB Campbellton, Grossart,
Music Pub., Tomeeting with appointments of com- Chappell,
ronto. A., Southern
M.
N.,
Elllott-Haynes
Ltd.,
Toronto.
H Schenectady.
mittees, hearing of legal, engineerHager,
Kolln,
WGY
W.
L.,
V?hitehall
Broadcasting,
ing and commercial continuity com- Charland,
Montreal
Hall,Montreal.
Burt., All-Canada Radio Faculties,
mittee reports and president's Chevrier, H. F., CBC Montreal.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Hall,
F. H.,Geo.,CFOSExclusive
Owen Sound,
Ont. ■
Halman,
Radio Features,
Toronto.
Harding,
GUbert,
BBCQuebec.
Toronto.
Hardy, J. Carl,
A., CHRC
Havelin,
New Owen
York. Sovind,
Hawkins,
Wm. MBS
N., CFOS
Ont. Paul, Elllott-Haynes Ltd., MonHaynes,
treal.Adrian, J. Walter Thompson Ltd.,
Head,
Toronto.
Headly, L. D., RCA Victor, Toronto.
Hedges, G.W. S.,S., CJCA
NBC New
York. Alta.
Henry,
Edmonton,
Henshaw,
ronto. D., MacLaren Adv. Co., ToHerbert, Guycilities,F.,Toronto.All-Canada Radio FaHill,
M., RCAF,
Hoey, F/Lt.
Edna, J.Carter
Products,Ottawa.
New York.
Hoff,treal.R., National Broadcast Sales, MonHoude, Dr. Chas., CHNC New Carlisle,
Houle, L.,L. CBC
Montreal.
Hulton,
A. B.,
Canadian National
Telegraphs,M. Ottawa.
Humphreys,
H.,
I-JCJCH Halifax.
Que.
Inwood,
Agencies, New
York. J.H.M.,T.,Lyman
Jamieson,
Canadian Performing
RightsEmUe,
Society,
Jean,
CHLNToronto.
Three Rivers, Que.
Joseph, A. H., RCA K Victor, Montreal.
Keegan,
ComptonAdv.,Adv.,
New York.
Montreal.
Chic
ag
Kemp,
F.,Anne,
Compton
New
^ „,,_..
Keyserlingk,
R.o.W., British
UnitedYork.Press,
Kirby,
Col.H. E.N.M.,Stovin
AUS, & Washington.
Knox,
Co.,McGillvra,
Toronto.
Kraemer,J., E.,
Joseph Hershey
Lalonde,
PhU,R.,CKAC
Landry, Col.
CBC Montreal.
Ottawa.
Radio Programme ProPaul,Montreal.
L' Anglais, ducers,
Ltd., Montreal.
H.,O. McKlms
LaRoque,
Ministry of
British
K.NewS., York.
LaugharAe.
n, CJBR
Informatio
Lavoie,
Rimouskl,
Que. ^
Chicago.
, ^
Leary,
Al.G. E.,F. CHUM
Toronto.
LeBaron, J., Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
Lefebvre, John,
M., CHLP
Amos, Que., and
CHADMontreal.
Legault,
CKVD Henri,
Val d'Or.
LePage,
CHRCQue.Quebec.
Leprohon,
Louis,National
CKAC Broadcast
Montreal. Sales,
Leslie, R. A.,
Lew^,°'R°
A., "Canadian Broadcaster,"
Llnd,
J.,
Chicago.
, ^ .
Toronto.
Locke, C, Locke Johnson Ltd., Toronto.
Low.^w! S.', Canadian Performing Rights
Society,
Lucas,
N., Toronto.
CBC Winnipeg.
M
Lynds, F., CKCW Moncton,
N. B.
McCurdy,
D.
P.
CJCH
Halifax Inc., New
MacDonald, D., Ted Bates
Ltd., Montreal.
McDougall,
J. Walter„ Thompson
Gil J.vra, NewE.,York.
„ .n, ;
McGillvra, J. H., Joseph Hershey McMcGuire, R. E.,Toronto.All-Canada Radio FaMcGurk, P.,cilities,
Weed & Winnipeg.
Co., Chicago.
Macklnnon,
Toronto.
.,
MacLaren,
J.Keith,
A., MacLaren„ Adv. _ Co.,
Montreal.
McMUlan, E., McCoU-Frontenac OU Ltd.,
McNeU,
J., Canadian
Press,BBM,Toronto.
Toronto.
McQuairrie,
A and
McQuUlin,
C.A.,W.,ACCockfield
BrownToronto.
& Co., :
Manson,
Donald.
CBC
Ottawa.
Marett,
R. H. K.,
British
Ministry Of 1
Information,
York.
Matheson,
C. R.,NewToronto.
j;
Montreal.
„ .
Maxwell,
M., Associated Broadcasting,
i
Midgley,
C.
E.,
CBS
New
York.
Sask.
MofEatt, Lloyd, CKBI Prince Albert., :
Montagnes,
Toronto. James, BROADCASTING, ,
Moore,
Morris, Lloyd,
Phil., CFRB
CFPL Toronto.
London, Ont.
Moseley, D., British United Press, Montreal. „ , ■
M\irpby.
CFQC Saskatoon,
Murray, R.A. L.,A.,ASCAP,
New York. Sask. c'in ati. ;
Musnlk,
Procter & Gamble, Cin- j
Myers, M.,B.,Montreal.
N
Nathanson,
N.,
CJCBFredricton,
Sydney, N. B.S.
Neill,
J.
S.,
CFNB
Neil,Montreal.
W. D., Canadian Pacific N.Railway,
Ii
Parker,
Ralph
H.,
CPPA
Port
Arthur,
Ont.
Parsons,
W. H.,B., CHUM
NBC New
York.
Part, John
Toronto.
(Continued
on page
3U) \
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Passmore,
Adv. Co.,
Toronto.H. C.E.,M.,CJCAMacLaren
Pearson,
Edmonton.
Peter, PaulLt.F., L.NAB,B., Washington.
Peterson
Canadian Aijr>y,
Ottawa.
Phare,
Alex, R. C. Smith & Son, Toronto.
Philpot,
A., Toronto.
PoUett,
Adv., New
York. W.B. E.,D.,CBCCompton
Powell,
Toronto.
Provost,
M.,
General
Brsadci&tiag,
Montreal.G., Press News, Toronto.
Purcell,
Quinney,
Flin Flon,Toronto.
Man.
Q-R
Radcliffe, J.G.F. B.,
W., CFAR
RCA Toronto.
Victor,
Radford,
R.,
CBC
Rea, Wm., CKNW New Westminster,
Redmond,
G. Weed
J., CHNS
Halifax
ReUly,
W. J.,
& Co.,
Chicago.
Reynolds,
Toronto. E. W., Reynolds Adv. Co.,
Rice,
G.
R.
A.,
CFRN
Edmonton.
Ritchie, Wells, CBC Toronto.
Rogers,
tovm, Col.
P. E.Keith,
I. CPCY CharlotteRogers,
treal. L., British United Press, MonRosenfeld,
Toronto. M., MacLaren Adv. Co.,
Rosher,
CFQC NAB,
Saskatoon.
Ryan, J.Dr.Harold,
Washington.

Savage,
Toronto.A., Cockfield Brown & Co.,
Savlgnac,
F. CKPR
W., CBCPortOttawa.
Scully,
William, Ont.
Sedgwick,J. B.,
Harry,
Toronto.
Sedgwick,
Joe,
CABCFRB
Toronto.
Segee,
V.
P.,
CBC
Montreal.
Shaw
P.,J. A.,CFACCFCPCalgary.
Shaw,
Shearer,
Chas., ChiefMontreal.
Radio Censor,
Ottawa.
Sherwood,
York. Alex., Standard Radio, New
Sifton,
CKCK
Reglna.
SUl,
J., v.,
MBS
NewRadio
York.
Slatter,
Jack,
Representatives
Ltd., Toronto.
Slaybaugh,
New York. C, Morse International,
Smith,
H.Mrs.E.,S.,CFCFCAB Montreal.
Smith,
Toronto. Ont.
Soble,
Ken.,
CHML Regina.
Hamilton,
Spears,
W.,Frank,
CKRM
Stanton,
CBS
New York.
Stephenson,
Montreal. H., Canada Starch Co.,
Stewart,
J., Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
New York.
Stovin,
Toronto.H. N., Horace N. Stovln & Co.,
X
Tedman,
Toronto. H. M., J. J. Gibbons Ltd.,
Thivierge,
N., CHRC Quebec.
Thomas,
New York.M. H., Spot Broadcasting,
Thomson,
Roy H.,
CFCH Ont.
North
Bay, CKGB
CJKL Timmlns,
Kirkland
Lake,

Tietelman, J., General Broadcasting,
Montreal.
Tobin,
treal. B., British United Press, MonTomkins,
York. Ont.
Tonkin, G.,Merritt,
CKFI BMI,
Fort New
Frances,
Tregale,ties,J.,Toronto.
All-Canada Radio FaciliTrapnier, Leon, CHLN Three Rivers.
U-V
Que. A., RCA Victor,
Usher,
Vale,Montreal.
N. K., Ronalds Montreal.
Adv. Agency,

Paul cleMars Joins

Ray
Wilmotte
Firm
Firm Planning
New Consulting
Engineer Service for Radio
ASSOCIATION of Lt. Comdr. Paul
A.
deMars,and USNR,
former ofvicepresident
chief engineer
the
Yankee Network, with the consulting firm of Raymond
M.
Wilmotte,
was announced
last week by Mr.
Walker,
H. S.,G.,RCACBCVictor,
Toronto.
Walker,
H.
Toronto.
Wilmotte.
Weed,
J.
J.,
Weed
&
Co.,
New
York.
on active While
duty,
Weed, E.C. C,A., Weed
& Co., Chicago.
Weir,
CBC
Toronto.
Comdr. deMars
White,
F.
W.,
CBS
New
York.
White, R. A.E., H.,CPJC British
Kamloops,
B. C.
will give the firm
Wiggan,
Broadcasting
counselto theandextent
adCorp.,P/O.,
New RCAF
York. Ottawa.
Wilks,
that vicehis
Navy
Willis,
W.
A.,
Wartime
Prices
and
Trade
Board, Ottawa.Toronto.
duties permit.
Wright,
WoUey, E.C. C,W., NBC
New York.
A pioneer in
Comdr. deMars Mars
was one de-of
FM, Comdr,
Young,
Adam,
A.
H.
Young
Inc.,
New
York.
the earliest experimenters in the
Young,
George,
CBC
Halifax.
study of radio propagation. He
Yuill, J. H., Medicine Hat, Alta.
formerly
was professor
electrical engineering
of Tuftsof College,
when he initiated research covering
studies,
intensity ionosphere
measurements
and field
recordings.
With Yankee he designed and built
^''ListeUy neighhorV^
the
at Paxton,
and FMMt. stations
Washington,
N. H.,Mass.'
and
is responsible
for
solving
numerous FM problems.
Active in FM
Since June 1936, when he heard
Maj. Armstrong's paper paper on
FM presented before the Washington section of IRE, Comdr. deMars
has participated actively in FM de
velopment.
deMars'
ation with theComdr.
Wilmotte
firm associbrings
together two radio pioneers. Mr.
Wilmotte initiated the directional
antenna in broadcasting as a means
of providing mutual protection of
stations from interference on the
same frequency. In 1931 he built the
directional
at WFLA
— the
first
installation
of thatTampa
character.
Coincident with the announcement, Mr. Wilmotte said his firm
plans to offer broadcasters and new
organizations entering radio a new
consultingvolvingengineering
serviceofin-a
the detailed design
broadcasting system from studio to
antenna. The Wilmotte firm during
the war
has been
carryingandoutequipservice contracts
on design
ment and communications systems
neighbor whose interests are iden"Listen, neighbor," says WIBW —
for military establishments.
and throughout Kansas and adjointical with their's . . . and that's the
Toronto Video Planned
ing states, over five million people
way we talk with them.
DO listen.
TORONTO station
plans into Canada,
have theit first
television
has
Our time-tested, over-the-fence
been
announced
by
Dr.
A. Frigon,
Even more important . . . they ACT
method of selling gets results that
general manager of the Canadian
Broadcasting
Ottawa.
He
on what they hear. Why? Simply
no advertiser in this rich, agriculstated that a siteCorp.,
had been
obtained
tural
market
can
afford
to
overlook.
byOther
the television
CBC for a stations
televisionwould
station.be
because
they've
learned
that
they
can DEPEND on v/hat WIBW tells
Let us prove it for you and your
established in Canada in due time.
No date was set for construction
them. They look on us as a next door
or opening of the Toronto station
product.
and no change was announced in
CBC policy
to allow
owned
television
stationsprivatelyto be
built.
WW
JL
WW
COLUMBIA'S _——
OUTLET FOR KANSAS
PRODUCTION rose to an all-time
BEN LU D Y, G.n M,r
high mark of Co.,
$54,000,000
for Stromberg-Carlson
Rochester,
during
REPRESENTED BY CAPPER P U B LI C ATI O N S, I N C.
1944,
exceeding
by more
than year.
a third
the record
for the
previous
NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS'CITY SAN FRANCISCO
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Station KEX (5,000 watts), Blue Network
affiliate in Portland, Oregon, is now owned and
operated by Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
To programs out of the "Blue" will be
added the well-known Westinghouse skill for
producing local programs. Programs designed
for more than just listening . . but rather to
appeal to the likes of the community. . programs that stay "in tune" with the people.
Listener and sponsor alike stand to gain

from this merger of KEX, Portland, with the
Westinghouse stations in Ft. Wayne, Pittsburgh, Boston, Philadelphia, and Springfield.
These sister stations salute the West Coast
station, KEX, and wish it success as it is
welcomed into the Westinghouse family.
Program availabilities furnished, at your
request, by KEX . . or, you may call on Paul
H. Raymer Co., National Representatives,
for any required information.

WESTINGHOUSE
PORTLAMD OREOON
5,000 WATTS

KYW

RADIO STATIONS Inc

K D K A
W O W O
W BZ
W BZ A
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES- EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

• KEX

ODE

a

This

to

he

treasurer's

ad, you

Is done

see,

in verse.

(Our prose, we add,
Is even worse.)

BUT, VERSE
WeM

OR WORSE,

like to say.

Here's something
Should

you

read today.

read

at

meeting

Of six like programs
We're
Which

in New

not referring now
last year reached

Five were

ours, we'll now
We

They

reached

1000 homes

York—

to Corkmore

homes

confess.
mean

such things as Beatty, Deane,

Our

Al McCann

And

with a note of due decorum,

The

fifth, of course, is The

isn't much.

While

other shows

,

other stations

Ran

into quite

Involved

Food

Forum,

or such

For six ty- cents -

On

and gay Pegeen;

each
THE

Which

for less,

equations.

MORAL

to this verse is diisIf by mere

chance
we've been

amiss-

If you have a product or service that women want, or
should know about, you'll reach more people per-doUar
on WOR's women's shows than on any similar shows on
any other major station in Greater-New York.
Our address is

WOR
— that power-full station
at 1440 Broadway, in New York

member of the mutual broadcasting system

More Parker News
PARKER WATCH Co., New York,
iv^hich sponsors
Johannes
Steel,
commentator,
on WHN
New York,
live
times
weekly
from
7:45-8
p.m.,
Dn Feb. 5 added a 6 p.m. broadcast
by Mr. Steel piped direct to WHDH
Boston by Class A lines from WHN
studios. Plans are under way to
pipe
Steel's broadcasts
fi'om
WHN Mr.to stations
in Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington. A special newspaper campaign is also
Deing conducted drawing attento Mr.andSteel's
broadcasts
New tionYork
Boston.
Agency inis
Sterling Adv., New York.
Classic Transmission
■•TRANSMISSION of "Trio", latest
^. musical score of Dmitri Shostako"I Vich
was
arranged
from
Moscow to
York circuit
last week
via radio-photo
I New
5ver the
of RCA
Communi' cations
Actual bytransmission,
which wasInc.heralded
RCA as the
first transmission of its kind involving amajor musical work, took
24
the first
the minutes
score toforcome
from pages
Moscowof
over
the
RCA
receiving
radiophoto machine. Samuel Chotzinoff,
I manager of the NBC music division,
arranged to secure the composition.

EVER SHARP FOR A GAG is Milton Berle (c), comedian m.c. on
Let Yourself Go, now heard on CBS 10:30-11 p.m. Wednesdays, as he
points a sharp finger at Martin L. Straus, president of Eversharp Inc., his
sponsor. Impromptu audience is composed of (1 to r) : Hal Block, executive producer of program; Ann Marlowe, originator of show; Mr. Straus;
Mr. Berle; William C. Gittinger, CBS vice-president in charge of
sales; Frank K. White, CBS vice-president and treasurer; Frank Barton,
business manager, radio department, the Blow Co., Eversharp agency.
Film Disc
ANPA Cancels
AMERICAN NEWSPAPER Pub- UNIVERSAL PICTURES Co.,New
lishers Assn. has canceled its ana full half-hour
nual convention, normally held in York has prepared
dramatization of "The
April in New York, and the intranscribed
Suspect,"
for
placement
stations
conjunction
localontakes
openings
ANPA's
Bureauits ofannual
Advertising
has of the
film. OrsonwithWelles
the
also canceled
dinner and
advertising sessions which are
by Charles
Laughton inpartthe played
film. Disc
was sponsored
usually featured at the meeting. lead
Associated Press, whose annual commercially on six New York stameeting is cusitomarily held the day WJZ tionsWMCA
Jan. 29 and Jan.
30— WEAF
WNEW
WOR
preceding
the ANPA
sessions,
ex- WQXR. Records were
cut by WOR
pects
to
hold
a
business
meeting
but has canceled the annual AP Recording, New York. Agency is
luncheon, usually attended by more J.
York.Walter Thompson Co., New
than 1,000 members and guests.

Prestige is that intangible something that cannot be
bought over the counter. It is an influence that
results from reputation or achievement.
We are proud of our slogan here at WBIG. We
appreciate the trust that has been manifested by those
who live and listen in "The Magic Circle" ... that rich
Urban and Rural Market that is dominated by WBIG.

HOUSE VOTE SAVES
FARM RADIO COUNT
WITH THE PASSAGE by the
House tural
lastCensus
weekAppropriation
of the Agriculbill
(H. J. Res. 85), providing funds to
complete the quinquennial census
of thethenation's
farms,
the Bureauof
of
Department
Commerce,Census,
will make
the fullest
use of radio to enlist cooperation
of farmers in filling out enumerators'amongschedules.
will data,
furnish,
otherCensus
pertinent
dios.
the number of farms owning raDespite strong opposition from
Republican members, the bill, carrying an appropriation
of $6,784,000, passed
the House Wednesday
by a vote of 198 to 171. A similar
measure had passed the Senate
last session but failed of passage
in the House. The Senate is extion.
pected to concur in the House acActual enumeration work on the
census began Jan. 8 under an appropriation of $7,250,000
previously provided
for preparatory
work of planning and printing
schedules, hiring and training of
enumerators,
and preliminary
tabulation. The additional
funds cover
increased
rates
of
pay
to
enumerators and publication of data by
counties, states, and geographical
regions.
The census will provide the first
official figures on farm use of radiosus insince
last 4,271,000
agriculturalor 60%
cen1940thewhen
of farm ershihomes
reported
radio
ownp. Itis expected that the 1945
census will
a substantial increase overshow
this figure.
In addition to the basic radio
data, the census will also provide
figures on electrically operated and
battery operated sets. This information will be ascertainable by relating information collected on use
of electricity on farms. The Bureau
expects
to release county totals by
late summer.
Radio Conyention
THEIR annual conference canceled
as a result
of the Officeban,of Defense Transportation
the
Federation
of
Clubs of New Republican
York State Women's
on Feb.
2 broadcast talks by three key
speakerswork sitations
on a hookup
Blue State,
Netin New ofYork
while members gathered at radio
sets in their communities.

m
TO MAKE SURE of getting the audience of Nova
Scotia's most thickly populated area it is hardly
necessary to stress the fact
that the station is
C
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H N S
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED
CO. York
350 Madison
Avenue,6C New
Representatives
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Radio

made

it possible

. . .

for Tennessee's high school children to hear their new Governor
Governor Jim McCord is introduced over a
statewide network by F. C. Sowell, radio chairman.

open the state's 1945 Infantile
Paralysis campaign!
iyKPt..BWOPl
-RiSTOL

WNOX.
KNOXVILLE

.--'fiASHV'llLe

^^*'CHATTANOOOA
sWDOD

MEMPHIS
THOUSANDS of BOYS AND GIRLS
LISTENED, AND THEN JOINED
"THEDlNRCHofDIIllES"
This is the type of public service that Tennessee's radio stations are noted for. It's their
way of getting a big job done
in record time. WLAC originated and fed the program to
WREC WDOD WNOX
WKPT and WOPI

^
iMarch of Dimes address in their own class rooms through
Children heard the Governor's
their schools' public address systems. On the preceding day they were asked to
urge their parents to listen to this important broadcast.

"... that the public interest,
convenience and necessity
will be served . .

WLAC
50.000 WATTS
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

NOTE : Contribution from Nashville city schools more than triple last year's figure.
BROADCASTING
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CKSF Opens Feb. 15
'CKSF
was
to have Cornwall,
gone on Ont.,
the airwhich
on Feb.
is now definitely scheduled to go
on the air Feb. 15, with a special
program recorded in England in its
Samesake
lents werecity,madeCornwall.
by H. ArrangeHarrison
Flint, manager of CKSF, and S. J.
|de Lotbiniere, BBC representative
in Canada.
operates
with
250
w on 1230 CKSF
kc. Studios
have been
^designed by Donald Mclnstry, chief
•architectcastingofCorp.the Canadian BroadThree Sign Harkness
THREE additional sponsors to sign
for local sponsorship of Harkness
of Washington, NBC five-times
'weekly quarter-hour news program,
IJinclude
Lewis York;
Cigar Montgomery
Mfg. Co.,
'WEAF
New
Ward Co.,
WCFL Chicago,
and
iPree Service Tire Co., WROL
'Knoxville, Tenn. Series is now
Ispoiisored in 33 cities.

AFTER A HEARTY breakfast at the Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville,
Harry Stone (left, at head of table) is getting ready to make his speech
to the members of the Tennessee Press Assn. in which he urged cooperation of pressof and
On Mr. and
Stone'son left
Dean isR.GuyUpson,
commercial
manager
WSMradio.
Nashville,
his isright
Easterly,
TPA
president. Others at table are TPA members. Occasion was the midwinter meeting of the Tennessee Press Assn. WSM has conducted an
extensive advertising campaign in the state press during the past year
promoting interest in broadcasting among listeners.

BEAUMONT
has money to spend NOW! LATER!
FRAME this market on your
585 billion dollar effective
Industry WEEKLY payroll in Beaumont,
"Must" advertising calendar,
buying income market.
piled
by
*
C.E.D.
because it's really a lulu.
* C.E.D. Survey shows staWar industries — shipbuildble KFDM market for Post
ing, synthetic rubber plants,
War. Hooper-authenticated
I
■
oil, foundries, are steaming
$206,000
war mated
$320,000 estiahead. Rice, lumber, tung
audienceposition
provesin KFDM's
ly
pre -weekwar $864,000
peak
— 319%
standout
this rich
oil, cattle, food canneries,
high.
increase.
war payroll.post
market.
and shipping round out this
Committee for Economic Development.
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SERVING THE
*MAGNETIZeD
SABINE AREA
. drawing pcepic and Induitiltt from ether iKilenit

Senate Committee
Plans Radio Probe
Small Business Group Slates
Monopoly Investigation
A SWEEPING Investigation into
all channels of mass communication— ^the motion picture, newspaper and radio fields — will be conducted by the Senate Special Commit e to Study & Survey Problems
of Small Business Enterprises, it
week. disclosed on Capitol Hill last
was
Headed by Sen. James E. Murrayheads(D-Mont.),
often Sen.
at loggerpolitically with
Burton
K. Wheeler, senior Senator from
Montana and chairman of the Interstate Commerce Committee, the
Committee plans to delve into reported monopolistic tendencies in
all phases of mass communication,
according to Dewey Anderson, Committee general counsel.
Free Enterprise vs Monopoly
"It's the old story of free entersaid.
Plans prise
are versus
firstmonopoly,"
to conduct hea thorough probe of the motion picture
industry which, the Committee has
been informed, gradually has befor the "little
man"
to entercome difficult
while
croached upon monopolies
the field. have enNo effort will be made to begin
the radio study until after the
movie question has been disposed
of, according to Mr. Anderson who
last week was in the throes of findoffice space in the Senate
Officeing newbuilding.
Only one complaint has been
lodged with the Committee with
reference to radio, he said, and that
from a broadcaster who owns two
small independent stations. The
Committee plans to inquire into
sales prices of stations, particularly where fabulous sums have been
paid fortions.stations
by large
Another phase
of thecorporaprobe
will involve complaints that the networks gradually are encroaching
tions.
upon the independence of small staThe newspaper-radio ovraership
question will be thoroughly studied
to ascertain
whethera monopoly
joint owner-of
ship could create
news dissemination, to the detriment of the "little fellow". In the
newspaper field the Committee vrill
investigate wire services and the
overall handling of news.
Mr. Anderson was general counsel of thenomicTemporary
Nationalby EcoCommittee, headed
Sen.
O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), a few years

ago. Lair Elected V-P
JOHN W. LAIR has been elected
vice-president
controller
the American and
Cable
& Radioof
Corp.,
an
affiliate
of
AT&T,
which he has been connected forwith14
years. Mr. Lair also is a director
of Mackay Radio & Tel. Co. and
controller of All-America Cables &
TAyLOR-|-joWE-SN9VVDEN
Radio, Commercial Cable Co., and
Cuban
All-America Cables, all
IT&T affiliates.
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

'puA Make
Poor
Customers!
History tells us that Demosthenes practiced
have
a sound message and be sure they're
listening.
speaking with a mouthful of pebbles. He
would walk back and forth along the
The story of Demosthenes is the story of radio.
sands, rpaking his speech to the ocean.
No matter how excellent your program, if the
But when ready, he
public isn't tuned-in to the
delivered his famous
7^ ^Ccec 'Hetc<Mn^ OeUCet
station you're using... you're
orations before tremendous
broadcasting to the ocean.
crowds, and thus gave to
Your sales message
posterity some of the trubroadcast over W C B M,
est masterpieces of oratory
will go directly to the Baltithe world has ever known.
more market, for listening
UlCBin
to WCBM has become a
The point being this ... if
you want to sway people,
^<Uti*HOftc^ ^UtetuHf. habit in Baltimore.
John Elmer
Presichmt

BROADCASTING
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Free & Peters, Inc.
Exc/usive Naiionai Ritpresentatives

George
Roeder
General H.Manager
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,iPEAKING
Radio's overWarthe Service
Union Pacific
lailroad Co. program, Your Amerm,
last
week
R.
C.
Cosgrove,
fient of the Radio Mfrs. Assn. presand
:ice-president
and general
iger,
manufacturing
division ofmanthe
^rosley Corp., Cincinnati, declared
,hat
the
radio
industry
has
proluced more than $4,000,000,000
ivorth of equipment during 1944.
,V[r. Cosgrove cited (the tremendous
;ontributions made to the war program by American radio, and pointid out that the U. S. alone proluces
more our
radioAllies
and and
radartheequipnent than
Axis
ombined.
Milani Places
..OUIS MILANI FOODS, Chicago,
^)egan
sponsorship Jan.
■pot announcements
weekly31 onofWILsix
5t.
Louis,
and
on
Feb.
nately 20 spots weekly 12on approxiWSUN
5t. Petersburg; WKAT Miami
3each ; WMBR Jacksonville;
A^FOY St.were
Augustine.
forbid
contracts
placed Till
b/ Kalom
\dv., Chicago.

OTHER
VIEWPOINT
FELLOW'S

gram which would be available to
the outstanding FM receivers. Obbe of no industry
particular valueviouslytothis would
the television
and also no particular advantage
to the owners of the present FM
receivers. Incidentally, there is no
television station operating at the
present
time between
44 and take
50 mca
and it would
undoubtedly
considerable period of time to shift
one of the present staiiions on that
frequency.
I am writing this letter because
we have nectionenough
problemswhich
in conwith allocations
are
real
and should beto considered,
that ones
it is inadvisable
bring up a
point
the
issue which
and andtendshas tonoconfuse
real substance.
Allen B. Du Mont,
Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc.
Feb. 5.

DuMont Clarifies
EDITOR Broadcasting:
I was interested in reading an
article by Bill Bailey on page 15
of theInFeb.
issue ofheBkoadcastING.
this5 article
quotes a
statement by me commenting on
the recent proposed allocations of
the FCC vision
and manufacturers
infers that anticipate
the teleoperating their sound channel only
NON-LISTLESS listeners, Gregg during the daytime and thereby
Donovan (center), NBC central supply programs to the present
division announcer, and Bill Kep- FM set owners, giving television
hart, (r), chief of announcers, a jump on FM.
NBC Chicago, hear Lt. Norman
I believe
that channels
if Mr. Bailey
realized that the
previously
Barry, former
NBC
an- assigned
nouncer, tel ofafter
life on15Chicago
amonths
PT boat
to FM were from 42 to 50
They Listen
on his return
in mc and that
there is only one teleBroadcasting:
the Pacific. Lt. Barry, who has
vision channel in this band of fre- EDITOR
been awarded the Bronze Star and
Broadcasting
is 25 years old. We
quencies, namely, the channel from
the Presidential Citation, is m 44 to 50 mc,
telling
everyone about
it would be only pos- are
our
own
continuity
writersit. Yet
and
Chicago on a 30-day leave.
sible to transmit one sound pro- news commentaitors, judging
from
most
every
program
they
broadcast
over our facilities, seem to question
whether anyone ever listens to radio. Yes, that's theright.day, every day
Throughout
and on any and all stations, you
hear them saying, "You read in
must
have seen
in your orpapers,
your
"You
in
Philadelphia!
etc." orpaper
"You'lltoday,
read etc."
in your papers
Pulling
Power
tomorrow,
Thesefigure
copyetc.".
writers
and newsmen
never
for
a minute
people
listen to the radio and may have
heard feonr ed to. Catch
the radio
the
item
what I mean? re^^J^
[D
^
S
War
Bond
Money
Up 12 Floors to the tune of . . . $1,280,000
broadcasters,
stopYes,thisfellow
condition
right now aslet'sa
25th
anniversary
move. Every network industry-wide
and station
Fifteen-Minute Program on Station WDAS
manager toin his
the nation
should issueto
orders
staff hereafter
cited by the U. S. Treasury Department
assume when writing copy and
comment,
listens to
for "Distinguished Service."
radio
and that
as fareveryone
as broadcasting
PHILADELPHIA audience carried
knows, no-one reads.
more than a million dollars in cash
It's time
growweupadmit
as anover
industry, timewe that
to the executive ofl&ces of the
our stations that people hear.
WDAS Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
I'll wager
you never read saying,
in any
paper
an announcement
located on the 12th floor
"You
hear
over
your
radio,
etc."
at 1211 Chestnut Street,
So, why
out
and
aittachnotit tear
to anthisorderarticle
to your
to purchase $25, $50 and $100 Bonds
staff on the subject. Tell them radio
during the Sixth War Loan.
has
grownpeople
up ... it tois radio,
25 years
old
and
hereafter
admit listen
it in everythingso
they write and broadcast.
W.
L. Gleeson,
President,
KPRO,
Riverside, Cal.

oNE^iHE GREAT »
oFiHE NATION

With 'Tulling Power" like this, it's no wonder
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
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FIBBER
and

McGEE
MOLLY

The Squire of Wistful Vista may be at the "bottom"
in the accompanying illustration — but his position is
quite the contrary in the ratings. Fibber McGee and
Molly comprise a typical example of combinations
that
"click." Another
of particular
interest
to advertisers
in the St.example,
Louis market,
is the combination of KSD-NBC-AP.
KSD is the NBC basic station for St. Louis; it is 225 miles to
the nearest other NBC basic outlet • KSD is the only
broadcasting station in St. Louis with the full service of the
Associated Press — the AP news wires- plus the PA radio
wire • KSD is recognized throughout its listening area for
its high standard of programming
and advertising acceptance.

BROADCASTING
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KSD
ST.LOUIS-550KC
OwnecT antf Operofed. by
THE ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
Nef/eno/fy Represenfetf by
FREE & PETERS. Inc.
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America
IC series
DRAMAT
NEWUnlimited
, stressing
wliat Chicago
^ can do to save the lives of fightend, and
the war's
speedparallel
and the
ing menzing
solbetween
jPmphasi
in war
and workers
diers in battle
^plants started on WGN Chicago Feb.
ive
arrangea unique
cooperat
'5iment.
under Time
costs for the Monday
assumed theby
p.m. program
'3-9
Co., WGNare produces
the :30Tribune
(show
Steel sCorp.pay ;
Republic companie
talentandcoststhe: following
Tressed Steel Car Co. ; Ingersoll Steel
rner Corp. ;
Disc umDivision,
America ; EleetroCo. ofBorg-Wa
(Alumin
General
Division,
'JMotive
Buda Co.Co.;
■Western Electric Co., andMotors
d
full-page
by
a
promote
^eries
was
unulti-eo
Tribune. lor ad in the Feb. 5 Daily
Youth Town Meeting
|13P0NS0RED
by the San KYA
Francisco
iTleereation Commission,
San
'.jifrancisco has started a Sunday eve' Tiing
Age Town
laimed'Teen
at giving
youthMeeting
of the program
city an
^opportunity to express its views on
-modern controversial issues coneern'ing youth — especiallv such as are often
■fettled
of the without
younger preference
generation. to opinion

r^M^
Rehabilitation PROGRAMS
Navy Series
GRAPHIC portrayal of the Army THE NAVY pays tribute to the shipyards of the nation
The Navywhich
ReAir Force's rehabilitation program for
half-hourin program
returned fliers shows how "Johnny startedports,onweeklyWHN
Feb. 4,
Comesseries
Marching
hour
under Home"
that titlein ona quarterKFWB only a few weeks NewafterYork
the
special
Hollywood. Written and produced by Senate committee investigating the
brought
charges thatin
Capt. Ben
JohnNorman,
Bogue, Sgt.
and war
there program
was loafing
and inefficiency
Pfc.
seriesHalis Levy
presented
by Santa
Ana (Cal.)Center,
Army using
Air certain
NavyNavyyards.
Well-known
entertainers.
oflBcials,
Forces
Redistribution
how
servicemen from that base as well as orchestra and detailed account ofservice
First Motion Picture Unit.
the shipyards
arearedoing
their part
the
war
effort
presented
on
thein
series.
* * *
Recruiting
Nurse Aid
NEW
SERIES
entitled TO HELP Blue
the American Red Cross
The Girl
Behindof theprograms
Gun, designed
toforrecruit
women
as
civilian
employees
in
its
nurse-recruitment
campaign, the
the
departmental service with the Blue Network Feb. 9 broadcast
United States Army Service Forces first
in
a
series
of
half-hour
programs
work ofPlans
nurses
in Washington,
is nowFeatured
presented
have served the
overseas.
call who
for
WNEW
New York.
in theon dramatizing
weekly half-hour musical program at direct pick-ups from nurses at overseas
posts
towards
the
end
of
each
pro9andp.m.a weekly
will be guest
an all-soldier
orchestra
star.
gram.
YOU

-NOT

LOOK AT THIS LISTENING INDEX
STATION STATION
"LISTENING INDEX- KTOK STATION
A
B
C
MORNING
INDEX
MON.
THRU
FRI.
38.8
39.6
10.4
11.2
8 00 A. M. . 12 N.
AFTERNOCN
MON THRU fRI.INDEX 19.5 52.9 11.6 14.0
EVENING
INDEX 16.7
50.7 20.3 11.2
6SUNP M.THRU- 10 SAT.
P M.
BLUE
NETWORK
STATION

1400
ON YOUR DIAL

BUY

POWER

WITH
KTOK
KTOK's audience is constantly and
rapidly
increasing.
Look Over
at the 876ListeninglionIndexdollars
shown
below.
mileffective
income
represented in this market of are895,801
people tion).
(44%
of
Oklahoma's
populaOur industry is zooming, and
it's here to stay. KTOK is a super
buy, and at a small expenditure.
JOHN B. KENNEDY
. . . world-famous
commentator is now available for 1:00
sponsorship
KTOK,
to
1:15on
P.M.,
Mondays
through
Fridays,
Network. over the BLUE
TAyLD^jjoWE-SNOWDEli'

WKY ofServicemen's
Aid
A SERIES
10 consecutive
casts was started
on WKT broadOklahoma City
Jan.
29
titled
Women
under the sponsorship
ofComthe
OklahomamandosNatural
Gas Co., designed
to assist the woman in the home to
learn
how she
best help towith
the
adjustment
of mencan returning
civilian
life. Julie Bennell, producer of the
series, returned recently from Washingtonwithwhereleading
she transcribed
interviews
military
authorities
on
rehabilitation.
At
the
end
the clinic all interviews will be offeredof
to study clubs in Oklahoma on phonograph records.
* * *
Jobs for Vets
DESIGNED
to find positions
returned war veterans,
new weeklyfor program
titled
Jobs
for
G.I.'s
has
been
started on WJW Cleveland by Kronheim Furniture
Mfg.
Three
disservicemen
each Co.weekheard
tell their
stories onchargedthe
program,
9 :30
p.m. Monday,
with broadcast
job offersbytelephoterested
ned in during
employers.theSeries
is conductedinin cooperation with the War Manpowerployment
Commission
and theAdv.U. handles
S. EmService. Lustig
the Kronheim
* account.
* *
Wounded on WMCA
WOUNDED soldiers who have just
arrived
planeinterviewed
from the European
area willby be
from the
wards of the hospital at Mitchell
Field, N.pital,Y.weeklyin quarter-hour
Air Evacuationprogram
Hosstarting
New York
19.
SeriesonwillWMCA
be produced
jointlyFeb.by
the Mitchell Field Army Air Base
and the First Airforce, with Pfc.
Richa.
who formerly
handled
publicityJ Pack,
at WNYC
WOR WNEW,
conducting the interviews.
Industrial Relations
TITLED
The Outlook
White
Collar Workers,
the initialforprogram
of an industrial relations series sponsoreddustrial
SaturdayRelations
6:15Council
p.m. byof the
InMetroBoston, wasSeries
started
on WEEIpolitanBoston.
will Jan.
feature13
personnel
managers of various plants
around Boston.
*Safety
* *
CAMPAIGN
has
been started for
on traffic
WMPS safety
Memphis
with the program The Newspaper of
the Air.mentsSpecial
transcribed announcealso feature
in traffic,
and several
specialsafety
programs
are
planned throughout
1945.
* * *
WHIG GI Show
FEATURING
transcribed
interviews
with wounded men
from the
Miami
Valley area, a new program titled
Miami Valley Personalities in the
War started Feb. 9 on WHIO Dayton as a weekly quarter-hour series.

OKLAHOMA
NETWORK

The Most Progressive Station in E-x-p-a-n-d-i-n-g Oklahoma
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V><ut and dried
and ready for the cleanup.
Hops, one of the 200 important crops grown commercially in the Inland
Empire, get ready to help
swell Spokane Bank Deposits to an all time peak of
$247,686,563, an increase
of over $25,000,000 since
June 30, 1944.
THE

ONLY

SINGLE

\ merica's
No.
2dried
Market*,
is "cut
and ±too,
ready
for and
the
clean-up" — at the cost of
just one medium. KHQ
completely blankets the
area, giving low cost coverage supplied by no other
single medium.
*Per Capita Income, $2,252—
second highest in the nation.
MEDIUM

COMPLETELY

COVERING

THE

INLAND

EMPIR

E

Owned and Operated by
LOUIS

WASMER,Iiicorporated
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.

National Representatives; EDWARD
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising.

PETRY

& CO., INC.
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I
■; Pabst in Puerto Rico
.'PABST
SALES Co.,hasChicago
(Pabst Blue
.Kibbon
appomted
;viadlmir beer),
& Co. of Illinois
to handleIrwinIts
■foreign
advertising.
Company
wUl spon.,sor CasashowCugat,
tran-on
♦scribed
threequarter-hour
times Rico,
weekly,effecJWNEL
San
Juan,
Puerto
'tlve
around
Feb.
12.
Till
forbid
contract
was
agency.placed by the newly appomted
WINN Local Accounts
-:NEW LOCALIncludeACCOUNTS
onfor WINN
Hull330 spotsseries
le
IXouisvll
•-Dobbs,
used
car programs
dealer;
Sunday
Reverie
for
Carlof ofE.13
.Herbold Funeral Home, and a series
19 weeklyLouisville
half-hourFirstprograms
for the
Federal Savings
i&•Greater
Loan Assn.

Association

Hirsch Renews
HIRSCH CLOTHING Co., Chicago, on
Feb. 5 phonerenewed
of TeleQuiz Mondavsponsorship
throughfor Saturday
onwasWGNplaced
Chicago.
Contract
52 weeks
by
Schwimmer
&
Scott,
Chicago.
Grove in Mexico
GROVE
St.subsidiary
Louis, has ofappointed theS.A.,LABS.,
Mexican
Adv.,
to handle
advertishig. Grant
Radio
will
be
used
for
Grove
Mexican stations starting products
this spring.on
Wurlitzer Program
RUDOLPH WURLITZER Co., Chicago
(Institutional),
on Feb.
12 only,99 sponsors Abe Lincoln's
stations
8:30-9Story
p.m.onChicago.
AgencyMBSIs
SchwirmnerMon.,& Scott
Adv.,

National

Five Years Service
DEPT.
offiveRadio,
U., Desto the
Moines,
marked
years Drake
ofandservice
Des
Moines
Community
War
Chest
last
week. Drake for
radiowriting
department
has been
responsible
and producing
quarter-hour
programs
with
work
the
Community
& Warstation.
Chest thefor
broad-of
castofoverdistinguished
a local
A framed
scroll
service
to
communitydirector
was presented
to Edwin theG.
Barrett,
O'Cedarof the
Placesdepartment.
O'CEDAR
Corp.,12 Chicago
(floorparticipapolish),
effective
Feb.
begin
tion Monday
and will
Wednesday
on Meet
the Missels
on
CBS
Mountain
and
Pacific network,
21 stations,
and
on approximately
about
stations
that
area. spots
Contract
for 52 15weeks
was Inplaced
by Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago.

Advertisers

For recognizing agriculture as the "number one" potential post-war
market. (*)
Not only is agriculture the "number one" market for post-war years,
but ... it is definitely the nation's best customer for all major products
right now . . . and especially here in the Northwest !
For the second successive year
NORTH
DAKOTA
produced more than a half billion in gross income from its
7L000 farms, or an average of. more than $7,250 each.
NORTH DAKOTA ^produced 94% of the Nation's supply of durum! More
than 20% of the barley! One-third of the entire flax crop! Ranking
first in flax and barley production; second in all wheat; third in potatoes I
KFYR COVERS THIS RICH AGRICULTURAL MARKET COMPLETELY.

If you want results . « write us or ask any John Ela'ir Mart
(*) See November, 1944, issue of Advertiser.
ei3MARCH.N.D.
°500OVfiTT3
550 KILOCVGLES
ENBC
=
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WOR Youth Policy
WOR New
York
is taking adventure
steps to eliminate
from
Its juvenile
and
mystery
programs
any representation
of criminals
and
supernatural
chara
c
t
e
r
s
a
s
physically
disfigured.
Move
was prompted
byto aeducate
listenerhiswhochildren
wrote
that
attempts
to accept
and
returning
war respect
veteransdisfigurement
were Impededof
frequent andradiodeformed.
portrayalStation
of villains
asby scarred
has
memoed
staff producers
scrlpters
to delete allfurther
reference and
to disfigured
criminals,
andsuggesting
is writingthattotheyadvertising agencies
make
similar
adjustments
wherever necessary
in theirries some
programs
on WOR. and
Station
car11
adventure
mystery
shows for juveniles.
Optician Radio Plans
COMMUNITY
Opticians,
optical service stores
with chain
main ofoffices
in Boston and New York, has placed
advertising
in
New
York
and
New
JerseyofwithEllis
the Adv.,
newly-opened
York
oflace
Buffalo
andNewthe
Toronto.
First
radio
contract
through
new
agency,
effective
Feb.
4,
was
for
Samuel
R.
Zack's program
Labor Arbitration,
weekly
57-mlnute
devoted to settling
employer-employe dispates, and for parin Window"
Isabella Beach's
aticinations
go on"Through
WMCAbe
NewKitchen
York. Spot
radio schedule
may
expanded to other stations later. Adv
e
r
t
i
s
i
n
g
f
r
o
m
Commiinity's
Boston
Is placedagency.
through CommonwealthofAdv., ficehouse
National Biscuit Meeting
NATIONAL
BISCUIT
Co., Newlast York,
held
a
seriessalesmen
of salesofmeeting
week
for
their
and Cambridge. Mass. toHartford.
acquaint Conn,
them
with the company's Yankee Network
program
Promotion plansNine
for theO'clock
show News
were outlined
by Linus
Travers, Nelson
executiveChurchill
vice-pres-Is
ident of commentator
Yankee.
the
news
for
the
program
heard Monday, Wednesday and Friday
mornings.
AMP MUSIC
AgreementsPUBLISHERS
ASSOCIATED
Inc.,
New Yorkwithhas KFFA
signed new
agreements
KCMClicensing
WGN
WMRN newalsKWNO
has KWFC
receivedWABIrefr'^^ KEUBandKMPC
WAIR WIPWBBBWKAQWCAE
WDRC W^^^TiM
WHO
WSOC
WTCN WTOL.WNOE WOC WSBT
Plant Maved
FREDERICK
HARThas &moved
Co.. New
York.
330
W.
52d
St.
theDivision,
offices
and
plant
of
the
Recordgraph
manufacturers of film sound recorders,
toN. theY. company's
at Poughkeepsie,
Sales andplant
offices Ave..
have
been York.
established
atservice
350 Madison
New
Tele Quiz
AMERICANducted a quiz
TELEVISION
session onSociety
video conlast
Thursday
at aMuseum
meeting ofat Modem
the Auditorium of the
Art,
New York.
David
Hale
Halpem,
chairman of the ATS program committee
presided. KNX Sierns J&J
JOHNSON & JOHNSON Co., New Bnmswlck, N.tract withJ. KNX
has signed
a 52-weekfor conLos Angeles
one
one-minute
announcement
and four
station
breaks
weekly.
Commercials
will
be for baby powder.
Prove It FIRST:EXCLUSIVE
TEST MARKET
URBAN-RURAL
99% NATIVE BORN WHITE
yo other Primary Signal it
received in our area.
WSLB
OGDENS8URG, N. Y.
(MUTUAL)
The Walker Co., Representatives
❖
PROVE IT FIRST VIA WSLB
AN IDEAL TEST MARKET
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DISTANCE

AND

DIRECTION!

^^^^)perating on a clear channel, at a lower frequency (1 070
Kilocycles) WIBC sends its powerful voice farther, covering
a larger potential audience, than any other Indianapolis
station. Its programs are directed at the every-day interests
of the people in its area.

Owned and Operated
by the INDIANAPOLIS NEWS

A MUTUAL

STATION

All of this, plus a well-planned and aggressive merchandising program for its clients make time on this station
your best radio investment for Indiana.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.

WIBC
INDIANAPOLIS

THRIFTY

BALTIMOREANS

SUPPORT

MANY

BUILDING

AND

LOAN

ASSOCIATIO

The Building and Loan Associations of Baltimore are depositories for savings as well as institutions to
help folks own their own homes on easy terms. 63 of these associations, which are members of the Federal
Home Loan Bank report an INCREASE in savings accounts of $39,355,000 since 1940. In addition
there are some 300 other building associations, not members of the F. H. L. B., all of which act as
reservoirs of savings.

.TIMORE

BANKROLLS

>rtunity

Product

ngs

To

Buy

Your

Accumulated

Baltimoreans
with

Since

look toward

anticipation

For, not only

1940

"reconversion"

- - not apprehension!

are there

116 different

types of peace time industries looking for
workers,

but thrifty Baltimoreans

have

built up a backlog of over 419,000,000
dollars in savings since 1940!
Baltimore

is a great and growing

its growth

has outstripped other Eastern

For today and
advertising

tomorrow

dollars. And,

market

- - and for 25 years
seaboard

- - it's a great place to invest your
of course, Baltimore's

great adver-

tising medium is WBAL.
BASIC

NATIONALLY REPRESENTED

cities.

NBC

BY EDWARD

NETWORK

PETRY & CO., Inc.

^

'This Is Manila . .
YOU HEARD it this past week on the air.
You heard it from Royal Arch Gunnison of
Mutual, who had been interned by the Japanese at Santo Tomas, later to be repatriated
city.
and join the Mac Arthur forces entering the
I
In Retrospect
* THE RECORDS will show 1944 as another
;booni year for advertising. All media showed
[an increase of about 7%. Radio again was in
the forefront with a 25% boost.
'. This happened in the face of paper rationing
■ brand
and restrictions
in almost
lines. But ontheproduction
demand for
time andall
space exceeded expectations.
The '43 figures, published in this issue, can't
''be regarded as normal. Much of the instituitional business will stop after the war. Intrinsic return to the advertiser again will
: govern. Radio stands to hold most of its gains
because a considerable amount of its new
business, as reflected in the Broadcasting
Ycnrhook analysis, was virgin business.
In this issue also is a review of the new
book Radio Advertising for Retailers by Prof.
C. H. Sandage. Retail advertising has been
the backbone of newspaper volume. It repreisented less than 10% of radio gross last year.
jProf.
Bandage's
shows clearly how
this volume
can beresearch
increased.
The job now is still that of winning the war
and selling Democracy. But it behooves broadcasters to plan for the tougher selling ahead,
.when the honeymoon is over. The printed me;dia have been making their plans; many of
■them are moving into radio.
In their
planning
broadcasters
overlook
the local
field. Longtime
local shouldn't
business
shouldn't be kicked around for the more glam;orous national business. In past depressed pe'.riods,
the bookseverything
show theelse
localwentmerchant
,v,hen almost
to pot. stuck

You heard it from Bert Silen, former manager of Brig. Gen. Romulo's Philippine station,
KZRH, and an NBC correspondent. He was
liberated by American forces.
America's indomitable spirit sang in the
tongue-in-cheek report of Mr. Silen from the
beleaguered city. Three years ago, while broadcasting to the United States from Manila, a
Jap attack knocked him off the air. Returning
last week for the first time since that day to
NBC's microphone, he began: "As I was saying when I was so rudely interrupted over
three years ago, every Filipino and every
American living on these islands knew that
MacArthur would return . . ."
"This is Manila" — Feldman of the Blue,
Flaherty of NBC, Folster of NBC, Adams of
CBS, Gunnison of MBS.
Theirs were the first American voices to be
heard from Manila since 8 a.m. (EST) Dec.
30, 1941. That they COULD be heard with such
swiftness, even as troops were clearing the
city of lingering Japanese, even as buildings
ignited by the enemy continued to burn, is r
credit to the MacArthur command.
Here, as nowhere this side of Tokyo — not
excepting Berlin — was America's story. This
was America's city, the first taken by an
enemy in over a century. This was a city in
which were held, under cruel domination,
thousands of American citizens. These were
Americans who delivered it.
Gen. MacArthur permitted news of America's triumph to be told. He gets no medal for
that,
tude. but surely he has won his nation's grati-

Seeing Ahead
PLANNING in wartime for normal opera,tions is a tough problem for industry generally.
:It is particularly difficult in a field as dynamic
and susceptible to change as radio.
Members of the FCC and key members of
;its staff have just returned from an inspection
,3f Army Air Forces communications operanons from Washington to Florida and across
:o the Pacific Coast. Virtually everything they
-aw is in the highly restricted category.
The FCC now is in the midst of projecting
;he most comprehensive radio allocations since
'•;he
art's about
birth. propagation
What that delegation
saw freand
earned
in the higher
■ juencies should prove invaluable in plotting
■ hose allocations, and in cutting the pattern
"or
postwar carrier.
radio services — broadcast as well
IS common
The inspection was significant from another
tandpoint. There was the rapprochement with
he military, with which the FCC had been at
v. Olds' points for many months and which
hi red up repeatedly in the House investigation
,.f the Commission.
In these times, when private enterprise of
^lecessity must deal in the dark, it seems to us
■lighly important to have the agency of Gov.irnment identified with private communica,;ions regulation conversant with the secret
nilitary developments in their field.
>age 50 • February 12, 1945

'Little Flower's' Mike
WE SEE in the daily press that Mayor LaGuardia still is using WNYC, New York's municipal y-owned station, as a personal mouthpiece and a party line to the pee-pul. He no
longer holds news conferences. He isn't asked
any more, he just tells.
The Mayor broadcasts his regular weekly
report on Sundays on the affairs of his administration. Usually he is circumspect, but occasional y he prances nimbly along some tightrope of controversy. Are his opponents getting
equal opportunity on the air? Is he functioning
within the letter and the spirit of the Communications Act?
The law doesn't differentiate between commercial and noncommercial stations. We recall that the stations of such personages as
the late Dr. John R. Brinkley, of goat-gland
rejuvenation fame, Norman T. Baker, and
his "cancer" clinic, and the fiery Rev. Robert
P. (Fighting Bob) Shuler, were deleted by the
Federal authorities. They used the stations as
their personal mouthpieces, not in the broad
public interest.
Surely, "Butch" LaGuardia can't be placed
in the same category as those ill-starred radio
entrepreneurs. But there may be some question
as to whether the same regulatory shoe fits.

GEORGE RICHARD AGAR RICE
TALLEST Canadian broadcaster is Dick
Rice, ovnier and operator of CFRN Edmonton, president of the Western Assn. of
Broadcasters and vice-president of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters. Modesty goes
with his 6 ft. 3 in., for Dick is the last one
to tell you about his work for Canadian broadcasters. But his colleagues expressed their admiration, for him in unequivocal language when
they
him president
of thetimeWestern
Assn. re-elected
of Broadcasters
for the third
at the
WAB meeting at Banff last August.
Born in 1898 in Teddington, IVfiddlesex, England, Dick Rice has been in radio his entire
business life, starting in at the age of 15 with
the Marconi Co. in England in the offices and
later at the factory at Chelmsford, after public and private education. He later attended
the National Physical Laboratories of Great
Britain and London College. Prior to World
War alty
I heWireless
joinedService,
the Marconi
British
Admirand served
throughout
the war with that organization.
He first came to Canada in 1919 for a visit,
liked the country well enough to return the following year and start in radio broadcasting in
his adopted land. At that time only the Canadian Marconi Company operated broadcasting stations at Toronto and Montreal, But
young,
enthusiastic,
radio-minded
Rice
set out for
western Canada,
with all Dick
his knowledge of radio and some equipment. In 1922
he opened CJCA Edmonton, for the Edmonton
Journal, one of the first stations to go on the
air in Canada. For 12 years he operated the
station,
tion comesawup radio
from technique
the first ingrow,
that saw
parthisof stathe
country, to one of many. In 1934 Dick decided
that he would own his own station, applied for
a license and opened up CFRN as a 100 w
station. CFRN has grovirn, is now powered with
1,000 w and has been given permission to go
to 5,000. It is the Edmonton outlet for the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Dominion network.
With a number of other western Canadian
broadcasters he formed in 1941 a co-operative
representative organization with offices at
Toronto and Montreal, Radio Representatives
Ltd. As president of the WAB he has played
an important part in the past two years in
obtaining for western broadcasters power increases allowed by the Havana Treaty on their
frequencies. These increases were announced
last autumn as a result of representations of
the WAB and the CAB, to the CBC and the
Radio Branch of the Dept. of Transport.
Dick Rice has become well-known to American broadcasting
personalities
{Continued
on page 64)who have atBROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

Time

To

Remember

Now is a good time to remember that no medium moves so
fast and changes so much as radio. This is particularly true
in the Atlanta market, where the radio picture has been so
significantly changed by WAGA's timely programming and
aggressive promotion.
Remembering how radio changes, now is a good time to
reevaluate your use of radio in this important market, where,
during the past two years, WAGA has made more progress
than any other Atlanta station.
WAGA
ATLANTA
5000 Warn on 590 Kts. • Blue Network • Represented by Headley-Reed

NOTES

it's k g 1 o
in the "Heartland"

For instance the Robert S.
Conlan Survey shows 50% more
"Heartland"
tunednewsto
KGLO
for thefolks
noonday
than to the next most popular
station.
more52.6%
for altof
periods, What's
every day
the audience is tuned to 1300 —
KGLO.
That's a niceMr.sliceTimeof
potential customers,
Buyer, when you remember that
there are 293,080 radio homes
in the "Heartland."
FREE — A copy of this
complete
"Study
Listening
HabitsIowa—of
Mason City,
Area",
request. will
Writebe sent
KGLOon
or ask any Weed &
Company man.
TEST POSTWAR PLANS ON KGLO

GEORGE
BOLLING,of John
vice-president
and
generalW. manager
Blairhas&
Co.,
Chicago
station
representative,
been
elected
a
director.
with the company 10 years.He has been
SAMUEL
WOODWORTH,
and
general
manager
of vice-president
WPBL
Syracuseattending
, has suffered
a severe
handhisInjury.
While
his
furnace
hand
caught in the automatic stoker.
EDGAR
KOBAK,
MBS
president,
was
guest
luncheonof honor
held atatthea Yankee
AlgonquinNetwork
Club,
Boston,
last
Thursday.
He
gave
opening address
dinner
for the
all preceding
members evening
of the atNewa
York staff
Club
in Newof Mutual
York. at the Town Hall
H. G. KRONENWETTER
has been manpromoted from assistant
advertising
radio division
Sylvanlato
Electricager of the
Products
Inc., Newof York,
manager
of advertising
production
radioduties
products,
takingP. CUNNINGHAM,
over
most —of ■
the
of TERRY
former
advertising
manager, now with
Sylvania's
subsidiary Colonial
Co.
in a merchandising
capacity.Radio
Mr.
Kronenwetter,
v/ho Pa.
dividesand hisNewtimeYork,
between
Emporium,
has been with Sylvanla since 1928.
MILLARD BANKS is now with the
Blue antNetwork
as administrative
assistto FREDand SMITH,
Blue Fordirector
promotion
advertising.
six yearsof
heagencies
has served
as
a
counsel
to
advertisers,
and publicity
firmsHeonwascopy,at
layout,
planning
and ideas.
one time
New
York. account executive of BBDO
GEORGELawrence,
JASPERT,Mass.,
formerhas manager
WLAW
joined
theof
Boston
Herald-Traveler
as
executive
The station.
newspaper is
anin charge
applicantof forradio.
an PM
PHILLIPS
CARLIN,
MBS
vice-president
inYorkcharge
of programs,fromreturns
to New
Wednesday
a three-week
tour
tothisgather
views of MBS
affiliates
on network
programming.

LT.
JOSEPH
ZIAS,
USNR,of Loucks
associated&
with
the radio
law firm
Scharfeld,
onWashington
leave,
married
Barbara
Herche
in
last
Lt.
Zias Is stationed
in the Thursday.
Office of
the
Director
of
Naval
Communications,
Washington.
G.WINNF. (Red)
BAUER,has sales
Louisville,
beenmanager
appointedof
publicity
chairman
of Louisville
the Salesmanagers
Council
of
the
Board
R.of Trade.
I. P. GROTTY has been appointed
national couvsales
of CKWX
Vaner. He hasmanager
been with
the station
for
three from
years asCKGB
sales service
manager,
coming
Tlmmlns,
where he was commercial manager.Ont.,
PHILIP D. REED has been renamed
chairman
of theitsboard
of GeneralInternaElectric tional
Co. and
subsidiary.
General Electric
Co. Since his
resignation
Decem-of
berMission
1942 Mr.from
ReedthathaspostbeeninAffairs
chief
the
London
with fortheEconomic
rank of minister.in
R.officeA. LESLIE,
manager
of the Sales,
Torontois
of National
Broadcast
being transferred
to thewillMontreal
office
about
March
1,
and
be
replaced
atof Toronto
by
R.
E.
McGUIRE,
formerly
ronto.All-Canada Radio Facilities, ToLT.
BARNEYFargo,
LAVIN,N. general
managerIn
ofthe WDAY
on leave
Marines,
arrived
inD. Fargo
Feb. N.2.
He
will
report
to
Cherry
Point,
C. Feb. 18.
WALTER
R. forHUCHINS,
haswounds
been
hospitalized
monthsbeenwhofromreleased
received
in and
Sicily,18is has
by
the
Army
now
a
member
the sales staff of KYW Philadelphia. of
ROBERT
of the BlueEWING,
centralassistant
divisionsupervisor
research
department,
has G.beenA. (Jerry)
appointedVERNON,
supervisor
succeeding
who
on
Feb.
15
joins
the
Blue
national spot and local sales Chicago
staff. .
CHARLES F.manager
PHILLIPS,
program
and
commercial
of WFBL
Syracuse,
has
been elected
a vice-presidentCorp.,of
Onondaga
Radio
Broadcasting
station
He has
been with
WPBL forlicensee.
more than
20 years.
E. L. BRAGDON, trade news editor of
NBC, tionhasof RCA,
joinedNewtheYork.
dept. of informaBragdon
previously
was radio editor Mr.of the
New
York
1923. Sun, a position he had held since
PATRICIA ANN FOLEY of magazine,
the New York
staff
and
JOHN ofV.BROADCASTING
RVDEN, art director, Hill Adv.,
New York, have announced their engagement.

'SVRE, WE'RE ALWAYS AFTER NEW
BUSINESS-BVT THIS IS RIDICULOVSr

O. L. Smith Promoted
To Director of WNOX
0. L. SMITH, formerly commercial
manager of WNOX Knoxville,
Tenn. has been named WNOX station director, according to Mortimer C. Watters, vice-president and
general manager
of Scripps-Howard
Radio, which
owns atesandWNOX.operSmith came Mr.to
WNOX from the
advertising staff
of the Knoxvillein
Neios-Sentmel
1936 and served
Mr. Smith
as nationaltisingadvermanager
and assistant station director before becoming commercial manager.
In his new post Mr. Smith will be
locally.
in complete charge of the station
Mr. Smithj who was made an
honorary colonel on the staff of
former Gov. Prentice Cooper, is a
member of the Kiwanis and Executives Club, the Holston Hills
Country Club and the Broadway
Baptist Church. Mr. & Mrs. Smith
and their two children, Bob, 17 and
Nancy Lynn, 12, live in Holston
Hills.
DELL CROSBY, former freelance writer
and producer,
joined thePriorsalesto department of WLIBhas Brooklyn.
his
freelancements work
included
assignfrom thewhich
War Adv.
Council
for
Army,
Navy
and
Red
Cross
programs,
Mr.
manager
KPHO Crosby
Phoenixwasand station
WWL New
Orleans.of
RUSSELL
RENNAKER
has
been named BROOKS
sales engineer
of broadcast
equipment
of
Federal
Telephone
&
Radio Corp.,
associate
of InternationalNewark,
Telephone &CBS
Telegraph
Mr.
Rennaker
joined.
ChicagoCorp.
In 1939
and a year later transferred to Washington to serveReturning
on the network's special,in
events
1942, hestaff.
joined Mutual toas Chicago
a member
of the WGN
Chicago
staff,appointment
a post retained untilInhis1940present
tonational
Federal.
Mr.
Rennaker
was
Broadcast president
Techniciansof the Assn. of
SAMUEL DuMont
H. CUFF,Newgeneral
manager of
WABD,
station,
is conducting
aYork
coursetelevision
at New
York U.sion".onCoursetheincludes
"Technique
of Televiboth laboratory
and lecture work.
G. W.ketN.research
RIDDLE,
formerly ofin the
department
GE marand
prior mantoof the
that board
on theof staff
offorthe14 chairGE
years,
has been made responsible for media
in the advertising of GE's apparatus
department.

F. C. Eighmey, Gen. Mgr.
CBS AfFiiiate

WEED & COMPANY, Rep.
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IT'S

BIRTHDAY...
GET

BUT

THE

PRESENTS

WHIO of Dayton, one of the first of the Cox Radio Stations, is ten years old this month. Not
a long period of time in some fields of endeavor, but it spans almost half the entire history
of commercial broadcasting. Through all the years the management of WHIO has held fast
to the ideals of service which characterized the station's opening in February, 1935.
We invite you to celebrate whh us by making these birthday packages yours:
• Coverage of the $100 Million farm
market surrounding and supplementing
the Dayton market.

• Dayton's largest listening audience for
your sales message. "In Dayton, it's
WHIO."
• Business getting coverage of prosperous
Dayton & Miami Valley, one of the key
production centers of the nation.

• Programs designed to keep WHIO
"Dayton's Favorite Station." News: UP,
INS, PA, plus CBS' best.

1290 on your dial

WHIO

JROADCASTING

• Broadcast AdverHsing

G. P. Hollingbery Company, Representatives
H. S. Cummings, Southeastern Representative

February 12, 1945 • Page 53

WITH A WOMAN'S
PnOdRAM THAT HAS
GENERAL

APrSAL...

Good cook or sportswoman . .
young mother or spinster . .
Nancy'sall.daily
holds
, them
Andprogram
even men!
BUT. THIS M-musm
STORY FOR WRC

SINCE 1923

WRC
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES
Washington
J: Page 54 • February 12, 1945

Mulbern Joins Blue
NEIL MULBERN, for eight years
account executive in CBS Detroit
office has joined the Blue Network
as its Detroit salesman, following
transfer of John Donohue from Detroit district manager of the Blue
to eastern sales manager, with
headquarters
in 29].
New Operations
York [Broadthe Detroitcasting, Jan.office
continue underof
the jurisdiction of Mr. Donohue
in his new capacity. Prior to joining CBS, Mr. Mulbern served on
the sales staff of Liberty; as acexecutive Reo
of Young
cam andcount with
Motor &Co.Rubifor
seven years as manager at Houston
and as Detroit manager. Joseph R.
Spadea ment
is now
CBS sales
representative
in departDetroit
[Broadcasting, Jan. 22].
Walter F. Cahir
WALTER
F. CAHIR,secretary
55, treas-of
urer and assistaiit
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.,
Newark, died Feb. 1 in Doctors
Hospital, New York, following a
long illness. Mr. Cahir was born
in Cambridge, Mass. and attended
Cambridge Latin School. He rehis B.A.
degree
from Harvard iceived
n 1914U.
and
Ph.D. degree
Catholic
in 1917.
In 1920fromhe
joined International Telephone &
Telegraph Co. and later transferred
to Federal Telephone & Radio in
1942 upon the formation of that
associate company. He is survived
by a brother and a sister.
Flynn Promoted
MAJ. EDWARD J. FLYNN, technical
information Division,
officer. Information &Education
Army
Service Forces, has re"ently been
promotedtering thetoservice
that rank.
Before
enMaj. Flynn was
sales representative of WEW St.
Louis, news
KOCY Oklahoma City,editor
sales ofrepresentative
for E. Katz Agency, New York and
Detroit, and he helped set up
WCAR Pontiac, Mich., when that
stationdles began
technical operations.
information Hefor hanthe
Armed Forces Radio Service, Army
Nev/s Service, Yank and Stars &
Stripes.
Loraine G. Gainor
LORAINE
G. GAINOR,
cial representative
of commerWMMN
Fairmont, W. Va. since the station
was
established
17
years
ago,
of a heart attack Jan. 31. In died
his
early days with the station. Mr.
Gainor and his wife sang hymns
as a sustainer for a number of
years.
Lt. Harry F. Folsom
LT. (j.g.) HARRY F. FOLSOM,
vice-president
in charge
of theN.RCAJ.
Victor division,
Camden,
scheduled to return to the South
Pacific war theatre, recently was
killed in soanvil e,plane
Fla. crash near JackWilliam Sharpies
WILLIAM SHARPLES, 58, one of
the early West Coast actor-proa two-year
illness, ducers,
died in following
Los Angeles
on Jan.
29. He was best known for program.
Bill Sharpies and His Gang on
KNX Hollywood. Surviving are
his widow, Bertha Sharpies, and
daughter, Joan.

Wismer Honored
HARRY WISMER, Blue Network
sports director and commentator in
Chicago, last Saturday received
from Esquire magazine an award
as "Outstanding Sportscaster of
1944" on his weekly sports roundup
program
Blue. Selection
was based onon the
an Esquire
poll of
D
more
than
1,000
sports
editors and
N
I
LORENB
WATSON
sportsof sportseasters.
H Press, Jr.,
editor
of L.E
United
is theradiofather
a boy, Loren L. Watson m, born Feb.
1 at iNew
York Hospital,
New York,
makng aSON,
^andfather
WATLENN
chief
presidentfirm.
of ofSpotLOREN
Sales,L. station
KYA
SanCLTRLEY,
Francisco,
hasHisannouncer
Joined
the U.ofIs
representative
S. Maritime
Service.
successor
PVT.
ROBERT
W.
ROBERTS,
former
VERNE
LAUDEN,
senior
member
of the
announcer
station's announcing staflf.
known
on theof airKYW
as BobPhiladelphia,
Warren, is ED
NELSON,
formerly
of
KWKH
and
now aicannews
announcer
with
the
AmerKTBS
has joined KYA San
Forces Network in Britain.
FranciscoShreveport,
as announcer.
ART
LEWIS,
formerly
with
WOWO
Fort
NANCY FLORSHEIM, new to radio, has
Wayne, is an announcer with WHA, joined
the publicity department of
U. ofing forWisconsin
while work- WBBM Chicago.
degree at station,
the university.
MILLICENT
BROWER,
who Newconducts
BILL JOYCE,
member
of
the
NBC
proon WGYN
York,
department,division
will ]oln
the Blue several
the Muzakprograms
FM station,
has been
named
Networkgramcentral
as producerdirector.
assistant program director.
LOUISE
LOPEN, guest
supervisor of thedepartBlue MARGARET GARDNER, who lately has
central ment,division
working
on general
and
will leave for relations
Los Angeles to been
syndicate
contacts
in the magazine
Mutual press
beB. Standley
married toof Bos'n
Mate
2/c
Maynard
has
assumed
full
responthe Seabees on Feb. 15. department,
sibility foer othis
service, WOLFF,
with the who
deTOMIWY director
SCOTT ofhasKARKbeenLittle
appointed
f BLANCHE
musical
Rock, leaves
toparturmarry
ALEX
LEVENTH;VL.
Miss
Gardner
will
be
assisted
by
ELAINE
Ark.
NEWLIN. She continues to handle some
TOM
CAFFERTY,
WGN ofChicago
trade press
contacts.
GILandBABBIT,
for
announcer,
is the father
a boy. staff three
publicityPhiladelphia,
promotion
directoryears
of WCAU
has
NANCYvilleHUDSPETH
Of the WINN
continuity department
and LouisDICK joined the network's press department
He wasof forRUSSELL,nouncedWINN
engineer, have an- to workmerlyonon theexploitation.
editorial staffs
the
their engagement.
Record and the PhiladelFRANK
LEE has tobeenprogram
promoteddirector
from Philadelphia
phia
Inquirer.
chief
announcer
WILLIAMS
has joined PETER
WPAT
ofcontinue
WMMN as Fairmont,
W. Va.and Hespecial
will FOSTER
Paterson,
N.former
J. asprogram
announcer.
sports director
events
anni^nnc°r
for
the
station.
ARNELL,
director
V/J^S Berkley.also W.has Va.,
WPENof
JAMES LOWTHER, formerly with Philadelphia,
joinedandWPAT.
WJLSber ofBeckley,
is a new staff.
memthe WMMNW. Va.,
announcing
ROBERT
formerly
with City
the
departmentNEVINS,
of public
speaking.
REX
news has
editor-in-chief
WCKY DAVIS,
Cincinnati,
been namedof announcing
College of New
has joined
the
chief
announcer
of the station.
staff York,
of WQXB
New York.
JACKWLW
WILSON,
writer ofresigned
comedy Feb.
shows SHIRLEY HORTON, after an absence
for
three department
years, has reto join
the Cincinnati,
script division
of NBC. 5 of approximately
joined the publicity
System, Holly-of
JAMES
CLARK,
formerly
with
KSLis Don Leewo d, asBroadcasting
Salt
Lake
City
and
KFPY
Spokane,
assistant
manager.
She rePAULINE SZANNE,
resigned.
a member
ofnowKIRO
Seattle.of the annotmcing staff ALBERTplacesULRICH,
head of NBC western
HILLIARD GATES, sports editor of division continuity department, has reWOWO tionalFt.dutiesWayne,
has assumed addisigned thatproduction
post tostaff.return
toHONRATH,
the netDONacceptance
of the station.as public service director for two work's
years continuity
ass
i
s
t
a
n
t
,
w
i
l
assume
Mr.
Ulrich's
LOUIS
KAISER,
released
from
the
Army
mer
duties.
with
the rank
of captain,
is nowPriornightto WILLIAM F. BROOKS, NBC directorfor-of
supervisor
of
WFBL
Syracuse.
arrivedto
entering the Army, he was with WBEN news
Buffalo.
in Parisandon special
the firstevents,
part ofhasa tour
lay
the
groundwork
for
postwar
news
CARL
BAILEY,
announcer
of
KPAS
coverage in Europe.
Pasadena, Cal., is father of a boy.
BILL
HILL,
formerly
with
KFMB
San
Diego,
has joined
the announcing
staff NEW continuity editor of WOL
ofJr., KARK
Little
EARL LEWIS
Arnold, and not
with Rock.
WBYN
and Washington
.John
Arnold is asJo An
incorrectly
WHITformerly
New Bern,
N. C. Brooklyn
is now with
in Beoadcasting
Feb. 5. Miss reported
Arnold
KARK. casteJOHN
ADAMS,
formeris anewsr
f
o
r
Mutual
and
NBC,
new
Mae GrifBn,
member of the KARK news department. was
who formerly
was namedassistant
traffic tomanager.
A BLUE NETWORK AFFILIATE
ZOOM
^

GO YOUR SALES
WHEN ADVERTISED
BY

M
M
J
GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY • REPRESENTATIVES
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Alien

Ro

American
3-year

musical

favorite

contract

It's a pleasure to us . . . and welcome news
to our subscribers, that Allen Roth has just
signed a new 3 -year contract . . . making
this superbly versatile musical organization
available excZusiveZj to stations subscribing to
NBC Thesaurus.
The Allen Roth Symphony of Melody has long
been established as an integral part of Thesaurus.
There's hardly a subscriber who hasn't expressed the
opinion . . . Allen Roth is one of the most valuable
program assets our station possesses. And as further
proof of this our records show that The Symphony
of Melody has been sponsored by hundreds of local
and regional advertisers of all types.
Tremendous Musical Scope is an outstanding characteristic ofAllen Roth's Symphony of Melody. Roth
plays
from boogieRoth
woogiemusical
to opera,
but it's
all puteverything
into the distinctive
framework.

with

^BROADCASTING

new

^ /^^^^^

•^^^^

An Air of Elegance and Finesse surrounds every
the low-down
ofRothSt. arrangement.
Louis Blues orWhether
the politeit'spizzicato
of the rhythm
Minuet
in G, tonal color is skillfully woven through the musical
fabric, giving each selection by Allen Roth an unmistakable and exclusive personality.
Over 300 Selections by the Allen Roth program
organization include rousing production numbers, instrumental novelties, danceable pop arrangements, the
Roth mixed chorus, male chorus and soloists , . .
evidence of the Thesaurus policy of "enough selections byevery performer to make programming worthwhile." Half-hour, 3-a-week scripts for The Symphony
of Melody are furnished to each Thesaurus subscriber
to allow the most comprehensive use of the Roth
program material.
We will be glad to give you further evidence that
Thesaurus is America's Number 1 Musical Program Service . . . recorded especially for radio.

RADIO-REl
AMBRICA'S NUMBERiil
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America
• Broadcast Advertising

• • • signs

DING DIVISION
URCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA BIdg., Radio City, New York, N.Y Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III.
Trans-Lux BIdg., Washington, D.C Sunset and Vine, Hollywood, Calif.
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Represfntetl hy
PEGGY STONE, IScn Yt>rk
GEORGE ROESLER, i hicafu/
' HOMER GRIFFITH
COMPANY
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EARLLCampbell-Ewald,
W. CLEMENTS,Chicago,
Vice-president
with
on Feb.as
Campbell-Mithun, Chicago,
a1 Joined
vice-president.
HUGH mentKING
head Productions
of the story Inc.
departof Republic
and
former associate
of Myron Selznlck
Inc.,
Hollywood
talent
service,
has
re-joined
the
newly Tannen
merged Selznlck-Saphier &
Co. Erline
executive
assistant. has been named his
MURRAY
KNIGHT,
radio traffic
agcago,
er of J.and Robert
Walter Carter,
Thompson
Co., manChifreelance
ann
o
u
n
c
e
r
,
w
e
r
e
married
Jan.
26
the
audition roomrangements ofwere made
WBBMby Leslie
Chicago.inAtlass,
Arowner of the station.
EDWARD
HUMPHREY,
news
editor
of WAIT
Chicago
andformer
atandone WJJD
time
program
manager
oftheWIND
Chicago,
has
joined
Sydney
S.
Lovett
Co.,
Chicago,
as
radio
director.
CARL PITTELKOW, formerly with
Campbell-Ewald
Co., andhas McManus,
John
& Adams,
Detroit,
M.executive.
Mathes
Inc., New
York, as joined
accountJ.
RICHARD
COMPTON,
president
Compton
Adv., chairman
New York,of again
hasof
been
appointed
corporate
gifts
of
advertising
agencies
for
Red Cross War Fund. Sherman theK.
Ellis, manpresident
K. Ellis & andCo.,treasurer
New York,of SherIs in
charge
of employes'
contributions
the
agencies,
according
to &Thomas
L.NewforL.
Ryan,
president
of
Pedlar
Ryan,
York,
chairman
of
the
35
committees
which comprise
section ofNo. the5, Red
the
Graphic
Arts Committee
Cross.
J. C. NICHOLS, former advertising
manager
Henry Morgan &joined
Co., Montreal ofdepartment
E. Foster
Agencies,store,as has
manager ofHarry
the
Montreal
office.
DOUGLAS
R.
OLIVER,
former
director
ofPublicity
the Ontario Government
Toronto, hasTravel
joined&
Spitzer & Bureau,
Mills, Toronto.
HAROLD
KAYE,Katzformer
radio director
ofjoined
the Joseph
Adv. Co.,
Co., Baltimore,
St. Louis, hasIn
the
sameOllan
capacity.
RALPH
E. ofDECASTRO,
former
executive
Ruthrauff
& Ryan,account
New
York,
MacParland,
&office.
Co. ashascopyjoined
director
of the NewAveyard
York
ALLEY & RICHARDS Co., Boston, has
taken icedover
the accounts
formerlyand servbyhas
Glaser
Adv.,dissolved.
Boston,
the
agency
been
Col.
Louis
Glaser,
president,
is
now Lt.serving
overseas.
HAL HACKETT,
head ofof theAmerica,
radio division of Music Corp.
New
York, inleftHollywood.
last FridayMr. forHackett,
a six-week
stay
who
divides his time between New York
and the West
Coast,
will
make
his
headquarters in Hollywood,
the
radio division
remains inalthough
New York.
STANLEY G. OPPENHEIM, formerly
with theturned to WPB
the WMC,
hasJohnreprivateandindustry,
Falkner
Amdt
Co., joining
Philadelphia
agency. Prior
to his& Government
service,
Mr.
was with McGraw-Hill
Pub. Oppenhelm
Co.
HAROLD A. HIGGINS, formerly of
BBDO rauSan
Francisco,
has joined asRuthf & duction
Ryan,
San RayFrancisco,
promanager.
Mount
Rogers,
formerly
of
Poote,
Cone
&as Beldlng,
has
been
added
to
the
staff
account
executive.
ELLIOTT
BOGART,
formerly
of
Foote,
Cone
&Brlsacher,
Beldlng, VanSan Norden
Francisco,
has
joinedAngeles,
& Staff,
Los
as account
executive.
Pat
Flynn,
formerly
on
the
promotion
and
advertising
of Better
Gardens, hasstaffJoined
the LosHomes
Angeles&
agency's creative staff.
ARTHUR
MEYEROFP,
owner
Meyerhoff
Adv.Elaine
Agency,Kendel,
Chicago,offormerly
onArthur
Jan.
27 married
with
the agency.
RAYMOND F. SMYTHE,
Smythe-Carllsle
advertising president
agencyfromun-ofa
til 1941 public
and recently
civilian
relationsreturned
post with
the
Army, cahas
joined Bozell
^ Jacobs, Chigo, as account
executive.
LT.
JOHN D.M. ANDERSON,
has
rejoined
Mathes Inc., USNR,
New York,
as accountJ. executive.

FOOTE WOULD CUT
FEES FOR TALENT
REDUCING talent cost of radio
advertising and adapting radio
skills to the new medium of television are the two foremost postwar problems in the advertising
agency
declared business,
Emerson
Foote,
of Foote,president
Cone &
B elding,dressinbefore
an the
adannual meeting

Ji^B ^-jjg Lake Shore
Club,
Mr. Foote
Mr.Chicago.
Foote
pointed out that talent costs have
balloone
"becaushas
advere neither
tiserd,nor agency
been vigilant
enough to keep excessive costs from
creeping into talent expenditures.
Talent agencies have gotten around
toso-calle
chargingpackage
overall shows,
commissions
and weon
d
come along and put a commission
He explained
that he did not
on
that." agencies,
blametop theof talent
but that
agencies
have
"let
work
and in other cases them
we havedo our
let them
get payment for work they do not
do." He declared that if the exorbitant prices paid radio stars are
not curtailed, total cost of radio
advertising
will rise
an
extent that radio
will tonotsuch
be the
low-cost, profitable medium it has
been.
In discussing television he said,
"Thedioproblem
convertingproduction
our ratalents to oftelevision
is one we must all be at work on
now, and increasingly so in later
years. As was the case with radio,
great rewards will come to the
agencies
which most
soundly handle the problems
and opportunities
presented by television."
John Young
JOHN
YOUNG,
formerlyagency,
head
of his own Los 60,Angeles
died Feb. 2 following a long illness,
at his home in Hollywood. Mr.
Young retired from active agency
business
severalailment.
years Mrs.
ago Young
as result of a heart
is
on
the
daily
Norma,
Young's
'Happy Homes on KHJ Hollywood.

YOU
STILL

CAN
BUY

these 3 great
cooperative

Cornish Joins MBS
WILLIAMradio
A. CORNISH,
asistant
director of former
J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York, has joined
Mutual as assistant commercial JOHN B. KENNEDY
program
new post.
Under $1000
(3-A-WEEK,a 13week
WEEK BASIS)
He
will workmanager,
with Boba Novak,
who
became commercial program man- BAUKHAGE TALKING
ager
six
months
ago
when
the
office was created. Mr. Cornish, beUnder $1400
in salesof
(5-A-WEEK,a 13week
WEEK BASIS)
servicefore joining
in theMathes,
radio served
department
the
William
Morris
Agency,
New
MARTIN AGRONSKY
York.
Under $1100
(5-A-WEEK,a week
13 WEEK BASIS)
Pkia INCIUDES TIME AND TALENT
AAAA Meet Canceled
ANNUAL
of theAgencies,
American Assn. ofmeeting
Advertising
scheduled for April 19, has been
canceled in compliance with the
ODT ban on conventions. This is
WJZ
the first time since its founding in
ON
1917 that the association's annual
meeting
has been
off. Election of officers
and called
other necessary
business will be conducted by mail.
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

HALF-A-MILLION BUSINESSMEN Will READ THIS
BlUE COOPERATIVE PROGRAM ADVERTISEMENT

NOW.

• ♦You

RAYMOND

can

GRAM

sponsor

SWING

IN LIVE

LOCAL

BROADCASTS

QUICK rACTS ABOUT
OTHER BLUE NETWORK
CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAMS
JOHN B. KENNEDY: Famed
writer, tatoreditor,
newsreel
commenand radio
analyst,
broadcasting
direct
from
New
York.
Early
Monday through
Friday,afternoon,
15 minutes.
CORRESPONDENTS AROUND
THE WORLD: Direct from all the
history-making
of the
globe, fourteen hot
Bluespotsthe
Network
correspondents
bring
news
right
from where
it's happening!
Available
mornings,
Sunday
through Friday, 1 5 minutes.
BAUKHAGE TALKING: Direct
from
Washington.
his news
from men Baukhage
who makegetsit
— the White House, Cabinet
Members, Congressional
leadMonday through
Friday,ers.15Midday,
minutes.
MARTIN AGRONSKY: Direct
from
Famous News
Analyst,Washington.
who has broadcast
from
allMonday
over thethrough
world. Early
morning,15
Saturday,
minutes.
KIERNAN'S
NEWSYork.CORNER:
Direct
from New
One of
the outstanding
interest
reporters
of our human
time. Monday
through
minutes. Friday,
AvailableearlyEastevening,
only. 15
THE MYSTERY CHEF: Direct
York. expert.
Largest Daytime,
audience
offromanyNewcooking
Monday — Friday, 15 minutes.
DICK
juvenile
adventureTRACY:
series. Famous
Late afternoon.
Monday through Friday, 15

You pay only for your
own area when this
world-famous news
analyst broadcasts
from Washington!

Women's Wear Daily
Men's Wear
Retailing
Home
Furnishings
CircularrKeystone
The Jewelers'
Chain
Store Ag^
(Druggists) ,
Chain Store Age
Modern(Grocers)
Brewery Age
Bakers' Weekly
Bakers' Helper
National Carbonator
& Bottler
The Milk Dealer
Ice Radio
Cream Daily
Review
Broadcasting
N.A.I. Tire Dealers

IONG considered by millions of people as the most authoritative
■ voice on the air, Raymond Gram Swing has again been seleaed
by 600 radio editors as Best News Commentator of the year!
This world-famous Blue Network news analyst is now moving to a
popular early-evening period. And this important program— at a new
and better time— five nights a week— can now help sell^o«r products
through local live broadcasts right in your home territory!
Here's how it works . . . Swing's forthright, challenging commentary goes out over the network from Washington— and your own local
Blue Station announcer gives your '-ommercials during the broadcast,
identifying the program as yours! Think of the added prestige, the
greater sales-appeal of your message when it is linked with the authoritative commentaty of Raymond Gram Swing! Yet the cost is low,
because you pay only for your own ziQdL—your own share of this Blue
Network Co-operative Program!
Here's a really great opportunity to sponsor a program that will
sell for you! Ask any Blue Network Station for all informatioOj or
contact the Cooperative Program Division of

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK, N. Y.
AMERICAN

ROADCASTING
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KANSAS
CITY
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A

K
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CELANESE Corp. of America, New York,
has started
participation
In theLeague
combined Housewives
Protective
and
Sunrl'^e Salute
programs
on alterKNX
Los Angeles.
Contract
calls
for
nating weekday
participation
on bothon
shows
and
Saturday
participation
Sunrise Salute only.
SUN ofSHIPBUILDING
Co., Chester,
Pa.,of
one
the largest
Industrial
users
Philadelphia
radio,
on
Feb.
11
started
sDonsorship on WFIL of This Week in
Philadelphia,
weekly
roundnewshalf-hour
program
heard
Sundayup and4 review
p.m. Contract
Is for 26 weeks.
This
is
the
company's
fourth
program
on WFIL.
JOSEPH
Chicago
(Bitter15wineofTBINER
tonic),
willCORP.,
begin
sponsorship
Feb.
one-minute
spots
in English
and
foreign
languages.
Czech,
Polish,
Slovak,
Serbian
and
on the
following
stations WERE
: WD Ukranian,
AS WJPA
WTEL WWSW
WADC
WMBS
WAZL WSBC
WG^S WEMP.
WCT^D Contract
WLEU WARM
WJOB13
WHPC
for
weeks was placed by Bozell & Jacobs,
Chicago.
ATLANTIC
Co.,
Chicago
beer),BREWING
on WMAQ
Chicago
Feb.
^(Tavern
renewed
Jnst
for
Fun
featuring
Barbara
Marshall
and
the
Art
Damme Quartet. Contract is forVan13
weeks
Chicago.placed through Campbell-Mithun,
WEATHER-SEAL
Inc., Cleveland
bination storm windows
and doors),(comhas
appointed
MeldrumRadio& Pewsmith,
Cleve-to
l
a
n
d
,
a
s
agency.
plans
are said
be considered.
ORCHID-OF-HOLLYWOOD,
Hollywood
(desserts),Co.,hasHollywood,
appointed toRaymond
Morgan
handlealongitsR.
advertising.
Radio
will
be
used
with other media.

JAMESbert P.have PEDDER
and Ellsworth
Gilappointed
advertising
manager
andbeen
sales
promotion
manager
respectively
of
the
Frigidaire
Division
of
General
Motors Corp.,
Dayton.
The
new departments
encompass
the
functions
and responsibilities
of four
former
departments
in
that
division.
Mr. Pedder was formerly advertising
and promotion
managerandof Mr.the Gilbert
Frigidaire appliance sales
division
was
training manager
of theformerly
appliance division.
UNION
Pharmaceutical Co.,Marschalk
Bloomfleld,
N.
PrattJ. Co.,hasNewreappointed
York, Feb. 22 to handle&
advertising
for Saraka,
a laxative.
Radiooriginally
was used
some
years
when
M&P
serviced
theagoaccount,
and
has
since
been
used
from
time
time
through
agencies. Mediato
plans have
not other
been made.
PROCTER
Co., trademarks
Cincinnati,
has
acquired& GAMBLE
theSpicpatents,
and
&manufacturer
Span Productsof
Co., goodwill
Saginaw, ofMich.,
cleaner for painted walls and surfaces.
CALIFORNIA Liquid Fertilizer Co.,
Pasadena, Cal., has started twice-weekly
participation
in Norma
Young's Happy
Homes started
on KHJ
which
Jan.Hollywood.
22 is for 13Contract
weeks.
Agency is Western Adv., Los Angeles.
CASE-SWAYNE PACKING Co., Santa
Ana, Cal.pointed
(C Garfield
«fe S & products),
has Los
apGuild Adv.,
Angeles,
considered.to handle advertising. Radio is
MONTGOIVTEBY
WARDFeb.& 4Co.,of Chicago,
started Music
sponsorship
quarter
hour
by
favorite ballads sungFulton
by Jackfeaturing
Fulton,
Sundaycago.12:30-45
p.m.
on
WBBM
Chiweeks was
placed
by Foote, Contract
Cone for& 10Belding,
Chicago.
LOFTS
Inc., Long
manufacturer)
is in Island
the fifthCity
week (candy
of an
employe-recruiting
campaign
, live
announcements on WNEW
WINS ofWWRL
WLIB
New
York.
Agency
is
Al
Paul
Lefton Co., New York.
MONEAU Corp., New York, perfume
manufacturer,of onfour-weekly
Jan. 23 started a 26week
news series
programs on WQXB flve-mlnute
New York.
Agency
DorlandNewInternatlonal-Pettingell &is Penton,
York.

Y
This is our new address,
thought we, when Hooper
hit our recipe program
with a lowly 1.7 rating.
But proof of putting a
message across is not
always in the size of the
audience, for this same
show lures 500 women a
day, in 'person, to the
sponsor's store, to ask for
reprints of the recipes.
Moral : when it comes to
attracting a specialinterest group, especially
on the distaff side,
WSAI cooks with the
Blue flame.

MARKET
i
PORTER BLDG.
I
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
General Manager
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
Agk for Rate Card 3
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Swing Sponsor on WFIL
Is Philadelphia Store
ADDING
to department
storePhilradio advertising,
Gimbel Bros.,
adelphia,
owner
of
WIP,
Philadelphia Mutual outlet, last week
signed
week non-cancellable
contract a for52 Raymond
Swing news
commentaries daily over WFIL
Philadelphia.
Gimbel's alsoschedule
runs a
heavy
spot announcement
on its own station. Swing is sponsored in Washington
by Hecht's
department
store on WMAL.
Promotion
campaign
for
program is aimed at both the the
general
public and store employees. Large
photographs
are in
the windows ofof Mr.
the Swing
store usually
devoted
to
the
men's
department
which riesiswilltheadvertise.
section the
commentaStore
also is
usingter newspaper
advertising,
councards, cards in elevators, package enclosures, articles in its house
organ and employe contacts.
COMMONWEALTH EDISON Co.. Chicago,Chicago
is sponsoring
fiveweekly
Newsfive-minute
Paul
Brentson,
for is52 Foote,
weeks
onfeaturing
WBBM
ChiCone
& Belding,
Chicago.cago. Agency
NELSON
Bros.,started
Chicago,sponsorship
on Feb. of7
for
fiveIncome
weeks
Your
Tax
featuring
Edmund
Horgan,
chief
office
deputy.
of InternalIsRevenue,
on WBBM Collector
Chicago.
Program
heard
Wednesday.
Agency
is George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
FIXACO
Co.,
St.
Louis
(Pixaco
throat
lozenges),
Anfenger
Adv. Agency,hascampaign.
St.appointed
Louis, tothehandle
Its
advertising
BELL treal
TELEPHONE
Co.
of
Canada,
Mon(classified section)
has started one
minute transcribed
spot announcements
15 times
weekly Account
on 17 Ontario
and Que-by
bec stations.
was placed
Spitzer & Mills, Montreal.
J.(Glider
B. WILLIAMS
Co.
(Canada)
Montrealfor
shave cream), has renewed
one eryear
Williams
One
Minute
Reportfive-times weekly on 14 Canadian
stations.
AccountCo.,wasMontreal.
-^laced by J. Walter Thompson
PERFECT CIRCLE Co., Toronto (piston
rings),castsonon CKEY
MarchToronto
19 startsanddaily
dailynewsspot
announcements
onplaced
15 Canadian
stations.
Account
was
by
McConnell,
Eastman Co., Toronto.
LIBBY, MCNEILL & LIBBY of Canada,
Chatham,newed forOnt.
foods),
has rea year(canned
Pierre
et Pierrete
CKAC
and CHRC
Quebec,onby
4McConnell,
times Montreal,
weekly.
Account
was
placed
Eastman Co., Toronto.
STAFFORD-MILLER
of Canada,
Toronto
(AUenru),
hassixstarted
test early
morning
newscastsAccount
times
CKEY Toronto.
was weekly
placed onby
McKim's Ltd., Toronto.
A.merchandising
J. DUBOIS, department
former manager
of the&
of Young
Rubicam,
New York,in charge
has beenof appointed
vice-president
sales
the Petri Wine Co., San Francisco. of
No. 1 Station iit
0 No. 1 Market

fiiN
UJSRI

A MARSHALL FIEtD STATION
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO,.:

FREE & PETERS • National Representatives^
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MAY

rOU

FOR

2

BUT—

ABLE

BE

HRS.

41

TO

"TUC

OF

WAR"

MINS.*-

YO" CAN'T PULL "OUTSIDE"
MICHIGAN!
INTO WESTERN

PROGRAMS

serving eighteen counties with a daytime
Blocking any such efforts is something that's
population of 630,762 people. In Grand
always present, though not visible — a wall
not raised by human hands. Fading. Even
Rapids and Kent County, it's WJEF, serving
50,000-watt stations in nearby Chicago or
a quarter-million people with the most favorDetroit might almost as well be in Bombay,
able frequency in the market (1230KC).
Both WKZO and WJEF are CBS. Both are
for all the regular listeners they get here.
programmed for their specific areas. Both
So if you want the rich Western Michigan
are owned by the Fetzer Broadcasting Co.,
market, "inside-the-wall" stations are defiand are sold in combination at a bargain rate
nitely indicated. In that case, use the
per thousand radio homes. Together they
best-programmed station to get the largest
offer complete coverage of Western Michigan.
audience.
In Kalamazoo, Battle Creek and Greater
Let us send you the whole story — or just ask
Free & Peters!
Western Michigan, that station is WKZO,
Tug-o'-tvar between two British Army teams in India, 1889, lasted two hours 41 minutes.

I
i
1
FREE
iROADCASTING

ZO

WK

COUH-rf
AHf> KEUT
BOTH OWNED AND OPERATED BY FETZER BROADCASTING
COMPANY
PETERS, INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
• Broadcast Advertising
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Betsy Ross
First ■:.
to put Liberty and;
Freedom on cloth ■

0^
Was the First
Memphis Station
to schedule
sport Broadcasts,
Regularly.

South's 24-Hour Station

Your MUTUAL Friem/

1
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Postivar Video May Go Above 500 mc
Hon. Richard Dunne
KenyanYork& Eckhart
New
City
Fly Predicts to Television Press Club
Dear
Dick:
JAMES LAWRENCE PLY, for- and limitedstrictionsby
re, so longGovernmental
will the world
mer chairman of the FCC, in an
S^,
^here'sYou've
something
glad
to know.
heard you'll
of thebe Sport
address last Tuesday before the situation be impaired."
Page of the
Television Press Club of New York,
Ralph B. Austrian, executive
Air,
predicted that video would move vice-president, RKO Television
90 r etop-notch
d eponby
program
"upstairs" into the frequencies Corp., turersuggested
that manufacs
o
f
television
receivers
should
above
500
mc
"within
a
few
years."
F
rankenhelp their dealers sell these sets
Under prodding from the audience to
store here. . . .
the public by providing good
he amplified by hazarding a guess
bergersthe^Men's
well,
2Srd
for which
broadcasting
over
that it might be about five years programs
monthly
issue
local
stations
the
dealers
after the end of the war.
could use in demonstrating the
^SJ-JiT^
ofedthe
print-A
sets to the prospective purchasers.
Awaits War's End
327^ Westto Virwent
IS,proposed that the programs be
Improvements already made in He
on film, stating that good
6 mc transmission and reception produced
men all ovtr
or variety programs
are sufficient to insure an effective short becomedies
the world.ginia serviceAnd
had for a cost of $7,500
video system immediately after the can
do
those
fellows
enjoyfrom
this
end of the war, he said, lauding each. These films could then be
message^
the FCC for its proposed television given to the dealer, either outright
home! You
on a cost-sharing basis, Mr.
should
see , get.
the
allocations that will permit televi- or
letters
Austrian said, adding that the
sion to begin its public service in manufacturer
You see,we they
also share
the lower frequencies and also to with the dealer should
the cost of time on
get
carry on experiments in the upper
sports
dope
this
wayall
. the.as.
reaches with wider bands, permit- the local video station.
local
stuff
Yrs.,
ting full color pictures. Tubes for
broadcasting on these frequencies
well astional sport
nanews. How'd you like to see a copy?
are rapidly being developed, he Military Needs to Take
said, and shortly television will be Increased Tube Output
able to move to these frequencies
RADIO tube manufacturers must
permanently.
reduce civilian production
The wisdom of moving FM up- funther
W C H S
military demands, which
stairs from its present location is to meet
be stepped up by more than
more questionable, he said. Mr. Fly may
Charleston,
W. Va.
3,000,000
a
month,
the
WPB
Radio
& Radar Division stated last week.
pointed out
stantialthat
trouble" FM
in thehas 40hadmc "subarea Following a meeting with the Rewhere propagation characteristics
ceiving Tube Scheduling Advisory
raised a number of problems and Committee, at which industry probwere reviewed, it was decided
the service "is something less than that lems
unfilled orders for 40 types
wholly
Indications
be frozen at the facare that satisfactory."
there will be fewer
diffi- of tubes s awill
s of Feb. 1, with WPB to
culties for FM in the 90 mc re- direct torieshipments
to customers.
gion, he said.
Other types
of tubes
were declared
check these
for the
duration.
However, he urged anyone with obsolete
answers
to
Requirements for military type
any objections to moving FM, to tubes
W
a\
during the first quarter of
present them to the Commission, 1945 are
recording
about
2,500,000
tubes
in
which he praised for its careful excess of the amount produced for
and open minded consideration of
military during the last quarter
the evidence presented by the 231 the
of 1944. WPB anticipates that in
problems
witnesses during the 25 days of the July
or August, after the industry
hearings and which he said would has comnleted
its
expansion
progive similar consideration to any
and has scheduled
miliyour
new evidence that may be submH>
tarygramproduction,
more civilianall tubes
ted now.
may be available than at present.
Speaking on what he termed his
24 HOUR SERVICE
"pet subject",munications,
international
on direct cut copies
Test
which he said comare SCULPTA Sculpta
HOSIERY,
New
York,
of your recordings
about as essential as any other sin- has appointed Blackstone Co., New
gle factor in building the postwar York as agency for a test campaign
AIR CHECK
world, Mr. Fly urged his audience in
New York. A trial spot radio
SERVICE
to give real study to the subject, drive,
sitarted Jan. 22 on WHN
consisting of par"as others hear it"
stating that
"as long
commu- WMCA WNEW,
nication facilities
are asinadequate
ticipations onvariety and recorded
music programs and on WOV with
COMPLETE FACILannouncements, and will run for
ITIES for spot anfour weeks. Special stocking offers
KFAC Suit Dismissed
nouncements, remote
are being made to check the radio
DISMISSAL of libel charges filed pull, including a mail order on
pickups, service on
by Clifford S. Clinton, political "business sheers." Commercials aim
all recording probfigure on March 23, 1939 against primarily to establish the "Sculpta"
Los Angeles Broadcasting Co., name for hosiery. Firm has 13
lems. For further inoperators of KFAC, was granted shops_tioninin fiveNewadditional
formation, write . • •
York andcities.
distribuJan. 29 by Los Angeles Superior
Court Judge Alfred E. Paonessa.
Demanding $90,200 damages Clin- SPEAKING from his home, the Most
toncahadsts in which
chargedhe that
broad-as Rev. Joseph F. Rummel, Archbishop
was radio
described
rrew Orleans, officially launched the
"attempting to organize a Tam- ofYouth
Progressbuild
Program's
$2,050,000
manyfamedHallhis character.
in Los Angeles"
had was
de- campaign
recreational
and
Dismissal
educationalto facilities.
Program was
granted on ground that legally originated
by
WWL
and
was
carried M2[^ Vermont Ave. Washington 5, D. C.
alloted time in which to press by WSMB WDSU WNOE WJBW
Joseph Toit, President
charges had elapsed.
New Orleans and WJBO Baton Rouge.
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

The

Fourth

in

Radio

The Ether of Space comprises the first
three dimensions of Radio — and here
WCAU leads all other Philadelphia Stations. Its 50,000 Watts are not confined to
a specific pattern. They are "Free Watts"
surging out in a great Tidal Wave of Power
in all directions over a clear national channel— giving "Umbrella Coverage."

CBS AFFILIATE

Dimension

-Time
Now multiply WCAU's "Umbrella Coverage" by Radio's fourth dimension — Time.
Multiply the "extra millions" of people
under the WCAU Umbrella by 365 days
and nights and you have a stupendous
figure — just about what either Scientists
or Sinatra Fans would call "Solid Radio."
For full coverage use WCAU's Umbrella.

ella

^
AU
PHILADELPHIA'SC
LEADIIVG
RADIO IIVSTITUTIOIV
Coverage"
W

DIVIDEND
of 87 Vsbycents
has been declared
RCA.peronshare
the ASSOCIATED
search Co.'s has Engineering
been formed &at Re150 Waste Paper Drive
outstanding
sharesstock
of $3.50
cumulaBroadway,
New
York,
as an engineertive
first
preferred
for
the
period
ing
and
research
organization
reprefrom Jan. 1 to March 31, 1945 and
senting the services of inventors, en- Enlists Air Time
payable
2 to holders
at close April
of business
March of5.record alysts. gineers, researchers and market an- Periodical Pub. Assn. Seeks
Increase In Wood Pulp
WITH newspaper trade efforts to
increase the nation's available supply of paper concentrated on space
promotion,
PeriodicalWashington,
Publishers
National Committee,
is utilizing radio to round out coverage for two major projects —
waste paper salvage; and encourement of farmers
to cut
farmlot wood agto
add to the
pulpwood
supply.
Current radio schedule for the
latter drive, introduced last July,
continues, -with some 42 stations
carrying participations in farm
programs andnouncemadjacent
ents. Cycle will bespot
up anfor
renewal the end of March.
Aimed at Housewives
Committee's newest radio campaign,cooperation
designed toin enlist
wives'
waste housepaper
salvage, started last week (Feb.
5) and covers 67 stations in the
area stretching from Maine to
Maryland, and from Minnesota,
Iowa and Missouri to the Atlantic
coast, with greatest concentration
east of Pittsburgh. Committee
bought
on women's
interest participations
programs wherever
possible, or spot announcements on a
five-times-weekly basis as a second
choice. Women listeners are told
"Your waste paper is not waste
paper
unlessplaced
you waste
it." SidSchedule,
by Alfred
ney Noble,
NewWMAL
York
follows:WGN
WTIC
WDEL
WBBM
WLS
KRNT WWJ
WMT WCCO
WNAX WDAS
WBAL
WTBOWIBZ
WFMD
KXOK
Yankee
Network
WEEI
VPOKO
WBEN WJZ
WNBPWNEWWEHYWOR WHCU
WJTN
WEAF
WHAM WBNS
WGY
WAGE
WIBX WWNY
WJW
WSAN
ViTPBG
WHP
WJAC
WGAN
Meet WHB's Ed DennisWGAL
WCAU
KWY
WPIL
WCAE
WEEU WWVA
WLEU WTMJ
WEST WTOP.
WARM WBAX
whose present '^client" is Uncle Sam!
WSBA
and
DANCE
PARADE"—
with
RUSH
At WHB we've always called the "SONG
HUGHES. AMondays
full hourthrough
of popularSaturdays
recordings,
sales department the "Client Service broadcast
at 2
Department"—
Rush This
Hughes
of KWK
the purpose
ofsimply
our because
salesmen:that'sto p.ra.-with
asKWKMasterfromof popular
Ceremonies.
program
took BECAUSE
travel & restricserve
our advertisers.
the 44thU.of wartime
Home
a
1.5
to
a
4.9
Hooperating
mornattions, the
ofannual
IllinoisFarm
was canceled,
s in St. Louis—
andQuarter-hour
it has already
won a Week
For eleven years, Ed Dennis was our 4.2 iningKansas
City
!
participamajor
portion
of
the
program
being
top producer. He graduated from
tion
sponsorships
available,
3
to
6
days
weekly.
broadcast
8 a.m.-4
p.m.station,
(CWT WILL
Feb.
the University of Kansas one cool
6-9
on
the
U.
of
Illinois
Champaign
FIRST
FiyE"-v/ith
RUSH
HUGHES.
June evening— and went to work for "THE
Kansas
City's
"best
seller"
records,
as
redaijy by leading
together
WHB's hadDon anyDavis
next morning.
Never
otherthe
to en- and
with rhythmic
theirported "platter
mates",..retailers—
some thefascinating
and
voice
of
listing inthe Navy
in job,
1942prior
as second
5000 WATTS • DAY AND NIGHT
Rush
Hughes
!"extras".
Forty-five
minutes
nightly,
class yeoman.
Mondays
through
Saturdays,
at6:15
p.m.
Ask
Don
Davis
for
participation
availabilities.
It's typical
Ed that the Navy rec- "MARY JANE ON PETTICOAT lANE"
ognizedof hismerits,too,andpromoted
Daily and
half-hour
with styleofhim recently to Lieutenant (j.g.). Ed news
music,shopping
featuringprogram,
merchandise
says it'swith
awfully
good We
to getlook
backfor-in
fered by"Petticoat
stores and Lane".
shops onSpots
Kansasavailable
City's
pants
pockets.
famous
transcriptions
about products
ward to the day when Victory is won, for
used minute
Mondays through
Fridays
and we can get Ed back to WHB! 11:30
a.by m.women.
to 12 noon.
If he were here, instead of at sea, If you want to sell the Kansas
he'd probably
you enthu- City market, WHB is your happy
siasticallybeaboutfortelling
three
shows on WHB
1945.great new medium!
For WHB Availabilities, 'Phone DON DAVIS
at any of these "SPOT SALES" oflfices:
KANSAS CITY Scarritt Building HArrison 1161
NEW YORK CITY ... 400 Madison Avenue . . . Eldorado 5-5040
CHICAGO 360 North Michigan FRAnklin 8520
HOLLYWOOD
. . Hollywood5 Third
Blvd. ofStreet
Cosmo . . Hollywood
SAN
FRANCISCO
EXbroolc 8318
3558
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Kansas
City • Wichita
Salina • Great
Bend • Emporia
Missouri
Kansas • Kansas
Kansas
Kansa
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CONGRATULATIONS
tion of WFBL Baltimore onwithaffiliathe
Blue Network is extended Hope
BarroU
(1),
executive
vice-president of the station, by Mark Woods
(c), WFBL
Blue president.
All,
attorney andWilliam
director,L.
joins in conversation. The 5,000 w
outlet joined Blue Jan. 15.
CHURCHES SELECT
BEST NET SERIES
JOINT radio committee of the
Congregational
Christian,churches
Methodist and aPresbyterian
has issued
list of recommended
network progranis for use by
church members, titled "The Best
in Radio Listening". Booklet includeslowing
155 programs,
under the folheadings: Religion,
16;
News tion,
& Public
Affairs,
Educa22; Drama, 19; 44;
Music,
41;
Quiz, 6, Variety, 7.
Each sentence
program andis described
short
is markedin toa
indicate whether it is suitable for
listening by the entire family, maturedren.listeners,
people,Angell
chilDr. Jamesyoung
Rowland
and Dwight Herrick, NBC; Dr.
Harry Summers, Blue; Dr. Lyman
Bryson,
CBS; in James
O'Bryon,
MBS, assisted
the preparation
of the guide, which was edited by
Rev. Everett C. Parker, director of
the committee.
Programs listed are what might
be
a fewseries.
surprises,
suchexpected,
as two plus
daytime
Light
of the World and Hymns of All
Churches, among the religious proThe Goldbergs
the only
daytime grams;serial
amongas dramatic
shows, and National Barn Dance
among viousmusical
MostJack
obomissions programs.
are Bob Hope,
and Kate Smith
the list
ofBenny
recommended
varietyfromprograms,
v/hich includes Frank Sinatra, Bing
Crosby, Fibber McGee & Molly, and
Truth or Consequences.

" — and to think you're that Blue
Network announcer we heard
ted Nationally by HEADLEY-REED CO. over WFDF Flint!"
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

I

.
FEBRUARY, 1945
Our Twenty-Fourth Monthly Issue
5c a copy * 25c a year

LISTENER'S
GUIDE
AND
PROGRAM SCHEDULE

*This through
public service
In this 5000
issue circulation
— 16 pages, includes
22 featuresalesarticles,
picMon.
Fri.) is program
symbolized(5-6by p.m.
this tures.
at 19 34newsFebruary
Listener's
Guide
cover.
YMS
is
stands
in
primary
area.
There
is
a
complete
roster
link between folks at home and their men of all regular advertisers plus product jndentificaall over the world. ^
tion. WKNE, 5000 watts— with CBS since 1937.
Representotives: Headley-Reed Company, Boston <v Bertha Bannon
Station WKNE, Keene, N. H. Associated with WSYR, WTRY, WELI

UniUd. Statea
A (Sui/WaAlSondt

Cneck thethe listweekbelowbeginning
to find March
the war 5.message
announcementscontain
you will
during
OWI
transcriptions
six broadcast
50-second
announcements
suitable
forclients
sponsorship
and three
20-second
chain
breaks
on eachof
side
of
discs.
Tell
your
about
them.
Plan
schedules
for
best
timing
Cronp
Croup
these important war messages.
STATION ANNOUNCXMENTS
NAT. SPOT
nd.
KW
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
Aff. OI I
LirePLANTrans.
PLAN
Aff.
Ind.
NET.
X
Support
V-MaU
X
The
Job Rationing
Ahead — Japan
X
Merchant Marine
X II
X
Victory
Gardens
Conserve
— JoinCross
a Cars,
Car Gas,
PoolTires X
XX
XX
XX
Red
XX

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

Seeing warOWImessages
Scheduleunderof War
Message
names and
time ofPlans.
programs carryNational
Spot 150andforNetwork
Allocation

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT
National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco

""'

""*
M"'"

. C
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Our Respects to
{Continued from page 50)
tended Canadian conventions as
well as those whose wartime activities have routed them to or through
Edmonton, which has been an important base of the Northwest Pacific defense system. Radio entertainers as well as U. S. Armypersonnel have passed through Edmonton on their way north to entertain troops or on war work.
CFRN and its facilities have been
open to all those visiting the city,
and Dick Rice has been host to
some of the top radio men and
women who have traveled the
Alaska
duties. Highway in their wartime
Dick Rice has been one of the
staunchest champions of the rights
of independent
broadcasters.
Refer ing to the relationship
between
privately-owned stations and the
government-owned CBC, he stated
recently that, "in Canada I feel
that the dual system of privatelyowned and government-owned radio
stations will eventually create a
real Canadian broadcasting system.
The competition between the two
systems has the effect of humanizing the government's broadcast sysFormerly an ardent golfer, Dick
now has time only for his broadcasting station and radio interests,
although he is a member of the
tem."
Edmonton Club. When he is not
commuting between Ottawa and
Edmonton, or attending meetings
of the CAB at Toronto, he does
manage
to get in some fishing, (in
the
summer).
Mrs. Rice is the former Justina
Charlotte
children. Springer. They have no

Gellard Is Found Guilty
In Cigarette Conspiracy
SAMUEL GELLARD, part owner
and former secretary of WBYN
Brooklyn, New York, on Feb. 6
was found guilty of conspiracy to
obtain money for alleged charitable
and benevolent purposes by false
pretenses
a four-week
trial in
Court Sentence
of after
Special
York.
dateSessions,
has beenNew
set
for Feb. 21. At the time of his
arrest last March, Mr. Gellard was
operating the Overseas Cigarette
Service, licited
an money
organization
which so-of
for the purpose
purchasing
cigarettes
to
be
distributed free to servicemen overseas
with name of donor affixed to each
package.
Price charged for a lot of 1,000
packages
Mr. Gellard
wasthan
alleged to be byconsiderably
higher
the market value. Project was also
promotedgrams lasit
on winter.
several Salesmen
WBYN pro-of
Overseas Cigarette Service had refer ed t*^the organization as OCS,
initialscersused
in the
ArmyNo forcharge
OffiCandidate
School.
was made against WBYN.
Blatchford Campaign
BLATCHFORD CALF MEAL Co.,
Waukeegan, (calf vitamin tablet)
begins paign
a spot
camFebruaryannouncement
19 through Lloyd
Larson Co., Chicago for 8 weeks
on
following
KMAthe KXEL
KYSMstations:
KROC WNAX
KATE
WDAY WIBA WEAU WSAV
WTAQ.

WBBR Fire
A BLAZE which raged three hours
in the rear
the transmitter
WBBR
Statenof Island,
N. Y., keptof
the station off the air from 10:30
a.m. till 3:15 p.m. Feb. 4. The telephone line to the transmitter was
burned
out bycellar
the blaze.
ed in the
of a Fire
2% start
story
building
at
1111
Woodrow
back of the WBBR transmitterRd.,sitein
and the flames spread before the
fire could be brought under control.
BROADCASTING

HER FRIENDLY ADVICE,
WIT AND HUMOR, KEEP
WOMEN TUNED TO....
WC K Y
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History of Communications. Number Twelve of a Series
COMMUHICATION

BY THE

BLINKER

The Blinker, an adaptation of the HeHograph with its own source of
hght, has been found invaluable for night and day Naval Communications. While limited by "line-of-sight" transmission and the elements of
weather, it has been an aid to our cautious convoys during "radio
silence."Victory is ours and the days of "radio silences" are gone forever,
When
private citizens again will have electronic voice communication equipment for their yachts and other pleasure craft. With the release of
civilian radio bands Universal will again offer the many electronic voice
components for use in marine craft.
< FREE— History of Communications Picture
Portfolio. Contains over a dozen pictures suitable for office, den, or hobby room. Write for
your "Portfolio" today.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

(UM

rOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA •• CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA
ROADCASTING
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First

BLAW

pox

puts through
the Call!

\

There are a hundred-and-one
pieces of apparatus necessary
to electronic operation but,
finally the voice or picture goes
out into space via the antenna.
Whether it's FM, Television or
VHF you can be sure of getting
the most out of your power and
equipment by "Putting the Call
Through"
on Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators.
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
of Blaw-Knox Company

BLAW-KNOX
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Vertical RADIATORS

3 -Year

Licenses

Under

Extended Period Begin May 1
which time three-year
FIRST GROUP of stations to go atStations
on Oct.1400licenses
kc.1945; begins.
Group Koperating
— Expires
1, Feb.
on three-year licenses since the transition
will
be
renewed
to
1, under
1948,
FCC extended the period from two
whichoperating
time three-year
begin.
on 1450 licenses
kc.
to three years more than a year atStations
Group Lwill
— Expires
Dec. to1, Aug.
1945;1, under
ago will come u> for renewal on transition
be renewed
1948,
May 1, William P. Massing, chief at which time three-year licenses begin.
of the License Division, disclosed Stations operating on 1490 kc.
last
1943].week [Broadcasting, Dec. 20,
Ideas Asked for Change
Although
the Commission
ed an amendment
to Sec.adopt3.34, Of Communications Act
Normal License Period, on Dec. A CALL to members of the Federal
14, 1943, the operation necessary to
Bar Assn. to submake the transition from two-year Communications
mit suggestions for amendment of
toa series
three-year
licenses
involved
first
the
procedural
provisions
of the
of license periods ranging Communications Act or of
the
from one year to two years, nine FCC's rules and regulations was
months [Broadcasting, Dec. 20, issued last week by Eliot C. Lovett,
1943], Under the interim system, who took office a fortnight ago as
of theMr.Association.
Durthe first group of stations to bene- president
ing this year,
Lovett pointed
fit by the longer license periods are
those whose licenses expire May out, renewed legisaltive efforts are
toward amend1. The second group comes up for in prospect,
ment of the aiming
law. Regardless
of the
renewal on Nov. 1. The transition outcome,
he
added,
it
will be completed on Aug. 8, 1948. to assume that the rulesis reasonable
and
lations of the FCC will continueregu-to
A foi-tnight ago the Commission
amended from time to time as
g-ranted 26 stations license re- be
newal to Feb. 1, 1946. Nine others need arises.
from members
of t
were granted licenses to Nov. 1, barSuggestions
should be specific
and support
1947; three to Feb. 1, 1948, while by reasons.
Those
dealing
with
62 were placed on temporary li- posed amendments to the rules,pr
censes until April 1, 1945. In mo.st
shouldof serve
of the instances where temporary said,
sideration
mattersto expedite
by the Coco
licenses were granted, either the mission
and
to
eliminate
many reCommission or licensees had not
quirements which experience
shown to be of doubtful necessity.
completed
minor
details
in
connection with data needed. A few were All suggestions must be for the ultimate mipurpose
enabling
Complaced on temporary license to pers ion or theof court
moretherapidly
mit completion of negotiations and effectively
to render decisions
under the FCC duopoly regulation which
will further the purposes of
(Sec. 3.35).
the Communications Act, he said.
License periods under the tranSuggestions should be mailed
sition setup, together with the for- the Associatipn's headquarters at
D.
mer expiration dates, follow:
729 C.- 15th St., N.W., Washington 5,
Group
A — .Formerly
1944; transition
expirationexpired
Aug. Feb.
1, 1946,1,
atgranted.
which Stations
time three-year
licensesthesewillfre-be CONSOLIDATED ROYAL, Chemical
operating
quencies: 6750
40 650 760660
670 780680on800
690 700 710
Corp., Chicago (Kranks Shave Kreem)
720
730
740
770
sponsoring
a transcribed
830 840 850 860 870 880 890 900 810
940 820kc. issports
commentary,
One forthe the5-ininute
Booh.
Grouptransition
B — Formerly
expired
Sam Baiter,
program
1944;
expiration
May April
1, 1945,1. Featuring
is
heard
Monday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
atgranted.
which Stations
time three-year
licenses
will
be
p.m. (OWT) on WMAQ
operating1020on these
fre- 11:15-11:20
encies: 9 0 1000
1030
1040
Chicago. Contract for 16 weeks was
1050 1140
1060 qu1160
1070
1080 1010
1090
1100
1110
1120 cago.
placed
by
Campbell-Bwald
Co., Chi
1130
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1600 kc.1510 1520 1530 1540 1550 1560
1570 1580
Grouptransition
C — iFormerly
e?;pired
1944;
expiration
May June
1, 1946,1,
at which
time three-year
licenses
will frebeFOUR TOP
gin. Stations
operating
on
these
620 630 790quenckc.ies: 5 0 560 570 580 590 600 610
MARKETS!
Group
D
—
Formerly
expired
Aug.
1.
1944; transition
expiration Mayfrequencies:
1, 1947.
Central Kentucky
Stations
910
920 930operating
950 960 on970 these
980 1150 1250 kc.
Grouptransition
E — Formerly
1944;
expirationexpired
Nov. 1,Oct.1945,1,
atStations
which operating
time three-year
licenses
begin.
on
these
Amarillo
1260 1350
,127013601280kc. 1290 1300 frequencies:
1310 1320
1330
Group
F
—
Formerly
expired
Dec.
1,
1944; transition
expiration
Nov.frequencies
1, 1947.
Stations
operating1410
on these1430
1370
1440 1460 :
IThe
KFDATri-State
Amarillo, Tex.
1470 1380
1480 1390
1590 1600 1420
kc.
Grouption expiration
G — Expired
Feb.1, 1946,
1, 1945 at; transiFeb.
which
ilVlfll
J1u,ni„etnn.
time three-year
licenses
Stations
I ■■VlfH Huntington, W. Va.
operating
on —1230 Expires
kc. begin.
Group
H
April
1,
1945;
under transition will be renewed to Aug.
Knoxville
1, 1946, Stations
at whichoperating
time three-year
begin.
1240licenses
kc.
Group I—willExpires
June to1,on Feb.
1945;
transition
be renewed
1, under
1947,
atStations
which operating
time three-year
begin.
on 1340 licenses
kc.
I W B I R Knoxville, Tenn.
Group Jwill
— Expires
Aug. to1,Aug.
1945;1, under
transition
be renewed
1947,
BROADCASTING
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WHEN
>VtAN
//

TURN

AND

HOW

TELEVISION
A

PROFIT?

Interest in television is assuming flood proportions. Within 1 8 months after Viaory

time. Valuable prestige and good-will are
natural windfalls of the early bird.

there is every indication that television service will be available to 30,000,000 people
. . . and their enjoyment limited only by the

A fortune is not required to build a tele-

plant capacity of set manufaaurers.
Prospective television station operators
who reserve DuMont telecasting equipment

vision station, nor years to "break even."
DuMont designed and constructed 3 of the
9 television stations on the air today. The
low operating cost and rugged dependabili-

now will be prepared to ride a wave of unprecedented popular enthusiasm ... to ride

ty of DuMont equipment has been demonstrated week-in and week-out for 4 years.
When and how television can turn a profit

the swift and inevitable commercial expansion of the greatest scientific advance of our

are questions to which DuMont holds factual answers. Would you like to hear them.^

TEEilEVEtASH! More than 90 requests for permission to construct and
operate commercial television stations are on file with the Federal Communications Commission. As only a few channels are available for television, the
■number of stations in a trading area is limited. In consequence, options are
already being sought for desirable "time". More than 61 advertising agencies
have installed television departments. The value of riding with public
interest is attracting more and more advertisers to television every week.
They are learning to contr'ol the terrific sales impact of this wonderful new
medium. Their experiments are well worth watching!
Copyright 1945. Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.

ADCASTING

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT, 2 MAIN AVENUE, PASSAIC,
N. J. TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD, 515 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
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AT&T

Ship

AIR

EXPRESS
LOW

FOR

by

COST

HIGH

SPSSD

MORE PLANES are being put into airline service.
More space is available for all important types of
traffic. For fastest delivery via Air Express, ship as
early in the day as possible — as soon as shipment
is ready.
LOW COST: 25 lbs., for instance, travels more than
500 miles for $4.38, 1,000 miles for $8.75. Thousands of shippers are finding countless ways to
employ Air Express with economy and profit.
HIGH SPEED: Your shipments go at a speed of 3
miles a minute — with cost including special pickup and delivery in all U. S. cities and principal
towns. (Often same-day delivery between airport
towns and cities.) Direct service to scores of
foreign countries. Shipments to 23,000 off-airline
points in the United States are handled through
rapid air-rail schedules.
WRITE TODAY for "Quizzical Quizz", a booklet
packed with facts that will help you solve many a
shipping problem. Railway Express Agency, Air
Express Division, 230 Park Avenue, New York 17.
Or ask for it at any Airline or Express office.

RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY, AIR EXPRESS DIVISION
Representing the AIRLINES of the United Slates
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Announces

FM
Net Systems
Transmission by Wire, Radio
Relay a Future Certainty
FORESEEING the possibility of
separate FM networks, AT&T last
Thursday announced the Bell System can provide program transchannels needs
to meetof theFM present andmission
future
for
high
fidelity
relay
or by radio relay. by wire lines
Releasing a 12-page brochure on
FM program transmission, AT&T
said the Bell System already is
furnishing studio transmitter (ST)
links to the majority of FM stations now in operation. These permit a frequency band of 15,000
cycles as specified by the FCC.
Moreover, it said that present
broadcast band carrier telephone
facilities readily can be adapated
for such circuits by adding special
terminal equipment.
Blankets Country
These telephone circuits have
been used for years by Bell to send
multiple telephone and telegraph
messages over a single pair of
conductors. The service blankets
the country. This entire network
already is capable of transmitting the requisite 15,000-cycle
quality, while thousands of miles
of intermediary telephone routes
can be similarly equipped.
Alluding to ultimate network
service, AT&T said that whatever
the broadcasting industry decides
about grouping FM stations and
about quality of channels desired.
Bell will be to furnish intercity
circuits. If means other than vdre
circuits should prove better or more
economical for FM, Bell will use
them, the statement said, citing the
AT&T's
microwave
radio relay projected
system between
New York
and Boston. This trial installation,
under development before the war,
is intended to test broadcast band
transmission, including long-distance telephone and television, as
well as broadcast programs.
Pouliot Reappointed
DEAN ADRIAN POULIOT of
Laval U., aMontreal,
p ointed to anotherhastermbeenas re-a
member of the board pf governors
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
His term expired last November,
and the nore-appointment
was anunced on J^n. 27 in time
for
him to attend the first 1945 meeting
of
the
board
at
Ottawa,
Jan.
27-30.

SPECIALLY
constructed,
this carrier of 100,000
w transmitting
tubes has been built by engineers
of CBK Watrous, Sask., to take
the tubesmit er atfrom
storage Ato similar
transthe station.
cr-.rriage
has
been
built
to
one of these tubes whichhouse
has
passed maximum service and is
now on permanent exhibition at
the Winnipeg studios of the CBC.
Lockheed Discontinues
LOCKHEED Aircraft Corp., Burbank,
Cal., withTheMarch
broadcastX
discontinues
Man 3 Called
on Blue stations, Saturday, 10:3011p.m. turing(EWT).
Aircraftwillmanufacfirm reportedly
concentrate its advertising
appropriation
on visual medium in preparation
for peace-time production, it was
said. Series
Herbert
Marshall will havestarring
completed
34 weeks
on the March withdrawal date.
Agency
is Foote, Cone & Belding,
Los Angeles.
IN
ADDITION to its toself-initiated
announcement
encourage
listeners to takecampaign
war jobs, WOR
New
York has started a series to keep the
public
aware
of
limited
transportation
facilities and the need for curtailing
travel.
are inserted in daily
sustainingSpotsshows.

Five Added to CAB
COOPERATIVE Analysis of
Broadcasting
week hadannounced
that
five morelastfirms
become
members of the CAB. Included are
Henry Souvaine Inc., New York;
Spot Sales, New York; Chatham
. . and it all started with a
Mfg. Co.,
Elkin,
N. C; Readers'
Digest
Pleasantville,
Y.; broadcast over WFDF Flint."
NationalAssn.,
Distillers
Products N.Corp.,
New York.
BROADCASTING
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t bringing

the

war

Clark Lee, INS correspondent, knows Japs—
knows them better than any reporter in the field.
He was the last American newspaperman to leave
Corregidor before Gen. Wainwright's surrender,
but not before he had written his memorable accounts of MacArthur's valiant stand on Bataan.
Escaping to Australia, he was in the thick of
major Pacific engagements. Aboard a U. S. aircraft carrier, he witnessed the first landing on the
Solomon Islands.
Lee reached England for D-Day, covered the
landing in Normandy.
He scored a 24 hour
beat on the Allied
capture of Montebourg, German
stronghold on the
Cherbourg peninsula,
another on the Allied

Clark Lee.

home

to

us . .

offensives on both ends of the Normandy battle
front last July, and still another on the mortal
wounding of Field Marshall Rommel.
Back in the Pacific, he was aboard a B-29 and
filed colorful eye-witness accounts of the bombing
of Tokyo. After several weeks on Saipan, he covered the Leyte campaign. He was among the first
to land on the Lingayen Gulf. He is now in
Manila with General MacArthur.
From his alma mater, Rutgers University, Lee
received, in absentia, a gold medal of honor "for
courage and skill as a war correspondent." He's a
reporter's reporter— one of the many INS correspondents bringing the war home to us*
The INS wire is a favorite with news editors
who appreciate the value of a news service written for radio. In specialized news and feature
writing, INS leads in local, national and worldwide services.

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS

235 EAST 45TH STREET, NEW

YORK

SERVICE
17, N.Y.

i

Number

...IN

READERSHIP

among agencies in Chicago
• Of the general advertising publications editorially covering
all phases of advertising and marketing, advertising agencies in
Chicago invariably register an overv/helming reader preference
for Advertising Age.
The latest survey shov/s that in Chicago more than 4 times as
many
agency men
as "first inchoice"
the combined
total prefer
of theAdvertising
next two Age
publications
its field.as
Previous surveys during the past several years consistently show
this same leadership in reader preference. (Tabulation of these
surveys upon request — write for a copy.)
In radio advertising . . . Advertising Age regularly carries
more broadcasting station advertising than any other general
advertising publication.

Scophony Foresees
Subscription Video
Audience of 1,000,000 Seen
In Postwar Period
SCOPHONY Corp. of America is
planning
a system
"subscription television,"
Arthurof Levey,
Scophony president, said last week in
expressing
approval
of
the
suggestion advanced by J. J. Nance,
vice-president of Zenith Radio
Corp. that a non-advertising subscription service is the most practicable audience
means of tobuilding
television
the sizethewhich
would interest
advertisers
[Broadcasting, Jan. 29].
Predicts Big Audience
A patented
"scrambling"
device
developed
by Dr.
A .H. Rosenthal,
director of research for Scophony,
would enable the company to rent
receivers to subscribers and to
supply a program service which
could not be received by non-subibers, Mr. Levey
explained.charge,
Payment of ascrsmall
installation
plus a weekly fee of $2.25, he said,
shouldtize theenable
to amorcost subscribers
of the set in
about
two years. Receiver would be the
model demonstrated in London in
1939, showing a picture 24 x 20
inches.
"The Scophony subscription television plan envisages an audience
of at least 1,000,000 within a few
years after the war and at 50
cents a week, a subscriber fee of
$500,000, or an annual revenue of
$26,000,000 for the program service alone," Mr. Levey satted.
Mennen Additions
MENNEN Co., Newark, as part of
a spot radio campaign for shave
products [Broadcasting, Jan. 29]
this week starts thrice-weekly
quarter-hour
Bill
Haworth on newscasts
seven CBS byPacific
Coast network stations and fivetimes
periodsCincinnati.
on WBZ
Bostonweekly
andnewsWLW
Thrice-weekly
quarter-hour
cal series will be added Feb. musi19 on
WBBM Chicago. Agency is Duane
Jones Co., New York.

KFBK PLAYS BALL
Airs Pacific Coast Games
Unsponsored
CANCELLING several sponsored
hours of airtime each week during
the baseball season, KFBK, the
McClatchy
Broadcasting
Co.'s sta-—
tion in Sacramento,
will present
unsponsored— the Pacific Coast
Leaguefor games
for regular
and
rebroadcast
to the listeners
men in
the South Pacific. In addition, the
Sacramento Bee, paper with which
KFBK is affiliated, will pay the ball
clubStation
$5,000 will
for broadcast
broadcast all
rights,
home
and road games, using usual adver
tising
time
to
plug
War
drives and civic projects. Bond
Tony
Koester, KFBK announcer, and
1939
trophy
winner
for
his
airings
of the Pacific Coast games of that
year,
will give the play-by-play
descriptions.
WGN Prize Winners
WINNERS of the $5,000 first prize
in theatreWGN
Chicagoforstudio
thedesign contest
the most
beautiful
and
efficient
radio-tele
vision
are Arthur
Frederick
Adams studio
and William
F. Clark,
both
of Chicago. Theatre, seating 2,000
persons will be chief feature of new
building,
Theatre of theTheAir,WGNto beChicago
constructed
after
the
war
just
south
of
Tribune Tower on Michigan avethe
nue. Second prize of $2,500, third
prize
of $1,000to and
$100 prizes were
distributed
runners-up.
Oregon Ad Club
PORTLAND Advertising Federation, Portland, Ore. has been expanded to coverAdvertising
the state, Club,
and acretitled Oregon
cording to Arden X. Pangborn
presidentPortland.
and managing
directorwasof
KGW
Provision
made
for esitablishing
committees"
in at least"community
15 cities
throughout the state. Especial purp
o
s
e
i
s
to
attract
postwar
tourists
to the state.

Disc Newsletter
WOB New York is experimenting with
a recording of station news as a replacement for "WOR
Calling"
newsletter
to former
employesinterviews
nowdistributed
in service.
First WOB
disc
tures
with station
stafffeaDave
Drlscoll,
special
events
and
warby
servicesdisc,director,
and through,
runs a half-hour.
Later
if carried
will run
a quarter-hour. There are some 60 serven on theworld.
WOR mailing list in 'all it
parts of icemthe
BIGGER
AND
IN
SSTTSk

[wStts
ABC NETWORK
STATION TIME
SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
CONTACT
BniB-Smilh Company, Incotp.

WAHO

Advertising Age
The National Newspaper of Marketiirgj
100 E. Ohio St., Chicago II . 330 W. 42nd St., New York 1«V
TWIN FALLS • IDAHO
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Hollender on Leave
Hr. "^Newspaper'
AL HOLLENDER,
executive officer, radio section. Psychological
- Started by WHOM
Warfare Division, SHAEF-OWI,
with headquarters in Paris, is back
,jj|Sunday Program May Serve as
ill
in New York for a vacation after
ngiForraat for Regular Service
aWilliam
year overseas
III
S. Paley, asCBSassistant
president,to
J^WHOM Jersey
City last "Sunday
Sunday
on leave to the OWI as radio chief,
.^introduced
a five-hour
PWD-SHAEF. Mr. Hollender had
planned to remain in this country
istfNewspaper
the basic
Air", format
which may
rsberve later asof the
for
for several months but may return
ifithe entire broadcasting day of the
overseas shortly, he said last week.
station. Aim is to incorporate into
continuous listening period all
RTPB Panel to Meet
' the features found in the average CHRISTENED the "Goldfish Bowl" this picture of Studio E of FM sta- RADIO
Technical Planning Board,
jj newspaper, including news, opinion,
tion
WGFM
Schenectady
has
the
very
latest
equipment
in
modern
fashion
2 (allocations), will meet
r..criticisms and review in the enter- and design, possibly setting a trend for FM stations. Glass wall faces Panel
Feb.
14
at the Hotel
ic tainment field, special events cov- out onto the lobby of the WGY building, placing those before the micro- Biltmore, atNew10 a.m.
York, to consider
ivjerage, discussion and public servphone
on
display
at
all
times,
thus
assuring
buttoned
collars
and
combed
allocation of frequencies below 25
i'!ice features.
hair. Young lady in the control room background is Ray Forster,
mc and to discuss the advisability
Five-hour block starts off with
of its chairman. Dr. C. B. Jolliffe
KSL
Salt
Lake
City
Music
From
the
New
York
video
staan hour-long news analysis by two WNBT,tion, is NBC's
a series of four West program has been renewed by of RCA, appearing in connection
commentators, with spot news in- mystery presenting
dramas
Sunday
evenings,
the 59 CBSand stations
includingProgram
those with the oral argument to be held
troduction byAlois Havrilla. Next
the Bahamas.
Feb. 11, as live studio pro- inalsoCanada
Feb. 28 on the FCC allocations reis
shortwaved
to
South
America.
half-hour is devoted to a Columbia started
port on frequencies above 25 mc.
U.-Barnard College student forum, grams.
^ Gateways to Lasting Peace, with
j'ent
guestmembers
speakersof representing
differthe United Nations
t each week. In Americans by Choice,
li !3:30-4 p.m., station addresses itself
" to foreign language groups, com' bining English-language dramatij zations
America ofwiththeir
nativecontributions
music. The 4-5to
. !p.m. period is filled by a commercial
1! religious program, scheduled to go
?"ofF the air in April in line with the
WHOM ban on sponsored religious
programs.
Schedule
•j. Newspaper critics review their
■H respective entertainment fields, and
t offer recommendations of the week
::from 5-6 p.m. Radio is covered by
Ben Gross, N. Y. Daily News;
:'Journal
theatre, American;
Robert Garland,
films, N.
EileenY.
• Crielman, N. Y. Sun; music. Jack
Gunther, Look Magazine, the
Cowles publication; sports, Irving
Marsh, N. Y. Herald Tribune; and
, , household P^^'ll'^^^iufof
books, Edith H. Walton, N. Y.
r: Times.
■ Unusual historical points in New
;York are highlighted by Dale Mor20-1*35
S
gan using interviews 6-6:30 p.m.
""""Zbl hmself « one of
■with newscast. Final half -hour is
['turned over to various religious
IJfaiths as a public service.
B
Vic. 20-1635
MBS in West Virginia
MUTUAL acquires its first West
Virginia outlet Feb. 15 when WAJR
Vie. 27944
DEAR
.
'Morgan
town
joins
as
a
fulltime
affiliate. Station is licensed ito West
Virginia Radio Corp, and operates
Vic. 27738
with 250 w on 1280 kc. Chief owner
is Col. H. C. Greer, president and
publisher of the W. Va. Newspaper
Publishing Co., publishers of the
Morgantovm Post, and Dominion
New^s,
,e for YO"'
Broth on 26
AMERICAN Home Foods, Morris
Plains, N. J., today (Feb. 12) begins a13-week
Washington Broth oncampaign
about 26forstations
throughout the country, including
22 stations of the Yankee Network,
proI using
grams. participating
Other stations women's
are expected
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
|.to be added shortly. Agency is Cecil
j & Presbrey Inc., New York.
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Wichita » » » KFH I

New Quaker Series
QUAKER OATS, Chicago, is replacing That Brewster Boy, 8:30p.m. (CWT)
%-year
run, withon aCBSnew after
familya
type
program.
Those
Wehsters,
starting
9. Les
Weinrottof
will
act asMarch
director
and editor
scriptsgramwritten
by
Al
Miller.
Prowill be under the supervision
of Ros Metzger, vice-president in
charge of radio for Ruthrauif &
Ryan, Chicago. Plans call for a
live audience preview of the proa week before
it will grambeon Thursdays
aired.
AFRA HITS DEMILLE

ON MARCH
TIME'
AFRA's
side of theOF controversy
precipitated by the refusal of Cecil
B. DeMille to pay an assessment of
$1 levied by the Los Angeles local
of AFRA to defeat a proposed
open-shop
in California
his
subsequent lawsuspension
by the andunion,
was
givenmember
Feb. 8 byof Edward
Arnold,
Here's
a
two-man
newscasting
team
that
board
the
local,
and
scores with listeners for notable audience
In Kansas' Biggest and Richest
Capt. Hal Berger, member of
gains for KFH. Besides, these two are our
Market,on.they depend for the
AFRA's national board, during
fads,
reporters, who cover regional, state and city
the March of Time broadcast on
news at its source, 24-hour AP news service,
the
Blue. Mr. DeMille had expressed
the UP night wire, and all the world-wide fahis views on the Feb. 1 March of
cilities of CBS, to bring all the news, up-toTime
[Broadcasting, Feb. 5].
the-minute, on KFHl
Stating that "Mr. DeMille, being
Your advertising message is in good hands
a responsible
citizen and,
as heman,
asas well as in good company when it reaches
serts, a responsible
union
the
somehow tendinever
got
around
to
KFH entire*
News. Wichita market through KFH and
KFH
ng ameeting of his union at-in
all
the
six
years of his "Last
affiliation,"
* Wichita is a Hooperoted City
Mr. Arnold
week
Mr.
DeMille continued,
made an impassioned
WICHITA
Get the Facts from Retry
plea
for
democracy
but
his
words
divorced from his action. Why
CALL A RETRY OFFICE were
5000 WATTS DAY & NITE
CBS
was the voice not heard when the
questioncussedwas
disand voteddemocratically
upon? Whv this
lip
service
to
democracy
all
while he seeks to violate one of the
its
COPIES
fundamental precepts — abiding by
the will of the majority?"
Berger's Views
Capt. Berger, veteran of both
World War
and II,inrecently
returned fromI service
the South
Pacific, when asked by Mr. Arnold
what his son, now in a Japanese
prison camp, would think of the
controversy,
am sure
can
speak forsaid,
him "Iwithout
beingI
presumptuous,
because
he
too
was
a member of AFRA. When he comes
back I want him to have a decent
job
a decentto pay
salary.
Most toofhelpus
were atwilling
a dollar
make
that
possible.
What
our men
24 HOUR SERVICE
are
too often
been
said fighting
for them forin has
t^n easy
generality
^packaged and shi_
or with a smug cliche. But this I
from Chicago.
know they regard as fundamental
— the right to a job, to a home,
nutritious food, decent clothing,
recreation, medical care and educaAluminum based material
it's pretty
agreed
that tion.
ourAnd unions
are well
one of
the
available for broadcast use.
most effective means by which those
rights
can
be
made
a
reality.
Mr.
DeMille could afford to destroy his

0^

L.S.TOOIIOOD
RECORDING COMPANY
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Star Parade Led
NBC '44 Promotion
Slide Film, Movie, Show Media
Used in Extensive Campaign
GREATEST promotion campaign
ever undertaken by NBC and its
affiliated stations, the 1944 Parade
of Stars promotion during the last
three months of 1944 comprised
on-the-air promotion amounting to
$432,245, based on lowest station
rates; nearly
lines inof 343
advertising in5171,500,000
newspapers
cities with a combined circulation
exceeding 38,000,000; more than a
billion impressions made by local
407
windowincluding
and other
and
displays,
18,465displays
car cards^'
459 billboards ; an eight-week movie
trailer campaign featuring network
stars, shown to more than 28,000,000 people in 726 theatres in 111
station cities; 407 direct mail
pieces distributed to 6,831,365 per-j
sons.
Film Shown \
These statistics were revealed in
a slide film and motion picture
presentation by Charles P. Ham
mond, NBC director of advertising
and promotion,
an ex
hibit
and luncheonThursday
at the atWaldorf
Astoria, New York, attended by
sponsors, advertising agency executives,reNBCsentativeexecutives
s ofthe press. andRoyrep-C
Witmer,
NBC
charge
of sales, vice-president
spoke briefly atin
the
luncheon.
Pointing
out that
1944 Pa-i'
rade
of Stars
was the
designed
for
flexibility, Mr. Hammond said that
every NBC commercial program is
covered by the material sent the
stations and can be used through
out thetional
yearcircumstances
in whatever
promomay develop.
Individual station promotions have
included personal appearances of
stars, parades, exhibits at state and
county fairs and a Parade of Stars
month officially proclaimed by a
city's mayor, he reported.
Exhibit will be shown Feb. 21
at the Palmer House, Chicago, and
April 9 at the Beverly Hills Hotel
Beverly Hills, Cal.
m PHIkAOiLPHIA

f 10,000
.
union. I can't."
DAY & WATTS
NIGHT
Grove Labs. Test
10. Most Powerful Indepenilent
GROVE LABS., St. Louis, has ap- V Phlladelpliia's
pointed William H. Weintraub Co.
to
handlemultiple
advertising
"Veds",
a new
vitaminof product,
and istor sponsoring
MBS
commentamm
Fulton Lewis jr. locally on
WOLF Syracuse as part of a test SELtS! SillS! SEll!
campaign in that area.
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertisin
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War shortages crop up in strange materials. Mica, for instance. Once seen
principally in the windows of stoves,
and in small boys' pockets, it is now
used extensively as electrical insulation. In some war products, it is virtually indispensable: capacitors for
radio,
spark-plugs
for airplane
insulators
in electronic
tubes. engines,
With demand mounting, manufacturers were desperate. A four-man

MICA

MINE

technical mission flew to London to
help
ration theStates
world's
the United
and supply
Great between
Britain.
The shortage was serious.
The War Production Board, convinced that much mica was classified
too low when judged by appearance
alone, asked Bell Telephone Laboratories totests.
develop
a new methodwereof electrical
The Laboratories
able
to do this quickly and successfully
B LL TELEPHONE LABORATORI

because of their basic knowledge and
experience in this field.
The new tests were made available
to manufacturers in this country and
abroad— the supply of usable mica was
increased 60% — and a difficult situation relieved.
Skill to do this and other war jobs
is at hand in Bell Laboratories because,
year after year, the Laboratories have
been at work for the Bell System.

Exploring and invenfing, devising and perfecting for our Armed Forces at war and for continued improvements and economies in ielepfione service.

-

PITTSBURGH
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Westinghouse Extends
Functions of Agency
WESTINGHOUSE Electric & Mfg.
Co., Pittsburgh, which has placed
the radio phase of its institutional
advertising
son Inc., Newthrough
York, McCann-Erickhas appointed
the agency to handle virtually _ all
institutional promotion. Appointment, effective Feb. 1, covers newspaper, financial
advertising, youthandandtechnical
educational
programs,
formerly
handled
by
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove Inc.,
Pittsburgh,
which
is
said
to
retain
the industrial relations portion of
the account. McCann-Erickson acquiredafter
institutional
in January 1944
Youngradio& Rubicam
Inc. had resigned as agency for
this phase. Fuller & Smith & Ross
Inc., New York, continues as agency
for product
advertising, which inlamps. cludes aspot camxjaign for Mazda
Sponsor of two institutional proon NBCSunday
and Blue,
Westinghouse gramslast
McCann-Erickson through
added a Sunday
half-hour on WQXR New York,
featuring Mme. Olga SamarofF
Stokowski, music authority who
discusses the classics using musical
illustrations,
questions and answers
interviews listeners'
musical
personalities.
an institutional seriesEssentially
the programs
will
mention radio sets and other Westinghouse products.
Fred Fear on 20
FRED FEAR & Co., Brooklyn,
about March 19 begins its annual
campaign
for egg
Chick-Chick
and
Presto Easter
dyes through
"Williams
Adv.,
New
York.
Oneminute live spot announcements at
varying
"will the
be used
20 stationsintervals
throughout
countryon
for the two-week period preceding
Easter,KNX
AprilWCKY
1. Stations
WOR
WTOP include
WGN
WTAM KSTP WHAM WJR
KMOX WBZ KSL WCAU KOA
WGY WSB KDKA WWL KIRO
WHAS.
Blue News Round-Up
BOUND-UP
from Blue
representativesreport
in various
areasNetwork
abroad
started
last
week
on
the
Blue
a fiveweekly
quarter-hour
program, asrecorded
on
receipt
and
rebroadcast
4:30-4:45
p.m.
Vincent
Sheean,
author,
is
heard
Monday
andJanet
Wednesday
in aNew
reportYorker
from
Europe;
Planner,
magazine,
Tuesday,
and
Herbert
M.
Clark,
war
correspondent
Thursday,
both
from Paris;
and Harold
Peters,reporting
John Bryson
and Donald
Coe
alternating Friday "from abroad".
m EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA

SLOAN CUTS RADIO
BUDGET FOR 1945
MAJOR PORTION of the 1945 ad- ]
vertising
Sloan's Lininient
will budget
go intofornewspaper
and j
magazine space, supplemented by }
spot radio and trade papers, it was |
announced last week through Wes- :
ley
New York,
which from
took .i
over Assoc.,
the account
last month
Warwick & Legler Inc., New York, f
Plan represents a radical departure fromfor
the the
company's
tisinsr policy
past 12 adveryears ;[
to concentrate promotion in radio,
it was pointed out. Dr. Earl Sloan ;
Inc., as a subsidiary of William R, [
Warner Co., New York has sponsored a sequence of network pro- [
gramscrime.
dealing
eiforts
to com-.': I '
bat
The with
last,
GangbiLsters,
was discontinued
on 91
Blue
stations when the company
officially
shifted agencies in January.
Network radio cannot do the necjob for Dr.
Sloan promotion ; ,
becauseessary"it's
a multiple-insertion
job,"
calling
for
frequent
small ads, |i
an agency spokesman explained.
Shifting the bulk of the budget to !
space, Sloan has scheduled straight
selling and
copy sixin foreign
159 dailies,
Negro
language35 ,^r
papers, 2,531 weeklies and 25 na- ,
tional
"spiked"
by a ads
se- _j
ries of magazines,
140-line human
interest
featuring situations which fre- y
quently result in muscular aches and pains. Details of the spot radio campaignSloan'shave
com- | _
has notbeenbeen
merged
with 13 pleted.
other Warner
drug
and
toiletry
a new unit, ^
Jan.
16].companies
Standard
Labs Inc. into
[Broadcasting,
Action recalls the statement issuedinby announcing
H. J. HeinzlastCo.,
burgh,
fall Pitts-,
plans ;
for a localized
national newspaper
drive, that bulk of its future adver- !
tising would go to nev;^spapers.
Statement
followed
announcement '
that
HeinzPlease
wouldon discontinue
formation
NBC Feb. 5.In-A 1j
local newspaper campaign was said |
to have the advantages of flexibil- j
ity, allowing
widertochoice
mar- j
kets and ability
adapt ofadvertising tionsto andchanging
condi-in
different economic
preferences
various regions.
Also in the interests of greater^
flexibility Manhattan Soap Co.r
dropped one of its two network L
programs
to new,
concentrate
on one -j
show and
localized
which
wouldon easily
be adapteddrivetoi p I
whatever war contingencies should |
arise, affecting the product.
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COMPLETELY COVERS THIS
THE MARK |
HUNDRED MILLION DOLLAR MARKET
Over 600,000 Population
67,144 RADIO HOMES
ACCURA
OFSPEED
CY,!I
AND
6,188 Retail Outlets
Annual RETAIL SALES
INDEPENDENCE!
Over $100,000,000
Write Us Today for Our
IN WORLD WIDE
New Informative Folder
NEWS coverage;
TARHEEL
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM, IN^.^
WASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINJt
United Press
NationalFORJOE
Radio Representative
& CO. , /;
N e w Yo r U « C h i c a 9 o .. P h i I a d e I p Ji i
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50,000 watts — NBC — 23 years of service
GENERAL
tOADCASTING

A

ELECTRIC
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Se
NEW ENGLAND'
ARGEST
3rd NCLENTRATED
CO

AUDIENCE
^ 5000 680
WAHSKC
THE yOlGE
OF NORTHERN
N?W

|

ENGLAND}
LAWRENCE

NATIONAl REPRESENTATIVES! MASS. ■
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC

COVER

Valentine Broadcast
ST. VALENTINE'S
DayExpeditionary
will be obs
e
r
Station ofved by antiieAmerican
Pacific Ocean
Network
through
an all-day
programwhose
dedicated
toPostallOffice
Navy
men
there
number is 926. ThoseFleetat
home can V-Mail music requests to the
station
care Navy,
of Ar-erican
ary Station,
No. 926,ExpeditionFPO San
Francisco.

THIS RICH

SUBSTANTIAL
WITH

IBEW Proposal to Dispose of IS ABET
Would Halt Construction by the Blue
A PROPOSED program to dispose station engineering personnel by
of the National Assn. of Broadcast the IBEW and advocates as part
Engineers & Technicians of the plan collaboration with
(NABET) before it becomes, building trades unions to halt construction ofadditional facilities by
through possible affiliation with the
CIO or another labor group, a the Blue Network, which the union
strong rival of the International declares will be required by the
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Blue. "A few experiences of this
was revealed last week in the Feb- sort," it is stated, "would indicate
ruary issue of the Journal of Elec- to the management of the Blue
trical Workers & Operators, official Network the advisability of estabpublication of the IBEW.
lishing friendly relations with the
In recommendations contained in
Engineers at Blue and NBC mana memorandum prepared by the
and owned stations are memchairman of the broadcast advisory IBEW".
bersagedof NABET.
committee of the IBEW, during a
meeting held Dec. 19 in Chicago,
for the consideration of the InterWROX to Imes Sr.
was granted by the
told: national Office, the membership was CONSENT
FCC last week to voluntary assignYou have all seen the amount of pubment of license of WROX Clarkslicity
given to this allegedly
"independent
dale. Miss, from Robin Weaver Sr.
labor
organization"
by the unofficial,
trade paper
Broadcasting,
the (perhaps
but
Imes ofSr. aBoth
were for-in
nevertheless
articulate)
) mouthpiece ofwhen
the to Birney
mer co-owners
newspaper
NAB.
This
is
readily
understandable
Philadelphia, Miss, for 13 years
one lconsiders
that
it
is
worth
a
cool
miland applicants for new station at
ion per yearactive
to NAB
offspring
in theto keep
field itsof ill-whelped
broadcast Murfreeboro, Tenn. The latter aporganization.
ion was withdrawn in October
The threat
NABET,in asthea labor
organi- 1943. Mr.plicatImes
at one Miss.,
time operzatinegligible.
on, to theof IBEW
broadcasting
ated WCBI Columbus,
now
field
is
The
possibility
of
its
membership
an entering
by his son, Birney Jr. who
wedge by somebeing
otherused
laborasgroup,
such as owned
also
operates
several
other
local
the lATSE,
the
CIO,
or
(this
is
not
outside the realm
of possibility) the AFM is. stations.
however,
thought
.not. . to be dismissed without serious
The memorandum urges a three- KMYR Transfer Granted
point program calling for the full VOLUNTARY assignment of license of KMYR Denver was
organization of the entire radio
granted
by the sole
FCCowner,
last week
from
P. W. Meyer,
to KMYR
Broadcasting Co., a new corporation
of which Mr. Meyer is president
and in which he holds majority
interest (250 shares). Albert G.
Meyer, station
subscribed to 247 manager,
shares at has
approximately $100 per share. He now holds
a1340single
share.250 Station
operates on
kc with
w.

MARKET

A SINGLE

MEDIUM

WLEU Challenges
Grant
to WERC
Charges FCC Action Penalizes
Petitioner for War Effort
WLEU Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WLEU Erie, Pa., last week
filed petition with the FCC, asking
the Commission to set aside a construction permit granted the
Presque Isle Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of WERC Erie, to change
frequency from 1490 to 1230 kc.
Through Dow & Lohnes, Washington counsel, WLEU pointed out
that on Dec. 2, 1941, it filed petition
to change frequency from 1450 kc
to 1260 kc and to increase power
from 250 w to 5 kw days and 1 kw
nights, using directional antenna
for nighttime, but withdrew the
petition without prejudice because
of construction freezes.
Petitioner was denied a request
to intervene on Feb. 1 by Harry M.
Plotkin, presiding officer at the
Motions Docket. WERC filed application last June 7 and was granted
a construction permit Sept. 12.
WLEU asks the Commission to set
aside its grant and reconsider the
WERC' application, contending that
the Commission's standards of good
engineering practice do not permit
allocation of stations to operate in
the same city with only 30 kc separation. If the grant is allowed to
stand WLEU contended it would be
precluded from ever operating on
1260 kc with 5 kw power.
In withdrawing its application
of 1941 WLEU contended it had in
mind refiling after materials became available, and to that end
expended a large sum in legal and
engineering fees and purchasing a
site
for seem
directional
antenna.
"It
does not
in the public
interest
that petitioner should be penalized
for its efforts to forward the war
effort,"
recited. Erie
The WERC
action petition
also deprives
of a
regional channel facility on 1260
kc, it continued.
WCBW, CBS television station in New
York,ule upwill
its program
scheda daymovesometime
next month,
presenting
sight-and-sound
programsin
each Wednesday
and Thursday
place
schedule.of the present Thursday-Friday

REACH m./lcU(/C
SALT LAKE MARKET
H ^ THROUGH

THE SHREVEPORT TIMES STATION
50,000 Wans CBS
THE BRANHAM
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CO.

UTAH S NBC STftriON
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■NEWSCAST CLEANUP
PUSHED IN ST, LOUIS
QUOTING from an editorial in
iBROADCASTiNG,
LouisitsPostDispatch on Feb.the5 St.
devoted
lead
editorial, titled "The Revolt
Against
Radio
Plug-Uglies"
to
the
^increasing support of the Pulitzerworkspaper's
suggestion
that
netshould lead in eliminating
middleablecommercials
and objectionsponsorship in newscasts.
Below the Fitzpatrick cartoon,
the Post-Dispatch carried letters
from dentJohn
of the W.Assn.Vandercook,
of Radio presiNews
Analysts, and from Raymond
Swing, Blue commentator, endorsthe paper's forthright column
stand.
The ing letters-to-the-editor
also contained numerous refer™''ences to newscast commercials as
a "pet peeve". A California writer
smentioned
"raw writer
advertising,"
a Washington
referredwhileto
"God-awful tripe" and an Illinois
man
of age,wrote,
and it"The
shouldwireless
be doingis now
better."
' The Sublime
Fitzpatrick
cartoon,
titled
""The
and the
Ridiculous"
^pictures a station labelled "Radio
.!Networks" sending out flashes:
;5 cure;
"WorldAmericans
Crisis news,
our colic
enter tryManila,
buy
jOur
pills."
Front
page
of
the
,Dispatch carried a box callingPostattention to the editorial line-up.
McAndrews Shifted
TRANSFERS in the War Dept.,
Army Air Forces Group, have crefor two
menatednownew inpositions
the Army.
Capt.ex-radioRobertis
J. McAndrews
now radio officer,
AAF Group, reCapt. Edmundplacing
B. Abbott,
who has moved
to headquarters
office. Radio
Branch, Office of
Information Service, AAF. Both
are stationed at
Capt. McAndrews the War Dept.
Before entering
the service, Capt. McAndrews was
sales promotion director for NBC
western
division, with
ters in Hollywood.
Prior headquarto that he
was with KPO-KGO San Francisco
as script writer and promotion manager. Capt. Abbott was formerly
with WCCO Minneapolis, WBBM
Chicago, and assisted in the organization ofKSL Salt Lake City.

Morris H. Siegel
MORRIS H. SIEGEL, 44, former
New York insurance counselor who
built siveupuse ofhisradio,
operations
extendied lastbyMonday
at his home in Dallas, Texas. Mr.
Siegel had been in Dallas since
last September
with utility
an organization checking public
rates.
His insurance business started failing after a court suit which was
later ingreversed
in his infavor.
Accordto the trustee
bankruptcy
for his firm, the Policyholders AdvisorytimeCouncil,
Mr. Siegelbecause
was re-of
fused
on stations
28th
DISTINGUISHED service and out- announcements
unpaid bills andgone,
x/ithhisthebusiness
radio
anding civfor
ic contributions
Rich- collapsed.
U. S. METROPOLITAN DIST.
mondstwins
Irvin G. toAbelofF,
11 A n P LISTENERS
programRichmond,
servicea manager
WRVA
Distinguishedof
Walter Stone
mvHI.
PER DOLLAR
Service Key Award, plus designa- WALTER STONE, 52, studio dition
of
"Man
of
the
Year".
Rev.
rector
of
KBUR
Burlington,
la.
Churchill J. Gibson, representing
Ask HEADLEY.REED
Richmond Junior Board of Trade and playwright and composer, died
New York, Chicago,
atan Mercy
Hospital
Feb.
5
following
presents award to Mr. Abelolf.
Detroit,
Atlanta
illness of about a year. Born
San Francisco
in
Burlington
in
1892,
Mr.
Stone
STATIONS NOT WAR attended the school of music of the
U. of Iowa. He has written and
PLANTS, AFM HOLDS directed
a number of plays and
CONTENDING that radio stations songs. More
of his
are not war plants, and therefore
lished
songs arethannow250being
used.pubare in the same category as Montgomery Ward as far as the enpowers ofconcerned,
the War Labor Boardforcementare
the
American Federation of Musicians
IF you
SELL
last week considerasked
the
Board
to
the Jan. 13 decision re-of
the Sixth Regional WLB denying
the union's request for employmusicians
as platter
turners mentat ofWJJD
Chicago.
The AFM
FOOD
appeal cited the decision of the
Chicago Federal Court limiting
the seizure
power of the WLB to
(OR FURS
war
industries.
OR FUSES>
The Regional WLB directive in
the dispute, in turning down the
AFM demand for a special staff
for
platter
turning, toordered
station
to continue
employ thea
minimum of 10 staff musicians under a one-year
from the
expiration
of theagreement
last contract.
The station also filed a petition
for review, pointing out that the
quota system in force was imposed
upon the station and objecting to
the one-year provision as being too
short a term. The parties had preSK YOUR
DISTRIBUTOR
agreed to a three-year
tract,viously
the petitions
set forth. conABOUT

KDAL
DULUTH
Duluth is among the first 100 cities
tal daytime survey made in Virgiain America. The nine-county KDAL ia, Minnesota (60 miles from Do*
primary area (the largest primary luth, and with an NBC station of
4,955,144
area of any of the stations at the its own) showed that KDAL had
spindles
Head-of-the-Lakes) contains 376,723 more than nine times the audience
spinning
people who spend nearly ^130,000,- of the other Duluth station, with
000 annually. You figure out how more than 70% as large an audiVICTORY
many carloads of soup and salad-oil station!ence as the local Virginia NBC
...daily producing, cotton that means!
cloth to wrap around the Thanks to its favorable 610 fre- KDAL, Duluth, is the buy for the
Don't take our ^
world.
"picker
quency, KDAL's 1000 watts puts a Head-of-the-Lakes.
to bolt"Produced
in the from
16-county
it. Ask your local distribstronger signal throughout this mar- word for
WSPA Primary Area.
utor.
He
knows
—
and ten to one
ket than any station, anywhere. For
SPARTANBURG, instance, an independent coinciden- he'll say "KDAL"!
CAROLINA
WSPA SOUTH
1000 WATTS
. 610 KC . CBS i
Home of Comp Croft
5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive Representatives
950 kilocycles, Rep. by Hollingbery
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VANT
TO BE

tion

Isola

pany. But.-««^/X offer sUm
concentrate ou
P^^^",?3ding
businessP'^^ff'^^*
WAVE
Area vath
tbeLouisv^UeTracUJ^^^^
Pl-'^P-P^'K an bo"spend "^^'^^.ainacentnry!..-

A full page of them in
the March
5 issue
of BROADCASTING on
stations
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Time Sales
(Continued from page 13)
placed
tions. on regional and local staIn the magazine group, the greatest gains were made among specials
such as home, travel, sport and
similar magazines where volume
rose 34% as compared with the
general gain of 18%, according to
Publishers'
reports. TheInformation
18% gain Bureau
in weekly
magazine advertising reflected the
paper situation. Advertising in
women's
in general
magazines
rose 26% andduring
the year.
Paper Shortage
Newspaper linage was condi^
tioned by paper problems, as indicated by Media Records' 52-city report. Of the 2.5% decline in newspaper linage, retail volume dropped
1.6% and department store linage
tumbled 6.2%. Automotive volume
declined 2.7% and total display advertising 0.9%. The only gains
recorded were in general advertising (product advertising), which
rose 1.4%, and financial advertising, which increased 3.4%.
According to data gathered by
Publishers' Information Bureau,
increases in national network gross
hillings were general throughout
the different product classes. There
were no decreases, although several product groups registered only
small gains as compared to the preceding year'sthelevel.
Principalcigaramong
these were
cigarette,
and
tobacco classifications, which increased only 1.6% over 1943; laundry soaps and household supplies,
which rose 5.9%, and lubricants
and fuel, which increased 8.2%.
On the other hand, the trend toward greater diversification of networkticeable
sponsorship,
noduring the particularly
past two years,
gained increased momentum in
1944. A cation
great
deal oftwothisclasses
diversifi-of
came from
products: (1) luxury items and (2)
products advertised institutionally
in anticipation of postwar bujdng.
In the first category, jewelry and
silverware advertising nearly doubled in volume, sporting goods volume rose 55.1%, travel advertising
increased from $8,424 in- 1943 to
$339,631 in 1944, amusement advertising quadrupled, and wine and
beer advertising rose 20.5%. Shoe
advertising tripled, mainly due to
increased volume in women's and
children's shoes.
Anticipation of postwar buying
is indicated
the following
creased use ofinnetwork
advertisinginby specific
product
classes:
motive 30%, mainly in the tireAutoand
accessoryterial,groups;
building
ma26%; house furnishings,
especially kitchen equipment and
general furnishings, 74.7%; farm
machinery, a more than tenfold increase; paints and hardv/are, especially paints, a rise from $159,649
in 1943 to $1,083,148 in 1944, and
radios, etc., 52.2%.
Clothing advertising increased

ESTIMATED NATIONAL NETWORK GROSS
BILLINGS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Gross biliings %
Product group
1943 Total
Automobilesmaterials
& accessories $72,465,464
, 352 , 267 4.8
.. Building
1.6
$9,554,665
3, lis, 404
C'garettes
& tobacco 19,075,006
12.6
19,363,196
.. Cigars,
Clothing
&
drygoods
1,150,749
0.7
1,342,202
Confectionery
&
soft
drinks
8,368,312
5.5
10,281,200
.. Financial
Drugs & toilet
goods
43,706,407
28.7
53,236,498
& insurance
1,041,972 22.1
0.7
2,109,901
.. Foods
&
food
beverages
33,559,787
42,567,410
Garden & field
19,112
.. Jewelry
Household& silverware
& furnishings 1,365,556
0.9
2,391,824
692
,
387
0
.
5
. Lubricants,
fuel,
etc
7,020,615
4.6
1,380,692
Machinery,
farm equipment, etc
62,910 \/ ,
767 , 642
7,652.746
.. Paints
& hardware
159,649
Radios,
etc
2,457,532
1.5
1,083,148
3,743,882
515,916
-. Laundry
Shoes & phonographs,
leather
goods
187,730
0.1
soaps
& household supplies. . 11,572,812
7.6
12,260,429
656,040
. Sporting
goods
422,827
0.3
Stationery
&
publishers
2
,
488
,
713
1.6
339,631
5,248,874
Travel & hotels
8,424 1/ , .
.. Beer&wines
2,239,899
2,699,168
Miscellaneous
7,245,269 4.7
10,347,496
Total
$152,643,877 100.0 $190,677,076
* Source: Publishers' Information Bureau.

5.0
5.4
1.7
10.1
0.7
1.1
27.9
22.4
4.0
0.4
0.6
1.9
0.3
0.2
6.4
2.7
0.2
5.5
1.4
100.0

ness activity was reflected in a
slight decline in network revenues
and in a drop of about $3,000,000
in local volume.
The 10-year analysis published
in the Yearbook breaks down
broadcast business by type of advertising, commodity groups, geographical volume, and the prospective future course. The Yearbook
analysis
is
the eleventh produced
Big Gain in Decade
Broadcast advertising net time by Broadcasting and follows the
sales have increased approximately formula originally developed in collaboration vdth Herman S. Het3% times since 1935 — from $79,noted economist and former
617,543 in 1935 to an estimated associatetinger,professor
of marketing of
$285,100,000
net- the U. of Pennsylvania.
work volume inhas1944.
more National
than tripled,
while local volume has experienced
Chrysler Musical
a slightly less than threefold in- CHRYSLER
Corp., Highland Park
crease. Spot advertising, which first
gathered momentum in 1933 and Mich.,ing: an beginning
Feb.
all-musical
series8 ison presentits CBS
1934, rose during the period to more
than five times its 1935 level — from Thursday 9-9:30 p.m. period regapproximately $14,000,000 in 1935 Amateur Hour.
occupied Featuring
by Major Morton
Bowes ~
to an estimated $75,000,000 in 1944. Gould's ularly
and guest star
Until recently, local advertising "graduates"orchestra
from thewill Amateur
had continued to be the laggard Hour the replacement
continue ReST
and only the recent war years have until the Major recovers from an on
tended to reverse that trend.
illness. Title is Major Bowes' Show- -^i
er of recent
Stars. broadcasts
Since the Major's
ill- ritsf
During
the pastdiscloses,
decade, broadcast
the Year- ness,
have been
hook
analysis
over to the March of Dimes, m
advertising has experienced only turned
Army, Navy
and Red &Cross
one minor recession. This was in Agency
is Ruthrauff
Ryanshows,
Inc., onki
ffi
1938 when generally curtailed busi- New York.
13.5%, confectionery and soft drink
volume, 22.7%; drugs and cosmet26.8%.ics, 21.8% and food products,
Featured in the Yearbook analysis is a 10-year breakdown of
broadcast advertising covering
1935-1944— the first full decade
during
recorded. which volume has been

BROADCASTING
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STATION BROADCAST REVENUES BY STATES;
1935-1939-1943
Revenues (OOO's) 1943
State and area 1935
1939
nited States
$52,325 $89,991 $154,051 194.5
187.2
NewConnecticut
England
3,664
10,543 290.7
592
5,888
1,258
Maine.
250
2,344 236.0
158.1
515
Massachusetts
2,184
3,203
221.6
248
N.RhodeH.- Vermont
143
144.8
Island
495
1,5
163.4
Middle
Atlantic
11,423
New
York
5,546
120.1
New
Jersey
2,392
Pennsylvania
3,485
10,479 199.6
351.8
South Atlantic
4,514
290.0
Del-.-Maryland
874
249.2
District of Columbia 740
381.2
Florida
580
1,352
2,791 374.4
585
344.0
N.S.Georgia
Carolina
666
1,109
586.0
Carolina
186
1,357
378.3
Virginia
539
463.3
West Virginia
344
EastIllinois
North Central 1 33,866
, 008
20,881
33,503 157.7
73.1
6,672
6,750 331.1
Indiana
839
1,662
3,621
Michigan
2,843
7,139
4,102
Ohio
4,436
13,039
6,843
Wisconsin
1,024
1,511
2,954 229.3
•WestIowa
North Central 51,172
, 690
10,831
18,769
209.3
1,952
314.4
3,625 246.3
862
Kansas
382
Minnesota
1,107
1,583
2,336
3,812
Missouri
2,133
3,800
6,267
Nebraska
510
2,097
1,191
691
N. & S. Dakota
386
EastAlabama
South Central 2 , 355
140
4,357
798
1,887
Kentucky
748
641
2,153
1,100
Mississippi ^
321
1,514 375.
Tennessee
901
1,818
4,279
WestArkansas
South Central 3 ,2 684
6,832
13,021
Louisiana
493
185.8
1,326
2,864 373.2
Oklahoma
785
2,258
255.8
Texas
2,221
7,899
Mountain
1,760
202.5
774 250.4
Arizona
218
5,324
185.7
Colorado
' 59368
1,112
Wyoming
1,714
363
Idaho
127
535
Montana
208
205 » 154.7
259
354
Nevada-N. Mexico 50046
Utah
816
1,379
Pacific
6,442
10,060
14,690 128.1
103.3
California
4,646
7,029
177.8
9,455
Oregon
692
1,161
1,942 199.3
Washington
1,104
1,870
8
'2 Shift
from N. J. into FCC
N. Y. Reports
makes analysis
of individual states 175.'
impossible.
Miss, ofandWORArt.
of early years.
' Combined
with combined
Nevada.

" 3TR0MBERG
Stromberg- CARLSON
on WQXRCo.,
Rochester, for postwar radio sets
)n Feb. 5 began a thrice-weekly
lalf-hour musical series. Treasury
)/ Music, on WQXR New York. Seiies features outstanding young
nusical soloists, accompanied by an
)rchestra. Program will also be
leard
on WQXR's
FM station,
iVQWQ.
ion. New Agency
York. is McCann-Erick-

71.1
75.9
77.2
85.5
84.2
47.4
35.0
74.7
125.9
117.2
130.7
106.6
152.2
117.4
248.7
115.4
138.3
59.5
71.8
118.1
74.1
70.6
85.9
83.5
64.7
74.5
125.5
136.0
95.7
136.1
135.1
91.5

Radio's New Technique
RADIO WAR correspondents are
developing reporting techniques
quite different from those of the
newspaper
according to Ned correspondents,
Calmer, CBS reporter
just back from five months in
Europe. Handicapped by having to
compress his story into a minute
or two daily, or a slightly longer
period once a week, and having to
go on the air at a certain time, in
contrast with the newspaperman
who can file his stories as frequently and at as great length as
the news warrants, the radio man
is becoming
a describer
inter-a
preter of events
rather orthan
straight reporter, Mr. Calmer said,
giving his listeners the kind of
informal and informative report he
would make if he were physically
present in their living rooms.
SOUTH

m
630WATTS
KILOCYCLES
^?5000
Full Ti
BLUE NETWORK

W

H

BEND

A T
H O O P E R?
ws
o
n
K

69.0
46.8
35.0

Bauer & Black Spots
BAUER & BLACK, Chicago (Blue
Jay corn plasters and foot products), will distribute late in Februdramatized
minuteary recordings
spots to oflocal
dealers toone-be
placed on the programs sponsored
by the latter. Present indication
shows nationwide cooperation of
dealers. Production of spots was
handled
by Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.

ws

Sho

HOOPER STATION LISTENING INDEX
May fhrough September, 1944
The man on the ground, the local merchant, needs no "Hooper"
to show him what he already knows! Waiting lists for local
time prove that only WSBT covers the South Bend market.
More than 100 network and national advertisers know it, too !
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Representaf
COLUMBIA
NETWORK
QUARTZ OSCILLATORS SINCE 1927
JROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NaUonal Preu Bldg^ Waah^ D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Notional Prett BIdg. Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VIOORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Mwnsey Bldg. District 8456
Wosiiingion, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultant!
Frequency Monifofiri9
Cemmercial
RadioWaahinrton,
Equip. D.Co,O.
e International BoildinK,
ee 321
E.
Gregory
BoulcTard.
Kanaaa
Mo.
Cross Roads of the World, HaUjwaod,Cltj,0»Uf.

PfteOUSNCY MEASURING
SERVICE
Exact Measurementt ' of any time
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mnnsey Bide. • Repoblie 2S47

JOHN BARRON
ConsulMng Radio Engineers
Specializing in Broodcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtienal 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NAtional 6513
Washington 4, D. C

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Shorcham Bldg.
ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. e District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C.
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSVLTING RADIO ENGINEERS
AMI m TELEVISION FACSIMILE
tlmUonal Prett Bldg. Wtuh. 4, D. C.
DUtrtcl 7362 • GUba 5880

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
(^ato IV. /2aif
Communications Engineering
Consuffant
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Nafl Press Bldg. Wash. 4, D. C.
Room 892 NA. 7846
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 3 TO FEBRUARY 9 INCLUSIVE "
Decisions . . .
Tentative Calendar . . .
ACTIONS
ON MOTIONS
FEBRUARY 16
FEBRUARY
5
Further Consolidated Hearing
WSOO
Sault
Ste.
Marie,
Mich.—
Central
Broadcasting
WUkesGrantedof hearing
In part onmotion
for continu-set Barre, Pa.— CP 1240 kc 250 Co.,
unlimited.
Pennyslvaniaw BroadcastFeb. 7ance and
continuedlicense
same renewal
to Feb. 12. Northeastern
Inc.,Broadcasters
Wilkes-Barre,Inc.,
Pa.—Wilkes-Barre,
Same.
FEBRUARY 7
Pa.Key
—ersSame.
Bob— Granted
Jones College
Inc.,for Cleveland,
WBAX
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.—
License for
Tenn.
petition
dismissal
1240
kc
100
w
unlimited.
without
prejudice application for CP
new
station.
WJZ
New
York—
Granted
petition
for
substitution
of name
American
castingCompany
Co. Inc.
that
of BlueBroadNet- Applications
FEBRUARY. . .5
Inforfiled
all
pleadings
other work
documents
with FCC andre NEW-45.7 mc WNBH New Bedford,
proceedings on application of KOB for Mass.
— CP new
FM station,
change
coverage
to 4,303 amended
sq. mi.,
mod. CP;
petition
forFeb.addi-19 tochange
timegranted
to and
Including
toConclusions.
file tional
Proposed
Findings
of Fact
and changes. type of trans, and antenna
NEW-1490 kc Adelaide Lillian CarreU,
WKBZ
Muskegon,
Mich.
— Denied
mo- Wichita,
— CP new standard staamend
issue for
In Notice
of Heartion, 250 Kan.
w unlimited.
ingtionrebyto application
CP; exceptions
920ferkccontrol
KFNFfromShenandoah,
la.— Transnoted
Counsel
for
petitioner.
Henry
Midwest Broadcasting Co., Milwaukee
west
Broadcasting
Co. Field to Mid—Passed terover
petition
for
leave
to
inNEW-1430
kc
Coeur
d'Alene
Broadand for enlargement of Issues
tingstation
Co., Coeur ond'Alene,
re WREN veneapplication.
standardcaslimited,
960 kcIda.1430
1— kwCPkc new
unamended
to
request
and
KHQ
Spokane,
Wash.—
Granted
In
part
petition forfor continuance
hearing
Install
DA-DN.kc Evening News Press, Port
onhearing
application
license
renewal
and
NEW-1450
now
set
Feb.
15
continued
to
Angeles, Wash.
March 19.
standard
station— License
(KONP).to cover CP new
680vertical
kc KPO antenna
San Francisco—
InstaU
KGAACTIONS
Spokane,BYWash.—
new
and makeatCP changes
ADM. Same.
BOARD
system (dismissed
request
ofin ground
applicant).
FEBRUARY 7
FEBRUARY 7
KELOcense toSioux
Falls,
S. D.— Granted liCP authorizing
1430change
kc WHEB
Portsmouth, N. H.—
lation newcover
antenna.
Action taken instalwith- CP
750
1 kw unlimited kcto to1 kw1430 D kc,250change
w N.
outsues inprejudice
toondetermination
of is- unlimited.
hearing
petition
and
application for license renewal, pursuant to NEW-44.5 mc The Valley Pub. Co.,
Multiple Ownership Rule.
Harlingen,- Tex. — CP new FM station,
KFH Wichita, Kan.— Placed In pend- 1,515
sq. mi.,mc$13,350
estimatedHerald
cost. Pub.
Brownsville
tion. ing file application for CP new FM sta- Co.,NEW-46.5
Brownsville,
Tex.—
CPestimated
new FM cost.
staCrosley
Corp.,
Columbus,
O.—
Placed
t
i
o
n
,
6
3
2
sq.
mi.,
$13,350
in pending file
application
mc Valley Evening Monitor
commercial
television
station.for CP new Inc.,NEW-48.5
McAllen,
Tex.—
CP
new
FM
station,
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago— Same. 908 sq. mi., $13,350
estimated
FEBRUARY
8 cost.
ACTIONSFEBRUARY
BY COMMISSION
NEW-44-50
mc
Raytheon
Mfg. television
Co., New
8
York — CPon new
44-40 commercial
mc ESR
(as specified
in
1340 kclicense
KMYRfromDenver—
Granted
vol.to station
assgn.
P.
W.
Meyer
proposed
allocation)
7600.
KMYR
Broadcasting
corp. in 1340fer kcof control
WBRW Welch,
W. W.Va.—Blakely,
Transfrom
J.
which assignor
is toCo.,ownnewcontrolling
Gladys
Werness
stock.
Joe H.G. Blakely
Hunt, and
W.H. Frey
R.J. Read
Keyser,
Ellis
1450 kcvol.WROX
Clarksdale,
Clarence
and Robert
Granted
assgn. license
from Miss.—
Robin O.toLandreth,
Greever.
Weaver Sr. to Birney Imes Sr. for $25,- NEW-1340 kc The Brockway Co., South
000.
Massena, N.andY.—grant
Petitionunder
filed FCCfor
620 kcrenewal
KGW Portland,
Granted ofconsideration
license
for regularOre.—period.
of 1-16-45station
of application
for CP
1190
kckc KEX
Portland,
Ore.—Same.
Same. Policy
newNEW-1340
standard
250
w
unlimited.
1320
WJAS
Pittsburgh—
kc John M. Spottswood, Key
1410
kc
KQV
Pittsburgh—
Same.
West,
Fla.—
Same.
1190 kc WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.—
Same.
910 kc KVAN
Vancouver, Wash.—
Petifor500 consideration
and grant
Following
stations
wereending
granted
li- in parttion filed
for
w
D
250
w
N
under
FCCCP
cense
renewal
for
period
2-1-46:
Policy
of9101-16-45
of930application
forhours
KPOW KRLH KVEC KYSM WKEO.
change
kc
to
kc,
change
2-1-48.
"1450
kc
KNOE
Monroe,
La.
—
Granted
D to and
unlimited
with 500
license renewal for period ending w,operation
install from
DA-DN
move
FEBRUARY
9 trans.
1390
kc
KLPM
Minot,
N.
D.—
Granted
license
renewal
for
period
ending
11-1-47.
NEW-47.1O.— mcCP Ohio
Broadcasting
Co.,
new FM
station, 2,882
NEW-1230 kc Fetzer Broadcasting Co., Marion,
sq.NEW-45.5
mi„ $24,250mc estimated
cost.
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
—
Granted
license
WKBB
Dubuque,
la.—
to cover CP new standard station CP new FM station, 7,900 sq. ml., $21,(WJEF) 250 wapproved
unlimited.letter
At same
time 300 estimated cost.
Commission
to MuskeCounNEW-46.3
mc WING Dayton, O.— CP
selgon,
for Ashbacker
RadiothatCorp.,
new
FM station,
estimated
cost. 14,140 sq. mi., $53,000
denying
request
Commission
delay final action on Fetzer applica1470
kc
WTAW
Station, Tex.
tion.
—Petition filed forCollege
consideration
and
Albany,
Ga. — Granted
petition
grant
under forFCCCP Policy
of 1150
1-16-45kc toof
to1590WALB
dismiss
application
for
CP
change
application
change
kc
to
1550
kc
and
make
changes
1470
kc
and
change
hours
operation
DA,
D to unlimited.
from and
Heraldapplication
Pub. Co. for assgn. license fromNEW-1230
kc Bremerton
Broadcast
W9XUI license
State renewal
U. of Iowa,
Iowa City- Station, Bremerton,
Wash.—
Granted
of
experimental
for CP new
standard
stationofApplication
250attorney.
w untelevision
station
for
period
ending
limited
returned
at
request
2-1-46; conditions.
KEEP SHIPPING MONTHLY
wires Eugene Tanner, WSIX
THE
SHADOW
Avallabld locally on transcription — see C. MICHELSON 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

Ruling Reversed
APPELLATE Division of NewYork Supreme Court on Friday reversed a decision
denying the exion of Edward
Chairman ofaminatthe
Board ofJ.theNoble,
Blue
Network, before the trial of suit
of Donald Flamm against Mr.
Noble now pending in the New
York Supreme Court. Action is for
$2,925,000 damages, based on Mr.
Noble'sfrompurchase
of WMCA
,New
York
Mr. Flamm.
Handelraan
& Ives, attorneys for Mr. Flamm,
announced they will examine Mr.
Noble at the earliest possible date.
Committee Complete
WITH the addition of Sen. Hugh
S. Mitchell (D-Wash.) and Sen.
Frankship inT.theBriggs
(D-Mo.) Interstate
memberNew Senate
Commerce Committee is now comSen. Mitchell
replaces
Sen.
Bone ofplete.the
same State
and Sen.
Briggs is in Vice-President Truman's former place.
Price Thanks Newsmen
"THANKS
and appreciation"
the
news broadcasters
and editorsto
of America
were
offered
Direc-of
tor Byron Price of the byOffice
Censorship for their conduct in reference.gard to the current Big Three ConCONTROLS
L ROOM
LT.
ROBERT
engineer officer
of WFBLIn
Syracuse
and ALLER,
communications
the New porarily
Yorkreleased
StatefromGuard,
was duties
temstation
when
Guard wasfuelmobilized
to assistthe InState
the regional
crisis.
BOB
FRIENDWWNC
and WILLIAM MOATS
have joined
transmitter
engineers.Ashevllle, N. C. as
PAUL cian iR.n theDOUGHERTY,
techniArmy Airdepartment
Forces.former
Is now
with
the
engineering
of KYW
Philadelphia.
VARVARA
YAKOUNCHIKOFF,
formerchief engineer of WWRL Woodslde,
N. Y., has partmejoined
engineering dent of WLIB theBrooklyn.
ROBERT STAAB, released from the
Army,ing staffhasof been
to the engineerWCKYaddedCincinnati.
FRANK
FIGGINS,
released
the
Army,
has resumedmaintenance
his formerfrompost
NBC HoUjrwood
super-as
visor.
JOHN
W. KIRSCHNER,
Cleveland
sales
representative
for thehasRCA
and
equipment
division,
beentube
named
sales
representative
for
the
East
wUl work under direction of L.andS.
Thees, manager of the equipment tube
sales section
rison, N. J. at the RCA plant at Har-

BROADCAST

Harlan Starkey Is Named
Chief, NAB News Bureau
NEWS BUREAU of the NAB has
been restaffed with Harlan (Bruce)
Starkey as chief, the NAB announced last week. He replaces
Walt Dennis who resigned in October 1943. The Bureau will provide broadcasters with general information, historical data,
educational and promotion
material.
Mr. Starkey started in radio with
WCHS Charleston, W. Va. in 1932
as commercial manager. For the
last ten years he has been a freelance writer and publicity counsel
in Chicago. Before his radio affiliations, he was a reporter with the
Miami Herald and the Miami Tribune, was associated for several
years with West Virginia papers,
while maintaining a part-time contact with the R. M. Ludwig Advertising Agency of Wheeling, W. Va.
Gum Labs. Plan
GUM LABS Inc., Clifton Heights,
Pa., will
a new beginning
half-nour
show,
as sponsor
yet not titled,
March 18 for Ivoryne chewing gum,
1:30-2 p.m. on 64 Mutual stations,
and wil drop Hello Sweetheart,
Hel'.o infromthetheJan.Blue29 March
10. The
story
Broadcasting
was incorrect. Program will originate in Chicago. Agency is McJunkin
Chicago.for Jim
head Adv.,
of publicity
MBS O'Bryon,
in New
York
is
now
arranging
to have radio editors choosea contest
a new
name for the show.

U. S. Court

Gets ''Now, if we

Fly's WOW
Brief
IN HIS first case since returning
to private life from chairmanship were only
staying
of the FCC, James Lawrence Fly
submitted a brief to the U. S. Supremevolving
CourttheFeb.
7
on
a
suit
intransfer of WOW
Omaha to Radio Station WOW
Inc. from the Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance Soc.
The case is scheduled to be heard
during the week of Feb. 26. It is
at
before the Federal court on certiorari to review the judgment of the
Supreme Court of Nebraska revers- THE
When ROOSEYELr'
you stop at The Roosevelt
of the Neb.
District
Courting ofthe judgment
Douglas County,
Dr. you don't risk getting marooned
Homer inH.theJohnson,
For you'll be v/ithin walkholder
insurancea certificate
company, like this.range
of Manhattan's
Midhad started the action to enjoin the town ingactivities.
Direct passagetransfer.
way from Grand Central Terminal
Mr. Fly'sshould
brief submits
the to hotel lobby. A reservation at
judgment
not standthatsince
The Roosevelt liquidates a lot of
itandinvades
the
FCC's
jurisdiction
annuls its order contrary to bother.
Section 402(a) of the Act. The
Rooms with bcuh from $4.50.
decision, he contends, rests upon
public interest questions which were
either directly involved in the ap- _
HOTEL
proval of the transfer or which if
presented to the Commission would Roosevelt
have been passed upon as relating: MADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEW YORK
to
thosethatquestions
-A HIITON HOTElbefore
body. then pending
On the basis of this, the brief ROBERT P. WILLIFORD, General
contends, thein suit
"couldcourt,
not forbe Other Hilton Hotels From Coast to Coast:
maintained
a State
in addition to nullifying adminis- CALIFORNIA: LongLos Beach;
The Town Hous<
trative action contrary to the FedNEW MEXICO:Angeles
Albuquerque
eral scheme for a single, unified
OHIO: Abilene,
Dayton-Blltmore
Dayton
control of broadcasting, the decree
TEXAS:
El Paso,in Longview,
Treasury Names Carr
is predicated upon the decision of
Lubbock,
Plainview
MEXICO:
The
Palocio
Hilton
in
Chihuahua
public
questions
directly
at
odds
APPOINTMENT of Eugene Carr, with that of the administrative
C. N. Hilton, President, Hilton Hotels.
assistant to G. A. (Dick) Richards,
president of WJR Detroit, WGAR
Cleveland, and KMPC Hollywood, to body itself."
an executive
post in theWarRadio
Section of the Treasury
Finance
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Division, was slated for announcement this past weekend by Treasbeing
loanedury. Mr.toCarr's
WFD services
by the are
Richards
interests.
Custom-Built
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Radio
Engineering
Cansnllmli
Speech
Input Equipment
LeBrun to WCKY
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
HARRY cently
A. commercial
LeBRUN,manager
until re-of
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
Kansas City, Mo.
(Sabj.District
to Govt1640Sec)
WNOX pointed
Knoxville,
been ap-of Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Cal.
national saleshasmanager
WCKY Cincinnati, Kenneth W.
Church,
vice-president
YotJR CANADIAN distribution
the
L. B. executive
Wilson station,
announcedof
is assured thru
last week. After graduating from
SOUND
EFFECT
RECORDS^
Syracuse U. in 1933, Mr. LeBrun
WALTER P. DOWNS Ltd.
633
Dominion
Sq. Bldg.Lines:, Montreal, Can.
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
joinedmanWHEC
Rochester
as
newsReduced
Basic
Library
Offer
Containing
Present
and announcer. He has been
Over 200 Write
Individual
Sound Effects
Far Details
PRESTO
RECORDING
in radio since that time.
FONDAAUDIOCORP.DEVELOPMENT
AMPEREXCORP.
CHARLES MICHELSON
CO.TUBES
67 W. 44tb St. New York, N. Y.
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SOUND EFFECTS
One
the largest
selections
sound ofeffects
in existence.
MAJORof
RECORDS.WriteRealistic
and
Complete.
for catalog
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
Transcriptions—
Specialiied
Recordings
1600 Broadway N.Y. 19, Circle
6-X675

LYN
PEL
"A
Dispatch
from
WKAT (BLUE)
4th YEAR
and Reuter't"

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConstruction
Technical Maintenance,
Snpervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
g. DistrictWashington
2292 4, 0. C.

MORE RF KILOWAn HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., Nevy Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists
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§9jP0 watts directional over new YORK

Vandenberg Bill
{Continued from page 15)
would expedite enactment of the
Vandenberg Bill which he feels
provides a guarantee against interference of Interlochen broadcasts. The AFM blacklisting of
the school, he asserted, is merely a
"subterfuge".
Despitesaid,
Mr. the
Petrillo's
action,Music
Dr.
Maddy
National
Camp will carry on. He said that
28 of the faculty of 50 are AFM
members and will be affected by the
blacklisting. If necessary, he exd, the schoolHewillsaidengage
nonunionplainemusicians.
the school
had 650 f ulltime students last summer, about two-thirds coming from
high schools and one-third from the
university.
The AFM action on Interlochen
was regarded in some quarters as
a fortunate development • in that
it may mobilize sentiment in behalf of legislation to control labor
union monopolies. Reflecting this
feeling, the New York Times editorialized on Thursday that "Congressfectiwillve to curb
never Mr.do Petrillo
anythinguntil
efit sees him as a symptom of a
larger situation rather than as
merely an obstreperous individual.
It will never do anything effective
against
until it hasMr.thePetrillo's
courage policies
and clarity
of view to deal with the whole situation of which his personal dictatorship ismerely
a part."
The Times
continued:
This
action
tocannot
the two-edged
ofradio
Mr. station
Petrillo.points
He
onlyanyruinofpower
anyhis
that
disobeys
commands,
by
ordering
his
musicians
not
to work vidualformusician
it; heby cansuspending
also ruin him
any from
indimembership
and
making
it
impossible
him to earn a living at his profession.for
Thus
Petrillo's
power therestsemployer
not merely
onon hishisMr.ability
ability
coerce
but
totoforce
virtually every musi-

cian into Ashis long
unionas and
to coerce
every
musician.
existing
permits
and
encourages
Mr. the
Petrillo
andlaw other
labor
leaders
to
coerce
individual
worker,
the
essence
of their Even
irresponsible
private
power
will
remain.
if
it
is
curbed
in one
minorin manifestation
it willdirections.
continue
toWhat
operate
a hundred
other
is
required
to
curb
the
Petrillos
not
bill dealing withof theone whole
minorexisting
abuseis
but aaofre-examination
body
Federal labor law.
AFRA, WGN Settle
FOUR-YEAR controversy between
WGN Chicago
American
Federation of RadioandArtists
involving
broadcasts AFRA claimed were
commercial because of plugs for
the Chicago Tribune, owner of the
station, was settled Feb. 8 by Ray
Jones, secretary of AFRA and
Frank Schrieber and Andrew Hamilton, manager and attorney respectively ofwithout
the arbitration.
station afterWGN
conciliating
agreed to pay the talent fees on
seven programs
of thewasdozenat
whose
commercialoutstatus
issue.
The
payment
is
to from six months to retroactive
two years,
depending on the starting date of
the copy on the seven programs.
Only sustaining fees had been paid
previously.
Big Three Bulletin
BULLETIN on the RooseveltChurchill-Stalin meeting issued in
Washington for release at 4:30
p.m.
Wednesday
was broadcast
the four
nationwide
networks byat
that
time,
with
NBC
taking
three
minutes from the Bayer Aspirin
program, Lorenzo Jones, to read
the text to its listeners. CBS followed the bulletin by switching to
Washington for a report on the
Capital
given bywhere
Bill Henry, and reaction
then to London
Eric
Sevareid described British reaction,
canceling
a
quarter-hour
tainer
for scheduled
the purpose.sustainet
Blue susalsoto
killed its
broadcast comments on the Big
Three meeting by Baukhage, Earl
Godwin; Dave Wills and Ray Henle
from Washington.

HERE'S AN
OPPORTUNITY
A net-work-affiliated
station, recnized as one service,
of theradioleaders
field of ogpublic
wants ain manthe
with newspaper
training
backhis and
talents
and
experienceground towho canthe adapt
requirements
of radio.
The
job
will
require
an
ability
to
create
and build programs around current civic
and community
problems— programs
designed to stimulate
ondis arouse
publiccereinterest.
The thought
objective
a most
sindesire
to
give
listeners
the
complete
understanding
every local
situation affecting
public ofwelfare.
This
isHere'snot ana "crusade".
opportunity
to
become
a
vital
force in a midwest
ulation—a chance tocitywinof 100,000
prestige popand
build a permanent executive iob.
BOX 252, BROADCASTING
WANT
TO PURCHASE
LOCAL CHANNEL
RADIO
STATION
East
of Mississippi
and in the North
Letters held in confidence
Box 185, Broadcasting
The
ROBERT L. KAUFAAAN
Technical Organization
Maintenance Service for
Broadcast Stations
Our service will help yoo if you
are short of well-trained men to
ciently.
keep your plant operating effiMunseyWashington
Bldg. 4, District
D. C. 2292

KWB^

OVER 160,000
RADIO HOMES
In W M O H
.5 MV/M Area
The SPOT For
Your SPOTS Is
WMOH
Hamilton, Ohio
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—Classified Advertisements—
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only — Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. Ail others, 15c per word. Bold face caps 30c
per word. Ad must be all light face or all bold face caps. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline ten days preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
Operator -announcer.
First beclass
radio-of
license. Must
capable
newsregional
and telephonecommercial
For
NBC station announcing.
in western
city of932,25,000.
Good post-war future.
Box
BROADCASTING.
If and
you are
a
good,
announcer
familiar withall-round
RCA equipment,
we canlent use
you immediately.
opportunity
and good salaryExcel-for
the right
week
with man.
time Forty-eight
and a half hour
over
forty hours.
a growing
ization and aThisbig Isstation.
If youorgan-are
the manence andtellwhenus about
yourjoin
experi-us.
you can
Address Box 3, BROADCASTING.
250forwattgoodBluestudio
Network
station
looking
announcer available
about April
1st. midwest.
Family man
preferred. Located
Excellent
opportunity
for
employment.
Awotild
first,help.
secondSendorsteady
restricted
license
BROADCASTING. details to Box 182,
Dependable versatile announcer with
referencesfiliate.
needed
by 5 city
kw NBC afSouthwestern
News, commercials,
no controls.150,000.
Ideal
working conditions. Box 183, BROADCASTING.
Chief
local western
station.
Goodengineer,
salary,
short
hours, excellent
working
conditions.
Position
available
Immediately. Box 217. BROADCASTING^
Goodlicense,
combination
man duties
with first
class
to fortakeprogressive,
over
as chief
engineer
local
250
watt
Midwest. toGoodBoxsalary.
Send station.
qualifications
218,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCERS:
WE WANT
TO HEARTO
FROM INSOUTHERN
ANNOUNCERS
WORK
CONSERVATIVE
CBS METROPOLITAN STATION GOOD
PAY.
MODERNDIOS. SEND
AIR USCONDITIONED
STUAUDITION
TRANIONYOUR
OF YOUR EXPERIENCE,
VOICE, FULL
DETAILS
OFSCRIPTSALARY
STARTING
EXPECTED,
AND
PRESENT
DRAFT
STATUS.US
QUALIFIED
MEN TIME.
STAY BOX
WITH
FOR
A
LONG
219,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer.
First
class
chief engineer.
250
watt State
networklicense
affiliate midwest
station.
salary,
experience,
draft
classification.
collect. KVAK, Atchison, Kansas. Wire
Dependable, experienced announcer with
good references.
Send allTexas.
qualifications. KCMC, Texarkana,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted
Radio or advertising
salesman,
$50.00—fullweek
more to right
man.
Also
time
newscaster-announcer,
$40 week
start. start.
LicensedExperience
radio engineer,
$45
week
and
good
references necessary.
Permanent.
Advancement.
Apply
NBC
station
KWBW, Hutchinson, Kansas.
Announcer
—wants
Outstanding
localannouncer
network
afaiiate
all-around
of proved
ability
and experience.
Offer $200.00
or
more
monthly
dethingpendingwithon qualifications.
first letter. TellBoxevery243,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Reliable
announcing abilitymanfor with
networkaverage
afiiliate.
CASTING.
References required. Box 247, BROADYoung inglady,
experienced
radio advertisselling.
Alsohelpful,
girl announcer.
Restricted permit
not necessary.
New ernstation
in
small,
pleasant
southcity.
Detail
qualifications,
salary
expected. Box 248, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster or announcer capable of developing inposition.
to all around
man. Permanent
Base salary
and
100% tialtalent
fees toandmanhabits.
of substanqualifications
State
experience,
references,
etc.
WTOL,
Toledo, Ohio.
Good
position
announcer
who
also
can forwriteoperator
copy.
Permanent
place
in
production
department
for
right man.
Klamath
Palls, Wire
Oregon.collect, KFJI.
Copywriter writer,
— If youcommercial
are a gal copy
radio copyexperiencewithandwithawant
a permanent agency
position
well-established
where there Is real opportunity, write,
outlining fyour
and qualiications. Give experience
complete Information
inOhio.
first
letter, Send
including
age ofand copy.
salary
desired.
samples
JessopFirst
Advertising
Company,
floor.
Central Tower,
Akron21st8,
WUlannouncer-operator.
have opening February
15thdraft
for
age,
status,
salary. Station,
StanStateMayer,
WTAW, College
Texas. Mgr.,
First class engineer wanted. Capable
of becoming
Goodlivingpay,condireahours,chief.
excellentarea.
tions insonable
non-defense
Permanent
job
with
postwar
stability.
Supply
full
requirements,
etc.
first details,
letter salary
to KFNF,
Shenandoah,
lowa^
Columbia
stationWrite
has opening
good
announcer.
or wire forKGDM,
Stockton, Calif.

WANTED
CHIEF

ENGINEER

Must have good background, be capable of handling
directional array plus FM after war. Not interested in mechanics or operators, but must be engineer in strict sense
of the word. Salary, $300.00 per month. Give ail details
first letter including photo.
WKPT, KINGSPORT, TENNESSEE.
BROADCASTING
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Situations Wanted
Experienced announcer and program
director,
desires permanent
positionfornia
with4P,station,
progressive
Calipreferablysouthern
Los Angeles
area. cialTopnotch
newscaster,
commerman,
M
C,
with
musical
experience. Excellent references. Box 42,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — woman.
5 years
announcing experience
on 5 staff
kw network affiliate.
News, music, women's.
Box 56,
BROADCASTING.
Announcerrience
— IV2networkyears
all-round
affiliate,
wants expepermanent connection
congenial
surCASTING. roundings for west. Box 188, BROADProgram
director — NowExperienced
employed newswith
250-watt
man withstation.
commercial
sellingin plans.
Background
of
experience
radio
sales,
merchandising,
programming,
production
announcing.
Married,
4P.
Box 220,andBROADCASTING.
Announcer-newscaster.
Age
25.
4F,
married, 2 years
experience
5 kilowatt
station.
DesireCalifornia.
location LosWrite
Angeles
or
southern
Box
221, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED
ANNOUNCER,
HONORABLE ADDISCHARGE,
UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE,
LIB, NEWS,
SPORTS,
SPECIAL EVENTS,
GENERAL
ANNOUNCING, PROGRAMMING,AGEFAMILY MAN, REFERENCES,
32,
AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY.
BOX
223, BROADCASTING.
Twoyearstopexperience
announcer-newscasters.
Five
all phases
broadcasting.sireDraftprogressive
deferred,
dependable.
DeBROADCASTING. station. Box 224,
Experienced
announcer
- background.
newscaster,
Hollywood
production
Personality,
brains,
collegeradio-televigraduate,
4P.
Interested
all
offers
sion. Box 225, BROADCASTING.
Radio
gagman.
Combination
mikeman,
technician.
Recordingswriter,
sent.
Box 226, BROADCASTING.
A-1to idea
man, writer-director
available
broadcaster
or agency.
outstanding ability
buildingProved
successful
shows
and
"hyping"
current
Former program executive CBS 50ones.
and
NBC 5tive.
kw. Showman
Now agency
radio execufrom theatre
with
grounding
in
television.
Fine
sales
personality.
StableBoxfamily
Top references.
227, man,
BROAD-42.
CASTING.
Chief
engineertechnical
— Nine years
experience,
excellent
background
plus
ability
to
handle
all
types
announcing
and
programming.
Desiresawakepermanent
connection
with wide
station
planning
postwar
State salary,
working
andadvancements.
living conditions. Box 228,
BROADCASTING.
Radio veteran of 15 years, including 5
of programming
10 of management of local andandregional
stations,
independent
and position
network-affiliated,
desires managerial
with progressive
station.
Draft
exempt.
Box
250, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director, draft exempt,gressive
seeks connection
with an agorganization.ofBackground
includeskwmost phases
local, Box
regional
and
50
programming.
251,
BROADCASTING.
Third-class
operator. Woman
enced in announcing,
productionexperiand
some continuity. Thoroughly capable,ested independable
and small
sincerely
inter-at
radio.
Prefer
station
modest
salary. State
first letter.
Lucille Gallion,
Box 402,all Logan,
West
Virginia.
Announcer-newscaster
17 years experience. Age 38, draft —classification
4P.
Wife accountant,
typist. MustBoxbe permanent.
Go
anywhere.
229,
BROADCASTING.
Position
as bymanager
orveteran
commercial
manager
returned
with
sales,
writing
and
mike
experience.
Write Box 231, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Cashfor or1 kwdeferred
payments as preferred
and
modulationtransmitter,
monitors, frequency
three antenna
coupling
units,
phasing
equipment
parts
to build such
equipment.studio
WUlor
also
purchase
available
equipment.
Box any
93, BROADCASTING.

Wantedkw totransmitter
Buy (Cont'd)with - all
Wanted—
BROADCASTING.
available1 associated
equipment.BoxCash.94,
Furnish
full description.
Will payers. cash
for coils
and/or
State and
rating
and wanted.
capacitycondensof any97.
available
price
Box
BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
5 kw phasing
transmitter,
three 300foot
towers,
equipment,
and
phase
monitors.
Give
specifications
and
price
in
reply.
Box
108,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — 250-watt broadcast equipment,
transmitter, audio input and measuring equipment, also tower approxiCASTING.mately 180 feet. Box 129, BROADWanted towattbuytransmitter,
— Your auxiliary
5 kiloalso frequency
monitor. Box 135, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to mitbuy
— 2 one-kUowatt
transers, 1 five-kilowatt
transmitter,
2 consoles,
quency modulation
monitor, 100,000 monitor,
feet of No.fre-8
or 10 copper
wire, microphones,
turntables, amplifiers,
and may
any have
miscelyou
for
cash. Boxlaneous140,equipment
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
to
buy—
Ground
wire
and
Bliley
BCCASTING.
46T crystal oven. Box 150. BROADWanted
to buy—
fully qualified,
financially
and Party
otherwise,
wUl buy
going
5 kUowatt
radio population.
station In
aPurchasers
field 1 ofto 100,000
or
more
will
identify
themselves
responsible
third party. Box 158,to
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— RCA frequency
No. 250 FM transmitter.
No.
No.
322-A 336-A
modulation monitor.monitor.
No. 311-AB
frequency
monitor.
No.250K-AM
66-D modulationmitter.
monitor.
No.
transequipment considered. BoxEquivalent
232, BROADCASTING.
Small local station, southwest or west,
by two operators. Box 233, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
buy — 250-watt
transmitter,
tower ptoleand
te, or anystudio
part forequipment
cash. Box com234,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Any power transmitter up to
kilowatt,
any condition;
studio, control gether.
equipment;
toDescribeseparately
fully. Boxor 236.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted toquency
purchase.
FCC approved
fremonitor, modulation
monitor,
WE
compression
amplifier, type
llA
orBox1126A.
Advise
manufacturers
type.
242, BROADCASTING.
Want to buy, regardless of condition.
Westernmicrophones.
Electric "Dynamic"
618A
type
Radio Station
KPAB, coln,Engineering
Nebraska. Department, LinFor Sale
Fornever
sale —\ised,
New FCC
250 watt
transmitter,
approved.
$3,000.
Box 253, BROADCASTING.
For sale — Best offer takes new pair of
RCA 240,
813, BROADCASTING.
803, 872-A. WUl guarantee.
Box
7^ SCHOOL V
RADIO^TECHNIQUE
BroadeasHng)
; Exclusively
(America's toOldenRadioSchool
Devotmd
6 Weeks' Day Course
MARCH 5
^
Evening 16Course
!: 8 Weeks'
MARCH
Taught bysionalNettcork
Profes-&
s, for Beginner
Advanced students,
include:Routine
•• Newscasting
Announcing
• Station
• Acting
•• Continuity
Writing •• Voice
Diction
Commentating
Co-ed.
Moderate
rates.
Inquirel
Call or Write for Booklet B.
R.K.O. BUILDING,RADIO CITY, N. Yv
CIRCLE 7-0193
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Continued Probe of FCC

Is Demanded

G-F Hits Canada Snag
GENERAL Foods Corp., New
York,
droppedShowplansin toCanada.
place
the Katehas Smith
Starting date for the program, to
have been on the CBC Dominion
Network, was postponed numerous
times,fore until
case ofcameGovernors
up bethe CBC theBoard
at Ottawa. Cause for the delay was
said notto be
C'FRB
Toronto,a which
did
want
ito displace
longstanding church
service program
for the Smith show. CBC met with
CFRB officials and members of the
National Religious Advisory Council at Ottawa, and decision reached
was
"TorontoFoods
stationprogram
would
carrythatthe noGeneral
and religious
broadcastinpr
in
onto would not be disturbed. Tor-

House

Holds

1946

FCC Budget Down
By Wigglesivorth in Speech to House
station
costs
"do
not
agree
with
figCHARGING
that
"trafficking
in
Appropriations Group Pares
ures furnished by the Commission
Government franchises with Com$201,600 From Request |
mission approval still continues." to the Select Committee investigating the Commission only a few
Rep. Richard B. Wigglesworth (RSLASHING the FCC budget reMass.), last Wednesday, renewed weeks ago." Calling for continued
quest by $201,600,
the 1946
House fiscal'
last'
his demand for continued Congres- investigation of the FCC, Rep.
Thursday
passed the
sional investigation of the FCC and Wigglesworth asserted :
year
Independent
Offices Approfor new radio legislation.
priations
Bill
(HR-1984),
giving
"Many important matters, inthe Commission $5,005,400, a recluding alleged abuses by the ComReferring to the report of the
duction of $1,306,943 under the
mis ion of its licensing powers in
House Select Committee to Investi1945 fiscal year appropriation.
respect
to
many
radio
stations
were
gate the FCC, of which he was a not considered. An abundance of
member [Broadcasting, Jan. 8], evidence
Tightening thetheexecutive
collected by the Commitpurse-strings,
House branch's
lopped
Rep. Wigglesworth asserted on the
$76,281,221 from the overall budget
tee's staff was not heard. Some of
House floor that the investigation
requested
by
President
Roosevelt
|
it
is
sensational.
Only
by
continu"made
clear the
imperativein stanneed
for the Executive Office and indeing the investigation can the work
for immediate
improvement
pendent
executive
bureaus,
boards,
dards of administration and for re- undertaken under the instructions
Shadow Expands
commissions and offices. The Pres-i
medial legislation." Both are "es- from the last Congress be carried ACME White Lead & Color Works, ident
had requested $3,295,089,718. ,
sential to impartial and efficient to a proper conclusion."
Detroit,
which
sponsors
The
ShaDefense Request Granted j
regulation and to equality of opdow
locally
on
35
Mutual
stations
Revocations
Recommended
portunity and freedom of speech
Sun. 5:30-6 edition
p.m. willon sponsor
the
Contrary
last deeply
year's into
action,
During hearings on the Appro- transcribed
seven addiCongressto cut
the I
over man
thewhoradio,"
the Congresspriations Bil on Jan. 18, a report
tional stations (KFXJ KTRI when
dissentedsaidfrom
the ComFCC national defense activities :
WMBH
WCMI
WGTC
WGBR
of
which
was
released
last
Monday,
mittee's majority report.
(Foreign Broadcast Intelligence
Agency is Henri, Hurst, Service
Rep. W igglesworth questioned Com- WFNC).
Radio Intelligence
Inc., Chicago. With seven Division), and
Questions Education Office
mis ioners and Commission execu- McDonald
House granted the
stations taking the recorded FCC its fulltherequest
length regarding WGST other
of $2,430,000
series
for
clients,
including
Nehi
The Select Committee investiga- Atlanta,tives atWOKO
Albany, N. Y., the Corp. on KALB, the program will for national defense activities.
That
tion "served tocertain
disclose,abuses
and Iofhope,
Capt. John A. Kennedy stations in be carried commercially in live or was a voluntary cut of $1,761,143
to eliminate,
the West
Virginia and the Arde Bulova transcribed form on 232 stations, under the $4,191,143 granted for j
Commission's
licensing
powers,
conto Charles Michelson, the 1945 fiscal year.
donation ofillegality, actions based stations, all involved in the House according
New York, producer and distributor.
The FCC for the next fiscal year
on political considerations, misrep- investigation.
Rep. V/iggleswoi'th asked about
resentation tothe Congress, unlawsought $2,756,000
for ofnormal
activities, an increase
$651,500
CBS Net Up
ful solicitation of support for ap- taxes and wanted to know if the
propriations, and falsification of Commission would "worry" about
over the amount appropriated for
a buyer who proposed to charge the CBS consolidated net earnings for the 1945 fiscal year. That amount
records," declared Rep. Wiggles- cost
worth.
were approximately $4,678,- was reduced by the $201,600 to $2,of "buying a business to ope- 1944
000 (equivalent to $2.72 per share) 554,400, still giving the Commis-.
ratingCounsel
expense"Rosel
but Assistant
GenReferring
to
hearings
by
the
Aj>eral
H.
Hyde
reFrank
K. White, vice-president and sion $449,900 more than it had in ;
propriations Subcommittee on Inin a preliminary
plied the FCC "has no jurisdiction treasurer,
dependent Offices, of which he also to regulate
the current year for normal ac- '
statement reported
to stockholders
issued tivities.
the
business
of
broadis a member. Rep. Wigglesworth
Feb.
7,
1944.
Earnings
compare
casting
stations
and,
accordingly,
The Appropriations Committee
called for scrutiny of the part the has no interest in what way they Math a consolidated net of $4,535,900 (equivalent to $2.64 per share) said testimony before its subcom- '
U. S. Office of Education plans to
for 1943, and are after providing mittee
play in FM, as disclosed at the handle their accounts."
on Independent Offices, head$8,250,000
for estimated
FederalCBSinhearings. His speech was in conedtheby Rep.
(D-Va.), "was
come and excess
profit taxes.
to
effectWoodrum
that a tremendous
innection with the Independent Ofmeeting ofFeb.
7, declared
a
crease in standard and FM broadauthorizingproceedings,
the broad- board,
fices Appropriations Bill (HR- RESOLUTION
cash
dividend
40
cents
a
share
cast
of
Congressional
cast
applications
is
anticipated;
1984) for the 1946 fiscal year.
similar to those which died in the 78th of class A and B stock of $2.50 that applications for new television
par value, payable
"The record indicates further Congress has been introduced in the stockholders
of record March
Feb. 16.2 to stations are increasing; and that
condonation of illegal operations by House by Rep. Coffee (R-Wash.).
facsimile broadcasting, internaa licensee known to the Commission
tional broadcasting, and experifor from two to three years," said
mental and relay broadcasting are
the Congressman. "The record insubjects which will require immedicates no definite action in respect
diate
consideration at the conclu- j
to concealed ownership reported to
the Appropriations Committee by
sion of the war."
The proposed increase in funds >
the Commission two years ago in
for "regular activities" will enable
respect to Station WOKO. The record indicates postponement until
the
utilize
a considerableCommission
portion ofto the
trained
per- '
after election of hearings on the
recommended revocation of licenses
sonnel no longer required under ■
of the Kennedy stations in West
the national defense appropriation, '
Virginia, on the basis of false statetheThere
Committee
reported.
was little
debate on the )»■ j
ments and concealed ownership.
bill,
which
was
reported
out last :
Wednesday.
record raiseshasthe not
question
Monday and taken up first on
if "The
the Commission
completely ignored both tax evasion
and false statements under oath
by Commission licensees. Tables
furnished by the Commission show
WMAQ Rate Boost
that the transfer of stations or the
CITING increased operating excontrol of stations for values far
penses and increase in audience,
WMAQ Chicago effective March 1
in excess of physical values and
will
mcrease
its base daytime rate
trafficking in Government franfrom
$450 an hour and
chises with Commission approval
evening$400rateto from
$800 to $900.
still continues."
Other increases will be in proportion. Time bought before March 1
Rep. Wigglesworth charged that
figures furnished the Appropriations Committee by the FCC as to
"The New Manager Wants Me toReport onOur Sporadic E Interference!"
until NG
Feb. 28,• Broadcast
1946. ^
^
BROADCASTI
Advertisin
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MUST

PACE PROGRESS

Drink

Started A

National

an Ormge

r:iirj

.i'!?™'^ Seedless Navel Oranges

Health Habit!
[ N 1 9 1 6, the California Fruif Growers Exchange began advocating what since has
become a national health habit — drinking
the fresh juice of ripe oranges. Today, over
75% of the consumption is in juice form and
a seasonal market has been extended
throughout the year.
More significantly, the Sunkist campaign
which began in 1 907 showed that national
advertising of a farm product could greatly
benefit thousands of farmers.
Oranges in those days were not "accepted" as a nutritious food. Out of the
acceptance developed by this advertising
grew mass distribution, and the citrus industry.

In the

DISTRIBU

ADVERTISING

must

HON

start

J. HE big job after Victory is going to be distribution —
moving the products of industry into the hands of the
consumer quickly, efficiently, economically. And that is a
job for Advertising!
For producing will present no problems. The manpower,
money, manufacturing facilities and materials will be on
hand in profusion. But to put these to work in adequate
quantities, we, as a nation, will have to consume 40% more
than in pre-war years!

DECADF

many

new

habits!

That's a large order, even for the Advertising that has
worked such 'miracles' in the past. New national habits
and desires will have to be instituted; new uses invented
for established merchandise; new products devised.
Agency men with an eye to the future are already perfecting their plans for the Distribution Decade. So are
we. Here at the Nation's Station, we're uncovering many
facts that will interest you about the great 4-State Market
that is WLW-land!
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BROAOCASrm

THIS IS the story of a new tube design that
"rewrites the rule book."
The tube is the new RCA 9C21, a high-power,
water-cooled triode . . . which, together with its
air-cooled twin, the 9C22, offers important advantages to broadcasters. In designing these tubes,
RCA engineers have established new concepts
of high-power, high-frequency tube design.
• Their goal was higher frequency performance
for tubes of high-power design. Drawing upon
their years of experience in designing and building tubes, they worked out unique innovations
that produced the results they sought.
For example, one of these innovations is an
entrant metal header which allows short, internal
filament leads, and a short, low-inductance path
to the grid . . . highly important factors in improving high-frequency
performance.
industrial oscillator
service these
new designForfeatures,
here inatana "X-ray"'
give theof 9C21
50shown
kw output
maximum view,
frequency
25 Mc,a
and a 100 kw output at 5 Mc or below. In highlevel modulated service (at 5 Mc or below) the
9C22 provides 38 kw maximum output. Thus a
pair of 9C22 tubes may be used conservatively as
a tube complement for the output stage of a
50 kw transmitter.
A better tube, for better broadcasting . . . and
another example of the engineering leadership
that makes RCA transmitting tubes the standard
of comparison in the broadcasting industry.

Filament Posts
Exhaust-tube ProfecJive Cap
Metal Exhaust Tube
Filament Lead Seal (metal-toglass)
Low-inductance Grid Terminal
Entrant Metal Header
Grid Seal (metal-to-glass)
Corona Ring
Filament Terminal Blocks
Filament Support Rods
Hard-glass Bulb
Grid Support Rods
Anode Seal (metal-to-glass)
Filament Heat Shield and Rod
Reinforcement
Electrostatic Shield
Anode Flange
Anode (V4-inch thick copper)
Grid Welded to Supports
TieFilament
Wires forAssembly
Self-Supporting

20 Filament Strands
21 Commoning Assembly
Tie of Self-Support-

BHTfR

THE FOUNTAIN-HEAD OF MODERN TUBE
DEVELOPMENT IS RCA

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
'mmRCA 9C22, air-cooled twin of
9C21,ance tooffers
high performbroadcasters.
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PRICE 15 CENTS

TING
The

weekly,^^^/^

Newsmagazine

of Radio

More people were attracted to WOR's

Stylized

morning

programming
month after month (kuing 1944, than were
attracted to the morning programming of
any other New \ork station.
In fact, more people listened to WOR's
morning programs from August to
December 1944, than listened to the morning
programs of any other New York station.

— that power-full station

WOR

* Shows skillfully slanted from 8:00 A.M. to 12 noon to appeal to the program
tastes of the majority of 18,000,000 people in one
of the greatest listening areas on the Eastern Seaboard.
MEMBER OF THE MUTI AL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

*'
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FRIEN

lui'th the Confidence long-time
Friendships gwe

Chick Hurt, Jack
Taylor, Smokey
Lohman, Alan
Crockett, the four
Prairie Ramblers.
The Ramblers
started on WLS in
1931; their songs
and music are as
familiar as they
are welcome
throughout our
four states.

1929 announcing
marked Hal O'Halloran's
first
with WLS.
Naturally,
old friend toto
our listenershe'sandan especially
the youngsters, his favorites.

IN ADDITION to the pure entertainment value of Hal O'HaU
loran's hearty "Hello", his songs and friendly Jokes; and the
instrumental genius, vocalizing and comedy of the Prairie Ramblers
is the plus value of their long years with WLS listeners; their hundreds and hundreds of personal appearances. Midwest Am^erica
has been hearing Hal O'Halloran since 1929, the Ramblers since
1931, so it's only natural our listeners should look on these folks
not only as entertainers, but as old friends as well.
That's the way it goes all day and every day on WLS. Announcers, comedians, singers, musicians, newsmen — they're all accepted
as friends in the Ibtening homes of our four-state area. Which
makes WLS itself The Voice of a friend. Friendship rests on
mutual confidence. Confidence generates response. Response equals
results for the advertisers who use WLS — the Voice of a Friend
in Midwest Amercia.

8 9 0 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
represented by
John Blair & Company
MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON * KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS

Yankee's

"Good

Creates

Neighbor"
ACCEPTANCE

A nother winter — more time at home for
/» Yankee listeners.
They are the listeners all over New England who
dial their local stations for more listening — hours
of music, drama, news and its analysis, sports —
the infinite variety of superior Yankee Network
entertainment which those hometown stations can
give them.
There is neighborly acceptance of the local station, afriendly response that only a local enterprise, serving hometown merchants and taking

Policy

part in the hometown activities, can command.
This is The Yankee Network's "Good Neighbor"
policy — getting close to the people, close to the
audience in each market, linking these many
community audiences and markets together to
make New England's great Yankee audience of
2,055,010 radio homes.
There are twenty-one of these "Good Neighbor" stations. They give closely knit primary coverage of the entire area — the closest approximation of 100% coverage you can buy.

/tcce^t€Utce U THE YANKEE NETWORK'S 'Pou^tddtcOH
THE
YANKEE
NETWORK,
inc.
0
Member of fhe Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC
Published every Monday, B3rd Entered
issue (Year
Book Number)
Publications,
as second
class matterpublished
March in14,February
1933, at byPostBroadcastino
Office at Washington,
D. C,Inc.,under870actNational
of MarchPress
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.

JXT-DOOK
. . . and

NEIGHBORS
they're all friends

m*|^E have a surprising number of neighbors
WW -but then WCCO's 50,000 watts reach
out across 139 counties of the Northwest and
give us a long back fence. Despite the miles,
these Northwest friends seem very close to us
—and we to them, judging by the warm, neighborly letters they write . . letters built of intimate, human facts about their everyday lives,
problems and ambitions . . letters that take us
straight into their homes and hearts.
As neighborly as their invariable greeting
that runs -"Dear WCCO
As friendly as the rough brown paper on
which a Fairbault, Minn., farmer wrote : "Our
radio is the same one that picked up Lincoln's
Gettysburg address, but it works good and it's
usually tuned to WCCO because that's the station we like best. The corn crop is pretty good
and the hogs are coming along first rate.
Hoping you are the same, I remain . . . ."

of WCCO

As heart- warming as the thank-you from a
mother in Marshall, Minn., when WCCO arranged for her to talk with an American
Ranger (guest of a CBS program) who knew
her son, had seen him injured in combat, and
was able to assure her of his safe recovery.
As inspiring as the V-mail letter from a
wounded Air Forces man— and former WCCO
listener— who tuned us in while flying over the
South Pacific in a hospital plane and found it
"like a touch from home".
As grateful as the letter from the Biwabik,
Minn., parents we notified by phone to let them
know their serviceman son would be heard
that same day on a CBS-WCCO broadcast.
These are little letters, simple letters-yet
WCCO never fails to acknowledge them all,
fully and with equal friendliness, offering help
and information when we can.
It's one of the many extra services that have
brought us closer to our listeners, and made
us even more genuinely a "Good Neighbor to
the Northwest".

''Good Neighbor
to the Northwest"

REPRESENTED BY RADIO SALES, THE SPOT BROADCASTING DIVISION OF CBS

broaq^Mting
The WeeUly^^^ewsmogai.ne of Radio
_ .prdadcast Advertising
Published Weekly by Broadeaiting Fmhlieatimn*, In*.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press IMg.
Wasliington 4, D. C.
Telephone: ME 1022
IN THIS ISSUE . . .
New Clear-Channel Policy Considered 13
State
ProtestsGives
CubanRadar'Squatting'
BritisliDept.
Publication
Secrets 1314
KSTP Capitulates to Petrillo Terms 14
CAB Meeting Approves Progress of BBM 15
FCC to Hear Overton WDSU Charge 16
Rabbi Kronenberg, WBYN President, Dies 16
KHQ, KFPY Sales Expected Soon
16
KNAK Rehearing Petition Is Denied 18
Jaeger,andRynd,StoweSmithCriticize
Named Censors
Blue V-Ps 2624
Tobin
Radio Praised for Maritime Campaign 30
Radio to Promote Red Cross Drive 48
Monroney Bill Would Stop Petrillo 58
Competition Keen in BMB Drive
62
WMCA Wins Brotherhood Week Award 64
Porter Warns Radio Must Clean Up
67
Added Allocation Data Invited by FCC 70
KXA-WJZ Pact Declared Invalid 70
DEPARTMENTS
Advertisers 46 FCC Actions 66
Agencies
Our Respects
To 4038
At Deadline 44
10 Personal
Notes
Behind the Mike 42 Promotion 50
Business
of Bcstg._ 32
of Sales 1070
Editorial
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Sid Hix

Better than any other index of a station's influence is its record of results for
'Merchandise by Mail' clients. In Omaha,
direct results for this type of advertiser
put KOIL in the spotlight. KOIL gets results in Omaha.
Represented by Edward Petry Co., Inc.

GORDON GRAY
Generol Manager
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Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL
ROBERT K. RICHARDS, Editorial Director
WASHINGTON:
Frank Beatty,
Managing
EdiBill Bailey, J.Associate
Editor.
STAFF:
Levy,neytor;Lawrence
Mary Posey.
Zurhorst, Jack
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NEW
Helen YORK:
House. Bruce Robertson, New York Editor;
CHICAGO: Florence Small, Mgr.; Jean Eldrids;*.
HOLLYWOOD: David Glickman, Mgr.; Marjorie
Barmettler.
TORONTO: James Montagnes.
BUSINESS
MAURY LONG, Busine$i Manager
WASHINGTON:
Breslau, Eleanor
Adv. Production
Manager;
Harry BobStevens,
Carpenter,
Marie
AUDITING:
CatherineWoodward.
Steele, Mildred
Racoosin.B. T. TaMhoff.
NEW
YORK:Patricia
S. J.AnnPaul,Foley.
New York Advertiaing
Manager;
CHICAGO: Florence Small, Mgr.; Jean Eldridge.
HOLLYWOOD:
Barmettler. David Glickman, Mgr.; Marjorie
TORONTO: James Montagnes.
CIRCULATION
BERNARD PLATT, Circulation Manager
WASHINGTON: Elsie Ewers, Dorothy Youn(r.
ADDRESSES
WASHINGTON: Natl. Press BIdg. MEtropltn. 1022
NEW YORK: 250 Pork Ave. PLaza 5-8355.
CHICAGO: 360 N. Mich. Ave. CENtral 4115.
HOLLYWOOD: 1509 N. Vine St. GLadstone 7353.
TORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission BIdg. ELgln 0775.
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COLUMBIA

THE diversified nature of CFRB's farflung audiences necessitates an unusually
wide variety of programs designed to
please the greatest number of people.
Intelligent handling of this problem has
been the prime factor in keeping this
station at the top of the list in listeners'
hearts and minds.
Broadcast schedules are carefully ar-

WATTS
10,000
Page 8 • February 19, 1945

O F

SELLING

TOO

ranged to appeal to all sorts and sizes
of listeners, v\^ith equal stress placed on
ALL phases of broadcasting — nev/s, service, time and weather bulletins, fine local
programs, PLUS the wealth of entertainment and enlightenment of the Columbia
Broadcasting System.
Your spot broadcast is in good company
on station CFRB.

POWER

—

8 6 0

K C
BROADCASTING

TORONTO
• Broadcast AdvertisinM

GG
HOBBY

THERAPY

Photograph Courtesy Mcrc.'i Co., Inc.
roBBY therapy" is probably the best description one
can give to the fine work being done by Mrs. A.
Sherman Hitchcock on her weekly WTIC broadcast,
"How To Enter Contests And Win." Beginning nearly
five years ago, the program was designed and has been
very successful in helping WTIC listeners win prizes in
national contests. The war, and particularly the great
increase in the nimiber of hospitalized veterans, gave
enterprising Mrs. Hitchcock another idea. She is now encouraging her listeners to interest convalescing service
men in contesting as a hobby for creating mental stimulation and serenity of mind. From all reports, the plan
has met with heartening success, and has inspired some
very generous praise from physicians.
These war veterans are now discovering what thousands of Southern New Englanders already know— Mrs.
Hitchcock's "Contest Club Of The Air" gets them in on
the "pay-off." Prizes awarded to her followers range from
$25 War Bonds to a mink coat, airplane, and a check for
$10,000. Resxjlts like that make contest activities profitable as well as pleasurable.
WTIC's role in this worth-while imdertaking is, perhaps, an unusual one for a radio station to assume, but
we believe that our continuing interest in the health,
happiness, and well-being of our community of listeners
is more than reciprocated by their loyalty to us — and to
you who use our facilities.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

DIRECT ROUTE TO
SALES IN
The Travelers Broadcasting-Service Corporation
Member of NBC
ond New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED 8, COMPANY,
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At

Deadline

MAXON Inc. has been selected as agency for the Ford Dealer's Assn.
ofandthenewspaper
company's advertising
"A" sales region.
all radio,
outdoor,
for FordAgency
dealerswillin handle
Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana,
Kentucky and most of Tennessee and West Virginia. Work will be
servicedville,through
factory in Dearborn, and in Cleveland, LouisIndianapolistheandFordCincinnati.

Paul

Revere

told it from
horsehack
. . . and his coverage was
limited by the range of his
voice and the choice of his
medium.
But Radio Station

UIFL(f
serving tlie TampaSt. PetersLur^ area,
reaches instantly a wealth
of buying power, day and
night — all through the
Tampa-St. Petersburg area
— a rich, abundant market
comprising a large part of
Florida's purchasing power!
You can "spot" this rich
market thoroughly and
economically with station
WFLA-the most-listened-to
station in the Tampa trade
area.
5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

UIFLff
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BLUE Network is negotiating a deal with Orson Welles for a weekly
quarter-hour
based on Mr. Welles' syndicated newspaper col- |'
umn, "Orson program
Welles Almanac".
THE Wishing Well, program sponsored by Carson Pirie Scott department
store on WBBM and WGN Chicago, featuring Mary Paxton, will be
syndicated to stores by Associated Radio Artists, Chicago.
PUBLICATION of a daily radio column written by Larry Wolters, radio
editor, was resumed Feb. 17 by the Chicago Tribune. The column was
dropped about a year ago.
JOSEPH A. McDonald, general attorney of the Blue Network, was
Cross-section of
elected to the board of directors of BMI as representative of the Blue
at the regular board meeting of the industry music organization last
Friday. He succeeds Robert Swezey, former Blue counsel now viceAmerica
president of MBS.
REVERSING its former decision to drop all-night operation, WJZ,
Blue Network key station in New York, on Feb. 18 started a new 1-6
a.m. series with Stan Shaw as m.c. Monday through Friday and Tom that's Washington, D.C.
Reddy Saturday and Sunday.
Want a complete picture
of America? All in one market?
Then you'll take another look
at the nation's capital.
SALES
Here in one market you can
advertising
into
the
agency
field.
handsbrun-of In 1937 she joined Young & Rubi- get a nation-wide reaction to
LE ive
CAPAB
INKayTHEBrown,
attract
carn as secretary to Carlos Franco, whatever you have to sell.
et e is placement of $4,000,000 associate
radio director and chief
worth of network and spot raIf a sales slant will sell
dio time. Under her supervision timebuyer, doing much of the estimating
work on timebuying. As the
is the timebuying for such accounts
as General Foods Corp. (Postum) ; timebuying activities of Y&R ex- goods down here ... it will
under Mr. stepped
Franco'supdirecInternational Silver Co.; Bristoltion, panded
Miss Brown
into sell in San Diego . . . Atlanta
Myers; Johnson & Johnson and
Cummer Co. division of Sterling the ranks as a full-fledged time- . . . Boston ... St. Louis or
buyer.
Drug (Energine).
Poised, intelligently alert, with Dallas, Texas.
Young & Rubicarn, alert to the
of humor, Kay
sales potential in television, has a subdued sense
works with efficient
also delegated to her
ease. During her
If you want to test an idea
the job of arranging
seven
with
televisioncilitiesstation
Y&R years
the medium
and you plan to use radio
for some fa-of
has developed into ... we offer you WWDC . . .
the Y&R clients. Kay
maturity
in
the
eyes
placed the Fashions
of the tives.
agency
execu- the big sales result, low cost
— Coming & BecomThe disorganized idea men of the station in Washington, D. C.
ing quarter-hour
program sponsored
late 30s, serves,
Kaygradually
obby the Sanforized
. . . the station that reaches
division of Cluett,
found
their
radio
Peabody & Co., Troy,
metier and devel- the cross-section of America.
on WABD New York
oped successful proevery other week.
gramming formulas.
Other programs of
The timebuying bevarious Y&R clients
c a m scientific.
e streamlined
are expected to foland
The
KAY
low.
radio
departments
A major
in
ecowere
lifted
from
their
stepchild
nomics at Pembroke U. — the distaff
WWDC
side of Brown U., Kay joined status to a par with other media.
the statistical and research staff Radio, from the agency standpoint,
of Hearst International in New has indeed become of age.
the big sales result
A native of Providence, Kay is a
York following her graduation in confirmed
She lives
1936. There she did readership and in GreenwichManhattanite.
station
in Washington, D. C.
Village with her fiveadvertising surveys for Hearst
year-old son, Peter. On the musical
magazines.
Represented nationally by
Comparatively easy was the side, Kay is talented on the
transition from the media side of
WEED & COMPANY
piano.
BROADCASTING
e Broadcast Advertising
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PERFECT
nwans

BALANCE
a

CONSTANT

AUDIENCE

THE daily program schedule adhered to hy WOV results in balanced broadcasting to two distinct metropolitan New York markets . . . two markets
that combine, in their respective listening hours, to give this important station a
continuous around-the-clock audience, night and day. In the daytime WOV
overwhelmingly dominates metropolitan New York's tremendous Italian-speaking audience of 520,000 radio homes. And in the evening between the Hooper
Hours of 7:30 and 10:00 p.m., WOV delivers the largest average metropolitan
audience of any New York independent station ... at less than half the
cost of the next ranking station.
, RALPH N. WEIL, Generol Monager
JOHN E. PEARSON CO., Not'l Rep.
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SAN FRANCISCO: iii Suiter HOLLYWOOD: 6331 HoUywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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FCC
Ponders
New
Clear-Channel
Policy
NARBA agreement and would per- additional service would go only stantial portion of the urban covMay Act Before
mit other signatory nations, such into metropolitan areas now adeerage job. If that ensued, there
be ample standard facilities
as Canada, Mexico and Cuba, to
quately served. Also there would be would clear-channel
Conference
operation by
assign Class I-B (duplicated clear) the question whether East and West for
standard
stations. FM stations are
and
Class
II
stations
on
any
clear
At Rio
Coast
duplication
could
be
accomchannels which might be broken
plished without interference of a not counted upon for great secA REVISED clear-channel policy, down.
ondary coverage.
there erven-of
would impair sec- tually would
enterThus,
the prospect
At a rules hearing such as that characterondarythat
Which may bring new allocations
service to outlying areas.
licensing more rather than fewer
principles affecting all standard now considered, it would be a quesEffect
of
FM
clear-channel stations with subbroadcast stations, is being considtion of reducing the issues to matstantial power to provide service in
Perhaps the most important
ters that would bear upon future
ered by the FCC prior to the interareas sparsely settled tw
American radio and communica- allocation policy. Testimony would transition in future standard broad- non-FM
tions conference to be held in Rio be invited on tbe desirability of
casting allocations will stem from otherwise economically unable to
support
stations
of their own.
de Janeiro June 1-2. This meeting duplicating channels. The Clear the substantial development exRule 3.25 (a) sets forth the 24
is to be held in preparation for the Channel Broadcasting Service,
pected in FM. With upwards of 325 clear
channels
in
the I-A category
next world telecommunications con- made up of individually-owned applications now pending for FM
ference, which is expected after clear-channel stations, as in the stations and with an estimated on which only one Class . I station
V-E day.
past would fight any duplication 1,500 applications expected the first may be assigned
but oper-with
Class fulltime,
11 stations
The mooted question of Class I-A proposals tooth and nail. It would year following the war, the need one or atingmore
limited time or dajrtime only.
clear channels and whether they stress the importance of rural and for duplicating clear channels and The Class
I-A stations may not
should be duplicated on a coastwise remote service, not now available to for providing additional standard
substantial areas.
facilities obviously would be greatly operate with a power of less than
basis or "broken
50,000 w.
inevitably
drawn down"
into theentirely
picture.is
The primary question would be, reduced.
With 10 applications now pending it appears, whether there is a need
FM proponents predict that FM
Other Applicants
for duplication and with many to duplicate channels to provide stations in due course — perhaps
there were 25 Class
others in process, awaiting only the additional service, or whether that five years — will take over a sub- I-AOriginally,
channels under the Havana
lifting of the war-imposed freeze
Treaty
but the
orders, the FCC is understood to
channel (NARBA),
was removed
from850-ke
the
be desirous of determining its polgroup when WHDH Boston was
icy before considering applications
given
a
fuUtime
assignment
on
the
on their individual merits.
State Dept, Protests to Cuba frequency with 5,000 w, making
Hearing Possible
KOA Denver a Class I-B station.
Consequently, WJW Cleveland was
If a proceeding is decided upon,
it will be with relation to paragraph Over Clear Channel 'Squatting' given a fulltime assignment on the
that
the
terms
of
NARBA
were
OPERATION
of
Cuban
stations
on
frequency
with 5,000 w.
3.25 of the
Rules and Reguthe 770-kc channd, where
lationsFCC's
covering clear-channel
sta- clear channels assigned to stations being violated through operation of WJZOn New
York, Blue Network key,
tions. A hearing would be called, it in this country, in contravention Cuban stations on Class I-A clear
is presumed, on amendment of the of the Havana Treaty (North channels in this country. On Nov. is the dominant station, KOB Alburule to determine whether there American Regional Broadcasting 15, following complaints from the
under aItspe-is
cial querque
servicenow operates
authorization.
should be fulltime duplication on Agreement), has resulted in pro- stations, the FC(5 again brought
any or all of the existing 24 Class
tests from the State Dept. to the the matter to the Department's at- applying for regular assignment on
tention and formal proceedings the frequency, however. Also apply[•-A channels. The whole subject of Cuban Government and a sugges- were instituted
ing for such assignment on the
by theof TelecommuIclear-channel
been
tion by Cuba that the Treaty pronications Division
the State same frequency are KXA Portland
discussed by duplication
the FCC athasrecent
visions, which became effective in
and
KECA Hollywood,
Blue Metmeetings. Staff proposals on pos- 1941, be revised.
Dept. bthrough
station. WEW
St.
sible procedure are being explored.
as y in Havana.the American Em- work-owned
'Squatting'
on
Channels
Louis
is
applying
for
special
On Jan. 16, the Embassy notified service authorization toa operate
If a hearing is held (and one is
the
State
Dept.
that
the
Cuban
Two
Chicago
stations
—
WGN
of
^regarded
likely)date,, itallowing
will be atsuf-a the Chicago Tribune and WMAQ of Coordinator of War Communica- fulltime on the frequency.
f reasonablyasearly
KOB originally was assigned to
tions had suggested that an agreeficient time to determine the policy NBC — for several months have
Bosment be entered into with this coun- 1030 kc, on which ton-SpWBZ-WBZA
this Government will support. The been experiencing interference
ringfield are the dominant
question of extending the North during certain nighttime hours betry on the use of I-A frequencies stations on a synchronized
basis.
by
Cuban
stations.
That,
it
is
American Regional Broadcast stationscause ofonthe their
"squatting"
Cuban understood, is the present status That channel, however, now is clear
channels.of CMKJ
Agreement (NARBA) for another
view of KOB's shift to 770 kc.
has been operating on of the conversations. The request in Other
two years in its present form al- ofthe Holguin
pending applications for
WGN clear channel of 720 kc, that the Cuban stations suspend
ready has arisen, and the Rio conwhile CMHQ of Santa Clara for nighttime operation has not been duplication on clear channel's are
i-o clear ference
it. would be a convenient place several months has broadcast on complied with, presumably pending those of KTBS Shreveport on 640
KOIN Portland on 660 ke;
disposition of the Cuban suggestion kc;
If the determination is to alter WMAQ, 670 kc clear channel.
WKAT Miami Beach on 820 kc;
Last June 17. it was learned, the for an "agreement".
the NARBA allocations structure,
KDYL
Lake City and KGA
In official quarters in Washing- Spokane Salt
which became effective in 1941 for State Dept., following representaPawton, such a proposal is regarded as tucket, R. onI. on8801200kc;kc,WFCI
tions from the FCC, notified the
a five-year tenure, then notice could Inter- American
and KARM
Radio Ofiice (OIR) out of line, since the Havana Treaty Fresno on 1030 kc, seeking
be given and the question discussed
specifies that
there 65)shall be former assignment of KOB. the
it Rio. Any change in our alloca- in Havana, clearing house and re- already{Continued
on page
tions structure would affect the
pository under the Havana Treaty,
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British

Article

Development, Elements
In Its Operation
Revealed
SHROUDS of censorship which
have kept from public gaze, and
the enemy's, the full truth about
the new wonder-weapon, Radar,
have been pulled aside by the British publication. Wireless World.
In its February issue, the journal recounts the development of
radio location and hitherto secret
elementsvealedinthat: its operation. It is re1. Radar is effective to at least
35 miles.
2. Size of the object under observation can be measured to some
extent.
3. First location maneuvers can
be made by rotating the receiving
aerial of the apparatus.
4. If a plane is under observation, its approximate elevation can
be determined.
5. In actual observation, a "picture" or "graph" appears on
a cathode-ray tube installed in the
receiving equipment.
6. It is effective in observing stationary and moving targets.
Measures Transit Time
After reviewing the history of
experimentation in the field, R. L.
Smith-Rose of the National Physical Laboratory, author of the arstates;a"Acombination
complete station
consiststicle, of
of a
transmitter and receiver. The
transmitting or sending portion
emits radiation over a broad arc in
the approximate direction it is desired to explore. When this radiation strikes an object having an
appreciable conductivity or dielectric constant, some of the energy
is reflected or scattered back towards the receiver which is installed moderately close to the
transmitter.
"If the latter emits the radio
waves in short trains or pulses, the
time of transit of these to the reflecting target and back to the receiver can be measured, by displaying the received signals on the
screen of a cathode lay tube."
Six charts illustrating Radar's
application acccompany Mr. Smith-

tmmmmmm
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Tells

Radar

Rose's treatise. One purports to
show the type of reflection seen on
a cathod-ray
contact has been tube
madescreen
with when
an object
under observation. It is stated that
an experienced observer may be
able getto from
guessthetheechonature
the tar-on
pulseof seen
the tube
screen.
The article is preceded by an editor's note which states, in part:
"For
reasons.
Wirelessto
World security
has hitherto
been unable
publish the essential facts of RDF,
Radiolocation or Radar — the various terms applied to the location
of distant objects (more particularly, enemy aircraft), by wireless
methods. It is now possible for the
first time to describe the fundamental principles of the apparatus. . . ." World offers this definiWireless
tion of the medium: "Radiolocation or Radar may be described as
the art of using radio waves for the
detection and location of an object,
fixed or moving, by the aid of the
difference of its electrical properties from those of the medium ador surrounding
it."
It wasjacent toreported
in Washington
that the War and Navy Depts.
shortly would issue a joint release, with a two-week advance
notice to all publications, possibly
describing
Radar and,
contained in thefeatures
Britishof journal
perhaps, offering further details.
No confirmation of this report was
forthcoming, although it was evident in inquiries made by Broadcasting that many U. S. officers
who have guarded the Radar secret throughout the war were chagrined that British censorship had
permitted passage of the World
article. Another report current in
the Capital suggested that a new
liberalization in the broad treatment of the whole subject of radio
location was planned as a cooperative move between the British and
Americans.

THE USE of pulses of radio waves
P'-P',
emitted the
at regular
to determine
distanceintervals
of the
target T from the sending and receiving aerials, A, A^ by measuring
the time of travel of the pulses
along the path A' TA^

Secrets

TYPE OF ECHO display seen on
screen of cathode-ray
fluorescent
spot sweeps tube.
along The
the
time base OA in synchronism with
the transmitted pulses. The received
echoes from two targets are seen
at a distance from 0 corresponding
to the time taken for the pulses to
travel
and from the cantargets
and T^.videdtoThe
pro-T^
with a time-base
range scale as beshown.

deWOLF SEES GLOBE
ALLOCATION BOARD
CREATION of an international
frequency
to avoidradiointerference in theboard
spectrum,
relay
stations
permitting
24-hour
ice, newspapers from all partsserv-of
the world on home facsimile receivers and a U. S.-Europe coaxial
cable system extending from New
York and Washington to Alaska,
the Aleutions, into Russia and
western Europe were visioned by
Francis Colt deWolf,
Chief,
Telecommunications
Division, State
Dept., in an address prepared for
delivery Saturday night at the 20th
anniversary dinner of the Veteran
Wireless Operators Assn., Hotel
Astor, New York.
The Marconi Memorial Plaque
was to be awarded the Television
Broadcasters Assn. and special
Marconi
Medals
were to be VWOA
awarded William
J. McGonigle,
president;
Allen
B.
DuMont,
ident, Allen B. DuMont Labs.;pres-R.
Morris Pierce, engineering supervisor, Richards-Fitzpatrick
stationsin
and former
OWI chief engineer
Africa; Orrin E. Dunlap, RCA di
rector of advertising and publicity
Speakers included Maj. Harry
C. Ingles,
USA,Gen.ChiefDavidSignal
Officer and Brig.
Sarnoflf;
RCA president.
YALTA CONFERENCE
GIVES RADIO SCOOP
RELEASE
the first
announce-of
ment of the ofCrimea
conference
the Big Three at 4:30 p.m., Feb.
12 gavetheradio
almost morning,
an exclusiveas
until
following
afternoon newspapers in many
cities were not published because
of the holiday.
Following theirat
broadcasts
of the announcement
4:30, NBC,
CBS
and
Blue all devoted the following quarter-hour
to an analysis of the results of the
Roosevelt-Churchill-Stalin meeting
by their
in Washington andcommentators
London. Mutual
did not
broadcast the announcement on the
network, but WOR New York and
many other MBS stations put it
on locally at the time of release
None of the networks broadcast
other special programs, nor were
any commercials canceled except
the Bayer aspirin show, Lorenzo
Jones,
NBC, of4:30-45
p.m. The
major on
portion
news programs
throughout
the
evening
was
devoted
to the conference.

KSTP Capitulates
To Petrillo Terms
THE SEVEN-MONTH long strike
of musicians at the Minneapolis
studios of KSTP was ended last
Friday when Stanley Hubbard,
owner of the station, capitulated to
Petrillo demands which had been
denied by the Sixth Regional War
Labor Board. The station agreed
to
$52.50 rate
week,the retention
of aforquotaa 22-hour
system
calling for a minimum of eight
staff musicians, and employment of
musicians exclusively for platter
turners.
Mr. Hubbard announced that he
had no alternative but to surrender
because
has thebeenGovernment
made quiteis
clear to us"it that
unable
to
assist
us".
He
declaredto
that "Petrillo has demonstrated
the
world
that
he
has
more
than all of the government power"
agencies through which KSTP had
sought recourse to arbitrate the disput.
remedy,"
he said,
"lies
in the"Thehands
of the
legislative
branch of our Government and that
is where immediate relief should
be "Asworked
long asout".matters are as they
are
at
"we
have nopresent,"
alternativehe explained,
but to at least
Ask Ad Cooperation
temporarily accept this situation.
We, therefore, have capitulated and THE WAR will not be over on V-E
accepted
Petrillo's
terms
.
.
.
accedDay; the battle of Japan will be
ing to his demands that we employ tougher
and require more of Amer
men underor contract
regardless
whether
not we need
them. ofIf ica's productive capacity than was
the Petrillo system of forcing an formerly anticipated; civilian bond
employer to contract for men he buying, fat and paper salvaging
does not need and to pay royalties and other home front activities!
directly to the union because union must continue, and advertising;
employes facturare
manu- must also continue to do its part
e ofhis employed
commodityin istheadopted
in driving home to the public the;
by other unions, it means the fin- necessity
for its wartime coopera
ish of American business."
tion, 200 executives of national
advertisers
advertising,
ALBERT fE.ormation of NBC
DALE, Newdirector
in- agencies wereandtold their
last Thursday at
York15.ofsince
November 1941, resigned
Feb.
For a meeting in New York sponsored
20in years
before and
going public
to NBC relations
he was jointly by the Assn. of National
newspaper
Advertisers and the War Advertiswork.
ing Council.
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CAB
Meeting
Approves
Progress
of BBM
that the isolated population urging the Government to amend
Better Publicity, town,
relies regularly on its church serv- the British North American Act
ices, by CFRB Toronto, that eve- (Canada's constitution) to guaranChurch Policy
ning church service broadcasts
tee freedom of press and radio and
(which
CFRB airs) are listened to the distribution of news gathered
Favored
by only a small audience.
by these media, and to join with
W. S. Hedges, NBC New York, other nations in the campaign for
By JAMES MONTAGNES
and Kolin Hagar, WGY Schenec- freedom of news gathering.
tady, told Canadian broadcasters of
Reporting on the establishment
APPROVAL of progress made by
the Bureau of Broadcast Measure- U. S. decisions to leave the problem and work of the Canadian Radio
ment, the need for a more vigorous largely up to local ministerial or- Technical Planning Board, R. M.
ganizations. Harry Sedgwick, Brophy, Canadian Marconi Co.,
policy of telling listeners the work
of the privately-owned broadcast- CFRB, and CAB board chairman, Montreal, president of the CRTPB,
ing stations, a comprehensive sur- pointed out that various religious pointed out that FCC allocation CHIEF radio censors of the two
vey of the entire subject of re- groups in Canada have been mak- plans directly affect Canada, and countries, Chas. Shearer (1), Caing attempts through the Canadian that Canada does not yet know what
nadian, and John E. Fetzer, U. S.,
ligious broadcasting and programdiscuss their mutual problems at
ming in general, highlighted the Broadcasting Corp. Board of Gover- FM space it is to have. The CAB is the
recent
meeting in Quebec.
nors
to
have
all
commercial
pro11th annual meeting of the Caon CRTPB panels on
grams taken off Canadian stations represented
nadian Assn. of Broadcasters at
allocations, on FM and television,
Sunday evening from 7-8 p.m. local and on standard broadcasts. Glen the work and to let the network
the Chateau Frontenac, Feb. 12-14. time,
and some have advocated Bannerman, CAB president and wire be your program director. If
Close to 300 persons registered
to cancel all Sunday com- general manager, explained.
you do this and fail to keep a propfor the sessions, the sixth held since strongly mercial
programs. He urged broader balance between network and
Canada went to war, making it one
Panel Members
casters to sit down and endeavor to
the local community interests and
of the largest attended CAB con- solve problems
CAB stations supplying engi- locally produced programs, another
locally wherever posventions. Though all phases of the
with the CAB to distribute
ne rs to sit on these panels to date station in your community will earn
United States industry were repre- plans sible,formulated
religious are W. J. Carter, CKLW Windsor- the loyalty of the people there and
sented inthe delegation which came broadcasting by U. S.forchurch
and
Detroit;
E. Swan, CKEY Toronto; one day you will be out of luck.
to Quebec,
the convenL. Spencer, CKAC Montreal; You may even have to fight the nettion travel the
ban effect
in the ofUnited
States network groups.
George McCurdy, CKGB Timmins,
was noted in the smaller number of
Publicity Plans
work to prevent it from encroachOnt.; and W. A. Duffield, CKY
ing on timeto that
should and Keep
must
U. S. broadcasters present this
Canadian broadcasters unani- Winnipeg.
be devoted
the community.
Others
are
to
be
asked
year.
mously
agreed
at
the
Tuesday
to
sit
on
panels
as
the
organization
on thetoocommunity
interReligion
and avoid
much network
• that they
under way. It is understood your esteyes
publicize session
their public
serviceshould
and gets
Suggestions for three Sunday morning
that
some
plans
are
being
formureligious broadcasts controlled by community efforts more. It is
Referring to a survey recently
lated for joint experimental work
the stations on a sustaining basis, planned to develop a handbook on on television
by the CBC and CAB made by the CAB among 35 memmade by CAB program committee the work of privately-owned broad- member stations.
ber stations on public service proChairman Gerry Gaetz, CKRC Wincasting stations for public and servgrams, which includes community
The treasurer's report showed
ice club presentation, to establish a receipts
nipeg, brought a volume of protests
programs,
he mentioned that an
for
the
past
year
of
$50,time."
from station operators all over Can- standardized form for reporting 972 and expenditures of $37,179.
average
of 28% of the total weekly
ada. The plan was to eliminate the time and value given daily in
broadcasting
hours of these staGuest
speaker
at
the
CAB
anbroadcasts direct from the church, public service and charitable pronual dinner Tuesday was Canadian
tions went for public service broadand instead have three programs
motions on the air, with a break- Broadcasting Corp. war correspond- casts.
urging people to attend church and
down showing types and length of
Over dramatization of commerStursberg who told of the
children to attend Sunday school, programs, these to be sent to the job entofPetergathering
cial continuity, especially where
of battle
with a devotional service suggested CAB at Toronto monthly. It was from his experience news
on the Italian the product story ties up with a
pointed
out
that
such
organizations
war
phase
or pseudo news, should
for 10-10:30 a.m., a children's servwestern European war theice at 9 a.m., and an evening serv- as the National War Finance Com- and
atres.
be
carefully
checked,is Mr.
m
i
t
e
o
f
the
Canadian
Government
man
said,
since
not Bannerplaying
ice from 6-6:30 p.m. A showing of
Greater development of each pri- fair to the listenersit with
hands indicated that few evening at .Ottawa did not have a complete
loved ones
vately-owned
broadcasting
station
church services are now broadcast record of time given by Canadian as a community station, a more involved in the struggle.
in Canada, but many morning serv- stations for war bond drives, be- thorough search for local talent,
Year's Review
cause alarge number of Canadian as well as more careful scrutiny
ices are. Facts given the broadcastReviewing pointed
the year's
Mr.
ers included surveys made by stations simply neglected to com- of commercial continuity and Bannerman
to thework,
big step
CHML Hamilton showing that 70%
pile such statistics though they gave broadcasting regulations, were taken towards standardization
of
the
time.
urged on CAB member stations in
of the rural audience listens reguthe
gaining
of
powA resolution is being sent to the the fourth annual report of presi- rateerstructure,
larly or occasionally to church
increases to 5,000 watts after
dent and general manager Glen
broadcasts, by CFCY Charlotte- Canadian Government by the CAB Bannerman
at the opening session many years of petitioning, the cooperative
work of all in the
broadof the CAB convention.
and advertising
industries
"The strength and continued ex- in gettingcasting the
alleistence of the privately-owned stahardshipsgovernment
of the 8%to sales
tion depends upon the position it tax on viate
recordings imposed late in
holds in the community," Mr. Ban- 1944, the presentation against
the convention.
"Someof higher music copyright fees bestations nerman
aretold doing
a grand piece
fore the Copyright Appeal Board,
work in identifying themselves the public
service broadcasts from
with the community. Yet there are Ottowa, Report
from Parliament
stations where there is room for 'Hill, and the setting
of the Buimprovement, and others who have
reau of Broadcast upMeasurement
not discovered this great opportun- (BBM). He also stressed the clos-;
ity to plant their roots firmly and er co-operation between the CBC
management and the CBC board
NEW DIRECTORS of CAB with guests, seated (1 to r) Ken Soble, CHML strongly."Insidious Danger
of governors and the CAB, and
Hamilton; A. A. Murphy, CFQC Saskatoon; Maj. W. C. Borrett, CHNS
Speaking of the fact that many urged the CBC to discuss regulaHalifax; Gerry Gaetz, CKRC Winnipeg; Ted Champeau, CKLW WindsorDetroit; Harry Sedgwick, CFRB Toronto. Standing, J. Harold Ryan, of the privately-owned stations are
applyingtheto CAB
privately-owned
before pro-,
NAB,
Washington;
Stursberg,
war correspondent;
Phen- now members of the two national stationstionswith
ner, president
of BBM,PeterToronto;
G. R.CBC
A. Rice,
CFRN Edmonton;Lou Gilbert
networks, he pointed out that mulgating them.
Harding,
BBC
Toronto;
A.
Gauthier,
CHLT
Sherbrooke,
Que.;
Phil
LaCanadian
broadcasters
"therein
lies
an
insidious
danger.
Londe, CKAC Montreal. Absent were directors F. Lynds, CKCW Moncton It is easy to let the network do all
{Continued on page are
55) plowand F. H. Elphicke, CKWX Vancouver.
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FCC

to Hear

Sec. 315 Airing Sets
Precedent ; Weber
Optimistic
BY UNANIMOUS vote the FCC
last week designated for hearing on
March 21 charges by Sen. John H.
Overton
Orleans (D-La.)
violated that WDSU New
,Sec. 315 of the
Communications Act, relating
to political broadcasts, during the
last political campaign.
Citations were
issued for E. A.
Stephens, H, G.
Wall and Fred Sen. Overton
Weber,
ners
doingco-pax-tbusiness as Stephens
Broadcasting Co., to determine
whether they have violated Sec.
315 of the Communications Act as
charged by Sen. Overton. Mr. Stephens was one of three opponents
of Sen. Overton in the Louisiana
Democratic primaries last summer.
First action of its kind ever
taken by the Commission, the hearing was ordered following four
months of correspondence with Sen.
Overton. Commissioner Norman S.
Case, a Republican, was designated as presiding officer. He will
act upon any motions or petitions
filed in connection with the case
prior to the hearing, which has been
set for 10:30 a.m. on March 21, In
view of its significance and precedent-setting aspects, the hearing is
expected to draw wide attention.
Three Alternatives
Under the Communications Act
Act the FCC had three alternatives,
based
on Sen. Overton's
complaint
and investigations.
One was
revocation of license without hearing;
the second was to issue an order to
WDSU t» show cause why its license should not be revoked; the
third was the avenue pursued — designating the complaint for hearing,
which is tantamount to a public
nquiry into the charges.
In a memorandum to the WDSU
staff last Wednesday, Mr. Weber,
)art-owner and general manager,
laid the station had the "sincerest
•.onfidence that the FCC will rec)gnize that equal time opportunity
vas afforded by WDSU to its ful!st capacity to all candidates and
hat the contention to the contrary
)y Sen. Overton will be proven
alse."
James Lawrence Fly, former
•'CC
ad'ised chairman,
Sen. Overtonhadthatpreviously
"it does not
.ppear . . . that there has been a
iolation of the Act." More letters
rom the Louisiana Senator fol3wed,
however,
week's acion came
afterandthelastcomplainant
rrote Chairman Paul A. Porter a
jngthy letter on Jan. 19, stating:
In my opinion, the violations and
lisconduct revealed by the investiation of the Commission in con'age 16 • February 19, 1945

Sales of Spokane
Stations Expected
Ed Craney and Haas Interests
Reported Buying KFPY
CHANGES in ownership of Spokane's top stations — KHQ, NBC
outlet, and KFPY, Columbia offiliate — are expected within the next
fortnight.
Control of KFPY would pass
from Mrs. T. W. Symons Jr., 2/3
owner, and Arthur L. Bright, vicepresident and general manager and
1/3 owner, to Ed Craney, Montana
and Oregon broadcaster, and the
Queen City Broadcasting Co.,
operating KIRO Seattle, headed
by
Saul Haas,
transaction
completed
last under
week a and
subject
toannouncement
FCC approval.hasWhile
formalit
been nomade,
is understood that the sale involved
in the neighborhood of $450,000.
Wasmer to Keep KGA
KHQ,mer, is expected
owned bytoMaj.
Louisshortly,
Wasbe sold
in compliance
with
the
FCC's
duopoly regulation. Maj. Wasmer,
who is about to go on inactive duty
after some two years in the Army
Air Forces, will retain his ownerKGA Spokane,
Blue groups
outlet.
It isship ofunderstood
several
have been negotiating for KHQ
and the FCC last week approved
a temporary extension of authorization to permit consummation of a
deal.Informal notice of the KFPY
transaction, it is understood, has
reached
the areFCC,lacking.
thoughOnethereport
precise details
was that Mr. Bright had sold his
1/3 interest to Mr. Haas and his
KIRO associates and that Mr.
Craney had purchased 1/3 of Mrs.
Symons' holdings, with the remaining 1/3 sumto
disposed The
of other
(preably to Mr.be Craney).
report was that Mr. Craney had
acquired
all ofstation
Mrs. Symons'
ings in the
and thatholdthe
overall price was "under $500,000".
half-ovmer
of Mrs.
KXL Symons
Portland,also
withis Mr.
Craney
holding the other half. Whether
that station is in any wise involved in the transaction was not revealed. Mr. Craney also operates
KGIR Butte, and the Z-Bar Network.
SCrntt^nb^rg 1945
Mr. Haas has enjoyed meteoric
success in radio, having acquired
came president of WBYN when KIRO as a 250-watter a decade
four stations, WARD WBBC ago. The station now operates with
WVFW WLTH, were consolidated. 50,000 w and is the Seattle CBS
He formerly operated WARD. A na- outlet. A prominent New Deal figtive of Warsaw, Rabbi Kronenberg
ure in the Pacific Northwest, he
came to this country in 1905. He
was a member of the Council of is the Collector of Customs at the
Seattle
and manager
has been during
DemoOrthodox Rabbis of America, board port of cratic
campaign
of directors of the Hebrew Home &
Hospital for the Aged, Brooklyn, the Presidential and Congressional
and was active in the Pride of campaigns in the Northwest area.
Judea Children's Home.
Surviving, besides his wife, Mrs. SENATE Appropriations Committee
Rae Linden Kronenberg, are two last week reported favorably an ap(HJ Res-85) to
sons, Capt. Samuel Kronenberg, provide fundspropriationto measure
the quinAAF,
and Berger.
Oscar, and a daughter,
quennial Census ofcomplete
Agriculture.
The
Mrs. Jean
bill,
appropriating
the House
Feb. 7. $6,784,000, passed
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Overton
WDSU
Charge
nection with operation of WDSU
Sen. Overton challenged the Comduring the Senatorial primary cammission's grant of last fall, renewp
a
i
g
n
o
f
last
summer
are
so
grieving the WDSU license to Nov. 21,
ous that for the Commission to
the FCC was contindelay action . . . would constitute 1945, uing"while
its investigations as to the
a Sen.
miscarriage
of
justice."
probable
political
and
Overton first complained to other misconduct offavoritism
this station.
Mr. Fly last Oct. 6 in a letter charg- ... I consider that the subject mating that WDSU refused to sell him
ter brought by me to your attention
time for his municampaign.
That comraises serious questions as to
cation said the Senator
had whetJier
the continued operation of
arranged with Joe Oswald of
station will be in the public
KWKH Shreveport to arrange for this
interest and whether the owner or
eight wide
weekly
on a statehookup, broadcasts
that all stations
had owners of the station are qualified
cleared time except WDSU and that to continue its control in the public
Mr. Weber advised that no time
Mr. Weber had no comment,
was available between 4:30-10:35 interest."
p.m. Sundays through Fridays. Mr. other than his memorandum to the
Oswald is commercial manager of WDSU staff, text of which follows:
You will hear WDSU
It stotedhasthatbeen
a hearthe Shreveport station. John D.
set
Ewing, owner and Shreveport pub- hearing
by theing concerning
FCC
March of21,a 1945.
This
Is thefor result
complaint
l
i
s
h
e
r
,
i
s
an
applicant
for
a
station
in New Orleans.
by Sen. Overton
that was
equal nottimegiven
opnitytoon WDSU
last
summerportuprimary
his Incampaign
Asked Log Check
Democratic
LouisianaIn the
for
Ovr
Information,
reHis next letter, dated Nov. 6, U. S. Senator.
ported
by
o\vr
Washington
attorney.
Is that the Commission has not named
after Mr. Fly advised there was no this
a
hearing
for
the
renewal
or
violation, requested the Commission
vocation of the license of WDSU. reto check the WDSU log from July
It Is reported that the FCC has
asked
for
a hearing
so thattoanyamplify
fur1-Sept. 12 to ascertain what, if any,
ther facts may
be presented
political addresses, speeches or the report
furnished byby WDSU
to answer
the
complaint
Sen.
Overton.
statements were permitted over WDSU has the sincerest confidence
FCC will recognize that equal
WDSU between 6-10 p.m. On Dec. that theopportunity
was affordedto allby
19 E. K. Jett, then interim chair- time
to Itsandfullest
man, sent an analysis of the log to WDSU
candidates
that capacity
the contention
to
the
contrary
by
Sen. Overton will
Sen. Overton,
disclosed
in thisadvising:
analysis "The
and infacts
the be proven false.
program logs of Station WDSU are
WBAX Hearin!a;s End
being brought to the Commission's HEARINGS in the Wilkes-Barre.
attention
for appropriate
action."
That analysis
disclosed.
Sen. Pa., case, involving application of
Overton wrote Chairman Porter, John H. Stenger Jr.. licensee of
for ofregular
that "nine broadcasts — all, with one WBAX.
annlications
three license,
others and
for
exception, being approximately 15 WBAX
facilities
(1240
were
minutes duration — were delivered to be concluded Saturdav kc).
(Feb.
17>
over WDSU by Mr. E. A. Stephens before Hugrh B. Hutchinson, FCC
or,
his examiner. August W. Grebe, office
behalfpossibly,
betweenother
the speakers
hours of in6 and
manager of WBAX since .July 1.
10:35 p.m. on week nights of Mon- 1941, testified that the station had
day through Friday; and two on paid all old indebtedness, showed
Sunday evenings within the time a net operatine profit in 1944 of
denied all other candidates."
$36,604,wasand$41,849.57.
Mr. Stenger's
net
WBAX was
"I respectfully submit that such worth
placed
on
temporary
license
in
1941
conduct on the part of the station," because of several judgments
wrote
"its ownerof Sec.
and against the station. Other applioperator,Sen.is Overton,
a clear violation
are Northeastern Pennsvl315 of the Commissions Act which vania cantsBroadcasters
Kev
Mr. Fly quoted to me in his letter Broadcasters
Inc. andInc.,Central
Broadcasting
Co.
dated Oct. 12, 1944."
IBHfi Kabbt Aarnn
RABBI AARON KRONENBERG,
59, president of WBYN Brooklvn
and a pioneer of racial and religious programs, died Thursday at
his since
home 1943.
in Brooklyn. He had been
ill
Rabbi Kronenberg made his first
broadcast from the old WCNW
Brooklyn in 1926. He was widely
known for his appeals on behalf of
welfare organizations
all serdenominations and for his ofradio
mons. Until he became ill, Rabbi
Kronenberg rarely missed a daily
broadcast in Yiddish in nearly 19
years. His last radio talk was on
Dec. 31, 1944.
In 1941 Rabbi Kronenberg be-

. . . but

you

can't

That old saw about the horse and water still holds
true . . . particularly with smart time buyers. There was
once a time when you could show him a radio trough
full up to the brim with glamour call letters, power, and
"acceptance". . . and he'd water his whole budget.
But not any more!
Maybe that's one reason W-I-T-H, the successful
independent in Baltimore, has come so far, so fast. For
W-I-T-H delivers the goods at the lowest cost per
dollar spent than any other station in town. If you want
to check a sound sales idea . . . use Baltimore as your
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

make

him

drink

test city. And to make sure you give it every chance
to prove out . . . use W-I-T-H.
There are a lot of sales performance facts to prove
our W-I-T-H point . . . but there's nothing so satisfying
as seeing it work for your own product.

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President ' Rtpresented Nationally hv Headley-Reed
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FCC

TO
ADVERTISERS
WHO
ARE
LOOKING

SOUTH
Most marketing experts agree that the
South is now the nation's greatest "area
of opportunity." If you feel that's true in
your industry, we suggest you consider
South Carolina as a starting point.
South Carolina is easy to cover. One station— WIS at Columbia — reaches virtually
the entire State, daytime. The WIS service
area has 74% more radio homes than
New Orleans, 185Vo more than Atlanta,
208% more than Birmingham.
We'd welcome an opportunity to tell you
how and why this 5000-watt station, at
560 KC, has a stronger signal (actually
delivers more microvolts) over a larger
area than is possible even to many
50,000-watt stations. Drop us a line — or
ask Free & Peters.

Denies KNAK

On Regional Grant
PETITION alleging violation of
the FCC network regulations, filed
by the Granite District Radio
Broadcasting Co., licensee of the
new KNAK Salt Lake City, seeking rehearing in the grant of a
construction permit to the Salt Lake
City Broadcasting
a re-to
gional outlet in SaltCo.LakeforCity
operate on 910 kc with 1 kw power,
was denied last week by the Commission.
KNAK, which began operations
Feb. 11 on 1400 kc with 250 w power, unlimited time, complained that
the Hinckley-Hatch group was
granted a construction permit Oct.
30, 1944, "which
included
an arrangement based upon
a violation
of the Commission's Rules, particularly Sec. 3.102." Stockholders
in the Salt Lake City Broadcasting Co. are Abrelia S. Hinckley,
wife of Robert H. Hinckley, director
of the Office of Contract Settlement, former Assistant Secretary
of Commerce, and until recently
chairman of the Civil Aeronautics
Authority; and George C. Hatch,
former manager of KLO Ogden,
Utah, and his wife, Wilda Gene
Hatch.
Sees no Violation
Petition alleged that Wilda Gene
Hatch is the daughter of A. L.
Glassman, president and principal
stockholder of KLO, and that
KNAK was prevented from obtaining Mutual service because of an
exclusive contract between KLO
and Mutual which embraced both
Ogden and Salt Lake City. KNAK
contended that Salt Lake City is
not within the primary coverage
area of KLO, therefore Sec. 3.102,
relating to territorial exclusivity
of network contracts, was violated.
In a memorandum opinion the
Commission held, however, that
"KLO does render a primary service to Salt Lake City within the
meaning
Regulation
3.102" Conand
that thereof was
no violation.
struction permit was granted the
Hinckley-Hatch interests without
a hearing Oct. 30, 1944, only a short
time after application was filed

Rehearing

to Hinckley-Hatch
[Broadcasting, Nov. 6]. Application included letters from both the
Mutual and Intermountain networks advising the petitioners that
should the FCC grant a license, the
respective
service. networks would provide
Both the Hinckley-Hatch and
KNAK applications were denied by
the Radio & Radar Division of the
War Production Board on the
grounds that neither station would
help to promote the war effort. The
WPB later reversed the earlier order with reference to the Hinckley-Hatch
and granted
structionrequest[Broadcasting,
Feb. con5].
KNAK went ahead with its work,
however, since expenditures for new
construction were within the $200
limit placed by WPB and therefore
no special authorization was reIn a special three-hour program
quired.
beginning at 7 p.m. Feb. 11, KNAK
formally
on the InairSaltwithout
a network went
affiliation.
Lake
City the Blue outlet is KUTA;
CBS affiliate is KSL and the NBC
station is KDYL, with Mutual at
KLO.
Effective Feb. 12 KNAK began
operations from 7 a.m.-lO p.m.
Howard R. Johnson is president,
L. M. Johnson vice-president;
Francis W.Stockholders
Shaelling, include
secretary-C.
treasurer.
Nello Westover, Otto Fisher, Mrs.
L. A. Miner, Paul Q. Callister. R.
K. Christensen, formerly of Washington, has been appointed program director.
Warners in Video
TO ERECT a television and FM
transmitter,
Warner
has pur-at
chased 17 acres
near Bros,
Hollywood
reported
price
of
$1,500,000.
Prop-in
erty includes highest elevation
the exclusive Outpost Hills estate
section. Los Angeles Planning
Board,anceinfor construction,
granting a zoning
ruled varisite
must be for transmitters only, and
not include a broadcasting studio.
Film company
also owns and operates KFWB Hollywood.
No

WIS
COLUMBIA
SOUTH
5000 WAHS

CAROLINA
•

560 KC

FREE & PETERS, Inc., National RepresentativeM
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Petition

Grab

Bag Here!
WAIR's record of success makes it
possible for you to plot your sales
and distribution course with a
remarkable degree of accuracy.
WAIR is a "must" in this great
market.
WAI
R
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representative: The Walker Company
BROADCASTING
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WEED
AND
RADIO STATION
NEW

YORK

• BOSTON

. CHICAGO

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

• DETROIT

• SAN FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD]

;
S

OWI French Messages
Drawing 60% Response
ABOUT 60% of the personal mesages
from to
Fi-ench
shortwaved
Francecitizens
since here
last
October on OWI radio programs
have
evoked
response
from
friends
and relatives overseas, according to
the Overseas Branch of the OWI,
whichice. Since
recently
disclosedthe the
last October
OWI servhas
made available four minutes of a
daily half -hour program beamed to
France for 50-word messages from
French citizens who have lost contact with persons close to them.
Messages
must beandpassed
by theof
French
Consulate
the Office
Censorship,
and
are
recorded
person and broadcast, or read byin
Nancy Smith, who conducts the
prog-ram.
To insure
coverage, theby
personal items
are rebroadcast
ABSIE and repeated by shortwave
at 6:30 and 10:15 p.m. French time
the same day. Project started two
years ago to allow men on French
ships in New
to communicate withYork
theirharbor
families,
but
was dropped
and
resumed
on
ular basis only last October. a reg-

10^

5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHTi
Weed & ea.
National Representfltiv
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R. L, MURRAY DIES
ON CANADIAN TRIP
ROBERT
director of publicL. MURRAY,
relations of 55,ASCAP,
died suddenly
Feb.
10
of
a
heart
attack in Montreal, while on his way
to Athenative
CAB Minnesotan,
convention. he began
his
newspaper career
on the sports
Minnecupolis
becoming
editor inTribune,
1910 and
subsequently
switching to the same position on
theAfter
Duluthworking
News-Tribune.
in Winnipeg, he
joined
Hearst,
spending
years
on various Hearst
papers.11 While
on the Boston 'Herald Mr. Murray
inaugurated the first picture tabloid
page,
forerunner
of today's
tabloid
newspapers.
Leaving
Boston
became editor
New heYork
Americcm.
His of
finalthe
newspaper
post
was arkmanaging
Ledger. editor of the NewAfter motionhandling
publicity andbridge
profor Ely Culbertson,
expert, Mr. Murray was advertising manager
before
joining
ASCAPof Auto-Bridge
1940.
He
was a veteran
ofNov.the 1,first
world
war,
serving
as
a
first
lieutenant.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Hermine Murray, and two stepsons,
New Montreal Station
Pfc. Philip Welch and Lt. Paul E.
CJAD are call letters of a new Welch.
1,000 wtreal,station
on
800
kc
for
Monissued to J. Arthur Dupont,
until recently commercial manager BerlinByamFortress
Missing Attack
After
for Quebec for the CBC. Mr. Dupont Guy
is a veteran of Canadian broadcast- GUY BYAM, 27, BBC war reporter, has been missing in action since
ing,of the
having CBC,
been with
the predecessordio
theCommission,
Canadian
Ra- a Flying Fortress attack on BerBroadcasting
and
lin Feb. 3, U. S. Eighth Air Force
before that with the chain of radio headquarters
in London
announced
stations
of
the
Canadian
National
Feb.
10. The plane
in which
he was
Railways.
flying gines
waswere hit
by
flak
and
two enknocked out, according
to the announcement.
Wounded Operations,
and "invalided"
Combined
whichout heof
Mi tin Jean Lnwlor
joined
1941 since
after1939,
service
the
Comptoii
British inNavy
Mr. inByam
New York Adv.
Citv Inc.
entered the BBC French Service as
Dear
Jp.wn: Gene KeUy who used to do subeditor, then transferred to
Remember
European Productions as writersports for »s here at Gene's
WCHS. doing
Well. producer.
He then became war corespondent for the1944
European
servpretty much
ice, and in rApril
was shifted
to
the
BBC
War
Reporting
Unit.
thing now for Ajumps.
trained paratrooper, Mr. Byam
Uncle Sam
somewhere in participated in more than eight
the CBI
The- ALLEN veloped
B. newDiiMONT
Labs, has(Dudeatre and doing
type oscillograph
it so well he Mont Type 208B), designed to stand
recentlii re- up longer in rugged field service.
Bronze Star.
Pretty
sivell
isn't it? Weil.
Gene's a preten. pi
ty swellhope
guy.
Let's
he'll be back
soon, available
4 COUNTIES
STATES in
3forh Algv
i sponsorp on
2 NATIONS.
Yrs..
WCHS.
Ml^pID
the inftiiontial station in
Byirho theusedivay,to doliveyouin know
the
TmwIot
R-ODEiRI Cl<s Et Paso covers it ALL.
Pittsburph?
VAL LAWaENCt
WCHS
/- IN T*IE EL PASO
Charleston, W. Va.
SoufhH^est use KROD
ROADCASTING
Broadcast Advertising

Patterned for
OKLAHOMA

WOMEN

^

MISTLETOE EXPRESS ★
An Oklahoma mother sends her Fort Sill soldier a cake.
She invariably calls Mistletoe Express Service. An Oklahoma A. & M. College girl ships her mother a box of
flowers for an anniversary. Mistletoe again gets the call.
Its 1944 cargo totaled more than 80,000,000 pounds.
Edyth Thomas Wallace is one of the most widely quoted
@ writers of counsel to parents in the country. She is a staff
writer of The Oklahoman and Times. Her syndicated
feature, "Poii>ts for Parents", is read by millions of mothers.
Her column, "Our Homes", is a Southwestern favorite.
at home before a farm woman's club or at her of® Equally
fice typewriter,
Pearson has forbeen
partment editor ofLolaThe Clark
Farmer-Stockman
twentywoman's
years. deNo
other Oklahoma personality exerts as much influence on
the rural housewife in Oklahoma and Texas as Mrs. Pearson. No other farm counselor enjoys such a widespread
popularity.
Through a six-day-a-week quarter hour series over WKY,
Helen Barr brings to Oklahoma women their favorite highlights of home-making. This early morning program, origing in WKY's
8:45 look
a.m., upon
is oneWKYof asthe their
big
reasons natiwhy
womenstudios
in thisat area
preferred station.
★

FARMER-STOCKMAN

All along the Oklahoma Publishing Company's
four lane approach to merchandising In Oklahoma
are to be found guideposts to the woman. Coordinated into a sales barrage, The Oklahoman and
Times, The Farmer-Stockman, radio station WKY
and Mistletoe Express Service muster a potent punch
:tmong feminine readers, listeners and buyers that
rings the bell on dealers' cash registers. You can do
a good job in the Oklahoma market with any one.
You can do a better job with all four.

OL

OKLAHOMA

PUBLISHING
COMPANY
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES
THE FARMER-STOCKMAN MISTLETOE EXPRESS
WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS
KLZ, DENVER (Under Affiliated Management)
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

*

WLEV LOSES FINAL
APPEAL BEFORE FCC
SUSTAINING its presiding motionssistant
officergeneral
(Harry
Plotkin,
counselM. and
chief as-of
litigation),
the
FCC
last
week
denied petition of WLEU Erie, Pa.,
for authority
to
intervene
and
enlarge the issues in the grant of a
construction permit to WERC Erie
to1230change
frequency fromFeb.
149012].to
kc [Broadcasting,
On motion of WJTN Jamestown,
N. Y., and WCED DuBois, Pa.,
however, the Commission set aside
its grant and designated the WERC
application for hearing, making
WJTN withdrew.
and WCEDTheparties.
later
case isWJTN
still
pending, with WCED an intervenor.
WLEU contended the wartime
freezes drawcaused
voluntary
with-2,
al of its petition
filed Dec.
1941,
to
change
frequency
from
1450 to 1260 kc and to increase
power from 250 w to 5 kw days and
1 kw nights, although there was
never any intention of abandoning
the
application.
earlier
of WLEU
to setAnaside
the petition
WERC
grant and
reconsider,
filed
tober, had been denied. last OcIn thecontended
petition denied
WLEU
that thelast
grantweekto
WERC "under the circumstances is
equivalent to taking property without due process
of law,"a inasmuch
as WLEU
had invested
considerable sum in planning the change
from local to regional and had
withdrawntherance ofits
in furthe application
war.

Fulton Lewis jr., "America's
Most Listened To" News Reporter, currently sponsored oh
130 stations from coast-to-coasf
is now available for your client
in one or all of 60 different
markets.
Today when good time is tough
"to buy — and good programs
even tougher . . . DON'T OVERLOOK THIS BUY . . . Fulton
Lewis jr. has both ... a program they listen to at a time
when they listen.

For Further Details — Phone, Wire
or Write WILLIAM B. DOLPH,
Barr Building, Washington, D. C.
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CONGRATULATORY conversation
is held as Glenn U. Snyder (1) , vicepresident and general manager of
WLS Chicago and Bill Cline (r),
station ace,editor,
wish America's
leadMaj.
the
very ingbest
of luckRichard
in his Bong,
marriage
to the former Marjorie Vattendahl, of Superior, Wisconsin.
WBRW Transfer Asked
APPLICATION has been filed
withtransfer
the FCC control
requesting
consent
to
of WBRW
Welch, W. Va., 250 w outlet on 1340
kc, to Clarence H. Frey and Robert
0. Greever, owners of WLOG
Logan, W. dividuals.
Va., Present
and owners,
three other
inJ. W.
and Gladys Blakley and J. Reed
Werness, wish to retire from broadcasting and propose to sell for
$67,239
all 150Service
outstanding
shares
in McDowell
Corp., WBRW
license corporation, to Messrs. Frey
and Greever (25 sh each) ; Joe G.
Hunt (50
of themanager
Welch
Daily
Newissh),andeditor
general
and treasurer of the Welch Pub.
Co., and Ellis Landreth (25 sh),
business manager of Welch Pub.
Co. Mr. G. Frey is also publisher of
the Logan Banner.
Wildroot Expansion
WILDROOT Inc., Buffalo, in stepup its tonic
use ofhasradio
advertising pingfor hair
appropriated
more than $1,000,000 for 1945 with
about $500,000 to be used for other
media. Firm which has tripled its
station list during the past six
months, is currently using live and
transcribed chain-break and spot
announcements at varying intervals, and
five-minute
quarter-houron
musical
newsand programs
some 150 stations throughout the
country. Other stations will gradually be added to the list. Some eight
stations have already been added
since Jan. 1. Agency is BBDO, New
York.

IOWA
PREFERS
WHO
Ask Free & Peters for

ORIGINATING FROM WOL WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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the Proof.'
50,000 WAITS • DES MOINES
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Picture
up

for

of a team
the

Battle

SOME
day the war is going to be over. Then:
reconversion.
You've heard a lot about reconversion. But
most of the worry-in-print has been about the
business of turning bicycle plants back into
bicycle-making.
But there is another side to the reconversion
picture.
That's the problem
getting
peace-time
goods distributed
so cheaplyof that
manufacturers
can keep prices down and sell so much that our
economy
if it should and
fall
apart, we won't
would fall
haveapart.
a lot Because
of unemployment,
if we have a lot of unemployment nobody will
buy anything, and . . . well, we have been to that
party!
Cutting distribution costs is where we come
into ourselves.
this picture— the sponsors and the agencies
and
All three of us are going to have to roll up our
sleeves and fight a vital battle for industry and the
public
on the post-war's most important eco-'
nomic front.
Our objective is clear. Radio must be made
more efficient, more economical, than ever before
—and we're not overlooking the fact that the
wise use of radio has always been the rfiost economical way to sell goods.
How are we going to improve radio?
First, let us recognize that the advertisers and
agencies have done a remarkable job. By competing for audience they have helped to make
radio a national habit and their joint efforts and
ours have raised radio ownership from 10,2 50,000 homes in 1929 to 33,100,000 homes in 1945.
THIS IS THE

about

to warm

of the Century
THE SHOWS PRODUCED BY ONE AGENCY ALONE
REACH AS MANY PEOPLE IN A YEAR AS ALL THE
FILMS OF ALL THE STUDIOS IN HOLLYWOOD.
Our own first job is to provide maximum physical facilities to reach these millions. Today the
Blue reaches over 21,000,000 homes. The number is increasing. Recently we announced the
addition of six important stations. As we prepare
this advertisement, two more great stations nave
joined the Parade to the Blue: WCAE, which has
established the biggest local audience in Pittsmarket burgh,
likeand WFBR,
a blanket.which covers the Baltimore
The second job is to help where help is sought
in building Blue commercial programs.
Take the problem of talent. By using sustaining
time
to develop
shows the Blue's
program
department
is uncovering
low-costnewtalent
that
promises to deliver large audiences. Winners
must be developed from the beginners. It is also
pre-testing new programs on our own time to
remove volved
a percentage
of thegoes
risk onthat's
inwhen a new show
the always
air. Thafs
service to both agencies and advertisers.
After the war, the radio networks will be one
ofall the
landgreatest
on our forces
feet. in the nation in helping us
Our post-war eye, while it is on our competitive position, is more particularly on our potential ability to help the tJ. S. industry to new levels
of prosperity and a common agreement that if we
will only continue to improve our way of life, it
cannot be matched anywhere in the world.
You can write that one down.
NETWORK

Blue Names Jaeger^ Smithy Rynd V-Ps;
Kintner to Head Washington Operation
C. p. JAEGER, general sales man- for national and international news
ager of the Blue Network; Fred coverage. Robert E. Kintner, viceSmith, director of promotion, pub- president, will have charge of this
1 i c i t y and addepartment, with G. W. (Johnny)
vertising; and
Johnstone continuing as director of
Charles E. Rynd,
news and news features.
Mr. Kintner will also be in
formerly t r e a surer, were elected
charge
of the theBlue's
vice-presidents
office, which
boardWashington
voted to
the network at ofa
reorganize and expand. He will
maintain his headquarters in New
meeting
Feb.
I'l
of the board of diYork, spending only a few days a
rectors of Amerimonth in Washington. The pubcan Broadcasting
licity department,as with
Earl MulCo., owner of the Mr. Jaeger
lin continuing
manager,
will
Blue. Board also
henceforth
report
to
Mr.
increated a new department, news merly. stead of to Mr. KintnerSmith
as forand news features, to be responsible for all news and news feaMr. Rynd in his new position will
tures broadcast on the network and act as coordinator of the intra-

24 HOURS A DAY
KCKN is the only Kansas City castation
sting day and broadnight
ALL night.
'THIS IS MUTUAL'
At 6 P.comes aM.BASICKCKNstation
beof the Mutual Broadcasting System.

Mr. Rynd

Blue Changeover
BEGINNING Feb. 18 the
Blue's station breaks identify the network
as "The
Blue
Network
of the
American
Broadcasting
formal change Co.,"
of namesignaling
which
became
December whenofficial
the FCClastapproved
assignment of licenses of
Blue owned stations to
American Broadcasting Co.
[Broadcasting, Dec. 25].
Cliange-over for listeners is
being
effected gradually.
identification
has been New
used
since Jan. 22 at the opening
and closing
of the Blue broadcast day only.

Mr. Smith
departmental operation of the Blue.
In addition, the sales service, office
management, recording and purchasina: departments will continue
to report to him. C. Nicholas
Priaulx, vice-president in charge of
finance, ceeding
wasMr. Rynd.
elected treasurer, sucMr. Jaeger, who joined the
Blue's commercial program depart- Broadcasting & Television Corp.
ment in 1942, subsequently trans- Mr. Smith, formerly an assistant
fer ing to sales, was previously
vice-president of Transamerican to the Secretary of the Treasury,
has a varied advertising and promotion background. Before forming
his own public relations firm. Smith
& Selvage, he was with BBDO. Mr.
Rynd antjoined
NBC manager.
in 1935 asIn assistsales traffic
1942,
when the Blue was organized as a
separate company, he became manager ofandits
service department
wassales
subsequently
named
treasurer.
Woolfoam Spots
WOOL NOVELTY Co., New York,
plans to expand its spot radio camWoolfoam,to aeight
powderor ten
for
cleaningpaign forwoolens
stations by the end of February.
Now running on WBEN Buffalo
and WJR Detroit, the drive will
be resumed on KSTP Minneapolis
and on stations
Bostonintoandseveral
Providence and will inmove
new markets in various parts of
the country via radio, with musical jingles,
and programs of allparticipations
types. New campaign
calls for the use of local papers in
100 cities. Agency is Redfield-Johnstone. New York.
No sir! KCKN picked her "man" a long time
ago and has stuck with him . . . and him only
BEST record show m.es. in Great
. . . ever since,
Britain are two American Forces Network men, Sgt. Johnny Kerr and Cpl.
KCKN has always believed that Greater Kansas City
Monaghan,
a poll
— and Greater Kansas City alone — is worthy of
ofGeorge
the British
music according
magazine, toMelody
exclusive attention. KCKN is the only Kansas City
Maker and Rhythm. Sgt. Kerr was
formerly with ROY Phoenix, WICA
station that programs specifically and exclusively for
Ashtabula, O., and WPIC Sharon, Pa.
city listener tastes. And so, leaving the surrounding
Cpl. Monaghan
an ex-program dithinly-spread farm and small town market to others,
rector of WTHT is Hartford.
KCKN offers you a substantial share of Greater
Kansas without
City's nine
hundred
dollarcoverage.
buying
power
the rate
penaltymillion
of out-state
•
Wire or Phone Your Nearest Capper Office for Avaiiabilities

BEN LUDY, GENERAL MANAGER, KCKN, KANSAS CITY. . . WIBW, TOPEKA
ELLIS ATTEBERRy, manager, kckn, kansas city
CAPPBR •PUBLICATIONS,
Inc.
3280
LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK 17;
CHICAGO 1: ISO NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CENTRAL S977
DOUGLAS
S220
SAN FRANCISCO 4; 1207 RUSS BUILDING
KANSAS CITY 6: 300 WALTOWER BUILDING VICTOR 386^
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WESTINCHOUSE
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RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

WBZ • WBZA • WOWO
• KEX • KYW • KDKA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

Tobin and Stowe
Criticize Censors

Manhattan Soap Tests
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New
York, network and spot radio advertiser for Sweetheart soap, is
conducting a test campaign in the
midwest for a new flake blueing,
Blu-White. Newscasts are used
thrice-weekly on WGN Chicago and
six-weekly on WTMJ Milwaukee.
Newspapers supplement the radio
drive. Campaign is forerunner to
expanding distribution of product
in that area. Agency is Duane Jones
Co., New York.
RCA Adds Space
ADDITIONAL space in the 3-story
Protex Bldg., 61-71 Bishop St., Jersey City has been leased to RCA by
the Defense Supplies Corp., for use
in the production of war goods.
RCA now occupies 108,000 sq. ft. in
the United Wallpaper plant in Jersey City. J. I. Kislak Inc. was the
broker in the transaction. The building is owned by Doris Anschelewitz
of Allenhurst, N. J.

SANDBAGS PROTECT Press Wireless station PZ on Leyte so there can
be continuous operation despite Jap raids. Station sent out the first direct
voice transmission for the networks immediately after our invasion of the
Philippines. Joseph Petta (1), of Brooklyn, N. Y., and George Luckey,
Baldwin Park, Cal., inspect the new Philippine installations.
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Army Using 'Inexperienced'
Boys, Commentators
CENSORSHIP
of news, Claim
both in
military theatres and within the
United States, was assailed by two
prominent news commentators during the past week.
Richard L. Tobin, Blue commentator and associate professor in
the Columbia U. Graduate School
of Journalism, charged that cen;
sorshipered inas a thecorrespondent
ETO, which for
he covthe
'New York Herald Tribune, "was in
the hands of inexperienced boys."
William L. Shirer, in "Propaa syndicated
umnganda
whichFront",
appears
regularly col-in
the Sunday
Herald
Tribune,of the
lamented the alleged slovmess
Army Review Branch, Washington, in passing on copy submitted
by accredited
correspondents
returned from operational
theatres
to the United States.
•Enemy Agent'
Mr. Tobin, speaking at a luncheon heldClub,
Feb.Columbia
13 at U.,
the praised
Men's
Faculty
senior censors in the ETO but said
there were too few of them.
■•Their assistants," he said,
"seemed, however, to regard the
average American correspondent
as an enemy agent who was out to
trick them, hurt their own professional standing in the United
States and give away military
secrets
whenever
In his
Sundaypossible."
column Mr.
Shirer related that his colleague,
Leland Stowe, had waited five days
for review officers in the Pentagon
Building to release a script he had
written for broadcast about the
Greek controversy. Mr. Shirer took
issue with the alleged circumstance
v/hich found a British officer calling on Mr. Stowe a few days after
his script had been submitted and
urging him not to broadcast it. As
finally tainedreleased,
he said, it confew deletions.
Conference Discussion
FOUR mondnetwork
— RaySwing, Howe,
Blue commentators
; William
and Quincy
CBS, andL. Shirer
H. V.
Kaltenborn,
discussedConference
the results of the NBC,
Big Three
in thecastCrimea
the Feb.of 15thebroadof Town onMeeting
Air,
sponsored
on
the
Blue by Reader's
Digest Assn.
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CROSSLEY, PULSE
( AND HOOPER
FOR SIX
TOP SALES (DIFFERENT SPONSORS

TOP RATINGS

..increased number of applicants
is highly gratifying, indeed
surprising. -LAVENSON BUREAU
..producing sales at a lower cost
than anywhere in the Eastern
District.— AMERICAN SCHOOL
..one of the best in Atlantic's
nine years of football
broadcasting. -N. W. AYER & SON
..the most important factor
enabling us to get workers.
-INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
..the work you have done on our
behalf has materially aided us.
-WILLIAM GRETZ BREWING CO.

REPRESENTED BV
(\n New Vorfc) JOSEPH IA.HG
(Nationally) SPOT SALES INC.
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to the

recurrent

CBS

winners

in Radio

America's leading radio editors and critics awarded first place in 5 classifications to regular
CBS network programs during 1944, in Radio Daily's Eighth Annual Certified Poll.
They awarded second place in 11 classifications to regular CBS network programs.
THE FIVE CBS WINNERS WERE:

Daily's

national

program

poll

Thus Lux Radio Theatre wins first place for the eighth consecutive year— ever since Radio Daily
inaugurated its poll. The New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra has won every year
except 1938. Harry James wins a first for the third straight year. So does Dinah Shore — oti
CBS all of 1942 and 1943 and 65% of 1944. Let's Pretend was elected America's favorite
children's program in 1939, tied for first place in 1943, and won again in 1944.
AND IN ADDITION TO TOSE OiS "FIRSTS":

Frank Sinatra Ted Husing (so far, 3 Sammy Kaye
(so far, 2 "seconds") "firsts" 5 "seconds") (so far, 3 "seconds")

Gracie Allen
(so far, 1 "second")

Take It or Leave It
(so far, 4" seconds")

Burns and Allen
(so far, 1 "second")

Kate Smith

Gladys Swarthout
4"(soseconds")
far, 1 "first"

5"(soseconds")
far, 2 "firsts"

The Aldrich Family
3(so"seconds")
far, 1 "first"

Shostakovich
8th
Symphony
(so far, 1 "second")

For their discerning recognition of these superior programs CBS offers America's
radio critics and editors its sincere appreciation. To the artists, our heartiest congratulations.

This is C6S...tiie Columbia

Broadcasting

System

Radio

Campaign

Is Credited

With Manning Merchant Fleet
War Shipping Official States Task Would Have Been
Impossible Without OWI and Station Help
RADIO stations throughout the 200 ships. Radio, Mr. Stone said,
U. S. and the OWI Domestic Radio largely averted the delay of even
Bureau did an outstanding job in holidays.
a single ship during the Christmas
1944 in urging experienced seamen
and officers to return to the sea, acText of the letter follows :
cording toH. Chase Stone, assistant
I wantall radio
to takestations
this opportunity
deputy administrator for recruit- thank
in the Unitedto
ment and manning, War Shipping States and the Domestic Radio Bureau
Administration. In a letter to the of the Office of War Information for
job accomplishedseamen
durOWr, Mr. Stone stated it would the outstanding
1944 in urging
have been impossible to keep the and ingofficers
to returnexperienced
to sea.
nearly 4,000 U. S. merchant ships
We tional
are demands
fullymade
awarefor ofradiothe time
excep-in
sailing
withoutto radio's
Addressed
Willett assistance.
Kempton, behalf mentof accorded
the war
effort.
The
the Recruitment treatand
assistant chief of station relations, Manning Organization,
OWI,
the
letter
credits
radio's
drive
time
limitations,
makes inusview
doublyof
with netting approximately 10,000 grateful and appreciative.
Without the
officers and men, or enough to man assistance of the hundreds of radio

stations and the Radio Bureau of
OWI we simply could not have kept
nearly
merchant ships
sailing 4,000
to allAmerican
combat areas.
as well as
forForall your
radio information,
stations, the recruitment
appeals
and
other
Merchant
Marine
radio time netted us approximately
10,000
ofBcers
andthisseamen
during
1944.
Inand other
words,
number
of
officers
seamen was sufficient to operate
a total of 200 ships capable of carry2,000,000 -tons of supplies
to theing about
baftlefronts.
During
Christmasnot holiday seasonthewerecent
experienced
one
single
ship
delay
for
lack
of attribute
qualified
men
to
operate
the
ships.
We
this outstanding record largely to the
appeals made in our behalf by OWI
Domestic Radio
Bureau and the cooperating radio stations.
want andto say
thankswe formaya
jobAgain,
well Idone,
I hope
anticipate
the
same
kind
cooperation during this year.of excellent
REINSTATING a policy which was
dropped just recently after being in
effect cuseforis prohibiting
many years,theWFBL
Syrabroadcasting
ofdonephonograph
records.
This
is
being
the interestsit was
of better
quality
music inbroadcasts,
explained.

YOU CAN SEE A
L-O-N-G WAY...
Yes, you can see a long way — in any direction from atop the Sante Fe Building in
Amarillo — but KGNC penetrates way beyond the horizon in these parts.
KGNC is your N.B.C. outlet for Amarillo
and the great Panhandle area. Situated
as it is, Amarillo and its trading area Is a
market all to itself, practically undisturbed
by any other city or outside stations. For
the 440,600 people living within the 43
counties served by KGNC, this station has
made staunch friends by good programming and splendid service.

7-s.s-a.a-5-a-s-s-s-s-S.s-s.r-»
■■
vv!■ ■■
S
■■ 5

WPB FREEZE POLICY
REMAmS THE SAME
ALTHOUGH it has reversed itself
on twotion construction,
applications forProduction
new staBoard has made noWarformal
change
in the policy it adopted last month
which tionsvirtually
freezes
authorizafor new broadcast facilities
in primary
areas. AnBureau
official of the service
Construction
said that in overruling previous
WPD denial of applications for
stations in Salt Lake City and
Macon, Ga. [Broadcasting, Feb. 5],
there were "mitigating circumstances" involved.
The
Board's applicants
action, however,
has
encouraged
who had
received conditional construction
permits
from
the
priorbutto had
the
Jan.
1945 authorization
freezeFC'Corder
been 16,
denied
by the
WPB. All of these applicants have
requested
reconsideration
their
cases or are
expected to ofappeal.
They include
two
stations
for
Sacramento and others for Harrisburg,
Pa., and Petersburg, Va. Two applicants for studios for existing
stations (KFAB Lincoln and
WGESnied, alsoChicago),
previously dehave appealed.
In conformity with its policy of
favoring
stations
in communities new
having no
primary
service
and where manpower conditions
permit, the
Board
granted
authorization for the construction of a
250-w outlet in Henderson, N. C.
Applications from Cleveland, Tenn.,
and Conway,
S. C., which
ceived conditional
permitshavefromrethe FCC, are likely to be approved
on the same basis.
Meanwhile, several applications
for new stations have been received
by the FCC for consideration under
its new freeze policy. These include
local outlets requested by the Brockway
Co., John
South M.of Spottswood,
Massena, N. Key
Y.;
and by
West, Fla.
E. JOSEPH BABKES, formerly in
charge of scheduling distribution of
radio test equipment
War
Production
Board, has forbeenthenamed
radio
purchasing
agent
for
Lear
Inc.,
with headquarters at Grand Rapids,
Mich., where production of Learadio
for
is nowwithcentralized.
to hisairci-aft
three years
the WPB, Prior
Mr.
Babkes was a radio engineer with the
Army
Signal
Corps
at
Fort
Monmouth,
N.merson
J., and and
previously
ROA. served with Fada,

FACTS ABOUT KGNC
KGNC's per capita income is $900, or
$3,420 per family ... the total effective buying income being over $397,000,000. Wheat, oil, cattle, cotton,
potatoes, onions, and v/or industry
sv/ell the purses of this above-theaverage - v/ealth community. Se our National
Representative for additional up-to-the-minute
AYLUR-HOWE -O N^DE N
market facts.

The Family Station
ill the Great Panhandle
mmmt mm
National Broadcasting Co. Affiliate -1440 ON YOUR DIAL
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LOOK

AND

LISTEN

As toantheold-timer
goesversus
back
days of intheradio,
battle WSM
of sight
sound, the printed word versus the spoken
word, the daily newspaper versus the radio
station.
Yes, there was a time when both newspapers
and radio stations made faces at each other.
Some tionpapers
wouldn't
the dailyset staprogram log.
And print
some stations
up
their own independent sources of news.
These were great days — for the promotion
departments. There were those to prove that
human beings received ideas only through
the eyes. And there were those wired for
sound able to demonstrate that human beings
acted only upon what they heard. Then one
day Munich came. That was in 1938. There was
more press coverage and more radio coverage
of this event than was ever given a single
event in history, up until that time. And with
what result?
The records show there were more newspapers
650 KILOCYCLES
Edwin W. Craig, Pres.

sold that day than ever before, and there
was more listening to radio than ever hefore as well!
These hard figures from the circulation department simply confirmed a conviction long
held by WSM: that the American listener is
neither deaf nor blind — nor dumb.
He knows a good thing when he sees it. He
knows a good proposition when he hears it.
His eyes and ears are wide open, more so
today
listens. than ever before. He both looks and
And nearly five million people in the broad
area served by our clear channel look upon
WSM as their most relistening.liable source of good
Things worth hearing.
This is WSM.

NBC AffiUaie
Harry Stone, Gen. Mgr.

National Representatives, EDWARD

PETRY & Co.

National Life and Accident Insurance Co.

Nashville, Tenn.

THE
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WTOP Junior Board
TITLED Junior Board, a new program
sponsored
the Palais
Royal,heard
women'son
departmentby store,
Is now
WTOPProgram
Washington
Saturday
9:45-10
a.m.
appeals
to
teen-agers
and
features as11fashion
girls from
Washington
schools
consultants
under high
the
chairmanship
of
Betty
Norton
of
the
Royal.school
In addition
to topics
a report
ofPalais
fashions,
news
and
Importance
to their
classmates
are
dis-of
cus edt.icAiboy
guest
is
invited
to
parpate in a panel discussion each
week.
Radiator Brochure
JOHN E. LINGO & Son, Camden, N. J.,
has issued
a brochure
dealing with
vertical
radiators
for broadcasting
stations.
Antenna
supporting
poles
for
other
types
of service
are illustrated.on
Brochure
includesalso information
ground diator
systems
heights forand allFCCclassminimum
stations. ra-

Spot Campaign
CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS
Co., Los Angeles (Monterey Concord
grape Juice
punch)12 started
in a 2V2-week
paign on Feb.
using camdaily
schedule
spot announcements
KIEV KFACof KRKD
KFVD. With cam-on
paign
extended
to
other
areas,
additional stations will be added to list.
Agency
is Lockwood-Shackelford Adv..
Los Angeles.
Signed for Victor Red Seal
THE DETROIT
sponsored on Mutual Symphony,
by Reichold now
Chemicals
Co., lyhasfor the
been Victor
signed Red
to record
exclusiveSeal
label
of
RCA Victor Division, RCA.
Nunn Stations Ads
THE
NUNN
stations
WCMI
KFDA)
during
1945(WBIR
will inuseWLAP
over
112,000
lines
of
advertising
daily
papers
well as ads.
minimum of 80 trade
journal as display

MUSIC
WDAS

has

Sierra Adds Three
SIERRA
CANDY
Co., San
Francisco,
hasto
extended
its
Musical
Sweets
program
three Blue
stations
in
the
Pacific
Northwest, KEX Portland,
Spokane,
KJR Sunday.
Seattle.
Show 11is KGA
11:45-12
March
isheard
date ofAgency,
start
onnoon
KJR.
Robert
B.
Young
Adv.
San Francisco, handles the account.
Now byontheWBZ-WBZA
SPONSORED
Jordanstore,
Marsha new
Co.,
New
England
department
weekly orchestra,
half-hour
series
featuring
a
16-piece
an
all-girl
choir
and
Dick
baritone,
started
Feb. 18
over Preston,
WBZ
Boston
and
WBZA
Springfield, Mass.
KOMA Renovation
STUDIOS of KOMA Oklahoma City have
been
redecorated
in "CBS Blue" with
new
desks and
Additional
officedrapes
space foralsostaffhasi-ooms.
been
provided.

power-

IS the only Philadelphia

radio station featuring three hours
of classical music every day
... In addition to
the usual musical programs,
Philadelphia's outstanding
full-time independent station
features classical music
every morning

WTAG Public Service
WHEN the Feb. 8 blizzard, worst In 25
years,
hit
the centralopened
New anEngland
area,
WTAG Worcester
emergency
serviceder direction
for victims
stormmanaging
and unof E.of E.the Hill,
director,
acted
as a clearing
for
hundreds
of messages.
Persons house
stranded
intheirtown,
unable
to communicate
with
families,
called
the
station
which
broadcast
relatives. word of their safety to anxious
WWDC Bowling
Abe DUCKPIN
bowling
tournament
is to
sponsored
in$1,000
March
by WWDC
Washington
with
in
prize
money
already
in theandpot.it Entry
fees are that
25c
per bowler
is expected
virtually fans
all will
of Washington's
60,000
duckpin
be
attracted
to
the
contest.
of the prizeLegion
pool
will
go toTentheofpercent
Bowlers
for purchase
sports andVictory
recreational
equipment for Army personnel overseas.
Sen. Hart on WTIC
IN
hours Rear
after Admr.
Connecticut's
new AU. FEW
S. Senator,
Thomas
C. Hart, received
his13,certificate
app
o
i
n
t
m
e
n
t
o
n
Feb.
he
wentthatonof day,
the
air
on
WTIC
Hartford.
Earlier
WTIC broadcast the first announcement
that Admr.
Hart
would
be
the
Republican Senator from
the state,whosucceeding
Sen. Francis
T. Maloney
died in
office.
Teen-Age Series
HIGHsey whoSCHOOL
teen-agers
ofradio
New comJerpany as aformed
unitteen-age
oftheir
Juniorown
Achievement
Inc.,
national
organization,
Feb. 10 presented their first series onof
weekly
programsWPAT
titled The High School
Reporter
N. J.
Group tohasa onsold
thebankshowPaterson,
a package
deal
local
for assponsorship
on WPAT.
Cage Series on KRNT
KRNT DesmercialMoines
is canceling
all comfor thelisteners
evenings
of March 22-24commitments
to enable
to
hear thement.Boys
State
Basketball
Games will be covered Tournaby Jon
Hackett,
newlyOilappointed
sports direc-air
tor. Standard
Co. is sponsoring
version of games. McCann-Ericfcson is
agency.
CFCY to 5.000 w
CFCY raCharlottetown,
P. E. I., Jan.
Inaugu-23.
ted its 5,000 w transmitter
Station broadcasting
is the secondstations
of the toprivatelyowned
Increase
power
fromwere1 permitted
kw to 5 kw since the
increases
CFCY
licensed for 5lastkw summer.
daytime
and 1 iskwnownighttime.
Party Broadcast
TO CELEBRATE the 1500th consecutive
broadcast
of
sponsored on WFBLDalryleisure
Syracuse byTime,
Onondaga
Milk fast
Producers
Assn., wasa special
break-17
broadcast party
held Feb.
in the main ballroom of the Hotel Onondaga. Prizes were awarded guests attending the "open house".
KFAR V. S. Office
KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska, has reopened
its Seattlelington,office,
with
Welthe Gilbert
Navy, In A.charge.
New
arereleasedatby 1011
American
Seattleoffices
4. Phone
is Elliott
3933.Bldg.,
Mr.
Wellingtonsentativewill
as advertisingthe reprefor KFARact throughout
U. S.

from 10:45 to 12 Noon,
and again in the evening
from 10 to 11x45 P.M.
With "MUSIC" like this,
it's no wonder WDAS audiences have been loyal
for more than twenty years.

A full page of them in
the March 5 issue
of BROADCASTING on
stations
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DAKOTA

Yes, the great inland empire
served by the Mid-States Group,
includes 16 wholesale centers
(pop. over 25,000) and 80 retail
centers (pop. over 5,000).
Here, more than 6,000,000 people are spending the income
earned through outstanding wai'-

production
records, both farm and
0 W A • •
factory. What a market!
Yours in one package through
the Mid-States Group — at grouprates as low as $72 for a daytime quarter-hour on three great
radio stations. What a buy!!

WNAXKRNTIWMT
CEDAR RAPIDS
SIOUX CITY
DES MOINES
YANKTON
J^ATERLOO.
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Use

WSIX

For

High

Targets

Scores

Boy Scout Drive
WITH
special
featuresspotandannouncements,
mention on regular
programs of the drive to raise
$750,000 for the Greater New York
Council of the Boy Scouts of America, and special emphasis on appeal for $150,000 to equip the Alpine, N. J. camp, all-out
New York their
stasupporttionsofhavethegone
campaign, as inpledged
at a meeting of the Radio Executives Club, whose president. Warrenman ofJennings,
is also
radio chairthe scout
campaign.
Radio
material supplied by the Boy Scouts
includes transcribed spots made
without cost by NBC.
PHILIP D. REED, until recently
chief of the American Mission for
Economic aAffairs
has beenof
reelected
directorin London,
and chairman
General
Electric.
He
resigned
that position in January 1943 tofromgo
with theMr. American
Mission.
In addiReedofwasInternational
elected chairman
of thetion,board
GE.

©T©
The
NO WASTE COVERAGE

LOW UNIT COST
San Francisco

Shoot the full load in a concentrated pattern.
Don't scatter your shot into the far-distant lesser
populated sections. WSIX with its 5,000 Watts
on 980 kc. has plenty of power to cover the wellto-do, active Nashville, Middle Tennessee and
Southern Kentucky market. This coverage dished
out with choice programs from both the Blue and
Mutual Networks, has resulted in securing for
WSIX the largest all-day listening audience in
Nashville — plus satisfactory sales response —
plus low unit sales cost for its many loyal advertisers. For more information write or wire
The Katz Agency, Inc., National Representatives
The Blue Network and Mutual Broadcasting System

COOP REP FIRM
BEGUN IN CANADA
A COOPERATIVE representative
firm is to be established by the
broadcasting stations of Quebec
province, it was decided at the annual casters
meetingAssn.ofheldthe atQuebec
Broadthe Chateau
Frontenac,
Feb. 10. and
Offices will be Quebec,
set up on
at Toronto
Montreal to handle specifically the
representative and promotion problems of French-language stations
outsidetrealthose
in the cities of Monand Quebec.
Transcription services, operating and program problems of
the French-language stations were
also discussed at the meeting. A.
Gauthier, CHLT Sherbrooke, was
elected
succeeding
Phil
Lalonde president,
CKAC Montreal.
Narcisse
Thivierge,
CHRC
Quebec,
was
elected vice-president; Paul LePage,
CKCV Quebec, treasurer; Joachim
Grenier,
C, secretary.
elected K.were
Roland Directors
Beaudry,
CKRN Rouyn; Mr. Lalonde; Dr.
Chas. Houde, CHNC New Carlisle.
Others attending were Marcel Lefebvre,
CHLP Three
Montreal;
panier, CHLN
Rivers;L. G.Tre-A.
Lavoie, CJBR Rimouski; G. T. Desjardins,
Ste. Anne
Pocatiere;CHGB
R. Legault,
CKVD deValla
d'Or;
Jean
Legault,
CHAD
and H. Gendron, CJSO Sorel.Amos,

Radio Picture

changed!

lookup

George Bailey Elected
IRE Executive Secretary
GEORGE
W. Personnel
BAILEY, Office
chief ofof
the
Scientific
the Office of Scientific Research &
Development
both
the
American and
Radiopresident
Relay ofLeague
and the International Amateur RadiotiveUnion,
has ofbeentheelected
execu-of
secretary
Institute
Radio Engineers.
Mr. Bailey will assume his new
duties gradually while continuing
at his present post until the end
of the war. He also is slated to remain as president of ARRL. A
retired industrialist and operator
of amateur station WIKH, he volunte red for war service in Washington in 1941.
JAMES
S. ADAMS,
president
Standard Brands,
New York,
has beenof
appointed temporary consultant on
publictionrelations
ProducBoard and tothetheWarWarManpower
Commission.

5000
^^^^^^BB^^^^^
WATTS
Blue's

mo
NASWVIUE.

in your latest
Hooper!
"/ can even remember when automobiles were advertised over
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in

War!

Day Foster, KGW war program director, with group of
G.I.'s, preparing the "Army
Variety Show,"
a series
of recruiting programs.
Launched
two years ago, program was
another local FIRST for KGW.

in

Peace!

KGW cooperated with the Army in
peace-time, too. These are pictures
taken at the dedication of the Army
airfield at Vancouver, Wash., Sept. 16,
1925. KGW's coverage of the event
included a broadcast by Dick Haller
from a plane. A FIRST, in its day.

ONE OF THE GREAT STATIONS OEM NATION
>^ort^^'' !dlo^^"^ AeU^^^^
f ot
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KQW
P O R TLA N D, O R E G O N
REPRESENTED N A T t O N A L L Y
BY EDWARD PC TRY & CO. INC.
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KJR
SEATTLE
KEX
»TlANO

KWG
; STOCKTO^
KM J
FRESNOlsHi LINE
KERNI
KMPC
KFSD
SAN DIECO

PAUL

KT A R
ELKXO
Ch.\ LliO !»M PHOFNIX

H. RAYMEIl?
COMPANY

STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
±
SAN FRANCISCO
D E T R^O I T m
LOS ANGELES

One World, One Voice
ANY DAY now, we may awaken to find the
European phase of World War II at an end.
There will be unbridled hell-raising — and with
ample basis. But radio's job in the European
theatre won't be finished.
Allied forces won't withdraw overnight. As
long as our men are in the field, they will be
provided
radio service.
modern military
operation.That's
There part
will ofbe the
the
task, too, of conditioning the home front, for
every parent, relative and sweetheart will expect his dear ones home on the next boat.
Then there will be the concentration of operations in the Pacific, already well under way.
In the field of international diplomacy, radio
also becomes a vital factor, for freedom of
radio communications is part and parcel of
the fight for freedom of news. Radio thus will
be at the peace table in a dual role — a working
news medium to convey the deliberations to a
waiting world, and as a topic on the agenda
along with the press.
In its role as an intelligence medium, radio's
job in occupied Europe — when that happy
day dawns — may be less spectacular, but just
as important as a morale builder. Requirements as to censorship and free flow of intelligence will (or should be) liberalized. There
should be more programs originating from
Europe, and more of them going over. More
individual radio correspondents should be accredited for direct or delayed reporting of
local or regional interest.
Today there are some 400 "home town" recorded interviews a week from the European
theatre broadcast over our stations. In the
Pacific theatre, where recording equipment and
personnel is limited, there are some 60 such
interviews a week. These activities will be
stepped up.
What radio has vvrrought in this war is being told with every move of our military forces.
The map
has shrunk
to avoice
day's ofhopradio
fromfrom
almost anywhere.
And the
anywhere is instantaneous. Inevitably, after
the peace is written, it will be the radio voice
that must hold together this new One World.
Seventh Man
RADIO'S
persistent
for
about most
a decade
has beenCongressional
Rep. RichardcriticB.
Wigglesworth (R-Mass.). He sits on the House
Appropriations Subcommittee which handles
the FCC budgets. He was a minority member
of the House Select Committee to investigate
the
nent.FCC. He's a hard worker and a bitter oppoThere has been little objectivity to Wigglesworth'sthing oradio
crusading.
Thus, dayit came
f a surprise
the other
when ashesometold
the House during a discussion on the FCC's
1946 budget that former Commissioner T. A.
M. Craven was "the ablest member of the Commis ion as formerly constituted."
There was never any reason to believe that
Mr. Wigglesworth felt anybody on the Commission was worth his salt or that it ever had
done anything worthwhile.
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Mr. attention
Wigglesworth's
remarks,vacancy
however,
focus
on the existing
on thedo
FCC. The last two appointments — Paul A.
Porter as chairman and E. K. Jett as a member— were applauded, and properly so. Each
had had prior radio experience and each had
seen other Government service.
The existing vacancy is for the post left by
Comdr. Craven last July when he joined the
Cowles Broadcasting Co. as operating head.
Another merit appointment — a promotion from
the FCC ranks more particularly — would surely
win favor in Congress and on the FCC itself.
Appointment of a lame duck or a political hack
in these turbulent times would be little short
of mischievous.
— ^No.
Hate James
LIKEJimmy
THE Caesar
of his 1ancestors,
Caesar Petrillo has a lust for power. In his
bruising, blustering, dictatorial way, he has
achieved what he must regard as the pinnacle
of labor success. He has allowed nothing to
stand in his way and holds unquestioned title
to having defied more Governmental orders
than any labor leader.
Now Jimmy leads in another hit parade. In
a recent poll conducted among GI's in the
European War Theatre, the AFM president
displaced John L. Lewis as the No. 1 labor hate.
We wonder how proud and arrogant Jimmy
feels about that?
same Jimmy
has told
Congress
andIt'sthethePresident
that hewhobowed
to none
when
it came to prosecution of the war. That was
his answer when public officials asked him to
lift the recording ban so that records and transcriptions could go overseas. That ban, however,
wasn't lifted until all recording companies under duress capitulated to his private unemployment pool which he figures will bring $4,000,000 a year to his union to do with as Czar
Jimmy sees fit.
It's the same Jimmy who has blacklisted the
National Music Camp at Interlochen because
he doesn't want school children to perform
sustaining programs in competition with the
AFM closed corporation; the dictator who
forces stand-bys for performances by travelling
radio units at military bases; who bans musicians on all television programs without explan tiwho
on ; threatens networks and stations
with death-knell reprisals if they hire NABET
platter-turners as instructed by NLRB. The
same Petrillo who has been denounced by other
labor union leaders as employing tactics that
are "antisocial
labor
a black eye.and despotic" and as giving all
Rep. Monroney (D-Okla.), who ranks high
in Congressional councils because he gets
things done, has introduced a bill which would
make labor unions subject to the same antitrust statutes that govern business. The measure, we predict, will have more support than
when he introduced it in the 77th Congress.
Chapter and verse, the Monroney measure
would rectify those inequities foisted upon
radio and other pursuits by the Petrillo onslaughts. It would bring an end to "makework", private WPA's and his other inventions.
The temper of Congress appears in favor
of corrective legislation. The sins of Petrillo
may be visited upon all labor. The Monroney
measure deserves support, not only of industry,
but of those labor unions which have sought
to maintain a reasonable and practicable employe-employer relationship.

KENNETH WILLIAM CHURCH
[nr^HE
better" new
is the executive
philosoI phy sooner
of Kenthe Church,
-I- vice-president of WCKY Cincinnati.
His open war on procrastination led
him into a rapid succession of advancing jobs,
until he reached his present position with
WCKY this past Dec. 1.
While working on the St. Louis Post Dispatch he became associated with Thomas Patrick Convey who was doing promotion for the
first radio show in St. Louis. The show led to
the establishment of KMOX. Ken was in on
the original conferences which gave birth to
KMOX.
1932, after
full then
control of theIn station.
Jack CBS
Van acquired
Valkenburg,
manager, hired him to take over the sales department.
Later,
was made manager,
assistant posts
generalhe manager andhecommercial
held
until October 1941, when he joined WKRC
Cincinnati. He was with WKRC until this December when accepted his present post with
the 50,000 w L. B. Wilson station.
Ken is the chief claim to fame of Rocky
River, Ohio, where he was born March 2, 41
yearsolisago.
family later
moved High
to Indianapwhere heThe attended
Shortridge
School,
then on to the U. of Indiana.
He was studying medicine at the university
when he suddenly found himself looking at the
wrong
end ofwarning
a surgeon's
He was
it. Without
his knife.
appendix
had under
acted
up, and to such an extent that the doctor told
him
for a heyear.would be all right only if he rested
After 90 days of doing nothing he decided
itHe wasgot high
time a tojobignore
himself
on thetheSt.doctor's
Louis order.
Globe
Democrat. His family had moved to St. Louis
from Indianapolis in the meantime.
The pay was $11 a week plus commission
for selling room and board classified ads by
the door bell method. By covering his territory
like a mailman, Ken made $28 the first week.
After a few months, the paper transferred him
to the automobile department.
One successful coup there brought him to
the attention of the competing Post Dispatch, i
He accepted their offer of a better job, and
it was while there that he got in on the begin ings of KMOX.
Despite a nasty accident several years ago
when
horsewaythrew
him ona the
down.himKen andstill"drop
takes kicked"
to the
bridal paths when time allows. Next to the
subject of horses. Ken likes to talk about his
gun collection and his own rare animal, a longhaired Dachshund. He picked up the gun interest while a captain in the Missouri and Ohio
(Continued on page iO)
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These

Spartans

wear

pants . .

Way, way back in August, 480 B.C., a band of
tough, hardy soldiers from Sparta gave Xerxes and his
Persians the battle of their lives at a pass around Mt.
Oeta known as Thermopylae. The Spartans wore chitons
under their armor.
22 centuries later, in January, 1781, a group of tough,
hardy South Carolinians from the rich, rolling Piedmont
tableland, beat the British at the battle of Cowpens.The
Spartan Regiment, as they were called, wore a mixture
of mufti and 18th century G.I.
Today, citizens of Spartanburg County are still called
Spartans. These Spartans wear pants . . .with pockets that
bulge with the fruitful rewards of aflGluent agriculture,
cotton textiles, plastics, and wood industries. Spartans
and their neighbors in the 16 county WSPA Primary
Area have an effective buying income of over half a
billion dollars*!
But then, as we've been telling you, the 16 county
WSPA Primary Area is "one of the best-balanced sections in the entire country" !
And WSPA swings the balance your way.

SPARTANBURG,
SOUTH CAROLINA
Home of Camp Croff
5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night, 950 kilocycles
Represented by HoUingbery
r Sales Management

productive farming district
combined with busy manufactur
ing and industrial plants have
pushed retail sales well over
$212,000,000
AND
WTAD dominates the Quincy
Market with more listeners than
all other stations in the area combined, according to the Hooper
Station Listing, Fall, 1944.
Use WTAD and KGLO
Mason City, Iowa
A Natural Combination

930 K.C.

1,000 Wafts

CBS Affiliate
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RICHARD
O'DEA,
owner of stations WNEWE. Democratic
and WOVpartNew
been named
memberYork,of has
the
New Jersey Racing Commission. Mr.
O'Dea, long County
in radio,Committeeman
has also servedandas
Democratic
as Commissioner
of Education and ComPaterson. mis ioner of Finance for the City of
ROBERT M. HOLT, general manager,
directorJoliet,and111., secretary-treasurer
WCLS
has resigned. ROBERTof
L. BOWLES
is resuming
now WCLS hisgeneral
ager.tivitieBefore
radioman-ac-In
Holt is visiting relatives
El Dorado, s Mr.Ark.
DR. MAXligiousJORDAN,
directorof ofa rebroadcasts andNBCauthor
republishedhis book
"Beyondas the
All
Fronts" cently
has had
book chosen
JanuaryPreviously,
selection Itof had
"the Catholic
Book
Club.
been Literary
selected
for December
by the Catholic
Foundation.
E. K. CARGILL,
president
WMAZ
Macon,
whoformer
lasttouryear
went
onof
inactive
duty
after
a
as
a
Naval
Reserve officer, has joined the Macon
Telegraph
News asradio
promotion
ager. He Isandhandling
activitiesmanof
the
newspapers
in connection
pending
station
applications
before with
the
FCC.
JOSEPH H.of REAM,
and
secretary
hasvice-president
been
chairman of CBS,
the radio
divisionappointed
of the
committee of the Legal Aid Society 1945
Appeal.ROBERT SARNOFF, son of DAVID
LT.
SARiVOFF, topresident
of RCA,Navyhaspublic
been
assigned
Los Angeles
relations staff.
FRANK
the
Navy, has O'LEARY,
returned toreleased
the NBCfromcentral
division sales department after a 21/2
years' leave of absence.
HAROLD
HIGGINS,
for
WING Dayton,
is thesales
fathermanager
of a girl.
C. M. cast
(Buck)
LEWIS,salesmanager
of broadtransmitter
of
RCA
Victor
Division, Camden,former
has married NOLA
editor
ofG. PUGLIESE,
Broadcast News, RCAassistant
engineering
publication.
HENRYcial manager
C. PUTNAM,
commerof KGMB former
Honolulu,
has
been promoted
tois radio
major. officer
Militaryof the
Int
e
l
i
g
e
n
c
e
,
a
n
d
public
relations
section,
U.
S.
Army
Air Forces, Pacific Ocean Area.
CHARLES IsMORIN,
CBS Hollywood
manager,
the father
of a girl. sales
JOHN
T.
CAHILL,
chief
counsel
RCA
and attorney for the Associatedfor Press
In thefore thepending
anti-trust
litigation
be-of
Supreme
Court,
Is
the
head
the
reorganized
law Relndel,
firm of ofCahill,
Gordon.
Zachry
&
New
York.
firm formerly
was known
Wright,TheGordon,
Zachry, Parlln
& Cahill.as
JACK
DAVIDSON,
manager
of
CKWS
Kingston, Ont.,
has beenoperated
appointed
supervisor
of stations
by
Northern
Broadcasting
&
Publishing
Ltd.,
and affiliated
companies,
with
headquarters
at
Toronto.
He
Is
succeeded at CKWSof National
by ROY Broadcast
HOFF, Montreal
manager
Sales,
representative
firm for the organization
BOB tSMITH,
formerly
of
WNAX
Yankon, S. D.,Minneapolis.
has joined the sales staff
of WCCO
BEN WOLFF
has returned
as time salesman on WEMP
an operation
at theMilwaukee,
Mayo Clinic,following
Rochester,
Minn.
At
77
he
is
believed
radio's
oldest seller of time.
FRANK
S. LANE, general
manager20thof
WDEF
Chattanooga,
celebrated
anniversary
in radioon last
week.whenHehisItstarted
as
announcer
KFRU
was
in Brlstow,
Okla., on Feb.was 13,voted
1925 and
the
following
most
popular September
announcer in the U.sixthS.
in a nation-wide Radio Digest poll.
A. E. JOSCELYN,Paul,manager
of elected
WCCO
Mlnneapolls-St.
has been
toof the
executive
committee
of
the
directorsneapolis aofnd Hennepin
the War County.
Chest of board
Min-

Our Respects to
(Continued from page S8)
State Guard. Ken belongs to Maketewah Country Club, Cincinnati
Club and Buckeye Club, and he is
on the Board of Directors of the
Advertisers Club of Cincinnati.
In 1926 Ken married a Missouri
girl, the former Dorothy Becht.
When a daughter was born to them
in 1930, for probably the first time
in his life, Ken couldn't make a
quick
decisionfor— her.
he couldn't
decideof
on a name
At the age
three months the baby was finally
given a name — by Mrs. Church.
She's 14 now and her name is Jere.
Rothensies Heads WSBA
WALTER
mer collectorJ. ofROTHENSIES,
internal revenuefor-at
Philadelphia,
has
executive vice-presidentbeenof elected
the Susquehanna Broadcasting Co., licensee of
WSBA York, Pa. Mr. Rothensies
also becomes
station
manager, with offices
at 47 general
East Market
St. WSBA, a Blue outlet, operates
on 900 kc with 1,000 w daytime.
Correction
LT. (j.g.) HARRY P. FOLSOM,
son of idenFrank
t in chargeM. ofFolsom,
the RCAvice-presVictor
division, Camden, N. J., scheduled
to return to the South Pacific war
theatre, recently was killed in a
plane crash near Jacksonville, Fla.
In the Feb. 12 Broadcasting, Lt.
Folsom
was improperly
Brdadoasting
regrets the identified.
error.
LEON
vice-president
in
charge GOLDSTEIN,
ofof publicity,
and hasspecial
features
WMCA
Newnews
York,
app
l
i
e
d
t
o
the
War
Dept.
for
accreditation
asEuropean
WMCA area.
war correspondent
incomes
the
If approval
through,
Mr. Goldstein
will toleave
as
soon
as
possible
with
plans
record
on-the-scene
descriptions for rebroadcast.
RALPHa half
J. CORDINER,
the president
past year
and
assistantCo.,toforhasthe
of General
Electric
been electe
d
a
vice-president
of
the
company
with
general administrative duties designated
by the merly
president.
Mr.
Cordiner
was
foruntil
he resignedvice-chairman
to returnof tothehisWPB
company.
CARL
W.
LEE,
for
two
years
in
the
cost
account
of the Ft.Television
V/ayne
division department
of the Farnsworth
&RIETH
Radio Jr..,
Corp.,formerly
and JOSIAH
W.ofAUTENmanager
the
Ft.
Wayne
branch ofCo.,the have
Columbus
Mutual
Life
Insurance
been
named
account
executives
of
WGL
Ft.
Wayne,
Farnsworth station.
DR.
LEON LEVY,
president
of toWCAU
Philadelphia,
has been
electedHood
the
board
of directors
of Robin
Dell
Concerts,
outdoor
summer
concert
seriesboard
in Philadelphia.
A member
of the
CBS
of
directors.
Dr.
Levy
also OWI.
consultant to the Radio Bureau ofis
the
NATHAN
presidentS.ofHousing
WMCA
New
York STRAUS,
and isformer
Administrator,
beingof U.suggested
as a
candidate
for
Mayor
New
York
leaders of the new Liberal Party. by
PAUL sionB.for the
MOWREY,
manager onof Feb.
televi-20
Blue Network,
isClubto ofaddress
the
Women's
Advertising
on "What
and WhatToledo
It Means
to You."Is Television
GEORGE K. resePERKINS,
former
fieldBoston,
repn
t
a
t
i
v
e
f
o
r
Ekholm
Assoc.,
management
consultants,
and
previoussales York,
and advertising
at Borden
Co.,ly InofNew
staff
WJZ New has
York.joined the sales
ALAN SCHROEDER,
salesman
Raymer
join March
theof Paul
Chicago officeCo.,of Chicago,
WOR NewwUl York
BROADC1.

WHERE
TO?
SURE! The chap is on his way to
school. You don't have to see the
schoolhouse to know that. It's in
the beat of his feet!
And that's about the way it is at
WMMN — you don't have to see
the people to know that One of
America's Greatest Direct Response
Audiences is at the other end of
the line. It's in the ring of the cash
register, that beats out record results for many a happy advertiser
of ours.
You always know you're headed in
the right direction at WMMN!
ASK A
JOHN BLAIR MAN
Columbia Network

fnmMDNTWYfli
STING

• Broadcast Advertising

HE

SAT

IN

THE

FRONT

ROW

Your product will be in the ''front row" when it's advertised
over WSPD.
Planned local programs, top NBC shows and a power of 5,000
watts assure you the attention of over a million-and-a-half prosperous prospects in the Northwest Ohio-Southern Michigan area.
(Regardless what you think
looks happy, doesn't he?)

Just Ask
Katz
1
^BROADCASTING

it is well placed. Granddad

IF ITS A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT

• Broadcast Adrertising
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SOMEONE
IS ALWAYS
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D
BEHIN
HARRY
J. FEENEY
Jr., formerly
with
the
Information
department,
has CBS
beenpress
awarded
the Purple
Heart
for battle
wounds received during January in Belgium.
TONY
WHEELER,
of WFILin
Philadelphia,
is ill announcer
with pneumonia
Bryn
Mawr Hospital.
BILL
announcerWBEC
and
later TROTTER,
productionbeenformer
manager
Memphis,
named for
production
manager ofhasWHBQ
Memphis.
BOB
CHASE, hasformer
staff
announcer,
joinedWJJDWORChicago
New York.
ELLIOTT
ROBERTSON,
former
director
and actor of J. J. Shubert Theatrical
Co., has
the NBCas central
sion pressjoined
department
writer. diviVIRGINIA
A.
(Conner)
STREET,
for-of
merly in the program
department
KYW
Philadelphia,
hasat been
promoted
to a first
lieutenant
the
AAF
Convalescent Hospital, Plattsburgh, N. Y.
H. B. KENNY, news commentator of
WBVA of Richmond,
Va., is forauthor
Year
War" scheduled
releaseof "AIn
early spring.
EDWARD TOMLINSON, Blue authority
on Latin-American
affairs, has ofbeenAmer-aso cover theto Conference
icansigned tRepublics
be held in Mexico
City, beginning Feb. 25.
LT.
WILL
DOUGLAS
assistant PRO, Miami Air DOUGHERTY,
Tech. Service
Command,
has announced
his engagent to JOYCE
TUGGLE, Miami.
dermename
WILL
DOUGLAS
he wasN. Unannouncer at WMBO Auburn,
Y.:
WRBL land,Columbus,
Ga.;
WTBO
CumberMd.;
WCPO
Cincinnati,
WKBN
Youngstown.
BOB
BRADBURY,
formerly
of KWKH
Shreveport,
has been
appointed
news
editor-announcer
of SHOMETTE,
WOAI farm
San
Antonio,
succeeding
BILL
now in the Army.
Other new
WOAI continuity
changes:
MILDRED
CLARKE
chief; JEAN MAY, scriptwriter.
FRED
RUEGG,
production
of
KQW
San
Francisco,
hassucceeding
beensupervisor
promoted
toCRAIG,
program
director,
KEN
leaves to join McCannErickson, whoChicago.
EDDIE
RAASCH
Indianapolis,
new to
radio, has
been ofnamed
WAOV
Vincennes,
Ind. announcer of
SUE FLANAGAN byof theBoston;
LEE
WHYTE,
Army,
and
MEL FEIN,released
former
announcer
at WKIP
Poughkeepsie,
N.
Y.,
have
been
added
toburg,the N.announcing
staff
of
WMFF
PlattsY.
CECILver,SEAVEY,
announcerstation
of KOAdirector
Denhas
named
of news been
andMELLOR
special has
events.
MARY
ELIZABETH
joined
the
newsroom
succeedingAir CARL
MAHL,
now
withficationstaff
Continental
Lines
ModiCenter, Denver.
ROY
who onconducted
the
Swing QUEEMAN,
Shift
Milwaukee underforprogram
name
of VAN WEMP
PHILLIPS,
has reported
induction.
CLINTONBoston
H. SHERWOOD,
formerlyinwith
WEEI
and more recently
the
Merchant
Marine,
has been
namedCal.program director
of KLX
Oakland,
DAN continuity
HOSMER hasdepartment
been namedof head
of
the
KRNT
Des Moines,
succeeding
VIRGINIA
MELTON,
resigned.
He
formerly
was
a
writerproducer at WLS Chicago,
STAN THOMPSON,
formerly
of CBS
Chicago
moreDuluth,
recentlyhasprogram
director
ofandKDAL
joined
the
production
department
of
WCCO
Minneapolis.
HELEN
COSTELLO,
form
e
r
l
y
o
f
KFPY
Spokane,
has
joined
the
WCCO news
staff asofwriter.
BECKY
STEWART,
formerly
WOWO
Ft.
Wayne,tion stafhas
. joined the WCCO promoHERMAN
O. WILSON,
formerly
of KUTA
Salt Lake
Is now
anCal.announcer
with
KSROwithCity,
Santa
Rosa,
He also
has
been
KFEL
Denver
and
Long
specialize
in KFOX
newscastingBeach.
and HefarmwUlnews
for KSRO.

WAYNEager of KRNT
CREW, newMoines,
production
isclasses
to manstartat
a series of adultDes education
KRNTtion,studios,
teaching
radio
producwriting
and
microphone
technique.
He hasister been
with radio
the Despromotion
Moines Reg& Tribune
department.
WILLIAM RILEY of the KRNT Des
Moinesson, Desnewsroom
Moines. has married Ann HanCPL. RAY OWENS KRISE, former
caster-an ouncer-orcnewshestra leader of
WFBL
Syracuse,
now Special
stationed
In
Assam,
India,
with
the
Office, ATC, is producing three Services
weekly
programsments forina addition
to
doing
arrangeGI orchestra.
HARRY J. FRANK, new to radio, and
HARRYson School
J. PARRY,
graduate
Boston, ofMass.
areEmerannouncers atofWHATRadio,
Greenfield,
ROGER S.nouncer, BOWM.\N,
NBC
staff
MOMAND, anradiocommentator,
assistantand toVIRGINIA
H. V.wereKALTENBORN.
NBC
married in
New York Feb. 5.
GEORGE HICKS,
war
correspondent
of country
thechief
BlueonEuropean
Network,
who
has
been
in
this
a
brief
visit,
has returned
overseas. Heforcontinues
his
regular broadcasts
Scrlpto
Mfg. Co.

PRESENTING a crest taken off a
stand at Nazi party headquarters
in Aachen is Ned Calmer (r) CBS
war correspondent just back from
the western front, who gives the
Nazi
to Paul
CBSdirectoremblem
of public
affairsWhite,
and news.
Roberts to Rome
CLETE ROBERTS,
Blue recovered
war correspondent, has fully
from after-effects of wounds sustained in the Leyte invasion and
is to leave shortly for assignment
in the Mediterranean theatre, with
headquarters in Rome. He arrived
in New York ten days ago from
his home in Beverly Hills, Cal.,
where he had been convalescing
since last November. During his
coverage of the Philippines Mr.
Roberts contracted malaria, pretheatre. venting his return to the Pacific

WALTERdlingA.continuity
BOWMAN,
is now han-for
and publicity
WMMN, mont, WFort
Industry
station
In Fair.
Va.,
replacing
JANE
now with WWSW Pittsburgh. SHULTZ,
NORMAN
KRAEFT, Blue Network cenfather tralof division
a girl.staff annoimcer, is the
SID RICHARDSthe andannouncing
JACK ANTHONY
have
staff of
CKWX joined
Vancouver.
SGT. WILF
DAVIDSON,
former
announcer of CKYArmy
Winnipeg, is now with
the
Canadian
in Great
Britain. broadcasting unit
John Prince
MARGARET
FIELDER,
formerly
of the JOHN PRINCE, KLZ continuity
traffic department
of CBR
Vancouver,
Feb. 12 at St. Luke's
Hospital,died
is nowdianwith
the Women's
RoyalCanada.
Cana- writer,
Naval Service
in eastern
tractedDenver,
illness. following a proF/O
WALLY
PETERS,
former
program
director ofo Vancouver
CJOR Vancouver,
re- HAROLD ROSEMONT and PHILLIP
after threehasyears
DOELKER have been named assistant
with theturned tRCAF.
directors in CBS network operations.
BOB
HOLMES,
former
anno\mcer
at
Recently production
and chief
announcer
of WCOLmanager
Columbus,
Mr.
WHAI
Greenfield,
Mass.,
is
now
with
WHTD Hartford, Conn.
Doelker duction
was manager
previously
of WING assistant
Dayton, proand
JACK
HOINS,
with
CBS
since
Jan.
1939
of WTAMMr. Cleveas a member
of the editor
publicityof staff,
has producer-announcer
and WOSU
been
named script
programs
mont landcomes
to CBSColumbus.
from WGYN Roseand
of WABC,
CBS
New
York
outlet,
replacWABP,
New
York
FM
where
ing
ARNOLD
MICHAELIS,
who
has
he
handled
script
andstations,
announcing
joined reAir
Features,
New
York,
as
dichores.
of Honeymoon
Hill, CLIFFORD HENDRIX, who left KGHP
serial
forctor of Amanda
Phillipsto Products.
Holns,
in addition
handlingMr.program
Pueblo,
in Waterloo,
1941 to become
editor has
ofColo,
KXEL
la.Bvirllngton
and news
who
publicity,
editor
of MaUbag, CBS since
news
bulletinis for
servicemen.
been
with
KBUR
and
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
has
ret\irned
FRANK
DUNNE,
former
announcer
of
to KGHF.
WTAG Worcester, has been signed to BETTY
MUNRO,
Sister of Ross M\inro,
a long-term
contractHe bywill20thactCenturyFox
FUm studios.
in the Canadian
Press war
has
been appointed
warCJKLcorrespondent,
correspondent
pictureWillis.
"Junior Miss" in the role of CKGB
Uncle
Timmins,
Kirkland
Lakefor
and
CPCH
North
Bay,
Ont.
Miss
Mimro
ANN
been Kokomo,
appointed Ind.women's will make her headquarters in London
directorGINNof hasWKMO
itals. will cover western European capEDGAR
FERREY, chief
of the asWHASex- and
LouisvilleE.tensionnewsroom,
is serving
lecturer
in
journalism
at
the
Indiana U. Center, JeffersonvlUe, Ind.
HERB
LANDON, whodepartment
came to the
CBS
press Information
lastCross,
November
from
the
American
Red
has
rejoined
that organization
as an
overseas
field
director.
He
was
previousYork.ly publicity director of WOV New
TROY
MALLORY,Galeannouncer,
formerly
with
and
WBYN George
Brooklyn, hasProductions
joined WLIB
Brooklyn.
J. CLINTON
STANLEY,
former
ber of the Blue
central
division memprodepartment
and released
after
26returned
monthsduction
in
the
Naval
has
to the network asReserve,
production
supervisor.
MARVIN
JAMES MOORE,
recently
on the announcing
staffs ofmost
Worth
stations
WBAP and KGKO,
andFortSTUART
METZ,
most
recently
freelancer,
joined
the CBSon announcing
staff. have
Mr. "Stand still. Cookie — or yuh
Metz
served
the
NBC
announcing
won't ever be in the news over
staff five
years
ago,
before
his
freeand has
announced for
WKBW lanceandwork, WGR
Buffalo.
WFDF Flint!"
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^'^t PRESI
DENT
pprcnr
* VICF
* i. EOGAR
HOOVER

mm

1' S. r/f
|/A<4v

* NELSON ROCKEFELLER

INTERVIEWED AND ANALYZED BY FAMED WASHINGTON
^

k

CORRESPONDENT

Vi'''^". . —

BARNET

MOVER
i

,

NOW AVAILABLE VIA TRANSCRIPTION FOR LOCAL AND REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP!
"UJashinyton
Vieuus and Intervieuis"

NOVER

INTERVIEWING

DONALD

NELSON

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT
BARNET NOVER:
"Uniformly interesting and provocative."
— James Forrestal
Secretary of the Navy
"I don't know of anybody who is a
better authority."
— Raymond Clapper
"One of the ablest in his field."
— Sir Wilmott Lewis
The London Times
"Farand away the —bestJohnin America."
Gunther
BROADCASTING
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NOVER INTERVIEWING ERiC JOHNSTON
3k
"Washington Views & Interviews" transcriptions are airmailed weekly to exclusive
city.
sponsors
and stations—! to a
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
FREDERIC W.

ZIV
COMPANY
2436 READING ROAD, CINCINNATI, O.
NEW YORK
HOLLYWOOD.

NOVER INTERVIEWING

LORD HALIFAX

WHAT SPONSORS SAY OF
"WASHINGTON VIEWS
& INTERVIEWS"
"We would
notwantto miss a single
Noverfranscription.They
good."
— Jack Pitluckare Agency
San Antonio, Texas
"We chise
consider
our areprogram
valuable and
sold on franand
proud of the— Blach's
program."Men's Store
Birmingham, Alabama
"Top-flight reporting in tempo with
— Palmer Hoyt
the times." Portland Oregonian
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CHICAGO
SOOOwATTS 560KC

THE ONLY
CHICAGO
STATION
WITH 24
HOUR NEWS
SERVICE
UP— PA— INS

CHICAGO CUBS
BASEBALL FOR 1945

National Represenfotive
250 PARK AVE., NBW YORK
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THOMAS NAMED V-P
OF PEDLAR & RYAN
HAROLD B. THOMAS, chairman
of the War Advertising Council,
has resigned from Sterling Drug
Inc., New York, to join Thomas
L. I. Ryan as a partner in Pedlar
& Ryan, nouncedNew
York,by itJames
was Hill
anlast week
Jr., Sterling president. In the drug
industry
past for
20 years,
Mr.
Thomas for
has theserved
14 years
with Sterling Drug, where he is
now in charge of the Centaur and
Cummer divisions. His resignation
is effective March 1.
Mr. Thomas has been identified
with the WAC for three years, first
as vice-chairman and then as chairalso served
chair-of
manman.of Hethehas board
of the asAssn.
National Advertisers and the AdResearchofFoundation.
He
remains a vertising
trustee
the latter. Mr.
Thomas recently returned from a
two months' mission to England,
France and Italy as advisor for the
Treasury and War Dept.
Mitchell to WTOP
MAURICE B. MITCHELL, recently released from the Army, has
been appointed sales promotion and
publicity manager of WTOP, CBS
outlet in Washington, succeeding HowardStanley
Stanis nowley. Mr.assistant
to Dick Dorrance,
sales promotion
manager for lumCobia-owned stations. Mr. Mitchell hasated
beenwithaffiliMr. Mitchell Gannett n e w thes papersing andand
was national
promotion
manageradvertisof the
Albany Knickerbocker News before
entering the service. He was also
business and promotion manager
of CFCL Prescott, Ont., where he
did abusiness
daily newscast
his
duties. in addition to
Katherine Seymour
KATHERINE
SEYMOUR,
pioneer radio writer
and one 43,
of the
founders of the Radio Writers
Guild, New York, died Feb. 11 at
her home after a long illness. A
freelance writer since 1936, she
and her sister Adele were authors
of Light of the World, sponsored
by General Mills Inc. on CBS since
June 1944 and previously on NBC.
She also wrote for Cavalcade of
America from 1938 to 1944. With
John T. W. Martin, to whom she
was married in 1930, Miss Seymour wrote How to Write for Radio, 1931, and Practical Radio
Writing, 1938, both published by
Green Co., New
York.
ALongman's
former
Radio Writersvice-president
Guild, Easternof the
Region,
Miss Seymour was secretary of the
Authors League of America, and
a member of the Writers War
Board.
NEARLY 2,000,000 guests watched
broadcasts
New toYork
studios during at1944,NIJC's
according
Lathrop
Mack, manager of the guest relations
department. August drew the heaviest
and
1944.January the lightest attendance for

who was radioNewdirector
ofMORGAN
ShermanRYAN,& Marcjuette,
York,
and
accounteetexecutive
the the
ColgatePalmolive-P
Co.,
hasAdv.onjoined
New
York
office
of
Grant
He
is
account
executive ofontheReichold
Chemicals
Co.,on
sponsor
Detroit
Symphony
Mutual,
and onCorp.,
the which
Plymouththe Division
ofnow Chrysler
agency
shares with N. W. Ayer & Son.
Mr. Ryan,
who leftwith8 &theM H.lastM. Decemwas formerly
ber,
Kiesewetter
York, andon with
Pedlar
&Gamble
RyanAdv.,
as
anNewexecutive
Procter
&
advertising.
LESTER
GOTTLIEB,
radio
publicity
chief of Young & Rubicam, New York,
has been
named
of the agen-of
plansa ofmember
board,
composed
creativecy's radio
members
the radio
division.
LOUIS
DEAN staff
last ofweekWUliam
resigned Morris
from
the radio
Agency,
Newyears
York.wasMr.radio
Dean director
previouslyof
for
seven
Campbell-Ewald Co., New York, and
prior toment of Arthur
that wasKudner
in theInc.,radioNewdepartFOR 1 5 YEARS we've
York,
for two
years.Morris
Martin Agency
Goodman,
alsostaff,of
been serving the folks
the
William
radio
has
been York
commissioned
a captain
in
down here in North
the
New
State
Guard.
He
will
assist Maj. public
Paul C.relations
Raborg, for
in charge of
radio
Hugh and
A. Drum, USA,
retired. Lt. Gen.
Carolina's rich "Heart
ROBINSON
MURRAY,
executive secretary
of the assistant
American
Assn.
of the Piedmont" . . .
ofFriday
Advertising
Agencies,
New
York,
last
joinedas Irwin
Vladimir & Co.,
New York,
vice-president.
Mr.
They've come to deMurray
for sevena years
was in charge
ofCann-Erickson,
the Paris and NewLondon
of McYork. offices
He probably
pend on us for conwill
part in theinagency's
exporttakeadvertising
postwar plans
Europe.for
sistently good radio
HUBERT
MIHIC, account
with FrankL. Kiernan
& Co., Newexecutive
York,
has
joined
William
von
Zehle
&
Co.,
listening.
. . . And our
New
LT. York.
COMDR. J. CLEMENT BOYD,
aim is to keep on givUSNR,
formerly
of
Frank
Presbrey
Agencyandandhis Tracy-Kent
& Co.,agency,
New
York,
own advertising
ing them that kind of
has joined
Adv.account
Agency, execuMonttive.real, asRecently
a Ronalds
supervising
releasedofficer
from ofthe theNavy,U.
listening for many
heS. Naval
was commanding
Air Station at Belem, Brazil.
ROY
A. SHANNON,
formerBros.advertising
more years to come.
manager
of
Griesedieck
Brewery,
Louis,of hasMaurice
been Lionel
appointedHirsch
director
ofSt.
staff
Co.,
St.
Louis. Succeeding
Mr. Shannonsalesat
Griesedieck
is Harold
manager
of the
bottled N.beerNeusitz,
sales force.
JAMES B. KEITHLEY, formerly of
Foote,ery Ward
Cone& &Co.,Belding
and
Montgom-to
is a new addition
copy sondepartment
Co., Chicago. of J. Walter Thomp- WSJS
ARTHUR
C. VONIndustrial
STEIN, formerly With
the
National
Committee
of the NationalInformation
Assn. of
Mfrs,, tions
has been appointed public relaNew York.director of S. Duane Lyons Inc.,
A. HARRIS
HORTON,
whospecializing
formerly op-in
erated his own
agencymerchandising
the advertising
and
of
men'stive owear,
and morePaperrecently
execuf
the
Bowater
Co.,
on
Feb.
56 joined
Mitchell.the Newcontact
York. staff of Lennen
ROBERT
V.
POLLOCK,
formerNew television research man with the
York
News,
will joinlateJ. Walter
Thompson
Co.,
New
York,
this
month
toAirways
write
copy
on
the
Pan
American
5000 Watts
account.
LOUISENewVAN York
NUYS, representative
former copy chief
and
for
600 on the Dial
Glasser-Gailey Co., Los Angeles agency,
is now gelewith
Garfieldexecutive.
& Guild, Los Ans
,
a
s
account
DON
MARTIN,manager
Who recently
resigned
as resident
of Allied
Adv.
Agencies,
Angeles, has been
appointed businessLos
representative
of
Press
AsRepresented by
sociation for the Rocky Mountain area
with headquarters in Denver.
EUGENE
DOHERTY,
former
assistant
advertising
manager hasof HEADLEY -REED COMPANY
Sears Roebuckand & promotion
Co., Los Angeles,
Joined Bayard
& Eccleston Adv. as production manager.
J. GAY eSTEVENS,
former account Los
extive of Glasser-Gailey
Angeles, cuhas
joined Garfield& &Co.,Guild
Adv.,
as
Los
Angeles
office
service
director.
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Where do most town folks shop? On the main street, of
course. And where do most western folks "shop" for their
radio entertainment? On the main street of western listening
. . . the NBC Western Division.
Just as the leading stores are located on Main street, so the
outstanding radio programs are found on NBC. Summer and
-winter this Network has more top-ranking shows than any
other, presenting for entertainment the best in variety, com-

WESTERN
DIVISION
HOLLYWOOD Sunset andVine * Sf<H FRANCISCO Taylor and O'Farrell

DCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

edy, music, drama, news coverage, education. . .reason, indeed,
that NBC has most of the listeners most of the time here in the
West— just as it does in other parts of the nation.
The Western Division of NBC has helped widen this main
street of western listening, contributing a long list of stellar
programs which originate here in the West. Is it any wonder
the NBC Western Division offers time buyers an advertising
media that is hard to equal?

of the NATIONAL
BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC
★
★
f A SERVICE OF THE RADIO
CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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. . . once used to frighten
evil spirits
Primitive forms of the trumpet have
been found
in prehistoric
excavations, and African
natives still
use
similar instruments carved from antelope horns or elephant tusks to
frighten evil spirits. The Egyptians,
familiar vi^ith the trumpet as early
as 1415
tion to theB.C.,god attributed
Osiris. its invenStart of the "brass section"
The Romans were the first to make
the
Used trumpet
mainly aas "brass"
a bugle instrument.
by the Roman army, the trumpet was fashioned
entirely
of
brass,
had
conical bore, and was about 4 feeta long.
By 1500, the trumpet had assumed
the shape we know today. About the
same time, composers were writing
parts for the trumpet in chamber
music, and one score, dated 1607,
calls for a muted trumpet.
Early "hot lick" artists
Early artists did not utilize the entire range ofin the
trumpet others
— somein
specialized
flourishes,
high notes. A trumpet score with
both high and low notes called for
two trumpeters,
"high"
peters found that since
playing
low trumnotes
impaired their ability to reach the
unusually
high
notes
called
for
in
the music of the Bach era.
Valves were introduced about 1820,
and five years later Prussian bands
began using E flat horns. It is the
E flat, or soprano trumpet that is
most widely used today, since modern composers
the highest
registers
of the favor
instrument.

FRANK G. CLANCY, vice-president and
generalInd.,manager
of MileswithLabs,
Elkhardt,
was presented
an honorary "Arkansas
Traveler"
certificate
by
Arkansas
Secretary
of
State
C.
G.
Hall.
Both
men
are close
personal
friendswhoof
Lum
&
Abner,
native
Arkansans
are
sponsored
by Miles Labs 8:15
on Blue,
Monday
through
p.m.
Certificate
was the Thursday
first given by Gov.
Ben
Laney
of
Arkansas
since
his Inauguration.
FAUSTIN J. SOLON Jr., assistant to
the
and thegeneral
of thevice-president
Anacin Co. and
Lamedmanager
Corp.,
New
York,
subsidiaries
ofNewthe York,
American
Home
Products
Corp.,
has
been
appointed
general
manager
of
the
western division of Whitehall Pharmacal
Co., San Francisco, also an American
Home rectProducts
subsidiary.
will diadministrative,
sales andHein advertisingern states.
activities
for toWhitehall
10 westPrior
his
association
American
Products
In 1941, with
Mr.on
Solon wasHome
a news
commentator
WFIL Philadelphia and WSPD Toledo.
LYMAN
Ltd., Torontospot(Tintex), hasAGENCIES
startednouncements atone-minute
anvarying weekly
fre17 Canadian
stations. Adv.
Accountquenwascies on placed
by Ronalds
Agency, Toronto.
CANADA STARCH Co., Montreal (corn
syrup),
has started
weekly half
-hour
of These,
ondramaCFRBprogram.
TorontoTheandGreatest
CFCP Montreal.
Account
was
placed
by
Vickers
&
Benson, Montreal.
DON
JUAN
LIPSTICK
Co.,
New
York,
has started thrice weekly transcribed
one-minute
announcements
four Ca-by
nadian stations.
wason placed
J. M. Korn
& Co.,Account
Philadelphia.
WELLMAN, PECK & Co., San Francisco
(canned foods),
Jan. transcriptions
29 started Mon.-of
Wed.-Frl.
4:45-5 onp.m.
H.on KPO
V. Kaltenborn's
newsAgency
commentary
San
Francisco.
is Botsford,
Francisco.Constantine & Gardner, San
SWELLDOM'S,
Beverly onHills,
(women's apparelprogram
shop),
Feb.Cal.19 music.
starts
55-mlnute
of times
recorded
Dinner
Concert,
five
weekly
on
KMPC
Hollywood.
Contract
is
for
weeks. Firm in addition sponsors 52a
five-weekly
newscast
on that
stationfromas
well as nightly
15-minute
dispatch
Reuters
on KFWB.
Cloward Adv.,
Los
Angeles,
has theVelmaaccount.
ELITE
THEATRE, Beverly
Cal.,
tofilm,promote
ofontheFeb.Hills,
Paramount
Going showing
My Way,
20 starts
from
one-to-five
spot
daily
on
KPI
KNX
KHJ KECA. Contract is for duration
of filmmonsshowing.
Agency is Dean SimAdv., Hollywood.
W.(furniture),
& J. SLOANE,
Hills, Cal.
Feb. 19Beverly
starts sponsoring
nightlyings onseries
of LosXavier
Cugat Contract
recordKFAC
Angeles.
is for 52Hills,
weeks.Cal.,William
John Adv.,
Beverly
has account.

5000

Arrid Telecasts
CARTER PRODUCTS Inc., New
York, rieshas
for Arridtelecasts
a seof 13 started
experimental
onMontWABD
New
York,
Allen
B.
station, with Buchanan & DuCo.,
New York, producing the programs
for the Arrid agency. Small & Seiffer.
New York.
the
direction
of JohnSeries
Hertzis under
Jr. board
chairman of Buchanan. First program Feb. 11, a Chime
half-hourwillmystery
The Thirteenth
be atfol-8
lowed on alternate Sundays
p.m. for a few weeks and later
every Sunday with different types
of
the commercial,
an programs.
announcer For
appeared
with two
models, one of them masked. Copy
emphasized
that
Arrid
deodorant
will not stain clothes.
INTERSTATE BAKERIES Corp., Los
Angeles
(bread),
on Feb.
26 renews
52Lee weeks
The stations
Lone
Ranger
on
8 KDB
Donfor
California
(KHJ
KGB KXO),
KFXM
KPMC
KVEC
KVOE
Mon.-Wed.-Prl. 7:30-8 a.m. (PWT).
Agency Is Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.
DOUGLAS
AIRCRAFT Co.,adding
Santa toMon-its
Cal. (employment),
heavyica,local
schedule on Feb. 11 started
weekly
on13 weeks.
KECAquarter-hour
Los Angeles.program
Contractof music
Is for
the
account.Esslg Co., Los Angeles, has
WOULPers), placing
& URY,
Cal.schedule
(jeweldirect,Oakland,
has started
of dallyOakland.
flve-mlnute
newscasts
on
KROW
LEWIS DOG FOOD Co., Los Angeles
(dog food), Innewscast
addition to KMPC
a five-weekly
five-minute
Hollywo d, Is using a ondailysixonschedule
announcements
Southernof spot
Cal.
stations.
Agency
Is
Elwood
J.
Robinson
Adv., Los Angeles.
MORRIS ROSENBERG Co., Los Angeles
(Rose peanut butter), on March 3
starts
weekly
quarter-hour
transcribed
musicalgeles.
program
LosAgency
AnContract is Adv.,
foron 13KECA
weeks.Angeles.
is Gerth-Pacific
Los
FOREST LAWN
Life Insurance
Co.,
Glendale,
Cal. (insurance),
on Feb.
started
series,11
Strange Asweekly
It Seems transcribed
on KGB San Diego.
Contract
is forquarter-hour
52 weeks. Firmofalsorecorded
sponsorsonweekly
music
KECA
Los Angeles.
Dan ac-B.
Miner
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
has
the
count.
DR. SALTZMAN,
Los Angeles
(optometrist), Feb. 12 started
weekly participation in Floretta's
MusicalContract
Scrapbook
on
KFAC
Los
Angeles.
is forWlnans
8 weeks.Adv.,Placement
is through
Paul
Los Angeles.
PACIFIC AVIATION Inc., Los Angeles
(defensecruit plant),
a campaignhelp,to has
reskilled andIn unskilled
started thrice-weekly participation in
Eleven wood.O'clock
News
on
KNX
HollyHollywood. Agency is Dean Simmons Adv.,

WATTS

The modern trumpet ranges from
200 to almost 10,000 c.p.g. You will
find the bell-like qualities and true
tonal perspective of the trumpet
most nearly captured by:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Etectrica! Research Products
DiPision
OF
Western Electric ComfMtiy
1*5 ItOADWAY, NEW YORK, N. V.
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You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches
•
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polisti speaking
e

persons
persons
persons
persons

STRENGTHEN your presenf
New York schedules wifh
WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy.,

NBC

IN RICHMDND,VA.
BROADCASTING
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Ihe "Big
Stick" of selling — creating
"Consumer
Acceptance"
—
can
be done
effectively,
economically, and speedily
— when KHQ is your medium. Its complete coverage
of this area assures all three
— at the cost of just one
medium.
It's aBudget.
"First" in
any Advertising

J he "Big
Stick" swings
Powerful
cranesinto
and place.
railroads supplement trucks
and rivers in transporting
logs sawmills.
to the area's
nearly
400
Lumbering
is big business here, assuring anever-failing source
of wealth and payrolls for
post-war years.
THE

ONLY

SINGLE

MEDIUM

LOnS

COMPLETELY COVERING
Owned and Operated by

INLAND

EMPIRE

WASMER,Incorporated
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.

National Representatives; EDWARD
BROADCASTING

THE

• Broadcast Advertising

PETRY

& CO., INC.
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CHOICE
IN
CHATTANOOGA

WDOD
CBS
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
IN (ii AUDIENCE, (2) PUBLIC SERVICE, (3) RESULTS

IN

PITTSBURGH^

considering cost— then coverage-

YOU'LL

8UY

KQV

•Sff5l?()l?6H
ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.
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Radio to Promote
50 kw Diathermy
Red Cross Drive
BACK in New York last week
en route to the Pacific area,
Army,
Offer Material
Paul von Kunitz, formerly
For UseNavy
of Stations
chief engineer of WINS New
RED CROSS Radio Day Feb. 28
York, now with the OWI, told
will open the $200,000,000 War
he used the OWI's
50,000
whow transmitter
in Algiers
Fund Drive incorporating both netto give himself and two U.
work and individual station particS..
Army
men
diathermy
ipation. The Drive will continue
treatment to hasten recovery
through March.
from internal injuries reThe four major networks plan
ceived a year
ago duringstation
construction of another
to devote mercsome
portion ofprogram
each com-on
ial or sustaining
in Africa. Mr. Kunitz wired
the opening day to the Red Cross
two tin plates, attached to
drive. In addition, OWI has schedplywood
panels, antenna
to the used
end
of the rhomboid
uled 16 network programs. CBS will
for
the
station.
"Each
plate
climax
its
day's
activities
with
a
was held to my chest and bacR
half-hour dramatic program 11:30by an Italian prisoner of
12 midnight by William M. Robson.
war,"
heeachexplained,
"and
Net Coordinators
duringhear
treatment
could
clearly
the OWI I
Similar to techniques followed
psychological
produring worksWarhave appointed
Bond drives,
the netgrams beamedwarfare
to Germany
coordinators
and Italy going out over the
to work with the National Red
Cross Radio Section. Network cotransmitter."
ordinators are: CBS, Roy Langham; NBC, Dwight Herrick; Blue, Unfinished Business, featuring top
Tom Velotta; Mutual, Tom Slater. radio talent, has been produced by
Red Cross representatives are: ARC national headquarters, to be
Maurice Robinson, assigned to distributed to local stations through
work with CBS; Julie Dickinson, Red Cross chapters. First program
formerly with OWI and Lord & features messages by Bob Hope,
Thomas,
Ehrlich,Blue;
for- Jack Benny, Bing Crosby and
mer NewNBC;
York Max
freelancer,
Shore. Full AFRA and muLorettothurLarson,
formerly
with
Ar- Dinahsic clearance
has been obtained.
Myerhoff
&
Co.,
Chicago,
OWI
messages will commence
Mutual.
26 and continue through
Radio activities for ARC are su- Feb.
March 25. Starting Feb. 19 and
pervised by F. Bourne Ruthrauff, continuing
until start of actual
vice-president and partner of Ruth- allocations, OWI special assignrauf & Ryan, on leave to the Red
ment division is placing predrive
Cross as executive director of pub- messages on several network prolicity in charge of media, and by
grams. Local coverage will be hanJames tion.Hart,
chief plans
of the have
Radio been
Secdled through cooperation of local
All radio
chapter
radio chairmen and OWI
formed in cooperation with OWI.
with indiMartin Codel, former part-owner regionalvidualrepresentatives
stations. Front-line recordand publisher of BROADCASTING,
ings
and
similar
material
will be
has been
appointed
available.
tor of radio
for thevolunteer
campaigndirec-in made
Part of considerable promotion
the North Atlantic Area Office of
Corp. of
ARC, working under Herb Carman, planned
America by
for Doughnut
the ARC campaign
director of public relations.
Since the bulk of Red Cross funds consists
of
a
series
of
12
transcribed dramas five-minrelating
is directed
toward the ofcomfort,
wel- true ute
stories of Red Cross girls in
fare and recreation
the armed
battle areas. Discs are being
forces, the public relations offices the
of the Army and Navy in all parts distributed nationally to bakers for
of the world have been instructed placement on local stations or for
inclusion with regular programs.
to supply
rial to localdirectly
stationspromotion
and Red mateCross
chapters. In cooperation with Red
Cross personnel in the various theatres of war, both services are preparing live programs and front-line
recordings to tell the Red Cross battlefront story. Some programs will
be
relayedwhile
by shortwave
broadcast
others will forbe rerecorded and flown to the U. S.
Col. Edward M. Kirby, Chief,
Radio Branch, Bureau of Public
Relations, War Dept., and Lt.
Comdr. Charles Dillon, Officer-inCharge, Radio Section, Office of
Public Relations, Navy Dept., are
directing the worldwide efforts of
their respective services in behalf
WITH
of ARC.
Available for local sponsorship,
DAVIS
a series of 14 transcribed quarter- REX
hour dramatic programs, titled
4 TIMES DAILT
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

WKZO

gives

ALMOST

of

you

ALL

Western

Miehigan.

WJEF
THE

When you buy WKZO in Kalamazoo, you
get top coverage of everything in eighteen

gives

you

REST!

combination with our WKZO!
WKZO

covers 630,762 (daytime) in

really "local station" following in Grand
Rapids. Grand Rapids is big enough to

Western Michigan. WJEF gives you a quarter-million people in and near Grand
Rapids. Local merchandisers who know

want, and to deserve, full-time local pro-

whafs what are flocking to the new com-

gramming. That's the why of WJEF — a
brand-new CBS station in Grand Rapids,
owned and operated by the Fetzer Broadcasting Co. — and sold at a bargain rate in

bination. That's the proof it's a needed
service. May we tell you the whole story

Western Michigan counties — except a

O
WKZ

— or would you prefer to ask Free &
Peters?

1

Owned and operated by Fetzer Broadcasting Company
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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PILLSBURTneapolis, wMILLS
Inc., Minil promote
plete line of food
productsitswithcom-a
spring seed offer of $1.75 worth of
flower and vegetable garden seeds for
25 cents plus the word Pillsbury
clipped from any package, in its advertisingwill
programbeforusedFebruary
and
March. Radio
to announce
offer. Commercials will be presented
onCBSPillsbury's
Grand Central
network half-hour
weeklyStation,
show,
and on three weeks of spot radio begin ing Feb. 19 on 125 stations. Agency is McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.

PIRRONE Musical
WINERIES,
Garfield, N.
'Menu'
J., i)romotes
a laonMood,
corded musicMitsic
program
WPATrePaterson, through distribution each
month
listing with
each
Pillsbury Offer — Personalized Letterhead
selectionof toa bedouble-folder
played. Decorated
Musical Menu— WCAP Talent Search
coloredner menu,
illustrations
of
wine,
and
dindistributed topromotion
dealers in piece,
the Newis being
York
WCKY
Casualty
metropolitan
area
and
to
listeners
upon
Slogan Contest
operated by WCKY request. Company recently renewed for
WAR BOND award contest to find NEWS-O-GRAPH
sis weekly
proa newfee wasslogan
for Maxwell
House
Cof- Cincinnati since June 1940 over the 52 weeksgram andtheadded
a full 2o-minute
hour Sunday.
announced
i<
eb.
1
by
General
Queen
City's
historic
Fountain Feb.
Square1 Folder also mentions
Pirrone
sponturned off at midnight
Foods Corp. on Maxwell House Coffee was
ship of Band isRevue
WA AT&
in compliance
with theTheWPBboard
order hasto Newark. sorAgency
Time, NBC
8-8:30 p.m.
Lloyd, onChester
electricity.
$5,000
Bond Thursday
will be awarded
to theA conserve
Dillingham,
New
York.
been
flashing
news
bulletins
by
means
winner
submitting
the "12 wordswhichor of hundreds of electric lights for 34,Chesebrough Contest
WCAU Campaign
less"
winning
runs from
Feb. slogan.
1 to Feb.Contest
23 is being 000 hours and during the period was
FOURTH annual contest for the best promoted
on
the
NBC
and observed
than 130,000 per- TO SPOTLIGHT its local programs
sons daily.by more
radio scripts, for production on Chese- "teaser ads" drawing program
attention
to
*
*
*
and commentators,
WCAU promotion
Philadelthe show were scheduled to run Feb.
Christian
phia is starting a threefold
gram onbroughCBS,Mfg. Co.'s
open Dr.
through
March pro31,
15 andAgency
22 inis91Benton
newspapers
in 87
Personalized Letterhead
plan.
Station
hascontract
entered onintoRailway
a 12this year offers a $1,000 award to the 8,cities.
&
Bowles,
month
posting
PUBLICITY
releases
from
WCAE
second prize winner in addition to the New York. * * •
Express
trucks,
with
posters
changed
Pittsburgh
instead
of
being
headed
grand prize of $2,000. Writers of other
with station letterhead now feature a monthly on trucks in the Philadelphia
Service Letters
personalized cartoon or something area, 12 Pennsylvania and two New
scripts selected for use on the program
similar having to do with the recipient
PROMOTE
public
service
and
Programs prowill receive from $150 to $350 in cash TO
special feature programs, KRNT of the release. Mitch DeGroot, WCAE Jerseyturmeodteicommunities.
on theinposters
also willandbe New
feaprizes. Agency for the Chesebrough other Moines
nd ads
Pennsylvania
is sending letters on the promotion manager originated the idea Jersey newspapers.
Mfg. Co. account is McCann-Erickson Des
Katherine
Clark,
events
to
civic
leaders
and
other
imand
Vernon
Lind
prepared
the
caric
a
t
u
r
e
s
u
s
e
d
.
Inc., New York.
portant persons in the community.
WCAU let ercommentator
sendarea,a newsschools
ofwillthe
dealing withto 65the
subject
of ofsubsequent
broadcasts
of * the
School
the Air.
* *
WCAP Talent Search
TO FINDmorrow,theWCAP potential
voicesN.ofJ. to-is
Asbury Park,
conducting
a
talent
search
in thediscover
MonCounty highandschools
the bestmouth male
femaleto vocalists
among
the
students.
Each
school
holding
a series voices,
of contests
theis
most talented
with totheselect
winner
SELLS
YOUR
WEBR
of each group
the
com-of
petition startingentering
April
4WCAP.
on afinal
series
special
programs
over
Young
man and lady adjudged best will be
awarded
contract asto well
appearas regularly on thea station,
a War
PRODUCT
TO
THE
RICH
Bond or its cash
* equivalent.
« •
WLS Brochure
TO
SHOW(Illinois,
how theIndiana,
"LincolnpartsLandof
Market"
Wisconsin and Michigan)
is covered,
BUFFALO
AND
WESTERN
and how productive the market is,
WLS
Chicago
has
issued
a 96-page
brochure showing retail trading
areas,
buying
income,
population
and other
statistics. Brochure
is illustrated.
*
*
•
NEW
YORK
MARKET
Music Contest
WHN
NEW
YORK,Inc.,in New
cooperation
with Mills Music
York,
publisher, is conducting an "Unknown
AND
DOES
IT
AT
Songwriters
Competition"
on
Wishhone Party,
half-hour program.
Each
week's weekly
chance13
to compete
inwinner
finalswillheldhaveevery
weeks, liwith
winning
song
to
be
pubshed by Mills* Music
* each
» time.
KGHF Tour
ARRANGEMENTS
week for the entirewere
salesmade
stafflastof
Crews-Beggs
Dry
Goods
Co.,
Pueblo department store, to visitlarge
the
studios
of KGHF,
localconducted,
station. WeekLOWEST
COST
ly
tours
are
being
with
each buyer heading his own group.
Store sponsors onJohnKGHF.
B. Kennedy, Blue
commentator,
*
*
*
Promotion Highlights
No need to pay fancy prices to tell your
WOR NEW YORK has released a
BUFFALO CJouricr- Express STATION
story to the Western New York Market!
brochuretationhighlighting
various
s and promotion
bookletstopresenissued
657o of the population and 70% of the
by the station
from 1935
1944.
total retail sales of the eight county area
Review
of
the
1944
brochure
"This
Is
WOR"
points
out
that
the
WOR
in Western New York are CONCENTRATED
since
1935thanhas 300.
grown from about staff
165
to
more
r
in METROPOLITAN BUFFALO ... well
* * Map*
KGER
within WEBR'S primary service area
KGER
Beach,
Cal. comprises
coverage
map
withLong
market
statistics
double-fold
mailer Per
illustrated
in red,
WEBR
i
black
and
white.
capita
incomes,
Nationally Represented by
effective
buying
incomes,
retail
sales,
MUTUAL
NETWORK
radio measurements
homes total asarewell
WEED & CO.
field
cited.as station
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Little Elmer says:** You don't have to be a quiz expert to
know that WGN's the one answer to leadership in local
and national spot business on major stations in Chicago' '

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

lk^l^9.H SALES OFFICE: 220 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
WEST COAST: EDWARD S. TOWNSEND CO., RUSS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
iBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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OWI PACKET, WEEK MARCH
NORTH

IS
Rlo.l

CAROLINA

THE

SOUTH'S

AGRICtlLTURAl
STATE

GASH INCOME
60VT. PAYMENTS
Source: — Department of Agriculture, 1 9 ^ o

WPTF
(CARRYING
WITH
AT

N. B.C.

50,000

680

IS NORTH

WATTS

KC)

12

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during
the weeksuitable
beginning
March 12. OWI
transcriptions
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
and three
on eachof
side
discs. Tellwaryourmessages.
about them.
Plan 20-second
schedules chain
for best timing
these ofimportant
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group NAT.PLAN
SPOT
WORK
PLAN
Aff. KW
Ind. A£f.OI
Ind. Live Trai
Food Prices
Merchant
Marine X
Army
Nurses
Red Cross
XX
Seeing warOWImessages
Scheduleunderof War
Message
names and
time ofPlans.
programs carryNational
Spot 151andforNetwork
Allocation
WAR MESSAGE

SPECIAL OWI SPOTS
AID COAL SHORTAGE
A 29-YEAR-OLD
record in the two bigproduction
Appalachian
mining
areas
was
broken,
Solids Fuels Administration the
for
War revealed, as a result of OWI
appealsteredtosectionsworkers
livingthein fields,
scatthroughout
broadcast on 12 stations blanketing
the areas.
Emergency spot announcements
were day,telephoned
the OWIurging
FriJan. 26, to theby stations
all workers to report over the weekend for an extra-long , work
week. The heavy turnout of workers,
despite bad weather
made travelling
difficult, which
eased
considerably
the
tight
fuel situa-of
tion which threatened stoppage
important war plants.
Stations airing the special messages were: West Virginia — WJLS
Beckley,
WCHSHuntington,
WGKV Charleston, WSAZ
WLOG
Majestic Disc Firm
Logan,
WBRW
Welch;
MAJESTIC Records Inc. is a new — WCMI Ashland, WHLN Kentucky
Harlan,
company formed in New York for
Lexington;
the recording, manufacturing and WLAP
WBIR WNOX
WROL Tennessee
Knoxville. —
selling of phonograph recordings,
with James J. Walker, former New
On Security Board
York mayor, as president. Eugene RESEARCH
for National
A. Tracy,
president Corp.,
of Majestic
Ra- Security has Board
dio & Television
Chicago,
been established by
owner of the new company, made the National Academy of Sciences,
the announcement. Firm was with the purpose of continuing the
cooperation between civilian
formed by a merger of three con- close
scientists and the armed services
cerns in the recording field: Tran- that
has existed during the war.
scriptions Inc., New York; Classic
Record Co., New York; and New Among those serving on the Board
Jersey Plastics Inc. Eli E. Ober- are Mai. Gen. Harry C. Ingles,
stein is executive vice-president; Chief Signal Officer, U. S. Army;
Parker H. Ericksen, vice-president; Oliver E. Buckley, president. Bell
C. E.tis Franklin,
Underwood,
treasurer; Cur- Telephone Labs. ; Zay Jeffries, vicesecretary.
president, GE.
Epperson Joins RCA
J. B. EPPERSON, until recently
with
Operational
Research
Branch the
of the
Office of the
Chief
SignalcastOfficer,
has
joined
the
Transmitter Section of BroadRCA.
The author of several technical
papers on radio, Mr. Epperson
joined the engineering staff of
WNOX Knoxville while attending
the U. of Tennessee in 1928. From
1931-38
he was
engineerchiefof
the
station
until chief
he became
engineer
for
Scripps-Howard
Radio
Inc., which operated WNOX,
WMPC Lapeer, Mich, and WCPO
Cincinnati. During this time, he
supervised
building and
installation of newtheequipment
for WMPS
Memphistached and
WNOX.
He
was
atto the office of Maj. Gen.
H.
C.
Ingles,
Chief
Signal
Officer,
in 1942.

CAROUN^VS

First inlitAudience!;
rresiige^- "
First for Advertisers!:<^

No. 1 SALESMAN
Folks ^
Turn First to—
WPTF

• RALEIGH
NEW ORLEANS
FREE & PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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50,000
Watts
Clear Channel

PORTLAND, OR|GO
[
CBS AmVmt^
FREE ft PETERS
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The

Great

Manhattan

BELIEVE IT OR NOTmore people are engaged in
farming -in the WEAF
Primary Area alone-than In
the entire state of Nebraska.

Farmyard

• These people are enjoying a great prosperity — with farm
mortgages and debts at a 28 -year low and farm income at an
all-time high.
WEAF caters to these prosperous people ivith a program
constructed especially for them — Mert Emmert, "^The Modem
Farmer,'''' broadcast each weekday from 6:30 to 7:00 A.M.
Mert is a farmer himself. He talks the farmer's language.
From Massachusetts to Maryland, he has become the close
friend and trusted counsellor of thousands who know that he
understands their needs and problems — for he has visited
many of them personally, and has broadcast direct from their
fields, their barns, their dairies, their popltry houses, and
their fairs and stock shows.

NOW THIS PROGRAM— of information and entertainment— is ready
for sale— along with its established and loyal audience in Manhattan's busy farmyard extending from Cape Cod to the Potomac.
With farmers eager and waiting to buy hundreds of new devices
for the farm and home, clothing, processed foods, machinery,
radios, automobiles, trucks, gasoline, tires and countless other
articles, you'll find it worth-while to learn more about Mert
Emmert, "The Modern Farmer." Contact NBC Spot Sales now.
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^NBC's Key Station • New Yorlr

50,000 watts ■ 660 kc.
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
February 19, 1945
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Kd?^>?

WASHINGTON

JAMES

The

Perfect

G. (jIM)

Once-A-Week

Custom

- Built

For

CROWLEY

Transcribed
Local

MAN

Quarter

Hour

Sponsorship!

Here's a sponsor-tested, time-proven 15 Minute Show, piottered in Washington for
special air-shipment to you every Thursday, featuring a top-flight commentator in
the person of James G. Crowley.

FAaS ABOUT JIM CROWLEY

JIM CROWLEY KNOWS WASHINGTON. His weei<ly commentary on world wide
events as Washington sees them, is definitely unique — fresh, sparlding, and authoritative. His occasional guests include the capital's biggest names. Crowley's microphone performance stamps him as a radio "natural" with universal audience appeal.

Former Mutual Network
"White House Reporter."
Now rounding out full year
for
and single
WWJ. sponsor on WJR

"YOUR WASHINGTON MAN" is individualized for every sponsor! Direct tie-ins by
Crowley
on each
broadcast,
withcommercials.
sponsor's name and product mentioned preceding
cue to local
announcer
for live

Former Contributing Editor
of TIME Magazine.

COST: 40% of rate card, less 10% agency or sales commission. Minimum
charge, $25 per program. All recordings aluminum base, cut to N.A.B. standards.
Write, wire or phone for additional information. Exclusive coverage guoronteed.
Sample transcription available.

^ Now Associate Editor Whaley-Eaton
Service, Authority
"Standard Washington
for 25 Years."

NEFF
RADIO
PRODUCTIONS
1803 STROH BLDG.— PHONE RANDOLPH 3006— DETROIT (26) MICH.
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CBC MOVES TO NEW ADDRESS

REPRESENTATIVES of U. S. and Canadian networks at
vention, seated (1 to r) J. Sills, Mutual; Ralph White, CBS;
NBC; Dr. A. Frigon, CBC. Standing, H. G. Walker, CBC
A. Weir, CBC; Omer Renaud, CBC French; N. J. Ostby,
CAB

the CAB conWm. Hedges,
Dominion; E.
Blue.

Meeting Approves BBM
{Continued from page 15)
ing back into the stations more cover negligence beyond the stamoney than is being paid in intertion's responsibilities.
Sincere,
factual statements in
est on capital invested, Mr. Bancommercials are preferred by Canerman
said,
and
"that's
the
way
it should be, for only by giving the
nadian listeners, according to the
best service possible to its listeners pilot door-to-door survey in the
can any broadcasting station hope principal cities of Canada, E. W.
to continue and develop with the Reynolds, vice-chairman of the
Joint Committee on Commercial
growing art."
He urged broadcasters to guard Continuities, reported. Dramatized
came next in popular"against one-sidedness
specialno commercials
ity, then jingles, and testimonials
interests
and pressure from
groups,
matter from what strata of our were the least liked as they were
social world they may come. . . . not considered sincere.
Today is a testing time for both
The survey was made by Canapublicly-owned and privately-owned
dian Facts Reg'd,
Toronto, which
as an
of the committee
broadcasting systems. If either or undertaking
both lose touch with the funda- is made up of CAB members, advertisers and agency executives. It
mental requirements of the listening public, then radio will fail to followed a survey made among station managers earlier, and asked
play its rightful part in the life of
the same questions that managers
the nation."
A standardized radio libel and had been asked. The CAB membership decided to continue to supslander act has been prepared and
port the committee and its work,
submitted to the various provinces
of Canada, Jos. Sedgwick, CAB suggested other angles for it to
in the furtherance of better
counsel, told the meeting in his re- probe
port. Himself a member of the com- commercials, and voted $2,000 to
mittee which prepared the draft pay expenses of more surveys
law in which radio will be men- among listeners for 1945.
BBM Meeting
tioned, he said radio was being
treated in the same way as newspublicity on the CAB Code
papers and that stations would be of More
was voted unanimously
absolutely liable for defamation. by Ethics
the convention. It was decided
The draft law has been submitted
to the stations for their comments, to print the code so that it may be
prominently
at all memand suggestions are being made to displayed
ber stations.
As the result
of a
suggestion by Ben Pollett of
Compton
Adv.,
New
York,
the
FOUR TOP
code will be summarized for broadc
a
s
t
i
n
g
b
y
member
stations
from
MARKETS!
time to time to further publicize
the fact that private broadcasters
Central Kenluckv
are regulating themselves.
Annual meeting of the Bureau
cxingtoti, Ky,
of Broadcast Measurement ( Canadian BMB) was held Monday aftAmarillo
ernoon, preceded by an open meeting
to present the BBM report to
I KFDA ^'"""'/o, Tex.
all those attending. How well the
BBM idea is going over in Canada,
The Tri-State
where it started a year ago, is
shown by the fact that more than
half the Canadian stations, or 49
IWCMI™frin number, are members of BBM
Knoxville
and already have had their first
reports printed on the controlled
IWBIR Knoxville. Te.it ii.
mail ballot method. Practically all
Canadian advertising agencies, 43
in number, are members of BBM,
along with 40 advertisers and 7
BROADCASTING
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On February 12di CBC Toronto Offices moved from dieir
former quarters at 55 York Street to newer and larger
premises. The new address of
NATIONAL PROGRAM OFFICE
COMMERCIAL DIVISION
STATION RELATIONS DIVISION
TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
PRESS AND INFORMATION SERVICE
354 JARVIS STREET
TORONTO, CANADA
Telephone Midway 5481
CBC Toronto Studios, CBL and CJBC, will remain for the
present at 805 Davenport Road, Toronto — KEnwood 9411.
CANADIAN
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

National Salet Repretenlativei • SPOT SALES, INC., New York ■ Chicago • Son FronciKO
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HOW

MANY

CAN

YOU

NAME?
MICROPHONE.
First successful
commercial mike. Became
early
symbol
of
broadcasting.
2.
MICROPHONE.
One of first mikes that could
be used on movable boom
mounting.
3.
••
MICROPHONE.
First Dynamic. Rugged, noiseless, compact, needed no polarizing energy. Still popular.
MICROPHONE,
Small, spherical, responded
equally to sound from any
direction. Lots in use today.
5.

MICROPHONE.
Directional with slide-on bafe, non-directional without it.
Low cost. Extended frequency
range. Ideal for remotes or
Studios. In popular demand
today.
6.

MICROPHONE.
The famous mike with six different pickup
patterns
at
the
turn
of
a switch.
Shown below.

Canadian radio station representatives, Lou Phenner, president of
BBM reported.
A detailed history of BBM, the
reasons for its establishment and
a summary on the meaning of its
report were given by Adrian Head
of J. Walter Thompson Ltd., Toronto, followed by a description of
the mechanics of obtaining the data
by Walter
sel of BBM. Elliott,
More research
than one counhour
and a half of questions were leveled
at the BBM board of directors by
the audience.
It was pointed out by BBM board
members
that thea first
year'sproduct.
work
has not brought
finished
Many individual situations require
study, such as population and geographical conditions affecting reception as in the Montreal district
and in British Columbia.
Walter Elliott in explaining the
mechanics of obtaining data reported that 400 ballots had been sent
on a population proportionate basis
to each of the 216 counties and
census divisions in Canada, and
that 75% of the ballots had been
answered
aftera three
ters within
month.follow-up
From letthe
figures, primary, secondary and
tertiary coverage maps have been
assembled.
J. Harold Ryan, NAB president,
told Canadian broadcasters and industry members what had been accomplished by BMB to date as a
result of the current district meetings. He and Fred Gamble, AAAA;
Barry Rumple, NBC; Paul Peters,
NAB; Dr. F. Stanton, CBS, sat
with BBM board members and answered questions of Canadian industry members.
At the closed business meeting
of BBM, a new board was elected,
consisting of Lou Phenner, Canadian Cellucotton, Hamilton, Ont. ;
A. Usher, RCA-Victor, Montreal;
C. Vint, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
Toronto; A. Head, J. Walter
Thompson Ltd., Toronto; H. M.
Tedman, J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto; J. A. MacLaren, MacLaren
Adv. Co., Toronto; H. N. Stovin,
Stovin & Co., Toronto; W. T. Cranston, CKOC Hamilton; E. A. Weir,
Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto.
With a general Canadian election
INFORMED SPONSORS
ARE BUYING

Every one is a Western Electric. Every
one marked a step ahead in better
broadcasting. For post-war mikes,
broadcast transmitters, speech inElectricputs,tocomponents—
lead the count
way! on Western
Buy War Bonds — and hold them!
Western

Electric

ANSWERS
The 8-Ball
2,J. Carbon
CondenserButton 5.4. Salt
Shaker
3. The 618 6. Cardioid
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CAB BOARD
THE 1945 Board of Directors of
the CAB follows: Harry Sedgwick
CFRB Toronto, chairman; G. R. A.
Rice CFRN Edmonton, vice-chairC. Borrett
Halifax;man;FredWm. Lynds
CKCWCHNSMoncton,
N. B.; Phil LaLonde CKAC Montreal;Que.
A. Gauthier
CHLT CKLW
Sherbrooke.
; Ted Ken
Campeau
Windsor-Detroit;
Soble CHML
Hamilton; F. H. Elphicke CKWX
Vancouver; Gerry Gaetz CKRC
Winnipeg; A. A. Murphy CFQC
Saskatoon. Glen Bannerman was
reappointed
president
and counsel,
general
manager, Jos.
Sedgwick,
and T. A. Evans, sec-treas.
WAKEFIELD LEAVES
SOON FOR LONDON
FIRST MEMBER of the FCC to
go to a sioner
warRay C.theatre
will bewhoCommisWakefield,
leaves
shortly for London with an American delegation
to
negotiate
Government cable rates with the British communications authorities.
The assignment
to take
several
weeks andis expected
may carry
the
delegation to other points.
Arranged will
by the
Dept., the
conference
haveState
no immediate
radio aspects, since no problems
have arisen regarding radiotelegraphy or broadcast
modations or rates. pickup accomOthers in the delegation will include Harvey B. Otterman, assistant chief. Dept.
StateMarion
Telecom-H.
municationsof Division;
Woodward, chief
of
the
FCC's
International Division; Lt. Col. Orla
St. Clair, Signal Corps, and John
R. Hyland, Western
Union. Acables
representative of commercial
now in London will be assigned to
the delegation.
expected at an early date, the CAB
went on record that its member stations confine political broadcasts to
a minimum of a half -hour at a time,
preferably 15 minutes, and that
there must be at least a half-hour
between all political broadcasts on
any station,
casts are for whether
local or those
nationalbroadpolitical groups, whether carried
locally ornadianthrough
any
of
the
Canetworks.
A luncheon was tendered on
Wednesday
casting Assn.by the Quebec Broad-

Dnrhain
North Carolina's third largest city.
City and county are compact and
easily sold as one unit. Durham
County, 1940 U. S. Census— 80,244.

Tobacco
Big
chunk payroll
of Durham's
million
industrial
goes $23
to tobacco
workers. Durham makes 25% of all
the
truly cigarettes
the tobacco.made in U. S. It's

Center
Of the world. And what an inexpensive market to reach. You can dominate at 250 watt
rates. Cash
Don'tincussby
the cigarette
shortage.
scheduling

ON THE LOOK-OUT FOR
MORE IDAHO SALES!

KFNF
The fr'miitUy f'nriner Slalion'
SHENANDOAH, IOWA
1000 w.
920 k.c.
Frank Stubbs. Mfir

Represented by Howard H.Wilson Co.
KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO
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STATIONS

IN

THE Nat/qn
^'^N

EQUAL

KOA'S POMIHA**"^^

-m

KOA LEADS THE WAY
IN LISTENER LOYALTY!

150% — and all network stations in Denver combined by 62%.

In NBC's 1944 Nationwide Survey of Listening Habits, radio families in seven of
Colorado's largest cities, named KOA as
the station "listened to most" at night by
59% to 79%.

Radio families in Wyoming's four largest
cities named KOA as the station "listened
to most" by 74% to 91%.
Frankly, we're quite proud of this record,
and KOA's advertisers are happy, too.
They're using KOA and firing away with
this sure fire sales-weapon.

In Denver alone, KOA leads the "Network B" station in "listened to most" by
IN DENVER-KOA GIVES YOil
MORE THAN THE OTHER FOUR
POWER
50,000 Watts
PROGRAMS Top NBC Shows
COVERAGE Denver and the Mountain
and Plains States Region
LISTENER lOYAlTY*
59% to 79% in seven
of Colorado's Largest Cities
DEALER PREFERENCE** 68%
•NBC Survey "1077 Cities" * •Ross-Federal Survey
^^tPRESENTED

FIRST

IN

DENVER

mA
50,000 WATTS
850

NATlONAlt

NBC

SPOT

KC

SALE^

ACTIVE
SALT

LAKE

MARKET

New Labor Bill by Monroney
Would Block Petrillo Tactics
ing his bill would cover the various
REFLECTING strong sentiment
in favor of legislation to tackle AFM demands upon radio which
the Petrillo problem on a broad have been brought before the War
front, Rep. Monroney (D-Okla.) Labor Board and National Labor
last week introduced a bill (HR- Relations Board for determination
2121)
"to confer
the but that his overall objective is to
U. S. courts
in casesjurisdiction
involving inwork
curb monopolistic or coercive tactics
stoppage for illegitimate and non- by any labor organization. He said
labor purposes".
measure,
previously offered the
inally introducedThebefore
the orig77th that hewhenwashe more
concerned with
Congress, would amend the Anti- bill
trust Act to restrict monopolistic problems in other industries. Mr.
practices on the part of labor as Petrillo's activities, he thought,
would no doubt stimulate interest
well as management.
Rep. Monroney told Broadcast- in the measure which has been re-

J.

ferred to the House Judiciary Committee.
Specifically, the bill would prevent the current dispute now before
the NLRB involving platter turner
jurisdiction at the NBC and Blue
Networks. A provision in the bill
prohibits any organization from
inducing or requiring an employer
"to deal with, to recognize or to
employ members of one labor organization instead of members of
another labor organization when
the latter has been designated exclusive representative of the appropriate labor unit for the purpose
of collective bargaining pursuant
to the National Labor Relations
Act and provided such latter union
is free from domination or interference in its formation or administration by the employer. . .
Thus, the bill strikes at the AFM
defiance of the NLRB certification of NABET as the bargaining
unit for turntable operations.
Another provision hits directly
at make-work, featherbedding,
minimum
standby
tices of thequota,
AFM.andThis
sectionprac-of
the billduce ormakes
unlawful
"to in-to
requireit any
employer
employ, or to pay any wages, salary, or other compensation to any
person when such person is in
fact in excess of the number of persons reasonably required to perform the work in which the employAer isthird
provision is apparently
engaged".
aimed at efforts of unions to fore-

Recent nighttime power increase from 1000 to 5000
watts, gives KCMO a strong, extended signal through
the entire 20-hour broadcasting schedule . . . assures
a tremendous increase in KCMO's already large eveaudience . . . makes KCMO the best time buy in
KansasningCity.
For this increased power is a bonus to KCMO advertisers .. . there has been no increase in KCMO rates.
With power, programming, and promotion now second
to none in Kansas City, KCMO delivers more listeners
per dollar than ever before.
Don t miss your chance at choice KCMO availabilities.
Take advantage of this outstanding bonus opportunity
by
oflScegetting
today.in touch with your nearest John E. Pearson

Utah has one of the highest
per capita ratings as a
radio listening market.
National Representative
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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Represented by John E. Pearson Company
New York • Chicago • Kansas City
GO PLACES IN KANSAS CITY
T/ie B/ue Nefworfe Sfafion

E. K. (JOE) HARTENBOWER • GEN'L. MGR.

ujCBm
BALTIMORE
JOHN ELMER GEORGE H. ROEDER
President General Manager
FREE* PETERS, Inc., Natl. Rep.
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stall technical progress in order
to safeguard employment. It prohibits activities by organizations
to require an employer to impose
"unreasonable restrictions upon the
use of any materials, machines or
equipment"
permits ofrestrictions
related to thebut welfare
employes
"if they are required in good faith
as part of a temporary program
to retard technological unemployment by providing an orderly
changetion or indistribution
the methods
producor toof forestall
the imposition by the employer
of a speedup system".
Effective Handling
Rep. gardMonroney's
bill aswas
reed in many quarters
a more
effective handling of Petrillo practices than the Vandenberg bill
(S-63), vsrhich recently passed the
Senate, and similar measures vsrhich
are confined to narrow fields of
AFM activity. The New York Times
compliments Mr. Monroney for
having "thesightednes tcourage
ointroduce and
a billclearthat
seeks not merely to curb Mr. Petrillo personally but to curb some
of the antisocial practices in which
the latter has been one of the chief
offenders. . . .
"Here at last", concludes the
Times, at"is the
a measure
would
strike
evil of that
make-work
practices which are still tolerated
in spite of a national labor shortat a oftimelaborwhenpostpones
' every
misuseage,orand waste
theMeanwhile,
day of victory
in
war."
the House scheduled
hearings for Feb. 22 and 23
on the Vandenberg bill before the

Film Video Plan
STARTING with his next motion
picture, Andrew Stone, United
Artists producer, will televise all
future productions, plans having
been completed whereby he will
record each scene of his forthcomfilm by bothcamera.
motion Patrick
picture
and ing Telecine
Michael Cunning, Hollywood, will
be associated with Mr. Stone. Only
close-ups will be recorded.
full Committee on Interstate &
Foreign Commerce of which Rep.
Lea (D-Cal.) is chairman. It
could not be learned whether any
witnesses would appear in opposition to the measure but it was ex-

1 OUT OF 6 AOULTS
DIES OF
CANCER
fOU MAY BE THE OHE
GIVEif
Eminent scientists lack funds for
experiment . . . cancer clinics are
starved for equipment . . . money
is needed to care for advanced
cases.
Five million dollars a year might
cut the deaths from cancer. Might
save you, one dear to you. Yet
Americans give less than one
million dollars. Do your part !
Send us anything from 10^ to
$1,000. Every bit helps!
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
350 Fifth Avenue
New York 1, N.Y.
BROADCASTING
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pected that Dr. Joseph E. Maddy,
director of the National Music
Camp, Interlochen, Mich., which
was recently blacklisted by the
AFM, would testify in support of
the bill.
Acting with dispatch, the NLRB
also scheduled oral arguments on
the NABET-network-Petrillo platter turner dispute for March 6 before the full Board in Washington. The hearing will provide the
AFM its last opportunity to contest the recommendation of Howard Meyers, trial examiner, that
the Board issue an order requiring
the networks to confer platter
turner jurisdiction on NABET regardles of AFM strike threats.

...another of the
Nation's Leaders Using
The BLUE Neiwork!
A Giant of die Cereal World,
Kellogg serves the homes of
America two and-a-half hours
weekly
crisp Theentertainment
over the ofBLUE.
fillip is die
nation's top daydme show,
"Breakfast-at-Sardi's," which
Kellogg carefully pre-tested on
the bigBLUE
audience,
Pacific
Networklow-cost
to assure T. C. success.
You^Tre-Test"
can use FORMULA
KELLOGG'S
on the PACIFIC BLUE
to Success, Tool
As
with Kellogg
the phenomenal
"Sardi's,"
is pre-testing
aHighlights,"
new show "Tom
Breneman's
Fridayalready
nights this
on
the Pacific Blue;
daring daytime format shows
promisetime Hooper
of capturing
a nightwell. and
You
will
find good timesas open
many
fresh,
virile
package-programs
at the BLUE which can follow
the Kellogg formula and lead
you to success. See us now in...
New York • Chicago • Hollywood
San Francisco • Detroit • Pittsburgh

PACIFIC BLUE NETWORK
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Sees Video in Color
TELEVISION with natural color
within two years after the war was
forecast last week by Clyde M.
Hunt, chief engineer of WTOP
Washington, speaking before the
Washington Chapter of the DAR.
Mr. Hunt praised the FCC for its
efforts in urging manufacturers to
seek a higher standard of performancecebefore
releasing use.
television
reivers for household
The story
of television transmission and reception in non-technical terms was
aMr.feature
Mr. Hunt's
Hunt isofsecretary
of theaddress.
RTPB
Committee on Allocation, Panel 4 —
(Broadcasting) and is a member of
the Institute of Radio Engineers.
He has been chief engineer of
WTOP since 1936.

Rival Musicians Union
Is Proposed by NABET
CHARGING that James C. Petrillo,
president
of the American
Federa-to
tion of Musicians,
is attempting
"Hitlerize" the broadcasting industry following his successful application of Hitler's
divide-and-conquer theory
in the recording
field,
the February issue of Broadcast
Engineers'
Journal,
publication
the National Assn. of Broadcastof
Engineers & Technicians, urges
broadcasters to deal with the AFM
as they did with ASCAP a few
years ago.
"It should have occurred to
many," NABET suggests, "that
there is an urgent need for a competing musician's
was forced
to payunion.
for The
the public
antics
of ASCAP
until usthethe industry
developed and gave
BMI, which
provided the healthy competition
in the field of copyright music."
networks' agreement
to Terming
give thetherecord-playing
rights
to the AFM as a deal "almost criminalworkin nature"
in which
the "netlaviryers sold
something
they
never morally owned and never had
the right to sell," the article states
that
"Petrillo's istitle
to NABET's
record-plaving
as phoney
as the
dozens of deeds to the Brooklyn
TO
HONOR theirplants
production
Bridge."
the Philadelphia
of Philcorecords,
Corp.
and the Simplex Radio Division of
Philco, Sandusky, O., have received
the 17thto and
18th Arniy-Navy E
Awards
the company.

WE'VE

HAD

OUR

BUYING the new Raymond Swing
cooperative is Lee L. Lanier (left)
manager of the Lanier Restaurants
of Columbia, S. C. from Bill Bochman, general manager of WC'OS.
London Radio Poll
RESULTS of a poll conducted
in London by the Daily Express
recently indicated that 48% of
those answering the questionnaire
favored sponsored radio. On the directsoredquestion
of approval
of spon-it
radi» 47%
were against
and
no opinion.
Asked 5%to expressed
indicate whether
they
would pay one pound instead of
ten shillings to get better and fuller
BBC service, 43% said they would,
51% nosaid
they onwouldn't,
and 6%
had
opinion
the subject.
Bout on WNEW
TOURNAMENT
of Champions,
one
of a series of amateur
boxing bouts
presented under the auspices of the
l^euo York Daily News, will be carried
14 fromNew9 p.m.
conclusion byMarch
WNEW
York, toand
will
be recorded
for broadcast
overseas
by
the
Armed
Forces
Radio
Service.
A recording will be airmailed to the
Ohina-Burma-India theatre.

OWN

''RADAR" FOR YEARS
When, our signals bounce oflF the nearest mountain
walls that surround the rich agricultural valley
region of California — we know we are reaching
all our regular listeners — that we have done our
job . . . for the ^eetCnc brings this *great area radio
reception they could not otherwise enjoy.
•Population l,56l,254-2V2 billion annual retail sales.
W»A7 IS
Not a regional network but a
group of long-estabjished key
stations, each the favorite in
itson community
a new basis. .for. combined'
National
spot business.
•5Vf SUOalchy "SeU^^tt nile IhlhigSlaiiJarJ
first underRxleCalifornia
aucl Data.in

KOCY
OKLAHOMA

Robert
A.
STREET
National
1 Broadcasting
Sales Manager)
Paul
H.
Company
RAYMER CO.
National
Sacramento,
California
Rfpre^e/itative
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Ask the Walker (o.
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WCBM BECOMES MBS
AFFILIATE JUNE 15
WCBM BALTIMORE. 250 w Blue
outlet on 1400 kc, will join
Mutual June 15, Carl Haverlin,
vice-president in charge of station
relations, announced last week. This
completeswhen
the the
shift Blue
that began
last
month
announced
that the current Mutual outlet in
Baltimore, WFBR, 5,000 w outlet
on 1300 kc, will become the Blue
station in that city on June 15
[Broadcasting, Jan. 29].
A "substantial increase in power" is expectedare foravailable,
WCBM the
as soon
as materials
Mu-is
tual announcement said. Station
owned by Baltimore Broadcasting
Corp., whose president, John Elmer,
wasIn president
the affiliation,
NAB 1937-38.
announcingof the
Mr.
Haverlin
said : "WCBM
has gained
the
confidence
of listeners
in the
Baltimore area as a result of both
its public service and a strong and
continuing local promotion."
Fourtual other
joinedWKST
MuFeb. 15. stations
These are
New Castle and WJPA Washington, Pa., WAJR Morgantown, W.
Va. and KFXD Nampa, Ida. ' 1

WO WO Promotions
TWO men motionshave
just Westinghouse
received prowith the
station, WOWO Fort Wayne. They
are Howard D. Longsworth, named
^
sales
and Carlmanager,
Vandagrift, appointed
program
director.
Mr. Longsworth
has been with
WOWO since
1936 when he
joined the program department,
later going
to the
sales
staff.to BeMr. Longsworth fore going
the
station, with
he was
expeditor
GE inproduction
Fort Wayne.
Mr. Vandagrift has been with the
news, continuity
and publicity
partments since 1935.
In 1941 de-he
was made production director of
WOWO-WGL.

Heads Church Group
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL of
Religious Education, Chicago, at a
meeting of the board of trustees last
week appointed Pearl Rosser, of
Philadelphia, director of the department of radio
according to Dr.
Roy G.education,
Ross, general
secretary. She will assume her post
in Chicago March 8. Dr. Ross said
the new department was formed
to
develop programs
the 40as
denominations
of the for
council,
well as for the 183 state, provincial,
and cilscity
religious
education counof North
America.
NBC Names Connelly
RICHARD CONNELLY, formerly
publicity director of WEAF New York
has been named NBC trade news editor. Allan
who recently
succeeded Kalmus,
Everett Bragdon
in the post,
has been
appointed
to
the
newly
ated position of television editorcre-of
press information at NBC.

2Sth
LISTENERSDIST.'
U. S. METROPOLITAN
MORE PER DOLLAR
Ask HEADLEY-REED
New York, Chicago,
Detroit,
Atlotrto
Son Francisco

$52,000 for Broadcasts
Approved by Methodists
THE BOARD of Evangelism of the
Methodist Church, in session at
Nashville last week, appropriated
$52,000 to establish a radio department for evangelistic broadcasts.
Department headquarters will be in
Nashville.
Plan, sponsored by the Board's
devotional publication, the "Upper
Room",
calls for production
of fiveminute transcriptions
for some
100
stations. Members of the Radio
Committee which recommended the AAAGIC IS THE MOONLIGHT)
Hit 7110
action are: Bishop Ralph S. Cushj
man, St, Paul, chairman; Nazen I DREAM OF YOU
G. Werner, Dayton; J. Manning
Potts, Chicago and Richmond; E. I'M IN LOVE WITH SOME- 1
ONE
I Hit 7090
C. Myers, Williamsport, Pa. ; and
Mrs. E. V. Moorman, Quincy, 111.
WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAYj
MADE
j
CBC's New Offices
WHERE
THE
MOUNTAIN
OFFICES of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at Toronto were
MEETS THE SKY
Bl. 30-0803
moved Feb. 12, the national program oflBce, commercial division, ALEXANDER THE SWOOSE
Bl. 10-990
station relations department, traffic division, press and information
services
going
from
55
York
St.
to
WHERE'S
THE
CAPTAIN'S
HAT
Bl.
11-133
354 Jarvis St.
GATEWAY
TOTHE
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

CBS
AFFiUATE
PAUL H
RAYMER CO

ANGELINA

Bl. 11-356

Consult your BMI-DISC DATA for
complete listings of BMI-licensed titles
recorded by Kassel and other noted
bandleaders.

"Kassels in the Air," identify iig
Art Kassel's music, came into being shortly after World, War I.
Art, a hero of the AEF, organised
his first band then and has since
achieved one of the longest and
best records in music circles.
Musician, composer and band
leader, Art recently completed his
20th engagement in 11 consecutive years at the Bismarck Hotel,
Chicago. Benny Goodman once
played the clarinet for Kassel.

BMI

WLAC
NEW

YORK

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

Third

WHKC
COLUMBUS
★
FullTheTime
& Night
NewsDayVoice
of
Central Ohio
Central
MutualOhio's
StationOnly
610 KC.
★
DOUBLE POWER & NEWS
EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR
★
NATIONAL REPRPSENTATIVE
RADIO
ADVERTISING
5th Ave.. Ave.,
New York
CityCO.III.
333 521N. Michigan
Chicago,

KNOW"

District

In Percentage
CLOSE COMPETITION marked
the NAB district meetings last
week, when at the last moment District 3 meeting in Pittsburgh became the leader among stations subscribing to BMB at one meeting,
with 88% of those present signing.
This just nosed out the 86%
achieved at the District 11 Minneapolis meeting.
The Pittsburgh meeting, led by
Director Roy F. Thompson, WFBG
Altoona, with the assistance of
Roger Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia
president and BMB secretary-treasurer, and John Tully, WJAC Johnstown, a member of the NAB research committee, elected George
Coleman, general manager, WGBI
Scranton, district director. D. E.
Robinson, vice-president in charge
of research, Pedlar & Ryan, New
York, and a member of the BMB
board, gave agency support of the
plan, drawing upon his background
as one of the original members of
the Joint Committee on Radio Research formed by the ANA, AAAA
and NAB in 1934.

HOW

Shows how

in Western North Caroh'na
The first exhaustive survey of radio listening in
Western North Carolina
was made by industrial
Surveys Company.
WWNC is the first station
of its size and the first
outside of a metropolitan
market to subscribe to a
listener diary study. This
study represents reports
covering a greater percentage of radio homes
than in any other market
so measured. It includes
those in all 12 counties in
the WWNC daytime primary (and roughly the
night-time primary and
secondary) area.

mm

NOW

AVIALABLE

ASSOCIATED PRESS NEWS
7:00-7:15 a.m. Monday thru Saturday
with an average daily rating of

11.7

Lead

Joining BMB
Mr. Clipp, Dr. Leon Levy,
WCAU, Roy Thompson, WFBG,
and Mr.selves Tully
had committed
to the BMB
plan beforethemthe
meeting. Complete list of District
3 subscribers includes: Delaware —
WDEL Wilmington; Maryland —
WCAO WFBR Baltimore, WTBO
Cumberland, WFMD Frederick,
WJEJ Hagerstown; Pennsylvania
—WFBG Altoona, WISR Butler,
WHJB Greensburg, WKBO Harrisburg, WJAC Johnstown, WMRF
Lewistown, WKPA New Kensington, KYW WIBG WCAU WFIL
WIP Philadelphia, KDKA KQV
WJAS WWSW Pittsburgh, WRAW
Reading, WMBS Uniontown, WJPA
Washington, WBRE Wilkes-Barre,
WRAK Williamsport, WSBA York.
John Laux, managing director of
the four stations in the Friendly
Group, Steubenville, 0., attended
the meeting although outside of his
district and signed for all his stations which include already mentioned WJPA plus WSTU Steubenville, Ohio; WKNY Kingston,
N. Y. and WFPG Atlantic City.
otherRobinson
cities. President
tisAsandin Mr.
were hostsFel-to
local advertising agency men the
following day. Considerable interest was displayed at the lecture explaining the plan.
Hayek Elected
Despite his protest that he was
not a candidate for re-election, Ed
L. Hayek of KATE Albert Lea was
drafted unanimously at the Minneapolis meeting to serve another
two-year
trict 1 . term as director of DisIn the absence of J. Harold Ryan,
NAB president, who is attending
the convention of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters in Quebec,
C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secretarytreasurer, reported on the activities
of the association, including labor,
legislative and music problems. At
the opening session, C. T. Hagman
of WTCN, district chairman of the
public relations committee, reported
for that group, while Dick Day of
WDGY, district chairman of the
program managers committee, pre-

NAB DISTRICT
MEETINGS
REVISED schedule of NAB district meetings follows:
District 1— Second
Boston —Section
Monday, Tuesday,
March
District5-6, 2—Statler.
New York— Thursday, Friday, March4—8-9,
District
D. C,Roosevelt.
Virginia, West VirginiaTuesday,
broadcasters,
Washington—
day,
March
Statler.MonDistrict
4—
N.
C,
S.12-13,
C. broadcasters,
Charlotte,
N.
C—
Thiirsday,
March 15-16 (Hotel Charlotte). Friday,
District 5 — Ga.,Tuesday,
Ala. broadcasters,
AtMarch 19-20
(Henrylanta— Monday,
Grady Hotel).
Districtcasters,5— Jacksonville
Fla., Puerto
Rico Friday,
broad— Thursday,
March
22-237 (probably
Hotel —Mayflower).
District
—
Cincinnati
Monday,
Gibson).
Tuesday, March 26-27 (probably Hotel
District
— Chicago
— Thursday,
Friday, March 9829-30,
Palmer
House. TuesDistrict
— ^Detroit—
Monday,
day, April 2-3 (Book-Cadillac).
sented a new angle on programming
during
wartime. scored the second
Minneapolis
highest percentage of stations to
subscribe to BMB at one meeting.
Of the 28 stations attending, 24
or 86% joined
bureau.
mitments from the
several
other Comstations are expected within the week.
District 11 stations subscribing
were: Michigan — ^WJMS Ironwood;
Minnesota — KATE Albert Lea,
KGDE
FergusWDGY
Falls,WLOL
KYSM WTCN
Mankato, WCCO
Minneapolis, KVOX Moorhead,
KROC Rochester, KFAM St. Cloud,
KWNO
KFYR Winona;
Bismarck, North
KDLRDakota—
Devils
Lake, WDAY Fargo, KILO Grand
Forks, KSJB Jamestown, KGCU
Mandan, KLPM Minot; South Dakota—KABR Aberdeen, KELO
KSOO
Sioux Falls; Wisconsin —
WATW
Crosse. Ashland, WKBH La
At the invitation of Mr. Feltis,
president of BMB, Mr. Clipp attended the meeting and particin the The
presentation
bureaupated iplan.
second dayof the
opened
with the small market stations panel, at which Jerry Wing of KROC,
membertionsofcommittee,
the small
marketDuring
stapresided.
the session, John F. Meagher of
KYSM was introduced as the newly
appointed district chairman of this
group.
Ray Jenkins of KSTP presided at

2nd Station — 1.0
3rd Station — 2.2
Call the Katz Agency, or Jimmy
Hagan at WWNC, Asheville 5500

^
570 KC Serving Western
J 19 North Carolina from asheville
ed by the Katz Agency
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WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.-5000 WATTS 680 K C

;>

[ NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES; THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. [
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the sales managers clinic during
which Lewis H. Avery and Helen
A. Cornelius of the NAB department of broadcasting advertising
spoke.
Recently returned from conferences in Washington, Hayle Kavan
of OWI emphasized the seriousness
of the war with Japan and urged
the broadcasters to inform the public of the probable length and brutal nature of the war that remains
to be fought in the Pacific.
Meanwhile, additional contracts
were still being mailed into NAB
headquarters in Washington. Those
i received in the past week are:
WKBN Youngstown, sent by Warren P. Williamson Jr.; WTMJ
WMFM
Wilwauke'e,
by Walter
Damm; KSEI
Pocatello,
Idaho, byJ.
j Henry Fletcher; KTFI Twin Falls,
Idaho, by Florence Gardner; KXA
Seattle, by Florence Wallace;
KBTM Jonesboro, Arkansas, by
iMrs. J. P. Beard; KFEQ St. Joseph,
Mo., by Barton Pitts; KOVO Provo,
Utah, by C. A. Tolboe; KWTO
Springfield, Mo., by Leslie Kennon ;
XCRC Enid, Okla., by L. B. Lindsey; KRMD Shreveport and KPLC
Lake
ford. Charles, La., by T. B. Lan-

'Life' Relates Trip
LIFE MAGAZINE, current
Feb. 19 issue, relates story
of all-expense
tripbyto Cowles
Washington awarded
Broadcasting Co. to Anton
Ettesvold as winner of the
WNAX Yankton "Typical
Midwest Farmer" contest reported
Jan. 22. in Broadcasting,

BOB

HOPE

AGAIN

LEADS
FIRST 15'
BOB HOPE again leadis the list
of
"first
15"
in
the
Feb.New
15 report
of C. E. Hooper Inc.,
York,
with Fihler McGee & Molly second,
and Radio Theatre third. They are
followed by Bing Grosby, Mr. District Attorney, Charlie McCarthy,
Walter WincheU, Jack Benny, Screen
Guild Players, Joan Davis with Jack
Haley, Eddie Cantor, Abbott & Costell, Aldrich Family, Kay Kyser
(first half hour) and Frank Morgan.
Program with the highest sponsor
indentification index is Radio Theatre,
with 89.0 ; correct product 88.9 ; other
0.1 ; misidentification 0.5 ; those who
didn't know sponsor totaled 10.5.
Sammy Kaye (Sunday), with 1.68,
has the largest number of women
listeners per listening set ; The Boxing
Bout (J. Greco vs. B. Ruffin), with
1.14, the most men listeners ; and
Lone Ranger,
Feltis Reports on BMB children
listenerswith
per 1.21,
set. the most
Report shows an average evening
Success to Chicago Club audience
rating of 10.8, up 0.4 from
A.PPROXIMATELY 200 station last report, down 0.2 from a year ago.
evening
sets-in-use
of from
34.1,
representatives, members of the Average
1.5 from last report,
up 2.0
press and regular members of the aupyear
ago.is 80.3,
Averageno change
evening from
available
audience
Chicago Radio Management Club report, up 1.1 from a year ago. last
ittended an open luncheon Feb. 14
It the Continental Hotel in Chicago
Safeway on Coast
;o hear Hugh Feltis, Broadcast
SAFEWAY STORES Inc., Oakland,
Vleasurement Bureau president, ex- Cal.
(Nu-INIade mayonnaise), on Feb.
j)lain and report the progress of 26 starts
Something New, half-hour
' he BMB plan.
musical-variety
Melvin Brorby, vice-president of Hoagy
Carmichael program
on 7 NBOfeaturing
Pacific
sTeedham, Louis & Brorby Inc. and stations, Monday, 6-6 :30 p.m. (PWT).
Talent
line-up
also
includes
Sweeney
I member of the BMB board of di- and March, comedy team, and weekly
ectors, explained to the Chicago guest stars. Jimmy Hixon is musical
for The Teen-Agers band.
:roup that "more and more agency director
has been
prousiness
mustoutbethat
basedstation
upon owners
facts" Jack Meakin
ducer for Foote,
Cone assigned
& Belding,
.nd
pointed
Hollywood,
agency
servicing
account.
,s well as people in media are all Weekly series is in addition to the
ut to do a successful job for the daily comedy-drama, Aunt Mary, curdvertiser and that facts are esNBO Pacific
ential in media and radio.
tionrently
s by thesponsored
food onproducts
firm. sta-

ROCKFORD. ILLIISOIS
IMETROPOUTAIS POPULATION NOW

111.000

V CHECK WITH HEADLEY-REED
1000 Watts
ROADCASTING
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LARGE DEPARTMENT STORES...
... where $63,575,000 change hands across the counters in a
single year. That's the kind of department store business you find
in the WGY COMMUNITY*— that prosperous and busy section
of central and eastern New York and western New England.
— And into
WGYONEis the
ONLY area.
way you can combine this valuable
market
coverage
*WGY's primary and secondary areas contain over 18 cities
of over 25,000 population; 39 cities of over 10,000 population and
40 incorporated towns and villages of over 5000 population.
WGY
Schenectady, N. Y.
50,000
watts—
NBC — 23by years
of service
Represented nationally
NBC Spot
Sales
GENERAL

A ELECTRIC

LAND
CLEVE
NETWORK
BASIC BLUE

850 KC

5000 WATTS

BLUE Network
February 19, A1945
NY • Page 63
-«.BO COMP

Brotherhood

MASON CI

owa.

The 293,080 radio homes in the
"Heartland" area (Northern Iowa
and Southern Minnesota) are almost equally divided between urban and rural listeners. KGLO's
capable merchandising staff, a cooperative newspaper, and a greater
share of the listening audience
provide an excellent spot for testing your Post- War plans NOW.
Use KGLO and WTAD
QutHcy, Illinois
A Natural Combination

kglo
MASON C\lt-4'^^y owa
1300 K.C. 5,000 WaHs
CBS Affiliate
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AwardsCit

e

Me and Joe' and WMCA
They
TO
HONOR theCall
men, women
dramatization went
Untitled byto the
Norman
programs in radio that have made single broadcast
outstanding contributions to human Corwin, and presented by CBS;
relations and the concept of har- for the outstanding network religimonious collaboration among Amerthe citation went to
icans of all faiths, the annual Hymnsous program,
of All Churches, presented
Brotherhood Week Awards of Dis- by General Mills over NBC;_ for
tinguished Merit were announced outstanding work by an individual
last week by Dr. Everett R. Clin- station, WMCA New York was
chy, president
of the National
Con- cited,
"because
contributions
ference of Christians
and Jews.
to national
unityof initssuch
programs
Awards are granted in accordance as New World A' Coming, Advenwith the objectives of the National
tures into the Mind, and other efConference to promote justice,
forts consciously fostered to enamity, understanding and cooperacourage understanding and hartion
among
Protestants,
Catholics
mony among all groups of the
and Jews in the U. S.
American
For the people."
individual in radio conMany Citations
tributing tothe
better Kate
unFor the oustanding national netderstanding, tideal
he judgesof cited
work program series the award Smith, "because -her radio prowent to They Call Me Joe presentgrams throughout 1944 embodied
ed by NBC on the University of the the message
of understanding and
Air as a program in cooperation
among
allawards
Americans."
with the Armed Forces Radio Serv- goodwill
Judges
for
were the
National
Conference
ice. Citation to They Call Me Joe officers of the the
including
Dr.
Clinchy,
Roger
Wildeclared
that
the
program
"has
made a significant contribution to
liams Straus and Arthur H. Compthe maintenance of wholesome re- ton, co-chairmen of the Conference ;
lations because it dramatized Willard Johnson, assistant to the
among Americans of all creeds and president, and Robert A. Ashworth,
director of Brotherhood Week,
origins
a spiritfor oftheBrotherhood."
The award
outstanding Feb. 18-25.
WAR TIME REPEAL
WAITS GERMAN FALL
WAR TIME repeal has been dealt
a death blow for the present in
South Dakota, while in Nebraska
there's a move afoot to restore
standard time. In Washington,
however, there appeared little likelihood that either House of Congress
would look with favor on restoring
standard time until after VE-Day.
In South Dakota, a House-passed
bill
to repeal
war time,Committee.
died in theA
Senate
State Affairs
similar bill is pending in Nebraska.
Network affiliated stations in Nebraska reserve the 12 noon-1 p.m.
period for local programs, designed
particularly for farm audiences.
Should Nebraska revert to standard
time, the stations would lose considerable revenue and deprive their
audiences of local broadcasts.
On Thursday Sen. Wherry (RNeb.) introduced a bill (S-557) to
restore standard time. He also presented a concurrent resolution
(S.Con.Res-9) to designate a definite date terminating war time.
Both measures were referred to the
Interstate Commerce Committee.
Another bill was introduced last
week to repeal war time (HR2151), presented by Rep. Norrell
(D-Ark.), and referred to the Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee. Rep. Lea (D-Cal.),
Committee chairman, said however,
that his group likely would not
consider such legislation "at least
until after Germany falls".

It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.
It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.
There tionsarethan more
staCHNS powerful
in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • BROADCASTING
HOUSE, Halifax, Nova Scotia

Smith Lauds Air Role
[n War Bond Campaigns
Joe Weed, New
or York City
RADIO'S success as an advertising
medium in promoting Bond sales
has attracted attention in every
city
and hamletwasin told
the last
country,"
Broadcasting
week
by Robert J. Smith, whose resignation as chief of the War Finance
Division, Radio Section, has been
announced by the Treasury. His
successor is Eugene Carr, assistant
to G. A. (Dick) Richards, president
of WJR WGAR KMPC. Mr. Carr
has
givenradioseveral
leave been
to handle
for themonths'
forthcoming Seventh War Loan.
New Techniques
"War Finance Committees, including the most prominent busines men in every community," Mr.
Smith said, "have had dramatic
demonstration of its power. Radio
artists and enterprisers have been
5000 WAHS 1330 KC
stimulated to create new techniques
and patterns of operation and new
investors encouraged to participate
in the industry." He also pointed
out that in performing a social and
patriotic obligation, radio has unconsciously strengthened its prospects for postwar expansion and ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
Notional Advertisers consider WEVD
jobs for veterans.
"The job is still unfinished," Mr. a "must" to cover the great MetroSmith said, "and Gene Carr . . . politon New York Market.
will need the continued cooperation
Sencf for WHO'S MWO ©n WeVO
of the industry."
Vw*. N.
Street NewAdvertising
BROADCASTING
worn- m West• 46*Broadcast

PRESENTING
scholarships
the
newly formedtwo radio
course atto
the U. of Pennsylvania is Benedict Gimbel Jr. (1), president of
WIP Philadelphia and member
of the MBS board of directors.
Recipients of the awards are Victoria Smith, science and social
studies teacher, Morrison School,
and Marcus Konick, English teacher
at Gillespie Junior High School. The
two were selected out of more than
100 teachers
around inPhiladelphia
who
are interested
the use of
'/adio as an educational medium.
WMPS ALSO ADOPTS
NEWSCAST POLICY
WMPS Memphis has notified all
sponsors of news programs broadcast over its facilities that effective Feb. 19 such productions will
carry no middle commercials, unless onethe inmessage
is purely
the direct
interesta ofpatrithe
war oticeffort.
The plan applies to network cooperative shows as well as to locally originated
a Blue
affiliate.programs. WMPS is
The policy was announced in letters forwarded by H. R. Krelstein,
vice-president
general
manager
of the station andwhich
is operating
now under the new ownership of
Plo.ugh Inc. Station was purchased
from Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.
under FCC duopoly order.
Action of the Memphis station
pursues that taken by WJR Detroit
and KSD St. Louis. Meanwhile, the
St. Louis Post Dispatch, aflSliated
with the latter station, is continuing its editorialto campaign
all networks
eliminate urging
middle
commercials
from
and commentaries. news broadcasts
Announcing the new policy, Mr.
Krelstein
"News
more
than
just a stated:
commodity
beingisserved
up to the listeners. News influences,
informs
and should
enlightens
the public.
Thus, news
be treated
with
dignity and solemnity."

Clear Channel
(Continued from page IS)
no operation on Class I-A channels
of one nation by any other nation
party to the Havana Treaty unless
specified mileage separation and
technical considerations are met.
The suggestion was advanced
that directional antenna designs,
material and priorities be provided
so the Cuban stations can suppress
their signals to this country. This
proposal, however, was seen as
entirely unacceptable, since there
is no provision under the Treaty
for the proposed operation.
In the case of WGN, it is reported that there have been complaints to the station from outlying listeners who have surmised

LiSSEN
THE

that the interference was willful
"sabotage".
In past years, and more particularly prior to the Havana Treaty,
interference from stations below
the
border wavelengths
which "squatted"
on
American
was not
unusual. In recent months, however, there has been practically no
diflSculty with stations in Mexico
and that Government has been described as most co-operative in its
radio administration. The new Cuban operations appear to be causmore interference than at any
otheringtime.
Francis Colt De Wolf, chief of
the State Dept. Telecommunications
Division, and Harvey B. Otterman,
assistant chief, have been handling
the exchanges with the OIR and
Cuban officials via the embassy.

TO

WHAT

BWTANWICA
, POTTER

f

According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, "the Red
River Valley ... is covered by rich, silty lake deposits,
colored black by decayed vegetation, which make it
one of the most fertile tracts of the continent . . . one
of the most famous grain-producing regions of the
United States."
THAT'S why WDAY's million Red River Valley listeners constitute one of the most productive markets
in the U. S. . . . May we—sendm you all the facts?

z
N. B. C.
FARGO, N. D.
Affiliated with the Fargo Forun
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Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
(^ato IV. Engineering
Communications
Consultant
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.
BUY
WAR

BONDS

Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 10 TO FEBRUARY 16 INCLUSIVE
960 kc KROW Oakland— Same.
Decisions . . .
1270 kc KGCU Mandan, N. D.— Same.
950
kc WPEN Philadelphia— Same.
ACTIONS BY ADM. BOARD
2-1-46.
1230ed license
kc WAIM
Anderson,
S. C— GrantFEBRUARY 12
renewal
for period
ending
1480 kcto cover
KCMO CPKansas
City— Granted
license
authorizing
increase
1230
kc
WRBL
Columbus,
Ga.
—
Same.
power
to 5 kw;
conditions.
NEW-1340
kc Dublin
Broadcasting Co., Granted
1420 kclicense
KABRrenewal
Aberdeen,
D.—
for periodS. endDublin,
Ga.—
Granted
license
to
cover
CP newcenseestation
250 wSees.unlimited.
Liing
11-1-47.
granted
waiver
3.55(b)
and
1440 kc KGNC Amarillo, Tex. — Same.
3.60;Advocate
conditions.
1430 kcrenewal.
KLO Ogden, Utah — Granted
Printing fileCo.,application
Newark, C—for license
Placed
in
pending
CP new FM station.
850 kc WEEU Reading, Pa.— Adopted
petitionon requesting
canBurlington Broadcasting Co., Burling- order granting
of hearing
license renewal
ton, lMessenger
a.— Same. Publishing Co., Athens, applicationcel ation now
2-19-45; granted reO. The
— Same.
newal on regular setbasis.
Mississippi Valley Broadcasting Co., 1450 kc WLEU Erie, Pa.— Adopted or—EastSame.
Louis, H.111.—BlockSame.Co., Indianapolis
der sustaining action taken by presidThe St.William
ing officer
of Motions
Docketauthority
2-1-45
denying
petition
Isle of Dreams Broadcasting Corp., to
intervene
andof WLEU
enlargefor issues
re
Miami
—
Same.
WERC
application
for
CP.
Granite District Radio Broadcasting
111.Commodore
— Same. Broadcasting Inc., Peoria,
Board of Education, Sewanhaka High Co., Salt
Lake City, directed
Utah— Denied
rehearing,
againstpetiacSchool, Floral Park, N. Y. — Placed in
ttionion offorhearing
FCC
onapplication
10-30-44 granting
pending file application
CP new noncommercial educationalforstation.
out
of Salt withLake
new standStephens College, Columbia, Mo. — City ardBroadcasting
station 910 kc Co.1 kwfor CPunlimited
DA,
Same.
FEBRUARY 13
and granted
CP to Salt toLakeFCCCityaction
Broad-of
casting Co. pursuant
10-30-44.
1240
kc
WMIS
Natchez,
Miss.—
Granted mod. CP authorizing change
WDSU New Orleans— Adopted order
frequency
for extensionto completion
date to
Commissioner
to prethat
no 5-8-45
operationsubject
take placecondition
under designating
side at hearing
3-21-45, toCase
E. A. setStephens,
Freddetermine
Weber
this authorization
mences on 580 kc. until KALB com- whether
and H. caG.sting Co. Wall
d/b
Stephens
(WDSU) have violatedBroadSec.
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
315
of
Communications
Act;
further
authorized said Commissioner to change
FEBRUARY 13
time and
place
heretofore
fixed determine
for hear1240
kc
KXOX
Sweetwater,
Tex.—
ing,
and
to
hear,
consider,
Granted
acquisition
ofAgnes
control
by J. S. and act upon any and all petitions, moMcBeath
and Mittie
McBeath
tions and other
transfer
50%
outstanding
stock fromby hearing.
proceedings
whichpreliminary
may arisematters
prior tore
Wendell Mayes.
1400
kc
KTNM
Tucumcari,
N.
M.—
Granted vol. assgn. license from Krasin
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
& Krutzner
Broadcasting
cari Broadcasting
Co. Co. to TucumFEBRUARY 14
1450
kc
WILM
Wilmington,
Del.—
Granted license renewal for regular pe790 tionkcfor continuance
WMC Memphis—
Grantedonmo-liriod.
of hearing
application
1150 kc WDEL Wilmington, Del.— 2-19-45 cense
Same.
and renewal
continued
same tonow3t21-45set

HARVEY
CAN DELIVER

distributor of fine radio
and electronic equipment

The "Royal
of pickups
. . . cutters
. . . jewel
points
Fine
InstrumentsFamily"
are needed
to make
fine sound
recordings.
That's to'Pwhync
Pickups,
Cutters
and engineers.
Jewel PointsAUDAX
have
come
be AUDAX
choice
of
top-flight
cfthe first
\ exclusive "reloyed-flux" principle which is
Pickups
feature
the
so largelyduction oresponsible
for thethesesharp,Pickups,
clean-cutwellfacsimile
reproas the Cutters
and Jewel f MIcrodyne.
Points, has Into
gone the precisionas craftsmanship
that
makes AUDAX truly the "Royal Family" of recording accessories.
PICK-UP
FACTSI
Writethe today
valuableinbooklet
which
contains
answersfor this
towritten
most
questions
theWeil,
fieldleading
of soundauthority
reproduction,
by Maximilian
on the subject.
Upon receipt of suitable prioritu, HARVEY can promvte
you reanonahln prom lit deliveries of all AUDAX products.

HARVEY RADIO COMPANY
103 WEST 43rd STREET . NEW YORK 18. N. Y.
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Nashville Radio
Corp., andTennessee
Broadcasters,
J. W. Birdwell
Capitol
Broadcasting
Nashville,
Tenn.—
Granted joint Co.,petition
for extension
time within
which to file
findingsextended
re applications
for proposed
new station:
timeBinghamton
to 3-7-45.
Press
Co.
and
Southern
TierGranted
Radio motion
Service, for
Binghamton,
N.timeY.
—within
extensionfindings
to file proposed
offorfactnewwhich
andstation;
conclusions
re
applications
time extended to
2-24-45.
Tentative Calendar . . .
MARCH 21
WMCandMemphis—
main
aux. trans.License renewal for
Applications
FEBRUARY 12
17 WEVD
New station,
YorkCP NEW-Channel
new7400. commercial
television
ESR
1230 kclicense
KGHIfrom
LittleA. Rock,
Ark.— Vol.
assgn.
L. Chilton
and
Leonore casting
H. Service
ChUton
d/bChilton,
KGHI Leonore
Broadto
A.
L.
H.KGHIChUton
and
S.
C.
Vinsonhaler
d/b
Broadcasting
Service.
NEW-43.3
mc Sacramento
Valley
Broadcasters,
Marysville, Cal. — CP new
FM
station,
mated cost. 19,800 sq. mi., $70,800 esti1230
kc
WACO
Waco,grantTex.—
for consideration and
underPetition
FCC
Policy
application
change of14501-16-45
kc toof 1230
kc. for CP
kc KDNT Denton,
for1450consideration
and grantTex.—
underPetition
FCC
Policy
for CP
Increaseof 1001-16-45
w to of250application
w.
NEW-49.1 mc Ohio Broadcasting Co.,
East Liverpool,
O. — CPestimated
new FM cost.
station,
3,057
sq. mi., $43,350
FEBRUARY 13
WENY Elmira, N. Y.—
CPNEW-46.7
new
FM mcstation,
000
estimated
cost. 19,600 sq. mi., $60,590
kc
KSUB
City, Utah— 250
CP
change
toCedar
590
wtrans.
DN to 1340
1 kw kcD 250
w N kc,and increase
install new
1490 kcforWGKV
Charleston,
W. Va.—
Petition
and grant
unPolicyconsideration
of1001-16-45
for derCP FCCincrease
w to of250 application
w.
1240
kc
WCHV
Charlottesville,
Va.—
License to cover CP change frequency.
NEW-47.7FM mcstation
KOCY with
Oklahoma
City—of
. CP
15,394new
sq. mi.sq. amended
to coverage
specify
47.7
mc,
26,250
mi.,
change
trans,
site
andNEWequipment.
College
of
the
Pacific,
Stockton,
Cal. — CPtional new
noncommercial
educaFM emission.
NEW-46.5station,mc 1 kw,
Knoxville
Publishing
Co., Knoxville,
Tenn.
—
CP new FM stacost. tion, 13,200 sq. mi., $100,000 estimated
FEBRUARY 15
1400 license
kc WSRRfromStamford,
Vol.
assgn.
Stephen Conn.—
R.BroadcastRintoul
to ingWestern
Connecticut
Co.
NEW-1420
kc Radio Station WKEU
Thomaston,
Ga. — Petition
forPolicy
consid-of
eration aapplication
nd grant
underforFCCnew
1-16-45
of
station
250 w unlimited.

Porter

Tells Radio

Trimouiit Plans
TRIMOUNT CLOTHING Co., Bossponsor ofevery
Dorothy
on theton, Blue
other Thompson
13 weeks
since March 1942, in resuming her
commentaries for another cycle
Marching to a 4,Sunday
is understood
shiftnight spotto onbe MBS,
possibly 9:45-10 p.m. Period is now
occupied
the Jerry
Show
for Miss bySwank,
New Cooper
York, which
may shift to another time, accordWilliamYork.
H. Weintraubing to the& agency,
Co., New
Miss
Thompson is now heard sustaining
on
the
Blue,
8:15-8:30
p.m.
Shift
was not confirmed by networks or
Emilcy Mogul
Co., NewClipper
York, Craft
agenfor Trimount,
Clothes.

to Improve

Or Face Cleanup by Congress
A WARNING that networks and indiscriminately in news broadcasts
radio as a whole
must "clean
up", or temper them in good taste," said
particularly
with reference
to news
Chairman Porter. "Listeners, as
broadcasts, or Congress will do it our
mail shows, are becoming disin the form of restrictive legislaturbed by the increasing trend to
tion was sounded by FCC Chair- the former practice. If public sentiman Paul A. Porter in an interview
ment
mediums like the Post-Dispublished last Wednesday in the
patch are successful in getting the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, owner of radio industry to impose voluntary
KSD St. Louis.
standards in the broadcasting field,
Interviewed by Edward A. Har- then these mediums will have performed afine service to listeners
ris of the Post-Dispatch Washington bureau, Mr. Porter commended
broadcasters
alike."level of ecothe lead of the St. Louis publication andBecause
of the high
in advocating freeing newscasts of
nomic activity, radio is enjoying its
Openof WJNO
House West
interruping commercial plugs and greatest era of prosperity, the NEWWJNO
STUDIOS
objectionable sponsors. He termed chairman continued, but he warned Palm Beach, Fla., will be dedicated
significant the fact that the Post- that radio must think, also, in terms Friday (Feb. 23) with a special
Dispatch stand has been endorsed of public service as well as commer- program, 7:30-8 p.m., presenting
countyat officials
and Beach.
promby Broadcasting, which the Pulitcial enterprise. "The Post-Dispatch city andinent visitors
West Palm
zer paper termed "the recognized is calling broadcasters to account," This week
18-24)
is
said. "In effect it is reminding house" at the(Feb.
spokesman for the radio industry." he
new studios, 1500"openN.
■ Mr. Porter emphasized that the the industry that announcers are
Dr.fromWJNO
moved Rd.its transOkeechobee
to the
Commission lacks authority to ex- guests in the homes of the listeners Flagler mitter
ercise control over program con- and that they should respect that new Flagler Dr. site at the retent,
to bar
use of but
obqiuneatset aohazard
f Army Air
Forces
to elimsceneexceptlanguage
and thelotteries,
caused
by the
stahospitality."
tion's
tower,
which
formerly
adhe warned that unless voluntary
N.
Y.
Libel
BiU
joined Morrison Field. New site
controls are exercised by radio itcombines
studios,
offices
and
transself. Congress may take action to IRWIN STEINGUT (Kings counmitter.Heminway,
WJNO, ovmednowby onLt. active
Marshall
insure good
minority leader in the New
nation on thetaste
air. in news dissemi- York ty),Assembly,
on Feb.
9 intro- Navy duty; his brother, Lt. John
d
u
c
e
d
a
bill
to
extend
the
provisions
H. Heminway, oh duty with the
Overall Question
of the libel section of the State Army,
and Stephen P. Willis, genlaw to include broadcasting
Heralding the Post-Dispatch penal
eral manager,
is a kcCBSwithoutlet,
well as publications. A similar
erating on 1230
250 op-w
stand as reflecting the views of the as
people. Chairman Porter said lead- bill died in committee last year.
ing broadcasters had expressed concern over "excessive commercialpov/er.
ism" on the air. "This leads directSERVICE
DIRECTORY
ly to the overall question of whether
broadcasting will develop primarily
into an exclusively entertainment
and advertising medium or wheth'GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Custom-Built
er, in addition, it will go into the
Radio Engineering C»i
Speech Input Equipment
education and public service field
U.
S.
RECORDING
CO.
for
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
said which
the FCCstations
chairman.are licensed,"
1121 VermontDIsHct
Ave.,1640
Wath. 5, D. C
Kansas
City,
Mo.
Broadcasters, he added, have de- Washington, D. C. Hollywood, Cal.
(Subj. to Govt B«s.)
veloped a"kind of new dimension
in
the
reporting
of
news".
He
pointed out that in rural areas a
/Advertising iAgencies
MORE RF KILOWAH HOURS
large segment of the population deWithout Canadian Connections
PER DOLLAR WITH
news. pends primarily on radio for its
F&O TRANSMITTING TUBES
"The issue is whether radio sta- Freeland & Olsclmer Products, Inc.
633
Dominion Sq. BIdg., Montreal,
Canada
RECORDINGS
REG'D
tions will cry out advertising wares
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
FOR
COMPLETE • PRODUCTION
ANDANDRECORDING
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FRENCH
ENGLISH
Write
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NAB WOMEN START
WORLDWIDE PLAN
TO INAUGURATE its 1945 campaign, "Women of the United Nathe Assn.
DiKANSAS
rtions",
ectors of the
NAB ofheldWomen
a meeting
at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York
on Feb. 17. Dorothy Lewis, NAB
coordinator of listener activity,
presided Following
over the
the luncheon
afternoonat 3ses: 30
CITY
. p.m., sion.
Mrs. Roosevelt broadcast on
CBS, and Queen Wilhelmina of the
Netherlands
was expected to go on
the
air.
With the cooperation of the 45
United Nations, Inter-American
Commission of Women, the CIAA,
and 25tions, amajor
national
organizaprojectEach
of United
national
scope
was started.
Nation
is supplying nouancements fseries
of
spot
anor 700 women broadcasters
and
the
25
national
organizations will submit three spots, to
be assembled and released by NAB.
Ruth Chilton, president, AWD,
and commentator of WCAU Philadelphia,which
presiding began
over theat morning session,
10:30
K
a.m., lead a panel discussion including leading women commentathe meetingtors.wereGuestCol.speakers
E. M. for
Kirby,
chief.
Radio Branch, War Dept. Bureau
of Public Relations; Elizabeth
Loiig,ities,director
of Women's
ActivCBC ; and others.
Miss Chilton
O
presented Mrs. Roosevelt with an
AWD award. Herbert Lehmann,
UNRRA director and Rep. Emily
Taft Douglas, of 111. also were
scheduled to address the meeting.
z
Gum Co. Plans
CLARK Bros. Chewing Gum Co.,
Pittsburgh, is understood to have
appointed Duane Jones Co., New
York, to handle advertising. Agency is reported to be lining up a
network program for the company
Y
which formerly sponsored John J.
Anthony's Good-will Hour on MBS.
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD

FAMED FIGHTING FIRST Marine Division stepped out of the mood of
battle to write Valentine greetings — in verse — to those back home. This
Battle Broadcast
team recorded
the wire
Leathernecks'
tent sound
proofed
with blankets,
and had the
recordingspoems
flown into a USMC
Pub
lie Relations Headquarters for station distribution. Correspondents are
(1 to r) : Pfc. David Piel, former manager of Yale U. station, WOCD;
S/Sgt. Thomas P. Carson, formerly with GE; Pfc. Roger L. Roberts
who was an announcer-technician for KLS Oakland; 2nd Lt. Edward
J. Burman, former announcer with KQW San Francisco; Corpl. Alvin
G. Flanagan, who recorded Peleliu invasion, and was at WOR New
York, KDKA Pittsburgh, WSB Atlanta before entering the service.
James Kopf
JAMES KOPF,
38, ofElthePaso,
sales died
department of KTSM
last week after a long illness. Mr.
Kopf's brothers,
Kopf,
vice-president
and Harry
general C.manager
of NBC
Central
division,
and
ard Kopf, Chicago manager of RichPaul
Raymer
Co., iswent
to Texas
the
funeral. He
survived
by hisforwife,
a daughter and sister.
REPRESENTATIVES
offices will meet Feb. 23of atBBDO's
the Wal-11
dorf-Astoria inNew York for an allday session
to reviewfuture
the plans.
year's The
activities and discuss
meeting is an annual affair.

Law Behind Technique
In Radio, Says Otterman
"LEGALLY, radio has not kept
pace with radio from the technical
aspect," Harvey Otterman, assist
ant chief
of the
Telecommunications Division
of the
State Dept.
stated last week before the Inter
American Defense Board and went
on to more
say that
perhapsdomestically
it doesn't
need
regulation
but
it "could certainly
be benefited
by clarification
of the law
in some
'Touching on postwar planning,
Mr. Otterman stated "reasonable
internationalization" is being
respects."
thought
about in the administration of radio.

— Classified Advertisements —
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Help Wanted
Operator-announcer.
First beclass
radio-of
telephonecommercial
license. Must
capable
news
and
announcing.
For regional NBC station In western
city of932,25,000.
Good post-war future.
Box
BROADCASTING.
If
you
are
a
good,
all-round
announcer
3 and
RCA equipment,
we canfamiliar
youwithimmediately.
lentuseopportimlty
and good Excelsalary
•l for the right man. Forty-eight hour
Ji-t:' hours.
week withThistimeIs and
a
half
over
forty
a growing organlza'5.1 the
tion man
and tell
a bigus station.
If you
are
A.
about
your
experi:J 1 dress
ence and
you can Join us. AdBox when
3. BROADCASTING.
/ 250forwattgoodBluestudio
Network
station available
looking
announcer
about April
1st. midwest.
Family man
prejirX:1 ferred.
Located
Excellent
opportunity
for
steady
employment.
A first,help.
second
restricted
wovdd
Sendordetails
to Boxlicense
182,
I BROADCASTING.
iC^Dependable
versatile
announcer
with
referencesSouthwestern
needed by 5 city
kw NBC150,000.
afntliI News,
filiate.
commercials, no controls.
Ideal
n-l CASTING.
working conditions. Box 183, BROADi. Goodlicense,
combination
man duties
with first
class
to fortakeprogressive,
over
as chief
engineer
local
250
watt
Midwest. toGoodBoxsalary.
Send station.
qualifications
218,
; BROADCASTING.
! \nnouncer
Outstanding
network
affiliate —wants
all-aroundlocalannouncer
' Offer
of proved
ability
and
experience.
or more monthly de; pending$200.00
thingon withqualifications.
first letter. TellBoxevery243,
BROADCASTING.
[ftj.1Slanted
—
Reliable
man
with
average
announcing ability for network affiliate,
References required. Box 247, BROADifffe CASTING.
i( knnouncers,
first and
censes.254,Excellent
pay. third
Midwestclasslocal.11Box
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Good
position
announcer
who
can forwriteoperator
copy.
Permanent
place alsoinman.
production
department
right
Wire
collect,
KFJI,for
Klamath Falls, Oregon.
Dependable, experienced announcer with
good references.
Send allTexas.
qualifications. KCMC, Texarkana,
Wanted
—
Combination
man
by
basic
Blue tactnetwork
250 watt station.
ConG. B.ington, IMcDermott,
KBUR, Burlowa.
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Manager—
Programproduction,
man withsales,
8 years
announcing,
will
manageBox small
station. Let's talk it
over.
258, BROADCASTING.
Engineer
with experience
all phases
of broadcasting,
recentlyin discharged
from
army, desires
local station
or wouldmanagement
consider anyof
sound,BROADCASTING.
well-paying proposition. Box
259,
Newsposition
editor-announcer
permanentof
with
news(5seeks
department
progressive
station
kwediting
or better).
Four
years
experience
and
presenting
newsNBCin outlet.
metropolis
600,000
through
Ufurnish
yourof
offer
sounds
interesting
will
references,
photo,
and transcription.
WUl
consider
permanent
positionwithas
newsman
or program
director
growing
250-watter
Ifstation.
permitted
buy
small
interest
in
Box 256,to
BROADCASTING.
Heresenseis ofa theprogram
true
word. manager
8 successfulin years
in programming
field
with
top
staNow with capacity.
5kw outlet,Desires
in directivegrtions.
production
proa
m
o
r
production
position
offering
plenty of work to be done. Excellent
references
and logicalBoxreason
seeking new affiliation.
255, for
BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager or program director.
Experienced
network
affiliate op-to
eration.inInterested
inDraft
returning
smaller east
community.
Prefer
or
midwest.
Boxexempt.
260,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer—
Play'oy-play football,
andbaseball
rebroadcast,
also basketboxing. Straight
cast, ball,
ad lib interviews,
plvis Married,
5sportsyears
staff
announcing
experience.
4F.
State
salary.
Box
261,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-newscaster
years experience. Know German.— 2 Prefer
south.
Box 262, BROADCASTING.
Salesman—
Young,
holder
of
third-class
license, ferably
4F, southexcellent
references,
or southwest.
Box pre263,
BROADCASTING.
Station
manager
desires
to
make
change,
successful
record,opportunity
well knownto
in industry.salesDesires
secure muminterest
in
station.
$7500
can beminiarrandrawing.
ged. Box 264,Interview
BROADCASTING.
1st classter engineer.
engineer,Available
as chiefatoronce,
transmit4A, 16 years of engineering. Box draft
266,
BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer—
Electrical
engineering
all phases
ofdegree.
radio.SixBoxyears274, experience
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted—
Chiefstation.
engineerStateforage,250 qualiwatt
basic Blue
f
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
a
n
d
other
necessary
details
Contact G. Iowa.
B. McDermott, ICBUR
Burlington,
Newscaster
wanted.
Send qualifications,
referencesAlso
and expected
salary in first
letter.
Amarillo,
Texas.transcription. KGNC,
Operator-announcer.
class license.
Must be capable
ofFirstcommercial
announcing.
Permanent
position,
good
salary.dio station
Can onsupervise
city
police
raside. Mutual
Wanted byterested, February
20. Wireaffiliate.
if ins
e
n
d
voice
recording.
KBND,
Bend, Oregon.
Opportunity
for and
all-ro\ind
man writwith
resonant voice
exceptional
ingtion,ability.
Send
photo,
transcripscripts.
State
salary
expected.
WilliamCincinnati,
F. HollandOhio.
Agency, Hotel Sinton,
Permanent
positionexperience.
operator-announcer
with general
Progressive
three
station
organization.
RCA
equipment.
Wire
collect,
draft
status,
salary, tings.availability.
Mall
voice
cutThe
Western
Radio
Corporation, The Dalles, Oregon.
North Carolina
1000 watt Nodaytime
station needs8:00announcer.
night Good
work
orstarting
before
a.m.withFortyopportunity
hours.
salary
advance. turned
Prefer
draft
exempt working
or re-to
veteran.
Pleasant
conditions
and
in
fine
town.
State
first letter to WBBB, Burlington, N. allC.
Situations Wanted
Two competent
executives
available.
Former
station
manager,
direct
sales,
publicity
and
announcers.
Producerdirector,grams,supervise
sponsored
promusical productions
forfacilities.
profitable
promotion
ofsmall
stationinvestment.)
(Can
make
joint
Box 198, BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer—
Nine years experience,
excellent
technical
plus
abilitying andtoprogramming.
handle allbackground
types announc•romotion-continuity
manideaswanted.
We
can
use
a
man
with
to
spend
nent connection withDesires
wide permaawake
part of his
time
doing
station
prostation ments.planning
postwar
advancemotion
and some ofLethisustimeknowin
State salary,Box
working
and livwriting
continuity.
ing
conditions.
228,
BROADwhat
salary
you
expect,
what
your
CASTING.
experience
has
been,
and
let
us
see
samples
of promotion
you week
have done Top flight midwest newscaster and
on other
48 hour
time
and stations.
a half over
40 hours. with
Box
rewrite 1st.
man,Present
33 andHooper
4F, available
265, BROADCASTING.
March
5.6 solid
(8 yrs.) capable
experienceas editor
makes orthis
man
equally
special
Wanted
—
Sound
effects
technicians,
television
maintenance
engineers,
events
director.
Upr>er
bracket
salary.
Box
257,
BROADCASTING.
transmitter
engineers.
Experienced.
Essential.
Major
New
York
City
network. Write detaUs. Box 268, BROADCASTING.
CHIEF ENGINEER
nnouncer
— Progressive
mldwestem
station located
inannouncer-producer
a prosperous
community
wants
5000 watt NBC station with pending application for FM, desires experior announcer-newscaster.
Top salary
to rightto man.
Applicant
must
enced chief engineer whose practical knowledge and executive ability is
bepaid
prepared
submit
voice audition
based
on sound engineering education. Normally, he will stand no
onInterview
request.or Will
pay
expenses
for
final
share
expenses
for
movstudio
or transmitter watch, and will have charge of all technical pering this territory. Write Box 277,
BROADCASTING.
sonnel and equipment. Pending post-war construction at WIS, the right
man can handsomely supplement his earnings by 15 hours weekly
Wanted — eAnnouncer
with
some station,
experin
c
e
.
1
0
0
watt
network
schedule of teaching radio theory at University of South Carolina. Next
lovely Georgia city. Not a wartime
semester begins March first and prompt action is necessary. Position at
Job.
Operator'sso ticket
not essential,
but desirable
he would
be availWIS
is permanent, teaching is temporary. Write fullest details past
able
for
one
relief
operating
shift
each with
week. a Forfuture,
a permanent
connecexperience, salary expected, and submit small photo. All responses
,1 tion
advise
us
all
details and
for 48
confidential. G. Richard Shafto
[ ING.
hour
week.salary
Box requirements
281, BROADCASTStation WIS
xst
class operators
City
40 Permanent
hour NBCweek.affiliate.
Possibility
Columbia,
South Carolina
ofNoof 125,000.
overtime.
connection.
ING.stragglers. Box 285, BROADCASTROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Wanted to Buy
Wanted towattbuy—
Your auxiliary
5 kilotransmitter,
also frequency
monitor. Box
135, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to mitbuy—
2 one-kUowatt
transers, 1five-kilowatt
transmitter.
2 consoles,
modulation
monitor,
quency
monitor,
100,000
feet
of
No.fre-8
or 10 copper
wire, microphones,
turntables,
amplifiers
and
any
miscelyou may have for
cash. Boxlaneous140,equipment
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
to buycrystal
— Groundoven.
wire and
BC 46T
Box Bliley
150,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
to
buy—
Party
fully
qualified,
financially and otherwise, will buy
going
5 kilowatt
radio population.
station in
aPurchasers
field 1 ofto 100,000
or more
wUlthird
Identify
themselves
responsible
party.
Box 158,to
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to quency
purchase.
FCC approved
fremonitor, modulation
monitor,
WE 1126A.
compression
amplifier, type
11 A
orBox
Advise
manufacturers
type.
242, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
buy—preferably
Any goodWincharger,
tower 150
feet
or towire,
more,
ground
Cannon
plugs.
Also, can
use
goodreplies
salesman
announcers.
Address
to Boxand 289,
BROADCASTING.
Want to buy, regardless of condition.
Westernmicrophones.
Electric "Dynamic"
618A
type
Radio Station
KFAB,
coln,Engineering
Nebraska. Department, LinWanted
— Recording
equipment and
good condition.
F.playback
Hollandcin ainti,Agency,
Hotel Sinton,WUliam
CinOhio.
Miscellaneous
Free lance
writers. Team,
excellent preradio andpares
advertising
background,
commercial
announcements,
dramas,
variety,
documentary
or
novelty programs,
to merchandise yourtailor-made
product. Box
267,
BROADCASTING.
Successful
commercial
radio
broadcaststation programs
manager and
overer, 7,500
offersproducer
completeof
study
in retail
only Francisco.
$1.00.
Box radio
3519, broadcasting
Rincon Annex,for
San
COMPETENT
NON-COMBATANT
Veteran — WAC Captain
READY TO RE-ENTER RADIO
4 years radio experience:
Copy and script writing
Broadcasting
Station Advertising Manager
3 years newspaper work
BOX 290, BROADCASTING
7<^. SCHOOL^
RADIO TECHNIQUE
Exdutivdy fa Radio BroatUoMtlttg )
( America'!
Oldtt DaySchool
6 Weeks'
CourseDnotod
MARCH 5
8 Weeks' Evening Course
AAARCH 16
Taught
by Network
FrofBMfionalt,
Beginner
Advanced jor
ttudentM,
includes&
•• Newscosting
Announcing • Station• Acting
Routine
•a Continuity
Diction
Commentating Writing •• Voica
Co-ed.
Inquirel
Call orModerate
Writeaccepted
forrate*.
Booklet
B.
under 6. ifI. quali
Bill.
R.K.O. BUILDING,RADIO CITY,N.Y.
CIRCLE 7-0193
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Additional

Allocations
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NEWS SPONSORSHIP
REVISED BY KFI
WITH KFI Los Angeles having issued aukase against expression of
private
on locallyprograms,
sponsored newsopinion
commentary
William B. Ryan, KFI general manager, has advised
clients the
that status
commentators may embrace
of newstionsanalysts
if
their
qualificajustify such an appellation.
Station recently shattered all
precedent
when agencies
and March
sponsors were notified
that after
1 local commentators expressing
personal
and non
interpretations wouldopinions
be personae
gratae.
[Broadcasting,
12]. byStatement of policy asFeb.issued
Mr.
Ryan reads in part as follows:
"Effective March 1, KFI Los
Angeles will inaugurate a new policy insoredthenews programs.
broadcasting^Direct
of sponwire
reports,
commonly
known
news' will be supplemented asby 'spot
programs featuring
news analysis.
Commentators
expressing
personal
opinions and interpretations will be
The news editors of the station,
discontinued."
it was announced, will concentrate
on analysis of all news material
to the end that the listening public may be fully informed about
important events
of the and
day. news
Furthermore, newscasters
analysts must be KFI employes.
For the present KFI will look to
NBC, with which it is affiliated, to
furnish its listeners with a sufficient number of qualified commentators. In announcing this policy,
that it thewasKFIthemanagement
result of longstated
and
ming.
careful analysis of news program-

KXA-WJZ Accord
Is Declared Invalid
Simultaneous Operation at
Night Not Authorized
OPERATION of KXA Seattle after local sunset, even by permission
of WJZ New York, dominant station on the 770-kc clear channel
on which KXA is a secondary station, would be a violation of Sec.
3.23(b) ofulations,the
FCC Ruleslast& week
Regthe Commission
advised American Radio Telep. Co.,
licensee of the Seattle station.
KXA late last month filed with
the Commission a proposed scheduletiveof Feb.
operation,
become
effec1 for onetoyear.
Attached
was an agreement signed by Keith
Kiggins, vice-president
of theliAmerican
Broadcasting Co.,
censee of WJZ, stipulating that
WJZ ulehadwhichnocalled
objections
to the sched-of
for operation
KXA from 10 p.m. to midnight
(PWT) through
Monday; Saturday,
10 p.m.-3anda.m.10
Tuesday
p.m.-3 a.m. Sunday, in addition to
the station's regular hours of 6
a.m. sion
to wrote
localKXAsunset.
The Commisas follows:
Under the provisions of Sec.
3.23(b) of theStation
Commission's
&
Regulations,
KXA hours
is Rules
licensed
tolocaloperate
during
daytime
until
sunset,
and hours
in addition,
during
those
nighttime
when
Station
WJZIt appears
is off the air. schedule which
you have filedfromthattheafter
signing off
at sunset,castingyoueach evening
intend toat resume
10 PWT.
p.m.broadandby
continue
until
12
midnight,
virtue
of
an
agreement
with
W.TZ.
Any
simultaneous
operation
of
KXA
and
WJZ
during nighttimethehours
would
not
be consistent
of Sec.
3.23 (b) with
and wouldnrovisions
not be
within
the scope of your existing license.
Since an extension of your operating
rights canmissiononly
by Comaction,beandpermitted
not
with
otheroperating
licensees,
vou byareiscontract
advised
that
this
schedule
invalid
insofar
as
it
purports
to
authorize
KXA
to operate
simultaneously
with after
WJZ. local sunset
KXA, now operating with 1 kw,
has anonapplication
fulltime
770 kc, withpending
10 kw forpower.

Invited by FCC Announcement
Video, FM Interests to Submit New Information;
RTPB Works on Recommendations Below 25 Mc
IN LINE with its open-mind policy ciety of Plastics Industry, William
regarding allocations above 25 mc,
Cruse, execvitive vice-president.
the FCC last week announced that T. RTPB
Panel 2, meeting in New
persons appearing at oral argument York last Wednesday, voted not to
submit
briefs
or to appear for oral
Feb.
28 may
submitthat"anyhasadditional
relevant
material
been de- argument, inasmuch as the individual
in disagreement
since the2. allocation hear- with the FCC panelsproposals
ings closedveloped"Nov.
will act.
That announcement came after
Dr. Jolliffe turned the meeting
television and FM interests in- over to F. M. Ryan, vice-chairman,
formally advised the Commission for a discussion of allocations bethey had unearthed information
low 25 mc. Panel 2 agreed to conwhich might have some bearing on
sider such allocations on a worldwide basis rather than confine its
future allocations. Customarily oral
argument would be confined to the work to a national basis. Each panel
record, but in the case of alloca- affected will be asked to collect data
tions— a major policy step — the on the overall requirements of each
Commission will keep an open mind radio service, to provide Panel 2
until after all available evidence with information of value for international consideration.
has been submitted [Broadcasting,
Feb. 121.
William J. Halligan, president of
Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, last
Although deadline for filing week
commended the FCC on its
briefs is Feb. 21, none had been
received as Broadcasting went to proposal to move FM to the 84-102
press and Commission legal and mc band. Police and amateur experiences inthe 30-60 mc area show
engineering departments were pre- long-distance
he said.
pared for a last-minute rush. Com- FM above 80 interference,
mc will assure
the
mis ioner E. K. Jett, who has been
public
a
high
fidelity
service
free
serving as unofficial chairman pro from static and man-made disturtern of the allocations proceedings,
bance, and from
at the behest of his fellow-Commisterference fromanya danger
distantof FMinsioners, had urged that briefs be
on the same frequency,
filed early [Broadcasting, Jan. 16]. transmitter
he asserted.
Charles R. Denny Jr., CommisMr. Halligan discounted the ecosion general counsel, said last week
nomic phaseonly
as "not
too serious",
the Commission hoped to announce contending
a comparatively
the order of appearances in the few transmitters
of the 010 Political Action
operate
in the WORK
educating
labor ofin the
the
oral argument late this week. Ar- 42-50 mc band. Sets normally
be- Committee
use of radioin and
the action
gument opens Feb. 28 and continues
come
obsolete,
he
added.
Those
still
United
Automobile
Workers
Union,
through March 2. Mr. Denny sug- in operation could be converted at CIO, against WHKC Columbus, O.,
gested that all those who have filed
with a changed radio
Cyrus T. Read, Halli- are credited
towards
labor that hasCBS
resulted
for appearances plan to be in a small cost.
crafters sales engineering director, inpolicy
union
programs
and
Washington
for the three-day ses- disclosed that his firm for five the Blue, according ontoNBC,
an
article,
"Is
sion.
years has been building sets to Republic
Radio
Going
Liberal?"
in
the
New
for Feb. PAG
12. Authors
are
Emil
Several additional requests for receive AM, FM and radiotelegraph Gorwin, former
radio
director,
oral argument have been filed since signals on any frequency from and Alan Reitman, chief of the PAG
the original list was published in 27.8-143
labor desk.
mc.
the Feb. 5 Broadcasting. These
Alexanderson Cited
include: Leonard L. Asch, Capitol
Broadcasting Co., licensee of
DR.
E. F. W. ALEXANDERSON,
WBCA Schenectady, who opposes
General Electric consulting engithe proposed allocation of FM to
neer, was awarded the Cedergren
Tmi^sioN
DEPT.
l|
the 84-102 mc band; Maj. Edwin H.
gold
medalof bySweden
the Royal
Technicalto
Institute
as a tribute
Armstrong, inventor of FM; J. E.
his work as a scientist and as a
Brown, Zenith Radio Corp.; Socreatortact ofbetween
goodSweden
will andand closer
the U.con-S.
Babson Bros, on 8
Dr. Alexanderson is the inventor
FIVE MORE stations have been
of an alternator for a frequency of
added to the upstate New York
100,000 cycles per second, perfected
farm network program conducted
in 1906. He has 300 GE patents
taken out in his name, covering a
by Rym Berry for Babson Bros.,
large part of electrical engineering.
Chicago, makers of dairy farm
equipment. The n£w additions are:
WWNY Watertown, N. Y., WOSH
Manpower Spots
Oshkosh; WSAU Wausau, WKBH
LaCrosse, and WIBA Madison,
WAR MANPOWER Emergency
Wis., bringing to a total of eight
Committee, Chicago, on Feb. 13 bestations which now carry Rym
gan approximately 18 spot a
nouncements weekly on the followBerry's chats "across the barnyard
ing
in and around
gate"
to
farm
listeners.
Selection
WENRstationsWIND
WJJD Chicago
WGES :
of a New England station has been
WAIT WAAF WCFL WGN
proposed for future expansion of
WHFC WEDC WCRW WSBC
the dairy farm coverage in the
WLS. Contract for one to two weeks
East. Rym Berry has been on
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix was
WHCU Ithaca, WGY Schenectady
placed
and WSYR Syracuse.
ing,
Chicago.by Foote, Cone & Bald'It's Called the Winchell-Vision Model!"
BROADCASTING
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•ADVERTISING

MUST

PACE PROGRESS

This Campaign

Into FOOD

Put

SALES!

When the Sun-Maid Raisin Growers of California commenced, back in 1921, the advertising theme "Had Your Iron Today?" they
helped start a trend that has vitalized food
sales ever since. Today, scores of every-day
foods are profiting from Sun-Maid's pioneering by promoting their therapeutic values.

In the
Advertising

Must

DISTRIBUTION

Give

SELLING is going to have to be stepped up
beyond anything we have yet known, if we
are to avoid disastrous economic dislocation
in the Distribution Decade after Victory! For
to maintain a safe employment level, we as a
Nation will have to consume 40% more industrial production than in our greatest prewar year.
There will be manpower, manufacturing
facilities, money and materials aplenty to pro-

New

VITALITY

DECADE
To

duce goods. The problem will be to distribute
these goods efficiently, economically and speedily. That means accelerated sales — and a new
opportunity and responsibility for Advertising.
The alert advertising men who are perfecting plans for the Distribution Decade will find
that we at The Nation's Station have not been
idle, either. When the time comes, we will
have much to tell you about the great 4-State
Market that is WLW-land!

WLWj
ION OF THE CBOStCr COBPORAT/ON^^^T
THE

NATION'S

MOST

Sales!

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

WKY

Covers

Oklahoma's

45%

MORE

Second

IT IS not enough to say that WKY
covers the largest radio audience in
Oklahoma.
WKY covers the largest drug market,
the largest food market, and the biggest
and
best-buying market for any product
in Oklahoma.
Sixty-one percent of the $28,523,000
spent in Oklahoma's drug stores in 1943
was spent in WKY's primary coverage
area (morning). Forty-two percent of
this amount was spent in the primary
coverage
area of Oklahoma's second station.
Furthermore, per capita drug sales in
the WKY area were $26.42, compared
Avith $21.55 in the second station's area.
WKY, therefore, covers an area in

than

Station!

which sellers of drug and toiletry items
should be especially interested, an area
which no other station in Oklahoma but
WKY can deliver.
That WKY delivers this area, with
only slight variations, morning, afternoon and night, is a fact proved by the
statewide study of Oklahoma listening
conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan, University
of Wichita, on whose impartial findings
the coverage areas referred to above
were also based.
Most important of all, WKY can back
up these statements by the experience of
past and present advertisers who know
that WKY delivers sales across the
counter in greater number and at lower
cost than does any other Oklahoma
station.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Slockmon
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KIZ, Denver (Affiliated Msnvt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, SMC.

.PRICE IS CENTS

The

Weekly,^^^

Newsmagazine

of Radio

WHO
Jkntu/s

u/here

Herb

isf

Some radio farm editors (good ones, too) are desk
men primarily. WHO and our top-notch Farm
Editor, Herb Plambeck, have a different conception
of the job.

day markets and the 30-minute Corn Belt Farm
Hour. He also supervised such outside events as
the Radio Corn Festival, Master Port Producers
Project and the Volunteer Crop Corps Honor Roll.

For instance, let's take a one year period as an
example of Herb's comings, goings and doings.
Last year Herb travelled 22,640 miles (including a
trip to England as an accredited Correspondent,
to report on British farmers' wartime methods,
etc.), attended 224 meetings, made 130 personal
appearance talks to 34,553 listeners, sent 3,020 letters, received 595 official callers and made 249
calls. At the studio his department took care of
2,610 listeners' letters. In addition he prepared and
presented most of the Farm News broadcasts, noon-

To what purpose all this bustle? WHO has the
theory that after winning the preference of a whole
State you keep it by doing something better than
wearing out the seat of your pants in a swivel chair.
Herb agrees with us, and proves the point with
results! For one result — Iowa Prefers WHO!
+

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 WatU
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., ^alionml Representatne*

DUG-OUT

INTERVIEWS

SCOREBOARD

- 7 Quarter -Hours

- 7 Quarter -Hours
BEFORE

WHITE

SOX

WUy.

W\ly. - 24 W\s.
- 24 W\s

and AFTER

BASEBALL

BROADCASTS

WJJD
20,000

WATTS

^lilca^o 5 JlcLi^Qit Undcpandeni
WALGREEN
OLD

DRUG
GOLD

CO.

Station

again sponsors games for 7th consecutive year.

again co-sponsors games for the 2nd consecutive year.

WJJD Inc.,
230 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago 1, Illinois.
STATE 5466

PAUL H. RAYMER,
366 Madison Ave.,
New York City
MURRAY HILL 2-8689

STATION
flA

LeJjL ^/

dlsL

IMg
On

Packing
WSIX

Plant
For

To

Continutj

Seventh

Year

D. M. McBride, Sales Manager, Neuhoff Packing Company signs another WSIX contract.
Another time buyer, in a position to judge the merits of an advertising medium
at close range, continues to place the major portion of his company's advertising
over WSIX year after year.
Join the long list of representative advertisers who have learned, by many years
of actual advertising experience, that WSIX produces SATISFACTORY RESULTS
AT LOW SALES COST.
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC., ISational Representatives

Published every Monday, 53rd Entered
issue (Year
Book Number)
Publications,
as second
class matterpublished
March in14,February
1933, at byPostBroadcasting
Office at Washington,
D. C,Inc.,
under870actNational
of March Press
3, 1879.Building, Washington 4, D. C.

• # ^

nt sw^^^'n^rf"-

ease'

5,000

tap"
s

,,»oRt;

to

bet
AM

BROAaeASTING
The Weeklv^M^ ^ewsmagozine of Radio
; : broadcast Advertising

New

Orleans Bankers

or • • •

Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone: ME 1022
IN THIS ISSUE . . ,
FM Allocation to Feature FCC Hearing 13
Byron PriceTellsGivesNBCViews
on FreePolicies
Radio 1314
Trammell
Commercial
Four Net OfFicials Named to CAB Board 14
House Group Would Clip AFM Power 15
Iwo Landing Provided Radio Beat
15
Clear-Channel Hearing Set for May 9 16
Million-wCalled
StationMost-Decorated
Sought for Mexico
Clarke
Announcer — 16'
18
Wozencraft Opens Own Law Office 18
50-kw Stations Gross Over 58 Millions 21
Rogow Problems
Opposes Confront
'Post' Crusade
Labor
Television 2822
Dairy Program
HonorsfromWarLuzonEmployes
Vessel
Relays Copy
Area 5334
80%
of
Stations
at
Meets
Sign
With
Convention Permits Easier to Get BMB_ 5756
Score of Petitions Seek New Stations 58
Briefs Filed in FCC Allocation Hearing 60
Curfew Hits Late Night Programs 70
DEPARTMENTS
Advertisers
48
Room 5010
46 Control
Our
Respects
To — 4038
Personal
Notes
Agencies
10
Behind
52
Purely Programs
Business theof Mike
Bcstg— 4244 Sellers
of Sales —
Editorial
38 Network Accounts- 67
FCC Actions 66 Sid Hix
70
SOL TAISHOFF
Editor and Publiehtr
EDITORIAL
ROBERT K. RICHARDS, Editorial Dirtctor
WASHINGTON:
Frank Beatty,
Managing
Xiitor;
Bailey, J.Associate
Editor.
STAFF:
Levy,neyBillLawrence
Mary Posey.
Zurhorst, Jmek
SidShelley, NormaChristopher,
Pugliese, Jerry
CHICAGO: Florence Small, Mgr.; Jean EldridK*.
HOLLYWOOD: David Glickman, Mgr.; Marjorie
Barmettler.
TORONTO: James Montagnes.

Yazoo County Farmers
(with money in the bank) . . .
Folks

turn

first to-

NEW ORLEANS
A DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIUERSITy
THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts ★ Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Kalz Agency, Inc.

BUSINESS
MAURY LONG, Business Manager
WASHINGTON:
Breslau,Eleanor
Adv. Production
Manager;Woodward.
HarryBobStevens,
Carpenter,
Marie
AUDITING:
Catherine Steele, Mildred
Racoosin.B. T. Tabhoff.
NEW YORK:Patricia
S. J.AnnPaul,Foley.
New York AdveHiting
Manager;
CHICAGO : Florence SmaU, Mgr.; Jean Eldridge.
HOLLYWOOD:
Barmettler. David Glickman, Mgr.; Marjorie
TORONTO: James Montagnes.
CIRCULATION
BERNARD PLATT, Circulation Manager
WASHINGTON: Elsie Ewers, Dorothy Youdb.
ADDRESSES
WASHINGTON: Natl. Press BIdg. MEtropltn. 1022
NEW YORK: 250 Park Ave. PLaza 5-8355.
CHICAGO: 360 N. Mich. Ave. CENtral 4115.
HOLLYWOOD: 1509 N. Vine St. Gladstone 7353.
TORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission BIdg. Elgin 0775.
Copyright 19iS by Broadcasting Priblieationa Int.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: 55.00 PER YEAR, 15c PER COP
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Let^s
WCHS

look

LISTENEES

at

HAVE

the

PRODUCED

Record
FOR

THE

WAR

EFFORT

All of the nylon.
All of the poly-etheylene resins.
All of the "Vinyllte" resins.
All of the lucite.
One-sixth of the nation's synthetic rubber production.
More than half of all the armor plate for the mighty U. S. Navy.
The greater part of all the tracer bullet material (strontium peroxide).
More than one million gun barrels for Uncle Sam's World-Wide Navy.
Thousands of Air Flasks for Torpedo Tubes.
Thousands of tons of ammonia for explosives.
Millions of gallons of methanol, ethanol, other alcohols, and chemicals vital to
war production.
Millions of gallons of Prestone, Zerone, and other anti-freezes.
Thousands of tons of chlorine.
The ferro alloys required to service one-fourth the entire steel industry in manufacture ofordinary as v/ell as finer grade steels. Some of these alloys are manufactured exclusively in the Kanav/ha Valley.
One-seventh of the state's bituminous coal production. (First in the Union.)
Nearly one-fourth of the entire natural gas production of Eastern United States.
Tv/o-thirds of West Virginia's petroleum production. Three of the state's four oil
refineries are in Kanawha County. Kanawha County is one of the nation's largest
producers of natural gasoline.
Scores of minor production items of vital importance such as bayonets, bolos, shell
cases, bow doors for amphibious craft, anti-aircraft recoil chambers, tents, glass
and table accoutrements.
Chemical warfare installations, ready for instant use if and when the Axis powers
had resorted to combat use of gases.

YOU

CAN

REACH

THESE

WORKERS

CHARLESTON,
5000
on
JOHN A. KENNEDY, Pres.
(on leave U. S. Navy )

THRU

W.

THEIR

STATION

VA.

• CBS
HOWARD L CHERNOFF
Managing Director
Represented by the Branham Co.
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'Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besides WCSH.'

'Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besides WJAR/
'Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besides WBZ."

"Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besid«?s WLBZ.'

'Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besides WTIC

'Sometimes I wish slie^d listen
People pay attention to NERN stations,
because every NKRN station is an NBC
affiliate,
the developed
nation's local
topraled showscarrying
plus keenly
programs. The number of people paying attention to NERN totals 8,298,472
because the primary coverage of NERN
reaches 96.5% of New England's fami-

to something besides NERN.'^
lies. And New England is that compact
area (2% of U. S. total area) which has
11% of the
nation's them
industrial
workers.
NERN
influences
without
line
charges, with free studio facilities in
Boston, Hartford and New York, for only
$312 per daytime quarter-hour. When
you buy NERN, you buy a network.

Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besides WFEA.
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
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"Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something l>esides WRDO
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

An "ice-cream bender" back in the old
home town was planned in Prance by
Major Don A. Pomeroy, Jr., command
pilot of Correspondent
the 8th Air Porce,Dave
and WGAR's
War
Baylor,
scheduled for "if and when we get
back". They did. Pomeroy is one of
the many Cleveland lads whose voices
have "come home" over WGAR's war
programs, direct from the battle fronts.

From China, Cleveland's "friendly station" brings to Ohio families news of
their boys. Every week, the station
features from Chungking broadcasts
of Mike Peng, who interviews our
boys in the ancient, celestial empire.

At Crile Hospital, wounded Ohio
service men originate programs over WGAR every
week,
programs
take
familiar voices backthat
to home
firesides.

's
KFORION
PT
CE
RE
ROOM IS
G
OUTSTANDIN

At Deadline
CARTER PRODUCTS Inc. has reopened negotiations with MBS for a
suitable time for a program featuring- John J. Anthony and his Good
Will Court,
and advertising
the
rejection
by Edgar
Kobak, MBSCarter's
president,Little
of a Liver
contractPills,
for following
the 9:15-9:30
p.m. period, Monday
through
a dealfollowed
that would
have netted
approximately $1,000,000
a year.Friday,
Rejection
a conference
of Mr.
Kobak and H. H. Hoyt, president of Carter's, and executives of Ted Bates
Inc., Carter's
product,
time
across theagency.
board Combination
would be bad ofradio,
it wasprogram
decided.and mid-evening
ARMOUR SOAP WORKS, Chicago, March 7 will renew sponsorship
of three spots weekly on WMAQ Chicago and participation shows on
WOR New York, WABC New York, WBBM Chicago. Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago, placed 13-week contracts.
AMERICAN
TOBACCOfor Co.,
Wayne 7-7:30
King's p.m.,
band be-as
summer replacement
Jack New
BennyYork,on has
NBCsetSunday
June 3,Agency
durationis toRuthrauff
be determined
of Benny's projected
overseas ginningtrip.
& Ryan,by length
New York.
CONSOLIDATED
lists of the
armedOWI services
uted to radio stationscasualty
and newspapers
by the
startingwill
not belaterdistribthan
March 15. Each station will receive lists covering states in which it is
interested.
C.covering
E. HOOPER
announcedor plans
its 89-city
report,
cities of Inc.
25,000haspopulation
more, towithextend
samplings
of audiences
in localities
of
2,500
to
25,000,
showing
program
preferences
of
approximately 75,000,000 persons.

R's
KFO
]
PER
HOO
IS
DING
OUTSTAN

In Lincoln, and Its Trade
Territory, the Latest
HOOPER, Monday through
Friday, from 8 a. m. to
6 p. m. Shows:

E. R. SQUIBB & Sons, New York will start Jimmy Carroll, singer, Ted
Dale's and
orchestra 6:15-6:30
and Ken p.m.,
Christie chorus, Lynn
on 131 CBS stations
Mon.,
Wed.,
and
chorus in ToFri.Your
Good Health, replacing
March 26, when Murray
handlingorchestra
of program
shifts from BBDO, New York, to Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New York.

SELLERS

te
rcefu
lresou
lly l hasAnnetbeen
Kenne
Carrolated
KEEN,associ
with the Arthur
Meyerhoff Agency, Chicago,
KFOR
46.25
for the past nine years. Her official
Station "A". . .29.4
.
titleKay,is that
as sheof is"spot
knowntimeto buyer"
all her
Station "B". . .19.6
business associates, was born in
Chicago. She attended the Chicago
Normal cause
College
beThat's nities
WhyGaloreSales
her father
AwaitOpportuYou in
wanted her to be a
KFOR's Beautiful and
school-mar'm. After
l/ltra-Modern New Studios
two years, however,
Kay
transferred
in Lincoln, Nebraska.
De Paul
U. whereto
she
majored
in adRepresented by Edward Petry Co., Inc. vertising.
Her first job was
that of secretary to
Art Barnett, vicepresident of WestonKFOll
Barnett
Adv. Agency. Mr. Barnett,
Kay
maintains, taught
her the rudiments
of media buying. ^
Four and a half
years later Kay left the agency to
edit the Chicago Tableau, an entertainment newspaper, printed
during
the
Chicago
World's
She also wrote a column
for a Fair.
local
neighborhood newspaper. North
Gordon Gray, General Mgr. Loop News, under the pen name
Melvin Drake, Station Mgr. of Kay Carroll. When the Fair
terminated, Kay joined the Civil
Blue and Mutoaf Nietworlcs'-' Works Administration for a year
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as secretary to the coordinater of
the legal division.
In 1936 Kay became affiliated
with the Meyerhoff Agency as secretary to Frank Avery who then
was media director. She took over
much
of
dutiesEarlywhilein
he traveledMr.for Avery's
the agency.
1944 she was assigned the spot,
timebuying position.
She is responsible
for the spot advertising campaigns of
the following accounts: Cubs Baseballdy Club;
CanBar,Whiz
Chicago;
Kitchen Kleanser
and the Milwaukee
Clipper.
Kay's favorite
reading matter is
biography
books
about currentand events.
Thoroughly f e m i nine, Kay sews for
she sews aInwicked
^
relaxation.
fact,
seam on those blouses she wears.
Not an outdoor girl, Kay insists
that sun bathing is her most active sport. She maintains her girlish figure, nevertheless.
Kay belongs to the Chicago
Radio Management Club and has
held the position of program
chairman
for the last five
months.

Wilmington
Delaware
NBC Bask Sfation

5000

WAns

DAY and NIGHT
Represented by
RAYMER

■■■■■■■■■■I
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B Operations in the Inland• igEmpire.
Pea viners at work on the
crop of over 5,000,000 bushels grown in this area last
year
85% ofStates.
all grownFromin
the —United
this yield, farmers received
a net of nearly $20,000,000.
That's a lot of Pea Soup in
any language.
E ONLY

SINGLE

tions in Advertising•ig require
OperaIntensive
"Pea Soup" Coverage.
when KHQ It'sis
your livers
medium.
KHQ de-of
complete coverage
an Empire rich in agricultural, forest, mineral, hydroelectric, and industrial
resources — at the cost of
just one medium.

MEDIUM

LOUIS

COMPLETELY COVERING
Owned and Operated by

INLAND

EMPIRE

WASMER,
Incorporated
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.

National Representatives; EDWARD
-BROADCASTING

THE
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PETRY

& CO., INCFebruary 26, 1945 • Page ir

"Now,
yon

hang

it.

remember

Thistlewaite
spot

Why don't you give us a "future list" of markets in
which such opportunities might be considered — and
let us do your remembering for you?

&

Pioneer Radio

PETERS,

mc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

CHICAW): i8o N. Michigaft NEW ^QWky444 MaclisotiAve.
Franklin 6373
. Plaza 5-4130
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SAN FRANCISCO: iii Sutter
Sutter 4353

will

broadcasting?''

% No matter how many stations any agency or advertiser
is using in any spot-broadcasting campaign, there's
usually room for a few more if a sure-fire opportunity
comes along.

FREE

—

EXCLUSIVE
WGR-WKBW
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DIILCTH
WDAr
FABOO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
RAPIDSKMBC
KANSAS
CITT
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
IOWA
I
WHO
DES
MOINES
I
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
WCBM
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWEST
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHBISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITT
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIC COAST PORTLAND
KOIN
KIRO
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, SEATTLE
Inc.

HOLLYWOOD: 6
Holly^v ood 2151 oocl ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
331 HoUyw
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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Allocation
to Feature
FCC
ings last fall had presaged. The
Summaries of briefs on pages
Few Objections on television broadcasters — both ad60, 61, 62. FCC Order, pg. 62.
vocates of present-band video and
Proposals for
proponents of high-definition visual the information available prior to
service — apparently had no objec- the hearing, which was extensively
Television
tions to the FCC's proposals.
reviewed by RTPB, and of all of
By BILL BAILEY
Opposition on FM
the testimony presented during the
BATTLE LINES are drawn and
But the FM location drew all the hearing." The RTPB had recomthe verbal slugging begins Wed- fire, with Panel 5 of the Radio
mended that FM be allocated in the
nesday over the future spectrum Technical Planning Board lined up band, 43-58 mc.
home of FM broadcasting, with the with
the FM Broadcasters Inc. and
A counter proposal was submitFCC as referee and judge.
Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, FM
ted, however, by NBC. The RCA
Because of the widespread inter- inventor,
in
bitter
opposition
to
the
subsidiary
Commisest in the oral argument and the Commission's proposal to move FM
sion allocatesuggested
television thein the
band
number of witnesses expected, the mc.
from
the
42-50
mc
band
to
84-102
44-50
and
54-84
mc,
setting
aside
FCC on Friday made a hurried
84-90 mc for future assignment,
change in locale. The National MuOn the other side of the fence, then giving FM 90-108 mc.
seum Auditorium, 10th St. and Con- supporting
Counter-proposals were offered,
the
Commission's
prostitution Ave., where many of the
posedworksfindings,
areCowles
three Broadcastmajor net- too, by FM broadcasters. Walter J.
allocation hearings were conducted,
and
the
Damm,
vice-president of the Jourwill house the arguments.
ing Co. CBS, the Blue and NBC
nal Co., licensee of WTMJ and
found no fault with the proposed WMFM, suggested that amateurs
May Take 10 Days
Neither did Cowles.
given 44-46 mc and 76-78 mc,
Although oral argument was FM allocations.
did object to the Commission be
FM be allocated 46-64 mc, the 64-70
originally scheduled for three days NBC
setting
aside
the
102-108
mc
band
mc
band be unassigned and televi—Feb. 28, March 1-2— Commission without assignment pending- desion be given 78-108 mc. Mr. Damm,
olBcials late last week estimated
v
e
l
o
p
m
e
n
t
o
f
services.
NBC
thinks
president
of FMBI, was joined by
that the proceedings might continue television is ready to go and FM, WENA, Detroit
News FM station,
perhaps up to 10 days. In such
and the Michigan Radio Education
movedshould
up, give
isn't.theThereevent hearings will be held next by being
fore
the
FCC
102which submitted simiweek, beginning Monday, and con- 108 mc band to television, if FM Committee,
lar proposals.
tinuing until all witnesses have
84-102 its
mc. concurrence in the
WQXQ New York, FM outlet
been heard. The regular Tuesday getsDespite
New York Times, opmeeting of the FCC will be post- Commission's proposal to move FM, owned posedby thethe
FCC brief
proposals
conponed until after oral argument.
c
u
r
e
d
i
n
the
filed byandFMBI.
NBC
in
its
brief
said:
"We
still
Chairman Paul A. Porter, who consider the RTPB recommendaChief
target
for
criticism
of
the
has taken no part in the allocations
tions sound, in the light both of Commission's proposal is Dr. K. A.
because the proceedings occurred
before his appointment, will preside at the oral argument. CommisFREEDOM
sioner E. K. Jett, who served as interim chairman pending Mr. Port"NOR
DOES
the
responsibility
of the
press end at the
the
print shop. All of our liberties are
interdependent;
just door
as theof free
er's nomination by President Roosevelt last December, has been acting
press is necessary to sustain other freedoms, so must other freedoms
chairman -pro tern of the allocations
be sustained against attack if the press itself is
proceedings at the behest of his felto remain free. For speech is bracketed directly
low-Commissioners.
with a free press both in the Bill of Rights and
Order of services to be taken up
in the State Constitutions, and under that heading
will follow much the same pattern
there is much to be pondered. The radio, a tre, of the allocation hearings last Sept.
mendous instrument of public expression, was un28-Nov. 2. The Commission hopes
dreamed of by those who wrote the first amendto conclude the first portion by
ment.
Yet
radio must rely for its freedom on that
Thursday, starting amateur and
very
principle
of liberty which was penned in 1789.
standard broadcast services then,
"If a free should
radio not
shouldsuchfinda threat
its verybecome
existence
i Appearances of witnesses will be
threatened,
the
posted at the auditorium WednesMr. Price
instant
and
commanding
concern
of
a
free
press?
day morning, according to Charles
And how could the press hope to remain free if
R. Denny, FCC general counsel who
any other modern agency of communication, such as the motion
will conduct the examinations.
Briefs filed last week in the
picture, were to fall into slavery?"
Commission's proposed allocations
— Taken from an address by Byron Price, Director of Censorship,
from 25-30,000 mc gave indication
last Wednesday at a ceremony installing an original copy of the
that the big decision facing the six
Bill
of Rights in the Library of Congress. Mr. Price, on leave as
men who regulate radio under the
executive editor of the Associated Press, used as his theme the
Communications Act will be the loresponsibilities of the press in wartime.
cation of FM, and not television as
testimony during allocation hearRO ADCAST] N G • Broadcast Advertising

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Hearing
Norton of the FCC technical information section, on leave to the
Army Air Forces. On the last day
of allocation hearings, Dr. Norton
testified that FM could perform
a better sei-vice above 120 mc
[Broadcasting,
He intro-to
duced achart of Nov.
curves6]. tending
illustrate his views that skywave
interference in the 40-mc region
would be intolerable for FM as a
nationwide service, whereas it
would be much less around 100 mc.
Blue Proposes FM, Video
RTPB Panel 5, FMBI, Maj.
Armstrong and a committee of outstanding engineers, including Dr.
H. H. Beverage, director of research, RCA Labs., in their rebriefs challengedWith
Norton's
curves asspectiveinaccurate.
Drs.
Beverage and Armstrong, four
other engineers. Dr. G. W. Pickard,
Dr. H.rows T.and Stuart
Stetson,Bailey,
Dr. C.conducted
R. Buraspheric
study transmission.
of skywave Inanda lengthy
tropomemorandum, Drs. Armstrong,
Beverage
andthat Burrows
the
Dr. Nortontolderred
inCommission
his calculations.
On the other hand the CBS brief
tended
to support
Dr. should
Norton's
claims, upward.
holding
that FM
be
moved
Holding that the FCC allocations
proposals
"represent
the best
sible overall
arrangement
to pospermit both services (FM and television) to progress rapidly toward a
nationwide
service,"
the Blue
admitted a "certain
amount
of equipment and receivers" would become
obsolete
is moved, since
but "itthe
is
felt this if isFM inevitable
mere would
extensionbringof the
FM
band
aboutpresent
the same
result".
The Blue Network proposes to
"utilize the new allocations to their
fullest extent by establishing new
FM and television stations as conditions permit". A "comprehensive
development program" will be carried most
on insuitable
televisionusetoof"determine
the
the highfrequency
channels
for higher definition and color".
Briefs on behalf of Television
Broadcasters Assn. and Allen B.
DuMont Labs., which were expected
Commission's
proposalsto support
in view the
of Dr.
Dumont's
statement approving the FCC report [Broadcasting, Jan. 22], had
not been filed as Broadcasting
went to press.
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Commercial
To

Policies

Revised

Attract Listeners for NBC
President Trammell Outlines Steps Taken to Build
Audience for All Shows Through Good Programs
NILES TRAMMELL, NBC presi- "It has been argued that because
dent, last week outlined to sponsors advertisers using more than one
similar announceand agencies a revision of NBC's networkments make
back and forth on all their
commercial program policies based
on the philosophy that since a good programs, the whole arrangement
and a fair exchange.
program "acquires listeners not isThisreciprocal
might be true if all advertisers
only for itself but indirectly for
other programs on the same net- used more than one network, which
of course is not the case. It is obwoi'k.
... it isorganization
our responsibility
as a network
to atvious that if reference to a program on another network attracts
tract, develop and retain the finest
some
portion
of the NBC audience
programs that we possibly can.*'
that portion is taken away
^ First step was made a year-and- tofromit, the
NBC
advertiser whose
a-half ago, when NBC announced
that its abeyance list would be dis- program is opposite the one thus
continued and that time periods advertised."
concludes
becoming
be filledmostby feelAnnouncement
sure that all NBC
clients: "We
will
pirograms open
which "will
we consider
likely to meet the needs and wishes recognize in the principles outlined
Of the radio audience, regardless and procedure announced herein a
effort on our part to
of seniority of date of application reasonable
fulfill our obligations to the public,
for time by the sponsor."
and to our many customers who
New Replacement Policy
serve the public well by maintaining the highest possible level of
; Second step is the extension of
this policy to replacement pro- program quality."
grams.continue"When
an advertiser
diss one program
and wishes
to replace it with another in the Light Music Preferred
same period," the announcement In Daytime, Study Shows
states, "the new program, as cur- TWENTY -NINE percent of the
rently provided in our facilities daytime listeners in the Cleveland
contract, shall be subject to the ap- area prefer light classical music
proval of NBC. In the absence of according to an informal survey
by Cleveland Plain Dealsuch approval, we will continue to conducted
er Radio Editor Robert S. Stephan.
reserve the right to make the pe- Replies
came
from 63 Ohio localiriod available for a more acties and fromstates.
scattered points in
ceptable program submitted by an- neighboring
other advertiser."
Other preferences in order of
In connection with this pro- popularity by percentages were:
cedure, NBC last fall terminated Classical music, 20; news, 16;
its 31 automatic-renewal contracts comedy-variety, 14; popular music,
and is not accepting any more con- 7; daytime serials, 7; straight
tracts ofthis type. In applying this drama, 6; women's interests 1.
rule, NBC disclaims
the intention
of reclaiming a period because
of
W X 1. 1)
changes "resulting from unreasonable demands by talent, or program
complications over which the advertiser has no control."
The American Expeditionary Station
Third procedure is that "in the
SAIPAN
future, no artist or commercial proCORDIALLY
INVITES VOU
gram representative will be given
special privileges or control over a TO ATTEND THP DEDICATION
particular period of time." NBC
OF ITS NEW STUDIOS
points out that there has been only
AND TRANSMITTER
one exception to the rule in the
past, but does not identify it as
1 March 1945
Jack Benny's control of his Sunday evening spot. "The circumstances which warranted this ar1000 Watts £60 kc
rangement at the time were unprecedented and their recurrence is
Armed Forces Rodio Service
altogether improbable,"
the announcement states.
Fourth and final move is the elim- RSVP
ination of cross-references. "Effective May 1, 1945, no reference
shall be made on any NBC network PUCKISH American soldiers in the
program to a program broadcast Pacific war zone have mailed these
land-bound
broadoyer another network. This does invitationscasters to
United States.
not exclude suitable identification WXLD, AFRSin the
which
of guest artists with the sponsors entertainment tostation
our fighting beams
men,
of their regular programs on other operates on a clear
channelhere
— thein
networks."
same
one,
in
fact,
assigned
Explaining this rule, NBC says: the U. S. to WEAF New York.
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TOPFLIGHT LIBERAL
TO GET FCC POST
A TOPFLIGHT lawyer, of liberal
viewpoint, but not necessarily a
probably
bethenamed
toDemocrat,
the existing
vacancyA.willonPorter
FCC.
Chairman
Paul
has
urged filling the vacancy at the
earliest possible time, because of
the heavy load ahead for the Comwhich has functioned
with-a
out fullmission,strength
for nearly
year. It inationis willpresumed
that
the
go to the Senate nomupon
the
House.President's return to the White
It became known last week that
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Herbert E. Gaston, charter
member and secretary of the Board
of War Communications, had been
considered for the vacancy but had
withdrawn his name because of the
pressurestivitieofs. Mr. Gaston
Treasuryinitially
wartimesought
acthe post but was prevailed upon
by his associates to retain his
Treasury billet.
A number of names are under
consideration
for the
created when Comdr.
T. A.vacancy,
M. Craven
retired voluntarily last July to become executive operating head of
the Cowles Broadcasting Co.
DuMont Ratings
DuMONT Labs., Passaic, N. J.,
has just issued program ratings
for DuMont television programs,
based on listener program rating
sheet results. With 10 as perfect
score. Thrills and Chills placed
first with 7.8 acceptance. Buchanan
is agency. Second place went to
Anderson, Davis & Platte agency
show Magic Carpet with 7.7. Third
place, 7.4,
tied by WOR's
Stars
Overis Broadway
and Night
RuthNine.
rauff & Ryan's Wednesday's at
Wherry A.Named
V-P with
LAWRENCE
WHERRY,
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago,
for three years as account executive and writer, has been elected
a vice-president. From 1927 until
he joined S & M, Mr. Wherry was
an executive in the advertising
department
St.
Louis. Since of
late Purina
1943 he Mills,
has been
on leave as vice-chairman of the
Feed Industry Council, which has
been working in cooperation v/ith
the
Foodin Adm.
Mr. Wherry
will War
continue
that post.

4 Net

Executives

Elected
by CAB
Kobak, LaRoche, Mullen and
Stanton Named To Board
EDGAR KOBAK, president, MBS;
Chester J. LaRoche, vice-chairman
of the board of directors. Blue NetE. Mullen,
vice-presidentwork;and Frank
general
manager,
NBC;
and Frank Stanton, vice-president,
CBS, have been nominated to the
board tiveof Analysis
governors
of the Coopera-it
of Broadcasting,
was announced last week by Dr.
D. P. Smelser, chairman of the
board.
Move, which will for the first
time place broadcasters on the CAB
board as well as representatives
of advertisers and advertising
agencies, was made Feb. 15 at a
board meeting which also voted to
increase the number of advertiser
and agency members from three
to four, raising the total number
of governors from 6 to 12. Terms
of governors and officers will be
on a two-year rotating plan.
Postwar Expansion
Present board members are: Dr.
Smelser, Procter & Gamble Co.,
chairman; John L. Bogert, Standard Brands; Robert B. Brown,
Bristol-Myers Co.; Bernard C.
Duffy, BBDO; George H. Gallup,
Young & Rubicam; L. D. H. Weld,
McCann-Erickson.
Dr. Smelser said the significance
of this
be overestimated forstep
it is"cannot
a definite
indication
that thetisers andradio
industry,
its adveragencies are cooperating
in their efforts to prepare for largescale
postwar
developments."
A. W.
Lehman,
CAB president,
queried
by
Broadcasting,
said the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies,
the
Assn.
of
National
Advertisers and the NAB were
consulted before the four network
executives were appointed to the
CAB board. Asked why individual
stations were not represented, he
replied that
the CAB
be delighted to have
them would
represented.
Heller Spots
HELLER BROS Co., New York,
through its newly-appointed agency,
Hill Adv., New York, will use spot
radio in a yeai'-round campaign
for vegetables
and first
fruits,timebeingunder
introduced for the
Heller's
new
trade
name
"Juicy
Gem". Schedule starts March 12
with
participations
on WOR
New Yorkin Martha
and willDeanbe
expanded later to include spots in
New Haven, Poughkeepsie, White
Plains, Paterson and Long Island.
Oranges will be promoted for 10
weeks, ducts
to according
be followed
other proto the byseason.

Video Audience
A.yERAGE
homeis audience
for comtelevision programs
5.6 persons,
prising 4.3 adults and 1.3 children
under 18, according to a survey
made by Ross Federal Research
Corp. on Sunday, Jan. 28. In public
places, there was an average of
37.3 viewers, 36 adults, 1.3 children.
That evening, when WABD, Dumont station, and WNBT, NBC station, were both on the air in New
York, an NBC live production.
Heartbreak, attracted the largest
audience.
Dubonnet to Resume
Welles for Cresta
SCHENLEY DISTILLERS Corp., ORSON WELLES will be regular
New York, will resume network featured star on Cresta Blanca Co.
promotion of Dubonnet wines with This Is My Best on CBS, serving
a musical series, network and time
still to be determined. Agency is as host and playing lead roles opposite
guest stars,
beginning
BBDO, New York.
15. Agency
is BBDO,
New March
York.
BROADCASTING
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a defiance ofWould
the House, remarked:
House
Interlochen Group
Ban "Mr.
Petrillo has asked for it and
its about time Congress let him
Blasted by
have tonit."
Previously,
Wolverhad asked
if anyRep.
representaPorter
tives of the AFM were present.
AN ANGRY membership of the When there was no response he obHouse Committee on Interstate &
served: "In my 18 years of service
Foreign Commerce, hearing testi- in Congress this is my first knowledge of an organization affected
mony last week on the Vandenberg
by legislation having no representaj Bill
(S-63) to ofprevent
to broadcasts
culturalinterference
programs,
present." (R-Mich.), testideclared its intentions of writing
Rep.tivesDondero
legislation to restrict the powers
fying in behalf of a companion bill
,of James C. Petrillo in various (HR-1648) he introduced in the
House, told the Committee he was
fields of musical activity.
I At the conclusion of the hearings, protesting against "an intolerable
Chairman Lea (D-Cal.) said that condition" and wanted legislation
judging from the temper of the "to correct a condition whereby
members the Committee would in one
man can keep an institution
all probability report out a broad- such as Interlochen off the air".
When Rep. Dondero said his iner measure than that passed by the
Senate, with amendments which
terest in Mr. Petrillo's activities
would strengthen and clarify the grew out of an experience in Royal
bill.
Oak, Mich., in which a Navy band
could not participate at a patriotic
'Asked for It'
commemorating a tablet
Told by Paul A. Porter, chair- ceremony
the names of local men
man of the FCC, that the AFM containing
in
the
armed
services because of
ban on broadcasts of the National AFM restrictions.
Reps. Bulwinkle
Music Camp at Interlochen, Mich., (D-N. C.) and Priest
(D-Tenn.)
advocated
that
the
bill
jI "results
in
a
severe
restriction
upon what may be broadcast over to cover such incidents.be broadened
the
and has members
an evil effect
on
Desirable Objective
smallair"stations,
of the
Committee advocated the bill be
Rep. Wolverton proposed the bill
broadened to protect broadcasters be further amended to deal with
and the freedom of radio.
the recent blacklisting by the AFM
A ranking member of the Com- of Interlochen school. He suggested
that even the Quiz Kids might be
,mittee.
Rep.
Wolverton
(R-N.J.),
declared that Mr. Porter had set prevented from broadcasting and
forth
"basicshould
principles"
which the thought the bill should include proCommittee
work out.
visions to prevent by-passing ConAnother member. Rep. Brown
gress by union decrees. He said he
(R-Ohio), viewing the failure of realized it is difficult to handle the
by legislation.
Mr. Petrillo or any of his organi- problem
Mr. Porter testified that insofar
zation to appear at the hearing as
Landings of Troops on Iwo Provided
Radio
With that
Another
'Exclusive^ Beat
ANNOUNCEMENT
the
Larry Tighe, Blue correspondent,
American forces had invaded Iwo broadcast from Guam during the
Jima was aired from Guam as a 8:30-8:45 a.m. World News Roundup on that network and was
pool broadcast at 11:15 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 18, and was carried by picked up from Guam on successive
the networks on the Pacific Coast, Blue world roundups at 7 and 8
but was not sent East as the net- p.m. He was also heard on the
works had closed down; Blue, CBS Tuesday world roundups on the
and NBC around 1 and Mutual at Blue. MBS reporter Arthur Primm
2 a.m. EWT.
broadcast eye-witnesses accounts of
At 8 a.m. EWT, Don Pryor, CBS the Iwo invasion on that network
reporter on the flagship off Guam, at 10 a.m. Monday and again at
made a pool broadcast which CBS the same time Tuesday morning.
did not consider of sufficient quality Robert McCormick of NBC, atto feed to the network from San
tached to the advanced Navy headquarters at Guam, reported from
Francisco. Blue and NBC picked
up a couple of minutes of the there to his network at 7:15 p.m.
Monday and 12:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Pryor creport
before
dropping
it
beause of the bad signal.
Bud Foster, NBC reporter, at 8
During the 8-8:15 a.m. World a.m. Tuesday described his night
News Roundup, CBS carried a re- ashore with the invasion forces at
cording made by Webley Edwards, Iwo, first report from a correspondent who had been ashore there.
another CBS correspondent, following a flight over Iwo shortly after Broadcast, made from the flagship,
the invasion began, and later in the was a pool affair carried by Blue
quarter-hour picked Mr. Edwards
up direct from Guam. He was also and CBS as well as NBC. CBS also
a report from Mr. Edon CBS during the 9-9:15 a.m. picked wardsupat Guam
during the 8-8:15
news period, picked up direct from
Guam.
a.m. period and again at 9 a.m.
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as the VandenburgPetrillo's
Bill is designed that the broadcasters
Clip
Power
"seem to exto prevent
recurrences
such incidents as the
ban on ofInterlochen
ist in spite ofhisus".testimony, he exConcluding
broadcasts
"it and
represents
a desirpres ed the hope
the Commit-to
able objective
merits approval
tee would
developthatlegislation
cover
the
labor
problem
in the field
by
your
Committee".
The
bill
passed the Senate early in the of broadcasting.
present session by voice vote.
During
discussion
of
The Interlochen ban has a twoments to the bill. ChairmanamendLea
fold evil, he explained. "In the first (D-Cal.) affirmed that the Vandenplace, sulthis
the AFM upon
reberg bill had been submitted to
ts in a action
severe ofrestriction
and that cerwhat may be broadcast over the the Attorney
tain changes General
were suggested.
One
air. Under the American system of of these involved the deletion of
broadcasting, as you know, the the penalty provisions which are
Government is expressly forbidden covered in the Communications Act
to dictate to broadcasters what of 1934 of which the bill would be
shall not be broadcast. This is in
a part.
order to guarantee a free radio.
Dr. Joseph E. Maddy, president
of the Interlochen school and proHits Small Stations
fes or of music at the U. of Michi"But more than this is necessary
gan, told the Committee that the
if radio is really to be free. We bill does not in any way involve
must make sure that no arbitrary employment opportunities of union
restrictions are imposed by private musicians. "The only issue," he
groups concerning material which said, "is the controversy between
shall be broadcast. ... If an or- an arrogant labor leader and the
ganization can prevent radio sta- school children of the U. S. who
tions from broadcasting a concert play musical instruments. This controversy was recently intensified
by high school students, a precedent is established whereby broad- by repugnant acts of reprisal that
casts of speeches, forums, conven- exceed all legal and humanitarian
tions, etc., will be prevented. Such
a precedent should not be permitted
Channels Assigned
to be established.
Dr. Maddy pointed out that since
"The second evil is found in the bounds."
effect of the AFM action on small he first appealed for legislation
stations. We all are familiar with granting music education the right
the fact that most professional to broadcast without interference,
FCC has assigned 20 channels
talent is concentrated in the large the
cities. For the small station this in the new FM band for exclusive
almeans that it must to a great ex- use by educational
though there are noinstitutions
wave lengths
tent rely on amateur talent which
for
education
in
the
presit can find or develop in the com- reserved
ent standard band.
of these
Dr. Maddy said that when he
ties havemunity.a Manygood
deal communiof latent
talent that can be developed to the first joined the AFM in 1909 it was
benefit both of the talent and the a democratic organization but that
community; this is particularly in recent years it has become a
true of communities which have "despotic dictatorship'. He said
universities located nearby.
that AFM members "are afraid of
"However, the action of the AFM
(Mr. Petrillo's) vengeance for
prevents radio stations from using his
to expel reason
any mem-or
any power
local without
musical talent of this kind. And if he hasber of the
the AFM can prevent the use of
declared that by blacklisting
musical talent, other groups will theHe National
Music Camp, prodirect this activity at dramatic
hibiting AFM members from teachgroups,
singers,either
etc. toThisbroadcast
forces
ing
at
the
institution,
Mr. Petrillo
small stations
for the first time extending
his
network programs all day or to "is
autocratic
control
into
the field of
trial."
use records and transcriptions in(Continued
on
page
59)
stead of developing
their ownto the
individuality and contributing
growth of the community."
Not Carried Ovit
Might Bar Movies
DURING the hearing ThursInformed by Mr. Porter that Mr.
day mittee
beforeon Interstate
the House& ComForPetrillo has exacted fee payments
eign Commerce on the Vanfrom record manufacturers and a
denberg
bill.
Rep.
O'Hara
musicians' quota system from sta(R-Minn.)FCC chairman,
asked Paul A. Portions,howRep.farHalleck
wonMr. ter,
Petrillo had not whether
refused
dered
union (R-Ind.)
leaders might
the
President's
request that
go. He suggested the possibility
he
call
off
the
recording
ban.
that movies might be barred and
"Yes, he was adamant," Mr.
the public permitted to witness
Porter
replied.
"Did
you
say
only live stage shows.
'adamant'?". Rep. O'Hara
When
Rep.
O'Hara
(R-Minn.)
queried.
didn't"Butbudge,"
observed that broadcasters had
Mr. Porter"He said.
they
their hands full with Petrillo on
didn't carry him out", obone side and the FCC on the other,
served
Rep.
O'Hara.
Mr. Porter smilingly remarked
February 26, 1945 • Page 15

FCC
Orders
Clear-Channel
Hearing
May
9
the conclusion of hostilities, the
WLW Cincinnati. Louis G. CaldCoverage of Dead sel. well, Washington, is general coun- of State prior to renegotiation of clear-channel question becomes one
theUnder
Treaty."the present setup there of major importance.
Areas to Be
before the Commission
Decision to place the clear-chan- are 24 Class I-A channels and 22 arePending
recommendations by Panel 4 |j
Class
I-B channels.
nel topic on Tuesday's agenda was
Decided
of
the
Radio
Planning I
In addition to recommendations Board that the Technical
reached late Monday, it was restandard broadcast
{Text of hearing order page 63)
to be made by the FCC to the State band
ported,
following
a
series
of
conbe
extended
to
include
10
ferences into all phases of the Dept., the hearing was designated
PUBLIC HEARING to determine
channels between 200-400 kc to be
question, as an- to determine:
what changes, if any, should be clear-channel
nounced exclusively in the Feb. 19
1. Whether the number of clear allocated to higher-power, clearmade in policies affecting clear- Broadcasting.
Increased shall
or de-be channel stations for rural coverWhen announce- channelscreasshould
ed and what befrequencies
channel broadcasting was ordered
ment
was
made
Tuesday
afternoon,
asminimum
I-A and I-Bandchannels.
for May 9 by the FCC at its regu- the Commission also released fig- designated
2.
What
maximum
age.Although Sen. Wheeler avoided I
lar meeting last week.
should bepower
required.
ures disclosing that 50-kw stations power
3. Whether
in excess of 50 any mention of super-power in his \
In a news release accompanying (operating
of
necessity
on
clear
the onclear-channel
kw
would
unfavorably
affect
the
ecothe order designating the clear- channels) in 1944 grossed $58,604,of otherinterest.
stations to oper- statement
hearing, he onhas been
record for '
ate inomic
n theabilitypublic
channel question for hearing, the 000 in net time sales (see page 21).
several
years
against
any
station :
4. Whether
geographical
Commission said a reexamination
tion of clear-channel
stationsredistribuis neces- of greater than 50 kw. He contends \
sarytion atos provided
attain theforoptimum
distributhat
a
network
of
a
dozen
superof present clear-channel allocations
Purpose is 11-Fold
in Sec. 307(b) of
Act.
power, clear-channel stations could
"is
necessary
Purpose of the May 9 hearing is the5. Communications
Whether
it
is
economically
feasstudies
reveal since
there theareCommission
still large
blanket
the country
thus spell
cre- 1
ible to relocatenot clear-channel
stations
areas within the United States 11-fold, the FCC revealed. In the to serve
ate a monopoly
thatandwould
service.
6. Whattoareasnew
rulesnowpower
orreceiving
regulations
areof doom to the broadcasting industry
which receive no radio service at picture is the forthcoming inter- needed
govern
or
hours
radio and communicaas it is known today.
all during the daytime hours and American
Class II the
stations.
tions conference scheduled for operation
Multiple Ownership j
7. What of changes
FCC should
no Moreover
primary radio
servicehasatreceived
night." June 1-2 in Rio de Janeiro. order
with
respect
to
geographical
lothe FCC
frequency, authorized power or
With the North American Re- hours ofcation,
Advocates of high-power point !
of station.
any presently li"many
applications
authorityon
censedoperation
clear-channel
gional Broadcasting Agreement
out, however, that the solution to |
to operate
additionalforstations
8. program
Whether
clear -particularly
channel stations
(NARBA)
of
Dec.
13,
1937
expirrural
coverage lies in a series of !
give
service
suited
these clear plicachannels"
well asof ap-50
to the needs of listeners in rural strategically-placed
ing March 29, 1946, and with clear- areas.
transmitters
tions for power inas excess
500
kw
or more. To
avoid anyof ji
channel
operations
and
higher
pow9.
Whether
service
areas
overlap
and
kw, the maximum now permitted.
er an international problem, the whether
suchof overlapping
involves a threat of monopoly, it was pointed i
duplication
program
service.
Wheeler Advocates Breakdown
public hearing is expected to give
the FCCregulations,
could draftsimilar
multiple-to j
10. Whatmissionrecommendation
the Com-for out,
FCC bases on which to make
should make tocovering
Congress
Sen. Burton K. Wheeler (D- the
legislation
clear- ownership
those governing FM and television. L
channel broadcasting.
Mont.), chairman of the Interstate recommendations to the State Dept. additional
The Commission has under considIn its news release the CommisCommerce Committee, an outspoken
Panel 4 Recommendations
eration regulations limiting the
sion said that since NARBA exfoe of super-power and undupliFor
some
months
the
Commission
number
of standard
stations one ,
cated clear channels, commended determine
pires nextwhat
year if"itanyis changes
desirable areto has conferred intermittently on the licensee may
own.
the FCC action in a statement
Twelve
applications
for power
clear-channel probWednesday. By breaking them necessary in present clear-channel ever-growing
lem. With the advent of FM broad- of 500 {Continued
kw, pendingonwhen
war63) broke
assignments
and
what
recommendown,
the
Senator
said,
"clear
page
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
o
n
a
nationwide
scale
at
dation should be made to the Dept.
channels now assigned to the big
cities in the East could be shared
by stations in the Middle West and
Far West".stations
He asserted
that located
clearchannel
now are
Planned
for Mexico
principally in large cities and 1,000-kw Station
250,000 w transmitter of its sister replaceable filaments, of 250 or 500
therefore they serve the urban Million Low-Priced Sets station.
would make possible the
Because of wartime restrictions kw output 1,000,000
population "instead of reaching the
Also Proposed by
w transmitter,
rural
areas ofas statement,
originally intended".
he said.
XEW now is operating with 100,- proposed
Azcarraga
(See text
page 63.)
000 w and XEQ with 50,000 w.
mission which brought
Any individuals, organizations or ESTABLISHMENT of a 1,000,000 Emphasizing the desirability of theAnother
radio entrepreneur to
corporations interested in clear- w station in Mexico, to provide high power in Mexico, Mr. Azcar- the Mexican
United States was placement
channel broadcasting may appear
raga
pointed
out
that
high-quality
1,000,000 two-tube!
at the hearings which will be held practically national service in the
lines are not available of an order for
radio receivers, whichj
before the Commission en banc at Republic and in contiguous Latin- telephone
for remote network service. XEW orcould"people's"
be
sold
at
corner stores at a
American
areas,
is
proposed
by
Commission headquarters in Washholds a construction perlow price — $4 to $6 retail.
ington, beginning at 10:30 a.m. Emilio Azcarraga, president of already
mit for a half-million w and he very
Such
receivers,
he
would be
Wednesday, May 9. Intentions to
Mexico City, and both NBC expressed no concern about devel- advertised over allsaid,
Mexican statestify, together with names of all XEW
and
CBS
concessionaire
in
the
oping
that
output
upon
procuretions
on
possibly
a
10%
markup
witnesses, their respective topics country.
ment of the transmitter.
basis. Thus far, he declared, he had
and approximate time of discusSees
PostWar
Expansion
In
this
country
for
a
month
in
been unable to get bids within a
sions must be filed by April 2.
Predicting great expansion in all price range which would permit
Because of the wide scope of the connection with Mexican radio Latin-American
and South Ameri- mass sale of receivers to workers,
Azcarraga
told
BROADhearings, early indications were affairs, Mr.
can radio following the war, Mr peons, Indians and others of low
CASTING last week that he already
that a postponement might be had contacted
leading equipment Azcarraga said steps are being earning power. The proposed set,
asked to permit the various inter- manufacturing companies
taken
to expand network service he said, would have a replaceable!
on buildests to prepare their respective
ing of the transmitter, which would as soon as lines become available. chassis procurable at almost all
cases. No formal comment was
the highest powered in North The 1,000,000 w transmitter, he stores which would eliminate the
issued by the Clear Channel Broad- be
and possibly in the world. estimated, would cover a very sub- servicing aspect. If sucfi^ a set is
cast Service, although it was ex- America
stantial part of Mexico, most of
expected cost
specificacould inbe such
dispected that Chairman Edwin W. He saidtionsheand estimates
mass basis
within
three Central America and portions of developed,tributited on aprobably
Craig of WSM Nashville would
Cuba. It would be a Spanish lan- areas as China, India and Africa.
call the executive committee into weeks.
guage operation and would devote These sets also miight be used as
Presumably the station would
conference in Washington shortly
programming to educational and second and third receivers by famto map the CCBS plans. On the operate either on 900 kc, the pres- its
ilies of greater means.
ent XEW facility, or on 730 kc, cultural broadcasting, along with
committee with Mr. Craig are J. O.
but with no politics
by XEQ Mexico City, which commercials,
With Don Emilio are his wife
Maland, WHO Des Moines, vice- used
or
religion.
Present
regulations
do
Mr.
Azcarraga
also
operates.
XEW
and
three
children and his brother,
chairman; Mark Ethridge, WHAS
permit the latter, he said.
Louisville; Harold Hough, WBAP would use the 1,000,000 w output, notDevelopment
Rogerio,
an
RCA distributor in i
of
new
tubes,
with
Mexico.
Fort Worth; James D. Shouse, with XEQ taking over the present
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Sign

of

a

radio

That's an antenna. And that's a prize-winning
I picture of the high sign of a radio station.
But that's not the answer to radio.

The pay-off is how many people Hsten to the programs
tifh that antenna sprays out over a market.

station

city.
dollar spent than any other station in this five-station
Facts to prove this are available. Glad to let you see
them any time.

Five different antennas pierce the Bahimore city sky.
One of them belongs to an independent Baltimore
station . . . the successful independent . . . W-I-T-H.
The W-I-T-H antenna delivers more listeners per
iBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

kW
Tom Tinsley, President

I T
Baltimore, Md.

H

RepresenUd Nationally by Headley-Reed
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Wozencraft
Opens
Own Law
Office
Former RCA General Counsel
Served In Both Wars
COL. FRANK W. WOZENCRAFT,
former general solicitor of RCA,
placed on inactive duty at his request after three years of active
Army duty, last
week announced
opening of law
offices in the Edm o n d s B 1 d g.,
Washington, to
engage in communications and
administr ative practice.
Col. Wozencraft Col. Wozencraft
sei-ved
on
the
general
staff and ca-in
executive and administrative
pacities related to communications.
He went overseas on three special
missions and in 1943 represented
headquarters. North African theatre of the Army, in negotiations
vnth the French in Algiers for the
establishment of radiotelegraph
station service there. He was on the
secretariat of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff from May 1942 until his release from active duty, successively as Army secretary of the Washington Communications Board, executive officer of the Joint Communications Board and communications secretary of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff.
Reported in 1942
Mr. Wozencraft reported for active duty in February 1942, beginning service in his second war. He
had entered the military service
immediately after the declaration
of war in 1917 and was discharged
in February 1919 as an infantry
captain. He was a reserve officer
from 1919 until 1934 and reentered
the reserve in 1940.
One of the youngest men to serve
as mayor of a big city, Mr. Wozencraft was elected to that post in
his native Dallas in 1919, at the
age of 27. He declined renomination two years later. He was president of the Texas League of Municipalities in 1920 and was elected
honoi'aryration of his
life term.
president upon expiA graduate of the U. of Texas
in 1913 (B.A.) and 1914 (L.L.B.),
Mr. Wozencraft practiced law in
Dallas from 1914 until 1917. He
was a Presidential Elector in 1917.
Following his term as mayor, he
reentered law practice in Dallas
and
as a delegate-at-large
to theserved
Democratic
convention in
1924. He was with RCA from 1931
until 1942, successively as assistant
general attorney and general solicitor of RCA, and vice-president and
general counsel of RCA Communications. He handled the 1939 television and FM hearings before the
FCC for RCA and NBC— the first
public proceedings on those developments.
Upon his munications
appointment
comsecretary of theas Joint
Chiefs of Staff in March 1943, Col.
Wozencraft permanently severed
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MOST

DECORATED

ANNOUNCER

WSAV Youth, Known as 'Voice of Savannah'
On Armed Forces Net Wins Award
PVT. CLIFFORD M. CLARKE, grabbed the knife blade after several minutes of struggle and then
19, known
VoiceForces
of Savannah"workoverand asformer
the"The
Armedstaff
Net- was saved by two other Americans
announcer
who
along. Star
On happened
June 25 he towoncome
the Silver
of WSAV
said to
have
becomeSavannah,
the most isdecorated
for
heroism
by
knocking
out sinradio announcer in ETO, according
gle-handedly atCaymount a Gerto an AP report from London.
man
Tiger
tank
which
was
attack-of
ing and threatening the position
He landed on Normandy Beach
S. infantry flank. He worked
D-Day with the second wave of ahisU.way
rear of the tank,
troops to wade ashore and only ran after toit the
jumped on top of
two days later, near Sunain, he the vehicle. Heandquickly
grabbed two
won his first award, the Bronze grenades from his battle
jacket
Star for gallantry. With two others
he had conducted a bayonet charge and dropped them through the turret of theplosiontank.
The
resulting
exagainst a Nazi machinegun nest
entire
and silenced it. One of his com- crew but alsos not only
wreckedkilledvitaltheinternal
panions was killed in that action. ma'^hinery. Pvt.
Clarke also was
awarded the Oak Leaf Cluster to
Theed in following
day he was
a hand-to-hand
battlewoundwith his Purple Heart for wounds rea German. He had unexpectedly
ceived just two days before the
run into the enemy soldier and the
Coutances.
also
wears twoofbattle
stars on He
his ETO
other brandished a knife before he capture
was able to reach his gun. He ribbon.
MEETim, EXHIBIT
CANCELLED BY RMA
FOLLOWING the lead of the NAB
and other trade groups, the Radio
Manufacturers Assn. last Friday
announced cancellation of its anConference,'
as wellnual "War
as Production
its Parts Trade
Show,
scheduled for Chicago next June,
in compliance with the Government
policy established by the Office of
Defense Transportation. Instead,
RMA President
R. C. Cosgrovegroup
announced, the manufacturers
will hold a "convention by mail"
through
only meetings nextproxies
June atandthe the
Stevens
Hotel
will
the boardcommittees
of directorsof
and bethe ofexecutive
its fivetors elected
divisions,
withproxies.
new direcby mail
The RMA board, at a meeting
Feb. 21 in New York, also approved a program
further
cooperation with theforNAB
in the
observance this year of the 25th
anniversary of broadcasting. Some
appropriate national event will be
scheduled, with tangible recognithe service and
contribu-to
tiontionoftobroadcasting,
according
Bond dentGeddes,
executive
vice-presiand general manager.
Establishment jointly by RMA
and the National
Manufacturers Assn. ofElectrical
a new agency,
the Joint
Electronic
Tube
Engineering Council (JETEC) for the
standardization of tubes, was approved by the RMA board. The
NEMA proved
board
previously
had tube
apthe agency.
Present
standards will not be changed.
Coumont at Vallejo
KSRO Santa Rosa has named
Frank Coumont manager of its
Vallejo studios. Mr. Coumont goes
to Vallejo from KVAN Vancouver
sales atdepartment.
Before that he
was
KWJJ Portland.
his relationship with RCA, deeming it inconsistent with his miliduties.
ThetaryWozencrafts
have two sons
— Frank M., a first lieutenant with
the 9th Army in Holland, and John
M., a West Point cadet.

James D. Secrest Named
To RMA Publicity Post
APPOINTMENT of James D. Secrest, former radio writer, as director of publications of the Radio
Manufacturers
announced last week Assn.,
by BondwasGeddes,
executive vice-president. He succeeds James W. Douthat, who resigned to join the Washinojton staff
of the National Assn. of Manufacturers.
Mr. Secrest for the past two
years has been with the Pulpwood
Consuming Industries in New
York. He was former radio editor
of
the Washington
Post and
served
on the editorial
staffalsoof
Broadcasting. Until two years ago
he was with the OWI in charge of
field operations.
THE tionBlue
network
signed anBenopforatheprojected
services series
ofhasConstance
net
for
which
would
start as a sustainer, later become a
co-op
Chef, show,
which possibly
goes offreplacing
May 11.Mystery
Latter
program has over 80 local sponsors.

PORTER TO SPEAK
AT NAB MEETING
FCC CHAIRMAN Paul A. Porter
will be the principal speaker at
the District 4 (Virginia, West
Virginia, D. C.) NAB meeting in
Washington
with
members of theMarch
Senate12-13,
and House
Interstate Commerce Committees
and other dignitaries as invited
guests.
Mr. Porter,
speak
at the dinner
Monday whonightwill(March
12), has selected as his topic,
"Broadcasting
Tomorrow.'
Guests
from ofoutside
ton are limited
strictly Washingto those
who have pre-registered, NAB
stated, in compliance with the ODT
policy
to less limiting
than 50. outside attendance
In addition to the Congressional
committees invitations have been
extended to Vice-President TruRayburn,
the majorityman,and Speaker
minority
leaders
of the
Senate andistrativeHouse,
andthetopFCC.adminpersonnel
of
The
dinner will be under the auspices
of District
4
and
of
the
Washington stations. Campbell Arnoux,
NAB 4th district director, vnll prePresident J. Haroldside,Ryanwith asNABtoastmaster.
WJJD Petition Claims
Error in Court Decision
QUESTION of authority of the
War Labor
to enforce
directive orderBoard
is confused
witha the
power to issue an order in the petition for review filed by the American Federation of Musicians, according to an answer submitted to
the Board last week by WJJD Chicago.cagoTheFederal
AFM Court
had cited
the Chi-in
decision
the Montgomery Ward case limitGovernment
power of seizureinginthesupport
of its argument
that
WLB has no jurisdiction in the
WJJD12]. dispute [Broadcasting,
Feb.
The station contends the union
is in error
in stating
that theisquestion of wage
stabilization
not
involved, pointing out that WJJD
employs more musicians than it
needs and that a majority work
only a lished
small25-hourportion
of the Toestabwork week.
require employment of musicians exc
l
u
s
i
v
e
l
y
a
s
platter
turners
in
addition to the imposition of a quota
system would result in a situation
in which the present staff would
be
an even
less although
number
of working
hours than
normal,
their weekly salary would remain
the same. This would be tantaan increase
in compensationmoandunt to would
constitute
a wage
stabilization
problem,
according to
the answer.

WHKC-WHKK Increases
WHKC Columbus and WHKK
Akron (formerly
Cleve-by
were WCLE
authorized
PRESIDING at the send-off lunch- the FCCland),towhichshift
channels and ineon Feb. 17 at the Hotel Roosevelt,
crease powerMay to25, 1,000
[BroadNew York, of the Assn. of Women
1944] w have
now
Directors' "Women of the United changed tocasting,their
new
frequencies
Nations"
campaign,
is
Dorothy
under
the
increased
power
with
Lewis,
NAB Atcoordinator
of listener
programs conducted on Feb.
activities.
the luncheon
Ruth test WHKC,
a Mutual outlet, will
Chilton, dentAWD
director
and
presi- 25.
operate from 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. and
of WCAU Philadelphia
of emergencies will oper(seated behind Mrs. Lewis) pre- in event
ate on a corfull
24-hour
schedule,
sented an AWD award to Mrs.
ding to Carl
Everson,
WHKCacFranklin D. Roosevelt (1) for her
thoughtful consideration of and general manager.
Changeover
ne-to
cessitated
change
in
wavelength
inspiration to women broadcasters. 610 kc from 640. WHKK will now
(See story on page 68).
operate on 640 kc, limited time.
BROADCASTING
Broadcast Advertising

meU,

A Pj

5 in-rs a
Sona-

Of 1
On this Timely iH^uOject tor Women

Liisteners

IN ever increasing numbers, women on General Joe N. Dalton, Chief of Personnel, ASF; authorities
and others. interviewed were
thelem ofhome
front areserviceman.
meeting the probCivilian
the returned
Governor Robert S. Kerr, of Oklahoma;
Sensingmationthe
need
for
advice
and
inforon this matter by Oklahoma Dr. G. L. Cross, president of the Univerof Oklahoma; Mrs. Edyth Wallace,
vi^omen in order that they may be pre- home sitycounsellor;
and others.
pared to help these men make necessary
The day following the close of the clinic,
adjustments, Miss Julie Benell, producer 3,096
requests had already been received
of
"Women
Commandos",
initiated
and
digests of the series and copies of
conducted a 10-day clinic over WKY on for
the subject
from January 29 to Febru- individual broadcasts.
ary 9.
Said General Kirk, "I think this is the
Eachwithof 10authorities
programs onfeatured
an inter-in most forward-thinking idea that has been
ViQVi
the subject
putAnticipating
into effect on this
needsvitalof subject."
its listeners
both military
and civilianandcircles.
Inter-in and supplying the
views were conducted
recorded
these needs promptly is
Washington
such high-ranking
army characteristic
of WKY's the
longtime service
to Oklahoma
why
officers as Lt.with
General
W. D. Styer, Chief
is foremost. . in. and
the favor reason
and esteem
of Staff, ASF; Major General Norman ofWKYOklahoma
listeners.
T. Kirk, Surgeon General, USA; Major

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

j^Ln "Amperextra" greatly responsibk for the high
efficiency of Arrvperex tubes are our si)ecially designed filaments. These filaments are correctly proportioned to take advantage of the full projected filament
area. As a precaution against strain in processing,
each filament is pre-formed and cleaned in vacuum
before being mounted. This "Amperextra" is only one
of many Amperex develoimients which, in total, make
for longer operating Kfe and greater economy.
NOTEI There are more than 100 different types
of Amperex tubes for broadcasting, industrial
and electro-medical applications. Many of our
standard types are now available through leading radio equipment distributors.
imPEREx EunRonii coRroRimon
BROOKLYN I. M. Y.
n WASHINGTON STREET
export Division: 13 E. 40th St.. New Yorii 16. I. Y.. Cables: "Artab"
HELP KEEP THE CASUALTY LISTS DOWN ... DON ATE BLOOD TO THE RED CROSS
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50-kw

Stations

Gross

Over

58

Million Dollars in 1944
FCC Report Shows Net Time Sales Up 19.85%;
Increases of 53 Outlets Range to $973,000
A 50-KW broadcasting station last Columbia as follows: One in each
year was good for better than a of these 14 states: Washington,
$1,000,000 gross business, accord- Missouri, Colorado, New Mexico,
ing to a report issued last week Utah, Oklahoma, Maryland, Massaby the FCC, based on operations
chusetts, Kentucky, Michigan, Virginia, Georgia, Connecticut, West
of these stations using highest per- Virginia;
two in each of these
missible power. At the same time
the Commission announced a public states: Iowa, Louisiana, Minnesota,
hearing for May 9 to determine North Carolina, Tennessee; three
what changes should be made in in each of these states: California,
allocation policies with reference to Ohio, Pennsylvania; five in Illinois;
six in Texas; eight in New York;
clear-channel stations.
The 53 standard stations operat- one in District of Columbia.
ing with 50 kw reported net time
High Price
sales (after deducting agency comare owned and operated
mis ions) of$58,624,000. This was by Fourteen
three of the major networks as
an increase of $9,708,000 (includ- follows:
7, NBC 5, Blue 2.
ing $117,000 for a newly added Principal CBS
of 29 stations
station), or 19.85% more than the have otherowners
interests, including
amount reported by the 52 stations
11 publishthen operating with the power in sevening,manufacturing,
three insurance, two theatres,
1943. The 1943 increase over 1942
two educational, one automobile
was 16.39%.
distributor, one oil company and
Increase to $973,000
one department store. The remaining 10 licensees have no business
The reported increases in net
time sales, said the Commission, other than broadcasting.
The new station is KWBU Corranged from $64,000 to $973,000
pus Christi, Tex. and there is one
for the 53 stations. They were
grouped as follows : 16 stations with outstanding construction permit
for
50 kw, that of WINS New
increases between $64,000 and
$100,000; 22 stations (including York, sold last month by the Hearst
new one) with increases between interests to the Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, licensee of WLW, pending
$100,000 and $200,000; 11 stations
with increases between $200,000 FCC approval [Broadcasting, Jan.
29].
The
price has been reported
and $500,000, and four stations
with increases between $500,000 as $1,700,000, highest ever paid for
an independent station.
and $973,000.
The 50 kw stations are located
Only porone
the 53 with
stations
ted isnot ofaffiliated
any re-of
in 25 states and the District of
the major networks. That is WHN
New York which does have intermittent network connections for
BBC Video Inquiry
special broadcasts, the FCC reAN INQUIRY
into
all
the
aspects of postwar television has
tionsported.
follows:Stations and their affiliajust been completed by the British
NBC
(24
stations)— KOA
Denver,WMAQ
KPO
Broadcasting Corp., Sir Allan Pow- San Francisco,
New York,
WTAMWEAPCleveland,
all owned
ell, BBC's chairman
Board Chicago,
of Governors,
revealedof inthea speech
and operated
by
NBC;
KDKA
Pittsburgh,querque,
KFI LosKSTP St.Angeles,
KOB Albubefore wealth
delegates to the
Common-in
Paul-Minneapolis;
Conference
KVOO Tulsa,
KYW PhUadelphia,
WBAL
London. SirBroadcasting
Allan stated
in his Baltimore,
WBZ
Boston, WGY WHO
Schenectady,WLW
WHAM Cincinnati,
Rochester,
Des
view
"in
quite
a
few
years
we
shall
Moines,
WOAI
San
by
some means
Antonio,
WPTP WTIC
Raleigh,Hartford,
WSB Atlanta,
television
availableor inanother
most ofhave
our Fort
WSM Worth,
Nashville,
WBAP
WPAA Dallas.
CBS Los(20 Angeles,
stations)—WABC
KMOX New
St. Louis,
KNX
York,
WBBM
Chicago,
WBT Charlotte,
WCCO
Minneapolis,
WTOP
Washington,
all
network
owned
and
operated;
KIRO
Seattle, KRLD Dallas, KSL Salt Lake
Prove It FIRST:City, WCAU
KTRH Houston,
KWKHall network
Shreveport,
Philadelphia,
owned
and
operated;
KIROLakeSeattle,
KRLD
Dallas,
KSLKWKH
Salt
City,
EXCLUSIVE
KTRH
Houston,
Shreveport,
TEST MARKET
WCAU
PhUadelphia,
WHAS
Louisville,
WJR
Detroit,
Buffalo,
URBAN-RURAL
Nashville,
WRVAWKBW
Richmond,
WWL WLAC
New
99% NATIVE BORN WHITE
Orleans,turns toWCKY
Cincinnati
fCBS
WKRC
Cincinnati
inWCKY
JimereNoreceived
other inPrimary
Signal
is
when
its
present
contract
with
our area.
expires! .
BLUE Chicago
(6 stations)
— WJZ owned
New York,
WENR
network,
and
operated;
KWBUWWVACorpus
Christi;W.KXEL
WSLB
Waterloo,
la.,
Wheeling,
Va.;
OGDENSBURG, N. Y.
WLS Chicago.
MUTUAL
WON Chica(MUTUAL)
go; WOR New(2 stations)—
York.
The Wcjlker Co., Represenlativet
INTERNATIONAL
SHOE
Co.,
❖
for its Red Goose Shoe divisionSt.onLouis,
Feb.
18 presented
a filmthe "Circus
Folks"
on
PROVE IT FIRST VIA WSLB
WABD
New
York,
-Allen
B.
DuMont
AN IDEAL TEST MARKET
video station.
sound
Studios. Movie was made by FotoBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

How
LOCAL

do

you

rate

PROGRAM

QUALITY?
No one attaches that disparaging little phrase, "just
another sustainer," to KFI's Public Service programs.
And for two very good reasons: Firstly, these features
are intelligently planned always to reflect the local
flavor of the community ... its institutions . . . and its
worthy war-effort agencies. Secondly, the quality of
showmanship and production is of "network calibre."
For instance, KFI's own Christmas Day programming
was heard by 61.2% of all radio families in Southern
California ... an audience that was four times greater
than the second most popular station.
And this station's Los Angeles Philharmonic Young
Artists' Competition — the finest locally produced symphonic program
Southern
California — built
an audience
of 4.8heard
in itsinfirst
six broadcasts.
A survey of three other KFI evening Public Service
Programs disclosed that two of the three lead all other
features on the air in the same time period with the
third rated a close second.
So, if you are an analytical time buyer aware of the
value of a station's local program power, there's a
"warmed up" audience of receptive and responsive
listeners awaiting you on KFI!

NBC for LOS ANGELES
KFI
50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • 640 KILOCYCLES

tDWARD C. PETRY AND COMPANY, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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I Rogow Opposes
Against Middle
•EDITOR Broadcasting:
f I read Broadcasting's story —
]'St.
Louis-Post
Dispatch
Urges
Clean-up
of Newscasts
by Nets"
in
the Jan.
22 issue — and
I just—
-finished your editorial, "Midway
Discord" in the issue of Feb. 5.
Here's something that I can't let
pass, ofwithout
uttering- Because
a long, loud
yelp
disapproval.
the
Post-Dispatch editorial strikes me
as a crusade that not only unjustifiably smears the swell job so many
stations are doing with the broadcasting ofnews — but a crusade that
joins two separate
sues—both of whichandaredistinct
based ison
false premises. The Post-Dispatcit
calls on the four networks to: (1)
quit interrupting news broadcasts
with commercial plugs and (2) to

Tost' Crusade
Commercials
quit permitting these broadcasts to
be sponsored by objectionable advertisers.
spend much time
on I'mNo.not2. going
If the toPost-Dispatch
has
some
specific
charges
"false,
fraudulent, unworthy andof disgusting advertising"
of news
programs byontheanysponsors
of the
four networks, and really has the
interests
of
radio
at
heart,
there's
an easy, quiet way to get some
quick action. But then, the circulahavethea
chancetion oftothe"seepaper
what wouldn't
a great guy
PostI hold
is"! no brief for the indiscriminate sale of news programs to any
advertiser that comes along. Product and copy should always have
been scrutinized carefully by any

radio station worthy of the name.
Bad
been you
evident
some judgment
cases — buthaswhen
reallyin
get
find
that down
most toof those
them cases,
fall inyou'll
the category of local
news
programs,
created,
produced
and
sold
by
stations
affiliated with the four networks,
or independents. So much for that.
Now, let's have a good look at
that point No. 1— "quit interrupting news broadcasts with commercialtorial
plugs".contends
Why?thatWell,
thepublic
edi"the
should not
be compelled
to listen
to
commercial plugs in the midst of
news
like
this,"
(war
news).
And
to bolster that opinion, the Post
quotes
Fitzpatrick's
length —Leoit looks
like theopinion
completeat
announcement that was made explaining
on middle
commercials.WJR'sNotice,banI used
the word
"opinion" twice. Mr. Fitzpatrick
that news
"the with
public reverence
today listens
tosaidradio
and
solemnity."
call toonprove
Mr. that
Fitzpatrick and the IPost
flat

CHATTING IN CORNER at recent
1944 NBC party in Chicago were
Frank Reed, timebuyer of Hill
Blackett Adv., Chicago, and Phil
Stewart, radio director of Roche,
Williams & Cleary, Chicago agency.
statement. Radio has suffered considerably inthe past, from careless
utterances of well known figures —
which are based on guesswork, instead of facts'. WJR may think the
public
is listening
a different
ear into war
1945news
thanwithin
1940. But is that really so? Has
anyone pensegone
to theout?trouble
exof finding
haveandnever
seen or heard
of such aI study
being
undertaken.
On the siderable
other evidence
hand,thatthere
congoodis news
programs — sponsored by decent
firms
— using— well
commercials
have written
increa^sedmiddle
their
popularity
during the —war.
Don't
take
my word
the
numerous
data foron that
radio check
listening
since
Pearl
Harbor.
You'll
find
ample confirmation. But beyond
that, it has been my lot to have a
finger on the daily pulse of some
news
since watching
the late 1920's.
Half ofprograms
those years,
audience reactions through a radio station's eyes — the past nine years
from the agency side of the fence.
I mention that only to support the
contention that this isn't a lopsided,
prejudiced squawk. As a result of
that
experience,
help long,
but gabetionmixed
mindful
of theItocan't
oblis of aas radio
station
its
listeners — as I am of a station's
obligations
to
its
clients
—
and
our obligations to our clients. of
Several of our clients have been
sponsoring quite a number of news
programs for five or six consecutive
years. That goes back before Pearl
Harbor by more than two years.
Had there been any noteworthy adversetenerschange
the attitude
of listo the inmiddle
commercials
during these programs, after war

Approximately $864,000 is
paid outmont toWEEKLY
Beauindustrial inworkers
alone. Yes, they are spending some of it now, and
they're
saving some
of it to
spend LATER.
Shipbuilding,
oil, and synthetic rubber
plants are topping activity in
this phenominal market
now. And there's plenty of

Industry WEEKLY payroll In Beaumont, compiled by • C.E.D.
■
■
$206,000
week$864,000
war
$320,000
estily pre - war increase.
peak — 319% mated
high.
war payroll.post

evidence to show this is a
stabilized market for post
war — (Ask for copy of
* C.E.D.mont). Survey on BeauKFDM is your Standout
major network station which
gives you full coverage and
penetration
bine area. of the rich Sa-

Committee for Economic Development.
AYLDR-HOWEONOWDEN
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we
return

you

now

mitter when MacArthur and his men
came back, three weeks ago. Three times
in that one night, the Mutual News

to Manila

Division brought home his deeply moving word -pictures . . . firsthand reports
which news services and newspapers saw
fit to quote verbatim.

Customary closing for overseas broad-

Mutual shares the nation's pride in

casts is: ". . . we return you now to the

General MacArthur' s promised triumph ;

United States." This was reversed in
effect when Mutual presented the first
eyewitness description of U. S. re-entry
into Manila, on Sunday, Feb. 4, 1945.
Mutual's man in Manila that day was
Royal Arch Gunnison. It is good that he
could have seen, and reported to Amer-

we're proud, too, that we enabled American listeners to return to the Philippine
capital in its hour of delivery, through
the eyes of Royal Arch Gunnison.
And it was personally gratifying— to us
and to the Mutual audience— to have
rendered this stirring service a scant
week after our exclusive delivery of the

ica, the actual liberation. Gunnifson remained athis Mutual post in Manila until

voice of Chiang Kai-shek, direct from

all communications were cut off when

Chungking, on the occasion of the open-

the Japs moved in, three years ago. He

ing of the Stilwell Road.

was the first radio correspondent to enter
the freed city and proceed to a trans-

This...is

MUTUAL

vas
isn't sizeable
it reasonable
to
issumedeclared,
some
sion that
of resentment
wouldexpreshave
sropped up, through —
(a) Complaints to the station?
(b) tiser?
Complaints to the adver(c) Dwindling of audience?
Well, what happened? Sure, we
•eceived complaints about the ad'^ertising
— not
announcenents, mind
you —middle
just advertising.
During all these years — pre-war
md war years combined — there was
I huge total of twelve or fifteen
etters of complaint received by
ihe more than thirty stations involved— and most of these arrived
it the outset of the campaign, right
ifter the programs went from sus;aining to commercials! Against
;hat, our clients have but to dig
nto their files to show you several
lundred letters praising the comnercialsgrams!And
on these
veryrecent
same audiprothe most
ince studies show practically all
;hese programs at or near their
ill-time high peak of listener in;erest! And better yet — they are
:ontinuing to produce unmistakable
ividence of satisfactorily performng the advertising chore, for which
;hey were purchased !
I can't seem to forget that under

Herzog Appointed
E. F. HERZOG has been appointed
designing
of the transmitter divisionengineer
of the General
Electric
Co. electronics department, J. J.
Farrell,
chief
engineer
of
the
sion announced. Mr. Herzog divifirst
joined the company in 1929 and
has been assistant to the chief engineer since July 1944. He will now
be responsible for the design of all
products ofquarters inthe
division, with headSchenectady.
our system
of broadcasting
ican radio stations
are able —to Amerbring
to the communities they serve the
finest broadcasting service in the
world — through revenue received
from
nothingadvertising.
short of aAndcrimeI think
to seeit'sa
policy creep into the picture which
has oiever
been desirable
proved to service
yield bet-to
ter or more
listeners cr—eases but
very
definitely
inthe cost and decreases the
eff'ectiveness
—
for
the
advertisers
who foot the bill !
Perhaps
I'd feel elimination
less criticalof
about
the suggested
middle commercials in news programs ifWJR had cut the cost of
their quarter-hour news packages
40 or 50%, when they decided to

TWIN CITIES radio women met to discuss the NAB District meeting
held in Minneapolis Feb. 12-13. The group elected Darragh Aldrich of
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul as director of women's activities in the NAB
11th District. Front row (1 to r) : Kenena MacKenzie, WCCO; Bee Baxter, KSTP; Dorothy Spicer, KSTP; Miss Aldrich, WCCO; Ruth Sherman, WDGY; Ruth Swanson, WLB. Back row: Arlene Haeberle, WTCN;
Jeanne Kimbal, WLOL; Judy Bryson, WTCN; Irma Coffman, WDGY;
Ellen Boltz, WTCN; Irene Brant, WMIN; Karin Elf strand, WLOL.
ban the most important message
of three — and if the radio station
owned and operated by the crusading St. Louis that
Post-Dispatch
had
demonstrated
it really knew
how to "build a better mouthtrap"
by having the most popular news
programs in St. Louis! Unfortu-

They were his magic words to open doors. We doubt if
they would work today ... but we do know a formula
that will open the door to "The Magic Circle". It's
WBIG. Here is an area that leads in Agriculture and

nately,
the
case!the records show that isn't
Gettingmentalsright
down toto putfunda, if you were
the
question to the public, whether they
preferred all radio programs with
or without advertising — you know
what the
would be,Buta landslide for answer
no advertising.
you
also have good reason to know, by
what triehas
taken
place
in
other
couns— how fast a change from the
present system of radio supported
by advertising — would bring about
deterioration of programs — proare recognized
envied asgramsthewhichfinest
in the world.andIf
you encourage the dropping of middle commercials now — without adequate study of just what that means
to an advertiser's
dollar —suggestion
what's to
prevent
another brilliant
next yearmercial— and
to drop
opening year,
comthe thefollowing
with all ears focused on only one
offender — get nounrid
cement, to ! of the closing anTelegraph Tale
Do you remember that old gag
about the fellow who wrote out a
telegram — then started, with an
eye to fluous
economy,
words? One tobycutone,outhe superfound
each word non-essential and wound
up William
by having Rogow,
nothing vice-president,
left at all!
Neff-Rogow Inc.
Feb.New7 York City

Industry . . it's The Richest Spot in the South and WBIG
is the favorite Spot with a million loyal listeners.
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RIDGE. DIRECTOR

DAILY PROGRAMS IN

SOOO WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW YORK
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wow lays down a 2^4 millivolt signal withinThat
a 100-mile
more) uses
radius5000of
Omaha.
is because(or WOW
watts power on a nearly ideal frequency of
590 kilocycles. The chart below, based on
computations by competent radio engineers,
illustrates how much more power is needed to
lay down a millivolt signal 100 miles at
higher frequencies.
POWER
WOW
AT 590kC

NEEDS

ONLY 5.000

AT "llOO KC
AtMSOO KC

90,000 WATTS ' WOULD

AT iSOO KC

420,000 WATTS WOULD

190,000 WATTS

WOULD

WATTS

IN WATTS
200,000
TO DELIVER

300,000

A 2'4 MILLIVOLT

SIGNAL

100 MILES

BE NEEDED TO DELIVER THE SAME
BE NEE DED TO DELIVER THE SAME

SIGNAL
SIGNAL

100 MILES
100 MILES

BE NEEDED TO DELIVER

SIGNAL 100

THE SAME

RADIO STATION
IT'S A FACT - - wow is easily heard anywhere within a 100-mile
radius of its transmitter — because WOW puts 5000
watts power on a 590-kc frequency.
WOW is listened
its 21 -yearbasic
recordNBCof
providing
the bestto inbecause
radio,ofincluding
programs since 1927.
Those are two sound reasons why WOW can do your
radio advertising job within a hundred miles PLUS
' of Omaha . . . ALONE!
*These
the area.
approximate {requenciet of other full-time
stations arein this

! BROADCASTING
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IMC.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
. NBC • 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of
KODY • NBC IN NORTH PIATTE

590 KC
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FARM

noSLEM?

No. Top hats, white gloves, and canes are not part of the
work clothes in Iowa — even though some self-styled "farm
stations" apparently think so, from their big-city-type programs.
But no matter what our farmers wear, their average farm
income in 1943 was $7,672, with a probable 20% increase
in '44!
To reach these prosperous farmers your best bet is KMA,
the No. 1 Farm Station of the No. 1 Farm Market. Because
our area is practically all rural, we cater full-time to farm
listeners. No half-hour "farm programs" interspersed with
jive-records are on our schedule! No elocution-school products
give our market reports and USDA requirements. KMA speaks
in good, neighborly, Iowa plain-talk! And our talent staff isn't
of the v/ise-cracking night-club variety; they're more homespun and wholesome.
The result? More than twice as much listener-mail as any
other station in this area receives. That should mean, for you,
more than twice the chance of making sales.
Some availabilities are still open! For information, call us or
write Free and Peters.

ROYSTER DEFENDS
MIDDLE COMMERCIAL
EDITOR Broadcasting:
I have been following with a
great deal
of interest
statements of several
stationstheconcerning cialsthe carrying
of
middle
commerin newscasts. Having served
a number of years as editor and
publisher
for weekly
and semiweekly magazines
and papers,
and
for the past 10 years exclusively
in radio, I beg to take issue on
this subject.
Like motion pictures, the radio
station
to theor
tastes ofwhothedoesn't
generalcaterpublic
listeners, will quite naturally be
eliminated as a medium of entertainment. Yorou can't
regulate morals
planscensor,
for theor people.
Just
why
isn't
it
permissible
to carry a commercial in the center
of a newscast, when a daily paper
carries a commercial in between
certain stories or news items in
their columns? You start a news
story on page 1 of your paper, and
find it continued on page 8. In bethose pages are and
pyramided
several tweenadvertisements
many
times you find an advertisement
sandwiched
in
between
a
story
on
one page.
Our American radio is the finest
the world,
for making
itin still
better, and
but I'm
in most
of the
towns having radio stations, the
majority
of the find
concerns
who spon-to
sor newscasts
it impossible
properly
present
his
story
the
store and its sale or goods ofin the
forty or fifty words of the commer-

cial announcement at the beginning and end of the newscast. I
recentlyrioustuned
in vaparts of inthe22 stations
United States
and listened to their newscasts,
and even the one selling patent
medicines failed to kill my desire
to hear the late news. It would be
fine
of course,
if all stations
eliminate
commercials,
but just could
how
would we pay salaries and a dividend on our investments? The millenium hasn't arrived yet, and I
think if more large and small stations wouldstation
try to and
run anot
firstbeclassso
standard
WTought
up
with
FM
and
television
which is from 4 to 15 years
away,
the stations and their listeners
would be muchManager,
better off.
N. L. EOYSTER,
WOLS Florence, S. C.
To Acquire KGHI 10%
S. C. VINSONHALER, general
manager
of KGHIin KLRA
and former
minor stockholder
prior
to the duopoly severance of the two
Little Rock stations, is to acquire
10% interest in KGHI for $12,000
according to an application filed
with the FCC. Assignment of
license is requested from A. L.
Chilton
andhalfLeonore
H. doing
Chilton (each
interest),
business as KGHI Broadcasting
Service, to the new partnership:
A. L. Chilton 45%, L. H. Chilton
45% and Mr. Vinsonhaler 10%.
The Chiltons
at one and
time KGHI.
had operated both KLRA

OWI PACKET, WEEK

SHENANDOAH,
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Cneck the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during
the weeksuitable
beginning
March 19. OWI
transcriptions
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
for
sponsorship
and three
on eachof
side
discs. TeUwaryourmessages.
clients
about them.
Plan 20-second
schedules chain
for best timing
these ofimportant
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET. eronp
Croap NAT.PLAN
SPOT
WAR MESSAGE WORK
KW
PLAN
Aff. Ind. Aff. Ol
Ind. Live Trans.
Hold PricesMarine
Down
Merchant
XX
The
Job
Ahead—
Japan
X XX ____ __
Red Cross
X X
X X
X X
Victory
x
X
Planned Garden
Saving ____
X X
Seeing warOWImessages
Scheduleunderof War
Message
names and
time ofPlans.
programs carryNational
Spot 152andforNetwork
Allocation
CoMBimm
tiyGEORG/A
WGST ATLANTA
WMAZ MACON

KMA
BLUE NETWORK
The No. 1 Farm Station in the ISo. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES

MARCH

AVAILABLE
COMBINATION
KATES
AT
MAJ
OR
TD
IA
Georgia

AROUND
IOWA
TWIN FALLS • IDAHO
ROADCASTING

MARKET I tllU
Kepresenfed by
• Broadcast Advertising

D^E
A

MM

POOR

IS
AUDIENCE!

Niccolo Paganini, greatest of all violin virtuosos, languished in a Genovese jail for breach
of promise. To while away the hours, he played
his favorite composition, Beethoven's Quartet
in F.
Such magnificence of tone — such perfection
of technique. But Paganini's audience consisted
of one man— the jailer, v/ho listened outside his
cell, spellbound with admiration.
Fortunately for Paganini and the world at
large, he was soon released from jail, and
played before audiences of thousands.
A program broadcast over a radio station
which the public does not tune-in, is like a virtuoso in jail — without an audience.
Your product, advertised over WCBM, will
"play to thousands," for listening to WCBM
has become a habit in Baltimore.
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Labor
Problems
Confront
Television
strongly established in the theater, no success, and the situation has
Many Unions Entering movies
and radio.
not improved since Mr. Petrillo
Art; Jurisdictional
The American Federation of Mu- notified his organization that television is a matter to be handled
sicians
was
one
of
the
first
unions
Contests Likely
to establish standards for televi- only tivebyBoard.the International ExecuBy BRUCE ROBERTSON
sion. Three or four years ago the
New York local of AFM notified
One result of the excessively
JAMES
C.
PETRILLO's
order
to
the
pioneer
broadcasters
scale for musicians, which
musicians not to work on televi- in that citytelevision
they must pay high
also applies to remote pickups, has
sion programs until further notice musicians $18that
for
video
performbeen several highly ridiculous silent
is a forcible reminder that there
ances of an hour or less, plus a $6 telecasts
of musical shows. Anare other problems on the video rehearsal
fee. Use of network staif
other, and one which might well
horizon besides those of allocations musicians
on
affiliated
television
AFM pause, is the amazand technical developments. Unlike
was banned when the union give ingthevariety
of non-musical video
sound broadcasting, which had its stations
discovered it.
programs which have been prooperation pattern pretty well deduced,
and
the
success with which
veloped before it was confronted by
Brought Silent Video
musical backgrounds have been
demands
of
organized
labor,
televisupplied
through
recordings.
sion from the outset must deal with
Attempts of New York telecastPotential dynamite, although not
musicians, actors and singers, engi- ers to secure from the local union
neers, scene shifters and a number rates more in keeping with their so pressing as the musicians at the
of others belonging to unions present limited audiences met vdth moment, is the technician union

Just lift your
Receiver
for information
markets

on

and radio

in the great
Middlewest and Soutliwest
It's easy to information
obtain accurate,
the-minute
fromup-toany
Taylor-Howe-Snowden representative. Test it— see for yourself. Ours
is a service which is extra helpful
in many extra ways!
Taylor- -uwe-Snuwden

affiliates
OKLAHOMA STATIONS
TEXAS STATIONS
AND OKLAHOMA
KFDM — Beaumont
KFYO— Lubbock
NETWORK
KGNC— Amarillo
KRGV— Weslaco
KADA— Ada
KTSA — San Antonio
KBIX— Muskogee
LONE STAR CHAIN
KCRC— Enid
KFYO — Lubbock, Texas
KGFF — Shawnee
KGKO— Ft. Worth, DalKOME— Tuba
las, Texas
KTOK— Oklahoma City KGNC — Amarillo, Texas
KRGV — Weslaco, Texas
KVSO — Ardmore
San Antonio,
LOUISIANA STATION KTSA — Texas
KXYZ
—
Houston, Texas
KRMD — Shreveport
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situation. At NBC's video station,
WNBT,bers ofthethetechnicians
National are
Assn.mem-of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians, whose contract with NBC
gives the union control over all
technical equipment. The definition
of that cludes
phrase,
whether
incameras,andlights
and itother
television apparatus, may lead to a
dispute over union jurisdiction as
bitter
as theplatter
presentturning.
NABET-APM
fight over
Unions Making Bids
The International Alliance of
Theatrical and Stage Employes
(lATSE)chineand
Moving
PictureUnited
MaOperators
of the
States and Canada, which will undoubtedly supply the projectionists
for video programs on film as it
does for theater movies, also has
its eyestions of television.
on other technical
At WCBW,operathe
CBS videonicians arestation,
where
techmembers of thethe International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, the jurisdictional question may possibly be settled by a
ruling from the AFL national office, as both lATSE and IBEW are
AFL unions.
American Communications Assn.,
CIO union with jurisdiction over
broadcast engineers, is also likely
to enter the video picture and make
its bid for the right to give its
members the many jobs that operation of television cameras and
lights is certain to produce.
Wage Problem Looms
In 'the field of performers, apart
from
Equity musicians,
and ScreenAFRA,
ActorsActors'
Guild
several years ago set up a joint
television committee to watch development ofthis new field of employment for their members. So far
these unions have limited their demands on television to requiring
their members to report details of
video employment, including hours
worked and pay received. They
have established no minimum
scales, adopting the theory that
if one of their members wants to
gain experience before the cameras at a low fee it is all right for
him tosiondo broadcasting
so as longcompany
as the televidoes
not exploit him for its own profit.
Undoubtedly these talent unions
will present their demands on teleREACH m./JcU0
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LAKEV
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L
sales
General Offices: Amarillo, Texas, Radio Building; Telephone:
4242; General Manager: Alex
Neu) York 18: 19 West Forty.
Fourth Street; Telephone:
Murray Hill 2-2485; Manager:
Jack Keasler.
Chicago 1: 360 North Michigan Avenue; Telephone: State
5260; Manager: Tom Peterson.
Dallas 1: 805 Tower Petroleum

offices
Building; Telephone: Riversid.
5663; Manager: Clyde Melville
Hollywood: 6362 Hollywood
Granite
Blvd.
6113. ; Telephone
Salt Francisco: 681 Market
Street;
5512. Telephone: Garfield
Seattle: 2101 Smith Towe
Telepho
e: ElUott 7417.
Portland: Studio Building;
Telephone: Beacon 4107.

UTAHS NBC STATION
Utah hat on« of the highest per capita
ratings as a radio iistening market.
JOHN P?_«iR & CO. National Representative
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WESTINfiHOUSE RADIO STATIONS
O • KEX
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• WBZ
WBZ
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT
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Answer:

Question: TO

C.P.A.

Answer:

STATION
STATION B

Certified

turned the problem over to two reputable Syracuse firms,
specifying only that we wanted a conclusive mail study
made and we authorized them to make such a study on a
scientific basis. These firms were: The Syracuse Letter
Company, and the accounting firm of Stover, Butler and
Murphy.
The results were truly amazing! Replies were received
from 1 out oi every 28 radio homes in the Syraeuse retail
area. A total of 5,493 were tabulated and certified.
The charts below carry the story. Here is the final answer
to an authentic survey of the question of which station has
leadership in one of the nation's richest markets.

WHAT STATION DO YOU LISTEN MOST
WSYR
STATION B
■■■
station_c
station d

WHICH
WSYR

OF

SYRACUSE

factual,

THE city of Syracuse, where 205,967 people live in 55,452
radio homes, is the center of a 40-mile retail area where
live 395,437 more people in 98,320 additional radio homes.
Thus there is a total of 601,134 people, 153,772 radio homes
in the 40-mile radius of station WSYR.
This is only
a partcoverage
of WSYR's
ulation primary
withinmore-than-a-million
its own market, butpop-it
is a concentrated market of extreme importance. For that
very reason we determined to take the guesswork out of
radio listening habits. We wanted an authentic poll on
which we could place reliance.
So WSYR took the most logical step to obtain an unimpeachable survey of station leadership in this area. We
Question: TO

SURVET

DO

YOU

STATION C

LISTEN

MOST

STATION D

Conclusion: TOTAL AVERAGE DAY-PLUS-NIGHT
WSYR
STATION B
STATION C

AT

NIGHT?

OTHERS

DAYTim?
OTHERS

LISTENERS!
OTHERS

IJSow

WSYR,

Syracuse

^srocro

RADIO

STATION

TRADING

Study

of Radio

IHDEBSHIP

AREA

SMion

!

Leadership

(In Syracuse city limits only)
Question: TO

WHICH
WSYR

Answer:

STATION DO
STATION B

YOU

LISTEN

MOST

AT NIGHT?

^

STATION D

Who ]s Your Favorite Radio Comedian?
*Bob Hope
*Jack Benny

^^McGee & Molly
*Eddie Cantor

=^Joan Davis
*Charlie McCarthy

^^Abbott & Costello *Bob Burns
*Gildersleeve Burns & Alien

Listed in order of preference as sliown by ffii's study. ^Indicates tteard over WSYR

<°Bing Crosby
Kate Smith

Who is Your Favorite Radio Singer?
^Frank Munn
Nelson Eddy
*Richard Crooks
Frank Sinatra
''J. Charles Thomas "^Dinah Shore

*Ginny Simms
*Dick Haymes

Listed in order of preference as sAown by this study. * Indicates heard over WSYR

Who

is Your Favorite
Swing
^Ekins Radio Commentator?
Williams
''Vadeboncoeur
Lewis
^Thomas
'Kaltenborn
Heater
Winchell
St. John
Listed in order of preference as shown by this study. * Indicates heard over WSYR
LEADERSHIP IS GAINED BY QUALITY PROGRAMS BACKED BY CAPABLE, SINCERE STATION
MANAGEMENT. WSYR HAS THOSE FACTORS AND, MAKE, NO MISTAKE, WSYR HAS LEADERSHIP

OP

THE

WORLD'S
BETTER
RADIO
STATIONS

vision when sets are on sale and
the art begins big time operation
to develop audiences salable to
sponsors.
An inter-union
over jurisdiction
is possibledispute
here,
as none of the three organizations
has relinquished its claim to control of this
new onfield,thebutbasisit isof considered unliliely
the
past
of these
which
are allhistory
branches
of theunions,
Associated
Actors and Artistes of America,
parent AFL theatrical union.
It has
been pointed
out that
while
television
is somewhat
like
sound broadcasting and somewhat
like motion pictures it is actually
neither of them, but a new medium
of communication that is just starting to develop. It requires of its
backers a heavy capital investment
and a willingness to operate for a
considerable period of time with
little or no income. Excessive demands from organized labor might
well retard television's growth for
many years; might possibly kill it
altogether. Television broadcasters,
on their part, must offer to labor
reasonable wages for the sake of
art at the beginning and ample opportunities for advancement as it
develops if they are to attract the
skilled workers they need from
other fields.

BROADCASTING butchers preparing brew for 1,800 servicemen who
were provided
food USO
and entertainment atthewith
Chicago
when
WBBM Chicago took the service
club over are (1 to r) : J. Kelley
Smith, station
general purchasing
sales manager; Ben Orloff,
agent; Jack
Vanmanager.
Valkenburg, assistant general

MacGregor Royalty
SETTING
PRICE onCo.,"know
how",
C. P.A MacGregor
Los
Angeles transcription service, has
announced that firms using its recording facilities will pay a royalty of one cent per side on all phoin addition
mechanicalnographcostrecordings
of original
master.to
Commenting on the new fee, C P.
MacGregor, head of firm, said:
"For fifteen years we have been
KONP Makes Debut
building
experiencebusiness.
of 'know
KONP, new local in Port Angeles, how' in thean recording
We
Wash., operating on 1450 kc with feel that we have much more to
250 w, went on the air this month offer than the mere process of elecwith an informal three-hour openrecording and that we are
house
which
attracted entitled trically
to participate
in thealong
sucmore thanprogram
800 guests
who inspected
cess
of
any
records
we make
the station. A half-hour program, with the composers,
publishers,
featuring the Port Angeles Concert
Orchestra, was broadcast from the artists and musicians union."
Elks' Temple. The following day
KONP presented more opening programs including
Favor Congress on Air
transcribed
salutes more
to KONPthanfrom20 BROADCASTS
of Congress are
other stations in the Northwest. favored
by almost half the persons
KONP is owned and operated by
Evening News Press Inc., local polled on that question in December by theStudy WOR-Crossley
Conprinting firm. H. J. McAllister, forofarea.
RadioMenListening
merly of KVI isTacoma
KHQ- in the NewtinuingYork
favored
KGA Spokane,
general and
manager;
the
proposition
slightly
more
than
J. P. Ernst, formerly of KVOS women, with 52.3% of the 789 men
Bellingham and KTBI Tacoma, is
whilepolled
only
chief engineer; Mrs. Mildred Ernst, interviewed
46.7% of thevoting
2,706"yes",
women
lately of KPOW Powell, Wyo., is voted
affirmatively. Congressional
saleswoman and announcer; Mrs. broadcasts
would
be
authorized
by
Allenfic manager;
Munro, and
new Stan
to radio,
Parker,is trafalso a joint resolution introduced in the
by Rep. Coffee
(R-Wash.)
new er.toStudios
radio,areis located
operator-announc[Broadcasting,
Feb. 12].
at 313 W. House
First St., Port Angeles.

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BIAIR I CO.

SPORTS

WWYA
WHEELING^W.VA.
YDU

CAN

BANK
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DN US/

"After listening to WFDF Flint,
the President bought an extra
E-Bond"
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DAIRY'S GUARANTEED FORMULA
Good Response Obtained from Program Dedicated
— :
To Employes in the Service
ROMPT and enthusiastic audi- products — a brief closing announceice cooperation is practically
ment. The program is interspersed
uaranteed
simple
and Dairy
inex- with music and news of other Peveensive
hookby ina the
Pevely
1 ,'The
employes
service.
hook inin the
promotion is a
, • o. program Easy Listening, 9-9:40
plain
mimeographed
card, todeliv'.m.,
Monday
through
Friday
on
;WK St. Louis.
ered, with the milk, daily,
all
customers formerly served by the
Written
and
produced
by
Huiflan Adv. Agency, the program is Route Salesman
who
is
to
be
interletter is to be read
Pevely men over theviewed or whose
air on a forthcoming
f' ,edicated
kid women tonowthein 236
uniform.
irecedes that
broadcast.
The
card
i f,
Four Parts
particular program by a day or
' itroduction,
It consists ofexplaining
four parts:the(1) purthe two.It reads:
Remember Bill Jones
ose, (2) reminder to listeners to
proud
'rite friends and relatives in the Salesman in your districtwhowasas Rout''
to
ser-eandyouother
with Super-Test
Pevely Irradiated
srvices, and a tie-in with the variDairy
, us war drives, (8) the highlight Milk
Products
up with
fersonal
the show
— a letter
or a Uncle
Sam?andWe who
have joined
heard from
him
interview
withfrom,
a Pevely
inployee now in uniform, (4) the and
doingyouwell.will l)e glad to know he is
The EdKi/ Lisfeniny program at
I jhly commercial "selling" Pevely

27

DOLLAR

MIL

Lt. Randolph H. Ogg
LT. RANDOLPH H. OGG, USMC,
and former member of the engineering staff of KGVO Missoula,
Mont., was drowned in the South
Pacific Feb. 4. Lt. Ogg was a radar
specialist,
in chargeIsland,
of a700radio
station
on Johnson
mi.
southwest of Pearl Harbor at the
time of his death. His wife, two
children and his parents survive.
9dedicated
:00 a. m.to him,
Feb. and15 aover
letterKWK
will beis
read
telling
of
some
of
his
wartime
experiences. If you care to write to
him, send a letter to us and we shall
be glad to forward it (etc.).
Thereandis inquiries
a flood of following
letters, 'phone
calls
each
broadcast.terviewAor letter-reading
recording of portion
the inof the program is made during the
broadcastcordingbyLabs. This
the Technisonic
is pressed at Re-70
revs, forductionhome
phonograph
and is given, by the reprodairy,
to the
serviceman or woman or to
his
family.

MEAT

MARK?!

ONE OF MANY
SOURCES OF RICH
SPENDING POWER
FOR
LUBBOCK
27 million dollars worth
ofmarket
meat without
can't leave
moneyo
turning over. Couple this
juicy income
the
other
activitieswithweallhave
out here and you have
a fancy
147 million
lar effective
incomedol-at
which
to
smack.
know the best wayWanfa'
to do
the job, and at the lowest
cost?
Why,
throu^gh
KFYO, of course!

BLUE NETWORK

GRIM BACK IN U. S.
'Voice of China' Returns
— For Speaking Tour
GEORGE GRIM, known as the
"Voice of China" on XGOY, and
former Minneapolis Star Journal
& Tribune radio promotion director, is back in this country after
ato year
a half Government.
as radio advisor
the and
Chinese
Mr.
Grim will speak to an estimated
50,000 Minnesotans on the political,
side economic
China. and social picture inLeaving his radio post with the
Minneapolis papers in March,
1942, Mr. Grim became a private
in the Army,
earning
commission, andlater
in 1943
the a State
Dept. borrowed him from the Army
and loanedernmenthimwhichtosummoned
the ChinesehimGov-to
Chungking. While there he worked
with high officials of the Chinese
Government
and traveled throughout Free China.
Mr. Grim has been averaging
three to five speeches daily before
civic, professional and business
groups
his end
current
tour whichon will
March speaking
1.
N. Y. OWI Session
MORE than half of the 60-odd stations in New York State and northern New Jersey have already accepted an invitation to meet in New
York March 7 to discuss with OWI
officials the best means in which
they
war eifort.
Date canis support
the daythe before
the
NAB district meeting in New York,
March 8-9. David Frederick, OWI
director of war programs, and
George Ludlum, radio director of
the OWI's
branch,for will
meet
with thedomestic
broadcasters
an
informal discussion of any problems
now bothering the station men
about
sages. the handling of war mes'Cafe Tropics' Shift
WITH purchase of half interest in
Cafe
Tom Breneman,
m.c. of Tropics
daily Bluebyprogram,
Breakfast
ill
his partners
the Hollywood,
show, seriesandshifts
originatingin
point
to that with
restaurant
26. Associated
Brenemanon inMarch
deal
are Raymond R. Morgan, head of
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood
advertising agency ; Chet Mittendorf,
KFWB Hollywood account executive,
and John Masterson, program man-

AFFILIATE

MEMBER OF LONE STAR CHAIN
1340

ON YOUR DIAL

\uBd^OCK,
XT
X XL o XL n. •
T.. w ■
The Voice of the South Plains of Texas /
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CAMPUS CHRISTIANS
427 WEST 5th STREET
LOS. ANGELES 13, CALIFORNIA
BROADCASTING
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TEXAS

THi OUTSIDE* IS MIGHTY
IMPORTANT
on the Pacific Coast, too!

*Half the retail sales on the Pacific Coast are made OUTSIDE the counties in which Los Angeles,
San Francisco, San Diego, Oakland, Portland, Seattle and Spokane are located.
All,. 4 networks cover the"inside market' of
the Pacific Coast, but only Don Lee completely covers

Coast) showed 60 to 100% of listeners in the "outside
market"tuned to Don Lee stations.

the"outside market" (where half the retail sales are made).
How come? Because most markets on the Pacific Coast

Coverage of the "inside half?" Don Lee has that, too.

are surrounded by mountains 5,000 to 15,000 feet high
and the long-range broadcasting of the other networks
doesn't work.
Don Lee is the only network with enough stations (38)
to do the job. A special Hooper coincidental telephone
survey of 276,019 calls (largest ever made on the Pacific

Regular Hooper reports of the"inside market"reveal that
during 1944 all of the shows that switched from any of
the other 3 networks to Don Lee received higher Hooper
ratings within 13 weeks!
All of which goes to prove that a good radio show on
Don Lee has more listeners than the same show on any
other network on the Pacific Coast.

The CNations Qreatest Regional J^etwork
DON

DCASTING
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LEE

THOMAS S. LEE, PrcsiJctIt
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Vicc-Prcs.& Gen.Mgr.
5515 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38,CAL.
Represented Narionally by John Blair 8f Co.
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Graduate Home economists conduct both "The Food
Scout,"
on best City
buysfoodin
produce informing
by remote listeners
wire fromdaily
the Kansas
terminal,
and
"The
Happy
Kitchen,"
cookery
to aid housewives with their wartime problems.clinic

!| Phil Evans
fj! Director of
li Farm Service

Homespun philosophy has made Caroline
Ellis a network personality. Her "Happy
Home" is widely recognized for the important wartime service
it providss
homemakers throughout
the Heart
of America.

Twenty-five years of radio have witnessed
the growth of a great institution in the
Heart of America known as KMBC of
Kansas City — a basic CBS affiUate. In
June, 1920, Arthur B. Church came to
Kansas City to begin the buikling of what
is today — KMBC. Under his pioneering
guidance, KMBC has become more than
just a radio station. Today it stands as a
vital factor in the community Hfe of almost
two niilHon middlewesterners.

By
remoteFarms,
wire20from
Service
milesKMBC
south
offarmKansas
City,
down-to-earth
chats are broadcast three
times daily. Modern farming
methods are put into practical
application, and listeners
share in the findings.

For the sixth consecutive year KMBC was
granted by the Kansas City livestock interests,
including the stock yards company, livestock
exchange
the tradersofficial
exchange
the exclusive rightand
to broadcast
reports
direct
from America's largest livestock building.
Sam H. Bennett
Vice President
and Sales Director

KMBC tions oisf itsnationally
contribu-o£
executive known
staff toforthetheprogress
the broadcasting industry. In physical properties KMBCremodeled
marks radio's
25th anniversary
with
and 11th
expanded
offices,
row
onnewly
both
and
Pickwick
Hoteltliein10th
Kansas
City. floors of the

KM8C

After leadership since 1941 in
the field of experimental
high frequency transmission,
KMBC-FM went on the air
commercially in 1944 with
perhaps the greatest schedule
of any FM station. Here is
another Arthur B. Church forward step in ever broadening
horizons
an extra service at
no extra— cost!

John Cameron
SWAYZE

Henry Goodman

"time,
Widelyexpertly
recognized
for itsnewsmen,
departmentKMBC
of fullqualified
first with
the news
from both
Associated Pressis
and United Press wire services.
X

OF KANSAS
CITY
Free & Peters, Inc.
KMBC
Of Course — KMBC-FM — an extra service at no extra cost
SINCE 1928 -BASIC CBS AFFILIATE FOR MISSOURI AND KANSAS

Promotion has long played a
prominent role in the successful
operation of KMBC. "Practicing
what
a generous
budget itis preaches,"
set aside each
year for
furthering the sales and prestige
of KMBC's advertising clients.
E. P. J. Shurick
Director of Promotion,
Press Relations and Merchandising

KMBC's
coverageeventsincludes
play-by-play
accounts ofsports
important
plus twice
nightly
summaries from the field of sports. The "Three
Ring Sports
unique
programCircus"
ideas. is one of radio's most

All's Unclear Ahead
WITH EACH passing day, the complexities of
the business of broadcasting step up. Plans for
postwar spectrumwide allocations are in the
making, with oral arguments on the proposed
new assignments scheduled next week. Now
the FCC has called for May 9 a hearing to
reappraise clear-channel service and assignments. Inevitably draAvn into it is the burning
issue of higher power.
An order of broad scope has been issued by
the Commission. Conceivably, the FCC under
it could consider (and possibly invoke) a fullscale realignment of standard broadcast service. It could make all channels clear, leaving
to FM the urban service obligation of the
future. Or it could make all channels nonclear, and relocate stations to provide equivalent service and signal strength throughout
the country.
In calling the hearing — the first on clear
channels since 1938 — the Commission appears
to be pursuing a properly indicated course.
There are a half-dozen clear-channel duplication applications pending, as well as clearchannel station petitions for vastly increased
power. The Commission must determine a policy before it can consider these applications.
There's no chance, under existing wartime
freezes, of doing anything about those applications. But when the war ends, both Government and industry should be set to go.
It is evident the Commission wants to get
into all the facts. The order itself is enough
to cause broadcasters to wince, for the topics
run the gauntlet of social and economic as
well as technical principles. Implicit in the
order is the desire to determine whether there
should be a general relocation of clear-channel
stations, so optimum service could be provided. Then comes the question of whether a
station perfectly located in the middle of the
Great American Desert (from the technical
standpoint) could survive economically. It
couldn't.
The Commission doubtless will take into
account the view^ of other nations on the hemisphere on clear channels. There's the announcement in this issue, for example, of
Emilio Azcarraga, owner of XEW Mexico
City, that he's
shopping forwhen
a 1,000,000
transmitter
for installation
war condi-w
tions
permit.
That's
twice
the
power
ever usedis
in the United States. The present maximum
.50,000 w. Other South American nations are
talking power above 1,000,000 w.
Will we be content here, the cradle of radio,
to have our neighbors blasting in with direct
broadcast sei-vice?
We think the Commission should get the
facts. First, however, we feel broadcasters,
present and prospective, should be advised
whether they will be permitted to operate FM
and AM stations in the same market (and
television too), and whether FM stations will
be allowed to carry AM programs. All radio
progress will be retarded, it is evident, if such
dual ownership is not permitted and if dual
program service is in any way blocked.
Page 38 • February 26, 1945

Slave Radio or Free Press
CAN THE press remain free if radio is halfslave? Can the press stand by when the liberties of any medium are threatened?
Heed these words:
Free speech is bracketed directly with a
free
both in the and
Bill ofunder
Rightsthatandheading
iu the
Statepress
Constitutions,
there is much to be pondered. . . . radio must
rely for its freedom on that very principle of
liberty which was penned in 1789. ... If a
free radio
shouldnot findsuchits averythreat
existence threatshould
the
instantened,and
commanding concern become
of a free
press
Those? are not the words of a broadcaster
or a legislator. They were spoken by Byron
Price, on leave as executive editor of the Associated Press to serve as wartime Director
of Censorship. The occasion was an address
last week (page 13) on the installation of
an original copy of the Bill of Rights in the
Library of Congress.
Those challenging words demonstrate why
Byron Price is one of the great journalists of
our time and why he has won such high stature as a wartime official.
Beating the Bandwagon
WAS IT NOT that esteemed journal of the
Fourth Estate, Editor & Publisher, which
stated editorially that the Broadcast Meastirement Bureau plan for determining size of listening audience was inadequate?
If the gentlemen of the press will be seated
for a moment, we will quote-unquote from a
news story appearing on Page 23 of the Jan.
28 issue of the New York Herald Tribune,
a newspaper distinguished for its reportorial
integrity and perhaps for the fact that it owns
no broadcasting station.
A growing
practice
forQUOTE
radio repairs
here was
blamedof overcharging
yesterday by
leading radio distributors on a flourishing black
market in scarce parts and materials and the
apparent
willingness
many toradio
owners setsto
pay almost
price ofin order
get ailing
into
workinganycondition
again. UNQUOTE
Any practice which encourages a black market is regrettable. We do not condone it. But
it is interesting, is it not, that people will pay
any price to get their radio receivers in working order?
Springing lightly from this premise, one
can only suggest that if Editor & Publisher
does not choose to believe the evidence which
will be forthcoming when BMB gets underway, it might turn to the columns of the distinguished periodicals which it represents as
a Meanwhile
trade journal.
it behooves broadcasters to move
with all determination toward making effective
the proposed plan for establishing standard
measurements of radio audiences. Broadcasters
no longer should expect national advertisers to
accept heterogeneous standards, some good and
some bad, in allocating their radio budgets.
The enthusiastic support given to the BMB by
the AAAA and the ANA is in itself evidence
that a standard plan is desirable.
The BMB, which is attracting supporters as
the
HughmayFeltis,
NAB Bureau's
regionalpresident,
conferences,
not tours
fulfill the
all
requirements. Neither does the ABC for newspapers. But the BMB is a step in the right
direction, a step that can become a measured
stride if broadcasters throughout the nation
will join up now and not wait until the bandwagon is moving along under full throttle.

LT. COL. JOHN S. HAYES
HIS is the American Forces Net
work with the AEF on the road to
That phrase, uttered a hundred
times a day, is the banner cry of American
radio sending
American programs to a G. I
Berlin!"
audience ploughing
democracy into soil of
Europe.
The man principally responsible for that
welcome salutation is a young, curly-haired
lieutenant colonel whose identity card reads
"John S. Hayes". (The "S" stands fornothing.)
Radio remembers Johnny Hayes as the hardMutual exec for whom everyone
predictedhittingbigyoungthings.
Hayes joined the American Forces Network
at its inception on July 4, 1943, as captain.
The network then consisted of five 50 w transmitters pumping out four hours of programs a
day, with a programming staff of nine.
later, inandFebruary
'44,'
he Several
achievedmonths
his majority,
shortly ofthere
after attained to the complete management of
the operation.
Under his banner, the net expanded. The
primary job entrusted to the colonel by the
High Command was the planning of the transmitter set-up peculiar to the needs of a substantial but scattered audience spread throughout the breadth of the United Kingdom.
He had soon secured for the network with
the aid of the BBC and a crack engineering
staff, personally gleaned from the rolls of former radiomen in the States, a unique transmitter set-up insuring a maximum of spot
coverage erected in a minimum of time with
an enviably slight expenditure of personnel
and equipment.
As the network grew physically, it became
imperative that the programming aspects^
keep pace. Hayes combed the war theater forijj
high tiongrade
broadcasting
staor network
experience. personnel
Before he with
had con;
eluded, his staff comprised a cross section ,ofj
American radio transplanted to the soil of the
United Kingdom. The backgrounds of his men,|
incidentally,
like a station listing in <■
Broadcasting read
Yearbook.
Represented, among many others, were an
nouncers from WMAL Washington, WCCOj
Minneapolis, NBC New York, WLS Chicago
KYW Philadelphia, KMOX St. Louis. Continuity and production men sprung from WLW|
Cincinnati, CBS New York, WIP Philadelphia;
WBBM equally
Chicago.widespread.
Backgrounds of the engineers]
were
In short, by D-Day, Hayes had weaned thel
organization{Continued
from its onoriginal
page ^9)staff of nine]
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It takes an INFORMED

Community... to do a Community's

iobi

Vrom GEORGE H. BUCKLER, Chairman
No preachers, but practical doers, RED'S GANG
Multnomah County March of Dimes:
"'P'of KOIN passed around a March of Dimes milk
bottle
eachtheir
day'sownbroadcast
they said
had
"Our drive has gone over the top. Needless to
filled itonwith
money. until
Listeners
say, we feel that KOIN did more than its part in
"Count me in!" with hundreds of contributions.
helping us reach our goal. . . . The broadcast
Another
Red'scrowds
Gang: atwhipping
their
(Footprints in the Mile of Dimes) — interviewing
Western job
musicfor for
March ofoutDimes
victims aided by our funds — helped a great deal
in telling the public just where the money goes,
jj jsidewalk booth,
te-:
and
what good it does."
ofii
\t
W
,U( This year the Polio Fund quota of Portland and Multnomah County was $100,000. And the com''^ munity did its job by oversubscribing ... to the tune of $150,000. Sympathetic understanding
by the community of the job to be done started with KOIN'S traditional Christmas broadcasts
from Shriner's Hospital for Crippled Children . . . culminating during drive with broadcasts
ranging from shiplaunching that opened the campaign ... to FOOTPRINTS IN THE MILE OF
DIMES, a compelling visit to polio victims in iron lungs, swim pools, hospitals and scattered
homes. One of the most successful Public Service programs ever entered in KOIN's log.
Kept alive by iron-lung, this young mother
gave impressive
to Johnny's
"Footprints in the Mileclimax
of Dimes"
broadcast.
w8h

went tour
directlyin0wOIN's
polio Johnny
victims. Carpenter
His broadcast
luded Community
this pool-side
ewish
Center.chat at Portland's

mm
PORTLANDM
FREE & PETERS JilC.

OREGON
Nan Representatives

NOTES
HOKTON HEATH has been apppointed
director ceeding
of Information
ofWhoNBC,resigned
sucALBERT E. DALE,
Feb.
15.1936,
Associated
with RCA
interests
since
Mr.
Heath
joined
NBC
in FRANK
January E.of MULLEN,
last year vice-president
as assistant
toand
generalmanager
manager.of the
Joining
RCA as
assistant
department, Mr. Heath wasinformation
promoted
to manager
In 1939, and became di1940. rector of advertising and publicity in
HARRY
D.
HENSHEL,
formerWOV
president
and general
New
has beenmanager
promotedHeof from
major
toYork,
lieutenant
colonel.
Is
attached
to
headquarters,
12th
U.
S.
Army
Group, in France.
MILTON
A. ROMNEY,
RCA repreVictor Division
years with
as sales
ative in thetwo Chicago
has been sentappointed
salesregional
manageroffice,
for
RCA 16land mm
equipmentOhio,
in theMichigan,
Clevearea, covering
West
Virginia,
Kentucky
and
western
Pennsylvania.
MARK
Blue APM
president,
and
WILLIAMWOODS,
FEINBERG,
Local
802
president,
have
been
named
chairman
and
vice-chairman
respectively
of
joint
labor-management
committee toina
coverYork
the Inentertainment
New
war fund drives.industry
ROBERT
SWEZEY,
Is chairman of theMBSradiovice-president,
division.
H. A. JOHNSON, national advertising
manager
the 1929Capital
Times,the Madison, Wis.,Timesofsince
and both
Capital
and
Wisconsin
State Journal
since
1939,
has
been
business manager of WIBA appointed
Madison,
effective March
E. HEINDEL,
addirector,1. isL.national
assuming
supervision of thevertisingpapers'
advertising
department.
MAJ. GEORGE
O. GILLINGHAM,
foras
two
on leave
from hisFCC,postlast
chief,years
information
section,
week wasmationappointed
chief
of
the
inforbranch in theWarfare
office ofService.
the ChiefHe
of the Chemical
headquarters in Washington.
BRIG. GEN.
DAVIDdelivered
SARNOFF, RCA
president
Feb. 18 atontheleave,
Hotel Astor, anNew address
York,
before
800
guests
attending
"One
sales
World"dell Willkie.
dinnerGen.honoring
the
latea WenSarnolf
accepted
from
Mrs. Willkie a silver plaque and scroll
citing
the
General
for
his
"contribution
toWILLIAM
international
understandhig".of KFRC
PABST,
San Francisco,
has manager
been designated by
the networks
to
radio prepthe coordinate
World
Conferenceartaotbeions for held
in that Charter
city In April.
WALTER HOLOHAN, former member of
the advertising
department
the Blue
Chicago DallyspotNews,sales
hasoffice
Joinedinof Chicago.
the
local and
HERBERT
SONNENBURG,
former
sales
promotion
director of WEBCto a Duluth,
Minn.,
similar
post
byhasDonHebeenLeewasappointed
Broadcasting
System,
Hollywood.
at one time account
executive
of
Stewart-Taylor
Adv.,
Duluth.
ALEX
COE, ofnewthe tosales
radio,staffhasof become
. aSan
member
KMAC
Antonio.
HOWARD
CHASE, chairman
of the
board of governors
offlewtheto Canadian
Broadcasting
England
toCommonwealth
attend theCorp.,
conference
of
British
broadcasters
at London,
which opened Feb.
15. Accompanying
him were E.tor-genL.eral of programs,
BUSHNELL,and CBCGORDON
direcOLIVE, CBC
chiefat engineer.
They are
expected
to
be
the
conference
some weeks and then to tour the warfor
fronts where resthe
CBC has Itsunits.war corpondents and recording
MAJ. I. E. LAMBERT,
who has been
doing
special
work
for A. L.counsel
ASHBY.of
vice-president
and
general
NBC,
at
present
Is
handling
the
work
formerly supervised
by J. A. now
McDONALD,
assistant
general
counsel,
general
attorney
for
the
Blue.
JOHN Virginia
A. KENNEDY,
president
ofinCAPT.
the
Network
on leave
the West
Naval
is in Florida
several
weeks.Reserve,
He recently
returnedfor
fromval bases
an Inoverseas
mission
visiting
Naboth the Mediterranean
and
Washington European
leave is upontheatres.
advice ofTheNavytemporary
doctors.
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BRYAN IS LIBERATED
FROM PRISON CAMP
WRIGHT spondeBRYAN,
specialandcorrent for WSB captured
Atlanta
Atlanta Journal,
by the
the
Germans last fall, has been
liberated, according
to word received
by Mrs. Bryan
from AP spondent
Corre-Eddy
Gilmore
in
Moscow.
There are no
details
on Bryan 's liberation,
but Gilmore said
that he is "free,
Mr. Bryan
andbeen
safe".at
Bryan
is known well
to have
Oflag 64, near Szubin, Poland, as
late as Dec. 10. Oflag 64 is one of
the prisoner
of war camps
liberated by advancing
Red Army
troops. Bryan was captured near
Chamuont, Prance, Sept. 12, 1944.
He was slightly wounded. He was
the first to return from the Noran eyewitness
account mandyofbeaches
the with
landings,
reciting
the details of his flight to the coast
of
France
with
the
first
squadron
to deliver Allied troops. Managing
editor of the Journal and a WSB
commentator,
in the fall of he1943.went to England

N

N
Westinghouse Changes
Names of Two Divisions
TO DESCRIBE more accurately
the functions of the Radio Division and the Radio Receiver Division of the Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co. their names have been
changed
to theandIndustrial
ics Division
the HomeElectronRadio
Division respectively, Walter
Evans, vice-president in charge of
all radio, tivities,
radarannounced
and last
electronics
week. acIn keeping with plans made last
year under which all postwar production ofwillradio
and television
receivers
be coordinated
in one
plant, the Home Radio Division
has moved from temporary quarters in Baltimore
location
in Sunbury,to aPa.permanent
Correction
A. GAUTHIER of CHLT Sherbrooke,
Que., and president of the Quebec
Broadcasters
chairman
of theAssn.,
boardwasof elected
directorsvice-of
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at
Quebec.
G.
R.
A.
Rice,
president
the Western Assn. of Broadcasters,of
had been incorrectly reported new
vice-chairman
[Beoadoasting, ofFebthe19].CAB board

LOUISVILLE

Keprest nteil hy
PEGGY STONE, /Setr Yor
GEORGE ROESLER, ( hitafio
HOMER GRIFFITH
COMPANY
NORMAN
J.
DICKENS,
formerly
of
WTAMbeenCleveland
and WFLA manager
Tampa, llollywoinl a, San h rdiicisct
has
named
commercial
of WBAP-KGKO Fort Worth.
SIDNEY manager
J. FLAMM,of WPAT
vice-president
and
general
Paterson,
J.,
hasdio publicity
been appointed
director
of Redra-N.
for
the
American
Cross War Fund Drive in North Jersey.
JOHN E. ROYAL, NBC vice-president
in
charge
of television,foristhree
at NBC's
Westdiscuss
Coast headquarters
weeks
toHe
videoaddress
plans thefor Advertising
Hollywood.
plans
to
Club of San Francisco on television.
J. B. eralFUQUA,
and genmanager
ofvice-president
WGAC
Augusta,
Ga.,
HARRY McTIGUE
on Feb.
10formerly
married
DOROTHY
CHAPMAN,
with
the
Augusta
Con-by
cert
Bureau.
Wedding
was
recorded
WGAC engineers.
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REL IN PHILADELPHIA
FM STATION WFIL-FM
Frequency: 45.3 megacycles •
Input to final amplifier: 11.3 KW
Antenna Output: 10 KW
Total hours operation to date: Over 4,500
Type of Transmitter: REL No. 520 DL
WFIL-FM
has been
functioning
since November
10, 1941.
High abovesuccessfully
the city
ofa monument
Philadelphia,
this
station's
hugein staticless,
tov/er is
to
REL's
pioneering
high-fidelity
FrequencyCrystal
Modulation, utilizing
the
ShiftArmstrong
System ofDirect
Modulation. Controlled Phase

Sales Representatives
PACIFIC
COAST
MIDWEST
MICHIGAN
N. B. Neeley
M. N. Duffy & Co., Inc.
REL Equipment Sales, Inc.
612 N, Michigan Blvd.
2040 Grand River Ave., W.
5334 Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago, 111.
Hollywood, Cal.
Detroit, Mich.
PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF FM TRANSMITTERS EMPLOYING ARMSTRONG PHASE-SHIFT MODULATION
RADIO

ENGINEERING

LABS.,

INC.

RALPH HOWARD
PETERSON,
returned
from
11 where
months
Incovered
therecently
Mediterranean
theatre
he
the
Sicilian andnight
Italiandirector
campaigns,
has been
assigned
of news
at
WRC
Washington.to LEONARD
SCHLEIOER,
returning
Washington
after ina
brief
period
at
the
NBC
newsroom
New York, wUl cover the Army and
Navy.
MARTIN
formerly withstaffNBC,of
is now Charleston,
onBLACK,
the announcing
WGKV
W. Va.
ROBERT WAGNER, a senior in the
arts mer
college
at
Ohio
U. and City,
forWJHLStateO.,Johnson
Tenn. andannouncer
WLOKat Lima,
has Joined
the announcing
staff
of
WBNS
Columbus, O.
BILL BRYAN, former news director,
has beengrams andappointed
director
of proBUENNING,
formerly
in news;
charge PAUL
of programs,
has
been
named
production
manager,
JERRY MARX is now news editor inanda
general
reorganization
of
the
program
department of KOMA Oklahoma City.
CHARLES T.Waterbury,
LYNCH, program
of
Conn., director
is the
fatherWBRY
of a boy.
WILLIAM
P.
WHITE
and
ROY
MURRAY SCHWARTZ,
both new tostaff
radio,of
have
the announcing
WBRY joined
Waterbury,
Conn.
HERB
HUNTER, formerly
of KDALeditor
and
WDSM
and KEN Duluth,
SANDAHLis now
is newsports
assistant in
the news room at WDAY Fargo.
DICK
BRAY, veteran
Cincinnati
caster
WKRC
and sportsWSAI,
on Feb.formerly
19 joinedofWCKY
Cincinnati.
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ALEX division,
ROBB, manager
of has
NBC taken
package
sales
Hollywood,
additional
duties
as assistant
to LEWon
FROST, western division program manager. ANDRE, Blue staff announcer,
PIERRE
is in the
Park Hospital,
cago, Highland
recuperating from
pneumonia.ChiJOE
PECK
KILGORE,
program
director
ofTAYLOR,
KVAK Atchison,
Kan., andhaveDOTTIE
trafficbride
manager,
been
married.
Both
and
groom
have
been employed at KVAK for five years.
NANCY HUSPETH,
member
of
the
tinuity staf of WINN Louisville, conand
DICK RUSSELL
neering staff, haveof the
been station's
married. engiJACK FOSTER,
m.c. of "Home Folks
Frolic"
the fatheron ofWHBL
a girl.Sheboygan, Wis., is
CLIFFORD
EVANS,
former newspaperman and news
commentator
of WLIB"
New
been
named news
and
specialYork,
eventshas director.
PETER
CAVALLO
Jr.
will
leave
NBC production staff Feb. the28
toChicago
free-lance.
SAM WOODALL Jr., released from the
Army Air nouncCorps,
has joined the
anng stafenlistment
of WKBW-WGR
Prior
to ahisistaff
in attheBuffalo.
Army
he
was
announcer
WRVA
Richmond.
MRS. MARION
RINGLER department
ALLEN, for-of
merly in the continuity
WBAP-KGKO
Ft. production
Worth, hasdirector.
been
named
assistant
LYNN TRAMMELL, formerly assistant
, toeditor,
JAMEShas BYRON,
WBAP-KGKO
news
been
named head
of the
transcription
department.
KATHERINE
BARNES, graduate
of the New
York U.
Radio Institute
Workshop, department.
is new assistant in the continuity
ERNIENewSAUNDERS,
formerly
with
NBC
York,
has
joined
Charleston,
Va. as sports editorWCHS
and
special eventsW. announcer.
BOB
ZELENS,
former
staff
announcer
ofChicago.
WGES Chicago, has joined WJJD
GEORGE
HENRY,
released KYA
from San
the
Coast Guard,
has joined
Francisco
as announcer.
CPL. FRED
BARR, Woodside,
former program
rector of WWRL
N. Y., di-is
now
with anas radio
anti-aircraft
in theserving
Philippines
operator.unit

CAPITAL COVERAGE for WBOW Terre Haute, WGBF Evansville, and
WAOV Vincennes is performed by Jean Ferris, (1) Washington correspondent for the Indiana stations, who interviews Rep. Noble J. Johnson
(R-Ind.). George Jackson (r) is WBOW general manager.
CAROLBern,PIGGOTT
has joinedand WHIT
H. Parmalee
New
N. C. as copywriter,
BILL SGT.William
GIVENS,
formerly
of WENY Elmlra,
WILLIAM H. PARMELEE,
N. Y.,ing staff.has joined the WHIT announc- 21, formerly in the transcription
department of KHJ Hollywood, was
J. RICHARD ANDERSEN, continuity killed
in action in Germany Jan.
writerriedof Margery
KSL Sperry,
Salt LakeSaltCity,Lakehas City.
mar- 25 according
to information
received. He was attached
to the First
FRED
W.
BRIGGS,
veteran
West
Coast
and Honolulu announcer, actor and Army. Surviving are his parents
program director, is now a member
brother. Jack, Merchant Maofland.the announcing staff of WJW Cleve- and arine
fects ensign
man at and
KHJ.former sound efLEONARD
VALENTA,
announcer
of
WTTM
KGFJ LosTrenton,
Angeles.N. J., has shifted to NBC Revamps, Expands
FRANCIS
X.
ZUZULO, since
with last
the SepMu- Press Department Staff
tual presstember,department
has been
named MARGARET
MBS trade
IN a reorganization of the NBC press
news editor,
succeeding
and expansion of the staff
GARDNER,
now incontracts.
charge of maga- department
to fillman,all
Marianpublicity
Chapzine and syndicate
who hasvacancies,
been writing
for
network
programs, has been
MILDRED ofBAILEY,
director of will
women's
activities
WTAG
Worcester,
join
publicity director of WEAF
WCOP 5.Boston as home economist named
March
New York,
succeeding
Richard
Connelly.trade
Mr. Connelly
last
weekreplacing
became
NBC
editor,
ROGER nou(BOB)
CHASE,
former
an- Alan Kalmus,news
now
NBC
television
n
c
e
r
a
n
d
producer
with
WIL
WJJD
WBKB
has joined WOR New York as editor.
announcer.
Gerald Quisenberry, of Transradio
has formerly
been namedheldmag-by
LAWRENCE TIGHE, who was senior News Features,
editor, post
news writer on Blue's San Francisco WalterazineSchneider.
Frederica Montstaff, isPacific
now attached
to Adm. Nlmitz'
staff.
Fleet
Headquarters,
as
a
gomery, formerly inhasHarper
Bros,
Blue Network war correspondent.
literary
department,
been named
named
his assistant. Leo Hershdorfer,
BETTY
CAPE,
formerly
in
the
radio
news
editor
on
the
press
staff,
is a
sales
of CBS inNetwork
New York,
last former New Jersey newspaper man.
week division
joined
Yankee
to take
Four
new
members
of
the
writing
charge
of presentations.
staff include Milton Marshall, George
BILL
CONWAY,
with
WSAN
Helen has
Leaf conducted
and Marneya program
Glavin.
Allentown,
WHLDformerly
Niagara
FallsWTBO
and Wolf,
Mrs. Glavin
WILM
Wilmington,
has
joined
Cumberland, Md., as announcer and on WMFF Plattsburg and served with
the OWI
branch to1942-43.
sportscaster.
Miss
Leaf isoverseas
former assistant
Irene
ROBERTporterMCCORMICK,
NBC
war
re- Kuhn,
NBC
assistant
director of inwho
returned
to
this
country
formation.
last
October
after
a
year
in
the
Pacific,
has returned to that area.
FROM airwaves to screen is the plan
SYDNEYNew MOSELEY,
commentator
a radio series. The Callahans.
WOR
York, is completing
a bookon for
Columbia Pictures has bought screen
on
radio
"From
Fleet
St.
to
Times
rights mertoon the
programNewtestedTork.
last Fritz
sumSquare"
to
be
published
in
the
fall
by
WMCA
Longman's
Green & Co. Volume cov-as Blocki wrote
and directed the series
Moseley's
writertryersandandMr.England.
commentatorobservations
in this coun- soon.
which William
is expectedMorris
to return
to
the
Agency, Newair
York, is negotiating for a sponsor.
LOU
J.
CONTERNO,
news
and
feature
writer in the New
York office of the
OWI
press Overseas
departmentBranch,
of MBS.has joined the
GENEtor, on FILIP,
Feb.
10 WGN
marriedChicago
LT. nurse,
(i. news-edig.) whom
DORG. McKINLYE,
Navy
he met OtTraHlYiwhen
on
leave
in
Sidney,
Ausa
,
I
n
September
1943
while
serving
overseas as AAF bombardier.
JME.
TED
and
JIM MATTHEWS,
both MURPHY
recently
discharged
fromCKEY
the
armed
service,
have
joined
Toronto
as newscasterMr.andMurphy
publicity
manager,
was
with Army.
CKCOrespectively.
Ottawa before going into
the
BOB
HALL, writer-reporter
of Blue
western
publicity
department,
has beenDONdivision
appointed
photo editor.
GORWILLIAMS,
released
from
the
Army and formerly with the Kansas
City merStar,
duties. has assumed Mr. Hall's forJOHN ZOLLER, NBC Hollywood producT IN
of "Cavalcadeassumed
of America",
with Feb.
eoding
19 erbroadcast
full production
CONNEC
duties.
lCOT
DICK VASSY, traffic manager of WGAC
CONNECt >toge
Augusta, Ga., is the father of a boy.
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olher cil-.es
Soles

You

Get

More

Sales

at

No

Contacts

Extra
Over

KSO's
Lower
Extra

Sales

IBROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

oftener

with

Messages

at i\^o Extra Cost!
You get more effective coverage of the rich Des Moines and Central Iowa
Market at less cost over KSO. Your budget goes farther, hits listeners
oftener with added sales messages — at no extra cost to you.
KSO really goes to work for you. It has the kind of programs, staff that
builds listening audiences . . . audiences for your sales stories. And backs
up your advertising with the kind of aggressive merchandising that sells
. . . sells . . . SELLS!.
KSO is selling merchandise for General Mills, Eversharp, Westinghouse,
Dr. Pepper, Bristol Myers, Woodbury's, and many others. Get this KSO
sales
today. action for yourself, now. Write for KSO's sales-minded proposition
DES MOINES
IOWA

BLUE and MUTUAL
'TIL JUNE 16
. . , Then . . .
KSO Goes Basic
COLUMBIA/

KSO!

Concentrated Coverage..
Rate Helps You Hit Your

Listeners
Flasfif Latest Hooperating]
KSO 1-2 in Des Moines'
Daytime Coverage.

Cost

5000 WATTS
DAY & NIGHT

OWNED AND OPERATED BY KINGSLEY H. MURPHY
GEO. J. HIGGINS, GENERAL MANAGER
HEADLEY'RELD CO., National Representatives
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SudinaM
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BROADCASTING
Successful Campaign
WESTERN
CARTRIDGE
division
ofmade
Olinprofitable
Industries
EastCo.,Alton,
usetoInc.,ofrecruit
radio
inurgently
its 111.,
recent
campaign
needed
workers.
Company
sponsored
three
live wliicli
half-hovir programs
on KSD
St. Louis,
additional
appeals for workerscarried
in the
St. Louis
Ordnance
Plant,
also
operated
by Olin
Industries.
Newspaper
advertising
was
used alongwerewithsecured.
radio and thousands of
workers
Opens Chicago Branch
SCHOOLwill ofopenRadio
Technique,
New
York,
branch
Chicago
March 1andunderJohntheaF.direction
ofinTheFranklin
Hauser
Gilbert.
school
specializes
business, ofpromotional
and
production inactivities
radio. There
are alsonique focourses
in
broadcasting
techr teachers isof RKO
the city schools.
New
Radio
City. York
Chicagoaddress
location is 228Bldg.,
S. Wabash
Ave.

Pulling

Enlarges Schedule
ALEXANDERS,
York department
store
located in New
the Bronx,
which has
signed audience
a 52-week participation
contract for program
a halfhour
onenlarge
WMCAits New
York,
is ascontinuing
to
radio
budget
a
result
success achieved
through
its stations.
currentof
schedule
on
io\uNew
York
New program
on WMCA
Hello
Neighbor
originates
in thewithtitled
storeshoppers
itself
and
features
interviews
and
news
about
personalities
and
places
in the Bronx.ganizatVarious
public
service
ions are invited to participate.orJoe O'Brien,
m.c, alsoQuizdom
conductsClass,on
WMCA
for Alexander,
weekly
half-hour
quiz
contest
for high
schooltionseniors,
college
tuiaward to offering
the final$1,000winner.
Store
also
sponsors
thrice-weekly
quarterhour musical on WMCA and has
run
spot
announcements
year
on WHN
WBNX New forYorktheandpastWFAS
White Plains. Business placed direct.

Power

Waltham Names Ayer
WALTHAMpointed thWatch
Co., Boston,
York
Office
ofhasN. ap-W.
Ayer
Son e New
to vice-president
handle
its advertising.
E.of R.new&Dunning,
in
charge
in Boston
last weekbusiness
discussingat Ayer
futurewasmedia
plans.
Firm tualsponsored
Sumner
Welles
on
for 13 attributed
weeks endingat that
Jan. time
31, Mutheto
cancelation
Government
restrictions
duction for civilian
use. on watch proMeier Appoints Vanguard
B.
MEIER &hasSON,
New York
food
distributor,
appointed
Vanguard
Adv.,
New
York, toToasted
handleWheat
advertising
ofpromoted
Golden onCenter
Germ,
WHN inNewmedia
York. plans
Radio is
being fall,
considered
next
as the product
is primarilyfor
a "coldwill
weather"
consumer
item.
Use ofof
radio
depend
on thelargely
progress
distribution,
now
limited
to the
East and Midwest.

n Philadelphia

Pulls War Bond Money
Up 12 Floors to the tune of . . . $1,280,000
Fifteen-Minute Program on Station WDAS
cited by the U. S, Treasury Department
for "Distinguished Service."
PHILADELPHIA audience carried
more than a million dollars in cash
to the executive offices of the
WDAS Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
located on the 12th floor
at 1211 Chestnut Street,
to purchase $2 5, $50 and $100 Bonds
during the Sixth War Loan.

With 'Tulling Power" like this, it's no wonder
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
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Michelson Survey
ANNUAL
survey
conducted
by Charles
Michelson
Radio
Transcriptions,
York, ofshows
a greater
increase during
in New
the
use
transcribed
programs
1944
than
in any previous
year since
1938.
Of
advertisers
questioned,
76%
used
transcription
during theOf
past
inparticipated,
one orcampaigns
more46%instances.
thoseofyear
whotranscribed
favoredshows.
the
use
quarter-hour
34%
spot live
announcements
and 20%
favoredlikedlocal
shows.
WEEI Dinner
A DINNER
given ofby about
WEEI Boston
last
week vertising
forwasagency
a group
adexecutives and 150clients
at which
Harold
E.
Fellows,
.WEEIeastern
general
manager;
Howard
Melghan,
sales manager for Radio Sales Inc.. and
Paul HoUister,
vice-president
charge
of sales CBS
promotion,
explainedin
various survey techniques used to measure
radio
efficacy.
Mr.
Melghan's
talk
was
slides,survey
outlining
the
Hooper,illustrated
CAB andby BMB
methods.
Feb. 1 on Feb. 2
KSL Salt Lake City has received a letter
from Lt.mons stating
Harvey T. onHelmFeb.In 2theat Solo12:15
midnight he that
heard a program aired
by KSLular broadcast
at 7:15 frequency.
a.m. Feb. 1Program
on the regwas
received on an obsolete aircraft set with
a 10-ft. aerial,proximatelylocated
on Tulagl,
ap7
,
0
0
ml.
from
Salt
Lake.
Reception was clear.
Firm Merger
LARRY
publicity
firm will STEVENS'
be merged New
MarchYork1 with
Hope
Assoc. iziCorp.,
New and
York,commercial
agents specialnligciitny.musical
pubM
r
.
Stevens
becomes
vice-president Iasn charge
of manager
sales with and
E. P. M.Wins-R.
ton
general
Francis as chief account executive.
Milani in So. Cal.
MILANI FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Chicago
(French
dressing),
hasCalifornia
extendedwithits
acampaign
schedule inof southern
chain breaks
and a daily
quarter-hour
program
over
KECA San
Los
Angeles.areStation
breaksin over
KPMB
Diego
included
new
schedule.
Agency Is Garfield & Guild, Los Angeles.
Oven Bakers Name Kent
OVEN
BAKERS
Inc., Kent
Port Chester,NewN.
Y.,
has
York, tonamed
handleTracy
advertising& ofCo.,Arnold
bread andtendingrolls.
With
distribution
exfrom Boston
Washington,
firm
now
sponsors
JohnmaytoB. expand
Kennedyradioon
WJZ
New
York
and
schedule. M-G-M Adds WOR
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER,
New York,of
has
added thrice-weekly sponsorship
Moseley list
on ofWORstations
New signed
York
totoSydney
ancarryexpanding
M-G-M
pictureAgency
promotion
on
long-term
contracts.
is
Donahue & Coe, New York.
'Chick Carter' Co-Op
MBS has now made arrangements to
make
"Chick
Carter,transcribed
Boy Detective"
Charles Michelson
Juvenilea
program, available for local sponsorship
under
the
network's
new
cooperative
program department plan.

Ross Is Correspondent
SAM ROSS, hasnewsbeeneditor
of CKWX
Vancouver,
appointed
war
correspondent for the 30 stations
represented
by
All-Canada
Radio
Facilities Ltd., Calgary, Winnipeg,
Toronto and Montreal, and vdll
shortly go overseas according to H.
R.Radio
Carson,
presidentHe of will
All-Canada
Facilities.
be the
second war correspondent from privately-owned
Canadian
stations
be sent overseas. Before joiningto
CKWX about a year ago, Mr; Ross
was general manager of Press
News Ltd., radio news subsidiary
of Canadian Press (Canada's AP).
FAN
known has
as the
Oakenb,y
BucketehibBrigade"
been"Old
formed
listeners
of
an
hour
and
a
half
allrequest nightly
show, onOldthe Oaken
heard
Italian Bucket,
fighting
m
front
over the
American
ary Radio
Station
which Expeditiontravels on
wheels with the Fifth Army. Memw::: bers in the club are issued cards cerstation "drips".
manager. Lt.
^ ^— ' Vern
tifyingCarstensen
them as isofficial
BROADCASTING
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Advertisers using this station are enthusiastic about
1070
Kilocycles on
A CLEAR CHANNEL
and
5 0 00 WATTS

the fine reception accorded their products in Indianapolis and surrounding territory . . . The fact that
W I B C is owned and operated by The Indianapolis
News — one of the nation's greatest newspapers —
builds confidence and consumer acceptance, which have
a definite result in increasing sales'.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.

A MUTUAL

STATION

W

I

B

C

INDIANAPOLIS

lAf^Gf DEPARTMENT STORES...
. . . where $63,575,000 change hands across the counters in a
single year. That's the kind of department store business you find
in the WGY COMMUNITY*— that prosperous and busy section
of central and eastern New York and western New England.
— And into
WGYONEis the
ONLY area.
way you can combine this valuable
market
coverage
*WGY's primary and secondary areas contain over 18 cities
of over 25,000 population; 39 cities of over 10,000 population and
40 incorporated towns and villages of over 5000 population.
WGY
Schenectady, N. Y.
50,000 watts— NBC — 23 years of service
Represented nationally by NBC Spot Sales
GENERAL

this

® ELECTRIC

it

WOOD

STATION
N
Chattanooga
CBS
PAUL H. RA YMER COMPANY
mnomLMmimTAiivEs
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5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

CATHERINE
PARKER,for forLennen
17 years&
In chargeNewofV.York,
media
aMitchell,
vice-president. has been appointed
WILLIAM& Eclchardt,
J. WALKER,
formerly
Kenyon
New ofYork,
nowof
in theYork.media department
Grantis Adv.
New
SMILES, success
NOTof SWOONS
regisnew CBS Frank
TED
HUSTON,N. Y.,formerly
with
WRGBCo. Sinatratered Show,
which is heard
Schenectady,
General
Electric
television
station,
of Max Factor
more recently
withasRuthrauff
CBSdirector-producer,
as radio
pro- &underCo.sponsorship
(cosmetics), Wednesday,
ducer, has Joined
& Ryan,
New
York,
as
program
director
with
9-9:30
p.m.
(EWT).
Gathered
both vdieo and radio assignments.
backstage after initial broadcast
VICTOR
CONTESSA,
formerly
in
sales
are
(1
to
r)
A.
R.
Pearson,
account
promotion
andCorp.,
advertising
work hasat executive of Smith & Drum,
Los
Freed Radio
New
York,
Angeles
agency
servicing
account;
Joined
Moss
Assoc.,
New
York,
as
account executive.
Frank Sinatra, star; Max Factor
WARD
radioheadwriter-producer,
has beenBYRON,
appointed
of New
the York,
radio Jr., president of Max Factor & Co.
department
of Gale Agency,
replacingcently Dan
Kampel.
Mr.
Byron
re-on Delegation of Farmers
left the Fitch
Bandwagon
NBC,
a program
which
heWEAP
originated
Attend WEEI Luncheon
and
directed.
He
Joined
New
York KPO
in 1926
later was producer SEVENTY delegates representing
with
San and
Francisco.
farmers
fromMassachusetts
12 agriculcounties of
MERVIN
A.Huff,
HASSELMANN,
formerly
of 30,000 tural
Parson
&
Louisville,
has
Joined
were
guests
at
a
luncheon
given by
the copy staff of Buchen Co., Chicago.
H. Buffum, CBS director of
VICKI
JAQUES,woman
former ofmedia
director& Jesse
agriculture
in
New
England
and
and
contact
Goldman
conductor of the WEEI Boston
Gross, Chicago,
has asJoined
Frankel
Co., Chicago,
accountJones
ex- Farmer's Almanac of the Air. Part
ecutive.
of
a project
to be oftheconstructive
CATHERINE
STIVERS,
service
to farmers,
luncheon
with
KalingtonAdv.EveningM.Agency
and Joined
theformerly
Washwas featured by the first message
Star,
has
the
of
newly-elected
Gov.
Maurice
J.
Henry J.ington.Kaufman
Adv. Agency,
WashDouglasPress,
McCann,
formerly
with
Tobin to Massachusetts agriculturalists.
The
Standard
also
has
Joined
the
agency as production manager.
meeting was an outgrowth
ALLAN L.pointedTHOMPSON
has beenJames
ap- of The
WEEI's 1944 Victory Garden
a vice-president
Fisher Co.,
Montreal andof Toronto
project, fostered by Mr. Buffam.
agency.
PERRY
in charge of Mathes
public
relationsNewGITHENS,
andYork,
publicity
Allied Realignment
Inc.,
has forbeenJ. M.elected
a
vice-president.
IN AnelREALIGNMENT
NORETTA
A.
BROWN,
formerly
in
the
and reorganization ofof personAllied
sales promotion department of WABC Adv. Agencies,
Los Angeles, A. H.
New
York,
last
week
Joined
Sterling
Adv., New York, as assistant radio direc- Esary, recently released from active duty with the U. S. Maritime
MAX RIOS RIOS, former copy chief of Service, has resumed his position
of
vice-president
and treasurer of
Philadelphi
a, has joined
Dohme, the firm, W. F. Gardner,
of Sharpthe &copywritt"^,?""^ department
president,
announced. John T. Bradley has
been
made
Los
Angeles
office
manVERNON
New
Adv.,
JackPacific
Export
D. Hood
Y(frD.k DAVIS°* and
formerly
ager,duction
with Billmanager.Welsh
general
Adv
bervlce, Losassociated
Shirley
Peronpro-is
Angeles, with
have
formed
their
agencyat under
own
timebuyer with Bill KelAve. Tele-d spaceso andandCarolyn
Westernof Davis-Hoo
618 S.3219.name
& Assoc.
Caro new to the
phone is Drexel
production
staff. Dick Bartlett, Lou
J.Arthur
H. (Jack)
HORNELL,
previously
Sterling
and
Carl
Reid are account
with
Kudner
Inc., as a correspondent
Pete Hindley continues
ofhastheJoined
agency.the San Francisco office executives.
as
manager
of
the
Francisco office, withagency's
Victor San
UrAL SHEAHAN, for 14 years production berroth
named assistant manager.
manager
of The May Co., Los Angeles
Lowell
Smith
is
production
manGailey & Co., Los Angeles, In a similar
capacity.
ager and Barbara Timmons space
Glalser^^^fJ^T^A has Joined
Grant Merrill, proBOB WEISS, former copy chief for and timebuyer.
duction manager, will be temporarily
in
charge
of
the agency's SeatGarfield
& Guild's
San Francisco office as account
executive.
tle office untilFlorence
a resident
manager"
r«r^f^^^
Ch'^^^eo. has Joined is appointed.
^°¥^ u^V
H.
B
HUMPHRE
Y
has
and timebuyer for thatHofFoffice.is space
moved itsAve.New YorkCo.,officeBoston,
from
424
Madison
to 1507 Graybar
TeleYork 17 Bldg..
420 Lexington
Choate Named
phone is MurrayAve.,HUlNew5-0993.
MARTIN
Constantine & Gardformer
continuity
director F.of MUSKET,
WEEU Reading, Pa, has BOTSFORD,
ner, San Francisco agency, has
Stuart Choate, formerly
Philadelph
i°v,n'^^
theiacopyagency.
staff of Gray & Rogers, named
Newell-Emmett, as timebuyer
DELPHA HEYWARD, former production with
for thetionalSanBiscuitFrancisco
Montgomery
Stubbsthe& Jones
managercago, hasofJoined
, ChiCo., New office.
York, Nahas
Co
Frankel
Chicago, In the same capacity.
signedler, Newis,
for on
sponsorship
of
Mil37 Don Lee Rex
stations,
JAMES B. KEITHLEY, formerly of the five days a week,
4:15-4:30 p.m.
Foote, theConesame& Contract is for 52 weeks.
copy department hasof Joined
Beldlng,
Co Peck, San Francisco, Wellmanof J. Walter Thompson
department
Chicago. Chicago,
(Famous
Flavor foods) has signed for spons
o
r
s
h
i
p
o
f
H.
V.
Kaltenborn,
4:45LUCIANNE
HOWELL,
former
divisional
advertising
athasCarson,
Plrie
three daysContract
a week isonforKPO13
Scott
& office
Co.,manager
Chicago,
Joined
theSt 5Sanp.m.Francisco.
Chicago
of
Olian
Adv.
Co
Agency for both firms is
Louis, wrasiter on fashion
account accounts.
executive and copy- weeks.
Botsford. Constantine & Gardner.
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"The

following

is electrically

transcribed.."

on PRESTO

discs!

Pepsi-Cola's bouncy little ditty seems likely to become important transcriptions are. For recording engian American folksong. It has been played on the air more
neers know that PRESTO discs give finer results with
than a million times since 1939. You've heard it in swing- less margin for error— acfua//y perform better than
time and in "classical" versions for the intelligentsia. It most of the recording equipment on which they
has made Pepsi -Cola a buy- word in homes throughout
are used. That's why you'll find, in most large broadthe nation.
casting stations, recording studios and research laboratories, the standard recording disc is a PRESTO.
Pepsi-Cola "spots" are cut on PRESTO discs. Most
WHY BROADCASTING STUDIOS USE MORE PRESTO DISCS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

Less Surface Noise
WORLD'S

No Distortion

Easier on Cutting Needle

No Fussy Needle Adjustments

LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF INSTANTANEOUS

SOUND
PRESTO

RECORDING
AND
BROADCASTING

DISCS

EQUIPMENT

RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 1 9, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
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BASIC BlUE
850
5000 WATTS

nop.ENTED

Stability
NOW.--AND

NATIONALIY BY

Counts
IN THE

POST-WAR
PERIOD
rHE rich markets of Richmond and Virginia, covered by Station WRNL, are
stable markets . . . the markets you will
want to cultivate for present and post war
sales.
For first
choice, then,
you'llAs choose
stable
Richmond
station.
proof theof
WRNL's constancy we present the following facts:
• 70.8% OF THE NATIONAL ADVERTISERS ON
THIS STATION ARE RENEWALS.
• 88% OFTION ARETHERENEWALS.
LOCAL ADVERTISERS ON THIS STA-
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STODDARD
DRAKE,
formerly inof
the
advertising
sales Cincinnati,
department
Procter
& Gambleand Co.,
has
been named
advertising
and
sales proof Home
Corp., motion
New manager
York,
sellingProducts
agentsSales
for SUCCESS SHINES from the faces
Taylor-Reed
Corp., spotand radio
of Helen Fiege, radio director of
for Tumbo Puddings
Coca advertiser
Marsh.
Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., CinAMERICAN
INSTITUTE
of
Food
Prodand Basildirector,
O'Connor,
Naucts on April 9 will begin sponsoring
tionalcinnati,
Red Cross
as they
"Dr.
Food & Home Friday
Forum" 9:30each other on getting
10 a.m.Eddy's
Monday
the congratulate
Yankee
Network through
in New Englandon and
playing
for
WGANing Dr.Portland,
Program,
featur- thousands
servicemen of
in the
front cards
lines and
Walter onH.Me.vitamins,
Eddy,
nutritionist
in
hospitals.
One
mention
of
the
and
authority
and
Ella
Mason,
home
expert, began,at fighting men's need on the Kroger
Feb.
as a economics
sustainer, originating
First from
Love, listeners.
brought
WNAC 19 Boston.
onshow,
the Linda's
flood of cards
WILL
A. MORGAN,
from the
Red Cross distributed them.
Navy, has
returned toreleased
Continental
Oil The
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati,
Co., enPonca
City, Okla.,department.
as superintendt of the advertising
Fred handles
Kroger account.
L. Hanks,
formeracting
assistant
sales manager who was
advertising
head
during Mr. Morgan's absence, has been
Bendix Names Three
appointed
analysis. superintendent of marketing
L. andHADLEY,
adver-of
ROSAL Ltd., Philadelphia (perfume), EARL tising
promotion former
manager
has named
Seberhagen
Inc.,
Philadelthe
Grigsby-Grunow
Co.,
manufacits advertising.
turers of Majestic Radios, has been
Radio phiais agency,
said toto handle
be considered.
appointed director of advertising
IMPERIAL
PRODUCTS
Co.,
Cincinnati
and
sales
promotion
of theAviation
Bendix
(reversible
windowCincinnati
shades), has
namedto Radio division
of Bendix
Keelor
&itsStites,
agency,
handle
advertising.
Radio
is
said
Corp.,
it
was
announced
by
Leonard
to be considered.
C. Truesdell, general sales manager
MILLER &partmentRHOADS,
RichmondDouglas
(de- for Bendix home radio. Mr. Hadley
store),Newhas York,
appointed
will handle
and advertisD.advertising.
Simon Inc.,Plans
to
handle
its
ing for thepromotion
forthcoming
line of
are said to include
radio.
Bendix AM and FM radios and radio-phonograph
combinations.
At
S.tlqiies,
& G. objects
GUMP Co.,
(an- the same time Mr. Truesdell apof San
art),Francisco
is currently
pointed Horace W. Royer, former
sponsoring
Deane
Dickason's
"Closeups
ofJose,OurCal.,Fighting
Fronts"
on KQW
control engineer for GE as
9:30 San
p.m.
AgencySanis quality
productradiomanager
the Bendix
Knollin
Adv.Sunday
Agency,
Francisco.
home
line. Mr.forTruesdell
also
PURPLE
BLADE
Co.,
San
Francisco
R. Albright, for(rassor blades) on Feb. 15 started named merlWilliam
y
a
district
representative
for
sponsorship
of ErnieshowSmith's
sports- Philco Corp., to the post of western
casts,dayquarter-hour
heard Thurs10:45-11
Fran- merchandise
Radio.
manager for Bendix
cisco.
Contractp.m.is foron 13KQW
weeks.SanAccount
was
placed by Garfield & GuUd, San
Francisco.
RADIO TRAINING ASSN. of America,
Raytheon Merger
Beverlj Hills, Cal. (correspondence
course), lii/e
has hillbilly
started sponsoring
a twiceTENTATIVE
negotiations
unweekly
program
on
KECA
der way to combine
Raytheonare Mfg.
Los Angeles. Contract for 26 weeks
started
Agency is Davis-Hood Co., Newton, Mass., and Belmont
& Assoc.,Feb.Los 12.Angeles.
Chicago, it was anBARRYcial coordinator
BUCHANAN,
two years Dept.
spe- Radio Corp.,
this week president,
by Lavn-ence
forpicture
thefor Treasury
Marshall, nounced
Raytheon
and
for
the
motion
industry,
has
Parnell
Billings,
head
of Belmont.
been
made
advertising
and
publicity
director
of
United
Artists
Corp.,
New
Move
to
unite
the
firms
would
comYork, succeeding
Louis Pollock, who
bine their research departments for
resigned
last December.
development of radios and tubes,
K.(Maderia
ARAKELIAN
Inc.,
San
Francisco
and
would
add the Belmont sales
wines),on Feb.
adding15 started
to its using
West
Coast spot
schedule
organization
to Raytheon's distribution facilities.
five
announcements
weekly
on
KMPC
Hollywood. Contract is for 52
weeks. cisNorman
co, has account.Kelso Adv., San FranPETROLrent campaign
CORP., isLosusing
Angeles,
its curdailyInCalifornia
spot
ann
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
o
n
11
Southern
stations.
Agency is McNeil & McCleery,
Los Angeles.
BULLOCK'S
Los Angeles
(department store), Inc.,
has started
a five-weekly
quarter-hour
chatter ofprogram
"Hollywood
Fan
Magazine
the
Air"
KFI Los Angeles. Contract is for on52
weeks. Firm also sponsors weekly halfhourthatdrama
series "Downstage Center"
onCo.,
Los station.
Angeles. Agency is Dana Jones
DOWNTOWN TABERNACLE, Portland,
Ore. (religious), is sponsoring weekly
half-hour
transcribed
"Wings
ofKMTR.
Healing"stations
on WGES
KVI
KGER
Other
are
being
added.
Agency
is Tom Westwood Adv., Los Angeles.
MACDONALD Tobacco Co., Montreal,
has
started
transcribed
sport
program aplaced
onfive-minute
10 byCanadian
Account
Harold F.stations.
Stanfield Ltd.,wasMontreal.
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Our Respects to
{Continued from page 38)
program men working parttime, to
a smoothly integrated professional
unit consisting of 105 men and
over 51 transmitters operating 17
hours a day. The APN built GIslanted shows for millions of Amercan soldiers in the European Theatre of Operations; feeds specially
conceived programs to ChinaBurma and India; dramatizes
orientation lectures; launches conservation campaigns; and, in general, "sells" the Army to a sensitive
audience
of sales-resisting soldiers.
Probably
the
of Hayes'of
achievement is high
the spot
assembling
a high-powered news department
generating the latest war information to a news-hungry audience
of GIs. Staffed by an alert corps
of trained newsmen, the AFN
newsroom [Broadcasting, Nov. 13]
is capable of comparison with any
full-scale civilian operation
insimilar
the States.
With the departure of Col. Ed
Kirby, upon the completion of the
latter's tour of duty, Hayes — then
a major — was elevated to the post
of Associate Director of Troop
Broadcasting Services, SHAEF,
entrusted with the job of balancing
American, British and Canadian
broadcasting activities to the
troops, through the medium of the
Allied Expeditionary Forces Program.
On December 1, of this year,
Eisenhower'shis Headqua
announced
promotion torters
the
rank of lieutenant colonel.
Born in Philadelphia 34 years
ago last August 21st, John Hayes
attended the local public schools
until he entered U. of Pennsylvania in 1931. After graduation, he
took his first radio job at WIP
Philadelphia. In 1936, he left the
station as program director to
move on to his post in the executive department at WOR-Mutual,
from where, in 1941, he departed
for the wars. Married to the former
Evelyn Herrmann of New York,
he is the father of a son, Jonathan,
aged 5. He is author of the radio
text book Both Sides of the Microphone.
In commenting on his attainments, aHayes,personal
said: "It
isn't Letby
any means
success.
us be sure to pay a well deserved
tribute to the BBC. They have been
magnificently helpful and without
them we could have in no way done
the job. But most of the tributes
should really go to America's system of commercial radio. That's
the system which has supplied us
not only with so many of our programs, but which has groomed our
men so well and so thoroughly
that they were able to step into
their jobs over here with hardly
an
fromfrom
us.
We extra
are overday's
3,000training
miles away
home and yet 95% of our staff was
drawn from the ranks of professional broadcasters. Whatever success we have is a testimonial to
American radio."
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CONTROL^
ROOM
EDWARD
HISSACK,
formerly
with
Link Radio
Corp., New
has
joined
the Recently
engineering
staffYork,
of WOV
New
York.
released
from
the
Army, he saw action in the Pacific.
BETTY
LEE,
formerly
with
the
BBC
in New York, joins WOV March 2.
KEN sonMckenzie
wally Peterhave joined and
the technical
stail of
CJOR Vancouver.
GORDON
BENNETT,
formerly
of
CJAT
Trail,
C, hasVancouver.
joined the engineering
staff ofB. CBR
FRANK gineE.r of WMCA
KNAACK, former
enYork, chief
will
join
WLIB
New York asNewtechnical
director
in March.
EARL
the
Cable L.Co.,HADLEY,
Chicago, formerly
has beenwithnamed
director motiofon for AMadvertising
and
sales
proand FM radio and radiophonograph
to be prod by the combinations
Bendix
Bendix duceAviation
Corp. Radio division of
BILL
a new member
of theMONTGOMERY
staff atis ELAINE
WBIG
Greensborocontrol
, N. C,joined
replacing
LYON
who
has
the
XJ.
S. Weather
Bureau at Knoxville.
RUSS McCLAIN,
former
WPEN
Philadelphia
now engineer
with theof
Army
captain.in Italy, has been promoted to
M.
DALE Denver,
REDLINGSHAFER,
formerly
of KFEL
has joined
ne ring staf of KGHF
Pueblo,theCol.engiSTEVEToronto,
TYSON,is broadcast
CBL
the fatheroperator
of a girl.of
VICTOR
formerly ofof CBM
CBK Watrous, treal,
andhaveROWE,
RUSS
joined WALSH
the transmitter Monstaff
of CBA SackvUle.

HAROLD (Red) STEIN, engineer of KLZ
Denver,sign In the
has U.beenS. Maritime
commissioned
enServicean and
will
aboardbe a assigned
merchant asship.radio operator
HERBERTgine r of WLS
B. WYERS,
studio
enfor 12field
years,
has
joined
the newChicago
Blueto central
division.
JOHN
GIBSON,
radio,
has
joined
CKY Winnipeg
as control
DIBBS
WOODS, former
control operator.
operator
of CKY Winnipeg,
is
now
the Canadian Army in Holland.withGORDON
THOMPSON,
also
a former
CKY wirecontrollessoperator,
is
now
a
corporal
operator command.
and gunner with the
RCAF coastal
PAUL
JOHNSON,
of theCanada
CBS
Overseasserving
Unit, onhasallengineer
returned
after
western intoEuropean
war fronts.
He will remain
Canada
as assistant to R. D. CAHOON, chief enof the CBS's international shortwavegine rservice.
BILL
THOMAS,
control roomFeb. engineer
ofmarryWWSWJanetPittsburgh,
28 wUl
Darby, onPittsburgh.
CHARLES
A.
QUICK,
former
control
room
engineer
WFBL isSyracuse,
nowat
with
the
Coast ofasGuard,
stationed
Groton,
Conn,
instructor
of
radio
technicians
the Coast Guard Radio
Maintenance atSchool.
BOB
WALLENDER,
engineer of.WCCO
boy.
Minneapolis-St. Paul, is the father of a

FACTUAL FISH story is displayed
by fisherman (1 to r) : John E.
Pearson, owner of John E. Pearson
Co., Chicago,
stationradio
representatives; Bucky Harris,
director
(foreign and domestic) of Grant
Adv.; Ralph D. Foster, president
and general manager of KWTO
Springfield, Mo. Fish were caught
STAFFmer SGT.
OLIN W.ofJOHNSON,
for- recently
at Acapulco, Mexico.
chief engineer
WICA Clovis.
N.and M.,Corregidor
was amongrescued
stirvivors
of 30Bataan
on
Jan.
from
Cabanatuan,
Japanese prison camp on
Luzon,
Fownes Bros. Project
Southernaccording
California.to report received In
FOWNES BROS. & Co., New
CECIL L. ofSLY,Universal
vice-president and sales
York, glove spot
manufacturer,
last
manager
Co.. week
announcements
Inglewood,
Cal., has beenMicrophone
named director
in threestarted
evening periods
on WOR
of sales,
a
new
post.
DEE
BREEN,
former westernInc.,
division
sales manager
radio venture
Littlefuse
El Monte,
Cal., hasof New
Plans York,
call its
for first
expansion
into a
joined ERTUniversal
as sales manager.
ROB-of national
spot campaign in other
RAMSEY,
formerly
in
charge
receiving
department,
has
been
placed
primary
to Sterin charge of service division.
ling Adv.,areas,
New according
York.

RECONVERSION?

MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
General Manager

WHAT'S
THAT?
Everybody knows that many a war-boom
market is in for a terrific jolt when peace
comes. Here in the Roanoke section of
Southwest Virginia we're sitting pretty.
Wheels are humming in these parts — but
they're wheels in factories whose peace-time
products will be snapped up by eager purchasers. Our U. S. Steel subsidiary plant,
for instance . . . our big rayon works . . .
the Norfolk and Western Railway, with
worry !
headquarters here. Reconversion isn't their

ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director '

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area

Advertise to people whose prosperity will
continue! Only one local station — WDBJ —
goes satisfactorily into all their 118,921
listening homes. Ask us, or Free & Peters,
about availabilities!
CBS

• 5000 WATTS

• 960 KC

Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Natl. Representatives
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SYLVANIA
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Station
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Published in (he Interests of Bette?^ Sight (Did Sound

jWell-Equipped

Sylvania

Makes

Plant

to Assure

Top

Own

Quality

Small

in Radio

Parts
Tubes

To insure that all Sylvania-made radio tubes used hy broadcasting stations will be of the very best quality, the well
equipped tube plant in Emporium, Pennsylvania, provides
extensive facilities for making over 8500 of the delicate
small parts that go into Sylvania tubes.
Each month over 600 million small parts are turned out.
In making these intricate parts, Sylvania craftsmen work
with a variety of metals such as tungsten, steel, copper,
phosphor bronze, beryllium copper and tantalum.
The Emporium staff includes highly skilled production
engineers, tool and design men, and expert tube makers.

Tiny tube parts are magnified and iheir outlines superimposed on seale
drawings to insure meeting the extremely close tolerances retjuired.
SYLVANIA

By a sampling method, watchful Sylvania inspectors carefully study each batch of small parts for detailed perfection.
ELECTRIC

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium Pa.
MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, ACCESSORIES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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BUFFALO'S GREATEST
REGIONAL COVERAGE

BLUE
NETWORK
STATION
iODG WATTS BY DAY
1000 WATTS BY
NIGHT
/
BUFFALO
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Notional Represenfafive : fRH t PHERS.INC.
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21, said
STRONGIN,
E youngest
JEANN
of theto
member
be the
NAB's Assn. of WomentionDirectors,
virby
organiza
the
of
is member
t talkie
conducts
show she
tue of aviawar-plan
yards
the
in
walkie
weekly
of the Electric Boat Co., Groton,
Conn. Miss Strongin takes thentportable
mike to a different departme of the
ws variweek and
plantous each
listhe plant
whileintervie
system.
address
the public
tenssuboverworkers
s
proof the company'
is partemployes
Featuregram to draw
closer together
maintaining stameans rof lists.
and asbilityain manpowe

y^M4
PROGRAMS
Classical Talent
WLW 'Washington Front'
WNEW New York is giving young
FROM
the
Nation's
Capital
WLW
classical
an opportunity to
Cincinnati is airing a new weekly pro- broadcast ontalent
Behind
thestarted
Curtain,Feb.weekgram each Saturday
afternoon Front
5:30ly
half-hour
series
25.
5:4.5
(CWT)
titled
Washington
with Gordon Graham, manager of the Board of judges composed of Dean
Dickson,
Negro
conductor,
as
a
perCrosley
station's
Washington
bureau,
as moderator. First program featured
member, andthetwoartists
guest musicimanent
ans. ■audition
and
Andrew May of Kentucky, author of
School Programs
ontalent
performances.
Cur-to
the "work or fight" bill, who gave then taincomment
will
hide
from
reasons for the measure, and Rep. For- avoid possible prejudice by judges
TWO
programs
directed
to
high
personal
est A. sented
Harness
school
students
have
reasons for(R-Ind.),
oppositionwhoto prethe
started their
secondandseasonparents
on WBRY
* stage
* fright.
*
On another program Sen. Harold appearance and
Waterbury, Conn. The High School bill.
H.
BurtonCommerce
(R-0.), Committee
member of was
the
Medical Series
Highlights
program, features
written and
Senate
duced
by students,
newspro-of guest.
CHEMOTHERAPY,
new inbranch
Sen.connection
Burton with
discussed
recent medical
social,
scholastic
and
sports
activities
action
in
the
Wallace
science,
is featured
a seriesonof
in western Connecticut schools. Other nomination and the George Bill.
of half-hour dramatized
broadcasts
show. The High School Victory
CJBC minion
Toronto
and theWar CBC
DoTheatre,
quarterenacted
- hour
network. Titled
Without
plays
with broadcasts
wartime themes
Record Auditions
End series will tell of the discovery
by students from local schools.
the theory of chemotherapy, the
TO GIVE
the public
insight
into of
experiments
led to thefor discovery
how
audiences
react toan new
popular
of salvarsan, which
the remedy
syphilis,
records,
and
thus
help
them
in
selectthe
various experiments which brought
WEBR Mail Call
ing discs,troduced
WOVAuditionNew
York
has
inabout the sulfa drugs and penicillin.
Hall
of
the
Air
TITLED Armed Forces Mail Call,
a bi-weekly 2% -hour feature of
program on WEBR Buffalo is being as
Farm Discussions
Alan Courtney's
1280 Clul
of recorded
Four different
listeners
appear
aired Monday through Saturday 8 :15-9 music.
teach-of
a.m. men
withoverseas
songsanddedicated
bycamps
service-to on the program each time to vote on the HIGHers areSCHOOL
in chargeagricultural
of a series
in
U.
S.
records.
Informal
discussion
is
includweekly educational programs started
civilian friends in Buffalo. Station sent
ed.
For
the
benefit
of
those
who
don't
the program, including men in on WHIO Dayton. Students and
out
cards for
to business
well request
as listeners
them to firms
send asto hear
service,be mailed
a brief gratis
summaryuponof request.
the results program chairmen participate in
will
lioys in service.
the broadcasts
includein such
subjects as : Gettingwhicha Start
Farming,
Producing Hybrid Corn for Miami
Countyning Farmers,
Our Adult EveProgram.* and
* *
Share-the-Tackle
IN VIEW of the dearth of outdoor
sports
equipment
because ofontheWJW
war,
Pat
Patterson,
Cleveland
at 9:15sponsored
p.m. Tuesday by
the Chrisholm Boot Co., has turned
his
sportcast
into a public
service
feature
for fishermen
and hunters,
with a "Share-the-Tackle"
* « * movement.
Church Topics
TOPICSmons of churches
of the Sunday
morning Sparserof the WSPA
t
a
n
b
u
r
g
,
S
.
C.
area,
are
now
broadThere are money-give-away programs in
cast each Saturday. Your Church
Bulletin
Boardnewsis aofhalf-hour
featureas
and includes
the churches
Worcester, but not on WTAG.
well as religious organ music.
* * *
Negro Series
OUTSTANDING
NEGRO
personaliare featured
a Sunday
halfhour tiesseries
Open inHouse
in Harlem
—WTAG ratings do not need artificial
on WHN
New
York,
with
Bob
Howard, WHN pianist, as m.c.
hypoing.*
— WTAG
believes that: audiences are
earned — not bought.

INFORMED SPONSORS
ARE BUYING

— Money-getting audiences look for
something for nothing. They are not
interested in the sponsor or his

KFNF

product.
* national
Program average.
ratings on WTAG are from two to four times
PAUL H. RAYMER CO. Nolionol So/ej Repr ejenloliv*
WORCESTER
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE

The frliiiuHy Farmer Siation'
SHENANDOAH, IOWA:
10 00 w.
92 0 li.c.
Frank Smhb$. Mer
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WMCA Wins Citation
Veteran Radio Vessel, 'Apache^, Relays FOR DISTINGUISHED service in
field of racial amity, WMCA
Radio and Press Copy from Luzon Area the
New York has received a citation fromof thetheNewSchomburg
colFAMED radio ship, the Apache, men on Luzon, according to Maj.
York Public
moved in with the invaders on the Schechter. Several Australian Library.lectionStation
received award
Luzon operations, relaying network broadcasters also have arrived.
its weekly half-hour Negro life
broadcasts and more than a half
As a special salute to Manila, for
and race program, New World
million words of press copy back to WIP Philadelphia presented a pro- A-Coming.
Organization annually
the United States, according to
gram Feb. 10 at 9:30 p.m. The
deword just received from Maj. A. A. Claudio Post of Philadelphia's Inde- conducts termaine thnation-wide
e 12 Negro andpoll6 towhite
Schechter, public relations officer
or org;mizations who have
pendence Hall, comprised of Fili- persons
pino veterans, staged the show, done most for the improvement of
attached to Gen. MacArthur's staff
and former director of special which was transcribed by WIP. race relations in terms of democraevents for NBG.
Award also was conferred on
Mayor Bernard Samuel, Judge Vin- Sachscy. Quality
Furniture Co., New
A 399 mobile broadcasting unit
cent A. Carroll, and Benedict Gimwas mounted on a 2% -ton truck bel Jr., WIP president, added mes- York, for an extensive newspaper
which drove onto the beach, so that
sages of congratulations. Program
urgingwhichreligious
and ra-as
cial tolerance
also serve
broadcasts could be made from the was sent to Gen. MacArthur, Adm. campaign
scene of action, and relayed back Nimitz and Philippine President aTruths
basis
for
Sach's
We
Hold
These
series on WMCA.
to the Apache. In addition, radio- Osmena.
men set up an advance radio unit
farther up in the fighting area.
Within a few hours, they had
strung land lines to further msure
fast communication to the ship.
Also in operation was a very highfrequency shortwave unit.
Net Pool
Four network correspondents,
Arthur Feldman of Blue, George
Folsterson ofofMutuaL
NBC, Royal
Gunni-J.
and Arch
William
Dunn of CBS, drew lots for rotation order on a pooled broadcast,
on which each took three minutes
describing the invasion. As troops
pushed further inland, correspondents accompanied them and were
among the first to reach Manila
when that city was liberated
[Broadcasting, Feb. 12]. Milton
Chase, WLW Cincinnati war reporter, has now joined the radioWhen the Axis Sees Red
We'll Change the Color
One of these days, the Axis will see red and toss in the sponge. That's
when reconversion slumps will hit many marlcets with a BANG. But
not likely Peoria. We'll merely change the color of the paint and
continue.

WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS-680 KC

SERVING NEW ENGLAND'S
GEDST
ENLTARRAT
C
D
N
O
C
R
3
E
RADIO AUDIENC

BROADCASTING

You see, most of Peoria's peacetime products are being used as is
for the war. Dob on the regular commercial paint instead of the army
drab and PRESTO, our reconversion will be virtually completed.
Then Peoria's earth-moving equipment
will immediately
begin toorders
level
off the mountain
of accumulated
Peorians Hove the
WMBD HabitI
Not
just
of Peoria,
but the the
entirecityPEORIAREA
of overtion 600,000
popula-by
is dominated
WMBD, as proved by Hooper and Con Ian listener
surveys. WMBD is for out
in front with a coverage
"tune-in" of 56.3% (ConIan, 1944).
WMBD's au-is
dience in PEORIAREA
greatertionsthan
all
combined! other sta-

• Broadcast Advertising

. . a many years' job!
There'll be no reconversion sales slump
in Peoriarea ... no downward market
trend. You can count on Peoriarea
for high sales results, NOW and
LATER.

COLUMBIA
NETWORK

YO'S
LL
NA
FF
BUO

50,000
WATT
STATION
DAY and NIGHT

BUFFALO
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING. eUFFALO, NEW YORkI
itolive: FREf & PETERS, INC.
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O^E

YOU JVOHT REACH
A CADM mah
A FARM MARKET OF

NETWORK
to reach

Oi\E

esota

FARM

AVDIEXCE

NCBS is now ready to offer you a farm
network exclusive of anything that has previously been available in the way of a rural
audience. Thru the combination of Mississippi Valley Network, which is operated by
North Central Broadcasting System, Inc., you
have an agricultural coverage of 1,598,762
farm radios. Potential customers for all farm
products. Programs presented will be created exclusively for the farm population eager
for your advertising message.
THE Mississippi Valley Network will give
blanket coverage of the principal sections in
the United States which produce more than
three-fourths of the agricultural products,
grain and livestock each year. North Central
Broadcasting System presents a maximum
rural coverage over this exclusive agricultural network.

OPERATfD BY
NwTH Ceniru BmiuicAsnw Sv$ieii,inc.
JOHN W. BOltR,Pr»sid»nt
St. Paul, Minnesota Chicago/ llllnoit
for further
, ^0^*4 1J.tJr..*
First National Bank BIdg. 360 North Michigan Avon
writeinformatio
to n Lexington
3-6B92
Cedar 8579
State 0361

CHICAGO AGENCIES
CUTTING PERSONNEL
CHICAGO advertising agencies,
which are among those businesses
with unessential ratings requested
last weekpowerbyCommission
the localchief,
War Lester
ManBrown, to employ 10% fewer male
employes than as of March 1 last
year, the
are reducing
with
directive. personnel in line
Some
few
as Grant
Adv. are not agencies
touched such
because
their
male staff is already more than
10% under
their
regular
employment ceiling due to inroads by the
armed forces. Others such as Ruthrauff Louis
& Ryan,
BBDO willandhave
Need-to
ham,
& Brorby
operate with reduced personnel.
The directive for the procedure
was issued to regional offices by
WMC Director Byrnes in July
1944. It is a voluntary one but
teethed, nevertheless, with possible
application of WPB sanctions
withholding
priorities
repairsotheror
alterations. There
haveon been
applications of the directive in
places such as Allen town, Pa., and
Newark, N. J., but the Chicago
instance is apparently the first in
a principal city where agencies
might
It isbeattouched.
the discretion of local
area chiefs that the program is
put into effect and only after study
of needs and the possibility of filling them from available manpower.jobsOnlyaremenwanted
qualified
for essential
and refusal
to accept a job if qualified, blacklists the employe in his old posiforcing him post.
eventually to accepttion,an essential
FCC Admits Sirica
JOHN J.torney SIRICA,
atand former Washington
general counsel
of the House Select Committee to
Investigate the FCC, last week was
admitted to practice before the
Commission. Other lawyers admitted last week are Orville H. Walburn, Washington; William J.
Friedman, Maurice Rosenfield,
Charles K. Schwartz, Chicago;
Bernard B. Smith, New York.
Griesedieck on 12
GRIESEDIECK Bros. Brewery,
St. Louis, started using chain
breaks and spot announcements
for 8 week contract through Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago,
following stations:
WTADon the
KFRU
WMBH WSOY
KTTS KWOS
WTAX
WJPF WC'BS
KFVS
KWOC KDRO.

Bert Silen Joins OWl,
Resuming Govt. Career
BERT SILEN,
former
NBC corPhilippines,
last
week resumedrespondent inatheGovernment
career
which was interrupted three years
ago bying thetheOverseas
fall of Manila
Branch byof jointhe
OWL Mr. Silen had been an employe of theformatiold
Coordinator
of
on for 18 days prior to Inhis
internment at Santo Tomas prison
from which he was rescued early in
the month [Broadcasting, Feb.
The Coordinator's
office was
a12].
predecessor
agency to OWL
Before Manila fell, Mr. Silen put
on broadcasts
established networksoverin especially
the Philippines
in addition to other information activities. He continued his information work among the internees in
the prison camp. Pat Flaherty and
George
for NBC.Folster now cover Manila
Listening in East Hits
New High in January
RADIO listening
the New YorkNorthern
NewhighinJersey-Philadelphiii
area hitping even
a new
January, week
topthe Pearlin Harbor
audience,
according
to
the
Radio
Audience, monthly newsletter
of ThewasPulse
Inc. January
194.5 listening
9%
higher than in January 1944, 22.5%
over January 1943, and 13.8% over
January 1942.
Reporting
on a study
of five-a-week
evening
programs,
the newsletter
says
programs
do not necessarily
assuchstable
and faithful
an audiencedrawas
morning
shows. "The
shows
that
the audience
to the study
five-times-aweek series
on
the
five
evenings
fluctuates just as strongly as the audiences
listening
to abroadcasts
competing atstation
five different
the samefor
quarter-hour.
listeners preferInto other
tune words,
in forthemore
attractive
once-weekly
shows
when
they are broadcast and tune back to
their serials when the competition of
other shows is not strong enough ■ ■ •
The habit-forming quality of evening
serials seem very weak."
New WCOP Tower Site
NEGOTIATIONS are underway
at WCOP Boston, Cowles station,
for acquisition of a transmitter site
in Lexington, Mass. Beginning June
15 WCOP will be a Blue outlet,
and the present transmitter, now
located on the speedway in Allston,
with a three-tower antenna system
directing the signal to Boston, is
deemed
inadequateexpansion.
for WCOP's
plans for
posed newfuture
transmitter site Prowill
allow for future increase in power
for tanbetter
coverage
of
MetropoliBoston.
Joseloff to Biow
STANLEY S. JOSELOFF has resigned as national director of talent and program development of
the Blue network to join Biow Co.,
New York, March 15 as radio director, with over-all supervision of
radiodioprogram
production.
Biow with
rasetup remains
the same
Frank Barton, business manager;
Maria J. White, timebuyer; Walter
Lurie, Eastern program manager;
H. Calvin Kughl, West Coast promanager.
Joseloff from
went
to the gramBlue
lastMr.November
Young & Rubicam.

The news
Buy

is going wound-

KQV

in P'lttsburgh!

Allegheny Broadcasting Corp.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.

WHDH

50OO

WATTS

NoKonal Sole; Representatives • SPOT SALES, INC., New York ■ Chicago - Son Frondsto

80%
IN LESS
THAN

FOUR

MONTHS

...

In less than four months CKEY
has climbed into first place in
Toronto.
Elliott-Haynes Listening Index for December (daytime) provides convincing,
in fact conclusive evidence of CKEY's
superiority.
Stn. Stn. S»n. Stn.
CKEY BCD
9 a.m. — 1 2 noon 29.5 19.7 22.5 9.4
12 noon — 3 p.m. 23.6 32.1 24.2 6.3
3 p.m.— 6 p.m. 34.8 19.7 20.8 5.2
TOTAL DAY
9 a.m. — 6 p.m. 29.3 23.8 22.5 7.0
As further proof that CKEY is going places
we list the "number of programs first in popularity" asshown in the December survey:
CKEY 20
STATION B 13
STATION C 13
STATION D 0
See what we mean about CKEY going places?
The foregoing evidence of outstanding progres iscausing widespread comment. Thousands
of people are talking about CKEY . . .
Leading magazines are talking about us too.
See BUSINESS WEEK (December 16) . . .
TIDE (January 1) . . . BROADCASTING
(January 1) . . . TIME (January 22).
AND, in addition to all this, on JANUARY
14TH, CKEY BECAME ONE OF THE MOST
POWERFUL PRIVATE RADIO STATIONS IN
CANADA— 5000 WATTS.
There's the story gentlemen, of CKEY's rising
value in the radio market — and the cost remains the same. Remember, CKEY has more
daytime listeners than any other Toronto staP.S.—
And the January 1945
Elliott - Haynes daytime
ratings are even better
than December.

DIAL 580

TORONTO

of Stations

Attending

NAB

Meetings Sign BMB
Contracts
The NAB District meeting in
AN AVERAGE of 80% of stations
representedferencesatsigned NAB
district
Boston,
to be held
March 5-6,
-will
attended
by Linnea
Nelson,
contracts
with conthe be
Broadcast Measurement Bureau, it chief timebuyer, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Robertresearch,
F. Elder, Lever
manhas been announced
by the Bureau's
president,
Hugh Feltis.
ager ofandmarket
Total signing to date is 285, Mr. Bros., who will assist Mr. Feltis in
Feltis said. Of this number, 236 presenting the BMB plan.
A chart showing results of BMB
accepted
nine thedistrict
confer-of
ences atcomprising
first half
at the district meet90%
the series of meetings scheduled by sales ingsactivity
held thus far shows the folthe NAB.
lowing
results:
In making the announcement,
40%
age
76%
92%
86%
Mr. tive
Feltis
reported
tends
Now
committee
meetingalsoof anthe execuBMB
tions at- 31
held in New York and attended by Dallas
35
Memphis trict
136 ing
45 Signed,
Paul West, president of ANA; Los
Angeles
16
San Francisco- 1715
Frederic Gamble, president of Portland
centAAAA; J. Harold Ryan, president Salt
City_ 1410 StaKansasLakeCity
of NAB ; Roger Clipp, president of Minneapolis
11
PerWFILtis. Decision
Philadelphia,
Fel- Pittsburgh Dig-3
vi^as madeandto Mr.
establish
The cludeabove
tabulation
does
not
four committees: Advertising and
which submittedinIndustry Relations, Research, Fi- contracts21 stations
voluntarily
and whose
nancecedure.
and Bylavi^s,
Pro- District meeting may have
not yet
Membership Rules
is to beandnamed
been held.
this week.
NAB DISTRICT
MEETINGS
REVISED schedule of NAB district meetings follows:
Second District
District
Boston— Monday, Tuesday,
- March
5-6, 1—Statler.
District 2— New York— Thursday, Friday, March4—8-9,D. Roosevelt.
District
C, Virginia, West Virginia
Washington — ^Monday,
Tuesday,broadcasters,
MarchC, 12-13,
District
4—
N.
S. C. Statler.
broadcasters,
Charlotte,
N.
C—
Thursday,
March 15-16 (Hotel Charlotte). Friday,
District 5 — Ga.,Tuesday,
Ala. broadcasters, At(Henrylanta— Monday,
Grady Hotel). March 19-20
Districtcasters,5—Jacksonville
Pla., Puerto
Rico Friday,
broadMarch 22-23 (probably— Thursday,
Hotel Mayflower).
District 7 — Cincinnati — Monday,
Tuesday,
Gibson). March 26-27 (probably Hotel
District
day, March 9—
29-30,Chicago—
Palmer Thursday,
Hoiise. FriDistrict 8 — Detroit — ^Monday, Tuesday, April 2-3 (Book-Cadillac).

Trimount on MBS
TRIMOUNT CLOTHING Co., Boston, for Clipper Craft Clothes, will
sponsor Topics of Today, with Dorothy
on 60 p.m.,
MutualbeginstationsThompson
Sunday 9:45-10
ningtainiMarch
26.
Now
heard
susng on the Blue Sunday 8:158:30 p.m., Miss Thompson has been
sponsored on that network for
alternating 13-week runs for the
past several years. If Miss Thompson's plansterialize,
for broadcasts
an overseas
trip mawould continue
by shortwave pickup. Agency is
Emil Mogul Co., New York.
Aquatogs Project
AQUATOGS, New York, is making
plans for
a spot50announcement
campaign
in about
cities for its
line of rainwear for women, misses
and children. In its first regular
use of the medium, firm started a
52-week series twice-weekly quarter-hour Operatic Scrap Book on
WQXR New
Each week
different
store York.
is mentioned
and aa
different type of coat promoted.
Agency is Glicksman Adv., New
York.

Gellard Gets 3 Years
SAMUEL GELLARD, minority
stockholder, and former secretary
of WBYN Brooklyn, was sentenced
last Wednesday in the Court of
Special Sessions, New York, to
serve an indeterminate penitentiary sentence, not to exceed three
years, the maximum sentence which
this court meanor.
canMr. Gellard
impose forwasa misdefound
guilty Feb. 6 of conspiracy to obtain money for alleged charitable
purposes by false pretenses through
operating the Overseas Cigarette
Service. Project, promoted on several WBYN programs, solicited
money for the purchase of cigarettes for servicemen at prices allegedly higher than market value.
[Broadcasting, Feb. 12]. Attorney
for Mr. Gellard and Samuel Kess- "Just turn on WFDF Flint,
ler, his chief salesman also sen- George — and please excuse my
tenced, said last week that sentence
would be appealed.

CONVENTON PERMIT
REGULATION EASED
A NEW INTERPRETATION of
the travel ban on conventions,
dropping requirement of permits
on
meetingsof with
attendance
-50 or an
less out-of-town
in addition
to the local attendance, announced
bv the Office
of
Defense
Transportation, will mean the continuance
of NAB district meetings.
The change in policy was caused
by
the "burdensome"
applications
to the War overflow
Committeeof
on Conventions, but Col. J. Monroe
Johnson, committee
chairman,
phasized that the action
does emnot
constitute approval of such meetings. He urged that the gatherings
"be cancelled or at least postponed
until
as thethan
' situation
becomessuchlesstimecritical
it is
now."
The convention ban, the ODT
said, is a temporary one pending
the easing of the railroad problem.
However, it was explained, despite
such attempts at alleviation the
situation is expected to change for
the
worse if at all during the rest
of 1945.
President J. Harold Ryan of the
NAB announced that the association meetings will proceed, staying
within trants
theallowed.50 out-of-tovm regisBBDO Business Session
Is Held in New York
BBDO held its annual business
meeting at the Hotel Ambassador
in New York last week, drawing
over 30 representatives from the
agency's branch offices. Stockholders'lowedmeeting
Thursday
was confolby an all-day
ference,Friday
with department
heads as
the principal speakers, and B. C.
Duffy, executive vice-president in
charge of eastern offices, presiding. Branch
offices were to be represented as follows:
Minneapolis—
H. H.JackHaput,
vice-president inEdcharge;
Bridge,
Harry
Tliorne,
Cashin,
Alan
Shearer,
Roger
Verran,
Carl
Hensel,
Al
Clague.
Pittsburgh
—
Leon
Hansen,
vice-presidentParis
in charge;
Harry
Vieth,
Feland,Jim
TedHolding,
Rigness,
Pepi
Fox, Eric
Mantle.
Cleveland—
Clarence
L. Davis,
vice-president
in charge;
Norman Hendershot.
San Francisco
— Charles
H.AndyFerguson,
vice-president
charge,
Tom
Dillon,
Bob— inRobert
Mangan,
CharlesNeally,
McDougall.
Chicago
Barton,
vice-president
in
charge;
KenB.
Ellis. Boston—
Francis
Hatch, vice-president;
George
Mattheson,
Laurence
Pratt, Arthur Wolfum, Francis Baldwin. Los Angeles—
W. B.ErnieGeissinger,
vice-president
in charge;
Edpresident
Clark. inHollywood—
Wayne
Tiss,Turner,
vicecharge
and
associate
director. BuiTalo— Stanley P. Irvin. radio
Ben Duffy, executive vice-president for the East, was elected a
vice-president and general manager
by the board of directors. He succeeds Alex Osborn, who becomes
chairman of the board, post vacant
since the death last April of William H. Johns. Mr. Duffy has been
with the agency 25 years. John C.
Cornelius, executive vice-president,
of Minneapolis, was re-elected
executive vice-president for the
West, covering Chicago, Minneapolis, San Francisco and Los Angeles. Hollywood branch, headed by
Wayne Tiss, vice-president, now
handles radio activities and movie
tie-ups only. John Johns vice-president and account executive, was
elected to the Board of Directors.
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How

to

pull

mail...

shoot at — and any Blue Spot
salesman will be happy to let you
know all the details about you
doing the loading, aiming and
firing! You won't be after old
Christmas cards, of course, but
case after case like this has proved
over and over again that WENR
can get your response, sell your
Two
brief
announcements
—
goods, in this great Mid-Western
gifts!
172,000 cards! That's a record to market !
Contact Blue Spot Sales or the Sales Department of

172,000 Christmas cards in response to two appeals on Beulah
Karney's afternoon program ! And
all Beulah had said was, what a
good idea it would be for people to
send old Christmas cards to
wounded veterans for making
lampshades, baskets and other

Chicago's Basic Blue Network Sfafion
890 kc— 50,000 wafts— clear channel
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
CHICAGO • NEW YORK • WASHINGTON • PITTSBURGH • SAN FRANCISCO • HOLLYWOOD • DETROIT
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Score of Petitions
Seek New Stations
3 AM, 17 FM, 2 Tele CPs
Are Requested of FCC
AMONG more than a score of new
applications filed with the FCC and
not heretofore reported are requests for construction permits for
three new standard stations, two
commercial television outlets and
17 FM stations.
Birney Imes Jr., licensee of
WCBI Columbus and WELO Tupelo, Miss., and applicant for a
new standard station at Meridian,
files for 1230 kc, 250 w and unlimited hours of operation for a proposed outlet at Corinth, Miss.
Rome Outlet Sought
Facilities of 1450 kc with 250
w and unlimited time at Rome, N.
Y. are sought by Copper City
Broadcasting Corp., principally
owned by Myron J. Kallet, 248
shares (99.8%), president, major
interest holder in Kallet Theatres
Inc., regional chain. Others in the
company are Joseph S. Kallet (1
sh), secretary, and William T.
MacNeilly (1 sh), vice-president
and treasurer, both of whom also
are affiliated with the movie chain.
Assignment of 1490 kc with 250
w and unlimited time at Wichita,
Kan. is sought in application filed
by Adelaide Lillian Carrell, licensee
of WBBZ Ponca City, Okla.
Debs Memorial Radio Fund Inc.,

COPIES

24 HOUR SERVICE
—packaged and shipped
from Chicago.
Aluminum based material
available for broadcast use.

77TH BIRTHDAY was spent Feb.
5 bypal Burridge
owner of KOYD. Butler,
Phoenix, princiWLS
Chicago
and the Prairie
at the Phoenix
station. Farmer,
Picture
proves popularity of Owner Butler
among station personnel.
licensee of WEVD New York, is applicant for commercial television
facilities on Channel 17, 282-288 mc.
A new commercial television station to be located in Chicago and
to operate on 44-50 mc, frequency
specified in proposed allocations, is
sought in application filed by Raytheon Manufacturing Co., which
also has
requested television facilities
Mass. in New York and Waltham,
Seek FM Stations
Applicants for new FM stations
and facilities requested are:
Ohio Broadcasting Co., Marion,
O., forerage47.1
mc, 2,882
sq. mi. covand $24,250
East Liverpool,
O.,estimated
for 49.1cost;
mc,
3,057
sq. mi.cost.coverage and $43,350
estimated
WING Dayton, O., for 46.3 mc,
14,140estimated
sq. mi. cost.
coverage and $53,000
WKBB Dubuque, la., for 45.5
mc, 7,900mated cossq.
t. mi., and $21,300 estiWENY Elmira, N. Y., for 46.7
mc, 19,600 sq. mi. coverage and
$60,000
estimated cost. BroadcastSacramento
ers, Marysville,Valley
Gal., for 43.3 mc,
19,800estimated
sq. mi. cost.
coverage and $70,800
KFBK Sacramento, Gal. for
41.7 mc, 24,580 sq. mi. coverage
andKMJ$68,000
estimated
Fresn>,
Gal. forcost.46.7 mc,
14,500
sq. mi.
estimated
cost.coverage and $61,000
WMGA Moultrie, Ga. for 47.3
mc, 10,100 sq. mi. coverage and
$35,000
KBUR estimated
Burlington,cost.la. for 45.3
mc, 10,080 sq. mi. coverage and
$40,100
cost. for 46.1 mc.
WIBC estimated
Indianapolis

9,245
sq. mi. coverage and $51,310
estimated
WROL cost.
Knoxville for 44.5 mc,
12,400
sq. mi. coverage,
000 estimated
cost. and $60,Valley Pub. Go., Harlingen,
Tex., for 44.5 mc, 1.515 sq. mi.
coverage and $13,350 estimated
cost.Brownsville Herald Pub. Go.,
Brownsville, Tex., for 46.5 mc,
632
sq. mi.cost.coverage and $13,350
estimated
Valley
Eveningfor Monitor
McAllen, Tex.,
48.5 mc, Inc.,
908
sq. mi. matcoverage
and
$13,350 estied cost.
Raytheonfor Manufacturing
Chicago,
44.9 mc, 10,100 Go.,
sq.
mi.
coverage
estimated cost.and $60,000-$75,000
Knoxville
Go., 13,200
Knoxville, Tenn.,Publishing
for 46.5 mc,
sq. mi. coverage
timated cost. and $100,000 esMcClatchy Broadcasting Co.,
KFBK and KMJ licensee, has already acquired sites for the transmit ers of the proposed FM stations, according to announcement
by Eleanor McClatchy, president.
The KFBK FM transmitter site is
on Mt. Vaca, 2,870 ft. high, located
near Vacaville,
36 miles from
ramento. FM transmitter
site Sacfor
KMJ is on Mt. Campbell with 1,700
ft. elevation and located 20 miles
from Fresno. Secondary signal area
(50 microvolt) of the Sacramento
station would cover 2,412,433 persons while for the Fresno outlet
422,945
service. persons would receive
L. E.iated with
Owens,
one time affil-is
WTCNat Minneapolis,
president of Valley Pub. Co., in
which he holds 64% interest; and
also is president and 54% owner
of Brownsville Herald Pub. Co. and
Valley Evening Monitor Inc., all
three of which publish daily papers in their respective cities. Prior
to 1939 Mr. Owens was president
and 10% liowner
Northwest
cations Inc., St.of Paul,
which Pubheld
half of the common stock of WTCN,
Mr. Owens was director of WTCN.
Ohio Broadcasting Co., licensee
of WHBC Canton, 0., has previously applied inforCanton.
a new FM station
to be located
Sacramento Broadcasters is a
new partnership composed of three
local businessmen. Warren N. Shingle, president
of the Marysville
Chamber
of Commerce;
Lester L.
Rice, general contractor, and Bevtractor.erly B. Ballard, mail route con-

WBNS

REACHES

,
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House Would Clip AFM Power
(Continued frt im Page 15)
education". If he succeeds in en- of its service bands. He said the
forcing this mandate, he said, he Army does not consult with the
will be able to control all music union on whether the bands should
teaching in the U. S.
at any particular function.
At the commencement of the appear
Capt. William F. Loventhal, in
hearings, which began on Thurs- charge of the U. S. Navy band in
day, the Committee witnessed a
said the Navy is contechnicolor sound picture produced Washington,
fronted with many requests for apby the U. of Michigan portraying
pearances of the band and has a
the teaching methods employed at general policy prohibiting performthe Interlochen school.
ances which compete with employment of civilian musicians. HowPetrillo's Power
ever,
he said there were occasional
Continuing his testimony at the
requests and in such
Friday hearing. Dr. Maddy said he borderline
cases
he
asked the requesting
had talked with many members of party to has
obtain
permission of the
the AFM and that none of them AFM local.
favored the ban on Interlochen but
He
said
the
U.
S. Navy band
were afraid to express their views
four times a week over
to the union leadership. Reading broadcasts
and has a lisfrom a section of the AFM consti- the majorteningnetworks
audience of about 20 miltution, he testified that Mr. Petrillion.
He
said
the
broadcasts
prolo had absolute power to expel any
mote recruiting for the various
membertion. Heorsaidto the
change
the
constituservices
and
other
Government
members are not
and are noncommercial.
permitted to see the constitution campaigns
J. Bernard, Coast Guard,
and that he had obtained his copy saidCapt.thatL. Coast
Guard bands have
by Questioned
"circuitous bymethods".
in theatres in support of
Chairman Lea, he appeared
recruiting
drives
that approval
said that the Interlochen school of the performancesbut was
operates only in the summer and between the theatres and thearranged
union.
charges a tuition of $300 for eight
Lt. Col. John H. Masters, U. S.
weeks. He added that 80% of the Marine
Corps, testified the Corps
students come from outside the had received
a protest from the
state. Salaries paid last summer to AFM
concerning
appearance of
a faculty of 50, including 28 mem- a Marine Band intheconnection
with
bers of the AFM, totaled $75,000. the dedication of station KFMB
He said the Camp owns 500 acres San Diego, Cal., in 1941. The Navy
300 miles north of Ann Arbor and
union that the cerereceives some appropriations from informedmonies the
for the occasion were of a
the state.
patriotic
nature
and that the apHe said that the school broadpearance of the band was within
casts four hours a week over
Navy
regulations.
WKAR East Lansing, an educaFrank Gary, Office of Chief
tional station operated by Michi- of Capt.
Naval Operations, Navy Dept.,
gan State College.
testified
that requestsnaval
for districts
appearThe Committee also heard testimony from Army and Navy offi- are leftances iton thethevarious
determination
of the
cials regarding policies governing
officer, with the genappearances of service bands at commanding
eral policy restricting perfomances,
various functions and protests by broadcast
or otherwise, which do not
the
ances.AFM against certain perform- compete with civilian employment.
Col. Ed Kirby, chief of the Radio
Branch, Bureau of Public Rela- SCREEN version of Blue program,
Tom Breneman's
Breakfast
in Hollytions, War Dept., testified that the loood,
will be produced
by Producers
Army has had little difficulty with Releasing
Corp.,
under
title,
"Breakthe AFM regarding the activities
fast at Sardi's."

WOW Case Beyond FCC
Province, Says Johnson
CHALLENGING the contention
cited by James Lawrence Fly, former FCC chairman, for his client,
Radio Station WOW Inc., that the
judgment of the Supreme Court of
Nebraska should not stand in enjoining the station's
transfer
since
it invades
under
Sectionthemunications
402FCC's
ofjurisdiction
the ComAct(a)
[Broadcasting,
Feb. 12], a brief submitted to the
U. S. Supreme Court last week by
the respondent.
son, claims the Dr.
Act Homer
should J.notJohn-be
construed
as giving
the Commission exclusive
jurisdiction.
First, the brief contends in arguagainst thepurpose
FCC's ofjurisdiction,
the ingprimary
the original
action
was
to void
a "fraudulent
lease"
of
the
station
and was
the
license to operate the station
only
incidentally
involved;
thus
state court should have power theto
act. Question of listening public
interest being involved is dismissed
on the contention that the Society
had been operating the station
well. The brief also charges the
question of jurisdiction was not
raised
after theoflower
court's
decision.untilA number
"inaccurate
statements" are credited to the
petitioners'spondentbrief
the due
reallows arewhich
probably
to
Mr.
Fly's
recent
appearance
the case. Hearing before the Su-in
preme Court is set for Wednesday.
PUBLIC
schooltheirchildren
Washington will get
lessonsin via
radio
broadcasts,
if future School
plans ofBoard
the Dis-go
trict
of
Columbia
through.

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area
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Windber

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
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Snow in September.
FM Broadcasters Inc.
OPPOSES
proposals,
contending
shift
of FM FCCto 84-102
mc would
cause
two-year
delay
and that "would
paralyze
this
new
industry".
Also
charges
Commission
"rested
its
proposal"
for
shift "almost entirely upon the testimony of Dr. K. A.of Norton"
and "rejected
the testimony
such
widely
experienced Dr.
propagation
Dellinger,
H. H.experts
Beverageas Dr.
and J.Ma].H.
E. Attacks
H. Armstrong."
Dr. Norton'ssubmitting
calculationsopin-as
down South..
possibly
Inaccurate,
ions of other
engineers
tending
totoshow
the
FCC
expert,
now
on
leavesufficient
the
Cotton is the 16-county
Army,
erred.ofAlsophenomena
claims not
knowledge
at
100 FMmc
WSPA-Piedmont's largest
is
available
to
ascertain
whether
would serve better in that portion of
money crop. Over 27,500,000
baled -pounds each year are
spectrum,
that
Dr. Norton's conclusions
are
on "interpretations"
and not
produced in Spartanburg
facts.atbased
"Since
are
variance Dr.withNorton's
those ofconclusions
the other
County alone.
experts,
it
is
important
that
his
methods andsto dassumptions
be clearly under," sayspectrum
s FMBI brief.
SPARTANBURG,
Shifting
location
would
enWSPA SOUTH CAROLINA of dollars",
tail cost to public
of allocation
"many millions
present
probHome of Comp Croft
lems
"similar
to
those
in
the
standard
broadcast
cost FMas well
pioneersas their
Investmentsband",
to date
their
950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollingbery
audiences.
It is thought
"highly probable
that
any advantages
to be gained
by shifting
cies will be FMmoreto the
thanhigher
offsetfrequenby the
prevalencenomenaofabout'shadows'
otheris phewhich theandrecord
now
silent."
brief
continues.
FMBI
promises
to
present
at
oral
argument
on actual
of FM sets statistics
manufactured
and innumber
hands
ofdata.public, together with other pertinent
FMBI concurs in 200-kc channel
width andpansion of provision
art tofor30 ultimate
mc. relating
Also ex-in
accord with therecommendations
tocontrol,
relay developmental
stations S-T links,
satellite
stations
and
experimental high-frequency stations.
Cowles Broadcasting Co.
SUPPORTS
the FCC's proposed suggesallocationstions"
and submits
dealing with"constructive
possible licensing
policies.
Among differences of opinion about
FM's
in the spectrum,
some seem
tosaysbe place
influenced
economic
the
Cowles bybrief,
while factors,
others
based
on
ignorance
of
co-channel
ference, fear of unknown factorsinter-in
NEW OIL WELLS
the newsion engineers
band and belief that CommisFOR
are unsound. have insufficient data,
Regarding
television,
states the allocation
belowCowles
216 mcbriefis
MISSISSIPPI
not ideal
but .iustified
becausefor ofaviation
necessity
for
providing
channels
and
Government
services
between
108-it
"Within the last year, Mississippi's
180
mc.
Therefore,
regardless
of
FM,
'proven
hove 38,872,increasis impossible
sion facilities. to provide better televied nearlyoilsixreserves'
times from
000 on Jan. 1, 1944, to 216,270,Cowles
welcomes and
settingproviding
aside channels for newcomers
com000 on January 1 , 1 945.
petition, expressing
fears,policy
however,
"More than 500 oil wells in
that
the
proposed
licensing
wil!
rather
impede
competition
since
rivalry
proven Mississippi fields will be
betweencial y noAM
and FM feasible.
is not Countercommerdrilled during 1945, at a cost of
r
financially
approximately $25,000,000, and
proposal is to identical
permit theprograms
simultaneous
broadcast
over
anywhere from 170 fo 200 'wildboth
typestoofof operate
stations,FMencouraging
AM
cat'
wells,
whose
total
cost
will
licensees
stations and
run nearly as high, according to
thus expanding
FM on a sound ecobasis.
bestOilestimates
of oilnewexperfs."
is adding
wealth * to
Maj. E. H. Armstrong
Mississippi. Prospects in the heart
THE
INVENTOR
of FM opposes that
the FCC
of the deep soulh were never
proposed
the
brighter. Agriculture, industry and
44-108
mcfindings,
band atberecommends
allocated
inFM this
oil — all three provide a growing,
order:
Amateurs
lower
end,
in
center,
television
at
upper
end,
with
stable
FM
starting
at and
someexpanding
point within
its
And market
WJDX — the"theyear
Voice'round.
of Mispresent
band
upward
sis ip i"— continues
into a prospective
mc. would
From abepropthis profitable
market.to IfDOMINATE
you hove
agation standpoint30providing
this
the
logical
allocation,
a message for Mississippians,
FM service than above 84 mc, ahe better
conWJDX will put it across.
tends.
Maj. Armstrong challenged
Dr. K. A.
- Feb.
Jackson5, 1945.
(Miss.) Daily News
Norton's
onwithpropagation,
supportedrandcalculations
his
challenge
memoum by himself,
Dr. H. R.H. aBeverage
ofbasedRCAonLabs,
Charles
studiesand made
by thoseBurrows,
three
inard.collaboration
Dr. G.andW. Stuart
PickDr. H. T. with
Stetson,
LAMAR
Bailey,
all
widely-known
engineers.
Memorandum
charges
Norton
LIFE INSURANCE
made
a fundamental
error Dr.
in his
culations, provides findings
of calthe
COMPANY
study
Norton's
claims and
points disproving
to atalleged
discrepancies
MCKSON, MISSISSIPPI
testimony
allocation
hearings. in his
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NAB
PRAISESjustly
FCC withproposed
allocation
as
broadcasting
in view
ofdealing
total
spectrum
spacetoavailable
and
asexpand
offering
opportunity
develop
and
into new fields.
Neither and
endorses
nor
allocation
FCC opposes
to give FMadditional
attentionasksto
data.Calls facsimile proposal just and
reasonable.
Approves television
tiontionabove
criticizesFCCallocaallocabelow 400300 mc,mc.butOpposes
language
giving
preference
to
"newcomers"
by reserving
20 of 70 FMbroadcasting
channels alloc
a
t
e
d
t
o
commercial
later
applicants,
points out
that
somefor
ofan existing
broadcasters
may
be
denied
FM channel merely because of apparHasent FCCnopreference
objectionforto"newcomers".
allocation to
subscription
radio service
if it doesn't
handicap
expansion
or
development
FM but points out that presence ofof
"squeal"
among
FM
channels
would
confuse
public andFM.lowerUrges
its estimate
of high-fidelity
separate
portion catofion is made.
spectrumHoldsbe selected,
if
allothat allocation
of 22 shared channels between
25 and
28 mc for relay broadcasting is inadequate,onlyand asks
FCCchannels
to review
four
in thealloca156162 mction of band,
valuable
for walkie-talkie
use.
WCBA Schenectady
OBJECTS to Commission proposal to
move gardFMof thein recommendations
view of "apparent ofdisrethe
industry".to Brief
cites allocation
record
substantiate
allegationhearing
FCC
asked
for
industry
recommendations,
then
Ignoredin them.
Recommended
be retained
its present
band. FM
NBC-RCA-RCAC
RCA
and affiliated
companies term
FCC
proposals
but
offer compromisegenerally
allocationsound,
involving
FM and
television.
Temporary
allocation of FM 42-44 mc, as proposed pending transition
to 84-102
held undesirable. RCA and
NBC mc,counter
with
this
proposal:
Television
44-50withmc band
and
54-84
mc;
FM
90-108
mc,
84-90
mc
unassigned
for
possible
video
or FM use later.
Suggested
that if 84-102
proposal
becomes
FM since
be mcgiven
temporarypermanent,
haven 42-50 mc,would
no present
television
operators
have
use foris
44-50 mc channel. By time television
ready
for proposed
will
bedirectly
feasible
FMChannel
station1frequency
to"itmove
toforitsthepermanent
assignment
in the 84-102
mc band".
On television
RCA-NBC
comment
"immediate
of television
have priority needs
over possible
future should
needs
ofto FM",
therefore
it's
unwise
for FCC
designate
102-108be mcgiven
for allocation
later;
it
should
television
immediately.
RCAC recommendations
on fixed public services,
offers
several
for allocation
of frequencies proposed by FCC.
NBC posalobjects
Commission's
for relay tobroadcast
servicespro-to
share channels
betweenchannels
25-28 mc,be rec-set
ommends
exclusive
aside sinceas networks
use relays
for such
events
Presidential
inaugurations,
political conventions,
disasters,
etc., and
need exclusive
frequencies.
Recommends 20 channels 40 kc wide between
25-28 mc, providing relays for networks

independents.
also band
suggests
20and
channels
inuse,theaNBC156-162
walkie-talkie
band
of
50 for
mcfor
allocated
in
the
3000-mc
region
relay broadcasting, exclusively.
WMFM Milwaukee
EXPRESSES grave doubt that skywave
interference in present FM band and
upper
spectrum
such
characterportion
asevidence
to ofinjure
good respect
FMis ofservice,
contends
in that
too
meager,
therefore
urges
FCC
to
retain
FM in its present band or adopt this
alternate
44-46 mc,mc, unassigned;
amateurs;
46-64 mc, plan:
FM; 64-70
76-78 mc, amateurs; 78-108 mc, television.
WMFM, owned by The Journal Co.,
headed by Walter J. Damm, vice-presldent
in charge of Journal's
radio
ests,
of FMBI,
urges InterCommissionand notpresident
engineering
considertoations to bepermit
sole factor
in moving
FM. "If, point,"from
an
engineering
viewargues WMFM,to the"therendition
move ofof
FM
is indispensable
acceptable
interference-free
service,
then thewe concede
that toit isconcern
unimportant
for
Commission
Itself
with
such
economics
and
social
results
as "Ifwill there's
ensue from
the
transition.
the slightest
the Commission's
attitude doubt,
shoiildthenbe
focused
with butgreat
emphasiscritical,
on nonengtneerlng,
otherwise
torsasthatimpact
are involved."
Factorson facare
listed
of
the
change
(1)
listeners
theircitesreceivers,
(2) FM
broadcasters.and Brief
that 500,000
FM
sets are Infactuhands
of
public;
one
manurer sold 58,000 sets which had
resale tends
valueshift ofof FM
$17,600,000.
WMFM
conwouldtests,
entailetc.,delay
made necessary
by field
and
manufacturers
another six monthswould
toolingbeupdelayed
to produce
new type sets.
CBS
TELEVISION should be moved to
higher frequencies, the network argues,
to obtain
widerblack-and-white
bands. This wouldpictures
permitmorebetter
with
elements, difficulties
as well asof color
television.
Technical
current video,
tending toservice,
preclude will
nation-be
wide,
avoided Larger
andcompetitive
larger
service
areas
will
result.
service
area
is
possible,
the
networkin claims.
Multipath may
effects,be
orsolved
ghosts,
lower
frequencies
by antennas
use of insharply
directional
receiving
higher
Cost
of
receivers
would
be
nobands.
higher
and the Improved service would
result
under
high-definition
standards.
Dual
operationdoubling
would costs
be a and
mistake,
CBS
argues,
penalizing
pioneers in favor of newcomers with
no investment
or
experience
in
television. The public
should be kept fully
informed
television.
Within ona year
after manpower and
materials are fully available, and possiblyworkbefore
the
end
of 1945, the widenetpromises transmission
to demonstrate
band television
and reception.FCC proposal that FM be moved to
higher tofrequencies
was supported,
order
avoid interference
diflacultleshi
which may
be serious
inMoreyearsFM ofchanIncreased
sunspot
activity.
nels were favored. CBS recommended
that noater frequencies
besubscription
assigned to radio
theservices television
on theandground
they would
be available to the public only on pay-

Montreal's
greatvolume
Aldredof business
Skyscraperin
symbolizes
the
Quebec Province.
RADIO PLANNING PAYS . . .
Montreal's
great skyscrapers
a constant
reminder
of the business
activity of are
Quebec
Province.
3 3^2
million people form a large and specialized audience
for your radio
message
—
they
will
respond
when
the
program is designed especially for Quebec.
^
We
specialize
in
designing
programs,
in
both
English and French, for the whole of Canada.
May we prove to you, as we have done for
many
NationalPays?
advertisers, that R.P.P.
Radio Planning
^
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ment
of a leethanandradio
couldfrequencies.
utilize wireIf
lines rather
subscription
radio beis allocated
frequencies
they
should
In
the
point-topoint band.
AT&T
FINDS
the FCC'sof respects,
proposal inadequate
in
a
number
in for
general
advocating common
adequatecarrier
channels
the
following
services:
fixed public services channels
to (1)be
sharedriersonly
with
other
common
carand broadcast services such as
television;
(2) coastal
and ship
In
the
102-108
mc and
156-162service
range,
possibly
sharing
with
urbanmc
mobUe
service;
(3) special
emergency
service
In
frequencies
for
exclusive
use
by communication
carriers; channels
(4) general
mobile
service in exclusive
for
common
carrier
use
not
designated
experimental;
(5)andurban
service inappar102108 mcentlyrange
20
channels,
unallocated,
156-162 mcforrange;
(6) highway
serviceIn channels
land
stations
above 3842 mcmc with
and
for
mobileImmediately
stations above
separatesary; (7)distress
frequency
not
necesrelay systems
ultimatelycarrier,in
exclusive channels
for common
use.
Yankee Network
OPPOSES proposed FM allocations,
contending
Commission's
"not
justified
the upon
record"the plan
and
would
work
greatFMbyInjury
publicproceand!
existing
licensees.
Proposed
dure for shifting to new frequencies
would "unnecessarily
inflict injury
and
impose
a disadvantage"
pioneers,
would
give "benefit onandFM advantage
toand late-comers".
U. S. Office of Education
APPROVES
200-kc channel
width, number of educational
FM andchannels,
contiguity of educational
commercial
FM
bands,
provisions
for
relay and S-T links, television facsimile,
and citizens' radiocommunlcations
service, butof
expresses
location
FM.
Leavesconfusion
it entirelyas toto FCC.
MichiganCommission
Radio Education
OPPOSESmends PMFCC
proposals inandtherecombe allocated
band
46-64
mc, with educational
46-50 mc setstations.
aside for
noncommercial
• * •
WENA Detroit
OPPOSES
FCC proposals,
recommends
FM
be
allocated
in the band
46-64 mc.
with
64-70 mcContends
earmarked
forreceivers
future
FMin
expansion.
21,000
WENA
area
would
be
obsoleted
by
shift;
converting
transmitter
wovild
cost $20,000-$25.000.
• * *
WELD Columbus, O.
OPPOSES
FCC
proposals,
recommends
assignment
of asfrequency
many stations
as possible
on
one
to
determine
whether asco-channel
Interference
is as
serious
some
experts
have
testified.
Urges either
presently
assignedor freqtaiuneendci,esorbe further
Investigated
rea reasonable
portion
Included in any
new allocation
for FM.be

linger, is not In agreement with that
recommendations
in acof RTPB
Norton"
cord withthat
Drs.FMDellinger
andareBeverage
toit effect
is, brief
pointsshould
out, remain
chargingwhere
the
Commission's
proposed findings
do not5's
give
"due
consideration"
to
Panel
study
and recommendations.
Panel 5
oncharges
which theDr. two
Nortonpropagation
based his exhibits
conclusions
are
not
"entirely
factual"
but
involvesions""interpretations
and data
concluand do not show "basic
but
interpretations
ofcalculations
such data". are chalDr. Norton's
lenged as Inaccurate
and testimony of
Dr. Beverage is cited to disprove Norton's theory. Panel
5 insofar
contending
Commission's
choice,
as it"theis
infiuenced
propagation
phenomena
isof Norton
primarilyonby between
the
conclusions
the one hand and those
of Panel
Dellinger5 isand InBeverage
on thewithother."
agreement
the
FCC nelproposed
findings
regarding
chanwidth
and
the
number
of channels
for FM.
Panel 8
HOLDS menproposals
inadequate;
recomdsfor
, (1) eight
block
channel,
27,33528,000
kc
international
fixed
public
point-to-point
service;fixed(2) services
continued
operation
of
existing
bands 116-119, 156-162 and 401-450 mcin

RTPB BRIEFS
Panel 4
GENERALLY agrees with the Commission's
proposals
except
relay
broadcasting
which for
it those
urges as-onbe
reconsidered
tochannels
provide
exclusive
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
20
between
25 from
and
28competitive
mc to prevent
interference
services
plus
another
channels in the 156-162 mc band. 20
Panel 5 (FM)
OPPOSING
Commission's
proposal
for
FM,
Panel
5,
M. Jansky
Jr., chairman, headed
and W.byR.C.David,
vicechairman,
contends
position
of
FM
the
most important"
issue InPropagation
the entire"is
allocation
proceeding.
characteristics
are
broken
down
as (1)
skywave
phenomena,phenomena,
(3) shadows,(2) (4)tropospheric
multipath
and
distortion.
"Commission's
proposal,"
commentscludes thatPanel
"apparently
cononly 5,skywave
phenomena
areProposal
truly Important."
to move FM above 84 mc
"is based largely ofupon
K. A. Norton's
interpretations"
propagation
exhibits Lynde
introducedP. Wheeler
at allocation
hearings
by Dr.cal
FCC Panel
techni-5,
information section, ofsays
and points out authorities,
"the testimony of noted
propagation
Dr.
H. H. Beverage and Dr. particularly
J. H. Del-

with temporary
primary
right inof940-960
occuancy for at least
five years
mc
or phigher
and from
new
coastal
stationfrequency
control bands
circuits
156-162 mc until 940-960 mc band proves
practicable;
(3)
specific
frequencies,
50mc for common
carrier,
short tollservices
telephone and rural
subscribed
which might
be shared
with additional
frequencies
for com-by
mon carrier being
generalrequested
mobile service
Committee
Inc. concurs.8, Panel 13. Press Wireless
Panel 12
APPEAL Committee on Medical & Surgical
Applications
serving for
the AmerPhysicalicanTherapy
the
SurgicalMfrs.
TradeGroup
Assn. ofopposes
the
Commission's
suggestion
of
three
bands
having
frequency
of 13.66
mc,
27.32 mca center
and 40.98
mc with
a band
width menofd a portion
plus orof the
minusspectrum
0.05%; between
recom10-50 mc.
COMMITTEE 1 Panel
on Police13 Radio Services
voices notionsobjections
to proposed
allocabut recommends
alterations
within proposal framework.
COMMITTEE
2,Assn.
the International
Municipal Signal
andin the
International
Fire Chiefs
concurred
FCC proposals.

O
,„ge«s. N
.
OURS OUT O
Y,

NEW

WAV

BMI

,
I

COMMITTEE
3 on Forestry2 additional
Conservation Services
channels,
each requests
100 kc wide, for automatic relays in band 102-108 mc.
COMMITTEE
4 on Power
Utilities
Radio Communications
Systems
endorses
principlesvation of frequencies
proposed by forFCCexperimental
and reseruse
by 300all mcservices.
Comments
that
above
experimental
allocations
are proposed
expected
to provideof
immediate postwar
requirements
power
between
25-300
mc.
however, utilities;
proposed
allocations
are inadequate;
sharingby with
television
must
be determined
experience.
COMMITTEE
7 andto Assn.
of American
Railroads
sharing
channels
with otherobject
services
and recommend
clearedtions channels
in
the
unasslgned
porbands. of the 156-162 mc and 102-108 mc
CHICAGO,Co. ROCK
ISLAND brief),
& Pacific
Railway
rec- i
om ends o(filing
ne channelseparate
for experimental
inkc vicinity
of 2600-2700
mc, change
ofwork60channel
bandassignments
width
to between
at least
for
100100andkc
200 mc sand
channels
156-162
mc,
now
ed for road operation
modified as-to
include ignterminal
and yard beoperation.
COMMITTEE
8, theandNational
Assn. of
Taxicab Owners
Cab Research
Bureau feel the report generally satis-

YORK

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

factory
but since
the met
requirements
the Industry
are not
in entirety,of
appearance
the Committee
Commission
again may bebefore
necessary.
8
opposes B'CC
proposalsmobile
for seven
quencies for urban
servicefre-as
Inadequate
and
proposes
more
frequencies in 50-200 mc region.
AERONAUTICAL RADIO Inc. supports
the
Commission's
recommendations in
the 25-30,000
mc band.
EASTERN
STATES
Police RadiothanLeague
requestsposed in more
frequencies
prothe 30-40
mc band
sible
assignments
in
42-44 and
mc, pos102108 mc and 156-162 mcthe bands.

permanent
record;for
Aireon Mfg. Co.
contends wireallocation
lines not hearing
practicable
BLUE NET TESTING
for railroad
the dioproposed
function. service, therefore it's a ra- SUPPORTS
dio, but asksallocations
FCC to change
languageraVIDEO ECONOMICS
of report
to
disapprove
of
carrier
curand favor space radio for BLUE NETWORK, which Feb. 25
railroadrent systems
communications.
WQXQ New York
presented
of a Sunday
evening seriestheoffirst
television
programs
Amer. Trucking Assn.
it
will
produce
on
WRGB
SchenecDr. Alfred N. Goldsmith
SEEKS
additional
channels
in services;
the 3044asksmc consideration
range
for general
mobile102-108
tady, GE video station, is approachURGES
to "modify"
itsband
original
in the
mc
ing thisnomicnew
field "fromto the
ecoproposal tweenFCC
and2500-5000
include
a for
200-mcexperimental
be- band.
mc
side", according
Chester
centercasting. In its report Commission
J.
LaRcche,shows
Blue will
vice-chairman.
Lorain County Corp.
held notduced to show
sufficient
evidence
was
pro"Television
succeed
channels andin relation to their ability to sellin
general service. centercasting to be of BEQUESTS
the
40-44 mcadditional
band for eight
ship-to-ship
ship-to-shore
service.
goodsbelieve,
at lowis cost,"
"Now,
Independent Telephone Groups
we
no timehe tostated.
underwrite
RTPB Panel 13
V.objects
S. INDEPENDENT
Telephone
the huge expense of evolving a nev/
DANIEL E. NOBLE, panel chairman, in
mainly
to theservices.
sharingProposed
ofAssn.
fre- separate
and
different
art
form
for
televibrief,
suggested
102-108
mc
is
q
u
e
n
c
i
e
s
f
o
r
some
ARGUMENT
sion. It's wiser
try to adapt
allocations of the FCC "do offer encour- "ideallytionssuited"
requirementsfor andmobile
shouldcommunicabe so aswe know
about tolistening
habitswhatto
agement" for Commission
certain types isof telephone
signed.
service,
but
urged
to
NOTICE
what
we
will
discover
about
eye
COMMITTEE
5,
transit
utilities,
asks
reconsider
its allocations
in favor of further consideration of its requests;
those
suggested
by the association.
believesposed sharing
with
television
as
proFor
its
Sunday
programs
on
IN
THE
MATTER
of
alloeation
of
not feasible.
WABASH,
Tri-County,
Union,Telephone
Texas,
frequencies to the various classes of WRGB, the Blue is presenting a
and
Southern
Continental
RTPB Panel 7
video
adaptation
of
its
afternoon
non-governmental
services
in
the
radio
Cos.
contend
Commission
has
allocated
from 10 kc to 30,000,000 kc network series Ladies Be Seated.
the barest
minimum
of frequencies
FACSIMILE
and endorses spectrum
needed,
request
additional
frequencies
habits."
(Docket No. 6651) :
Tomorrow (Feb. 27) the Blue will
greater part panel
of FCCaccepts
recommendations;
and, if possible,
elimination
of sharing. excepts
Oral
argument
in Wednesday,
the above matter
start
to
proposals
that
"might
limit
will
commence
on
Feb.
series a ofTuesday
anotherevening
of itstelevision
network
development
of
facsimile"
(1)
as
a
servAmerican Broadcasting Co. (Blue)
ice
independent
of
sound
to
channels
28,
1945,
at
10:30
a.m.
It
will
be
programs. On Stage Everybody, on
held
at
the
National
Mu.seum
on
Supports
FCC
proposal,
points
out
that
as
high
in
the
frequencies
as
470-480
mc,
and
(2)
which
would
prevent
use
since sionthestations
Blue atowns
no
FM
or
televiWABD,
DuMont
television
station
Constitution
Avenue
at
the
foot
of
present it is in the of facsimile
television
pic- 10th St. The Commission will sit in New York.
ture vision
channelonbroadcasting.
when
notRequests
in sound
use foror102-108
tele"unique
of being ofwellthequalified
daily
and
hopes
to
conclude
no
later
tofairness
judge ofposition
thethe adequacy
overall
mc band tostations
be allocated
independentin than Saturday, March 3, 1915. If the
proposed allocations for facsimile
Textron on MBS
or totooperate
licensees
these
services".
Believes
Commission
argument is not concluded by then the
same
area
who
also
sound
proposal
represents
"best
possible
overTEXTRON Inc.,beginning
New York,Feb.
fabric25
Commission
will sit on Monday,
Tuesbroadcasting
stations
in
AM
or
FM
all
arrangement
to
permit
both
services
day,
and
Wednesday,
March
5,
6
manufacturer,
toservice
progress
toward benefit
a nationwide
suggeststo new
rule two
to permit
sin- and 7.
with rapidly
a maximum
in the band;gle licensee
operate
FM
transa single
area, one for sound,
sponsor
This Isdevoted
Helen largely
'Hayes
ka) argument or additional testi- will
Mutual series
Oral
public interest".
the othermit ers infor
facsimile.
mony as to any of the services or into a recruiting
Army and Navy
Subscription Radio Inc.
group
of
services
will
be
received
in
nurses.
Miss
Hayes,
to
be
featured
RTPB
Panel
12
BELIEVES addition of subscription ra- COMMITTEE 1 (Committee on Indus- the following order :
original dramas on 190 MBS
Public Services (other than Alas- in
dio will "encourage
and moreintrial & Heating Applications) in brief Fixed
effective
use of radiotheinlarger
the public
stations Sunday 10:15-10:30 p.m.,
Coastal,
MarineFixedRelay,PublicShip,
Mobilein will
Senauke andurged
reconsidterest";evidence"
proposes the Commission
make byices.Alexander
urge enlistment, and sponsor
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
industrial
medical
servPress,
and
Service
"additional
(results
of
survey
Alaska Radio Services
conducted in New York) part of the
announcements
will bewithdevoted
priAviation
marily to the drive,
minimum
International
Broadcasting
mention
of
the
advertiser,
accordAmateur
Radio
Service
ing to J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Standard
Broadcast Service and Other
Broadcast
New York,
LisFM
Broadcast Services
Service
teners will beagency
told ofinthecharge.
American
Non-Commercial
Educational Broadcast Red Cross
recruitment booths being
Service
Police
RadioService
Services
set up in 5,000 department stores.
Fire
Radio
Story ofto Maj.
Forestry
and Conservation Radio Service nurse
leave Flora
ManilaFellmeth,
before last
the
Special
Services
Miscellaneous
Radio
Services
Japanesetized oninvasion,
will bebroadcast
dramaFacsimile Broadcast Service
the
premier
New Railroad
Radio Services
from WGN Chicago. Now on tour
Radio Service
General Mobile
Radio Service
the play
"Harriet",
Miss
Citizens
Radiocommunication Serv- with
Hayes
from points
your best move
on
the will
road. broadcast
Neal Hopkins,
JWT,
Theatre
TelevisionService
ice
will
write
and
produce.
Rep.
Clare
Rural
Telephone
Centercasting
for direct cut copies of
Boothe Luce was originally conLimited
Service Private Radiotelephone
for the series [Broadcasting, Feb.sidered5].
your recordings is to
R. SOMERVILLE
has re-of
TO UTILIZE
manpower
signed as assistant
sales manager
ciently, KSRO Santa
Rosa, more
Cal., effihas ROBERT
Mutual, a post he has held since last
completely remodeled its transmitter April.
He
came
to
Mutual
from
building,
installing
sound
proofing
and
he had served in network CBS
sales
separate ventilating systems for the where
from 1938- He wiis tnidecided as to
operating room and the transmitter future
plans
last
weekV 24 HOUR DELIVERY
proper.
i^AIR CHECK SERVICE
"as others hear it"
V COMPLETE FACILITIES
For full air check service, remote pickups, service on all recording problems.
EDDIE KOHN, genial manager of
WFPG,
New
Bluetip Network
Outlet - amount of
be gladYEAR
to giveJersey's
you a ONLY
friendly
onto thebe voluminous
ALL
AROUND
business
obtained
from the
Seaboard Area.
For furfher defoi/s on WFPG— wrife EDDIE KOHN, ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
For further details
other Managing
friendly Group
JOHN on LAUX.
DIrecfor Stations, write
■THE FRIENDLY GROUP", STEUBENVILLE, OHIO
WSTV WFP<5 WJ iPA WKmM
I 121 Vermont Ave. Washington 5, D. C.
J,. WASHINGTO^J, PA., KINGSTON.
STEUeEt-IVILLE, O, AT
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Clear Channel Hearing Ordered
(Continued from page 16)
prejudice before the freeze fol-,
out, were dismissed without prej- out
udice since adoption of freeze poli- low:WLW Cincinnati, 700 kc, filed Jan.
cies. Six applications had been dis- 1, 1935; dismissed July 10, 1941.
missed without prejudice prior to
Louisville,Oct.820 15,kc,1941.
filed May
1936; dismissed
the freezes. Those dismissed be- 15,WHAS
KDKA
Pittsburgh,
980
kc,
filed
June
cause of the freeze are:
1936; Losdismissed
April
KNX
Angeles,May
105010,26,kc,1938.1938.
filed July
Losdismissed
Angeles, June
640 kc,
filed
June 26,
23,KFI
1936;
16,
1942.
5,
1925;
dismissed
Nashville,June650 16,
kc, 1942.
filed June 26, March
WHO 20, Des
1000
filed
1936; Moines,
dismissed
May kc,
17, 1938.
1936;WSMdismissed
kc, filedSept.June1, 1937;
WBZreturned
Boston,
990request
kc, filed
Jan.
25.
at
of
attorney
19,WLW
1941, Cincinnati,
for 650 kw, 700amended
1942, formissed50Aprilkw7, nights,
500 kw days; dis- March 31, 1938.
1943.
WORdismissed
New York,
kc,1942.filed July 3,
Applications Dismissed
1936;
June72071016,
WGN
Chicago,
kc,
filed
April 25,
1936;
dismissed
June
16,
1942.
Applications
a breakWSBdismissed
Atlanta, June
740 kc,
filed Dec. 29,
down of Class involving
I-A channels
were
1936;
16, filed
1942.
dismissed without prejudice since
WJR
Detroit,
750
kc,
June
13,
1936;
dismissed
June
16,
1942.
adoption
of
freeze
policies,
as
folNew York,June760 16,
kc, 1942.
filed April 14, lows:
1936;WJZ
dismissed
WGY
Schenectady,
790
kc,
filed
Sept.
640
kc—
WBIG
Greensboro,
N.
C:
WCHSN. Charleston,
25,WHO
1936; Desdismissed
June
1942.
Moines,June
100016,16,kc,1942.
filed July WCBM
W.
Va.; Baltimore;
WHCUFla.;Ithaca,
Y.; WJHP
Jacksonville,
WKRC
Cincinnati;
8, KSL
1938; Salt
dismissed
Lake
City, Aug.
1130 kc,
filed WOKO Albany, N. Y.
Oct.WOAI3, 1936;
dismissed
12, 1942.
660 gan,kc—
KOWH Omaha; KVNU LoSan
Antonio,
1190
kc,
filed
Utah. WHEB
July 10, 1936; dismissed June 3, 1942.
750
kc—
Portsmouth,
770
kc—
WDAE
Tampa,
Fla. N.on H.Oct.
WNYCdenied
New application
York,
Six applications dismissed with- 20,8301942kc—was
modification to change operation hoursfor
from
11 p.m.daytime to specified hours, 6 a.m.WHEELER'S VIEWS
FOLLOWING is text of the state- FCC Asked to Condition
ment issued last week by Chair- Sales on Public Service
Burton K.Interstate
Wheeler (D-Mont.)
of themanSenate
Commerce SUGGESTION that in passing on
Committee with respect to the FCC the
sale of stations airing forhearing on clear channels, set for
eign language programs, the FCC
May 9:
"might ditiowell
to make
it a conI
am
very
pleased
that
the
FCC
is
n of the wish
sale that
the proposed
going
to
hold
hearings
on
this
matter.
After all, as the Commission has pointed new owners agree to continue this
out
in
its
order,
the
so-called
clear
very byvaluable
service"
channels
wereof originally
setservice
aside over
for made
theCivil
radiopublic
committee
of theinis
the
purpose
rendering
American
Liberties
Union
large
areas
and
to
bring
service
to
the
rural
population
the UnitedthereStates.
letter written Feb. 15 by the
According
to areas
the ofCommission
are acommittee's
still large
within
the United
ThomasFCCR.
Carskadon,
tochairman,
Paul A. Porter,
States
which
receive
no
radio
service
atno all
duringservice
the atdaytime
Chairman. Letter states that too
primary
night. hours and little
public attention has been
At the arepresent
time the clear-channel
stations
located
large loss
givenintopublic
"the service
fact thatoften
a distinct
occurs
cities where
their chiefly
principalin the
function
is serving
the
urban
populations
inwhen
a
well-financed
new
owner,
s
t
e
a
d
o
f
reaching
the
rural
areas
as
after
buying
a
relatively
small
originally intended. It seems to me obscure station at a fancy price,or
that inethethe whole
Commission
reexammatter orought
andnotlooktotheseinto
the proceeds to overturn completely
question
of whether
clear
the established program policv of
channels
should
be
opened
to
additional
stations.
that station. This is particularly
true of stations that have been carDuring terstate
the hearings
held by the
InCommerce
Committee
in
the
last
Congress
radio legislation,
rying foreign
L.stated
Fly,
then on chairman
the James
FCC,
Letter
citeslanguage
several programs."
recent inthat
from
an ofnowengineering
stances of Boston
"stationsareas
in theandNewin
standpoint
clear
channels
assigned
York
and
tocould
stations
in
the
big
cities
in
the
East
be shared
byand stations
being sold to new ownin theout Middle
West
Far thus
West located
with- othererscities
who abruptly cancel foreignelectrical
interference,
giving
language
programs,
both sponsored
better
service
to
the
interior
and
the
West Coast.
and sustaining."

CLEAR CHANNEL

HEARING

ORDER

In the Matter of Clear Channel Broadcasting in the Standard Broadcast Band
Docket No. 6741
ORDER
WHEREAS,
and itscertain
predecessor,
the Federal
Radio Commission,
have since Nov.this 11,Commission
1928 designated
channels
in the standard
broadcast
band and
as "clear
channels",
thethe purpose
of whichof istheto United
render States;
serviceandover large
areas
to
bring
service
to
rural
population
WHEREAS,
there
are
still
large
areas
of
the
continental
United
States
which
haveWHEREAS,
no radio theservice
during thehas dayreceived
and nomanyprimary
radio service
at night;
and
Commission
applications
requesting
authorior the operation
of additional
the clearzation fchannel
frequencies;
and stations and for the use of higher power on
WHEREAS,
these hearing
applications
issues which
more appropriately
be considered in a general
than raise
in Regional
a hearing
limited canto particular
and
WHEREAS,
theisNorth
American
Broadcasting
Agreementapplications;
expires
March
29,
1946,
and
it
desirable
to
determine
what,
if
any,
changes
are
necessary
in
connection
with
clear
channel
assignments
prior
to
a
renegotiation
of
the
treaty;
NOW, beTHEREFORE,
ITtheIS Commission
ORDERED, enthisbanc
20th commencing
day of February
1945 a.m.
that ona
hearing
held
before
at
10:30
May
9, 1945, at the offices of the Commission In Washington, D. C, for the purpose
of determining:
1. What recommendation
mattersfor covered
order theof
Commission
should make
to concerning
theBroadcasting
Dept. the
of State
changes byin this
provisions
the2. North
American
Regional
Agreement.
Whetherfrequencies
the number
channels
shouldbandbe increased
or decreasedas
and
what
in channels.
theof clear
standard
broadcast
shall be designated
1-A3. channels
and as 1-B
What
minimum
power
and
what
maximum
power
should
be
required or
authorized
for andoperation
clear the
channels.
4. Whether
to 50,000
whatonextent
authorizationaffectof power
for clearability
channel
stations
in
excess
of
w
would
unfavorably
the
economic
other
stations the
to operate
ingeographical
the public distribution
interest. of clear channel stationsof
5.
Whether
present
and
the areas
serve represent
an optimum
distribution
ofservice
radio service
orthewhether
thestatesthey
fair,andeflicient,
and equitable
distribution
of radio
among
several
communities
specified
in
Sec.
307(b)
of
the
Communic
a
t
i
o
n
s
A
c
t
requires
a
geographical
redistribution
at
this
time.
itthoseis economically
to relocate
clearservice.
channel stations
so 6.asVirtiether
to serve
which dofeasible
not
presently
receive
What
newhours
rulesof areas
or regulations,
if any,
should operating
be promulgated
tochannels.
govern
the7.8.power
or
operation
of
Class
II
stations
on
Whatfrequency,
changes theauthorized
Commission
should
order ofwith
respect oftoclear
geographical
location,
power
or
hours
operation
any
presently
licensed clear channel station.
9. Whether
and tosuited
what extent needs
the clear
channel instations
render a program
service
of listeners
rural areas.
Theparticularly
extentto towhich
whichthistothetheInvolves
service aareas
of clear ofchannel
stations
overlap
and10.
the
extent
duplication
program
service.
11.
What
recommendation,
if
any,
the
Commission
should
make
to the
Congress
for the enactment of additional legislation on the matters covered
byIT this
order.
IS
FURTHER
ORDERED,
that
persons
or
organizations
desiring
to
appear
and
testify
shall names
notify oftheall Commission
suchappear,
Intention
on oreachbefore
1945, the
stating
witnessesfor whotheof will
the topic
will April
discuss2,
and
time theexpected
to be required
testimony.
ie station most people listen to most

\
A

C. DECEMBER,
E. HOOPER/INC.
1944 - JANUARY; 1945

.STATION LISTENING
MORNING INDEX INDEX
AFTERNOON -INDEXMIAMI,
EVENING FU,
INDEX .
8 A.Mon.M. tothru12 Fri.
noon 12 Mon.
noon thru
to 6 Fri.
P. M. 6 P. Sun.
M. thru
thru 10Sot.P. M.'.
N^IOD . . 27.4 . . . 36.4 . . . 44.5
. . 20.5 ... 32.4 . . . 27.0
. . 40.5 . . . 20.2 . . . 16.1
..11.6 . . . 10.7 . . . 12.2
5000 Watts- 610 KC
NBC
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LIKE WIS
IN CHICAGO

GETS RESULTS
IN PHOENIX
c Key Stat on. The Arizona Network,
Tucson;
D KSUN, KTUC,
Bisbee-Lowell-Douglas.
s JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

were only
staying
at
THE ROOSiVEir'
When you stop ot The Roosevelt
you don't risk getting marooned
like this. For you'll be within walking range of Manhattan's Midtown activities. Direct passageway from Grand Central Terminal
to hotel lobby. A reservation at
The Roosevelt liquidates a lot of
bother.
Rooms udth bath from $4.50.
HOTEL
Roosevelt
MADISON AVE. AT 45th ST., NEV/ YORK
-A HIITON HOTElROBERT P. WILLI FORD, General
Other Hilton Hotels From Coast to Coast:
CALIFORNIA: LongLos Beach;
The Town House,
NEW MEXICO:Angeles
Albuquerque
OHIO: Abilene,
Dayton-Biltmore
Dayton
TEXAS:
El Paso,in Longview,
MEXICO: TheLubbock,
Palacio Plainvlew
Hilton in Chihuahua
C. N. Hilton, President, Hilton Hotels.
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BBC Stages First
Wartime Telecast
Noncommercial Broadcasting
Virtually Assured in England
FOR THE first time since the
war, the BBC put on a television
program last week. It was shown
only to delegates and guests of the
British Commonwealth Broadcasting Conference, meeting in London
Feb. 15-March 9. Announcing the
demonstration, in welcoming the
assembly, Sir Allan Powell, chairmannors,of BBC's
board
expressed the
hope ofthatgoverthe
regular
television
inBBC's
operation
for three
years service,
before
the war, would soon begin again,
with wider scope.
Although Sir Allan did not
touch on the subject of commercial
radio plans for Britain, Larry
Leseur broadcasting on CBS from
London,
that "It's
that
the said
Government
has reported
decided
that the semi-government-run BBC
will be run the same way after
the war. That means that commercial radio with sponsored programs
will not be permitted in Britain.
"The British public," he added,
"will pay to listen to their government radio
annual
licensethrough
fees forincreased
each radio
set. These government decisions
are likely to be brought out in the
open in a House of Commons debate soon after
Easter." continue
Debates
will probably
throughout this year, as the present BBC charter does not expire
until Jan. 1, 1947. Parliament will
announce its decision by Jan. 1,
1946.
W. J. Haley, director general of
the BBC, last December told the
Radio Industries Club at a London
meeting [Broadcasting, Dec. 4,
1944] that the British felt that
broadcasting
not "something
to be exploited,wassomething
to make
money out of. In Britain," he
said, "broadcasting
a non-commercial service ... inis which
every
listener . . . has an equal right with
every other listener to the best
service tually
that announcing
can be given,"
thus virthe continuance
of noncommercial broadcasting.
Transfer of Control
Granted KTNM, KXOX
CONSENT has been granted by
the FCC to voluntary assignment of license of KTNM Tucumcari, N. M. from Lester Q. Krasin
and Otto A. Krutzner to Tucumcari Broadcasting
a newpartners
partnership, for $20,000.Co.,Equal
in the new company are Hoyt
Houck, Robert D. Houck, Walter
G. Russell, local businessmen, and
Lonnie J.sentatiPreston,
station repreve ofKGNC Amarillo,
Tex.
At the same action the Commission granted J. S. McBeath and
Mittie Agnes McBeath full control
of KXOX Sweetwater, Tex. through
purchase ofstanding75stock for
shares$8,754.42
(50%) from
outWendell Mayes, part owner and
general Tex.
manager of KBWD Brownwood,

NATIONAL UNITY promotion won
for WMCA New York the Brotherhood Weekguishedradio
distinmerit. award
Nathanof Straus
(right),
president,
receives
the
award from Dr. Edward R. Clinchy,
president of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, during WMCA's New
ing broadcast
Feb. 18.World
WMCAA-Comwas
the only station in the country
honored by the national conference.
HEARS HUSBAND
Voice of Major Douglas
Heard by Wife
VOICE of her husband, Maj. Melvyn
heard byfor Rep.
the
first Douglas,
time in 17wasmonths
Helen Gahagan Douglas (D-Cal.)
on MBS Your Army Service Forces
Feb. 21. Mrs. Douglas, guest on
the program, heard a special transcription rushed from the CBI theatre where Maj. Douglas is stationed
with the Armed Forces Radio Services.
Mrs. Douglas spoke from WOL
Washington while the rest of the
show originated in New York. She
was presented a transcription of
the program.

COISTROL TRANSFER
OF KFNF IS SOUGHT
KFNF Shenandoah, la., has filed
with
the FCC
an from
application
for transfer
of control
Henry
Field to Midwest Broadcasting Co.
through transfer of 201.31 shares
(50.33%) in exchange for 400
shares
non-votingValue
stock isin given
Midwestas
Broadcasting.
$40,000.
Mr.
Field,
president
the KFNF licensee corporation, ofis
now 73 and desires to relinquish
responsibility of control, application states.
John W. Nicholson, former
KFNF
manager ofandKFNF
vicepresidentstation
and director
Inc., iswestpresident-treasurer
of Mid-of
Broadcasting and holder
150 shares (75%) Class B common
voting stock. Elbert A. Reed, also
a vice-president and director of
KFNF Inc., is vice-president and
secretary of Midwest Broadcasting, in which he 50holdsshares
the remain-B
ino^
stockoutstanding
and the 100 shares Class
(100%)
outstanding
Class
A are
common
nonvoting
stock.
Both
affiliated
with
Mr. Field in other business
interests.
the remaining
stock isin held
KFNFby
195Of shares
or 48.75%,
Iowa Broadcasting Co., now Cowles
Broadcasting Co. According to the
application
proposed
that
KFNF Inc. itwillis sell
600 shares
common stock ($100 par) to either
Cowles Broadcasting or Midwest
Broadcasting or both. Articles of
incorporation have been amended
to authorize the new stock. Plans
for new equipment
and other improvements are contemplated.
WJPR Sale Filed
BECAUSE he is serving overseas
with the Navy and is unable to
devote proper
to station
operation,
Johnattention
R. Pepper,
sole
owner of WJPR Greenville, Miss.,
last week filed with the FCC an
application
for tovoluntary
assignment of license
Emmet Holmes
McMurry
Jr.,
WJPR
general
manager, and Frank Wilson Baldwin,
sales
manager,
each
to
hold
onethird interest; and to Thomas
Henry
Golding
Sr.,
planter,
and
Thomas Henry Golding Jr., farmer
and
eachis to$75,000.
hold onesixth contractor,
interest. Price

WEMP, KOMA Granted
Transfers in FCC Action
VOLUNTARY
cense of WEMP assignment
Milwaukee ofwasligranted
by
the
FCC
last week
from
Glenn D. Roberts and
six other
individuals
doing
business
as
Milwaukee Broadcasting Co. to a newly
formed partnership composed of
these members with addition of
James Ernest Roe, now counsel
with Alien Property Custodian;
W. Wade Boardman, affiliated in
law with
Mr. Roberts, and Genevieve S. Nesbit.
Mr.
Roberts,
three-of
FOUR TOP
eighths interest, who
sells owns
a third
his
holding
each
to
Mssrs.
Roe
and
MARKETS!
Boardman for cash consideration
of $25,000. Wellwood Nesbitt, who
Central
Kentucky
holds an eighth interest in the assignor partnership, transfers half
of that holding to his wife as a
gift. Other partners are: Melva F.
\Amarillo
}HLhfUxiugton, Ky.
Roberts (Vs); Sen. LaFollette (PWis.) lette(i/s);
RachelD. Pettey
Young (1/16),
LaFolKFDA Amarillo, Tex.
(i/g)
;
Hope
Herbert L. Pettey, director of WHN
New York, and Evalyn H. Dolph
TheTri-State
(1/16), wife of William B. Dolph,
vice-president of WMT Cedar
I WVmi Huntiugloii. W. V
Rapids.
IWCMl^-'lrli^^^^
At the same action the Commission
granted
involuntary
transfer
Knoxville
of control of KOMA Oklahoma
City from J. T. GriflSn, deceased,
Knoxville, Tenn.
to John Toole Griffin and Marjorie
IWBiR
Griffin Leake, executors under the
will of the late Mr. Griffin. No
money is involved in the transfer.
BROADCASTING
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DESIGNED TO HOUSE all three types of broadcast
service — AM, FM and television — this plan for the
postwar
"Radio City"
of Stromberg-Carlson
Co. stuand
WHAM-WHFM
Rochester
calls for five regular
dios, atelevision studio and a studio auditorium with
a seating capacity for 350. To be constructed just
west of the Stromberg-Carlson plant on Humbolt St.
WSM Files Transfer
FORMAL applications were filed
with the FCC last week requesting
voluntary assignment of licenses of
WSM
Nashville,
outlet WNRB
WSMFM and
relay FM
stations
WEOF
WBPA
WADQ
WADP
from The National Life & Accident
Insurance Co. to WSM Inc., new
corporation owned wholly by the
insurance firm [Broadcasting, Feb.
12].

IRK OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
WORLD WIDE NEWS COVERAGE

in Rochester, estimated cost for the project is $1,200,000.
A one-story
building
for theall two-story
auditorium,
structure
also except
will contain
technical
facilities including transmitters, offices, work rooms,
storage space and other facilities. All of the studios
will be
suspended
on floating
to eliminate
outside noises.
Landscaping
will befloors
started
immediately.

Crews' New Book Helps
In Production Directing
A NEW BOOK, titled Radio Production, [Houghton Mifflin Co.,
Boston, $2] by Albert B. Crews,
NBC central division production
director, is a welcome addition to
the
series,
whichpublishers'
includes broadcasting
two other volumes
by Mr. Crews, Professional Radio
Writing and Radio Announcing.
Mr. Crews,
to hisprofessor
NBC affili-of
ation, was prior
assistant
speach and chairman of the radio
department at Northwestern U,
Aside from the technical aspect
of the book, which treats of the
"tools"ing andof will
radioappeal
production
direct-to
therefore
the technician. Radio Production
Directing will be of interest to the
laymaa and to the student who
would enter radio. Mr. Crews takes
the reader behind the mike on the
production end of such shows as
dramatic
programs, like
variety
hours,
news dramatizations
the March
of Time and what are termed
"talks"disc.ussion,
programs,an e.g.,
a roundtable
interview
or a
quiz show.
Mr. prove
Crews'a valuable
550-pagereference
volume
should
book to anyone desiring information on the production aspect of
the industry.

UNITED PRESS
BROADCASTING
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Spot Sales Adds
SPOT Sales last week announced
the addition of two men to its
staff, Edgar H. Twamley, general
manager of the Chicago office, and
Griffith ciaThompson,
who will
spelize in an expansion
of Spot
Sales operations in New York. Mr.
Twamley entered radio with WHO
Des Moines. He since has been with
woe Devenport, la., WBEN Buffalo, and NBC station relations des in New York
cago. Beforepartmentjoining
Spot and
Sales,Chi-he
was in the Army. Mr. Thompson,
recently a captain in the Army,
assigned to Armed Forces Radio
Service, has been in the sales department of Blue and the former
NBC-Red Network, general sales
manager of Westinghouse Stations,
and general manager of WBYN
Brooklyn.

The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is your
firstin choice
cast results
Halifaxforandbroadthe
Maritimes. Ask your local
dealers.
or JOE WEED
York Ave.
350 New
Madison

OF THE ["TioNs
NATION
oM^TKE GREAT
Ad Bibliography
BIBLIOGRAPHY of 100 books on
advertising has been prepared by
E. K. Johnston, associate professor
of advertising, and issued as a U.
of Missouri Bulletin (Vol. 46, No.
8. The bulletin lists books on advertising and immediately related subjects "found helpful to the annotator in the teaching of advertisFebruary 26, 1945 • Page 65

l*ICOFE«<iSIOIVAL
D I It E C T t> It Y
Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NaUonal PreM Bldg^ Waah., O. C
PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

McNARY & WRATHALl
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg. Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.
HECTOR R. SKIFTER
I. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER ViaORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Ig. District 8456
Wathington, D. C.

Rddio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Cemmerciol Radio Equip. Go.
e International BaildinK, Waabinrten, D. O.
Gregonrof the
Boulerard,
M*.
ee 321
CrossE. Roads
World, Kaniaa
HoUjwood,City,Calif.

Fn€QU€MCY MEASUKING
Exact Meoswrtmtnts ' at any lime
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
S4 Broad Strest New rork 4, N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON. D. C.
Munsey Bids. • Repablic 2347

JOHN BARRON
ConsutHng Radio Engineers
Specializing In Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Eorle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5. D. C.
1234

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Eorle Bldg. e NAtional 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

Fran I: H Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Shoreham Bldg.
ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. e District 82 T 5
Washington 4, D. C.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C.
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4U FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
NmtUmal Prett Bldg. Wamh. 4, D. C.
BUtrict 7362 • Glebm 5880
HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
NofI Press Bldg. Wash. 4, D. C.
Room 892 NA. 7846
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Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465

Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 17 TO FEBRUARY 23 INCLUSIVE
NEW-44.9Chicago—
mc Raytheon
Decisions .
CP new ManufacturFMestimated
station.
10,100ing Co.,
sq. ml., $60,000-$75,000
ACTIONSFEBRUARY
BY COMMISSION
20
cost.NEW-44-50 mc Raytheon Manufackc WEMP
Granted
Co., Chicago
— CP 44-50
new commercialturingtelevision
station,
vol.1340assgn.
licenseMilwaukee—
from partnership
specified
in proposed
allocation),mc ESR(as
6360.
composedship including
of 7 members
tomembers
new partnerthese
plus
FEBRUARY
23
James Genevieve
Ernest Roe,S. W.Nesbit.
Wade Boardman
1480 cenkcse to change
WHOM corporate
Jersey Cityand
nameMod.fromli1520
kc
KOMA
Oklahoma
CityNew
Jersey
Broadcasting
Corp.
to AtGranted
involuntary
transfer
of
conlantic
Broadcasting
Co.
trol from J.JohnT. Griffin,
deceased,and toMar-his
executors,
Toole
Griffin
610
kc
WHKC
Columbus,
O.—
License
jorie
Leake.Deller, Sacramento — to cover CP authorizing change assign- ment. !
NEWGriffin
Lincoln
640 CPkc authorizing
WHKK Akron,
O.—assignment
License to 1\
Granted
extension
of 30grant
days for
to comply
virith
conditional
nevsr cover
and move
trans, and change
studio.
(
station.
1340
kc
WDAK
Columbus,
Ga.—LeUa
Vol.
NEW
Adelaide
Lillian
Carrell,
Wichassign,
license
from
L.
J.
Duncan,
i
t
a
—
Adopted
order
designating
for
hearing in accordance with Public A.fle Duncan,
Josephine
Bawls and Efd/b Valley A.Broadcasting
Co.
Notice tion;1-25-45,
application
for determine
new sta- to L.H. J.Allen
Duncan,
Leila
A.
hearing
set
3-28-45
to
p
h
i
n
e
A
.
Rawls,
Effie
H.
Allen,
AllenJose-M.
conformity
with FCC Broadcasting
Policy 1-16-45.Co., Woodall and Margaret A. Duncan,
NEW Harrisburg
ValHarrisburg,
Pa.— with
Granted
additionalgrant30
Co. Point,PillGa.—d/bSame.
1490leykcBroadcasting
kc KALB
WRLD Alexandria,
West
days newto comply
conditional
for
station.
580
La.
—
License
to
cover
CP
as
mod.
authorizing
change
NEW Central Valleys Broadcasting assignment and move trans, and studio.
Co.,1230Sacramento
Same. Utah— Granted
kc renewal
KVNU — Logan,
1240 censkce to cover
WOMTCP Manitowoc,
Li2-1-46.
authorizing Wis.—
increase
license
for period ending
1430
kc
WIRE
Indianapolis—
Granted
license renewal for main and aux. trans,
forW9XWT
period ending
11-1-47. & Louisville power. Senators Visit RCA
Times
Co., Courier-Journal
Louisville—
the Senatecharged
Interof facsimile
broadcast Granted
station renewal
license MEMBERSCommerceof Committee,
for
period
ending
3-1-46
subjectmayto with state
changes
in
assignment
which
origination
of
radio
legislaresult from Docket 6651 proceedings.
and FCC the
Chairman
Paul A.at
RCA Labs,
W8XUM WBNS Inc., Columbus, O.— Portertion,visited
Same.
Princeton last Saturday to observe
latest
developments
in. thetoradio
ACTIONS BY ADM. BOARD
and electronic
arts. Prior
Mr.
FEBRUARY 19
Porter's
assumption
of the FCC
chairmanship
last
December,
the
560
kc
KPQ
Wenatchee,
Wash.—
Granted
to coverandCPInstall
authorizmade the laboratories tour.
ing changelicense
assignment
new FCC
Hosts
to
the
group
were
to
trans.
FrankPlacedR. Pidcock
Sr., Near Moultrie. Brig. Gen. David Sarnolf, RCAbe
Ga.—
in pending
and Dr. C. B. Jolliffe,
for
CP new FM
station. file application president,
engineer of the laboratory.
lIndian
is— Same. Broadcasting Co., Indianapo- chief
Co-hosts
were
Frank Folsom,
Otto
Shairer and Edward
F. McGrady,
RCA vice-presidents; Frank E.
Mullen, NBC vice-president and
Applications
FEBRUARY. . 19.
generalsell, manager;
Frank M. Rus1340 kclicense
WJPRfromGreenville,
Miss.—
Vol.to dent. NBC Washington vice-presiassgn.
John
R.
Pepper
Chairman
Porter
accompanied
the
Thomas Henry Golding Sr., Thomas
Henry
Golding
Jr., Emmet
Holmes delegation at the invitation of the
McMurry
Jr.
and
Prank
Wilson
Baldwin,
Committee.
Making
the
trip
were
a partnership
d/b Nashville—
Radio Services
Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.),
650 kcfromWSMThe
Vol.& Co.assgn.
license
National
Life
Acci- McFarland (D-Ariz.), Hoey (Ddent
Insurance
Co.
to
WSM
Inc.
N. C), Johnston (D-S. C), Myers
WSM-FM Nashville— Same.
(D-Pa.), McMahon (D-Conn.),
FEBRUARY 21
(R-Me.), Shipstead (R1370assgn.
kc license
WFEA from
Manchester,
N. H.— White
Minn.), Tobey (R-N. H.), Gurney
Vol.
New
Hampshire
Broadcasting Co. to H. M. Bitner.
(R-S. D.), Capehart (R-Ind.), Lt.
NEW
S.
E.
Adcock,
Knoxville—
CP
on leaveon asinteradnew developmental
oper- Ed Cooper,
visor to the USNR,
subcommittee
ated on 12,862.5 kc, station
■ 6,425 kcto orbe other
frequency
national communications, and EdA3 emission.as FCC may assign, 200 w,
ward Jarrett, acting clerk of the
standing committee.

Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.

KGFF, Shawnee, Oklahoma
. . "We are finding your Telescript, 'Washington Today,'
Maxine Eddy,
very fine Indeed."
General Manager

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

available through PRESS 50ASSOCIATION,iNC:
tleckofelUr Plata
■'jM^iim*n-i*w»i«i«aYMia
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Academy Discussed
DRAFT OF the proposed "Academy of Radio Arts
[Broadcasting,
Oct. and
2] andSciences"
results
of an industry-wide survey to determine its potential value and reactions to the projected merit system awards,
under
cus ion forAthehave
pastbeen
weeks dis-in
New York.
series
oftwoconferences
has been held between special industry groups and representatives
of firms retained to draw up plans
- — Lee & Losh, Los Angeles, and
Hill & Knowlton, New York. Similar discussions started in Washington last week. Conferences got under way following arrival of E. T.
(Buck) Harris of Lee & Losh, from
the West Coast. The draft provides forcasting
participation
by all
broadindustry factors,
including
talent, technical and management
groups.

CBS Holding Television
Course for Technicians
A 60-WEEK course in the operation of television studio and transmitter equipment opened Feb. 12
in the penthouse atop the CBS
headquarters building in New York,
with
175 ofas thestudents.
network's technical
employes
into
three, sections
of 20 Divided
weeks each,
the course is being given by the din of general education
and college vofisioengineering.
New York
U.,
under direction of Dr. Peter Goldmark,
CBS
director
of
engineeringresearch and development, and
Robert Serrell, member of the network's
engineering
operationstelevision
staff, assisted
by Mason
Escher,
staff
technician
representin- the IBEW.
Part 1 of the course, runningthrough maticsJune,
is a review
of matheand electrical
theory,
titled
"Electrical Circuit Theory for Telev
i
s
i
o
n
.
"
I
t
will
be
given
by
Irving F. Ritter, professor Dr.of
mathematics at the College of Engine ring. Part 2, Sept. 1945-January
1946, covers "Vacuum
and Communications
Network Tube
Theory." Part 3, Feb.-June 1946, deals
with "Television Theory and Practice.
Students have a choice of four
sessions to attend: Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday, 7-9 p.m. or
Thursday, 1-3 p.m.

Blue Video Tests
BECAUSE the major part of toproductionsfor"have
far tooday's video
complicated
the been
new
medium" the Blue Network is
starting its television experimenting by takingto keep
"radiothemshows
and
endeavoring
as much
in their original format as posPaul B. Mowrey,
vissible,"
or of television,
said Blue
Feb. super20 in
agroup
talk and
to the
women's
advertising
department store executives in Toledo. "This should
achieveknow
one from
major the
point,"
he stated.
"We
point the program
shouldsoundhavestandbeen Network iKccovnts
good
assumeentertainment;
it would not otherwise,
have been weon All time Eastern Wartime unless indicabed
radio. From the sight standpoint, if
New Business
presented near to its original form,
TRIMOUNT
Clothingon Co.,March
Boston25 for
(Clip-13
it should prove interesting."
per Craft clothes)
weeks othy
startsThompson
Topicsonof 60Today
DorMBS withstations
Sun. N.9:45-10
WFEA Transfer Asked
Co.,
Y. p.m. Agency: Emll Mogul
APPLICATION was filed with the TEXTRONtional), on Feb.
Inc., New York
This Is(instituHelen
FCC last week requesting volun- Hayes on 190 MBS25 starts
Sun. 10:15tary assignment of license of 10:30 p.m. Agency: J.stations
W^alter Thompson
WFEA Manchester, N. H., from Co., N. Y.
New Hampshire Broadcasting Co.
CAL. Independent
Hard(cooperative),
to H. M. Bitner, president and sole SOUTHERN
Feb.ware Dealers,
19 forLos52 Angeles
weeks starts
Gracious
owner. No money is involved. Mr. onLiving
on
6
Cal.
Don
Lee
stations,
Mon.Bitner is also president and 30% Wed.-Fri. 12:45-1 p.m. (PWT). Agency
is Dean Simmons Adv., Hollywood.
owner of WFBM Indianapolis.
Co
OVe^
MARKET

THIS RICH
WITH

SOCONY-VACUUM
OIL Co. of12 Canada.
Toronto
started
Information(Moblloil),
Please onon26 Feb.
CBC Dominion
network
stations
Mon.
p.m.
Agency: Cockfield Brown & 9:30-10
Co., Toronto.
PROCTER
&
GAMBLE
Co.,
Toronto
(Drene15 shampoo
and Vallee
Ivory onflakes),
Feb.
startednetwork
Rudy
CBCon
Dominion
stations 19Thurs.
10:30-11Adv.p.m.Co.,Agency:
Sons
Chicago.H. W. Kastor &
MENNEN
Co.,
Newark, News
N. J. (toiletries),
on
Feb.
13
started
Withstations
Bill
Haworth
on
seven
CBS
Pacific
Tues.-Thurs.-Sat.
7:30-7:45
a.m.
(PWT).
Agency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
WM. WRIGLEY JR. Ltd.. Toronto
(chewing
gum) onon 9Feb.
renewed
Treasure Trail
CBC 13 Dominion
prairie
region
networkJackstations,
Tues.
10:30-11
p.m.
Agency:
Murray
Ltd..
Toronto.
GULFgasoline),
OIL Corp.,
Pittsburgh
(motorfor
on Feb.
52oils,
weeks Sun.
We the
People11p.m.
onrenewed
104
CBS
stations
10:30-11
Agency:
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
ROMA
Wines), WINE
on MarchCo., 1 Fresno,
renews forCal.52 (Roma
weeks
Suspense on 66 CBS stations Thurs.
8-8:30tainp.m.
(rebroadcast
on 16 12Mounandnight).Pacific
Coast
stations
Agency: Blow Co., N. Y. midSOUTHERN
COTTON
Co., New Or-on
leans (Wesson
Oil andOil Snowdrift)
Feb. on26 55renews
52 weeksMon.Irene
ley
CBS forstations
thruBeasFri.
3:15-3:30
hardt, N. p.m.
Y. Agency: Kenyon & EckNet Changes
p.Feb.BALLANTINE
SONS, Morgan
Newark,withon
19 replaced &Johnny
Barney
Grant,
CBS
Monday
10:30-11
p.m.
Agency
is
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
N. Y.
B. T. BABBITT Inc., New York (soup
mix, Bab-O),
shifts Mon.
Lora
Lawton
from on38 Feb.
NBC 26stations
thru Fri.
10-10:15
a.m. 10:15-10:30
to 39 NBC a.m.
stations
Mon.
thru
Fri.
Agency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
GUM LABS. Inc., Clifton Heights, Pa.
(Ivoryne
chewing
March 18
for
52 weeks
startsgum)Helloon Sweetheart
Hello on 69 MBS stations Sun. 1:30-2
p.m. having
Hello
Sweetheart on 171 discontinued
Blue
stationsAdv.,
Sat.Chicago.
5:45-6
p.m. Agency:
McJunkln
SOILOFF
MFG.
Co.,
Glendale,
Cal.
(paint cleaner), on Feb. 5 added 6 Blue
Mountain
stations
to
Buddy
Twiss
program on 15 Bluep.m.Western
stations
Mon.Fri. 211:45-1:50
(PWT),
making
total
ofErickson,
BlueLosstations.
Agency:
McCannAngeles.
42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (hair
oil, shampoo),
ononFeb.38 Don
22 shifted
Bulldog DrummondWed.
Lee (PWT),
Pacific
stations
p.m.
toHillman-Shane-Breyer,
Thurs.from
8-8:30 p.m.8:30-9
(PWT).
Agency:
Los Angeles.
SUBSTANTIAL
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WAR ASSIGISMEISTS
OPEN, SAYS KIRBY
POINTING out that only six independent stations had applied for
the 12 war
correspondents'
dentials available
to them, Col.cre-E.
M. Kirby, chief of the Radio
Branch, War Dept. Bureau of Public Relations, suggested to women
attending
the NAB's
Women Directors
meetingAssn.
in Newof
York that they lose no time in
securing assignments to foreign
countries. Dorothy Lewis, director of NAB Listener Activities,
presided at the meeting, held
Feb. 17.
Guests attending the all-day
NAB session [Broadcasting, Feb.
19] also heard Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt say that
been for
the fact
that "had
womenit not
broadcasters
had a great opportunity and used
it, radio would not have become
the important thing it is for women
today." AWD president Ruth Chilton, WCAU Philadelphia, presented the First Lady with an
award for "thoughtful consideration
and inspiration" to women
xouNcsrov
broadcasters.
v^^,
Broadcast material for the
"Women of the United Nations"
campaign, started by the New
U. S. METROPOLITAN DIST. York session, has been assembled
in a booklet including proposed
ilAHF
LISTENERS
announcements dealing with
mUllL
PER DOLLAR spot
countries all over the world, lists
music recordings, reAsk HEADLEY-REED of foreign
prints of magazine articles, and
other information on foreign counewDetroit,
Yoric,Atlanta
Cliicago,
tries to be used by women broadSan Francisco
casters throughout the U. S. during the campaign.

7^ SCHOOL ^
RADIO TECHNIQUE
£seIiuiWr <« Radio BroadentHng)
(America' I Old—t Sthool Dwtmd
6 Weeks' Day Course
MARCH 5
8 Weeks' Evening Course
MARCH 16
Taught
hy Heftmrlt
Pro/e*.&
(tonolj,
Beglnnar
Advaneed for
tttuUnU,
inMuda:Routine
•• Newscaiting
Announcing
• Statien
Acting
•• Continuity
Writing ••• Voice
Diction
Commentating
Co-ed.
Moderate
rates.
Inquire!
Call or Write for Bookie* B.
E UETERANS: "b'S!''"'
R.K.O. BUILDINCRADIO CITY, N.Y.
CIRCLE 7-0193

Victor C. Rankin
DEATH of Victor C. Rankin, former West Coast playwright, radio
writer and advertising man, was
announced last week by the OWL
He had logical
been warfare
in charge
a psychoteam inof Asia
and
was last heard from on May 25,
1944 when the plane on which he
was flying over Burma crashed.
The pilot,
uninjured,natives
managed to who
reachwas friendly
eight days later in an effort to
bring pilot,
helpboth ofto whom
Rankin were
and injured.
the coEfforts since
then to locate
the men
or the scene of the wreck have
failed
doned. and hope has been aban-

A full page of them in
the March
5 issue
of BROADCASTING on
stations
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Would Bar Liquor Ads
EXCLUSION of liquor advertising
from derthetermsairof would
be effected last
una bill introduced
week by Sen. Capper (R-Kan.),
who tionseeks
to prohibit
transportain interstate
commerce
of alcoholic beverage advertisements.
Newspapers
also
would
be
adversely affected. Sen. Capper said he
wanted to protect children from
advertising
which harmless
tells themand"alcohol is healthy,
socially compulsory".
EMERSON
manager hasof
television
withMARKHAM,
GE, Schenectady,
been
named
a
director
of
Uroadcasters Assn., replacingTelevision
Robert
L. (Jil)son,
resigned.
Mr.manager,
Gibson, now
formerly
GE
television
lieads the chemical department.

Pearson, Bell Syndicate
File Suits Against Pegler
FOR ALLEGED defamation of
character,
columnist Drew
and Blue
Network commentator
Pearson
and the Bell
Syndicate,have
whichfileddis-a
tributes his column,
jointler insuit
the against
Supreme Westbrook
Court of PegNew
York, asking for damages of $25.000 each. Suit charged that Pegler, writing in his column of Jan.
30Blueof Network
"the dangerous
attitudemiscalled
of the
. . . toward
news broadcasters specializing in
excitement
falsehood,"
related
an allegedlyandfalse
story Pearson
had reported in a Blue broadcast
the night after election, involving
Pegler and Frank Sinatra.
"It occurred to me," Pegler
wrote,
"that the Blue. .Network
some responsibility
. Insteadhadof
offering any redress, however,
Mark Woods suggested that I write
a piecetoabout
it." Mr.
Pegler vicethen
went
LaRoche,
chairman Chester
of the board
of Blue,
and Edward Noble, chairman, and
stated
both tohadthem
said . "Pearson
was
a headache
. . but (they)
couldn't
get
rid
of
him"
because
"he
had acquired a large popular following."
SERVICE

WANTED
• A newspaperman
who has had radio exce or a radioman
who has perienhad
newspaper experience.
FOR A CAREER IN
THE EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
OF
BROADCASTING
•
Write to EDITOR,
BRO ADCAST ING
NatH Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

DIRECTORY

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Radio Engineering ConmltimU
Commercial Radio Etfuip. Co.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wofh. 5, D. C
District 1640
(Subj. to GoT't Ree.)

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS^
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individual
SoundContoining
Effects
For Details
CHARLES mCHELSOX
New York, N. Y.
67 W. 44th St.

YOUR CANADIAN distribution
is assured thru
WALTER p. DOWNS Ltd.
633 Dominion Vresfnt
Sq. Bldg.Lines:, Montreal. Can.
RECORDING
FONDAPRESTO
CORP.
AMPEREXCORP.
AtJDIO DEVELOPMENT
CO.TUBES

SOUND EFFECTS
One
the largest
selections
sound ofeffects
in existence.
MAJORof
RECORDS.Write
Realistic
and Complete.
for catalog
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
Tranicriptioni—
Recordings
1600 Broadway Specialized
N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4«75

LYN
PEL
Dispatch from JtauMr'*"
WKAT "A(BLUE)
4tk YEAH

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConstruction
Technical
Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
Munsoy Bldg. DistrictWashington
2292 4, D. C.

MORE RF KILOWAH HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Dlschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusivaly
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

5th YEAR
FOR lOHNNY AND MACK AUTO PARTS
IN MIAMI
THE SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C
BROADCASTING
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Situationa Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination
engineer-announcer.
Good
voice.
as chief engineer.
A radio station in a large
Box 300,Experienced
BROADCASTING.
Southern City is looking for
Musical
director-assistant
producer.
15
years lipradio.
war security.
two or three good announcs, 616 Bryan,PostPeoria,
111. Philers. We want men who have
Higlily experienced young veteran at
presentsiresmanager
eastern
station
dehad at least two years' exsouthwestern local. Box 291,management
BROADCASTING.
perience, men who are qualified to do everything from
Manager
—
assistant.
Desire
opportunity
better self—
help
yourgeneral
station
go
ad lib through news. If you
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
places.
yearsreliable,
ManExcellent
for localsalary.
sales Must
easternbe CBS
station.
ence.Seven
Completely
draftexperiexare
good in any special clasempt.
Box
301,
BROADCASTING.
able
to
servand write first
copy. letter.
Permanent.
sification, tel us about it. Be
all icedetails
Box Give
309, Would like to enter the field of radio
BROADCASTING.
as12, an
announcer.
Frank
Cody,
Box
sure to give a detailed outCorinth,
Mississippi.
Leg manage. Ifor
complete
local program
news cover-on
line of your past experience,
youbut
cannothandle
Wanted to Buy
air
okay,ffirst
essential.
Give all
your present salary wants,
detaUs
letter.
Box
310,
BROADCASTING.
how much time it will take
soundsonecrazy,
but I think
there's
at least
wide
Good
position
forwriteoperator
announcer ThisUSA
you to make a move and
whospare
forbroadcaster
some
reasoninRCAthis
or 1other
who
also
can
copy.
Permanent
has
a
complete
kw
place
production department
for
transmitter
hewUling
doesn'tto
your dio.particular
interestjobsin for
raright Inman.
want toto new
sell, around
but
mightthatbeuntU
Klamath
Falls, Wire
Oregon. collect, KFJI,
We have good
lease
applicants
equipm
e
n
t
I
s
defrosted.
Naturally,
if
he
Copywriter—writer,Ifwithyoucommercial
are a gal copy
radio copythe
right
men.
Address
Box
can make up his mind to sell it to
expesome
peoplebabe,
who'llwe'lltreasure
it asap-a
rience and want
a opportunity,
permanent agency
215, BROADCASTING.
new-born
sincerely,
where
there
is
real
write,
preciate his contacting
Box 314,
outlining fyour
experience Information
and qualiBROADCASTING.
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
.
G
i
v
e
complete
in first
letter, Send
including
age ofand copy.
salary desired.
samples
Wanted 46T
to buycrystal
— Groundoven.
wire and
Jessop
Advertising
Company.
Box BlUey
150,
Ohio.First
BROADCASTING.
fioor.
Central Tower,
Akron21st8, BC
buy—preferably
Any goodWlncharger,
tower 150 Network Opportunity
Opportunity
for and
all-round
man writwith Wanted
feet
or towire.
more,
resonant
voice
exceptional
ground
Cannon
plugs.
Also, can
ingtion,ability.
Send
photo,
transcripuse
good salesman and announcers.
scripts.
State salary
expected.
^ members.
New York network
headquarters
of a staff
nationwide
two
William
P. Holland
Address
One willneedssupply
the
CASTING.replies to Box 289, BROADSinton, Cincinnati,
Ohio.Agency, Hotel
tools necessary in the promotion
ofmusta large
salestoorganization.
He
Permanent
positionexperience.
operator-announcer
make Theeffective
Want
to buy,Electric
regardless
of condition,
with general
Progressive
of beallweable
selling
aids.
otherbe
Western
"Dynamic"
618A ■ use
three
station
organization.
RCA
type
microphones.
Radio
Station
person
are
seeking
must
equipment.
Wire collect,
draft status,
KFAB, coln,Engineering
an experienced
with
salary, tings.availability.
Mail
cutNebraska. Department, Lineffective
ideas toandcopywriter
the self-drive
WesternOregon.
Radiovoice
Corporato lead them
successful
conclusions.
tion, The TheDalles,
Wanted
—
Recording
equipment
and
playback
inAgency,
good condition.
William
Newscaster
wanted.
Send
qualifications,
Both
positions
offer
unlimited
F.
Holland
Hotel
Sinton,
CinreferencesAlso
and expected salary in first
cin ati, Ohio.
opportunity
letter.
hard-workers. for
Tell usserious-minded
which job is
Amarillo, Texas.transcription. KGNC,
yours
and write toa prove
completeit. letter
For Sale
of application
SamSituations Wanted
^• come.
pies ofAllyour
will be welrepliesworkconfidential.
NewBROADCASTING.
Cannon plugs complete. Box 306,
Newscaster
commentator
announcer.
BOX 313, BROADCASTING
Now doing
programs dally.several
Wishes major
to makenewschange.
16 inch
portableCom-reBackground
and One Universal
corder,
amplifier,
microphone.
production onincludes,
dramaticannouncing
shows, music,
plete $350.00. Refer to Box 308,
sports,ing. emceeing
audience
participatBROADCASTING.
Married.WUlArmyconsider
dischargee.
Prefer
midwest.
good
offer
elsewhere. Box 292, BROADCASTING. One Presto 6D recorder, complete with
1 C izer,
cutting head,
automatic
WANT
cabinet.
$600.00.equalReExperienced
announcer-newscaster.
Recfer to Boxmounted
307, inBROADCASTING.
ord
shows,
continuity,
MC.
Excellent
background.
Married,
draft
deferred.
TO
PURCHASE
Willing
Available February For sale — Two Western Electric 2A,
15. Box to297,travel.
BROADCASTING.
33WE 1/3D turntables
eachreproducers
equipped with
and
LOCAL CHANNEL
MI93306
4856 vertical
lateral reproducers.
Also
Newscaster,
producer,
with OWI. AvaUableannouncer,
February now15. RCA
WE
D
94255
fader
and
control
cabiRADIO
STATION
net.
Complete,
in
excellent
condition
Good
news
man,
attention-holding
East
of Mississippi
ready for Immediate use. Said only
speaker,
excellent
salesJ. E.abUity.
Former
sales
manager.
Paul,
121
as
unit,
$400,
FOB.
Station
WIS,
Coand
in
the
North
lumbia, S. C.
Jewel Court, San Rafael, Calif.
Letters held in confidence
ANNOUNCERS - WRITERS
STATION MANAGERS
Box 185, Broadcasting
ENGINEERS-OFFICE WORKERS
DO YOU NEED MORE
PERSONNEL?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
A BETTER JOB?
Tell Us What You Want
We have Announcers, Writers
"ON YOUR OWN"
Get
in Touch
Radios'
Engineers, Available
PD's, Actors, etc..
Original
Job with
Placement
Seeking combination newscasterClearing House
writer
for well-established commerNO CHARGE— NO BOTHER
cial newscasts in Ohio. Want name
We Have Jobs Listed From
One
Letter
to
LJs
Will
Stations All Over America
and experience that can be exSolve Your Employment
tensively merchandised. High salOne Letter To Lis Is Enough
Problem
ary for man who appreciates
For Complete Details Write
chance fo work "on his own". Give
RADIO PERSONNEL
RADIO PERSONNEL
full particulars including experi(Licensed and Bonded)
(Licensed and Bonded)
ence, references and draft status.
136 N. Delaware St. (Radio Center) 136 N. Delaware St. (Radio Center)
INDIANAPOLIS 4, INO.
Box 3X1, Broadcasting
INDIANAPOLIS 4, IND.

—Classified Advertisements—
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money ordert only — Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Bold face cops 30c
per word. Ad must be all light face or all bold face caps. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline ten days preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
Operator-announcer.
First beclass
radio-of
license. Must
capable
newsregional
and telephonecommercial
For
NBC station announcing.
In western
city of932,25,000.
Good post-war future.
Box
BROADCASTING.
250forwattgoodBluestudio
Network
station available
looking
announcer
about April
1st. midwest.
Family man
preferred. Located
Excellent
opportunity
for
steady
employment.
A first,help.
second
restricted
would
SendordetaUs
to Boxlicense
182,
BROADCASTING.
Dependable versatile announcer with
referencesfiliate.
needed
by 5 city
kw NBC afSouthwestern
News, commercials,
no controls.150,000.
Ideal
working conditions. Box 183, BROADCASTING.
Good
combination
man duties
with first
class
license,
to fortakeprogressive,
over
as chief
engineer
local
250
watt
station.
Midwest.
Good
salary.
Send qualifications to Box 218,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted— Reliable
with average
announcing abilitymanfor network
afiillate.
References required. Box 247, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— Sound
effects technicians,
television
maintenance
engineers,
transmitter
engineers. Experienced.
Essential. Major New York City network. Write detaUs. Box 268, BROADII CASTING.
Announcer
— Progressive
mldwestern
station located
a prosperous
community wantsInannouncer-producer
orpaidannouncer-newscaster.
Top salary
to
right
man.
Applicant
must
to submit
voice audition
onbe prepared
request. WUl
pay expenses
for final
interview
orterritory.
share expenses
for moving
this
Write
Box
277,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Announcer
some station,
experience. 1000 watt with
network
lovely Georgia city. Not a wartime
job.
Operator'sso ticket
not beessential,
but desirable
he would
available for one relief
operating
shift
each tionweek.
For
a
permanent
connecwith
a
future,
advise
us
all
tails and salary requirements for de-48
hour week. Box 281, BROADCASTING.
North Carolina
1000 watt Nodaytime
station needs8:00announcer.
night Good
work
orstarting
before
a.m.withFortyopportunity
hours.
salary
advance. turned
Prefer draft
exempt working
or re-to
Pleasant
conditions andveteran.
In fine
town. State
all
first letter to WBBB, Burlington, N. C.
^fetwork
offers top-notch
with unlimited
horizon foropportunity
two selfstarters; motion
oneoperations
qualified
to head
proof sales
organizat
i
o
n
—
the
other
to
put
effective
ideas
to work,writer.asFor details,
an accomplished
copysee Network Opportunity.
Program Director
• • • of 5,000 watt
basic Mutual affiliate offers
10 years sound, practical
experience. Desires position
with station seeking an executive, not a yes man.
BOX 312, BROADCASTING
ROADCASTING
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New Type Receiver
A NEW velopedtype
radio Signal
receiver,Corps,
debythe Army
and known as R-IOO/URR has been
May Hit Few Late Dance Shows announced,
to provide reception of
WHILE the amusement curfew or- a.m. Tuesday, pending a clarifica- medium and shortwave broadcasts.
der of War Mobilization Director
tion of the ruling concerning audi- New unit
operates
self-contained batteries or fromfromalternating
ences in radio studios. The only or direct
James F. Byrnes, eifective today
current.
Distribution
of
remote
band
pickup
made
by
NBC,
(Feb. 26), does not apply in any
new receiver set to overseas
way to broadcast stations, readjust- The Three Suns, will be dropped the
troops,
for
morale
and
recreational
ment of after midnight network
has already been started,
and station schedules was entailed for thenight ban.duration of the post-mid- purposes,
because of the unavailability of
Blue has withdrawn the audience it was announced.
dance band remotes.
for Johnny Olsen's Rumpus Room,
Replying to an inquiry from broadcast midnight-12: 30 a.m., McFARLAND URGES
Broadcasting, the Office of War Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. SOVEREIGNTY OF AIR
Mobilization & Reconversion stated WOR, MBS key station in New ALTHOUGH full consideration
has reduced the number of
last
Wednesday,
"This request
does York,
remote band pickups from 22 to must be given to other nations in
not apply
to broadcasting
stations
for free
com8 a week, broadcasting two quar- allocating frequencies
in any way."
munication and exchange
of news
ter-hour pickups, 11 :30-midnight,
Many stations had been queried
the "already overcrowded" radio
last week by newspapers as to each evening. Station will broad- inspectrum.
Sen. McFarland (Dcast MBS band pickups from across
whether they would close down at
country between midnight and Ariz.) stated before Congress last
midnight in supposed compliance the
Thursday
that
American communi1 a.m. and will start its Moonlight
with the night club and entertain- Saving
cations "must be as sovereign as it
all-night program of is possible
ment mandate. What prompted recorded Time
to
make them in this
music at 1 instead of 2
these inquiries could not be ascer- a.m. as formerly.
world".
Sen.wasMcFarland
two
tained Wednesday, it was indicated
days before
appointed just
by ICC
Beginning today (Feb. 26) Chairman Wheeler to take charge
in official circles, since broadcast
stations could not be placed in the WBBM Chicago will extend its of preliminary study and documenuntil 2 a.m. (CWT) inpure entertainment category by any closing steadhour
tation tasks of the ICC subcommitof 1:30 a.m. according to
stretch of imagination.
tee preparatory
hearings and
George
Case,
assistant program continued
executiveforconferences.
On most independent stations, it manager. CBS will
pick
up
remote
Sen.
McFarland
declared
real
was thought, emphasis will be bands from the West Coast after basis for a world-wide freethepress
placed upon the news and music 12 midnight and WBBM will feed lies in low and equal transmission
formula.
network remote bands from 11-12
for news all over the world.
; midnight. WENR Chicago will not rates
American companies, he said, are
Repeats Involved
"cancel
its 11-11:30 p.m. remote forced
to bid against each other
band.
and the United States is a third
In New York, CBS recalled
rate power in communications
tickets for repeat broadcasts of the
whereas foreign communications
New WMAQ Policy
programs with studio audiences:
are either government
The Philip Morris program. It Pays WMAQ Chicago has issued a state- systems
dominated,
unTo Be Ignorant, Friday, 11:30
ment that henceforth news pro- ownedfairorcompetition.
The providing
Senator was
p.m.-midnight; General Food
grams and news commentaries car- sure, however, some "liberal, highried locally will be handled exclu- minded souls" in all countries will
Corp.'s
Family, midnight12:30 Aldrich
a.m. Saturday;
Lucky
see the value of "publishing, by
sively by news men or announcers press
or radio, free, uncensored and
who
members of the WMAQ
Strike's Your Hit Parade, mid- staff. areCurrent
commitments with untrammeled news".
night-12:45
a.m.
Sunday.
Network's
Many important facts have been
remote dance band pickups will be advertisers sponsoring programs of adduced
in theternational
currentcommunications.
study ofSen.
inmoved westward an hour earlier news or news commentaries emto avoid conflict with the midnight
ploying other than WMAQ staff
concluded,
"we
shall
men may be continued for a period McFarland
closing rule across the country.
able tolegislative
move forward
acNBC has canceled the audience of one year or until termination of soon be tively
proposals
current talent commitments, which willwithgive
us an adequate
for the repeat of this Monday's their
Telephone Hour, midnight-12 :30 whichever first occurs.
postwar communications system."
Curfew

Inapplicable

Broadcast Day to End
At 1 a. m. for Mutual
MUTUAL will end its daily operations at 1 a.m. beginning Feb. 26,
Phillips
charge of Carlin,
programsvice-president
announced lastin
week shortly after his return from
a survey tour to discuss network
programming with MBS affiliates.
"We
move have
for abeenlongcontemplating
time, since this
few
stations were taking service after
oneNowin thebroadcasting
morning," heuntilexplained.
2 a.m.,
and coming back on the air
at 10 a.m., MBS will end the broadsame
time castasday attheapproximately
other networksthe under
the new plan. CBS goes off at 1.05
a.m. after a five-minute news
period; the Blue at 1 a.m. and NBC
at 1 a.m. The 1-2 a.m. period to be
discontinued on Mutual is programmed entirely by remote danceband sustainer pick-ups from hotels via MBS affiliates WON Chicago; KWKandSt.WOR
Louis;NewKFRC
Francisco
York. San
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NAB BOARD TO GET
CODE CHANGE PLAN
AN INTERIM report will be made
to the NAB Board, meeting in
Washington Feb. 28, by the Code
Committee's chairman, Lee B.
Wailes, Radio
generalStations
manager.Inc.Westinghouse
The report was written after a
two-day session of the Code Comat Washington's
ler lastmit e Thursday
and Hotel
Friday.Stat-It
was understood that the interim
report tionswould
contain recommendafor important
revisions in
the Code.
At a special luncheon session
held Friday, the Committee enterguests ByronandPrice,
Dirteacitnoerd oafs Censorship,
Eugene
Meyer,ton Post
publisher
of The ofWashingand owner
WINX
Washington.
All members of the Code Committee excepting Felix Hinkle, general tended
manager,
WHBC Membership
Canton, atthe meeting.
includes, in addition to Mr. Hinkle
and Mr. Wailes, Edgar L. Bill.
WMBD Peoria; William S. Hedges,
NBC KANS
New York;
Herbert
Hollis-H.
ter,
Wichita;
Richard
Mason, WPTF Raleigh; Eugene P.
O'Fallon,
B.
Quarton,KFEL
WMT Denver;
Cedar William
Rapids;
Jan Schimek, CBS New York.
FOOD INDUSTRY MEN
ATTEND WLS DINNER
MORE THAN 900 representatives
of the U. S. food industry, inmanufacturers,
distributors,cluding
wholesalers,
retailers
and
their tendadvertising
agencies
atthe tenth anniversary will
dinner
ofDivision
the WLSto beChicago
Feature
Foods
held at the Stevens
Hotel Chicago, Tuesday Feb. 27.
Daily foods broadcast, on WLS
11-11:30 a.m., Monday through Sattha urdayCranehas been
and conducted
Helen Joyceby Marsince
its origination ten years ago. Progcastraandm is alaboratory
combinationsystem
radioforbroadfood
merchandising,
as an aidfoodto advertisers, their agencies,
stores.
Harold Safford, WLS program director, will act as toastmaster.
Glenn Z. Snyder, vice-president and
general manager of WLS and Anna
Kiefer president of National Assoion of Retail
extendciatbest
wishes Grocers
to the will
dinner
guests.
Equitable on Blue
EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE
Society of U. S., New York, last
Friday announced plans to start
April 6 This Is Your FBI on the
full Bluewick & Friday
Legler 8:30-9
New p.m.
York,War-is
agency. Series will dramatize cases
from FBI files, with Jerry Devine
as writer-producer. J. Edgar
Hoover, FBI chief, will open the
series.
Society's institutional.
announcements
will be primarily

Wrigley
in 100
Markets
WM.
WRIGLEY
Jr. Co.,
Chicago,
is sponsoring one-minute spots in
100 markets explaining discontinuance of three popular brands. Wrigreplace
Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix ley's
these wartime
brands inproduct
overseaswillshipments
and
civilian
trade.
Agency
is
RuthSori-y
Misunderstood,
— ButLONG
WhenNotWe60 Said 60 rauff & Ryan, Chicago. Length
of
SecondYouCommercials,
We Mr.
MeantKlunkw^U
60 Seconds
contract is four weeks.
Seconds APART!"
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MUST

PACE PROGRESS
The Land of Unborn Babies
And thousands of physically unfit men and womsn
'The Blue Bird," e?lay—
back seats in life, areand counted
— ail
youcountless
see the babies
exquisiceare Landwaicin— occupy
because
thousandsoffailures
babies
who haveof beenthe thousands
denied the birthright
aofsarutar^
As eachbig gate.
one's Outhournck'fliescomes.
Father Time swings wide that wherever c ooks — the need for better
theaddressed
/N Maetto erli
Earth. s the stork with a tiny bundle S9homes
is apparent. And wherever one listens car-,
The baby cries lustily at leaving its nest of soft, fleecy be heard the call for such homes from the Land of
Babi.-s. heard —
clouds — not knowing what kind ofan eanhly"ne5t" Unborn
byThethecallschoolsis being
and colleges that are establishing classcannot find awaiting it a dainty, hygienic nursery, es inhomemakingand motherhood; by public nurses
rivalling in beauty the misty cloud-Und.
of those who need help and ;
is everyhealthful
child's home
nghtfulwhereheritage
intoBut ait clean,
the Blueto beBirdbornof hospitals that are holding Baby Clinics.
By towns and cities that are holding Baby Vi'eeks
AsHappiness
each childdwells.is so born —
theFor community,
the
nation,
and
the
home
are
richer.
By Gangress
that has passed the Mothers and Babies
just as theof rocksafetyor ofaconcrete
buildingso doesdependsthe safety
upon iofts Act,
railedunder
u which health boards in every State will be
foundation
the race depend upon its foundation — the baby.
And justif itsas there
is no beuse neak.
in repairing
above,
foundation
there isanobuilding
use in
hoping to build a strong civilization except through
healthy, happy babies.
rightful heritage —An Even
dieThousands
needlesslyofeverybabies^
year. Thousands of nckety lit le
feet falter along Life's Highway. Thousands of im- unity helps to make better hoi
ichof Unborn
to welcomtBabiei.VLSitore from
nd them. Thousands of c

This Advertisement
Helped
More

Americans

to

THIS is the first in the now-famous Metropohtan series
of educational ads that has appeared without interruption
since August, 1922. During this time, the health and longevity of Americans have increased greatly. While many
other factors have contributed. The Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company's pioneering in this type of education
has been a material
factor
in America's
achievements
in the field
of public
health. unprecedented

Published by
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY— NEW YORK

In the
Advertising

Must

4 DVERTISING'S opportunities in the
XVpostwar world will lie in public
service — in educating America to a
fuller, happier way of life. And Advertising's responsibilities can be defined
with equal clarity.
For the postwar decade will be the
Distribution Decade. We, as a Nation,
will have to consume 40% more industrial production annually than ever

DISTRIBUTION

Perform

Many

before, if we are to maintain a ''safe"
employment level.
Production itself will present no
problems. Money, manpower, manufacturing facilities and materials will
be plentiful. But a faster, more efficient
and economical system of Distribution
will have to be developed to facilitate
the flow of goods to consumers. And
that is largely a job for Advertising.

Public

DECADE
Services!

Alert agency men are today studying
not only the responsibilities but the
opportunities Advertising will face in
the Distribution Decade — and they're
doing something about them! So are we.
Here at The Nation's Station, we will
have much to tell you, when the time
comes, about the great 4-State market
that is WLW-land!

WLW

)
ION OF THE CKOSIEY CORPORATION

THE

NATION'S

MOST

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

How

Television

Got Its Electronic'Eyes'

As revolutionary as airplanes without propellers—that's how much
electronic
television differs
from the earlier
mechanical
television!
Whirling discs and motors required for mechanical television were not desirable for home
receivers. Pictures blurred and flickered.
But now, thanks to RCA research, you will enjoy all-electronic television, free from all mechanical restrictions— "movie-clear" television with the
same simplicity and efficiency of operation as your
home radio receiver.
Such "let's make it better" research goes into
everything produced by RCA. Scientists and en-

gine rs atRCA Laboratories are constantly seeking new and better ways of harnessing the unbelievable forces of nature . . . for mankind's
greater benefit and enjoyment.
Electronic television is but one example of the
great forward strides made possible by RCA research—opening the way for who knows what
new miracles of tomorrow?
When you buy an RCA radio or phonograph
or television set or any RCA product, you get a
great satisfaction . . . enjoy a unique pride of
ownership in possessing the finest instrument of
its kind that science has yet achieved.

RADIO

CORPORATION
PIONEERS

Dr. V. K. Zworykin, Associate Research Director, and E. W. Engstrom, Director of Research at RCA
Laboratories, examining the Iconoor television
"eye"— fordevelopedscopein RCA
Laboratories
the
all-electronic television system.

af AMERiCA

IN PROGRESS

The

Weakiy,^^^

Newsmagazine

of Radio

During the year 1944, WOR carried 24% of all spot accounts placed on
all New York stations.
More specifically, WOR

carried more than twice as

many spot accounts as were listed for any other station in New York.*

WOR
that power -full station
at 1440 Broadway, in New York

'k According to National Radio Records, whose reports on spot
advertising come from 94 advertising agencies
whose spot business represents 70% of the total dollar volume.
MEMBER OF THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

When WLS Farm Pro-^'^^^^

gramlisteners
Directorremember
Art Pagehistalks,
of his
voice many
from as
far back as 1923; still more recall his first days as
conductor of the Dinnerbell in 1929; and there are
thousands in his Midwest American audience who have
met him personally at farm meetings, state and county fairs
in these four states. (Dinnerbell was broadcast from remote
locations 53 times during 1944 alone; 37 of these broadcasts
originated outside Chicago and 16 from points within the city.)
Naturally, these listeners regard Arthur C. Page as an old
friend; his messages are more than just broadcasts; they are the
words of a friend who has stopped in for another visit.
So it goes on WLS. Farm editors, announcers, singers,
newsmen, musicians — ^all are accepted as friends. Which
makes WLS itself speak to Midwest America as The
Voice of a Friend. Friendship rests on mutual confidence. Confidence generates response. Response equals results for the advertisers
who use WLS — The Voice of a
Friend in Midwest America.

890 KILOCYCLES
5 0,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
represented by
John Blair & Company
MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON * KSUN BIS

- .AS

.

country *

— It's
phia
adel
Phil
In
Published
every Monday
, 53rd issue
Book Number)
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., act870 ofNational
Entered(Year
as second
class matterpublished
March in14, February
1933, at Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, under
March 3,Press
1879. Building Washington 4 D C

desk
with

wishes

to

handsome

correspond
sponsor...
(oBj: profitable alliance)

So YOU were a newspaper man once
yourself? Good. Born reporter?
Fine. That makes it unanimous.
For apparently the million-and-aquarter well-to-do people in WTOP's
50,000-watt area are a lot like you.
That's why WTOP decided to give them
a chance to play reporter.
We made a program called City
Desk. A program of local news, as
accurate and swift and sharp as our
national and foreign news. We recruit
our reporters from the audience. For
every item used on the air, out goes one
dollar to the reporter, with a certificate
of excellence. What's more, the reporter
of the best story of each week gets City
Desk's special award of five bucks.

A veteran network newsman, Cliff
Allen, sits in the slot of City Desk —
processes the stories— broadcasts them
daily (5:35-5:45 p.m. EWT) Monday
through Friday— ten minutes of firstrate hometown news.
New twist? Yes. Sounds good? Is.
Why didn't somebody think of that
before? Because ifs WTOP's business
to think 'em up first, as witness Janice
Gray, The Factfinder, Stump Us, Arthur
Godfrey's Sundial, Arch McDonald's
6:30 Show, and Battle of the Bureaus.
All City Desk needs now is a smart
sponsor. All a smart sponsor needs now
is City Desk working for him.
So call us — or call Radio Sales —
but call. Quick.
^^--fiy-f^'^rm^'i"^'

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

—

— ^

BROAI»STlNG
'The Weekly/^^Newsmagozine
pfdad.cast Advertising of Radio
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publicatioju, Ine,
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C. Telephone: ME 1022
IN THIS ISSUE . . .
Secret Propagation Conference Set by Military 13
Durnont Proposes Television 44-216 MC 13
Radio May Lose Older Men to Service 14
Blu-e Names Made
Huber forto NAB
Top Directors
Ad Post 1514
Nominations
NAB
Urges
'Hitch-Hilcers'
Be
$1,000,000 Libel Suit Filed by Abolished
Noble 1615
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KOIL shines on National ''Spot" Schedules.
Whether "spot" programs or announcements,
they reach a big and friendly audience. Smart
programming helps listener reception. In
Omaha, let KOIL build sales for you with ''spot"
programming.
Represented by Edward Pefry Co., Inc.
m
GORDON GRAY,
5 0 0 0 W fl
General Manager
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See Latest Surveys! Check Availabilities!
National Representatives: Radio Advertising Co.

Do youcomftined:
realize this
inorkel City,
coiiloiiis
over .'iVi RocJiesten
uiillion people;
moreAtlanta,
than these
14
cities
— Kansas
Indianapolis,
Denver,
Dallas,
Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond. Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort W^ayne.
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Yes, each of these new World Features is "A
Show for Your Money"— each one is priced to fit
even the most moderate budgets. Yet each Feature bears the unmistakable imprint of World's
experience
radio shows.and "know-how" in creating top flight
Here is showmanship in its finest sense — the
imagination to engage the best talent, the foremost writers, directors and producers and the
ability to bring to the creating of each show the
accumulated knowledge of what the listening public really wants to hear.
Listen to one of these new World Features-

notice how smoothly, how skillfully the expert
scripts are wedded to the music— with what showmanship these World Features are created.
There are two types of Features available — open
end and World's flexible new form— "Audi-Flex,"
a combination of top ranking scripts with music
on bands. If you are an advertiser or agency ask
your local station about the unusually moderate
prices of these Features and let them audition the
shows for you. If the local station does not have
World Features write us direct. Address World
Broadcasting System, Inc., 711 Fifth Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y.

Transcription Headquarters
WORLD

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM,
INC.
A Subsidiary of Decca Records, Inc.
ONCE UPON A TIME 5 min.
. . . 26 programs. Actress
Washington
New York
Maureen O'SuUivan tells the
Chicago VV^^B^^^ Hollywood
favorite children's stories.

STRANGE AS IT SEEMS
15 min 13 programs. Hix
tells of oddities that have
fascinated miUions in his
newspaper columns.

FOOTPRINTS ON THE
SANDS OF TIME 5 nun
104 programs. Little known
facts of well-known celebrities—told byArt Baker.

FIRESIDE TALES 5 min
26programs. Frank Graham,
"one-man theatre" dramatizes well known stories.

Now it's
GREAT SCOTT

7
on the
YAWN

PATROL!

At Deadline
SEVEN UP Inc., St. Louis (soft drink), on March 28 will begin sponsorship of a half -hour variety show on Mutual, 7 :30-8 p.m. (CWT), originating in New York with rebroadcast for the West Coast. Contract for 52
weeks was placed by J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
NEW APPLICATIONS filed with the FCC: Voluntary assignment of
license of KTBC Austin, Tex. from State Capital Broadcasting Assn. to
Claudia T. Johnson, majority owner, and wife of Rep. Johnson (D-Tex.) ;
New standard station, 1490 kc 100 w unlimited time at Bloomington,
Ind. sought by Fred O. Grimwood, radio engineer and former licensee
of KLCN Blythesville, Ark.
P. BALLANTINE & Sons starts Cameron Andrews as featured comedian
on CBS Monday, 10:30-11 p.m. Formerly featured Johnny Morgan.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
JOSEPH D. BOHAN has been elected vice-president of Sterling Drug
Inc., New York, in charge of the Centaur Co. division, succeeding Harold
B. Thomas, resigned to become partner in Pedlar & Ryan, New York.
Formerly divisional vice-president of Centaur, Mr. Bohan has been with
the company 13 years. He is chairman, national relations committee. Proprietary Assn. of America.
EFFECTIVE March 18 three CBS programs will be available for local
sponsorship. They include Morning News Roundup, Monday-Saturday,
8-8:15 a.m.; Morning News, Monday-Friday, 9-9:15 a.m.; a ten-minute
news program, five minutes of straight news, five minutes of analysis,
11-11:15 p.m., all EWT.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis., has renewed Fibber McGee &
Molly Tuesday 9:30-10 p.m. on full NBC network for 52 weeks effective
April 3. Agency is Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

REACH
THESE 2
PROFITABLE
MARKETS..

EAST ON
He's on all night in Washingtonf
PENNSYLVANIA
D. C. That delightful master of
PhillipAurg, New Jersey
quick wit that's comical without SELLERS
being irritating. (And if you've
s
heard the tired cracks of some of
the all-night boys you'll know exactFrank maintains that his backly what we mean!)
can
the boyAmeri
ground as a station representative
TYPIFY
sucoffice
from
saga, ING
is theto story
cessful executive
helps lems
himand toin understand
probsome cases their
simplifies
Great Scott was a natural for
of Frank Miller Reed, direcof media for Hill Blackett Ad- his own. He says on occasion he
tor
the spot when WWDC went on the
will call up a station representative
vertising Agency in Chicago.
HAZLETON
was born Dec. 16, 1902, in and preface his requests with the
air around-the-clock . . . only station FortFrank
PENNSYLVANIA
Wayne, Ind. He attended the remark, "I'd like to be so and so
in town, by the way, that operates Western Military Academy, Alton,
111. and studied at
Frank married his
24 hours. He goes on at 1 A.M. and the
today . . ." school
sweetheart,
University of
comes off at 6 A.M.
Frederica McClellan.
Illinois for two
two childThey
r e n,havePhyllis,
17,
years.
In 1923 Frank
and
Nancy,
13. The
came
to
Chicago
It's a good spot for any adver*
Reeds reside in their
Stack Agency
Adtiser who has something to sell to to join the vertising
own home in Beverly Hills, Chicago.
(later known as
the people of the nation's capital Stack-Goble)
When
queried as
as
an
. . . the cross-section of America. office boy. For nineto hobbies Frank inteen years he was
sisted that hecutter
is "thein
finest grass
associated with the
the
world"
and
agency. He was
working around that
the
space buyer until
house is his hobby.
1942 when the agenHe used to play golf
cy dissolved. He was
but because of the
with WIND Chicago
shortage of time he
as time salesman for
WWDC
six months and then
no longer
Represenfed by
dulge in thiscangame.inwith Wm. Rambeau FRANK MILLER REED
Playing
poker and
Co., station
reprethe big sales result
seeing plays are his favorite
sentatives for 10 months.
RADIO
In 1943 he became Director of methods of relaxation. Best of all
station in Washington, D. C. Media for Hill Blackett where he all Frank avers he likes to
ADVERTISING
buys timecounts:forWandertheCo.,following
ac- watch radio productions. He is a
(Ovaltine),
great
studio
fan and radio
says "Ibroadget
Represented nationally by
a
kick
out
of
watching
COMPANY
Chicago; Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur
WEED & COMPANY
111., and E. J. Brach Co., Chicago.
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wrong

do
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any
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advertising

EXCiTTSmE BEFBESENTATITE8:
WGB-WKBW
BUVTAUI
WCKY
CmCINXATI
, WDAT
FABGO
SE!*^^,
DULUTH
WJEF-WKZO . . GB&ND
BAPIDS' S?JS
INDIANAPOUS
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
_„„
KALAMAZOO
WTCN . . anNNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
FEOBIA
WFBL
SYBACUSE
^IS,
ST.MOINES
LOUIS
WHO
....
^?^^.
DES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
SOUTHEAST

# Shoes or ships or sealing wax, or cabbages or kingsize cigarets — ^yes, spot broadcasting can and has sold
practically everything you can think of, and can do
it again!
What's your advertising problem? Whatever it is,
we'd like an opportunity to do some thinking for
you, and perhaps to come up with something helpful.

FREE

&

Pioneer Radio

PETERS*

job''!

COLUMBU
^g»M
BALTIMORE
ILVI^
CHARLESTON
""BJ
BOANOKE
SOUTHWEST RALEIGH
inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

I?™ ••••••• ALBUQUERQUE
Hf
J'
BROWNSVILLE
OKLAHOMA
CITT
5f ^8
CORPUS
CHRISTI
TULSA
5^^^
HOUSTON
PORTLAND
*tIBO ma , WBIOHT-SONOTOX,
. , .
SEATTLE
Ino.
KOIV
P^CmO COAST

CHiCAGO: i8o N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. SAN FRANCISCO I: I / 7 Sntter HOLLYWOOD: 6331 Hollywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Hollywood 2151
Franklin 6373
. Plaza 5-4130
Sutter^ 4353
Main 5667
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Military
to Confide
Secret
Data
Basis for Norton
Curves Will Be
Revealed
By BILL BAILEY
WHAT PART classified military
data on F2 layer transmission
played in the FCC proposed allocations to FM and television will be
disclosed at a secret session Monday morning (March 12) with AS CHAIRMAN PAUL A. PORTER of the FCC rapped (with bare
Army and Navy communications knuckles),
calling to order the momentous oral argument in proposed
officers at FCC headquarters.
allocations above 25 mc at the National Museum Auditorium, Washington,
Decision to let the industry in last Wednesday. Commissioners are (1 to r) : Clifford J. Durr, Paul A.
Chairman Porter, Norman S. Case, E. K. Jett. Commissioner Ray
on theDr.highly-guarded
data hison Walker,
C. Wakefield is on an overseas assignment.
which
K. A. Norton based
controversial curves was reached
last Thursday
during
oralofarguwith 112 cities assured of the present band (42-50 mc) and
ment on the future
location
FM. markets,
least one outlet.
receivers for the proposed band
All of the FM, television and stand- at Industry
engineers were divided (84-102 mc).
ard broadcast testimony had been
Television interests did not opconcluded by noon Friday, with in their with
opinions
Dr. Norton's
some ofchallenging
the
the Commission's
proposals,
testimony to be heard on facsimile curves,
for assignment
of the
accuracy of his conclusions and but allposeasked
and non-broadcast services.
102-108 mc band, now pegged as
others,
including
T.
A.
M.
Craven,
Economics of Interest
vice-president of the Cowles Broad- unassigned. They were divided,
however, over interpretation of the
Argument opened Wednesday
casting Co.,lauding
andDr.former
sioner,
NortonCommisas one allocations below 300 mc. Advocates
morning before the full Commishigh-definition video urged the
sion, with Commissioner Ray C. of the world's foremost propaga- ofCommission
to make the lower altion experts.
Wakefield absent on an overseas
locations on a "temporary" basis;
assignment. Chairman Paul A.
FMed as tointerests
were
equally
divideconomics. Manufacturers proponents of present-day standPorter presided except for brief
periods Thursday and Friday couldn't agree on the comparable
ards called
assignmentfor
below 300"permanent"
mc.
when Commissioner Paul A. costs to the public of FM sets in
Walker acted as chairman. ComNorman S. Case missioners
and Clifford
E. J.K. Durr,
Jett shared
in cross-examination of witnesses, DuMont Would Give 44-216 mc
with Commissioner Jett carrying
the bulk on technical phases, and
Commissioners Durr and Walker
evincing unusual interest in the To Television, Eliminating FM
economic aspects of broadcasting. EXPANSION of the 6-mc televi- for a limited competitive commersion band to include all the area
cial service, the addition of the
The record will be kept open until
after the secret session Monday.
between 44 and 216 mc, thus elim- 13th channel will be of further asinating FM unless that service
Developments in the oral argusistance," said Dr. Goldsmith in a
ment last week included these:
eventually moves still higher, was statement prepared by the Allen B.
Dr. T. T. Goldsmith Jr., research proposed last Friday at the FCC DuMont Labs. "Furthermoi-e, it
director of the Allen B. DuMont oral argument on spectrum pro- will insure that the receiver designs will be developed along lines
Labs., Passaic, N. J., literally
between 25-30,000 mc by
rocked the FM broadcasters on Dr. T. posals
T. Goldsmith. Jr., research probably capable of including all
their respective heels with the as- director of the Allen B. DuMont of these 13 channels, and assure
ready adaptation to include other
sertion that "adequate 6-mc televi- Labs., Passaic, N. J.
Dr. Goldsmith, on behalf of the channels between 84 and 180 mc."
sion" allocations will be provided DuMont
Labs., approved the FCC
"if
eventually
television
Additional Channels
the entire
spectrum
between occupies
44 and proposals, but requested that the
Dr.
Goldsmith
urged the Com102-108
mc
channel
be
assigned
now
216Col.mc"W. (see
story thiscounsel
page).for
A. Roberts,
o "take such steps as are
to television. The Commission pro- practicalmis ion tto
earmark
Television Broadcasters Assn., subposes toassignment
reserve that
band for FM,
fu- 6-mc channels in the regionadditional
between
ture
to television,
mit ed aplan of assignment of the
proposed 12 channels below 300 facsimile, or other services, de- 84 and 180 mc", to be released by
other (Continued
services when
no
longer
mc, whereby 398 stations would be
pendent upon future needs.
on page 78) reprovided in the nation's first 140
"While 12 channels will provide
BROADCASTING
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to Radio
Testifyingculations ofinearly
support
his callast ofNovember
[Broadcasting, Nov. 6], which indicated that FM would be comparaof F2 frequencies,
layer transmission intivelythefree higher
Dr.
Norton said the military would
agree to a conference with industry
propagation experts to make known
to a select group of engineers reasons for his conclusions.
Chairman Porter accepted the
invitation and designated the hearing for Monday to accommodate
Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, FM inventorcontentions.
and opponentTheof conference
Dr. Norton's
originally was proposed for Friday }
ofadvised
this week
but Maj.
Chairman
PorterArmstrong
he would '
not be available.
Rejects Norton Curves
Throughout the oral argument,
Maj. Armstrong steadfastly refused to accept proof
Dr. Norton's
as conclusive
that F2 curves
layer
transmission in the 40-mc region
would be detrimental to a nationwide FM service.
A committee of the TBA submit ed acomplete assignment plan
based on the 12 channels below 300
mc proposed by the FCC whereby
New York,
and Class
Los An-A
wouldChicago,
have
stationsgeleseach;
San seven
Francisco,
six;
Boston, Detroit, Pittsburgh, St.
Louis, Buffalo, and Cincinnati each
five; Cleveland, Washington and
Columbus each four; Baltimore, Albany-Schenectady-Ti'oy
and Rochester, three; and Youngstown,
Akron and Toledo each one.
On the committee which drew up
the proposal were: F. J. Bingley
of the Philco Corp., chairman; Dr.
Goldsmith, DuMont Labs.; David
B. Smith, Philco; O. B. Hanson,
and Robert Shelby, NBC; George
Lewis, Federal Telephone & Radio
Corp.; E. ductions;
A. Hayes,
Hughes
Harry Lubcke,
Don ProLee
Broadcasting
System;
H.
terman, Earle C. Anthony L.
Inc.;BlatW.
J. Purcell, General Electric Co.
Proceeding rapidly on Wednesday morning, the Commission took
up Fixed Public Service (other than
Alaska). Haraden Pratt, chairman
of Panel 8, read from his brief
although itChairman
Porter
later new
reerated the request
that only
(Continued
on page
6i)
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Blue Names Huber
Radio May Lose Older Men
to Service
first to be called and deferments from the city, stating only that To Top Ad Post
Draft Boards Expected will be permitted to stand. In other this
will depend entirely on the Appointed Kenway Successor;
To Call 30-33
Murray Grabhorn Promoted
areas viewitall deferments
may be necessary
re- needs of the armed forces.
to furnishto the
A quick check of a representative E. J. (Mike) HUBER, formerly
Age Groups
necessary men to meet quotas.
York stations re- sales promotion manager of the
For registrants under 30, the sample vealedofthatNew
By JACK LEVY
while many station em- Blue Network centrr.l division in
regulations call for filing a new
ployes are in the 30-33 group, the Chicago, has been appointed adBARRING military developments form,
42A (Special Revised), for industry will not be hard hit by
vertising manager of the network,
which may reduce the needs of the obtaining
occupational deferment the draft unless its present "essen- Fred Smith,
armed services, broadcasters may and
vice-president
for
by designated
tial" classification is withdrawn charge of advertising,
promotionin
be called upon by local draft boards agencies certification
and
unless
there
is
to
be
a
general
in
the
Government
responto give up a substantial portion of
last week.
reclassification of individuals now and publicity, announced
procurement
supervise the adtheir physically qualified registionsibleofforwar
materialsandandproducthose deferred for physical disability. Mr. Hubervertisingwill
a
n
d
promotion
of
Blue cotrants in the 30-33 age group be- responsible
for the maintenance of Most stations reported that either
ginning about April 1, acording to
programs,development
station promo-as
services. This procedure they had been granted or had retion and operative
business
a spot check of Selective Service essential
local boards in deterquested occupational deferment for well as for the network itself, Mr.
boards and station personnel direc- is to assist
mining which registrants, in the all key employes. If selective serv- Smith said.
tors by Broadcasting last week.
interest
of
the
war
effort,
should
ice does move in on radio, the anWhile the boards were unable to
Kenway Named
consideration.
nouncing, sales and technical staffs
estimate how many 30-33 men be givenFCCserious
Ivor Kenway, whom Mr. Huber
Not Included
seem likely to be hit hardest, the
would be called, it was indicated
succeeds
as
Blue advertising manAlthough the FCC is not includ- reports indicated.
that the prospects for filling quoager, has been placed in charge of
ed in the list of 15 recommending
tas from the 18 through 29 groups
The proportion of men in the 30- advertising
and
for the
are exceedingly poor. Should the agencies designated for the 18-29 33 group to total registrants varied network's owned promotion
and managed stastations. One key netneed for replacements contiaue at group, Selective Service emphasized widelyworkwith
tions. He will also supervise puboutlet reported 31 registrants
that employers may file the new
the present rate, it appeared, it form
licity and public relations, research
with the local boards even in this group classified as 2A. An and business
would become necessary to make
development for the
independent
station
had
none
who
progressively greater demands on though certification has been de- would be affected. Another had Blue's own stations.
nied by the Government agency
the older groups.
Mr.
Smith
also
announced the ap60% ofgroup.
its operating staff in the
having jurisdiction or if the em- 30-33
pointment ofBBDO, New York, as
'Necessary'
ployer does not come within the
advertising
agency
for the network,
UnderMust
new Beprocedures
announced jurisdiction
of any Federal agency.
In Chicago, one key network sta- replacing Geyer, Cornell & Newell.
Feb. 25 by National Headquarters The local board
is
empowered
to
tion
reported
10%
of
its
operatingLeonard
Erikson,
who recently
of Selective Service, registrants in grant or deny deferment as its personnel in the 30-33 group while
the 30-33 group to be eligible for judgment
another had less than 5% and a joined the agency after some 15
dictates
but
are
instructdeferment must be "necessary to
at CBS, where he was netabout 8%. One independent years work
ed to give certified requests the third
sales manager, will be acand regularly
had
14%
and another 7% in the
serious consideration.
30-33
group.
tial activities. engaged
Previously,in" itessenwas most
count. count executive on the Blue acAt the office of Col. Arthur V.
only required that registrants 30 McDermott,
Director of Selective
In Washington, one key station
Murray Grabhorn, assistant sales
years of age or over be "regulai'ly Service for the New York City reported 22% of its registrants in manager
of the Blue Network, has
engaged in" essential activities to area,
the
30-33
group
classified
as
2A
been
placed in charge of the sales
it
was
predicted
that
"quite
be eligible for deferment. The stat- a few" men would be needed from while another said that all of its
and
promotion
prous of registrants
grams built by activities
the Blue for
program
group to meet the de- 30-33 men were 2A(F). Another
is not
affected. in the 34-37 group the 30-33mands oage
f the military services, as major station reported about 30% department. He has been temForms 42 or 42A should be used
group. Generally, enof 26-29-year-olds is lim- in the 30-33
porarilyduties,
relievedto ofconcentrate
his adminis-on
by employers in requesting occu- the supply
gineers constituted about half of
ited. Spokesmen refused even to
trative
pational deferment of registrants
at the number of men in the the total registrants in the 30-33 this special assignment. Mary Balover 29. A spokesman for Selective hint
Service said that boards can be 30-33 group who would be required group.
dinger of the network's promotion
department has been assigned to asGE Net Up
expected to give careful considerasist Mr. Grabhorn in the preparaCarter
Test
tion to key employes and that techtion of special promotion for these
nical men especially will likely be STARTING off with a ten-city test, NET INCOME of General Electric
Co.
available
for
dividends
for
1944
granted deferment. Determination Carter products. New York, will totaled $50,846,000, or $1.76 per
programs.Florsheim Named
in all cases will be left to the boards.
share, compared with $44,sponsoronJohn
J. Anthony's
Whether the boards will allow Hour
Mutual
Monday Goodwill
through common
923,000,
or
$1.56
per
share
in
1943,
formerpresent deferments to continue un- Friday, 1:45-2 p.m., probably start- GE president Charles E. Wilson STANLEY
ly manager ofFLORSHEIM,
cooperative program
ing April 2. Period was the one announced last Friday. These sales
til date of expiration before calling
for
the
Blue
Network,
has
up men for induction would depend originallyclining alater
planned,
the network
de- amounts were after setting aside been made director of cooperative
proposal
for a 9:15
on local conditions. In some areas, p.m. across-the-board
$7,123,000
for
postwar
adjustments
programs,
Mark
Woods,
president,,
spot on the
those who have had preinduction grounds that combination
the and $5,323,000 for contingencies. American Broadcasting Co., owner
physical examinations will be the product, liver pills, the nightof hour
of the Blue, announced last week.
and program would not make good
Ludwig Simmel, formerly Blue
radio [Broadcasting, Feb. 26].
WOPI DESTROYED
To be expanded to a larger network
sales service
manager,assistant
has been'to
named
administrative
the test is successful, series is
BY MIDMGHT FIRE ifscheduled
WOR WGN KHJ
Mr. Florsheim; George Schrier of
FIRE which began in an adjoin- KFRC WIP forWNAC
WEBR WHK
the Blue publicity staff has been
ing store destroyed the building KWK WOL. Ted Bates
Inc., New
Saturday, Feb. 24 in which WOPI York,
made publicity
managerWilson,
of thewith
deagency.onCarter
sponsors
Bristol had studios on the second Jimmie isFidler
partment, and Lydell
the Blue, for
floor. The fire was reported by an Arrid, placed by Small
the
department
since
its
inception
& Seiffer,
announcer as he signed off at 12:05
two years ago, becomes business;
Anthony's
last coma.m. All station equipment was de- New York.mercialMr.
shows.
series was
on Mutual
for
development manager for co-op
stroyed
except
typewriters
and
office furniture which were removed D. L. Clark Co., Pittsburgh.
returned
before the blaze reached them. CurIT'S
LONG-TERM
for fromRobert
serviceSaudek,
overseasjust
for the
OWI
rent records were damaged.
Murine Buys Spots
Walt ALochman
(r) as affiliation
KCMO Kan■Offices of the station have been
of ABSIE,
has
resascialCityevents,
director
of sports
and20.spe-E. as manager
moved temporarily to the building MURINE Co., Chicago, on March
joined
the
Blue
as
sales
service
effective
March
floor of the Union Trust building 5 begins sponsorship for 52 weeks K. Hartenbower, KCMO general manager, succeeding Mr. Simmel.
of
transcribed
spot
announcements
half a cblock
the former
lo- on stations KGB WCPO KVOD manager, smiles approval. Coming Prior to leaving the Blue last
ation at 410 east
State ofstreet.
The blaze
WIND Chicago, Mr. Lochman
KFOR WOW KOY KVOO from
destroyed a grocery store, real es- WHO
Saudek had been asin 1940 ranked first on the national spring, siMr.
WDEL WMBG KWBU. Sporting
and three-story
doctor's and buildings.
lavsryers' KANS
News poll.
ident. stant to the executive vice-presAgency is BBDO Chicago.
officestate inofficetwo
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NAB
Urgesof Radio
^ Hitch
between
Arts & Sciences,-Hikers'
to That session will be heldBe
May Revise Code;
award "Oscars" for outstanding May 1 and 15, at the invitation of
radio performance and for other Director Gillin. Mr. Ryan had asPresidency
sumed the NAB presidency on an
public relations purposes.
Without mentioning names. Pres- interim basis in April 1944, with
Studied
ident Ryan reported to the board the understanding that • he would
be required to serve beyond
CALLED UPON to dispose of a on the search for a new president, not
who
would
office on July 1 — next July 1. He took over the presiwelter of problems due to cancela- the deadline take
dency from Neville Miller, first paid
set
by
Mr.
Ryan
for
tion of the membership meeting this his return to his regular duties as executive
of the NAB and now with
year in keeping with wartime re- vice-president
and directing head UNRRA in the European war thestrictions, the NAB Board of Di- of the Fort Industry
Co.
stations.
atre. Mr. Miller's stipend was $35,i-ectors at a two-day session in
Washington last Tuesday and More than a dozen names originally 000
ances.per year, plus $5,000 in allowconsidered by the three-man
Wednesday polished off a weighty were
Unanimously adopted were the
and the list was narinterim agenda which it hopes will committee
rowed down to three or four. The recommended resolutions proposed
hold radio on even keel until the
by
the Sales Managers Committee
committee,
however,
requested
the
next regular board session sched- board to give it further instructions against
parasitic
anuled for Omaha in May.
nouncements.station-break
Both NBC and CBS
on such matters as tenure, salary,
Highlighting
the
board's
actions
had
made
commitments
for
their
type of man preferred and authorwere:
ity to make a definite commitment elimination and these, it was re(1) Enlargement of the com- within
prescribed limitations.
ported, were renewed at the board
mit e to select a president to
meeting. Arthur Church, KMBC
Action at Omaha?
succeed J. Harold Ryan by addKansas City, had petitioned the
ing Don S. Elias, WWNC Asheenlarged committee will meet board to renew the plea for their
ville; Paul W. Morency, WTIC in The
New York March 21 for its first
elimination, having called
Hartford, and John J. Gillin Jr., full session. It will deliver an in- prompt
attention to the previous CBS deadWOW Omaha, to supplement the
terim
report
at
the
Omaha
meeting.
line of Oct. 1, 1944, which reportoriginal committee of Messrs.
Ryan, James D. Shouse, WLW
for
Election to Fill
Nominations
Made
Cincinnati and G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C. Mr.
Shafto was named temporary Six Posts as NAB Director s-at-Large
chairman, succeeding Mr. Ryan. FORCED TO conduct its annual tual are not NAB members. The
(2) Adoption of a resolution
of directors-at-large by rectors.
networks designate their own diproposed by its Sales Managers election
because of the cancellaExecutive Committee calling mail tionballot
Hugh A. L. HalfF, WOAI San
of
the
1945
annual
meeting
in
upon the networks to eliminate compliance with Government re- Antonio,
district director from
"cow-catcher",
"hitch-hike"
and
q
u
i
r
e
m
e
n
t
s
,
t
h
e
17
district
directors
his resignation efcross-reference announcements of the NAB last week nominated Texas, tendered
fective
March 15,
for health
reasons. Martin
Campbell,
WFAA,
"at the earliest possible date".
18 broadcasters for the six at-large
Code Report Considered
posts, to take office July 1. The WBAP-KGKO Dallas-Fort Worth,
(3) Consideration of interim procedure is in compliance with re- recently elected to succeed Mr.
vised by-laws adopted by the con- Halff on July 1, will assume the
report of the NAB Code Comvention last year.
postUnder
Marchthe15.wartime procedure,
mittee, exploring possible reviNominated for the two large stasions in the self-regulation code
tion (50 kc clear channel) director- the NAB membership must be notiand
augmenting
liaison
committeethe toboard's
work code
out
ships, were: Joseph 0. Maland,
fied of the at-large nominations
proposed amendments probably WHO Des Moines; (incumbent), by about May 15. Within 15 days
to be considered at the next an- Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford new nominations may be made by
(now district director) ; W. H. a minimum of 10 station members,
nual meeting.
(4) Authorization of associate Summerville, WWL New Orleans; but these need not be by petition
membership liaison with NAB J. Leonard Reinsch, WSB Atlanta carrying that number of signatures.
standing committees and as first (incumbent) ; Lee B. Wailes, West- If a minimum of 10 members write
in the same name for a broadcaster
inghouse Radio Stations Inc.
step naming three radio station
Medium station nominations: T. for any director class, the name
representatives to consult with
the Sales Manager Executive A. M. Craven, Cowles Broadcasting will appear on the final ballots to
Committee. They are John Blair, Co. (incumbent) ; F. M. Doolittle, go out by June 1, returnable in 15
John Blair & Co.; William Kno- WDRC Hartford; Bob Priebe, days to the election committee.
del, Free & Peters Inc., and KRSC Seattle; C. T. Hagman,
The board also authorized a referendum ballot on the election of a
Henry I. Christal, vice-president, WTCN Minneapolis; G. Richard
Edward Petry & Co. Inc.
Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C; E. E. new director for the fifth district,
(5) Authorization of steps to Hill, WTAG, Worcester; George to be conducted by Ernst & Ernst,
strengthen employe-employer re- M. Burbach, KSD St. Louis. Don S. in view of the split meeting necessitated by the ODT restrictions on
tions in radiorelations
throughactivities
expan- Elias, WWNC Asheville, a veteran
sion oflalabor
of a decade on the board, declined more than 50 attendees. Georgia
upon recommendations of John nomination.
and Alabama broadcasters of DisSmall station nominations: Clair
trict 5 meet March 19-20 in AtMorgan Davis, general counsel.
lanta, while Florida and Puerto
(6) Endorsement of recom- R. McCoUough, Mason-Dixon stamendations of its news commitmeet in Jacksontions in Pennsylvania and Dela- Rico broadcasters
March 22-23. The incumbent
tee on handling of sponsored
ware; Frank King, WMBR Jack- districtville director
is
John C. Bell,
news programs and authorizasonville (incumbent) ; Dietrich
tion that the recommendations be Dirks, KTRI Sioux City (incum- WBRC Birmingham. Two other dissent to all stations for edificatricts, the first, which meets in
bent) ; Marshall Pengra, KRNR
tion and guidance.
Roseburg, Ore.; Dale Taylor, Boston March 5-6, and the ninth,
(7) Referral to public rela- WENY Elmira, N. Y.; Matthew H. which meets in Chicago March 29tions committee of a proposal Bonebrake, KOCY Oklahoma City. terms.
30, will elect
for two-year
The directors
incumbents
are Mr.
Network directors at large are
prepared by Losh & Lee, Los Angeles public relations firm, for F. M. Russell for NBC and Dr. Morency for District 1 and Leslie
C.
Johnson,
WHBF
Rock
Island.
creation of a proposed Academy Frank Stanton, CBS. Blue and MuBROADCASTING
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Abolished
edly was not invoked because of
the failure of other networks to
follow through on commitments.
The resolutions as adopted by the
board follow:
WHEREAScatcher" andthe"hitch-hike"
use of so-called
"cowannouncements militates generally
against theby interests
radio listeners
tending toof
create
confusion
misminds andof such
listeners,annoyance,understanding in the
BE IT RESOLVED that the Sales
Managers
Executive
Committee
fullyrectors trequests
the
NAB
Board torespectofelimDio urge
all broadcasters
inate
so-called
"cow-catcher"
and
"hitch-hike"
announcements
from
netnational spot
and date.
local programs
at the work,earliest
possible
should management
be the constantto
aimWHEREAS
of radio itstation
present
programs
varied interest, and
tothat
promote
such ofprograms
end
the andnumber
of sets into usethe shall
increase,
WHEREAS the present practice of
network,tisers of calling
non-network
and tolocal
adverattention
their
programs tends
on competing
stations
orexisting
networks
only
to
divide
the
audience,
now,
therefore,
BE
IT
RESOLVED
that
the
Sales
Managers Executive Committee urges
the agebroadcasting
industry
discourand ultimately
to denyadvertisers
toto network,
non-network
and local
the
privilege of calling attention on one
programpetingto station
another
program
on
a
comor network.
Study Authorized
Following a lengthy discussion
of the NAB code as adopted in 1939
and a tee's
report
code commitmeeting onin theWashington
the
preceding week from Code Committee Chairman Lee B. Wailes, managertionsofInc.,Westinghouse
Radio Sta-a
the board authorized
continuing study looking toward
possible
revisions Theat the
annual convention.
boardnextliaison
code committee
was
enlarged
to
include two additional members, with
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk,
and Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, added to the original committee of Kolin Hager, WGY Schenectady;ington
F. M.vice-president,
Russell, NBC
Wash-S.
and Don
Elias,
WWNC
Asheville.
The
Code
Committee has called a tentative
meeting in New York for March
21-22.
The code, it was emphasized, is
part of a continuing effort and is
"a living and virile document". Controversy engendered
WHKC proceedings
beforeoverthe CIOFCC
was reviewed
and
there
discussion as to whether was
stations
should sell time to labor unions and
cooperatives. One view was that
{Continued on page 63)
691 NAB Members
NAB MEMBERSHIP has reached
an
all-time
high ofstations,
691, of 16which
635 are standard
FM
stations, one television station, two
networlvs,
and
37
associate
members. Since the last NAB Board
meeting
in November,
30 additional
active members
have been
enrolled,
along with two associates. Among
the newcomers is Comdr. E. F. McDonald, president of Zenith Radio
Corp., which
FM
outlet.
Comdr. operates
McDonaldWWZR,
was first
president of the NAB, having
served
in 1923-25 when he owned
WJAZ Chicago.
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Denny,

Hyde,

Bartlett

Figure

$1,000,000 LIBEL
CHARGED BY NOBLE
EDWARD J. NOBLE, chairman of
the board of American Broadcastfiled a
motioning Co.in(Blue),
the NewThursday
York Supreme
Court asking permission to file a
counterclaim for libel for $1,000,000 in the $2,925,000 damage suit
of Donald Flamm against Mr.
Noble in the sale of WMCA New
York by Mr. Flamm to Mr. Noble
for $850,000. Justice William C.
Hect Jr. reserved decision.
Mr. Noble's
is based onin
statements
said action
to be contained
press releases issued on Mr.
Flamm's behalf in connection with
his suit, which charges Mr. Noble
with coercion and illegal conspiracy
with
Mr. Flamm
Flamm's
force Mr.
to sellemployes
WMCA toto
Mr.
Noble.
Mr.
Flamm's
have the sale rescinded action
and theto
station restored to him was altered
to a suit for damages following
the sale of WMCA by Mr. Noble
to a group headed by Nathan
Straus, now president.

Clear Group Plans
Hearing Procedure
Craig Presides at Meeting of
CCBS Executive Committee
INFORMAL conferences with the
FCC engineering and legal staff,
to determine
and magnitude of data theto scope
be developed
for
the clear-channel allocation proceedings scheduled for May 9, were
arranged last week by the Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service, follington
owing atwo-day
session discussion
in Washand an informal
with FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter.Whether postponement of the
May 9 date will be sought by the
clear-channel stations will depend
largely
upon the itoutcome
of the
staff discussions,
was believed.
At the informal sessions, efforts
will be made to clarify the issues
and to determine what technical
data will be developed by the FCC
and
whatshould
portion supply.
the clear-channel
group
It was
thought theponementgroup
seek event.
postuntil fall,will
in any
Craig Presides
Edwin
W. Craig,
WSM presided
Nashville, chairman
of CCBS,
over a meeting of the executive
committee
the groupandin Friday.
Washington lastofThursday
Attending
the
sessions
were
a
number of clear-channel
representatives not on the station
committee.
Those
presentWSBincluded:
ard Reinsch,
Atlanta;J. LeonB, J.
Palmer, J. 0, Maland, Paul Loyet
and Ralph Evans, WHO Des
Moines; Frank Scott, WHO attorney; Mark Ethridge and W. Lee
Coulson, WHAS Louisville; William
H. L.James
Blatter-D.
man, KFIB. Ryan
Los and
Angeles;
Shouse and James Rockwell, WLW 1
Cincinnati; Hugh A. L. Halff,
WOAI San Antonio; W. H. Summerville, WWL New Orleans. Louis
G. Caldwell, general counsel of
CCBS, and Andrew D. Ring, enparticipated.gineering
Messrs.consultant,
Craig,alsoEthridge,
Maland,ferredCaldwell
and
Ring
with Chairman Porter conlast
Fridayencesregarding
staff conferon issues andtheprocedure.

In FCC Promotion Speculation
General Counsel Is Mentioned as Successor to
Craven; Veteran Assistant May Move up
AN
FCC
"merit Counsel
parlay" Charles
which phases upon which so much emwould see General
phasis is being placed in view of
R. Denny move up to a commis- prospective postwar operations.
sionership, Rosel H. Hyde stepped
Should the "merit" promotions
it is thought the FCC will
up a notch as Mr. Denny's suc- ensue,
seek Congressional authorization
cessor, and Col. Theodore L. Bart- for
an increase in the number of
lett, recently returned from the
Mediterranean theatre, succeed to assistant general counselships from
an assistant general counselship, the present three to possibly five
was being speculated upon last or six. Fanney Neyman Litvin and
week. All three have been mentioned Leonard Marks, both senior attorneys on the broadcast staff under
for the existing FCC vacancy,
created when Comdr. T. A. M. Mr. Hyde, logically would be in line
Craven retired to the broadcasting for assistant general counselships;
Chairman Porter is expected to
field last July.
Mr. Denny has not been a candi- confer with the President on the
date, but isdorsemesaid
to have Paul
the en-A. FCC vacancy any day. He is known
nt of Chairman
to be anxious to have the Commission brought to its full strength
Porter. With the President's return promptly,
of the heavy
to Washington last week from the schedule of because
work ahead.
Yalta war conference, it is expected
a nomination will be sent the Senateeralany counsel
day. The
is a 32-year-old
Democrat genand
Washingtonian.
He
has
won theandcon-of Shepard, Damm, Craney Seek
fidence of the Commission
members of Congress identified with To Revive Regional Stations
radio during his tenure as the
Group". It was
suggested
FOLLOWING practically the iden- that thegionalexecutive
FCC's
chief having
lawyer served
which abegan
committee
in1942, after
year asin
tical pattern of previous allocaclude the same membership as the
tion proceedings involving clear last board
assistant general counsel.
of
NARBS
but
with
two
channels,
moves
were
initiated
last
Hyde Gets Support
to revive an organization of changes. In addition to Messrs.
Mr. Hyde, veteran assistant gen- week
regional
broadcast stations to pre- Shepard and Craney, the old board
eral counsel in charge of broadcastthe medium-station case before included Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC
ing, has been supported strongly the sentFCC
channel hearings Memphis ; Campbell Arnoux,
for the Craven vacancy. An Idaho scheduled toclear
Norfolk; Edgar L. Bill,
begin
May 9 in Wash- WTAR
WMBD Peoria; Lewis Allen Weiss,
Republican,
was Commission
with the for-in ington.
mer Federal heRadio
Don
Lee,
and Edgar H. Twamley,
John Shepard 3d., chairman of
1928 — shortly after its creation,
Yankee Network and former then of WBEN Buffalo. Mr. Twamhas served continuously with it and the
ley, now with Spot Sales in New
of the National Assn. of
the FCC. If Mr. Denny receives president
Regional Broadcast Stations, York, no longer is in the station
field, while Mr. Weiss declined to
the
FCC
appointment,
Mr.
Hyde's
formed
in
1938;
Walter
J.
Damm,
elevation to the general counselship vice-president of the Milwaukee serve. The suggestion was made
is regarded almost as a certainty. Journal stations, and president of that Mr. Damm and T. A. M. CravCol. Bartlett, likewise a veteran
en, former FCC commissioner and
Broadcasters Inc.; and Ed
FCC attorney, was in charge of FM
vice-president of Cowles
Craney, KGIR Butte, last Monday executive
Broadcasting Co., be substituted
the Law Department's administra- sent telegrams to some 20 former for
them.
All mentioned have
tive activities before going on acproposing retive Army duty three years ago. He directors of NARBS
regional group. A agreed to serve, with the exception
was air communications officer in majority ofactivation ofthe
contacted, Mr. of Mr. Bill, who could not be
the Mediterranean theatre until Shepard said those
week, supported reached.
his return to this country a few the move and last
a
letter
will go out
The plan, beaccording
Shepweeks ago. It was thought likely forthwith to all regional
to presentto Mr.
testimony
or non- at theard, would
that Col. Bartlett, if not named clear-channel
May
9
hearings,
opposing
stations
inviting
them
to the Commission vacancy, would to participate in the organization. any encroachment on service or op- gineering counsel would be retained
be preferred an assistant general
eration of regional stations. This by the regional organization. Paul
Steering Group
counselship — probably in connection
presumably would include opposi- D. P. Spearman, former counsel
Mr. tainShepard
said
it
was
not
cerwith the important allocations
tion
to
any
in power for
is regarded as the likewhether the organization, if clear-channel increases
stations and would be for lyNARBS,
selection as counsel. The former
created,
would
follow
the
pattern
of
.in
favor
of
the
breaking
down of engineering counsel was Dr. GreenSchool Sold
NARBS or whether it would simply
two dozen clear chan- leaf Whittier Pickard, of Boston.
STOCK of Midland Radio & Tele- become a committee operation sim- the existing
Because of the ODT ban on connels to I-B (duplicated) status.
vision Schools Inc., all owned by
ilar
to
the
Newspaper-Radio
ComNARBS
originally
was formed on
ventions of more than 50 out-ofmittee created several years ago to
KMBC Kansas City, has been acquired by G. L. Taylor, president block moves looking toward di- a provisional basis in 1936, prior to town people, it is doubted whether
and active head of the schools, acallocations hear- the regional group will call a genvorcement ofnewspapers from sta- the engineering
cording to Arthur B. Church,
eral meeting. Mr. Shepard said
ings thatbroadcasting.
were dealing
withmade
stand-a
tion ownership. In any event, he
KMBC president. Mr. Taylor has
ard
It was
that the membership could be kept
said, the plan was to create a steer- permanent organization
resigned
as
KMBC
vice-president
in
1938,
posted by mail.
in charge of technical development.
ing
committee
tee which
wouldor executive
function commitfor the preparatory
to which
the lastpreceded
clear-chanRobin D. Compton, formerly of
nel
hearings,
the
FIRST public speech of Gen. Joseph
RCA andvision,NBC,
and
active
in
teleNorth American Regional W. Stillwell since his recall from i
technical organization.
In its letter to regional stations, original
China was
as anGen.ex- i
director ofhas been
Midlandnamed
Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Agreement
which
exclusive frompresented
ClevelandFriday
by WJW.
committee
will recCo. A. R. Moler, chief engineer, the organizing
Stillwell
spoke
before
the
Cleveland:,
pires
next
year.
o
m
e
n
d
a
n
informal
organization,
the
Hotel
Statler.
and A. K. Krahl, studio director,
It is expected both legal and en- post of the Army Ordnance Assn. at|j
continue their KMBC posts.
probably to be known as the "ReBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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Cut

yourself

a

piece

of

cake!

It's another W-I-T-H birthday we're inviting
you to share in. This is our fourth. And the

Many happy returns to your clients and
yourselves, from the station that produces the

traditional W-I-T-H birthday cake for agency
time buyers and advertisers, has been delivered
or will arrive this week.

largest number of listeners in the 6th largest
market . . . for the lowest cost.

It's just a friendly way to express our appreciation to all of you who have helped our
station to become one of the most successful
independent stations in the country.
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President

Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
March 5, 1945 • Page 17

wow

Case Heard

By Supreme Court
Invasion of FCC Domain by
State Court Is Argued
WHETHER
the can
physical
properties of a station
be considered
apart from its license became the
major tweencontention
the case
beRadio StationinWOW
Inc. and
Dr. Homer J. Johnson, stockholder
of the Woodmen of The World Life
Insurance Co., which was argued
before the Supreme Court last
Thursday by James Lawrence Fly,
WOW attorney, and Don W. Stewart, acting for Mr. Johnson. It was
Mr.
appearance
since Fly's
leavingfirst
the court
FCC last
fall.
Two major questions to be decided, both hinging on the separation were: (1) if, as Mr. Johnson
contends, the only issue is "constructive fraud" in granting a
lease for the station for an allegedly insufficient rental and inadequate protection, and (2), if as the
lessee holds, the decision of the
Nebraska Supreme Court setting
aside the lease and transfer of license invades the jurisdiction of
the FCC. The question of public
interest
ment. also figured in the arguAmount of Rental
The stockholder claimed in the
original suit which was lost in the
lower Nebraska court and then reversed by the State Supreme Court
that the station was rented to its
manager and a group of associates
by their friend, the president of the
insurance company, at a rental
only about a quarter of its income
and inconsistent with its value. Mr.
Fly stated that on this issue, which
is not the direct one to be decided
by the court, it is the license which
enhances the value of the station
and without it the equipment would
be surplus material. Furthermore,
he said, the figures given were not
relevant since the insurance company is tax exempt whereas that is
not the case with WOW Inc.
The Nebraska high court, according to the argument, first ruled that
the station and license be returned
and in a motion to dismiss the ruling adhered to its original judgment but interpreted the license
as being incidental to the return.
The claim of violation of Sec. 402
(a) of the Communications Act
brought debate of whether a state
court or the Commission should decide in cases of "constructive
fraud". cedure,
If theasstate
in normal
legal procourt rules
how
the matter of the license be handled
or
if the
Commission's
licensingof
nowers
instead
cover the matter
•iroper contract and fitness to run
a station, were the questions put
before the highest tribunal.
Mr. Fly asked why the complainants didn't come before the
■ Commission while the transfer was
being weighed and his opponent
argued belief that it was a state
matter and said the case was startPage 18 • March 5, 1945

Nets Plan

San

Francisco

Conference

WPB

Reconsiders

Coverage; BBC Also to Air Meetings Four Applications
WITH the major networks plan- New York, left Feb. 26 for San New Stations Authorized
to make arrangements. After Once Being Refused
ning coverage
Na- Francisco
tions
ConferenceofintheSanUnited
Francisco,
Alistaire Cooke and Anthony Wig- AGAIN reversing itself, the War
gan, BBC newsmen, are expected
opening Aprilrespondents25,Assn. the
last Radio
week Corwas to handle most of the broadcasts. Production Board last week apdetailed by the State Dept. to pass Chris Cross, BBC publicity direcprovedstructiofourn ofnewapplications
for constations which
had
on all radio news applicants plantor, alsofereexpects
to attend ofthea tour
connce at the conclusion
been tionpreviously
denied
authorizaning to report the meeting.
on
the
ground
the
additional
Applications should be filed im- of the West and Midwest, contact- facilities were not essential to the
radio editors and oth- war effort. The action permits conmediately with Michael J. McDerersingitiniesstations,
connection
mott, special
the Secstruction of two new stations in
in the U. S. with BBC activretary of Stateassistant
for PresstoRelations.
Sacramento,
Cal., an Pa.,
additional
Mr. McDermott's office in turn reoutlet
in Harrisburg,
and a
fers all applications to Earl God- Marlin Expands Its Spot station in Petersburg, Va., which
has
no
primary
service.
^
win, president
of
the
Radio
Correspondents Assn. Although plans Coverage to 59 Stations
Action Consistent
vere not completed by the associ- MARLIN FIREARMS Co., New
to 59 spot
the
ation, it appeared likely that D. Haven, has expandedcarrying
The Board's reversals were conHarold McGrath, superintendent of number of stations
for Marlin razor aistent with overrulings by the
the Senate Radio Gallery, probably announcements
WPB
Construction Bureau early in
blades
and
shave
cream
—
the
largwould be in San Francisco to hanesttory.
schedule
in thejingles
company's
his- February of denial of two applicadle radio personnel.
Transcribed
composed
by thea Radio
Radar DiviCBS Group
and performed by Lanny and
siontionsunder
policy &instituted
last
Ginger Grey are aired about thrice- December of refusing authorizaCBS announced that a contingent weekly
on
stations
in
selected
martions for new stations on the basis
of four newsmen from New York
kets. Latest additions to run for
and one from Washington will be the first half of 1945 include of essentiality during wartime. Folsent to San Francisco to work with WNOX WHBF WIBC. Included is
lowing the turnabout on these apnewscast by Clyde
plications, al other applicants who
CBS West Coast newsmen. Heading a dailyonmorning
WEAF New York. Agency had been denied
authorization filed
the group will be Everett Holies, Kitell
is
Craven
&
Hedrick,
New
York.
appeals
and,
it is understood,
assistant director of news broadOther
stations
are:
Division
recommended
approval thein
casts. From New York will go these
WHKKWKBWKGNCWBT WGST
WFBR
WEEI the interest of consistency.
WAAP
WCFL
WJJD
commentators: William L. Shirer, WICC
WLW WGAR
KSKY KNX
KOA WHAS
KENT WMPS
KPRC
Bob Trout, Maj. George Fielding KFAB
KFOR KARK
The Board also reversed its previous policy regarding applications
Elliot. Bill Henry of the Washing- WIOD
WKAT
WTMJ
WCCO
W^SIX
WDSU
WJZ
WOR
WTAR
KOIL
KYW
for
construction of new studios for
ton staff also will attend.
KOY
KDKA KXOK
KGW KDYLWGAN
WEAN
WRNL
WHEC
VPOAI
KGO
existing
stations. Two such appliMembers of the KQW San Fran- KQW WGY KOL KOMO KFPY WAGE
cations by KFAB Lincoln and
WTOL KVOO WRC KFH.
cisco
staff
assigned
to
the
conferWGES
Chicago
had been originally
ence include William Filers, Don
refused authorizations by the WPB
Mozley and Grant Holcombe, who
Construction
Bureau
although the
Long Opens Rep. Firm
will function under the direction
Division had recDEWEY H. LONG, former man- Radio & Radar
of
Philip
Woodyatt,
West
Coast
ommended approval. Last week, the
of WELI New Haven and
assistant news director. From KNX WSAI agerCincinnati,
on March 15 will Bureau, on appeal, approved
Los Angeles, Fox Case, director of open his own southeastern
KFAB's application.
reprenews and special features, will head
sentative firm
Action on WGES is being witha group of commentators and re- with ters headquarheld pending a report from the
in Atlanta.
porters including Harry Flannery,
firm will be
Chet Huntley, Nelson Pringle and The
availability
of laborCommission
in Chicago, on'a
located in the
War Manpower
Wallace Sterling. Two KNX tech- William
Oliver
critical labor area.
nicians, Les Bowman and John
building.
A
vetQuinn, also have been asigned.
The new station applications aperan in radio
Long
proved for construction are for
To give British listeners full cov- sales and manKXOA Sacramento, 250 w on 1490
erage of the San Francisco confer- a g e m e n t, Mr.
BBC willLouise
have Ryerson,
a broadcast-in Long was forkc,
filed by
LincolnSanDellar,
vicepresident
of KSFO
Francisco,
ingence,booth.
merlyrepresentasoutheastern
KCRA
Sacramento,
250
w
on
1340
charge of facilities at the North
tive for CBS radio sales and com- kc, filed by Central Valleys BroadAmerican branch of the BBC in
mercial manager of WBT Charlotte
casting
Co.;
WHGB
Harrisburg,
Birmingham.
ed in court at that time. Mr. Stew- and tionWAPI
to representing
stationsIn inaddithe Pa., 250
w on 1400
by Herbert Kendrick
and G.kc, L.filedHash;
and
he will act as consultant
art also contends the question of tosoutheast,
stations in that area.
WBHD Petersburg, Va., 250 w on
jurisdiction was never brought up
until the decision was reversed.
1240
kc,
headed
by
Jonas
Weiland,
Blue Meeting
owner of WFTC Kinston, N. C.
Disagreeing
with Mr.
the Fly
no-publicinterest
contention,
stated REPRESENTATIVES of the eight All of the applicants had been
granted
conditional construction
that if the physical properties of stations which will become affiliates
the station are returned it will still of the American Broadcasting Co. permits
by the order.
FCC prior to its
Jan.
16
freeze
(Blue inNetwork)
will
be the FCC's
to issueor another
meet
New YorkontheJune
end 15of this
license
to the job
Woodmen
not, as month
The Board also approved the apto discuss plans for promotplication ofRobert W. Rounsaville
it sees fit. This might cause intering theteners
newand clients.
affiliations
to theircalled
lis- for a new
station (WBAC) at
ruption of a vital service during
Meeting,
Oscar (Pete) Schloss of the Cleveland, Tenn. A conditional conwai-time, he said. It would be leav- by
Blue
stations
department,
will
be
struction
permit had been granted
the Commission
attended by executives
in a ingtouchy
situation,"onsaidthe thehorns"
for- Pittsburgh
(currentlyof WCAE
MBS) ; for this station by the FCC under
mer FCC chairman.
new faBaltimore (MBS) ; KRNT the Jan. il16ities in policy
areas following
lacking primary
Parenthetically, Mr. Fly told the WFBR
Des Moines (CBS) ; WNAX Yank- service. cAuthorization
is also likely
court tionheif the"thinks
it
is
a
serious
queston
(CBS)
;
WPDQ
Jacksonville,
FCC will ever again give
(MBS); WFTL Miami for WLAT Conway, S. C. which
a license to an insurance company Fla.
received an FCC conditional under
(MBS); Lawrence
WCOP Boston
WLAW
(CBS). (Blue); the
freeze provisions.
or a bank."
BROADCASTING
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KFAB

Opens

1%

Billion

the

Gate

Dollar

Beyond this gate...for hundreds of miles over
rich rolling farmlands and into wide fertile
valleys.. .stretches the vast 200 county area served
by the BIG FARMER STATION.
Throughout this entire KFAB territory, folks
enjoy a total annual eflfective buying income of
11/^ billion dollars. Consider, too, Mr. Time■k Sales Management, 1944, and CBS

to

a

Market*

buyer, that this purchasing power is based on
such solid sources of income as cattle, sheep,
hogs, poultry, grains, along with payrolls from
many large industrial plants.
Let KFAB "Open the Gate" to this 13^ Billion
Dollar Market for you. Cash in NOW on this
tremendous buying power.
Listening Ar , Series 6, 1943.

1110 KC-10,000 WATTS
m—^^ BASIC COLUMBIA
RaprMMMd hy PAUL H. RAYMtK COMPANY

WJW's

MR.

NEMO

Everything that happens in Cleveland happens to Mr, Nemo. At least, that's the way he
feels about it. He's the only guy we know who
is completely happy when he says, "Everything
happens to me."
At the drop of a fire alarm or a hockey puck.
Nemo's off with a flash, with an announcer and
microphone in tow. Nothing ever happens in
Cleveland too big for WJW's Mr. Nemo to
handle smoothly and professionally, and nothing too small to escape Nemo's attention. His
head practically spins on his shoulders looking
in all directions for any event that will interest
Clevelanders.
We saw him at a prize fight the other night,
and remarked, "Big crowd tonight."
He scoffed, "If you think this is a big crowd,
you ought to see all the people I got on the
other end of this wire!"
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Tom Joyce Quits
RCA -Victor Post
Television Authority Will
Announce Plans April 1
TOM JOYCE, general manager of
the Radio,
Phonograph
and Television Department
of the RCA
Victor
Division of the Radio Corporation
of America,
Camden, N.fromJ., announced hisatresignation
the
company this week after 23 years
of service. Mr. Joyce will announce
his future plans about April 1. He
will remain in television.
Successful Campaigns
Mr. Joyce is well known as an
authority on postwar commercial
development of both home and theatre television. At 29 he was manager of advertising and sales promotion of all RCA products. Four
years later he was made vice-president of dthe
RCA Victor
Mfg. Co.,
preeces or to RCA
Division.
He patented the sealed radio tube
carton which was the basis for a
sales and advertising campaign
credited with stamping out the
"racket"
of selling
tubes
as new tubes.
Underusedhisradio
direction
were carried out the advertising
and sales campaigns built around
the "Magic Brain", "Magic Eye",
"Magic Voice" and other successful exploitatons.
Mr. Joyce was one of the first
to foresee the come-back of recorded music. At the beginning of
World War 11 he was given reibility for RCA Victor's
employe moralesponsprogram.
Out of that
assignment
came
the
company's
"Beat the Promise" campaign on
war production that has served as
a model for industrial plants all
over the U. S. Exhibits at the Chicago fair fair
in 1933-34
the
New York
in 1940 and
were atunder
his direction. He has been active in
civic affairs, was one of the founders of the Camden County War
Savings Committee, chairman of a
Camden County Labor-Management
"Production
committee and a leaderfor inVictory"
other community
affairs.

/EY

MR. JOYCE

itors I

PAC NEWS SURVEY
Charges
Commentators
Are Anti
- Laboi
MONITORING survey conducted
by the PAC over a 7-week period
preceding the presidential election,
covering 212 news items r
about la-»
bor broadcast
23 network
commentators,byrates 21%
of the items
as being factual in content while
79% were comprised of the commentators' and others opinions, acCIO News.cording to last week's issue of the
Declaring
took a
beating"
fromthatthe "labor
commentators,
the News said: "Of the five promost jr.
atten-on
tion tograms
laborwhich— gave
Fultonthe Lewis
Mutual, Morgan Beatty on NBC,
Henry Taylor, Baukhage and Ray
Henly on Blue — every one had a
heavily
unfavorableto-labor out
score.'as
Mr. Beatty
was singled
"rarely" expressing his own views
but quoting anti-labor as opposed
to
aboutpro-labor
12 itemsopinion
to one.in a ratio of
"The survey shows," the News
concludes,
commentators are"that
not toif bemajor
accused
of a
sort of mass neurosis that finds
them out
of ofstepthe with
cratic temper
times,thetheydemohad
better be more careful whom they
quote when discussing labor topics."
Lee Hat Plans
FRANK H. LEE HAT Co., Danbury, Conn., has named William H.
Weintraub
& Co., New
Yorkrelations
to handle advertising,
public
and merchandising.
Plans
are
dersto d tocall for continuation unfor
the present
program.
Dale Carnegie's
Little
Known
Facts
About
Well-Known People on Mutual
Wed., 10-10:15 p.m., originally
placed
by New
Bermingham,
& Pierce,
York. Castelman

Transfer Sought
VOLUNTARY
cense of WDAKassignment
Columbusof andliWRLD West Point, Ga. from the
present licensee partnership to a
new partnership
ent owners andcomposed
two newof presindividuals
is
sought
applications filed with the FCC.in Allen
M.
Woodall, general manager of
WDAK and sales manager of
WRLD, would acquire 10% interest
and Margaret A. Pill, housewife
Stern Given Bust
and women's
civic leader,
acquire 8% interest.
Amount would
involved
STERN, NBO sports director,
is $15,300. L. J. Duncan, who now BILL
a dinnerin New
given York
last
is 51% owner, would hold 40% guest
Mondayof athonor
Tootsat Shors
after transfer; Leila A. Duncan, by the NBC press department, was
presented
with
a
bust
of
himself
now 25%, 20%; Josephine A. Robert Healy, advertising manager,by
Rawls, retains
now 14%,
EfiieIt H.is Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co. C-P-P,
Allen
10% 12%.
interest.
Colgate
proposed,
according
to
applications,
Sports sponsors
Newsreel Mr.on Stern's
NBC, commisMrs. Pill would counsel stations on which
sionedAgencyBettyisSeaver
to do& Marquette,
the sculpwomen's civic and public service New ture.
Sherman
York.
programs.
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MANCHESTER,

N. H.

LAWRENCE,

5000

DAYS

5 0 0 0

WATTS

FULL

1000 WATTS NIGHTS
610 Kilocycles

MASS.

WATTS
TIME

680 Kilocycles

"Cove

ring

e Merrimac

WEED

AND

RADIO
NEW

YORK

- BOSTON

STATION

• CHICAGO

Valley"
effective March 1, 1945

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

• DETROIT

• SAN FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD

RCA

1944

Earnings

Show

Gain

\ Over Previous Year's Report
\ Net of $10,263,291 Allows for 51.2 Cents
I
Per Common Share; Tax Share Large
NET PROFIT of the Radio Corp.
pared with $50,335,444
1943. Vdecreased in$10,000,000
of America in 1944 was $10,263,291 Loan credits
compared with $10,192,452 in 1943, during the year to $55,000,000. On
the 25th annual report of the com- Feb. 15, 1945 an additional $20,000,pany, released Tuesday by Brig. 000 was repaid, reducing V-Loan
$35,000,000. After providGen.
vealed.David Sarnoff, president, re- crediting fortodividends
and adjustments,
the
total
earned surplus was $43,The earnings are subject to renegotiation but specific provisions 645,087, and increase of $2,039,436
on a basis similar to 1943 have over last year. A chart showing the
been made. After payment of pre- company's growth in the past ten
gross income
inferred dividends, earnings on com- years reveals
creased from $89,228,898
in 1935
mon stock were 51.2 cents per share,
to $326,421,913 in 1944.
compared with 50.5 cents in 1943.
Report breaks down gross income
Taxes Large
for 1944 and 1943, showRepresenting 74.5% of income, by source
ing that the manufacturing diviprovision for Federal income taxes
sion's
of 1943
$244,245,587
amounted to $29,947,900, or 14.6% 15.5% abovegross the
total; theis
more than last year. The tax pro- communications companies' gross
vision was equivalent to $2.16 per of $22,715,125 is 21.1% ahead of
share on outstanding common stock 1943; miscellaneous minus interin 1944; $1.88 in 1943.
company transactions totaled $2,467,126 in 1944, a decrease of
year-end
alsoTheshows
totalfinancial
current statement
assets as 30.2% from the previous year, and
ammounting to $190,629,493 against RCA's revenue from broadcasting,
in 1944, also decreased
$189,312,778 in 1943; liabilities, in- $56,994,065
cluding borrowings under V-Loan 6.3% from 1943. However, the 1943
totalmonths
includedoperation
the incredit, $133,251,944 in 1944 com- broadcasting
come from nine
pared with $138,977,334 at the end
of the previous year. Working cap- of the Blue, before its sale to the
ital amounted to $57,377,549 com- American Broadcasting Co., so

Airline Spots
MID - CONTINENT AIRLINES,
Kansas City, on March 1 began
three
KMOX toKSDseven
KXOKspotsKROCweekly
WTCNon
KSO. Till forbid contracts were
placed by Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago.
when that is deducted the figures
show that NBC's gross rose from
in 1943 ofto 17.5%.
$56,994,065
in$48,51'2,335
1944, an increase
New production peaks in radioelectronic equipment used in the
war effort, new records in radio
communications and completion of
more than 100 research projects
for the armed services, are claimed
in the annual report.
War products delivered by the
RCA Victor division during 1944
set an all-time record, exceeding
1943 deliveries by 16%. More than
a thousand engineers have been engaged in research, development and
production of radio and electronic
equipment for the war effort, resulting inthe building of more than
200 new types of electron tubes and
more than 350 types of apparatus
not manufactured by anyone prior
to the war.
For security reasons many developments cannot be revealed but it
was disclosed RCA Victor designed
and produced
many effective
radio altimeters allowing more
night
operations through fog and other
bad flying conditions and for other
aviation purposes.
One of the major achievements

in the field of electron tubes was
the development
additional
iature tubes andof other
typesmin-to
perform new functions. Many postwar radio products will be considerablyniaturesmaller
because
these posmitubes and
theyofmake
sible greater designing flexibility.
Special
electron tubes
have enabled construction
of a television
transmitter operating at frequencies up to 300 mc, a wavelength of
one meter. This is the first time a
transmitter with a power output of
5,000 w has been
devised forso video
broadcasting
on a frequency
high
in the spectrum. A highly efficient
optical vision
system
telepictures for
has projecting
been designed
which will, in home application,
produce brighter pictures as large
as 18 to 24 inches.
NBC broadcast
173During
programs1944,originating
in foreign2,countries, more than 400 over those
broadcasts in 1943. The foreign
staff numbered 58. It was 86 last
year. RCA communications handled
150,000,000 words of radio traffic,
largelyrect circuits
relatedwereto the
war. Newwithdiestablished
India and Gambia, British West
Africa. Direct service with Paris
also was resumed. At the request
of military authorities stations were
established and operated in Naples
and Southern France.
Stockholders at their annual
meeting May 1, will be asked to
approve the RCA retirement plan,
adopted
by thesinceboard
and effective
Dec. of1, directors
1944.

PREFERRED!

SIOUX

KSOO
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FALLS,

so.

DAKOTA

1140 K C - 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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Little Elmer says: "There's no need exploring the major
Chicago station market when WGN's leadership in
local and national spot business is already known."

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 77, N. /. *
WEST COAST: EDWARD S. TOWNSEND CO., RUSS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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29%

of Station

7,918 Men and Women
From 900 Outlets
Now in Uniform
BROADCASTING stations have
given more than 29.69% of their
personnel to the armed services,
the annual survey conducted by
Broadcasting Yearbook disclosed.
This does not include employes of
networks. Neither does it take in
the hundreds serving the Government in civilian capacity.
On the basis of statistics compiled from questionnaires, 7,918
men and women, representing more
than 900 stations, are wearing uniforms of the services. Only six stations reported no personnel in the
(fighting forces.
Including the several hundred
with OWI, WPB, OPA and in civil-

THE

Personnel
ian capacities with the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard
and Maritime Service, it is conservatively estimatedinthat
radio's
wartime contribution
manpower
exceeds 40%.
A year ago slightly more than
23% of radio's
personnel Jan.
was 31,in
uniform
[Broadcasting,
1944]. Only 5,813 were listed in the
1944 Yearbook. Although the 1945
Yearbook, now in distribution, does
not list radio personnel in service,
the survey was conducted in conjunction with Yearbook information.
Casualties Double 1943
Casualties have increased more
than 100% in the last year. Whereas the 1944 Yearbook listed 28 uniformed former employes killed in
action or dead as a result of accidents, the 1945 Yearbook lists 57

BRANHAM

in Services
dead, and 29 missing, as against
only seven reported missing a year
Three radio correspondents have
ago.
met death in battle zones. They
were Raymond Clapper and Frank
Cuhel of Mutual and Tom Treanor
of NBC.
Scores of radio men have been
decorated or cited for bravery and
activities beyond the line of duty.
Headingments of many
of theNavykeyaredepartArmy and
radio
men who left their civilian jobs
to don the uniform of the fighting
forces.
Of the stations reporting person el in the armed services, KNX
Los ondAngeles
with reporting
137. Secis WLW leads
Cincinnati,
92 in uniform. WGN Chicago ranks
third, with 73 of its former em-

COMPANY

jVem ^^^^

KTHS
Hot Springs, Ark.
KWKH
Shreveport, La.
WCPO
Cincinnati, Ohio
WTJS
Jackson, Tenn.
WNOX ....
Knoxvilie, Tenn.
WMC ......
Memphis, Tenn.
KTBC
Austin, Texas
KRIC
Beaumont, Texas
KWBU
. . . Corpus Christi, Texas
KRLD
Dallas, Texas
WCHS . . . Charleston, W. Va.
WBLK .... Clarksburg, W. Va.
WSAZ . . . Huntington, W. Va.
V/PAR . . . Parkersburg, V/. Va.
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ployes in the armed services. Next
is WOiR New York, reporting 44.
WMCA New York is fifth, with 40.
Other stations listing 25 or more
in the armed services follow:
KFI Los Angeles, 38; KOA Denver, WNAC Boston, each 37;
WRUF Gainesville, Fla., WCAU
Philadelphia,
36; WRC 33;Washington, WHK Cleveland,
WTOP
Washington, WCCO Minneapolis,
30; KDKA
Pittsburgh,
WF'AAWFBC
Dallas, 29; WEEI
Boston,
Greenville, S. C, KJR Seattle,
KXOK St. Louis, WFBL Syracuse,
28; KRNT Des Moines, KFH
Wichita, Kan., WPTF Raleigh, N.
C,
27; WHO 26.Des Moines, WCAE
Pittsburgh,
Average 8.45
Average
station
is 8.45 persons in the perarmed
services.
The radio manufacturing industry has given more than one-third
of its employes to the uniformed
services, according to a survey conducted by the Radio Manufacturers
Assn. Oi 86,173 employed .in radio
manufacturing in 1940, the RMA
reported
are with
fighting forces.36,374
Of that
numberthe 34,446
are men and 1,928 women.
Broadcasting statistics do not
include the thousands from advertisingscription,
agencies,
production,
trantalent and
kindred allied
services who are serving the armed
forces.
Rationing Complexities
Explained on NBC Show
COMPLEXITIES of the rationing
system,
and problems
relating areto
food
conservation
and nutrition
explained
Nation's Rations,
thrice-weeklyin quarter-hour
public
service program which started on
NBC Feb. 26, with the network
contributing the time, and General
Millser", Inc.
Crockits homefurnishing
economist,"Betty
as speaker,
and
scripts
by
GM's
Marjory
ed. Government representativesHustexplain point rationing
new developments in the foodand situation.
Program originates from Chicago
with
New pickups
York. from W ashington, and
While there are no commercials
for General Mills, program offers
indirect
Betty
Crocker promotional
is associated value
with asGeneral
Mills for her Friday afternoon programs for Softasilk
Cake Flour,
and NBC.
a Saturday
soup.
on
Name morning
is usedshow,
for both
GM
products, such as Betty Crocker

WMPS News Policy
IN ADDITION
to its commercials
recent decision to remove middle
[Broadcasting, Feb. 19] WMPS
Memphis has announced adoption
of a new policy to make news promore interesting.
In an ef-of
fort grams
to change
the set format
news
periods,
the
8:15
a.m.
will henceforth be titled Overnews
the
Coffee Cups, with Bob Neal and
Bob ingGreer
of
the
WMPS
staff
givthe news informally, as though
it were being discussed by a couple
at breakfast. Stories will pass from
one to the other, at all times following copy of the news dispatches.
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to

SINCH late November, KYW listeners have
been welcomed to "Harmony Hall" every
Wednesday evening, at 7: 30. Strawbridge and
Clothier, one of America's great department
stores, sponsors thirty minutes of delightful
music by a 2 5 -piece orchestra, a mixed chorus
of sixteen voices, and guest soloists.
"Harmony Hall" is the first program of
its kind to be sponsored by a Philadelphia department store. KYW was the natural choice
for this production, offering as it does the

usual Westinghouse combination of fine facilities., equipment, talent, producers, announcers, and engineers., for major programming. These concerts are notable additions
to other distinguished local programs, as well
as NBC productions, on KYW.
The living-room chair is now a front-row
seat for "Harmony Hall" every Wednesday
evening at 7:30, in the thousands of homes in
Philadelphia and its environs served by
Strawbridge & Clothier and KYW.

WESTINGHOUSE
W BZ

RADIO STATIONS Inc

W BZA
K0 KA
WO WO
K EX
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

KYW

Small

I mm.
}

X

V

WIS.

* 0MASON CITY\ ^
FORT DODGEAt

■\\
I o MARS
w AarowN
MARSH

V MO.

Km

Look at the coverag
WMT gives you with
5,000 watts at 600 kc.
WMT covers 126,500 square miles . . . reaches
3,500,000 people ... an area whose population represents the bulk of Iowa's $1,500,000,000 yearly income.
You reach the listeners attracted by the powerful
Columbia Network programs, plus the ingenious, personalized programming designed to appeal to the folks
of this area.
You reach more of the important markets in Iowa
. . . because WMT is located approximately in the center of their concentration, covering an area 320 miles in
diameter . . . touching 5 states.
The ! rates? They're the lowest in Iowa per radio
family
WMT . . . "The Buckle on the Corn Belt" ... the
simplest, least expensive, most effective way to reach
the rich "G>rn Country Folks of Iowa."

epresented by the Katz Agency
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Market

Group

Selling

Advantages Cited by Keystone
Report Confirms NAB Panel Findings on Rates,
Programming, Market Data, Salesmanship
ANALYZING the small station compiled on the small market picture generally, and specifically on
picture, the work of the NAB Small
Market Stations Panel was praised the 208 KBS affiliates.
this week in a special report issued
On the topic of selling, the KBS
March 5 by the Keystone Broad- analysis agrees with the NAB sales
casting System. The report reviews suggestions, adding that the modern
parallel findings
similar
con- methods instituted by KBS and its
clusions on small and
market
stations
affiliates, on presenting facts and
as a result of individual studies presentations,
has met with highly
made by the NAB Panel and KBS, favorable response
among agencies
and follows by a few days publica- and timebuyers.
tion of the NAB recommendations
In conclusion, the KBS report
of the Small Market Stations Panel,
that: "If there is any Back
of which Marshall Pengra, general states
Seat
in the national radio advertismanager of KRNR Roseburg, Ore.,
is chairman.
ing picture, for
it need
it ■will Stanot
Smallnot,Market
The KBS brochure issued on the be reserved
study, titled "With a Bow to the
NAB Small Market Stations Panel," corroborates the NAB Small
Harrison to Capital
Market Panel on the questions of:
of Al F. Harriing.
tions!"
1) group selling; 2) rates; 3) pro- APPOINTMENT
son
as special representative
with
gram ing; 4)market data; 5) sell- headquarters
in
Washington
was
announced last week by Hugh
Baillie, president of United Press.
Timebuyers' Difficulty
Harrison, who arrived
On the subject of group selling, Mr.
Washington
has established officesWednesday,
in the National
Press
the
KBS
report
states
that
"one
sore thumb to the buyers of time Bldg. He will deal with both radio
newspaper activities. For the
has always been the difficulty in and
years Mr. Harrison has
dealing individually with small last 10
manager of radio sales, with
markets. As compared with major been
headquarters
NewwireYork.
He
metropolitan outlets, the time pur- created the UP Inradio
in 1935
chased in beyond-metropolitan mar- and built it into a nationwide servkets ismuch smaller. In the making
ice, covering all 48 states and the
of smaller contracts individually," District of Columbia.
the KBS report continues, "the
bookkeeping and headaches and adCanceled by Canada
ministrative expense have been out
Canadian
netof proportion to the billing involved. AT LEAST
shows three
are being
canceled
The advantage is obvious. Instead earlier work
than
the
expiration
of
their
of many separate matters with contract, on the ground of budget
many discussions involving many controls
expenditure of more
contracts, the timebuyer may re- advertisingandappropriation
than alduce the business to a single operalowed under Canadian regulations.
tion under the group selling plan. The shows affected are Quaker
The group selling plan is the base Oats' Brewster
Boy Lehn
which& termion April 13,
Finks
of
the Keystone
KBS Hind's natesCreams
Blind Date which
report
states theoperation."
group selling
on March 26, and
method for small market stations terminates
Fruitatives'
Double
or Nothing
is the solution of Levds Avery, which
terminates
on March
31.
tising.
NAB director of broadcast adverRegarding rates, the KBS report
again parallels the NAB Panel,
$139,553.50
pointing out that the aim of KBS
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co,
has been to establish a reliable
show Truth or Consequences
standard and equitable rate scale,
on NBC bratedlastits fifth
Saturday
celebirthday.
enabling the advertiser to purchase
Since it went on the air
coverage of small towns and rural
March 3,recti1940,
underEdwards,
the diareas at costs comparable with
on of Ralph
those in larger cities.
the program has several
NAB and KBS reports on protimes
demonstrated human
radio's
gramming are strikingly similar,
puUing-power
interest field. Anin the
appeal for
both emphasizing the importance
contributions
to
the
March
of
of local programming and the adDimes campaign has to date
vantage ofthe local station in comdrawning pieces
a totalrepresenting
of 256,506 mailprehending the catering to the logifts
cal audience.
totaling
$139,553.50—
said to
More and better market informabe the butlargest
single
contriion to the fund. Show will
tion data is advised both by the
broadcast beginning March
NAB Panel and KBS, the latter
17,
while
being filmed
for a
pointing out in its report that for
movie. Agency
is Compton
the past four years it has provided
Adv.,
New
York.
agencies with data scientifically
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MASTER

CONTROL

— where

and

when

it counts

1^ 'Wi.

As a clear channel station, our job is to be heard where no other station is heard, to reach people in rural America heretofore reached only by their county weekly newspaper.
This means signal strength and programs with a purpose.
Our audience needs weather reports as quickly as we can get them.
They want market reports, stock and grain prices, news from the government, as well as news from the war
fronts where their stalwart sons fight alongside other stalwart sons from the great cities of America.
Thousands upon thousands of farmers set their clocks, come and go to and from the fields in relation to the
service programs WSM brings them. They've come to expect WSM service as confidently as they expect their next
meal. This is the result of twenty years of broadcasting to rural America. This is, we
believe, another demonstration of the need and purpose of clear channel broadcasting. This is WSM.

National Life and Accident Insurance Co.
Nashville, Tenn.
650 KILOCYCLES
NBC Affiliate
Edwin W. Craig, Pres.
Harry Stone, Gen. Mgr.
National Representatives, EDWARD
BROADCASTING
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Worldwide Audience Hears Mac Arthur
Turn Over Government of Philippines
A WORLDWIDE audience listened tainer, Anita Ellis Sings, and cutFeb. 26, 10 p.m. (EWT) as Gen.
ting the opening three minutes
Schubert's
newscast, a
Douglas
MacArthur
turned
the civ- from
MutualPaul
coperative
program.
il government
of the
Philippines
over to their President, Sergio OsCBSutes and
each tookprogram,
15 minmena. All four
of theNBC
MacArthur
networks broadthe
latter
canceling
the
half-hour
Carnation Milk Contented Hour.
address
and a
cast MacArthur's
Instead of canceling its commercials, CBS moved them back a quarportion of rethe
mony. 0 W ce-I
ter-hour, broadcasting Lady Esthshortwaved the
ers'
Screen Actors Guild 10:15broadcast around
10:45 p.m. instead of the usual 10the world. CIAA
10:30, and airing the Johnny Morbeamed
it
to
Latgan show for Ballantine 10:45in America.
The 11 p.m. news proFor 24 hours CoL Schechter 11:15 gramp.m.was moved
back to 1:15 for
which
CBS
dropped the repeat of
preceeding remonies,
thetroopsce-guarded land lines Armour's Hedda
Hopper program.
running 150 miles from Lingayen
Gulf to Manila as a precaution Standard Radio Speeds
against
Japanese
cutting
the wires.
As an added
safety
measure,
very Current Disc Releases
high frequency shortwave was used
new stepped-up schedule,
from the palace to the radio ship UNDER
Radio Inc., national tranApache lying off Luzon. [Broad- Standard scription
library service,delivery
will pro-of
vide almost immediate
CATING, Feb. 26]. To lessen the possibility of Japanese jamming the current popular releases to its radio
station
subscribers.
In
making
airwaves, networks were alerted
announcement, Jerry King and
for the broadcast, but were re- Milt
Blank,
co-owners,
pointed
out,
strained fromor using
new tunes
nouncements
teasersanyuntilpre-an9:30 "This means
cluded in the 80thatnumbers
StandardinRadio Inc. sends out every month
Beamed to U. S.
will get to our 400-odd subscribing
p.m.A Signal Corps mobile unit also stations before their listeners even
chance to ofrequest
was in operation, shortwaving di- haveAll arecording
other them."
types of
rectly from the scene of the cere- music will be done to cover a period
months to a year from
o the transmitter
Apache. Press
less usedmonies tits
for Wirevoice. of from six
actual recording, thus alBroadcast was beamed both to date of lowing
processors,
who are loaded
Press Wireless in Los Angeles and with Army work, more time to get
to RCA in San Francisco for a firm's releases out. Standard Radio
Inc. is also
starting policy
of rechoice of the better circuit.
cording ful libraries
of orchestras
Lt. Col. A. A. Schechter, ex- at one time,
then
holding
releases
Fulton Lewis jr. has proved for
NBC news and special events direc- until they are needed. Move is in
tor, now radio public relations of- direct opposition to regular tran1 30 sponsors that he can do an
scription policy which has been to
attached radio
to Gen.details
MacArthur's
up large amounts of
all-around job for their product
staff, ficer
handled
from the avoid tying
money over an extended
Philippine capital. He has just been talent
. . . whether it's bakery or bank.
promoted to that rank. Col. E. M. period of time.
Kirby, former NAB public relaToday when good programs are
tions director, now chief of the raReappoints Agency
dio branch, Bureau of Public Rela- Squibb
E. R. SQUIBB & Sons New York,
tough "to buy — and good time
tions, War Dept., contacted net- has
reappointed
Cornell &
v/orks, individual stations and other Newell, New York,Geyer,
even tougher, we are able to
as agency for
radio
facilities
from
Washington.
radio
advertising,
the
appointment
offer a program that has both
Arthur Feldman, Blue correspon- involving for the present handling
dent, introduced the General on the
— a program formula that is
Squibb's
CBS with
program,
is being
replaced
a new which
show,
air, standing in for Clete Roberts, of
Blue representative wounded on JimmyING, Carroll
proved, plus, a ready-made
Sings
[BROADCASTFeb.
26].
BBDO
New
York,
Leyte [Broadcasting, Nov. 6]. Ro- which has handled the CBS period
audience at a time when they
berts had been urging Gen. Maclisten.
Arthur to broadcast on Blue, but continues to handle institutional
a new brush,
camMacArthur pointed out that War copy in paignmagazines
Angleand tooth
Dept. forbade exclusive broadcasts. launched oninthemagazines
and
newsHowever, the General promised Roberts that when he made his next
For Further Details — Phone, Wire
broadcast,
Roberts could present papers. CBS School Plan
or Write WILLIAM B. DOLPH,
him. As Clete Roberts is still inBarr Building, Washington, D. C.
valided from his wounds, Feldman PLANS to portray North American
did the honors.
history tively
andtitledlifeTheon aAmerican
program tentaStory
To carry the broadcast, Blue
canceled the first 18 minutes of the were outlined at a recent meeting
of
the
National
Board
of
ConGuy Lombardo program sponsored
sultants of CBS' American School
by Chelsea cigarettes, picking up
the final 12 minutes of the half- of the Air, to discuss 1945-46 plans
show. MBS also aired the for the educational series. TeachORIGINATING FROM WOL WASHINGTON, D. C. hour
Manual, the program's guide
Philippines ceremony for 18 min- book, ers'
reached a distribution of
utes, killing the quarter-hour sus- 200,000hascopies.
Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
BROADCASTING
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Now in its third year over WWJ, the Detroit Orchestra
completed its 125th consecutive broadcast on February 25th.
Each Sunday, from 6 to 7 P. M., this magnificent organization
has been setting a widely copied standard in sponsored public
service broadcasting. (^Hooper rating 8.4)
The

^ ^

w ,

regular conductor is Karl Krueger; augmenting his

work, many of America's leading conductors have made guest
appearances. The 1945 Season brings to WWJ's podium . . .
Leonard Bernstein
William Steinberg
Erich Leinsdorf
Vladimir Golschmann
George Szell
Eugene Goossens
Desire Defauw
Reginald Stewart
Milton Forstat
Efrem Kurtz
Sir Ernest MacMillan

NOW
APPROACHING
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
950 KILOCYCLES-5000 WATTS
THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
National Representatives
BROADCASTING
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THE 25™
BIRTHDAY
Basic Red Network

Associcle FM Station WENA
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SESAC

Offerin g
Library Service
Selections of Affiliated Music
Publishers To Be Included
ENTRANCE of SESAC into the
transcription libarary field was announced last week by Paul Heinecke, president of SESAC, which
has more than 900 station licensees
for the use of its music. Comprising
American folk music, western, hillbilly and cowboy songs, hymns,
gospel music and light concert music, the new library will be made up
of selections from the catalogs of
music publishers affiliated with
SESAC, most of them not available in the other library services.
Vocalists and musicians performing for the SESAC Transcription
Library include : Charlie Magnante,
accordianist; Eddie Smith, singing
cowboy ; Avenir de Monf red, organist and composer; Frank Novak,
master of more than 30 instruments

known
as the "Stokowski
of Corn";
Bert Hirsch,
concertmaster
and
first violinist of many radio orchestras; Rosalie Allen, vocalist and
yodeler.
"The use of such talent on transscriptions,"
Mr. Heinecke
fords tlie smallest
stationsaid,
the "afopportunity to build programs comfavorably
A lowparing
price
has with
been live
set talent".
for the
library service, he said, to make it
available to all stations. Transcripare being Corp.
recorded by ColumbiationsRecording
SURROUNDED by flood waters of
the Tombigbee River for the second time within a year, the antenna tower andline runway
the transCasite's Big List
of WCBIfor Columbus,
CASITE Corp., Hastings, Mich., on Miss, aremissionvisible.
Base of WCBI
March 14 begins an announcement tower is on a concrete
campaign of 10 to 14 spots weekly,
tion 15 feet above ground. foundaWCBI
using 160 to 175 stations. Account engineers
boatsabove
to read
antenis placed through Keeling & Co.,
na meters,used
visible
the water.
Indianapolis.
VSfiggly
Stores,has San
Antoniofor
WIP Philadelphia is canceling all PIGGLY
(local grocery
arranged
ofchain),
H. V.Contract
Kaltenborn
singinj^ commercials opening, occur- sponsorship
WOAI
San
Antonio.
is
for on26
casts. ring during, or following its news- weeks.

MUSIC
WDAS

has

power-

IS the only Philadelphia

LENGTHEN BREAKS
mistaken".
FOR NBC CHIMES
EFFECTIVE
Aprilthe2, NBC
all NBCchimes
stations will utilize
at their station breaks. On the
same date the interval between
NBC's network
will be
increased
from 20programs
to 30 seconds.
Changes are results of a discovery
by Niles Trammell, NBC nresident,
at an affiliates' meeting that about
30% useof the
the chimes
network's
did
not
at allstations
and most
of the others only some of the time,
because the 20-second interval did
not leave sufficient time for a local
chain-break announcements. Mr.
Trammell acted; told the stations;
they
Now willthe benetwork's
audiblereacted.
trademark
sounded
from coast to coast.

radio station featuring three hours
of classical music every day
... In addition to
the usual musical programs,
Philadelphia's outstanding
full-time independent station
features classical music
every morning
from /0:45 to 12 Noon,
and again in the evening
from I0tollt45 PM.
With "MUSIC" like this,
it's no wonder WDAS audiences have been loyal
for more than twenty years.
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OWI CONTRADICTS
TABEWS CHARGES
A STATEMENT explanatory of
the OWI's formation and procedure
and calmly
contradictory
of theTaber
flagrant charges
made by Rep.
(R-N.Y.) on the House floor Tuesby NeilBranch
Dalton,of
directorday, wasof issued
the Domestic
OWI.
Rep. Taber charged that NBC
and CBS areand "under
absolute
domination
control the
of the
New
Deal administration" and that Mutual "is just hehanging
on".
The
networks,
said,
are The
closedthree
administration
critics.
OWIto
was declared to be "attempting to
destroy
freedom of the
the press
press" from
and
to be preventing
obtaining information about the
Government. He also declared FCC
pressure has nearly destroyed the
freedom
of radio.
A letter from
mer Davis,
OWI director,
to OWMElDirector Byrnes which Rep. Taber
introduced, precipitated the outburst.
Daltonat pointed
out thatdemand
OWI
wasMr.created
the insistent
by press and
radio
for
better
coordinated government
information
and that after
long dealing
with
OWI they know it is not engaged
in censorship. The letter referred
to, Mr. Dalton said, was written
to make procedures clear to all
Agencies
"to possible
insuredegree
accuracy
of the greatest
and
to avoid confusion as far as possible. Referring to James R. Brackett, deputy
director said
of OWI,
the
representative
wrotewhom
the
letter for Mr. Davis and whom he
said was inexperienced, the OWI
answered it "knows Mr. Taber is

College Conference
J. HAROLD RYAN, president of
the NAB; Augustin Frigon, general manager, CBC, and Frederic
R. Gamble, president, AAAA, are
among the ofmembers
of the advisory
committee
a Conference
of Radio
and Business sponsored by the
School of Business, College of the
of New
York, itNoble
has been
anilCitynounced
by Harry
Wright,
I president of CCNY and chairman
I of the committee. Conference, to
II
held inof April,
will feature
ll be
cussions
radio-business
topics.dis-A
llj series of awards will be presented
II for "skill and craftsmanship in the
|| effective creation of a radio proii gram
promotion
plan."of Dr.
ert A. orLove
director
the Robcon*> ference;
Dr. isJohn
Grey Peatman
^ J- . A< is chairman of the awards group.
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War!
From the newsroom of KGW, by special
direct wire to the thousands of war-workers
in the Portland area, comes lunch-hour
news. This morale booster, presented by
KGW in cooperation with the Industrial
Incentive Division of the U.S. Navy, is
another FIRST for KGW.

in

Peace!

In July of 1937 KGW pioneered what
was at that time a sensational new
technical development — a portable
short-wave transmitter bringing onthe-spot
Pacificof
Northwestcoverage
audience.to A KGW's
forerunner
the "Walkie-Talkie" carried by our
G.I. Joes on the battlefields today, this
transmitter brought the man-on-thestreet into every KGW home.

..2 Audience
Twenty-three years of diligent effort to bring' the
Northwest audience in ever closer contact with
the medium of radio has labeled KGW as one of
the truly great radio stations of America. KGW
reaches its public at work, on the street and in the
home. KGW's FIRSTS in war and its FIRSTS in
peace keep it always FIRST in the minds of the
Pacific Northwest radio audience.
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Influence!

oneoftheGREATSTATIONSofmNAIN
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Microwave

i Want

ns
j Ketur

I ISiow —

and

I Tomorrow?
Whether you want to increase sales
today or build for the future, both are
yours for the price of one when you
cover the Nashville market via WSIX.
Right now, returns to WSIX advertisers are the greatest in the station's
history.
And tomorrow — because Nashville's
prosperity is founded on ^permanent
agriculture and ^permanent industries
— there's another big dividend for those
investing their advertising dollars in
this area.
The Katz Agency, Inc., National Representatives
Member Station, The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System

wSIX

NASHVILLE, TENN,
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Tests

Are Held by AT&T
Annual Report Speculates
On Postwar PossibUities
CONSTANT trend of radio toward
shorter eration
waves
as techniques
of gen-is
and detection
are devised
noted in the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. annual report.
These microwaves can be formed
into beams like searchlight beams
and penetrate darkness, fog, dust
and rain, the report continues. Relay stations make possible transmission horizon.
along the earth's surface
beyond the
Relay Tests
Communications possibilities of
microwaves appear promising and
their use is being explored as a supplement or alternative to wires and
cables for telephone and television
transmission, the report says. Bell
has obtained experimental licenses
to test a radio relay system between
New York and Boston.
Western Electric Co., manufacturing branch of the system, last
year made more than a million airplane radio transmitters and receivers as well as vast numbers of
pieces of war communications and
electronic equipment.
Bell System operating revenues
were $1,769,705,000, an increase of
$121,628,000 or 7.4% over 1943.
Net income was $8.54 per share
compared with $9 in 1943.
Swing's 114 Sponsors
IN HIS FIRST month as a Blue
cooperative program, Raymond
Swing sorshason 105
been stations.
sold to 114
sponSponsors
include 21 department stores, 17
grocery concerns, 11 breweries, 7
tire companies,
automobile
distributors, 5drug 5stores,
4 beverage
concerns, 4 men's clothing stores,
4 dairy niture
products
3 fur-2
houses, 3 companies,
jewelry stores,
newspapers, 2 shoe companies, 2
candy
concerns.stores and 14 miscellaneous

CHURCHES PROTEST
NEW WPEN POLICY
WPEN Philadelphia, in a move to
give greater public service and to
permit
equitable
apportionment
of
time theamong
all church
groups,
has canceled all contracts for religious broadcasts effective Easter
Sunday, castersApril
1. Religious
organized
openbroadpro-it
test to the havenew
policy inclaiming
is an abridgement of free speech
and religion. New policy means loss
of
approximately $150,000 a year
in revenue.
Entire broadcast time on Sunday 7:30 a.m.-ll p.m. now is occupied by religious
broadcasts,
most of them
on a commercial
basis
and with comparatively few religious
organizations
represented.
Under the new policy time for a
substantial schedule of religious
programs
by all faiths
made
available without
cost. will
The bechurch
people
themselves,
including
of those now on the station, some
will
decide what programs and which
types shall be presented.
Objections to the new policy have
been voiced by representatives of
16
gospel hoursby who
chargedof
thatradiocancelation
WPEN
their contracts constitutes a threat
to freedom of speech and religion.
Meeting
the 26,
Benjamin
Franklin HotelatFeb.
the ministers
formed the Assn. of PhiladelpTiia
Gospel Broadcasters and announced
plans
for a mass
at Convention
Hall protest
March 15.meeting
"We do not want the Government to control religion or to control radio," the new association
declared
in resolution,
the
same reasons
we do not"andwantfor private concerns to exercise any conwhatsoever.
joke, trol
because
the 'Free
stationstime'are isnota
going toligion.give
the of
bestSunday
spots tonight
reThe heart
can be had only by buying."

Ralph Weinbaum
RALPH WEINBAUM,
40, vice-of
president
and account executive
Grey
Adv.,
New
York,
died
in a New York hotel. He hadFeb.been23
with the agency 14 years. He leaves
his wife, son, mother, and brother.
Pulse Moves
PULSE
Inc., New York,
market audience
research
Tintex on 160
firm
specializing
in radio
has moved
from 500 Fifth
PARK & TILFORD, New York, re- measurement,
Ave.
to
larger
quarters
at
110
Fulton
St.
all-fabric
Tin- Telephone is REctor 2-6863.
tex tintssumingandpromotion
dyes ofafter
the usual
mid-winter hiatus, last week started the first schedules in a spot radio
campaign to cover some 160 stations
Gratitude
in 33 States. The last drive, conc
l
u
d
e
d
i
n
mid-December,
included
EXPRESSION
of gratitude,
125 stations. All types of time have
in the form of a resolution
been sispurchased
with
special
emphaadopted
concurrently
by the
on established local program
Senate andsentativesHouse
of came
Repre-to
features. Newspapers, home ecoo
f
Oregon,
nomics
and trade
publi-is
the KGW Portland staff on
cations aremagazines
also used.
Agency
Charles M. Storm Co., New York.
the occasion of Lincoln's
Birthday,
when the
station'sto
staff
journeyed
to Salem
KGW Backs Bond Sales
take
partDayin the
traditionalat
Lincoln
celebration
THE TANKER
"Sully's
Hill"
was
christhe State House producing
tened at Kaiser's
Islandteacher
yard
by Barbara
Nelson, Swan
first grade
a half-hour live show. On
in Portland's
Alameda
school,
repreFeb. 20 those on the program
senting
pupils
of
the
school
who
bought
$78,000
worth
of
Bonds
In
the
received copies
the KGW
joint
Sixth
War
Loan
Drive.
KGW
Portland
resolution
thankingof the
sponsored
overin itsconjuncweekly
Schoolstion atwiththethe
Warcontest
program
and
effort.
participants
for
their
time
Oregon was
War recorded
Finance
Committee.
Launching
and rebroadcast.
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In

FM

Broadcasting

Western

equipment

Electric

leads

the

way

FM
Sunchumked
\ ' Western 0 Electric ,

..and here's one good reason why!
and automatically for a change in the mean
It's the Western Electric Synchronizer — announced in1940 as a real contribution to FM
frequency of the modulated oscillator arising
from any cause. It is uncannily accurate in
— now proved outstandingly successful in
years of operation.
keeping stations on frequency.
In Western Electric Synchronized FM
Developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Transmitters, the mean carrier frequency is
the Synchronizer is a good example of the
maintained continuously and precisely by a
advanced design — and the leadership — you
can count on in all equipment manufactured
single low temperature coefl&cient crystal.
The Synchronizer compensates immediateZy
by Western Electric.

Buy all the War Bonds you
can... and keep all you buy!

Meeting Attacks on Radio
manyin other
dailDuane Jones Executive portedies is aby case
point,leading
Mr. Smith
states.
Points to Benefits
As quarterback on the team of
Of Air Medium
specialists that make up the Duane
TO COMBAT attacks which Jones Co., 65% of whose advertisthreaten the welfare of radio,
ing is now placed on the air, Mr.
Ralph Smith, general manager of Smith is responsible for more than
Duane Janes Co., one of the five 2,000 commercials that are broadmost important timebuying advercast eachcommercials.
week, 18%Clients
of themof middle
the
tising agencies, suggests that steps
be taken immediately to give the agency sell approximately $75,000,industry an official voice, not only 000 worth of goods annually with
to speak authoritatively in its own these commercials as the spearhead
behalf but to promote the best in- of their selling effort. In fact, 66%
terests of radio as an advertising of the agency's current billing, acmedium.
cording to Mr. Smith, has resulted
The crusade against middle com- from earned sales increases gained
mercials launched by the St. Louis primarily by radio broadcasts for
Post-Dispatch and ardently sup- the 55 products its advertises.
•
•
•
• •
•
9
•
• •

Advertising
^ "Although a code of fair practice
exists in radio," he said, "it has
never been implemented by the appointment of either a spokesman
or governing body with authority
to meet current problems as they
arise. Self-regulation, to be effective, must be backed by authority —
especiallypaigns orauthority
combat cam-to
movementsto calculated
turn public opinion against radio
as a forerunner to onerous legislation which if passed might completelyvertising
destroy through
the value
of airrules
adarbitrary
governing commercials.
"I wonder," he asked, "if the
papers conducting this campaign
could be as interested in eliminating bad taste in commercials as they
•
•
•
• •

i(UJm4>yi has money to spend NOW! LATER!
Another permanent industry !s beIndustry WEEKLY payroll in Beaumont,
added todollar
KFDM'seffective
alreadybuying
rich
585 ingbillion
piled by » C.E.D.
income market with the construction of DupontdollarChemical
22 million
nylon Company's
salt plant
near Orange, Texas. And to what
■
■
station do these above-the-average
income folks listen? Mostly to
$206,000
week$864,000
war $320,000
estily
pre
war
peak
—
319%
mated
KFDM, say listening surveys.
high. increase. war payroll.post
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Esso Campaign
ESSO Marketers (Standard Oil Co.
of N.
has begun
campaign
on
EssoJ.),Reporter
newsa programs
on 38 stations, and in other media,
warning motorists that neglect will
speed automobiles to the scrap
heap,
advertising
theme underscoring
for the pastthe three
years
"Care Saves Wear." Copy emphasizes
"Save
That
Car."
Agency
Marschalk & Pratt, New York. is

are in preparing
liquidation of radio asfor anpostwar
advertising
A statement issued regarding
competitor?"
this controversy by Paul Porter,
FCC Chairman, was interpreted in
some trade papers as implying that
if radio itself did not enforce good
taste in advertising, Congress
might,ity to since
the FCC
lacks content.
authorprescribe
program
"So far," said Mr. Smith, "not
a single voice has been lifted in behalf of radio in this present camthe code
network paign,anddespitestation
controlandof strict
commercials. Although politically inspiredwouldcensorship
radiothreat
advertising
a ofdirect
the source
of berevenue
that insuresto
radio's very existence, nevertheless
not one network or major executive has spoken
advertising in thisaffirmatively
controversy.for And
for that reason it seems imperative
that an authority be set up which
can defend the industry when unfairly attacked as well as undertake its wise
as an advertising outpromotion
let.
Attacks Sporadic
"Considering that attacks against
the industry
are sporadic,"
he said,
"the
main function
of an industry
policy-forming organization would
be to advance radio's value as a
public service medium, in the advertising field as well as those of
entertainment, information and
education. In this respect, the press
has wisely set up operating machinery, and as a result there
reaches the business world a constant flow of well organized, sellingtagecopy,
setting forth
the advans of newspaper
advertising
over
other media. The time has come
when radio should be doing the
same thing.
shouldproselyting
be purchased on theTime
air and
for postwar radio advertising
should begin now, possibly with 15minute programs, the commercials
of which would tell how radio is
helping to solve
the world's merchandising problems.
"Neither censorship nor legislation is needed
makeforms
middleofcommercials and toother
air
advertising complaint-free. All that
is required is closer attention to local programing. No one likes, of
course, to hear a Chopin concerto
interrupted by a middle commercial
of hillbilly music. If, therefore,
agencies and advertisers would
work with stations to get specific
information regarding the content
of programs,
could be
tailored
to fit commercials
into these programs
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LINGO
VERTICAL
RADIATORS
^ AVAILABLE NOW ONLY TO
THOSE WITH PROPER PRIORITY-READY FOR QUICK
SHIPMENT TO ALL, THE
MOMENT PRIORITY RESTRICTION ARE LIFTED. . .
There's a Lingo Radiator and
supporting pole for every need
and purpose in standard heights
—100 to 500 feet— for AM,
FM, Television and other UHF
uses. Immediate shipment to
those with necessary priority.
We invite your inquiries,
whether your installation is
large or small — for today or
tomorrow.
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so that listener resistance would be
nil. The real evil, then, is not bad
commercials so much as it is conflict between commercials and program content. In the Duane Jones
Co., we conduct program surveys
to make certain our commercials
fit into the shows."
Spots Everywhere
Specializing in the packaged
goods field with radio campaigns
that deal in the arithmetic of advertising, Mr. Smith says the agency places
its more
client, than
the Manhattanfor
Soap Co.,
1,000
commercials per week in 75 newscasts which that company is curusing. Forthe Mueller's
macaronirentlyproducts
agency places
close to 200 commercials per week
on news broadcasts conducted in
18 important cities east of the Missis ip i byMueller's staff of 12 top
newscasters.
Another
client,thePierce's
taries, isamong
large Proprieusers of
one-minute spots, of which the
MR. SMITH
agency places approximately 1,000
per week. The advertising value of rises for the products, Mr. Smith
these broadcasts, both news and states, but also in the constant flow
spots, is not only indicated by sales of favorable fan mail about them.
RADIO'S FORGOTTEN MAN
THE FOLLOWING is suggested by Mr. Smith as the type of
commercial that might be used on sustaining or specially purchased
time by the radio industry to sell its value as an advertising medium.
ANNOUNCER
—Items
Friends,
takemadea moment
andeasier,
look happier,
around your
home
for
the various
that justhave
yourat life
andTake
really
fulfilled
your
daily
needs.
Take
a
look
your
medicine
chest.
look at the groceries in the pantry. Take a look at the furniture in youra
horne.
Dozens and
thesewhere
things,youyou'll
werethem.
recommended
you
your dozens
radio. ofThat's
heardfind,about
And you'reto
glad over
you did.
So youment, latest
see, news
In addition
to bringing
you fine features,
music, pleasant
entertainand valuable
educational
radio brings
you
another
thing news
of value
radio advertising
in commercials
tell
valuable
about— actual
the developments
of American
industry that
for
the
American
home
—
and
radio
advertising
explains
just
how
they
can
benefit you.
So today,
let's only
tip our
hats radio's
to radio's
man— the radio advertiser. He not
sponsors
finestforgotten
he manufactures
can make
life pleasanter
forprograms
you. but the products
Malone Back at Home
WILLIAM E. MALONE Jr., recently discharged from the Army,
has returned to American Home
Products Corp., inadvertising
a new positionand—
sales promotion
manager
of Affilia t e d Products
Inc., the cosmetic
unit.
Before
entering
the service
Ml-. Malone
was
^■*mmmm Kolynos
assistant to theof
A. j.mBm vice-president
W^^SjjM
Mr. Malone
Division, and had
previouslymanager
served
as assistant advertising
ofKelvinator
the Kelvinator
Corp. Division, Nash-

Philippine Service
PRESS sumedWIRELESS
on Feb. 25 had
reits Manila circuit,
been discontinued
Dec. which
31, 1941,
when the
Japs willinvaded
pines. Station
handletheall Philipforms
of radio communications, including radiotelegraph, radiotelephone
and radiophoto, Joseph W. Chaplin, director of communications, announced.

Join Marlin List
WNOX Knoxville, WHBF Rock
Island and WIBC Indianapolis have
been added to the list of stations
carrying thenouncementspot
ans for Marlinsinging
Firearms
Co., New Haven, for razor blades
and shaving cream. Contracts were
placed
through Craven & Hedrick,
New York.
Proprietary Office
Ellis On Loan
PROPRIETARY
America
has
established
an ASSN.
Office of ofPharmaeal
GENERAL
Motors
Corp. hasdirector
"loan- Information under
the supervision of
ed"
Ray
C.
Ellis,
former
executive
of the Radio & Radar Division of Dr. Frederickof J.the CuUen,
PAA. OPI, with
WPB, to the Johns Hopkins Ap- vice-president
headquarters
in
New
Tork
and
Wash-on
plied Physics Lab., Silver Spring,
ington, will provide information
the packaged
medicine
field tohealth
phyMd., Washington
suburb,
for
a
spesicians,
health
commissioners,
cial assignment in highly secret
associations
and specialized electronics research. groups,
and to allteachers,
media ofdrug
information.
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Mind

if We

Salute

of Great
COME of us here at the Blue, while old hands at radio,
^ are new to certain phases of this network business.
Not atexactly
The soNewto
Blood
the BlueJohnny-Come-Lately's,
spent many a year in though.
the trenches,
speak, at the agency end of radio. We played a part in
helping
shows. advertisers build some of the present top-rating
But nowusefulwe'reto more
in the people
saddle and,
of a atnetwork
make
it more
the sametrying
time,to trying
to build in values that will make it possible for advertisers
and agencies to sell more goods at kss cost.
And the deeper we dig in, the more we realize how fortunate we are that our predecessors had level heads.
Broad Vision Avoided Traps
Ever think how sour radio might have gone with the wrong
handling? We figured out the other day, for example, that
the amount of listening in a single week to Blue Network
shows is the equivalent of 47.5 million people.
And that's who
only have
one week
network.longer,
Ours. have
Our
predecessors,
been inon theone business
even larger audiences, so the sum total of the three major
networks will probably run into a billion and a half or two
billion. That is a lot of listening. A lot of opportunities through
the years to make very had mistakes from which no end of
criticism would have arisen and about which the Government
might have had to take violent action.
But the vision of the Paleys and Kestens and Sarnoffs
and Trammells kept radio from falling into that trap.
Now comes a new era. During the war radio has become
a vital instrument of communication, a greater personal
friend to John Q. Public than ever before. And the job of
THIS

IS THE

a Couple

Pioneers?
serving an economy on-the-mend after the war is going to
force radio into being a still better selling medium. So,
armedgreewith
systemto that's
brand arenewsetting
pediand witha radio
new jobs
do, we,earned
at thea Blue,
out to match our ideas against the old timers, and benefit
by their experience.
We feel that we are making progress— a lot of progress.
We have put together what is generally regarded as
the ablest program department in the network business.
We have added 8 new powerful, well-managed
stations.
We have permitted broad freedom of expression to
our news commentators, believing that in this way
the Blue can make "freedom of the air" a reality.
We can point to the biggest ratings of any network on
weekday mornings— di record that has been maintained
every month for over a year.
All this progress helps build confidence and reputation
and,morein turn,
sell
goods. these two ingredients help our' advertisers
Now There Are Three Great Networks
Yes, the radio "picture" is changing — perhaps by as much
as 33V3 per cent — for many feel that where once there
were only two great networks, now there are three. Shrewd
Time Buyers are becoming increasingly aware of this and
many now consider it sound postwar planning to have a
good time period on the Blue tucked away.
Yep— we're building on the sound and firm foundation
laid by the pioneers. God bless 'em.
NETWORK

iQ^

ANDREW

ANTENNA

SOLUTION

PROBLEM

Faced with a difficult antenna problem,
E. H. Andresen, Chief Engineer of Chicago's Board of Education Station WBEZ, called
on Andrew engineers for a solution. The problem was that of coupling a 70-ohm unbalanced
coaxial transmission line to the much smaller
balanced impedance of the antenna. Uncertainty of the exact value of the antenna impedance made the problem difficult, and called
for some kind of an adjustable coupling device.
Andrew solved the problem by constructing a
quarter wave impedance transforming section
with a concentric "bazooka" for the balance conversion. Adjustments were made by varying the
average dielectric constant in resonant section.
This problem is but one of many that the experienced staff of Andrew engineers are called
upon to solve. As qualified experts in the field
of FM, radio and television antenna equipment
Andrew engineers have solved many problems
tor military and broadcast engineers.
FOR THE SOLUTION OF YOUR ANTENNA PROBLEMS
, . . FOR THE DESIGNING, ENGINEERING, AND BUILDING OF ANTENNA EQUIPMENT . . . CONSULT ANDREW

• Curve shows standing waves
determined
probing (section
electrostatic field inby "piccolo"
ofdrilled
transmission
line with Wavy
holes
in outer conductor).
curve tionsrepresents
initialstraight
condibefore
adjustment;
line shows the final result after
adjustment of matching unit.
ANDREW

CO.

363 East 75th Street, Chicago 19, Illinois
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• Twmdehydrating unit barreled
especially
designed
for WBEZ
bvDesignANDREW
engineers.
permits
leaving
one
cartridge
in
service
while
the
other
cartridge
in
being recharged.

WEST DESCRIBES
AD ROLE IN WAR
PAUL B. WEST, president of the
Assn. of National Advertisers,
speaking before the Advertising
Club of Washington at the Hotel
Statler last week, urged the use
of the advertising medium as an
aid to peace in bringing the facts
before the public. Mr. West stated
that the program to provide reemployment of veterans and
of their rehabilitation
will problem
require
the help of advertisers. As chairman of the War Advertising Counadvertisers'
helpcil,inMr. West
sellingreviewed
more than
$800,000,000 in War Bonds, calling it
the "greatest sales job in all history." Mr. West pointed out that a
publicAssn.opinion
poll conducted
for
the
of National
Advertisers
has revealed that more than 85%
of the people interviewed are
aware that private business is
using much of its advertieing to
tell
peopleeffort.
how they can help in
the war
Plea for Seamen
Citing as an example of radio's
wartime
roll Mr.
last West
December's
ping crisis,
recalledshipthe
plea forchantsufficient
numbers
of merseamen to man
the convoys.
At one Atlantic port, Mr. West
said, 155 first mates were needed,
and only 14 were on hand. To help
alleviate the Merchant Marine
manpower vertising
problem,sprang
the War Adaction, Mr. West Council
said, and as into
a result
all thevoysDecember
and
January
consailed on time.
The tends
Council,
Mr. West
said, into continue
the volunteer
organization "after the shooting
stops,"
dedicating
forces ofto
advertising
which ittherepresents
the public service.
Hodgson, Marshall Join
Ivey & Ellington, N. Y.
HYLAND L. HODGSON, and
Charlesdents andR.directors
Marshal},
of J. M.vice-presiMathes
Inc., New York, have resigned to
join Ivey & Ellington, New York.
Nowthea board
vice-president
and member
of
of directors
at I&E
Mr. Hodgson was one of the original group which organized the
As vice-president
inMathes
chargeAgency.
of service,
his accounts
included Ludens Inc. spot radio adv
e
r
t
i
s
e
r
f
o
r
Luden's
cough
products.
Mr. Marshall who had been
with
Mathes since 1933 becomes a vicepresident at I&E. Both will service
accounts. A third Mathes executive, Charles
S. O'Donnell
vicepresident
in charge
of marketing,
who left the agency in January, will
shortly open a public relations firm
inAmerican
New York,
specializing in Latin
accounts.
Following the resignations by
Messrs. Hodgson and Marshall,
Mathes announced the election of
Hurley G. Hust, account executive,
to the vice-presidency; and two
new account executives — J. Edson
Poler, and Clay W. Stephenson Jr.
Mr. Stephenson was at one time advertising director of Duncan CofHouston,
Steelefee Co.,Adv.,
in thatandcity.president
Mr. Polerof
was advertising
and
sales
promotion head of Esquire Publishing
Co., and recently held a similar post
at Samter Bros., Scranton, Pa.
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Its <^rfai in a Vbrar/ido!
THE POINT we're making here is — variety, combined
with quality. A mighty important consideration in
the
life sheet.
of a program director . . . and a station's
balance
For the number of listeners and clients you'll attract
is in pretty direct ratio to how well you vary your
shows, and stilt keep them appealing.
That's where associated is your best bet!
From hillbilly to grand opera, from jive to popular

concert, from sacred music to modern dance . . .
ASSOCIATED brings you all this and showmanship, too.
Not just a few peaks and a lot of fillers, but topnotch
entertainment value throughout.
The word is getting around fast: associated offers
most hours of the best radio music! An endless stream
of big-time, big-name, big-audience music . . . designed
for maximum use, variety and sales power!
Get the facts without obligation. Write today for
the associated library booklet!

Assoelski Plrocfram Service
25 West 45th Street, New York 19, N. Y,
MOST Hours of the Best RADIO Music . . . Represented by Loren Watson, 400 Madison Ave,, N. Y. C.

Delivered, via Radio
EVERY DAY, almost every hour of this war,
history is made. Precedents topple like duckpins. Even at that swift pace, radio is adding
to its laurels.
Last Monday, as a whole world listened, Gen.
Douglas MacArthur delivered to President
Osmena the liberated capital of the Philippines. Itwas a stirring event. After three years
of Japanese occupation Manila was free and
MacArthur had fulfilled his promise.
All American networks, in a pooled broadcast, carried the epoch-making ceremony. OWI
relayed it over American shortwave stations
and CIAA facilities carried it to the LatinAmerican nations.
Lt. Col. Abe Schechter, radio officer on MacArthur's staff, ai'ranged the broadcast, just as
he had aligned hundreds of international pickups while director of news and special events
at NBC. Acting for the combined networks was
Art Feldman, youthful Blue war reporter, who
had beenat NBC.
at Abe Schechter's elbow during those
years
That broadcast is a harbinger of the job
ahead for radio in the mopping-up phases of
the war — and the writing of the peace. As nations are liberated, the world will eavesdrop.
And when the map of the world is redrawn,
radio will be there.
After the peace is written, it will become
free radio's big function to help maintain the
peace by keeping the world informed, and by
overtaking the lies or half-truths of upstart
aggressors.
Stop, Look — They Listen
THINGS ARE happening at a giddy pace over
radio commercials. They may be getting out of
hand. There's a lot of yipping about things
that aren't germane.
Let's get the record straight. Some months
ago WJR Detroit announced it would ban middle commercials in news programs. Even before that, the networks, goaded by their affiliates, had agreed to eliminate such ill-contrived
devices as cow-catcher and hitch-hiker announcements (but they
haven't and
to date).
WW J
Detroit later threw
out singing
transcribed
spots. Then the Post-Dispatch in St. Louis
loosed a haymaker against middle-commercials
and objectionable sponsors of news programs.
Behind the powerful editorial prodding of that
newspaper the crusade has snow-balled.
All these efforts in the interest of better radio are fine.
But let's not go overboard. Some folk, in
getting aboard the bandwagon, are overdoing
it. One newspaper chain, itself in radio ownership, objects to radio saying "brought to you
by" in its news broadcasts. That's getting to
the below-the-belt region. Certainly no one
properly
can claim
doesn'tassociations
label news andas
to its source.
Even radio
the press
major newspapers now credit the networks for
war news gathered by radio correspondents —
top-flight newsmen in their own right. Stations credit their press associations (which
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they pay handsomely) with appropriate "bylines", not only because it's a good practice,
but because it has prestige value.
The fact is that American radio is the best
and the most progressive in the world. Radio
advertising and copy techniques are better today than they were five years or five months
ago.Measure
They'll newspapers
be better fiveandmonths
from now.
magazines
by the
same standards and you'll get results by-andlarge, that are no better, if as good. There are
many accounts on the best of the printed pages
that can't get on the air. Mutual, newest of
the networks, has just turned down a milliondollar contract from a national proprietary
account. The money probably will be spent in
newspapers and magazines.
Let's improve radio service. But let's do it
on the basis that the great job now being done
can be done a little better. Let's not be stamzealots who don't know or don't care
where pededto by stop.
Write-of-Way
LELAND STOWE, the distinguished war observer, reports that a script he prepared for
broadcast and submitted to the Army Review
Branch in accordance with his commitments
as an accredited correspondent was held up
five days before release.
This in itself is lamentable, but possibly
can be understood if one concedes that a military reviewer's task is a difficult one in the
face of that inexorable "chain of command."
But Mr. Stowe states also that during the
period he was awaiting action on his piece,
he was visited by a British army officer who
asked him not to use the material.
The script
was Mr.an Stowe's
on theon
Greek
civil strife,
accountcomment
predicated
his personal observations in the beleaguered
land. It did not deal gently with the British
position in the matter.
It is apparent from this circumstantial evidence that our respected Ally was intent upon
a project of political censorship. The practice
does not become Great Britain or any other
nation which is in this war to unshackle the
peoples of the world. This is not an isolated
instance, nor does the cloak hang only on the
shoulders of Great Britain. American officers
heretofore have taken liberties in the name
of military security.
Censorship, as we see it, is a two-edged
weapon of war. It can supply information to
assist our armed forces in prosecuting our
cause; it can delete material which harms
that effort by aiding the enemy. This is the
line which has been followed by Byron Price,
Director of Censorship, and it is granted generally that his administration of the difficult
task has been an intelligent and informed one.
This policy merits study because the precedents established now may have far-reaching
and serious effects on the availability of news
at the peace conference. It must be, most agree,
an open conference, with free discussion of the
issues. The purpose of censorship in wartime
is a noble one. It saves lives. It saves materials.
But intolerable and misdirected censorship
cannot save the world. Let's look now, as there
is ample evidence that our leaders are looking,
toward the time when the victors will foregather in an attempt to chart a better world.
Let's look and remember that a lasting peace
cannot be written with a censor's blue pencil.

CLYDE MORTON JOICE

but
Morton
Clyde ng
experience
no radio
work Joice
in ,advertisi
years
WITH
of 1940 left the agency
in the20beginning
he was connected with to form Goodkind, Joice & Morgan. He immediately became
and by
immersed in the firm'syearradiothe activities
agency received
the end of the same
an award from the Chicago Federated Advertising Club for producing the best local program in Chicago.
Today, Clyde supervises the creative radio
efforts of the agency originated in 1938 by Lew
Goodkind who had previously handled radio for
Lord & Thomas for nearly a decade. Clyde
had left Mitchell-Faust after 20 years to go
into business for himself. Raymond R. Morgan,
operating his own company in Hollywood,
completed the new triumverate, managing its
operations on the coast.
Born in Wells, Minn., Dec. 23, 1889, Clyde
was graduated from Hyde Park high school in
Chicago and then spent a year and a half handling inquiries for a correspondence school. His
earnings enabled him to enroll at the U. of
Chicago where among his fellow-students were
Paul Hoffman of Studebaker, Ralph Rosenhage. thal of Arthur Meyerhoff and Hilmar BaukAfter graduation from the University, Clyde
entered law school but before finishing the socalled "Wilson depression" forced him to return
to work. He entered merchandising — and
stayed, first selling typewriters and then, in the
springment ofof The1915,Fair,joining
the department
advertising store.
departChicago
Within a few months he was producing the
greaterrect mailpartadvertising.
of the store's
diSomenewspaper
two yearsandlater,
he was made advertising manager, responsible for an annual budget of close to $500,000.
Clyde entered the Mitchell-Faust Adv. Agency in 1920, soon becoming associate copy chief.
In 1927, he was made copy chief, supervising
such accounts as Armour & Co., General Mo1933. torsBrush.
Truck, Ward
Baking
and Dr. West'sin
Tooth
He was
namedCo. vice-president
As president of Goodkind, Joice & Morgan,
Clyde supervises
an assortment
of accounts
cluding Planters Peanuts,
Goldenrod
Ice Cream,inHooker Glass & Paint, Iowa Soap Co. and Jewel
Tea Co.
after its
first
yearThehasagency's
acted assuccess
a spur inon radio
its activities.
Each of the partners has gone after business,
travelling nearly 50,000 miles in a year, visiting
radioingstations,
working with
radio expenditures
pay. sales crews, makClyde is the father of two children. His son,
Lt. John Alden
Joice, onis with
{Continued
page the Army Air
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Two'down
in front ".. . for History!
formed byprofessional actors ... the pages of the Record
NOVEMBER 19th, 1919—10:30 p.m. The Senate galleries
were jammed by tense crowds. Hundreds overflowed
spring to life.
into the corridors outside, unable to get into the Senate
No radio play can surpass, in vividness and meaning, these
Chamber,
dramatizations of the week's debates in Congress ... no
Four months of fiery debate on the League Covenant and
"documentary" program can perform a greater service for
Americans.
the Versailles "Treaty. Millions sat at home— wondering what
their representatives had to say.
"Halls of Congress" is available for sponsorship. AvailToday, the very same legislative body faces the very same
able to an advertiser who wants to be identified with a promomentous task. But today, in the Metropolitan area alone,
gram that already occupies a unique place in radio . . . and
hundreds of thousands of people have, in effect, front-row
in the minds of its listeners.
seats for the drama of democracy as it unfolds in the halls of
Congress.
Because, through stirring re-enactment each Sunday from
3:30 to 4:00 p.m., WMCA takes its listeners— for the first
time in radio— into those chambers where today's and towmca
morrow's history is created.
WMCA's "Halls of Comgress" is based directly upon
FIRST ON NEW YORK'S DIAL ... 570
the Congressional Record. With "chaff" removed by skillful
editing, with human interest supplied by a special reporter
REPRESENTED BY WEED AND COMPANT
sitting in on each session and with roles of legislators per-

NOTES

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
HaUfax, Nova Scotia, to tell
the time.
— •—
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions, MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
CHNS DOES— Try It.

W§7S
e IIEADLEY - REED CO.
/ 630 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS Full Time
BLUE NETWORK

EDGARNewKOBAK,
MBS Sunday
president,
leave
York last
for awasweekto
businessrives in Chicago
trip to Monday
the Midwest.
He arand
proceeds
from there to Omaha accompanied
by
ADOLPH HULT, Midwest sales manager
of Mutual,
and
DAN
ORTH,
MBS
salesbothMr.of Kotaak
WGN, will
Mutual's
Chicago
station.man,Adv.
address
the
Omaha
will be backClubIn Tuesday
Chicago evening.
WednesdayHe
through Friday, returning to New York
Saturday.
HUBBELL
ROBINSON Jr.,andvice-president
in charge
production
for
the Blueof programs
Network, left Feb.
25 for
a month
trip
to theen West
ping of in Chicago
route.Coast, stopARTHUR erations
WEILL,
opmanager of former
WHN Newdaytime
York, has
been appointed
comptroller.
He succeeds
JACQUES
VAN
STRATEN,
who
has been elected assistant treasurer of
MGM International
FilmsWHN
Corp.,owner.
subsidiary of Loews Inc.,
WAYNE nouncer
HUTCHINSON,
former
anwith
KSO
and
KRNT
Des
Moines,
operationsreplaces
manager.Mr. Weill as daytime
NAOMI FINE has Joined WMCA New
York as placing
sales promotion
manager,
reKLARMAN,
Who Miss
has
been goes
madeto HOWARD
account
executive.
Fine
WMCA from
CBS radio
sales,
onPreviously
promotion ofwasCBS-asowned working
stations.
sistant promotion
manager she
of CBS New
York afaiiate,
WABC.
B.fromMARSCHNER
has
been
MBS
sales departmenttransferred
to take
charge
of personnel,
HARDING,
resigned. replacing GLADYS
HERBERT E.director
TAYLOR
as-B.
of salesN.Jr.,ofJ.,former
Allenbeen
DuMont sistant
Labs., Passaic,
has
appointed
ment sales.director of transmitter equipRICHARD
assistant
the F.lateFROHLICH,
ROBERT offormer
L.ASCAP,
MURRAY,
public torelations
director
has
been placed
in charge
the department. VIRGINIA
SHEA hasof been
named
editor of ASCAP's radio program service.
HARRYginiaA.newspaper
COOPER, former
Virand moreWest
ly with the sales man
department
of recentWBLK
Clarksburg,mercialW.staffVa.,
has
joined
the
comof WMMN Fairmont,
W. Va.
DAN SHERIDAN
hasVancouver,
been namedreplacing
manager
of
CKMO
ROY merWRIGHT.
Mr.
Sheridan
is
a
forstations. sportscaster on U. S. West Coast
SPENCE CALDWELL,
CJBC
Toronto,
has resignedmanager
effectiveof March
15 to tionbecome
director
of the Radio
transcripdivision
of
All-Canada
Facilities with headquarters
Toronto.
Before
CJBC he Hiswasat new
manager
of CKWXJoining
Vancouver.
post
returns
him to the with
Taylor-Pearson
Carsonbeenorganization
whichpriorhehad
connected for 15 years
to Joining CJBC.
JEAN ELDRIDGE of the Chlcaeo office of
Broadcasting
and FRED
KLEIN,- Sample,
timebuyer
- Fitzgerald
Chicago,athaveDancer
announce^
their engagement.
GERALD KatzN.Agency
IRWIN,andformerly
with JoNewell-Emmett.
New sephYork,
the sales departmenthas
of WSGNjoinedBirmingham.
ROBERT MENAUGH, superintendent
of thegres ,House
gallery officer
of Con-of
leave radio
as executive
the
War onIntelligence
Division,
Bureau
ofbeenPublic
Relations,
War
Dept.,
has
promoted from captain to major.
Our Respects to
(Continued from page i2)
Corps flying the Hump in India,
and his daughter Priscilla is a
sophomore at his old Alma Mater.
Clyde'sminghobbies
are golf
and swimand he takes
an active
part
in church and civic affairs in Evanston, where he resides.
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COMDR. YODER BACK
AS KOA MANAGER
LT. COMDR. Lloyd E. Yoder has
resumed his post as general manager of NBC's Denver station KOA,
Frank E. Mullen, NBCident vice-presand general
manager
ann o u n c e d last
week. Mr. Yoder,
who took up his
former duties at
KOA last Thursday, over
relinquished
the
two
and post
a half
years
ago totive assume
acservice in the
Comdr.James
Yoder R. MacPherson,
U. S. naval who
reserve.
has been in charge of management
in the interim,
has inbeen
named assistant manager,
charge
commercial
activities.
Robertof all
H.
Owen continues as assistant manager in charge of engineering.
Welcoming Mr. Yoder back to
the
company,
Mr. Mullen
said, "It
will
a great
pleasure
when behostilities
cease
that weindeed
are
able to bring back into the service
of the company so many men and
women now in the armed forces."
Tech,
andA agraduate
member ofof itsCarnegie
football team,
Mr. Yoder served successively as
radio editor of a Pittsburgh newspaper;
of WCAE Pittsburgh; NBCannouncer
staff announcer;
chief
of NBC's West Coast press department,
becoming
KOA
general
manager in October 1939.
William J. Cord
WILLIAM
son of Los
Errett L. Cord,J. CORD,
owner of28, KFAC
Angeles
and former
manufacturer,
died lastautomobile
Monday
after an house
accidental
fall fromsaid
a pentbalcony. Police
the
young
man
called
to
friends,
"see
how
am,"balcony
attempted
hand strong
stand onI the
railinga
and fell 28 feet to the marble
floor.
SGT. RICHARD B. WESTERGAARD, on
leave
as vice-president
of Scripps-Howard Radio
Inc. and general
manager of
WNOX
Knoxville,
in Prance,"
attachedis tonowan "somewhere
engineering
combat
battalion.

You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches
•
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polisli speaking
e

persons
persons
persons
persons

KEITH
KIGGINS,station
Blue relations.
vice-president
in charge
New
York,
is in ofSEARLE,
Hollywood western
for conferences
with
DON
division
general manager of that network.
STRENGTHEN your present
ARTHUR
H. CROGHAN,
vice-president
and
sales
manager
of
WJBK
Detroit,
has
New York schedules with
resigned
the station,stockholder.
retaining hisHe
interest from
as minority
plans toriving spend
a
month
in
Mexico,
arWBNX. Our program deof May. in Los Angeles around the first
DON ernNORMAN,
manager
of
NBC
westpartment will assist you in
division
fer ed to NewspotYork.sales, has been transJAMES
A.
KENNEDY,
general
attorney
the translation of your copy.,
ofaffiliate
All America
Cables andTelephone
Radio Inc..&
of Corp.,
International
Telegraph
has
been
elected
a
vice-president.
Kennedyserving
was with
the
FCC from Mr.1934-1941,
the
last
counsel.four years as assistant general
MAJ.
EDNEY
RIDGE,
general
manager
and
of WBIG commander
Greensboro, N. theC,
has owner
been
named
Carolina
division of theof Sons
ofNorth
Confederate
Veterans.
HENRY
P. JOHNSTON,
and general
of vice-president
WSGN toBirmingham,
hasmanager
been ofreelected
the& SOOO WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW YORK
board
of
directors
the Planters
Merchants
Bank
of
Unlontown,
Ala.class
Mr.
Johnston
also
has
been
appointed
agent
1929 classVa.of Washington
& Lee forU., theLexington,
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iride of the
West — truly descriptive of
KHQ.
Its 828-foot
tower,its
a landmark
in this area;
ideal wave length ; its powerful signal; its high Listener
Rating; its complete coverage; its one-medium cost;
all
these
it a "must"
in every make
well-planned
sales
campaign.

A ride of the
West. Solid timbers up to
136 feet long for Navy boat
keels help speed the eclipse
of the Rising Sun. After the
war, thin boards from the
v/orld's
largest
White Pine
will stand
be gluedof
into giant beams to extend
prosperity
war era. into the postrHE

ONLY

SINGLE

MEDIUM

COMPLETELY

COVERING

THE

INLAND

EMPIRE

Owned and Operated by
LOUIS

WASMER,Ineorporated
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.

National Representatives; EDWARD
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NORTHERN FLORIDA'S
BEST RADIO "BUY"
• Send for Details •

Today and
Tomorrow
In war or peace, business booms
in Winston-Salem. Great indu'stries,
thriving agriculture, INCOME! Give
your product a chance by using a
station that's famous for its saleability!
WAIR
Winston-Safem, North Carolina
Representative: The Walker Company

:7yo >rc.-/oooo >HK^x«s
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Reinsch Is Named NAB
Large Station Director
J. LEONARD
manag-E.
ing director of REINSCH,
the Gov. James
Cox radio stations — WSB Atlanta,
WHIO Dayton, andlast
WIODweek
Miamiwas
elected
directorat-large
of
the
NAB for large
stations. He will
complete the unexpired po term
rttion of the
of Hugh Feltis,
who resigned following hispreselecMr. Reinsch
tion to the
i
d
e
n
c
y
o
f
Broadary. cast Measurement Bureau in JanuA veteran of 20 years in radio
at 36, reMr.
was radio
ctor of theReinsch
Democratic
NationaldiCommitteeidentialduring
the
last
Prescampaign. He has served
on the NAB legislative committee.
Mr. Reinsch was named large
stationcausedirector
by thewithboard,
of his identity
WSB, be-a
50,000
w
clear
channel
station.
He
makes his home in Atlanta.
Mahoney to Chicago
JAMES MAHONEY last week
became head of Mutual's new stationcago,relations
department
Chiestablished
in keepingin with
the network's
policysionofand service
expanto alRliates. Mr.
Mahoney has
been
t e r e d headquarin New
York as manager
of the western division
relations.station
Plans for
the
Chicago
office
were announced Mr. Mahoney
last month by Adolph N. Hult,
western sales manager [BroadFeb. 5].N. Mr.
Mahoney's
offices are casting,
at 441
Michigan
Ave.
Carl
Haverlin
is
vice-president
in
charge of station relations.
Roemer Appointed
H. C. ROEMER,
ident in charge former
of thevice-presFederal
Telephone & Radio Corp., has been
appointed
executive
vice-president
of the company,
an IT&T
affiliate.
T. M. Douglas has been placed in
charge of operations in the radio,
telephone and general manufacturing divisions.
E. N.direction
Wendell, ofvicepresident,
assumes
the
radio division while R. E. Smith,
vice-president, continues to head
the telephone division. Directing
the
manufacturing division
is C.general
E. Freid.
Hays OPA Consultant
HERMAN S. HAYS, manager of
field service engineering, Philco
Radio & Television Corp., Philaa, has been
appointed
consultdaenltpthoithe
Service
Trades a Price
Branch of OPA. Mr. Hays will
advise
OPA's relating
national tooffice
on matters
radiochiefly
and
household appliance repairs.
LISTENING
receive foreignby
l)roadeiists haspostbeento constructed
the engineering department of KRNT
Des Moines.
programs,
lyzing foreignSpecial
broadcasts,
are toana-be
presented.

N
CAROL
Who
hasDbeen& InRubicam,
charge
HI
Eradio
BIRWIN,
ofNew
daytime
for Young
York, has
theiBlue
Network
E
K
I
as a member
of joined
theItalent
and
program
Sprogram departdevelopment
division,
ment. cerned
Miss Irwin
primarily
will
be
conproblems at with
the daytime
Blue. programming
ROY
PORTER,
NBC
war
correspondent,
has recovered from the effects of a
tropicalering disease
contracted
while covthe China-BurmaIndia area,for mNBC
isinexpected
to leave
eand
ntarily for the
European
area. moMr.
Porter
returned
to
this
country
five
months ago from Chungking.
W.the W.BlueBLAIR,
night
traffic
manager
Networkof United
central Broadcasting
division andof
chief engineer
Recording
Chicago,
has proresigned andbothStudios,
positions
to manager
become
gram
production
WHGB
Pa. Replacing
himof
asis CLARENCE
nightHarrisburg,
trafficHEIDER,
manager
of
the
Blue
NBC Chicago
studio engineer.
DAN
CAVITT,
formerly
announcer
WTMJ Milwaukee, has joined WCFLat
Chicago.
HARRYteur CHRISTIAN,
formerly
in amatheatrical
has Joined
announcing
staffwork,
of WCFL
Chicago.the
ALEX
DREIER,
NBC
commentator,
is
the father of a girl.
JACK
STODELLE, andformerly
San Bernardino
releasedwithfromKFXMthe
Marines,
has joined NADA
KOY Phoenix
announcer-operator.
MATANO-theas
VICH, continuity
new to radio,
has joined
KOY
department.
HUNTER
L. SCOTT,
former
advertis-for
ing and sales
promotion
manager
Sun-Maid
Raisin
Growers,
Fresno,of Cal.,
has
been
appointed
manager
the
newsKPOand San
specialFrancisco,
events department
of
CHARLES COONEY,
resigned.succeeding
RICHARD
OLDS ofstaffCleveland
the
announcing
of WMANhas joined
Mansfield, O.
WILLIAM E. CLOSE Jr., formerly with
WCOLber of the
Columbus, O., Isstaff
nowof a WWVA
memWheeling, W.announcing
Va.
JACK
WILSON
has
been
added
CFRN Edmonton as staff announcerto
after
the RCNVR.
Heit was
wasserving
aboard 41/2theyears
HMCSin Ottawa
when
injury. torpedoed. He suffered a leg
JAMES acuse
J. McNEAR,
formerbeenWFBLcommisSyrhas
sioned anannouncer,
ensign
in training.
the Navy Heafteris
completing
his
V-12
stationed
Coronada, atCal.the Landing Craft School,
ELINORWashington,
LEE, women's
WTOP
has beendirector
reelectedof
for a second
as radio
represen-of
tative to the term
standing
committee
Mrs.
Pressof Conference
TOM Roosevelt's
ALBRECHT
Milwaukee Assn.
is a
new
member
of the
of V7TMC
Ocala,
Fla. announcing staff
LT.
JOHN
GAULT,
formerproducer
Washington
and
Kansas
City radio
now
assigned
to Armed
Forces
Radio
Service,
Hollywood,
on
Feb.
25 married
Virginia Drake of San Francisco.

Heads Service Programs
MRS. HARRIET PRESSLY is new
director of public service programs
atWPTF
Manager She
Richard
H. Mason Raleigh,
has announced.
will
maintain and strengthen station
relations with public service groups
including all branches of the Armed
Forces. Mrs. Pressly is a graduate
of Goucher College; Baltimore, and
came to Raleigh in 1919 as faculty
member of the science department
ofI'iedPeace
College. She
marDr. Junior
W. C. Pressly,
president
of Peace, in 1921. She is the mother
of five children, made her radio
debut in 1939 doing a 15-minute
women's
and She
children's
broadcast
once a week.
now writes
and
produces We the Women.
ROBERT T. PRICE, writer on NBC Bob
Hope Show, is the father of a girl.
FORDYCEecutive W.
assistantRadio
exofficer ofCOWING,
Armed been
Forces
Service,
to captain.Hollywood,
Prior to has
his entry promoted
into the
Army,
CowingN. was
WHEC Capt.
Rochester,
Y. announcer of
ROBERT
B.
MacDOUGALL,
president byof
Region
of the
Assn.WAAT
for Education
Radio, 1has
joined
NewarkNowas
director
of educational
activities.
radio lecturer at Newark State Teachers'
College,
Mr.
MacDougall
Is
first ofvice-N.
president
of theadditions
Radio are
Council
J.MAN,Othernew staff
ED ofCOSSto
radio,
as
director
war
activities;
ED LAUX,
night
news
editor. and
Mr. Laux
recently asreturned
from service
with attheWAAT.
Army, was formerly announcer
DAVE
MOORE,
formerly
on the editorial
staff
of
Billboard,
on
March
becomes
publicity
KMOX 5St.
Louis.
On Jan. 27director
Mr. Mooreof married
SHIRLEY
McKINNEY,
formerlyof theof Blue,
the guest
lations department
Chicago.reBOBETTE
Mutual trafficRYAN
managerhas ofbeenWIPnamed
Philadelphia. Succeeding
her isas ALICE
programHYAM,
concoordinator
shortwavetinuity
monitor.
JOAN KESSLER
the program
department of WFIL ofPhiladelphia
on Feb.
24Howard
was married
Coast Guard
Holler into Hatboro,
N. J.SP .2/c
JACK GULLER, formerly at WBTM
Danville,bury, Md.Va.as announcer.
has joined WBOC SalisOTT ROUSH
of Jackson, asTenn.,
has
replaced
JACK
director of WSIXWOLEVER
Nashville andprogram
JACK
ORTON has joined the WSIX announcBILLinglem,staff.
TALBOT,
SaIs nowformerly
morningof KSLM
newscaster
on KOILOre.,Omaha.
GENE troit,THOMAS,
formerly
of WJR Dehas joined
the announcing
of WWDC
Washington,
D. C. staff
LT.
BOARDMAN
ArmedCOL.ForcesTRUERadio E.Service,
Hollywood,of
has returnedstal ations infrom
survey
ofPrance
AFRS and
inGreat
Britain,
Italy and
will soon
resumeinformation.
duties as
officer
In charge
of troop

fo

YIHN
it'—s 1050
DIAL
50,000 WATTS
KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO
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Here's
Power
That
A GREATER
INDUSTRIAL

is Making
KNOXVILLEI

This is but one of the many TVA dams and electric plants
at Knoxville's "back door" that is furnishing industrial Knoxville
with power— POWER THAT IS MAKING KNOXVILLE ONE OF
AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING INDUSTRIAL MARKETS. Knoxville has set nation-wide records in sales increases during the
past few months. It is also a great distribution center for East
Tennessee. The population of greater Knoxville is now over
201,000 people. Let WBIR supply you with up-to-the-minute
data on this important market.
• KNOXVILLE IS THE HOME OF TVA •

WBIR
covers more
than 75%
of the populous,
concentrated
Knoxville Market
. . . most efficiently!
Ask a John E. Pearson
man about us.

Blue

WBIR
A NUNN STATION
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
JOHN P. HART, MGR.

Network

onlne'ffou/i'

FEmnt

OF

WHKC
COLUMBUS
Goes Full Time Day £r N/ght
★
Double Power
News Every Hour On the Hour
New Wove Lensth — 610 KC.
Central Ohio's Only Mutual Station
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
5th Ave. Ave.,
New York
City III.
333 521N. Michigan
Chicago,

years of
profitable
peach fuzz
Each year over 2 million bushels...
10% of all the peaches produced in
the whole South. . .picked in Spartanburg County alone!
SPARTANBURG,
WSPA SOUTH CAROLINA
Hom» of Comp Crof
5000 watts Doy, 1000 watts Night
950 kilocycles. Rep. b/ HolNngber/
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MRS. DOROTHY
HELM,
WDLP
Panama City,
Pla., formerly
has joinedof
the continuity
of WSGN Birmingham, Ala. DAVIDstaffGOODMAN,
formerly
of KFEL nouncer.
Denver, is a new WSGN
anon the WSGNJACK SHACKLETT,
sales staff, hasformerly
been
named program-production manager.
LARRY KEITH, announcer at WSGN
Birmingham,
Mary Elizabeth Browder have beenandmarried.
RICHARDductionHUBBELL,
broadcasting
promanager of Crosley
Corp., Cincin ati, is author
of a and
new Production"
book "Television:
Programming
which will be published this spring by
Murraysion of Farrar
HUl Books
Inc., technical
divi& Rhinehart,
New York.
He also wrote "4000 Years of TeleviDOUGLAS
W. OLIVER,
formerly
WLAW
Lawrence,
joined with
the
sion."
announcing
staff ofMass.,
WJHPhasJacksonville.
Fla.
RAY HERBERT GUNCKEL Jr., recently
promoted
from announcer-news
editor
to production
sonvil e, Fla.,manager
onJones.
Marchof 3WJHP
was Jackmarried to Blanche
SCOTTtroit,DAVIS,
formerly
of
WXYZ
Deand PAULShreveport,
CRAWFORD,La., previously of KWKH
are
newof
mernbers
of
the
announcing
staff
KNOE
Monroe,
La. JUDITH
LAWTON,
formerly
of WDSU
and WNOE
New
Orleans, has
been appointed
program
director.
HARLEY
with WMRN
Marion, Toledo
O.,WEST,
is announcing
a formerly
new addition
WSPD
staff. to the
TONY
PARRISH,
formerly
with
WTAB
Norfolk,
has
joined
WTOP
Washington
as announcer.
JOHANNES
STEEL,has commentator
on
WHN
New editor
York,
been and
appointed
associate
of Bead
Facts
magazines.
JANE
DUNBAR, former
scriptwriter
WICA Ashtabula,
O, during
her summerat
vacations,
joined
O. as musichasdirector.
_^WMRN^ Marion.
MAXINE
television
consultant
andMutual,
conductor
From the
Me
to You onKEITH,~radio
hasandofjoined
American
Women's
Voluntary
Services
asment.head of the national radio departGORDON HEATH,New announcer,
heard andon
several
York with
programs
who has WMCA
been associated
WLIB and
WNYC NewnouncingYork,
has joined the anstaf of WMCA.
BILL
CORUM,
who
has Gillette
been handling
the
color
work
on
the
Safety
Corp. hasFriday
night
boxing
bouts
onRazor
Mutual,
been
replaced
bya STEVE
ELLIS,
who
in
addition
to
sports
and record program on WMCA New
York covers
WNBT, NBC
television station.fights
DON onDUNPHY
continues
toGillette
handlefights.
play-by-play coverage of the
PAT BRENNAN and ALICE FELLER
have
the promotion-publicity
ofjoined
WOL
assistants
tostaffTOMpublicity.
MEANS,Washington
director ofas promotion
and
ROSALIE
GRAINER
has
been
named
head
of KFI department.
Los Angeles commercial
transcription
VIOLET
of the KNX
HollywoodHELGREN,
script head
department,
and
James
of LosFeb.Angeles
married O'Keefe
In Las Vegas
19. were
LEON BLUM, former assistant director
of serious
music at CBS, onis now
ing as producer-director
A.serv-L.
Sachar,
Blalne-Thompson
Co.Dr.package
program
presented
for
several
sponsors on WOR New York.
BOB
KELLEY,
sports
editor of andWGARasCleveland,
been inducted
signed to thehas Navy.
BALDWINeditor,
SULLIVAN,
NBCnamed
Hollywood
has beenwestern
head
ofphoto
the new network
division
photographic department.
KALE Names Osborne
CLAY OSBORNE, formerly chief
of the Japanese section, overseas
division of OWI, has been named
program director of KALE PortPrior to his
tionland,Mr.Ore. Osborne
was OWI
withaffiliaKFI
Los Angeles as production manager
and later became West Coast manwood. ager of Russel M. Seeds Co., HollySTERLING ADV., New York, has
been appointed to handle WHDH Bosccutive.ton. I{)mmiinuel Levine is account ex-

WTMV PURCHASED
BY JOHISS FAMILY
PURCHASE of WTMV East St.
Louis,
the Johnsfor family
St.
Paul111.,andby Chicago
$105*000,of
from C'arlin S. French, owner and
general
last week,manager,
subject towas
FCC announced
approval.
The station operates on 1490 kc
with 250 w and provides service in
the St. Louis market.
Under
the agreement,
Mrs. 60%;
Penrose H. Johns
would acquire
Myles
H.
Johns
20%;
Lt.
William
F. Johns Jr. 10%. Myles Johns
would be executive director and
Michael Henry, formerly assistant
manager
of WTMV,
station manager.
St. Louiswould
is thebehome
town of Mrs. Penrose Johns.
The transaction covers the pending 10 kw asFMallapplication
of WTMV
as well
other assets.
Myles
Johns controls WOSH Oshkosh.
holding
55%
interest
and
William
F. and William F. Jr. are identified
with the ownership. William F.
Johns
is vice-president
WTCN Sr.
St. Paul
and is presidentof
of the Ridder-Johns Co., Chicago
newspaper
F. Jr. is inrepresentatives.
the Army AirWilliam
Corps.

HERE IS the famed "Voice of
Pvt. CliflFord
Clarke,
ofSavannah",
the American
Forces M.Network,
reputedly nouncethe
most
decorated
anr in the European Theatre
[Broadcasting,
Feb. 26].announcer
The former WSAV Savannah
has been awarded the Silver Star,
the
Star,LeafandCluster.
the Purple Butler Acquires Control
HeartBronze
with Oak
Of KTUC Tucson, Ariz.
ACQUISITION of control of
V-D Program Survey
KTUC Tucson, Ariz., by Burridge
D.
Butler, president and director,
INDICATING an enlightened stand
purchase forof 23$2,300,
shareswasof
on formerly taboo health problems, through
treasury
approximately 40 stations when granted bystock
the
FCC
last
week to
queried
by the
Domestica proRa- Tucson Broadcasting Co., licensee.
dio Bureau
aboutOWIcarrying
of WLSof KOY
Chigram on venereal diseases with very Mr. Butler,
cago and alsopresident
major owner
few exceptions agreed they would Phoenix,
owns 138 shares
if the program were in good taste (49.8%) already
presenting
well-known
and
Consent ofalsothewasKTUC
grantedstock.
by the
not
in dramatized
form. experts
The query
Commission
to
voluntary
assignwas alla reaction.
samplingAt tothegauge
the
overment of license of KPDN Pampa,
request of the Tex. from
R. C. Holies, sole owner,
Public Health Service a 15-minute
children, Harry, Jane
disc has been prepared using one toand hisC. three
H.
Hoiles,
doing business as
authority each from the Army, Radio Station KPDN,
an equal
Navy and Public Health Service.
Monetary
consideraIt will be distributed to a large list partnership.
tion
was
$1.
Mr.
Hoiles
stated
of stations throughout the country. he no longer was able to care that
for
the station.
At the same action the FCC
Kaplan Now Major
granted assignment of license of
PROMOTION of Ben Z. Kaplan to KQV Pittsburgh from KQV Broadcasting Co. to Allegheny Broadcastthe rank of major has been aning Corp.,Noowner
stock of
nounced by Mediterranean Allied
moneyof wasall composed
involved.
Air Forces headquarters. Chief of assignor.
Allegheny Broadcasting,
the hometown section of MAAF of
a group
Pittsburgh
prepublic relations, Maj. Kaplan, 26,
viously had from
purchased
the station
was formerly on WOAI San An- from Hugh
J.
Brennen
[Broadcasting,
Aug.
21,
1944].
tonio as a news reporter.

o
IN ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
AFFILIATED WITH THE
V CHECK WITH HEADLEY-REED
BROADCASTING
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BEiT
AUDIENCE
EAST
WHN— New York
50,000 Watts
SIDNEY WALTON, COMMENTATOR
10:45—11:00
Mon.
thru Fri.P.M.
Sincei-e!
Factual ! Experienced
! 14 yearj
in radio!
ing in thisCangreatdeliver
market.his loyal followComplete $650.00 per week.
WNBH—
250 Watts— New
Bine Bedford, Mass.
LOCAL NEWS
8:30 A.M., 12:45 P.M.
6:15 P.M., 10:30 P.M.
Fifteen years of telling the local folks
what happens locally. Participation —
$4.00 day time — ZS.OO evening.
WATR— Waterbury
1,000 Watts— Blue
SHOPPERS GUIDE
8:15—9:00
A.M.
Mon. thra Sat.
Helen
for eightMorris
years. has been doing this one
Participation— $37.80 per Wk.
WJEJ—
Md.
250 Watts—Hagerstown,
Mutual
SADDLE PALS
11:15-11:45
A.M.— 2:15-2:30 P.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
That andold sells
time merchandise.
ij^sic show that gets
mail
Participation —
3 per week— $15.98. 6 per week— $30.24.
WRAW—
Pa.
2B0 Watts— Reading,
NBC
irS IN THE BAG
(Meaning the grocery bag)
10:00—11:00
Mon. thru Fri.A.M.
Yessir
1 thisstores.
one rings cash registers
in grocery
Participation — $25.00 per Wk.
WJAS—
5,000 WattsPittsburgh
LEE KELTON'S ORCHESTRA
5:30—6:00
P.M.
Mon. thru Fri.
A half-hour of appetizing, easy-to-listen
toorchestras.
music by one of Pittsburgh's leading
Participation- —
One minute — $22.50 base rate.

TESTED

BUYi
FOR

WNAB— Bridgeport
250
l.',oO Watts—
CLVB Blue
7:00^-8:00 A.M.
Mon. thru Sat. .
Bridgeport's
best bet— $32.40
for bi-oakfast.
Daily
participation
per week.
WNHC—
New
Haven
250 Watts
ALARM KLOK KLUB
7:00-8:00
Mon. thru A.M.
Sat.
An hour of breakfast music on New
Haven's newest station.
Daily participation— $20.00 Wk.
WOCB— Cape Cod, Mass.
250 Watts— Blue
WORLD NEWS
7:30
A.M., 11:00
12:30 P.M..
6:00
Mon. P.M.,
thru Sat. P.M.
Hot from the four corners of the
earth by Associated Press Wire.
Spot participation — $18.00 Wk.
WJTN— Jamestown, N. Y.
250 Watts— Blue
MEMORY MATINEE
3:30—3:55
Mon. thru P.M.
Sat.
An ideal time for those old familiar
melodies.
Participation — $25.50 Wk.
WEST
KBUR— Burlington, la.
250 Watts— Blue
THE BURLINGTON BUGGY RIDE
11:00—11:30
Mon.
thru Sat.A.M.
It's homey, and the home folks love it.
Participation— $35.00 Wk.
WCLO—
Wise.
250 Watts-Janesville,
Mutual
THE HOMEMAKERS
9:05—9:30
A.M.
Mon.
thru Sat.
AUNT
EM
has been telling 'em how
to keep
they
love house
it. for fourteen years and
Participation — $27.00 Wk.
WDGY—
5,000
Watts Minneapolis-St. Paul
VILLAGE RAMBLERS
11:1.5—11:30
Mon. thru Fri.A.M.
Old
time music at its best, on the
leather-jacket
Northwest. station of the great
S i GO. 00 per week, complete.

REPRESENTED

BUSY
TIME BUYERS
KMYR—
PACIFIC COAST
250
Watts Denver
KFWB— Los Angeles
BEN BEZOFF
5,000 Watts
6:00
MAKE
BELIEVE BALLROOM
Mon. tothru6:15Fri.P.M.
11:00 A.M. to 2:30 P.M.
Denver's
most
popular
commentator.
Just
returned
from
a
tour
of
France
Lowest
cost
according toper listeneragencyin Los Angele,
and England.
audience study!
Complete at $200 per week.
$50.00 per % hi word spots— $12.00.
KJBS—
500
Watts San Francisco
WIL— St. Louis
ALARM KLOCK
250 Watts
6:30-8:00
A.M. KLUB
THE BREAKFAST CLUB
IVIon. thru Sat.
Surveys
prove
7:00—8:00 A.M.
in the Bay area.its the best dollar buy
Mon. thru Sat.
Spot participaticr — 90.50 base rate.
Twenty
years
of
audience
build
up
KFMB — San Diego
plus an easy-to-listen-to M.C. makes
250
Watts— MELODIES
Blue
this
one oroutstandi'ig.
Minutes
% hours at Card Rate.
MORNING
8:00—8:15 A.M.
Mon.
thru
Fri.
A.Participation—
good time toBase
eatehRate
the whole
$9.00. family.
WDSM— Duluth-Superior
250
Watts—
Blue
KTKC—
Fresno-Visalia
TWILIGHT TIME
5.000 Watts
Blue PROGRAM
ALL
STAR —P.M.DANCE
5:15—5:30 P.M.
2:45—3:30
Mon. thru Fri.
Mon. thru Fri.
Timely tunes for Twin Port tea time.
Everybody
likes a ofdance
tune. Here's—
forty-five
it. Participation
Spot Participation — Base Rate $4.00.
Card
Rates.minutes
KEVR—
Seattle
250 Watts
KBIZ— Ottumwa, la.
BREAKFAST
PLATTERS
7:00—8:00
250 Watts— Mutual
Mon. thru A.M.
Sat
FARM & HOME PROGRAM
If
they
want
music with theybreakfast
11:30-12:00 Noon
(and they do)— this
get it.
Mon. thru Sat.
Participations
$3.25is where
each.
A newsy farm prog.-m in the State
SOUTH
where the tail corn grows.
Daily participation — $19.20 Wk.
WHBQ— Memphis
250 Watts — Mutual
JITTERBUG
HALL
2 :00-2:30
P.M.
Mon.
thru
Fri.
KFUN—
Las
Vegas,
N.
M.
way.
250 Watts
Seven
years at— the
same
It'sit'slively
—highlight
it's musical
hot — down
intime.fact,Memphisthe
THE SPANISH HOUR
of theit's day
2:00-3:00
Mon.
thru P.M.—
Sat. 7:00-8:00 P.M.
Minute participation — $7.50 each, base.
WTAW— College Station, Texas
Two
favoritewhole
musichours of New Mexico's
1,000 Watts—
FARM
FAIR Blue
Daily participation— $16.20 Wk.
12:30
to 12:45
Mon. thru
Sat. P.M.
The
Texas
AggiesFarmers.
Station with farm
news
for
Texas
KFBC— Cheyenne, Wyo.
Spot Participation — Basj Rate $6.40
250 Watts — Blue
WTSP— St. Petersburg-Tampa
PIE & COFFEE TIME
1,000
2:30
to
2:45
P.M.
WOMENWatts—
IN Mutual
THE NEWS
Mon, thru Fri.
10:30 thru
to 10:45
Mon.
Sat, A.M.
A smart
emcee
and
the
customers
popular
Shy
.
Mostly news
about women, of especial
interest
to women.
irkling quartei
.00 per week complete.
Daily participation— $21.00 Wk.
BYRAMBEAU

YORK

HOLLYWOOD

WILLIAM
F. ADLER, formerly
in the
businessNational
development
department
Chase
Bank, New
York, hasof
joined
Albert
Frank-Guenther
Law,
New
York,
vice-president
the newas midtown
office inat charge
475 Fifthof
Ave.
JACK
LOUCKS
has
been ofpromoted
from
assistant
media
director
Federal
New
York,over
to a media
chief.from
He Warwick
cameAdv.,to
Federal
year
ago
& Legler, New York, where he had
charge meofrly of WLIB
media. NewLeonard
forYork Albert,
has joined
the agency as writer.
SIDNEY FIELD, former copy group head
of McCann-Erickson,
New & York,
previously with N. W. Geyer,
Ayer
Son, New
York, has
Newell
as anjoined
associate copyCornell
director.&
CLIFF advertising
LEWIS, assistant
the former
MGM
studio
managerto and
advertising
and
publicity
director
Paramount Pictures Co., has joinedof
Ruthrauff
Ryan,advertising
Hollywood.art FredeKopp, &former
directorrickinversal
charge
ofCo.,press
books
UniPictures
also
has beenfor added
to the staff.
SYDNEY
RUBIN, Newformer
Rubin & Lesser,
York,president
has joinedof
Emil
Moguland Co.,
New executive.
York, asAgency
vicepresident
account
has
been dissolved
andto accounts
and
personnel
transferred
Mogul,
with
Mr.
Rubinincluding
handlingVitrophane
all former Corp.,
R&L
clients,
Brooklyn,
radio advertiser.
Rubin
has spot
relinquished
hisHarrison
duties Mr.as&
radio
director
of
Lester
Assoc. of which R&L was a part. Mr.
Harrison will handle his agency's radio
activities.

ROBERT
BELLIN,
of RuthRyan
onandtheproducer
weeklyMcLean,
NBC
Jack
Gennyrauf &Show,
Mary
sec
retary
to
Nate
Tufts,
Hollywood
vicepresident
in Denver ofFeb.that23.agency, were married
DUFFYlicityMERRICK,
former radio Adv.,
pubdirectorhasof joined
Campbell-Ewald
New
York,New
David O.firm,Alberas
Assoc.,
York
publicity
account executive.
STANDARD
Adv. Agency,
Chicago, whichof
has been under
the management
George
president,Marchsince1 hasits
inceptionJ. inO'Leary,
1943, effective
changed Elizabeth
its name Beckman,
to O'Learyformerly
Adv.
Agency.
of Theis & Simpson
Co., newspaper
rep-as
r
e
s
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
,
h
a
s
joined
the
agency
media director.
STEWART-LOVICK
Ltd., atVancouver,
opened
a Toronto
ofRce
33 Scott has
St.
with
Thomas
dia director
ofE. Rackstraw,
James Fisherformer
Co., ra-as
manager.
Telephone
of
Toronto
office
is Elgin 4814.
NORA A.searchPITTS,
former
assistant reDancer,
Sample, Newdirector
York,of has
joinedFitzgerald,
Doherty,
Clifford search
& associate.
Shenfield, New York as a reBOB PENDERGAST,
for seven
years Inc.,
associated with Campbell
Mithun,
Chicagorectoand
Minneapolis,
as advertising
media dir
h
a
s
opened
his
own
agency, located in the First National
Bank dar Bldg.,
6331. St. Paul. Telephone is CeHUMPHREY
vicepresident
DanBOURNE,
B.Culbreth
Miner formerly
Co.,Sudler
Los Angeles, hasofjoined
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
in
a
similar
capacity.
Cliff
Munro,
for agency,
many years
associated
with
the
latter
has
been
made
a
vice-president.
FRANCES
KEITH,manager
former ofadvertising
and
promotion
Donnelly
Co., Kansas
City, has joined Abbott
Kimball
executive. Co., Los Angeles, as account

shows how
in Western North Carolina
The first exhaustive survey of radio listening in
Western North Carolina
was made by Industrial
Surveys Company.
WWNC is the first station
of its size and the first
outside of a metropolitan
market to subscribe to a
listener diary study. This
study represents reports
covering a greater percentage ofradio homes
than in any other market
so measured. It includes
those in all 12 counties in
the WWNC daytime primary (and roughly the
night-time primary and
secondary) area.

Grove Must Pay Kastor
$15,000 in $75,000 Suit
U. S. DISTRICT Judge Rubey M.
Hulen on Feb. 22 awarded H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., $15,000
for services rendered Grove Labs,
during the period from April 2 to
July
1943. Through
Damages the
of $75,000
were 20,denied.
winter
of 1943 the Grove firm spent $1,414,000 advertising the new Pour
Way Cold Tablets. On April 2, 1943
the agency testified it solicited a
$500,000
advertising
the
1943-44 season.
Kastorbudget
chargedfor that
although
it
was
authorized
to
proceed, on July 20 Grove ended the
agreement and notified Kastor that
another advertising firm had been
engaged.
By that
time 95%
of its
work
on the
advertising
campaign
had beenclared. done,
the
plaintiff
deThe court ruled that the
agency had not completed a third
of its services.
THOMAS A. CRABBE has resigned as
copy andAveyard
contact& executive
of Mac-to
Farland,
Co., New York,
join Roy S. onDurstine
Inc.,products.
New York,He
specializing
package
came to MacFarland
Palmolive-Peet
Co., where from
he hadColgateserved
E.as assistant
DeCastro advertising
is now copymanager.
directorRalph.
and
account executive at MacFarland AveMELVIN W. HUBBARD Jr., copy writer,
formerly
with J. WalterCo.,Thompson
Co.
yard.
and
has joined
ArthurCampbell-Ewald
Kudner Inc., New
York.
EARL C. DONEGAN, group head In the
service
son.
Newdepartment
York, has ofbeenMcCann-Erlckappointed a
vice-president.
WILLIAM BOLTON Jr., for 15 years with
McCann-Erlckson,
Phil-as
dexecutive.
elphia of ice of N.hasW.J.joined
Ayer &theSon,Ford,
account awith
formerly
the ChiltonEdward
Co., joined
Ayer copy department.
R. H. L. BECKER, who recently resigned
as director
advertising
the Na-O.,
tional CashofRegister
Co., for
Dayton,
has
partner agency.
in Hugo Wagenseil &become
Assoc.,a Dayton

Grant Forms Firm
GENE GRANT, for many years
account executive of NBC San
Francisco and more recently of the
Broadcast 26 times weekly, is on Blue Network, has opened station
representative
offices Telephone
at 1651 Cosmo St., 7874.
Hollywood.
WWNC for the 9th consecutive year. It Hillside
Firm will operateis
name of Gene Grant & Co.
has an average rating per broadcast of under
Mr. Grant has been in radio since
1929,
having
with KFI
Los
Angeles, and started
later going
to NBC
San Franciscor. Upon separation
of the Blue from NBC, he continued
with thefer ing tformer
transo Hollywoodnetwork,
last August.
16.9
YOUR ESSO REPORTER

... a tribute to the consistent and effective radio advertising of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey so
expertly handled by Marschalk & Pratt.

570
I ti
ni Kc
lit Serving Westerni
I North Carolina from ASHEVitU?
f Represented by the Kati Agency '

WPDQ, Jacksonville, Florida
"That Telescript, 'Washington
Today' is a good broadcast . . .
already sold." Robert R. Feagin,
General Manager.
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,iN(
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CROSSLEY, PULSE
( AND HOOPER
FOR SIX
TOP SALES (DIFFERENT SPONSORS

TOP RATINGS

increased number of applicants
is highly gratifying, indeed
surprising. -lAVENSON BUREAU
..producing sales at a lower cost
than anywhere in the Eastern
District.— AMERICAN SCHOOl
..one of the best in Atlantic's
nine years of football
broadcasting. -N. W. AVER & SON
..the most important factor
enabling us to get workers.
-INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
..the work you have done on our
behalf has materially aided us.
-WILLIAM GRETZ BREWING CO.

REPReSCNTED BY
(/n New York) JOSEPH LANG
(Nationally) SPOT SALES INC.
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^THnnRlNET

. , . were the Egyptians
"hep cats?''
Although it is not known when the
first clarinet was made, ancient
Egyptians used a simple clarinet
made from a hollow cane, with part
of the cane forming the reed. Today, low-caste Egyptians play a
double
clarinet, butsimilar
to theof earlier instrument,
fashioned
two
canes glued together. This same
insti-ument,
any years.
changes,
dates back atwithout
least 5,000
Learning "by ear"
The triple clarinet, a later variant
ofusedthe inEgyptian
still
Sardinia.instrument,
A constantis flow
of air isdiniannecessary
to
play
the
SarClarinet, and instructors have
devised a unique method to teach
breathing. The prospective virtuoso
blows through a straw into a glass
of water. If the bubbling stops while
the
pupil inhales, his master boxes
his ears.
Enter the "licorice stick"
The modem clarinet was developed
from the French chabemeaux, a
short, cylindrical wind instrument,
ina jointed
the late oboe
17th with
century.
like
a bellShaped
and two
keys, it was never played at the
same time as the oboe — for the simreason artist.
that both were played by
the plesame
In 1836, Adolphe Sax straightened
out this offshoot of the oboe, and
introduced the present day "licorice
stick."

AMERICAN
HOME POODS
Inc.,become
heretofore a management
unit,producing
has
andistributinsf
operating
company,
and
all
food
productions
American Home Products Corp.. parentof
organization.
Newlj'G, elected
AHP Include Alvln
Brush, officers
chairman;of
H.taersack
W. Roden.
vice-president;
W. P. Siland
E.
H.
Selby,
vice-presidents
in charge of sales.
DR.
W.
B.
CALDWELL
Inc.,
Monticello,
111., renews sponsorship effective March
5Monday
of Morning
Musical,
9;30-40
a.m.
Friday,
WGN placed
Chicago.through
Contract& forMarquette,
52 weekson Chicago.
v;as
by Sherman
WILBERT Products Co., New York, for
No-Rub
floor Robinson's
wax and polish,
sponsor Prescott
news v/ill
program
thrice-weekly
on 5.WORAgency
New
York
beginning
March
is
Duane
Jones Co., New York.
COWLES
Magazines
Inc.,
New
York
(Cook Magazine), has signed to sponsor
Dale
Morgan'squarter-hour
Inquiring program
Microphonefor
fiveweeks
weekly
52Cowles
on WHOM
JerseyplacedCity,direct
the
station.
Deal was
as a regular
business
contract.
Magazine's
various features aswill
be highlighted in commercials
in promotion
on WORnewsNew program
York, through
weekly
placed bya thriceRegger
&_ASAMBrownBROS.,
Adv.,Philadelphia
Des Moines. (wallpaper),
has named Stewart-Jordan Co., Philadelphia,Radio
as agency
handle
its adveris New
saidto toYork,
be considered.
INA
DEtising.CRIS,
(perfumes),
has
named
Donahue
&
Coe,
New
as agency. Radio may be used. York,
ELMERdy), has CANDY
New Orleans
appointedCo.,Walker
Saussey (canAdv.,
New
Radio Orleans,
is said to asbe advertising
considered. counsel.
LA MAUR PRODUCTS, Mumeapolis,
(shampoo), has named
McCann-Erickson,
as agency.
Plans are
said toMinneapolis,
include radio.
GROLIER
SOCIETY,
New
York,
appointed Grey Adv.. New York, hasto
handle edge.advertising
Media plans for
will Book
not beof Knowlset for
several months.
RAY C. BABCOCK,
member
of
the
adsing staf of Graybarhas Electric
Co..
New York, vertidistributors,
been named
an assistant
advertising
and
sales
promotion manager,of concentrating
on the
merchandising
electrical appliances
and promotion
of K.electrical
communication
equipment.
B.
Hopkins
is sales
promotion
for
Graybar. and advertising manager
MAIER
BREWING
Co., Los Angeles,
has
appointed
Adv.,Radio
Los
Angeles,be used.
to Milton
handle itsWeinberg
advertising.
may

WALTER M. BOYSEN Co., Oakland,
Cal. (paints),
sponsorship of Fultonon March
Lewis jr,3 started
(transcribed)
8-8 ;30 p.m. (PWT) on KFRC San Francisco, using excerpts Contract
from Mr.is for
Lewis'52
daily
commentaries.
weeks.
Oakland.Agency is Emil Reinhardt Adv..
ROSEN
AU BROS.,
Philadelphia
and
New
(Cinderella
dresses), with
has
placedYork
itsBruck
advertising
Franklin
Adv., Newaccount
York.
L^:af
gum Co.,
Chicago, ofeffective
Feb.
27 renews
sponsorship
one
spot
weekly
52 weeks.
Companyon WMAQ
also hasChicago,
renewedfor Baukhage
Talking,
show
onChicago.
WCFL quarter-hour
Chicago, andarecooperative
spots on13 WENR
weeks.
Agency is Contracts
Bozell & Jacobs,forChicago.
W. F. sponsorship
MclaughlinMarch
& Co.,
begins
5Contract
of Chicago,
6 spots
weekly
on was
WBBMplaced
Chicago.
forK.
52Ellisweeks
by
Sherman
& Co., Chicago.
CENTRAL vestment
REPUBLIC
Co., Chicago,
(inbankers), started
sponsorship
Feb. 25series
on WENR
of a music
halfhour
based onChicago
American
called
(CWT) Worth
Sunday Rembering
for 52 Chicago.
weeks.9;30-10
Agencyp.m.is
Wallace-Ferry-Hanly,
N. C. VALIQUETTE
Montreal
(furniture), has startedLtd.,
five-minute
news commentaries
in daily
French
CKAC
Montreal.
Account was
placed ondirect.
MILES
LABS.,
Toronto
(Alka-Seltzer,
One-A-Day
vitamin
has started quarter-hour
Itablets),
Say That?,
program,
on CHRCDid Quebec,
threeFrench
times
weekly.
Account
was
placed
field Brown & Co., Toronto. by CockCEE BEE Chemical Co., Los Angeles
(Durite cleaner),
has started
participation in combined
SunrisedallySalute
and
KNX Housewives
Hollywood. Protective
Contract League
is for on52
weeks.eles,Robert
has account.F. Dennis Inc., Los AngSUNNYaged fresh
SALLY Co., Loshas Angeles
(packsponsoring spinach),
thrice-weekly
stationisstarted
KNX Hollywood.
Contract
forbreaks
8 weeks.on
Tyler
Sm.ith
Adv.,
Los
Angeles,
has
account.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, Hollywood,
to promote
as wellsponsoras curfilms, local
on Feb.theatres
26 started
ingrentthrice-weekly
quarter-hour
program
ofstarrecorded
music,
with
motion
picture
guests, on KMPC Hollywood. Firm
also sponsors
participatroomion, sonix KFWB
weekly quarter-hour
in Make
BallLos
Angeles.Believe
Contracts
are
for
52
weeks.
Scholts
Adv.
Service,
Los Angeles, has account.
20th
CENTURY-FOX
Angeles,
to promote Film
local Studios,
showing Losof
three new
films,
"Tree
Grows
in Brooklyn",Son
"Hangoverof Square"
and
derhead.
Flicka,"
indailya "Thun30-day
campaign
is
using
a
heavy
schedule ofcastsspot
announcements
andincludes
newson
seven
stations.
List
KFI
KECAAdv.KHJAgency,
KFWBLos KFAC
KMPC.eles,KNXWestern
Anghas account.

^kis

The brilliant tone patterns of the
clarinet range from less than 200 to
10,000 c.p.s. The true tonal quality
of the instrument is best featured by:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINCS!
Ekctricat Research Products
Dimsion
Of
Western EtectrkCotnpany
195 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y,
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CONFECTIONS
Inc., March
Chicago1 of(Snacks),
started sponsorship
2 spots
weekly
on
'WBBM
Chicago
for on52 weeks,
and
startseffective
14 spotsAprilweekly
WJJD
Chicago
12
continuing
through
the
baseball
season.
Increased
schedule
will
be
released
soon.
Agency
is Paul Grant Adv., Chicago.
G. W^ASHINGTON Coffee Refining Co.,
Morrised daily
Plains,
N. J, on Feb.
12 startparticipation
in combined
Sunrise tective
Salute
and
Housewives
ProLeague
on
KNX
Hollywood.
Contract
is for 13Newweeks.
Cecil & Presbrey,
York. Agency is
HELENA RUBINSTEIN, Toronto (cos), hnumber
as started ofspotCanadian
announcemtions.
ents omnetiacsAccount
stawas placed by MacLaren Adv.
Co., Toronto.
J. W. LAWRENCE has been appointed
director ofordinatiadvertising
coBorden andCo.,in sales
Toronto
for all Bordenon of theoperations
Canada.
He hasrector been
advertising
and
sales
didivisions of allin Borden
Canada. ice cream and milk
RICHARD HUDNUT Sales Co., New
York, promotes
the Hudnut-DuBarry
Success
the
Air onSchool
WOR inNewSuccess
York. Magazine
Designed toof
acquaint
women
with
men's
views
clothes, grooming and other mattersaboutof
feminine
appearance,
the features
weekly morningviewshalf-hour
progranamen
with prominent
by Anna interDelafield,
director
of
the
school,
guest
editor. Series started Feb. and
22. Agency
is G. sponsors
Lynn Sumner
Co., radio
New York.
Hudnut
a
spot
campaign
for Three-Flowers cosmetics through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
CONFORMAL
Co.,ShoeSt.
Louis
division FOOTWEAR
of International
Co., St. Louis, on March 6 begins fiveweekly
sponsorship
Bessie
program
10:15-11 a.m.ofAdv.(EWT)
onBeatty's
WOR
New
York.
Agency,
handlesGuilford
account. Contract
isNewfor
52York,weeks.
NUTREX
Jersey City,news
Feb. 26program
started 9 a.m.Co.,ten-minute
Mon.-Wed.-Pri.
over
KYW Philadelphia.
Contract
'for
52
weeks
was
placed
through
York. Raymond Spector Agency, New
KERR GLASS Mfg. Corp. Los Angeles
(Mason jars), on March 19 starts thriceBaker's
Notebook
on KFI Firm
Los Angeles.
isweekly
for 27 participation
weeks.
onin MayArt 15Contract
for 18
weekser, newsstarts
sponsoring onGraeme
commentator,
7 NBC FletchPacific
stations,
Mon.-Wed.-Pri.radio
7-7 ;15willa.m.be
(PWT).in Other
used
selectedseasonal
markets nationally.
Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co..
Hollywood.
TONI
Inc., 1St.began
Paul sponsorship
(Ton! cold wave),
on March
of 42
spot
on KFEL
Denver.announcements
Contract forweekly
13 weeks
was
placed by Jones Frankel Co., Chicago.
SOL
LENZER
Corp.,
Buffalo
(foods
and
beverages),withhasBowman
placed its Block,
advertising
account
Buffalo. Radio is said to be &considered.

Cf\L\fOm\(\
> Acrecis-«. 5"! HC.C J94o move
•TKari '/z million Radio jVom<*y
rVOOJ- sa.con<^ on\Y-te
/Yauu Vovk SA-cvVc
Ho
complatelY
coVarsOrVC
+K.kyY/ar-fwoi-k
\/ AsV vnorUeV
and :
SttVuLrcStioiV d«m<4rvdf S'po+'
^OMER ^ni FFTTM Compaq/
, Radio S"-<-<3itit»rt>T?«p*'e.fan»'AiiKa.r
-HoMyouooci - ^dnnranojco
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Have

you

''GOT

THE

COMBINATION"?

ZO

WK
1

Battle Creek — 630,762 people, daytime.
. . . WJEF gives you a quarter-million Grand
Rapids people (with the best frequency in
the market, AND CBS )
Together, they
do an unbeatable coverage job in Western

Turn right to yoin* StandaVd Rate & Data
listing for WKZO, Kalamazoo. Look at the
rates. Then turn back to WJEF, Grand
Rapids — and look at the rates "in combination with WKZO".

Michigan, and at an unapproachably lowcost!
►r will you
May we send you all the factsask Free & Peters?

Gents, that IS a combination!
WKZO gives you eighteen Western Michigan counties including Kalamazoo and

Owned and operated by Fetzer Broadcasting Company
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive National Representatives
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AND NOW
THE

TO THE
NIGHT CLUB!
Of course that's not Farmer Bill's
destination, but don't think he
any entertainment
hecouldn't
wants. afford
The average
Iowa farmer
made $7,672 in 1943. In 1944, it
was up about 20% more.

And while we at KMA know he
doesn't wear a top hat and white
gloves, perhaps some of the alleged
"farm stations" aren't aware of the
fact. Else they wouldn't offer him
hot-spot jive recordings, Broadway
wisecracks, and suave big-city announcers reading meager farmnews bulletins.
We say a farm station should be a
farm station. Announcers and news
editors should know the farming
business. Market reports should be
not only read but interpreted. Entertainment should be of the homey
sort that farmers enjoy. And the
proof that we're right lies in the
fact that we get more than twice
as much listener-mail as any other
station in this 80% rural area.
Let us — or Free and Peters — tell
you more about the amazing results which are rewarding our
policy. Write!

KMA
Blue Network
The I\o. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
AROUND SHENANDOAH, lA.

Su±inaA±

of

BROADCASTING
Plans Expansion
THE
NEW YORK
Worldradio
Telegram
plans
to expand
its spot
circulation
drive
with
sponsorship
ofon theWNHquarterhour
Warm-Up
period
York
all baseball
of New
the
Brooklynbefore
Dodgers.
Series isgames
not assured
however
until
government
officials
give
official schedule
go-aheadcanforbe the
games and
station
mercials wil follow samearranged..
pattern Comused
for
thrice-weekly
participations
on
Breakfast
with
the byPitzgeralds
on WOR
New
York,
started
the
Telegram
lastis
December
on
a
52-week
basis.
Agency
L. E. McGivena Inc., New York.
New Production Firm
ALL-AMERICAN
Radio
has
been
established
in NewProductions
York by Basil
Loughrane,
independent
producer,
and
three
associates.
New
firm
will
produce
package
radio. programs for both video and
The
San Francisco
Radio Picture

changed!

Look up

Forum Anniversary
SEVENTEENTH anniversary broadcast
ofof Theodore
Forum
onGranik's
Mutual,American
9:3010:15the27p.m.,byAir was
heralded
InTuesday
Washington
Feb.
a congratulatory
letter from
Vice-President
Harry
Truman
commenting that the program has been outng in its field,discussions
presenting of"to vital
the
Americantostandipeople
concern
them in the finest American
tradition
of
freedom
of
speech."
stated
"radio industry
can Hebeof
proud that
of thisthe pioneer
in the field
public
service broadcast
programs."Feb. 27 centered
Forum
on Thetheattended
Dumbarton
Oaks question
and
was
by Senate
and House
leaders,
various
Government
officials
and
members ofticipatithe
diplomatic
corps.
Parng on the broadcast were Sen.
Pepper
(D-Fla.),(R-N.D.),
Sen. Thomas
Sen. Langer
William(D-Utah),
B. Ziff,
publisher,
and ofMr.theGranik,
and originator
Forum. moderator
Program
will originate
from
San
Francisco
during the United Nations Conference
opening April 25.
Guittard Places
GUITTARD
CHOCOLATEon Cp.,
Franciscosponsorship
(chocolates),
MarchSan5
starts
of Hawthorne
Houseing ononAprilKECA30 toLostheAngeles,
expandCalifornia-Blue
chain
including
KGO Originating
KFBK KHUBat
KWG
KTMS
KFMB.
KGO San Francisco, program will be
piped turetoon NBC
KECA. forProgram
was aunder
feanine years
sponsorship
of Wesson
Oil && Snowdrift
Co.
Agency
is
Garfield
Giuld.
San Francisco.
series will start
with
same cast asNewpreviously.
Antique Show Spots
FIRST
NATIONAL
Antique
be
at Madison
SquareShow
Gardento
Marchheld
mour12-18
Halpernunder
Assoc.,sponsorship
New York, ofwillSey-be
supported
by radio
advertising.
terest
general
in a limited
subjectTogroup
usu-inappealing
topublic
a special
and ingally
beginning
four
days
prior
to
openand continuing
during
exhibit,
Halpern will
total WOR
of 100WMCA
transcribedsponsor
spots on aWJZ
WQXR
and
a
ten-minute
pick-up
from
the Garden, Mon. through Sat. on WHN.
Sponsors Health Talks
AL WILLIAMS
Health
Systems,
Los An-27
(physicalstarted
culture),
Feb.
for 13 gelesweeks
Healthon Talk
on
aKMTR
per-occasion
network
consisting
of
KPMC
KVEC
KVOE,
Tues.
8:308:45 a.m.
(PWT)KPRO
with KFSD.
transcribed
versiontionons wiKTKC
More
stabe added.hasWestern
cy, Los lAngeles,
account.Adv. AgenPlaces in Kansas City
MONTGOMERY
WARDsponsorship
& Co., Chicago,
on March
1 started
spots
WHB KCKN
KCMOofwasin10
Kansasweekly
City. onContract
for 13 weeks
placed
cago. by Foote, Cone & Belding, Chi-

5000

Journalism Awards
HIGH view
SCHOOL
intercelebritiesjournalists
in mass may
interviews
staged by WNEWprogram
New York
Inconference
a weekly
quarter-hour
press
to start March 10. Station will award
aon weekly
$10obtained
prize forduring
the best
story
material
the Interv
i
e
w
,
a
semi-annual
WNEW
Journalism
Award, $100 War Bond and plaque for
the interviewer's
school forNewspaperthe best
interview
of theassemester.
men will serve
judges.
Soil-Ofl Expands
SOIL-OFF MFG. Co., Glendale, Cal.
(paint
cleaner), onin March
5 startsSunrise
daily participation
combined
Salute
and Housewives
Protective
League
programs
on
WBBM
Chicago.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Firm is heavy
user ofgionaldaily
local newscasts
rein eleven toand
western
states and network
is nowtimeexpanding
other
areas.
Agency
is
McCann-Erickson,
Los
Angeles. New Mlchelson Series
NEW titled
quarter-hour
program
series
A Date recorded
With Music
has
been prepared
featuring
Phil by
Brlto,Charles
singer;Mlchelson.
Sammy
Liner,
pianistDoc ofWhipple,
the Andrecomposer
Kostelanetz
orchestra;
and
organist,
and AUyn Edwards,
network
announcer.
William
Stoess,
former
mu-disic director
of
WLW
Cincinnati,
rected the new series.
Luncheon Exhibit
APPROXIMATELY
225representatives
agency execu-of
tives,
sponsors andNBC
the
pressandattended
Parade21 ofatStars
exhibit
luncheon
Feb.
the
Palmer House
in Chicago.
Guests were
presented
the first
report opening
summarizing
the
three-month
period
NBC Parade of Stars campaign. the
WBBM has signed
OILShell
Co., Signs
NewWBBMYork,
aSHELL
contract
with
Chicago
for
sponsorship
of
the
football
broadcasts which will college
begin sometime
next September.
Games will Contract
be anbyofJohn11 Harrington.
for seriesJ.nounced Walter
games wasCo.,placed
York.
through
Thompson
New
WSPA Farm Awards
CLIFF
Gray,
Spantanburg, S.(Farmer)
C.of farm
serviceWSPAdirector
and
conducter
the Piedmont
Farm Hour,
has
presented
the
first
Piedmont
Hour Award for meritorious serviceFarmon
the
farm ofandLyman,
production
C. L.
Cooper,
S. C.front
Mr. tomodern
Cooper
received
the award
his
chicken house
during ainbroadcast.
Three Join Keystone
THREE more
stations
have become
affiliated
Broadcasting Neb.,
System;with the
theyKeystone
areDublin,
KODY
North
Platte,
WMLT
Ga.
and
WKLA Ludington, Mich.

WATTS

s
Blue'

m
in your latest
Hooper!

Free & Peters, i\c.
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If's THE Bay Area Buy!

NBC

IN RICHMOND,VA.
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Hen
Hitler's
first interview
Cairo. He was with the American forces during
It was in 1933 that Pierre J. Huss, INS correspondent, tracked Adolf Hitler to Berchtestheir training for D-Day, covered the invasion
of Normandy from the bridge of H.M.S. Scylla,
gaden. He got his interview, — the first granted
landed in France with the Allied forces. At the
to a foreign newspaperman after Hitler's rise to
invitation of the chief of staff, Pete joined Genpower. But "Pete" Huss' journalistic career is
marked by a long string of beats.
eral Patton's famous U. S. Third Army, graphically describing its drive up to the Saar Valley.
Born in Luxembourg, speaking several lanFrom the 20th U. S. Army Corps, he received
guages fluently, Europe is a familiar stamping
ground to Huss. For nearly two decades, he has
a citation for his "fearless activity" in covering
American army movements across Europe.
represented INS — in MexicOj London, Madrid,
Paris, Berlin and elsewhere on the continent.
Like those of other INS reporters, Huss' eyewitness accounts from spots where the fighting
He is an authority on central European affairs.
is hottest have consistently made front pages
After eight years as INS Berlin bureau chief,
Huss returned to the United States. In this interin the nation's newspapers. Radio news editors
have found these stories admirably suited for
lude, he wrote the best seller, "The Foe We
news broadcasts.
Face" — a lucid account of the rise of Hitlerism.
The INS wire, day in and day out, remains in
The outbreak of war, shortly thereafter, again
took him abroad.
the forefront with lead stories and top headline
stories. In specialized news and feature writing,
Huss covered the campaign of our forces in
Africa and the Mediterranean theaters. He retoo, INS leads in local, national and world-wide
ported the Roosevelt-Churchill conference in
INTERNATIONAL
235

EAST

NEWS

45TH STREET, NEW

YORK

SERVICE
17, N. Y.

. . WHEN YOU GO
WEST OF CHICAGO

More Retail Burm
Than in m^MAMif
OHiOAGO and OI^AKA
ilNNEAPOOS and STIOIIIS

The Quad-City market (Davenport Bettendorf,
Rock Island,
Moline and East Moline-Silvis)
includes the largest (218,000)
concentration of retail buyers
between Chicago and Omaha,
and between Minneapolis -St.
Paul and St. Louis, according to
Hooper '43 and '44 surveys.

LETTER quests finor Glamour
answer Manor,
to ticketmyth-reical hotel program on Blue. Mondayheadthrough
a letterpictureFriday,
of GlifEfeatures
Arquette,
proprieter,
the 32-room,
Letter isandtyped
on lined2 bath
paperhotel.
and
written in the style of the program.
"Postively every room equipped with
(."risco
Ivory Program
Snow'' isis legend
bottom &of page.
sponsoredat
liy Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati.

M^teliandhin^ & 1^ to motion
Talent Contest — ^Fellowship — ^Prospectus
Slide Rule — Cook Book
Lear Booklet
NBC Fellowship
LEAR
Inc., radio
Piqua,equipment,
O., manufacturer
of
aircraft
electric
NBC for the second year is offering and mechanical controls
for aircraft^
religious
and
ministers
to
fellowships especially those with radio which has recently announced
Talent Contest
educators,
to enter the home radio field plans
after
UNCLE DON, who conducts a chil- experience. The seven selected will the
war, has is.sued a 22-page bookdren's program on WOR New Tork, studymeratinstitutes
one ofat theChicago,
three NBC
sumlet
describing
its
contributions
to
raLos
Angeis presenting his fifth annual "Uncle
les or San Francisco. Applicants must
dio development
and itsBooklet
currentis manuDon most
Childgifted
TalentboyContest"
the
and girl toin pick
the now be working on religious radio
facturing
activities.
illustrated with pictures of plant facilities
Bast. Final winners, to be selected programs.
Christ inCouncil
Americaofis thein ner Inc.,
March ofFederal
May 2, will be interviewed by film Churches
products.
New Agency
York. is Arthur Kudcharge 1.5.
of applications^ which close and
talent cialscouts
and
will
receive
a
spe* * *
clothes outfit, visit Governor
Dewey
and attend
and 5,000
radio
Slide Rule
broadcasts.
There theatre
are over
WBNS Brochure
entries.
A PROMOTION
servKROW Oakland is piece
sendingandagency
"FROM mush and milk to mink and AS ice,
sables" by
is title
of promotion
brochure
men a slide rule together with a broDuMont Brochure
issued
WBNS
Columbus,
O.
to
chure
explaining
how
to
use
the
vice. The front cover of the brochure,depromote the program of Fern Sharp,
"TIME,of a Tubes
and issued
Television"
is the director
of
women's
activities
for
celebrating
the station's 20th year,
title
brochure
by DuMont
WBNS. Copy states that Miss Sharp mentionsuring to prove
that itthatdoesn't
any and
figLabs,
Passaic,ofN. electronics
.7., which traces
KROWtake pays
to ishernotlisteners
"around
development
from the
the isthe available
clock"
and
content
to
serve
the
back
cover
explains
that
the
slide
dawn
of
history
to
the
present
day.
listeners with broadcasts alone. rule is a time saver for everyone using
Pictures ofstation
the DuMont
Labs.,Tork,
the her
ASharp
copy isofattached
a charcoal
of Miss figures.
television
WARD New
to thesketch
brochure.
and
key
personnel
in
the
DuMont
Tall Tales Told
organization are shown.
KATE SMITH is offering $250 weekly
KGO Prospectus
the best tall tale written by a
KGO-Blue San Francisco has issued for
servicemanWinning
in anstories
ArmyalsoorwillNavybe read
hosKMBC Folder
a four page
an inside
double
page prospectus
spread as with
the first
of a on herpital.Sunday
program
on CBS, 7
IN FURTHER
of the series
of
promotion
pieces
titled
"You
2.^th
anniversary recognition
of radio, KMBC
(EWT). There
are the
10 additional
Should Know". Idea is to acquaint p.m.
Kansas City is distributing a mail the
each. On
trade
announcseries, past
June pro10,
piece
the progress
KMBC.of
ers, whatwith
they thearestation's
doing and
why awardsgram ofof her$10present
Piece relating
is illustrated
with ofphotos
the
"tallest
tall
tale"
will
be read and
they
are
worth
consideration
when
key personnel of the station and is selecting announcers for transcribed $1,000 presented
to
the
writer.
*
*
*
etc. Inside spread and back
beaded "This Institution Called spots,
page gives advance program schedule.
WKBN Success Story
KMBC of Kansas City."
A NEW boardgreen,
and white
promotionblack
brochure
has cardbeen
issued
by
WKBN
Yo.ungstown
with
a reprint of a letter from the Squire
Shop increase iYoungstown,
n sales to the attributing
sponsorship in-of
WE'RE SELLBNG
>:-•
«
*
11
p.m.
Neios
of
the
World on the
station.
POST-WAR PROFIT
WFBL Cook Book
LISTENERS
request copies
will re-of
ceive from WFBLupon Syracuse
INSURANCE. . .
the 1945 edition of the "WFBL Cook
Book
of the112Stars",
a of64-page
book
containing
photosWFBL,
the aartists
who are heard
over
story
about
each
and
his
favorite
recipe.
* * *
There'll be profits flying high, wide and handsome
CFAR Film
in Annerica's Third Market after the war. And if
you are interested in earmarking a healthy portion
CFAR ada'sFlin
Flon, Man., one ofis Canmoreonsisolated
demtrating the growthstations,
of a thecolornorthfor yourself now is the time to begin. CKLW's 5000
ern
mining
community
in
watts at 800 kc. gives you the largest concentrated
made by G. B. Quinney, manager.film
coverage of this rich area. It's the profit policy you
need to assure a prosperous future, and the unusually low premiums will surprise you. True,
schedules are jammed at present but let's get
together and we'll do our best to squeeze you in
right now!
Union Guardian
., Detroit 26
Adam ]. Young, Jr., Inc.
National Representative
5,000 WATTS
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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"My
wife wants
to know
we
exchange
this for
one —ofcanthose
baby carriages you're advertising
oyer WFDF Flint?"
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

The

Most

Powerful

High-Frequency

Tube

200 Kilowatts— developed especially for high-power,
high-frequency broadcast and industrial applications.
Into this development has gone all the knowledge
and experience of the tube-building art that make
the name Federal stand for dependability — a reputation earned by more than 35 years of service in
the electronics field.
Federal tubes are built for long life . . . produced
with all the care and precision of fine craftsmanship.

Federal always has made better tubes.

Federal

me

and

WpordftM

Sir Isaac Newton
First :
to expound the "Law of Gravir\"

was +he first
(and only) Memphis
radio station to
operate on a
continuous 24 hour
basis — since
March 15. 1944.

South's 24-Hour Station

WHBQ
BOB ALBURTY, General Mgr.
Your MUTUAL Friend
Memphis, Tennessee
f Represented by RAMBEAU
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you!
WDAY,

INC

"±

SOMEONE
IS ALWAYS

HARDY STRESSES USE
OF LOCAL PROGRAMS
INSTEAD ofthestations
"trying
networks,"
Ralphto
Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast 'out-network'
W.
Hardv,
program
director
of
during
the week suitable
beginning
March 26. OWI
transcriptions
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
and three
on eachof KSL Salt Lake City, said at the
side
discs. Tellwaryourmessages.
about them.
Plan 20-second
schedules chain
for best timing
NAB
14th
Disthese ofImportant
trict meeting in
Cronp
,„
' ' that
city, Feb.
[Broad-5]
.\
CASTING,
STATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
V( ORK
B
"it would be wiser
NAT.X~SPOT X
OI
WAR MESSAGE
PLAN
LivePLAN Trans,
- NETX
Aff. Ind. Aff. Ind.
V-MaU
m.
p fMkA ^° augment netX
'^j^Jtei work program
Medical Wac
X
X
with feaThe
Job
Ahead
—
Japan
services
g^rfl^HnU
Car Pooling
X
X
tthroughout
u r e s conceived
I^MI' "^^T^m/m
m
from
X
Paper Salvage
X XX
X
X
a
local
point
Planned Saving ■
handled
Mr. 4Hardy
thus doof
^"'^ and
wBm view
Seeing warOWImessages
Scheduleunderof War
Message
names and
time ofPlans.
programs carry- a job the networks are not in a
National
Spot 153andforNetwork
Allocation
Another point Mr. Hardy brought
position
out, with tothedo."program department
especiallycouragine our public
mind, service
is that units
"we en-to
use small segments of time and to
use them well, particularly where
we are appealing to only a small
section of our audience." He also
suggested
more weekly
frequentbroadcastreviewing of the atotal
ing schedule, with special focus on
programs that have been running
"year after
year orwithout
any aspar-to
ticular direction
analysis
their
aims
or
achievements."
"May we rededicate ourselves,"
he
in closing,
"to providing
moresaidexcellent
program
facilities
for theinatepublic,
and
may
we discrimthe difference between
serving
the public's convenience and that of
serving interest and necessity."
Ad Club Award
THE
WOMAN'S
Advertising
Club
WeIL
ffARVEST
ofProetz
St. Louis
is sponsoring
the Erma
award
in memory
of a
member who died Aug. 1, 1944. The
award will be in recognition of the
T«IS
CROP
oustanding creative advertising
work done by a woman during the
period
1, 1945.from
The March
contest1, is1944opento toMarch
any
woman sion.inFourthe$100
advertising
profes-be
bonds
will
.'
TOMORROW
awarded, one each for advertising
copy, advertising
art work, creative
advertising photography,
radio virriting
which and
advertises
A slight exaggeration, yes — but all fooling aside, the
specificwillproduce
crops up here in the Red River Valley are gigantic.
award
be madeor atservice.
a dinnerThein
St.
Louis
May
21,
1945.
Mrs. Ave..
NorIt's a cinch to raise almost anything in this fertile
rie Passino, 7850 Stanford
valley . . . including sales quotas! For our busy hayUniversity City 14, Mo., will supply detailed contest rules.
seeds make plenty of money — and spend it (an average of more than S7250 each, during 1944) !
WDAY is the only chain station that covers all the
Red River Valley. It's one of the most productive
smaller stations in the entire U.S.A. If you want the
PROOF, just wTite us. We've got some facts to show
OWI PACKET, WEEK MARCH 26

INCREASE, MISSISSIPPI?
This isderdalea County,
splendid
in Laubut asvillage
an advertiser,
you
are
interes'edresults.
in INCREASING
your
advertising
Concentrate
on JACKSON-metropolitan center of
Mississippi's market.
450 MILLION DOLLAR
agricultural
WSLI-the
offers
youat maximum
this
market—
less"Double-Return"
costi coverage ofstation

Z
N. B. C
FARGO, N. D.
AfSiliated -with the Fargo Forum
i^BlUE NETWORK ■!
WEED & COMPANY
970 KILOCYCLES . . . 5000 WATTS
NATIONAL RlPniXEffTATIVES
FREE Cr PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

KTSA was designed and built to serve this 64county sales area. Every recognized standard
of measurement and survey proves that it
DOES THE JOB! Get the complete KTSA story
of the specific job it is doing for sales now and
in the postwar era..

Represented NationaUy by: TAYLOR . HOWE . SNOWDEN RADIO SALES . DaUas . New York.. Chicago . Los Angeles . Son Francisco . Seattle
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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KMPC News Policy
LIVE commercials only will be
used for newscasts on KMPC Hollywood, effective March 19, accordingto Robert 0. Reynolds, station manager.merOpening
comcials wil be news
limitedprogram
to 15 words
maximum. Policy is in line with
improved programming and better
handling of newscast commercals,
it was said.

CBC'sShortwave
Station Takes Air
By JAMES MONTAGNES
CANADA'S
FIRST
governmentowned
shortwave
transmitter
went
on the air officially February 25
with a one-hour feature program
to Canadian
troops Europe.
in Great Prime
Britain and western
Minister
Mackenzie
King
and
Justice Minister Louis St. Laurent
Vigoro in Four Markets
spoke
during
the
dedication
cereSWIFT & Co., Chicago (Vigoro),
monies, and programs from all
on March 1 will begin sponsorship cast.
of spot announcement campaign for parts of the Dominion were broadfour weeks, six to nine spots weekly,
The transmitter has been two
in four markets. Agency is J. Wal- years in the building, at Sackville,
ter Thompson Co., Chicago.
N. B., by Canadian Broadcasting

HCY,

W

I
HEAD

FER

Fact IS,
vm. a, a real Kentucky to

^.

Corp. engineers, at a cost of about
$1,000,000.mitters Two
RCA in50 the
kw transare housed
wave transmitter
section ofshortthe
modernistic building, which also
houses the broadcast band transmitter of CBA Sackville, N. B.
Canada started late in the shortwave field, but its transmitter has
been in use now since Christmas
Day French
with broadcasts
in English
and
to Canadian
troops
and in German with war news to
Germany. Now Dutch, Czech, and
Flemish language broadcasts are
to be added, with Spanish and Portuguese programs
ica to follow
laterforthisLatin-Ameryear.
Three antenna arrays are used
to feed programs to the various
zones. One beam now in use is directed at Great Britain, western
Europesia. In reverse
and a part
of Soviet
it will
be usedRus-to
send programs to Mexico, Central
America
Zealand.to ASouth
second beamand
will New
be directed
America, and in reverse to eastern
Asia. The third beam goes to Africa
and Australia in reverse.
CBC
transmitter for istheoperating
Canadian thegovernment,
with a committee from the Department of CBC
External
Affairs
working with
on program
policy. Later
it
is
expected
the
Department of Trade and Commerce
will have a voice in program policy as thenadianstation
becomes
trade envoy.
CBCa Cahas
formed an international service
division with offices at Montreal,
where programs will be built and
produced. Offices are located at
1236 Crescent Street, Montreal.
Peter ficerAylen,
formerly
at Ottawa,
is in liaison
charge of-of
the international service division.
CBC international service is working with OWI in programming.
Shoi-twave broadcasts will be
carriedcies. Oneeventually
11 frequentransmitteron will
use 6.09
mc with call letters CKOB, 9.63
mc with CKLO, 11.705 mc with
CKXA, 15.19 mc with CKCX, and
17.82 with
mitter willCKNC.
be heardThe asother
CHACtrans-on
6.16 mc, CHLS on 9.61 mc, CHMD
on 9.64 mc, CHOL on 11.72 mc,
CHTA mc.on 15.22 mc, and CHLA on
21.71
b>1loiiiinaffn9lts
f Commuiiity
Public Servicein

PORTLAND,
OREGON i'
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS • Natifloal Reorescntatnesl
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FOR THE

RADIO OF TOMORROW

War-trained hands . . . fingers educated in
accuracy and speed . . guided by new facts
wrested from the widening frontiers of electronics research . . . hands that will create
unsurpassed values in "Detrola -built"
Radio Receivers . . . Television Receivers
. . . Automatic Record Changers, and
other electronic instruments.
KEEP

YOUR

EYE

ON

DETROLA

DEIROIfl RADIO
DIVISION OF
INTERNATIONAL DETROLA CORPORATION
BEARD AT CHATFIELD • DETROIT S. MICH.

'When a Girl Marries^ Tops Day timers
With 'Breakfast in Hollywood^ Second
LEADER in the list of "Top Ten" sponsor identification index — 73.8.
week-day programs reported by C. Some 5.6 7o gave the wrong identifiE. Hooper Inc., in the February
cation of the sponsor, and 20.6
Network Hooperatings on daytim- couldn't name the sponsor.
ers, is Wheyi A Girl Marries. SecAverage daytime audience ratond place goes to Breakfast in
ing isport,
5.2,downup0.10.3from
from a theyearlastago;
reHollywood (11:15 a.m.) and third
place to Ma Perkins (CBS), fol- average daytime sets-in-use is 16.8,
lowed respectively by Portia Faces up 0.4 from last report, down 0.1
Life, Kate Smith S?Jea/cs, Our Gal from a year ago; average daytime
Szinday, Backstage Wife, Big Sister, available audience is 72.0, down 0.7
from last report, down 1.2 from
Pepper Top-ranking
Yoimg's Family,
Jones.
SaturdayLorenzo
day- last year.
The five top ranking programs
time shows are Theatre of Today,
first; and Stars Over Hollywood, listed in terms of the number of
second.
listeners per listening set are as
Aunt Jenny has the highest follows :
Men
Women
Children
Total
0.89
0.42
1.44
1. Jack Armstrong
2.75
1.09
0.24
1.05
1.22
2.3. Let's
2.55
1.02
Tom Pretend
Mix
1.39
0.42
0.35
0.75
2.49
Captain
Midnight
(tied
for
Sd
place).
0.29
1.31
4.5. Hop
Terry Harrigan
and the Pirates
2.49
0.85
0.84
2.44
0.27
2.21
1.09
Joyce Jordan McM.D. had the the most men listeners (0.53) ; and
largest number of women listeners Jack Armstrong the most child lisper set (1.35) ; Metropolitan Opera, tenei^ per set.
INCREASING it.s broadcast day by a TWO Mutual-WGN educational prohalf-hour,
KSRO operations
Santa Rosa,at Cal.
on
grams, The Human Adventure, WedFeb.
G a.m.
nesday 7:30-8
p.m. andStand,
Aorthwestern
instead26 ofstarted
6 :30. New broadcast
day University
Reviewing
Sunday
starts with a program titled Ranch 10:30-11 a.m., are presented each
week
via
transcription
over
Law<£•complete
Home Hour,
designed
to
give
more
and comprehensive service son General Hospital's publictheaddress
to farmers, dairymen and poultrymen system as a part of the recondiprogram for more than 2,000
in the area.
feature is under di- overseas tioning
casualties.
rection of BillNewFrost.

^^

^^

One thing on which there is no ceiling
novradayt is WSGN listener-interest. The
steady gains of the past four years go on. . . .
take a look at these last Hooper findings! . .
HOOPER ALL DAY -.6%
AVERAGE SEPT.-OCT. 1944 AND 1943
A
B
WSGN
STATION
-16.4%
CHANGE
+38.5%
coverage of any station in the state
makes WSGN "Alabama's Best BUY Far."

THE BIRMINGHAM NEWS- AGE- HRRALD STATION
Represented Nationally by Headley Reed Company
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ITPICANS

FORMATION of a new society,
known as the ITPICANS, designed
to improve upon any improvements
suggested
for radio bybytheir
has
been announced
Misselders,
Gale
er).
(Scoop) Russell, president (centMiss Russell is surrounded by
her ITPICANS Board of Governors (1 toJudith
r), ring-around-therosy-wise;
Lee (Duchess)
Glascock;
Craig
Smith,
Jerry Fisher,
Mahlon
B.
(Duke)
and Adeline Roberta Terrell.Glascock
Occasion for formation of the society vwasersary the
birthday
anniof MissfirstRussell,
daughter
of Frank M. Russell, NBC Washmembers areington
the vice-president.
children ofBoard
these WRC
Washington dignitaries: Mahlon B.
Glascock, commercial manager ;
Carleton D. Smith, general manager; Donald Fisher, announcer,
and Robert Terrell, operations supervisor.
ITPICAN,
Russell
explained, is a Miss
contraction
of the
term "In the Public Interest, Convenience and Necessity" which, she
said, inwasher a home.
popular dinner-table
topic

Five American Programs
Lead on Canadian Nets
FIVE AMERICAN network programs led the February national
evening program popularity ratings
on
networks,
accord-by
ing to theCanadian
latest survey
released
Elliott - Haynes Ltd., Toronto.
Charlie McCarthy led with a popurating ofand41.6,Molly
followed
Fibber larity
McGee
with bya
rating of 38. Third place went to
Radioby Music
Theatre,
Bingto CrosHallfourth
and tofifth
Bob
Hope. Treasure Trail v/ith a rating
of 23.4 was the first Canadian program in popularity. Others of the
leading 15 Canadian network shows
were in order. Album of Familiar
Music, NHL Hockey (Canadian
origination), Waltztime, Aldrich
Family, Green Hornet (Canadian
origination), Frank Morgan, L for
Lanky (Canadian origination),
Blind Date,
and John & Judy (Canadian origination).
On French programs the leading
five
qu'on
Aimeevening
with ashows
ratingwereof Ceux
34, Secrets
du Dr. Morhanges with a rating of
33.4, Le Raillement du Rire, Le
Course au Tresor and Metropole.
Eighteen American network programs, 14 Canadian English lanprograms, andprograms
19 Canadian
Frenchguagelanguage
are
listed
in
survey. the monthly evening time

TBA Committee
FORMATION . of an engineering
committee of the Television Broadcasters Assn., was announced last
weektor by
F. J.television
Bingley, engineer
TBA direcand
chief
Philco Radio
& Television Corp.of
Members of the committee are: W.
J. Purcell, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady;
Goldsmith Jr.; AllenDr. B.Thomas
DuMontT. Labs.,
Passaic,
N.
J.;
David
B.
Smith,
Philco; O. B. Hanson, NBC, New
KFRE News Policy
York; Robert Shelby, NBC (alternate) ;E. A.
HughesGeorge
ProFALLING in line with other staductions,Hayes,
Los Angeles;
tions nationally, KFRE Fresno, Lewis Federal
& Radio
Cal. has started eliminating middle Corp., Newark; Telephone
Harry Lubcke, Don
commercials from newscasts, ac- Lee Broadcasting
System, Hollycording to Paul Bartlett, station
wood; H. L. Blatterman, Earle C.
manager.
Mr.
Bartlett
said,
"All
Anthony Inc., Los Angeles.
KFRE newssiasticallysponsors
have
enthuendorsed this new policy,
THE JOHN WANAMAKER organ
which
we and
they inbelieve
'to be bein the
firm's inPhiladelphia
was to
a real step
forward
the presentfeatured
a program store,
over WIBG
ing of news broadcasts. News pro- Philadelphia
10:05-10:30
a.m. begingrams originated by the network
ning
March
5
(today).
Contract
was
(MBS) will continue as before,
pending adoption of a similar policy placed direct.
by theeral network
adoption of companies."
such a policyGen-by
the industry has been urged by the
St. Louis Post Dispatch, owner of
KSD. Other stations to join the
move are WJR Detroit and WTMJ
Milwaukee. KMPC Hollywood effective March 19 will use only live
commercials on newscasts with
opening
limited to a
15-word announcement
maximum.
Moley on Blue
RAYMOND MOLEY, newsweek
associate and author of the Newsheard weekonfeature
the "Perspective",
Blue Sunday, will8:15-be
8:30 p.m. beginning March 11. Program will not be available for sponsorship for the present according
lOOO^^oei^AU,
WATTS
-tie
to the Blue. Sunday period has been
ELPA$OA44llkET
occupied by Dorothy Thompson, DonRANa RODima
who moves over to Mutual for TriNATIONALLVj^
mount
March 25.Clothing Co. beginning
BROADCASTING
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Strong Bill Sought
To Curb Petrillo
Chairman Lea Wants Broader
Measure Than S-63
PROBABILITY of further hearings before the House Committee
on Interstate & Foreign Commerce
to provide the basis for legislation
to prevent interference with freedom of the air vs^as seen last week
by Rep. Clarence F. Lea (D-Cal.),
chairman of the Committee. Chairman Lea told Broadcasting that
testimony heard Feb. 22-23 on the
Vandenberg bill (S-63), passed by
the Senate, which is confined to
broadcasting of noncommercial cultural programs, demionstrates the
need for a broader measure.
Chairman Lea revealed that he
has sent out letters to interested
organizations for suggestions for
dealing with the problem precipitated by James C. Petrillo's demands on broadcasters, insofar as
they concern freedom of communications. He said that Chairman
Paul A. Porter of the FCC had laid
down broad principles for action in
the matter [Broadcasting, Feb.
26] and "we feel the necessity for
j getting more complete facts".
Cites Petrillo Ban
Referring to the Petrillo ban
against broadcasts of the National
Music Camp at Interlochen, Mich.,
on which the Committee heard testimony. Chairman Lea said: "In
principle, it applies to the right to
restrict communications over the
air. That's quite a fundamental
I principle there. The airwaves belong to the public and no one has
a right to interfere."
Chairman Lea said the Committee may forego its current con! sideration of railroad retirement
legislation long enough to devote
: another day to the Vandenberg bill,
i;A broader measure would in all
I probability be worked out in executive session, he said.
Meanwhile, the first major repercus ion to the royalty system exacted by Mr. Petrillo from the recording industry developed with
the demand by John L. Lewis, prest ident of the United Mine Workers,
j for a 10c per ton payment to the
jUMW on all coal produced in the
j bituminous industry. Like the recording agreement, which requires
I that the fees are to be used for
Iproposal
m "employment
Lewis
providesfund",
for athe"participating royalty" which would be
'anti-inflationary" and which
'seeks only
to promote
physical
welfare
of the
miners, thethereby
inI creasing their productivity". The
[ plan, Mr. Lewis points out, "would
apt violatebilizationthepolicy,Government's
staor any wage for•nula."
When the recording dispute was
oefore the WLB the royalty fee
5ystem was held as not opposed to
vage stabilization policy.
BROADCASTING
• Broad(

Latham Joins OWI
QUEBEC PONDERS
JOHN
R. LATHAM,
RADIO AUTHORITY
and director
of Roy vice-president
S. Durstine
Inc., New York
PROVINCIAL control of broadcasting is envisaged in a bill
agency,
lastthe
week joined
tabled in the Quebec Parliament at
OWI Domestic
Quebec City Feb. 27. The bill calls
Branch, W a s hfor creation
of awith
provincial
broadcasting service
expenditures
as progington,
r a m manager
for
land,
buildings
and
radio
stamainly in charge
tions limited to $5,000,000. It would
of OPA liaison.
be headed by a manager drawing
Mr. Latham for$9,000 annually.
operation would goReceipts
to pay from
salaries,
presi- Mr. Latham
dent omerly
f thewasAmeroperatingzation ocosts,
and surplus
amortif loans interest
with any
ican Cigarette &
the provincial
Cigar Co., a subsidiary of American going
The to service
would treasury.
be called
Tobaccoment ofCo.;
radio departYoungin the
& Rubicam,
and Radio-Quebec and come under the
assistant sales manager of Mutual. jurisdiction of the provincial premier. It would prepare programs
and engage artists, gather and
broadcast
news, carry commercial
Many Foreign Language as well as sustaining
programs and
Shows on Air in 1943 feed its programs to other stations.
DURING LAST year, 146 of the
country's
stationslanguage
broad- HOOPER RATINGS
cast about912364radioforeign
PUT HOPE FIRST
programsguages,
a week
in
some
25
lanthe Common according
Councilto ofa survey
Americanby BOB HOPE heads the list of "first
programsreport
in thereleased
Feb. by
28
Unity, as reported by Jacques E. fifteen"
evening network
Ferrand,
chief ofradio
the division.
council's The
for- C. E. Hooper Inc. Fibber McGee &
eign language
followed by
report will appear in an early issue Molly placeswithsecond
Jack Haley (subof Interpreter Release, bulletin Joan Davisstitute).
Radio
Theatre,
Charlie
isued by the council.
McCarthy, Screen Guild Players,
The council estimates there were Bing
Crosby,
Walter
Winchell,
Mr.
about 1200 hours of foreign lan- District Attorney, Jack Benny, Abguage programs on the air per
& Costello, Take It or Leave It,
week in 1944, the average having Kay botKyser
(1st half
-hour).Average
Your
four hours of air time weekly and Hit Parade, Eddie
Cantor.
the time given such broadcasts evening figures are
as follows:
varying
from
15
minutes
to
60
10.5; sets-in-use, 32.8;
hours a week. Polish is the most Rating, audience,
80.1. Radio Thefrequently broadcast language with available
atre hasindex.the top sponsor identifica64 programs. Others are: Italian,
tion
54 programs ; Spanish, 46 ; German,
22; Greek, 21; Yiddish, 19; Hungarian, 16. "An estimated
95%
of the
are broadcast
commerJosephy Award
cial and programs
nearly all are
BRONZE STAR Medal has been
on
local
stations",
Mr.
Ferrand
awarded
S/Sgt. Alvin M. Josephy,
writes. Most of the non-English
Corps combat correspondprograms are aired in the daytime, Marine
ent,
who
was
of special
set within a framework of spot with the Radiochief
Bureau
of theevents
OWI
announcements.
and prior to that assistant director
of news and special events with
WOR-Mutual New York. Now covering the operations on Iwo Jima,
Sgt. courageous
Josephy received
his
work theat award
Guam forin
recording the action there [Broadcasting, Aug. 14,for1944].
"With
complete disregard
his personal
safety,"a recording
the citation
"he
made
of thestates,
historical
significance
which
when
rebroadcast in the United States, vividly
brought home the essence of Pacific amphibious warfare."
WHBC Names Hershey
RETIREMENT of Felix Hinkle,
manager of WHBC Canton, 0. and
appointment of William I. Hershey,
of the executive offices of Brush
Moore Newspapers Inc., Canton, as
temporarynounced by the
manager
anstation were
last week.
Hinkle was formerly business
Official Coast Guard Photo Mr.
manager of the Canton Daily News
COVERING amphibious operations until
in 1930.
Mem-a
bersitsof thesuspension
WHBC staff
tendered
at Lingayen
Gulf
in
the
Philippines, Chief Specialist Jack Cole, farewell
dinner
in
Mr.
Hinkle's
of the Coast Guard, was wounded honor at the Hotel Onesto.
in the hand by a piece of shrapnel.
He was on the production sta^ of
Vox Pop before entering the serv- TOM LALLEY,
ecutive and copy formerly
chief of account
Doremus ex-&
icesioinn is1942.
The
Philippine
invaCo.
and
previously
in
a
caone of a number of Pacific
pacity with Weiss & Geller, similar
has joined
operations Cole has covered as a manager.
the Blue Network as sales promotion
U. S. Coast Guard correspondent.
•t Advertising

NAB Board
(Continued from page 15)
such matters should be left to the
judgment of individual station
management. In any event, it was
concluded that the code itself requires membership, rather than
board action and that nothing concrete in the way of industry-wide
sentiment can be tapped until there
is another annual meeting possibly
18 months hence.
The board heard a report from
Hugh Feltis, president of the
Broadcast Measurement Bureau, on
the current campaign to enroll stations in the project. An average of
about 80% of stations represented
at NAB district meetings thus far
held has signed contracts, with the
aggregate in the neighborhood of
300. Mr. Feltis had resigned from
the board by virtue of his resignation as general manager of KFAB
Lincoln to accept the BMB post. J.
Leonard Reinsch, WSB Atlanta,
was elected his successor by the
board as a director-at-large for
large stations.
Progress Reports
Following a report from Mr.
Davis on labor relations, the board
recommended expansion of labor
activities, particularly in the light
of postwar employment prospects.
The labor executive committee has
scheduled a meeting in New York
for
March 6-7 to pursue Mr. Davis'
recommendations.
The board heard progress reports
on legislation and the Petrillo
platter-turner
issue, among
others.by
It adopted a resolution
proposed
the public relations committee comthe Assn.and ofMrs.
Women
Directormending
s of NAB
Dorothy
Lewis, NAB coordinator of listener
activity, on its work and more particularly its campaign entitled
"Women of the United Nations".
This campaign was launched Feb.
17 at a conference and luncheon in
New York attended by representatives of many nations and including Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
All members of the board were
present except for William B. Way,
KVOO Tulsa, who had a previous
commitment. Those present were
Mr. Moi-ency; Mr. Hager, Roy F.
Thompson, WFBG Altoona; Mr.
Arnoux; John C. Bell, WBRC
Birmingham; Hoyt B. Wooten,
WREC Memphis; Nathan Lord,
WAVE Louisville; John E. Fetzer,
WKZO Kalamazoo; Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF Rock Island, 111.; Mr.
Gillin; E. L. Hayek, KATE Albert
Lea, Minn.; Hugh A. L. Halff,
WOAI San Antonio; Hugh B. Terrj, KLZ Denver; Arthur Westlund,
KRE Berkeley, Cal.; William B.
Ryan, KFI Los Angeles; J. 0. Maland, WHO Des Moines; T. A. M.
Craven, WOL Washington, D. C;
Mr. Elias; Dietrich Dirks, KTRI
Sioux City; Frank King, WMBR
Jacksonville; Frank Stanton, CBS
New York; Mr. Russell; Harry R.
Spence, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.
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FCC

KANSAS
CITY

K

O

Z

Y
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
General Manager

Allocation Hearing
{Continued from page 13)
evidence be submitted. Mr. Price FM units have been made in this
of AT&T, complained of the lack country. Of that number 365,648
of certainty as to the number of were combination FM-AM receivfrequencies which would be asers, 13,388 were exclusively FM and
were FM adaptors.
signed and requested a "reason- 16,719
He estimated total retail value
able" number for common carrier
service exclusively. He also asked of the 395,755 sets at $76,083,063,
if thedio services
company's
existing
ra- divided as follows: Combination
must bethreemoved
that five
$71,908,878; FM exclusively,
years be given for the adjustment. sets,
FM adaptors, $807,Others scheduled on the subject de- $3,366,981;
204.
Mr.
Smythe cited figures subclined to testify.
mitted by the Philco Corp., PhilaAlso testifying on Coastal, Mahe total
said manufactureddelphia,
46% ofwhichthe
combined
rine Relay, Ship, Mobile Press and
Fixed Public Service in Alaska, FM-AM sets. Philco estimated the
Mr. Pratt suggested higher fre- 994
aggregate
retailat value
of the 171,units sold
$19,791,812.
quency ranges (above 1000 mc) for
obstacle detection for ships at sea.
Of those sets, however, Philco
Frank Dunbar Jr., appearing for estimated that the retail value of
the Lorain County Radio Corp. the FM band in combination sets
which operates a ship service on averaged $12.50 per set, making
the Great Lakes, specified that the the overall public investment in
bands assigned be adjacent and that Philco sets $2,149,925. Arbitrarily
they be moved up slightly from the doubling that figure for the remainder, Mr. Smythe arrived at the
30-40 mc range to 40-44 mc.
figure of $4,841,350, for an aggreSmythe Describes
gate of $6,991,275 for the FM units
in combination sets. Including exProduction of FM
clusive FM sets and adaptors, the
Dallas W. Smythe, chief of the total public investment in FM is
$11,165,460, Mr. Smythe estimated.
Economics Division, FCC Account- In
an alternative computation,
ing Dept., opening the FM phase
of the argument, testified that in based on Philco's estimate of $12.50
for
unit
in combination sets and
a survey of 101 manufacturing
plants conducted by the Commis- $48.28 per unit in all others, Mr.
sion, it was learned that 395,755 Smythe submitted the estimated

DISCUSSING FM allocations was
this trio
5 executives at ofthe RTPB
FCC Panel
oral argument
last Wednesday. Conferees are (1
to r) : W.ectric,
R. David of ofGeneral
PanelEl-5
and chairmanvice-chairman
of the transmitter
committee; Dr. Ray H. Manson,
vice-president
of Stromberg-Carlson Co., committee;
chairman
ofC.theM. Panel
receiver
Jansky5
Jr., eer,
Washington
consulting
chairman of Panel 5. AH enginthree
testified in favor of retaining FM
in its present band.
public investment of $15,675,725.
As for depreciation, under the
first method of estimation, the depreciated retail value in 1945 attributable toFM would be: 5-year
life, $4,466,184; 7-year life, $6,875,477; 10-year
preciated retaillife,
value$7,815,823.
in 1947 De(on
the assumption that it will be two
years before FM gets into mass
production) : 5-year life, scrap
value only; 7-year life, $3,182,156;
10-year life, $5,582,731.
Under the alternative method of
computationpreciatedMr.values Smythe
listed1945
deas follows:
—5-year life, $6,269,490; 7-year
life, $8,949,696; 10-year life, $10,971,608; 1947 — 5-year life, scrap
value only; 7-year life, $4,467,012;
10-year life $7,836,863.
FM Stations Licensed
By FCC Reviewed
Mr. Smythe estimated that the
original cost of total technical
broadcast property involving FM
was $1,923,337 and the depreciated
value,
$1,334,756.
His reports
estimatesto
were based
on financial
the Commission for 48 licensees
and construction permit holders as
of Dec. 31, 1943, which gave an
average cost per station of $40,070.
Investments by power were given
as follows: 1 kw or less, $357,081

ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
Ask for Rate Card 3
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Fenced

in?

they're

Far

now

from

it-

a feature

■andIt's his
a pleasure
announce
that Slim toBryant
Wildcatsto are
now available
NBC
Thesaurus subscribers for local sponsorship.
Slim and his gang are specialists in every field of
cowboy and hillbilly entertainment— ballads of the
old Wild West, hoe-downs, novelties, square dances,
close harmony, popular songs, originals and comedy
skits. Not only specialists, but they're skilled entertainers—and they're good. People take them to heart
—respond to their warmth, sincerity and whimsy.
In the past five years in which they have ranked
as a top presentation on America's pioneer station
KDKA, Pittsburgh— won friends by the thousands
in KDlCA's broadcast area — they have fulfilled

of Mesaums

demands for 800 personal appearances, regretfully
declined many more.
Slim and his likable colleagues are available now
on Thesaurus to fill a wide variety of sponsorship
requirements. Soon they will be featured in a welltailored script series designed to lend favorable and
distinctive product or institutional identity.
The versatile entertainment of Slim Bryant and
his Wildcats is another step in the NBC Thesaurus
new five-point plan for more well-rounded programs ... a service especially designed for radio,
music exclusive to the subscriber . . . enough selections by every performer to make programming
worth-while . . . plus "network quality."

RADIO'REmMjDING DIVISION
URCe Of RECORDED PROGRAMS
AMERICA'S NUMBCKiJ
, A Strvica of Rodio
Corpsrollon of Anwrkoj

RCA BWg., Radio City, New York, N.Y A)erchoncf»se Mart, Chicago, UK
Trans-Lux Btdg., Washfngfon, D. C. . . Sunset and Vine, Hollywood. Calif.

'

ACTIVE
SALT
LAKE
MARKET

for 18 stations; 1.1/3 kw, $288,781
for 12 stations ; 10 kw, $546,827 for
11 stations;
10.1 kw and over, $730,648
for 7 stations.
C. M. Braum, chief of the Nonstandard Broadcast Application
Section, Broadcast Division, FCC
Engineering Dept., testified that as
of Feb. 20, 1945, there were 46 FM
stations licensed, seven for which
construction permits _are outstanding, and two of the seven under
active construction. Considering 48
stations, he said four are operating
under wartime experimental or developmental licenses, leaving 44
whose requirements and coverage
have been determined.
Of the 44 stations, 33 have instal ed ful transmitter power and
two have installed the antenna system authorized. Only 10 FM stations have completed full construction and testing, he added, while
32 of the stations are authorized on
a wartime basis to operate without
their regular transmitter power or
with temporary antenna systems or
both; six other stations are complete except for minor items.
Should FM be moved upward, he
said, tion
oneestimated
licenseethe oftransition
a 50-kw cost
stawould be from $20,000-$25,000 or
about one-third of the list price of
the transmitter, which cost $67,000. Using the one-third as a factor, Mr. Braum estimated the aggregate cost to broadcasters of
modifying transmitters would be
around $300,000. He didn't hazard
a guess as to cost of changing an-

Borden Replacement
BORDEN
Co.'sShow,
replacement
for
the Ed Wynn
onsinger,
the with
Blue
features
Jerry Wayne,
Jeff Alexander's orchestra and
chorus and guest stars, Jane Froman to appear on the second of the
series. Program shifts from Monday 9-9:30 p.m. to Sunday 8:30-9
p.m. beginning March 25. Producer
is Bob mour,Weenolsen,
and Dan
Seyannouncer. Agency
is Young
& Rubicam, New York.
tennas, since little information was
available.
Jett Asks Estimates
Of Potential Losses
Commissioner "Jett asked that
witnesses supply estimates of the
potential losses if transmitters are
modified. Chairman Porter suggested that industry witnesses
"bear in mind Mr. Jett's suggestion."mission
He made
Comwants all ittheplain
factsthepossible
to guide it in its decision.
Mr. Jansky told the Commission
that on Tuesday Panel 5 met in
Washington
and votedstand
21-1 atto the
reaffirm its original
hearings last fall and to support
the brief submitted by the chairman and vice-chairman of Panel 5
[Broadcasting, Feb. 26]. Dr. T.
T. Goldsmith, representing the
Allen B. DuMont Labs., he said,
cast the only dissenting vote, while
five members did not vote.
He submitted a memorandum by
Maj. Armstrong, Dr. H. H. Beverage of RCA Labs, and Dr. Chai'les

PiTTSBURGH AVVgRTISeRS
THS LOCAL SCORE

R. Burrows, based on propagation
studies conducted by the three in
collaboration with Dr. G. W. Pickard, Dr. H. T. Stetson and Stuart
Bailey. Challenging conclusions by
Dr. Norton, submitted in the closing days of the fall hearings, Mr.
Jansky said:
"The basic data available to Mr.
Norton — and it was available also
to our members — does not justify
such wide conclusions as he has
drawn. . . . The most important
issue is one dealing with propagation. Men can overcome whatever
temporary obstacles may exist . . .
That memorandum concludes that
the evidence on which you based
your
was unsound."
Mr. opinion
Jansky admonished
the Commission they must "believe Norton
and the errors he has made" or
"Dellinger, Beverage and Armstrong". Questioned by Mr. Denny
as to quantitative
data showing
interference inthe maximum
sunspot
cycle, Mr. Janksy said such data
means little at 50 mc unless in contrast equally quantitative data is
available in other frequencies.
Manson Says Costs
Based on Moving Band
Dr. Ray H. Manson, vice-president of the Stromberg-Carlson Co.
and chairman of the Panel 5 receiver committee, testified that his
committee,
composed
of manufacturers, agreed
that receivers
could
be built for the 84-102 mc band, but
such a change "imposes important
technical
such as re-of
ceiver driftdifficulties,
and the attainment
the requisite
selectivity, which sensitivity
will have and
a bearing
upon the quality of service to be
rendered
to the public."
The committee
agreed also that
at least six months additional engineering time will be required to
prepare
receiverscostat involved
84-102 mc,to
that the forincreased
the consumer would range from
$4-$32 per set, with the majority
opinion tending toward $32.
Adequate filed testing and design
revisions for the 84-102 mc band
would entail an additional three
months. The committee recommended that a firm allocation commitment be made
FCC so "unnecessary delaybyandthe increased
cost
to Dr.
the public
be avoided".
Manaoncan testified
that the
IOWA
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, "I'LL BE RUINED if FM moves
' up," Leonard
L. AschBroadcasting
(1), president of the Capitol
Co., Schenectady, licensee of ihe
■ nation's only independent FM statoldElectric
Dr. W. Co.R. andG.
!■ tion,
Baker WBCA,
of General
1 chairman of the Radio Technical
. . Planning Board, during a recess at
. the allocation oral argument be' testified
fore the that
FCC iflastFMweek.
Mr. Asch
is moved
up,
his business would be a "washout".
He
operates
the
country's
only
FM
station in competition with AM.
increased cost estimate was based
solely on moving the FM band and
not on other factors.
W. R. David of GE, chairman
of the transmitter committee, said
his group, meeting Feb. 24 in New
York, agreed that transmitters
could be built for 78-102 mc operation, but the change imposes "very
important technical difficulties particularly inthe matter of high frequency tubes, transmitter circuits,
antennas and transmission lines".
Considerable engineering time
will be required, up to six months
for lower powers and 1-3 years for
higher powers, he said. It was the
opinion mittee
of thata transmitters
majority of his
for comthe
higher frequency band will cost
more, particularly the higher power
ratings, he added.
Mr. David submitted a letter
from the Radio Manufacturers
Assn. transmitter tube engineering committee on tube availability
as follows: All tubes, 250 w-50 kw
power level available for FM in the

band 42-50 mc; tubes of 250 and
1,000 w available in the 84-102 mc
band, but those of 3 kw power level
and higher would not be available
for periods ranging from 6 months
to 2 years.
Maj. Armstrong submitted correspondence kept by an amateur
broadcaster in Phoenix, Ariz., who
reported receiving F2 layer reception durng the maximum of the last
sunspot cycle, dating from October
1936 to March 1938. He heard Maj.
Armstrong's station, once picked
up the NBC television sound channel, picked up stations in South
America and a few others, but the
NBC sound channel, operating on
49.75 mc, was the only one above
43 mc which he received.
On the other hand another station, five miles away and equipped
with better facilties than the
Phoenix station, experienced none
of the F2 layer transmission, Maj.
Armstrong explained.
Sunspot Interference
Called Unpredictable
Maj. Armstrong
mission that if FM told
movesthe up,Com-as
proposed by the FCC, it would be
delayed at least a year. To offset
any ideas
that hein might
ested financially
keepingbe FMinter-in
its present locataion, the inventor
told the Commission that if it retains FM in its present band, he
will turn over all his royalties for
one year to a board to be appointed, the money to be expended as
the board sees fit.
He asserted "we can't predict
sunspot interference" and drew

a comparison between "actual experience' and "theory",should
declaring
that the Commission
base
its
conclusions
on
"the
years
experience of those in the FMof
field" rather than theory. Maj.
Armstrong said he wasn't worried
as to the ability of the manufacturing industry to expand with FM.
As the art progresses new designs
will be created and the transmitter
and receiver manufacturers will
keep pace. He pointed out that it
would be some time before a maximum number of transmitters could
be in operation and by that time
the receiver manufacturers would
be ready to expand.
Maj. Armstrong questioned Dr.
Norton's calculations, saying his
predictions based on frequencies
twice as high as those on which
standards were made and the recommendatiaons of those "who have
had actual experience" were so different "it seems something must be
left out . . . some errors were made".
The Commission's staff was confused in two places and "misunderstood testimony
of three
said the
inventor.
He witnesses,"
listed the
three main sources of interference
asospheric.
F2 layer,
E and onTropHe Sporadic
dwelt at length
F2
layer, explained its characteristics
and told the Commission that during the last sunspot peak amateurs
operating on 56-58 mc attempted
to establish coast-to-coast transmis ion on F2 layer, but didn't succeed. He concluded
thaton"Norton's
predictions
were based
assumptions,
not
facts".
"I think our vast experience dur-
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ing the sunspot cycle and Dr. Bellinger's on
predictions
I'm sure
were based
the which
hop, probably
will be our best guide through the
next sunspot cycle".
Maj. radicArmstrong
E, disagreed discussed
with someSpo-of
Dr.
Norton's
conclusions
and
touched briefly on the tropospheric
wave. He offered the following proposed allocations in the band 44108 mc; amateurs 44-48 mc; FM
48-66 mc; first television channel
69-75
78-108 mc;
mc. five television channels
He would leave the two 3-mc
bands unassigned, the space ultimately either going to FM or television, depending on which service
demonstrates the greater need. He
suggested it could go to television
by moving the No. 1 band down to
66 mc or it could go to FM. Maj.
Armstrong suggested that a temporary deviation from his arrangement could be adopted pending adjustments in all the services.
Cyrus T. Read, director of sales
engineering of Hallicrafters Co.,
Chicago, concluded
the first
testimony
by supporting
the day's
proposed allocations.
He estimated
the
cost
of
converting
present-day
sets to higher frequencies would FMbe
$10-$15.
Thursday's Walker
session acting
opened chairwith
Commissioner
man in the brief absence of Chairman Porter, who was called to appear
the Senate
AppropriationsbeforeCommittee.
John Shepard
3d,
chairman of the board and general
manager
of
the
Yankee
Network,
recommended that FM be allocated
either 44-62 mc or 46-64 mc and
that high-powered stations be as-

0
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signed to the upper portion of the
band.
He listed these three factors leading to Yankee's opposition to the
FCC proposals:
(1) delay
in pro-of
viding FM service;
(2) loss
incentive by pioneer FM broaders; (3) obsolescence
of receiving setscastand
loss of investment
made by broadcasters to date.
Mr. Shepard said information
from transmitter
dicated itwould manufacturers
take from two in-to
three years before a transmitter
of 25-50 kw could be delivered complete. Therefore, a period of three
television
to four years would elapse before AT
kickoffBLUE
Feb. Network's
25 at General
Elecfull
production
receivers
WRGB
Schecould be attained. ofHe FM
estimated
the tric's videonectady,station,
Mark
Woods,
(1)
presiaverage life of receivers now on
ent of the American Broadcasting
hand to be seven years, basing his Co., dand
Robert Peare (r), viceassumption
on
Dept.
of
Commerce
president vofertising,GE
in charge
adstatistics.
flank Johnny
Olson,of m.c.
"I tionamby the
convinced
that FM ofrecepgreat majority
the of the Ladies Be Seated telecast.
public would be delayed for ap- are lifted, though he added it might
proximately five years based on the
two or three years to produce
facts I have just outlined," said take
the equipment.
Mr.
Shepard.
addition to the"This
delayswould
whichbeFMin
Mr. Shepard,
ination by Mr. under
Denny,cross-examsaid the
has already encountered, due in
part to unavoidable circumstances. FMBI brief which opposed the Commission's
proposals
was
concurred
in by the six members who signed
Fears FM Will Be
it. They were, besides Mr. Shepard,
Adversely Affected
Theodore
Mastin,
C. M. Streibert,
Jansky Jr.,Cecil
J. E.D.Brown,
"Our conclusion, therefore, is
a committee on brief
that, if the assignments proposed comprising
oral argument, and Walter J.
by thefect,Commission
are put into
ef- and
Damm,the FMBI
He added
FM as a broadcasting
service
that
FMBI president.
was not unanimous
will be put back to where it was in its views.
in 1936; and it will be very sick
for a period of many years, prob- Craven Supports
on its death gathered
bed." Mr. byShepard
cited ablystatistics
Ernst FM Move Upward
& Ernst, New York, showing that
M. Craven,
vice-president
Broadcasting
Co. and
373,675 FMfactured at receivers
were cost
manu-to of T.the A.Cowles
an aggregate
former
Commissioner,
said Cowles
the public of $68,188,619. [The would stand on its brief supporting
Ernst & Ernst survey was not as
Commission's
He
extensive as that conducted by the the
expressed
the view allocations.
that F2 layer
day].
FCC and introduced on Wednes- and Sporadic E interference would
be such that FM in the 42-44 mc
could not perform a good
Mr. Shepard made these recom- portion
mendations: (1) That FM be as- service.
signed to the lower part of the 44Comdr. Craven said "The people
108 mc band; (2) that present op- on FM made no quantitative study"
erators be given
as- of skywave interference. He agreed
signmentspermanent
immediately; (3)new tjiat
with
views heof Drs.
Nortonthe whom
laudedWheeler
as twoandof
the
matter
of
operating
on'
both
the
old
or
the
new
frequency
be
left
the
foremost
propagation
experts
to the discretion of the licensee until in the field and told the Commissuch time as there are a sufficient
sion,
"I
see
no
reason
whatsoever
number of sets in the hands of the
doubting their judgment".
public to justify operation on the in Supporting
contention
new frequency exclusively or until FM should be his
upward, that
the
the educational interest requires the veteran engineermoved
said
the
use of these frequencies in any giv- protect the outer regionsFCCof must
serven locality; that the Commission
ice areas to afford service to those
take cognizance of the millions of
dolalrs which have been invested living
outside
of
cities.
"I
think
it's
the duty of the Commission to take
in the development
casting system. of an FM broadOn the basis of another survey
Mr. Shepard said the total FM investment on the part of broadcasters is $5,961,872, of which he placed
the cost of transmitters, transmis- Th
sion lines and antenna at $1,431,ere fj
642.
Under cross-examination
Commissioner
Jett, Mr. Shepardby
said if from an engineering standCommission
FM
should point
be thelocated
above 50finds
mc and
that such a move would "improve
itFM rightly",
would agree
that
Some smart sponsor tapping the
should behe moved.
He agreed
with Mr. Jett that economics should
rich Portland Market by means
of WGAN
not
outweigh
engineering
factors
but added that economics should
be considered along with other
Commissioner Jett said it was
STATION
PORTLAND
phases.
his
understanding that 50 kw FM
MAINE
equipment has been developed and National Sales Reprtsentatlves: PAUL RDTMER
COMPANY
is ready to start the minute freezes
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any step whatsoever to protect service in allOnareas,"
declared delay,
Comdr.if
Craven.
the predicted
FM istive moved
up,
the
Cow^les
execusaid he thought manufacturers
are ready now to turn out 50 kw
equipment for the higher frequencies. "If we manufacture with the
speed of war, it won't take very
long," he mis isaid.
television
transon in sound"If can
be produced
in the 108-mc band, so can FM.
There's no mystery about it. . . .
I've been
impressedis that
the at-If
titude of industry
negative.
industry took that attitude in war
we wouldn't get anywhere. We
must
take Craven
positive said
attitude."
Comdr.
he thought
co-channel interference was more
important
than
shadows
or tropospheric interference. He urged
the
Commission to think in international terms in allocating and
pointed out that if skywave interferencenext
follows Dr.
Wheeler's
forecast at the
sunspot
cycle peak,
FM should not be allocated in the
40-mc
because notthere
be untoldregion
interference
only would
from
stations in this country but other
countries. He called on the Commission to "give
paramount
weight allto
technical
data"
and consider
other factors as secondary. "I think
it's
of thetofuture
FM inforthethe interest
Commission
considerof
co-channel
interference,"
asserted. "I have recommendedhe and
I recommend again that the Commission's proposal be adopted."
Crosley Ready to Build Sets
For Higher Frequencies
John D. Reid, manager of research, Crosley Corp, Cincinnati,
testifying on cost of building new
receivers, said Crosley plans to turn
out ancies which
FM would
set forcosthigher
frequenthe consumer
an additional $3 or $4. Mr. Reid
said the biggest factor in redesigning would be expansion of the band
rather
trum. than position in the specMr. Reid declared that Crosley
feels
the FCC
are sound
and itproposed
is desirableallocations
to shift
the FM band to 84-102 mc.
C. R. Miner, design engineer, receiving division, electronics department, GE, saidbelieved
the majority
manufacturers
that theof
cost to consumers for the higher
frequency sets would range from
$15 to $30 more than at 40 mc. He
said the cost of expanding the band
would not be appreciable but listed
the increase as due principally to a

ROADCASTING

JolKffe Is Elected V-P
In Charge of RCA Labs.
DR. C.neer ofB.theJOLLIFFE,
engiRCA Victorchief
Division,
was
elected
vice-president
of
RCA
in charge of RCA David
Labs., Brig.
Gen. ,
Sarnolf
president,nounced Friday
anfollowing
a
meeting of the board
of directors. Dr.
J olliff e will succ e e d 0 1 1 0 S.
"^^'''^
elected who
staff
Schairer,
-^ss^ma
HlH^ mT^K vice-president
of
RCA. Mr, SchairDr. Jolliffe er will be consultant and advisor on matters pertaining to research, development,
patents, trademarks and license.
The board authorized Ewen C.
Anderson, commercial manager of
RCA Labs., to execute license
agreements under domestic patent
rights andmercialtoactivities
coordinate
comof RCAthe Labs,
with those of the RCA Victor Di-

change in the operating frequency.
GE estimates its cost of manufacturing sets in the higher frequencies would
be $24-$30He more
to the
consumer.
said perthe unit
increased cost was due mainly to the
use of expensive materials and decdleaavroerdt"oipull
t will cost
be everybody's
down in the enfuture".
He
said
GE
estimates
based on receivers sold
in 1940were
for
$69.95.
Lodge Describes
Interference Factors
William B. Lodge, CBS director
of general engineering, said he had
studied
Dr. Norton'sdiscrepancies.
testimony and
failed
He
referredto tofindananyarticle
he wrote for
Broadcasting, Aug. 14, 1944, as
setting forth his views and asserted
that ion.heHe said
had not
opinsomechanged
of the his
apparent
discrepancies in propagation opinions were caused by "different obHe said Dr. Norton was a highly
jectives."
qualified expert in the field of propagation and that he agreed with
Dr. Norton terferenthat
long-distance
ce infrequencies
below in-50
mc made it necessary to move FM
to higher frequencies if a general
service is to be provided. Mr. Lodge
doubted there would be any delay
in broadcasting with power up to
10 kw and declared that when a
broadcaster goes to a manufacturer
with a erally
definite
order delivery
"he can genget a better
date
thanFrank
he reports
to
committees."
Marx, technical advisor,
engineering department, American
Broadcasting Co. (Blue) restated
the
Blue'sthat
position
as set forth
its brief,
the network
believesin
the
Commission's
proposal
should
be adopted.
Leonard L. Asch, president of
the Capitol
cense of WBCABroadcasting
Schenectady,Co.,onlyliindependent FM station in the country, opposed the allocation move
on the grounds that it likely would
force ness.
hisHe said
organization
out been
of busi-on
WBCA has
the air commercially since July 17,
1941, operating 16 hours daily, and
although gross time sales have been
• Broadcast A dyer thin g

$35,000 the company has operated
at afirmlossbelieves
of $70,000.
Nevertheless
his
the investment
was
good, inasmuch as it looks forward
to wide service in the present band.
Mr. Asch attempted to insert in
the record a letter from a listener
threatening complaint to Congress
if the Commission moves the FM
band butrivedChairman
arshortly beforePorter,
noon whorecess,
overruled the letter as irrelevant.
Mr. Asch also attempted to insert
inwhich
the record
telegramhimfrom
CBS
he said arefused
network
servicetion butbecause
his
was
an
FM
stathe Chairman also refused
to admit it on the grounds that it
had nothing to do with allocations.
Dr. Manson, recalled to the stand,
said he did
not decide
believe allocations
the Commission should
on the problem of receivers. "All
other factors being equal, however,"
he
said, receivers
"the Commission
shouldof
consider
in the hands
the
public."
He
said
that
while
would cost more to manufactureit
sets doubt
for higher
he had
no
that frequencies
all manufacturers
would build receivers regardless of
where
cated. the FM band is finally lo"At the present moment postwar
is out," he said. "We are fighting
a war dary.
and Wheneverything
else is seconwe get engineers
we
can make the sets. Cost is no object. We must get results, but we
must make sets that the public can
buy." He said FMWHFM,
Stromberg-Carlson
stationthe
Rochester, N. Y. had received
noinreports
of interference.
David B. Smith, director of research, Philco Corp., said that Phil-
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CO, largest manufacturer of FM receivers for the home, is in agreement in general with the Commission's
for the
FM magnitude
and television.proposals
Considering
of the problem, he testified, the
Commission has done "a splendid
overall
in reconciling
claims ofjob"
the various
services. the
Mr. Smith supported the Comthe present band mission's
vs^ouldpredictions
causethatinterference
which pairhethe value
said "would
seriously
imof FM broadcasting
and reception." He said the primaryfeatedpurpose
FM "would amount
be deif any ofsubstantial
of interference develops due to vagies in transmission."
He artestified
that a shift to the
proposed
FM band would
impair the usefulness
of the not
170,000

WHLN Joins MBS
WHLN Harlan, Kentucky, 250 w
on 1560 outlet
kc, starts
as a
Mutual
March operation
19. Affiliation
was announced last October as the
sixth tual.
Kentucky
for affiliMuNetwork nowstation
has 253
ates.
combination
sets soldandby shortwave
Philco for
standard broadcast
reception
although
it
"will
have
effect FM
of obsoleting
band theofof
most
sets now the
in theFM hands
theHepublic."
estimated a shift of frequencies from 50 mc to the region of
90 mc will add from $2.50 to $5 to
the listilarprice
simincreaseofinreceivers
cost if and
the a band
width is increased from 90 to 150

REPORT BY CROSSLEY, INC., FOR ROCHESTER, N. Y.
THE RADIO AUDIENCE BY STATIONS
AUGUST 5— NOVEMBER 30
TECHNIQUE • TELEPHONE COINCIDENTAL
fAorning
8:00 A.M.— 12 NOON
MONDAY-FRIDAY
WHAM
Station B
Station C
Others

50.1%
36.2%
9.9%
3.8%

Affernoon
12 NOON— 6:00 P.M.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
WHAM
Station B
Station C
Others

33.7%
43.0%
17.2%
6.1%

6:00 P.M.— 10:30 P.M.
MONDAY-SUNDAY
WHAM
43.0%
Station B
37.1%
Station C
15.2%
Others
4.7%
P/os Coverage of a// of yNe%\ern New York
50,000 WaHs . . . Clear Channel ... 1 180 On The Dial . . . Basic NBC
National Representative: GEORGE P. HOUINGBERY CO.

channels. With experience the cost
differential
he added. will tend to disappear,
He sarasserted
is necesy to pay a receiver
bitthatmore"ifcost
init the
of increased
forform
the
highertainfrequencies
in
order
to
obinterference-free
service,On then
the cost should
be incurred.
the
other unless
hand, the
shift that
shouldtherenotwillbe
made
it seems
be substantial interference in the
lower frequencies where FM now
Daniel E. Noble, appearing as an
engineer interested in the FCC proposals, said that
if theforFM a engineer "would
sitengineer
tight
the television
would while,
solve
his
problems
for
him."
Supportinghe
the 84-102 mc recommendation,
testified that a poll he conducted
among engineers showed a substanband. tialis."majority jfavoring the higher
Engineers Testify on
Interference Studies
Archer Taylor, representative of
the Paul Godley Co., Montclair, N.
J.,
engineer,he conducted
submitted
dataconsulting
based on studies
while at the Bureau of Standards
which supported the contention reent band. garding interference in the presRalph J. Renton, chief. Equipment & Projects Section, Field Division, FCC Engineering Dept., tesfield strength
surveystified
made regarding
near Louisville,
Ky., over
different terrain at both 45^/^ and
91 mc shadows
which, heoversaid,thisdemonstrated
that
area do not
appear
to be noticeably different at
either frequency.
E. W. Allen Jr., chief. Technical
Analysis mationSection,
Technical
InforService, FCC
Engineering
Dept.,tiontestified
regarding
correcfactors applied to Mr. Renton's
surveysto for
making theservice
data
applicable
a broadcast
and for comparing the data with

CONCENTRATED
RADIO AUDIENCE

$1,000 CHECK for prizes in WWDC
Washington's
bowling
tournament
is handed to Arville
Ebersole,
chairman of the National Bowling Cong
r
e
s
,
b
y
Tony
Wakeman
on
whose
All Sports Parade program resiilts
will be given. The contest gets under way March 1 in 31 Washington
duckpin
cent of theestablishments.
grand prize poolTenwillper-go
to the Bowlers Victory Legion to
buy sports
and recreational
ment for servicemen
overseas.equipthe distance ranges predicted by the
signal range curves of the FCC
standards of good engineering. Mr.
Allen
supported Mr. Renton's interpretations.
Dr. Norton gave a resume of his
studiesisticsonwhichpropagation
provided the characterbasis for
his determination
excessive
interference wouldthat
develop
in the
present FM band and that there
wouldence inbetherelatively
lowband.interferthese studies84-102
were mccarried
onSincein
conjunction
with
military
operations. Chairman Porter ruled that
in the interest of security a closed
sessionnicalwould
held atbewhich
techwitnessesbe would
permitted
to cross-examine Dr. Norton.
Sees Increase in
Primary Service Area
Dr. Norton said the studies made
by Mr.therRenton
and his
Mr. Allen
fursubstantiated
conclusion
that FM will have larger primary
service areas
at the out
higherthatfre-if
quencies. He pointed
shadows powere
relatively
more this
imrtant at the higher band
would have been encountered in
Mr. that
Renton's
analysis. increase
He notedin
also
the expected
primary
service
area
will
be realized even if the protected contours
are kept the same as in the present
standards applicable to the present
band.
He asserted that if the CommisINFORMED SPONSORS
ARE BUYING
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, sion recognizes that the external
jnoise is considerably lower in the
Iftect
highera lower
band and
to profieldundertakes
intensity contour
'from
interference,
the
primary
service areas of stations in the
new band
largerbe
than
in the"will
old bebandveryandmuchit will
possible to supply a very much
larger rural audience a truly interference fre his
broadcast
service."
He testified
conclusions
regarding
greater
range
of
stations in the higher band wereFM based
partly on extensive tests in which
,,he participated and further tests
" since he has been with the War
' Dept. He said that in connection
" hundreds
with his earlier
drovein over
of milestestsof heroads
the
eastern part of the country, simul^ taneously observing field intensiof FM tosignals
"" ties
the signal
noise andratiolistening
in level,to
" was
hilly during
and mountainous
terrain.
this study, he said, thatIt
" ' "I came to realize that this pro'■ make
posed possible
new broadcast
woulda
for thefacility
first time
■e <■ really
fine,
interference
free
broadcast service to the American public."
Subscription Radio
Asks Channels
Later, he said, after digesting
Dr. Wheeler's
data on sporadic
skywave
field intensities
he realizedE
that this interference would substantially reduce the service areas
of stations
in the topresent
band "for
what
I consider
be significantly
large percentages of the time and
that this sporadic E layer interferencegradalone
wouldnewproduce
a deation in the
FM service
comparable in some respects to
the
problem broadcast
we now
have interference
in the standard
band."
Commissioner Jett said for the
record that Dr. Norton is probably
the
world's
outstanding expertPor-on
waveter
propagation.
commented that Chairman
the statement,
coming from the only technical
member on the Commission, merited
:considerable importance.
'Subscription
Joseph L. Weiner,
appearing
Radio Inc.,
urged for
the
■ Commission to provide as many FM
: channels as possible "so there won't
be so many objections" to his pro' posed
service. conducted,
He presentedwhich,
resultshe
of a survey
■ questioned
said, indicatedare thewilling
majority
of
to paythose
for
subscriber radio.
He
challenged
the
NAB's
brief,
which did not object to subscriber

fir

WLW
700 ON YOUR DIAL
THE NATION'S
MOST
MERCHANDISE-ABLE
STATION
BROADCASTING

Be Seated
THERE'S
a return
to normalcy in one
respect
the
FCC. For
the first
timeatsince
1939,
the
unwritten
"stand
up"
rule enforced
former
Chairman
James byLawrence
Fly is out of vogue. When
Mr. Fly assumed the chairmanship, he required
ent to remain
standingall presuntil
the Commission membership
filed in. Then he rapped the
gavel. At the oral arguments
on allocations which began
last Wednesday, Chairman
Paul A. Porter presided at
his first public hearing. He
eschewed the "stand up" practice. He doesn't staff
require
it of
the Commission
at meetings either. He also permits
smoking mission
by the
meetings.staff at Com-

he prefers to "listen to advertising
matter"
or "pay in another way"
for his entertainment.
Questioned by Chairman Porter
as to whether rivalry would be permit ed in the same areas, Mr. Weiner said he believed interest in subscription radio would lie in new
fields
ratherfields.
than competition in
established
Dr. R. R. Lowdermilk of the U. S.
Office of Education, said his department couldlocationtake
als, but left noit position
entirely toin the
FCC. Confusion among educational
broadcasters resulted, he explained,
from "educators seeing two groups
of people in whom they have confidence, in disagreement."
schools recommended
that FMSome
remain where it is and others supported the FCC proposal, he said,

but the vancemajority
was add in a possibleopinion
compromise.
David
B.
Smith,
appearingchairman of RTPB Panel 6, en-as
the Commission's
Then hedorsedassumed
the roleproposals.
of director of research, speaking for Philco Corp.posals Again
he
endorsed
the proon behalf of his company
and
said Philco feels that the proposed
12 channels
below
300
mc
will
provide for several hundred stations,
while proposed
allocation
experimental frequencies
aboveof 400
mc
will make possible developmental
work in that region. Mr. Smith added, however, some years would be
required to develop television at
the higher
frequencies.
He expressed the belief
that television
in the upper
frequencies
would
plement that of the lower area supand

radio but recommended that it be
treated
multiple-address
ice andasbe a allocated
in the servband
elsewhere than channels reserved
for broadcasting services. The expected opposition from the NAB did
not materialize but the suggestion
insaid.its brief is more damaging," he
Mr. Weiner challenged the CBS
brief which opposed subscription
radio as not in accordance with
broadcasting as specified in the
Communications Act, and asserted
that the people want interferencefree radio and "interference-free
from
advertising". ofHebroadcasting
said under
the
the present
listener system
has no choice whether

If a tree fails
and no one is there to hear it,
does it make a sound?"
"if a product is advertised on
the air, and only a small audience
listens, will it sell?"
Your sales message on WCBM
will sell. habit.
WCBM is Baltimore's
listening
The Bhe Network Station
(UCBIT)
BALTIMORE
JOHN ELMER GEORGE H. ROEDER
President General Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc.,. Natl. Rep.

• Broadcast Advertising
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that there
would be no conflict between the two.
Thomas E. Harris, appearing for
NBC, said his organization would
rest on its brief, which supported
the FCC proposals. 0. B. Hanson,
NBC vice-president and chief engineer, said NBC had made inquiries to the Commission regarding
a station on the proposed Channel
4, 66-72 mc, because the network
wanted to be "in the middle of the
band" rather than in the end since
thePressed
extremesbyareCommissioner
"vulnerable." Jett
and Mr.sible Denny
as
to whetheron posskywave interference
the
44-50
mc
channel
influenced
decision to ask for Channel NBC's
4, Mr.
Hanson
don't tothink
so."
Later he said:
said, in"Ianswer
a direct
question, that if the FCC gave

BEEUME

NBC the first channel "we'd take
Joseph H. Ream, CBS vice-president, supporting
that innetwork's
brief, which
concurred
the proposed
allocations,
technical
considerations make said
it clear
that
it's
necessary
to establish,
"as soon
it." postwar,
as possible
wideband
television in the ultra-high frequencies." He said "there seems to be
no longer any question that better
service can be provided in higher
frequencies."
The question as to when new televisionswerecand, hebecontinued,
proved still
is unanbut surmised
that if manpower and materials are
available within a rea,sonable time
CBS could give demonstration "beyear is out."
He urged
the 12fore thechannels
proposed
below that
300

TAKES

A BOW

Since the ^eeUnt was first offered to advertisers
in October, 1943, only 17 months ago, its sales
curve has been steadily climbing ... far ahead of
national trends . . . regardless of season. Today,
nearly all national spot accounts advertising in
Central California and Western Nevada are using
the SteiiHe.
WHAT IS
Not a regional network
but a group of longestablished key stations,
each the favorite in its
community
. . . combined*
on a new basis
for National spot business.
'See McCltilcby SeeUtc rate Hiti)igStandard
first underRateCalifornia
and Data.in
McCltitcfiy
Robert
A
STREET
National 1 Broattcastiiig
Sales Manager)
Paul
H.
Company
RAYMER
National CO. Sacramento, California
Representative
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Mahon Joins MBS
JACK MAHON has joined Mutual's
correspondents,
assignedstalfto ofthewarPacific
area. Former feature writer and sports columnist for King
Features
and Mr.
International News Service,
Mahon returned to New York last
September from the Pacific.

was out of Washington, said that
TBA urged prompt adoption of a
nationwide television frequency assignment plan, such as he outlined.
The proposed 12 channels below
300 mc will permit a widespread
and "satisfactory"
least
six additional service
channelsbut areat
needed for "complete competitive
service," the TBA brief suggested.
Points to Plans for
Color Television
TBA called for immediate allocation of the 102-108 mc band to
television
pointed
"it is!
possible to and
allocate
a 14thoutchannel
immediately
102 mcperiod
to tele-of
vision for a below
temporary
five years". Channel sharing with
other services
must be "closely,
controlled
and subordinate
to all ,
television use," the brief continued.
saidplans
"everyto member
of Col.
the Roberts
association
go into
colorperhaps
television
the higher
wide band'
and
veryinmuch
fre
quencies"
the
FCC, but hethan
addedproposed
it would beby some
time
before
high-definition
video
can be accomplished. He called on
the Commission
allocate
the ontele-£
vision channels tobelow
300 mc
"permanent" basis to insure "secur
ity" erstoand the
manufacturers,
broadcastpublic.
Allen B. DuMont, head of the!
laboratories bearing his name anc
first president of TBA, introducec
letters from several listeners tend-i
ing to vision
showservicethathadthegotten
DuMont
wide telereception. In the case of complaintS;
investigation
disclosed
receiver antennas had
been that
improperly
installed
when changes
made the and
complaints
stopped. wert
Paul J. Larsen, of Johns Hop
kins
U., representing
the Societj
of Motion
Picture Engineers,
pro
tested
the
CBS
brief
attacking
the
atre television. He contended thai
theatre television is not a broad
casting wire
service,
utilize
linesthat
suchit ascould
Muzakno1
that the
service
should
be
classified as private
communications
differentiate
it from
broadcastingtc
SMPE asked the Commission tc
"reaffirm the experimental alloca
tion of frequencies for the service
offromtheatre
television"
1900-30,000
mc. in the banc
Paul
M.
Segal,
for th<
American Radio counsel
Relay League
said the proposed allocations ar<
"entirely
acceptable"
ARRL
K.
B. Warner,
ARRLto thesecretary
said the amateurs would prefei
their present assignment 56-60 mij

mc
be tagged asJett"temporary"
Commissioner
interjected andto
clear a statement he had Jan. 15
at a news
lease of theconference
proposals. prior to reThe Commissioner said his refallocation
below 300erence tomc"temporary"
did not specify
any
time, or even months. "It might be
years," he added. "I don't want anyone to take that phrase 'temporary'
too"Weseriously."
a freezing
standardbelieve
s as proposed
by Col. ofRoberts
(W. A. Roberts, counsel for TBA)
is as good a way as any of postponing the day when high-definition television is proven," said Mr.
Ream. "We suggest the Commission
inchannels
its final temporarily,
report allocatetwo,the make
6-mc
wide channels in the ultra-high frepermanent,ofandthe three,
encoquencies
urage the efforts
industry
to develop high-definition televiArmstrong Details
FM Operations
As announced
Friday's that
session
sion."
was
the opened
secret ses-it
sion with military experts next
Monday would be confined to F2
layer transmission, inasmuch as engineers generally were agreed on
other phenomena.
was
recalled
to the standMr. toAllen
elaborate
on his testimony of Thursday.
Maj. Armstrong, again taking the
stand, corrected his testimony of
Wednesday formation
and regarding
gave operations
detailed in-of
FM stations on frequencies of 110
and 117 mc.we "From
the Alpine
transmitter
were always
able
tofrom
get the
a better
signal
at
42 mc thanat
Yonkers transmitter
117Benmc,"Adler,
he said.
facilities engineer of
the American Broadcasting Co.,
operator of the Blue Network, supported the Commission's television
proposals
said "itlowisfrequency
felt that
the
lack ofandsufficient
channels to establish a nationwide
television service will provide impetus to the immediate
of commercial
widebanddevelopment
television
in the high frequency experimenComdr. Craven, returning to the
standtal bands."
to testify for television,. said
the Cowles Broadcasting Co. in- In Southern New Eng
tends to start high-definition video land People are in th
in Washington
the earliest
possible moment andat that
he had been
Habit of Listening
assured by Westinghouse officials
to WTIC
that delivery could be made on a
high-definition transmitter within
"six months of some date in the
"Within
a reasonably
after
VE Day
I think weshort
can time
give
future".
Washington a demonstration of
high-definition television," he as"Cowles is willing
and anxious vtoiserted.
the new
telesiodemonstra1;e
n as quickly as possible
after
DIRECT ROUTE TO j
the
war."
Comdr.
Craven
said
Zenith felt it could manufacture
AMERICA'S NO. 1 MARKET)
receivers "to meet our specifications in a reasonably short period."
The• Member
Traveler!of Broadcasling
NBC and NewService
Eng/ondCorporation
Regional ■
who didn't submit
NetworkSanPANY,• NewFrancisco
Represented
WEED & Detroit,
COM- il■
theCol.TBAmentRoberts,
and byHollywood
York, Bojion,
Chicago,
untilbrief
lastandweekDuMont
becausestate-he
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

over 50-54
but would
i: take
the asFCCproposed,
assignment.
He
u termed the 56-60 mc band as
• "uniquely erratic" where anything
. can and does happen".
George Milne of the Blue neti work, appearing as allocations
■ chairman
of RTPBto Panel
4, urgedits
-the
Commission
reconsider
i proposal
more channels for and
relays.allocate
Mr. Harris
said
NBC
concurs in the RTPB recommendations.
Broadcast
facsimile, wereservices,
concludedexcept
at 12:30
' p.m. Friday and the Commission
' went immediately into police radio
~ services.
Dr. Daniel E. 13,Noble,
chairthe
C; man
FCC ofto RTPB
reserve Panel
additional urged
channels
" for
the
postwar
use
of
mobile
services, to insure expected expansion
j of essential emergency services,
j Testifying then as a member of
,;;'Committee 8 and not panel chair:^,man, Dr. Noble suggested a chan|i:';nel
between 30-40
mc for portable
j^^equipment
walkie-talkies.
services areandimpractical
in the These
highi^|er
bands,
he
said,
because
of batji^ltery difficulties.
Jjj, During
Friday's introduced
closing session,
{..the
Commission
into
j^'testimony vice-president
letters written ofby H.
A. W.G.
j.Mathis,
(.Fisher tureCo.,
manufacrs, to 150 diathermy
surgical supply
dealjj^ers and 30,000 physicians urging
jgjthat they communicate with U. S.
jl'Senators
to "useto their
ji[with the FCC"
grant influence
a "suffi[(^.eiently
wide
band"
for diathermy
fjsquipment.
Mr. Appeal
Mathis, Committee
who is chair-of
v^manWhenof the
1 • the Committee on Medical and Sur?ical Applications, RTPB Panel 12,
completed reading the letters, Mr.
,p.,Denny assured him that the oral
.pr arguments before the Commission
[(J.'are notin athe"futile
procedure", as imje-iplied
u:;:
Witnesses company's
for ruralletters,
telephone
ijjfservice, industrial, medical and
jjyjcientific services, and general
jtjiemergencypolice,
services
as fire,
jS4j:orestry,
etc.; such
railroads
and
tdifjeneral mobile were heard. The
[,g,;Dommission
hoped
to
complete
t^)ral argument on Saturday. the
E. ROBINSON has resigned as
Wilireetor
of researchK. ofEllisPedlar
& Ryan
I .0 join Sherman
& Co.,
New
tliii?ork, as vice-president in charge of
^fj:'eseareh. Research director of Federal
'jjaiA.dv.
years,Board
Mr. Robinson
is a
pi^nemberfor of14 the
of Broadcast
* tvleasurement Bureau, of the AAA A
'"'■•esearch
committee
and
other
research
roups.

DuMont Plan
(Continued from page 13)
quired andservice
to "thenas the
be assigned
television
commercialto
television service demands further
expansion."
"Adequate 6-mc television broadcast allocations will be provided if
eventually television occupies the
entire spectrum between 44 and 216
mc, but this entire spectrum can
be assigned as needed by normal
expansion of the service having begun with the present 12 proposed
channels," Dr. Goldsmith continued.
"As to frequency modulation
broadcasting, the range from 84 to
102 mc can probably be incorporated in television receiver designs to
provide both television reception
and frequency modulation sound
broadcast reception. Then as television commercial operation ex-

pands it can, if necessary, absorb
these frequency modulation sound
broadcast channels if that service
no longer receives public demand in
view of the superior television service providing both sight and
The DuMont Labs, would solve
the congested FM band problem by
sound."
restricting the channels to 40 kc,
rather than 200 kc, as proposed
by the FCC, contending that under
its proposal "450 clear channels
will beence inprovided."
its experiAM and FMFromtransmission
at 83.75 mc, the corporation is
"thoroughly
the narrower band convinced
amplitude thatmodulation
can provide an excellent broadcastDivision of Channels
ing service."
If the FCC proposal should prove
inadequate to accommodate all
qualified stations applicants, then

The Marines' new marching song . . .
composed under shell-fire on Hill 660
GET

YOUR

GEAR

ON

We^re Moving Out Again!
<aiM»
•aiivii Ma«ne
discoveredbroadcast
and introduced the song on a special
WOR-MUTUAL
gave if an exciting presen^'^
WNEWfeaturedtZf^
CBS
it on "Report to the Nation"
BMI has published GET YOUR GEAR ON . . . write for your copy

• MORE PEOPLE
LISTEN
• MORE PEOPLE
BUY

DuMont suggested "it would be
wise" nelstoso asplan
a division of the
to accommodate
bothchanFM
and AMtrum inbetween
this 84region
of
the
mc and 102 specmc.
Television in the region from 4484 mc is "more sound technically
than FM" in the same area, the
statement continued. DuMont opposed earmarking the 480-920 mc
region, now
proposed
experimental television,
for for
commercial
use, contending "there is no indication at the presentservice
time" that
the high-definition
will
prove feasible commercially.
Allocation of the proposed 12
channels below 300 mc should be on
a "permanent" basis, the DuMont
statement admonished and that the
FCC should issue an "official statement" to the effect that they would
"remain "assigned for this purpose
over a period of at least ten years".

The Marines
New Battle Song
Words and Music by
Sgt. AI Carbuto
Adopted by
The Fighting
Fifth

WATCH THIS BATTLE SONG BUILD!

BMI
KRC
WINNIPEG - CANADA
NEW
THE DOMINION NETWORK'''
ROADCASTING
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio
DEDICATED TOEngineers
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preas Bldg^ Wash., D. C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg. Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER ViaORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Mvnsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Cemmercial
RadioWaahlncton,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International Bnildlnr,
ee 321
E.
Gregory
Bonlerard,
Kaniai
H*.
Cross Roads of the World, Hollrweod,City,OftlU.
I

FREQUeMCY MEASURING
service
Exoct Measurementt ' of any time
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Hnnsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing In Broodcost and
Allocation Engineering
Eorle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Eorle BIdg. • NAtional 6513
Washington 4, D. C

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
ShorcHam BIdgME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH., D. C.
J 31 9 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSVLTING RADIO ENGINEERS
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
National Preit BIdg. Wath. 4, D. C.
OUtrUt 7362 • Glebm 5880
HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Not'lRoomPress892
BIdg. Wash.
NA. 4,7846D. C.
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Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
Consulting Radio Engineer
Stratford, Conn.
Hilltop Drive
ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
-FEBRUARY 24 TO MARCH 2 INCLUSIVE"
Beckley Newspapers Corp., Beckley,
Vt!.TheVa. Valley
— Same.Publishing Co., Harlirigen,
Decisions . . ,
Tex.—
Same.
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
Great
Broadcasting Corp., Dayton— Same.TrailsBroadcasting
FEBRUARY 27
Dubuque
Co., Dubuque,
la.
—
Same.
1340assgn.
kc KPDN
Pampa,
Tex.—
Grantedto
vol.
license
from
B.
C.
Holies
Raytheon
Mfg.
Co.,
New
York—
Harry, Jane
pending filetelevision
application
for CPPlaced
new
Station
KPDN.and C. H. Hoiles d/b Radio iiacommercial
station.
Debs
Memorial
Radio
Fund,
New
1410
kc
KQV
Pittsburgh—
Granted
York
—
Same.
assgn.
license
from
KQV
Broadcasting
Co. to Allegheny Broadcasting Corp. — Placed
College inof pending
the Pacific,
Stockton, Cal.
file application
for
1400 kc KTUCof Tucson,
Granted
acquisition
control byAriz.—
from
presentD. CP new noncomm.erclal educational stastockholders
collectively
Burridge
Butler
through
purchase
23
sh
treasury
stock for $2,300.
NEW-14.50
kc Copper
Broadcast-for
FEBRUARY. ,26 .
ing Corp.,application
Rome,
N.forY.—CPCity
Designated
hearing
nev7hearing
standardon Applications
station
250 w unlimited;
Ashland, Wis.—
Licensein
to 1400coverkc WATW
CP authorizing
increase
issues
FCC
Policy
1-16-45.
1230 granting
kc KFFA petition
Helena, Ark.—
Adopted
FEBRUARY 27
order
for
rehearing
filed by KGHI directed against FCC power.
1240 kcto KVSO
increaseArdmore,
power NOkla.—
to 250Mod.w.
grant without
appli-kc license
cation of KFFA hearing
for CP 1-16-45
change of1490
FEBRUARY 28
to 1230 kc;ignatedset application
aside said
grant
and
desfor hearing.Mich.— Vol.1340assgn.
kc WNBH
New Bedford,
Mass.—&
E. Anthony
1490 kc WKBZ Muskegon,
tolicense
BristolfromBroadcasting
Co.
Adoptedview by quorum
order denying
petition onfor rulre- Sons1240 Inc.
of
Commission
kc
WOCB
Near
Hyannis,
Mass. —
ing 2-7-45denying
by presiding
officermotion
of Motionsfor Same.
Docket
WKBZ
Crosley Corp.,
Cincinnatiamendmentplication forofCP. a hearing issue re ap- Mod,W8XFM
license
service
from
Class 2change
exp. broadcast
hf class
broadcast
statloa
1230 kc decision
WJEF Grand
Mich.— Temp.
to developmental
station.
Adopted
and Rapids,
order denying
Hugh
G. Shurtliff,
Charles A.andShurtpetition hefiled
by WKBZ
for hearing,
Mareby
Cardella Shurtliff
Cleo
aring and other
directed
againstre- liff,
Agnestion Center,
Santa Maria,
Cal. —under
PetiFCC action
2-8-45reliefgranting
without
for
consideration
andapplication
grant
hearing application of WJEF for li- FCC
Policy
1-16-45
of
cense.
CP new standard station 1450 kc 250 forw
1110ed further
kc WBTextension
Charlotte,ofN. license
C— Grant-on unlimited.
MARCH 2
temp,tionbasis
only pending
determinalicense renewal
application,
in no 590 kc KTBC Austin, Tex.— Vol. assgn.
licenseing Assn.fromto Claudia
State Capital
Broadcastevent later than 5-1-45.
NEW-1490 kc FredT. O.Johnson.
Grimwood,
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Bloomington,
Ind.
—
CP
new
standard
FEBRUARY 28
station
100 wkc unlimited.
NEW-1240
Baron Broadcasting Co..
WCHS
Charleston,
W.
Va.—
Granted
Pa. — Petition for immedimotion censeforrenewalcontinuance
applicationhearing
now seton 3-5-li- Wilkes-Barre,
ate hearing under
1-16-45
application
for CPFCCnewPolicy
station
250
45,Theto 4-9-45.
Press Co. Inc. — Granted request ofw unlimited.
to participate
in
oral
argument
on
license renewal application of WOKO Tentative Calendar . . .
nowMagicset City
3-28-45.
APRIL 9
Broadcasting
Patterson Broadcasting
Service Service,
and Thomas
WCHS Charleston, W. Va.— License reN. Beach,
Birmingham,
Ala. — Granted
newal.
joint
petition
for
30
days
extension
from
3-5-45 to file
plications forproposed
new station.findings re apKAND Quits MBS
ACTIONS BY ADM. BOARD
AFFILIATION between KAND
FEBRUARY 26
Corsicana,
March Tex.,
31 of and
this Mutual
year at will
the
Ohio inBroadcasting
Co.,application
Marlon, O.for— end
Placed
pending
file
close
of
current
business.
Station
CP new PM station.
is
operated
by
Navarro
BroadcastS.Elmira
E. Adcock,
Knoxville
—
Same.
ing- Assn. with 250 w on 1340 kc,
Y.— Same. Star-Gazette Inc., Elmlra, N. Brand
makers ofNo WolfChile byandtheTamales.
word
Lehigh Valley Broadcasting Co., Allen- and owned
town,
Pa.-^ame.Herald Publishing Co., of a new network affiliation had
Brownsville
Brownsville,
Tex. —Monitor
Same. Inc., McAllen, been received late last week accordEvening
ingtion
to Halrepresentative.
Holman, New York, staTex.Valley
— Same.
1945 RADIO OUTLINE MAP
NEW
• COMPLETE
• UP-TO-DATE
• Showing station locations in the U. S., Possessions and
Canada.
more maps.40c per map. 30c each in quantities of 25 or
SEND
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Cohama Disc
PROMOTING Cohama fabrics,
Cohn-Hall-Marx
York,
the
manufacturers,Co.,in New
conjunction
with 150 department stores, will
sponsor
a five-minute
romantic
disc
on
as many
stations,
beginning
April
1,
packaged
by
Mildred
Fenton Productions. Program, Love
Notes, features Ben Grauer, NBC
announcer, reading famous love
letters of the past, and Barry Wood
singing appropriate songs. There
are 39 features set for a 13-week
run, the stores securing the time
locally. Cohama agency is Borland,
International,
New
York. Pettingell & Fenton,
WJXN Debut Delayed
WJXN ventJackson,
Miss.,goingwason preed by floods from
the
air as steadscheduled
March
1, andasin-a
will make its air debut
Mutual affiliate March 11, according to the network. New station is
located on the Pearl River, which
reached a height of eight feet, and
transmitter, which is located in a
swamp, was flooded, according to
reports.

Named to CBS Board
P. C. EIGHMEY, WTAD Quincy,
111. and KGLO Mason City, la., has
been
elected
District
6 on1945therepresentative
CBS Affiliatesof
Advisory Board and Edward E.
Hill,ed to WTAG
was electrepresentWorcester,
the first district
for
the coming year in elections held
by CBS stations in each of nine
geographical
divisionsmembers
of the country. Other board
for
1945, who
were
reelected,
Arthur B. Church, KMBC are:
Kansas
City;no; I.Clyde
Coombs, KARM FresBuffaloR.; C. T.Lounsberry,
Lucy, WRVAWKBW
Richmond;
Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD Dallas;
John M. Rivers, WCSC Charleston;
W.
H. Summerville, WWL New
Orleans.

He/mrA iKccovnk
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
EQUITABLE
Life onAssurance
SocietyThisof
U,Is Your
S., NewFBI York,
April
6 starts
on about
180 Blue
stations
Fri. N.8 :30-9
ler,
Y. p.m. Agency : Warwick & LegRenewal Accounts
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, N. J.
(soup),Carson
on Feb.Show28 renewed
for 52stations
weeks
Jack
on 123 CBS
Wed. peat8-8:30
p.m. (PWT).
with West
CoastFoote,re9:9:30
p.m.
Agency:
Cone & Belding, N. Y.
CRESTA
BLANCA
WINE 6 Co.,
eles (wines),
on March
renewsLos forAng-52
Is My Best
73 CBSBBDO,
stap.m. onAgency:
N.weeksY. tionsThisTues. 9:30-10
MILES
LABS.,
Elkhardt,
Ind.
(AlkaSeltzer, vitamins), March 26 renews
Robert St. John Mon. thru Fri. 9-9:15
a.m. tive(CWT)
same dateon 40firmNBCalsostations.
renews EffecNews
ofFri.theandWorld,
on fullstations
NBC Mon.-Wed.31 NBC
Tues. and
Thurs. Agency: Wade Adv., Chicago.
MARS
Inc., Chicago,
on April
2 renews
Mon. 9:30-10
on full
NBC.
Agency:
Grantp.m.Adv.,(CWT)
Chicago.
s
Net Changes
BORDEN Co., New York (milk, ice
cream),
replacing
on March
5ShowEd
Wynn185 Show
with Jerry
Wayne
onMarch
Blue
stations,
Mon.
9-9:30
p.m.,
to Sun. Agency:
8:30-9 p.m.
18526 shifts
BlueN. stations.
Youngon
&aboutRutaicam,
Y.
PROCTER
& has
GAMBLE
Co., Cincinnati
(Lava soap),
added
stations
to The
FBI in8 CBS
PeaceFlorida
and h/advertists
War, making
a
total
of
86
CBS Blow
stations Sat. 8:30-8:55 p.m. Agency:
Co., N. Y.MATCHABELLI Inc., New York
PRINCE
(perfumes), from
on April
15 shifts
Stradavari
Orchestra
50 NBC
stations
Sun.
12:30-1
p.m.
to
about
123
CBS
stations
Sun. ical2-2:30
p.m.
replacing
Vick
ChemCo.ucts).
Matinee
Theatre International,
(Vick ProdAgency: Morse
results
N. Y.

Processing Unit Plan
THE NAVY has just completed
plans for a special processing unit
to be set up in the Navy Public
Relations Office, Radio Section,
Washington,of toNaval
handle "hometown"
recordings
Public relations officerspersonnel.
aboard ships
and atview officers
advanced
bases
will
interand enlisted men, and
record the interviews on Amertype
films
recorders.
Films will be forICONTROli
warded tothey
Washington
headquarters
where
will
be transferred
to discs and distributed
to stations
li^Wii
nearest the home of the men interi PIERRE peC.rvisor of WMCA
VERSEPUT,
transmitter
su- viewed.
Newreplacing
York, hasFRANK
been
named
chief
engineer,
KNAACK,
ARCH GUNNISON, MBS
lar post atwhoWLIBresigned
New toYork.take a simi- ROYAL
JAMESCBS BELOUNGY,
chief isengineer
of war correspondent, first to give an
the
central
division,
at
home
eyewitness
of Manila's
fall,
returned toaccount
New York
last Friday,
recuperating from chicken pox.
where
he
was
guest
of
honor
at
HERSCHEL
STARK,
transmitter
engine r of WOL Washington, Is the father press cocktail party, given by Mutual.a
i of a hoy.
MAJ. neerCHARLES
COLMAN, former
engiPhiladelphia,
has
decoratedof WPIL
with
the
BronzeAfrica
Star been
for
meritorious
duty
in
North
and
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Sicily,
the
Air
Medal
for
combat
duty
in Holland,
and the Presidential Citation. tion in the present Western Front acROBERT Marion,
MORRISON,is achief
engineer
WMRN
first classatJ.
Custom-Built
"6EARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
seaman
in theO.him
Navy.atnowWMRN.
FRANCIS
PETERS succeeds
Sodl*
Enfinccrtoc
C»nni»mm*a
Speech
Input EquipnMitt
KEITH
LYNCH,W. formerly
WAJB
U. S. RECORDING CO.
Morgantown,
Va.,WMMN
has with
joined
the
engineering
staff
of
Fairmont.
Commercial
Radio
Equip.
Co.
1121 VermontDistrict
Ave.,1640
Wa»h. 5, D. C
!, W. Va.
liDAVID
SEARengineering
has joined staff
the KSL
Salt Waihingte
Lake TAYLOR,
City
replacing
(Snbj. to GoT't S«c.)
LEE
who
left
the
station
to
devote full time to his law practice.
•JAMES
DAUGHERTY,
engineer,
has
been transferred
from thedivision.
Blue eastern
I^DVERTISING ^GENCIES
MORE RF KILOWAn HOURS
division
to the central
Without Canadian Connections
PER DOUAR WITH
BERNARD
WOULFE,
control
engineer
F&O TRANSMITTING TUBES
3ficceptWFBLa position
Syracuse, has resigned to
Telephone
Co. with the New York Freeland & Olsclmer Products, Inc.
RECORDINGS
REG'D
633
Dominion Sq. BIdg., Montreal,
Canada
BOB GREVENBERG,
control
room
enSt., New Orleans 13, La.
FOR COMPLETE PRODUCTION AND RECORDING i
WWL girls.
New Orleans, is the 611 BaronneRaymond
FACILITIES
.
.
FRENCH
AND
ENGLISH
rather ofgine r oftwin
4756
Write
Us
High Power Tube Specialists Exclusively
OON
RICHARDSON,
formerly
of WFOY
at. Augustine,
is newFla.chief
engine r oCALKINS,
f WTMCFla.,
Ocala,
ROSALIND
new
to
radio,
is
an
iddltion to the control room.
The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConstruction
Technical
Maintenance,
50,000 WATT
LYN out PEL
Sapervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
MID-WEST STATION
g. DistrictWashington
DUpatek from JTrnMr**^
2292 4, D. C
WKAT "A(BLUE)
4th YEM
. . . wants experienced continuity
writer who can write selling copy.
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
Permanent position for qualified
man or woman. Include in your
BUY
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
letter full background, references,
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individual
SoundContaining
Effects
and required starting salary.
For Details
WAR BONDS
CHARLES MICHELSOIV
Box 374, BROADCASTING
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising,
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I— Classified Advertisements — i
PAYABLE Wanted
IN ADVANCE
money15corders
only —Count
Minimum
Situation
10c per— Checks
word. Allandothers,
per word.
3 words$1.00.for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issu« date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
must be a first class engineer who
Operator-announcer.
Firstbe class
radio-of There
telephone
license.
Must
capable
wants
a
Job with
stathe south.
One awho250-watt
will take
news andNBCcommercial
Forof care tofion in lifetime
thelittle
bestannouncing
equipment forandwhich
who
regional
station inannouncing.
westernBoxcity932,
can
do
a
25,000.
Good
post-war
future.
BROADCASTING.
he will be paid extra. One who wants to
250
watt
Blue
Network
station available
looking settle income a part
a grand
and beof acommunity
good organization
for
good
studio
announcer
about
April
1st.
Family
man
preferred.
who'll
expand
when
the
time
comes.
Located
ExcellentA first,
opportunity
Just drop
a line
and we'll contact
you.
Answer
Box toGeneral
366.us BROADCASTING.
steadymidwest.
employment.
second
Male
announcer.
studio
routine
orfor
restricted
license
would
help.
Send
details to Box 182, BROADCASTING. including news at modern southeast
for Qualifications
40 hours. OpporGood combination man with first class regional.tunity f$37.50
or increase.
and
license, ginetor for progressive,
take over duties
as chief
en- when available,
please. Box 342, BROADlocal
250
watt
staCASTING.
tion. Midwest.
Good
salary.
Send
qualiradio operators
and refications to Box 218, BROADCASTING. Wanted — pTwo
operators.
reWanted — Reliable
with average
anpaaiirrmmeenn oarretwo
not radio
available,
with atIfleast
nouncing ability man
for network
aflBliate.
second
class
radio
telephone
operator's
References
by
the
Federal
CommuCASTING. required. Box 247, BROAD- license issued
work in City
the
and nications
PoliceCommission
Signalto Salary:
Bureau,
Wanted vision
— Sound
effectsengineers,
technicians,
tele- Fire
ofto start,
Jacksonville,
Florida.
$184.16
maintenance
transmitperiodical
service
raises.
Apply
ter
engineers.
Experienced.
Essential.
Major
City network. Write bySouthletterLauraCityStreet,
Civil Jacksonville,
Service Board,Flor-34
details. New
Box York
268, BROADCASTING.
ida.
.Announcer
—
Progressive
midwestern
staAnnouncer — Proficient
in
ad llbbing,
tion located in a prosperous community newscasting,
and playexcellent
by play
sports.
wants announcer-producer
or announcposition
prospects
er-newscastmust
er. Top salarybe paid
to rightto Permanent
for right person.
Write details.
State
man.
Applicant
prepared
salary
requirement.
Box
345.
BROADsubmit
voice
audition
on
request.
Will
CASTING.
pay expenses
for finalthisinterview
or Write
share Experienced
expenses
for
moving
territory.
station
manager
for
netGive fullmarital
detailsstatus,
first
Box 277, BROADCASTING.
letter work
on affiliate.
background,
Man
for
local
sales
Eastern
CBS
station.
salary expected. Reply Box 351. BROADExcellent salary. Must be able to service CASTING.
and write
copy. Permanent. Give all de- Operators — Two, with first or second
ING. tails first letter. Box 309, BROADCAST- class
telephoneNBClicense.
Fine Could
midwestradio
city,arrange
250-watt
Leg man
for cancomplete
local
news oncover-air University
possibly
forfullmenaffiliate.
toPositions
attend
a
g
e
.
I
f
you
handle
program
and
draw
pay.
okay, letter.
but notBoxessential.
Give all details available immediately. No announcing.
first
310, BROADCASTING.
Agreeable
cotaf . Wire KANS.
Wichita.
Experienced
announcer
with goodposition
sell- Fine workingoperative sconditions.
ing
voice.
Good
permanent
ANNOUNCERS:
WE
WANT
TO
HEAR
for the right man with local Virginia Kansas.
TO
Blue Network
station. Congenial organi- FROM SOUTHERN ANNOUNCERS
CBS METCASTING.zation good salary. Box 328, BROAD- WORK IN CONSERVATIVE
ROPOLITAN STATION. GOOD
PAY.
AIRUS CONDITIONED
STU-OF
First
class engineerBlueandNetwork
one announcer
SEND
FULLANDDETAILS
for
southeastern
station. MODERNDIOS.
EXPERIENCE,
PRESENT
Engineer
must must
be good
DRAFT
STATUS.
QUALIFIED
MEN
man. Announcer
be ablemalntenence
to handle YOUR
STAY 219.
WITHBROADCASTING.
US FOR A LONG TIME.
all typespected. programs.
State salary ex- BOX
Box 332, BROADCASTING.
We need
an MC whoexclusively,
can produce.
HanWanted
—whoLady canor man
no other
holder Position
also restricted
type and license
write
duties.dle morning
Swell show
job for the right man,
but
copy.
open
immediately
for don't
right
person,
Virginia
Network
station.
waste
your
time
unless
you
alreadyforhave anadvancement.
excellent record
and
are
Box 337, BROADCASTING.
looking
Give
station,
Chief
engineer
by
southern
Blue
Netname
and
time
of
your
present
program.
r work
and new
station
in prominentin easthome station.
furnishedExcellent
right salary
man. Box
338, Prominent
ern city.fidencAll
correspondence
conBROADCASTING.
e, of course.
Box 353. BROADCASTING.
Commercial
manager
or
salesman
by
southern Blue Network station. Want Wanted— Sober, hard working man or
to Blue
sell advertising
for firmly
experienced
man continuity
who can department,
service ac- woman
counts, supervise
established
Network
affiliated
staand
make
friends.
No high
pressure
tion.byGoodproving
salary and
chance
to Can
increase
salesman
needed,
because
we
are
sold
salary
your
ability.
also
out.
Permanent
postwar
position
open
use
announcer
and
continuity
man
Write or wire station WOLS.or
for good man. Box 339, BROADCASTING. woman.
S. C.
NEED ANNOUNCERS AND NEWSMEN Florence.
COMBINATION LICENSED
OPERATOROF NETWORK
CALIBER
EXPERI- ANNOUNCER,
$55,TIME
FORTY
HOUR,
ENCED IN ALL
PHASES ADAND
OF LIB
COMMERFIVE-DAY
WEEK.
AND
ONECIAL
ANNOUNCING,
AND
HALF
OVERTIME.
AIR
MAIL
AUDITION
WITH
GOOD
SELLING
VOICE.
STATE
RECORD
PLUS
PERSONAL
DATA
TO
PAST
EXPERIENCE,
DRAFT
STATUS,
SALARY DESIRED
FIRST LETTER. PENDLETON, KJBS. SAN FRANCISCO.
ADDRESS
BOX 340,IN BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
Chief
engineer
for
5
kw
W.
station in Florida. Must have had ex-E.
Operator-announcer.
class license.
perience as chiefto beandablesufficient
techMust
be nouncing.
capablePermanentofFirst
commercial
annical education
and
good stasal- construct
equipment
suchto design
asetc.speech
ary.onCan side.
supervise
cityposition,
police radio
amplifiers,
dummy
antennas,
Box
; tion
Mutual
affiliate.
Wanted
BROADCASTING.
by February
20. Wire
send 359.
voice
recording
KBND,if Interested,
Bend, Oregon.
Technician
— Draft
exempt,
at least posi2nd
class
licensed,
wanted,
permanent
WJPR,
Mutual
affiliate,
Greenville,
Miss,
tion, station.
Pacific Northwest
1000-watt
nethas
opening
for
experienced
announcer.
work
KUJ
Walla
Walla.
Wash.,
40 hour week, good pay. Also, can use I. B. E. W. scale.
man holding restricted U- Announcer wanted by network station
• ' combination
cense.
Ideal weekly
working conager. Write Emmet H. McMurry, Man- in southwestern
ditions. Basand
e paycity.
$35.00
Wanted
—
Experienced
announcer
whogoodis hours. Time
half
over 40. Boxfor375,40
. salary.
draft exempt.
Permanent
position,
BROADCASTING.
Send
photo,
audition
disc
and
Transmitter
engineer
for five
■ references.
kilowatt regional.
Excellent
opportunity
Corporation,Intermountain
KDYL, Salt Broadcasting
Lake City. Wanted—
., Utah.
for
right
man.
No
one
without
experiencetails tneed
apply. Write giving full
deAnnouncer
experience
news,
o Chief
commercials,— Some
transcribed
programs.
tanburg, S. C. Engineer, WSPA, SparChief announcer
opportunity
for
deIndiana
250-watt
station
wants
anpendable man. Good
salary, Splendid
40-hour
nouncer, alsonot
operator-engineer.
week, no nights,
no overtime.
license
essential. Box First
389.
cool, scenic
west. Colorado.
Around class
BROADCASTING.
i" siimmers
April first.in KIUP,
Durango,
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
stationsalesman
executives.
Good Immediately.
experienced
Sales production manager with program time
available
and sales
experience
desired
by
Calireference
present
employer.
fornia regional network station. Give Excellent
Permanent
connection
only
with
good
complete
qualifications,
personal
hisaccounts.
38,or married,
threealsochildren.
tory
and
salary
desired.
Answer
Box
No
boozer
floater.
Can
handle
387. BROADCASTING.
early morning
platter show.If you
Some want
opWanted—
Two experienced
announcers.
erating and announcing.
No "boom-town",
thirty
miles
from
dependability, loyalty,, reliability and
Pittsburgh.
$40
for
38
hours,
talent
fees
permanency
wire
or
phone
M.
E.
Palimmediately.
disc necessary.
mer, 33171, Knoxville, Tennessee.
WISR,
Butler, Audition
Pennsylvania.
Producer, program director. Honorably
Wanted
—
Man
to
serve
as
salesmandischarged
veteran.
Theeight years;
radioExperience:
production,
five
announcer
west coastradioregional
net- years; atre,acting,
work station.by IfPrevious
experience
announcing,
writing. Box
unnecessary
education,
voice
and
343.
BROADCASTING.
common-sense
okay.
Prefer
World
War
Mature
young
woman,
seeks
oppor2CASTING.
veteran. Answer Box 388, BROADtunitywriting
with progressive
station.
continuity,
preparingExperimusic log,encedsolid
musical background.
Box
344,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Salesman—
Can
sell
and
meet
people
with new
ideas onExperience
merchandising
and
Chief engineer, manager
or Family
combination.
promotion.
with large
Experienced
man. sales
radio station.
Box 347, BROADCASTING.
Classified 4A. and
Box reliable.
159, BROADCASTING.
Chief network
engineer. stations
Fifteen years'
experience
Highly
experiencedeastern
young veteran
at with
in design,
conpresent
manager
ruction and operations.
management
southwesternstation
local.desires
Box as design stengineer
on V. Now
H. F.employed
and FM
291.
BROADCASTING.
equipment
by
large
eastern
manufacturInterested in and
stationcanwhich
plans
Combination
engineer-announcer.
Good for er.expansion
use ofhas
advanced
voice.
as chief engineer.
engineering
ideas,of all
capable
taking
Box
300.Experienced
BROADCASTING.
complete
charge
engineering
op- i
erations. Married, two children, 36 years
Manager
2A,notice.
available
on348.approximately
sixty
better self— —assistant.
help yourDesire
stationopportunity
go places. old,
days
Box
BROADCASTING.
Seven years
general
pletely reliable,
draft experience.
exempt. BoxCom301. Experienced operator-announcer. ColBROADCASTING.
ored, reliable, family, 25. Draft exempt,
Announcer. Experienced, 4F, married, union
Wantsreferences,
permaversatile,
dependable
all around
man.
nentmusician,
connections, news.
excellent
Seeks
better
opportunity.
Box
315.
thoroughly
continuity writBROADCASTING.
er. Box 349, educated,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. 10 yearsKnowexperience
in Announcer — woman. 5 years staff anbroadcast
nouncing experience on 5 kw network
studio, AM engineering.
to 50 kw and FM, allrecording,
through affiliate. News,
music, women's. Box 56.
practice.
Now
employed
50
kw
station
midwest. Must be given complete charge BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
of AM and Will
FM stations.
of engineering
Best of ref- Married.
4F classification.
consider
erences. Box 316,department.
BROADCASTING.
only
permanent
offer.
Can BROADCASTfill combina- ,
Experiencedsonalityannouncer-newscaster,
pertion
as
manager.
Box
350.
shows
and
special
events.
4P,
married. Prefer to locate in New York, ING.
Chief engineer: operation
Thoroughly maintenance,
experienced
Cleveland,
orChicago,
St. Louis.
InterestedCincinnati,
only if youDetroit
pay in all phases,
field
strength
measurement,
talent fees. For complete details or recording,
directional
antenna.
Draft
status,
4AH.
transcription
write Box 317, BROAD- All correspondence
confidential. References.
Box
352.
BROADCASTING.
CASTING.
Announcer - producer. Local, regional, Woman with 15 years radio experience
network
experience.
gradu- announcing, acting, writing, producing
ate. Versatile,
reliable. University
Desires
permanent
situation.
Age 25,profitable,
4F. Box and program
direction
situatiwood.
on in Chicago,
New would
York, like
or Holly318. BROADCASTING.
Haveandwritten
continuity
service commercial
features and copy,
will
Managernent orconnection
sales manager
wants
permaofin anyproduction
type for orinspecwith progressive
sta- submittion.scripts
exempt.references.
Proven
Interested
writrecordtion.ofAny location.
success. Draft
Excellent
ing.
Box
354.
BROADCASTING.
Box 319, BROADCASTING.
"Seasoned"
enough! Want
to make maStationager withmanager
or commercial
move. Abilities:
manager
two
proven
ability
in areall prepared
fieldsman-of small jorstations
southwest,as raised
revenue
radio
desires
change.
If
you
over
100%
each;
as
sportscaster,
to pay for a real producer
write Boxdetails
303, account baseball, football,, boxingactionplus
BROADCASTING.
Will furnish
sportscasts;
as newscaster,
upon inquiry.
announcer and
production commercial
man, one ,
Unusual
offer?
Copywriter,
announcer
year
east,
six
years
southwest
ence.
Married,
children,
age 29, 4F,experiready
offers
youth,
sound
ideas,
willingness
to
to
do
lA
job.
No
hurry
to
leave
sweat.
Swap training,
for rounded
program first
and good paying managerial positionpresent
but IjI
promotion
opportunity
ready
for
major
forward
step.
Box
355.
rate
Employed26, network
Sober,station.
industrious,
veteran. outlet.
Three BROADCASTING.
Continuity
supervisor-writer:
Young
j
years script,vestigate!publicity,
advertising.
InBROADCASTING.
womantypecapable
and varlscripts,of salable
desirescopychange
for !
Available
toyoung,
takeBox 321,over
stationexperienced.
operation. ous
Two
men,
energetic,
greater opportunity.
Intensive
radiotrainexChief field,
engineer,
extensive
perience, also complete
radio
studio
control, background
transmitter
ing,tions.
secretarial
ability, steady.
andbusiness
public
relaSingle,
settled,
Excellent
supervision,
all
tickets,
mechanical
references.
Box
356,
BROADCASTING.
background. Program
director,
ideapersonman,
experienced
broadcasting
field,announcExcellent-voiced
announcer.
Metropoli-on
recognized
Lucrativeannouncing,
position
ingnelandnuitymanagement,
production
field,
traffic,
continews tanstaffbackground.
or commercial
or
public
relations.
A
team
of
men
equippedit pay.
to takeBothoverdraft
ruralexempt.
station New
and hand"
position
in smaller
offering "free
for
mutualstation
development.
Box
make
380.
BROADCASTING.
York
City trainedAllandreplies
experienced.
Any
area considered.
confidential.
Stationany general
manager
ready
to take
Reply
Box
322,
BROADCASTING.
station
regardless
whether
First
classwithradioandengineer
ispartdesirous
of over
profitable
operation
or not.or Will
Increaseits j
position
buying
interest
sales
of
any
local
100%
any
regional
in a localpossibilities.
or regional Please
station write
with good station 50% in less than 12 months.
future
ice to Eskimos." However, pre325, BROADCASTING
for particulars.Box "Canfer sell
south.
Increased
pres- ,
entsunny
station
in range
100stations.
tosales
250%.of13 Done
Capable jected,engineer
—
35,
draft
exempt,
relikewise
manager
inag 50 drifter.
kw, threefirstyears
classexperienced
license,
sober,includand experience in everyotherdepartment
of years
radio ;
not
Interested
In
permanent
enthusiasm
"know
position
only.TwoFullweeks
particulars in first with
how." inplenty
Age
35.of Family
man. andInterested
letter
commission
or salary-and-bonus
I
Box 326,please.
BROADCASTING.notice required. only
plan
that
pays
$8,000
on
your
present
— draft
First free,
class experienced,
license, available
billings. Know how to make public serv- I
atEngineer
once,
sober
ice and commercial
public relations
sue- i'
and industrious. Prefer transmitter job. cessful
shows.broadcasts
General manBox 327, BROADCASTING.
ager, salesmanager,
productionengineering,
and pro- I
gram
manager, promotion,
Experienced
program
and
personnel
director with 15inyears
experience
mike skilled
relations
and "la-No }i
borer" public
all rolled
intodirector
one man.
specializing
special
events,on sports
play
by$85.00.
play Wants
and record
ad lib.change.
Salary wonder boy. but just another American ,
now
to
make
kid
on
the
way
up
!
Capital
here's
your
management ! Box 390, BROADCASTING.
Box 329, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising [

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer. Four years broadcast
experience,tenance all
phases operation,
mainand executive
asistant
supervisor
50duties.
kilowatt.Now Bestan
of references.
Box 330,at BROADCASTING.
Versatile program-production
director,
orchestral
with literature,
extensive
background conductor
in dramatics,
languages,
research,
promotion,
tising. Box 331, BROADCASTING. adverNow employed, experienced control room
operator, manent
thirdemployment.
class. AgePrefer
26. Want
west. perBox
333, BROADCASTING.
Woman,tion experience
3 years 5000
secretarial
and
producwatt station. NYU
workshop
grad, German.
Vassar A.B.Available
'41. Knowledge French,
immediately. Box 334, BROADCASTING.
Woman,
promotion
director,
2
years
midwest regional, formerly secretary
sales and
general managers
same station. Experienced
control panel
and
announcing,
continuity.
Third
class engineer.
Prefer
large
station
or
net,
east. Box 335, BROADCASTING. northCommercial
interested
in
change,
with manager
earnings
commensurate
with
production.
Good
references
and
record
as
planner
and
producer.
Will
gopresenting
with anyopportunities
reliable station
or agency
for betterment.
Write
Box 336, BROADCASTING.
Station executives: Do you want to build
a hillbilly
audience?whoCapable,
enced man available
can buildexperiand
manage
staff,establishment
including em-of
ceeing aircomplete
shows, and
ArtiststiveBureau.
Can
give
close
and
effeccooperation with station promotion
department.
No floater
boozer.
Married
with
three
children.or from
Draft present
status
4A.
Excellent
references
employer.
Also
experienced
announcer,
salesman
writer.
Not sell
the
best
voice and
in continuity
the world,completed.
but I can
listeners.
Write
orNorth
wireCarolina.
P.Present
O. Boxjob 272,
Red Springs,
ANNOUNCER—
THOROUGHLYLIBS,EXPERIENCED MERCIALS,
NEWS-SPORTS-AD
COMRECENTLY HONORABLY
DISCHARGED
WANTS
PERMANENT
CONNECTION.
PLEASE
STATE
ALL
FACTS FIRST LETTER. AVAILABLE
TWO WEEKS. BOX 357, BROADCASTING.
Continuity
writer
— girl. Excellent
radio
background.
Commercial
copy andin script
writing
experience.
Interested
making
change
for
better
opportunity.
Box
360, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-operator.
Thoroughly
experienced,North
licensed,Carolina.
seeking Single
connection Viring ary,
Jobginia,ordetails.
combination.
Please announcstate salFamily
man.
Box
361,
BROADCASTING.
There's
no substitute
for experience
—
fifteen
years
of
it!
Announcing,
news,
special events,
programs,
continuity,
controls,
supervision,
responsibility,
and
restricted
license.reasons
Now managing
local
station. IfGood
for
change.
your
dealfour isthousand
reallydesiring
good,
might lars.invest
one
to
Prefer
west draft
or nothwest.
Age dol-32,a
married,
family,
floater. References.
If youunlikely,
need a not
manassistant,
or top announcer,
talk aitger or over
thoroughly.
Write Box let's
368.
BROADCASTING.
Nation's
top
mail
pull
announcer—
now
available.
Pulled over 300,000
orders year.
and
leads
on metropolitan
station
Can week
bring
your
station
upbusiness.
to last$1,000.00
per
in
this
type
of
Box
373, BROADCASTING.
STATION

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program
director available.
— with fifteen
years
radio fully
experience
Has stations.
successprogramed three
major
Recently
resigned
from
Chicago
station.
Also tion
excellent
announcer
and producman capable
of developing
ced staf . Wants
dependable inexposition. Boxperien370,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer
— With Excellent
ten yearscom-experience noannouncer,
w available.
mercial
capable events.
newscaster.
Experienced
in
special
Hasas
workedas network
leading metropolitan
stations
well
programs.
Will
not consider
less
than
$85.00
per
week.
B6x
371, BROADCASTING.
Top sportsannouncing
announcer — with big league
baseball
available for coming season. experience,
Box 372, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
years
who
can handle— Three
news,
edit experience,
it, announcer,
commercials
— handle
control
board,in
write
own
continuity,
desires
job
small 250 watt station. Will go anywhere.
What
is your offer? Box 362, BROADCASTING.
Program
director-announcer
8 years ra-all
dio — married
— 4P Prefer
programming
phases
.
.
.
talented.
regional
local
station.
References.
Have
3rdBROADphoneor
ticket.
Any
offers?
Box
364.
CASTING.
THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED SALES
EXECUTIVEDRAFTAVAILABLE.
AGEPRESENTLY
39, FAMEXEMPT. JOB
DOING ILY,
OUTSTANDING
AS GENERAL
SALESMANAGER
FOR
SUCCESSFUL REGIONAL OPERATION.
WIDE
ACQUAINTANCE
WITHBUYERS.
NATIONAL
AGENCIES
AND
TIME
PREWEST COAST.
WILL CONSIDER
RADIOFER REP.
PROPOSITION.
BOX 365,
BROADCASTING.
Wife overseas infantryman
establishing
permanent
California.
Desires
further careerresidence
radio producing,
writing,
acting. graph,
Job audition
application
abstract,
phototranscriptwritten
and half-hour
recording of program
and produwon't
ced by applicant
available.
return tually
terminate
career.IfHusband's
We musharehaveradio
profession.
Coast
and
spot
for
me, station.
I canon beWest
beneficial
service
to
your
Boxof
367. BROADCASTING.
Operator —casting,
14 including
years super
radio, power.
5 years Experibroadetion.nced Wantal phases.
Partial
college
educaIn 1 kw2B. orBoxlarger.
Family man.chief's
Draft jobstatus,
376.
BROADCASTING.
Competent
woman position
continuity
director seeksyoung
permanent
in east
coast area:
Boston-Washington,
Address
Box 377,
BROADCASTING. D. C.
Radio station manager or commercial
manager
with 10 announcing,
years experience selling,ming.managing,
Draft exempt, family programman, if
interested,
wire
105
beth City, N. C, CallSelden
402 W.Street, ElizaAnnouncer nouncer
— Congenial
ansoon availableall-round
for suitable
southern station. Box 378, BROADCASTING.
Batter
— Need a good
baseballson?upannouncer
this play-by-play
coming
For details forcontact
Box sea379.
BROADCASTING.

MANAGER

WANTED

^ Excellent post-war opportunity for competent, reliable station manager who wants to invest in a new
station contemplated for expanding southeastern metropolitan marl<et. Prefer southern radio man experienced
in networic affiliate operation. Ample finances are now
available for the construction of this station, but I should
like to get a partner capable of taking over the management. Ifthis sounds interesting, please let me hear
from you. If you're in the armed forces, don't let it
keep you from writing.
Box 141, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer
any
power.
Eighteen— Ohio
years. orAll Indiana,
phases radio
including
frequency
modulation.
Excellenteducation.
references,Applicant
executive notability,
college
a floater,
really
Would possesses
consider technical
financial background.
Interest. If
qualifications
interest you write or wire
Box
381, BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
1 kw composite
transmitter
police
or
broadcast.
Similarexcellent
to Collinsfor
200A
or 20c,
$950. Robert
N. Illinois,
Indianapolis
8, Stuart,
Indiana. 5207
250-watt
suitable
for
FCC composite
approval, transmitter,
$2,600.00. Regional
Radio Sales,
231 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwauke 3, Wise.
For sale — Best offer takes new pair of
RCA 240,
813, BROADCASTING.
803, 872-A. Will guarantee.
Box
100-watt
composite
transmitter,
suitable for FCC
approval,
ReRadio Sales,
W.$2,000.00.
Wisconsin
Avenue, gionalMilwaukee
3,231Wisconsin.
New high frequency broadcasting tubes.
No. 829, $14.50 each. The Adams ComNebraska.pany, 1210 Farnam Street, Omaha 2,
250 watt RCA transmitter. Commission
approved. Wire Alabama.
or phone. Tingley, 4-4722,
Birmingham,
For Salecellent— condition.
RCA Two
recorder.
78RPM. Ex-No
microphones.
priority needed.
Waycross,
Georgia. Write Jack Murray,
Have on hand a limited number of CAA
approvedBox flasher
beacons and tower
lights.
369, BROADCASTING.

Box 131,erator, 8years
Haskell,experience.
Texas. First
classarmy
opMarried,
discharge,
watt. Salary4 years
open. as chief engineer 250
Wanted to Buy
Wanted
— FCCmonitor.
approvedAlso,
frequency
modulation
tower and
and
other
equipment
for 250-watt station.
Cash. Box
382, BROADCASTING.
— Controlling
interest
in local
orWanted
regional
station. Box
383, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
to buy
wire and WE
300A tubes.
Box— Ground
150, BROADCASTING.
Hey!
you gentlemen
with
turntables
and speech
inputthose
stuff moni—extra
yes,
even torsfrequency
and youmodulation
and
consolettes
bought
a
couple
ofwaryears
ago
when
all
of
us
figured
the
was Berlin
going andto Tokyo
last 10lookyears!
the
way
now, With
and—
with
Manila
back,
how
about
renting,
orlad selling,
— someneeds
of thatit tomaterial
who really
get on tothea
air?
C'mon,
give us an honest break!
-7^ SCHOOL 4 ^
Box 323,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO TECHNIQUE
Require
two
270-foot
insulated
towers,
preferably
uniform other
cross types.
section,Boxguyed
but will consider
324, \ Exelutitmlr to Radio BroadeatHng )
BROADCASTING.
• (America't6-WeekOU—tDay Sthool
Course Dewolod
Wanted co—rder, oFederal
or Presto
portable
re- i I
AAARCH 5
r
just
motor,
turntable,
cuttinggears and head. Box 346, BROADCAST- ; 8-Week Evening Course
ING.
Experienced manager, 15 years in radio, ■ Taught by NelaorU Profetwants siveopportunity
to buy into progresstationrecord
in competitive
market.
6tndudoiA
CHBeginnor
tioiudt,AAAR
for
Mtudont;
High
sales
strictly
clean.
Know 1II1 Advaiteed
how
to
build
Hooper.
Prefer
independent
\I •• Newscasting
Announcing • Station• Acting
Reistine
station
in
south,
midwest
or
southwest.
Will
consider
all proposals in confidence. ■I •• Continuity
Diction
Commentating Writing •• Voico
Box 358,
BROADCASTING.
\ Co-ed. Moderate rates. Inquiral
Wanteditor and— one
One broadcasting
approved frequency
monmonitor.Macon,
J. E. ' , Coll or Write for Booklet B.
Eaton,
559
Mulberry
Street,
Georgia.
BUILDINCRADIO
CITY, N.Y.
NS: S'Il^b^:""
— Complete, new iiR.K.O.
VETERA
orTranscription
used. Box Machine
363, BROADCASTING.
CIRCLE 7-0193
Wanted
buy — Local radio station.
Box
384, toBROADCASTING.
Wantedtor.—SendFCCcomplete
approved frequency moni386, BROADCASTING. information. Box
Wanted
buy —Box250-watt
equipment,
including totower.
385, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Commercial
radio
for sale, located inbroadcasting
Mexico City,station
with
operating
license
and
nowprofitin forservice.
Leaves
a
wide
margin
of
more
details write to Mr. G. Robles, Called
Joaquin Argaez 14. Tacubaya, D. P.
Mexico.
Fairchild F-26-2 portable recorder playback. Dual speedFitchI7V4"Building,
turntable. Perwell fect
Pkwy,condition.
Buffalo, New York. 96 BidRCA diamond offset head transcription
pickups assemblies.
complete with
and
switch
Goodfilters,
used cables
condition,
two
forPM $165.00.
Jensen
Imperial
finest
dual
speaker
units,
ebony
cabinet,
cost $250.00, perfect $125.00. Jensen SH
directional
horns for1 perfect,
any 12"1 speaker.
Pine reproduction.
slightly
damaged, microphone
2 for $35.00. Onequality,
B 24-cell
broadcast
level.
A rare bargain, fine
$75.00. Four low
813
tubes,
$4.50 magnetic
each. One pickup
Websterhead,
hi-fidelity
hi-imp.
only
$4.50.
KansasDamon
City, Laboratory,
Missouri. 1221 Baltimore.
250-wattbuilt, fcomposite
transmitter,
just apreine condition,
ready Radio
for FCC
proval,
$2,900.00. Regional
Sales.3.
231
W.
Wisconsin
Ave.,
Milwaukee
Wisconsin.

RADIO CONSULTANT
for a
LEADING NETWORK
SPONSOR
The man chosen for this assignment shodd be capable of research in radio program technique.
covering
He will find use for a knowledge
Program Creation
Talent Selection
Program Promotion
Local and Network
Audiences
Station Rates
and Network
This can be a worthwhile step
forward for a man with analytical and executive ability now
serving in a minor capacity.
BOX 341, BROADCASTING
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NAB

Blasts

WNEW's

Claim

The conclusions
. . . are submitted.
not warranted from the material
The report reaches conclusions through
answers obtained by personal interview with an "atypical sample", using
the question, "Do you listen fairly regularly to any
of thesecomparison
programs?"thereIn
order
to
reach
would have
to be aestablished
a definite
correlation between once-a-week and
"fairly
regular"
listening.
Technically,
the BMB
applied to anymeasurement
station will properly
always show
BMB tualcirculation
higher
than
the
audience to any one program inac-a
station's normal schedule.
Concluding her letter to Mr. Peter,
Miss
stated : "Iin hope
this
study Curtis
will contribute
some that
measure
to the development
the BMB's op-of
erations. Our own ofunderstanding
the plan
has beenin clarified,
was
our purpose
trying toandget that
the
picture
for
ourselves."
Mr. Clipp, in presenting the
NAB'svey, invited
viewsWNEW
on the toWNEW
present surany
furthervelop as asuggestions
it
might Miss
deresult of the study.
Curtis had presented her views in
person mitot e of the
the Technical Sub-Committee Feb. 20.NAB Research ComMiss Bernice Judis, manager of
WNEW, announced in New York
that the full 50-page report on her
bestation's
releasedexploratory
this week. survey would
All Texas Stations Sign
Simultaneous with release of the
NAB comment on the WNEW
study, it was announced by Hugh
Feltis, BMB president, that all
Texas stations attending the NAB
meeting in Dallas (District 13)
now had signed with the Bureau,
first area to subscribe 100%.
Mr. Feltis last week appointed
the
BMB:following committees of the
Advertising
Industry
Relations:chairman;
Linnea
Nelson
(J. Walter
CarlosRussell,
Franco
(YoungThompson),
& Rubicam),
M.
vice-president,
NBC;
J.Frank
Maland,
general B.manager,
WHO
DesO.
Moines;
Donald
Stetler
(Standard
Brands
Inc.)
and
J.
A.
Miller
(Standard
OilResearch:
Co. of N. D.J.).E. Robinson (Pedlar &
Ryan),
chairman;Robert
FrankF. Stanton,
vicepresident,
Elder (Lever
Bros.
Co.). CBS;
Finance:
Mr.
Clipp,
chairman;
Leonard
T. Bush
Advertising Inc.). A
third
to be(Compton
named.
By-Lavps
and Rules Procedure
: Joseph
M.Melvin
AllenBrorby
(Bristol-Myers
Co.),
Louis chairman;
&manager,
Brorby
Inc. ) ; Robert T.(Needham,
Mason, general
WMRN
Marion. said that Miss Nelson,
Mr. Feltis
Mr. Elder and Frank Silvernail, of

YOUNG GILLETT IS
KILLED IN ACTION
ANNOUNCEMENT was made last
week that Pvt. David Lester Gillett, sonsultingof engineer
Glennnow D.in Gillett,
conwar service,
was
killed
in
Italy. tion last fall ac-in

That BMB
Needs Safeguards
Research Committee Answers Six Points Raised by
New York Station for Independents
Young Gillett
FOLLOWING a two-day meeting interesttion towhether
us {WNEW).
ques-a
went
it is enoughIt istoa set
of its Research Committee in Washcombatintoin active
Italy
minimum
figure
of
50%
to
be
obtained
ington, the NAB last week blasted from
last
surnmer and
all levels since there could still
the exploratory study of WNEW be over-representation
of high income
was killed
If80%the and
highest income group
chine gun byfirema-on
New York which had proposed spe- groups.
cial safeguards for independent returns
Sept. 16
while
there is still
a definitethebias.lowest 50%,
leading
his squad
stations in "problem markets" as
in an attack
on a
In turnitswas (WNEW)
not attainedstudy
. . . aThe50%BMBrea basic part of the industry-wide
Pvt. Gillett hill position. He
specifications
state
that
a
minimum
audience measurement plan.
was
born atJulyNorwich
8, 1924U.andin was
of 50% from any county (or
In its exploratory study, results return
student
1942,a
city)be must
be secured
beforeoperation
results
of which were announced last can
when he entered the Army. His
tabulated.
In actual
month, WNEW employed procedure the ballot method employs the same
older brother, Robert, is on active
recommended in the original NAB procedure classifications
in follow-up toin bring
all three
duty withcationsthecompany
Armyof anin aAircommunithe
Forces
coverage plan, forerunner of economic
return up to 50% or better.
wing stationed in Belgium. His
the BMB. The Research Committee, total
Such
wide
separations
as
the
hypoyounger
brother,
Richard,
is
the
thetical case cited . . . have not been
in its response, challenged the encountered
Navy serving in a catapult ingroup
in actual practice.
conclusions.
aboard a carrier.
This
study
disclosed
that
.
.
.
In a letter dated Jan, 25, 1944, a (4)
considerable proportion of the low
The elder
Gillett,in Washington,
well-known conMiss Alberta Curtis, research direc- income
sulting engineer
for
finds
it still
too further
complitor of the New York independent, tests should
catedgroup
. . . webestillfelt
that
the
past
three
years,
has been a
done to come to the
asked that the findings in the study simplest form possible.
development
supervisorof atWar
the ReCobe considered in two different ways : The BMB will pre-test all questionlumbiaatU.the
Division
search
Navy Underwater
naire
copy
and
instructions
before
they
"As
shortcomings
which
jeopardize
Sound
Laboratory
in
New
London.
the chances of the BMB to satisfy are put into actual use. . . . Experience
He recently joined the Operation
some prospective members, or as with the BMB technique has not inAnalysis
Group of the work
20th and
Air
dicated that any great difficulty of redifficulties which might be ironed
Force in communications
spondent
understanding
has
been
encountered.
after
an
orientation
period
in
this
out."
The
letter
was
addressed
to
Paul F. Peter, NAB Director of
country, he will be attached to the
(5)letters
The listed
inconsistencies
station
by the samein families
staff of one of the bomber groups
ResearchsearchandCommittee.
secretary of the Re- call
on two different occasions (original
based in the mid-Pacific.
ballot
and
follow-up)
.
.
.
could
prob94%
a
b
l
y
b
e
overcome
in
part
by
enclosing
Six Points for Study
with the ballot a list of stations and
the BBDO Radio Department, 90%
were
68%
dial positions in counties where the
92%
40%
Miss
Curtis'
letter,
briefing
a
50to
attend
the
NAB
district
meeting
page report of the WNEW survey, number
in
Boston,
which
opened
today.
of
stations
with
inside
coverage exceeds ten. . . .
listed six points which, she recomPresent BMB subscriptions 91%
from
76%
NAB districts where Mr. Feltis100%
86%has
mended, merited further consideraInconsistencies Not Borne Out
tion by the Committee. The Report
appeared stations
are as follows:
The significance of inconsistencies of
Now
was studied by the committee and station
Attending
listed by the same
Percentage
the six points were answered in a family iscallnotletters
35 Signed
supported in the survey
45.
4533
performed by WNEW. . . . The
letter signed by Mr. Peter and work
22
15
suggestion
that
a
list
of
stations
be
Roger W. Clipp, president, WFIL included with the ballot is not work25
39 221035
Philadelphia and chairman of the
able because the project itself is the
24
Committee.
only means
which
could
properly
determine whata stations
Miss Curtis'
six and
points,
ed in such
roster. should
. . . be includphrased (in italics)
the paraNAB
(6')
The
data
on
program
listening
replies :
in this study suggests that the audience
(1) Since
certain programs
exceeds
the
total
nesses
in the there
BMB arePlancertain
whichtveakare ofcirculation
for the station. The BMB
-pertinent
only
to
the
independent
stacould
consider
procedures
for
establishAdams Named
tions and small stations, there might
ing correction factors. . . .
be a permanent sub-committee of the
JACK
ADAMS,
producer
and director has radio
been appointed
BMB's research
represent
them. committee set up to
executive
assistant
in
charge
of
In order to insure operation in the
the concert and radio division of
best
interestsa ofcommittee
all parties,
the Board
BMB
W. Colston Leigh Inc., New York,
has created
of the
lecture and concert bureau. Mr.
of Research consisting of Robert F.
Adams has been with Colston
Elder
E. Robinson
AAAA ofandANA,
FrankD. Stanton
of NAB,of
Leigh as radio division head since
each of whom represents one of the
1943,Yourpresenting
Lawrence
Tibbettin
three cooperating organizations and
on
Hit Parade.
A pioneer
all of whom are qualified research
radio,
Mr.
Adams
created
and
sold
people. Inmendedaddition
it hascommittee
been recom-be
the first network radio program
that a research
The Ativater Kent Hour on NBC,
appointed
having
equal
representation
from each of the three assoriations . . .
later establishing a bureau to manage radiomercial
artists
create comWith
this structure,
interi'sts
programs.andBusiness
was
the independent
and thesmall
stationsof
are protected.
merged inagement1928headed with
Concert
Man(2) This station (WNEW) loould
by
Arthur
Judson.
like to have a clear-cut statement by
the BMBuring,ofand ofinliatthetherelations
Bureau isbetween
measWNBH, WOCB Transfer
this and other audience measures.
The BMB will measure the total
VOLUNTARY
assignment
of the
number of radio families who listen to
licenses
of WNBH
New Bedford
stationsside.andBMB where
those
families
reand
WOCB
West
Yarmouth,
Mass.
circulatiDn. engineering
from E. Anthony & Sons Inc. to
contours and program ratings are
Bristol Broadcasting Co., a holding
each different
measurements
for
different purposes.
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix companypaper solely
by the innewsThe forspecific
provisions
in the
publisher,Owned
is requested
apBMB(3) Plan
the even
representation
'I Just Said, 'Resh, Tell Us a Little About Your Business,' — How Did plications filed with the FCC last
I Know He Was an Insurance Agent?"
week.
of different economic groups are of
BROADCASTING
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By The Company
They Keep, So Shall
We Know Them"The company," to which we refer,
can be this encircling list of topflight
advertisers and radio stations — all
subscribers to
'The Texas Rangers"
— America's finest transcribed library
of western tunes.
ARTHUR B. CHURCH
PRODUCTIONS
George E. Halley, Pickwick Hotel
Kansas City 6, Mo.

HLZ

D0E5

n

BjlTfi?

KLZ

Gives the Denver

Unequalled

EIGHTY YEARS OF NEWS EXPERIENCE are represented in the
scene above taken during the busy
period cast.preceding
In additiona scheduled
to this newsstaff,
Henry Outland, distinguished journalist and commentator and winner of an Ohio State award, speaks
five nights a week. KLZ also operates one of the finest mobile transmit ers in the west, covering all
major news events on the spot.

FIRST AWARD

News

Region

Service!

"JVTEWS,
KLZ gathers,
and broadcasts
a majc
serviceas feature
of theedits
station
operated byit, ais full-time
staff of men trained and experienced in the profession.
KLZ gets coverage of the news fronts all over the world
through INS; covers Colorado through its own string of correspondents; and maintains its own reporters for city coverage. Before each broadcast, the news from all these sources
is carefully edited to appeal to the interest of the maximum
number of listeners in the Denver region.
The news-minded management of KLZ has concentrated
relentlessly on this phase of service and, as a result, has
made an inimitable record of scoops and beats to establish
KLZ firmly in the consciousness of listeners as the most
reliable, thorough, and complete news source in the Denver
region.
KLZ puts extra effort, extra know-how, extra enthusiasm
in every phase of its operation to do the best possible job
of serving Colorado listeners. In doing this kind of a job
for listeners, it does the best possible job for advertisers.

None

Broadcasting at its Best
W W V A
50,000 Wafts and Blue at Wheeling, West. Va.
WFTL
10,000 Watts and Mutual at Miami, Florida.
WS PD
5,000 Watts and N.B.C. at Toledo, Ohio.
WAG A
5,000 Waffs and Blue at Atlanta, Georgia.
WMMN
5,000 Woffs and Columbia at rairmont, W. Va.
W LOK
250 Woffs and N.B.C. at Lima. Ohio.
WHIZ
250 Waffs and N.B.C. at Zanesville. Ohio.

IF

IT'S

A

FORT

INDUSTRY

So

Sensitive

During this greatest of all eras for precision instruments,
none is quite so sensitive as the American ear. A fast-moving
war tempo, spurred by changing economic and social thinking, excites a ringing that at times seems to reach the peak
of bursting drums. But it doesn't.
We who operate Fort Industry Company radio stations like
to feel that by supporting broadcasting at its best, we are
performing a duty that eases that bursting pitch.
To us, the wartime needs of millions of sensitive American
radio ears demand all the experience that our 17 years of
service to so many of our nation's radio homes has given us.
THE FORT INDUSTRY COMPANY

STATION

YOU

CAN

BANK

ON

IT!

People

You

Should

Compare the Washington phone book with the telephone
directories of such top radio markets as St. Louis, Cleveland,
San Francisco and Baltimore. Washington's is 30% thicker
than any of them.
This book is a gilt-edged directory of some of the highestincome people in the world. In 1944, payrolls for the Washington metropolitan area totaled a billion, ^4$ million dollars.
Bank clearings for the first 11 months of the year amounted to
more than a billion, 8gy million dollars.

«^

Know

.

.

.

Retail merchants who expect prompt returns for their advertising investments use WOL to reach the 1,250,000 potential
customers in the Washington area. There are yo local advertisers using WOL today. Fourteen are on five-to-ten-year
renewals.
Take a tip from the phone book and from satisfied local
sponsors. For a share of present and postwar business in one
of the country's major markets, look up WOL's number and
call us — or The Katz Agency— today.

C^owied Station

A BASIC MUTUAL STATION
WOL
'THE VOICE OF WASHINGTON'

Represented nationally by The
Katz Agency, Inc.

Stranger

A UNIFORM is an introduction any^ where in New England, for New
England is ever loyal to a cause and gracious to the stranger who is properly introduced.
In a commercial sense New England is
just as loyal to its local enterprises and
institutions as to its sons and daughters
in the service, ft is equally hospitable to
the stranger who comes to town with
good merchandise to sell — if the merchandise iwell
s
presented.
Consider, then, the local pride — the
loyalty to hometown enterprise — in re/4cc€^it€Utce
THE

in

town?

lation to your selling. A friendly introduction can be very important.
Every Yankee Network station is a
hometown enterprise, locally managed,
used successfully by hometown merchants. Ittouches the whole life of the
community, reaches into the hearts and
homes of New England with a directness
and force unmatched by distant radio
Know these home folks well. You can
appeals.
get acquainted faster, win their confidence best,stations.
through Yankee's 21 friendly
hometown

THE YANKEE NETWORK'S 'ptMndeitco^t

YANKEE
NETWORK,
inc.
Member of fhe Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
Represented Nationally by EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.
ublished every Monday, 53rd issue
Book Number)
by Uroadcastino
PUBLICATIONS,
Inc., act
870 ofNational
Entered(Year
as second
class matterpublished
March in14, February
1933, at Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, under
March 3,Press
1879. Building, Washington 4, D. C.
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A non-partisan program . . . an informative pub/;c feature, CONGRESSIONAL RECORD— ON THE AIR
presents leading Senators and Representatives dynamically expressing individual viewpoints on phases of
government that directly and indirectly affect each of us.
This series is transmitted overseas by the OWI. These programs have become matters of national record :
and have been printed in the official Congressional Record of the
^^^^
United States Congress.
^^^^^^^^^^

Tested as an exclusive WHN feature for more than 100 vs^eeks, and ^V^PVW^V^
recognized nationally as one of the finest institutional programs of
f
# i>
the air, CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-ON THE AIR is now available M A A
I k ^
to stations in this country and Canada as a fifteen minute transcribed ^^B^P^lHVI^B^V
presentation on an exclusive basis.
^ ^^^HL2££LSl^r

t

Wire or write Herbert L Pettey/ executive director, WHN, 1540 50,000^^^^^^^^^
^^^Hl^^^^
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Men's
On

Clothing
WSIX

Store

For

Continues

Eighth

Year

iillllllllllillliiillllilllllllliilllllllll^
Paul C. Mills, Advertising Manager of GilherVs, signs
another WSIX contract
Gilbert's, operators of two of Nashville's outstanding
clothing stores for men and boys, will soon round out
their eighth consecutive year of continuous advertising
on WSIX.
And here is what Mr. Mills had to say when he signed
this contract for six quarter-hour news programs weekly: "I am happy to state at this time that I believe the
WSIX audience, which we enjoy today, to be the largest yet. THERE HAVE BEEN MORE COMMENTS

FROM OUR CUSTOMERS PRAISING THESE
NEWS CASTS THAN ANY OTHER MEDIUM WE
HAVE EVER USED. Such results are very gratifying
and I sincerely hope that the years ahead will afford
us as many pleasant relations as we have enjoyed in
the
past." advertiser continues to place his advertising
Another
with WSIX year after year, because he gets satisfactory
results.

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC., National Representatives
Mutual

980
KILOCYCLES

5000
Watts
NASHVIUE,
ROADCASTING
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KOA LEADS THE WAY IN LISTENER LOYALTY!
By an overwhelming margin, between 59% and 79% of the radio families in seven of Co/orado's largest cities named KOA as the station "listened to most" at night.
Between 74% and 91% of the radio families in Wyoming's four largest cities named KOA as
the station "listened to most" at night.
In 6 Colorado and Wyoming cities KOA leads all other competing network stations.
Is it any wonder that KOA advertisers are often amazed at the sales results for their product or service by radio listeners in vast and wealthy KOA-Land? You should see for yourself.
IN DENVER-KOA GIVES YOU
MORE THAN THE OTHER FOUR
POWER
50,000 Watts
PROGRAMS Top NBC Shows
COVERAGE Denver and the Mountain
and Plains Stqtes Region
LISTENER LOYAITY*
59% to 79% in seven
of Colorado's Largest Cities
DEALER PREFERENCE** 68.8%
• NBC Sur\-ey ••1077 CUics" « »aoss-Fcderal ,Sur\-cy
PRESENT

ED

FIRST

in DENVER

KOA@

NAT.ONAtt

50,000 watts 850 KC
NBC
SPOT
S A ^

Little Elmer says: "Among Chicago's major
radio stations WGN leads the field in local
and national spot advertising business,"

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

EASlERi'i SALES OFFICE: 220 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
WEST COAST: EDWARD S. TOWNSEND
CO., RUSS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
BROADCASTING
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IN THIS
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ROOM
BUY
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I
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TOP

PROGRAMS

At Deadline
UNITED DRUG Co., Boston, on April 29, May 1, 3 and 5 will place a
recorded quarter-hour Hollyivood Rexall Revue on more than 200 stations
to promote semi-annual one-cent sale of Rexall drug products. Company,
which goes into network radio this fall with an option on Joan Davis,
is awaiting time availabilities from CBS and NBC. Agency is N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York.
PASSAGES assuring the early reestablishment and continuance of a
free radio in both transmission and gathering of news were recommended
at the Inter-American conference in Mexico City. The Act of Chapultepec
also recommends the breaking of radio-telephonic communications as one
of the sanctions to be applied to future aggressors.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co. (Camel cigarettes) on four weeks
notice discontinues Moore & Durante March 30. Reduced civilian cigarette production has caused cut in advertising budget. William Esty & Co.
handles the account. Other sponsors are said to be interested.
ROBERT W. BUCKLEY, assistant western sales manager of CBS
Chicago, effective April 1 will head media operation in both the radio
and magazine fields for Dancer-Pitzgerald-Sample, New York. Mr. Buckley joined CBS sales department in 1938 and was formerly with William
G. Rambeau Co. as account executive and New York office manager.
JAMES W. YOUNG, senior consultant for J. Walter Thompson Co.,
was elected chairman of the War Advertising Council, succeeding Harold
B. Thomas who resigned to join Pedlar & Ryan. All other officers were
reelected at a meeting Friday.

IN PENNSYLVANIA THE
TRI-PENN
MARKET

SELLERS
SRLES

- Territory,
In'Lincoln, andtheItsLatest
Trade
HOOPER, Monday through
Friday, from 8 a. m. to
6 p. m. Shows:

SELB,& timebu
Belding,yer hasof
IAN Cone
LILLFoote,
cal exthat rare and practi
perience of having viewed
radio from both sides of the timebuyer'
of thes desk.
New AsYorkformer
officemanag
of er
the
an
n
Forem
Co., statio representaKFOR
46.25
tives, and later with John E. Pearson Co.,sorbedwhich
Station "A". . .29.4
the formerab-,
she was one of the
Station "B". . .19.6
few women successfully engaged in that
That's nities
WhyGaloreSales
tly n
AwaitOpportuYou in predominan
culine occupatiomasof
selling radio time.
KFOR's Beautiful and
At
the
same
time,
Ultra-Modern New Studios
Lillian has a solid
in Lincoln, Nebraska.
decade of agency
background.
Represented by Edward Petry Co., Inc.
But Lillian's exstop there perience
by a doesn't
long
shot. She broke into
radio in the sales
service department
KFOR
of NBC when the
medium
a fledgling back wasin 1929.
In
hlL]
r
1932
she
joined
""Nebraska's 'f]|L
Blackett-Sample-Humniert
(now
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample) , and
Capital City
'
1llirNebraska
was manager of the continuity department, atime buyer, and assistStation"
antdentto George
vice presiand accountTormey,
executive.
From
B-S-H, Lillian went to J. Stirling Getchell Inc. as secretary to
Gordon Gray, General Mgr.
Tom Dougherty, who was viceMelvin Drake, Station Mgr.
president and general manager of
the
agency. At that time, Emerson
Blue and. Mutual Networks
Foote, now president of Foote,
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Cone & Belding, was a Getchell
executive.
After three and a half years in
the sales end of radio, Lillian returned to the agency fold last fall
when she joined FC&B as timebuyer.
"While there is no formula or
slide rule for Lillian
buying radioobserves,
time,"
"the cost-per-listener-reached
should be
just
as inimportant
a factor
buying
spot radio as it
is in dio.network
Manystation
timesra-ina
dominant
produces sales
for you
a market will be the
f per-listener
best buy on basis,
a costand at other times, a
secondary station or
• The Tri-Penn primary area
alower
spot adjacent
to a
rated show
'~3 will be an equally
is a rich region in the heart of
'"" good
'em purchase."
all over and
She
Pennsylvania — which is not
^3 does, in fact, look
covered by any other station.
^■j^j "calls 'em as she
Lillian
buys
time
for
AmeriWrite main office— 8 West
can Tobacco sees
Co., 'em."
Bourjois Inc.,
RKO Radio Pictures, Campbell
King St., Lancaster, Penna., or
Soup
Citiessewing,
Service.carpentry,
Her Co.,
hobbies:
Sales Representative
commuting four hours a day to
RAYMER
and from her one acre place in
Rockland County, Upstate New
York, giving her claim to the disof being
commutertinctionon
the the
Westbest-read
Shore
RR Co.
BROADCASTING
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in

War!

Each Saturday night, in cooperation with
the recreation division of the Parks Bureau
and the North Portland Teen Age Gi'oup,
KGW has been broadcasting a show
direct from the Paragon, a night club for
the youngsters. With all the atmosphei'e
of any night club — bar, drinks (nonalcoholic ofcourse), dance floor and
band, the Paragon has experienced
a growing popularity. Its membership has doubled in less than 8 months. By
telling the radio audience of the Paragon,
KGW has made yet another wartime conribution to the Portland community.

in

Peace!

Baseball fans of the 1920's listened to the
world series broadcast from KGW amplifiers erected on a downtown Portland
street. The station carried the entire
series to the people of Portland, laid
the gi-oundwork for sports broadcasting as we know it today.

^\

in

Audience

t

rs

fi

to

ONEOFiHEGeTSTATIQNSoFMiTIQN

P O R T LAN D, OREGON

ted to

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
Br EDWARD PETRY & CO. tNC.

type

at'

'^Be
that

virile^

Harold — ^it's

yonr

niHSt
sell Dynamite
• You know and we know that some stations can sell

Vitamins!''

like mad, and that some can't. It's another proof of
our phrase to the effect that "good management
makes a good station" — because good management
realizes that radio must sell goods.
We won't belabor the point — except to add that all
the stations at the right are well-managed stations —
and can sell.

FREE

&

Pioneer Radio

PETERS,

inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

voice

EXCLrSIVE REPBESENTATITE8:
WGE-WKBW
BUTFALO
WCKY
CINCnnfAll
KDAL
DDLDTH
WBAY
FABOO
KALAMAZOO
WJEF-WKZO
.
.
GRAND
RAPIDS„.
INDIANAPOLIS
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PADL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
IOWA SYRACUSE
WHO
DES
MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
WISSOUTHEASTCHARLESTON
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWESTALBUQUERQUE
KKIS
CORPUS
CURISTI
K|EW
BROWNSVILLE
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIO COAST
KOJN
KIRO
SEATTLE
»nd WRIGHT-SONOVOX,PORTLAND
Ino.

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: iii Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 6331 HoUywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373 . Plaza 5-4130
Sutter 4353
HoUywood 2151
Main 5667
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Awards

to WJR,

€
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WTAG,

Kaltenborn
lic service through the medium of
Station awards are made to o»ic
outlet in a power category above
5000 w, and to one of power ranuiag from 5000 w down.
radio."
Besides Dr. Gaines, serving on
the selection committee are Dr.
Kathryn McHale,
director,
American
Assn. general
of University
Women; M. H. Aylesworth, first
president of NBC; the Rt. Rev.
Henry St. George Tucker, presiding
bishop of the Episcopal Church;
and
Mrs. duPont.
HERE ARE the winners of the duPont awards. Left, above, G. A.
Among
cne programs undertaken
Richards, president, and Leo J.
1944 which, obFitzpatrick, vice-president and gen- by WJR serversduring
believe,distinguished
attracted theawardateral manager, of WJR Detroit, winner of station award in higher committeetention of the
Victory F. 0- B.
power category. Upper right, H. V. and In Our were
Opinion.
Kaltenborn, mentator.
NBC,Lower left,
voted David
top com-H.
Free Discussion
Harris, program manager, and E.
Victory
F. O. B., which was preE. (Ted) Hill, managing director,
sented each Saturday afternoon
WTAG Worcester, winner of sta- throughout most of the yeai',
tion award in lower power cate- brought to the microphone scores
gory,bolizespointing
at globe theme.
which sym- of outstanding American personaltheir program
ities— among them Eric Johnston,
William Green, Walt Disney, J. Edgar Hoover, James A. Farley — who
award must be a United States citi- and reporting of news by radio and
gave listeners their reasons for
expert, in- faith
zen, and receives
the accolade and
"in the presentation
in the democratic system of
formed and reliableofinterpretation
recognition
of distinguished
meritorious performance of public of news and opinion for the pur- government.
service by aggressive, consistently
pose of encouraging initiative, inIn Our
Opinion, oncurrently
{Co7itinued
page 7i)a Sunexcellent and accurate gathering
tegrity and independence and pub-

Merit Recognized
By Placques And
$1,000 Prizes
WINNERS OF the third annual
duPont awards for achievement in
broadcasting are WJR Detroit,
WTAG Worcester and H. V. Kaltenboi:n, NBC news commentator.
The three winners were presented awards of $1,000 each, accompanied by embossed recognition
placques, at a dinner given by the
Alfred I. duPont Radio Awards
Foundation at the St. Regis Hotel,
New York, Saturday night.
Although the awards are based
on general considerations of community service, without specific
mention of special programming, it
was recalled that WJR had made
an outstanding contribution to
broadcasting in 1944 through its
Americanism productions, p r o grams devoted to promoting the
American way of life. WTAG Worcester, under leadership of its program manager, David H. Harris,
had fostered the community-wide
series, won
"Worcester
and theforWorld",
which
wide acclaim
welding together the community interests of America and her allies in
the United Nations.
News Action
WJR also attracted wide notice
in 1944 when, on July 7, Leo J. Fitzpatrick,ager,theorderedstation's
generalcommermanall middle
cials stricken from news broadcasts. 60 kw Unit Ready to Roll
The awards were received Sat- Station on 17 Trucks
Whose voice will be heard first
urday from Dr. Francis P. Gaines,
from the German capital city is
Set to Make First
president, Washington & Lee U.
problematical,
but past experience
and chairman of the selection comwould indicate that early broadcasts
U. S. Broadcast
mittee, by Mr. Fitzpatrick, Mr.
from the bomb-shattered metropolis
Harris and Mr. Kaltenborn.
By ROBERT K. RICHARDS
The three annual awards are A 60,000 w transmitter, mounted would be pooled.
Pooled Broadcast
presented under a special irrevoc- in sections on 17 Army trucks, is
able and perpetual trust fund, es- reported to be in the vanguard of
With forward elements of the
tablished bythe widow of Mr. du- American troops driving toward battling American armies now are
Berlin.
Pont in his memory
perpetuate
these network correspondents :
his profound
interest "to
in science
and
Over this transmitter, it is under- BLUE — George Hicks, Gordon
industry, and his unwavering destood, first on-location broadcasts Eraser (1st Army), John Bryson
votion to the welfare of his country from the German city will be
(3rd Army), Donald Coe (7th
and of humanity".
beamed to pickup points in Amer- Army),
Robert Massell (9th
The station awards are made "for ica.
outstanding and meritorious service
A land version of the sea-going Army) ; CBS— Howard K. Smith
in encouraging, fostering, promot- Signal Corps radio ship which stood (9th Army), Bill Downs (1st
ing and developing American ideals off Leyte to flash news of Mac; MBS — John Thompson
of freedom and for loyal and de- Arthur's return to the Philippines, Army)
(9th Army), Sigrid Schultz (1st
voted service to the nation and to the radio echelon is said' to have Army),
Paul Manning (Shuttling
the communities served by these undergone rigorous tests months from SHAEF), Seymour Korman
(7th
Army,
Southern Sector) ; NBC
ago preparatory to the march on — David Anderson
stations respectively."
(9th Army),
The commentator receiving the Berlin.
BROADCASTING
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Into Berlin
John
(1st Army), Edwin
HaakerMacVane
(6th Army).
If Americans reach Berlin before
the Russians, our Signal Corps will
have facilities operating from the
city,
Rheims through
and Paris,relay
withinpoints
48 hours,at
Army spokesmen said in WashActual operations in the city,
ington.
however, will be directed by tlic
Theatre communications officer.
It was generally conceded that
an American voice speaking from
Berlin would not mean necessarily
that the Nazis had met Allied demands for unconditional surrendeiHigh officials of the enemy government could have escaped, even liv
this time, to German-held territory to the south of the capiUH,
Plans(Contiimed
to establish
immediate
on page
78) raMarch 12, 1945 • Page 13

March 15 Set as Deadline for Listing
Of Personnel to Cover Peace Meeting
cisco, to serve as coordinator in
FOLLOWING a meeting last week
with State Dept. oiRcials and repre- helping the Washington committee to make arrangements.
sentatives of the four major networks, the Radio Correspondents
Attending a meeting last WedAssn. sent to all stations and netnesday with Lincoln White, assisworks notification that names of
tant to Michael J. McDermott, spenews personnel to be assigned to
cial assistant to the Secretary of
cover tions
the conference
forthcoming
Na- State in charge of press relations,
in SanUnited
Francisco
were the following :
must be received in Washington by Blue — George O. Milne, director of
technical operations, New York; Mr.
midnight Thursday (March 15).
Rash; CBS—
Wood; Mutual—
Mr.
JohnNewMr.
Whitmore,
division
Richard Harkness, NBC commen- Heslep;
manager,WRC
York; NBCnews
— Carleton
tator, newly-elected president of Smith,
Washington
general
manthe association which governs the of operations,
ager; Adolph Schneider, acting manager
events
Congressional radio galleries (see department. NewnewsYork;and Mr.special
McAndrew;
page 60), on Thursday addressed Mr.
George
McElrath,
operating
engineer;
who also Assn.
represented the
letters to all network news man- RadioHarkness,
Correspondents
agers and station managers, asking
cooperation. The early deadline was
Staff Assignments
necessary because of limited faciliA staff of approximately 50 comties.
mentators, reporters and techniInformation which must be subcians from the Blue's New York,
mit ed to the Radio Corespondents Washington
and San Francisco ofAssn., Senate Radio Gallery, Capifices will be assigned to handle the
tol Bldg., Washington, includes the network's
coverage.
Mr. conference
Johnstone
following: Names of staff members will be assisted at the
to be assigned to cover the confer- by Mr. Rash. Mr. Milne will handle
ence, beginning April 25; hotel
engineering details and head
rooms needed ( whether single or the
staff of engineers from various
double) ; time of arrival in San the
Blue division points.
Francisco of staff members; whethThe news corps will be headed by
er correspondents will handle o^vn
Swing, Edward Tomlintravel reservations or whether they Raymond
son,
R. Baukhage, James Abbe,
desire accommodations on special Ray H.Henle
and David Wills, with
trains from Washington to San additional assignments
still to be
Francisco.
announced. Town Hall Meeting of
Liaison Group
the Air will originate from San
Stations as well as networks are Francisco April 26, and possibly
cautioned to hold their staffs to the May 3, with speakers still to be deminimum and make application only cided.
for working news personnel.
Five commentators have been assigned by Mutual to go to the
The following subcommittee is
expected to be named this week to Coast from eastern and midwest
coordinate activities and serve as stations, and others will be named
liaison with the State Dept.: Bry- later. Group now includes Upton
son Rash, director of special events, Close, WGN Chicago; Gabriel HeatWMAL Washington, representing ter, Leo Cherne, WOR New York;
the Blue; Robert S. Wood, CBS Alex Griffin, WIP Philadelphia;
Washington director of news; Wil- Arthur Gaeth, KLO Salt Lake City.
liam R. McAndrew, NBC WashingBeginning Tuesday, Theodoi-e
ton news director; Charter Heslep, Granik's
American Forum of the
MBS Washington director; Mr. Air
will be devoted entirely to subHarkness, representing the associjects tying in with the conference,
ation; Annette Ebsen, British with Members of Congress as guest
Broadcasting Corp.; Dan MacAr- debaters each week. Highlight
thur, Canadian Broadcasting Corp. broadcast will come from San Francisco Press Club April 24, when a
Meanwhile the West Coast network news bureaus named William "dress rehearsal" of the conference will be staged — the speakers
Pabst manager of KFRC San Fran-

To Televise Meeting
TELEVISION
will historic
pictorially
record events of the
United
Nations Peace Conference in San
Francisco next month, John F. RoyNBC vice-president
in charge
thatal, branch
told members
of theof
San Francisco Advertising Club at
it March 7 luncheon meeting at the
Palaceers willHotel.
"Television
see what
happenssetatownthe
conference within 24 hour of the
sessions in San Francisco," Mr.
Royal besaid.made"Special
will
and television
flown to films
New
York for television broadcasts there
by NBC."
to include Sen. Tom Connally, (DTex.), chairman. Senate Foreign
Relations Committee; Rep. Sol
Bloom, (D-N.Y.) chairman, House
Foreign Affairs Committee; Comdr.
Harold E. Stassen, Sen. Arthur H.
Vandenburg (R-Mich.) and possibly
Secretary of State Stettinius.
NBC had not completed its coverage lineup as Broadcasting went
to press. CBS plans were announced
in the March 5 Broadcasting.
Statement Text
Following is text of the statement from the association executiveworkcommittee,
addressed
netnews managers
and tostation
managers :
The Radio hasCorrespondents'
Washington
been designatedGallery
by theof
Dept.
of State to and
accredit
commentators,
correspondents
working
radio
reporters conference
covering theat United
Nations Security
San Francisco.
So please
submit,
later than informidnight, March
15, thenot following
mation to Radio U.Correspondent's
Assn..
Radio
Gallery,
S.
Senate,
Capitol
Building, Washington, D. C:
1. Names of staff members to be ased to cover United
ence stiognconvene
at San Nations
FranciscoConferApril
25. (Please
confine
your
to actual working members of requests
your staff.)
2. Hotel Rooms needed for your stafif
members.
(Be specific —Allsingle
room
requirements.)
spaceor limited.
indouble
San
Francisco
will be extremely
Keep
your
requirements
to
absolute
minimum.
Indicatein San
whenFrancisco
your stafif
will3. arrive
and members
whether
orof not
will remain for the duration
the they
conference.
Will ownyourtravel
stafit requirements
members takeor care
of 4.their
will
they desire accommodation on special
trains from
Washington
to
San
Francisco? (Dates of latter have not yet
been determined.)
5. No requests received after midnight
March 15 can be considered, due to limitation of space
and well
necessity
of com-of
arrangements
m advance
conferencepletingopening.

WESTINGHOVSE NET
INCOME IS VP 22%
WESTINGHOUSE Electric & Mfg.
Co., Pittsburgh,
achieved1944,a net
come of $26,019,097
22%inincrease
over 1943, for
when thea total
was $21,401,568, according to a preliminaryforsummarytheof ayear,
full financial report
to be
mailed to stockholders this week.
Sales billed amounted to $835,737,004
than 1943,
whenforthe1944,total18%wasmore$709,342,717.
Board clofared adividend
directorsof in$1 per
January
share deon
the common stock and $1 per share
on the preferred stock, payable
Feb. 28 to stockholders of record
on Feb. 13, 1945.
The coming market for FM sets
is emphasized in Westinghouse
Stockholder's Quarterly, a house organ, which states that there are
nearly 60,000,000 radio sets in
American homes not equipped to receive FM, and that to replace these
60,000,000 sets represents six years
of
prosperous
peacetime
Westinghouse will
build allbusiness.
but the
lowest price sets to receive FM as
well as AM and international shortwave broadcasts, according to the
report.
Outlining factors which point to
an unprecedented opportunity for
Westinghouse in the home radio
business, the booklet predicts that
FM radio will hasten total replacement by outmoding practically all
sets now in use; the demand for
radio-phonographs
the
size of the marketwillbyincrease
increasing
the average
sale;
returning
servicemen establishing new homes will
represent
a new for
market;
be
a demand
extrathere
setswillin
steadily. home television will grow
homes;
Tube Prospects Poor
CIVILIAN tube supply is expected
to remain at approximately 1,500,000 a month for some time, or about
one-half the supply available for
replacements before the war, WPB
said last week. Although certain
military requirements may fall off
following the end of the war in
Europe, it is expected that military
demands will continue to tax manufacturing capacity. Much of the
equipmentit wasusedexplained,
in the will
European
theatre,
either
have toplacedbeby new"tropicalized"
or use
reequipment for
in the Pacific theatre.
Employ Service Women
A SERIES of spot announcements
is being carried by WBBM Chicago inviting discharged service
women to make application for emown WBBM-CBS
offices, 410 ploymN.ent at itsMichigan
Ave., Chicago. Discharged service women are
toavailable
be shownclerical
preference
in
filling of
and stenographic

positions.
RADIO EXECUTIVES attending the Westinghouse sales; J. S. deRussy, NBC spot sales; Walter Huckins,
Shainberg on Air
Radio Stations luncheon which preceded the annual KYW spot sales; W. T. Hamilton, NBC spot sales;
DRY GOODS Co..
dinner dance of the Philadelphia Club of Advertising William 0. Tilenius, NBC spot sales; F. P. Nelson, SHAINBERG
Memphis
(Black and White stores),
Women recently included (1 to r): James W. Gantz, WRS shortwave and television manager; Harvey Mc- effective about
April 15 will beKYW Philadelphia publicity director; William Y. E. Call Jr., KYW sales manager; B. A. McDonald, WRS
gin sponsorship
transcribed
Rambo, KYW promotion manager; Oliver Morton, salesmanager; F. A. Logue, WRS auditor; W. B. Mc- dramatized
spots andofjingles
on the
NBC spot sales manager in Chicago; D. A. Myer, Gill, WRS advertising and publicity manager; Harold following
stations:
WREC
WHBQ
S.
Lamb,
KYW
sales;
Harry
Dangerfield,
KYW
sales;
WRS technical supervisor; I. N. Eney, KYW chief
WTJS
WMC
WELO
WCBI
Lyn Morrow, WRS assistant advertising manager; WJDX. Till forbid contracts WSLI
engineer;
A. Bates,and KYW
auditor;
Gordon Leslie
Haw- William
were
C. Galleher, KYW educational director;
kins, WRSR.program
education
supervisor;
placed
Joy, KYW general manager; W. C. Roux, NBC spot James P. Begley, KYW program manager.
cago. by Kuttner & Kuttner, ChiPage 14 • March 12, 1945
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All
Allocations
by
transmitters to adequately serve
Informal Session the
southern portion of Southern
California.
Called by Adair
Mr. Blatterman submitted day-today charts based on spot checks
On Clears
made by mobile field strength measBy BILL BAILEY
uring devices. He gave complete
of equipDRIVING toward establishment of data regarding
ment
used boththe intypes
transmission
allocation standards for all broadand reception. Tests were made on
cast services with minimum delay two
43.7 mc and 100
— spurred by the optimistic war mc, frequencies,
with two transmitters each
outlook — the FCC late last week
called an informal engineering con- atop Mt. Wilson and Mt. Harvard.
ference for Friday (March 16) to FCC engineers said they tenr^ed to
lay the foundation for the compre- support the contentions of Dr. K.
hensive clear channel hearings A. Norton,
expert on leaveArmy
from propagation'
FCC technical
scheduled to begin May 9.
Simultaneously it became evident information section, that FM can
serve in the higher frequenthat the Commission proposed to better
perfect its allocations for the entire cies.It was reported that while the
radio spectrum, including the con- military had agreed to the secret
troverted FM assignments, by May
neither Army nor Navy
1. This move also appeared to be conference,would
participate except
geared toward completing paper officials
as
advisors.
Dr. Norton was exwork preparatory to the forthcomp
e
c
t
e
d
t
o
disclose
the source of his
ing international conversations and
whichcurves. he based his conconferences on worldwide alloca- data upon troversial
tions.
Leading the opposition was to be
Broad Scope
Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, FM
In its public notice last Friday inventor, and engineers of the
calling the informal engineering fiadio Technical Planning Board
conference, the Commission for the who recommended that FM be allofirst time made it evident that
cs ted in the spectrum 43-58 mc. A
v/hile the forthcoming hearings will
representing manudeal principally with clear-channel few executives,
facturers and broadcasters who
broadcasting, actually all standard have participated in the allocation
broadcast assignments are aflPected proceedings were to attend as specbecause certain determinations retators. All were to be sworn to
lating toclear channels are "closely secrecy.
allied with, if not inseparable from,
Outcome Speculative
regional and local channel studThe military will impound all
ies". The public notice was issued records
made at the secret conferby
Adair, chief engineer,
ence until after the war. There
andGeorge
set theP. conference
time as
a.m. March 16, at the FCC ofiices.10 was considerable speculation in radio circles as to the outcome of the
(See text of public notice herewith.)
meeting. In some quarters it was
felt
that Dr. Norton was confident
On the outcome of today's secret
conference between military and of backing up his opinions with
industry engineers, at which the propagation data now classified;
battle of F2 layer was to be fought otherwise there would have been
to the finish, will depend
future no secret meeting.
spectrum home of FM. Onthe the
assignment of FM hinges the major
TEXT OF CLEAR
part of allocating above 25 mc.
Day-to-Day Charts
FOLLOWING is text of the public
Plans now under way contem- notice,
signed by George P. Adair,
plate (1) final allocation of the FCC chief
engineer, calling the
spectrum above 25 mc next month; informal conference
Friday
(2) proposed allocations below 25 (March 16) of engineersforto discuss
mc early next month — perhaps in the forthcoming clear channel hearthe next three weeks; (3) alloca- ings:
Preliminary studies In preparation
tion of all Government services
tlie hearing
"In the inMatter
May 1; (4) recommendations byto offor Clear
Channelentitled
Broadcasting
the
the State Dept. prior to the June 1 Standard
Broadcast
Band,"other
Docketthings:
No.
indicate
that
among
Pan-American telecommunications 6741,
Certain Channels
determinations
with respect
to1. Clear
are
closely
allied
conference in Rio de Janeiro; with,
if notchannel
inseparable
studies.from, regional
start9. of clear-channel hearings and local
on(5)May
2. Duplication
of eliminated
much of theby^ preparatory
work
can
be
agreeIn a last-minute statement and
ment
between
the
industry
engineers
asCommission's
to who will anddo
exhibit, placed in the oral argu- what work.
ment record on March 3 as the
Advance
agreement toinsofar
as possible on all standards
hearings recessed, H. L. Blatter- will3. not
greatlyshorten
facilitatebethe employed
thehearing.
work,
man, chief engineer of Earle C. but will only
materially
Anthony Inc., licensee of KFI Los can4. beMuch
more through
satisfactory
standards
obtained
informal
rather
Angeles, told of experiments con- than formal
at least in the
ducted in August, September and early
stages.ofproceedings,
In view
the above,Is scheduled
an Informal
October 1944 to determine the best engineering
conference
location for both FM and television be held at 10 a.m., Friday, March 16,to
BROADCASTING
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May
1 Is
On the other hand many members
of the RTPB, themselves engaged
in designing and supervising manufacture of military communications equipment, say they were
acquainted with all pertinent
propagation formation
datawas considered
and that such
inin the
RTPB recommendations.
FM Allocations Problem
Regardless of what is presented
at the closed session, the FCC is
faced with allocating FM in the
vicinity of its present region, 4250 mc; placing it higher, 84-102
mc, or tweenadopting
a compromise
bethe two. Government
experts
say FM cannot perform a public
service interference-free on a nationwide basis in its present location
layermovetransmission,because
thereforeof itF2must
up.
Proponents of present-band FM
vigorously contend, however, that
there's
no dataserve
to prove
FM
could better
in thethathigher
band, whereas there has been considerable experience in the lower
regions and that experience does
notThat
bear the
out public
Dr. Norton's
as a opinions.
whole is
looking forward eagerly to FM
service was indicated during the
oral argument by John Shepard 3d,
chairman of the Yankee Network
and member of the FMBI, who testified that a Sylvania continuing
survey disclosed that 91.3% of the
people canvassed in a recent drive
said they wanted FM.
in 14 didn't
said"Only
Mr. oneShepard
who want
gave FM,"
these
additional statistics: 16.5% are willing
to
pay
$30
additional
for
FM
sets; 25.15% will pay $15 more;
48.3% will pay $10 additional;
70.1% want to pay only $5 additional.
Aside from the allocations above
25 mc the FCC must determine the
future home of services from 1025,000 kc, which embraces standCHANNEL

CALL

1945,
in thePost
Commission's
room,&
6121
New
OfficeN.W.Bldg.,meeting
12th St.
Pennsylvania
Ave.,
It
is
urged
that
all
engineers
who
are
expecting
to participate
in interested
the clear
channel
hearing,
or
who
are
in possibleforchanges
in the allocation
standards
tions, be present.standard broadcast staThe
tentative
main
agenda are as follows: subjects of the
A. What constitutes a satisfactory
B. signal.
What
constitutes objectionable
Interference.
C. Distances
at which,
and signal
areas
over
which,
various
strengths
are
delivered.
D. Who will tdoermining the what
work In deabove.
E. Appointment
of an Industry
group
or
representative
to workof
with
the Engineering
Dept.
the Commission
on matters
of
general interest.
F. Appointment resentaoftives of particular
groups or interrepests Dept.
to workof the
with the EngineerG. the
WhatingEngineering
assistance Commission.
can beofgiven
Dept.
the
Commission
is to do. on work which It

FCC
Goal
ard broadcasting, international
shortwave, considerable aviation,
police and other emergency services.
The Commission has held one
session with the Interdepartment
Radio Advisory Committee which
allocates Government services, and
severaluled formore
laterconferences
this month.are Itschedwas
reasonablymissioncertain
that
the
Comwould issue a proposed
finding either late this month or
early next. There was some talk
that the FCC might make its original proposal the final decision, but
Commissioners were inclined to discredit that theory. They feel the
industry should have an opportunity to be heard
againfinal.
before any allocations are made
Panel 2 of the RTPB so far has
been unable to agree on all defor the spectrum
mc andmandsChairman
C. B.below
Jolliffe,2^>
RCA vice-president,
furthei'
conferences
in an effortplans
to iron
out
the difl'erences between service
panels before the
om endations arfinal
e made.RTPB recHearings Could Be Continued
A general feeling existed at the
Commission
nel hearings that
shouldthebeginclear-chanon May
9, as announced by the FCC [Broadcasting, Feb. 26]. Deadline for filing thoughappearances
the May 9 isdateApril
may 2.be Altoo
little notice to give interested parties
time that
to prepare,
the Commission feels
postponement
would
only
delay
the
proceedings.
The
hearings could get under way May
9- and if additional time is needed
could be continued to a later date.
The Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service and segments of the old
National Assn. of Regional Broadcasting Stations, led by John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network chairman;
Ed Craney of KGIR Butte Mont.,
and Walter J. Damm, vice-president
of the Journal Co. Milwaukee and
general
manager
WMFM, were
girdingofto WTMJpresent
their respective views regarding
March 5].channels [Broadcasting,
clear
Although certain Commission
personnel has been assigned to the
clear-channel work, until after allocations are completed, the spectrum is expected to occupy the
Commission's primary attention.
Analyses of the oral argument and
information resulting from the military conference will be analyzed
by the Commission engineers and
the legal
department,
then submit ed to the
Commissioners
for
final action.
Expediting the hearings, the
Commission wound up oral argument early afternoon March 3.
In the late sessions Kelly Griffiths, representing the Yellow Cab
Co., Cleveland and former Sen. D.
Worthard Robey,
Clark,operator
appearing
Richof 700for trucks
and 200(Continued
passengeron cars
page and
72) presiMarch 12, 1945 • Page 15

Is Pledged
Goal
of BMB
$400,000
eign
speaking
population
of
New
markets. Milton Rosenberg, adverKeystone
Broadcasting
System,
recalls for special handling by
tising director, Hearn Department
vealed that his company had given
Sign-ups at NAB York
BMB. He expressed dissatisfaction the BMB sui-vey several preview Stores, told how BMB would aid
Meets -Set New
local
as
well as national advertisers
with
proposedHe method
usin'? the BMB
with
dealingBMB's
with groups.
asked iffora tests,
some additions.
In onequestions
Texas town,
in buying time.
High and Low
committee of New York
broad- he reported, three of four stations
Harry Sedgwick, operator of
with City
a research
were shown to have more than CFRB
Toronto, a visitor at the
OVER $400,000 of the $1,000,000 committeecasters ofcould meet
BMB
to
discuss
their
50%
regular
listening,
but
when
meeting,
when called on by Mr.
BMB goal has been pledged by sub- particular problems.
the families responding were ask- Feltis, said that BBM, the Canadian
scribing broadcasters, Hugh Feltis,
ed
what
stations
they
could
hear
Research
Committee
Planned
equivalent
of BMB, a year ago
Bureau president, announced in
New York at the conclusion of the
year without inter- went through all the complaints and
Mr. Feltis announced the BMB throughoutference,the
only
the
one
local
station
criticisms that now face BMB and
NAB Second District meeting.
had already decided to appoint a
mentioned.
a year's operation has just j
Mr.ure could
Feltisnot said
that an inasmuch
exact fig- working research committee for the wasAnother
extra question asking after
be released
by Canadian broadexpress purpose of dealing with why they listened to the stations been reaffirmed
as some stations did not fill out broadcasters
casters. Carl Haverlin, MBS vicewith
unusual
probthey
reported
hearing
regularly,
president,
hailed
BMB as the fourth
contract brackets provided for stalems. This committee, he said, will Mr. Sillerman said that 57%
tionrates
income,areupon
milestone
in the progress
be named at the conclusion of the answered
because
of
clearer
signal,
ican
broadcasting,
citingof asAmerthe
tion
based.which
His subscripestimate NAB
meetings and will 46% said because of better pro- other three the formation
of NAB
of nearly a half million dollars consist district
of
nine
members,
three
repgrams
and
26%
for
newscasts.
He
in 1923, of the first network in
pledgedtionsisthusbased
resenting advertisers, three repre1925 and of BMI in 1940.
far onmadeactualandcompilacovers
that
a "Why"
column
senting agencies and three repre- besuggested
added
to
the
present
BMB
form.
those districts visited on the first
At the Boston meeting, Linnea
senting
broadcasters.
None
of
the
Silvernail
Praises
BMB
half of the NAB tour, he said.
members of this committee will be
Nelson, chief timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, repa BMB board member, he said.
Starts in 1946
Following the presentation of the
resented the AAAA, and Robert
Fears that distant stations, heard
plan by Mr. Feltis, Frank Elder, manager
Speaking Friday before 100 ad- at night by skywave, might show BMB
marketANA.research
Silvernail,
chief
timebuyer,
BBDO.,
vertising agency executives in New strong coverage in his one-station representing the AAAA, described for Lever Bros.,of the
Paul
York, Mr. Feltis said ballots of city under the BMB circulation
Morency,
general
manager,
WTIC
the
great
assistance
a
standard
cirHartford, was chairman of the
BMB's first nationwide survey will rating plan, were expressed by
plan wouldthegive
to time-of meeting,
be ma-led in March 1946. Linnea Harold
Frank, program director, buyers andculation urged
which had the largest peradoption
Nelson, J. Walter Thompson Co.; WSLB Ogdensburg.
centage of stations in the district
Jaye
Mason
BMB
as
the
only
one
of
many
plans
Frank Silvernail, BBDO, and Leon- of WJTN Jamestown, said that one presented that the AAAA timebuy- attending of any meeting this year.
ard Bush, Compton Adv., urged
program of an outside sta- ers committee had found acceptable.
Yankee Signs Seven
agency people to do their best to daytimetion is very
popular
in hisratecom-as Robert T. Mason, head of WMRN
John Shepard 3d, president,
get stations with whom they deal
munity
and
that
it
might
Marion,
0.,
and
chairman
of
the
to subscribe to BMB. Other speak- high as WJTN under the BMB NAB small market stations com- Yankee Network, signed BMB coners were Frederic Gamble, presitracts for seven stations, five AM —
mittee, stressed the value of BMB
dent, AAAA; Paul West, president,
Michael M. Sillerman, president. to low-powered stations in small WICC Bridgeport, WHTD HartANA; J. Harold Ryan, president, plan.
ford, WNAC Boston, WAAB WorNAB. Robert L. Lusk, Benton &
Pl-ovidence—
and
Bowles, vice-chairman. New York
two FM—cester,
WGTRWEAN and
WMTW BosAAAA Council, presided.
ton. Other District 1 stations signBMB last week started on the sec- Crosley's $1,700,000 Plus
ing with BMB include:
ond lap of NAB district meetings Oflfer for WINS
Before FCC
Connecticut—
WNAB Bridgeport,
by entering two new records on its
WTIC WTIC-FM Hartford, WELI
score card. In Boston, March 5-6, FORMAL application for sale of Smith & Hennessey, also of Wash- WHNC New Haven, WATR
the District 1 meeting set a new WINS New York by Hearst Radio
WBRY
Maine— WGAN
WABI
high by producing signed contracts Inc. to the Crosley Corp., Cincin- ington.
WLBZ Waterbury.
Bangor, WCSH
agreement,"
nati [Broadcasting, Jan. 22], was filedThewith"cooperative
from 43 of the 46 stations reprePortland.
Massachusetts
—
WBZ
the
FCC,
provides
that
sented, largest total number of con- filed late last week with the FCC.
a period of 10 years Crosley WCOP WEEI WMEX WORL Bostracts received at any district meet- Consideration is $1,700,000 cash, for
will make available to the Hearst
ton,
WSAR
Fall
River,
WEIM
ing to date, for a score of 91 per- plus $400,000 in time for Hearst organization a minimum of $400,- Fitchburg, WHAI Greenfield,
cent. In New York, two days later
under a 10-year "co- 000 in time on WINS. In return WHYN Holyoke, WLAW Lawat the District 2 meeting, an all- on WINS operative
agreement".
Hearst news
agreescooperation,
to "actively goodwill
furnish field, rence,
WLLH Lowell,
WBRK WSPR
Pittstime low of 33 percent was sustainOwnership
a New York outlet local
WBZA
WMAS
ed, with only 12 of the 36 stations would "enable ofassignee
to
improve
WORC
WTAG
Worattending pledging support of BMB broadcasting services in Cincinnati and any services incidental there- Springfield,
cester.
New Hampshire
— WMUR
WKNE
in written form.
and in the part of the country
Keene,
WLNH
Laconia,
Physical
assets
of
WINS
were
Failure of New York broadcast- served by WLW", according to the
at $160,000 and al- Manchester, WHEB Portsmouth.
ers to accept the BMB plan as en- Crosley petition, filed by Dempsey approximated
though the station grossed approxi- Rhode Island— WFCI Pawtucket,
thusiastical y as those in other & Koplovitz, Washington law firm.
mately $450,000 in 1944, it showed WJARmont— WCAX
WPRO Burlington.
Providence. Verparts of the country was based on Crosley plans to exchange programs
the feeling that the New York between WINS and WLW, thereby a net loss of $9,000.
At
the
New
York
meeting, chairIncluded
in
the
transfer
agreemetropolitan area presents a num- afl'ording tainwider
variety
of enterment is the stipulation that Hearst manned by Kolin Hager, general
ment toboth the
New York
and
ber of unique problems which are
manager,
WGY
Schenectady,
the
not adequately met by the BMB. Cincinnati areas, petition recited. assignscto."
rightsWINS
underon its
ense toits
operate
10 kwli- following District 2 stations were
Much of this argument stemmed
FM,
Video
Plans
announced
as
signed
for
BMB.
from the survey made by WNEW,
unlimited, and "under its construc- New Jersey— WFPG Atlantic City.
whose commercial manager, Walter
Crosley has on file applications
herein". Hearst
FM and television stations in grantedtion permit
a construction
permit was
for New York— WBNY Buffalo, also
Duncan, charged the NAB with giv- for
Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton a 50 kw transmitter, but upon its Buffalo Broadcasting Corp. for
ing
this
survey
a
"brush-off"
and
whichever one of its stations is recompletion
in
1942
the
transmitter
and
it
is
expected
similar
outlets
with trying to stop the station from
tained, WENY Elmira, WKNY
in New York will be sought offer was taken over by the Government
publishing its results.
WALL Middletown,
warfare.
Subse- Kingston,
the FCC approves the WINS trans- for psychological
John Hymes and Herman Bess fer.
WGNY
Newburg, WABC WJZ
quently
the
FCC
granted
Hearst
of WNEW, assured Hugh Feltis,
an
extension
of
its
construction
New
York,
WKIP Poughkeepsie,
Hearst Radio gave as reasons for permit with the assurance that as WHEC Rochester,
BMB porpresident,
the ofstation's
sup- selling
Utica.
t of the basic ofidea
a standard
WINS its desire to accumu- soon as war conditions permit, it WNEW's study ofWIBX
the NAB cirlate additional capital for future
system of coverage measurement.
culation plan, (forerunner of the
Craig Lavn-ence, manager of expansion in FM and television. will be erareinstated.
tes on 1010 kc. The station op- BMB plan)
summarized
WHOM, suggested the large for- Its petition was filed by Segal,
(Continued
on pa-je inS2) a 50Page 16 • March 12, 1945
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Over

Evasive

action

You've seen that phrase many times since the war.
It's the action a ship or a plane takes when it tries to
get out of the Hue of fire.

every station to determine the best buy . . , W-I-T-H
has consistently been placed at the top of budget lists
by smart time buyers everywhere.

This is something we've never tried at W-I-T-H . . .
the successful independent radio station in Baltimore,
Maryland.

Those facts are available to you, with pleasure.

We've stuck to our programming course . . . and
today W-I-T-H in this five-station town delivers more
listeners per dollar than any other station in town.
Using the facts as compiled by methods available to
ItROADCASTING
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WITH
Baltimore, Md.
"om Tinsley, President ' Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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Radio

Aids Relief Work
in Flood Areas SJwSS
of large steel corporations factual
Will Take Over Post
Lives, Property Being information and reliable predictions pickups
loanedunitstation's
"stu- Ralph
plane"andmobile
to Red Cross
Communications Officer
were broadcast, eliminating hys- for dioshortwave
Saved by Timely
contacts. WSAI be- As
teria
marking
early
flood
days
of
gan bulletins March 8 and followed REPORTS reached Washington
Advice
the past. WWVA newsmen also ar- through with airplane and on- last week that Capt. Harry C.
By L. C. CHRISTOPHER
ranged special flood news programs scene coverage. WCPO fed pro- Butcher, USNR, Naval aide to Gen.
and schedules. Large alarm bell
grams to WING Dayton, WMOH
D. Eisenhower, had been
STARTING early last week, and which
always has been used during Hamilton and WIZE Springfield Dwight
named chief of the Planning
inci'easing
in
momentum
as
flood
ivaters of the Mississippi and Ohio high water to announce broadcast and used mobile unit of WING for Branch, SHAEF Public Relations
spot work when its unit broke down. Office, functioning for Supreme
rose toward crest, river valley of an emergency bulletin was em- Work
instructions for war plants Headquarters. Capt. Butcher, it is
ployed as usual. No serious probroadcasting stations threw their
also
were aired. Crest was only understood,
longed
interruption
in
the
normal
retains his status as
resources into the battle to save business life of the Wheeling area
10-ft
below
'37 all time high.
lives and property in a manner re- was forseen.
Naval aide to the Supreme Commander.
miniscent ofthe emergency of 1937.
Louisville Coordination
Since last midsummer, Capt.
With Huntington, W. Va. safe
Throughout distressed areas, staUnder appointment of Mayor Butcher had been SHAEF public
tions were broadcasting pleas for behind its 72-ft. flood wall, WSAZ
supplies, volunteer relief and rescue concentrated on airing of bulletins Wilson W. Wyatt, Warwick M. An- relations communications officer,
headquarters both in Paris
surrounding hard-hit
workers and related emergency as- concerning
derson, partner in Doe-Anderson with
and London. With his elevation to
for war worksistance urgently needed by the areas.ers,Information
arranged
traffic detours, special train Adv., Louisville,
nation of commercial
radio coordifacil- the planning post, his communicaAmerican Red Cross disaster units. schedules
ities to assist in that area. WAVE
tions duties have been taken over
were broadcast along
Coast Guard and Army Engineer- with programs
on scene from both WINN WHAS WGRC combined ef- by Lt. Col. Martin N. Ralph of the
ing Corps. Mobile broadcasting boat and airplane.
forts
for
complete
coverage
and
Corps.
units spotted throughout critical
With thousands homeless in the service. WAVE and WGRC also Signal
areas augmented standard facilities. Cincinnati
Capt. Butcher is former Washarea
and
a
number
of
commented
that
pre-organization
ington vice-president of CBS. In
Protective Measures
preparation avoided hysteria June 1942 he was called to active
disi'upted, stations of the and
prevalent
in
past
floods.
The
mayor
With only slight precipitation ex- industries
duty
as
a lieutenant commander,
around-the-clock
pected for a short period and lower Queen
serviceCityandoffered
coverage.
WLW on spoke over the stations to give was promoted to commander in
temperatures forecast in the upper March 6 aired a half-hour roundup assurance and information. Crest May 1943 while abroad with Gen.
river regions, flood crests were
with pick- of about 18 ft above flood stage Eisenhower, and received his proreached or expected to be reached pictureupsoffromtheW situation
C H S Charleston, was to be reached last Friday.
motion to four stripes last October.
The Ohio River was being held
in these areas by late last week, WPAY Portsmouth and WHAS
Also in the European theatre, ataccording to the U. S. Weather Bu- Louisville. WKRC featured on-the- from topping the new 62-ft. flood
tached to SHAEF,
is Capt.S. Butchreau. Flood crests in the lower hour surveys. WCKY offered spot
{Continued on page 76)
er's former
chief, William
Paley,
Ohio and Mississippi Valleys will
on
leave
as
president
of CBS. Mr.
be reached between March 15 and
Paley, chief of Psychological War31 if no drastic weather changes
OWI, sits inheadquarters
on SHAEF counLocal May
occur. The upper northera regions New York AFM
cilsfare,and likewise
both
of the rivers and their tributaries
in London and on the Continent.
continue ice-bound and the cold
Stephen
T. Early,
and and
raweather is expected to hold. Central Ban Hollywood Arrangements
dio secretary
to the press
President
and northern New England and THE NEW YORK local (802) of
Questioned about New York, the a close
personal friend of Capt.
northeast New York will suffer the American Federation of Musi- union
spokesman
said
that
as
long
Butcher, also is temporarily on duty
overflows in certain areas should
cians may demand that all music as no move in New York had been
He is on special asthe large stores of ice and snow performed on the air in the city made there was nothing to discuss. in Europe.signment toadvise
SHAEF on news
suddenly melt or excessive rains must be arranged by members of He said that no phase of the sub- relations. He had attended
the Yalfall, it was reported.
802, it was learned last week. Such
ject
had
been
referred
to
the
nata
conference.
Mr.
Early still holds
Dr. Francis W. Reichelderfer, a move would prevent a network,
tional union to date, and that if an Army reserve commission
chief of U. S. Weather Bureau, for example, from using an arrange- such referral did occur the matter lieutenant colonel but is in the asEu-a
urged all stations in the flood rement purchased in Hollywood for a would be handled by the union's
ropean theatre
as a for
civilian.
executive board.
gions which have not already done program originating in New York, international
Oversews
address
Mr. Paley
so, to take measures protecting even though the arranger be a
and Capt. Butcher is APO 757, c/o
their facilities as these stations are member in good standing of the
Flagrant Featherbedding
Postmaster,
New
York
City.
relied upon to maintain communica- Hollywood local of the AFM.
If policy is followed nationally it
tions when normal channels are disis said to be a follow-up
although needrupted; establish working contact to Move
a similar ruling instituted by will substantially,
lessly, increase the work of arrang- ENGINEERITSG DEPT.
with nearest bureau division offices, the musicians union in Cincinnati
er
members
of
the
most REVAMPED BY BLUE
and obtain verification for local ap- where Oscar Hild, president of the arrangements now areAFM,madeas either
plication offorecasts from respec- local, in a test case in connection in New York or Hollywood. While PREPARING for the postwar era,
tive Weather Bureau river district with a program on WLW succeeded
the American Broadcasting
it as the most flagrant when
Co. (Blue Network) plans to erect
centers. He asked radio's aid in in eliminating arrangements made denouncing
kind
of
featherbedding,
industry
suppressing rumors.
in New York so that all music on spokesmen admitted the move would new buildings in New York and
andinstall
new new
studios in Chithe program is now arranged by be in line with practices of cer- Hollywood
Relief Services
cago, and toand
members of the Cincinnati local.
tain other unions.
for FM
televisionequipment
as well
Colin Herrle, acting adminisas
standard
broadcasting,
Mark
Local
Noncommittal
trator of Red Cross disaster reThey cited the case of the New Woods, president, has announced
a
York local (3) of IBEW, which
lief and civilian war aid, commendQueried
about
Local
802's
plans
reorganization
of the network's ened the part radio is taking in t\ie on arrangements, William Fein- ruled that all connections on switch- neering
department.
board panels installed in New York
emergency. Mr. Herrle pointed to berg, secretary of the local, declined
Frank Marx, formerly technical
important post-flood service in ex- to discuss the subject, saying only must be made by members of the advisor, has been made director of
plaining rehabilitation operations ... "I have nothing to say on it." local and that panels imported with general engineering, in charge of
and policies.
James C. Petrillo, AFM president, connections already inade could not the Blue's plans for postwar developments. Ben Adler, facilities
WWVA Wheeling reported that was reported out of town by be installed, even though the work
format for handling of present the union's national headquarters, had been done by IBEW members engineer, Rene Brugnoni, architect,
and
Dr.
Frank G. Kear, conflood, which has knocked out nu- where it was said the subject of at the place of manufacture. The
sulting
electronic development
merous war industries from Pitts- arrangements had not come up. It legality of this ruling is now beg
i
n
e
r
,
w
i
l
report
to Mr. Marx. enfore the U. S. Supreme Court, aftburgh to Louisville, followed op- was explained that any agreement
George
Milne,
former
chief ener having been upheld in the lower
erations of the all-high 1936-37 made by the Cincinnati local with
gine r of the Blue,
becomeswithdirector of technical
operations,
all
flood. Through cooperation with a station in that city would not be courts as within the legitimate studio
and
broadcasting
engineers
Weather Bureau, U. S. Engineers, upset by the national AFM unless means a union may employ to proreporting
to
him.
Mr.
Milne
and
tect
its
members.
lockmasters and river departments it violated the union's policy.
Mr. Marx report to Mr. Woods.
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HKY

Covers

SECOND THIRD
STATION STATION

WKY

Covers

29.3%

Oklahoma's

MORE

Second

• WKY covers more people in Oklahoma
with a greater combined buying power
than any other station. The primary
service area of WKY is the biggest food
market, the biggest drug market, the
biggest market in Oklahoma for any
product. In this same area are the biggest
farm incomes in the state which, added
together, represent 65.2% of the state's
total gross farm income.
WKY covers this area as no other
station can. This has been proved many
;imes over, but most recently by the
mpartial statewide study conducted by
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertis,

Than

Station

Dr. F. L. Whan of the University of
Wichita.
This study, furthermore, proved that
WKY not only covers the biggest part
of Oklahoma, but delivers it, too. WKY,
in this area, is by far the most listenedto station in the state.
Advertising on WKY reaches more
people in Oklahoma with more buying
ngpower more of the time and makes more
sales than on any other station. Advertising on WKY is doing this every day;
has been doing it for a long, long time;
and win continue to do it in the future.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBIISHING CO.
The Doily
Oklohoman
- The (Affiliated
Farmer-Stoelcman
KVOR.
Colorado
Springsand- Times
KIZ, Denver
Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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wow, due to its nearly ideal frequency of
590 kilocycles, used with 5,000 watts,
CAN be HEARD clearly within a one
hundred mile radius* of its transmitter.
WOW is LISTENED to because it is a
basic NBC station, furnishing the top radio entertainment of the day, supported
by first-class local features and NEWS.
These are reasons why WOW gives you
the BIGGEST AUDIENCE an advertising dollar will buy in the Omaha trade
territory.

The chart
above, basedshowson how
computations
by competent radio engineers,
much MORE
power
ismilesneeded
to
lay
down
a
2^*
millivolt
signal The
100
at frequencies higher than 590 kilocycles.
frequencies
shown
are
approximately
those
of
other
full-time stations in the Omaha area.
*WOW's l^-millivolt contour actually reaches out nearly 200 miles!

IBZB

(Btav^t Mmv^
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Mr. Payne left the Evening Post
GEORGE HENRY PAYNE, whose
nine-year tenure on the FCC was in 1912, after writing "The Birth
fraught
with
controversy,
died
of
the New
Party,"
a study ofmovethe
March 3 in New York of a heart origins
progressive
ment ofofthattheperiod.
Other books
He was
^^^^^^^^ 68aihnent.
and for the last bearing his name were "England —
.^^^!S|^H
Her Treatment of America"; "A
^^^^^M
year had been History
of Journalism in America"
61
conimunica- and "A History of the Child in
Human
Progress."
viceas
tions Inc.
1
B
Mr. Payne was appointed
K ,;ii^yH pi'esident and a to When
the
original
FCC, it was divided
BL' '^^■Hl director.
into
divisions.
He became a memP^yne ofdied
K^M ^1'Wm^g
ber of the Telegraph Division but
his aroused
the home
^I^J^^^ atdaughte
considerable
controversy by
Mrs.
r,
Pavne
Mr rayne
xvir.
commenting on broadcasting matAhrens, in Hollis,Virginia
Queens. Payne
Besides ters.
, heRichard,leaves two grandhis daughterchildren,
12, and Marion
Ahrens, 5. Funeral services were Promotion Award Goes
held Tuesday in a chapel of New
York's
St. John
the To Elizabeth Giles
Divine. Cathedra
Intermelnt ofwas
at Islip,
FIRST PRIZE of $250 in cash has
Long
Island,
where
Mr.
Payne
been given to Elizabeth Giles, dimaintained his home.
tor of publicity and promotion
Fifty friends and relatives at- KTOK recOklahoma
City in the Eltended the services, conducted by
gin
National
Watch contest
Co.'s recent
the Rev. James Green, Canon Pre- station promotion
with
of theservice
Cathedral.
Freling Foster, on the Blue Netthose atcentorthe
were Among
former work.
Postmaster Gen. James A. Farley;
Eleven prizes were awarded. SecJames Cromwell, Arthur Batchelprize-winner was R. E. Bausler, representing the commissioners man, ondbusiness
manager, WISH Inof the FCC; Dr. James L. Braddianapolis. Ralph Kanna, manager
ford, president
Finch TelecomHartford, Conn., won third
municationofs Inc.; George
LeBrun, WHTD
Other prize-winners were
secretary of the Chief Medical Ex- prize.
Glenn Horton, director of publicity
aminer's
Office
when
Mr.
Payne
and
promotion,
KXYZ Houston,
was Tax Commissioner; William A. Tex.; Ted Oberf elder,
director of
Orr, who was secretary to former publicity and promotion,
WFIL
Gov. baldCharles
S.
Whitman;
ArchiPhiladelphia;
Ewald
Kockritz,
diR. Watson, New York County
tor of publicity and promotion.
Clerk, and Paul Bailey, publisher WAGA recAtlanta,
Ga.;
Polly
Daffron,
of the Long Island Forum.
director of publicity and promotion.
Appointed to the original FCC WRNL
Richmond, Va.; Jean Harin July 1934, upon its creation, Mr. raday, director of publicity and proPayne was a storm center virtually
KSCJ Sioux City, la.:
during his entire stewardship. Elizabeth motion,
Gahre, director of pubWhen his last term expired in June
licity and promotion, KXEL Water]943, President Roosevelt renomloo, la.; Irene Ginther, director of
inated him for another seven-year
and promotion, WJIM
term. Within 24 hours, however, the publicity
Lansing,
Mich., and Jimmy LawPresident, without explanation,
rence,
director
of publicity and prowithdrew the nomination. It has remotion, KUTA Salt Lake City
mained a mystery since.
A native New Yorker, Mrf Payne
had been publican
activepolitics.in Heprogressive
ReRadio Successful
was a City
Tax Commissioner in New York RADIO has been used increasingly
City from 1916 until 1933. He be- by Elgin National Watch Co. to do
came active in politics in 1906 and
advertising job, accordin 1908 unsuccessfully ran for the a wartime
ing to Gordon Howard, advertisState Assembly. In 1912 he was
ing
manager.
"We are
continuing
one of the New York managers for
magazine
schedules
on a
the Theodore Roosevelt presiden- consumer
somewhat diminished scale due to
tial
campaign
and
was
floor
manof Elgin," Mr. Howager for Gen. Leonard Wood at the the shortage
ard said.
Republican convention in 1920. In
Continuing, the advertising man
that year he opposed James W. explained
radio has proved
Wadsworth for the Republican well-suited that
to tell Elgin's part in
nomination
production drive. He pointwas
defeated.for U. S. Senator, but the edwar
to the two-hour holiday shows
George Henry Payne was born
CBS on Thanksgiving and
in New York on Aug. 13, 1876 and over
Christmas
saying that the firm beattended City College for three
lieves they have created "the sort
years, later studying at the College of goodwill
Elgin that endures".
CurrentlyforElgin
of Pharmacy.
He wasLaw a University.
special stupresents Keep
dent at New York
Up Withon the
World
with Freling
His first adventure in journalism Foster
the
Blue
Network.
was in 1893, with the Long Beach
(N. J.) Summer Season. In 1895lodent Names Jones
'■Hi
was towith1899theheGofharnite
and
fromhe 1896
was associate
CHEMICAL Co., Detroit
'■Hitor of the Criterion Magazine. lODENT
(dentifrices, Liqwid Center Cough
'I'he
next Advertiser
year he was andwithfrom
the Comntercial
1903 Drops) has appointed Duane Jones
until 1907 was music and drama Co., New York as agency. Company
has used spot radio in the past,
I'l'itic
of the
Telegram.
FromNew1909York
until Eveninq
1912 he and the medium is being considered
was a political reporter for the New along with newspapers, magazines
York Evening Post.
and car cards, for future plans.
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That

Extra

Touch!

Without, it's just another uninteresting
sandwich; With, it's a famous American
institution — the "Hotdog!"
We refer to the mustard!
And that's exactly the way It is with
our business that has to do with public
interest, convenience and necessity. Without the highly specialized skill that gets
TO rather than AT people, it's just broadcasting; with that
extrato touch,
it's live,of
warm, human
service
the people
America that's "hotdog" all the way.
It's that extra know-how touch at
WWVA that made this advertiser's comment possible:
"'ft would be unbelievable to
the average layman, and even
to many experienced advertising men, that one station could
secure 88,837 customers for
Ifs the Extra WWVA Touch!
one Afirm.''''
ASK
JOHN BLAIR MAN
Basic Blue Network

.50,000 _^___^,^o.
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Radio

When you stop at the
same hotel year after
year the accomodations
must he good !
When scores of smart advertisers
use the same station to sell their
merchandise year after year —
as scores of WIP advertisers do
—the "register" must ring at a
merry clip!
Yes— there are a few availabilities but they're being snapped
up quickly. Better register now !

3rd MARKET
5000 WATT
MUTUAL AFFILIATE

Represented Nationallij by GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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Sabotage

By Germans
French
Video Experts Told
Report
On Radio in France Today
THE RETREATING German army
sabotaged all French broadcasting
stations except the one at Limoges
and a few small ones, reducing the
overall power of the French network from about 3,000 kw the begin ing oflast August to about 115
kw, or 4%, Pierre Schaeffer and
Pierre Garrigues of RadiodifFusion
Francaise told a press conference
in New York last Monday.
When the German retreat began,
the French radio system comprised
11 stations of more than 100 kw
power, 12 stations between 20 and
100 kw,tions.and
low-powered
Before it13 ended
the 100 stakw
station at Limoge and a few small
ones were all that were left.
Now 300 kw
Improvised installations have
raised the total broadcasting power
to aboutterial and300of transportation
kw, but lack ofmakes
marapid restoration of French broadcasting impossible today, according
to the presentatives of the French
Government broadcasting operation, which today controls all broadcasting in France.
Coming to the United States to
survey American radio and television, M. Schaeffer, in charge of
French broadcasting services since
the Liberation, and M. Garrigues,
chief of the special program bureau for French television, also aim
to explore all means for establishing a program exchange between
this country and France. They
brought with them about 16 hours
of recordings, including documentary reports of the liberation of
Paris, some unpublished contemporary French music and a number
of experimental radio montages.
They hope to record a number of
programs during their stay to give
the French public an idea of American life as reported by Americans.
Regarding French television, M.
Gai-rigues reported that the image
of the 1050-line television, as
shown in laboratory demonstrations, is "beautiful, just like
a photograph". Telecasts from
France's
only are
videostill
station
Eiffel Tower
on theat the
old
450-line standard, he said.

DANIEL W. GELLERUP, who has
been with the Bureau of Ships, U.
S. Navy, since August 1943, will
returnkee to
WTMJ-WMFM
Milwauon March
15 as broadcast
technical supervisor. He will be
responsible for audio operations,
equipment and personnel at Radio
City. tinue
Phillip
B. for
Laeser
will teleconresponsible
FM
vision
transmitters
and and
development operations
as FM-television
engineering
supervisor.
Hebel will continue
as William
WTMJ
transmitter supervisor.
Presto Identification
Response
Is Favorable
PRESTO Recording
Corp., New
York, has
received
response from four out favorable
of every five
stations to its proposal that Presto
transcriptions be credited as such
on the air. Responding to a letter
sent to all stations of 5,000 w or
more,
300-400
outlets to date have
indicated
acceptance.
The plan would not be put into
operation on a national basis until
normal sumed.
production
has beenPresto
reIn the meantime.
plans to introduce the credits in
several of the major markets, including Chicago, Detroit, Hollywood,
San Francisco
and WashingIn New
been ton. on
theYork,airtheforcredits
the have
last
four weeks
on
WHN,
under
a
contract calling for 12 mentions daily.
Presto is considering the possibility
of arranging dealer tie-ins, vnih.
dealers co-sponsoring the credits,
including mention of their own
stores. Agency is M. H. Hackett &
Co.
TO UTILIZE
manpower
ciently, KSRO Santa
Rosa, more
Cal., effihas
completely remodeled its transmitter
building,
installiug
sound-proofing
and
separate ventilating systems for the
operating room and transmitter.

DOUBLE
DOING A (^^"~N
JOB (J^teo
WTAM Realignment
REALIGNMENT of the promotion
and public relations departments
of WTAM Cleveland for postwar
expansion,
has been NBC
ordereddivisional
by Vernon H. Pribble,
manager. Howard Barton, formerly
ofErickson,
the advertising
firms,andMcCannNew York,
Fuller
& Smith & Ross, Cleveland, will
be in charge of expansion of the
public relations department. At the
same time
promotion
nounced of two
veteranwas
WTAManemployes;
H.
L.
Gallagher
to theR. ■(4441
position of sales manager and
G. Carter as assistant sales manTWIN FALLS • IDAHO
ager.
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LARGEST
NEW

METROPOLITAN

YORK

INDEPENDENT

EVENING
STATION

AUDIENCE

OF

ANY

. . .

BETWEEN the Hooper Hours of 7:30 and 10:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday,
Alan Courtney's fast moving, recorded "1280 Club" program delivers the
largest average audience listening to any New York Independent station . . . and
at the lowest cost per listener. The Big Town's popular disc jockey has developed
a diversified, musical show, packed with special features and with extraordinary listener
appeal ... an appeal that resulted in a 25% audience increase in 1944 over the previous
year. A limited number of participating periods are available, three or six nights a week.
Ralph N. Well, General Manager * John E. Pearson Co., Nat'l Rep.

NewYorkj^wol

NAB
Recommendations
for Handling
News
IN
THE
LIGHT
of
the
industry's
stations"
obligation to the public is every
by individual
restrictio
te news
profar asns five-minu
type of business acceptable for Committee Proposes Standard Policies so
grams were concerned. This policy
sponsoring the news ?
For Dealing With Sponsored Programs is endorsed
CommitNews
the
by
PRINTED HEREWITH, in full, are the recommendations of the NAB
It is our
greateitee with "further restrictions" apextent
thanbelief,
is thethatcaseto awith
any
the handling of sponsored news programs. The recfive,
news programs
other type of radio program, the News Committeeom endatifor
ons have been presented to the NAB Board of Directors for 10 and p15lying to minutes
in length.ofShort
type of sponsorship must be given adoption. They were prepared by the following members of the Com- commercia
ls
both
for
will
good
build
careful consideration. What might
Koerper, KMBC, chairman; William Brooks, NBC New sponsor and station.
be acceptable sponsorship for one York; H.mittee:K.KarlCarpenter,
WHK Cleveland; Rex G. Howell, KFXJ Grand
type of program might very well Junction; L. Spencer Mitchell, WDAE Tampa; E. R. Vadebonoeur, thatSimply
as a think
guide init isterms
suggested
stations
of a
be questionable sponsorship for a WSYR Syracuse; Paul White, CBS New York.
maximum of 150 and 250 words of
In
a
letter
accompanying
the
recommendations,
Mr.
Koerper
said
newsIt ispi'ogram.
commercial,
respectively,
for
five
suggested in all sincerity in part: "The statement ... is admittedly one which fails to go to and 10-minute news programs,
that the type of sponsorship of the
roots
of
the
matter.
The
'roots'
are
whether
it
is
in
the
public
interest
these
figures
to
include
open
and
news programs be determined with to deny broadcast facilities to all sellers and/or manufacturers of patent close.
the same judgment of good taste medicines, to the most obnoxious or to none at all. ... Of this we are
Stations which may sell three
and seriousness which governs the certain: If the industry fails to judge the type of sponsorship of news one-minute
commercials to three
programs with the same considerations of good taste and seriousness
prepai-ation
the news itself.and presentation of which govern the preparation and presentation of the news, the public different
sponsors, innewsan program,
"unsponsored"
five-minute
Copy, and Length of Commercials in due course, will take matters in its own hands."
are violating the NAB Code as
It is felt that better overall serv28, 1943. with
Such News
practice is alsoApril
inconsistent
ice would result if commercial copy commercial message should be live programs should be severely lim- amended
recommendations. On
copy; the use of the transcribed
ited with particular attention given Committee
of
news
programs
would
"flow"
like news copy, itself. It should be musical jingle and other novelty to shortening the opening. After five-minute shows a short open and
types should be discouraged with specifying limitations in the NAB close is an ideal arrangement.
prepared in a simple, clear, con- the
idea of ultimate elimination.
cise and straightforward manner
(April 28, 1943), the Code
Length of the commercial in news Code
to match good news writing. The
Committee recommended "further
Sponsor's Message
Commercial
sponsor identification and the commercial
message
should in no way be made an integral part of the news. Sponsor
message should not use tie-ins with
news copy or other artificial devices
to attract listeners' attention.
The use of a separate announcer
is helpful when commercials are
given. This is not considered mandatory astlong
a clear-cut idenification of theas commercial
segment of the broadcast is given.

Power is a mighty force . . . provided it is applied in the right
direction. The right direction is "The Magic Circle"
-a radius of 50 miles from Greensboro that includes
more people, payroll and produce than any other similar
area in the South. We offer you this POWER... 5000
Watts for really magical results from this "Magic Circle".
EDNEY RIDGE. DIRECTOR
WBIG
GREENS

Page 24
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Commercials in News Programs
In common practice there are
variations, predicated on local conditmieorncsi,alass toare given
whether
before,newsaftercom-or
within newscasts. The manner in
which the commercial is placed is
more important
than The
mereposition
mechanical arrangement.
of a commercial with respect to
its proximity to certain subject
matter of the news is of utmost
time.
importance, particularly in warWhen placed within the newscast,litheveredcommercial
may ofbe any
deat the conclusion
item, but there should always be a
clean cuttween theline
benewsof demarcation
and commercial
copy. An individual news story
should never be interrupted for the
sponsor's message. It is equally important to guard against improper
placement from the standpoint of
the nature of the news immediately
precedingample: the
commercial.should
For not
exthe commercial
immediately follow reports of
casualties, etc.ship sinkings, domestic
disasters,
The number of stations reporting
elimination of middle commercials
is increasing.
stationreports
which that
embarked on such Aa policy
its news sponsors are now adhering
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising jj

On time with the right time — in the
offices of time buyers from coastto-coast — that^s one reason Weed &
Company keeps a steady flow of
signed contracts in the mail of
Weed-represented stations.

With time as its full-time business.
Weed & Company loses no time in
keeping "Nationally Represented
by Weed & Company" a letterhead
that means "time will sell"— when
handled through Weed.

COMPANY
RADIO AND
STATION REPRESENTATIVES
WEED
NEW

YORK

BROADCASTING

. BOSTON

• CHICAGO

• Broadcast Advertising

- DETROIT

- SAN FRANCISCO

'

• HOLLYWOOD^
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to this plan and are finding it comAir Sales
pletely successful.
Commentators, News Analysts
TRANSPORTATION
and
tribulations are trials
not
Describing staff announcers and
troublesome
for Charlie
other
personnel
as
"commentators"
Compton,
salesman
of
George
or "news nanalysts",
unless such
P. Hollingbery Co., Chicago
ouncers orother personnel
are,an-in
rep., who trial-fiew his own
fact, qualified to write and deliver
plane olisto agency
call last
on anweek.
Indianaplegitimate news commentaries or
Trip
analyses, should be eliminated. Long
proved so successful that
continued, such practice would tend
Charlie
plans
to make
all his
future
business
jaunts
by
to breakfidence down
the public's
conin the integrity
of news
flying his personal plane.
broadcasts.
It is urged that all prepared
Battle Area Service
commentaries, analyses or other
news features, furnished by news PRESS WIRELESS Inc., is now
transmitting
radiophotos from the
wires or other sources, be unmistak- European battle
area transmitters,
over one of
ably identified as to source, as a its 400 w mobile
simple matter of honesty and infor- which also carries radio telegraph
mation. For aexample:
"Here is Johnby and radiotelephone service, it was
Smith with
news commentary
announced last week. According to
Global News." The News Com- Press Wireless, this is the first
mittee urges credits so full and time trans-Atlantic radiophotoservfrank that there can be no doubt ice has been available from a battle
as to whether a commentary or area over a" commercial 400-watt
analysis is actually written by the transmitter.
speaker, or whether it is prepared
Coffee Campaign
by some other plainly identified
source and merely delivered by him. PAN-AMERICAN COFFEE BUREAU, New York, has resumed
Identification of Sources
spot radio,
in its institutional
campaign
for coffee,
with 45 stations.
In peace or war it is indispensaContinuing
promotion
of
"coffee
ble to accuracy and clarity to iden- the
ail-American
drink" onwithcoffeeedu-as
tify fully the source of all news
cational theme based
(particularly unconfirmed reports) making methods,
schedule is com-on
even at the expense of a few extra
prised mainly of participations
home economics programs. Drive
v\rords.
For
example:
"The
Russian
armies today reached a point 150 started Feb. 19 for 13 vsreeks, and
is expected to continue through
milesdiofrom
Berlin,
Berlin inRa-a the
summer.
announced
this the
afternoon
broadcast which has not been conAP for India
firmed by Moscow."
Identification
should always be RADIO stations and newspapers in
the Assospecific and complete since this very India will
ciated Pressbeit served
has beenby announced
identification of the source may be
York offices.
serva major factor in evaluating the by AP
ice willNew
be wirelessed
fromTheLondon
news it gives out. (Although most to Bombay where it will be disstations and the networks already
tributed by Indian telegraph. The
follow the above principles, there report averages 4,000 words dail:?
are some stations which in the past and vvill be expanded as required.
Preston Grover is chief of bureau
have not exercised care in these re- for
India and China.
spects, and it is to them that these
recommendations are directed.)
SCREEN VERSION of NBC People
News Editor Sole Judge
Are Funny,
will be produced by PineThomas
Production.
The NAB News Committee reaf irms the principle of presenting an ever-increasing part of news
as completely as possible, within broadcasts
after the war. Oppori
the time limitations of news broad- tunities
for added public service
are
manifold
ccouansttso,f events
an unbiased
and
factual
acas they occur in the reporting. in this phase of news
world, in the nation and in the locality of the station originating
the news program. In order to insure an accurate and impartial
presentation of news, station management must exercise unusual care
in the selection of a radio news
editor. He must be competent and
capable of accepting full responsibility for the content of all news
programs and such content must
continue to be based entirely on
his judgment, without interference
by sponsor or any outside agent.
Continued vigilance against any relaxation ofthis policy is urged.
Expansion of News Service
CARRYING ALL CBS MAJOR PROGRAMS
From the standpoint of local news
reporting, it is recommended that
stations study the possibility of
their coverage in this field. Undoubtedly local material will form
BROADCASTING
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...WMAQ

at 11:00

PM

The Bond Clothes Company, manufacturers and
retailers of popular priced clothes, wanted to
reach the vast Chicagoland market with a message about the value and quality of their wearing
apparel. They wanted to reach the 2,855,700 families in this area who spend over $3,500,000,000
annually.
Bond Clothes, being astute advertisers, checked
the listening habits of the late evening radio
audience to discover what station would give
them the largest possible audience. The result —
WMAQ — the Chicago station most people listen
to most. Bond sponsors Don Elder with up-tothe-minute news from 11:00 to 11:15 at night,
Monday tlu*ough Sunday.
WMAQ — morning, noon and night — reaches
the people who listen and buy. Information concerning time availabilities furnished upon request.
The Chicago sfofion most people listen to most
670

ON

YOUR

DIAL

Uncertainty over the postwar course of Television
has been swept away by the recent decision of the

For the past two years, DuMont's pioneer television
station, WABD New York, has shared its facilities

Federal Communications Commission. A great new

and experience without charge. Experimentation

merchandising medium now waits only for the

today, in consequence, is inexpensive. After the war,

green light of Viaory.

rate cards as well as charges for rehearsal periods
will be the usual thing. While Television marks

Alert advertisers and advertising agencies are ex-

time, you have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

ploring Television's mass sales potential now
through experimental commercial programs ... are

A visit to Station WABD

acquiring skill, subtlety and showmanship in the

begin. Why not telephone our Guest Relations

use of visual appeals to small home groups.

Department for an appointment.

ALIEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT,
2 MAIN AVENUE, PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY. TELEVISION STUDIOS AND
STATION WABD, 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
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is an excellent way to

Copyright 1945, Allen B. DuMont laborgtories. Inc.

TELEVISION
S T A T I Q ,N..* W A R D
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Brooks Hopes for Peace Meet Coverage
Like That on ^44 Political Conventions
Haaker from London to the Sixth
"I HOPE that NBC can cover the Army.
peace conference, when it occurs,
Other changes in the European
in much the same way as we cov- Theatre
transfer of Paul
ered the 1944 political conventions," Archinard include
from Bern, Switzerland,
William
director
of news F.andBrooks,
specialNBC's
events,
said to head the network's Paris office
last week upon his return from a in the Hotel Scribe, and the apfive-week tour of the Western
pointment of Tom Hawkins, forFront.
merly of AP, to succeed him in
First network news chief to visit Bern. Roy Porter, former NBC correspondent inChungking, will join
the European as well as the Pacific battle area, Mr. Brooks lauded the Paris staff, where John Morthe tremendous job the U. S. Army
is also
staand commercial radio interests have risey, NBC
tioned. John engineer,
MacVane will
be with
the U. S. First Army and David
done.
"I
found
deep
appreciation
on the part of every Army officer to Anderson continues to cover the
Ninth Army. Bjorn Bjornson also
whom I talked," he said.
continues to broadcast for NBC
Talked to Generals
from
Stockholm.
Visiting most of the fighting
George
Thomascampaign
Folster, for
who NBC,
covfronts of France and Belgium as
ered the Luzon
well as London and Paris, Mr. is returning
home
and
Merrill
Brooks conferred on radio prob- Mueller, who covered SHAEF for
lems with Generals George Patton,
Omar N. Bradley, Jacob N. Devers, NBC, is going into the Pacific area.
Carl Spaatz, Tristram Tupper and
Frank U. Allen; also with Navy Kraft Advertising Plan
Captain Harry Butcher, former
CBS vice-president who is now aide Will Emphasize Radio
to General Dwight D. Eisenhower. RADIO ^commercials
will be closely
^^^
magazine and newsMr. Brooks' escort was Lt. Col. integrated with
paper copy for maximum advertisHoward Nussbaum, former meming impact in Kraft Cheese ComNBC's production
At
Radiober of Luxembourg,
wherestaff.
he cut
plans for
its 25th pany'sconsecuhis broadcast to NBC a minute
tive
year
of
nashort when bombs began falling
t i o n a 1 adveraround the studio, he met William
t
i
s
i
n
g
,
i
t
was
ann
o
u
n
c
e
d
l
a
s
t
week
Burke (Skeets) Miller, formerly
by John H. Piatt,
manager of NBC's public service
Kraft director of
department, now in charge of foradvertising and
eign language propaganda broadcasts to Germany and Austria for
public
relations.for
Advertising
Radio Luxembourg.
Kraft'sucts food
prod-a
Mr. Piatt
Meets Radio People
will have
Other radio people he met in- threefold purpose: to continue sale
cluded Capt. Robert Hibbard, for- of available products to civilian conmerly of WGN Chicago, now in
to hold company's
andsumers,consumer
franchise,valued
and
charge of the military transmitter trade
cooperate with the government
of the Third Army Group, and into war
drives.
Additional
proMaj. James T. Quirk, previously
motion isplanned
later inradio
the year
of WFIL Philadelphia and cur- for Kraft Mustards, featured rerently public relations radio officer
in "tagThespots"
Kraft Music Hallcentlyand
GreatonGildersleeve
of the Third Army Group.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
While in London, Mr. Brooks programs.
Needham, Louis and Brorby,
conferred with Brendan Bracken, and
British Minister of Information, Chicago, are agencies for Kraft.
and W. J. Haley, director general
of the BBC.
Provincial Plan
NBC's
London
office,
headed
by
PROVINCIAL
of Que-by
Stanley Richardson, is moving into
bec, through a government
bill introduced
a building recently leased by RCA Premier
M.
Duplessis,
plans
to creat 43 Berkeley Square, Mr. Brooks
atetema, provincial
it was learnedbroadcasting
last week. Itsys-is
reported. Chester Morrison, who
that the proposed move
has been fer ined to Paris,
been Edwin
trans- understood
results from a complaint by PreLondon has and
mier Duplessis that the CBC would
not allow him to broadcast. A similar attempt to set up a provincial
broadcasting system, outside OttaCupid Gets Break
jurisdiction,
tried many
TRANSFER of NBC Coryears wa'sago
by theL.was
government
respondent Chester Morrison
former
Premier
A. Tashereau,of
from Paris to London rebut was vincial
ruledjurisdiction
ultra-vires
prounites him with his English
by theofPrivy
bride for the first time since
Council at London, England.
their wedding day, about a
year ago in Cairo. A few
AN
INVITATION
hold the Assn.
1946
hours after the ceremony
convention
of the toCanadian
Morrison received instrucof
Broadcasters
at
Winnipeg,
was
tions to go immediately to Almade to the CAB board of directors
giers and the couple has been
following the Quebec convention, by
separated ever since.
Gerry Gaetz, manager of CKRC Winnipeg.
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There's a bright side to today's prices for ham, bacon
and chops. It's creating a whale of an eager market for
your product in the WIBW area. Predominantly agricultural, our listeners are raising and selling hogs by the trainload.
WIBW BRINGS HOME THE BACON
Whether that "bacon" be sales, distribution, mail response,
or product preference, WIBW can be counted on to bring
it home for its advertisers — just like it has been doing for
almost two decades. Here's why! WIBW is the dominating
mass-circulation medium for Kansas and adjoining states.

! WW

LET FOR KANSAS
* " REPRESENTED
WW
COLUMBUSINC. OUT
BY ^^^^CAPPER PUBLICATIONS,
NEW rORK
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
SAN FH NCISCO
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SEPTEMBER
Be1938
the 27,
Pepsodent launched a new program
on 55 NBC stations, coast to coast.
The star was Bob Hope, a personable
young entertainer with a solid background
of stage and radio experience.

OCTOBER II, 1938
The new Bob Hope Show received
an opening Hooper Rating of 13.3—
not bad for a new star in a new program.
AUDIENCE— 1938
During his first season on the air.
Bob Hope reached an estimated weekly
audience of 3,000,000 families.

► The moral of these figures is that Hope
grew up on NBC. In six short yearsall under the astute sponsorship of the
Pepsodent Company— Hope grew from a
moderately well-known performer to one

of the world's greatest entertainers and
favorite personality of millions. Here
is striking proof that good programs
have a better chance of catching on and
becoming great programs when they are

{The Story of Bob Hope) no. 1 OF A SERIES

Bob Hope is heard on 126 NBC stations,
coast to coast, Maine to Mexico, and shortwaved to American troops all over the world,
FEBRUARY 19, 1944
The Bob Hope Program hit an all-time
peak Hooper rating of 40.9— the
highest Hooper rating ever earned
by a half-hour program.
OCTOBER, 1944— JANUARY, 1945
Bob Hope earned an average rating
of 31.0— the highest Hooper-rated
program on the air.
AUDIENCE— 1945
Today, Bob Hope reaches an estimated
weekly audience of 11,000,000 families.

heard on NBC. A man is known by the
company he keeps. NBC gives its programs the best in radio: the finest network facilities— identification with the
greatest shows on the air— and the

National

greatest Hstening audience in the world.
It stands to reason that a good show,
given these NBC facilities and association, has every chance to grow into a
great show— an NBC show.

Broadcasting

Company

America's Number 1 Network

AFM
Taking
Net Letters Constitute
Contracts, Declares
Petrillo Counsel
THE AMERICAN Federation of
Musicians, through its counsel, Joseph A. Padway, told the National
Labor Relations Board last week
that it will exhaust every remedy
it can find through the courts to
•'upset the certification of NABET"
as the bargaining unit for platterturners regardless of any order the
Board may issue.
During brief but at times heated
oral arguments on the complaint
case instituted by the Board
against the NBC and Blue Networks for refusal to bargain with
NABET, Mr. Padway insisted the
networks had given contracts for
platter-turning functions to AFM
and that letters agreeing to the

NABET
Fight to Courts
AFM demand for this work have
ed". In reply to a question by Dr.
the legal status of contracts.
Harry A. Millis, chairman of the
An emphatic position on pres- Board, as to whether threats had
sures applied by James C. Petrillo, bean made against the Blue, he
AFM president, against the net- declared : "An open threat has been
works to prevent them from recog- made and at least one overt threat
nizing the NLRB certification of
against NBC which indicated
NABET was taken by Franklin made
procedure which would be used
Wood, who appeared as counsel for the
against
WoodDec.was1
the Blue. Mr. Wood advised the referringtheto Blue".
a threatMr.made
Board that unless the NLRB deter; by the Hollywood AFM local to
mination of jurisdiction is made to withdraw musicians from the Jack
stick the networks would be subject
followingof NABET
the certo "the undiluted economic force of Benny program
tification bythe NLRB
asturners
the bargaining
unit
for
platterone of the parties."
Clash Over Commitments
Feb. 5]. [Broadcasting, Dec. 11,
Answering the charge made by
A clash over commitments made
AFM that NABET is a company- by Mr. Padway when proceedings
dominated union, which is being in- were held last year before the
vestigated by the NLRB regional Board to determine whether the
office in New York, Mr. Wood said: technicians or musicians should
"We see no basis for the contention
over platter-turnthat NABET is company-dominat- have ersjurisdiction
developed during
the hearing.

Ike's Loves
H. V. KALTENBORN'S
Spanish almost
ana reinternational ucreated
psfrom
et duringMexico
cent broadcast
City, can
where
the Inter-AmeriConference
was beingheld.
Theto NBC'
commentator
meant
say,
"Eisenhower lovesintheSpanish,
French
people," but heloves
saidtheinstead
"Eisenhower
French—

Martin F. O'Donoghue, NABET
counsel, reminded the Board that
Mr. Padway
had pledged
ance with whatever
decisioncompliwas
made and that AFM would not
strike. girls."
"The very issue in this proceeding has been decided by the courts
in the Star Publishing Co. case",
he said, clared
"inthatwhich
court de'the the
uncontrollable
power
of
a
labor
union'
be used to set aside an could
order notof
the Boardtended oralso that
of thethecourts".
conlettersHewhich
Mr. Padway regarded as contracts
were not introduced into the certification hearings as evidence and
that Mr. Padway had entered into
a stipulation with the networks
that NABET could be certified as
in Philadelphia
Coverage
the bargaining agent if the Board
agreed the platter-turner unit
should be set up on a network
basis.
Calls Letters Contracts
I
Pattern broadcasting
He denied that the letters were
ever regarded as contracts in the
certification case. "The only issue
OVER
in the lawful
case",
said, "is reprisal
the unthreat heof economic
by the musicians against the networks to justify the refusal to barcovers the Philadelphia
Mr.
vehemently
he had Padway
ever told
the Boarddenied
his
market at lowest cost
client would abide by the determinations of the Board and declared that all through the proc
e
d
i
n
g
s ithad been in his mind
WDAS covers the largest
to attempt to win his case before
the
Board
but to appeal to the
cross-section of the buying public in the
courtsgain."
if the Board ruled against
him.
Philadelphia area ...of lowest cost.
"All we ask is that the Board
perform
he said.if
Ask Philadelphia's Outstanding
"If
we winitswefunctions",
shall be happy;
Full-Time Independent Station
we Mr.
lose Padway
we shall goasserted
to the courts".
he had
never admitted the letters were not
about a package of spots
contracts.
"These
contracts
are as
that will cover
binding and as conclusive as any
contracts which are bound and
sealed", he said. "Our whole case
your market.
was based on the letters. We challetters. lenged the unit on the basis of these
"Let's not make light of those
contracts", he continued. "They
were contracts. They constitute the
primary fact upon which we claim
the work. If the Board finds otherthe Board is in error".
Mr.wise,toIsay
O'Donoghue
With "Coverage
like this, it's no wonder
arose
challenge Mr.immediately
Padway.
"I
repeat",
he said, "Mr. Padway
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
did not introduce the letters as contracts in the certification proceedings. Further, throughout the hearBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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ing it wasworks hadbrought
that the with
netnever out
bargained
the musicians on a nationwide scale.
The letters were introduced to support the demand for network units.
Mr. Padway's
claim
that"Andhe ashadfornever
told the Board
he would abide by its decision, let
me quote from pages 45, 46 of the
transcript of the oral argument in
the certification case. . . ." Mr.
O'Donoghue then read from Mr.
Padway's: testimony Nov. 9, 1944 as
follows
"Mr. Padway (replying to question by John M. Houston, member
of theenedBoard)
haven't threat-at
any strike: Weto management
all. I don't know what would have
happened.
Theyand [NABET]
ened to strike
the momentthreatthey
threatened to strike the WLB said:
'We don't want any strike'. We
didn't intend to and we were not
threatening
one. And weof how
wouldn't
strike. And regardless
this
case
comes
out
we
wouldn't
not at least while our pledgestrike,
is in
force and effect. Mr. Petrillo
wouldn't do it and it won't be done.
That is the situation. . . ."
Didn't Mention Issues
At the outset of the hearing, Mr.
Padway asked that the Board delay
its decision on the unfair labor
practiceworkscharge
netuntil the against
Board hasthe ruled
on the 8(2)
(company
ination)charge
which the AFM
filed domwith
the regional
NLRB.
It
is
understood that the AFM charge against
NABET is based largely on the fact
that the union is an outgrowth of
the Assn. of Technical Employes,
its predecessor organization, which
is alleged to have been a company
union.
The Board was told by Joseph
A. McDonald, formerly counsel for
NBC and now with the Blue, that
the agreement of Jan. 24, 1944
granting
functions to theNBCAFMplatter-turner
made no mention
of the jurisdictional issues involved
but hethe asserted
that
granting"itofwasthe implied"
demand
was subject to determination of
jurisdiction by the NLRB.
C. F. Detmar Jr., of the RCA
law department, said NBC was

HER FRIENDLY ADVICE,
WIT AND HUMOR, KEEP
WOMEN TUNED TO....
WC K Y
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INCENTIVE FUND
GWFIL Urges Program Idea
Creation by Employes —
TO EXPLOIT the source and talent
for program ideas often lying dormant within WFIL
a station's
various
departments,
Philadelphia
has
created
a
special
"incentive
fund" for the purpose of buying
program
froma staff
members.
Under ideas
the plan
complete
show
is prepared for audition and placed
in the hands of the sales department. The originator of the idea
may ingfurther
work among
in merchandisthe
program
agencieshe
or
following
lead of awhich
knows.
If he anycompletes
sale he
receives
commission forin
addition ato special
the compensation
the
The program
"incentive costs
fund"to does
not idea.
increase
the
prospective sponsor.
British Radio Council
THE Radio Industry Council, a
new
the
Britishcentral
radioorganization
industry hasfor been
formed by the federation of four
independent units in the radio and
electronics
tions whichfield.
now TheformfourtheorganizaCouncil
are : Radio Communications & Electronic
Engineering
Assn.,
the
Radio Component
Mfrs.Mfrs.
Assn.,Assn.,
the
British
Radio Valve
and the British Radio Equipment
Mfrs. Assn.
Theactivities.
four will now coordinate their
willing
to abide by the decision of
the Board.
It
is
the a Boai'd
will
issue an expected
order within
few weeks
directing the networks to bargain
with NABET in conformity with
its certification of the technicians
as the appropriate unit for platterturning. Under established procedure, the parties are given 10 days
to comply.
as the networks haveInasmuch
already asserted
the
courts should decide the issue, it
is almost certain that at the expiration of the 10-day period the
Boardcuit will
to the inSecond
CirCourt ofgoAppeals
New York
to request a decree to enforce its
order. As indicated by Mr. Padway's testimony, the AFM would
then ventintervene
in an being
effort granted.
to prethe decree from

KOIN
Our Thought, Effort
and Facilities...
Pledged to Victoryl

PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, inc., Naf I Rep.
BROADCASTING
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RETAIL DRUG Nyal
Stores,Planallowed to spend
10% of all increased purchase of Nyal
drug
products
over the previous
THE
KuAineAd
of
in any of 15 advertising
forms, year
over
a four-year period spent 50% of their
incentive
appropriation
in
calendars;
25% in local newspaper advertising;
10% in inspotother
announcements
and the
BROADCASTING
balance
introduced in 1941 byforms.
Nyal Plan
Co., was
Detroit,
anowsubsidiary
of
Frederick
Stearns
Co.,
a division of Sterling Drug Inc.
Wine Radio Plans
Boxing Poll
AMP Contracts
Plan is administered by Edwin C, Kldd,
has distributed to television set- ASSOCIATED
MUSIC
Publishers
Inc. Nyal
WINE SHIPPERS
troducing a new IMPORT
domesticCorp.
brandis in-of NBC
has
signed
new
agreements
with
KRBC
vice-president
advertising
owners
in
the
New
York
area
a
quesector, who 100-word
prepares and
allannouncements
copy,
includingdi-a
tionnaire
asking their
KBST KGKL KFMB WBOC about r300
Cointreau
on theRecord
air. Sponsorshipweekly
of theLiqueur
Cointreau
Albumon the
boxing
bouts
telecastopinions
on WNBTonof WCOP
WHKK tracts
KATE.
Stations
renewing
con- year, not placed
thrice
for
25
minutes
started
include:
KARM
KFBK
KGMB
New
York,
with
particular
emphasis
through
agencies.
WQXR New York March 1 for a 52- the
KWIL WMRC
WBRY
blow-by-blow
and between-rounds
Dinah Shore Wins Award
WELL KQW
WHLSKRNT
WLAYKSO WMAZ
commentary.
asked toof KHBC
week schedule.
InShippers
addition,willbeginningMarch
12of Wine
sponsor name
sponsor Viewers
and toalsogiveareopinion
WSOO WTCM.
DINAHeral Foods
SHORE,
of Gencommercials.
Open singing
House
onstar NBC,
has
asong
series
four
quarter-hour
Monday
New
Public
Relations
Firm
been
awarded
Citizenship
Medal
concerts
The
Faure
Centennial
SeCeda Signs WQXRCo.,SpotRochester. GEORGE J. VOGEL, formerly with the of the Veterans theof Foreign
Wars,
the
ries, to be Cointreau
succeeded Concerts
by twice-weekly
CEDA
DISTRIBUTING
first
entertamer
in
America
to
receive
Institute
of
Public
Relations,
New
York,
half-hour
for
War
N. Y., in its first radio venture, has has established George Vogel Assoc., a the award this year, Commander-inBonds, tying in with the Seventh War signed
a
52-week
contract
for
a
weekly
Chief
Jean
A.
Brunner
announced
last
relationsfor firm,
specializing week. Presentation will be made this
Loan Drive. isWineDorland
Shippers'Internationalagency for 55-minute
classical Feb.
records radio
Cointreau
in radiopublicactivities
WQXR wasprogram
Newplaced
York.ofthrough
Effective
Office is public
at 130 relations
W. 42d spring on one of her broadcasts. Award
Pettlngell
& Fenton,
New continues
York. Red-as oncontract
Glicksman24, organizations.
field-Johnstone.
New
York,
is made inservices"
recognition
of her "moraleSt.,
New
York.
Adv.,
New
York.
agency for Colcombet and other wines.
building
servicemen.
Considers Radio
Considers
Spot
Radio
Bendixfor Tests
CKCO Appoints Young
AIME
Co.,
New
York,
has
appointed
STADLER
Shoes,
New
York,
has
apCONTINUOUS tests being conducted
ADAM J. YOUNG Jr.. New York, wUl
Merchandising
han- by
pointed Bobley Co., New York, as agen- Modern
BendixCorp.Radio
divisionto ofpointBendix
serve tiveasIn theexclusive
national representadlepoosnational
advertising Bureau
ofpencils.
Alme toshamcy for the York
chain metropolitan
of men's shoe stores in
are helping
the
andconsidered.
hair-coloring
Radio Aviation
way
new postwar
improvements
radioNewis being
considered. area. Spot is being
fective AprilV.1. S. for CKCO Ottawa ef- the
radio toreceiver
tone quality.
ConductedIn
with carefully
selected
groups,
tests
Indicate al types of radio listeners recognize difi^erencesreproduction
between newandwider
range
musical
the
former limited range radio reception,
according
Leonard forC. home
Truesdell,
eral sales tomanager
radio.genKeystone
Rate
Card
NEW RATE CARD, No. 53 has been
issued 1,by1945,
Keystone
effective
March
showingNetwork
increased
rates,M.
necessitated,KBSaccording
to byMichael
Sillerman,
president,
expanded
increasedSimplified
operation tables,
costs
offaculties
affiliatedand stations.
showing
exact
time costof pertimebroadcast
for
every
combination
period,
frequency
of stations, is
a feature ofand thenumber
new card.
KVOR
Puts
Drive
Across
A great rhythm outfit, the Monroe
OVER was
THE theTOPrecord
at theof end
seven
hours
the ofColorado
band presents the sweetest of roSprings
Red
Cross
which
credited
theto
speed oforiginating
the successful
drive infrompartBed
mantic dance music enhanced furKVOR
programs
1
Cross
headquarters
throughout
the
day.
With the campaign lagging at noon the
station
broadcast
messages
from
importher by Vaughn's pleasant baritone
townspeople,
at Camp
voice.
Carsontant and
othersconvalescents
to pep up solicitors
and givers.
WHA Commended
RESOLUTION of the Wisconsin State
legislature
has commended WHA on the
THERE, I'VE SAID IT AGAIN Vic. 20-1637 U.service
of Wis.
for its
"its position
record ofof
to theincampus
state
leadership
radio andeducation
in the
was
WHA's
26th anHAWAIIAN SUNSET
11283 nation." Occasion
niversary.
Legislature
also
congratulatstationother
for itshonors,
22 program
anded theamong
winningawards
the
George Foster
Peabody
award infor1943.eduONE, TWO, THREE O'LAIRY
cational program
excellence
Rehabilitation
COMMODORE CLIPPER (
NEWSREEL Theatres Inc., New York, is
Bl. 11488 distributing
to theatres In some 26
MY LITTLE COUSIN (
cities, abroadcast
film version
of AlmaNew Kitchell's
recent
on WJZ
York inof
which
she
discussed
rehabilitation
\/au^hn MontOQ
Bl. 11189 servicemen with Roland
Darling,
DADDY
rector of job
counseling
service. CenVet-diOne of the most talked of bandleaders in America,
Information
and
Reception
ter,eran's
Boston.
YMCA
has
requested
Bl. 10976
mis ion to distribute copies of the perfilm
the handsome singing maestro is a veteran mu- HIGH ON A WINDY HILL
for display at YMCA service centers.
Cowles Invitation
sician although he's only 30 years old. Born in
COWLES BROADCASTING Co. will
For the complete list of BMI-licensed
show a new 27-mlnute sound film "Why
Ohio, Vaughn was tooting a trumpet in a school
titles recorded by Monroe sec your
aMarch
Radio Station
in Yankton, S.Hotel
D."
at theIndustry
Waldorf-Astoria
BMI DISC DATA.
in- New 21York.
and press have
hand at the age of eleven.
1 «WHOM"
been invited
to
have
"cocktails
with
and "Ixincheon
the
two Cowles
stations. with
Katz WNAX",
Agency
is station
representative.
Window
Newscast
KAY JEWELRY Co., sponsor of The
Dally show
Journalon ofWJHPthe Jacksonville,
Air, quarter-hour
news
Fla.,
originates
the ofprogram
the front
shower carries
windowthe
the store.tofromAtheloudspeakBMI
newscast
street.
CKOC Signs PNhas signed a
CKOC Hamilton,
contract
for Press Ont.,
News wire service,
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
bringing
the
total ofto stations
taking
PN service in Canada
48.
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"POURS

IT ON"

"DISHES

IT OUT"

to Cleveland's
and

AND

Club Women

Housewives

...

Jean Colbert's Woman's Club of the Air is a five
day a week, five star example of WTAM's outstanding
daily service to Cleveland women. What about our men
in service? What about OP A prices? What about our
children? What about war jobs? Jean is in there
pitching the answers, in the studio and out ... at social
club meetings, educational conferences
and welfare councils ... all over
Cleveland. One more reason
why WTAM is first in
listening audience, day and
night. In fact, at night, *73%
of Cleveland homes
listen most to WTAM.
* NBC 1077 City Survey 1944

ST in CLEVELAND

JEAN COLBERT, Director WTAM's Woman's Club of the Air. Home
economist, fashion commentator, consummate actress, brilliant writer,
(Below) Crowd listening to WTAM ensemble, in person, at Lakeside, Ohio.

50,000 watts
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES

BROADCASTING
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From Your Specifications
BLAW-KNOX
WILL DESIGN, FABRICATE
AND ERECT
The Latest Development in
VERTICAL

RADIATORS

and Towers for
FM

and

TELEVISION

ANTENKAE
Station Engineers take a load
ofif their shoulders when their
antenna problem is turned over
to Blaw-Knox. Specifications
are completed under one responsibility. The job is not
done until the tower is up,
tested and approved.
BLAW-KNOX

DIVISION

hvo Recordings Telling Vivid Story
Of Invasion Brought Back by Lt. Hurlhut
side the tank. Sgt. Mawson picked
BRINGING
cordings oftheup-to-the-minute
Marine invasion re-of up the conversation on a signal jeep
Iwo Jima from D-Day through D radio aboard an LSM heading onto
plus five, Lt. James Hurlbut, the beach on D-Day.
The four networks all used the
USMC radio public relations officer,
has returned to headquarters after recordings as soon as they were
a three-month tour throughout the processed and schedules permitted.
Pacific, coordinating Marine Corps Blue broadcast them on Friday,
radio activities. Lt. Hurlbut was March 3, the day they arrived, at 7
the fiist correspondent on Guadal- and 10:45 p.m., WJZ New York
landinginwiththe thefallFirst
Ma- used them 11:15 p.m. NBC aired
rinecanal,
Division
of 1942.
portions on WRC Washington at
Before entering the service he was 7 :45 p.m. MBS used them in a halfpublicity director of WTOP Wash- hour program 11:30-12 p.m. and
ington, then WJSV.
9:30 a.m. and 5:30-6 p.m. SaturMany of the recordings are for
day, March 4. Recordings were on
local stations. According to Lt. Columbia 4:15 p.m. Saturday. Several other stations rebroadcast
Hurlbut,
"We try ofto battle
augmentaction,
the
network coverage
them throughout the week.
not compete with it. As no indeUsed by MOM
pendent stations have representaFor the first time recordings of
tives in the Pacific, these transcrip- battle
action have been used in
tions are designed to fill their newsreels,
MGM is using sections
of
the
Mawson material in its
Among cordings
thewereoutstanding
re- News of the
those made Iwo
by Sgt.
Wednesday, March Day,
7. Thereleased
transcriptions
Richard E. Mawson, Marine Corps
needs."
were
rushed
to
Guam
on
the deradio correspondent, former prostroyer Iwo
returningJima,
Secretary
Forduction manager and director of restal from
then
special events with WBAX Wilkes to the States by Lt. Hurlbut. flown
Barre, Pa., and Sgt. Harvey WilOther recordings just arrived
liams, his engineer, who was an anon Iwo by Sgt. Alvin Josephy,
Minn. nouncer with KROC Rochester, made
USMC ofcombat
exchief
special correspondent,
events with OWI
Landing
Com- Radio Bureau
and assistant direcpany tanksonof Iwo
the with
Fourth"B"Marine
Division, the correspondents took
torcialof WOR-Mutual
New processed,
York speevents, are now being
with them an Amertype film recorder, batteries and power con- with several airings scheduled as
verter, loaded on a specially built soon as they are made available.
ammunition cart. From the front One of an attack on Motoyama was
lines, the team went into action, used by Blue Wednesday, March 7,
recording a complete description of 7 p.m., vnth remarks by the Commandant of the Marine Corps, Gen.
the fighting with a constant back- A. A. Vandegrift.
ground of rocket fire, strafing and
Lt.
Hurlbut
took with him on his
mortar
bursts
going
on
around
them.
trip 3,000 lbs. of recording equipMost spectacular transcription
ment, including film, wire and
was one which caught a two-way Presto units and power sources.
inter-com conversation between a
distributed to approxidisabled tank in a shell hole about These were
mately eight Marine radio combat
100 yards off the Motoyama Air- correspondent teams in the Pacific
field No. 1, and another Marine at- and to those working independently
tempting todirect a retriever tank with aviation units. The correto
its was
rescue.
spondents record not only battle actreads
off, One
its 75ofmmtheguntank's
out
tion but also special events, perof operation, and the crew was
sonal interviews, native music and
"getting a helluva lot of artillery music written by Marines in the
fire," according to the Marine in- field, such as the Marine song, "Get
Your
On", first introduced by
MarineGear
recordings.
IOWA
PREFERS
WHO
Ask Free
Peters for
the &Proof!
Most Powerful
Independent
Piiiladelphia's
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(^ofnlundtivns

(Left to Right)
HARRY HERSHFIELD
SENATOR FORD
JOE LAURIE JR.

Three is not always a crowd. The three stars of
"Can You Top This?" are very good compony/ — and
"click."
of combinations
exannple
typicalexample,
aAnother
of particular
interest tothat
advertisers
in the St. Louis market, is the combination of
KSD-NBC-AP.

KSD

KSD is the NBC basic station for St. Louis; it is 225 miles to
the nearest other NBC basic outlet • KSD is the only
broadcasting station in St. Louis with the full service of the
Associated Press — the AP news wires plus the PA radio
wire • KSD is recognized throughout its listening area for
its high standard of programnning and advertising acceptanc».

ST.LOUIS-550KC
Owned and Operofed by
THE ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
Naffona//y Represenfed by
FREE & PETERS. Inc.

License Hearing
For WOKO Reset
Oral Argumenl Dale Advanced
From March 28 to March 14
ORAL ARGUMENT in the FCC's
proposed refusal to renew the license of WOKO Albany, N. Y., because of alleged
ownership"
involving
Sam "hidden
Pickard,
former
Commissioner and onetime CBS
vice-president, has been advanced
from March 28 to March 14 on petition of WOKO Inc., licensee corporation, filed by George Sutton,
Washington counsel for the st^.tion.
Commissioner Norman S. Case,
sitting as motions chairman, last
Wednesdayto granted
Mr. Sutton's
petition
accommodate
Morris
Ernst, New York attorney who will
argue the case. The FCC last November issued a proposed finding
in the license renewal of WOKO
N
"that
of theforapplication
for
renewala grant
of license
the operation
of WOKO by the applicant corporationconvenience
would not orserve
public and
interest,
necessity
therefore casting,
should
Nov. 13].be denied" [BroadFor months the WOKO case has
been pending and it has been the
N
subject of criticism on the part of
Rep. Richard B. Wigglesworth
(R-Mass.), member of the House
Appropriations Committee and former member of the Select CommitLOUISVILLE
tee to investigate the FCC. As recently as last month Rep. Wigglesworth, in a blistering speech on the
floor in connection with the 1946
fiscal year appropriations for the
FCC, siondemanded
Commistake action inthatthe the
WOKO
case
[Broadcasting, Feb. 12].
In July 1943 the WOKO case
went before the FCC in formal
hearings, when Harold E. Smith,
general manager and 25V2% owner,
testified regarding Mr. Pickard's
ownership
through
latter'sof
brother-in-law,
R. K.thePhelps
Kansas City. Mr. Pickard testified
the stock was presented to Mr.
Phelps as a gift but that dividends
were divided by Mrs. Pickard and
himself. Later Mr. Pickard announced sale of his 24% interest in
WOKO to Monroe M. Redden of
Hendersonville, N. C, for $75,000,
subjectcensetorenewal.
FCC approval of the liRepresvated by
The Albany Knickerbocker News
PEGGY STONE, /V^k \ orU
owns 25% of the station and RayGEORGE ROESLER, (.hivnf:o
mond B. Curtis, Garrison, N. Y.,
attorney, 25%%.
HOMER GRIFFITH
COMPANY
Liquor Ban Proposed
A BILL to prohibit the advertising
of all alcoholic beverages by radio
has been introduced by Sen. Johnson (D-Col.), following a similar
measure by Sen. Capper (R-Kan.)
which would prohibit the "transportation in interstate Sen.
commerce"
of liquor
John-it
son's bill adverti.sing.
(S-623) would make
unlawful for broadcasters to accept advertising for "alcoholic
to bevpay
for radio erages"timeand likewise
for suchillegal
advertising.
HARRY McTIGUE
The FCC would be empowered to
revoke licenses of any station violating the proposed act.
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HIT PARADE REPEAT
SHIFTED BY CURFEW
COMPLYING with the midnight
curfewdio audiences,
order which
applies Tobacco
to stuAmerican
Co., New York, has cancelled the
12 midnight-12:45 a.m. West Coast
repeat of Your Hit Parade on CBS
but has arranged to clear the 6-6:45
p.m.
(PWT)cometime,
so thatthrough
the showto
can now
straight
the
its regular time Sat.,
9-9:45Westp.m.at (EWT).
ThisTo Isaccomplish
Mv Story this
has 42beenProducts'
shifted
from 8 CBS West Coast stations
6-6:30 p.m. (PWT) to 9-9:30 p.m.
(PWT)A Good
and Wilshire
0,ilmoved
Co.'s
That's
has been
from
6:30-6:45Ideap.m.
(PWT)
to
9:30-9:45 p.m. (PWT). The change
went into effect last Saturday after
the
was Saturday
not heard ofon the
Coastprogram
the first
the
curfew.
Rebroadcast
of
Lever's
Burns
and Allen show on CBS, 11:3011:55
p.m. (EWT)
also has
been
cancelled.
Beginning
Monday,
March 12 the 13 stations which
carried the repeat will pick up the
first broadcast 8:30-8:55 p.m.
(EWT) by special lines, record it,
and broadcast
it at: 55thep.m.regular
peat time 11 : 30-11
(EWT).reCBS Official to Hold
Clinics on Video, FM
HOWARD LANE, CBS director of
station relations, and William B.
Lodge, CBS ginedirector
enring, wil leaveof general
New York
Marchates.20Mr. Lodge
on a will
trip give
to CBS
affilitelevision
and FM clinics as he did on a similar trip last year. Discussions will
cover FCC proposed allocations and
stations'
plans and
in video
Mr. Lane
Mr. and
LodgeFM. will
make their first stop in Boston,
proceeding to the West Coast. From
San Francisco they will go to Dallas,ance ofKansas
and Memphis,
the City
southern
itinerary balstill
toNewbe York
announced.
They
April 18. return to
KOMO, KJR Delay
PENDING decision of the FCC in
the
application
of Fisher's
Station
Inc., Seattle,
whereby Blend
FishBlend Station
wouldF. acquire
KOMOer's Seattle
and Birt
Fisher
would siontake
Commison its over
own KJR,
motionthe last
week
ordered cathat
hearing
on
the
tions for renewal of licenseapplifor
the two stations be continued from
March 15 to April 16. One of the
remaining duopoly transfers made
necessary by the FCC ban on multiple ownership,
the KOMO-KJR
transaction
proposal,
which involves no monetary consideration,
was filedcasting,lastDec. 11].
December [Broad-

Ethel
and
Albert

GO COMMERCIAL ON

WJZ
APRIL 2!
Still Available — Tuesdays and Thursdays
2:15 to 2:30 P. M.
Each 15-minute program tells a comin the private
ETHEL pleteandstory ALBERT!
They lives
can sellof
for you in theket rich
New
York
marfor less than

$650 A WEEK!
(Twice a week, on a 13-week basis,
including time, talent and announcer.)
MONDAY SOLD!
TUESDAY AVAILABLE!
WEDNESDAY SOLD!
THURSDAY AVAILABLE!
Blood Donor Drive
TED
MALONE,
Blue
commentator,
arrived from France last week on what FRIDAY SOLD!
was described
as a "Red with
Crossthemercy
to dramatize,
help
ofmission"
radio, the
continuing need
for blood
donations.
Trip
is
built
around
"Ted
Malone
Blood through
Donor Day",
March 14.
On his Mon.
Wed. broadcasts
for Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
and in appearances on other nctwoi-k
programs,
Mr. Malone
is askingblood
lisloners to register
at Manhattan
donor
center,
and
other
centers.
He
will fly back to Europe this week with
blood tionscollected,
broadcasting
descripon individual donations.
ROADCASTING
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HALF-A-MILLION

BUSINESSMEN

BLUE COOPERATIVE

Want
to

this
Sell

great
for

WILL READ THIS
PROGRAM

Network
you

ADVERTISEMENT

IN:

Show

Locally?
Women's Wear Daily
Men's Wear
„ Retailing
Home
Furnishings
Circular-Keystone
The Jewelers'
Chain
Store
(Druggists)
Chain
Store Age'
Age

Ethel and Albert are a young
couple—who live like the rest
of us — only funnier! On the air
daytime Mondays through
Fridays— each gay episode is
'^mplete in itsdf.

QUICK FACTS ABOUT OTHER
BLUE NETWORK
CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAMS
RAYMOND
lected by 600 GRAM
editors SWING:
as Best NewsSeCommentator
of
the
year;
broadcasting direct from Washington.
Early
evening, Mon.-Fri., 1 5 minutes.
JOHN
B.
KENNEDY:
Famed
writer,
newsreel commentator and radio
analyst, broadcasting direct from
New
Early afternoon, Mon.Fri., 15York.
minutes.
CORRESPONDENTS AROUND THE
WORLD:
fromof allthetheglobe,
history-14
makingNetwork
hotDirectspots
Blue
correspondents
bring
the news pening!
rightMornings,
fromSun.-Fri.,l
where it's5 minhaputes.
BAUKHAGE TALKING: Direct
£rom
his newsWashington.
from men Baukhage
who make gets
it—
the
White
House,
Cabinet
Members,
Congressional
leaders.
Midday,
Mon.- Fri., 15 minutes.
MARTIN AGRONSKY: Direct from
Washington.
Famous from
news allanalyst,
who has broadcast
over
the
world.
Early
morning,
Mon..
Sat., 15 minutes.
KIERNAN'S
Walter KiernanNEWS
direct CORNER:
from New
York.
of the outstanding
human
interestOnereporters
of our time.
Mon.-Fri.,
early
evening,
1
5
minutes. Available East only.
DICK
TRACY:
juvenile
adventure
series.Famous
Late afternoon.
Monday
minutes. through Friday, 15

YOU

can

sponsor

"The Private

Lives of ETHEL and ALBERT'' as
broadcast live from New York...
and pay only for your own area!
Now you can cash in on the proven audience appeal of Ethel and
Albert— that delightful young twosome whose intimate, true-tolife
comedycouple!
show on the Blue is fast making them America's favorite
married
This outstanding Blue Network program is made available live for
local sponsorship through the Blue's Co-operative Program set-up
an ideal set-up for you to sell your produas right in your own territory! Here's how this works . . .
Ethel and Albert will originate in the Blue's studios in New York at
a popular daytime period. The program then goes out live over the network—and your local Blue station announcer gives your commercials
during the broadcast, identifies this swell show as yours! Think of the
prestige and appeal your sales message will carry when it's linked in
listeners' minds with this big-time network program! And think of
the show's low cost— for remember, you pay only your own share for
your own area!. , . Ask any Blue Network Station for all information,
or contact the Co-operative Program Division of

AH BRlCAii

30 ROCKEFEUER PLAZA, NEW YORK, N. Y.
BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.

Modern(Grocers)
Brewery Age
Bakers' Weekly
Bakers' Helper
National Carbonator
& Bottler
The Milk Dealer
Ice Radio
Cream Daily
Review
Broadcasting
N. A.I. Tire Dealers

OWI, Station Men
Discuss Program
Specific Announcement Time
Rejected by Both Groups
A SUGGESTION that the OWI
insure proper distribution of Government announcements by specifying the times that they should be
broadcast was almost unanimously
rejected by a group of about 60
representatives of stations in New
York and Northern New Jersey,
who met last Wednesday in New
York to discuss the handling of
war campaigns with OWI officials.
Meeting, called by Arthur Hull
Hayes, manager of WABC New
York and regional consultant to
the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau,
was addressed by David Frederick, director of war programs,
who outlined the work of his department in determining what
Government campaigns should be
given priority, and George P. Lud1am, chief of the bureau, who described the way these campaigns
are allocated for networlc and station broadcasts. Willett Kempton,
chief oflations
thedivision,
Bureau's
stationsLevin,
reand Harry
regional station relations chief,
participated in the discussion that
followed the talks.
A proposal that OWI supply stations with a "clock chart" as well
as with transcribed and live announcements was advanced by
Morris Novik, manager of WNYC
New York, who said that many
Government announcements were
being broadcast in the late evening
or early morning hours when time
was less desirable commercially.
The OWI officials joined with the
broadcasters in rejecting the prostating the
thatstations
they hadandno that
desire toposal,
police
the results obtained from radio indicated that the broadcasters are
doing their part.
Asked by Mr. Ludlam if they

SERVICE MOTIF dominates the new Shopper's Lane program starting
March 5 on WINX Vvasnington unaer sponsorsnip oi Goiuenberg's, Capital Citymorning
independent
department
Alice atLane,
conducting
sixweekly
half-hour,
spends store.
full time
the store
meetingthethose
asking for help. Program includes civic notes, rationing items and other
facts for housewives, along with shopping and swapping service. Taking
part in dotted-line ceremony are: Front (1 to r), Leo Baum, GoldenBerg treasurer, and Sol Greenberg, store vice-president. Standing (1 to
r) : Norman We'll, WINX commercial manager; Miss Lane; Edward
Leib, Goldenberg's advertising director.
liked Government agencies going spots a day scheduled for network
directly
to sponsors,
broadcast- stations, or the nine national and
ers voiced
unanimousthedisapproval.
three workregional
for non-netstations, thespots
broadcasters
are
E. Ray McCloskey, WNBF Bingall that the Government asks
hamton, mentioned being approach- doing
ed by a fraternal organization to of them and that whether they do
cooperate in a nurse recruiting anything more is up to their individual decisions, Mr. Ludlam
plan that got in two plugs for the
fraternity to every one for the asked whether they would prefer
nurses. Mr. Ludlam said that some additional optional material submitted as announcements or as
Government officials who want
more time than OWI allocates to five-minute or quarter-hour prothem have learned that while OWI
grams. Most of the broadcasters
can turn them down, it has no ments.
said they would prefer announceauthority over civilian organizations which front for war agencies.
Summarizing
the campaigns
radio circulaHe advised stations to suggest to
tion of Government
for
the first eight weeks of 1945, Mr.
groups
requesting
time
for
war
campaigns that the OWI handles Ludlam reported 5,855,171,000 listhese campaigns adequately.
ten r-impres ions asthe OWI estiEmphasizing that in carrying the
mate for that period. For 1944, the
six national and three regional estimated total was 33,352,031,000.

<nm^ THIS RICH SUBSTANTIAL
MARKET WITH A SINGLE MEDIUM
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WCSC

CBS

Good as CBS sports coverage is (and we think it's
tops) we know we need more than the best in network
programs to click with Charleston sports fans. We
need locally planned, locally produced programs.
Programs that reach the heart, the civic pride of
Charleston. We think we have them.
Programs like our "Sports Reporter", sponsored
six days a week at 6:05 p.m. since 1938 by Royal
Crown Cola. Our sports reporter, Johnny Ostrom
(he used to teach English at the Citadel) isn't content
to read the national sports news right off the wire.
He interviews visiting and local sports celebrities.
He's a part of the Coastal Carolina's local sports:
basketball, baseball, boating, golf, track, tennis and
swimming; the high school, semi-pro and service
teams; and he ties his listeners in with his predictions of the results of games from big-league baseball

thinks

is tops. ..BUT!

to the middle-aged teams of local business firms.
Johnny Ostrom is Charleston s "Sports Reporter!'
The "Sports Reporter" is another of the programs that have made WCSC a Coastal Carolina institution. Another example of WCSC planned, produced, successful programs. These programs sell
products, too. Just ask Royal Crown Cola !

WCSC
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
john M. Rivers, Owner
Represented Nationally by Free & Peters

Wa^ck
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Lest We Forget
THE DAY may soon be here. The day and the
hour and the minute and the second when
an American voice will speak from Berlin.
What that message may portend, none can
foretell with certainty. There will be rejoicing
surely. There will be tears. There will be
prayM-.
It has been traditional since the days of the
Pilgrims for Americans to join together in worship at times of great triumph and great sadness. These have been "home-town" gatherings,
finding their strength in the common bonds
wtich make our land a nation of neighbors.
If radio stations can bring to their listeners
the familiar voices of their own ecclesiastic
leaders on the day the world awaits, the action
will reaffirm the indomitable principles of faith
and frie»dship which were born in Plymouth.

dent then asked the Department of Justice to
determine what action might be taken against
the likes of Jimmy. But things had gone too
far.
Nothing could be done under the existing
statutes.
So it came to pass, appropriately enough,
that on Armistice Day 1944 RCA-NBC and
Columbia Recording Corp. surrendered to Jimmy, having despaired of Government relief.
Thus, your directive has meant exactly nothing, except humiliation to your board. Jimmy
has had his way on all counts. He has established the new fashion of "private taxation
by labor
The Government
gets no
taxes
from unions".
labor unions.
But the Government
will lose, in direct proportion, the taxes from
employers, for your board has held that the
royalty payraents are not wage adjustments.
The public, of course, will pay in the long
run in increased consumer costs. You figure
out whether this is double taxation, in the
light of unemployment taxes, social security
and other commendable social reforms.
The problem now transcends Petrillo vs.
Everybody. John L. Lewis is in on the fight, too.
.A.nd the others will follow.
It's going to take an act of Congress, and
a stiff one, to rectify things. We would judge
the tem^per of Congress is such that it can
happen at this session. But watch out for some
cuffing about, because there's going to be a
whipping boy. Under such circumstances, you
can't claim that you were half-right.
Remember the Bible's: "For they have sown
the wind and they shall reap the whirlwind."

ALFRED FRANCIS HARRISON

man
no pubthat and
sonasters
broadc
known
of AltoHarri
SAIDlishers.
TISis better
ent Hughg BailThat'sPress
why Presid
about
Assns., castin
lie of United
the organization for a special Washington representative, chose the "daddy" of the UP radto
wire.
As radio sales manager of UP the last decade, Al Harrison visited virtually every station
in the country,
cameand tobuilt
knowthescores
of broadcasters intimately
UP radio
wire
from a 40-word, 16-hour service for a handful
of clients in 1935 to a 24-hour 60-word wire
serving
stations in all 48 states and the
District 560
of Columbia.
To Al Harrison goes credit for the special
radio news wire, as it is today.
Broadcasting was an unknown quantity in
the days when Al attended public schools and
native IndianapSt. Bridget's Academy in hisforerunner
— teleg-,
olis. Its communications
raphy— attracted young Al. His first job was|
that of messenger for Postal Teleg. Co. He I
learned telegraphy and for several years
pounded the brass on every conceivable type
of wire — Western Union, Postal, brokerage and
press associations. While handling the AP wire|
iningIndianapolis
decidedcolorful
gathering
writ-j
news was Almore
thanandsendingj
porter.
and copying it, so they made him a cub re-j|
Then followed the usual journalistic routinei
of those days — a turn on newspapers in SoutW
Bend,
on the
(la.) and
TimesTribune,a sojourn
later back
to hisWaterloo
home town
the
Indianapolis Sun and Neivs, thence to Pittsburgh and the Chronicle-Telegraph.
In 1914 Al joined the UP in Pittsburgh.
Four years later they made him a salesman
with headquarters in Indianapolis. He did such
a good job of organizing the Great Lakes territory, installing UP service throughout Michigan and adjoining states that UP promoted fio
him
to
division sales manager withoffices incentral
Chicago.

'For
They Have Sown'
Memorandum
To: War Labor Board
Re: Petrillo, Lewis, et seq.
From: Broadcasters (who told you so)
LAST June 16, you may recall, your esteemed
board rendered its decision in the two-year-old
"recording strike" case precipitated by AFM
News Nonsense
President James Caesar Petrillo. By a split
vote, your board called upon AFM to with- CONSIDER the case of the Washington Timesdraw its ban on recordings, but at the same 'Herald, published by Eleanor Patterson, of
time ordered that the recording companies the famed McC'ormick-Patterson family. The
negotiate a "method of distributing a fund newspaper runs a daily radio log — but the
to be set up through payments by the com- no
Bluelisting
network
for programs
WMAL, thedon'tBlueappear.
outlet,There's
which
panies". That's what we of radio chose to call
is
owned
by
the
Washington
Star,
top WashJimmy's private WPA which, we felt, would
ington daily.
establish a dangerous precedent in employeWhy? It seems that Mrs. Patterson early in
employer relations and one that would be
the
year
took umbrage because Drew Pearson,
picked up by other ambitious labor leaders.
We see by the papers where John L. Lewis who shouts shrill news, fiction and opinion lines
now erupts with a demand for royalty payments on the Blue Sunday nights, made some unkind
to miners of 10 cents per ton— something like reference to her newspaper. Pearson is Mrs.
ex-son-in-law and has been em$60,000,000 a year. He uses the Petrillo pat- Patterson's
ed in litigation with her. Moreover, the
tern which your distinguished board saw fit to Pearson broilnews
column had shifted from the
bless. Of course, that $60,000,000 is lots more
Times-Herald to the Washington Post, the
than the mere $4,000,000 a year Jimmy Pe- fast-moving
competitor
in the morning field.
trillo estimates he'll get (a few pennies at a
the Blue-WMAL listing was dropped.
time) from the recording and transcription TheSo fact
that
this
is
a
disservice to readers
companies. But Jimmy is the fellow who indoesn't
matter
to
vented the plan and, thanks to the "plague on evidently
We've commented before Mrs.
on thePatterson.
ostrich-like
both their
gotten
awayhouses"
with it.ruling of your board, he's policy of newspapers that don't publish proWe imagine the line now forms on the right,
gram logs. That doesn't mean stripped logs
for other unions will follow Petrillo and Lewis which label news as "studio" programs or sponsored
features as "comedy" or "music". NewsWPA's.
cozy little
settinglookup attheirthatowndecision
in Let's
west of Newthe first printers
have a public service function. They
Al installedterritory,
of last June 16. publish papers
which comprised everysports, home economics York inthing his
between Denver
order" and otheramusement,
Mexico
to
"directive
a
Canada
called
you
from
what
issued
You
features
because
their
readers
want
in which you held (1) that the payments to
and Pittsburgh. He put in a printer circuit m
be made by the companies to the union under them. Can they doubt that readers want ade- 1920-21 from St. Paul into North Dakota. He
quate and complete radio listings?
the AFM plan did not require the approval of
printerized the Michigan state circuit after
Mrs. Patterson evidently publishes her paper engineers
said it couldn't be done.
WLB since they were not wage adjustments
Al Harrison was transferred
within the meaning of the wage stabilization to suit herself. One would judge she doesn't to InNewrecognition,
York
as general sales manager of UP.
like
radio.
But
that
couldn't
be
so
because
she
program and (2) that the AFM ban on re- buys spot announcements on certain WashingHe developed the UP financial wire, then struck
withdrawn".
"shall promptlyMr.be Petrillo
ton stations to promote readership and circu- out for what he thought might be broader fields.
What cordings
happened?
gleefully
Al
joined the John H. Perry interests, publation. She's anstation
applicant
for both an And
FM and
grabbed point 1; defiantly protested andmadethena a television
lishing weeklies in New York in 1924, then bein Washington.
she
came affiliated with David Lawrence as eastignored point 2. The President himself
gone to great lengths to buy an existern
superintendent
of Consolidated Press Assn.
personal appeal to Jimmy to comply with your has ing
standard station without avail.
(Contimied on page 6i)
directive. Mr. P. rejected that, too. The PresiBROADCASTING
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he

Maybe you're interested in
sponsoring a fifteen minute newscast
—or an hour long musical. Whichever
it is, you'll he way ahead when you
buy spot programs that are already
well established on the air. For these
programs have built large listening
audiences and are usually headed by

liOADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

well-known personalities who have
demonstrated their selling ability.
There are many such good spot
programs available, ready to go to
work for your product tomorrow. A
John Blair Man can tell you about the
best of them, in markets that interest

him in today — he's a good
Callknow!
you.
man to
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Prove It FIRST:EXCLUSIVE
TEST MARKET
URBAN-RURAl
99% NATIVE BORN WHITE
No other Primary Signal la
received in our area.
WSLB
OGDENSBURG, N. Y.
(MUTUAL)
The Walker Co., Represenlativet

NOTES

MERLE
S. JONES, vice-president
ol the
Cowles Broadcasting
Co. and general
managerman of the
of WOLradioWaslilngton,
Is chair-of
station
division
the
1945 Red Cross
War Fundarea.Drive
in Washington
metropolitan
ROGER VV. CLIPP, president of WFIL
Philadelphia,
has been elected a ofmember of the executive
convention
and touristcommittee
bureau of the
the
Philadelphia
Chamber
ofLEVY,
Commerce
and
Board
of
Trade.
I.
D.
chairman
ofandtheMr.board
of
WCAU
Philadelphia,
Clipp have been elected to
PROVE IT FIRST VIA WSLB
the
board Hotel,
of directors
of the BellevueStratford
Philadelphia.
AN IDEAL TEST MARKET
KENNETH
F. SCHMITT,
formerof promotion and program
manager
WIBA
Madison,
Wis.,
has
been
appointed
station
manager.
HOWARD
A.
JOHNSON,
national and
advertising
manager
Capital
Times
Wisconsin
State of Journal,
Madison,
has Joined
as business manager.
Both theare station
new titles.
Horace
NStovin
ARTHUR
L.of PHELPS,
professor
of joins
EngAND COMPANY
l
i
s
h
a
t
U.
Manitoba,
Winnipeg,
•
the
international
Broadcasting
Corp.service
early ofin Canadian
May, as
director of United
Kingdom
ComRADIO
monwealth broadcasts,
with and
headquarters at Montreal.
BILL
TRADER
has
resigned
as
account
executive of KPAS Pasadena, Cal.
STATION
PETER MILLAR succeeds JOHN E.
LOWRY as commissioner of the provinREPRESENTATIVES
clally tem,owned
Telephone
SysownerMr.of Manitoba
CKY Winnipeg
•
Brandon.
Millar
Is a comptroller
directorand ofCKX
theof
two stations,
has been
the system
for fourmanager
years and
is presoffices
ident and general
of Canadian
government-owned
Defense Communications.
MOMTREAL • WINNIPEG
WATSONtive, hasLEE,
CBSgiven
account
representabeen
a theme"
three-month
TORONTO
leave mantofor serve
as aAdv.
"warCouncil,
salesthe
War
selling
advertisers
on promoting
war messagesandin agencies
their advertising
copy.
WILLIAM
E. RAMBO,
advertising
ager of KYW
Philadelphia,
has manbeen
placed In solidated
charge
of thesalesrecently
contraffic and
promotion
departments.
KARLtionSUTPHIN,
sales promomanager inof Chicago,
theassistant
Blue succeeds
network
tral division,
E.cen-J.
(Mike)
Huber,
now
advertising
manager5]
of the network [Broadcasting, March
as salescago office.promotion manager of the ChiEMANUEL
in charge
popular
artists
andSACKS,
repertoire
for ofelected
Columbia
Recording
Corp.,
has Joining
been
vice-president.
Before
CRC Ina
1940, ingMr.for Music
Sacks was
of recordCorp.In charge
of America
and
previously
was
headrelations
of the artists
bureau
and
public
at
WCAU
Philadelphia.
CHARLES
RIKER
has
joined
the
sales
staff Army,
of WQXR New York.goesReleased
from
the
from VolitantMr.Pub.Riker
Co., where tohe WQXR
served
as representative.
ROBERT PRIGMORE,
from and
the KGW
sales
departments
Portland,
Ore.,ofradioKALE
and selling
TEDKOINKOOREMAN,
15haveyears
in
with
KALE,
joined KEX Portland as account
executives.
New WOR Co-Op
TO REPLACE Breakfast With
638 KILOCYCLES
the Fitzgeralds, which moves to
WJZ New York next month, WOR
New York has signed Dorothy Kil'iOeO WATTS Full Time'
gallen, columnist, and her husband,
BLUE NETWORK
Dick KoUmar, theatrical producer.
Program will be titled Breakfast
& Dick, will origRepresented
0;y' With Dorothy
John BLAIRNationally
inate fromchildren
the Kollmar's
home,
& CO.by /i|p
with two
participating.
Starting April 14, it will be heard
Mon. through Saturday, 8:15-8:55
p.m. and on Sunday as Brunch With
Dorothy
and Dick,
noon.
The Fitzgerald
show 11:30-12
now on WOR
has a total of 13 sponsors with an
average
of five participations a
day.
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Radio's Role in Wartime
Is Lauded by Col. Kirby
the WashingSPEAKI
5. Col.
Trade March
ton BoardNGof before
chief of the Radio
Kirby,
M.
E.
Branch, Army Bureau of Public
"listhat more
s, told
Relationteners
demand .members
. . more and
coverage of the war at home and at
this," heof conthe front.tinued,To" istheprovide
ravs^ar mission
dio, the joint responsibility of the
Army, the American broadcaster,
advertiser."
andIn thereviewing
radio coverage of
Normandy D-Day operations, Col.
Kirby said commercial facilities
could carry only 300,000 words
daily, but through additional Signal Corps were
facilities,
a record
460,000 words
delivered
on D-Day.
Signal Corps
erected
its
own
transmitter and on June 6 sent 67 still
picturestures a minute.
at the rate of seven picAs "an outstanding example of
wartime
Col. director
Kirby,
a former cooperation,"
public relations
of the NAB,
NBC's public
service
work cited
in presenting
the
Army Hour, underwriting the cost
for lines,
facilities,
circuits, orchestra
and overseas
chorus. Also
taking part in the Board of Trade
radio night were NBC commentaness tors
and Morgan
Leif Beatty,
Eid. Richard Hark-

NO

WHITE
MEAT

ON

^luv;skinny;
P'*'^ A-overiug
WAVE
«v*-uv

Davis Succeds Vinson
As Economic Stabilizer
WILLIAM
DAVIS,Board,
chairman
of the WarH. Labor
was
Witt you bave
named last week to succeed Fred
M. Vinson as director of the Office
of Economic
Vinson has beenStabilization.
appointed Mr.Federal
Loan Administrator, the position
formerly
Ex-Secretary of
Commerce held
Jesseby Jones.
Named to head the WLB was Dr.
George
formerly
vicechairmanW.of Taylor,
the Board.
Dr. Taylor
has been an active participant in
several cases before the Board involving the American Federation of
Musicians and on occasion has severelydefiance
reprimanded ofthethemusicians'
union
for
Board's
directives.
In his new
post,
Mr.
Davis will be responsible directly
to James F. Byrnes, director of
the Office of War Mobilization &
Conversion.
5000
WCAM Trouble
STATION
WATT Serving
680 KC
POLICE had to be called to main3'larg£st
tain order at municipally-owned
WCAM 150Camden,
J. when
more
than
followersN. in
the studio
audience of Rev. Charles V. Gilmore protested vehemently because
the
reverend's Gospel
weekly Hour,
program,
New England's
Old Fashioned
was
concentrated]
cut off the air for the second time
for deviation from the submitted
script. The station substituted
AUDIENCE
recorded religious music instead of
the regular
was unable to make program
its stationbut identification announcements from the studio, necessitating
the sending
of an
MNC6
WlAW, LAW
announcer
to another
microphone
MASSACHUSETTS
in Camden Convention Hall. According tostation manager William
H. Markwood, Rev. Gilmore was
refused permission directly before
broadcast time to include a speech
by a colleague not mentioned in the
National Representatives:
approved script. After the program
was ed onto introduce
for six minutes
he proceedWEED & CO.
the guest
speaker
and the studio engineer intervened.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adverttsin

he

commercial
Success in advertising is more a matter
of repetition than perfection. The "one
perfect announcement", heard once,
obviously will not produce the volume
of sales provided by a workmanlike
consistent schedule.

that

blooms

and local advertisers. It's a low rate for
coverage of the entire Hartford Trading Area.
It's a rate purposely made still more
attractive by worthwhile discounts for
frequency.

for

It's the same rate for national, regional

day

WDRC invites inquiries from the advertiser who knows that frequent, consistent advertising will make his message stick and merchandise move.
Write Wm. Malo, Commercial Manager, WDRC, Hartford 4, Connecticut.

With this in mind, WDRC's rate policy has been and is to encourage consistent and successful advertising in
The Hartford Market.
There is only one rate on WDRC.

a

BASIC CBS
MM.
^ WDRC-FM

Pioneer
Connecticut's
Broadcttster

Miss Kay Brown
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
New York City, N. Y.
Dear Kay:
Goin' thru Miss 580's waste
basket today . . . she's the gal
who does our Women's 580
Club show . . . I saw where
she offered a free booklet on
the "A B C's of Bread Baking" to her listeners and got
over 500 requests for it right
away. Must be a pretty good
booklet if she's offering it and
I thought maybe you'd like a
copy, would you? You see, this
Miss 580 really investigates
everything and makes sure it's
O.K. before she offers it to
her listeners. I guess that's
why they have so much confidence in her. She got a letter
just today from a listener
asking Miss 580 to buy her a
layette for the baby she's expecting. Yep, we give all kinds
of service to our listeners.
Let me know if you want that
baking booklet,
Yrs,will you?
Algy
PS: We give service to our
advertisers, too. Ask any
Branham man about that!
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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D
BEHIN
WYN SHELDON
has director
replacedWWVA
LEW
CLAWSON
as program
Wheeling,
W.
Va.
Mr.
Sheldon,
since
1943 WWVA announcer, was formerly
with
WLBZinducted
Bangor, intoMe. theMr. Army.
Clawson
has been
JAMES
art and promotion
director W.ofMORGAN,
WSPA Spartanburg,
S. C,
is the painter
of a Airport
mural ofexecuted
the Spar-for
tanburg
Municipal
the Chamber of Commerce. STERLING
WRIGHT,
the station'sthe director
cialrineevents,
Merchantof speMaMarch entered
5.
JOHN
ALEXANDER,
recently
with
WLAV
Rapids,
and HAL BARKUS,
are
nowGrand
the announcing
staff of
WJNO
Westonhad Palm
Beach.to Mr.
previously
left
V/JNO
join Barkus
WCAU
Philadelphia.
ENS.
BARRON
W.
CHANDLER,
former
for three
years when
a prisoner
ofNBCtheguide,
Japanese,
was freed
Gen.
MacArthur's
forces
capturedwounds
Manila.in
Suffering
from
machine-gun
both legs.
Ens.
Chandler
was
in
a
pital on Corregldor when it fellhos-to
the Japs.
LOUIS AIKEN
has resigned as anto join WISnouncer at WJNO
Columbia,WestS. C.Palm Beach
JOHN
KELLY
has
resigned as publicity
of WIP
Philadelphia.
H.director
MINTON,
promotion
director,RALPH
takes
over the post.
JESSE rectH.or of WEEI
BUFFAM,
agricultural
diBoston, has been appointed
State
Coordinator
of Emer-J.
gency
Farm
Labor
by
Gov.
Maurice
Tobin of oMassachusetts.
in recgnition of his leadershipPostofIs farmers
through
of the Air.his program. Farmers' Almanac
KEN previously
FINLEY, until
a B-24 pilot
and
with recently
KFPY Spokane,
and
BARNEYland, Ore.,
KEEP,
formerly
of KGW Portare
now
announcers
with
KEX Portland.
DON DARCY, Broadway manager, has
joined
the department.
production staff of the NBC
television
ADELE
SABBAGH
has joinedSheWCOP
Boston
as
was
formerly withcontinuity
NBC New writer.
York news and
special
events.
CPL.
BOB Philadelphia,
ROBERTS, former doing
announcer
ofworkWPEN
in the Army, is now
the father radio
of a
bov. Mrs.
Roberts atis the
former
MARILYN
HUDOME,
one
time
of
the
WPEN program department.
JOHN RALEIGH, news analyst of WCCO
Minneapolis, is the father of a girl.
JAMES DOOLITTLE, former freelance
producer, duhas
joined Neblett
Radio Proctions as Midwest
sales manager.
BOB
TERRY St.Is Louis.
new publicity
director
for
KXOK
He
has
been a
staff announcer.
PAUL HODGES. WKRC Cincinnati m.c.
for
Arriving
Kwestionon Feb. or15 Leaving
married and
Thelma
Stein
ofite, Cincinnati.
GIL
KRIEGEL,
formerly
with
WNYC
New
York,
has
joined
WQXR
New
York
as announcer.
TED
MAILLIE,
producer,
formerly
with
WMCA New York, has joined Frederic
W. Zivtion firm.Inc., New York, radio producJACK SLATTERY, chief announcer of
KNX
lance. Hollywood, has resigned to freeNELSON KING, WKRC Cincinnati sales
promotionduction
manager,
has been made
promanager. EDWARD
E. HALE,
former directorchandisinofg and research
field operations,
mer-at
division
WLW Cincinnati, succeeds Mr. King as
sales promotion manager.
LT. ROBERT G. HARNACK, former
writer-producer
with WFMJ as Youngstown, Is in the
a communications oPhilippines
f icer.
GEORGE DINNICK, former continuity
v/rlter ville,andFla., announcer
Gainesjoined attheWRUF
staff
V/SAVhas Savannah,
Ga.announcinj;
Mr.overseas
Dinnick ofrecently
returned from
duty as civilian
aircraft Aircraft
technical Correp-i.
r
e
s
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
o
f
Douglas
BILL
DONEGAN
is anotherstaff.addition tj
the WSAV
announcing

WHO Newsmen Shift
WAR correspondents of WHO Des
Moines received shifts in assignment last week. Jack Shelley, manager ofturned
thefromnews
refive department,
months in the
European Theatre March 6. He is
booked
for
a
speaking
tour
of
Iowa.
Minnesota and Nebraska. Herb
Plambeck, on his second trip
abroad, arrived in Paris last week
and started
cable onreports
and Maj.
regular broadcasts
arrival.
Frank F. Miles, on the Italian front
since last September,
has front
been
transferred
to the western
in Germany. WHO carries a daily
scheduleor transcribed
of several direct
rebroad-by
casts
interviews
its own staff from the various
fronts.

VOICE tailsof," GI radio
"Voicestation
of the
Cotton-is
in Italy,
S/Sgt. John J. Stranahan, who as
a civilian, was an announcer with
WICA
0. Thewith
sergeant
wears Ashtabula,
the Air Medal
four
clusters and the Purple Heart, and
OTIS PARKER,
former
vocational
agrithe
latest
report
was
that
he
had
culture teacher infarmOklahoma,
has
been but one mission to fly to complete
named
of WKY
Oklahomaassociate
City, assistingreporter
EDD LEMONS.
his tour. "Cottontail" station was
HARRINGTON E. CRISSEY, program built out of salvaged radio and airmanager
WGFM, General
plane parts [BROADCASTING, Jan. 8].
astation
boy. inof Schenectady,
Is theElectric
father PMof
ANDREW
COWAN, CBCduties
war correspondent, has resumed
the CBC
UP Sport Service
Toronto
ofnces, his
and willHe atcoordinate
PRESS is giving special
rehabilitation
has been UNITED
overseas
since programs.
1942.
attention to sports events news for
FRED
BRIGGS,
announcer
with
vr.TW
its
radio
clients
with providing
the introducCleveland, Feb. 24 married BETSY
tion of a new plan
for
O'CROTTY,at formerly
in production
and
publicity
CBS
Hollywood,
and
now
in the SPARS.
coverage by respecial
"radio
cors
p
o
n
d
e
n
t
s
"
.
P
l
a
n
will
be
confined
CAREY SMITH
hasassistant
joined WCOS
Co- for the present to the Madison
lumbia, S. C. asSNOOK
SquareandGarden
fights,meets
and inma.ior
writer. HARRY
is nowcontinuity
with the track
basketball
New
program department.
York
and
Chicago,
but
after
BOB
GREER
has
joined
WMPS
Memphis
war
the
system
will
be
set
up
onthea
as production
HOBGOOD
after assistant
four years towithROBERT
WREC national basis. These events, hereMemphis.tisingM.directorJ. for
VOSSE,
adver-&
tofore covered bycopyregular
UP newsSears,former
Roebuck
rewritten
Co. Memphis
motion director.store, is new WMPS pro- slantedmen, andfortheradio
service
at and
the
desk, are now being covered by
JAMESwork CONNELLY,
ofdepartment,
the Blue Netstation
relations
New
radio reporters, who select snecial
York,
has
been
appointed
manager
of
station
appropriate for broadcastsion. relations in Blue central divi- features
and file
their the
stories by telegraph
wiresandfrom
JAMES SHELTON, WROK Rockford, radio ing,style
language.event, using
m., announcer,
is from
the first
ofservice.
the sta-He
tion's
men
back
the
was three years in the Army Medical
Corps.
Race Relations
DAVIDand M.released
SMALKIN,
U.P.
from formerly
the Navy, with
has RADIO'S record in the field of race
joined the Blue Hollywood news staff. relations
but according
is better
BILL ERIN, former sports commentator than that isof notthe good
and program
directorKGOof WIZE
Spring- to Dr. Lawrence movies,
D.
Reddick,
cu
f
i
e
l
d
,
C
,
has
joined
San
Francisco
aswithannouncer.
formerly
of the Schomburg Collection
the San JAMES
FranciscoMOSER,
Examiner,
and rator
of
Negro
Literature
of
the
New
HUGH
ELLIOTT,
released
from
the
York Public Library. In a state
Army,
have been
news writing
staff. added to the KGO ment issued in connection with the
of an award to Nathan
RCA
Communications
New York presentation
Straus, president, WMCA New
has reestablished
directInc.,
radiotelegraph
service during the last ten days with York for New World A-Coming,
Brussels,
with thecapital
NetherlandR.
Negro towards
series, Dr.
Reddick noted
Circuit to and
the Belgian
resumed trend
improvement
in thea
operation March 4, offering government attitude towards the Negro and
and
service foroccupation.
the first notably fewer instances of deroga
time press
since message
the German
tory treatment.
OHIO

RADIO'S LONGEST LIST OF SATISFIED SPONSORS:
Nolde's Bread
WGH
HudepohlClothes
Beer
WSOC
Frankel
WHIO
Arkansas Radio Co
KARK
Chevrolet
WEEU
jbel's Bread
WCPO
(TO BE CONTINUED)
BROADCASTING
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Advertising
4/V

DUG-OUT

INTERVIEWS

SCOREBOARD

- 7 Quarter -Hours

- 7 Quarter -Hours
BEFORE

WHITE

SOX

WUy.

WUy.

- 24 Whs.

- 24 Wks

and AFTER

BASEBALL

BROADCASTS

WJJD
20,000

WATTS

(?hica^o'5 JldLt^Q6t Undependeni Station
WALGREEN
DRUG CO. again sponsors games for 7th consecutive year.
OLD

GOLD

again co-sponsors games for the 2nd consecutive year.

WJJD Inc.,
230 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago 1, Illinois.
STATE 5466

PAUL H. RAYMER,
366 Madison Ave.,
New York City
MURRAY HILL 2-8689

STATION

ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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TIME

-SALES

THIS letter from a Northwest broadcasting station is typical of the mail
we get — day after day.
No wonder it's enthusiastic! The 3900
selections in the World Library give
stations material to cover every program
requirement! Then World continues to
send them up-to-the-minute entertainment— big-name artists and orchestras,
latest hits, the kind of programs that
attract and hold radio audiences.
World presents this high-quality talent
at its very best. World's famous VerticalCut Wide Range Transcriptions, devel-

TIP!

oped by the Bell Laboratories and Western Electric, are famous for fidelity.
Notice that last sentence in the letter
above.'' It shows the profitable use stations
are making of World's Continuity Service.
This gives them seventy- eight expertlywritten shows each week — ready to go
on the air as sustaining or sponsored
programs.
If you'd like to know more about the
help World is giving to over three
hundred leading stations, just drop us a
line. World Broadcasting System, Inc.,
711 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Transcription Headquarters
WORLD

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM,

INC«

A subsidiary of Decca Records^ Inc.
NEW
BROADCASTING

YORK

• Broadcast Advertising

• CHICAGO /V^^^^ HOLLYWOOD

• WASHINGTON
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LAWRENCE
HUBBARD,
director of Duane
Joneschairman
Co.,research
New ofYork,
has been
appointed
the
monthly
Radio
in Wartime
luncheons
of theicanNew
YorkAssn.,
chapter
of the George
AmerMarketing
succeeding
Allen, almanager
of the Cooperative Anysis of Broadcasting.
THOMAS
P. BRENNAN
and Alfred&
Elchler,
Ryan, Newcopywriters
haveatbeenRuthrauff
appointed
associate
copyYork,directors.
HARRY merlyDODSWORTH,
copywriter,
forKenyonArthur
& Eckhardt.
New
York,
has withjoined
Kudner Inc..
New York.
E. L.uctDOSCH,
formerly in new prodresearch development,
division of merchandising
Vlck Chemical and
Co..
has joined partmethe
plans-merchandising
dent of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
J. P. McKINNEY
& SON, station
reprewood officessentative,
to have1651moved
Cosmo their
St. HollyLYLE
JOHNSON
has
joined
Lewis
Oilman. Philadelphia agency, as account&
executive.
LOUIS
former
director hasof
Arthur DEAN,
Kudner
Inc., radio
New
returned
to thewillagency
In antheYork,
executive
capacity
and
work
on
General
Motors account. Mr. Dean left
the
agency in 1941 to help establish the
domesticnator of radio
set-up
for
the
CoordiInter-American
Affairs,
with
Don Francisco,
radio head.Morris
A year later
. heNew joined
York, the
as anWilliam
executive in theAgency,
radio
department.
FREDERIC
KAMMANN,
of Inc.,
the
Cincinnati
office
ofWlUlam
Roy S.manager
Durstine
New
York,
and
E.
Dempster,
creative head of the New York office,
have
electedformerly
vice-presidents.
JANE been
GLENN,
of staff,
the CBS
Hollywood
press
Information
has
joined
N.
W.
Ayer
&
Son
as
to Jean McFarland, West Coastassistant
radio
publicity director.
BUCHANAN & Co.,
toestablish
service Hollywood
film comwill Menken,
offices panywithaccounts,
Arthvir
former war
currpspondent,
as manager.

No mitter
one ever built
saw a like
broadcast
this transuntil
\\ estern Electric introduced its now
^^id.■|y used IKW in 1939.
For the first time, all electrical
with the— wasexception
' apparatus
three door — switches
assembledof
on a central structure. IVovidin<j
;' accessibility
never idea
before
this revolutionary
madeattaineil.
an itn• mediate hit with broadcast engineers.
' menThethatkindledoftothinking
by Bell Labs
tliis outstanding
ini;' provementvations— which
andhave
to many
otiieralmost
innobecome
standard practice in the industry — is
your assurance of still finer Western
Electric equipment alter the war.

LUNCHEON AND LIVE DISCUSSION went hand in hand when Garfield & Guild, San Francisco agency, staged a recent get-together of
all
media representatives
to promote
better understanding
of the comer
firm's
principles
underlying current
campaigns.
Representing radio
are (1 to r) : Ken Craig and Dave Green, production manager and spot
sales ernaccount
of KQW;
Californiaexecutive
manager respectively
of Paul Raymer
Co.; Dave
Dave Sandeburg,
McKay, spotNorthsales
account executive of KJBS; Frank Samuels, Blue western division sales
manager; Morton Sidely, commercial sales manager of KSFO.
FRANK
B. McELMOYL
formerScott
division
15 as assistant
manager resigns
of the March
sales LUCIANNE
manager of HOWELL,
Carson Plrle
Co.,
promotion
and
merchandising
departChicago,cago, ashasaccount
joined executive
Ollan Adv.andCo., copyChim
e
n
t
o
f
McCann-Erlckson,
New
York,
to join F. J. Low Co., New York, as writer.
vice-president
in chargeandof merchandisBOB
SIMPSON,Ltd.,formerly
of Rai Purdy
Productions
ing,tiosales
public rela-at Young
ns. Mrwith
. promotion
McElmoyl
was Co.,
associated
& Rublcam,Toronto,
Toronto,hasas Joined
radio
one
time
RCA
Mfg.
Camden,
director.
where
he createdIdeassalesfor promotion
and
merchandising
radio
sets
and
electronic devices.
Canadian Loan Drive
ESSIG Co., Los Angeles and Chicago,
Is setting up a department to service PLANS are nearing completion for
baking industry
accountsDorsey,
under andman-Is
a
g
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
J.
Franklin
radio publicity
for the Eighth
Vicopening
a. New
office,
temporarily
tory Loan campaign
in Canada
located
atNew
122York
E.York42nd
St. upMr.
Dorsey,
now
In
to
set
the
new
which
starts
April
23
for
a
threebranch, goes to Esslg from Mllprlnt week period to raise $1,500,000,000.
Inc., where he has directed baking In- The National Radio Committee of
Agencies of CanJENNISONdustry activities.
PARKER, former copy chief the Advertising
ada,Shows,
has plannedwith5 one-hour
and
account
executive
ofhasGlasser-Galley
Star
leading Victory
screen,
&Mayers
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
joined
the
Co., Los Angeles agency.
stage and radio stars, war corr
e
s
p
o
n
d
e
n
t
s
a
n
d
other
overseas
GEORGE
nouncer ofIRWIN,
Smith, wrlter-produ-^er-anBull & McCreery
sonnel. These start April 18 perand
Adv., Hollywood agency, has resigned to will be carried
freelance.
on all Canadian
stations for four Wednesday
evenings
and one Sunday evening. Five halfhour riedevening
programsThere
will will
be car-be
t'ons.
on all stations.
about 25grams.
five-minute
These will berecorded
spottedpro-at
various times of the day on all staCHOICE
Battle Area Service
PRESS WIRELESS Inc. is now
transmitting radiophotos from the
European battle area over one of
its 400 mobile transmitters, which
CHATTANOOGA
also carries radio telegraph and
radiotelephone service, it was announced last week. According to
Press Wireless, this is the first time
transatlantic radiophoto service has
been available from a battle area
over a commercial 400 w transmitter.

WDOD

Buy War Bonds — aiid hold them!
Ai^stem Electric
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CBS
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NioHT
PAUL H. RAYMER CQ,i
NATIONAL REPRESENtATi VES'

A full page of them in
the April 2 issue
of BROADCASTING on
stations

IN (1) AUDIENCE, (2) PUBLIC SERVICE, (3) RESULTS
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

1070 Kilocycles
A CLEAR CHANNEL
5000 WATTS

^ The confidence of the public in WIBC, and in advertising offerings
over this station, is shown everyday in the week by the high quality and
generous quantitj' of listener response. Engendered principally by the
strict censorship which the station exercises over advertisers and products
for the protection of its listeners, this confidence is further supported
by the close affiliation of the station with The Indianapolis News — Indiana's leading newspaper. WIBC has the coverage, and the influence,
to do a complete merchandising job in Central Indiana, Eastern Illinois
and Western Ohio.
Represented Nationally by, John Blair & Co.

M Ut U a I STATIOI\^ WIBC

BROADCASTING
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AFRA Fundfest held Feb. 17 to raise
funds for returning service men to
supplement provisions of the GI bill
brought in ,|5,000 to the Washington,
D. C, local of the union, Gunnar Back,

CBS announcer and president of the
local, announced last week. The fund
will be made available to all Washmembers upon their ret\irn fromingtontheAFRA service:

Meef WHB's John Wahlstedt"^Ihe Cook Tenor"... and our Program Director
Do not mistake this stern-visaged
daily on WHB for Cook's.,
gent for a Federal Judge or a mem- tobutsing
proudresultto ofsinga Kansas
in WHB's
praisehe'sas the
City
ber
of
the
U.
S.
Senate.
He's
237
pounds
of Swedish
has radio- station program - survey just
been a fixture
at WHBtenorsincewho1932.
by the Merchants'
ation. Tabulated,
here are theAssocifacts:
He began, and continues, as "The completed
Cook
and inonmore
RETAIL
RADIO
SURVEY
decade Tenor",
has appeared
some than
6080a
Kansas
City
Merchants
Association
half-hour
programs
sponsored by Tabulating nair600
to 1,775 questionCook when
Paint
&Dick
Varnish
es sent byreplies
theinAssociation
home-Tnakers
this area. to
Inthe 1942,
SmithCompany.
became
in KanWHB's War Program Manager for Question:
sas City do "Which
you mostradio
preferstation
for Shopping
the duration,
took overDirector.
Dick's Answers:
former
duties John
as Program
WHB
364
votes
Station
BC 8747 votes
votes 60%
14%.078%
As background, he has a Bache- Programs?"
Station
Station
D
17
votes
lor's degree in engineering from the
Station E 5 votes .028%
.008%
University of Kansas; a Master's de- Question:
"DoShopping
you listen
regularly
gre in education;
Programs
whichto
teaching
experience.andHefifteen
left hisyears'
po- areany nowof the
on thetheair?"600 replies, the followsition as Vice-Principal of Kansas
Answers:
ing mentionsOf were
made:
City's East High School to devote
Jane on Petticoat Lane"
mentions
38^
his full time to WHB. He's a Shriner; WHB— 228"Mary
WHB— 174"Sandra
Lea" The Plaza Shopper
a(his
Jester;"the
worsthe golfer
mentions
___.29%
claim); and
loves toin the
huntstate"
and Station
Downtown Store Program
fish, and fish and hunt.
139B —mentions
23%
Meanwhile, he not only continues
For WHB Availabilities, 'Phone DON DAVIS
at any CITY
of these "SPOT
offices: HArrison 1161
KANSAS
ScarriffSALES"
Building
NEW YORK CITY ... 400 Madison Avenue . . . Eldorado 5-5040
CHICAGO 360 North Michigan FRAnklin 8520
HOLLYWOOD . . Hollywood Blvd. at Cosmo . . Hollywood 8313
SAN FRANCISCO 5 Third Street EXbrook 3553
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Kansas
City • Wichita
Salino • Great
Bend • Emporia
Missouri
Kansas • Kansas
Kansas
Kansos
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BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, New
which
previouslyof went
off the air
atYork,
conclusion
NewtheFriends
of Musicsponsorship
Concerts onof
WQXRair this
New season
York, with
will acontinue
the
weekly 55-on
mlnutepestprogram
presenting
the BudaString
Quartet.
Series
March
11 andstarted
will Author
run 13 Meets
weeks.started
Club
last
month
Critic
on WHN New York. Agency Is Schwab
& Beatty, New York.
MILANIcago (1890FOOD
PRODUCTS
Co., Chidressing),campaign
expanding
its southernFrench
California
on
March S for 52 weeks started sponsoringgram.
locallyPrivatetheLivesfive-weekly
proof Ethel Blue
& Albert,
on KECA
Los Angeles.
field & Guild
Adv., LosAgency
Angeles.is GarD.coal),L. on& W.MarchCOAL25 renews
Co., Buffalo
to April(Blue15
The Shadow
on
17
CBC
Dominion
netSun. 5:30-6
Vickerswork &stations
Benson,
Toronto.p.m. Agency:
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Brantford, Ont.
(floor Fibber
polish),McGee
on April
3 renews
one
year
& Molly
on 24forAgenCBC
Trans-Canada
network
stations.
cy: Needham, Louis
& Brorby,
Chicago.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco
(flour, cereals), on March 19 replaces
Dr.
with stations,
One Woman's
9 NBCKatePacific
Monday Secret
throughon
Friday
4-4:15Adv.,
p.m.San(PWT).
Knox Reeves
Francisco.Agency:
HUDSONment BAY
Co.,
Winnipeg12 (departstores),Romance
on March
started
Rhythm
and
on 10Men.western
CBC
Trans-Canada
stations
9 p.m. Agency: Cockfleld Brown & 8:45Co.,
Winnipeg.
HASS BARUCH & Co., Los Angeles
(grocery products),
spot an-on
nouncements on KNXusingLosdaily
Angeles,
March
schedule
KFI Los1 started
Angeles.a similar
Contracts
are foron
52 weeks.geles, hasRobert
Smith
Adv.,
Los
Anaccount.
SOUTHERN
PACIFIC
Co., toSanrecruit
Francisco
(railroad),
in
a
campaign
new
on announcements
March 1 started weekly
a scheduleon
ofemployes,
spot
KMPC15 Agency
Hollywood.
Contract
isBelding,
for 52
weeks.
is
Poote,
Cone
&
San Francisco.
AMERICAN
HOME March
PRODUCTS
New
York, effective
6hour
will Corp.,
begin
sponsorship
of aChicago,
quarter Sat.
news10
show
on
WMAQ
-Sun.
p.m.
Tues.-Thtirs.
10:15
p.m.
(CWT).
Contract
for
52
weeks
was
placed
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago. by
CONSOLIDATED Royal Chemical Corp.,
Chicago (Krank's
has
M.Shave
Seeds Kreem),
Co., Chicago,
toappointed
handle Russel
its advertising.
Account
was
formerly
handled
by
Campbell-Ewald
Co., Chicago.
STERLING Drug Inc., New York, has
leased
a to43-story
buildingnow atat 1450
BroadwaySt.,
house offices
170
Varick
divisions
andthe subsidiaries
located
in
other
parts
city. Some
divisions will move inofimmediately.

THRIFTY DRUG Co., Los Angeles
(Southern Cal. chain), complying with
new policy
instituted
by KKt LosquarAngeles Marchter-hour
I replaced
commentaryfive-weekly
team of Jose
Rodriguez
and
Sidney
Sutherland
with
Carveth Wells, news analyst. Firm also
sponsors lywood
five-weekly
HolSpotlight
andquarter-hour
Baukhage Talking as well
as The
Theatre
of the
Air, Green
once perHornet
week andon
KECA
Los Angeles.
Agency is HlllmanShane-Breyer,
Los Angeles.
KENU PRODUCTS Co., Los Angeles
(cleanser),
in a 30-dayof campaign
soring a schedule
transcribedis spononeminute
chain
breaks on announcements
7 San Francisco andandPortland
stationscludesthroughout
March.
List
inKPRC25 KJBS
KOIN KGW.KPO KQW
Firm onKGOMarch
starts
weekly
quarter-hour
program,
Fighting
Front
on KPOLittleSan& Francisco
to lastFacts,
52 weeks.
Co., Los
Angeles, has account.
PALMed spotDAIRIES
Ltd.,
Calgary,
has
startannouncements
on was
6 western
stations. Ltd.,
AccountVancouver.
placed
byCanadian
J. J. Gibbons
BROWN'SdailyBREAD
Ltd.,spotToronto
has
started
announcemenHamilton.
ts on CKEYtranscribed
andAccount
CFRB Toronto
and
CHML
was
placed
by McConnell, Eastman & Co., Toronto.
CROWN
PAINT Co., Toronto,
has
startedofBRAND
spot announcements
on a
• was
number
Toronto
stations.Eastman
Account
placed by McConnell,
&
Co., Toronto.
B. C. TREE FRUITS Ltd., Vancouver
(apples) has started
3 daily
spot Acannouncements' on CKEY
Toronto.
count was placed
by Canadian
AdT.
Agency, Montreal.
NONSUCHquarter
Ltd., Toronto
(cleanser),weekly
has
started
hour programs
on a number
of Ontario stations. AcToronto.count was placed by Ellis Adv. Co.,
EX-LAX Ltd., Montreal (laxative) has
■started
weekly on10 Account
atranscribed
number
of announcements
Canadian
stawas placed
by Cockfleld
Brown tions.
& Co., Montreal.
MACT JEWELRY Co., Hollywood, on
March 5 started five-weekly quarterhour sical
of Jewel
recorded
MuBox 26onmusic,
KFAC Floretta's
Los Angeles.
Contract
weeks.
Wendland
Adv.,is Losfor Angeles,
hasAdolph
account.
PETER DOELGER
Corp.,
Harrison,
N. J. is Malt
addingProducts
participation
on WORgram for New
York
Martha
Deane
proits newcurrently
chocolatealsosyrup,
Blacow. tProduct
is Mathes
adveri
s
e
d
o
n
WAAT
Jersey
City.
J.
M.
Inc., New York, is agency.
REPUBLIC PICTURES Corp., New York,
toNew promote
"Utah"10, which
opened an-in
York March
is using
nouncements on WJZ
WORspotWOV
WHOM wnSTEW
WINS
WHN
WLIB.
Advertising budget
is $15,000
for Agency
all media
for
the
New
York
showing.
is
Donahue & Coe, New York.
SUNSET OIL
Co.,
Pacific
Coast
independent petroleum company, after a
long advertising
using newspapers extensivelylull,andis now
is making
plans
for use
of
radio
on
the
West
Coast.
is Brisacher, Van Norden & AgenStaff,
Los cyAngeles.

28«/i
U. S. METROPOLITAN DIST.
IflVIlk
DOLLAR
11 Apr PER
LISTENERS
CAMPUS CHRISTIANS
427 WEST 5th STREET
LOS ANGELES 13, CALIFORNLA

Ash New
HEADLEY-REED
York.
Detroit,
Atlanta
San Francisco

a

Here's one of the secrets of the higher fideUty in
Westinghouse 5 and lOkw transmitters: it's called
equcilized audio feedback (see drawing) and it's an
outstanding contribution to higher signal fideUty.
Equalized audio feedback strengthens the already
high fideUty of the audio and modulation circuits in
Westinghouse transmitters, and reduces audio distortion toeven lower Hmits. The system is independent
of any variation in rectified antenna output.
Control-simplicity, economy and high fideUty are
natural partners of the soUd dependabiUty you find in
the complete Une of Westinghouse transmitters ... 5,
10 and 50kw AM and 1, 3, 10 and 50kw FM. Your
nearest Westinghouse office has aU the facts on these
newest achievements in faithful transmitter operation
designed by Westinghouse . . . the oldest name in
broadcasting. Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. j-osno

Q a a s

Easy operation is another keynote of the smartly-styled
Westinghouse 5kw transmitter . . . one master switch puts
the transmitter on the air and cuts off power at close of
broadcast day. Controls reset automatically whenever overloads occur in any circuit for any reason.
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J KFH--A^ew:^
MEMO:

Other
Fellow's
VIEWPOINT

I

Gow, Editor of KFH News Bureau,
come to KFH with a powerful background of
newscasting with network personalities in
Washington, D. C, and Cincinnati. At KFH
henotable
fills alistener
big jobgainsin top-flight
for KFH manner—
News. with
That's
why
KFH
advertisers
are
good
hands as well as in good companyin when
they
reach
the
entire
Wichita
market
through
KFH and KFH news.

InMarket,
Kansas'theyBiggest
and Richest
facts,
on. depend for the

KFH

Wichita is a Hooperoted City
Get the facts from Pefry
CBS
5000 WATTS DAY S NITE

WICHITA
CALL A PETRY OFFICE

WHDH

5000

WATTS

NettoMi Sales Repr«sentotives • SPOT SAIES, INC., New York ■ Chicogo - Son Froncisco
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Wrong Impression
EDITOR Broadcasting:
In yourporting issue
of Marchbefore
5, in the
rethe proceedings
Commission concerning FM allocations, on :"page 72 you make this
statement
"Maj. Armstrong, again taking
the stand, corrected his testimony of Wednesday
*"
This statement,
as you* * phrase
it,
gives the impression that there was
something
wrong
with
my
testimony which had to be modified.
The fa'-t is that the corrections
which were made by me dealt with
the
of stenographic
ex-rors correction
in the recording
of my previous
testimony, and I so stated before
taking the stand.
The reason it was necessary to
make those corrections immediately
and oning them
the instand,
of makthe instead
usual informal
way, was that the corrections were
necessarysequentas testimony.
a foundation for subThe only statement of mine which
was questioned, and which I felt
called uponlowing. Mr.toAllen
modify,questioned
was the folmy
testimony that a certain area, under certain conditions of interference, would be served perfectly
100% of the time. Mr. Allen was
quite
and beI admitted
the
error. right
It would
only 99 and
99/100% perfect, and I stated that
I did not know how to figure these
matters
that. any more accurately than
I trust you will give this matter
equal prominence to that of the
article
rections.calling attention to the corMaj. Edwin H. Armstrong
News From Home
EDITOR Broadcasting:
After being here in France some
littleingtime,
caught anup issue
with meof Broadcastand I wish
to express my appreciation for it.
News from home is always wonderand news of the industry is no
less fulenjoyed.
Thank heavens the industry is
going ahead with its plans for PM,
television, facsimile, etc. It will be
an even greater game to come back
to. Like all other free-thinking
Americans, I am incensed over the
actions of Petrillo — men in service
do not like people who act and think
along his lines. We are trusting
those
homeour toreturn.
keep the
house instillorderat for
I'd like to put in my word for
the grand job done by all overseas
units representing American radio,
the shortwave
stuff and
cooper-is
ation of the BBC.
Theirthe work
held in great respect by all men
overseas. Just the other day we

Minnesota Poll
A STATEWIDE survey of
the Minnesota Poll, conducted
Tribune foundStar-Jour61% in
by thenal & Minneapolis
favor of "the idea that all
Congressional debates in
Washington on national issues be broadcast by radio."
Opposedcided,were
24%;
poll undethen
asked those15%. The
in favor
how
much
they
would
listen
such broadcasts. Two out ofto
five said
. theytime,would
listenof
much
of the
one out
three some of the time and
others said it would depend
on the caststimewere made.
of day More
the broadmen
than women were interested
and
the
upper
economic
levels
were more
middle
and interested
lower. than the
managed
to buy
radio
for five
times a itsGerman-made
value. Even
so,
we're
like
kids itonwillChristmas
morn with it and
go constantly until worn out like everything
else
German,
After three years with WSKB,
KXOX and WSLI, I now have
about two years in the Merchant
Marine, Army Transport Service
and the Army
and
am intaking
a TransCorps unit
the
stuff off theportationLibertys
and sending
it along to the boys at the front. I
am really proud of our work but
am working like hell to speed the
(lay when I can return to radio, the
work I actually have a love for.
Every and
bestfree
wishAmerican
for continued
success
radio.
Roy2d Weinedel
Lt. TC
Somewhere in France
'Get Around'
EDITORWe Broadcasting:
Today's mail brought me three
copies ofcastingAugust
— sent to editions
me by aofMr.BroadPhil
Wood, sales manager at WFMJ
Youngstown.
As Iducerwas
formerlyI naturally
a writer-proat WFMJ,
was
mosting— even
happy though
to obtain
Broadcastthey
seven months to reach me.did take
So for 60 minutes I was out of
Army
back intopages
radioof your
life.
Reading lifethe— familiar
magazine helped to make the day a
bit brighter. Some of the old names
are still there — yet there were
many newognize. Iimagine
ones which
did notis recthree I years
apt
to do just that, however.
There
isn't
any
specific
reason
for
my writing,
but I did wantreally
you
to know
that Broadcasting
gets around!
At present
I'm a communications
oflacer
— theideaprocedure
is different
but the
is the same!
Lt.
Infantry
Robert
C. Harnack
The Philippines

"ORDERING 104 MORE SHOWS"
advises Fred Cannon— ALL-CANADA RADIO LTD.
THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON 67 W. 44 St.. N.Y.C.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Tomorrow, as
it does today, will find KHQ
abreast of the times — -adding improvements as they
develop to further extend
its service and add even
greater value to its present
complete coverage of America's Number 2 market.*
*Per
secondCapita
highestIncome
in the $2,252
nation.—

Lodern as tomorrow. Gone are the "Pick
and Shovel" Days in Inland
Empire mines. Modern machines and equipment like
this sprinkler on rails, which
keeps down coal dust, supplant them. This modern
trend insures healthful, prosperous conditions extending
into the post-war era.
PHE

ONLY

SINGLE

MEDIUM

COMPLETELY

COVERING

THE

INLAND

EMPIRE

Owned and Operated by
LOUIS

WASMER,
Radio Central Building

Incorporated
Spokane, Wash.

National Representatives; EDWARD
ROADCASTING
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PETRY

& CO., INC.
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Harkness

'PING, PING, PING WENT THE BELL
In one week recently, KQV strengthened its staff with
PIE TRAYNOR, Sports; JANE GIBSON, Home Economies;
MAURICE SPITALNY, Music. KQVs going p/aces in Pittsburgh!
ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.

D
ELAN
CLEV
NETWORK
eAS.C BLUE

350 KC
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5000 WATTS

Elected

By Radio Gallery
Amendment Would Provide
Voice for Independents
RICHARD HARKNESS, NBC
Washington commentator, last week
was unanimously elected president
of the Radio Correspondents Assn.
at the annual
meeting at NBC
studios in Washington. He has
'#1
ident
the
last
«S been vice-presJXW'm';.. Hardness
^'x%^^ succeeds Earl
Network
comenGodwin, Blue
^■u^'l^
Mr. Harkness tator, who became
officio member
of the executive excommittee.
Other
officers chosen are: Rex Goad,
Washington bureau manager of
Transradio Press, vice-president ;
William Costello, CBS Washington
commentator, secretary ; Walter
Compton, WOL-Mutual commentator, treasurer.
Protest to White House
Immediately after election the
executive committee was instructed
by the membership to file a protest
with the White House because radio correspondents were barred
from the recent Big Three conference at Yalta. Representatives of
the AP,mit ed toINS
and President
UP wereat perjoin the
the
conference, but no provision was
made for radio.
The association executive committee plans to await the return to
this country of Stephen T. Early,
Presidential secretary, before making representations, inasmuch as
Mr. Early was charged with handling news representatives.
The executive committee was authorized todraft a proposed amendthe representation
association's constitutionmentto togive
on the
committee to independent stations.
Mr. Harkness pointed out that under the works
original
setup onlyhadthe radio
netand Transradio
correspondents in Washington and
consequently no provision was made
for independent stations or regional networks. He suggested the
amendment.
Five Years' Growth
In his president's address, Mr.
Godwin reported that the association, which started five years ago
with a membership of 20 representing the major networks and Transradio, has grown to embrace 21 or-

I SHOW FOR VETS I
I
Broadcasters
' Mississippi
Donate Time,
Services I■
ON BEHALF of veterans and their
dependents the Mississippi Broadcomposed
of 14 stations incasters
thatAssn.,state,
is donating
the
time
and
expenses
for
network broadcasts of a statewide
series of
public service programs prepared
under the auspices of the Mississippi War Council.
agencyof allin State
the Council
which
is Each
composed
and Federal
agencies dealing with the subject,
is given an individual program to
make its sistance
particular
asknown to theservices
veteran.and The
formermit questions
fightingwhich
men also
may
subare answered
by
letterthe oragency
over theconcerned
air. Gov. either
Thomasby
L.
Bailey
gave
the
initial
broadcast.
AFRS Programs
MORE THAN 960 hours of Armed
Forces Radio Service programs are
now being sent to troops overseas,
the
announced
lastofweek.
This Army
represents
an increase
50%
over
last
year's
figures.
Total
weekly
operating
period
at
the
end
of 1944 was over 600 hours, using
17 transmitters.
The
OWI
has
activated new transmitters on both
the East and West Coast, which
makes additional broadcast hours
possible. News programs account
for the greater nart of the inis a section creased
of theoperations.
ArmyAFRSInformation
Branch, Information
& Education
Division,
ASF.
ganizations, including regional networks and independent stations, ing 81 active members.
than 100cludinassociate
members More
have
been taken into the organization.
Organizations holding active
memberships in the association,
which governs the radio galleries
of Congress, are : Ask Washington ;
Associated Press Radio; Baukhage
RadiowinAssociates;
CBS;Radio
Earl News
GodAssociates; NBC;
Assn.; the Blue Network; Time
Views the News; Transradio Press;
United Press Radio; WAAB Worcester, Mass.; WAOV Vincennes,
Ind.; WBOW Terre Haute, Ind.

KALE, Portland, Oregon
". . . convinced AP should be
anradiointegral
every leading
stationpart. . of. features
spicy
and
timely
.
.
.
dispatches
from
Australian Video
every cise,
corner
of the globeand arealv/oys
conhighly
readable
FRANK GOLDBERG, founder and
governing director of Goldberg AdTom Decker
vertising Ltd., Australian adverNev/s Director
agency, the
has Allen
signed B.a DuMont
priority
contracttisingwith
avolloble through
Laboratories for the first television
transmitter to be installed in Aus- PRESS
early." ASSOCIATION,iNc
tralia, Herbert E. Taylor, director
SO&o<k«f»ll.r Plai*
ofDuMont.
transmitter
equipment
sales for
NpwVork.N.Y.
announced
last week.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising]

Thanks
Drew Pearson
Gloria Jean
Three Suns
Paul Brenner
Mills Brothers
Phil Brito
Anita Ellis
Tommy Dorsey
The Sentimentalists
Bill Darnell
The Modernaires
Johnny Morgan
Monica Boyar
Louis Prima and Orchestra
Lily Ann Carroll
Justine DuVal
Fred Sayles
Elton Britt
Gus Steck and Orchestra
Steck's Bad Boys

from

the

Boys
f^TT WAS A GREAT SHOW FOR A GREAT CAUSE! We feel pretty sure^
JL that every service man and gal would thank you entertainers
for appearing in person on WAAT's hig two hour Red Cross
broadcast on February 28th (8-10 PM). You sure did your part
toward helping the 1945 Red Cross War Fund Drive get off to a
grand start. Your efforts — and those of niany, many others in the
entertainment world — will mean vitally important comfort to plenty
^of fighting men and their families when they need the Red Cross. ^
Army Dramatization by
Members of Army Air Force
Red Cross Women
North Jersey G. I.'s from
European Theatre of Operations
Nat Brusiloff and his Orchestra
Earl Wilson
Jerry Roberts

And not forgetting . . .
William N. Robson and Bourne Ruthrauff of the American Red Cross; A. A.
Adams, B.B.C. ; and Local 802 American Federation of Musicians. Plus
extra special thanks to Frank Dailey.
Show written and produced by Lee
Stewart of WAAT.

Give more . . . Give now , . , to your Red Cross !

NEW
ROADCASTING

JERSEY'S
FIRST
RADIO
• Broadcast Advertising
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KANSAS
CITY

K

O

z

Y
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
Gpneral. Manager

TWO
now
iirosrams
have beento
iuUled
by WIOIL
Pliil;uleli)lii;i
its Studio
8choolhouse
serios,
placing the educational feature on
a Monday through Friday schedule.
One
the newat programs,
Radio-of
lit ml ofExpress,
the request
scliool authorities is planned for kinen, first and second
gradeafter
listeners and isdergartpatterned
somewhat
a children's
story book.series
Second
addition to the educational
is Quaker
Cilj/ Scrappers,
feature
consistinga citizenship-training
of an exemplary
story and a short dramatization by
children from various schools. Topics
for the program are supplied by the
Radio Committee
of theareBoard
of Education. Al programs
designed
for
elementary school children and are
listened
to
in
classrooms
throughout
the Philadelphia area.
Canadian Culture
TO BRING
culture CJCA
of newEdmonCanadians to local thelisteners,
ton, Alta. is starting a weekly halfhour
pi-ogram ofPromotion
ism. Groups
Canadiansof ofCanadianforeign
extraction in Alberta province have
been contacted for the program to give
musical,
dramatic,
folklore
and
other
broadcasts in the series, with a studio
orchestraviews,
available.
Short
talks,
interdemonstrations or dramatics
will be used between to develop theme
of series,
the
dian culture. improvement of Cana-

r^^PROGI^AMS
Bank Program Idea
Replacements
SEEKING methods of departing NEW English
policyfollowing
ofWGESprogram
Chicagostation
effects the
from thetising, aregular
type
of
spot
advern article in Bulletin, official changes to bring interesting features
of
the
day
in
the
English
language
publication
the asFinancial
Adver-to
tisers Assn.,ofpoints
an example
foreignPolish
listeningprogram
audiPana Anna,
the
developed to theence:station's
some quarter-hour
time ago by program
J. H. Newberger,
4:30-5 p.m. (CWT) Mou. through
vice-president
of
the
Seattle
First
NaFri. is 4:30-4:45
replaced byandToday's
tional Bank.
presented
PlacesAmerican
in the
dramatized
formProgram
tells inside
stories inof Hero,
Neivs,sion, 54:45-5;
Polish
how
missing
depositors
were
traced
-5 :30 p.m. Tues. andSwing
Fri.. Seswill
and found. It tried to present a human be replaced
by Names
side of banking and while actually the 5 :15 p.m. and
Women in inthetheNetvs,
News,5entii'ecialprogram
was
a
form
of
commer5:15-5:30Community
p.m. Station's
building confidence in the bank it Italian
Hour willfullbehour
cut
was still entertaining. Regular coma half
The Woman's
will hour
fill restshow.of period.
services. mercials inaddition told of the bank's toCareer
* * *
Health
Series
High School Series
TUBERCULOSIS Assn.,
HALF-HOUR period each Saturday NATIONAL
a health
edumorning on WIOD Miami has been New York,
cation seriesistopreparing
be distributed
to some
designated
high schools
of the of its 2,000
for placement
community forto the
promote
the activities
on stations. local
To beunitsproduced
by Hu
ofseries
the Our
respective
schools. The
lo-weekby Chain Assoc. Inc., New York, as a
High Schools,
produced
quarter-hour
transcribed
seRoberttor, hasFidlar,
WIOD
program
direc- 13-week
will dramatize
different
been approved by the county
phasesries,ofprogram
tuberculosis.
Subjects
will
school supervisor.
include
of tuberculosis
and
measuresdangers
for control
in industry,
* * *
Reading Plugged
schools, cities, and research activities.
Preview
DESIGNED to encourage children to
Program
is
expected
to
be
ready
for
read better books, the new feature WWNG Asheville, N. G. has started distribution in June. HBC Radio Reweekly series. Admission Free,
Books Bring Adventure has started new
cording
Division
will
make
the
records.
on WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind. Classes Saturday 6 :15-6 :30 p.m., featuring
* * *
next weeks'
guest and
stars,a
in area schools listen to the program, apreviews
review ofof thecontests
and offers
Auto Problems
sponsored by the Junior League, and round-up
of
coming
attractions.
MimeoAVINX
WASHINGTON
and the AAA
thenlibraries.
obtain books in school and pub
scripts are being sent present a new idea in public
service
lie
to clientsgraphedandcopies ofagencies.
programs in Auto Answers aired at
Sof:15Experts",
p.m. Tuesdays.
The
"AAA
Panel
Van
Duzer, Dept. ofDirector
Vehicles W.and A.Traffic;
Dr. H. C. Dickinson, head of the Bureau of Standards heat and power section,swerand Charles
of OPA,
anautomobile Davies,
questions.
If they
can't answergetsa aquery
seconds
questioner
gift ofin war20 stamps.
Johnny Waters is AAA professor.
*
News* By* Cassidy
RELATING first hand experiences of
his six-month assignment on the western front,cinnatiJames
Cassidy, WLWis heard
Cinwar correspondent,
Monday
through
Saturday
on
a
These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
minute morning Cassidy Reports fiveproCoverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area
gram. KRNT Farm Aid
FACILITIES of KRNT Des Moines
have been extended to the Farm Bureau, Triple
A and
Iowa forStatespecial
College
Extension
Service
l)roadcasts
conjunction
with Farm
Food Alert inWeek.

ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Slalion Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
A»k for Rate Card 3
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GATEWAY
TO THE
RICH

V

Windber

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT

National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco

TENNESSEE
VALLEY

NASHVILLE
5 0,0 00 WATTS

J
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YOU
6

MAY

FEET

m

11

YOU

BE

ABLE

TO

HIGH

JUMP

INCHES

CAN'T

GET

OVER

THAT

WALL

OF

"FADING"
INTO WESTERN
MICHIGAN!
counties with a daytime population of 630,762
Those harnessed-lightning 50,000-watter8 in Chicago or Detroit should leach Western Michigan
people. In Grand Rapids and Kent County, it's
WJEF, serving a quarter-mi.lion people with the
very easily, sure ! But they don't. A queer local conmost favorable frequency in the market (1230
dition fades-out their signals. To reach this area
KC). Both WKZO and WJEF are CBS. Both are
adequately
broadcasts
must
come
from
inside-thewall.
programmed for their specific areas. Both are
owned by the Fetzer Broadcasting Co., and are
sold in combination at a bargain rate per thousand
So listeners here very naturally tune to near-by
stations — and, as in all other markets, the bestradio homes. Together they offer complete coverprogrammed stations get the audience.
age of Western Michigan.
In Kalamazoo, Battle Creek and Greater Western
Let us send you the whole story ■ ' or just ask
Free & Peters!
Michigan, that station is WKZO, serving eighteen
* Record set by Lester Sleers in U.S.A., June 17, 1941.

ZO
WK
CBS-FOBKAlAMArO^^^^^
i CREEK.AHP WeSTERH »•

CBS-VO« OUAHO RAWS
AHO KEUT COUHTY

BOTH OWNED AND OPERATED BY FETZER BROADCASTING COMPANY
FREE & PETERS, INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
ROADCASTING
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"JrA/ WW aSninglOnf
jra« 5^5«««
joins
Mutual Broadcasting System
_
.
■«jr»T™TT«T T.
1
Presenting MUTUAL
Programs to the
its Western
inn
T»100,600 1 radio
• ' homes
ri ■
Pennsylvania s Primary Area.
jgp^
if^^i ^^S^
/~
\A/
L- i y^j Hotel,
Lj J. I Washington,
\A/ L- i DPa. BnEaKBilEI
ImmJBS^^n
George
Washington
^ John
, , Laux.
, Managing
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Director
^
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Johnny Croft, Manager
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J.IJI ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. ,
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M l Kb m l JOHN
LAUX, MGR.0. !hM||
EDDIE KOHN, MGR. ,
MUTUAL
tm^MM^^ BLUE NETWORK •
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page i6)
headquartering
in New
York.
He was transferred
to Washing^^"^ business manager and secrethe enHe converted
of CPA. from
tary circuit
Morse wires to
tire
the market collapse
After specialized
printers.
inservice
1929 hitCPA's
the downgrade. financial
Mr. Lawrence had been broadcasting and he saw a new field for a
news wire in radio, so Al Harrisoii
took the ball once more. In 1930
he pointed with pride to 14 radio
clients
for the CPA stations,
wire including
the Westinghouse
WBZ
S.; ila^of kst? sf
Minneapolis; Harry Stone of WSM
Nashville; Carl Haverin, then of
O'FalGene among
and were
Angeles,
KFI ofLosKFEL
Ion
Denver
ai's first clients, he recalled.
the
news on <<tttthe
see•remarked
"Nobody
radio
days,"
, in thosecould
veteran press association man. "We
struggled along but we had to bow
*° In 1933inevitable,
after then
a start."
Hugh Baillie,
executive vice-president of UP, and Karl
A. Bickel, president, called Al Harrison back as sales manager of
United Features. Al could vision
new business, so with the title of
assistant to the president, he went
to Washington and established the
Washington City News Service, a
teletype
Government
agencies, tip
radiowireand fornewspaper
correspondents.A Small Start
WCNS started with five clients,
among them the late Secretary of
the Navy Frank Knox, publisher of
the Chicago Daily News, for his
Washington bureau. Paul Wooten,
head of McGraw-Hill Publications
and the New Orleans TimesPicayune Washington office also
subscribed. Today WCNS serves
108 clients and if facilities were
available could more than double
that figure, according to Al.
In May 1935 United Pressprodded
by the its
far-sighted
Harrison— opened
service toAl radio
and
on
July
1
that
year
the
UP
radio wire was born.
Al's ambition was to install the
radio wire in every state of the
Union. That was accomplished not
long ago when Arizona stations
came into the fold. Once more his
ledger read: "Mission accomEarlyAlthisintoyear
Baillie
called
his President
office, suggested
plished."
that UP needed a man "in the
know" as special representative in
Washington. Would Al be interested? His smile spoke volumes.
Here was another opportunity to
help UP expand into the postwar
world and Washington would be
the hub of activity for years to
come.
Washington was
"home" Besides
to Al Harrison.
On March 1 he set up offices in
the National Press building as sperepresentative
of UP.
He'll
handlecialradio,
newspapers
and other

FOR dioOUTSTANDING
work inMaj.
raengineering at Teheran,
Glenn G.gine r Boundy,
WWVA
chief
enon leave, has been awarded
the Legion
of Merit. He hasandsupervised sradio
contruction forengineering
the Army in Teheran
for three
years,
and
v/as
responsible for the radio setup for the
Big Three conferences held there.
affairs. Al has a couple of ideas
up his sleeve, too, but he declined
to show his hand. "I'm here to keep
inhe touch
with a new
developments,"
remarked,
twinkle
in his eye.
Al is married, has two daughters
and four grandsons. His hobbies are
professional sports and he seldom
misses a baseball or football game.
That stems from his early newshe says.paper days when he covered sports,
His most serious problem — in
fact
says —it'sis thefinding
toughest
one
of hisAl career
a home
in the nation's crowded capital.
Until
York. then he's commuting to New
Dubonnet Adding
DUBONNET Corp., New York, has
added KQW WJW WCAE WDSU
WLIB tobonnetitsWines;
spotalsoschedule
for Duparticipations
on the Yankee Kitchen on Yankee
Network stations. WIND will be
added next week. Schedule initiated
last October already includes
WQXR
News andWILD
record WWDC
shows areWINX.
used
from three to five-times weekly with
both live spots, and a transcribed I,
singing
Jingle. Agency is BBDO, |j
New York.

BROADCASTING
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^'My
Needs

Make-Believe
Transcription

Ballroom
Equipment
I//

That's

Really

Rugged!

That's why our installation is PRESTO '
"Our PRESTO transcription turntables get a real From users of PRESTO equipment all over the countryj
comes the same story: "It's rugged, it's dependable, it
workout here at WNEW," says Martin Block, popular
announcer and director of the Make-Believe Ballstands the gaff!" The increased use of transcribed
material in wartime broadcasting has placed a heavy
room program. "We keep them running almost continuously throughout the day. And they're giving burden on all recording and playback equipment.
the same fine, clear reproduction today that they PRESTO users— including many of the major broadcasting stations— have found that their equipment is
gave when we installed them years ago. As an announcer, that means a lot to me. It's a nice feeling handling the job with ease. That's because PRESTO
to know that my transcribed show is getting out devices are products of integrity — built to do more
than will ever be expected of them.
'in good voice !"*
WORLD'S

LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING
AND

DISCS

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 1 9, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada

AFRS REORGANIZES
PROGRAM SCHOOL
REDESIGNATION of the program and broadcast
school
Ai'med Forces
Radio Service
School,as
has been announced by Col. Thomas
H. A. Lewis, commanding officer,
AFRS, Hollywood.
established last springSetup
chargedwas with
familiarizing professional radio
men,
both program
and technical,
with methods
of operating
Armed
Forces Radio Stations overseas.
Change in the designation was
made to streamline operation.
At the nounced
same
time, itHollywood,
was anthat AFRS,
workingpitalsinhandling
cooperation
with
hosoverseas casualties,
isround-the-clock
blue-printing aentertainment
service to bringto
hospitalized
veterans.eraThisof will
extend into postwar
veteran
rehabilitation. Plan calls for earphones available for each bed.
Programs will be piped from a
central control, with the patient
able tomand
tunePerformance,
in as he Mail
chooses.
Call,Comandin
Personal Album
will be included
the
special
transcribed
units.
Decommercialized versions of network
shows, now shipped overseas, will
not be utilized. Instead full programs will be taken from nearest
network stations and piped to the
wards. Besides entertainment value,
doctors say radio shows will aid in
hastening recovery of wounded.
DAYS AND DOLLARS! Save both by Air Express.
Hundreds of companies are constantly saving
thousands of dollars by gaining days en route for
emergency shipments. True, war traffic comes first,
but with more planes being put into Airline service, more space is available for important goods.
SHIP EARLY IN DAY for fastest delivery. Same-day
delivery between many airport towns and cities.
Overnight from coast-to-coast. Direct service to
scores of foreign countries. Rapid air-rail schedules to 23,000 off-airlines points in the U. S.
FOR 3-MILE -A- MINUTE speed, cost of Air Express
is low, indeed. 25 lbs., for instance, goes more
than 500 miles for $4.38, more than 1,000 miles
for $8.75 — with cost including special pick-up
and delivery in major U. S. towns and cities.

Dunn of CBS Receives
Praise For Manila Work
WILLIAM spondeJ.nt in theDUNN,
CBS correPhilippines,
was
one of 15 correspondents to be
commended for coverage of the
"flying
wedge"
Maj. Gen.
Verneinto
A, Manila
D. Mudge,by
commanding general, U. S. First
Cavalry Division, which entered
the capital Feb. 4. Mr. Dunn was
the only radio correspondent in the
group according to a UP dispatch.
Stating that the presence of the
reporters in actual combat action
was in itself a high morale factor,
Gen.
Mudge this
said hazardous
in part: mis"By
undertaking
sion, during which you were exto enemyactually
fire and
on sev-in
eralposedoccasions
engaged
fights with the enemy, you were
able to gather material for the
press and radio that gave the Allied
public a true, living picture of actual warfare in the Philippines.'

WRITE TODAY for "Quizzical Quizz," a booklet
packed with facts that will help you solve many a
shipping problem. Railway Express Agency, Air
Express Division, 230 Park Avenue, New York 17.
Or ask for it at any local office.

GOLD RECORD is given to Martin
Block (right) for his contribution
to the recording industry by WesleyagerEdson,
salesBroadcasting
promotion manWorld
tem.ofPresentation
was part of Sys10th ,
anniversary
celebration
MakeYork.
Believe Ballroom,
WNEW ofNew
Army Praise for KSL
OGDEN Technical Air Service
Command's
Eight Candlesproduction,
for CaptainTwentyAlley
has been awarded a special War
Dept. commendation as performing
"aProgram
sound public
relations over
mission."
was broadcast
KSL
Salt Lake City, as part of the KSL
series. Armed Forces Hour, twice
commended by the War Dept. in
recent weeks. Written and produced by personnel of the OTASC
at Hill Field, Utah, the production
was based on the life of Capt.
John Alley, pilot of a B-29, who
was
killed while flying the "Hump"
to China.
OWI Acclaims Radio
CHICAGO office of the Domestic
Radio Bureau,
last successful
week acclaimed radio asOWI,
aiding
results of war campaigns, and cited
the
1 to
Feb. 7-week
18 whenperiod
the from
OWI Jan.
Regional
office requested the 104 stations in
Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana and
Iowa, to schedule
announcements urging4,061
youngspot
women
to join the U. S. Public Health
Service's Cadet Nurse Corps. Opensiderably.
ings in hospitals were reduced conHicks in Europe
GEORGE
HICKS,
Blueto war
eoi-respondent,
has
returned
European Theatre
afteris awith
briefthe
this country,
and
thevisitFirstin
Army in Belgium. He will continue to
be heard
regularlyhis Sunday
1:15-1:30
p.m.
although
last commercial
broadcast
for
Scripto
Mfg.
Co.,
Atlanta, was March 5. Agency is Tucker
Wayne & Co., Atlanta.
REACH m/lcU^
SALT LAKE MARKET
mmmm THROUGH

To Reach the People of
JACKSONVILLE
RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY, AIR EXPRESS DIVISION
Representing the A i R L I N E S of the United States

USE
Quickly — Effectively
WJHP
JOHN H. PERRY ASSOCIATES
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FINCH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS,
INC. • PASSAIC,
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..IN READERSHIP
among manufacturers

■H
HE
w/m
BH

# Manufacturers whose marketing plans include the use of national advertising are regular
readers of Advertising Age. Of
all general advertising publications which editorially cover all
phases of advertising and marketing, Advertising Age is "first
in readership ...withas 44.4%
ofchoice"
all manufacturers
shown
by the latest independent survey
of reader preference.
In readership it leads the 2nd
pubUcation in its held by 42.8% —
the 3rd publication by 200%. Previous surveys during the past
several years have consistently
shown corresponding reader preference among manufacturers.
Copies of these surveys upon
request.
Because of its exclusive national news coverage and influence among national advertisers
more broadcasting stations use
more advertising in Advertising
Age than in any other general
advertising publication.

■

m
W

Advertising Age
i
The National Newspaper of Marketing 1
100 E. Ohio St., Chicago » • 330 W. 42nii St., New Vorh M
}
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Auditory Characteristics of Personnel
Important^ Gates KSL Survey Finds
HEARING ability varies so greatly
maintained.
even among normal people that an her, she
gram showed
that her Her
acuityaudiowas
accurate knowledge of the auditory unusually high, making her a natural for a technician. Today she
characteristics of radio personnel
is invaluable in the broadcasting works in KSL's sound effects debusiness, according to results of a
partment,
a bang-up
behas doingmuch
keenerjob ears
study recently completed by Frank- than thecause sheaverage
person.
lintantY.of KSL
Gates,Saltaccoustical
consulLake City.
One of the station's producers
Using a standard 6B Western
Electric audiometer, Mr. Gates frequently clashed with a control
the placement
mistudied the hearing characteristics operator over
crophones in regard
to the ofviolin
ofand44 engineering
members of KSL's
section of the orchestra. Their
staff, production
recording audiograms
showed that
the pro-in
the variations from normal as an
ducer was subnormal
in hearing
audiogram.
the higher frequencies, whereas the
Startling Facts
operator's hearing
was abnormal
frequencies.
Thus,
The results were startling. Of in thethehigher
E string of the violin was
the 44 tested, only 23 had normal when
barely
audible
to
the
producer,
hearing in both ears. Six were sub- was unbearably harsh to the oper-it
normal in both ears; six were subator. Shown their audiograms, the
normal in one ear. Eight were ab- pair were
able to adjust to their
normal (in the sense of having hearing.
more acute hearing than average) known strengths and weaknesses in
in one ear; and one was abnormal
Another producer was shown to
in both ears. This was based on an
have decidedly subnormal hearing
acuity
not in average.
excess of 20 decibels in
certain frequencies. Knowing
from normal
These differences in hearing have this helps him do better work — he
a direct and marked effect in radio now defers to an assistant in
production. The person whose hear- achieving microphone balance.
ing was abnormal in both ears, for
All in all, two members of the
example, was a stenographer, noted KSL staff were transferred to entirely new duties as a result of Mr.
for friendly but persistent "beefing" about the station's sound ef- Gates' study, while five key men
fects. They didn't sound "real" to improved their work by learning to
compensate for auditory irregularities.
It's how you hear that counts
around
concludes.a radio station, Mr. Gates
Cosmetic Test
RAYMOND LABS., St. Paul, to
promote Rayve Creme shampoo,
will use radio along with other
mediacificinCoastantestextensive
90-day
Pacampaign.
Agency
is Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los
Angeles.
24 HOUR SERVICE
on direct cut copies
of your recordings
AIR CHECK
SERVICE
"as others hear it"
COMPLETE FACIL.
ITIES for spot announcements, remote
pickups, service on
all recording problems. For further inforvintion, write . . ,

4,955,144
spinning
spindles
VICTORY
...dailyto producing
cloth
wrap aroundcotton
the
world.
"picker
to bolt"Produced
in the from
16-county
WSPA Primary Area.

I 121 Vermont AvT. W^nqton 5. D. C.
Joseph Toit, President
BROADCASTING

SPARTANBURG,
SOUTH CAROLINA
Home of Camp Croft
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FROM

COMPONENT... TO

m
feafera/

COMPLETE

STATION

A vital link in a long chain of equipment . . . from microphone
to antenna . . . the lead-in cable plays an important part in dependability ofoperation.
Federal's Intelin Cables are dependable. They've proved that in
broadcast and military installations all over the world . . . standing
up under severe operating conditions ... in all kinds of climate.
And that's typical of all Federal broadcast equipment. From
lead-in cable to complete station, it has earned a reputation for
performance because it's built to stay on the air.
Amplitude Modulation, Frequency Modulation, and Television
. . . for quality, efficiency, dependability . . . look to Federal for
the finest in broadcast equipment.
Telephone

and RadiaCorporation

o^^J>^ Newark 1, N. J.

IT

IS

BETTER

OWI PACKET, WEEK APRIL 2
Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during
the weeksuitable
beginning
AprU 2. OWI
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
and transcriptions
three
on eachof
side
discs. Tellwaryourmessages.
about them.
Plan 20-second
scheduleschain
for best timing
these ofImportant
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group NAT.PLANSPOT
WAR MESSAGE WORK
KW
PLAN
Aff. Ind. Aff. OI
Ind. Live Trans.
Army
Nurses
XX
War Bonds
_
—
The
Job Ahead
— Japan
X
Support
Rationing
and —
CeUingSalvage
Prices
X
X
X X
X —
__
Paper
X
__
X
Merchant Marine Recruiting
__
XX
X
X
_-X
Conserve Cars
OWI Schedule
War Message
154 forNetwork
names Allocation
and time ofPlans.
programs carrying
warSee messages
under ofNational
Spot and
Cancer Drive on Air
RADIO will play a major role in
enlisting public support for the $5,000,000
campaignto ofbe theconducted
Americanin
Cancer Society
April, according to Robert Berger,
public relations counsel for the Society. Eric Johnston, president, U.
S. Chamber of Commerce, is chairman. Transcriptions featuring wellknown artists, spot announcements
and other material will be supplied
to stations. Norman Winter, formerly radio director, Lynn Baker
Co., and radio writer and director
for CIAA is producer. Columbia
Recording Corp. is recording transcriptions.

THAN

TO

RECEIVE

To GIVE a beautiful reproduction of high quality
sound from a low bass response of 40 cycles up to
a high frequency range of 15,000 cycles plus, will
pay broadcasters and manufacturers of home radio,
FM and Television receiving sets. The American
public is willing to give in proportion to what it
RECEIVES. That's why the Duplex, the SPEAKER that
REVOLUTIONIZES the methods of sound REPRODUCTION, was perfected.
SEND

FOR

LANSING

BULLETINS

CORPORATiON

1210 TAFT BLDG. • HOLLYWOOD
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28, CALIF.

Oboler's New Series
ARCH OBOLER, who abandoned
radio several years ago to concentrate on film work, will be back on
the air beginning April 5 as writerproducer of a 26-week series on
Mutual, Thursday 10-10:30 p.m.,
Phillips H. Carlin, MBS pro<rram
chief, announced last week. Titled
Arch Oboler's Plays, program will
originate from WOR New York for
the first four broadcasts; from
WON Chicago for two, the balance
coming from Hollywood. One of his
mutual
plays,
"Mr. 24,TenwillPerbe Cent",
scheduled
for May
based
colony.
on his observations of the film

SEEING HOW MUCH more life is
left, James Schultz, chief engineer !
of WCAE Pittsburch, uses a doctor's stethoscope
cathode
ray tubeto "test"
which theis RCA
still
functioning
establishing arecordnormallv
of more after
than 50,000
hours in program monitoring.

MEMBERS
of the
and
theatre
industry
will radio,
have afilmspecial
section in the 1945 edition of Biographical
Encyclopedia of inthetheWorld,
scheduled
for publication
summer [Institute
for Research late
Biography, New York. $25].
Big Warner Drive
Co.,
WARNER BROS. PICTURES Inc., UNIVERSALCal., MICROPHONE
has published catalog
New York, is building up to local Inglewood,
bulletin
on
its
new
D-20
series
of
premiers
of "Hotel
Berlin," with
two
to three
one-minute
an- dynamic
50and to40,000
8000microphones
cycles and toin be50,made
200, with
500
nouncement
drives, the spot
overall
schedule to cover about 200 stations. Leading up to New York
opening last week, campaign of 120
spots per week ran for two weeks
on WEAF WOR WMCA WINS
WHN WOV WQXR WLIB WNEW,
the drive to continue for the next
month or so in New York at the rate
of 30 spots a week. Discs were cut
by Columbia Recording Corp.
AgencyYork.is Blaine-Thompson Co.,
New

Manila Broadcast
ROYAL
first
eyewitnessARCH
reportsGUNNISON'S
of the liberation
of Manila on Feb. 4, as broadcast
by
MBS,form.
have A been
booklet
note published
from MBSin "It seems queer to me. Honey,
President
Edgar
Kobak
"We that WFDE Flint has never menthink it makes noteworthy says,
comment
tioned your Brigadier General
on an event all America will be
everlastingly proud of."
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

A

FAMOUS

PAIR

Remote

^ THE GATES 3 CHANNEl
PORTABIE REMOTE AMPLIFIER FORRENT OR ALTERNATING
BATTERIES. CUR-

THE GATES REMOTE CONDITIONER FOR
SINGLEPICKMICROPHONE REMOTE
UPS,
A.C. OPERATED.

Pick- Up

Amplifiers

This famous pair are truly "Jacks of all trades" ... for they have been
"Aces" in doing an outstanding job of remote broadcasting from Maine
to. Pango Pango — from Macy's windows to Montana's mountains — from
Sandlot ball games to World Series — from Presidents to Prime Ministers.
For more than a decade Gates Remote Amplifiers have served broadcasters for every need and purpose. From year to year they have been
modernized, but in efficient performance they still remain the same in
name, type number and service.
Uere^s what one faroadcas ter writes about his Gates DYNAMOTE:
. . My Gates Dynamote is so much superior to my studio speech
system quality, that I have discarded my studio equipment until new
equipment can be obtained.'*
Dynamote asplant.
standard for
Another wrote: "... I am using my Gates transmitting
cy response for the
This, plus the fact that Gates Remote Conditioners are used in nearly
every U. S. broadcast station for single mike pick-ups, is proof that this
famous pair has been engineered for efficiency and economy. This is
why Gates Remote Amplifiers are now in use in every theatre of war,
bringing to America's loud speakers the war events from the place
where history's biggest news is taking place!
Ask About Our Priority Plan for Prompt Delivery
When Gates Equipment Is Again Available.

RADIO

COMPANY,

Quincy, Illinois, U. S. A.

BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS . STUDIO SPEECH EQUIPMENT . TUNING AND CONTROL UNITS
AMPLIFIERS
• REMOTE EQUIPMENT
• BROADCAST STATION AND TRANSMITTER ACCESSORIES
{OADCASTING
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fere with communications services.
Dr. William H. Schmidt, associate professor of physical medicine,
Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, took issue with the Council on
Physical Medicine and said its
views did not represent the majority of practicing physicians who
use diathermy. He advocated at
least three bands.
Dr. Alexander Senauke, professor of electrical engineering. New
York U. and executive of Amperex
FM IN CHINA was the topic of
Electronics
Productions, testified
these three experts at the FCC althat in his opinion a plus or minus
locations oral argument. Exchangband
of .5% would
be suffi-;
ing ideas areof (1the
to r)International
: Neal Mccient width
for diathermy,
but suggested
Naughton
Division, Engineering Dept., FCC,
that the 27-mc band would be ideal,,
host to a group of Chinese radio
with a band width of plus or minus
experts attending the argument;
1%. He testified as an engineer.
S. H. Kung, Chungking, China,
Wide Bands Needed
engineer specializing in FM and
VHF operations, representing the
Then he appeared as chairman
Chinese Government; Walter J.
of
the
industrial
heating committee
Damm,nal Co.,vice-president
of thegeneral
Jourof RTPB Panel 12, and said the
Milwaukee, and
objection to shielding equipment, as
managerident of FM
of WTMJ-WMFM,
the Commission had proposed, was
Broadcasters Inc.presnot economic but that shielding was
not likelyfective.
to prove
efExperience permanently
proves the need
for wide bands, he said. It was
brought out that tests made by the
Commission with so-called "non
radiating"
machines
showed radiations from great
distances.
Paul D. Zottu, of the Girdler
Corp., speaking for the plastics industry,for industrial
opposed the proposed
cation
servicesallo-as
falling short of the needs of the
plastics
manufacturers.
told the
Commission
that high Hefrequency
heating has assumed tremendous
importance and will continue to exMr. pand
Zottupostwar.declared that radio fres are not "the specialwhich
preservequeofnciecommunications
happened
have developed
and urgedto that
the needs earlier"
of industry beingiven
greater consideration than
the past.
Mr. Zottu disagreed with Dr.
Senauke's belief that a .5% band
width would be adequate and suggested that the Commission appoint
an engineer to conduct a study in
cooperation with industry. He
urged that additional channels be
allocated for the industry and that
aaside.
band at least 27 mc wide be set
Would Like Freedom
casts of the many activities this program has
China, Canada, England, Russia, India,
South Africa, South America and Australia
developed in Worcester — by countless nationAlthough
admitting
the "ideal"
wide editorials and press releases — by printed
allocation
be "ridiculous",
have participated in WTAG's "Worcester and
he
said thewould
industry
would like
and
spoken
acknowledgments
that
a
deep
unthe World", with special short wave broadcomplete freedom "including the,
derstanding offuture United Nations co-opercasts beamed directly to the Central New
broadcast band".
ation has been created by WTAG.
England audience. In fact world attention
William Cruze, executive vicepresident. Society of the Plastics
Central New England recognizes this radio
focuses on this celebrated series of broadcasts,
Industry,
New York, reaflnirmed Mr.
station
leadership,
within
its
own
boundaries,
highlighted by United Nations representatives
Zottu's testimony, declaring the inwith
an
overwhelming
listening
preference
dustry is only beginning to explore
in attendance, week after week, at the famous
the possibilities of plastics molding.;
for WTAG.
Clark University Forum — by OWI rebroadHe estimated that 600 to 700 companies are potential
users of high'
frequencies
for pre-heating
and]
said that 60 to 70 companies now,
employ radio for industrial purPAUL H- RAYMER
CO. National
Sales R e p r e s e nt at i v e s/^^^^^jy^
Maj. Armstrong returned to the
standsiontoexperts
say are
thatin heagreement
and Commisposes.
WORCESTER
with
580 KC
regard to Sporadic E and that the
data
presented
is
as
near
to
facts as he can reach. the ,
OWNED
AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER
TELEGRAM-GAZETTE SOOOWattS
age 72 • March 12, 1945
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1 Allocations
(Continued
from page 15) Goal
dent of the Drive Yourself Assn., should be allocated to diathermy.
opposed
the FCC
proposals for
mo- A wide band would encourage manbile services
as inadequate
to care
ufacture of home diathermy appafor anticipated needs. Peter Beards, he said, and estimated that
sley, arguing for the American 56% ofratuthe
medical profession emTruckim; Assn., likewise asked for
ploys diathermy.
reconsideration of frequencies for
When
Saturday
hearings opened,
trucking firms.
Mathis, vice-president of the
T. Brookeman Price and F. M. A.H. W.G. Fisher
Co., diathermy manuRyan, appearing for the AT&T,
facturers,
opposedinadequate.
the FCC prourged cateda forsingle
6-mc
band
be
alloposals
as
totally
He
common carriers to help said the industry wanted
nine times
provide for rural radiotelephone the space the Commission proposes,
service.
asserted that manufacturers are
taking steps to help the FCC and
Diathermy Request
public by eliminating interference
Howard A. Carter, secretary of where possible.
the Council on Physical Medicine,
Mr. Carter, returning to the
American Medical Assn., said that
asked the Commission to set
while the Council would not oppose stand,
for discarding or rethe FCC proposals, it felt that a time limit
placing present diathermy in favor
three channels instead of one of equipment
which will not inter-

A

MAJOR

MODERN

SYLLOGISM

PREMISE:

Bell Telephone System serves the American Public.

MINOR PREMISE:
Bell Telephone Laboratories develop the facilities of
the Bell System.

CONCLUSION:
Therefore, Bell Laboratories serve the American Fubiie.

And that is the raison d'etre of the Laboratories.
For the Bell Telephone System, the Laboratories
carry on research studies in all the sciences and
development work in all the engineering arts that
relate to electrical communication.
For the Western Electric Company, the manufacturing unit of the System, the Laboratories develop

equipment, prepare specifications for its construction, and engage in various engineering activities.
For the Armed Forces of the United States, under
contracts of the Western Electric, the Laboratories
have undertaken more than a thousand development projects — many v/ith spectacular effect upon
our enemies.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES explore and invent, devise and perfect for our Armed
Forces at war and for continued improvements and economies in telephone service,.

duPont Awards
{Continued from page 13)
day afternoon feature of the Detroit CBS affiliate, presents in
round-table
form the nation's
ers in free discussion
of world leadand
domestic affairs.
Worccsier and the World, the
WTAG program which has been
mentioned prominently as a contender for the Peabody Program
Awards, has been presented by the
Worcester station each Thursday
at 8:30 p.m. during the last year.
Station, owned by the Worcester
Telegram and Evening Gazette,
canceled a half-hour network offering in order to obtain a choice time
for the production.
Worcester and the World salutes

23,020
21 SOLID

an allied nation each week, draws
into its educational plans the cooperation ofcivic and governmental
groups in the city and picks up
broadcasts directly from the nations
honored. In addition, through coperation of Worcester's
Mayor
William A. oBennett
and Dr. Wallace
W. Atwood, president of Clark University and moderator of the production,Worcester
top leaders ofto allied
nations visit
meet her
citizens, participate in the broadcasts and lecture before community groups on the culture of their
respective countries. The program
was conceived by Mr. Harris and
it has been mainly through his
efforts, combined with those of E.
E. (Ted) Hill, general manager,

MINUTES

BROADCAST

DAYS!

That's the amount of prograiri time used by South
Bend department stores alone on WSBT in 1944—
PLUS 8,138 spot announcements. Yes, indeed.
South Bend KNOWS what Hooper* SHOWS !
*The December-January Hooper Station
Listening Index again shows South
Bend's overwhelming preference for
WSBT. Figures on request. They're terrific!

Seek FM Outlets
SUBSCRIPTION RADIO Inc.New
York, and Chicago Subscription
Radio Inc.,
file appli-in
cations forChicago,
three FMwillchannels
each city in the near future, Joseph
L. Weiner, attorney for the comsaid last will
week.be Norequested
particularpanies,
frequencies
pending
spectrum
allocation
decision by the FCC. Companies were
formedmer partner
by William
B. Benton,
forin Benton
& Bowles,
advertising agency, who is now
vice-president of the University of
Chicago and president of Muzak
Corp.,ies arewith
which the new companaffiliated.
that thetionalprogram
recognition. has attained naExplaining the procedure for
makingdin the
awards,
Williamof HarGoodman,
secretary
the
Foundation, said that the committee of five, by stipulation, must be
selected so that there will be serving a representative of a national
women's organization (Dr. McHale), litical
a non-commercial,
non-poaffiliate of radio and
the
broadcasting industry (Mr. Aylesworth), a nationally prominent
educator (Dr. Gaines), a nationally
important expert on public opinion
and national affairs (Bishop Tucker) and a representative of the AlfredPont). I. duPont Estate (Mrs. duEach member votes for five candidates in each class, Mr. Goodman
explained, with his votes weighted
from five for the first place to one
for the fifth place. Each member examines entries separately and subhis vote
to theclass
secretary.
estmitstotal
in each
wins. HighPrevious winners have been:
1943, WLW Cincinnati; WMAZ
Macon; Raymond Swing, 1942,
KGEI San Francisco (shortwave
station
then operated by GE) ; Fulton Lewis.
Unions Buy Time
CONFERENCE of Studio Unions,
Hollywood (film labor unions
and guilds), on March 5 started
sponsoring a nightly 15-minute
newster commentary
by Samis Baion KFWB. Contract
for
52 weeks. Conference reportedly is
paying
KFWB
$26,000
for
the
12month contract. Clarence B. Juneau
Agencies
Inc.,
Los
Angeles,
has
account.

Leberman Lauded
For War Job Done
Forrestal Commends KRSC
President for Production
OFFICIAL
Comdr. Palmercommendation
K. Leberman,of
USNR, president and principal
owner of KRSC Seattle, for his ac_ complishments
providing thein
Navy
essen-of
tialwith
quantities
critical
radar,
radio and other
electronics equipment, was a n nounced
r e t a r y byof Secthe
Navyweek.Forrestal
Comdr. Leberman last
commendation was presented The
by Rear
Adm.
E. L. Cochran, chief of the Bureau
of Ships, in the name of Secretary
Forrestal. Equipment running in
the hundreds of millions of dollars
was delivered to the Navy under
Comdr.ficer inLeberman's
as ofcharge of direction,
the Equipment
Branch, tronics
Bureau
of
Ships
Division, from March Elec1942
to the present. Comdr. Leberman is
a graduate of the Naval Academy,
class of 1922, and, in addition to
his presidency and majority own^
ership of KRSC, also v/as an exec
utive vice-president of Family
Circle Magazine, promotional pub
lication distributed through food
stores.
Along with Robert E. Priebe,
general manager, he founded KRSC
in 1927. From 1930 to 1936, however, he wasoffices
employed
P'rancisco
of NBC.in the San
Col. Lewis Heads APRS
COL. THOMAS H. A. LEWIS has
been named commandant of Armed
Forces Radio Service by the War
Dept. with concurrence of the Navy.
Title is in recognition of his post of
command over a combined operation
utilizing Army, Navy, Marine
Corps and authority
Coast Guard
personnel.
remains
vested
inCommand
the Army. Before entering
AFRS
Col.
Lewis
was
vice-president
in
bicam.
charge of radio for Young & Ru-

A BLUE NETWORK AFFILIATE
HEY! BETTER LOOK
AT OUR RECORD
^ BEFORE YOU PLACE
YOUR NEXT SCHEDULE
M
M
J
GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY • REPRESENTATIVES
K

PAUL H. RAYMER & CO
National Keprasentati
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960 Kc. • 1000 WATTS
COLUMBIA NETWORK
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5^
PLMED
In Shakespeare's day, women were not allowed
to attend the theatre. Thus his dramas played to
audiences consisting of men only.
As a result, for many years Shakespeare was
looked upon as a hack writer of popular plays.
But, as time passed and customs changed, women
began attending the theatre and Shakespeare
was soon regarded as the master writer of them all.
Which indicates that it takes a complete
audience to pass sound judgment.
In radio this same rule applies. If you're advertising your product over the air, you need a
John Elmer

DADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

TO

MEN

ONLY!

complete audience to pass judgment in terms of
increased sales. WCBM can offer you this advantage, because listening to WCBM is a habit
in Baltimore.

mm

Free & Peters, Inc.
Bxclvsive National Repre*cnt0tiyes

George H. Roeder
Qeneral Manager
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MILITARY HOmR
AWARDED PIERCE
ROBERT MORRIS PIERCE was
named last week as one of six
civilians assigned by the OWI to
the Psychological Warfare Branch
of the 12th Army Group who have
won military commendations for
their work on the Continent since
D-Day. The commendation for Mr.
Pierce, who has returned to his old
post as chief engineer for the Richards-Fitzpatrick stations (WGAR
WJR KMPC), was endorsed by
Gen. Robert A. McClure, chief of
Psychological Warfare for Gen.
Eisenhower.
Morrie's outstanding feat on the

Continent was the capture of Radio
Luxembourg's
powerful
transmitter at Junglinster
last September
shortly after the American forces
reached the city of Luxembourg,
where cated.
theFor station's
studiosin getting
are lohis ingenuity
the station intact for the Allies he
had been commended by Col. C. R.
Powell of the 12th Army Group for
"efficient, prompt and vigorous action" and "foresight in procuring
adequate armed assistance . . . for
the capture and protection of this
very important
casting, Oct. 23].station" [BroadEarlier, Morrie had distinguished
himself while in charge of engineering operations for OWI in the
Mediterranean Theatre.

Speak
to the Dollars
IN PROSPEROUS DAYTON AND
MIAMI

5000

Watts

BASIC
CBS

VALLEY

^ 1290

tKrough

on the dial

C. p. Hollingbery Co., Representatives
Harry S. Cummings, Southeastern Representative
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Radio Flood Aid
(Continued
from byjm-gesand18)bags
wall at Portsmouth
with a crest of 65 feet expected.
WPAY went on 24-hour schedule
to present
and service
bulletins as thereports
emergency
developed.
Station had been airing announcements and programs since March 2
when heavy rains poured into the
already swollen river.
With its city well protected by
a system of levees, WKRO Cairo,
111. is presenting information talks
and programs for surrounding
farm areas, large portions of which
are under water. Crest of 54 ft.,
only 5V2 ft. under 1937 high, is predicted March 15. Business and industry
would not be affected, according to reports.
Net Coverage
Direct pickups
fromMidwest
Cincinnati,
Louisville
and other
and
Southern cities were included in
the networks' scheduled news
periods last week to bring listeners
first-hand accounts of the flood. In
response
to queries
in the stricken
areasto eight
CBS affiliates
received
reports of continued normal operations, WPAR Parkersburg reporting that it was acting as clearing
house for evacuation work. Early
stages of flood postponed air debut
of WJXN Jackson, Miss, as a
Mutual affiliate from March 1 to
March 11.
CBS put on a report by Rex
Davis, chief announcer, of WCKY,
6:45 p.m. Tuesday, and on Wednesday devoted its feature story program to pickups from Mr. Davis,
Peter Flench of WHAS and Fred
Rollinson, WE OA Evansville, and
from WREC Memphis.
Howard Chamberlain of WLW
was on NBC Wednesday at 12:02
p.m. with eyewitness description of
scene at Portsmouth. He broadcast direct from the town at 7:15
The present mayor of Cincinnati
compared notes with the mayor in
office
during 1937 flood in a special
p.m.
pickup from WKRC on Mutual, 11
p.m. Tuesday. Reports from WKRC
WGRC WCAE were carried
Wednesday 7:45-8 p.m.
Austin Williams reported from
WSAI on the Blue Tuesday 7 p.m.

Information Asked
On AFM Practices
ADVISED by Chairman Clarence
F. Lea (D-C'al.)
of the House
Committee on Interstate
& Foreign
Commerce that further hearingsi
will be held to consider legislation!
to curb Petrillo practices affecting!
broadcasting, the NAB last weekj
calledmit upon
all onstations
to subinformation
their relations
with AFM to assist the Committee
in writing
dom of thea bill
air. to protect the freeIn a special bulletin to stations
NAB reproduced a letter sent by
Chairman Lea to about 30 organizations, agencies and broadcasters
declaring
the Committee
terested inthat
broadening
the scopeis inof
the
Vandenberg
Bill
(S-63)
and its
House counterpart, the Dondero
Bill fi(HR-1648),
which
are
ned to prohibiting interferencecon-by
the AFM with broadcasting of noncommercial cultural and educational programs.
Other Aspects
Lea'scourse
letterofpoints
out
thatChairman
during the
hearings
Feb. 22, 23 on these bills testimony
was presented which showed the
need for taking up other aspects
of the problem affecting broadcasting. "Some of the practices which
have come to our attention," the
Chairman
ban
which was wrote,
recently"include
in effectthe upon
the makingscriptionsof, the quota
records
and
transystem for thfl
employment of musicians, the em
ployment
of
'standby'
musicians,ol
restrictions on the appearance
members of the AFM on television
broadcasts, restrictions on the use
of service bands on the air, and
the dispute between AFM and
NABET concerning platter turnand Wednesday 3 p.m., and Harry
McTigue from Louisville 8:^0 a.m,
Wednesday.
Through the local chapters of
the American Red Cross, special
scripts and information for propreparedness and
ers."grams on disaster
operation
can be obtained. Script
numbers are 350-352. The ARC
Service Unlimited series now carried by more than 200 stations features quarter-hour disaster prothe weeks
March 4-11,
April 1-8grams and
8-15. ofPrograms
may
be ordered through local chapters.

EDDIE KOHN, genial manager of
WFPG, New Jersey's ONLY Blue Network Ou+lef
be gladYEAR
to giveAROUND
you a friendly
fip on the voluminous amount of
ALL
business
to be obtained from the
Seaboard
Area.
For further defaih on WFPG— write EDDIE KOHN, ATLANTIC CITY, N. J
For further details
other Managing
Friendly Group
JOHNon LAUX.
Director Stations write
"THE FRIENDLY GROUP", STEUBENVILLE, OHIO
WSTV WFPG WiPA WKNy
KINGSTON,
STEUBENVILLE. O., ATLANTIC CITY. N. J.. WASHINGTON. PA..
BROADCASTING
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SOUIVD EQUIPMENT

— j»#*cci«fo«*xe#f — mecliaiiicalIy and electronically — /or finer performance

No. Cutterhead
541 Magnetl

Freedom

Distortion

from

.

Laboratory tests measure a distortion freedom of less than 1 %
when a 400-cycle note is recorded . . . with a Fairchild No. 541
Magnetic Cutterhead ... at a level of + 18db (reference .006
watts) to produce a stylus velocity of 2.5 inches per second.
Exceptional design and precision skill has produced a magnetic cutterhead that successfully damps the moving armature
— through the use of unusually long cushion blocks and a
positive means of adjusting and maintaining the armature in
correct balance.
The result is the long sought correct bass response that remains free from distortion while producing the finest possible
full volume recordings up to 8,000 cycles.
When mounted in a Fairchild adapter, the No. 541 Magnetic

''ilOADCASTING

• Broadcast Adverhsing

.

. less than

Portahle Recorder

1% at 400

eycies

Cutterhead also provides a sapphire advance ball on a swivel
mount that permits instant change from "in-out" to "out-in" cut
direction ... a micrometer-threaded screw control of cut depth
. . . and an easily accessible screw adjustment of the cutting
stylus angle.
Standard with the No. 539 Fairchild Recorder, the outstanding performance and operating qualities of the No. 541 Magnetic Cutterhead are now available to all owners of earlier
Fairchild portable models and many other types of recorders.
Descriptive and priority data are available. Address New
York Office: 475 - 10th Avenue, New York 18; Plant: 88-06
Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.
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Poised to Enter Berlin
{Continued from page 13)
dio contact with America pursue Paris. Six hours were allowed for
the policy established by SHAEF word to reach the men in the field.
during the invasion of France. In those tragic hours, hundreds died
Then, it will be recalled, a 400 and were wounded needlessly.
In this conflict. War Dept.
w transmitter, employed for voice
and code relay, was set up on the spokesmen believe, front line solbeachhead within range of enemy
diers slugging their way forward
shellfire. As soon as signal contact will know of Armistice within minutes after terms are met. Radio
was made broadcasts directly to
American pickup points were will carry word to the rest of the
launched.
world as rapidly as correspondents
can reach established studio locaHundreds Died Needlessly
tions with communiques.
It is believed that Gen. EisenIt is not unlikely that the 60,000 w mobile transmitter— more
hower will employ radio to announce any cessation of hostilities
powerful than any standard broadcasting station operating in this to our troops first, even before renation — will carry to American
porting tothe War Dept. in Washaudiences the voice of Gen. Eisenington. The powerful
Luxembourghower, supreme commander of the station operated
by SHAEF
and by
ETO. His present headquarters are ABSIE, the OWI outlet in Engin Paris. An air flight from Paris
land, can be employed for this
to Berlin takes less than an hour. purpose and to inform German
The part radio will play in the soldiers that they should lay dovm
broadcast of Armistice news has their arms. There is adequate evidence that both of these transbeen reported previously [Broadmitters are monitored constantly
casting, Sept. 18]. At 5 a.m. in
1918 the Armistice was signed in by the Germans.
IF

YOU

SELL

DRUCI
COR DRILLS
OR DyE>

SK

YOUR
ABOUT

DISTRIBUTOR

KDAL
Duluth is among the first 100 cities
in America. The nine-county KDAL
primary area (the largest primary
area of any of the stations at the
Head-of-the-Lakes) contains 376,723
people who spend nearly ^130,000,000 annually. You figure out how
much toothpaste and Tanglefoot that
means!
Thanks to its favorable 610 frequency, KDAL's 1000 watts puts a
stronger signal throughout this market than any station, anywhere. For
an independent coinciden-

DULUTH
tal daytime survey made in Virginia, Minnesota (60 miles from Duluth, and with an NBC station of
its own) showed that KDAL had
more than nine times the audience
of the other Duluth station, with
more than 70% as large an audience as the local Virginia NBC
station !
KDAL, Duluth, is the buy for the
Head-of-the-Lakes. Don't take our
word for it. Ask your local distributor. He knows — and ten to one
he'll say "KDAL"!

1000 WATTS
. 610 KC . CBS
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive Representatives
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P&G RESHUFFLim
NETWORK SCHEDULE
PROCTERcin ati, isengaged
& GAMBLE
CO., Cinin a reshuffling
of its network
schedule
affecting
three mary
daytime
with Rosedefinitelyserials,
set to move
from
NBC to CBS, and a new time
sought
for
Road
of
Life
and
Star
Playhouse on NBC.
Trend is toward securing an
earlierrentperiod
NBC now
than occupied
the cur45-minuteon block
by P&G 11-11:45 a.m. across the
board. First step is shift of Rose11:30 mary
a.m.from to82 75NBCCBS stations
stations 11:152:152:30 p.m. Serial will begin on CBS
March li26cate on NBC
but willthrough
continueMarch
in dup30.
The 2:15 p.m. spot now occupied by
General Foods Two on a Clue, will
be vacated when G-F through
Young & Rubicam shifts the mystery ttions
o 2-2:15.
123 CBS Joyce
staMarch p.m.
26, onreplacing
Jordan,
which
goes
off
the
air.
Procter & Gamble is dropping the
last
quarter-hour
segmenton ofNBC,its
11-11:45
p.m. sequence
filled
by
Star
Playhouse
and Dreft. Plan is to for
moveCrisco
this
serial and Road of Life (Duz) 1111:15
a.m.,
into
an
earlier
halfhour
if West
Coast stations
can beblock,
cleared.
Alternative
will be
to place Star Playhouse after Road
ofa.m.Life,
giving
P&G
the
11-11:30
sequence.
Agencies
for Rosemary
Benton & Bowles
(White are
Laundry
Soap),
Compton
Adv.
(Ivory
Flakes), and Pedlar & Ryan
(Dash). Compton Adv. handles
Road of house,
Life,for Crisco,
and shares
PlaywithStar.DancerFitzgerald-Sample
(Dreft)
Blue Names Lalley
BLUE Network, which has been
reorganizing the executive setup
for its advertising
and sales
promotion activities, has
appointed
Thomas L. Lalley as promotion
manager. Announcement was made
last week
by Fredof advertising,
Smith, vice-president in charge
sales
promotion and publicity. E. J.
(Mike) Huber, whose appointment
as advertising
manager was
announced the preceding
week,
[Broadcasting, March 5J, will bear
the title of coordinator of advertising and sales promotion. Ivor Kenway handles
and promotion for M advertising
and 0 stations
and
Murray Grabhorn, assistant sales
manager,
handles
Blue
programs.
ice.
Mr. Lalley comes from Army serv-

VICTOR H. HANSON, widely
known newspaper publisher and
owner of WSGN Birmingham, who
died March 7 in Birmingham folashortearly
illnes ,loiwningthe
twenties
gave to
Alabama
P
o
1
ytechnic Institute,
Auburn,
Radio StationAla.,WAPI
promote
■Jl • ' n^h'i
HBl
that educatime
HBk ^fmUk
mKmk theAt station
was
Mr. Hanson burn. In 1927 it
„
located
at
Auwas moved to Birmingham. In 1936,
Mr. Hanson obtained control of
WSGN which was a 100-250 w
station. In 1937, Henry J. Johnston, Mr. Hanson's nephew-in-law,
was
of the
He isputstillinitscharge
directing
head.station.
WSGN, operating on 610 kc, has
been stepped up to 1,000 w night
and 5,000 w day. In keeping with
Mr. Hanson's desire to render the
best possible radio service to the
state, the
application
FM wasandfiledis
with
FCC infor 1944,
pending.
Mr. Hanson was owner of The
Huntsville Times, Huntsville, Ala.,
which in 1944 filed application for
an FM station for Huntsville.
Mr. Hanson's title was chairman
of the board of The Birmingham
News Co. which operates WSGN.
AAF Readies Show
ARMY AIR Forces will produce a
new program. Fighting AAF, on
the Blue urdays,
Network,
p.m. Sat-or
starting featuring
in1:30-2
late March
early April and
pickups
from combat correspondents plus
AAF band, a high-ranking officer
and wire
recordings
of air bomb-is
ings. Contract
for sponsorship
expected
momentarily.
Blue standby
reported, with provisions for
fees for both musicians and actors.
Program, to be coordinated by Maj.
Fred Brisson, will be produced by
Capt. Perry Lafferty and written
by Sgt. Warren Lewis.
Cosmetic Spots
SPRNG and summer spot radio for
Elizabeth Ardeu's Velva leg film has
started schedule
in the South,
withfive-times
over-all
nation
to for
include
weekly
chainbreaks
8
or
13
weeks
ill 37 cities. Blaker Adv. is agency.

c
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The "Old Jumpin' Jenny Wren" is again at the controls of
Station E-Z-R-A, down in Rosedale! Uncle Ezra has answered the call of his many, many friends with his infectious chuckle, his philosophy, his thought "fer the day" and
his, "HOWDY EVVEBUDDY!"
In this new series of transcribed five-minute broadcasts all
programs have been planned to permit —
ONE

MINUTE AND THIRTY SECONDS
FOR LIVE COMMERCIALS
Exclusive to one Station in each City!

WRITE — WIRE

CO-OPERATIVE
CARD OF TRADE BUILDING,
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

or telephone for audition transcription.

BROADCASTING
SERVICE
Thomas Albert Gannon, Director
TELEPHONE WABASH 6243
CHICAGO 4, ILLINOIS
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IN EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA

Actions of the
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
MARCH 3 TO MARCH 9 INCLUSIVE
4-16-45.
aux.) be continued from 3-15-45 to
Decisions
WOKO Albany — Granted
request
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
advancement
argument
licensefor
MARCH 6
renewal now ofsetoral3-28-45
and readvanced
to 3-14-45.
1400ed vol.
kc-KENO
Las Vegas, from
Nev.— Grant- same ACTIONS
assgn.
BY ADM. BOARD
Broadcasting
Co. license
to Maxwell KelchNevada
and
MARCH 5
Lauraing CBell
Kelch
d/b
Nevada
Broadcasto.
1340
kc-WCHV
to CharlottesvUle,
cover CP change Va.—
fre1340 kc-WMFF
Plattsburgh,
Y.— Granted quenclicense
y to 1240
kc.
Granted
transfer control
from N.Edward
NEW-42.9
me
U.
of
Kentucky,
LexingH.F. Bragg
and
Leslie
F.
Bragg
to
George
t
o
n
—
Granted
license
to
cover
CP
new
Bissellfor through
educational station
(51.9%)
$24,000. purchase 169 sh noncommercial
(WBKY).
NEW-1340
kc
The
Brockway
Co.,
MasBernard
Fein,
New
Yorkfor— Placed
sena, N. Y.pli—cationDesignated
for hearingstation
ap- FM
pending
CP newin
for CP new standard
station.file application
250 w unlimited.
Sacramento
Valley Broadcasters,
NEW-1230
kc Birney Imes
Jr., Corinth,
Miss.
—tionDesignated
hearing
applica-250 Marysville, Cal. — Same.
for CP new for
standard
station
w unlimited.
Adelaide Lillian Carrell, Wichita, Kan. Applications
MARCH 7
—dismiss
Adopted order prejudics
granting petition
NEW-Channel 4 The Crosley Corp.,
applicationto Dayton,
for CP without
new standard station.
O.
—
CP
commercial tslestation, ESRnew 1920.
1160fer ofkc-WJJD
Chicago—
GrantedField
trans-to vision
NEW-45.7
mc station,
WKMO Kokomo,
control
from
Marshall
—
CP
new
FM
6,900 sq. In;!.
mi.,
Field Enterprises Inc.
$25,000
estimated
cost.
1360 kc-WSAI
Cincinnati—
Granted
asMARCH
8
from Marshall
Field
to Buckeyesignment of license
Broadcasting
Co.
NEW-Channel 9 Philadelphia Daily
News,
Philadelphia
— CP 770.7.
new commercial
NEVV-1340
kc
Robert
W.
Rounsaville,
television
station, ESR
Cleveland,
Tenn.
— Adopted
memoranNEW-Channel 3 Iowa State College
dum
opinion
ordering
issuance
of
CP
of Agriculture & Mechanic
Arts, station,
Ames —
pursuant
FCC newPolicystation
1-16-45;250 granted
television
applicationto for
w un- CP
ESR new1227,commercial
1062.
limited.
750
kc-KXL
Portland,
Ore.—
Mod.
NEW-Harvey
Radio
Labs.,developmental
Cambridge,
change hours operation from lim-liMass.
— Granted
CP new
itedcense
to unlimited.
broadcast
station;
frequencies
to
be
NEW-44.3
Santa Barbara,
assigned
by FCC; AO A4 and special $55,385
Cal.— CPestimated
new mcPM KTMS
station,
sq. mi.,
PM emission.
cost. 17,273BroadcastNEW-1240
kc
Midwestern
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
ing Co., Cadillac,
consideration
and Mich.—
grant Petition
under FCCfor
MARCH 7
Policy
1-16-45 station
of application
for CP
KOMOmotion
KJR ordered
Seattle— that
On Commission's
new standard
250 w unlimited.
own
hearing
on
license renewal applications (main and
FEDERAL

COMPLETELY COVERS THIS
HUNDRED MILLION DOLLAR MARKET..^
Over 600,000 Population
67,144 RADIO HOMES
6,188 Retail Outlets
Annual RETAIL SALES
Over $100,000,000
Write Us Today for Our
New Informative Folder
TARHEEL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
WASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA
Naliona I Ra dio fiepresen ta tive
FORJOE & CO.
New york«Chicasa«Philadelphi

Every national advertiser
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
OF Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOE WEED 8c CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives
IfKE WIS IN CHICAGO

CBS. Affiliated with The Arizona
Network — KOY, Phoenix,
KSUN, Bisbee-Lowell-Dousias.
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
OVER 160,000
RADIO HOMES
In W M O H
.5 MV/M Area
The SPOT For
Your SPOTS Is
WMOH
Hamilton, Ohio
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MARCH 9
-Co.,
NewNEW-Raytheon
York
—
CP
new.Manufacturing
development
broadcast station 47-47.2
mc 5 kw special
emission.
1240 kc-WFVA
Va.License
to cover CPFredericksburg,
change frequency
to 1240
1240 kc-WMIS
kc
Natchez, frequency
Miss.— License
to cover CP change
to
12401240kc. kc-KFOR Lincoln, Neb.— VoL
transfer control from Charles T. Stuart
and James
ment Co. Stuart to Stuart Invest1290 kc-KOILmc Omaha—
Same. Unified
NEW-42.3
Sacramento
School
District,
Sacramento,
— CP
new noncommercial educational Cal.station.
250 w A3 emission.
Tentative Calendar . .
MARCH 14
Oral Argument
WOKO
Albany
— License
renewal.Co. Inc.
Otner participant:
The Press

J. WILLIAM WUNDERLICH, formei
WFBL Syracuse control room engineer
is now in Italy with
Psychologica'
Warfare
radiothesection.
T/4 PAULBranch,
R. KALBFLEISCH,
forme)
CBS engineer
insupply
Chicago,
has
beer
serving
in
a
base
depot
in south
western China.
LAWRENCE
B.
SMITH,
KGVO
Missoula
Mont, engineer, is the father of a boy
CORP. J. Field,
R. MARLETTE,
stationed
Bowman
is acting
as parttim
engineer
for
WINN
Louisville.
J. CONTURE,
formerBlueenginee
ofEDWARD
WEEI Boston,
has joined
Holly
wood
staff PAUL
as studio-field
engineer,NBC
LT.
COL.
CLARK,
former
central
division engineer,
on leave witl
the
ther Airof Transport
a girl. Command, is the fa

He/ii^orA Kccovnts C
PIES
All time Eastern Wartime unless Mcabed
New Business
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York (liver
BY DIRECT CUTTING
pills), onthony'sApril
startson John
AnGoodwill 2Fri.
Hour
10p.m.MBSJ.Agenstations
Mon.
thru
1:45-2
cy: Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
OF YOUR RECORDINGS
Renewal Accounts
B.goods),
F. GOODRICH
AkronJoseph
(rubber
March of12Co.,the
renews
Harsch
— onMeaning
News6:55-7on p.m.132C.
CBS
stations
Mon.
thru
Fri.
Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
S.(wax,C. JOHNSON
& SON,on Racine,
products),
April& Molly
3 Wis.
for
52 weeksotherrenews
Fibber McGee
onAgency:
139 NBCNeedham,
stations Louis
Tues. 9:30-10
p.m.
Z4 HOUR SERVICE
& Brorby,
Chicago.
—packaged and shipped
NOXZEMA CHEMICAL Co., Baltimore
(skin cream), on March 10 renewed
from Chicago.
The Mayor
of
the
Town
on
61
CBS
stations Sat. 7-7:30 Ruthrauff
p.m. (rebroadcast
& Ryan,
Aluminum based material
N.10:15y. p.m.). Agency:
Net Changes
available for broadcast use.
GENERAL Foods Corp., New York, on
March 26 shifts Two on a Clue (LaFrance,
Post's
Raisin
Bran) fromSatina,
123 CBSPostum,
thru
Fri.
tostations
123p.m.,
CBSMon.
stations
Mon. 2:15-2:30
thru Fri.p.m.2-2:15
replacing
Joyce
Jordan
(Grapenuts
&
Grapenuts Wheatmeal).
Rubicam,
N. Y. Agency: Young &
E.MarchR. SQUIBB
& ToSons,
York,
on
26 replaces
YourNewGood
Health
with
Jimmy
Carroll
Sings
on 131
CBS
stations,
Mon.
6:15-6:30
p.m.
Agency:
Geyer, Cornell & Newell, N. Y.
L.S.TOOIiOOD
FRANK H. LEE Co., Danbury, Conn,
(men's hats),
onAboutMarchWell25 Known
shifts Little
RECORDING COMPANY
Known
Facts
People from
10-10:15timep.m.adding
to Sun.
2:45-3
p.m.,Wed.at making
same
221 N. LA SALLE ST. CHICAGO 1
MBS stations
a total of 139
175
MBS stations.
traub
& Co., Agency:
N. Y. William H. WeinROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adverttsin]
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THE VAST new science of radionics
is a jealous wife. She demands undivided devotion from him who would
share her secrets and master their application. Many of these secrets are still so
sensational that they cannot even be
made public!
It is only natural that you can expect
the world's foremost radio values in the
coming new Zenith Radionic models.
For Zenith does not divide its engineering and manufacturing power among unrelated fields like refrigerators, washing
machines, electric irons, cooking ranges
and vacuum cleaners. Zenith has no intention of competing with lifelong
specialists in those fields.
RADIONICS demands a degree of imagination inengineering and precision
manufacture unknown in other mass pro-

IVE

duction fields. That's why every Zenith
woiker has always been, always will be,
a highly trained specialist in "RADIONICS
EXCLUSIVELY."
Before the war, this policy made
Zenith one of the largest radio manufacturers inthe world . . . with an unrivaled
record of top performance in millions of
sets, at lower service expense to owners
than any other make!
In the war, "RADIONICS EXCLUSIVELY"
has made Zenith Radionic military
equipment famous in every branch of our
armed forces! This has meant a wider,
more intensive development by Zenith
in High Frequency, the basis for all FM,
Television and ShortWave advancements.
It is a matter of record that years ago
short wave communication was introduced into the U. S. Navy by Zenith!

LY
No wonder Zenith— and only Zenith
—is able to launch a RADIONIC REVOLUTION!

Yes, your coming new Zenith Radionic
Radios, Global Portables and RadioPhonographs will bring miraculous tone
of such clarity, brilliance and beauty as
you've never heard before! They will
combine advanced engineering, precision quality and low cost as never combined before!
The ZENITH RADIONIC REVOLUTION is
on the way! Watch for it! Don't risk
your radio dollars— put them on a name
you know will be a proven winner. Keep
your eye on Zenith for the best in radio,
and see Zenith first !
Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago 39, III.
All Proditction Now for War or Rehabilitation
COPYBISHT 1944, ZENITH RADIO CORP.

fotfhe

Besf/n

Radiol

RADIONIC PRODUCTS EXCLUSIVELYWORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER
RADIO * FM TELEVISION * RADAR * SHORT WAVE * RADIO-PHONOGRAPHS

HEARING AIDS

DAILY PROGRAMS IN

0 WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW YORK

KMPC
BUILDS
GOODWILL
THROUGH
PARTICIPATION
IN COMMUNITY
ACTIVITIES

AV.-ZOOOO '^K^X*?

$400,000 Is Pledged to BMB
{Continued from page 16)
heardchecked
by respondents
said they
page report, was released last v/eek had
station listswho
In newspapers
by
York independent.
replying
to
the
ballot
studythe wasNewundertaken,
accordingTheto when
those whoalsohadto not
checked.
Thethanballotbyin
havefamily
been consultation,
answered
WNEW's
management,
to analyzeby seemed
most
cases
after
actual methods
to be employed
BMB in surveying radio audiences. the report states.
Main questions which the study
It is noted [BROADCASTING, Feb.
sought swerstotheanswer
Who does
an- 26] that less than 50% of these soballot? were:
How well
licited replied to the ballots. The
plan calls for a percentage
the question
tion listening? asked cover all sta- BMB
return that high before the ballot
The study Covered 1400 homes can become an official gauge of station circulation. Percentage replyin Manhattan. Of these, 200 were
upper income; 400 were average
ing, by income group: high — 55%;
income; 400 were below average medium — 41.596 ; below average —
income; 400 were Italian homes. 36.5%; foreign language— 31.8%.
The ballot was mailed and followed
The study points out that only
of the ballots did not reach
by a postcard reminder two days 5.6%
later. The ballot carried an induce- addressees. Of those not replying
ment to answer in the form of a who were interviewed subsequent
promise to pay 10 cents to the Red to the study, 25% said they had
Cross for each completed return. not seen the ballot. One of every
After replies from the ballot and five of those who did not answer
the foUowup postcard were tabu- the ballot
said oftheythesedid were
not understand it. Most
in the
lated, personal interviews were
held with equal numbers of families low income bracket.
in each of the three income groups.
Survey Table
A total of 300 personal interviews
of station mentions
were conducted, half with families by Distribution
income group
'Mediumplus one Italian
who had answered the ballot, half
with families who had not.
on Day:
Mailed Ballot* — N—group
Night,— High
D—
Inc
Main findings were these:
Income63 Low 79 50
(1) initeTherole Ineconomic
level
played
a
defluce
73 %
determining
who
answered
%
86 %
the mailed ballot. The higher the level
75
Hal
of theage ofgroup,
theThegreater
the language
percent- WABC 83N D N7985 D 87N D57 N D4945
replies.
foreign
WEAF
59
60
group was especially low in its replies. WJZ
29 29 24
46
(2) Economic
wastherelated
to the WOB
28255562 74 60 8010 5066
stations
mentionedlevel
respondents.
28
81
55
Some stations
wereby shown
to have WNEW
56
18
86
WMCA 81 275113 26 54 81
marked
for high byincome
16 13 33 307 21198 197
VVQXB 81
Others appeal
were favored
low groups.
income WHN
32
72
27
WINS
groups.
10
WNYC 34 277 3214 31 31 3216
(3)ballot
The families
did not answer
the
were
lesswho
radio-minded
than WOV 44156 4 12 155 5 5 31 1918
those
who
did,
the
study
showed.
They
30
6
8
9 2 237 2
listen fewer hours per day, according to WBNX
the study,
andthe itmethod
is consequently con- WLIB
WAAT 223 263 3 5 32 292 1412173 143
cluded thatstation
12
flates
circulation.of balloting in- WHOM
WEVD 2 2 3 2 2 3
13
(4) fered
Reasons
not answering
dif- WBYN
1 1 2 2
markedly.resentatfor
group repivHigh
es who did income
not answer
said WPAT
WWRL
they
were indifferent
to questionnaires.
128
Number of
Low they
income
not tlie
answering
said
did individuals
not understand
ballot.
94
95
"The
figures
in
this
table 109arelistened
the per(5)
Network
stations
are
sufficiently
checking stations
to
well
by callconsistently
letters, thein study
one**These
or morecentages
times
a
week.
reveals,identified
to be listed
both Ca.ses:*
numbers
are the inusable
rethe
mailed
ballots
and
again
in
the
folturns,
shown
as
percentages
the
table
lowup interviews.
of inde-is above.
stations, Knowledge
itandis reliable.
concluded,
much lesspendentcertain
(6) When a checklist of programs was W^ICX New York has suhscrilied to
given ered,
to manythe mentions
respondents,
it was discovof which
programs
XalhiuiI,, aunoniH'O
Straus, station
regularly
were
noted
didheard
noton I'.Mr>.
idciil,ndU-iiclwork
was
:\Iarc-lijires12,
correspond
with
stations
mentioned
HrsI
Dsci station in Xow York
original ballot.
(7) There was a longer list of stations

BLUE COMMENTATOR
POLICY IS ADOPTED
RAYMOND MOLEY, who started
a weekly commentary on the Blue
last Sunday, was selected as a
"conservative" in line with the net-!
work's new plan to establish a
greaterall news
political
balance in schedule,
its overcommentary
Robert
E. Kintner,
of the Blue
in charge vice-president
of news and
news features, explained last
Thursday at a press luncheon for
Mr. Moley at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel,
York and Drew PearWalterNewWinchell
son,
by
virtue
their weighted
predominant
audience appeal,of have
the
Blue
more on explained,
the "New
Deal" scales
side, aMrbit Kintner
continuing
"the public
entitled
an interpretation
of theisnews
whichto
may cal
be thinking
slightlyfrom
different
in
politithe so-called
New Dealers."
NAB Program Session
STATION
and tonetwork
pi-ogram
men will come
Washington
for
a three-day meeting March 14-16,
the NAB announced last Wednesday. tivities
Chairmen
acfrom allof 17programming
NAB districts
will meetmittee with
the
executive
comon industry programming
and government officials for the session.
Treasury officials will advise the
group
on planson forthethesecond
SeventhdayWarof
Loan Drive
the meeting. Officials of both Cenand the which
OWI also
address sorship
the group
will will
concern
activities.
itself with all phases of radio's war
NAB Labor Plan
A BUDGET of approximately
$60,000tionstoactivities
expandwasNABurged
laborbyrelathe
Labor Executive Committee at a'
meeting
New Yorkplan,
March
6-7.
Part of ainfour-point
the rection wil be committee
sent to mem-for
bers of the fullom endalabor
comment and vote. Action came folof the expansion lowing
plan bypresentation
John Morgan
Davis,
labor counsel. Present at the meetioldng, inRyan
addition
to
President
J.
Harand Jr.,
Secretary-Treasurer
C.
E. Arney
were
Harrv
LePoidevin,
WRJN Chairman
Racine;
Frank K. White, CBS New York;
Calvin J.geles;Smith,
KFAC
Los AnWilliamCampbell
E. Hutchinson,
WAAF Chicago;
Arnoux,
WTARWSRR
Norfolk;
Stephen R. Rintoul,
Stamford.

NAB DISTRICT
MEETINGS
REVISED schedule of NAB district meetings follows:
Second District
District
4— D. C, Virginia,
West— ^MonVirginia
broadcasters,
Washington
day, Tuesday,4— N.MarchC, 12-13,
Statler.
District
S.
C.
broadcasters,
Charlotte,
Thursday, Friday,
March 15-16 N.(HotelC— Charlotte).
District 5— Ga.,lanta—Monday,
Ala. Tuesday,
broadcasters, At(Henry Grady Hotel). March 19-20
Districtcasters,5— Jacksonville—
Fla., Puerto
Rico Friday,
broadMarch 22-23 (probably Thm-sday,
Hotel Mayflower).
District 7 — Cincinnati — Monday,
Tuesday,
Gibson). March 26-27 (probably Hotel
District 9— Chicago — Thursday, Friday, March 29-30,
Palmer
Home. TuesDistrict
8— Detroit
— Monday,
day, AprU 2-3 (Book-Cadlllac).

HOLIISTEI!
QUARTZ

CRYSTM

OSCILLATORS

CO.

SINCE 1927

OK time

before

your

eyes..?

In a tight spot because radio spots are so tight?
And the network shows are sold solid?
Mr. — we can get you out of tliat dilemma!
You'll see eye to eye with us on this solution.
Because the people know a good thing when they see one.
The show of shows today is motion pictures.
Yes, motion picture advertising is the soundest answer to your
promotion problem right now! Just think, you
can buy up to 11,000 theaters.
That's tops for licking the scarcity of space
that currently exists in other media.
It all happens in one minute — but it opens the door to more
new business than you ever dreamed of seeing in one spot.
For there's nothing quite like this unique
medium to reach all the audience and deliver all
your sales message. These one minute films dominate the
area you wish to cover because they are shown in
neighborhood theaters to folks in their very own community.
So how can y'ou miss with such an unusually
powerful advertising program?
Movies are so easy to see, so easy to hear. Always
with human appeal, these films soften people's
hearts, open their purses. No other medium brings
the story you have to tell closer home.
No other medium sells like moving pictures!
You'd expect an advertising effort of this calibre to be expensive !
Not on your life ! Actually it costs less than ordinary advertising.
Motion Picture Advertising Service and United Film
Service handle all production, distribution and billing.
Get full facts NOW — they'll pay you big dividends!

Motion Picture Advertising
United Film
Service Co., Inc.
Service, Inc.
70
E.
45th
St., Nev/ York, N. Y.
2449 Charlotte St.
1032 Carondelet St., Nev/ Orleans, La.
Kansas City, Mo.
333 N. Michigan Ave. i ^ 141 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.
82 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Chicago, III.
418 Watts BIdg., Birmingham, Ala.
4736 17th Ave. So.
923 15th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Minneapolis, Minn.
3 Langdon Sq., Cambridge, Mass.
1 1 McLean Ave.
2339 Bryn Mawr Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Detroit, Mich.
tOADCASTING
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted
Writer Help
who loves
ocean (Cont'd)
bathing, trout Announcer
— woinan.
years'
— Classified Advertisements — i fishing
Can run
control Two
write,experipreand fond of writing solid, insentence. news,
produce
andpanel,emcee.
Prefer
PAYABLE
IN
ADVANCE
—
Checks
and
money
orders
only
—
Minimum
$1.00.
telligent
commercial
copy.
You'll
join
midwest.
Box
409,
BROADCASTING.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
the larfriendly,
congenial
staff
of a popukw
network
outlet
in
central
New
Engineer
first class
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue dote. Send box replies
class telegraph
license.telephone,
Past draftsecond
age,
you listening,
Ed, Walter
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
orEngland.
Jane? Are
All replies
confidential.
Write experienced
transmitter
test, maintenance
and
trouble
shooting.
Desires
your story
briefly
with
salary
requirements to Box 418, BROADCASTING.
position.
Box
410,
BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Studio ne rsrecording
engi- Announcer—
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
for regional and
NBC transmitter
affiliate. NABET
in otherSomelines.experience.
Box 411, Years
BROAD-in
radio
operators
andIf rere- scale. Reply Box 420, BROADCASTING. radio
Operator-announcer.
Firstbe class
radio-of Wanted — pTwo
CASTING.
telephone
license.
Must
capable
a
i
r
m
e
n
o
r
two
radio
operators.
First
class
engineer.
Mid-Atlantic
reExperiencedWartransnews
pairmen are not available, with at least
station. $225
ten Third class
andoperator—
controlonly.operator.
vetregionalandNBCcommercial
station inannouncing.
western cityForof second class
percent gional
annual
bonus.month
Write plus
Box 422,
radio
operator's
eran.mitterPermanent
Box 413, BROAD25,000. Good post-war future. Box. 932, license
BROADCASTING.
issued
byCommission
thetelephone
Federal
CommuCASTING.
nications
to
work
in
the
BROADCASTING.
COMBINATION
LICENSED
OPERATORand
Police
Signal
Bureau,
City
Discharged
serviceman
—
second
class
raGood combination man with first class Fire
ANNOUNCER,WEEK.
$55, TIME
FORTYANDHOUR,
dio417,telephone
license, no experience.
Jacksonville,
Florida.
Salary:
$184.16
license,ginetor for progressive,
take over duties
as chief staen- ofto start,
FIVE-DAY
ONE- Box
BROADCASTING.
periodical
service
raises.
Apply
HALF
OVERTIME.
AIR
MAIL
AUDITION
local
250-watt
Chief
announcer:
Wisconsin
man
desires
by letterLauraCityStreet,
Civil Jacksonville,
Service Board,Flor-34 RECORD PLUS PERSONAL DATA TO
tion. Midwest.
Send quali- ida.
South
state. Now
Six available.
years exfications to BoxGood218, salary.
BROADCASTING.
KJBS, SAN FRANCISCO. position inperienorce. Draftnear
deferred.
.4nnouncer wanted by network station Technician — Draft exempt, at least 2nd PENDLETON,
Box 419, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
wanted
— ^Man
familiarand with
in southwestern
city.
Ideal
working
consmall
market
station
operation
real
Experienced
newspaper
execuwanted, permanent posiditions. Baseandpay half
$35.00overweekly
understanding
of radioreferences
sales. Send
ve, five yearseditorial
as ofdailyradio,
newscaster,
gen
tion. Pacific Northwest
net- record
hours.
Time
40. Boxfor375,40 class licensed,
of experience,
andIn eral tiknowledge
exceptional
KUJ, Walla 1000-watt
Walla, Wash.,
BROADCASTING.
photo
first
letter. farm
Networkareastation
B. E.work W.station,scale.
writing
ability,
wishes
to
make
change
center
of
richest
in
west.
Sales production manager with program I.Announcer
from west to east. Now employed. Box
— transcribed
Some experience
news, Write Box 423, BROADCASTING.
and sales
by Cali416, BROADCASTING.
programs.
fornia experience
regional networkdesired
station.
Give commercials,
Announcer
— News,
commercials.
years
Chief
announcer
opportunity
for
decomplete
qualifications,
personal
hisold.
2 yearsAdvise
experience.
Honorably25salary,
dls
Situations
Wanted
pendable
man.
Good
salary,
40-hour
tory
and
salary
desired.
Answer
Box
charged.
approximate
week,
no
nights,
no
overtime.
Splendid
387^ BROADCASTING.
hours.
Box
424,
BROADCASTING.
summers
in
cool,
scenic
west.
Around
Wanted— Man to serve as salesman- April first. KIUP Durango, Colorado. There's
no substitute
for experienceAnnouncer experience
— woman. 5on years
an
of it!
Announcing,
news, nounclng
announcer
west coastradioregional
net- Operators— Two, with first or second fifteen
5 kw staff
network
special years
events,
programs,
continuity,
work station.by Previous
experience
controls,
supervision,
responsibility,
and
affiliate.
News,
music,
women's.
Box
unnecessary
if
education,
voice
and
class
radio
telephone
license.
Fine
midBROADCASTING.
license.reasons
Now managing
local Commercial manager Interested 56in
okay. Box
Prefer388,World
War possibly
west city,arrange
250-watt forNBC men
affiliate.
Could restricted
station.
Good
for
desiring
2common-sense
veteran. Answer
BROADtoPositions
attend
change,production.
with earnings
commensurate
change.
If
your
deal
is
really
good,
CASTING.
University
and
draw
full
pay.
Good
references
and
Immediately. No announcing. might lars.invest
one toor four
thousandAge dol-32, with
Indiana 250-watt
station wants First
an- available
record
asanyplanner
andstation
producer.
WUl
Preferfamily,
west
northwest.
Fine
working
conditions.
Agreeable
con
o
u
n
c
e
r
,
a
l
s
o
operator-engineer.
go
with
reliable
or agency
married,
draft
unlikely,
not
a
o
p
e
r
a
t
i
v
e
s
t
a
f
.
Wire
KANS,
Wichita,
class
license
not
essential.
Box
389,
presenting
opportunities
for
betterment.
Kansas.
BROADCASTING.
floater. References. If you need a man- Write Box 336, BROADCASTING.
or top announcer,
Steady,
experienced
pro- talk aitger or assistant,
over thoroughly.
Write Box let's
368. ANNOUNCER— THOROUGHLY EXPERIImmediatechargedandservicemen
futurein announcing,
openings for prodis- Salesman—gressive
southernreal
station.
Goodforsalary
BROADCASTING.
ENCED NEWS-SPORTS-AD
LIBS, COMand
commission,
opportunity.
Can
RECENTLY HONORABLY
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
program
departments.
We
also
use
good
announcer.
Write
P.
O.
Operator—casting,
14 including
years super
radio, power.
5 years Experibroad- DISCHARGEDMERCIALS,
WANTS
PERMANENT
are looking for men who desire Box 111, McComb, Miss.
CONNECTION.
PLEASE
STATE
ALL
toMutual
build affiliate
for postwar
period.
5000-watt
d Wantal phases.
Partial
Transmitter
engineer—
Wanted andat once.
FACTS FIRST LETTER, AVAILABLE
and network.
key stationBoxfor 394,
ex- First
class license.
Experience
draft Familytion.enceman.
chief's
jobstatus,
in 1college
kw2B. orBoxeducalarger.
panding regional
Draft
376.
TWO
WEEKS.
BOX
357,
BROADCASTBROADCASTING.
exempt
not
essential
but
desirable.
Must
ING.
State experience, references, BROADCASTING.
Discharged servicemen wanted as radio beand reliable.
announcer
— Smooth
rich
complete
details This
in firstis permanent
letter. In- Trained
newsman seeking
editor's stajob Network
voice, handled
network
shows. style,
I am cur
salesmen.cellentExceptional
opportunity.
Exclude
phone
number.
with tion.news-conscious
progressive
drawing
account
and
commisrently doing work.
free lance
commercial
for
qualified
man.
5
kw
transmitter.
Young,
draft-free
veteran,
capable
transcription
Seeking
position
sion.
Also,
opening
for
engineer.
5000Address WTOC Savannah, Ga.
of expert coverage of localhandling
news and with television or independent radio
watt
Rocky Mountain station. Box 395, Wanted—
Transmitter
engineer
for five professional,
BROADCASTING.
New BROADCASTING.
York and surrounding
wire copy. Fiveindividual
years dally newspaper,of station
kilowatt regional.
Excellent
opportunity
areas. Boxin 426,
Planningeast.staff
for
new
station
in
southtwo
years
major
wire
service
.(includ-re- Announcer-newscaster.
man.
No
one
without
experiDeferred in draft.
Independent in major market. for right
ing
radio
wire),
three
years
public
ence
apply. Write giving full deOpportunities
forthreat
all branches
radio
perposition Allanywhere,
immedi-no
lations. What's offered? Box 391, Will accept
tails tneed
o Chief
sonnelMen,with nowomen,
postwar
replaceately, any locality.
offers.
Single,
tanburg, S. C. Enghieer, WSPA, Spar- BROADCASTING.
attachments.
Will
send
transcription
at
ment.
give
full
informaSingle.
Army
discharge.
College
tion on training, experience, or both. Announcer— Newscasting experience, for Young.
request.
Box
427,
BROADCASTING.
training.
Can copy.
handle Seeking
board, write
some
Good salaries. Box 396, BROADCAST- gospel broadcasting
station.
Prefer
disWanted
to
Buy
commercial
staff
job.
ING.
charged serviceman
or person not sub- Box 392. BROADCASTING.
ject to draft.
First classBlue
engineer
wantedstation.
for 250-watt
Chicago
10. WMBI, 153 Institute Place. Experienced announcer — newscaster, Wanted
to buy
wire and WE
Indiana
Network
Perma- Wanted—
Box.— Ground
150, BROADCASTING.
Man
or
woman.
CommercialAir general
staff, commercial,
and ad lib 300A tubes.
nent job for anright
man.expected
State full
record393.shows.
Available Immediately.
writer
for NBCof afBllate.
d salary
in parfirst continuity
Wanted
— BushRecording
equipment
playBox
BROADCASTING.
mail
sample
specimen
work
pliis
back.
Mumpower,
Box
26, and
Fairfield
Ala.
letter. Boxticulars399,
BROADCASTING.
salary
expected
and
picture
to
WSAM.
Manager
—
Seeking
better
opportunity
Manager
for
Kadio
Center—
250-watt
Saginaw, Michigan.
stationdirect
wants gooddances
showman
with local
12-yearprogram
background orIncludesregional.
announcing,
tosouthern
planradioand
and week
Topnotch
to share 117-hour
with announcer
two other announcers.
$60.00 and
production,
sales
and
management.
.other
and programbarnfeatures.
Want
SUCCESSFUL STATION
Convincing
figures
on
request.
Box
397,
weekly.
Send
transcription.
Copy
refsteady,
radio-amusement
erences. Experience
man,
goodexperienced
background
andto right
education.
MANAGER
KMLB, Monroe,
La. and photo at once BROADCASTING.
May
consider
part
interest
man.
Sports
announcer
offering
seven
years'
Give
full personal
history,in experiences,
experience
inspecial
everyevents
phase announcing
of sports,
Wanted—
New 1000-watt
Mutual forstation
AVAILABLE MAY 1
qualifications,
references
first
letter.
news,
and
in
Pennsylvania
has
opening
one
Box 400, BROADCASTING.
announcer.
Evening
hours. Applicant
progressive,
sports-minded
station,
Veteran radio manager, thoroughly
Operator—
One kilowatt
BluewithNetwork
ifto possible
one
planning
baseball
covmust
have
right
qualifications.
Forward
experienced
all phases
radio local,
staerage.
Major
league
baseball
background,
station
requires
operator
first
voice
audition
stating
all
details
and
tion operation,
networkof and
class license. Fifty hours with time and salary requirements to WKST. New play byball,play
all
sports,
including
footwill
be sition
available
for market
managerialstation.
pobasketball,
championship
boxing.
half
over
forty
hours.
Box
405,
BROADCastle,
Penna.
with
major
on topnotch
Hoopers
CASTING.
Widelyadvertiser
known radio
in national
agency
Wanted singer
quick—forModern
hillbilly
and Reputation
and satisfied built
sponsors.
Box 398, BROADand
circles.
Excellent
western
organized
group
now
Announcerquired by—oneVersatile
announcer
reCASTING.
Blue Network working. Must have high lead voice Network
operating record.
station. Box 406,kilowatt
BROADCASTING.
producer.Interested
With all-round
staand play standing
guitar,proposition
clarinet
or fiddle.
OutWrite or wire
tion experience
In position
to
right
man.
Send
\ NEWSPAPER OWNED BASIC BLUE transcription,
with future.
Box 401, BROADCASTING.
photo
and
information
OUTLETKET NEEDS
IN MAJOR
EASTERN
MARASSISTANT
MANAGER.
to
Pete
Fall.
WOWO,
Ft.
Wayne.
InBOX
421,
BROADCASTING
Baseball
announcer
—
Play
by
play
and
MUST BEUNDERSTAND
EXPERIENCEDWORKING
IN RADIO diana.
rebroadcast. Sportscastlng, Interviews,
SALES;
Announcer
—
Experienced,
versatile,
genplus
four
years
staff
announcing,
draWITH DEPARTMENT
HEADSSALES,
AND PROEMeral routine,
news, deferred.
5 kwmarket.
netnewscasting. Medical dischargee.
affiliate,
midwest
PLOYGRAMS,
ES IN DEVELOPING
402,matics,BROADCASTING.
The
manwork per
we week
wantmajor
muststart
be and
worthmust
$65.00be Box
SENSING PUBLIC
SERVICE
Manager, salesmanager or salesman.
or
more
to
VND
SUPERVISING
SPECIAL
EVENTS.
Resuming work
Illness.
Eightpersonyears'
GOOD VOICE
ESSENTIAL,POSTWAR
CLEAR looking
for a permanent
position. Berk
For experience.
NEWS RE-WRITE
Last after
yearhundred
In radio,
THINKING
A NECESSITY.
personal
call York
Bernard
one
thousand
at Hotel12 interview
Drake,15. New
between dollarsally soldof over
MAN
EXPANSION PLANS
OPEN PEOPLE
THIS OP-IN March
time.
Box
403,
BROADCASTand
PORTUNITY. OVER 300,000
Midwesternall-round
Blue Network
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desiresbe ING.
HALF TION,
MVMSEND FULL
DAY DETAILS,
ZONE, ONLY
STA- services
•
•
•
looking
for opportunity to
PICTURE,
announcer.
Newscaster,
announcer,
two years* Sober,
expe- grow with new 50,000
rience,East
Interested
inmidwest.
production.
INTERVIEW TRACTIVE
NECESSARY,
SALARY
AT- acquainted with transcription library reliable.
watt station,
or
Box
404,
FOR
RIGHT
MAN.
BOX
operation.
week BROADCASTING.
412, BROADCASTING.
in excess of Starting
$225.00 persalary
month.50-hour
Applicant
is
needed
immediately,
let's have
Secretary,
who
for
$200
month
can
save
must
be
prepared
to
submit
voice
tranCopywriter—
you are a galcopy
radio copyscription and photo on request. Box a busy executive thousands of dollars. experience, draft status, age and
writer,
withIf commercial
277, BROADCASTING.
and want
permanent experiagency
inNewradio,Yorkadvertising,
mopicture in first letter. Midwesterner
tion
pictures.
City.
Box
407,
where encethere
is reala opportunity,
write, Operator-announcer. First class license. Experienced
capable
ofposition,
commercial
an- BROADCASTING.
outlining ficyour
experienceInformation
and quali-in Must be nouncing.
ations.Including
Give complete
Permanentcity
good stasalFirst enclass
with 5 kw capable
experi- preferred.
first
letter.
age
and Jessop
salary
ary.tionCanon side.
supervise
police radio
ce in all engineer
phases. Thoroughly
BOX 414, BROADCASTING
Mutual
affiliate.
Wanted of handling
desired.
Send
samples
of
copy.
chief's
position
in
by
March
15.
Wire
if
interested,
send
Advertising
Company,
21st
floor.
First
station. Box 408, BROADCASTING.small'
voice recording KBND, Bend, Oregon.
Central Tower, Akron 8, Ohio.
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Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Wanted
— FCC monitor.
approvedAlso,
frequency and
--nodulation
and
Dther equipment
for 250-watttowerstation,
i:;ash.
Box 382, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
Controlling
interest
in
local
or regional station. Box 383, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
buy — Local radio station.
3ox 384, toBROADCASTING.
iVanted
— FCCcomplete
approved frequency monl;or.
Send
S86, BROADCASTING. information. Box
Wanted to buy — One, or two Universal
'ull-frequency
cutting
heads. DepartRadio
Station
KFAB, Nebraska,
Engineering
nent, Lincoln,
ileward! $100 War Bond, to the guy or
sal
information
regarding
availibilitywhose
ofleadsrecent
RCA
1 (Has
kw transnitter
to ourmodel
purchase.
any-or
body
hers
seen
a
good
consolette
ilCA
dual
speed
turntable?)
Box
415,
■BROADCASTING.
:
For Sale
:;oO-watt
composite
transmitter,
Just apreDuilt, fineproval,
condition,
ready Radio
for FCC
$2,900.00.
Regional
Sales,
iSl W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 3,
Wisconsin.
;50-watt
transmitter,
suitable
.;S,adio
or FCC composite
approval,
$2,600.00. Ave.,
Regional
231 W. Wisconsin
MilvaukeeSales,
3, Wise.
lOO-watt
composite
transmitter,
suitible for FCC
approval,
ReRadio Sales,
W.$2,000.00
Wisconsin
Avenue, gionalMilwaukee
3,231Wisconsin.
;50-watt FCC approved transmitter,
orand
ING. new, $3000. Box 425, BROADCASTBentley to Front
rULIAN BENTLEY, news editor
md war correspondent of WLS
Chicago, Prairie Farmer station,
vill leave soon for his second over;eas assignment for the station and
'arm paper.
He is accredited
by the
^avy.
For security
reasons, neither
;he
naturecanof behis revealed
trip nor now.
his desination
Doyle Promoted
r.nformation
E. (Dinty)of Doyle,
of press
WABC manager
New York
for
he past two years, has been named
lirector
of
special
events
for
the
staion, a his
new fullposition
whichactivities,
he will
levote
time toin war
ncluding bond drives, WAVE and
WAG
(tc. recruiting, gifts for service men,

BBC ISN'T LIKELY
TO GO COMMERCIAL
UNLESS PRESENT indications
are completely wrong British radio
will not go commercial after the
war, John Salt, North American
director
of return
the BBC,
last
week
on his
from said
a inonth
in London. The decision is to be
m.ade
by Parliament,
by theto
BBC. Mr.
Salt said therenotseems
be nocialgreat
pressure
for
commerradio operation.
The BBC charter expires in 1946,
he said, and its renewal will be debated in Parliament, probably
within the next six months. The
appointment
a special
mentary ofcommission
to hold Parliapublic
hearings on it is likely, he said,
although
it
is
possible
for
a
posal to be introduced as a bill proand
debated without investigation.
If the non-commercial operation
continues, the BBC will need additional revenue to carry on expanded home program service, and
to support the resumption of television
broadcasting,
Salt stat-an
ed. This might
comeMr.through
increased tax on radio homes — or
through a special tax on television
receivers.
After the end of the war ir
Europe, panded
BBC's
plans for
an exhome program
service
include
more
programs
from
America, he stated. Asked if hearing
American programs has had any
effect on English listening habits,
Mr. Salt said that the BBC broadcasts four American programs each
week — Jack
Benny,
Charlie McCarthy, Command
Performance
and
Mail Call — with Jack Benny the
most popular with a rating of 18,
compared with a rating of 46 for
the top BBC "entertainment" program.
APPOINTMENT of James W. LeBaron as general manager of the Chicago office station
of .Joseph Hershey McGillvra
Inc.,
announced
last week.representative,
Mr. LeBaron was
has
been a sales executive in the New York
office four years. He succeeds Jack
Stewart, who resigned recently.

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Rndio Engineering Consultanta
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Washington, Kansas
D. C.City, Mo.
HoUywood, Ca\.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
District 1640
(Subj. to Gotr't Reg.)

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Boronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

ABcaruf Cmmeise DrnmrntU

SOUND EFFECTS
One
the largest
selections
sound ofeffects
in existence.
MAJORof
RECORDS.WriteRealistic
and
Complete.
for catalug
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
Transcriptions—
Specie
Recordings
1600 Broadwoy N.Y, Died
19, Circle
6-4675
iROADCASTING

PROFESSIOBfAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NaUonal Press Bldg., Wash., D. C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg. Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VIOORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Cemmereiol
RadioWasblneton,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International Balldine,
•• 321
Gregoryof Bonlerard,
Me.
CrossE. Roads
the World, Kansas
HoUrwood.Cltj,C»Uf.

FKS0USNCY MWASUniNG

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Repoblie 2347

Exact Measurements •■ at any lime
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.
JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Eorle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Eorle Bldg. • NAtional 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Shorcham BldgME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASH.. D.4127C.
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT

LYN and PEL
"A Ditpateh from Reutm-'t"
WKAT
4th YEAH

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSVLTING RADIO ENCiyEERS
AM rU TELEVISION FACSIMILE
Kmtlonal Pref Bldg. WaMh. 4, D. C.
DittrUt 7362 • Glebe 5880

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
(^ato IV. ^ay
Consulling Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn,

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConstruction
Technical Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
Munsey Bldg. DistrictWashington
2292 4, D. C

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Not'lRoomPress892
Bldg. Wash.
NA. 4,7846D. C.
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Reece Bill Would

Curb Power

of FTC

Max Jordan in Europe
On Assignment for NBC
DR. MAX JORDAN, NBC director
of religious broadcasts, who at one
time was NBC Continental-Euroin Paris,
wherepeanhemanager,
will has
act arrived
as contact
man
for the NBC news and special
events department. He will report to
NBC's news chief, William F.
Brooks,
to New
earlier inwhothereturned
week from
a tourYorkof
the European battlefronts (see
pageMr. 29)Jordan,
.
who retainsdirector,
his pres-is
ent title as religious
expected to remain overseas five to
six weeks,
depending
on the progres of his special
assignment.
Main
task will be to lay the groundwork
for futuretablishbroadcasting
and rees-in
former NBC contacts
foreign
countries liberated from
Nazi domination.

cmmsoN GIVES
MBS COMMENTARY
ROYAL ARCH GUNNISON. MBS
correspondent, who returned tc
New York 10 days ago from Manila
starts a regular commentary on
Mutual March 12, Monday through
Friday, 1-1:15 p.m., replacing Ray
Dady, KWK
who broadcasts
from
St. Louis. at the timt
Don Bell, former NBC correspondent, who with Bert Silen.
also NBC, were rescued from the
Santo Tomas internment camp
[Broadcasting, Feb. 12], has been
signedent. Hisupfirst
as aMBS
Mutual
correspondbroadcast
camel
through
March
2,
when
he
described^
our attack on Palawan Island.
Since Mr. Bell disappeared wit);
the fall of Manila to the Japs threej
years
been variously
reportedago,as hedead,hadescaped,
or living
in the camp under an assumed
name. The facts have been closely guarded from the Japs by his
fellow-prisoners,
M r,
Gunnison, who knewincluding
the story when
he returned to America two years
ago on the repatriate ship after a
year in Jap prison camps.
Imprisoned in Santo Tomas,
Don
Bell dropped
his "radio
and made
himself known
by hisname"
real
name — Norman Beliel, advertising
director
of
Heacock's
Dept.
Store
in Manila. As Don Bell, he was
known and hated by the Japs for
vitriolic attacks over KZRH Manila.
Lt. Col. A. A. Schecter should
get much of the credit for the news
reports from the Philippines, Mr.
Gunnison said. Col. Schecter went
to the Philippines as radio public
relations officer at Gen. MacArthur's
headquarters
and laterofficer.
took
over as
communications
"Only because he did, did we get
anything
stated. through," Mr. Gunnison

To Require Warnings in Commercials
scribed in the advertisement or not
A PROPOSAL to amend the Federal Trade Commission Act to de- customai-y or usual."
Mr. Reece declares that the Comfine more clearly
the Commission's
jurisdiction
over false
advertising,
mission has invoked these provirestricting the power of FTC to
sions in its
proceedings "toof order
inclusion
in advertisements
warrequire
the
use
of
warnings
in
radio commercials and other media
nings of various kinds, including
advertising, has been introduced in warnings against excessive and unthe House by Rep. B. Carroll Reece recommended uses and use in cases
involving idiosyncrasies or allergic
(R-Tenn.) and referred to the Com- conditions.
It has also been utilized
mittee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
by the Commission upon occasion
In an explanation of his bill (HR- to accomplish what seemingly
2390) in the Congressional Record amounts to indirect control of lalast Tuesday Mr. Reece lists three
Mr Reece would overcome this
general purposes as follows: (1) to beling."
confusion by inserting language in
permit
review"on the
of cease "effective
and desist judicial
orders issued
Act which more nearly expresses what was intended in the Wheelcharges of misrepresentation in ader-Lea Act of 1937.
FIELD TRANSFERS
rtising (2) to limit
penalties vewhich
may "aggregate"
be imposed
GET FCC APPROVAL
for a "single" violation (3) to
PATTERSON SCOOP
CONSENT was granted by the
clarifytion as tothefood,
Commission's
jurisdicWJR Exclusive Came Just
FCC last week for voluntary asdrugs, devices and
cosmetics.
signment offromlicense
of WSAI
cinnati
Marshall
FieldCin-to
—
Before
Strike's
End
—
Limitations imposed by Mr. UNDERSECRETARY OF WAR Buckeye Broadcasting Co., owned
by
Field
Enterprises
Inc.,
along
Reece's latiobill
on penalties
vio- Robert P. Patterson's direct appeal with voluntary transfer of WJJD
ns of Commission
ordersforwould
to
striking
workers
over
WJR
DeInc.,
licensee
of
WJJD
Chicago,
apparently apply to radio stations
troit came only a few hours before from Mr. Field to Field Enteras well as newspapers.
2,000
UAW-CIO
strikers National
voted to
accept
the directive
rises Inc. transaction involves
The pWSAI
Advertising Clause
War Labor
Board ofandthe return
to issuance
to Mr. Field of 5,834
Concerning the question of juris- work.
shares ferred6%stock (par
non-cumulative
preGeorge
Cushing,
WJR
news
edi$583,400)
d
i
c
t
i
o
n
,
M
r
.
Reece
attempts
to
retor, invited Patterson to appear on of Field Enterprisesvalue
solve conflicts between the Federal
for
all
authorized capital stock (1,000 shares
station's
publicSunday,
service March
program4,
Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act, the Our
Opinion
of Buckeye. In the WJJD
which applies to composition, label- hi
he was picked up from WTOP common)
transaction Mr. Field is issued
ing, and distribution of food, drugs, and
studios in Washington.
6,926
shares
the same preferred
cosmetics, and therapeutic devices,
Feature of the exclusive broad- stock in Fieldof Enterprises,
for the
and the FTC Act, which is designed
cast was Patterson's revelation of 15,000monshares
(100%)
stock of WJJD Inc.no par com45-ton tank, the most powerto prevent false advertising of sim- a newful ever
built,
madereporting
in DeAt the same action the Commisilar products.
Most newsbeing
stories
sion consented to transfer of conMr. Reece declares that conflict the talktroit.locally
of Plattsburg Broadcasting
and
nationally
ited WJR with the broadcast.cred- Corp.,trollicensee
has developed largely over the adof WMFF
KXL AppUes to FCC
ministration ofsection 15 (a) of
Previously scheduled appearance
burg,
Edward
H. BraggPlattsand To
Share 750 Channel
Senators Homer Ferguson and Leslie F. fromBragg
to
George
F.
Bisthe FTC Act which expressly ex- of
M. Mead on the program sell, president and manager, FIRST OF the applications for
cludes "labeling" from the defini- James
was
canceled
for
the
pickup.
through
sale
of
169
shares
(52%)
East-West Coast duplication on
tion of the term "false advertisMr. Bissell for $24,000. Mr. clear
since the FCC's call
ment". However, he finds the FTC BLUE Network signed Don McNeil, to
Bissell ofisWENT
also president
and N.95'/<Y. for thechannels
May
9 clear-channel
Act does not define the word "label- master of ceremonies of the Blue's owner
Gloversville,
cations
hearing
filed allolast
KENO Las Vegas, Nev., was Thursday by KXL was
ing"niandtion inhetheproposes
the defiPortland, Ore.,
Ghih, on March 3 to a new granted
Food andthatDrug
Act Breulifast
shift
from
a
corporate
to
owned
by
Ed
Craney
and
Mrsfive-year
contract
effective
Jan.
1,
1946,
be incorporated in the FTC Act.
which calls for a basic sjuarantee of partnership
statuswasunder
same own- Frances Symons. The application
ers. No money
involved.
is for fulltime on the 750 kc clear
Confusion has also developed, SI, 000 a week.
channel, on which WSB Atlanta is
he declares, over provisions regardthe
dominant I-A station. KXL now
ing failure of advertisements to
operates
the frequency
limited
time
with on10,000
w.
include warnings. "Those provisions,"
he
points
out,
"were
to
Mr.
Craney
operates
KGIR
Butte
reach advertisements which aland the Z-Bar Network in Montana,
though not false by express stateand recently acquired an interest
ment, were misleading by indirecin KFPYmons. ThisSpokane,
from Mrs.
Sytransaction,
however,
tion, implication and ambiguity.
not
yet
finally
negotiated,
is
subThey were not vertisrequirements
for adements to contain directions
jecting,toFeb.FCC19].approval [Broadcastfor using the various warnings
Mr. Craney long has been an
with respect to contraindications —
advocate
which matters are expressly dealt
tion and isof a clear-channel
member of theduplicagroup
with in the Federal Food, Drug and
seeking
to
revitalize
an (probably
organization of regional stations
Cosmetic Act as to labeling — unless
to be known as the Regional Group)
the affirmative and express portions
of the advertisements were such as
to oppose clear channels and higher
power at ceedings
the scheduled
to make some disclosure of direc[Broadcasting,May
March9 pro5].
tions or warnings necessary to
avoid
an
otherwise
misleading
representation.
LT. COL. JOHN VASSOS, Army
Engineers, now on inactive status after
were
years in the European, African
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix 2V2
not"Likewise,
to requirethosein provisions
advertisements
and
Middlehis East
hasengi-rewarnings against use of a product 'Here Are Six More Letters Complaining About the Young Mother On
postVictor
ofTheatres,
consultant
neer twithurned toROA
Division, RCA.
for purposes and in ways not preOur Television Serial — She's Not Wearing Any Wedding Ring!"
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ADVERTISING

MUST

PACE PROGRESS

In 1922
a

NEW

MEDIUM

sold a NEW
and

made

IDEA
history!

In August, 1922, the late Mr. E. A. MacDougall, president
of The Queensboro Corporation of New York, ''sold" a
new idea — the cooperatively-owned apartment building —
in a new subdivision, Jackson Heights, Long Island. For
$100, he bought 10 minutes of sponsored selling talk for
Jackson Heights over WEAF, New York. Thus was born a
new medium for selling — Radio — today's greatest molder
of public opinion and most effective developer of Sales!

In the

Advertising

iDVERTISING'S job
-LA-Victory will be no
astrous unemployment,
sume at least 40% more

DISTRIBUTION

Must

Again

in the Distribution Decade after
routine chore. For to avoid diswe as a nation will have to conthan in pre-war years!

Find

DECADE

New

Ways

to Sell

problem. We will have the manpower, the materials, the
machinery and the money to produce beyond anything the
world has ever known. But we are going to need ideas to
put this vast industrial might to work!

That means the product of industry will have to be moved
Smart, far-seeing advertising men are planning to meet
the Distribution Decade challenge — now. Here at the
more quickly, more efficiently and more economically —
from manufacturer to consumer.. Advertising will have
Nation's Station, we are, too. When the time comes, we'll
have many interesting facts to
to make new markets; "sell" new
ideas; speed up consumption!
give you about the great 4-State
market that is WLW-land.
For production itself will be no
WL
fj
ON Of THE CftOSLEY COBPORAT/ON^^^T
THE

NATION'S

MOST

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

* For many years just one detail prevented the designing
of successful 5- to 50-kw air-cooled transmitters — an
effective means of air-cooling the tubes.
In the middle 1930"s RCA engineers pioneered in designing an efficient radiator for large air-cooled tubes. The
famous 5D series of RCA air-cooled transmitters utilized
tubes with these new radiators. They set a new standard
of performance for the broadcast industry, eliminating th»
necessity for complicated water-cooling systems and attendant maintenance problems.

RADIO CORPORATION
.OF AMERICA

Air-cooling features of these RCA transmitters have since
beH'ii adopted by every American transmitter manufacturer.
All of the modern 50,000-watt transmitters are now completely air-cooled — for air-cooled transmitters are cheaper,
easier to install, surprisingly easy to operate and maintain.
Come postwar, stations now using water-cooled equipment
will be able to replace it with air-cooled equipment.
RCA tube designers have only one job — creating and
building better tubes. In air-cooled tubes for broadcast
transmitters, RCA offers such outstanding types as the
RCA-827R, 891R, 892R, 893AR, and 9C22.
When you need repla(;ement tubes for your transmitter,
specify RCA. There is an RCA broadcast specialist available atneed to give you quick, efficient service.
THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT 15 RCA

in December
WOR

and January, more people listened to

during 80%

more

periods of the day than listened

to the next highest ranking major New
In fact, during 75%
8:00 A, M. and 6:00 P. M, every WOR

York station.
of the time between
progr am

stood

either first or second in audience popularity.

—that power-full station,
at 1440 Broadway, in New York

NOTE: The figures above
are a satisfying reflection
of that peculiar vitality
which WOR's skilled
showmen, who are also
skilled salesmen, inject into
all WOR programming.
And, may we add . . .
advertising time on WOR is
remarkably reasonable
in price, by every plain
and fancy measure.

MEMBER OF THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

VOICE

of

a

FRIEND

Welcomed with Confidence in
Midwest American Homes

a tamihar voice since Ifil, when he
joined WLS as one of the Hoosier
Sodbusters. Ted Morse (composite
picture) in two of the characters beloved of the WLS audience — Otto
and Little Genevieve. Ted, an ace
trumpeter, too, joined WLS in 1931.
Jennie Lou Carson (bottom) was one
of the original Three Little Maids of
WLS National Barn Dance fame woy
back in 1932. Now she's known as
"Radio's Chin-up Girl".

WHEN Howard Black talks to Midwest America about
your product: when Jennie Lou Carson sings her
own ballads and chats with her listeners; when Ted Morse
as "Otto" or "Little Genevieve" amuses children from
5 to 95 — it's all on a friendly basis, because these folks
are old friends of their audience. Ted Morse has been
making fun for the WLS audience on the air and on the
stage since 1931; Howard Black and Jennie Lou Carson
have both been "One of the Family in Midwest America"
since 1932. It is quite natural that people should listen a
little more attentively — ^should respond a little more quickly
to these air-neighbors than to strangers.
Practically all WLS personalities — ^newsmen, announcers,
singers, comedians — are accepted as friends. So WLS
itself becomes The Voice of a Friend. Friendship rests on
mutal confidence. Confidence generates response.
Response equals results for advertisers who use WLS —
The Voice of a Friend in Midwest America.

HOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX * KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELUDOUGIA
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for . , .^'outstanding public service in encouraging, promoting
and developing American ideals of freedom and for loyal
devoted service to the nation and to the community
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Closed

Circuit

THE WAR
WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS president, on leave
now asfare top
in OWI's
Psychological
Branchman
attached
to SHAEF,
may donWar-an
Army uniform. Officers returning from overseas i?eport that he has bien offered a commis ion— a colonelcy or brigadier generalship —
to handle psychological warfare on the Eisenhower staff after Allied occupation of Germany. David Sarnoff, RCA president, it will be
recalled, served his term overseas as an Army
colonel, but became a brigadier general before
assuming inactive status.
Lt. Col. Jack Harris, who has just returned
from a three-month tour of Pacific theatre radio installations, is expected to set up a new
Army radio public relations organization in
San Francisco. The move is designed to step up
broadcast activity there in concert with the
accelerated action against Japan.
It has been reported reliably, by the way.
that the War Dept. is calling in Pacific Theatre
pro's pating
for increase
briefing
in the
nearfrom
future,
in news
breaks
that anticifront.
Radio looms big in coverage plans.
Neairly all Army hospitals and convalescent
homes! soon may be equipped with closed-circuit
broadcast units. Some percentage of circuit
traffic may be tailored to speed convalescence;
much
wU be drawn
air or
from 'probably
AFRS reservoirs.
Somefrom
suchthestations
have been operated with great success already.
THE GOVERNMENT
WHILE THE FCC is thinking in terms of
merit promotions under the chairmanship of
Paul A. Porter (Charlie Denny moves up to a
Commissionership) , it may have in mind also
staff transfers to bolster its organization for
the hectic days ahead.
Assuming that Asst. Gen. Counsel Rosel H.
Hyde moves into the general counselship, it
would not be a surprise to see Benedict P.
(Benny) Cottone switched from the common
carrier assistant general counselship to the
Hyde post. Other promotions are indicated.
Engineers sitting in on a secret allocations
session with the military last week were reported preparing to petition the Commission,
Army and Navy to make the allocations record
public. They say nothing was presented which
would give aid to the enemy, but that much
was said to substantiate RTPB recommendations that FM remain put and much to discredit
K. A. Norton, the Army expert. Failing in this
approach, they may appeal to Congress.
The battery of mikes facing President Roosevelt may be no more. The White House looks
favorably upon a single mike to be tied onto
all networks and stations which pick up Presidential broadcasts. There also may be a single
mike for the newsreels.
The multi-mike pickup, while it pleases the
networks and stations, is said to disturb uniformity ofquality. This may revise plan of one
{Continued on page 86)
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WHEELER'S SON IN KFPY?
JOHN WHEELER, Los Angeles attorney and
eldest son of the Senator from Montana, long
identified with legislative end of radio, may
go into the broadcasting business. Sen. Wheeler said last Friday that his son was contemplating acquiring a one-third interest in
KFPY Spokane CBS outlet, and that he probably would lend him some of the money.
Equal shareholders, it is reported, would
be Ed Craney, operator of KGIR Butte and
half-owner of KXL Portland, who purchased
a one-third interest from Mrs. T. W. Symons;
Mr. Wheeler, who would purchase another
one-third interest from Mrs. Symons, and
Saul Haas, president and principal stockholder,
KIRO Seattle, who is said to have acquired
remaining one-third from Arthur L. Bright,
former vice-president and general manager.
Mr. Craney is close fiend and confidant of
Sen. Wheeler and partner with Mrs. Symons
in KXL. Transaction, which would be subject
to FCC approval, is said to involve $450,000
for all of stock. [See earlier story Broadcasting, Feb. 19.]
WPB TO CERTIFY DEFERMENTS
WAR PRODUCTION Board has been designnated as the certifying agency for the entire
communications industry on deferment requests, including domestic and international
broadcasting.
Under plan, domestic station is virtually
classified as smaller war plant. Percentage of
deferments for men under 30 will be granted
under
the cei-tification
specified areas
throughout
the country.plan
It isinunderstood
that
this figure will be 30%. Possibility is, of course,
that entire percentage will be absorbed in manufacturing plants, with radio getting none. On
the other
hand, under
it maydeferment
be possibleoneformaneachunder
station to retain
30 if his essentiality to the war effort can be
sustained. Meanwhile, it is understood, reclassification of men in 30-33 age group is going
forward.
CROSLEY SEEKS FM IN D.C.
CROSLEY Corp., licensee of WLW Cincinnati, has filed application for a new FM station in Washington, D. C, to operate on 45. i
mc with coverage of 10,800 sq. mi. Estimated
cost: $175,000-8200,000.

Business
Briefs
TWO SIGN FOR BASEBALL
p. LORILLARD Co., New York, and Gillette
Safety Razor Corp., Boston — regular sponsors
of baseball broadcasts — are set to return to
the
with and
the coming
New airYork
Chicagoseason's
stations.games on both
For fourth consecutive year Lorillard, for
Old Golds, has signed for the entire day and
night schedule of the Brooklyn Dodgers on
WHN New York. Agency: Lennen & Mitchell,
New York.
Gillette contract calls for sponsorship on
WINS New York of all home games of the
New York Yankees and Giants, with season
opening April 16. Agency: Maxon Inc., New
York.
BASKET— BUT NO EGGS
M. LOUIS PRODUCTS, New York, is ready
to go on a national spot campaign in 60-70
markets, provided sufficient plastic material
can be obtained for the egg-shaped container
for
Egg-Nogg
Shampoo. Agency: HirshonGarfield,
New York.
'SWEETHEART TIME'
GUM LABS, new Mutual show for Ivoryne
Gum m.ade its debut Sunday as Sweetheart
Time, editor
winningof title
suggestedEagle.
by Bill Juengst,
radio
the Brooklyn
HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL
BOB HOPE
stillwith
is favorite
ican listeners,
Fibber program
McGee of& AmerMolly
second and Lux Radio Theatre third, according
to the Hooper evening network rating report
for March 15. Average evening audience rating: 10, down one-half point from last report.
Average evening sets in use: 31.6, down 1.2.
Average evening available audience, 79.3 ; down
8.9. ingOther
toppers,
order ofWalter
rating,Winchell,
followfirst three:
BinginCrosby,
Joan Davis and Jack Haley, Screen Guild Players, Charlie McCarthy, Abbott and Costello,
Mr. District Attorney, Jack Benny, Aldrich
Family, Kay Kyser (first half hour), Truth
or Consequences, Eddie Cantor.
ATLANTIC BASEBALL PLANS
PLANS for ofAtlantic
sponsorship
baseballRefining
games, Co.'s
now annual
being
shapedclude tato dateN. broadcasts
W. Ayer &of Son,
New
York,
the home games in-of
the Philadelphia Athltetics and Phillies on!
WIBG and a special Eastern Pennsylvania
network ; home games of the Pittsburgh Pirates
on WWSW Pittsburgh and a regional network;
home games of the Boston Braves, the Red
Sox on Yankee;
and away
games of the
Baltimore
Orioleshome
on WITH
Baltimore.
CBS SEEKS BUYER FOR WBT
FORMAL notification was given the FCC lasti
week by CBS that it would sell its 50,000 v.\
WBT Charlotte, as soon as an acceptable buyer
develops,monopoly
thereby regulations
complying with
FCC mor
net-|
work
whichthe did
than
frown
upon
network
ownership
of
a
tion in a market which it dominated. sta-|
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CRYSTAL

1

ANKIVERSARY
15TH

YEAR

ON

KOIL

Of

S
,5 YEAR

rto Green-

N

Mr. Gordon Gray,
Radio Station KOIL,
Omaha/ Nebr.
Dear Mr. Gray:
This year of 1945 marks the Crystal Anniversary ofour association with your radio
fetation. Fifteen years ago we placed our
first radio schedule on KOIL.
KOIL produced from the start and our
schedule with your station has been continuous ever since. Our business has grown
and prospered during those years and today we do a very fine optical business.
We intend to continue our schedule of
thirty-two announcements per week on
KOIL indefinitely, because we know that
your listeners are our customers.
Sincerely yours,
GREENBERG OPTICAL CO.
Dr. N. H. Greenberg, O. D.

s.

lor customer

Represented by Edward Petry Co., Inc.

GORDON GRAY,
General Monager
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're on

the

network

how

J

best of a big station's finest
TAKE
talentthe. . . talent that, year after year,
has been building jumbo-sized audiences
and performing masterful selling feats for
its sponsors . . .bind it all up in a fast-stepping half hour . . . fling it coast-to-coast on
the CBS network— and you have WBT's
Carolina Hay ride.
Here's 50,000-watt entertainment from
out of the South . . . big names from the
roster of Southern radio . . . rating-building,
mail-pulling names like:

hymns— and captivate (so says the Diary)
27.8% of those same families every week.

The Briarhoppers, git-tar and a-cor-deen
specialists who've had the same smiling sponsor over WBT for the past 11 years.

echoing far beyond the borders of WBT's
107 primary counties— a wallop that will
sell network audiences just as surely as it
does Southern listeners. Mail, already
coming in from Utah, Texas, Maine, Ohio
and other places where CBS stations present Carolina Hayride, is sure-proof that
this lively show from out of the South is on
its way to nationwide popularity.
Catch this something-new-on-CBS program next Saturday afternoon at 2:30,
EWT. Listen to the style of showmanship
that has made WBT "The South's Best
Salesman" for 25 years. It's the kind of
hay- wagon any advertiser could most profitably travel places on.

Larry Walker and the Rangers Quartet
favored by 31.6% of all radio homes in the
WBT area (CBS Listener Diary studies ).
The Johnson Family, whose six mellow
voices sing the South's fine spirituals and

The Tennessee Ramblers, vocalists with a
following of 45.0% each week (the CBS Listener Diary, again).
The Southland Jubilee Singers —newcomers to WBT and one of the most promising negro vocal groups you've ever heard.
This is talent that spot time-buyers can
tell you about. They know that locally each
of these groups packs a selling wallop

Represented bij Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

In Egypt;
the Message
was Mute
. . . in hieroglyphics carved
on stone — intelligible to
only a few. . .

of
Feature
THE FOLLOWING, we are told,
needs no introductory explanation
tostation
any engineer
on a broadcasting
in the United
States. It is
the sign which hangs on the door
of the Transcription Department at
WOW Omaha.
DUBBING DEPARTMENT —
Dubbing done at all hours — day or
night — by cheerful recording operators, at your
convenience.
TAKE
EXTRA
COPIES TO
ALL RELATIVES— Never mind
the
WOW nothing
will payof for
the Expense—
blanks. Think
it;
forget the thanks; WOW maintains
these operators for your benefit. If
youDon't
aren'tbother
satisfied,
pay you.
to comewe'llat 12:45
for
the program, come at 12:51 and
we'll record the show. Why not do
it at 78 rpm? We'll record it any

the

Week

390
to match your turntable—If
your
turntable
doesn't
work,
bring
that in, we might as well fix that
for you,erator ttoo.
(We'll furnish an opfor you.) owind your old phonograph
15 MINUTE]
If it is inconvenient, come some
other time. Don't get up early for
that talent show, have us transcribe it— no cost. There's never PROGRAMS!
any charge here.
Pay tionsnoof prices!
attention
to front
our quotaSee the
office
and get a reduced price. If you
know the right people, you can get
the plant. Also radios serviced free.
Never mind about tubes and ON WWDC
parts,
them.a record, why
Afterwe wefurnish
have cut
not let us play it back for you? We
have nothing but time.

Bid Radio Siation
SELLERS
SRLES
serving tkc TainpaSt. PctcrsLurg area,
puts your advertising message across where you can
be sure of a great and understanding market. . .
Yes, there's plenty of punch
in the purchasing power
that listens to radio station
WFLA these days — and
nights! And there's nothing
transient about it, either.
The growth of the TampaSt. Petersburg trade area is
steady, permanent. If you
want to sell your product in
this rich market tomorrow —
establish it today through
radio station WFLA.
5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

UIFLA
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Takes

Both

To

Carry

The

THE great metropolitan New York markets that listen to WOV, complement
and support each other to give this important station a "double capacity"
and an around-the-clock audience that means satisfied sponsors anytime of the
night or day. In the daytime, WOV overwhelmingly dominates metropolitan
New York's tremendous Italian-speaking audience of 520,000 radio homes.
And, in the evening, between the Hooper hours of 7:30 and 10:00 p.m., WOV
delivers the largest average metropolitan audience of any New York independent
station ... at less than half the cost of the next ranking station.
RALPH N. WEIL, General Manager
JOHN E. PEARSON CO., Nafl Rep.

Load

.

MAKING

TRANSCRIPTION

It's radio's grandest musical show! A galaxy of Stars supported
by the brilliant arrangements of Irving Miller and his great recording orchestra, emceed by Jimmy Wallington. 78 thrilling
quarter hours transcribed and now available for local and regional sponsorship.
PiedericW
★ THE MODERNAIRES
AND PAULA KELLY
TOP FLIGHT SINGERS OF HIT SONGS
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Copyright 1945 Esquire, Inc.
^'^Sh-hl Things are going pretty bad for your
mother in the '^soap operas^ this morning,''
OPEN

LETTER

TO

THE

SOB

SISTER

IN

ESQUIRE:

Those tears would be cheers . . . you'd be in the mood to buy, not to cry, if the dial were
turned to 1360.
Mornings are cheerful on the Blue Network and
wm
A MARSHALL FIELD STATION
CINCINNATI, 2
)ADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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^^Bless

his

heart^he's

pioneering

in

spot

still

broadcasting!''

• It's naturally a source of pride to us that we were oldtimers in this business long before most other station
representatives had ever even thought of it.
But principally we're proud that, as station-representation becomes more and more a real profession,
F&P still sets the standard of service and the pace of
performance.

&
FREE
Pioneer Radio
CHICAGO: i8o N. Michiga
Franklin 6373
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for
Nominated
ference last Tuesday. The Denny
Hyde Is Expected nomination went to the Senate on
Wednesday and Chairman Wheeler
To Be General
of the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee
promptly announced a
I
Counsel
Friday confirmation hearing. This
was
postponed
a week, however, on
CONFIRMATION of Charles R.
of Sen. White (R-Me.),
Denny Jr. as a member of the FCC request
Leader.
— expected before Congress recesses Minority
While Chairman Porter made no
for the Easter holidays — will give
the Commission its full strength commitments, it was obvious that
for the first time in nearly a year
Denny's ofnominato enable it to tackle the most ar- he supported
tion as againstMr.a number
others,
duous and important work load ever on strictly a merit basis.
to confront it.
It likewise was evident that Mr.
After confirmation of the 32-year Porter moved to have confirmation
old FCC general counsel (he'll be expedited, so the Commission can
33 April 11), the Commission is ex- whip into the ponderous accumulapected to elevate Rosel H. Hyde,
tion of work ahead, tied into specseasoned assistant general counsel trumwide
the standard
for broadcasting, to the Denny va- broadcast allocations,
realignment which may
cancy. Mr. Hyde, a Republican, was
well
follow
the
clear
channel allostrongly endorsed for the commiscation proceedings scheduled to
sionership but his political faith
probably balanced the scales in Mr. begin in May, the international
merger in the common carrier field
Denny's favor.
and the drafting of rules and reguEvents Move Swiftly
lations to cover such new operaFCC events moved swiftly last
tions as FM, television and facweek. The President, only recently
simile. Mr. Porter wants the FCC's
returned from his epoch-making topside fully organized. He has alYalta conferences, had Paul A.
ready formulated plans to seek supPorter, FCC chairman, in for a. conplemental appropriations from ConDenny
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Post on FCC
Craven
gress
to
enlarge
substantially
the
FCC's staff.
Mr.
Denny,
youngest
man
ever
to sit on the Commission, gives
that agency its sixth lawyer. It was
generally felt, however, that the
Commission membership represents the best balance in its tortuous history. The 130-lb., 5 ft. 8
Denny is just nine years out of law
school.herstHe
Amin 1933graduated
and fromfrom
Harvard
in 1936. He has served as general
counsel since October 1942, having
joitoed the Commission in February
of theeralsame
counsel. year as assistant genHyde Successor Uncertain
Who will succeed Mr. Hyde as
assistant general counsel — assuming his prompt elevation to the genMR. DENNY
eral counselship — is uncertain. It
is known that Mr. Porter, in his
efforts to bolster the Commission ing emphasis on youth in his fourth
staff, also has been thinking about term administration is reflected in
enlargement of the legal depart- recent FCC appointments. Mr.
ment, now comprising about 60 at- Porter,man theatCommission
40, is the youngest
has everchairhad.
torneys. Presumably there would
be additional assistant general Prior to Mr. Denny's naming, the
counselships, to supplement the youngest man to serve on the FCC
present three, but that would re- since its creation in 1934 was Dr.
quire statutory authority.
Stewart, an original memThat President Roosevelt is plac- Irvin{Continued
on page 78)

ROBERT K. RICHARDSfor Berlin Broadcast
l*lane to Drop
Bill By Downs
!['
The following article has been reviewed by the Office of Censorship. Copyright 19^5, Broadcasting Publications Inc.
of the networks drew lots in Paris to decide who would
; BILL DOWNS OF CBS will parachute into Berlin
parachute into the conquered enemy capital. Mr, Downs
\ svhen the city is occupied by the Allies to make the first
won.
I; American broadcast.
It can be assumed that these early broadcasts will be
! The broadcast will be pooled, with all networks
heard by those of our troops in the field who can
j
carrying
Mr.
Downs'
voice
to
waiting
millions
throughlisten,
as well as by Allied audiences throughout the
'put the world.
Following Mr. Downs into the city will be one repreworld.
It iscould
conceivable,
Mr. Downs'
broadcast
be pickedfor upexample,
by thethat
powerful
OWI
?entative each of NBC, Mutual and the Blue. They will
station in England (ABSIE) or by the SHAEF transDe flown into Berlin by an American bomber which
vill take off in Paris.
mitter (at Luxembourg) and re-beamed to field points.
Mr. Downs currently is with the 1st Army, but shutMr. Downs will make his bomber-to-Berlin leap
tling back and forth between Paris and the front. What
vhether the Russians or the Americans march first
other correspondents will follow him into Berlin by
nto the city.
plane is not known, but this is the lineup of those who
If German transmitters still are intact, they will be
MR. DOWNS
might
be available: BLUE — George Hicks, Gordon
jmployed by Mr. Downs and other network correspondEraser, John Bryson, Donald Coe, Robert Massell;
ints to beam their early messages to U.S. pickup points.
A 60-kw transmitter mounted on a convoy of 17 trucks, now en Paul Manning, Seymour Korman; NBC — David Anderson, John
Edwin Haaker.
•oute
to
Berlin
withDowns
advancing
troops,
will
be[Broadcasting,
employed if it March
is set MacVane,
Best guess would be that senior correspondents of the networks
ip
by
the
time
Mr.
arrives
in
the
city.
12.] _
would take on the Berlin assignment. This would mean, probably,
This is the schedule for covering the march into Berlin, it has Mr. MacVane for NBC, Mr. Manning for MBS and Mr. Hicks for
)een learned by Broadcasting. Mr. Downs and other representatives the Blue.
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casters News mendCommittee
in recom-of
ations for the handling
sponsored casting,
newsMarchprograms
12] while [Broadtaking
no stand
against
commercials as such, citedmiddle
the increasing
number of stations which have
adopted the policy.
Two network news programs
affected by mercials,
the ban
accordingontomiddle
NBC comare
Miles
Labs'
News
of
the
World
Robert St. John, Mon. through with
Fri.,
10-10:15 a.m., and Morgan Beatty,
Mon. through Fri., 1:45-2 p.m.,
presented as a local cooperative
series.
MilesJohnLabs'
News ofMon.
the
World with
Vandercook,
through Fri., 7:15-7:30 P.M., by
reason of its format, may have to
make some adjustment to keep commercials within the first two minutes and last three minutes of the
quarter-hour period. Program leads
off with news before the first commercial and inserts news commentary between the last plug and end
of the program.
Local Periods Affected
Virtually all of the local news
periods
on 0WEAF,
New
York 0 and
stations NBC's
are affected,
totaling over 30 periods.
John W. Vandercook, NBC news
analyst and retiring president of
the Assn. of Radio News Analysts,
commented
on NBC's
move: with
"We
are thoroughly
well pleased
it and only hope that the other
networks
suit." adopted
ARNA's will
codefollow
of ethics,
last year, contains a declaration
against middle commercials. Analysists are not barred from membersuch anouncementsship onfor permitting
their programs,
as they
are, for example, for delivering the
commercials themselves. According
to H. V. Kaltenborn, chairman of
the ARNA executive committee,
and veteran NBC commentator,
several ARNA members already
have persuaded their sponsors to
abandon the practice.

MBS to Overhau
Rate Card Setuj
Deleted from jNBC Newscasts
Kobak's Letter Outline
Network Study of Problem
Sponsors Must Confine Messages to Opening Two
MUTUAL rate structure is du
And Closing Three Minutes of Quarter-Hour
for an overhauling, Edgar KobalELIMINATION of all middle com- after the important news has been
MBS president, states in a fiv€
mercials from news programs orig- presented, reiterated its stand in a
page letter sent last week to
inated by NBC and its owned and statement issued by Paul Kesten,
vertisers,
agencies and stations ^
operated stations was announced executive vice-president, the same
a '"We're
quarterlylooking
report into
on operations'!
the who), 1;jo
last Thursday by Niles Trammell, day the NBC announcement was
NBC president. NBC is the first made. All opening plugs were elimisubject
of rates"Weverybelieve
closely,"
nated from the CBS newcasts at the
of the four major networks to ban
Kobak writes.
thereM
placement of announcements in outbreak of the war. Mr. Kesten
a new way of approaching th
other than the opening or closing said that it would be unfortunate to
question so as to make time-buyin:
portions of news broadcasts.
endanger good taste in favor of
easier. We're working on th
All news sponsors have been strict rules on the placement of
thoroughly . . . with an open min
asked to cooperate in making the commercials "particularly if lis. . . and plenty of questions an
teners should feel that they are
revision immediately, confining
soul-searching.
We thinksubstantia
we're o
their commercials to the opening being 'put off' from the news by
the
track of something
two-minutes and the closing three- longer opening commercials."
ly
better
than
current
method
Edgar Kobak, MBS president,
minutes of all quarter-hour news
We'll give you the whole story £
programs.
asked to comment on the move, issoon as we have our plans worke
sued the following statement: "We
out and checked and tested. Inc
Greater Public Service
are still
policies of thestudying
network.theWeprogram
are working
dentally
(and wethan
thinkincidental!
it's muc
The move is made in order "to on these
more
significant
plans and should be ready
render a greater public service by for a release
would indicate) stations are sho\
in
aljout
a
month.
moi'e rapid presentation of vital News programs and their structure
ing themselves very cooperative :
news," Mr. Trammell explained, are a part of the plans now under
agreeing to downward rate rev
and is in line with the network's
sions before the expiration of pre!
alreadynateestablished
policy
to
elimiconsideration."
middle commercials, and in
Spearheaded in St. Louis
a detailed report of the ne
entIn contracts."
some cases all commercials, in news
work, department by departmer
Drive to improve newscasts,
Mr. Kobak points to developmen
programs reporting events of su- spearheaded by George M. Burbach,
that have occurred since he b
preme interest.
"During
the been
past general manager of KSD St. Louis,
three years,
great
care has
came president and discusses plai
stepped up last January by
exercised in both the wording and was
an editorial in the St. Louis Postfor
the future.
These
include
e'
placing mentsof whichcommercial
announcepansion
on inevery
front.
KSD Editorial
owner. [Broadcastoccur during news Dispatch,
sales
office
Detroit
and Amayne
ing, Jan. 22]
appealed to
broadcasts so that there might be the four
in
other
cities,
enlargement
of
pi^
networks to clean up newsno interference with the main porgram
facilities and
casts by eliminating
middle
antion of news, with proper emphasis
sonnel production
and concentration
on prpe
nouncements, and totheexert
special
always given to the principal news care in the selection
of news spongram
quality,
citing
Poirot
and tl
new Oboler series as examph
events," he explained. The net, in the interests of good taste.
work's latest step is taken to im- KSD sorsbanned
more personnel for station rel
middle commercials
tions
me
prove news representation "in the asimilar
year ago
— WJR
sellingwork,
the toidea"be andmissionary
the progre
stand
someDetroit
monthstookago,a
vital days to come."
of the 'new' Mutual to
in the maxi- and the drive has since been gainchange
A major
mum time allowed for commerReviewing Policies
ingtionsmomentum
stacials on 5, 10 and 15 minute
falling in with
line, various
among them
"We are reviewing all our po
netNBC
the
on
news programs
WMPS
Memphis
[Broadcasting,
work and NBC M and 0 stations Feb. 19].
cies
the light
'new' MM
goes into effect at the same time,
The National Assn. of Broadtual inwe're
tryingof tothebuild,"
allowit was disclosed. Daytime
Kobak
states.
"Old
policies
cannot be reconciled to ourwhim
ance was heretofore more liberal
than nighttime allotment for all
plans will be discarded, others w
three program lengths. Nighttime
be revised, where needed, new on
will be established. These polici
limit has now been applied to daywill cover all our operations. A
time broadcasts, giving a uniform
length for commercials on news prowe're going to put them down
grams as follows: 5-minute propaper for- all to see. Our aim is
have a sound body of standards
agr ms— 1-minute, 20 seconds; 10min. programs — 1 min. 45 sec; 15min. programs — 2 min. 15 seconds.
tions
— open sales
to public
inspectior.
programs,
and station
re'
A score sheet of programs addi
Time Cut
or
lost
by
MBS,
December
Since NBC has no 5 or 10-minute
through February 1945, append19
on net-on
to the letter, shows a plus of
programsaffected
news
sponsored
work, only commercial
new
hou
the current network news schedule
a weekprograms
and a losstotaling
of five 8%
prograi]
are those on the daytime quartertotaling 3% hours a week, for
hour broadcasts which have been alnet gain of 4% hours weekly.
lowed atotal of three minutes, losing 45 seconds. Commercials on
Field in Video
daytime 5-minute programs drop to
1 minute 20 seconds from 1 minute
MARSHALL FIELD & Co., CI
35 seconds; on daytime 10-minute
cago,
begins sponsorship
hour television
program ofon quarte
WBK
45 seconds
to 1 15minute
programs
from
2 minutes
seconds.
Drawn for Broadcasting by
Chicago every other Wednesdi
3:15-3:30
p.m.
(CWT),
for
13
weel)
CBS, which has supported view
effective March 21. Account placfj
that commercials on war news pro- 'Put Smith On Something Else— He's Been Writing That Dog Food Show direct.
until
grams should be withheld
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Middle

Commercial

Is Ordered

Porter

Hints

Closer

Check
on
ground of mutual understanding
that will permit the Commission to
discharge its functions competently and honestly and the industry to
perform its important public responsib litin
es, . an atmosphere
free from suspicion or mistrust
either on the part of the regulatory
agency fecorted by itson rules
the part
those afand ofregulations.
Should Express Views
Now I do not want to give the
impression that I am predicting an
era of tranquility or the dawn of a
new age of sweetness and light.
There just aren't enough frequenthat — orfuture
maybeciesinto gothearound
not toofor distant
there will be too many frequencies.
What I am trying to say is this —
that the Commission and its members should feel free as public officials to express frankly and openly
their views and opinions upon problems of mutual concern without being subject to the charge of attempting to preach, reform or to
abolish the American system of
broadcasting. There are a number
of problems, of which we are all
conscious, that can only be met rational y byfree and open discussion
and for my part I propose to do
just that when I conceive it to be
my
express
an
opinionresponsibility
or to advocateto some
policy,
although it is my aim to do as little
talking as possible. Tonight seems
an appropriate occasion for us to
discusslems wecandidly
a few of the probface together.
Again,
in allviews
humility,
size that my
insofarI asemphathey
may have matured upon the questions Ipropose to discuss are worth
listening to only because I happen
to occupy this position at a time
when the communications industry

FCC Head Favors Pioneers Developing
New Fields; Decries Speculation
(Text of Porter Speech Herewith)
I HINTING that the FCC is preparing to "strengthen renewal proi;;edures" by viewing program operations much closer in the future,
[Chairman Paul A. Porter last week asserted "there seems to be a
" ^rowing body of responsible opinion that believes that the public
''functions of broadcasting may become submerged by commerciallism",
j Addressing the West Virginia, Virginia and District of Colum'|"Dia
NAB District
4 at the Statler
Hotel, Washington,
ally
virtu
Porter ofembraced
ijjMr. segment
j,jvery
topic of fundamental
r;o broadcasters
in his talkinterest
titled this particular job at this particular time, far from constituting any
['Broadcasting of Tomorrow".
evidence of infallability or compeji) Looks to Pioneers
tent judgment, is proof positive of
3 He went on record for a "sound
tenureexact
wouldopposite.
incline Three
me to months'
support
siicensing policy" which would wel- the
):ome and encourage "the true that view and, I am assured day by
iiiomesteader" in FM and television day, that the worst is yet to come.
liields. He opposed "Wall Street"
Now these preliminary observa'^peculation in any phase of broadtions are made solely for the purpose of seeming to avoid creating
I■/ng
;astingto and
declared:
"I
am
lookbroadcasters — the proven the impression that I think I know
ji)ioneers — as the ones who will take the answers. I haven't yet caught
he lead in the great developments up with the questions. One thing I
wish to emphasize : in spite of some
■l^,tihatChairman
lie ahead".
Porter touched on the
general doubts as to the
orthcoming clear channel hear- pretty
sanity of anybody assuming these
ings, called for all available con- duties, I have attempted to bring to
il;tructive information from all
sense of public responsi,,,)arties concerned and told the this jobbility,aadeep
feeling as to the imiroadcasters the Commission "faces
portance and scope of the problems
, he clear-channel problem with no ahead and some understanding of
the life and habits of broadcasters.
,jidvance
conclusions".
He called
on Congress for a
Freedom From Suspicion
much larger
and
l' uggested
that appropriation"
broadcasters could
I am deeply appreciative of the
[jielp in that respect. Mr. Porter many expressions of confidence and
iJ aid the FCC goal in handling ap- good will that I have received from
ilications is 30 days without hear- broadcasters. I hope to deserve
ng and 90 days where a hearing is your continuing confidence and furlecessary. With the present rether, Ihope relationships between
tricted staff of engineers — only the Commission and the industry
hree in the non-broadcast section always will be based upon the solid
-such a goal cannot be attained.
le visioned expert technical pex'onnel returning from Army and
HIGHLIGHTS OF CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS
lavy service as potential FCC emloyes, but he told broadcasters
I
HAVE
thought there was any back-door to the Commission.
hey wouldn't get 30 to 90-day ac- But if therenever
ever was * * * that door is locked and the key thrown away.
ion "unless the Commission has
* *cern* overmany
broadcasters
conhe opportunity to expand its fawhat influential
they themselves
describehaveas expressed
an alarmingto me
trenddeeptoward
ilities and personnel to give this "excessive
commercialism." * * I want broadcasters themselves to
ervice".
In a final note of caution he said : provide the answer.
* * thereto isstrengthen
pending before
Commissionand staff
which
Speed of service is only one aspect are* designed
renewaltheprocedures
give proposals
the Commission
f the problem in which broadcastrs should be interested. There is acomemoreup definite
picture
of
the
station's
overall
operation
when
licenses
for renewal.
Iso the question of quality of servI would view with great reluctance attempts to legislate more detailed
;e".
NAB President J. Harold Ryan standards in the field of public service obligations of broadcasting.
itroduced Chairman Porter as a
* * * sound public policy would * * * oppose large sums of Wall Street
brilliant lawyer and outstanding money or any other funds coming into broadcasting as a purely speculative venture.
* * A offer
soundgrants
licensing
overnment administrator".
homesteader
and* should
only topolicy
thosewill
who welcome
want to the
taketrueup
permanent residence in this new empire, cultivate it and improve it and
Text
of
Chamnan
Porter's
adress March 12 follows:
in the public
interest.
* * *willI amtakelooking
to broadprovenit pioneers
— as the
ones who
the lead
in the
I first want to assure both broad- generallycasters— theoperate
isters and their guests that I am great developments that lie ahead [FM, television, etc.].
)mpletely aware of the obvious
The Commission faces the clear-channel problem with no advance conclusions or commitments. * * * we are completely open-minded.
let that appointment to important
ublic office does not of itself con* * * it's
stillhighly
too early
to determine
of FM AM
on AMaltogether
broadcasting. In the
unlikely
event thattheFMeffect
supplants
•ibute
to
the
wisdom
of
the
aplintee. To the contrary some of in the next few years, of course, the problem solves itself.
)u no doubt believe — and I have
Our goal inwhich
broadcast
* * a 30-day
all
id some expression of that point applications
can bematters
grantedis *without
hearingspeed
and ofa service
90-day onspeed
' view — that the acceptance of of service where a hearing is necessary.
ROADCASTING
Broadcast Advertising

Programs

CHAIRMAN PORTER
is on the threshhold of such vast
and significant developments.
I have tried and will continue to
strive, insofar as my own responsibilities are concerned, to maintain an open mind, to decide questions or policies, insofar as I can
influence them, only after accumulating al the facts I can absorb
and to act on specific matters only
in concert with my colleagues on
the Commission whose public responsibilities, areidentical to mine.
No Back-Door
I have never thought there was
any back-door to this Commission.
But ifsert there
to asthat as ever
far aswasI amI want
concerned
that door is locked and the key
thrown away. The front door is
wide open to all who have business
before the agency and your views
and advice are solicited and welcomed in assisting us in the discharge of our tonight
duties. to talk about
I consented
"Broadcasting of Tomorrow". The
topic is not a limited one even if
I felt competent to discuss it. It involves prophecy of the sort that I
would
not business
like to undertake.
It's
dangerous
as well. There
is the stern voice of experience to
prove just how far wrong can be
those who essay to stake out the
future. For example, not too many
years ago, as time is measured, one
oracle spoke thus about the future
of broadcasting, and he said this:
It is inconceivable that we
should allow so great a possibility
for service,tainmenfor
news, forandentert, for education
vital commercial
purposes to forbe
drowned in advertising chatter.
These were not the words of an
irresponsible
or recklessof
reformer. Thiscrack-pot
was an utterance
Herbert Hoover at the first radio
conference in 1922. Two years later
{Continued on page 22)
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Seen
in Spectrum
Upward
FM
will be fully as good at the new verter at $11 each or a single-tube, that FM can serve better in the
frequencies and intersectional in- fixed wide band converter at $5.60. higher frequencies.
terference wil be practically nonReports were that such outstandexistent. And though it does mean The latter would be without power
ing propagation experts as Maj
obsolescence of some equipment, supply.
Commissioner
E.
K.
Jett
evinced
Edwin
H. Armstrong, FM invenperhaps that, too, is a blessing in considerable interest in the kind of
tor; Dr. ofH. the
H. Beverage,
RCA Labs.;associate
Dr. G,
disguise. Nothing but good can selectivity and stability of the pro- director
come to FM from junking present
posed converter. Mr. Turner first W. Pickard,
widely-recognized
aut
h
o
r
i
t
y
i
n
electrical
engineering;
equipment, factuparticularly
if manu-to surmised there might be "some difrers can be held strictly
ficulty" but a serviceman probably Dr. H. T. Stetson, astronomer, geocould make necessary adjustments. physicist and sunspot authority;
the quality line after the war."
Dr. C. R. Burrows; Stuart Bailey
came theGeneral
"surprise"
for
Prevents Obsolescence
theThen
Commission.
Counsel
and Dr. J. H. Dellinger, chief of
"You understand we have in the
Charles R. Denny presented George mind
radio division, Bureau
we may assign every other Standards,
were in agreement with
Turner, chief of the FCC field division, engineering department, channel within the same city?" proposals of the Radio Technical
{Continued
on page 79)
who testified that his department asked Commissioner
Jett.
"The
converter has got to be good enough
purchased
for
$8.85
"over
the
to
give
interference-free
service
on
counter" at retail stores materials
Transmitters
of operation." Mr. Turn- FM
to build a converter. He demon- thaterbasis
he didn't believe there
strated the home-made converter on would replied
be any difficulty in that rea Stromberg-Carlson FM receiver,
by WPB
Authorizations
Provide
Approved
first tuning in the Jansky & Bailey
At
the
for news Five
FM experimental station, W3X0 personnel demonstration
Wednesday,
presided
For
Experimental
Work
gard.
Washington,
which
operates
on
over by Mr. Turner and attended IMPETUS to experimental work in
43.2 mc.
also by George P. Adair, FCC chief FM broadcasting was given lasi
Cost of Materials
engineer, a transmitter in one week with disclosure by the WPB
Then he turned on the convert- room, operating on 47 mc, was Radio & Radar Division that au
er and tuned in a transmitter in tuned in on the Stromberg-Carlson thorization has been approved foi
Then the frequency was boosted
another part of the building, oper- toset.between
94-95 mc. He used both purchase of five FM transmitters
ating on approximately 97 mc. the FCC hand-made
and rations
as part offortheFMFCC's
overall prepa-l
The transmitter, he explained, was a model turned out by converter
development.
Twcj
low-powered and built by FCC en- (the $11 variety). Hallicrafters additional transmitters will soon bej
gineers. Mr. Turner submitted a
"This device is proposed to pre- released under the experimental!
letter dated March 10 from the
program, accountingunits
for seven
kw!
vent obsolescense of present receiv- Western
Hallicrafters Co., explaining that
which 1 hacj
ers," said Mr. Turner. He explained been builtElectric
materials for building converters
prior
to
the
war
bu1|
that
the
Commission
felt
FM
broadwould cost manufacturers about
not be sold because of WPB
casters would be interested in pro- could
$5.43 for a three-tube, power-inthe converters to listeners restrictions.
cluded device, or about $4.26 with- at cost sovidingthat
FM could be enjoyed
The authorizations were grantee
out power.
licensees in various parts of th(
both the "standard band" and tocountry
In a later telegram to the Com- on
agreed to coop
the
"new
one".
He
explained
he
mission, Hallicrafters said it could meant the 42-50 mc band when he erate withwhothehave
FCC in testing FM
furnish in "reasonably large quan- referred to "standard".
transmission
at
frequencies
in the
tities" a tunable three-tube con"If the Commission should act present and the proposed band unon the proposal that FM should be
der different topographical condishifted," said the chief field entions and with new types of antennae [Broadcasting, Feb. 5]. As
gineer,
"popular
radio
magazines
would publish instructions on how signed the
five transmiters were :
to build converters. I further feel WAPI Birmingham
whicheachhasIn beeith(
that manufacturers would have assigned two frequencies
available converters.
presentcenseand
proposed
bands.to test
The FKliw
i
l
be
In
a
position
conditions of high noise
level.
"If FM broadcasters continue in under
KLZ
Denver
which
will
conduct
the present
while they're
get- periments with boosters placed at th(ex
ting ready band
to operate
in the proedge
of
the
service
area
of
Its
FM
ex .
perimental station. W9XIiA.
will Nature
lend con-o:
the tests.
ableposedtheyband,
canwith
serveconverters
listeners inavailthe the terrainsiderableInInteresttheto area
standard band until they are ready WHDH Boston which has been assigned frequencies In the present anc
proposed WIXMR.
bands forTheits licensee
FM experimentatesi
to operate
band."
station,
Nortonin the
DatanewExpanded
out a biconical
horn radiator wUl
antennt
developed
by
A.
Earl
Culliim
Jr. of thi
Meanwhile the chief topic of con- velopment.
versation inWashington engineer- Office of Scientific Research and Deing circlesThewasmilitary
the two-day
secreta simultaneously
WITH Baltimore which
broadcas'
W3XMBwUl W3XO,
with thiii
session.
clamped
Jansky & Baileyon station,
strict censorship on the proceed- terference.
Washington to determine co-channel toings, impounded the records and
WGST
Atlanta,
operated by which
the Geordeclined all comment. Commissiongia cSchool
ofFM Technology,
ers and Commission staff alike velopmental
eived a construction
permit for a oe'restation.
MANY STATIONS are represented in the engineering staff of American were noncommital. Even a list of
The remaining transmitters wil
Broadcasting Station in Europe, photographed informally here in one witnesses was not obtainable.
It is knowTi, however, that the be assigned to Evansville on th(
of ABSIE's studios. Engineers are frequently drawn from this group
of W9XEV
Evan-|
for radio operations on the continent. Engineers, identified by numerals industry's top engineers pitted Air
ston,Inc.,
111.,licensee
which has
been assignedj
in the photo, are as follows:
^Dept..Signal, ^Corps; their scientific knowledge and opin- frequencies
War, Cincinnati;
Curan WLW
Robert
in
both
bands
and
whiclj
2,
York;
New
CBS
West,
Malvin
1
ions
against
Government
experts.
James
5
Nungessor,
Wilbur
4.
Richmond;
WRVA6, Robert
Stone.Tulsa;
Jack KQEI
3Hicks
7 Frances
England;
The
secret
conferences
were
held
of
Corps
will
study
multipath
measurement
Technical
Civilian
Ellis,
WPGA;
WPHT
Patrol,
State
Ohio
Hedges,
B.
A Hlgf-lnT KOY Phoenix; 8, Thomas
Dr. K. A. Norton, former ment by pulse modulation, and th(
11, George toFCCpermit
WTIC Hartford;
Edwards,
Ont.; 10, 12,FredRobert
Woodill CKSO
g'wuf
technical information division Cowles Broadcasting Co., which
Philadelphia;
KYW
E. Pantelle,
Windsor;
CKLW Cleveland;
Chief) Sudbury,
l\inkey(5^SIE
Shields
15,
Boston;
WRUL
Hall,
John
14,
WGAR
Killer,
L
Franklin
13Dlerkes
expert
now
on duty with the Army will be given a construction permi'
Kiefer, WHAS LoulsvUle; 17. R. W. Macintosh.
WJ Detroit; 16, P. T.Boston);
experimental FM station ii.
New anYork.
(FCC Buffalo. 18, Gerard J. Larsen. U. S. Maritime Serv- Air Forces, to expand on his theory for
Isle? Me. WGR
WAGMice; 19, Presque
Harold Kinney,
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Shifting of
FCC Gadget Easily
Converts Sets
To Band
By BILL BAILEY
FM will move upward in the spectrum if surprise developments,
disclosed last week by the FCC,
are any criterion.
Commission engineers built a
converter for $8.85, whereby present FM sets may be tuned to the
proposed 84-108 mc band. And on
Wednesday the FCC called in
Washington reporters to give a
demonstration after a similar exhibit had been presented in a lastminute public hearing late Monday.
At the open session called at
5:20 p.m. Monday following an allday secret meeting of industry engineers with military experts, another startling development was
placed in the record. G. Grammar
of the American Radio Relay
Leaguetion ofread
into from
the record
a por-P.
a letter
Edward
Tilton, nonresident VHF editor of
QST, in which he advocated moving FM upward to avoid Sporadic
E interference. Mr. Tilton was
identified as radar field engineer
for the Submarine Signal Co., on
duty in Hawaii.
Really a
"As for FM's plight, I feel that
moving FM out of the range of
prevalence of Sporadic E skip is
the best thing that could happen
to FM broadcasting," Mr. Grammar read. "Service area coverage

WHO

helfis
tall

cern/

WHEN Don Radda of Iowa nursed along
a stalk of com until it measured 26
feet 10 inches, he naturally entered it in the
Tall Corn Sweepstakes conducted by station
WHO.
This vegetable skyscraper illustrates the manner in which WHO both reports and makes
farm news. The Tall Corn Sweepstakes is a
big event in Iowa. It's one of the popular features of the Iowa State Fair. Even midwestemers accustomed to the sight of tall corn
stand before the display in gaping wonder.
26-foot corn is unusual — even in the Tall
Com State. Raising it is a novelty stunt that
interests Iowa farmers who produce one-fifth
of all the corn in the U. S. A. So why do Iowa

+

ifroiv

farmers compete for the Tall Corn Championship?
WHO is largely responsible. WHO has fostered their sense of pride in their rich, black
earth, has stressed the importance of their
place in the national economy, has shown
them the need of publicizing themselves and
their abilities. WHO has helped the farmers
of Iowa attain their present prosperous,
modernized condition.
That's another reason why Iowa prefers
WHO. If you want the actual statistics on this
preference, among city and town people as
well as farmers, we'll be happy to furnish
details. Or ask Free & Peters.

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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Wide
Postwar

Television

Projection Model
Reveals Improved
Quality
A GLIMPSE of postwar television
reception was given last Thursday
when a video program produced by
NBC was received on an RCA laboratory demonstration model of a
projection-type receiver. The picture was received by a 5-inch tube
and produced an image filling a
screen 16 x 21 1/3 inches, compared to the largest RCA prewar
set which produced an image of
approximately 7 x 11 inches, from
a 12-inch tube. Image on the projection model was of greatly imsets. proved quality over that of prewar
Program was viewed by New
York radio editors. It featured Russell Patterson sketching Conover
models, Bill Robinson in one of
his dance routines, a dramatic playlet and Signal Corps motion pictures of the battle of Corregidor. The frequently heard statement that television programs must
be filmed because viewers are accustomed to the perfection of the
movies which cannot be attained in
a live studio show was to some extent answered at the demonstration, when one spectator asked if
the playlet was a motion picture
and several other members of the
audience admitted they had also
been fooled, so good was the quality of production.
Ready Year After War
Questions about production technique were answered by John F.
Royal,
NBC vice-president in charge
of television.
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, vice-president
in charge of RCA laboratories, said
that the improvements were primarily due to prewar developments
of RCA engineers and scientists.
Some were demonstrated in 1941,
when RCA
showedunita large-screen
theatre
television
at the New
Yorker Theater, New York, Dr.
Jolliffe said, but the entry of the
United States into the war blocked
their commercial development in
home receivers.
Frank M. Folsom, vice-president
in charge of the RCA Victor Division, has previously announced that
RCA receivers
expects toon have
large-screen
home
the market
about
a year after the resumption of
civilian production. Console models,
including both AM and FM receivers as well as the projectiontype video, will retail for approximately $395, he said, with the RCA
line also including direct-viewing
models, with at least one table
model priced at about $150.
The four main technical developments embodied in the large-screen
receiver. Dr. Jolliffe said, are a
special high-voltage type of cathode
ray ertube,
brightimage producing
than coulda much
be obtained
from lower voltages formerly used;
a translucent plastic viewing screen
designed to provide even distribu• March 19, 1945
Page

Shown

New

tion of light over the image and
proper distribution of transmitted
light within the normal viewing
angle; an automatic frequency
control designed to eliminate disby "noise"
ence tortion
and a causedspecial
opticalinterfersystem
which is really the basis of the
large-size reproduction.
Bowl-Shaped Mirror
This optical system. Dr. Jolliffe
said, is made up of a bowl-shaped
mirror and specially designed molded plastic lens which delivers to the
back of the viewing screen about
six times as much light as could be
secured from a conventional F.2
motion picture projection lens.
System was developed by a group
of scientists under the supervision
of loury
G. Maloff
of theW.RCAEpstein
Victor Division
and David
of RCA laboratories.
The cathode Ray receiving tube
in the demonstration model was
mounted face downward at the bottom of the cabinet. The bowl-shaped
mirror, below the tube and facing
upward, reflected light from the
face of the tube up through the
plastic
mirror nearlens
the totopa offlat-inclined
the set, whence
it was thrown onto the back of the
viewing screen.

by

RCA

BBC

Video

System
Planned
News
andIs Entertainment
Pooling Scheme Drafted
COMMONWEALTH Broadcasting
Conference, concluded in London j
Marchlines9,for postwar
drafted pooling
the rough
outof news
and entertainment program and
other facilities between the components of the Empire, as an outowth of the benefits
cooperation grdemonstrated
duringof the
war.
A television system linking the
Empire was envisioned by Sir Allen
Powell, chairman of the BBC, indicating that broadcasting and television will bemonwealthregarded
unit rather asthana Comas a
purely British development.
LARGE-SCREEN television for
To ensure the flow of news and
the
home 16providing
information throughout the Compictures
byfor21 the1/3high-definition
inches
h, the widest possible
demonstrated
first
time wasby measures havemonwealtbeen
by the
RCA Victor Division of the Radio conference, William J.taken
Haley, BBC
Corporation
of
America
in
NBC
director
general
stated.
This
will
studios last week. This receiver
be accomplished without supplantprojects
the
image
on
a
built-in
screen through a lens projection
ing regular news agencies, he said.
systemautomatic
with molded
plasticvirtually
lenses. Dealing
the problems
of fair-in
An
control
ness andwith
international
courtesy
eliminates picture distortion.
At left the ingenious optical sys- broadcasting, the conference felt
tem developed Broken
by RCA lines
Laboratories
establishinga greater
"true standis illustrated.
indicate that arby
objectivity"
measure dofs ofinternational
understanding
the path of light beams from a
and
good
will
can
be
promoted.
single
picture
element
on
the
face
of the cathode ray receiving tube
Technical Studies
to a corresponding point on the
sci'een.these
A plastic
lens isto used
The technical subcommittee, Mr.
bring
light beams
a sharpto
reported, has done valuable
focus on the screen. The combina- Haley
tion ofrecting
spherical
cor- work in studying the problems of
lens deliversmirror
to theandscreen
improved
coverage and transmisabout six times as much light as
sion particularly on short wavecould be obtained if a conventional
lengths,
sound recording and reproF .2 movie projection lens were
duction, the use of ionosphere, stuused.ket The
company
expects
to
mardio
acoustics,
frequency, modulated
the set for about $395.
transmission and other matters.
Delegates are to report to their
respective authorities the decisions
and recommendations of the conSurrey Sponsor
ference which does not override the
JOHN SURREY Ltd., New York,
of the organizations rep- i
March 18 started promotion of authority
resented. Hope was expressed that
Snow Apple Smoke Tobacco as another
meeting may be arranged,
sponsortery, onofWOR
The Sealed
Book,
a
mysNew York, Sundav possibly in 1947.
p.m. spot
Firmcampaign
may embark
Sir Allen, speaking at a dinner
on10:30-11
a national
later
guests and delegates, referred
through Lester Harrison Assoc., for
to
the television inquiry conducted
New York, newly appointed agency.
Lord
Hanky will
and decide
stressedwhatthatis
Surrey also manufactures Melody by
the Government
cigarettes.
toourbe point
done ofwithviewtelevision
but "from
they cannot
say
Bates With Mathes
too soon." He mentioned the
JOHN BATES has been appointed itBBC's
enthusiasm
for
television
radio director of J. M. Mathes Inc., and displayed similar sentiments, u
New York, acording to Wilfred S. even envisioning a cable linking
King, and
vice-president
in charge
radio
films. Mr. Bates
goes ofto the entire Empire. Technicians, he
Mathes from Ruthrauff & Ryan, said, deluge him with explanations
New York, where he has served for
necessary to wait a
the past four and a half years as why it will be television
but neverradio supervisor, and more recently long timetheles hefor
expressed
optimism.
as account executive.
The Television Committee, appointed in 1943 to prepare plans
Odorono Plans
for reinstatement and development
NORTHAM WARREN Corp., of television after the war, a fortStamford, Conn., through its newago made
arrivednighthere
last its
week.report,
Amongwhichits
ball Co., New ly-appointed
York,agency, inAbbott
April Kimwill conclusions
and recommendations
start spot
radiodeodorants.
promotion ofInitial
Odo- on the administrative side are that
rono cream
schedule will be confined to one re- the Minister for Broadcasting
also function for video; that
gion— mayalso expand
later. should (Continued
on page 70)
Agency
handles nationally
Odorono liquid.
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i
Identification,
please
0
v
W-I-T-H was founded when a station was judged by
5 You don't board a ship in the harbor these days . . .
unless you belong on it ! The United States Coast Guard
its results. You'll find it true again tomorrow that
%%
In ' sees to that.
W-I-T-H is the big buy in Baltimore, when the race
to sell goods in this sixth largest market really gets
under way.
,' And the day is coming when a radio station won't go
on a list . . . unless it can sell goods at a low cost. Smart

■j
lit advertisers will see to that.
We're looking forward to that day.
*■
M W-I-T-H didn't become the successful independent
'3 m a five-station town because it had glamour identification letters.

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President ' Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed

Check
Porter Hints Closer Program
mind commercial.
you, before the days of Naturally you are asking yourselves
FCC Head in Favor made,
theNowsinging
the question as to what extent the
Itosincerely
hopethatX doI not
mayparticular
propose field.
to inject
into this
I wishoneit-I
myself
theon charge
havesubject
made Commission
couldIselfcan't
tell
youbecause
the answer
toknow.
that
an attack
advertising,
free
enterOf Pioneering
p
r
i
s
e
o
r
private
initiative,
because
I
but
I
don't
I am
have quoted
early familiar with all the arguments about
New Fields
forecasts
oning as hetheHerbert
futureit 20Hoover.
pattern
ofHis
broadthe government
keeping
its rude, that
buc
a
s
t
saw
years
ago
have
reaucratic
hands
off
of
anything
not come to pass.
smacks of program control and I am m
(Continued from page 17)
Today,
however,
many
influential
and
agreement
with
most
of
those
arguat the conference
1924, the and
distingments. I am likewise conscious of the
havewhat
expressed
SecretaryhadofInanother
Commerce
fu- responsible
to me deepbroadcasters
concern asover
they limitations Imposed by Congress in the
tureuished
President
try dynamic
at prethemselves
describe
an alarming
statute
with respect
involv-of
dicting
the
future
of
this
ing
censorship
and government
amto matters
fully aware
commercial- the dangers
industry
whenthe hequickest
said: way to kill trend ism".toward
ofadministrative,
any
agency,
They see,the"excessive
asgreat
do many
I believe
have studied
progressof usof who
this legislative
or
toying
broadcasting
would
be
to
use
it
for
standards
of
program
content.
industry,
developments
which
unlessin But under present circumstances with
direct advertising.
checked
may
lead
to
real
difficulty
one
the future. I have been told, as I am of the issues involved has taken a difThe sure
onlyPlease
pointdon't
I am misunderstand
trying to make me.is that
many
ofbeyoua determination
have, that somehow
ferent form and it has been laid right
there
must
as
to
prophecy taking.is Butreally
a
dangerovis
underon
the
Commission's
door-step.
Briefly
Mr. persistent
Hoover, as is well whether broadcasting is simply going the facts are these: an applicant seeks
known,
a very
permit formakes
a newthestation
as media
an oradvertising
and enterAgain pastime
inis 1925
he hadhehissaid;finalindividual.
fling at to operate tainment
in his application
usual
con- aandconstruction
this
when
tinue to perform
inv/hether
increasingit will
measure
representations
asThese
to therepresentations
type of serv.sense
. . Advertising
in
the
intrusive
ice
he
proposes.
public
service
functions
in
addition,
.'is
will
dull
the
interest
of
the
far
8CS
I'm
concerned
I
want
broadcastinclude
specific
pledges
that
time
will
listener
will thus it defeat
the
themselves Itto seems
provideto theme answer
be made available
for
civic,public
educational,
industry. and
Furthermore
can bring
that ersquestion.
the cloudto agricultural
and
other
service
disaster to vertisthe
very
purpose
of
adstationSubsequently
is constructed
on the and
horizonI know
is biggerthatthanresponsible
a man's programs.
hand
ing if it creates resentment
and
beginsasksThe
operations.
the
to the advertiser.
broadcasters
licensee
a three-year
renewal
it. see it and are concerned and
And this particular prophecy was about
the recordfor clearly
shows that
he

BMI Names Marlin
ALBERT W. MARLIN has been
named
midwestMusic
fieldInc.,
representative
of Broadcast
New York, ^
replacing
Don
Mathers,
has
joined
Duluth wasas who
program
director.KDAL
Mr. Marlin
formerly
I
program
WHASserved
Louis-as jt
ville, and director
for 10 ofyears
i
generalfield,manager
WMAS Spring-in i
Mass. With of headquarters
Kansas
Mr. Marlin
serve \.
stations City,
in Ohio,
Illinois,willIndiana,
Minnesota, Michigan, Kentucky, i?
Tennessee, Missouri, Iowa.
has
fulfilled when
the promises
made theto |.,„
the not
Commission
he received
original grant. The Commission in the -J
past has,cluding
for limitations
a variety
of
reasons,
inof licenses
staff, automatically renewed
these
even be-in Ji|
cases
where
there
is
a
vast
disparity
tween promises and performance. ^
We have under consideration at the /'
present
time,
a procedure j'
whereby
promiseshowever,
with
Iwillthinkbe thecompared
Indus- V|
try
is performances.
entitled
concern
in this
matter toandknow
shouldof beour informed
5
that
is pending
before
theareCommissionthere
proposals
whichprocedures
designed
to staff
strengthen
renewal
and give
the Commission
a more defi- ,
nite picture
the station's
operation
whenof licenses
come upoverall
for
renewal.

New Public Service Methods
I have steps
no present
as towhenwhatit !
further
should
beviewstaken
appears
from
the record
in completely
a specific
case
that
an
applicant
has
disregarded
the representations
upon
which he obtained
his original grant.
Obviously no one would advocate that
the nalrepresentations
made ina rigid
the origiconstitute
blue32 Million Dollar
printapplication
for theandfuture.
Experience
will
dictate
new
superior
methods
performing
public
service.
But
in
casesofa
where
commercial
opportunities
cause
complete abandonment of other services
which heferenthasquestion
agreed
to perform
is raised.
I ama difnot ,i
charging
obviously
that
broadcasting
generally
has
tossed
public
service
out
the
window.
We
all
know
that
is
not
true.
Ia amgrowing
sayingbodyis that
there
seems What
to
be
of
responsiblefunctions
opinion thatof believes
that may
the
public
become
by broadcasting
commercialism.
Under submerged
these conditions,
I submit to
you that thein Commission
a case such asis Iconfronted
have de- 1
scribed,
with a realmis ion tproblem.
Are wetheof the
Como
assume
that
statutory,!
standard
of public
interest andbecomes
mere
presumption
that soofai
long asnegative
the licensee
violates none
the specific
prohibitions
against
obscenity, lotteries
and
the reguis notthegeneral
tolike,inquire
furtheranlatory
intoce? I dotheauthority
licensee's
performCongress
so in-,
tended—
orofnot
atthebelieve
least
some
individualii
members
present
Congress
arel
looking
to
the
Commission
for
somel
One of SAany Sources of R\ch
clarification of policy in this respect.
I
We all recognize the important parti
Spending Power for
played gram.byNonebroadcasting
in
the
war
proshould seekwhich
to detract
vast contributions
have from!;
been
LUBBOCK
made
thethe networks
andstations.
a great Perma-y
jority habypsofI have
individual
become
sensitive
to
what
the beautiful green fields of winter
seems
to
be
an
increasingly
critical
mosphere becauseto I ithavebut, only
recentlyat-as
to be another bumper
become exposed
believing
I do in the
ofviewthis thatincrop-an important segment of KFYO's 147 million
dustry, it isgreat
my potentials
personal
broadcasting
never
be Itcontent
dollar effective income. And if you don't already know,
become
merelycantoadequate.
can more
andto
KFYO has a corner on this market— it's the only station
must
continue
seek
new
and
engaging
methodsAndto inwinevaluating
and maintain
dominating this area with a consistent clear signal.
publiclic approval,
approval.
pubit ofseemsminorities
to me, themusttastes
and
be
AMERICAN
taken interests
into account.
BROADCASTING
Above
all,
it
seems
to
me
that
it
does
COMPANY, INC.
nonature
goodof tobroadcasting
merely resentis such
criticism.
The
that most
listeners
feel aand,proprietary
interest
in
Member of
its
operations
I
recognize
too,
that
itareis charged
often trueagainst
that the
the industry
sins of a asi&f,?
LONE STAR CHAIN
whole.
is tc
seek to But
removethe theobvious
cause course
of justifiablf
criticism.
1340
Thatindicated,
is my personal
as :
on your dial
have
that
it position,
is farto bettei
for broadcasters
themselves
tak!tC
whatever
actions
may
be
necessary
eliminate
the causes
general
dissatisfaction.
I wouldof view
with public!
greai
reluctancestandards
attemptsin tothelegislate
of Texas
Plains
detailed
field ofmorii
th(
The '\Coice of fhe South
public
servicegrave
obligations
of broadcast
ing. I have
doubts not
only fs :
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OF
FAST-GROWING

A

SOUTHERN

GREATER
MARKET

This airport . . . even now one of America's finest . . . will, when
completed, be one of the largest and most magnificent ever planned . . . further indication of the continuous expansion of the profitable market served by WLAC.
Tell your story to the hundreds of thousands of industrious families
whose
today is but a forerunner of tomorrow's greatly
inceasedprosperity
buying power.
Take a tip . . . follow the airlanes to the ever-growing
Nashville market area.

10,000 -FOOT PARALLEL RUNWAYS
TO HANDLE 180 COMPLETE TAKEOFFS
AND LANDINGS EVERY HOUR
A terminal building 3,500 feet long . . .
with 30 plane stations! Such is the size
of this huge proposed airport, much of
which is already completed. It will help
make Nashville a hub in the nation's
great airlanes and a cross-roads for
international air systems.

''Qcdemu^ J/i>.
ROADCASTING
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50,000

WATTS

REPRESENTED BY THE
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NASHVILLE:

ike

(lick VmneMee

VaUed^
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toticabilitj'
the propriety
butoutasbytomathematithe pracof spelling
cal formula
or somewhich
otherbroadcasters
device the
general
methods
should
followfunctions.
in discharging their public service
■N^'ant Free Broadcasting
Theing isquestion
ofandfreedom
of ofbroadcastinvolved
thosesubject
us want
who
feel
deeply
about
this
broadcasting
to
remain
free
because
deserves
to and
not
simply
because toitit
may
under
our
system
be entitled
claim
some
kind
of
special
immunity
fromWhatenforced
standards
of conduct.
I havebeen
saidgeneral
lacks
specificity.
And
I
have
on
purpose.
But
I thinkof the
responsible
are aware
naturealluded.
ofbroadcasters
the I problems to which I have
have
attempted to
call
attention
toof cons
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
s
w
h
i
c
h
I
know
are
concern opinion,
to you, to toincreasing
segments
public
and theofas
Commission.
I havethe noCongress
suggestions
to anyswer rests
general
remedy.with I the
thinkbroadcastthe anprimarily
industry
my hope
that
thereingwill
be and
honestit ispublic
discussion
on basic cedures
questions
ofaction
policieswillandfollow
proand
that
which
will make
it apparent
to all those
that
broadcasting
can
and
will
perform
functions which Congress intended it
to perform
and which its licenses reire of it.believe
I do qunot
that there isvoice
a broadc
a
s
t
e
r
i
n
the
who
does not agreesound
that ofif my
public clamor

against certain practices continues,
there is lutions
a very
real danger
that the sowhich might
be proposed
be more severe
thanBroadcasting
the
realities ofofwould
the
situation
require.
the
past
has
been
a
great
and
growing
forceday iins making
America;
broadcasting
of
notable contributions to-to
public
welfare;
broadcasting
tomor-—
r
o
w
—
my
formal
subject this ofevening
will be casters
whatmake you
of it.as individual broadOther Problems Ahead
There arelike a tofewmention
other problems
I would
that lie which
down
the road
not
toobe distant.
Theto Commission
will
soon
required
consider
definite licensing policies with
respect
to television.
FM and ofotherthesenewpolicies
services. Certain, contours
have already
been ondeveloped,
withof particular
emphasis
avoidance
monopolyterm
or centralization
of control
whatever
you mayI amwish
tocomplete
apply.or
With
these
principles
in
accord
you are, too.I would
Theretoand
isemphasize.
oneI think
basic conception
like
Broadcasting
hasas
come of ofage.theI think
you gentlemen
leaders
can stand on its industry
own feet know
now andthatneedit
not
relycapital
upon forheavy
aggregations
of
outside
development.
Those
of younewcomers
now future
in this
field, plusto
independent
who
propose
bring to rather
broadcasting
their skills
and
talents
theircarry
accumulatedthan
funds, canmerely
I think
broadcasting to the new heights which

BUrPALO

BLANKKT

Nominations Are Sought
Radio Prize
For Bernays blanks
NOMINATING
for naming
for the
to be considered
programsEdward
Radio
Bernays
L.
$1,000 went to 350 radio editors
Award
throughout the nation this week.
Under sponsorship of the Ohio
State University
Institute
by Radio the
award forwillEdu-be
made incationMay.
Editors are asked to name the
individual they believe responsible
for
or series
doing thein
mostthe toprogram
further
democracy
America
the year ending
March 1, during
1945.
.
are and
Norman
Corwm,
V. Judges
Kaltenborn
Raymond
Swing.H.
the engineers and technicians have
mapped
out.more specific, sound public
To bewould,
policy
In myStreet
judgment,
oppose
large
sums
Wall
or any
other fundsof coming
into money
broadcasting
asempire
a purely
speculative
venture.
A new
the ether—
the spectrum
for FM of and
Television
— is aboutspaceto
open ingup.up atThethe waybarrier
applicants
waitingareto lin-go
is somewhat reminiscent of the Okla-
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Better Informed Congress
Fortunately,
both forandthefor Commission
and for the industry
the public,
we havehaps better
todayinformed
a Congresswithwhich
is per-to
respect
broadcasting
than
its
predecessors
were.
Athelong
succession
of
hearings,
first
White Resolution and then on theon
Sanders
Bill
and
then
on
the
WheelerWhite Bill
and then the
Commsipteresedtowiinvestigate
the Select
FCC,
th annual hearings
beforeinterthe
House andmit e s aSenate
Appropriations
Com-Pen
d
of
course
the
perennial
trillo hearings—
sessions
tainly which
made the these
experthaveinItcerthe
problems
weCongress
face together.
accordingly
not
too
much
toofhope
that,is
during
the
critical
period
planning
ahead,the theCongress
industry,
and
can the
each Commission
in its own
sphereing structure
work towards
a future.
sound broadcastfor
the
I
mentioned
how
much
harder
it
toto undo
mistakes
the past than
build isthe
right
from theofwhich
beginning,
example
the
hearings
the
Com
mission
has
on the cleat
channels
for Mayannounced
of thisbe year.
for
this hearing
can
clearlyThestanee
According totothethe Commission,
best data current!
available
approxi
mately 38.5 percent
of the lies
area outside
of the
continental
United States
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

HERE ARE THE FACTS: 657© of the population and 707° of the total ^H^^
retail sales of the eight-county area in Western New York are concentrated ^
in metropolitan Buffalo well within WEBR's primary service area.
BUFFALO C^ouricr- Express STATION

MUTUAL NETWORK
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homa
at noon signal
April gun
12, 1889.
Ibedo fired.
notTerritory
know
will
It willwhenbe the
soon, I hope.
But
for
the
proper
development
of
this
I think the
we want
tovaluable
excludenewtheempire,
speculators,
high
pressure
promoters
andquickothersturnover.
who areA
looking
merely
for
a
sound
licensing
policy
will
welcome
the
true homesteader and should offer
grants only to those who want to take
up permanent
in this newit empire, cultivateresidence
it and Improve
and
generallyterest.operate
public inAnd as far itasinI the
am concerned,
Iproven
am pioneers—
looking asto thebroadcasters
—
the
ones
who will
take
lead in And
the Igreat
developments
that the
lie ahead.
conceive
it to be
the duty
the Commission
to provide everyofencouragement
to that
end.
Protection Against Monoply
The reasons of public policy against
on broadcastraids
purelv
Congress
are clear.
any source
whening itfromspeculative
wrote
the Communications
Act
diversificawith
concerned
was
of 1934,
tion mentof control
over
a
great
new
instrufor
moulding
the
thoughts
and
habits of the nation. Congress didiit
want control In the hands of any federal agency, andin the
it didn't
concentrated
hands want
of anycontrol
primonopoly. throughout
So it wrote the
anti-monopolyvateprovisions
provisions
Act and
those
are
still
in
force
and
effect. You are asfamiliar
with theownership
present
to multiple
ofrequirements
FM and Television
stations, and of
the pastcompetitive
efforts of conditions
the Commission
create
In a fieldto
limited
by physicalagainst
facts monopoly.
of allocation.
This
protection
It
seems toof me,
while primarily
for the
benefit
the
public,
also
protects
the
independent
operatorsof
who
compose broadcast
the chiefstation
membership
this association
andto the
who development
have cont
r
i
b
u
t
e
d
s
o
much
of standard broadcasting as we know it
today. There
a corresponding
responsibility,is accordingly,
on the with
present
broadcasters,
advance
of theto artmoveandforward
to bring to the
the
public
the
fullest
possible
service
on the
new bands which will soon be opened
up
for
FM,
television,
facsimile,
and
the other new services.
I don't mean to suggest, of course,
that existing
protected againstbroadcasters
all newcomersare intoFMbe telev
i
s
i
o
n
,
o
r
other
new
fields,
and
I
don't
think broadcasters want any such proBroadcatesctteirosn.thThaet proposal
the FM ofbandthe beFM widened
to 80 ortional100broadcasting
channelsbe andprovided
that educafor is
a clearphy ofindication
that the basic philosothe free
field inof
broadcasting
is notcompetitive
only the policy
and of thebroadcasters
Commission,as well.
but
ofCongress
forward-looking
The basic principles of diversification
of control and
individual-licensee
reponsibility are now
sothatwellweunderstood
and widely saccepted
have the f
opportunity
tothebuildbeginning
FM and iftelevision
soundly
from
we
have
the wisdom to profit by experience.
In the casting,
earlythese days
of standard
broad-as
principles
■were not
well understood;
so various
trations of controlandarose
which, concenas you
know, have been eliminated only with
some difficulty.
Unscrambling
that matsituation
has
been
—
and
is
—
no
easy
er, as the industry,
Commission,
know.tCongress
the
and the theSupreme
Court

Fmr Outstmdkig
ACHIEVEMENT
1. For the past two years (and in three out of the past six
years) 'Oklahoma
Company theownedNational
MistletoeSafety
Express Service hasPubhshing
been awarded
Council award for fleets, a record unapproached by any
other fleet operator.
2. When WKY set up its farm service department, Claude
H. Wickard, Secretary of Agriculture, wrote, "I don't see
how you
could improve
is but'to WKY
one ofeach
the year
hundreds of similar
expressionsit."thatThiscome
for its outstanding service to Southwestern listeners.
3. No plaque, ' no award, hov/ever elaborate, can measure
up - to the constant flow of pencil-scrawled letters which
pile high on the desks of ■ Farmer-Stockman editors fromi
fariri men and women who say:" "The Farmer-Stcckman is
the best friend we farmers have."
4. Recognition for The Oklahoman and Times over the 56
years of their history has come many times. Typical of
these honors is the election of their publisher to the
directorate of the AP for the fifth consecutive year and
his more than 12 years of service as director of the Southern
Kj'wspaper Publishers Association,

^ MISTLETOE

EXPRESS

*

For a complete coordination of selling effort in
the Oklahoma City market, the four lane approach
of The Oklahoma Publishing Company delivers a
punch unparalleled in modern merchandising history.
Each a powerful factor for moving goods in its own
right, the combined weight of The Oklahoman and
Times, The Farmer-Stockman, radio station WKY
and Mistletoe Express gives any campaign a follow
through that sells and sells and sells.

FARMER

STOCKMAN

OKLAHOMA
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN -k OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES
THE FARMER-STOCKMAN tAt MISTLETOE EXPRESS
WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY if KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS
KLZ, DENVER (Under Affiliated Management)
REPHESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

^

CAROLINA

NORTH

IS

THE

SOUTH'S

Rio 1 INDUSTRIAL
STATE

NORTH
CAnOUNA

JIVPRAG£ or
SOUTHSRN STATfS

WPTF

N.B.C.
(CARRYING
WITH
5 0,000
WATTS
AT

680

IS NORTH

KC)
C/VROLINAS

No. 1 SALESMAN

WPTF

• RALEIGH

4f IV
FREE & PETERS, INC.
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the daytime
service
broadcast10,000,000
station;areapeople
in ofthisanywho
areastandlive
moreardwithout
than
areAt
GENTLEMEN
thus
daytime
radio
service.
night
nearly
57
percent
of
the
area
of
—Be Seated!—
the
country
lies
outside
the
primary
service
area ofhence
any thestandard
broadcast
WHEN FCC CHAIRMAN Paul A.
station;
21,000,000
people
residing and
in inferior
these regions
must relyservice.
on a Porter was given a rising ovation
relatively
secondary
his introduction to the
This is an intolerable situation for a following
NAB audience in Washington last
country with
our great
technical
capacity.
The resources
conditionandis Tuesday night, he quickly waved
particularly
aggravated
sider that the
millions when
who you
havecon-no the standees down, and commented:
service orciselyonly
inferior service
are pre- Just
abolished."
was official
"I thought
aboutthathisrulefirst
act,
those
isolated
rural
which of necessity must rely thefamilies
most after
taking
over
thewasChairmanship
on radio
for
their
contact
with
the
outthree
months
ago,
to
drop
the
side world. I want to emphasize that
rule whenat theCommission
FCC enthe neldecision
reopen attention
the clear-chanissues, withto special
to the "stand teredup"— whether
Congressional
a na- meetings or at hearings.
tionwide radiomandate
service wasto ainsure
unanimous
decision. mission
I know
in the Comwho doesof nonotonerecognize
the
At the head-table
mis ioners E. K. Jettwere
and ComPaul
need for a reappraisal of this problem.
Walker; Eliot Lovett, president
If wening inwere
starting
from the beginstandard
broadcasting,
as we A.Federal
Communications
are in television,
for example,
theindustry
Com- Assn.; Senator Reed (R-Kans.)Bar ;
mission's engineers
and the
engineers
could
sit
down
and
draw
Senator Tunnell (D-Del.) ; NAB
master plan of allocation which woulda President
J. Harold Ryan; Camptheoretically
servicebothrequirements of the meet
entire thecountry,
rural
bell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk,
and urban.
But
of
course
we
all
recogFourth
District
director; Chairman
nize theand
difference
between
starting
dewithin
novo
doingsetthe
we can Porter; Speaker Sam Rayburn;
the limits
by best
the existing
(D-Cal.),
Lea
Rep. House Interstatechairman
the
& Foreignof
situation.
Justshowbecause
an engineer's
chart
might
that
wider
coverage
could
be
obtained
by
moving
a
clear
CommissionCommittee;
Commerce
channel
station
locatednot onmean
the coast
Norman S. Case and C. J. Durr.
anthings
inlandconsidered
site, does
thatwouldallto Moreers than
a score of members of
public
Interest
and House Interstate
require
such
a
shift.
But
I
hope
we
will
Senate
the
have
the
opportunity
to
look
at
many
possibilities
and I wantis determined
to assure youto Commerce Committees were dinner
that
the Commission
consider nomic,all dayrelevant
factorscoverage,
— social, rural
eco- guests.
and night
and
urban coverage,
considerations
of
an
eauitable
distribution
of
facilities
renareto now
late 1920's
in theirtheprimary
and
similartentative
considerations
even before ficulty dedering
the resicenters.
urban
ed service
it reaches
conclusions.
nts of fully-serv
I've been
asked why
there was
no FM
No Advance Commitments
issue written into inourpartclear-channel
order.
at least,theis
that it'sThestillanswer,
too early to determine
WhatpleteI cooperation
am asking
is full
and comIn
of
all
interested
eleeffect of FM on AM broadcasting.
m
e
n
t
"
?
i
n
buildins;
a
record
from
which
FM supsound
conclusions
can
beclosed
drawn.wereThea the highly
few
the next
altogethereventin that
plants AMunlikely
allocation
hearings
just
solves be-itproblemseriously
magnificant
example
of the way canin years,self Iofdon'tcourse,
thinktheanyone
whii^h
industry
and government
certainhappen—
will have
what who
lieves
that'speople
buyingIn
pull
together
in
reaching
an
agreement
been
the
ly
not
broadcast
stations
lately.
at least onclusions the
facts
uponTherewhichwere,con-of standard
m
a
y
be
based.
the
somewhat
more
likely
event
a period of years enough that
city
course, tions
somehearings—
exceptions
the allocaaagreement
few inproblems
too after
themhavein FMestablished
broadcasters
selves so firmly
just
tough
to
achieve
even
on
the
don't
seek
renewal
of that
their they
standard]
facts.
But.
in
reviewing
the
spectrum
from 10cycles, thkilocycles
30,000.000reached
kilo- tobroadcast
licenses,
it may problem
be possibleby
solve the
clear-channel
e amount of toagreement
creating
some
more
clearleftchannels
isdustrv
amazingcooperation
— thanks principally
to the
In- the
holes
that
are
thus
open. Butin
in
building
record.
NBC theandtelevision
CBS for allocation.
example bothSo lies
even inthatthe solution
is future.
conjectural
and
nnnlai'd^d
indefinite
Its little
the dav that
of miracles
iscooperative
not past. efforts
I am comfort
to them
the underserved
millions
tohnneful
similar
d
a
y
t
o
tell
that
some
day
FM
may
will
hear-I solve all the problems of standard]
inthink
ss characterize
andtheyfromwill.thethewayclear-channel
we are started
broadcasting.
That's problem
why we'renow,
opening,
the
clear-channel
ana|
I want to say tothat
you furtherCommission
and with leavingnels to the
clearremind
chanthe effect
future.of IFMneedon not
all
faces earnestness
the conclusions
clear channel orthe
problem
with no this group that, under the legislation
advance
commitments.
which
Congress
enacted
in
1927
and
in 1934,
a not
radio private
channelproperty.
is pub-reSo far as I know,
we are
lic domain,
open-minded.
Wethewant
firstcompletely
of service
all to enacted
Congress
couldandhardly
have stated
that
determine
what
nation-wide
picturesubject
really isis.already
The latest
explicitly
when
it provided—
that
seven survey
years even
oldon fact
and more
I quote
the
Congressional
lang
u
a
g
e
—
f
o
r
"
t
h
e
use
of
channels,
but
and
was
challenged
as
inadequate
when
made. We possible
want a from
picturean not the ownership thereof, by persons
ofengineering
whatit iswastechnically
for limited
periods
of time,authority,
under licenpoint
of
view.
And
we
want
ses
granted
by
Federal
and
no such license shall be construed to
all the other
facts inbearaddition
to enginWithe ring dsuch
ata which
upon
the
sub-be create anyditions,right
beyond ofthetheterms,
conand periods
ject.
a
record,
it
should
Commission,
in setting
thelicense.
terms
possible
for which
the Commission
to service
reach The
and
conditions,
must
under
the
law
conclusions
would
bring
to entire
establishcountry,
a satisfactory
service
to theing violence
underserved
millions
without
do-of seek
for
the
and
that
is
our
to
the
American
system
aim in the clear-channel hearing.
or thebroadcaster.
legitimate interests basic
In conclusion,
I have only
one finalby
ofbroadcasting
any particular
point.
-The
opportunity
presented
FM Eflfeet Uncertain
presence of members of Congress is too
tempting
The clear-channel
groupandofallbroading. I wantto refrain
to lobbyfromquitea little
openlylobbyand
c
a
s
t
e
r
s
,
t
h
e
four
networks
other
quite
frankly
for
a
bigger
better
interested
parties
who
have
something
to contribute can be of genuine help FCC appropriation. And I amandoptimisbyproposals
comingforinimproving
with reallythe constructive
tic enough to which
hope that
the broadcast-'
presentinvolve
sit- ing
is alleged
uation. Suchofproposals
might
had industry,
some limited experience
in tothishaveac
the relocating
some facilities,
changes tivity,
might
offer
some
assistance.
Be^
in powercate upward
or
downward,
duplicause
thinkmutual
I can advantage
prove to you
operation
clearor any
channels,
it is toI our
that that,
the
changes
indirected
antennaon
design
other licensing
facilities
of
the
Commissioi^]
proposals
toward
the
objective
of obtaining a really nationwide serv- be expanded and improved.
ice. It ismuch
my belief
that solution
we'll comeif outwe
Would Do Better Job
with
sounder
have aconstructive
proposals
from the Mr. Speaker,
Iofhasten
to point
to
industry
to
consider,
rather
than
havgentlemen
Congress
that
Iouthave
ing a record
filledmanywith ofattempts
to ex- the
read
Section
201
of
Title
18
of
the
plain
why
so
the
channels
•
United
States
Code
which
makes
It
which were cleared with such great dlf- penal offense to use appropriations a
BROADCASTING
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In KGW's unique "Now Take My Case"
program the public gets the answers to
wartime problems direct from representatives ofgovernment agencies involved. Alady, stumped by her income
tax, gets help from an Internal Revenue
expert. A war worker calls on the WHA
man for help in finding a home and so
on . . . another fine example of public
service ... a national FIRST for KGW!

^ in Peace!
Back in 1925 KGW broadcast a debate
. . . set the pattern for the radio forums
of today. An Oregon team argued the
affirmative from the KGW studios, a
Stanford team gave the negative from
an Oakland, California station. It was
the first broadcast of a debate, first
program on the coast to originate from
widely separated stations. Thus KGW
blazed the trail for a better understanding of the problems of government by
the American people.
.

case can be cUed _o ^-^^ .^
lead-.^
^ 1^(3 W^'s

, ^JorlUNvesl.
*e people.
I \ected by
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pay
for personal
services
to Influence
members
of Congress
to favor
opposethatlegislation
andam Idoing
have
a legalonoropinion
since
I
this
NAB
time
and
at
their
expense,
the
statute
does not apply.
My purposes infor regular
seekingactivities
a larger apnot
just a slightlypropriationlarger
appropriation— but
aarisemuchfromlarger
appropriation
— do not
the pride of a bureaucrat
who wants
a biggerbutstaffstems
or more
urious
assistance,
from luxan
honest
conviction
that
thethe better
the
Job
the
Commission
does,
better
not
,only
public but regulates
the Industries
which the
the Commission
will be
served.
Let's take aurgently
few examples.
The Commission
needs more
personnel cationtos. On the
process
applivery broadcasting
the War
Pro-for
duction Board gives
theday green
lightComcivilian station
construction,
the
m
i
s
i
o
n
w
i
l
be
besieged
for
prompt
tion on some (more
500 applications
newacFM
stations
than 100
350 television
offor these
are
now
on
file),
almost
applications
nowcomeonin file
andand many,
many moreWe toestimate
thesewhen
other
services.
that
manpower and materials become
available
our
licensing
work
will
be
increased
fold war.
over the rate that prevailed before10the
Evenvisedifand procedures
every effort aremadedrastically
to simplifyreand tivestream-line,
the mere ouradministraburden
of
discharging
functions in determining thestatutory
legal,
technical, financial and other quallfi-

IRE Seeks Funds
BROADCASTERS
are being- asked
to contribute in accordance
with
the power of their stations to the
$500,000stitutbuilding
fund
of
the
e of Radio Engineers. J. In-R.
Poppele, chief engineer, WOR New
York, chairman of the broadcast
division of the initial gifts committee of the fund, has written all stations regarding
campaign,
askwith thepower
of lessa watt,
than
750 ingw stations
to contribute
10 cents
and stations of more than 750 w to
contribute five cents a watt.
cations
of applicants will be enormously increased.
Many of youpending.
broadcasters
here
have
applications
youof Conhave
been consulting
withof Perhaps
Members
gress
with
a
view
expediting
them.
Iinhope
you
have. who
Therehaveare been
many others
industry
for thea termination
of the war inwaiting
order
tonew improve
existing
facilities
stations. Considerable sumsor build
have
been invested In preliminary engineering and plegal
work,
money
has
been
exended on sites and other preparatory
and development
expensesof have
been and
incurred. After months
waiting
planning you and other broadcasters

win want and expect and deserve
prompt
service from
the going
Commission.get it
Frankly,
are not
unless
the you
Commission
has theto opportsuonniteyltotoexpand
facilitiesAllandof pergivewiththisitstheservice.
you
are familiar
amount of work
necessary
to
bring
even
an
uncontested
application
final
This theis
not
the placeintotoeffect
debatearedecision.
whether
procedures
essentialatallbut
think
there
will
be
agreement
leastI
on the necessity of the Commission
making posalsanit receives.
adequateThenreview
of
the
thinkapplications,
about prothe
350
FMmany
and 100
television
with
more
to
come
when
the
green
light
flashes.
Then
I
will
ask
you
to make
a mental weestimate
ber of engineers
now haveof theon numhand
to processSection
them. ofTheourNon-Standard
Broadcast
Engineering
Department
is responsible
processing these applications.
But, for
in addition
tohastelevision
and
FM,
this
section
also
responsibility for international
broadcasting,
facsimile,
studio-transmitter
link
and
other
miscellaneous
categories.
And isthecomposed
section which has
these duties
ofall precisely
three engineers. at present
We entareand reviewing
our
work-load,
anticipated, with
a viewpres-of
asking Congress
for a supplemental
appropriation in order
that those who
have post-war
about communications, includingplans
broadcasting,
will not
be held
up by the
Commission.
Our
goal
in broadcast
matters
to givespeed
the
andon all
the applications
public
a is30-day
ofbeindustry
service
which
granted without a hearing andcana

REUNION in France was a happy
affair for (1 to r): William F.
Brooks, NBC director of news and
special events;PROLt. for
Col. radio
Howard12thL.
Nussbaum,
Army
Group
and
former
NBC NBC
pro- jj
ducer; John W. Morrissey,
engineer who was sent abroad for
D-Day and is now attached to
NBC's Paris headquarters. Mr.
Brooks
Omar" — Lt.
Gen. OmarmetN. "Cousin
Bradley, commander,
U.
12th told
Armyhim Group
whomto
Bill'sS.mother
to be —sure
look up when he got to Europe.

90-day
speed ofIf service
where this
a hearing
is necessary.
we achieve
goal,
the development
of post-war
broadcast-oping will be expedited,
employment
portunities createdandfor when
returning
eransoverandour
others
final vetvic-we
enemies is achieved
shouldouttoryundue
be ready
delay. to move forward withIt isof aussource
embarrassment
to
those
the ofCommission
to have
to explain
toatmembers
of Congress
and
applicants
why
the
matters
in
which
they
are interested
have beenFrankly,
pending
for
months
without
all have
gotten
a littleaction.
weary of havingwe
to apologize.
now goingas towe estimate our workWe asareaccurately
can
and submit
a plan towhich
the Budgetbe Bu-deThe 27% BIGGER VOICE
reausigneandd to achieve
Congress
the goals wewillhave
set
for outselves.
And I will
have view
everyourconfi-redence that Congress
quirements sympathetically.
Quality of Service
of servicein iswhich
only one aspect
of Speed
the beproblem
should
interested. There broadcasters
is also the
question
of
quality
of
FM, forto
example, is being widelyservice.
advertised
the public
as anbeinginterference-free
servi
c
e
.
I
t
is
also
urged
as
the
final
solution to all the ills of broadcasting,
all
the
way
from
the
need
for
more
free
speech
to
the
question
of
what
do abouttheseclear
channels. I hope
it ful-to
has fills
a realexpectations
chance to and
do it.I believe
But theit
achieving
or any
other upon
ends
will dependof these
in good
measure
soundness
of
the
Commission's
rules,ing its
Standards
ofproper
Good application
Engineer-FM
Practice
and therules
of
these
technical
and
standards
own network nighttime averages for
in particular
standard example
broadcast band todaycases.is anTheeloquent
Yes, in San Antonio, WOAI's nighttime their
{he
same
1077
cities.
of
how
badly
such
problems
were
hanvoice is heard by 27.1% more listeners
d
l
e
d
2
0
years
ago.
An
effort
must
made to get
the right
technical
rules andthebe
This outstanding listener preference
standards
as
near
as
possible
than the average for NBC stations in 1077
first
rather than to try to xon-,
date. time the
scramble
omelet at some future'
cities, as esfablished by NBC's 1944 helps explain why — year in and year
out — WOAI sells more merchandise to
Accordingly,
as theCommisallocatision's
ons are out
ofasstaff
thesoonway,
Nationwide Survey of Listening Hab'ts!
technical
will the
get into the
job of developing
soundestto possible
Contrasted wi;h WOAI's immense popu- more people in Central and South Texas
technical
rules and thestandards
matcli.
Of course,
we want
do theengineers-,
best poslarity among hometown listeners, ail other than any other station — at a lower cost
sible job. best
That
meansto more
and
the
engineers
to be had. B
San Antonio network stations fell far below per sale!
meansaccounting
also a strengthening
and
departments. of the legal
Whenimportant
we submitpurposes
revised estimates
for,
these
we may tryi
to get a little more money for research.
I am notsearchtalking
about
the
kind
of
that is performed in Butthe rather;
greatre50,000 WATTS
alaboratories
suflicient ofstaffthisofIndustry.
competent experts
to coordinate
theit results
of private
CLEAR CHANNEL
searchaswherever
is and
important
for thereindustry
a ofwhole
applicable
OAI
the functions
the regulatory
agency.to|
NBC AFFILIATE
Those ofcations
you hearings
who know
sat through
the allohow frequently
MEMBER TON
an important
issue turned
upon— and;
the
answer
to
a
particular
question
nobody
As Majorthe
Armstrongknewput theit atanswer.
one point,
Represented Nationally by
Commission
havEDWARD RETRY & CO.
ing to predictwasor inguessa position
what wasof going;
to happen
year
sunspotat thecycle.height
Thereof thewerenextmany11other examples
THE POWERFUL ADVERTISING INFLUENCE OF THE SOUTHWEST
search would havewhere
been intelligent
vastly superiorretotions.
argument in answering difficult quesIn the Technical Information DlviBROADCASTING
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"Neither snow, nor rain, nor heat, nor gloom
of night shall stay these couriers from the
swift completion of their appointed rounds."

f^SWlfT,

You remember Roddy, surely. New York remembered him
for his tribute to the runners Marathon, Thermopylae,
and Salamis, circa 430 B. C, by graving it upon the architrave ofthe mid-city post office.
"Sw^ift completion of their appointed rounds," eh ? That
may have been fast in the fifth century B. C, but radio
now makes the rounds of the earth in one-seventh of a
second. In less time, in fact, than it took a courier to lace
the latchets on his sandals. Instantaneous!
Radio is the fastest means of putting messages before
vast numbers of the population. Messages from the world's

HERODOTUS?

battle-fronts. Messages about the need for buying war
bonds and more bonds. Messages from advertisers about
the goods and sei-vices they have to offer. Radio advertising is so flexible that its messages can be made to conform,
where need be, even with the changing weather!
"Vast numbers of the population" is no exaggeration.
In the primary areas of the stations of Westinghouse alone,
there are 18,000,000 folks with fat purses, and the normal,
human impulse to open them . . with jjroper urging. Consult our National Representatives, listed below, for availabilities orother information you may wish.

WESTIN6H0DSE

RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA • WOWO
• KEX • KYW • KDKA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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^here

to

make

Sales

at

a

Profit

On the basis of sales-per-dollar, WSIX
is prepared to do a job that will open
your eyes even in today's new appreciation of radio advertising.
Advertisers and agencies who check returns have consistently found WSIX
a highly profitable medium for covering the Nashville market.
Because WSIX has the listeners . . .
and the listeners have the money to
spend for the things they want.
The Katz Agency, Inc., National Representatives
Member Station, The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System
5,000
^^^^^^"^"^^^
WATTS ^^^^^^
V

NASHVILLE, TEHM,
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sion
of thegeneral
Commission,
whereis centered,
research
ofwe this
find again
onlycharacter
three engineers.
There are other
important
fields beof
non-technical
research
that could
explored
with policy
profit. are
Questions
of social
and
economic
too
often
based
upon
thethan
predilections
of the(Myindividual
rather
upon
facts.
earlierby
remarks
this
evening
may
be
cited
some as an evidence of that conclusion.)
But back trodinuced a bill1938,to Senator
Wheeler
inestablish
a Director
of Research within the
Commission
and
so I take
no
credit
for
the
idea.
Howedollar
ver, I am spent
of theuponfirmtheopinion
that
everyresearch
properwillkind
ofreturned
in communications
be
many
times
in
terms
of
better
service
to bythe thepublic,
a more authority
Informed
attitude
regulatory
and
perhapsforresult
in a moreinvolved.
stable
foundation
the industries
Finally,
an increased
appropriation
only
one
phase
of
getting
ready
to dois
our job properly and promptly; finding
the right
men
to
fill
the
jobs
is
another. Today, of course, all the money
in the world
engineering talentwouldn't
we need. getRadious the
engineers
are largely in the war
armed forces or enwork. Butgaged Inasvital
these
men communications
areandreleased
the
Commission
will
want
need
the
services
of
some
of
them.
I
am
hopeful,
indeed,
that
the
Commission
at
the
proper
time can
downthe with
the
Army Communications
Signal
Corpssitandand
Office
Naval
work
out anof
arrangement
whereby
our
employment
needs will bepolicies.geared
into waytheira demobilIn that
qualified
veteransion theization
could
walk
Intodischarged
the Commisday
he
was
from
the
armed
forces
and
find
a
desk
ready
and his work laid out.
Time
does
not
permit
discussion
or
exploration
of many
other
problems
which
lie
ahead.
I
can
only
say
that
we
have our winding
work cutup out
us In
addition
the forfrequency
allocationsto above
25,000 kilocycles
and
S'J'-ii.l''^^
^ and
proposed
below
25,000
kilocycles,
devisingreport
rules
and
standards
of
good
engineering
practice
for
services
Involved, inwe prosalso
have thethepectnew
clear
channel
Moreover
there hearing
is the
complex
question
of
international
communicaand the proposals
a consolidatiotionsn or merger
of these forfor
carriers.
If that
completed
theit agenda
the immediate
future,
would
be
enough.
But
there
s
the
question
of
what
do about
international broadcasting towhen
OWI
consider"'iS^I
that. ^"Added
^'^^ tofl^l^thatandis the
we quesmust
lation
should
be course
recommended
H^^L^t"^
communications
to legisCongress.
And,
of
meantime,
must help prepare for the Inter- Ameri-we
munications conferenceat thereafter.
^n'^Tnn^'". Conference
Rio de Janeiro
And
m^n^n^fi^^'''^ perhaps a world telecomfZ^^~^}^^^^
"S^t
ahead
of
us
—of
broadcast
applications
staring
h'^^f^'^'^'r^"^
perhaps thousandsareus
the
freeze
is
thawed
busy spring
It indeed looks like attention
ahead!
th.*f
Ihen

REAL TEAMWORK is exemplified j
here,
are rep- I
resentedas onfourannetworks
Army broadcast,
using
Navy
facilities.
Interviewee
on the CBS-Admtrai World News
Today was Sgt. James R. Krantz
who was
Superfortress overblown
Japanoutandof alived
to tell
about it over the air. Aiding in the
broadcast are (1 to r) : Lt. Comdr.
Robert (Don)
Thompson,Navyofficer
charge,
radio section,
PRO,in
formerly
special
events
director
KPO-NBC San Francisco; Walterof
(Tim) Leimert,
commentator
attached
to PacificCBSFleet;
Lt. Bruce
Dennis, program officer, who was
special events director of WGNMBS Chicago;
Ward D. Ingrim,
publicCapt.
formerlyAAFof Don
Leerelations
and Blue officer,
; Sgt.
Krantz. Engineer (not shown) was
Clark work.
(Red)
Blue from
NetProgram Sanders,
was broadcast
Navy's Pearl Harbor studios.
Copyright
Costs
In
Canada Music
$159,381
CANADIAN RADIO STATIONS
will pay $159,381 in 1945 for use
ofa ruling
copyrighted
music, March
according
at Ottawa,
12, byto
the Canadian Copyright Appeal
Board. This is an increase of nearly
$4,000 onover
lastperyear.
Feessetareto
based
8 cents
licensed
Canadian Performing Rights Society (Canadian ASCAP) and 1
). licensed set to BMI (Cancent adper
CPRS this year will receive
$141,672 as against $138,810 in
1944, and
BMI as(Canada)
receive $17,709
against will
$17,288
last year.
had filedbased
a sche-on
dule askingCPRS
for $247,926,
14 cents
set, bybutthetheCopyright
wartime
rate
was per
upheld
Appealtions Board
following
presentaof Canadian Assooiation of
Broadcasters and Canadian Broadcasting Corp., before the board in
January [Broadcasting, Jan. 29].
Blue Outgrows Space
FOUR BLUE network departments
have been moved from the RCA
Bldg. in New York to the Aeolian
Bldg. 33 W. 42d St., original home
23 years
WJZ, istheattributBlue's
New
York ago
outlet.of Move
ed to expanding
personnel
and activities at the Blue.
Departments
and their chiefs, now installed with
their staffs at the new address are
cooperative
program department,
Stanley Florsheim;
spot sales,
Ralph Dennis; television, Paul
Mowrey;
and comptroller's office,
A. D. consin
Nicol.
7-1737. Telephone is Wis-

Cine-Television Labs
CINE-TELEVISION Studios Inc
has completed its television proGrand Central Terminal Bldg., New
5fork, ,'r°'^i
and has moved
its offices
in theto
laboratories
r?.n
perma
nent ''*i°^
space adjoi
ning the
studio, Fred H. Fidler
,
presid
announced last week. Company ent
has
been retained by several advertisers
for
video
exper
iment
ation. Its
distribution division, Motio
n Picture Networks, is expanding;
its
screen advertising activities to include minute movies in 12,000
theatres and non-theatrical distribution of longer sponsored films,
Yasha Frank, co-fou
nder, has
elected vice-president in chargebeenof
production. Robert A. Jenkins,
forme
residerestive
nt,'
is vice-p
Democ
Councilr forexecu
racy,vice-p
ident and general manager. V.
Henry Rothschild 2d is secretary. MORiE agencies and advertisers joined
Fred Waller, president, Vitarama the 'Cooperative Analysis of Broadin anyA. preon easting in January
Corp., will act as consu
in CABthanhistory,
Wmatters. Lehman,vious month
technical and production ltant
president,
has
announced.
Doris Leroy continues as consult- Present
membership
totals
144,
said,10ofmonths.
whom 74 joined within thehe
ant in the educational film field.
last
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THREE

MONTHS...
An interim report on some of the first things
being done by the network that hastens slowly

For the past three months, Mutual's use of
white space in the trade press has been devoted mostly to a plain exposition of new
operating policies. We bragged not; neither
did we promise miracles. We ventured to
interpret nary a single rating trend. Except
for noting a couple of rather spectacular
newsbeats from the warfronts, our ads
spoke simply of the easy, deliberate pace
to which we've geared our progress.
Comes now, we believe, a proper time to
report the state of the network and how it
has changed during these three months.
Some top advertisers and agencies have
moved their business to Mutual. A few
have departed. And some exceptional new
program material has been signed.
1,042 NEW STATION-HOURS*
Look at the ledger first. Nine commercial
programs were added, December through
February, putting 1,042 more stationhours to work every week. Five sponsored
shows, occupying 223 station-hours a week,
were dropped during that period. And
within the past few days we've signed 133
more station-hours a week in new business
scheduled to start on Mutual soon.
Among Mutual's new (or returning)
sponsors since December 1 are Carter
Products, Chesapeake 85 Ohio, Coca-Cola,
Kellogg, Textron, Seven-Up. Former shows

* By station-hours, we mean 60 minutes of commercial time per station.

have been lately replaced here by General
Cigar, Semler, Van Camp. The agencies in
charge of this expanded activity include
Ted Bates; Calkins 8e Holden; D'Arcy;
Erwin, Wasey; Kenyon 85 Eckhardt; J.
Walter Thompson.
AGATHA, ARCH & COMPANY
Program talent coups comparable to the
newsbeats mentioned above have been
scored by Mutual's newly strengthened
Program Department. Agatha Christie's
best-selling mystery fiction came to life,
exclusively on these airlanes February 22,
in the person of Hercule Poirot. Mutual
also acquired the script and direction skills
of that master craftsman. Arch Oboler,
whose original dramas for radio will tingle
spines and tickle funnybones when his new
series begins April 5. Add, also, to the popular music sky Mutual's two new singing
stars, Curt Massey and Anita Ellis.
>f

>f >f

Don't let our recent reticence fool you; this
network is on its way . . . UP. And, as we
promised three months ago, we'll keep you
posted from time to time on our progress.

This...is

MUTUAL

1945
Inc.
Dear Hutch:
U
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SONGS OF PRAISE
... 15 min. . . . 156 programs.
Devotional music by the famous
Hamilton
bent
at theQuartet,
organ. George Broad-

HERE'S
THIS

''we

WHAT

NEW

had

"been

type

this

WGN

WORLD

alDOut

THIS
letter
of the reports
we're
getting
on isthetypical
new WORLD
FEATURES.
No wonder they're enthusiastic! These
radio shows are right out of the top drawer —
star talent, top notch writers, directors, producers. Above all, WORLD FEATURES bear
the stamp of great showmanship — the skill
and imagination that know how to create
shows that listening audiences want to hear!
The cost? These Features are priced to fit
even the limited budget — each one is truly "a
show for your money!"
WORLD FEATURES are available in two
types: Open end and "Audi-Flex" — World's
flexible new form that combines expertlywritten scripts with music recorded on bands

ABOUT

FEATURE

for

looking

for

SAYS

two

a program

. . .

of
11

years.

on each disc.
Eleven WORLD FEATURES are ready now.
The shows include, in addition to "Songs of
Praise" :Casa Cugat, Jam Session, Mandrake
the Magician, Rhythm Range, Ireene Wicker
—The Singing Lady, Strange as It Seems,
Sagebrush Serenade... alll 5 minute programs.
Also these 5 minute programs: Footprints
on the Sands of Time, Fireside Tales and
Once Upon a Time (Maureen O'Sullivan).
Local stations will be glad to quote prices
and audition these shows for advertisers and
agencies.
If your localwrite
station
have
WORLD FEATURES,
directdoesn't
to: World
Broadcasting System, Inc., 711 Fifth Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y.

Transcription Headquarters
WORLD

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM,
INC,
A Subsidiary of Decca Records, Inc.
Washington
New York • Chicago
Hollywood

Sale

of Sam

Pickard

Interest

In WOKO
Proposed by Ernst
Station Counsel Offers Plan as 'Punishment'
For Alleged Concealment of Ownership
PROPOSAL that Sam Pickard, Liberties Union. Mr. Ernst apformer FCC Commissioner and
peared at oral arguments before
onetime CBS vice-president in the FCC en banc on the proposed
charge of station relations, be per- decision of the FCC to delete
mit ed to withdraw from ownerbecause of the "hidden
ship of WOKO Albany, and that WOKO
ownership" aspect [Broadcasting,
he be required to sell his 24% in- Nov. 13, March 12].
terest for 20% over depreciation
Suggests Net Study
as "punishment", was submitted to
At the same time the Press Co.,
the Commission last week by Morris L. Ernst, New York attorney publishers of the Albany Knickerbocker News, and 25% owner of
representing WOKO Inc. He also
is counsel for the American Civil WOKO Inc., proposed to sell its

another

interests to other WOKO owners
and estsinin WABY
turn purchase
interAlbany their
as a means
of solvingvolving tthe
he twoduopoly
stations.problem inMr. Ernst admitted failure to
disclose Mr. Pickard's interest in
the station. He alleged that William tioned
S. Paley,
CBS president,
Mr. Pickard
in 1929 notcau-to
reveal that he owned an interest in
a station. "Networks of that day in
general
werethe notinterrelationship
desirous of hav-of
ing known
network
officials
with
affiliates," he
said.
He suggested the Commission
might look into networks today to
ascertain whether any interests are
held bycials inemployes,
any station.directors or offiMr. Ernst deplored newspaper

$22,000,0^^

KFDM-'.

credit

Beaumont
has money to spend
NOW!-LATER!

DuPont Chemical Company's 22 million dollar
nylon salt plant to be constructed near Orange,
Texas, adds another important segment to KFDM's
rich 585 billion dollar elective buying income
market. And to what station do these above-theaverage income folks listen? Why, KFDM, of
course !
Committee for Economic Development.
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Duane Jones for Clark
CLARK BROS. Chewing Gum Co..
Pittsburgh, makers of Teaberry
and edTendermint
has York
appoint-as
Duane Jones Gum,
Co., New
agency.
Major toportion
of production is going
the armed
forces
but ply
there
is a Promotion
limited civilian
available.
plans supcall
for radio,
newspapers
zines. Network
promotionandis magabeing
considered. Firm sponsored John
J. Anthony's
Hour onagency
Mutual throughGoodwill
its former
Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
ownership
of radio"Iasbelieve
"monopolistic" and declared:
sooner
or later we must divorce ownership
ofHe press
and radio
hastened
to pointin this
out, country."
however,
that in its years of affiliation with
WOKO the Knickerbocker News
exercised no control over programs;
nor station.
has it attempted to dictate to
the
With the "full knowledge" of Mr.
Pickard, Pickard
Mr. Ernst
"In this
instance
was said,
the originator
of the causes which caused failure
to disclose" his ownership in the
station. Commissioner Case interposed, however, that Harold E.
Smith, station general manager
and 25%%
ible" also. owner, "were responsChairman Porter commented that
under
Mr. Ernst's
Mr. Pickard
sell hisproposal
intereststhatto
Mr. Smith for 20% above depreciation, "Mr. Smith would be rewardgetting price."
Pickard's
undered bymarket
The interests
attorney
had estimated his figure would be
about half market price.
Available to All
Mr. Ernst pleaded that WOKO
had made its facilities available to
all comers, including the CIO, AFL,
the Communist
Partytheyandhadhe the
remarked: "'I know
same disdain for Communists that
I have." He contended that no complaint had been made about the
station's operations and that it
should be continued with Mr. Pickard and the Knickerbocker News
out of the picture.
"It seems to me the sanction of
decapitation
is too cruel," he declared.
On behalf of the Press Co. Louis
G. Caldwell and Reed T. Rollo,
Washington
filedagreed,
a letter in which attorneys,
their client
contingent upon license renewal of
WOKO, to sell its 25% interest in
WOKO to Messrs. Smith and Curtis for $75,000. In turn Smith and
Curtis would sell their interests in
WABY
owns 157cfor of$52,500.
WABY. The Press Co.

Savarin Coffee on WJZ
S. A. SCHONBRUNN & Co., New
York, for Savarin Coffee has signed
a 52-week contract effective April
AyLOR-HoWE-bNOWDEN
2 for thrice-weekly sponsorship on
WJZ New
of Etheil program.
and Albert, BlueYork
cooperative
Firm continues transcribed spots
on four New York stations. Agency
is Roy S. Durstine Inc., New York.
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Pictured here This
is theis Westbound
Yard atowned
the Chesapeake
Ohio Railway's
Yard in Kentucky.
one of the Receiving
largest singly
and operatedand railroad
yards in Russell
ths nation.
These

Railway

Yards

Are

Only

4 Miles

FROM
ASHLAND,
KENTUCKY
An installation of this kind necessitates the
important industries make Ashland and the Trimaintenance of a large personnel, thereby
State Area a top-ranking industrial market.
creating vast industrial payrolls. Many Chesapeake
Ashland,
Kentucky; HunHngton, West Virginia and
and Ohio employees reside in Ashland, making
Ironfon, Ohio are three busy cities that constitute
this railv/ay an outstanding contributor to the city's
ths heart of the Tri-State region. All are within
industrial growth. The Chesapeake and Ohio RailWCMI's primary coverage.
way, American Rolling Mills, and scores of other
* Let WCMI be your medium in reaching the sales
Responsive Audience in this rich market.

C
CTI imr\
IUd:
dIUU

KENTUC
ASHLAND,
GTON,
VA.
W. KY,
HUNTIN
A MUTUAL AFFILIATE

WCMI
A NUNN STATION

L. D. ISeivman, Mgr.
— REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE JOHN E. PEARSON CO. —
BROADCASTING
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MARKET

Local

Advertisers

Know.

The $200,000,000 steel plant ot Geneva, Utah, 40 miles from
Salt Lake City, drawing oil its iron ore, coal and limestone from
Utah, has created thousands of new jobs and drawn ottention of
Industry to this state. With annual capacity of 1,283,000 tons if is
the largest integrated steel mill in the west, ond another reason why
business is good in Utah!
When it comes to selling, local and national advertisers know
by experience that KDYL brings results. For instance, one notional
n renewing his contract, said,
"We want you to know how pleased
we ore with the fine results your
station has given us. Our sales in
your territory have almost tripled."

National Representafive: John Blair & Co.
Page 36 • March 19, 1945

PACIFIC NETWORK
LISTEMNG IS VP
"PACIFIC" Network Hooper ratings
for January-February released by C.
E.listening
Hooper increased
Inc., showforthatbothin daytime
general
and nighttime hours over the previous
report, and Evening
last year's record. Rating
of Average
10.3 is up 0.6 fromAudience
the last report,
up 0.1timefrom
last
year,upwhile
the nightrating
is
4.2,
the
last report, down 0.1 from0.1a from
year ago,
the onlyruary report.
decrease in the January-FebAveragean evening
at 35.9
showed
increasesets-in-use,
of 1.3 over
the
previous
report, daytime
and overfigurelastis year.
The comparable
15.7,
up 0.9 from last report, up 0.8 from a
year report,
ago. Anandincrease
of 0.1a from
the
last
of 0.5 from
year ago
is reported
for
average
evening
available audience, bringing the figure to
78.3.
The daytime
increaseaudience
is greaterof 68.3,
for theup
available
0.9
from
a year ago.the last report, up 1.0 from
Hope, Fibber
McGeeleadandinMolly
andBobCharlie
McCarthy
that
order
in
the
list
of
followed by Screen "First
Guild Fifteen,"
Players,
Hildegarde,
AbbottGreat
and
Costello, CanFannie
You Briee,
Top This?
Gildersleeve,
People
Are
Funny,
Radio Theater, Kay Kyser, Take it or
I^eave
Crosby. It, Walter Winchell, and Bing

Adm. Hooper Gets
Cressen Citation
Naval Radio Pioneer Given
Honor for Discoveries
ELLIOTT CRESSON Gold Medals
in 1945 go to Stanford Caldwell
Hooper, tired)Rear
Admiral
USN (re-of
and Lewis
F. Moody,
Princeton U., Dr. Henry Butler
Allen, secretary and director of
The Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, has announced.
Adm. Hooper receives the award
"in consideration of his pioneering
leadership and
practical
utilization of discovery
in the field of raThe
dio for the medals,
Navy."
whiched forare
award"discovery
or original
search, addingre-to
Adm. Hooper knowledge,
the sum of human
irrespective of comvalue," Franklin
will be presented
April 18 mercial
at the
Institute.
Born in Colton, Cal., in 1884,
Adm. Hooper was graduated from
Annapolis in 1905 and spent five
years on sea duty, then became an
instructor at Annapolis so that he
couldworking
keep in attouch
by
the with
Labor"wireless"
Bureau
of Standards on week-ends.
With Former FRO
He was
appointed
officer
in 1912
and in fleet
1915 radio
was
made head of the Radio Division
of the Bureau of Ships. He commanded a destroyer in 1918 but
returned to the radio division post
where he served several tours of
duty until 1928.
In 1925 he was fleet radio
officer again and on the cruise to
Australiatests
carried
Navy's
pioneer
with out
high thefrequency
waves. In 1927-28 he was chief
engineer of the Federal Radio
Commission, now FCC. In 1928 he
became Director of Naval Communications and in 1934 chairman,
Naval Research Committee and
director, Technical Division, Naval
Operations. Since 1940 until his
recent retirement he has been dision. rector of the Radio Liaison Divi-

Cleric Cancelled
WILLIAM H. MARKWARD, managing director of WCAM, Camden,
N. J. municipal
station, afternoon
has announced that the Sunday
Gospel
Rev. Charles
Gilmoreprogram
has beenof thecancelled.
In a
letter to Aaron Heine, president of
Mack Radio Sales, Camden, Mr.
Markward said the action had been
taken
because
Gilmore's Practices
violation
offortheAmerican
Code ofof Broadcasters.
Wartime
Mr.
Heine has a contract for 25 hours
weekly time on the station. Rev.
Gilmore, president of the Glenloch
Park Camp Meeting Assn, Glenloch, N. J., is one of his clients. Mr.
Markward recalled that on March
5 it was necessary to cut Rev. Gilmore from the air after six minutes of broadcasting because he renear-riot.fused to follow script, inciting a
Interchemical Test
INTERCHEMICAL Corp., New
York, has appointed Fuller & Smith
& Ross, New York, as agency for
all divisions except Trade Sales,
manufacturers of Set-Fast and MilDu-Rid. Test spot campaign is now
being conducted for latter product
through Sherman K. Ellis & Co.,
New York. Interchemical comprises
various divisions manufacturing
paints, dyes, and oil cloths. Future
advertising plans are being formuCoast Transfer
lated, and may include consumer
off Donactual
Lee starting
Califorcampaigns for Standard Coated CANCELLED
stations before
Corp.
Products,
and Murphy Finishes date niabecause
it did not conform to
that
network's
program
policy,regional
Chemicals
Inc., Oakland,
Falstaff Discs
Cal. (Vano), on March 14 shifted
radio tocom-16
FALSTAFF BREWING Corp., St. its weeklymentaryquarter-hour
with Evelyn Bigsby
Louis, in mid-April begins sponsor- Blue California stations, Wednesship
of
a
quarter-hour
transcribed
p.m. (PWT). Contract
series, Louise Massey & the West- is forday529-9:15
weeks. Objection was raisrrners, produced and packaged by
Neblett Radio Productions, Chica- talent
ed to mention
of other
on program.
Undernetworks'
present
go, thrice-weekly for 52 weeks,
placed through Dancer-Fitzgerald- set-up with Blue, Miss Bigsby will
Sample,
Chicago,
the followfree rein to discuss oping stations:
KTSA onKTRH
KELO be given position
shows and interview their
WDSU KWKH KSO WREC stars. Agency
is Garfield & Guild
KOMA KTUL KARK KSD KOIL. Adv.,
San Francisco.
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Vast

Postwar

65% of Radio Families
Wlll Buy New Sets,
Svlvania
^ Finds
Ain which
VAST 65RADIO
9f of thereceiver
presentmarket
radio
families in America will buy new
war, it
will openin upa after
issets,revealed
study theconducted
by an independent research firm,
Stewart, BrowTi & Assoc., for the
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Announcing results at a special
conference in New York Thursday,
Frankof Sales
Mansfield,
Sylvania's
tor
Research
said thatDirecthe
study was part of the Sylvania
Continuing Surveys; that neither
the researchers nor the people interviewed knew who was financing
the study.
American families will buy 100,-

Receiver

Market

automobile
including said
first five
radiosafterwithin
or000,000
six years
total thevictory,
the radios
Mr. Mansfield
that for sets."
a pesurvey concludes — preferably ra- riod of over four months interviewecoof allsmall
homes cities,
ers travelled
Mans- nomic
Mr. stating,
dio-phonograph
field
explains thismodels.
figure by
groups toin large
"Thirty-six
million
families
now
cities,
country
towns
and
farms
populate the United States. Eighty from Maine to California,
three percent have home radios.
The number of families will in- ^Se Classifications
crease at the rate of about 1,000,- Of the total number of sets now
000 a year for the first five or six in the United States (48,298,000),
years following the war. Returning the study showed that receivers
veterans will marry and set up fell into these age-classifications as
new homes while others, already of October, 1944:
married but living with their famTwo years old
8.7%
ilies, will setAllupofhousekeeping
Three
Years old
old 12.3%
themselves.
them will wantfor
Four Years
18.0%
radios. Add this to the steady in5 to 7 Years old 31.8%
crease in home radio ownership ap8 to 11 Years old 16.8%
parent before the war and the aver11 or More Years old 12.4%
age turnover rate of seven years. Of those interviewed in the surSimple arithmetic gives the seem- vey, Mr. Mansfield said, 77.5% said
ingly stai'tling total of 100,000,000 "tone" and "reception" on their

product,

=

,50.000 peopl

,

on re, ?
^va.UW...t
! ;o
VK- -ft,;
'., „. v,s*en-..9
'ffoRfO
Hooper rep
»• ns comb'"*''
..o« o„a,U on "
, ^..WT: .^-;;•;„.,v•,^■
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Shown

sets were "good"
and "clear".
Nevertheless,
it was discovered
that
91.3% stated that they would want
FM on their sets after the war.
Only 7.3% said they did not want
FM.
To obtain FM, 70.1% of those
wanting the service indicated their
willingness to pay $5.00 extra per
set to get it; 48.3% said they would
pay
$10.0016.5%
extra;are 27.5%
$15 and
willingwillto pay
pay

$30Asked
extra. their opinions on television, 49.5% said they want it and
will pay extra for it; 29.3% said
they do not want television; 21.2%
were undecided. Asked what extra
amount they would pay for video,
respondents said: 49.5% will pay
$75 extra; 20.4%— $125; 7.2%—
$200;
These3.2%—
figures$300.were broken down
by Stewart, Brown and Assoc. to
the following results:
At $300 over usual set cost,
1,000,000 sets can be sold; at $200
over usual set cost, 2,200,000 sets
can be sold; at $125 over usual set
cost, 6,100,000 can be sold; at $75
over usual set cost, 15,000,000 can
be sold. This with the proviso that
telecasting stations are within
range and program quality is acceptable. 83% Have Radios
cidentally
Further: figures released coinThere are 36,000,000 families in
the United States. Of these, 31,000,000, or 83.3%, have home radios.
Of these families, 58.5% or 18,135,000 have one set accounting for
18,135,000 sets; 31.7% or 9,827,000
have two sets (total: 19,654,000);
6.9% or 2,139,000 have three sets
(total:four
6,417,000)
; 2.1% 2,604,000);
or 651,000
have
sets (total:
.8% (total:
or 248,000
have five or more
sets
1,488,000).
These figures, it was pointed out,
do not include 8,000,000 auto radio
receivers or those in restaurants
and public
tions of that and
nature.commercial locaHere, according to the survey,
are the types of set models now in
use:
Table models: 42.2%; Consoles:
34.9%; Midgets: 10.6%; Combination-Consoles: 5.4%; CombinationTable Models: 1.7%. Unclassified
were
5.2%.
(These
include auto radios.) figures do not
Deciding factors in the purchase
of sets most recently acquired, surveyors discovered, were these:
Better
; Better 21.5%;
reception: 24%;tone:
Better25% Looking:
Short Wave Band: 17%; Push Button Tuning: 15%; Record Player
Attachment: 12%; Smaller (Portable) Model: 10%; Larger Model:
7.5%; More
neous: 33%.Tubes:
Total 59^;
adds Miscellato more
than 100%, because most of interviewees gave more than one anWhatswer. • Set-Owners Think
Here is what set owners think
about "features"
of home 52%
radio,have
according to the study:
shortwave; 48% do not .have. Of
those who have shortwsive, 9.9%
ROADCASTING
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JTOWER isn't
everything;
it's whatHere,
it pro-in
duces that counts.
the Inland Empire, huge
dams like this 175 footer
produce cheap power to keep
effective Buying Income at
double the national average
of $1,031; and Farm Income
73% above the U. S.
Average.

THE

ONLY

SINGLE

everything. r5,000
wattsisn'tof
OWER
power, together with an ideal
wave length (590kc), Completely blankets the Spokane
Trade isArea.
why
KHQ
the That's
only single
medium that gives complete
coverage of this rich area
at the cost of just one
medium.

MEDIUM

COMPLETELY

COVERING

THE

Owned and Operated by
%

LOUIS

WASMER,
Incorporated
Radio Central Building
Spokane, Wash.
—
^ ^— \
:

^

National Representatives; EDWARD

PETRY

& CO., INC.

INLAND

EM

ise it frequently; 16.9% use it oc^:asionally; 73.2% seldom or never
ise it. Only about 5% of U. S. famlies
listen to shortwave regularly,
t is deduced.
Of push button tuning, it was
earned:
31% those
have having
it; 69%it, don't
lave
it. Of
78%
•eported
it
worked
i2% said it did not. satisfactorily;
Surveyors reported that those
nterviewed noted these as their
)bjections to present receivers:
Static, too noisy — 21.5%; model
right (ugly,
too big,
too small)
—sn't20.8%;
tone or
reception
not
-ilear — 15.5% ; some part of it does
•lot work well (record changer,
short wave, etc.) — 12.6%; range
("Can't get distant stations") —
11.6%; volume ("Not powerful
enough — not constant") — 8.8% ;
features missing — 8.2%. Other
complaints accounted for 24.1%.
It was pointed out that even
when listeners were urged by ques-

24 HOURS A DAY
KCKN Is the only Kansas
City station broadcasting
day and night— o// night.
'THIS
At 6 P.comes aISBASIC
M. MUTUAL'
KCKN
stationbe-of
the Mutual Broadcasting
System.

tioners tothink of complaints, only
47% could think of ANYTHING
wrong with their present sets.
Here, the survey shows, is what
radio set owners like about their
receivers: tone and reception good
— 77.5%'; model and style good —
51%.; like features— 27.1% ; tunes
easily — 8.5%; good distant reception— 8%; well made — 6.4%; good
volume — 5.8%; no static — 4.5%;
like particular brand or manufacturer— 3%-; other reasons — 19.6%.
Of all those interviewed, it was
stated, 75% have no criticism of
their latest set; 20% said latest set
performed fairly well; 5% expressed real dissatisfaction.
market,
forThenewpostwar
sets will
breakmodel-wise,
down in
this fashion according to the survey: 36.5% will want Radio-Phonograph Consoles; 27% will want
consoles; 20.7%, table models; 8.7%
Radio-Phonograph table models;
4.1%, midgets; 3.4% miscellaneous.

Peak Family Listening
Found to Be 6-6 : 15 p.m.
PEAK period of family listening
is 6-6:15 p.m. (EWT) IMonday
through Friday, when there are 28
listeners in every ten listening
homes, according to a report of
audience composition released last
week by the Cooperative Analysis
of
Highestoccurs
over-allon
levelBroadcasting.
of family listening
weekends (Saturday and Sunday,
with the peak at 9-9:30 p.m.
(EWT),
whententhere
are Report,
27 listen-a
ers in every
homes.
43-page
book
issued
four
times ofa
year, is based on CAB surveys
listening in 81 cities and shows the
composition of the family audience
for outquarter-hour
periods throughdav and evening,
the
adult theaudience
divided with
by age

CORRIDOR CONFAB on Seventh
War Loan radio plans following
preliminary
at Treasury
of
War Financemeeting
officials
and media,
representatives includes (1 to r) :
Thomas H. Lane, WFD director of
radio, press and advertising; Lewis
H. Avery,
NAB director
of broadcast advertising,
and G.Eugene
Carr,
groups.
on loan
from the
A. (Dick)
Richards
stations
to
Treasury
as
RADIOMARINE
has been awarded a Corp.
fourth ofstarAmenea
for its chief of the WFD Radio Section.
Array-Navy
E flag for continued ex- WANAMAKER STORE
cel ence in production.
BUYS TIME ON WIBG
JOHN WANAMAKER store is going on the Saturday
air 10:05-10:30
through
over Monday
WIBG
Philadelphia featuring the John
Wanamaker Great Organ, reputedly the largest in the world.
The istore, early operators of
WOO Philadelphia which was one
of the country's
mercial stations, haspioneer
not usednoncomradio
as an advertising medium in spite
of constant solicitations from every
station in the area.
A sizable spot - announcement
schedule supplements the 25-minute
program
will beof broadcast
from the which
grand court
the store.
Built under the supervision of
the late Rodman Wanamaker, son
of the founder, the great console
has been played by world famous
organists on many occasions. It is
noted for clarity and fullness of
tone and accuracy of sound reproductions.

HERE'S nothing fickle about KCKN. A one-market
station from the beginning, KCKN consistently directs its attention to city listener tastes. KCKN is the only
Kansas City station which programs exclusively and
specifically for Greater Kansas City. Result is that Kansas
Citians look to KCKN for the kind of radio entertainment they like— day and night, all night. Thus, through
KCKN, you may sell a substantial share of Greater
Kansas City's nine hundred million dollar buying power
without the rate penalty of outstate coverage.
Contact Your Nearest CAPPER Office.
MUSIC BY DAY
•
MUTUAL AT NIGHT

Cross Sponsor Referral
Is Forbidden by CBS
SPONSORS of CBS programs are
being notified that as of May 1
they will not be permitted to refer
to programs on other networks
during their
CBS broadcasts.
Notification is being
done informally
and by phone or personal call, not
by written announcements as in
the case of NBC, which some weeks
ago [.Broadcasting,
26] announced the abolition Feb.
of cross-network references as part of a reviof commercial
program
nolicies. sionCBS
admits that
once NBC
had totaken
this suit.
step it had no choice
but
follow
Blue network
has no but
crossit references on at present,
has
no blanket rule against them, it
was
said,
and
any
request
from
advertiser will be considered as anan
individual case on its own merits.
Mutual is contemplating no change
references.
in its policy, which permits cross-'

BEN LUDY, GENERAL (MANAGER, KCKN, KANSAS CITY.' . , WIBW, TOPEKA
ELLIS ATTEBERRY, manager, kckn, kansas city

Griffin on 68
GRIFFIN Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, is
promoting its shoe polishes on a
68-station schedule, using recorded
music, news programs, spots, and
York.
participations.
Bermingham, Castleman Agency
& Pierceis Inc.,
New

CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
CHICAGO 1: 180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CENTRAL S377
NEW YORK 17: 420 Lexington avenue mohawk a-3zbo
KANSAS CITY 6: 300 WALTOWER BUILDING VICTOR 3864
SAN FRANCISCO 4: 1207 Russ building Douglas s220
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New

England

with

a

Southern

Accent

green; small boys poking small toes into green

Spartanburg in the Piedmont area of South Carolina .. . New England with a Southern accent.

lawns fronting spacious homes; hydro-electric

Rich in history, industry, agriculture, the

powered factories humming tunes of merchandisein-the-making ; farmers, drawing almost leisurely

Piedmont is "one of the best-balanced sections in

The village church spire, towering over the

furrows ; philosophers in the village square. That's

the entire country!'
WSPA swings the balance your way.

WSPA
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA
Home of Camp Croft
5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night, 950 kilocycles • Represented by Hollingbery

Scripps Plans FM,
^^ideo Operations
I istimaled Investment in New
Meltls is $850,000
W. SCRIPPS Co. newspaper,atlio interests, through its subsid■ary, Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.,
hnd affiliated operations, proposes
^■-0 invest more than $850,000 in
••^'M and television stations with filng- at the FCC last week of new
ipplications requesting construcion permits for commercial FM
ind TV (television) facilities in
, Cleveland.
Applications already are pendng at the FCC for FM stations in
Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Mem)his and for video facilities in
/ V ashington.
The Cleveland FM station would
perate on 46.3 mc with coverage

JACK DOOR STUFF
/VATCHAKNOW JOE
^ UNCEFORD SPECIAL
JRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL
VVELL, ALL RIGHT THEN
■AST STREET
JATTLE AXE

proximately $100,000. Television
facilities sought are assignment on
Channel 2 (60-66 mc) with 1720
effective signal radiation. Cost is
$175,000.
Licensee of WCPO Cincinnati
and WNOX Knoxville and operator
of WMC Memphis, Scripps-Howard
estimates to date an FM investment of more than $500,000 and
TV expenditures of $350,000. These
new services also may be sought
in Pittsburgh and other locations,
but plans are incomplete.
Channel
assignment and ESR1 (50-56
of 1650 mc)
is asked
for
the Washington video outlet, also
to cost an approximate $175,000.
Other FM assignments asked
are: Cincinnati— 47.9 mc, 13,700
sq. mi. coverage, $200,000 estimated
cost; Indianapolis — 46.9 mc, 8,400
sq. mi. coverage, $100,000 estimated
cost; Memphis— 48.1 mc, 19,640
sq. mi., $117,500 estimated cost.

Dec. 18594
Col. 25625
Voc 5326
Dec. 18463
Voc 4887
Dec. 18534
Dec 3807

For the complete list of BMI-licensed titles recorded by Lunceford see
your BMI DISC DATA or write for
your copy of this special service.

Teheran Wedding
Changes at WSAR
WSAR Fall River, Mass., has a
new staff under the newly formed AEF RADIO personnel played
prominent parts recently in the
Fall River Broadcasting Co., suc- wedding
Technical ofSergeant
Elec- Frank P. ofMcDonald,
Lowell,
triccesCo.ors toDoughty
Melvin and
Lahr,Welch
formerly
manager of WKOK Sunbury, Pa., and Boston, Mass., and Miss
Astrik
Abadjian,
of
Teheran.
heads ithe sales
commercial
de- The wedding took place in a
partment; Cliand
f Holman,
formerly
with WEEI Boston, is program
French Mission Church at Teheran. Sgt.atMcDonald
is chief
manager while John T. Crowley announcer
AES Teheran,
continues to head publicity and where programs
are broadcast
John F. Lyons production. Conti- daily to U. S. troops.
nuity is headed by Linwood Miller
he was employed Before
by WORLthe
and Josephine Panariello, formerly war
andWLLH
Lowell.
Tech.
with WEEI Boston, is in charge of Boston
Fifth Grade Edwin (Larry)
traffic. New announcers are Lee Brown, Forest Hills, N. Y. and
Vincent from WWJ Detroit, Jack also connected with the station,
Kleber from CBS Boston. Betty was best man. Miss Abadjian is
Blair, newcomer, will have charge a native of Aleppo, Lebanon
(Syria). French
She wasMission
enducated
of women's
features.
Philomena
Teheran
School.at
Mauretti
continues
as bookkeeper,
Edith Gauthier is clerk while Eddie
Burke, veteran WSAR figure, and
Frank Keavy, announcer, remain
with the new organization. Angus Doubts Heard, Answered
Bailey continues as news editor.
Of Video's Use by Stores
DOUBTS
department asstores
will rush THAT
into television
the
solution to postwar advertising
problems are expressed by B. Lewis
Posen,
publicity
salesBaltimore,
director,
Hochschild,
Kohn and& Co.,
in an article in the March issue of
Promotion Exchange, issued by the
National Retail Dry Goods Assn,
"I have just seen a motion picture on television," Mr. Posen
writes, "and that's what raises the
doubts
my "complicated
mind."
Citinginthe
the
controlboards,"
"several cameras,"
the
"Hollywoodian
dollies,"
the
up men and engineers and "makeseveral
sets of 'two other guys' busily and
dizzily
running
in and
and
the
writers,
directors
and out,"
scenarists
and sets and rehearsals, Mr. Posen
states: "From my limited knowledge of retail
see the
averagestores,
storeI simply
paying can't
for
all that talent and equipment for
a broadcast of any kind, even
Twenty-one years of music are beA partial answer is supplied by
hindHe Lunceford's
professional
caDan D. Halpin, assistant to the
reer.
studied music
in Denver
vice-president, RCA Victor Division, RCA, who in the same issue
under the late Wilherforce T.
video!"
cites
steps Bloomingdales,
Macy'sto
and other
stores have taken
prepare
for their
reaching
video
set
Whiteman, bandleader Paul's
owners
with
sales
story.
He
father, and then went on to Fiske
states thatduction oten
years
after
the
prof television receivers is
University and City College of
resumed
the 10,000,000
video public
shouldor
include about
people,
New York, where he continued in
82% of the nation's buying power.
musical pursuits.
As a bandleader he's been successful from the very start . . . organized his first band in Memphis,
1927 . . . has recorded under many
labels and enjoys huge popularity
in Europe.

BMI

NEW

YORK
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CHICAGO

Jones With Buchanan
MARTIN JONES has been named
radio director of Buchanan & Co.,
New York, succeeding Jack Wyatt,
now on leave of absence with the
Merchant Marine. Mr. Jones served
until recently with the American
Red Cross tainment
as chief
enteractivities ofin thesouthern
Europe, and before joining the Red
Cross \yas with ducer-dirNBC
as proector ofvideofirstprograms,
later transferring to network public service shows. He is a wellknown
and owns
derbilt producer,
Theater, now
leasedthebyVanthe
Blue Network, as a studio.

TO
ATTAIN
transmission
of world
news more
to therapidmidwest,
WGN
Chicago
has added Service
Reuterssupplements
service to
its
news facilities.
HOLLYWOOD
Service.
AP, uneUP,Press PA,
and the Chicago TribBROADCASTING
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A

City

with

a Main

Street

65

Miles

Long!

LO\yE33^^

The Magic Empire of the Rio Grande
is One Big City dominated by KRGV
. . .
/" V
^

The "VALLEY," Mr. Time Buyer, is that rich, highly productive area down near the
border where much of the nation's finest citrus fruits and fresh vegetables are produced. The
"VALLEY" is 65 miles long; each community blending into the other. The income per capita is over
$650.00, totaling 165 million dollars effective buying mcome in KRGV's primary area. This is
a PERMANENT MARKET — one of the top ringers in America!
^^nK
How can you attract those magic dollars to your client? Why, through KRGV — the only -^O^^^ . * a 11 KET?J,^^^B^^^
network station heard at all times throughout the "VALLEY
AffiHated with
N. B. C.
and the
LONE STAR CHAIN
BROADCASTING
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Sometimes it would be much easier to help a young man along and give him
an opportunity to try his hand, but there is no place here for beginners. There
is no chance for a young man to "make good." He must be already good.
We have always considered this representative business "post graduate." It is
an advanced responsibility for the skilled and experienced only.
When a man comes here for a job it has been our consistent practice to require
a minimum of ten years' previous successful experience in advertising and
selling, and in most cases all of this experience has been in the market where
he is to be employed. This policy may seem pretty stiff but it has resulled not
only in more business but in better business for the stations we represent. Their
welfare and the orders we get for them are far too important to be left in youthful
hands — however ambitious.
.■ ^

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

Bewitching Hour
WHEN THE midnight curfew tolled three
weeks ago, there were horrendous tales about
how it would affect radio — even reports that
stations would black out at the bewitching
hour by order of Uncle Sam.
Just the opposite has occurred. While some
revamping of schedules has been entailed, audiences obviously have skyrocketed. Sloughing off
of motion picture and night club attendance has
tended to increase after-midnight listening.
Late time therefore becomes more salable.
gloat over this.
It's
oneRadio
of thecertainly
breaks ofdoesn't
an unpredictable
wartime
economy. It also has its compensating factors.
It means that stations must gear up their
lobster shifts; that program standards should
be reappraised and probably altered.
7th Man: A Natural
PRESIDENT Roosevelt's nomination of
Charles R. Denny Jr. to fill the remaining
vacancy on the FCC sets up the ablest and bestbalanced membership since the Commission
was created more than a decade ago.
For some time it has been evident that Chairman Paul A. Porter wanted the young general
counsel because of a genuine wish to use his
demonstrated talents. It was Mr. Porter who
sold the President on the nomination on a merit
basis. Wise beyond his 33 years, he has tremendous capacity for work, amply displayed
during his three years with the Commission —
first as assistant general counsel and since
October 1942 as general counsel.
Charlie Denny piloted the Commission
through the House Select Committee investigation. The fact that the inquiry fizzled is largely
ascribable to his diligence and courage. His
performances during the allocations proceeding
added new laurels.
Under the former FCC chairmanship, he was
a vigorous advocate of the reforms decreed
from the front office. As legal spokesman, he
had advocated restraints which have not hewed
to the legislative line. His support of a uniform
system of accounting for broadcasting, which
would be the opening wedge for rate regulation, is a shining example. That is repugnant
to the law and to broadcasters because it follows the common carrier concept. Was Mr.
Denny pleading only the views of the then
FCC majority — or his own? As a Commissioner
he will sit as a judge, not an advocate. In that
capacity, the question soon should be answered.
It is logical to expect elevation of Rosel H.
Hyde, assistant general counsel in charge of
broadcasting, to the general counselship. Himself strongly supported and well-qualified for
the FCC vacancy, Mr. Hyde, by training, experience and background is ideally equipped for
the Denny successorship. It likewise would be
a source of encouragement to the FCC staff. In
a field as specialized and sensitive as radio, the
men and women who have served their stewardship in the ranks are deserving of merit
promotions. Charlie Denny is of these.
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Blueprint, by Porter
AFTER THREE months' exposure to radio
as chairman of the FCC — a new side to him —
Paul A. Porter last week unburdened himself.
It was a diagnosis and a prognosis. It covered
the turbulent past, the sensitive present and
the unpredictable future. To the 160 delegates
and Congressional guests at the NAB district
meeting in Washington it was the most candid
and forthright appraisal of radio they had
yet heard. We publish it in full text (despite
paper rationing) as must reading.
It wasn't the sort of speech broadcasters
particularly wanted to hear. But after they
heard it, they got a new perspective. Some
of their conceptions were confirmed ; others disNo one gotin regulatory
the notion philosophy
that there'sanda
completepelled.change
thatMr.it'sPorter
all going
to
be
different
on.
knows the business from
side ofhereradio,
because he was on it before Uncle Sam beckoned just prior to Pearl Harbor. He practiced
before the Commission. Last week he demonstrated, too, that he knows the regulatory
side; that he wants art and Government to
work harmoniously, but that there isn't going
to be any trifling or favoritism in the process.
Big things are ahead in radio, and he wants
to see them accomplished "without doing vioto the American
Mr. lencePorter
covered system
a lot ofof broadcasting."
ground in his
maiden
speech.
He
diagnosed
the
ills, He
but wants
didn't
attempt to prescribe all the cures.
radio to do that and by self -regulation.
There's the current talk of "excessive commercialism," which now has reached crusade
proportions. It's not our contention that it's a
synthetic issue, although we feel much of it
is being fed by those who would put commercial radio in a strait- jacket.
On that score, we think the records will
show that commercialism is just as rampant in
other advertising. Magazines and newspapers
certainly are running a far greater proportion
of advertising space in ratio to editorial content than ever before. More time and space
are being bought.
Paul Porter's
comments
excite
swifter
action. Wepointed
liked his
conrmientswillbecause
he
had
no
veiled
threats
and
he
didn't
talk
down to broadcasters.
It can be expected that some stations will
be cited on renewal under the revised FCC
procedure. When the FCC gets more manpower, scrutiny of past operations will be closer.
All this depends on how the FCC proposes to
enforce renewal procedures, and whether it
will deign to go into programs per se.
Mr. Porter shed considerable light on the
clear channel proceedings coming up. He wants
more appropriations to expedite handling of
applications in the new fields, once the freeze
is thawed. This looks toward 30-day processing
of uncontested applications and 90 days for
those going to hearing. That sounds like the
millennium. We hope he achieves it. And there's
no gainsaying that more engineers are sorely
needed on the FCC.
On one additional count, Mr. Porter deserves
praise. Nothing could undermine future broadcast services as swiftly as a Wall Street or
speculative invasion. He said he looked to
broadcasters — the homesteaders— to take the
lead in these new radio arts.
Some things had to be said. The FCC Chairman said them intelligently and honestly.

Q^^^ ?Qe5f2ect5 To'^

THOMAS JAMES SLOWIE

"Great
aThomas
personage
aman
such
hadAs that
Seal",
would
RADIO
IFJ.Privy
his
of theasbeFCC,
secretary
Slowie.
n
bold
Spenceria
appears
literally
on
hundreds of thousands of documents, because every
official action of the Commission — from public
notice to license — must bear his signature. To
countless hundreds in radio he is a sort of
great unknown, as far as physical features are
concerned. He's like Jimmy Durante's "Umbriago" of radio renown, or Frank Fay's in"Harvey".Slowie's stock in trade; a sort
visible
is Tom
of Tact
intuitive
understanding of political vagaries
his
college degree.
Since his appointment as secretary of the
FCC in April 1937, Tom Slowie has built for
himself a reputation of being a square-shooting
Government official — one who has won the respect of industry and Government alike.
He took the job nearly eight years ago with
the proverbial two strikes on him. It was
shortly mission
aftersecretariat
the had
1936 been
election.
vacantThe
for Comsome
months. Robert I. Berger, radio director of the
1936 Democratic campaign, was mentioned as
the new secretary. He was understood to have
the backing
of James
A. Farley, then Democratic National
Chairman.
Up popped the name of Thomas J. Slowie,
who had served as secretary to an Iowa Representative. There was political bickering.
Berger had the backing of New Deal stalwarts.
Slowie's
supporters
old-line
Democrats.
Consequently,
whenwere
he was
elected
by the
Commission, he was eyed furtively in some
quarters
on Capitol
Hill. the
But opposition
it didn't take
long for Tom
to convince
that
he meant to do a job, regardless of political,
lines; that he took his oath of office seriously.
in 1920him when
hisTom's
home political
town of career
Clinton, began
la. elected
city
auditor-clerk. He was born in Lyons (now a
part
of
Clinton)
Sept.
24,
1898,
and
attended
Parochial schools as a boy.
At the outbreak of the first World War
Tommy enlisted as a buck private, was assigned
to a transport corps and promoted to sergeant.
He never got overseas, but he spent many a
long
get onhourthe helping
move. thousands of other soldiers
After the war he returned to Clinton, tossed
his youthful hat into the political ring and
came out city auditor, a job which carried with
it the honor of being city clerk. Following his
two-year term Tom went into the insurance
and bond business. He remained in that field
until 1929, but through it all the political
winds blew{Continued
across his
brow.4-8)As a good
on page
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AMERICAN

UNREACHABLES(?)

Hobody wants anyone in the United States to be unreached
by radio. Nobody cares to accept the responsibility for depriving anyone
of the opportunity to listen. Yet, 82% of the area of the United States
is outside the range of urban broadcast stations.
The only way these people can hear a reliable day and night radio service
is through clear channel broadcasting.
This is the purpose of clear channel broadcasting.
Without such a service, our farmers would have to go back to the horse
and buggy days of getting their news through the weekly county paper ;
of getting weather reports from a look at the sky and the feel of their
bones; of getting stock and grain reports only after long trips to market.
There would be no news, no diversion to fill up the long afternoons and
evenings, without clear channel broadcasting. Our farmers would be the
new American unreachables.
That is why we have programmed our station so carefully for the past
twenty years. To help bring this area of 82% in
reach of the news and service they need.
Over 5,000,000 in rural and small-town America
IjZ,
go
to
bed
each
night
confident
that
TF^^ikf's
strong
signal will be there to wake and serve them on
the morrow. This is WSM.
650 KILOCYCLES
NBC Affiliate
Edwin W. Craig, Pres.
Harry Stone, Gen. Mgr.
National Representatives, EDWARD
I National Life and Accident Insurance

PETRY & Co.
Co. Nashville, Tenn.

Sales

Grow

When you use
KPRO
Blue Network Station
for the rich
"Valley of Paradise"
• Population over 600,000
• Income 54% above average

ISationally famous
Commentators
ISow available for
Sponsorship
1. Baukhage Talking
11 to 11:15 a.m.
Monday through Friday
2. Raymond Gram Swing
4:15 to 4:30 p. m.
Monday through Friday
For full details
Write, phone or wire
KPRO
1000 Watts
The Blue Network
Studios in Riverside
and San Bernardino,
California
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GLENN
SNYDER,of WLS
vice-president
and
general R.manager
Chicago,
and
GEORGE
COOK,withtreasurer,
are InD. Phoenix toLER,confer
BURRIDGE
BUTowner of WLS.
EDWIN Atlantic
M. SPENCE,
former
manager ofof
WFPG
City,
later
manager
WBAL
Baltimore
and
then
of WWDCHinkle
Washington, and part-owner
Mrs. Adele
Toppln
in Miami Beach. were married March 9
JOHN
COWLES
and
GARDNER
COWLES
Jr. are tothe beBoston
in Boston
Marchluncheon
20 to
address
Ad
Club
on
bothinterests
newspapers
andWCOPradio.Boston.
The
Cowles
operate
OtherCRAIG
Cowles LAWRENCE
executives to and
attendJAMES
will
be:
MILLOY,
general salesvice-presidents;
manager, and TED
A. N. ENNS,
ARMSTRONG ^r., general manager of WCOP.
PAULthe S.Equity
DIXON,Conservation
former vice-president
ofYork,
Corp., New
has
been Service
appointed
comptroller
ofoperator
the Radio
Corp.City.
of Utah,
of KSL Salt Lake
REGINALD M. BROPHY, former NBC
vice-president
of late Co.,
general
manager of Canadiantoandbecome
Marconi
Montreal,
has resigned
president
and
director
of
Rogers
Majestic
Ltd.,
Rogers
Electronic Tubes Ltd., Toronto, and
subsidiary
companies.
He Assn.
is alsoof president of the
Radio
Mfrs.Patents
Canada,
Canadian
Radio
Ltd.,
Canadian
Radio
Technical
Planning
Board,
and
Sealandair
Patents
Ltd.,
andall
iswitha head
directorofficesof atThermionics
Ltd.,
Toronto.
HUMBERTO resentD.ative of R.GONZALES,
U. S. Azul,
repH.
C. Cadena
Cuban Network, has returned
from a
four-weekferred trip
to
Havana
where
he
conwith network officials. He left
New Yorktriplastto week
for aCoast.
three-week
business
the West
J.
M.
REID,
owner
of
CKFI
Port
Frances,
Ont.,of has
over
active
management
theWhotaken
station
succeeding
JERRY
TONKIN,
resigned
to
go
into business for himself.
CommERCIflL^;

JOSEPH
CREAMER,
promotion
tor of WOR
New York,
and direcBILL
HOFFMAN,
the
station's
former
sound
effects
director,
are
co-authors
or
"How
tofallCreate
Sound byEffects,"
scheduled
for
publication
Ziff Davis
Pub. Co.
RALPH lishing
W. andHARKER,
west
coast
pubadvertising executive, has
joined stone
the Broadcasting
Los Angeles
KeySystemofficeas ofaccount
executive.
Former
advertising
director
ofserved
the Seattle
Times,
Mr.
Barker
also
for a number of years with
O'Mara
sentative.& Ormsbee, newspaper repreTHOMAS
ABBOTT,
the advertising
staff
of thestaff
Newof Headley
Yorkon Sun,
the sales
ReadhasCo.,joined
New
York
station representative.
GODWIN, at assistant
director
ofCHARLES
station relations
Mutual, left
New
York nesslast
for asouthern
three-weekaffiliates.
busitrip toweek
the MBS
DAVID
M. SIMMONS,
salesmanthe ofarmed
KPO
San Francisco,
has entered
forces.
MARY department
COATES, former memberSyracuse,
of the
traffic
is now with the OWIof inWPBL
San Francisco.
Porteoiis Promoted
APPOINTMENT
Roy C.of Porteous as assistant ofmanager
the
package
sales
division
NBC's
program department was ofannounced last week by Clarence L. Menser,
NBC vice-president
of programs.
Mr. Porteous inhascharge
been
assistant promotion manager of
WEAF,
NBC's
New
York
outlet.
His new assignment entails contact
work between the program, network
and local sales departments. He will
report to Bertha Brainard, NBC
manager of program sales.

Our Respects to
(Continued from page i.6)
Democrat belonging to the old
school, and a convincing speaker,
Tom Slowie was chosen as campaign manager by the late D. M.
Jacobsen of Clinton, who ran for Durham
Congress on the Democratic ticket.
With a successful campaign behind
him, ton Tom
to Washingto serveSlowie
the newwentRepresentative
Carolina's third larg
from
Iowa
as
secretary.
That was North
est city (1940 U. S. d
in 1930.
In 1936, following his nomination sus). City and county ar
for the fourth time. Rep. Jacobsen compact and easily sold
died. The Democratic bosses of one unit. Present estimate
Iowa wanted Tom Slowie to run. He Durham County popuh
was virtually assured of election, tion is . . .
but Tom declined in favor of young
William S. Jacobsen, son of the
late Congressman.
Once more Tom Slowie managed
the campaign and won. He returned
to Washington as secretary to
young Rep. Jacobsen. Then came 1
the FCC appointment. Tom resignfield.ed in May 1937 to enter the new
Letters Bear His Signature
busy, high earning peopl«
All FCC correspondence is routed For example, famed Dukp
University is in Durhar;
through
his office.
Tom ofhasn't
a check, but
thousands
pieceskeptof Also, Durham makes 25 9i
mail are handled daily. Applica- of the nation's entire cigai
to the tosecretary's
of- ettes. Best of all this .
fice,tionsthengo first
are routed
their proper
places. The name "T. J. Slowie"
is appended to the majority of letters going from the Commission.
All public notices, with rare exceptions, bear his signature. In
market
other
he's the official
writer words,
and spokesman
for the letterFCC.
Of all his duties, however, Tom
relishes one — that of liaison between the Commission and Capitol
Hill. Almost daily he has occasion can be air-dominated
to call on various Congressmen. 250 watt rates over th
And he looks forward to those trips,
r(
because in the years he has been in station which surveys LOlj
Washington, he thinks of Capitol listeners
peatedly in
prove
has
moi
the area tl
HillWhen
as "home".
the House Select Commit- all other stations conn
tee to Investigate the FCC was bined.
on i |'1
created two years ago, Tom Slowie
was appointed liaison between the
FCC and Committee. He maintained an even tenor through two chairmen and four general counsels. He
was consulted both by Commissioners and Congressmen.
Tom is married, lives in McLean
Gardens, Washington,'
two
daughters,
Joanne, nowanda has
member
of the Cadet Nurse Corps in training at Mt. Carmel, Columbus, O.,
and
student at Pennsylvania
StateLois,
College.
He swears he has no hobbies as
such, but he'll tell you about a host
of friends — how he enjoys talking
to them, listening to their views
on current trends. Of all his possessions Tom prizes most highly a
little statue of the three famous
monkeys, one covering its eyes, the
other its mouth and the third its
ears signifying: "See no evil, speak
no evil and hear no evil." It was
presented to him in 1940 by fellow
employes
mas party.of the FCC at a ChristBROADCASTING •

y^^^ROBLEM
-^95^ STATION
R E S U L T S
advertising consisted of 15 minutes May, 1944 Soles
Up 160% over 1943
'In May. 1944, Sears Roebuck & Com- Radio
each weekday at 8:45 A. M. KTSA was
1943
Up 25%
^ pony's Scm Antonio store enloorged their chosen' to carry this quarter hour program July
1943
of its ability to deliver in this Jvme
special Catalog Order Department where because
Up 23%
1943
64-county sales area. Here is 23.11% of August
Up 88%
customers select merchandise direct from Texas' effective buying income; 22.06% of September
October
1943
Up 65%
Texas' retail sales; and 24.35% of Texas'
Up 216%
1943
catalogs. The increased space and en- population.
How well KTSA reached the
1943
Up 162%
the station was designed and built
1944
larged staff necessitated an aggressive people
Up 266%
November ""
to serve is best shown by the results in December
Up
200%
and extensive advertising program. To terms of Sears' Catalog Department soles. January,
In October1945this" department won first prize
Iavoid confusion it was decided to divorce
for
"A"lorgest
stores. percentage of increase in store.
And wos third in the Sears' system in
(I!this department's advertising from that of
Catalog Order business among imattached
the rest of the store. Radio advertising was
chosen to promote the department, backed
KTSA can write a success story for you,
by the distribution of mail order circulars
too. Let us send yon complete facts about
mailed once-a-month direct to a list of
specific job it is doing for soles NOW and
in the postwar era.
"active" customers.
Affiliated with
TAYLOR • HOWE • SNOWDEN RADIO SALES: DALLAS • NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE
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PRODUCTIOnf-Jf
LT. JOSEPH BRECHNER, radio officer HERBERT
WIDMARK, formerly with
of the nical
Western
District Air Los
ForcesAngeles,
Tech- WIBC Indianapolis,
has joined
Service Command,
n
o
u
n
c
i
ng staf of WMBD
Peoria,the111.anhas diobeenUnit, transferred
to theto Second
RadirecNew York.was Prior
tor of KIRORUNIONS,
Seattle, production
has been named
tion Lt. Brechner
chief of histhe inducscript NORMAN
program
director.
BOBandSPENCE
isevents
now
department,
Radio
Branch,
Bureau
of
program
supervisor
special
Publicton. HeRelations,
War withDept.,the Washingdirector;
EVELYN CALHOUN,
MARBLE, production
continuity
formerly
was
radio
didirector;
BRUCE
vision of the Dept. of Agriculture.
manager;
manager. FRANCES BRAID, operations
MRS. St.
FLORENCE
TONJES hasandjoined
KWK
Louis as continuity
copy JOHN CORY, graduate of the American
Indianapolis,
has joined
writer. reShe
was formerly
ctor of BBDO
New York.continuity di- Radio
WJPP Academy,
Herrin, 111.,
as announcer.
LAWS,
promotion
and publicity
WALT
WALRATH, O.,program
directorof ofa BOB
boy.
manager
of
KGO
San
Francisco,
is the
WICA Ashtabula,
is the father
father of a boy.
BARBARA
CLAUSEN,
former
classificaJIM berHARNETT,
new
to
radio,
is
a
memwith thestaff
Warof Dept.,
has
of the O.announcing staff of WICA Francisco.
joinedtiontheanalystcontinuity
KGO San
Ashtabula,
LUTHER
NEWBY,
former
announcer
of
ED PALEN,
WJW
Cleveland
program
diAngeles,
rector, wil serve committee
as a member-at-large
of the executive
of the sixth KFAC
KWKW Los
Pasadena,
Cal. has shifted to
annual Green
Cross
Campaign
for
indinew has
to radio
andKECA
forvidual associate membership in the BARBARAmerly in theHOLT,
Greaterpaign tCleveland
Angeles
asSPARS,
assistant
tojoined
VIRGINIA
o run throughSafetyMay.Council, cam- Los
WEST,
publicity
director.
LARRYcommentator,
SMITH NBC hasSan helped
Francisco
Far
JESSEtor of WEEI
H. BUFFUM,
agricultural
provide
is to givebefore
a direcseries
of lectures
onBoston,
adventure
the East
American
prisoners
now
in Japanese
hands
with
more
than
800
boxes
of
food
Senior
Explorers
Club
of
the
Boston
Natural
Museum.
subjects and
through
appearances
will be hisHistory
own travels
and His
explorations.
beforesupplies
Billings,
Mont.,twoservice
clubs.
Throughences, heseries
of
fines
against
hisAmeriaudiLOUIS RIGGSBEE,
former
program
diraised
over
$400
for
the
rector and production manager of
Cross prisoners war fund.
WCAX Burlington,
N. C, is now an an- BERTcan RedCULLEN,
formerly with CHEX
nouncer at WBIG Greensboro.
memberCornwall,
of the Ont.
antaf of aCKSF
HELEN
the Peterboro, nouisncing snow
newspaperTROY,
and formerly
advertisingactive
fields,in has
BERNARD
FILLIOL,
new
to
radio,
has
joined the CKSF French announcing
been tienamed
of women's
s of WAYS director
Charlotte,
N. C. activi- staff.
JOHN anniversary
GAMBLING, onwhoWORcelebrated
WINN DAWSON,
Louisville.announcer, is now with
20th
New Yorkhisof LEN
March
8, hasYear
beenClub.
made a member
ELAINE KLEINE, former assistant to
the Twenty
the vice-president
charge
of advertising for theSeattle
7-Up inCo.,
St. Louis,
has
joined
asKIROwriter.
GEORGE
ROUTHmenKIRO
has
left
the
sales
departt
t
o
become
a
director
in
the
motioncraft Cpicture
o. department of Boeing AirBEN PARKSnouncing sthas
from the anaf of resigned
KYW Philadelphia.
HAL FIMBERG Is now producer of the
NBC "Comedy
also continisues as Which".
writerTheatre".
of the Heweekly
CBS
"Which
YOU
SHARON
PARKINSON,
formerly
of
KLS
Berkeley,
Cal.,
has
joined
KYA
Francisco as continuity writer. San
LT. ROBERT
FRANKLIN,
withprior
KQW,to
KFRC
San Francisco
enteringandtheKJBSservice,
is now with
the
T
Army's
psychological warfare branch in
CATN'
London.
CU
DALEtle, SMITH,
has joined formerly
KYA Sanof KOMO
FranciscoSeat-as
announcer.
IN
S
R
E
TOM
SWAFFORD,
production
manager
P
CA
ofLESTER,
KGW Portland,
Ore.,
MILDRED
^^^^^^i . folks tbere are
former
trafficandmanager
KGW
and
KEX
Portland,
have
beenof
married.
ELLA PERALA is new traffic
director.
Trelty I*"*tbat mes)-o
folK '-™*^'
We suspect

EDESTELLE
PEIRSON,SEVIGNY,
MBS staff announcer,
andof
managertheir
WFCI
Providence, havetraffic
announced
engagement.
Wedding
will
be
in
May.
MITCHELL
GRAYSON,
produces
"New has
Worldtaken
A-Coming"
onWhoWMCA
Newas
York,
additional
dutiesstaff.
aHENRY
memberSYLVERN
of the onBlue
production
is leaying WINS New
York as musical director.
JACK atedGOLDSTONE
hasProductions,
joined AssociNew
York,
as Radio-Television
radio
copyTheodore
chief. HeA. hasNewhoff
been
associated
with
Adv. and Edw. Prager Adv., both In
Baltimore.
MICHAEL
J.information
BOSCIA, formerly
on has
the
CBS
press
department,
been
assigned
to
supervise
publicity
WABC
York. has been namedof
MARGONewPHILLIPS
play
in theJEANscriptHARDY,
department
NBC, reader
replacing
who hasof
joined
Town
Hall
Inc.
to
work
on
'Town
Meeting ofhasthehadAir",acting
Blue and
program.
Miss
Phillips
directing
experience with WCSC Charleston,
S. C.
TOM SLATER,
director
of
special
fea-his
tures and sports
MBS, and since
brother
Slater, ofsportscaster
1930 who Bill
was discharged
from the Army
last
the rankon aofvideo
lieutenant
colonel,yeartelecast
arewithco-starred
series
Tuesday eveningsports
WABD
New
York,
DuMont
television
station.
RICHARD
BARBER,
formerly
with
KID
Idaho
Falls, hasW. joined
KDYL hasSalt added
Lake
City.
RICHINS
duties KAY
of chief announcer
to his posi
tion'as assistant program director.
CHARLES
S. MONROE, an editor In the
CBS
program
father
of a girl.writing division, is the
WAYNE
CARL
WESTER KING,
of Carl band
Westerleader,
& Co.,andChicago,
are
organizing
a production Enterprises
firm to be
known
as
the
King-Wester
which
package evening
shows
originatewill
New firmHalf
willhourbeto
located
atin360Chicago.
N. Michigan.
show
titled
"Meet
My
Mother"
now
available.
Present activities of bothis men
will
continue.
JOE
FROMM,
Chicagohis freelance
radioas
writer,
hasin received
ais captain
theto India
Army.commission
Mr. inFromm
scheduled
be
stationed
New
U.DelhiS. as director of public relations for
ROBERT
NBC has
central
soundGRAHAM,
effects
been diviin
ductedsioninto
the Army.man,
GENE
HERNDON,
former
staff
an
nouncer
of KQW San Jose, has joined
WAIT Chicago.
PAULINE
HOPKINS
and OWEN
VINand producer
respectively
of "ThatbySON, writer
Brewster
Boy",on formerly
spon
sored
Quaker
Oats
CBS,
left
cago March 17 to headquarter in ChiLos
Angeles.
SUE MYLROIE,
'WMALo'
WOL
Washington.
Washington,
is nowformerly
music with
librarian
HELENFoods",
JOYCE,Monday
co-conductor
of "Pea
Saturday
onture WLS
Chicago, from
is through
confined
to her
home
recuperating
a tonsillectomy
BOB BALLIN, producer of the Jack
Benny LEANShow,
marriedsecretary
MARY ofW.RuthMCof Hollywood,
rauff
&Co.,Ryan,
agency
for American
To
bacco
Feb.
23
in
Den-ver,
Ceremony
was performed
in the
chambers
of
Colorado
Gov. John
C. Vivian.
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AR
THE V.

Smashing
frozen barriers,
United
States Coast
Guard theicebreaker
"Mackinaw" opened Great Lakes
waters for passage of vital new
lakes-built minesweepers and cargo
vessels, on their way to combat
zones. WGAR's audience went
along
RolandwithandCommander
AnnouncerEdwin
ArthurJ.
Hannes via a special broadcast,
heard another timely, exclusive and
inspiring WGAR wartime service
program.

"Morrie"gine r ofPierce,
chief the
enWGAR, popular
was awarded
Marconi Medal for his aid in the
surrender of the Italian fleet and
capture of Radio Luxembourg.

Homes for veterans were encouraged
by C. W. Grove, President, Second
FederalGen.Savings
Loan inAss'n.
and
Brig.
W. L. &Marlin
a WGAR
program
sponsored
by
Second
Federal.

flGEnCIES
HILDREDrector of Mitchell
(Hilly) Faust
SANDERS,
diAdv., radio
has
been named
vice-president
inChicago,
charge
ofthe radio.
Miss
Sanders
has
been
with
agency FAUST,
for three years.to LT.be COMDR.
HOLMAN
released
from
the Navy on soon
inactive duty,
will
return
to
the
as vice-president
and member ofagency
the executive
board.
WILLIAM BROOKINGS, radio director
of J. Walter
Thompsonto establish
Co., San offices
Francisco, Is in Denver
for the agency and develop radio servW.
J. (Bill)
TRADER, formerhasaccount
executive
Scholts
Adv.of KPAS
Service,Pasadena,
IjOS Angeles,joined
in a
similar capacity.
ELEANOR
(Mickey)
MULLIGAN,
account executivehasofjoined
Garfield
& Guild,
San
thein American
Red Francisco,
Cross reational
as staff
assistant
the
recdivision
for overseas
duty. LU
BLINDBURY,
formerly
& Guild, has returned
towiththe Garfield
agency
to take over Miss Mulligan's accounts.
CRAIG
E.
DENNISON
ADV.
AGENCY,
Chicago,
has opened a Buffalo
office
with
WILLIAM
generalexecutive.
manager,
and
JOHN B.J. TANNER,
FOY, account
ELLIOTT
W. BOGERT,
who hasConebeen<te
account executive
with Poote,
Beldlng,
San
Francisco,
has joined
Brlsacher,
Angeles, as Van
staff Norden
executive.& Staff, Los

LENNEN a& retirement
MITCHELL, New York,
has
adopted
for
all employes within thepension
eligibleplanlimits.
Plan
pension salary
benefitsat ofretireonethird provides
ofment,the
employes
in addition
life insurance
ranging from
$1,000 toto $25,000.
GRANT ADV. last week moved its New
York office, terincluding
innatioPlaza
nal division, tofromthe
theagency's
RCA State
Bldg.
atBldg.,
Rockefeller
350 Fifth
Ave. theNewEmpire
Telephone
number
is BRyant left
9-6100.Geyer, Cornell &
TED ESTABROOK
Newell,
Newto York,
as television
director
last
week
establish
the American
Film Center
Center, Previews,
New York,for
the
Film
project
to.American
enable
professional
filmof the
peoplelatestto views
regular showings
16commercial
mm atdocumentary,
educational
and
films. lance
Mr. television
Esterbrook
will
also
do
freeat 11 W. 44th St.,production,
New York. with offices
RONALDin Vancouver,
T. JACKSON,Los inAngeles
advertising
work
and
London,
has
joined
Stewart-Lovick
Ltd.,
Vancouver,
as
vice-president.
E. G. hasWEAVER,
released
from
theof
RCAF,
the
Toronto
officethe
Walsh heAdv.hadjoined
Co.
Before
joining
RCAF
been
with
McKlm
Adv.,
Toronto.
JOHN
of media for
for
outdoorLECHNER,
and car director
card advertising
Foote,
Cone
&
Belding,
has
been
elected a vice-president.
quarters in Chicago. Mr. Lechner head-

shows how
Ki\()W-H()Wsh.w
in Western North Carolina

CHICAGO CUBS
BASEBALL FOR 1945
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The first exhaustive sur<
vey of radio listening in
Western North Carolina
was made by Industrial
Surveys Company.
WWNC is the first station
of its size and the first
outside of a metropolitan
market to subscribe to a
listener diary study. This
study represents reports
covering a greater percentage ofradio homes
than in any other market
so measured. It includes
those in all 12 counties in
the WWNC daytime primary (and roughly the
night-time primary and
secondary) area.

ON

TOP

WITH

136

Throughout the week WWNC has

Butcher Heads Drive
JESSE
director
of the BUTCHER,
National WarradioFund
and
USO, has been appointed national
radio tions
director
of
the
United
NaNational Clothing Collection,
working
with chief.
Lawrence
Beller,
public relations
Robert
Masson,
formerly of WHN New York and
the
Red Cross,
will MacDonald
handle network
contacts
and Joan
will
serve as New York radio director.
Juliussel, Berens,
public
relations
counis consultant on the national
drive and public relations director
for New York. Campaign has been
given
OWI plan
assignment
under athespecial
allocation
for five
weeks, beginning March 26. Plans
call for two major projects — personal appearance of Henry J. Kaiser,grams,chairman,
on network
proand overseas
pickups from
network correspondents giving descriptions of clothing
needs willin
stricken countries.
Mr. Kaiser
participate on We the People, CBS
Marchcast25,10:45-11
in a p.m.
specialMarch
NBC 30broadand
on
the network
Nation, heads
CBS
MarchReport
31. Theto four
have pledged full cooperation.
WICK
CRYDER,
publicity chief
WalterYork
Thompson
York,oflefttoJ.
New
last weekCo.,forNewHollywood
line upshow
promotion
for Textron's Helen
Hayes
on Mutual.
HAL WINTER,
secretarySpector
and media dir
e
c
t
o
r
o
f
Raymond
York, has left the agency. Co., New
KARL REID,
formerlyAllied
of KMTR
wood, has joined
Adv. HollyAgentive. cies, Los Angeles, as account execuLOUIS
QUINN,
former
Hollywood
writer
ontions,the has
Graderejoined
Fields J.ShowWalter
on Blue r.tason Co., New
York,BIGELOW.
as writerThompunder
supervision
of JOE
MARION
owner York,
and
partner ofHARPER,
Compton1933-1938
Adv., New
is operating
a research
organization
under
the
name
of
Marion
Harper
Assoc.
atspecializes
247 Madison
Ave., New
York. work
Firm
in
general
marketing
for manufacturers. MARION HARPER
Jr. is manager
of copy and NewradioYork.research at McCann-Erlckson,
EDWARD NewMAZZUCCHI
Of Export
Adv.
Agency,
York, has been
appointed
president
ofwriters,
the Assn.
of Spanish-American
copy
a
group
of
New
York
export copywriters.
G. NUNEZ wasof
Westinghouse
ElectricLUISInternational
retary. vice-president
appointed
and FULGENCIO GARCIA RUIZ, Of LaHacienda,
sec-

Frank Kiernan
136 quarter hour periods with ratings
FRANK KIERNAN, 75, directing
higher than the top rating produced by head of Frank Kiernan Adv., New
York, died March 9 in Brooklyn.
He had been associated with the
any other station with any fraction of agency since the turn of the century. Firm was founded by his
the late John J. Kiernan,
the Western North Carolina listening father,
New York State Senator. A son
and two sisters survive.
audience.
More Western North Carolina listeners are yours at less cost per thousand
on WWNC.

lilfVrf
570 Carolina
KCser,i„,
western
11 If il \^
North
from ashevule
Don S. Elias, Executive Director Represented by the Kati Agency
"/ keep abreast of the news over
!
WFDF Flint Michigan."
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Everyone
for

has

an

ear

news

What's the latest news? In Europe? In the Pacific?
What's doing in Washington?
How did the Red Sox make out?
These are but a few of the scores of questions
people asl< every day — for everyone has an ear
for news.
And in Boston, you'll find attentive ears for the vital
newscasts carried by WCOP*

WCOP broadcasts 21 newscasts per day.
138 per week.
It's complete, authentic and accurate news, edited
from AP, UP and INS. What's more, WCOP is the
only radio station in Boston using all three
of these major news services.
If you are looking for ways to bring Boston news
about your company, why not reach for your buzzer
and dictate a letter to get the facts about the
people who reach for their radio dials, and lend
an ear to the news from WCOP.
7 newscasts per day are still available . . » but they
won't be for long. Sponsors are bound to hop
aboard this bandwagon ... but FAST.
Why don't you get there first?
NEW TO THE bIUE JUNE 15th

A COWLES STATION
Represented nationally by the Katz Agency

THE

OBOE

Sponso

RSi^

TEN YEARS BEHIND
the industry in age
... but OUT IN FRONT
when it comes to performance and popularity! Consult any
survey you prefer and
the answer's the same
— down here in our
neck of the woods the
station "MOST people listen to MOST"

WSJS
WINSTON-SALEM

5000 Walts
600 on the Dial

Represented by
HEADIEY-REED COMPANY
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ADAM SCHEIDT
Norristown,
for BREWING
fourth
yearCo.,hashalfrenewedPa.,sponsorship
ofCaravan"
six-weekly
hour
"Valley
Forge
on
KYW
Philadelphia.
Other
new
and
renewal
KYW York,business:
Co.,
New
six weeklyBenrus
station&Watch
breaks
for
52Newweeks
Young
Rubicam,
York;through
E. Fougera
& Co.,
New
York
(Don
Juan
lipstick),
5
one-minute
spots weekly
for 52Philadelphia;
weeks through Lyons
J. M.
Korn
Agency,
Finance
Co.,
Philadelphia,
six
per week for 52 weeks through J.spotsM.
Korn Agency;
Nevin's DrugspotsCo.,through
Philadelphia. 8 one-minute
Philip Klein
Agency,Inc.,Philadelphia;
Paramount
Pictures
New
York,
two
station
through breaks
Buchananweekly
6z Co.,for New52 weeks
York;
Philadelphia Electric Co., three-weekly
quarter-hour
"Ruth AlWelles
at Home"
for
26 weeks through
Paul Lefton
Co.,
Philadelphia.
Phillips
Packing
Co., breaks
Cambridge
(soups),
three
station
weekly
weeks through
Kynett for
Co., 52Philadelphia;
GriffinAitkin
Mfg.
Co.,
Brooklyn,
six-weekly
quarter-hour
"Time
to
Shine"
for
52
weeks
through
Birmingham,
Castleman
&
Pierce,
New
York.
MASSACHUSETTS MOHAIR PLUSH .
Boston
(upholstery fabrics),withhasWilliam
placed
its advertising
Hart
Adler Inc., account
Chicago.
BOWMAN DAIRY Co., Chicago, effective March half-hour
19 will sponsor
"Musical
Milkwagon",
show heardnoon
Mon-on
day through
Friday,
11:30-12
WMAQ
Chicago.
Contract
for
52
weeks
was
placed
by
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
Chicago.
CONSOLIDATED
BISCUIT
Co.,
Louisvil e, has renewd sponsorship of sp^ts
onWAITWMAQ
"'IRO
WENRWGNWJJDV/BBM
WLS, WC'n'I.
all Chicago
stations.
■" whs
placed by Contract
RuthraulTfor& eiaht
Ryan,we'^Chicago.
CASITEbreak-in
Corp., oil),
Hasting,
Mich.
motor
March
19 break
will(Casite
start
sponsorship
ofnouncthree
station
e
m
e
n
t
s
w
e
k
l
y
for
eight
weeks an-on&
WBBM
Chicago.
Agency
is
Keelink
Co., Indianapolis.
RUBSAM
& HORRMAN
BREWING
Staten Island,
N. Y., starting
AprilCo.,11
will sponsor on WOR New York, Wednesday series
10-10:30 p.m.,produced
"Boston byBlackie",
detective
Frederick
W. Ziv
Co.,
New
York.
Series
which
ran
as
a
Lever
Bros,
replacement
onR &CBSH bylast Paris
summer
was
bought
& Peart, New Yorkfor
agency
which
now York
handles the"Charlie
Chan"
on
WJZ
New
same
account. Latter show willf^r terminate
April
5,
with
negotiations
in processto
for
network
presentation,
according
Chick Vincent
& P
shares
account Co.,
with producer.
Samuel C.P Croot
Co., New York.
CHICAGO TIRE MARKET has increased
the contract
of theChicago
"Way Back
When"
series
on WGN
to include
broadcasts
on ThursdayAgency
as wellisas Robert
TuesKahn day&8:15-8:30
Assoc.,p.m.Chicago.
R. M. GRAY,
advertising
and sales
motion been
manger
ofelected
Standard
Oil proCo.
of N. J., has
a director
and
vice-president
of
Esso
Inc.
affiliated
company, and a spot radio advertiser.
EMBASSY DAIRY, Washington, has
signed
the period
9-9:30 ona.m.
through for
Saturday
WOL Monday
ington.
Program
willby consist
ofWashfive
minutes
of
news
Jay
and musical show featuring Art Caldwell
Brown,
organist.
Agency is Belmont ver Standig, Washington.
SCHULZE
& BURCH
BISCUITsponsoring
Co., Chi-a
cago,break
on March
11 started
station
announcement
weekly
onIs
WBBM
Chicago
for
13
weeks.
Agency
McJunkin Adv., Chicago.
MAX
COOK
SPORTINGon KOA
GOODSDenver
Co.,
Denver,
will
sponsor
coverage
of the
11th annual atNational
AAU
Basketball
Tournament
Denver
Bill Stern,
NBC director
ofMarch
sports,22-24.
winM. Hunter
handle
the
games.
Agency
is Edward
Agency,
Denver.
RAYMOND
CABRER Newresigns
from
Carter J.Products,
York, April
as ad-1
manager for Arrid and Carter's
Little LiververtisingPills.

LEWISed Bermingham,
Ltd., Truro,Castleman
N. S., has &appointPierce,
New York,vertistoing for men's
handle hats,
all Canadian
adwoolens
and
fingering
yarn.
Spot
radio
campaign
scheduled
to
start
in
the
fall
in
sixis
markets.
CIA. RON
S.A.
named
Grant
Adv., InCARIBE,
Havana,
Cuba, has
to handle
advertising
the Cuban
capital
for
Rey
De
Copas,
imported
Spanish
brandy.
Radio may be used.
RED STAR YEAST & PRODUCTS Co.,
Milwaukee,
has appointed CampbellMithun,tisingChicago,
.,,in 800 B.C, they
effective Aprilto 1.handle its adverREPUBLIC PICTURES Corp., New York,
isVanities"
supporting
opening
of
"Earl
Carroll
in St. LouisonMarch
13 with
spot
announcements
'Hmbubu'^
the were
itoboes
WEW
WILsimilar
WTMV campaigns
KMOX KWK
KSD
andKXOK
has called
lined
up
for
openings
caneceremonial
Hemusic used
over in3,000
in Denver March 15, Charlotte, N. C. Early brew
April
8;13. Omaha
April
12 and & Cincinnati
years
ago,
and
similar
instruments
April
Agency
is
Donahue
Coe,
New
formed part of the orchestra of King
York.
First referred to
NATIONAL
SMALL
BUSINESS Fulton
MEN'S Nebuchadnezzar.
or halil, and later as
Assn.,
is sponsoring
Lewis
jr.Akron,
on WHKK
Akron, Monday asthe halpallatu
imbubu
or
ebubu,
oboes were
through Friday 6:15-6:30 p.m. (CWT) fashioned of metal as early
Expansion
to other stations is consid- B.C. To the Mongols, the oboeas is800a
ered.
ELARS
beVa. (coughPRODUCTS
medicines),Inc.,
has Richmond,
placed its sacred instrument,
imitates the voicewhich
of thetheyIndian
advertising
account
withPlans
RalphareL.saidDom-to bird, lieve
brower
Co.,
Richmond.
galatingga.
include radio.
INDUSTRIAL
LABS, Baltimore
(chemIt was a loud wood to
ist),orhase, asnamed
agency.Joseph
Radio Katz
budgetCo., isBaltisaid
to be m$10,000.
the French
ERNST
KERN
Co.
Will
sponsor
Tony
Weltzel,
Detroit6-6:45
News p.m.
columnist,
overis The earliest European form of the
WWJ
Detroit
Agency
oboe made its appearance
Simons-Mlchelson
Detroit.Loulsville, modern
in France in the last half of the 17th
BEN
SNYDER DEPT.Co.,STORE,
has
signed
for
39
five-minute
programs
century.
French called it the
onAudiophone
WINN Louisville. Western Electric "hautbois,"Thewhich
means high or
on WINN. Co. has signed for 39 spots loud wood.
It
was
from
the
c
i
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
this
word
that
the pronunItalians
HARRIS
& FRANK,
Losshops),
Angeleson (men's
women's
apparel
March derived the current name "oboe."
20and starts
using
thrice-weekly
particiThe
"cor
anglais,"
or
English
pation in "RiseContract& for
Shine"52 weeks
on KHJ placed
Hol- horn, was developed by adding a
through lywood.
Robert F. Dennis
Inc., Los pear
shaped bell to the oboe in 1720
Angeles.
JOHN
B. KENNEDY,
Blue basis
commentator,
sold
on
a
cooperative
Monday
Small, but no weakling
through Friday 2-2:15 p.m., now has a
total of 70 sponsors,Monday
"Martinthrough
Agronsky's
The tone of the oboe has at least 12
Commentaries",
Fri8-8:1583a.m.,
another Blue co-op overtones or partials. The pitch of
series,dayhas
sponsors.
the instrument
is highharmonics
and the overESTHER ofLATZKE,
of consumer
which form
with
service
Armour director
& Co., Chicago,
has the pitchtones are
louder
than
the
fundabeen
namedformed
chairman
ofGrocery
p. women's
mentals
themselves.
It
is
this
charcommittee
by
the
Mfrs
of America.
First ofproject
of the comacteristic ofthe oboe which gives it
composed
economists
vari- its peculiarly
piercing quality.
ous foodmittee,
manufacturers,
will be toof carry
tofor the
consumer
the
GMA's
campaign
good descriptive labelling.
PARKER
HERBEX
NewCo., York,
has Jiamed
Charlesfor W.Corp.,
Hoytpreparations
New
York,
as
agency
hair
and
started station breaks on
WBAL hasBaltimore.
BAKING
Detroit,
makers
ofGORDON
Silvercup
Bread, Co.,
which
last
DecemberNewshiftedYork,
advertising
from.Adv.,
C. L.Newark,
Miller
Co.,
to
United
is testing on WAAT Newark with a
money
give-away
series
"Dialing
Silver", a five-weekly quarter-hourfor
show.
KINDELL SERVICE STORE, Carlsbad, The loud, shrill formant of tlie oboe,
N. M., has signed for 52 week sponsor- coupled
with its wide frequency
KAVE of Agency
"The Shadow",
Charlesship onMichelson
feature torange,
makesIt itcana difficult
instrument
record.
Lord's
Jewelry
Store,
Rock
Island,
111.,
has
signed for
seriesCorp.,
on WHBF
and greatest fidelity by:be recorded with
Greensboro
Autos
Greensboro,
N. C, is sponsoring show on WBIG.
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
EVANS FUR
Co., Chicago,
extends
sponD'wision
sgramsorfshoirp nine
on WGN
Chicago
of
two
proweeks etfective April 2:
"Salute to the Service" 10-10:15 a.m. Etectricat Research Products
Sunday and6-6:15"Dr.p.m.Preston
Bradley's
Comments"
through
Friday.
Agency is State Monday
Adv., Chicago.
MURPHY PRODUCTS Co., Burlington,
Wis. (farm feeds), has renewed sponsorship urday
of the "National
Barn onDance"
Sat- Western Electric Company
WLS
Chicago.9-9:30
Contractp.m.for(CWT)
52 weeks
launches
195 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
feed
company's
fifteenth
year
as
sponsor
ofAgency
a portion
"Barn Dance".
is Wade ofAdv.,theChicago.
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FOR

THE

FIRST

Labor,

talk
new

war
NBC

and

program

Result: throughout 1945, leaders representing the Big Three of the home-fi-ont
participate in a significant NBC public
service program, America United.
Leaders of the American Federation of
Labor, the Congress of Industrial Organizations, the American Farm Bureau Federation, the National Grange and the
United States Chamber of Commerce
choose subjects and programs broadcast
every week.
Each of these groups carries tremendous
responsibility for supplying the war effort.
Each sponsors vital economic plans and

National

• Broadcast Advertising

Agriculture,

—
Business
the waging of peace

• For the first time in history, the facilities of a national radio network have been
made available at a regular period each
week to major labor, agricultural and
business organizations for co-operative
programs— discussions of important objectives under the war and post-war
economy.

ROADCASTING

TIME...

"AMERICA

on

the

UNITED"

philosophies. Once again NBC pioneers in service to its listeners.
America United is a distinguished addition
to the long list of outstanding public service
programs which help to make NBC The Network Most People Listen to Most.

SUPERVISORS AND ADVISORY COMMIHEE OF "AMERICA UNITED"
Seafed,reauleft
to right:
EdwardGreen,
A. O'Neal,
BuFederation;
William
President,President,
A. F. ofAmerican
L.; Phillip Farm
Murray,
President, C. I. O.; Albert S. Goss, Master of National Grange. Stonding: Frank E. Mullen, Vice President and General Manager, NBC; Eric
Johnston, President, U. S. Chamber of Commerce; Niles Trammell, President, NBC; Dr. James Rowland Angell, Public Service Counsellor, NBC.

Broadcasting

Company

America's Number 1 Network
A Service of Radio
1945— Radio's 25th Anniversary— Pledged to Victory! Corporation of America
March 19, 1945 • Page 55

Have you been asleep to +he fact that

Fulton

Lewif Jr.

3Z

10

mnRKETS

BETTER

— "America's
Lewis, jr.To"
Fulton Listened
Most
News Reporter— is currently heard on
240 stations from coast-to-coast
with more than 130 sponsors.
His program formula is proved
. . . boasting an audience that
rates him 10 or better in each
of the 50 markets available at
this time.
In these days with good programs at good times hard to
find
. DON'T
THIS. .BUY!
. . .OVERLOOK
Remember,
Fulton Lewis, jr., is heard on
more stations by more people
with more sponsors than any
other News Reporter.

OWI PACKET, WEEK APRIL 9
Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
six 50-second
contain breaks
April 9. OWIand transcriptions
beginning
during the weeksuitable
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
on eachof
side
ofimportant
discs. Tellwar your
about them.three
Plan 20-second
scheduleschain
for best timing
these
messages.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group NAT.PLANSPOT
WAR MESSAGE WORK
PLAN
Aff. KW
Ind. Aff. OI
Ind. Live Trans.
Hold
Prices
Down
X
War Bonds
X
Ceiling
—
—X
— —
X
Planned Prices
Saving
—
X
X —
XX
V-Mail
XX
X
Merchant Marine Recruit- ing X __ X —
—
Ceiling Prices & Rationing —
— — —X —
X
See
OWI
Schedule
of
War
Message
155
for
names
and
time
of
programs
carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
rGiVB IISAVGURATES
NEW PROGRAM PLAIS
A NEW plan of operation stressing "live"
broadcasts
musical
programs,
v/entandintoserious
effect
Sundaycago,onwithFMa special
station broadcast
WGNB Chi-of
The Chicago Theatre of the Air.
Simultaneously
the WGNB
staff
under
the direction
of Marion
Claire moved to its new offices on
the 11th floor of Tribune Tower,
adjacent to the new studio designed
specifically
FM Miss
broadcasts.
Staff membersforunder
Claire
are Lewis James, who will supervise production; Estelle Barnes,
program manager; Eloise Keeler,
script editor; John Barclay and
ers.
Richard Loughrin, producer-writAmong the live programs to be
presented on WGNB regularly are:
a weekly book review series by
Preston phonyBradley;
a children's
program with
Claudia symCassidy, music critic of the Chicago
Tribune, as the narrator; a program of poetry read by John Barclay; Fultonmentator,
Lewis jr.,nightly
news combroadcasts direct featured
from the Mutualin
Network.
Other Mutual programs to be
carried by electrical transcription
are The Human Adventure, MysTraveller, Agatha Christie's
Poirot, terious
and
viewing Stand.Northwestern U. ReWGNB broadcasts on 45.9 mc
daily from 5-11 p.m. CWT and from
2-10 p.m. CWT on Sundays.

Harco Steel Co. Designs
Tower for Fast Erection
ENGINEERED for speedy erection
through thedividualuseparts, ofa light
weight innew triangular
radio or structural tower has been
designed by
struction Co. the Harco Steel ConA four-man crew of unskilled laborers issufficient to erect the tow"Blizzard
vary ers,in named
height
from 90Kings"
to 425which
feet.
Required building time, depending
on size, is from 10 to 50 hours. The
average weight of component parts
is 5.3 tionpounds
the heaviest
is only and
8 pounds.
Bolt secand
sleeve construction
are employed.
Shields Cut Radiations
TESTS RECENTLY completed by
RCA Victor Division, Camden,
N. J., have shown that separate
shielding of proper design for electronicsemblipower
generators, work
ases and transmission
lines will
reduce tionsthewhichfield
strength
of
radiamight interfere with
home radio reception by a factor of
45,000 toments,1.conducted
Results
experione ofmilethefrom
the
generator, were described by G. H.
Williams, RCA Victor development
engineer, March 5 at a meeting of
the
Philadelphia
of the
American
Institutesection
of Electrical
Engineers.
WARREN
orchestra of MARSHALL
WMBD Peoria ofis the
the
father of triplets. Lever Bros, sent him
a case ofsented Swan
soap
which
was
preon his earlyParty".
morning show
"Brook's Breakfast

CBC Meeting
SPONSORSHIP of five-minute
newscasts
local programming
facilities forandnetwork
stations will
te discussed by privately-owned
Canadian broadcasters at the April
8-9 meeting
1 HOWGSToy^^
ernors of the ofCBCtheatboard
Ottawa.of Asgov-a
result of resolutions passed at the
recent annual meeting of the CaFor Further Details — Phone, Wire
nadian Assn. of Broadcasters, at
or Write WILLIAM B. DOLPH,
Quebec,sons forthe
CAB will
present CBC
reaa change
in present
Barr Building, Washington, D. C.
28th
legulations to allow in addition to
quarter-hour and 10-miHute newsU.
S.
METROPOLITAN DIST
casts, the sponsorship of five minute
newscasts,
requested
by
a
numIflUllll
PER DOLLAI
ber of stations. The private stations
also will ask for local autonomy in
LISTENERS
Apr
II
legard to network sustainers, to
Ask HEADLEY-REED
allow them to air locally developed
New
York,
Chicago,
sustaining
or
sponsored
programs
I ORIGINATING FROM WOL WASHINGTON, D. C. 'n lieu of network sustaining proDetroit, Atlanta
rams if desired.
j Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM g
San
ROADCASTING
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Advertising
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With singular pride, Station WIBG welcomes
JOHN WANAMAKER to its familj of sponsors. The selection
of WIBG by this world famous business institution serves to
demonstrate again how highly regarded this station is among
businessmen who are on the Philadelphia Scene — and can
adequately judge the reputation of WIBG with its listeners.
As the majestic tones of The Wanamaker Great Organ go out
over the airlanes and into the homes of the great Philadelphia
audience, they carry with them the real significance of this important "success story," that is added to the many others being
told every day by Philadelphia's Largest Independent Station — WIBG.

This is the Wanamaker Great Organ, rel>uted to be the largest in the world. It is
heard Monday through Saturday on WIBG,
from lOM to 10:30 A. M. Situated in the
lamed Grand Court of The Wanamaker
Store, this majestic organ is noted for
beauty of tone and artistic perfection.

Phila.'s Largest Independent
WIBG
10,000 WATTS • 990 K. C.
FULL TIME

. . ANOTHER OF THE
NATION'S
LEADERS
USING THE
BLUE NETWORK
queried Elmer,
the"Frightened?"
bull.
"Frightened? No! Why should
I be?"den Dairy
answered
Queen. Elsie, the Bor"Oh,"
said
•''beingwith
in theso
big time on Elmer,
the BLUE
many great stars. First, with Ed
Wynn. Now with the NEW
Borden Show."
"Silly,"I ofmaycourse
Elsie.
be a not,"
countrygrinned
cow,
but
I'm
a
Borden,
and
a Borden's
.l;o? toallybefeel good.
I just
right atSo, home
onnaturthe
BLUE."
. . . AND, LIKE THE
BLUE NATIONALLY,
PACIFIC BLUE
IS BETTER BALANCED
alone
Time buyers agree popularitythree
at allclearance—
enough. Look
iscost,not popularity
time
and
in relation to each other, and we
. . . the.
agree, too
you will
believe
BALANCED
is BETTER
Pacific BLUE
There are still availabilities if you
■will call us in . . .
New York • Chicago • Hollywood
San Francisco • Detroit • Pittsburgh

PACIFIC BLUE
NETWORK

American Broadcasting Company,
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JACK
FREUNDdivision
has resigned
from the
information
of the NBC
Petroleum
Adm.
news
desk inforNewWarYork.to Hejoinwastheformerly
with
the
Times-Herald and the
New Washington
York Daily News.
HUNTER L. SCOTT has been named
manager ofpartment onews
events
defKPO and
San special
Francisco.
GRACE
FOOTE,
Washington,
has been formerly
added toofthatWRCdepartment.
GIL SAUNDERS, formerly of WKZO
Kalamazoo,
ment of WOWOis with
Fort the
Wayne.news departPVT.
BRUCE
MacDONALD,
WJW Cleveland
news
nowformer
stationed with theChina.
Signaleditor,
Serviceis Battalion
in Kunming,
JACK
SHELLY,
of theand WHO
Des
Moines
news manager
department
correspondent,
the First
U.warS.
after five monthshasinreturned
ETO withto the
and Ninth
Armies.
He
will
make
a
speaksouri.ing tour of Iowa, Minnesota and MisLEIGH
formerly haswithjoined
INS
New YorkMATTESON,
and Washington,
the NBCplacesHollywood
news resigned.
bureau. He reVINCE ELLIOTT,
LYNN THOMAS, CBS Hollywood news
bureau writer, has been appointed netnaval workarea.war correspondent in the Pacific
PAUL MORTON,
Canadian
war correreturned
toCanadian
Canada
and
has been
onspondenta, has number
ofhis
network
programs
to
relate
experiences,
including
a
series
of
dramatizations
his unofficial
observer
role inItalythe where,
gue-on
rilla territory
of northern
he landed
by parachute.
RAYMOND ARTHUR DAVIES, Canadian
war correspondent
for the
andCairo,
Muhas returned
RussiaCBC
after tual,
several
months to leave
in via
Canada.
CKCO Ottawa has appointed Adam
Jr. Inc., New York,
as exclusive
U.YoungS. representative
effective
April 1.

4

BLUE

WAR mWS REPORT
BY COL. WARNER
FOR A BETTER understanding of
the war and events in Washington
relating to the war's progress, the
War Dept. is nowto
broadcasting
troops overseas a
weekly WarReport,
De- .
partment
based on Secretary Stimson's
weekly
review."
The 15-minute
recomprises ofa
factualportaccount
the action in the
war theatres tomilitarytheinterpretation of events during
week.
Col. Albert L. Warner, former
CBS news analyst and head of the
CBS Washington news bureau, now
chief ofvision,thedeliversWarthe Intelligence
report, which Di-is
sent out to every theatre except
India where reception is poor. Col.
Warner war
also news
gives summary
the War Dept.'s
official
of the
week on the Army Hour.
Going over 20 shortwave facilities provided by the OWI and rebroadcast
50 Army
tions, andbyaired
also inoverseas
South staand
Central America, the war review
is under the
auspices
of
the
Information & Education Division,
Army cast
Service
Forces. It timevl
is broad-to
every Thursday,
break after the Secretary has held
his weekly news conference.

NETWORK

DEPARTMENTS
MOVE

TO

NEW

JAMES F. KYLER has joined SESAC
station relations
midwest repabytive, staff
takBURT
ing overas territory
formerly coveredresentall
SQUIRE,
now
handles
states
west goes
of who
the
Rocky
Mountains.
Mr.
Kyler
SESAC
WMBD Peoria,
whereto
hemanager.
was from
merchandising
and 111.,
promotion
WALLACE
C. JOHNSON,
remanager
ofappointed
Admiral midwest
Corp., Chicago,gionalhas been
manager
of
field activities
for
the
U.
S.
on
all
Admiralofproducts.
JOSEPH
E. investment
DEMPSEY,
partner
Dempsey
&
Co.,
bankers, has been elected a member of
the Admiral
board of directors.
He succe ds J. H. CLIPPINGER,
resigned.
N. F. SHOFSTALL,
engine r of the West acting
Lynn, designing
Mass. branch
of GE's electronics department, has been
appointedceiver designing
engineer
of
the
redivision of GE's electronics department.
FRANKLIN
O.
PEASE
has
joined
Reubenphia, aH.s work
Donnelley
Corp., forPhiladelSignal
Corp.
He co-ordinator
was& Sound
formerlyEnterprises
general
managerDiv.of Video
Omaha cently
and national
Kansassupervisor
City, andwith
more Ross
reFederal Service, New York.
BROADCAST
SALES,
Chicago,
radio
representative,
1 will Michigan
move to
Ave.
larger quarters onat April
360 North
JOHN
V. BRACH,
with Corp.
International
Telephone
& Telegraph
years,
has
been named
marine
sales 16manager
ofIT&TMackay
Radio
&
Telegraph
Corp.,
affiliate.
Circus Radio Plans
RINGLING BROS, and Barnum &
Bailey sota,
Combined
Inc., Seidel
SaraFla., has Shows
appointed
Adv.,
New
York,
to
place
its
advertising. Building up to radio
New
York opening April 4 in Madison
Square Garden, the circus will
sponsor
spotandannouncements,
tion breaks
programs on stavirtually all New York stations beginning March 19 and continuing
probably through May 10. National
plans comeareof trials
tentative,
pending with
outin connection
the
year's curtail
Hartfordroad
fire,tour.
and
whichlastmight
Seidel agency, formerly located in
Washington, moved to New York
last February and is now located
in the Times Bldg. Mr. Seidel sold
out the Washington agency and
accounts and is building a new
business.
Si Feldstein
SI FELDSTEIN, 57, director of
Jewish programs
at WDAS
Philalphia for ninein years,
died March
4 at his dehome
that city.

ADDRESS
Whatta
Because of the increased operations of the BLUE
Network and the expansion of the staff, the Spot
Sales, Television and Co-operative Program Departments, and the office of A. D. Nicol, controller, have moved to the 4th floor, Aeolian
Building, 33 West 42nd Street.
The new offices have a separate switchboard and
telephone number, Wisconsin 7-1737. (It will be
impossible to reach the four departments by
calling the BLUE Network.)

Personality!
After all, radio Is a very personal
medium, and when almost every
listener puts an OKEY on every
program and product, there must
be character down under and personality on top. Ready to share
wit!i you this profitable asset Is—
W A I R
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representative: The Walker Company
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Connecticufs

Happiest

Boy

of 1945

You would be happy too if you were Francis
McGrath shown here leaving the hospital restored to health. Francis is one of 42 victims out of
the 70 new cases of Poliomyelitis reported during
1944 in Hartford County already sent home without
any apparent trace of residual paralysis.
Since 1941 WTIC and the Hartford Courant have
conducted an annual MUe O' Dimes campaign for
the benefit of Polio sufferers. Each year this joint
promotional drive for funds has resulted in the
highest per capita response of any section of the
country.
The recently completed 1945 Mile O' Dimes campaign topped all records. More than seven mUes of
dimes totalling over $63,000 were given by a generous citizenry to help others like Francis McGrath
on the road to happiness when they fall victims of
this dread disease.
We at WTIC are proud of our five-year record in
promoting this important work, one of the many in
the public interest to which the station dedicates
itself. But the liberal response with which the people
answered our appeal is cause for even greater pride.

DIRECT ROUTE TO
SALES IN
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member of NBC
and New England Regional Network .
Represented, by WEED & COMPANY, ;- ■ , . ,.
, • Hew York, Boslori, Chicogo,
Detroit, San FrantiHO ond Hollywood

Cummer Switches
From Y&R to DFS
1 Appointment Covers Energine
i Products; Radio Resumed
CUMMER Co., Brattleboro, Vt., division of Sterling Drug Inc., New
York, has shifted its advertising
from Young & Rubicam, New
York, to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, the appointment
covering all Energine products, including cleaning and lighter fluids
and shoe white. Radio was resumed
immediately
Monday
on several networklast
serials
handled
for
' Sterling divisions by D-F-S, which
described
as aradio
"starter,"
indicating the
thatmove
further
plans
might be in the works.
Backstage Wife, sponsored by
R. L. Watkins Co. on NBC, with
primary promotion for Dr. Lyons
Toothpowder Monday through Friday, now features Energine prod-

ucts instead, Thursday and Friday,
Five trailers have been added on
other Sterling-NBC shows. Cummer products are featured Wednesday on Amanda of Honeymoon Hill
on CBS with Phillips Tablets and
Toothpaste
four
days. continuing the other
Other Accounts
Cummer's
last network
show last
My
Best Girls went
off the Blue
January. Y&R, which has handled
the account since 1940, continues
as agency
for Fletcher's
Castoria,
Molle
Brushless
Shaving Cream
and
Kling (all Centaur Co.) . D-F-S handies radio only for other Sterling
accounts — R. L. Watkins Co., Chas.
H. Phillips Chemical Co., Bayer
Co. and Sterling Products Division. Pedler & Ryan, New York, is
the agency for Z.B.T. powder, and
Ironized Yeast, and Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago, for Dr. W. B.
Caldwell Division of Sterling Drug.

Canadian Show Ratings
CANADIAN
daytime programsandholdAmerican
equal place
in popularity
for
February,
according to the latest Elliott-Haynes
national radio ratings report. Soldier's Wife, Canadian originating
program, by
leadsBigwithSister
a 21.5withrating
followed
19.
Third place is held by Canadian
program Happy
and thedayremainder of the Gang,
ten leading
time programs are in order Road
of Life, Ma Perkins, Claire Wallace
(Canadian program), Lucy Linton
(Canadian program) , Pepper
Young's
Family,to Woman
ica and Right
Happiness.of AmerGAMBARELLI & DAVITTO, New
York, March 4 started sponsorship of
aon six-weekly
news for
report52
WLIB Newfive-minute
York. Contract
weeks,
placed
through
Jackson
&
Co.,
New York, both for G&D Vermouth,
Italian panyandconcluded
Swiss last
ColonyJanuary
Wines. useCom-of
a11 half-hour
disc Vineyard Melody on
eastern stations.

CROSLEY'S PROFIT
$6.04 PER SHARE
CROSLEY Corp. made a net profit
after taxes of $3,299,541 on total
sales of $98,168,438 according to
the annual statement just sent to
stockholders.
1943 nettotalprofit
saleswaswere$2,694,159.
$80,447,762In and
With 545,800 shares of common
stock outstanding net profit was
$6.04 a share in 1944 compared
withThe$4.931944
a share
1943.
totalin amounted
to
$17,000,000
more
than
1943 but was
the
actual increase in production
much greater because the company
made substantial reduction in costs
and consequent reduction in price,
the statement pointed out.
Sales casting
of division
the increased
company's butbroadthe
majortion byincrease
was
in war division.
producthe manufacturing
A total of $10,914,729 was provided
in 1944comefor
paymentprofits
of federal
and excess
taxes in-as
compared with $8,436,562 in 1943.
Earned surplus on Dec. 31 amounted to $9,063,153 in 1944 while in
1943 it was $6,303,621. War productionmore
orders onthanthe $80,000,000.
company's
books total
During the year the company
sold WSAI Cincinnati to comply
with FCC regulations and the
money chawill
be applied
on theCitypur-if
se of WINS
New York
this is given FCC approval.
"The broadcasting
maintaining
its policy division
of keepingis
abreast of technical developments
and proper steps have been taken
to protect its position in the fields
of frequency
modulation
sion," the statement
says.and televiHooper in Chicago
PLAN cagotoMarchopen16 new
in Chi-by
was offices
announced
C. E. Hooper, of C. E. Hooper Inc.,
at the Radio Management Club last
Wednesday. Janet Widner, of the
New York office, will be office manager and Harriet Clemenson, forand secre-to
tary merly
to Mr.personnel
Hooperdirector
will transfer
the Chicago office as assistant manager.
JACK
columnist,
and DaveGAVBR,
Stanley,Broadway
press agent,
have
compiled
a
number
of
radio's
top
comedy
scripts,
representing
some
Ihe best broadcasts of Fred Allen,of
Jack gen,Benny,
Bob Hope,
BerFibber McGee
& MoUyEdgar
and other
York,
programs$2).inintothea Air
volume(Greenberg,
titled There's
Laughter
New
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n the production of Amperex tubes evei-y
construction step is carefully watched to insure greater operating efficiency and lower
operating costs. Welding, for instance, is done
in an inert or reducing atmosphere in specially
designed
This "Amperextra"
that thereapparatus.
is no oxidation
of metal parts.means
As a
consequence, there is much less liberation of
gas later on in the life of the tube, and a more
consistent hard vacuum is maintained.
More than 70% of all electro-medical apparatus
in this country is equipped with Amperex tubes.
More thanalso40%
of the
stations
specify
our nation's
products broadcasting
as standard
components.
There's
an
Amperex
type
for every
application in every field using transmitting
and rectifying tubes. Your inquiries, for present or peacetime assignments, receive prompt
attentioa

NOTE: Many of our standard tube types are now available through leading radio equipynent distributors.

RfflPEREX EUCTROnil CORPORnTIOII
7» WASHINGTON STREET
BROOKLYN
Eipert Division: t3 E. 40th St.. New York 16. N. Y.. Cablet: . N, V.

NOW IS THE TIME WHEN YOUR DOLLARS COUNT

PLEASE SUPPORT THE RED CROSS WAR FUND
Arlab"

O^Daniel Case Sent to Justice Dept,;
Taft Cleared by Expenditures Report
POLITICAL USE of radio by the
The Justice Dept. was asked to
W. Lee 0' Daniel News in the last examine the facts disclosed on Sen.
campaign and alleged attempts of 0 'Daniel in relation to the sections
Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio) to of the Corrupt Practices Act prohibiting contributions made by corkeep cei-tain
Ohiowere
CIO included
transcrip-in
tions off the air
porations;and
defining requiring
the term political committee
filing
the Senate Campaign Expenditures
Committee report, presented last accounts of receipts and expendiThursday to the Senate by Chair- tures.
man Green (D-R. I.).
Oi-ganized by friends of Sen.
The Committee voted unanimous- O'Daniel ostensibly to distribute
copies of his radio addresses, the
ly
to
refer
its
record
on
the
O'Daniel investigation to the Dept. of Common Citizens Radio Committee
Justice [Broadcasting, Feb. 12] was declared to have transferred to
and decided to close the case on the W. Lee O'Daniel News Inc.
Sen. Taft although it found that he large sums of money including one
check from Marrs McLean, finance
had "raised many difficulties".

THEY'KS

Al-i.

ST9ANGEK?
MAIN'
Without batting an eye, we'll tell you candidly that
Fargo boasts only a population of about 35,000
souls! Why, then, is Fargo such a "big-business" city
— one of the best and busiest of its size in the nation? The answer is that Fargo is the shopping center
of over a million other prosperous people who live
throughout this ferti'e Red— River Valley! . . . And
WDAY, by the way, is the ONLY
D station that covers
the Valley! For the proof, write WDAY!

WDAY,
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chairman of the Texas Republican
State executive committee, plainly
marked "political". The newspaper,
it was found, sponsored and paid
for a radio campaign on more than
100 stations in 44 states. A separate
the investigation
voted toparttheof citizens
committee dedirected further attention to the portion concerning Sen. O'Daniel since
the two "were inextricably interThe investigating group concluded that the activities of the newswoven". paper were "directed toward influencing the election of Presidential and Vice-Presidential candidates in 1944. The radio broadcasts
were palpably
contracts for them political.
ended on AHelection
day or shortly prior thereto. Political rates were paid in some instances. To arrive at any other
conclusion would be to contradict
the statement
made people
by Sen. back
O'Dan-of
iel, 'With enough
the W. Lee O'Daniel News and our
radio broadcasts, we can whip the
New Deal nationally just the same
as we whipped the New Deal in
Complaint against Sen. Taft alattemptedtousedenyof access
his posi-to
tion asleging
Senator
broadcasting
facilities
was
made
byTexas'."
the Ohio CIO Council in answer
to charges originally made against
it by the Senator. Sen. Taft had
sent telegrams to Ohio stations
stating that other stations ruled
not to accept dramatized CIO discs
and ended with the "request that
you refuse to accept the transcripInvestigation by the Senate
group disclosed that no station to
whom the recording was offered
refused to accept. Despite the apparently falsified telegram the comtion." mittee ruled that "While the telegraphic request of Sen. Taft may
have raised many difficulties, it
did not exclude the Ohio CIO Council from radio broadcasting facilities." However,
substantiation
was found
as to noalleged
improper
or excessive expenditures by Sen.
Taft.
WERC to NBC
WERC15. Erie,
June
Station,Pa.,250willw onjoin1490NBCkc,
is currently, a CBS affiliate.
HUNTING FOR MORE
BUSINESS IN IDAHO?

INC

N. B. C.
FARGO, N. D.
Altiliated with the Fargo Forum
970 KILOCYCLES . . . 5000 WATTS
KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
BROADCAST N G • Broadcast Advertising

UMBRELLA

i^OVERAGE'

Mr.
mm
nmm

"Our family tunes in all Philadelphia
Radio Stations at times, but most of the
time we tune in WCAU. Why? Well,
tuning in WCAU has been a Philadelphia
Tradition ever since we owned a crystal
set. You see, WCAU has always had
wonderful programs. I remember when
WCAU brought us the first Columbia
Network program ever broadcast. Then
too, WCAU has always been Philadelphia's 'strongest' station. It was our first
50,000 Watt station, and though there

are other high-powered stations in Philadelphia now, I notice WCAU comes in
clearest
and
Mr. Girardstrongest."
Franklin Pennmore is
typical of millions of long-established
Philadelphians whose roots go deep in
Philadelphia Traditions. As Survey Experts know, WCAU leads in total listening audience in Philadelphia, but even
more important is the fact that WCAU
has
always been Philadelphia's Prestige
Station.

wcAur.
CBS AFFILIATE

POWER IN ALL
50,000
"FREE GIVING
WATTS' SURGING OUT IN A GREAT TIDAL WAVE OFera
ge" CHANNEL
DIRECTIONS,
'UMBRELLA COVERAGE" OVER A CLEAR Cov
NATIONAL
PHILADELPHIA'S
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MAGIC!
In effect, W M M N
results might well arise
from the boiling of
some magic radio potion. But in reality they
spring from solid, fundamental broadcasting
practice with a strong
personal touch.
why weto adare
ableThat's
to deliver
vertisers one of America's Greatest Direct
Response Audiences.

Servicemen News
PERSONAL NEWS about New York City
servicemen
isthrice-weekly
featured in "New
Yorkers
at
War",heard
quarter-hour
program
on WMCAwith
Newthe York.
Presented
in
cooperation
news
services
the stories,
armed hospital
forces, material
includes ofbattle
records,
assignments
promotions recorded
in all thewar.andareInterviews
frontlineatres of .areas
featured. Program inis
directeddent in charge
by Leonof news
Goldstein,
vice-presiand accreditation
special
features, whoWaris awaiting
from
the
Dept.
to
go
overseas,
where
he
will
collect
material
for
the
series.
WCKY Service Voices
CINCINNATI
which from
have their
had
to be satisfiedfamilies
with letters
fighting
men tooverseas
are given
the
opportunity
hear thenow voices
of their
sons, brothers,
and
husband
on
"CinService Record",
new 9:45
program
on WCKYcinnati
Cincinnati
Tuesday
Program
usesGroup
transcriptions
sent
by p.m.
the
6th
Army
Press
Camp
in
western
Europe.
WCKY
sends
records
to
families of the men after they the
are
Salutes
played.
SALUTING
a who
fighting
fromin Los
AngelesLos area
lost man
his life
the
war,
Angeles
presenting
a nightly
tribute onTimes
KMPCis Hollywood.
Approximate
five-minute
broadcast
precedes stationselected
sign-off at '12:05
a.m.
Names
casualty are
lists. Tribute from
includesnewspaper
a letter
from
the
Times
to
war
hero's
relatives
in advance
broadcast and transcription of the ofsalute.
Health Series
PROBLEMS
of the individual's
and his responsibility
to outothersin health
his
community
are worked
ainCorp.
new
weekly Canadian
Broadcasting
Trans-Canada
network
program "Here'sin
Your
Health".with
Program
cooperation
the U.is produced
of Toronto
School of Hygiene.

Navy Program
DESIGNED to acquaint the public with
the
Navy's
varied
activitiesBay onandTreasure
Island pedite
in Sanrecruitment
Francisco
to exof has
civilian
employes,
KGO
San
Francisco
started
a 13week series
of
weekly
transcribed
broad"Treasure
Scripts castsaretitledwritten
by theIsland
Navy Navy".
public
relations
ure Islandoffice,
Band.with music by the TreasCitation on WNEW
LOCAL Navy
men who
have distinguished
themselves
in service
citations
inprogram
"Now
Hear
This",Newreceive
weekly
half-hour
on
WNEW
York
dedicated
to thesupplied
Navy. With
orchestra
and vocalists
by Navy
perincludes "profiles" of
leaders insonnel,theprogramservice.
Mystery Series
NEW
MYSTERY
detective series,
"The
Thinking
Machine",
from
the
writings
of
the
late12adapted
Jacques
Futrelle,
was started
March
on
WBBM
Chicagovolves
11:05-11:30
p.m.
Weekly
series
rearound a detective who solves
crimes for the fun of the mental exerBattle Weather
WEATHER
conditions
Western
Front
are
now
covered onnews
in thethereports
nightlyon
11:25-11:30
WOR New p.m.
York.weather
Overseas reports
come
in by entcable
each
day
from
corresponds of Mutual,
network, with
the station
payingparent
the cost.
Variety Quiz
DIFFERENT type of quiz is presented
each dayintroduced
on "Ideaon Parade",
feature
WINS Newnovelty
York
with
Maurice
C. Dreicer
as originator
and m.c.
Contest
to translate
various
foreignture onlanguage
one day. phrases is regular fea-

"/ OUGHT TO KNOW BETTER
THAN TO LEAVE MY BONE
IN THE KSOO MAIL ROOMr

Legislative Personalities
LEGISLATIVE personalities are featured
onMinneapolls-St.
a new quarter-hour
show ontheKSTPrePaul during
er of the Speaker
current
Minnesota
lativemaindsession.
of the Houselegis-of
Representatives
Lawrencein aM.roundtable
Hall directs legislative
leaders
discussion
of current
bills.
Farm featuring
Feature farm news,
VARIETY program
music andthorities is now
interviews
with farm
auheard weekly
on WJR
Detroit. Titled
"Farming
Marches
on",
half-hour
program
originates
at
WKAR
East Lansing, Michigan State College
station.
Chaplains on WSAV
TOthe ILLUSTRATE
theU. S.chaplain's
work in
Army,
Army onChaplain
on the Air""Your
is heard
weekly
WSAV
Savannah. Programs are op?n to all de- j
KMOX Service Show
MISSOURI
Stateis sponsoring
Headquarters
of Se-on
lective
series
KMOX St.ServiceLouis
Saturday a 5:30
p.m.
featuring
information
cn
re-orientation
ofrehabilitation.
discharged veterans and problems of
Victory isGardens
WPBL
SYRACUSE
presenting
the
third year
Victory Garden
talksfor each
Saturday
of the Syracse Gardenby representatives
Club.
KOIL,KFOR Transfers
APPLICATIONS have been filed
with the FCC requesting transfer
of control of KOIL Omaha and
KFOR Lincoln, Neb. from Charles
T. Stuart and Capt. James Stuart
to Stuart Investment Co., family
holding company of which the two
transferees
are major
holders. Transaction
involvesstockissuance
of new common stock totaling 2350
shares
Stuart Investment to the
Stuart bybrothers.
Hunt Buys Fontana
AS THE initial step in its program
to broaden its operations into the
general food line, Hunt Brothers
Packing Co., San Francisco, has
acquired
Products
Co. Radio Fontana
will be usedFood
for Fontana,
according
to
Norton
Simon,
chairman of the Hunt board. Garfield
& Guild,
the
account.San Francisco, handles
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc., New
York, has completed an agreement
with Sylvester
for theMusic
performance rightsL.ofCross
American
Inc.,
specializing
in
American
folk
music.
Catalogue includes American
Music Corp.
Music,
Cross & Winge, and Westmore

ASK A BLAIR MAN
Columbia Network

HALLICRAFTERS
Co. Chicago,
ducers of high frequency
radio prowar
equipment
filed
for
registration
with
the
Securities
&
Exchange
Commission
225,000 shares of common stock.

A full page of them in

n
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SIOUX FALLS. SO. DAKOTA
1140 K C — 5000 WATTS
National Representatives m
HOWARD
H. WILSON CO. mi

the April 2 issue
of BROADCASTING on
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YES.

WE

TRAVEL

FAR

That compelling force
—the demand for qual>
it}'— has spurred Audlo>
discs to ever greater
production. Each month
we manufacture a
larger number of these
superior recording
hlanks, hut most of this
increase must he devoted to radio programs for the armed
forces. YeSf we travel
far to aid the war
effort — and we have
traveled far in quality
that means hetter recordings hoth now and
in the years to come.
AUDIO DEVICES, IIVC.,444
Madison Ave., IVew York

Mrs. June Rollinson Jackson
:i Rnssel M. Seeds Company
i Chicago, Illinois
Dear June:
Here I am leanin' on my broom
■'■ again. Leanin' and Peelin'.
Not really loafing, you understand, but— well, it's a long
story. The kind of weather we
,t had here this winter I kept
dreamin' of warm sun and
sand and pretty little things
in pretty little bathin' suits,
,'; and I told the Missus I had a
yen for Florida. Well, Junie,
t she really fixed me. "Florida",
'' she says. "Sun", she says.
"Hmph", she says. And what
does she do, but get me a sun
la7np for Christmas. That's
tvhy I'm peelin'. I'd lay under
that sun lamp and look at that
':( Christmas card you and Hub
Nent me, and I kept dreamin'.
Well, (/ told you it was a long
story) we had a fellow out to
the house last week-end. A
■1 Army fellow. And don't you
know he took that card of
yours with all those pretty
,: little things back to camp with
him. Now all I can do is lean
on my broom and dream. Lean,
and peel, that is.
Yrs,Algy

Department Store Displays
HECHT mentCo.,
Washington,
C. departstore v/ith
extensiveD. local
radio
schedules,
is devoting
bank
of store display
windowsan entire
to promote
the store's
various
radioMarch"
programs:
WMAL
—
"History
on
the
with
Raymond Swing, Wednesday 7:15 p.m.;
WRC— "World News Roundup", 8 a.m.
weekdays,
and "Parents
Magazine
on
the Air", Wednesday
p.m.; WMAL
—"Calling
All"Today
Girls",1:30
Saturday
9:45
a.m.;
WTOP—
in
History"
with
Elmer Louis U.Kayser,
George
Washington
Windowsdeanare ofdecorated
with photos,
posters,and program
and station information
other material.
CBS Art Entries
be represented
art piecesof
inCBSthewillNational
Annual by24th12 Exhibit
Advertising
Art,
to
be
held
April
10-28
atDirectors
630 FifthClub.Ave.,There
New will
York,be by300 theadverArt
t
i
s
i
n
g
a
r
t
presentations
in
the
exhibit
which later will go on a road tour. CBS
promotion
pieces include
"Palstaff Openshaw's
Hirschfeld's
poster
for Big Poems,"
Town and Aleight
pieces prepared
by the network for CBS-owned stations
including
"Zlotnick
and the
Polar
Bear."
for aWTOP
and "How
toWBTMakeCharlotte.
SuccessWashington
in the South"
for
WJBC Farm Service
WJBC Bloomington, 111. has issued a
market folder promoting its service programs "Rural and
Free several
Delivery",
"Local
Farm porFront",
market
tspicture
of interestandto farmers.
Folder car-re-of
r
i
e
s
a
short
biography
Church Mabry, farm service director.
Doughnut Holes
TO
"there is WNAX
something
in
the PROVE
hole
of hasathatdoughnut",
Yanktion,
S.
D.
issued
a promotion
piece
in thetureshape
of
a
doughnut
with
a
picof "Jolly
other over
side
from Joe"
picturein the
is hismiddle.
broadcastOn
time
WNAX.
WARTIME
for

Diamond RingsisOffered
A DIAMOND
each
week
to a studioRING
contestantoffered
attending
"Glamour
Manor",
the
Procter
Gamble
on theYork,
Blue. J. R.&
Wood & Co.contribute
Sonsprogram
Inc., New
makers,
the rings jewelry
valued
from $175 up and receive credit on the
show through
arrangements
madeagency,
bet
w
e
n
N
.
W.
Ayer
&
Son,
Wood
and Benton & Bowles, agency for
"Glamour
Manor".
Plancontinue
went intofor ef-39
fect
March
1
and
will
weeks or more.
WTAR Contributions
AandCOMPILATION
of its public 1944service
effortby contributions
has
been warissued
WTAR Norfolkin showing
specifically hownouncemenitts, 1,741 programs
devoted 7,726
anand
653
hours
broadcast
time
to these causes.
Ofprograms
theoftotal,
6,728
announcements,
774
of effort
broadcast
time announcements,
were and
alloted357tohours
the
and
998
967 war
programs
and
296 hours
of
broadcast
time
went
to general public service.
WFBL 6 to 7 Promotion
TITLED
"6 toSyracuse
7 p.m.—station
A GreathasHour
on
WFBL",
the
mailed
20,000
homes
in the double-fold
WFBL area.brochures
Brochure todescribes
the various
features—
commentators,andmusic,educational
variety,news,
comedy,
events
programs
—public
are
heard
during
the
hour.
Inside
of that
the
folder
are
pictured
those
persons
on
the
air during the 6-7 p.m. period.
WHBQ Folders
PROMOTION folders have been distriWHBQ through
Memphis on the Hoop-reer 1944bsultsuted byinMay
that commentator,
area andSeptember
announcing
Cedric
Poster,
available
Marchday 130p.m.in the
Monday
Friperiod.
The through
Hooper fact
piece uses theme of "Make hay while
the siin shines."

CULTIVATION

PEACETIME

Coverage of stable markets for
present and post war sales is a
wise sales promotion investment.
The rich markets of Richmond and
Virginia, covered by Station WRNL
are stable markets.
The facts on the right
proof of
results.

SALES
70.8% OF TIONALTHEADVERTISERS
NAON RENEWALS.
THIS STATION
ARE
88% OF THEON LOCAL
ADVERTISERS
THIS
STATION
NEWALS. ARE REAdvertisers
don't
renewthe contracts
unless
medium
they
use
pays
off
in results.

WRNL • RICHMOND • VA.
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CH
Halifax
Nova Scotia
The Busiest
Commercial
Radio Station
of the Maritimes

WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

Chick Carter Promotion
LATEST Mutual program for local cooperative
sponsorshipas— well
"Chick
isthebacked
bylocally,
material
designedCarter"
tobuUd
sell—
largerseries
audiences
before theas toprogram
goes
cooperative March
"Junior
Mystery",
is also& 26.Smith
theThesubject
comic stripswhich
in Street
Publish-of
ers Shadow Comic
is" heard
five-weekly
5-5:15 Magazine,
p. m. Promotion
material
scriptonofMutual;
closed-circuit salesincludes
presentation
infprograms;
ormation on the copies
effectiveness
of tochildren's
of
letters
be
sent topaperspecial
lists
for
sponsor;
newssheet showing
the
covers of mat;15 display
S&S magazines
which promote "ChickNewCarter".
Series Folder
NBC
is
distributing
of a
promotion
piece
on the300,000
new copies
State
Dept.
series
Foreign
Policy".
Including
aby listNilesof"Ourprogram
topics
and
statements
Trammell,
the
folded tiosheet
is beingNBCsentpresident,
to NBCthe stans, the Commission
Organization of Peace, theto Study
20th Century
Fund
and theCopies
Foreignof Policy
Ass'n for
distribution.
the
announcement bearing
of major
Protestant
groups,endorsement
circulated
toUSA,
47,000Congregationalist,
minsters
ofare thebeingBaptist
Presbyterian,
and
Methodist
Churches.
Promotion Inserts
BOOK
- OF promote
- THE - MONTH
- CLUB, Newof
York,
sponsorship
"Authorto Meets
the itsCritics"
on WHN
New ers York,
is
distributing
to
subscribin the New York metropolitan
area
more than 50,000 multi-colored fourpage inserts,
carrying
pictures
of
parants and quoting
their recommendationtsicofipthe
series.Diary
Agency
is Schwab
& Beatty, New G-E
York.
VARIETY Co.,
of information
aboutand General
Electric
Schenectady,
about
electricity
general
included
In bya
1945 "G-E" indiary
beingis distributed
Young licity
& Rubicam,
New
York,
as
a
stunt for G-E Housepartypub-on
CBS. Booklet
to CBSeditors.
station managers as well asgoesto radio
WTOP Bubbles
QUERY
of "Ever
See a Square
is extended
to advertisers
and Bubble?"
agencies
by WTOP Washington in a brochure relatingfinder"the merits
of
station's
"Factprogram,suggests
a WTOPadvertisers
tailor-made
series. sider
Brochure
con-in
similar
aid
from
the
station
building a program.
Restaurant Coverage
TO PROMOTE its news programs, WOV
New York is distributing a one-page
mimeographed
news other
bulletin
at lunch-in
time
to Childs and
restaurants
the midtown
Footnote callsMonday
attention to WOV area.commentators.
through Friday distribution is planned.
Letter Labels
ONE ingMILLION
promotthe news gummed
programs labels
of Johannes
Steel onparedWHN
New York tohave100 been
prefor
distribution
different
organizations
in the Metropolitan
area,
for use on out-going
mall.
Farm
Forumparticipated in
FIFTY-NINE
counties
the KXEL Waterloo
second farm forum
with 200 farm
and pressincluded
representativesleaders
attending. authorities.
Program
talks by state
farm

EDWAROr PETRY &, CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENT/'

JOS. WEED
350 Madison
Avenue,6C CO.
New York
BROADCASTING
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Associated

Subscribers

tfian

FM calls for not only the finest in music but the finest
in reproduction of that music.
On both scores associated ranks first among all
libraries!
subscribers. That's why it leads all libraries in FM
It takes associated's wider range, vertically-cut transcriptions todo full justice to FM equipment. And
every test proves it— proves that nowhere can you find
transcriptions with more freedom from surface noise

has

more

aii^ other

tibraryj

lower distortion
more natural, lifelike tone.
In quality of reproduction as well as programming
material, associated is the library that gives you
most hours of the best radio music!
No wonder so many of America's successful stations
are discovering that ASSOCIATED is a plus for AM, a
must for FM.
Want the facts, without obligation? Write today for
the ASSOCIATED LIBRARY booklet.

25 West 45th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
MOST Hours of the Best RADIO Music . . , Represented by Loren Watson, 400 Madison Ave., N, Y, C,
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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License

Fee

for

Broadcasters

Is Proposed by Sen. McKellar
Acting Chairman of Appropriation Committee
Revives Plan; Porter Voices Opposition
A LICENSE fee to be paid by For regular activities, $2,550,400
broadcasters was advocated by (reduction of $4,000) ; for printing
Sen. McKellar (D-Tenn.), acting- and binding, $21,000; for national
chairman of the Senate Appropri- defense, $2,430,000.
ations Committee, during- hearings
Monopoly Fears
on the Independent Offices Appropriations Bil for the 1946 fiscal
Declaring that radio is "an enyear (HR-1984), it was disclosed
profitable business,"
Sen.
requested
of Chairman
last week upon reporting of the McKellar ormously
measure. FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter that the Commission consider alicense fee project to help
Porter, opposed the idea.
The Senate by voice vote cut a the Government pay its 300 billion
dollar debt. Sen. McKellar said
mere $4,000 from the budget request which had been asked for it appeared to him that "threethe purchase of five new cars. Oth- quarters" of radio time is devoted
erwise the House-passed measure
and educational proas it aflfects the FCC was un- "not to posnews
but to advertising"
adchanged, with the Senate voting the
ded: "Itals,does
seem to me and
instead
Commission $5,001,400 as follows: of it [radio] being an art that we

Listening

0

■

■
S
A
D
>N

have just turned this great adveragency over tothis
the way.
peopleI
who aretising-advertising
hope the Commission will take the
lead in undertaking and issuing
licenses and
that the itself
Government notprovide
only reimburse
for its giftvertisingtoagencythisto the
marvelous
adnation but
that it receive some benefit from
Sen. McKellar also objected to
newspaper ownership of stations,
cautioning Chairman Porter about
issuing
after
the
war. licenses
"I have "too
somerapidly"
doubts about
whether the competitive news service and also the service of broadcasting stations — if you put them
together,it."that tends to a monopoly
in one of the greatest services that
Government has put forth,"
hethe said.
"For instance, you take a great
newspaper and let it broadcast in
that city or locality, and it seems
to me that leads to monopoly very

Habits
in Philadelphia

Warner Appointed
SAM BASS WARNER, formerly
head attorney for compliance of
the War Production Board and
Harvard Law School professor of
law, has been appointed Register of
Copyrights of the United States,
Luther H. Evans, Acting Librarian
of Congress has announced. Mr.
Warnerment L. replaces
Bouve. the late Col. Clerapidly." Chairman Porter assured
him the Commission's continued
emphasis would be on the "widest
possible
diversification".
Chairman
Porter, who appeared
before the Senate subcommittee on
appropriations on March 1, opposed
a license fee system, contending
that radio already pays more Federal taxes than other industries by
comparison; that of the two-billiondollar advertising expenditures radio gets 200 or 250 million; that a
license fee would stifle competition.
Sen. Wallace H. White Jr. (RMe.), member of the Interstate
Commerce Committee, also opposed
a licensing fee. Earlier Sen. White
said: "I have been out of sorts
with the FCC in the past year or so,
but I am in sympathy with them
Sen. McKellar proposed that the
FCC take an arbitrary cut of 10%
from its national defense budget, in
addition to the reductions made by
the Budget Bureau and $201,600
by the House. In a subsequent letter, after taking it up with the
now."
Commission, Chairman Porter
wrote that to reduce the national
defense appropriation by 10% more
would mean abolition of necessary
monitoring and other services now
being performed in the war interest.
He pointed out, however, that
monitoring of European and South
American stations will cease as of
Dec. 31 this year. The FCC proposed to the Budget Bureau that
the "state of war permitting, we
would discontinue intercepting and
recording
and
from radiotelegraphic
Germany, as of traffic
July to1,

•J™""™"

1945,
a saving
$99,650," Mr.
Porter atwrote
Sen. ofMcKellar.

That's why most
Philadelphians have
formed the habit
of dialing
1400 regularly.

With ^'Listening Habits" like this, it's no wonder
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly. 1
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IM4 coiw^cre*! wliii 1943 shows
a d&ffime ittetms^ fn W$fen«r$ fo
KXOK ®# almost 30%, 41/ offier nefwos-k'affUI&fed sfaVions in Sh Louh showed
an average audteuce loss in fhe daytime,
KXOK advarfisers, on tfte average, enjoysd a
oifs tisidience of 29.7% at no incr^se in cost.
r-oi the 40 quarter hour periods between 8:Q0 A. M, and
6:00 P, M.— a iotai of 200 Hooper checked periods Monday
throwg'h Friday — KXOK increased its average audience almost
30% for the year 1944 compared with 1943. This over-all
measurement is the first annual composite station listening index
Gvpr produced by C- E. Hooper, inc.
Tirs spectacular daytime increase in listener audience, without
any increase in rates, means that KXOK advertisers
-received «n average bonus measured in extra homes ■
reached per dollar invested of almost 30"/^It is profitable to place your busiriess on a station zooming to the top. It is satisfying to be among the
many alert advertisers now enjoying a plus
audience. No wonder KXOK's advertising volume has grown apace with i i>
the station's listening audience.

KXOK
0^ SAINT LOUIS (1), MISSOURI
AfFILIATED WITH KFRU, COLUMBIA. Ml!

ROADCASTING

630 KiloeypS
Watts by• Full
TimeLouis• Basic
Blue Network
Owned •and5000Operated
the St.
Star-Times
OFFICES IN NEW YORK
ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES
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SOUTHERN
MINNESOTA
rrlQWA

kglo
MASON CI
owa
And planting time is BUYING
time. "Heartland" farm folks
are now buying workclothes,
fence posts, chick feed, bam
paint and all the hundred and
one other items they need to
make 1945 their greatest year
in agriculture.
Tell them about the advantages
of your products over their
"home" station . . . KGLO,
Mason City, Iowa. Write or
wire for availabilities.
Use KGLO and WTAD
Quincy, Illinois
A Natural Combination

kglo
MASOM CITY^
^^^_y owa
1300 K.C. 5.000 WoHs
CBS Affiliate
Weed & Company, Rep.

K

mm
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British Video
{Continued from page 20)
the BBC should operate the service;
that an advisory committee should
be appointed.
It teeis thatthetelevision
opinion ofshould
the Commitnot be
delayed but should be opened in
London immediately after the war
using the old 405-line definition
with future plans providing for extension to the six most populous
provincial centers and program relay to those provincial centers. The
aim should be toward improved
service, the report continues, with
definition approaching that of the
cinema and perhaps color and stereoscopic effects. The system, however, should not embody any patented devices "prejudicial to the
general interests of British manufacturers." Pooled patents are encouraged with an eye toward export. Agreement Suggested
International standardization, it
is stated, is desirable but the British
should not change immediately to
the American 525-line definition.
An international agreement on frequency bands is suggested at the
earliest possible moment.
The immediate arrangements for
financing television must depend on
the BBC's
cing soundarrangements
broadcasting for
afterfinanthe
war, the
report
states,
but
the
former service should be made selfsupporting as soon as possible. This
will be impossible in the early
stages, however, as a starting
point, the committee recommends
a special receiving set license at
the rate of one pound a year in addition to the present 10 shillings
for radio listeners. A special cinema video also was suggested but
detailstion dateon ofthetheamount
tax wereandleftincepfor
later consideration.
Extension of service to the large
centers outside London is expected
to greatly increase the demand for
receivers thus solving the problem
of high price which should decrease
when mass production is achieved.
It is ationestimated
that 405-line
can be resumed
within opernine
to 12 months after release of the
necessary staff from war duties.
WPIC Curtailed
FOLLOWING petition by WTAR
Norfolk,
objecting
ence fromVa.WPIC
Sharon,to interferPa., the
FCC last week notified WPIC to
discontinue
operation
prior
local sunrise in accord with Sec.to 3.87
of the Commission's
Rules
and
Regulations. Station is licensed to operate on 790 kc with 1,000 w daytime
only,
but under
regula-of
tion has operated
betweenthe hours
4 a.m. and local sunrise subject to
the proviso that such operation
woulddue beinterference
ceased upon
notice station.
of unto another
WPIC vnW have to refrain from
such operation until further notice
from rates
the unlimited
Commission.
opetime on WTAR
790 kc with
5,000 w.

WKBZ Starts Suit
On Fetzer Grant
Contests Right to Frequency
On Public Service Issue
GOING before the U. S. Court of
Appeals in Washington for the
second
in contesting
the FCC'sof
actions time
regarding
the operation
a station at Grand Rapids, Mich,
by John E. and Rhea Y. Fetzer,
the Ashbacker Radio Corp. has
filed an appeal from the grant of
a license to the Fetzers. Mr. Fetzer
now torisof Censorship
serving as for
Assistant
radio. DirecThesire ofdispute
arisesforfrom
the deboth parties
assignment
on 1230 kc, which it is claimed is
the only one available for use in
the area. Ashbacker at present
operates WKBZ Muskegon, Mich,
which is less than 50 miles from
Grand Rapids, on 1490 kc and
wants to switch frequencies because of the alleged poor propagation qualities of its assignment
which make it impossible to reach
the larger area due it as the only
station in Muskegon neighborhood.
Granted Permit
You cannot cover the
In June 1944 the FCC granted
a construction permit, filed March
tremendous New York
1944, to the Fetzers without hearing and designated for hearing a
similar application filed April 1944
market without using
by the appellant. At that time Ashbacker protested to the Commis"soughtTherelief"
in the
Courtsion ofand later
Appeals.
contention,
WBNX, because . . .
then as now, was that the proximity
of
the
stations
excludes
muWBNX reaches
tual use of the same facilities and
grant to the Fetzers of the construction permit then, and license
•
now, is tantamount to refusal of
the Ashbacker application without
hearing. A separate hearing, such 2,450,000 Jewish speaking persons
as designated by the Commission,
is declined by the appellant and a 1,523,000 Italian speaking persons
comparative hearing with the Fetz- 1,235,000 German speaking persons
ers is asked of the court in addition to the setting aside of the
660,000 Polish speaking persons
Fetzers' license.
Violation Claimed
•
At such a hearing Ashbacker
STRENGTHEN your present
would attempt to prove that its application is,in the public interest,
Nev/ York schedules with
superior. WKBZ makes the contention that there is already adequate
service in Grand Rapids from two
WBNX. Our program deexisting stations. In addition it is
pointed out the Fetzer-owned staparfment will assist you in
tion WKZO Kalamazoo maintained
studios
at
Grand
Rapids
and
the translation of your copy..
munity.
claimed coverage of that comIt is argued that the grant thus
violates Section 3.24 of the Rules
and Regulations of the Commisby providing
additional
icesionwhere
not needed
at theservexpense of listeners in the Muskegon
vicinity who do not now have a
single primary service. Also
brought up is a claimed violation
of Section 3.35, in that the grant
results in common ownership of
two overlapping stations.
ROADCASTING
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Frank Conniff, INS correspondent, earned
the soubriquet "One-Man Beachhead" in
as stirring an experience as any newspaper man
wants to encounter. When Conniff was assigned to cover the operation against the island
of Elba, he thought INS was handing him a
vacation. He was soon to know better. Elba
now has become legendary among newspaper
men as the roughest, toughest landing in the
Mediterranean theater.
With a landing party, Conniff started toward
the historic island. From prepared positions in
the hills, the Nazis opened a withering fire and
Conniff was thrown into the water in the darkness. For three hours he struggled in the surf
and finally, at dawn, was washed up on shore,
alone. The intense German resistance having
made the beach impassable, the Allied command had diverted the landing to an alternative
beach. Thus, Conniff had become a one-man
beachhead.
After the Elba invasion, Conniff returned to
Rome, but soon took part in the invasion of the
French Riviera, covering the U. S. Seventh
Army on its drive northward. Later, he was
BROADCASTING
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assigned to the U. S. Ninth Army, now moving
deep into Germany.

\
|

Conniff's vivid, eye-witness accounts of the
fighting in Belgium and Germany have been
conspicuous for their excellence. His dramatic
story, last December, of Yank courage at La
Gleize, Belgium, long will be remembered by editors as one of the best to come out of this war.

1
j
j
j

Frank Conniff's reporting is typically INS in
quality. It is accurate, graphic, and replete with
human interest. More and more, newspaper
editors and news-conscious radio station managers are turning to INS.
From every sector in this global war, INS
correspondents are distinguishing themselves
by their capable and thorough coverage of our
relentless march toward victory. In local and
national news, too, INS continues to make
front-page headlines.

|
|
1
|
<
j
j
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|
|
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INTERNATIONAL
NEWS

SERVICE

235 EAST 45"< STREET, NEW YORK 17/ N. Y.
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nSAO
THS

RIGHT

OOWN

AGENCY

LIST

For Pittsburgh coverage, all of the .nation's
largest advertising agencies placed national
spot business on KQV in 1 944.

ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.

WHKC
COLUMBUS
GOES FULL TIME
DAY AND NIGHT!
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Double Power With News
Every Hour On The Hour.'
Hew Wave Lengt/i. 610 KC.
★
Central Ofiio'i On/y
Mutual Station
★
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
RADIO
ADVERTISING
5th Ave.. Ave.,
New York
CityCO.III.
333 521N. Michigan
Chicago,

Raytheon Applies
For Mountain Top
SUPPLEMENTING earlier proposals filed last January, the Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.,
filed application last Thursday
with the FCC for a Class 2 experimental portable relay station to
conduct tests in the 30-mc band
from the
top ofWesteightin high
mountains in the
connection
with Raytheon's proposed nationnetwork
ing,wideNov.relay
6, Jan.
22]. [BroadcastLast
week's
application,
filed byT.
Louis G. Caldwell and Reed
Rollo, Washington counsel for Raytheon, said the company plans experiments consisting of field
strength measurements and determination of propagation data from
the mountain tops under various
conditions "with
a view commercial
to the establishment ofcertain

For Relay Station
Test of SO-mc Band
"The applicant's research and
development have passed the stage
of transmission and reception in
the laboratory for military use and
authority for transmission research
and development separate from
that now being carried on is the
desire of the statement
applicant,"filedsaidwitha
supplementary
the application. Raytheon pointed
out that the program of research
and experimentation will be conducted by a staff of engineers and
administrators with many years of
experience in electronics and superhigh frequency
transmission andradioin
domestic
and international
communications.
Experimental test transmissions
are proposed from and between the
tops of Mt. Adams, Washington,
12,307 feet; Mt. Shasta, 16,161
feet; Mt. Tamalpais, 2,600 feet;
Mt. Whitney, 14,496 feet; Mt. San
Gorgonio,fornia;11,485
feet, Nev.,
all in 18,058
CaliWheeler Peak,
feet;
King's Peak, Utah, 13,498
feet.
feet; Gray's Peak, Colo., 14,340
As for television and FM broadcast inter-station relays, Raytheon
believes a satisfactory network can
be developed
extending
from toSeattle through San
Francisco
Los
Angeles, with a branch eastward
via Wheeler Peak, which will reach
King's
Peakserving
and thence
to Gray's
Peak, for
the Salt
Lake
City and Denver areas.
Applications for experimental
relay stations above 1900 mc in
Boston and New York, as part of
the eastern nationwide network,
uary.
were filed by Raytheon last Jan-

services". Public Services
Those public services would include an airways beacon system for
guiding aircraft safely over some
ofterrain;
the country's
televisionmostand mountainous
FM broadcasting over large areas of the Pacific Coast and Western states;
television and FM broadcast interstation relays; television and FM
relay pickup service; forestry and
conservation radio service; state
police services; weather bureau observations, autoniatically or manually relayed to information collecting points.
Raytheon requested authority to
operate on 30,660 and 39,540 kc,
pointing out that it now has available portable FM equipment for
conducting tests on those frequencies "which will afford immediate
investigation of that portion of the
spectrum approximating the ComSanta Fe Gets Stations
present assignments
FM and mission's
various
other servicesto SANTA FE RAILWAY'S application for two new portable radio
suchLater,
as police."
experiments
in conapplicant proposes to re- stations for
struction of efficient
antenna
sysquest authority to experiment with
tems,
control
units
and
similar
defrequencies ranging from 90 to
for railroad right-of-way and
26,000 mc as soon as equipment rollingvicesstock
was
granted
last
week
can be constructed. Raytheon de- by the FCC. Stations are to be used
sires to investigate propagation between Chicago and Galveston and
and service area characteristics of Chicago and the West Coast.
the 90, 200, 400 and 900 mc frequencies "with a view towards FM
and television operation on the
higher frequencies as proposed by
the Commission." Experiments
also are planned for frequencies
of 1900, 4000, 6000, 10,000 and ScB? tIte'Boomiwo
same relay
operation"
as16,000
well mcas "in
for the
general
services.
Raytheon is willing to undertake
at once the experiments proposed
and will supply the FCC with all
information and data gained by
such tests, the application cited.
Matters relating to mountain-top
operation of stations, such as
power, transportation, servicing
and construction have been under
investigation for some time and
consultations have been held with
the Poorest Service, Dept. of Agriculture.
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'^Stay where

you ar

• do not break the stillness of this moment
this is a time of mystery ... this is . • •

In response to demands for "MYSTERY AT ITS BEST"
FROM the moment this program opens ... as the clock
strikes and footsteps echo . . . and a voice speaks the
words quoted above . . . this is "Mystery At Its Best."
THE HAUNTING HOUR presents original psychological
mysteries, "whodunnit" thrillers, crime crusade themes and
weaves exciting horror stories. It creates true-to-life characters,
unrolls probable and possible situations, spots solution clues
and ties-up a complete story in each half-hour dramatization.
Mood music and skillful sound eflfect set the scene. Top-flight
writers furnish imaginative scripts which offer the fullest opportunity to cast of network stars. The unmatched facilities
of NBC Radio-Recording, coupled with expert direction and
production, mark each program with the stamp of master
showmanship.
Offering sociological and psychological problems, THE
HAUNTING HOUR gives listeners' imaginations free play
. . . makes them part of the human drama enacted . . . provides
an appeal equal to the finest network show.
Capitalize on the outstanding features of THE HAUNTING
HOUR. The popularity of this series stimulates regular listenerinterest. The reality of the program leaves your audience
attentive
. . . isreceptive
to a vehicle
sponsor'sfor message.
THE interested
HAUNTING HOUR
an excellent
any advertiser
in building increased sales, good-will and prestige.
26 Half -Hour Programs for 1-a-week Broadcast
Time Allowance for Commercials 3:00
COMPLETE PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION AIDS

TOP NETWORK TALENT,
WRITING AND PRODUCTION
A prominent cast includes Berry
Kroeger, Elspeth Eric, Eddie
Nugent, Jean Gillespie; brings
the biggest names of radio and
stage to THE HAUNTING
HOUR. Original stories are written by radio's
top writers
to introduce atmosphere
and variety
to each show.
Bert Wood, Staff Direaor NBC
Radio-Recording, producer.
1945 — Radio's 25th Anniversary — Pledged to Victory!
ROADCASTING
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lO WA

MISSO

The salesman with an "inside
track" gets there first . . . then
sells more successfully.
In busy Quincy, Hannibal,
Keokuk and the 40 rich farm
counties surrounding, WTAD
holds the important "inside
track" with the majority of
radio listeners. Here's the station to sell your products successfully. Some good program
and spot time still available.
Write or wire for details.
Vse WTAD and KGLO
Mason City, Iowa
A Natural Combination

9UI INCY-U//.
tiliinois
930 K.C. 1.000 Watts
CBS Affiliate
The Kats Agency, Rep.
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manager,
director. WTAR Norfolk, district
Mr. Ryan, in the opening session Monday, greeted delegates and
presented a report on NAB objectives. Robert T. Bartley, in the absence of Don S. Elias, general manager, WWNC Asheville, chairman
of the NAB Legislative Committee, reported on problems affecting
new legislation for broadcasting.
Willard Eglof, Director of Public
Relations, NAB, also addressed
this group.
In a meeting over which James
H. Moore,
Roanoke,
member of the WSLS
NAB Public
Relations

WORD Names Rambeau
COLLEGE MAY ADD
RADIO INSTITUTE
WORD Spartanburg, S. C, will
be represented by Wm, Rambeau & WESTERN RESERVE University
Co.,
effective
Feb.
15.
Station
operates with 250 w on 1400 kc.
has given
the green
general mulling
over light
a planto awhich
would
eventually
bring
to
its
camCommittee, presided. Dr. Harrison
pusand
a communications
institute
B. Summers, director of public
sciences where
studiesof
service of the Blue network, urged arts
would be made in television, radio,
pictures, facsimile and
delegates to solicit the aid of pub- motion
lic spirited civic groups in schedul- radar.
ing community programs.
Currently vestithe
in the has
ingation stageplan
for nois money
Robert L. Kennett, manager of
appropriated for the ambitious
the program relations division of been
project.
CBS, spoke before the program postwar
Plans, however, would call for a
meeting, which was presided over $2,000,000
three-story building with
by Irvin Abeloff.
$3,000,000
needed forof the
the
operation aandmore
the endowment
venture,
round
sharing budget
of $5,000,000.
AustingineersCompany,
and builders, Cleveland
is said to en-be
at work on a model of the proposed building which would include
two large research studios with
provisions
for televising
door and outdoor
scenes. both inBarclay
Leatham,
professor
dramatic art at Western
Reserve,of
who has been doing some progressive research in television programming, said today that if the plans
materialize,
new make
communications
institutethewould
Cleveland
the
leading
city
in
the country
in this field.
ROBERT W. BROWN, day news supervisor of NBC's news
and special
resigns
toevents
becomedepartment,
executive news
editorinof April
INS
Morning
Newspaper
Service.
He will
be replaced by Arthur H. Wakelee,
NBG newswriter for two years.

OniNKiNG

SONG

Good wine has probably inspired more lyrical
outbursts throughout the ages than any other
beverage. Good wine and the grapes from
which it comes, produces another kind of
well-being for the California farmer . . . whose
table wine grapes brought him an all time
high of $125 per ton last year . . . whose average gross farm income was slightly over
'Based on figures obtained
$11,000 in 1944.*
from State Statistician.
WHAT IS
Sedate
Not a regional network,
but a groupkey ofstations,
long- '
established
each the favorite in its
community
... combined*
on a new basis
for Na«
tional spot business.
*See McClatchy
rate list- ^
ingStandard
first underRateCalifornia
and Data./i

McClotchy
Robert
A
STREET
Bnattcasting
National
Sales Manager!
Company
Paul
H.
RAYMER CO.
National
Representative Sacramento, Colifornid

Score a touchdown with your
program. habit.
Use WCBM, Baltimore',
listening
The Blue Network Station
\SACRAmH10.\ILm
STOCKTON -Km
ritiSNO-Km

mm
BALTIMORE
JOHN ELMER GEORGE H. ROEDER
President General Manager
BAKimUD - KERN
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Nqtl. Rep. ■
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"ir Engineers at HalHcrafters are continually striving for new heights of perfection in high frequency
development work. The Model S-37 is one example
of the progress they have made. This is the first
and only set of its kind — covering both AM and
FM and operating in the range of 130 to 210 Mc.
Two r.f , stages are used and in conjunaion with an
intermediate frequency of 18 Mc, assure an amazingly high ratio of image rejection. It is becoming
a valuable instrument in the hands of all exploring the upper reaches of the high frequency ranges.
RADIO
Buy a War Bond Today)
hflllicrafters
THE HALHCRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S. A.
BROADCASTING
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More
To

5000

WATTS

Notional Soles RepresentoKves • SPOT SALES, INC., New York ■ Chicogov- Son Froncisco

HARVEY
CAN DELIVER

distributor of fine radio
and electronic equipment

EQUIPMENT
The "Royal
of pickups
. . . cutters
. . . |ewe!
points
Fine
instrumentsFamily"
are needed
to make
fine sound
recordings.
That's towhybe AUDAX
and engineers.
Jewel PointsAUDAX
have
come
the firstPickups,
choice ofCutters
top-flight
Pickups
feature
the
exclusive
"relayed-flux"
principle
which
so largelyduction oresponsible
for thethesesharp,Pickups,
clean-cutwellfacsimile
repro-is
as the Cutters
end Jewel f MIcrodyne.
Points, has Into
gone the precisionas craftsmanship
that
makes AUDAX truly the "Royal Family" of recording accessories.
/^■ree/
PICK-UP
FACTSI
Wrltethe today
voluoble
booklet
which
contains
answersfor tothiswritten
most
questions
in theWeil,
fieldleading
of soundauthority
reproduction,
by Maximilian
on the subject.
Vi>on receipt of suitable priority, HARVEY can proniine
PP J you reasanabhi prompt deliveries of all AUDAX products.
HARVEY RADIO
103 WfST 43rd STREET
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COMPANY
NEW YORK 18. N. Y.

Than

30

Stations

File

Cover Allied Conference
Several Plan Direct Pickups; Others to Cut
Records; NBC to Telecast Proceedings
AngelesSmith,
— K. Louis
APPLICATIONS fr9m more than JimKMTR
Strain,LosLyman
Eddie Latau,
Upp?.
30 stations, exclusive of the major
KMYR Denver— Ben E( zoff.
WKMO Kokomo, Ind.— WUUam Rannetworks, indicated last week that dolph.
KFRE Fresno,
— Paul Richard
radio's
coverage
of the forthcom-in Bartlett,
RobertFrancisco
V.Cal.Clar9.
United
Nations
KSANCollins,
San
— Leo Glroux,
San ingFrancisco
will beConference
one of the Mary
S. K. Patterson,
Jerry
most complete
jobs
since
the
naWBBB
Burlington,
N.
C— MaJ. E. Z.
Jones.
tional political conventions.
KFH M.Wichita,
Kan.—direct
Georgepickups).
J. Gow,
Final c'etermination of policy on Leona
Gow (plans
KROW F.Oakland,
Cal.—
John
K. Chapel,
radio, press and motion picture cov- Wallace
Elliott,
Philip
G.
Lasky.
erage will be made by the Confer- ick:;.KLX Oakland, Cal.— Harlan Frederitself, Secretarylastof week.
State StetSan Francisco
— Grant
tiniusence announced
Tlie KQWRuegg,
Brunton,Holcomb,
C. L.
McCarthy,
OscarRalph
Baan,R.Walfred
American government, -he said, will Fred
KTMS
Santa
Barbara,
Cal.— Johnson.
Louis F.
Kroeck,
Frank
B.
Weltmer,
Kenneth
propose ducted
thatwith the
proceedings
"be
congreatest possible Peters.
KRNT
Des Moines—Dorothy
Stanley Lewis,
Dixon. coconsideration for the widespread
NAB Washington—
interest of the world in its deliberaordinator of Press—
ListenerWilliam
Activity.H. Pickens,
Transradio
tions", and that plenary sessions Washington; Wilfred Brown, Frederick
and meetings of the principal com- Hart,
K. Gregory,
RosalieJeanBrown,
Lawrence
Julia Gregory,
McGahay,
Lelb
mis ions of the Conference be open
Catherine
Peaby,
San
Francisco
to press and radio correspondents. Shapiro,
Bureau.
British Wigan,
Broadcasting
JohnWilliam
Salt,
Many of the stations, particular- Anthony
AlistairCorp.—
Cooke,
Thomas
Christopher
ly those on the West Coast, indicat- Newton,
Gerald
Cooke, Gale,
Louise
Ryerson.MaJ.
ed they plan direct pickups from the Cross,
CBS—
Paul
White,
Ned
Calmer,
conference. Others will make trans- Bob
GeorgeTrout,
Fielding
William NewL. Shirer,
HelenEliot,Sioussat,
York;
criptions and still others will cover Blil Henry,
Washington;
Fox
Case,Pringle,
Harry
Flannery,
Chet
Huntley,
Nelson
by overhead.
Wallace
Sterling,
KNX
Los
Angeles;
William Eilers, Grant Holcomb, Don
Televis'on Coverage
Mozley,cisco.
PhilTechnicians:
Woodyatt,Les KQW
San FranBowman,
John
Television coverage for New Quinn,
KNX; L.Joseph
Enos,
Paul
Smith, Roland
Smith, Office
Herbertmanager:
Lewis,E.
York has been promised by WNBT, Kenneth
Bowen,
KQW.
the NBC television station. Plans Hildegarde Gauss, New York.
are to telecast the conference
through films specially made for
Appointed
video and flown to New York for LOU Tilden
account executive
immediate airing. John F. Royal, of NBCTILDEN,
central division local and
NBC vice-president in charge of spot sales department, succeeds
television, told the San Francisco John McCormick effective March
Advertising Club last week that set- 15 as network salesman. Mr. McCormick resigned to head the radio
owners in New York will watch
conference sessions through televi- department
of theMr.Republican
National Committee.
Tilden joined
event.sion within 24 hours of each day's NBC in January 1941 as Chicago
representative
of
the
international
Following are stations and or- sales division and assumed his presganizations which had filed at deadent position
in Sept.
1942.hasNo been
successor to Mr.
Tilden
line Thursday application for ac- named.
creditation tocover the conference,
together with proposed personnel:
K. JETT, FCC commissioner,
WITH Baltimore— Ian Ross MacFar- EWBLL
lane.
March 31 on postKGBSton, George
San Knsign.
Francisco— Charles Pendle- will warbe usesinterviewed
the walkie-talkie,
on Wat-on
son Davis'for Adventures
in Science
CBS.
William
Ray, Sam —Baiter,
John
B
,„^E^^
Hollywood
Harry
Maizlish,
Hughes,
Harry(daughter
Myers, Mrs.
Wilsonident
McAdoo
of theEleanor
lateSanders
PresWilson),
Mrs.Coast);
Theodore
(all
from
West
David
Kprr
Washington.
WDRC Hartford, Conn.— George B
Arnistead.
KUOA
Siloam Springs
— StormotherWhaley
tions).
(also representing
several
"^taKPMC
Bakerfield,
Cal.—
ArtLawrence
Mason
KROD
El
Paso,
Tex.—
Val
WOW
Omaha— Ray la.
Clark.— Earl May
KMA Saddler.
Shenandoah,
Owen
Richfield
Reporter,
Los
Angeles—
Richard Hixon,
John
Wald,Burns.
Don Forbes
Wayne
Miller,
Collette
KSD
St.
Louis—
Dr.
Roland
G.
Usher
KGER Long Beach, Cal.— Mervin DooKIRO
Seattle— Network—
Paul Appleby.
West Virginia
Mrs. Marian
Henle.
Ask
Washington
GrauelMihlll
yns.WMBG Richmond,— Hugh
Va.—
Floyd
WLS Chicago— John Strohm, Harold
Safford.
CAMPUS CHRISTIANS
termined).
KSTP St. Paul-Minneapolis— (unde427 WEST 5th STREET
KGVO
Missoula,
Mont.—
A.
J.
Mosby.
Berkeley, Cal.— Arthur Westlund,
DonKREHandley.
LOS ANGELES 13, CALIFORNIA
BROADCASTING
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UNIVERSAL'S

NEW

D-20

MICROPHONE

The stage was set for something new and here it is. Universal's new D-20
Microphone . . . soon on your radio parts jobbers' shelves to fill your essential requirements . . . uses Universal's "Dynoid" construction ... A dynamic
microphone of conventional characteristics built to fill the utility requirements of war time plus advance styling of the many modem things to
come. Orders placed now with your Radio Parts Jobbers will assure early
delivery when priority regulations are relaxed.
Write for Bulletin 145S covering this new microphone.
< FREE - History of Communications Picture Portfolio. Contains
over a dozen 11" x 14" pictures suitable for office, den or hobby
room. Write factory for your Portfolio today.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION:
BROADCASTING

CLAY STREUT, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA" CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO I. ONTARIO, CANADA
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Denny Nominated to FCC
{Continued from page 15)
ber
of
the
Commission,who
was 35.to
Dr. Stewart resigned in 1937
return to executive educational
pursuits
and office
is now ofexecutive
tary of the
Researchsecreand
Scientific Developments.
Mr. Denny was not a candidate
for the commissionership and was
disposed to support Mr. Hyde. The
hard-hitting young general counsel, however, had won the respect
not only of members of the FCC
but of responsible personages in
Congress.
A Democrat and a Washingtonian, he is regarded as a New Dealer.
During the tenure of James Lawrence Fly as chairman, Mr. Denny
operatedtive onfrontsalland
legal demonstrated
and legislamarked ability in his defense of the
Commission during the rigorous
MR. HYDE
two years of proceedings before
the House Select Committee to In- still hadn't decided whether to bevestigate the FCC. His grasp of
come a geologist or a lawyer. Law
technical aspects of radio in con- won out and he entered Harvard
nection with the network regula- Law School, graduating in 1936,
tions, the spectrumwide allocation
Less than a year with the Washhearings and run-of-the-mill FCC
ington law firm of Covington, Buractivity likewise won the esteem
Rublee, Acheson & Shorb, plus
of FCC members and particularly a littleling,more
than four years in the
Chairman Porter.
Lands Division of the Dept. of Justice
a year
assistant
Replaces Craven
eral andcounsel
of theas FCC,
were genMr,
Mr. Denny will replace Comdr. Denny's
seasoning
before
was
T. A. M. Craven, who was not a rewarded with the top FCChe legal
candidate for reappointment when post in October 1942. He joined the
his term expired last June 30. Even
as a junior atbefore that, however, the FCC had Dept. oftorney Justice
andassistant
in two years
wasof pronot functioned with its full
moted
to
the
strength. The vacancy created by Appellate Section. He chief
became
chief
the President's
failure
to
renomiof
that
section
in
August
1940.
It
nate the late George Henry Payne
for a lot of traveling and
in June 1943 remained open until called
before the various cirE. K. Jett,
engineer,
was con- argument
cuit courts. It also called for Sufirmed thechief
following
February.
preme
Court
practice.
Mr. Jett is the only engineering
Denny's Record
member of the FCC. Chairman
When he joined the FCC in Feb
Porter, while an attorney, also has
a newspaper background and was ruary 1941, Charlie Denny imme
a Government wartime official be- diately pitched into the network
fore being called to the FCC chair- monopoly litigation. He worked on
manship. He had acquired an in- the Supreme Court brief. He is re
timate knowledge of radio, how- garded as both an able lawyer and
ever, by virtue of having served for a good administrator, who knows
some five years as Washington how to delegate authority. During
counsel for CBS.
the House Select Committee investigation ofthe FCC, Charlie Denny
Other lawyer members of the
Commission are Paul A. Walker,
formerly with the Oklahoma Public Service Commission; Norman
S. Case, former governor of Rhode
"Buf Its sti/l
hue repealffiat' — '
^fc/off
usifi\^e
Island; Ray C. Wakefield, former
president of the California Railroad
Commission, and Clifford J. Durr,
who was general counsel and head
ser/es -ALL ttte. f/'ctt
of the Defense Plant Corp. before
coming to the Commission in 1941.
Charles Ruthven Denny Jr. was
born April 11, 1912, in Baltimore,
although his family at the time
was living in Washington, where
his father was in the wholesale wallpaper business. Grandfather Denny
was in the same business in Baltimore. Reared in Washington, he
attended public schools, sold newspapers and graduated from Western High in 1929. After three
years atceived anAmherst,
he re-he
AB degreewhere
in 1933,
BROADCASTING
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was a sort of jack-in-the-box. He
would bob up any time he felt the
urge and on more than one occasion was threatened with ejection
from the hearing room. He displayed a rare coolness under lire.
On Committees
As general counsel, Mr, Denny
served as chairman of the Law
Committee of the Board of War
Communications and also sat on a
number of interdepartmental committees identified with legal aspects
of communications. In 1937 he married Elizabeth Woolsey, of New
York, a graduate of Smith College.
They have two children, Alison
Byrd, 5, and Christine, 2. He is an
Episcopalian.
Rosel Herschel Hyde, the prospective general counsel, has been
with the Commission since the old
Radio Commission days in 1928.
He was named assistant general
counsel in October 1942, after having served as staff attorney, attorney examiner and senior attorney.
Mr. Hyde was born in Idaho in 1900
and educated in its public schools,
Utah Agricultural College and
George Washington Law School,
the latter while on the FCC administrative staff. He is married and
has three children.
STEEL CO. SERIES
SCHEDULES MclSUTT
PAUL V. McNUTT, War Manpower Commission chairman, Sunday made the first of his regularly
scheduled appearances on the Allegheny-Ludlum
Steel Co.'s
public service program,
Steelweekly
Horizons, Mutual, 9-9:30 p.m. He outlined
the
general
manpower
lem, its causes and effect. probArranged through the agency of
the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau,
Mr. McNutt's four
talks andare a tohalfbeminforapproximately
utes and henceforth probably will
be confined to one particular manpower problem. When travelling or
otherwise engaged a deputy may
take over for him or pickups may
be used. An up-to-the-minute job
highlight follows the WMC chief,
informing of areas in which critical
shortages exist.

FM Shift Seen
{Continued from page 18)
Planning Board that FM be allocated in its present location.
Still insisting that it should be
moved upward, it is said, was Dr.
Norton. His opinions have been atnot based
fact but tackedonas "theory"
his predictions
of whaton
the
next
sunspot
cycle
maximum
will be.
Four Factors
In a public statement last week.
Dr. Ray H. Manson, vice-president
and general manager of StrombergCarlson Co., called upon the Commis ion to apply its "public interest,stickconvenince
and necessity"
yardto the controversy
regarding
FM's location. He cited four important factors which, he said, must
be considered in making the final
decision, as:
(1) A preponderance of evidence
that FM operation in the higher
spectrum will give marked improvements to the public; (2) that the
increased cost to the public of receivers tooperate on the higher frequencies wil be justified by sufficient improvement in quality of performance; (3) that this improvement in performance will be of
sufficient
value
that afford
presentandown-be
ers of FM setsso can
willing to scrap their remaining depreciated investment of over $50,000,000 in FM receivers; (4) that
the improvement in performance
in the higher frequencies also will
be sufficient to warrant the delays in
design and production of receivers
and other FM equipment of equivalent quality to prewar designs.
Unless the preponderance of
"factual
evidence"lastpresented
the
secret meeting
Mondayat and
Tuesday "gives marked improvements in FM operation" in the 100mc
region, then
"from thetheallocations
listeners
standpoint,
should continue in the present place
in the spectrum or in some compromise location overlapping the present
FM channels," said Dr. Manson's statement.

Transfer KTUL Control
Granted by Commission
CONSENT WAS granted by the
FCC ferlast
week ofto KTUL
involuntary
of control
Tulsa transfrom
J. T. Griffin, deceased, to John Toole
Griffin
and
Marjorie
Griffin
Leake,
executors under the will of the late
inMr.theGriffin.
action. No money is involved
The Commission granted consent
to involuntary transfer of control
of WIAC San Sanfeliz,
Juan, P. R.deceased,
from Enhis wiferiqueasAbarcaexecutrix
of the estate.to
No monetary consideration is involved.
Voluntary
assignment
of the
cense of WBIR
Knoxville,
Tenn.liwas granted from American Broadcasting Co., a Station
KentuckyWBIRcorporaRadio
a newtion, toTennessee
firm under Inc.,
the
same management and ownership.
REX
DAVIS
J.
Lindsay
Nunn
and
his
son,
Capt.
4 TIMES DAILY
Gilmore N. Nunn, on foreign duty
with the Air Transport Command,
are owners of the station.
BROADCASTING
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for direct cut copies of
your recordings is to
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HOUR DELIVERY
/AIR CHECK SERVICE
"as others hear it"
V COMPLETE FACILITIES
For full air check service, remote pickups, service on all recording problems.
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1121 Vermont Ave. , Washington 5, D. C.
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BMB
KANSAS
CITY

K

O

Signs

89%

Attending 4th
RECOVERING its momentum,
after a rabbit-punch from New
York independents, BMB signed up
89% of the stations attending the
NAB 4th District Conference in
Washington. All West Virginia
stations represented signed, the
second state delegation to go 100% .
First station to pledge its support of the audience index plan at
the Statler Hotel meeting in Washington Monday was WWVA Wheeling. George Smith, managing director of the Fort Industry Co.
outlet and vice-president of the
parent corporation, asked the starecordedpresident
as a trib-of
ute tion's
to J.pledgeH.be Ryan,
NAB, on leave as vice-president
and general manager of Fort Industry.
Stations Supporting
Others
BMB were:pledging their support of
District of Columbia— WMAL,
WOL,
WWDC; WLVirginia—
WBTM ;
Danville;
VA Lynchburg
WMVA Martinsville; WGH Newport News; WSAP Portsmouth;
WMBG Richmond; WSLS Roanoke; WINC Winchester; West
Virginia— WJLS Beckley; WHIS
Bluefield; WCHS Charleston;
WBLK Clarksburg; WMMN Fair-

of Stations

District Meet
mont; WSAZ Huntington; WAJR
Morgantown ; WPAR Parkersburg; WKWK Wheeling; WWVA
Wheeling; WBTH Williamson.
Other stations in the 4th District, which had signed before the
meeting, included WTAR Norfolk;
WRNL Richmond and WDBJ Roanoke. Texas is the only state, besides West Virginia, whose delegates to the NAB district meeting
have subscribed 100% to BMB.
Support of the plan, at the rate
of 89% of those present, in the
District meeting, followed on the
heels of the New York (1st District) meeting, in which only 33%
pledged their support.
Asked to explain the cool reception given the plan in New York,
Hugh Feltis, BMB president, told
his audience that he ascribed it to
the WNEW New York report on
a "test" audience survey made last
fall. Result of the survey by the
New York independent, released
prior to the New York meeting
[Broadcasting, March 12], led
other independents in the New York
market to believe that they would
not receive equitable treatment under the terms of such a plan in a
metropolitan area as large as Manhattan.
Mr. Feltis denied this, stating

Z

Y

PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
Ceneral Manager
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Slalion Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
Ask idr Rate Card 3
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HARDWARE
STORES...
. where $63,575,000 change hands across the counters in a
business you find
single year. That's the kind of department store and
busy section
in the WGY COMMUNITY*— thatand prosperous
western New England.
of central and eastern New York
valuable
this
combine
can
you
way
—And WGY is the ONLY
market into ONE coverage area.
*WGY's primary and secondary areas contain over 18 cities
of over 25,000 population; 39 cities of over 10,000 population and
40 incorporated towns and villages of over 5000 population.
WGY
Schenectady, N. Y.
50,000 watts— NBC— 23 years of service
Represented nationally by NBC Spot Sales
GENERAL # ELECTRIC

Johnston Promoted
HENRY P. JOHNSTON, general
manager of WSGN Birmingham
for
years and News
vice-president
of TheeightBirmingham
for nine,
has beenident elected
executive
vice-presof The Birmingham
News
Company,
the station.
Other officersowner
electedof include:
Ruth
Lawson Hanson, chairman of the
board; James E. Chappell, presigeneralJr.,manager;
encedentB. andHanson
publisher Clarand
vice-president, and John C. Clark,
secretary
and
treasurer.
Mr.
Johnston will continue as director in
charge of WSGN.
that the rebuttal to the WNEW
report, search
released
the NAB ReCommitteeby [Broadcasting,
MarchWNEW
5], underlined
the
procedure"fallacies"
for testingin
the plan. He said, for example,
that the New York station failed
to receive 50% return of ballots,
which the BMB plan requires as
a floor before results can be official. He and Paul P. Peter, Director of Research, NAB, thanked the
management of the New York station for making the survey and
said that it would contribute to
"the store of knowledge required
to Mr.
makeFeltis
BMB emphasized
successful."also that
one large New York independent,
WMCA, had subscribed to the
plan. Frank Silvernail, chief time
buyer, BBDO' New York, representing the AAAA, co-sponsors of
the BMB plan with the ANA and
NAB, sons presented
the agency reaa reality.for wanting BMB to become
Mr. Feltis reminded delegates
that all stations, whether or not
they belonged to NAB, were eligible
for participation in the BMB. He
said that between 15% and 20% of
those bersnow
of the pledged
NAB. were not memDistrict Meetings
The two-day NAB meeting
broughttions representatives
28 sta-of
from the northern ofsection
the 4th District to Washingt.on
Monday and Tuesday. Southemi
section (N. and S. Carolina) met
in Charlotte Thursday and Friday.
The Washington meeting was headed by Campbell Arnoux, general

• MORE PEOPLE
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NLRB

Dismisses

AFM

Charge;

cover various Petrillo practices, including the platter turning dispute.
In letters sent to about 30 broadcasterscasting,and organizations
[BroadMarch 12], Chairman
Lee
listed the recording ban, employment of standbys, the quota system
for
musicians,
and the
AFMNABET
controversy
as among
practices on which the Committee
desires fullgestions fdata
and "specific
or legislation
desiredsug-to
cure
these
abuses".
Mr. Lea has asked broadcasters
to testify at hearings to be held before the Committee on these practices "and any other practices of
the AFM
tend to tointerfere with which
stationsmayoperating
the
best
public
interest."
is expected
that the NAB will offerIt voluminous
data which it has assembled over
the past cently
eightcirculated
years.allThestations
Assn. re-to
makeest to available
any
data
of interthe Committee, pointing
out
that "Petrillo's continued aggres-

sionssional
have interest
aroused
deep extent
Congres-to
in the
which his unwarranted demands
have placed restraints upon broadcasting in the public interest and
served as a precedent for demands
on Itother
industries."as to when the
is uncertain
Committee will hold its hearings.
Mr. Lea had been hopeful that sessions mightdeliberations
begin at the onconclusion
of current
railroad
retirement legislation which may
be wound up this week. However,
there is considerable sentiment in
the House to begin its Easter recess
this week-end to last until about
April 10, in which case hearings
could not be held earlier than the
second week in April.

Order to Nets Expected Soon
Board Probably Will Seek Decree to Enforce Its
Ruling in New York Circuit Court of Appeals
..
THE WAY was cleared last week they will allow the allotted period
to expire as they have asserted on
totrillobringthe turner
NABET-network-Peplatter
dispute to the
occasions,
courts when the National Labor many ments
and before inthe public
Board, statethat
Relations Board regional office in the dispute should be conclusively
New York dismissed a charge filed settled in the courts. The Board is
expected to seek a decree to enforce
by the AFM that NABET is a com- its
order in the Second Circuit
pany-dominateissue
d union. It isanexpected the Board will
order Court of Appeals in New York.
next week directing the networks Joseph A. Padway, AFM counsel,
told the Board at oral arguments
to bargain with NABET as recom- March
6 on the complaint case he
mended by its trial examiner, Howard Myers, who heard testimony would attempt to prevent such a
Jan. 30 on the unfair labor prac- decree from being issued.
ITALIAN Cook Oil Corp., Brooklyn,,
tice charge against the nets.
Meanwhile, the House Commitmarketers of San Gennara, Bravo and
tee on Interstate & Foreign ComAlthough the charge filed by
Italian Cook oils brands, has appointmerce was gathering information
NABET against the networks for
ed S. DuanevertisingLyon
Inc., New
agency. Radio
will beYork,
used.adrefusing to recognize its jurisdic- to form the basis for legislation to
tion on platter turners could be
processed by the Board independently of any other proceeding.
Chairman Millis has been disposed
to await the determination by the
regional Board of the company
domination charge before issuing
the order. It is considered unlikely
that the national Board would rethe regional
Board'swithin
findings
shouldviewthe
AFM appeal
the
10 days allotted. The AFM charge
had been filed Jan. 27 and is understood to have been fully investigated.
Cease, Desist Order
The Board's order will direct the
networks
to "cease
and desist"
from its refusal
to bargain
with
NABET and to commence negotiations to recognize the certification
of the technicians'
as the
appropriate unit forunion
platter
turner
operations.
Should
Mr.
Myers'
recommendations be followed to the
letter, the Board will order the nets
to post notices at their studios for
60 days notifying their employes
they will bargain with NABET
'We'd
^ ^
"anded,ifembodying
an understanding
is reachsuch understanding
in a signed agreement."
The networks, under usual pro-tvpe survey.
rn
cedure, will be given 10 days to
j^
*"
"
o
h
w
e
s
o
notify the Board of steps taken to,i,„ade...
« Cho
ward compliance but it is likely

station fy^^^^dern survey • ' • J^Ji^Jo obligoIT . • • ~
on your P«"\, ^ nr Free
on
or wire,
expe
own
yournse:
P"'*'
y • • <»' ^or w.rc
^^f''^^,,^
expense!
own on
ourrtion
WFBL, Syracuse. NJ.^^p^^^^„,ot.ves.
Peters, Inc.,
ting
u- BroonoodlcosRepresenSty.stem
i
t
o
^'-'^r'n

—
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KOIN
We Work Today
for the Northwest's
Limitless Tomorrow
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., NafI Rep.

Folks
Turn First to

NEW ORLEANS
50,000
Watts
Clear Channel

TECHHICfll,^
Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
MARCH 10 TO MARCH 16 INCLUSIVE
WALTER
HOWE,
formerly - of Yakima,
KOMO
Seattle,as has
Joined
chief
engineer.hasKTYW
770 kc KXA operate
Seattle—unlimited
Special service
Decisions . .
authorization
time Wash.,
MERRILL
F.
CHAPIN
joined
Missoula,
Mont.,
as chief
engineerheKGVO
and
for period ending
11-1-46.13
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
technical
supervisor.
Formerly
was
MARCH
MARCH 14
with RCA.
NEW-Channel
13-14
Philco
Radio
&
JOHN
MICHAELS,
transmitter
super1240
kc
WBIR
Knoxville—
Granted
vol.
Television Corp., Area of Cen. and N.E.
assgn.ing Co.license
from
American
Broadcastv
i
s
o
r
o
f
KYW
Philadelphia,
has
comMd., S.E. Pa. and D.relay
C— CP new experito Radio Station WBIR Inc.
leted hisJOHNTZ,
21st year with
the Boise,
station.Ida.
JIMMIEpengineer,
KIDO
w visual 40 station,
w aural.A5AlsoA3 chief
1430 kcuntaryKTUL
Tulsa—
Granted
invol-T. emission mental40 television
has
married
WILLA
transfer
control
from
J.
MAXEY.
for
W3XPD-E-F-G-H-I-K,
mod.
CP
Griffin,Marjorie
deceased, to John
Griffin change
from 4015 ww aural,
visualchange
10 w HOMER RAY Jr., with the engineering
and
Leake,Tooleexecutors
aural to power
40type
w visual
under will of J.Griffin
T. Griffin.
locations,
trans,
and
antenna
and
department
of
WLW
Cincinnati
and
extend
engineer
ofchief
WHBCengineer
Can580 kc WIACtransfer
San Juan,
P. R.—from
Granted
dates. commencement and completion formerton, O.,chief
is
now
assistant
Involuntary
control
Enof
KIRO
Seattle.
Abarco Sanfeliz,
deceased, to his NEW -47.1 mc Mobile Daily Newspapers IRVING DIAMOND, engineer of WPAT
wife asriqueexecutrix
of estate.
Inc.,mi.,Mobile—
new FM cost.
station, 10,008 Paterson, N. J., is the father of a girl
$72,500CPestimated
NEW-1400
kc Harrisburg
Broadcasting
GARDINER,is nowformer
operator
Co.,
Harrisburg,
Pa.—
Granted
mod. au-CP sq.
NEW-44.1
mc station,
WKBH LaCrosse,
CP
new
FM
15,864
sq.Wis.—
mi., NELSON
pursuant tothorizinFCC
action
of
11-9-45
ofthe CKY
Winnipeg,
in Italy
with
Canadian
Army.
g new station
(WHGB)
250andw $59,300 estimated cost.
unlimited,
for
approval
antenna
NEW-1230 kc Voice of Talladega Inc., CLAUDE nadianSNIDER,
released
from
the
Catrans,
and
studio
location.
Also
ordered
Talladega, siAla.
Petition
filedFCCforPolicy
con- returned toArmy after
CP as mod. be issued.
deration and—grant
under
CKX overseas
Brandon,service,
Man. has
chief
engineer.
1-16-45
of
application
for
new
station
NEW-1400
kc
Macon
Broadcasting
Co.,
250 w unlimited.
Macon,
Ga. — Adopted
JOHN
GIBSON,staffnew oftoCKYradio,Winnipeg.
has joined
opinionaction
granting
mod. for
CP memorandum
(pursuant
the operating
MARCH 14
FCC
11-28-44)
new
stationto
DICK
SWAN,
former
WJJD
Chicago
en.
(WNEX)
250
w
unlimited,
for
approval
been has
in thereceived
Merchant
1490 cenkcse to cover
WKBV Richmond,
Ind.—and
Li- gineer
antenna,
trans, site and studio location;
increase power
Marine who10 has
months,
his
further
trans, and CPstudio.
commission
as
ensign.
Issued. ordered that CP as mod. be move
NEW-44.5-47.1 mc Joseph F. Novy, REX SMATHERS, released from the
NEW-1490mento, Cal.kc— Adopted
Lincoln Dellar,
SacraRiverside,
111.
—
CP
new
developmental
joined the engineering staff
station, 1 kw A4 and special emission. ofArmy,WWNChas Asheville,
opinion
ordering11-9-44)
issuanceformemorandum
CPnew(pursuant
NEW-1400 kc Granite District Radio GORDON ENGLISH, N.chiefC. operator of
to250 FCC
action
station Broadcasting
w unlimited.
Lake City—
cense to cover Co.,
CP newSaltstation
(KNAK).Li- CJOR Vancouver, is now in training
NEW-95Mt. Vernon,
mc UnitedN. Broadcasting
thecampCanadian
officer train
at GordonArmy's
Y.— CP new SysFM ating
CURTIS
BRINSON,
anHead,ArmyB. C.trained
790 kc WPICoperation
Sharon, Pa.—
Notified
to stationtem, (incomplete).
discontinue
prior
to
local
radio
and
radar
maintenance
MARCH
15
sunrise
to Sec. 3.87 of FCC
been added
toPalmthe Beach.
engineering mstaff
Rules & pursuant
Regulations.
NEW-45.5 mc The Crosley Corp., has
of
WJNO
West
Washington,
D.
C—
CP
new
FM
station,
1230 kc license
WAJR Morgantown,
Va.— cost.
Granted
renewal for W.regular
10,800 sq. mi., $175,000-$200,000 estimated
TBA Meeting
period.
mc WFIN Findlay, O.— CP
1230
kc
WSKB
McComb,
Miss.
—
newNEW-44.1
FM station,
Granted
license on temp, estimated
cost. 6,800 sq. mi.^. $20,000 ALLEN B. DuMont Labs., New
basis for 3extension
mo.
1340 kcfromWCLSWalter
Joliet,Ashe111.—toTransfer
1230 kc WFTC Kinston, N. C— Same. control
W. H. York, will be host next Wednesday
Erwinton,Jr.,
Arthur
C. Litton,
Clint
Lit- to the board of directors of the
Calvin
F.
Wilson,
Gerald
G.Robert
Smith,
770 kcquest forWEW
St.
Louis—
Denied
reNorman
S.
Fitzhiigh
Jr.
and
L. Television Broadcasters Assn. Regspecial
service
authorization
Bowles
through
sale
51
sh
for
$8,670.
monthly meeting of the board
770 kc 1 kw D 250 w N unlimited time National Broadcasting Co., Near Dix- will beularheld
at the offices of WABD,
for period ending 11-1-46.
on, Cal.crease— CPpower from
change50 trans,
and
inNew
York,
the DuMont station
kw
to
200
kw
790 kcquest forKECA
Los
Angeles—
Denied
respecial service authorization (KNBX).
with
J.
R.
Poppele,
WOR chief en770 kc 5pletion
kw construction
unlimited,contemplated
pending com-In License
1230 kcto WFVA
Fredericksburg,
Va.—
gineer
and
TBA
president,
presid-of
cover
CP
change
frequency
ing.
Directors
will
also
be guests
pending application.
and hours
operation
rectly reported
by FCC(frequency
March 9).incor- Dr. Allen B. DuMont at a dinner
950 kc
Wash.—forDesignated for KJR
hearingSeattle,
application
vol.
at the Park Lane hotel, to be fol16
assgn.tion license
Fisher's Blend Sta- 660 kc KFAR MARCH
a visit to WABD studios.
Inc. to Blrtfrom
F. Fisher.
Fairbanks,
Alaska— Ex-10 Generallowed byElectric'
tension
special
service
authorization
Co., Schenectady,
770
kc
KXA
Seattle,
Wash.—
Denied
kw unlimited.
special
service
authorization
operate
unlimited
time for period ending newNEW-43.3
mc WAGA
Atlanta,
Ga.—
CP was host for last month's meeting.
11-1-46.
FM
station,
20,167
sq.
mi.,
$125,000
cost.
1460 cense
kc renewal;
WMPS conditions.
Memphis— Granted li- estimated
1010 censekcand CPWINSfrom NewHearstYork—
MARCH 19
RadioAssgn.
Inc. li-to
Crosley
Corp.
790 tionkcfor continuance
WMC Memphis—
Granted
petiEvansville, Ind.hearing re license
renewal now set 3-21-45 for 30 days.
Tentative Calendar . . .
MARCH 21
MARCHHearing
22
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Further
WDSUNorman
New Orleans—
Hearing
before
MARCH 14
Com.
to determine
licenseeS.hasCaseviolated
Sec. 315
KFVD Los Angeles — License renewal. whether
KHQ Spokane
— Granted
petition
of Communications Act.
continuance
hearing
re license
renewalfor KPAS Pasadena— Same,
now set 3-19-45; continued to 4-18-45.
KGA Spokane — Same,
Observer-Dispatch
Inc., Utica,in
N. Utica
Y. — Granted
petition to Copper
Intervene
hearing
on application
City
Broadcasting
Corp. forof new
station
Rome N. Y. now set 4-11-45.
5000
WATTS
ACTIONS BY ADM. BOARD
MARCH 12
NEW-1450
kc Evening
News Press
Inc.,
Port
Angeles,
— Granted
cover
CP newWash.
station
(KONP)license
250 tow
unlimited.
1400ed license
kc WATW
Ashland,
Grantto cover
CP Wis.—
for Increase
power
250 w. Co., East Liverpool,
Ohio toBroadcasting
O. — Placed
in pending file application
new
FM station.

Applications
MARCH 12
NEW-46.3
mc Scripps-Howard
Radio
Inc.,
Cleveland—
CP estimated
new FM station,
500 sq. ml., $100,000
cost.
NEW-Channel
2
Scripps-Howard
Inc.,
— CP new commercialRadio
TV
station,Cleveland
ESR 1720.
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MR. SCHMID

MR. SWEZEY

MR. HULT

Mutual Elects Swezey General Manager;
Hult and Schmid Made Vice-Presidents
ation is not covered in the netELECTION of Adolph N. (Ade)
Hult as MBS vice-president in
work's charter or bylaws and
charge of midwest operations and probably will be decided by the Mutual board at its next meeting in
of Robert A. Schmid as vice-president in charge of advertising, May. Shares may be divided among
holders or may be issued to
promotion and research was an- other
nounced March 13 by Edgar Ko- newMBSones,board now includes: Albak, president of the network,
fred J. McCosker, WOR New
following the Mutual board meeting, held March 13-14 at the Am- York, chairman; Mr. Antrim; Wilbassador Hotel, New York.
lett H. Brown, Don Lee Broadcasting System; Chesser Campbell,
Robert D. Swezey, vice-president
and assistant general manager, WGN; J. E. Campeau, CKLW
was elected general manager of Windsor-Detroit; H. K. Carpenter, WHK Cleveland; Benedict
Mutual at the two-day meeting.
James E. Wallen, comptroller and Gimbel Jr., WIP Philadelphia; Mr.
treasurer of the network, was Kobak; John Shepard 3d, Yankee
elected assistant secretary, with E. Network; T. C. Streibert, WOR;
M. Antrim, WGN Chicago, con- Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee.
tinuing as secretary.
Following a routine business session Monday morning, the board
Elect Board
the network's
departmentof
All members of the Mutual heard
heads report
on the activities
board were reelected with the ex- their respective departments. Most
ception of Hope H. Barroll Jr., noteworthy was the recommendaWFBR Baltimore, and Leonard
tion of Phillips Carlin, vice-president in charge of programs, that
Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh. These
stations will sever their affiliation the sign-off of network programs
should
eliminate the call letters of
with Mutual as of June 15, when
they bothwork.willCurrent
joinBlue
the Blue
Netthe
originating
station and menaffiliates
tion only the city from which the
WCBM Baltimore and KQV Pitts- program came, preceding the netburgh will become Mutual stations
work sign-off, "This is the Mutual
on the same date.
System."of Mr. Kobak
Recommendations
Mr. Barroll and Mr. Kapner both Broadcasting
attended the annual shareholders for a reorganization of the netmeeting which was part of the twowork's operations,
anticipated
day session, as they will continue some quarters
at this
time, werein
to be Mutual shareholders until not forthcoming. Mr. Kobak, when
June 15. What will happen to the questioned about this, said that his
shares they now hold after that study of the network composition
date has not been determined. Situ- and operations is still in progress

mm
LAWRENCE, MASS.-5000 WATTS 680 K C
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WEED & CO.
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Ted for W. Va.
FOR THE FIRST time since
Ted Husing joined CBS, he is
to handle a sports broadcast
for an independent group, the
West Virginia Network, when
he does the play-by-play accouketball
nt of theteam'sW.participation
Va. U's bas-in
the National
Invitation
Tournament at Madison Square
Garden, starting March 19.
Jimmy
Dolan,
radioin
partner,
will Husing's
participate
the
broadcasts,
alongWCHS
with
Ernie
Saunders,
Charleston sportscaster, who
will do the background and
color angle. West Virginia
net has
all commercials fromcleared
the network
for the
broadcasts from New York.
Radio Newsmen
Get
More Room
Larger Senate Gallery Voted;
Dedication Is Planned
EXPANSION of the Senate radio
gallery offices to permit sufficient
room for broadcast booths to be instal ed bythe four major networks
and to provide a workshop for the
increasing membership of the Radio Correspondents Assn. was voted
last week by the Senate Rules Committee, Chairman Harry F. Byrd
(D-Va.), announced Thursday.
A large room formerly occupied
by Leslie L. Biffle, when he was
clerk to the Majority, has been allocated to the radio gallery. The
room adjoins the present gallery
office.
Mr.
Senate. Biffle now is clerk of the
The Radio Correspondents Assn.
plans a formal dedication of the
new quarters with possible broadcasts by the major networks, according to Richard Harkness, newly-elected president.
In last the
week'selBroadcasting,
announcing
ection of Mr. Harkness, the following stations and organizations were
omitted from the list of gallery
members :
WBOW Terre Haute, Ind.;
WEAN Providence, R. I.; West
Virginia Network; WGBF WEOA
Evansville, Ind.; WICC Bridgeport, Conn.; WINX Washington;
WIRE Indianapolis; WITH Baltimore; WJW Cleveland; WLW Cincinnati; WNAC Boston; WMAL
Washington; WNBC Hartford,
Conn.; WWDC Washington; Yankee Network; Yankee News Buand will probably not be completed
for several months.
Mr. Hult,
has ofbeenMutual
midwestern
sales who
manager
since April 1941, joined the sales
staff of WGN in 1929 and in 1935
switched to the MBS sales staff in
Chicago.
His headquarters remains
in that city.
Mr. Schmid became MBS director of sales promotion in 1936, following associations with Young &
Rubicam and CBS.
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FREE
AUTO
owners
luO SUGGES TIC AL
STiONS
that will help you to get
better gas mileage
T
PRACtire
1QR longer
life
better performance
lower upkeep costs
Get a FREE COPY from
Sany
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or use the coupon be/ow:.i
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Long experience,
de- $300,000 available for outright purchase
I— Classified Advertisements — i Editor -newscaster.
pendable, go d personality,
hardBoxworker,
of
operating
radio station. Sale subject
PAYABLE
IN
ADVANCE
—
Checks
and
money
orders
only
—
Minimum
$1.00.
draft
exempt
but
healthy.
434,
BROADCASTING.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
to FCC approval.
All repliesto kept
fidential. Please answer
Box con450,
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding Usve date. Send box replies
BROADCASTING.
There's
no
substitute
for
experience
—
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
fifteen
years
of
it!
Announcing,
news,
Wanted—
Late
model
Graflex
with
flash
special
programs,
continuity,
bulb attachment. Quote condition and
controls, events,
supervision,
responsibility,
and type
lens. ICMLB, Monroe, La.
restricted
license.
Now
managing
local
Help Wanted
station.
Good
reasons
for
desiring
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
change.
If
your
deal
is
really
good,
For Sale
one toor four
thousandAge dol-32,
Thoroughly
competent
announceroppor-for might lars.invest
Operator-announcer. First class radlo- 5,000
Preferfamily,
west
northwest.
watttunity foNBC
outlet. Excellent
■ news
telephone
license.
Mustannouncing.
be capable Forof
250
watt
composite
transmitter,$2000FCCas
married,
draft
unlikely,
not
a
and
commercial
r
progressive
commercial
anselltheImmediately
regional NBC station in western city of
nouncer.salary.
Finest studios,
top experiflight floater. References. If you need a man- approved.
owner goingWillinto
service.
West Coast
25,000.
Good
post-war
future.
Box
932,
shows,
good
State
full
a
g
e
r
o
r
assistant,
or
top
announcer,
let's
Amusement,
Latham
talk
it over thoroughly. Write Box 368, Oakland, California. Square Building,
BROADCASTING.
ence. Box 436, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Radio and
program
director
and
assistant
to
To
essential
users:
New
16
inch two
Good combination man with first class direct
department
of metroDischarged
serviceman
class ra- speed recording
license, ginetor for progressive
take over duties
as watt
chief staenand transcription
turnpolitanexpand
station
on eastern
seaboard.
New Box
dio telephone
license,— second
no experience.
tables.St.,PromptVisalia,
delivery.
Troy L. Banks,
local
250
417,
BROADCASTING.
ownership
requires
capable
aggressive
109
Hall
California.
tion. Midwest.
Send quali- top man . . . and an assistant . . . who
fications to BoxGood218,salary.
BROADCASTING.
100-watt
composite
transmitter,
suitable
understands
modern
program
trends
Manager
of
proven
ability
and
capable
for FCCSales,approval,
$2,000.00. Regional
ofto taking
complete
is prepared
and this
produce
Midwestern Blue Network outlet desires and canment thatdevelop
W. Wisconsin
Avenue,
discuss
a offers
change.realcharge,
Interested
onlyout-in Radio
willsmart
make
stationentertainunique
services
announcer. Must
Milwaukee 3, 231Wisconsin.
in a field
of
competition.
Prefer
deal
which
money
and
acquaintedall-round
with transcription
librarybe man
standing
opportunity
for
future
grovrth.
with
working
knowledge
of
pub250-watt
composite
transmitter,
suitable
operation.
Starting
salary
50-hour
week
Solid this
background
plus unusual
licitytunity;
and production.
Excellent
oppor- Age
for
approval
$2,600.00 Ave.,
Regional
inmustexcessbe prepared
of $225.00 topersubmit
month. voice
Applicant
record40.tion makes
manprofitable
a natural
selecsalary in line
withexpected
experience.
RadioFCC
Sales,
231 W. Wisconsin
Miltranw
a
u
k
e
3
,
Wise.
Give
fxill
details,
salary
and
for
a
tough
but
job.
All
s
c
r
i
p
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
photo
on
request.
Box
Interview can be 250-watt composite transmitter, just rereferencesdential.inBox 439,
firstBROADCASTING.
letter. Replies confi- replies
277, BROADCASTING.
arranged.confidential.
Box 430, BROADCASTING.
built, fine condition,
ready Radio
for FCCSales,
apSales production manager with program Radio announcer, fast moving metro- Commercial manager with unusual rec$2,900.00 Regional
on writing
eastern experience
seaboard.
and sales
by Cali231
W. proval,
Wisconsin
Ave., MUwaukee
3,
ord of achievement
desires
largerandopporfornia experience
regional networkdesired
station.
Give Some MC politanandstationscript
Wisconsin.
t
u
n
i
t
y
.
I
f
you
have
a
problem
can
desirable.
Excellent
opportimity.
Give
complete
qualifications,
personal
hisoffer
bothopportunity,
permanencea personal
and top interfiight
tory
and
salary
desired.
Answer
Box
full
details
of
experience
and
salary
deincome
387, BROADCASTING.
sired to Box 440, BROADCASTING.
view willdentbeial. Boxarranged.
All replies confi431, BROADCASTING.
Inflation Messages
Radioernwriters,
menstation;
or women,
forbe eastWanted
— ^Man
to serve
asregional
salesmanmetropolitan
must
crePosition
announcer
by
west
coast
netwanted—
Chief
engineer,4 years
age DANGER of inflation, classed as
ativeprogram
and capableandof commercial
developing copy.
high 34, 13 years broadcast experience.
work station. ifPrevious
radio voice
experience
unnecessary
education,
and quality
3 years one of the most difficult problems
station;ultra-high
NBC radio,
engineer, police
chief engineer,
goodandopportunity.
State experience
okay. Box
Prefer388,World
War Afully
chief
salary desired.
Box 441, simultaneo
2common-sense
veteran. Answer
BROAD4P to explain to the American people,
Desire change
usly.Available
BROADCASTING.
CASTING.
classificat
ion.
immediately
. was the mestic
subject
of four campaigns
OWI DoBROADCAS
432,
TING.
Saleswoman;
to
sell
radio
time.
Live
Radio Bureau
Immediatechargedandservicemen
futurein announcing,
openings for prodis- metropolitan station on eastern sea- Announcer— Seeking
during
1944
which
achieved
an estipermanen
board.
Some
experience;
retail
or
agency
t
posiduction afor
nd program
departments.
We contact helpful. Good salary plus comyears experience
4P. sports.
Versa. and
mated total of 1,641,008,000
listenare
looking
men who5000-watt
desire toMutual
build
tiletion.withTwolyemphasis
on news
mBROADCASTING.
is ion. Real opportunity. Give details. Particular
er impressions.
The four campaigns
interested
for
postwar
period.
in
Box
442,
sports
offer
— Wage-Price Stabilization, Fight
references
as
to
character
and
affiliate
and
key
station
for
expanding
regional
an opening for a good announcer ability. Box 433, BROADCASTING.
Inflation, Hold Prices Down and
CASTING. network. Box 394, BROAD- atHaveUtah's
5000 usual
watt Blue
Networkinformaaffili- War veteran, capable of writing, pro- Planned
Saving — in more concrete
ate.
Address
necessary
Discharged servicemen wanted as radio
language
had enough impressions
t
i
o
n
t
o
KUTA,
Salt
Lake
City,
Utah.
Also,^-^^do ^^<=°''«1
phUosophy
andthattelesalesmen.cellentExceptional
opportunity.
Ex- Operator-announcer. First class license. different.
rtl'f?!?!'^^"
shows
are
phone
quiz
to
reach
each oflisteners
the country's
100
.^,
shows.
drawing
account
and
commisCan
do
staff
job, in- million radio
more than
Must be nouncing.
capable
of
commercial
ansion.
Also,
opening
for
engineer.
5000Box 435, BROADCASTING.
0% Age 26, single, reliable 16 times. Time and talent costs
Permanentcityposition,
good ctasal- ^'^'^^^
watt Rocky Mountain station. Box 395,
BROADCASTING.
ary.
Can
supervise
police
radio
are valued at approxition
on side.
Mutualif affiliate.
Wanted
Youngto woman,
husband inoverseas,
would contributed
mately $3,726,000,
by April
2. Wire
interested,
send like
Planningeast.staff
for newinstation
south- voice
gain
experience
sales promoIndependent
major in market.
recording
KBND,
Bend,
Oregon.
tion
copy
writing,
and
announcmg
on
stationBackground:
in Wisconsin,
Chicagoup orin
Opportunities
all branches
radio
per- Copywriter— If you are a gal radio copy- small
southwest.
brought
sonnelMen,with women,
noforthreat
replacewriter, withwant
commercial
copy agency
exper- India
Malaya, studied
music
Fitzgerald's Clients
givepostwar
full informaand
a opportunity,
permanent
tionment.on training,
experience,
or both. rience
Americanand Conservatory,
trained
in an-at SPONSORS
where
there
is
real
write,
who will continue to parnounSchool
cing and ofcopySpeech
writing
inColumbia
NorthGood salaries. Box 396, BROADCAST- outlining your experience and qualifiING.
western
and
t
i
cipawhen
te in Ed andit Fegeen
Fitzgerald's
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
.
G
i
v
e
complete
information
in
program
moves from
WOR
School
of
Radio
in
Chicago.
Any
further
Writer who loves ocean bathing, trout
agecopy.
and Jessop
salary Adde- 444, BROADCASTING.
■^sry gladly furnished. Box New York '.o WJ'Z New York next
sired. vertising
Send including
samples
of
fishing and fond of writing solid, in- first letter,
Company,
2lst
floor.
First
Cenmonth
include
J.
W.
Beardsley's
Sous
telligent
commercial
copy.
You'll
join
Announce
r—
Experienced. 30 years old through
Co., Newark,
for 52Newark,
weeks
tral Tower, Akron 8, Ohio.
the larfriendly,
congenial
staff
of a popuUnited April
Adv. 16Agency,
kw network
outlet
in central
New Operators—
veteran.
Sales,
publicity,
turntables,
Two,
with
first
or
second
and
C.
F.
Mattlage
Co.,
New
York,
news
(all
phases),
ad
lib,
emcee.
IndeEngland.
Are
you
listening,
Ed,
Walter
telephoneNBClicense.
Fine Could
midpendent and network experience. South- for You-All salad dressing, weekly
or Jane? All replies confidential. Write class westradio
250-watt
spot, 52 through
weeks St.
starting
your story
salary require- possibly city,arrange
for full
men affiliate.
to attend
Uni- 445,
BROADCASTING.
ments to Boxbriefly
418, with
BROADCASTING.
5?f* SSl?Available immediately. Box Mattlage
George April
& Keyc:21
versity
and
draw
pay.
Positions
First
class
engineer
now
employed
as
Inc.,
New
York
will
expand
its
available
immediately.
No
announcing.
Studio ne rrecording
and
transmitter
engiand manager
watt ule shortly with participationsschedoi
conditions. Agreeable co- chief engineer
s for regional
NBC BROADCASTING.
affiliate. NABET Fine working
Wife with
third Want
classof a250
working
scale. Reply
Box 420,
WMOA New York and in June will
Kansas. operative staf . Wire KANS, Wichita, station.
as
combination
operator.
change
start daily announcements on WLIB
Salesman
wanted—
Man
familiarand with
446,
BROADCASTING.
New York. New sponsors include
small
market
station
operation
real
^9,,
s?HJ*^^'^'^
s*^*eI'raft
exempt.
Box
Salesman
—
Steady,
experienced
for
prounderstanding
of radioreferences
sales. Send
gressive southernreal
station.
Good salary
Music director-conductor, arranger. Did West Disinfecting Co., Long Island
record
of experience,
andin and
commission,
opportunity.
CanO. top
major
network
shows.
City,
on April 17 starts
All
around
also
use
good
announcer.
Write
P.
photo
first
letter.
Network
station
weeklywhich
participations
the twiceWJ/
station experience. Army veteran. Col- Fitzgerald
center Boxof richest
farm area in west. Box 111, McComb, Miss.
show for 26 ohweeks.
Firm
legewithgraduate.
Seeking
permanent
posiWrite
423, BROADCASTING.
tion
future.
Box
447,
BROADCAS
continues
thrice-weekly
Business
of
Topnotch
announcer
to
share
117-hour
Tweek
with
two
other
announcers.
$60.00
Living
on
WEAF
New
York,
begun
CBS MIDWEST
AFFILIATE
ORGANIZINGCLEUSSMALLFOR ANEWS
BUREAU WE
AS NUweekly. Send
transcription.
Copyat once
ref- Attention — Managers and agents. Would last January, and will soon add reerences.
Experience
and
photo
DEPARTMENT
EXcorded announcements on KXOK St.
PECT TO BE MIGHTY
like
transcribewattcommercials
for you.
Monroe, La.
OUR STATION
IN POSTIMPORTANT
WAR YEARS.TO KMLB,
Now tantowith
Agency isInc.,
AlfredNewJ.York.
Silbersteinto sell
time. Live
met- BROADCASTING.
Bert Goldsmith
Vegex
voice. 50,000
Guarantee station.
to please.MetropoliBox 448, Louis.
THIS IS OPPORTUNITY
FOR
AN EATS
EX- Salesman; ropolitan
station radio
on eastern
seaboard.
PERIENCED
MAN
WHO
LIVES,
Corp.,
New
York,
through
its& newly
retail
or
agency
conAND SLEEPS NEWS AND HAS THE Some tactexperience;
appointed
agency
Donahue
Coe,
Wanted
to
Buy
helpful.
Good
salary
plus
commisENERGYREQUIRE.
A ONE-MAN
DEPARTMENT
Real opportunity. Give details.
New York, has forsigned
for live-weekly
WILL
DESIRE
A MANIN WILLparticipations
extract,
seasoning,
Box 443,sion. BROADCASTING.
ING AND ABLE
TO
GO
OUT
COMWanted
to
buy—
Local
radio
station.
NEWS Radio operators (two) with first and Box 384, BROADCASTING.
dry gravy and bouillon.
SOURCES MUNITY
ANDAND DEVELOP
ESTABLISH HISHIMSELF
license.ForExperience
desired
AS
A NEWSMAN. BOX 428, BROAD- second
but notclass
essential.
Southern
ConWanted
to
buy
for
cash,
any
or
all
parts
CASTING.
necticut
network
station.
Give
full
deELECTRIC
Co.,lineSchenec250 watt
station. Please answer to GENERAL
tails in first letter. Include picture. Box ofBoxa 449,
BROADCASTING.
tady, has announced
a newpanel
ofinstru2-%
Wanted — pendent
Saleman.
indestation in Outstanding
middle
west ability
seeks 451, BROADCASTING.
inch hermetically
sealed
Wanted—
FCC
approved
frequency
monicommission
salesman
of
proved
tor.
Send
complete
Information.
Box
ments,
housed
in
steel
cases
and
"imSituations Wanted
and integrity. Right man can earn
mune
from
effects
of
humidity,
mois386, BROADCASTING.
$10.000-$12,000
Send completeto Box
deture, chemical fumes and other harmtails first letter,a year.
in confidence,
— A 5000for watt
transmitter
Announcer nouncing
— woman,
an- Wanted
429, BROADCASTING.
linear amplifier
use with
driver unit.or
experience 5on years
5 kw staff
network
ful agents".
Reply Box 437, BROADCASTING.
affiliate.
News,
music,
women's.
Box
56,
Reward!dent Progressive
regional
IndepenBROADCASTING.
Pennsylvania for
station
offers goodin
100 watt
Mansfield,
represalary,
opportunity
advancement
exclusively O.by ,will
Peggybe Stone,
tion.Everything
Cash, trade, forlease.
Box sta438, WMAN sented
Experienced
Col- Wanted—
return
for writer,
the services
a competent
reliable, operator-announcer.
family,
25. Wants
Draft exempt,
BROADCASTING.
head of Broadcast Sales, New York,
continuity
man orof woman.
Send union ored,
musician,
news.
permainterest
in local effective March 15, it has been annent connections, excellent references, orWanted—
personal particulars, experience, startregionalControlling
station. Box
383, BROADcontinuity writ- CASTING.
nounced by J. M. O'Hara, WMAN
vania.ing salary to WPIC, Sharon, Pennsyl- thoroughly
er. Box 349, educated,
BROADCASTING.
general manager.
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FRANCISCO URGES
PERMANENT OWl
PERMANENT Government
igency, working under the guidince of the State Dept., should be
!stablished to carry on after the
war the activities
of the Office of
War Information
and the Coordinac a ntor of Intei-ameriaffairs, in
making
n c 1e
Sam better"U understood by the people of other counMr. Francisco
ciscotries,"statedDon Franin an
address given
;tfarch 9 before the NYU chapter
if Alpha Delta Sigma in New York,
^ow a vice-president
of J. Walter
iChompson
Co., Mr. Francisco
was
;ormerly radio chief of the CIAA.
The agency, he said, should not
■ompete,
private
ndustry, butandcooperate
should with
supplement
Commercial dissemination of infornation. On the other hand, Governnent should be willing to give
inancial support to activities which
ffer no profit incentive, such as
nternational shortwave broadcasting, he said. With the cohesive force
•f,norecommon
dangerthangone,
important
ever ittowillmakebe
,n active effort to promote friendthip and understanding among
■leople of foreign nations.

Gruen College Spots
GRUEN WATCH Co., New York,
has signed for all available time
signals on 16 stations of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System. Recorded signals, 22-seconds in length
with musical motif, are heard on
every hour station break. Contract
for 52 weeks effective March 5 was
placed
through McCann-Erickson,
New York.

CONTROL OF WBYN
TO NEWARK NEWS
ACQUISITION of control of
WBYN Brooklyn by the Newark
EveningprovalNews
subjectannounced
to FCC last
apwas formally
week. It is understood the price
agreed is approximately $225,000
for some 70% of the station, with
negotiations still in progress for
the balance, which would make the
overall purchase
price in the neighFeb. 12].borho d of$300,000 [Broadcasting,
WBYN, a consolidation of the
four
Brooklyn
stations which
involved
in considerable
FCC were
and
court litigation several years ago,
is owned by a partnership of
the original operators of the four
independent stations. Three of the
stockholders, the estate of Rabbi
Aaron Kronenberg, Salvatore
D'Angelo
Peter and Millie75%Tes-of
ton,
holdingand approximately
the common and an approximately
equal amount of the preferred
stock, have already approved the
I Lt. Macauley Back
Samuel J. Gellard and
iFTER TWO years as Maritime transaction.
Ruth B. Gellard, holding 25% of
jlervice
relationsand officer
to rehroughoutpublic
the Southwest
Cen- the common
ports, had notstock,
yet according
agreed. WBYN
ral Pacific, Lt. John Macauley, operates on 1430 kc with 1,000 w
it is planned to increase power
ISMS, has returned to Washington but
w andarea.
eventually
move beto
eadquarters. Before entering the tothe 5,000
Newark
This would
srvice
in
1943,
Lt.
Macauley
condone as are
soon ended.
as existing equipment
ucted interviews on the Vocanews freezes
rogram on KGO San Francisco.
; Working closely with broadcast- ARRANGEMENTS have been comers in the Leyte campaign, Lt. Macpleted by Richard Stark Productions,
[uleythe supplied
news for
material
and Neblett Radio Produc;ii
MerchantradioMarine
radio New York,
tions.
reciprocalcities.repre^jrrespondents.
sputation inChicago,
theirforrespective

Anky
Organization
of ey
& Bail
Jans
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Presa BIdg., Wuh., D. C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Notional Press BIdg. 01. 1205
Washington, D. C

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER ViaORY

GEORGE
C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Mvnsey BIdg. District B456
Washington, O. C.

Rddio Engineering Consultantt
Frequency Monitoring
Ceramerciol
RadioWashlmrton,
Eqnip. D.Co.O.
•a International
GregoryofBnildine,
Boulevard,
Mo.
• 321
CrossE. Boads
the World, Kanaaa
Hollywood,City,Calii.

Exact Measurements ' of ony time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Hansey BIdg. • Repablic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consufting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broodcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Eorle Building, Washington 4, 0. C
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOnE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C
1234

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earl* BIdg. • NAtional 6913
Washington 4, 0. C

franic H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Shorcham Bids,
ME. 4477
Washington, D. C

Custom-BuHt
Speech input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
112! Vermont Ave., Woih. 5, D. C
District 1640
(Sabj. to Govt Rcc.>

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, 0. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
★ ★ ★
Natl. Press BIdg. Wash. 4, 0. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 5880

^ammrmMm i,»mmta cii ■■■■■

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465

LYN
PEL
•'A DU patch from Reutxr'i"
WKAT
4fh YSM

^ata IV, J^atf
Consu/ting kadio Engineer
Stratford, Conn.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAI. BLDG. WASH., D. C.
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

ORDER YOUR SUPPLY OF
1 945 RADIO MAPS
NOW
BROADCASTING
Nat'l Press BIdg. - Wash. 4, 0. C.
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HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Nat'l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, O. C.
Room 892 NA. 7846

SERVICE
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Commercial Radio Etpiip. Co.
Konsat Gty, Mo.
•Waihingien, D. C Hollywood. Cai.
MORE RF KILOWAH HOURS
PER DOUAR WITH
F&O TRANSMnrriNG TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
Raymond 4756
sHigh Power Tubo Specialists Exclusively
The
Robert L. Kaufman
Organizalion
Technical
Maintenance,
Constraetion
Sapervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
MiiBsar BIdg. DistrictWashingtoo
2292 4, D. C
ROADCASTING

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

DIRECTORY

ANDREW
CO.
Coniulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400
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closed
Circuit
{Continued from page 4)
station, which is building special broadcasting
dais to be presented to Mr. Roosevelt.
Original design of the dais provides for pipestem locations for mikes, so designed that they
will guard mike cables against being jarred
from connections. Dais will feature reading
platform with special lighting that will give
President good visibility of his speeches but
will not cast highlights and shadows which
might distort news pctures.
STATIONS
NEW YORK talk is that Crosley Corp., Cincin ati, istaking an apartment in Gotham to
be occupied six months annually by Vice-President Jimmy Shouse and the other six months
by Vice-President Bob Dunville, the two to split
supervision of WINS when FCC approves the
transfer from Hearst.
KWYO Sheridan is reported closing a deal
with Mutual. If contract is signed, station will
become second MBS outlet in Wyoming. Affiliation probably will become effective within two
months. Other Mutual affiliate in the State is
KVRS Rock Springs.
NETWORKS
THE BLUE NETWORK (of the American
Broadcasting Co.) soon will blossom forth with
a Washington headquarters. Kenneth H. Berkeley, general manager of WMAL, Blue Capital outlet, has been doubling in brass as interim
Blue Washington director.
Dan Golenpaul, owner and originator of Information Please (NBC), is negotiating with
Army officials to send the program overseas.
It is understood that John Kieran, veteran
"expert", will accompany the production.
Whether
decided. other program regulars will go is unBMB TO USE BOROUGH, COUNTY
BALLOTS IN NEW YORK CITY
AN EXCHANGE of letters between Craig
Lawrence, executive vice-president of Cowles
Broadcasting Co. and general manager of
WHOM New York, and Hugh Feltis, BMB
president, endeavors to clear up the point
that the New York market problem is entirely
different from any other situation encountered
thus far by BMB in the rest of the country.
Mr. Lavrrence suggested that in order to secure complete accuracy the usable ballot returns from each of the three economic groups
should be in direct proportion to the population
of each group in each of the five boroughs of
New York City and other cities over 50,000 and
that the usable ballot returns from each of the
major foreign-born groups should be in direct
proportion to those from the native-born group.
Replying, Mr. Feltis said the subject will
be studied by the research group.
BMB HIRES BAILEY
GEORGE BAILEY, formerly with McGrawHill, New York, has been retained to assist
Hugh Feltis, president, BMB. Mr. Bailey currently is engaged in locating space and equipment for the Bureau's proposed New York
headquarters.
WFEA JOINS CBS
WFEA Manchester, N. H. (5,000 w, 1370 kc)
will join CBS June 15 as a supplementary action with a nighttime hourly network rate
of $100. Currently an outlet of NBC, it is
also affiliated with the New England and
Yankee regional networks.
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BLUE OUTLINES NEWS POLICY
SIX RULES
commercial
on Blue net-of
work newscastsfor are
included credit
in a statement
news policies sent Friday night by Mark Woods,
president, to all Blue affiliates (see NBC story
pageRules16).call for a definite pause between news
and a commercial inserted in the body of a
program;
as a "springboard"
for
commercialsuse isofnotnewspermitted;
the commercial
must be preceded by a statement distinguishing it from the news; "teaser" items implying
that important
news is being
for commercials are forbidden;
middlewithheld
commercials
are
not permitted on 5-minute news shows; on
shows of 10 minutes or longer middle commercials may not break the continunity of thought,
with the appropriate place of insertion of the
commercial to be determined by the network.
DUPONT CITATIONS
HONORABLE citations for public interest
programs were given WDSU New Orleans and
KMA Shenandoah, la., in addition to the three
major awards at the March 10 presentation
of the Alfred I. duPont awards [Broadcasting,
March 12]. Leo J. Fitzpatrick, general manager of WJR Detroit, turned over his $1,000
cash award to the Red Cross. H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC commentator, is giving his $1,000
award to the American Assn. of Radio News
Analysts. David H. Harris, program-production manager of WTAG Worcester, was given
the $1,000 award won by his station. Additional awards were made to Mitzi Kornetz,
publicityof director,
editor
WTAG. and Virginia Gaskell, script
Shifts
NOBLE FILES COUNTERCLAIMS
EDWARD J. NOBLE, chairman of the board,
American Broadcasting Co. (Blue Network),
has filed counterclaims for libel for $1,000,000
against Donald Flamm as part of an amended
answer in the suit of Mr. Flamm against Mr.
Noble for $2,925,000 damages in connection
with the sale of WMCA New York by Mr.
Flamm to Mr. Noble. Mr. Flamm charges
coercion and illegal conspiracy between Mr.
Noble and employes of Mr. Flamm to force
the sale. Mr. Noble's counterclaims are based
on
press releases allegedly issued by Mr.
Flamm.
CARL E. GEORGE, assistant manager of
WGAR Cleveland, is en route to the Philippines
as the station's war correspondent.
BILL SLOCUM Jr., CBS director of special
events, and Douglas Edwards, news reporter
for network, will leave shortly for Europe as
CBS war correspondents. John Daly will replace Mr. Edwards on CBS news roundups.
JOHN G. PAINE, general manager of ASCAP,
is taking shots preparatory to trip to England, where he will confer on postwar performance rights with British Performing
Rights Society, its ASCAP. May visit France.
ARTHUR FELDMAN, Blue network correspondent inthe Pacific for last eight months,
arrived in New York Friday.
WELLS (Ted) CHURCH, assistant radio
director for the Republican National Committee in the last Presidential election, has been
appointed assistant director of public affairs
and news broadcasts of CBS, New York, replacing Everett Holies. Latter has resigned to
become news editor of WBBM, CBS-owned
Chicago affiliate.

FCC ASKS PROGRAM,
ECONOMICS CONFERENCE
ECONOMIC and program phases to be coverec
in the clear channel hearings, designated fo:
May 9, will be discussed at 2:30 p.m. Wednes
day (March
at aFCC
meeting
radio lawyeri
with
members 21)of the
Law ofDept.
That decision was reached Friday at a con
ference between Commission engineers and 4!
representatives of industry, called by FCC
Chief Engineer George P. Adair [Broadcast
ING, March 12]. Rosel H. Hyde, FCC assistan
general counsel in charge of broadcasting, an(
Harry M. Plotkin, chief of the litigation sec]
tion, agreed to the conference after Louis Gl
Caldwell, representing the Clear Channe
Broadcasting Service, and Paul D. P. Spear
man, counsel for the Regional Broadcaster
Committee, pressed for issues other than tech
nical to be considered by the Commission.
Four joint Government-industry committee;
were set up to conduct investigations and repor
findings. They are:
Committee 1, to determine what constitutes a sat
isfactory B.signal
— ^E,CBS;
W. Alien
FCC, NBC;
chairman
William
RaymondJr., Guy,
Joh;
Barron,
G. P.Lodge,
Leydorf,
Davis, RTPB
Panel
4. Philip Merryman, George C
Committee 2, to determine what constitutes ob
Jectionable
—PaulC. H.D. P.Owen,
FCC, G.chaii
man;
T. A. M.interference
Craven,
Spearman,
Pickard,
Broadcasters;
C. Davis, Regional
Grant Wrathall,
RTPB Lynn
Panel Smeby,
4. Georg
Committee
to determine
distances
at whictar
and
areas Dr.
over3,L.which,
variousFCC,
signalchairman;
strengths
delivered—
P. alternate;
Wheeler,
Vandivere
Jr.,
FCC,
J.
W.
Wright,
CBS;E. VSI
S.A. Duttera,
NBC;
Stuart
Bailey,
Frank
H.
Mclntost
Earl Cullum Jr., RTPB Panel 4.
Committee 4, to study population intensity am
determine
upon postcard
— D. W. Smythe
FCC,
chairman;
Paul D. surveys
P. Spearman,
Broadcasters;
NBC;4. Paul P.Regiona
Petei
NAB; Howard Philip
Frazier,Merryman,
RTPB Panel
Representatives of the Clear Channel Broad
casting Service and others from the Regiona
group were to be named later. All committee!
met Friday afternoon to discuss potentia
agendas.
BMB SIGNS 77% AT CHARLOTTE
SEVENTEEN of the stations attending th(
NAB 4th District (Southern Section) confer
ence in Charlotte Friday signed for partici
pation in BMB. Figure represented 77% o;
stations registered. These signed: WISJ
WBBB WAYS WSOC WDNC WGNC WBIC
WGBG WMFR WHIT WRAL WCBT WEEI
WRRF WMFD WGBR WGTC WTM^
WORD. Previously signed in the area wer(
WWNC WPTF WSJS WIS. (See earlier storj
page 80.)
WCLS TRANSFER ASKED
APPLICATION was filed with the FCC lasi
week for transfer of control of WCLS Joliet
111. from Walter Ashe, majority owner
through sale for $8,670 of his 51% interesi
(50 shares)
the localcorporation.
outlet to other individuals in thein licensee
FALKNOR RETURNS TO KMOX
LT. COL.
FALKNOR,
turned fromFRANK
15 monthsB. active
service just
in CBlrearea of operations, assumes his duties as general manager of KMOX, CBS-owned outlet ir
St. Louis, oftoday
(March
19).division.
He also is chiei
engineer
the CBS
central
ROGER W.
President of WFIL
Philadelphia, hasCLIPP,
appointed
former Public
Relations Malcolm
Director ofMacPherson,
the Ralph
H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, as promotion head.
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MUST

PACE PROGRESS

''INDIRECT SELLING''
•w
began
like this —
.
HY advertise something the consumer
can't The
buy?"American
asked advertising
men Co.in
1914 when
Rolling Mill
began this famous campaign. Originally designed toconvince consumers that products
made of ARMCO Ingot Iron were of superior
quality, the campaign had far-reaching effects.
It gave consumers a deeper understanding of
merchandise, and this stimulated the demand
for better things. It killed the even then dying
principle
of "caveat
emptor",of and
placed su-on
manufacturers
the burden
supplying
perior goods. It helped make our America a
better place in which to live — and a safer
place in which to buy.

D£CADE
|n the DtSTRISUTION
Advertising Must Again Stimulate Desires For Better Goods
1 0 prevent economic depression, leading authorities agree that after Victory, we must consume,
as a Nation, at least 40% more industrial production than in our greatest pre-war year. This means
that we must establish higher living standards,
and it will be Advertising's obligation to do this.
For production itself will be no problem. Manpower, money, materials and manufacturing facilities will be ample, DISTRIBUTION will be our
"soft spot." That, too, presents an Advertising

opportunity. Advertising must not only create
desires for more and better merchandise, it must
find ways to move merchandise quickly, economically, efficiently from factory to store to home.
In agencies everywhere, alert Advertising men
are planning today to solve the problems of the
Distribution Decade to come. Here at The Nation's
Station we too are busy. When the time comes,
we will have much of interest to show you about
the great 4-State market that is WLW-land.

WLF

)
/ON Of THE CROSlfy CORPORATION

THE

NATION'S

MOST

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

Jftf

^IZDOESlTBET

MERCHANDISING
INSURES

COOPERATION

MAXIMUM

RESULTS

FEW advertisers know their way around the Denver market
as well as KLZ. The knowledge and experience which KLZ
has gained over the past quarter century (KLZ celebrates its
25th birthday in June) is at the disposal of its advertisers.
KLZ maintains a full-time merchandising department with an
experienced staff man in charge to render any reasonable service
which an advertiser might request: Making surveys of sales or
distribution; supplying route lists of food and drug outlets;
distributing display material; making contacts with key jobbers
and retailers; and many other services, especially in the way of
program exploitation.
KLZ does a better job of merchandising, a better job of selling,
and a better job of making radio dollars pay a profit in the
Denver market.
Armour and Company
Radio Station
Mprclianilising Iward

NATIONAL RECOGNITION has
come to KLZ frequently for its outstanding merchandising service and
cooperation, and KLZ is known
widely among national advertisers
for the completeness and thoroughness of its service in this respect.

Arizona's with
attractive
capitolbroadcasts
building, January
whence 1,KOY2, and
started3.
off 1945
three state
important

Phoenix futureth«
KOY Serves Them All, So

FROM governor to school child, KOY serves
them all — all the vital regional, state, and civic
interests. The pictures on this page give you just
a beginning of an idea of how KOY supplements
CBS entertainment with local color — with broadcasts that support the progress of all Arizonans.
Naturally, this local interest draws its return in
enthusiastic listenership, for Phoenix knows tuning
550 brings not only superb entertainment but
what's going on in their state and city through the
voices of people they know, KOY's advertising
results flow from this listener-attention built by
KOY's policy of serving them all, all the time.
TO S.ELL ARIZONA
KOY, Phoenix if KTUC, Tacson ★ KSUN, Bisbee-Loweli-Douglas
lOOO

Warts

550
MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED

WITH WIS,

THE PRAIRIE FARMER

on

KC

STATION, C H I C A G O - R E P R E S E N T E D BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

It takes far more than a wirereport atul a Spalding Guide to
make a real sportscaster. What it
does take, Jon Hackett's got.
Jon gets around. He meets the
people ... so he knows not only his
sports, but the sporticipants as well.
On his daily reviews, he supplants
ticker-tripe with meaty eye-witness
sports-fare, served hot every afternoon and evening.
In Des Moines and its extensive
trade area, fans say "This boy's the
McCoy." Sponsors agree, as the
folding money piles up.

Jon Hackett is typical of
listenable personalities that
plenty of friendly "sock"
KRNT's schedule from morn
midnight . . . and bring their
share
vertisers.of the "gate" to KRNT

the
put
into
till
full
ad-

EMERALD
SHOW '^m'
NE 6.9 kaVmg
GE
H/fs
Starting from scratch in January, it's already hit a 6.9 ratingest against
day-time's
soap-operas.
Time —strong3:30
to 5 P.M. daily. Quarter-hour
and tiesannouncement
availabilinow limited,
but get the
whole story
from Katz.

Wholesale
(Advertising

Grocer

On

To

WSIX

E. B. Franklin, treasurer of Robert Orr & Company, distributors of famous Hermitage Coffee throughout Middle
Tennessee and sections of many neighboring states, signs
another WSIX contract.
Here is what Mr. Franklin had to say about the results his
company has received: "We have nov/ been advertising
Hermitage Coffee over station WSIX for more than five years
and during this time our coffee sales have substantially increased every year. It is also interesting to know, that in spite
of rationing our coffee sales have continued to increase: al-

Continue

For

Sixth

Year

though the year preceding rationing was largest of any year.
Since we are distributors, we naturally want to do a job in
increasing acceptance and demands for our products, by both
retailers and consumers, throughout our entire territory. WSIX
has done this job very satisfactorily and we shall continue to
appropriate a large portion of our advertising funds in purchasing time on your station."
THANK YOU MR. FRANKLIN for these fine statements
and for giving us the opportunity to be of further service.

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC., National Representatives

Mutu&L

980
KILOCYCLES

5000
WATTS
MASMVIUE, TIMN.
ablished every Monday,

issue
Book Number)
by Kroadcasting
Publications,
Inc., act
870 ofNational
Entered(Year
as second
class matterpublished
March in14, February
1933, at Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, under
March 3,Press
1879. Building, Washin^n

NCat

deadline
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LOOK FOR GREATER Congressional interest
in station ownership. Last week John C.
Wheeler, son of the Montana Senator, was reported acquiring one-third interest in KFPY
Spokane, with financial aid coming from his
father. Now Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DVVash.) is understood to be looking into broadcasting for investment purposes.
WORD THAT WBT CHARLOTTE will be put
on the block by CBS [BROADCASTING, March
19] has precipitated a scramble among the
bidders. In addition to a local group headed by
A. D. (Jess) Willard, WBT manager [see
.story page 43], John E. Fetzer, owner of
WKZO Kalamazoo and WJEF Grand Rapids,
lias talked purchase with CBS executives. Understo d an important North Carolina newspaper, officials of an insurance company and
another prominent midwestern licensee are in
the bidding. Price talk: $750,000 up. Best bet:
Manager Willard will head up station regardless of purchaser.
YOU CAN EXPECT announcement that Harry
Burke, assistant general manager, WOW Omaha, is new manager of KFAB Lincoln, succeeding Hugh Feltis, who resigned to become
BMB president.
NOW THAT SPOT commissioning of William
S. Paley, CBS president, as colonel on Gen.'
Eisenhower's
staff,
has 19],beennextconfirmed
[Closed Circuit,
March
step is
being awaited. Best judgment here is that Col.
Paley shortly will be nominated by President
Roosevelt for brigadier generalship, which will
be subject to Senate confirmation. Under regulations, spot commissioning as colonel was
highest grade possible. (Aside: Col. Paley, of
equal rank but junior by tenure, must at this
writing salute Capt. Harry C. Butcher, USNR,
Eisenhower staffer. Capt. Butcher, before the
■ ■, was CBS vice-president.)
MILE WE'RE ON THE SUBJECT of milisonnel,W.many'
to know
(■t.peiCharles
Horn,willan want
assistant
to the that
Dilov of Naval Communications, does not plan
0 return to his NBC post as director of re^
search and development after the war. He recently turned down top executive post with
RCA subsidiary. He may enter Latin American
radio field when he returns to civvies.
IN THE FUTURE BOOK: MBS has been selected by Treasury Dept. to provide closed circuit network April 5 (12:30-1 p.m. EWT) to
permit bond-selling officials to prep their regional sales offices for Seventh War Loan
Drive. Prep sessions were held "on location"
previous
Byrnes' travelstations
ban. Full
work andtosupplemental
will beMBStiednetin.
Watch for announcement that MBS scores a
scoop with a pre-San Francisco conference address by Secretary Stettinius.
AS A SEQUEL to its recent order eliminating
riiiddle commercials in news programs, NBC
shortly
will require
announcer's
voice to handle
intros and
commercials
on newscasts
on its
M & 0 stations. Extra cost to the six M & O
stations for this may run into six figures.
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Upcoming
NAB District 7 meeting, Cincinnati, Hote! Gibson, March 26-27; District 9, Chicago,
Palmer House, March 29-30; District 8, Detroit, Book-Cadillac, April 2-3.
International Communications Merger hearings, 357 Senate Office BIdg., 10 a.nn.,
March 27.
OWI meeting of regional chiefs, Washington,
March 27-28; another v/ith Network Advisory Committee and net oflficiais. New
York, March 29.
NAB Board of Directors, Omaha, in early May
(dates to be set). On agenda — selection
of J. Harold Ryan's successor.
Bulletins
ELMER DAVIS, director of OWI, and Wallace L. Carroll, deputy director of the Overseas
Branch, in charge of European operations,
have left the U. S. for London to confer with
top military officials to plan final stages of
psychological warfare operations in the European Theatre and the information organization to be set up in Germany.
BLUE NETWORK has leased from Wacker
Corp., Chicago, 4200 square feet in Civic Opera
Bldg. to house network sales, local sales, co-op
sales, sales service and promotion departments
of Central Division. Other departments will
remain in Merchandise Mart Bldg. Lease signed
by E. R. Borroff, Blue vice-president.
BMB SIGNED 69% of stations registered for
NAB district meeting held in Jacksonville
Friday. With Frank King, general manager,
WMBR Jacksonville, NAB director-at-large,
managing meeting and soliciting support for
plan, following signed: WPDQ WJAX WMBR
WIO.D WFTL WQAM WDBO WWPG WFOY
WSUN WSPB WLOF WTAL WTSP WJNO
WMF J WINK. (See earlier story, page 49.)
SENATE confirmation of Charles R. Denny Jr.
as FCC Commissioner is expected early this
week, following unanimous approval of his
nomination by the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee at a 10-minute session Friday.
Chairman Burton K. Wheeler (D-Mont.) reported out the nomination Friday afternoon.
GOPHER HOUR
A CURIOUS gopher (now deceased) nibbled way through main power line into
transmitter of KFAC Los Angeles last
week, knocked station off air from 8:04
a.m. to 9:56 a.m.

Business Briefly
SHELL BOOBY-TRAP • Local Shell Oil Co.
radio programs will use a new Shellubrication
campaign,dustry WartiedCouncil
in withcampaigns.
OWI and Idea
Petroleum
Inconveyed
is that the civilian version of a booby-trap is a
car made dangerous through lack of care. List
of stations carrying 5, 10 and 15-minute sports
and news programs has been expanded to 23,
including Yankee and Arrowhead Networks.
BENSON & HEDGES SPONSORS • Benson
& Hedges, N. Y. is spcmsoring Symphony Hall
twice-weekly on WQXR New York for Havana
Cigars. Contract is for five years, also on
WQXQ, FM aflnliate. Agency, Arthur Kudner
Inc., N. Y.
CITRUS SPOTS • Citrus Products Co., Chicago,forhaslocal
sent recorded
announcements
tlers
station use.
Producer is toL. botW.
Ramsey Adv., Chicago.
ALLEN PROMOTION • United Artists is
spending largest radio appropriation in three
years for spot campaign, nationwide, for Fred
Allen picture
chanan & Co., "It's
N. Y. in the Bag". Agency, BuINTERNATIONAL APPOINTED • Word of
Life Horn(religious)Grand
has Rapids,
appointedas International Advertisers,
agency.
Broadcasts begin May 5, 8-8:30 p.m. (EWT)
on 40 tionsstations,
using outlets.
regional nets, transcripand shortwave
WHITE NAMES SEEDS • Bob White Co.,
Chicago, food sales consultant, has appointed
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, to handle ad
campaign. Account executive, Norman E.
Kraff, Seed's new products division director.
SERTA PROMOTES • Serta Assoc., Chicago
(mattresses) plans ejctensive air campaign in
the fall. Agency, Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
ZONITE SPRING CLEANING • Annual
spring campaign
for Larvex
mothproofing
Zonite
Products Corp.
will start
early Aprilby'
with one-minute transcribed Kent- Johnson
jinglesing for
markets Chicago.
includWJZ 13NewweeksYorkin several
and WBBM
Agency is McCann-Erickson, New York,
CANTEEN CONTINUES • Stage Door Canteen will stay on air with new format, according to Helen Menken, radio chief, American;
Theatre Wing. Sponsor, network not decided,
following discontinuation of sponsorship byi
Corn Products
Y. on Co.,
CBS,N. ef-Y.
fective April 20.Refining
Agency, Co.,
C. L.N.Miller
YOUNG FOR WQXR • WQXR New York has
appointed Adam J. Young Jr. Inc. exclusive!
representative
in the Chicago area, effective
April 1.
FORD MUSICAL SERIES • April 8 Ford
Motor Co. starts a musical series on 143 NBC
stations, Sunday,
2-2:30on p.m.
(Continued
pageThose
56) We Love,
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CAN

'O N
STATIONS

EQUAL

KOA LEADS THE WAY
IN PROGRAMS!
In addition to carrying all top-flight NBC shows,
KOA presents many popular locally-produced programs. They're built to give listeners what they want
to hear; not what KOA thinks they should hear.
All the ingenuity, ability and experience at the command of KOA's program, continuity and production
personnel are called upon to make each program
a standard for those which follow.
That KOA leads ihe way in Denver in programs, is
IN DENVER-KOA GIVES YOU
MORE THAN THE OTHER FOUR
POWER
50,000 Warn
PROGRAMS Top NBC Shows
COVERAGE Denver and the Mountain
and Plains States Region
LISTENER LOYALTY*
59% to 79% in seven
of Colorado's Largest Cities
DEALER PREFERENCE** 68.8%
• NBC Survey "lOTT Cities" * •Ross-Federal Survey
^,^945-RADIO'S

'tOADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

KOA'S DOMl^*'^

evidenced in a tremendous mail response from listeners, and in the many thousands who visit KOA
each month to see broadcasts of KOA programs.
You stand to make sales for your product or service,
and to gain prestige for your company with a program—conceived, writ en and produced at KOA,
and featuring personalities who are as near and
dear to KOA listeners as an old friend.
Ask your nearest NBC Spot Sales representative for
complete
on
KOA. details on programs currently available
FIRST

in DENVER

KOAS
50,000 watts 850 KG
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES

25th ANN/y^^^

PLEDGED

TO VICTOR^
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In the newest suburb of New Orleans . .

PublUhed Weekly by Bruadcatting Publicatimu, Im.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and
Circulation Offices: 870 National Press BIdg.
Wasliington 4, D. C.
Telephone: ME 1022
IN THIS ISSUE ...
Inventors Claim New Broadcasting System 13
Radio Prepares Peace Meet Coverage 14, 15
CBS — By Paul W. Kesfen
NBC — By Frank E. Mullen
Blue — By Mark Woods
MBS — By Edgar Kobak
Wheeler Hints at U. S. Control
16
Regional WLB Reverses WOV Finding II
Feldman Des:cribes Apache Operation II
Harris Predicts Increased Jap War Coverage 24
Spot Coverage Featured in AAF Show 26
New Yorkers Early Risers
— By Ray Lyon
34
Peabody Service Award Given to WTAG 46
Radar Experiments Traced to 1942 48
79% Sign BMB at Atlanta Meeting 49
Radio Sells Drug Products Fastest 50
Bailey Offers Bill Banning Royalties 51
DEPARTMENTS
Our Respects To — 30
Agencies
Allied Arts 4741 Production
33
Commercial 32 Programs 40
Editorial 30 Promotion 35
FCC Actions 52 Sellers of Sales 10
Feature of Week 10 Sponsors 39
14
Management 32 Sid Hix
News
43 Technical 52
SOL TAISHOFF
Editor and Publiaher
EDITORIAL
ROBERT K. RICHARDS, EditOTi€U Direetor
WASHINGTON:
Frank Beatty.
Manaaing
Edttor;
Bailey, J.Associate
Editor.
STAFF:
Levy,neyBillLawrence
Mary Posey.
Zurhoist, Jack
SidShelley, NormaChristopher,
Pugliese, Jerry

In the stately homes along the Mississippi
(for hundreds of miles)
Folks

turn

first to -

ma.
NEW ORLEANS
A DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY .

THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts * Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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CHICAGO! Florence Small, Mgr.; Jean Eldride*.
HOLLYWOOD: David G^^ckmi
Barmettler.
TORONTO: James Montagnes.
BUSINESS
MAURY LONG, Busine,, Manage,
WASHINGTON
»
Bob
Breslau,Eleanor
Adv. Produetton
Manager;
Harry Stevens,
Carpenter,
Marie
AUDITING:
CatherineWoodward.
Steele, Mildred
Bacoosin.B. T. TaishoS,
NEW
YORK:
S.
J.
Paul,
New
York
AdvtrtiBirii
Manager; Patricia Ann Foley.
CHICAGO: Florence Small, Mgr.; Jean EldridBe.
HOLLYWOOD:
Barmettler. David GlickmE
TORONTO: James Montaenes.
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Gentlemen

will

please

remove

their

hats

Can the lid . . . Doff the derby . . . skip the sicimmer! Whatever your style of
lingo, you've got to take ofF your hat to the little lady knov/n as Miss 580 at
WCHS in Charleston, W. Va. Hov/ do we get that way? Listen to this one! Remennber when Howard Chernoff went to the ETO last summer and contacted West
Virginia boys in the service? Well, when those boys get back, they look Howard
up. The other day, PFC Kendall Walker stopped in at WCHS and had a talk with
Mr. Chernoff. During the conversation, Howard asked Kendall if there was anything he could do toward making his furlough more pleasant. Did he need any
money? No. There wasn't a thing he needed. . . . BUT, just as he was leaving,
PFC Walker said, "You know Howard, there IS something you can do for me. It's
been on my mind, but I just hated to ask you. Do you suppose I could meet Miss
580? My sis listens to her every afternoon and used to write me every night and
tell me what Miss 580 had to say."
Gentlemen will please remove their hats, and tip them in the direction of Miss
580 . . . not a glamour girl, not a movie star . . . just another woman who
knows how to talk to them as well as to their sisters and mothers. Miss 580's
Women's Club of the Air has been broadcast over WCHS for over five years
. . . one half hour every afternoon Monday thru Friday.

'.OADCASTING
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Our

thanks

to

* * *

29
w local, national spot and Mutual advertisers — and their agencies, who in the past
24 weeks
have added, in new business,

connmercial quarter hours* to the weekly schedule of

WOL
"The Voice of Washington"
37 commercial quarter hours of this new business have been placed by local advertisers and
their agencies, who know the real "Washington story." These advertisers are [oining the
WOL "old timers," 14 of which have the following renewal record:
8 have been on WOL 5 years or longer
6 have been on WOL 70 years or longer
There is a reason for this swing to the Washington market and to WOL. Write us for
your copy of "The Washington Story," now in production. Meanwhile, earn while you
learn, by sponsoring one of the programs listed below:

AVAILABLE!
"So the Story Goes"
with Johnny Neblett
Monday through Friday,
7:15 P.M.
following Fulton Lewis, jr.

AVAILABLE!

AVAILABLE!

"The Texas Rangers"
Monday through Friday
12:30 P.M.
following Morton Downey

"Background
News"
with Walter forCompton,
Mutual news commentator
Monday through Friday,
4:00 P.M.

* New business (not renewals) now on the regular weekly schedule, evenly distributed over morning, afternoon and night hours. Does not include participation
periods for which Washington is so famous.
Represented Nationally hy The Katz Agency, Inc,
KEY
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.SeLl
ALL-TIME
This golden Burley (typical
scene on one of Lexington's
24 huge warehouse sales
floors, is shown above)
won't be cigarettes until
1 946 or 1 947 — but growers
have already "gotten theirs"
in cash (90 millions) — and
they're ready to spend it
now!

RECORD

-SET

AN

.fA?M?^i^
(50% above last year)
has been paid to Bluegrass Tobacco Growers
an the past 90 days. This
is cash and spendable
—for your clients products.

• Represented
Nationally By
The John E.
Pearson Co.
WLAP
A NUNN STATION

Lexington.,
Kentucky
•Only WLAP . . .
fully and exclusively serves this
rich Bluegrass area

ROADCASTING

J. E. WILLIS, Manager
BLUE
• MUTUAL

THE BLUEGRASS IS KENTUCKY'S 2nd MARKET
• Broadcast Advertising
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H

IHROUO

ffltSt
^HUS

FLASH THE TOP
AIR

SHOWS

Feature
of
IF
YOU'RE
jaded
and
worn
by
this confusing talk about sporadicall
E interference, ionospheric elements
and other
furbelows,
perhaps youfrequency
the following
definition
ofwillradiofindcomforting.
It is taken verbatim from the
Fibber McGee & Molly program as
broadcast
at 9:30
p.m. last
Tuesday over NBC.
Dialogue
is between
Fibber
and
"Teeny,"
the
little
girl
character portrayed by Molly.
Writers of the show are Don Quinn
and Phil. .Leslie.
TEENY
. Hey, Hmmm?
what makes
a radio
work, mister?
Hmmm?
Will you
explainWhatit todoes?
me
mister?
Hmmm?
Willya?
FIBBER
.
.
.
Why
Teeny,
do
you
mean
toon sitthe there
littlelittle
pigtails
wrongwithendyour
of the
pig
and
tell meof you
don't
comprehend
the
nature
the
wireless?
TEENY
.
.
.
(Giggles)
No.
FIBBER . . . Well sir, close your mouth
and open your
eyes andyou I'llwise.
tell you
something
make
then
....yourtoWhat
happens when Now
you
turn
on
radio?
TEENY
... little
It makes
aturns
kind on.of a click
and
the
light
FIBBER
. ether,
. . Exactly
. . . Nature
and wayhears
out
in thelittle
Mother
that
she
calls inclick,all and
her quick
little askillsa flash
and
megs
and Oak.
says, "radio
14th and
Wistful turned
Vista".onAndat

the Week
all
the little
on their killocycles,
and megacycles
allkillsthehoplittle
hop
onto
their
and megs
race away
aswillfastcarryas their
little
fat
wave-lengths
em.
TEENY . .. .. .Awwwwwww.
FIBBER
You know what a wave
length . Is,. .sis?Sure
TEENY
I do, I betcha. Five
feet
two.
FIBBER
.
.
.
How
do you
TEENY
. My length.
sister
is a figure
WAVE. that?
And
that is. ..her
FIBBER
.
.
Oh,
Ahem.
Well
them little kills and megs ridesir,alongall
on
their kilocycles
and megacycles
till
that
shinestheyin see
your that
radio little
. . . light
then they
hop
off,
Into
the
back
of
the
radio
. . . that's
the
back
part ofwhya they
radio always
open leave
. . . and
quick
as
a
wink
they
decide
who's
gonna
be music
and
gonna be
dialog and
gonnawho's
bemegannouncements.gotAndwho's
ifa any
orlet little
kill
bad little
cold,
they
him
behearthehasthestatic.
Well
sir
.
.
.
then
you
music and the dialog
and
the commercial,
which
is
when
everybody turnskitchen
the radio
into
the
for adown
bottleandonofrushes
rootbeer before
the Mr.
music
comes
TEENY
.
.
.
Poor
Marconi!
To again.
think
hethespent
his
whole
life
laboring
under
delusion that radio was based
upon netic
the wavesutilization
converted ofintoelectro-magelectrical
impulses,
knownamplified
as audio-frequency
currents
and
by
means
the vacuum tube to a diaphragm orof
loud speaker. Gee if he'd only known.

THAT SATISFY
KFOR

SELLERS

ADVERTISERS
of 1942 he was supermas-- the spring
des isanda athumb
vising the writing of 50 shows a
JACK-of-al
them
ternailof l-tra
sketch oftoo,
Russell Willard week in addition to his other dupromotion manager in
o. radio director of BBDO, chargeties as sales
ChicagTolg,
of continuity and publicity.
Russ was born March 2, 1908 in He then joined the continuity department of the Blue Network,
Waukesha, Wis. He attended Carroll College and U. of Wisconsin. Chicago. October, the same year, he
went
with
BBDO, Chicago.
His first job was in the copy
Russ handles all the timebuying
service and promotion department
of the Milwaukee Journal (1928). for the Chicago office, buying for
Three years later he transferred Murine Co.; Household Finance;
Chamberland Hart
Hand Schaffner
Lotion, and&
to the newspaper's
Milwaukee,
to handle station WTMJ
Marx.
continuity. There he
He believes that
and produced
That's nities
WhyGaloreSales
AwaitOpportuYou in wrote
too many sponsors
his first radio show,
sell their prodJimmy Baxter, a
KFOR's Beautiful and
uctssteadexclusively,
dramof sellinginUltra-Modern New Studios quarter-hour
atic
series,
five
times
themselvesstitution aastthe ansameinin Lincoln, Nebraska.
weekly. A number of
full dress rehearsals
time. He says,
Represenfed by Edward Pefry Co.. Inc. were held just before
"There is a great
that first broadcast.
Even the sound man
opportunity
for
sponsors to use radio
fervently practiced
at
its
utmost
advanhis chores, one of
KFOR
tage in selling ideas
whichduce was
the soundto ofpro-a
as
well
as now,
products."
Right
Russ
boy falling into a
is more interested in
creek, simulated by
television programtossing
to a tub a ofsponge
water. inming than any other
When the show
ness.
RUSS
phase of the busitook the air, howHe is a member of the Chicago
ever, the sound man, who, inciden- Radio
Club and holds
tal y, isnow a Chicago radio execu- a firm Management
racket on the tennis court.
tive, developed a twist on his toss.
principal hobby is photography.
The mis-aimed sponge connected HisRuss
married Bernice Taylor, of
with a nearby mike, resulting in a
Milwaukee, Feb. 10, 1934. They
temporarily defunct WTMJ.
When Russ left the station in have a four-year-old son, Tommy.
BROADCAST
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in Lincoln, and Its Trade
Territory, the Latest
HOOPER, Monday through
Friday, from 8 a. m. to
6 p. m. Shows:
KFOR
46.25
Station "A". . .29.4
Station "B". . .19.6

4

In fact, it is hard to think of anything this rollicking soul has not sold, in his
more than fourteen years before a WOWO mike. Happy Herb is a well-known
figure among musicians and radio entertainers from coast to coast. . and to highly
gratified sponsors too numerous to mention.
Happy-go-lucky Herb Hayworth sings the novelty-tunes, jests with the emcee and announcer, and occasionally unburdens himself of a bit of homespun philosophy. He is
clever at parodies, and unusually effective lead-ins to commercials.
On one offer, he pulled over 100,000 soap-wrappers, with dimes, for a pocket
handkerchief. On another, he sold shirts to customers in more than 100 cities in the
WOWO
At board.
present, with a "Rise and Shine" routine, he sells shoe-polish at
7:15
A.M. area.
across the
Herb, aided and abetted by the "Griffin Gang"— four instrumentalists— is available for
sponsorship on a noon or evening period. Ask NBC Spot Sales to break-out the figures,
and an audition-record.
WESTIN&HOUSE
KDKA

ROADCASTING

RADIO STATIONS Inc

• WBZ
. WBZA
• KEX
• KYW
• WOWO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
• Broadcast Advertising

FORT WAYNE
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^'Mr.

Blunk,

I

broadcasting

insist
for

on

this

spot
campaign!''

Spot broadcasting is the most flexible medium in advertising. Itgoes exactly where you want it, with exactly the
right message for each market, at exactly the right time.
It reaches more people at less cost. It is selective among
sexes, age groups and, to a certain extent, among income groups. It alone can give you the kind of audience
you want, where you want it, when you want it. It is
radio advertising at its top efficiency.
Why don't you insist on spot broadcasting?
FREE

&

Pioneer Radio

PETERS^

inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLUSIVE BEPBESENTATIVES:
WGB-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCUfNATI
KDAL
DDLCTH
WDAr
FABGO
WISH
INDIANAPOUS
WJEF-WKZO . . GEAND
BAPIDSKMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
„ . . MINNEAFOLIS-ST.
KALAMAZOO
WTCN
PAUL
WMBD
PEOBIA
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYEACUSE
IOWA DBS MOINES
WHO
woe
DAVENPOBT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
SOUTHEAST BALTIMOEE
WCBM
WCSC
CHAKLESTON
W«S
COLUMBIA
WPTF
BALEIGB
WDBJ
BOANOKE
SOUTHWEST
KOB
ALBUQUEEQUE
KEEW
BEOWNSVILLE
KKIS
CORPUS
CHBISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOBIA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIC COAST POETLAND
KOIN
KIRO
and WBIGHT-SONOVOX, SEATTLE
Inc.

CHICAGO: i8o N. Michigau NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: iii Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 635/ HoUywood ATLANTA: 32:2 Palmer Eldg.
Franklin 6373 .■ Plaza 5-4130
Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
BROADCASTING
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BROADjOlSTINC
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ADVERTISING
VOL. 28, No. 13

Inventors

WASHINGTON, D. C, MARCH 26, 1945

Claim
New
ceiver equipment and other devices
Frequency Saving adopting Dynamic Range Control
are to go to the inventors.
Seen in Dynamic
The Government's interest in the
invention is being handled by J. Y.
Range Control
Houghton, an attorney in the
Claims Division, Dept. of Justice,
By JACK LEVY
the direction of Asst. Atty.OPENING VAST possibilities for under
greater utilization of available General Francis M. Shea.
space in the radio spectrum, a new
Development Undertaken
system of broadcasting, called DyBroadcasting has learned that
namic
Range
Control,
which
permits the use of a much narrower one of the largest manufacturers
and receiver equipchannel in transmission of signals, of broadcast
ment has undertaken developmental
has been ernmentdiscovered
by two Govofficials.
work to design and perfect the AlIf the claims of its inventors are len-Meisinger invention. It is expected that research will be carsubstantiated by developmental
ried on by other organizations to
work now under way, the system
the introduction of perwill, among other things, make pos- further fected
Dynamic Range Control.
sible two to five times as many FM
stations as are now obtainable in
According to the claims of its
the present assigned band width inventors, the application of DRC
of 200 kc.
would bring about substantial imIn behalf of its inventors — Shanprovements in both FM and AM
non Allen, chief of the Radio & broadcasting, television, facsimile,
Television Section of the Depart- recordings and transcriptions, magment of the Interior, and Sgt.
netic recordings, sound films, network transmission, and practically
Henry Peter Meisinger, Chief Enany communication system or
gineer for the Section, now serv- mechanical
carrier of sound.
ing with the U. S. Marine Corps
The invention embraces a new
in the South Pacific — ^an application for a patent has been filed theory which makes it unnecessary
with the Patent Office, reserving to keep soft and loud passages of
certain rights in the use of the sound within the limitations of the
invention to the U. S. Government. transmitter to carry a signal without distortion or over-modulation.
Royalties from broadcast and re-

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Broadcasting
System
a danger which is averted by "rid- according to the inventors, is reing gain"upatsoftthetones
transmitter,
i.e.,
stored "by reflecting in a second
building
and holding
on a carrier
frethe dynamic level of loud tones. signal, qwhether
uency or on a separate
recording,
With DRC, according to the ap- the alterations in gain imparted
either manually or automatically to
plication of the
inventors,
is preferably
imparted
to all"gain
soft various passages of the original
passages and suppression to all rendition to reduce them to an ideal
loud passages to bring them all as dynamic level greatly exceeding
near as possible to the common the dynamic level of the extraneous
ideal level for transmission or factors producing noise and the
recording, and provision is made
This second signal, termed by
to restore at the receiver, or in the
translating system, the true dy- the inventors the "gain control
namic
range
of
the
original
rendichannel",
is then used circuits
to restoreof
tion.
in the translating
High Ratio of Signal
the receiver or recording repro"In this way a very high ratio of like." ducer "the original true dynamic
signal to noise level is maintained level of the original rendition". •
at all times in the transmitted or Wide Deviation Ratio Unneeded
recorded signal, and in restoring
In the case of FM transmission,
the true dynamic range to the sigthe
application
states,a wide
"it isdeviaunnal in the translating circuits, the
eces ary tomaintain
dynamic level of noise is cortion ratio n(as
the currently
favored
respondingly suppressed for all 5-to-l ratio) to keep soft passages
soft passages with consequent im- above the noise level and provide
provement not only in dynamic even an approximation of true dyrange butduction.inAt thequality
of thetherepronamic range for passages of widesame time
very
ly different dynamic level. Further,
loudest passages perceptible with- since the present invention supin the dynamic range of the hupresses noise with respect to sigear may from
be reproduced
withntionals ofratio
low bydynamic
level themay
devia-be
outmandistortion
overmodulation
this invention
and with as good a ratio of signal materially reduced.
Accordinglj*,
to noise level as is possible with the width of frequency band necesthe best systems in use today."
sary for proper transmission of full
The original in "dynamic level", orchestrations
like "by
this
new method mayandbe the
greatly
reduced
compared to present standard pracIn diagrams illustrating the prinMay 9 Is Definite Clear Channel
Date
ciples of thecompanyinvention,
which ac-an
to attend, according to Mr.
Second Conference With for
a month
or two,"
saidwhen
Mr. counsel
the application,
Plotkin.
Plotkin.
He likewise
held firm
"amplitude
leveler"
is
used
to both
Paul M. Segal, of Segal, Smith &
Lawyers, Engineers
Last week's meeting, called at the
gain to low passages and
Hennessey, asked that the filing request of Louis G. Caldwell, coun- impart
To Be Held
to
act
as
a
"limiter",
suppressing
sel for the Clear Channel Broaddate of April 2 be postponed. Mr.
of "excessive amplitude"
DEFINITE assurance that the Segal contended that no lawyers
casting Service, and Paul D. P. passages
tice."
(Continued
on page
{Continued on page 55)
to hold
the dynamic
range49)bf 'the
FCC will begin the clear channel would know by that date who was to
hearings on May 9 then, if neces- appear.
Requests for appearances at the
sary, "adjourn for a month or two",
was given a group of radio at- May 9 hearing have been filed by
torneys at an informal conference the Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, liPaper Rationing
with the FCC legal department by
cense of WLW, 50-kw Class I-A
Harry M. Plotkin, assistant gen- station,
and Fisher's
Blend Seattle,
Station
THIS ISSUE of Broadcasting is thinner than usual— by some 20
Inc., licensee
of KOMO
eral
counsel
and
chief
of
litigation.
Class I-B station, now operating
pages. That's because of War Production Board paper-rationing
requirements and the desire to balance our consumption this quarwith 5 kw on 1,000 kc and which
A Second Conference
has
an
application
pending
for
ter. News content, however, equals that of normal issues. To meet
His statement came after most 50 kw.
the rationing requirements, we have reduced weight of our paper,
A second conference with lawyers
of the lawyers protested that they
trimmed size and effected all possible economies without, however,
could not be ready until after three and perhaps engineers will be held
disturbing our news budget. We wish to express our thanks to
engineering committees set up on within the next two or three weeks
March 16 had completed their to assist Commission attorneys in
those advertisers who, when called upon, have cooperated so wholestudies [Broadcasting, March 12]. drawing up an agenda. A public
heartedly in the necessary readjustment of schedules.
notice will be issued sufficiently in
"The
Commission
will
take
what
evidence it can and will adjourn advance to permit all interested
March 26, 1945 • Page 13
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Radio

Prepares
Peace
Conference
Coverage
Welles as the central figure in the
Four Major Nets, presentation of varied views by CBS to Use Full Facilities to Explain
seme men,
of historians
America's
29 Independents
and leading
experts statesin the West Coast Meet to American People
velopments of the United Nations
field
of
foreign
affairs."
By PAULVice-President,
W. KESTENCBS
Represented
broadcast a weekly seriesMr. ofWelles
news
Conference. Every vehicle known
Executive
APPLICATIONS of 29 independent analyses on Mutual, Oct. 1944 to
to
the exacting
sciencein reporting,
of broadTHE
BIGGEST
single
news
decasting wil be utilized
stations, the four major networks, Jan. 1945, sponsored by Waltham
velopment since D-Day is the meet- explaining and analyzing the great
three organizations serving radio Watch Co.
ing of theference atUnited
Nations starting
in con- drama which is being staged on our
and two foreign networks last week
Although stations last week still
San Francisco
were approved for accreditation to were formulating plans for cover- on April
West Coast.
25th.
the United Nations Conference in
ing the historical conference, Here the draftsEvery Means Used
San Francisco, beginning April 25. WITH Baltimore already has anmen
of
peace
will
Columbia Broadcasting System,
nounced that Ian Ross MacFarlane, develop the first
All applications were checked by
the executive committee of the its top commentator and veteran blueprints for
through the medium of its news,
discussion, talks, drama, special
Radio Correspondents Assn., of war correspondent, will cut daily
events and educational programs,
which Richard Harkness, NBC com- transcriptions, to be sent air ex- postwar world.
Toica give
press or airmail to WITH for
mentator, is president. The comis planning to bring to the thirty
a betterAmerunmittee met with Michael J. McDer- broadcast on his regularly schedderstanding ofthe
million American homes the outuled newscasts as well as special objectives of the
mott, special assistant to the Secthe con-to
retary of State in charge of press programs. Mr. MacFarlane also conference and
ferestanding
nce. No effortdevelopments
will beof spared
will cover for WWDC Washington. the fullest news Mr. Kesten
relations,sistant,
andLincolnMr.White,
McDermott's
aspresent to every facet of the lisWhen Mr. MacFarlane returns to of its progress is
to make its
tening audience an understanding
recommendations. Three applica- Baltimore he will lecture at a local the immediate task of radio. of the purposes
and potential effects
tions were deferred for further in- theatre, WITH to issue tickets Those objectives can be real- meeting.
of
this
important international
formation.
without
charge
to andlisteners
who
ized only if the whole American
write
in.
The
time
theatre
are
Hotel Facilities Limited
are informed honestly and
indefinite, dependent upon the people
impartially about them and if, in
CBS rWorld
the di-to
The State Dept. called on the length of the conference, which has the
ection of Paul News,
White,under
will take
light
of full knowledge, they
standing committee of the Con- been estimated at from 6-10 weeks. decide to support
San Francisco a staff of famous
them.
There
is
no
gressional Press Gallery and the
S. S. Fox, president and general
efficient instrumentality for correspondents, reporters and anaexecutive committee of the Periodi- manager of KDYL Salt Lake City, more
All of CBS
theseworldwide
men are news
vetcal Correspondents Assn. to clear announced that the station's news reaching
eranlyzers.
s of the
radio. the American people than
newspaper and periodical corres- editor, John N. Page, would cover
gathering
organization.
They
have
CBS
will
bring
listeners
of
all
pondents. Meetings also were held the conference.
in the capitals of the world
political persuasion and all eco- served
with those groups last week.
and since the outbreak of
Sessions Open
nomic levels the hour-by-hour de- before
Confronting the State Dept. is a
the
war
and on all of its battlelimitation on hotel facilities as well
All sessions, except committee
bring to radio reas travel accommodations. Corres- meetings, will be open to radio and tions and organizations formally fronts. poThey
r
t
i
n
g
arich service
background
interpondents are asked to share hotel the press, according to Mr. McDer- accredited last week ;
national
through ofintimate
rooms, since the hotel reserved for mott. Committee meetings will be KFH Wichita, Kan.; KFRE Fresno, contact with foreign
affairs.
But
news gatherers consists mostly of held to iron out differences between Cal.;
KFWB
Los
Angeles;
KGER Mont.:
Long more important, they understand
Beach,
Cal.;
KGVO
Missoula,
large rooms.
delegates,
whereas
all
official
busiKJBS KMASan Shenandoah,
Francisco; KLX
Oakland,
the little peoples of the world —
la.;
KMTR
Los their
In San Francisco a host commit- sessions.ness will be presented at open Cal.;
and and
aspirations
deAngeles;
KMYR
Denver;
KPMC
Bakerssirehopes
for peace
security.andThey
tee, set up a few weeks ago to lay
fleld,
Cal.;
KRE
Berkeley,
Cal.;
KROD
The
four
major
networks
plan
El
Paso,
Tex.;
KROW
Oakland,
Cal.;
know
how
to
give
America
its
news.
|
the groundwork
cover- complete coverage, including the KRNT Des Moines; KSAN San Francisage, will continuefortoradio's
function
It is hoped that the State Departco; KSDcisco;St.KSTPLouis;
KSFO
San
Franthroughout the conference. Headed opening session and all important
St. Paul-Minneapolis;
ment and the conference will perSanta Barbara,
Cal.; KUOA
Siby William Pabst, general manager meetings. Interviews with dele- KTMS
mit these
men toto the
utilizefull,theirandrecogloam
Ark.; WDRC
Hartford,
gates also will be aired.
nized talents
that
of KFRC San Francisco, the comConn.; Springs,
WITH
Baltimore;
WWDC
Washthe
conference
will
a model of
Ind.;
WLW
In addition to the American net- Cincinnati;ington;WLSWKMO Kokomo,
mit e is assisting the State Dept.
Chicago;
WOW
Oma- free and unabridged benews
and broadcasters in the technical,
works and broadcasters, the British
and
raha;
KIRO
Seattle;
American
Broadcastdio coverage that will inspire
ing Co. (Blue), BBC, CBC, CBS, MuBroadcasting Corp. and Canadian
news and programming setup.
tual,
NBC,
Ask
Washington,
"Richfield
future
emulation
throughout
the
world.
Sumner Welles, former U. S. Broadcasting Corp. will cover the Press.
Under Secretary of State, has been conference. Following are the sta- Reporter," Los Angeles; Transradlo
Clarification Talks
appointed Blue Network advisor
on the coverage of the San FranLyman
Bryson, CBS Director of
cisco Conference and on subsequent
Education, has planned discussions
problems of peace and internaof
the
outstanding
problems facing
tional affairs, Chester J. LaRoche,
the conference by its leading delevice-chairman of American BroadThey willaimed
be heard
in a se-at
casting Co.. announced on Friday.
ries gates.
of talks
primarily
Mr. Welles will broadcast a Monclarification of the issues at stake.
day evening pre-conference series
Norman
C'orwin
has beena full
ason the Blue, 10:30-11 p.m., April
signed the task
of presenting
2, 9, 16 and 23, and during the
hour dramatized documentary proconference will discuss the events
gram entitled "Memo to the Fuof the session and their significance
intimea for
serieswhich
of 15-minute
programs,
School of the Air and Columhas not been
set.
bia's farm program, under Chuck
Mr. Welles will work closely with
Worcester, will present speakers on
Blue executives, both in the planother phases of the conference to
ning and presentation of his proreach
Columbia's
grams, the announcement stated.
ture." other segments
nationwide
audience. ofSpecial
proThe pre-conference series, it said,
grams
will
be
presented
as
the
con"designed
to present
a clear-cuc
ference develops and, from its openand
authoritative
analysis
of the
ing
to
closing
sessions,
the
United
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix Nations Conference will receive
issues and problems facing the
United Nations at the San Fran- "Hurry Down To the Track Meet — Laxo-Tabs Wants to Sponsor a Broad- entire
special staff.
attention from Columbia's
cisco conference, will see Mr.
cast Of the 100 Yard Dash!"
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Full Reporting of Security Session
Will Be Provided by Large NBC Stafif
By FRANK E. MULLEN
port special developments at the
Vice-President, General Manager, NBC conference but the regular commentaries ofnewsmen and analysts
THE UNITED Nations security
assigned, heard throughout the
conference opening in San Fran- broadcast
day, will be the backbone
cisco April 25 holds the promise
of being a major step toward en- of the NBC coverage.
during global
NBC's staff will be under the
peace when the supervision
of William F. Brooks,
world conflict is director of news
and special events.
at last ended. So, Under his direction
the broadcast
in theicepublic
servreport
of
the
conference
will be kept
and interest in proper proportion to the
NBC has made war news. We know that spotcurrent
plans to report of the war may often transcendnewsin
fully the import- importance the running story of
ant developments
so we feel the necesof the lengthy in- the conference
sity of not letting news of the sesMr. Mullen
ternational me tsions make us lose our perspective.
ing.
During the lengthy conference it
A seasoned staff of newsmen and
be necessary to cancommentators, selected with an em- may celsometimes
other programs to give results
phasis on experience and ability of meetings
and
of the
rather
NBC'sof delegates. This willdecisions
be done when
affiliatesthanan number,
adequateassures
account
we
feel
that
the
news
story
has
events from the opening of the sesenough appeal and actual imporsions until announcements of de- tance.
cisions reached are made. However,
the amount of air time devoted to
NBC's broadcast report of the
the conference will be based solely international convention will follow
on the news merit of public in- its policy of keeping the public
formation made available.
accurately informed within the
of objectivity and military
NBC probably will originate bounds
many sustaining programs to re- security.
Blue to Have Newsmen, Commentators
At San Francisco for Peace Meeting
By MARK WOODS
If a policy of "free and open disPresident, American Broadcasting Co.
cus ion" isnot followed at the conference, radio, together with the
RADIO will have a great oppor- other communications
will
tunity at the United Nations Con- be greatly handicapped media,
and the reference in San Francisco beginsult, Iam sure, will be public misning April 25 to contribute to pubunderstanding ofthe problems of
lic understanding
the peace.
of the problems
News and Comments
of the peace.
Nothing can be
Intelligent coverage of the San
more important
Francisco conference, by radio, will
than a meeting of
require careful and accurate news
the United Nacoverage supplemented by comtions to agree on
the framework for
petent interpretation from skilled
commentators supplemented by
lasting peace. Yet
unless the news
broadcasts both of the proceedings
coverage of these Mr. Woods
of the conference and the news of
vital meetings is intelligent and ac- the delegates. The Blue Network
curate, the peoples of the world may will make every attempt to prolack the understanding so vital to
vide this type of coverage. Such
public support of peace agreements. well-informed
commentators as
Easy Listening
Raymond Swing, Vincent Sheean,
The Blue Network of the Amer- Baukhage, Edward Tomlinson, Wilican Broadcasting Co. will cover
liam Hillman, Ray Henle and David
the proceedings of the San Fran- Wills will be at the scene. Regularly
cisco conference with one objective: sponsored shows, carried on the
To report the news comprehensive- Blue Network, will originate in San
ly, and in a way that will make the Francisco whenever appropriate.
In connection with the coverage
discussions and conclusions easily
appraisable by listeners. Whether of this conference, I should like
radio meets its public obligation to repeat a statement of news policy made to our affiliated stations
of intelligent coverage of this conference will depend, in great part, last week: "The Blue Network, as
upon the determination of our gov- its sole editorial prerogative, recognizes an obligation to keep the
ernment and the other participating nations to give access to full public accurately informed on as
and complete information concern- many sides of as many issues as
ing the conference.
BROADCASTING
Broadcast possible."
Advertising

INTERVIEWING
GI's for
of theWAIT
1st Army
the Western
Front,
Hunter, correspondent
Chicago,on gets
more news
for Ann
her
home station. Soldiers are (1 to r) : Sgt. Anthony Lombardi, Sgt. Joseph
Selogo, Joseph Zencheck. All these are from the New York area.
Mutual to Provide Extensive Facilities
To Cover Conference of United Nations
By President,
EDGAR KOBAK
this job I am frank to say that I
MBS
believe Mutual is particularly well
THE COMING conference of the equipped. Mutual's plans, under
United Nations at San Francisco the general direction of Phillips
in April may well prove to be one Carlin, vice-president in charge of
of the most decisive
gatherings
are fast being completed.
recent
history.in programs,
expect to have in San FrancisWhat comes out We co,
broadcasting
over the Mutual
of that
ence couldconfervery network, a large and competent
comwell affect the group of nationally
mentators, including knovim
Leo Cherne,
an
authority
on
social
and
induspeace
for
decades
to come.
trial economics; Alexander Griffin,
What the dele- who knows his way around in national affairs; Royal Arch Gunnisay and do
in San gatesFrancisco
son, who was in Poland when the
will be of the Germans
moved in and in Manila
Kobak
moved in; Uputmost import- when tontheClose,Japanese
an authority on Far
ance: It will be just as important that the deliberations and de- Eastern affairs; Charles Hodges,
cisions shall be made known to all Gabriel Heatter, Fulton Lewis and
the world so that people every- Arthur Gaeth.
where will have a chance of knowThese well-known commentators
ing the things that are being done and analytical reporters will funcaffecting their own future.
tion as a team and will be headed
by John Whitmore, manager of the
Chance to Serve
Mutual news division. Their headRadio has served people in a mul- San Francisco
quarters wil be outlet,
at KFRC,
Mutual's
and they
will ,
titude of ways in peace and in war,
but never before, I believe, has ra- have working with them William
dio had the opportunity to render Pabst, KFRC's manager, who has
elected by the West Coast news
as far-reaching a service as the been
opportunity it will have in San bureaus of the four networks to
Francisco.
act in the capacity of chief coordiMutual, asbroadcasting
a part of the
whole nator.
American
industry,
Extra Programs
is planning a most thorough-going
at present planned. Mutual
coverage of every aspect of the willAs present
these conimentators in
United Nations Conference, and
regular times, but will have,
will bring to bear all of its re- their
in
addition,
four extra broadcasts
sources of facilities and manpower.
theAfterfirst
of the con-of
We see the job, not as one of a day forference.
that week
the schedule
merely reporting meetings and additional broadcasts will be kept
speeches and decisions. Rather, we flexible according to the volume of
see our responsibility to be one of material
to be presented. We are ;
taking the high and often difficult also planning a special "across the .
diplomatic language of the dele- board" evening broadcast presentgates and of translating what is
ing personalities of the conference.
said into the language of Mr. and
Supplementing the news coverMrs. World Citizen, so that they
age. Mutual will broadcast a numcan understand and will realize the
ber of special events programs deimpact and the importance of the
give our listeners tlie
decisions upon their own life in a necessarysigned tobackground
to a comnew world for which we all hope.
plete
understanding
ofwillthebe meanTo sum it up, we expect to do a
ing
of
the
news
which
made
job of analytical reporting, and for in San Francisco.
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Wheeler

Hints

Suggests Radio Should
Be Common Carrier at
Merger Hearing
By BILL BAILEY
HINTS that Congress may be
thinking of radio as a common
carrier, subject to Government rate
regulation and control, were
dropped last week by Chairman
Burton
K. Wheeler
the Senate
Interstate(D-Mont.)
Commerceof
Committee, at subcommittee hearings on the proposed
merger of international communications.
During testimony of FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter, who advocated
a "unified" international telecommunications system. Sen. Wheeler
remarked that broadcasting "probably should behada testified
common carrier".
Mr. Porter
that the
FCC could require that Western
Union establish service in areas
not served.
Not Common Carrier
Sen. Wheeler interjected that ranot gois not
into a"unprofitable"
areas.dio would
"Radio
common carrier
under
the
statute,"
said Mr.it
Porter and Sen. Wheeler replied
"probably
should
be".
Again on Thursday Sen. Wheeler,
who sought last year to ban commercial sponsorship of news on the
air, made his feelings known in debate over the same subject of serving unprofitable areas.
"It seems to me a company ought
to serve the public generally and
take the less profitable business,
too," he said. "We could^. say to
radio broadcasters — Congress could
say, 'you've got to serve the smaller towns'.carriers.
They claimCongress
they're has
not
common
agreed
to
that,
temporarily."
■ The hearings recessed Thursday
noon, after Mr. Porter completed
two days of testimony, until 10 a.m.
Tuesday (March 27), when the

at Government

War and State Depts. are expected to testify with definite plans
for a merger.
week's
hearings
were Attending
ChairmanlastWheeler,
Sen. McFarland (D-Ariz.) and
Sens. White (Me.), Austin (Vt.)
and Capehart (Ind.), Republicans.
Also in attendance, but not a member of the subcommittee, was Sen.
Moore (R-Okla.). Sen. Johnson
(D-Colo.)
is the sixth member of
the
subcommittee.
Chairman Porter made it plain
on Thursday that international
broadcasting is not included in
plans for the merger which embraces common carriers. "Somebody suggests that if you incorporate shortwav« you'd get rid of
OWI," quipped Sen. Wheeler. ' I
think that's a matter for Congress
to Rear
consider,"
Porter,
Adm. replied
Joseph Mr.
R. Redman,
director of Naval Communications,
previously had testified that "broadcasting people the
haven't
very
orderly during
war; been
they have
extended into other bands." The
general impression was that Adm.
Redman advocated including international broadcasting when he proposed a merger,
although
his only
prepared
statement had
reference
to common carriers.
Mr. Porter, taking the stand on
Wednesday, traced the history of
international communications, submitted several exhibits and placed
in theishrecord
a history
of the Britinternational
communications
setup, which was merged under law
some years ago. Secretary of the
Navy Forrestal on Monday advocated a merger in which the Government would be an active participant. Adm. Redman elaborated
by
suggesting
that infive
cabinetof
members
be included
a board
directors of 20. FCC Chairman
Porter opposed Government participation, but advocated that the proposed merged corporation should
be under FCC control.

Control

WhiteWHITE
"Overcome"
SEN.
(R-Me.),
Minorityauthor of the
Leader
and coWhite-Wheeler
Bill to amend
the died
Communications Act, which
in the
last session of Congress, was
"overcome" by FCC Chairmandeference
Paul A. Porter's
continto Congressionalualauthority
during
hearings
last week on the proposed
international communications
merger.
Several totimes
Mr.
Porter referred
questions
as within the province of Congress
not the commented:
FCC. FinalSen.and White
"I'mly quite
overcome by this
new deference shown to Congressional wishes." Mr. Porter'srencepredecessor,
Fly, was atJames
odds Lawwith
Congress most of his stormy
helm.
five years at the Commission

Downey

Proposes

Speech
No Action CanBroadcast
Be Taken on
10-12 a.m. Session Daily
NO FORMAL action can be taken
by the Joint Committee on the Organization of Congress on recommendations of Sen. Downey (J)Cal.) that a two-hour session be
set aside each day for Senatorial
speeches to be broadcast to the nabers. tion, according to Committee memTestifying before the Committee,
of which Sen. La Follette (P-Wis.)
is chairman and Rep. A. S. (Mike)
Monroney
man. Sen.(D-Okla.)
Downey onis vice-chairMarch 16
criticized radio commentators, suggested that the period from 10
a.m. to 12 noon could be set aside
for speeches and debates and that
the proceedings could be broadcast
that the people might be given firsthand, uncolored facts.
Lauds Press
"Now I have no complaint at all
to make against the press of the
United States," said Sen. Downey.
"I think our reporters do an exacting, precise and very comprehensive job. I do feel, however, that
many of our radio commentators
and columnists are much looser and
inaccurate in their reports and are
inclinedtortedtoviewsgiveon exaggerated
the Senators oror dis-on
what happens in the Congress."
FRED SHAWN NAMED
MENSER'S ASSISTANT
FRED SHAWN, program manager, WRC Washington, NBC-owned
station, has
administrativebeen
assistantappointed
to C. L. Menser,
NBC vice-president in charge of
programs,
take upApril
his new
duties in and
NewwillYork
19.
George Y. Wheeler, assistant to
Carleton D. Smith, general manager, WRCj will succeed Mr. Shawn
as program manager. Eugene Juster, WRC continuity editor, will become Mr.a Wheeler's
assistant
charge
newly-created
programin
service ofdivision.
In radio for 13 years, Mr. Shawn
started as an announcer at WLW
Cincinnati. He joined NBC in
Washington iner-produc1933
an announcer and wasas subsequently
named assistant to Kenneth H.
Berkeley, then general manager of
WRC andlowingWMAL
Washington.
the separation
of the Foltwo
station operations, he became program
manager
of
WRC.
He
originating the Mileis
o'credited
Dimes with
compaign.

Sen. Wheeler remarked that the
corporation should be either owned
outright by the Government or the
Government should remain at
"arm's length."
To Await Testimony
Chairman Porter offered no concrete plan, but told the Committee the Commission preferred to
wait until all testimony is in, then
submit a recommendation based on
the evidence. He said the FCC had
considered public hearings, but
since the Senate Committee was
conducting hearings, such action
would be duplication of effort.
Mr. Porter listed several reasons
why international communications
should be merged. Among them was
scarcity of frequencies. He also
told the Senators many parts of
the world are wiihout service because it is economically unfeasible.
"The
has previously been
record FCC
for consolidation,
and onto
that extent supports the Navy Department's position," said Mr.
Porter. be"However,
I believe
would
unfortunate
at thisthattimeit
if
the
Committee's
thinking
talized upon any particular crysform
of organization. I have serious reservations about the structure proposed by Adm. Redman and I think
the Committee should give detailed
consideration to what I believe are
basic principles of public administration, whichofareorganization
involved." sugThe type
g{Continued
ested by the Navyon would,
said Mr.
page Jt2)
Adam Hat on 30
ABOUT 30 stations throughout
THE SWING was to Swing, when the British Broadcasting Corp. the nation are now carrying the LT. BILL COYLE, USNR, on leave
Adam Hat Stores as radio director of the Washington
presented to the Blue Network commentator this handsome silver quarter-hour
thriller. The Strange Dr. Star,
cigarette case (loaded with a popular brand) at a testimonial luncheon mystery
WMALlastAVashWeird,
under
sponsorship
local ington, which
was inoperates
Washington
week
in
Washington.
Here
are
(1
to
r)
:
Bob
Kintner,
Blue
vice-president;
dealers, according to the ofagency,
ona Pacific
a furlough
following
14 months
Raymond Swing; John Salt, BBC North American director, who made Buchanan
Naval
task
force
as a with
line
&
Co.,
New
York.
The
the presentation ; Lord Halifax, British Ambassador, and Paul A. Porter, program, which recently had the officer. Lt. Coyle has been on
active
FCC chairman. The case was inscribed: "Presented to Raymond Swing Hooper rating of 6.1, is available Navy duty for three years
attendby the BBC in during
recognition
his unique
contribution
to Anglo-American
Niival WarSchool
Collegebefore
and Marine
understanding
the ofyears
1935-1944
in interpreting
the United to Adam
Staffed theCommand
joining
tion form,Hatthe dealers
agency insaid,transcripand no erations.
States
of
America
to
the
people
of
Great
Britain."
Mr.
Swing
was
awardRear
Adm.
Connolly's
amphibian
opcharge
will
be
made
for
its
use.
ed a George Foster Peabody citation last week (see page 46).
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U. S. NAVY PHOTO

This

is

a

YouVe heard a lot about those babies. Plenty of
speed and firepower. They're maneuverable and seaworthy. And they pack a terrific wallop. It can be
summed up in the phrase "A small, but mighty independent unit."
We like to think of W-I-T-H in terms of the PT boat.
A small but mighty independent radio unit.
Because in this five-station town . . . W-I-T-H, the
successful independent, produces more listeners perdollar-spent than any other Baltimore station.

PT

boat

We have the facts to prove that W-I-T-H packs a
big wallop too. A lot of radio advertisers have looked
them over . . . and decided that W-I-T-H belongs at
the top of any budget list.

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President ' Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed

Regional WLB
Reverses WO V Finding Apache Operation
Told by Feldman
the
relations
the parties" the station "has consistently op- Radio Ship Now in Manila Bay
Denies Order Reducing and gives thebetween
board "no roving
posed the inclusion of a minimum- Still Serves Correspondents
quota provision in its contracts THE RADIO SHIP Apache, floatcommission
reform that
or innovate,"
Musicians' Quota ;
the
opinion todeclares
the WLB with
the union," the industry opinReview Sought
which
ion continues: "It is willing to em- broughting 10tokwthe transmitter
REVERSING recommendations of "has resisted pressures to create
outside world the
ploy union musicians, to continue first voice accounts
of
the
landing
its senior hearing officer, the Re- newThepatterns."
opinion discusses "feather- the closed shop arrangement and of American troops on Leyte and
gional War Labor Board in New
at some length, citing nu- to provide for eight weeks' notice Luzon, now lies in Manila Bay, still
York last week denied the request bedding" merous
but it opposes any reauthorities, and
"It of dismissal,quirement
of WOV New York for an order is not our purpose
here states:
to justify
compelling it to pay a serving American radio correspondents who operate from an office
reducing the quota of musicians it or advocate featherbedding. We do fixed weekly wage to musicians
must hire according to its contract not condone waste in manpower, whom it does not need and who do building in Manila, Arthur Feldwith Local 802 of the American especially during this critical peri- no work.
man, Blue Network correspondent,
Federation of Musicians, with the
last week on his return to
"The hearing officer who heard reported
od of the portnation's
history.
It is that
imNew
York
industry members of the board disa
n
t
t
o
observe,
however,
and had the oppor- the Pacific. after seven months in
senting.
devices to increase the number of the testimony
tunity of observing the witnesses,"
WOV will file an application with employes required to complete a the industry
The shipandhadarrived
been only
outfitted
members
state,
"has
Australia
the dayin
the NWLB in Washington asking given
found
as
a
fact
that
Radio
Stavolume
of
work
have
not
albefore
the
convoy
sailed
for
Lejrte.
for a review of the Regional w a y s been unqualifiedly deWOV has
no need for
cannottionuse
12 musicians.
He and*
has It set out with only the most superBoard's decision, Sanford H. Cohen, nounced."
ficial tests. Other radio correspondattorney for the station, said. DeVoluntary Action
stated, 'No principle of law or ecowere George Folster of
that "the WLB
is permitnomics or ethics warrants the pres- NBC entsandaboardGordon
ting theclaringmusicians
to fiddle
while
Walker of Mu"It may well be true," the public
e
r
v
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
unionism's
power
to
tual,
as
well
as Lt. Col. A. A.
our boys burn," Mr. Cohen termed members conclude, "that contract deal unfairly with employers by Schechter, communications
officer.
terms
like
the
one
now
being
disthe majority opinion "inconsistent
First Broadcast
should be suspended or obsolete and uneconomic featherwith matters as they are." It is modified cussed
as
a
war
measure.
The
bedding
pay-without-work
rules'."
"tragic," he said "in view of the
The first broadcast from the
Dissenting Opinion
efforts of the War and Navy De- resolve to do so must, however,
came at 1 p.m. Philippine
Calling attention to the fact that Apache
partments, the War Manpower be reflected in voluntary action of
(the preceding midnight in
Commission and the War Produc- the affected parties or in legislation "the activities of this union have time
New
York)
on Oct. 20, he said, sevtion Board for a work-or-fight bill on rather than adjudication which aroused the indignation of the puberal hours after the landing bebecause of the lack of manpower, touches only on the fringes of the
lic
and
the
press,"
the
dissenting
that unessential musicians should problem.
cause of the which
Navy'swasinsistence
opinion declares: "The union in
withdrawnon
A dissenting opinion, written by question has . . . come into public radio silence
be permitted to continue to be hired
after Col. Schechter went
while services could be used in the two industry members, Stephen B. notoriety by reason of its policy only
got Gen.
perMambert and Arthur M. Torrey, and its actions. It has seemed to aboard themis ion Nashville
war effort."
to broadcastandfrom
many
people
to
favor
anything
declares:
"The
industry
members
MacArthur.
To
insure
the
signal
Public Members' Opinion
that the majority of which immediately helps the union,
through, the Signal Corps,
Board also unanimously ordered are convinced
board has erred in ordering regardless of the ultimate effect getting
the station to pay a 15% increase the
operations, had arthat
the
provision
in question be of its policies on the union, on the which handled
in wage scale of the 12 musicians included in the contract.
r
a
ed for a U.triple
public, on the war effort and on the route to ngthe
S. communications
it employs, retroactive to April 1, opinion that the interestsIt isoftheir
A continuation of this pol1944, in accordance with the Little parties, of labor and of industry, theas country.
The Apache stayed at Leyte unand particularly the adoption of
Steel formula, since they have had well as the welfare of the country, the icyposition
til early in January, when the conthat it has the right
no increases since Jan. 1, 1941. would be best served by its elimina- to control manpower
voy set out for Luzon. First Apache
even
durin!>'
broadcast
landing
LuHerbert R. Northrup, senior heara critical period in our nation's
zon
was onafter
Jan. the
11, but
by theon 15th
ing officer, following hearing of
Pointing
out
that
the
issue
is
not
fail
to
bring
disa
small
transmitter
had
been
set
the dispute last November, had "clear-cut" that WOV "was com- history will
astrous results to this union and
recommended that the WOV quota tion." pel ed" to accept the 12-man quota necessarily will harm the cause of up in a house at Dagupan which
worked so well the correspondents
be reduced from 12 to 5 musi- following a union strike and that unionism in the entire country."
did not have to return to the ship
cians and that the 15% increase in
for the broadaasts. As the Luzon
wages be granted only to the five
men retained by the station
invasion progressed,
the correspondents followed the troops
to a
[Broadcasting, Jan. 22].
spot
near
Tarlac,
about
60distance
miles
An opinion of the public memfrom
Manila
and
the
same
bers of the board, written by Thomfrom the Apache, using land lines
as L. Norton, chairman, and Walter
to get their broadcasts back to
Gellhorn, vice-chairman, points out
Dagupan
and American
thence to the
Apache.
that since July 11, 1941, the WOVWhen the
troops
first
802 contract has required the staentered Manila the correspondents
tion to employ a minimum of 12
did a great deal of shuttling back
musicians, an obligation for which
and forth between there and the
at the Treasury
WOV desires to be relieved. Ex- GATHERED
in Washington to consider plans transmitter
near Tarlac, he said,
broadcasting policies for theDept.
Seventh War Loan in May
and June
cluding references to James C Pe- and
were
these
representatives
of
the
NAB
program
managers
to get broadcasts out, but within
trillo, AFM president, as "irrele- and the Treasury War Finance Division. The NAB group was committee
in
Washland lines
vant" becausecase"theillustrates
problems arewhich
ington for a three-day meeting March 14-16 on various industry and 10 dayswave werebothoperating
fairlyandwellshortbe
the present
not government
'WMC tween Manila and Dagupan. When
Slavick WHAS
r) : HenryRay W.Shannon,
(1 toRichmond;
First row
problems.
Memphis;
Irving
G.
Ableoff,
WRVA
created
by
Mr.
Petrillo,"
the
opinhe left Manila on Feb. 11, the
ion declares:
Louisville; Lillie Tavenner, Jo Anne Dailey and Macbeth Mock War Apache
had moved into Manila Bay
the weissueshallbefore
Finance Division. Second row: Homer Welch, KEX Portland ' Ore • and to all
purposeshe was
us "Bluntly
is whetherstated,
or not
de- Cal.;
Riverside',
KPRO
Gleeson,
L.
W.
Wayne;
Ft.
WOWO
Vandagrift,
Carl
land
transmitter,
said. a regular
Bill
Bryan, KOMA Oklahoma City; Maurice Owens, WROK Rockstroy or diminish privileges won ford; Wayne
Latham,
WSPR
Mr.
Feldman
also
revealed ship,
that
Springfield,
Mass.;
USMC
Sgt
J
A
by a local union through colleca second communications
tive bargaining privileges which, WSPD
Evans,'
row: W.Robert
ThirdRalph
Ft. Worth.
WRAPWHEC
Ed Lally,
WFD; Wm.
O'Leary,Toledo;
J.
Adams,
Rochester;
Hardy
KSL
FP47,
accompanied
the
convoy
it may be assumed, the employer, Salt Lake City; Robert H. Wesson, KGO San Francisco; Richard Day handle code transmission of pressto
WDGY Minneapolis; Arthur Stringer, NAB Washington; Robert L.
unaided, could not now withdraw." Fidlar,
and service messages. From
WIOD Miami. Fourth row: Howard Chamberlain, WLW Cin- copy
Stating that the War Labor DisLeyte these were relayed to New
Clarence L. Menser, NBC New
Atherton,
Act directsthe thewages
boardand"tohours
pro- Memphis;cinnati;
Wil- Guinea and thence to San FranWFD- WMC
Molohon
BarneyRobert
Elliott Stewart, WIBX Utica; York;
videputesby order
cisco via Sydney, From Luzon the
and all other terms and conditions row:
Last
Moines.'USNR,
Des Levy,
WHODavid
Fair,(j.g.)
NAB Washington;
lard Egolf,Langham,
CBS New Harold
York; Lt.
FP47 sent its copy to Press Wire(customarily included in collective John Roy
Delehanty,
Eugene
Carr
(on
leave
from
WJR-WGAR-KMPC
)
lesslayated tTacloban
where it was rebargaining agreements) governing William R. Cline (on leave from WLS), all of WFD Washington.
o Los Angeles.
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WOR

IS proud

to

present...

...another

that

by

can

promotion

be

everyone

or

job

used

who

sells

* For more than a decade WOR has
periodically released unbiased studies that have, either
directly or indirectly, aided in the increasing acceptance
of radio as an advertising and public service medium.
These studies include "Hand to Mouth," a study of the

buys

radio

time

food market; "WOR Continuing Study of Radio Listening," the most advanced form of local audience analysis
being conducted for any station; "How Department
Stores Use Radio to Sell"; "A Study of FM Listening,"
and many others.

THE STORY WG are about to tell grew out of a chance
remark made by a WOR sponsor during the latter
part of December, 1944. He is a nationally-known
drug manufacturer, and a buyer of time on stations from Maine to Mexico.
"Look," he said, "sales are excellent and my
WOR rating ranks with the best of 'em. But I'd
like to know what New York's druggists think,
about radio anyway."
We suggested that his salesmen ought to have
a pretty good idea from talking to hundreds of
druggists day after day.
"Sure. They talk about it and they get no kicks,
but in a market like New York where there are
3700 drug stores and drug sales are more than
$120,000,000 a year, I'd like to have something

radio

is a 10

a little sort of . . . well, scientific, if you know
whatWORI mean."
knew what this sponsor meant all right.
And WOR turned to the crack marketing research
department of The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp.
to get a reliable, unbiased and accurate report.
"Five hundred good personal interviews with
500 druggists in New York's five boroughs will
give you a true cross-section," reported the Donnelley people.
Into the field went the Donnelley sleuths during the first two weeks in January, 1945. Eventually, came the report of their talks with all kinds
of druggists in all kinds of stores in all kinds of
neighborhoods:

to 1 favorite

question:

with

"Which t3^pe of advertising (more than any
other) do you believe most effective for a wellestablished line of drug products?"

ANSWERS:
RADIO
NEWSPAPER

druggists!

Number
...431
. 45

MAGAZINE

9

OTHER
Combinations of above,
including radio
Combinations of above,
not including radio
No preference

3
10
1
1
500

8

out

of

10

sponsored

druggists

program

say

sells

full-length

best!

"If such an advertiser were to go on the radio,
which do you think would be more effective —
a. Several "spof announcements (commercial messages between programs) ^ or

question:

b. A sponsored program 15 -minutes or
more in length?'*

ANSWERS
A SPONSORED

dumber
398

PROGRAM

93

SEVERAL "SPOTS"

9

No preference

There was a third question, too. It differed from the others in that it was a bit on the ulterior
side. It was:
Question: "If the advertiser were to use a news commentator, which of these men should he choose for best
results in your store?"

0*
(Note — The druggist was shown a list containing the names of 8 outstanding news 50commentators
on
New York stations. He was asked to check the names in order of preference.)
FOR OBVIOUS REASONS, WOR CANNOT REVEAL THE RANKINGS OF THE COMMENTATORS
LISTED. But WOR can say this ...
WOR'S
OF MOST

DRUGGISTS

GABRIEL

AS A SELLER

HEAHER

WAS

OF GOODS.

In fact, Gabriel Heatter outranked the second most popular commentator by 67%.

FIRST CHOICE

whether
WOR

your product is a drug or a dishpan^ we believe that
should

fastest, most

rank

high^ if not firsts in your thoughts as the

economical

and

effective means

of bringing your

message to the attention of millions of people in one of the greatest
listening territories on the Eastern Seaboard.

WOR
—that power-full station,
at 1440 Broadway,
in New York

MEMBER OF THE MUTUAL BBOADCASTING SYSTEM

Keystone Suggests
Harris Predicts an Increased Radio^
Calls Doctor
ONE OF TWO emergency
Press Coverage of War Against Japs
Changes for BMB
announcements broadcast
Refinements Urged Following
WIDER coverage of the war
light Bands, Lux Radio Theatre
over
WWNC
Asheville
locatagainst Japan by both radio and and others.
ed a doctor for Announcer
Survey in Huntsville, Tex.
Norman Young. Mr. Young
the press is foreseen by Lt.
The AES are operated by forNEED for refinements in the methhad been rushed to the hosmer radio personnel and follow
Col. Jack W. Harris, execuod presently contemplated by
pital during the morning but
tive officer of the Radio Branch, closely the American pattern. For
Broadcast
Measurement Bureau is
War Dept. Bureau of Public Re- instance, the Jack Benny Show is
by early
evening
a found
local doctor
had
not
been
for
indicated
by results of a survey
lations, who returned to Washing- aired Sunday nights and the others
consultation, A radio appeal
made by Keystone Broadcasting
ton headquarters after a two- are spotted in times as nearly
brought
within 10
System, transcription network, to
minutes theanddoctor
an emergency
month special communications mis- as possible those of the original
test
the BMB plan in the field.
sion in the Central and Southwest broadcasts.
appendectomy was performed.
Reporting on a survey made in
Pacific areas.
factory.
Young's condition was satis"Radio is the one thing of AmerHuntsville,
Tex.,Corp.
whereinterviewers
Ross FedDetailed by Maj. Gen. Alexander
that goes right with our men,"
eral Research
D. Surles, Director, BPR, Col. saidicaCol.
Harris. Movies are precovered
24.7%
of
the
town's
sented nightly and in virtually
Harris laid the foundation for infamilies, with all income groups radio
and
instance news broadcasts 70% REFUSE ALL
creased radio activity in the Pa- every
all sections of the city represented,
HARD LIQUOR ADS KBS
cific theatres. During his tour, direct from the States are fed
said everyone interviewed
which took him over 40,000 miles through the theatre public address FIRST RETURNS from radio sta- mentioned
KSAM,to thethe local
stations in 47 states show more than
by air. Col. Harris consulted with systems.
tion,
in answer
question,
Col. Harris spent 200 hours in 19V2% tisrefuse
time beverages,
for any adverboth Army and Navy officers.
are the call letters of all
ing of alcoholic
70% "What
the air, traveling in a large Army
radio stations which you or someone
'Army Hour' Plans
transport. He visited Pearl Harbor, will nottisingaccept
and only hard
5%% liquor
acceptadverany in your family listens to in your
; He arranged for future Army Kwajalein, Guam, Tarawa, Saipan, such advertising
that is offered ac- other stations,
at any time?,"
two
Leyte, Luzon, Biak, Finch Haven,
one 900 butmilesthataway,
cording to the American Business home
}Hour
(NBC Sundays,
Australia, New Cale- Mens Research
p.m.) coverage
from the3:30-4:30
Pacific, Hollandia,
received
50%
or
more
mentions
Foundation's
surdonia
and
Guadalcanal.
the subject.replying 81% say and so, under the BMB method,
looking to the time when the EuroOfvey onstations
pean war ends and the Pacific beHuntsville as pridefinitely cepthey
do not
regard ac-as would maryinclude
Lowell
Thomas
Elected
■ tomes
the
only
theatre
of
operacoverage.
tance of liquor
advertising
tions.
LOWELL
THOMAS,
NBC
has
financially
necessary
while
less
than
What They Listen to
In Pearl Harbor Col. Harris con- been elected president of the
such revenue as essenic ired with Lt. Gen. R. C. Richard- Assn. of Radio News Analysts, 5% regard
tial.
The
majority
say
that
excluResponding
toKBSa question
sun Jr., now in command in Hawaii succeeding John W. Vandercook,
sion of such advertising is beneballot atinterthe
electedelected
a vice-president.
ficial, according to the foundation. suggestionpolated in the
and former BPR Director, and NBC,
Other officers
were: Max
of
the
local
station
—
A
tendency
was
noted
to
decline
"What
stations
can
you
receive
, officer,
Gen. Richardson's
treasurer;
W. W.
Chap- acceptance of any educational ad- without interference winter or sumMaj. Millardpublic
Pirdy,relations
former Hill, NBC,
lin,
NBC,
secretary;
Johannes
vertising on the effects of alcohol
Oklahoma City newspaperman.
mer?"—99.5% mentioned KSAM,
Steel, WHN New York, assistant
Many staAt Guam he met with Capt. secretary. H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC, as "tootionscontroversial".
expressed
willingness
to con- with only 7.5% naming another stachairman
of
the
exsider
such
programs,
if
authentic
tion.
To
another interpolated quesHarold B. Miller, USN, Chief, Pub- was re-elected
ecutive committee.
and dispassionately presented.
lic Relations, Advanced Pacific
tion— "What is your reason for
listening
to the station you listen
: Hdqtrs. and Lt. Comdr. J. HarMBS Adds WNEX
'Charlie Chan' a Co-Op
rison Hartley, officer-in-charge.
to
most?"
— 57.5% said "clear reRadio Section, Navy Public Rela- BLUE Network will present the WNEX Macon, Ga., now under conception," 46.5% said "better prostruction, wil become affiliated with
' tions, on detached duty in the Pa- Chick Vincent mystery series, Mutual April
15, bringing total
grams," 26% saidon "news".
officer-in-charge, CINCPAC Chan-lie Chan, as a local co-operaTheded question
reception,
if adPubliccific asRelations.
optive show Monday-Friday, 6:45-7 MBS stations
to the BMB
questionnaire,
erates with 250 tow on254.1400Station
kc under
p.m. beginning May 14. Another
would
be
of
value
to
timebuyers
in
Col. Harris discussed future cov- mystery,
the management of Al Lowe, forMan April
From G-2,
erage with Brig. Gen. L. C. Diller, Blue debut
12, makes
Thursdayits
merly business manager of WBML presentingculation,a KBSclearer
picture
of cirsuggested,
proposing
Macon.
Gen. MacArthur's
public with
relations
. officer.
There he worked
Lt. 7:30-8 p.m.
that letters be used to indicate re("ol.
A.
A.
Schechter,
former
NBC
interference,
stations withceptionno without
interference
the year
director of news and special events,
in
setting
up thewhen
historic
Macround being
"A",outetc.rea-A
A rthur
broadcast
American
"why"
questionlabeled
to bring
sons for listening would also be a
;Hid Filipino troops recaptured
valuable
. Corregidor.
KBS said.addition to the BMB form,
? Independent Correspondents
KBS also reported that theAlthough few independent staHuntsville study, done by the perj tions have correspondents in the
sonal interview method, was conducted, completed and tabulated
' Pacific
expected that
several theatres,
will makeit isapplication
for
within a period of two weeks, while
results are just starting to come
; r( i-editation when the European
ar ends.ments Col.
Harrismadesaid toarrangein from
mail insurvey,
have been
handle
the
same atime
Montana.started at'
) adio correspondents in the Pacific
on a basis similar to the European
AAF Branch
theatres.
RADIO Coordination branch of Army
Former director of news and
Air
ForceshasPersonnel
Distribution;in ;
Command
been established
special events of WSM Nashville,
Hollywood
to clear
AAF combat
vetCol. Harris reported that radio is
erans
for
guest
appearances
radio
a boon to thousands of men on GATHERED AT CBS Hollywood studios to test combat recording ma- shows. Lt. Paul Langford,onformer
Hollywood
special
events
producer
and
scores of small supply islands in
chines, this Marine trio of former radio-ites is expecting an overseas announcer, heads the unit. Group will;
the Pacific. In many places he assignment
soon. Marines and network engineers (1 to r) are Sgt. George also act as liaison for clearing scripts;
found the men listening to radio Theeringer, former sports announcer of WSNY Schenectady; James with Leonard D. Callahan, chief of;
French, network engineering maintenance supervisor; Maj. John V. AVestlic relations,
Coast office,
bureau of pubwhile they worked. The Army Ex- Sandberg,
War radio
Department.
Marine PRO, former Chicago radio and advertising execpeditionary Stations rebroadcast
Les Bowman, CBS western division chief engineer; Sgt. Bernie
news direct from San Francisco Milligan,utive; Marine
Corps combat correspondent, former West Coast man- WESTERN ELECTRIC Co.. has
and transcriptions
the topBenny,
netager of Earl Ferris Assoc.; Lt. Howard E. Biggerstaff, PRO, who be- declared
50 cents
per
work shows, such asof Jack
fore
entering
the
service had been associated with stations in the share ona dividend
common ofstock,
payable
March 30 on stock of record March 33.
Bob Hope, Victory Parade of Spot- Cincinnati areas.
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Stories*
Success
irom

^

ART
BOOR

MOTI

c<,lr Maker seeking
Art Baker's Notebook, heard Monday
through Friday on KFI from 4:30 to
5:00 P. M., is now in its sixth year. This
popular participating feature has the
highest daytime Hooperating of any
local non-news program.
Here is another example of the high
quality of local programming that has
long identified KFI, and another of the
reasons for KFI's undisputed leadership in Los Angeles.

made on ARi "
* 2 Art Baker's Notebook was
among top programs in the nation
for giving away a canning booklet
— led all others in volume, and was
among the top three in "low cost
per inquiry!'

^Check with KFI or Edward C. Petry and
Company, Inc., jar rates and availabilities.

KFI
NBC for LOS ANGELES
50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • 640 KILOCYCLES

EDWARD

BROADCASTING

PETRY

AND
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COMPANY,

INC.,

NATIONAL
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Quebec Provincial
Radio Authorized
Would Offset and Answer
Views Expressed by NBC
A QUEBEC provincial broadcasting service has been authorized
with the passing of the Radio Quebec Act at Quebec March 16. Opposition members of the provincial
government stated that "nationalization of radio broadcasting is the
first step tovirards nationalization
of the press and the dictatorial cenalization ofpublic expression."
Greatest tropposition
was tovvrards
the clauses in the bill which give
the provincial government control
over news gathering and broadcasting. Supporters of the bill, but not
members of the government party,
favored
the billstatebecause
"Quebecbe
is a sovereign
and should
granted the same rights as Ottawa", and that the Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.was"preached
ish imperialism,
dominatedBrit-by
the English-speaking and Protestant majority, and is broadcasting certain programs of Communist tendencies. Those facts
justify the establishment of RadioQuebec where opposite views and
opinions will be allowed to be
heard."
CBC Must Approve
While the bill stated that it
would become effective as soon as
passed, it is expected to be some
time before any expropriation proce dings wil be started to take over
existing stations under the provisions of the bill, as the province
has not yet set up a broadcasting
service. Changes of licenses as expropriations must be approved by
the board of governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and the
Radio Branch, Dept. of Transport.
While it is likely that privately
owned stations might be legally expropriated, court actions w.ll postpone this for some time. CBCowned stations,
property
of the government of Canada
as trustee
for
the Canadian public, are not held
likely to be expropriated, nor is the
bill likely to supersede the federal
regulations under which the CBC
stations are operated in Quebec
province.
Program Contest
CASH awards of $600 for two best
station programs, based on the
theme "The Progress of Radio
During
Past 25 Years"
beAngeles
given the
by Packard-Bell
Co., will
Los
radio
set and equipment
manufacturers. Approved by the
NAB and
to writers
and producers of allopenstations
in California.
Washington, Oregon and Arizona,
broadcast must be one aired beMay 50%
15. En-on
triestweenareApril
to 15be and
judged
originality, 30% on script, and
20% on production. Programs
must be 15 or 30 minutes and will
beunder
judged
5000in wtwoanddivisions:
stations stations
of 5000
w andsion willover.
Winner
divireceive $300, inwitheachstation
also being awarded a silver plaque.
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RECALLING EARLY DAYS on WGY Schenectady while celebrating the
23d anniversary of the GE station are (1 to r): Bernard Cruger, acting
for W. J. Purcell, chief engineer; Edward A. Rice, musical director;
A. 0. Coggeshall, program manager; Kolin Hager, station manager;
Charles H. Huntley (seated), featured on Your Home Town program;
W. T. Meenam, news editor; C. D. Wagoner, GE news bureau.
On-the-Spot

Coverage

Featured

In AAF Show Starting on Blue
Maj. Frederick Brisson in Charge of Show
Which Will Be Carried Over Entire Chain
by the 60-piece
AAF
AUTHORIZED as a "military portion
orchestrawillandbe soldier
chorus under
operation"
of theAAF,
Army new
Air Forces,
the
Fighting
combat the direction of Lt. Col. Edward
program, started on the full Blue J. Dunstedter, picked up from
network Saturday, March 24. 1:30-2 Santa Ana.
Radio Branch, Army Bureau
p.m.
On theradio
war'sreportmost of The
Public Relations under Col. Edactive (EWT).
fronts, combat
ing teams formed in the theatre,
ward M. Kirby, former NAB publicity head, is setting up equipment
will fly regular missions with
bombers and fighters over enemy and communications facilities.
territory and give on-the-spot covCombat reporting will be coverage of the battle action.
ered by ex-radio men, including
Maj. Frederick Brisson, just ap- Maj. Howard Chapman, Lt. Tom
pointed by Gen. Arnold to head the Geoghegan, Lt. Robert Mansfield,
new AAF office of radio produc- Lt. Gordon Fitzgerald, Lt. Phil
tion, is in charge of setting up the Garrison, Sgt. Henry Morgan, Sgt.
series. Edward Noble, chairman, Dick Conway, Sgt. Ed. Haldeman,
and Chester LaRoche, vice-chair- Corp. Frank Gibbons. Maj. E. D.
man of the Blue network, have Giff'en, formerly in programming
agreed to carry the Fighting AAF with
WOAI and KTSA San Anover the entire chain. Previously,
tonio, is administrative officer for
Maj. Brisson was partner in charge the program.
of radio in the Frank N. Vincent
Agency, London, Paris and Hollywood.
Decca Sales
Lafferty Producer
DECCA RECORDS, New York,
year endCapt. Perry Lafferty, former and edsubsidiaries,
Dec. 31, set afornewthe record
for
NBC script writer, producer and yearly
with a total of $13,
director, will produce the show for 416,933 sales
compared
to
$11,278,345
the Army, with M/Sgt. Warren for 1943, according to the annual
Lewis, who will also write for the report. Net profit totaled $1,000,program. Hubbell Robinson, Blue 000 for 1944, representing $2.58 per
388,325
sharesafter
of out-all
vice-president in charge of pro- share on standing
capital stock,
gram ing and Adrian Samish, naNet profit for 1943 was
tional production manager are charges.
$1,036,361,
to $2.66of per
share
supervising the program for the on
the sameequalnumber
outstandBlue.
ing
shares.
Current
assets
totalled
Ten radio correspondent teams, $4,727,797 and current liabilities
$3,079,410.
History
of the
companyby
comprised of a recording engineer, from
its start
in 1934
is traced
writer-producer and announcer will Jack Kapp,
handle the combat portion of the stockholders. president, in a letter to
show, terial
from
in action.
will beplanes
shortwaved
directMa-or
recorded and sent by courier plane
I.T.&T. to Sell Spanish Stock
to be edited to fit into the pattern INTERNATIONAL Telephone and
of the half-hour program. Actual Telegraph Corp., which controls about
the common stock of the
production will take place in Los <S0% of Telephone
agreed
Angeles, New York, Washington toSpanish
sell
its
interests Co.,
to thehas Spanish
and overseas headquarters.
Government for appro.\imately .fo7,Fighting AAF will also feature 000,000.
Although the sale has been
a weekly report by high ranking agreedtract itos stillbyto hoth
parties, and
the must
conbe executed
AAF officers, with Gen. H. H. be authorized
the Spanish Cortes
Arnold, Commanding General, and a license forby the
must beDept.
obtained from the U. S.saleTreasury
AAF, as the first speaker. Musical

STUDENTS NAME
CORRECT SPONSOR
A GOOD percentage of the students
were sorableidentification
to give the
sponfor correct
the General
Electric Co. news programs on 13
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System stations,
according to a "'colleffe
IBS. radio
An survey"
averagejustof released
88.5% bvof
the students gave correct answers
at seven colleges covered by the
study. G-E started last November
as sole sponsor of the news periods.
Survey interviewed 591 students
about Feb. 1. Cornell, Haverford,
Williams and Yale students placed
their campus outlets ahead of local
stations.
At Union, the campus station
was fourth in seven stations, headed
by WGY Schenectady. At RadclifTe,
the station placed third, with WCOP
Boston at the top, and at Alabama,
BRN, which broadcasts one hour
per day, placed third with WJRD
at The
the student
top of thelistens
list. an average of
1.15 hours per day to his station,
the survey
shows. Ofsix the
stations broadcasting
hourstwodaily,
Cornell reports an average 1.83
hours of listening and Yale an average of 1.09 hours.
An average of more than 73%
has a' radio in the room and an
average
of 94% tohasthe access
dio, according
survey.to a raGeneral Electric Net
Income Up 13% in 1944
NET INCOME of GE for 1944
was $50,800,000, an increase of
13% overreport
1943,reveals.
the company's
annual
Dividends53rdto
234,732 stockholders amounted to
$40,300,000 of this sum. By the end
ofstoodthe atyear
the company's surplus
$171,946,146.
Main reason for the firm's high
volumetions production
were achieved
the inven-by
and developments
GE engineers and scientists, the
report
states,
and
among
these
were radio and electronic devices
which link all branches of the
armed services everywhere.

Sylvania
ALTHOUGH
only Record
12% of its 1944
production
was
available Products,
to civilians,
Sylvania
Electric
with its subsidiary, Colonial Radio
Corp.,ume ofreported
a record
sales vol-of
$101,527,015,
an increase
67%
over
Sylvania's
1943
Consolidated net income, aftermark.
tax
deductions provisions for postwar
adjustments
and
other
contingencies totaled $2,053,235, equal to
$2.04 a share on 1,005,000 shares of
common
outstanding
at year's
end. Thatstockfigure
compares
with
$1,567,936
equal shares
to $1.79outstanding
a share in
1943 on 854,474
at the end
that dividends.
year, after deductingofpreferred
ADM. C. C. BLOGH, USN Ret.,
Chairman
of the Navy Board for Pro"E"
duction ofAwards
h;is '■<(ug>uulated Flag.
employes
Radiomarine
Corp.
ofrecord"
Americaand fornotified
its "splendid
production
President
Charles
J. Pannill of the award of a fourth
star for the company's Army-Navy
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5^.4%

UflTY

WKY

Covers

38%

Oklahoma's
HEN an advertiser talks over WKY,
he talks to the people who do just
about three-fifths of all the retail buying
in Oklahoma. He talks to an audience
with a 38% bigger buying record than
the audience of the state's second station.
The people in WKY's morning primary
service area spent $471,335,000 in retail
stores in 1943; the Oklahoma people in
the morning primary service area of the
second station spent $238,990,000.
WKY is the kind of station which does
the biggest and best possible job for an
advertiser at the lowest unit cost.
It does this kind of job, first, by reaching more people than any other station

MORE

Second

SECOND STATION
THIRD
STATION

Than

Station

in the state; secondly, by reaching the
people who do the most buying; and
thirdly, by holding their attention and
interest more of the time than any other
station.
Morning, afternoon and evening, according tothe statewide survey of listening made by Dr. F. L. Whan of the University of Wichita, WKY does this kind
of coverage job in Oklahoma, does this
kind of selling job in the state's biggest
market for food, drugs, apparel, merchandise and services of every kind.
WKY is the FIRST station in Oklahoma's FIRST market and the FIRST
choice of advertisers.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Time$ • The Farmar-Slockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs • KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgml.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

Shown by Missouri
"Xodom oflawthe shall
impairing
freespeech,be passed
no matter
by whatthemeans
(omiiiiinicated; that every person shall be
free
to
say,
write
or
publish
or
otherwise
coiinniinicate whatever he will on any subject,
being responsible for all abuses of that
liberty."'
THE ABOVE is taken verbatim from Missouri's new, modernized Constitution, adopted a
month ago. It is a Bill of Rights expression
on freedom of speech, taking cognizance of
new methods by which people may communicate
I with each other. Those phrases noted above in
italic type — "no matter by what means communicated" and "or otherwise communicate" —
are intended to provide, on the record, freedom of expression for radio and for the movies
which did not exist as media when most state
constitutions and our national charter were
adopted.
Here, as Raymond Moley said in observing
that Missouri's new Constitution replaces one
70 years old, "the march of liberty keeps pace
with the march of invention".
Commenting further on the development in
the Wall Street Journal Mr. Moley says: "The
inclusion of a guai^antee of this sort in a state
C'onstitution
the end andof the
story. Vigilance is alwaysis not
in order,
in wartime
the
utmost vigilance is required. After the war,
, ' bureaucrats.
it is easier toFreedom
muffle theusually
war drums
the
suffers than
a severe
hangover of Government restrictions."
The State of Missouri has handed to broadcasters a torch that must be held high. Or
perhaps it should be said that Missouri,
through its new instrumentality, has ignited a
dormant torch which has been in the grasp of
broadcasters for 25 years.
It devolves upon broadcasters now, at least
in that progressive state, to guard with renewed
vigor and determination the rights which are
guaranteed to them by law. It is not unlikely
that other states soon will follow Missouri's
lead; it is not inconceivable, nor should it be,
that some informed members of "our national
Congress will see the need for such improvement in the United States Constitution,
t;' Certainly few will deny, least of all the press
ft freedom
itself, thatimplied
radio'sin voice
must ofspeak
the
all tenets
our with
national
Constitution. With Missouri showing the way,
there should be concerted effort on the part
of all broadcasters to introduce equally advanced concepts into the legal nomenclature
of their own states.
Nor should those who will have the power
to do so during the United Nations Conference in San Francisco next month lack courage or initiative in recognizing officially the
power of the broadcast word, as the might of
.i; the written word has been respected through
I' the ages.
Si; The word that has walked through pages now
i. flies through the air. But its design is uri1' changed, for it serves as the voice of the people
and, in consequence, as the voice of progress.
•■' monwealth
Its course should
charted, then, for the comof thebeworld.
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Caesar's Memoirs
Memorandum
To : James C. Petrillo
Re: Ban on Royalties
From: Broadcasters (who told you so, too).
NOW LOOK what you've done! Senator Josiah
W. Bailey (D.-N. C.) has introduced a bill
which would outlaw royalty payments to all
unions. That's because of your ingenious plan
to tax record and transcription manufacturers
for your cozy little private WPA.
John L. Lewis thought it was a swell idea
and went you one better. Instead of a measly
$4,000,000 you estimate you will get in tribute
from the recording field. Big John is out after
$60,000,000 from the coal folks, at the rate
of 10 cents per ton.
Now, neither of you will get anything. Congress knows that the public will pay in the end.
And even Congress understands that there just
isn't
unemployment
musicians
minersanyin these
days of waramong
shortages
and theor
tightest
manpower
situation
in
history.
not being taken in by the unemploymentThey're
relief
hoax.
You know, Jimmy, if we metaphrase history,
even Caesar met his Waterloo. And even
you'll admit you're really not as great as
Caesar. You might as well start writing your
memoirs now. And when you get to that chapter
dealing
with your those
great passages
radio conquest,
better eliminate
dealing you'd
with
the recording coup d' etat of 1944. Our guess is
that it'll be expunged from the records in 1945
by Congressional mandate and the righteous
indignation of an aroused public.
FM for GFs
WITHOUT going into the merits of the battle
over FM's niche in the high-frequency spectrum, there's one suggestion made to the FCC
that seems both apt and timely.
In the brief filed for FM Broadcasters Inc.
by its counsel,
Philip G.it Loucks,
on thethatFCC's
proposed
allocations,
is proposed
the
20 FM commercial channels which would be
withheld from assignment be restricted for
future assignment to members of the armed
forces. The brief brings out that these men are
"not now in a position to prepare and file FM
applications" and some might desire to include construction and operation of FM stations in their postwar plans.
We know from the correspondence we have
maintained with a sizable number of radio men
now in foreign theatres (and quite a few in
this country) that they are looking to that
postwar era when they might be able to get
into business for themselves. Most of them
won't be able to fulfill their cherished ambitions. But the way should be open for them to
have
that
opportunity.
penalized because
they have They
taken shouldn't
up arms forbe
their country.
Precisely what the FCC had in mind in
"reserving" 20 of the commercial channels we
don't know. The Commission didn't express
its
proposed report. There's
been thought
no new inlightits since.
If there are to be reserved channels, certainly the veterans of World War 11 should
get first preference, gilt-edged priorities and
less rigorous prerequisites as to financial and
technical qualifications.

HARRY STEPHEN ACKERMAN
NINEof college,
years agogot Harry
Ackerman,
justLarout
a call
from Sigurd
mon, now Young
& Rubicam
president.
Mr. Larmon said the agency was organizing aradio department and later there might
be a place for Harry, if he was interested.
He was interested. But months went by and
nothing happened. Both parties forgot the olTer.
But Y&R and Mr. Ackerman finally got together. Since last October he has been the
agency's vice-president in charge of programs.
What happened in the meantime is an unrose tousualtheaccount
top.of how a young man — he's 32 —
During
Harry
Ackerman's
Dartmouth he wrote,
directed last
and two
actedyears
in hisat
own
the school's
station.
In hisradio
seniorprograms
year he for
managed
and wrote
the
pageant of the Dartmouth Winter Carnival.
Raymond
Knight,
doingHarry
the
Cuckoo Hour
on thewhoair,washeardthenabout
and asked him to do a spot.
He wrote the five-minute script on the train
from Dartmouth to New York the day after
graduation.
Aftergradthe theprogram
Knight play
offered the young
lead in Mr.
a Knight
then running at the Buck Hill Playhouse in
Pennsylvania.
At the
end ofmanager
the play's
Ackerman
became
business
for run,
Ray
Knight, then promotion director, and finally
announcer for the Cuckoo Hour, also doing
some of the writing. He began doing free-lance
writing spots for several other radio shows.
When the Cuckoo Hour went off the air,
Harry went up to the Y&R office and jogged
their memory about the job offer. "Nothing
open rightandnow,"
But heboywasat
insistent
landedthey
a jobtoldas him.
messenger
$25 a week. After a few months he wheedled
a place in merchandising research, where he
constantly
harped on the idea of a transfer to
the radio department.
He finally made it and became an assistant
director on the Phil Baker and Helen Hayes
programs,
and wasshow.
in charge of auditioning for
the Fred Allen
His first full-charge directing was for the
Broadway Melody Hour starring J. C. Flippen.
The agency later sent him to Detroit to do the
Lone Ranger, then to the Coast to do five shows
a week, writing, directing, and flying to San
Francisco once a week as account contact for
the client. To complete the week, on Saturdays
and Sundays
he assisted Tom Lewis on the
Screen
Guild shows.
Although he says he had a wonderful time
with this hectic schedule, it landed him in a
hospital for two months with a breakdown.
When he(Continued
returned on during
page 32)the spring
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he next time you hear Schubert's immortal
Unfinished Symphony remember it laid in oblivion
on a dusty shelf for over forty years.
Then one day it was discovered and played before
an audience. Immediately it was recognized as a
masterpiece.
Which indicates that even genius must be heard
before it can be appreciated.
This same thought applies to radio. The most
compelling "commercial" spoken into a microphone would be a waste of breath if there were no
listeners at the receiving end.

John Elmer
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Your selling story, spoken into a WCBM microphone is certain to reach a profitable proportion
of the Baltimore market, for listening to WCBM
is a habit in Baltimore.

mm

Free & Peters, Inc.
Exd«aiV<» National Representatives

George H. Roeder
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of 1939, he was made director of
the Al Pearce program. He married
Mary where
Shipp. heThedirected
couple the
returned
east
Kate
Smith Hour and The Aldrich
Family programs.
Even bigger opportunities opened
up when he went back to the Coast
in the fall of 1940, when he was in
charge of the Screen Guild show.
His eagerness to try new ideas, to
insist on the best from every one
concerned with the program,
brought him plaudits from film and
radio industries.
"He was full of that terrific kind
of courage — the kind of boldness
which would have gotten him in
plenty
he hadn't theto
requisiteof hot
forcewaterof ifpersonality
carry
through
his
ideas,"
Tom
Harrington, former head of radio
for Y&R says, referring to his work
on the Coast.
Back to Gotham
Ackerman says he was never so
happy
as indemanded
this assignment.
But
New York
he come back
to supervise all radio shows for the
agency. For the first time Harry
Ackerman refused a promotion.
Tom Harrington had to fly to the
Coast and practically drag him to
a plane for New York.
In December 1942 he was appointed head of radio production,
and in January 1944 he became associate director of radio in charge
of production and television activities. By October of '44 he was top
man of a division consisting of production, talent, station relations
and commercials.
Now and then, "just to keep his
hand in",
writes Another
a spot for
Kate
Smithhe show.
job the
he
enjoys is a weekly radio column for
a small newspaper in Nantucket.
He lives in Manhattan and some
day hopes to settle down on the
Pacific Coast, surrounded by camean airplaneradios.
or two — and of
courseras, several

West Coast Crosley Office
OROSLEY Corp. has opened a
new West Coast sales office in HolFirst National
with Tracylywood'sMoore
in charge,Building
Robert
E. Dunville, WLW general manager has just announced. Mr.
Moore will also represent KGIR
Butte and the Bar-Z network. For
SERVING NEW ENGLAND'S
three years he was western sales
manager for the Blue Network.
RAGTEEDST
R
A
T
L
N
E
Heads WFIL Promotion
C
N
3RCOD
ROGER Philadelphia,
W. OLIPP, haspresident
WriL
appointedof
E
Malcohn
MacPherson,
former
RADIO AUDIENC
relations director of the RalphpublicH.
.JonestionAgency,
as promoMr.Cincinnati,
MacPherson
as radiodirector.
advisor
to Governor served
John
National
Bricker during the 1944 Presidential
campaign. He succeeds Ted Oberfelder,
Representatives :
now tionCoordinator
of Audience Promofor the Blue Network.
WEED & COMPANY
I SEARS & AYER has been named
I
representative for KONP Port Angeles, Wash.
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JOHN W. ELWOOD, KPO San Francisco
manager,of iseliminating
taking steps to makecommerNBC's
policy
effective soon by middle
asking cooperatcials
ion of sponsors.
MAJ.
GILMORE
N.
NUNN,
president
of
KPDA
AmarlUo,Lexington,
Tex., WBIR
KnoxvlUe,
Tenn. WLAP
Ky., and
WCMI
Ashland, Ky.,to Huntington,
W. Va., was
Washington headquarters
oftransferred
the Army
month
after Transport
two years Command
overseas. last
GUNNAR O. WIIG, WHEC Rochester,
was elected
DALE TAYLOR, WENYchairman
Elmlra,the and
secretary
the
first meeting
GannettwillatRadio
Board
at WHEC.of The
board
meet
quarterlytionaltoactivities
unifyand sales
and promorecommend
eral policies. Membership
includesgen-C.
Glover
Delaney,
WTHT
Hartford;
Robeas rL.t C.Brown,
Pace, WDAN
Danville,
111.;Y.;ThomWHDLtechnical
Glean, N.consultant:
Richard Blackburn,
Norbert
L. O'Brien ofoffice.
J. P. McKlnney
and
PVT. Son's
JAMESNew W.YorkWOODRUFF
Jr., on
leave ruffas stations—
generalWATL
managerAtlanta,
of the WRBAL
WoodColumbus,
WGPC
Albany,
Ga.
—
is now
in the European theatre. He recently
attended
Forces after
Radio having
Service Schoolthein Armed
Los Angeles
joined
Army Airmanager
Forces. of KROW
PHILIP theG. LASKY,
Oakland,
Cal., Oakland
has been Advertising
appointed chairman of the
Club
warly advertising
committee.
He current-of
also
is
serving
as
radio
chairman
the American Red Cross drive.
ROYAL neV.ring of Associated
HOWARD, Broadcasters
director of engiInc.,
operatingfiliated
KSPOshortwaveSanstations
Francisco,
afKWIDand and
KWIX,
and
KPAS
Pasadena,
who
has
been
on
leave
for
the
past
year,
has
returned to his regular duties. He was
in ETOments iasn communications,
director of special
assignbeen
detailed
the Office toofhaving
Research from
& Development
WarScientific
Dept.
headquarters.
HOWARD
CHASE,
chairman
of the
CBC OLIVE,
board B.ofCBC
governors,
and GORDON
W.
chief
have
returned to Canada
from engineer,
Great Britain
where they attended
the British E.Com-L.
monwealth Radio Conference.
BUSHNELL,
CBC director-general
grams,
remained
to visitof proCanadian troops
in overseas
Prance.former
WARD
A.
COLEMAN,
program
director
of
WSLI
Jackson,
Miss.,
has
been named
Laurel,
Miss. general manager of WAML

PRIZE OF A $100 War Bond is
awarded
Bill Ewing
salesman'
of Spot Sales
Inc., New(r), York,
and
winnertest forofthethebest
KQVnational
Pittsburgh
conand local
salesman, by Pete Wasser, manager
of KQV. Second prize of $50 War
Bond was won by Willie Kissick of
Spot Sales Chicago office.
Sardi's Sues
TO SETTLE question of radio
rights to program title, Breakfast
at Sardi's m.c.
formerly
Tom
Breneman,
of dailyusedBlueby serief
which until March 9 had origi
nated
Sardi'sCovey,
restaurant.
Hoi
lywood,fromDave
restaurant
owner, has petitioned Los Angeles
Superior Coiu't. Covey charge;
Breneman
threatened and
him hiswithco-partners
a damage have
suit
if he carries out plans to start
another program under that name,
Series, now on tour, with March 26
broadcast will originate from Tom
Breneman's Hollywood, restaurant
in which he and his partners, Raymond R. Morgan,
Chester recentlv
Mittendorf, and
John Masterson
purchased half interest. Shift in
programlywoodtitle
to Breakfast
Holwas occasioned
by an inagree
ment with Edwin Golden, motion
picture
producer,
under that
title. to film radio show

KCRA Joins NBC
KCRA Sacramento, 250 w, 1340
kc, will join NBC April 15 as a
supplementary
station William
to NBC'sS
Pacific Coast Network,
Hedges, vice-president
stations,
announced lastin charge
week. oi
CommERCifli^l
CHICAGO. MILWAUKEE. S T
PxVUL & PACIFIC RR, Union Sta
tion, Chicago,
started sponsorship
of i
MRS. LEE HOGAN, formerly of KARK quarter
hour newscast
featuring Russ
Little Rock,
Ark., hastojoined
Hol- Davis effective March 25 Sundays
lywo d as assistant
FRANKNBCFORD,
for 52 liamsweeks.
& Cleary,Agency
Chicago.is Roche Wilwestern
sales
promotion
director. She division
replaces
PEGGY
WOODS,staff
whoof
resigned
to
join
the
Hollywood
C. E. Hooper Inc.
BILL ALLEN,
commercial
addirectorformer
inKANS
Wichita
and asHousnowvertising
with
Wichita
retailton, is sales
manager.
ROSALIND
JACKSON,
former
manager
ofis now
the Firestone
Bessemer,
Ala., MM..
an accountStore,
executive
for WJLD
Bessemer.
JACK C. PRITCHETT has returned to is W P R C - f M «
the
KGKOcommercial
Fort Worth,department
Tex. after oftwoWBAPyears
of combat
the Southwest
Pacific. He haddutybeenin with
KGKO in 1939
and 1940.
JAMES
S.
KEENAN,
formerly
of
WIBC
Indianapolis sales staff, has joined the
Josephfice salesHershey
staff. McGillvra Chicago ofToiletries Ads
MAN OF MANHATTAN Inc., New
^''^^^
■ ■ • -vK. estimated
v/DRC'"^re-»°
„ ^""
York, newly formed manufacturers
IN
of
men's
toiletries,
has
appointed
T
\a\\
'
(see
Soles
Hirshon-Garfield, New York as
CONNEC
agency.
Spot
radio
and
newspaper
U
IC T
schedules to start in June are
CONNECT
planned.
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PRODUCTIOnIFRANCES
FARMERon WILDER,
CBS New DOUGLAS MUSSINONj}(
formerly of
York
consultant
daytime programs,
Cincinnati, has been named conIs on work
theresearch
West report
Coast toto executives
present net-of WLW
City. tinuity director of KOMA Oklahoma
agencies as well as Interested ra- WILLIAM F. BEATTE, known as BUI
Ilocal
dio groups.
Frederick,
from WINN
Louisville tohasjoinresigned
the announcing
staff
RICHARD
former isWINX
, WashingtonMACNAMARA,
chief announcer,
now of WGBF EvansvUle, Ind.
DELORES
SWANBERG
has
resigned
director.program
ISABELdirector.
TOUMEV from KGVO Missoula, Mont, continuity
;' program
LEE Is assistant
staff.
" LT.
(jg) FRED manWIETING
is firsttoWIBG
Philadelphia
to After
return
the
) station
from 20thein war.
30 area,
months
inrejoins
service,
the
Pacific
he
GEORGIA
DAVIDSON,
former producthe announcing staff.
tion manager
atwithWDBO
Fla.
and previously
WKRCOrlando,
C over
KATHLEEN
WKBN Youngstown,
O., Cincinnati
has been
April 2 NORRIS,
as writer onnovelist,
Lever takes
Bros. and
director
public in"Bright
foradio
rmation at eastern
area ofheadquarters
Young & Horizons"
Rubicam, onNewCBS.York.Agency is appointed
of theson wasAmerican
Red first
Cross.
Miss DavidWALT
FRAMER,
who
joined
WAAT
one
of
the
women
to go
Newark, N. J., some months ago, as overseas for ARC.
I on
audience
SILBUBT,
formerly
of
CKRN
added promotion
duties asmanager,
director hasof taken
pub- iMARTIN
Rouyn, has joinedHALthe KELLY,
announcing staff
'!j licity,
reportingrelations
to ROLAND
ARD, public
director.TRENCH- CKEY
from theToronto.
RCAF, has also joined released
CKEY.
WALTER ROBINSON, formerly of WAGE LT.
G. G. YULL, formerly of the CBC
i|ijiiWPBL
Syracuse,Syracuse,
and ROBERT
G.
WALTER
of
Montreal,
is
reported
wounded
in
Belthe anj] nouncing staff ofhave
KYWjoined
Philadelphia.
glum.
Al, STETSON, former receptionist at
'! LOUIS
THORPE,
formerly
of
WEEU
appointed
assistant
Reading,
Pa., joined
the announcing NBC, haspervisorbeen
of the
guest
relations sudestaff
of WIBG
Philadelphia.
partment,NBC
reporting
toStetson
LATHROP
manager.
Mr.
replaces
BOB MOWERS, former announcer of MACK,
JOE
PUSATERI,
on
leave
of
absence
due
WTRY ofTroy,
Y., and Rapids,
TOM GILLESWCBT N.theRoanoke
N. Cof to illness.
have PIEjoined
announcing staff
GRENVILLEof KANS
DARLING,
formeris program
1: WWNY
Watertown.
director
Wichita,
now an
T/SGT.
EDWARD
R.
NEWMAN,
known
ensign
attached
to
the
communications
staff
of
Adm.
Nlmltz
in Guam.
! as Dick Kirby and m.c. of New York
before radio
joiningdi- DICK WILLIAMS, at 17 a noted midwest
' all-night
the Army,rector of record
has First
beenshows
appointed
magician and winner of the KANS
the
Service Command,
$200 amateur
has
Boston, as a result of his work as writer- been
added toannouncers'
the KANS contest,
announcing
producer
of
the
WAC
show,
"Everything
staff.
,i.for the Girls".
GERALD
BROWN,
announcer
of
WGRC
MEL FRITZE,
of KROW
Oak- Louisville, on Feb. 16 married IRENE
has formerly
joined KSFO
San FranSIMPSON.
cland,isco asCal.,announcer.
HERB HALEY,
announcer of KGO San
CATHERINE
ACKERMAN,
formerly
with
Francisco,
KQW and KPRC San Francisco, is now Service. has joined the U. S. Maritime
m charge
of
WJW
Cleveland
transcripROBERT inSCHALL,
former has
freelance
tion dept.tinuity
PEGGY
is newKMPC
con- LT.
radio
editor. SheWIRSING
was with
assignedwriter
to the New
RadioYork,
Branch, been
War
Beverly Hills.
Public Relations, comdirect fromof SHAEF.
j! RICHARD M. WOOLLEN, for three years Dept.ingBureau
'with
Horace Heidt in various capacities,
has joined
S ^tion
staff. the Blue Hollywood produc- WABD Names Lowther
t 'GAETAN
BARRETTE,
of CBF Its Executive Producer
Montreal,
joined formerly
the Que,
announcing
<taff of OBJhas Chicoutimi,
GEORGE LOWTHER, veteran raCLAIREbec, hasMARTIN,
formerly oftoCBVthe Quedio writer and producer, has been
been
nouncing .staf oftransferred
CBF Montreal. an- appointed
executive producer of
WABD,
DuMont television station
BETTY
PARKE
TAYLOR,
formerly
of
3HSJ
St.
John,
N.
B.,
and
STEPHEN
in
New
York,
Samuel H. CufF, genKER
eral manager has announced. Mr.
liter APPLEBY,
three yearsreleased
overseasfromwithservice
the
supervise all proRCAF, have Joined the program de- Lowthergrams onwill
WABD. He is authorJ.3artinent of CBH Halifax.
^HET BEHRMAN has returned to producer of an original series
iWKMO
Kokomo,
director
presented
by theevening.
"DuMont Players"
Sunday
;ontinuity.
He hasInd.
beenasdoing
televi-of each
personnel changes include
vood. sion production research work in Holiy- theOther
appointment of Louis Sposa as
JOB FOX, formerly
Bowlingat manager of the program sei-vice
is now with
an WLBJ
announcer
Bright has been named art
WGRCn, Ky.,
Louisville.
CELESTINE
HAU- dept.
Eleanor Balz is setting up
>fOST
has
assumed
duties
as
writer
in adirector.
new
motionScott
picture
he
WGRC
continuity
department.
OHN PAYTON has been named music at WABD.
Heltdepartment
and Otis
ibrarian.
Freeman
have
been
assigned as suIIARRY
CARROLL,
formerly
with
WDAF
Kansas
Mo., is nowFRANK
with ALLEN
KMOX two studios.pervising engineers to WABD's
lit. LouiaCity,
as announcer.
Jhifts
from
the
announcing
staff
of
(VHAS
Louisville
toofKMOX.
C. sales,
G. (Tiny)
Walter Stone
LENIER,
director during
program
has
leen
traveling
the
past
two
lonthsKMOX
to contact
and
audition
talent
WALTER
STONE, 53, KBUR Burand other CBS stations.
lington, la.continuity director, djed
• AVE ofMOORE,
formerly
on the editorial
early in February. He had written
Billboard
in Chicago,
is now many
plays and comedies, coached
:mox director of publicity.
student plays at Northwestern U.
lOB
UMBACH,
released
from
the
Army
and
for
seven years wrote and di.Ir Forces, is now an announcer with
rected for the John B. Rodgers ProI '/JLD
Bessemer,
Ala. DOROTHY
ALEXCompany.circles.
He was well
JifDER
Is
in
charge
of
the
continuity
known inducing
musical
[apartment.
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FOLKS,

More
than one listening
million ofaudience
the listeners
in WMT'sare
vast potential
(3,500,000)
"City Folks." These are the same people you
meet in any city — doctors, lawyers, engineers,
factory workers, clerks. They contribute their
share toward Iowa's .11,500,000,000 (plus)
yearly
income.— sell
Don'tboththinkthe Iowa
beginsand andthe ends
with farming
farmers
city
folks with WMT. WMT's 5,000 watts at 600 kc
can't miss when you're pointing your sales
message at Iowa.

REPRESENTED
KATZ
AGENCYBY
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BUFFALO'S GREATEST
REGIONAL COVERAGE

BLUE
NETWORK
STATION
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NEW YORKERS EARLY RISERS
WOR Survey Shows Four Out of Five Families
Astir by 9 a.m. Sundays
By RAY LYON
by
8.30ofonallSunday
morningfamilies
twothirds
New York
are astir
andsatthat
by to9.00Sunday
twoWHAT WAS the earliest time last thirds
have
down
Sunday morning that a member of breakfast.
your family was up? What time did
Here are the Crossley figures:
the family have breakfast?
You could jog your memory for
the
answeran— but
why bother?
scarcely
epochal
subject It's
for
small talk. Like, say, the weather.
The weather at least is ubiquitous.
2.5
And you're just one family.
5.30Earlier
a.m. 0.01.1
Multiply your family by two-and- &6.00
10.3
a-half
million,
and
you've
got
an
6.30
8.9
operation for Eisenhower. Two-and- 7.00
23.1
37.1 49.9
a-half million is the number of fam- 7.30
15.3
35.5
56.9
ilies who, squeezed into New York
66.8
City and its four congested adjacent counties, rub their eyes each
92.9 66.5
71.2
Sunday morning, hop, squirm or 10.00
94.3
86.2
fall out of bed and — by direct or 10.30
11.00
93
97.2 89.0
97.7
97.5
deviousfast table.
routes — make for the break- 11.30
96.7
12.00
Noon
74
99.7
12.30 & Later 9
100.0 100.0
99.4
Aggrandized by such sheer TOTAL
weight
numbers,
everySmith
minuteor
100.0
matutinalof move
of John
asked,
Crossley8:30views 3,a.297
interJoe Zilch thus is lifted out of the Medium:
interviewers
commonplace, endowed with prime
significance as a Merchandising
HOW Soure«
NEW-. WO YORK
GETS Studyi
UP
Fact. Enormous quantities of adR'Crotftley Continuing
vertising and public service may
hinge on that fact.
Significant Activities
Will the little Smiths brush their
teeth
Sunday
morning?
FIRST MEMBER OF
much this
Infecto
Mouth
Wash How
will
FAMILY UP I
Smith sluice around his collective
tonsils? Does Mrs. Zilch brew her
coffee strong or weak and does JasA
per grab for Wheaties? Does the
family fight for the Sunday comics
and/or tune in a radio program?
Always intensely interested in
the living habits of their listeners,
A
WOR New York needed to know
how
—
and
more
especiallv
rvhen
—
New York gets up on Sunday. So
V
Crossley Inc. was called in, quest
tioned
6,705
representative
families, camedown
up with
answer.
Boiled
the the
answer
is: On
Sundayrepresentative
the Smiths family)
(New York's
most
toss
530
aside the first coverlet at precisely
A.M. 6 fr30 7 730 8 830 9
8:05 a.m. and foregather at the
breakfast board at exactly 8:45.
GAG - WRITERS PROTECTIVE
This is a good deal earlier than Assn., formed at the instigation f
had been predicted by night-owl George Lewis, WHN New York pubdirector, hasD. tabooed
jokesonabout
radio executives.
were that
sur- Mrs. licity
Franklin
Roosevelt
the
prised to learn, forTheyexample,
grounds that they are being overdone
on the air, and are too often disreMore Newspaper Space
NEWSPAPERS are allotting more spectful.
space to radio in the face of wartimevealedpaper
it wasby the
rein the shortages,
annual survey
NBC mcentral
division
press
departent of newspapers in the 22 states
served by the department.
Chicago Daily News and Tribune
have recently added radio space as
have the Joliet Herald-News,
Springfield
State Register,
Vernon Register-News,
Dixo- Mt.
Evening
Telegraph, Fort Worth, Texas,
The Press and Star-Telegram, Birmingham (Ala.) News and the Mobile (Ala.)Daily
Press-Register,
Adrian,
(Mich.)
Telegram and
the
St.TheJoseph,
(Mich.)
Herald-Press.
Shreveport Times cut radio
material as have The Detroit Times,
The New Orleans Times-Picayune,
and the Mason City (Iowa) GlobeGazette.

"What was the earliest time last;
Sunday that a member of your family was up?" during October 1944.
The thesecond
''What time
did
familyquestion,
have breakfast
last
Sunday?" group
was asked
entirely
different
duringof anNovember.
Both tion
surveys
were made in connecwith
tinuingthe
study ofWOR-Crossley
radio listeningcon-in
the area. Breakfasts Lag
The chart below shows breakfasts;
lagging behind the getting-up pea half-hour
until
after riod
9 :30by about
a.m. when
the two curves
start closing in.
Peak period for rising is between
the hours of seven and nine during
whichall time
nearly
of
families
startthree-quarters
getting up.
Nearly
three-quarters
of all 8Sunday
breakfasts
occur
between
and
10 o'clock.
In the light of these findings,
some WOR programming policies
may need revision. For example, a
popular commercial carrier now ocpying the half
-hour from
:30 to
12 noon cuand
featuring
the 11Sundayj
morning breakfast, might fare bet9(
much earlier — perhaps at 8 or8
9tero'clock.
t ON SUNDAY MORNING
T. 5
V

? 1"* 30
20

FAMILY
BREAKFAST

10

930 10 1030 II 11-30 NOON
12 tun*.
1230

lie
W.his Joy,
manager
of KYW
ON
22d general
anniversary
in radio,
Philadelphia,
was showered
withLes-'22
different brands of cigarettes by 22 WT,
girl
employes of onthe St.station.
Mr. Day
Joy S'l^e
Patrick's
inbroke1923intoas radio
a concert singer
on WJZ
jjjj
and became an announcer with WEAFi tinte
in 1925. He joined KYW in 1935.
WBNS
LOAD/THE
CARRIES
★
CBS
OUTLETOMLV
CEMTRAL OHIO'S
★
As/CANV BLAIQ MM OR US /
Broadcast Advertising

Contest Completed
WITH completion
on March
ofArtists
Los
Angeles
Philharmonic
Youngby15 Southcompetition
jointly
sponsored
CaliforniaDaOy
Symphony
and
Los ernAngeles
News, Assn.,
Gloria KFI
Greene,
15-year-old
pianist,
winsappear
first with
place,thea
$500
War
Bond,
and
will
orchestra.
have
been
featuredTwo eachInstrumentalists
weekon onKFItheforhalfhour
competitive
series
the
past
six
months.
George
Cassidy,
pianist,
is winner of solo performance with Los
Angeles Orchestra.
Philharmonic
Children'spianist;
ConNaomi and
Sparrow,
Andrecertwell,
Previn,
piani.st,
Robert
Maxharpist,
each
receive
a
special
: award and $250 War Bond.
'
NBC Contest Winners
WKBN Youngstown, teamed with the
Stambaugh-Thompson
Co. inof company
Youngstown, andNewton
WTHT Hartford
with
the
Robertson
Bakery inas
that
city,
have
been
announced
winners in the promotion contest for
two
series produced
by the
NBC-program
Division,
sor ofRadio-Recording
theto contest.
A prize
of $100sponwas
awarded
each
station-sponsor
team.
Running
fromwasNov.for 1,the1944bestto promoJan.
1,
1945, contest
r "Happy the Window".
Humbug" and "The
Magiction foChristmas
Wins Top CBS Award
PVT. HERBERT A. WRITER, Marine
'Corps, for his drawing based on the
"Moore-Durante
received theas
grand
prize in theShow",
contesthas conducted
'part
of the Pvt.
CBS Writer
1944 program
promotion
campaign.
received
a $5,000
War
Bond,
andDrawings
one of 63were
othersubmitted
$50
War
Bond
prizes.
to local forwarded
CBS affiliates
and New
the York
local
winner
to
CBS
headquarters, where more than 4,000
entries Freeman
were judged
Hirschfeld.
Donald
and byBorisAl Aronson.
Dreier Booklet
'^MjEX
NBC aChicago
commenator, dreier,
has written
pamphlet,
"Has
•Jazism
Failed",
a
compilation
of
■*jions
of the byGerman
stateasandaimpresNazi
party
gained
Mr.
Dreier
mem,Der
of thecorrespondent
NBC Berlin staff
In 194116 forand
oreign
in some
eign
countries.
Eight-page
booklet
will
36 distributed by one of the commenator's sponsors,
Oil Co.
WHOMSkelly
Booklet
^HOTOS
of staffof members
program
)ersonaIities
WHOM and
Jersey
City
eatureresponded
a 10-page
for
vho
to booklet
a March
oflisteners
Dimes
ampaign.
Booklet
shows
WHOM
trans-altter
New York
City back-for
roundday.against
and contains
full schedule
ach
Reaction Presented
.VBT,
in a brochure
LincolnlastMight
lave Been
There", "Abe
describes
De3atured
a
discussion
of
the
negro/hite
problem favorable
in the South.
emhasizes
reactionCopywhich
reeted thethediscussion.

CKRC Commended
CKRC Winnipeg has issued a folder on
the
station's
in "Helping
to Build
Canada's
Activerole
Army".
instation
wordthrough
and
picture
theBrochure
work ofof tells
the
numerous
series
gramstheover therecruiting
past threeandyearsmorale
in proaid-of
ing
in
the Canadian Army. A letter from the
Dept. ofmendsNational
station for Defense
its work.(Army) comKROW Banner
LARGE
feltKROW
bannerOakland,
6 by 10 Cal.
feet, broadhangs,
below thecasting
booth
in
Winterland,
San
ice hockeyregularly
rink, tobroadcasts
identifyFranthe
stationcisco which
the
games. sponsors
O'Rourkeairofversion
California
(men's,
hats),
of
contests
over KROW.
is Garfield
GuUd,
San
Francisco.Agency
reads &"KROW
Broadcasting
for Banner
Castle Hats."
Playbills for Audience
NEW
piece forIsWNAC
and
YankeePROMOTION
Networkeach sponsors
aaudience:
theatre^
playbill
given
week
to
an
of 900 at New England Mutual Hall,
Boston at General Tire's "Thanks to
America",
show, with Sunday
flyers on afternoon
new programsvariety
enclosed.
Gift Certificates
THE
33d annual Women
birthdayof banquet
the
Advertising
New March
Yorkof
Inc.
at the byBiltmore
Hotel
23 washeldhonored
WITH Baltimore
via
a four-foot
cake
containing
numbers
held
by the
ladies
andcertificates
corresponding:
to $2,500
worth
of
gift
purchased by the station at leading New
York shops.
'Listen' Bigger
EVANSVILLE-ON-THE-AIR
housepagesorganto
Listen
has
to eight
give space sotonalitgone
programs
and staff
peri
e
s
,
F
M
and
network
programs
and schedules
of Paper
Evansville
stations
WGBF
and
WEOA.
is
distributed
free each Friday through local grocery
stores.
KRNT Des Moines
KRNT Des Moines has issued an
"Emerald
Brochure"
to
the
"Gene
3:30-5promote
p.m. TrimmedEmerald
with Mr.
green,Show"
brochure
features
a
picture
of
Emerald
and
compares
him
with
Martin
Block
in
New
York
and Arthur Godfrey in Washington.
WNAX Montage
MONTAGE ofwithnewspaper
clippinsrs
connection
the Typical
Midwestin
Farm
Family's
trip
to
Washington
has
been
prepared
by WN.\X
Yankton,
S. D.folder.
Nearly
40 papers
are represented
in
the

SCHMIT NAMED TOP
VICTOR ENGINEER
D. F. SCHMIT, formerly assistant
chief engineer of RCA Victor Divi;sion, RCA,
has been appointed
rector of engineering,
succeedingdiDr. J. B. JolifFe, recently elected
vice-president of RCA in charge
'of RCA Labs. George L. Beers,
formerly on the engineering administrative staf , has been appointed assistant director of engine ring in charge of advance development.
Active in engineering for the past
15 years, Mr.
joined
Radiotron
Co., Schmit
Harrison,
N. J.RCAm
1930, later was placed in charge
of tube design and application, and
then became manager of research
and engineering at the Harrison
plant.
He products
was named
manager
'of
the
division
in 1939
and new
advanced
to his more recent
post in 1943.
Widely known as the inventor of
the new RCA Super FM receiving
system, ciated
Mr. Beers
has been assoRCA Victor
and its
Dredecessorwithcompanies
1921.
He was placed in charge since
of advance
development
at
RCA
Mfg.
Co.'s
research department in 1940, and
.joined the RCA Victor engineering
staff at Camden in 1943.

Dr. Lloyd Preston Smith
Appointed to RCA Post
DR. LLOYD PRESTON SMITH
and
research
of physics
professor
consultaatntCornell
at RCAU,'
Labs, since 1941, has been
appointed associate research director
the laboratories, according to E.of
W. Engstrom, research director.
Dr. Smith fills the vacancy created
by the
last July of B J
Thompson,death
killed during
a flight in
Mediterranplane
an Army
ean area, while inon thea special
mission for the Office of the Secretary
•of War.
Dr. Smith has been supervising
Mr. the
Thompson's research staff
since
leave of
absence inlatter
Dec.went
1943.on The
associate director
will continuenewas
a consultant on Government work
at Cornell U, where he served as
instructor in physics from 1927 to
1930, and as assistant professor
and then professor since
1932.

COLUMBIA
NETWORK

O'S
BUFF
LY
ONAL

50,000

IN TRIBUTE
to her morale-building
Radio Institute
WATT
services
to arm^d
Dinah Shore,
star offorces
weeklyoverseas,
NBC THIRD ANNUAL radio institute
Dinah
Shore's
Open
House,
has
been
selected as first entertainer to receive sponsored jointly by NBC and the
citizenship medal of Veterans of For- U. of California at Los Angeles
eign Wars.
will begin July 2, with all but one
STATION
NBC
s Hollywoo
d studios.
atto
held
being Open
?TT,*^
f courses
selected
students,
teachers,
station
network personnel, with practical
GETTING RESULTS
experience in
as one
DAY and NIGHT
requisites, the radio
Today, Quebec Province is progressive and
course is oneofofthea
alert — a wide-awake market for your goods
NBC at Stanby
establish
group
ed
or services.
Her
3J/^
million
people
conford,
Northwester
n
and
Columbia
stitute aspecialized radio audience for
well as UCLA.
your sales message. You can make loyal as
customers for your product — provided
that your Radio program is designed with
Merger Spots
BUFFALO
knowledge of their preferences in Entertainment. That is where we specialize
Chateau
GENERAL PETROLEUM Corp.
and
can
assist
you.
We
now
plan
and
de
Ramezay
BROADCASTING
—firstwhere
produce programs in both English and
of Cal., Los
in a two-wee
laws the
for French
for many leading National ad- campaign to Angeles
announc,e consolidationk
Canada
CORPORATION
of that firm and Gilmore
drafted.were vertisers. LET US HELP YOU
Co.,
on March 20 started using Oil
a heavy iAND BUIIDING, BUFFALO, NEW YOt
daily schedule of spot announcements on 75 Pacific Coast stations.
y RADIO MONTREAL
PROGRAMME CANA.DA
PRODUCERS
Agency is Smith & Drum, Los AnMarch 26, 1945 • Page 35
geles.
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Poll Gives Four WTMJ Staff Members,
Tivo Programs High Popularity Rating
Wisconsin listeners placed Mr.
FIFTEENTH annual poll of the
Milwaukee Journal placed four Skinner third in the news commenWTMJ Milwaukee staff members
tator field just behind Gabriel Heatand two station-produced programs ter and Walter Winchell. Robert St.
John, H. V. Kaltenborn were fourth
high in popularity.
The Grenadiers, 13 - year - old and fifth with Bob Heiss, of WTMJ
WTMJ noon music and variety pro- sixth.
gram won first in the day show
Bing Crosby was most popular
classification with a third of the male singer and Frank Sinatra second. Mr. Skinner placed third in
votes
cast.
Play
'Em
or
Pay
'Em,
another local show placed fifth with this division. He was followed by
Breakfast at Sardis, The Breakfast Dick Haymes and Perry Como.
Russ Winnie, of the Milwaukee staClub ond,andthirdFinder's
Keepers
and fourth
places.in section, was most popular sports announcer followed by Bill Stern and
Bob Heiss, chief WTMJ announcer, placed first in listener Bob Heiss of the WTMJ staff and
preference with Don Ameche, Ted Husing, Mickey Heath, and
Harry Von Zell, Bill Goodwin, Har- Jack Brickhouse.
low Wilcox and Don Wilson followOther results showed Bing Crosing in that order. Two other WTMJ
by's gram
show division
first infollowed
the favorite
by proBob
announcers, Paul Skinner and Gordon Thomas, placed seventh and Hope, Fibber McGee and Frank
eighth.
Sinatra. Dinah Shore was tops

Pulling

Power

m

LATCHING
ON from
to a Edcongratulatory handshake
Kobak,
president
of
MBS,
is Mrs.
Myrtleof
Goulet, midwest traffic
manager
Mutual, who recently completed
her tenth year with the network.
Ade Hult, newly appointed Mutual
vice-president in charge of midwest
operation, smiles on.
among girl popular singers, Harry
James the chestra;
mostTruthpopular
dance oror Consequences
headed quiz programs and Lusc
Radio Theatre dramatic shows.

Philadelphia !

Pulls War Bond Money
Up 12 Floors to the tune of . . . $1,280,000
Fifteen-Minute Program on Station WDAS
cited by the U. S. Treasury Department
for "Distinguished Service."
PHILADELPHIA audience carried
more than a million dollars in cash
to the executive offices of the
WDAS Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
located on the 12th floor
at 1211 Chestnut Street,
to purchase $25, $50 and $100 Bonds
during the Sixth War Loan.

With 'Pulling Power" Like this, it's no wonder
that 78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
Page 36 • March 26, 1945

mC POLICY SHORT
OF PAPER'S PLAN
NBC's new advertising policy will
not bar entirely interruptions of
news broadcasts nouncements,
by commercial
anSydney H. Eiges,
NBC press department manager,
told a St. Louis Post-Dispatch correspondent last week.
While the new policy bars interr
u
p
t
i
o
n
s
i
n
middle them
of the within
newscasts it stillthepermits
the first two minutes and the last
three minutes
programs and doesofnot15-minute
comply with
Post-Dispatch editorial suggestions
for improvements in newscast adclares. vertising, astory in that paper de"What is likely," Eiges explained,
"is that the sponsors will begin the
news programs with headlines or
a 'bulletin board,' following that
with a one-minute
commercial
nouncement. Then there
would an-be
10 minutes of uninterrupted news,
followed
by asome
commercial
'spot'
with possibly
final bulletins
or sports and weather reports at
Eigestotalpointed
out thetimenetwork
limits
advertising
to two
the
end." and 15 seconds. The Postminutes
Dispatch has suggested broadcasters should "quit interrupting the
news suggested
with commercial
also
that theyplugs."
do awayIt
with
"plug-uglies"
or
broadcasts
submitted by advertisers who deal
in palliatives
"bodily aches
and
pains,
stomachfor acidity
and gas,
body odors,
breath
and aenlarged
thousandpores,
and bad
one
equally revolting
subjects".
The
Post-Dispaich
story
denied
NBC
had done anything to comply with
this suggestion.
Snapp Award Entries
Will Close April 5
COMPETITION for the Josephine
Snapp Award for the woman who
has made thetributimost
outstanding closes
conon to advertising
Thursday,
April
the Women's
Advertising
Club of5, Chicago,
sponsors, have announced.
Responses
this
year
reflect
varied part women are playing thein
the advertising field during the war
period. Four of the judges are
Charlesdivision
Luckman,
dent
Leverpresident
BrothersPepsoCo.;
Bruce Barton, president Batton,
Barton,
Durstine
&
Osborn
chm. of the board of directors andof
the Advertising Federation of
America; Helen Holby, director
club ing
contact
department
AdvertisFederation
of America
and
Donald D. Davis, vice-president
Minnesota-Ontario Paper Co., Minneapolis, Minn.later.
A fifth judge will
be announced

Walgreen Renews
;
Co., Chicago,
t WALGREEN
has renewed itsDRUG
spot announcement
I
campaign
in
38
markets
effective
1
1 for& 39
Agency:
i April
Schwimmer
Scott.weeks.
Walgreen
will
I ^ alternate baseball sponsorship in
Chicago
with
tL[ ^', green
scheduleto sponsor
underLorillard.
plan
is Alternate
forone Walon WIND
day
p \; vdth
Lorillard
on
WJJD;
following day
is reversed.
.^'.i^ will
coverschedule
White Sox;
WIND, WJJD
Cubs.
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MONTICELLO. CH AR LOTTES V r L LE. VIRGINIA

ILL

m

WISHES EID...

. . . where I hope my days will end ... at Monticello." Author of the
Declaration of Independence, of the Statute of Virginia for Religious Freedom, and Father of the University of Virginia,
Thomas Jefferson had two great romances. One, his charmmg young wife, Martha; the other his "Little Mountain",
the noble house built on a favorite hilltop where he used to sit and dream as a boy. Monticello is not
only the inspiration of the purest American architecture, reflected m many other famous buildings
including the State Capitol at Richmond (directly across the street from WRVA's Richmond Studios), but it is also
revered as the Shrine of Democracy. The Sage of Monticello epitomized the fact that character is a blend of many
qualities. In W R VA ... a blend of the modern miracle of radio with the charm and graciousness of the Old South.
50,000 WATTS .... NIGHT AND DAY
STUDIOS IN RICHMOND AND NORFOLK

Our association witk W RVA, RickmonJ,
extends oveLla ten-year period. We are proud to Lave played
a part, as I^ational representatives, in tlie deserved ^rowtk
and success of WRVA

wKieli toda^^s one of ike

most outstanding and effective
stations of tlie Soutk.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO - LOS ANGELES

Coast Monitor Unit
KQW San Francisco and CBS have
completed
Pacific and anFarelaborate
Eastern overseas
monitoring
and broadcast unit, first of its kind
in thesion ofWest.
It is anYovkimproved
verSponsD
CBS New
equipment,
RS^
consisting of dual control panels
D. L. CLARK Co., Pittsburgh (candy), PRUDENTIAL
Toron- for monitoring and broadcast of
to, has started ASSURANCE
spots on CKEYCo.,Toronto.
overseas circuits, standby and news
sponsor
of "Mary5-5:30Smallp.m.,Revue"
on the Account
Blue
Sunday
hasDowning,
shifted
Toronto. placed by Tandy Adv. Agency, studio and complete recording faits
advertising
from
Walker
&
cilities. Electrical tie-ups permit
Pittsburgh,
to
BBDO
in
that
city,
witli
LUFT Co.,
Yofkrecorded
(Tan- CBS to monitor
New
Yorl?; office acting as liaison on GEORGE
and broadcast eight
gee), has W.weekly
started
halfendNew
-hour
the show.
programs
to
of
year
on
7
consecutive
overseas points. DeROYAL
DIAMOND
&
WATCH
Co.,
New
Canadian
stations.
Agency
is
Export
signed
by
Ken
Owen, KQW chief
York, chain of 16 credit jewelry stores, Adv., New York.
it was constructed under
has signed a 52-week contract for six- RICHARDS INSURANCE Co., Los Angeles engineer,
supervision
of
Case; CBS
weekly
ten
minute
"Singo"
program
on
on March five-minute
19 started western director Fox
WHOM
Jerseyplaced
City, direct.
beginning March a(life
of news and spe26. Business
seriesinsurance),
of on
daily KMPC
dramatized
cial events.
programs
Hollywood
and
DUFFY-MOTT Co., New York, producers KERN Bakersfield, Cal. Contracts are for
southern
of Mott's
juice onandApril
other2 shifts
proc- 13 weeks.will Other
essed fruitapple
products,
Boise. Ida., inand a Ralph
Herbert,by
be added.
Dean California
Simmons KIDO
radio
Lefton stations
were commanded
resi)liitinn
Adv., Hollywood, has account.
Co., Newadvertising
York, tofrom
YoungAl &PaulRublcam,
Idaho State LeKisIatiiri- for sci-vicc
WILCO Co., Los Angeles (Clearex, Biff), the
New
York.
Firm
sponsors
Imogene
Wolto theof people
broadcastingpi-oceeil13-weekdailycampaign
started
March inRS
cott's "What's
Your Idea" on 56 MBS
the 2Sthin ses.sioii.
Mr. Ilcrberfs
stations
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
a.m. in19 isa using
transcribed
announceMedia plans
are under 11:45-11:55
consideration.
daily
broadcast
from
the
capital
ments onfornia,
majorOregon,
market
stations
in
Caliroom gave a digest of news. newsUtah,
ITALIAN
COOK
OIL Corp.,
Brooklyn,
Arizona
and Adv.,
Texas.LosWashington,
Agency
is Elwood
has
shifted
advertising
from
Lawrence
J.
Robinson
Angeles.
FertigNewCo., York,
New York,Santo Jennaro,
S. Duane Bravo
Lyon
to Finland,
disInc.,
Corp., CABLE MESSAGES
continued since 1939, Cable
have
been affiliate
resumand Italian Cookfor oils.
Schedules will CALIFORNIACal.SPRAY-CHEMICAL
(Ortho garden spray),
ed,
the
Commercial
Co.,
start shortly on WTEL Philadelphia Richmond,
on
March
2
started
a
weekly
five-minute
of IT&T, has announced.
programAgency
on KMPC
with music
a six-weekly
quarter-hour
and
series, and
on WOV news
New weeks.
is Long Hollywood
Adv. Service.forSan26 MAZOR FURNITURE Co. and Steuart
Cal.
York with
three-weekly
newsto andan Jose,
music
period.a Program
similar
Motors, Washington companies which
PENNZOIL Co.,a test
Los Angeles
(motor
oils, share
additional
three-weekly
"Naples
the Monday-through-Friday
7-7:15
campaign
on April
That
Sings"
toplaced
start later
onseriesWOV
New greases),
p.m. local
sponsorship
onjr., WOL
Wash2 starts twoin transcribed
announcements
York,
may
be
on
other
ington of Fulton
Lewis
have signed
weekly on are
KGW contemplated
Portland, Ore.inSimilar
stations, Including an English version. schedules
for
sponsorship
of
repeat
broadcasts
SCHWEBEL BAKING Co., Youngstown, major west coast markets. AgencyotherIs the program 11:15-11:30 p.m. Signing ofof
O.,
and Ce-Lect
Co., Boston, have
these nessperiods
of new24 weeks
busiMayers Co., Los Angeles.
appointed
WilliamBaking
A. Schautz
New The
on WOL tarings
during total
the past
JOE
MYERS INDUSTRIES,
York,
as agency.
Spot
radio is Inc.,
planned.
weekly.
DallasFRANKLIN
(candy products),
on March 6 toACME87 quarter-hours
BREWING
Co.,
San
Francisco
WESTERN
STOVE
Co.,
Culver
City,
Cal.,
in a continued
campaign
to recruitforwar52 started
thrice-weekly
transcribed
"Hit (beer),gelesand(distributors
Young'sfor Market,
Los An-for
workers,
on March
3 renewed
of the tractWeek"
KNX Agency
Hollywood.
ConPepper),
is forDallas.
13 onweeks.
Is Rogers
second
consecutive
year Dr.starting
Marchof
weeks nightly
transcribed
announce& Smith,
ments
on
KHJ
Hollywood.
Firm
also
31
will
jointly
sponsor
sportscasts
utilizesandtranscribed
Loshome
Angeles
Angelsgames
and Hollywood
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., producer of all
KFMB
KGB San spot
Diego,schedule
with dailyon has
Stars
baseball
on
KMPC
transcribed
musicale Brewing
"Pleasureon Parade"
signed Gibbons
WBRE Hollywood. Series will comprise six
localKECA
cut-inLosonAngeles
Blue "Mystery
Cfief"
on
and KGO
San
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., Henry
and W.WGBIGann
WARM
weekly
and run isuntilhandled
mid-October.
Brewing
Francisco.
Mays
&
Bennett
Adv.,
Los
Scranton,
through
Adv.; games
Angeles, has account.
Brisacher,
Van account
Norden & Staff. Sanby
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co. KSOD Sioux
Falls,
S.
D.,
through
Mitchell-Faust:
Francisco,
with
Young's
Market
placing
WIEBOLD
STORES
Inc.,
Chicago
(dept.
Motors KTAR Phoenix; direct.
store), effective March 19 began spon- Consolidated
Americanleans;Brewing
Co. WWL
New BirOr- MAY Co., Los Angeles (department
s
o
r
s
h
i
p
o
f
"Melody
Lane",
half
hour
Loveman
Joseph
&
Loeb,
variety
show, Monday
6:30-7:00
p.m.
store), 19forrenewed
sixth consecutive
year on
mingham, Ala., Shannon
(CWT)
ContractLouis
for WRC Washington,
five-weeklv quarterthrough& Luchs
Henry (Jo.J. March
weekson wasWBBM
placedChicago.
by Needham
hour "Maytime"
onWeinberg
KFWB Hollywood.
&52 Brorby,
Chicago.
Kaufman
Adv.;
Lauerman's
Marinette.
Agncy
Is
Milton
Adv.,
Los
Wis.; Union National Bank, Clarksburg. Angeles.
DENVER DRY GOODS Co. has signed W.
Va. Series consists of 156 quarter- NEBRASKA POWER CO. OF OMAHA has
for
for three-weekly
52 weeks on quarter-hour
KOA Denver. programs
A WAG hours produced by N. Y. office.
Omaha,
& NELSON Co., Seattle appointed Allen
recruiting
"DospotYou forKnow
Colo- FREDERICK
agency.&is Reynolds,
Extensive
campaignas
(dept. store), has signed for sponsorship advertising
rado", fil series,
s Monday
10 weeks.
including radio
now in progress.
Other boy"periods
feature
"The
Roving
Cowon
KJR
Seattle
of
Raymond
Swing
beKUNGSHOLM BAKING Co., Chicago
series.
ginning
Blue
(cookies), has appointed H. W. Kastor
programco-op
nowAprilnews
has2. The
total
of with
120cooperative
sponsors.
HAWTHORNE-MELLODY
Farms
Dairy,& Blue
Adv., Chicago, as agency. Radio is conChicago,
has
appointed
Bozell
series
Martin
sidered.
Agronsky has Store,
acquiredWBMLas newMacon,
sponsors:
Jacobs, Chicago, to handle advertising. Dannenberg
Ga.; S. HUROK, New York, the end of the
BALLARD
& BALLARD,
LouisvUle,
starts four-week
for
Co., WMFT
Marching 5Louise
began
a test& campaign,
featur-on People'ston, Building
Del.; Mlt Lee
Service WilmingGarage. month
the
Opera
incampaign
New York
Massey
the
Westerners,
with Metropolitan
one-minute
announcements
andon
WTAW
College
Station,
Tex.
Shade's
six-weekly
on
WHIS
Bluefleld,
W.
Va.
Dept.
Store
on
KTEM
Temple,
Tex.
and
station
breaks
about
thrice-weekly
Show
producedProductions,
and packaged
Bakery "Baukhage
on WFCI TalkPaw- WJZ
WOR WQXR
Neblettis Radio
Chicago.byby New
ton-Spiero
Co., NewWEAF.York.Agency is Kaytucket England
Contract
for &52 McDonald,
weeks was Chicago.
placed
ing",havealso asigned
Blue forco-op.
Henri,
Hurst
AMERICAN
Co., York,
Newark,to
has appointedHEALTHAIDS
Hill Adv., New
HEARN'S
DEPT. STORE,*
New York,Ltd..Is handle
testing
promotion
of
Convoys
advertising
of
all
products
a service for sending packages to war
fective May 15. Radio will be used. efprisonerslivein spot
Italy, with
a series of six-on JULIUS KAYSER & Co., New York,
dally
announcements
manufacturers of hosiery, lingerie and
WHOM
rect. Jersey City. Business placed di- gloves, and Nazareth
WaistCecilCo.,& a Pressubappointed
BLACKSTONE HOTEL, New York, brey, Newsidiary, haveYork,
as agency
effective
July
1.
prompted
by
success
of
a
radio
campaighas
n to attract
localuseandof out-of-town
SENSATION BLOUSES, New York, last
guests,
spot radio.to week
made its radio debut as particPurpose
is toresumed
secure
newby business
fill
vacancies
created
vacationers
ipatingNewsponsor York,
of "Forpromoting
Women Only"
on
WHN
going
to
Florida.
Schedule
started
first
Lynn
Blouses.
weeks Vicki
was
part of March and will run for about placed throughContract
Moselle for& 52Eisen
Adv..
eight
weeks,
consisting
of
live
oneNew
York.
minute spots two to seven times weekly
on WJZBlackstone
WDAS WHNusedWOL.WMCA
DuringWBYN
1944- E. L. BRUCE Co., Memphis (floor fin45,
ishes),
9 willCitybeginof asponWINX WWSW WDAS
WITH WORL.
sorship on effective
WDAF April
Kansas
fiveAgency Is Aetna Adv., New York.
minute
five-weekly
show,of "My
dramatizing
experiences
a warHero."
hero
DOMINION
ELETROHOME
INDUSTRIES,
Kitchener,
Ont.,
has
appointed
from
the
Kansas
City
territory.
Contract fotiansen
r 26 Adv.,weeks
was placed by ChrisVlckerstreal, &as agency.
Benson, Toronto and MonChicago.
'I've changed my mind — I'm PEPSI-COLA CO. OF CANADA, Mon- ABT PRODUCTS, Chicago, will sponsor
treal, has started 10 weekly transcribed one-minute
laying home to hear the Lone
announcements
10 onspotKFEL
Denver,
and March
April
spots ontions. aAccountnumber
of Canadian
sta- 30-Aprll
placed
by J. Walter
13-24cy isonDavid
WSPD
WTOL
Toledo.
Agenlanger on WFDF Flint."
Seltzand Co.,
Chicago.
Thompson
Co., was
Montreal.
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Tom Olsen Appointed To
New Treasury WFD Post
TOM OLSEN, owner and operator
ofthe KGY
War Olympia,
Finance Wash,
Divisionis toof join
the
Treasury Dept. about April 1, according to an announcement
by
Eugene
Carr,
chief of the WFD
Radio Section.
Mr. Olsen will
have charge of a
new post
involving coordination
and reporting of
the work of local
Mr. Olsen
stations in the
Seventh War
promotion
Loan Driveof forthe $14,000,000,000
scheduled
to runwithMayTreasury
14-June as30.a
He will serve
doUar-a-year man.
Long active in the newspaper
reporting and theatre advertising
fields, Mr. Olsen became interested
in radio through his close friend,
Harry Spence,
of KXROan
Aberdeen,
Wash. owner
He purchased
interest in KGY, becoming general
manager
of thesince
stationthenin 1939.
The
250 w outlet
has gone
toon full-time
operation
with
250
1240 kc as a Mutual affiliate.w
Mr. Olsenington State
is president
of the WashAssn. of Broadcasters
and
is
secretary-treasurer
Northwest Broadcasters Assn.of the
Barrerre Made Assistant
Promotion Manager
CLAUDE BARRERRE, formerly
manager of syndicated sales of
NBC Radio Recording Division, has
been named assistant to Charles
Vaill, promotion manager of
WEAF,
NBC'sjoined
NewNBCYorkin August
outlet.
Mr.
Barrerre
1941 as salesman, was placed in
charge of syndicated program sales
in 1942 and became manager last
year.
His replacement has not been
announced.
One of several new appointments
in the
is that
of
Helenrecording
Bernard division
as commercial
sales representative, replacing Rady
D. Scofield, who left the network
last January; and has now been
appointedBoston.
to the
WCOP
Withsales
NBC staff
for theof
past
six
years.
Miss
Bernard
has
been assistant to the syndicated
sales manager.
Addison C. Amor has been named
salesman for NBC Thesaurus, and
Daniel Denny Jr., has joined syndicated
programs inofaDuke
similar
capacity. Agraduate
U., Mr.
Denny was just discharged from
the Army Air Corps, as a captain
in special services. Mr. Amor has
produced such programs as Lower
Basin Street, and Boston Symphony, Blue,compositions
and is a songwriter,
with two
on the
Thesaurus list.
Shift to New York
DEAL has been completed whereby
weekly
Eight-to-the-Bar
profcram
on Blueto stations
willRanch
shift
Hollywood
New originating
York
for from
four
weeks
with
broadcasts
from
Paramount Theatre starting June 6.
Besirles the Andrew Sisters, personal
appearance will include (George (Gabby) Hayes,Marvin
Dewey Miller,
(Pigmeat)
Markham
Deal and
was consummated
atannouncer.
price of
$80,000.
Nash-Kelvinator
Corp.
sponsors the program.

Cowles Red Cross Series
THE COWLES eastern stations, WCOP
Boston, WOL Washington and WHOM
Jersey ofCity,American
are presenting
series
Bed Crossa transcribed
War Fund
programs specially prepared overseas by
Gordonent of theGammack,
European
correspondDes Moines Register
une,tures
a Cowles
Program& TribfeaInterviewsnewspaper.
with servicemen
from
the
locality,
now
convalescing
in armyAt
hospitals in England and France.
WHOMdio andparents
are invited
the after
stuinterviewed
on theto air
playingceive aofcopy.
recording,
ofstarted
which March
they re-13
Series
and will
run for fourprogram.
weeks
ason aWHOM
six-weekly
quarter-hour
Community Forum
COMMUNITY
"Sunday
Forum"
isprogram
aired weekly
a halfCitizens
-hour
on
CJRLas Kenora,
Ont., evening
by the
Kenora
and has Town
citizensPlanning
from all Commission,
branches of
community
life give
unrehearsed
ions on various
subjects
of Interestopin-to
the community.
topics town
as recreational facilities forSuchchildren,
planningningforforpostwar
industry,
town
planpostwar
homes,
community
health
and
welfare,
are
among
subjects
discussed.
Juvenile Video Show
PLANS
for a children's
hour on WNBT.
NBC's
television
station
were announced
last weekin byNewJohnYork,F.
Royal,
NBC
vice-president
television.
Seriesformat
starts subject
Aprilin 7,tocharge
7-8change
p.m.of
with
time and
depending
on
reaction
from
juvenile
viewers who will be surveyed for their
opinions. Program will combine films
with tolivebe talent
still
set. production. Details an'
Afternoon Jive Show
SIX-WEEKLY
afternoonset
swing
session forquarter-hour
the high school
of Cincinnati
is aired
cinnati effective
Marchby 26WKRC
from Cinthe
Alms, audience
Cincinnati.program
Titled features
"HI de
HiHotel
the School",
WKRC orchestra.
Odd Facts
LISTENERS questions on odd facts
from ed allby "school
parts of teachers"
the world are answerVola,
actress, and Glenn Rigs, Blue Vickl
announcer
and m.c,house",onfive-weekly
"The quarter-hour
Little Blue Playshow
heard
WJZ, arethecompiled
Blue's New
York
outlet. onAnswers
by Joseph
Nathan Crance, author of "Famous
First Facts".
NBC Lenten Series
NBC presents this week a special Lenten
series "The
Supreme
Sacrifice"
combining
Bible
readings
with
music
anddaily message
New orsan
York
churchmen.
Network from
has turned
over
the
Friday 12:30-12:45
p.m. Monday
period tothrough
the program.

Science Series
LABORATORY and research experiments
byin "Exploring
high schoolScience",
students are reenacted
hour series presented onweekly
WMCAquarterNew
York tioinn of Science
cooperation
the FederaTeacherwithAssns.
of New
York. Students are interviewed on specificricularprojects
on as toextra-curactivities,carried
the subjects
Include
genetics, penicillin, aviation and biology.
Interviews With Veterans
INTERVIEWS with members of the
Army
Air atForces
from the NewHospital
York
area,
now
AAF Convalescent
in St. Petersburg,
Fla., are presented
byEagles".
WOV New
York in are
"Hatsrecorded
Off to Ourfor
Interviews
WOV bynicipalWSUN,
station. St. Petersburg's muGov. Green on WLS
GOV. DWIGHT H. GREEN effective
Marchport t25o thewillcitizens
(resumeof his
monthly
reIllinois
the last
Sui.day
11:30-11:45of each
a.m. month
CWT. on WLS Chicago
Canadian Ratings
FOUR AMERICAN network shows
lead the first 15 most popular network programs with Canadian listeners for March, according to evening national ratings of ElliottHaynes
Radio
Theatre topsLtd.,
the listToronto.
with 37.8,
followed
byandFibber
Molly withBing
37,
then McGee
CharlieandMcCarthy,
Crosby Music Hall, Treasure Trail
(CanadianMusic,
program),
Familiar
Bob HopeAlbum
tied withof
NHL Hockey
(Canadian
program),
Aldrich
Family,
Date, Reader's Digest,
FrankBlindMorgan,
Hornet
(Canadian
program)Green
tied
with John & Judy (Canadian program),
and
Big
Town.
Five
leading
French language programs for
March evening rating were Secrets
du Dr. Morhanges with a rating of
36.2, followed by Le Railliement du
Rire, Metropole, Ceux qu'on Aime
and La Mine d'Or,
Recorded for Schools
NBC Radio Recording Division has
recorded programs
of evening
NBC's Our
Forfor
eign
Saturday
use inPolicy
schools,
libraries,
etc.,series
as aids
tooffered
historyat students,
with
records
being
nominalforprice.
sets
have been a made
the Fifth
recordini
library
of
the
U.
S.
Office
of
Education,
at the request of the State Dept.
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HOWARD
manager
of the
film
divisionT. WORDEN,
of Foote, Cone
& Belding,
New
York,
has
been
elected
a
vicepresident.
Motion
picture accounts
ing under
his supervision
includeincomRKO
Radio
Pictures,
RKO
theatres
the
New
York
metropolitan
area,
Vanguard
Films,
Walt
Disney
Productions
and
Pathe News.
owner ofof aRobert
&ROBERT
Assoc. isKAHN,
the father
girl. Kahn
CURRY W. STOUP, former advertising
managertroit, a subsidiary
for Harry ofFerguson
Inc., Co.,
DeFord Motor
has joined
Foote, man
Cone on& the
Belding,
Chic
a
g
o
,
a
s
contact
Frigidaire
account.
GORDON
vice-president
radio directorGATES,
of Young
& Rubicam,and New
York, andmercial writer,
JEANwereCRUMP,
married Y&R
Marchcom-17.
J. D. WINKLER has been transferred
from
the Vancouver
headquarters
Stewart-Lovlck
the agency.
recently openedof
Toronto
office ofto the
BECAUSE of difference in opinions,
Mann
and Rudy
Vallee, Holiner,
star of theproducer,
weekly NBC
Rudy
Vallee
show,
have
amiahly
agreedtakento
sever association. Vallee has
over production
of the& program,
sored by Procter
Gamble sponCo.
( Drene) .

flGEHCIES
T|v
KENYON
&formally
ECKHARDT,
Newto York,
last with
CHARLES
TODD LEE,of Inter-American
for four years
Thursday
opened
the
press
the
Coordinator
ahouse
test atkitchen
set
up
in
an
old
town
Affairs,
has
joined
the
international
of Young
New York,to
79th ground
St. Agency
as contact
man. & HeRubicam,
was assistant
taken over 111theE.entire
floor hasof division
DON
FRANCISCO,
former
CIAA radio
the building
for
a
kitchen
and
furchief,
serving
in
both
Washington
and
nished
apartment
complete
with
reAmerica. Previously
he was
with
ception room, powder
room Kitchen
and dinette
for entertaining
the press.
will South
the
International
Telephone
&
Telegraph
Corp.
in
BrazU
and
Cuba,
and
be used
forhousehold
displayingappliances
and experimentas well market research and sales work within
as foring withrecipe
testing.
Cushman's Sons, New York.
DOUGLAS
J. MURPHEYfor former
super- McCANN-ERICKSON,
York,March
enter-16
visor of advertising
Metropolitan
tained 30 executives
ofNewMBSClub.
Life Insurance
Co. has joined
Warwick atof luncheon
at the inStork
Results
extensive
work
the
field
of
radio
& Legler,ecutive,NewassignedYork,
as
account
exAs- research
surance Society of toU. Equitable
S. CompanyLifestarts
eons are were
being reported.
held for Similar
NBC, CBSlunchand
the Blue.
"This
Is
Your
FBI"
on
the
Blue
April
6.
PAULthe FIELD,
former
feature
writer
F.of J.KFVD
SMALLEY
Jr.,
commercial
manager
of
Associated
Press
and
at
one
Los Angeles, has resigned to
time
of& commercial
printed
McCreery
Adv., manHolcopy atwriter
Lordstaff
Thomas,
hasandjoined
the join Smith,
lywo d, andBull
wUl &become
resident
radio
copy
of
Compton
Adv.,
New
a
g
e
r
o
f
that
agency's
New
York
offices
York.
to be opened June 1.
DAVIDidentC.and advertising
GIBSON, former vice-presland Casualty Co., hasdirector
joinedof MaryJ. M.
Mathes
ecutive. Inc., New York, as account exEDWARD POLA has joined Doherty,
Cliffordgram&director
Shenfield,
as proassignedNewto York,
Bristol-Myers
"AllanforYoung
on the
Blue. with
Mr.
Pola
eight Show"
years was
a writer
BBC London
and
served
on Thompson
the prod
u
c
t
i
o
n
s
t
a
f
of
J.
Walter
Co. and Lord & Thomas in that city
Hehe joined
production
staffin when
returnedheNBC'stohas this
1940.
Recently
beencountry
freelancing.
KEN WEBB, BBDO producer, has been
transferred
York to duPont
Hollywood wherefrom
he isNewsupervising
"Cavalcade of America" on NBC and
Cresta
Blanca
"This
Is
My
Beat"
on
CBS.
DWANE STEWART, formerly on the
sales temstaff
Sysand at ofoneWorld
time Broadcasting
head of the music
section ofnationalshortwave
atjoined
NBC'sthe interdivision,
has
publfield,
icity stNewaf ofYork.Doherty,
& ShenHe wasClifford
released
from
the Army
as sergeant.
You have to KNOW HOW
EDWARD
B.
BEDFORD,
with
Geyer,
Cornell
&
Newell,
New
York,
since
June
for smooth performance..
1944, hasN. returned
to Oneida Ltd.,
Oneida,
as coordinator
vertisingY.,
and market
research. of adOur years of experience
TROTT,
accountInc.,executive
ofC. MERRITT
Courtland
D. Ferguson
Washington,
has
been
appointed
manager
in covering and dominatofHe the
Baltimorein office
of the byagency.
is succeeded
Washington
FORREST
R.
ENTWISLE,
formerly
of
fne
ing "The Magic Circle"
Washington Post display advertising
offers BIG RESULTS at
staff.
COAST
WESTERN
ADV.
AGENCY,
Los
Angeles,Place.has moved to 272 Lafayette
Park
SMALL COST. We'll gladly
H.Eccleston
B. FINNELL,
formerly
of has
Bayard
&
give you more details on
Adv.,
Los
Angeles,
joined
Lockwood-Shackelford
Adv.. as account
executive.
this station . . , serving

Underwood Resigns
CECIL P. UNDERWOOD, Hollywood vice-president and manager
of Needham, Louis & Brorby
and for eight years producer of
NBC Fibber McGee & Molly Show,
has resigned
1 to establish his owneffective
firm forJunepackaging
programs
production. Plansandcallindependent
for a Hollywood
headquarters with a New York of- 1
fice. He will continue present agency duties until successor to dual \
post of network producer and Hollywood manager has been appointUnderwood is director
NBC's
Greated. Gildersleeve.
Frank ofPittman
will
series.continue as producer of that
ROBERT MAGIDOFF, NBC Moscow
correspondent, has arrived in Bucharest, Rumania, sto. NBC reported
cover political
delast week.
Daniel DeLuce,velopmentAP
correspondent,
will
cover Soviet capital for NBC during
Mr. Magidoff's absence.

the South's Number One
Market.
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Wheeler

Prove It FIRST:EXCLUSIVE
TEST MARKET
URBAN-RURAL
99% NATIVE BORN WHITE
yoreceived
other inPrimary
our area.Sigrtal is
WSLB
OGDENSBURG, N. Y.
(MUTUAL)
The Walker Co., Representative*
❖
PROVE IT FIRST VIA WSLB
AN IDEAL TEST MARKET

AND COMPANY
■ Horace
N.Stovin
RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

TORONTO

m
TO MAKE SURE of getting the audience of Nova
Scotia's most thickly populated area it is hardly
necessary to stress the fact
that the station is
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOE WEED 6i CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives
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Hints at U. S. Control
(Continued from page 16)
Porter, tend to divide Government of any Governmental participation
regulatory authority "and thus cre- in its daily operations."
ate confusion".agency
The relationship
Redman suggested a board
a regulatory
to a privateof of Adm.
directors of 20, of whom five
monopoly "should be one of arm's would be the Secretaries of War,
lengthtion and
the limiteddirectors
participa-in State, Navy and Commerce and the
of Government
General. The corporathe affairs of the company would Postmaster
tion would be "privately capitalized
destroy that relationship," he said. by stock
subscriptions".
Further the public might "tend to
Completes Statement
be misled
the purchase
of securi-of
ties of thein new
carrier because
Returning to the stand Tuesday VICARIOUS fishing and an actual
this limited Government pai-ticipa- he completed a 34-page prepared suntan
were the main accomplishtion on its board of directors."
statement, introduced charts showments of a fishing trip at ClearWhen the hearings opened Moning the radio spectrum and the porwater,
station Burke^
managers (1Fla.totaken
r): bvHarold
day, Secretary Forrestal, the first
tion involving international comwitness, advocated merger of all
munications. Sen. Wheeler vigor- WBAL Baltimore; Leonard Kapgeninternational communications faously opposed including press serv- ner, WCAE
eral managerPittsburgh
of Hearstand Radio
cilities as "essential to the protecand Ralph Weil, WOV New
icesseein thehow merger,
declaring:
"I Inc.;
York.
Their
connection
with
this
can't
any
of
the
arguments
tion of the national interest". He
said the consolidation must be man- you advance would apply to radio piscatorial display is not clear
datory. Itmust be total, embracing press service. That would mean
all commercial international com- censorship. I think that would be
Heifer, Slater Signed
munications services by cable and one of the worst possible things
could happen to this country. GILLETTE Safety Razor Corp.,
radio, "including radiotelegraph that
If
I
were
running
a
newspaper
I
Boston,
which will sponsor broad
and radiotelephone".
casts
of home ongames
wouldn't
want tosomebody
He suggested a new privately- certainly
and
Giants
WINSof theNewYankees
York,
at
the
State
Department
tell
me
I
owned corporate body be estabsend
it."
has
signed
as
its
announcers
Heifer,
who
broadcast
the
Brook
lished on a national basis, "repre- couldn't
Adm. Redman contended that the lyn Dodgers games in 1939 ancAl li'
senting the national interest in international communication negotia- monopoly would bring more effi- 1940, and Bill Slater, co-announcerl
year and
with Giants
Don Dunphy
on the
ciency to international communica- last
tions", this group to have no GovYankee
home games
Sen.monopolies
Wheeler retorted:
"The
ernment participation "but with larger tions.
Heifer
has
been
retired
from
the
the
get,
the
more
full Government support and guidNavy with the
rank
ofwaslieutenant
they
get.
It's
the
same
ance". He would exclude any alien inefficient
commander
and
Slater
retired
or alien interest from pai'ticipating way with Government. God knows from active Army duty as a lieu
in ownership or management.
you've got more inefficiency in Gov- tenant colonel. First broadcast will
ernment than ever before." Sen. be March 29 from Atlantic City
Safeguard Labor
Wheeler asserted he couldn't find at the Yankee-Boston
Sox exhibition game, with theRedseason
of
any
radio
people involved in the
The new corporation should not proposed merger
who
agree
with
it.
ficially
opening
April
16.
hold any domestic communication
casts are placed through BroadMaxon
facilities, said Secretary Forrestal;
Sen. Capehart commented: "My Inc., New York, Gillette agency
neither should it manufacture impression
that your
Govern-to
ment control isis almost
equivalent
equipment,
"except to the
extent Government
that
it may manufacture
equipment
V-E Day Telecast
ownership.
Don't
you
incidentally in support of its own feel that the private interests are ON V-E DAY, activities in the
going
along
with
the
wishes
of
WJZ-Blue
network newsroom in
operations". It shouldn't partici- Government?" Adm. Redman said New York will
be
by RKO fro
pate in business or activity in any he didn't think so.
and pictures
the filmed
newscasters
foreign country, other than that
work
will beof shown
to the Newat
York television audience through
immediately incidental to its operastation WABD, it was an
tion of the foreign end of any Stock Characters Aiding DuMont
nounced this week by Paul B.,
circuit.
Intolerance,
Says
Report
Mowrey,division.
manager
of Blue's
vision
A special
fast tele
pro
Provision must be made, he continued, to safeguard the interests WRITERS WAR BOARD, New cessing method will be used, Mow
of labor, by protecting the rights York, in a pamphlet "How Writers rey said,
so
that
owners
of
television sets will see films of news
Stereotypes,"
of all employes affected by any re- Perpetuate
izes the findings
of a studysummarof the room activity within two or three
hours of the time of its actua
organization incident to the con- treatment accorded white, Prot- occurence.
estant Anglo-Saxons
in massaccorded
media,
solidation.
against
the treatment
"The time for action is now," he as
all other elements of the nopulaone of eightranges
fieldsincov-its
said, "that we may be assured of tion. eredRadio,
in the summary,
a firm legislative foundation for a
united communications policy in handlino- of colored and other racial
grouns "from
inthose international negotiations and religious
nocuous to symnathetic,
despite
which must attend and follow the some invidious
stereotypes".
Columbia U. Bureau of Apolied
endAdm.
of the
war." who followed the Social
Research was commissioned
Redman,
to conduct the survey. Findings
A full page of them in
which
may
be published in full were
Secretary, detailed the Navy's presented last
January to a group
plan fortionalconsolidation
of
internathe April 2 issue
communications. He denied of broadcasters, advertisers and
that the plan would put the others. They show that constant
of
BROADCASTING on
repetition
of
racial
stereotypes
was
Government in the communications
"exaggerating
and perpetuating
the
business, but emphasized it provid- false
and mischievous
notion that
stations
ed for "Government guidance" ours is a white, Protesant Angloalthough the "total, consistent Saxon country in which all other
emphasis is upon private ownership, racial stocks and religious faiths
private management, and absence are of lesser dignity."
BROADCASTING
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CBS Negotiating
For Sale of WBT
North Carolina Group Among
First to Approach Network
'negotiations
acquisition
of WBT by a group for
of North
Carolinians got under way in New York
last week where A. D. (Jess) Willard, WBT general manager, conferred with CBS officials. The conversations followed formal notification given the FCC last week that
it would sell the 50,000 w outlet as
soon as an acceptable buyer is presented, complying with the FCC
regulations, which would bar network ownership of stations in other
than key program originating
■points
[Broadcasting,
191.
Mr. Willard
was in March
New York
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Other Offers
Presumably WBT will be sold to
the highest qualified bidder. In addition to the North Carolina group,
it is understood conversations have
been initiated by other interests,
but their identities have not been
divulged. No mention of price was
• made by CBS. Mr. Willard, a veteran CBS employe and former manager of WJSV (now WTOP)
Washington, had been approached
some time ago by local citizens
L with a view toward purchase of the
[Station. The transaction, however,
.. did not crystallize.
il Last year a plan whereby WBT
would have been sold by CBS for
approximately one-half million dol■lars, plus other considerations, to
'^KFAB
Co., Lincoln,
with CBSBroadcasting
in turn acquiring
a 45%
interest in the KFAB company,
was dropped because of FCC opposition. The Commission previously
had granted technical aspects of
• this plan whereby KFAB moved
from its 780 kc channel to 1110 kc,
j On which WBT operates, thereby
'.y;making 780 kc a clear wave for
a; V/BBM Chicago, with which KFAB
' previously
had CBS
synchronized.
this proposal,
would haveUnder
be; come a 45% partner in WBT as
C well as in KFAB. The KFAB company would have operated both stair; tions.

JOHN
Blue
correspondent
with report
the BUYSON.
U. fronn
S. Thirdabroad
Army, Monday
will be heard
on
4:304:45 p.m. ternbeginning
April
2 andROBala
t
i
n
g
e
a
c
h
week
with
CLETE
ERTSgiwhon ing twill
be heardOn from
Rome days
beh
i
s
Monday.
successive
of week report
will GORDON
feature J.4NET
PLANNER
from
ERASER, U. S.Paris,
FirstandParis;
Army;
HERBERT
CLARK,
DONALD
COE, Lon-M.
don.
ARTHUR GAETH,
MutualOgden,
news Utah,
analystis
originating
from KLO
onanda broadcasting
tour
to
the
East
Coast
wUl make
the cities
from public
which appearances
he broadcasts.in
H. V. KALTENBORN is the author of
"EuropePub.Now",
released
last($2.50)
weekNBCby
Didier
Co.,describes
New York
commentator
pre-war
Europe,
contrasting
it
with
material
during recent visits to the frontgathered
lines.
HARRY COCHRAN is new local news
editor of WSTV Steubenville, O.
VICTOR BEST, formerly of WERC Erie,
Pa., is now news editor at KGGM Albuquerque, N. M.
Wanta

know

the

Poultry Spots
PRIEBE & SONS, Chicago (poultry, eggs), has extended its advertisin.g
by addingona twiceweeklycampaign
news program
WHO
Des uteMoines;
thrice-weekly
show Harmony Trwil, onten-minKGGF
Coffeyville, Kan., and a series of
spot announcements
on WNAX
Yankton.
Contracts are
for 52
weeks. Agency is Goodkind, Joice
& Morgan, Chicago.
JEAN writer,
WRIGHT,has Blue
Hollywood
senior
news
appointedhandles
news
features
editorPacific
andbeenwarcurrently
cut-ins
from
theatre
as
well
as other Asiatic points.
JOHN R.^NDALL, former writer for
"FitchcagoBandwagon"
freelance
has andand
joined
KMOX Chi-St.
Louis as announcer,
newscaster
writer.
JliM VINSON, released from the Army
Corps, is nowFortonWorth,
the news staffHe
ofSignal
was WBAP-KGKO
formerly a reporter
for INS Tex.
in New
Orleans and for several Texas newsH. N. COWAN and E. B. BRACE have
papers.
Joined the newsroom staff of CBL Toronto.
EVELYN VAN BERKUM has Joined the
news ice staff
of the CBC international servat Montreal.
real

dope

about

WELCOME HOME is extended to
Jack
(1), program
of WSMStapp
Nashville
who has director
been a
year cialin events
London
as
of spefor the director
OWI Overseas
Branch,
by Stone.
WSM Mr.
General
ManStapp for
flewa
from ager
NewHarryYork
to Nashville
short visit with his family while
awaiting reassignment abroad.
Estey to McCord
F. CLIFFORD ESTEY, former
vice-president of Burton Browne
Adv., Chicago, has joined McCord
Co., Minneapolis,
general activimanties.
ager in charge ofasChicago
this country

Market and radio conditions change by
the minute.
That's
why accurate,
you'll find us
extra
helpfulinformation
in providing
the-minute
about thisup-torich
area . . . about our splendid radio affiliates. We keep attuned to the constant
changing trend, so that your efforts in
this area can be more effective and profitable.
AffiliatesTEXAS STATIONS
OKLAHOMA STATIONS
KFDM — Beaumont
AND OKLAHOMA
KFYO— Lubbock
NETWORK
KGNC— AmariUo
KADA— Ada
KRGV— Weslaco
KTSA — San Antonio
KBIX— Muskogee
KCRC— Enid
LONE STAR CHAIN
KGFF — Shawnee
KFYO— Lubbock, Texas
KOME— Tulsa
KGKO— Ft. Worth, Dallas, Texas
KTOK— Oklahoma City KGNC— AmariUo,
Texas
KVSO— Ardmore
KRGV— Weslaco, Texas
KTSA — San
Antonio,
LOUISIANA STATION
Texas
KXYZ — Houston, Texas
KRMD— Shreveport

cIROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising
i

Sales
General Offices: Amarillo, Texas,
Radio Building; Telephone:
4242;
General Manager : Alex
Keese.
New York 18: 19 West
Forty-Fourth Street: Telephone: Murray HillJack22485; Manager:
Keasler.

Offices
Dallas 1: 805 Tower Petroleum Building; Telephone: Riverside 5663;
Manager: Clyde Melville.
Hollywood:
Hollywood Blvd.;6362
Telephone:
Granite 6113.
Saw Francisco: 681 Market Street5512.
; Telephone :
Garfield
Seattle: 2101 Smith TowChicago 1: 360 North 7417. er; Telephone Elliott
Michigan Avenue; Tele- Portland: Studio Buildphone: State 5260; Man- 4107.ing ;Telephone : Beacon
ager : Tom Peterson
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^INTHE^
MORNING ?|

BOSTON COUNCIL
SET FOR APRIL 9
RADIO COUNCIL of Greater BosannualMonday
spring April
confer-9,
enceton'swillsecond
be held
at
the
Charles
Hayden
Memorial,
Boston U.
Robert St.respondenJohn,
NBC war John
cort and commentator;
0.British
Rennie,Information
radio section Service
head of and
the
recently returned from overseas
where he monitored German shortwave broadcasts; Judith Waller,
educational director of the midwestern division of NBC ; Paul Hollister,
Frank CBS
of thevice-president;
Armed ForcesCaptain
Radio
Service;
Paul
White CBS
vicepresident and director
of news;
William F. Brooks, NBC director
of news and special events will be
among the speakers.
Open to all interested in radio,
sessions will start at 2:30 p.m.
with dinner at 6:30. Reservations
may be made through Mrs. Charles
W.
Taylor,
Boston,
Mass181 Bay State Road,

Agency's
Luncheons
MARION
HARPER
Jr., research
director of McCann-Erickson, reported on some of the results of
radio research at a series of luncheon meetings given by the agency
at
the Storkof Club,
New nationwide
York, for
executives
the four
networks. Lloyd O. Coulter, vicepresident in charge of radio, and
Edward
vice-president
chargeD. ofMadden,
new business,
spoke
lAiR in
briefly
at
the
meetings.
Full the
deif COMPANY
tails of the research, including
of extensive use of the LaREPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS results
zasfeld-Stanton program analyzer,
to which McCann-Erickson has exclusive rights are expected to be
published in the near future.
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Conti Expands
CONTI PRODUCTS Corp., New
York,
expandto
TreasurewhichHourhas ofplanned
Song onto MBS
a larger network
as soonand asadver
merchandising conditions,
tising budget would allow, on April,
5 will add 81 MBS stations, making
a total of 113 stations Sun., 9.3010 p.m. Agency
is Bermingham
Castelman
and Pierce,
New York

FIRST LEG of his journey to the
Philippines
when assistant
this picture of CarlwasE.over
George,
manager
of
WGAR
Cleveland
was
taken in San Francisco. Mr. George
will serve as special correspondent
for WGAR to get interviews and
stories of Cleveland and Northern
Ohio servicemen.
He is Program
WGAR's
second
war correspondent,
Director Dave Baylor having been
sent to the ETO last summer. Decsmile complimentsorative
of Unitedbackground
Air Lines.

Hooker Glass News
HOOKER GLASS & PAINT Co,
Chicago,
began sponsorship
March
12 of a participating
show Marshall
Dane on WOC Davenport and conspot announcements
WKZO tracted
Kalamazoo
and WJEFjon
Grand Rapids for 13 weeks. Agency
is Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chi
cago.
Hartz Sponsors
HARTZ MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS
New York
sponsorship MarchCity,
25 ofwillthestart
Canary
Pet
Show, quarter-hour transcribed
program
for
seven
weeks
througl
George H. Hartman Co., Chicago
on WOR WJW KRNT WDGY
KFEL and Don Lee Network,
Block Drug Places
BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City
which has made only limited
use oi
radio for Polident, on April
starts a campaign on WIBW WWI
WBAL KSTP KTHS
usin
thrice-weekly news WOAI,
and musica
programs. Agency is Cecil & Pres
brey. New York.
WIBX Transfer Asked ;
TRANSFER of control of WIBJ
Utica, N. Y. from Scott How
Bowen, deceased, to his estate wit!
Margaret P. Bowen as executrix
is sought
in anlast application
file(
with
the 51%
FCC
week. Transfe
involves
interest.

Mueller to Pacific
MERRILL MUELLER, NBC forcoveredeign
everycorrespondent
front of who
the has
European
war except the Russian, is on his
way to the Philippines to act as
field director of Pacific Operations
for NBC,
William
Brooks,
director of news
and F.special
events,
announced last week. He will relieve George Thomas Folster, who
has covered the war in the South
Pacific almost since Pearl Harbor
and is returning to the United
States
for rest
WJLD toAla.,MBS
Mr. Mueller
came andhomereassignment.
two months WJLD Bessemer,
on April 2
ago from SHAEF in Paris.
becomes a fuUtime Mutual affiliatf
making a total of 255 MBS stations
George Johnston Jr. owns an
Code Revisions Drafted
operates the station with 250 w. o
NAB Code Committee, with all 1400 kc.
members present except Edgar Bill,
WMBD Peoria, met Wednesday and WILLIAM P. LAVTS has resigned fro^
RCA tube and equipmer
Thursday in New York in executive the staff of where
he has1942,handled
session to review the code provi- department,
trlbutor
contactsof since
to becomDisdii He
sions with a viewom endations tofo be preparing
recsales
manager
Thurow
Radio
submitted to tnbutors, Tampa, Fla.
the NABmitteeboard,
whose the
liaison
comalso attended
two-day
meeting,
the
board's Code
next meeting in mittee
Mayat accepted
in Omaha.
the resignationCom-of
Felix Hinkle, who is severing his
connection with WHBC Canton,
where he has been general manager.
DAILY PROGRAMS IN
WJZ Moves
WJZ, Thursday
the Blue'smoved
New from
York theoutlet,
last
2nd
floor of the RCA building to new
and larger quarters on the 14th
floor.ondThe
spacebeenvacated
on theby secfloor has
retained
the
Blue for several departments, to
be moved sometime next month.
In addition
to space
on theago,
mezzanine, acquired
a month
the
Blue has space on the 2nd, 3rd, 5000 WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW JIgl*
14th and 30th floors and recently
moved four departments to new
quarters in the Aeolian Bldg.
BROADCASTING
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Other Fellow's Viewpoint
■ EDITOR Broadcasting:
type of program it is broadcast?
Does not the same thing apply to
In relation to the St. Louis Post- an
sponsor? And
I Dispatch campaign against middle whereobjectionable
is any proof based on objec) commercials in news broadcasts,
tive
fact,
that
a
middle
Li you have so far not published any in a news broadcast iscommercial
objectioncomments by that forgotten man,
able to the public even tho it does
the advertiser.
You said, editorially, in your not disrupt continuity in an annoying way, or is not improperly
i March 5 issue, "Let's not go over- juxtaposed
news? Mr.
I: board." This is timely advice to Paul White,to atimportant
thinks that
1-; broadcasters, I think. I can recall there is no such least,
objection,
■ the days when newspapers were as he outlined, inpublic
a letter which
^ ' riding
high,withandthem
whenfeltmany
v/bo dealt
that oftheirus the Post-Dispatch published Jan. 27.
We also have heard nothing from
' vacuum.
publishers In toothe often
in a WWJ nor from KSD about a reGreat lived
Depression.
duction in rates (a 40% reduction
for example, when advertisers were
right) to compen, pointing out that everything was would satebethe about
advertiser for his lost
being deflated except newspaper
commercial. Perhaps we
Jlladvertising rate structures, many middle
; publishers were inclined to ignore should not bring this up until radio's
days even
are ifpast.
IIii, reply
the advertisers'
problems,
and into Still, all easyofmoney
us know,
we
in a high moral
tone that,
r/ effect, the newspapers were trustees sometimes forget it, that advertisand bulwaiks of the American way,
ers pay the freight only so long as
it.
etc., etc., and, by implication, should it pays J.themBrentto pay
Wells
not be expected to concern themPublicity Shoe
Director
j- selves with anything so mundane
Mtlville
Corp.
o|(.as money.
m Broadcasters Also Guilty?
Is a similar attitude beginning to WPVA HOPES TO GO
ON AIR APRIL 1
infect broadcasters, now that they
AUTHORITY from the WPB to in^"are
drenched
in
prosperity.'
If
so,
they might well reflect that the days
stall equipment and adapt the
of these carefree 20c advertising building purchased at 112 Tabb
dollars will not last forever. More- Street has been granted the South5?. over, the time will come again when
newspaper advertising space will
p-no longer be tightly rationed, and
i^:'advertisers will again have a full
° on
and their
free choice
of media
respective
merits.to consider
I might add here that newspapers
ihad a hard fight to regain the business lost during the depression due
in part to their unsympathetic at''^titude toward advertisers, and in
Mr. Peterson
Mr. Weiland
^°infighting
re-establish
their for
posi-a
tion theytofound
it necessary
aumber of years to go to the other side Virginia Broadcasting Corp.
] extreme and to deliver sizable cir- which will operate WPVA Peters;»T:ulation bonuses to attract busi- burg.
is expected to go on
tiiess (the foregoing relates to local theTheair station
April 1 if the FCC gives its
advertising rates),
approval,
according
land, who is interestedto Jonas
in the Weinew
t At this point, one pauses to wonler why only news broadcasts are station and owner of WFTC Kinsnvolved in the present dither. Is not ton, N. C. Louis H. Peterson, owner
Outdoor Advertisi m objectionable commercial ob- of theCo.,Bovraian
Petersburg, is the president
4 ectionable no matter with what and ingmanager
of the new company.
Station
personnelis isfrom
beingNewlinedYork
up.
I
Mr. Weiland
City and opened WFTC February
IOWA
28, 1937. He lives in Kinston. Mr.
Peterson was formerly with the
D'Arcy
R. H. Adv.
Alber Co.Adv.in St.
Co.,Louis.
of Los Angeles, has bought time from 6 to 7
PREFERS
a.m. Sundays for Gospel Broadcasting Co. Local newspaper advertisinglect a hasname
announced
for the anewcontest
station.to seWHO
DOROTHY THOMPSON arrived in
England and gave her first broadcast
on Mutual for Trimount Clothing Co.
Ask Free & Peters for
from
last Sunday,
9 :4.5-10to p.m.
In a London
closed circuit
broadcast
Trithe Proof:
mount salesmen before leaving she said
she planned to go from London to Paris
and hoped to broadcast
from Berlin be50,000 w.vrrs • ores moines
Co., foreNewher return.
York. Agency is Emil Mogul
ROADCASTING
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Statistics are nice, we think, and serve a very useful
purpose. And the decimal point, we believe, is certainly
here to stay. But let's lay the slide rule gently aside for a
moment ... to measure something which mathematics
cannot.
The above note is from one of CKLW's young friends, in
thanks for the entertainment given last Christmas by our
Sioff for the Protestant Children's Home. Young Billy
Schmitz's thank-you is one of countless such expressions
CKLV/ receives regularly. We treasure all of them, as
ample reward for the many public services this radio
station gladly performs as a daily routine.
CKLW thinks not only of building shows and selling
radio time . . . but knows that there are other important
qualities a station must possess to make its wave-length
attractive to a majority of ihe 2,250,000 radio homes
in this area.
THAT'S WHY, if we were an advertiser or an agent looking for a radio station to sell a product, or influence
good will, we'd give plenty of thought to these qualities
which have made CKLW outstandingly successful.
Union Guardian Bldg., Detroit 26
J. E. CAMPEAU, Managing Director
Adam f. Young, ]r., Inc.
National Representative
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Peabody

CITY

K

O

Z

Public

Service

Award

Given WTAG, duPont Winner
Adaptation of Radio to Requirements of Armed
Forces Brings Citation to Col. Kirby
WINNER of the duPont award
Col. Kirby, chief of the War Dept.
[Broadcasting, March 12], WTAG
Branch, was voted a special
Worcester has also won the George Radio
his requirements
brilliant adaptation
Foster Peabody Radio Award for award
of radio"for
to the
of the
public service by a regional station armed forces and the home front —
of more than 1000 w on the merits American ingenuity on a global
of its community educational pro- scale." Col. Kirby, former NAB
gram on the United Nations, Wor- publicity head, went to the War
cester mid the World, it was an- Dept. in 1940 as civilian advisor to
nounced Tuesday. Medals will be the Secretary of War on radio
presented to the station and other matters. In March 1941 he was
chief of the Radio Branch,
in1944Newwinners
York. Api-il 10 at a dinner named
still as a civilian and in May
Directed
by
Dave
Harris,
Wor1942
was
commissioned
a lieutencester and the World featured one
ant colonel.
The following
year
particular Allied nation each week. he was moved up to full colonelcy.
Outstanding speakers were invited
On temporary assignment to
to represent the featured country,
Col. Kirby arshop windows were devoted to dis- SHAEF rangedLondon,
radio coverage of the
plays on it and open forums were Normandy forinvasion
helped set
used to foster citywide interest and up the Armed ForcesandNetwork
for
knowledge.
broadcasts
to
troops
in
that
theatre.
Other winners were:
The
Army
Hour,
repeated
winner
Col.
Edward
M.
Klrby
Raymond
Swing
of radio awards for the best govWLW Cincinnati
ernment program on the air, was
"Cavalcade
of America"
Allen (Double
Award) and Fred originated by Col. Kirby and is still
under
his
supervision.
The
"Telephone
Hour"
"Human Adventure"
"Philharmonic
YoungandArtists
Series"
Raymond
Swing,the Blue
newsWNYC
New
York
Mayor
Lacaster, wil receive
outstanding
Guardla;) WIBX Utlca (Double
Award
news commentary award for his
KOIN
Portland,
KVOO
Tulsa,
WFBL
and He
courageous"
handlingas
Syracuse,
Citations)KMOX St. Louis (Special of"fearless
the news.
was described

Y
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO z:^

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

EVERETT L. DILLARD
Gvupral Manager
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
Aik /or Rate Card 3
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Arrival
BRIG. GEN. L. A. Diller,
Public Relations Officer for
Gen. MacArthur, and Lieut.
Col. A. A. Schechter, Chief
ofPacific
Radio area
for the
and Southwest
formerly
news director for NBC, arrivedingtonlastforThursday
conferencesin Washat the
War lerDepartment.
Gen. flew
Diland Col. Schechter
in from Manila. This is the
first visit for both since the
invasion of the Philippines.
The Radio
"Apache"
which
broadcastShipdirectly
from
the invasion fronts was operated
by
the
SWPA
Public
Relations Office.
theWLW
"national
favorite"wasnewscaster
Cincinnati
awarded
for outstanding news coverage by
a station. The committee commend
ed its thoroughness in day-to-daj
news
and its "determi
nation"presentation
to do a complete
and ade
quate
job
for
the
community.
Cavalcade of America, NBC, anc
Fred Allen, formerly on CBS, wil
be the recipients of a double aware
for outstanding entertainment ir
the field of drama — the former be
cause
of its
offered
with the
best"wide
actorsvariety
and its
out
standing
entertainment"
after
eral years of broadcasting and sevthe
latter "for comedy unexcelled ovei
a period of 12 years". Cavalcade h
sponsored Co.by Fred
the E.AllenI. duPont
Nemours
was spond^
sored by the Texas Co.
Excellent Standard
The Telephone Hour, NBC, wai
voted to be outstanding entertain
ment in music
because. . .itwith
"sets theai
excellent
standard
greatest
living
artists."
Special
appreciation was expressed for
the
five broadcasts by Fritz Kreislei
who made his first radio appearanct
on the program.
Human Adventure, Mutual, was
declared the outstanding educa
tional program during 1944. Th<
four— chief
branchessocial,
of man'sphysica
learn
ing
biological,
sciences and the humanities — wer(
dramatized
in an manner
"interesting
an<
understandable"
the com
mittee declared. The series was con,
TIP FROM

^

Windbef

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT

National Representatives
HEADLEY-REEO COMPANY
N«w York, Chicago. Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco

NEIGHBOR
It will pay you to consider the vast
possibilities of this great neighboring market. WeMI gladly present facts as well as f igureson how
American advertisers can profitably use our network.

RADIO PROGRAMAS DE MEXIC
j
BROADCASTING
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ducted under the auspices of the U.
of Chicago.
Philharmonic Young Artists Series, KFI Los Angeles, was considered the outstanding program for
youth. The series presents talented
young artists each week and seasonal winners, chosen by a group
of outstanding musicians, appear
with the Philharmonic Orchestra
on a broadcast at the conclusion of
the series.
WNYC, New York City municipally owned station, and Mayor
Fiorello LaGuardia were named in
a double award for public service
by a local station of 1000 w or less.
They shared honors with WIBX
Utica for its program Cross Rhoads,
a dramatization of the actual battle
-J- experiences of returned veterans,
originating from the Rhoads Genj| eral Hospital. Directed by Michael
1,^Carlo, WIBX production manager,
iij'lall
personalities
on the
jlprogram,
includingappearing
the announcer,
jj are patients at the hospital. WNYC
jj^^and Mayor LaGuardia were cited
for a "fearless approach to civic
ji.problems".
Four special citations were
awarded to the following stations
■for their- outstanding local programs :
A. KOIN Portland for Song of Co^ \lumbia which describes the war ac!v,7tivities and postwar possibilities in
j;jthe Northwest.
lels KVOO Tulsa for Southwest
•i Forum which the committee termed
frank and forthright in unhesitatingly tackling the most controversial issues of the Oklahoma, ArkanI! sas
and Missouri
area. Local
thorities
do the debating
on authe
'"program.
WFBL Syracuse for Syracuse on
Sponsored
the Syracuse.1'.Trial.
Onondaga
Postwar byPlanning
Couny^cil,
the
series
uses
a
courtroom
for,vmat to inform the public of local
problems and to deal with regional
issues.
,1 KMOX St. Louis for St. Louis
g ^Speaks, a group discussion with
pj [[audience participation.
HERMAN
FIA'KELSTEIX,
ASCAPG.
attorney, will
accompany .Tolin
Paine, general manager, on his trip to
England
discussPerforming
Mutual i)rolilenis
with the toP>ritish
Rights
"society L HROADC'ASTlxfi. ^ilarch 10 1.
'hey will i)robably leave in mid-April.

fllLIEDflRTS |j|

HARVEST HOARD as painted by
Jacked toGibney,
announcer,
presenthis boss
William is Kephart,
NBC central division announcing
head, who is an impatient gardner
and can
hardly
wait again.
to start digging in the
garden
Publishing Co. Study
PRELIMINARY steps of a study
being made
Publishing Co.byof Crowell-Collier
the relative merits
of radio and magazines as advertising media and the most effective use ofarately oeach
by advertisers,
sepr together,
were outlined
by E. P. Seymour, advertising
manager,
Home Companion, and Wojnan's
George Keibler,
Boston
representative of the magazine, at
a closed dinner meeting of the
MediaWednesday.
Men's Assn.Results
of NewwillYorkbe
last
available when the study is completed, Mr. Seymour said, emphafact that
it is attempt
not an at-to
tacksizingon theradio
determine
best but
use ofan both
media.

TAYLOR
- HOWE - SNOWDEN,
Chicago,to
radio
representatives,
moved
larger
quarters
at 360 N.hasMichigan
Ave.
UNITED
BROADCASTING
Co.,
Chicago,
has
moved
its
recording
studios
offices
64 E. Lake St. TelephoneandIs
Franklinto 6001.
J.AMES S.ecutiveKEENAN,
account and
exwith WIBC former
Indianapolis
WBBMChicago
Chicago,office
is nowof aJoseph
salesmanHershey
with
the
McGillevra Inc.
D.withD. Firestone
S PENCE, forTire20 &yearsRubber
associated
Co.,
Akron andpointedLospublic Angeles,
has
been ap-of
relations manager
Hoffman
Radio Corp., LosandAngeles
(radio set manufacturers),
currently
is assigned to edit new edition of employes' handbook.
STROMBERG CARLSON Co. has appointed Electrical
Distributorsof ofthe Honolulu as Island
representative
comsion pany's
receivers."after-victory" FM and televiLEAR INC., radio manufacturer, have
purchased
a seven-story
building
Grand
Rapids,
Mich., fordepartment.
the
postwarToin
home radio
production
handle
present
increased
production
schedules
and other postwar radio plans,
Lear has leased
facturers Bldg. over half of the ManuBENDIX AVIATION Corp. (radio sales
division)utors to handle
has appointed
DistribBendix Lehr
AM and
FM
radios
combinations m
greater andNewphonograph
fork.
IRVING D. ROBBINS and PHILIP W.
BARBER lationofs, New the
Institute
of Publicpublic
ReYork,April
will2 open
relations
firm
at 270their
Madison
Ave.,
New
York,
under
name
of
Robbins
& Barber. Telephone will be Lexington

NATIONAL
SPOT

BUSINESS

from soup to nuts
During 1944 a regular "Who's who" of national
accounts — every product field in the book — selected KQV for their Pittsburgh coverage.

Fulion's
'Xlermont"
was a sensation
on
on its first trip

was ■first (and only)
radio station to
establish regular
hourly newscasts.
Minimum
15 daily
1941—
NOW
24 DAILY

South's 24-Hour Stajtii

BOB ALBURTY, General Mgr
Your MUTUAL Friend
1 Represented by RAM BEAU
ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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Radar

Are

Traced

nique of radiolocation of artificial
objects was born in this country."
(England.)
the members
of Hethatcontinues,
small band". of. .scientists
and
technical assistants will well remember the thrill of seeing for the
first time a clear image on the cathode-ray tube due to an aircraft
which was so far away as to be in-|jo
visible to the naked eye."
Primary Purpose
Commentingarticle,
editorially Wireless,:^
on the' re
Smith-Rose
World's editors say: "An articlenijf
published elsewhere in this issueid
will, it is hoped, serve something, sti
more than its primary purpose of )y
giving a simple account of the his- ;teif
torical
radioloca- ne55
tion. It development
should serve ofto emphasize
the futility — or worse — of indulge ,5
ing in undignified wrangling overui
national priority in matters ot^j
scientific development and inven-jj,
tion." ^
. ^»'
Having stated this premise, theti
editors conclude in their commen- «
tary:
"Asarticle
Dr. Smith-Rose
out in his
in this issue, points
prac- J^\
tical radiolocation came into being as a result of a carefully
plannedby programme
of researchBoard
devised
the Radio Research
(England)
rather
than
as
the
in- J
viduals."
vention of any one or more indi- J'

1924 by British Physicist
'Wireless World' Article Tells of Pioneering
Scientists of Both America and Great Britain
IN A FOLLOW-UP article on Ra- path 12 miles long". Experience of
dio-location (Radar), the British
British scientists, Dr. Smithpublication, Wireless World, March these
was confirmed subseissue, traces the development of the Rose writes,
quently by Bell
States.Telephone Labs, in
art in an apparent effort to record the United
historic
"It now remained," Rr. Smithorigin. steps which marked its
Rose principle
observes, could
"to be beseenapplied
whetherto
this
Early Experiments
the development of a technique for
Wireless
World
first
broke
the
RONE
GEORGIA
story of Radiolocation in February the detection and location of airranges and
under
[Broadcasting, Feb. 19]. It then
ticraftons ofatpractical
utility
as ancondiaid
published, under the authorship of to navigation
in peacetime and as
Dr. R. L. Smith-Rose, a graphic a defensive weapon
in
war.
This
account describing the application
and by no means easy,
of radio location and detecting de- important,
Snow in September.
step was accomplished by a small
vices in the present war, noting in group
of
British
working
published drawings the relation- under the directionscientists
of Mr. (now Sir
ship of television, through use of Robert) Watson Watt,
who
was at
the cathode ray tube, to the science. the time superintendent of the
RaDr. Smith-Rose is superintendent
dio Dept. of the National Physical
of
the
Radio
Dept.
of
England's
Laboratory."
(The
job
now
held
by
National Physical Laboratory and Dr. Smith-Rose.)
can be assumed to speak with the
First
Image
approval, and indeed express the
policy of the British government.
Explaining that several British
In his current review, Dr. Smithdown South...
Rose notes an early experiment in scientists established, on the East
Coast of England,
the use of radio waves for explor- exploring
station. anDr."ionospheric"
Rose-Smith
Cotton is the 16-county
ing the ionosphere. This experi- writes: "Thus
it was that in the
ment,
he
writes,
was
conducted
in
WSPA-Piedmont's largest
early
days
of
1935-36,
the techmoney crop. Over 27,500,000
England by Sir Edward Appleton
baled - pounds each year are
and M. A. F. Barnett during 1924
and 1925.
produced in Spartanburg
County alone.
The experiment, conducted in cooperation with the BBC, Dr. SmithSPARTANBURG,
the first exWSPA SOUTH CAROLINA Rose reports,
ample of the use"was
of frequency-modulated radio waves for determining COPIES
Home ofCamp Croft
the existence and location of a re5000 watts Day, 1000 waHs Night
flecting layer which had hitherto
950 kilocycles, Rep. by Hollingbery
remained undetected by any direct
It was after these measurements
experiment."
were made, the British author continues, that G. Breit and M. A.
Tuve in the United States conducted similar explorations which
served to confirm British findings.
Figuring prominently in pioneer
steps diowhich
to perfection
of ralocationledwere
these British
scientists,
Dr.
Smith-Rose
relates:
R. A. Watson Watt and J. F. Herd.
They, he cilrecords,
employed
os24 HOUR SERVICE
ator in reflector
tests anwhich
—packaged and shipped
"gave a linear time base for cathode-ray oscillographic delineation of
from Chicago.
wave American
form."
Contribution
Aluminum based material
Dr. Smith-Rose ascribes to J, 0.
Bentley, an American, earliest
available for broadcast use.
work in applying the principles of
wave-reflection for measuring plane
altitudes. The system developed by
Mr. Bentley, he points out, later
was improved upon by the Bell
Telephone Labs.
Sub-headed, "The True Origin
of Radar", one section of the Wireless Worldterestarticle
notes, to"It record
is ining and important
L. S. TOOCOOD
that in December, 1931, the British
Post Office observed the effect of
RECORDING COMPANY
DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS
reflection from an aircraft in the
course of some radio communica221 N. LA SALLE ST. CHICAGO 1
AT YOUR DOORSTEP
tion tests being conducted on a
wavelength of five metres over a
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adverthini f.
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NOW OFF
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If you failed to
receive your
copy write
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Experiments

Inventors Claim
(Continued from page 13)
ignal. The amplitude leveler is
"^Ws
employed
"to provide
a signal
f varying
frequency
indication
but
f substantially constant ampliude". Conventional manual gain
ontrol circuits, automatic gain conrol circuits and other existing
omponents are combined to eiiect
he leveling process.
The inventors assert that when
ifarequency-modulated radio-frequeny carriers are employed the fre■Ifiluency band needed for the ampliis'lude leveled frequency character iHstic
signalinvention,
is "greatly
y their
as nonarrovired"
passages
f extremely high dynamic level
re transmitted. "It ^ffl\\ corespondingly be apparent that as
.0 passages of extremely low-dy■''Kamic
levelto are
transmitted
there
3 no need
provide
a high deviaion ratio to keep the transmitted
ntelligence above the noise level
te^it all times.
"Both of these advantageous feaures of the present invention conribute to the narrowing of the
■and width necessary for FM transly'iission.
It will
also be appreciated
hat in such
transmission
the ampliude control signal may be carried
y the same FM channel, as a freuency variation of a supersonic
udio-frequency, or as a variation
f audio frequency in a narrow
/and eliminated from the signal
0 be controlled by it."
Improve Dynamic Range
Messrs. Allen and Meisinger
laim that their invention may be
pplied to improve the dynamic
ange of the reproduction of recordigs, transcriptions, wire line translissions, radio transmissions and
he like, irrespective of the type
f modulation employed. They dejlare
invention
will also
perjiit thetheir
operator
of a radio
receiver
b control the range of the reprouction from the transmitted signal
bf obtain
a restful
reduced"either
dynamic
rangeprogram
or a
olorful, attention-compelling ren■ition."
In addition, say the inventors,
it will be appreciated that in

Mr. Allen

Sgt. Meissinger

phonograph and transcription recordings where two separate records are made of the frequency reflecting and the amplitude varying
modulations, the physical support
and driving of the double tone arm
may be effected by the amplitude
varying groove, leaving the frefree response
to 'float' toin the
its
groove quency
for pickup
better
recorded modulation and to mimimize wear therein.
"Again,
when the
amplitude ascon-a
trol modulation
is recorded
variation in frequency, or otherwise in a manner separable from
the amplitude variations due to
needle scratch and the like it will
be apparent that by careful selection of the amplitude control frequency range . . . the amplitude
control may be rendered substantially free from effect by needle
scratch or the like. Thus these
provisionsbination
separately
in comcontribute to and
prolongation
of record life by such application
of the present invention."

79% Sign for BMB
At Atlanta Meeting
IT'S THE
BROADCAST Measurement Bureau accepted subscriptions from
24 broadcasters
the NABsigning
district meeting in atAtlanta,
79% of those present and bringing
its total to 415 stations signed.
Broadcasters attending the par- PUNCH
ley were urged to lend the new
measurement plan their support by
Jack Williams, operator of WAYX
Waycrosssearchand
member
the re- THAT COUNTS!
committee
which oforiginally
devised the plan; by John M.
Outler Jr., general manager, WSB
Atlanta; and by Linnea Nelson,
chief timebuyer, J. Walter Thompson Co., who visited the Atlanta
meeting as a representative of the
AAAA,
NAB andco-backers
ANA. of the plan with
Stations signing with BMB in
Georgia: WALB Albany; WAGA,
WSB, WGST Atlanta; WRDW
Augusta ; WGAA Cedartown ;
WDAK Columbus; WBLJ Dalton;
WGGA Gainesville; WBML,WNEX
Macon; WRGA Rome; WRLC Toccoa; WAYX Waycross; WRLD
West Point. Alabama: WJLD Bessemer; WAPI, WSGN Birmingham; WALA Mobile; WCOV Montgomery.
Following stations in the area
had signed before the Atlanta
SHOWS'
meeting: WBRC Birmingham and nP
Be]THESE like
Bell-ringers
the new
WJHOcon andOpelika,
WMAZ MaWPAX Ala.;
Thomasville,
Ga. I quizz "Name It and Take
It!"; "Swing Shift", the
p. m. platter show; "Club
1320", designed for jivin'
Jaxons;
the show"Sky
all Commuter",
Jacksonville
wakes up to ! And dozens of
V others, themed for listener

COVER JHIS RICH
SUBSTANTIAL MARKET
WITH

KOIN
It takes an informed
community to do
a community job.
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Nat'i Rep.
ROADCASTING
broadcast Advertistttg

A SINGLE

MEDIUM

THE SHREVEPORT TIMES STATION
50,000 Warn CBS
THE BRANHAM CO.

T^HESE
i Hooper
ratingsRESULTS!
on all these
appeal. prove
f^shows
their merit,
fan mail in piles prove their
worth, increasing sponsorprovesH Ptheir
Time ship
on WJ
is the value!
punch
\ that counts!
THIS STATION!
WJHP, the Journal Station,
' is represented by John H.
Perry Associates, New York,
310 East 45th St. ; Phila., 12
South 12th St.; Detroit,
7338 Woodward Ave. ; Chicago, 122 South Michigan
Ave.
;Atlanta,
1220 RhodesHaverty
Building.

WJHP
BLUE NETWORK STATION
IN
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
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WHDH

5000

WATTS
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FROM THE BATTLE FRONT...

by S6T. HENRY PRICHARD
Composer of
I DON'T WANT TO LOVE YOU • KENTUCKY
and one Gl who knows what he's fighting for!
*
DON'T LET IT HAPPEN AGAIN will be
the World's watchword ... and soon !
tMr.

Sells

Drug

Products

Fastest, N.Y. Survey Shows
Newspapers Almost Out of Picture in Check
Of 500 Druggists by Agency for WOR
mercials and also came out against
RADIO ADVERTISING got the of- commercials
which are too long.
ficial nod from the men behind the
drug counters when, in a recent
Current radio programs are satisfactory to 13 druggists, and one
survey, 431 out of 500 New York
complained,
"The onlyhastrouble
witha
City ingdruggists
reported
that
nothradio
—
the
druggist
to stock
merchandise faster
than thesellsairtheirwaves.
lot
of
stuff
he
never
handled
beNot only did the druggists go all
Eight of thoseto interviewed
be sure of
out in the praise of radio as an warned fore."advertisers
distribution before starting a
advertising medium, leaving news- their
papers almost out of the picture, radio advertising campaign and
but they named Gabriel Heatter by four druggists said a higher profit
a vote of nearly two to one, as the margin would be necessary on
"dean of the commentators" when radio - advertised products before
it comes to selling drugstore prod- they push such items.
ucts.
"Make sure the product justifies
WOR Sponsored Survey
your claims,"
warned sells
advertisers. Fdruggists
ive claimed Kreml
Conducted by the Reuben H. Donnelly Corp., the survey of druggists only through the efforts of Newscaster. Heatter. "Customers ask for
was sponsored by WOR New York,
which carries Heatter's newscasts. was
brandsoneby the
commentator's
response.
Another name"
was,
Surveyman results
showed
Drug
SalesHeatter out in front with a "when a product goes off the air,
totalestofcompetitor,
154 votes,Raymond
leading Swing,
his near-by
sales
The drop."
survey covered a cross sec62 votes.
tion ofannual
New York's
8700 druggists
sales volume
is above
The druggists gave newspaper whose
advertising only 45 votes but had 120 million dollars. It indicated
ideas about how radio advertising New York's druggists have been
should be used. Spot commercials doing some serious thinking about
and means to move products
between programs drew only 93 ways
supporters, with 79.6% in favor of off their shelves.
sponsored radio programs of 15
Their
"Radio sells collective
about 857cconclusion:
of the products
minutes or longer. Seventeen druggists advised against middle comin my store."
PROPRIETARY ADS
Egg-Nogg Campaign
ARE IMPROVING M. LOUIS PRODUCTS, New York^
started
its nationwide spot cam
"MUCH THAT was considered
for Egg-Nogg Shampoo this
questionable
in has
proprietary
cine advertising
definitely medibeen paign
week
by
signing 13-week contracts
removed and that general improve- with four stations, WNEW New
York,
KOL
Seattle, KHJ Los Anment is continuing,"
Frederick
geles, and KFRC San Francisco.
.J. Cullen,
executive Dr.
vice-president
Contracts,
handled
of theica,Proprietary
Assoc.
of
AmerGarfield, New York, by
call Hirshonfor two
stated this week.
announcements
weekly.
More
The increasing
use of the review spot
service offered by the association stations will be added as the com
can
be
sure
of
sufficient
ma
to manufacturers of packaged medi- pany
for the plastic containers
cines and a corresponding improve- terial
ment in general tone of advertising used for Egg-Nogg Shampoo.
copy now being submitted was
pointed
out.are only a few in the in"Theredustry
who violate the provisions
of the association's advertising
code,"
Dr.
said. "Criticism
against themCullen
is given
such emphasis as to lead the consuming
public to believe that these few
manufacturers represent the entire
proprietarycentage ofindustry.
A high copy
perthe advertising
used today
passes
through
the
review service, and is medically
sound; and the statements contained in such copy can be substantiated," he continued.
He declared that use of testimonials has decreased and prizes
are used only occasionally as a
DISTRICT TAN
means
of
selling packaged medicines.
ERS
TENOLI
RE MET
MOtk
LISROP
2S
The report states that scare head
LAR
PER
DOL
advertising
the packaged
cine field isinbeing
frowned mediupon
Ask HEADLEY-REED
with the intention of eliminating
the plug-ugly in print and on the

IBailey Ofifers Bill
To Ban Royalties
Senate Measure Would Stop
AFM Fees on Records
DECLARING his intention of preof practicesas the
refer edventing
to in "thethesortnewspapers
Petrillo practices", Sen. Josiah W.
Bailey (D-N. C.) has introduced
a bill (S-754) to outlaw the payment of royalties by employers to
labor unions or representatives of
employes. The measure has been refer ed to the Judiciary Committee.
Sen. putBailey's
would
an end bill,
to the iffeeenacted,
system
now in force between the recording
and transcription industry and the
American Federation of Musicians,
under which royalties are paid on
all musical records to the union's
"employment fund". James C. Petrillo, AFM president, has estimated that the royalties will bring
in $4,000,000 annually to the union.
Tax on Consumers
Recent demand of John L. Lewis,
president of the United Mine Workers, for a 10c per ton royalty on
all coal produced at bituminous
mines prompted Sen. Bailey to offer his measure. "John Lewis saw
Petrillo getting away with it," he
said,
ton of"socoal.he Iasks
want10 tocents
stoponit every
now,
before it becomes a general tax on
consumers."
Sen. Bailey contends that the
royalties are equivalent to a tax
on consumers in that any increase
in production costs is almost certain to be translated into higher
prices. If the practice is not
checked, he declares, there will be
nothing to prevent a union from
demanding a percentage of a merchant's sales or of a transportareceipts.
In tionan company's
editorial
last Monday in
'the
Washington
Post,as the
Bailey
measure was endorsed
"a frontal
attack on a practice that is thoroughly indefensible". While declaring that more comprehensive legislation
"that wouldof notthisonly
stop to holdups
typeputbuta
compel every union official to render a strict public accounting of

The Washhnjton Sta
the purposes for which dues are
collected" is needed, the Post feels
that "the next best thing would be
passage of legislation to prevent
the spread of this potentially dangerous abuse that is just coming
intoLowell
use." Mellett, writing in the
Wmhington Star, thought that Sen.
Baileyit is"isnottaking
on athatrealhebattle,
but
certain
realizes what the battle is about. He
does not if he thinks that what
Petrillo is getting away with is
something
peculiarthattoif labor."
Mr.
Mellett suggests
Mr. Bailey
is anxious to "attack the evil at
its roots" he can obtain much valuable information from the AntiTrust Division of the Dept. of Justice which "could show him abuses
of the royal prerogative that would
shock him, abuses that cost American consumers more than any royalty the miners could possibly attach to the coal we burn."
Sen.
provides:for any
That itBailey's
shall bebillunlawful
employer
to
pay
or
deliver,
or orto other
agree
to pay ofor value
deliver,toanyanymoney
thing
representative
of anygaged ofin commerce
his employees
are enor in thewhoproduction
ofItgoods
commerce.
shall for
be
unlawful
for
any
representative or agent inofcommerce
any employees
who are engaged
or in
production
of orgoods
for orcommerce
totothedemand,
receive,
accept,
to
agree
receive or accept, from the employer
ofthingsuchofemployees
value, foranythemoney
use orof other
such
representative or in trust or otherwise.
The
provisions
of
this
section
shall
not
be applicable
withof respect
to any
money
other thing
payable
by an oremployee
employer
an value
employee
former
asto compensation
for,or
or by reason
of,employer,
his servicesand asshall
an emp
l
o
y
e
o
f
such
not
be applicable with respect to any
amounts
deducted
from and
the compensationorganization
of any
employee
paid to ina
labor
byother
an employer
payment
of
dues
or
similar
fees
payable
by
such
employee
to
such
labor
organization.
Any
person
who
willfully
violates
any
of the provisionsthereof
of this subject
Act shall
auponfine conviction
of not more than be$10,000
or toto
imprisonment
not more than six
months,
or both.forcourts
The and
district
of thecourts
Unitedof
States
the
United
States
the
Territories
and
possessions
shall
have
jurisdiction,
for
cause
shown,
and
subject
provisions
of section
(relatingtotothenotice
to opposite
party)20
of the ment
Act entitled
Act tounlawful
supplelaws"Anagainst
restraints existing
and monopolies,
and for other
purposes",
approved
October
15,
as amended
(U. S. C, 1940 edition, 1914,
title
28,
sec.
this
Act. 381), to restrain violations of

ANNE
COT'RTNEY
KOELKER, cen4.1,
fcjrmertral division,
head
rccpptioiiist
and wife of ofLt.NBC
Anthoiiv
u n I T E D
Koelker,
Blue
central
division
publicity director, now on leave with the
PRESS
Navy, died March 10.
BROADCASTING
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LAND
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BASIC BLUE NET>NORK
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TECHnicfliif^^
Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
MARCH 17 TO MARCH 23 INCLUSIVE
NEW-43.5 mc KIRO Seattle— CP new
Decisions
FM station,
mated cost. 17,440 sq. mi., $135,000 esti- WALTER L. ROE, manager of the interACTIONS BY COBIMISSION
Marion,
program and radiophoto
servMARCH 20
icoperations
e of RCAnational
Communications,
responsible
Ind.NEW-1230
— Petitionkc Voice
filed offorMarion,
consideration
for
of allinRCAthe program
and
and
grant
under
FCC
Policy
1-16-45
of
1230
kc
KGHI
Little
Rock,
Ark.—
radio
circuits
used
transmission
new station.
Granted and
vol. L.assgn.
license from
A. L. application forMARCH
of news signedbroadcasts
from
abroad,
has
ChUton
H. Chilton
d/b KGHI
23
17 years with the company.reBroadcasting
toVinsonhaler
A. L. Chilton,d/bL. 1490 kc KGKB Tyler, Tex.— Vol. assgn. Recently afterreturned
ChiltonBroadcasting
and Service
S. C.Service.
the was
Asiaticlicense
from
East
Texas
Broadcasting
Co.
KGHI
Pacific
forward
area,from
Mr. Roe
to James G. Ulmer.
strumental in coordinating
military inra1430
kc
WHEB
Portsmouth,
N.
H.—
Designated
for kchearing
application
for
1490 kclicehse
WTMV from
East St.Mississippi
Louis, lU.—Valley
Vol. transpacific
dio operations
withterminating
the company's
circuits
at the
assgn.
CP
change
750
to
1430
kc
and
1
kw
San
Francisco
office.
Co. Inc.WUliam
to MUesF. H.JohnsJohns,Jr.
L-WSB to 1 kw D 250 w N unlimited. Broadcasting
Penrose
H. Johns,
UHLIG, former assistant sound
1230niedkcspecialWFTC
Kinston,
N. C—590 De-kc d/b
Mississippi
Valley
Broadcasting
Co. MAX
service
authorization
supervisor
of CBS,
Colum-to
1240
kc
WJMC
Rice
Lake,C. Bridges
Wis.— Vol.
250
w
D
100
w
N
for
period
ending
bia Recording
Corp., hasCBS joined
subsidiary,
4-1-45.
assgn.
license
from
Walter
to
head a new sound and production deNEW-1490 kc Loys Mardsen Hawley, WJMC Inc.
LT. COL. JOHN VASSOS has returned
Conway, ordering
S. C. — Adopted
partment.
opinion
issuance memorandum
CP pursuant
to the RCA designer,
Victor
Division
conto FCC action
1-16-45
a post
heldas from
ditional grant for
new authorizing
station. con- Network iKccovnts 1934 untilsultant1942
when
hewasheentered
the
KDNT
Denton,
Tex.—
Denied
petition
armed
forces.
He
recently
discharged
for Immediate consideration under FCC All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated from the Army Engineering Corps after
Policy
applicationto for
new
2'/2 years on special missions overseas.
station, 1-16-45
withoutofdirectedprejudice
laterCPdeterWILLIAM
MUELLER,
former
transmitengineer
ofto WFBL
Syracuse,
has
in pending mination;
file. that case be retained
New Business
been terpromoted
staff sergeant
in India
WACO Waco, Tex. — Same.
where
he
is
building
radios
and
antenLAMBERT
PHARMACAL
Co.,
New
York
nas
for
the
Army
Air
Corps.
ACTIONS BY ADM BROAD
(Listerine
assistant Ischief
starts
Billletoothpowder),
Burke Show onon March
146 CBS31 CARL HABBERMAN,
MARCH 19
Louisville,
the enfastations
Sat.
11:30-12
noon.
Agency:
ther ogfinear of WGRC
girl.
Lambert
&
Feasley,
N.
Y.
Raytheon
Mfg.
Co.,
Chicago
—
Placed
CHARLES
RAYBURN,
chief
engineer
in pendingmercial TVfile
application for new com- SEVEN-UP Co., St. Louis, on April 4 KVAK Atchison, Kan., has resigned toof
station.
care for his other business Interests.
Philadelphia
Daily News Inc., Phil- starts
TheWed.
Seven-Up
onAgency:
240 MBSJ. BILLY
adelphia— Same.College,
stations
8:30-9Co.,Show
p.m.
G. PARKER,gine r-an ouncer.former
enWalter Thompson
Chicago.
Isnow In KVAK
the Coast
Iowa State
Ames — Same.
The Crosley Corp., Dayton, O. — Same. KERB GLASS Mfg. Corp., Los Angeles Guard.
CROTTINGER
hasof been
named actACTIONS ON MOTIONS
chief engineer
KANS
(MasonGraeme
jars), Fletcher
on May — 14Newsstartson 8forNBC18 BOB
DICK ingPILANT
is a new
additionWichita
to the
weeks
MARCH 17
Pacific
stations
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
7-7:15
engineering
staff.
LLOYD
PETERSON
1280 kc WGBF Evansville, Ind — On a.m. (PWT). Agency: Raymond R. Mor- has returned to the KANS control room
Commission's
own
motion
postponed
on
parttime
basis.
gan Co., Hollywood.
hearing
BREINES, released from the
set 3-19-45re tolicense
4-10-45.renewal application PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati MARVIN
JoinedYork.theHeengineering
stall
(White
Laundry
soap).
Ivory
Flakes,on Army,
of WNEWhas New
formerly served
Dreft),
on
March
26
starts
Rosemary
with
the
FCC
and with WFBC Green75 CBS stations Mon. thru Frl. 2:15-2:30
v
i
l
e
,
S
.
C.
p.m. Program
on 82 March
NBC sta-30. DOUG SQUIRES, operator of CBK WaApplications
tions 11:15-11:30continues
a.m. through
MARCH 19
Sask., is the father of a girl.
NEW-45.9 me Mid-Coastal Broadcast- Agencies:
Adv., PedlarBenton
& Ryan,& N.Bowles,
Y. Compton trous,
OLDING, regional enghieer of
ing Co., 10,800
Washington,
C. — CP estimated
new FM NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New York NORMAN
the CBC,
Vancouver, has been prostation,
sq. mi.,D.$80,000
mtooted to operations
(bread, 5 crackers.
Shredded
Wheat),
on
cost.NEW-Channel 3 Scripps-Howard Radio March
moved
Montreal. engineer and has
for 52 weeks started Rex Miller
BOB
SANISLO
newPortoperator-announcnews
commentary
on
38
Don
Lee
staInc.,
Pittsburgh—
CP
new
commercial
TV
er withrecently
KONPis released
Angeles,
station ESR 1230.
tions and KTAR Phoenix.
Agency:
Bots- He was
from the Wash.
Coast
NEW-49.9
mc
WSON
Henderson,
Ky.—
fod,
Constantine
&
Gardner,
San
FranGuard.
cisco.
CP
new
FM
station,
7,660
sq.
mi.,
$27,530 estimated cost.
Renewal Accounts
NEW-46.9
mc — Scripps-Howard
Radio LEVER BROS., Cambridge (Lipton's GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
Inc.,
CP estimated
new FM station,
Continental
soup mix),
April (Diamond
Crystal2 renews
Salt, Bakers
8,400
sq.Pittsburgh
mi.,mc$100,000
cost. Ky. 3tea.renews
laate), oGirl
n April
for 52 Chocoweeks
for 52 weeks
Inner onSanctum
NEW-44.9
WHOP
Hopkinsville,
onand 122(SwanCBS soap)
stations
Tues.
9-9:30
p.m.for When tions
—480CPestimated
new FM station,
2,841
sq.
mi.,
$11,Mon. thruMarries
Frl. on5-5:1575 NBC
p.m. staand
on
April
2
renews
cost.
weeksMon.
Bright
Horizon
on 123 a.m.
CBS Flakes),
(for Post'srenews
Raisin Portia
Bran andFacesPost'sLifeBranon
NEW-48.9 mc Milwaukee Broadcasting 52stations
thru
Frl.
11:30-11:45
Co., Milwaukee
— CP names
new ofFMGenevieve
station Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y. Lever 865:30NBCp.m.stations
thru &Frl.Bowles,
5:15amended
to John
include
Agency:Mon.Benton
(Rinso)
on March
26 CBS
for 52stations
weeks N. Y.
S. Nesbit,
Ernest
Roe and W. Bros.
renews
Big
Sister
on
122
Wade
Boardman
in
partnership.
SOUTHERN
SPRING
BED
Co.,
Atlanta
thru
Frl.
and (beds, bedding), on March 27 for 13
NEW-43.9 mc KOMO Seattle— CP new Mon.
(Spry) thru
Aunt Frl.
Jenny12:15-12:30
on 78 CBSp.m.
stations
weeks renews Robert St. John on 20
FM station,
mated cost. 15,326 sq. mi., $154,800 esti- Mon.
a.m.
Ruthrauff
& Ryan,11:45-12
N. Y. noon. Agency: NBC
Agency:stations
TuckerThurs.
Vvayne10:15-10:30
Co., Atlanta.
MARCH 20
1230 kcfrom
WIBX Utica,HoweN. Y.—
Transfer
control
Bowen,
deceased, to EstateScott
ofBowen
ScottasHowe
Bowen
withNEW-49.5
Margaret
P.
executrix.
mc James A. Hardman,
North tion,Adams,
Mass. — CP new FM stacost. 7,752 sq. mi., $42,800 estimated
NEW-46.5
mc
WPAD7,375 Paducah,
Ky.—
CP new FM cost.station,
sq. mi., $24,700
estimated
MARCH 21
Philco Radio & Television Corp., Area
ofw, Philadelphia
— CP andincrease
w to 40
addW3XPA-C-P.
A3 emission
changeCP15 location
for
Also
mod.
for newto
experimental
TV
station
(W3XPR)
increase 15 w to 40 w, add A3 emission
and change mc
location.
WRBL Columbus, Ga.—
CPNEW-43.7
new
FM station,
550
estimated
cost. 20,792 sq. ml., $68,NEW-47.3
mc
Fort
—Donald
CP estimated
newW.FMReynolds,
station,
m%w
CO.
30,650 Smith,
sq. mi., Ark.
$110,600
cost.
MARCH 22
NEW-1340 kc Alabama Broadcasting
QUARTZ OSCILLATORS SINCE 1927
Ala. — License to cover
CPCo., newSylacauga,
station (WFEB).
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adyertising

ARMY COMMISSIOISS
PALEY AS COLONEL
WILLIAM
S. PALEY,
CBS president on leave,
was commissioned
a colonel in the Army on March 13
and assigned to Psychological
Warf a r e Division,
SHAEF, as deputy chief.
hadPrevibeen
chief ofously hethe
radio
section, PWD,
from the time of
i t s organization
in January 1944.
Thetion ofradio
secthe PWD
directs
military
Col. Paley broadcasting to
enemy
and enemy-held
territorv
and coordinates
these activities
w^ith those of such civilian agencies
as OWItion alsoandsupervises
BBC. PWD's
secalliedradio
broadcasting and public address
activities
in the field, including the operation
of Radio Luxembourg, and assists
in rehabilitation broadcasting to
liberated areas.
Overseas since October 1943, Col.
Paley served first in the filediterraneanment theatre
on special
for the OWI.
While inassigntnat
theatre he joined the Psychological
Warfare Branch of SHEAF, supervising its radio activities, including tItalian
he planningbroadcasting
and oro-an-zation
of
the
network.

OWI PACKET, WEEK APRIL 16
Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the weeksuitable
beginning
April 16. OWI
transcriptions
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
and three
on eachof
side
ofimportant
discs. Tellwar your
about them.
Plan 20-second
scheduleschain
for best timing
these
messages.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group NAT.PLANSPOT
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
PLAN
All. KW
Ind. Aft. OI
Ind. Live Trans.
Medical WAG
V-Mail
Dangerous
Stop
WartimePennies
Accidents _
Paper
CarelessSalvage
Talk
OWI Schedule
of War Message
for namesAllocation
and timePlans.
of programs carrying
warSeemessages
under National
Spot and156Network

Lambert on CBS
LAMBERT PHARMACAL Co..
New York, resumes network advertising this week as sponsor of
the Billie Burke Show on 146 CBS
stations Sat., 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon.
Series Toothpowder,
starts March having
31 for been
Listerine
discontinued March 24 on 138 CBS
stations by Servel Inc., New York.
Sinceies.Lambert's
networkdisconserGrand
CentralinlastStation,
tinued on CBS
1940, company
has been using spot radio. Current
schedule includes Quiz of Two Cities, sponsored on 19 stations in 22
markets for Listerine Toothpaste,
and scattered spot announcements,
with no change contemplated at
Acme Changes
Business placed through
AFTER many years of cooperative present.
Lambert & Feasley, New York.
sponsorship
of
both
The
Shadow
[
Biscuit News
Program
was formerly handled for
and Nick Carter, Acme White Lead
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co. Los & Color Works of Detroit, effective Servel by BBDO, New York.
Angeles (crackers, cookies), on April 22 will take over complete
March 26soringstarts
for 26 newscasts
weeks, spon-on sponsorship of the Nick Carter
Larry Smith
show and place it on 113 Mutual
Bradley Joins Grant
3KPPA
Z-Bar KRMB),
Network Mon.,
stations
p.m. EWT. EVERETT
BRADLEY,
formerAdv.,
acFormat Sundays,
is said to5:30-6
be strengthened
Wed.,(KGIR
Fri., stations
count executive
of Compton
10:15-10:30 a.m. (MWT). Firm and new writer is Edith Meiser,
York, has joined Grant Adv.
also sponsors Rex Miller, commen- who once wrote Sherlock Holmes asNewvice-president
in charge of the
tator, on 39 Don Lee Pacific sta- scripts.tions inAcme
will dropContract
participaThe Shadow.
for Chicago office, effective March 31st.
tions, Mon. through Fri., 4:15Howard
Jones,
former
vice-presi52
weeks
was
placed
by
Henri,
4:30 p.m.
(PWT). &Agency
is Botsdent in charge of the Chicago offord,
Constantine
Gardner,
Los Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
fice,
has
been
promoted
viceAngeles.
president in charge of the tocentral
staff
of
Grant
Adv.
Mr.
Bradley
Acquires KGHI 10%
was account executive on the Ivory
Gallaher Appoints Grant
of 10% interest by Soap account at Compton. PreviGALLAHER DRUG Co., Dayton, ACQUISITION
S. C. Vinsonhaler in the licensee
ously he was vice-president of Ped;with outlets in Ohio and Kentucky partnership
lar & Ryan, New York. Mr. Bradof KGHI Little Rock,
has appointed Grant Adv., New
ley in his new capacity will handle
fYork as agency for radio and insti- Ark. tonforand Leonore
$12,000 from
A.
L.
ChilH. Chilton, was Old Dutch Cleanser, Folger Coffee
Current
schedule, whichtutional
gotadvertising.
underWING
way March
by the FCC last week. Mr. and Mars Milky Way.
includes
WCMI
WHIO1, granted
Vinsonhaler is general manager
WHIZ WIZE. Firm uses five, ten of KGHI and was a minor stockminute
and quarter-hour
newsto and
holder severance
in KLRA ofprior
duoGriesedieck Baseball
music programs
from three
six Rock poly
the totwothe Little
WIL St. Louis will broadcast home
stations.
times daily on each station.
games of the Cardinals and Browns
for the 1945 season under sponsorshipery.of Griesedieck
Brothers
Announcer Harry
CarayBrewand
baseball veteran Gabby Street will
describetests. A special
both day
and
night
connetwork comprising
KFRU nibal,
Columbia,
Mo., KHMO
KDRO Sedalia,
KFVS HanCape
Girardeau, WJPF Herrin, IlL, and
WKRO Cairo, 111., will broadcast
the games. Agency: Ruthrauff and
EDDIE KOHN, genial manager of
Ryan.
WFPG,
New
Jersey's
ONLY
Blue
Network
Outlet
will
be gladYEAR
to giveAROUND
you a friendly
tip ontothebevoluminous
amount
of
Horn Promoted
ALL
business
obtained
from
the
Seaboard Area.
CHARLES
W. HORN,
former diFor furf/ier detoi/s on WFPG— wr/fe EDDIE KOHN, ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
rector of research
and development
For further details
on
other
friendly
Group
Stations,
write
of
NBC,
has
been
promoted
to a
JOHN LAUX, Managing Director
captaincy
in the Naval
"THE FRIENDLY GROUP", STEUBENVILLE, OHIO
He is an assistant
to RearReserve.
Adm.
Joseph
director of the
Office ofR. Redman,
Naval Communications.
WSTV WFPG WJPA WKNY
The
promotion
was
pre-dated to
STEUBENVILLE, O., ATL
J,, WASHINGTON, PA
1942, thelected time
Mr. Horn was sefor promotion.
BROADCASTING

John S. Daggett
JOHN S. (Uncle John) DAGGETT, 65 pioneer radio station
manager, died March 14 at Doctor's
Hospital,forLossome
Angeles.
tive in radio
years,InacMr.
Daggett
in
the
early
20's
wasanda
writer-producer,
announcer
entertainer as well as manager of
KHJ Los Angeles. He originated
and broadcast
a daily
Hour
on that station
usingChildren's
name of
Uncle John, which became well
known on the West Coast. Surviving is a son, John S. Daggett Jr.,
of Chicago.

• Broadcast Advertising

Help Wanted
Operator-announcer.
radio-of
telephone license. MustFirst
be class
capable
news
andNBCcommercial
announcing.
For
regional
station
in
western
city
25,000.
Good post-war futiire. Box 932,of
BROADCASTING.
Good combination
with first
license,
toor progressive
take overmanduties
chief class
enlocal 250asSendwatt
station.gine r fMidwest.
Good
salary.
qualifications to Box 218, BROADCASTING.
Midwestern Blue Network outlet desires
services
all-round
announcer. Must
be
acquainted
with transcription
library
operation.
50-hour
week
inmustexcessbe prepared
of Starting
$225.00 topersalary
month.
Applicant
voice transcription and photo submit
on request.
Box
277, BROADCASTING.
Sales
production
manager
with
program
and sales
by California experience
regional networkdesired
station.
Give
complete
qualifications,
personal
history
and
salary
desired.
Answer
Box
387, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
Man
to
serve
as
salesmanannouncer
west coastradioregional
network station.by ifPrevious
experience
unnecessary
education, voice
and
common-sense
okay.
Prefer
World
War
2CASTING.
veteran. Answer Box 388, BROADImmediatechargedandservicemen
futurein announcing,
openings for prodisduction for
and program
departments.
We
are
looking
men
who
desire
to
build
for
postwar
period.
5000-watt
Mutual
affiliate
and
key
station
for
expanding
regional
CASTING. network. Box 394, BROADDischarged
servicemen opportunity.
wanted as radio
salesmen.cellentExceptional
Exdrawing
account
and commission. Also, opening
forstation.
engineer.
5000watt
Rocky
Mountain
Box
395,
BROADCASTING.
Studio e rsrecording
and
transmitter
engifor regional
NBC BROADCASTING.
afliliate. NABET
scale. nReply
Box 420,
Salesman
Man
familiar
with
small
marketwanted.
station
operation
real
understanding
of radio
sales.and Send
record
of
experience,
references
and
photo
first
letter.
Network
station
center Boxof 423,
richest
farm area in west.in
Write
BROADCASTING.
CBS MIDWEST
AFFILIATE
SMALL ANEWS
BUREAU ORGANIZASWENECULEUS INGPECTFOR
DEPARTMENT
EXTO
BE
MIGHTY
IMPORTANT
TO
OUR
STATION
IN
POST
WAR
YEARS.
THIS IS OPPORTUNITY
FOR
AN
EXPERIENCEDNEWS
MAN WHOANDLIVES,
AND SLEEPS
HAS EATS
THE
ENERGY
A ONE-MAN
DEPARTMENT
WILL INGREQUIRE.
DESIRE
A
MAN
AND MUNITY
ABLEAND DEVELOP
TO GO OUTHISIN WILLCOMNEWS
SOURCES
AND ESTABLISH
AS
A NEWSMAN.
BOX 428, HIMSELF
BROADCASTING.
Wanted— pendent
Salesman.
station in Outstanding
middlewest indeseeks
commission
salesman
provedcanability
and integrity.
Right ofman
earn
S10,000-$12,000
a
year.
Send
complete
details first letter, in confidence, to Box
429, BROADCASTING.
Writer with
ability,
experience andadministrative
responsibility.
Assist with
radio
promotion
for service
organization
inING.middlewest.
Box
455, BROADCASTHave an opening for a good announcer
at Utah's
5000 usual
watt Blue
Network affiliate.
Address
tion to KUTA,
Salt necessary
Lake City,informaUtah.
Operator—
First
or
second
class license
required. ditions.
GoodSend qualifications
salary and working
contD WJIM
Lansing, Michigan.
Wanted— Young
lady preferably
with
or equivalent
tojournalism
begin
asfullbackground
typist
andcopywriter.
receptionist
to
work
into
time
Please
send all details WKPT, Kingsport, Tenn.
Wanted — Combination man by network
affiliate.Valley
Chief'sCity,
position
KOVC,
N. D. open. Contact
Engineers
wanted
by newengineers,
250 watt good
station.
Two
transmitter
opportunity
for right
men.
Wire
age,at
license,
experience,
and
draft
status
once.
announcer
WPAG. Chief
Ann Arbor,
Mich. also wanted.
Alaskaing for operator
broadcasting
stationwithhas first
open-or
announcer
second
classWe license.
Starting salary
about
$250.
pay
transportation
Seattle on year contract. Write or from
wire
Edwin A.Wash.
Kraft, 708 American Bldg.,
Seattle,
Wanted
— Continuity
writer.capable
Not forof
spots alone,
but a writer
handling
continuity
department
and
converting
ideas
into
finished
program.
KGNC. AmarUlo, Texas.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
managerdesires
with larger
untisualopporrecI— Classified Advertisements — i Commercial
ord of achievement
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only — Minimum $1.00.
tunity. If youpermanence
have a problem
andflight
can
offer
both
and
top
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
incomeview willopportunity,
a
personal
Interblind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issu-e date. Send box replies
arrange.
All replies confidentibeal. Box 431,
BROADCASTING.
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
First
class
engineer
now
employed
chief engineer
manager
250 wattasas
station.
Wife operator.
withand third
class aofworking
combination
Want
change
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
southern state. Draft exempt. Box 446,to
Broadcasting.
What
do
you
offer
ace
newscaster,
thorTransmitter
engineer
with
first
class
license and at least two years operating and former
oughlyprogram-production
experienced announcer, director,
deferred There's no substitute for experience —
experience.
hour week;
earn- seeking permanency?
fifteen years
of itAnnouncing,
news,
ings $44.00 to40 $46.00
per
weekaverage
depending
Box 452, BROAD- special
programs,
continuity,
CASTING.
onscenery
overtime.
Ideal
location
for
sports,
controls, events,
supervision,
responsibility,
and
and climate. University City of Wanted — Position as radio announcer in restricted
Now managing
local
25,000. SupplyKGVO,
picture,Missoula,
draft status
and Florida. Transcription furnished upon station. Iflicense.
your deal
is really good,
availability.
Montana.
might lars.invest
one toor four
thousand dolPreferfamily,
west
Chief engineer
position
open.monthly,
Forty request. Box 453, BROADCASTING.
married,
draftnorthwest.
unlikely, Agenot 32,a
hours,
fivehalfdayovertime.
week.
$285.00
Producer-program
director
—
10
years
rafloater.
References.
If
you
need a mantime
and
Bulk
of
duties
dio experience,
six onallnetworks.
include maintenance and engineering,
assistant,
or top announcer,
oughly familiar
ofThorpro-to talk aitger or over
thoroughly.
Write Box let's
368,
gramming, with
production, andphases
equipped
chief. Mustnouncerbewhenable
to pinchdemands.
hit as anBROADCASTING.
occasion
Air handle personnel
scientious workerresponsibilities.
with initiative Conand Experienced manager available at once.
mall transcription
of
announcing
in
addition to engineering,
and draft originality. At present
employed
as pro- 19 years of successful, well liked operadata .Pendleton,
KJBS,personal
San Francisco.
ducer-an ouncer atN.change
B. C. keyfor station.
ion as station
manager,
sales manager
Interested
in Box
making
greater and tas
national
sales
representative.
Announcer-newscaster
—
Wanted
by
basic
opportunity.
457,
BROADCASTING.
major network affiliate in northern Experienced sports announcer available Plenty
of
program
experience.
present job no longer exists. Putiire
Steady
New England. Box 459, BROADCAST- on two weeks notice. Baseball play by ofenthusiastic
ING.
worker.
I'm looking
for a
permanent
Job.
42 years
old, employer
married
play
and
rebroadcast,
basketball,
footFirst classgres ive 25engineer
wanted
for
prowith
fine
family.
Present
ball,
boxing.
Straight
sportscast,
inter0
watt
Blue-Mutual
station
knows
of
this
ad.
Reply
Box
463,
v
i
e
w
s
.
4
P
,
29,
married.
6
years
experiinandnortheast
Texas. Send qualifications
ence sportssalary
and staff.
go anywhere.
salary requirements
to Box 466, BROADCASTING.
Minimum
$400 Will
monthly.
Box 458, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Secretary. Radio, advertising, motion
Clears debris,
folSeveral first or second class engineers. Announcer — Experienced production, picturelowsexperience.
through Likes
on details,
Pennsylvania.
needs
of work.
people, flexible
people liketo
advertising.
Excellent
background,
BROADCASTING.Permanent. Box 467, copy
highest
references.
Available
at
once.
her.
New
York
City.
Box
465,
BROADDetails upon request. Write Box 460, CASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Wanted to Buy
Position
or transmitter
ofcomplete
proven ability
and
capable Wanted—
engineer,
southernchief
station.
Preferably
Florida.
Experienced
250
watt
to
50
kw.
oftoManager
taking
charge,
is
prepared
— Controlling interest In local
first letter. Box 458, BROAD- Wanted
discuss a change. Interested only in Details
orCASTING.
regional station. Box 383, BROADdeal whichstandingoffers
realformoney
andgrovrth.
out- CASTING.
opportunity
future
— Interested
changing
netAge 40. Solid background plus \musual Salesmanwork sales
department
or Newforto York
recordtion formakes
a naturaljob.selecstation.Chicago
Especially
qualified
New
a toughthis butmanprofitable
All York,
or
Boston
office
of
na- Wantedtor.—SendFCCcomplete
approved frequency monitional representative. Box 462, BROADreplies confidential.
Interview can be ar- CASTING.
386, BROADCASTING. information. Box
ranged. Box 430, BROADCASTING.
SERVICE

DIRECTORY

•GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Radio EnfinmeHnt CaiuuitoMfa
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Wastilngton, Kansas
D. C.City, Mo.
Hollywood, Cat.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 VermontDistrict
Ave.,1640
Wosh. 5, D. C.
(Subj. to GoT-t tteg.)

MORE RF KIlOWAn HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleons 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

LYNPEL
"A DUpateh from Reufr't"
WKAT
4,h YBAR

SOUND EFFECTS
One
the largest
selections
sound ofeffects
in existence.
MAJORof
RECORDS.WriteRealistic
and
Complete.
for catalog
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
Transcriptions—
Specialized
Recordings
1600 Broadway N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4675

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConstraction
Technical
Maintenance,
Snpervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
Munsey Bldg. DistrictWashington
2292 4, D. C

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
GENNETT*SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrilr
Individual
Sound Contotning
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSOIV
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.

BROADCASTING. Iindilitte
Wantedof ato 250buywatt
— forstation.
cash, any
parts
Pleaseor an-all Iliop
swer to Box 449, BROADCASTING.
$300,000
available
forstation.
outright purchase
ofto operating
radio All
subject iaii
FCC approval.
repliestoSale
kept
dential.
Please answer
Box confl450, i \
BROADCASTING. """I
Requirecons two
300 watt antenna tower beaCASTING.with flashers. Box 456, BROADWanted—
Late modelQuote
Graflex with flash
bulb lens.
attachment.
and
type
KMLB, Monroe,condition
La.
Would
like
to
buy
radio
station,
and
would if possible like to get newspaper
plantern connected
withconsider
it. Prefer
southstates,
but
will
all
replies.
Would
stock or part
interest. consider
Box 468,buying
BROADCASTING.

For Sale
250 watt composite transmitter. F
approved.
selltheimmediately
$2000Coastas £' "
owner
goingWillinto
service.
Amusement,
Latham
SquareWestBuilding,
pr s
Oakland, California.

100- watt
suitable 'Hffied
for
FCC composite
approval. transmitter,
$2,000.00. Regional
rei ijg

250-watt
suitable
for FCC composite
approval transmitter,
$2,600.00. Regional
Radio sales,
231 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwauke , 3, Wise.
250-wattbuilt, fcomposite
transmitter,
just ap-reine condition,
ready Radio
for FCC
proval,
$2,900.00. Regional
Sales3
231
W.
Wisconsin
Ave.,
Milwaukee
Wisconsin.
BUY
No priority. complete
One new with
4 channel
remote
amplified
tubesLeather
and
phones.
Broadcast
standard.
carrying
case.
$350.00.
R.
B.
Glenn,
Saturn St., Los Angeles 35, Calif. i
WAR BONDS
For
sale — Two
Presto
amplifiers.
One EU7
75A BROADCASTING,
Presto recording
recording
turntable.
Box
464,
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Clear Channel
{Continued from page 13)
Spearman, counsel for the Regional
Broadcasters Committee (successor
0 the National Assn. of Regional
Broadcasting Service) developed
hese salient points:
The Commission plans to go
ahead with the May 9 hearings,
regardless
aration. of the state of prepThe FCC plans to inquire closely into clear channel programs.
Financial
heretofore filed withstatements,
the Commission
j on a confidential basis, may be
{thrown open to all parties interj ested in the clear channel hearIings.
The FCC feels the standards of
clear channel broadcasting have
been too lax.
Rosel H. Hyde, assistant general
ounsel for broadcasting, who preided, suggested that attorneys
ould go ahead with preparation for
lay 9 on Issues 4, 6 and 9 on whechr power in excess of 50 kw would
. nfavorably affect the economic
' 1bility
otherinterest;
stations whether
to operateit
the ofpublic
5 economically feasible to relocate
lear channel stations to provide
ervice to areas now without it;
"^hether clear channel stations ren1 ieraiteda program
serviceof"particularly
to the needs
listeners in
aral areas".
Messrs. Caldwell and Spearman
Dntended Issue 6 on relocation of
lear-channel stations couldn't be
etermined until after three engieering committees report their
ndings and new standards are
dopted. "If you're going to sticic
) present standards, there's no
eed of the hearings," said Mr.
pearman.
you're going
lange the "If
standards,
then \\qto
lould have the benefit of the comdttee
studies." said the best data
Mr. Plotkin
Big Movie Fund
HE motion picture "Colonel
limp"
will 29makesupported
its bowby towhat
the
. S. March
probably the largest radio adsrtising budget ever appropriated
f)rding
Brandt's
Gotham Theatre,
acto Buchanan
& Co., New
ork,
agency
handling
radio
prootion of the technicolor English
!m, a United Artists release. With
ore than $10,000 allotted for rao, the agency has contracted for
vo weeks of spot announcements
'•er
six New covering
York stations,
with
)mmercials
period
imediately before
the the
March
29
•emiere and one week thereafter.
;ations
handling
Blimp
spot
an)uncements aae WMCA WNEVV
'HN WINS WQXR WEAF.

on Issue 6 vras the financial infoi'mation filed by stations with the
Commission. "The issue is whether
the data should be made available
to interested groups." That precipitated heated debate with virtual y al of the lawyers insisting
that the FCC obtained financial
statements as confidential information and to make it available would
be to breach a confidence with the
industry.
On appearances, Mr. Hyde told
the lawyers to "file the best you
can".
Mr. Spearmantherequested
that
any information
Commission
has should be made available to all
interested parties, to help them prepare their respective cases.
Nationwide interest has been
manifest in the Regional Broadcasters' Committee
scriptions have and
been voluntary
pouring insub-to
take care of expenses incidental
to the clear-channel hearings, according to Mr. Spearman.
On the committee are Campbell
Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk; Edgar L.
Bill, WMBD Peoria; E. B. Cranev,
KGIR Butte, Mont.; T. A. M.
Craven, Cowles Broadcasting Co.;
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee; John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network; Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC
Memphis.
Members of the various committees set up March 16 [Broadcasting, March 19] and completed last
week, are as follows:
COMMITTEE
Determination
What Constitutes 1,a Satisfactory
Signalof
—information
Edward W. division,
Allen Jr.,chairman;
FCC technical
H. L.
KFI;WJR;George
WGN;
M.Blatterman,
R. Mitchell,
GeorgeLang,Reynolds.
WSM;
A.
D.
Ring,
consulting
engineer,
for CCBS;Guy,William
B. Lodge,
CBS;
Raymond
NBC;
Charles
P. Kocher.
WXYZ;
Grant
R.
Wrathall,
consulting
engineer.
John Barron,
George C. Independents;
Davis G. F. Leydorf,
Philip
Merryman,
Pane! 4; PaulCommittee.
F. Godley, RegionalRTPBBroadcasters
COMMITTEE 2, Determination of
What Constitutes
Objectionable
InterClure
H. Owen,
division,ference—Paul
chairman;
K. FCCJ.A. broadcast
Gardner,
WHAM;
Loyet,
WHO;
D.
Ring;
R.George
J. Rockwell,
the CCBS,
Davis, WLW,
Lynn forSmeby,
Wrathall,C. RTPB
Panel
4; T. A.GrantM.
Craven, Regional Broadcasters CommitCOMMITTEE
Determination
Distances to Which 3. and
Areas Over ofWhich
Variousered—Dr.Signal
Strengths
Are
DelivL.
P.
Wheeler,
chief,
FCC
technical information division, chairman;nate;EdgarGeorgeF. Curran,
Vandivere,KFI;
FCC, George
alterLewis,
WCAU; forR. CCBS;
Morris J.Pierce,
WJR;
A.CBS;D. W.Ring,
W.
Wright,
S. Duttera,
NBC; Stuart
Bailey,
A. Earl CuUum
Jr., Frank
H. Mcintosh,
RTPB Panel
4; Dr. G.Committee.
W. Pickard, Regional Broadcasters
COMMITTEE 4, Postcard or Similar
Surveys
W. Smythe,
chief,
FCCG.
economics— Dallas
division,
chairman;
LouisJohn
Paul
Loyet,Paul
forF. CCBS;
K.Caldwell,
Churchill,
CBS;
Peter,
NAB;
Philip Merryman,
NBC; D.Howard
Frazier,
RTPB
4; Paul
P. Spearman,
RegionalPanel
Broadcasters
Committee.

DUQUESNE BREWING
WON'T RELINQUISH
FOR NETWORK
CLIENT,
Leonard Kapner,
WCAE
THE SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngiaeen
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National PreM Bldg^ Waah^ D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VICTORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

lo Engineering Consultant
Frequency Monitoring
I
Cemmercifll
HadioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International Building,
•e 321
Gregoryof Boulevard,
Mo.
CrossE. Roads
the World, Kansas
Hollywood,City,Calif.

seJtvice
Exact Measurements ' of any lime
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting
Radio Engineers
in Broadcast and
Specializing
Allocation Engineering
Eorle Bu-ilding, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earie BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C

F rank H. A4c[ntosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
Shoreham BIdg.
ME. 4477
^Vashington, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat'l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 5880

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.
HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Nat'lRoomPress892
BIdg. Wash.
NA. 4,7846D. C.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
IhfTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4-100
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M'DONALD DEMANDS SECRET
DATA BE MADE PUBLIC
COMDR. E. F. McDonald Jr., president, Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, Friday wired FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter, urging that unclassified
testimony given by industry experts at a secret
session with military officials March 12-13, be
made public [Broadcasting, March 19].
He included copy of a wire he sent to the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee and
House Merchant Marine & Fisheries Committee, urging retention of FM in its present band
and suggesting that Congress note the testimony of the secret sessions, particularly of
Dr. J. H. Dellinger, Dr. H. H. Beverage and
Dr. H. T. Stetson.
CBS ANNUAL REPORT
STRESSES VIDEO STAND
SECRET electronic work performed by CBS
television laboratories for the government since
outbreak of the war has convinced the network
"that postwar television could emerge at a
much higher level than its prewar freeze,"
Paul W. Kesten, executive vice-president, instockholders
in the company's annual formed
reportCBSissued
Saturday.
Consolidated income statement shows a net
income after taxes of $4,678,361 for 1944 compared to $4,535,941 in 1943. The 1944 gross
was $84,905,830; 1943 gross was $75,166,440.
WOR MEN CITED
TWO former WOR employes have been cited
for outstanding performances in armed services. Lt. Jerry A. Danzig, USNR, ex-publicity
director, was awarded bronze star and citation
by Adm. Harold Stark, Commander, U. S.
Naval Forces in Europe, for "meritorious perduring invasion
of France,
June 6,
1944. S/Sgt.formance"Robert
Barkey,
WOR engineer
before entering Army, won a certificate of
merit from Gen. Ewart G. Plank, for "conspicuously meritorious and outstanding performance of military duty in the European
theatre"
by "contributing
settingin upconnection
a radio
transmitter
and antenna tosights
with military operations against an enemy of
the United States."
VETS TO TOUR FOR BONDS
TO PROMOTE the forthcoming Seventh War
Loan Drive, the Treasury Dept. in conjunction
with the Army Ground Forces has arranged
for a nationwide tour of some 600 cities by
groups of 24-29 infantrymen constituting an
overall force of 1,100 combat veterans fresh
from overseas service who will recreate and
demonstrate actual battle conditions. Titled
"Here's
Infantry", theof groups
available Your
for presentation
programswilloverbe
local stations.
ULMER WOULD OV/N KGKB
JAMES G. ULMER, majority stockholder of
East Texas Broadcasting Co., licensee of
KGKB Tyler, Tex., would purchase stock of
minority interests (36 shares) for $25 per
share and become licensee as individual, under
petition
FCC Friday for voluntai-y
assignmentfiledofwith
license.
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PA, HUBBARD GIVE VIEWS
ON STATE NEWS COVERAGE
PLANS of Stanley E. Hubbard, president,
KSTP St. Paul, to revive Radio News Assn.,
precursor of wire service coverage for radio,
have elicited from Oliver Gramling, PA assistant general manager, statement that the St.
Paul broadcaster does not understand PA opei-ations.
Mr. Hubbard announced last week that RNA
now is serving, through string correspondents,
most stations in Minnesota "because we are
unable to get complete coverage from Associated Press." PAsaidis subsidiary
Mr. Gramling
Friday thatofMr.latter.
Hubbard
sought from AP specific item out of State Legislature upon which AP state house correspondent had not yet reported. "No question of facilities was involved," he added. Mr. Hubbard
countered,
"Radiofortoday,
in proportion,
is paying more money
Associated
Press than
the
papers
themselves."
Mr. Hubbard
had contended that newspapers
were getting protection from wire iservice on
exclusives
developing
in Capital and outstate
areas.
WPB NEW STATIONS POLICY
WILL HARMONIZE WITH FCC
NEW CRITERIA to be used by the WPB
Radio & Radar Division for passing on applications for construction of new standard broadcast stations, harmonizing policy with the FCC
freeze order of Jan. 16, 1945, were adopted
over the weekend. Conflicts between Construction Bureau and R&R Division are intended
to be resolved by new standards.
Henceforth WPB will consider only those
applications (1) from locations not now receiving primary service from existing stations and (2) which can show that equipment
has been or can be obtained without placing
any load on production facilities. Requests for
stations in military areas must be supported
by the War or Navy Depts.
DEMILLE APPEALS DECISION
UPHOLDING AFRA ACTION
CECIL B. DEMILLE is appealing to the State
Supreme Court Los Angeles Superior Court's
judgment for AFRA in his fight against paying
a $1 union fee which he said was for political
purposes. Judge Emmet H. Wilson last January upheld APRA's right to suspend DeMille
and prevent his appearing as director-producermc of CBS Lux Radio Theatre at a reported
$2,050 weekly.
REICHOLD CHANGES FORMAT
AT THE conclusion of the regular Detroit
Symphony Orchestra season April 7, Reichold
Chemicals, Detroit, will cut its Saturday night
Mutual hour to a half-hour program featuring Detroit Symphony and guest artists from
the American republics. Agency: Grant Adv.
TRUMAN NAMED IN CANADA
A. W. TRUMAN, superintendent of schools for
New Brunswick, has been named to serve three
years onnadian
nine-man
BroadcastingBoard
Corp.of Governors of Ca-

Business Briefly
(Continued from page 4)
General Foods program in that period, will be
discontinued. Ford drops Stars of the Future
on 480 Blue stations, Friday, 8-8:30 p.m.
NEW CAMPBELL SHOW • Sponsorship of
Moore and Durante show on 133 CBS stations,
Friday, 10-10:30 p.m. will be taken over April
6 by Campbell Soup Co., giving it three proon CBS.
changes but
haveJackbeenCarson
indicatedgramson the
otherNoprograms
show comes up for renewal in May.
FORM VIDEO UNIT • Leslie Charteris, author of "The Saint" mystery stories and radio!
scripts, and Anson Bond, producer of training films for the armed services, have formed
Bond-Charteris Enterprises, Hollywood, to
produce movies for television.
P & G DROPS TAKES
'PLAYHOUSE';
SWEETHEART
TIME
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., March 30 drops
Star Playhouse for Dreft and Crisco on 74
NBC stations Mon.-Fri., 11:30-11:45 a.m. Two
weeks later, beginning April 16, time has been
reserved through Duane Jones Co., for new
Manhattan Soap Co. program (Sweetheart).
secured beginning
Mon.-Fri., April
10:45-2
11 Procter
a.m. on &74 Gamble
NBC stations,
for Joyce Jordan, second former General Foods
serial recently acquired by soap firm. Crisco will
be promoted in East through Compton Adv.;
Dreft in West through Dancer-FitzgeraldSample. With Road of Life shifting April 16
from 11-11:15 a.m. to 10:30-10:45 a.m. on NBC,
P & G will have the earlier continuous halfhour requested on NBC. Seven Pacific coast and
six Arizona NBC stations, unable to clear 10:30
a.m. spot, will record serial and broadcast locally 11-11:15 a.m. Agency is Compton Adv.,
product, Duz.
People
GWENDOLYN SCHRYVER, member of WJR
Detroittion sales
commercialdepartment,
editor. has been named staGEORGE GRIM leaves this week for Italy as
war correspondent for five stations owned by
Cowles brothers. He leaves post as radio promotion director of Cowles paper, Minneapolis
Star Journal, for assignment.
M/SGT. ALVIN JOSEPHY, USMC combat
correspondent who participated in Iwo Jima
action, and others, back in U. S. He is former
special eventer for OWI and WOR Mutual.
ARTHUR SIMON, formerly general manager,
WPEN
to join WIND
Chicago Philadelphia,
as promotion scheduled
chief.
LEO J. FITZPATRICK, general manager,;
WJR
Detroit, named campaign chairman toi
Fund.Detroit
the
Catholic Archdiocesan Development
1ST. LT. GEORGE F. PUTNAM, USMC offiSpecial
the Corps, back in
U. S.cer with
after
SouthServices
Pacific oftour.
CAPT. MELVIN
announcer of WLW MAGINN,
Cincinnati,former
where chief
he was
known
as
Peter
Grant,
broke
a
finger
in
a
baseball game in Oahu, Hawaii.
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ADVERTISING

MUST

PACE PROGRESS
Diogenes must have smiled when, in 1911, farsighted
advertising men endorsed the Model Statute framed by
Printers' ledInk.toSubsequently
adopted ofby'Better
25 states,
this
Statute
the establishment
Business
Bureaus throughout the country, and pioneered censorship from within the advertising business. More than
this, bydence imaking
Truthwasa established,
selling standard,
confin advertising
and thepublic
upgrading
of advertised products stimulated.

ANY PERSON, FIRM, CORPORATION OR ASSOCIATION WHO,
WITH INTENT TO SELL OR IN ANYWISE DISPOSE OF
MERCHANDISE, SECURITIES, SERVICE OR ANYTHING OFFERED
BY SUCH PERSON, FIRM, CORPORATION OR ASSOCIATION
. . . MAKES, PUBLISHES, DISSEMINATES, CIRCULATES, OR
PLACES BEFORE THE PUBLIC ... IN A NEWSPAPER OR
OTHER PUBLICATION . .'.AN ADVERTISEMENT OF ANY SORT
. . . WHICH CONTAINS ANY ASSERTION, REPRESENTATION
OR STATEMENT OF FACT WHICH IS UNTRUE, DECEPTIVE
OR MISLEADING, SHALL BE GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR.

I n the
STKIBUTION
Advertising

Must

Advertising has a man-sized job to do in the Distribution
Decade! After peace, in order to prevent an economic
depression, our nation must consume at least 40% more
than in the pre-v^^ar era.
Money, manufacturing facilities, manpower and materials will be abundant. With Advertising functioning at
its unhampered best, the big task of rapid, efficient, eco-

Continue

DECADE

To Inspire Confidence!

nomical distribution can be done! But in the doing.
Advertising must zealously guard its established standards of integrity, for to be effective, Advertising must
inspire confidence!
At The Nation's Station, we will be striving to elevate
still further in the Distribution Decade, those high standards of honesty in advertising long advocated by WLW.

WLW
DIVISION or THE CKOSICY CORPORATION
THE

NATION'S

MOST

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

RCA Laboratories model with an 18- by 24-inch screen showing how Bob Hope may appear on home telcvisii

Mew

Projection

Television

Can you picture Bob Hope on television . . .
seeing his face hig as Zi/e— right in your own
living room?
Well, you will— for now, thanks to RCA research, al limitations on the size of home television screens have been removed.
RCA Projection Television sets can have 18by 24-inch pictures or, for that matter, pictures
as large as the screen in a motion picture theater!
When you tune in an NBC television broadcast youll almost think the actors are in the same
room vdth you.
And trust NBC, America's No. 1 Network in
sound broadcasting today, to bring you the best
in home television entertainment tomorrow.

the future

- Bob Hope's faee'big as life
This revolutionary improvement in television
was achieved in RCA Laboratories by development ofan entirely new reflector and lens, shown
in phantom above. This lens, made of inexpensive
plastic, is eight times as efficient for the purpose
as the finest optical lens.
When you buy an RCA radio, phonograph or
television receiver— or any other RCA product—
you receive the benefit of the latest research development ofRCA Laboratories. It is this plus
value which is your assurance of lasting satisfaction.
The public recognition of this plus value has
given to RCA world leadership in the radio,
phonographic, television and electronic art.
RADIO

CORPORATION

PIONEERS

IN

Dr. D. W. Epstein with a projectio
television tube, reflector and len
unit. Here the image on the end
the tube hits the reflector, is co
rected by the lens, projected to th
screen, then enlarged . . . mak
possible
and clearer
than had larger
ever existed
before.televisjo
of AMERICA
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They are headed
for star heights as WOR's.
man and wife
team in "Breakfast
With Dorothy and Dick"

KILGALLEN

and

BECAUSE EVEN RADio's magic Can create them only
infrequently, a hit man and wife team is a station's
and a sponsor's dream
WOR sincerely believes that it has struck this
bonanza in Dorothy Kilgallen and Dick Kollmar; or,
Mr. and Mrs. Kollmar.
Why?
1 . Because theirs is a delightful new WOR morning show that's as homey as a front porch rocker,
smart as a new Spring bonnet. It stars two people who
make news on an intimate, ad-libbed-from-home
program that makes sales.
2. Because it's deliberately slotted at 8: 15 AM to
inherit the audience of New York's most popular local
morning programming, including WOR's 8:00 AM
news. New York's most listened-to daytime news
strip, which is heard in more than 300,000 homes
every day.
member MUTUAL

KOLLMAR
3. Because approximately 1,000,000 employed
women who have no opportunity to listen between
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM, are e.xposed to "Breakfast
With Dorothy and Dick"
4. Because Dorothy and Dick are wise in the
audience-attracting gimmicks of the radio, newspaper and theatre worlds.
Ask WOR to tell you more about "Breakfast With
Dorothy and Dick". Do it now. Here's a show that's
going to be filled fast. It's in giltedge time; it's priced
right; it's a proven, sales-tested formula.
that power-full
station

WOR

at 1440 Broadway, in New York

VOICE

of

a

FRIE

Inspiring
Listener-Confidence
Martho Crane, above, has been
with WLS since 1928; as a housewife and mother, she knows the
problems of her listeners. Her
friendly help is responsible for
much of the large volume of audience mail received consistently by
WLS Feature Foods.
An ideal teammate for Martha
is Helen Joyce, right, with WLS
ity interests are all refle
her splendid air personal
and Martha together ma
hops the most effective fc
ing team in America.

WLS Feature Foods takes
particular pride in the recent dinner honoring Martha and Helen on their program's tenthfoodmen
anniversary.
650 grocers,
and
advertisers attended with
their wives, showing the
reiailer's
confidence
in WLS
and
Martha
and Helen.

in Every Message

MARTHA CRANE and Helen Joyce have
been talking to the WLS audience for ten
years now, six mornings a week (ever since WLS
Feature Foods went on the air in 1935). In addition, they have met and talked personally with
over 100,000 women at club meetings in the
Chicago area. Naturally, then, Martha and Helen
speak as old friends, welcome friends who come
to help in the housewife's many difficult situations.
Martha and Helen thus typify the WLS operation: announcers, singers, newsmen, musicians,
farm editors: they're all accepted as friends.
Which makes WLS itself speak as The Voice of
a Friend. Friendship rests on mutual confidence.
Confidence generates response. Response equals
results for the advertisers who use WLS — The
Voice of a Friend in Midwest America.

8 90 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
REPRESENTED BY
John Blair & Company
MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS'
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Business Briefly
PINAUD SPONSORS SHOW • Pinaud Inc.,
international Communications merger hearNew York, advertising new perfume, Lilianelings. Room 357, Senate Office Bldg., le, will sponsor Musical Bouquet, starting April
22, 4-4:30 p.m. over WJZ New York, WLS
10:30 a.m., April 3.
Chicago and four American Broadcasting Co.
NAB District 8 meeting, Detroit, Book(Blue) Pacific coast outlets. Packaged by MilCadillac Hotel, April 2-3.
dred Fenton Productions, New York, the program was handled by Dorland International,
Pettingill & Fenton, New York.

BROADMSTI
II
lAAAAnAAA/VWmAfW'
Closed

Circuit

WILLIAM HILLMAN, topflight news commentator and Washington correspondent, will
move from Blue to Mutual (and probably
with added functions). Mr. Hillman continues
as Washington head of Crowell-Collier.
BLUE, BY THE WAY, or American Broadcasting Co. as it now chooses to be identified,
this week will announce opening of new Washi n g t o n headquarters. [Closed Circuit,
Mar. 19]. Most prominently mentioned for
Capital assignment (mayhap as vice-president) :Donald Withycomb, chief of network
International Division, former NBC station
relations manager. K. H. Berkeley will continue as general manager of WMAL, Washing Blue outlet, owned by Evening Star.
FRANK E. MASON, former vice-president of
NBC in charge of public relations and executive assistant to the late Secretary of the Navy
Knox, has retired from the Navy Dept. post
and resigned from NBC. Future plans? Probably still radio.
LOOK FOR FULL vindication of Andrea and
Stefano Luotto, of New York and Chicago,
who figured prominently in foreign-language
angle of House Select Committee investigation. For a time, Stefano was barred from air
because of allegations by OWI and FCC, who
charged Fascist sympathies. Documents which
have come to light will clear brothers of even
remote support of Mussolini philosophies, and
embarrass no few Government officials.
PEW IN BROADCASTING circles may recall
that Col. Melvin H. Purvis, former crack FBI
agent who captured John Dillinger, and is now
tracing down Nazi war criminals, is part
owner and president of WOLS Florence, S. C.
BEFORE FINAL NATIONAL policy on television is determined, FCC will hold hearing on
program plans, financial backing and service
proposals of prospective telecasters. Closely
studied will be motives of movie industry —
vsrhether it intends to do constructive competitive job or peddle second-hand film in effort to
suppress potential competitor.
YOU CAN EXPECT ORDER this week by
NLRB directing NBC and ABC-Blue to commence negotiations with NABET in accordance with Board's certification of union as bargaining unit for platter turners. Petrillo
(AFM) counsel can be expected to intervene.
ADD BIDDERS for CBS' WBT Charlotte:
J. Lindsay Nunn and his son, Maj. Gilmore
Nunn— WLAP WBIR WCMI KFDA.
NOW THAT WOV purchase deal by Mester
Bros, from Arde Bulova has been spiked by
FCC, don't be surprised if Bulova 80% majority interest goes to Marshall Field (publisher, Chicago Sun, New York's PM) and
broadcaster (WJJD Chicago, WSAI Cincinnati). And for more than $300,000 Mester
offer.
Page 4 • April 2, 1945

Bulletins
NABET will file 30-day strike notice today
(Monday) with Secretary of Labor in dispute
with WFBR Baltimore over questions of
wages,
overtime,
retroactivity.
Technicians
votedholiday
action pay,
late andFriday.
AMERICAN BROADCASTING Co., which on
June 15 officially replaces the Blue Network
appellation, would like to acquire the WABC
(New York) call from CBS, has offered latter
the WCBS call, now used by Blue affiliate,
Springfield, 111. CBS has evinced no interest in
trade. NBC has rights to the call WNBC.
LESLIE C. JOHNSON, general manager,
WHBF Rock Island, was re-elected director
from NAB District 9, meeting in Chicago late
Friday, (See earlier story, P. 83.)
* * *
WNEW New York hopes to move into new
quarters at 565 Fifth Ave. at 46th St., formerly the S. W. Strauss Bldg., early next year
or as soon as it can complete remodeling of
second and third floors to include studios and
offices. Planned costs: $300,000 for 10 studios.
WNEW has signed 10-year lease with Atlantic
Coast Network which has acquired half of stock
in Fifth-Forty-Sixth Corp.
UNITED BROADCASTING Co., licensee of
WHKC Columbus, WHK Cleveland and
WHKK Akron, last Friday filed applications
with the FCC for a Channel 4 commercial television station in Columbus, a Channel 5 outlet
for Akron and a new FM station on 47.1 mc
with 4,500 square miles coverage for Akron.
Estimated cost of FM outlet is $53,000.
RHETORICAL REPARTEE
UPON his appointment to the FCC,
Charles R. Denny Jr., erstwhile general
counsel, received an epistle from Paul W.
Kesten, CBS executive vice-president.
By reading every other line, he found he
was being congratulated Then: from
Denny to Kesten a letter typed upsidedown and backwards. From K to D a
reply
species.
From ofD totheK hold-to-the-mirror
a retort in hieroglyphics
from
Tut's era into
said toSanskrit.
be in Serbian
tongueKingtranslated
(At
Deadline, Kesten not heard from.)

MEM ADDS STATIONS • Mem Co., New
York, will
aboutcampaign
25 stations
to 12 nowMemincluded in itsadd spot
advertising
toiletries.
Agency
is
Theodore
J. Funt Co.,
New York.
TWO FORD
SHOWS
• Fordbeginning
Motor Co.,April
spon-8
soring the Ford
Program
on 148 NBC stations Sundays 2-2:30 p.m., will
continue Stars of the Future on the Blue Fridays through June 8, date contract expires.
Original plans were to discontinue Blue show
April 6. Blue held Ford to contract.
HOUSEHOLD HINT SHOW • L. Fish Furniture Co., Chicago, begins sponsorship April 2
for 26 weeks of quarter-hour, thrice-weekly,
household hint show Your Next Door Neighbor,
on WAAF Chicago. Estelle Finkel, formerly
director boofygan, isconductor
women's activities
Sheunder nameat WHBL
Judy Logan.
Contract placed direct.
KRANKS
dated RoyalSHAVE
Chemical CONTRACT
Corp., Chicago,• ConsoliApril 2
begins 52 weeks sponsorship of Fulton Lewis
jr. on WGN Chicago, 10:45-11 p.m. (CWT)
for
Shave Cream. Agency, Russel M.;, j
SeedsKranks
Co., Chicago.
BENNETT GOSSIP • The American Broad^j
castingnett,Co.1:15-1:30
(Blue)
14 adds
p.m. May
5 times
weeklyConnie
to listBen-of
cooperative programs, with Hollywood and
Broadway chatter. Mystery Chef, now on spot.i
will go off Blue, probably to another net. [
CAIN'S BUYS WESTERN SHOW • Cain's
Coffee Co., Oklahoma City, April 2 begins sponsorship of Sage Brush Serenade, five times
weekly transcribed western melodies on WKY|
Oklahoma City. Agency is Ray K. Glenn.
DEPARTMENT STORE TIME • Halliburton's Oklahoma City, April 2 begins sponsoring Love Notes
times weekly on WKYi
Oklahoma
City forthree
13 weeks.
RAILROAD
BUYS R.R.
WAKER
UPPER • B&M.
Boston and Maine
is sponsoring
Waker Upper Show 7-7:15 a.m., MondayI ^
through Saturday, on WNAC Boston and the
Yankee Network. Show features Verne Wil-I
liamser andgiving
temperature,
time and tide, weathname
singers
is HaroldtopCabot
Co.,
Boston.and bands. Agency
BROADCASTING
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50«/o OF THE SALES kUi
MADE OUTSIDE*

^Half of oli the retail sales on the Pacific Coast are
made OUTSIDE the counties in which Los Angeles,

on the Pacific Coast, too!

San Francisco, San Diego, Oakland, Portland, Seattle
and Spokane are located

If you think nylons are hard to get, try getting complete radio
coverage on the Pacific Coast without Don Lee. It can't be
done — for while aH 4 networks cover the"inside market/'only
Don Lee completely covers the"outside market" (where half
the retail sales are made).
Most markets on the Pacific Coast are surrounded by mountains 5,000 to 15,000 feet high and the long-range broadcasting
of other networks doesn't work. Don Lee, however, with 38
local stations, broadcasts from within each of these mountainsurrounded markets.

A special Hooper coincidental telephone survey of 276,019
calls (largest ever made on the Pacific Coast) showed 60 to
100% of "outside" listeners tuned to Don Lee stations.
How about"inside coverage?" According to regular Hooper
reports, during the past year all of the shows that switched
from any of the other 3 networks to Don Lee received higher
Hooper ratings within 13 weeks!
You'll have to wait for nylons — but you don't have to wait
for complete Pacific Coast radio coverage. Buy Don Lee, the
only network that delivers both markets of the Pacific Coast!

%e Orations Qreatest Regional ^Network
DON

LEE

THOMAS s. LEE, President
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Vice-Pres.& Gen. Mgr.
5515 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38,CAL.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.
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NEW

JERSEY'S

BEST

RADIO

BUY"

"The

Voice

of St. Louis" speaks

for both..

NEWS-MINDED

LiSTENERS-

SALES-MINDED

SPONSORS

WITH history-making events sweeping to
the forefront of broadcasting attention
in this mid-Mississippi Valley region, listeners are today relying more than ever on
KMOX and its newscasts.
Sales-minded sponsors like them, too.
Here's why this dual preference prevails:
The man behind it all is tall, news-wise
Guy Runnion, veteran of a dozen years as
radio editor, newscaster, reporter and columnist. As KMOX news chief, aided by eight
reportorial veterans, he skillfully assembles
the daily procession of world news gathered
by the two major press associations and by
CBS correspondents scattered around the
globe into newscasts that win the attention
of radio listeners throughout the midMississippi Valley. (And listener preference
for KMOX is typically reflected in the popularity of Headline Highlights, noontime
round-up which, says the last Hooper report,

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

has a 9.1 rating in St. Louis ... equal to that
of all three network competitors combined.)
Sponsor preference for KMOX is equally
reflected by its list of long-term advertisers.
Manhattan Soap Company, Griffin Manufacturing Company, Peter Paul, Inc. are all
using KMOX news broadcasts for the fifth
consecutive year. Planters Nut & Chocolate
Company is now well into its third year.
KMOX news periods aren't often open for
new advertisers. The old ones hold on, happy
with the selling job KMOX and its brand of
news reporting does for them. But today
there's opportunity for two newcomers to
join the old guard of satisfied KMOX news
sponsors. For more details, call us or
Radio Sales.

800
STRAIGHT
PROGRAMS
ONWWDC!

Feature
of
NEVILLE MILLER, former NAB
president and for nearly a year
with United Nations Relief
& Rehabilitation Administration
(UNRRA) in the Balkan theatre,
is returning home. On March 15
he reported he had finished his mission in Cairo,
Egypt — and would be
returning
shortly.
The last official photograph of
Mr. Miller, who served as NAB
chief executive from 1938 until
1944, appears herewith. It was taken in fronthe ofwrote
King March
Tut's tomb.
When
15 Mr.
Miller had just returned from eight
days in Athens. He left Washington
last July as second man in the
Balkan Mission.
"Administering relief in the Balkans is no Community Chest affair," said themayor
formerof NAB
head
and erstwhile
Louisville.
"Factions
contending
for
postwar
control have been playing the game
for keeps
duringto German
tion and intend
continue. occupa"I recently spoke before the Rotary Club (of Cairo)," Mr. Miller
reported. "While standing in a drugSellers

the

Week

store tookrecently,
me for thea British
clerk, sosoldier
I mustmis-be
acquiring a native appearance. I
had better be getting home."

of Sales
His forms include an original
a letterof schedule describing the announcewent outbefortoe almos
D-Dayt, half
A WEEK
ons in the country
the stati
ments, adjacencies, etc.; spot radio change form; uniform affidavit
broadcasting Col- discrepancy
whonoliwere
eet
form. These include
ve-P
Super Suds
gate-Pah
announcements. Over the signature colored copies for station's representative, advertiser, and agency
of Richard C. Grahl, in charge of
departments. But these cover only
timebuying activities for the Wil- half
the picture.
liamgaveEsty Co., Newons York, the letDick has a master control at his
ter the stati carte blanche
so that he can tell at a glance
to rearrange and cancel, if necess- elbow
the schedules on each station, when
announce
C-P-ofP invas
sary, allnews
ion ment
broke. they expire, reinstatements, etc.
when the
He has compiled a data book with
Theing efficiency,
and timCrosby Shoes, part of the
with which dispatch,
the matter
was latest audience figures. He has
John Irving shoe chain, has handled is indicative of the way made unusually interesting use of
the
Broadcasting
used WWDC in Washington
Yearbook,
coding
eDick
r a t e s.Grahl
Dick isop-a
exclusively for 800 consecueach
station
with the
"clean
desk"
man.
account running on
tive programs.
He has set up in the
it so that if he has
past two years a
They do a tremendous re- streamlined
method
to get out a general
tail business.
mailing
to each staof handling
spot not
radio data that
tion carrying, for exIt's retail experience like only enables him to
ample,
the Super a
Suds business,
this that many time buyers keep finger-tip tabs
stenographer
can get
use as their buying guide. In on the many and
letters out in a matspotrunning,
schedthe retail business advertis- variedules he has
ter of hours with the
coded list in the
but leaves him time
ing either sells or it doesn't.
Yearbook before her.
to devote to client
A native of St.
There's every indication service, analysis of
WmiNGTON
that WWDC meets this rigid market and distribuLouis, Dick went to
work for the Amerretail requirement.
tion
data,
and
perDELAWARE
ican Mfg. Co. after
sonal discussions
attending St. Louis
with station men.
College.
He
later
NBC Basic Station
He buys time for SuDICK
joined the Poster
per Suds (one of the
Co. He came to William
largest spot accounts on the air), Selling
in 1942 after seven years at
Baume Bengue, Hinds Honey & Al- Esty
WWDC
New York.
mond Cream, Piel Bros, beer, and R. McCann-Erickson,
cnnn day
watts
He
is chairman of the Media
J Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel
vUUU
and n/gM
the big sales result
Men's
Assn.
of
New
York. His precigarettes and Prince Albert SmokRepresented
by
war hobby was golf. Now its farming
Tobacco).
station in Washington, D. C. Dick has devised a series of siming. Ruddy-complexioned, affable,
plified business forms that enable Dick, a denizen of Bronxville, apRAYMER
pears to be in his middle thirties.
him to delegate much of the routine
Represented nationally by
He
has
a
21-year-old-daughter.
WEED & COMPANY
paper wgrk.
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...WMAQ

' " "
'
nn
FIRST in CHICAGO

'l watte
'
I'^fl.Onfl
NBC SPOT
^ Sfllt ,j
1^^^fcy^^

at 11:00

PM

The Bond Clothes Company, manufacturers and
retailers of popular priced clothes, wanted to
reach the vast Chicagoland market with a message about the value and quality of their wearing
apparel. They wanted to reach the 2,855,700 families in this area who spend over $3,500,000,000
annually.
Bond Clothes, being astute advertisers, checked
the listening habits of the late evening radio
audience to discover what station would give
them the largest possible audience. The result —
WMAQ — the Chicago station most people listen
to most. Bond sponsors Don Elder with up-tothe-minute news from 11:00 to 11:15 at night,
Monday through Sunday.
WMAQ — morning, noon and night — reaches
the people who listen and buy. Information concerning time availabilities furnished upon request.

The Chicago station most people listen to most
670
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SMILE

2

STON

-WAY

BIRTHDAYS

1945 — 25th Anniversary

of Radio

1945— 15th Anniversary of the world's
oldest continuous breakfast hour program . •

''THE EARLY
BIRDS"
This is a most significant year in radio BIRDS. Not only first in this field, but
. . . with intensified realization and we were also first to employ a regular
special importance to us and to the staff orchestra for such a show.
legions of listeners in our coverage
Multiplied thousands of listeners in
area. Radio's oldest continuous daily every part of the Southwest listen
morning live talent program . . . our religiously (and hilariously!) to the
famous EARLY BIRDS, celebrated its EARLY BIRDS as they cavort, caper
1 5 th Anniversary on March 31.
on under the lead of the inAway back in 1922, when people and carry imitable
Jimmie Jefferies, original
didn't
listen
much
to
whatever
might
come over the air and from their old EMCEE who is still on the job in more
ways than one. It has long been
loud speakers, we came to the conclu- BIG
sion that they would listen regularly if as much a part of the morning down
they heard something that would help here as eating breakfast. The program
give their days a cheery beginning. So, is an institution that continues to win
and grow in tradition. In
we then became pioneers in "big time" appreciation
programs around the breakfast hour. these fifteen years of mirth, melanges
Listeners liked us. And from those and melody, it clicked and continues
fledgling days there was born the now to do so. Anything's liable to happen
top-ranking program of the EARLY on this show (and does!).

THE EARLY BIRDS
At the top — Jimmie Jefferies, original MC, sfill on the
job making every day a "mirthday."
'Af
The Cass County
Kids, popular
ihe thecost;bottom
and —sandwiched
in between,
photos unit
of theof
tar\y Bird ensemble, and the lighting of the candles
on the birthday cake.

WFAA

VaiCcu^

Martin Campbell, General Mgr. Ralph Nimmons and Ray Collins, Asst. Mgrs.
NBC and TEXAS
QUALITY
NETWORK AFFILIATES
820 KC . . . . . 50.000 WATTS
"A Nationally Cleared Channel Station"

^^Qnit
Why

saying
didn't

yon
yon

^thought%
call

F

&

P,

Thistlewaite
and

C Gosh! — maybe even we wouldn't have known!
But whatever you want to know about spot
broadcasting, it's a cinch that F&P either knows
it now, or can quickly find it for you!
Give us a ring — anytime!

FREE
&
Pioneer Radio

PETERS,
mc.
Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

III
CHICAGO: i8o N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave.,_ SAN FRANCISCO:
Sutter 4353
Franklin 6373
, Plaza 5-4130
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KANSAS
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WAVE
.......
LOUISVILLE
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WMBO
KSD
ST.
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i
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DAVENPORT
KMA
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DES MOINES
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WCBM
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RALEIGH
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ROANOKE
KEEW
BROWNSVUU^
„„ > . .SOUTHWEST
%
59?,„
ALBUQUERQUE
KXY2
HOUSTON
. . CORPUS
CHRISTI
CITI
KTUL .....
. OKLAHOMA TULSA
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and WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
Inc.
f„JMN

HOLLYWOOD: 6531 HoUywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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FCC
Begins
New
Station -Scrutiny
Policy
FCC placed 17 more stations on Commission is pursuing the new
charge of station relaWOV, WOKO Hit; temporary license to May 1, pre- policy enunciated by Chairman presidenttions,in"and/or
Francke Pickard,
sumably for similar reasons. Also Porter in his March 12 address be- his wife," from approximately
Oct.
77 Renewals Are
fore an NAB district meeting in 23, 1931, "until the present time"
temporarily extended to June 1 was
another batch of 33 applications Washington, that renewal proced- were the real owners of 240 shares
ures would be strengthened to give (24%) of the common stock of
which previously had been extended.
Temporary
(For list of temporary renewals, the Commission a more definite pic- WOKO Inc., although the stock was
By BILL BAILEY
see actions of FCC on page 82).
ture of overall
[Broad- in the name of Pickard's brothercasting, March operations
19].
in-law, R. K. Phelps, Kansas City.
IN RARELY invoked procedures,
No Cause for Alarm
the
FCC
by
a
4-0
vote
last
week
Concealed the Holding
The
Commission's
proposed
findrefused to renew the license of
ings of fact and conclusions in the
At the FCC, it was stated there
WOKO Albany, N. Y., effective was no cause for alarm on the part WOKO case, adopted last Nov. 9 Applicant corporation, in reportApril 27, and denied transfer of of stations which received the [Broadcasting, Nov. 13] at the
ingsionto the
Federal
Radio theCommisand its
successor
FCC,
control of WOV New York from temporary renewals as the bulk of last session attended by former
Arde Bulova and Maj. Harry D. them would be cleared up swiftly. Chairman James Lawrence Fly "concealed the fact that the Pickards
held
this
stock
interest,
and
Henshel to Murray and Meyer In certain instances the Commis- who resigned Nov. 15, were adoptrepresented that these 240 shares
Mester, doing business as the Balbo
sion may seek additional informaed
last
Tuesday
as
the
"final
findOil Co., Brooklyn.
tion. In others, there will be engiheld by others," said the FCC
ings of conclusions
fact and conclusion".
In its
the Commission were
and technical questions of
findings.
"This misrepresentation
Both stations are affected by the a routineneeringcharacter.
and concealment
was in violation
held
that
Sam
Pickard,
former
Commission's
duopoly
{Continued on page 70)
It was readily admitted that the Commissioner and later CBS vice(Sec. 3.35) which
bars regulation
ownership
of more than one station in the
same service area. Controlling owners of WOKO hold majority interests in WABY Albany. Mr. Bulova
owns the majority interest in Denny Takes Oath; Hyde Is Successsor
WNEW New York.
Of several candidates considered
ce dings wil fall in his perview. He
Vernon Wilkinson New
joined the FCC in February 1943
for
Mr.
Hyde's
broadcast
division
WOKO May Appeal
as
senior
attorney after a year
post, Benedict P. Cottone, assistant
Broadcast Counsel;
Indications were that WOKO
general counsel in charge of the with OPA. In June 1944 he was
Marks Promoted
named
chief
of the New Facilities
Inc., licensee of the Albany station,
division, was forewould file petition for reargument COINCIDENT with the swearing- commonmost.carrier
Section under Mr. Hyde.
Because
of
forthcoming
deand failing in that, appeal to the in last Friday of Charles R. Denny
The Commissionership carries a
velopments inthe common carrier
U. S. Court of Appeals for the Dis- Jr., as its seventh member, the field, particularly the proposed in- $10,000 salary and the general
trict of Columbia, under Sec. 402 FCC announced selection of Rosel
ternational communications merger, counsel's post $9,000, plus overtime
of the Communications Act.
H. Hyde, veteran assistant general the Commission felt that moving which makes the remuneration
In the WOV case (text of FCC
the broadcast divi- $9,624. Mr. Wilkinson takes over
as Mr. Denny's
successor Mr. Cottone
sion would beto unwise.
in the general
counselship.
release on page 68) interests in- counsel,
plus overtime,
volved have 20 days in which to
Simultaneously, the Commission
Mr. Denny was confirmed with- aMr.$7,500
Marksjob,serves
as assistantwhileto
file exceptions. The case then will announced appointment of Vernon
out objection by the Senate last the general
counsel
at $6,500 plus
be designated for oral argument L. Wilkinson, of the Lands Divi- Monday, three days after the Inter- overtime.
after which the Commission will
state Commerce Committee unanision,
Dept.
of
Justice,
as
assistissue conclusive findings.
ant general counsel in charge of
mously reported his nomination
broadcasting, succeeding Mr. Hyde. [Broadcasting, March 26]. He
Tuesday's
andAttending
voting for the
two actionsmeeting
were Leonard H. Marks, chief of the New succeeds T.A.M. Craven, now vice' Chairman Paul A. Porter and Com- Facilities Division, was promoted president of the Cowles Broadcastmissioners Clifford J. Durr, Paul to assistant to the general counsel,
Co. of Chelan, Wash., Mr.
A. Walker and Norman S. Case. filling the vacancy created last NoA ingnative
Commissioner E. K. Jett was abvember when Peter Shuebruk re- Wilkinson was born Jan. 31, 1909.
signed to join the New York law After five years with the Law
sent because of illness and Commissioner Ray C. Wakefield was office of former Chairman James Division, Library of Congress, Mr.
Lawrence Fly. Mr. Wilkinson will Wilkinson in 1938 was appointed
out of the country.
That the FCC is scrutinizing re- take office in about three weeks. attorney in the Lands Division,
Mr. Denny, whose appointment Dept. of Justice, was made assistnewal applications likewise was
ant chief. Appellate Section, two
evidenced last week when tempo- runs until 1951, is the youngest
rary renewals were issued to 77 man to sit on the FCC or its pred- years later and in 1942 became
stations pending further study.
Section and special asecessor, Federal Radio Commis- chief of sistthe
ant to the Attorney General.
sion. He joined the FCC in 1942
These renewals were due April 1
In his new post Mr. Marks will
and the Commission, following dis- as assistant general counsel, hav- assist
Mr. Hyde on all FCC law
ing come from the Lands Division
cus ion at its Tuesday meeting, desaid
cided on thethoriza60-day
temporary
au- of the Dept. of Justice. His pred- activities, but his primary respon- "CONGRATULATIONS!"
Charles R. Denny Jr.
tion for 58 stations
because
sibility wil be broadcast matters. Commissioner
ecessor as general counsel, Tel(1)
and
FCC
General
Counsel
there was insufficient time to comford Taylor, now an Army colonel, The forthcoming clear channel H. Hyde in unison as theyRosel
changed felicitations last Friday.explete the studies. On Thursday the came from the same division.
hearings, television and FM proPage 15
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Atlantic
Baseball

Refining Sponsors
in Eastern Markets

ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia, wil broadcast professional baseball games in three eastern
regions, maintaining a schedule
similar to the
1944 lineup, acing to Wallace Orr,cordaccount
executive of N.
W. Ayer & Son.
Hookups will
be
used in New^
England,
eastern and
western Pennsylvania, with one
Mr. Rollins
minor league
schedule in Baltimore. The Atlantic budget may reach $500,000, judging by present plans.
In New England the refining
company will use Yankee Network,
as in other years, for home games
of the Boston Braves and Red Sox,
-with a co-sponsor
not yet will
announced. Nineteen stations
carry the play-by-play keyed from
WNAC.
nounce. Tom Hussey again will an-

From WIBG Philadelphia, Atlantic will key home games of the
Athletics and Phillies to WSAN
Allentown, WMRF L e w i s t o n ,
WKOK Sunbury. Negotiations are
under way to add stations in four
other cities. Byron Saam and
Claude Haring will announce.
In Western Pennsylvania the
Atlantic Network, keyed from
WWSW Pittsburgh, will carry
home raand
away Butler,
games WKST
of theNew
Pites on WISR
Castle, WERC
Erie,
WJPA
Washington, WCED DuBois. Rosey
Rowswell and Jack Craddock will
announce. Altoona and Johnstovra
are not included in the 1944
lineup.
Atlantic will sponsor games of
the Orioles on WITH Baltimore,
again sharing sponsorship with
Gunther Brewing Co. Bill Dyer will
announce.
Handling the campaign is Joseph
R. Rollins, advertising manager.
Les Quailey, Atlantic sports director, is in charge of operations.

Perfume Firm Increases Its Time to 72
Stations as Part of National Campaign
KROS KDLR
WJMSKGCUWHDFKLPMWATW
COUNTY PERFUMERY Co., KSJB
KABR WSOO
KELO
Bloomfield, N. J., finding that with KSOO KGCX KRJF KXOX KOL KXEL.
Ined onaddition
Brylcreem
is
promotthe addition of radio in 1944, "sales
local broadcasts of American
enjoyed
a substantial
stimulus",to Broadcasting
has increased
its 1945 schedule
(Blue)oncommentator
John B. Co.
Kennedy
WOOL
^ total of 72 stations, as part of
KCMO and on Sports Extra,
its first national advertising cam- WSAI
broadcast
on
WHN
New
York,
paign in newspapers, magazines
and radio for Brylcreem, a hair April 1 through Oct. 1 following
dressing.crease in sales
Reporting
100%1943,
in- the Dodgers games. Agency is
in 1944a over
Atherton & Curriei', New York.
A. A. Starn, advertising manager, Folder listing station schedule and
details on other media has been disin"sales
belief that
expressedcreasesthe
tributed tothe drug trade.
are attributable to radio".
In certain markets, where space advertising produced only limited results, the introduction of radio as
exclusive medium produced soaring sales, he declared.
Schedule in 1945 calls for spot
announcements on an average of
five time weekly on:
WNEVSr WON
WWJ WJJD
WXYZ WMAL
CKLW - WJBK
WOOD
WHIO
WTAM
KFVD
KFWB
KHJ
KWK WSPD
WRR
KXL
WFBR
WKBW
WFIL
WIBG
WHB
KTBH
WCKY
KJBS
KQW
KSPO
WOW
WHO KJB
WCAE KFJB
KWNO
KATE KXA
KGDE WBZA
KVOX WTMJ
KTRI
KDTH
WDMJ
WEAU
WLOL
WTCN KWLMWDBCWDSM
KICD
KVFD
Best Foods on NBC
BEST FOODS Inc., New York, will
sponsor a Saturday news broadcast
by John W. Vandercook on 144
NBC stations starting April 21,
5:30-5:45 p.m. Nucoa margarine
will be advertised on 127 NBC stations and Shinola shoe polish on
others. Agency is Benton & Bowles,
N. Y. Electrical Research Labs.,
Evanston, 111., discontinues Mr.
Vandercook April 14 in the 5:30
p.m. period.
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NEWSPAPER DRIVE
'HARMFVU—RYAN
J. HAROLD RYAN, NAB president, 1ast week labeled the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch editorial campaign against certain types of raas "harmful".
Thedio commercials
Post-Dispatch,
which has
been exorting against mid-commercials in news copy, replied ediMr. Ryan's
charges,
which weretorial y tomade
at the 7th
District NAB meeting in Cincinnati.
Theful in editorial
two ways,campaign
Mr. Ryanis harmsaid:
(1) "Cometing newspapers for reasons of their own have started it"
and (2)housecleanings
"Instead of stations
announcing
grand
should improve programs quietly
— for the public may wonder what
sort of impossible condition eisted
Mr. Ryan referred,
state-of
as the infirsthis line
before."ment, toofradio"freedom
defense
of
speech".
The Post-Dispatch, owner of KSD
St. Louis, called this statement
"sententious".
C&S Replacement
STANDARD BRANDS, New York
(Chase & Sanborn coffee), on June
3 replaces Charlie McCarthy Show
for 13 weeks with a musical-variety program
starring
Francesstations,
Langford,
vocalist,
on NBC
Sunday,
8-8:30 p.m.will(EWT).
Summer replacement
also feature
Tony Romano, guitarist, with
weekly name guest talent from
music and comedy fields. Spike
Jones is signed as musical director
with tra.an Earlaugmented
orcheswill be20 man
producer
J. Walter EbiThompson
Co., agencyof
servicing account. Program will
originate
from Government
tals and rehabilitation
centers.hospiRevere Eyes Series
MUTUAL's
Human
Adventure, mayseries
be Copper
heardTheunder
sponsorship
of
Revere
&
Brass
luc.
New York, in cooperation with Chicaso
U. beginning
George
& Keyes,JulyNew4. Agency
York. is St.

American to Drop
Blue Net Identity
New Air Signature Becomes
Effective on June 15
FINAL PHASE of the change-over
from Blue Network to American
Broadcasting Co. will go into effect
on June 15, when the familiar identification onthe air of "This Is the
Blue Network" recently succeeded
by "This Is the Blue Network of
the American Broadcasting Co.,"
will be replaced by "This Is the
American Broadcasting Co.," Mark
Woods, president, announced last
Thursday.
A persistent belief that the Blue
is still a part of NBC as it was for
so many years is a major reason
for the change, Mr. Woods explained. Speaking at a press luncheon, Fred Smith, vice-president in
charge of advertising, said that
this belief is particularly troublesome in Washington, where Government officials still "blame the
Blue for NBC's mistakes and praise
NBC for the Blue's accomplishExtensive Promotion
The date was chosen, Mr. Smith
ments".
said, because on that day an important group ofof American
stations will
become affiliates
Broadcasting Co. and as the company expects to do an extensive promotion
job in connection with these new
members of the network it seemed
logical to promote the new name at
the same time.
Asked about possible confusion
with Associated Broadcasting
Corp., Arizona Broadcasting Co.
and other organizations whose
names viwould
abbreated as ABC, naturally
Mr. Smithbe said
his
company
had
gone
to
a
lot
of
trouble to clear up conflicts on the name
American Broadcasting Co. and
that for the present, at least, no
abbreviations would be attempted.
Anyone viaelse
using the Broadcasting
ABC abbretion for American
Co. does so at his own risk, Mr.
Smith said.

Benny's USO Tour
JACK BENNY last week announced planstour
for ofhis the
thirdfighting
overseas summer
fronts under the auspices of the
USO. American Tobacco Co., New
York, will replace him on NBC
Sunday 7-7:30 p.m. with the Wayne
King andorchestra.
Far
rell
Dolores Vocalists
Grey, andSkipFrank
lyn MacCormack, story teller. Pro
gram will originate from Chicago
and
beginning
June is3 Ruthrauff
will run for&
17 weeks.
Agency
Ryan, N. Y.
Pabst Substitute
PABST SALES Co., Chicago, has
signed Harry James Orchestra as
replacement
for the
Dannya summer
Kaye Show
on 141 CBS
stations,
Sat.,for8-8:30
p.m. beginning
Substitute June
will
run
17 weeks,
9, with Mr. James as m.c. of his
Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix own
Legler,show.
New Agency
York. is Warwick &
'Pardon Me, Miss, But Which Studio For the Amateur Hour Auditions?"
BROADCASTING
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Roosevelttised the dead?"
Another
station for
failingchas-to ,
Following
Peace
Rumor
carry
a
broadcast
by
Churchill
and
which she insisted was
that of a West Coast radio news- statement for Gil Martyn, news- Roosevelt
scheduled
for
2
p.m.
man shattered it.
it ona.m.his EWT.
networkIt
In Los Angeles, a meeting of the
Leon Pearson, brother of Drew broadcastcaster, whoatput11:40
Pearson, was the INS reporter who announced as "electrifying news" city council was interrupted for a ■
announcement. Council mem- >
heard Mr. Daniels say that the that "President Roosevelt and his peace
and spectators stood and re- ^
President had asked all military
are preparing for news of bers
cited the oath of allegiance.
and Government officials who could Cabinet
Tuesday. in Europe." This was on
In Chicago, courtswerein adjourned.
the crimi- ■
do so to stay at their desks during victory
Earlier on the same day (7 a.m. nal courts building
the San Francisco conference, to be
newspapers appealed
held in April. Mr. Daniels explained EWT) INS had received a dis- to IntheBoston,
Office of Censorship and the
that this was requested by the
patch from SHAEF quoting Gen. FCC in an effort to bring official i
President in view of the critical Eisenhower
action
against
a station which |,
as
saying,
".
.
.
the
aired
the
false report.
situation in the war and because
whipped." In transhe did not wish transportation fa- Germans mis ionare
t
o
the
West
Coast,
accordcilities and San Francisco hotel acing to Barry Faris, INS editor-incommodations overtaxed.
Held UpHenry
Dispatch
In Detroit,
Alexander, ^
chief, this was garbled and beMisinterpretation
came, "Eisenhower says the Ger- news chief of WXYZ, Blue outlet,
held
up
the
INS
dispatch,
only to
mans
have
quit".
The
error
was
Mr. Pearson, working from this, retrieved in 10 seconds, Mr. Faris
hear it fed later
through
his network.
station's i.
wrote a story which stated in part said, but not before it had been transmitter
by
the
that the Cabinet had been ordered broadcast on the Don Lee-Mutual
took the bait, too. In
by the President to stand by in the network.
A correction was aired theNewspapers
same city, the Times carried a
light of the critical war situation. immediately.
two-bank, eight-column streamer:
Mr. Pearson's
copy was filed
and
"ROOSEVELT'S ORDER-.'
Allegiance Repeated
coursed
into the newsrooms
of INS
BYp.m.FOREWTVICTORY".
by this time the damage had STAND
radio station-clients throughout the beenBut done.
At 12:35
the Blue cornation. In Los Angeles, Henry Orr
e
c
t
e
d
i
ts 11:40 a.m. broadcast.
In New York, and in major cities
bach. Blue news manager, wrote a
Tuesday,
it
is
reported,
throughout the nation, radio and chiefs
of the networks will meetnewsin '
newspaper switchboards were New York with a select group of;
clogged within seconds.
authorities who will.gLve.
In New York, several stores military background
information ,
Reporters Covered Crossing were closed for the "victory cele- them
which tionwill
bulwark
against
of
such
a
fiasco.
It wasrepetinot
In Detroit, scores called stations learned whether a similar
Of Rhine From Plane Armada
bration".
chalk- to ask, "Is the war over?" One per- talk would be held for news service writers and editors.
son asked the WJR operator, "Is
FROM Piper Cubs, Flying For- A carefully worded message from
tresses and other aircraft forming Clark had tipped the network off
to openusual.
at 7 a.m., an hour earlier
part of the air support for the than
Rhine crossings March 23, radio
MBS Plans to Present Allied Officers
reporters covered one of the major
In the lead plane of a 500-mile
military operations of World War long
air armada Paul Manning, And Officials From Berlin on V-E Day
II. While ship-side reports have
recorded invasion
a descrip-of LEADING with a special program Naval base will be broadcast from v
figured in many of the outstanding WOR-Mutual,
tion of the airborne
Berlin, featuring Allied staff Rochester, N. Y.; the Detroit SymRemagen. Disc was flown to Paris from
broadcasts
of
the
war,
radio's
covfor which atarepresent,
neceserage of the Rhine was character- and heard on Mutual Saturday, officers,sarilyplans
phony will present a special V-E
indefinite
ized by a "bird's-eye view," al- March 24 5-5:15 p.m. Descriptions Mutual hasratherlined
Hollywoodpresentation;
is also preup
a
score
of
pro- Day concert;
paring a victory
though there were plenty of cor- of 9th Army crossings recorded in
respondents slugging along with the Piper Cub planes by UP's Ray
posed programs for V-E Day.
Dwight
Green,
Governor
Illicity.
nois, and Edward J. Kelly, ofMayor
Another program.
Front
troops, and sharing their hazards. Conger and Chris Cunningham Rededication
consists ofHome
interviews
came in on MBS at 10 a.m. and noon with James Byrnes,
of
Chicago,
will
speak
from
that,
500-Mile Armada
director of War
respectively the same day.
and Reconversion ; Pickups from Times Square in.
One of the
former,
Dick Hottelet, one of the nine Mobilization
MacVane
scored
what NBC's
appearsJohnto correspondents
Basil
O'Connor,
Red
Cross chief; New York, Hollywood and Vine in^
CBS had on the ashave been scoop with the first
and similar central
WMC
chair- Hollywood,
signment, was forced to parachute Paul man;V.Maj. McNutt,
broadcast from the east side of the to safety when
spots in Chicago, Cleveland, St.
Gen.
Lewis
B. Hershey,
Flying Fortress director, Selective Service
System;
Louis,
Washington,
Denver and
Rhine March 26, at 9 a.m. "He- in which he wastheaccompanying
the
W. Va., will be made
Vane's transmitter
coups was First Airborne Army, burst into James A. Krug, WPB chairman; Morgantown,
during Main Street America, which
the U. roS.ine" of Mr.
ArmyMacmobile
Chester
Bowles,
OPA
adminisof the Rhine. Hotwill also broadcast the Liberty Bell
trator; Claude R. Wickard, Secre- from
"Jig
EasyfirstSugar
JESQto flamesteletjustjumpedeast
after the plane turned
the chimes
was the
mobileQueen".
unit used
tary
of
Agriculture;
Henry
Morback
across
the
Rhine,
flew
back
the Philadelphia
Peace Tower andin Ottawa.
transmit broadcasts from the Nor- to a transmitter to broadcast for genthau Jr., Secretary of the Treas- in These
programs,
arranged
by
mandy coast, and has followed Gen. CBS. Edward R. Murrow, CBS
ury, and others.
Tom cial
Slater,
MBSwill director
of speOther
Washington
programs
Eisenhower's
armies
into
German
European
chief,
rode
a
British
features,
be
augmented
soil. From the same transmitter bomber towing a glider. Bill Downs, planned for V-E Day are: A quarMacVane was heard Saturday, 1:45 who came in Saturday 2:48 p.m.
ter-hour program with Chiefs of by
pickupsabroad,
from Mutual
spondents
supervisedcorre-,
by
p.m. with a description of a tour from
some point in Germany rode Army and Navy Chaplains; inter- John Whitmore, director of news.
of the Remagen bridgehead from "pig-a-back"
views
with
Senators
and
Congressin
an
American
ThunOther
networks
have
not
anthe
the river.
NBC's25
men; aspecial Navy program with
derbolt fighter up and down the
their V-E day plans inArmywestHoursideonofSunday,
March
Rhine front.
Secretaryformer
of Navy
James Josephus
V. For- any detail.nouncedCBS
will broadcast an
included recording made on a plane, entire
restal,
Secretary
Charles Collingwood, came in Daniels and top-ranking
describing airborne troops jumping from
hour
documentary
program Corwin,
written '
admirals.
Paris
at
7:01
p.m.
Friday
and
produced
by
Norman
into Germany.
Victory
Salute
with
news
of
Third
Army
crossings
which
has
been
rehearsed
and
is all Herbert Clark, coming in from
to go, and has in preparation
Paris on the Blue Network at 7:47 and at 7 :48 a.m. Saturday March
From New York, Mutual will ready
a
half-hour
documentary
show
on
24
with
news
of
the
9th
Army
crossa.m. Saturday, March 24 claimed
a musical-dramatic VicWinston Burdett, CBS, with broadcast
Pacific war, emphasizing the
for his network the first broadcast First ings.
tory Salute to the Armed Forces, the
Army,
may
have
been
east
fact
that
the
end
of
the
German
announcement from Europe of an of the Rhine when he broadcast a special program by Morton Dow- war does not mean that the fightney, and a religious period with
all-out Allied launching across the Tuesday 8-8:15 p.m., reporting "oring is all over. NBC is considerRhine, pointing out that CBS was
from various churches. A
ders to strike east and keep roll- clergymen
musical program con-,
Surrender
Day Salute from a major ducteding a special
beaten to the gun by 30 seconds.
by Arturo Toscanini.
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Radio
Alert
Briefing by Military
Tuesday With Net
News Chiefs
By ROBERT K. RICHARDS
DAME RUMOR, helped along her
way by a zealous newspaperman
and several credulous radio reporters, spread word through America
last week that the war in Europe
was about to end.
She lifted her hoop skirts and
dashed from coast to coast spreading her glorious, albeit phoney, tidings, after a Washington news
service reporter had listened to a
news conference conducted by Jonathan Daniels, neophyte Presidential secretary. This particular newsman, an INS reporter, wrote part
of his story from the facts presented by Mr. Daniels and sucked the
remainder from his thumb, an alchemic process not unknown to
Washington newsmen. But if his
glance penetrated the crystal ball.

ord, one of which would carry the
sound and the other the weight of
the pickup. By using a double tone
Range Control Causes Wide Comment
arm or "packhorse" pickup, with
to improve the efficiency great deal of experimental work the needle merely "floating" or
Prior Development of ofdesigned
along the sound groove
will have to be done before the trailing
transmission
and
to
give
the
listhe second groove carried the
tener fuller control of reception.
Similar Systems
system could influence spectrum while
load,
both
scratch and wear on the
assignments.
Developmental
work
is
reported
Is Claimed
record would be almost eliminated.
to have begun on devices to adapt
One
engineer
thought
the
invenBy JACK LEVY
From
this
conception,
collabotion
might
be
most
readily
applied
the Howard invention. An autoration with Sgt.
Meisinger,in who
was
matic gain control, patented and to subscription radio, permitting a then engineer
DISCLOSURE of patent applicaat
Interior
recording
tion for Dynamic Range Control in copyrighted under name of Pro- division of a channel to transmit studios, the plan for compressing
the March 26 issue of Broadcast- gar (contraction of program guard- several programs simultaneously. the dynamic range of the program
Another stated unqualifiedly that
ian), is to be manufactured as soon
ing brought
the following reper- as materials
and decompressare available. This de- the Allen-Meisinger system can be at theing it transmitter
. cussions
last week:
at the receiver was evolved.
vice,
which
simplifies
the
work
of
reduced
to practical application.
1. The FCC officially took notice
Unfortunately,
Sgt.
Meisinger was
Looks Good on Paper
gain" transmitter,
and can be has
in; of the Shannon Allen-Henry Meis- "riding the
called to military service before he
stalled in any
inger invention claims by calling
could
undertake
experimental
work
"On paper it looks awfully
on KSFO and other Asfor copies of the application and been usedsociated
stations for milk,
good," ofsaidtheDr.Office
Ronaldof R.Education,
Lowder- to demonstrate the system.
drawings illustrating the workings several years.Broadcasters
The device, it is
of the system.
imparts a more even sig- Federal Security Agency. He dis2. Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, claimed,
nal
with
correspondingly
increased
with the range
inventors'
claim ARMSTRONG CITES
FM inventor and vigorous objector coverage.
that riedfullon aagreed
dynamic
35 kc wide
FM canbandbe carand
' to
the
proposed
FCC
allocations
PRIOR PILOT USE
for FM, challenged the contention
It was learned that developmen- thought the system would require
tal work is also under way to ap- a width closer to 100 kc. But even EDITOR Broadcasting:
that Dynamic Range Control embraces a new principle (see Maj.
ply the Howard system to the re- 100 kc would be an enormous savMay ticleIincomment
on theof leading
your issue
March ar-26
Armstrong's letter on this page). ceiver. Must Be Developed
ing,ablehe twice
said,asandmanywouldstations.
make avail- entitled
3. Publication of basic data re"Inventors Claim New
garding DRC brought forth a
The theory of Dynamic Range Broadcasting
System". In describes
this arRadio men differ widely in their
ticle your correspondent
claim that a similar system of appraisals
of Dynamic engineer
Range Conof a pilot or auxiliary chanControl grew
out of Mr.
broadcasting was discovered indeinterest
in reducing
wearAllen's
and the use
trol.
One
prominent
who
nel for simultaneously and complependently of the Allen-Meisinger
the patent application needle scratch on records and tran- mentarily
altering the gain at the
invention and that extensive de- reviewed
tiansmitter and receiver of a syssaw
promising
possibilities
in
the
s
c
r
i
p
t
i
o
n
s
,
a
problem
he
has
envelopmental work on it is now un- use of the system in minimizing
c
o
u
n
t
e
r
e
d
i
n
the
operation
of
the
tem
for
the
purpose of increasing
der way.
wear on records but expressed broadcasting studios of the In- its dynamic range.
M
Experts Disagree
terior
Dept.
where
thousands
of
reThis
process
described
as some-of
skepticism
thing new. For isthe
information
tion to radio.in applying the invencordings are made for broadcast by your readers
4. Opinions of engineers differed
I
would
like
to point
of Inter-AmeriSeveral FCC engineers who were OWI,can Coordinator
that this system was used in
' • sharply onsigningthedevicespracticability
of de- informally
Affairs, Army, Navy, and other out
shown the plans for Government
the
original
experimental
work
on
to put the system
agencies.
into use. Some believed receiver their possible effect on the coming
Empire for
StatethetransmisMr. Allen first conceived the idea FM atsion inthe
1934-1935
purpose
of frequency allo, , costs would be raised prohibitively; determinations
cations took the position that a of building two grooves into a rec- of combating ignition noise and
• easily
others handled
said theatproblem
could be
the
was not original with
small cost.
me atprocess
that time.
L>i 5. Considerable interest was
Who at first
suggestedas itI Ihave
cannotno
Presidential Selection state
the moment
\% evinced in the invention by several NAB
immediate access to the records, but
large manufacturing companies
it was in the patent literature a
which are understood to be studynumber of years prior to my use of
ing the feasibility of producing deit. It has also been used in the mo, vices to be attached to existing Committee to Weigh Names
T,
Early,
Presidential
press
and
transmitters and to be incorporated WITH foreTHREE
months
to interim
go be- radio secretary for the past dozen
tiontionpicture
on communicacircuitsartin and
various
forms.
the
term
of
NAB
.'. in First
new receivers.
There are, of course, all sorts of
reactions to claims for President J. Harold Ryan expires years, would retire from the secre- ways
of carrying out the principle
tariat June 1 to enter private busi, DRC was that it had been done July 1, the NAB presidential selecand if proposes
the systemsome
here new
unness. Mr. Early said, however, that described
will meet in mid"long ago", that the AT&T had de- April tionat committee
der
discussion
he
had
made
no
definite
committhe call of Chairman G.
a "compander
the inventors
willquite
unalthough he had had a method I derhope
which doesveloped much
the same circuit"
thing, Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, number ments,
t
a
k
e
t
o
describe
it.
I
feel
proposals during the sure that no inventor cares to be
that it would cost too much to pro- S. C, during which time it hopes past eightofyears.
added
duce devices to apply it, etc. But
in a position of laying claim to
progress"prospect.
in de- he had never goneMr.intoEarly
any offers aputprinciple
the inventors countered that DRC to "make material
veloping a presidential
long known in the art.
he
had
received.
Eight names are understood to be
' is not an application of the "com- under
Edwin
H. Armstrong
Similarly,
the
name
of
Byron
consideration.
circuit"
avCensorship, on
<■ pander
erred that
their principle.
searches ofTheypatent
The mid-April session follows a Price, Director ofeditor
of the Asrecords failed to disclose similar meeting held in New York March leave as executive
sociated Press, has been discussed the NAB Board authorized the endevices.
20, 21 and 22, of five of the six
larged committee to select a new
Further, they asserted, their members of the committee, at which as a possible appointee. Mr. Ryan,
patent application and detailed time an original list of 17 names who returns to the Fort Industry president last February, the com1, after having been draftmittee has not yet been able to have
drawings explain fully the appli- was reduced to the current eight. Co. July
ed to serve as interim president
with out
the in-of
• various
cation of problems
their systemregarding
and answerits
Big Names Considered
last year, was Assistant Director personal consultations
dividuals finally screened
of
Censorship
charge of radio the original list.
While a number of figures — in- under Mr. Pricein and
practicability.
cluding important personages in hold him in high esteem.is known to
Discussion of the Allen-MeisinThe committee was given broad
lifeselections,
— have been available,
discussed asit Members of the full presidential powers with regard to selection and
ger claims brought out that a sys- public
possible
\. tem for transmission via dynamic was evident that anyif guess
as
NAB
now as committee, in addition to Chair- boardto didcompensation.
control voltage and restoration of
stipulateThea figure,
and Mr. Ryan, are but it was notpointed
to the new NAB head is prema- James manD.ShaftoShouse,
out
that
the
dynamic range
at
point
of
reproWLW Cincinture, since the committee has not
duction had been developed by
salary
heretofore Neville
paid —
Don S. Elias, WWNC Ashe- maximum
had the opportunity to confer indi- ville; nati;Paul
to
former
NAB
President
; Royal Howard,
director
of
engiW. Morency, WTIC
vidually with such personages as
— was $35,000 annually plus
ne ring for KSFO San Francisco
Hartford; and John J. Gillin Jr., Miller
and Associated Broadcasters Inc., to their availability.
$5,000
in allowances. Any figure deWOW
Omaha.
Mr.
Ryan
was
ab. who has been working for many
cided upon beyond that amount preCoinciding with the committee's
from the session last month
years along lines similar to those explorations but having no definite on hissentNAB
sumably would have to be authordistrict meeting swing.
was the anof Allen and Meisinger. Mr. How- relationship noutoncement lastthem
ized by the wage stabilization auMr. Shafto pointed out that since thorities.
week that Stephen
" ard's system, it is understood, is
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Shadow

compass

That's a close-up, outside view of the Boeing-developed
shadow compass installed in the astrodomes of B-29's.
It checks the variation of the plane's other compasses.
It works on the same principle as the age-old sundial.
It's a "double check."

"double

checks"

the successful independent station. Facts are available
to "double check" your other decisions. You can't beat
the shortest distance between two storm-free sales
points. In Baltimore radio . . . it's W-I-T-H !

To radio advertisers who want a double check on
where they're going in Baltimore ... we suggest that
age-old measuring stick, "How much do my sales
cost me in the sixth largest market?"
If you want the greatest number of listeners for the
lowest cost . . . you take a direct course to W-I-T-H . . .

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President

'

Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed

Local

Look

Down

in

South

V>ixie?
Looking for a Southern market area
that has every essential for successful
promotion? Then take Nashville!
This booming trade zone — all of Middle
Tennessee and part of Southern Kentucky constitute the Nashville territory
— ^now offers national advertisers an
extra choice market for present or
pending schedules.
With money to spend as never before,
this Nashville market is spending it
in a big way for products currently
advertised over WSIX, "The Voice of
Nashville." For complete information,
contact the station or
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
National Representatives
Member Station, The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System
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Interest

Coverage

Aim

Of Independents at Conference
Wide Open News Policy Promised by McDermott
As Example at United Nations Meeting
INTERPRETING events at the named the permanent home of the
Nations Council.
forthcoming
Unitedopening
NationsAprilSecu-25 United
rity Conference,
On Friday (April 6) Secretary
in San Francisco, in terms of local Stettinius
will speak at 5:30 p.m.
interest is the aim of most of the
(EWT) What
over ItCBSIs and
on "Dumbarton
independent stations planning sup- Oaks—
What It Is
plementaryvt^eek.
coverage, BroadcastNot." His talk will be delivered at
ing learned last
All the in- the
of new headquarters of
dividual coverage, thus far an- the opening
Council on Foreign Relations,
ice basis. nounced, wil be on a public serv- York.
at the Harold Pratt House, New
At a meeting in San Francisco
Other Broadcasts
Monday with network and station
representatives, Michael J. McDerAmongbroadcasts
Mutual's was
othera forum
pre-Con-on
mott,retary ospecial
Sec- ference
f Stateassistant
in chargeto the
of press
relations, disclosed that the Con- "The Yalta Declarations and the
San Francisco Conference" during
ference will be "wide
open" for Northwestern
news coverage.
Mr. McDermott
U's Reviewing Stand
completed arrangements whereby at 11:30 a.m. Sunday. Charter Hesthe Palace Hotel will house all lep, Washington director for Munews personnel, including radio.
tual, will assist in coordinating
Independent stations will share activities at the Conference.
space in the Opera House and VetFirst of a series of four proBuilding,with
wherethetheBBC
sessions
grams. World Peace Forum, headwill beerans'held,
and
ed by Sumner dersecrWelles,
CBC. In the event the meetings are
etary of State, former
was toUn-be
of wide scope, independent stations aired by the Blue at 10:30 p.m.
will share facilities with the four
(EWT) April
Three similar
pronetworks.
will be 2.broadcast
at 10:30
toAmerican
be worked
out. Details are yet p.m. ongramssucceeding
Mondays.
Mr.
Nets Feature Meet
Welles, who has been named Blue
Conference
advisor,
also
will
make
"We are
to give
the weekly talks on that network, Tuesnations
of thegoing
worldto try
an idea
of just
days, 9-9:15 p.m.starting
(EWT)Mayduring
what we mean by freedom of infor- the Conference,
1.
mation for which we have been cruOn
April
25
the
Blue
will
presading
all
over
the
world,"
said
Mr. McDermott.
sent a special half-hour dramatic
All four major networks plan to show, written by Ben Hecht and
make the Conference the top fea- narrated by Orson Welles, 9-9:30
ture during its tenure, while the
independent stations contemplate
Thomas J. Dolan, Blue network
daily wire copy for regularly traffic manager. New York, and
scheduled newscasts, transcriptions Walter Lonner, western division
and direct pickups.
p.m.
traffic manager, are in San FranSo far, of the stations whose
cisco conferring with KGO execuplans are completed, none will sell
coverage G.of W.
the forthcomingtives onConference.
(Johnny)
the special programs. Most of them
Johnstone,
director
of
news and
will spot
news onnewscasts,
regularly but
sched-by
uled commercial
special features, will head a staff
and large the extra activities will of reporters, commentators and
be presented as public service special
events personnel at the
Conference.
broadcasts.
NBC
will
originate two programs
Pre-Conference programs will
the West Coast during the
begin this week, with the networks from
and independent stations alike Conference, Our Foreign Policy,
under auspices of the State Dept.,
scheduling
interpretativespeakers
commentaries.andMutual
has beginning April 28, and Walter Van
announced that Secretary of State Kirk's Religion in the News.
Stettinius will be heard exclusively
That most of the stations planover MBS when he speaks on
ning supplementary coverage are
"Our
Foreign
Economic
Policy,"
thinking
in terms of their respecat 9:30 p.m. (EWT) Wednesday
tive
areas was
indicated in announcements last week.
(April 4) from the Chicago Council on Foreign Affairs dinner in "If Mr. and Mrs. Common Folk
the Stevens Hotel.
avoid future wars and
CBS last Monday reported its expect to youngsters
out of a pospreparations for the Conference on keep their
sible
future
war, they had better
Feature Story, 4:30 p.m. (EWT).
thoroughly acProgram included Tris Coffin, start becoming
quainted with the Dumbarton Oaks
speaking from WTOP Washington; Don Mozley, KQW San Fran- proposal and what it stands for,"
cisco, and Mayor Bernard Samuel said Philip G. Lasky, general manof Philadelphia, speaking from
ager and part-owner
(Continued
on pageof 7i)KROW
WCAU, on the city's bid to be
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

In 1926 the Pacific Northwest enjoyed
KGW's bridge lessons over the radio. Stylish
niaidens played bridge while a stately gentleman broadcast a play by play description and
suggestions for improving the game. A
FIRST in its day, it received thousands of
letters from grateful listeners.

in

Audience

t
rs
fi
Whether in the stress of war or the comparative serenity ofpeace KGW anticipates the demands of its

audience. Twenty-three years of accurately sensing
audience interests has put KGW FIRST on the radio
dials of the Pacific Northwest.

BROA
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Influence

ONE OF IHE GREAT STATIONS OF THE NATION

KQW
PORTLAND, OREGON
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO. INC.
April 2, 1945 • Page 21

CBS Experiments
130
Sponsors
Canh
Quit at Once
For War Outlined
hometown intimacy, vicari- whole. I believe the co-op system Annual Report Tells Networks
Hometown Influence of Thisous though
it may be, goes a long
a long way suspicion
toward dissolvDuring the Year
held by Progress
way toward breaking down the bar- will inggoan unfounded
IMPORTANT experimentation in
Co'Op Programs
rier
of
invisibility
the un- some of the general public: name- electronics
have
been carried on for
Praised
seen broadcaster andbetween
his audience.
ly, that a commentator reflects his
during the war peHighly important, too, is the sponsor's opinions. Personally, I the Government
riod
to
date
by
CBS,
revealed
By
BAUKHAGE
*
THE TIME has come for this man total goodwill engendered by the have never known such a case, but in the annual report it ofis the
netsponsorship system. It the myth is widespread. Well, it is
who enjoys life, liberty of expres- cooperative
means a lot to the sponsor to have obvious that even 30 sponsors work.
sion and the pursuits of commen- the
Guarding
carefully
against
relistener realize that a home- couldn't agree to disagree with
tator under the benefits of the coof military information, the
town-supported institution is pay- their commentator on any one thing report,leasesigned
operative sponby
Paul
W.
Kesten,
ing for the program he listens to. and when the number passes the
- sorship system to
vice-president, hints at the
Before I accept a sponsor I have hundred mark, a neutralizing ef- executive
nature of these experiments by statknow something about him.
rp aise. I beslcioevveeryit to
fect
results
which
produces
a
crossing:
"As
urgentsuccessfully
work we
When we get together I have a section view that could reflect only were able toto the
ihsicha adniks ithn its chance
a lot more about an average of American tolerance. for the Navy, complete
rgon orwdeli, him and tohe learn
w
this
was
unusual
in
me. Thus, my 130
We are all proud of the fact that
thee waectriac w wheznore, bosses have about
which cannot now be told. But
helped me, in a sense, radio has brought the world right ways
el croprhao
th ey
future
broada
th mi ay- to re-discover America, and it into the listener's home. We can be its bearing
canonbe the
stated
quiteof simply.
doesn't do a bit of harm to those of equally proud of the fact that the Together castingwith
other
secret
electronts atnhdroutghe -MoFnrdiday us
who spend so much time on cooperative sponsorship system has
ic work which the CBS television
Pennsylvania Avenue to have a brought thousands of American laboratories
have carried on for
daily reminder of Main Street, communities into the broadcaster's the United States
Baukhage ^^^l^The commer- which
Government from
is
the
real
America.
heart
and
mind.
The
cooperative
cial departments of the networks
outbreak of the war, it made
So much for direct benefits to sponsorship system exemplifies the the
and the individual stations know
us certain of onesimply
thing:by that
postsponsor-listener-broadcast- centralization.
its financial advantages, but few stationBut -there
following
is something which is good, democratic principles of de- in thewar television,
others have weighed the various evener. more
footsteps
of
military
elecimportant to radio as a
I think it's a great invention.
and imponderable benefits which
tronics, could emerge at a much
accrue to programs, broadcaster,
higher
level
than
its
prewar
listener and radio itself from this
form of sponsorship.
Of the stormy quarrel with the
'freeze'."
Let me be personal and tell you
AFM payments to the Union for
why I like working for a boss whose
performance
of musicians, over and
name is legion.
above salaries and royalties of perCan't Quit at Once
First, there is the obvious advandemands fo.rmers,.the report
. were states:
agreed "These
to by
tage of the security in numbers.
your
company
many
months
after
One-hundred - and - thirty sponsors
they had been accepted by more
can't make up their minds all at
than 50 recording and transcription
once to quit. And even if such uncompanies — and then only after
pleasant unanimity were achieved
every available recourse had been
I still would not find myself suddenly jobless — no two contracts exThe report revealed, also, that
pire the same day.
exhausted."
54% of men of all ages who were
But that is the obvious and pureserving the network on Dec. 7, 1941
to plan
Musical
Bow- now
ly material benefit of being spon- GROUPman DairyGATHERED
are in the armed forces or othCo. show which
begansolidon send-off
WMAQ ofMarch
19, Milkwagon,
Chicago, included
sored by a group of local advertis: E. C. Carlson, NBC central division advertising and sales proer government service. The network
ers. There are other, and to my (1 to r) motion
manager;
Lou
Jackobson,
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
Chicago,
proWilliam S. Paley, is
mind greater, advantages.
ducer of the show; Tyler Davis, radio director of J-W-T; Rudi Neubauer president,
serving as a lieutenant colonel on
From the broadcaster's stand- (standing), NBC local and spot sales account executive; Oliver Morton, Gen.
Eisenhower's staff.
point, co-op sponsorship provides NBC central division local and spot sales manager.
a tremendous psychological tonic.
The report, unique in presentation, offers gatefold illustrations deIt gives me what I call an e-pluriCHAT Opens in Fall
picting color television as proposed
bus-unum boost, because I have a BAND BACKGROVm
by CBS standards and a black and
feeling that a lot of people have
FOR
CIRCUS
SPOTS
CHAT
is
the
call
of
a
new
Caelected me to my job instead of one RINGLING Bros., Barnum «fe
white
illustration
depicting
nadian station to open at Medicine
sion as it is presented
today. televiman hiring me. I feel that I have Bailey Circus, Sarasota, Pla., in its Hat, Alberta,
inYuill,
the autumn,
ac-of
become a citizen in a sort of new- radio
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
t
o
J.
H.
president
promotion for the New York
which will operate the
found economic democracy.
showing at Madison Square Garden, the company
Keith Mackinnonj consultNow from the listener's stand- is airing commercials on 10 sta- station.
ing engineer,
the are
an- TWO DAYTIME
n some cases up to 30 times
l)oint: When a program is spon- a week.tions, iStation
Buy NightItalian
Timelanguage
tenna system.is developing
Studio plans
announcer presents
sored locally the townsfolk are
and the transmitter site has sponsors on WOV New York have
bound to look on it with a lot more plugs against a background of re- ready
been
approved
by
the
civil
aviation
added
nighttime
shows
in English.
music by Circus Bandmaster
intimacy. The people of X-ville, lis- Merle corded
Evans. Circus supplies the authorities of the Dept. of Trans- Buitoni Products, New York, in
tening to me as they have for the discs already
addition
to
three
Italian
programs
port,
Ottawa.
Station
had
previousby Columbia
Relast three years, feel, I am sure,
ly applied for 1490 kc with 100 w, daily are now sponsoring a quarterCorp.cut
of such
circus tunes
that they know me better because as "JunglecordingQueen,"
but
new
frequency
for
1
kw
transhour
of
Bing
Crosby
records
six
"The Olympian
mit er isnow under investigation. evenings weekly, with commercials
they know my sponsor, Joe Doe — Hippodrome," and "Old
King Cole
a lot of them personally, a lot more Melody March".
in
English
for
their
mabaroni.
BisTo reach children listeners, sponbecausesonalthey
dailyin percegliahasBros.
Wine Corp.,'
New Songs
York,
also
a musical
program.
contact have
with almost
the clerks
his
sorship of Let's Listen
to asecured
Story
from Paradise, six evenings a week
Seven-Up on MBS
half-hour
has been
big department store. And that weekly
New York for an indefi- SEVEN-UP Co., St. Louis Stars on WOV. Ralph Weil, WOV gengoes for the flour mill, the bank, on WMCA
eral manager, expects other forperiod beginning
the bakery, the dairy, the hotel, the line nite
Barney Grant and Arthur Elmer,
depicting
laughingApril
clown8. Cutand comedians,
eign
broadcasters
to folin The Fresh-Up Show,
electric power company, the finance promoting the circus
low
suit inlanguage
expanding
their market.
is
included
on
company, the flour and feed store, two promotion pieces distributed starting on 240 MBS stations April
Wed.,the8:30-9
p.m. Revolving
and what have you (and what regularly by the station to libraries 4,
around
boss-employe
formula,
and organizations — a m i m e o - program
WBTH to NPC
haven't you in the co-op dish?).
includes Annette Warren,
graphed
monthly
program
bulle*ofBaukhage
was
elected
a
vice-president
singer,
Dave
Terry's
orchestra
and WBTH Williamson, W.' Va., 250 w
tin
[1,000
copies],
and
a
bookthe
Assn.
of
Radio
News
Analysts
at
Jerry
Lawrence,
announcer.
Agency
mark
[10,000
copies].
Agency
is
on
1500
will join Mutual April
Its recent election
and Is the official Robert Seidel Adv., New York.
is J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago. 19 as thekc,network's
Washington
representative.
2^6th affiliate.
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taining kid-show. They never fail to click, on the
air, or on personal appearances. Kids forsake
the streets at 9:30 every Saturday morning, to

What, another kid-show ? Yes. But child-talent
has a habit of being good, when well-handled.
In this case, affable Ed Schaughency, one of the
best announcing emcees in the business, and Betty
Dugan have done and continue to do a remarkable job.

to any product-story with child-appeal. There's
no better way of reaching the children who
make or influence purchases, in the vast KDKA

The Starlets, 40 talented and singing youngsters, are Pittsburgh's favorite and most enter-

Tri-state area, than using "Starlets on Parade."
Learn all about it from NBC Spot Sales.

WOWO

^BfROADCASTING
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enjoy this popular half -hour.
Here is a grand round-up of children, receptive

WESTIN6B0USE BADIO STATIONS Inc
KDKA
W BZA
W BZ
• KEX • KYW
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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GOSHFELLOWS.we

didrft

aim

\o

r

break

anybody's

we still like) The Blue has a
(in that ad edge
U^E SA/X)* very
over CBS coverage in 561
slight
important counties.
But Mr. WCAU. without reminding you of
what
have weyouactually
believesaid,
its writes:
primary"TheBlue
coveragewould
tops
CBS." We wish it did, and hope someday it
win, but right now we only claim progress!

!

The Blue has higher morning ratings than
any other network (and that's gospel, friend).
But Mr. WCAU, pretending to refute our
claims, picked sponsored programs onZy, added
the afternoon for confusion, and came up with
a whole new set of figures. They were accurate, too, but
that
and prove
with hehiscan't
new shift
figuresthewe base
were likewrong.

# ILL
TO DOstrangely
was talkreluctant
about the
ress. (We WE
find AIMED
competitors
to doBlue's
it forprogus.)
So we wrote an ad. Headed it, "How to Have Fun with a
Hooper." We kind of liked that ad, too.
We never did check its readership, but at least one man read
it.
Mr.
WCAU,
the when
CBS WCAU'S.
He gotover
real tomadfile and
took a shot
at usofjust
we were leaning
our
fan mail.

The shot he took at us was an ad ... or rather it was a
weU circulated layout with copy. Headline said: "WCAU
accepts the Blue Network's invitation to 'Have fun with a
Hooper'."around
Peopleamong
calledtheit aboys
"mystery
got
passed
in thead"backbecause
room. it Itjustnever
reaUy ran.
But anyone looking at it must have gotten the idea that
we at the Blue are frightful liars. We blushed a little ourselves
when we read: "statistical skullduggery," "shameless misuse
of figures"
etc. By actual
double-barrelled, supercharged
epithetscount
beforethere
Mr. were
WCAUninemade
a single
definite statement of what we were supposed to have done
wrong. Gosh, it was awful!
We would have spoken up sooner ... in a friendly way, of
course,
we'veprogram
been pretty
busy reorganizing
network,
improvingbut our
schedules,
switching the ourwhole
trend
of Svmday night listening, adding eight new stations, and
doing a few other important things like that. We're still busy,
but we guess you're entitled to know about that ad.
as weoutwerein asayiag,
Mr. WCAU
...
and Well,
he broke
rash ofCBS's
adjectives
for whichwaswe mad
forgive
him.
Finally, he got down to his version of what he labels, with
great indignation: 'the facts"; and do you know, his facts
were absolutely right. The catch was that he cross-bred them
and got an entirely new breed of pups.
For instance . . .

heart

In 1944, the Blue had more quarter-hour
firsts in the morning than either of the two
major networks.
This time Mr. WCAU, to make us look
wrong, tossed in the afternoon, only considered sponsored programs, and then threw in
a brand new requirement: Our sponsored
quarter hours had to be opposite CBS sponsored quarter hours.
Thus he kicked out"*32 per cent of the
5 about, and left us
programs we were talking
stunned with admiration.
The Blue had better ratings between 9
and 10 P. M. Sunday than either of the
SAIO: two
other major networks, and in certain
other night-time periods "when we have
Butshows."
Mr. WCAU put some words into ovir
top
corporate
mouth that never were there, and
then called us naughty names for claiming
what we'd never claimed: Over-all night-time
superiority. (Sure wish we had it! )
SAID: The Blue is making progress, and the 1944
Hoopers prove it.
But Mr. WCAU liked June and December
better than all the months in between. So he
averaged himself some Hoopers from these
two months only, mixed them with his own
guesses about Blue coverage, and came out
with us going backward.
(Actually,
the only
about
is charging
highthing
prices.we're
You backward
can still
buy a bargain audience on the Blue and save
$3500 on an evening half hour.)
If you aren't tired of all this by now, we are . . . tired but
game, and we still kind of like that ad we ran. If Mr.
Hooper hadn't put his limitation on the use of his figures (and,
incidentally, his office passed our ad), we'd write some more.

^^S. W<>^^^ SOMEONe CARB TO TAKE A SHOT AT THIS ON6 ?
The Blue was the only one of three major networks with an increase— 1944
over 1943— in average Hooper rating of all daytime programs.

AMERICAN
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COMPANY,

Inc.

Check

Determines

Information

Desired By Agencies, Clients
three stations gave their choice
ROUNDUP of what sort of sta- the
tion information is desired by ad- of information.
Respondents were requested to
vertisers and agencies was prepared by the Oklahoma Publishing indicate 1-2-3 the "type of data
Co. stations — WKY Oklahoma City, which you find most helpful to you
KLZ Denver and KVOR Colorado in determining station values." To
bias, orders of listings were
Springs, based on a questionnaire. prevent
on the questionnaire. As of
With accompanying letter mailed rotated
March
12,
89from replies
had been and
reFeb. 22, 106 advertising managers
25 advertisers
of large national concerns and 129 from 64ceivedagency
executives.
These
timebuyers of agencies selected 89 respondents gave their selections
from the combined mailing lists of in order of helpfulness as follows:
ORDER OF IMPORTANCE
TYPE OF DATA
Importance
Weighted*
URBAN
AUDIENCE
INTENSITY
RATINGS
from
coincidental
phone
calls.
(Hooper,
C.A.B.
or
smaller
studies
in
large
city
areas, giving actual intensity found by
quarter-hours, and averages for period)
INTENSITY
& MAPS, AND
basedPOPULARITY
on personal RATINGS
interview.
(Both
"listened
tomaps
most"and and
"heardfor
regularly"
station
ratings
city, village
and
farm periods
for area;
counties;
and
by
major
of dayby
—byasDr.Oklahoma,
Iowa or Kansas studies
20 14 22
Whan)
POTENTIAL
COVERAGE
MAPS
& method
DATA
based
on
mailed
survey.
(BMB,
oflisteners
showingtuneareasin where
percentage
at least
once perof
week)
POTENTIAL COVERAGE MAPS, based on
signal strength.
strength
maps,
based onby (Half-millivolt
standards
FCC
and
calculations
accepted ofengineering
11 9 10
consultants)
COMPUTED
INTENSITY
OP
COVERAGE
MAPS, based on mailed survey. (CBS
method erageoffromcomputing
of covresponse tointensity
questionnaire
4 12 14
mailed to listeners)
STATION POPULARITY MAPS, based on
mailedtion survey.
("Listened
Most"survey,
stapostal tocard
such as maps,
the based
NBC onstudy)
COMPUTED
& MAPS
based on COVERAGE
mail received.DATA
(Compilations
of listener-mail
addressed
to
local
stations, with intensity of coverage computed)
* Weighted
o basis of 3 points for first choice.
2 points
for second,importance
and 1 fordetermined
third.
a field strength measurement
In addition to the tabulated re- see
over a BMB map. I
turns many additional acknowl- superimposed
edgments from advertisers were re- think we would then have a very
ceived
referring
us
to
their
agenfor comparison."
From basis
a Chicago
agency executive,
cies for the information, according sound
to the stations. Nine respondents, "Dr. Whan Survey is good but only
in addition to giving the informa- covers three states."
gave qualifying data which is rateAnother
Chicago
timebuyer,
Audience
Intensity
Ratings,"I
quotedtion,here.
A New York agency executive, Dr. Whan's Studies and the BMB.
with adjustments to the present
"My
first choice
would signal
be a plan,
.standardized
map; second,
equally useful. In general, one
strength; third, popularity. We do would be of little help without the
not say that BMB is the last word
in coverage data but we do think
From acoverage
Chicago did
advertiser,
"If
the industry should get together on others."
station's
not extend
some type of data that could be used far beyond the home metropolitan
surveys would
as a measurement stick for all sta- bearea,No.the1 coincidental
in importance. But if the
tions."
advertising is concerned with rural
A second New York agency time- coverage,
of theputothers
buyer, "It seems to me that in the come first.some
the might
BMB
intensely competitive postwar pe- method ratherI would
far down the line for
riod we are going to have to care- an individual station
but
it
would
justify manyBMBof measurement
our advertisingfullyinvestments.
extremely valuable for a, nationwill certainly help us to do so even be From
survey."
a midwestern advertiser.
though the survey technique may "Dr. wide
Whan's Intensity and PopunotAnother
have 100%
approval."
New York
agency execularity
Ratingsbased
and Potential
erage Maps,
on FCC, Covare
tive. "Half-millivolt maps are important
but
only
if
local
and
reFrom
a
Minneapolis
advertiser,
gional
stations
will
disclose
their
enough."
restricted nighttime coverage as "We have not included BMB in our
well as their daytime coverage. As first three since we have had virtual y no experience with it. In our
a matter of fact, I would like to
Page 26 • April 2, 1945

PALAU POLL
! Gl's1 Vote Own Shows
GI LISTENERS
Radio Palau,
High in toRatings
Armed Forces Radio Service station in the Caroline Islands, selectedGl'isome locally produced shows
I the
among
topchoosing
spots in them
their preference list,
over
Benny, Allen and other high raters.
First place went to Hit Parade,
followedmandbyPerformMnce,
Bob Hopethe andlatter
Com-a
special ducedoverseas
request
show
proby the AFRS.
Shows produced and originated
by Radio Palau staff nudged into
the Boondock
top four Barney
with Club
Pacifician
and
in fourth
and
fifth
places,
respectively.
Pacifican is the brain childClub
of Sgt.
Bill
Landrum,
former
announcerengineer of WIBC Indianapolis.
CBC FM Hearing
FM applications will be heard at
the April 9 meeting of the board of
governors of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. at Ottawa.
It is staundersto d anumber
of private
tioncensesoperators
applying
for
FM
may appear at this hearing.liNo commercial FM licenses have
been granted yet in Canada, and
only aissued.
few experimental
ones have
been
The CBC itself
has
plans
for
starting
FM
stations
Toronto and Montreal as soon asat
equipment is available, and private
stations
to do
likewise expect
after theto benextenabled
CBC board
of governors meeting.
Brazilian Radiophone
DESCRIBED
as a ofmajor
step toward achievement
the national
radiotelephone network for Brazil
authorized last year by President
Vargas, radiotelephone service was
opened March 22 linking the public
telephone systems of Recife, Baia,
and Natal
withRiorecently
openedPorto
circuits between
de Janeiro,
Algre and Curitba. Announcement
came from International Telephone
& Telegraph Corp., New York,
which engineered the move.
More Fitzgerald Sponsors
ADDITIONAL sponsors following The
Fitzgeralds, when the participation
program
from
WOR
New York
to WJZ 19]shifts
Newinclude
York Hanseom
[Beoadcasting,
March
Baking
Corp., Long
Island City,NewN. Y.York,
through
Bhrlich
& Neuwirth,
and
Isbrandtsen-Moller Inc., New York,
for 26gler,Coffee,
through
Cowan
&
DanNewitsYork.
Latter toadvertiser
expand
campaign
Albany may
and
Syracuse
markets.
New
sponsors
for
The Fitzgeralds, include J. A. Wright
Co.,
for
Wright
Silver
Cream
through
Charles W. Hoyt Co., New York.
House of Herbs, Canaan, Conn., has
signed
a .52-week
through
Erwin Wasey
& Co.,contract
New York,
and
Dorsay Products, New York, for Earring
Grips
and
Nos-Ease,
for
52
weeks
through Sternfield-Godley Inc., New
York.

Hanrahan, Smith
Given Decorations
Broadcasters Are Honored
For Action in War Theatres
TWO BROADCASTERS now in
the armed forces — Lt. Col. James
C. Hanrahan, on leave as executive
vice-president of Scripps-Howard
Radio Inc., and Maj. Joseph L.
Smith Jr., owner of WJLS Beckley, W. Va., and part owner of
WKWK oratedWheeling
— have conduct
been dec-in
for meritorious
the war theatres.
Col. Hanrahan, who is with Allied Military Government in the
European theatre, has been awarded the Bronze Star "for distinguish-

Col. Hanrahan
Maj. Smith
ing himself by meritorious service
in connection with military operations against the enemy of the
United States". He also was awarded
the
for which
injurieswonto
an arm Purple
on the Heart
occasion
him the citation. Col. Hanrahan, on
active duty for the past three years,
headquartered at WMPS Memphis,
Scripps-Howard station, and at the
same time served as executive vicepresident of the operation.
Maj. Smith, son of former Rep.
Joe L. Smith, was awarded the
Croix de Guerre by the French Govment for his partThein order
the liberation ofernFrance.
was
signed by Gen. Charles de Gaulle,
president of the French Republic,
and the medal was presented at a
decoration
headquarters of the ceremony
12th Army atGroup.
Maj.
Smith is chief of the Plans & Operations Branch, Publicity & Psychological Warfare Section, at Gen.
Omar N. Bradley's headquarters.
He joined
the headquarters
England and was
responsible forin much
of the planning and operations of
his section in the invasion of
France,
Maj. Smith,
infantry
officer,2,
entered
active anservice
on Oct.
1941. After a year with the War
Dept. Public Relations Bureau in
Washington,
he wasSections,
assignedETO,
to thein
Public
Relations
May
1943.
He
is
a
graduate
of
the
Command & General Staff School,
Fort Leavenworth.
Russian Pickup
opinion, usefulness of this type of THE Patriarch of Russia, of the
survey will depend on how the Russian Orthodox Church, Metrotabulation
is handled,
politan Saturday
Alexie, was toinbe what
heard wason
the information
is andhowhowdetailed
much
last
of the information will be released NBC
said
to
be
the
first
religious
serviceto
to be broadcast from the USSR
to From
advertisers."
a second Minneapolis ad- this country. Alexie's special message, deliveredbyin Robert
Russian,Magidoff,
was to
, "Dr. Whan'sinteresting
Intensity and
PopularityvertiserRatings
and be translated
informative
but not in large enough
NBC's Moscow representative, with
a chorus presenting Easter songs.
use to allow comparisons."
BROADCASTING
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fl COIUBOV,
fl TRUCK
W

JOHN BLAIR
MAN

<l UJHEELBRRROIU!

WWVA listeners Imow him as Big SliiM* the tone Cowboy and lust how well they know^ Mm sometimes amazes
even us who think we understand /Qie Mendly tempo
of WWVA's humanized Broadcostii:^.
The story is this:
'< > ■
During one ol h%-,4{>P®!9hnfv; ;irtfofa&al -hroadco^ts. Big
Slim mentioned in his.;tfi»cal WVV'yil Mendly manner
thjcrt he would JSce„,tO\,3et^:d;>^he^^ letters. K
listener 'took upi lW^iu9gesji«^kA<iM^^
made wheelbgrr^ 'a|ich¥siBedHo\'la'a^ ^
In a<:lmowled0i»#:/thiS';frlf4dlV ,0<^sl»3re^"lig Slim
just hinted
-that'mof
a truckload
oi letters^
l^l J^eandsoin#one\w
h^hold, in came"boiiglder
a hand-made
truck for himl
Bi^~
Siimi'To jihe,,
:<iRd,' theMendly
^picE "are.
above.
US/ Wheelbarrow
they, tell a clc»se-in,
story pictured
of >(rhy
WWVii is on^e, of the world's better radio stations.
They tell/ in a dramatic and compelling mcccca&x, of an
audiencj^ famous for its loyalty and devotion to a radio
station and its entertainers that is astounding.
ONE OF THE WORLD'S BETTER RADIO STATIONS j
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Perfume Included
BOTTLE of Prince Matchabelli perfume
attached
to
placard
headed "Sampleto
My Wares"
some
50radio
New has
Yorkbeenradiodistributed
editors
and
agency
departments
as the first
in a halseries
of
promotion
pieces
in
beof Arthur
staff announcer.f First
pieceGary,
callsNBCattention
to Mr.
Gary's
delivery
of
commercials
on
Prince
Matchabelli
Inc.April"Stradivari
Program"
on NBC
until
8 when
program shifts
to CBS.
WSM Color Program Schedule
NEW
featuresWSMon theNashville
cover a program
mountain release
scene
printed
color. In the
foreground
abacked
fullyupin blooming
mountain
laurelis
by
spruce
and
overlooking
a valley with the typical blue Smoky
Mountain Gentlemen:
haze. The It'scaption
Morning,
Spring "Good
Down
South!"reminder
appears that
on the
with
"folkscover
are along
busy
buying!"
Christmas Club Report
FORTY-EIGHT
illustrated
finan-to
cial report Farmeron thepage$85,318.89
donated
the Prairie
WLSfounding
Chicago
Neighbors
Club
since
its
in
was distributed last week to the 1935,
club
contributors.
Booklet
contains
29thephotographs tandributiontwo
maps
showing
disof the
osts aregifts.
paid Allby club
PrairieadminFarmer-WLS. istrative cKMOX
Folder
TO SHOW that the country folks of the
Mississippiportant Valley
region
"playof things"
an impart in the
schemeTed
and how Farm
Director
Mangner
furnishes
them
daily
with
a
"multitude
of farm news,
andLouishelpful
gestions",trends
KMOXandSt.letter
has sugdistributed afolder
announcing
sponsorship
availability
of
the
"Ted
Mangner Program".
McClatchy Promotion Dept.
NEW
PROMOTIONBroadcasting
department Co.
to serve
the
McClatchy
and
McClatchy
newspapers
of California
has
been
formed
with
Everet
S.
Peterson
and
Bradley
Riter,
McClatchy
veterans,
on the staff.
Mr.
Peterson
has
been
engravingprinting
manager forplant
the manager
Sacramentofor
Bee and job
the newspapers.
tion editor for theMr.Bee.Riter was promoCBS Contest Winner
WINNER of the CBS caricature contest
was
Corp. Herbert
A.WarWriter
'USMC
who
a $500manager
Bond
from
Carl received
J. Burkland,
of WTOP
Washington.
was conducted
last
fall over allContest
CBS stations.
Over 1,100
drawings were
In to WTOP after
entrants
were turned
furnished
containing
drawings ofwithCBSa sheet
stars
and program 60ideas.
Limerick Contest
WHN New York Is conducting a limerick
contestgram inonconnection
its "GloomwithDodgers"
the new pro-GI
wail,
"Oh, Amsterdam,
My Achin' Back",
written
by
Morey
co-m.c.
the
show,
who
alsobestwrote
"RumwillandbeofCocaCola".
Five
verses
aired
weekly
and
winners
will
receive
passes
to a Manhattan theatre.
KROS Club News Series
PIVE-MINTJTE
is presented
byeacha civic
memberclubofnews
KROSsurveyClinton,
la. at
meeting
in
theInserted
KROS
area. theTheregular
summary
Is easily
into
business
session
of
the
organization
withoutService
interfering
with
the
club program.
considerable
favor and
has has
been received
offered
byIn 1941.
KROS since opening of the station
Song for Gambling
FEATURINGniversaryJohn
show on Gambling's
WOR New 20th
Yorkan-is
the
ballad
"He byWasWORJuststaffa Gambling
Man",
written
members.
The
station's
claim
of "more
listeners"
are enjoyed
by anymorning
other
New Gambling
York than
station
the
show.is credited in part to
WIBG Awards
WIBG
has presented
awardspion toteamsPhiladelphia
high
school basketball
in thechamsuburban leaguefromandsixoneschools
In Philadelphia.
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WLW in Morale Movie
MOTION PICTURE Unit of the U. S.
Army
Corps hasto betakenusedpictures
at WLWSignal
Cincinnati
in an
Army
morale
film gotitled
"ReportthroughFrom
Ohio"outwhich
will
to troops
the
world.
James
Cassidy,
WLW
war
correspondent,
recently
returned
from overseas, is narrator.
Sales Idea Sheet
MUTUAL
has released
the tofirsthelpin aMBSseries of bulletins
designed
stations selloperativeandprograms.
keepTitled
sold the
network
coMutual7
Coop, sheetand will
beInclude
Issueditems
at irregular
intervals
wUl
on
succes ful sales and sponsor experience with
MBS programs.
WAYS Newspaper
FIRST edition of WAYS Charlotte house
organ "On
the Air"withwas thepublished
last
month
coincident
thirdpromoanniverprograms
sary of the station.
Special
tion
for
during
the
next
year
make use andof card
displays cities.
on buses
InwljlCharlotte
neighboring
Hallicrafters Booklet
EIGHT-page
10 x 10 promotion
colored into red,
hasbooklet
been
released
10,000white
dealersand andbluedistibutors
of Hallicrafters
Co.,
Chicago,
in
connection withUnlimited",
their half
hour show "AmerWGN icaChicago
AprUto be2. broadcast over
KSD Brochure
SPIRAL
boundareabrochure
KSD and
the
St.
Louis
has beenon distributed
by the station. Coverage
and other
maps;ards ofacts
on
population
and
f living;
retail sales data; standinfortion on personalities
coverage maare
highlighted inandthe program
booklet.
Market Research Book
BOOKLET issued by Abbott Kimball
Co.,
N.
Y.,
called "Market
Research, the
Scientific Approach
to Advertising",
expossibleplainsthethat marketing
formulationresearch
of plansmakes
and
policies
and
the
building
of
advertisfacts.ing campaigns on the basis of known
Sports Reports
WHOM ports bJersey
City promotes
daily re-In
y sportscaster
Joe
Cummiskey
ashots.
folder
illustrated
with
sports
news
Cover
bears toa picture
of Mr.and Cummiskey,
pointing
the
reader
asking "Do You Want to Hear Some Plain
WSPA Bookmark
Talk?".
BOOKMARK containing reprint of a
newspaper
concerning
trial and story
production
wealththeisofIndusthe
Spartansburg,
S. C. Spartanburg.
locality,
being
distributed
by
WSPA
isData.made for use in Standard RateMark&
Tele Color Chart
RKO
Television
new video
color Corp.
chart has
whichdeveloped
shows ona
a monitor
screen
how colors
will been
appear
on
home
receivers.
Chart
has
Installed
at WABD,
station, New
York. DuMont television
AMP Pamphlet
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
New veyYork,
is
of Catalogsdistributing
Controlled "Afor Brief
RadioSur-by
AMP",
pamphletoffered
summarizing
musical amaterial
by each ofthe17
publishers.
Good Score Card
COMPARING
golfersto who
use the
course
sponsors
who same
sella
over WIPconstantly
Philadelphia
consistently,
folder
on
WIP
states
its
"sales
'score
card' must tolooktakemighty
good", and urges
sponsors
availabilities.
WHBQ Trade Ad Folder
trade paper
advertisements
ofSERIES
WHBQ ofMemphis
has been
presented
In brochure
form
and
Is titled
"A Reminder
that
there
are
more
reasons
using WHBQ than any other Memphisfor
station". Co.Pep (Pep)
Offer Battle Creek,
KELLOGG
Mich.,
sponsors
of
fiveweekly on Mutual,whichwill"Superman",
offer listeners
"Walky-Talky"
really
functions.a.

Video Promotion
ADMIRAL CORP., Chicago, elecand appliancestation
manufacturers, andtronicstelevision
Chicago
have concluded
aWBKB
.ioint
agreement to further television development in Chicago it was anced by Elmer
C. Upton,
agingnoundirector
of the
station manand
by Richard
A.
Graver,
vice-president of Admiral, in charge
of the
radio division. Manufacturer will
use station as a proving ground for
equipment.
Admiral starting April 3 will
sponsor telecasts for two evenings
a week. Shows
used to demonstrate will
televisionbefundamentals
to retail dealers. When sets are
made by Admiral again, plan calls
for telecasts to be shown by dealers
in local stores (via the sets) to
customers.
WOR teredRECORDING
enthe transcribed division
syndicatedhas program
field
with
the
release
of
"The
Sealedries, byBook",
half-hour
mystery
David Kogan
and Bob
Arthur.seFirstrey sponsor
on
WOR
is
John
SurLtd.

PLUG FOR A PENNY was what
this
recentall programming
ence was
about, as sponsorconferand
agency
executives
transcribing of met
Rexallto supervise
Review.
Quarter-hour transcriptions utilizing topflight
Holljrwood
talent,
will
be used
on more
than 200
stations
tosalepromote
national
Rexall
one-cent
from April 29 through May 5.
Getting down to business (1 to r)
are Phil Cohan, producer-director
of N. W.icingAyer
& Son, Co.
agency
servUnited Drug
(Rexall)
account;
Sam ofHartford,
advertising executive
United Drug
Co.;
and Arthur White, agency New
York account executive.

Religions Series From WRVA
ChUdren's Series
SERIES castsOf originates
"Presbyterian
broad- period
CBS Is inbuUding
a half-hour
8:30-9AprUHour"
a.m.1 through
Sunday
the Monday
throughchUdren's
Friday
from WRVA Richmond
5:30-6 p.m.
spot. wUlA western
series
June ters24.
Leading
Presbyterian
minis- maron
Tavern"
be heard
in the"Clmfirst
o
f
the
South
conduct
the
services
quarter-hour
segment
beginning
heard on 12 southern stations. Music 9 replacing "Terry Allen". Felix AprU
Holt,
Is by "Presbyterian
Hour"
quartet.
Stawho Isgramleaving
WXYZ
Detroit
as
protions
scheduled
to
carry
the
series
are
director, wUl write the program.
WRVA,
WDBJ WPTF
Roanoke,
Va.; WINX
Washington;
Raleigh,
WBIG "WUderness Road", a Juvenile series,
Greensboro,
WSOC
Charlotte,
WWNC
may
be
replaced
by with
a new action
seriesprojects,
"SparAsheville and WSJS Wlnston-Salem,
the Hawk",
centeringrow &around
N. C; burg,WIS
Columbia,
WSPA Spartan- aviation
andcivic
otherimprovement
modern themes.
and WTMA
Charleston,
WJAX Jacksonville,
Fla. S. C, and
WPTF Welfare Series
PUBLIC WELFARE emphasis by WPTF
New
Children's
Programs
WNEW
New
York
will
have
a
continuous
Raleigh
in
in a new
Community
CouncU5235-minute
Sunday morning
periodstart
for week series1945ofis featured
children beginning
AprU 8 with
broadcasts
under
title
"Inside
Story".
The
program
for
first
13
weeks
wUl
of "Books
quarter-of deal with services by social welfare
hour
to be Bring
followedAdventures",
by five minutes
agencies.
news
for
juvenile
listeners.
Station's
regularbook"Redseries.
Robin"Books
Playhouse"
Long-Distance
the
Bring precedes
Adven- VIA direct
from Basketball
Madison Square
series prepared
League tureofs" isa America
and wUlby the
run Junior
for 13 Garden, NewwireYork,
KOMA Oklahoma
•weeks,
dramatizing
chUdren's
books
City ballbroadcast
last the
Tuesday
the basketselected by a special board of judges. and
game
between
Oklahoma
New York U. in the finals ofAggies
the
Forum on World Peace
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Assn. EastWest
championship
match.
TO
PROMOTE
public
understanding
ofworldthe peace,
factorsWJBK
bearingDetroit
on a has
permanent
started
Correspondents Forum
aprogram
weekly presenting
half -hour discussions
Saturday afternoon
correspondents forum
onOpencon- onA WASHINGTON
the
United
Nations'
San Francisco
t
r
o
v
e
r
s
i
a
l
i
s
u
e
s
by
authorities.
meeting
and
its
IsClubbeingof
ingingprogram
March
24
featured
oppossponsored
by the significance
Advertising
groups among
Polish-Americans
Akron coast-to-coast
on the Blue
NetonEnglish
the Crimean
Pact.
Both
Polish
and
work
Tuesday,
9-9:30
p.m.
EWT.
wUl be used In the series.
program wUl originate in Akron. The
Sunday Concert Soloists
Veterans on KNX
OVERvocal500competition
amateur singers
entered
WITH VETERANS as members of the
the
of the have
first
annual
PhUadelphla
Music
Festival
to
be
held
show's
cast
each week,on "Welcome
Home"
has
been
started
Hollywood!
June dios1.of Auditioning
Is held InFrom
the stuand Is designed
to aid KNX
rehabUltation
of
servicemen.
KYW
PhUadelphla.
the
entries
25
will
be
chosen
as
soloists
for
Amateur Announcers |
a seriesto ofbe sixairedSunday
concerts,
1-1:30
p.m.,
by KYW
beginning
AMATEURS
their WHBQ
chance atMemphis
broads
AprU 22.
casting on have
the new
Service Interviews
weekly
program
"So
You
Want
to
Be an
Announcer". Three contestants appear
NEW
quarter-hour
now aired
weekly Interview
by CKSF program
Cornwall,Is on the show each week.
Ont. titled
"Welcome
From Overseas"
Relief Aid Series
and
featuring
local servicemen
and
women
Justdesigned
returned
fromto overseas.
WOV toNewthe York
Is broadcasting
"Re
Program
assist
Community,"
ten'
minute
Italian-language
talkweekly
designed
lish the Isveterans
In tocivilian
life.reestab- port
tocampaign.
aid the American Relief
for
Italy
Service News
West Series
WMJM quency
Cordele, Ga. towUlbroadcast
use It'shomefre- ROMANCE Old
of the old West as told 10
town news checkfor period
men In service. Relatives
history, the motion pictures and true
are asked
to
tell
servicemen
of
the
spestories,
Is which
basis forhas "Western
cific stations.
cial broadcast at 3:30 a.m.
the
Air"
started onTheatre
CBS Pa-of
BROADCASTING
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Meet

Our

New

GENERAL

MANAGER!

The Board of Directors of klAB on April 1st announced the appointment
of Harry Burke, formerly of WOW at Omaha, as the new general manager
of KPAB with executive offices in Omaha.
Harry Burke,
KFAB's
new general
manager,
bringshisa
wealth
of radio
experience
to KFAB.
Starting
radio career at WJAG, Norfolk, Nebraska, Harry has
been associated with WOW at Omaha for the past
13 years. He has served as program director, sales
manager, and assistant general manager of that
organization.

For 17 years Harry has been working and living with
the people who make up the Midwestern radio
audience. Under his able supervision, KFAB will
continue to render the same fine services to the people
living in the vast 200 county area served by the BIG
FARMER STATION.

ItepraMntad by PAUL H. RAYfKIl COMPANY

Pollock Tells Hoiv Radio Men Bring
War Horns to U. S. in Spite of Risks
to SHAEF where they are beamed
MAJ. BOB POLLOCK, chief of ra- from
the Paris studios. One of our
dio, SHAEF Public Relations, last
week told Broadcasting of the tre- men, Capt. Ted Bergmann, formermendous risks Army radio men are
ly of NBC, was on the lead plane
taking across the Rhine in Ger- of the Allied airborne invasion of
many, in France, in Italy and all Germany with his wire recorder.
over the European theatre in or- This was the recording heard Sunder to bring the war home to the
day, the 25th on the Army Hour."
American people. In the States for
Difficulties Tremendous
a brief leave, the former WSB AtAs an example of the difficulties
lanta director of special events has
already returned to Paris.
under which they work, Maj. Pollock cited Capt. Don Witty, an"The men are going in the center
other ex-NBC man, who with Capt.
of
the
action,"
he
said,
"many
of
Bob
Hibbard of WGN Chicago,
them bile
broadcasting
motransmitters direct
at thefromfront.
worked for ten hours during air
Others send their wire recordings and ground bombardment of Ft.

Driant, guarding the stronghold of
Metz, to get a wire recording for
the Army Hour. "Everything happened," the major said. "Generator
went dead,
the recorder
wouldn'tall
work,
and shells
were dropping
around him. But somehow, the recording went on the air on schedule
theThefollowing
biggest Sunday."
recording operation
of SHAEF radio public relations,
according to Maj. Pollock, is the
"Hometowners" series. Over 2,000
discs a month are sent to stations
throughout the U. S., featuring individual interviews
with From
G.I.'s thein
the European
theatre.
front lines, rest camps, service
unitsdio near
front,to theSHAEF
Army the
ramen sendthe back
interviews on wire recording spools.
The radio staff at Paris head-

iilM/movt has money to spend NOW! LATER

quarters dubs them on the discs
and mails them to stations selected
on a rotation basis for cities having more thanstudios
one station.
SHAEF
are located in
the Hotel Scribe in Paris, and operate under the direction of Col.
Ralph, head of the Communications
Branch, SHAEF. Several voice circuits to the U. S. are used, includSignal Corps,
and
Press ingWireless.
There Mackay,
are also land
lines from there to London. The
studios are at the disposal of all
correspondents in the theatre.
Coordinates Officers
Maj. Pollock handles the European portion of the Army Hour in
addition to his other duties including
the radioin
officers coordinating
attached work
to theof armies
ETO, Lt. Col. Howard Nussbaum,
NBC, is radio officer for the
Twelfth Army Group. Under him
are: Capt. Don Witty, 'NBC, First
Army; Capt. Bob Hibbard, WGN
Chicago, Third Army; Lt. George
Fuller, NBC, Ninth Army; Lt.
Jack Hanssen, Third Army.
Capt. Carl Zimmerman, WEMP
Milwaukee, is radio officer with the
Sixth Army Group, working with
Sgt. Jay McMullen, Princeton U.
station; Sgt. Wallace Irwin Jr.
This unit has been in operation
since the North African operations.
Maj. Pollock joined the Army in
August 1941 as a second lieutenant.
He went overseas in 1943, and has
been with SHAEF since October
1944.

WAC Thanks WABC
WABC NEW YORK and its leading woman commentator, Margaret
Arlen, wonAdvisory
highest praise
from theof
Civilian
Committee
WAC, Second Service Command,
for work in recruiting enlistees in
the newly-commissioned WAC medicalveltunit,Jr.thecompany.
Gen. Theodore
WithinRooseone
month's cruits
timewere made
appeals onfor52WACstation
rebreak announcements, 25 Margaret
Arlen matic
programs,
show and inonefivespecial
guest draappearances on other programs. A
record number of applications for
the WAC, 90 more than during the
landslide month immediately after
SCRVINS THE
"MASNETIZEO
D-Day were received. On March 7,
452 young women were sworn into
SABINE AREA TAyLDR-ijDWE-S^
the company at a special ceremony
in the CBS-WABC Playhouse 4,
with Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt Jr.,
Col. Oveta Gulp Hobby and Brig.
Gen. Sumner Waite present.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

/Approximately $864,000 is paid out WEEKLY in Beaumont to industrial workers
alone. Yes, they are spending some of it nov/, and they're saving some of it
to spend LATER. Shipbuilding, oil, and synthetic rubber plants are topping activity
in this phenominal market nov/. And there's plenty of evidence to show this is
a stabilized market for post war — {ask for copy of Committee for Economic
Development Survey on Beaumont).
KFDM is your standout major network station which gives you full coverage and
penetration of the rich Sabine area.
BLUE NETWORK
American Broadcasfing Co., Inc.

•
• •
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Parker Buying Time
PARKER WATCH Co., New York,
as part of a projected national
campaign for Parker watches, has
purchased
on WJJD Chicago
and WDGY timeMinneapolis.
Chicago
contract, effective April 15 for 52
weeks, calls for 4,441 day announcements, and 1,006 night spots, broadhour Sunday.
on the half-hour
Mondaycast every
through
Contract
with WDGY calls for 36 time signals weekly for 52-weeks beginning
April 16. Expansion of campaign
will continue with purchases in
other primary areas, according to
Sterling Adv., New York.

TO WE

I
• Stations WKY and KLZ bow in esteem to the ten other stations cited,
by Variety for 1944 Showmanagement awards and particularly to WLS,
Chicago, and WSB, Atlanta, with which WKY shared honors for outstanding service to farmers, a distinction in itself.
mo

m

USmERS AND SPONSORS-

• The showmanagement activities of KLZ and WKY during 1944 to
which Variety has given acknowledgment have not been isolated spurts.
Despite the accomplishments of 1944, both WKY and KLZ are conscious
of still great obligations in the future. These stations accept their challenge
and pledge their thinking, their facilities and their resources to continuing
to serve listeners and advertisers "beyond the call of duty."
-Am JO VMtm m st«m muKiAmi

WKY

• OKLAHOMA
KLZ

• DENVER

CITY

I

1944

VARIETY

S H O W M A N A G E M E N T CITATION

• Less than
year ago, under
when the
WKY'sFulltime
farm direction
service de-of
partment waas organized
Edd Lemons, long a leader in Oklahoma farm affairs, the
promise
made that
was "being
to renderwasa service
withoutthis adepartment
peer or parallel
both ingeared
scope
and practical usefulness." Variety's recognition of WKY's
service
farmershas "beyond
of duty" furthermore,
is evidence
that thistopledge
been kept.the Itcallis evidence,
that the Credo of the WKY Farm Reporter has become a
of action:
contributeoftothethescience
securityof offarmlife
onprogram
the farm;
to the "To
advancement
ing; to the social and economic advancement of our
farmers; to the conservation of the soil resources of our
state;Theand"extra
to the proper utilization
inof itsitsstepsfertility."
service
farm
listeners was onlystep"one WKY
of manytookextra
WKYto takes
continuously to serve every segment of its huge audience,
every phase of community interest.
As Variety puts it: "Even a 'Variety' tenderfoot can
understand WKY's part in the life of its community.
It's as sharply branded as any prize Oklahoma steer."

1944

VARIETY

S H O W M A N A G E M E N T CITATION

• "The mercu chat envelops too many network stations,"
said Varietyticularly inthese
in its war
1944 days
Showmanagement
when alibis canCitations,
be pulled"parout
as easily as recordings, is not evident at KLZ. KLZ could
have done its job the easy way, drawing almost exclusively
upon the CBS program output.
when agoKLZit mapped
out its wartime
many"Butmonths
was determined
to make operation
its local
programming a stand-out feature. KLZ not. only made
the promise but came through
with
the
performance.
iriety KLZ home-made thmking,
"In almost every category,
writmg and production asserted itself."
KLZ's accent on local programming, on doing a netty jobon localit programs
of specialized interest
and service haswork-qualibrought
numerous
's award,otherone citations,
of tin both
local and na
coveted in the industry, is the tenth significant award
which has come to KLZ since 1940, in the fields of programming, publicity, public relations and merchandising.
Greatest of all rewards, however, is the ever-growing
majority esteem and loyalty of Denver region listeners.

i

IHi

EXTRA

STEPS

MAKE

THE DIFFERENCE

luty

■ heads,

week,
• There is deep significance in the face
that stations WKY and KLZ, affiliated in
management, were two of the 12 stations
singled out by Variety from among the
nation's 900-odd radio stations for plaque
awards in its 12th annual Survey of Showmanagement.
It is recognition by an authority of unquestioned prestige
of the
ment know-how
behind
theseshowmanagestations. It
fundamental characteristic,
pomts
out
a
family trait, common to all properties and
affiliates of the Oklahoma Publishing
Company
which make them landmarks in
their communities.
Doing an inventive, ingenious and aggres ive job, day after day, week after

KL

vear arter yearigs
hearts and facilities to serve the people . . .
taking thethese
extrathisteps beyond the call of
jtine at KLZ
and WKY, things which add up to noteworthy showmanagement.
Recognition by Variety, however, would
be empty without the supporting vote of
listeners in the areas served by WKY and
KLZ. Fortunately, there is overwhelming
evidence that the cumulative effect of this
type oftions asoperation
statop favoriteshas inestablished
the esteemthese
of their
listeners. This type of operation has paid
off in many ways, not the least of which is
the way it pays off for WKY and KLZ
advertisers.

DlMVeit

AFFIUATED Iff

WNED AND OPERATED BY
he Daily Oklahon •
Station KVOR, (
THE KATZ AGENCY, NATrONAL REPRESENTATIVE

McCormick Named
GOP Radio Chief
Job Is Given Fulltime Status;
Bacher Chosen as Aide
APPOINTMENT of John McCormick, former NBC Chicago account
executive and onetime general manager of WKRC Cincinnati, as radio
director of the
Republican
National Committee
was announced
last week
by Herbert Brownell
Jr.,
GOP national
chairman.
At a news conference Tuesday
at
Washington's
Mr. McCormick statler Hotel, following an all-day
meeting of the Republican executive committee, Mr. Brownell disclosed that a $750,000 budget
for the remaining nine months of
1945 had been approved. That
money will be divided between radio, publicity, research and field
organization work, he said.
The GOP National Committee
does not plan to buy radio time; EFFECTIVE PUBLIC SERVICE through citvwide cooperation is hanneither does it contemplate the
dled by the three Rochester stations WHAM WHEC WSAY through the
purchase of newspaper space, he Rochester Radio Committee. The group is comprised of two representatives
from
station, excluding management, and handles all civic, semisaid. "We plan to see that we get civic, each
professional, patriotic, charitable and other public service camour fair share of free time," he
paigns. Achairman is elected from this group to serve three months and
added.
all requests for time are channeled to him. He presents the picture to the
Bacher to Assist
group which either accepts and draws up plans for the three stations to
or rejects the project if analysis determines it is not of interest
Mr. Brownell also announced the tocooperate
the community. Front row (1 to r) : Charles Siverson, WHAM proappointment of Edward L. Bacher,
gram
manager;
Ken Sparnon, WHEC musical director and committee
Washington, formerly with the
Elmer Walz, WSAY commercial manager. Back row: Harlan
U. S. Chamber of Commerce, as chairman;
Evans,
WSAY
public
relationsJ. director;
Jack Kennedy,
commerhis executive assistant. Mr. Mccial manager, and William
Adams, WHEC
programWHAM
manager.
Mr.
Cormick, who resigned March 15 Adams is secretary-treasurer for the Rochester Radio Committee.
from NBC to accept the GOP post,
becomes the first radio director appointed bythe National Committee
on a year-round basis. During the Radio Gave Over $161,000,000
last campaign Henry R. TurnbuU,
chairman of the plan committee,
Duane Jones Co., New York, served To War Messages During 1944
as radio director, sharing respon- STATIONS, networks and adver- the Treasury Dept. received the
sibilities with Wells (Ted) Church.
tisers contributed $161,752,000 in largest radio support, valued at
Mr. McCormick began his radio
career in 1929 as announcer at time and talent for war messages $43,352,000. Next was War Food
and Dept. of AgriWGBS New York (now WINS), during 1944, NAB estimated last Administration
culture with $15,567,000. War,
later becoming program director. week in accordance with the formula adopted by the media com- Navy, WPB, War Manpower ComIn September 1934 he joined
War Advertising
mission, OPA, Red Cross, War
WKRC, then a CBS-owned station, Council. mitteeTheof thefigure
represents an Shipping Administration, Office of
as production manager, was made 8%
increase
over
the
volume
of
Economic
Stabilization, National
assistant manager in 1935 and on 1943 messages.
May 15, 1937, was appointed genWar
Fund
and Offi?*e of Defense
eral manager. A year later he was
NAB explained that the tabula- Transportation received services
tions were made from records kept ranging
000. from $1,000,000 to $12,000,transferred to WCCO Minneapolis,
stations and networks for the
also a CBS-owned station, as as- by
Formula for computing the value
sistant general manager. He later second half of the year together
became account executive of NBC with an estimate for the first half of radio time and talent devoted to
which was based on the WAC for- war themes was approved unaniChicago.
mula. Gross rates were used and anIn addition to Mr. Bacher and
by directors of
nouncements carried within the the WAC mouslyaslast aJuly
Mr. McCormick, the Committee
result of recommenwill name a fulltime publicity di- framework of programs were asdations of a committee of representatives ofthe four major media
rector shortly, according to Mr.
signed a value relationship
"in proportion
Brownell. Since the election last the percentage
of warto trade associations, with J. Harold
message
length
to
the
NAB
Code
fall, Leland K. Chesley, former
Ryan, NAB president, representing
news editor of KWK St. Louis, had stipulation on the length of com- radio [Broadcasting, July 31].
been acting publicity chief until he
mercial
copy".
Radio advertisers accounted for
resigned early this month.
Former Sen. John A. Danaher $64,000,000 of the total time con- WEEU, WRJN Join Blue
Reading, 1,000 w on 850
tributions during 1944, with sta- WEEUdaytime
(R-Conn.) has been named Cononly, leaves NBC to
gressional Aide of the National
tions and networks donating $78,- kc,
join
the
Blue Network June 15.
Committee, with headquarters in 000,000. Value of performers' serv- WRJN Racine,
on 1400 kc
ices was estimated at approximately fulltime, also will250joinw the
Washington, to serve as liaison
Blue on
with Republican leaders in Con- $20,000,000.
transferring its affiliaTo promote the sale of war bonds, that tiondate,
from Mutual.
gress.
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mC-mRTHWESTERN
mSTlTUTE
JVISE 25
FOURTH annual NBC-Northwestern University
Summer
stitute courses will
start Radio
June In-25
until August 25, it was announced
by Judith
Waller,central
public division.
service director of NBC
Nine-week period will include
eleven courses, carrying full unicredit. Enrollment
will be
limited toversity100.
Two new subjects.
Music matic
for Production,
Radio will
and beRadio
Draconducted
by
Dr.
Roy
Shield,
music
director
of NBC central division and Albert
Ci Other
ews, NBC
production
director.
courses
to be offered
at the
Institute and their instructors are:
Introduction to Radio, Miss Waller
and guestniques,lecturers;
Control Boom
Beverly Fredendall,
NBC; TechNews
and Broadcasting,
Thompson
and
Baskett
Mosse, NBC;JohnProgram
planning
and dioBuilding,
Homer
Heck,
NBC;
RaSpeech and Radio Announcing, Paul
Knight, ciety,Chicago
Speech
Correction
Soand
Louis
Roen,
NBC;
Radio
Dramatic
Writing andandRadio
Continuity.
William
Murphy
Myron
Golden,
NBC;
Radio Lou
Sales Tilden,
and Promotion
and
Publicity,
Ryan
and
Emmonsand
Carlson,
NBC;Jack
oi Radio,
Utilization
ofTeaching
Radio.
Davident ofHefferman,
superintendschools forassistant
Cook County,
111.
Tuition cidentals.
fee will
be
$100
Laboratory classes plus
will inbe
held at NBC studios in Chicago,
while lectures will be conducted on
the Northwestern Campus at Evanston, 111.
Cleveland Council Makes
Study of Commercials
NINE questions about commercials
are being asked in 10,000 questiondistributed
the Radio naires
Councilbeing of
Greater byCleveland
which now includes 110 civic groups
representing approximately 100,000 women.
Opinions
on the singing
commercial and middle
commercial
are
asked. Questionnaires are to be returned by April 26 for tabulation
by Mrs. John A. Becker, head of
public relations,
mittee. Results and
will a bespecial
readycom-in
May
and
will
be
sent
to
and advertising agencies. networks
Goebel Sponsors Tigers
GOEBEL BREWING Co. will
sponsor broadcasting games of the
Detroit Tigers for the third year.
Harry
Heilmann,
ex-Tiger
will
announce
the games
overstar,WJLB
Detroit and the Michigan network
including
WLOU WLAV
WCAR WFDF
WBCM WJIM
WOOD
WELL WIBM WKBZ WSOO
WTCM WHLS WDBC WDMJ
WKLA. Agency is Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance, Detroit.
B. & W. Sponsors
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco Corp.,
makers of Ral-its
eigh Louisville,
cigarettes,
Hildegarde
RaleighwillRoomreplace
program
on NBC Tuesday, 10:30-11 p.m.,
with a summer program featuring
Sigmund Romberg as conductor of
a 45-piece orchestra with weekly
guests soloists. Originating in New
York, the first in the series of 13
programs
be June
12. Agency
is Russel M.willSeeds
Co., Chicago.
INCREASING shortage of parts may
cause Swiss broadcasting stations to
reduce hours.
ported before Most
the war.equipment was imApril 2, 1945 • Page 35

You have to know to design for quality . . . efficiency . . . reliability.
In FM equipment these factors are vitally important and can only result
from proved ability.
You will find this ability at Federal — whose engineer-specialists know FM.
Federal's broadcast equipment has earned an enviable reputation . . . the
end result of a long list of impressive achievements. It was Federal's engineers
who contributed their knowledge to the development of the "Micro-ray",
the forerunner of modern high-frequency technique.
This pool of research and development experience, working in the same
tradition of perfection, is now responsible for Federal's FM equipment — the
ultimate in modern engineering design.
Look to Federal for complete FM installations . . . antennas, cables, transmitters, transformers, vacuum tubes ... all backed by Federal's name . . . the
name that stands for the best in broadcast equipment.
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Regional

Group

Stations

Sales

Up Second
28% Revenue
OverCompilation
'43, FCC
Reports
Finds Earnings
Over
Seventy Million; Other Breakdowns to Follow
7V2 kilowatts, unlimited; 150 with
IN ITS SECOND compilation of 51 with
kilowatts,
1 with 5 kilowatts1night,kUowatt
10unlimited;
kilowatts
station revenues by categories dur- 1 with
night;day,10unlimited:
kilowatts
ing 1944, the FCC has announced day, unlimited; 10 with
5
kilowatts,
limi
t
e
d
;
2
with
1
kUowatt
night,
kilothat
191
of
the
country's
225
watts
day,
unlimited;
1
with
500
standard broadcast stations in the night, 5 kilowatts day, limited; 54 watts
with
so-called regional group (5,000 to 5 kilowatts day; 7 with 5 kilowatts,
time; day,
1 withunlimited;
5 kilowatts
night,1
20,000 w) realized net time sales sharing
10
kilowatts
31
with
of $71,268,000, an increase of $15,- kilowatt night, 5 kUowatts day, unlimited; 1with 500 watts
581,000 or 28% over 1943. The re- day, unlimited;
and 1night,
with 51 kilowatts
kilowatt
maining 31 stations did not file reports. All of the stations, said the night, 5 kilowatts day, sharing time.
FCC, reported increases in net
time sales, ranging from some JOLLIFFE PREDICTS
$5,000 up to $375,000 above 1943
POSTWAR CHANGES
figures.
SPARK
The regional station gain of "IF THE
things ofis public
struck, dewe
28% compared with the increase of will bemandinfor new
on
a
much
larger
approximately 20% shown by 52
sion than that which occurred explowith
stations operating in the 50,000 w the start of sound broadcasting,"
category in 1943 [Broadcasting, Dr. C. B. JollifFe, vice-president in
charge of RCA Labs, told the
Feb. 26],
The FCC accounting department American Institute of Electrical
and the
Institute
Raalso is preparing breakdowns for Engineers
dio Engineers
meeting
in aofjoint
stations in the low power regional session.
category of 1,000 to 2,500 w; the
At the end of this war, he added,
local class, 250 to 500 w and the "we will have all the conditions
low power local category from 100 necessary for an explosive mixto 200 w. These will be released
later.
"The application of electronics
The FCC announcement on 5 to can
revolutionize manufacturing,"
ture."continued.
20 kw stations follows in full:
he
transportation the use of"Innewairdevelopments
Net time sales for 1944 by 191 of the in radio
aids to navigation and
Nation's
225
standard
broadcast
stations
communications will change our
(209 commercial
and
operating
with $71,268,000,
power16 non-commercial)
of an5 toIncrease
20 kilo-of conception of the reliability of air
watts, totaled
$15,581,000
or
28
per
cent,
over
1943.
He prophesied. .the." radio industry
All of these stations reported Increases transportation
in their crnet
time sales;
20 reported26 in-of as a possible "five or even ten bileases of $150,000
to $374,700;
lion dollar enterprise." Tests have
$100,00055 toto $150,000;
of $75,00040 toof $100,000;
$50,000 to39 $75,000;
$25,- proven that six mc channels and
000
000. to $50,000; and 11 of $5,711 to $25.- carrier frequencies below 300 mc
can produce
"veryhe satisfactory"
hundred and
eighty-one
the television
pictures,
said.
209Onecommercial
stations
serve
asof outlets
for
the
fo\ir
major
networks,
as
compared
to
152
stations
for
the
year
1943, or an increase of 16 per cent, as AFRA Wage Pact Approved
follows:tual, 24Blue,
3751;stations;
CBS, 61; Mu- WAGE agreement, with increases
;and
NBC,Mutual,
Blue5; and
1;andBlue
and Columbia,
Columbia ranging from 10 to 20%, recently
Mutual,
2.
with nine inTen of the 225 stations in this cate- concluded bydependenAFRA
goryworareks, asowned
orBluecontrolled
by(Amernettions, has beent Los Angeles
approvedareaby stathe
follows:
Network
icanNBC,
Broadcasting
Co.), Network,
2 stations;4. Tenth Regional War Labor Board
CBS,
1;
1;
Yankee
in
San
Francisco.
WLB
also
apandIheDonlicensees
Lee Broadcasting
contractsannouncers
calling forbutvacaof 155 of theseSystem,
225 sta-2.
tionsproved
for staff
retions,trolling
or thethem,companies
owning
or
confused to allow double time for holiare engaged
in other66 busintions;
es es, as follows:
Publishing,
staday
work.
Negotiations
conducted
Manufacturing, 12; Stores, etc., by Claude McCue, executive secre13; Educational,
19; Insurance,
4; Retary of Los Angeles Chapter of
li,gi1o;usand
, 2;Theatres,
Labor businesses,
organizat
i
o
n
s
various3; other
AFRA, mark first time stations
35Twostations.
dealt jointly with the union,
hundred and seventeen of these have
settingwitha pattern
for futstations are located in 44 States (Nevada. thereby
ure relations
the industry.
New Mexico,
Vermont
and Wyoming
exc
e
p
t
e
d
)
;
1
each
in
Alaska
and
Hawaii:
2Puerto
in the Rico.
DistrictTheyof Columbia;
andin 4thein
AAAA Names Oliver
are located
States
as follows:
Alabama,
4; Colorado,
Arizona, C. BURT OLIVER, general man1;3; Arkansas,
4;
California,
16;
ager of Foote, Cone & Belding, Los
Delaware,
1; Florida,9;
10;Connecticut,
Georgia
5; 2;9;Idaho,
1; 5;Illinois,
Angeles, has been elected chairman
Indiana,
7;
Iowa,
Kansas,
Kentucky,
of
the
of governors
1; Louisiana, 3; Maine, 3; Maryland, 2;
ernboard
California
Chapter of ofSouththe
Massachusetts,
7; Michigan,
5;10;MinneAmerican Assn. of Advertising
sotat,a5n;a,Mississippi,
1;
Missouri,
Mon4
;
Nebraska,
3;
New
Hampshire,
Wayne Hollywood,
Tiss, vice-presi3;Carolina,
New Jersey,
1; New
York,2; 12;Ohio,North13: Agencies.
dent of BBDO
was
3;3;North
Dakota,
Oregon,
6; Pennsylvania,
made vice-chairman, with Carl K.
5;Oklahoma,
Rhode
Island,
3;
South
Carolina,
3;
Tester,
executive
of
Philip
South
Dakota,
3; Tennessee,
6; Texas,9; Meany Co., Los Angeles, secretary-J.
8;WestUtah,Virginia,
3; Virginia,
4;
Washington,
Other board members
2; and
7.by treasurer.
The 225
stations
may Wisconsin,
be classified
include Norman R. Barnes, head of
power
and
time
of
operation
as
follows:
Barnes-Chase
Co., San Diego, and
1 station operating with 20 kilowatts, Burt Cochran, manager
limitedited; time;
10 kilowatts,
lim- Erickson, Los Angeles. of McCann12 with 110withkilowatts,
unlimited;
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VUKEOnOWAf
Farmer Bill in his battered topper (it's just a gag!) is not of
royal lineage, but he and his kind probably make up a better
market than the whole of Burke's Peerage!
For Iowa farmers are rich to the extent of an average income
in 1943 of $7,672 — ^with predictions of a 20% increase for
1944. As a group, they comprise the No. 1 Farm Market not
only of America but of the world!
By far the best way of reaching them is through the No. 1 Farm
Station, KMA — ^the only full-time farm station in this section.
We give our farmer friends their market reports when they need
them. Farm news and USDA requirements are not just read
here; they're interpreted by men familiar with farming practices. Maybe our announcers could speak in elocution-school
accents, but they don't : they use plain Iowa language.
And do such policies please our audiences? Well, they send us
more than tivice as much listener-mail as any other station in
this area. That looks as though we offer you twice as good a
chance of making sales!
Our schedules are crowded, but requests for availabilities and
information are still welcome. Write us or call Free & Peters!

KMA
BLUE NETWORK
The No. 1 Farm Station in the No. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,

AROUND
IOWA
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From tiny tubes to eight foot water cooled giants
— from vest pocket aids for the hard of hearing
to super -powered radio transmitters —Western
Electric has led the way in electrical communications equipment for many years.
Western Electric vacuum tubes for over 30
years have been noted for their uniformity and
long life. Scores of new and radically different

ROADCASTIN G

MARINE RADIO
Western

Electric has

specialized

,

wammmm

types of tubes have been introduced by Western
Electric and Bell Telephone Laboratories for war
services. These new tubes — and the techniques
used in developing and manufacturing them —
will find many important uses in communications at the war's end.
In all forms of electrical communications, count
on Western Electric for continuing leadership.

Buy all the War Bonds you can
. . . and keep all you mm
buy !

Duffy Elected Chairman
Of CAB Governors Board
BERNARD C. DUFFY, vice-president and general manager of
BBDO, New York, was elected
chairman of the board of the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting
at the annual meeting of the CAB
board of governors. He succeeds
Dr. D. P. Smelser, manager of the
market research department, Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, who
has held
post since the inception of thethisCAB.
Robert B. Brown, advertising
manager, Bristol-Myers Co., New
York, was elected treasurer, sucH. Gallup,
vicepresidentceeding
andGeorgeresearch
director,
Young & Rubicam, New York. Mr.
' Brown was also elected vice-chairman of the board, a new position.
Chaii'man and treasurer terms of
office are for two years, conforming to a new CAB policy of rotating these offices every two years.

Saturday Time Value Argued at WDSU
Hearing on Overton Political Charge
FURTHER action on the WDSUTestifying first under questionSen. Overton hearing, conducted
ing by FCC
Counsel
March 21, was held in abeyance last Senator
Overton
and P.J. W.A. Seward,
Oswald,
week to allow both parties time to commercial manager of KWKH
file briefs on proposed findings. Shreveport, who handled the SenaFCC Commissioner Norman S.
tor's radio campaign, repeated
Case, hearing officer, set April 20 charges previously made to the
as
the
last
date
the
briefs
may
be
Commission
[Broadcasting, Feb.
filed.
19]. They stated that time was
In what was the first hearing of refused Monday through Friday,
an alleged violation of Sec. 315 of 6-10:35 p.m. and upon later request of availabilities were told
the Communications Act, the comparative value of Saturday evening only Saturdays or Sundays were
time as against weekday evening open. Sunday was turned down on
grounds that it is the Sabbath
time apparently became the decid- the
ing issue as WDSU New Orleans and both the public and the Senator
defended itself against charges by consider its usage improper. Saturday evening time was considered
Sen. John H. Overton (D-La.) that
he had not been given the same unequal by Mr. Overton because he
time in the last Senatorial election felt people were going out or shopas E. A. Stephens, part ovmer of
ping.theAfter
10:35 said,
p.m. people
on weekthe station and also a candidate.
days,
Senator
are

KSD Pension Plan
MODERNIZATION of a pension
plan established
1907, was anby Josephin Pulitzer,
dent of thenounced Pulitzer
PublishingpresiCo.,
for the employes of KSD and the
St. Louis Post Dispatch. It enables
the employe
to determine
time
the amount
of income athe any
can
expect upon retirement.
asleep in that part of the country.
Mr. Oswald was questioned about
the interests of his employer, John
D. Ewing,
owner ofWDSU
KWKH.counsel,
William C. Koplovitz,
asked about his application for a
station in New Orleans, now pending, and stated that he would assume Mr. Ewing is interested in
the proceedings.
Bearing the brunt of testimony
for his co-partners, Mr. Stephens
and H. G. Wall, Fred Weber, manager of WDSU, said he considered
the Saturday time period superior,
if anything, to weekdays and that
no distinction in price between the
two was ever made by broadcasters. Quoting Hooper surveys for
the pre-election period, he showed
that 33.7% of sets were in use in
New Orleans at the Saturday time
offered whereas on the Thursday
night period used by Mr. Stephens
onlyMr.27.9%
in use. that it was
Weberwere stated
policy never to cancel a commercial
time if other equal time were available and that the only reason the
Saturday spots were open was that
the Boston Symphony Orchestra
doesn't play
the summertime
and
another
spotinwas
being held open
by the network for a show which
was to switch shortly from another
network. No replacements were
used, heworks doexplained,
since theshows
netnot sell national
for just two months.
Mr. Wall testified that at the
formation of the partnership it was
agreed that the station would be
run on a non-political basis and
that Mr. Stephens would be treated
the same as any other candidate.
Corroborating this, Mr. Stephens
said he had made requests for time
that were not granted and that he
did not use the Saturday time because speeches throughout the state
took him out-of-town on weekends.

leadership in the morning hours
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING is just WKBB's
one of many promotional activities was evidenced by the following standings:
employed from time to time by WKBB to WKBB, 47.9 ; 2nd Station, 33.8 ; 3rd Staattract listeners in the Dubuque area. Dution, 7.0. For the entire survey period the
buque's first radio station, with its out- ratings were: WKBB, 36.4; 2nd Station,
standing programs of Blue Network shows 30.2 ; 3rd Station, 13.3.
and interesting local features, is way out in
front in a November listening survey made WKBB really delivers the listeners in the
by Robert S. Conlan and Associates. Dubuque area, and has the facts to prove it.
James D. Carpenter — Executive Vice President
-Howard H. Wilson Co.
Represented
I490
WKBB
BLUE
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To millions of people in the rich Missouri Valley-Great Plains area,
"Radio Omaha" means "Radio WOW".
From Sioux Falls to St. Joe — from the cornlands of Central Iowa to the
cattle country of Western Nebraska — radio listeners have acquired the
"WOW habit" over a period of 22 years. Why? Because, with 5000 watts
power behind 590 kilocycles, WOW delivers clear, easy-to-listen-to radio
programs over an immense area — ^within 200 miles of Omaha. And because
listeners consistently hear the best radio programs on WOW.

RADIO

STATION

Since 1927, WOW has given its listeners NBC programs— the
best available anywhere. In addition, WOW has always excel ed in its newscasts, and its frequent timely special events.
So that's why "Radio Omaha" means "Radio WOW" . . .
that's why millions have the "WOW habit".
As every experienced Time-Buyer knows, it's "listener
habits" that determine the advertising value of radio media.
That's why WOW has been the Number One Radio Advertising Medium in its area for many years — and STILL IS.
BROADCASTING
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WOW.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
590 KC • NBC • 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of
KODY

J
1

AT NORTH PLATTe]
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"Look for man going under name of Sam Henderson —
alias 'Opportunity' — genial, Mf ixxy, friendly . . . emcees a
half hour radio show . . . topnotch modern music, interspersed with fast-paced quips and commercials . . . can
be heard over WGAN, 3:30 p.m., Mondays through Fridays .. . when last seen this man was buried under landslide of fan mail and requests for 560 REVUE membership cards . . . calling all sponsors . .
(And when you find him take advantage of his widespread popularity . . . people in WGAN's listening area —
14 Maine counties; 1 in New Hampshire — like Sam
Henderson instinctively . . . and they TELL us about it!
This chap's no novice to the entertainment world — and
the grand music on 560 REVUE is only A^z^ responsible
for its success!
Participation sponsorship in the 560 REVUE was
oflfered, at first, to local advertisers only — our own
method of "kitchen testing" a program. Now we've
proved to everyone's satisfaction that this audience is
both large and responsive — so here's your opportunity
to tap a rich market! Send in your request for membership
today — we'll divulge complete details by return mail!)

STATION

PORTLAND
560
Kilocycles

Columbia Hotel, Portland, Maine
CBS Member Station National Representative: PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
»agc 42 • April 2, 1945

Stromberg - Carlson Net
Profit for '44 Up 16%
STROMBERG-CARLSON Co., Rochester, ended the year 1944 with
a 16% higher net profit than in the
preceding year, according to the
company's
annualtaxes
report.
Net
profit, after amounted
income
and other
deductions
to $843,607
in
1944, compared
to $726,815
in 1943.
Company
sales totalled
$55,140,312,
an increase of more than 34% over
the
1943.$40,946,618 volume achieved in
at the TWO OF RADIO'S four Patt brothendBacklog
of 1944of unfilled
stood atorders
$22,408,182,
(1) promotion
according to Wesley M. Angle, ars, Robert
ager for WHNG. New
York and manJohn
president, who stated that 95% of F., vice-president
and
generalmetman-at
the
1944
production
went
to
the
ager
of
WGAR
Cleveland
armed forces.
WGAR. Bob, a lieutenant (j.g.),
was cific
on where
leavehe from
the South Pawas communications
Film Advertized
offi,cer
for
a
group
of
and participated infour majorLCI'scampaigns.
REPUBLIC PICTURES Corp.,
his leave he married Miss
used a heavy publicity and spot During
Bloss, formerly with CBS
radio advertising campaign over inLonita
Chicago. Other Patts are Ralph,
Mutual's KLO Ogden,
Utah for
and the
the former
manager of WRAY PortsIntermountain
Network
mouth, a Navy lieutenant and
Marchpicture,
17 premiere
of Roy
Rogers'
James,
former
program director 2/cof
new
"Utah".
The
picture
WKRC
Cincinnati,
opened in Ogden with a broadcast with the Armed Forcesa seaman
Radio Servdirect from the theatre lobby, feaice in Hollywood.
turing interviews with civic officials
including Gov. Herbert B. Maw.
As part of the advance buildup,
KFI Renews on NBC
Rogers transcriptions were used
over Intermountain for a week be- SPIKING reports that KMPC Holfore opening. Agency is Donahue
lywood, willcity,
become
out& Coe Inc., New York.
let in that
KFI theLosNBCAngeles
has
agreedrenewal.
to a two-year
contract
Deal wasaffiliation
worked
One of Five CPs Granted out by Earl C. Anthony and William B. Ryan, station owner and
WITH APPARENT feeling that manager,
respectively, with Niles
experimental
FM
work
of
the
naNBC president and Sidture offered by the Cowles group Trammell,
ney N. Strotz,
network during
westerna
could best be utilized just in the division
vice-president,
New York area, the FCC last week five-day session
in
Las
Vegas,
granted application
a new Jerde- Current contract, signed in Nev.
1934
velopmental station atforWHOM
and revised •several times since,
sey tionsCityforand
denied
four
other
petiruns
out
in
June.
Mr.
Anthony
resuch Des
stations
in Washingportedly turned down a purchase
ton (WOL),
Moines
(WHO),
Minneapolis and Boston (WCOP). offer from NBC.
The Jersey City station will operate
on frequencies to be assigned by
the
Hope Replacement
sion. chief engineer of the commis- PEPSODENT
Co., Chicago (tooth
powder,
paste),
with broadcast
of
June
12
replaces
WKRC Anniversary
with Man Called X Bob
for 18HopeweeksShowon
WKRC Cincinnati was 21 years old
stations, Tuesday, 10-10:30
March 25. The station was started NBC (EWT).
SummerMarshall,
replacement
will star Herbert
film
by Howard Gates, Lee Ainsworth p.m
and Dan Myers, manager of the actor. Felix Mills is signed as musical director, with Jack Johnstone,
Hotel Alms, where first studios
Agency is Foote, Cone &
were located. Later, Clarence Og- producer.
den, president of the Kodel Radio Belding, Chicago.
Corp. bought the station. After
additional changes, the Cincinnati
Star
purchased
WKRC from
cAnnouncing
CBS Times
in 1939
and network
was
changed to Mutual. On June 1,
however, the station will rejoin the appointment of
Mutual as a basic network affiliate.
Wm. G. Rambeau Co.
Alta to Expand
as exclusive
ALTA VINEYARDS Co., Fresno,
Cal., which started a spot radio
V^ational S(^l^s
campaign last December when its 'Representatives for
distribution
expanded
'^lue
wide basis, has
taken togvera nationGeorge
Brooks Confidentially Yours tenminute
KFBC
basis, on program
WNEW on
New thrice-weekly
York. Alta,
makers of Alta Wines, Mattel and
St. Charles
plans tousing
enCheyenne, llOyo.
large its radiowines,
advertising
local stations, according to L. H.
'Wm.
Q. Qrove, Qen. oMgr.
Hartman Co. Inc., Agency, but no
definite plans have yet been made.
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FM STATION WGTR
Owned and operated by the Yankee Network
FREQUENCY: 43.3 MEGACYCIES
INPUT TO FINAL AMPLIFIER: 83 KW.
OUTPUT TO ANTENNA: 50 KW. .
TOTAL HOURS OPERATION TO DATE: 29,100
PERCENT OPERATING TIME TO OUTAGES: 99.92%
TYPE OF TRANSMITTER: REl NO. 521 DL
COMPARE THIS RECORD
Only REL has built FM transmitters
in this high-power class. Yet the
performance record of WGTR
compares favorably with even
the low-power installations of
Other makes.

THE VITAL LINK . . . Broadcasting originating
in Station WEOD, Boston, are relayed without wires to station WGTR, Paxton, ... 43
miles distant . , . and thence to the six stations which comprise the Yankee Network.
Thanks to WGTR, and to its consistently fine
RADIO

BROADCASTING
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performance, the Yankee Network has functioned perfectly since 1942.
REL installations have clearly demonstrated the
dependability and efficiency of the Armstrong
Phase Shift method of frequency modulation
. . . the method employed in REL transmitters
of all power ratings.

ENGINEERING

LABS.,

INC.
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IS
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When in Doubt, Don't
THE WORLD'S all-time, winner-take-all,
champeen journalistic sap is going to be the
chap who goes on the air and announces to a
waiting audience that the war is over in Europe—BEFORE THE WAR IS OVER!
Perhaps it won't happen. Perhaps Lady Destiny won'tAlbert,
crook urging
her finger
some
Anxious
him coaxingly
to spout atforensic
fiction into a hot microphone. But the possibilities are there, as was demonstrated on both
Coasts only last week.
Jonathan Daniels held a press conference.
He asked, in the name of the President whom
he serves as secretary, that no one go to San
Francisco for the international conference who
does not have business there. He urged, for the
President, that Government workers and others
remain at their desks if possible.
This understandable admonition was interpreted by one reporter, who used up his lifetime quota of journalistic license in a paragraph, to mean that the President had put the
Cabinet on alert — that big news could be
expected. His copy flowed into radio station
newsrooms and through the microphones to the
public untouched by a copy pencil.
This graphic tidbit of reportorial ectoplasm
was taken firmly by a West Coast commentator and molded into the proclamation that the
war was about to end in Europe.
Little avails in pointing out the pitfalls of
such behavior. They are obvious. One need
hardly recall the Great Martian Episode in
American radio to sense the responsiveness of
audiences to the broadcast word.
The ending of the war in Europe is as solemn, and more solemn to some, than its begin ing. It is not a subject which should be
handled by the inept. It is not a subject which
lends itself to dramatics since, of itself, it is
the most dramatic news of this generation, of
this century, perhaps of time to date. Certainly
it does not lend itself to reckless anticipation.
A cool head, then. A dispassionate eye on
that news wire, which has its own limitations
and carries words that are only as faultless as
the fallible humans who write them. No matter
what the source, check it.
Radio must do this job with poise, with dignity and with memorable good judgment. That
is possible at no cost to news enterprise.
Badger State Confusion
AS RADIO develops in stature and public importance the temptation to hobble it with regulatory restrictions increases apace. In Wisconsin a fortnight ago hearings were held on a
bill which would regulate radio as a public
utility, subject to state jurisdiction.
Congress has stated, and the courts repeatedly have held, that radio is an instrumentality
of interstate commerce and therefore subject
only to Federal regulation, as opposed to state
control. Similarly, the Federal law states radio
broadcasting is not a public utility-common
carrier, open to all comers. Thus the character of service and the rate structure of radio
cannot be controlled either by the Federal liPage 46 • April 2, 1945

censing authority or the respective states in
which stations may operate.
The author of the Wisconsin measure. State
Senator Fellenz, in testifying before the Committee on Corporations and Taxation, stated
simply that radio was growing so rapidly it
was now necessary to regulate it in the interest of the public. Opposition witnesses raised
the Constitutional question as to the power of
a state to regulate radio as a public utility.
The Wisconsin incident is another in a series of state moves to grasp some measure of
control over a vital medium, presumably for
purposes of taxation. The fact that such operations pay Federal and state imposts along
with other enterprise evidently is overlooked.
With new services just ahead which will
broaden radio's horizons — FM and television
and facsimile — it is easy to conjure up the
grabs for power that are in the offing. It might
be a good time for radio's legal lights to get
up a sort of easel presentation, pointer and all,
to exhibit before the 48 state legislatures.

GENE LAURENCE CAGLE

The Thorny Side
THE FCC, as newly constituted under the
Porter chairmanship, demonstrated last week
that it means business. Almost without precedent is the action proposing to deny the sale
of control of WOV New York to new owners.
And that revoking the license of WOKO Albany a month hence, because of hidden ownership aspects, is without parallel for an oldestablished station.
Without attempting to assay the details, it
is probable that political friends attempted to
convince the FCC that both the WOV sale and
the WOKO renewal should have been approved.
It isn't unusual for men in public life, or even
in high places, to plead such causes. The fact
that the Commission, by unanimous vote of
those present, took these harsh steps, should
make it clear that this Commission doesn't propose to be pushed around.
As to the propriety of the Commission's actions, other considerations come into play. In
the WOV case, if the facts are those stated
by the Commission in its proposed denial, then
there would appear to be ample basis for
questioning the qualifications of the Mester
brothers as licensees. So far as we can detect,
however, there has been no court adjudications of the practices which brought Federal
Trade Commission complaint.
The summary action against WOKO presents certain extenuating aspects. The station's ownership record admittedly is poor,
and full disclosures as required, were not
made. But does the order to delete the station
hurt its owners alone? What about the service
the station renders listeners? Of course there
will be bidders for the facility, and it would
be up to the Commission to see that they are
responsible. Yet it seems tragic that the majority owners of the station, engaged in its
active management, should suffer the supreme
penalty because of the sins of a minority.
These actions are indicative of the changed
FCC order. Stations here and there are going
to be cited on license renewals, where they
have failed to live up to commitments as to
program or other service. The Commission
proposes to see to it that licensee responsibilities are met. No broadcaster will object to
strict regulation, so long as it is fair and reasonable, and within the bounds of the law.

just haveof
see the
men horizon
most bare
age towhen
AN vocational
AT managed
desires. Gene Cagle has
their
of his
peak
the
reaching
to
close
come
career.
At 32, only 12 years after his first job as
parttime announcer on KFJZ Fort Worth
while still a student. Gene has succeeded his
erstwhile boss, Elliott Roosevelt, now an Air
Force Brigadier General, as president of the
Texas State Network and KFJZ, its key station. Ironically,by Gene's
toward turned
radio
was fostered
the sameaspiration
source which
him
down
on
his
initial
quest.
He
later
came
to head that station.
A class play in which Gene was appearing
was attended by the program director of KTAT
Fort Worth, who was deeply impressed by his
deep baritone voice. At his instigation Gene
soon afterward pryed into the possibilities of
a part-time
announcer's
KTAT.to Receiving no definite
offer job
he atdecided
try
his luck at KFJZ and was hired on the spot.
That was in 1933. Gene was manager of KFJZ
in 1939, at which time it absorbed KTAT.
Since Gene joined it in 1933, KFJZ has
stepped up from 250 w to 5000 w and he,
along with it, has stepped up by successive
stages to commercial manager in 1937, manager in 1938 and executive manager in 1941
of both KFJZ and the Texas State Network
including stations WACO Waco, KNOW Austin and KABC San Antonio. His last achievement came recently when the board of directors elected him president of KFJZ and the
Texas State Network while appointing him
executive director of the above named South
Leg stations.
Under Cagle's executive managership ten
ofBlueTSN's
sixteen outlets
affiliate and
stations
Network
KABChaveisbecome
being
stepped up from 250 w to 50,000 w day and
10,000 w night on a frequency of 680 kc. Exrts in the
of the opinion pethat
thisradio
powerindustry
increasewererepresented
an
impossibility. Notwithstanding, Gene determined to accomplish the job. He managed to
purchase a 50,000 w Mexican station which has
been dismantled for removal to San Antonio
to
KABC's
power
range.accommodate
The transmitter
now isincreased
in San Antonio.
Born in Wetumka, Okla., Jan. 6, 1913, of
native Texas parents. Gene moved to Texas
at the age of three and lived in the small town
of Crosbyton until 1928 when he entered Texas
Christian U.{Continued
He met his
wife 50)
Christine, the
on page
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As key figure in KOIN's weekly "Hello Soldier" program, Louis Sumner Bookwalter takes time from his duties as technical
Johnny Carpenter "briefs" wounded veterans whose stories # director and chief engineer of KOIN to meet, talk with and encourhelp focus the Northwest's attention on returning servicemen. age boys from the battlefield who will soon be back in "civvies".

KOIN

does

not

draw

the

line

that

says:

^^This is where
our responsibility ceases../^
sis. Seemingly unprocurable, wringers— enough for two
Out our way, "Hello Soldier" is a radio greeting as
hospitals— came in great numbers when the program
familiar as "Pacific War Time". It's KOIN's way of
bringing together Army men now mending at Barnes
asked listeners, "How about it.''"
-tr
<t?
General Hospital in Vancouver, Wash., and the people
But
there's
another
side
of
KOIN
activities at the
of this area. KOIN provides a sock-o variety show
hospital — not for broadcast. Eight KOIN men have a
headed by Johnny Carpenter, versatile director of spepurely private assignment over there. They meet the
cial events. But "Hello Soldier" is more than entertainment. Among many instances, the hospital urgently
soldiers regularly in man-to-man "reconditioning" sessions. This, the hospital staff tells us, helps to ready the
needed old-fashioned clothes wringers for drying woolen
soon-to-be-discharged veterans for civilian life again.
cloths used in the Kenny treatment for Infantile Paraly"Hello
cheers ofthefriendly
soldier patients.
In turn
it earnsSoldier"
the cheers
Northwesterners.
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OWI PACKET, WEEK

APRIL 23

Cnecfe the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during
the weeksuitable
beginning
April 23. OWI
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
for
sponsorship
and transcriptions
three
on eachof
side
discs. Tellwaryourmessages.
clients
about them.
Plan 20-second
schedules chain
for best timing
these ofimportant
STATION AI«NOUNCEMENTS
Gronp Group
NAT. SPOT
WAR MESSAGE
{.KW
Ind. Aff. OI
Ind. LivePLANTrans.
Hold Prices Down
x__
V-MaU
Don't
Travelat— Home
Vacation
Stop Wartime Accidents— X
Paper
Salvage
_
Conserve
Cars, Tires,
and Gas
X
Planned
Savings

Hooperatings Show
Audience Is Down
C. E. HOOPER Inc., New York, in
the March Network Hooperatings,
discloses a decrease in daytime listening over the previous report and
over last year. Average daytime
audience rating of 4.6 is down 0.6
from the last report, down 0.3 from
a year ago, while average daytime
sets-in-use of 16 is down 0.8 from
last report, up 0.1 from last year.
Average daytime available audience dropped 2.1 from last report.

Currently heard on over 240
Mutual Stations with more
than 130 sponsors. A few cities
available for cooperative sponsorship. Call, wire, write:
Wm. B. Dolph, Barr Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

ORIGINATING FROM WOL WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Hon. Blackett
Frank Reed
Hill
Agency
Chicago 1, Illinois
Dear Frank:
Brother,
amaround
I upsethere,
I Thermwaygoing
things
are going
have
start towearing
skirts
to feelaUto
that
Itobelong
VfCHS.over
Women
the place.
You them.
oughtAndto
see
they're not
satisfied
just
tothetakecontrol
over
room and the
Promotion paDemost of rthetment and
Script
writingas
as well
the b o oandk keeping
traffic,
they
even but
work
after
hours.as
They go out
Nurses
VolunAides
inteer they
the
hospitals,
make
speeches
for
drives,scrap
they
entertain the
boys atCenter,the
Service
know Iwhat
and
all. They don't
even
get on me to
buy
bonds,extra
and
I'm
on Pay roll deduction they
like know
everyone
else
around here.
I guess
a says,
good
thing,
Everyone
in it's
town
"WCHS?tho.They're
a live-wire
outfit.
Nice
Algy
people,
too." Idoing,
guess butthoseitYrs,
girls makes
know
they're
sure
mewhat
can sweep
do hisfaster.
bit, too.I guess even a janitor
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

Network Daytime
Since Last Report
and 1.7 from last year to 69.9.
When a Girl Marries is first in
the list of "Top Ten" weekday pro
grams. Breakfast in Hollywood
(11:15-11:30 a.m.) in second place
is followed by Portia Faces Life
third. Ma Perkins, fourth, is followed by Right to Happiness, Young
Widder Brown, Our Gal Sunday,
Life Can Be Beautiful, Pepper
Young's Family and Breakfast in
Hollywood (11-11:15 a.m.).
Stars Over Hollywood ranks first
and Theatre of Today second of the
Saturday daytime shows.
Hymns of All Churches has the
highest
identification
index— 71.3,sponsor
with 3.8%
giving the
wrongable toidentification
and
24.9%
unname a sponsor.
Metropolitan Opera shows the
largest number of women listeners,
per set (1.38) and the most men
(0.51), while Captain Midnight has
the most children listeners per set
(1.50).
The five top-ranking programs
listed in terms of the number of
listeners per listening set are as
follows :
Captain Midnight 0.94
Hop Harrigan
0.98
Jack
Armstrong
0.82
Terry
and
Pirates
—
0.84
Let's Pretend 1.15

0.34
0.39
0.37
0.39
0.20

IOWA
PREFERS
WHO
Ask Free
Peters for
the &Proof!
50,000 WATTS • m.< MOINES
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we're lipsticks mixed with soapsuds,
back fences blended with bridge tables . . .
good company for the Lady of the House,
From A, M. grin-surance
to afternoon affability,
WSAI programs give
the ladies
what they want.
Men would be
bored stiff, if any men
were home to hear,
but retailers' results and
Hooper reports show that
it pays to be a homemaker
in the daylight hours

I UST
as there's
each in everycreatures
female
of the
species,a little
thoseof changeable
who account for 90% of consumer purchases,
so is there a little of gingham and a little of
glamour in WSAI. Maybe that's why WSAI
rates high with men and women in Greater
Cincinnati.
BASIC BLUE NETWORK

REP. BY
ROADCASTING
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liililililtiiiNilfcj
MARKbe WOODS,
Blue Network president,
will
landRadio
speaker Council
for Aprilof 26.Greater CleveADE
HULT, guest
new Mutual
was
honor
March by30vice-president,
at a Tavern
Club
party sponsored
station
and
network
executives
andother
advertising
men in Chicago.
ARTHUR
SIMON,
general
manager
WPEN has
Philadelphia
for the Chicago
last sevenasof
years,
joined
WIND
general
president.assistant to RALPH L. ATLASS,
MILTON W. STOUGHTON, WSPR
Springfield, manager,
Mass. vice-president
and
commercial
has been named
vice-president
Business
Bureau.of the Springfield Better
HENRYager of WAJR
McNAUGHTON,
former
Morgantown,
W. Va.,manhas
joinedheadquarters
Pennsylvania
with
in Central
Pittsburgh.Airlines
KARL KOERPER,and KMBC
Kansas
City
vice-president
director,
served
as Cross
chairman
ofmanaging
theforKansas
City
1945
Red
campaign
more
than
a millionscribed bydollars
which
wasclosing
oversub$189,000
on
the
day
of the drive.

Burke General Manager
Of Lincoln Station
HARRY BURKE has been appointed general manager of KFAB Lin[Broadcasting,
executive offices in March
Omaha,26]thewithboard
of directors has announced.
Born catedJune
19, 1903,
he wasSchool,
eduat Kemper
Military
Boonville Mo.; Worcester Academy,
Worcester,braska. He isMass.
and theof U.Ad ofClub,
Nea member
Ad Sell,
Field
Club
and
the
Athletic Club of Omaha. Connected
with mid-western aviation for 20
years he flies his own plane and
was
the Patrol
originalin which
membershe
of theoneCivilof Air
holds the rank of captain.
He has had 17 years in radio
starting with WJAG Norfolk, Neb.,
and most
recently
as assistant
eral manager
in charge
of salesgen-at
WOW Omaha.
HOWARD BAILEY, traffic manager of
KPBK ager Sacramento,
has been
made RICKmanStockton.
MONTE
ETTS,taken
onof KWGtheoverproduction
of KFBK,
has
his formerstaffduties.

Clagett Joins Bennett
JOHNcial assistant
F, CLAGETT,
former Genspeto the Attorney
eral, has joined in the practice of
law with Andrew
^Wl^M' ' eran
W. Bennett,
vetradio attorney, it hasby been
announced
Mr.
Bennett. Under
m^m the
name, new
Bennettfirm&
law with
will
beClagett,
practiced
special emphasis
radioandbroadMr. Clagett on
casting
antitrust problems in expanded headqington.uarters aMr.t917Clagett
15th St.is NW,
Washa graduate
of the U. of Maryland and George
Washington U. He was admitted to
the bar
1928,
subsequently
serving in theinNational
Pittsburgh
ClaimCo.Office
of the
Surety
He
joined the Dept. of Justice in 1934.
CHAD
from 250Amos,
wattsQue.,to has
100 reduced
watts. power

ComniERCiflL ^:
WILLIAM
EWING,New account
executive
of Spotcommercial
Sales,
York, has
been
named
manager
WENT
Gloversville, New York.
Beforeof joining
Spot manSales
was space salesfor theMr.
NewEwing
and before
that
heYorkwasHerald-Tribune,
with NBC in
Washington
and
New
York.
He assumes
his new post April 2.
ADELE ciated
REINISCH,
AssoHospitals, Newformerly
York, with
has joined
the KGO San Francisco traffic department.
EDWARD MELTZER,
former teacher,
the radio
division
ofhasNBCjoinedcentral
divisionrecording
as salesman.
CHARLES F. and
PHILLIPS,
vice-president,
commercial
program
director
WFBL
Syracuse,
has ofbeentheelected
to theof
board
of
directors
Advertising
Club of Syracuse.
FLORENCE
WALLING,
traffic March
managejoin
r of WENB
Chicago,sales
resigned
30the toAmerican
the Redadministrative
branchserv-of
Cross
as
a
home
boy. ice correspondent
quarters area office.in an overseas headSHELTON
KECA Los EARP,
Angeles,account
Is the executive
father of ofa
ROBERT G. DICKSON, auditor of
WCAU comePhiladelphia,
has resigned
betrust officer
LawrencePa.toSavings & Trust
Co., ofNewthe Castle,
ARTHUR
NICOLS,
released
from
the
BCAP commercial
after overseasdepartment
service, hasof joined
the
CJCA
Edmonton.

THE

BRANHAM

COMPANY

I
KTHS
Hot Springs, Ark.
KWKH
Shreveport, La.
WCPO
..... Cincinnati, Ohio
WTJS
Jackson, Tenn.
WNOX
....
Knoxville, Tenn.
WMC
Memphis, Tenn.
KTBC
Austin, Texas
KRIC
Beaumont, Texas
KWBU
. . . Corpus Christi, Texas
KRLD ......
Dallas, Texas
WCHS
. . . Charleston, W. Va.
WBLK
....
Clarksburg, W. Va.
V/SAZ . . . Huntington, W. Va.
WPAR
. . . Parkersburg, V/. Va.
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Graham Joins CBS
IRVIN tisingGRAHAM,
formermanager
adverand sales promotion
for SESAC, has joined CBS as
promotion manager for radio sales,
the network's
spot broadcasting
division. Mr. Graham
before his association with SESAC had previously
been a copywriter with Schwab &
Beatty, New York, and Carver &
Brown, New York, and also with
the American
Assn. Mr.by Alan
Graham is replacedPress
at SESAC
Hahn, formerly of WKY Philadelphia,tinuity
who was
charge
of conwriting,insome
commercial
broadcasting
and the station's FM
outlet.

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 4-6)
daughter of a West Texas rancher,
on the campus and married her in
1933 after a courtship of one year.
They have two children, Carol,
eight and Gene Jr., three.
A hunting and fishing fan, he is
admittedly a gun crank. One room
in the Cagle household is devoted
to guns. Although he complains
about not
oppor-as
tunity to usehaving
them, sufficient
he is known
never missing a chance to sneak
off for a day's fishing or hunting
with anyone in the organization
whom he can coax away from the
There is a general misconception
that Gene is an ex-football star
probably stemming from the popularity in the late '20s of Chris
job.
(Red)ace.Cagle,
LSU and scotches
West Point
grid
He definitely
this
by
reporting
that
he
never
went out for football in college,even
his
efforts
in thetoline
and confined
highbeing
school.mediocre
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ix>\o here's

FOR LISTENERS AND SPONSORS ALIKE
SWELL WAY TO START THE DAY . . .

ROADCASTING

wake

HERE'S

E VERY weekday morning, from 7:00 to 8:30 a.m., the cheerful voice of Peggy
Lloyd helps thousands of New Yorkers off to a good start for the day
"Wake Up New York" is a fast moving program that gives listeners what they like,
with plenty of music, news, time signals, weather reports and other diversified
features. As a result, "Wake Up New York", enjoys one of the highest ratings of
any early morning program on a New York Independent station, delivers this
audience at an exceptionally low cost per listener and is doing a great selling job for
participating sponsors.
Ralph N. Weil, General Manager • John E. Pearson Co., Not'l Rep.
• Broadcast Advertising
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. . . child of the oboe and
the clarinet
Designed and registered by Adolphe
Sax only
years instrument.
ago, the saxophone is a105modern
The
predecessors of the saxophone were
the tarogato, a military oboe used
many years earlier in Hungary, a
clarinet with a bent mouthpiece and
bell made by a Frenchman in 1807,
and the tenoroon, or bassoon with
a clarinetin 1820.
mouthpiece invented in
London
The sax swings to swing
The saxophone is a wide metal tube
of parabolic bore with the key arent ofthe oboe,and thethemouthpiece of the rangemclarinet
shape
of a tobacco pipe. In timbre, it falls
between the brass and the woodwind— andof itthecan flute,
approximate
the
softness
the metallic
mellow
tones
of the cello or the
strength
of the comet.
First written
into orchestrations
in 1844, the saxophone, also known
asof the
has becomein one
the "plumbing,"
leading instruments
the
American swing band.
It's a big family
The modern saxophone family comprises two major groups. The first,
in E flat or F, is made up of the
sopranino,trabassalto,
barytone
and con-in
instruments.
The second,
B flat or C, consists of the soprano,
melody
or tenor, bass and subcontrabass instruments.

The natural beauty of saxophone
music may combine the whisper of
the woodwinds with the blare of the
brass in one recording. The full
range fully
of thereproduced
saxophone
by: is most faithVERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Etectricaf Research Products
D'wision
Western Elictric^fompatiy
233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
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PRODUCTIOn
I-script
J(
LT. PHILIP
McHUGH,director
USNH, of former
COOPER,
writer toof
slstant
production
CBS
Newas ROBERT
WHBQpromotion
Memphis,
has been shifted
York,
has
been
assigned
to
the
New
the
department.
York
office
of
the
Radio
Section,
Navy
Public Relations. With DAVE DRISCOLL BUD
formerlyNew withWestminister,
the RCAF,
is nowROGERS,
with CKNW
of MBS,
Lt.sinking
McHughof made
the recordthe
Jacob
Jones,
B.monton.
C, after some months at CJCA Edsunking ofInthemarinetheaction,
Atlantic
by
German
subofnotthe released
first suchuntilre- WILLIAM MALCOLM and JOHN GORordings. Discone
was
MAN, department,
former pages Inhave
the been
NBC made
guest PRODUCERS STAFF at KGO
almost
a cyear
following
the incident.
Lt. McHugh
joined
the
Navy
Sep- relations
Francisco
has itsKaplan
first femijunior
staff ofannouncers.
Mr. Gorman
Is San nine
tember 19for
41 and33 has
been on Insubmamember in Lillian
here
aoffered
graduate
the
announcing
courses
rine patrol
months.
by Columbia U. and NBC.
giving
the
cue.
She
entered
FRED
GOWIN,
released
after
51/2
years
CHARLOTTEvertising and F.promotion
STERN ofstaff
the has
NBC been
ad- after two years in teaching radio
injoined
the the
Canadian
Army
and
RCAF,
has
literature and music in draSan
Edmonton. announcing staff of CJCA named promotion
manager
of NBC tele-to Franciscomatics,Bay
v
i
s
i
o
n
,
a
new
post,
reporting
areaColony.
schools and at
CHARLES
P.
HAMMOND,
advertising
ROBERT
HIESTAND,
production
directhe
Theatre
Arts
tor of KFI
Los Army.
Angeles,RUSSELL
has been in- and promotion chief.
into the
KINGSLEY,
narrator
for
ART hasductedassumed
his duties. STEW- PAUL
Pictures former
and with
several
Named to Blue Posts
ART GILMORE,
former
Hollywood
an- Columbia
west coastnouncerradio
stations,
is now an ana
t
KYW
Philadelphia.
nouncer
now
with
the
Navy,
was
proJ. DONALD WILSON, Hollywood
mpoatteidontion lieutenant
JAMES PhUadelphia,
P. BEGLEY, program
director
of
Leyte Gulf following
operations.partici- KYW
has been
appoint-of
in Bryncheckup.
Mawr writer-producer,
ed western division
director
PETER STURSBERG,
war Britcor- Hospital for a general Isphysical
respondent, hasmonths
returned inCBC
toCanada
Great
production of Blue Network, a new
FAITH
HAWKINS
has
Joined
the
proainingafterwhichthree
durgram department
KYW PhUadelphia,
time he made a speaking replacing
post, ment
effective
1. AnnounceISABEL atKELSEY,
resigned.
tour from
coast toof coast,
including anwas made April
by Hubbell
Robinnual convention
ALTER,
announcer,
has reson,
network
vice-president
in
Broadcasters
at Quebec.Canadian Assn. of BENNE
t
u
r
n
e
d
t
o
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
after
six
months in radio work in Cleveland.
charge ofduction.programming
and proAUBREYtinuity WYCE
has
Joined
the
conT
h
e
network
is
expanding
BETTY
PARKER
of
the
public
relations
s
t
a
f
of
CKEY
Toronto,
shifting
division
the Americandirector
Meat Institute
from the CBC continuity department.
program and producbeenof appointed
of home west tioncoast
JOHN KNOX and JOHN GOULD have has
operations;
economics
of KMBC Kansas
City.
joined
th?
announcing
staff
of
CKTB
Leo
B.
Tyson,
western division
St. Catherines,
Ont., after released from DAVID BANKS, formerly of WGN Chithe
RCAF.
manager,operations
becomes direccago, has joined
KMBCALEXANDER,
Kansas City an-as program
tor
of
program
the
announcer
and
FRED
noiincer,
has
returned
to that director
station Coast, with Ted MacMurrayon conafter
ten
months
as
program
tinuing as manager of production.
ED McREA, former announcer of of KTHT Houston.
CFQC Saskatoon,
has joined
the an- BILL MATTHEWS, formerly of WSAN talent
Appointment program
of new director of
nouncing staf of CKRC
Winnipeg.
RUE, for-& will be and
JAMES been
KLOSKY
YOUNG Allentown,
announced soon.development
mer radio Pa.,
head andof KNOX
Robert LAFranklin
have
addedandto NORMAN
the announcing
Fresno-Visalia,
Cal., have joined
staff of WAYS Charlotte. Mr. Young re- Assoc.,
WLIB New
York as announcers.
ERECTION
a newbeentransmitter
JOSEPH GRADY,
announcerMarieat WPEN
Bostonof has
approved forby
sence. turns to the station after a year's ab- Philadelphia,
and
Patricia
Ahem WCOP
the
town
planning
board
of
Lexington,
PAUL
KINGSLEY,
former
narrator
for
are
to
be
married
April
2.
Mass.
Columbia
Pictures Corp., has joined ROY LOCKWOOD, BBC production
KYW
Philadelphia.
manager,
has
returned
from
London
to
STANLEY
announcer-actor
SHERMAN
MARKS,
releasedServices
from the
he will onproduce
a se-in Army
onPhiladelphia
stations VAINRIB,
in Chicago,joining
Los
Angeles
and New rYork
ies of threewhere
programs
warhome
AirField,
ForcesDayton,
Special
thebeenArmy
the
Pacific,
toafter
be aired
onDay.the
BBCProgram
Wright
returns nextat
Air Forcesleased, is now
frombefore
which
he
has
rewriter.
service
soon
V-E
on the announcing staff will aim to give British listeners an month to WBBM Chicago as producerof WTAM Cleveland.
of the war against Japan. VAN HAAFTEN, formerly with
DON
COPLIN,
known
onannouncing
the air as staff
Don understanding
JACK
SLATTERY,
Hollywood
Kansas
City, joined
Charles,
has
Joined
the
announcer,
is
the
father
of a freelance
girl.
staff of WBBM
ChicagotheAprilannouncing
1.
of WHBKCMOKansas
with
KansasCity.City.He formerly was BILL LAWRENCE, Hollywood producer NORMAN FELTON, production director
BARTON BYERS, former announcer of of NBC signe"Fitch
Bandwagon",
has
reof
the
NBC
central
division,
has
been
d to devote full time to CBS reunited with his parents after 10 years.
KVAN Oakland,
Vancouver,Cal.Wash., has joined "Screen Guild
Players".
LOU FULTON,
KROW
They
made
the
voyage
to
this
country
writer
on
the
former
series,
assumes
in
a
convoy
from
England
after
being
BILL MOORE is a new member of the production duties.
bombed out of their London home three
announcing staff of WINN LouisvUle.
BETTY
PLATT,
formerly
with the
CPA times.
JOHN
E.
MURPHY,
former
director
of
Regional
Office
in
New
York
as
radio
ARTHUR
J. SCHOLZ,
PhUadelphiaIs now;
and
publicity
WCKY
hasin been
and
promotion
and South Jersey
promotedLt.attoMurphy
a fullCincinnati,
lieutenant
thean publicity
newspaperman,
BEATRICE
SINGER,
former writer,
copy
writer
Navy.
is
stationed
on
for
the
New
York
branch
of
Chicago
public
relations
director
of
WTTM
Trent
o
n
,
N
.
J.
aircraft carrier in the Pacific.
have
promotionOrder
staffprogram
ofCo.,thedepartment.
Blue Joined
Networkthe cooperaALAN HAHN has resigned from the Mail tive
KYW mePhiladelphia
nt to return to Newproduction
York. depart- KAY McKENNA,
formerly
of
KABR
Aberdeen,
S. DON
D., hasWILSON,
Joined KOTA
Rapid
PAUL
GODT
has been
named
program City,
S.
D.
news
head
director
of
KFEL
Denver.
He
formerly
has
left
KOTA
for
WEBC
Duluth
was
with
WTMV
East
St.
Louis,
111.,
CAROL SOLOMONSON,
announcer,
has
KARK
to
KFYR
Bismarck.
MIRIAM
Louis. Little Rock, Ark., and KXOK St. transferred
SEDELL and RUTH MILLER have reBOB CULLINGS,
of WFBL signed.
Syracuse,
has been announcer
named sportscaster.
ROBERT and
L. JONES,
assistant
program
DON tion
MATHERS,
formerly withBroadcast
the sta- director
chiefMass.,
announcer,
left
relationsis department
WSPRArmy.
Springfield,
last week
for
Music Inc.,
now programof director
of the
JOHN
VONDELL,
released
KDAL Duluth,
Minn.
ALICE
JANE
MORfrom the Navy,
Is now on the WSPR
RISON Is a new member of the KDAL announcing
staff.
sales
are DONpromotion
STUBBS staff.
and New
BOB announcers
REYNARD. ERNIE
WCHShas Charleston.
Va. SAUNDERS,
sports
director,
GORDON cultureLONDON,
director
of isagri-on aW. tour
of eastern
baseballcompleted
training
f
o
r
WWL
New
Orleans,
tour
of
the
WWL
area
through
April
4
tostockbroadcast
from
various
district
live
SGT.
BOB
WELCH,
AFRS
producer
of^
camps.
"Command
shews and other events.
transcribed
for thePerformance",
armedafterforces,
will
make
FRANK SHEEHAN and MARSHALL show
an
overseas
tour
brief
furlough
SIMMONS nouare
additionsMiami.
to the an- LT. PAT WEAVER takes over producncing stafnew
of WIOD
tion duties during his absence.
KEN
HOUSEMAN,
formerly
with KGLO
MORTIMER FRANKEL, associate script
Mason
City,
is
now
an
announcer
with
KRNT
Des
Moines.
His
signature
will
editor
of CBS
writing
be Ken King.
will
a radioprogram
coursedivision
at the
radiogiveinstitute
towriting
beby conducted
for
BETTYmer assistant
CORNELIUM
McCAULEY,
forteachers
June
11-19
KMBC
Kansas
drama
critic
for
the
SeCity inschools.
cooperation with Kansas U. and
attle
Times,
Is
now
continuity
writer
local
for KIRO Seattle.
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• Due, primarily, to its lower frequency (1 070 Kilocycles with

Owned and Operated
by the INDIANAPOLIS NEWS

5000 watts) W I B C reaches out farther and "pulls" listener

I
}
|

response from a wider area than any other radio station in

l

Indianapolis. Extending throughout Central Indiana, Western

|

Ohio and Eastern Illinois, this station provides the most ef-

I

fective coverage of this rich industrial and agricultural region.

'

Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.

I

A MataaL STATION
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W
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WAGE, with 1 kilowatt on 620, began operating in competition with a
long-established NBC station, a long-established CBS station, and a
local independent station.

WAGE, carrying play-by-play baseball, a strong schedule of news and
special events, and featiuing popular local radio favorites against the '
network stars, was beginning to change the radio picture in Syracuse. i
A Hooper study of Syracuse listening showed WAGE giving the top
Syracuse station a close race for daytime leadership.

i
!

A second Hooper study, and a four-station-sponsored Crossley study |
showed WAGE with a narrow margin of leadership over the next i
highest station . . . with top daytime listenership.
I
A third Hooper study, based on 38,000 coincidental calls in Syracuse
and sponsored by three of the four Syracuse stations, shows WAGE
far and away the top daytime station*. . . with an average daytime
quarter -hour Hooper rating of 7.9 and with 38% more daytime
audience than the next best daytime station.

i
i
\
i

Some people guess at audience. Some people send postcards. We sub- |
mit the findings of a nationally accepted research company — C. E. f
Hooper, Inc.
*N0 "PRIZE-FOR-LISTENING"

PROGRAMS

ON WAGE.

WAGE

BLUE
WILLIAM T. LANE
Vice President & General Manage

in

Syracuse^

WOPER

New

RATING

is 2.8 -Station

Ds

MEASUREMENT OF RADIO LISTENING
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

JANUARY
Sets
in use
11.9 Raf
9.8
Rating
11.3
14.5
12.9
Rating
15.9
17.7
16.8
18.6 Rating
18.9
18.7
Rating
24.4
23.5
23.9
Rating
17.5
17.9
17.7
28.6 Rating
32.5
30.6
Rating
26.9
28.7
27.8
Rating
31.2
29.5
30.4
Rating
31.4
26.9
29.1
21.8 Rating
18.5
20.1

Station
"B"
1.6
2.7
2.8
3.6
3.3
1.7
1.1
1.4
14.4
0.8
2.6
11.9
1.7
13.01
3.3
17.6
13.0
3.9
3.6
15.2
3.4
9.6
2.3
11.4
10.5
2.9
14.5
5.4
6.5
20.4
17.5
5.9
13.7 14.8
9.6
9.7
11.7 12.2
16.3
10.0
4.6 11.5
7.3 13.9
4.6 14.4
6.9 12.3
5.7 13.3
4.8 10.1
8.7
4.1
4.4
9.4

WAGE
55
4.1
4.8
6.3
6.7
6.5
11.7
12.7
12.2

ETWORK
THE EDWARD PETRY CO., Inc.
National Representatives

IS 7.9

is 3.8

HOOPER

Time
}:00-8:15AM
}:15-8:30AM
3:00-8:30AM
J:30-8:45AM
5:45-9:00AM
J:30-9:00AM
):00-9:15AM
):15-9:30AM
):00-9:30AM
):30-9:45AM
):45-10:00AM
):30-10:00AM
10:00-10: 15AM
'10:15-10:30AM
10:00-10:30AM
L0:30-10:45AM
10:45-11:OOAM
L0:30-11:OOAM
ll:00-ll:15AM
L1:15-11:30AM
L1:00-11:30AM
tl:30-ll:45AM
Ll:45-12:00Noon
Ll:30-12:00Noon
.2:00-12:15PM
.2:15-12:30PM
l2:00-12:30PM
.2:30-12:45PM
.2:45-1 :00PM
.2:30-l:00PM
:00-l:15PM
.:15-1:30PM
,:00-l:30PM

York

Station
"C"
0.8
0.7
1.1
1.6
2.2
1.4
1.1
1.2
1.4
2.9
2.2
2.3
1.8
2.1
2.5
1.5
2.0
3.0
3.1
0.6
1.4
1.0
1.9
2.8
2.4
4.3
6.6
5.4
3.9
3.8
3.8

AND FEBRUARY, 1945
Monday thru Friday

Station
"D" Others
1.3
X
X
1.6
X
1.1
2.0
X
1.5
X
X
1.1
2.8
2.0
X
X
2.0
1.5
X
1.7
X
X
X
1.2
4.8
X
3.0
0.3
1.7
2.7
X
0.1
2.2
X
2.5
5.7
X
4.1
X
0.3
2.7
2.8
X
2.8
0.1
0.3
2.7
10.6
X
0.1
6.7
0.3
5.5
X
4.5
3.4
0.2
X
3.0
1.7
2.4
0.2
0.1

Time
1:30-1:45PM
1:45-2:00PM
1:30-2:00PM
2:00-2:15PM
2:15-2:30PM
2: 00-2 :30PM
2:2:45-3:00PM
30-2 :45PM
2: 30-3 :00PM
3:00-3:
15PM
3:15-3:30PM
3:00-3:30PM
3: 30-3 :45PM
3:45-4:00PM
3: 30-4: 00PM
4:00-4: 15PM
4:15-4:30PM
4: 00-4 :30PM
4:30-4:45PM
4:45-5:00PM
4:30-5:00PM
5: 00-5 :15PM
5:15-5:30PM
5:00-5:30PM
5:30-5:45PM
5:45-6:00PM
5:30-6:00PM

inSetsuse
16.1
17.5
16.8
16.3
16.8
16.6
17.4
14.3
15.8
12.6
15.2
13.9
20.2
18.4
19.3
18.7
19.3
19.0
20.7
21.9
21.3
20.7
21.1
20.9
22.1
23.3
22.7

Rating
Rating
Rating
Rating
Rating
Rating
Rating
Rating
Rating

Sets In Use ) Base : Total
and Rating t Homes CaUed
X No listeners found in sample.

SYRACUSE

Station
5.9 Station
"C"
2.8
3.2
6.5
2.4
"B"
7.0
6.2 2.0
6.1
4.7
5.4
2.6
6.6 2.3
5.3
5.2
5.2
4.4
5.3
6.1
3.8
6.1 2.1
3.2
1.3
6.3 2.6
3.8
3.1
4.0
3.9
4.0 4.0
5.4 2.7
4.7
4.8
6.1 2.3
3.7
3.7
3.0
4.3
6.2
3.1 3.9
4.5
6.2
4.2
3.9
7.2
3.6
5.6
4.9
2.2 3.4
5.0
2.9
5.5
7.0
3.7 4.8
8.6

WAGE

7.8
6.4
7.1
7.5
5.3
6.4

Station
Others
"D"
0.9
X
0.6
2.0
0.3
3.3
X
2.1
X
3.8
3.3
29
2.9
2.5
2.1
3.1
2.9

X
X
X
X
0.1
0.3X
0.1
0.3X
0.3

8.1
3.4
5.7
3.9
7.5
5.7
4.8
8.0
0.2XX
X
6.5
1.1
X
1.9 3.3 9.9
2.8 3.3 7.2
z
3.3 8.6
X
5.6
5.9
X
5.0 5.6 7.2
5.3 3.1
4.4 6.5
0.1
0.2
Average base for854conclusive
3^-hour
measurements,
homes called
and
therefore, acceptable aa conclusive.
Average
base
for
indicative
l4-^o\ir
measurements, 427 homes called and,
therefore,
submitted aa indicative
but not conclusive.

CHICAGO
5000 WATTS 560KC

Blue's 'Headline Edition'
Offered for Local Sale
AFTER SEVERAL weeks testing
as a network sustainer, the Blue
is offering Headline Edition to affiliates effective April 2 for sale locally, Stanley Florsheira, manager
of cooperative program division,
notified stations. Program, a presentation of the news by the people who helped make it, will go
in the Monday-through-Friday,
7-7:15 mondp.m.
just are
before
Swing.spot,
Stations
urgedRay-to
put local newscaster on at 6:30, so
that the listener can get the news,
newssispersonalities
newsbetween
analyfrom his Blue and
station
6:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Produced under the direction of
Adriantion director
Samish, national
producBlue, Headline
Edition has ofDickthe Tobin
in New
York,ton,Albert
Leitchin inChicago
WashingUlmer Turner
and
Vic Reed in San Francisco assigned
tointerviews
handle thewithprogram
and
arrange
newsmakers.
WIND
Cubs
CHICAGO CUBS baseball club begins sponsorship, April 2, of Cub
News, featuring Bert Wilson Mon.
through
Sat., Chicago.
6:30-6:45Format
p.m.
(CWT) onhuman
WIND
includes
interest stories
on
Cub players and brief reviews of
the
day's
game.
From
April
through April 11 show will be6
broadcast from French Lick, Ind.,
Cubs training ground. Contract, to
run through season, was placed by
ArthuK Meyerhoff Adv., Chicago.

MORE
MSAT

flGEnCIES
EUGENEMAN N.KEYES,
AXTELL,
assistant
to FREE-M.
president
Russel
Co.. Chicago,
onof leave
with
anSeedsInfantry
group in now
Germany,
has been
promoted
from
first
lieutenant
to
tain. MONTE RANDALL, on leavecap-as
traffic anas,manager
now into the
has been and
promoted
staffMariserBOB tionPREISS,
headof ofDancer-Fitzgeraldprogram promogeant.
and publicity
Sample,
hasBROWN,
been advanced
to
assistant ecChicago,
to
DAVE
account exive on Oxydol. from
His successor
ED
GOETZ, utreleased
the ArmyIs Air
Corps.
DR. LEONARD LUDWIN, for two years
on theNewresearch
staff been
of McCann-Erickson,
York,research.
has
named director of foreign
RICHARD FEHR, released after two
years
in
the
Army,
has
rejoined
the
Benton & Bowles New York
publicity
department.
JOHN M. KEAVEY and FRANK C.
PETERSEN,partment formerly
in &thePratt,
copy New
deof Marschalk
York,
Fuller &haveSmithJoined
& Ross,theNewcopyYork.staff of
MARJORIE
BURKE, copywriter
former sales
promotion& and fashion
of Amos
Parrish
Co.
and
previously
with
Montgomery
Ward
and
James
McCreery
& Co., New York, theas copy
a copy and radio
writer,
Mathes hasInc.,joined
New York. staff of J. M.
ALBERT
EVANS
Adv.
is newWorth,
firm name
ofVICTOR
Evans LeMAY,
& LeMay,
Tex.
formerFt.haspartner,
now
ahismajor
in
the
Army,
withdrawn
interest.
WALTER KIEHN and LEO COX have
been elected
of J. J. Gib-ofbons Ltd.respectively.
at vice-presidents
Toronto and Montreal
fices

ANP
iN

MORS

OUR

POT

KQV's non-network business in 1944 was more
than 50% over its network billings- — shows recognition of local coverage by national accounts.

aJACK
boy. WILLEM,
research Isdirector
of Leoof
Burnett
Adv., Chicago,
the father
ROBERT (Pat) O'BRIAN, released by
the Armycident andAirformerly
Corps after
activea training
in radio ac-in
the Midwest,
and SOLNewKLAPPER,
merly with WQXR
York, arefor-to
join tSeldel
Adv., New York, as co-direcTERRYors of radio.
HAYWARD, with Young &
Rubicamment, is theHollywood
father ofpublicity
a girl. departGLASSER-GAILEY
& Co.,offices
Los atAngeles,
has
established branch
32 E.
57th
St.,
New
York,
with
MARGARET
MACY,
formerly
of
OWI,
in
charge
resident manager. Telephone is Plazaas
5-2887. geles
Agency
expanded its Losplaced
Anfashion has
department
JOYCE CONTINI
in charge asandmanager.
She is former fashion co-ordinator and
advertising
manager ofstore),
the May
Wilshire (department
Los Co.AnWICK
CRIDER,
publicity
director
Walter Thompson Co., New York, ofis InJ.
Hollywood
month.
geles. COOK forwill a handle
IRA
special annotincing, public relations,
promotional
and
merchandising
work
as
market
surveys
forAngeles.
Smith, Bullwell& asMcCreery
Adv.,
Los
ABBOTT
Co., Los
has
moved KIMBALL
to 649 S. Olive
St. Angeles,
LOUIS tionPOLLOCK,
head
of
the
new Blow
mopicture
department
the
Co.,
shifted
operationsof from
New
York has
to Holljrwood.
HUGHdio Pictures,
DANIELS,
of KRO
Raand formerly
Poote, Cone
& Belding,
joined transcription
C. P. MacGregorHollywood,
Co., Los hasAngeles
producer,
as talent ORAN
booker NANCE
and publicist. He succeeds
JB.
who resigned to freelance. >
N.Y. AAAA Elects
ROBERT
LUSK, vice-president
and accountE. executive
of Benton &
Bowles, has been elected chairman
of thecil,board
of the Newof Advertising
York CounAmerican
Agencies.
RobertAssn.M. Ganger,
Geyer,
Cornell & Newell,and
has been
electedB.
vice-chairman
Robert
Grady, Robert B. Grady Co., has
been
elected
secretary-treasurer.
Lawrence
L. Shenfield,
Doherty,
Clifford & Shenfield; and A. W.
Lewin, A. W. Lewin Co., have been
elected to the board. Retiring from
the board after two years of service
are Sherman K. Ellis, Sherman K.
Ellis Co.; H. B. LeQuatte, H. B. LeQuatte
I. L.andVladmir,
Irwin
Vladmir Inc.;
& Co.;
0. Kleppner,
Co.

CHICAGO CUBS
BASEBALL FOR 1945

National Representative
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK

NORTHERN FLORIDA'S
BEST
"BUY"•
• SendRADIO
for Details

ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC
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KOA'S DOMl^^

KOA LEADS THE WAY IN
What better proof could be offered than the following success story:
Bekins Moving & Storage Co., sponsors of KOA's "Men of the West" quartette, Fridays at
8:45 p. m., made a one-time offer of a map of the city of Denver.
We were deluged with requests. 50% of the replies came from Denver. The balance was
received from 73 other Colorado and Wyoming cities and towns, and 15 other stateis.
Requests for the Denver map came from such distant places as Terra Haute, Indiana; Los
Angeles, California; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; and Norquay, Saskatchewan, Canada.
Is that coverage? Decidedly. It's typical of the results KOA delivers its advertisers.
IN DENVER-KOA GIVES YOU
FIRST in DENVER
MORE THAN THE OTHER FOUR
POWER
50,000 Watts
PROGRAMS Top NBC Shows
COVERAGE Denver and the Mountain
and Plains States Region
LISTENER LOYALTY* 59% to 79% in seven
of Colorado's Largest Cities
50,000 watts 850 KC
DEALER PREFERENCE** 68%
• NBC Survey "lOTT Cities" » •Boss-Federal Sur\ey
25th ANN/y^Represented
by NBC SPOT SALES
^ S A /? y _
PI-EDGED

TO VICTOR^

Reius
I
t's almost

MAX
LERNER, from
editorial
PM
just
returned
a fourwriter
montbfor tour
ofhis European
battlefronts,
commentaries
on WOB hasNewresumed
York.
CEDRIC FOSTER, Yankee
and Mutual
commentator,
at three
affairs last weekspoke
in honor
of thedifferent
124th
anniversary
of
Greek
independence
from
gold rush j>
the
Turks.
He
has
been
previously
hona
Are
ored
by
the
Order
of
Ahepa
and
Bay
_:.|l^in the
Greek War Veterans League for the
his
championing of the Greek cause.
RAYNOLDS JOHNSON, released from
the Coast
Guard, news
has joined
wo d as junior
writer. Blue Hollyand Northern California.
RICHARD
E.at WCCO
STOCKWELL,
associate
news
editor
has-in
been awardedand master
ofMinneapolis,
arts degree
economics
political
science
the
XJ. of Minn. GLORIA DAPPER hasat been
appointed legislative correspondent for
WCCO.
ROBERT
HECKERT,
KYW Philadelphia
commentator,
will undergo
a minor
People have come from all over
operation this week.
THOMAStator of WOV
B. MORGAN,
commenNewbureau,
Yorknews
head ofa
its Washington
hasand started
Wednesday
program
"Report
From
Washington",
recorded after
President's newsforconference
andMr.the
mailed
to
and are earning
New
York
broadcast.
Morgan,
the country
who formerly commuted between the
twoly incities,
is
now
stationed
permanentWashington,broadcast.
and has discontinued
his five-weekly
MERTern EMMERT,
who conducts
"Mod-is
Farmer"of ona girl.WEAF
New York,
the father
and spending lots of money.
EDITH
SULKIN
has
rejoined
the
CBS
shortwave
listening
as a foreign
news reporter,
after staff
an absence
of 10
months. places
A ALEX
native
of
Russia,
she
ROSOWSKY, resigned.reRUTH
FINN,
formerly
Overseas
News Agency,
joinedaswith
the
shortwave
news hasdivision
news network
writer.
GUTHRIE JANNSEN,
NBC
war
That means paydirt "^^3^
returned abroad,
to the TJ.where
S. corlasthe
week
afterthe sixrespondent,
years
covered
recent
Greek
insurrection
and
has
handled
other
assignments
from
Athens, Ankara and other points.
KENNETHnouncer,BANGHART,
NBC news anwil be York
transferred
ington to New
April 15.from Washfor you. If you've got something
BILL
EDWARDS,of KMTR
formerHollywood,
news editor
and announcer
has
joined
theof Navy.
WALTER
BREWER,
formerly
KIRO
Seattle,
has been
added
to
KMTR
news
staff.
sell it faster
to sell,
Schechter Lunch
JOSEPH V. CONNOLLY, president, King Features Syndicate, was
to be host April 2 at a luncheon
at the 21 Club, New York, in honor of Lt. Col. A.ationsA.of icer Schechter,
comby using KPO
for NBC
Gen. news
MacArthur and municformer
chief, recently returned from the
South Pacific theatre. Guest list includesecutives,
top network
and department
station exincluding news
heads; publishers and editors of
KPO's the only 50,000 watter west of
New tary
Yorkfigures,newspapers;
high David
miliSalt Lake, north of Los Angeles, south of
including Brig,
Seattle and east of Moscow.
Sarnoff, Brig. Gen. L. A. Diller,
Col. E. M. Kirby, Col. J. R. Reitmeyer.
Col. Rorke Back
LT. COL. HAL RORKE, former
director of publicity, CBS Hollywood, and assistant publicity direcTHIS IS THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
tor, CBSlationsNewofficer York,
now Army
public Air
rewith the
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Forces, has returned from a tour of
Reprejenfed
by
NBC
SPOT
SkVt%
SAN FRANCISCO
the European battlefront. He accompanied agroupAAFof creative
writers who visited
installations
throughout
ETO,
gathering
material
that
is
planned
to
bring
the
front.
war into sharper focus for the home
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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like another

...WHEN YOU GO
WEST OF CHICAGO

Sponso

RS|^

More Retail BUYERS
Than in any M^mr
BETWEEN
CHiCAGO and OMAHA
MINNEAPOLIS and ST. LOUIS

The laiest Hooper listening index (December, 1944 and Jonuory,
showsForWOCexample.
'way
out in1945)front.
WOC's ceedsmorning
audience
exthe combined audiences
of all other stations heard, with
53.3!
Mi. Hooper's
facts
prove
the Quad
City
market
218,000 is deliv
ered ONLY by.

DAVENPORT, IOWA
L»» X, PFTFRS INC. NATl REPRESEHTATIVESJ
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CARSON PIRIE SCOTT & Co., Chicago,
April 2 renews sponsorship for 52 weeks
on
Chicago
of "The
Well",cy WGN
program
recorded
music.Wishing
Agenis Wade
Adv.,of Chicago.
CAPITOL
HOTEL,
New
York,
using
aannouncements
13-week series aof day
fromon6 to13 Is14eastern
spot
stations
to promote
Its newWORCarnival
Room.
Stations
are:
WNEW
WOV
WAAT WINX
WHN WITH
WPAT WELI
WORLWIBX.WDAS
WWSW
PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE Co.,
Wilkes-Barre,
thriceweekly
showhasisforstarted
52 weeksa onJoice
WBT&
Charlotte.news
Agency
Goodkind,
Morgan,
Chicago.
HARRY P. RITCHIES Co., Los Angeles
(nuts), has Angeles,
named Marion Welborn &
Assoc.,
said to Los
be considered.as agency. Radio Is
SEW sasALLCity, PAINT
& VARNISH
Co., Kan-of
has signed
for sponsorship
"Songs
ofprograms
Good Cheer"
and
"Pleasure
Parade"
over
the
stations:
KTSA KMBC
KGKO KWTO
KOMAfollowing
KTUL
KCRC
KPRC
WIBW
KFH.
FISHER FLOURING MILLS Co., Seattle
(flour), Inon"What's
March Doln'
27 started participaon 15
Blue tionPacific
stations, Tues.Ladles"
and Thurs.
2-2:15
p.m.
(PWT).
National Adv., Seattle. Agency Is Pacific
FREDERIC
Co., Newon York,
includes amongW. newZIV business
its transcribed
program,
"Songs
of
Good
Cheer":
Cleveland
Howard & Co.)Bronze
WHK (through
Cleveland;Edw.Republic
National
(through
Co.) KRLDBankDallas;
PurityTracy-Locke
Bakeries
(throughMo.;Campbell-Mlthun)
KDRO Co.,
Sedalla,
Gold Medal Baking
WIBX Utica;
Larus Bros.,
WRVA Buffalo.
Richmond; J. N. Adams
Co., WHEN
RICHARDS
Los Angeles, addingINSURANCE
to Its southernCo., California
schedule,
has
started and
daily KFOX
five-minute
newscast
on
KGER
Longfor
Beach.
started
March 21Dean
13 weeks.Contracts
Placement
Is through
Simmons
Adv.,
Hollywood.
CASITE Corp., Hastings, Mich. (Caslte),
In19 anstarted
eight-week
campaign,
on March
using
five
announcements
weeklyIndianapolis,
ontranscribed
KHJ Hollywood.
Keeling
&
Co.,
has
account.
PETER
PAUL
Inc.,
Naugatuck,
Conn.,
addingcandyto Itsproducts
scheduleon ofovernews30 programs
for
stations,by
March
18 started
weekly
newscasts
Cyfor Harrlce
on
WGN
Chicago.
Contract
13
weeks
placed
through
PlattForbes, New York.
MILROSE
PRODUCTS
Co.,
New
York,
has started a campaign for Its cleanser,
RAD, riety
withprograma onweekly
quarter-hour
vaWNEW
New
York
for
13 weeks.
RAD,by formerly
handled
almost
entirely
chain
stores.
Is
movingYork
also to area.
Independent
dealers
in theby
New
Business
handled
Wir.er Co., New York.
E. PRITCHARD & Co., Bridgeton, N. J.,
has signed a 52-week contract effective
Marchrise26Salute"for andparticipations
on Protec"Sun"Housewives
tive
New York
behalf ofLeague"
Pride onof WJZ
the Farm
Food InProdAgency Is New
Bermlngham,
Castleman &ucts.Pierce,
York.
REPUBLIC PICTURES Corp., New York,
started radio bulld-up for New York
opening27 with
of "Earl
Carroll Vanities"on
March
spot WJZ
announcements
WABC WOR WEAF
WNEW WMCA
WOV WINS
adding special
fiveminute
showsWHN,on WMCA
WOV WINS
WHN
prior to &opening
Agency dayIs Donahue
Coe, NewMarch
York. 31.
NAPA
GRAPE(Colombo
Products,
ville andVALLEY
Mills, Cal.
Wine),Oak-Is
Introducing
its
product
to
the
speaking market with a test on EnglishWNEW
New York, using thrice-weekly participaBallroom".
tions on Martin
Block's
"MakeIn Believe
Major
advertiser
the
foreign uplanguage
field,postwar
companyexpansion
Is now
lining
plans
for
to
cover
all
groups
throughout
the
country.
New
York. Agency Is Emll Mogul Co.,

BULLOCK'S, Los Angeles (department
toiletto promote
store),ries on April
14 series
startsSportsmen's
aonweekly
quarterhour
Scene narrative
on KFI. Contract
is the
for American
15 weeks.
Firm
sponsors Fan
five-weekly
quarterhour also
"Hollywood
Magazine"
and
weekly
30-minute
"Down Stage
Center"
programs
on
KPI.
Agency
Is
Dana
Jones
Co., Los Angeles.
BELL TELEPHONE
Co. operators),
of Canada, Toronto (recruiting
for
has
started
daily spot
announcements
onBrownCKEY&twiceCo.,
Toronto.
Agency
Is
Cockfield
Toronto.
YORK KNITTING
(institutional), on AprilMILLS,
29 wUlToronto
broadcast
finalists
In
its
seasonal
series
of
"SingStars of Tomorrow",
Sunday
halfhour ingutesnetwork
for 57stations
minon 25 Series
CBCbroadcasts,
Trans-Canada
5:03-6
p.m.
was
a
talent
hunt
for
girl singers under 25 years of age with
presentation
of scholarships
to Cockfield
the winners.
Account
is
placed
by
Brown & Co., Toronto.
T.(athletes
J. LITTLE
GrossehasPoint,
Mich,
foot Inc.,
powder),
Fred
Co., Detroit,
asappointed
agency.
Radio M.Is Randall
considered.
CANADIAN INDUSTRIES Ltd., Montreal
(paint
and varnish
division), onhas 36started five-minute
transcriptions
Canadian stationsdealer
with names.
local commercials
giving
local
Agency Is
Ronalds Adv., Toronto.
CROWN DIAMOND PAINT Co., Montrealrating(Durolave),
has started campaign
home deco-on
spot announcement
ais number
Agency
McConnellof Canadian
Eastman stations.
Co., Toronto.
R. R. McINTOSH has been appointed
advertising Ltd.,
and sales
manager
Toronto.
He hasof Genbeen
with eraltheFoodscompany
for 13 years.
THE CHICAGO SUN, effective AprU 1
will
sponsor10-10:30
"Uncle a.m.
Billy Sunday
Reads theon
Comics",
WJJD
rect. Chicago. Contract was placed diDEER PARK BAKING Co., Chicago
(cookies), has toappointed
Bozell &
Jacobs,
Radio IsChicago,
considered. handle advertising.
DEPT.
OF
LABOR,
Ottawa,
has
started
aurging
short men
spot toannouncement
campaign
return
to their
farmsor
after
winter
work
in
lumber
camps
urban plants,
on a was
numberplacedof Canadian
stations..
Account
by
R. C.
Smith & Son, Toronto.
KELLOGG Co. of Canada, Toronto
(Pep), has started
a transcribed
announcementAgency
campaign
twice-daily
CKEY
Toronto.
Is J. Walteron
Thompson
Co.,
Toronto.
WYNOLA
Torontoannouncements
(Nu Grape),
has
started Corp.,
transcribed
daily
Agencyon isa number
Ellis Adv.,of Canadian
Toronto. stations.
IT Co., Toronto (shoe polish), has
started
five-weekly
transcribed spots
on
aIs number
of Ontario
R. C. Smith
& Son, stations.
Toronto. Agency
HOLT RENFREW & Co., Toronto (chain
furrier),ments ohas
dallyAccount
announcen CKEYstarted
Toronto.
was
placed
Montreal.by Assoc. Broadcasting Co.,
DALGLISH (Ont.) Ltd. (Javex), has
started
musicalwasprogram
onby MacLaren
CKEYthrice-weekly
Toronto.
Account
Adv. Co.,
Toronto. placed
BELL & pointed
Co., Orangeburg,
N. Y., hasYork,
apRedfield-Johnstone,
as agency
for Bell-Ans,
an byaidNew
to digestion,
formerly
handled
AndersonDavis
Platte,year.New York. Radio may
be used& next

You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking
•

persons
persons
persons
persons

STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules wifh
WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy.,

United Drug Signs
UNITED DRUG Co., Boston, has
again signed with Columbia Reto cut Rexallprogram
Hollywoodcording
Revue,Corp.transcribed
sponsored regularly in connection
with the semi-annual one-cent sale
of Rexall Products. Program will
be carried April 29, May 1, 3 and
5 on 210 stations. Agency is N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York.
BROADCASTING
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0.0%
1937
1943
1944
1943 to0.0%
1944
582,000
382,000
582,000
Factory Workers — Wayne County Average
Factory Payroll — ^Wayne County Estimate
^601,000,000 ^1,800,000,000 ^1,850,000,000 +—22.8%
4.8%
Factory Product — Wayne County Estimate
8.7%
^3,099,000,000 ^9,500,000,000 ^9,750,000,000 +—42.5%
Weekly Earnings — Factory Workers
126.3 +-^
124.6
160
fCost of Living Index
105.199
—18.
4.3%
1.5%
5%
+
1.4%
fPurchasing Power Index (Weekly Earnings)
^31.90
^60.80
160 — 6.2%
26,018,959
27,787,888
Railroad Tonnage — Detroit Area .
^61.68
27,792,981
Building Permits — Value
^27,225,988 — 8.0%
^52,909,940
^36,218,230
New Residential Buildings — Value
^30,175,000
^13,723,037
^26,777,459
Families Provided with New Dwellings
Births
6,417
3,204
6,206
35,800
27,656
41,858
Deaths
15,476
14,250
14,515
22,466
Marriage Licenses — Wayne County
164.9
18,733
112.6
172.6
20,353
fDepartment Store Sales Index
+ 4.6%
Postal Receipts
^11,661,507
^17,657,646 +32.7%
^14,900,387 ^658,242,000
+ 18.6%
^495,850,000
^242,625,000
^2,531,334,000 + 15.3%
^2,193,371,000 ^19,071,596,275
^758,417,000 ^17,458,205,153
^5,868,433,936
^11,928,037,000 ^27,519,860,000 ^30,314,565,000 + 9.3%
Detroit Tax Budget
^79,039,000 ++ 10.3%
^78,319,000
^59,280,000
658,772,583
363,329,170
Passengers Carried by DSR
0.9%
640,561,154
324,294,262 + 2.8%
255,783,644
299,992,380
Water Consumption Daily Ave.5,866,577,200
+
8.1%
3,217,074,600
30,265,239 ++ 6.3%
15,552,397 5,519,738,800
Gas Sold — M Cubic Feet
30,209,094
0.2%
2,574,700
Telephone Calls — Daily Average
1,474,500
2,526,100
1,650,000$
+
1.9%
^Population ■— Estimated
1,660,000
+
0.6%
2,435,000$
1,641,000
*Population
Detroit Area
2,475,000 + 1.6%
Revised 2,250,000
to conform to latest census estimate.
*A8 of December— 31.
tI935-39(Est.)
:
The above statistics, recently compiled by the Detroit Board
of Commerce, reveal what a really great market Detroit
is . . . what an opportunity for sales it will offer when
the war is over. Remember that, and remember , . . WWJ
is the favorite station in this great market . . . that it has
been Detroit's most listened-to station since it was established 'way back in 1920.
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Clark to Pacific
RAY CLARK, chief WOW Omaha
newscaster, has made application
for accreditation to Admiral Nimitz' command
in thewillCentral
and,
if approved,
representPacific
the
station in that area. He expects to
leave sent
Omaha
in
mid-April,
repreWOW at the San Francisco
United Nations conference and
make a series of interviews with
wounded men in military hospitals.
Clark's special programs will be
heard on McKesson-Robbins' Noonday Forum
throughalready
Saturdays 12:45Mondays
p.m. WOW
has entFoster
May,
special
correspondfor the Robinson Seed Co. News
Views and Interviews broadcasting
Saturday noons from ETO.

WOR Patched
LAST Wednesday found
WOR New York working so
feverishly at setting up special
facilities to handle technical
news emergencies,
such
as the much-anticipated V-E
day,
that
the
supply
of
patch
cords was exhausted without
warning.
To speed
operations
in the event
of urgent
news,
station is connecting via patch
cord the master control room
with News Chief Dave DriscoU'singoffice,
the recorddivision, with
the news
editor,
and otherteroffice
points,
to avoid inphone delays.

Admiral Richard
I'irst H^ ri
to fly over the
South Pole

CARS

First (and only)
Memphis station
to schedule regular
trade iournal

South's 24-Hour Stati

Your MUTUAL Friend
^presented by RAM BEAU
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AND

iMCOMSS

There are 24% more ears in CaUfornia than
there were in 1940 . . . ears that have heard
the call of agriculture and industry . . . ears
that are tuned, to their nearest radio station.
3,497,208* of them are in the 41 county ^eeiiHC area alone, where radio ownership has
increased an average of 12%.
' Indtpendent
WHAT IS
that most peopleresearch
in thisreveals
area have two ears.
Not a regional network
but
a groupkeyofstations,
longestablisbed
,
each the favorite in its \
community
... combined"
on a new basis
for National spot business.
'See McClaUhy SeUUc rate listing first underRateCalifornia
Standard
and Data.in
McClatcfiy
Robert
A
STREET
NationalManager1I Broadcastitig
Sales
Company
Paul H. CO.
RAYMER
National
Representative Sacramento, California

BAKlkSmO • KIRN

SLOAN'S LINIMENT
STARTS SPOT DRIVE
STANDARD LABS., New York,
this week starts a spot radio campaign formenting
Sloans
supplenewspaperliniment,
and magazine
advertising.
Schedule
is
slated
run for 13 weeks on a total of 28to
stations and includes transcribed
station
one-minute
running breaks
on an and
average
of one aspots
day
on each outlet.
Discs, vision,
cut byfeatureWOR
recording
dithe new slogan
"What You Need Is Sloan's Linimesnetn"teidn aby a song
Cook, pretrio bywithPhilinstrumental
accompaniment.
Station list includes : WAPI WJR
WCAE WSBT WAKR WSB WBAL
WICC WKEW WLW WGAR
WSAA KPRC KOMO WNOX KFA
WMC WREC WTMS KSTP WTAR
KOIL KXL WDBJ KWKH KGA
KFA WTOC. Business placed
through Wesley Associates, New
York. Dr. Sloan's liniment was forpromotedGangbusters,
on the BluedisconNetworkmerly
tinuedprogram
in January.
Feldman Wedding
ARTHUR FELDMAN, Blue war
correspondent
has just and
returned from thewhoPhilippines,
Rhoda Magid, of the BBC, New
York, were to be married March
31 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, in
New York. The couple were guests
of honor last Wednesday at a cockby theHouse.
Blue Miss
and
BBC tailatpartythegiven
Holland
Magid has been assistant in the
program
department,
charge of operations
news and special
projects.in
She plans
to
accompany
Mr.
man when he leaves for the Feldnetwork's month.
London headquarters the
end of this
AT&T Seeks Relays
AMERICAN Telephone & Telegraph Co. has filed with the FCC
applications
for construction
mits for seven
intermediate permicrowave relay stations for use with
the Boston-New York terminal relay stations
grantedThe byCommission
the Commis ion last year.
last
Tuesday Union
grantedTelegraph
applications
of Western
Co.
for authority to make experiments
to determine the practicability of
the use of radio relay circuits as a
regular wire circuit supplement in
the transmission
of common carrier traffic.

MIDNIGHT, MISSISSIPPI?
—a splendid community in the Misbut wise
are not sissippi
in theDelta, dark
about advertisers
JACKSON
—metropolitan
buying
center for
Mississippions
with
a
effective buying income!BILLION dollar
WSLI—youthe "Double-Return" station,
offers
less cosil
■iBlUE NETWORK^
WEED
□rket- 6, COMPANY
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NEWS

ABOUT

A FAMOUS

NEWSMAN

STATION WSYR'S
BRILLIANT COMMENTATOR
//. R, EKINS
III Q V n Syracuse, was the first independent radio station to send not one
II O I ll but two correspondents to America's fighting fronts. WSYR's
Vadeboncoeur flew West to the Pacific. WSYR's Ekins flew East to Europe.
Thanks to what Ekins saw and went through (the Normandy Beachhead
and combat flights with the 9th Air Force, for example) he now reports and
interprets the war news to WSYR's radio listeners with increased authenticity and vigor.

is up 70% from September 1943. Four different surveys (none
T]~^^
His
Syracuseshow this amazing increase in Ekins' total city listenership.
•^'^^'""^
by WSYR)
His OUtside-the-City audience is 59% of the total. Another outside survey (not by
WSYR) shows this preference for Ekins among the retail trading-area audience.
W
■''^^^^"■^^

3487 Replies on War Map Offer. On Ekins' 6 :05-6 :15 PM program, he offered a war map.
The offer
mentioned only 5 times. Yet 3487 answered from 22 prosperous Central
New
York was
counties.
6th in popularity among all commentators, in an unbiased certified survey in the Syracuse trading area, reached by all the famous commentators, Ekins stands 6th in popularity:
1. Lowell Thomas; 2. Gabriel Heatter; 3. Vadeboncoeur; 4. Walter Winchell; 5. Fulton
Lewis Jr. ; 6. H. R. Ekins.
He has been everywhere. For 20 years, Ekins was a crack foreign correspondent for
United Press; stationed in New York, Washington, Honolulu, Manila, Shanghai, Peiping,
Tientsin, Tokyo, Rome ; expelled from Italy by personal order of Mussolini. Special assignments in London, Paris, South Pacific, Mongolia, Manchuria, Malaya. Covered the
Ethiopian war from the Ethiopian side. In 1936, girdled the globe in 1854 days (new
record) in competition against New York Times and Hearst representatives. Author of
"Around The World In 18 Days" co-author of "China Fights For Her Life."

i:^TIME
IS AVAILABLE
1:00—1:15 P. M. This time now open across the
board, Monday through Saturday.
6:05—6:15 P. M. Ekins is sponsored MondayWednesday-Friday for the second 52-week cycle. This
time now open: Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday.
VJRITE OR
WIRE TO

BROADCASTING

WSYR
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ON EKINS' PROGRAMS
Ekins has a record of results. His sponsors profit by his
large radio audience as well as his many public appearances. This year he has been invited to speak 2 to 3
times a week all over Central New York, also in New
York City, Chicago, Detroit and Buffalo.

SYRACUSE - NBC
5000 WATTS AT 570

Represented by
Paul H. Raymer Company
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fllUEPflRTS
ALMA & E.Son,
MARKS,
talent has
buyerjoined
of N. theW.
Ayer
New Agency,
York,
William
Morris
New
York,
to
supervise
radio
writers,
new
material
and new ideas for radio. Miss Marks
has
completedwhere
a nine-week
assignment
in
England
she supervised
for
the OWI Overseas
Branchprograms
Radio
Section.
JOHN toHOWARD
been
elected
the ASCAPTASKER
board ofhasdirectors
as representative of the standard writers,writer-members
succeeding GEOFFREY
O'HARA.
Three
the the
popular
field
were members
reelected,of astheinwereboard
four
publisher
whose
terms expired this spring.

HELEN PHILIPS, for several years a
composition
Nationalhas Conrt & Artistof assistant
Newat York,
takencecharge
allCorp.,
publicity
NCAC
popular
division,
replacing forED the
BROWNE
who
became
oneNCAC
of thehas corporation's
spot
salesmen.
prepared
new Joseph
Dunninger
program
with aa
lineup
Including
Edward
Everett
ton,
Martha
Novls.HorTrace
and his Tilton,
band
andDonald
the Trace
SillyAl
Symphonlsts.
No sponsor
has been
signed. ItterestedIsIn series.
understood Mutual Is inTIMES APPLIANCE Co., Sunbury, Pa.,
which
Introduced
the inoriginal
Westinghouse home
receiver
the New
York
metropolitan
areadistributor
nearly 24inyears
ago,
will
be
exclusive
the
same
area
for
the
Westlnghouse
postwar
oftubes.
standard and television receivers line
and
TOMMY KEARNS, headquartered in
Honolulu,
has been
appointedfor distributor in Territory
of Hawaii
Hoffman
Radio
Corp., Los
manufacturers)
. Angeles (radio set

Beginning April Isb

COLUMBIA'S AFFILIATE FOR

l\
O "
n
|/\y/Qr

A FE, CAPITAL OF
IN SANT
SECOND MARKET
THE
STATE A..AND
..

By
Will be Represented Nationally

TAYIOR-HOWE-SNOWDEN
Radio Sales
New York

Chicago

• April 2, 1945
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Dallas Amarillo

Bissel Missing
LT. (j.g.) PHILLIP A. BISSEL,
of edLoswith Angeles,
associatthe Duncanformerly
Scott Co.,
newspaper
and
radio
representatives
the West Coast, has been reportedon
missing since a routine training
flight in Florida March 19,
RICHMAN-SANFORD Radio Productions,
New York, has prepared a summer repackage titled
ProudPresents"placementwhich
will "Radio
featurewritten
some
offor lythe
dramatic
radio better
In recent
years. shows
BOB SHAYON
win
direct
the
show
with
EARLE
McGILL as commentator-m.c, MILTON
GEIGEROLD LEVEY
as supervising
and HARas musicalwriter
director.
ROGEReral manager
BROWNof Radio
has beenFeature
namedService
genInc.,
radio
publicity
firm,
and
the
Earle
Ferris
Co., public
both headed
by Earlerelations
Ferris. counsellors,
Mr. Brown
joined
1943 as thesalesorganizations
manager. in September
JAMES L. COX has been added to the
staff castof MusicfieldInc.,representatives
of CoxBroadwashe
formerly
With APNew andYork.UP,Mr.where
handledtions work.news writing and radio relaED SANFORD
of Rlchman-Sanford
Productions, New York,
and CAROL KAHN,
Packerried College
student,planare atocombined
be marJune 24. Couple
honeymoon-business trip to Hollywood.
G. MYRONpointed associate
GWINNER research
has beentechapnician of Edward G.andDoody
& Co., St.
Louis, smarket
opinion
and
radio
reearch firm.
Wesson Campaign
WESSON OIL & Snowdrift Co.,
New Orleans, as part of a spot
campaign for Wesson oil, is sponsoring eight station
breaks and
one-minute
for two24
weeks
on WJZspots
New weekly
York. Agency
is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.

CONGRATULATING the new
vice-president are Lyman L. Weld
(1), treasurer of Mitchell-Faust
Adv., Chicago, and Lt. Comdr. Holman
Faust, USNR,
vice-president
and director
of the agency,
on his
return after more than three years
duty. Comdr. Faust announced that
Hildred Sanders (c) has been elected vice-president in charge of radio.
Canada Dry on WOR
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE,
New York, April 16 adds WOR
New York to a spot radio schedule
promoting ginger ale and sparkling
water and may add other markets.
WOR contract calls for five-times
weekly
participations
for 52 weeks
on Martha
Deane, beginning
April
16. Spots
started
on
WBIG
Greensboro and WGST WAGA Atlanta.
News broadcasts
Edwards have been by
addedWebley
on KQW
San Francisco. KCMO Kansas City
continues on the schedule. Agency
is J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.

Peabody Speakers
PAUL man,A.and J.PORTER,
FCC chairHarold Ryan,
NAB
president, will address the Peabody
Awards Dinner April 10 at the
Hotel Commodore, New York. Winnersceiveof the
awards willfrom
remedals 1944
and certificates
Chancellor S. V. Sanford of the U.
ofauspices
Georgia.
underSchool
the
of theAwards
Henry areGrady
of Journalism of the university,
working in cooperation with the
George Foster Peabody Foundation
which sponsors the awards.
farm .
WGL Fort Wayne, 250 w on 1450 kc,
machinery
is manufactured in TRI-CITIES.
has appointed
Headley-Reed
Co. ex-1.
elusive
representative
as of April
owned andby Farnsworth
Telev.
Teeming with industrial energy ... a &WGL,
Radiois Corp.
is an NBO outlet.
manufacturing hub of the Midwest . . . the
nation's Farm Machinery Capital . . . TRICITIES is also the home of numerous machine tool, metal working, and industrial
equipment concerns ... a high-income
market of over 200,000 population. It's
the center, too, of a rich farming area . . .
52 of the nation's best farming counties.

ROCK ISliNO VQIISE III DAVENPORT, lA,
1270 KC 5000 WATTS
B4S/C MUTUfli. U^J\JVORK
Affili.i;c. Rork l^l.ind ARGUS
Howard H. WIImo Co., Nof 1 RsprMentotWos

kmr:c»l

Nollonol Scil>s Rcpfesentotiva • Paul H. Roymor Comp^
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BEIT
AUDIENCE
EAST
WHN— New York
50,000 Watts
VICK GILBERT
2:00-3:00
Mon. thrn P.M.—
Sat! 5 : 00-6 : 00 P.M.
The sinking
jockey. Versatile
ist, master disc
salesman.
(You canvocalsay
that
airain.) Tuneful, different, gets results!
% hour participation.
3 days — $300.00 6 days — $500.00.
WNBH—
250 Watts— New
Blue Bedford, Mass.
LOCAL NEWS
8:30-8:45
Mon.
thru A.M.—
Sat. 6:15-6:30 P.M.
Two good news periods on a station
that
Hooper shows
a 20%! Participato 125%
audience
in sixwith
tion— $4.00gaindaytime
—months
$8.00 evening.
WATR— Waterbury
1.000 Watts— Bine
SHOPPERS GUIDE
8:1&— thni
9:00 Sat.
A.M.
Mon.
Helen
for eightMorris
years.hac been doing this one
Participation — $37.80 per Wk.
I WJEJ—
Md.
250 Watts—Hagerstown,
Mutual
SADDLE PALS
11:16-11:46
A.M.— 2:16-2:30 P.M.
Mon. thrd Sat.
Tluit
old
time
ui^sic show that gets
mail and sells merchandise.
Participation
—
3 per week — $15.98. 6* per week — $30.24.
WRAW—
Pa.
250 Watts— Reading,
NBC
IT'S
IN
THE
BAG
(Meaning the grocery bag)
10:00—11:00
Mon.
thro Fri.A.M.
Yessirl
one rings cash i
in grocerythisstores.
Participation— $25.00 per Wk.
WJAS—
5.000
WattsPittsburgh
LEE KELTON'S ORCHESTRA
5:30—6:00
P.M.
Mon. thru Fri.
A half-hour of appetizing, easy-to-listen
toorchestras.
music by one of Pittsburgh's leading
Participation —
One minute — $22.50 base rate.

TESTED

BUYS
FOR

WNAB — ^Bridgeport
250 Watts— Blue
li50 CLUB
7:00—8:00 A.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
Bridgeport's best bet for breakfast.
Daily participation — $32.40 per week.
WNHC — New Haven
250 Watts
mo MUSIC ROOM
2:00-4:00 P.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
Two hours of uninterrupted popular
music.
Daily participation — $25.00 per week.
WOCB — Cape Cod, Mass.
250 Watts— Blue
WORLD NEWS
7:30
A.M., 11:00
12:30 P.M.
P.M.,
6:00 P.M..
Mon. thru Sat.
Hot from the four comers of the
earth by Associated Press Wire.
Spot participation— $18.00 Wk.
WJTN— Jamestown, N. Y.
250 Watts— Blue
MEMORY MATINEE
3:30—3:66
Mon. thru P.M.
Sat.
An ideal time for those old familiar
Participation — $26.50 Wk.
WEST
KBUR — Burlington, la.
260 Watts— Blue
THE BURLINGTON BUGGY RIDE
11:00—11:30
Mon.
thru Sat.A.M.
The homes
program
rides into the hearts
and
of that
Burlington
pation— $35.00
per week. folks. ParticiWCLO—
Wise.
260 Watte—Janesville,
Mutual
THE HOMEMAKERS
9:05—9:30
A.M.
Mon. thru Sat
AUNT
EM
has been teUing 'cm how
to keep
they
love bouse
it. for fourteen years and
Participation — $27.00 Wk.
WDGY—
6,000 Watts Minneapolis-St. Paul
VILLAGE RAMBLERS
11:15—11:30
Mon. thru Fri.A.M.
Old
time music at its best, on the
leather-jacket
Northwest. station of the great
$160.00 per week, complete.

REPRESENTED
CHICAGO

BUSY
TIME BUYERS
KMYR— Denver
KJBS—
250 Watts
500 Watts San Francisco
ALARM KLOCK KLDB
BEN BEZOFF
6:00
6:00 A.M.-8:00
Mon. tothru6:15Fri.P.M.
Mon.
thru Sat. A.M.
Surveys
Denver's
most from
popular
commentator.
in
the
Bayprovearea.it's the best dollar buy
Just
returned
a
tour
of
France
and England.
Spot
participatior.
— $9.50 base rate.
Complete at $200 per week.
KFMB— San Diego
250
Watts— MELODIES
Blue
WIL—
MORNING
250 WattsSt. Louis
8:00—8:16
A.M.
Mon.
thru
Fri.
THE BREAKFAST CLUB
A good time —toBase
catchRatethe $9.00.
whole family.
7:00—8:00 A.M.
Participation
Mon. thru Sat.
KTKC—
Fresno-Visalia
Twenty
years
of audienceM.C.buildmakesup
plus onean outstanding.
easy-to-listen-to
5,000 Watts—
Blue PROGRAM
ALL
STAR P.M.DANCE
this
2:45—3:30
Minutes or % hours at Card Rate.
Mon. thru Fri.
Everybody
likes a ofdance
tune. Here's
WDSM— Duluth-Superior
forty-five
it. ParticipationCard
Rates.minutes
260
Watts— Blue
TWILIGHT
TIME
KEVR— Seattle
250 Watts
5:16—5:30 P.M.
Mon. thru Fri.
BREAKFAST
7:00—8:00 A.M.PLATTERS
Timely tunes for Twin Port tea time.
Mon. thru Sat
Spot Participation — Base Rate $4.00.
If(andthey
music with theybreakfast
they want
do)— this
get it.
KBIZ— Ottumwa, la.
Participations
$3.26is where
each.
260 Watts— Mutual
FARM & HOME PROGRAM
SOUTH
11:30-12:00
Noon
Mon. thru Sat
WHBQ— Memphis
250 Watts— Mutual
A newsy farm program in the State
JITTERBUG
HALL
where the tall corn grows.
2:00-2:30
Mon.
thru P.M.
Fri.
Daily participation — $19.20 Wk.
KFUN— Las Vegas, N. M.
years at— the
way.
—Seven
it's musical
it's same
hot — intime.fact,It'sit'slively
the
260 Watts
highlight of the day down MemphisTHE SPANISH HOUR
Minute participation — $7.50 each, base.
2:00-3:00
Mon.
thru P.M.—
Sat. 7 : 00-8 : 00 P.M.
WTAW— College Station, Texas
Two
favoritewhole
music.hours of New Mexico's
1,000 Watts—
Blue
FARM
12:30
toFAIR
12:45
P.M.
Daily participation — $16.20 Wk.
Mon.
thru
Sat.
KFBC— Cheyenne, Wyo.
The
Texas
AggiesFarmers.
Station with farm
news
for
Texas
250
Blue TIME
Spot Participation — Basj Rata $6.40
PIE Watts—
& COFFEE
2:30
WTSP— St. Petersburg-Tampa
Mon. tothru2:45Fri.P.M.
A smart emcee and the customers in
1,000 WattsIN— Mutual
WOMEN
THE NEWS
the popular Shy Ann Cafe makes this a
10:30 thru
to 10:45
A.M.
sparkling quarter-hour.
Mon.
Sat
$75.00 per week complete.
Mostly news about women, of especial
interest
to
women.
PACIFIC COAST
Daily
participation
— $21.00 S.Wk. C.
WORD—
Spartanburg,
KFWB—
Los Angeles
5,000
Watts
250
watts—
Blue
MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM
HOO CLUBP.M.
11:00 thru
A.M. Sat.to 2:30 P.M.
7:30-8:00
Mon.
Mon.-Wed.-Thurs.
Recorded
music, plus a smart disc
The
original
Make
Believe
Ballroom
—
12 yearstener in Los
on KFWB—
jockey
plusthisa lotan ofoutstanding
merchandising
tieAngeles. lowest cost per lisups makepator.
particiCard rate.
$50 per % hr. — 50 word spots — $12.00.

BYRAMBEAU
HQILYWOOD

NOISE OF
FALLS
NIAGARA FULL

)RCHESTRA"

More than double the Dynamic Range
A vast new program naturalness for your listeners
Dynamic Range — the infinite contrasts
of sound intensities from soft to loud —
give hearing its perspective. Match in
true magnitude the sounds of a whisper,
the
and
you full
have orchestra,
dynamic the
rangelion's
that roar
provides
reception in all its glorious realism.
FM captures shades of sound that vastly
widen dynamic range. It removes the
unreality of artificially controlled sound
levels
compress
the fortissimo
an FM that
broadcast
transmitter
requires— for
no
limiting of audio peaks in a program
pick-up. It eliminates the unnaturalness
of the expanded pianissimo that AM
needs to over-ride high background
noise levels— for an FM receiver does
away with background noise that normally masks AM reception, particularly
at low sound levels.
Consider the reasons why an FM broadcast program is able to provide over
twice the dynamic range of an AM broadcast program. The intensities of ordinary
sounds range from the threshold of hearing at 0 decibels to the crash of thunder
at 110 decibels. In this range, AM is
capable of reproducing sound intensities
from the average minimum noise level
of a typical AM receiver at 40 decibels to
its maximum audio sound-handling
ability at 70 decibels — a dynamic range
of 30 decibels. Compare this limited
range with that of FM which is capable
of reproducing
faithfullynoise
soundlevelintensities from the minimum
of a

STUDIO

AKD

typical FM receiver at about 20 decibels
to its maximum audio sound-handling
ability at approximately 80 decibels — a
dynamicto handle
range a ofgreater
60 decibels!
FM's
ability
range of sound
intensities will bring a new dimension
to
your interest,
programandreception,
listener
provide increase
a better
service for your advertisers.
When
plan yourG.E.FM isstation,
GeneralyouElectric.
the onelook
radioto
manufacturer with experience in designing and building complete FM broadcast systems — from transmitters to reG.E. has designed
and built
more FMceivers.broadcast
transmitters
than
any other manufacturer. G.E. built the
first FM home receivers and has furnished alarge percentage of the half
million now in use. Today, the six studiotransmitter FM relay links now operating in the 340-megacycle band are all
G.E. — with thousands of hours of regular
operation to their credit. And at Schenectady, G.E. operates its own FM provingground station, WGFM. For information
on General Electric FM broadcast equipment, write Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.
Establish a priority on delivery of your FM
equipment.
for your Plan"
copy ofwhich
the "G-E
Equipment Write
Reservation
explains
General
Electric's
plan
to
help
you
obtain early delivery of transmitters and
associated equipment.

VERY SOFT

MUSIC ■
THRESHOLD
SOUND INTENSITY FRO
LOUDSPEAKER (DECIBEL
hearing'
OF
50 FM BROADCAST
STATIONS ARE ON
THE AIR; OVER 370
APPLICATIONS
ARE PENDING.

ST

GENERAL

A

ELECTRIC
ieo-D£'.e*i4

The G-EFM pre50.kw

General
new frequency
-modulated
equipmentElectric's
will include
revolutionary
circuit
developments, new component designs, and
improved layout features.

FM DOES IT—
• FM gives your audience programs with vin
man-made noise or static. • FM multiplies your effective coverage day and night. • FM minimizes station
interference. • FM gives your programs vivid naturalness with greater dynamic sound range. • FM contributes tothe economy of a broadcast system.
Hear the G-E radio programs : "The World
Today" news, Monday through Friday, 6:43 p.m.,
EWT, CBS. "The G-E All-Girl Orchestra," Sunday 10 p.m.,
EWT, Friday,
NBC. 4"The
HouseCBS.
Party,"Monday
through
p. m.,G-EEWT,

/

FM

•TELEVISION

• AM

^^.s.^^^

FCC RELEASE

IN WOV

CASE

operate Station
In theshown
public that
int or that WOV
they areterescapable
oftheybeinghadentrusted
with
the responsibilities
and
obligations
exted of a person privUeged to hold a
station peclicense.
low:The Commission's Conclusions fol1. Theoiltransferees,
inhavecarrying
on their
edible
business,
violated
disregarded
regulatory
laws
of and
the
States andmerousFederal
Government
nuoccasions, ever since theyon have
been intions bvisiness.
The
particular
violathey have been guilty of are in
severalters ofcases
odious and Forclearlyexample,
not mat-at
Inadvertence.
one time their
products,
consisting
essential y of cottonseed oil, were designedly labeled
with thea coat
wordsof "Tipo
Lucca",
olive
branches,
arms
and crown, and wording in Italian, with

TEXT of the FCC news release announcing the proposed denial for
consent to transfer control of WOV
New
York
Wodaam
the Mester from
brothers
follows:Corp. to
The ingFCC
announces
Its
Proposed (B-209)
FindFact anda denial
Conclusions
lookings ocfattoward
of transfer
the appli-of
i
o
n
f
o
r
consent
to
the
control
Corp., licensee
Station ofWOVWodaam
New York,
from Ardeof
Bulova feand
Harry
D.
Henshel,
rors, to Murray Mester and transMeyer
Mester,
transferees.
The
applicants
are exceptions
allowed 20to days
within which to file
the
Commission's
Proposed Findings.satisfied
The theCommission
from
record thatwasthenottransferees
possess the qualifications essential to

S

E'
HER

T

UE

UITT

PER"

«pEP

)'.

lKy.

WEU
lALT

the
contentforinconspicuously
markedtrue
In English,
the apparent
purpose
of
misleading
buyers
Into ofthinking thatportedtheolive contents
consisted
imoil. Inafteraddition,
Mester, admitted,
having Murray
denied
on oathcidenany
connection
with
the
Inthat heinshipped
an adulterated
domestic t,oil
interstate
commerce
which, he said, he had first sold to the
packer portedwhoolive oilfalsely
labeledto itpackas fvill
imand failed
measure.
2.
These
acts,
together
with
the
fact
that
quite have
recentbeenactions
againstby the
the
transferees
Instituted
Federal
TradefoodCommission
and show
the State
and
Federal
authorities,
that
the
applicantstoward
lack even
that
senselictransferee
ofexpected
responsibility
the dealpubin ordinary
business
ings.
The
mandate
of
Congress
contained
in the Communications Act of 1934 reuireslicensees
the Commission
as stationqtheir
thosegrant
whoto inselect
willthe operate
under
public
public
Interest,
convenience
and,
necessity
rather
according
toApplication
the doctrineof
ofWOKO
caveatthan
emptor.
In
re:
inc.. theDocket
6486, Nov. of9,
1944. Prom
provedNo. misconduct
the transferees
in
carrying
on an ordibusiness, there
is substantial
sonnaryto believe
that they
could notrea-be
entrusted
with
the
much
higher
degreelaw
of public
responsibility
required
by theapplicants
of a have
station
licensee.
Indeed,
the
refused
to
consider
their Infractions of the law as serious,
and consequently
is notwould
unreasonable to expect
thatIt for
they
show
a similar
disregard
this Commission's Rules and theRegulations.
P\ui;hermore,
although
action
filed
by
the
Office of Price Administration has not
been determined
by
the
courts,
the
Comthat inatthethe light
of
the
other mission
factsbelieves
hearing
itqualifications
would
also
beofdisclosed
unwise
to approve
the
the
applicants
with
such3. Ina matter
undisposed
of. at the
addition,
thetestifying
transferees,
hearing,
although
under
oath,
concealed
and
misrepresented
numerous
facts
within
their
knowledge
relating
toprnmental
their difficulties
with lack
various
govbodies. This
of credibility isofIndicative
of the
whatsubmission
could
be
expected
them
in
ofthefuture
reportstransfer
to the Commission
if
proposed
were
granted.
The Interest
of theis aCommission
in one,
station
operation
continuing
and Commission
in carrying must
out rely
its responsibility
the
primarily
statements
made by station
licensees.on
"Caution
must,
therefore,
be
topersons
grant whose
station statements
licenses onlyareexercised
to trustthose
w
o
r
t
h
y
.
"
I
n
the
Matters
of etWestern
Gateway
Broadcasting
Corp.,
al.,
FCC
92, 102 Broadcasting
f1942): In the Corp.,
Matter 8of FCC
th"^9
Mayflower
333,
338
(1940):
In
the
Matter
of
John
Stenger
Jr., 8 theFCCapplicants
434, 444 have
(1940).comeH.
Moreover,
to 4.this
Commission
.seeklnp; to assume
the responsibility
andlicense
privilegecompletely
of control inofg abroadcast
Ignorant
theandCommimlcatlons
Act
and
the
Rules
Regulations
the
Commission.
expect tobusiness
runof Station WOV vestment,
as They
a relyingsecondary
inprimarily
on
others
than themselves
carry expect
out their
censee obligations.to They
to In-licrease the station's
profitsthe"bystation's
selling
more
time,"
even though
schedule
already
the
broadcast
time on shows
weekdays75% andof 83%
on Saturdays Is devoted entirely to com-

5D00

H.B.C.

Moxie Schedule
MOXIE itsCo.,current
Boston,spotis radio
planning
extend
sched-toto :'.
ule for Moxie, the
beverage,
additional markets in the New
point." area. Through Kelly, NaEngland
son
Inc., New
transcribed
one-minute
spots York,
have
on WEEI WORL
WNAC,been placed
Blue Sound Effects
BLUE Network, which has been
using NBC sound effects, on April
1 took over that operation. M. C.
Brachhausen is in charge of a staff
ofBlue.eight sound effects men for the
mercial programs while most of the
remaining "sustaining" announcements.
programs carry
niunerous
Cf. In the commercial
Matter of R.R. Jackman, et
al.,5. 5Under
FCC 496,
498, 499-500
Sections
308(b) (1938).
and1934,309(a)
ofCommission,
the Communications
the
In exercisingAct itsof authority
to grant station licenses, is directed to
examineacter, andinto
"the technical,
citizenship,
financial,
and charother
qualifications
of
the
applicant
to operate the station," and "the purposes
for which
station onIs tothebeapplicaused,"
and
to holdthea hearing
tion, if whether
necessary.
In interest,
order toconvenidetermine
"public
ence, or necessity would be served by
the
granting
thereof."
Under
Section
310(b),
provided
that shall
the license
and rightsit istherein
granted
not be
transferred
in any ofmanner,
"orof Indir
e
c
t
l
y
b
y
transfer
control
any
corporation
holding
such
license,
any
person,
unless full
the Information,
Commission todecide
shall,
after securing
that saidterest,transfer
Is In itsthe consent
public In-in
and shall give
writing."
a careful
all of theFrom
material
factsexamination
contained inof
the
application
and thecase,
recordit Isofclear
the
hearing
the Instant
that
the intransferees
do not possess
the
qualifications
operate
Station
WOV into essential
the
publictothat
Interest
and
have
failed
establish
they
are
capable
of beingand entrusted
those
responsibilities
obligationswithexpected
ofcense.one privileged to hold a station li6. The ofCommission
concludesCorp.thatto
transfer
controlwould
of Wodaam
the transferees
not serve the
publicsity.Interest,
convenience
necesThe application,
therefore,or should
be denied.

WATTS

5000
NBC
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Don Bell Safe
DON BELL, MBS correspondent ^
in the Pacific Theatre, was reported
safe March 27 after having been
missing incording toaction
for five days,
a copyrighted
story ac-in
the New York Herald Tribune datelined Manila, March 27. The story
said
Bell "washands
reported
safe that
today Mr.in friendly
and
suffering only minor injuries from
a plane crash at an undisclosed

IN RICHMOND.VA
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I
I

The only radio station in ail

I

broadcasting history to receive these

I THREE AWARDS in one year
I

PLAQUE

AWARD

presented to WTA6

for

1944

for

"Helping to make One World — Blueprint for Future"

PeaModif ^wand
(by the GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY COMMITTEE)
presented to WTAG

for

"^OiddawHUuf. CoHi/UUUlan ia the
Wel^GAe, 0/ the CommuHlUf. U £&we^"
The du Pont

Radio

Award

presented to WTAG

for 1944

for

" . . . outstanding public service in encouraging, promoting and
developing American ideals of freedom and for loyal devoted
service to the nation and to the community ..."

B A S IC C B S
Represented by RAYMER
WTAG
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

I

WORCESTER,
MASS.
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE
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EXECUTIVES OF NEW
BLUE OUTLETS MEET
OFFICIALS of nine stations
joining
Blue Network
June 15in
met withthe network
executives
New York March 26 for an
overall discussion of programming,
advertising,
promotion
and Blue
publicity in connection
with their
affiliations.
In attendance were: WLAW
Lawrence, Mass.: Irving Rogers,
Dave Kimmel, Dan Sullivan, Davy
Edwards; WCAE Pittsburgh: R.
Clifton Daniel, Mitchell DeGroot;
WFBR Baltimore: Hope Barroll
Jr., Bob Maslin, Bill Dothard, Bill
Pirie; WCOP Boston: A. N. Armstrong Jr., Harry Goodwin, Frank
Baldwin; WNAX Yankton: Don
Inman, James Allen; KRNT Des
Moines: Phil Hoffman, Orville
Lawson; Cowles Group, N. Y. :
Craig Lawrence, Ted Enns; WFTL
Miami: Bill Skidmore; WPDQ
Jacksonville: Bob Feagin, Frank
Taylor; WEEU Reading: Joe Nassau; Blue: Mark Woods, Keith
Kiggins,
Fred Smith,
Mike Huber,
Ted
Oberfelter,
Earl Mullin,
Oscar
Schloss, Archie Grinalds, Norman
Ostby, Ivor Kenway, Thomas Lally, James Bennett.

Station-Scrutiny Policy
(Continued from page 15)
of Sec. 10 of the Radio Act of 1927, withheld his holdings at the reSec. 308(b) of the Communications March 19].
quest of CBS [Broadcasting,
Act of 1934, and the Rules & RegChairman
Porter at the time
ulations of both Commissions."
The concealment was not caused commented that Mr. Smith would
"rewarded" by being permitted
by a "slight inadvertence," said the be
to purchase the Pickard stock at
opinion. "On the contrary the testi- less
than market value. Commismony clearly establishes that the
sioner Case interjected that Mr.
deception was carried on at PickSmith was "in it,
Reed Co.,T.
ard's instigation for approximate- Rollo,
for too".
the Press
ly 12 years. Pickard was not the filed a appearing
proposing his client
only person responsible. He was sell its letter
interest in WOKO to
aided from the inception of the Messrs. 25%
Smith and Curtis and in
scheme by Harold E. Smith, who
turn
purchase
their interests in
has been a principal in WOKO WABY.
since it was established and who,
during the entire period, has been
WOV Transfer
general manager in complete charge
Regarding
the proposed WOV
station's
operationsof the
as well
asof antheofficer
and director
cor- transfer, the FCC news release ancarryingsaid:
on "The
their
Mr. Smith holds 25%% interest transferees,nouncinginthe action
in WOKO Inc. Other stockholders edible oil business, have violated
poration."
are,
according to FCC records, and disregarded regulatory laws of
Raymond M. Curtis, president, the States and Federal Government on numerous occasions, ever
25%%; The Press Co., publisher
of the Albany Knickerbocker News, since they have been in business.
25%.
The particular violations they have
During oral argument March 14, been guilty of are In several cases
odious and clearly not matters of
Morris
L.
Ernst,
New
York,
apJames Poole
on behalf of WOKO Inc.,
JAMES POOLE, 84, markets admittedpearingfailure
to
disclose
Mr.
Several alleged violations were
broadcaster with WLS Chicago for Pickard's interests, urged the FCC inadvertence."
18 years, died Wednesday, March
cited; the proposed transferees, acthe
former
Commis28. Before entering radio, he was to requiresionerthat
dispose of his holdings at
accusations,numer"conmarketszette. editor
of the Breeder's Gathan market value and told
cealedcordinandg to FCC
misrepresented
land. He was born in Poole, Eng- less
the Commission that Mr. Pickard
(Continued on page 72)
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CBS
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VICTORY-WHAT?
Nowhere will V-Day be celebrated more
gaily than in boom towns everywhere —
although many may be fated to become ghost towns when war orders are
cancelled.
Roanoke's future is brighter. Our three big
industries — railroading, rayon manufacture, steel production — will IMMEDIATELY
begin serving long-waiting civilian customers without re-tooling. Jobs will remain
plentiful!
Shouldn't you be known by these people
of Southwest Virginia whose present prosperity isfirmly rooted? Only one station —
WDBJ — satisfactorily covers ALL their
118,921 daytime listening homes! A Class
B quarter-hour, once, only $30. We (or
Free & Peters) would like to tell you
more — much more!

5000 WATTS

• 960 KC

Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
SPOJ SALIS
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WDBJi

FREE & PETERS, Inc., NatL Representatives
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^'My
Needs

Make-Believe
Transcription

That's

Really

Ballroom
Equipment

Rugged!

Ml

That's why our mstallation is PRESTO
"Our PRESTO transcription turntables get a real From users of PRESTO equipment all over the country
comes the same story: "It's rugged, it's dependable, it
workout here at WNEW," says Martin Block, popular
announcer and director of the Make-Believe Ballstands the gaff!" The increased use of transcribed
material in wartime broadcasting has placed a heavy
room program. "We keep them running almost continuously throughout the day. And they're giving burden on all recording and playback equipment.
the same fine, clear reproduction today that they PRESTO users— including many of the major broadcasting stations— have found that their equipment is
gave when we installed them years ago. As an announcer, that means a lot to me. It's a nice feeling handling the job with ease. That's because PRESTO
to know that my transcribed show is getting out devices are products of integrity— built to do more
than will ever be expected of them.
'in good voice!'"
WORLD'S

LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING
AND

DISCS

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

RECORDIHG CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 1 9, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada

KANSAS
CITY

(Continued from page 70)
ous facts within their knowledge
i-elating to their difficulties with
various governmental bodies."
MesterWOV
brothers
runTheStation
as a "expect
secondaryto
business investment, relying primarily on others than themselves
to carry out their licensee obligations," charged the Commission.
"They expect to increase the station's profits 'by selling more time,'
even though the station's schedule
already shows 75% of the broadcast time on weekdays and 83%
on Saturdays is devoted entirely to
commercial programs while most
of the remaining 'sustaining' pro-

grams carry numerous commercial
announcements."
"It is clear that the transferees
do not possess the qualifications
essential to operate Station WOV
in the public interest and have
failed to establish that they are
capable of being entrusted with
those tions
responsibilities
and obliga-to
expected of one privileged
hold
a
station
license,"
the FCC
concluded.
In New York Meyer Mester, denouncing the FCC findings as "very
vicious", asserted that a detailed
exception would be filed within the
specified 20-day limit. He declared
alleged violations of Federal and
State regulatory laws, as charged

K

O

Z

Y

PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
Coneral Manager
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director

HIS
HfliAS

CHECKS
$IMPSONf
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by the Commission, had been
cleared up 100% and that he and
his brother had proved they were
"all falsehoods".
He denied he and his brother
planned to sell "more time", as the
FCC alleged.
hearing
testified
if I had"Atmorethetime
what II
would
saidutilize
Mr. Mester.
"I said
that wedo,"could
the additional
time for the benefit of the public
and community with sustaining
programs." WOV operates only six
days
days. weekly, being off the air Sun
FCC actions in both the WOKO
and WOV cases came following
pressure
sources. In thefrom
WOKOCongressional
case, Rep,
Richard B. Wigglesworth (R
Mass.), member of the House Appropriations Committee,
that the Commission
act demanded
when the
1946 fiscal year budget was under
consideration [Broadcasting, Feb'
12]. Rep. ofWigglesworth
also was
member
the Select Committee
which began an investigation ol
Arde Bulova.

We've been telling you for years that our hayseeds,
out here, are in the dough. WeU, in 1944, the average
North Dakota farmer's income was $7,250! Fargo's
bank clearing on personal checks were over $250,000,000! North Dakota headed the nation in percapita E-Bond sales in four of the six drives . , .
If you've been missing Fargo and the amazing Red
River Valley, you've missed one of America's real
mirac'e markets. Let us —send nyou the facts — or ask
Free & Peters!
wiaw

WDAY,iNC
^
z
N. B. C.

Ask for Rate Card 3

Sherdeman Honored |
MAJ. TED SHERDEMAN, radio
advisor.
Information
and Servicej
Education Section,
U. S. Army
Forces in the Far East, has been
awarded the Bronze Star Medal
"for meritorious achievement in
connection with military operations
against the enemy in the Southwest
Pacific . . ." The former Young &
Rubicam writer-producer originated, wrote and produced a series of
radio programs to acquaint U. S.
troops with the Philippines and
their
before He
the isAmerican
invasionpeople
of Leyte.
also in
charge of the Armed Forces Radia
Stations,
Far
East. U. S. Army Forces in thd

FARGO, N. D.
AtCiliated with the Fargo Forum
970 KILOCYCLES . . . 5000 WATTS
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS 680 K C
National
Representatives:
WEED & COMPANY
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PLAQUE
FOR
. ."Beyond

the

AWARD
1944
Call

of Duty"

uiri:c:t roltte to A!iieric/%'s ivo. \ market
Tfie Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporaiion
Member of NBC and New England Regional Network
Represenled by WEED & COMPANY, New York, Boston,
Chicago, Detroir, San Francisco and Hollywood
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Ifumier
...IN

READERSHIP

among agencies and manufacturers combined
% In the field of general advertising publications editorially
covering all phases of advertising and marketing, Advertising
Age leads in reader preference by a wide margin both with
advertising agencies and their clients.
In New York and in Chicago agencies rank Advertising Age
"first choice" in reader preference, according to the latest
independent survey. Manufacturers throughout the nation
give it first place in readership.
This latest survey shows that among agencies and their
clients, combined — on a nation-wide basis — Advertising Age
is "first choice" in reader preference with 52.7% of the total.
It is "first choice" with more than twice as many as the second
paper in its field — more than 3 times as many as the third.
(May we send you a copy of this survey? Write.)
Because of its leadership in reader preference. Advertising
Age regularly carries more advertising of radio broadcasting
stations than any other general advertising publication.

Peace Conference Average
{Continued from page 20)
station's
newsroomfrom
staff San
of three,
doing
direct pickups
Francisco.
Oakland,
Cal.
"We
strongly
cover withallnews
and spe-to
that radio can do the very best feel
job Planscialareeventstobroadcasts
newscasts
in someSanprograms
Franciscowillduring
conof informing them — not making up originate ference;
recorddelayed
broadcasts
duebepreference
to the
their minds, but thoroughly inform- timeed forcommitments,
although
ing them so they can make up their will be given direct pickups. No special
broadcasts will be sold. News bulletins
be included
in regularly scheduled
E. May, president of KMA will
ownEarlminds."
commercial
newscasts.
Shenandoah,
la.
said:
"We
will
transcribe color stories and human
KSD St. Louis
Roland G.WashingUsher,
Dept.— Dr.
of History,
interest angles with a midwestern head tonofU., St.the Louis,
and
KSDplanscommentator,
will
bead
staff.
Final
not
comanticipates
extensive
"We will take care of any de- newscastspleted butandKSDspecial
broadcasts,
said
George
M.
Burbach,
general
manager.
velopments that will be of any in- No Special Conference programs will be
slant." terest to our particular area by sold.
overhead
wire," said Storm Whaley,
Ark.
manager
of KUOA Siloam Springs,
WOW caster,
Omaha
Clark,Sanchief
newsplansahead
to— Rayreach
Francisco
severaltingdays
of Conference,
setUsing Wire Recorder
up
special
broadcast
material.
Plans indefinitewillas beto used,
whetherbutpickups
likely
Harold A. Safford, program di- orthatrecordings
directpossible.
feeds through
NBC plans
facilitiesto
"We will
Mr. Interest
Clark
will userectoraof WLS
wire Chicago,
recorder said:
and make
cover beangles
of specific
to WOW
station full
readycoverage.
to cut commertranscriptions, interviewing digni- listeners;
c
i
a
l
s
t
o
present
taries and farm and economic ex— Plans"morning,
all-out covperts, pointing our material to the KFWBerage withHollywood
pickups
aftfood and agricultural angle as well
ernoon anddirect
evening,"
said Harry Maizas events and proceedings especial- supervise
lish, generaloperations.
manager, Plans
who'll include
personallyrely pertinent to midwest interest
mote tie-up
studos with
in SanSanFrancisco
possible
Franciscoandwill
station
for additional
feeds. Coverage
be
andFollowing,
economics."in brief, are plans of sustaining.
networks and stations as reported
KUOA Storm
Slloam Whaley
Springs,willArk.cover,
— General
last week to Broadcasting:
Manager
NBC—andWilliam
Brooks,willdirector
stcerirbviinegwhsiswiown
commentaries
andtranInnews
special F.events,
superviseof to file overhead
th dignitaries.
He
also
wire copy dally. plans
network'ssigned include
coverage.
Key
newsmen
asH. V. Kaltenborn, Lowell
WLS ChicagoInterviews
— Will usewithwiredignitaries
recorder
Thomas,
St. John,Harkness.
Elmer Peterson, Alex Robert
Drier, Richard
FleetFletcher andGeorge
Art toandtranscribe
farm economic experts,
pointing
Baker. woodTwoLawton,warGraeme
correspondents,
to theas events
food and
Folster,
back from thereturned
Pacific, and material
angle as well
and agricultural
proceedings
Guthrie just
Janssen,
pertinentStation
to midwest
Europe,
also will recently
represent NBC. from especially
and economics.
also willinterest
cover
by
overhead
wire
to
be
used
on regU'
KMA Shenandoah,
— Earl assistant
E. May, larly schedule newcasts. All coverage
will
president,
and Owen la.Saddler,
be
sustaining.
WLS
has
comprehensive
to the portpresident,
willscheduled
file dailynewscasts,
wire re- pre-Conference scheduled, beginning
s
f
o
r
regularly
April several
2, Including shortwave
broadcasts
transcribe interviews with dignitaries from
be represented
and toutstanding
network
commentaand interviewsnations
with todelegates
passing
ors, do colorforstories
and
will
interpret
through
Chicago.
Covering
for
WLS John
and
proceedings
farm
men
and
women,
the
"Prairie
Farmer"
will
be
explaining
what
those
proceedings
mean
tosustaining.
them. AllWirespecial
broadcasts
will be Strohm, WLS agricultural reporter and
reports
will
be
Included
editor WLS
of theprogram
"Farmer"
and
Harold Safford,
director.
in commercially sponsored newscasts. managing
KMTR cordingHollywood
—
Two
complete
reunitsKenneth
will O.be Tinkham,
sent to San general
FranAFL Series
cisco,announced.
manager,
He analyst;
has assigned
FOLLOWING the conclusion March
K.
Louis
Flatau,
news
Jim
31 of the 13-week CIO Saturday fei
Strain,
program
director;division,
Lyman andSmith,
chiefdieofLipps,
theengineer,
recording
Edafternoon series. Job for Tomorrow.
to cover. with
Plansevery
In- CBS
on April 7 starts Builders of
clude transcribed
interview
Victory, an AFL series, for 13
representative
of
note
at
the
Conference,
to be flownon KMTR.
to Holly- weeks in the same period, 3:45-4
wood for transcription
special broadcast
p.m.
New seriesSeries
will bewilldevoted
the Seabees.
featureto Pes
interviews
with
Seabees
at
overseas posts.
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Merger Hearing
Resumes Tuesday
Gen. Ingles Favors Voluntary
Partial Consolidation
IRKED because the State Dept. was
not prepared to present its testi.mony, Chairman Burton K. Wheeler (D-Mont.)
of theCommittee
Senate Interstate Commerce
last
week postponed until Tuesday
(April 3) hearings before a subcom it e on a proposed merger of
international telecommunications.
Francis Colt de Wolf, chief of the
State Dept. Telecommunications
Division, advised Sen. Wheeler on
Tuesday that Assistant Secretary
ofbe State
L. ClaytonChairman
couldn't
ready William
until Saturday.
Wheeler caustically remarked that
the State Dept. had been preparing its evidence for two years but
when the committee was ready to
hear it, State Dept. wasn't.
Voluntary Merger
Maj. Gen. Harry C. Ingles, USA,
Chief Signal Officer, put the War
Dept. on record as favoring a voluntary consolidation of some international carriers, but he proposed
no definite plan, as had the Navy
Dept. [Broadcasting, March 26].
Gen. Ingles
said thedefense
Army'sandsolein
concern
is national
that respect it does have a direct
interest in international commercial
communications.
He estimated the Army has about
$162,000,000 worth of equipment,
much of which can be converted
to private enterprise after the war.
He discounted disputes between the
Army and commercial enterprises
over spectrum space and said that
' commercial
alwaysbut would
want more enterprise
frequencies
that
private interests would not be
handicapped by Army needs.
Under questioning by Sen.
White (R-Me.), ranking minority
member of the standing committee,
: Gen. Ingles said he felt a partial
merger would ease the demands for
frequencies.
' Charles I.ministraStanton,
adtor ofthe Civildeputy
Aeronautics Authority, said CAA was interested only in aircraft communi-

mRSE RECRUITING
CREDITED TO RADIO
STATIONS in the Minneapolis-St.
Paul area through cooperation with
the OWI Domestic Branch Radio
Bureau have been given credit for
all the nurses recruited there during March and over half of those
recruited since the first of the
year.
Since Jan. 1 a total of 294 nurses
in the Twin Cities
applied
for
commissions
in thehave
Armed
Forces
and a check
by
local
hospitals
re- NOWHERE is the personal quality of radio better demonstrated
vealed that more than half were
Breneman's Breakfast in Hollywood. Without theprompted by the appeals broadcast than onatricalTom
effects or sophisticated chatter, he comphments his guests
by stations in the vicinity. The for being real
people. So, when Motion Picture Daily revealed that
Hennepin
County toRedMrs.CrossHayle
Chap-S.
ter in a letter
best
the who
was man
editors,an"Breakfast"
of many
opinion
the
in
Cavanor, OWI regional chief in morning show on
the air,radio
it pinned
orchid on the
Minneapolis and formerly of makes a career of pinning them on others. Printers' Ink adds its
WCCO,recruited
reportedin March
that 40and nurses
were
since congratulations here.
other publicity prevalent earlier in
the year has died down, the Red
Cross ischapter
■ is certain radio
alone
responsible.
WRC News Sponsors
WRC Washington commentators
Morgan Beatty and Arthur J. Bergman have signed 52-week contracts
with
The former's
1:45-2 new
p.m. sponsors.
network news
spot has
been taken twice a week by Washington's
First
Federal
Savings
Loan Assn. through Courtland D.&
Ferguson agency. The latter is
being sponsored by the Adam
Scheldt Brewing Co., 6:30-6:35
p.m. six days a week. Lawrence I.
Everling is the agency.
cations and navigational aids. He
was not convinced, he testified, that
a complete merger as proposed by
the Navy would solve any problems
and could see no demonstration of
efficiency in such a consolidation, he
added. Although there are not sufficient frequencies to meet all deStanton
said, are
he not
believedmands,thatMr.some
channels
being used
to that
capacity.
expressed concern
there He
are not
enough frequencies
for
direct
international broadcasting and that
some may be taken from aviation
as a result. He pointed out that the
leading nations are planning to expand international broadcasting
after the war.

^RK OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
WORLD WIDE NEWS COVERAGE
KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO
J l*B ROADCASTING
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COMMERCIALLY speaking (Kellogg's Pep and Procter & Gamble's Ivory Snow are the commercial guests at this Blue Network
breakfast table), the success of the program seems to depend more
on delivery than on formula. Routine business on the show never
varies. The guests, both studio and listening, anticipate every
course and relish the ingredients. This is another tribute to Mr. B
because people familiar with the recipe, learn to be very critical
of the cook.

"HAVE A CIGAR" says T. B. to a pretty breakfast guest and
everyone
says readers.
Printers' They
Ink
but
P. I. chuckles.
is serious "Have
and so some
are itshelpful
more ideas"
than 15,000
expect first quality advertising and marketing help from the first
publication in the field. Since 1888 they haven't been disappointed.
Like the with
breakfast
guests
the Blue,
Ink's readers are
familiar
the recipe
and oncritical
of the Printers'
cook.
Part of theportioPrinters'
list of more
than 15,000
subscribers17is subapthis; atInk&Kellogg
& Eckhardt,
scrniepdtiolnsi;kaet Procter
OambleandandKenyon
Compton,
17 subscriptions;
at the Blue Network and its affiliated stations, il subscriptions.
We believe most people know of
P. I.'sitsimportant
circulation,
both
quality and
quantity.know
We
think
they
know
that
Ink carries more pages Printers'
of every
kind of media advertising, yes,
I
even radio advertising, than any
other publication in its field. We
won'twillgosayintothis:theMost
scoreadvertisers
here but
we
find it profitable to use the medium
their customers and prospects like
best and you will find it worth
while to follow this pattern. You
TIIK W FKhl.r ,H.u;.l//,VK UF
can reach
important
Printers'Ink
Ml\ HiniSiyii, MAX iCKMKST AND SAI.HS
tising and most
marketing
peopleadverbest
205 East 42nd «reet,.NEwdj;ork 17, N. Y.
when you buy P. I. first.
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Antenna

Systems Proposed

as Subject

Praise for WTAG
GREETINGS from the BBC
on Clear Channels
were eralsent
was April 2. Among those who plan
WilliambyJ.Director
Haley, ofGenthe
to file but whose papers were not
British organization, to
on record last week are the Clear
George
F.
Booth,
president
of
Channel Broadcasting Service, of
WTAG Worcester, Mass. on
which Louis G. Caldwell, Washingthe
conclusion
of WTAG's
Worcester
& the World
weeks.
ton, is general
counsel, and
the Regional Broadcasters
Committee,
The cable
was Mrs.
read atFranklin
a dinner
at
which
successor to the National Assn. of
D.
Roosevelt
and
ambassaRegional Broadcasting Service, repdors of many nations were
resented by Paul D. P. Spearman,
Washington counsel.
Issue 8
guests.
In his letter Mr. Barron recom- presently licensed clear channel
station.
that the
Commission
cludemendedantenna
systems
in Issue in-8. "Clear channel station could opIssue 8 is to determine what
erate more effectively with direcchanges
Commission
should ortional antenna systems at night,"
der withtherespect
to geographical
wrote Mr. Barron, "thereby permitting such
to render
location, frequency, authorized
factorystations
service to certain
areassatisand
power or hours of operation of any
at the same
time
permitting
taneous use of the frequency bysimulone
or more additional stations. Many
clear channel stations will use antiquated and inefficient antenna systhe FCC
requiretems."that Heallsuggested
clear channel
stations
use "modern and efficient antenna
Following are the filings as of
last week, with witnesses:
WOODY
Westinghouse
Stations Inc. (WBZ
systems".WBZA Springfield,
Boston,
KDKA Pittsburgh,
KYW^
PliUadelphia,
WOWO
Wayne, KEX
Portland, Ore.)—
WalterPortonC.
Evans,
vice-president,
will
testify
general
policy;
Lee
B.
Walles,
HERMAN
manager,nomic matters;
on programming
andgeneral
eco-A.
A. D. Ring, Dwight
Myer andneering,Ralph
N.
Harmon
on engi-to
"with
particular
reference
the necessity of providing clear chanJr.;KWKH
W.nel service".
E. Shreveport—
Antony. A. Earl CuUtun
lumKTHSJr.; Hot
W. E.Springs,
Antony.Ark.— A. Earl CulKSL Salt Lake City- Witness undetermined.
Dec. 3500
DUPREE BLUES
WCAU
PhUadelphia—
Isaac D. undeterLevy.
WBAP Fort
Worth— Witness
mined.
WWSW
PittsburghWitness
undeOH LOOK AT ME NOW!)
termined.
Clarinet -PLAYING maestro of
HURRY BACK TO
> Dec. 3630
KOMO Seattle— A. D. Ring.
WLW
Cincinnati—
Witness
undetermined.
SORRENTO )
the "band that plays the blues," Woody
Herman has come a long way since the
fileWLIB
memo.Brooklyn — Seeks permission to
CALDONIA
Col. 36789
days when he toured vaudeville in a
ASCAP Meeting
CHIAPANECAS
Dec. 4176
solo act at the age oj 11.
GENERAL ANNUAL meeting of
ASCAP will be held the afternoon
MISfRLOU
Born Woodrow Wilson Herman in
Dec. 4024
ofNewApril
5 atfollowed
the Ritz-C'arlton
Hotel.
BY-U BY-O
Milwaukee, he fronted a local band as a
by the
Society's
annualYork,dinner
in the
evening.
FORT WORTH JAIL
Dec. 4293
child of ten. Since forming his own outjit in 1936, Woody has consistently held
a top position among the ranks of popular bandleaders.
For the complete list of BMI-licensed
titles recorded by Woody see your
BMI DISC DATA, or write for this
special service.

At FCC^s
Hearing
ADDITION
of antenna
systems to
the issues of the forthcoming clear
channel hearings before the FCC
May 9 was suggested by John Barron, Washington consulting engine r, in a letter to the Commission
last week.
Eight stations and one group
had filed for appearances as Broadcasting went to press and one
other sought permission to file a
memorandum. Indications were
that the hearings will begin as
scheduled, but it appeared likely
the FCC would continue them, once
permit three engi. . and WFDF Flint says it's under way,neeringto committees
to complete
April Fool, sir"
their studies looking towards possible new standards [Broadcasting, March 26].
Deadline for filing appearances

2Sth

BMI
NEW

YORK
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CHICACO

U. S. METROPOLITAN DIS
IflUIIC
PER DOLU
LISTENERS
ilADr
A»k
HEADLEY-REEH
New
York,
Chlcos*,
HOLLYWOOD
*
Detroit,
Atlanta
San Franclteo
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Video^s Power as Advertising Medium
Said to Offset Attention Limitations
GREATER commercial value and than television on account of its
selling power will offset the fewer more general utility and the fact
sound broadcasting techniques
"attentionvisionhours"
tele- that
have already been developed. As
programs obtainable
and enableby video
broadcasting to television broadcast techniques are
become, before perfected, television sales will become increasingly larger."
long, "a self-supPrior to assuming his present
porting, profitable, advertising
post in the Government, Mr. Lansing served in various engineering
medium", it was
predicted last capacities in the Signal Corps
week by Mort N. Laboratories and the Office of the
Lansing, radio
Officer. He had previspecialist, Bureau Chief Signal
ously been affiliated with Gross
of Foreign & Brennan Inc., Walter S. Lemmon
Domes cic C o m - and Sperry Gyrosrope.
Mr. Lansing merce.
Surveying the postwar outlook
Lubcke Upholds FCC
for television and FM, Mr. Lansing, formerly with the WPB HARRY LUBCKE, television diRadio & Radar Division, sees inrector, Don Lee Broadcasting Systeresting program opportunities to
tem, Hollywood, told the Society
Television Engineers that the
attract the buying public, includ- of
FCC television allocations proposal
ing televised fashion shows, appli- had
been approved by the greater
ance and gadget demonstrations,
of the industry. He described
and exhibition of consumer goods part
a crying need, resumption of
more effectively than by catalogue. as
receiver production under
He believes that color video should television
almost completed by the
be especially valuable in promoting standards
RTPB
and
FCC and asserted:
"If
are wise
sales of fabrics, furniture and receiver manufacturers
household furnishings.
they will employ the improved parts
developed during the war and will
Seller's Market
not attempt to produce to meet a
corner drug stoie price level."
Mr.warLansing
expects
that
posttelevision receivers will cost
approximately 50% more than AM
New Blue Series
■ that
receivers
of comparable
and AMERICAN Broadcasting Co.
AM-FM
sets will quality
cost about
25% more than AM receivers of (BlueriesNetwork)
is preparing
a setelling the story
of American
equivalent models. The backlog of management
in
similar
way
that
business since 1941, he feels, will the network's Labor-USA presents
bring
about
a
seller's
market
"but
labor's
viewpoints.
Series
will
be
after the accumulated demand has
on theseries,
same he
52-week
been satisfied, there will be much broadcast
as the labor
said. basis
The
isThe
broadcast
competition among the various ra- latter
networkSaturday
hopes to6:45-do
dio manufacturers to keep busy 7 p.m.
same thing with Government
their tremendously expanded fa- the
and with Peace, placing at the discilities".
posal of suitable spokesmen a weekWeighing such factors as prices,
throughout the year in
proposed new stations and increased whichly period
to keep the public informed.
coverage, delayed purchases to
await "futuristic"
and theof FRANK H. McINTOSH, consultiiiR
increasingly
largermodels,
proportion
radio engineers, moved into expanded
i total sales to be accounted for by quarters
at 710 14th St. N.W. Washtelevision and AM-FM receivers,
ington lastinWednesday.
firm New
forthe ShorehamThe Bldg.
Mr. Lansing expresses the view quartersmerly wasinclude
fifth floor.
that "at least on a short time basis Telephone remainsthetheentire
same : MEtroFM will be much more important politan 4477.

WILL DO A JOB FOR YOV IN
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
METROPOLITAN POPULATIOIS JSOW 111,000
1944 RETAIL SALES— $85,975,000
1000 WATTS • BLUE NETWORK • REP.— HEADLEY-REED
BROADCASTING
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LINGO
VERTICAL
RADIATORS
^AVAILABLE NOW ONLY TO
THOSE WITH PROPER PRIORITY-READY roR mm
SHIPMENT TO ALL, tHE
MOMENT PRIORITY MSimiTION ARE tlFTIP. . .
There's a Lingo Radiator and
supporting pole for every riesd
and purpose
in iianda'rd
—100
to 500
feet—torheights
AM,
FM, Television and other UHF
uses. Innmediate shipment to
those with necessary priority.
We invite your inquiries,
whether your installation is
large or small — for today or
tomorrow.

Send for Your FREE Copy of
Our New Brochure, Full of
Detailed Information on
Standard and Special
Types
of Lingo
Radiators
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
Est. t897
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
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IN

MIAMI^TODAY

MANUFACTURING* PLANTS
GOING FULL BLAST
12 MONTHS

A YEAR!

Miami's industrial and commercial plants
have an annual payroll of $93,350,288.

JAMES M. LeGATE, General Monager
5,000 WATTS * 610 KC * NBC

ELAND
CLiV
BASIC BlUE

850 KC
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5000 WATTS

COMMENTATOR BAIS
STIRS
VP PROTEST
MARCHsored news1 commentators
ban on locally-sponby KFI
Los Angeles [Broadcasting, Feb.
12, 19] has resulted in a storm
of protest by labor, political and
citizens groups which was climaxed
last Tuesday by a resolution on the
House floor
asking The
that move
KFI was
reconsider its policy.
instigated
by
Rep.
Ellis
E.
Patterson (D-Cal.) and co-signed by a
non-partisan group of his colleagues.
Mr. Patterson stated in his speech
before the House that the station
arbitrarily mentators
put whoseoffviews
the airdo sixnotcomcoincide
with
those
of
station's
owner, thus financially the
affecting
the
sponsors and denying to the public
desired
wellknown andinformation
favored newsfromanalysts.
The resolution said that public resentment was displayed to the congres men and the FCC by voluminous
mail
and because
was "feltof
this is censorship
on a itmedium
public communications"
it
was adresolved that KFI be urged and
v
i
s
e
d
t
o
"look
into
its
present
policy to determine if this policy is in
theThepublic
FCCinterest."
previously asked the
reason forthatKFI's
was
informed
it waspolicy
felt and
adequate
and more competent service was
being supplied by its own staff and
NBC programs. The complainants,
including the local ClO Political
Action Committee, felt that the
move
was politicaldecided
and anti-labor.
The Commission
the move
does Communications
not raise any question
the
Act butunder
said
it does review for objective presentation of programs when renewingtionlicenses
could thensettakein the
acunder theand precedent
Mayflower case ruling.
It ingisa statement
understoodin KFI
is preparthe
resolution.
Included answer
in the toreply
probably will be the argument that
a sustaining public forum has been
instituted in lieu of the commentators and on the first program last
Wednesday 9:30-10 p.m. the CIO
took oneforniaside
of a debate on Calihealth insurance.

LeGate Heads FAB
JAMES M. LeGATE, general manager of WIOD Miami,
wasAssn.
electedof
president
Broadcastersof the
at itsinFlorida
annual
meeting
Jacksonvi lie.
Glenn Marshall,
Jr. of WFOY St.
Augustine was
chosen
firstand
vicepresident
G.
G.
McBride.
WDBO Orlando,
second - vice
president.
Fred Mizer, WQAM
Mr. LeGate
Miami, secretarywas electtreasurer for thirded term.
Jack
Hopkins
of
WJAX
Jacksonville
named first director and Teresa wasM.
Myers,
WTAL WLAK
Tallahassee,
and
E.
0. Ward,
Lakeland,
were elected directors.
TECHniCflL^^

TED WOODWARD,
former
ofLT.
WPIL
Philadelphia
whoreceived
hasengineer
been
overseas
two
years,
has
the
Bronze
Star
with
Oak
Leaf
Clusters
and
a Presidential Citation.
VERA IMMEL
the WWSWthe Pittsburgh
control
room
isof leaving
station to
join
her
husband
Oil Corp. field crew.who is with a Gulf
3.engineer,
D. BLOOM,
is theWWLfatherNew ofOrleans
a girl. chief
LEROY
GREEN,
chief
engineer
Tupelo,
is former
highof WELO
school
teacher ofMiss.,
LT. INEZ
McDONALD,
Army
nurse
just
returned
to
her
home
near
Tupelo
after
liberation
from
the
Santo
Tomas prison at Manila.
CAPT.tral RAY
cendivision LIMBERG,
field engineerformer
now NBC
attached
a boy. Signal Corps, is the fato thether ofArmy
EDWARD neeringC. officer
LOCKWOOD,
radio
engi1stengineer
Mobile
Co. with
andhasthe
former
oftoBroadcasting
WLW
Cincinnati,
been
promoted
captain.
ELPHIN RANN has joined the technical
staff
neer. of WINN Louisville as chief engiDANIEL
THOMPSONMcMILLIN
are new and
controlGEORGE
operatorsS.
for WIOD Miami.
DICKingEBERZ
engineerdepartmenthasof joined
WIBG thePhiladelphia.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS developVincent Bendix
ment inthe
Mexico
is receiving
the attenDepartment
of Commerce
VINCENT BENDIX, 62, inventor, with tiona of powerful
radio station one of
founder of Bendix Aviation Corp. the aims.mit ers anAutomatic
transd receivers aretelegraph
to be installed
and president
ters, Inc., died oflastBendix
week Helicopin New as soon as available.
York from coronary thrombosis.
Among his inventions were the
For TAILOR-MADE SPOTS
Bendix self-starter drive, generaand PROGRAMS
tors, radio direction apparatus for
ships, magnetos, laundry machinery, landingbrake
gears,andthe thefour-wheel
automobile
modern
helicopter.
Guest to Pacific
COL. WESLEY T. GUEST, director
of the Plans & Operations Divisions
of theson officer
Signal Corps andyears,
its radio
liailast week
TO.
was orderedforto many
the Pacific theatre
on
an important assignment. His successor at headquarters
has notan been
designated. Col. Guest was
important
figure on the Board of War Communications and the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee and has attended
of the international radiopractically
and all
telecommunications
1121 VERMONT AVE.- WASH. 5,D. C.
conferences as one of the War Depart- WRITE-WIRE OR CALL FOR DETAILS W
ment's chief representatives.
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FCC Surveying Effects on Receiver
Costs of Moving FM Band Upward
to specifications which you
WITH THE FATE of FM still un- towouldbe built
determined, the FCC has made product.probably adopt for your postwar
composition
of thisof differlast-minute attempts to glean every Stateence in the
pricecomponents,
(if any) different
in terms
iota of information regarding the
tional
typesaddi-of
possible economic effects of moving components,
labor,
retail
and wholesale
markup,
etc.
the new broadcast service upward
Statebe whether
price difference
in the spectrum, it was disclosed would
the same the
for combination
sets
last week.
regardless
ofanswer
the price
classisofno,thestate
set
and
ifthethe price
to
this
Under date of March 12 the Com- how
difference
would
vary
mission sent to all manufacturers with retail price.
a letter seeking additional informaReports Due Soon
tion on the relative costs of manuAll information was to have
facturing FM units for an 18-mc
band beginning at 44 mc and an 18- been in by last Monday, according
rac band starting at 84 mc. Al- to the letter. Whether the FCC
though members of the FMBI, who planned to place the results of its
latest survey in the record could
have upward,
protestedfelt
moving
the B'M
band
the 44-mc
rebe determined, although it was
quest was significant, Dallas W. not
pointed out that several questions
Smythe, chief of the economics di- with reference to the cost of buildreceivers in the present band
cance. vision, FCC, said it had no signifi- and ining the
proposed 84-102 mc band
"It might well have been 42 meg- wereThe vague.
receiver committee of RTPB
a
c
y
c
l
e
s
,
"
h
e
explained.
The
Commis ion felt more specific data than Panel 5 (FM) reported minutes of
that given at the allocation hear- several meetings and witnesses
ings last fall and at oral argument representing various manufacturin late February and early March
ers testified the increased cost to
would be of help in determining the the public of moving FM upward
economic factors involving FM, ac- would be from $4 to $30 per FM
cording to reports.
unit.
Meanwhile, it was indicated that
Estimates Requested
final allocations above 25 mc and a
"The
Commission
would
like
to
proposed
reportwithin
belowthe25 next
mc would
obtain more specific information on be released
two
the question whether it will cost weeks. The Commission staff is
more to build an FM receiver with said to be eager to get as much of
a band beginning at 84 mc than it
would if the band began at 44 mc,
assuming in both cases a total band
of 18 letter
mc tounder
be covered,"
said theof
FCC
the signature
T. J. Slowie, secretary. Each addressee was assured replies would
not
be
used
any wayin which
will
disclose your"inidentity
connection
with
your estimates".
the Commission
asked Specifically
this information:
"State
your
estimate
of
the
the retail
value difference
perofunit
ofif any
an between
FMceiving ovreceiving
set18 capable
ree
r
a
band
of
mc beginning
at 44ble mcof receiving
and an over
FM receiving
set
capaa
band
of
18
mc
beginning
at 84 mcin under
the following assumptions
each case:
(a) tion1945
cost
conditions;
(b)
producto beutilization
at rate which
will capacity
provide
optimum
of plant
available
after
cessation
of
hostilities:
I (c) receiver
to
be
an
AM-FM
combination retailing at about $75; (d) receiver
If a tree falls
and no one is there to hear it,
does it make a sound?"
"If a product is advertised on
the air, and only a small audience
listens, will it sell?"
Your sales message on WCBM
will sell. habit.
WCBM is Baltimore's
listening
The Blue Network Station

KPO Institute
THE THIRD summer institute to
be conducted by Stanford Universiand KPO-NBC
San W.Francisco
will tyopen
June 21, John
Elwood,
manager of KPO announced. This
year's
classes,
it
is
expected,
will
hold
special Courses
interest for
servicemen.
will returned
include
acting, announcing, radio writing,
production,
radio for control
teachers,roomandoperation,
similar
fields,fordwith
the Stanfaculty members
and of theof KPO
staff
as instructors.
Applicants
rollment may write
to Mrs. for
Inez en-G.
Robertson, Stanford University,
Jett B.111K. Jett of the Palo Alto (Cal.) or KPO San FranCOMMISSIONER
FCC was confined to his home in cisco.
Chevy Chase, Md., most of last CATHOLIC Radio Week, April 8-14,
week by the flu. He was at his office will
the peace
fundamentals
neces ary for a lasting
various
on Monday, but was forced to fore- state emphasize
networks
carrywhen
a series
of
gosionthe meeting.
regular Tuesday Commis- broadcasts
on thewilltopic.

the allocations as possible cleaned
up before delving into the clear
channel hearings, which are slated
to begin May 9.
A series of conferences has been
held between the FCC and the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, with reference to the proposed allocations below 25 mc and
the final report above 25 mc. It is
reported that the only stumbling
block in the way of a final decision
above 25 mc is the location of FM.

"Change the Paint, Joe...
We're Producing for Civilians, Now!"
Changing the color of the paint v/ill virtually transform Peoria's industrial production from war to peace. For to earth-moving equipment,
a bomb crater is the same as a hole in a cow pasture ... it takes
the same kind of machine to fill both.
This means there'll be no reconversion delay in Peoriarea — no sales
lag. Actually, there's likely to be a sales leap. Postwar will be the
reconstruction period — and Peoriarea
makes construction equipment.
Peorions Have the
Although Peoriarea is a BIG market
WMBD Habit!
WMBD serves industrial
today, it's likely to be a BIGGER
Peoria and all Peoriarea —
market tomorrow. So grow with us . . .
16 counties in the heart of
the rich Illinois cornbelt
with a population of over
600,000.
WMBD's greataudince in Peoriarea
er ethan
all other isstations
combined, as revealed by
Hooper and Conlan surveys.

mm
BALTIMORE
JOHN ELMER
GEORGE H. ROEOER
President General Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc.,. Natl. Rep.
BROADCASTING
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WLB

Denies

Plea

For Program Fees
But Chicago AFRA Receives
Increase in Hourly Pay
REQUEST for program fees or
"pay
within ofpay"14 was
and
an increase
centsdenied
per hour
for staff announcers retroactive to
Nov. 1, 1943 was authorized in a
issued March 21 by the
years of directive
Regional War Labor Board of the
Sixth Region in the dispute beprofitable
tween six Chicago class B stations
and
AFRA [Broadcasting, Dec. GOT A MILLION of 'em would be proper response when these reprez
fuz
h
peac
sentatives from Hollywood record pressing and processing companies
25]. Chicago stations are WJJD formally
presented Col. Thomas H. A. Lewis (c) Commandant of
Each year over 2 million bushels . . . WIND WAAF WAIT WGES Armed Forces
Service,
Hollywood,
with millionth
for
entertainment ofRadio
overseas
servicemen
on March
13. AFRS recording
is combined
10% of all the peaches produced in WSBC.
In. addition to two-week vaca- operation
of
War
and
Navy
Departments
and
is
agency
charged
with
the whole South ... picked in Spartions granted to statf announcers, bringing radio entertainment to armed forces overseas. Firm repretanburg County alone!
stations have agreed that announcsentatives are (1 to r) : Jim Bayless, RCA-Victor; Oscar Turner, NBC
ers will receive one day off for legal Radio-Recording Division; Andrew Shrade, Columbia Recording; C. P.
MacGregor,
of C. P. MacGregor Co.; Louis Goldberg, head of
SPARTANBURG,
holidays within a 28-day period fol- Allied Record president
Co.; Paul Quan, C. P. MacGregor Co.; Eugene Bedell,
lowing the holiday or may add such Allied Record Mfg.
WSPA SOUTH CAROLINA days (not
Mfg.
Co.;
Chang Winters, Radio Recorders.
in excess of five days)
Home of Camp Croff
to the vacation period whenever
5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night
IT&T SCIEISTIFIC
950 kiloeytles. Rep. by Hollmgbery
WRC Dinner
possible.
In denying the "pay within pay"
ALL WRC Washington employes
GROUP
ORGANIZED
principle,tained thetherecommendations
Regional Board made
susbe entertained at an annual
TO COORDINATE the work of will
Wednesday at the Statler
scientists of International dinner
iTHE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI
in the report of the panel last De- electronic
Hotel
given by Frank Russel, NBC
Telephone & Telegraph Corp. vice-president
cember. The panel had held that throughout
in charge of the
the world, a $2,000,000 Washington office,
the extra fees asked by the union,
and Carleton D.
corporation.
International
TelecomSmith,
WRC
general
The
ranging from 25c to $1.50 for communications Laboratories has been dinner will honor Fredmanager.
Shawn, promercials, would raise announcers' formed,dent of ITCol.& Sosthenes
Behn,
presigram
director,
who
leaves
for
New
T and chairman of the York next Monday to become aspayTheby panel
$15 to had
$39 a also
week.cited the
mm
new company, ansistant to Clarence
Menser,of NBClast week.
WMAL case in which the national board ofnouncedthe
vice-president
in charge
proBoard had originally reversed the
"The
scientific
corporation
was
to make possible ultimately
recommendations of the hearing of- created
denied the
the issuance
request for
ex- an exchange of inventions and clos- grams.
traficerfees.and Since
of the
er coordination of IT&T's worldStudio's Radio Staff
wide electronic research
work,"
the
panel report, however, the Board announcement
stated,television
"including
of a radio
department
again reversed itself [Broadcast- advancement in radio,
and CREATION
at
20th
Century
Fox Film
Corp.,
branches
ofthetheaidscommunicaing, Jan. 22] and the station sub- other tions
New
York,
under
the
direction
of
arts
and
to
aerial
sequently ficonsideration
led a petition
for
reformerly last
radioweek
super-by
[Broadcasting, Feb. navigation which they will afford Ted Lloyd,
visor,
was
announced
5]. No action has been taken on in the postwar era."
MISSISSIPPI
of publicity, exE. M. Deloraine, general director Hal Horne, headand advertising.
Mr.
the petition.
of federal telephone and radio lab- Lloyd will ploitation
in chargeradioof activcom- 1'
oratories. New York, is president of mercial and besustaining
America's State
Ui par .
ities. Radio time will continue to
the new organization, which is owned jointly by IT&T and a subsidi- be placed through Kayton-Spiero
of
Club, phiaorganization
of KYW for
Philadelary.
International
Standard
Elecemployes,
is
scheduled
April
tric
Corp.
Co.,
New
York,
with executive.
Mort NusOPPORTUNITY
13.
baum as radio
account
cold, that
hard facts
and"Today
figureswe tohaveshow
Missis ip i isthe
No.
1
State
of Op-we
Gn/et' THIS RICH SUBSTANTIAL
portunity. In the postwar era
forsee a development program
that willtunitiesbring
MARKET WITH A SINGLE MEDIUM
undreamedmultiple
of only oppora few
years
ago."
*
Business activity in Mississippi
is at the highest peak in history.
Long-range
plannersnoandletupeconomic
forecasters predict
in the
years following the war.
This means that the alert advertiser will include the Mississippi
market on his "must cover" list.
One way
of being
complete coverage
of thisassured
profitable,
growing market is to route your
sales message over WJDX — the
D-O-M-l-N-A-N-T "voice of Mississippi".
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Singing Commercials^ Repetition Draw
Main Objection^ Survey for ANA Shows
SUPPORTING the claims of those and repetition of commercials on
,vho believe something ought to be the air cited in explanation of the
lone about excessive commercializa- general answer.
;ion on the air are the findings of
Another question revealed that
Opinion Research Corp. in a na- one person in six has on at least
one
occasion switched brands be;ionwride survey made for the ANA
cause of objectionable advertising
:o determine what the general pubic thinks of the wartime operations and when they were asked in what
medium
the objectionable ads apind
less. advertising of American busipeared, radio was mentioned four
After a number of questions in times as often as the next medium,
vhich the answers reveal the pub- 13% to 3% for magazines and
ic thinks advertising of value in 2% for newspapers.
securing public aid for the war efStations Too Timid
fort, in Informing people about
postwar products and in creating
Paul Ellison, advertising director of Sylvania Electric Products
,30stwar employment, and that the
nan in the street tends to overesti- Inc. and chairman of the ANA pubnate the amount of the purchase
lic relations committee, in releasorice of common articles that goes
ing the survey statistics told Broadcasting: "I believe that stations in
for advertising them, the people inerviewed were asked if they find general have been too timid in revising the set structure of many
mything objectionable in presentlay advertising, with the answers programs as they are received from
livided about 50-50 between those agencies and advertisers. The very
great majority of advertisers, I am
Tfho do and those who don't,
would
to have
stajanything
To the next
"Is today
there sure, tions
exercisebetheeager
dictates
of good
about question:
advertising
;hat you object to seriously?" 21% taste and good judgment. This applies particularly to news broad•eplied, "Too many radio commercials," with singing commercials -casts."
Dr. N. M. Hopkins
DR. NEVIL MONROE HOPKINS,
71, consulting engineer, inventor of
several radio devices and president
Df National Electric Ballots Inc.,
died in New York
;^HppH^H| March 26 after a
^^Br^
illness.invenHis
best-known
^^^^ brief
V ^^^H
broad-is
l^^^l
H m^^l
field
casting
■
^ H^^^H the Radiovoter.
to pro"^'^E^^l designedinstantaneHi
^^k_^H^H vide
ous surveys of the
^^^HMHp^H
j^KtA
i^^B"^^l^H
.^H radio
rpj^gaudience.
RadiovotDr. Hopkins er
was invented
in 1934
and the
NEBA formed in 1936 to acquire
licenses from Dr. Hopkins, for this
■and other audience measurement
and polling devices but the device
has
scale.not been produced on a large
EARL O. WYLER, general manager and
vice-president
ofdirector
KTSM forEl radio,
Paso, and
OWI
regional president
has
been
Chamberelected
of Commerce. of the El Paso

KGFF, Shawnee, Oklahoma
. . . "We are finding your Telescript, 'Washington Today,'
very fine indeed."
Max'ne Eddy,
General Manager
available through
PRESS SOBeckafelUr
A$SOCIATION,iNc.
fla
IROADCASTING

Acquires KSJB Control
APPLICATION was filed with the
FCC last week for acquisition of
control of KSJB Jamestown, N. D.
by John W. Boler, president and
general manager of North Central
Broadcasting
System, common
through stock
purchase of 72 shares
for $7,200. Now holder of 23 shares,
he acquires 24 shares Treasury
stock and 48 shares new issue. Additionalwithcapital
is needed
in connection
proposed
expansions,
application stated.
OWI Fights Jamming
OFFICE OF WAR Information, in
an attempt to counteract heavy
jamming of its German language
communiques by the enemy, now inone and one
Germanserts bulletins
in allhalf-minute
its 26 foreign
language
broadcasts
and
threeminute German broadcasts are
scheduled every half-hour during
OWI night music programs.
FOUR TOP
MARKETS!
Central Kentucky
Amarillo
^e*KFDA
The Tri-State
n%imt
Ashland, Ky. W. Ve
I llfOi
WVmill Huutinston.W.V
Huntington,
Knoxville

I W B I R Knoxville, Tenn.
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FCC Names Kibler
APPOINTMENT of Milton J. Kibler,ney onformer
the Army
NAB major,
staff toas attorassist
John Morgan Davis, of Philadelphia,
NAB
director
of
labor
relations, was announced last week.
Mr. Kibler will assist in legal matters having to do with employeremploye
practiced
law in relationships.
Washington Heuntil
1941
when he became a civilian legal advisor in the office of the Chief Engineer, War Dept.
1942 he wasin
commissioned
a firstIn lieutenant
the Army Reserves and served as
policy directorof
tolegal
the advisor
Director and
of Procurement
the
Surgeon
General's
office. Last
November he was honorably
discharged
with
a
rank
of
major beservice. cause of injuries incident to his
Florence E. Norfleet
MRS. FLORENCE E. NORFLEET, 87, mother of William J.
Norfleet, FCC chief accountant,
died last Friday morning at the
home of a daughter, Mrs. P. C.
Baldwin, in Richmond, Va., where
she had lived for 40 years. Services
were conducted Saturday. Besides
her son and the daughter with
whom she made her home, Mrs.
Norfleet is survived by two other
daughters.

NOWFUILTIME
flPs.^ DAYandNIGHT

WHKC
COLUMBUS
★
NOW DOUBLE POWER
NEW W>4yE LENOTH 610 KC.
ONLYCENTRAL
MUTUALOHIO'S
STATION
*
The News Voice of Ohio
★
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
521 5th Ave., New York City
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III,

in Western North Carolina
The first exhaustive survey of radio listening in
Western North Carolina
was made by Industrial
Surveys Company.
WWNC is the first station
of its size and the first
outside of a metropolitan
market to subscribe to a
listener diary study. This
study represents reports
covering a greater percentage of radio homes
than in any other market
so measured. It includes
those in ail 12 counties in
the WWNC daytime primary (and roughly the
night-time primary and
secondary) area.

mi]

And this adds up to
LEADERSHIP
7 doy averagenot ofshare
sets offunedaudience
to each station —
Station
Time
WWNC Station
2
3
to
1 2 noon
6:30
a.m.*
to
12 noon

10.3

2.2

11.9

4.5

6 p.m.
to
6 p.m.
Midnight

2.3

2.1
14.2

5.6

1.9

570
tini KC
lit Serving Western
North Carolina from asheyille
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Folks
Turn First to—

NEW ORLEANS
50,000
Watts
Clear Channel

WLW
700 ON YOUR DIAL
THE NATION'S
MOST
MERCHANDISE-ABLE
STATION

It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.
It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.
There tionsarethan more
staCHNSpowerful
in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • BROADCASTING
HOUSE, Halifax, Nova Scotia
or
Joe Weed, New York City

mm
A ST. LOUIS
6 3 0 KG.
Time
^ 5 0 0 0 Watts Ful
Ab L U E N E T W 0 R K
nUi by John BLAIR & CO,
Page 82 • ^pr«7 2, 1945

America,
Northstation
of Brawley,
CP
new standard
kc 1 Cal.
kw —un-kc,
Actions of the
limited, amended
to 1420
request
1300
1 kw D 500 w N.
1230 kc KPHO Schepp
Phoenix—
Acquisition
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
control
through
purchaseof
216 2/3 byshRexfrom
Central
Newspapers
MARCH 24 TO MARCH 30 INCLUSIVE
Inc.
MARCH 29
NEW-1570 kc The Central Valley Ra- 1230 kc WMFR High Point, N. C—
Decisions
dio, Lodi,
Cal.Insofar
— ^Denied
without
preju- Vol. assgn. license from Radio Station
dice
motion
as
it
seeks
to
amend
WMFRRalphto James
E., Helen
James H.E.
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
application so as to change requested Jr.,
Frank
S. andM.,WMFR.
Molly
1600 kcsofar atos it 1570
kc;leavegranted
motionappliin- Lambeth
d/bM., Radio
Station
MARCH 27
asks
to
amend
K. Wilson,16,826Chat-sq.
cation; denied
mo- NEW-49.5
tano ga— CP mcnewMark
FM station,
tion insofar
asbe itwithout
requests prejudice
that amended
kc KTBC
vol.590 assgn.
licenseAustin,
from Tex.—
State Granted
Capital application
removed
from
hearing mi., $51,300
estimated cost.
Broadcasting Assn. to Claudia T. John- docket.
MARCH 30
Ronald B. Woodyard,
N. Y.—
for leaveUtica,
toofintervene
1340ed vol.kc transfer
WBRW Welch,
Va.— Grantin hearingpetition
on application
Copper license
controlW. from
J. W. Granted
1240
kc
WGBB
Freeport,
N. Y.— Mod.
change
hours
operation
from
CitynewBroadcasting
Blakely,
Gladys
H. Blakely
andR. J.Keyser,
Read for
station. Corp., Rome, N. Y., ST-WPAS to unlhnited.
Werness
to
Joe
G.
Hunt,
W.
Ellis
Landreth,
Clarence
H.
Frey
and
1330
kc
WFIN
Findlay,
O.—
Vol.
assgn.
license
Robert O. Greever.
R. Hoverfromtr/asFindlay
FindlayRadio
RadioCo.Co.to Fred
1450 kcservice
WLAP authorization
Lexington, Ky.630— Denied
NEW-Channel
4 WHKCTV Columbus,
special
kc 100 Applications
MARCH
26
—
CP
new
commercial
station, ESRO.
1030.
w NEW-1240
N 250 w LSkc forBaron
periodBroadcasting
ending 10-1-45.
Co.,
NEW-Channel
3
Travelers
Broadcast5 WHKK
Akron, ESO
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — Adopted
ing ServiceTVCorp.,
— CP7 ESR
new CPNEW-Channel
stationHartford
Channel
new commercial
TV station,
applicationorderfor desnew commercial
station 250ignating forwhearing
unlimited.
1210, amended to request Channel 3 970.
Following
stations
granted
license
as
proposed
in
allocation
(60-66
mc).
NEW-47.1
mc
WHKK
Akron,
O.— CP
FM station,
Courier -Journal & Louisville Times new
renewal on temp, basis only pending
estimated
cost. 4,500 sq. mi., $53,600
Co.,
Eastwood,
Ky.
—
CP
change
assigndetermination
license
renewal
applicament
W9XEK.
not later KFBC
than 6-1-45:
KASA KGBS
KAVE
1230 kc WJBC
111.—
In
KDLR tion,KHBG
KDON
KFJI KPOR
1230 kc
WRBLfromColumbus,
Ga.—BroadVol. voluntary
assgn. Bloomington,
license
Arthur
KGY
KICA
KICD
KIUL
KMAC
assgn.
license
Columbus
Malcolm McGregor,
DorothyfromCharlotte
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
to
J.
W.
Woodruff,
J.
W.
KOCA
KOVO
KPPA
KPPC
KROY
KVSO
McGregor,
and
Hugh
L.
Gately
d/b
RaJr. and
E. B. Cartledge
KWAT
KWIL WBML
KXOX KYUM
WATN Woodruff
dio Station WJBC to Arthur Malcolm
d/b Columbus
Broadcasting
Co. Jr. McGregor
WBBL WBIR
WCOU WGCM
WCOV
Hugh L. Gately d/b Radio StationandWJBC.
WCRW
WEBQ WPOY
WGAC
600 kc KSJB
Jamestown,
N.W.D.—Boler
AcWGGA
WGRM
WHBU
WIBU
WINK
q
u
i
s
i
t
i
o
n
o
f
control
by
John
through
purchase
72
sh
common
stock.
WINN
WJBY
WJEJ
WJIM
WKOK
WLAG
WMFG
WPAX WSNY
WRAL KWJB
WSAY — NEW-Channel
1 WDAF
KansasChanCity
CP nelnew
commercial
TVallocation
station,
WSBC KWOS
WSLS KWRC.
WSNJ
GENERAL ELECTRICS electronics
KWLC
1
as
proposed
in
(44-50
department has announced a new beat
Following
stationsongranted
further
ex- mc), ESR 2455.MARCH 28
frequency
oscillator, Type AO-2.
t
e
n
s
i
o
n
o
f
license
temp,
basis
only
to simplifyaudio
audio
pending determination license renewal NEW-1450 kc Orangeburg Broadcast- amplifiers
andmeasurements
radio receiveroffidelity,
application,
not
later
than
6-1-45:
KDAL
E.
E.
Williams,
sales
manager
has
KELA
KELO
KFJB
KFMB
KHBC
KSWO
ing
Corp.,
Orangeburg,
S.
C.
—
CP
new
standard
250 w unlimited.
unit provides
a stable
KTUL KWNO
WAYX
WCAX
NEW-1230station
kc Corinth
Broadcasting announced.
WCBT
WCLOWIBX
WDSMWISE WBLJ
WPIN
WHBY
sine wave, Thecontinuous
variable
fre
Co.,
Corinth,
Miss.
—
CP
new
standard
WHKK
WIBG
WJBC
WLOF
quency from 5 to 15,000 cycles per
250 w kcunlimited.
WMBD WMROaux.)WNEW
(and aux.) WOLS station
NEW-1300
Broadcasting Corp of second.
WOV
WTAQ (and
KGDE. WPRA WROX WTOL
WOKOsimileAlbany,
N. Y.—license
Presentfurther
facbroadcast station
extended
on
temp,
basis
for
period
ending 6-1-45application
pending determination
renewal
(W2XWE). license
Corp. further
of America,
N. Radio
J. — cenGranted
extensionCamden,
of listation
(W3XEP)se for experimental
on temp, basistelevision
only, pending
determination
license
renewal
applicanot laterBroadcasting
than 6-1-45. Corp., Jersey
New tion,Jersey
City, N. mentalJ. —station
Granted
CP new
developto operate
frequencies to beBroadcasting
assigned
by Co.,
FCC.onWashington
Cowles
— Denied application
new developmental station. forCo.,CP Des
— Cowles
Same. Broadcasting
Moines
Northwest
Broadcasting
Co.,
Minneapolis— Same.
Massachusetts
Boston
— Same. Broadcasting Corp.,
MARCH 29
Following
stations
grantedonly extension
of license on temp, basis
pending
determination
license
renewal
tion,
not
later
than
5-1-45:applicaKADA
KANS
WPAT
WJDX
WGBB
WJMC WSOC
WEDC WJTN.
KBIZ WTAX WOMT
KFUN
WLOK
DOCKET ACTIONS
WHDH
MARCH 28
WOKO final
Albany,
N. Y.—findings
Adoptedof order
making
proposed
fact
and conclusions
and denying
application
for
license
renewal.
Effective
date
4-27-45.
WOV Newof York
Announced
proposed
findings
factof— and
conclusions
deny transfer
control
from Ardeto
Bulovaray andandMeyerHarryMester.
D. Henshel to MurACTIONS ON MOTIONS
MARCH 28
John
H. Stenger
Jr., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
5000
WATTS
—petition
At request
of petitioner
withdrawn
for Inclusion
in hearing
record
in
Wilkes-Barre
cases
(Docket
6169,
6170, 6171, 6723) of additional exhibits.
1490 kc KFFA Helena, Ark.— Granted
Noltenot Sotei Representatives • SPOT SALES, INC., New York • Oikege • Son Francisco
motion to plicdismiss
without1490prejudice
aption for CP change
kc to 1230
kc 250 w aunlimited.
BROADCASTING
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BMB Signs 88% at Chicago Meeting
They Run
For 474 Total; Big City Opposition
THE BIG CITIES still look skep- meeting in Cincinnati two days
the
Place
tically upon BMB despite the fact earlier, total supporters now are
that Hugh Feltis, president, signed 474.
Listenersto have
"say" when
In Cincinnati, ,also, only one
up 88% of the stations registered
comes
WAIR theprogram
policies.if
for the 9th District meeting of the Queen City station signed — WKRC
— the remainder of the subscribers
NAB in Chicago last week.
That's
"peoples' of" every
radio
station whyis thethis stcnd-by
drawn from outlying cities
Of the stations signing, only one being
in
Ohio
and
Kentucky.
It
was
age
and
class
in
this
big-money
Chicago outlet — WGN — pledged its understood that WLW, in withmarket.
support. In New York, it was represented to
called, where first opposition to the Mr. Feltisholding itas support,
of complaint to
plan developed, 15 of 36 stations which the BMBbillpresident
signed. There are 15 stations in would reply after consultationsaidwithhe
WAIR
Chicago. Glenn X. Snyder, general his board.
manager, WLS, said late Friday his
Winston
- Salem, North Corolina
Some considered it significant,
station would support BMB.
Representative: The Walker Company
foreshadowing things to come, that
With the addition of the Chicago WGAR
Cleveland did not sign in
subscribers and those who had Cincinnati.
The outlet is a sister
signed contracts at the 7th District station
of WJR Detroit, both owned
by G. A. (Dick) Richards. The IN PHILADELPHIA
WGAR attitude, it was thought,
property of stations notwithstand- might
a similar skepticism
ing licenses issued by the Commis- on the reflect
of the Detroit outlet.
sion. Also, the brief states, the Act A thirdpart
Richards station, KMPC
contains no provision for continu- Los Angeles,
is a subscriber. Deance of broadcasting until permist, itis generally conceded, will
sion to abandon service is obtained, be the troimost
difficult
selling job Mr.
freuently the case with utilities.
Feltis will encounter. District 8
The ruling of the state supreme meets
000 WATTS
there April 2-3.
court, the brief says, went too far
Schreiber, general manin setting aside the license and it Frank
of WGN Chicago upon signing
should be directed to eliminate all said: ager"We
BMB to be the
Philadelpliia's Most Powerful Indcpe
provisions relating to this. Other- first effort consider
of the industry to es✓ 10,
wise the Commission's jurisdiction
t
a
b
l
i
s
h
a
sound
basis
of
self-evaluis invaded and WOW would be prevented from opposing the return of
Stations signing in Cincinnati:
the license to the insurance commm
Kentucky : WLB J Bowling
pany or from applying for a new
license to operate a station on the Green;
ation." WOMI Owensboro; WKRC.
same frequency, should it get Ohio: WHK Cleveland; WCOL Co- SEUS! SELLS! SELLS!
lumbus; WING WHIG Dayton;
equipment.
WFIN Findlay; WPAY Portsmouth; WIZE Springfield; WSPD
Toledo; WFMJ Youngstown; WHIZ
Zanesville; WHKK Akron, Those
in this district pledging support
before the meeting — Kentucky:
CHOKE
WMCI Ashland, WLAP Lexington;
Ohio: WICA Ashtabula, WHBC
Canton, WHKC Columbus, WLOK
IN
Lima, WMRN Marion, WSTV
• MORE PEOPLE
Steubenville, WKBN Youngstown.
LISTEN
Stations signing in Chicago :
Illinois: WTAX Springfield,
• MORE PEOPLE
CHATTANOOGA
WROK Rockford, WTAD Quincy,
BUY
WJBC OSC Cairo, WTMV E. St.
Louis. Wisconsin: WOMT Manitowac, WHBL Sheboygan, WJRN
Racine, WOSH Oshkosh. Missouri:
KFVS Cape Girardeau. Those in
this district pledging support beCKRC
fore the meeting— Illinois: WDAN
Danville, WEBQ Harrisburg, .WINNIPEG - CANADA^
WHBF Rock Island, WCBS Spring- *THE DOMINION NETWORK-^
field, WDZ Toscola. Wisconsin:
WCLO
Milwauee.Janesville, WTMJ WMFM
WDOD
At the Chicago district meeting,
delegates agreed to refer the Illinois radio libel bill to the Resolutions Committee for study and went
CBS
on record in opposition to it. J.
Harold
Ryan, president, and Lewis
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
H. Avery, director of broadcast advertising, NAB, addressed the
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
Cincinnati and Chicago meetings.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Presiding at Cincinnati was Nathan Lord, general manager of
WAVE Louisville and district director; at Chicago, Leslie C. Johnfit^t IN (1) AUDIENCE, (2) PUBLIC SERVICE, {3) RESULTS
son, general manager of WHBF,
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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'Abeyance Asked
On WOW Decision
PREPARED with the assistance of
Charles R. Denny, general counsel
and Harry M. Plotkin, assistant
general counsel of the FCC, a brief
filed last week by the Solicitor
General at the request of the U. S.
(. Supreme Court suggests that the
I, Supreme Court of Nebraska should
hold its judgment in abeyance on
the case of Radio Station WOW
Inc. [Broadcasting, March 5]. The
brief suggest this action until the
Woodmen of the World Society
may seek to resume operation of
the Omaha station or attempt to
fpijsell it to the same or a different
party upon terms consistent with
state law.
This conclusion is reached as a
imeans to separate action on the
MS'physical
property
of the
station
and the license
without
disconnecting the two in fact. It is further
suggested that whatever operation
i5ij,may be decided upon, may then,
after approval by the court, be
submitted to the Commission for
transfer of license. If the Commis,,,sion consents the State court may
ii!!enter an appropriate order with
■-"■respect to the physical property,
(jrlf
license transferral
is withheld,
ias|>adjustments
may be made
which
*'V/ill bring an acceptable proposal.
" uphold
Numerous
are First,
cited toit
these decisions
conclusions.
jis shown that even as respects utili"j'ty
property,
1 if the
public liens
servicemayis be
not enforced
thereby
endangered and that the courts
have jurisdiction over the physical

Help Wanted
Operator-announcer.
license. MustFirst
be class
capableradionews
andNBCtelephone
commercial
announcing.
Forofof
regional
station
in
western
city932,
25,000.
Good
post-war
future.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Male
announcer.
routine,
including
news atGeneral
modernstudio
southeastern
regional.tunity f$37.50
for
40
hours.
Opporor increase.
and
when
available,
please.Qualifications
Box 342, BROADCASTING.
First
class
engineer
wanted
for
250-watt
Indiana Blue Network station. Permanent job for andright
man.expected
State full
salary
in parfirst
letter. Boxticulars399,
BROADCASTING.
Studio ne rsrecording
and
transmitter
engif
o
r
regional
NBC
affiliate.
NABET
scale. Reply Box 420, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Salesman.
pendentsalesman
station in Outstanding
mlddlewest indeseeks
commission
and integrity.
Right ofmanprovedcanability
earn
$10,000-$12,000
a
year.
Send
complete
details first letter, in confidence, to Box
429, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-newscaster
— Wanted
by basic
major network affiliate
in northern
New
ING. England. Box 459, BROADCASTFirst class
wanted forstation
progres ive 250engineer
watt
inandnortheast
Texas.Blue-Mutual
Send qualifications
salary
requirements
to
Box
466,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Operator,
first classstorylicense.
Immediately.
Send
complete
first
letter. Permanent. Box 472, BROADCASTING.
Wantedtails— firstAnnouncer.
Give complete
deletter. Immediate
opening.
Box 473, BROADCASTING.
Havesecond
permanent license.
positionTime
open andfor half
first
orover
forty class
hours.if desired.
Apartment
available
atwritetransmitter
If
interested
or wire. Box 474, BROADCASTING.
Midwest agency in city of 300,000 needs
aggressive
youngbusiness
man orwewoman
to handledevelop
the radio
already
and
newsalesman,
accounts.showman
Must have
beanda
combination
of
copywriter.
Aa fast
realgrowing
opportunity
to Box
go
places
with
agency.
476, BROADCASTING.
If youuseareyou.a good
musicalopportunity.
clock man Letwe
can
Excellent
us know
whatexpected
your experience
has been,
also
salary
and
Box 477, BROADCASTING. draft status.
Announcer
for
splendid
position
in
southeasternstaffBlueto work
affiliate.
permanent
with. Congenial,
No board
work, notunity for continuity.
Excellent ability.
opporman with production
Salary $45 per week. Box 478, BROADCASTING.
Wantedalone,
— Continuity
writer.capable
Not forof
spots
but a writer
handling
continuity
department
and
converting
ideas
into
finished
program.
KGNC, Amarillo, Texas.
Alaskaing for operator
broadcasting
stationwithhas first
open-or
announcer
second
classWe license.
Starting salary
about
$250.
pay
transportation
Seattle
on year contract. Write or from
wire
Edwin
Seattle, A.Wash.Kraft, 708 American Bldg.,
Copywriterwriter,— withIf commercial
you are a galcopy
radio expercopyience
and
want
a
permanent
agency
where there is real opportunity, write,
outlining catiyour
experienceInformation
and qualifi-in
ons. Give complete
first letter,
including
agecopy.
and Jessop
salary Addesired. Sendvertising
samples
of
Company,8,21stOhio.floor. First Central Tower, Akron
Operator — Good
First salary
or second
class license
required.
and working
conSend qualifications
to WJIM,
Lansing, ditions.
Michigan.
Announcer-operator,
third class.
Permanent position
salary
according
ambition.
WMJM,with Cordele,
Georgia. to
Wanted—
manager—
lent Commercial
opportunity. Married
man Excelwith
family
preferred.
Fly-by-nlghts
needGerald
not
apply.
For
further
details
write
J. Morey, WNLC, New London, Conn.
Wanted—
Threedirector
first-class
announcers,
also
program
for North
Caronewest radioFrank,
station.
Phone,Manager
write
orgiving
wirelina'sall
Nathan
General
details
and
when
available.
Radio Station WHNC, Henderson, N. C.
Transmitter
engineer,earnings,
1st class $52
license,
guaranteed
weekly
per
week within 5small
kilowatt
CBS
NewbetterEngland
station
city
with
than
average
living
conditions.
Immediate
opening. Box 484. BROADCASTING.
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I— Classified Advertisements—
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders , only — Minimum $1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Several vania.
1st or 2nd engineers. PennsylCASTING. Permanent. Box 487, BROADWantednent.— Excellent
First class engineer.
Permament, new Blueopportunity
station. Givefor advancecomplete
details first letter. WTJS, Jackson, TenIfcopyyouwriter
are anor experienced
announcer,in
newsman interested
good
opportunity
with
5000-watt
NBC
outlet
contact KTAR, Phoenix, Arizona,
immediately.
Situations Wanted
Wanted
—
Position
as radiofurnished
announceruponin
Florida.
request. Transcription
Box 453, BROADCASTING.
Producer-program
— 10 yearsThor-radio experience,
six director
on networks.
oughly familiar
of pro-to
gramming,with
production,allandphases
equipped
handle personnel
scientious workerresponsibilities.
with initiative Conand
originality. At present
employed
as prod
u
c
e
r
a
n
o
u
n
c
e
r
a
t
N.
B.
C.
key
station.
Interested
making457, change
for greater
opportunity.In Box
BROADCASTING.
Position wanted by capable trained staff
announcer
CASTING. in Florida. Box 470, BROADMC
(LIVE-RECORDS),
SPORTS, NEWS,
COMMERCIALS.
5 YEARS
ONLY
BONIFIDE
OFFERS5 KW-NBC.
CONSIDERED.
BOX 482, BROADCASTING.
National
representatives
—
If
connection
open New York or Boston office would
like arrange
very radio
successful sellinginterview.
record andHavemany
executive
CASTING. contacts. Box 483, BROAD-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Attention — years
Two broadcast
young men
with
twenty-one
experience
between
them
availableemployed
for employment
atwatt
once,
at
present
at
5000
CBS affiliate on eastern seaboard.
Both being gramming,
capable
of handling
pronews,
promotion,
publicity,
commercial
and production.
Reasons affiliation
forannouncing
making
change.
are
seeking
with
live,
wideWeawake
radio
station,
one
that expects
toboth.go
places,
to
get
one
must
employ
Position
be permanent. Write or
wire Box must
471, BROADCASTING.
Announcer.
Young.
Single.CanArmyhandle
discharge. Collegesome
training.
board, write
commercial copy.
Seeking staff job. Box 475, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding
copywriter,position
promotioneastern
man
wants
outstanding
U.' S. Washington
or above.
Station
exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
p
l
u
s
extra
talent
that
spells
r-e-s-u-l-t-s for your operation. Four
years
copy,
advertising,
script,
publicity.
Want
a topnotcher? Write Box 479,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-producer.
experience glocal
and major Limited
networks.dramatic
Backr
o
u
n
d
o
f
stage-MC-producer,
director.versity
Wantgraduateradio
production.
Uniin Business
Administration. Age 24. Veteran.
Disc available,
references,
I
will
state
all
facts
first
terfer?. I have
what is your letofBox 480,versatilitv.
BROADCASTING.
Top
flight
emcee
for
platter
orstraight
patter
show.
Network
experience
in
announcing
and news. for
Glib ad-lib. Record of proven
and
agencies.
Desireresults
permanentstations
connection
in largegaged,metropolitan
market.
Nowweekly.
enb
u
t
available.
Salary
$120
Married.
For further details, write
Box 481, 4F.
BROADCASTING.

RESPONSIBLE
BROADCAST STATION
OPERATING ORGANIZATION
is seeking
TOP-FLIGHT Radio Executive
Capable of assuming general management
SALARY: $25,000 per annum
Bonus Based on Earnings
plus
(At current levels of Broadcast
Advtg. this bonus is substantial)
Answers will Be Seen by Owners Only and
will be Held in Strict Confidence
(Our organization has knowledge of
this advertisement)
Write Full Particulars If You Qualify
to
BOX 500, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Assistant
manager
or program todirector
with ability
and enthusiasm
back
up complete knowledge of programmingted in anda man
production.
Ifbeen
you'reeducated
intere
s
who
has
and experienced
in these
radio,
as well as others,
who canphases
handleof
personnelcomes theresponsibilities
andgivewho maxiwelopportunity
to
mum and well directed effort please
write Box 493, BROADCASTING.
Radio uate,
promotional
writer, college
gradcontinuity, newspaper
experience.
Formerlyment store;advertising
managerDesires
of departnow
employed.
licity and public relations work. pubBox
486, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — gManager's
position
with
prores ive east orchildren.
midwestSober,station.
married, three
willing 4P,to
work. Tenperience,years
radioAvailable
and theatre
exa
l
phases.
two
after completing arrangements.weeks
Box
485, BROADCASTING.
New
York 4A Box
copywriter
seeks free lance
assignment.
488, BROADCASTING.
Available — whose
Do you experience
need top-rate
executive
of 15station
yearsIn
Includes: charge
assistantof general
manager
complete
station
program director, continuityoperations,
director,
personnel,
organization and inter-department
set-up, music copywrite
expert, versant
talent
chief,phasecompletely
conwith
every
of
broadcasting industry
from executive
standpoint.
Former
newspaper
writer-critic
with
broad knowledge of publlclty-promo
tional procedures,
qualified
relations representative.
A-1 public
references
draft
exempt.
Inquires confidential.
Box
489, BROADCASTING.
Some localwithstation
is looking
manager
ability,owner
sincerity,
honestyfor
and
thorough
knowledge
of station
op'
eratlon.
Young
family
man
who
eats
and
sleeps
radio
wantsof opportunity
to
keep
station
at
heisiht
efficiency.
Box
492, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted
—
Everything
100 watt
tlon.
Cash, trade, forlease.
Box sta
43E
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Have all material and will erect one or
two intubular
towers,
up toof300Losfeet,Angeles
withradius BROADCASTING.
of 1500 miles
Box 469,
250
watt
composite
transmitter.
FCC
approved.goingWillintoselltheimmediately
$2000Coast
owner
service.
West
Amusement, Latham Square Building
Oakland, California.
100-watt
composite
transmitter,
suitable
for
FCCSales,
approval,
$2,000.00. Regional
Radio
231
W.
Wisconsin
Avenue
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.
250-watt
suitable
for
FCC composite
approval transmitter,
$2,600.00 Regional
Radio Sales,
231 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwauke 3, Wise.
250-wattbuilt, fcomposite
transmitter,
just ap-reine condition,
ready Radio
for FCC
proval,
$2,900.00. Regional
Sales3,
231
W.
Wisconsin
Ave.,
Milwaukee
Wisconsin.
Fairchild F-26-2 portable recorder playspeed n%" Radio
turntable.
Just
sold oneback.vision.toDualPerfectFarnsworth
and
Telecondition.
Pitch New
Building
96 Bldwell
Parkway,
Buffalo,
York
1000 watt water-cooled
Western Electrici
transmitter.
Box 491, BROADCASTING
WANTED
A Top Man (and we mean fops
with a good voice, experience,
etc.) who can MC a platter program or do a convincing newscast
with equal facility. A Southwestern
CBS station in a metropolitan
market with the finest living and
educational facilities wants a real
announcer and is prepared to pay
ainterested
good price.
we wantjoba with
man
in a Butpermanent
a steady future. Flash-in-the-pons
need not
apply.immediately
Please writeto complete details
BOX 490, BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Adverttsini

Seventh War Loan
Radio Promotion
THE SEVENTH War Loan Drive,
May 14 to June 30, will be backed
■Dy the most extensive promotion
drive intisinghistory.
AdverCouncil saidThethatWar
to help
the
drive meets its goal of 14 billion
dollars, advertising contributions
•ire expected to top the record $25,'264,329 worth
time War
and Loan.
space
.contributed
to theof Sixth
Radio plans, prepared by Joseph
Katz Co., volunteer agency in
Liharge of radio for the campaign,
•provide recorded programs for stations, al available for local sponJsorship. These transcriptions include a series of thrice-weekly 15r-ninute Salutes; a quarter-hour
'5eries,
Music shows
for MUlions
iSve-minute
titled / and
Know21
^ 'Tfee
Stations willandreceive
a kitEnemy.
of announcements
program suggestions.
Six volunteer agencies cooperated
vvith the council to prepare advertising for all media. Agencies in
addition to Katz are: Albert FrankGuenther Law, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
J. Walter Thompson Co., Young &
IttRubicam, G. M. Basford Co. Stuart
Peabody, advertising director, Borlen Co., is council coordinator
Dn finance campaigns, and Guy
Lemmon of the council staif is campaign manager.
Plans for a special network pro-am May 13 to launch the campaign were discussed Thursday at
a meeting of network program
5xecutives with officials of the
Treasury Dept. and the OWI in
New York. Attendance at the met;ng included : Douglas Coulter, Roy
Langham, CBS; Clarence Menser,
Tom McCray, Dwight Herrick,
bi4NBC; Phillips Carlin, Tom Slater,
MBS; Charles Barry, Blue; George
Ludlam, Harold Stone, Harold RosDlifBnberg, OWI; Ted Gamble, Tom
Lane, Eugene Carr, Treasury.
SERVICE

radio."
Blue Co-Ops Add
NEW business signed by the Blue
Network cooperative
partment brings to 86 program
the total de-of
sponsorsa.m.
of news
Martin show,
Agronsky's
8-8:15
Monday through Saturday. Raymond
Swing's Friday,
commentaries,
Monday
through
p.m.,
are now sponsored
by7:15-7:30
123 sponsors.
Correspondents Around the World,
Mondayandthrough
Friday,
8:30-8:45
a.m.,
9-9:15John
a.m. B.Sunday,
has
40
sponsors;
Kennedy,
Monday through Friday, 2-2:15
p.m., has 74 sponsors.

DIRECTORY

"OEAKED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
MadU BngintmHag C»nsuUamU
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Washington, Kansas
D. C.Oty, Mo.
HoHywood, Cell.
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMiniNG TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
Raymond 4756
High Power Tube Specialists Exclusively

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
District 1640
(Subj. to Gov't Reg.)

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

A St Organization
of
Jansky
&. Bailey
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D, C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VICTORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Monsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D, C.

Radio Engineering Contultantt
Frequency Monitoring
Cemmercial
RodioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International Building,
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, CalU.

fR€QU€liieY MSASUKING
Exact Measurements '
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • RepubUc 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Btrilding, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5. D. C
1234

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465

LYN^PEL
"A Dispatch from Rmtm*^
WKAT
4th YEAR

The
Robert L. Kaufman
Organization
Technical
Maintenance,
Constroetioa
Snpervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
g. DistrictWoshingten
2292 4, D. C
• Broadcast Advertising

^ SOUND EFFECT RECORDS^
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Re<toced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicIfriU
IntCvidool
SonndContaining
Effects
For Dettall
C^DARLES MICHELSON
1 67 W. 44th St. New York, K. Y.
BROADCASTING

ANTIROYALTY BILL
OFFERED IN HOUSE
ANOTHER legislative proposal to
outlaw royalty
by em-to
ployers to unionspayments
was offered
Congress last week with the introduction ofa measure (HR-2819)
by Rep.wasA.referred
L. Miller
which
to the(R-Neb.)
House
Labor Committee. A similar bill
(S-754) was introduced recently
by
(D-N.C.)
and Sen.
was Josiah
referredW. toBailey
the Senate
Judiciary
Committee
[Broadcasting,
March 26].
Rep. Miller said he was aiming
at the royalty system in force in
the recording industry whereby fees
are paid
on records
transcriptions to the
Americanand Federation
of Musicians and to the recent demands (withdrawn last week) of
John L. Lewis for a 10c per ton
royalty on coal to the United Mine
Workers.acted,Mr.
Miller'sthebill,
if enwould stop
recording
fee system.
Declaringthatthat
never
intended
labor"Congress
unions should
get the green light to commit acts
that would be illegal if committed
by
else," Mr.action
Milleris said
thatanyone
if legislative
not
taken to curb "the racket of Petrilloindustry
and Lewis",
unions
in
the
steel
could demand royalties on
all steel produced, on every plane
that is manufactured or on every

{^ata IV. /2ay
Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn,
HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Nat'lRoomPress892
Bldg. Wash.
NA. 4,7846D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4thSt.N.W, ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.
MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat'l Press Bldg. Wash. 4, 0. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 5880
WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLOG. WASH., D. C
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127
ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400
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Deadline

STATE RADIO LIBEL BILL
IS PROPOSED IN ILLINOIS
RADIO LIBEL bill was introduced in the Illinois Legislature last week by Sen. Downing
(R-Macomb) and Sen. Connors (D-Chicago)
to make radio equally responsible with the
press for libel. Now defamation by radio is
considered as slander.
The Chicago Daily Times March 29 editorzed "It
: is only right
should
be held ialiaccountable.
. . . Butthatwhyradio
not .go. .farther
and make our state constitution clear on radio
rightsPennsylvania
as well?" ALegislature.
libel bill also is pending in
the
RADIO WOULD BE UTILITY
UNDER WISCONSIN BILL
OPPOSITION to a state bill which would
make radio a public utility, subject to Public
Service Commission regulation, was voiced at
hearings held in Madison before the Wisconsin State Legislature's Committee on State
and Local Government. Bill's author, Sen. Louis
Fellenz Jr. (R-Fond du Lac), declared he introduced the measure to test public reaction.
Edwin Conrad, Madison attorney formerly on
FCC staff, declared measure unconstitutional,
as radio is interstate commerce and can be
regulated only by Federal Government. Also
appearing
in opposition
WIBU Madison
manager, was Ralph O'Conner,
WOR REQUESTS BMB
DETAILS BEFORE DECISION
WHILE unofficially favoring the primary objective of BMB, WOR New York would like
a detailed blueprint of BMB's "specific, demethodologysupport,
for handling
beforetailed
it pledges
Rufus the
C. job"
Maddox,
WOR vice-president, states in a letter written
March 30 to Hugh Feltis, BMB president.
I Expressing
the last
analysis
BMB
will standbelief
or fallthaton "in
the basis
of the
technical
soundness
of
its
research,"
Mr.
Maddox
concludes WOR would be happy to sign the
moment a complete operational blueprint is
accepted by the WOR research staff.
HOPE STILL AHEAD
BOB HOPE, with Hooper rating of 29.5, has
the largest audience of any evening network
program, according to the March 30 report of
C. E. Hooper Inc. Fibber McGee & Molly is
second with 29.9 and Lux Radio Theatre third
with 25.6. Rest of first 15 are: Screen Guild
Players 24.0, Walter Winchell 23.8, Mr. District Attorney 23.2, Abbott & Costello 20.1,
Bing Crosby 20.1, Kay Kyser first half-hour
10.9, Joan Davis-Jack Haley 19.7, Charlie McCarthy 19.2, Eddie Cantor 17.9, Jack Benny
17.7, Amos & Andy 17.0, Take It or Leave It
16.4. Leading Sunday afternoon programs are:
The Shadow 10.6, John Charles Thomas 7.4,
Sammy Kaye 6.4.
WFIN TRANSFER ASKED
VOLUNTARY assignment of license of WFIN
Findlay, 0. is sought in an application filed
with the FCC last week, from Findlay Radio
Co. to Fred R. Hover, general manager and
major stockholder in the company, who proposes to purchase remaining six. shares at
$250 per share, becoming sole owner of the
1,000 w daytime outlet on 1330 kc.
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RADIO RULING REICH,
LESUEUR REPORTS
"AMERICAN
Psychological
Warfare into
experts
have
thrown their
radio offensive
full
blast,"don Larry
Lesueur,
CBS,
reported
from
Lonlast week. Anglo-American propaganda
stations
generalstation
offensive
seize fromhavethe "begun
German a radio
the ad-to
ministrative power over their people and attempt to govern the German people by radio,"
he continued.
"Like the Russians, we are putting on the
air to the German Army and German civilians
that further resistance is useless . . . the only
way for them to survive is to surrender. And
I am reliably informed that the Germans arp
showing increasing willingness to obey his
(Gen. Eisenhower's) orders rather than those
of the German radio," Mr. Lesueur stated.
People
JIM MOORE, timebuyer of BBDO, New York,
is now coordinator of station and program information for account executives, a new post
at agency.
ROBERT COLESON, onetime West Coast radio director of N. W. Ayer & Son, Holljrwood,
and prior to that, chief of West Coast office,
Radio Branch, Bureau of Public Relations, War
Dept., has been named assistant to T. Cornwell
Jackson,mesticdeputy
chief of Hollywood OWI doradio bureau.
LT. COL. GORDON HITTENMARK, exWMAL "Washington announcer and morning
"timekeeper", returned to Washington last
week fromlations Italy
wherethehe Twelfth
has been Airpublic
reofficer with
Force.
Earlier in the war he was in North Africa and
Egypt, making
some of the first "hometown"
recorded
interviews.
LT. W. W. (Bill) BEHRMAN, former manager
of WBOW Terre Haute, who has served in the
Navy for the last two years in the Pacific Theatre, is in a Pacific base hospital and is expected tobe evacuated to the U. S. soon.
BRUFF W. OLIN Jr. has resigned as manager
of WKIP Poughkeepsie to become general manager of WNAB Bridgeport, basic American
Broadcasting Co. (Blue) station.
MILTON CHASE, staff correspondent in the
Philippines for WLW Cincinnati has been commended by Maj. W. Griswold, 14th Army Corps,
for vivid reporting of the Battle of Manila and
fighting elsewhere on Luzon.
JOHN ALLEN, radio chief of Marschalk &
Pratt, N. Y., has been appointed television director as Capt. Curt Peterson, whom he replaced, comes back from the Army to resume
his former post. Mr. Allen will assist in writing for Esso Reporter.
JOHN M. (Jack) MURPHY, discharged from
the Army, has joined the KOIL Omaha sales
staff.

OFF TO FRONT
BLUE Network Correspondents George
Hicks, with the First Army, and Gordon
Fraser, with the Ninth Army, cabled
Newschief Johnny Johnstone last
Wednesday not to expect to hear from
them till Saturday. Press camp is so far
behind
impossible tostory,
covertheyfront
one
day it's
for eye-witness
cabled,in
"so we're taking off with recorder to try
and find the front."
SPECIAL CIRCUIT
FOR RHINE NEWS
REASON NEWS FLOW VIA RADIO from
Rhine battle areas has been so even can be attributed to special circuit installed few hours
before big push, originating from special Signal Corps transmitter in Germany and terminating inA.T.&T. overseas division, New York.
All networks are tied into A.T.&T. board for
this circuit.
Arrangements were made by Col. Carl
Hatch, Signal Corps, and Col. E. M. Kirby,
Radio Public Relations chief, both of whom
were commended by SHAEF for job. Col.
Kirby notified networks in New York at 5 p.m.
March 23 to tie into A.T.&T. board. By midthat date
operations were complete. Circuitnight
is still
in use.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS AWARDS
ARTHUR W. STEUDEL, president of Sherwin-Wil iams Co. sponsor of the Metropolitan
Opera Presents on the Blue Network Sunday
evenings,sentedduring
Metropolitanyesterday's
Opera Co. broadcast
contracts preand
checks
for
$1,000
each
to
this
year's
winners,on
Robert Merrill, baritone, heard regularly
NBC's tenor,
Serenadeformer
to America,
and Thomas
ward,
staff baritone
soloistHay-of
WDAF Kansas City. Pierrette Alarie, coloratura soprano who began her singing career
on CKAC Montreal, and Joseph Laderoute,
tenor, formerly of WLW Cincinnati, received
scholarship
awards of $500 each and options
from the Metropolitan.
WPB SET SURVEY
WPB OFFICE of Civilian Requirements, using
facilities of Census Bureau, is surveying consumer requirements for radios and radio repairs as part of general inquiry on household
appliance needs. New question in current survey concerns difficulties since Jan. 1, 1945 in
getting sets repaired. Spot check uses sample
4500
and D.families
of C. in 68 communities in 45 states
SEEK WJBC ASSIGNMENT
APPLICATION
by WJBC
Blooming-'
ton, 111. with thewasFCCfiledlast
week requesting
involuntary assignment of license from present
owners to a new partnership of the same individuals but excluding from partnership title;
the name of Dorothy Charlotte McGregor, de-i
ceased wife of Arthur Malcolm McGregor, co-l
owner and manager. Other co-owner is Hugh
L. Gately, commercial manager.
CLOSED CIRCUIT MOVED
DATE and time for the Mutual-Treasury closed
circuit conference originally set for April 5,
12:30-1 p.m. (EWT) [Closed Circuit Mar. 26]
has been shifted to April 7, 1:15-2 p.m. to provide more time, better preparation in the field
and
to enable more persons to attend local
gatherings.
BRAODCASTING
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GREAT

AMERICAN
CAME

TO

NEW
ENTERPRISE
LIGHT!

SeiAitetb WEAF # New York
— broadcaster
of "the first commercially
program of the Queensborough
Corporation,sponsored
a real estate
organization."*
Late
one
afternoon—
5:15
on
Aug.
1922, to be exact — H. M. Blackwell stepped before28,a
WEAF memicrophone
to speak The
on the$100advantages
nts in Jackson Heights.
paid for ofthatapartten
minuteschase ofontimethein aira radio
is possibly
the
most
purage. For it was significant
the instrument
whereby a great new American Enterprise came to light!
Such radio pioneers as Arthur B. Church, founder and
president of KMBC, mark with satisfaction this imporyears.
Even tant
as milestone
far back inas broadcasting's
1915 Mr. Churchfirstwastwenty-five
merchandising
radio
parts
to
fellow
"ham"
operators
over
his
"wireless"
— a forerunner to KMBC of Kansas City. Yes — a far cry
from the comprehensiveness
of today's
operation,
but what better evidence
could commercial
emphasize
the success of the American System of Broadcasting!
OF KANSAS CITY
Free &. Peters, Inc.
KMBC
O/SinceCourse
—
KMBC-FM
—
an
extra
at no andextraKansas
cost
1928 — The Basic CBS Station forservice
Missouri

FIRST WEAF TRANSWIHER WITH "CLOTHES-LINE" ANTENNA AT 463 WEST STREET, NEW YORK CITi

—Because KLZ Has the FACILITIES to Give
The Denver Region Its Best Radio Service!

® KLZ has the wherewith and the know-how to perform unsurpassed service for listeners in the Denver-Rocky Mountain
area. KLZ possesses the most complete array of tran-mission
equipment of any station in Denver, including a developmental
FM transmitter now being installed, Denver's first FM station.
KLZ operates one of the finest mobile units in the West
equipped not only with a complete, self-contained mobile radio
station, but a public address system, transcription equipment
and flood lights. This unit has proved its usefulness over and
over again in emergencies of all kinds and in bringing KLZ
listeners on-the-spot descriptions of events of every kind.
With two pack transmitters, a cueing transmitter and other
necessary equipment, KLZ is prepared to cover events under
almost any circumstance.
The calibre of KLZ's technical staff is reflected in the outstanding operating record of its main 5000-watt transmitter.
Less than 60 seconds were lost on the air in 1944 due to equipment or personnel failure.
KLZ has proved that by having the best possible facilities
and the best possible staff it does the best possible job for
listeners and, therefore, for advertisers.

.Iffiliated tn Maiia<^fmt'iit with the Oklahoma
Pi/hlishini> Co. ami H 'K ) , Oklahoma City
HEPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY

PRICE IS CENTS. J

BROAD

knifws
hi^u/
Because WHO's wide-awake Production Department originates so many live-talent shows (often
as many as 25 to 30 per day), we felt the need of
some
reliable method for testing studio-audience
reaction.

ING

theif mhf
the program. The manner in which they individual y set their e.ectrically-operated dials forms
an instantly-printed graph of the entire group's
average opinion!
Poor performers succumb quickly to such a jury
— and good ones get top encouragement. This is
So who's alert Engineering Department got to
a sample of the trouble WHO takes to keep its
work seven years ago — invented a remarkable little gadget called the WHO Audience Reactograph
programs
It's that
one oftheir
the hardways
in which wefresh
proveand toenjoyable.
Iowa people
— designed and then built it in our own research
won
friendship
is
something
we
value
and
mean
laboratory. On its dial are six familiar words:
to keep! So again — Iowa Prefers WHO!
"Excellent," "Good," "Fair," "Poor," "Bad," and
(pardon us) "Lousy."
+ WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Groups of from twenty-five to one hundred audiDes Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
ence members are given individual Reactograph
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
dials, asked to register their secret opinion of the
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Reprpspntatives
performance from minute to minute throughout

FRIEND

Inspiring
that

Confidence

Builds

Response

n just an announcMORE tha
ing voice, Jack Holden is an
old friend to the people of our four
states, because they have been hearing him, buying at his suggestion,
getting needed information from
him ever since 1931. Many of Grace
Wilson's listeners can recall the first
night she sang to them over WLS
— the night the station went on the
, Bill O'Connor
air, April 12,sam1924
e stamp of friendcarries this
liness, based on years of radiovisiting in WLS-Midwest homes.
With singers, announcers, farm
editors, musicians, newsmen on
WLS, it is the same. They are
accepted as old friends. Friends have
confidence in each other; confidence brings response. And it is
this response which shows in the
form of solid results for advertisers
Voice of a Friend
who use WLS—
in Midwest America.

Li

Grace
Wilwn, above,
"Sonfli
You'll Remember"
and her»ihg»repertoire
frequently includes melodies she first
tang 21 years ago this week on
WIS—
Aprilher12,in192<.
Bill O'Connor,
seen with
the picture
above,
is practically an institution on Or.
Holland's Morning Devotions; he is
another 20-year WIS veteran.
Jack Holden, left, who has been talklisteners
1931. Born
Best
knowning to WLS
on the
WLS since
National
Dance, Jock is equally well accepted
asand aother
narrator
features.for special musical

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
REPRESENTED BY
John Blair & Company

CHICAGO

7

UuRRiDCE D. Butler
President
Gl.BNNManager
Snvdeb

MANAGEMENT AFFIUATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX * KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS i

Like

being

introduced

by

the

Mayor

WARM, friendly introduction
means quick, friendly acceptance. It's the door opener to more
dealers and their customers.
The hometown station that serves
the local merchants, the banks, the gas company and
other hometown business can give you an introduction
that has the advantage of direct contact with your
market.
A

It enables you to meet and tell your story to more
people at one time. Nobody gets bypassed by accident. You reach them all.

Yankee's 21 hometown stations will take you into
every downtown and neighborhood shopping center
in New England. That's the most inclusive selling job
that can be done for you in New England by radio.

/4cce^^ttcUiCC U THE YANKEE

THE

NETWORK'S

"^OCUtdotcM

YANKEE
NETWORK,
Member of fhe Mutual Broadcasting System

inc

!1 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC
-lie
(Year
Book
Number)
published
in
February
by
BROADCASTiNr.
Publication^
Entered .-erond class maltor March 14, VXK. at Post Office at Washington,
D. C,

BROADCASTING,

Circuit
Closed
("OL. LUTHER HILL, on leave as executive
vice-president of Iowa (now Cowles) Broadcasting Co., who for the past two years has been
commanding officer of Redistribution Center
No. 2 in Miami, is slated to become deputy chief
of the Army's Bureau of Public Relations in
Washington"
Maj. Col.
Gen.HillAlexander
Surles. A Westimder
Pointer,
probably D.is
in line for a brigadier generalship.
WHEN THE CURTAIN rolls back at San
Francisco, don't be surprised if J. Leonard
Reinsch, managing director of the Cox radio
stations, fourth term radio director of the
Democratic Committee and the Administration's radio trouble-shooter, is behind the
broadcasting footlights. State Dept. is after
him,
but
M. Cox. it's up to his boss, former Gov. James
SAN FRANCISCO also may witness debut of
the President's new mike stand [Closed Circuit, March 19], designed by Mr. Reinsch and
Atlanta.
at twoWSB
produced modates
broadcast
mikes,Theonerack
movieaccomand
one PA mike. Multiple-mikes would be out.
MILTON EISENHOWER, the energetic president of Kansas State College and younger
brother of Gen. Ike, may effect innovation in
educational broadcasting. He is mulling fullscale commercial operation and major network
NBC) for KSAC Manaffiliation (probably
hattan, station licensed to Kansas State U.
Receipts would go to university.
MOVIE PRODUCERS, who have taken such
avid interest in television, are exploring possibility of "pig squeal" video, on a subscriber
basis, a la Subscription Radio. No one yet has
developed
which willsetobliterate
the picturethefor"squealer",
non-subscribing
owners.
presiding, 25 top movie execuHays
With Will
tives recently heard Chairman Porter of the
FCC state flatly that video was not to be considered aHollywood bauble.
G. BKNNETT LARSON, network producer and
manager and part owner of WWDC director
Washing-of
ton, may emerge soon as executive
WPEN Philadelphia, now owned by the
Bulletin. He would retain his network and
Washington connections.
WHAT WILL STEVE EARLY do when he
concludes more than 12 years as Presidential
secretary? While his name has been mentioned
"czar"
motionmostpicture
presidency, posts,
NAB responsible
for other
and
plausible report is that he will become public relations
counsel, operating in Washington and New
York. Radio firms, such as RCA and NBC,
in that event might be numbered among his
patrons.
IF AND WHEN FCC approves transfer of
KFPY Spokane (one-third each to Ed Craney,
John Wheeler and Saul Haas for total consideration of' about
$450,000),
(ContiniLed
on jmgelook71,), for regional
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at deadline^ i

WCHS Charleston, W. Va. license renewal
hearing before FCC examiner 10 a.m.
April 9.
WGBF Evansville, Ind. license renev/al hearFCC examiner 10
(duopoly)
a.m. ing
April
10. before
FCC Clear Channel Hearing, Washington,
May 9.
Bulletins
WBKB, Chicago television station, in the usual
Wednesday 12:30-1 p.m. off-air period, is now
presenting a Treasury War Finance variety
series on War Bonds expected to run through
the Seventh Loan.
CAPT. E.
M. S.WEBSTER,
chieflastof week
communications of U.
Coast Guard,
was
elected chairman of the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC), which handles frequency allocations for Government
agencies and which precipitated controversy
over place
spectrum
of FM ofandLiaison
television. Coinl. A.postwar
G. Simson,
in charge
Branch, Army Signal Corps, becomes vicepresident, and M. H. Woodward, chief. International Division, FCC, was reelected secretary.
AS A RESULT of inquiries, George Ludlam.
chief of the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau, will
send a letter to all advertisers, networks and
stations urging them to stick to regular allocations when V-E Day comes. If additional
messages are desired they should be written
from the fact sheet on the Job Ahead in Japan,
reminding listeners of the war in the Pacific
still to be won.
FIVE radio program directors will go on an
observation tour of the Mediterranean theatre
as soon as arrangements can be completed. The
trip
to acquaint
directors
with
actualisbattle
conditionsprogram
so that they
may make
war programs more realistic. Expected to go
are Frank Telford, Young & Rubicam; Robert
Shayon and William Robson, CBS; Anthony
Leader,tionalNBC;
perhaps
Lyon,Guild,
napresidentand
of the
Radio Peter
Writers
whose work schedule may interfere.
SHORTAGE?
MANPOWER shortage notwithstanding,
when the greatest forest fire hazard in
years
300
men weredeveloped
netted inin anMichigan
hour by anoverappeal
over WKBZ Muskegon by conservation
authorities. Shortly after the first appeal it was found necessary to issue a
second — this one to shut off the supply
of volunteers who were rapidly overcrowding the area.

Business Briefly
EXPANDING SPOTS • Wildroot Co., Bufspot radio
for BBDO,
Cream New;
Oil
Formulafalo,toexpanding
226 stations
through
York, April 16 starts one-minute transcribed
spotsingonSystem
a network
64 Keystone
stations.of Firm
is addingBroadcastspots ou.
WMIN KEEW WHBF KXYZ KOB WFAA
WBAP
WMBR,
programs
and
participations
on WEEI and WHAS.
NO MIDDLE COMMERCIALS • Revere Copper & Brass Inc., New York, metal products,
will have no middle commercials in its first
radio show The Humuu Adcenture, a dramatization of scientific progress. Produced by Chicago U., half-hour show will be Wed. 10 p.m.
beginning
July 4. St. George & Keyes, New
York, is agency.
BASEBALL HOOKUP • Griesedieck Bros.
Brewery, St. Louis, has signed seven stations
for its hookup of broadcasts on the Cardinal
and Brown baseball games. Stations are WIISt. Louis, KHMO Hannibal, KFRU Columbia,
KDRO Sedalia, KFVS Cape Girardeau, Missouri; WJPF Herrin, WKRO Cairo, 111. Agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
COFFEE, QUIZ • M. J. B. Co., San Franhas quarter-hour
signed 52-weekquizcontract
for Meetcisco, forthecoffee
Missus,
Friday
2:45-3 p.m. on CBS network of seven Pacific
Coast
stations,
through
BBDO,
San
Fran
Cisco.
TOBACCO CO. RENEWS • Brown & Wil
liamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville (Raleigi
cigarettes. Sir Walter Raleigh tobacco), or
April 27 for 52 weeks renews People An
Funny on 133 NBC stations Friday 9:30-l(
p.m. Agency, Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
CIRCUS PARTY • Annual circus party fo^
servicemen's children, given by Fitch Band
ivagon, NBC 7:30 p.m., will be held April i:
at the Ringling Bros. Barnum & Bailey Cir
cus, at Madison Square Garden, with F. W,
Fitch Co., Des Moines, the sponsor, as host, j
20TH CENTURY LEASES WIXG :
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM Corp
New York, has leased from General Televisio
Corp.,
station
WIXG, aswhich
"wi:
actuallyBoston,
be a video
station
operating
a publi
service."
and programming
not been Policy
determined.
Company willplans
applyhavt
the FCC for an experimental license for th
station, which has been inactive. Arrang*
ments are being made to renovate equipmen
BEAL NAMED V-P
RALPH
R. BEAL,of RCA
assistant
to the
dent in charge
Labs.,
and vice-pres
for nii
years research director of RCA, was elect(
vice-president of RCA Communications
charge of engineering at a board meeting Fi
day. Joseph V. Heffernan, who was appoint
general attorney of RCA in January, w
elected
vice-president and general attorney II
RCA.
BROADCASTING
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in

the

WMCA

eountry^s
is THE

biggest

community

"Too New
many York
stations
convenient
ostrichvoice,
technique
, but
from
. . .adopted
came a the
strong
and hopeful
and the. . voice
belongs to WMCA."
So said Variety when it singled out WMCA as the only New York station
to receive a 1944 Showmanagement Plaque Award. Fourth award in a
three-month span.
Through such continued public recognition, WMCA occupies a unique
place in New York radio. It has won authoritative acceptance for its
community efforts.
Next step? More of the same , . .
Like WMCA's
new program,
at War,"
heard
Monday, Wednesday
and "New
Friday Yorkers
at 6:30-6:45
PM.
\ This show has the same importance— for the Metropolitan
i/j /tm'-l\'A community— as "Mail Call" for servicemen!
"New Yorkers at War" enables families and friends of
New York, New Jersey and Connecticut men overseas to
hear actual front-line interviews with those men. Plus last-minute news
of their assignments . . . their deeds and medals . . . and in the case of
the wounded, their current hospital records.
"New
at War"in the
will Metropolitan
enable an advertiser
win inthewhich
unparalleled
loyaltyYorkers
of the people
area. An toarea
WMCA
is the <;ommunity-accep/erf community station.

eommniiity
station!

BROAQG^ASTI

To

get the latest news first —
in New Orleans
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BLUE AND MUTUAL listeners are spenders! If you
are looking for a booming market with over a

A fast climber . . . built to last ... a safe investment
for now and the future — that's WSIX. . . . Let's
take a look at the record! . . . For the two year
period ending in January, our over-all Hooper
average rose 81.5%. NOW, WSIX has more
daytime listeners than any other Nashville
station — and
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

million people who are potential customers for
your product, don't overlook Nashville. And if you
want to make this powerful trade area yours
quicker and for less money — then buy WSIX.

BY

THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC.

980

5000
WATTS

KILOCYCLES

HASNVtLLE
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The 1944 George Foster Peabody Radio Award for
outstanding meritorious Public Service by a Local
Station of One thousand watts, or less, was given to
WIBX
UTICA, NEW YORK

A weekly program dramatizing the actual battle experiences
of returned veterans. Originating at Rhoads General Hospital,
for
Utica, N.Y. — all personnel appearing on the program, including
the announcer, are patients at the Hospital.
WIBX is proud of this recognition and our heartfelt thanks go to
the entire Hospital Staff at Rhoads and especially the returned
veterans for their devoted service and co-operation.

I ^"T/^ONyOUR

DIAL

YOU

can

sponsor

great

HERE ARE OTHER
NETWORK PROGRAMS
YOU CAN SPONSOR LOCALLY
RAYMOND GRAM SWING: Worldfamous news analyst, broadcasting
direct from Washington. Early evening, Mon.-Fri., 15 minutes.
JOHN B. KENNEDY: Famed writer,
newsreel commentator and radio
analyst, direct from New York. Early
afternoon, Mon.-Fri., 15 minutes.
THE PRIVATE LIVES OF ETHEL AND
ALBERT: They live like the rest of
us — only funnier! Popular daytime
comedy. Broadcasting direct from
New York. Monday through Friday.
CORRESPONDENTS AROUND THE
WORLD: Direct from all the historymaking hot spots of the globe, 14 Blue
Network correspondents bring the
news
right Sun.-Fri.,
from where 15it'sminutes.
happening!
Mornings,
BAUKHAGE TALKING: Direct from
Washington. Baukhage gets his news
from men who make it— the White
House, Cabinet, Congress. Midday,
Mon.-Fri., 15 minutes.
MARTIN AGRONSKY: Direct from
Washington. Famous news analyst
who has broadcast from aU over the
world. Early A.M., Mon.-Sat., 15 min.
KIERNAN'S NEWS CORNER: Walter
Kieman direct from New York. One
of the outstanding human interest reporters of our time. Mon.-Fri., early
evening, 15 min. Available East only.
DICK TRACY. Famous juvenile adventure series. Late afternoon. Monday
through Friday, 15 minutes.

this

network

radio

LIVE
You

pay

show

—

locally

Broadcasts

only for your

own

area

HEADLINE EDITION presents the day's news in a dramatic new
way— brings the men and women IN PERSON who make the news.
Many world-famous personalities appear on this show. They broadcast
right from where the news happens.
HEADLINE EDITION can be your show, can help seU yoiuproducts or services right in your territory! Here's how it works . . .
The program is broadcast LIVE over the coast-to-coast Blue Network at a popvilar early evening period (7 P.M. Eastern War Time),
Monday through Friday. Your local Blue station annpimcer grvesyour
commercials dioring the broadcast— and identifies this great show asyours.
Your sales message, linked with this big network program, will have
added appeal — build more sales and prestige for you. The cost is low
because you pay only your area's share of the program's national cost.
Consult your local Blue Network station or contact the Cooperative
Program Department of the American Broadcasting Co., Inc., 33 West
42nd St., New York, or Merchandise Mart, Chicago.
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This p. S.Mjvy photo shows
Hovtml'd^^ndleman, INS correspo^^n\, making a transfer
of s^^by breeches buoy from
th|e flagship of Vice-Admiral
(arbey to the flagship of Rear
Admiral Fechteler.The caption
is the Navy photographer's,
an unofficial recognition of a
well-known fact— "Where
There's News INS Goes After
It." And appropriate for a
slogan, by the way.
Handleman is one of the
top-notch
reporters
round-the-world
staff.onHisINS'
accounts ofthe recapture of Attu,
of the Marshall islands operations, ofthe landing
in Leyte, of the campaign on Luzon and
the storming of Corregidor made front

pages everywhere. He is author of the best-seller, "Bridge
To Victory," a stirring narrative of the recapture of Attu.
In a recent letter, Handleman writes, "Corregidor for
me was the toughest beach so
far and I have covered eight
landings. That afternoon is
only a memory of machine
gun bullets killing men in our
More and more, editors are
using
the graphic, eye-witness
barge."
stories
for which INS reporters
are conspicuous. Replete with
human interest, they bring the
war home to us with all its
drama. In national
and local interest
news, too, INS gives
thorough
and accurate coverage.

INTERNATfONAL
NEWS
SERVICE
235 EAST 45th STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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Little Elmer says: **You're always on terra firma when you use WGN
in the Chicago market where WGN's leadership in local and national
spot advertising continues dominant among the major stations/*

CHICAGO 11
ILLINOIS
50,000 W^ATTS ^^1^^ 720 KILOCYCLES

MUTUAL

ROADCASTING

SYSTEM

EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 EAST 42nd STREET,
EW YORK 17, N. Y. • WEST COAST: EDWARD S. TOWNSEND
CO., RUSS BUILDING,
IROADCASTING
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^^He

looks

first

silly,

but

recommended

he's
spot

the

Mayije that's why spot broadcasting has grown so
enormously — and will continue to grow.

&

Pioneer Radio

PETERS^

mc

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

CHICAGO: i8o N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130
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SAN FRANCISCO: 11 1 Sutter
Sutter 4353

who

broadcasting!'-

• Looking back over the thousands of agency and
advertiser "contacts" we've had since 1932, it's interesting to ponder on the kind of men who have battled
hardest for spot broadcasting. 99 times out of 100,
they've been the hard hitters, the men interested in
nothing but resMilts.
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EXCLVsnn: biipbesentativs*:
WQB-WKBW
. ..
WCKY
KDAL
WDAT
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INDIANAPOUg
KMBC
KANSAS
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WAVE
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o-™-,
KALAMAZOO
WTCN
. . MIMNEAPOUS-ST.
WMBD
1 PAOI.
WFBL
STBACCSE
KSD,
ST.
LOOTS
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DES
woe
DAVENPOBT
KMA
„
IOWA SHENANDOAH
WCBM
BALTIMOBE
WCSC
„
SOtJTHEAST CHABLESTON
WPTF
BALEIQH
WDBJ
BOANOKE
Si®,
SOUTHWEST COLUMBIA
KEEW
BBOWNSVILLE
K05.„
ALBUQUEBQUE
KBIS
COBFUS
CHBISTI
KOMA
CITY
gXrZ OKLAHOMA
HOUSTON
KTUL
TULSA
PACIFIC COAST
KIBO
SEATTLE
and WBIGBT-SONOVOX.POBTLAND
luo.
5J*f5

HOLLYWOOD: 6331 HoUyu
ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
Hollywood 2151
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Clear
Channel
Parley
May
Alter
limitations, advancement of the assurance, particularly where subFCC Order Hints cal
stantial investments are involved
art since the present standards
were established in 1928, it is gen- which could not be amortized for
Band-Wide Probe
erally felt, makes it incumbent a number of years. Where FM will
upon the Commission to reach a fit into the overall structure insoOf Broadcasting
determination on such matters as
far as coverage pattern is concerned also constitutes a fundamenBy SOL TAISHOFF
program distribution (as distinguished
from
context)
before
it
can
tal question.
i SOMETHING akin to a full-scale shape a structure that would best
Major Change Possible
jI reallocation
of standard
to equitable nationwide
facilities, rather
than a broadcast
restricted conduce
standard service.
From the comprehensive hearreappraisal of clear channels, can
fundamental which must
ings may evolve the first basic
be expected to stem from the so- be Another
established before any scientific change in allocation principles
I called "clear channel" hearings distribution method can be devised, since 1928, when the present clearIscheduled to get under way May 9 program-wise, is that of whether regional-local structure was developed. The 1941 NARBA reallo[before the FCC. This is evident not FM stations will provide identical
cation (Havana Treaty) was based
different program service from
only from
the FCC's
setting or
I' forth
the issues
for order
the proceedstations in the standard broadcast on the technical fundamentals es! ings — which conceivably could last band. The Commission has made no
tablished bythe former Radio ComI several months — but also from re- statement of policy on this. Nor
mis ion in 1928, which were reaf! cent conferences of attorneys and has
firmed after the extensive broadit
stated
whether
eventually
it
engineers
with FCC department will construe ownership of FM and
cast allocation hearings in 1988. It
heads.
AM stations in the same area as was at the 1938 hearings that the
Basic Data First
existing
engineering standards first
constituting "duopoly". The fact were adopted.
Commission, prior to warThat the proceedings will em- that the
It is evident that the Commistime freezes, licensed FM stations
brace more than a technical physision plans extensive testimony on
in the same comi cal reallocation and will go into the to AM operators
munity isnot regarded as adequate economic aspects of station operawhole underlying philosophy of
broadcast allocations and service
• seems certain. The hearings prob- Stations Draw Battle Lines
ably will be the most comprehensive ever conducted by the FCC.
Practically every issue raised For Clear Channel Hearings
over standard broadcast station
operation — power, program dupliLarge Number of Appearances Filed; Definite
cation and network service — and
new ones in the offing, such as the
Data Withheld Pending Engineering Reports
effect upon the national service ONE of the toughest battles and
entations, but Louis G. Caldwell,
pattern of FM and television— will most
difficult decisions in its his
notified the Comfall within the purview of the in- tory faces the FCC on May 9 when general counsel,
mis ion in his filing that 16 memquiry. Existing engineering stand- hearings are scheduled to begin on
ber stations would participate.
These include KFI WFAA WSM
ards, admittedly outmoded, also clear channel broadcasting.
will be up for review and basic
WHAS WHAM WJR WOAI
With
deadline
for
filing
aptestimony in connection with those
pearances last Monday, 45 licen- WBAP WCAU WWL WHO WSB
standards
and service requirements
sees of 53 stations, three major WON WLW WLS KDKA.
will
be adduced.
Neither did the Regional Broadnetworks, one regional network,
casters Committee, of which John
farm organizations and an
1^*
As things
stand
now,the the
Com- three
Shepherd 3d is chairman, make any
Mmission
plan
is
to
get
hearings
individual
had
filed
to
participate
under way on the scheduled date in the heai'ings.
commitments, other than to list
Dr. G. W. Pickard and Paul F.
May 9, at which preliminary data
Disclosures Not Made
(Will be covered. Then, if necessary,
Godley, consulting engineers, as
definite
witnesses. Paul D. P.
Although
many
of
the
individual
Ijthe Commission proposes to recess stations and groups withheld
|to give the various groups time in names of witnesses and issues pend- Spearman,
fied the FCC general
that thecounsel,
issues ofnotithe
'/which to prepare technical exhibits,
ing
reports
from
four
committees
Regional group could not be deterIjnew
many engineering
of which must
be based
mined until after the engineering
surveys.
Availa-on set up at an engineering conference, others set forth definite issues committees report their respective
i|bility of manpower and equipment
they plan to touch, indicating that findings.
' also will bestrictionsfactors.
Wartime
remay augur even greater the Clear Channel BroadcastingSeveral additions were announced
delays than FCC attorneys and en- Service will be aligned on one side last week to the four special comand the Regional Broadcasters
•?ineers now anticipate.
mit e s set up last month at the informal conference between Com1 Whereas existing allocations Committee on the other.
(
Continued
on page 61 )
were premised wholly upon techniThe CCBS didn't disclose its presROADCASTING
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All Radio
tion, alongduplication.
with its Even
inquiryin into'
program
the
early days of the Radio Commission, whose functions were taken
over in 1934 by the FCC, the question of duplication of network programs was at issue.
It is likely too, that before positive action is taken, the FCC will
make legislative recommendations
to Congress designed to revannp
the law to make possible the
changes in regulatory policy which
would be entailed in developing a
new broadcast structure. Implicit
in the hearing procedure will be
revision of the Havana Treaty, because of the clear-channel breakdown factors. This will entail clearance through and negotiations by
the State Department.
Open Mind Policy
The allocation proceedings are
being nical
approached
certainty thaton the
evenbasic
if alltech-of
the 106 channels in the standard
band were distributed on an optimum basis geographically, it would
be impossible to provide primary
broadcast service throughout the
country and also supply sufficient
duplicated facilities in centers of
population to afford a competitive
program service of, say, four major
networks. It is recognized, therefore, that a substantial portion of
the remote areas of the nation will
be forced to rely upon the secondary signals of clear channel sta^
tions.
It must be assumed, of course,
that the FCC goes into these
epoch-making proceedings with an
open mind. This has been emphasized in the only public statement
from the Commission — the address
on March 12 of Chairman Paul A.
Porter, who emphasized that no
conclusions had been reached and
that the FCC proposes to get all
the facts before it undertakes to
draw
ulations.up revised allocations or regNevertheless, there has evolved,
at least on the part of some members of the FCC, the attitude that
clear channels place too much
strength in the hands of too few
and that increased wattage would
tend to aggravate that condition.
Giving incentive to this view and
(Continued on page 60)
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Doans on Coast
First Farm Census
FOSTER-MILBURN Co., Buffalo, Data in Fortnight
in addition to its national spot raschedule sponsorship
for Doan's pills,
this Survey Now Half Completed;
To Blue Washington
Office week diostarts
a quarter-hour news programof by
Gil Stations Thanked for Aid
APPOINTMENT of Donald delphia, a consolidation he was inthrice-weekly on 12 Blue- ENUMERATION work for the
strumental inworking out between Martyn
Withycomb, veterait broadcast exABC
Pacific
Coast
stations.
Busiecutive, as Washington represen- WFI and WLIT, time-sharing de1945 quinquennial agricultural
ness placed
partment store stations. He left
casting, Newthrough
York. Spot Broad- census
tative of American Broadcastingis about half complete, J. C.
Co. (Blue) be- that post in 1939 and became identiCapt, director of the Census Bufied with the Coordinator of Intercame effective toreau,nouncedDept.last of
anWard Child Show
day (April 9). American Affairs, heading the
week.Commerce,
He declared
Mr. Withycomb, Brazilian section.
WARD
BAKING
Co.,
N.
Y..
maker
that
every
facility
of
the
Bureavi
Just a year ago Mr. Withycomb
who will conTip-Top bread, has started a is being utilized to hasten publicatinue to direct returned to network operation as of
tion of preliminary tabulations,
quarter-hour
children's
nessee Jed, five
times show,
weeklyTen-on
manager
of
the
Blue's
InternaAmerican'snationalIntertional Division, a newly created WGN Chicago and stations in other which are being urgently awaited
Division,
Created and proagricultural,
industrial,agencies
busiwill be associated post. While the network maintains Ward ducedmarkets.
ness and governmental
Walter Thompson Co. by
with K. W. Berke- no shortwave stations, it contem- New York,by J. the
for use in wartime and postwar
program
is
on
52
plates
entering
the
field
and
has
week contracjt.
planning.
Washpoint-to-point cirMr. Withycomb tative.ley, Blue's
ington represen- been cuutilizing
Radio Data Later
its to transmit programs to forMedi-Sweet Test
eign countries.
Radio
is being used extensively
In his new capacity, Mr. WithyMark Woods, American presi- CHILDREN'S PHARMACAL Co., in furthering
comb will report to Robert E.
the five-year census,
dent, declared coincident with Mr. (Medi-Sweet, proprietaries for chil- both for recruiting
Kintner, American vice-president
enumerators
dren), on March 19 began a test and for enlisting cooperation
appointment
that
he
in charge of news and public serv- Withycomb's
of
spot
announcement
campaign
of
ice activities. Mr. Kintner will con- will be in a good position to carry two to five spots weekly on four In- farmers in filling out schedules,
tinue to divide his time between on the international activities, dessaid
William
F.
Callander,
chief
dianapolis
stations,
WIRE
WFBM
tined to be of increased importance WISH WIBC. Contract for 26
New York and Washington.
Agriculture
Diviwar, from his Wash- weeks was placed by Wade Adv. of the sion.Bureau's
He expressed
appreciation
Mr. Berkeley, Mr. Kintner an- followingingtontheheadquarters.
Agency, Chicago.
nounced, will remain as head of
for the generosity of all stations
the Washington office, in addition
in making time available for Cento his duties as general manager
sus field men and Dept. of Agriculof WMAL, American Washington
ture agents who have been cooperoutlet owned by the Evening Stm\ Waltham to Sponsor All WARD
ating with the Bureau.
In announcing the appointment,
First county returns will be isMr. Kintner said Mr. Whitycomb
suedlander
in a said,week
or two,
Mr. Cal-to
but will
be confined
will be responsible for liaison be- For Blue
During V-E Day data on crops,
livestock, acreage
tween the company and the Gov- WALTHAM WATCH Co., Boston,
run from three to five hours. Com- and number of farms. Tabulations
ernment. The appointment is the
mercials placed through N. W.
sponsor all time breaks on the
"first step" in the Blue plan to ex- will
ownership of radios, elecpand Washington facilities, he said. time to be taken over V-E Day by Ayer & Son, New York, will prob- on farm
tric and telephone
ably
be
limited
Blue-ABC
on
WABD
New
York,
tractors,facilities,
etc., willauto-be
A pioneer in commercial radio, the DuMont station. Watch firm for the sponsor. to straight credit available mobiles,
about four to six weeks
Mr. Withycomb began his career will be the first commercial video
Blue-ABC has arranged for the
State totals will begin to
as executive assistant to M. H.
time a presentation tentatively set later.
sponsornetwork
signed entered
by Blue-ABC
since to
Aylesworth, first president of NBC the
appear should
in thebe fall
and national
television.
films of major World totals
available
by next
in the late 20's, afterward becom- There is no time-charge on WABD, Warinclude
II battles, live broadcasts by winter.
ing station relations manager for but Waltham will pay production commentators,
and
special
films
both the Red and the Blue, then costs.
taken in the Blue newsroom on
Releases on Request
owned by RCA. In 1935 he became
Number of time signals will V-E Day and telecast as soon as
Preliminary releases on county
general manager of WFIL Phila- total
processed.
The
whole
plan
is
conabout eight, depending howtingent however on whether or not totals, covering basic agricultural
ever on the length of time to be
used by the Blue for its special the Government officially approves information, will be obtainable
upon request
from the
V-E Day presentation, which may the V-E celebration idea.
reau, Washington
25, Census
D. C, Bu-as
Discount Discussed
long
as
limited
supplies
last. As
OPEN forum discussion of the
returns from all counties in a state
continuing discount took place at
are
compiled,
a
series
of
state
the Chicago Radio Management
letins will be issued and willbul-be
Club last Wednesday. Most memavailable
by purchase from the
bers objected to the discontinuing
Superintendent of Documents,
of continuing discounts. It was
Government Printing Office, Washpointed out the agency rate should
ington 25, D. C.
not have to be earned each 13
week period and that the continuing discount eliminated some of the
bookkeeping problems. A commit$50,000 for
tee of timebuyers will be appointANTI-MOSQUITO
spot Flit
radio cam
ed by president Harlow Roberts to
paign
for
Flit
insecticide
start:
study the matter.
the lasttionsofthroughout
this month
on
the South14 staand
Southwest, and will continue until
September. With radio budget of
about $50,000 Stanco Inc., New
Lorillard Baseball
York,
maker one-minute
of Flit, plans
to use
dramatized
announced
P. LORILLARD Co., New York
ments
featuring
sound
effects
from \
(OldiveG.6lds),
the third
the hum of a giant mosquito to
year will for
sponsor
games successof the
swatting noises. Stanco also plans
Washington Senators. WOL will
to revive for this campaign its
carry day games and WWDC
famous slogan, "Quick, Henry, the
night games.
Russfirst
Hodges
announce. For the
time will
Sunday
Flit". After a year's absence
Henry will reappear on the radio
and holiday
games
will
be
broadDrawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix in
cast. Recorded versions will be
newspapers and magazines
shortwaved to servicemen. Agency
Agency
is McCann-Erickson, New
is Lennen
Mitchell, New York.
'He's Not Very Accurate — For a Sharpshooter!" BROADC York.
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Withycomb

Is Named

Porter told the NAB District 4
meeting in Washington last month
that "on the very day the WPB
gives the green light for civilian
stationsion willconstruction,
be besieged thefor Commisprompt
action on some 500 FM applications [388 now on file], almost 100
television applications now on file
and many, many more to come in
these
and other
services."
Pointing
out that
additional appropriations wil be needed by the
FCC for expanding its facilities
to handle this enormous work-load,
Chairman Porter said the Commission's goal is to give 30-day service
on all applications which can be
granted without hearing and 90day service where hearing is necessary. "If we achieve this goal," he
asserted,
"the development
of postwar broadcasting
will be expedited,
employment opportunities created
for returning veterans and others
and when final victory over our
enemies is achieved we should be
ready to move forward without
undue
It isdelay."
expected that WPB will
grant partial release to the several
large transmitter manufacturers
now engaged in war work, permitting a gradually increasing portion
of their production to be devoted to
civilian transmitters as military
needs taper off. The Board plans to
withdraw its controls on communibefore asbroadcasting,cation
which equipment
will follow
soon as
critical communication needs are
satisfied.

V-E Day to Clear
Wayis tubes.
for
Stations
A third factor
which may play an
most important
There New
Transmitters
May Be the
will be a continuing demand for important part in receiver sales inMade Available
this item from the military, alvolves manufacturers' policies rethough in reduced volume as comThis Year
garding
types ofDay.
setsSome
to beof the
depared to current requirements.
signed
after V-E
WITH FLEXIBILITY as the basic Industry will likely allot part of the larger producers
—
those
who
will
policy for civilian production to in- civilian margin for much needed continue to carry the brunt of miliof existing sets. How much
sure sufficient manpower and ma- repair
tary requirements for the war with
terials to prosecute the war in the will be left over for new sets and Japan — will produce only combination sets in the future and will hold
the
quantity
of surplus tubes
Pacific, the War Production Board
indicated last week that broadcast which can be recovered for assem- off until they are prepared to use
blies will pretty much determine their facilities to this end. They
transmitters and receiver equipment in good supply should be rolyear's receiver output. Of are expected to employ strong adling off the assembly lines within this
course, an earlier end to the Japavertising appeals to induce consumnese war than is now anticipated
a year after V-E Day.
ers to wait for their products, emphasizing the new developments of
Explaining procedures to carry would solve the tube problem.
FM and television in postwar. In
out the reconversion program subTypes
of
Sets
sharp
contrast
to this group will
mit ed to the President and ConAnother factor, and one which be a large number of small progress by James F. Byrnes, former
ducers eager to capture a waiting
director of the Office of War Mo- would affect the availability of
market for small AM sets to replace
bilization & Reconversion, WPB
sets, is the determination defective
Chairman J. A. Krug told a news quality
and unrepairable receivand television alloor to serve as standbys until
conference he expected that within by FCC of FMWith the
possibility that FM ersand
television programs are
the first year after organized re- the war incations.Europe
may end at any more commonplace.
sistance isdeclared ended in Ger- moment, manufacturers
are faced
FCC Prepared
many "there will be a substantial
the necessity of gearing their
release on production of most every- with
A fourth factor in the receiver
the new frequency asthing." Asked specifically if that facilities forsignments.
Any delay beyond the picture concerns the prices. Unless
included radio, he answered "yes". May 1 date indicated by the Com- OPA permits margins to cover inmis ion for final allocations might
Big Backlog
creased costs of components, overin manufacturers engaging
head and labor, manufacturers will
With a backlog of 666 applica- result
tions pending before the FCC last in a competitive race to dump be inclined to withhold sets from
week for new FM, television and thousands of "cigar box" AM re- the market. Conferences are now
ceivers on the market at bargain being held to discuss this situation.
standard broadcast stations, it imThe FCC is prepared to process
mediately became apparent that basement prices. Such a development is regarded as by no means station applications just as soon as
1945 will start a record period for
new station construction. Unlike unlikely should V-E Day come be- controls on construction and mafore the allocations are announced.
terials are relaxed. Chairman Paul
receivers, which can be put into
production on short notice, it will
require six to nine months for
transmitters to be available in volume. Transmitter tubes, amplifiers,
Sells KHQ
for $850,000
Plus
microphones, turntables, and other Wasmer
KHQ Inc., the new combroadcast equipment can be turned Bankers
cago and Spokane. The agreement
Buy Outlet 000. Since
pany,
would
acquire
Louis
Wasmer
by Judge John C.
out in shorter time and may be exInc., as a corporate entity, the was completed
of Portland, attorney for
pected by fall while transmitter
Subject to FCC-SEC
transaction, as of the time of its Kendall,
Mr.
Wasmer
and
by the firm of
units will be reaching completion
execution, would entail $1,295,000. Gottlieb & Schwartz,
of Chicago,
in winter. By 1946 there should be IN A UNIQUE
Approval
Mr.
Bright,
for
many
years
astransaction
which
representing
Straus
& Blosser.
' increased
supplies
for
new
stations.
sociated
with
KPFY,
CBS
outlet,
Several factors will affect the will entail action both by the FCC recently contracted for the sale of Franklin G. Schmick, partner in
volume of receivers which can be and the Securities & Exchange his
firm, was the prinone-third interest in the sta- the investment
Commission, Louis Wasmer, Spo
cipal for the new KHQ Inc.
put on the market in 1945. Perhaps kane
tion to the Queen City Broadcastbroadcaster, has sold KHQ
Upon
approval
of the sale, KHQ
ing Co., operating KIRO Seattle, will be separated immediately
from .
Spokane regional and NBC outlet of which
Saul Haas, collector of
to Straus & Blosser, Chicago
KGA.
They
now
have
separate stuin Seattle, is the majority
vestment bankers, for a net figure customs
dios and offices, but dual transmitand president, for a
of $850,000— before adjustments stockholder
ter tinue
operation
probablyfreezes
will con-on
figure of $150,000. It is
until wartime
Arthur L. Bright, former manager reported
understood
he
is
reinvesting
that
and part-owner of KFPY Spokane, sum, plus additional funds, to ac- technical equipment are thawed.
will become president and general
The staffs likewise will be sepathe 15% interest in KHQ, rated.
manager of the new KHQ Inc., and to quirebecome
its active operating
Applications for the transfer, it
and will purchase a 15% interest head.
is expected, will be filed with the
Other owners, who would ac
The balance of the stock, accord- FCC this week, through the Washquire their interests through the
to the sales agreement, already
Chicago investment firm, are undis- has ingbeen
allocated to principals by land. ington law offices of Fisher & Wayclosed,
presumably
until
such
time
Blosser. Their identias the transaction is approved by Strausties,and
however, will not be divulged
the FCC and the SEC.
WKAT to Mutual
FCC action, and issu- WKAT Miami, operating with
The sale — several months in the until anceafter
by SEC of the requisite regis- 1,000 w on 1360 kc, will become a
making — is in accordance with the
trationbe certificates.
prob- Mutual affiliate June 15, 1945, the
FCC "duopoly" regulation, since
closely The
held.stock
Probably
last week. StaMIKELESS and phoneless, Lt. Col. Mr. Wasmer also owns KGA in a smallably willsyndicate
will
assume
con- networktion'sannounced
shift to MBS from its presA. A. Schechter, communications Spokane.
He station,
will continue
operatrol.
Pending
FCC
action,
the
Chition
of
that
a
Blue
outlet.
ent network,
anofficer for Gen. MacArthur, never- Mr. Wasmer recently was placed
ticipatedBlue-ABC,
last Decemberwas with
cago investment house will guarantheless completed his mission April
tee the transaction and the finan- announcement that WFTL, Mu2 as honor guest at a luncheon for on inactive duty after having
cial
stability
of
the
prospective
tual's Miami affiliate, would join
radio and press executives at the served for some two years in the
owners. Earnings of the station Blue-ABC [Broadcasting, Dec.
21 Club, New York. His host was Army Air Forces as a major.
will accrue to Mr. Wasmer until 18]. WKAT is owned and operJ. V. Connolly (r), president. King
The
sales
contract
provides
for
Features
Col. director
Schech- an $850,000 sales figure, plus the closing date.
ated by A. Frank entered
Katzentine.
ter, beforeSyndicate.
becoming NBC
with Apthe
The contract has been in negotia- FCC forplicatioan has been
boost in power to
of news and special events, was liquid assets, which are estimated
tion for some weeks, both in Chi- 50,000 w.
:ity editor of INS.
to amount to approximately $445,BROADCASTING
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Congress
Allocation
off FM
Hands
Keeps
der the administrative powers of
of the Committee, took
John
Shepard
3d,
Yankee
NetMcDonaldPressure amember
similar view. Sen. Chan Gurney
work chairman, wrote Mr. Porter
Chairman Porter, in his reply to
(R-S.D.), former broadcaster, like- that a questionnaire sent manufac- the
FCC." from Comdr. McDonald,
turing firms by the FCC, seeking a telegram
Campaign Scoretl
wise felt that allocating the spectrum is a duty of the FCC and not additional information as to costs scored him for not appearing durof Comdr.
Congress.McDonald on March 20 of building sets in the 40-mc band
ing public hearings
By Porter
He advisedandthepresentZenith
the 80-mc region, didn't go far heading histhatviews.
By BILL BAILEY
addressed telegrams to members of and
the
Commission's
concluenough.
It
should
have
distinCONGRESS will adhere to a strict- the Senate Committee, the House
sions
"will
reflect
our
determinaguished whether the information
of the requirements of the
"hands-off" FM
policyin with
reference Interstate & Foreign Commei-ce was for a "genuine FM set or not." publictionsinterest
as distinguished
to lyallocating
the spectrum,
Committee and the House Merchant He also suggested that no mention
& Fishery Committee, which was made of "what the delay would from the immediate short-range indespite efforts
by C'omdr.
E. F. Marine
McDonald,
president
of the Zenith
t
e
r
e
s
t
o
f
any
group,
including priused to handle radio, protesting the be to produce FM sets at a rate
Radio Corp., Chicago [Broadcast- move of FM as proposed by the which will provide optimum utilizavate
manufacturers."
ing, March 26], to induce Congres- Commission, and recommended the
Iner lengthy
to Sens. asserted
Wheeltiontheof plant
available
and Reed letters
Mr. Porter
sional intercession in the FCC pro- FM band begin at 46 mc. At the
war "oncapacity"
a band beginning
that the industry was generally in
posal to move FM to the 100-mc same time, Sen. Wheeler was in- after
at
84
mc
instead
of
a
band
beginregion.
formed Comdr. McDonald sent
agreement with all of the CommisMembers of the Senate Interstate
sion's proposals relating to FM,
to other manufacturers and
ningDidn't
at 44 mc".Go Far Enough
Commerce Committee made that copies
except location in the spectrum.
to owners of Zenith sets.
"Mr.
McDonald states that Genclear Friday as they disclosed a
Along with the McDonald teleMeantime other developments ocsheaf of correspondence between
eral Electric, Stromberg-Carlson
cur ed in the proposed allocations
gram,
Members
of
Congress
received
wires
from
Dr.
Baker,
Ray
and
Zenith
oppose the proposed FM
Comdr. McDonald, Congress and above 25 mc. Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter.
move,"
he
continued. "He fails to
H.
Manson,
vice-president
of
StromGeneral
Electric
vice-president
and
The Commission is expected to chairman of the Radio Technical berg-Carlson Co., Rochester, N. Y., note that Philco, Crosley, Hallirelease its allocations above 25 mc Planning Board, filed a letter last Frank Freiman, Magnavox Co., crafters. Motorola and other manuin the next fortnight.
week with the Commission request- Fort Wayne, Ind., concurring in
the Reed
change."
In a letterfacturerstofavorSen.
Chairman
ing that certain data presented at Comdr. FM.
McDonald's opposition to
Commission Is Capable
secret sessions March 12 and 13 be moving
Porter said: "Let me say that I
Sen. Reed wrote Comdr. McDon- have not reached any conclusions in
plan of
no FM
investigation
into declassified. His request followed a
the"Welocation
or any other
"The modulation my own mind. I will be guided
letter from C. M. Jansky Jr., Wash- matterald as isfollows:
one that is left entirely largely by the recommendations of
ington
consulting
engineer
and
technical
phase
of
broadcasting,"
in
the
discretion
control of our own technical staff whom I beCommittee Chairman Wheeler (ID- chairman of RTPB Panel 5 on FM, the FCC. It is not and
lieve to be competent, disinterested
a question for
declaring
that
"it
is
the
opinion
of
Mont.)
told
Broadcasting.
"That's
a job for the Commission. We have a number who attended the two- legislation. It is a highly technical and without any private axe to
a capable Commission and I have day classified hearing that not only subject which properly comes unconfidence in its judgment. The does the issue still remain, but the
allocation of FM is not a matter for position taken by Panel 5, FM
legislation. It's an administrative broadcasting, has been justified to Mutual Launches Energetic
even greater extent than previfunction."
Sen. Clyde M. Reed (R-Kan.),
grind." Programs
Drive for Better
ously."
WITH A GOOD budget at his com- series based on G. K. Chesterton's
mand, Phillips
Carlin, ofMutual
vice- Father Brovra stories, now in the
TEXT OF PORTER LETTER
president
in charge
programs,
preparation stage, may also be
has embarked on an energetic cam- added to the Sunday afternoon
Dear Mr. McDonald:
paign for the overall strengthening schedule.
I have received your lengthy telegram containing the representations of theture. Thisnetwork's
being auditioned
will entailprogram
both the strucaddi- Another program
you have made to Members of Congress, and regret that you have seen
is Roundtable of Rotion of a number of new programs at Mutual
fit not only to misstate the facts in a telegram, but have refused the
m
a
n
c
e
,
a
comedy-quiz
show with a
opportunity afforded you to appear at hearings where your testimony of commercial caliber and a re- quartette of young women
answerar angement ofthe program schedwould be under oath and subject to cross-examination by interested
ing questions subnmtted by listeners
ule, he said last week.
parties and by the Commission.
and
being
heckled
by
a
masculine
Citing two new series which
On Aug. 15 and 17, 1944, and again on Jan. 15, 1945, the Commission
to their feminine logic.
invited all interested parties to appear and present testimony and oral started last week — Arch Oboler's objector
of other programs are
Plays, Thursday, 10-10:30 p.m., Abeingnumber
argument on these matters. Pursuant to such notices, 261 witnesses and and
auditioned,
Mr. Carlin stated.
Calling
All
Detectives,
Saturoral arguments from 34 interested parties have been heard at public
In the mornings, Elsa Maxwell
day, 9:30-10 p.m. — as examples of starts
hearings, and scores of briefs have been received. You failed to make the quality
April
30,
11:15-11:30, five
of program he expects
an appearance. Your representative was present at oral argument, but to bring to Mutual,
Mr. Carlin an- field,
days awhich
week, has
replacing
June Portersat mute. The Commission is now about to reach a decision on the basis
been available
for
nounced that a new half-hour show
ofhereafter,
a 5,000-page
record,
and
moi'e
than
600
exhibits.
May
I
suggest
that
will
start
April
29
at
2
p.m.,
with
in formal proceedings before the Commission, you file your Dorothy Arzner, the Hollywood local sponsorship. Another co-op
program
The
Handy
Man,
4:45-5
appearance in the appropriate manner, in order that your sworn evi- director, as mistress of ceremonies. p.m. is also being dropped, Mr.
dence may be received and given the full weight it deserves along with Essentially advice on domestic Carlin said, stating that in the
those of other parties.
be pre- future only programs which can be
The FCC is the agency of Congress created by them as an expert body problems,sented in the
novelprogram
dramaticwillform.
sold by a reasonable number of
to determine these technical matters. As heretofore stated, we had ofMutual affiliates will be kept in the
Vocabulary
Program
fered full and complete opportunity for you to present your views to this
network's
co-op line-up.
agency under procedures which Congress established for this purpose,
This program will probably be
Henry Gladstone's news report,
moved to an evening period when broadcast
and you failed to avail yourself of such an opportunity.
WORmornings
New York,
10Your representations to Members of Congress are incomplete, inaccu- time can be arranged, Mr. Carlin 10:15 a.m.on six
weekly,
rate and misleading, and although I have no desire to engage in con- explained. At that time. What's the sponsored alternately
by
Hudson
Wo7-d, vocabulary lesson Pulp & Paper Co. and Serutan,
with youdetermination
over the Commission's
final technical
decision, Iproblem
can assure
that the troversy
final
of this highly
will yoube Good
sugar-coated with comedy, which will
be fed to the network, Mr.
starts April 15 in the Sunday, Carlinalsosaid.
based pertupontestimony
the Commission's
appraisal
of
the
voluminous
record
of
exreported that
and not upon ex parte representations such as yours. 10:45-11 p.m., spot, probably will he is looking Hefor also
a commentator to
be
lengthened
to
a
half-hour
and
Further,ouryoudeterminations
may be assured
the Commission's
conclusions
the network at 9 a.m. and that
reflect
of thethat
requirements
of the public
interestwillas shifted into the Sunday afternoon open
a half-hour audience participation
distinguished from the immediate short-range interest of any group, schedule where it can reach a program is under consideration for
larger family audience, he said. A the 10:30-11 a.m. period.
including private manufacturers. Paul A. Porter, Chairman, FCC
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Size

doesn't

That's a 155 mm. gun . . . "Long Tom" the troops
call it. But that type gun was silent for four days during
one of the German counter-attacks. No ammunition.

mean

a

thing!

Blunt facts and figures are available to prove that
W-I-T-H is your best bet for sales in Baltimore . . .
America's 6th largest market.

So size . . . and being on the spot . . . don't mean a
thing in guns or radio stations.
Radio stations need ammunition too. That's why in
this five-station, network town an independent is the
big buy. It's the station with sales ammunition that
delivers the greatest number of listeners per dollar spent.
'BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President ' Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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Silen

to Build New
Station in Manila
FCC LEGALITES
food
in
bulk
but
almost
entirely
"Actually they used us as shields,
Former Head of KZRH lacking in calories. During the last
firing dowsfrom
the third
storyas winat American
soldiers
they
Tells Experience
six oring seven
eightormonths,
.we
were
loseight
people
a
day
advanced,
trying
to
liberate
us.
As Prisoner
That was worse then anything that
from slow starvation."
By DOROTHY WILLIAMS
happened in the whole three
Japs Seize Gifts
Last December after the U. S.
BERT SILEN,
corAfter a 36-hour parley between
respondent NBC's
who built Manila
four radio
occupation of Mindoro Island just
and a safe constations in the Philippines capital south of Manila, Mr. Silen said, the commanders
guarantee for Jap troops, Mr,
and later blew them to bits, now the Japs cut prisoners down to a Silen duct
and the others were released Mr. Wilkinson
wants to buy a minimum existence diet of 140 onyears."
Mr. Marks
Monday, Feb. 5. On Feb. 7, he
new one.
a day, or less then four and delivered
his
now
famous
broadVERNON
L.
WILKINSON
(1)
Back in the grams
ounces of ground pig corn
cast to the States over the Army takes office as FCC assistant genStates after more one-half
and soya bean mash. There was no shortwave
station:
^ ^ than three years food shortage on the island, he
eral counsel in charge of broad"Hello, NBC. As I was saying
•.<^tt camp
in the Jap
said. Jap guards had meat each when
casting, about April 20 [BroadI was so rudely interrupted
of prison
Santo day
casting, April 2]. Leonard H.
and
more
than
a
pound
of
rice
Tomas, Mr. Silen at every meal. At Christmas, the over three years and a month Marks (r), newly appointed assistlast week told the Catholic Women's League, an orantvoteto the
generalto counsel,
will destory of how he
Mother Faints
his efforts
helping General
ganization of Filipino women in
and some fellow Manila, packaged
ago.His. mother,
. ."
Counsel
Rosel
H.
Hyde
handle
ex4000
two-pound
listening fainted.
to her raMr. Silen radio men, on boxes of food for distribution
panded communications activities.
dio in San Francisco,
Dec. 31, 1941, im- among the 3750 internees — or
Already accredited to Gen. Macprisoners of war as they were by Arthur's
prior to setthe offJaps'
headquarters as a war fully recovered
wound, an-he
into the openmediatelycity,
five entry
cases then classified — in Santo Tomas.
other operationfromis her
necessary,
correspondent,
Mr.
Silento went
forof dynamite, completely leveling"The
Japs
confiscated
the
packward
with
the
Army
help
free
explained,
and
she
will
flown
Manila's four radio outlets, all of
ages and passed them out to their
wife and daughters from Los from Manila to Letterman beGeneral
which Mr. Silen had originally es- wounded soldiers," Mr. Silen said. his
tablished.
Banos,
a
camp
outside
Manila
to
"And then they had the gall to run
they had been transferred Hospital in San Francisco as soon
Accused of Sabotage
an article in the Jap-controlled which
in December along with about 150 as Mrs.
possible.
Silen and two other daughinmates.
that thetheseWomen's
"When the Japs tooks over, I press saying
had collected
boxes other SantothereTomas
Shirley, 19, and Joan, 11, are
— at the end of three due toters,arrive
was accused of sabotage, accord- League
for their troops in appreciation of longIt was
boat about the
years of horror and suspense first of May, Mr.by Silen
ing
to
international
law,"
said
Mr.
benefits
received
under
the
Jap
ocsaid.
Silen who, besides his NBC corand estcourage
that
Mr.20,Silen's
oldMr.
Silen,
who
appeared on
daughter,
Betty,
was
shot
duties, was
Other aspects of prison camp
cupation."
manager of bothrespondent's
KZRH
and station
KZRC, life
Mr. Silen discussed only brief- and seriously wounded. "We Shaeffer Pen Co.'s World Parade
NBC affiliates.
ly. The filth, the flies, dysentery, thought we had killed all the Japs at 3 p.m. Sunday on NBC, will
heat, the lack of medical supplies around the camp," Mr. Silen said, spend this week in Washington
"Theytionedheld
me
prisoner
and
quesme for seven days. The only and clothing — those things became "but just as Betty stepped out of conferring with various Governbarracks door, with a Catholic
thing that save my life was a routine,
he said, and eventually the
After that, his plans
nun on each side of her, a Jap who are notment officials.
scrawled receipt on the back of an were almost accepted as normal.
definite but the first
had been hiding closely in a ditch thing on yet
old envelope which one of the
"The
worst
came
when
Amerithe schedule, he says, is
Army officers gave me before our
can troops began their campaign jumped up and fired at her. An
radiofuture
statroops pulled out for Corregidor. to free us," he explained. "There American soldier promptly blew to buytion forhimself
that
daya new
in the
He acknowledged receipt by the were two large buildings in the his head off."
when
he
goes
back
to
Manila.
Army of our stations and all camp, one of which our soldiers
Betty was rushed to the nearest
"Manila is my home ... I lived
equipment so the conclusion was took right away. The Japs were in Army field hospital, a trip which there
unless you count
that Army demolition squads had the other one with about 200 of us required four long hours, Mr. Silen the three15 inyears
Santo Tomas . . . and
said.
Although
she
is
now
almost
blown up the buildings. But con- as hostages.
vincing the Japs took three days of
fast talking."
After the initial questioning
me, I don't."
period, Mr. Silen, his wife, Marge,
and their three daughters were
taken to Santo Tomas where he Fund
for BMB
Survey 72% Subscribed
began ' publication of two camp
are WSYR Syranewspapers.
First Phase of Drive Wildercuse,stations
WTRY Troy, N. Y., WKNE meeting, but in Detroit last MonAbout life in the prison camp
day and Tuesday, District 8, of
Keene,
N.
H.,
WELI
New Haven,
and the treatment of prisoners,
Complete With 490
Conn.
which John
Fetzer
of WKZOMr. Silen told a far less cheerful
WJEF
is district
director,
copped
Stations Signed
As of April 5, a tabulation of
story.
the
district
director's
prize,
when
BMB
subscriptions
disclosed
that
CONCLUDING
the
first
phase
of
"Our decent
guards andon the
pretty
let uswholerun were
our its membership drive — the NAB 490 standard U. S. commercial sta- 29 of 30 stations attending, or
tions, four FM stations and a Ca- 97%,
meetings — the Broadcast
internal affairs through an elec- district
"Thesubscribed.
first part of our battle is
nadian border outlet had subtive council," he said. "The cruelest Measurement Bureau last week
won,
now
some stations
hard, intenscribed $360,285 annually to the
touch was the systematic starva- was assured 72% of the necessary
sive workcomes
contacting
not
tion of prisoners. They gave us funds to make its first biennial BMB. Since the survey will be
said toPresident
Felsurvey as 56% of potential station conducted every two years, the yet tismembers,"
on
his
return
Washington
members had signed up, Hugh first to start about March 1946,
"We except
have not
conSignal Corps Shift
Feltis, BMB president, announced. the total subscriptions for the sur- from Detroit.
tacted any stations
through
THE SIGNAL CORPS has transvey aggregate $720,570. It is esti- the district meetings. Because of
A
telegram
from
Col.
Harry
C.
fer ed to the Army Air Forces its Wilder to Broadcasting on Thursmated that the biennial measure- travel restrictions, many broadprocurement,
inspection, storage
ment will cost $1,000,000.
casters remained at home. Conseand
issue of communications,
wire
day, announcing that his four staGoing into the home stretch of
tions had signed BMB contracts in
and radio that pertain to the AAF.
quently we hope to increase our
the
NAB
district
meetings,
Paul
All funds, functions, personnel, the interests of a united industry,
membership and reach our goal of
equipment, facilities and records brought to 490 the standard sta- Morency's District 1 meeting in $1,000,000 within a relatively short
of the Signal Corps peculiar to this
tions now members of the new Boston held the record of signing time." Mr. Feltis left Washington
work aresonnelbeing
shifted.
Total per- measurement
(Continued on page 67)
organization. The 91% of stations attending the
transferred
was 6,277.
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WKY

Covers

of Oklahoma's
General Merchandise
SALES

WKY

Covers

Oklahoma's

37%

MORE

Second

Station

AN advertiser who wants to promote
a product sold in department, variety, dry goods or general merchandise stores in Oklahoma can do it most
effectively and economically over WKY.
WKY covers that portion of Oklahoma
in which
58.3% ofmerchandise
the state's sales
$120,886,000
in general
are
made.

state's total, rings up 59.4% of Oklahoma's retail sales, 57.4% of its food
sales, and 60.1% of its drug sales. The
people of this area possess 58.0% of the
state's effective buying income and the
farmers of this area, furthermore, re65.2% offarm
Oklahoma's
805,000ceivecash
income. annual $407,When you choose WKY to carry your
selling messages, you choose the station
WKY, by itself, covers more listen- that reaches more people in Oklahoma,
ers in Oklahoma than any other station, more of its buying power, more actual
but what is more important, it covers the listeners and MORE CUSTOMERS FOR
PRODUCT OR SERVICE than
biggest-buying part of Oklahoma. WKY's YOUR
morning primary coverage of 1,079,500 any other station can deliver, and at
population, representing 53.5% of the the lowest unit selling cost.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adveriising

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Fantier-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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LARGES

WJJD

INDEPENDENT

onte

Randall

is moderator
CHICAGO
Under

STATIO

of

SPEAKS

its new

management
WJJD

FORUM
CHICAGO'S OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE FEATURE

has increased public service
73%
This represents 18% of
WJJD's time on
the air

WJJD, Inc., 230 N. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
PAUL M. RAYMER
366 Madison Avenue New York City

Chicago's foremost symposium of expression, featuring prominent Chicago personalities, dignitaries, civic leaders and
citizens in all walks of life . . . who give . . . from their own
standpoints . . . their views on vital Chicago topics about
which the public is anxious to hear.
"Chicago Speaks" Forum is one of WJJD's many audiencecompelling public service programs which constitute 18% of
WJJD's time on the air.
SATURDAYS
2:30*3:00

over WJJD

IT
20,000

^
WATTS

KGW

Orders

All Commercials

Eliminated on Its Newscasts
WLW Limits Opening Announcements; WOR
Refuses To Accept 'Exaggerated' Advertisements
WHILE the St. Louis Post-Dis- pointed out the question was deliberately phrased to prompt the
patch last week continued its campaign against middle commercials greatest amount of negative reaction and cited the extremely small
in newscasts, KGW Portland threw
the campaign for a slight loop by percentage of "no opinion" answers
as indicating the definite opinion
announcing that it was eliminat- listeners
AAF, Pacific Photo
hold on this controversial
ing all commercials in newscasts —
IT'S A REUNION in the Marianas
front, middle, and rear. WKY subject.
for these radio veterans, Capt.
In a statement WOR officials Ward
Oklahoma joined the campaign by
Ingrim (1), radio officer
announcing
that it commercial
has never al-in pointed out that they believe radio for the D.AAF,
Pacific Ocean Areas,
lowed a middle
now
producingprograms for
advertising,
when
properly
connewscasts.
cast
to
the
States,
Maj.broadTed
ceived and executed, constitutes a Steele, radio officer and
of
War
Dept.is
real service to the radio audience. Bureau of Public Relations, who
'Public Service'
for the Army Hour
WLW Cincinnati limited opening The application of their policy of getting material
from the Pacific. For two
announcements to sponsor and not accepting objectionable adver- pickups
they were together in the
product identification and WOR
tising, does not forecast indiscrimi- years
radioCal.
production
in SanNew York planned to accept no adnate elimination of any practice, AAFta Ana,
Before unit
joining
the
vertising that is "exaggerated, un- such as middle commercials in Army, Maj.
Steele
was
account
executive
with
Benton
&
Bowles,
New
n
a
t
u
r
a
l
o
r
over-styled".
A
survey
recorded spot announcements
conducted by Crossley for WOR news,
York.
Capt.
Ingrim
was
with
Muor
singing
jingles.
tual-Don Lee, San Francisco.
found two women listeners answered "no" to every "yes" to the
question "Do you object to advertising on news
were about
equallyprograms?"
divided. Men Federal Agencies Act to Halt XELO
Arden X. Pangborn, KGW managing director, said his station has From Alleged Conspiracies to Defraud
gone a step farther than NBC in REACHING across the border the Dallas assistant district attorney
elimination of middle commercials Government last week took pre- said more charges may be filed
from newscasts and all news vdll
liminary action in an attempt to against her and added that she
come to listeners purely as a KGW crack down on XELO Juarez, Mex- has posed as a psychoanalyst for
feature. "We believe that news
ico badlands station which, reach- a long time, advising citizens on
broadcasting is more than ever a
ing a vast U. S. audience with its their personal affairs.
100,000 w beam, has been getting
public service," he said.
Both Margo and her assistant
At WKY the current activity re- away with a program service long failed to make bond. They were in
minded station executives that the taboo on U. S. stations.
the middle of a six-week run on
question of middle commercials was
W. E. Branch,
and wife
con- ; XELO when arrested. Margo's
ces ionaire ofthe engineer
station ; his
settled there 2% years ago when
predecessor, Irene Noble, whose fan
news sei-vice was first offered for "Margo", psychoanalyst and for- mail and dollar bills far outweighed
tune
teller,
and
her
assistant
Jean
sponsorship after 6V2 years without any commercial tie-in.
Nichols were charged by postal in- her's,inghad
never signed
to sell anheraffidavit
servicesagreeover
the
air
as
a
psychologist
or fortune
Robert E. Dunville, WLW genspectors
and
the
U.
S.
Attorney's
teller.
using the mails to deeral manager and vice-president of office with
fraud and conspiracy to defraud.
Crosley Corp., said the commerArraigned before the U. S. ComFour Arrested in El Paso
cials will be given after all impormissioner, Branch refused to comtant news events have been comThe
four
were
arrested
in
El
ment.fident
His wife,
"conwe havethough,
donewasnothing
pletely covered. After the commer- Paso, the U. S. headquarters of
cial, feature items, international, XELO and mailing address. The wrong." Branch's dour attitude
national or local news will be given. complaint is that Margo offered to changed, however, and a local paper describes him as gaily thumbLengthbe oflimited
the "middle
booklet and the anwill
to one commercial"
minute and send aswer10-cent
his nose at its photographer
to three personal problems who ingcame
out first in fisticuffs
thirty seconds.
for $1 but it is held no such book- later on with some bodyguards or
Will Bar "Flash"
let
exists.
The
Government's
case
to stop the picMr. Dunville said the station rests in the determination of how friends who tried
ture-taking. The photographer
far its jurisdiction may go in con- finally got a picture
will continue trtooductions tprohibit
such
inbut the 47o commercials as
trol ing the operation of stations year-old, 298-pound subject
had
tag across the border.
"Flash", "Bulletin", and "Here is playing
effectively
hidden
himself
behind
Branch was released on $5,000 his slim daughter who accomsome
good
news".
WLW
was
the
winner of the George Foster Pea- bond and his 24-year-old wife.
$2,500counts.
but Margo
is wantbody award for "outstanding re- Lois,ed ononother
Last paniedofhim. the border stations,
She was
also XELO
porting of the news".
has been the source of conarrested
on
an
indictment
from
the
The Crossley survey in New York
siderable State Dept. inquiry and
Grandin cash
Jury missing
in con- has been charged by stations in
included 5,847 men and women of Dallas County
nection
with
$600
all economic levels in New York
Texas
with
violating the Havana
from the safe deposit box of a con- Treaty. Branch
City, northern
New Jersey,
is the principal
chester and Nassau
counties.West-Of fidant.
a Mexican corporathe 4,914 women polled 67% had
A telegram from the Dallas ownertion.under
The
station
originally
was lono objections to advertising on ra- sheriff requested the arrest of
cated in Tiajuana but its 800 kc
dio news shows; 32% did object "Margaret Porter, alias Margo wavelength
was shifted to Sonora,
and 1% had no opinion. Of the 933 Porter, alias Margo Merritt, alias under the Havana
Branch
men queried 48.4% voiced no ob- Sheila Wright, alias Mrs. Jack A. however, managed toTreaty.
get a tempojections, 48.7% said they objected or Marjorie A. Halliburton, forrary special authorization from the
and 2.9% had no opinion. T. C.
teller."theMargo
chargesdenied
but the
the Mexican Ministry of CommunicaStreibert, president of WOR, names tuneand
BROADCASTING
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KPHO, WMFR SHIFTS |
ARE FILED AT FCC \
with
acquisition
APPLICATIONS
have
beenby filed
controltheof FCC
KPHOforPhoenix
Rexof )'.V
owner,
for voluntary
Schepp, and
president
and now assignthird- '.:J
ment ofN. license
WMFR Highto .;'.
Point,
C, from ofa corporation
amembers
new partnership
composedE. ofLamsix '
of the James
beth family. Corporation is owned
by James E. and Helen M. Lam- a:
beth.
In the Phoenix transaction, Mr. f
Schepp purchases
common
stock Central
(21%%)216%
forshares
$17,333.33 from
Newspapers
Inc., owner of WIRE Indianapolis ■/
and
Vincennes,its Ind.,
which
desiresWAOV
to withdraw
interest,
as ■
the station is located outside of Indianaof and
ests
firm allareother
in thatbusiness
state. inter- 7.
James and Helen Lambeth divest
themselves
but aPoint
16%%outlet,
in- '*
terest
each inof theall High
dividing interest
equally asamong
a gifttheirthefour
re- . .
maining
children: James Jr., Ralph M.,
Frank S. and Molly H. Lambeth.
James E. is also director a.nd part 0
owner of and
WGBG Greensboro
and '1
president
owner James
of Standard Chair Co.,40%
of which
Jr. ^
now in the
Army, is manager
isM., general
superintendent.
Ralph v"
and president of that station. Helen V
M. is also part owner and secre- ;,
tary-treasurer.
Transfers Granted
CONSENT has been granted by
the FCC to voluntary transfer
of control of McDowell Service
Co.,
Welch,
W. Va.,licensee
from J.ofW. WRBW
Blakely, Gladys
H. Blakely and J. Read Werness to
Clarence H. Frey and Robert O.
Greever, owners of WLOG Logan,
W. Va. Desiring to retire from
broadcasting,
according sell
to application, the transferors
all 150
shares outstanding stock for $67,239 to Messrs. Frey and Greever
(25 sh each) ; Joe G. Hunt (50 sh),
wholesale beverage distributor; W.
R.
Keyser
sh), editor
of the
Welch
Daily(25 News
and general
manager and treasurer of the Welch
Pub. Co., and Ellis Landreth
(25 sh),
manager
Welch
Pub. business
Co. Mr. Frey
is alsoof
publisher of the Logan Banner. The
Commission granted KTBC Austin.
Tex., voluntary
of license from Stateassignment
Capital BroadAssn. to Claudia
son, solecastingstockholder
and T.wifeJohn-of
Rep. Johnson (D-Tex.).
tions to operate in Juarez. He is
still operating under that grant.
Time is sold for novelties, trinkets, life insurance, advice to the
lovelorn and for other questionable
practices
anced by thedefinitely
FCC. By not
movingcountenfrom
its assigned area the station is
causingencesadjacent
with Texas channel
stations. interferBuilder of many stations in the
States including some in Fort
Worth, Memphis, Chicago, and Los
Angeles, Branch later had a hand
in several of the border stations
including the construction of the
notorious Brinkley border station,
XER,
the time the most powerful
in the atworld.
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Senate Group Told State Dept. Opposes
International Communications Merger
COMPLETELY reversing the
partment's opinion
Clayton
uponMr.others.
He
stand expected of it, the State Dept. placed the onus
went on record Tuesday before a said, "It is surely not too much to
subcommittee of the Senate Inter- say that the burden of proof must
state Commerce Committee as op- be on those who would substitute
monopoly for our traditional composed to a mergerandof dubious
international
communications
about
petitive systemthe,in department
any field." sugthe value of even a partial merger.
Specifically
gests that in "dealing with foreign
■ W. L. Clayton, Assistant Secreand the technical probtary of State, giving the depart- interests
lems involved in the efBcient utiliviewpoint, stated:
"If that
any
zation of frequencies and coordinamerger ment's
is undertaken,
it hopes
tion of radio and cable services,
it will be so limited as to permit
competition between the different the remedy lies in unified control
policy at the Government level,
kinds of service, including compe- ofrather
than in unifying competitition between the cables and radiotelegraph, and that such excei-jtive
operations."
tions may be made, even to this mostIn the
opinion theat
that Department's
should be considered
rule, as to provide for special
present is merger within each type
cases."
of service that would retain comBased on Trade Interests
petition between the wire service,
radiotelegraphy
radiotelephone,
Surprised by the State Dept.'s according to Mr.andClayton.
(^apparently changed viewpoint,
.'Chairmanmarked itisWheeler
(D-Mont.)
reThe "high degree of specializaembarrassing
and contion" maintained by Press Wirefusing to Congress to have the variless Inc. in the field of press comous departments vacillate so. Sen.
munications, Mr. Clayton said,
McFarland (D-Ariz.) interrupted makes it desirable to leave the company out of any merger. Sen.
Mr. Clayton's
testimony
frequently, demanding some scientific Wheeler concurred with the sole
backing
Department's
sug- reservation that the frequency
Igestions. forMr.theClayton
replied they
problem might make this impracare not based on such knowledge
tical. The State Dept. also assumed
but merely on an interest in trade that broadcasting would be left
and international relations. Rath- out of the setup and although it
er than give reasons for the De- is studying the problem, has
"St/RE, WE'VE BUILT VP
BUT ISN'T THIS GOING
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reached
conclusion onshortwave
frequencies fornointernational
broadcasting.
Sen. Wheeler, after being told
that the State Dept. spoke only
for itself, as it was assumed other
departments did, said that he had
spoken to Judge Samuel Rosenman,
White House advisor, and gathered
that the President is in favor of a
consolidation.
Brig. Gen. H. M. McClelland, air
communications officer appearing
on behalf of the Army Air Forces,
said "there should be specifically
excepted from any merger, permis ive or mandatory, air traffic
control communications, and safety
devices as they pertain to aircraft." This is in agreement with
the position taken by the CAA.
The general mentioned that the
nature of the service will continue
to require allocation of frequencies
exclusively for aircraft control.
A closed executive session was
held manWednesday
FCC ChairPaul Porter, with
Mr. Clayton,
and
Army and Navy representatives.
Industry witnesses are supposed to
be heardvenes andwhen
next session
conSen. the
Wheeler
stated that
Adm. Stanford C. Hooper, retired
naval communications chief, has
decided to appear as a witness.

Universal Broadcasting
Net Formed in California
WITH ciscolinking
of Pasadena,
KSFO San formaFrantion of anda KPAS
new California
network
to be known as Universal BroadCo. effective Aprilcasting15,
was
announced
by
Wesley I. Dumm,
president sociated
of BroadAscasters Inc., and
Pacific Coast
Broadcasting Co,
Wilt manager
Gunzendor-of
fer,
Gunzendorfer KSFO in addition
to his station duties, has been appointed managerordofinate tUBC.
cohe activitiesHe of will
the Universal System, Mr, Dumm said.
Loyal
King
continues
as
manager
of KPAS. With start of the new
Universal Broadcasting Co. Mr,
Dumm said a definite allocation
of network time will be devoted to
public service pi-ograms.

WNYC Service Series
A PROGRAM
recorded
interviews with New ofYork
servicemen
and women on fighting fronts.
New Yorkers Overseas, is heard
twice weekly over WNYC New
York,1940which
its interviews
with began
New Yorkers
going
OWI has started a Sunday series of in
programs
beamedof toPortugese
Portugal natives
to an- into the armed services. After
swer questions
broadcasts,
records
are
presented
about
the United
States.to France,
OWI broadthe families of service people
easts similar
programs
Italy to
interviewed.
and Spain.

A LOT OF BUSINESSES,
A LITTLE TOO FAR?"

TO BE OCCUPIED
UNNCPEILNDMT
BUILT BY

BY
CO.

II^i®®yMERCHANDI

SING

SIOUX

FALLS,

SO.

DEPT

DAKOTA

1140 K C - 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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AUSPICIOUS SPIRAL The spiraling growth of the Pacific Northwest,
under constant acceleration since CoveredAVagon Days, has transformed this region into one of the
nation's great consuming areas. The war has served to emphasize its tremendous natural resources.
To those who desire comprehensive coverage of Portland, Oregon, and environs, the choice of
Westinghouse Station KEX is indicated. Through KEX, Portland's Blue Network affiliate, advertisers may beam their sales-messages directly to an area embracing more than 175,000 prosperous
radio homes.
The roster of clients served by the six Westinghouse stations includes 200 of the nation's
leading advertisers., some with a record of more than 15 years' continuous scheduling., evidence
that Westinghouse Response-Ability should be linked to the distribution of your product.
Hooper-wise, it's wise to buy KEX.. and availabilities will be furnished by the KEX Sales
Department, Portland, or through the Paul H. Raymer Company.

KYW

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS
K D KA
W O W
W BZA
• W BZ
REPRESENTED
NATIONAllY
BY
NBC
SPOT
SALES-EXCEPT
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER

Inc
KEX
O
KEX
CO.

PORtiAN D OREGON
ORE*
5,000 WATTS

j on the completion
I to have

of your twentieth

year of broadcasting.

been your national representatives

through

so many

your successful career... and we join you in looking forward
scope and opportunities

We

are proud
years of

to the greater

of radio in the future.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

• • •

the occasion of this, our twentieth consecu-

tive year of broadcasting, we at WDOD, extend thanlis
to our many friends, clients and co-woriters who have
made this anniversary possible • • •

5,000 WATTS

• CBS

• REPRESENTED

NATIOBrALLY BY THE PAUL H. RAYMER

CO.

Newsmen Touring
European Fronts
Seven Radio Correspondents
Are On Air Forces Trip
SEVEN radio correspondents are
taking a three-week tour of the
battle fronts, inspecting 8th and
9th Air Forces installations in
England, the European and Meditterranean theatres. They are
Lowell Thomas, John Vandercook,
Caesar Saerchinger, for NBC;
Joseph Harsch and Quincy Howe
for CBS; George Hamilton Combs
Jr. and Johannes Steel for WHN
New York. Also included is Howard Barnes, drama critic for the
N. Y. 'Herald-Tribune who is doingspecial
York. bi'oadcasts for WOR New
Maj.
William
AAF NBC
public relations
officerHodapp,
and former
Chicago producer, and writer with
Schwimmer & Scott, is conducting
the tour. Flying in ATC planes,
the group is visiting military bases
in Britain, France, Germany and
Italy. Some will broadcast where
studios are available; others will
do transcriptions and gather background material.
Gibson Takes Thomas Spot
Lowell through
Thomas'Friday,
spot 6:45
on NBC,
Monday
p.m.
is being taken by Hugh Gibson,
former member of the U. S. Diplomatic Corps. Sponsor is Sun Oil
Co.; agency is Roche, Williams &
Cleary, Chicago. Morgan Beatty is
taking over John Vandercook's
period 7:15-7:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Miles Labs, is
sponsor, with Wade Adv. Agency,
Chicago as agency.
Caesar Searchinger, heard every
Sunday on NBC, 11:15 p.m., plans
to do his sustaining broadcasts
from overseas. Quincy Howe and
Joseph C. Harsch will also be heard
from overseas in special broadcasts, with "stand-ins"
their regular
time on the heard
network.in
Harry Marble subs for Quincy
Howe, 6-6:15 p.m. daily except
Thursday and Sunday. In Mr.
Howe's Tuesday and Friday 1111:15 p.m. spot. Bill Henry is taking over. Bob Trout will report for
Joseph Harsch 6:55-7 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Both correspondents from WHN,
Johannes Steel and George Hamilton Combs Jr. are continuing their
regular time while overseas. Mr.
Combs is heard 7-7:15 p.m., with
Mr. Steel on the air 7:45-8 p.m.,
both Monday through Friday. Moe
Levy & Co., New York clothing
firm, sponsors Mr. Combs. Mr.
Steel is sponsored by Parker Watch
Co.. New York.
Bickford Back
LELAND
BICKFORD,
41. former CoastC.Guard
chief warrant
officer, has returned to his post as
editor of the Yankee Network
News Service after 34 months in
the Pacific
a combat patrol
correspondent and on assubmarine
in the
Atlantic. He established the news
service in 1934.
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Commentator

neujs

^

H. V.tor, hasKALTENBORN,
plansNBCto commentagoApriloff 8theto
air
for twoabandoned
weeks,
beginning
prepare
for
his
coverage
of
Francisco conference. In view theof San
last
week's
to remainnewsin developments,
New York. he decided
W.
W.
CHAPLIN,
NBC
news
analyst
and
has arrived
Paris, correspondent,
where he will broadcast
until heIn
starts his assignment
as
radio
correspondent with Gen. George S. Patton's Third Army.
PAUL
CLARK,
night
news
editor
of
WIP
Philadelphia,
has labor
shiftednews
to NBC
New York
as national
editor.
JIM HANLON,
news editor of the WGN
ofChicago
a boy.press department, is the father
JOHANNES
STEEL,
newsa special
analystArmyon
WHN Forces
New York
Air
tour now
of theon Western
Front,
has written
a new book
"The
Future
ofby Europe"
to be&titled
published
April
25
Henry
Holt
Co.,
New
York [$3.00].
JAMIE PLENN, former head of the
Washington
radio news Affairs,
unit ofhasthetaken
Offlve
Inter-American
chargeof branch
of pressofoperations
in replacing
the New
York
the
OIAA,
P. LEE,editor
who ofhasa left
agency
toJOHNbecome
tradethe bulletin
issued Bureau,
by the New
Brazilian
Trade
York. Government
DENNIS DALTON has been added to
the
newswriting
staff of NBC
newsUP andfor
special
eventsMr. division.
Withserved
nine years,
Dalton has
as
bureauton, andmanager
in
Cincinnati,
Charlesmore recently Cleveland.
FRANK BROWNE, WJNO West Palm
Beachber ofsports
director, is a new memcommittee.the Florida A.A.U. swimming
NELSON
G.
PRINGLE,
analystis onon
CBS Pacific stations, news
currently
eight-week
Allied programs.
battle fronts.
He is cut-intouron ofregular
MILTON CHASE,
correspondent In theWLW
PacificCincinnati
who covered
the fall ofof Manila,
invasion
Okinawa.is now covering the
A. MAXWELL HAGE,
formerService
civilianin
with
Alaska,thehas Army
joinedTransport
KMPC Hollywood
as
night
editor.
BILL
BALDWIN,
former
Blue KPO
Network
war
correspondent,
has
joined
San
Francisco as announcer.
Rural Weather Service
BILL
Timelceeper
pro
sram onHERSON'S
WRC Washington
6:30 a.m.
Monday through Saturday i.s pre.sent, ing aingspecial
report forecastMarylandweather
and Virginia
weather
conditions two to tlu-pe days in advaiii-".

Ban

Explained by KFI
General Manager Ryan Says
Plan Has Been Attacked
DENYING a free speech issue is
involved, and answering criticism
of 10 California congressmen as
well as various local organizations,
William B. Ryan, general manager
of KFI Los Angeles, has elaborated on reasons for discontinuance of
local sponsored commentators on
that station. Policy, adopted as of
March 1, has been target of an organized campaign conducted by
various local organizations and
groups. Statement in full follows:
A radiosibilitystation
responand duty tohasthea definite
public. KFI
has
always endeavored
to fulfill this
responsibility by maintaining
a high
standard
of
broadcasting.
The
Supreme
Court
of
the
United
States
in
a
recent
stated itself
that a"thestation
obliged
todecision
finalisserve
decision
as toreserve
what toprograms
will best
the
public
interest".
Many
commentators
deliberately
issues
out of factualmake
news controversial
stories. By stirring
up controversy,
or making
attacks
prominent
individuals
they seek
toThere
de-on
velop an audience
for themselves.
is an ingimportant
placeofin controversial
radio broadcast-isfor discussion
are aired,
shouldsues,bebut when
done such
fairly,issues
factually
and asIt
impartially
That isbyourmeans
aim.
This
can bestas bepossible.
accomplished
of a forum
round willtablecontinue
type of aspro-in
gram. This orstation
the past
to provide time
for theby discussion of controversial
questions
means
of forum
programs
or inin order
otherto impartialtainmanner.
Therefore
mainour
standard
and
be
impartial,
sponsorship
of all This
local policy
commentators
was discontinued.
applies
only tocommentators
KFI. KFI will ofcontinue
to carry
the
Broadcasting
Company. the National
No issue of free speech is involved in
the discontinuance
of sponsored
commentators.NoKFI haspreference
always
been
strictly
non-partisan.
is given
to
any
individual
or
group
interests.
KFI
does
not have
any editorial
policy.
Theis
only
news
broadcast
over
this
station
that
which news
Is received ofthrough
the
world-wide
ciated PressAmerican
and services
Unitednews
Press,the
twoAsso-of
the
three
gathering
agenciesKFI operating
the
world.
contracts throughout
with these news
gathering
agencies service
to furnish
itas their
full
and
complete
just
they
dois notfor changed
the dailybefore
newspapers.
This news
highlights and
of thearranged
news broadcasting.
forineachlogical
day The
are
selected
sequence
for
broadcasting.
Under
our
policy
KFI
listeners
are
assured
that
they
will
get
all
the
important
news,
impartially
analyzed
and thatpublic
thereopinwill
be noion onattempt
to Infiuence
any question.

GRVEN WATCH CO,
PLANS TELEVISION
GRUEN WATCH Co., Cincinnati,
will enter television about July 1
with a series
one-minuteby commercials to beof produced
the
new Bond-Charteris Enterprises,
producer
of
motion
pictures
television. Stations have not for
yet
been decided, according to Anton
Bond who, together with Writer
LeslietionCharteris,
company. heads the producGruen shows will feature George
Pal's
Picturespuppet
short tunes.
subject, Paramount
Mr. Bond
said, and the first television show,
which goes into production about
May
1, will be titled
Casey Jones.
Bond-Charteris
has obtained
exclusive rights to use of Kent-Johnson
jingles,
Mr. Bond team
said. The
"singcommercials"
will Gruen
write
otheringmusical
rhymes for
shows. The first Gruen television
short is to be shown at the National Jewelers Exhibit in the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, in July.
Agency
York. is McCann-Erickson, New
Louis Wasmer Elected
As Regional's
President
ELECTION
of Louis
Wasmer;
Spokaneownerstation
owner Broadcastand onethird
of Pacific
ing Co.,with
regional
groupas
affiliated
Don network
Lee-Mutual,
president
of
the
network,
was
an
nounced last week, Mr. Wasmer,
who recently went on inactive duty
after nearly two years as an Army
Air Forces major, succeeds Carl E
Haymond,
Tacoma,
and one-thirdKMOowner.
Owner director
of the
remaining
one-third
in
the regional
sales organization is Archie
Taft,
operator of KOL Seattle, who was
electedurer. E.vice-president
and
treasSkeel, Seattle attorney
was electedL. secretary.
Mr. Haymond had been president
of the group since 1937. It com
prises 21 stations from Vancouver
to Klamath
Ore., and
operates not only Falls,
as a selling
organiza
tion but as the bargaining agent
with Don Lee-Mutual. There is no
change in the network affiliations
orTheoperation,
Wasmerfollowing
declared,a
elections Mr.
occurred
March 20. and directors' meetingstockholders'
Radio Handbook
AMERICAN
Radio Handbook,
Relay League's
Radio Amatewr's
edition,
has been published
by 1945
the
Rumford Press, Concord, N. H. The
first ten chapters constitute a text
book second
on principles
the
part of of
the radio
book while
deals
with construction of various pieces
of radio apparatus. Most of the
specialists
on the
League's inheadthe
quarters staff
participated
preparation of the Handbook, the
publishers explain in the foreword.

RADIO EXECUTIVES and commentators were given a preview showing of Navy aviation training devices at the Museum of Science & In- HYPOHypo
Humus
Test N. J.,
Co., Newton,
dustry, New York, so broadcasters can help the Navy educate tfhe listen- the firstHUMUS
of April started a test
ing public about special training instruments used aboard aircraft campaign
for Humus on WPAT
carriers. Among guests at the preview and luncheon which followed
N. J., usingdescribing
thrice-week(top, 1 to r) : G. R. Swift, WABC; Arthur Hull Hayes, WABC; Robert Paterson,
ly
announcements
the
Q. Lewis, WEAF; Charles E. Vale, WEAF; Lt. Merrill C. Myers, USNR,
product.andDis-to
tributionfor
extends the
to Detroit
officer-in-charge. Radio Section, Third Naval District Public Relations; various uses
Herbert Sheldon, WEAF; Maggie McNellis, WEAF; Frank Singiser, Boston, and spot radio schedule
WOR; Dinty Doyle, WABC; Lt. William J. Murphy, USNR, Third Naval might be expanded accordingly if
District Public Relations; Dave Driscoll, WOR; Harry Levin, Radio Sec- test
is successful.
Agency is LeeNew York.
tion, Office of War Information, N. Y„ and Frank Vandeventer, WOR. Stockman,
BROADCASTING
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IN BOWLING A "WELL PLACED"
BALL MEANS A STRIKE
UlELt

PLnCED

IN RADIO A "WELL PLACED"
AD MEANS SALE RESULTS
Advertising is Well Placed when it's aired
over WSPD — the 5,000 watt, NBC station
which covers the rich Northwest OhioSouthern Michigan area — the home of over
a million and a half prosperous prospects.
For 24 Years
The Voice of Toledo

TOtfeDO, OHIO
IF IT S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION |
^
YOU CAN BANK ON IT
ROADCASTING

• Broadcasl Advertising

Just

Ask

Katz
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Nets

Expected

to Invite

Court

Action on Platter Turner Fight
Likely to Advise NLRB They Will Not Observe
Order to Bargain With NABET
UNANIMOUSLY affirming the
pute 10 days to notify the New
recommendations of its trial ex- York regional director of NLRB
aminer that the NBC and Blue of steps taken toward compliance.
networks be ordered to recognize NABET formally advised the nets
NABET as the bargaining agent and the Board last week that it
for platter turners, the National was prepared to bargain.
Labor Relations Board last week
Regional Board Sustained
prepared to enforce its authority
in the courts in the face of threat
Coincident with its decision and
of reprisals against the networks order in the complaint case Monby James C. Petrillo.
day, the Board sustained the action
It is expected the nets will ad- of its New York regional Board in
vise the Board this week that they dismissing a charge filed by AFM
will not observe the NLRB order that NABET is a company-dominated union [Broadcasting, March
issued last Monday and the Board
will then file a petition with the 19]. The musicians' union had apSecond Circuit Court of Appeals
pealed the regional
in New York to compel compliance. as a final
effort to Board's
prevent action
issuance of the order. AFM counsel.
The order gives parties to the dis-

In Kansas alone, 1 944 farm crops
totaled over $540,000,000*. Farms
and agricultural communities in our
five state area make up the greatest
part of WIBW's audience.
We're farm minded . . . alv«^ays
have been. And we're proud of it.

however,
has advised
will
intervene
in courtthe toBoard
opposeit
a decree for enforcement.
In addition to affirming the Intermediate Report of its trial examiner,
Myers
casting, Feb. Howard
12], the
Board:[Broad1. Noted a concession by AFM
counsel at oral arguments before it
"that unless the Board were to reverse its determination of the appropriate unit in the representation
proceeding, the contentions of the
AFM would constitute no valid defense to the respondents' (networks') refusal to bargain with
NABET" and reaffirmed its unit
determination.
2. Found that the letters of Jan.
27 and 28, 1944 from NBC and
Blue, respectively, agreeing to Mr.
Petrillo's
platter subject
turner todemands
were
admittedly
NLRB
unit
determinations
and "doto not
constitute a valid defense
the
respondents'
refusal
3. Decided that
the toAFMbargain."
threat

That's v\^hy we get such immediate
and gratifying response for advertisers who want to reach and sell
this market the quickest and most
economical way. Let us prove it in
YOUR case.
» U.S.D.A. figures

BBC V-E Plans
BBC is ready to go with the break
the war'saccording
biggest story,
inofNorth
Europe,
Johnvictory
Salt,
American BBC todirector
who
recently returned from London.
BBC expects to air roundups by its
reporters from major world capion-the-spotLondon
broadcasts
with
Allied tals;
soldiers;
interviews
including talks with U. S. servicemen, talks by military and political leaders and also "Victory Anby Britain's
laureate.them",Dr.writtenRalph
Vaughan music
Williams,
especially
for
V-Eof BBC
Day.
Washington correspondents
will
report
Mr. Salt
said. America's reactions,
of economic reprisals if the networks recognized and bargained
with NABET "neither as a matter
of law . . . nor in the exercise of our
discretion" constitutes a defense to
the failure to bargain or can be
regarded as a "valid justification
ordered both NBC
forThesuchBoard
refusals."
and
the
Blue
to
and desist"
from refusing "cease
to bargain
with
NABET tative asof their
the technical
exclusive represenemployes
with respect to wages, hours and
other conditions of employment or
ing. engaging
from
any acts joining
to interfere with itsinemployes
NABET ©r any other union for
the purpose of collective bargainThe networks were further directed to take affirmative actions
to bargain with NABET as the
representative of technical em"on theandairtoplayback"
except inployes forChicago
post notices for 60 days in conspicuous
places in their various studios declaring they will carry out the
policies of the Board in recognizing NABET's jurisdiction.
To Notify Board
Concurring in the decision and
order were Chairman Harry A.
Millis and Gerard D. Reilly and
John M. Houston, members.
It is expected that after being
advised that the nets will not observe the order, the New York regional Board will notify the national Board of failure of compliance.
Authority will then be given for
filing a petition with Second Circuit Court of Appeals in New York.
Parties to the case will be given 20
to 30 days to file briefs with the
Court after which limited arguments will be heard. It appeared
likely the Court would hear the case
about the middle of May.
In issuing its order, the Board
brought to a conclusion proceedings
started before it last August after
the War Labor Board averted a
strike by NABET at both networks
as a result of the Petrillo move to
invade its jurisdiction. The NLRB
has sincediction ocertified
NABET'sissued
juris-a
n platter turners,
complaint
against
the
nets
for
fusal to bargain and thrown outre-a
charge by AFM that NABET is
company
dominated.
Enforcement
of NLRB orders
will now
rest with

:^
;c
FOR KAN5A
OUTLET ¥^
COLUMBIA'S^#
'•^^
Jl^^ WW^o
If Y A BW
wi
BEN LUDY,
^e„ M,.
SEPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLlCATfON!
SAN FRANCISCO
the Court. • Broadcast Advertising
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UnHEAUD

u

UlTAPPHECIATED

On November 19, 1863, a group of people
gathered at Gettysburg to honor men who
had fallen in battle several months before.
Abraham Lincoln arose to deliver his speech.
It lasted less than four minutes. Lincoln
returned to his seat sad and disheartened.
There was very little applause. Yet Lincoln
had delivered one of the greatest speeches of
all times— 267 words that were to live for'
ever, translated into almost every language
on earth.
The truth of the matter was, Lincoln had
spoken in such low tones very few people
could hear him.
From this it is evident that what cannot be
heard cannot be appreciated.
John Elmer
Pr»tid»nt

ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

If you are using radio in Baltimore and want
to assure yourself of being "appreciated" by
a profitable proportion of the market, WCBM
is your station. Listening to WCBM is a
habit in Baltimore.
SCmc Ttettwt^ OtttUe

mm

Free & Peters, Inc.
Bxdusive Haticnal Represenhoives

GeneralH.Manager
George
Roeder^
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Two AM, Five TV, 23 FM CPs Asked
In New Applications Filed With FCC
AMONG more than a score of new Fuqua is also part-owner of Tenapplications filed with the FCC
nessee Broadcasters, Nashville, applicant for a new standard station
and including those not previous- in that city.
ly reported are requests for 23
new FM stations, five commercial
The Corinth Broadcasting Co.,
television (TV) stations, two Corinth, Miss., is applicant for a
standard local outlets, two new de- new local on 1230 kc with power
velopmental outlets and a new in- of 250 w and unlimited time. New
ternational station for the West company is owned by a group of
Coast.
local businessmen.
Request Local CPs
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. has
New local outlet on 1450 kc op- added Pittsburgh to its list of areas
erating unlimited time with 250 w to receive new services [Broadcasting, March 19] with filing of
is sought in Orangeburg, S. C. by
Orangeburg Broadcasting Corp., petitions for FM facilities of 46.9
mc
and
8,400
sq. mi. coverage, and
secretary-treasurer and a thirdowner of which is J. B. Fuqua, TV assignment on proposed Chanmc) with effective
executive vice-president and gen- signalnel 3 (60-66
radiated 1230. Estimated
eral manager of WGAC Augusta,
Ga. Remaining majority interest is cost for the FM outlet is $100,000.
held by J. I. Sims, president, who
Crosley Corp., licensee of WLW
is general manager and half-ovmer Cincinnati and also applicant in
of Orangeburg Theatres Inc. Mr. several areas for new services, has

Loyalty

\
requested a new commercial video
station for Dayton, 0. on Channel
4 (78-84 mc) with ESR of 1920.
Channel 9 TV facilities (180-186
mc) and ESR of 770.7 are sought
for Philadelphia by the PhiladelNewsCollege,
Inc. licensee of
Iowaphia Daily
State
the noncommercial standard station WOI Ames, has filed application for a commercial television station to operate on Channel 3 with
ESR of 1227 and 1062.
The ceKansas
StarCity,
Co., haslinse of WDAF City
Kansas
filed for a new commercial television outlet on Channel 1 (44-50
mc)
ESR asof proposed
2455. by the FCC, with
FM Applicants
New FM applicants, facilities
sought and locations follow:
WRVA Richmond, Va.-^3.5 mc, 17,898 sq. matmi.
ed cost. coverage and $124,600 estiKTFI
Twin Falls,andIda.—
48.9 estimated
mc, 2,640
sq.
ml.
$16,400
cost.Bradfordcoverage
Publications Inc., Bradford.

in Philadelphia

Audiences Have Been LOYAL
For More Than Twenty Years
All because Philadelphia's Outstanding
Independent radio station has been
giving Philadelphians what they
want since 1922 ... a variety
of popular programs . . .
the latest news on the hour every
hour . . . and three hours of
classical music every day.

ELECTED representative of th
CBS Affiliate
GroupHillin (seated
New England,
E. E. (Ted)
r), I
faces his predecessor Franklin M.
Doolittle,
Howardrelations
Lane, CBS
director of station
(r), and
William B. Lodge, director of general engineering, stand by. Twentytwo station
neers met in managers
Boston. and engiPa._48.3 mc, 5,502 sq. ml. coverage and
$36,050
cost. Fla. — 46.1 mc.
WTSP estimated
St. Petersburg,
5,940 sq.mated mi.
coverage and $57,500 estic
o
s
t
.
KGPP Shawnee, Okla.— 48.9 mc, 3,766
sq. ml. covei-age and $15,708 estimated
°°WMFDmated
Wilmington,
N. C. — 47.5„, mc.-u
cost.
4,800 sq. ml. coverage and $30,000 estiMid-Coastal
Washton—45estimated
.9 mc,Broadcasting
10,800cost.sq. ml.Co.,coverage
andWSON
$80,000ingHenderson,
Ky.-^9.9 mc, 7,660
and $27,530
sq. ml. coverage
''°WHOP
Hopkinsville,
Ky.— estimated
44.9 mc,
mated cost. ^_
2,841 sq. mi. coverage and $11,480 estiKIRO Seattle, Wash.— 43.5 mc, 17,440
sq.
ml. coverage
°°k6mO
Seattle — and
43.9 $135,000
mc, 15,326estimated
sq. mi.
coverage
and
$154,000
estimated
cost.
James
A.
Hardman,
North
Adams,
Mass.— 49.5 mc, 7,752 sq. ml. coverage
andWPAD
$42,800Paducah,
estimatedKy.—
cost.46.5 mc, 7,375
sq.
ml. coverage
estimated
*^°WRBL
Columbus,andGa.—$24,700
43.7 mc,
20,792
sq. mi. coverage and $68,550 estimated
^°Donald W. Reynolds, Port Smith, Ark.
—47.3
30,650 sq.cost.
ml. coverage and
$110,600mc,estimated
WKMO
Kokomo,
Ind.—
45.7 estimated
mc, 6,900
sq. ml. coverage and $25,500
KTMS Santa Barbara, Cal. — 44.3 mc,
17,273 sq.mated coml.
st. coverage and $55,385 estiLacrosse,andWis.—$59,300
44.1 mc,
15,864
sq.WKBH
mi. coverage
estimated
Inc., coverage
Mobile,
Ala.Mobile
— 47.1 Daily
mc, Newspapers
10,008 sq. ml.
andWFIN$72,500Flndlay,
estimated
cost. mc, 6,800 sq.
O.
—
44.1
mi.WAGA
coverageAtlanta,
and $20,000 43.3
estimated 20.167
cost.
(Covf^nued Ga.—
on page mc,
34.)
MS
FOR THE ANSWER
TO BLE
ALL YOUR
" PRO
^

With "LOyolty" like this, it's no wonder
78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly.
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RECORDING

1121 VERMONT AVE.-WASH. 5,D. C.
WRITE-WIRE OR CALL FOR DETAILS
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisitii^

It'S the WNAX Sunday Get - Together —
and it smacks the jackpot every week. How
the mail rolls in — MONEY MAIL — over
16.000 orders in the first eight weeks of 1945.
It's a Sunday treat for nearly five million
folks in five states, and a picnic for advertisers. Sure, it's corn, but it's SWEET com.
To speed sales in Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska,
North or South Dakota — or to pull direct
orders for anything farmers buy — get in line
for a quarter-hour on the Sunday Get- Together. Ask Katz about future availabilities.

^

SIOUX CITY • YANKTON
Represented Nationally
by the Katz Agency
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HOWARD

LUND "TURNS THE TABLES"
ON AFTERNOON ENNUI

Cleveland's afternoon seekers of entertaining
patter and the best tunes on platters are turning
their dials to 850 every afternoon at 4:05, Monday thru Friday. This is the "Bandstand" forty
minute "participator" program that recently
pulled 1625 pieces of mail in two days. A live
spot for one minute live or transcribed commercials— and there's still room for a few more.
Lund's growing popularity on the air in
Cleveland may be gauged further by the success
of his "Midnight Varieties" for late shift-ers
and "curfewed" night owls — A solid hour — sold
to Barbasol — and selling Barbasol — six nights
a week — for a solid year.
It's another example of WJWs talent for
placing the right talent in the right place.

CLEVELAND
iONALLY BY HEADLEY-REED ZOi
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(Continued from page 32)
sq.
cost.ml. coverage and $125,000 estimated
Mark K. 16,826
Wilson, sq.Chattanooga,
Tenn. —
48.5
$51,300mc,estimated
cost.nii. coverage and
Bradford Publications publishes
the Bradford Morning Era and
Evening Star-Record and the
Southport (Pa.) McKean County
Democrat.
Mid-Coastal Broadcasting, a new
company, is partly owned by Lt.
Comdr. James V. Cosman, president, 49 shares (49%), who is on
leave with the Navy as president
and part-owner of WPAT Paterson, N. J., and his wife Elsa M.,
1 share, vice-president, who is
WPAT secretary-treasurer and
business manager. Remaining interest is held by B. H. Kaufman,
secretary, 1 share, and Joel S.
Kaufman,
treasurer, 49%, both local businessmen.
James A. Hardman is publisher
of the North Adams Transcript, an
evening daily paper.
Donald W. Reynolds has been
active in newspaper work since
1927. From March 1942 to February 1945 he was a major in the
Army and was in charge of Yank
magazine in the Southwest Pacific
and later in Europe. He is also
part owner of several publishing
companies in the Midwest.
Mark tractorWilson
is a general
conand instructor
of industrial
electronics application.
William Henry Alford, member
of the technical staff of WSJS
Winston-Salem, N. C, is applicant
for a new developmental station on
48.1 mc with power of 160.7 w using
A3 and FM emission.
Joseph F. Novy, a lieutenant in
the Navy stationed in Washington
with the Bureau of Ships, is applicant for a new developmental
broadcast station to be located in
Riverside, HI., and to operate on
44.5-47.1 mc with power of 1,000 w.
using A4 and special emission.
CBS seeks a new international
broadcast station for Delano, Cal.,
to be operated on a number of different frequencies with power of
200 kw using A3 emission.
Cresta Blanca Schedule
CRESTA BLANCA WINE Co.,
Los Angeles (Dubonnet wine), on
April
2 started Tune
five-weekly
hour recorded
Time quarteron KHJ
Hollywood, and is also using similar
type
programs
on
KQW
Francisco and WDSU New San
Orleans. Contracts are for 52 weeks.
Firm sponsors
thrice-weekly
participation in Yankee
Yankee Network,
withKitchen
newscastson
and commentaries on WCAE WIND
WJW WQXR WLIB. A spot campaign isbeing conducted on WWDC
WINX.and Agency
is BBDO, New
York
Los Angeles.

flLLIED PRTS 1^

UNITED RADIO has& been
TELEVISION
PROHARRY SOBOLDUCTIONS and
JAY formed
FAGGENwithas
co-partners,
with
offices
In
New
at 2 W. 45th St., headquarters ofYork
the
publicity
Hartman
& Faggen,
whichfirmwill Sobol,
continue
as a separate
operation. Mr. Sobol
in Hollyseparateis now
branch
offices
for bothwo d to setthe upproduction
and publicity
firms. United
Radio
has
already
obexclusiveto radio,
television
and
picture tained
rights
all case
records
of
Scotland
Yard,
England,
and
is
lining
up
a network
on this
material.
Two program
other based
programs
are
"Holiday
for Guy
Husbands",
with
CamAndrews,
Kibbee, Holmes;
Ned Sparks.
Zero eron
Mostel
and Taylor
and
"Voice of tithe
Nation",
audience
parcipation forum.
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., New York, is
offeringship a new
for local
and regional
sponsorhalf-hour
adventure-detecBlackie",
based tiveon series
the titled
stories "Boston
of Jack Boyle.
KASPER-GORDON Inc., Boston, has
prepared two new transcribed quarterhour packaged
Romances", taken programs:
from Real "Real
Romances
Magazine,turer"andfeaturing"TheTomVagabond
Terrlss, Advenworld
traveler.
JERRY WALKER, educational director
of WLSrect his own
Chicago,
resigns May
31 to diorganization.
Radio
Productions,
to openInternational
May 1 at
203
N.
Wabash,
Chicago.
DOROTHY
HARPER, nowU. assistant
instructor willof
Northwestern
radioFirmdepartment,
assist
Mr.
Walker.
will
primarily
offer transcribed religious programs.
CAMPUS CHRISTIANS, Los Angeles,
has
addedtranscription
eight additional
to
librarysubscribers
ireligious
musicits service.
List includes
WGNC
KUOA
WGBI
KTRB
KFYR KFOX
KMTR KONO.
WILLIAM MORRIS Agency, New York,
is offering Lanny
transcriptions
of "Singfive-a
Sentence",
Ginger's
minute
musical
"pun"andinprogram,
to adv
e
r
t
i
s
e
r
s
a
n
d
stations
non-conjpeting
Paying for
$5 forusepunsin accepted
fromareas.
listeners
singing
sentences,
is broadcastby liveR. onC.
WOR
New program
York, sponsored
Williams
Co.,through
New York,Alleyfor &Royal
Scarlet
coffee,
Richards.
New York.
PHILIPdore R. LESLY,
vice-president
TheoSills & Co.,
Chicago, isofdirector
of the ingtonnewAve., New
branchYork.office at 441 LexDON
vice-president
chargeG.ofMITCHELL,
sales for Sylvania
Electricin
rector. Inc., has been elected a diProducts
ARTHUR BECKWITH,
former traveling
representative
for
Associated
Music
Publishers,
hasJoseph
joinedHershey
the New
York
sales
staff
of
McGlllvra
Inc.
\

DISCUSSION of the proper place of
FM in curredtheJan. radio
27 at spectrum
a special which
session octhe
IRE
Winter
Technical
Meeting
New York has been transcibed by thein
Institute and copies are available from
it at $3 each.
Participants
in theArmdiscussioninventor
included
strong,
of Dr.
FM ;E.E. H.
W. Allen
Jr., FCC;
A. Norton,
formerly ofof
FCC;
C. M.K. .lansky
Jr., chairman
RTPB Panel 5 (FM), and others.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

The Day of Victory will herald the start of a new distribution era.
New products must move swiftly to waiting markets throughout the
nation. Advertising will be the "road-bed" for the "Distribution Special". Advertising must, and will, create a consumers demand for new
products in order that they may move smoothly and steadily. We feel
that such a test will be met successfully by the advertising world. The
Nunn stations have built substantial broadcasting foundations so that
they, too, will be in a position to meet tomorrow's demands, efficiently
and aggressively. Sound programming, intelligent and alert supervision
and continuous promotion have built a loyal listenership for the Nunn
stations.

— NUNN STATIONS —
v;lap
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
WBIR
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
INCMl
ASHLAND,
KENTUCKY
HUNTINGTON,
W. VA.
KFDA
AMARILLO, TEXAS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY
THE
ROADCASTING

NUNN
STATIONS
OWNED AND OPERATED BY GILMORE N. NUNN AND J. LINDSAY NUNN
• Broadcast Advertising
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A of US at WIP
are very proud of having received

Variety's 1944 Plaque Award for
''fostering racial good will and un-

derstandig"• . . and it was a particularly nice birthday present for

Philadelphia's oldest radio station
on its twenty-third anniversary.

5000 WATTS
610 ON
YOUR DIAL
MUTUAL
AFFILIATE

Represented Nationally by Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
i
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Series on Radio Progress
Series
THREE EXPERTS on scientific radio SERIES ofSymphony
Saturday
afternoon
symphony
concerts
performed
a specialresearch
will
discuss
radio's
progress
in
electronics
half-hour
lySirorganized
orchestra
andby and
conducted
over
WMCA onNew a York
April 11.program
Guest by
Thomas
Beecham
other
noted conductors will be broadcast by
speakers
on "Your
Servant
the
Electron"
wUl Invisible
be ofDr.RCA;
OttoJohn—S. Blue-ABC beginning April 7, under
Schairer,
vice-president
title
"Saturdaywho Symphony".
Sir Thomas,
will conduct Following
the first
Mills, publication
director
of
Bell
Telephone Labs., and Stanley P. McMmn, four
concerts,
will
beandNicolai
sky.
Max
Goberman
JosefBerezowStopak.
managing
editor Program
of Electronics
Indiistries
magazine.
is
a
special
Recorded Prayers
feature
the presented
WMCA weekly
Business
Forum ofseries
by the
New RECORDED one-minute prayers by
York tion,
Commerce
& Industry
Chicagodenominations,
clergymen, representwith Nealas Dow
Becker, Associaassocia- leading
major
now openof
tion president,
moderator.
and ing alclose
broadcast operation
WOR Telephone Quiz
WMAQ man isChicago
each day. and
Samenight
clergyheard
morning
day. Prayers are surrounded byof
WOR
"Telle-Test"
April 2New
in theYork1-1:15started
p.m. period
Mon- one
organ
music,
following
"The
Star
day through
Ownedprogram
by Schwimgled ceBanner"
the morning andSpanpremer
Scott,Friday.
offers
ding it at innight.
cash &prizes
forChicago,
answering
questions
Guess
the
Movie
asked cast.by Person
telephone
during
the
broadcalled Is not required to
from a collection of from
listen to the program or even to have DRAWING
toold300movie
transcriptions
and records
his radiofering $5 for
on correct
to participate.
WOR
Is of- 200
from
sound tracks,
WAAT
answers
and
everyNewark
invites
listeners
to identify
oneto acalledWORwill program
receive awhether
pair ofortickfilms
and
talent
in
"Movie
Memory
ets
not
hehas answers
question
correctly.
Program
a feature
of "WAAT's
New in
achieved rating of 10 or better in Album",
Hollywood",
program
ofpromoted
Hollywood
chatter. inBroadcasts
Chicago, Boston and other cities.
trailers
25 nearby areWarner
theatres.on
Radio Fights Absenteeism
Service Interviews
PART boroplayed
in "The absteneeGreens- WOL Washington
Plan" to byfightradio
war-plant
rangements with thehas6thcomr)leted
Army Grouparism
is
recognized
in
a
bulletin
Issued
by the Headquarters Fourth Service Press Campterviews for
a seriesfrom
of recorded
w
i
t
h
soldiers
the Wash-inCommand,ments wereAtlanta,
Ga.
Spot
announcearea.
"Overseas
Interweek callingbroadcast
attentioneachto day
needforfora 10:30 a.m.ington
views",Nearest
series Titled
is heard
Tuesday
10:20-is
of and
kin ofsentsoldier
workers
with
the
theme
"Stay
on
the
notified
of
broadcast
a
copy
Job
for
Victory".
The
plan,
drawn
by
of
recording.
athespecial
mayor's committee. Included
English Usage
WGBGannouncements
Greensboro. on both WBIG and
COMICAL
dramatizations
of thein EngcorHomecoming Interviews
rect and incorrect
use of words
WPAT Paterson, N. J. is starting a
lish
language
are
featured
in
"What's
weeklying warinterview
program
with returnWord",on weekly
half-hour
proveterans
who families
announce
theira the Good
Mutual
Aprilprofessor,
15, with
homecoming
to their
within
Maxwellgram starting
Nurnberg,
English
few
hours
after
debarkation
and
while
they
still inNewa debarkation
Camp areKilmer,
Brunswick, center.
N. J. as "teacher".
Farm Service Show
WPAT'shallserieswhereoriginate
from servicemen
the camp's
mess
returning
FARM SERVICE seriesstarted
"Farm & Ranch
have their first meal upon landing. Ted Program"
WOAI
Webbe,dles interviews.
WPAT program director, han- San Antoniohas asbeen
a Saturday byhalf-hour
feature prepared
and
presented
In
coShow for Musical Kids
operation wAgricultural
ith 4-H Clubs,Agents
the FAA,
Texas County
and
WCOP
Boston
last
week
started
"Muslother
agricultural
and
educational
Klds
Quiz", program
designed for
musically
to
fifteen.inclined
Programyoungsters
is airedfromFridaysix groups. Housing Program
7:15-7:30
questions
for three p.m.,
childrenandon features
music from
Bach
Amarlllo, noting a growing
to boogie-woogie. Girl or boy will play KFDA
housing shortage,
has started
quaror
sing
as
"Music
Maid"
or
"Music
ter-hour
week intwocooperaMaster"pants aofre carried
the day.
Two
quiz
particition
with
the programs
USO perinterviewing
people
over to the next week seeking places
to live.
with the third a newcomer to the program. Novels to Be Dramatized
THE
World's Infamous
novels will
be
dramatized
"Presenting
Michael
Scott",
weeklyAprilhalf-hour
swiesScott
start-as
ing
on
CBS
16
with
Mr.
narrator
and JohnRadio
Barnes
as wrlterproducer-dlrector.
version
of the
first novel,
Tale ofto Twobe followed
Cities", willby
run
for six"Aweeks,
"Story of Elizabeth the Queen", from
Sir
Scott'sHawthorne's
novel "Kennilworth"
and Walter
Nathaniel
"House of
the SevenNBCGables."
Servicemen Show
NBC will start a Saturday afternoon
quarter-hour
programand forwomen
benefiton ofApril
returning
servicemen
14. Lt.officer
Comdr.
Tyrrell
Krum,
retired
Naval
and
veteran
of
both
world
wars,
will broadcast
Washingtonand
discussing
pending from
legislation
regulations
which
affect
former
memb
e
r
s
o
f
the
armed
services
those stlU on active duty. as well as
Barn Dance on WJW
MAJOR
portion ofatthethe "Saturday
Barn
Dance sonicJamboree"
MaHall9:30-11Is now
aired
byCleveland
WJW
Cleveland
p.m.
Many
of
the
entertainners are Blue-ABC Network talent.
BRAODCASTING •

".in the
. . think
think ofof corn
Corn."
And rightly
for Iowamarket
ranks Iowa
first
countryof inIowathe— value
production.
But enough,
as an industrial
is booming — here is the home of the Maytag Washing Machine, Shaeffer Pens,
Cudahy
and Armour
Meats,in Quaker
others.
soil
produces
more wealth
one yearOats
than andALLmany
the gold
minesAlthough
in the Iowa's
world,
don't think that this rich market begins and ends with farming.
IOWA is rich! Iowa boasts a per capita wealth of $4,617 — more than 60% above
the national average.

REACH this market wit!
JVMT

Represented by the KATZ AGENCY.
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After V-E Day
VICTORY in Europe is in sight behind the
hammer-blows of the greatest military machine
in history. In the Pacific the war has taken on
a new aspect, and V-J day may not be as far
distant as our military leaders first surmised.
Radio has been and is on the alert in doing
. the best job it knows how in reporting the war
and — in the days just ahead — the peace.
Broadcasters haven't had much time by the
■ forelock
their own
futures.
Yet forwelfare
them
a completeto plan
revolution
in their
business
may be just ahead.
Justice James F. Byrnes, in his farewell
report as "assistant president", which com; pletes a public service stewardship with fewparallels in our history, points to the gradual
return to a civilian economy after V-E day.
Minimum estimates from WPB are that within nine months radio manufacturing will be
resumed. Radio and electronics are on the wartime supercritical lists, and have been from
I the start. But resumption of production and
thawing of the freezes on equipment now are
in sight.
This is important to all those in radio, and
to those knocking at the radio portals. It means
that the FCC, overloaded as it is with work,
must complete its allocations for television and
! FM and other broadcast services posthaste.
Then it must develop standards and regulations to cover these new services, so that no
time will be lost in reconversion.
If past experiences are a criterion, receiv; overly
ing setlong
manufacturers
going There
to waitis
for allocationaren't
standards.
a vast pent-up market for receivers. Most
, manufacturers are primarily interested in
merchandising, and they will unload lowpriced sets as fast as production lines can pro: duce them. If FM is set, and they have sufficient time to tool up before the barrier is
■ broken, they will produce combination receivers. If not, look for the dumping of hundreds
of thousands of pre-war type low priced AM
) eceivers at bargain-basement prices.
It would be tragi? to have the receiver mar' ket glutted with inferior sets. FM and televi, sion too would be retarded. The public, in the
, long run, would lose. The receiving set manu^facturers are the circulation department of
ladio. But manufacturers would sell no re■ ceivers if the program fare did not create the
public demand.
There's
enigma
for broadcasters.
With
the another
home front
relaxations
that will
come with victory, rationing of paper for the
printed media will be eased. The newspapers
and magazines have been warming up for a
'free-swinging competitive campaign for the
advertising dollar. While all media have been
'living in a sort of fool's paradise these war' time years, all nevertheless have been inhibit! ed by physical limitations — newspapers by
virtue of paper and radio by the waking hours
in the day.
Radio has its wartime sucess story to tell.
It can do it effectively by telling it affirma. tively and factually. It will be ready.
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Howdy, Pardner!
WE SEE WHERE more and more of our Federal legislators are being wooed into station
ownership, directly or through family ties.
In the House there are at least a half-dozen
station owners. There are several Congressmen who won their political spurs by virtue
of their radio identities: others who used the
microphone to win.
In the Senate, there are such figures as Capper of Kansas, a pioneer station owner and a
publisher; LaFollette of Wisconsin, who last
year acquired an interest in WE MP Milwaukee; Taft of Ohio, whose family is in both the
newspaper and radio fields. Senator Wheeler
of Montana has a son who is purchasing a
one-third interest in KFPY Spokane. Senator
Magnuson of Washington, we hear, is negotiating for station purchase. Ex-Senator D. Worth
Clark last year bought an interest in KFJB
San Francisco.
This is healthy. There's no more reason why
elected members of Congress (or others in publicestslife)thanshouldn't
such ownership
there is hold
for them
to refrain interfrom
engaging in any other legitimate pursuit. Take
newspapers, for example, Many a Senator and
Congressman came up through the journalistic and publishing route.
From another
standpoint
it's
wholesome
to have the
men who wewritethink
the laws
familiar with private enterprise and business.
Let them meet payrolls er negotiate with labor
unions or bang against competition. Let them
take a whirl at Government questionnaires, or
cope with demands from irate Congressmen
for equal networks and equivalent time.
Congress can't be expected to become expert
about everything upon which it legislates. Radio always has been particularly tough for
legislators to comprehend. But those legislators who get into the art and craft for investment or otherwise will soon learn that the life
and habits of the typical broadcaster do not
even remotely resemble those of King Midas.
To all those legislators who are ogling radio,
we greet: "Come in, the hot water's fine."
To: Jimmy's
James C. PetrilloDilemma
Re:
From "What,
: WearyAgain?"
Broadcasters
YOU'RE certainly a glutton for punishment.
Here you are, konked again by NLRB on the
platter-turner business. You should know by
now, as an expert triple-tonguing cornetist
yourself, that it doesn't take an ear for music
or even long hair to turn a record. NABET's
got you there Jimmy.
But that's only part of it. Have you been
reading about the folks up in Congress who
are out after all labor because of your private
WPA invention? You know they talk to their
folks back home--they don't function like
AFM. Well, looks like the body politic doesn't
care for that recording agreement of a few
cents per record up for "unemployment relief" or whatever it is.
Frankly, Jimmy, they think your plan is a
racket. That's why you're getting so much
attention in Congress. We have known, over
the years, what you've been up to. The public
is just catching up with it.
Jimmy, you've just about ridden a good boss
to death. Don't you think it's time to give up?

EDWARD MERLIN YOCUM
WHEN
eastern
man toCBShandle
its division
pioneeringwanted
job ofa
station relations in Washington — the
liaison between Government agencies and CBS
affiliates — it went to a small town station far
in the West. The young man who answered
the call to "Go East" is Ed Yocum. Now when
stations want to know about FM, how to
secure another frequency and the answers to
myriad other operational probl<;ms, they come
to Ed.
His experience has taught him the language
of the small station, its problems and needs.
In fact he ran against a problem with his first
venture into radio.
In 1917 he had a ham station in Fargo, N. D.
It lasted three weeks, when the war stopped
all such stations. As soon as the war was
over and the bans lifted, Ed started another
ham outfit. This time his father was fined for
having unlicensed wiring in the house.
So for a while, Ed Yocum turned to the
press. He was with the Fargo Forum, later
press ture
agent
the U.
Dept. Dakota
of AgriculcoveringwithNorth
and S.South
and
Minnesota. When he went back to radio in
1931, KLPM Minot, N. D. was the station. He
sold
stationtime,jobs.wrote copy and did the usual small
the spring
1933 Montana,
he had a terminated
ba-ief turn
withIn KGCX
Wolf ofPoint,
by a hot wind that blew across the land and
ruined the job along with the crops.
KGEZ Kalispell, Mont, had his services for
a time, then he joined KGHL Billings. In 1935
he was commercial manager, 1936 station manager, 1937 general manager. Ed stayed with
KGHL until Oct. 1 of last year when he accepted the CBS post.
While he was with KGHL Ed Yocum was
made a member of the NBC Planning and
Advisory Committee. That was in 1941 when
NBC adopted the full network plan, enlarging
the coverage to small communities that had
before that time been left out of many of the
big network programs.
In the
same foryear,the EdNAB,
Yocumcovering
was made
district director
the 14th
District. This included Montana, Wyoming,
Colorado, Utah, Idaho, part of South Dakota.
He traveled over that territory, contacting
stations and getting acquainted with not only
the station staffs but also the problems of the
small stations, an experience that has paved
the way for his position with CBS.
Ed has had some thrilling experiences in his
radio lifetime. While he was with KGEZ, in
1935, Helena(Continued
and the surrounding
on page i2) community
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SPOT

BROADCASTING

WILDHOOT
makes
where

two
one

CHEAM-OIL
sales
grew

A tonic for scalps finds Spot
Broadcasting a tonic for sales. So Wildroot Cream-Oil applies Spot Broadcasting generously, using everything from
chain breaks to half-hour programs, saturating each selected market thoroughly!
Wildroot's success is founded on
a knowledge of Spot Broadcasting technique—by which any good product can
reach the largest audiences on the finest
stations.
Spot Broadcasting is probably today's most adaptable medium in advertising, offering a choice of the best times
on the preferred stations in any market
you choose. You are not confined to one
network, one program, one time of day
or one copy appeal. You can buy an hour

grow
iDofore

in Spottsville or 20 seconds in Spottstown, depending on the state of the market, or the pressure you wish to apply.
A John Blair man knows Spot
Broadcasting. He also knows merchandising. His knowledge, plus your own,
will put radio to work for you on a basis
that will stretch your advertising budget
measurably!

JOH
& COMPANY
Offices in Chitato • New Yerk • St louls • Les Aneeles • San Francisco
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS

This advevtisementi appearing also in FORTUNE Magazine for April} is one of a FORTUNE series published in the interest of Radio Stations represented by John Blair & Company.
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Joan Davis Signs 4- Year
Contract WithLeverBros.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.,
in a deal with William Morris Inc.
representing Joan Davis, has acquired services of the comedienne
for four-year period. Scheduled to
move in late September into CBS
half-hour period now occupied by
Burns & Allen Show, new series
built around Joan Davis will take
over Swan soap, Monday, 8:30-8:55
p.m. (EWT), with West Coast repeat, 8:30-8:55 p.m. (PWT). Miss
Davis has complete control of the
radio package, at $17,000 per week
for first two years and $1,000 increases for succeeding years. A reported $100,000 will be spent each
year on exploitation. Deal involves
only Miss Davis.
Reported as refusing offer by
Lever Bros, of NBC time for Lipton's
Tea, release
Burns from
and Allen
requested
their have
contract which still has three years to
run, it was said.
WFBL
isstructure
erecting flag
the higlit'st
singleSyracuse
wood
and
combined
— 110
feet —polein
Ceniralantenna
New York
at its
transmitter.

THEY MUST have reminisced
about that fateful Democratic NaConvention, manager
but Clem ofRandau (r),tionalbusiness
the
Chicago Sun and WJJD Chicago
and WSAI Cincinnati, reports:
"Here is a picture of Mayor Kelly
(c) pointingTruman
me out(1)to asthea VicePresident
most
undesirable character."
NEW lifeboat radio equipment that
automatically transmits SOS and radio
direction quencies
finder
signalsof on1,000
two miles
frewith a range
or more, has been developed by Radiomarine Corp. of America. A 300-foot
antennaloon.is carried
alofttheby transmitter
kite or balHandpowered,
delivers
frequencies5 w ofpower
500 andto the
8280antenna
kc. on

WORK
DRUMS

Our Respects to
(Continued from page iO)
experienced an earthquake of tragic
proportions.
had Ed
already shakenTwo
the tremors
land when
took his mike to a street corner in
dovratown Helena. He plugged the
lines into the telephone company
switchboard and, going out into
the street, began broadcasting.
"Right in the middle of the ded tells,heaviest
"there ofwasall.a
third tremor,scription," Ethe
Then with a roar, the building right
across from where I was collapsed
into the street.
"It was a great news break, but
the trouble was," he says, "people
kept writing in saying it must have
been a frame-up. They thought
we arranged the quake along with
the building's destruction, I supFor his work in raising $3,000 in
Kalispell for earthquake victims —
more than any other city had
raised — Ed received hearty conMontana. gratulations from the Governor of
pose." special event that he
Another
was famous for in the West was

WITH
AND

RATTLES
You can get better results
with WBIG.
There's no magic about
results in "The Magic
Circle." It's as simple as
WBIG. Just take the richest area in the South ... a
community of One Million
People who are part of
the listening radius of
"The Prestige Station of
The Carolinas" . . and you
are bound to obtain results.'

Stimson Praises NBC
SECRETARY OF WAR Henry L.
Stimson,
a letter toon NBC
president Nilesin Trammell
the fourth
anniversary
of Army Hour,
April
8, said
the program
"hassounds
broughtof
into
American
homes the
war and the voices of our troops,
thus bringing for an hour each
week,ing usthe
vast from
distances
at home
those separatdistant
battlefields."
the broadcasting of the capture and
killing of the "Tarzan of the Tetons," a Wyoming bad man. The
station had been carrying a running story for five or six days on
the chase of the criminal when a
druggist
in Powell,
KGHL and
said thatWyo.,
the called
man
was across the street holding
up the local
bank.phone
Ed and
got anputan-a
nouncer to the
mike beside him.
Over 90 miles of wire, the druggist described the drama as it
progressed, with the posse surrounding the bank. The announcer
relayed the story to the listening
audience, from the beginning to
the end when the man left the bank
and was shot on the spot. It was
a high point in special events reporting.
Bowled His Best
Life in Washington may seem
dull after such western dramas.
He is making his home there with
his wife and daughter, Nancy, 15.
He married a Fargo girl, Virginia
Wright in August 1928. Their
favorite pastime is bowling to"In fact," he says, "I had to win
gether.
the
North Dakota state bowling
championship to get out of town
in 1933. The banks were closed —
remember? — and I was broke, but
there was a job waiting for me in
Montana. So I bowled my best and
wonIn enough
fare." in
1938 andto buy
'39 hetraincompeted
the national tournaments in Chiand Detroit.
For cagobrief
vital statistics, he was
born in Grand Ridge, 111. on April
21, 1905. He attended N. D. State
College and is a graduate of the
U. of N. D., with a post-graduate
degree from the U. of Minnesota
School of Journalism.

WPDQ, Jacksonville, Florida
"That Telescript, 'Washington
Today' is a good broadcast . . .
already sold." Robert R. Feagin,
General Manager
available through
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50,000 watts— 23 years of service— NBC
GENERAL
ROADCASTING
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W.^igerW.of (BILL)
BEHRMAN,
former
Terre Haute after
and particiformantwo
years a paWBOW
Naval
lieutenant,
ting In thehospital
Philippine
invasion Inistheat
iPacific.
Navy base
somewhere
he soon Is to be
evacuatedHeto reports
the States.
I;kVJR
LEO FITZPATRICK,
vice-president
last week
was reelectedof
presidentofDetroit,
of the
l\ssn.
Detroit
for Civic
the thirdLightyear.Opera
EDGAR YorkKOBAK,
MBS president,
left
Mew
last Thursday
for a short
ir'acation in Atlantic City.
iUAJ. boEDNEY
RIDGE,has WHIG
, N. C. director,
receivedGreensa ci;ation rofrom
French Ambassador
Henri
'5onnet in expressing
gratitude relief
for for
his
ivork
directing American
■:='rance in North Carolina.
'•fILES
TRAMMELL,
las returned
to New president
York afterof aNBC,so' iTUART
ourn of several
week
informer
Reno, program
Nev.
ODELL
Jr.,
lirector of WHIS Bluefield,
W. Va., is
low
assistant
manager
of
WHLN
Haran, Ky.

;4mt^

G. V. waveDE station
FREITAS,
manager of British
shortZFY
Georgetown,
Columbia,
is
in
Washington
on
a sixon
month
assignment
WestInter-American
Indian
mattersAffairs.
toas theconsultant
Coordinator
ofoffices
Studios
the station
by Mr.andde
Freitas ofwere
destroyeddirected
in a $10,000,000
fire which
the Georgetown business sectionswept
in February.
DAN H. VINCENT, KSL Salt Lake City
auditor,urer of Radio
has been
elected
Service
Corp.asst.of treasUtah.
ED BOROFF,
vice-president
of BlueABC
central division,
was appointed
Chicago mit e chairman
of the
RadioNational
Comthe Chicago
Clothing of Collection
forUnited
overseas
war
relief.
JOHN
A. PHILLIPS,
whofirstjoined
WGKV
Charleston,
W.
Va.
the
of
the
year
as account executive, has been named
general
manager
of the station succeeding JOSEPH
B. MATTHEWS.
S/SGT.
HAROLD
J. BROWN,Co. manager
ofKERNMcClatchy
Broadcasting
leavestation
with
the ArmyBakersiieid,
Air Forces,Cal.,is aoncombat
radio
reporter on the Blue-ABC show "The
Fighting AAF."
FANNEY
EYMANat theLITVIN,
seniorThursday
broadattorney
FCC,
left
for
acastwhere
month
sojourn
at Camp
Borden,
Ga.,
her
husband,
Maj.
Litvin,
officer. She hasPhilip
not
announcedis medical
future plans.

CommERCiflL^I

ROBERT sistantR.to theSOMERVILLE,
former
assales manager
ofof Mutual,
has
been
named
president
Radio Advertising Presidency
Co., New York,
representative.
Is a station
newly
created
office. LOUIS J. F. MOORE
conoffice. tinues as manager of the New York
ROGER
K.
(Dutch)
HUSTON,
assistant
tothe KELLY
manager of
WBBM SMITH,
Chicago general
sales department,
is to replace
ROBERT
BUCKLEY,
sistant western sales manager of CBS,aswho
12]. has
ple,
New joined
York Dancer-Pltzgerald-Sam[Broadcasting, March
ROBERT E HOWARD Jr. of NBC New
York spot
sales staff_as has
been division
transfer ed to Hollywood
western
spot sales
manager.to HeNew
replaces
NORMAN,
shifted
York. DON
VIRGINIA DAVENPORT, formerly with
WBZ Boston as assistant traffic manhas joined
WCOP MURPHY,
Boston succeedingager,MRS.
EDWARD
traffic
manager
four years.
Mrs. Murphy
is leaving forWCOP.

PROOF THAT WFBL IS SYRACUSE'S
LEADING RADIO STATION

Three Now Commodores
THREE
Navypromoted
communications
ofhcers
were
last toweek
Irom their
rank of captain
the
temporary rank of commodore.
Capt. comeJohn
V. Murphy
is to be-as
acommodore
while serving
Deputy Director
of
Naval
Communications awaiting permanent
duty. Capt. Thomas B. Inglis, who
had been Deputy Director of Naval
Communications,
and isIntelligence,
now Deputy Director of Naval
has been promoted to commodore.
Third officer to be promoted to
that rank is Capt. Earl E. Stone,
formerval Communications
Assistant Director
of Na-of
in charge
security operations and Eastern
Sea Frontier communications officer, now communications officer
on the staff of Fleet Adm. Nimitz
at CINCPAC.
ROBERTvisor of theEWING,
sales central
researchdivision,
superBlue-ABC
has resigned
to join
NBC
central
division
local
and
spot
sales
department
as account executive. He replaces LOU
TILDEN,man succeeding
advancedJOHN
to network
salesMcCORMICK.
Successor
McCANN. to Mr. Ewlng Is OLIVE
DOUG
ELMORE, account
CKWX Vancouver,
has been executive
transferredof
toRadio
the Facilities,
Toronto office
of All-Canada
representative
and
transcription
firm. Kelowna,
Formerly B.anC, an-he
nouncer of CKOV
became
CKOV
sales
manager
and
joined
CKWX early this year.
JACK
O'MARA, manager,
Blue western
divisionis
sales promotion
Holljrwood.
in New ference
Yorkwith home
for a office
three-month
executives.conHOWARDcount executive
GRAY, of program
KPVD Losdirector-acAngeles,
has beenager. He promoted
succeeds F.to commercial
J. SMALLEYman-Jr.
who resigned
to ofbecome
NewBullYork& resimanagerHollywood
Smith,a,gency.
Mccreery dentAdv.,
PAT O'HALLORAN.
KEVB the
Seattle sales manager,former
has joined
sa!es department of KIRO Seattle.
JOHN R.soula,LINDSAY
Of
the
KGVO
MisMont, commercial department
has resigned
toG. enter
businessformer
for himself.motion
HARRYmanager,
B'^NN'^TT,
prois his successor.
GEORGE
BELL,
formerly
with
Harry
E.the Poster
Agencies,
Toronto,
has joined
sales staff
of CKEY
Toronto.
BRYAN Toronto,
BISNEY, and
formerly
RCAVictor,
CKY with
Winnipeg,
has
been ofapp'^inted
transcription sales
manager
CKEY Toronto.
EVi^RFTTWKBN L. Youngstown,
THOMPSON hasformerly
with
Joined
the sales
staff of WCOP Boston.
EDWIN
A.
PANCOAST,
WINS
York salesman, is the father of a New
boy.

1945 GEORGE

FOSTER PEABODY

AWARD

WINNER

^>«2HeUTAHWe2f

WFBL wliis national recognition AGAIN! The leading radio station in a rich market
wins citation in the 1945 George Foster Peabody awards ... for "Syracuse on Trial"
. . . This WFBL program also received the first prize for public discussion programs
in Ohio State University's Radio Institute contest.
In news . . . entertainment . . . public service
. . . and educational programs . . . WFBL
has been the leader for 23 years!
THE

BEST STATION
IN A BIG MARKET
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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aAmerican
pacemaker for
and i ng Initiative
enuit y

^
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PITTSBURGH
ROLLSandDIVISION,
Rolls for Steel
Non-Ferrous Rolling Mills
UNIONSteel STEEL
CASTINGS
POWER PIPING DIVISION, Prefabricated Piping Systemj
and Alloy
CastingsDIVISION,
COLUMBUS DIVISION, Ordnance Materiel
NATIONAL
STEEL DIVISION,Alloy Castings
SPECIAL
Heat and ALLOY
Corrosion-Resistant
Bofors ORDNANCE
Anti-AircraftDIVISION,
Gun Mounts and Mechanisms
MARTINS
FERRY
DIVISION,
BIAW-KNOX
DIVISION,
ChemicalEquipment,
& Process Steel
Plants &
Bofors Anti-Aircraft Gun Mounts
Equipment,
Construction
Equipment,
Radio
& Transmission
Towers .Plant. .
General Industrial
Products
A FEW VICTORY PRODUCTS
ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN MOUNTS GUN SLIDES LANDING BARGES SYNTHETIC RUBBER PLANTS PIPING FOR NAVAL VESSBtS
POWDER PLANTS ROCKETS 16" PROJECTILES CAST ARMOR FOR TANKS & NAVAL CONSTRUCTION CHEMICAL PLANTS

«sEri=r-Ss^='

WELL-DRESSED

Don Lee Net Buys

IOWA FARMER—

Site In Hollywood
NBC, Blue-ABC Plan Post-War
Construction on Radio Row
WITH overall investment reported
around $750,000, Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, has
purchased a 90,000 - square - foot
Vine St. site for proposed new twostory studio and executive building, according to Thomas S. Lee,
president.
Allen Weiss,
vicepresident Lewis
and general
manager,
with
vice-president
and Willet
assistantBrown,
general
manager,
handled negotiations. Vine St. props locatedblocks
in Hollywood's
"radio
row",erty ithree
south of Sunset
Blvd.,
between
Homewood
and
Fountain Ave.
Lease May Be Extended
Anticipating needs of television
and FM,
proposed
structure would
house two-story
four audience
studios seating between 300 and 400
persons each, studios.
with seven
additional
non-audience
Stages
would
be larger. Production and programming will be quartered on first floor
with administrative and executive
offices on second. Mr. Weiss was
breaking.
hopeful of an early fall ground
Lease on present site of Don Lee
Broadcasting
System,by atRKO5515 Radio
Melrose Ave., owned
Pictures
Inc.
expires
at
year's
but will be extended until end,
new
structure is completed.
Height-limit office buildings with
space restricted to networks and
allied crafts are also being blueprinted for post-war construction
in Hollywood by NBC and American Broadcasting Co. NBC structure will be in addition to its present studio and executive building
at 1500 N. Vine St. It will be at
the corner of Vine St. and Selma
Ave., work,
location
owned byby the
but now occupied
Otto netOlesen Bldg.
If negotiations are completed,
KGFJ Los Angeles independent,
will also shift operations to Hollywood.

(IN A PIG'S EYE!)
Farmer Bill's porkers might approve of this get-up . . . but anyrural lowan would know it's kinda
queer.

Folks out here can spot a phoney
"farm station" just as quickly as
they'd recognize a play-boy farmer.
;■When a station gives them perhaps
(■lie farm program a day, read in
a suave Eastern accent, they don't
tune in often.
'But a full-time far/n station gives
out with farm news, information,
and real live-talent — not jive-rec,prJs. That's something different —
that's what they get from KMA
. . . and that's why KMA gets from
them twice as much listener-mail
as any other station in this great
rural area.
Send for the story of the No. 1
Farm Station in the No. 1 Farm
Market where the average farm in(ome in 1943 was $7,672 (with
'1944 estimated to have been 20%
•liigher!)

KMA
Blue Network
The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market
I
152 COUNTIES
POUND SHENANDOAH, lA.
Tree & Peters, It.
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JERRY LAWRENCE, announcer for the
Seven-Up
"Fresh-Up
on Mutual,
has
been
signedservices
to Show"
a for
seven-year
contract covering
thisas sponsor
only
and
including
television
well
as
sound
broadcasting,
by
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
New
York,
agency
for
Seven-Up.
MARIAN CASEY succeeds DELORES
SWANBERG
continuity
ment of KGVOin the
Missoula,
Mont. departBILL
MILLER,
former
WEW
St. Louis
announcer,
has released
Joined KXOK
ALLAN
theSt. Louis.
Army,
is also aFRYE,
new member
offromKXOK.
CHARLIE
STOOKEY,
KXOK
St.
farm Pfc.
editor,John
has received word reported
thatLouis
his
son
missing,
is a POWD. inStookey,
Germany.
EDGAR (Cookie) FAIRCHILD, musical
director
of the NBC "Johnny Presents
Ginny
a girl. Simms Show", is the father of
ROBERT
O'BRIEN,
former
instructortheD.at program
Harvard analysis
U., has English
joined
ofCBStheinresearch
department. division
HARRIET
DAVIS,New former
continuity
writer at education
WINS
York, tohas
the
division
workjoinedonof
the CBS
science and history
programs
the CBS "American
School of the
Air",
replacing
RUTH FRIEDLICH,
resigned.
ROSS E. MOHNEY,
oneDuBois,
of the Pa.
original
announcers
at
WCED
later forewithenteringWLVA
Lynchburg,
Va. and
bebeen
the Pacific
areathe forNavy,
ten has
months
andin
has participated in several major invasions.
KLAUS
LANDSBERG,
television
direcand married
Evelyn
Ashlintor 2of ofW6XYZ
deHollywood,
Janeiro were
AprU
in Rio
Los Angeles.
LT. COL.
CHARLES
VANDA, released
from
the Army,
has returned
Hollywood
as executive
producer.to CBS
HELEN
B.
WILSON,
former
KIDO
Boise,
Ida, replaced
copy writer,
has
resigned
and
is
by
GRACE
A.
VAUGHAN.
MAXWELL
CROFT,
previously
with
WCBM WTBO
Baltimore,
is now Md.
script writer
with
Cumberland,
GORDON
WILLIS,
announcer
San Francisco, is the father ofof a KQW
girl.
STEVE zonaALLEN,
AriNetwork, formerly
Phoenix,withhasthejoined
KMTR Hollywood as writer-m.c,
BOB
JANES,
formerly
with
KXRO
Aberdeen and KFAC Los Angeles, has
rejoined KGO San Francisco as announcer.
HAL LANSING,
WON Chicago
nouncer, is the father
of a boy.staff anPVT. RAYMOND
C. GANTTER,
WFBL
Syracuse
program
directorformer
in the Army, has been promoted
to now
sergeant.
ED WIEBE,
freelance onannouncer,
drops
his
eight
programs
WJJD
Chicago
to enterman in Navy
the Navy
apprentice seapublicas anrelations.
HARRIET
DUNBAR,for former
women's
program
director
WWNY
Watering, N. Y., has joined WWVA Wheeltown,
ED HALBERT, production
manager
WIP
resigned
to joinof
CBS Philadelphia,
New York ashasassistant
producer.
ED STARR,is new
at WHBQ
Memphis,
thebyannouncer
sixth
ex-service
man
to be employed
the station,
ROY
NEAL,
former
announcer
of
WIBG
Philadelphia
and now ina lieutenant
the service,at
has
been commissioned
Ft. Banning,
Ga.
JOHN HOLTMAN,
NBC despite
Chicagoa staff
working
cast
onannouncer,
a crackedIs ankle
bone.
ANN
KELLY,
who
entered
radio
with
NBC
in 1927,
joins WJZ New
York di-as
assistant
toMiss JOHN
Kelly atHADE,
Is Young
formerprogram
assistant
tocamRAYandrector.KNIGHT
&
Rubirecently
Morris Agency,
New was
York, with William

RUSSFrancisco,
THORSON,
announcer
of KPO
San
has resigned
to freelance,
VERNON
WHITE
has
left
his
announcing post at KSFO San Francisco to
freelance,
BILL
news andhassports
of KYABROWN,
San Francisco,
taken editor
over
as program
director
of
the
station
lowing resignation of DICK WYNNE fol-to
freelance,
ERIK BARNOUW,
former
assistant
script
director isnow
with NBC
Armed
Forces
Radio
Service,
to compile
an anthology
orrar radio
plays toNewbe published
by Far& Rinehart.
York.
ED JURIST, freelance script writer, has
been script
appointed
writer-editor In the
NBC
department.
HAROLD
THOMPSON, drummer
in the
WCKY
Cincinnati
orchestra,
LOTTE TULL
the married.
WCKY
sales and
department, haofve been
ALAN
KEYES
has
resigned
as
announcer
at KGO San Francisco,

n

THESE THREE video pioneers
held a reunion in San Francisco to
celebrate the 15th year of what is
claimed to have been the first commercially sponsored telecast, even
though experimental. Left to right,
Walter Preston, CBS Chicago program manager, Sara Ann McCabe
of
the "Follies"
E. (Al)
Nelson,
head of aandSanA. Francisco
public relations firm, recalled the
program, telecast over WIBO Chicago and W9XA0, formerly owned
by Mr. Nelson. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. was sponsor.
JACK W. DAUB,
announcer
at WWNCin
AshevUle,
N. C.received
prior
tohisinduction
the
AAF,
has
commission
as second lieutenant.
W. CHARLESand ROE,
of WNOXin
Knoxvllle
now formerly
a offieldthedirector
the
overseas
service
AmericanHe
Red Cross, is home on sick leave.
reportedment Aprilto 2,Washington for reassignBETTY
is new music librarian
of WWSWTALLENT
Pittsburgh,
THOMAS
S,
GAUSE,
with
WMFD
Wilmington,
N, formerly
C, has johied
WPTF Raleigh
as announcer.
FRED KEA, former
prohas MTMLT
Joinedstaff,Dublin
the WMAZ
Macon, gramGa,director,
announcing
ELEANOR HOWARD, who conducts the
daUy "Listen
onair WOL
Wash-a
ingtonaccident
, is backLadles"
on intheJanuary
following
streetcar
in which
she
suffered
a
brain
concussion
and
broken shoulder,
MIKE
CONNER,
CBS
staff
producer
Chicago, has resigned to freelance, in
ANDY POTTER,
producer
Angeles,
is the father
of a ofgirl,KFI Los
KEYES PERRIN, for three years staff
WOR 13,New York,
isproducer-announcer
to enter the Army ofApril
boy,
SAM
CAREY,
WRVA
production manager, is Richmond,
the father ofVa,a
ENS, JAMES McNEAR, USNR, former
WFBLried Syracuse
announcer,at Rochester.
has marBETTIE HITCHCOCK
HERMINAsoula, Mont,GIBSON,
former KGVO
Mistraffic
manager
now with
the
Cross, has arrived
in
New American
Guinea forRedreassignment.

BLUE
NETWORK
WFM«i
YOUNCSTOWN
ICT ITAN
METR
Q E DISTR
j^
ENERS
MOR
LISTOPOL
PER DOLLAR
Ask HEADLEY.REED
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20
THESE
W S M
YEARS

THE

4:03

TRAIN

Every afternoon for more than 12 years we have let our listeners hear
the 4:03 train go by, interrupting any program which conflicts. If you
can think of a more fundamental American urge which may be satisfied
over the radio, we will do that, too. Our job is to bring listeners what they f
want, so they'll want to listen.
We do and they do over an area of five million population.

NASHVILLE
THE

COMPANY

FOR

THAT

ITS COMMERCIALS.

HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
^EDW. PETRY & CO., JSatl. Reps.
IBROADCASTING

STATION

• Broadcast Advertising

CREATES

GOOD

50.000 WATTS
650 KILOCYCLES
CLEAR CHANNEL
N. B. C. Affiliate
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The

WSLB
(Mutual)
Farmer Milks: —
250,000
Cows
Twice Daily
Pulling: —
$30,000,000.00
Annually
His Cash$2,500,000.00
Pay is: —
Monthly
The WSLB Farmer Has
Money To SpendNot Every Month
ONCE-A-YEAR
The Walker
Co. — Representatives
Ogdensburg,
N. Y.

CHARLES
L. ROTHSCHILD,
former
account
executive
Frank
Bruck
Adv..IES
flG
EnC
H. E. Cassidy
Chairman
"jj
^
iKy-^
New
York,
and ofpreviously
president
and radio
director
of
the
former
Con- Of AAAA Pacific Council
MILLION
solidated Adv., New York, has joined
Emll tiveMogul
Co., NewHe York,
asfourexecuH. E. CASSIDY, of Los Angeles,
vice-president.
retains
ac- has
been elected board chairman
HAS
counts.
Including
two
radio
advertisers, Kno-Mark
Mfg. Shoes,
Co., Brooklyn,
Council of the Amerpolishes,
and Adler
New York.shoe of the icanPacific
Assn.
of
Advertising
AgenMELVIN BRORBY,
of
cFrederic
i e s, President
THAT
Needham,
& vice-president
Brorby,
Chicago,
Gamble,
will serve
asLouis
chairman
of the
advertising
committee
for
Build
for
Peace,
of
New
York,
has
group
toabouthelpthe Inform
the
announced. Mr.
dF I fc.
people
oforganized
Chicago
issues comand
Ns,YanO
Alar
Mdol
problems
of
world
peace.
When
Cassidy
isof viceplete
committee
will
include
20
execupresident
the
tives representing
allco-ordinate
branches ofactiviadMcCarty
Co., for-of
vertising anWar
d will Adv.
mer Board
WHAT? A certainly »*>*
ties with the
Council.
I Governors chairMARION
CONNOLLY,
formerly
assistant
toNewWALTER
CRAIG,
Benton
&
Bowles,
York, director
radio chief,of haswomen.
been named
Jm Southern
man niaof Chapter
the 4-A's
personnel
Before
and fMks spend w"^, ^ gtate comjgj^
joining sithe
agency
In
1940
sheof was
asMr. Cassidy
chairman Califorof the
s
t
a
n
t
t
o
the
sales
manager
Columbia Recording Corp.
Association's
Pacific
Coast
Fiscal
ELEANOR KOEHLER, formerly with Control Committee. He has been
ILKA
CHASE other
and "Luncheon
at the prominent in Coast agency operaWaldorf"
network programs,
botbrB more
tions for 17 years.
*:%ou
for ^b**r
joinedandCompton
per
I listene
g»\««
WAVE
him Erwin,
on the Wasey
board
ashaspublicity
writer. Adv., New York, areServing
Lo«isville/'«^J* dollars per
Warrenwith
Kraft,
J.opened
M. HICKERSON
Inc.,
New
York,
has
a
branch
office
In
Atlanta
at
&
Co.,
Seattle;
C.
L.
Baum,
Short
under the direc- & Baum, Portland; Robbins MilTo Reach the People of 901 Wm. Oliver Bldg.
CLOPTON.
dollar and more^^
JACKSONVILLE HARRYtion of HARVEY
Young
& Rubicam,
San
FranB.
COHEN,
for
years with
cisco;
Dana
Jones,
Dana
Jones
Co.,
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.,15Chicago,
has bank,
Los Angeles.
joined
the New Yorkwhere
Officehe ofwillDancerQuickly —
Fitzgerald-Sample,
listener.
on
the American Home
Products work
acEffectively
count.
USE
MURRAYwriter withCAMPBELL,
former & copyRICHARD
L.
SIGERSON,
formerly
of
Van
Sant,
Dugdale
Co..
Electric Co. and International Baltimore, has joined Hazard Adv., New
WJHP Western
Newsate Service,
has beenrelations
named ofassociJ. M. York.
DORATHEA
formerat director
Mathes director
Inc., ofNewpublic
York.
promotionHASSLER,
and
publicity
WPEN
HURD,
director
ofNewresearch
ofis ofPhiladelphia,
has Reading,
joined Pa.Beaumont.
J.InARTHUR
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
York,
Heller
&
Sperling,
Puerto
Rico
to
supervise
a
media
LOU
JACOBSEN
has
joined
Greenfield
survey in that area. He returns April 23. Lippman Adv., Buffalo, as art director
LUCILLE
RUSSEL,
script
and and account executive.
commercial
writer forformer
NBC,
and KudWILHARRY countCOHEN,
acLISTON
P.
MUNGER
Jr.
of
Arthur
executive vice-president
of Kaster Adv.,and Chiner Inc.,
New
York, have
joined New
the
cago,
has
joined
Dancer-Fltzgeraldcopy
staff
of
Benton
&
Bowles,
Sample,
New
York,
as
account
execuYork.
DEE HASSLER, former public relations tive.
P. MUNGER
Jr., Inc.,
for eight
and specialadelphievents
chiefBeaumont,
of WPEN Heller
Phil- WILLISTON
years
Arthur
Kudner
andfor
a, has joined
LUCILLEwithRUSSELL,
script writer
& Sperling Adv.,
Reading,
Pa.
NBC,
have
joined
the
copy
staff
of Benton
&
Bowles,
New
York.
W.
A.
DUNKLE
has
been
promoted
to
account
executive
of Knollin
Adv., Losto A. R. McGILL, former director of CockAngeles
office. Agency
has moved
field Brown & Co., Montreal, has been
larger
appointed ofmanaging
and Montvice6th St.quarters
location.on ninth floor of 530 W. president
Young He&director
Rubicam,
real and Toronto.
wasof some
years&
MARTIN
B.
JONES
Jr.
has
been
named
ago
Canadian
manager
Kenyon
radio
director
of
Buchanan
&
Co.,
New
Eckhardt, ofMontreal.
B. SMITH,
5000
York.
has Cross
been asserving
the manager
the Y &STUART
R Toronto
office,
AmericanHe tRed
chiefandwith
of African
enterhas
been
appointed
a
vice-president
of
a
i
n
m
e
n
t
i
n
the
European
STATION
the
Canadian
company,
T
WAT
theatres and previously was with NBC. CHARLES SCHLIECKERT heads TechJERRY
LAW, former
radio
director
of nographics Inc., new agency which
KC
680
J.joined
R. Kupsick
Adv.,
New
York,
has
opened April
2 Personnel
at 1457 Diversey
Chicago.
includes
similar Cromwell
position. Adv., New York, In a Parkway,
ROLAND
FULTON,
vice-presldenf
UNITED
BROADCASTING
Co., Chicago,
CARL urer;
E. SIDNEY
LUNDEEN,
secretary-treashas
to larger isquarters
64 E. FLORENCE
BORDEN,
director:
Lake moved
St. Telephone
Franklinat 6001.
WOLFE,
space artbuyer.
ANNE
SOYER,
formerly
on
the
staff of
HARRY
ACKERMAN,
vice-president
head of program
operations.
Young DON MCNEILL, m.c. of Blue "Breakfast
&andRublcam,
and LEWIS
TITTERTON.
Club",
has been Adv.,
made Losoffice
manager
vice-president
in
charge
of
radio
proof
Gerth-Pacific
Angeles.
Compton Adv., have
been add- MARJORIE ORMAN has been appointOVER 160,000
ed to themit eduction,
ed publicity director
of Hlllman-Shaneof Agency
the War Radio
Adv. Advisory
Council. Com- Breyer.
Angeles.
She succeeds
RADIO HOMES
EMMA LOULos MORAN,
resigned.
WOLFE-JICKLING-DOW
&of CONKEY,
Detroit,
is
new
firm
name
Ralph
L.
McKEE
&
ALBRIGHT,
Philadelphia,
In W M O H
Wolfe
&
Assoc.
All
of
present
officers
have
announced
their
resignation
continue.
is readoption
and advertising agency for The Beaconas
amendment Move
of former
name to more
.5 MV/M Area
Chemical about
Corp. May
(Zero 1.and "33" Bleach i
represent present ownership and man- effective
agement.
DANIEL
M.
EBBERTS,
former
advertisThe SPOT For
ing managerPark,
of Madsen
Iron Works,
Huntington
Cal., having
joined LAWS of the states and the District
Your SPOTS Is
Stellar-Millar
Adv.,
Los toAngeles,
firm
name
has
been
changed
Stellar-Milof Columbia governing advertising have
lar-Ebberts.
been compiled in one volume called
WALTER
LURIE,
eastern
production
"State
Legislation",
the
chief
of
Blow
Co.,
New
York,
for
six
WMOH
Dept. ofareAdvertising
Commerce
announced.
months,
available onhasrequest
to the
Mr. Lurie haswillresigned
leave foreffective
the WestAprilCoast15. Copies
Hamilton, Ohio
Dept.
of
Commerce,
Washington
2.5,
April
20
to
audition
a
new
show
and
will retu.rn to New York about May 5. D. C.
BROADCASTING
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national

names

...make

sponsored

WXYZ

a

great

LOCALDi
station!

|

SponsoRS

PURE OIL Co., Chicago, wUl sponsor
"springthreebumper
toweekly
bumper
service"
spots
to six AprU
onWHISfollowing
stations
effective
WJLS
WKMO WBIG
WMVA
WHKY 9:WGTM
WTC
WGTC
WRBP
WMFD
WSJS
WOLS
WBTM
WLOK
WWVA
WARM
WFVA WCHV WISE WCNC; effective
AprUbid16:contract
WCAR WFDP KFYR. TUl forCo., Chicago. was placed by Leo Burnett
BATHASWEET Corp., New York, has
added land WLS
Chicago
and WGAR
Cleveto its Company
spot
campaign
forto soap
and
bathsalts.
plans
increase
its
radio
activities
as
soon
as
distribution
can
be
assured.
Agency
is
H.
M.
Kiesewetter Inc., New York.
SKINNER MFG. Co., Omaha (Raisin
Bran),
on April
2 started
thrice-Day"
weekly
five-minute
"Record
of the
KNX
Hollywood.
Contract
is Kansas
for on52
weeks.
Bruce
B.
Brewer
&
Co.,
City, is agency.
BELL
FOOD chips,
PRODUCTS
Co.,
Vernon,
Cal.
(potato
peanut
butter),
has
appointed
Kenyonadvertising.
& Eckhardt,
New
York,
to handle
UNIVERSAL
Wis.,
began MOTORS
sponsorshipCo.,AprilOshkosh,
2 on
WIND Chicago
of(CWT)
"Shag Mon.
SaUorsthrough
Sing",
7:05-7:25
p.m.
Fri. Show
is
broadcast
from
the
recreation pital.
center ofFormatGreat
Lakes Naval
Hosincludes
community
singing
and
musical
quiz.
Contract
26 weeks castiwas
placed by United Broad-for
ng Co., Chicago.
LAXSEED Co., New York, is sponsoring Carltontwice-weekly
Frederick's health
and food
program
on WHN
New
York
Vl-trese,Inc.,a New
laxative.
Maxwellfor Dane
York.Agency is

j OK

^

WISE SHOE STORES Inc., New York,
now
a half-hour
52-week
musicalsponsors
show,York.
"Fine
Performance",
WNEW
New
Contest
featured on
the
program
gives
winner
a
shoes.
But itaccording
takes a ration thestamppair
justof
the same,
agency,
Lester
Harrison Inc., Newto York.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati,
for
Dash has purchased
six-weekly
quarter-hour
KDYLa New
Salt York.
Lake
City through period
Pedlar on& Ryan,
LEWIS G. DUTTON, slnci 1941 sales
comptroller
of
Clapp
Baby
Foods
sion of American Home Foods Inc.,divihas
been eral
appointed
genmanager
ofvice-president
the P.headquarters
Duff and& Sons
division
of
AHP,
with
in
Pittsburgh.
Dutton& Rubicam,
went to AHP
in 1937 fromMr.Young
New
York.
ANDREW
Co., Cincinnati,
primarily
aJERGENS
network
the
first
of AprU
startedadvertiser,
thrice-weekly
sponsorship
of
Martin
Block's
"Make
Believe
Ballroom"
on WNEW
York
for
Jergens
face cream,
and New
last week
added three
Block programs
for Woodbury's
face
powder.
No
additional
spot
radio
planned. Contract
weeks
placedIs through
Lennen &for 52Mitchell,
New
York.
SPARKLETTS Corp., Los Angeles
(Sparketta-Up),
on March recorded
31 started
60-mlnute
post-midnight
"Rhapsody
in Wax"Contract
six per isweek
KHJ
Hollywood.
for on26
weews. Firm on AprU 2 started similar
quarter-hour
schedule
on
KMTR
wood, KPAS Pasadena
and KGFJHollyLos
Angeles,
five-minute
KFI Los with
Angeles.
Contractsnewscast
are for on52
weeks. wood,Raymond
R.
Morgan
Co.,
Hollyhas the account.

form

Going strong in '45!
Nine years ago. Western Electric
' brought out the 23 A speech input
console. Complete, compact,
giving greater flexibility, ease of
operation and high fidelity, it
marked a new idea in speech
input equipment, and another
.'^ Western Electric first!
The 23B — differing only in ar' rangement of controls — followed
in 1937. In 1941 came the 23C—
with frequency range extended
to meet FM requirements.
";|going
Many of these
timers once
are
todayLabs
—oldproving
more strong
that Bell
advanced
design is right for years of service.
VWestem

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

STANDARD, INDIANA,
WOULD TOP SPORTS
STANDARD OIL COMPANY of
Indiana
is starting
dio campaign
with athefive-year
object ra-of
becoming principal sponsor of
news and sports broadcasts in its
territory. In Iowa and Minnesota
the company is experimenting with
other types of shows.
Company began sponsorship
Marcholis 31Barn ofDance,
the KSTP
Minneap8:30-9:00
p.m.
Saturdays, and April 2 began spons
o
r
s
h
i
p
o
f
a
quarter
hour
news
show six times weekly on KOIL
Omaha, marking 20 shows now on
the air for Standard Oil.
Three new shows are scheduled
within the next few months: quarter hour sports broadcast, six
weekly, effective April 30, on
KMBC Kansas City; quarter hour
news tiveshow,
weekly,
effecJune 9, onsixKSD
St. Louis;
and quarter hoiir news show, six
times weekly, effective July 2, on
WIRE Indianapolis. Till forbid
contracts
are placed by McCannErickson, Chicago.
SAFEWAY FINANCE Co., Los Angeles,
In a 13-week campaign started March
20 Is \islng
total ofLos78 spot
announcements on KFAC
Angeles.
Other
local stations
wUl be added.
V/estem
Adv., Los Angeles, has the account.
BARMANfor WATCH
Co., onNewWMCA
York, New
has
signed
sponsorship
York
of
"Halls
of
Congress",
half-hour
documentary
featuring reenactments
onseries
the Congressional
ord ofbased
the sponsored
preceding
week. Firm Recformerly
spot
on WMCA. As part of aannouncements
gradually exp
a
n
d
i
n
g
s
p
o
t
schedule,
Harman
recentpurchasedAgency
all time-signals
on WLIB
Newly York.
is Moss Assoc.,
New
York.
WINE SHIPPERS, New York, taking
advantage troofduced by WLIB
a programing
featureon in-its
Newpromotes
York
"Luncheon
Cocktail SherryMusicale",
and Colcombet
Golden
Sherry during
first "course"
of the
musical
meal, thePrivate
Cellar ChabUs
for
the "mainStation
dish", hason
the "entrees"
Sunday and
broadcast.
designated each quarter-hour of the
daily
show
as
a
"course"
avaUable
advertisers of an appropriate product.to
Agency for Colcombet
field-Johnstone
Co., Newproducts
York. is RedKRESGE-NEWARK, Newark, department store,audience
in additionparticipation
to a six-weekly
half-hour
program on WAAT Newark,
has signed
three
additional
half-hours
weekly and
on J<
WAAT — two recorded music shows
a "Garden Round Table". Originating ; I
from thefeatures
store's gardening
auditorium,experts
latter from
pro- !
gram
nearbytionsRutgers
who answer
quessubmitted byU., audience.
SLx-weekly series
"Kresge-Newark
{Continued
on pageMagazine
52) of '
IN EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA
4UJRRF¥
COMPLETELY COVERS THIS
HUNDRED MILLION DOLLAR MARKET
Over 600,000 Population
67,144 RADIO HOMES

Electric

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT
National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco
Page 50 • April 9, 1945

TARHEEL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
WASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA
NationalFORJOE
Radio Representatives
& CO.
New York « Chicago « Philadelphia
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising]

Fastest-moving

team

GJESS everybody knows we have a lot of new folks.
We've augmented
the and
veterans,
men a who
the network
business inside
out, with
group know
that
knows
how
to
sell
goods
.
.
.
knows
the
cUent's
basic
problems . . . knows how to think in terms of cutting
distribution costs and getting more for the advertiser's
dollar.
We've jective,
beenalthough
in hot
pursuitnot oflook
a pretty
clear-cut
it might
that way
from obthe
outside. And we've been making some real progress. A

in the

league

new
of network
bom.large,
All that's
about kind
the old
network is(andbeing
by and
networkssound
are
a pretty sound operation) has been preserved. But from
this new team you can expect some fundamental improvements that will appeal to you as an advertiser, and to you
as a part of the great American public.
You might bear that in mind when you are thinking
about where to invest your radio dollars. Especially
since
hour onyou thesaveBlue.$3,500 when you buy a nighttime half-

THE VETERANS (only some of them are in the picture): Standing at the left is . . . you're right, Mark Woods, our prexy.
If you don't know Mark, you know of him because he's one
of radio's real pioneers. Next there's Keith Kiggins, who's our
v.p. in Charge of Station Relations, an ex-cow puncher who
has been with the network since '33. Then there's Johnny
Norton, who's
Manager
and one
youngest
execs Station
in the Relations
business. Next
to John
comesof the
Ed

Borroff, our v.p. for the Central Division; Ed has an 18-year
background in the radio business. And now for the seated
team agmembers,
left toDivision,
right: Don man
Searle,
who's General
Maner of ourstation
Western
of know-how
including
management. a Next
towithDonyears
is Charles
Rynd,
an NBCurer. Andgrad
formerly
last who's
but nota v.p.
least and
is Pete
Jaeger,ourourcompany
General treasSales
Manager, a v.p. too, who came to us from Transamerican.

NEW TEAM-MATES (not all of them by a long shot) also reading from left to right: Ed Noble, our Chairman of the Board,
founder and chairman of the Life Savers Corp., formerly
owner of WMCA and an outstanding business leader. And
our
Board — yes,
Chet atLa YRoche,
whomViceyouChairman
rememberof astheChairman
of theit'sBoard
& R,
a man who did so much to build their radio department.
Chet headed the War Advertising Council too. Next is Hub
Robinson, another Y & R grad, where Hub was in charge
of their radio department, built talent and program departments ...Then
so it'scomes
logicalFredthatSmith,
Hub isan ovu-advertising
v.p. in Charge
Programs.
publicityof
expert of long standing (had his own shop, was a BBDO and
Y & R man man);
and forFred
the ispastour twov.p.years
Henry ofMorgenthau's
right-hand
in Charge
Advertising
Promotion and Public Relations. The man with the catcher's
mitt is Bob Kintner, well-known writer and columnist (with
Alsop, remember?), our v.p. heading up news and special

events, and helping us put into practice a new kind of news
policy. As Production
for the last Manager,
fellow seated,
National
who it's
hasAdrian
eighteenSamish,
years ourof
active production experience in stage, screen and radio . . . and
backing up both the old and the new members are these folks,
who've
had Huber,
many years
in bothCarol
the Erwin,
advertising
and selling
fields:
Mike
Ben Bodec,
Ted Oberfelder,
Ivor Kenway.
AMERICAN BROADCASTING
COMPANY, Inc.

NORTH

IS
IVol

CAROLINA

THE

SOUTH'S

AGRICULTURAL
STATE

NORTH CAROLINA
'221.8

MVCRACB
Mine
or/tenOF
SOUTHWltM STATES

WPTF

N.B.C.
(CARRYING
WATTS
50,000
WITH
AT

680

KC)

IS NORTH
No.l

{Continued from page 50)
the Air"
also an audience
tionselfshowwithis broadcast
the participastore It-In
shoppers from
participating
treasure
huntsdirect.
and other games. Business placed
INDEPENDENT COAL & COKE Co.,
Salt Lake
City, has signed
on for
KDYLsponsorSalt
Lake ship
City Mon.-Wed.-Frl.
of Auerbach
H. V. Kaltenborn,
commentator.
Dept. Store NBC
has
signed
for
Mon.
through
Frl.
Pacific
War
commentaries by Larry Smith.
MASSACHUSETTS
Committee through State
John Republican
W. Queen
Agency,
Boston,
hasweekssigned
for 7-7:15
p.m.
period
for
52
effective
April
6 on WCOP Boston.
GERTZ DEPT. STORE, Jamaica, N. Y.,
is sponsoring for 52 weeks Linda Gray
In
five-weekly
interest
program quarter-hour
on WMCA Newwomen's
York.
Agency is Allied Adv., New York.
LEWIS
Ltd.,
Truro,
Nova
Scotia,
will
use four Canadian markets starting
about
the last
of August
in Its Brand
radio
advertising
campaign
for Empire
men's hats, Castleman
according &to agency,
Bermlngham,
New
York. Markets
to and
be used
arePierce,
Montreal.
Ottawa,
Toronto
Windsor.
Type
radio advertising has not been decided.of
ADLER
SHOES,to New
York, hasCo.,shifted
its account
Emll
New
York.
Firm uses
some Mogul
100 commercials
weekly on WHN and WMCA New York.
KNO-MARKEmllMfg.Mogul
Co., Co.,
Brooklyn,York,
has
appointed
assigned
agencyfor forweekly
shoe sponsorship
polishes. New
Firmof hasEd
Herlihy's
newscastBooton
WEAP and
Newquarter-hour
York to forIncrease
Esquire
Polish,
plans
schedule
for this product
later.
SYLVESTER
OIL
Co.,
subsidiary
Standard
Oiloil Co.burner
of New
Jersey,
Newof
York,
in
an
repair
campaign,
last week started a spot schedule on
WLIB
WFAS WSRR,up using
one-minute
announcements
to twice
daily.
Agency
York. is Marschalk & Pratt, New
POSTAL LIFE & Casualty Insurance
Co., Kansas
City, has
nt & Hohman,
Kansasappointed
City, toIsBeauhandle moadvertising
campaign.
Radio
considered.
GOODYEAR
TIRE
&
RUBBER
Co..
New Toronto (synthetic tires), will
start arietyhalf-hour
weekly
network
vashow
on
a
number
of
Ontario
stations. Productions,
Production Toronto.
will be by
Don
Bassett
Account
is being placed by J. J. Gibbons Ltd..
Toronto.
BORDEN
Toronto (milk,
ice
cream),
hasCo.,added
the
Thursday
evening CKCV
networkQuebec
programto
"Canadian
& Rubicam, Cavalcade".
Toronto. Agency Is Young
CARSON PIRIE SCOTT & Co., Chicago
(department
effective April
will
sponsor store),
a quarter-hour
musical9
varietyWMAQ
show Chicago,
titled "Variety
at 5:15"
on
5:15-5:30
p.m.
(CWT) Mon.-Wed.-Frl.
Program
will
originate
from
various
Army
andand Navy
hospitals
in
the
Chicago
area
will
feature
stars
of
the
entertainment
world as guests. Contract for 13 weeks
was
cago. placed by Burnet-Kuhn Co., Chi-

Softol Campaign
W. B. ASSOCIATES, New York,
has
five quarter-hours
weeklysigned
for for
13 weeks
on WNEW
New York in a test campaign for
Softol, a cuticle set. Agency is
Slans & Maury, New York.
TRIPLE AAA Tablets Inc., Buffalo, Is
said winto& Strachan,
be using radio.
Buffalo.Agency Is BaldNATIONAL ASSN. of Margarine Mfrs.,
Washington,
la current campaign.Is including
Agency is radio
Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago.
DEWEES SPECIALTY SHOP, PhUadelphla
(women's and $250,000
children'sfor apparel),
has
appropriated
currentis
campaign
including
radio. Agency
Sterling Adv.,
New York.
PHILADELPHIA
is Vising,
radio for the firstGAStimeWORKS
to advertise
gas^
appliances
by26 sponsoring
"Highlights
j
inFriday
Music"on forWFIL
weeks
Monday
Philadelphia. through
Agency,
is John Faulkner Arndt Co., PhiladelCLINTONucts), is said
Co., toClinton,
la. (corn radio.
prodbe considering
Business
to
be
placed
direct.
phia.
LEWIS
G. DUTTON has been appointmanagera
of P.ed vice-president
Duff & SonsandInc.,general
Pittsburgh,
division
of American
Home assistant
Poods Inc.to
Mr. Dutton
was formerly
H.dent.W. RODEN, P. Duff & Sons presiKROGER GROCERY & BAKING Co.,
Cincinnati,
ison sponsoring
Hoosier
Hop"Saturday.
WOWOAgencyPt. "Famous
Ind.,
9:30-10
isWayne,
Ralph
H. Jones
Co., Cincinnati.
EARLY & DANIEL Co., Cincinnati
(Tuexdo
feeds),
is extending
Ed
McConnell"
transcriptions
for an
additional
five-week
period "Smilin*
through
May
on
WDAE
WKRC
WHAS
WSM
WSB WJAX WCHS WIOD WBT WPTF
WCKY.
cinnati. Agency Is Keelor & Stites, CinLAURENTIAN AGENCIES, Montreal
(Florida
has startedstations.
twice weeklycy isspotsMcKim
onwater),
sixAdv.,
Canadian
AgenMontreal.
G. T. FULFORD Ltd., Brockville, Ont.
(proprietary),
has started spots on 37
Canadian
hurst
Co., stations.
Toronto. Agency is P. H. HayHOWE MARTYN has been named adof LeverwithBros.,McKim
Toronto.vertising
He was managerformerly
Adv.,
Toronto.general
E. W. sales
CARPENTER
has
been
named
manager
for
Canada of Lever Bros.
MJB Co., San Francisco (rice, tea), on
March 23 started weekly quarter-hour
participation
inPacific
"Meet stations,
the Missus"Mon.on
seven
CBS 2:30-3
through
p.m. (PWT). Agency
is BBDO Frl.
San Francisco.
SIGNALBaking
OIL Co.,
Co., Los Angeles,
and
Remar
willgames
sponsor
alternate
OaklandOakland,
baseball
on
KROW
Oakland.
HAL
PARKES
and
LEE
GIROUXCo., will
A. Stebtaens
Los announce.
Angeles, is Barton
agency
for Signalfor and
Portland,
Remar.Butler-Parker-Newlin.
KLEEREX
appointedto
O'Nell, LarsonCo., &Chicago,
McMahon,has Chicago,
handle advertising. Radio is considered.

CAROLINAS

SALESMAN
A full page of them in

WPTF

V RALEIGH
FREE & PETERS, INC
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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FRIENDLY ADVICE
^\
\ Mil
... .
*
\C Utt
HOMOR,TOKEEP
W'T AND TUNED
XL S\^ WOMEN
WC K Y

the May
7 issue
of BROADCASTING on
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The

Most

Powerful

High-Frequency

Tube

200 Kilowatts — developed especially for high-power,
high-frequency broadcast and industrial applications.
Into this development
and experience of the
the name Federal stand
tation earned by more
the electronics field.

has gone all the knowledge
tube-building art that make
for dependability — a reputhan 35 years of service in

Federal tubes are built for long life . . . produced
with all the care and precision of fine craftsmanship.
Federal always has made better tubes.

Miss Friedel to WFD
MARYL FRIEDEL, formerly in
charge of exploitation for WLW
Cincinnati, has joined the Treasury
War Finance Radio Unit as head
of the radio information section,
succeeding Barney Molohon, now
with the programs division of the
War Food Adm. In radio since 1929
when
a women's
programsheon presented
WOW Omaha,
Miss
Friedel successively was publicity
director of WBBM Chicago, general
manager of WLAP (Louisville)
LexingtonandWJKS (WIND) Gary.
She also St.
was Louis
publicity
for
KMOX
and director
for several
years ran her own Chicago office.
Bendix Sales Up
BENDIX AVIATION Corp. ended
the fiscal year Sept. 30, 1944 with
consolidated net income of $15,290,095, equal to $7.22 a share of
capital stock after all operating
costs and provisions for taxes. Net
income
was Gross
$14,722,704 foror previous
$6.96 a ye^r
share.
sales in 1944 were $914,110,895.

SOMEONE
IS ALWAYS

Columbus
was the first
lu land on the W'estci

IF

YOU

Youth Essay Contest
EDDIE CANTOR has announced on his
NBC
program
sponsored
Myers Co. a contest
for thebybestBristolessay
byDelinquency,
a high school
student
on "Juvenile
How prizes
to Overcome
It." Hea
will award three
representing
total ofners, to$2,250
in War Bonds
winannounced
Mayto the
2 Hoover,
broadcast.beJudgesDr.
Include
J.onMurray
Edgar
FBI
chief;
Nicholas
Butler,
Columbiapresident
U. president;
Dr. Gordon
Sproul,
U. of California.
The
winners'
placques.
York.
Agency isschools
Youngwill& receive
Bubicam,
New
Quarter-Hour Chimes
EVERY quarter-hour
NBC chimesmicroare
sounded
from
uniting athe12-foot
KDYL dummy
Salt Lake
outdoor phonebillboards
which
mark
the two
site
of
new bypostwar
Chimesproposed
are sounded
automaticstudios.
constars. trol. Billboards feature pictures of NBC

SELL

OIL
COR BEER
OR BRUSHES)

%

WHBQ

Memphis
radio station
to broadcast
regularly from a
theatre stage

South's 24-Hour Stati

Your MUTUAL Friend
Memphis, Tennessee
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SK

YOUR
ABOUT

DISTRIBUTOR

KDAL
Duluth is among the first 100 cities
in America. The nine-county KDAL
primary area (the largest primary
area of any of the stations at the
Head-of-the-Lakes) contains 376,723
people who spend nearly ^130,000,000 annually. You figure out how
much gasoline and grease that means!
Thanks to its favorable 610 frequency, KDAL's 1000 watts puts a
stronger signal throughout this market than any station, anywhere. For
instance, an independent coincidental daytime survey made in Virgin-

DULUTH
ia, Minnesota (60 miles from Duluth, and with an NBC station of
its own) showed that KDAL had
more than nine times the audience
of the other Duluth station, with
more than 70% as large an audience as the local Virginia NBC
station !
KDAL, Duluth, is the buy for the
Head-of-the-Lakes. Don't take our
word for it. Ask your local distributor. He knows — and ten to one
he'll say "KDAL"!

Larus Contest
LARUS & BROS., Richmond, sponsors
ofBluetheNetwork,
"Guy Lombardo
the
will give Show"
$1,500 Inon War
Bond licity
prizesmanagers
to ofpromotion
and pubBlue
stations
the best promotion of the programfor
April 15-June
15. Limited
to the
stations
carrying
the series,
awards180
will be nalconferred
on
the
basis
of
origiity of ideas
and extent
Trade
press
serveof$250,
ascoverage.
judges.
First prize
iseditors
$500,willsecond
third
$100,
and 20Newof York.
$25. Agency is Warwicls
& Legler,
Retail Radio Treatise
TREATISE
on theBloom,
use ofdirector
radio byof the
retailers by Aaron
commercial
department
of
Kasper-Gordon Inc., Boston, is included In a packpresentation
buted to department
stores being
across disthe
country.agedtriprogram
Information Booklet
JO RANSON,
head of WNEW
New
York, Manuals
willpublicity
prepare
Guidance
Inc. a forguideVocational
for
the
use
of
servicemen
Interested
a radio
career. Booklet will cover inpublicity,
sales,ingpromotion,
announcing,
engineerand other phases of broadcasting.
JOANE LANE, trade news editor of
CBS Pub.
for two
years, (April
joins 9)Crowell-ColUer
Co. today
in charge
of publicity
forMISHKIN
Woman's ofHomethe Companion.
LEO
CBS
press
information
department,
becomes
trade news editor of the network.
LT. ARNOLD SILVER!, Camp Butner
(N. C.)rectoPRO
publicity
r for the andWestformer
Virginia
Network,diis currently
producing aathalf-hour
variety
show
originating
Camp
Butner's
Service
broadcast
over Club
WPTP Number
Raleigh. Two and
ESTHER KRAVITZ, WINX Washington
continuity
traffic chief,
leaveswriting
April
15 to enter andfreelance
publicity,
and promotion.
SUSAN
DE
RACEY
GILBERT
has
joined
WJZ NewtheYorkpromotion
as assistantdepartment
to DUNCANof
MILLER,
station
promotion
Miss
is former
assistantmanager.
to the
Corp.
press Gilbert
book editor
of Republic
Pictures
WEBSTEROklahoma
L. BENHAM
Jr., director
KOMA
City sales
promotionof
and public relations, has been cited for
distinguished
service City
as a wartimeChamcitizenberbyoftheCommerce
Oklahoma
and willJunior
receive the
"Outstanding
Young
Man
Award".
was selected by a committee of nineHe
headed by MAJ. ROBERT A. HEFNER.
JOE
New andYorkdirector
audi
ence SEIFERT,
promotion WJZ
manager
ofentertains
the station's
"Victoryat Troupe"
which
servicemen
nearby
camps,
is seriously
New
York. ill in Doctors Hospital

I
Horace
NStovin
AND COMPANY
•
RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
•
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO

1000 WATTS
. 610 KC . CBS
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive Representatives
BROADCASTING
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FOR
THE

GOODWILL

WJR
STATIONj.

DETROIT

"For outstanding and meritorious pubKc
service in encouraging, fostering, promoting
and developing American ideals of freedom,
and for loyal and devoted service to the nation
and to the community it serves, "jf?
THE
Alfred
^

I. duPont

Award

"The Pulitzer Prize of Radio"
^ Quoted from the presentation made by the
Alfred I. duPont Award Committee to Station WJR at the St. Regis Hotel, New York
City, Saturday, March 10, 1945.

OWI PACKET, WEEK APRIL 30

IN

YOU

SOUND

GET IN A DUPLEX

SPEAKER

A smooth 40 cycle low bass response, 1 5,000
cycles plus in the high frequency range is all
any engineer or listener can ask for in high
quality sound reproduction. Add a 60 degree
angle of horizontal distribution ... a 40 degree
angle of vertical distribution and you have
more than you ask for in sound reproduction.
You enjoy them all in the Duplex speaker. The
SPEAKER that REVOLUTIONIZES the methods
of sound REPRODUCTION.
SEND

FOR

LANSING

BULLETINS

CORPORATiON

1210 TAFT BUILDING'HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
250 WEST 57 STREET'NEW YORK 19,N.Y.
IN CANADA: NORTHERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
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Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the weeksuitable
beginning
April 30. OWI
transcriptions
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
and three
on eachof
side
discs. Tellwaryoiu:
about them.
Plan 20-second
schedules chain
for best timing
these ofimpbrtant
messages.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Gronp
Group NAT.PLAN
SPOT
WAR MESSAGE WORK
KW
PLAN
Aff. Ind. AS. OI
Ind. Live Trans.
Hold
Prices Down„
__
X X
V-Mail
X __ __
X
Dangerous
Pennies
X
Stop
Wartime Accidents— „
X X
Nursing
__ X
X X
X X
X __ ____
Conserve Service
Cars, Tires,
and
Gas
X
Merchant Marine Recruit- ing X
OWI Schedule
War Message
for namesAllocation
and time Plans.
of programs carrying
warSeemessages
under ofNational
Spot and158 Network
Regionals in 1000-2500 w Group Show
Average Sales of $151^254 for Year
Kentucky,
Maryland,
Southlocated
DakotaIn and
REGIONAL broadcast stations in Utah.
The
other 156Alabama,
are
the
as follows:
1; Arizona,
the 1,000 to 2,500 w category real- States
1;
California,
20;
Colorado,
ized average net time sales of 5;2; Arkansas,
Connecticut,
4; Florida,
3; Georgia,
4; Indiana,
1; Iowa,1;
$151,254 during 1944 — an increase 2;1; Idaho,
Kansas,3; Illinois,
5; Louisiana,
1; Maine,
of approximately
41%
over
averMassachusetts,
4;
Michigan,
3;
Minneage figures for the preceding year,
sotat,a2n;a,Mississippi,
1; Nebraska, 2;2; Missouri,
Nevada, 2;1; MonNew
according pilatitoons on 1944
the business
third of five
com1;York,
New Jersey,
5; New
Mexprepared Hampshire,
i
c
o
,
1
;
New
13;
North
Carolina.
3; Ohio, 3; Oklahoma,
by the FCC's broadcast accounting 2;6; North
Oregon,1;Dakota,
3; Pennsylvania,
Rhode
Island,
Carolina, 4;2;12;Virginia,
Tennesdepartment.
se , 4; Texas,South12; 7;Vermont,
The statistics revealed that 137 1; Washington,
West
Virginia,
2; and Wyoming,
1. may2:
commercial stations of the 152 in Wisconsin,
162 stations
in this category
that povifer category had total net beTheclassified
by power and time of
as follows:
1 limited
station time;
operat-1
time sales of $20,721,794, an in- operation
ing1 withkilowatt
21/2
kUowatts,
crease of $5,981,160 over the pre- unlimited;
with
night,
2
','2
kilowatts
day,
3
with
1
kilowatt
night,
2V2
ceding year. In 1943 these stations
day, sharing7 with
time; 1 83kilowatt,
with 1
realized $14,740,634 in net time kilowatts
kilowatt,
unlimited;
sales.
limited; 29 with 1 kilowatt, day; 7 with
sharing
2 with500 1 watts
kiloActually, there are 162 stations 1 kilowatt,
watt,1 specified
time;time;
22 with
night,
kilowatt
day,
unlimited;day,2
of 1,000-2,500com ercial.wAl butbuttwo10 ofarethe nonwith
500
watts
night,
1
kilowatt
137 sharing time; and 5 with 250 watts
commercial stations reported in- night, 1 kilowatt day, unlimited time.
creases in net time sales. One reported adecrease of $1,087 and the KXOA to Join Don Lee
other a decrease of $1,324. Seven
Sacramento, Cal., now unof the remaining
stations re-to KXOAder construction,
will Broadcasting
become affiliported increases 135
of $100,000
Don Lee
$239,204; 31 of $50,000 to $100,000; System,ated withHollywood,
about
May 1
54 of $25,000 to $50,000; 35 of
39 stations in the network,
$5,000 to $25,000; and 8 of $91 to making
coast outlet of Mutual. Station will
operate
with 250 ofw onLincoln
1490 kc,
under management
Dellar,
$5,000. Above Other Groups
owner. He is vice-president and
The gain of 41% compares with
manager
of Associated
Broadcasters
Inc., San
Francisco.
that of 28% shown by 191 regional general
stations in the 5,000 to 20,000 w
group [Broadcasting, April 2].
The 52 stations operating in the
50,000 w category showed a 20%
increase [Broadcasting, Feb. 26].
The FCC's April 3 release on
1,000-2,500 w stations continued:
Ninety-nine
the 152forcommercial
stations
serve ofas outlets
the four
major tions
networks,
an increase
of follows:
six staover
the
year
1943,
as
Blue, 18;
25 stations;
CBS,
21; 4;Mutual,
27:
NBC,
Blue
and
Mutual,
Blue
NBC,
1;of andtheseMutual
and isNBC,
3. byanda
One
stations
owned
regional
(Don Lee)
the
licenseespaniesnetwork
ofowning108or stations,
or them,
theand comcontrolling
are
engaged
in other
business as follows;
Publishing,
48; Manufacturing,
10:
Stores,
15;
Educational,
8;
Banking,
etc.,
7; Religious,
businesses,
16. 4; and various other
Three andof these
stations
are located
Alaska
one each
In Hawaii,
Puertoin
Rico
and
the
District
of Columbia.
There
are
no
stations
operating
with T-jVS IVfSr'S CREATES^ VHOtV^WOSSC^
this power in the States of Delaware,
BROADCASTING
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on

PRESTO

disal

To any modern youngster or her Mommy, the Super Most important transcriptions are. For recording
engineers know that PRESTO discs give finer results
Suds jingle is as familiar as the works of Mother Goose.
In two years, this merry snatch of song has proved with less margin for error — actually perform better
than most of the recording equipment on which
itself a commercial with "super-do"— lilting its way
into the musical memory of America, and, incidentally,
they are used. That's why you'll find, in most large
broadcasting stations, recording studios and research
selling a whacking big heap of suds.
laboratories,
the standard recording disc is a PRESTO.
Super Suds "spots" are cut on PRESTO discs.
WHY BROADCASTING STUDIOS USE MORE PRESTO DISCS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

Less Surface Noise

No Distortion

Easier on Cutting Needle

No Fussy Needle Adjustments

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING
AND DISCS

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

PRESTO
RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 1 9, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada

Walter Brown Returns
To WSPA Management
TKRM I MATING two years of
service at the White House as asant to "Assistant
•lames F. sistByrnes,
Walter President"
J. Brown,
vice-president and
general manager
of WSPA Spartanburg, last
week left his post
at the Office of
Economdc Stabil"^^H ization and Re'"^^^B conversion to redito active
^^^^ Ai^^^H ^ui^n
of his
rection
m^^^^^g
station.
Mr.
Mr. Brown
who originallv took over Brown,
the Washington
;issignniont
on
a
one-year
\vas asked to remain by his leave.
chief
and resigned coincident with Justice
Byrnes'
retirement,
announced
last week.
A top-flight
spondent beforeWashington
he entered correradio

five yearslishedago,
Brown estabWORD Mr.
Spartanburg
and
afterward acquired WSPA. Several
months ago WORD was sold under
the Commission's
"duopoly"
regulations. In addition
to resmuing
active direction of WSPA, Mr.
Brown will pick up where he left
off two years ago on plans to build
an FM station atop Hog Back
Mountain,
a high
near after
Tryon,
N. C. He
also point
will look
substantial farm interests in GeorSpartanburg
atgia.Donaldtorney andRussell,
legal advisor
to Justice
Byrnes, who also is a director of
WSPA, ington
planstemporarily
to remain
Wash- CONGRATULATIONS were for F.
as an inassistant
appointed
to Justice
Vinson,
successor
to
Jus- J.NewSmalley
tice Byrnes.
York (left),
residentnewly
manager
for
Smith, Bull & McCreery Adv., Los
Angeles, when he left to open east
offices. P.
Well-wishers
to r)
IIICKSVILLB, Long I«luii<l, N. Y. coast
are Walter
McCreery, (1agency
Iilant ofceived itsPress
Wireless
Inc.
has
reco-partner,
and
Mel
Roach,
for
duction director. Mr. Smalley prowas
excellence third
in warArmy-Nav.v
production,Award
entitlins
formerly
the
planttwoto years
anotherago.star in its '"E'' KFVD Loscommercial
Angeles. manager of
flas won

NBC NETWORK
5000 Watts Day and Night
National Representatives: Edward Petry &
NORFOLK
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VIRGINIA

Drug Co. Resumes
Radio on Network
Extensive Tie-in Promotion
Planned by United Drug
UNITED DRUG Inc., Boston, as
sponsors of the Moore-Durante
Show on CBS Friday 10-10:30
p.m., resumed network radio last
week after ten years. During that
period United has sponsored largescale, short-run campaigns semian ual y for Rexall one-cent sales.
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, the
agency, and client were working
last week on the next four-day
campaign
on coverage
213 stationsin tomarkets
eliminate double
now covered by the CBS program.
Program Cost $1,500,000
Continuing Gary Moore and
Jimmy Durante, both signed to
five andtalent
a half-year
other
of the contracts,
former R.withJ.
Reynolds show continuing, programmatedwillcostbeofcarried
at anyearly,
esti$1,500,000
with the most extensive dealer promotion outlets set-up controlled by
any network advertiser. In line
with all-out emphasis on Rexall
stores,Radio
title Show
has been
todrugRexall
with changed
Jimmy
Durante and Gary Moore. Commercials feature the stores, and Puretest Aspirin. Network is being expanded from 133 to 146 stations.
There will be a summer replacement July-August while the comedy
team goes on a USO overseas tour.
Outlining merchandising plans
last week,
C. Bond,
vice-president and A.
general
merchandising
director, pointed out there was a
total of 8,300 Rexall stores, representing "8 miles of window display". United is using house organs, window cut-outs, and posters, inside banners, life-size talent
blow-ups, counter displays, ads in
11,000 country newspapers, Rexall
club meetings, club circulars,
30,000,000 throw-aways, box inserts in regular magazine advertising, spot announcements, publicity in 900,000 monthly issues of
Rexall magazine, a consumer orRexallto
dealersgan, andarepackage
being inserts.
encouraged
place ads locally, and national
newspaper advertising is being
used.

"Ye said over WFDF Flint we
should be workin', didn't ye?"
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Crystal

gateways

Four hundred and eighty telephone
conversations over a coaxial cable
was one of the last peacetime
achievements of communication
research in Bell Telephone Laboratories. In this multi-channel telephone system, each conversation
is transported by its own highfrequency carrier current. At each
end of the line are crystal gateways; each opens in response
to its own particular "carrier" with the message it transports. Intelephone terminology, these gateways are filters.
The ultra-selective characteristic of these filters is made
possible by piezo-electric quartz plates, cut in a special
BELL

TELEPHONE

for

your

voice

manner from the mother crystal, and mounted in vacuum.
Each set of plates is precisely adjusted so that the filter
responds only to the frequency of its assigned channel,
rejecting all others. In the coaxial terminal equipment,
such crystal gates sort out messages for delivery to their
four hundred and eighty individual destinations.
In recent years. Bell Telephone Laboratories research
has provided the Armed Forces Avith many types of electrical equipment in which frequency is controlled by quartz
crystals. Notable is the tank radio set which enables a tank
crew to communicate over any one of 80 different transmission frequency channels by simply plugging in the
appropriate crystal. The future holds rich possibilities for
the use of quartz crystals in Bell System telephone service.
LABORATORIES

Exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting for our Armed Forces at war and for continued improvements and economies in telephone service.

VAST ELECTRONICS
PROGRAM FOR NAVY
AS INSURANCE against unpreparedness in years to come, Capt.
Jennings B. Dow, USN, Director
of Electronics for the Bureau of
Ships, recently
the
earnest
hope of said
those that
who "It
haveis had
the responsibility for supplying the
Navy ment
withthat modern
electronic
when peace
comes,equipour
people will not fail to strongly support an adequate research and development program.
"It has been estimated," he continued,
of $25,000,000 per "thatyeara minimum
would be required
by the Navy to carry out an adequate program in the fields of radio,ture ofradar
expendithisandsumsonar.
wouldTheinsure
the
technical
'lead'
over
other
nations
which has proved to be so essential
to Hevictory."
predicted that television, at
the end of the war, would emerge
as "a reality for the use and entertainment of ourtopeople,"
it would spread
new fieldsandof that
usefulness.

Mr.

Time

HERE'S
THIS

THE

RICH

Clear Channel Parley
(Continued from page 15)
threaded throughout the tortuous is accepted to mean there will be
history of clear channels has been east-west coast clear channel dupthe resolute opposition of Chairlication. And in the larger markets, stations presently on clear
man Wheeler, of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, to clear channels probably would be permit ed to use power of the order
channels or to power beyond 50 kw.
He induced the Senate in 1938 to of 50,000 watts or greater, for intensive coverage of their areas,
adopt a resolution inveighing
against power of more than 50,000
would bechannel
reduced service,
to 1-B
w. While this resolution has no real but
or they
duplicated
legislative standing, it nevertheless which normally would curtail sechas influenced at least certain memondary coverage, particularly at
bers of the Commission. Flanking night.
Those clear channels which would
Sen. Wheeler in his stubborn opposition always has been Ed Craney, Montana broadcaster, who is be preserved,
ner of thought, following
would be this
locatedman-in
identified with the regional station non-urban areas serving sparsely
committee which will urge the clear populated contiguous territories
channel breakdown at the forth- where a secondary signal would
coming hearing.
provide the best available, and
If current FCC thinking is a cri- perhaps the only acceptable broadterion, there will be duplication of
cast service.
clear channels now located in the
In some quarters it is felt that,
major centers of population. That irrespective of the procedure which

Buyer

ORGANIZATION

MIDDLE

AND

THE MARKET
The great
Westandand markets
Southwest radioMiddle
stations
are the zation.
specialty
T.H.S.firsthand
organiWE KNOW of from
experience and on-the-spot operations the facts which will help
make your schedule click. Let us
assist YOU— NOW!
THE AFFILIATES
TEXAS
KRGV— Weslaco
KFDM — Beaumont
KFYO— Lubbock
KTSA — San Antonio
THE
LONE STAR
KGNC— Amarillo
CHAIN
LOUISIANA
KRMD — Shreveport
OKLAHOMA
City
KTOK— Oklahoma
KADA— Ada
KBIX— Muskogee
KVSO— Ardmore
KCRC— Enid
THE OKLAHOMA
KGFF — Shawnee
NETWORK
KOME— Tulsa
NEW MEXICO
KGGM— Albuquerque KVSF— Santa Fe
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the FCC now proposes to follow,
it cannot determine the nature of
the physical structure of the broadcast band, or establish the number
of clear channels that should be
preserved until it has determined
at least two basic program service
factors. These are (1) the number
of competitive network services
v/hich would be accommodated in
major markets (the existing view
appears to be four) and for secondary coverage, and (2) the kind
programand service
be afforded
inof cities
remote toareas.
Drawn into the formulation of
such a policy might be such factors
as the network affiliation of particular stations, and whether a facility would be allocated unless the
station would commit itself to affiliation with a particular network,
or possibly to no network at all.
This is an integral part of the prolarlygramwhenduplication
powersaccount.
ofaspect,
a higherparticuorder
are taken
into
"Circle Method" Seen
It would not surprise observers
here to see the FCC introduce at
the May 9 hearings a plan proposing utilization of the so-called
"circle method" of allocation. This
would entail arbitrary location of
clear channel stations geographical y to provide maximum service.
The thought also is that under such
a plan the Commission would be
disposed to authorize power in excess of 50,000 w for such Class I-A
stations.
While there has been no inkling
as to how the FCC would propose
to relocate clear channels, there is
substantial
on the should
Commission thatagreement
such facilities
not be concentrated in centers of
population. The proposal might be
one wherein the FCC arbitrarily
would specify location of channels
for maximum coverage. Stations
now using those facilities might be
given first option to operate the
stationstions.atIn thethe alternate,
proposed new
locathe clear
channel licensee might be offered
a regional ropolitan
assignment
the metarea,available
with thein relocated
clear channel
for new
assignment.
Number Undetermined
It is doubted whether there has
been even a tentative determination as to the number of Class I-A
channels
at night)
that would (unduplicated
be retained. Under
the
1928 broadcast allocation, 40 clear
channels were set aside. The num;/ 630 KILOCYCLES f
5000BLUE
WATTS
Full TimV^a
NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
John BLAIR & £0.

BROADCASTING

Broadcast AdverlisingMifi

ber was reduced to 25 after the
1938 allocation hearings, and kept
at that figure under the North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement, which became effective
in 1941. There are now 24 such
channels
insofar
mal records
go. as the FCC's forAt the FCC, considerable stress
is placed upon the shortcomings of
the existing allocations structure.
Whereas the law provides for an
equitable distribution of facilities
throughout the country, it is pointed out that there are only three
clear channels west of the Mississippi and that the bulk of those in
the East are concentrated in the
larger markets. An ideal situation,
it is contended, would be one wherein stations of substantial power on
preferred frequencies would be so
located as to provide as nearly
equal service as possible everywhere, with a minimum of overlap ing of signals and of programs.
The meager distribution of
high power facilities in the West
is ascribable to the original law
itself, it is recalled. Under the
1927 act, there was the so-called
Davis Amendment, which provided
for an equal distribution of facilities among the five radio zones into
which the country then was divided. Thus, the sprawling fifth
zone covering practically the Western third of the country, could
have no more facilities than the
very compact first zone, comprising only the New England states
and New York. The Davis Amendment, because of the virtual impos ibility ofenforcement, was repealed in June 1936.
It is presumed also that in devising new standards of allocation,
the FCC will take into account the
fact that propagation generally is
far better in the Western areas
where man-made noise is at a minimum and where static or other
meteorological deterrents to conductivity are not nearly as intense
as in the Southern and Eastern
areas.
Pinaud Buys Time
PINAUD Inc., New York, manufacturer of a onnewWJZ
perfume,
nelle, starts
New LiliaYork
April
22,
4-4:30
p.m.
EWT,
with
aheard26-week
musical
series
to
transcribed a week later overbe
five otherKGOBlue-ABC
WENR
KECA stations,
KJR KEX.
Agency is Dorland International,
Pettingell & Fenton, New York.
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Stations Plan for Hearings
(Continued from, page 15)
mission engineering executives and power in excess of 50 kw to adeindustry engineers. Additions to the
solve the problem of full
committees since the memberships coverage.quatelyOpposing
the higherwere
published
in
the
March
26
power
proponents
will be the group
Broadcasting follow:
which
advocates
breaking
COMMITTEE 1,a Satisfactory
DeterminationSignalof completely of clear channelsdownto
—What
PrankConstitutes
Marx, American Broadcasting
permit more stations, thus giving
Co.COMMITTEE 2, Determination of better coverage.
Added to filing listed in the April
What Constitutes
Objectionable
Interferenccea— sFrank
American
Broadcasting are the following,
ting Co.; W. Marx,
S. Duttera,
NBC; BroadJohn 2together
with names of witnesses
V. L.ingHogan,
WQXR-WQXQ,
representindependent
stations.
and
issues to be covered, where
COMMITTEE
3, Determination
Distances
to Which
and Areas Overof
Which livVarious
Signal StrengthsAmerican
are De- CLEAR
CHANNEL
Broadcasting
Servered— Benjamin
ice—KPI
Los Angeles,
WPAALouisville,
Dallas,
: Nashville,
Broadcasting
Co.; JohnAdler,
V. L, Hogan for given
WSM
WHAS
independents.
WHAM
Rochester,
N.
Y.;
WJR
Detroit,
COMMITTEE 4, Postcard or Similar WOAI San Antonio, WBAP Port Worth,
Surveys—
Paul P.Edward
Peter, P.NAB,Evans,
withdrew:
WCAU leans,Philadelphia,
WWLV/SB New
OrWHO Des Moines,Cincinnati,
Atlanta,
new members:
Amer- WGN
ican Broadcasting
Co.; Bureau;
Hugh Peltis,
WLS
Broadcast
Measurement
GrantC. Chicago,Chicago,
KDKA WLW
Pittsburgh.
Wrathall,
independent
stations;
Maurice
Wieting, National Council of REGIONAL
BROADCASTERS
COMParmer Cooperatives.
MIT E —Dr. Greenleaf
and Paul
P. GodleyWhittler
retainedPick-by
Evidence to be presented will ard
Committee
to
present
technical
cover the purported necessity for
mony; tentative arrangements testimade

with Manfred K. Toeppen, former FCC
assistant
chiefin engineer,
ing engineer
York,nowto consultsubmit
statistical
andNewexhibits.
witnessesdataundetermined,
pendingOtherfindings
of special engineering committees.
AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
Co.—
Mark Woods, president, on economic
aspects mentsofuponoperation
under andof radio
compresent allocation
facilities;posals presentation
of overall Keith
proother than engineering;
Kiggins,
vice-presidenton present
In charge
of
stations budepartment,
distrition of radio facilities other than
from the engineering aspect; Hubbell
Robinson,
charge Dr.of
programs, vice-president
on program inservice;
Prank G. neering
Kearaspectsandof Frank
Marx
on engiallocations
of radio facilities andpresent
presentation
of
engineering
proposals;
Edward
P.
Evans,
research
to offer
statistical manager,
and economic
data.supporting
CBS— Joseph H. Ream, vice-president:
William
engineering.B. Lodge, director of general
NBC — Witnesses undetermined, pending outcomegineeringof committees.
findings by special enNETWORK—
George toC. which
Davis
andYANKEE
I. Robinson
on extent
New England residents must rely on
secondary service for broadcast reception;
possibilityin ofNewIncreased
primary service
England;AM effect
of futurevision upondevelopment
teleavailability ofor PMradioandservice

These are but a few of the many BMIlicensed titles recorded by The King
Cole Trio. See your BMI DISC DATA
for the complete listing or write for
your copy of this special service.
Cap.
THERE I'VE SAID IT AGAIN*
SLOW DOWN
THIS'LL MAKE YOU LAUGH
KING

COLE

The debonair and multi-talented leader of the
famous King Cole Trio is ahotit as well known
as the nursery rhyme character. With Oscar
Moore on the guitar, and Bass Fiddler Johnny
Miller now in the spot formerly held by Wesley
Prince (who's in the Army), the Trio is winning
plaudits everywhere.

Dec. 8556
Dec. 8571

Dec. 8592
STOP!
THE RIFF
RED LIGHT'S ON
I LIKE TO
ALL FOR YOU
EX. 8114, Cap. 139
I REALIZE NOW
Cap. 169
F.S.T.
Pr. 100
My Lips Remember
* Soon to be released.
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KANSAS
CITY

K

O

Z

Y

tosecondary
underserved
areascoverage
In Newof England;
networks
ofservice
meeting
needs
ofregional
rural
and suburban
listeners
of New
England
for
improved
standard
broadcast
service.
John
Shepherd
3d
and
Linus
Travers
on
program
service
of
Yankee
particularly
to needs listeners:
of New
England
ruralsuited
and suburban
programurbanpreferences
of
rural
and
residents of New England. subWEW St. Louis— Frank H. Mcintosh.
WSGN
Birmingham—
L. Dil-to
lard;
plans breakdown
to introduceEverett
show nelsthat
of evidence
clear service.
chanwill provide more primary
KFAR
Fairbanks,
Alaska—
August
Hiebert,
engineer; plans
to testifyG.
on
need chief
forforpermanent
assignment
Alaska. clear channel
KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.— Witness undetermined.
KSL
(supplemental
filing) — Salt
Ivor Lake
Sharp,City
general
manager,
on "Station Policies"; Ralph Hardy,
program
director,
on
"Programs";
Paul
F.Evans,
Dixonchiefon engineer,
"Economics";
C.
and E. T.Richard
Pack
onWCAE
"Engineering".
— Witness
undetermined;Pittsburgh
plans toof offer
testimony
ing allocation,
difficulty
affording,
underinrevealpresent
adequate
service
areas
adiacent to Pittsburgh.
WHEB
Portsmouth,
N.
H.—
Georges, general manager; plansBertto
testify that
present
frequencies denies
night allocation
service to ofheavily
populated
southeastern
New
Hampshire, asection
"which now receives no
niBhttime
service".
NEW YORK
Federation and NewState
YorkFarm
StateBureau
Conference
Board
of Farmsecretary;
Organizations
— E.testi-S.
Foster,
general
plans
to
what farmers want in line of
radiofy onservice.
KYA San Francisco — Witness undetermined.
WNYC ofNewcommunications.
York— Morris S. Novik.
director
York,
and station
manager; John D.NewJ. Moore,
counsel;
plan
to
testify
on
(a)
nature
of program service rendered by WNYC:
(2) necessity
dered by WNYC.for program service renWHO Des Moines — Paul A. Loyet;
plans testimony
on minimum
imum power, extent
to which andtheremax-is

THE

FIRST

CONTACT! Unexpected kiss accompanies presentation of unexflowers byto Maj.
Kay Runnals of pected
WBZEaster Boston
Gen.
Sherman Miles, Commanding Officer,halfFirst
Service
Command,
on
beof Miss Runnals' boy-friend,
Cpl. Ben Mitchell, now with Army
paratroop
engineers
who
wrote the
Boston inU. Germany
S. O. for
the bouquet. The general made the
delivery; the kiss was his own idea.
overlapping
ofof clear
channel
duplication
program
serviceservice,
andto
general
technical
matters pertinent
clear channel
operation.
NATIONAL COUNCIL
of Farmer
Coivetestify
s—John H. Davis,
secretary;
plans totooperatrural
on executive
program
service suitable
listeners.
WSOC Charlotte,
N. C— Witness
determined; plans evidence
tending un-to
show
under
present
service that
to Charlotte
vicinity isallocation,
difficult.
WTBO Cumberland,
Md.— Witness
undetermined;
plans to testify
as to
difficulty of affording service to Cum-

25

YEARS

MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

WEREN'T
SO TOUGH!
They made KQV a tuning-in habit in Pittsburgh.
Today, with new management and aggressive
staff, KQV's a better buy than ever.

EVERETT L. DILLARD
Cone ml Manager

berland
area under present
allocation.
KING-TBENDLE
Co.
WOODBroadcasting
Grand
—(WXYZ
WitnessDetroit;
undetermined;
plans Baplds)
to present evidence tending to show difficulty, underservicepresent
allocation, of afto Michigan,
WTCN fording
Minneapolis-St.
Paul— onWitness
undetermined;
plans
testimony
culconsin
ty of serving
Minnesota
and diffiWisunder present
allocation.
WBIG
Greensboro,
N.
C.
—
Witness
uirdetermined;
will
testify
on
difficulty
serving Greensboro and vicinity underof
present
allocation.
WOAI San Antonio— Hugh Halff, general manager, and Ellis Chaney on generalcialand practices
programofpolicies
commer-of
WOAI;andhistory
station's neering
operation;
A,Charles
D. RingJeffers
on engiquestions;
technical
operation of WOAI and tech-on
nical
questions.
WLWing)—James
Cincinnati
(supplemental
filShouse,
vice-president
in charge
of D.broadcasting,
The Crosley
Corp., on general and program policies
and ert history
of station operation:
RobE. Dunvllle,
and WLW
general
manager,vice-president
on commercial
and
Meade
onprogram
economicpractices;
results Richard
of WLW F.operation
with power
In excess
50in kwsuchandoperaecoinvolvedof chief
tionomic
n; R. J.factorsRockwell,
engineer:
G. F. Leydorf
and
A.
D.
Ring
on
engiring and technical
KFVD neLos
— J.phases.
Frank Burke,of
principal
owner,Angeles
economic
clear channel
ruleon and
presenteffects
policy
on station
the public
interest factor KFVD
involvedand from
the Pacific
Coast viewpoint;
an engineer,
yetof unn
a
m
e
d
,
o
n
engineering
aspects
Pacific
Coast standard
broadcasting
clear
channels
in which
theEast.dominanton
station
Is
located
in
the
JOHNof group
D. KEATING,
Portland,
(one
contemplating
filing Ore.
for
50clear
kw,channel
fulltimenow
station
used inon Portland
East Coaston
onand 1-Aotherbasis)
will involved
testify onin establisheconomic
ment of a factors
50-kw station
in community
such as namPortland;
engineer,
yet un-of
ed, to testify
concerning
clear channel
so farefficient
distant use
fromuse
land
that
a
more
ofPorttheit
channel
made Coast.
by allocating
for
ii^:e oncanthebe West
KTBSmanaging
Shreveport—
John onC.economic
McCormack,
partner,
competitive
and other
factorsin involved
in establishment
of
a
station
Shrevepower or more;
A. Earl
Cullumport withJr.5 onkwnowengineering
areas
applicantandfor service
5 kw
on 640 (KTBS
kc).
KOLpal owner,
Seattle—
Archie
G.
Taft,
princion economic and related
factors tional
in 50-kw
establishment
an addistation in ofcommunity
such as Seattle; Russell P. May on eng
i
n
e
r
i
n
g
a
n
d
service
areas.
LOUIS WASMER, Spokane, Wash.
KGA) tors
— oninvolved
economic
and relatedoffac-50
In establishment
kw station
in community
as Spok
a
n
e
;
A
.
Earl
Cullum
Jr. such
on engineering and plservice
areasfulltime
(Wasmer
now
api
c
a
n
t
f
o
r
50
kw
on
880
kc).
KFBC toCheyenne,
Wyo.— Grant
R.
Wrathall
present
engineering
evidence
on amount of primary and secondary
service available to listeners of Wyoming area;
amount
afof four
majoravailable
networks;frompossibilitfiylioaftesproviding
in future
areas now primary
without AMsuchservice
serv-

ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Slalion Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
Aik ior Rate Card 3
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ice; possibility
of providing
primary
and
secondary
service
to Wyoming:
sliowing
as toforhowuse
clearIn U.channels
could
bemoreassigned
S.
to
equitable distribution of effect
radio
service:videdwhether
service
could
be
prothroughout
Wyoming William
by establ
i
s
h
m
e
n
t
o
f
PM
stations.
Grove on resxilts of rural and suburbanC.
listener survey: public need for primary
and secondary
from encountered
station located in State;service
difficulty
in providing
programs
of statewide
t
e
r
e
s
t
t
o
listeners
of
Wyoming
due in-to
lack of facilities; feasibility of operation
a 50 ingkwfromclear
channel
station
in
Wyomstandpoint
type
of service economic
such a station
couldandrender.
KUTA
Salt
Lake
City—
Grant
R.
Wrathall
on technical
that
of KFBC
except asdatait (similar
applies toto
Utah-Idaho-Nevada-western
Wyoming
and western
Montana. Frank
C. Caron results
needs manand
desiresof ofsurvey
rural onand program
suburbangramlisteners
of samecanterritory;
proservice which
be provided
in light of commercial support available.
KMBC Kansas City— Undetermined.
KOB Albuquerque,
N. and
M.— T.
GeorgeonM.
C.Pepperday,
Davis onGeorge
recordJohnson
of proceedings
two pending
nomic historyapplications
of KOB ofwithKOB;10 eco-kw
and 50tion;kwmannerpower
as clearprogram
channelservice
stain
which
ofof KOB
particularly
to needsof
ruralis and
suburbansuitedlisteners
Rocky Mountain States; extent to
which volves
program
of KOB induplicationservice
of service.
WJW Cleveland — George C. Davis on
engineering;
other witnesses,
unnamed, wil present
evidence onyetinternational
problems
connected
with
present beoperation
ofbyWJW
steps that
might
takenconferences
FCC and
at orforthcoming
international
in reassignment and relocation of clear channel frequencies
that
would
avoid
s that might otherwise
arisedif-in
future inficultieconnection
with continued
operation of WJW.
KDYL Salt Lake City— Witness undetermined.
WMC Memphis — Witness undetermined.
KOIN
termined. Portland, Ore.— Witness undeWISH Indianapolis— Witness undetermined.
WWL New Orleans— Undetermined.
WLS Chicago — Witness undetermined.
KPMC Bakersfleld, Cal. — Witness undetermined.
WPTF Raleigh, N. C— Witness undetermined.
WEBC Duluth — Witness undetermined.
WCAR Pontiac, Mich.— Witness undetermined.
UNITED BROADCASTING
(WHK
Cleveland,
WHKC Columbus,Co. WHKK
Akron) — Witnesses undetermined.

Grim Arranges Series
SPECIAL
religious
seriesCity
short-to
waved from
Vatican
WHOM New York and transcribed
for the other Cowles stations (WOL
WCOP
WNAXwithin
KRNT),
is expected to start
the next
week,
or as soon as Correspondent George
Grim, who left for Italy over
Easter weekend, can make technical arrangements. Besides the religious programs, Grim will take
representative
City and let themGI's
air into
their Vatican
own des
c
r
i
p
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
it.
After
sevej-al
weekscastinfrom Italy,
Grim
will
broadSwitzerland and regions
of Germany under Allied control,
going on from there if possible to
Moscow where he was a newspaper
correspondenL in 1936. His trip
will take at least six months.

Sgt. Gene W. Haulotte
SGT. GENE W. HAULOTTE, formerly headpartmeofnt of CBS
the transcription
deHollywood, was
killed in action over Germany on
Jan.
14, through
accordingtheto German
information
received
Red
Cross. Attached to the Eighth Air
Force, he was a turret gunner on a
B-17. HisH. parents,
Mrs.
William
Haulotte, Mr.
live and
in Green
Bay, Wis.
Maj. William Jonas
PAUL JONAS,
MBS features
assistant anddirector of special
sports,day of received
word
last
Wednesthe death of his son
Maj.
Williamin the
Jonas,
pilot,area.in a plane
crash
Pacific
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HARRY McTIGUE
G. P. Hollingbery Co., Representatives
Horry E. Cummings, Southeastern Representativ
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San

Francisco

Radio

Coverage

To

Cost $15,000; Facilities Set
Personnel Expected to Begin Arriving April 15;
Stations, Networks Consider Coverage Plans
COST TO RADIO of covering the York. NBC has been assigned
forthcoming United Nations Se- spacetrolforroom two
a connear studios
the mainandentrance
curity Conference in San Francisco will be approximately $15,000, of the building housing the conference. Blue-ABC will have simithat amount to be prorated among
lar space adjoining NBC.
the networks and independents on
the basis of space assigned, it was
Facilities Designated
disclosed last week following a
meeting between State Dept. and
CBS and Mutual will have facilities adjoining toward the rear of
broadcasting
officials in San Francisco.
the building. Comparable space
NBC drew first choice of location has been allotted to the British
as a result of lot drawing among Broadcasting Corp., the Canadian
the four major networks in New Broadcasting Corp. and the Aus-

5 SOLID

f' ff'*
P1^ J fj P T
BROADCAST DAYS

SOUTH BEND Men's Clothing Stores used that much
program time, PLUS 1,192 spot announcements, on
WSBT in 1944. Like department stores,* time purchases
by such accounts are exceptionally high — because South
Bend KNOWS what Hooper SHOWS: that South Bend's
preference
WSBT is overwhelming — among men,
women and for
children!
* South Bend Department Stores
bought
solid
broadcast23,020
days) minutes
of program(21 time,
onPLUSWSBT8,138inspot1944.announcements
960 KC - 1000 WATTS
COLUMBIA NETWORK
SOUTH BEND
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
National Represenfofivat
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tralian Broadcasting Corp. For
the independent stations 10 smaller
rooms have been assigned.
Commentators and newsmen who
will cover the conference for radio
are expected to begin arriving in
San Francisco about April 15, according to officials of the Palace
Hotel, in which all news personnel
will be housed. The San Francisco
Press Club will maintain open
house for visiting radio newsmen
and the city of San Francisco has
set aside
to entertain the appropriations
broadcasters and
press
during their stay.
In Toronto on Thursday CBC
and the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters announced their respective
staffs assigned to the conference as
follows: D. C. McArthur, chief
news editor; Neil Morrison, Toronto; Douglas Nixon, Elmore
Philpott,
Vancouver;Rene
WilsonGarneau,
Woodside, Toronto;
Montreal, for CBC. Dorwin Baird,
CJOR Vancouver; John Collingwood Reade, CFRB Toronto; Jim
Allard, All Canadian Radio Fathe CAB. cilities, Toronto; newscasters for
KYA San Francisco, under auspices of the San Francisco Chronicle, has begun a series of programs featuring members of the
San Francisco Counselor Corps,
Tuesday and Thursday nights preliminary to the Conference.
Lee & Losh Named
The State Dept. and City of San
Francisco have retained Lee &
Losh, a national publicity service,
to handle radio and press relations
during the Conference. The firm
will coordinate hotel accommodations, telephones, wire and other
services needed by working news
Mutual announced last week that
personnel.
Elsa Maxwell,
columnist
tertainer, has been
addedandto en-its
staff of commentators and writers
assigned to the conference. Among
Mutual's staff will be Royal Arch
Gunnison, Gabriel Heatter, Fulton
Lewis jr., Leo Cherne, Alexander
Griffin, Frank Singiser, LTpton
Close, Tom Slater and others.
World Wide Broadcasting Foundation has prepared a series of
scripts under the title Beyond Victory to be aired on 95 stations in
connection with the Conference.
Seven more stations have been

Club Nominations
A NOMINATING committee of
the Radio Executives Club announced at a meeting last Thursday the next
following
of officers
for the
season:slateArthur
Hull
Hayes, WABC, president; Craig
Lawrence, WHOM, vice-president;
Claude Barrere, WEAF, treasurer; Helen
secretary.
inations Wood,
will be closed
afterNomthe
next
meeting,
April
19.
Meanwhile,
additional nominees can be placed
on the slate by a petition of seven
orcommittee
more members.
nominating
consisted Theof Ralph
Weil.
WOV, chairman; Beth Black,
Joseph Katz Co.; John Hines.
WNEW; Pierce Romaines, Paul
H.
Raymer Inc.Co.; Fred Kenkel, C.
E. Hooper
accredited by the State Dept.
[Broadcasting, March 26]. The
stations and their representatives
follow: KOL Seattle, Jerry Morris, program director; KMPC Los
Angeles, Vance Graham; KTHT
Houston, Roy Hofheinz; WCAU
Philadelphia, Dorothy Lewis;
WPRA Mayaguez, Puerto Rico,
Andres Camara; WDSU New Orleans, Hilda Phelps or Shirley Kilgore. Further station plans follow:
KSAN
San commentary
Francisco — Plans
quarter-hour
dally bydirect
Lee
Glroux, KSAN program director, proPlans incomplete,
butKFRE
hopesFresno,
to do Cal.—
live
weekly
orsaid
twice
from broadcasts
the Conference,
Paul weekly
B. Bartlett,
general
manager.
UNIVERSAL
BROADCASTING
Co.
Francisco, KPAS
Pasadena)
—(KSFO
Plans Sancomprehensive
coverage,
feeding also to stations
KWID-KWIX,
international
shortwave
licensed
Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
San toFrancisco,
accordingager. Staff
to includes
Wilt Gunzendorfer,
manAustin
Fenger,
Mary
Waterstreet,
Sidney Roger,
Stuart
R.
Ward,
Bob
Hansen,
Wally
King.
Originations andat Veterans
Opera House,
Auditorium
Building.Civic
KGVO Missoula, Mont.— A. J. Mosby,
general manager,
plans to overheadplans
interviews and highlights.
to use nev/
GE recorderOriginal
were abandoned,
because
of
delayed
delivery.
Station will stress human interest angle,
depending on CBS for general coverage.
KIRO Seattle — Plans no special programs, other than generalgeneral
CBS covermanaage.
ger, wilPaulsitH.in Appleby,
at Conferences for background.
KQWtion will San
Francisco-San
— Staoriginate
CBS PacificJose
Network
programs
from Conference,
featuring
Harry
W. Flannery,
Chetin Huntley
and
Dr.
Wallace
Sterling,
addition
CBS commentators from New York andto
Washington. Covering for KQW and
assistingKQWCBS production
staff will bechief;
GrantWalfred
Holcomb,
Johnson, Oscar Baan, newsmen.

RADIOS
LONGEST LIST OF SATISFIED SPONSORS:
Groves
KSL I■ '^'^^ HOU<:c «
Hudepohl Beer
WOOD f
W.
Cobakco
WAGE /
I
f \1/>
Dude RanchBread
Syrup
KOMO
J,
Staley
Mills
KOAM
^ O Af p . V
Silver Fox
Beer
WOAI //.N^^^^OlNegg
UO BE CONTINUED) *^
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Policy on Renewals
Hits WCHS, KFNF
Hidden Interests, Policies
On Programs Among Issues
IN LINE with its policy of scrutinizing renewals, the FCC last week
designated for hearing two more
applications for renewal. These are
WCHS Charleston, W. Va., owned
principally by Capt. John A. Kennedy, now on active Nayy duty,
and KFNF Shenandoah, la.
In connection with the KFNF license renewal hearing, now designated for May 16, the FCC also
set for consolidated hearing application for transfer of control from
Henry Field to the Midwest Broadcasting Co.
The WCHS license renewal was
to be heard at 10 a.m. April 9 on
five issues as follows:
1. To obtain full information as to
■what
interest, direct
indirect,
the stockholders,
or anyorBroadcasting
of them, ifof any,
the
applicant
(Charleston
Co.)
now
have
or
have
held
in
thelicensee
Kanawha
Valley
Broadcasting
Co.,
of
WGKV Charleston.
2.
To
determine
whether
false
and
misleading
statementsas tohave
been made
tocontrol
the Commission
ownership
and
WGKV. of stock with reference to
3. Totions odetermine
what
contracts,
opbeen
entered rintounderstandings
by theownership
owner have
with
reference
tostockacquisition,
or
control
of
in
WGKV.
4. To determine whether statements
filed
with the Commission
fully
and5. Toaccurately
reflected
the inhave
facts.
whether,
viewcon-of
the factsdetermine
adduced,
public
interest,
d necessity would be served
by grantingvenience anrenewal.
During hearings of the House
Select Committee to Investigate
the FCC, a former secretary of
WCHS testified that Capt. Kennedy owned an interest in WGKV.
Issues in the transfer of KFNF
are these:
To determine
the qualifications of
the1.2. proposed
transferee.
To obtain
full information
concerning
arrangements,
contracts
and
understandings
under
which
transferee
company
proposes
to
acquire
the
station and financeoperation
the proposed
transfer
continued
of theincluding
station
ifand
application
is granted,
thetheseeissuance
of
further
stock
of
licento transferee
and/or
Iowa
casting ofCo. andtransferee
the issuance
ofBroadfurther
stock
to
Henry
Field
and the effect thereof.
3. Because
the pendency
of application forraised
theof renewal
the Issues
thereby.of license and
Issues in the license renewal
hearing include:
1. To determine the program service

BROADCASTING

BLUE-ABC PRESS
IS REORGANIZED
A REORGANIZATION of the
Blue-ABC
presspresent
department
to conform to the
promotional
setup of the network has been
charted by Fred Smith, vice-president in charge of advertising, prorelations, motion,
and willpublicity
be putandintopublic
full elfect
when the department moves to its
new offices on the second floor of
the RCA Bldg., one flight down
from its present quarters.
Stan Warren has been assigned
to news,grams,Bert
Schwartz
Don Rich
to WJZto proand
George Schrier to co-op programs
— to concentrate on the publicizing
of those
departments.
members of the
publicity Other
department
will be organized into a task force
to work on special publicity drives.
Earl Mullin, manager of the publicityorddepartment,
will act as
coinator for the activities
of the
individual members of his staff',
J. H. Louchheim, Early
CBS Stockholder, Dead
JEROME H. LOUCHHEIM, 71,
Philadelphia contractor and horse
breeder, a pioneer in radio through
substantial stock ownership in CBS
during its earliest days, died in
Philadelphia April 4 of a heart
ailment.
Mr. Louchheim was part owner
of CBS prior to 1927, when it was
known as the Columbia PhonoBroadcastingto System.
sold hisgraphinterests
William HeS.
Paley
who,
through
acqviisition
other interests, became principalof
owner and president. Mr. Louchheim,
as a directorhowever,
and for continued
years afterward
served as a member of the board.
'SI.
COLE, theCbicaso
music publisher,
has M.entered
transcription
field, aeco]-ding
Music Inc., library
which
rei)Drted totheBroadcast
Cole transcription
containsican folkmoretunes,
than novelty
200 titlessongs
of Amerand
hillbillv numliers.
and methodticularly ofsince 1942.
operation of KFNF, par2. Totrol of KFNF
determine
partiesanyin rights
conand the
whether
or interests
therein
have beento ortransferred,
directly
or
indirectly,
exercised by any1942.other party, particularly
since
3. ToMarch
determine whether applicant
has made missionfullwith respect
disclosureto tounderstandthe Comings,
contracts
and/or
other
arrange-in
ments
concerning
rights
or
interests
or control over the station.
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and as liaison between them and
Mr. Smith. Ralph Gleason, trade
news
editor, activities
will continue
cover
all network
for theto trade
press. The new setup will be a

publicity
more like organization
the staff of a functioning
newspaper,
with reporters assigned to regular
beats but with stories clearing
through the news desk.

Meet WHB's Lindsey RiddleOur Studio Supervisor .... FM, Facsimile, Tele Enthusiast!
When we need an alert engineer to fine E.T. s from the Mutual Network
do—and,
a jobespecially,
that hasn'tthosebeenjobsdone
WHB. forHe's"playback"
enthusiasticbroadcasts
about threeon
that yet
ap- line,
great new shows on WHB, too:
parently
can't
be
done!
—
Riddle's
our
At 35,operator—
he's old yet
enough
DANCEhour PARADE"-with
RUSH
be a man!
seasoned
youngto "SONG
HUGHES.andA full
of popularlrecordings,
enough to tackle enthusiastically broadcast
Mondays through Saturdays at 2
Eush This
Hughes
of KWK
problems requiring vision and ima- p.m.—
as Masterwithofpopular
Ceremonies.
program
took
from
a 1.5-and
to a 4.9it Hooperating
morn-a
gination.
Riddle designed and constructed KWK
i
n
g
s
i
n
St.
Louis
has
already
won
4.2 in Kansas
Quarter-hour
WHB'shis high
sponsorshipsCity!available,
3 to6 daysparticipaweekly.
and
(and frequency
our) specialtransmitters;
pet is the "THEtionFIRST
FIVE"
—
with
RUSH HUGHES.
"WHB waveMagic
Carpet"
—
our
shortKansas
City's
"best
seller"
records,
as retruck for remote pick-ups bedaily by leading
together
telephoneLoan
lines.inToKansas
inaugurate
theirported "platter
mates",.retailers—
some thefascinating
the lastyond War
City, with
and
rhythmic
"extras".
.
and
voice
of
Hughes!
Forty-five
nightly,
Mondays
through
Saturdays, minutes
at 6. 15 p.m.
Ask
Riddle and WHB's Dick Smith lashed Rush
Don
Davis
for
participation
availabilities.
the
to a landing
barge"Magic
about Carpet"
to be launched
at the "KANSAS CITY HOT CLUB"-wifh JAMES
Darby
shipyards
— and
rode down
GANTT.recordings,
Nightly quarter-hour
of rare
"hot
the
ways
into
the
Missouri
Rivera great
jazz"
featuring
all-time
names in jazz
music
. . .bywiththe
intelligent
with it, while Dick Smith gave
and
interesting
commentary
James
Gantt.
"wave-by-wave" description. That's A sure-firesorship n7ow. p. m. feature available for spontypical
WHB's ingenious "special
events" ofbroadcasts.
If you
wantWHB
to sellis the
Riddle's hobby is to ride railroad medium!
City
market,
your Kansas
happy
a "swing
aengines.
record He's
collector
. . . andband"
cuts fan...
very
For WHB Availabilities, 'Phone DON DAVIS
at any CITY
of these "SPOT
offices: HArrison 1161
KANSAS
ScarrittSALES"
Building
NEW YORK CITY ... 400 Madison Avenue . . . Eldorado 5-5040
CHICAGO 360 North Michigan FRAnklin 8520
HOLLYWOOD . . Hollywood Blvd. at Cosmo . . Hollywood 8318
SAN FRANCISCO 5 Third Street EXbrook 3558
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
1^-^
Kansas
City • Wichita
Salina • Great
Bend • Emporia
^''^ Missouri
Kansas • Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
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Hon. Frank Haas
Erivht
New YorkWaseyCity.& N.Co. Y.
Dear Frank:
Hotv'dandyousaid.feel"Say,
if sovieone
u}) to
you
you'vewhatwalked
beenhappened
haunting
me"?
Well,
that's
to one of our fellows the
. . .other
Uncle daySi,
uho used
work
here atto
WCHS arid is
now
attached
to thebackNavyto
came
visit
folks
at thethestation
and
that's just
thewayhe
greeted Vncle
Si, then that
he explained
he'd ingbeenaroundfoollisthe
radio
in teniang to sub
a couple
cf
days picked
out at seaup
and
WCHS. Heard
Si's
and aprogram
couple
ofin others
the later
day.
WeU, we don't
the Atlantic
nth our 5000 7vatts on 5S0, but we
lire doA kclaim
a. millionmanWest
ans.
a Branham
that.
Yrs,aboutVirginAlgy
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.

AFRUATE
PAUL"^EPH CO

,

GATEWAY
TO THE
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

WLAC
50000 WATTS
M ASHVflt,E

for

it's

DIAL— 1050
50,000 WATTS
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Tuesday 9-9:30 p.m
Heads Hooper Poll
Hope and Fibber Are Leaders
In Oct.-Feb. Figures
TUESDAY 9-9:30 p.m. with a
Hoopei-ating
of 83 has
the highest
available combined
audience
for all
geographical areas, according to
the
fall-winter
Hooper-by
atings
released "sectional"
to subscribers
C. E.portHooper
Inc.,
New
York
Recovers the period from October
1944 to February 1945.
Bob Hope has the highest Hooperating in any section — 36 rating
in the Mountain area — with Fibber
McGee and Molly second — 34.5 for
the same section. Hope was consistently first and Fibber second
in each of the five major areas.
Highest available evening audience for any geographic area is
86.2 in the North Central section
for Tuesday 7-7:30 p.m. (CWT).
Same area also achieved the highest daytime available audience for
any section, with 81.2 reported for
Monday through Friday 8-8:15 a.m.
(CWT). Highest daytime available
audience for all sections was 74.4
during
riod. the 5:45-6 p.m. (EWT) peMonday 9-9:30 p.m. (EWT)
showsures fortheall highest
figcombinedsets-in-use
sections with
44.6 and also for any single geographic area, with 49.2% reported
listening in the North Central section. Ed Wynn was heard on BlueABC at this time. Radio Theatre
on CBS, Gabriel Heatter on MBS
and the Telephone Hour on NBC.
The 12-12:15 p.m. period (EWT)
achieved the highest percentage of
daytime sets-in-use for all combined sections, with 18.9. Highest
daytime sets-in-use figure for any
single area occurred in the Mountain area, where 9:15-9:30 a.m.
(MWT)
periodsection
attainedachieved
22.6. the
The same
top daytime Hooperating for any
geographic
area during
9:30 a.m. period,
with a the
rating9:15-of
15 for Breakfast in Hollywood,
Blue-ABC. Highest all-section daytime Hooperating (18.8) went to
When a Girl Marries, 5-5:15 p.m.
(EWT) on NBC.
FCC Given Application
For Transfer of WQAM
APPLICATION for sale of WQAM
Miami
John Herald
S. Knight,
of
the toMiami
and owner
other
newspapers in the Knight chain,
was filed last Tuesday with the
FCC. Price Feb.of 12]$500,000
is to be[Broadto sellers casting,
Fred W. Borton
andpaid
W.
W. Luce in different manners; the
formerfore fivereceiving
beyears on payment
demand, onandor the
latter being paid on sale.
Mr. agerBorton,
president
manof the station,
wouldand retain
voting
power
on
his
outstanding
stock and would remain for five
years tiotons at amanage
direct aoperasalary ofand$20,000
year.
Also
at hisinoption,
paymentsover
coulda
be made
installments
period of ten years.

IT'S NOW WGBS
Initials of Fort Industry
— President Perpetuated J
INITIALS of Comdr. George B.
Storer, dustrypresident
the Fort
InCo., owner ofof WFTL
Miami,
will be perpetuated in call letters
because of cooperation of a former
Coast Guardsman. For months Fort
Industry
new call
Then it sought
was learned
the letters.
yacht
Marbob, owned by Capt. J. Fred
Carpenter,
to
which
the
call
letters
WGBS
were assigned,
had beento
decommissioned
and returned
Capt.
Carpenter
after
service
the Atlantic patrol with the Coastin
Guard.
relinquished
the
callCapt.
lettersCarpenter
to Fort Industry
officials
who last
week
apprised
their
president, now on active Navy duty in
Washington. The FCC on Tuesday
approved
a request
WFTL to WGBS.
At the tosamechange
time
the U. of Minnesota was granted
call
letters
KUOM
in
place
of
WLB.
The call letters WGBS first were
assigned to Gimbel Bros., New
York, the station later being sold
to General Broadcasting System. In
1932 it was sold to Hearst and call
letters changed to WINS.
PROPRIETARY COPY
BOARD SUGGESTED
A PROPOSAL that a committee be
formedtual interest
to discuss
"problems
to members
of theof muAdvertising Acceptance Departments
of the various types of media and
the Advisory
Adver-of
tising of the Committee
Proprietary onAssn.
America" for the guidance of advertisingfor
agenciesmedical
in the preparaof copy
was tionadvanced
Thursday products
by Dv.
Frederick J. Cullen, PAA executive
vice-president and medical director,
in an address
Radio Executives Club before
of New theYork.
Admitting that some proprietary
manufacturers, advertising does not
meet Proprietary Assn. standards
but keeps just inside the requirements of the law. Dr. Cullen cautioned his audience
"that this
represents
the minority,
but group
their
advertising is as a rule quite cons
p
i
c
u
o
u
s
.
"
H
e
asked
whether
certain broadcasters and publishers
"who
have
indicated
that
it
is
not
their desire to accept proprietary
medicine
copy"
are
justified
in
that
position, and indicated that all
should not
sions of asuffer
few. for the transgres-

INGENIOUS USE of this heart-ofcity bulletin board is made by
WSFA Montgomery, Ala., to give
latest news bulletins and feature
important projects. Situated on top
of the bus stop on Court Square
the
three news
times bulletins
daily. are changed
Lt. Joseph C. Doherty
LT. JOSEPH C. DOHERTY, 25.
son of Frank P. Doherty, attorney,
civic leader and owner of KRKD
Los Angeles, was killed in action
during the current Allied smash
into Germany,
to notification from theaccording
War Department.
He was fantry
attached
to
the
Third
InDivision ofA the
American
Seventh Army.
younger
son,
Capt. John Doherty, 24, was killed
in the Italian campaign late in
1943. Lt. Joseph Doherty at the
time asked to be transferred to his
late brother's battalion. Upon
transfer he fought through the
Italian drive, landed with invasion
forces in Southern France and battled on up into Germany. Two
more of Frank Doherty's boys are
in the armed forces, one now serving overseas and the other at West
Point Militai'y Academy.
Hunt Club Video
MARTIME MILLING Co., Buffalo,
will sponsor a quarter-hour test
television program on DuMontWABD New York April 17 for
Hunt Club dog feed. Program will
take form
fantasy. WABDofhasa mother
aired twogoose
previous
dog winfood
shows.
Agency
is
Bald& Strachan, Buffalo.

WFPG
ATLANTIC CITY, NJ.
EDDIE KOHN, genial manager of
WFPG,
New
Bluetip Nefwork
Ou+lef >
be gladYEAR
to giveJersey's
you a ONLY
friendly
ontothebevoluminous
ALL
AROUND
business
obtained amount
from theof
Seaboard
Area.
For further detoiis en WFPG— write EDDIE KOHN. ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
For further details
otfcer Managing
Friendly Group
JOHN on LAUX,
Director Stafiens, write
"THE FRIENDLY GROUP", STEUBENVILLE E, OHIO i
WKNy I
.yippt
:^^^t
STEUitNVILLE, yO.. ATLANTIC
CITY,iN. J.,wji^a
V/ASHINSTON, PA.. KINGSTON. N. Y.
OADCASTING
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Fund lor BMB
(Continued from page 20)
Thursday for New York to view
prospective offices.
J. Harold Ryan, NAB president,
expressed gratification at the
"splendid
accorded the
BMB at theresponse"
district meetings.
"I am terest
gratified
at the
keen indisplayed in
a standard
method of measuring audiences,"
he said. "The fact that 56% of our
potential membership already has
signed up indicates that BMB is
just what the doctor ordered for a
standard broadcasting measurement sei'vice."
Detroit Presentation
Scores of stations have telegraphed their subscriptions to the
BMB. Others have subscribed by
mail. Nearly 64% of the NAB
member-stations in the 17 districts
have subscribed to the BMB, while
more than 36% of the non-member
outlets in the same districts have
become members.
At the Detroit Book-Cadillac hotel last week, Mr. Feltis was assisted in his presentation by Otto
Stadelman, media director. Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago; Joe
Neebe, vice-president, CampbellEwald Co., Detroit; M. A. Hillinshead, radio director, CampbellEwald; Robert Mason, WMRN,
Marion, O., chairnlan of the NAB
Small Market Stations Committee
and member of the BMB board.
Guests were Horace Stovin, Toronto, and Walter Elliott, director
of the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Canada. The following
District 8 stations signed BMB
contracts prior to the Detroit meeting: Indiana — ^WGBF Evansville;
WFBM WIBC Indianapolis; WLBC
Muncie; WSBT South Bend; Michigan— WKZO Kalamazoo.
Signing during the meeting
were: Indiana — WHBU Anderson;
WGL WOWO Fort Wayne; WJOB
Hammond; WISH Indianapolis;
WKMO Kokomo; WASK Lafayette; WHOT South Bend; WBOW
Terre Haute. Michigan— WPAG
Ann Arbor; WELL Battle Creek;
WDBC Escanaba; WFDF Flint;
WJEF WLAV Grand Rapids;
WKLA Ludington; WDM J Mar-

MiLY PROGRAMS IN

WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER, NEW YWtK
BROADCASTING

STATUS

OF BMB

PLAN

U. S. Rubber Renews
U. S. RUBBER Co., New York,
has
its sponsorship
of the
New renewed
York Philharmonic
Symphony
Sunday afternoon broadcasts on
CBS for another year, effective
May
the season
for the ■,
concerts13. atWithCarnegie
Hall concluding Aprilmission15,ticketsdisposal
2,740 adweekly ofreverts
for
the spring
and summer
to the are.-spon-in
sor and CBS.
Negotiations
process for conductors. Bruno Walter,vinskyGeorge
Szell engaged
and Igoras guest
Stra- ,
have been
conductors
the 1945-46in subscription seasonfor opening
October, '
with Mr. Rodzinsky set to return
for his third season as musical di- .
rector.
Agency :s Campbell-Ewald,
New York.
WGBF Hearing
WHETHER TV/0 stations in the
same community under same ownership
violate the(Sec.
Commission's
regulation
will
beduopoly
determined
when WGBF3.3-5)
Evansville, Ind., licensed to Evansville
onat 10
the a.m.
Air April
Inc., is10.given
a hearin<^■
the
Air, also
licenseeEvansville
of WEOA.on
contended
that the induopoly
was not applicable
view of rulethe
public service rendered by both
stations and because of the diversified mitted
ownership.
licensee from
subscores ofTheaffidavits
civic,
business,
church
and
educational leaders and organizations of :
Evansville asking the Commission
to permit the continued operation
ofownership
the two status.
stations under present ,

TABLE compiled by the NAB Research Dept. and showing status of the
Broadcast Measurement Bureau as of April 5, following a series of NAB
district meetings, which concluded last Tuesday in Detroit, follows:
-VAB Member Stations
AO A — Signed
.VAB Commercial Statiomr' Siihscrip/ii
Stations
BMB
Stations
Signed
33.615
30,900
22 , 800
21,255
16,035
14,250
16,350
34,200
13,845
11,685
7,385
19,410
17,325
TOTALS j 63
ONE CANADIAN AND i FM STATIONS
TOTAL SUBSCRIBERS .
Stationsstations
945: less 22ICP874 stations
stations )t yet licensed; less 35 nor jramercial stations
less 14*Total
territorial
ot held a meeting. ; immediate BMB prospects
tDistrict
which has : —leaves
CONCERT & Artists
quette; WKBZ Muskegon; WHLS XATIOXAL
Corp. week
filed suit
in Chicago
circuit court
Port Huron; WSAM Saginaw; last
against
Alex byDreier,
WSOO
Sault
Ste.
Marie;
WTCM
commentator sponsored
SkellyNECOil
Travers City.
Co., to recover commissions allegedly
on11. his
$845-weekly
J. E. Campeau, general manager due
Dec. contract
1944,from
whenNBC.NCACtosalary
took from
over
of CKLW
Windsor-Detroit,
March
IT.
tor of Mutual
and a memberdirec-of his
1945. and to determine whether he
10% commissions from March
the Canadian BBM, .signed a con- owes
tract subject to acceptance by the 17-Dec. 8. 194.5.
BMB board, thus becoming the
first major station in the Detroit
area to subscribe, according to Mr.
Feltis.
Frank Webb, general manager
of WGL Fort Wayne and member
of the NAB sales managers executive committee, arose to speak in
behalf of the BMB at the Detroit
meeting and at the conclusion of
his remarks he handed a check for
one year's
Reasons why we say: "WSGN is Alabama's Best BUY
dent Feltis. subscription to PresiFar:" (1) Top coverage of the Stale; (2) 7 out of 10
The four FM stations now memtop-rated
the 38.5 "/f
gain below:
given
WSGN by day-time
the latestshows;
Hooper(3)comparison
shown
bers of BMB are WMFM Milwaukee, WTIC-FM Hartford, Conn.,
WGTR WMTW Boston. Although
the BMB has not made any effort
26
to enlist the memberships of FM
HOOPER ALL-DAY
AVERAGE .4 Y
and noncommercial educational sta-.6%
tions, it is understood the board
SEPT.-OCT. 1944-1943
plans to discuss those phases at a
meeting in the near future.
WSGN
36.4 ^
A
B 4%
-16.
While 18 district meetings have
25.0
been held this year and the bulk
35.5
of memberships obtained through
26.8
^STATION
those sessions, District 12, Kansas
42.3
and Oklahoma, held no meeting.
/?38.5%]^
Of the 27 NAB member stations
in District 12, 11 have subscribed
to BMB and one of the four non\ 1943
member outlets has taken mem[change
bership. Districts 4 and 5 were
split into two sessions each, making a total of 18 meetings.
As soon as Mr. Feltis lines up
his office staff in New York, he
plans a concerted nationwide campaign to interest stations not yet
subscribers.
THE BIRMINGHAM NEWS
AMERICAN BROADCASTING Co.
AGE-HERALD STATION
has appointed BBDO Los Angeles to
handle advertising for Blue western
Represented by Headley-Reed
division,
Henry M. (Hank)
Allen is Hollywood.
account executive.
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FCC

Yes — most people
do listen to WGAC most

Action

Held

Unlikely on WPEN
Interference on Church Issue
Banned by Radio Law
FCC ACTION on a complaint of
a Fundamentalist Church group
in Philadelphia against cancellation of considerable religious commercial time by WPEN appeared
unlikely last week in view of the
Communications Act which precludes the Commission from exercising any jurisdiction over programs or business practices.
On March 26 the churches,
which had purchased time on
WPEN before the station was
boughttin, filed
by protest
the Philadelphia
with the BulleFCC,
asking the Commission to set aside
its action transferring control
from Arde Bulova to the Bulletin.
WPEN, under new management,
notified all church groups that religious commercial programs would
be cancelled as of April 2.
Time Survey
In answer to the complaint,
Pierson & Ball, Washington counsel for WPEN, pointed out that a
survey disclosed the station had
devoted 21.1% of its time to religious broadcasting and most of
that time was commercial. The entire Sunday period between 7:30
a.m. and 11:00 p.m. was devoted
to religious programs, most of

:r

IMPROVED SERVICE for the James M. Cox stations, WSB Atlanta,
WHIO Dayton and WIOD Miami was the subject under discussion at a
Miami meeting of general managers and chief engineers. Here Robert
L. Fidlar, standing, V/IOD program director and chairman Program
Managers
Committee,
5th District
servicemanager
structure of station
programming
to (1NAB,
to r)is explaining
John Outler,public
general
WSB; James M. LeGate, general manager WIOD; J. Leonard Reinsh,
managing director of Cox stations; Robert Moody, general manager
WHIO; Harry Cummings, southeastern station representative, and Tom
McCullough, who is commercial manager of the Miami outlet.
which were sold to the Fundamentalist group, precluding other
"Protestant, Catholic or Jewish
denominations" from buying time.
WPEN proposes to sell three
hours on Sunday and a quarter and
half-hour Monday through Saturday forditionreligious
adthe stationprograms.
is giving Inthree
hours withoutnominatiocharge
to
all
dens on Sunday evening
and a quarter-hour daily for religious broadcasts.
Disclosure by the Commission
last week of the complaint and an-

of the time! Hooper's
latest report shows that
WGAC has 81 % more
listeners in the morning
and 41 % more listeners in the afternoon
than all other stations
combined — and our
night audience is phenomenal.

swer led to the revelation that the
Philadelphia Gospel Broadcasters,
an organization of Fundamentalist
churches, used the chain letter
method to bring pressure on
WPEN. A with
poscard
sent to allto
members
the was
admonition
write letter of protest to WPEN
and send copies to the FCC, the
protests to be "similar but not exactly like" a suggestion set forth.
atEachleastrecipient
10 of ,was
your advised
friends toto"getdo
Although there was no formal
commitment from the Commission,
likewise."
it was understood no action would
be taken inasmuch as the complaint
involves
programming
and business practices.
The Philadelphia
Federation of Cliurches, representing 26 denominations, on
March 6 went on record supporting the new policy of WPEN.
NYU Radio Course
SUMMER Radio Workshop of New
York U. opens July 2 and will run
through
Aug. 9,J. under
tion of Robert
Landry,theCBSdirecdirditeicotnortoosix
f program
writing.
In adregular
radio
courses,
there will be a series of weekly
lectures by guest speakers, and a
4% -hour studio production session
every afternoon to give students
practical
mainly by experience,
radio people.all conducted

The smartest buyers of
all buy this call.

KOIN
mm
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AAILLION DOLLAR CLUB
•^pledged to Victory!
PORTLAND, OREGON
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FREE & PETERS, Inc., NaflRep.
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Network tKccovnls
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
UNITED
DRUG aspirin),
Inc., Boston April
(Rexall
stores,
Puretest
for 52 weeks started Rexall on
Radio Show6
With Jimmy Durante and Gary Moore
on 141 CBS
Agency:
N. W.stations
Ayer &Fri.Son,10-10:30
N. Y. p.m.
BEST FOODS
Inc..
N.
Y.,
(Nucoa
marand Shinola
April 21garinestarts
John shoe
W. polish),
Vandercookon
Sat.
5:30-5:45
p.m.
on
144
NBC
stations.
Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
SAFEWAY
STORES coffee),
Inc., Oakland,
(DwightNightEdwards
AprilCal.14
starts
Editor on 10 NBCon Mountain
stations
Wed.
6:45-7
p.m.
(MWT)
west coast
repeat starting
April
7 onwith
NBC
9-9:15will
p.m.he2
(PWT).Pacific
Twelvestations
Pacific Sat.
stations
added with&. Ryan,
time San
clearance.
Ruthrauff
Francisco.Agency:
CAMPBELL
CEREAL
Co.,
Minneapolis
(Malt-O-Meal),
12 starts
Graeme
Fletcher—
News onon May7 NBC
Pacific
stations Sat.R.7-7:15
Agency:
Raymond
Morgana.m.Co.,(PWT).
Hollywood.
LAMBERT
Co., St. Louis31
(ListerineThe PHARMACAL
toothpaste),
started
BUlie Burke onShowMarch
on 146
CBS cy:stations
Sat.
11:30-12
Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.noon. AgenGENERALgeles, on May
PETROLEUM
Corp., 52Losweeks
Anundisclosed
type 1of starts
programforTues.
on 13 7:30CBS
Pacific and Arizona
stations
8 p.m.Angeles.
(PWT). Agency: Smith & Drum,
Los
Renewal Accounts
MILES
Labs
Inc., Elkhart, Ind.on March
(AlkaSeltzer,
One-A-Day
26 renewed
for xid. Vitamins),
week*;
News
of NBC
the
World
with
Robert
St.
John
on
40
stations
thru
Fri.with10-10-15
am
and News dMon.
of
the
World
John
VanstationsMon.-Wed.Tues. &
Thurs. anderco k oonn 31 136NBCstations
Fri.
7 :15-7 :30 p.m. Agency is Wade Adv ,
Chicago.
U. S. RUBBER
tional), on May Co.,
12 forNew52 York
weeks (institurenews
The
New
York
Philharmonic
Symphony
on
121
CBS
stations
Sun.
3-4:30
Agency: Campbell-Ewald Co., N. Y. p.m.
PURE OIL Co.,
7 renews
Kaltenborn
EditsChicago,
the NewsMay Mon.
thru
Fri.
7:45-8
p.m.
on
approximately
NBC stations. Agency: Leo Burnett Co.,35
Chicago.
BELL
New Telephone
York, on
AprU 23onTelephone
for135 52NBCweeksCo.,
renews
Hour
stations
Mon.
p.m. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, 9-9:30
N. Y.
PHARMACO
Inc., Newark
(Chooz),tran-on
March
18scribedrenewed
for
26
weeks
repeatstations
of HookeySun.Hall12:30-1
on 28 p.m.
Don
Lee
(PWT).PacificAgency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan,
BEKLNSgeles, oVAN
& STORAGE forCo., 52Losweeks
AnRemembern April
Hour 15 onrenews
8 Blue California
stations
Sun.
11:30-12
noon
(PWT).
Agency: Brook Adv., Los Angeles.

PROCTER
& GAMBLE
Cincinnatifor
on AprilCo.,2 Show
renewed
52(Ivory,
weeksOxydol),
Jack Klrkwood
on 74
CBS
stations
Mon.
thru
Fri.
7-7:15
Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y. p.m.
PABSTbon beer),
SALEShas Co.,renewed
Chicagofor(Blue
Rib52 weeks
Sat. 8-8:30
p.m. onKaye
overShow
141 CBS
stations,placedwithforDanny
to
be
17James
weeksorchestra.
beginningAgency:
Junere9Warwick
by Harry
& Legler, N. Y.
GENERAL
Corp., Satlne),
New Yorkon
(Postum,
LaFOODS
France
March
renewed
for 52andfrom
weeks Two
Clue, 26having
shifted
123 onCBSa
stations
Mon.
thru
Fri.,
2:15-2:30
to 76 CBS stations Mon. thru p.m.
Fri.,
2-2:15
cam, N.p.m.
Y. Agency: Young & RublINTERNATIONAL
SILVER Co.on ofApril
Can-1
ada, Hamilton
to May (silverware),
27 Ozzienetwork
and Harriet
22renewed
CBC Trans-Canada
stationson
Sun. 6-6:30
p.m. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
Toronto.
IMPERIAL
TOBACCO
Ltd.,on Montreal
(Sweet Caporal
April
31cigarettes),
Lightnetwork
Up andstations
Listen5
onrenewed
26 CBCto May
Dominion
Thurs.
10-10:30Montreal.
p.m. Agency: Whitehall
Broadcasting,
Net Changes
COCA-COLA Co.,to Atlanta,
has added 9
MBS
Downey,stations
making aSongs
total From
of 190Morton
MBS
stations Mon. thru Fri., 12:15-12:30 p.m.
Agency: D'Arcy Adv., N. Y.
CONTI PRODUCTS Corp., New York
(soap, shampoo),
on AprilHour5 added
MBS
Song,81
makingstations
total ofto 113Treasure
MBS stationsof Thurs.
9:30-10
p.m.
Agency:
Bermlngham,
Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
ACME
WHITE
LEAD
&
COLOR
WORKS,
Detroit,
on
April Carter,
22 addsmaking
95 MBSa
stations
to MBS
Nick
total
of 110
stations, and
shifts
program
from
Sun.
3:30-3:45
p.m. to
Sun.
p.m., replacing
Shadow,5:30-5:45
to be discontinued
April 15Theon
42Agency:
MBS stations Sun. 5:30-5:45 p.m.
cago. Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chi-

PROCTER
& GAMBLE
Co.,RoadCincinnati
(Duz), Mon.
on April
of Lifeon
from
thru 16Fri.toshifts
11-11:15
a.m.
135 NBC
stations
Mon. thru
Fri.
10:30-10:45
a.m.
with
locally
recorded
repeat
on11-11:15
7 Pacific
Coast
andCompton
6 Ariz,
stations
a.m.
Agency:
Adv., N. Y.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New York
(Lucky Strikes), on June 3 for 17 weeks
replaces Jackon Benny
with stations
Wayne King's
orchestra
144 NBC
Sun.
7-7:30
N. Y. p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan,
PROCTER
& GAMBLE
Cincinnati
(Crisco,Playhouse
Dreft),
on 74AprilNBCCo.,
13stations
discontinues
Star
on
thru Fri. 11:30-11:45 a.m. and on Mon.
April
2 startstions Mon.Joyce
Jordan
on 74 a.m.
NBC AgenstathruAdv..
Fri. N.10:45-11
cy:
Compton
Y.
(Crisco)
and
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y. (Dreft).
WESSON
OIL
&
SNOWDRIFT
SALES
Inc..
San Francisco
(salad Says
oil), onon 7March
26 shifted
Noah Webster
NBC
Pacific
from
Mon.p.m.9:30-10
p.m.
(PWT) layedstations
torepeatThurs.
9:30-10
with
deon
KGU
Honolulu.
Agency:
Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans.
HALL BROS., Kansas City (Hallmark
greeting mark's
cards), onGreenwood
April 8 shifted
Show Hallfrom
183about
Blue 183Charlotte
stations
Sun. 3-3:30
p.m.
top.m.
Blue
stations
Sun.
5:30-6
Chicago.Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding,
QUAKER
OATS Co.,
Chicago
(Aunt19
Jemima
pancake
flour),
on March
changed show
name on andBlue,
format
of Aunt
Jemima
Mon. thru
Fri.
9:25-9:30 a.m. (CWT) to Chuckles in the
News ingfeaturing
Herb
Newcomb
in
amusitems. Agency: Sherman K.
Ellis Co.,news Chicago.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO
Corp.,
(Raleigh cigarettes),
onRoom
JuneLouisville
on12 replaces
136 NBCHildegarde
stationsRaleigh
Tues.
10:30-11 p.m. with 45-piece orchestra
conducted
cy: Russel byM. Sigmund
Seeds Co.,Romberg.
Chicago. AgenPROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati
(Duz), bergsonwithApril
Young2 replaced
Dr. MaloneThe onGold-132
CBS
stations
Mon. Adv.,
thru Fri.
Agency:
Compton
N. Y.1:45-2 p.m.

In the Ark-La-Tex area, KWKH
—with its 50,000 watts— is the
No. 1 Medium, with full coverage
and SELLING POWER in this
prosperous market.

9
COMMENTARY
0h
6:05 to 6:15 P. M.
Monday thru Saturday
(following Esso News)

FIRST in WASHINGTON
CBS

★

5 0,0 0 0 UIRTTS

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
Represented by The Branham Co.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
-MARCH 30 TO APRIL 6 INCLUSIVE"

WHDH

5000

WATTS

National S«les Representatives • SPOT SAUS, INC., Hew York • Chicago - Son Frondsco

COPIES

Decisions . . .
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
APRIL 3
920 kcnated foKFNF
Shenandoah,
la.— Desigr
hearing
application
ferwest
controlBroadcasting
from Henry
Fieldforto transMid-for
Co. Designated
furthering withhearing
in consolidated
proceedtransfer
application,
license
renewal application.
kc WFTL
to 710change
call toMiami—
WGBS.Granted request
770
kc
WLB
Minneapolis
— Granted
request
call to KUOM.
NEW-890to change
kc Henderson
Radio Corp.,
Henderson,
N.
C.
—
Adopted
memorandum
opinion
granting
mod.
CP new station
to make
changes
in antenna,
and
sites; (WHNC).
further
ordered CPtrans,as
mod. studio
be issued
1230 kcvol.WMFR
High
Point, N.Radio
C—
Granted
WMFR M.assgn.
Inc.
tolicense
JamesH.fromE.,Lambeth
James
E.dStation
Jr.,
Helen
and
Molly
b Radio Station WMFR.
1230ed vol.kc assgn.
WRBL license
Columbus,
Ga.—
GrantColumbus
Broadcasting
Co.
toandJ. W.E.fromB.Woodruff,
J.
W.
Woodruff
Jr.,
Cartledge
Jr. d/b Columbus Broadcasting Co.
1240 kc KICD from
SpencerL. W.la.—Anderson
Granted
transfer
to Ben S.control
Sanders through
transfer 309
sh (64%)
common,
120
sh
(47%)
prefer ed for $19,000.
ACTIONS BY ADM. BOARD
APRIL 2
Crosley file
Corp.,application
Washington—
pending
for Placed
new FMIn
station.
WKBH
Lacrosse,
Wis.—
Same.
Wa..Mobile
— Same. Daily Newspapers, Mobile
Hopkinsville
Broadcasting Co., HopkinsviUe,
Same.
HendersonKy.—Broadcasting
Co., Henderson, Ky. — Same.Detroit, Los Angeles, CleveUAW-CIO,
land,
Flint,
Newark,
Chicago—
Findlay Radio Co., Findlay,Same.O.—
Same.
Scripps-Howard
Radio Inc.,
Clevelandfor
—Placed
in pending
application
new commercial
TV file
station.
Sacramento
City— Unified
District, Sacramento
Placednoncommercial
inSchool
pending
file application
for new
educational
station.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
APRIL 4
Mldstate
Radio
Corp.,to Utica,
N. Y.—
Passed
over
petition
hearing
on
application
of intervene
Copper Cityin
— Same.
Broadcasting
Co.
for
new
station.
Utica Broadcasting Co., Utica, N. Y.
WMFF Plattsburgh, N. Y.— Granted
petition toplicationintervene
in hearing on new
apof The Brockway
station
Massena,
N. Y. Co.Co.,forRome,
Copper
City
Broadcasting
N. Y. — Commission on its own motion
postponedre application
hearing nownewsetstation.
4-11-45 to
5-11-45

Tentative Calendar . . .
APRIL 9
WCHS Charleston, W. Va.— License
renewal.
APRIL 10
WGBF
Evansville,
Ind.— License rent v.'al.
Applications
WRVA Richmond,
Va.
— NEW-43.5
CP new FMmc station,
17,898 sq. mi.,
$124,600
cost. Henry Alford.
NEW-48.1estimated
mc William
Winston-Salem,
C. — CPw new
developmental station,N.160.7
A3 and
FM
emission.
NEW-1450 kc Herald Pub. Co. of
Klamathnew station
Falls, Ore.—
Mod. CPin authorizfor changes
and ingchange
trans,
and studioantenna
sites
(KFLW).
NEW-48.9
mc
KTFI
Twin
Falls,
—CP new FM station, 2,640 sq. Ida.
mi.,
$16,400 estimatedAPRIL
cost. 4
NEW-48.3 mc Bradford Publications
Inc.
Bradford,
Pa. — CPestimated
new FM cost.
station,
5,502
sq. mi., $36,050
Petersburg,
Fla.NEW-46.1
— CP newmcFM WTSP
station,St.5,940
sq. mi.,
$57,500
estimated
cost. Shawnee, Okla.—
NEW-48.9
mcstation
KGFF
CPestimated
new FMcost.
2,766 sq. ml., $15,708
WMFD 4,800
Wilmington.
N.C.NEW-47.5
— CP newmc station,
sq. mi.,
$30,000 estimatedAPRIL
cost. 5
NEW-1340 kc Martinsburg Broadcasting Co., Martinsburg,
Va. — CP new
standard
station 250 wW. unlimited.
560 trolkcfromWQAM
Miami—
Transfer
conW.
W.
Luce,
F.
M. Borton
and Frances Hester Borton, trustees
for
Frederick
Eugene
Borton,
Frances
Hester
Borton
and
Orla
Janice
Miller;
and
William
W.
Luce
and
Marshall
G.
Luce,
trustees G.forLuce
Rosemary
Luce Pub.
and
Marshall
to MiamiC. Herald
NEW-47.7
mc
WCCO
MinneapolisCP
new FM station, 12,150 sq. mi.,
Co.
$91,700 estimated cost.
920 trolkcfromKFPY
Spokane— TransferArthur
conL.Craney
BrightandandFrances
FrancesR.& R.Symons,
Symons,Branch
E. B.
Spokane
Eastern
of Seattle
First
truswill
ofNational
Thomas Bank,
W. Symons
Jr.,
toteesE.under
Craney,
City
Broad
casting
Co.B. and
JohnQueen
W. Wheeler.
770 kc KOB Albuquerque,
N. M.Extension
authorization
770 kc 25 kwspecial
N 50 service
kw D unlimited.
APRIL 6
NEW-44-50 mc WiUiam H. Block Co.
Indianapolis
—
CP
new commercial TV
station,
Channel
cation, ESR
1045. 1 as proposed in alio

—packaged and shipped
from Chicago.
Aluminum based material
available for broadcast use.
CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is your
firstinchoice
cast results
Halifaxforandbroadthe
Maritimes. Ask your local
dealers.

L. S.TOOIiOOD
RECORDING COMPANY
221 N. LA SALLE ST. CHICAGO 1

TWIN FALLS • IDAHO -

or JOE WEED
York Ave.
350 New
Madison

Okinawa Covered
From Radio Plane
Blue's LarryOver
TigheBeachhead
Makes Live
Broadcast

..FROM THE NOSE of a B-29,
Blue-ABC Correspondent Larry
isj .Tighe on April 1 made radio history with his eye-witness account
of the American invasion of Oki^inawa. While previous "planeviews" of battle scenes have been
recorded on the spot and rebroadcast,
Mr. Tighe's
■was heard
in thepooled
Unitedbroadcast
States
,^ live direct from the plane, in what
i is believed to be the first radio report of its kind. Clarke Sanders,
.'Blue engineer, was at controls.
:signal
The photo
reconnaissance
plane's
was picked
up and amplified
"M !by
the
Navy
station
in
Guam
for
instantaneous relay to America
some
8,500
miles
away
and
rek transmitted from the West Coast
■ : over the Blue. Philco's Radio Hall
of Fame Sunday 6-7 p.m. was inter upted at6:40 p.m. for the fivesix minute broadcast, and Mutual
cut into Upton Close's program for
Lumberman's
Casualty
with a pickup Mutual
at the same
time. Co.,
High point of Mr. Tighe's
'"''broadcast
was
description
an attack
on hishis
by a Japofof
:iJ IZero.
Against
a plane
background
g'unfire, his smooth description of
the enemy plane's approach was
' interrupted
by anto explosive
some reporting
have heardsound,
Mr.
■• heave
Tighe murmur
"We
a sigh of relief.got him," and
Lt. Comdr. Jack Hartley, officer
:f in charge of Navy Radio Public
'J :Relations Section, now on temporary duty as radio public relas-ptions officer, CINPAC, and \Veb^jiey
CBS idea
are ofcredited
in- with Edwards
conceivingof the
news
coverage from over the beachhead.
•t.Comdr. Hartley was assistant di^; fector of news and special events
Id^jwith NBC before joining the Navy.
JijUU.m.
I CBS the Donsame Pryor,
morningat had10:35:30
given
:he first eyewitness account of the
invasion, speaking from a flagship.
The Blue's Norman Paige came in
it 12:22:30
eyepeitness
accountp.m.,on NBC's
the ArmyfirstHour.

Techiucrl
DOMINION ELECTRICAL MFG. Co..
Mansfield,clusiveO.,exporthasrepresentative
been appointed
exthe
Phllco
International
Corp., continental
NewbyYork,
in
all
countries
except
United States and Canada.
ARTHUR MUNKER,
with
Rosa, stafiE
Cal., offormerly
hasKWG
been Stockadded
toKSROtheton.Santa
technical
gLEEine r, BERRYHILL,
has entered the KWG
armed chief
forces.enWILLIAM
D.
LODGE,
CBS
director
general engineering, after inspectingof
the network's
Mt.as Wilson,
Cal. television site, astractswell
other
telein that
area, FMhas and
returned
to his vision
New York
headquarters.
RAY
BIRCH,has formerly
producer,
CBSfreelance
Hollywoodwriterengine ring staf joined
.
STUART pointed
M. general
FINLAYSON
has
been
apmanager succeeding
of Canadian
Marconi
Co., Montreal,
R.
M.
BROPHY,
resigned.
Mr.
Finlayson
has
sevenbeen
years.deputy general manager for
E.Syracuse
EDWIN control
LUTZ, room
USNR, engineer,
former WFBL
several
of seaTraining
duty is Base.
nowafterlocatedmonths
at the Norfolk
WILLIAM
A. ERICKSON,
studio
and recording
engineer of former
OWI London,
has
field joined
engineer.Blue Hollywood as studioLYMAN ofSMITH,
head of the recording
division
his
left armKMTR
playingHollywood,
baseball. fractured
NORBERT
SHAFFER,
trialversal
designMicrophone
engineer,Co.,Hollywood
hasInglewood,
joinedindusUniCal.

ARNOLD MOLLOY has joined the engiMass. neering staff of WSAR Fall River.
ALTONtrol supervisor,
C. TRIPP,is the
WPTFfatherRaleigh
of a conboy.
POSTWAR radio expansion plans are
in theica according
making tothroughout
Latin AmerF.
J.
ROBINSON,
Latin
American
sales managerNewforYork,
Sylvania
Electric
who
recently Products
returned Inc.,
from an extensive
tour of thelishment of new
American
republics.
Estabstations
as
well
as
in-is
creasing power of Mr.
existent
stationssaid,
widely
discussed,
Robinson
but
all
plans
are
held
up
pending
availability of equipment.
ZENITH
RADIO consolidated
Corp., Chicago,operating
reports
an
estimated
profit
for
the
first
nine
months
Jan. 21, 1945 of its current fiscal ended
year,
amounting
totaxes$5,850,605,
after depreciation,cludes
excisereserves
andvoluntary
reserves.
This infor
price
reductionbefore
and renegotiationforonfederal
war conincometracts,
and excessprovision
profits taxes.
LEAR tion
Inc..communications
New York, producer
of aviapress luncheon
this equipment,
Tuesday
at atwill
thea
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel,
New
York,
demonstrate
the
Lear
wire
recorder,
showing how it can be used in the
home, office,formatithe
inon fielpresent.
ds. entertainment
William Public
P. Lear,and
president,strwillation ofbethe
demonequipment, heretofore
unpubliclzed,
ties plans
in with Lear's
reenter after
the
televisioncentlyandannounced
radio set tomarket
the war.
Herbert W. Forster
HERBERT W. FORSTER, 47,
Western Electric Co. advertising
manager, died March 30 at Roosevelt hospital from a heart attack.
He was a resident of Rockville
Centre, L. I., is survived by his
widow, the former Greta Voelcker,
of New York City and two children,
Virginia,
Claire Ann,
14.
Graduated 23,fromandColumbia
College,
he worked as a chemist, then a
newspaper
began hisin
career
withreporter
Westernand Electric
1924. He was active in civic and
social organizations in his home
community.

Pryor Lindsay Watts
PRYOR LINDSAY WATTS, an
RCA theatre service engineer before the war and recently an airborne radar specialist in the Government Group of the RCA Service
Co., was killed March 5 in a plane
crash at the Army Air Base at
Orlando. He had been preparing
for an overseas assignment. A
graduate of Virginia Polytechnic
Institute in 1929, Mr. Watts joined
RCA in 1935 after a year as a flying cadet in the Army Air Corps
and several years on the research
Marine Recruiting
staff of Western Union. He was
assigned to the Government Group AT the request of the War Shipand had served in Newfoundland,
pingmesticAdministration
DoIceland and the United Kingdom
Radio Bureau the
has OWI
been conand at most of the naval stations
d
u
c
t
i
n
g
a
continuing
campaign
in the U. S., receiving many official Merchant Marine recruiting. Fromon
Navy commendations for his work. July 1943 to December 1944 the
programs carrying these messages
achieved 1,822,461,000 listener impressions, enough to reach every
listener in the country more than
18 times.work andEstimated
of netstation value
contributions
during the 36-week campaign is
approximately $3,497,900.
Raymond K. Strong
RAYMOND K. STRONG, for 21
years
WGY AprilSchenectady
technician, died
1. He is survived
by his wife and 12-year-old triplets, Raymond K., Joan and June.
PHILCO Service, world-wide appliance servicemen's organization, has
m%\\\ CO
been ardformed
to establish
HOILISTER
^
s in the profession,
RoberthighF. standHerr,
vice-president in charge of Philcn
Corp. shiservice
has
announced.
Memberp of 25,000 qualified servicemen is
QUARTZ OSCILLATORS SINCE 1927
predicted.
BROADCASTING
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I— Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE Wanted
IN ADVANCE
money15corders
only —Count
Minimum
Situation
10c per— Checks
word. Allandothers,
per word.
3 words$1.00.for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issve dote. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
Operator-announcer.
radio-of
telephone
license. MustFirst
be class
capable
news
andNBCcommercial
announcing.
For
regional
station
In
western
city
25,000. Good post-war future. Box 932,of
BROADCASTING.
First classBlue
engineer
wantedstation.
for 250-watt
Indiana
Network
Permanent jobtifor
right
man.expected
State full
parc
u
l
a
r
s
a
n
d
salary
letter. Box 399, BROADCASTING.in first
Announcer-newscaster
—
Wanted
by
basic
major network affiliate in northern
New
ING. England. Box 459, BROADCASTFirst class
wanted forstation
progres ive 250engineer
watt
inandnortheast
Texas.Blue-Mutual
Send qualifications
salary
requirements
to
Box
466,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
Operator,
first
class
license.
Immediately.
Send complete story first
letter.
CASTING.Permanent. Box 472, BROADWanted—
Give complete
details firstAnnouncer.
letter. Immediate
opening.
Box 473,
BROADCASTING.
Have
permanent license.
position Time
open and
for first
or second
half
forty class
hours.if desired.
Apartment
available
atover
transmitter
If
interested
write or wire. Box 474, BROADCASTING.
Announcer forBluesplendid
position in
southeastern
affiliate.
permanent staff to work
with. Congenial
No board
work, notunity for continuity.
Excellent ability.
opporman with production
Salary
CASTING.$45 per week. Box 478, BROADTransmitter
engineer,earnings,
1st class $52
license,
guaranteed
weekly
per
week
with
5
kilowatt
CBS
New
England
station
inliving
small conditions.
city with better
than
average
Immediate
opening. Box 484, BROADCASTING.
Technician —Progressive
Draft exempt,
first Network
class liOhio Blue
station. cense.
Box 495, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding of5 kwbeingregional
withto
reputation
goodstation
placepracwork isticalinradioneed
of who
an aexperienced
man
can
write
and
supervise
of locala week.
programs.
Earning
atproduction
start $100.00
Box
496, BROADCASTING.
Commercial man or woman to sell advertising for onein ofan excellent
Florida's market
oldest
regional
is a stations
real opportunity
for like
a salesman
orThis
saleswoman
who
would
to
live
in Florida and
build aadvertising.
real future This
for
themselves
in radio
opening
Is for permanent
man
or giving
woman,
no
floaters
need
apply.
Write
full particulars
about age, draftBoxstatus
and
income requirements.
498,
BROADCASTING.
Operator
—
An
experienced
radio
operator
with first 5class
ticket station.
wanted byThisFlorida
regional
kilowatt
is a
permanent
for a excellent
well qualified
man.
Workingposition
conditions
in a
good town perietonce, age,live
In.
Write
giving
exand salary
requirements. Boxdraft499, status
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer. First or second
class availability.
ticket. Give Boxcomplete
data includI ing
504, BROADCASTING.
Southernpolitanregional
station affiliate,
major metromarket, network
wants
proi;ram-production
manager. BoxPermanent
job.
Write
immediately.
505.
BROADCASTING.
Assistant
manager
by
North
Carolina
local; has
network
affiliate.radio
The andman saleswe
want
all-around
background,
not
afraid
of
hard
work,
and
notMusttoobe high
hatandforpossess
some excelmike
work. lent
steady
references.confidential.
Our staff knowsBoxof this
ad.
Replies
506.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
—
Experienced
for
general
studio
routing. Permanent. State full
particulars
8, Ohio. In first letter. WAKR, Akron
Experienced staff
. Washington,
D. C.announcer at WINX,
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Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer,
records,
and M.C. ad toplib rate,
shows.forNotnews,a duration
Job butment to one
that offers
quick
advanceexecutive
status
if
you
can deliver. TopProven
startingrecord
salary.of 5 performance
kw network
affiliate.
and stability
Reply in confidence, givingrequired.
full information
yourself,
desiredabout
and
small photo.IncKiding
Box 514,salary
BROADCASTING.
Important
southwest
CBS station
needs
good,
dependable
commercial
announcer
In permanent position at good salary, in
young tstate,
offering plehty
ofphone
oppor-or
and excitement.
wire BillunityBryan,
KOMA, Write,
Oklahoma
City.
Wantednent.— Excellent
First opportunity
class engineer.
Permafor
advancement. IKW Blue station. Give complete
details
nessee. first letter. WTJS, Jackson, TenWanted
— Continuity
writer.capable
Not forof
spots alone,
but a writer
handling
continuity
department
and
converting
ideas
into
finished
program.
KGNC, AmariUo, Texas.
Alaskaing for operator
broadcasting
station
has
openannouncerStarting
with first
or
second
classWe license.
salary
about
$250.
pay
transportation
from
Seattle
on
year
contract.
Write
or
wire
Edwin
Kraft, 708 American Bldg.,
Seattle, A.Wash,
First
class
announcer,
salary and talent
$60.00
a week.
Columbus,
Georgia.Radio station WDAK,
Ideal jobnounceavailable
topnotchcondianpay. Idealfor working
Pleaser. Topsubmit
WNEX, tions.Bibb
Building,audition
Macon, record
Georgia..to
Another announcerandwanted
once.
Send
details.atWDRC,
Hartfordtranscription
4, Conn.
Two work
engineers
class license
to
under— with
idealfirstconditions
for
$42.50
plusListtimeallandyourone-half
for all
overtime.
qualifications,
age,
draft
status,
availability
and
mail
toShenandoah,
Chief Engineer,
Iowa. Radio Station KMA,
WANTED—
STUDIO TECHNICIANS.
AND TRANSMITTER
BROADCAST
NEW
YORK
NETWORK
KEY STATION.
GOOD POSTWAR PROSPECTS.
STATE
FULL
QUALIFICATIONS. BOX 517,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Transmitter
engineer
with Adralephone first class
license.
dress repliesN.todioY.-teChief
Engineer,
WIBX.
Inc., Utica,
HELP
WA N T EENGINEER
D — EXPERIENCED
TRANSMITTER
FOR 5 KW
CBS AFFILIATE.
PERMANENT
POSITION.
$225.00
MONTHLY
WITHADDED.
10%
ANNUAL
SALARY
BONUS
COMPANY
PROVIDES
COMPLETE
HOSPITAL
AND
SICK
AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE FOR EMPLOYEES AND
FAMILY. WRITE
OR WIRE
QUALIFICATIONS TO ODES
E. ROBINSON,
RADIOTON,STATION
WCHS, CHARLESWEST VIRGINIA.
Chief engineer
wanted man
on showing
KGFW,
Kearney,
Nebr. Permanent
initiative
and
responsibility
has
privi-if
lege of securing Interest in business
desired. Write complete particulars, immediately.
Situations Wanted
Announcer-producer.
experience glocal
and major Limited
networks.dramatic
Backr
o
u
n
d
o
f
stage-MC-producer,
director.versity
Wantgraduateradio
production.
Uniin Business
Administration.IAge will
24. Veteran.
Disc
available,
references,
state
all
facts
first
tefer?r. I have
what is your letofBox 480,versatility,
BROADCASTING.
Radio uate,
promotional
writer,
college
gradcontinuity,
newspaper
experience.
Formerlyment store;advertising
manager of departnow employed.
licity and public
relationsDesires
work. pubBox
486, BROADCASTING.
Available
—
Station
executive.
15
years
experience program
including:director,
assistantcontinuity
general
manager,
director, personnel
inter-department
org
a
n
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
set-up,
music
copywrite
expert,
talent
chief.confidential.
A-1 references,Box draft
exempt.
Inquiries
489,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer.
Age 26.Dependable.
Experienced.Deferred.
RCAGates equipment.
Minimum $50. Box 503, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Operator better
first class.
At present working.
Desires
andworking
permanent
position.
Write
salary
and
497, BROADCASTING. schedule. Box
Engineer-teacher — 32 and 4F, available
May 1 orgraph June
1.Experienced
1st phone, 2nd
telelicenses.
operatortechnician
andbroadcast
teacher.
Consider
chief
engineer
of
station,
zone
police
teaching orreferences
any combination
ofpresent
same.oremployer.
Excellent
Including
Prefer
southern
city.
Box 501, BROADCASTING.
Humor is a salesman. Gag man with
plenty ideas.
Varied advertising,
radio education inproduction,
tion andcludes
some
technical. Recordingpromosent.
Box 502,
BROADCASTING.
AttentionwriterWashington
area :orScript-copydesires free lance
full time
work icewith
station or agency.
Publicas servand educational
experience
well
asING.commercial. Box 494, BROADCASTPartner of national accounting firm
seeks siveexecutive
position Although
with progresbusiness concerns.
still
young, he periencehaswith 20oneyears
continuous
prominent
firm ex-in
direction and management of extensive
national
and taxationandpractice. accountancy
Well-knownof professionally,
ac-,
tive
accountancy societies.
Box member
507, BROADCASTING.
Available
now
—
First
class
operator,
thoroughly
with remotes,
recordings, experienced
and maintenance.
Wants
permanent quaintedposition
whereor can
get acwith
selling
announcing
ends
of broadcasting. Box 509, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman or commercial
manager
for good regional
station. record
Marin fourried, 40 years
stationof age.
marketOutstanding
of half million.
Best
references.
Box
510,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
on two weekssports
notice.announcer
Baseball available
play by
play and
rebroadcast,
basketball, interfootball,viewsboxing.
Straight
sportscast,
.
4
P
,
29,
married.
6
years
experience
sports
and
staff.
Will
go
anywhere.
Minimum salary $400 monthly. Box 513,
BROADCASTING.
After 4 years as announcer, production
manager,work outlet,
supervisor
netwould with
like leasing
announcer,
newscaster,gressiveproduction
job position
with pro-to
station.
Must
be
equal or better present income. Box 515,
BROADCASTING
Engineer-Studio.
Thoroughly
qualified.
Married
and
Want permanent
position Excellent
with stable.
network
station.
record orand progressive
reference.
West or west coast preferred. Box 518,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted—tion.Everything
100 watt
Cash, trade, forlease.
Box sta438,
BROADCASTING.

Best 77Boffermicrophone.
takes one Used
RCA but44BXcannot
and
one
be told from new. Box 512, BROADCASTING.
Two used
8 tower obstruction lltes.beacons
Also, fireandextinquishers.
Box
516, BROADCASTING.
100-watt
composite
transmitter,
suitable
for
FCCSales,
approval.
Radio
W. $2,000.00.
Wisconsin Regional
Avenue.
Milwaukee
3, 231Wisconsin.
250-watt
composite
transmitter,
suitable
for
approval
$2,600.00. Ave.,
Regional
RadioFCCsales,
231 W. Wisconsin
Milwauke 3, Wise.
250-wattbuilt, ficomposite
transmitter,
just
rene condition,
ready Radio
for FCCSales,
approval,
$2,900.00. Regional
231
W.
Wisconsin
Ave.,
Milwaukee
3,
Wisconsin.

Grace and Bement Merge
With Grant Advertising
GRACE & BEMENT Inc., Detroit,
merged with Grant Advertising
Inc., effective March 31, to form
a Detroit office of Grant, it has
been announced by Will C. Grant,
president of
R. Grace,
Grant, wardand
Edpresident
of
Grace
&
Bement.
Mr. Grace is
vice - president,
and will perform
important
tions in management
the funcoverall
Mr. Grace
of Grant
Adverthe direction of activities tisining as well
the De-as
troit
area.
Austin
F.
Bement,
president, is a major in vicethe
USAAF, ofwhich
joinedC. inGrace,
the
summer
1942. heLouise
vice-president
of
Grace
&
Bement
will continue as director of research
and media in the Detroit office of
Grant, and other department heads
who are retaining their posts are J.
R. Bracken,
manager; Kane
Judson
O. Ross,general
art director;
Campbell,
copy
chief;
A.
C.
Scheifle,
head of the plan board ; Jack Mark,
production manager; R. M. Bourke,
copy and contact, and Marily A.
Willis, account supervisor.
Still other offices are to be incorporated in the Grant network in
the near future, according to Mr.
Grant, who named London, Los Angeles,considered,
Sydney, Auckland
and Shangexunderhai asway.
ploratory work for with
Londonactual
already
PRODUCTIONCONTINUITY
MANAGER
A real opportunity for an
experienced, capable and
conscientious man. Metropolitan market. 5 kw basic
network station, North
Central region. Permanent
position with post war security and advancement.
Must be top flight announcer and copy writer,
able to supervise work of
others. Some air work and
writing required. In reply
give age,
in detail. experience
Draft and family
status, starting salary expected. Attach snapshot
and give home phone numtial. ber. All replies confiden-

Complete
broadcasting
equipment
available— RCAwith
78Btubes.
consoleRCA
andmeteramplifier
complete
panel.
W.E.
relay
rack.
W.E.
80A
amplifier.
W.E. 82A
amplifier.
W.E. 8AW.E.rectifier.
W.E.
265A
controlfilament
panel.
263A
voltage
regulator
W.E.
700A volume
indicator. W.E.supply.
1000 watt
transmitter
complete
with
tubes.
Make
BOX 511, BROADCASTING
me an offer. First come first served.
Special
consideration
if
sold
as
one
unit. Box 520, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

New Suit Complicates
Buffalo Duopoly Action
FURTHER complications in the
projected separation of the Buffalo
Broadcastino^
Corp. station
WGR
and WKBW—
under sthe—
FCC's
duopoly
regulation
;!.35), developed last week with(Sec.
the
filing of a suit by Churchill Tabernacle
for
a
new
moi'tgage
WKBW to replace security givenon
by BBC 15 years ago.
Controversy over the Tabernacle
claim
hearing
before figured
the FCC inanda recent
the station
has
held a temporary license renewal.
Because of that cloud, BBC has
been unable to comply with the
FCC'sownership
request that
it terminate
dual
of stations,
in com-its
pliance
with
the
FCC's
duopoly
order of last year. A nroposed report by the FCC is expected.
In thetendsnew
bill, Churchill
that when
WKBW conwas
granted an increase in power from
5,000 to 50,000 w in 1941, it was
moved to a new location and the
Tabernacle mortgage became of
"little
states orBBCno value".
promisedThethecomplaint
Tabernacle afirst mortgage on the property at the new location. It conthe
form oftends boththeparties
contractagreed
but upon
that the
defendant now "refused to execute" the mortgage.
SERVICE

TWO ASSlGP^MEmS,
TRANSFER GRANTED
TRANSFER of control of KICD
Spencer,ments ofla.,
and voluntary
license
of WMFR assignHigh
Point, N. C, and WRBL Columbus,
Ga.,
were
granted
by
the
FCC
last week.
In the KICD transaction, Ben.
B. Sanders,
tive of WNOXcommercial
Knoxville,representaacquires
309 shares (64%) common and
120 shares (47%) preferred stock
of Iowa Great Lakes Broadcasting Co.. station
from ofL.
W. Andrews
for alicensee,
consideration
$19,000 less an amount by which
accrued and current liabilities exceed accrued and current assets by
more than $5,882 as at date of sethealth clirequirestlement.
thataccording
heMr. Andrews'
move
to another
mate,
to application.
WMFR High Point, N. C. was
granted E.assignment
from
James
and Helenof M.license
Lambeth
to a new
partnership
which
includes four other members of the
Lambeth
family.
No
money
was
involved.
WRBL was granted consent to
shift from a corporate form to a
partnership composed of the same
persons and interests: J. W. Woodruff, 50%; J. W. Woodruff Jr.,
48%, and E. B. Cartledge. 2%. No
money involved.

DIRECTORY

"6EAKED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Kxlto Enflnmtng CunttUlmmU
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Washington, Kansas
D. C.City, Mo.
Hollywood, Cal.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 VermontDistrict
Ave.,1640
Wash. 5, D. C.
(Snbj. to GoT-t Re«.)

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F&O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

LYN and PEL
"A DUpateh from ReuUr't"
WKAJ
4th YEAR

SOUND EFFECTS
One
the largest
selections
sound ofeffects
in existence.
MAJORof
RECORDS.ffrite
Realistic
and
Complete.
ealatog INC.
THOMAS J. for
VALENTINO
Transcriptions—
Specialized
Recordings
1600 Broadway N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4675

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConstruction
Technical
Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
Munsey BIdg. DistrictWashington
2292 4, D. C.

^ SOUND EFFECT RECORDS^
fiENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicIf Individuol
SoundContaining
Effects
rile For Details
CHARLES MICHELSOIV
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.

BUY
WAR

BONDS

"PHOENIX AND TUCSON
WILL TAKE ALL PRODUCED"
THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transeripfion— see C. MICHELSON 67 W. 44 Sf., N.Y.C.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NaUonol Press BIdg., Waah^ D. C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1209
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VICTORY

gV^PGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Enqincaring Coniulfanfs
Frequency Manilerlng
Cemneieial
RadioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International Building,
•• Cross
321 E. Roads
Gregoryof Boulevard,
Mo.
the World, Kaiiaas
Hollywood,Olty,Calif.

FttegueitcY mfasuking
SERVICE
Exact Measurements ' at any lime
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4. N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Birilding, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WiLMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St.N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 5880

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
gato IV, 7?^y
Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.
HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Nat'lRoomPress892
BIdg. Wash.
NA. 4,7846D. C.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127
ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400
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At

Deadline

NOMINATING PETITIONS FOR
NAB DIRECTORS MAILED
NOMINATING petitions for NAB directorsat-large were mailed last week to all members.
Board nominating committee on Feb. 28
named these: Large stations, W. A. Summerville, WWL New Orleans; J. Leonard Reinsch,
WSB Atlanta; .1. O. Maland, WHO Des
Moines; Lee B. Wailes, KDKA Pittsburgh.
Medium stations, G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C.; T. A. M. Craven, WOL Washington; Robert E. Priebe, KRSC Seattle;
C. T. Hagman, WTCN Minneapolis; E. E.
(Ted) Hill, WTAG Worcester, Mass.; George
M. Burbach, KSD St. Louis. Small stations,
Dietrich Dirks, KTRI Sioux City, la.; Clair
McCullough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.; Dale L.
Taylor WENY Elmira, N. Y.; Matthew D.
Bonebrake, KOCY Oklahoma City; Marshall
Pengra, KRNR Roseburg, Ore.
Paul Morency, WTIC Hartford, who was
nominated as director-at-large, was reelected
District 1 director, thus withdrew from the
large station race. Franklin M. Doolittle.
WDRC Hartford, has withdrawn as candidate
for medium director-at-large.
NEW EDEX' SERVICE
TRANSRADIO Press Service, New York, has
added a special service called Edex, news of
particular interest to editors and executives.
Service provides specialized Washington bureau coverage for full-subscriber stations and
also offers three other new services: (1) a new
form of interpretative dispatch called "Commentique" consisting
of about(2) 300
wordsintelapIDroximately
once an hour;
a radio
ligence news letter of spot business news sent
twice daily, and (.3) a special feature type of
news lineservice
stressing women's news and bysports articles.
SEEKS TV OUTLET
WILLIAM H. BLOCK Co., Indianapolis de|)artment store, last week filed with the FCC
an application for a new commercial television station on 44-50 mc, Channel 1 of proposed allocation. Outlet would have effective
signal
i-adiation
application
for a ofnew1045.
FM Firm
station hason pending
43.7 mc
\ itli coverage of 9,316 sq. mi.
N. Y. MUSICIAN EARNING
XEW YORK union musicians collected approximately $27,000,000 during 1944, it is estijnated
by Harry A. Subei-, treasurer of AFM
Local 802.

WCPO'S FOUR BAGGER
WCPO CINCINNATI has asked other
four Queen City outlets— WLW WSAI
WCKY WKRC— for spot announcement
availabilities April 10-18. Spots, if
granted, will be used by WCPO to promote its baseball broadcasts. They will
be
second
ET's byrecorded
by begins
Waite
Hoyt30 who,
assisted
Lee Allen,
exclusive broadcast of Cincinnati Reds'
play-by-play April 17. Action recalls use
of spots by KGW Portland on WQXR
New York.
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SHUPERT NOMINATED FOR
PRESIDENCY OF ATS
GEORGEident.T.Television
SHUPERT,
assistant
the presProductions
Inc.,to has
been
nominated for president of American Television Society for the 1945-46 season, heading the
slate of candidates whose selection by the
ATS nominating committee is tantamount to
election. Other nominees include: Vice-president, David Hale Halpern, Henry Souvaine
Inc.; treasurer, Don McClure, N. W. Ayer &
Son; secretary, Alice Pentlarge, WQXR New
York; Dan D. Halpin, RCA Victor; Prof. Edmund C. Cole, Yale U.; Evelyn Pierce, Compton Adv. ; Theodore Huston, Ruthrauff & Ryan ;
-lohn Florey, Grant, Florey & Williams; Charles
H. Kleinmani- RCA; Hubert E. Taylor Jr.,
Allen B. Dud Labs. Election will be held
at May meempati
WILLIAM HILLMAN JOINS
MUTUAL IN WASHINGTON
WILLIAM reHILLMAN,
veteran foreign
spondent and former European
manager cor-of
International News Service, becomes a Washington correspondent for MBS April 15
[Closed Circuit, April 2].
Announcing the new arrangement with Mr.
Hillman last Thursday, Charter Heslep, MBS
Capital representative, said that Mr. Hillman
would continue as Washington manager for
Crow ell-Collier Publications and as an associof Collier's
Mr. Hillman
has ateforeditorseveral
monthsMagazine.
been featured
in a
world commentary on the Blue Network.
BEACH WEATHER
BEACH FANS in Southern California can
time their sunnings to official "every hour, on
the hour" weather reports to be started on
KECA Los Angeles on May 12 and 13. In cooperation with weather bureau, station will
present
hourly
I'eadings
beach air and water,
as wellon astemperature
fog conditionsof
during 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. period on Saturdays
and Sundays throughout the summer.
NBC AIRS CANCER TALK
NBC IN COOPERATION with the monthlong campaign of the American Cancer Society
will present a talk April 13, 10:45 p.m., by
Eric A. Johnston, executive council chairman
of the society and president of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, on "Cancer is Bad Business". Society has sent
dramatic,to 914
musical
and
spot announcement
recordings
stations
this month. Recordings handled by Blue-ABC.
PICKARD TO RED CROSS
SAM PICKARD, former member of the old
Radio Commission (1927-1929) and afterward
CBS .station i-elations vice-president (19291936), has joined the American Red Cross as
an assistant field director. Cleared for overseas duty on March 31 after training in Washington and at Fort McClelland, Ala., he now
may be en route to a war theatre. Mr. Pickard
still holds minority station interests, one of
which (WOKO Albany) is in dispute.
FALL-WINTER DATA
FALL-WINTER 1944-45 continuing measurement of radio listening reports for 58 cities,
based on calls to more than 2,500,000 homes,
are being distributed by C. E. Hooper Inc.

Closed Circuit
{Continued from page .4)
tieup between KIRO and KFPY and perhaps
other stations in area on a Northwest "quality
group" basis.
ABOUT MID-APRIL, WBT Charlotte will be
knocked down by CBS to the highest qualified
bidder, subject to FCC approval. More than a
dozen different groups now have made inquiries, but only few have made offers. Most
of these in neighborhood of $1,000,000.
WATCH FOR EXPEDITIOUS action by FCC
on cases which have been pending for more
than two years. Reason for delay : files pertinent to cases were impounded by House Select
Committee to Investigate the FCC and not
returned until January. Aim at Commission is
to clean up old business before constrtiction
restrictions are lifted.
People
BURTON BRIDGENS, WRC Washington producer, has been appointed continuity acceptance editor succeeding Eugene Juster who was
previously named assistant program manager
in charge of public service.
DON
account
executive
O'Neill,
Larson COOKE,
& McMahon,
Chicago,
for theof past
two
months and previously assistant to his brother.
Jack, owner of CKEY Toronto, has joined William G. Rambeau Co., Chicago, as sales representative.
PALMER CLARK, radio director of Sherman
K. Ellis Co., Chicago, has resigned effective
April 15. No replacement has been named.
E. L. BUSHNELL, director-general of programs, Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp., Canadian
Toi'onto,
has returned
to Canada
after visiting
troops in Europe
following
the
British
Commonwealth broadcasting conference at London.
LYNN THOMAS, former writer on Pacific
War Map on CBS Pacific stations, has been
assigned
network correspondent in the South
Pacific area.
FRANK PRENDERGAST, sales manager of
WTMV E. St. Louis, is one of the team captains of the St. Louis Advertising Club War
ActivitiesmotionCommittee
drive for War Loan procampaign funds.
JOSEPH R. HAINLINE, Army lieutenant on
inactive
addedMr. toHainline
NBC'S was
Pacific staff.duty,
Now has
in IwobeenJima,
one of two officers who drew up the civil affairs plan for censorship and communications
in the Japanese islands.
HAL CARLOCK, publicity director of KFI
Los Angeles, has resigned to join Blue Hollywood publicity staff. Kay Greenenbaum and
Eugenie Christopherson have been added to
network's Hollywood traffic department replacing Mary Simpson and Sherrill Mason.
JOHN J. LOUIS, New York vice-president of
Needham, Louis & Brorby, is in Hollywood to
discuss McGee
summer & replacement
show on NBC for
Fibber
Molly.
BROADCASTING
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Tke Nation's Station is proud to receive, this week,
one of radio's most coveted citations^tKe 1944 George
Foster Peabody Radio Award for Outstanding Reporting of tfie News.
It is
well
who
the

gratifying testimony tliat we have administered
our self-appointed task of making the millions
dial 700 in the four-state area of WLW-Iand
test informed radio audience in the world .

It is an inspiration to continue to use our best efforts
to
the news"
in improve
1945 .. .this
and "outstanding
thereafter, soreporting
long asof news
shall
retain its urgent importance to the nation and to the
people we serve.

A/ation A ^iathn J
DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

Why

wm-

modern

use

transmitters

Aem-peim^Aes

In AM Broadcasting
Beam-power transmitting tubes provide high output with low driving power. They make possible
more compact, simpler, more economical broadcast transmitters than other types of tubes.
Transmitters using beam-power tubes are more
compact because fewer stages are required and
because neutralizing circuits are eliminated; they
are more simple because the transmitter does not
have to be neutralized each time tubes are
replaced; they are more economical because fewer
stages and fewer tubes can be used for a given
power output — and because tube replacement
costs are lower.
In FM Broadcasting
The self-shielding property of beam-power tubes
provides a simple, efficient means of obtaining

stable operation in wide-band FM circuits without
complex neutralizing circuits and adjustments.
In Television Broadcasting
The high-gain and self-shielding features of beampower tubes make possible stable, more efficient
wide-band video and r-f amplifiers with a minimum
of tubes and without neutralizing circuits.
Look To RCA For Replacement Tubes
In beam-power transmitting tubes RCA has
developed a whole family of high-performance
champions, such as the RCA-807, 813, 814, 815,
827-R, 828, 829-B, and 832-A — the most complete
line offered by any manufacturer.
When you need replacement tubes for your
transmitter, specify RCA Tubes. There is an
RCA Broadcast Specialist available when needed.
Call him for prompt delivery and efficient service.

THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE
DEVELOPMENT IS RCA

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
LEADS THE WAY. . In Radio

*}Cf 15 CENTS
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"Ifs got
to be delivered!
This is the successful independent station
War supplies can be produced and loaded on
board ships . . . but they might as well not be
that delivers more listeners-per dollar spent than
any other station in this 5-station town. Facts to
made if they aren't delivered.
prove this are available for you to see.
It's the same thing in radio.
You and your clients can load the soundest,
sales argument into a package . . . put it on the
air . . .
kWITH
But it's got to be delivered to do you any good !
BALTIMORE, MD.
We know the sure way you can get 3'our sales
appeal across in the country's 6th largest market
use W-I-T-H when you come into Baltimore.
Tom Tinsley, Pres. ' Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed

The
ICE

This is the seventh and last
in a series of advertisements telling the story of
WLS as The Voice of a
Friend. If you v/ould like
these seven ads reprinted
as a booklet for reference,
write WLS, Chicago 7,
Illinois, for your copy.

of

a

FRIEND

r. came
WLS toandWLSits inadvertisers.
1938; job.
can
a bang-up singing
D, when called
upon.

With the Confidence long -time friendships give
Menard as Farm News Editor, Al Tiffany
Al Tiffany or Geotge
WHEN
as Assistant Farm Program Director, and
Menard talk to Midwest American
Arthur C. Page as Farm Program
farmers, it is with the Voice of a Friend.
Director.
ts
For these two men, specialis in their
This is a familiar story on WLS. Farm
fields, have both been WLS farm men
editors, musicians, announcers, singers,
since 1938. Listeniers can recall hearing
newsmen — all are accepted as friends.
them on many special farm features in
Friendship rests on mutual confidence.
1938, in 1940 and right on through the
Confidence generates response. Response
equals
results for the advertisers who use
In fact, you get a total of 30 years of
years.
WLS — ^The Voice of a Friend in Midwest
farm service when you add up the time
America.
spent with the WLS audience by George

89 0 KILOCYCLES
5 0,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
represented by
John Blair a Company

CHICAGO

7

GlennManager
Snyder

MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS

( Advertisement)
OF
REPRINT
In the Interest of Radio
Last Jan. 18, the Post-Dispatch printed an editorial whose first paragraph read as follows:
The time has come to urge the big radio
networks
changp someIn ofparticular,
their practices
regarding tonewscasting.
NBC,
Columbia,quitMutual'and
the Blue
Networlt
(1)
should
interrupting
news
broadcasts
with commercial plugs and (2) should quit
permitting these broadcasts to be sponsored
by objectionable advertisers.
This editorial, and subsequent ones in which
the idea was explained and developed, have received considerable attention in magazines and
in the press, and they have received particular
attention in publications whose primary concern
is the radio and advertising industries. In the
course of the discussion, the Post-Dispatch position has sometimes been misunderstood and misinterpreted. We should like to clear up some
of these misunderstandings and misintcrpretaHere are two typical instances: J. H. Ryan,
head of the National Association of Broadcasters,
in a speech at Cincinnati, saw in the PostDispatch attitude a threat to freedom of the
radio. He argued against fcriticism of newscasts
on the ground that it might invite Government
.intervention. At a recent meeting of radio and
advertising executives in Chicago, the charge
was made that, in essence, the Post-Dispatch
suggestion of Jan. 18 represented an attack on
the radio as a competing advertising mediu^n.
'Other
and misinterpretations
may bemisunderstandings
cleared up by a restatement
of this pa- '
per's
position.
(1) To begin W(ith, we repeat that radio has
done a magnificent job in the transmission of
news, to the point that many people prefer to
>get their news over the radio rather than through
the cojumns
newspaper.
techniques, suchofas thethe daily
roundups
of worldNewcapitals
and battlef rents, have brought the war vividly
to every American household. Too much praise
cannot be given to the networks for designing
these new techniques and for the general excel ence of the newscasts themselves. By the
very newspapers
nature of itsin medium,
radio'stransmission
superiority
over
the immediate
of important news has long been obvious. The
newspaper "extra," once the fastest means of
communicating news of extraordinary importance. Is just about as dead as the dodo.
(2) We repeat that the Post-Dispatch is as
jealous of freedom of the air as it is of freedom
of the ptess. To imperil one is to jeopardize
the other. In its 67 years, this ne\yspaper has
fought for every form of freedom of expression
guaranteed in Article I of the Bill of Rights.
(3) Jiist ap the Post-Dispatch is supported largely by advertising, so we believe that radio should
and must be supported by advertising. We believe thisernment
because
be Govownershiptheandalternative
control ofwouldradio.
The
idea is abhorrent.
(4) It was precisely for this reason that our
suggestion of Jan. 18 was made. There are forces
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PROGRAM TO INSURE FREEDOM OF THE AIR
in the administration and Congress which have
warned radio that Government might be compel ed to act if radio standards do not measure
up to "public interest, conv'eiiience and necessity," for which radio is licensed. The sure way
to prevent Government interference, and to discourage demagogues who would seek to impair
freedom of the air, is for radio itself to set its
own high standards for public service.
(5) It is not doing this when its principal contribution to public service, namely, the broadcasting of news, is marred, tortured and made
nauseating by those commercial announcements
which have become known as plug-uglies. This
is particularly true in time of war. As Leo J.
Fitzpatrick of Station WJR, Detroit, aptly said:
We must remember that practically all
listeners
relatives
the armedhaveservices,
and orthatclosetheirfriends
interestip
in newscasts
is
quite
personal,
quite
tthey
ional and sometimes
becomes terribly emotraglovedic, as ones
inhearthe thenews.names and stories of
(6) We are not criticising the commercial
sponsorship of news. , We arc criticising two
specific methods that have crept into the commercial sponsorship of news. One such method
is the interruption of news for sales talks. The
other is the use of news by advertisers who deal
in palliatives for bodily aches and pains, stomach
acidity
and gas,
body odors
one equally
revolting
subjects.and a thousand 'and
(7) Of course, the advertiser who pays for the
newscast is entitled to tell his reasonably-timed
story both at the beginning and the end of the
program. No one objects to that. Such newscasts, as a matter of fact, are on the air. Two
examples-pand
othersKaltenborn
could beprograms.
cited — areThese
the
Lowell
Thomas and
open and close with commercial announcements,
but there is no interruption once Thomas and
Kaltenborn begin to speak.
(8) While the Post-Dispatch station, KSD,
nearly a year
eliminated
interrupting
mercials fromagonewscasts
originated
by it,comand
has also barred newscast advertising which it
considers inappropriate, it admits an inconsistency. KSD ha.': continued to broadcast NBC news

programs
wliich aoWe notcouldtonfoi-m
the station's
own standards.
correctto this
by ending our connection with NBC and diverting its
service to some other outlet. Our position,
however, is that not only would that be to our
financial disadvantage — we admit this frankly —
bul-'We believe our listeners woul^ lose more
than they would gain by Buch divorce from the
many excellent programs originated by a ^reat
network.
(9) NBC is the oldest national network — a pione r in developing our American radio system.
.Its
achievementsof newscasting,
in the fields' ofof cultural
entertainment,
of education,
contributions in music and in the art^ are a monument
to the principle of free radio. In the subject
under discussion, NBC was the first of the big
chains to outlaw the middle commercial in newscasts, though its new rules permit fudging at
the beginning
eod. In thehowever,
matter NBC
of exercising control ofandsponsorship,
lafes
behind the Columbia broadcasting System. CBS
uses thefused tmiddle'commercial,
but
it
long
ago
o permit distasteful sponsorship of re-its
excellent network news service.
(10) We recognize it is only natural for the
networks to be disturbed by a proiJosal whose
fulfillment would affect an intricate series of
relationships with, advertising agencies and advertisers themselves. The sponsorship </f'news
is one of radio's chief
♦ sources
♦ * of revenue.
(11) We believe, however, that the elimination
of the newscast plug-ugly would be to the adth of thea common
networksstakeand inofmaintaining
the advertisers.vantTheyage bohave
the effectiveness of the radio appeal, now marred
by the newscast plug-ugly. There is a large percentage of the listening public which does not
willingly accept or which consciously resents
bad taste and interruptions in newscasts.
(12) KSD's experience; and that of a growing
list of other individual stations which have voluntarily barred the newscast plug-ugly, shqw
that the advertiser, as well as the public, is
pleased
by
latest advertiser
adopt this the
policyresult.
Js theTheStandard
Oil Co. ofto'
Indiana.
(13) We repeat we are making no attempt and
have not the slightest desire "to reform the
radio industry." /We have challenged only one
small phase
of radio'sin activities.
think that
middle
interruptions'
amusement Weprograms
are
in quite a different category from newscast inter uptions. We have no quarrel with radio except in the matter of the newscast plug-ugly.
This is not a press attack upon radio. It is, we
believe, a constructive suggestion offered in the
interest of radio.
(14) Our position is a simple one. The plugugly, we hold, is neither good broadcasting nor
good advertising. News is news and the public
is' entitled
it reported
and
good
taste.to Wehear hold
that thewithradiodignity
industry
whose function it is to serve the "public interest,
convenience
necessity" hasthefarnewscast
more to pluggain
than to lose andby eliminating
uglyIf —radio
lock, didstockso, and
barrel.
it would fortify the great and
fundamental principle of freedom of the air.
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BROAgl^STI
Closed
Circuit
NEVILLE MILLER, former NAB President,
who has just concluded a year's tour with
UNRRA as deputy director of its Balkan Mission, plans to leave Government service upon
his return here soon. He has not announced
future plans. He may hang out his shingle both
in Washington and in Louisville.
IT HAS BEEN LEARNED that Paul A. Porter,
FCC tice
chairman,
was strongly
JusFred M. Vinson
for theendorsed
Federalby Loan
Administrator's post. Mr. Porter was Justice
Vinson's assistant when the latter was Director of Economic Stabilization. Mr. Porter, in
turn, it is reliably learned, was disposed to
endorse his colleague, Commissioner G. J. Durr,
for the loan post. The Alabaman, prior to his
appointment to the FCC in 1941, was a director
and general counsel of the Defense Plant
Corporation, one of the loan agencies. President Truman may have a different idea.
THE FCC MAY pull a double feature on allocations by about May 1. Along with its "grand
finale" report on allocations for FM, television
and other services above 25,000 kc, the Commission simultaneously may issue its proposed
allocations for services below 25,000, covering
international broadcasting and enlargement of
the existing broadcast band. Staff sessions
started last Wednesday on the allocations.
Best bet: both FM and television allocations
will remain as in the proposed report, with
some possible slight modifications on each.
will be media.
on "upstairs" development
ofEmphasis
both broadcast
DESPITE AN APPARENT determination to
get the so-called clear channel hearings under
way May 9, prospects now are for a postponement of the opening date. At best, there could
be only a token start, with economic and other
data already prepared thrown into the record
and with a prompt recess to allow for assembling of highly technical coverage and economic
data. Thought is that it would be foolish to
bring in people from all over the country on a
token start with ODT still asking: "Is that
trip necessary?"
RADIO FOLK WHO planned to attend the
Inter-American Telecommunications Conference in Rio in June can unpack their bags.
The State Dept. last week suggested to the
Brazilian Government that the proceedings —
first since the war began — be postponed because
of the pressure of other preparatory work. No
new date indicated, but probably no parley
before fall.
LOOK FOR THE FCC to intervene in the
Federal Court proceedings involving efforts of
the religious groups thrown off WPEN Philadelphia to peg broadcast stations as common
carriers which cannot refuse to sell time as
long as there are buyers. Philadelphia Bulletin,
upon taking over ownership of WPEN several
months ago, canceled commercial religion programs.
(Continued on page 7^)
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NC„

at deadline^

comma
WCHS Charleston, W. Va., further hearing
on license renewal before FCC examiner,
April 17.
WMC Memphis, license renewal hearing before FCC examiner, April 20.
WGBF Evansville, Ind., license renewal hearing (duopoly) before FCC examiner. May
1 (postponed from April 10).
KHQ, KGA Spokane, Wash., license renewal
hearing before FCC examiner. May 16
(duopoly) .
KOMO, KJR Seattle, license renewal hearing
before FCC examiner. May 18 (duopoly).
Bulletins
REPRESENTING the combined networks at
final rites for Franklin D. Roosevelt conducted
at the White House in Washington Saturday
were Ray Henle, Blue-ABC commentator, and
Carleton Smith, general manager, WRC Washington, and dean of Presidential announcers.
Traveling on the train which bore the late
President to Hyde Park, and attending interment ceremonies there, were Mr. Smith for
NBC; Tris Coffin, CBS; Tom Slater, Mutual;
Bryson Rash, Blue-ABC.
* * *
FOR ONE MINUTE Saturday every form of
communications in the nation — broadcasting,
the telephone and telegraph — ceased operation
in silent tribute to the memory of President
Roosevelt. All the major networks went off the
air at 4 p.m. for that historic moment; stations
did likewise; AT&T handled no telephone calls
and Western Union halted all wire traffic,
both domestically and internationally.
WROX Clarksdale, Miss., operating with 250
w on 1450 kc, on May 1 becomes a Mutual affilate, boosting that network to 256 stations.
RHINE THEME
FROM
"Deep
Insidemissive
Germany"
March comes this
from onStaff29
Sgt. Murray Arnold, ex-WIP Philadelphia publicist:
"Just
heard a quickie three-minute
show
on 'Radioreport
Luxembourg,'
gave
the weather
all along which
the Rhine
River. What do you think the theme
song played on the bit was? 'Ole Man
Editor's
Note: General
Radio
is Lt. manager
Col. Samuelof
"
!'Luxembourg
R.River
Rosenbaum,
who used to head WFIL,
WIP Philadelphia competitor.

Business Briefly
UOPWA PROMOTES • A nationwide radio
spot campaign veill be started in about three
weeks by United Office & Professional Workers
of America
(CIO) to promote
its newly-created salary information
department,
composed
of experts on WLB procedure and designed to
serve employes and management. Agency, Moss
& Arnold Co., New York.
HAIR GROOM PLANS • Whitehall Pharmacal Co., New York, has appointed Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New York, to handle Hair Groom, a
new product. Media plans not set. Agency already Anacin.
handles Whitehall's Ellery Queen CBS
show for

DIGEST RENEWS • Readers Digest Assn.,
whose 39-week contract for Town Meeting, |
Blue-ABC, expires May 31, has renewed, ?
through BBDO. At press time it could not be
learned whether sponsor picked up option to
continue through summer or signed for hiatus.
WALL PAPER CAMPAIGN • Cincy Wall
Paper Cleaner, Cincinnati, placing eight weeks
spot announcement campaign on KDKA WJR
KOMO WEOA WFBM WGL WINN WMAQ
WLW WOOD WROL WTAM WTCN. Agency, ,
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati. ,
LOUISE ADDS THREE • Neblett Radio Pro- i
ductions, Chicago, has sold the transcribed j
series
Louisesponsors:
Massey &Miller
the Westerners
to three '!
additional
Drug Co., starting
April 18 for 52 weeks thrice-weekly on WTMA
Charleston, S. C; Smith Warehouse, daily for
13 weeks on WGTM Wilson, N. C; Falstaff
Brewing Co., thrice-weekly, 52 weeks, on KTBC
Austin,
Falstaff. Tex., Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample placing
WALB CASE CLOSED
THE CASE of WALB Albany, Ga.— one of the
most celebrated in radio annals — ^was wiped
from the records last week with the adoption
of an order granting the station a regular
renewal. Involving alleged improper participation of Rep.WALB
E. E. Cox
the station'sliactivities,
had (D-Ga.)
been on intemporary
cense for several years. It figured prominently
in the House Select Committee investigation
of the FCC. The grant followed consent in
February to petitions requesting dismissal of
applications for change of frequency and asAlbany Herald
lishing Csiog.nmtoent of license
Albany from
Broadcasting
Co. PubACCREDITATIONS FROZEN
BECAUSE of crowded conditions in the Europeanlowing
war theatre.
Public Relations,
foladvices fromArmy
headquarters
at SHAEF,
Paris, has frozen temporarily accreditation of
radio or news correspondents. Replacements,
however, still are being cleared. As soon as
the condition is alleviated, accreditations will
beat handled
in customary
fashion, it was stated i
Army PRO
headquarters.
BROADCASTING
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FIVE

FINE

PROGRAMS

WIN

TOP

HONORS

In what the New York Times acknowledges as "the most satisfactory job yet done", the
Peabody Radio Awards Committee has selected "radio's honor roll for 1944'".
Five programs broadcast coast to coast were cited for distinguished service to the American listener, and so were the achievements of ten stations and individuals. These are the
winning programs carried by nationwide networks:
Outstanding
Outstanding
Outstanding
Outstanding

Educational Program: "The Human Adventure" (mbs)
Entertainment in Drama: "Cavalcade of America" (nbc) and Fred Allen (CBS)
Entertainment in Music : "The Telephone Hour" (nbc)
News Commentary: Raymond Gram Swing (abc)

The Mutual Broadcasting System sincerely congratulates the skilled men and women
responsible for this stellar radio fare. Our nation is surely privileged above all others in
its regular access to entertainment and enlightenment of this calibre. We extend equally
sincere greetings to the stations whose programs were individually honored by the Peabody
Committee for 1944; WLW, Cincinnati; wtag, Worcester ; WNYC, New York; wibx, Utica;
KOIN, Portland; wfbl, Syracuse; Kvoo, Tulsa; KMOX, St. Louis; kfi, Los Angeles, and to
Col. Edward M. Kirby of the War Department.
We are particularly pleased at the honors won by Sherman Dryer, producer-director of
"The Human Adventure" for Mutual, and his able staff, working with wgn, the University
of Chicago and the Encyclopaedia Britannica.That this is the only network-financed, network-presented program among all the Peabody winners is gratifying, too— but the creative
personnel behind all fine radio on all networks and all stations merits a profound bow
from all of us engaged in the business of broadcasting.
THE MUTUAL

BROADCASTIHG

SYSTEM
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Mr. Gordon Gray, IGeneral
Manager,
Radio Station KOIL,
Omaha, Nebraska
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ROBERT K. RICHARDS, Editorial Director
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Frank Beatty,
Editor; Bin Bailey, J.Associate
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Dear Mr. Gray:
I justfromwantourtorecent
tell you
'how wellshort
pleased
are with
the results
I relatively
radioweadvertising
campaign with your station. '
Thelresults exceeded our expectations, and we received
inquiries and orders from a much wider territory than we had
thought possible.
•
Ours was a new product, and we believe that the publicity through your station immediately) stamped it in the minds
of the public as a quality product, and one that [could be bought
with confidence. [
Very truly yours,
Petroleum Specialty Company,
by
DWIGHT E. SLATER
For

k

^MoAa-lis

CHICAGO: Florence Small, Mgr.; Jean Eldridge.

KOIL

Represented by Edward Petry Co.. Inc.

GORDON GRAY.,
General Manager
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JACK

CARSON

originates

iCNX

so

• •

at

•

does

Hollywood

Barn

Dance

Jack Carson is the comic on that coast-to-coast
Campbell Soup funfest. Cottonseed Clark is
head man of the stompin' Hollywood Barn
Dance, musical hoe-down presented exclusively
for the ears of Southern Californians.
Different shows, different personalities — but
they have a lot in common. At KNX, all programs— network and local — must measure up
to the same exacting CBS standards, for KNX
is CBS-in-HoUywood. The same mastery in
production, the same excellence of talent and
wealth of facilities that send network programs

to the nation's millions, also create local shows
especially seasoned to Southern Californian
tastes. And Hollytvood Barn Dance is doublyslanted for local appeal.
Long a favorite of fun-loving Westerners, its
popularity has soared with more than 656,000
newcomers* who have arrived in Los Angeles
from other states during the past four years.
Over 70% of them came from rural areas between the Mississippi and the Rockies. With a
strong preference for old-fashioned fun, cornfed humor and back-country barn dances,
they've voted this Western style hillbilly show
pleasure-perfect.
On Saturday nights, natives and newcomers
alike pack a huge KNX studio. Barn Dance
entertainers take over — and Hollywood goes
hillbilly! With guest appearances by screen favorites, with top talent familiar to Western
movie fans and radio listeners, Hollywood Barn
Dance is a sales-sure program package just waiting for some sales-minded, on-his-toes advertiser.
Hollywood Barn Dance is now available. Run,
don't walk, to us or the nearest Radio Sales office.
Congeeted Production Area Report,^ April 1, 1944 —

s
umbnia'
Coltio
for
Sta
All Southern
California

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

Feature

of

the

Week
3 SOLID
YEARS

The
Town

ON

WWDC!

Crier

shouted
His News
. . . but only a few were
within range of his voice.
Radio Siaiion
UIFLff
serving tke TampaSt. PetersLur^ area,
instantly contacts thousands already tuned in
and waiting! And today,
WFLA's market is one of
the best in the South,
heavy with buying power
from Army and shipyard
payrolls, plus general increased earnings. Deposits
in one bank alone were
$14,802,729.93 greater than
last year!
Sell your product thoroughly and economically
to this powerful market
through WFLA— the mostlistened-to station in the
Tampa-St. Petersburg area!
5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

UIELA
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Romido Gets Flag From Youths
A HAND-MADE FLAG was hoist- R. Ekins, WSYR commentator, an
ed over Malacanan Palace in Ma- old friend of Romulo.
nila after it was liberated. TwentyRomulo to take their
seven months before the flag had flagTheyto asked
Pacific with him and
been painstakingly finished and give it tothe Gen.
MacArthur to fly
trustingly placed in the hands of over liberated Manila.
Romulo conBrig. Gen., then Col., Carlos P.
sented and apparently so did the
Romulo
for
just
such
an
evengeneral
but
the
children
never
tuality.
would have heard the denouement
had
it
not
been
for
a
coincidence.
Makers
the flag Syracuse
were the Youth
memThe ationnewsmen
the liber-to
bers of theof WSYR
of Manila covering
never paused
Fourth Front, conducted by Ray
Servatius for a local ice cream com- wonder about the large hand-made
pany. The program, participated in way. soButthe astory
get outofficer
that
publicdidn't
by various youth organizations, flag
to GI papers
in relations
the Philippines
was originally the Juvenile News- sent
a
small
release
which
announced:
paper of thewarAir was
but declared.
was rechris- "A hand-made American flag pretened when
to Brig. Gen. Carlos Romulo
One of the projects of the show by Boy sentedand
of Syra-in Morton's have used 22,500
was the making of an American
cuse,
Dec.
12,Girl
1943,Scouts
was hoisted
flag. A big one, eight by ten feet,
recently."
carefully stitched of silk which they Malacanan
A soldier from Syracuse work- consecutive broadcasts-made to keep for themselves. But in
ing on athefour-page
GI newspaper
Dec. 1943 the "last man to leave noticed
squib and
relayed it
1/4 hours and on Sunback home where it was signaled as spots,day three
Bataan",
Col.
Romulo,
came
to
1/2 hour programs!
speak inveigleSyracuse
and the
kids incompletion of the Youth Fourth
d an introduction
through
H. the
Front's most important project.
Three years is a long
time. Long enough to prove
Sellers of Sales
a smart merDuring his six years with the that oncechandiser— always
a smart
YER
agency, Frank has seen all the big!
k Kempof angles
, Fran
Adv.EBU
FtonTIM
Comp
CHIE
of timebuying. First he one. For Morton's has grown
is a serious-minded young
bought
spot
time,
then
network
ess
man with a great fondn
present position, supers and figures — a fond- and invises his
for factintensi
al Compton timebuying, both
Since they started on
ness fied by his three years
spot and network.
rical
engiof elect
WWDC,
neering study at
Agencycounts radio
acare Procter
ed a new Morton's
buildinghasandopenhas
MIT.
& Gamble (Crisco,
added
four
new departA
great
believer
Ivory
'
Soap,
Ivory
ments.
in research, Frank
Flakes, Duz, Barsowould like to see the
lou),
Allis-Chalmers.
It's nuts-and-bolts facts
sample ofcidentalthe
coinGoodyear, Scull
survey, both
Coffee,and
K r u Socony
e g e r like those behind Morton's
local and national,
Beer
that give us the idea
enlarged to provide
Vacuum. Potential success
greater statistical
radio advertisers not that if you have something
reliability. He precurrently active in to sell, WWDC can do the
dicts a great future
that field include
job for
Availabilities
for the Nielsen auWheatena, Kellysent
upon you.
request.
dimeter especially
Springfield, New
when
it's expanded
York Life Insurto a national
basis.
ance Co. and PocketFrank is also a conbooks.
Frank is single
firmed believer in
WWDC
BMB, as is the
and lives in BrookFRANK
lyn near Prospect
agency.
A native New Yorker, his first job Park. Within walking distance of
the big sales result
was with the Chemical Bank & Ebbets Field, Frank claims he can
station in Washington, D. C.
Trust tical
Co.,cardswhere
he
designed
statishear
Lippy
Durocher
when
the
used in IBM banking wind is in his direction.
Represented nationally by
His hobbies include photography,
systems. After two years he joined
WEED & COMPANY
Compton as a statistical clerk.
squash and hiking.
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ONE

COMPLEMENTS

THE

SALT and Pepper. Different as night and day. Yet, we think of them and
use them together. The two great metropolitan New York markets that
listen to WOV, also are individual and different. And they too, complement
each other and comhine, in their respective listening hours, to give this important station a continuous, around-the-clock audience. In tlie davtime. WOV
overwhelmingly dominates New York's Italian-speaking audience of 520,000
radio homes. And, in the evening, between the Hooper hours of 7:30 and
10:00 p.m., WOV delivers the largest average metropolitan audience of any
New York independent station ... at less than half the cost of the next
ranking station.
RALPH N. WEIL, Generol Manager
JOHN E.. PEARSON CO., Nofl Rep.

OTHER

New York

IS
THE

YOUR

HAT

TELEVISION

Television promises unprecedented profit and
prestige to men of vision and energy. Television will be tomorrow's highroad to local and
national leadership.
If you plan to toss your hat in the Television
ring, arrange now to assure both early postwar
delivery of your telecasting equipment and the
proper training of your Television station's
operating personnel. Both equipment and staff
training are provided for in DuMont's Equipment Reservation Plan.
DuMont-engineered telecasting equipment has

I
RING?

rugged dependability and practical flexibility;
will be designed for economical operation and
is realistically priced. These facts have been
spectacularly demonstrated by more than 4
years' continuous operation in 3 of the nation's
9 Television stations.
Furthermore, a pattern for profitable station
design, management and programming has been
set at DuMont's pioneer station, WABD New
York ... a pattern and backlog of Television
"know-how" which is available to prospective
station owners. Call, write or telegraph today.
Copyright 1945, Allen B. DuMonI laboratories. Ini

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES. INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT. 2 MAIN AVENUE. PASSAIC.
N. J. TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD. 515 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK 22. NEW YORK

0 It's a fact that WIBC reaches out farther, and covers a larger
area of the prosperous farms, towns and cities in Central Indiana,
Western Ohio and Eastern Illinois, than any other Indianapolis station. Having the lowest frequency (1070 Kilocycles) with 5000 Watts
power, WIBC provides a crystal clear signal that makes listening a
pleasure. Let us tell you about our new and intensive merchandising
program for advertisers.
Owned and Operated
by the INDIANAPOLIS NEWS
* A /(atual STATION
INDIANAPOLIS
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JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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Not that we're impetuous. We're simply organized
for fast service, and can therefore give it. Want
some?

&

Pioneer Radio

&
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• Spot broadcasting is a fast business. Good availabilities and good program ideas get snapped up
pretty quickly. We're geared to that tempo, here at
F&P, and when you give us the green light, we really
move!

FREE

F

PETERS^

INC.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLUSIVE REPBESENTAnVEa:
WGB-WKBW
BOTFALO
WCKY
ciNcnarATi
WDAI
FABOO
gDAL
DVLUTH
WISH
INDIANAPOUS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
BAPIDSKANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVn,LE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
WHO
D
KMA
woe
DAVENPORT '
„
IOWA". ". SHENANDOAH
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
CHARLESTON
„^ SOUTHEAST COLUMBIA
WDBJ
RALEIGH
SOUTHWEST ROANOKE
ALBUQUERQUE
CORPUS
CHRISTI
SSvF
BROWNSVILLE
{"^^^2
PACIFIC OKLAHOMA
COAST HOUSTON
TULSA
^OJS*
CITY
fi^O
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, PORTLAND
Inc.

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: 11 j Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 6331 HoUywood ATLANTA: 322 Falmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130
Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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Radio

to

Returns

^ Truman to Follow
Present Radio
Pattern
RADIO RETURNED to its
wartime task today after a
weekend in which its voices
mingled with those of the
world in bereavement for the
departed "Chief".
The great flood of tributes
which flowed through American transmitters to listening
millions was stemmed. From
the first flash, which stunned
the nation, radio cancelled
normal commitments. Grief
for the late President and
» the memory of him were put
aside reluctantly by the 30,000 who make up the broadcasting industry, to all of
' whom the life of the "Radio
President" had special significance.
Radio turned to the new President, Harry S. Truman. There
were, of course, imponderable questions. It is known that President
Truman is no novice in the art.
He knows broadcasters. He likes
and understands broadcasting.
His Radio Advisers
Paul A. Porter, FCC chairman,
was his close advisor in campaigning days following the nomination
! of the Roosevelt-Truman ticket. As
publicity director of the Democratic
Committee and the campaign, Mr.
ki- Porter was at his elbow.
The new
actualJ.
schooling
in thePresident's
art came from
Leonard Reinsch, youthful and
personable managing director of the
James M. Cox radio stations (WSB
Atlanta, WIOD Miami and WHIO
' Dayton), who served as radio di[,|I rector
of the
tee under
Mr. Democratic
Porter. Commit' Mr. Reinsch reported at the
Further coverage of death
of President Roosevelt on
pages 16, 17, 18, 60, 63, 64,
6.5, 66.
BROADCASTING

Its

Grim

$5.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

Wartime

Task;

President Roosevelt as he addressed Harry S. Truman, iyi his last radio appearthe nation Dec. 9, 1941 — one day
ance as vice president, at studios
follovAng war declaration
of WTOP Washington April 3

Whitea House
after
rush tripThursday
from NeweveningYork.
He was to remain indefinitely, to
perform whatever services he could.
On few occasions during recent
months has President Truman fulfil ed a radio engagement without
calling into consultation Mr.
Reinsch. Speculation is not untoward that Mr. Reinsch, should he
be able to relinquish present commitments, might end up in the
new White House family of President Truman. This, should it eventuate, would present an interesting
coincidence; for Mr. Reinsch has
risen to his present leadership in
broadcasting as a satellite of Mr.
Cox who, as candidate for President in 1920, had as his running
mate Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Only last week, it was recalled,
Mr. Reinsch presented to the
White House a new microphone
stand designed by engineers at
WSB Atlanta. It was made especially for Mr. Roosevelt, to be
employed by him first at the San
Francisco conference. Probably it
will be used by President Truman
in his future broadcasts.
There is no reason to believe that
President
Truman'sand philosophies
about broadcasting
the manner
m which it should be conducted
differ from those of his predeces• Broadcast Advertising

First Broadcast
MR. TRUMAN'S
scheduled broadcast as first
President:
1 p.m. Monday, an address
before joint session of Congress on all major networks.
Doubtless the President will
address the people directly on
all networks soon after this
broadcast. Certainly it can be
expected that President Truman, himself a veteran of the
last war, will communicate
by some means with the fighting troops.
most logical
medium
will Hisbe radio.
sor. More of a middle-roader than
the late Chief Executive, he is
nevertheless of liberal bent. It is
certain that his relationship with
Chairman Porter is amicable and
that he places great faith in the
man President Roosevelt selected to
head the FCC.
Knows Radio
As a former member of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee and as a lawmaker of long exPresident ofTruman's
legislativeperience.
knowledge
broadcasting
probably is more extensive than

most would assume. No upheavals
—areinsofar
as radio are concerned —
in sight.
Doubtless, in time, there will disappear from the White House such
men
as Robert Sherwood, the David
playWright,
Niles andSamothersRosenman,
among the late
President's advisors who assisted
him in developing his masterful
radio addresses. They will be reman's own
selection.
placed
by men
of President TruGift of Oratory
It is doubtful — and few will challenge this— that President Truman, whose
and training
are
morebackground
grass-rootish
those of his
predecessor,
ever than
will
attain the oratorical heighths which
marked Mr. Roosevelt's careerJ
Rarely
is one with assuchthosegreatdisplay-;
gifts)
for
showmanship
ed by the personable, charming and
irrepressible Mr. Roosevelt born to
the world. Even more rarely is the
influence which his voice can exert
felt so personally by so many.
President Truman cannot be expected to match
his performance.,
In his radio
appearances
to date,j
President Truman's microphone,
technique has been ordinary. It isj
true, {Continued
certainly, that
it haspage)
improv-j !
on next
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— An Editorial
THE GREATEST voice in the 25-year history contact with him had been intimate sum- dean of Presidential announcers, Mr. Rooseof American broadcasting is stilled.
velt announced that he was going on a few
moned memories of his respect for the power
To every man and w^oman of the 30,000 of the microphone. It was a ready instrument
stations
with a speech. "Not a network," he
' whose
are Delano
devoted Roosevelt
to broadcasting,
the to him when he wished to talk, in a neighborly
commented, "just a few stations in New York."
loss oftalents
Franklin
is a perway, with his fellow citizens. In these "fire- He then proceeded to name off, by call letters,
sonal loss, and a grievous one in these times.
side chats" Mr. Roosevelt discovered, first the numerous outlets which were to carry his
The only President of whom it can be truly among us, that he was being transported into address.
In those same days, when he was preparing
the family circle and could therefore converse
said, "Radio elected him," Mr. Roosevelt had
a radio address with his colleagues at the
, turned not once, but four times, to the micro- quietly and convincingly, without histrionics.
White
House, he would read it over aloud,
None highly trained in studio technique had
' phone toerally
appeal
for votespress.
in theTragically
face of a cripgenunsympathetic
better timing than his; none could more clever- interjecting such occasional remarks as: "I'll
pled in the middle of his political career, he
pause
here. That'll seemed
get 'em."infallible.
His instinct for
ly interpolate, with sly insouciance, a mirthfound in radio a link with the people.
radio showmanship
shaking quip. Nor could others match his masMr. Roosevelt made nearly 300 major broadHis death brought to the stations of the
tery
of
the
barbed
retort,
which
left
his
camcasts to the nation during his lifetime. He
paigning opponents bruised and bewildered.
nation a profound grief. Regular schedules on
died on the eve of another broadcast. He was
He was, on the air, a rare admixture of Dis- all networks and in studios from coast to
to have spoken for four minutes on the comraeli and Barrymore, of Talleyrand and Lin- coast were discarded. Programs were altered
bined American networks at 9:54 p.m. Friday,
coln, as keenly attuned as a Shakespearean
with feverish devotion. The voice of broadcast29 hours after his death. His speech was to actor, but by paradox if he willed, a "ham" in
ing reflected the saddened spirit of America
the oldest tradition of the theater.
have climaxed a special hour-long Jefferson
in solemn tones.
Day program in which Robert Hannegan,
Much
of
this
which
contributed
so
immeasurKnown
to have expressed often a desire to
James V. Forrestal and President Truman
own and publish his own newspaper (he was
ably to his stirring broadcasts was inherent
' were to participate. Oddly, on this broadcast,
in his naturally vibrant personality. But his editor of the daily Crimson when a student at
. for the first time in his four terms as Presi- konwledge of radio was not acquired acci- Harvard), Mr. Roosevelt once said to a friend,
; dent, Mr. Roosevelt had asked that another,
dental y. As Assistant Secretary of the Navy
with tongue-in-cheek: "I know what
Mr. Truman, deliver the main address.
in the first World War, Mr. Roosevelt was in possibly
I'll do when I retire. I'll be one of these high■ But his greatest broadcast never will be charge of naval communications. He encounterheard. It would have come on that glorious
ed radio then, studied it, foresaw the gigantic powered
He was,commentators."
fact, all.
the He
highest-powered
mentatinor of them
was the voicecom-of
day when he could have announced on the air influence it would exert. When nominated for
to the world that the last enemy of the United
the Presidency in 1932, he turned to the medi- humanity. That voice — now laughing, now jest' Nations had laid down his arms. It would have
um, then relatively new, to convey his pronow speaking
with sincerity
convic-of
tion—ing,lived
in the homes
and in theandhearts
been the report of a magnificent soldier that
gram to the voters.
his armies had been victorious. That he, who
As early as 1936, one incident illustrated his millions the world over. That this great, buoyspent his great energies so relentlessly, has intimate knowledge of commercial broadcastant spirit is gone forever is difficult to combeen denied this is most tragic of all.
prehend. Those who gave wings to his words
ing. Conversing then with Carleton Smith,
With his passing, many broadcasters whose
general manager of WRC Washington and will miss him.
ed, mostly as a result of consider- broadcast presentations, despite the him from broadcasters across the
AT WHITE HOUSE
ablemiliarinstruction
by But
intimates
fa- to
man's
friendliness,
lend land was this statement by J. H.
with the art.
there can
suchinnate
informal
discussionsto with
Ryan:
"At
this
critical
time
when
be no doubt that his first broadcast the people the sense of intimacy you take up the great burden laid
after taking ofiice will be tuned which made them such occasions down by your magnificent predeces or, the broadcasters of America
in by millions — and less doubt that in the past.
But whatever the great radio join with you and the nation in
many of these will shake their
heads, recalling the buoyant, warm strides he must take to match the bereavement. Looking to the massive problems before you, broadof his predecessor. Presi"My friends . . ." of a day so re- footsteps
dent Truman certainly recognizes
casters place at your instant comcently past. Mr. Roosevelt has placmand the facilities of their staed upon radio, in his communion them, for he is by reputation a
tions
which Franklin D. Roosevelt
with the people, an emphasis which modest and humble man and encannot be ignored. It is up to those
ters upon his new duties in that used so effectively."
who follow him to train themselves spirit.
President
own known.
dispoHe has the sincere assurances of
sition towardTruman's
radio is well
in the Truman
medium's certainly
use, and will
this do.PresIt was reflected in June 1944 when
( ident
broadcasters,
and
of
those
officials who must dictate his radio he said to his neighbor and friend,
■ as Probably
the "Fireside
Chat",12 regulatory
it was known
during the
policy, that they will Arthur B. Church, president of
years Mr. Roosevelt spent in office, stand by him faithfully in this
cannot beKansas
said ofCity:
radio"Too
and much
what
will become part of the legend of hour of his greatest challenge. KMBC
to hundreds of such assur- it means to the American way of
the land. *rhere is not the familiar Added ances
telegraphed
and
written
to
manner in President Truman's
life." He added, "Radio has made
the United States one great auditorium. In no other way can men
instantly
talk to all of this naIN TRIBUTE
tion's 130 millions.
safeguard
our
basic
democraticTo principles,
By PAUL A. PORTER
radio must be utilized to its fullest
Chairman, FCC
extent. Then the ancient demaTHE DEATH of President Roosevelt leaves those of us who loved
gogues of the Old World will find J. LEONARD REINSCH, managhim and worked for him stunned and sad. The heavy heai't of
ing tions,
directorarrivedofatthetheCoxWhite
radioHouse
stano Practically
place in our allwaybroadcasters
of life." in
humanity finds consolation in the confidence that those principles
for which President Roosevelt gave his life will triumph. There
his
native
Missouri
know
the
PresThursday
evening
to
remain
indefimust be no compromise, no false adjustments, no betrayal of the
nitely and to render whatever servident well. Among his close advisors
tenets of human liberty and decency which our great and beloved
ices he could. He has been President
have been Tom L. Evans, presileader and friend championed so fearlessly. The world can achieve
dent of the Crown Drug Co., and Truman's radio and public relations advisor since the campaign,
principal owner of KCMO Kansas
the order and the opportunity which President Roosevelt's vision
City, and Lester E. Cox, also having served as radio director of
foresaw;
that
goal. and we pray that America's greatness is rededicated to
identified with KCMO ownership, the
Democratic
Committee during
and operating KWTO Springfield. the fourth term campaign.
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ROOSEVELT AND RADIO. Left, before a carbon mike as President-elect in November 1933. Center, marking a new era in diplomacy, a
cabinet meeting in 1938 with receiver on the floor to pick up domestic and foreign broadcasts on European war crisis. Right, a typical candid
shot before a microphone in Cincinnati on a tour two years ago.
Roosevelt

Was
First
Radio
President
and wrongfully abuse a great agent
felt
might
submerge
its
objectivity
Placed His Main as a news medium. He once alluded their radio
ments hung properties
heavily. and invest- of public service," he told a radio
But
all
this
stemmed
from
the
convention.
"Radio onbroadcasting
to radio (in 1939) as an instrube maintained
an equality
mentality that would overtake the President's deep affection for radio should
Reliance Upon
and his desire to keep it in friendly of freedom similar to that freedom
"loudly proclaimed untruths or hands
which
has
been
and
is
the
keystone
with
a
maximum
diversifiMicrophone
exaggeratedantipathy
half-truths".
cation of ownership. There is no of the American press."
The Roosevelt
toward
ROOSEVELT and radio were greatly
The chronology of the developwantedbutradio
the press generally inspired his re- gainsaying
synonomous.
ment of radio, as recorded by
vorced from he
the press,
his FCCdispect for radio. One of his earlier
He was the first national figure
confidantes remarked on the minions never could achieve that Broadcasting in its Yearbooks, is
in history to place main reliance press
sprinkled
with mentions of Rooseof his passing that his success
upon the microphone to reach the day
Early in his first Presidential
electorate. He was the first Presi- in public life was attributable goal.
velt
radio
On
Nov.
9, 1932, as Governor of
to his
of radio".to term (in June 1934) the President his native "firsts".
dential candidate to wage a suc- "80%
State of New York, he
afteradept
his use
ascendancy
first
evidenced
his
impassioned
decessful campaign by radio. That theShortly
made
his
first
radio address as
Presidency, the White House
was in 1932. He remained in office household
sire to keep radio free.
President-elect, thanking the elecassumed the soubriquet
torate.
"To permit radio to become a meuntil
"The Radio Roosevelts". Elliott
day. he "slept away" last Thurs- ofRoosevelt,
dium for selfish propaganda of any
On {Continued
March 4, 1933,
the Roosevelt
now a brigadier general character
Much as Franklin D. Roosevelt
on page
60)
would be to shamefully
with
the
Air
Forces,
became
viceowed radio, the art owed him more. president of a southwestern radio
A perfectionist before the micro- group which later was absorbed by
phone, he was thethroughout
nation's No.
BIRTH OF FIRESIDE CHATS
he was presradio personality
his 121 Hearst.ident ofSubsequently
Hearst Radio and prior to
years in the highest office of the his entry
in
the
service
in
1942
he
Term
Created in 1933 by Capt. Harry Butcher,
land. He geared his every public had assumed part ownership of
utterance
to
radio's
tempo;
his
Then General Manager of WJSV
KFJZ
Fort
Worth
and
the
Texas
resonant voice, mastery of inflection
formal thing.moreI think
we ought to get
Network.
By GLADYS HALL
and emphasis, placed him in a class State
something
human.
Mrs. Roosevelt took a fling at Secretary to Earl Gammons, CBS BUTCHER:
by himself as a radio orator.
You're right, Ted. The
commercial
network
broadcasting
he isn't
just making
Four times he was swept into
a speech.
Hesayswants
Washington vice-president, and President
a couple of years but donated
talk
to people
Just toas sithe down
wouldandif
office, each time by a greater popu- for
proceeds to selected charities.
to his predecessor, Capt. Han-y TED:
they
were
here.
lar vote than before. Each time — the
Just a sort of friendly chat.
Butcher, Aide to Gen. Eisenhower.
Roosevelt, now a Marine
even in the momentous campaign Jimmy
BUTCHER;
Sure.fromLet's thesee Diplomatic
. . . he's
colonel, became identified
broadcasting
of last fall — his vote-getting power Corps
HOW
PRESIDENT
Roosevelt's
with
the
Yankee
Network
in
BosReception
room — athat
soundsin there,
stuffy
was reflected in his superior micro—isn't
m-m there?
— , there's
fireplace
ton as a news commentator in 1933. radio messages to the nation came
phone presence.
to
be
called
"fireside
chats"
was
Brother Elliott also was a commen- disclosed during a review of broad- TED: Sort of a fireplace.
Set the Pace
tator over Mutual, via his Texas easts on WTOP (then WJSV) when BUTCHER:listening
Fireplace their
. . . friendly
chat
President
as
It was during the eventful last State affiliation, and on one occa- it increased its power to 50,000 people
if he were right atto their
own
firesides
...
I
know,
I
think
I've
got
some12 years that radio achieved its
sion criticized the Administration's watts in March, 1940.
thing: Let's call it a fireside chat.
greatest developments. The Presi- policies.
. . . right
firesideto chat.
That Fireside
sounds chatexactly
me,
Harryon Butcher
(vice-president
ofto TED:
Harry.
Some
Trials,
Too
dent's
meteoric
success
in
the
use
CBS
leave
as
Naval
Aide
of the microphone led others to
Gen.
Dwight
D.
Eisenhower),
who
The introduction, together with
emulate him. Radio became the
On thecasters haveregulatory
side,
broadhad more than a few was then general manager of the more formal introduction, was
anchor political campaign medium.
to the White House for the
News releases were timed for radio vexatious experiences. In the ear- WJSV, suggested the title during taken
Later, Mr. Butcher was
deadlines as well as the press. Press
lier days of the McNinch chair- arrangements on the broadcast pre- broadcast.
talking
Mr. Marvin Mclntyre,
manship of the FCC, they viewed
ceding
PresidenttheRoosevelt's
ad-of one of theto secretaries
conferences became "radio and
dress
following
declaration
to the Presipress conferences" from the White with trepidation Government in- the bank holiday in March, 1933. dent.
House down. Radio galleries sproutroads
into
radio's
freedom.
When
McINTYRE:
Harry,
the
has
The
following
dialogue
between
ed in Congress. Radio correspond- Judge McNinch's health broke in Ted Church, special events director read them both and he President
this one
ents were accredited on the press 1939 and Chairman James Lawabout the fireside chat issaysa honey.
(now
assistant
director
of
news,
level at home and in the war thelike, too. Swell, that's the one we
rence Fly took over the FCC reins, CBS, New York) and Mr. Butcher BUTCHER:
atres.
Let's go ahead and call It
That is not to say that broadcast- there were even greater periods of at the time, was reproduced during McINTYRE:
that.
we'llchats
haveto atheseries
them .Maybe
. . fireside
nation.of
Mr. House
Fly's open
sesame
at the special dedicatory broadcast
ers have not had anguished mo- anxiety.
I
think
maybe
put a new phrase
the
White
door
and
the
in the Americanyoulanguage.
ments during the Roosevelt tenure. stolid support he received from the for the increased power, and broadHis affinity for radio caused him Chief Executive more than once
PS . .nou.ncer Bob
the ancast on the Columbia network:
first to Trout
use thewasphrase.
He
zealously to guard it against en- caused
did the broadcast that night.
some broadcasters to think
croachment byinterests which he
BROADCASTING
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Radio

Handles
Tragic
News
With
Dignity
rehearsal of their planned broadcast, Frank Norris, radio program
Medium Displays
chief of Time and his staff prepared
Its Maturity
a new script o# dramatized highCARLETON D. SMITH
of Mr. Roosevelt's
In Crisis
SARNOFF
which lights
utilized
recordings ofcareer
his BRIG. GEN. DAVIDCorporation
Presidential
NBC
of
General
Manager,Announcer,
WRC Washington
America
FACED WITH the unprecedented major speeches from his first inau- President of Radio
FRANKLIN
DELANO
ROOSEVELT
was
America
has
lost
a
great
President
gural address in March 1933 to
responsibility of announcing to a
radio President.
It was visits
through
mankind a staunch friend. His the
radio—firstthrough
those famed
to
nation at war the passing of its th-e Declaration of War in Decem- and
magnetic
personality
lives
on
in
the
ber 1941. Program concluded with soundechoof and
White
that Around
Amerhis re-echo
masterfulthroughout
voice which
leader, American radio proved its
icans cameHouse
to knowfiresides
him —best.
the the
maturity by handling the tragic the reading of Walt Whitman's will
fireside
he gathered
listening
audience
in the the
world.greatest
They
people. of freedom and jus- that
situation with all the dignity and tribute to Lincoln: "Captain, My ages ticein fortheall cause
listened
and
they
listened well— but
straint called for by the occasion.
never
to
just
A
Voice.
.1.
HAROLD
RYAN
Franklin Roosevelt learned early the
President, NAB
Blue-ABC's chairman, Edward J.
From the moment of the an- Captain."
of oratory.
Assistant Naval
SecNoble, broadcast his tribute to the The veltpassing
Franklinof deep
Delano personal
Roose- principles
nouncement of Mr. Roosevelt's chief
retary of the
Navy,While
heAs directed
bringsbroadcasters
a ofsense
Communications.
campaigning
executive, under whom he had loss to the
of America.
He for
death laratschedules
5:47 p.m.
the Vice-Presidency
and hethrough
wereThursday
scrappedregu-by served as Under-Secretary of Com- gave nehistoric
evidence
of
the
effectivesucceeding
campaign
years
made
s of this medium of communication hundreds of speeches. When he came to
merce, at 7 p.m. Thursday. Other
networks and independent stations
the solution
of national and interna- the White House he was a great orator
tional problems.hour
alike. All commercial announce- notables on the Blue's Thursday in Now
of his death, radio and
he knew
whatwritten
made for
radiothe"tick".
ments were cancelled. The only evening schedule included James A. respondsin tothe the
earof his Radio,
name His
not speeches
the
eye. were
overtones of sound
immortality.
programs on at their scheduled Farley, former Democratic Nation- with
But
his
radio
success
is
rooted
deeper.
by towhich
the latemillions,
Pres- It was Roosevelt, the Man, who brought
al Chairman; Orson Welles, who the instrument
times were news broadcasts, seriident
was
known
so
many
radio much of the importance and
reluctant leader
messenger
death, will
for todignity
ous musical programs and others delivered a special memorial tribute is a beloved
of theof people
it Hehas used
today.it well.
He usedAnd ithewisely,
which could be adapted to the sol- from Hollywood; Basil O'Connor, this
carefully.
used
always
live
in
this
avenue
of
friendly
approach to men, women and himself. Roosevelt
emnity of the situation. Tributes
gave to the micropartner of the Presi- human
children
throughout
the
world.
Broadphone
all
of
his
natural
warmth
—a
from leaders of church and state formerdent law
and chairman of the Amercontinue dedication of these
of a sincere love for huican Red Cross, to list only three facilities casters
to the successful prosecution warmth natedmborn
and public opinion; special requiem
anity.AIt was
thatManwarmth
thatfollowed,
desigGreat
who
of
the
war
and
the
realization
of
lastmusic; accounts of reactions to the of a score of political, religious and
ing peaceHarry
underS. Truman.
the leadership of "Ladles and Gentlemen, the President
news and biographical reviews of other national figures. Sir Thomas President
of the United States."
the lives of the late President and Beecham conducted a half-hour
JAMES
LAWRENCE
EDITOR'S NOTE — Carleton Smith
Former Chairman, FCCFLY
his successor accounted for most musical tribute to Mr. Roosevelt.
probably
knew President
Roosevelt
American Broadcasting has lost its more
Intimately
any active
The life of the new President, greatest
of the programs broadcast.
man.
He placed than
the President
onradio
the
friend.
Harry S. Truman, was dramatized
Blue Network
air
more
times
than
any
other
anNILES
TRAMMELL
nouncer
during
the
last
12
years.
The
in
another
special
Blue
broadcast.
President,
NBC
President
on
many
occasions
asked
that
Although definite plans for the
The Blue aired a tribute by Or- The broadcasting industry mourns Mr. Smith accompany him on his trips,
weekend were still in the making
which he did even after he had forsaken
son Welles at 10:10 p.m. EWT
passing of Franklin D. Roosevelt, the
microphone and had been assistant
Friday afternoon, all networks Thursday. Mr. Welles, speaking the
one of his
the accomplishments,
world's greatest heleaders.
manager
will
WRC. and then general manager of
planned to broadcast the services from Hollywood, stressed the need Among
long
be
remembered
as
one
of
the
use the medium
of radio
in Washington on Saturday after- for continuation of Mr. Roosevelt's statesmen
EDWARD J. NOBLE
bring histo messages
directly into
the
noon and at Hyde Park the follow- work, saying, "He has no need for tohumanized
of theX Board
of Blue-ABC
American home.
issues His
which"Fireside
were deepChats"
and Chairman
I
knew
him.
workedsufficient
with time
him.
ing day, surrounding them with ap- homage
and
we
who
loved
him
have
The National
Broadcasting There has not
yet
been
propriate program material. WHN no time for tears . . . our fighting complicated.
Co.
has
cancelled
all
its
entertainment
for
any
of
us
to
comprehend
the
blow
New York and other independent sons and brothers cannot pause to- programs
and
will
present
only
those
has fallen upon us and all the
in keeping with this tragic that
stations announced that all compeople
the world.
hearts
are
to mark the death of him broadcasts
bowed inof grief.
AnotherOurgreat
soldier,
mercials had been dropped until whose nightname
will be given to the occasion. PAUL W. KESTEN
perhaps
thebattle.
greatest, has fallen in the
midst
of
after the interment out of respect age we live in ... we cannot do
Executive Vice-President, CBS
to the late President.
MARK WOODS
him reverence this April twelfth.
It is now two hours since
of the
the worldPresiOutstanding among the host of There will be time for tears only shaking dent'sannouncement
Vice-President, Blue-ABC
deathallwashumbly
first broadcast.
We Freedom
and
have Inlosttheonegriefof
at
CBS
are
aware
of
the
noteworthy memorial programs was when his work NBC
is done."
their most
valiantpeace
fighters.
the March of Time broadcast on
grave
responsibility
placed
upon inbroadenshrouds
the
wholePresident,
world atit
castifig
for informing
the people
thisat which
the
sudden
death
of
our
fateful
hour.
fFrom
statement
Issued
the Blue at 9 p.m. Thursday. ReNBC from 5:49 p.m. Thursday 9 p.m. April 12].
is almostof impossible
to must
realize allfully
the
extent
our
loss.
We
resolve
President's
the
of
ing the newswere completing final to its sign-olf at 1 a.m. Friday
FRANK E. MULLEN
that
we
will
fight
as
strenuously
as
death asceivthey
broadcast 72 programs, all dealing Vice-President
did
Mr.
Roosevelt
for
the
great
objective
andNBC General Manager, for which he gave his life.
with some phase of the tragic news.
The death of Franklin D. Roosevelt
INS GAVE FIRST
ROBERTand SWEZEY
Following the original announceof near Istriumph
democ-to Vice-President
General Manager,
gave an at thisracytime
and decency
a greatforshock
FLASH OF DEATH accountment,ofH. V.theKaltenborn
MBS
us
in atedthefully radio
businesscontributions
who appreci-In
Chief
Executive's
his
many
Thevelt istragic
death
of
President
INTERNATIONAL News Service death and its impact on the world, ofour thebehalf
through
his
vigorous
defense
a tremendous
shock
to alltheRooseAmerfour freedoms.
icans.
Few ofpassing
us realized
until
moscored a beat on President Roose- with other NBC commentators and
m
e
n
t
o
f
his
how
completely
this
CHESTER
J.
LaROCHE
velt's death, flashing the news at reporters around the globe describnation
depended
upon
his
fortitude
andon
Vice-Chairman,
Blue-ABC
his
leadership.
Now
we
must
carry
ing the reception of the news. Pro5:47 p.m. Thursday. Within minwithout
him
and
rally
to
the
support
The
death
of
Mr.
Roosevelt
is
a
stunusof his
do. successor as he woxild have had
grams of requiem music and eulog- lost one
utes other news associations folning
blow
to
the
entire
world.
We
have
offreedom.
our greatest
soldiers in thehe
ies by religious leaders of all faiths
lowed, but INS radio clients were
His life,
were broadcast, as well as state- fight
forfor that
in which
he sowhich
ardently
ahead
letin. of competitors with the bulments from leaders of public, po- gave
believed,ation forcan
be
and
must
those who carry beon anhis inspirwork.
litical, civic and business life.
At CBS New York for instance,
All Is Relative
EDGAR
KOBAK
The operations plan made in all
Lee Otis, in the newsroom, heard network
President,
MBS
THE INEVITABLE happendepartments for coverage
the INS 10-bell flash signal,
The
tragic
and
untimely
death
of
our
ed at WTOP Washington,
of
V-E
day
was
put
into
action,
thought Berlin had been reached
greatthe President
is toan allirreplaceable
loss
nation
andworld.
freedom-loving
CBS key. In the midst of the
and was shocked when he read the NBC reported. Correspondents on topeoples
of
the
To
us
who
knew
early confusion and sorrow of
world's battlefronts and in the him it is a great personal loss. His
bulletin: "The President is dead." the
comesfaceat thea time
when towecarry
the
ready with state- passingmust
In short order INS began to re- capitalsments andwere
coveringa small
the President's
challenge
death,
interviews when the net- living
ceive congratulatory messages from
on
the
fight
for
which
Franklin
D.
the newsroom. He boy
askedcalled
the
work was ready to pick them up. Roosevelt fought and died.
stations throughout the country.
One terest
of thebroadcasts
appealing
human
inquestion
uppermost
in for
his
PHILLIPS
CARLIN
Among them was this wire from
was
that
of
Don
mind,
and
doubtless
spoke
Charge of Programs,
Leland Bickford, Yankee network Fisher, from Warm Springs, Ga., Vice-President in MBS
thousands
of
little
boys
and
news chief: "Your story on Presi- at 10:30 p.m. Thursday. Interviews
Of my 22 years in broadcasting, regirls
throughout
dent's death one of major scoops
porting the the
tragedy of our
President's
"Is there
going tothebe nation,
school
the correspondents of AP, UP had
passingto was
of our times. Thanks for your ag- with
perform. saddest
To me,dutyit radio
seems hasas
and
INS
and
with
local
figures
who
20-carat
a
gres ivenes . It was
heavying ofa Abraham
world burden
as
was
the
shoot(Continued on page 63)
Lincoln.
beat."
tomorrow?"
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ffiend

indeed

Every group of people has some one person to
whom they turn in time of trouble — the proverbial friend in need who is a friend indeed.
In Iowa, WHO is such a friend. Dozens of letters
pile up on WHO desks daily, requesting information and help of all kinds — they add up to thousands in a year's time. Herb Plambeck's Farm
Service Department alone gets more inquiries
each day than his big staff can easily handle.
Recently, for instance, a farmer wrote that he and
neighbors suspected they were being badly gypped
on the grading and pricing of eggs by a local produce buyer. WHO investigated — found the suspicions to be true — had the situation immediately

• Broadcast Advertising,

Uwa/

corrected. Naturally, those farmers love WHO.
We've "settled bets" for soldiers in New Guinea,
regarding how tall the corn grows in Iowa — put
announcements on the air to help find missing
people — advised school kids how to start and maintain their "school papers" — ^helped many farmers
and war plants find desperately needed help, etc.,
etc., etc. We could continue this list for hours!
So what? So thousands of Iowa folks hear the
voice of a friend when they hear WHO. Maybe
that's one reason why the 1944 Iowa Radio Audience Survey shows that more people "listen most"
to WHO than "listen most" to all other stations
heard in the State, combined.
+

BROADCASTING

in

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
April 16, 1945 • Page 19

Wilds; Waldemar Kaempffert, New York Times. Standing: William
Hart. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.; Newbold Morris, president, New
York City Council; Morris Novik, WNYC New York; Robert D, Swezey,
Mutual; Chester G. Renier, KMOX St. Louis; David H. Harris, WTAG
Worcester; John Benson, AAAA; Thomas T. Cook, New York Telephone Co.; William S. Hedges, NBC; Robert G. Soule, WFBL Syracuse.
WTAG has won three awards this season.
have earned the right to speak
about it: the men doing the fighting. Here is American radio proRadio to Promote
Peace
duction at its finest — where no
sound effects men are needed —
where the hands of Fate replace
the hands of the studio clock."
Quotes From Chairman Porter
Fred Allen, who declined a place
ON THIS NIGHT, our great democratic system of radio turns to
at
the speakers'
table to sitandwithCBSa
theTheworldsystem
and bysayswhich
: "These
my jewels."
group
of newspapermen
theseareselections
are made could well serve
program
producers,
in his speech
as an example for civic-minded people everywhere to develop a
of thanks pointed out that during
keener, more systematic scrutiny of their broadcasting fare and
his 12 years of broadcasting the
to become more articulate about their judgments upon the cultural
Peabody
attenvalues of radio programs.
tion to him,Committee
but gave paid
him anno award
Radio has many problems and will have more but the most
the
minute
he
got
off
the
air.
urgent and continuing problem is the further improvement of
bold Morris, president of the NewNew
York City Council, speaking for
program standards.
We want more of the fine musical, dramatic, educational and
Mayor
LaGuardia
who
had
received his award privately the day
public service programs such as we are recognizing here tonight.
before as he had to be in Canada
American radio in 1944 was replete with examples of enterprise
the night of the dinner, described
above and beyond the call of duty.
It goes without saying that radio will bring us news from San
a new method of measuring listenFrancisco in overwhelming abundance. The effort will be made
ing— bymeter
watching
the rise and
of the
that registers
the fall
use
to bring to our firesides the detailed developments of this, huof
water
in
the
city.
When
the
manity's
greatest
adventure.
Mayor broadcasts on Sunday, he
The job of bringing to the American people an understanding
of the processes by which civilization seeks to save itself will call
said, ing"you
can kitchen
see housewives
off their
faucets.turnNo
for the highest abilities, for the highest devotion to public service.
one takes a bath; no one sprinkles
During the critical weeks and months that lie ahead, American
his lawn; no one fights any fires."
radio will play the leading role in reaffirming our faith in free
inquiry and full discussion as the surest road to a lasting peace in
WTAG's Third Award
this tragic yet hopeful world.
Pointing out that the Peabody
award was the third such honor
received by WTAG Worcester for
in this nation, Mr. Porter its series Worcester and the World,
commentators with the intellectual unity
Harris, program manager
capacity and sense of responsibility said that experience compels us to David
find
a
way
now to reach lasting un- of the station, said that although
of Raymond Swing." Of Mr.
d
e
r
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
w
i
t
h
our
neighbors
of
Swing's commentary, Mr. Porter
the program was "conceived,
added : "Who can say that there is other nations.
planned,
financed"
by
not a great need for more of this
WTAG, itexecuted
couldcarriednotand
been sucKirby's Acceptance
cessfully
outhavewithout
the
type of distinguished news reportwholehearted cooperation of the
Accepting
his special
awardto "for
analysis?"
adaptation
of radio
the United Nations Information Office,
Theing andFCC
chairman, after ap- brilliant
requirements
of
the
armed
forces
of many
plauding ofthebroadcasting
public service during
contri- and the home front — American in- the representatives
(Continued on page
62) forbutions
1944, called upon the industry to
on a globalchiefscale,"
Col. War
Edward gM.enuityKirby,
of the
redouble its efforts in covering the
Dept.'s Radio Branch, stated he
San Francisco conference.
Lambdin'sPorter
Accent
doing so not for himself but
CHAIRMAN
of the
"We need," he stressed, "to un- was
behalf of those radio men and
derstand the complicated issues in- "on
women
in
uniform
whose
unselfish
FCC, speaking
at
the
Peavolved in taking these first steps devotion to duty has helped keep
bodyscribedAwards
Dinner,
dethe origin
of the
toward building for a permanent this nation informed of the progress
awards in this manner:
peace. . . . Broadcasters use a radio and the problems of the war both
channel which is public property.
"These awards were origiTherefore, they are obligated to at home and abroad."
nally conceived by one of raoperate in the public interest, inPraising
radio's
war
correspondLambdindio'sKaypioneerof broadcasters,
Atlanta, Ga.,
cluding the obligation to present
ents
for
"a
gallant
job"
and
the
whose dulcet voice ranged so
balanced discussions of controver- Army radio men for getting the
far
and
so
beguilingly
in
correspondents
to
the
front
and
sial questions. But does anyone now
those early days that for a
contend that the need for some their copy and programs back home.
time
he
threatened
to
give
the
kind of international cooperation is Col. Kirby said, "They will continue
to move their wire recorders into
entire nation a Southern acstillTracing
in the the
realmintrastate
of controversy?"
to bring home the sound
conflicts combat,
of
war
and
the
voices
of
those
who
that marked early development of
BROADCASTING
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PEABODY DINERS (seated, 1 to r): Frank Stanton, CBS; C. W. Myers,
KOIN Portland, Ore.; John Royal, NBC; Raymond Swing, Blue-ABC;
Mrs. Scott Howe Bowen, WIBX Utica; J. Harold Ryan, NAB; Edward
Weeks, chairman, Peabody Advisory Board; John E. Drewry, dean,
Henry W. Grady School of Journalism, U. of Georgia; Paul A. Porter,
FCC chairman; Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, NAB; Col. Edward M. Kirby;
Phillips Carlin, Mutual; James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; Sophie
Porter Urges
Calls for Redoubling of
Industry Service at
Peabody Dinner
DISCLAIMING official interest in
program content, but exhorting
broadcasters to lend their full devotion to promoting a just and lasting peace by spreading understanding of the issues. Chairman Paul
A. Porter of the FCC saluted 1944
winners of the Peabody Radio
Awards at a celebration dinner in
New York last week.
"I lenthave
a respectforthatthatis part
equiva-of
to reverence
the statute which inhibits the Government from prescribing program
content,"
Mr. Porter,
at the annual
awards main
dinner,speaker
said.
He addressed an assemblage of
broadcasting notables and awards
winners.
Praise for Swing
"For all of us who have to do
with radio — station operators,
broadcasters, program builders and
especially we listeners — the presentation ofthe George Foster Peabody Awards
he said.
"On isthisa significant
night, ourevent,"
great
democratic system of radio turns
to the world and says: 'These are
myMr.jewels'."
Porter saluted the award
winners as a group, singling out
Raymond Swing, who received the
accolade for his 1944 commentaries,
for special mention. Of Mr. Swing,
he said inwould
part: like
"As toa hear
listener,
certainly
more I
Award Winners
FOLLOWING were winners
of 1944 Peabody awards:
WTAGEdward
Worcester
Col.
M. Klrby
Raymond
Swing
WLW Cincinnati
"Cavalcade
of America"
Allen (Double
Award) and Fred
The
"Telephone
Hour"
"Human
Adventure"
"Philharmonic Young Artists
Series"New York and Mayor LaWNYC
Guardla;
WIBX Utlca (Double
Award)Portland,
KOIN
KVOO
WFBL
Syracuse,
KMOXTulsa.St.
Louis (Special Citations)
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SERVICE

to Oklahoma

Selling is a habit, not a problem, in the Oklahoma
City market. The four-lold punch of the Oklahoma
Publishing Company makes it that way. Cash registers ring louder when the Oklahoman and Times
goes to work . . . sales charts soar upward when
WKY goes on the job . . . new records are written
when farm selling is put up to The Former-Stockman . . . distribution problems melt when Mistletoe
Express takes over. And all because these big four
of 1945 merchandising know the market they serve
and know how to deliver it to advertisers.
1. Holder
of theOklahoma
nation's outstanding
safety award
big
fleet
operators,
Publishing Company
ownedfor Mistletoe
Express
took
to
the
state's
highv/ays
in
1944
v/ith
Mistletoe Mobile Safety clinic. More than 600 driversthea
week were examined. A Mistletoe Safety award was announced for the Oklahoma
record between
July 1, 1944cit^andreporting
June 30,the1945.lowest accident
2. In 1944, the Oklahoman and Times brought to Oklahoma
City the Four Arts Forum. Memberships for the season cost
but one dollar. Names like Ruth Draper, Channing Pollack
and Leland Stowe were the attractions. The Milk and Ice
Fund for the under-privileged children of the city was the
beneficiary. More than 3,000 Oklahoma Cityans enrolled for
the six-lecture series.
3. Last November WKY took its second Television Show on
a tour of 19 Oklahoma towns, played 31 performances in
23 days to 41,000 persons who bought V/or Bonds to gain
admission. Listeners have become accustomed to expect
WKY ing tonew lead
the way techniques
in improvingin service
transmission
Oklahoma.and in introduc4. When farmers can get together to discuss their troubles
they can usually solve their most serious problems. The
Farmer-Stockman
has arranged
just suchThrough
an opportunity
Oklahoma and North
Texas farmers.
a series forof
Farmers'
Forums
Farmer-Stockman
editors
ask
the
The farmers supply the answers. The result is a questions.
complete
understanding bstv/een the Farmer-Stockman and its readers.

MISTLETOE

^

EXPRESS

OKLAHOMA
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN * OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES
THE FARMER-STOCKMAN MISTLETOE EXPRESS
WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY * KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS
KLZ, DENVER (Under Affiliated Management)
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
★

FARMER-STOCKMAN

wow, due to its nearly ideal frequency of
590 kilocycles, used with 5,000 watts,
CAN be HEARD clearly within a one
hundred mile radius* of its transmitter,
WOW is LISTENED to because it is a
basic NBC station, furnishing the top radio entertainment of the day, supported
by first-class local features and NEWS.
TheseBIGGEST
are reasons
why WOW an gives
yo'u
the
AUDIENCE
advertising dollar will buy in the Omaha trade
territory.

irs A
TAcr,,.
The chart
above, basedshowson how
computations
by competent radio engineers,
much MORE
power
ismilesneeded
to
lay
down
a
iVz*
millivolt
signal The
100
at frequencies higher than 590 kilocycles.
frequencies shown are approximately those of other
full-time stations in the Omaha area.
*WOW's V2-f"''liv°'* contour actually reaches out nearly 200 miles!

590 KC
KODY

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
• NBC
• 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of
• NBC IN NORTH PLATTE

Average Net Sales of Local Stations
For Last Year $85,400, FCC Data Shoiv
follows: Blue, 87; CBS, 38:
THE AVERAGE local station last 1943, 39;as Mutual,
140; Blue
year turned in net time sales of NBC,
22; CBS and Mutual,
3; andandNBCMutual,
and
$85,400—
ahead of Mutual,
9.these • stations is located in
One
of
its
1943 which
volume.wasThis40%calculation
Puerto
Rico
and
two
each
in
Hawaii
and the District inofthisColumbia.
was made by the FCC last week are
inThere
the
in computing the last of its series Statesno ofstations
Rhode
Island group
or theVermont.
of breakdowns on broadcast station The
other
441
are
located
in
States7:
as
follows:
Alabama,
11;
Arizona,
business during 1944.
7; California,
18; 1;Colorado,
Net time sales of 383 of the 446 4;Arkansas,
Delaware,
Florida,17;
13; Connecticut,
Georgia, 22; 4;Idaho,
3; Illinois,
standard stations operating with Indiana,
11;
Iowa,
9;
Kansas,
6;
Kenpower of 200 to 500 w (all of which,
; Louisiana, 7; Maine,
2; Marylatnudc,ky,6;10Massachusetts,
10; Michigan,
except a handful, were 250 w sta- 18; Minnesota,
11;
Mississippi,
11;
Mistions) amounted to $32,708,160.
,1;10;New
Montana,
3; Nebraska,
NeThis was an increase of $9,286,433,
vsa6od;uar,iNew
Hampshire,
1; York,
New8; Jers
e
y
,
Mexico,
4;
New
or 40% over the $23,421,727 re- North Carolina, 18; North Dakota, 20;4:
Ohio, 13; Oklahoma,
Oregon, 11;8;
ported by the same stations the Pennsylvania,
23;
South11; Carolina,
pieceding year.
South
Dakota,
5;
Tennessee,
7; Texas,
Utah,
4;Virginia,
Virginia,8; 11;Wisconsin,
Washington,
The tinued : FCC's announcement con- 30;
10;
West
4. in this category may13;
Thirteen inof net
thesetime383 sales
stationsof $108
showedto andTheWyoming,
446 stations
decreases
be
classified
by
power and time of
$12,122.
Of the
remaining
370 stations,
as follows:
3 stations time:
operat-6
ing 500
with 500
watts,limited;
unlimited
36 reported
increases
of $50,000
to210$169,-Of operation
with
watts,
2 250withwatts,
500
992;
97
of
$25,000
to
$50,000;
$5,000
to
$25,000;
and
27
of
$305
to
watts,
sharing
time;
406
with
unlimited;
12
with
250
watts,
limited:
$5,000.
250 watts, sharing time; 11 with
Three
andstations
thirty-eight
the
442 forhundred
commercial
serve asof 5100withwatts
night, 250 watts day, unlimoutlets
an increase
ofthe78 four
stationsmajorover networks,
the year time. ited; and 1 with 200 watts, limited

EMERGENCY RADIO
FIELD BROADENED
SCOPE of civilian defense stations
was broadened by the FCC this
week to include operation in an
emergency which jeopardizes public safety.
Commission
explained thatThe
the ability
of widely
separated municipalities to cope
with emergencies created by fires,
floods, hurricanes, earthquakes or
other public disasters is strengthened by the communications service provided by these stations.
The amendment was to part 15
of the Rules and Regulations governing stations in the War Emergencystations
Radio Service
and authorizes these
to cooperate
with
the Weather Bureau in issuing
flood and storm warnings. Licenses
for these stations hereafter may be
issued or renewed even though the
civilian defense organizations are
no longer active in the involved
areas.

Hope First Again
In Latest Hooper
Pacific Area Listening Is Up
From Last Year's Reports
LISTENING in the Pacific area
for the February-March period,
according to the Network HoopeiReport
for February-March
E. Hooper
Inc., New York, ofwasC.
generally higher than last year,
and below that shown in the last
report.
Average
Evening
rating was 10.2,
downfromAudience
0.1a from
the
last report,
up 0.4
year ago,
while the daytime figure dropped
0.1 from the last report to 4.1, the
same figure reported last year.
Average daytime sets-in-use of
15.9 was
last ago.
report, and upup 0.2
1.5 from
from the
a year
Average evening sets-in-use, 35.6,
experience a drop of 0.3 from the
last report, an increase of 1.7
from last year. Average available
audience for the daytime was 68.1,
down 0.2 from the last report, up
1.7 from a year ago; for nighttime hours, 78.3, the same as the
last report, 0.8 above last year.
Bob Hope is first, Fibber McGee.
<fe Molly, second and Charlie McCarthy, third in the list of "First
Fifteen,"
programs
on the Pacific
Coast. Screen
Guild Players
placed
fourth, followed by Fannie Brice,
Great Gildersleeve, Abbott and Costello. Radio Theatre, Aldrich Family, WalterBobWinchell,
Thanks to
the Yavks,
Burns, Bing
Hildegarde,
Eddie
Bracken Show,
Crosby,
and Ml-. District Attorney.

WOV Business Up
WOV New York, bilingual EnglishItalian station, reports a business
increase of 14%% during the first
WGKV COmECTIOlS
IBEW in Minneapolis
months of this year over the
DENIED BY KEMSEDY FIRST IBEW charter covering three
same period last year. English time,
announcers was established heard
at night, has increased 16%CAPT. JOHN A. KENNEDY tes- inradio
April 5 when Local
first quarter of 1945 over last
tified last Monday at an FCC li- 1331,Minneapolis
Twin City Radio Announcers inyearthe and
cense renewal hearing for WCHS was installed
Italianaredaytime
commerby J. C. McCowan,
cial broadcasts
up 10%%
for
Charleston of which he is presi- international representative
of the the same
period.
dent that he never had anything Electrical Workers. Elected officers
but a desultory interest in WGKV were: Bob Bouchier, WLOL, presiCharleston and that he has no condent; Clellan Card, KSTP, vicenection whatsoever with it now. The
Orange Crush Spots
president; Ed Viehman, WCCO, fi^ Commission,
under
its
policy
of
exnancial secretary; Jack Thayer, ORANGE CRUSH Co., Chicago is
amining renewals carefully, is try- WLOL, recording
secretary;
Dean
five minute
ing to discover if there is any hidden Sherman, WDGY, treasurer, and d'stributing
to their bottlers
to be recordings
placed on
ownership or relationship between Ray
Tenpenny, business manager. approximately 100 stations through- Raytheon Names Mathes
the two stations.
Named to the executive board were
out the country. Production was To Handle Advertising
Capt. Kennedy, now on active Mr.
Paul Wann of WCCO handled by Aubrey, Moore & Wal- RAYTHEON PRODUCTION
duty with the Navy, told of the and Bouchier,
lace, Chicago.
Larry Munson of WMIN.
formation of the station which he
said he had agreed to build for
Corp., of Newton,
Mass.,electrical
manufacturer
radio tubes,
and
49% of the stock, payable only
electronics
products,
has
appointed
DEFENDERS
OF
LUXEMBOURG
when he had paid off the construcJ.
M.
Mathes
Inc.,
New
York,
as
tion costs. In addition, he held an
agency.
MathesBrowne
takesAdv.,
over Chicago,
July 14
option to buy 11% more. Although
from
Burton
the stock was kept by him, Capt.
Raytheon's
Blue -which
ABC will
program
Kennedy said, he had no power over
Meet
Yo7ir Navy,
come
it and could neither vote nor atunder
the
over-all
supervision
of
tend a corporation meeting.
Mathes' new radio director, John
The Commission questioned the
Bates. RichardfromK. Bellamy
reason for not filing the option, as
transferred
Mathes isin being^
New
is now required, and Capt. KenYork
to Chicago
to handle public
relations
on
the
program.
nedysultedanswered
that" hethen
had chief
conGeorge Porter,
of the broadcast license section,
in production
forNowthe engaged
military,100%
Raytheon,
will be
and was told it was not necessary.
active after the war in the manuAfter finally acquiring the stock
facture
and
distribution
of
trans. outright, the captain said, he did
mitters, receiving and special
not file with the Commission bevacuum
tubes,
home
sets
for
AM,
cause, upon advice of former FCC
FM and television,
and industrial
Chairman James Lawrence Fly, he ACCEPTING the congratulations of Lt. Col. Sam Rosenbaum, former electronic
equipment.
manager of WFIL Philadelphia, for defending Radio Luxembourg when
decidedcatedtothat sell
it. Mr.he Fly
neither
nor had
the indiFCC German paratroopers came within a few miles of the transmitter
would countenance dual ownership. during the counterofFensive last December is Don V. Drenner, former
Ask Martinsburg CP
of KGGF CofFeyville, Kan., now assigned by OWI as chief tech- APPLICATION
Admittedly, the captain said, he engineernical officer
been filed
for the station. Others who assisted in the defense of the with the FCC for has
should have filed with the Commisa new standard
sion when he acquired the stock. station are (1 to r) : J. Wesley Wood, finance officer, OWI; Frederick
on 1340 kc at MarHis only defense for failing to do Lewis Jr., formerly with WTAR Norfolk, Va., recordings officer, OWI; local station
tinsburg, W. Va. by Martinsburg
so was a mistaken notion as to the Wendell Adams, formerly music director for CBS New York, program
Co., a new partnertime limit for such action, which manager, OWI; Harold O. Wright, technical manager, OWI; Capt. Broadcasting
shipIcecomposed
C. M.salesman
Zinn, Bor-of
he thought was 60 days instead of Joseph C. Goularte, commander of the Fourth Mobile Radio Broadcasting
Creamof Co.
30. Before the end of the former Company, PWD, SHAEF; and John J. H. Peyser, formerly with NBC York, denPa.,
and C. Leslie Golliday,
period he disposed of the stock and television. New York, operations manager, OWI. Col. Rosenbaum is announcer-operator
with WING
therefore thought he had complied Commanding Officer of the Radio Luxembourg Detachment, PWD, Winchester, Va. Unlimited
hours
SHAEF, under direction of Brig. Gen. McClure and Col. Paley.
and power of 250 w are asked.
with all regulations.
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Most

CBC

Shows

Canadian Leaders
CANADIAN daytime programs led
in popularity for March according
to the national rating report of Elliott-Haynes, Toronto. First place
went ingtoof 21.2,
Soldier's
Wife with
a ratfollowed
by Happy
Gang with 18.9. An American originating daytime serial Big Sister
was third, followed by Ma Perkins,
Road ily,ofLucyLife,Linton
Pepper(Canadian
Young's Famorigination), Claire Wallace
(Canadian
origination), Woman of America
and Right to Happiness. The five
leading French-language daytime
programs for March were Jeunesse
Doree with a rating of 35.8, followed by Joyeux Troubadours,
Quelles Nouvelles, Grande Soeur,
and La Rue Principale.

Originate There
Report to Parliament Says
Commercial Spots Refused
OVER 60 PER cent of commercial
programs carried on Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. networks,
in Canada, the 1944 anDELIBERATING DETAILS of West Coast competition for best pro- originated
nual report of the CBC reveals.
gram dramatizing theme, "25 Years of Radio Broadcasting", this panel Commercial programs averaged a
of contest judges met to map out rules and regulations. Packard-Bell Co., daily 7.18 hours in the year, April
Los Angeles (radio set mfrs.), is offering $600 for winning programs 1, 1943-March 31, 1944. The report has just been released after
specially produced and broadcast between May 1 and June 1. Silver
to Parliament.
placques will also be presented. Awards will be divided into two groups, presentation
In connection
with commercial
one to stations of 5,000 watts and over, and one to stations under 5,000
thebusiness
report
"conwatts. Transcriptions of all entries will be judged first by regional com- broadcastingsiderable
was saysrejected,
mit e s of Pacific Advertising Assn. clubs. Final arbiters (clockwise)
commercial programs must
are Dan B. Miner, president of Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles agency since
reservicing Packard-Bell account; Arch Oboler, Hollywood freelance writer- meet with rigid Spotacceptance
announcement
producer; William L. Lawrence, freelance producer; H. A. Bell, head of business and quirements.
most spot
program revenue to the CBC was left alPackard-Bell
Co.; Howard
D. ThomasAdvertising
Jr., firm's Club;
generalFred
manager;
Irvin business (except governmental)
most entirely to privately-owned
Borders, president
of Los Angeles
R. Kernian,
which would
have represented
thou- stations . . . Choice commercial
sands of dollars
of additional
features were again selected from
vice-president of Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.
the American networks . . . French
language sponsored programs
broadcast on the Quebec network
were produced in the studios of
the network and occupied 18.9 per
cent of the CBC's total broadcasting onsored
theFrench
French
network.
SponThe
KEY
programs
generally
received quite as high ratings as
the
popular
commercial
programs
to
carried
on other
networks
. . .
Commercial programs proved to be
a powerful medium for disseminating important information to
listeners. CBC and network sponsors co-operated in sending to our
troops in the war zones recordings
Satisfaction''
s unlock
Sa
of Fourteen
the popularpages
net commercials."
It le
will
the rich
of the 33-page
booklet were devoted to a report
on the various programs carried
during the year and the activities
Northwest agricultural
of CBC tailed
warreportcorrespondents.
deis included onA the
market for
publications issued by the CBC.
The report of the station relations
department deals with regulation
of political broadcasts, new CBC
YOU/
regulations
a statisticalduring
summary oftheCBCyear,network
programs, network operations, exchange programs with U. S. netBetter "latch on" to the
log examination
anceworks,of food
and drug andcopyclearfor
commercially-ownedbroadcasts
on privatestations.
KFYR
The CBC engineering report deals
with newtenance atequipment
mainvarious CBCandstations,
method for results
establishment of relay transmitters,waveand transmitters
the buildingat Sackville,
of the short-N.
B. The report places the permanent
CBC staff at 815 employees.
IF YOU'RE INTERESTED
Financial report [BROADCASTING,
June 26, 1944] shows income of
write direct or
$5,232,041, of which $3,787,886 was
from receiving licenses ($2.50 an
nually per home) and $1,421,90(
from commercial broadcasting. Ex
Ask Any John Blair Man
penditures were $5,142,865 of
which the largest item was $2
713,977 for programs, $849,504 for
wire
lines, $930,249
for engineer-ing, $206,177
for administration
$116,561 for the commercial de$109,171 for and
the press
and
informationpartment,section,
$217,223
for
depreciation.
Net
operating
surplus was $89,176.
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The Pied Pipers of Radio
Listener-loyalty is not something that can be weighed
in the scales, like a Spring pullet; nor yet something
that can be measured, like lumber or dress-goods.
It's
and something
terrific. pretty tangible, however., tangible
Not only do the music-makers of radio have their
followings, but the men and women who headline
radio's various programs do, too. When they
mention a product, advise a listener to buy it and
try it, that product is as good as sold.
Here is a plus which the radio advertiser gets for
his money. In addition to what he says about his
product or service, there is the endorsement of the
man or woman who has come to be like a personal
friend to vast numbers of the radio audience.
Tap this allegiance through the stations of Westinghouse, which have 18,000,000 potential listeners
in primary areas alone. Give your product the plus
that costs nothing extra. The call-letters
of Westinghouse are letters of recommendation inmany
of America's
strategic
markets.
Consult
our national
representatives listed below.
WESTINIiHOUSE
lADIO STATIONS he
WOWO • KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ • WBZA
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales— Except KEX
KEX Represented Nationally by Paul H. Raymer Co.

Navy Plans Wider PaciHc Coverage
Folloiving Successful Iivo Reporting
WIDER RADIO coverage of fu- A second transmitter is in operation on the island for press copy,
ture operations is planned by the
Navy and Marine Corps following freeing one for radio broadcasts.
success of reporting the Okinawa The Navy radio studio's have moved
and Iwo Jima invasions, in which with Fleet Adm. Chester W. Nimitz'
the services worked in close co- headquarters from Pearl Harbor to
Guam.
operation with the networks.
The Navy is scheduling installaBegan Plans in November
tion of more transmitters aboard
Plans for coverage of the Iwo opships with large units of the Fleet.
erations began in November at
There will also be mobile broadcast- Pearl Harbor
the four net
iiiR- equipment available for cor- news chiefs — where
G. W. Johnstone,
respondents going in with landing
forces, in addition to facilities for Blue; Paul White, CBS; John Whitfuture broadcasts from planes over more, MBS; William Brooks, NBC
the beachheads. Live broadcasts — conferred with Adm. Nimitz,
were made direct from the air- USN, Commander in chief, U. S.
Fleet, Capt. Harold B. Milthome Okinawa [BROADCASTING, Pacific
ler, USN, chief of Public Relations,
April 9].
Plans are under way to replace and Lt. Comdr. J. Harrison Hartley, USNR, officer in charge. Radio
the
transmitter
Guam Navy's
with a 5morekw powerful
sender.at Section, Navy Public Relations, on

detached duty as CINCPAC Radio
Public Relations officer.
Comdr.
who was ofassistant specialHai'tley,
events director
NBC
before he was commissioned, had
set up the studios at Pearl Harbor
before he and Lt. Marvin Royston,
USNR, former Blue and NBC engineer, went onthere.
to Guam
to voice
start
radio facilities
The first
broadcast was made from the Guam
studios Oct. 26, Navy Day.
In November 1944, Lt. James
Hurlbut, USMC, radio public relations officer. Marine Corps headquarters, and ex-publicity director,
WTOP-CBS Washington, left for
the Pacific for a three-month trip
to coordinate Marine Corps radio
facilities for the coverage of Iwo
Jima and future invasions.
When the Iwo campaign began,
in mid-February, the press and radio set-up was complete, with headquarters at Guam, and both
network and Marine combat cor-

A fast climber . . . built to last ... a safe investment for
now and the future — that's WSIX. . . . Let's take a look
at the record! , . . For the two year period ending in
January, our over-all Hooper average rose 81 .5%. NOW,
WSIX has more daytime listeners than any other Nashville station — and
BLUE and MUTUAL listeners are spenders! If you are
looking for a booming market with over a million people
who are potential customers for your product, don't
overlook Nashville. And if you want to make this powerful trade area yours quicker and for less money — then
buy WSIX.

Success Story
IN THE
newly-formed
Japanese cabinet,
Domei reports,
two
of
Japan's
top
radio
executives will be in charge
of propaganda. Dr. Hiroshi
Shimomura,
president ofCorp.,
the
Japan
Broadcasting
was outappointed
With-of
Portfolio andMinister
president
the Board of Information.
Tatsuo Hisatomi, managing
director of the corporation,
was
made vice-president
of
the information
board.
respondents covering the operations
from all angles.
Bud neer,Foster,
NBC, were
and his
engiFred Frutchey,
assigned
to go in with the Marines as they
secured the beach. They broadcast
from Vice-Admiral Turner's flagship, lying off from
the island,
team
"commuting"
ship tothe shore.
!I USMC
Correspondents
Richard Mawson
and Sgt. AlvinSgt.Josephy
recorded on-the-scene action of the
entire operation, using film. The
recordings were flown to the States
by Lt. Hurlbut and aired by the networks thecasting,
day March
they12].arrived
[BroadSgt. Mawson
was production
managerfor and
rector of special events
WBAXdiWilkes-Barre. His engineer was
Sgt.er ofHarvey
KROC Williams,
Rochester, ex-announcMinn. Sgt.
Josephy was former director of
special events with WOR-Mutual,
New York.
Ready for Broadcast
Assigned to cover the carrier
strikesforce
of Adm.
Marc against
Mitscher's
task
operating
the
Jap
homeland,
in
preparation
for
Iwo, were Leslie Nichols, MBS,
with Edmund Franke, engineer,
and Blue correspondents, Norman
Paige, and Clark Sanders, engineer.
These teams were aboard battleequippedlivewithbroadcasts
transmitters
be usedshipsfor
in theto
event radio silence could be broken.
As radio silence was kept, the teams
did not broadcast, but made film
recordings
on byAmertype
chines loaned
the Navy.film maAboard
Vice-Admiral
Turner's
(Continued
on page 28)

REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY BY
THE KATZ AGENCY
INC.
5000 WATTS - 980 K.C.
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WHEN THE BELL SOUNDS "TIME!"
for the start of every business day.
Weed men come out of their corners from coast-to-coast, ready for
the kind of action that makes time
money for sales-able stations.

WEED

AND

RADIO
iNEW YORK
BROADCASTING

• BOSTON

STATION

• CHICAGO

• Broadcast Advertising

At the end of each round, Weedrepresented stations find themselves
with more solid sales punches
scored. For time is Weed's business,
and when handled through Weed,
"time will sell!"

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

• DETROIT

• SAN FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD
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{Continued from page 26)
flagship off Iwo Jima, Don Pryor
and Gene Rider, CBS correspondents, made numerous broadcasts,
using the transmitter aboard the
ship. The broadcasts were relayed
to Guam and beamed to the States.
Broadcasting
Guam CBS;
studios were Webleyfrom
Edwards,
Larry Tighe, Blue; Robert McCormick, NBC;
and John
Hooley, stationed at Guam
to represent
the
four nets as a pool correspondent.
All broadcasts from the flagships
and all communiques by Adm.
Nimitz were pooled by the nets under the agreement signed with the
Navy in December. There were approximately 125 broadcasts made
either at the scene or from
CINCPAC headquarters at Guam
from D-Day until the conclusion
of the operation. This is comparable
to the network Normandy coverage.
The present
staff at
Guam Lt.
includes: Lt. Comdr.
Hartley;
Royston; Lt. Comdr. Don Thompson, ex-assistant director of news
and special events, NBC West
Coast; Lt. James Shattuck, former
commercial editor of CBS; Lt.
Harold Mantell; Lt. (jg) George
Zachary, ex-CBS producer; Lt.
Richard L. Linkrum, of CBS WashLt. (jg) Bruce
merlyingtofon;WGN
Chicago;Dennis,
R/M for-2d
Class C. K. Chrismon.

Know.

Utah's sheep, cattle and hogs brought $34,531,000 of new weahh into this state last year, according to preUminary figures. That averages more
than $1,000,000 a week — and livestock is just one
of Utah's basic industries, just one of the reasons
why business is good here.
To reach Utah's radio homes — and that means
970 homes in every 1000 —
local and national advertisers know they can depend
on KDYL, the station that
brings results. For example:
Salt Lake's four largest department stores consistently
use KDYL.

MAKE POOR CUSTOMERS!
Demosthenes practiced his
speeches to the ocean.
Don't broadcast your sales
message to the ocean !
^JtU

National Representative: John
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lir & Co.

BEDSIDE ACCOUNT of Iwo Jima
is recorded by Capt. Loyal B. Hays,
USMC combat correspondent, interviewing Lt. Pete Zurlinden, Marine Corpsof public
relations
officer,to
and one
the first
casualties
arrive at the Central Pacific Hospital from Iwo.
Hays was
formanagerCapt.
of was
KSRO
Cal. Lt.merly
Zurlinden
headVallejo,
of the
Annapolis,
AP bureau before
he
entered Md.,
the corps.
Swift Spots
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (ice cream),
will begin sponsorship April 30 of
3 to 15 transcribed spots weekly
on: KGO KOY WCFL WSOY
WHOT WMC WREC KERN
KPMC KMJ KARM KFEL KOA
WGH WTAR WSIX WLAC WSBT
KTAR WAPO WDOD WOOD
WJEJ KANS KFBI WKZO
WHBF woe WINN WAVE KOIN
KTUL WDSU WWL KOMA KTOK
WKY WMOX KRNT WHO KSO,
and live spots on WBBM WGN
WMAQ. Decision of live or transcribed spots on WLS has not been
made as yet. Contracts for 18
weeks were placed by Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
FOURTEEN
scriptsBenet
written
the
late Stephen radio
Vincent
havebybeen
published
in
book
form
[Farrar
&
Rlnehart,
New York,
under Radio
title,
"We Stand
United $2.50],
and Other
Scripts".
FOR UNUSUAL
PERFORMANCE IN IDAHO?

oLiitenina

UJCBfT)
DL
fleUorl. Ouliet
John
Ilm»r
Roeder
General H.Manager
President Georga
FREE & PETERS, INC.

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO
BROADCASTING
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WTAM's
with

Sohio

Cleveland

Reporter

Rates

First

Listeners

THE most popular news programs
in Cleveland. Four times daily,
Clevelanders get their news the
way they want it . . . brief, concise
and without bias from the Sohio
Reporter. A vital, four pronged
newscast written and edited in the
WTAM News Room. ''Another
Sohio Service" is another community service by WTAM ....
first in listening audience, day
and night and first in all program
popularity polls, year after year.
FIRST

in CLEVELAND

50,000 watts

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

WAYNE JOHNSON ...the ''voice'' of the
Sohio Reporter gives facts, not opinions
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Station

uses

from

Left — The control room in the studios
shared by FM station WSBF and AM station
WSBT. Two RCA 76-B2 Consolettes handle
the output of two studios. A master control
console (center) provides monitoring and
switching of outgoing lines to the two
transmitters. The RCA 70-C Turntables
may be seen in the foreground. In the
studios RCA 44-BX Microphones are used.
Beloiv— The FM-IO-A Transmitter at WSBF
is installed in the center of the operating
room. This 10 KW Transmitter, presently
operated at reduced power, will resume
operation
at full-power
wartime restrictions
are rating
lifted. Toas soon
the leftas
and right of the FM transmitter are racks
containing the AM and FM monitors; and
beyond them, at either end, are the main
and standby transmitters of WSBT.

Equipment

Microphone

to

WSBF, the FM station of the South Bend
Tribune, uses RCA equipment throughout. In
the studios are RCA 44-BX Microphones ; in the control
room are RCA 70-C Turntables, RCA 76-B Consolettes
and a special RCA-built master control console. At
the transmitter building are an RCA FM-IO-A Transmitter and RCA frequency and modulation monitors.
The antenna is an RCA-developed four-bay turnstile
using concentric feeders.
WSBF is a sister station of WSBT, the AM station
operated by the South Bend Tribune. It is interesting
to note that WSBT, like hundreds of other AM

Antenna
stations is also completely RCA equipped. Operators
of AM stations know the meaning of "RCA all the
way." And they know that in RCA FM equipment
they will find the same dependability and the same
advanced design features that they have come to
expect in RCA AM equipment.
Operators of both AM and FM stations— and station
apphcants— can make reservations right now for early
delivery of RCA postwar broadcast equipment. For
information on our Broadcast Equipment Priority
Plan write Broadcast Equipment Section, Radio Corporation ofAmerica, Camden, N. J.

BUY WAR BONDS

RADIO

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION . CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

Bc/oK — The transmitter building and antenna system of the South Bend Tribune's dual installation.
This building houses the 10 KW FM Transmitter of
WSBF, the 1 KW AIVI Transmitter of WSBT, an
auxiliary AM transmitter, audio and monitoring
equipment for both AM and FM systems and necessary maintenance facilities. The 4-bay turnstile of
WSBF is mounted on the top of one of the towers
of WSBT's 3-to\ver directional array.

No

• • • WBIR doesn't cover all of East Tennessee
and the Great Smoky Mountains to the South —
it's true that we are crowded for time, but
we are ...

. . PO SitiVS. . . that WBIR is in the nation's
number one market from the standpoint of increase in population and buying power. We
know that WBIR reaches 75% of the people
who represent 90% of the buying power in
the Knoxville market. We also know that we
have good BLUE availabilities and can figure
a low cost per thousand listeners based on
recent HOOPERS. Ask a John E. Pearson man
about us. Let us "Accentuate the Positive", too.

Wheaties Contest
GENERAL
Minneapolis,
ing a PiperMILLS,
Cub plane
as grandis offerprize
in thetestcurrent
"Name
Your Plane"
conducted
in
connection
with conthe
Jack
Armstrong
program
(Wheaties),
Blue-ABC
quarter-hour
showwayheardAprilfive5
weekly.
Contest
got
under
with the offer to youngsters under 18
of theing kit,Jack
Armstrong
pre-fllght
including
theboxtops
Cub
Pilota trainNews,
inBesides
exchange
for twoprizes
dime.in
the plane,
totaland$11,760
eithertestflying
instruction
or
cash.
ConJune 30. Agency is KnoxReeves, closes
Minneapolis.
Record Booth Placard
Inof MORE
than 1,400
listening booths
local
shops,
WNEW New retail
York Isphonograph
displaying placards
calling
attention
to
its
twice-weekly
half-hour
program
featuring
latest
ord releases. Placard points out that rec-all
records areheard
Listening
Booth"
sold inonthe "The
store.
Arrangedfor
in cooperation
distributors
Victor
records inwiththe themetropolitan
area,
seriestingisdowndesigned
to aid dealers
by prescutuse
of
booths,
relieving
sure on manpower and equipment.
Feature Program Promotion
BROCHURE
describing
public
servicedayseries
Pacific NBC's
Sun11:30-12 "The
midnight,
isStory",
illustrated
with
Signal
Corps,
Navy
and
other
photos
of
the
countries
covered
by
the
program. Scripts
of the program
are
requested
by
thousands
of
listeners
each week,dering 2,000
at copies
10c a copy,
one
firm
orand
the
British
government several thousand copies of
particular
episodes,
according
to
brochure.
Children's Folder
FOR
CHILD Corp.
listeners
the Canadian
Broadcasting
has issued
a folder
picture
story
of
the
life
of
Maryprograms,
Grannan,
supervisor
of children's
whose
"Just
Mary"
stories
are
aired
Sunday. The folder is written in theon
first
singular
in simple
language
with person
children's
drawings
to illustrate.
Last
page heard
lists times
of all
children's
programs
on
CBC
stations
and
networks. WPAT Ball Team
WPAT
Paterson,to N.meetJ., baseball
been invited
the top team
teams hasof
Army was
campsorganized
in the last
metro.politan
Team
season
as area.
part
ofbusiness-sponsored
a community movement
ball clubsto forestablish
teenfare. agers in the interests of .iuvenile welCooking Brochure
WCOP Boston first 1945 mail piece
"What's
Cookin'
Boston?" is on
a fourpage, two color inpresentation
the
Mildred Bailey
program1:30-1:45
"Food IsMonday
Fun".
Program
Is
heard
through Saturday.
Thu

• WBIR,
NUN NKnoxville.
STATIONS
Term.
WLAP,
Lexington.
WCMI,Huntington,
Ashland, -W.Ky.Ky.Va.
KFDA,
Amarillo,
Tex.
Owned
and operated
Nunn andby
J.Gilmore
LindsayN. Nunn.

WBIR
A NUNN STATION
John P. Hart, Manager
BLUE NETWORK

KNOXVILLE,
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Julius Haber Promoted
To RCA Advertising Post

Mr. Desfor
Mr. Haber
JULIUS HABER, former publicity
director of RCA Victor Division of
RCA, has
beendivision's
named assistant
rector of the
advertisingdiand sales
promotion department.
Harold D. Desfor, formerly Mr.
Haber's assistant, succeeds him as
publicity
Mr. 1923,
Haberexcept
has
been with director.
RCA since
for
a
year
with
Lord
&
Thomas,
New York. Mr. Desfor joined RCA
in 1941 after working as a reporter and publicist.
Promotion Personnel
JOANNE
MITCHELL
has ofbeenWENRappointed salescagoservice
Chireplacing manager
FLORENCE
WALLING
who
has
joined
the
overseas
the American Red Cross. division of
GEORGE
L. KETCHAM,
feature writer,
isandnowmerchandising
director
of publicity,
for KTUL promotion
Tulsa.
TOM RUCKER, WKY Oklahoma City
publicity
director,
has
returned
from
the shakedown
of the was
USS OklaThe cruise
light
for
aftercruiser
Oklahomanamed
City
day. thehoma City.capital
bought $40,000,000 of War Bonds In one
JOHN
former public relations
head
ofKELLY,
WIP Philadelphia,
joined
the
American
Red Cross inhasa similar
capacity.
New Schedule Folio
MUTUAL's
in a
new form— program
a single folio
greenappears
and white
sheet with vertical columns for each
day's programs,
horizontal
sections
designating the broadcast
time. each
Some week,
1400
copies
distributed
beginningwillwithbe the
April 22 schedule,
to
MBS' skinregular
list.usedLightweight
onionsheets
are
for
air-mall
addresses. (Continued on page 3A)

is ROCKFORD

1944 RETAIL SALES— $85,975,000
A NEW ALL-TIME HIGH I
WROK
THE OISLY STATION THAT WILL DO A JOB FOR YOU IIS
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
1000 WATTS • BLUE NETWORK • REP.— HEADLEY-REED
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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What's

cookin'

in

?"

Boston

Fun is cooking, when Mildred Bailey gives her special
brand of meal-making magic over WCOP.
'"Food is Fon" is a refreshingly new and different
participation program. Mildred is setting
it up at Boston's WCOP after five years of wowing the
women of Worcester over WTAG
and through her daily newspaper column.
The Bailey formula is sure-fire. Most women have
to cook whether they like it or not.
They want something to make them like it. They don't
need recipes alone — most of them are knee-deep
in recipes. Mildred's recipes are tops
for taste and practical about point problems.
Women love her gay music and pleasing patter.
^Food is Fun" lures listeners because
Mildred is no mere kitcheneer. She's a domestic
scientist with plenty of background — and plenty of
merchandising know-how, too — acquired at
WTAG, and before that,
with KPO and other top coast stations.
Do you know a sponsor's bandwagon when you see
one? 'Food is Fun" runs on WCOP
Monday through Saturday from 1:30 to 1:45.
Hop on while there's room!
Costs and availabilities from any Katz office.

NEW TO THE ^luE ''^'^^ ^^^^
WCOP

Boston

A COWLES STATION
Represented nationally by the Katz Agency

BROADCASTING
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(Continued from page 32)
News Promotion
WHOMits Jersey
City has issued
folder
on
news
Inside a spread
points
out
thecoverage.
newsnewsbackground
Ronald
V.
Cochran,
editor,
andof
his
to prospective
are value
included
on oack of sponsors.
folder. Bates
WOL Promotes Market
WOL
Washington,
the
Washington
market,
inpromoting
a newtelephone
folder
points
outis the
Washington
directory
30%
thicker
than
those
of
such
top radio
St. Louis,
Cleveland,
San markets
Franciscoas and
Baltimore
and
calls
the
book
a
"gilt-edged
directory of some of the highest-income
peopleinginpiecethesays
world".Embassy
Letter accompanyDairy
Co.,
Washington,
has
justthebought
newbringing
halfhour
period
across
board
total
WOL theto firm.
4V4 hours a week
plus 35timespotson for
Postwar Seeds
TOMATO
seeds in piece
a packetdistributed
form themeby
for
promotion
WWL a New
Orleans. Accompanying
card
says
now for
harvest"Plant
in theyourdeepseedsSouth,
use postwar
WWL."
Personal Coverage
POSTCARD
message
sports
factsMolen.
and
tips
was
sent
each
dayofsports
by Sam
KMBC
Kansas
City
director,
125 local prominent sport fans while heto
w as at the Blue's training camp.

Garland Heads Unit
CAPT. DAVID
S. GARLAND,
sistant public relations
officer as-of
Santa Monica, Cal., Army Air
Forces Redistribution Station and
onetime CBS sales promotion manager sumed
for WEEI
has Air
ascommand Boston,
of Army
Forces Radio Coordination Unit,
Hollywood. He replaces Lt. Paul
Langford who has been transferred. AAFRC unit handles placement of returned AAF combat veterans on station and network programs, with cooperation of War
Dept., Bureau of Public Relations.
Group has started a weekly series.
Revue in Uniform, on W6XYZ,
Hollywood television station operated by Television Productions
Inc., Paramount subsidiary.
Advertisers Promotion
DESIGNED to show what KDYL Salt
Lake City does to advertise its network
programs,
tion piece anhas offset
been illustrated
distributed promoby the
station titled "Snowballing Sales for
KDYL Advertisers".

I^qKN^

24 HOURS A DAY
KCKN is the only Kansas
City station broadcasting
day and night — all night.
'THIS IS MUTUAL'
At 6 P. M. KCKN becomes a BASIC station
of the Mutual Broadcasting System.

Sarnoff Talk Reprint
RCA letNew
York hasof reprinted
in delivbookform
addressDavid
ered Feb.the18 text
by Brig.an Gen.
A.
Sarnoff,Dinner"
RCA president,
a "One
World
given inCenter.
Newat York
the American
Nobel
Title byof
the talk Is "Science and Peace".
Window Streamers
TIE-IN window streamers plugging Eno
Salts
and
Bob" dramaby
series are its
being"Betty
sent and
to druggists
WAAT gramNewark
which
carries
theCo. profive-weekly.
J.
C.
Eno
account is handled by Atherton && Currier,
New York.
Brochureon its new
MBS has Oboler
issued Plays
a brochure
series
"Arch
Oboler's
the Thursday 10 p.m. Plays"
period. started
Pamphletin
givesplays
Mr. Oboler's
for wanting
his
broadcastreasons
and, with
photos
of the playwright
briefly summarizes nine plays attowork,
be presented.
FOSTER
DA VIES,
Cleveland,
has been
named by & WJW
Cleveland
as advertising
counsel.tisingSelling
helps,
national
adverhave been campaigns
planned.and local promotion

Guy RoUston
GUY ROLLSTON, 69, died last,
week on his way to his post a.s
news service editor in the Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence Service,
FCC, stonWashington,
Mr. three
RoUhad been with D.theC.FCC
years and before that spent 6 years
with the New York City News Association, three years with the
New York World-Telegram and 25
years ningwithWorld.theHe oldserved
New forYork5 years
Eveas the managing editor of the
Paducah Sun where he was an editorial rival of the late Irvin S.
Cobb.
Network r\.ccomls
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated

NEW
YORK office Radio
of theSection
Treasuryis War
Finance
now
New Business
located atDivision
1270 Sixth Ave.,
Room 1801.
LEVER Bros., Cambridge (Swan Soap),
Phone is Circle 6-0754.
on
Sept.
Oct.
or 8 starts
Joan
Davis
on 24,
141
CBS 1Young
stations
8:30p.m.
Agency:
& Mon.
Rubicam.
N.8:55
T
.
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New York
(Sweetheart
on April
The
Soldier soap),
Who Came
Home16 onstarts67
NBC
Mon. Duane
thru Fri.
11:45 stations
a.m. Agency:
Jones11:30Co.,
N. Y. KNOX Co., Hollywood (Cystex), on
THE
April 22 for 26 weeks starts "Murder Is
My Hobby"
on 6 p.m.
Don Lee Pacific
stations Sun.R.8:30-9
Agency:
<^
*^
Raymond
Morgan Co.,(PWT).
Hollywood.
Renewal Accounts
LIBBY, MCNEILL & LIBBY, Chicago
(food products),
52 weeks
renews
My True April
Story 16Mon.for thru
Fri.
9-9:25cy: J.a.m.
on Blue-ABC.
AgenWalter(CWT)
Thompson
Co., Chicago.
SHELL OIL Co.. New York, has renewed
Shell onDigest
Thurs.-Frl.-Sat.
6:15-6:25
p.m.
Yankee
and will
add
WHEB
total ofNetwork
10 Co.,
stations.
J. Walterfor Thompson
N. Y. Agency:
RAINIERcisco, on May
BREWING
1 renewsCo.,forSan52 Franweeks
Murdercific stations
Will Tues.
Out on9:30-10
7 Blue-ABC
Pap.m. Angeles.
(PWT).
Agency: Buchanan & Co., Los

.HE and
sole isobject
always
has
been,
today,oftheKCKN's
Greater affections
Kansas City
market.
It's alionrich,
fertile
market
—
with
nine
hundred
mildollars of buying power.
Leaving the surrounding thinly-spread farm and
small town market to others, KCKN, and only
KCKN, programs exclusively for city listener tastes
— for the concentrated sales potential that is
Greater Kansas City.
And so, without the rate penalty of outstate coverage, you may tell
and sell Greater
City's
in-the-money,
eager-to-buy
listenersKansas
— through
KCKN.

Net Changes
BOURJOIS
Inc.,
New York (Evening
Paris perfumes, cosmetics),
on April in12
changes
Here's
to Romance
to Robert
Romance,L.
Rhythm
&
Ripley,
adding
Ripley 10:30-11
as m.c.p.m.on Agency:
123 CBSFoote,stations
Thurs.
Cone
& Belding, N. Y.

Phone or wire your nearest Capper office for
availabilities.

BEN LUDY, GENERAL. MANAGER, KCKN, KANSAS CITY. . , W!BW, TOPEKA
ELLIS ATTEBERRV, manager, kckn, kansas city
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
CHICAGO 1: 160 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CENTRAL S977
NEW YORK 17: 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE MOHAW^K 4-3280
KANSAS CITY 6: 300 WALTOWER BUILDING VICTOR 3864
SAN FRANCISCO 4: 1207 RUSS building DOUGLAS S220
BROADCASTING
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PEmCD / LISTENERS
9l\3%
MORNING
AFTERNOON 91J3%
WJHLoffir?^
n\ght\
80.4%
%OF
a)>^thriving
marl<ct^^ih=5
cities
an<rlov« 1 a million
potential pLLI yoi/
a rich
E listeners.
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RING

THAT

BELL!--WE'LL

The members of the Red Cross Disaster Committee were
tense, as they always are when the Ohio River signals a
rampage. How best to notify an anxious public of official
flood stage predictions, was the point being discussed.
A representative of W W V A suggested a definite time schedule for flood bulletins; whereupon a committeeman interposed
with this enthusiastic comment:
"Forget about the schedule — ]ust ring
that bell! We'll be listening!"
"That Bell" is a W W V A institution reserved for flood service
only. Its ringing has preceded official Ohio River flood
bulletins down through the years. It is symbolic of a veteran

BE

LISTENING!

friendly voice that is always of service in the public interest,
convenience and necessity. And because of that, when
WWVA speaks, people listen — hosts of them.
In the foreground of the above illustration is "That Bell" in
company with its loyal co-worker, a WWVA microphone.
On through the WWVA window from which the picture
was taken can be seen the majestic Ohio River sweeping on
its way to the sea. It is flanked by the friendly rolling hills of
Ohio and West Virginia and sloping shores that proudly
present smoke-dimmed steel mills and factories and a portion
of the busy water-front business section of Wheeling. This
dramatic setting welds into one magnificent study all that has
made WWVA one of the world's better radio stations.

BASIC

ASK A
JOHN BLAIR MAN

BLUE NETWORK
■ WATTS

BROADCASTING
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studies Stock Handling
JOHN
MERRIFIELD,
WHAStraveled
LoulsvUle
agricultural
coordinator,
with
stock ingtrains
to
study
methods
oi loadandof unloading,
bedding
for
cars,
length
time
stock
was
kept
in
cars
without
feed
water, ofetc.hisinregular
order
tofarmbetterservice
adviseand
listeners
broadcasts how to cut
down loss of livestock due to improper
handling.
tions wereDaUy
made reports
en route.and transcripService Series Schedule
THE NATIONAL GRANGE and the
American ternatFarm
Bureau Federation
series of June
tenalprograms one in presenting
NBC April a8 through
10 in the
Sunday,
p.m. peset aside
as a 1:15-1:30
public service
for
labor riodand
industry
groups
and titled
"America
United".
XJ.
S.
Chamber
of
Commerce
takes
over
June
17
with
series
of forums. AFL conducted firsta
13 programs.
Overseas Farm News
FOR CANADIANS
overseas
a special
agricultural
is broadcast
each
week shortwave
on the report
Canadian
Corp.
station at Broadcasting
Sackville, N.
■ B., by Fergus
CBC farm
commentator, Mutrie,
Toronto. Program
is designed
for farmers
nowforces,
serving
with them
the Ca-up
nadian
armed
to
keep
date on Canadian farm news and de' tovelopments.

I J

KFH

International Town Meeting
WSAI Cincinnati and the BBC will do
a22 two-way
transatlantic
broadcast
April
with cinnati
teen-agers
In London
and
Cindiscussing
their
hopes
for
postwar
education,
government
responsibility for higher education and the place
for vocational
training.
participants were chosen
for theFour
broadcasts.
Broadcasts
are a ofproduct
of thewhich
"Juniorare
Town
Meetings
the
Air"
over 24started
stations weekly in
U.innowthe
S. held
after
springbeing
of 1944. in Cincinnati
New KWG Programs
KWG Stockton, Cal., has started two
new programs:
"Memo Friday
for This9:15MornMonday through
a.m.,
dealinging",andwith
problems
of "Your
the homemaker
work
aids;
and
Date
ata column
1230", Monday
through
Friday
3
p.m.,
the air with news and
transcribed ofmusic.

Godfrey on Net Series
GODFREY
aARTHUR
consecutive
3V4 wUl
hoursbroadcast
beginningfor
April
30
when
he
starts
a
CBS
series
"Arthur 9:15-9:45
Godfrey Time"
Monday through
Friday
a.m. two
Supported
orchestra, chorus and
vocalists,by Mr.
Godfreysimilar
will offer
show
to hisad-lib
shows comment
on CBS inNewa
York
WABC, 7:45-9:15
6:30-7:45 a.m.,
WTOP outlet,
Washington,
a.m. and
WJR Names Liberated Prisoners
WJR DETROIT
haslisteners
set asideinformed
its 8 a.m.
newscast
the
namesto ofkeepAmerican
service menof
liberated
from
German
prison
Names are obtained from the War camps.
Dept.
BBC to Interview lowans
lOWANS interviewedLondon
will be over
inby the BBChospitals
for broadcast
KRNT Des Moines.

Wichita

AnInc. average
day{ourat Buck's,
Wichita's
depart-in
ment stores retail
sales
1944 amounted
to
approx$20,000,OOO.They
tell theirimately
shopping
news
over KFH.
Count on M00,000,000,
Everyone knows that the Wichita market
is a standout today with millions in war
industry payrolls. But when conditions
become normal, you can count on solid
retail sales over Wichita's up-to-the-minute selling counters.
The reason has always been apparent to
solid-minded time buyers who know the
great Southwest. They know some sections depend alone on oil; some alone on

over-the-counter
wheat; some on agriculture or cattle . . .
but Wichita, that solid section of Kansas'
biggest and richest market, is enriched
and perpetuated by all four to which is
added solid industrial growth.
Although Wichita's retail sales reached
$102,162,086 in 1944, Wichita retailers
predict new increases in 1945. Your share
is waiting for you on that selling station
for Kansas' richest market.

Broadway Chatter
WHOM New
starts a new16)quarter-hour
showYork
tonight
featuring Broadway
chatter by(April
Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander
Kirkpatrick,
husband
and
wife acting team. To be heard sixweekly,mer, program
will
replace
Lee
Mortion the
West turn
CoastBroadway
for columnist
four
weeks.whotoOnisanother
his
reshow will
be moved
spot
and
will
eventually
be
heard
"Brunch" interviev/ format on Sundayin
from the Madison Hotel. Title is: "Mr.
and Mrs.CBCBroadway".
Women's Programs
PROGRAMSseasonFORhaveWOMEN
for theup 1945by
summer
been lined
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and
include "CBC Cooking School." a series
ofBusiness,"
eight Monday
programs,
"Mother's
series
practical
techniques
ofhomebuilding
famUyof life
for both
atand working
mothers,
to betheheard
Thursday;
Pointers," aon series
of talks on "Needle
home dressmaking
Friday and "YourfromNextMay Job,"
a seriesvari-of
Tuesday
ous jobs talks
for which womento Oct.
can onprepare.
Washington News
BLUE-ABC on May 6 starts half-hour
weekly
titled "Washington
Story",
a program
newsMarquis
commentary
analysis featuring
Chllds,andWashington
columnist.
Each
week "Washington
Story"
will
present
dramatization
the
natioji's
. moat _ important news ofstory
with
Childs background
and explanationinterpretation
of the news byby
those atedofficials
the story. in Washington who crePreview Programs
FEATURE programs on the air will be
previewed
Showcase"
8:45-9
a.m.
thein "CKOV
Kelowna,
B. C, network
station.
Musicalon themes
for various
shows,
questions
from
quiz
programs,
short flashes from transcribed shows
will
be broadcast to quicken audience
Interest.
WLS Service Series
WLS Chicago
started a from
new series of
weekly
service
General Hospital,programs
Hines, 111., Vaughan
AprU 13,
1:45-2:00
p.m.
Built
around
orchestra and featuring botha 22-piece
concert
and swing terviews
music,
program presents
inwith servicemen
back from
overseas.
Mt. Holyoke Program
MEMBERS of the radio class at Mt.
Holyoketries inCollege
are producing
the Headlines"
over "CounWHYN
Holyoke,
Mass.,
each
Tuesday
during
April.
Interviews
with
foreign
are a feature of each broadcast.students
Classified Ads of Air
WMCA New York has started a new
ten-minute
programclassified
called ad"Realsection
Esof thetateair,Reporter",
listinga apartments
for rent,
houses ablefor
sale,
business
locations
avail, etc. Program is heard six-weekly.
Aviation News
WNYC New York will air a quarterhour
program
New
York" weekly
starting
AprilNews
13."Destination
Edgar
Bauman,
editor
of Aviation
magazine,
will
interview
aviation's
outstanding
notables and discuss aviation news.

KFH
WICHITA
WICHITA IS a HOOPERATEO CITY
CBS • 5000 WAnS DAY & NIGHT
CALL ANY RETRY OFFICE
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FOREST LOOKOUT STATION
(photo courtesy
U.S. Forestry Service)

in

War!

In war or peace the fight to save
Oregon's forests (greatest remaining stand of virgin timber in the
U.S.) from fires, goes on. Forestry
officials give much credit for 1944's
record of a A^'^/r decrease in fires to
a series of KGW public service programs, "Forgotten Enemy." It's
another example of KGW's progressiveness in the field of public

in Peace!
In the early 1930's KGW quite literally "pioneered" with
"Covered Wagon Days", a dramatization of the pioneer
period in Oregon history. KGW written and produced, the
program was highly successful, set a record for longevity
by remaining under one sponsorship for more than eight
straight years !

t
rs

in

Audience

fi
Twenty-three years of anticipating and then meeting the desires of its audience has kept KGW FIRST
with radio listeners of the Pacific Northwest. This
established pattern of audience response works to
the benefit of every KGW advertiser.

Influence

ONE oftheGREATSTATIONSofthe NATION

KQW
PORTLAND, OREGON
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
6Y EDWARD PETRY & CO. INC.

BROADCASTING
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We like to think of this business of ours as post graduate.
It is an advanced responsibility for the skilled and experienced—only. Certainly there is no place in it for beginners

A

Boy-

-or for a young man to "make good." Before he comes
here, he must be good.
The stations we represent know their affairs are in the
hands of competent men, able to accept the many responsibihties of station representation. This policy has resulted
in not only more business for them but better business.
We never send a boy-this is a man's errand.

I
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

I

Burr, by Durr
: ;IT'S
THE
MOST natural
thingchange
in the inworld
to expect reforms
with each
Adl; ministration. The FCC certainly has been no
I exception.
i When Paul A. Porter alighted at 13th &
Pennsylvania Avenue four months ago he found
";| a reform movement well under way. It was that
; most tempting of all radio morsels — programs.
* Clifford J. Durr for months had been needling
■ his colleagues on over-commercialism. Last
week the Commission yielded. Mr. Durr suc■ ceeded in selling his radio burr to his col! leagues. The vote was unanimous.
Six stations were given temporary licenses
because in their "original applications" for
■ construction permits (which may have dated
;*'back many years) they made representations
- about the amount of time to be devoted to
■ sustaining programs and for educational, re! ligious and other renditions. The fact that the
stations were not set for hearing is signifi\ cant. But even the relatively mild course pursued should cause broadcasters — and the FCC
■ ' — to take pause. We think the procedure is of
• doubtful validity. The stations are called upon
to furnish statements showing future ratios
between sustaining and commercial, network
I and non-network, transcription and live,
i. mathematical
What happenscommitments?
if they don't com^ply
with they
the
Obviously,
could be called to the carpet. The yardstick in
the law is "public interest", not commercial
- vs. sustaining. The public is the judge — not a
body of Washington bureaucrats whose radio
predilections may be at odds with the law. The
public
Harkhasn't
back complained.
to the controversies incited by
the CIO on allocation of time for controversial
■■ issues
and attack
for membership
Recall
the all-out
on the NABcampaigns.
code. It doesn't
,.,,take too much ingenuity to tie those develop\; ments into the new "renewal procedure".
'' On the very day the FCC announced its new
I policy, Chairman Porter told the Peabody
; Radio Awards dinner in New York:
i{' enceI havefor athat
respsct
is equivalent
to rever-inpartthatof the
which
K'
the Government
fromstatute
prescribing
proFy hibits
gram content.
> That, as well as previous statements by the
,« FCC chairman, tends to allay any fear of di■ rect program control. Yet it is understandable
, why broadcasters view with some trepidation
\. the present course of events.
%■ If the Commission attempts to invoke a rigid
> program review policy, its law department
[ probably would have time for nothing else.
I It's one thing to measure sustaining time
V determine
against commercial,
it's quite another
whether but
a commercial
is educa-to
tional or religious or of local interest.
i' Are Cavalcade of America, or Town Meet'\ ing of the Air, or March of Time less educai;'tional because they are sponsored? Is Metro■ 'i politan Opera less inspiring because the time
•'is sold?
There are the war effort programs. War
messages carried on the air run into the heavy
millions in time and talent. When Bob Hope
SSpage 40 • April 16, 1945

tours the military bases, is he selling toothpaste or Americanism?
Turn back the radio ledger a couple of decades. In 1927 the old Radio Commission asked
stations to set forth anticipated program service. Many stations, in filing renewals since then,
simply have copied off the broad categories. In
the 20's there were about 200 educational and
religious stations — non-commercial. All save a
score have gone — gone commercial, most of
them. When they shifted, they were not required to make a showing against original representations.
Some stations have been slip-shod in handling their renewals. A minority have gone
overboard on commercials. But all radio has
gotten the black eye. Radio manages to adjust
those tendencies toward extremes.
Take the middle commercial in news and the
St. Louis Post-Dispatches campaign. The results— by self-regulation — already are evident.
We think the current FCC move will spend itself. We believe the Commission will find that
which the public already knows — people like
their
taining.radio good, whether commercial or susEven the Government has learned, through
OWI war campaigns, that the best commercial
programs draw the biggest audiences.
A rule of thumb which might well be applied: "If it's not good enough to sell, it's not
good enough to be on the air."
Zenith to Nadir?
IN A 3,000-word telegram to members of Congres , E. F. McDonald Jr., president of Zenith,
has
the mcFCC's
of FMprotested
in the 100
band. tentative allocation
We hope all Congressmen can find time, in
these trying days which find many messagebearers parading through their offices, to read
Comdr. McDonald's telegram carefully.
There are noticeable inconsistencies.
Mr. wardMcDonald
says:and". IS
. . FMACCEPTED
has come foron its merits
BY
THE PUBLIC." A few sentences later: . .
few cities today enjoy the benefits of FM."
Where's that public acceptance?
Mr. McDonald says: "This (proposed FCC
allocation) would obsolete all present FM
broadcasting stations and destroy the FM
value of many millions of dollars worth of radio sets in the hands of the public." And he
follows this with: "FM because of the superior service it renders may even be destined to replace many of the present-day
broadcast stations especially in the smaller
towns." Is there not an investment threatened
here, both on the part of broadcasters and on
the part of the listeners?
Mr. McDonald's alarm seems undue. To accept one of his own illustrations — that of the
railroad replacing the stagecoach — we do not
believe that existing interests can, will or intend to stand in the way of better program
service. If FM is superior, in any band, that
will be it, and the choice will be dictated finally
by the listening public.
At least, it is refreshing to find a manufacturer of receivers, whose largesse can be attributed directly to the progress of the broadcasting art, taking this sudden and unparalelled interest in the trough from which he
feeds.

WILLIAM ALTON JONES

Co.
the Nationala Broadcastin
recently
milestone gwhen
and celebrated
RADIO
the Cities Service Program, oldest commercial show, passed its 18th anniversary. Special honor guest was W. Alton Jones,
tall, youngish president of the $862,000,000
.
organization
Recognition of Mr. Jones as a radio pioneer
is just. Since the first Cities Service program he has backed radio as the best means
of reaching American families. By continuing
the program year after year he has helped
materially to develop commercial sponsorship
of top programs.
"We have always endeavored to contribute
with dignity and integrity to the entertainthe public,"
Jones
says ofmenttheand service
program.of Always
vitally Mr.
interested
in musical education himself, it is not surprising that the program his company sponsors
leans toward classical and semi-classical music.
BornliamApril
19, 1891,
at Webb
Mo., Jane
WilAlton Jones
is the
son ofCity,Sarah
and William Burrell Jones. When he was 11
he began work as a janitor in the country
school near his home. Before he entered Vanderbilt University in 1910 he had been newsfarmer.boy, grocery store clerk, truck driver and
During his first summer vacation he acted
as substitute cashier for the Webb City &
Cartersville Gas Co., Cities Service subsidiary.
He has been with Cities Service ever since.
A short time after he began working for the
company he was treasurer and acting secretary
in charge of 15 branch offices. When he was
34 he was elected permanent chairman of
Henry L. Doherty & Co., fiscal agents for
Cities Service. A few years later he was made
first vice-president of Cities Service, a director
in hundreds of affiliated companies and righthand man to Mr. Doherty. With this record his
election
the was
presidency
Mr. Doherty's
death in to1940
almost after
automatic.
Always a hard worker, Mr. Jones has been
even busier since the war began. He helped
plan and build the Big Inch and Little Inch
pipelines, is president and director of War
Emergency Pipelines Inc., chairman of the
general committee of* District No. 1 of the
PAW. He holds membership on six committees
of the Petroleum Industry War Council and
has
war played
activities.an important part in many other
Jonesbrackets.
is an ardent
golferof
withIn peace
scores time
in theMr.lower
Because
having to keep in touch with the far-flung
plants of Cities Service he has become an aviation enthusiast
and usesona page
twin-engined
Beech(Continued
i2)
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STATIONS

EQUAL

KOA'S DOMl^*^

KOA LEADS THE WAY IN
KOA is the dominating force in its "area
of influence." This includes Colorado and
adjoining states.
It's probably the only U. S. station with over
three times the power of all competing stations in the city wherein it is located and
with nearly double the power of all stations
in the state it serves.
IN DENVER-KOA GIVES YOU
MORE THAN THE OTHER FOUR
POWER
50,000 Watts
PROGRAMS
Top NBC Shows
Denver and the Mountain
COVERAGE
and Plains States Region
USTENER LOYALTY*
59% to 79% in seven
of Colorado's Largest Cities
DEALER PREFERENCE**
• Ross. Federal Survey 68%
,1945

RADIO'S

2 5 th

With its 50,000 watts, KOA carries your
messages to more radio families at lower
cost per listener than any other Denver station or combination of stations in Denver
or Colorado.
KOA's big story is Te%\j\H for advertisers.
Power is the big reason for KOA's results!
When KOA listeners hear your message
they respond!
FIRST

in DENVER

KOA@
50,000 watts 850 KG
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES

PLEDGED

BROADCASTING

TO VICTORS'

• Broadcast Advertising
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Our Respects to
{Continued from page iO)
craft plane to visit company plants.
m 1914 Mr. Jones married Nettie
Marie Marvin and the couple has
two daughters, Elizabeth Marie and
Patricia Jane. He is a member of
the Metropolitan, the Recess, Deepdale, Economics, Union League and
other New York Clubs, the Bohemian Club of San Francisco, the
Burning Tree of Washington and
the Electric Club of Chicago.
Sweetheart Serial
MANHATTAN SOAP Co. is starting a second daytime serial for
Sweetheart Soap, The Soldier Who
Came Home, on NBC. Program,
beginning today (April 16), is
broadcast at 11:30-11:45 a.m.
EWT, an hour later than Manhattan's Strange
Romance
of Evelyn
Winters
on CBS.
Company
also
sponsors news programs on about
75 stations. Advertising is handled
by Duane Jones Co., New York.

DESIGNER'S
CONCEPTION
of the postwar
Federal Telephone
& Radioas
Corp. laboratories
is this structure.
When completed
it will serve
headquarters for the worldwide research activities of International Telecommunication
Laboratories Inc., nevv'ly-formed
research subsidiary
of International
Telephone & $2,000,000
Telegraph scientific
Corp., also
parent company of Federal [Broadcasting, April 2]. First unit of the
project is now under construction on site at Nutley, N. J.

PROGRAM

PROMOTION
WITH

A

WALLOP!
Long an audience promotion leader
in this area (from actual newspaper
linage records) . . . this FULL
PAGE in a recent Detroit newspaper (560,000 circ.) is added
proof of our consistent efforts in
behalf of advertisers and agencies,
to maintain and increase our audience. Naturally, advertising
pays US, just as it pays the
sponsors of our programs!

COM. GROSS NAMED
TO UNION IN BERNE
CARRYING TO fruition plans
evolved several months ago, appointment of Gerald C. Gross, on
leave as assistant chief engineer of
the FCC, to the
post ofrector of the
vice-diInternational Telecommunications
Union of
Berne nounced
a s Aprilan-7
at the ital.Swiss
capMr. Gross,
now on tempo- Com. Gross
duty in Bo- g o t arary, Colombia,
has
just completed
lieutenant
commander in tour
the Naval
Reserve, dealing in radio. He has
been
on
active
Naval
duty
since
January 1943.
Mr. Gross will relinquish his
position as assistant chief engineer
of the FCC and chief of the Broadcast Division. While he was assigned to that post in April 1941,
Mr. Gross was transferred to the
Common Carrier Division as acting
chief. A member of the original engine ring staf of the Federal Radio Commission, Mr. Gross participated inits formation in 1928.
He served
as chief
International Division
of theof the
Engineering
Dept. after its creation in 1934 and
has represented the United States
at more
than a score
of international conferences
on communications.
Mr. Gross succeeds Franz
Schwill,
Germanof vice-director
of the
radio section
the International
Telecommunications Bureau (formerly known as UIR). The appointmentCouncil
was ratified by6. the
Swiss Federal
to take over April
his new Hepostis expected
in May,
the first American to be appointed
to one of the four international
unions with headquarters in Berne.
RECORDINGS
of American
and a selection
of variedbroadcasts
recorded
musicals are being used for entertainaboard hospital
the Army'sship,latest
and ingmostpatientsluxurious
the
Louis A. Milne, 1000-bed hospital craft
recentlysioned.reconditioned
and
commis113 loudspeakers, sound
stemfromShipahasStromberg-Carlson
systemminginstalled
by DeMambro Radio
Supply Co., Boston.
IN PHILADELPHIA

5,000 WATTS at 800 kc
DAY and NIGHT
Mutual Broadcasting System
In The DETROIT AREA, it's . . .
Adam J. Younj, Jr., Inc.,
National Representative
J. E. Campeau
Managing Director
i-IPage 42 • April 16, 1945

CKLW
Union Guardian Building, Detroit 26
ROADCASTING

Most Powerful IndepiDdtDt
Philadelphia's
• Broadcast Advertising

WHY

AMPEREX

WATER AND AIR COOLED
TRANSMiniNG AND REaiFYING TUBES

Another new OmPEREX
power tube for induction and
dielectric heating equipment

The new Amperex 233 is designed for use as a Class C
oscillator or amplifier for generating radio frequency power
at frequencies up to 30 megacycles. Two grid arms make neutralization more convenient in the amplifier connection, and
also permit cooler operation of the grid when the tube is employed at higher frequencies either in a self-excited oscillator or
power amplifier. As do all tubes designed and developed in our
laboratory,
the operating
233 incorporates
"Amperextras"
which
make
for longer
efficiency well-known
and lower operating
costs. Write
for engineering data.
nmPEREX

nmPEREX ElEITROnil CORPORRTIOn
79 WASHINGTON STREET
BROOKLYN I. N. Y.
Expert Division: 13 E. 40th St.. New York U. N. Y., Cables: "Arlob"
GIVE
BROADCASTING

WHAT

YOU'VE

G O T . . . D O NATE

• Broadcast Advertising

A PINT

OF

BL OOP

TO

THE

RED CROSS
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(April

17)

WSJS
WINSTON-SALEM

5000 Watts
600 on the Dial
*
Represented by
1EADLEY-REED COMPANY

PRODUCTIOnl-^
LARRY nouS.ncer for WOLS
HATFIELD,
an- CHARLES SHOFFNER celebrates his
Florence,former
Ala., now
22d year as farm
stationed quaatrters in England,
Eighth AirhasForce
headPhiladelphia,
this broadcaster
month. for WCAU
been
promoted to captain. Capt. Hatfield, 24, Is FRANK OLSEN, who has been concommunications
officer,
planning
enscripts while
to NBC's
Radioin RecordingtributingDivision
serving
the
communications
procedure
for each
Eighthtire Air
Force bombing
attack
on network's
duplicating
department,
has
been
added
to
the
script
department
German
targets.
He
has
30
Flying
PortressandmissionsAirto Medal
his credit,
the as staff writer.
DFC
with holding
three Oak
JOHN
EISENHARD,
formerly witha
Leaf Clusters.
WCBA-WSAN
AUentown,
of theWashington.
continuityPa.,andIs now
script
JACK MELLOY, formerly with WDAS member
staff
of
WOL
Philadelphia,
sing, Mich. has joined WJIM Lan- JO AN ARNOLD, member of the WOL
EDWARD STOKES, radio actor and for- was
Washington
staff,Booth,
on Aprilstaff5
married continuity
to ofJohnthe Nevil
mer m.c.show
on the
Coca-Cola has
"Spotlight
correspondent
INS
Washington
Bands"
on
Blue-ABC,
joined
the announcing staff of WHN New York. bureau.
RICHARD
m.c. foron LARRY COLTON, WDRC Hartford anWHN New GILBERT,
York, has record
volunteered
nouncer, has been appointed chief anoverseas
service with the USO-Camp
Shows Organization.
STEVEzona ALLEN,
formerly
AriANNETTE
EBSEN,
former
head
of
the
State
Network,
has with
JoinedtheKMTR
BBC
Washington
office,
hasYork,become
Hollywood
nouncer." as writer.
BBC talks
producer
in New
succeeding
EVELYN
GIBBS
who
is
to
proannouncerSIMPSON
of KFI ofLos Blue
Anduce aspecial
BBC armed
educational
for MEL HUNT,
geles, and MARY
members
of the
servicesseriesstartHollywood
trafficBarbara
department,
were
married
in
Santa
April
9.
ing
shortly
after
V-E
Day.
MRS.
VIOLET
CROSBIE,
formerlyNewin York,
chargehasof been
BBC BEN KRAMER, formerly of KYW Philapublications
named
to headin the
Washington
office. announcer.delphia, has joined WOV New York as
LOU
announcer
KGA COOK,
Spokane,former
has joined
KFI ofLosKHQAn- BILL
KIDO GRAHAM,
Boise and former
WDGY announcer
Minneapolis,for
geles. SCHOPFER, released from the has joined WLOL Minneapolis.
ROBERT
has joined KFAC Los Angeles
asArmy,
announcer.
SALLY
CARLINGTON
joined the
WSAV Savannah
programhas department.
FRANK ALLAN,
KMOX
St.
Louis announcer, is the father of a girl.
PHIL DUNCAN, formerly of WLLH
Lowell,
has joined
ing staffMass.,
of WHDH
Boston.the announcMAXINE FUQUA
THIELEN,
St. Louis
newspaper
woman,
has joined
hasservice
been
KRNT Des Moines continuity
staff.the INTER-AMERICAN
established
with a RADIO
specialized
BILL
HAMILTON,
formerly
on
the
WIND America.
for
radio Company
advertising
throughout
Latin
Chicago
announcing
staff,
has
joined
writes
and
produces
WOES Chicago.
in time
Spanish
and inPortuguese
and arranges
schedules
allAmong
South
HITOUS GRAY former radio actor in programs
and
Central isAmerican
republics.
New York
City,
has
joined
WGES
Chiexecutives
ROBERT
ALLAN
MON-racago as announcer.
ROE,
who
was
with
CIAA,
is
former
FRANCES
former
announcer
dio production manager of Donahue &
ofannouncing
WTMJ SPENCER,
Milwaukee,
has joined
and NBC,
and Madison
Mutual
staff of WGES
Chicago.the Coe,
producer.
OfficesBlue-ABC
are at 625
JIM BOSWELL,
formerly
of Francisco
KROW Oak-as Ave., New York.
land,
has
joined
KGO
San
WIN denNATHANSON
was New
elected
announcer.
t of Tom following
Pizdale Inc.,
Yorkofpresiand
FRANCIS
a meeting
the
Columbus, DILL
Miss. has returned to WCBI Hollywood,
board ceedsof TOMdirectors
last
week.
He
sucFIZDALE,
founder
andweekpres-to
KIERAN
(Kay)
BALFE,
former
WSTV
ident,
who
resigned
previous
Steubenvllle,
is now profull time to serving as general
gram director C,for announcer,
WJPA Washington,
Pa. devote
managerwo d, a post
of heSelznick-Sapphier,
HollyJANE
CUSHMAN,is engaged
WGFM Schenectady
last January.
staff
member,
to
ALDEN
Mr.
Nathanson
hasassumed
been executive
viceDEYOE,
producer
cameraman
at
WRGB
president
of
the
Fizdale
organization
Schenectady, GE television station.
for
nine
years.
There
will
be
no
change
or personnel, he said, adding
ROBERT GOULD, veteran producer inthataccounts
nameBERN
mightBER-be
cameraman
at General Schenectady,
Electric's televia Pizdale
later date.
will changedtheNARD,atcompany's
with
since
last Sepenter sionthestation,
NavyWRGB
April 9.
t
e
m
b
e
r
,
w
a
s
elected
a
vice-president.
JACK MILLER, formerly of KQW San
Francisco,
and
DON
PHILLIPS,
freehave joinedstaff.
the
KGER lanceLongwriter-announcer,
Beach announcing
FRED faloDRAKE,
formerly
of
WBEN
Bufand WFVA
has joined
WWDC Fredericksburg
Washington. Va..
Harris to OWI
ROY HARRIS, composer, has
been granted leave from Colorado
College to serve as music chief in
the radio program bureau, OWI
overseas branch. He will direct all
shortwave music programming and
musical recordings for OWI outposts, including talent for both
activities. Dr. Harris succeeds Daniel Saidenberg, conductor and cellist, who has resigned after a year
with the OWI, to resume concert
work.

Ludens on 82
LUDEN'S Inc., Reading, Pa.
(cough drops), will continue using
spot
82 stations
throughannouncements
the summer, ondropping
from
winter schedule of 140 stations.
Following stations will continue
with mercommercials
sumcold sufferers: directed
WHAS atWSMB
KWKH WCSH WBAL WBZ
WTAG WJR WWJ WOOD WEBC
WCCO KMBC WDAF KGBX
KMOX KGIR KRBM KPFA WOW
KARK KFI KFSD KPO KMJ
KLZ WTIC WDEL WRC WJAX
WSB WSAV WBBM WMBD
WGBF WIRE WSBT WHO WIBW
KFH WNBF WBEN WNEW WOR
WHAM WGY WSYR WIBX WBT
WSOC WPTF WADC WLW
WTAM WBNS WHIO WSPD
WKBN KVOO KGW WHP WGAL
WCAU KDKA WRAW WBRE
WJAC WIS WDO.D WNOX WREC
WSM WFAA WBAP KRPC
KDYL WTAR WRVA WDBJ
KOMO KFPY WIBA WTMJ. Agency is J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
JOHN McKAY,
manager of the adver-of
tising and promotion
King Features
Syndicate, department
has also been
appointed director of publicity for
King
International
News
Service Features,
and International
News Photos,
with these publicity departments
mergedtion. Mr.with
and promoMcKayadvertising
was manager
of the
NBC
press
department
before
King Features last December. joining
GENE
COHN,
publicity writer
magazine
contributor,
a posttoandwith
Press,
a KFSleaves
affiliate,
becomeCentral
Mr.
McKay's assistant.
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
New York,withhas
completed
new KROS
agreeWLW WSAI
KPLT. ments
Total KPEL
of 36 renewals
have been
signed KDB
with KFDA
following
KCMC
KPRCstations:
KPXM KBST
KGB
KGPJ KGKL
KIEM
KMBC
KMC
KOME
KRBCKHJKRLH
KRSC
KVCV
KVEC KVOE KVWC KXO KYOS WDSM
WELZ
WHBF WSTP
WIND WTIC
WLBJ WXYZ
WLIB WRGA.
WNBF
WOR WRR
BERT
ALLENBERG,
vice-president
of
Berg-Allenberg
Hills, Cal.,
talent service, forInc.,sixthBeverly
consecutive
year
has been reelected president of Artists
Managers
recognition
of serv-a
iidentification
ces to AMGGuild.he Inwasbracelet
presented
by thewith
board
ofgolddirectors.
AFTER MONTHS of research. National
Retail Dry
Goods selling
Assn. postwar
com-a
mit e on better
has issued
28-page
report,
"Gearing
Management
for
Better
Selling".
Report
stresses
fact
that tion
"distribution
must play therather
majorthan
role producin the
postwar economy."

WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.-5000 WATTS 680 K C
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WEED & CO.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

flGEnCIES
CHICAGO
SOOOWATTS 560KC

MURRAY BOLEN, Pacific Coast manager
of Comptonduction ofAdv.,
has"Truth
taken oroverConseproNBC
q
u
e
n
c
e
s
"
.
H
e
relieves
FLOYD
HOLM,
who
to the
agency's New
York hasofficereturned
for other
assignment.
MARY LOUInc.,GORDON,
formerlyagency,
of WestMarquis
Los Angeles
has
joined Lockwood-Shackelford Adv., Los
Angeles, as consultant on women's copy.
H. E. CAS Co.,
SIDY,Los vice-president
of The
McCarty
Angeles
agency,
has
been elected
board
chairman
ofboard
the
Pacific
Council
AAAA.
Other
new
members
are
DANA
JONES,
head
of
Dana Jones Co.,
Los &Angeles;
ROBBINS
MILBANK,
Young
Rublcam,
San
Francisco;
C. L. BAUM, KRAFT,
Short & Erwin,
Baum,
Portland;
Wasey
& Co.,WARREN
Seattle.
BOB
MUCKS,
Pacific& Rublcam,
Coast publicity
directorYork
of forYoung
is in
New
a month.
CLIFFORD S. BROWN, art director of
Wolfe-Jlckling-Dow
& Conkey, Detroit,
has
agency.been named vice-president of the
ED HUMPHREY,
radio director of SidneytheS.r ofLovltt
a boy. Adv., Chicago, is the faHOWARD
TULLIS,andformer
of KWKW L.Pasadena,
more manager
recently
account
executive
ofhasGlasser-Gailey
Co.
Los
Angeles,
established
his&
own
advertising
agency
under
firm
of The Tunis Co. at 215 W. FifthnameSt.
He will
also package
for local and regional
sponsorprograms
consideration.
BERNICE
GAINES,
former
copywriter
of Ralphthe H.radio
Jones Co., Cincinnati,
has
of Kenyon
&joined
Eckhardt, New department
York, as commercial
.
writer.

63

YEARS

BLAIR
continuity
editor
ofEBERSOLE,
WELI
New former
Haven,
has
joined
Ollan Adv.
Co., Chicago,
as copy
writer.
CECIL duceUNDERWOOD,
freelance
pror, has been assigned by N. W. Ayer
&Icebox
Son,Follies"
Hollywood,
to
produce
"Hires
on Blue-ABC
Charles
E.recently
Hires Co.
UnderwoodforLouis
resigned
fromMr. Needham,
&
Brorby,
Chicago,
where
he
directed
"The
Great Gildersleeve", and "Fibber McGee
LEW
KASHUK,
directorspotof
&I J.Molly".
Co., Newadvertising
Yorkresign
(furrier),
radio Poxadvertiser,
Mayagency.
1 to
establish
his ownwilladvertising
Temporary
W. 42d St. headquarters will be at 11
H.of Sherman
ROSS POTTER,
K. Ellis account
& Co., Newexecutive
York,
has
been elected a vice-president and
director.
WARD
former
radio
producerof
and
headBYRON,
of theAgency,
radio New
department
the
Moe
Gale
York,
has
been named eastern program manager
for theing Blow
Co.,
New
York,
succeedWALTER LURIE, resigned. Mr.
Byron, tinueinas producer
radio forof 17Procter
years, &willGamble
con"Gaslight
Gaieties"
oncommentator
NBC. JAMES re-L.
STEVENSON,
NBC
discharged
services,centlysucceeds
Mr. from
Byrontheatarmed
Moe Gale.
CAPT. theJOHNArmyLLOYD,
on terminal
leave
from
Air
Forces,
has
rejoined
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York, in an
executive
capacity.
ice in August
1942. He entered the servS.Lennen
JAMES& ANDREWS,
radioheadquarters
director of
Mitchell, with
in Hollywood, is in New York for a
brief visit.

NON-STOP

-HOW
ABOUT THAT?
We have six accounts whose total uninter.
rupted time on KQV aggregates 63 years.
Spealcs well for the value they received.

New Advertising Agency
Is Started by Millard
J. W. MILLARD Adv. has been
established at 681 Fifth Ave., New
York, by J. W. Millard, formerly
on the ments
stalfcommittee,
of the and
WPB'sdirector
require-of
the office of materials and facilities of the War Food Administration. For seven years he had been
research director of Arthur Kudner Inc., New York.
Mr.ert Mathieu,
Millard'sart partners
Hubdirector, are
formerly
with J. Walter Thompson Co., and
GrahamdentStarr,
formerlyexecutive
vice-presi-of
and account
Young & Rubicam, New York, on
the General Foods account. Mr.
Starr has received a medical discharge from the Army Air Corps,
where he held the rank of major
and served overseas as public relations officer of the Eighth Air
Force. First account is California
Growers Wineries, Cutler, Cal.
ROBERTrector of S.R. S.DUNWODY,
ofBcerhas andjoined
diKoppe & Co.,
the
foreign
department
of
the
McCannErickson rector,
New Yorkby office
as mediaHAHN.diHARRISON assisted
ATWOODLENORE
continues
as
vice-president in charge of foreign
operations.
JOSEPH office
T. COENEN,
a& partner
in Co.,
the
Boston
Alleyreleased
Richards
New
York,
hasof been
from
the
Army
Air
Forces
after
serving
overseas
and
has asresumed
his and
position
with man.
the
agency
creative
contact
Capt. Coenen enlisted in 1942.
IAN GORDON,
former New
York
freewriter-producer
previously
Marine lanceCorps
combat and
correspondent,
has joined
Sherman
K. Ellis
& Co., PALChicago, as radio
director,
replacing
ING,MERAprilCLARK,
9]. resigned [BROADCASTProetz Award Judges
ERMA PROETZ Award contest
judges have been announced by
Mrs. Norrie Passino, St. Louis, as
follows: Valentino Sarra, New
York color photographer; Sidney
Wells, artNewdirector
Erickson,
York; ofMaxMcCannWylie,
Youngbert S.& Gardner,
Rubicam, chairman
New York of; Herthe
board, Gardner Adv. Co., New
York and Bea Adams, vice-president, Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
The awards will be in recognition
of outstanding creative advertising
by a woman during past year. They
will be made in St. Louis May 21.

CHJCAGO CUBS
BASEBALL FOR 1945^
2Sth
National Representative
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK

ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.
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U. S. METROPOLITAN
LISTENERSDIS'
MORE
PER DOLLA
Ask HEADLEY'REED
ew York, Chicago,
Detroit,
Atlanta
San Francisco
• Broadcast Advertising

YOU

MAY

292

BE

ABLE

MILES,

YOU

CAN'T

TO

SWIM

NONSTOP"^

FLOAT

INTO

-

WESTERN

MICHI6AN
FROM
THE "OUTSIDE"!
counties with a daytime population of 630,762
So you're using a 50,000-watt station within 250
miles or so of Western Michigan — and you figure
people. In Grand Rapids and Kent County, it's
WJEF, serving a quarter-million people with the
you're getting "coverage"!
most favorable frequency in the market ( 1230KC) .
Both WKZO and WJEF are CBS. Both are proBut listen: People in this section aren't hearing
grammed for their specific areas. Both are owned
your broadcasts regularly — they can't because of
by the Fetzer Broadcasting Co., and are sold in
a queer local condition of fading. To reach them
combination at a bargain rate per thousand radio
you must broadcast from within-the-wall of the
homes. Together they offer complete coverage of
fading area. Chicago and Detroit are outside. Use
Western
Michigan.
of nearby stations is the only answer.
In Kalamazoo, Battle Creek and Greater Western
Michigan, that station is WKZO, serving eighteen

Let us send you the whole story — or just ask
Free & Peters!

'John V. Sigmund swam nonstop down the Mississippi River, 292 miles, in 89 hrs. 48 mins., 1940.

ZO

WK

BOTH OWNED AND OPERATED BY FETZER BROADCASTING COMPANY
FREE & PETERS, INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
April 16, 1945 • Page 49

It happened

on

NBC

APRIL 1935
The Johnson's Wax people put a veteran
comedy team, and a new kind of radio act,
on a modest network of 26 NBC stations.
JULY 1936
After a year and a quarter on the air.
Fibber McGee and Molly received a Hooper
rating of 7.0 — the first available Hooper
rating on this show.
OCTOBER I936~APRIL 1937
Fibber McGee and Molly received a winter
season average Hooper rating of 12.8.

79 Wistful Vista is the legendary home of one
of America's best -loved families — the boastful,
blundering, big-hearted Fibber and his kindly,
Irish -witted Molly. They have been careful to
retain their "hominess" because they realize that
this small-town wholesomeness is the good earth

from which their comedy blossoms so lustily.
Fibber McGee and Molly would be the first
to acknowledge that a large share of their success is due to Don Quinn, their writer, and to
the makers of Johnson's Wax, their sponsors.
Johnson's Wax officials have seen their faith in

(The Story of Fibber McGee

and Molly) no. 2 OF A SERIES

OCTOBER 1944 — FEBRUARY 1945
Fibber McGee and Molly received an
average Hooper rating of 30.4—
making them the highest-rated comedy
team on the air. Incidentally,
under the Crossley Recall system,
they received the highest rating ever
obtained by a half-hour program.
APRIL 1945
Fibber McGee and Molly celebrate their
tenth anniversary on NBC. They are
now heard over 141 NBC stations,
short-waved to troops in every part
of the world.
TODAY
Fibber McGee and Molly reach an estimated
weekly audience of 10,000,000 families.

this beloved comedy team more than justified
as the program's popularity grew steadily
through the years until today Fibber McGee
and Molly are good neighbors to some 30 million
American listeners.
They are also good neighbors to Bob Hope, who

National

has occupied the Tuesday night half -hour following them since September, 1938. The two programs
comprise the highestHooper-ratedhour on the air.
•
• •
A good show, plus good neighbors, plus NBC facilities isthe NBC formula for developing a f^xeat show.

Broadcasting

Company

America's No. 1 Network
mS—ItmO-S 2Sih ANN/VERSARV— PIEDGED to V/CTORY/

A Sarvica of Rodie
CoiporoHon o» America

TO
ADVERTISERS

SponsoRS

^

DAVID SELZNICK, of inSelznlck-InterDALY BROS. SHOE Co., Marlon, Ind., national
cooperation
which last spring began a spot cam- with Loew'sProductions,
Inc. more
and the
Capitol
Thep
a
i
g
n
f
o
r
Air-O-Maglc
men's
shoes,
will
a
t
r
e
,
i
s
spending
than
$4000
weeksuspend
its five-minute
show
ly in New York for spot radio promoAnswer
Box"
during
theprogram
summer"Magic
but16
ARE
win
sponsor
the
same
in
tion
of
the
picture
"I'll
.
Be
Seeing
You". Campaign,
whichshowing
will run
markets
fall. Agency
Is Norman D. duration
Waters &nextAssoc.,
New York.
In Newforon
York,
usesof picture's
spot
announcements
WEAP
WABC
WOR
WJZ
WNEW
WOV
SHEFFORD
CHEESE
Co.,
Chicago,
April
LOOKING
WINS isWQXR.
16 startslute"participation
on "Sunrise
Sa- York,
handlingDonahue
promotion.& Coe, New
and "Housewives
Protective
League" Contract
Mon. thru
Sat.
on Agency
WBBM PERRY LE ROY, to sell his course
Chicago.
is forChicago.
52 weeks.
"How to Play
the Piano periods
by Ear",weekhas
Is Leo Burnett
Co.,
purchased
18 ten-minute
ly
on
WMCA
New
York
and
12
ten-minMAGGI fective
Co.,AprilNew16 for
York 13(seasonings)
efute broadcasts weekly on WIBG Philaweeks renews
presenting
his both
own commersponsorship
cials anddelphia,
pianoContracts
playing
and
"Sunrise Salute"on andparticipation
"Housewives shows
Pro- transcribed.
for 13liveweeks
tective
League,"
six-weekly
on
WBBM
placed
thru
Furman,
Feiner
&
Co..
Chicago.
mann. NewAgency
York. is Needham & Groh- New York.
LARUS & Bros., Richmond, sponsor of
DERMAL
Co.
and
Meltone
Co.,
both
in
"Guy Lombardo
Mon. including
10-10:30
Chicago, have appointed Phil Gorden p.m.
Blue-ABCShow"
stations
Agency, Chicago,
tov handle
their
ad- WRNL onRichmond,
presents
aperiod
recordedon
vertising
campaigns,
said
to
Include
version
in
the
10:30-11
p.m.
radio.
its
station, &WRVA
HOUSEHOLD
FINANCE
Agencyownis Warwick
Legler, Richmond.
New York.
SOUTH
April 2 started
spots WCFL;
on Corp.,
threeten Chicago,
Chicago
RIPLEY CLOTHES,
men'sof clothing
stations:
two weekly,
weekly, manufacturer
and
operator
a chain
WIND;newscast
five weekly,
WJJD;Martin
and quarterin New York, is sponsoring
hour
featuring
Agron- ofStevestores
Most marketing experts agree that the
Ellis
in
a
ten-minute
sports
sky,
Mon.
thru
Sta.
on
WCFL.
Contracts
programSignedfiveforweekly
on contract
WMCA review
New
for 52 weeks placed by BBDO, Chicago. York.
26 weeks,
was
South is now the nation's greatest "area
handled
by
the
Bobley
Co.,
New expand
York,
BOHEMIAN
DISTRIBUTING
Co.,
Los
said
Ripley
intends
to
Angeles (Acme Beer), on April 2 started which
of opportunity." If you feel that's true in
its
radio
advertising
later.
"Songs
of
Good
Cheer",
Frederic
W.
Zlv
your industry, we suggest you consider
Co. quarter-hour
transcribed
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
Co., Jeron
Diego,
KTAR musical,
Phoenix
sey City, and thejoint
Curtissponsors
Publishing
South Carolina as a starting point.
and KGB
KXO
ElSanCentro,
Tues.-Thurs.
9:45 Philadelphia,
of Co.,
the
p.m.
Contract
for 26 weeks
placed thru
thruIt's OffFri. thequarter-hour
"Person-on
Brisacher Van Norden Agency, Los An- Mon.
South Carolina is easy to cover. One staally,
Record"
show
WABC
New
York,
expands
the
program
a half-hour April 16.
tion— WIS at Columbia — reaches virtually
ROBERTS
Co.,WHIZ
Zanesville,
O., April 3 toALASKA
geles.
for 52 weeks& onand
Seattle (books), has
the entire State, daytime. The WIS service
Portsmouth
WPICZanesville,
Sharon,WPAY
Pa., placed itsFACTS,
account
started sponsorship
of quarter-hour
tional Agency,
Seattle.with
RadioPacific
is saidNa-to
area has 74% more radio homes than
be
considered.
"Manhunt"
mystery,
transcribed
Frederic
W.
Ziv
Co.
series.
New Orleans, 185% more than Atlanta,
Cal.account
(FruGet dessert),Co.,has Oakland,
placed
FREDERIC ter-hour
W. ZIVtranscribed
Co., New
York, series.
quar- VACU-DRY
208% more than Birmingham.
feature
Oakland.ItsFirm
said
towithbe Ryder-Ingram,
considering radio.
"Calling
All
Girls",
started
this
month
for 52 weeks
under
following
new
de- REPUBLIC PICTURES Corp., New York,
We'd welcome an opportunity to tell you
p
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
s
t
o
r
e
sponsors:
Block
&
Kuhl,
WMBD Peoria, WSOY Decatur, WDAN has started In that area what is exhow and why this 5000-watt station, at
pected to be a national spot radio camDanvUle,
WHBF
Moline,
WCLSWROK
Jollet,Rockford,
111.; H.WTAQ
C. Prange
560 KC, has a stronger signal (actually
paign for its
picture,Donahue
"Earl Carroll's
Co.,
WHBL
Sheyboygen,
Green Vanities".
Through
Coe
Inc., Republic
is spending more& than
Bay,
Wis.;
Ben
Snyder
Inc.,
WLAP
delivers more microvolts) over a larger
$2000
weekly
for
spot
announcements
Lexington,
Ky.;
Gold
&
Co.,
KFOB
Linon
WEAP
WABC
WOR
WJZ
WMCA
area than is possible even to many
coln, Neb.; buqKlstler-Collister,
KOB
AluerquH.e; Bur Dept.
Store,
KASA Co.,
Elk WNEW
New York.WOV WINS WHN WQXR, all
City, Okla.;
Weber
& Sons
50,000-watt stations. Drop us a line— or
WHIZ
Zanesville,
O.; Myers
Dept. BENJAMIN & JOHNES, Newark, in beask Free & Peters.
Store, WTAX
Springfield,
111.
These
adhalf of Blen Jolie Foundations have
ditions bring total to 123.
a 52-week contract for thrlceSUPREME FOODS Co., Knoxville, April signed
weekly
participations
onwhich"Breakfast
Dorothy
and Dick",
15 started
"SongsCity,of WKPT
Good Cheer"
on with
WJHL
Johnson
Kingsport.
April 14turingonColumnist
WOR
New York,
andstarted
feaDorothy
Kllgallen
and
WOPI Bristol and WWMC Asheville; and her
husband
Dick
Kollmar
atAgency
break-Is
"Pleasure
Parade"
on
WAPO
Chattafast
with
their
two
children.
nooga.
Heard
three-weekly,
quarter-hour
Alfred E. Tokar Adv., Newark. Program
series
wereNewtranscribed
by Frederic
Ziv
York. Contract
for W.26 Is heard Mon. thru Sat. 8:15-8:55 a.m.
weeksCo.,placed
direct.
and Sun. 11:30 a.m. as "Brunch with
ZONITE
PRODUCTS
Corp.,3 started
New York
Dorothy and Dick".New York, manufac(Larex
Division)
on
April
two
transcribed
announcements
weekly
on13 NYLIFEtudruecredoflaasCorp.,
stockinghaspreservative
Introsignedsegment
a 13-week
KMPC
Hollywood.
Contract
is
for
contract fort month,
a ten-minute
of
weeks.account.
McCann-Erlckson, New York, Alan
has
Courtney's
record
program
WOV sidesNewnew show,
York, Nylife
five-times
weekly.
Be-on
is
using
ten
live
RILLING
ARNAO
Co.,
Minneapolis
spots weekly
on WEVD
has started
total one-minute
Agency
is Furman,
Feiner
ofon(Naildri),
65KPItranscribed
spot sponsoring
announcements
WIS
& Co..York.
New York.
Los Angeles.
Contract
is for New
13 weeks.
Campbell-Mithun,
MinneapPENNZOIL
Co.,
Los
Angeles
(lubricants),
olis, has the account.
in a 13-week
startingweekly
April
useNetwork
threecampaign
announcements
ARLINGTON
MILLS (textiles)
has yearre- on16 will
Z-Bar
(KGIR
KRBM
KPFA)
newed
for
eighth
consecutive
and KGHL
Billings. KQW
Spot schedule with
also
"American onIdeals",
COLUMBIA
program,
WLAW 15-mlnute
Lawrence,Sunday
Mass. starts
KFBB toon beKARM
added April KOMO,
24. Agency Is
Programican wayfeatures
of life. speakers on the Amer- The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
B. C. REMEDY Co., Durham, N. C.
ELMER
CANDY Co., NewAdv.,Orleans,
SOUTH
CAROLINA
(headache
onKFIApril
7 Angeles.
started
named leaWalker
New has
Or- total
of 30ispowders),
spots
LosAgency
ns, as agency.Saussey
Radio Is considered.
Contract
for 26on weeks.
Is
Harvey-Massengale
Co.,
Durham,
FISHER,
THORSEN
&
Co.,
Portland
5000 WAHS
•
560 KC (paint), has named Adolph Bloch Adv., PALMETTO Baking Co., Columbia N.S. C,C.
Portland, as agency. Radio is considered. has signed a 52-week contract for the
12:30-12:45
p.m. Mon. featuring
thru Frl.MOODY
period
H. H. trait
TANNER
Co., St.
Paul (PorWCOS Columbia
permanent& wave
package),
has onMcELVEEN.
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representativpii placed
its
account
with
Manson-Gold
(Continued
on
page
5^)
Adv., Minneapolis. Radio is considered.
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No worry about Reconversion or
Re-tooling for farmers in the productive
agricultural area served by the Mid-St
Group. Advertising dollars planted here today
will yield rich harvests. Group rates as low as p2
for a daytime quarter-hour on 3 stations. What a buy!

GROUP

BROADCASTING
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GEARED

FOR
RESULTS
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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THE
CYMBALS

^
'^^

. . • the Greeks had a
word for them
The cymbals, or kymbals, as the
Greeks called them, belong to a class
of instruments known as the idiophones. Made of naturally sonorous
materials, they do not depend upon
tension for
clashing
eifect. Although thetheir
cymbals
are mentioned
in the Bible, and date back to the
ancient tians,Hebrews,
Greeks,to and
their use seems
haveEgypbeen
restricted to the more highly civilized peoples.
The gods of earth like noise
In Asia, where the cymbals originated, theygods.
wereTheusedTibetans
in the made
worship of the
use of a softly struck, broad-rimmed
cymbal
in worshipping
the divinities
divinities
of heaven.
In rites to the
of earth, they used a narrow-rimmed
cymbal, violently clanged in a horizontal movement. The Greeks, sensingbals,
the dramatic
value useof the
transferred their
fromcymthe
religious
ceremonies
of
Dionysius
to
the theatre.
The atmosphere of the
Orient
Cymbals
have
an Oriental
soundAl-—
and most of them
are Oriental.
though they were first used in European music in an opera of 1680,
relatively
few Occident.
cymbals Most
have have
been
made in the
been imported from China, although
the flat, thick instruments from
Turkey are usually considered best.
Today, composers frequently call
upon the cymbals to accent p^aks of
rhythm.

The cymbals have a frequency range
of 300 to more than 12,000 c.p.s.
To reproduce
and intensity ofthe the
soundfullofrange
the cymbals
with the utmost clarity, use :
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Electrical Research Products
Division
Westertt Elictric Company
233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
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{Continued from page 52)
FAMOUSto DEPT.
Angeles,
adding
southernSTORES,
CaliforniaLos schedule,
has
started
a
weekly
quarter-hour
local
"Navy News" on KGER Long Beach.
Agency
Angeles. is Adolph Wenland Adv., Los
BULOVA pieces)WATCH
York started
(time, on March weekly
31Co.forNew52on weeks
42Beach,
time Cal.
signals
KGER
Long
The
Blow
Co.,
N.
Y.,
has
account.
STANDARD
BRANDS,
New
York
(Blue
Bonnet paignmargarine),
a 39-weekis using
camlatein March,
a total ofstarted260intranscribed
announcem
e
n
t
s
o
n
KGER
Long
Beach,
Cal.
Agency is Ted Bates Inc., New York.
WESCO
CHEMICALS,
(Flits
casein
paint),
has startedMontreal
thriceon weekly
dramatized
transcribed
spots
49
Canadian stations. Agency is J. J. Gibbons
Ltd., Montreal.
PEGGY metiSAGE
Inc.,
Montreal
(cos, has started ofthrice
weeklystations.
stylecasts on a cs)number
Canadian
Account
placed by J. Walter Thompson Co.,isMontreal.
PEPSI-COLA
of Canada,campaign
Montreal,of
has
started spots
aCo.ten-week
transcribed
on a number
ofWalter
Canadian
stations.
Agency
is
J.
Thompson Co., Montreal.
KENNEDY
(Sapho)
has
startedMFG.
spotsCo.,onMontreal
CKEY TorontD.
Agency is Cockfield Brown & Co., Montreal.
NYAL
DRUGhasCo.,started
Windsor,thrice
Ont. weekly
(Nyal
products),
spots
on a number
of Canadian
stations,
j^ccount is placed by A. J. Denne & Co.,
Toronto.
DR. A. Ont.
W. CHASE
MTiDICINEhasCo.,start;d
Oakville,
(proprietary
thrice
weekly
musical
program
CKEY Toronto. Agency is Ardiel Adv.on
Agency, Oakville.
BALABANfective Apr&il 22KATZ
forspots
fourCorp.,
weeksChicago,
spo-.-efsc r transcribed
and
livewillstation
breaks You"
to promote
the picture
"I'llsta-B3
Seing
following
Chicago
tions:
W:>I1QonWFNR
WBBM
WGN
WAIT
WJJD
WIND.
Agency
is
M.WLSM.
Fisher Assoc., Chicago.

f>

^

AT A LUNCHEON celebrating the signing of a contract for the 10th
j^ear
of the
& Northwestern
Railway'sv-pi-OOTheHour
WMAQ
Chicago,
are Chicago
(1 to r seated)
: John E. Erickson,
Capleson Co.,
Chicago, agency for the railway; Pauline Fulmer, asst. adv. manager, Northwestern; Patsy Gallicehio, m.c. of the show; Jeanne Foote, NBC transcription cept."^;Mrs.
HarryCecilia
Frier,Evans,
adv. and
promotion
manager,are:Chicago
Northwestern;
Caples
Co. Standing
Emmons&
C. Carlson,
promotion
William
Lawrence,
NBC production; WalterNBCGibson,
Caples;manager;
Art Caron,
Caples,
Los Angeles;
Oliver
Morton, NBC
manager;
Powers,
and Dick Tennerstedt,
who spot
is an sales
account
executiveDonwith
NBC Caples;
spot sales.
nEUjs ^
DR. PEPPER BOTTLING Co., Stockton
Cal., is sponsoring
ter-hour series, Mon."DickthruTracy*",
Fri. forquarDr.
Pepper
and Squirt & onCo.,KWG
Stockton.
SE.ARS
ROEBUCK
Stockton,
Cal.
isweekly
sponsoring
Martinannouncements
Agronsky
five daily
days
and
seven
on KWG Stockton.
NU-ENAMEL
Corp.,
Chicago,
onon March
4
started and
one four
spotspots
weekiy
WENR
HOOLEY,as ina representative
Guam for six months
Chicago
weekly
on
WCFL
broadcasting
the
Chicago.by Contracts
f:r 13Adv.,weeksChicago.
were JOHN
combined American
press, has ofsigned
placed
John
Turner
contract
as
Blue-ABC
corRED ROCK BOTTLERS, Atlanta, has an exclusive respondent
effective heAprilwas15.assistant
Before
reappointed
Roy S. Durstlne
New going to the Pacific
York, inas agency.
has Inc.,
used
of and
programwas operations
at BBCon
radio
the past,Account
but media
plans spot
are manager
New
York
commentator
not
complete.
Hooley PAIGE
Joins
ASSOCIATED LABS, Long Island City WNEW
LARRY New
TIGHEYork.
and Mr.
NORMAN
(Blondex),
in2 isausing
four-week
campaign
of
the
Blue's
Pacific
staff.
started
April
three
spots
weekly on KMPC Hollywood. Agency is Grady KMPC
ENS. FRED
HENRY,
Hollywood
newsUSNR,
analyst,former
has
& Wa-jner. New York.
been
reassigned
Mountbatten's staff
in the from
India Lord
war zone
to the
shortwave
section
of
Armed
'•Forces
Radio dling
Service,
San Francisco,
and is hannews and
special events.
r
1
JACK
BRICKHOUSE,
Chicago
sportcaster,
has resigned
WGN exclusive
Chicago
to freelance.
He will from
announce
play-by-play
broadcasts
of
Chicago
•
"Whiteson onSoxWJJDbaseball
games for 1945 seaChicago.
TED
BROVER,
former
chief newscaster
ofof WMC
Memphis,
is
WBYN Brooklyn. now commentator
GENE SHUMATE,
former KRNT
Des
Moines
sports director
with with
the
USMCR.
assignednowto duty
APRS at hasSan beenFrancisco.
MYRTLE
ROBISON,division,
a news editor of
the
marriedNBCto central
LT. A. KNIGHT ofwasthe toU. beS.
Signal Corps in Chicago, April 14.
CHARLES F. newspaperman,
McGRATH,will former
Cinof WCKYcinnatiCincinnati
local take
news charge
staff.
DAVID
BRENT,
recently
liberated
from
Santo Tomas, Japanese prison camp in
Manila,une for and
ManilaaddedTrib-to
some editor
years,ofhasthebeen
the Blue-ABC
Philippines.staff of correspondents in

1
^▲ "

850 tm fern
5000

WATTS
"WFDF Fl'nt prom'sfd advancement— not advances!"
BROADCASTING
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Natienol Sales Represenlatives • SPOT SALES, INC., New York ■ Chkago ■ Son Francisco

Dependability in transmitter performance is a
package of many features . . . and one which
contributes heavily to program continuity in
Westinghouse 50-kw transmitters is the use of
metal -plate rectifiers.
With virtually unlimited life, these surge-proof
rectifiers have cut tube replacement to a new
low, for only the power amplifier and modulator
utilize tube rectifiers. Dependable performance is
reinforced by quick tube transfer for emergency
tube replacement.
Westinghouse 50,000-watt transmitters offer
other advantages for clear channel service:

The smartly-styled Westinghouse 50-kw transmitters are
built with 12 new, important design features. Ask your
nearest Westinghouse office for the complete story.
Example: the equalized audio feedback system strengthens the naturally high fidelity of
the audio and modulation circuits. No complicated circuit adjustments are needed.
Example: "De-ion" circuit breakers supply
full overload and undervoltage protection,
automatically reduce outage time.
Example: a tube life-meter provides a constant check on all tube life.
These basic advantages in faithful reproduction and solid dependability are features of the
complete line of Westinghouse transmitters . . .
5, 10 and 50-kw AM, and 1, 3, 10 and 50-kw FM.
You can get all the facts from your nearest
Westinghouse office. Westinghouse Electric Sc
Manufacturing Company,.?. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
J-081U
XXV RADIO'S 25TH ANNIVERSARY KDKA

BROADCASTING
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OWI PACKET, WEEK

MAY

7

Cbeck tbe list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the weeksuitable
beginning
May 7. OWIand transcriptions
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
on eachof
side
ofImportant
discs. Tellwaryourmessages.
about them. three
Plan 20-second
schedules chain
for best timing
these
WAR MESSAGE

PLAN

V-Mall
Hold Prices Down
The
Ahead — Japan
Stop JobAccidents
Nursing
Service
Crop Corps

X
XX

STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
Group
NAT. SPOT
KW Aff.Gronp
OI
Ind. LivePLAN Trans.
Aff. Ind.
X
X
x
XX

OWI Schedule
War Message
for namesAllocation
and time Plans.
of programs carryingwarSeemessages
under ofNational
Spot and159 Network
Baseball Review
ALLES & FISHER Co., makers of
J-A and '63 cigars^ will present JA
Baseball Review for the tenth year
for New England sports fans over
WNAC WEAN WAAB WMUR
WCOU WSAR and WSYB every
Sunday 7-7:15 p.m. Opener, April
8th, gave forecast of the 1945
baseball season by John Quinn, Boston Braves general manager and
a representative of the Boston Red
Sox. They were interviewed by Nelson Churchill. Show for following
Sundays will highlight two-part delivery of scores of all American and
National league games for the day
by Verne Williams and Churchill.
Hon. Howard Lane
Columbia Broadcasting Syst.
New York, N. Y.
Dear Howard:
for? about
That one
How much hthatthebetboas
the
yon made
West V irgras.i n i a work'sNet-Washingtonreau?BuOver a
year ago toit
me. Maybe
you've
fY o o r nigotten.Chernoff
and
sat in Louis
when he told
Waslving
you
abouttonthe
were setting
upy o IIthenbet. . it
irouldn't
more
than last
two
months. R e sure hate to
Howard,
take a blooku t
atTime's
page 66Aprilin
2nd issue.
Read all about
it, boy . . .
West
Virginia Netlly clicked!

WHN Sports Sponsors
NINE sponsors
have signed
for three
sports
resumed
by WHN
New
York
forfeatures
presentation
before
andDodger
after
broadcasts
of the Brooklyn
games
under
sponsorship
of
P.
LorlUard
& Sons, New York, for Old Golds.
"Warmhighlight
Up Time,"
sports
by Bert a Leequarter-hour
and Ward
Wilson,
has been taken
by the "N. Co..Y.
World
Telegram"
and
Inkograph
for
Inkograph
pen,
both
through
L. E.
McGivena Inc., and- by Piel Bros.,
throughsors together
Wm. Esty
Latter Perfumery,
two sponwith Co.County
through Atherton & Currier, have also
signed
for games
"Sports series
Extra," quarter-hour
post-ball
Mr. Leeof
and
Mr. Wilson
covering with
highlights
the ingday's
games, and Al Godwin servas substitute.
Sponsors ofquarter-hour
the third feature
"Today's
Baseball,"
play-by-play
recapitulation
of Lee
the 7:15
afternoon
^ame
presented
by
Bert
p.m.
include
Brooklyn
TrustLuxor
Co., Baths,
throughthrough
Brearley
Service
Corp.;
Rosenberg; Zlppo Mfg. Co., for ZippoA.
lighters, through
Lee-Stockman;
Consolidated Royal Chemical
Corp.,through
Chior Krank's
Russelcago, fM.
Seedsshave
Co. cream,
and Colomby
Watch
Co.
Latter
has
signed
on
a
yearround basis, innouncements
addition
spot anweekly, andto six
isradio
considering a local
or national
paign. Agency
Is Furman,spotFeiner
&camCo.
COMPLAINT has been issued by
Federal
Trade Royal
Commission
ing Con,soIidated
ChemicalchargCo.,
Chicago, with misrepresentation in radio
advertising
of
"New
Pe-Ru-Na"
and nal
'"New
Pe-Ru-Na
medicipreparation
whichTonic",
the company
claims will toprevent,
and build
resistance
colds.shorten
The complaint
charges the preparation will do none
ofverti.sements
these things
declares
falseandin that
they thefail ad-to
reveal siumtheiodide,preparation
contains
potas-if
potentially dangerous
used
by persons
or a thyroid
gland having
disease. tuberculosis

KALE, Portland, Oregon
". . . convinced AP should be
onradiointegral
every leading
stationpart. . of. features
spicy
end timely . . . dispatches from
every cise,
corner
of the globeand arealways
conhighly readable
Tom Decker
Nev/s Director

W C H S
Charleston,
W. Va.
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BROADCASTING

JUST

COMPLETED!

. . . arrangements for the first transatlantic broadcast of WSAI's popular
high-school program, JUNIOR TOWN

MEETING OF THE AIR. Two of the

teen-aged participants next Sunday night will be British students, speaking
from London! As British and American youth speak out on their hopes for
Postwar Education, WSAI will mark another milestone in its path of public
service.

Here's still another proof of the fact that WSAI is geared to

Cincinnati interests!

BASIC BLUE NETWORK
* Incidentally, Junior Town Meeting occupies one of the 61 departmenf-sfore-sponsored periods on WSAI's program-schedule. Sponsor
Shillito's has contributed its time for the April 22 broadcast to make
way for the cooperation of the British Broadcasting Corporation.
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
Represenfed by Paul H. Raymer Co. Inc.

• Broadcast Advertising
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Fulton Lewis, jr.
Makes

a Date with

1«

The man who gets the news,
must be with the men who
make the news. Fulton Lewis
jr. gets the news at its source
. . . personally, from the capital conference tables where
news is made. Lewis' famed
"nose for news" is a big reason
why he is heard on niore stations by more people with
more sponsors than any other
news reporter! A few choice
sponsorships are still available
if you act fast!

Temperate P - D Editorial Concludes
Campaign Against Middle Commercials
however, is that not only would
IN A TEMPERATE editorial en- that
be to our financial disadvantitled "In the Interest of Radio",
tage— we admit
this frankly
but
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch on we believe
our listeners
would— lose
April 10 apparently concluded the
editorial campaign launched Jan. more than they would gain by such
18 against middle commercials in divorce from the many excellent
by a itgreat
news broadcasts and against ob- programswork."originated
Protesting that
had net-no
jectionable advertisers of news desire to reform
the radio indusbroadcasts.
try, Post-Dispatch said it could see
The editorial, delineating the
stand of the Post-Dispatch in 14 merit both from the point of view
points, was accompanied by a of the advertiser and the network
Fitzpatrick cartoon portraying a in the elimination of "news cast
plug-uglies". "Our position is a
man seated at a microphone turn- simple
one. The plug-ugly, we hold,
ing from a script entitled "News is neither good broadcasting nor
Against Plug-Uglies" to a script good advertising. News is news
entitled "Higher Standards". Car- and the public is entitled to hear
toon was entitled "Program to In- it reported with dignity and good
sure Freedom of the Air".
taste. ... If radio did so, it would
Magnificent Job
fortify the great and fundamental
Post-Dispatch stated editorially, principle of freedom of the air."
"To begin
with,a we
repeat that
radio
has done
magnificent
job
in the transmission of news, to the
Stephen M. Birch
point that many people prefer to STEPHEN M. BIRCH, 50, adverget their news over the radio rather
tising manager of the Texas Co.,
than through the columns of the New York, since 1938, died Tuesdaily newspaper". "Too much Hospital.
day in NewMr. York's
Birch, Post
who Graduate
attended
praise", the editorial continued, the
universities of Illinois and
"could worksnot
be
given
to
the
netfor designing new techniques Pennsylvania, became a clerk in
the Chicago branch of Erwin,
forTheworld-wide
news coverage".
editorial stated
that the Post- Wasey & Co., New York, in 1919
Dispatch is as jealous of freedom after serving as an officer in the
of the air as it is of freedom of first World War. He later joined
the press, adding that to impair Fairchild Publications Co., Chione is to jeopardize the other. It
and subsequently returned
contended that radio, like the press, to the cago,Wasey
firm, handling the
should be supported by advertising, former Indian Refining Co. account. He is survived by his wife,
preferring an abhorrence for government ownership and control of Mrs. Doris Wetmore Birch.
radio. It pointed to all alleged administration and Congressional
forces which would be interested Congress Pickup Plan
in the control of broadcasting.
of proceedings
Referring to the operation of its BROADCASTING
the Senate and House floors
own station, KSD, which eliminated from
from committee meetings would
middle news commercials a year beand authorized
under a joint resoluago, this editorial points out that
tion (SJ Res-55)
reintroduced
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch outlet Congress
last
Monday
by Sen.in
continues to broadcast NBC news Claude Pepper (D-Fla.).
The
programs which do not conform to
lution, which was referred toresothe
the"Westation's
own
standards.
Committee
on Rules, would provide
could correct this by ending for necessary
technical
arrangeour connection with NBC and diments for the broadcasts aijd would
vert its service to some other out- make transcriptions
ings
available at cost.of the proceedlet," it was stated. "Our position.
RELIGIOUS

FOR AVAILABILITIESPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
WILLIAM B. DOLPH
BARR BLDG., WASH. 6, D. C.

TRANSCRIPTION

LIBRARY
10

100
NUMBERS
IN

NEW
NUMBERS
EACH MONTH

LIBRARY "A*
ORIGINATING FROM WOL WASHINGTON, D. C.
Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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=
CAMPUS CHRISTIANS —
427 WEST 5th STREET . LOS ANGELES 13, CALIFORNIA
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FCC
Tightens
Up
On
License
the clearing up of discrepancy as to to handle in the standard broadProgram Policies past service, is the Commission recast field alone, the task of checking
quest that the stations under in- renewals against performances
Of Six Stations
would
entail a staff substantially
quiry supply a statement showing
the type of program service in- larger than the Commission's presTo Be Probed
tended to be rendered in the fuent Broadcast Division of 17 lawture. The Commission asked the
See Editorial on page UO
FIRST TANGIBLE evidence of six temparary licenses, for exMoreover, it was thought that
ample, to break down the percent- the procedure followed is purely
the station
FCC's renewals
"tighteningdeveloped
up" policy
age of time intended to be devoted experimental.
yers.
But broadcasters
on
last
week with the continuance of a to commercial programs vs. sus- nevertheless felt the policy was
taining programs and the percent- one that tended to put all stations
half-dozen stations on temporary
age of network to non-network and "on the spot" and might permit the
licenses, pending further inquiry. of recorded
or transcribed to live. Commission to use the back door
By unanimous vote, the Commis- The station thus
must get itself on in attempting to control programs
sion approved a new form of letter record, which might
give the FCC when the front door is closed to it
to stations granted temporary re- a means of controlling
legally.
newals, inquiring into reasons for indirectly, according to someprograms
broadRegarded as of significance was
the discrepancies between repre- casters.
the fact that the Commission did
sentations as to commercial vs.
In preparing to consider the 40 not set the six renewal applications
sustaining programs and other
down for hearing but simply asked
representations as to program applications which came up last the
to supply it with
types. Identities of the six stations week, it is understood the FCC's morerespondents
detailed information. That
called upon for explanations were legal staff worked days, nights and was seen
as
one
important aspect
Sundays
for
more
than
a
month.
not divulged.
Simultaneously, the Commission With approximately 950 renewals of the compromise.
granted 18 stations, of the total of
40 under review, regular renewals
without strings. The remaining 16,
however, were granted renewals
FCC'S NEW RENEWAL POLICY
but were sent another type of letter eliciting further information
on purported discrepancies. [The
pending
application
for renewalin
renewal appli- of the
full text on the letter is on this IN CONSIDERING
license
may
submitted
cations pending before it last ofconnection
with also
your bethe
response
to this
page.]
request.
Specifically
Commission
week,
the
FCC
granted
renewals
be interested
in obtaining
any
Durr Campaign
to 18 of 40 stations on a regular would
information
concerning
future plans
fulfillassumedthebypublic
responThe new procedure is the out- basis. Sixteen stations were granted designed tosibilities
broadcasting
growth of a campaign by Commis- regular renewals but were sent let- licensees.
reply shouldor supplement
be submitted as anTheamendment
further information,
Clifford J.from
Durr,the'whobeginhas while terssixeliciting
to the application,
and
should
be substations were given tem- verified
sought sioner
virtually
tomit ed iinn triplicate,
the same subscribed
manner as and
the
licenses additional
with final decision
ning of his Commission tenure in reservedporaryuntil
data
is
application.
1941, to have stations deemphasize
In thenewalscase
of 16 stations,
reidentity ofFollowing
the stacommercial operation. The action, supplied.was The
were granted
but a letter
not divulged.
while unanimous, was regarded as are thetions letters
following type was sent:
sent by the FCC to ofIntheconnection
a compromise.
with the applicati^)n
the stations, seeking additional for renewal of license
While it has been indicated for data:
of Station, the ,
which
was granted
on
some time that the Commission
Commission
noted
that
you are now
Six
stations
were
ordered
on
would tighten up on its renewal
devoting
— % ofandthe— %timeto tosustaining.
commercial programs
with the Com- It appears
policy, the new procedure promptly temporarymissionlicense
this theprogram
structure
reserving final decision on is at variancethatwith
representations
was questioned as to its propriety regular renewals
withpermit
your on
application , forin
pending a reply submitted
under the law. There is no require- to a letter of the following
construction
type:
ment of the law, for example, it This Is to request a further statement
which
you stated
you would
—%
commercial
broadcasts
and carry
— % sustaining.
was pointed out, wherein stations under Section 308 (b) of the Communications Act in connection with the The Commission recognizes that promust pledge themselves in advance
the above-described
gram andplanning
to devote a fixed percentage of their considerationfor ofrenewal
ible,
that must
your necessarily
statements beasflex-to
of license.
time to commercial or sustaining application
structure
dofornotfuture
conIn
the
original
application
for were
con- proposed stitutprogram
e
a
rigid
blue
print
permit,
representations
programs, or to religion, education made thatstruction
operations.
However,
the Commission
new station must
or other types of service. The broad would providethe anproposed
necessarily
rely
upon
the
original
outlgt
for
local
exrepresentations
in the discharge
standard specified in the law is informationpres ion, toofbroadcast
news, sports,
function in determining
whetherof theits
local tointerest,
meetinterest.
the statutory
standservices, reports
farmers, local
and grantards owill
"public interest, convenience and church
f
public
Accordingly,
thea
otherest,matters
of %localof the
community
internecessity".
Commission explaining
would be theinterested
inthat
and
that
—
program
constatement
service
tent
would
be
of
sustaining
character,
Future Plans Asked
you
are
now
rendering
and
the
manner
and — % commercial. Examination
of the in which such service meets the cominformationthe which
On behalf of the FCC, it was station log toandtheother
munity
requirements.
It is this
also statesugCom-of
stated the Commission has reached has come mission
Indicatesattention
that the ofamount
that you
include
mentgestedan explanation
of thein reasons
for
employed for commercial purposes the departure
no final determination that pre- time
from
the
original
prois
substantially
greater
than
that
proponderantly commercial operation
posed
program
structure.
p
o
s
e
d
i
n
the
original
application
apYou
are
also
requested
to
furnish
p
r
o
v
e
d
b
y
the
Commission.
Information
does not serve public interest or is requested as to the reasons for the statement showing what type of pro-a
that commercial programs cannot apparent
gram servicespecifically
you intendwhatto percentage
render in
discrepancy between
future,
be of local interest or educational material representations
madeoperation
tothese
the the
ofcommercial
your
timeprograms
you intend
to sustaining
devote to
and
the
present
in character. It was pointed out ofCommission
and
to
the station.
programs;
what
percentage
to
network
that in some cases stations have
You are also requested to furnish a and
non-network
programs;
what
perwhat type
of pro-in
represented that there would be a statement
centage to recorded
or transcribed
program serviceshowing
you intend
to percentage
render
grams;
what
percentage
to
live
proratio of 70% commercial to 30% the future,
specifically
what
grams;
and
any
other
representations
you intend
devote to you might desire to submit to assure the
sustaining in their applications for of your timeprograms
and toto sustaining
Commissionchargithat
your station
is disrenewal, but that an examination commercial
what percentage
ng its public
responsibilities
of station records revealed the ratio programs;
and non-network
programs; towhatnetwork
per- under its license.
c
e
n
t
a
g
e
t
o
recorded
or
transcribed
promight be 95% commercial as
grams; and what percentage to live
Eighteen stations were granted
against only 5% sustaining.
programs.
regular renewals with no further
Any additional
which you inquiry
material Information
to the consideration
Potentially more serious than consider
being granted.
BROADCASTING
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Renewals
1
REPLIES TO FCC
Factors to Include in Station
Renewal Queries
IN THE LIGHT of the new FCC
policy
on more
rigorous
review
of station
renewal
applications,
broadcasters have expressed concern as to how to meet the questions being propounded to stations
where there are. discrepancies on
percentage of time commitments
for sustaining vs. commercial programs and on other program classifications.
From composite broadcast
sources, it is suggested that the
replies might set forth such factors
The need for maximum flexibility
in scheduling of programs, dictated
by
experience;
the necessitywhen
for
cancellation
of commercials
developments require, emphasizing
that station contracts provide for
such cancellations; events of
transcendental importance (such
as unconditional surrender of Germany) could well result in total
disregardments,ofnetworkcommercial
as well ascommitlocal;
the constant effort of stations to
operate in the public interest and
keep
pace with changing
trends
and requirements
in programming,
always with an eye to maximum
public service and maintenance of
an licequitable
between pubservice andbalance
other features,
both
commercial and sustaining.
EMERSON
DRUG Co., Spots
Baltimore,
Emerson
which
started aDrug
spot radio campaign forwhenBromo-Seltzer
vember
the account last
went No-to
McCann-Erickson, New York, is
now
using number
evening ofchain
breaksandin
a limited
markets
plans possible
nationwide
spotexpansion
promotion.later
Emer-to
son recently dropped its NBC program. The Saint, but is continuing
on
the weekly half -hour
show.CBSVoxwithPop.

„;'
:|

|i'|
'\
jjl
,||
'
,

KEEW service
Seeks
910 kcfor '
SPECIAL
authorization
assignment to regional channel 910
kc from local assignment on 1490
kc is sought by KEEW Brownsville, Tex.,
an application
filed
with the
FCCin last
week. Unlimited
hours and power of 250 w is requested on 910 now
kc. operates
A Blue-ABC
affiliate, KEEW
with
250 w local sunset and 100 w night.
KFJB Transfer Asked
TRANSFER of control of Marshall Electric Co., Marshalltown.
la., licensee of KFJB, from Earl
N. Peak,erine R.deceased,
to his wife Cath-of
Peak, administratrix
estate. No money is involved.
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Roosevelt First Radio President
(Continued from -page 17)
inaugural was broadcast interna- Government or private," he astional y bya record-breaking hook- serted.
up.
On May 9, 1939, President
iVIarch 12, 1933 marked the Pres- Roosevelt, in his first transcribed
ident's first "Fireside Chat". It was address under Government auson the bank holiday. The second
pices, described radio as free as
came on May 7, the third on July the press and stated that the New
24 and the fourth on Oct. 22. There- Deal looks upon radio as the means
the ■ President
went directly
overtaking
"loudly exaggerated
proclaimed
untruths
or greatly
to the afterpeople
as frequently
as the of
state of the Union appeared to half-truths".
warrant.
On Sept. 24, 1940, President
Roosevelt,
by Executive
Order, creTranscribed Address
ated the Defense
Communications
On June 16, 1936, the President Board (later to become the Board
reasserted his faith in radio in a of War Communications) to govletter to Broadcasting in which
ern all radio policy in national deeven then he took cognizance of the
and presumably in anticipation fense
of war.
development of television and radio in the "shortwave field". "There
On
Dec.
9, 1941, one day followshould be no monopoly in the
ing the declaration of war, Presimoulding of public opinion, either
dent Roosevelt called upon all

I HEAR A RHAPSODY
OK
fAMif^m WILL DROP HER SHAWL
OK
WISE OLD OWL
)
YOU SHOULD BE SET TO MUSJC/"'^
Hi NEIGHBOR
OK
POPOCATEPETL
OK
(With Al Donahue Orchestra)
BESAME MUCHO
Music.
I DON'TBELONG
WANT TOTO MY
LOVE HEART
YOU
YOU

newspapers and radio stations to
carry out theirsponsibilitgrave
ies. He said: wartime re"To all newspapers and radio
stations — all those who reach the
eyes and ears of the American people— I say this:
"You have a most grave responsibility to theofnation
now and for
the duration
this war.
feel that our
Government
is "Ifnotyoudisclosing
enough
of the
truth,
you
have
every
right
to say
so.
"But — in the absence of all the
facts, as revealed by official sources
— you have no right in the ethics
of patriotism
deal a out
firmed reports into such
way unconas to
make people believe they are gosOnpelveltJuly
9, 1943,
President
interceded
in the
House RooseSelect
truth".
Committee inquiry of the FCC to
prevent military services from

5888
5704
6378
6528
15017

Music. 15018

Consult your BMI DISC DATA for
complete listings of BMI-licensed titles
recorded by Brito and other noted
vocalists and bandleaders.

This smiling Vi>'gi>iitiii luhc rits hn
musical ability jto,,/ /vf /.'/Ac ;• ir/jn
was the trombniu [)h'}L" in the
home town bavJ. . . . a ■so /master of 11, Phil started on the
violin. But nou his voice is his
fortune.
Phil has been a featured I'ocaltst
with Jan Savitl's orchestra, and
with Al Donohue with uhom he
recorded a numbc r of B Wl-ln t iHi-d
titles.
Now under contiact to .Wusicraft
Records, Brito has really conic into
prominence as a favorite radio and
recording artist.

Parker to Buy Spots
A. I. PARKER, president, Parker
Watch Co., New York, and Berne
W. Wilkins radio director, SterlingdayAdv.,
New West
York, Coast
left last
Frifor the
to purchase for Parker's spot radio campaign additional time in areas inSan and
Fran-to
cisco,cluding
SeattleLos Angeles,
and Portland,
investigate possibility of sponsorwood.
ing a network show from Hollytestifying
involved withorthesupplying
national data
security.
On velt
Oct.made4,a1944,
President
Roosepersonal appeal to
AFM President James C. Petrillo
to"back
complyto with
Labor inBoard
work"a War
directive
the
phonograph and transcription recording strike. When Petrillo refused ttheo comply,
President
ordered
Dept. oftheJustice
to make
a new legal study to explore possible action. None came, however.
On Oct.reaffirmed
16, 1944,
President
Roosevelt
his belief
that
radio can be effective in a democracy only "if it is free of all arbitrary restrictions, whether Governmental or private".
On Nov.
16, 1944, the President
gave reassurances to broadcasters
with appointment of Paul A.
Porter, former radio attorney and
publicity director of the Democratic
National Committee during the
fourth term campaign, to the FCC
chairmanship, succeeding Mr. Fly.
Almost to the last, the President
had radio in mind. He had scheduled another Fireside Chat over
combinedlowing— Friday,
networksApril
on the
13. day folWLW Buys Nielsen
WLW Cincinnati has contracted
for Nielsen Radio Index Service
with the A. C. Nielsen Co., Chiago, in theDetails
WLWwereprimary
coverage carea.
not divulged
but it was understood Nielsen
would extend the area presently to
include a wider field reached by
the station. This is the first contract by the Nielsen Co. with an
individual station. It now serves
CBS, NBC, advertisers and agencies.

W
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FCC Asks

Detailed

Information

□n WINS Sale to Crosley Corp.
proposalsofmade
asDO ELICIT detailed information
orcerning
for theother transfer
WINS.atogrant
determine
what
effect
IS to the reason for the proposed of 14.theTosignapplication
would
have
upon
icquisition of WINS New York by competition in chain broadcasting and
Drosley Corp. from Hearst Radio in other broadcast service.
Lnc. for a price of $1,700,000, plus
for the purchase
^00,000 in time, the FCC last of Application
the New York outlet was filed
Tuesday announced it had set for with the Commission formally last
learing the proposed voluntary as- month [Broadcasting, March 12].
signment of license.
The transaction covered $1,700,000
By unanimous vote, the Com- cash, plus $400,000 in time, which
mission ordered the hearing, to be Hearst would use over WINS under
set at a future date. The notice of
agreement".
issues released last Thursday sets a 10-year "cooperative
Hearst agreed to "acforth as primary reasons for the In return,
tively furnish local news cooperahearing these points:
tion, goodwill and any services in1. To determine the value of the
physical assets of WINS.
cidental thereto".
2.
To
determine
the
going-concern
value
goodwillfull ofInformation
WINS. concern3. Toing ortheobtain
N. H. Coverage
various elementsof the
that purchase
entered
into
BERT HODGES, general manager
price afordetermination
WINS.
of
WHEB
Portsmouth, N. H., in
4. To determine
sideration is being whether
paid for any
the confre- evidence presented to FCC advoquency.
5. To determineis what
portion toof the
cating changes in frequencies said
consideration
attributable
aspopulated Southeastsignor's outstanding
construction
per- that heavily
ern
Hampshire under the
mit
to
operate
with
50
kilowatts
power.
6. To obtain full information concern- present Newallocations
"receives
ing thesentpurpose
of assignor,to asaccumurepreservice from
any Newno
ed in its application,
latesion ofadditional
capital
for future expan- night-time
FM
and
television.
Hampshire
station."
The
April 9
7. To when
determine
whether
the light
sale ofof issue of Broadcasting interpreted
WINS,
viewed
in
the
the
WHEB
testimony
as
saying
other
applications
pending ofandstations
other this section of New Hampshire
and the
assignments
totransfers
and
from
assignor
or
persons
receives "no qualifying
night-time reference
service"
under common control with the as- omitting
censes. signor, constitutes trafficking in li- "from anytheNew
Hampshire sta8. To chasedetermine
whether
the
purproposed
be paidaffectby
assignee
forpricetoWINS
wUl toadversely
its
ability
operate
in
the public tion".
interest.
9. To determine whether the contract
TBA Program Group
enteredsigneeintowherebybyassignee
the assignor available
and asB. AUSTRIAN, executo assignor time over makes
WINS over a RALPH
tive vice-president of RKO Televiten-year
minimum
sion Corp. and chairman of the
amount of period
$400,000 in
wouldthebe consistent
committee of Television
with
assignee's obligation
underits stathe program
Communications
Actinterest
to operate
Broadcasters Assn., has appointed
tion in the ofpublic
and by
within
the
terms
a
legal
grant
the
the
following
members to his comCommission.
mittee: Dan Halpin, RCA; Martin
10. Totractdetermine
whether
the
conentered
into
by
the
assignor
B.
Jones,
Buchanan
& Co.; Norand
assignee,undertakes
whereby assignee
man Livingston, WOR; G. Emerthat
sell ofagrees
WINS
son Markham, GE; Samuel H.
within iftenit years
from theto date
the
contracttunity toto purchase
give assignor
first opporDu Mont Television Station
the station
at the Cuff,
best
purchase
price
available
elsewhere,
WABD; Earl I. Sponable, 20th
is 11.in Tothe obtain
public full
Interest.
Century-Fox
Film Corp.; George
information con- Shupert, television
productions;
assignee's proposal
to broadcast
the sameccerning
programs
over
WLW
in
CinWill Baltin, TBA; John T. Wilin ati and WINS in New York.
liams,
NBC;
John
Gilligan,
Philco
12. To ceobtain
full
information
conrning the type of program
Radio & Television Corp., and Prof.
which
to render. service
13. Toassignee
obtainproposes
full information
con- Edward C. Cole, Yale U.

SELL

The Rith, Central Missouri Voltey

AIR

EXPRESS

SHIPMENTS

FOR FASTEST DELIVERY, ship early in the day - as
soon as package is ready. War traffic comes first,
of course. But with more planes being put into
Airline service, more space is available for other
important goods.
WHEN TIME MEANS MONEY, Air Express charges
are cheap. A critical shipment weighing 25 lbs.,
for instance, may be the means of saving days and
thousands of dollars. Yet it travels more than
1,000 miles for only $8.75 — at a speed of three
miles a minute, with special pick-up and delivery
in all U. S. cities and principal towns.
THOUSANDS OF FIRMS everywhere are using Air
Express with efficiency and economy. Service is
direct by air between hundreds of airport towns
and cities, while rapid air-rail schedules serve
23,000 off-airline points in the United States.
Direct service to scores of foreign countries.
WRITE
for that
"Quizzical
packed TODAY
with facts
will helpQuizz,"
you solvea booklet
many a
shipping problem. Railway Express Agency, Air
Express Division, 230 Park Avenue, New York 17.
Or ask for it at any Airline or Express office.

Concentrated Coverage
Low Rates
Promotion Helps
Phone RAIIWAY EXPRESS AGENCY, AIR EXPRESS DIVISION
Representing the A I R L I N E S of the United States
BROADCASTING

Cenwo; Alonooer, PAUL R. FRY
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KANSAS
CITY

Video V-E Plan
ALL NBC television engineering,
production and film editing facilities will be called into play on V-E
day when the network will present
a specially-planned 24-hour telecast
including views from Times Square,
map talks bymentatorsNBC's
top newsof comand a newsreel
Hitler's rise and fall. Portable field
equipment will be set up on the
marquee
of NewNBCYork's
Hotel staAstor
so WBNT,
television
tion, can show reactions of Times
Square crowds. Besides a video recapitulation ofthe war, NBC will
install news tickers and flash latest reports.

Promote (Continued
Peace,
from Porter
page 20) Urges
eign nations and the schools,
churches
Worcester.and civic organizations of
Edward Weeks, editor of the
Atlantic Monthly and chairman of
the Peabody Advisory Board, made
the presentations,
following the
address of FCC Chairman
Porter.
John E. Drewry, dean of the Henry
W. Grady School of Journalism,
U. of ner.
Georgia,
presided atChairman
the dinWNYC broadcast
Porter's address.
J. Harold Ryan, president NAB,
pointing out that the radio indus-

K

Noting the St. Louis Post Dispatch-KSB attack on middle commercials in news programs, he
pointed out that the Program Managers Committee of the NAB had
adopted a resolution stressing that
any action taken with respect to
program operations would be recognized as the responsibility of individual station management.

O

Z

Sui^£f-W£
£V£N

Y
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
Gcnenil Manager
ELIZABElh WHITEHEAD
Slalion Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
Ask for Rate Card 3
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try produces 65,000 programs each
day, stressed the thoroughness of
the Peabody Awards plan for selecting winners. He noted that the combined listening and evaluation of
more than 2,000 people were taken
into consideration in arriving at
final decisions.
He pointed out the difficulties in
making such selections due to the
heterogeneous pattern of broadcasting, stressing that each community ■
offers its own conception of "good
Referring obliquely to some
listening".
critics
of radio, he said that they
"attempt to belabor the institution
of radio as though it were a single
entity, like a large corporation,
capable of making and enforcing
decisions which would be reflected
immediately through every transmit er in the country. Such critics,
ing.
he said, reflect unfamiliarity with
the basic structure of broadcast-

School

CAN

C4IANGE
floui^s

Ever hear of a station that could out-rate the Breakfast Club by two or three to one? Well, WDAY does
it every morning — puts on such a good show from
8:30 to 9:00 A.M. that one rural school about 130
miles from Fargo actually delayed its opening-time
to 9:30 so its students could listen to WDAY!

Lt. Orrin K. Boice
LT. ORRIN KENDALL BOICE,
28, son of Hugh Kendall Boice, vicepresident in charge of sales for
WQXR New York, and brother of
Hugh K. Boice Jr., commercial manager of WMBD
was killed
in action
Jan. 9 inPeoria,
the Asiatic
area.
He had previously been reported
missing. A graduate of the Choate
School and Princeton, Lt. Boice was
associated with Cannon Mills, New
York before enlisting in the Navy
Reserve in 1940. Besides his father
and brother, he is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Sheila Crimmins
Boice, New York, iand a sister, Mrs.
E. B. Simpson, Hoosick, N. Y.

We'll gladly send you the facts for every period, as
proven by a recent Conlan Study. But meanwhile,
just remember that WDAY is the ONLY station that
can give you all the Red River Valley — the best
market between Minneapolis and Spokane!
WDAY«iivc
— m —
z
N. B. C.
FARGO, N. D.
Affiliated with the Fargo Forum
970 KILOCYCLES . . . 5000 WATTS
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
BROADCASTING
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John Hooley, from Okinawa on
Radio Handles Tragic News
servicemen's reactions, 9:22 p.m.
On Friday,
President
Truman's
{Continued from page 18)
friends
in Kansas
City were
heard
gave their impressions of Mr. J. Anthony and Coca-Cola's Songs at 11:15 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Mme.
Chiangin the
Kai-shek
Roosevelt disclosed that many of of Morton Downey.
Waldorf.spoke from her
over a half-hour after roomMutual
the town's residents first learned MBSA little
was attempting to keep
broadcast the news at 6 p.m.
of his death when they went to the
a rational balance of good probarbecue planned in his honor that Charter ington
Heslep,
network's
gramming, Mr. Kobak said, and
representative,
madeWashhis while a number
afternoon. NBC offered the pro- first radio broadcast,
of commercial
for
gram to the other networks and a solid 25 minutes onad-libbing
the
6:30-7
programs either
for thebecause
week-endof their
were
it was carried by CBS and Blue as p.m. spot. Outstanding broadcasts cancelled,
well as NBC.
proximity to the broadcasts of the
included
Walter
Compton
interNiles Trammell, NBC president,
viewing five Senators and Attor- funeral ceremonies or because they
announced at 6 p.m. that all comney General Biddle; Warren Stur- would be completely out of tune
with the general spirit, other promercial programs had been canthe president's
formerby teacher
grams such as the Helen Hayes
at Groton,
interviewed
Cedric
celled indefinitely. On Friday NBC ges,
stated that this policy would con- Foster from Boston 9:15 p.m., and show went on as usual. Mutual is
tinue through Sunday evening ex"those fewto programs
can becept forchanged
conform towhich
the
present state of mourning of the
country." Up
p.m. Friday
newscasts
and to
the 6Hymns
of All
Churches were the only regular
programs broadcast. In place of
Sunday evening comedy shows a
special 2-hour memorial program
will be broadcast from Hollywood
7 to 9 p.m.
Mutual
Mutual revamped its Thursday
night schedule, retaining only regularly scheduled news commentaries and a portion of Conti Products
Treasure Hour, 9:30 p.m. when the
President's favorite tune "Home on
the
Range"
was played. Plan
was
to omit
all commercials,
retaining
only sponsor identification, credit
being given however in only one
n^NO
OOSS
NBC
instance
— Richfield
Corp.'s
Hale. Gabriel
Heatter,
who Arthur
regularly delivers his own commercials
Beginning May 15th, KOH with its ten prifor Zonite, did not mention his
mary counties, joins the NBC network . . .
sponsor,
Friday policy, as Broadcasting
bringing top flight programs to the people of
went to press, was to delete all
Reno who listen to KOH over 90% of the
commercials up until 5 p.m., but
time.
give sponsor identification where
desired by the advertisers. On all
To users of the Setlitie. this means excellent
locally sponsored shows, network
abandoned commercial format, filavailabilities, high ratings, big audiences in
ing in time normally set aside for
Reno.
local ads. Network generally was
to hold to its regular program
YtHAllS
schedule, adapting certain programs to the occasion, on Friday.
Two major cancelations, with no
credit, were Carter Products John
Not a regional network
but a groupkeyofstations,
longestablished
each
the
favorite
in its
GATEWAY
community
.
.
.
combined*
PAUL R
TO THE
on a new basis for NaRATMfiR CO.
tional spot business.
RICH
*See
McClaUhy SeUutc rate listTENNESSEE
ing first underRateCalifornia
Standard
and Data.in
VALLEY
McCtatcliy
WLAC
5 0,0 0 0 WATTS
NASHVILLE
BROADCASTING

1 Broadcasting
Compatiy
Paul
H.
RAYMER CO.
National
Sacramento,
California
Representative
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sroarotf. KWG
f/tfSNO-KMJ

So Round . .
So Firm . . .
So
Well, we stopped you, even
if this trim pair of limbs (or
legs) doesn't have anything to
do with broadcasting — except
to drive home our point.
Just as their trimness stopped
you to read this message, so
does our way of reaching the
hearts in a million and a quarter population primary area
command attention for our advertisers.
America's Greatest Direct
Response Audience is yours at
WMMNI
ASK A BLAIR MAN
Columbia Network

fRniMDNT,W.Vn.
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North
largest city.
City andCarolina's
county third
are compact
and
easily sold as one unit. Durham
; County, 1940 U. S. Census— 80,244.

Tobacco
, Big
chunk payroll
of Durham's
million
industrial
goes $23
to tobacco
workers. Durham makes 25% of all
the cigarettes
Is|, truly
the tobacco.made in U. S. It's
I

iCenter
^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Of the world. And what an inexpenf: sive market to reach. You can domiV nate at 250 watt rates. Don't cuss
the cigarette shortage. Cash in by
% scheduling

II

also devoting time to the San Francisco conference and in other ways
trying to point out that the best
tribute the nation can pay to its
late leader is to carry on his battle
for a lasting peace.
Commercials Cancelled
CBS, which broadcast the initial
announcement at 5:49 p.m., announced at 9 : 20 p.m. that all advertisers except news sponsors had
been notified of the cancellation of
all commercial programs until Frinoon, andYorkthat would
co-op programs
from day New
be minus
cues for local commercial announcements. At noon Friday it was announced that all regularly scheduled programs were to be cancelled
until 6 p.m., and that there would
be alterations in the regular schedcasts.ule that night for special broadBob Trout and John Daly were
on heavy duty throughout the night
until closing time at 2 a.m., one hour
later than usual. Representatives of
foreign governments, including the
ambassadors from France, Italy,
the Netherlands, Czechoslovakia,
Poland,cast Canada,
and their
Russia nations.
broadtributes from
Rabbi William Fineshriber, father
of the CBS assistant director of
broadcasts, led a prayer and Archbishop Spellman delivered a message. Outstanding overseas broadcasts included a pickup from a flagship off Okinawa, with Don Pryor
giving
servicemen's
and
from Larry
Lesueur reactions,
and Douglas
Edward in London.
Overpowered by emotion, Assistant Secretary of State Archibald

this

MacLeish was unable to continue a
broadcast Friday at 9 a.m. on CBS
This Living World. Mr. MacLeish
had revised the text of a prepared
talk
on "Peace
and theto Americas"
to include
a tribute
the President's international contributions,
but
thl-ee minutes,
his Dept.
voice
broke.after
Engineer
in the State
office,
noticing
the
poet's
bowed
head and shaking body, realized he
could not go on and switched to
New York for a music fill-in. Mr.
MacLeish's voice broke as he came
to thedentwords
". . so. ourtragically
great Presiwho is now
dead
atPlansthe were
moment
greatest
being ofmade
to haveneed."
Mr.
MacLeish deliver his talk in full
the same afternoon.
Washington Coverage
Washington
stations,
mainnews,
artery for network
world
carried the brunt of the nation's
coverage death.
of President
Roosevelt'slountimely
Advantageously
cated where the news was first announced and where all important
officials, both of this and foreign
governments, could be contacted,
they originated many of the special
programs beamed throughout the
country. No broadcasts were made
of the hurried swearing in of Harry
S. Truman as President and commentators were stopped by White
House guards within a minute or
two after the start of delivery of
the newsdentialdirectly
the Presimansion. Infromcommon
with
practically every station in the
United States,
the Capital's outlets
cancelled
all commercials.
After carrying the flash which

is

came over the news wires at about
5:55 p.m. WOL Commentator
Walter Compton went on at 6:1&
with a 15-minute general picture
ofsincePresident
Roosevelt's incareer
his first inauguration
1933.
Mr.
Compton
was
intermittently from then carried
on, delivering
most of the news for the station,
the large part of whose program
was fed through to the Mutual network. At 7:15, shortly after Mr.
Truman took the Presidential oath,
Mr. Compton started delivering a
remote report directly from the
White House but was stopped a
minute later by a guard.
WOL aired speeches by Attorney
General Francis Biddle, Senate Majority Leader Barkley (D-Ky.),
Minority
White and
(RMe.), Sen.Leader
ConnallySen.(D-Tex.)
Sen.
O'Mahoney
(D-Wyo.).
Mr.
Compton presented messages from
labor, introducing William Green,
president of the AFL, and James
Carey,Fulton
secretary-treasurer
of the
CIO.
Lewis jr. devoted
his
regular commentary to the news of
the death. Several attempts were
made to establish centact with
Georgia but no programs could be
gotten through
there.
WTOP from
Cove
rage
WTOP, CBS key, carried the flash
ofVernthe Hansen
President's
was passing
doing theat 5:50.
Fact
Finder
program
when
the
bulletin
was handed him. At 6 the station
switched to the network.
At 6:40 Bob Wood called from
the White House with details of
the President's
last Henry
moments.wasFive
minutes
later Bill
on
the air with the story.
WTOP picked up James F. Byrnes
from Spartanburg, S. C, at 8:21.
Gen. Marshall issued a statement
Thursday evening which was carried cast.onAll commercials
Bill Henry'swere8:55cancelled
newsuntil noon Friday, after which those
on the air were modifled.
WMAL, the Blue-ABC Washington outlet, broke the bulletin
at 5:49:30, one minute and a half
after it came over the news tickers. At 6:15 Earl Godwin and
Baukhage did a broadcast, followed through the evening by commen-

STATION
IN
Chattanooga
A full page of them in
the May 7 issue
of BROADCASTING on

CBS
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
NA TIONAL RBPRESENTA TIVES

5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
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taries by Ray Henle, Albert Leitch,
Milton Shoemaker, Martin Agron«ky, Raymond Swing, David Wills.
Dr. Howard Winkinson, rector of
St. Thomas Episcopal Church in
Washington, where the President
worshipped, broadcast from WMAL
as part of a net program, 7-7:30.
From 8:30-9, WMAL put on Sen.
Connally; CIO-PAC head, Sidney
Hillman; Sen. Barkley, Robert
Hannegan, Democratic National
Committee Chairman.
Justice William O. Douglas went
on the air at 9:33. Friday morning
at 10 Sen. Pepper (D.-Fla.) made
a broadcast from Washington. At
12:15 Earl Godwin and Jack Purcell were picked up from the House
radio gallery giving a roundup
report
on how were
"little"accepting
people in the
the
Governm.ent
news
of
the
President's
death
and
the new administration.
All commercials were cancelled
indefinitely on WMAL.
WRC Coverage
WRC, Washington key outlet of
NBC, fed 19 programs to the neton the day ofat the
death. workBeginning
5:49President's
p.m. with
the first flash, which was delayed
one minute for confirmation, the
station again took over the network at 6 p.m.
At 7:09:30 a bulletin was aired
on the administering of the oath
to Vice-President Truman and at
7:10 Kenneth Banghart broadcast
a description of the ceremony from
the White House. At 7:12 the station put on therespondent,
Chicago
Sun's corTom Reynolds.
At
r:13:30 Mr. Banghart again went
m the network.
On Friday, WRC put on Eugene
Meyer, editor and publisher of the
Washington Post, at 10 a.m. as
jart of a network roundup of edi;orial opinion on the death of Mr.
floosevelt and at 11:30 aired a spe;ial feature from the Capitol with
Sen. Barkley, Rep. Rayburn, Rep.
Vlartin and Rep. McCormack paricipating.
WWDC, local outlet, aired the
irst announcement at 5:48:10 p.m.,
mmediately cancelling all commer:ial programs and entertainment
features. Station announced swearng-in of the new President at
r:09:30 p.m. At 6:30 p.m. WWDC

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
HaUfax, Nova Scotia, to tell
the time.
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions, MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get

presented Ian Ross MacFarlane,
WITH Baltimore commentator,
with several Congressmen, following with its own commentator,
Richard Eaton, who gave sidelights
of his personal friendship with
the President.
Repeats Interview
The Washington Post station,
WINX, also a local outlet, broke
the news at approximately 5:48:30
p.m. All commercials immediately
were cancelled until after the
burial of the late President on Sunday at Hyde Park. On Friday afternoon at 3 p.m. Publisher Meyer
broadcast from the Dept. of Interior
studios with Secretary of the Interior Ickes as guest, along with the
Post political reporter, Ben Gilbert.
Dorothy Fuldheim, WJW news
analyst who interviewed President Truman a fortnight ago, repeated the interview on the BlueABC at 12:15 p.m. Friday. Earl
Harper, WJW special events director, flew to Columbus to present
Gov. Lausche on the Blue-ABC at
11:30 p.m. Thursday. WJW also
fed a statement by Mayor Thomas
A. Burke of Cleveland to the network.
Chicago stations reacted to the
President's death as elsewhere
throughout the country. All regu-

lar programs and commercials were
replaced bypropriate
frequent
news andWGN
apmusic meantime.
and ierWENR
signed
off
an
hour
earlin silent tribute. Mayor Edward
Kelly aired eulogies on the four
major
stations.
city'sheard.
religious
and civic
leadersThewere
WBBM Chicago had a special
script written by Les Weinrot
and Ken Robinson, two of Chicago's
top writers,
President's lifedramatizing
as Assistantthe Secretary of the Navy and as an advocate of a strong fleet. Phil Wrigley, head of the chewing gum company whose air time was used for
the program, personally edited the
script but of course, in line with
the dropping of even sponsor credit
lines, no mention was made of this.
The Great Lake Navy choir was
piped in for the program.
Canadian stations, in respect to
the memory
velt", revisedofall"neighbor
programsRooseand
eliminated virtually all commercials. Many eulogies were broadcast
by Canadian
and such
commen-as
tators. Someofficials
stations,
CFRB Toronto, rebroadcast famous
Roosevelt speeches and fireside
chats and carried American network programs which paid tribute
to the late President.

You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .

in Western North Carolina

WBNX reaches
The first exhaustive survey of radio listening in
Western North Carolina
was made by Industrial
Surveys Company.
WWNC is the first station
of its size and the first
outside of a metropolitan
market to subscribe to a
listener diary study. This
study represents reports
covering a greater percentage ofradio homes
than in any other market
so measured. It includes
those in all 12 counties in
the WWNC daytime primary (and roughly the
night-time primary and
secondary) area.

YOURS FOR A GREATER
SHARE
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7 DAY AVERAGE

Time

All
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28%
3 Others
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50%
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6:00 p.m.
to
6:00 p.m. 45%
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2,450,000
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Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking
•
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STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with

31 %

WBNX. Our program department will assist you in

6%

the translation of your copy.,

From 8:00 a.m. Sunday
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KC from
Serving
Western
I North
asheville
ed by the Katz Agency
Don S Elios, Executive Director f
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Shorttvave Devotes Entire Time to News.
Tributes^ Commentaries on Roosevelt
INTERNATIONAL radio, includ- ly, went on the air to Europe at
ing commercial
networkbroadcasters,
and Gov- noon Friday presenting tributes
ernment shortwave
from foreign government represencancelled all regularly-scheduled
tatives and on its regular Latinprograms Thursday when news of American programs had previousPresident
Roosevelt's
death
was
rely
aired
eulogies delivered by officeived in New York.
cials of Central and South American governments.
Special
news
reports,
commenOffice of War Information, shorttaries, tributes by both foreign and
U. S. officials were beamed to Eu- waving news overseas in 24 languages round-the-clock, devoted all
rope and Latin
NBC the
InternationalAmerica.
division followed
Thursday night to news, appropriate music and biographical sketches
same policy. NBC, broadcasting to of Mr.
Roosevelt and Mr. Truman.
Europe in six languages, broadcast
from Washington on Friday, with Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican
Affairs, in Spanish and
foreign officials paying tribute to
Mr. Roosevelt. They planned cov- Portuguese to Latin America,
erage of the funeral in broadcasts planned a special broadcast for
from Washington and Hyde Park. 10 p.m. Friday EWT, with Nelson Rockefeller and Latin AmerContrasting Enemy Reaction
ican diplomats speaking. CIAA
scheduled two broadcasts of the
NBC's monitors reported con- funeral,
4 p.m. Saturday and
trasting reactions from enemy radio, with Radio Tokyo interrupt- 10 a.m. Sunday from Washington
ing a prisoner-of-war broadcast to and Hyde Park. Pan American Day,
Saturday, was to be devoted to
"introduce
a few theminutes
music
to honor
passingof ofspecial
this shortwave programs concerning Mr.
Roosevelt.
Forces Radio
gi-eat man." Radio Berlin an- Service fromArmed
New York and San
nounced the President's death with
the comment that "Roosevelt will Francisco kept up news and comlong be remembered as the man
S. troops all over the
who started World War 11 and the world andmentary to U.Friday
afternoonto presented
transcribed
tributes
Mr.
man
sold outpost,
to thewhich
Russians."
CBS who
listening
first Roosevelt from foreign diplomats
in
the
U.
S.
heard the Berlin announcement at
BBC continued its regular news
6:57 p.m. EWT, said that the brief
bulletin
was repeated at regular bi'oadcast schedule, shortwaving
intervals.
UTAH BROADCASTING
New York, and Anoperator
of KUTA Salt Co.,
Lake owner
City, and
has
international, also calling AlistairethonyCooke,
Wigan from Washington.
changed
firm titleCo.to Utah Broadcast- offCBS
all regular programs indefinite- CBC, which used almost all NBC
ing & Television
programs Thursday night and Frimorning, originated
several
tributeday broadcasts
within Canada
and planned to transmit special
WARTIME CULTIVATION
programs to the U. S. through
NBC.
MISS TRUAAAN ON AIR
Has Appeared Frequently as
Radio Singer
DAUGHTER of President Truman, Mary Margaret Truman, has
long had her eye on radio as a
career. Interested both in the talent and product i 0 n ends of
broadcasting. Miss Truman
has appeared frea singer on thequently as former
Blue - ABC program
sionalCongresChildren
and the National
Children's Frolic
on WMAL, the Miss Truman
Blue's Washington key station.
For many years she was an active participant in the Frolic, and
her father often appeared on the
program with her. The day before
her father's nomination to the VicePresidency, Miss Truman called
long-distance to Bud Ward, m.c.
of the Frolic, just after the program went off the air.
CONSENT was granted by the FCC
last
week to oftheWNAX
WNAXYankton,
BroadcastingCo.,
licensee
S. D.,
for
of control
South
Dakotatransfer
Broadcasting
Corp.from
to Cowles
Broadcasting
Co.
Action
permits
subsequent adissolution
Southcompany.
Dakota
Broadcasting,
Cowles ofholding

for
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Coverage of stable markets for
present and post war sales is a
wise sales promotion investment.
The rich markets of Richmond and
Virginia, covered by Station WRNL
are stable markets.
The facts on the right are proof of
results.

SALES
• TIONAL
70.8% OFADVERTISERS
THE NAON THIS STATION
ARE RENEWALS.
• ADVERTISERS
88% OF THEON lOCAl
THIS
STATION
NEWALS. ARE REAdvertisers
don'f
renew contracts
unless the medium
they use pays off
in results.

Clearances Granted
ASCAP, BMI and SESAC have
given used
copyright
music
by theclearance
Treasury onDept.all
War Finance Division on the transcribed series being prepared for
the Seventh War Loan. All stations,
under the grant, may broadcast the
discs without restriction of any
kind.
800 different
stations
to dateAppi'oximately
have ordered the
series : Treasury Salutes, Music for
ship.
Millions and / Know the Enemy.
All are available for local sponsor-

WRNL • RICHMOND • VA.

5000
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NLRB
Seeks
Asks Decree to Force
Unit Acceptance
of NABET
FOLLOWING its decision and order in the NABET-network-Petrillo dispute, the National Labor
Relationstioned theBoard
weekCircuit
petiU. S. last
Second
Court of Appeals (New York) for
a decree to compel NBC and BlueABC nets to bargain with NABET
on platter -turners regardless of
threats of reprisal by the AFM.
Thus, within three months since
NABET decided on taking its case
to NLRB by filing an unfair labor
practice charge against the nets,
rather than calling a strike to force
recognition of its jurisdiction over
turntables [BROADCASTING, Jan. 8
et seq], the Board completed its
proceedings
in the dispute
exhausted al remedies
short ofandcourt
action. Few cases, it was noted in
legal circles, have been given such
expeditious handling by the Board.
Board Serves Notice
In filing its petition, the Board
also served notice to the various
parties of its action. It is expected
that a cross petition will probably
be filed soon by the AFM opposing
the issuance of a decree and that
Joseph A. Padway, counsel to
James C. Petrillo, will participate
in oral arguments when the case
is heard.
Under usual court procedure,
NLRB will be given 30 days to
file its brief but it was indicated
the Board will not wait out the
time allowed in the interest of
speedy determination of the dispute. After the Board has filed its
brief the Court usually grants 20
days to the other parties for filing
before
ments. setting a date for oral arguShould a decree be issued in support of the
orderhavein the
dispute,
the Board's
Board will
the
responsibility
of
obtaining
ance with that decree. In thecomplievent
the respondents fail to carry out

Court Order
the terms of the decree, the Board
may petition the Court to hold respondents in contempt and the
Court may order remedial action
and impose sanctions.
The 10Board's
petition,F. filed
as of
April
by Malcolm
Halliday,
associate general counsel, pointed
out that (1) respondents (NBC
and Blue) are Delaware corporations doing business in the state
of New York and therefore come
within the jurisdiction of the Second Circuit Court (2) the Board
had ordered the respondents to
cease and desist from refusing to
bargain with NABET and to take
affirmative actions to recognize the
union as the appropriate unit for
platter turning and (3) the Board,
pursuant to Section 10 (e) of the
National Labor Relations Act,
certifies and files with the Court
the entire record of the proceedings in the dispute.
"Wherefore", the petition conGoodyear Campaign
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER
Co., Akron, is conducting a spot
radio campaign in 65 cities, promoting Neolite soles and rubber
heels. Spots average five weekly
per station. Goodyear plans to add
more stations as soon as time is
available. Agency is Compton Advertising, Inc., New York.

». 24 HOUR SERVICE
ON DIRECT
CUT COPIES
OF YOUR
RECORDINGS

Against Nets
eludes, "the Board prays this
Honorable Court that it cause notice of the filing of this petition
and transcript to be served, upon
respondents and that thi& Court
take jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the questions determined
therein and make and enter upon
the pleadings,
testimony
and evi-in
dence ... a decree
enforcing
whole said order of the Board, and
requiring respondents, and their
respective officers, agents, successors, and assigns, to comply thereMesters Answer
with."
MURRAY
and Meyer
Mester,
owners of the Balbo
Oil Co.,
Brooklyn,
will file exceptions early this week
to
FCC's proposed
denial of
theirthe application
for acquisition
of a majority interest in WOV
New York from Arde Bulova and
Maj. Harry D. Henshel [Broadcasting, April 2] for $300,000, according to their attorney, Bernard
Noskin. Commission will then set
a date for oral argument, following which conclusive findings will
be issued.
WNYC,Thursday
New York's municipal
station,
last
citation from the received
Sons of a thespecial
American
Revolution
for
"patriotic
services
rendered Newtivities".
YorkPresentation
City ceremonies
home front were
acbroadcast.

Sales

Grow

When you use
KPRO
Blue Network Station
for the rich
''Valley of Paradise"
• Population over 600,000
• Income 54% above average
2
ISationally famous
Commentators
ISow available for
Sponsorship
1. Baukhage Talking
11 to 11:15 a.m.
Monday through Friday
2. Raymond Cram Swing
4:15 to 4:30 p. m.
Monday through Friday
For full details
Write, phone or wire
KPRO

1121 VERMONT AVE.-WASH. 5,D. C.
WRITE-WIRE OR CALL FOR DETAILS
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1000 Watts
The Blue Network
Studios in Riverside
and San Bernardino,
California
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BMB Field Tests
To Answer Critics
Discussed by Executive
Committee at New York
BMB will inaugurate in the near
future a series of experimental
field tests
tions anddesigned
criticismto ofanswer
the quesBMB
method that were brought up during the NAB district meetings.
Plans for these field studies, which
will cover such problems as those
of the foreign language station,
the non-network station in a major
market, geographical peculiarities
and ersothers
by broadcastat the presented
district meetings,
were
discussed last Tuesday and Wednesday by the which
Executive
committee of BMB,
met in
New
York with Hugh Feltis, president
of the organization.
Expressing gratification at the
record achieved by BMB to date,
with approximately 500 stations
pledged to support the research
project, the committee discussed
several possible locations for a New
York headquarters, the problem of
securing
a research
direct the field
studies director
and the toother
technical operations of BMB, the
appointment of a nine-man technical committee representing the
ANA, AAAA and NAB, and other
operating
zation. problems of the organiFinancial Needs
Committee, comprising Frederic
Gamble, president, AAAA; Paul
West, president, ANA; J. Harold
Ryan, president, NAB; Roger
Clipp, general manager, WFIL
Philadelphia, and chairman of the
NAB Research Committee, suggested that the finance committee meet
in the near future to study the financial requirements of the various operations of BMB. It was also
decided that the BMB board should
be called for the first week in May.
Group sent a case of champagne
to John E. Fetzer, WKZO Kalamazoo, NAB director from District 8,
for conducting the district meeting
at which the highest percentage of
broadcasters — 97% — signed up with
BMB. Half-cases were sent to Paul
Morency, WTIC Hartford, director
from District 1, whose meeting in
Boston was the first to produce
pledges from more than 90%, and
to Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI San
Antonio, director from District 13,
first district to achieve 100%.
Breakdown by networks of BMB
subscribers as of April 5, end of
the district meetings, shows that of
the 190 affiliates of Blue-ABC 114
or 60% have signed up; 93 of the
149 CBS affiliates, or 627c ; 157 of
Mutual's 255 stations, or 62%; 86
of NBC's 142 stations, or 61%. Of
the 178 non-affiliated stations, 68
or 38% have signed. Total of 490
stations subscribing to BMB (28
were affiliated with two networks)
repi-esents
the 874 commercial stations56%nowof operating
in the
country. Subscribers represent 64%
of NAB member stations and 36%
of the nonmember stations.
The five McClatchy stations and

HALF-MILE from the nearest dry land, this is the KWKH Shreveport
transmitter April 6 after the Soda Lake Canal levee, two and one-half
miles northwest, broke. Chief Engineer W. E. Anthony and his operators
kept the station on the air by piling sandbags six feet high at all
entrances. Even then the water was within two feet of topping them.
Pumps capable of moving 30,000 gallons per hour helped keep water
out of transformers, water circulating equipment and other vital spots.
Station's three 481-foot towers can be seen in the background.
Lt. R. H. Postlethwait
Kiwanis to Honor
LT.
RICHARD H. POSTLETHRadio for Service
WAIT, 31, known in radio for the
past
as Dick Post, was
KIWANIS International will award killedtenin years
action March
in Germany
Certificates of Citation to broad11, 1945,on
while serving
casting
stations
for
"contribution
to the war and service to the comwith the 310th In13 to 19. munity" during the week of May
Division fantry,of78th the
Celebrating the 25th anniversary
First Army. His
of broadcasting in America the
first
radio
affiliaservice organization, with 2,260
tion was with
WMBD Peoria as
clubs and
membersStates
will and
include both144,000
the United
an announcer. He
Canada in its awards. President
joined WCCO
Ben Dean, Grand Rapids advertisalter and served
ing
man,
has
announced.
The NAB will participate with Lt.
two
years
before
joining Chicago.
the soon
anPostlethwait
Kiwanis in the observance. J.
nouncing staff of Minneapolis
WBBM
Harold Ryan, Toledo, O., president At the time of his induction in
of the NAB, will address the radio November 1943 he was radio director of the Russell M. Seeds Co,
week meeting of the Kiwanis Club
of Omaha at noon Friday, May 18.
Certificates will be awarded to the Thompson, WFBG Altoona; Arfour majorof New
networks
the The
Kithur R. Kirkham, KOIN Portland;
wanians
York byCity.
C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton,
Chicago Club is inviting widely Victor
Pa.;
T. Mason, WMRN
known radio executives to attend Marion,Robert
Raymond A. Gaul,
its meeting Thursday, May 17, at WRAW O.;
Reading
and Alvin B.
the Sherman Hotel. William S. Sheehan, WCCO Minneapolis.
Hedges, vice-president of NBC,
v/ill address the Harrisburg Kiwanis club during' the week.
A radio week advisory committee includes Carl J. Burkland,
WTOP Washington; Carleton D.
Smith, WRC Washington; Roy F.
six others were added to the list of
BMB subscribers last week. McBroadcasting Equipment]
Clatchy group comprises KERN
Bakersfield, KWG Stockton, KFBK
THE NAME
Sacramento, KMJ Fresno, KOH
Reno. Other new BMB members
are WIBC Indianapolis; KDFN
TO REMEMBER
Casper, Wyo.; WDWS Champaign,
111.; WIGM Medford, Wis.; KVOL
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
Lafayette, La.; WCSC Charleston,
MINIMUM MAINTENANCE
S. Mr.
C. Feltis left New York Thursday for Omaha to move his family
GATES RADIO CO.
to their new home in East ScarsQVI\CY, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
dale, New
York. He expected to return Tuesday.
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V-E Day Planning
NBC Stations Planning & Advisory Committee will meet April
for a discusU.S. Nets Ready for Coast Meet 17-18sion inof V-ENewDayYork,
plans and postwar
NBC, Blue and Mutual Begin Broadcasts of problems. Committee
members expected to attend are: G. Richard
Pre - Conference Coverage Programs
WIS Columbia; Clair McWITH commentators and news- Our Foreign Policy, with Sens. Shafto,
WGAL Lancaster;
men assigned to cover the United
(D-Tex.) and War- Cullough,
Lord, WAVE Louisville;
Nations Conference scheduled to Tom renConnally
R. Austin (R-Vt.) discussing Nathan
Harold
Wheelahan,
WSMB New
start arriving in San Francisco
and . director
San Francisco".
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP
Sterling Fisher,
of the Orleans;
the beginning of this week, stations "Chapultepec
St. Paul; Edgar T. Bell, WKY
last week were hurriedly complet- NBC University of the Air, an- Oklahoma
City; Richard O. Lewis,
nounced that the series will consonnel.ing plans and deciding upon perKTAR Phoenix; Arden X. Pangtinue after the security conference born,
KGW
Portland, Ore.
Arrangements have been com- ends with the State Dept., Conpleted to put radio booths in the
gress
and
a
public
group
conducton also
an alternating
boxes in the Opera House,, next basis.ingThebroadcasts
Mueller Assigned
added Sam
door to the Veterans' Building, Hayes and network
John Wald, West Coast MERRILL MUELLER, NBC corgiving the networks practically commentators,
to
the
large
group
respondent who has been covering
front row for the curtain raiser
already assigned to the meeting the Eastern front, has gone to
which is to be at 2 p.m. (PWT) which
begins April 25.
Manila to replace George Thomas
with President Truman probably
The Blue network is running a Folster at MacArthur's headquarspeaking either from the White World
Peace Forum series of four
ters. Mr. Folster, veteran of three
House or San Francisco, declaring weekly
presided over by years in the Pacific, has been sent
the Conference officially open. It Sumnerprograms,
Welles,
former
Under
to
San
Francisco for a rest, and
has been announced that the Con- Secretary of State. Sen. Joseph is expected
to be in New York
ference will go on as planned but Ball (R-Minn.), Dr. Quincy soon. Mr. Mueller
was first heard
the White House had not declared
professor of international from Manila on Thursday's "World
definitely Friday whether President Wright,
law
at
the
U.
of
Chicago
and
Dr.
Truman would deliver the opening Percy Corbet, professor of govern- News Roundup".
address.
ment and jurisprudence at Yale
The four major U. S. networks,
be heard on this Mon- part of her regular Monday
and the Canadian, British and U., wereday'stosession.
Johnny and
Johnstone,
Friday broadcasts.
Australian
Broadcasting
companBlue-ABC
news
George through
ies have almost completed their Milne, director ofchief,
Roberto
Unanue, assistant
direc-of
engineering
optor
of
Latin
relations
plans for technical coverage of the
erations, left New York Friday for CBS, and American
Rodriguez
Fabregat,
conference. Each will have individ- San Francisco
to set up coverage
ual news printers, news desks and
Spanish - language commentator,
a telephone switchboard. The U. S. plans.
Mutual had Comdr. Harold E. will cover the Conference for CBS
Latin
network, Cadena
companies
will
each
have
two
stuformer governor of Minne- de las American
dios within their offices and the Stassen,
Americas. Their broadcasts,
sota and a delegate to the Confer- to
others will share one large studio
be
heard
nightly
p.m.,
ence and Marquis M. Childs, Wash- will be transmitted from9-9:30
between them. Ten other studios
San Francolumnist, speaking on the
provided in the blueprint plans of subject ington
c
i
s
c
o
t
o
New
York,
picked
up
and
"The Challenge of Peace"
south.
the setup
in theFrancisco
Veterans'haveAudilast Sunday on Let's Face the rebroadcast
torium in San
not Issue.
A traffic office has been set up
yet been allotted but may be used
Upton Close, expert on Asia and by Press
Wirelesstoinspace
San inFrancisco in addition
the
by smaller
ent stations. networks of independ- the Pacific area, and Bessie Beat- conference
headquarters. Arrangety,
women's
commentator,
will
join
ments
have
been
made
for
speeding
Pre-Conference Coverage
Mutual's commentary staff at the
Among network pre-conference Conference. The latter will tran- stories by foreign correspondents.
Other plans by stations are:
coverage, NBC started the first
scribe a two-week series of 15program Saturday of its series. minute talks to be presented as Tilden
WKBZof theMuskegon,
Kenneth
copy and Mich.—
continuity
staff
and
United
Nationsa vice-commander
Legion will serveofasthea delegate
onference.
the advisory committee at the conWROXSr., Clarksdale,
Miss.— Col. ofBlrney
Imes
the
station,
willowner
coverand
as operator
a representative
ofnewspaper,
the Mid-South
Network
and
for his
the
Columbus
Commercial
Dispatch.
LongandBeach,
Cal.— Plansbe direct
lineKGEB
hookup
dispatches
hanC. Merwln
Dobyns, toowner
and
generaldled bymanager.
KSTP
St.
Paul,
Minn.Plans
direct
dally broadcasts by Dr. Harold Scott
Quigley,
professor
of political
science
the
of Minnesota,
associate
editor
ofatassociate
Far U.Eastern
Quarterly
andEastformer
editor
on
the
Par
for
Current
History
Magazine.
Dr.
Quigley
studied in andJapan
ona delegate
a Guggenheim
fellowship
was
at
the
Shanghai
American
Council of conference
the Instituteof ofthePacific
Relations.
KPMC Bakersfield
Cal.— No planned
direct
broadcasts
or transcriptions
but Artward Mason,
wUl fornews fromnews
the editor,
Conference
use on regular
sponsored
newscasts.for
KOL
Seattle,
Wash.—
To
supplement
regular
coverage will
a direct pickup fromnetwork
San Francisco
Monday,
Wednesday
and Fridaybe tomade
Mutual
stations
in
Washington.
Jerryall
Morris,
program
director, will
interview
well-known
commentators
covering
the
and supply
local Broadcasts
color from
aConference
Washington
viewpoint.
are
being
sponsored
by
the
Joint
CounDrawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
cil of Teamsters
28 as a public
service
offering to No.
the state.
"The Captain Will
You in a Few Minutes, Col. Paley!"
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Canadian,

British,

Australian,

f£8k: i_

NOW FUUTIME
WITH NEWS
EVERY
HOUR
ONHOUR
THE

WHKC
COLUMBUS
NOW DOUBLE POWER
NEW WAVE LENGTH 610 KC.
ONLYCENTRAL
MUTUALOHIO'S
STATION
★
TAe News Voice of Ohio
★
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
RADIO
ADVERTrSING
521 5th Ave., New York CityCO.
333 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago. III.

• MORE PEOPLE
LISTEN
• MORE PEOPLE

CKRC
.WINNIPEG
*THE
DOMINION- CANADA
NETWORK*
Snow in September..

down South...
Cotton is the 16-county
WSPA-Piedmont's largest
money crop. Over 27,500,000
baled -pounds each year are « ]
produced in Spartanburg
County alone.
SPARTANBURG,
CAROLINA
WSPA SOUTH
5000 watts Day, 1000 HomeofCampCrotI
watts Night
950 kilecyclef. Rep. by Hollingbery
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They

Like

Our Style
We say, with apologies fo none,
that we sincerely believe WAIR
fo be one of tlie besf sales-producing stations in the entire south.
There is an intensity of popularity
in the large area we cover.
W A I R
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representative: The Walker Company

w
I
N
N

KOIN
In the
People's Cause'^
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Nat'l Rep.
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Actions of the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
APRIL 7 TO APRIL 13 INCLUSIVE
Decisions . . .
ACTIONS APRIL
BY COMMISSION
9
Following stations granted license
renewals
for
period
4-1-46:
KANS WHAI
WGBB KFXM
WOMT ending
KBIZ WTAX
WHIZ
WSOC
WSNY
WGCM
WBML
KDON
WHBU
WSMJ
WCOU
WPAX WCOV
KROY KDLR
KPPC KWLC
WSLS
KFOR
KOVO
WATN.
WAIT missing
Chicago—
Adopted
order
dislicense renewal
in view of FCCapplication
actionfor 12-12-44.
WJTN Jamestown,
N. Y.—basisGranted
exlicense on temp,
6-1-45.
pending tensiondetermination
license torenewal
application.
WJMC Paterson,
Rice Lake,N.Wis.—
Same.
WPAT
J.— Same.
WLOKnewal fLima,
Granted4-1-46.
license reor periodO. —ending
KELAcense Centralia,
Wash.—
Granted
renewal for period ending H-1-47.li1-45.WJDXcense Jackson,
renewal for Miss.—
period Granted
ending 11-liWEDCnewal foChicago—
Granted9-1-45.
license rer period ending
KHBC for
Hilo,period
Hawaii—
Granted
renewal
ending
2-1-46.license
KADA Ada,
Okla.— Same.Same.
WLOF
Orlando,
KFUN Las
Vagas.Fla.—
N. M.— Same.
APRIL 10
NEW-1340
kc
John
M. Spottswood,
Key West, Fla.
Designated
application
for— new
station for250 hearing
w unlimited.
NEW-1490 kc Fred O. Grimwood,
Bloomington,
Ind.
—
Designated
for
hear-w
ing application for new station 100
unlimited.
NEW-1450 kc Copper City Broadcasting Corp.,petition
Rome, N.insofar
Y. — Adoptedrequests
order
granting
that tionFCCfor new
holdstation
status 250quoasw ofitunlimited;
applicaset asidenating saction
of FCCfor2-27-45
desigaid application
hearing
and
ordered
application
status quothatunder
Sec. 2 be
(a) held
of FCCin
Public
Noticekc 1-25-45.
NEW-1230
The Corinth Broadcasting Co., Corinth,
Miss. — Adopted
designating
hearing
be order
consolidatefor
d with hearing
on toapplication
of Blrney
Imes
Jr.
set
5-7-45,
application for new station 250 w unlimited.
1010hearing
kc WINS
New York—
for
application
for Designated
vol. assgn.
license
Crosley from
Corp. Hearst Radio Inc. to The
1230 granting
kc WERCpetition
Erie,forPa.—reconsiderAdopted
order
application
to 1230ation kcand grant
and oflicense
to coverchange
CP;
granted said application.
DOCKET ACTION
APRIL 11
1590
kc
WALB
Albany, Ga.—for Adopted
order
granting
application
license
renewal.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
APRIL 11
Midstate
Radio
Corp., petition
Utica, N.to Y.—
Passed
over
indefinitely
in-of
tCity
ervene in hearing
on application
Copper
Broadcasting
new station Rome, N. Y. Corp. for
Utica Broadcasting Co., Utica, N. Y.—
Same.
Augusta Broadcasting Co., Charleston,
S. C. — Granted
motionstation
to amend
application for new
to show
changes
corporation.in stockholders in applicant
KHQ KGA
Granted Joint
petition
in partSpokane—
for continuance
ing on license
renewal
applications hearnew
setKOMO
4-18-45;KJRcontinued
same
to 5-18-45.
Seattle— Granted
requestset
for
30-day
continuance
hearing
now
4-16-45 re license renewal applications.
ACTIONS BY ADM. BOARD
APRIL 9
1490 kclicense
WKBV to Richmond,
Ind.—
Granted
cover
CPand Increase
power
to 250 kcw move
trans,Broadcasting
studio.
NEW-1340
Alabama
Co., Sylacauga,
Ala. — Granted
license to
cover
CP new(WFEB).
station
250 w unlimited;
conditions

Tentative Calendar . . .
APRIL 17
Further Hearing
WCHS Charleston, W. Va.— License renewal.
APRIL 20
WMC Memphis— License renewal.
1230 kc license
WFVA toFredericksburg,
Va. —
Granted
cover CP change
to 1230 kc and hours operation to unlimited.
610 kc WHKC Columbus,
O.— Granted
license
changeto
frequencyto cover
to 610 CPkc,authorizing
Increase power
1 kw, change
hours
operation
to
unlimited and install DA.
640 cekc
WHKKCP asAkron—
nse to cover
mod., Granted
authorizinglichange
to 640
increase
tofrequency
1 kw,install
change
hourskc,and
operation
topowerunlimited,
DA-DN
move
trans,
and
studio;
subject
to
condition
that
onappropriate
notice from steps
FCC licensee
shall
take
immediately,
thru modification of antenna or reductiontoerffepower,
so as to reduce
inrence to ZNS Bahamas
andin VONF
Newfoundland,
value notwith
excessw
ofusingthatnon-directlonal
caused tobya WHKC
500
Paducah Broadcastingantenna.
Co., Paducah,
Ky.
PlacedFM instation.
pending file application
for —new
Queen
tle— Same. City Broadcasting Co., SeatColumbus Broadcasting Co., Columbus, Ga. — A.Same.Hardman, North Adams,
James
Mass.
— Same.
Wilmington Star-News Co., Wilmington, N. C. —Broadcasting
Same.
Liberty
Co., Atlanta —
Same.
Fisher's BlendBroadcasting
Station, Seattle—
Same.
Mid-Coastal
Co., Washington— Same.
Scripps-Howard
Radio
Inc.,
Pittsburgh— Same.W. Reynolds, Fort Smith,
Donald
Ark.—
Same.
Scripps-Howard
Radio Inc.,
Pittspending
file
tionburghfor— Placed
a new incommercial
TV applicastation.
Kansas
City
Star
Co.,
Kansas
City
—
Same.
APRIL 9
Applications
1230 kccontrol
KFJB from
Marshalltown,
la.—
Transfer
Earl N. Peak,
deceased, istrtoatrix of estate.
Catherine R. Peak, adminNEW-Guillermo
Ramon York
Corand
A.Cortada,
Mayoral,
—tada
CP frequency
new George
PM station
to be Newoperated
on
to
be
determined
FCC
following reallocation, 8,600 sq.by
ml. (incomplete).
New-48.1
mc WRGA
Rome,
new FM station,
13,300 sq.
mi. Ga.—
(incom-CP
plete).
NEW-47.1
mcandGeorge
A. Mayoral,
William Cortada
Cortada,
Orleans—
CP new
FMRamon
station,
13,300Newsq.
mi.
(Incomplete).
APRIL 10
1430 kcfromWBYN
Brooklyn— Transfer
control
Rae
Kronenberg
as exunder last will
testament
of Aaron ecutrixKronenberg,
RaeandKronenberg,
SalvatoreTestan
D'Angelo,
Testan News
and
Millie
to ThePeterEvening
Pub. Co.
New Jersey Broadcasting Corp., Jersey City,mental
N. station
J.— Mod. CP newto developchange
corporate
name to(W2XJC)
Atlantic Broadcasti
n
g
C
o
.
1400
kc
WJLB
Detroit—
Mod.
change
corporate name from John CPL.
Boothdio Broadcasting
Stations Inc. Inc. to Booth Ra910 kcservice
KEEW authorization
Brownsville, 910Tex.—kc
Special
250
w unlimited.
NEW-1490
kc
Ewing
Jackson,
— LicenseBroadcasting
to cover Oo.,
CP
new
stationMiss.(WJXN).
APRIL 11
kc WBBL
Richmond,
Va.—trans,
Mod.
CP1450change
assignment
and move
site,
for
approval
trans,
equipment,
amendedtenna toand trans,
use presently
site. licensed an-

WPEN FILim PLEA
TO DROP CHARGES
FOLLOWING announcement April
7 by U. S. District Judge William
H. Kirkpatrick that he would
favorably entertain a motion to dismiss injunction proceedings against
WPEN Philadelphia by eight religious groups, the station last
week planned to formally file such
a motion.
The action
groups, through
which hadtheearlier
tried
FCC
[Broadcasting, April 9] filed a
bill
in equityofclaiming
WPEN's
cancellation
their programs
violates their contract rights and
that the station is a common carrier and cannot refuse to sell time
or give away free time as long as
there is a buyer. Temporary relief
requested was refused by Judge
Fitzpatrick. Denial of other requests by the church organizations
for a nent
restraining
orderkeeping
and permainjunction from
them
off the station await the formality
of a decision on the motion to dismiss.
The Fundamentalist group, which
had been using more than 20% of
the station's time, protested after
cancellation of all commercial religion on the station under its new
ownership and management. The
Philadelphia Bulletin took over the
station from Arde Bulova last Dethe religious
cials cember
were andcanceled
as of commerApril 2.
It is understood the plaintiffs
will amend their complaint, droppingtracts
the contention
conwere violated that
and their
standing
on the common carrier issue. They
will
carry the case to the
Courtprobably
of Appeals.
The eight plaintiffs, some of
whom use radio nationally, are the
Young Peoples Church of the Air
Inc., Highway
nacle, E. SchuylerMission
EnglishTaber(The
Pilgrimner Hour),
Rev. Theodore
Eis(Non-Sectarian
Tabernacle),
Wiley Mission Inc., Wesleyan
Methodist Church of Camden,
N. J., Word of Life Fellowship
Inc. of New York and Rev. Earl
Mclntire (Bible Presbyterian
Church), Collingswood, N. J.
NEW-47.1O. —mcCP Review
Co.,
Alliance,
new FMPublishing
station, 2,644
sq. mi., $23,550 estimated cost.
NEW-46.1
mc WSIX Nashville— CP
new
FM station,
estimated
cost. 16,000 sq. ml., $91,000
570ferkccontrolWNAX
Yankton, Dakota
S. D.— BroadTranscasting from
Corp. to South
Cowles Broadcasting
Co.
—CPNEW-46.3
new FMmc WJRD
station, Tuscaloosa,
3,560 sq. Ala.
mi.
APRIL 13
NEW-Channel 1 Twentieth Century
Film Corp.,
New YorkA3,— CPA5 new
experimental TV station,
emission.
NEW-47.1
mc station,
WSLS Roanoke,
Va.—
CP
new
FM
34,350
sq.
mi.,
$56,000 estimated cost.
NEW-48.7
mc
WLVA
Lynchburg,
Va.
—CP
FM station,
$45,500 newestimated
cost. 29,530 sq. ml.,
NEW-99.8for mcFM.station,
WFAA DaUas—
new
developmental
1 kw, CPspecial
emission
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Secret

Radio

Devices

Shown

For First Time by the Army
a special frequency. By means of a
By MARY ZURHORST
telephone dial attached to the radio
it TENT FLAPS that have covered set, the operator can dial the three
restricted radar, radio detonators, digit number of the mine and set it
radio field artillery spotters and off, with 21,000 code denominations
other secret Signal Corps appa- and pulses that may be used. The
ratus were literally flung back last
operates over a range of 8 miles
week when the Army Service set
on land, 20 on water.
Forces staged a display of equipPrinciples
the radio relay set
ment never before seen by other are already ofbeing
experimented
than
the
Army
or
the
manufacwith
by
telephone
companies for
turer.
future
communications
use. The
Originally designed to acquaint facilities are used by the
Army
the general staff and theatre com- either to supplement or replace
manders with recent developments wire circuits. Using five frames of
of the Signal Corps, Ordnance, equipment, two gas-driven power
Transportation Corps and all ASF generators, and a 50-foot tower, rebranches, the gates of Ft. Meyer
sembling in appearance radar anwere opened to the press by last
tenna though not related in operaminute orders of Gen. Brehon Somt
i
o
n
,
a
signal
can be sent 25 to 50
ervell, ASF Commander.
miles
cuits. at sea level over VHF cirHow They Operate
The signal may be relayed to
Such hitherto secret sets as the
other towers, its range
radar - controlled anti - aircraft numerous
limited
Signals
searchlight were revealed and ex- have beenonlysentbyupterrain.
1,800 miles.
plained. The AN/TPL-1 as the Towers must be intoline
of
Army terms it, synchronizes the with one another, as the signal sight
will
beam of a field searchlight with di- not
bend. Eight voice frequencies
rection-finding equipment. Seated or eight
facsimile
pictures
can
at a tent-covered control board ap- transmitted simultaneously. Usingbe
proximately eight feet long, three
on a separate freSignal Corps men have in front of a carrierquencywave
, the equipment can operate
them four circular scopes — like 12 teletypewriter
circuits on one
lenses — showing the location and
range of approaching aircraft. Of channel, and 96 simultaneously.
As the beam has a width of only
the two larger scopes, one indicates
degrees, its security is equal to
the location of the craft by means 3%
of a variable line across the radius wire circuits. Its lack of bulk is
of the scope. The other gives the shown in the fact that for 21 freight
to transport comparaas it is indicated
by disect"pips" cars bleneeded
orrange
interference
across a line
wire equipment, the radio apparatus requires but 1% cars.
ing the scope.
radiosetfield
spotter
Two "pips"
on the is The
a 40-lb.
thatartillei-y
can be carried
smaller
scopes converging
give the antenna
range finding information. As the either
on
a
man's
back
or
by
antenna is raised, controlled by animal in difficult terrain. Withpacka
handwheels on the control board range of five miles overland, the
governing both the azimuth and set— the SCR-619— includes both
elevation of the antenna, the search- compact transmitter and receiver,
light goes on, and the aircraft is and is used by front line men and
automatically intercepted by the scouts in spotting enemy field artillery. The information is relayed
beam. The antenna is a highly mobile concave unit, mounted atop the back to the base of operations
control board.
through a lip mike and small chest
includes a lever
Also displayed was a light-weight attachmentwhenwhich
transmitting, release
early warning radar set. The con- towhenpressreceiving.
Earphones are also
trols are in a small, portable case
with two scopes operating much attached. As the set is completely
the same way as those of the radar submersible, it is designed especially for amphibious operations.
searchlight set. The direction-findAs part of the heavier equipment,
ing antenna is also concave and of
wire construction. The two scopes the Signal Corps displayed a radar
give position of a plane in relation anti-aircraft apparatus which autoto the set. The set can locate a
matically computes the gun range
medium bomber within a 100-mile even with no one at the controls. A
range.
massive piece of field equipment,
A radio set maintenance box the set can be turned in all direcwas shown which carries in comtions, the large, ear-like radar antenna moving with the rest. An
pact form all tools needed for servicing and replacing radio parts. operator's seat projects on either
The individual parts of sets are side. Gun range can be determined
from the readings of the
wrapped in thermoplastic, a mois- accurately
ture proof covering used especially radar scopes.
An the tropics.
The Signal Corps equipment,
A display that astonished the along with that of the other ASF
groups was shown to senior Conpress temwaswhich thesetsradio
detonator
sysoff land mines by
gressmen, radio commentators and
means of selected radio frequencies. certain members of the press for
a
limited
three
days.
A soldier lays a mine, assigns to it
'BROADCASTING
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Philips Terminates
Licenses for RCA
All licenses for the manufacture
of radio communications equipment
issued by RCA under United States
patents
of N. (Philips
V. Philips'
Gloeilampenfabrieken
Incandescent
Lamp Works Co.) of Eindhoven,
Holland, will be terminated on July
1, the Hartford National Bank &
Trust Co., trustee, announced last
week.
Stating
"practically allequipmajor radiothat
communications
ment today incorporates principles
covered
by Philips
announcement
pointedpatents,"
out that the
foi
the last 20 years American industry
has used these patents through license agreements with RCA, General Electric Co. and Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co.
"Licenses
under these
were
also included
in the patents
license
granted by RCA to the Government
for warment said,purposes,"
the theannounceadding that
trustee
isrights
takingavailable
steps toto"make
the patent
the Government
and industry under appropriate
terms after the present licenses expire." RCA, GEto and
will continue
hold Westinghouse
nonexclusive
licenses after July 1.
Asked how licenses will be issued
after that date, a spokesman for
the trustee told Broadcasting that
the method has not been fully deined as yet andtheis trustee
now undeidiscussion termbetween
and
the Government. He explained that
the change in licensing arrangements is in line with the change in
the set-up of the three American
companies,
who acted in combinado so.tion 20 years ago bufwho no longer
In 1925,
he said,
RCA abroad,
represented al three
companies
which is no longer true since the
reorganization
of the company
under a Federal consent
decree some
ten years ago. Stressing the fact
that the decree in no way prevented
the continuation of the licensing
agreements, he said that the change
in relationships of the three American organizations resulted in a
decision two years ago to terminate
the present agreement, which otherwise would have been extended automatically.
Philips Incandescent Lamp Works
Co. wasfore theorganized
in 1931
bewar it was
one and
of the
world's leading manufacturers of
radio, lighting.
X-ray and
other
electrical
and electronic
products,
employing
more
than
45,000
sons. When Eindhoven, which perthe
Germans captured in 1940, was liberated last year the scientific staff
and laboratories were found "virsaid. tually intact," the announcement
Groves Campaign
GROVES Chill Tonic, St. Louis,
will start a radio campaign on June
18 to run for 13 weeks. Stations
and markets to be used have not
been revealed.

IVatcU
Homer
Griffith
Company
Rad'o Station Representatives
Largest
Fastest
Growing
The
West's
Organization
"We know
the West
Homer We
Griffith
Connpany
sell the
West"
Hollywood San Francisco Seattle

WITH
REX
DAVIS
4 TIMES DAILY

Folks
Turn First to—
NEW ORLEANS
50,000
Watts
Clear Channel
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Wanted
(Cont'd)
Radio Help
Stationstaff
KHMO
Isinenlarging
its
I— Classified Advertisements — i announcing
and
is
additional
announcer
at
once.needYouof willan
PAYABLE
IN
ADVANCE
—
Checks
and
money
orders
only
—
Minimum
$1.00.
Situation Wonted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 words for
need
to operate
your own Send
turntables
and must
be experienced.
audiblind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue dote. Send box replies
tion transcription
and write complete
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 Notional Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
details as tosificaage,
experience,
draft
tions, and how soon available,clas-to
Radio
souri. Station KHMO, Hannibal, MisHelp Wanted
TRANSMITTER ENGINEER FOR 5 KW
Help
Wanted
(Cont'd)
Chief
engineer
wanted
on
KGFW
STATION.
Operator-announcer.
Firstbe class
radio-of Kearney, Nebr. Permanent man showing MIDWEST
MUST HOLDBLUEA NETWORK
RADIO TELEPHONE
telephone
license.
Must
capable
and responsibility
has privi-If FIRST
news
andNBCcommercial
announcing.
Forof initiative
LICENSE.OF PLEASE
SUBMITCLASS
AN OUTLINE
EXPERIENCE
lege of securing
interest in business
regional
station
in
western
city
25,000.
Good postwar future. Box 932, desired.
AND EDUCATION. BOX 539, BROADmediately.Write complete particulars. Im- CASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer on— $40.00
for 40station.
hours, day
time
Wanted alone,
— Continuity
writer.capable
Not forof schedule
First classBlueengineer
wanted
for 250-watt
network
Midwest
spots
but a writer
Indiana
Network
station.
Permahandling
continuity
department
and
city
over
100,000
west
of
the
Mississippi.
nent Jobtifor
right
man.
State
full
parideas Into
nd salaryBROADCASTING.
expected in first converting
Replies confidential. Box 540, BROADKGNC, Amarillo,
Texas.finished program. CASTING.
letter. Boxculars a399,
Urgent— atAdditional
1st collect
class engineer
you are a galcopy
radio expericopy- needed
First classgressiveengineer
wanted forstation
pro- Copywriterwriter,—withifcommercial
once. Call
WSAM,
250-watt
Blue-Mutual
Saginaw, Michigan.
encethere
and want
a permanent
agency
inandnortheast
Texas. Send qualifications
where
is
real
opportunity,
write,
salary
requirements
to
Box
466,
Situations
Wanted
BROADCASTING.
outlining catiyour
experienceinformation
and qualifi-In
ons. Give complete
Wanted — Operator,
first classstorylicense.
wants
connection
afteror
agecopy.and Jessop
salary Adde- Top
Immediately.
Send complete
first first letter.
May newsman
15. Prefer
northern
midwest
sired. vertising
Send Including
samples
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STATION OFFICIALS
ATTEND LAVNCHINGS
REPRESENTATIVES of 35 radio
stations of the Sixth Naval District were guests of Rear Adm.
Jules
James, USN,
commandant
the district
and the
Charlestonof
Navy Yard, at the launching of two
Charleston-built landing ships. Welcoming the radio officials, Adm.
James said,
radio
stations
have "The
made Nation's
an invaluable
contribution
to
the
war
effort."
Station men
were: in, WJAX;
Florida:
John present
T. Hopkins,
Francis King, WMBR; and Thomas
Chapeau,
WJHP
all
Jacksonville.
Georgia: Melvin Gorman, WGAU
Athens; lanta;James
Davenport,
WATL
AtJohnWSBFulton,
WGSTJohn
Atlanta:
John
Outler,
Atlanta;
Puqua,
WGAC
Augusta;
William
Ringson,
WRDW Augusta; Kenneth White, WMOG
Brunswick;lumbus;Weldon
Herrln,
CoWoodall,
WDAKWRBLColumbus;Rankin,
CharlesAllenPittman,
WBML
Macon:
George
WMAZ
Macon;
Harben
Daniel, WSAV Savannah; William T.
Knight
WTOCJames
Savannah.
North Jr.,
Carolina:
Hagan, WWNC
AshevUle;lington;Wilton
Lane, WBBB
BurCharles
Crutchfleld,
WBT
Charlotte;
Walter
Goan,
WAYS
Charlotte:
Frank
Jarman,
WDNC,
Durham;
James
Marlowe, WGBG Greensboro; William
Bennett,
WHKYRaleigh;
Hickory;Richard
Alfred Fletcher,Raleigh;
WRAL
Mason,
WPTF
RichardEssex,
Dunlea,
Wilmington;
Harold
WSJS WMFD
Wlnston-Salem;
George
Walker,
WAIR
Winston-Salem.
South Carolina: Robert Bradham,
WTMA ton;andWilliam
JohnBochman,
Rivers, WCSC
CharlesWCOS,
and
Richard
Shafto,and
WIS Beverly
Columbia;
Ennis
Bray,
WMRC
Whltmire,
WFBC
Greenville;
John
Klrkpatrlck,
WSPA Spartanburg.
SCHOOL
conferenceGeorge
will
beJennings,
held inBROADCAST
Chicago announced
in October,
director,
after a
meetingence willofbethelimited
board toApril
7.
Confer50 persons.
PRODUCTIONCONTINUITY
MANAGER
A real opportunity for an
experienced, capable and
conscientious man. Metropolitan market. 5 kw basic
network station. North
Central region. Permanent
position with post war security and advancement.
Must be top flight announcer and copy writer,
able to supervise work of
others. Some air work and
writing required. In reply
give age,
in detail. experience
Draft and family
status, starting salary expected. Attach snapshot
and give home phone numtial. ber. All replies confidenBOX Sn, BROADCASTING
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APPLICATION FILED
FOR KFPY TRANSFER
APPLICATION for transfer of
control of KFPY Spokane, Wash.,
to E. B. Craney, Montana and Oregon broadcaster; Queen City
Broadcasting Co., licensee of KIRO
Seattle, and John L. Wheeler, Los
Angeles attorney and son of the
Montana Senator, has been formally filed with the FCC. Transaction
involves sale for $348,496.67 of
'99.8% interest in the CBS outlet
[Closed Circuit, April 9, Mar. 19,
Feb. 19].
Frances R. Symons would sell
her 166-1/6 shares to Mr. Craney
while the trustees, including Mrs.
Symons, of the estate of the late
Thomas W. Symons, transfer a like
interest to Mr. Wheeler, and Arthur L. Bright, former vice-president and general manager of
KFPY, sells his 166-2/3 shares to
•Queen City Broadcasting.
Mrs. Symons wishes to retire
from active management of the station and the trustees desire to reinvest in other types of holdings,
according to application.
WEVD Wins Tax Suit
BECAUSE WEVD New York City
is operated by the Debs Memorial
Fund Inc., a non-profit organization, it is entitled to exemption
from federal excess profit taxes,
according to a decision handed
down by the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals last week. Judge
Harrie B. Chase dissented from the
•opinion of Judges Thomas W. Swan
and Jerome N. Frank which reversed a previous ruling by the
United States Tax Court. The tax
authorities had held that because
a substantial part of the WEVD
time was devoted to commercial
broadcasts for which fees were
charged it was not entitled to exemption. The Appellate Court found
that partial commercialization
SERVICE

Application Given FCC
For Transfer of WBYN
FORMAL application was filed
with the FCC last week for transfer of control of WBYN Brooklyn
to the Evening News Pub. Co., publisher of the Newark Evening
News, through sale of 71.25 shares
(71.25%) common and 429 shares
(52.64%) preferred outstanding
stock for a consideration of $204,546.76 by the estate of the late
Aaron Kronenberg, Rae Kronenberg, Salvatore D'Angelo, Peter
Testan andcasting, Feb.Millie
12]. Testan [BroadAll parties would sell their entire stock holdings, divided as follows: Estate of the late rabbi, administrated byhis wife, Rae Kronenberg, 1sh common (1%); Rae
Kronenberg, 24 sh common, 236 sh
preferred
Salvatore
gelo, 25 sh(30%);
common,
158 shD'Anpreferred (19%) ; Peter Testan, 14 sh
common, 35 sh preferred (4%);
Millie Testan, 7 sh common. Bulk
of remaining interest is held by
Samuel J. and Ruth Gellard, 25 sh
common, 178 sh preferred (22%).
WBYN operates on 1430 kc with
1,000 w to local sunset and 500 w
night and is licensed to WBYNBrooklyn Inc.
Gulfspray Spots
GULF OIL CORP., Pittsburgh,
May 21 starts its seasonal spot
campaign for Gulfspray Insecticide
on a list of 59 stations, using a
quarter-hour record music program
built by Mildred Fenton Productions, New York, and featuring
Jack Smith, tenor, and orchestra.
Program will run twice weekly for
16 weeks.
cam,
New Agency
York. is Young & Rubishould not deprive the station of
the tax benefit since the commercial broadcasting raised funds to
support its educational and cultural programs.

DIRECTORY

"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
MadU Engineering ContulUmU
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Washington, Kansas
D. C.City, Mo.
HoHywood, Cal.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
District 1640
(Snbj. to GoT't Keg.)

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
FftO TRANSMiniNG TUBES
Freeland & Olsclmer Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleant 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Speciolists

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConatroetioa
Technical
Maintenance.
Snpervision
and Businesa
for Broadcast
StationsServices
g. DistrictWashington
2292 4, D. C

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
BUY
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200Basicffrile
Individual
SoundContaining
Effects
For Details
WAR BONDS
CHARLES
«7 W. 44tli St. MICHELSO]^
New York. N. Y.
IBROADCASTING
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Anky
Organization
of ey
& Bail
Jans
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Pren Bldg., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 120S
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE ARER VICTORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Cemmerciol
RadioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International Building,
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.

SERVICE
Exact Measurements ' at any time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad street New Yerk 4. N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Bu'ilding, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
W.W., Washington
5, D. C
1234

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle Bldg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C

franJ^ H Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey Bldg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat'l Press Bldg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 5889

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
^ata IV. naif
Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
4127
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT
WASH.. D. C'

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
NafI Press Bldg. Wash. 4, D. C.

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75thTriangle
St. CHICAGO
19
4400
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NAB BOARD SILENT
KEEPING its own counsel, the NAB presidential nominating committee met in New York
last Wednesday and Thursday to canvass prospectscomes
for thevacantNAB
beJuly presidency,
1 when J.which
HaroldofficeRyan
returns to the Fort Industry Co. The committee
will meet again at the call of Chairman G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C, prior to
the next meeting of the NAB board in Omaha
in mid-May. No inkling was given as to the
names considered — totalling not more than
three or four. Committee members at the session, in addition to Chairman Shafto and Mr.
Ryan, were James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati;
Don S. Elias, WWNC Asheville; Paul W.
Morencv, WTIC Hartford, and John J. Gillin
Jr., WOW Omaha.
FLOOD CUTS POWER
ITS ANTENNAS temporarily out of commission because of rising flood waters, KWKH,
Shreveport 50,000-watter, with virtually blanket
authority from the FCC, last week was authorized to operate with 25,000 w day and 1,000 w
nightbe until
such Attimethe asFCCits itfullwas50-kw
can
restored.
statedoutput
that
the Commission
wouldto gosave"alllifethe andway"property
in the
effort
of the station
under emergency conditions.
RADIO AIDS SALVAGE
A THREE-WEEK spot campaign by 49 stations in northern New Jersey and upstate New
York increased tin can salvage, the Salvage
Division, New York Regional War Production
Board, has advised Harry C. Levin, OWI regional radio director. WPB pVaised broadcasters for "materially
can been
receiptsin
during
March overincreasing
what theytin had
recent months."
McKEE TO Y&R
RICHARD L. McKEE, assistant vice-president
and member of the board, Albers Milling Co.,
hc:s been appointed merchandising supervisor
for Pacifi" Coast clients of Young & Rubicam.
Other appointments under Howard E. Williams,
new manager of San Francisco office: Donald
F. Sternloff, art dircetor; Richard H. Neely,
copy director; Lois Corey, media buyer, all
transferred from New York.
REDS ON WCKY
WCKY Cincinnati, for the first time in its
history, will broadcast baseball this season,
carrying all Saturday games of the Cincinnati
Reds at home and away, taking feed from
WCPO which has an exclusive on Reds games.
Dick Bray, WCKY sportscaster, formerly of
WKRC and WSAI, will air his Fans in the
Stands on both WCPO and WCKY, the L. B.
Wilson station having loaned Dick to WCPO
for the series.
UNITED PRESS TRIBUTE
AS A TRIBUTE to President Roosevelt's
memory United Press Radio late Friday transmit ed to all radio clients as a special service
without extra charge a .30-minute dramatic
script, portraying Mr. Roosevelt's 12 years in
office.
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SENATE PATENT PROBE
REVIVING Senatorial interest in foreign held
radio patents, a resolution was introduced
Thursday to authorize the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee to make a full investigation of the relationship of foreign interests to
radio and other communication in the United
States with particular reference to patents
owned or controlled by foreign interests and to
agreements made by such parties.
The resolution, introduced jointly by Sen.
Wheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of the commit(R-Ind.),
first manterm
senatortee, andwhoSen.hasC'apehart
had experience
in radio
ufacturing as head of the radio receiver and
phonograph company bearing his name, is coincident with the termination of Philips Incandescent Lamp Work Co., licenses issued by
RCA under U. S. patents.
People
ROY MADISON of the copy department, Ralph
H. Jones Co., Cincinnati, has been named publicity director by Charles M. Robertson Jr.,
president. Madison left the publicity department of WLW Cincinnati in 1942 to join the
Marine Corps, was discharged six months ago
and became affiliated with the Jones agency.
SANGSTON HETTLER, former account executive of CBS Radio Sales, Chicago, on April
13 joined H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.,
Chicago, as media director.
DR. ERNEST DICHTER, formerly of CBS
research
department,
where hebroadcasts
analyzed from
daytime serials
and television
audience viewpoint, has been transferred to
program department as consulting psychologist on programs.
SEN. W. RUPERT DAVIS, owner of CKWS
Kingston, Ont., and the Kingston Whig-Standard, last week was re-elected chairman of the
British Empire Press Union. Other broadcasters named to Press Union Canadian section executive committee include: Victor
Sifton, CKRC Winnipeg; H. P. Robinson and
T. F. Drummie, CHS J St. John; Eugene Lamarche, CKAC Montreal; W. H. Dennis,
CHNS Halifax.
COL. THOMAS H. A. LEWIS, head of the
Armed Forces Radio Service, will speak on
"Victory
Air Club
Power"of Thursday
the RadioThrough
Executives
New York,at
describing the Activities of AFRS in supplying
14 hours of special programs and 36 hours of
de-commercialized network shows each week to
380 Army and Navy transmitters throughout
the world.
NILES TRAMMELL, NBC president, eulogized President Roosevelt in a special network
broadcast, 9-9:30 p.m. Friday.
H. PHILIP MINIS, until recently with the
OWI as head of entertainment programs for
ABSIE, has been appointed to the newlycreated post of script editor of Mutual.

Closed Circuit
{Continued from page i)
IT WOULDN'T BE TOO SURPRISING if the
FCC eliminated the present provision in application renewals requiring stations to specify
fixed percentages of time to be devoted to
commercial and sustaining features, and to
various types of renditions. The new formula
may resolve itself into a request for a general
statement as to program policy.
WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN to WOKO
Albany casters
is the
broadcollide. question
There is whenever
going to betwolitigation
which may keep the station in suspense for
many months. Net result may well be that
FCC itwon't
its revocation
but
that
will budge
not be ondisposed
to depriveorder
Albany
of theers may
facility
or
a
CBS
outlet.
Present
ownbe washed out of picture but not
through
existing
trusteeshipsalebe ata neat
legal prices.
way out?Wouldn't a
CANADIAN broadcasters have noted a trend
towards shorter newscasts, and have applied
to the Board of Governors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. to permit them to air fiveminute sponsored newscasts. Shortest newscastsandwithafter
sponsored
spot announcements
fore
the news
now permitted be-in
Canada are of 10 minutes duration. As a
result of presentations made by Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters at the CBC board meeting April 7-9,
at Ottawa,
it is expected
five-minute
sponsored
newscasts
will becomethata
reality in Canada, very soon,
JOHN J. SIRICA, former general counsel of
the House Select Committee to Investigate the
FCC and now a communications attorney, has
been retained by the Missionary Society of St.
Paul the Apostle (Paulist Fathers) to file application with the FCC for a 10-kw standard
broadcast station on 1130 kc, New York, facilities now used by WNEW. Pau.ist Fathers
originally were licensees of WLWL New York,
which used the comparable facility 2/7 time,
sharing with the now defunct WPG Atlantic
City. Both stations were bought by Arde Bulova
for upwards
of a now
half-million
dollars and combined into what
is WNEW.
SEARLE IS VICE-PRESIDENT
ELECTION OF DON SEARLE, general manager of Blue-ABC western division vdth headquarters in Los Angeles, as a network vicepresident was announced last Friday. A 20-year
veteran in radio, Mr. Searle joined the Blue
two years ago as manager of KGO San Fran- [
Cisco. He became general manager of the i
western division last August. Former head of
the Central States Broadcasting Co. in Omaha,
and Lincoln, Mr. Searle now owns part inest in KANS Wichita and KMMJ Grand
Island, terNeb.
HE CARRIES ON
THE VOICE of the late President Roosevelt will be heard on behalf of the
Seventh War Loan during local rallies.
Some 150 pressings of the Treasury War
Finance Division closed circuit broadcast
to field representatives over Mutual April
7 and containing a special message from
the
WFD.President, are being distributed by
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Advertising

...And

must

Adyertisini* Must

pace

Make

Industries Great In The
Along the highroad of America's industrial progress,
many of the significant milestones have been advertisements and advertising ideas that greatly
accelerated the growth of individual companies,
and of entire industries.
Post-war, the need for increasing consumption will
be greater than ever before. Advertising must again
pace progress by raising the world's highest standard of living to an even higher pinnacle — for
expanded productive capacity and abundant man
power will require an increase in consumption of
at least 40% of pre-war levels.

progress

Other
Distribution

In the Distribution Decade after V-Day, your
clients will look to you for accomplishments surpassing everything advertising has ever done.
Alert advertising men are now actively planning
and preparing for that responsibility and that
opportunity.
So is WLW.
When the time comes, we will be ready to help you
do a better post-war job for your clients in the vast
four-State market that is WLW-land.

DIVISION OF THE CROSICY CORPORATION ^
CwiD
THE

NATION'S

MOST

Decade!

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

WKY

Covers

57 A %

WKY

Covers

27%

MORE

Than

Oklahoma's

Second Station!
the University of Wichita established the
• More food is l)ouKht and sold each year
primary listening areas of all Oklahoma
in the area served by WKY with primary
stations, including WKY. This investigacoverage than in the primary service area
tion proved, furthermore, that WKY was
of any othei- Oklahoma station. Oklahoma
not only heard regularly by the largest
spi-nt 102,000 in food stores in 1943
audience
in the state, but was also the
(Sales Management estimate) of which
station to which this audience listened to
$107,922,000, oi- 57.4';, was spent in the
most by far.
area covered by WKW
Food advertisers, or advertisers with
With
5.'i.5'(if
the
state's
population,
the WKY markil does 59.4% of the
any type of product, therefore, can and
do reach more actual listeners in Oklastate's retail huyinu', buys 60.8% of the
homa and more actual buyers through
drutrs, 58..'i''f of the general merchandise
WKY than through any other station.
and tive
possesses
58'v of Oklahoma's effecbuying income.
No other station, or combination of stations, can deliver sales messages into so
The statewide study of Oklahoma lismany homes in Oklahoma so economically.
tening conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan of

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Doily Oklohoman and Times - The Farmer-Slockman
KVOR, Colorodo Springs . KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgm».)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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MEANS
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INCREASED SALES FOR
iff.
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PRODUCTS

PoOf
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■u.oo

ray.

is. 25
^and
bin
"Knowing" the Nostiville
market area means
more than adding up
buying power ... it also
means Iceeping in touch
with the dealers who
sell the products they
hear on the air.
Today, as always, WLAC
maintains regular
monthly direct mail
contacts with many
leading retailers . . .
among them are
350 druggists and
450 grocers.

f
t2.

00

^ Oil
Po
ter

The WLAC promotion
department stays on
the job, war or no war,
building extra sales
for WLAC-advertised
products !
50,000

WATTS

^^QaieuuL^ Jd Mte

(lick

p.

c.

nSow oil

NpiHG

STA
AH OUT

RST"Harris published
FIBenjamin
OnSSeptember
TON 25,"1690,
BO
"Publick Occurrences" — America's first newspaper
— in his tiny Co§ee Shoppe, in Boston.

Today, earth-shaking crises,
following each other in rapid
succession, are reported promptly,
accurately, and in full detail, on
WBZ. Boston's most powerful
station presents no fewer than
eighteen news-broadcasts and
commentaries daily, by New
England's ranking analysts and ace
NBC reporters.
Notable for news throughout NewEngland, WBZ is also depended
upon, by the same discriminating
audiences, for the finest in radio
entertainment. Expertly produced
local programs vie with outstanding
presentations by NBC, "The
network most people listen to most."
Boston has contributed many
"firsts" to American history.
Currently, 50,000-watt \VBZ stands
first in Boston as the Hub's
powerful and influential station.
It rates first in consideration by the
time-buyer desiring top coverage
in New England.

re:

exdusLlyonWBZa

Carl Caruso, a. 8.3U
und
7t.~ood, a. 6:05 P.Mgro
to the N-^'-„
..Back
Mo.gao Beatty, at 1.45 r

„,,45P.MjMoa..J'-^^^,^^,^„y,,.,
..Tb. World S„uaoo„,^ »..^ ^
WESTIN6K0USE RADIO STATIONS Inc
K D KA
WOWO
• KEX • KYW
WBZ
• W BZA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES- EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
I' .Mi-ht-il (^vtry Mnnclav. h-'.vA i sueKntere(Yearl as Book
published
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., act870of National
Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
.secondNumber)
class matter
March in14,February
1933, at Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, under
March 3, 1879.

BROApd^TI
LMMAAAAimmyvw
Closed
Circuit
ALTHOUGH THE NAB committee to select
Harold Ryan'sthesuccessor
completed
deliberations,
best bet hasn't
last week
was thatits
neither Stephen T. Early, retiring secretary
to the President, nor Byron Price, director of
censorship, now is in the running.
WHO'LL
WBT Chances
Charlotte?
answer
will
come GET
this week.
are The
the highest
bidder
won't
get
the
station
because
CBS
looking for ownership with interest of theis
community at heart, as well as established
radio reputation and CBS affiliation experience. A. D. (Jess) Willard, general manager,
will be in the operating group with a piece of
station. Price won't break any records. A million and a half wouldn't be surprising.
WHAT HAPPENS to the vaunted plans of
Subscription Radio Inc. to use FM to enter
the nation's
homes
on ain pay-as-you-listen
basis,
with the
change
administration?
William
P.
Benton's
forte
was
ultra New Dealers in Washington. his tie with
MORTON DOWNEY, whose croonings for
Coca-Cola over Mutual constitute his primary
activity, has a bigger stake than ever in the
soft drink. He has been elected a director of
the southern and midwestern Coca-Cola companies— biggest of the group.
THE BOSTON STATION market is being agitated again. A number of proposals have been
made, notably
Boston WHDH
newspapers,
domestic outlets, by
including
on the forchoice
850 kc frequency, and WORL, of which Harold
A. Lafount, former radio Commissioner and top
Bulova radio executive, is principal owner.
Passes also have been made at WMEX, which
has a .50,000 w potential. WORL and WMEX
are independents and WHDH leaves Blue in
mid-June
the service.when the Cowles-owned WCOP gets
RADIO REPORTERS wondered when they saw
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS vice-president and
top exponent of the art of audience surveys,
inWhite
the front
at President
Houseranks
conference.
He Truman's
was therefirstat
Leonard Reinsch's elbow. Could the new White
House occupant be interested in radio surveys?
A PROPRIETARY manufacturer who first
started marketing his product in 1931 and
whose sales skyrocketed when he began using
radioreduction
in the late
preparing
a plea
tax
under30'stheis excess
profits
law foron
the basis that had he started advertising by
radio earlier his sales and profits would have
been higher during the base period and that
therefore
he is entitled to relief from his present tax schedule.
ANOTHER PLE.V for tax reduction is being
drafted by a manufacturer of electronic
equipment, who will argue that if the Government harl permitted the commercialization
of television at an earlier date his profits during the 1935-39 base period would have been
far higher than they were.
{Continued on page 82)
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at deadline%^ I

Upcoming
April 25: United Nations Security Conference, San Francisco. First broadcast, all
networks, 2 p.m. (PWT).
April 26-27: NAB Small Market Stations
Committee, Statler Hotel, Washington.
April 30: International communications merger hearings before Senate Interstate
Commerce subcommittee.
May 1: WAYS Charlotte, N. C, oral argument on labor dispute with IBEW before
NLRB, Washington.
May 8-10: NAB Sales Managers Executive
Committee, Gunter Hotel, San Antonio.
May 16-17: NAB Board of Directors, WOW
board room, Omaha.
May 9: Deadline for briefs and appearances,
proposed FCC regulations on financial reports, contracts, ownership and station
personnel. (Oral argument May 21.)
Bulletins
PETITION for extension of time beyond April
27 to permit filing
a rehearing
requestwasand filed
reorganization oflicensee
corporation
late last week with FCC by George 0. Sutton,
WOKQ Albany counsel. Station had been ordered deleted effective April 27 by FCC on hidden ownership aspects involving Sam Pickard,
former CBS vice-president and Commissioner,
now on overseas duty with the American Red
Cross [Broadcasting, April 2].
EIGHT CHICAGO stations propose that BMB
report only station circulation figures based on
number of listeners to each station at least
once a week, and not issue maps of primary,
secondary and tertiary coverage for Chicago
market. BMB board will take it up at its next
meeting, probably early in May. Proposal is
similar to that made by Craig Lawrence, manager of WHOM New York, for handling the
New York metropolitan area figures.
* « *
ARTHUR J. CASEY, executive assistant to
Lt. Col. Frank Falknor, KMOX St. Louis general manager, has joined WOL, Cowles station
in Washington, as executive assistant to Merle
S. Jones, station general manager and Cowles
vice-president. Mr. Casey, formerly was Mr.
Jones' assistant at KMOX. At WOL he will
direct administrative sustaining operation and
public relations. Other WOL additions will be
* «
made soon.
NEXT TUESDAY'S Worda at War, NBC,
11:30 p.m. -midnight, will dramatize the life
of Ernie Pyle, with Karl Swenson in the title
role.

Business Briefly
BRISTOL-MYERS PLANS • Bristol-Myers
Co. will sponsor Correction Please with Jay C.
Flippen on NBC Fri., 8:30-9 p.m. as summer
replacement
for Duffy's
Tavern, overseas.
off June 8-Oct.
5 while Ed Gardner
entertains
Sponsor continues Time to Smile, NBC Wed. 9-9:30
p.m. through summer minus Eddie Cantor, who
will tour veterans' hospitals. Agency, Young &
Rubicam, New York.
NEWS JOINS THE PARADE • Coca-Cola
Victory Parade of Spotlight Band, Blue-ABC,
will open with four minutes of news of the San
Francisco United Nations Security Conference
every night, beginning April 25, with Ray
Henle, David Wills and Vincent Sheehan
broadcasting from conference headquarters.
WHK begin
SELLS
OWL HOURS
Burt'sof Inc.
will
sponsorship
in early• June
the
entire 12 midnight-5 a.m. period on WHK
Cleveland, six days a week. Company now
sponsors 9% hours of station time weekly,
and with additional time will be sponsoring
Z^Vz hours weekly — a record in Cleveland.
THWARTS HOOKEY PLAYERS • Ezo Aircraft Corp.,
College onPoint,
purchased
half-hour
WINSNewNew Yox-k,
York hason
V-E Day
for
special
program
designed
to reduce absenteeism in the plant the following
day. Agency, Cowen & Dengler, New York.
OPERA SPONSORED • Lombardo Wine Co.,
Chicago, April 29 begins sponsorship of weekly hour recorded opera series on WCFL Sundays 5-6 p.m. CWT. Contract for 52 weeks.
Agency, Charles Edson Rose Co., Chicago.
NEW D-F-S OFFICE • Dancer-FitzgeraldSample,
advertisingCanada
agency,Maywill1 open
office in Toronto,
with new
Gilbert
Munns, formerly of J. Walter Thompson, and
Locke, Johnson, Toronto, in charge.
MAXON EXPANDS FORD • Maxon Inc.,
Detroit, has been appointed to handle radio,
newspaper and outdoor advertising for Ford
dealers in F sales region, comprising nine
southern and southwestern states. New Maxon
office has been opened in New Orleans under
direction
in Dallas. of Walker Saussy. Another is planned
SUMMER LETDOWN
AT LEAST 34 network commercial programs are slated to go off during summer.
Total may reach 40 or more by the time
all decisionsplacemenare
in onabout
suspension
or ret. Of these
10 are taking
a hiatus, another
10
already
set
with
stitutes, 10 or more advertisers substill
looking for replacements, and probably
a dozen still undecided on plans. Season
is noted for scarcity of suitable lowbudget summer talent, earlier and several extra-long summer schedules, three
or four running 15-17 weeks, compared
to the traditional 8-13 week period.
BROADCASTING
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Not

hundreds

but

THOUSANDS

.

.

.

Not only hundreds, but now thousands of West Virginians are able to
enjoy the concerts of the Charleston Symphony Orchestra, Antonio
Modarelli conducting. In line with our policy of all-out public service,
we have cleared valuable Sunday afternoon time in order to share with
thousands, not just hundreds, the music of the Charleston Symphony
Orchestra. Pictured above is a shot taken at one of the first broadcasts
in the Charleston Municipal Auditorium. You can't see the hundreds of
music lovers in this picture, but you can visualize them AND the thousands listening at home . . . listening to WCHS, the station that performs
REAL public service.

JOHN A. KENNEDY, Pres.
(on leave U.S. Navy)
HOWARD L. CHERNOFF
Managing Director

MJ^#
■
"
Blfl
WCHS
SOOO

on

S80

CHARLESTON,
W. VA.

• CBS

OTHER WEST VIRGINIA NETWORK STATIONS: WSAZ— HUNTINGTON WPAR— PARKERSBURG
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prdadcasi Advertising

To

get the

first —
news
latest in
New Orleans

Or in Jackson
Folks

County^ Florida

turn

first

to -

NEW ORLEANS
A DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY

THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts ★ Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Aseney, Inc.
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During the two-year period ending in January, a

spenders nowadays. So, with more and more of the

rise of 81.5% was registered by our overall aver-

million potential buyers in this area listening to

age Hooper. Yes, WSIX has more daytime listeners
than any other Nashville station. Remember, too,

WSIX it's no wonder more advertisers are spending
more of their radio dollars on WSIX! — the station

that BLUE and MUTUAL listeners are the best

where your advertising money talks louder.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC.

5000
WATTS

NASHVILLE
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week out since 1925
Week in and S.
.
rounds out YER
an advertiserL-M
WHENSTO
BRI
a full 20 years in a youthful the Bristol-Myers Company ha
business such as radio, there is cause held the pleased attention of Amer
for celebration.
ica on NBC— at first with the Ipan

1925

A half-hour

every Wednesday.

. .

The Ipana Troubadours
wore red and yellow
costumes to identify
them with "the tooth
paste in the red and
spurred tube,"—
Ipana sales
with
yellowsuch tunes as
"If You Knew Susie."

THE

STAR!

Two stations— WEAF New York and W0<
Philadelphia— broadcast the first Ipana
program on April 8, 1925.

Mr. Lee H. Bristol, now Vice President
of Bristol-Myers, expressed his
confidence in the new advertising medium.

20YEARS0NNBC
Troubadours and now with Eddie
Cantor, Mr. District Attorney and

Smile of Beauty and the Smile of
Health!

Duffy^s Tavern. That's 20 years of
leading millions to the famous

We're proud of Bristol-Myers' prolonged success as an advertiser on NBC.

An

hour

every

Wednesday

. . . plus

a half-hour

every

Friday

Eddie Cantor,
Mr. District Attorney,
and '"Archie" of Duffy's
Tavern are the modern
troubadours. They need
no distinctive costumes
to identify them as
super- salesmen of
Bristol-Myers products.

130 NBC stations now carry the 3 Bristol-Myers programsalso short-waved to troops all over the world.

\r. Bristol again
writes to NBC—
■ifter his 20th renewal

National Broadcasting Company
America's No. 1 Network

« Str>ic« •! «»4la
Ctrfwatisii •( JliiMrk*

Ever see a station wtiose
daytime Hooper "share oi
audience" averages
49.0%!
Perhaps . . .
... but how about a
city where the daytime
"$el$-in-u$e" averages
21.8*1
NOl . . .
. . . then look at
Lincoln -we feel it's a
rare result in a marlcet of
over 100,000 population.

Feature
of
WOE TO THE MAN who asks Mutual's Don Bell "Don't you know
there's a war on?" Back in 1941 he
was the first to broadcast an eyewitness account of the bombing of
American territory. He spent 27
months in Santo Tomas Prison
Camp. When he was released, he
resumed reporting and was in a
navy patrol bomber off China when
it was shot down.
In a Mutual broadcast from a
hospital in Chungking, Mr. Bell
told plane
what somehow
happened.because
"1 gottheoutpilotof
the
saw my head bouncing up and
down in the water a few inches
from the burning wing. Well, he
couldn't very well ask me to get
away although the plane might explode. Iwas still out. ... So he
climbed over to within 10 inches of
that burning plane.
me .so. . that
dug myI could
head
out"Heof grabbed
the water
breathe air instead of gasoline and
oil. Well, I began to understand
things then
'Then the co-pilot climbed up
alongside; I dragged an arm out of
the water,
threwtheit pilot
over swim
his shoulder.
I watched
once '
Sellers

the Week
again toward that burning bomber.
"He
'I found
raft.'got Heit
slung yelled,
the raft
over toa us,
inflated. They both left me to look
for the rest of the boys. About 200
yards away, the aft-gunner came
swimming up. A little later after
that the co-pilot came back, bringing two men with him.
the plane
into"Then
the raft,
feelingcaptain
very crawled
mad at
himself because my Mae West
hadn't worked. You see, my life
jacket was his responsibility, too.
He very carefully pointed out the
big hole in my Mae West and then
he felt better. Well, after ten minutes of hell there, the seven of us
who survived the shelling, the
crash and the bombing were in
our life raft. [Six men were killed.]
"We took stock of what we had.
In the life raft were seven of us,
one jumbo
pack, with
2V2 6rubber
paddles, 1 revolver
cartridges
only,
not
much
defense
but
were determined to fight it out w^eif
And
they
to. They were
we
had chased
to." had
shelled,
by a Jap motorboat
and two Jap planes dropped bombs
near the small boat.

IN PENNSYLVANIA THE I
TRI-PENN

MARKET

LANCASTER

of Sales
ferred to KTAR program departGY gs,is
ment as copy writer. Later he was
OF dgeENER
Jennin
SPARn ERTallma
No Dunca
In Fad,
to KTAR sales. Next Dune
radio director and timebuy- shifted
er for Little & Co., Los stepped into an account executive
KFOR has 80% more
Angeles agency.
post with Logan & Rouse, Los Angeles agency, on Jan. 1, 1940. He
He had tried his hand at a vadaytime audience according
riety of business lines before that continued this affiliation for approximately two years, joining A.
spring
day
in
19.37
when
he
walked
to ffooper than the next
into offices of KVOA Tucson, Ariz., S. Boyle Co., Los Angeles, as assistant
to
the sales manager
toWhyte,
explorethenradio's
possibilities. King
highest station.
in September 1941.
general
In the fall of 1942
manager of KVOA,
was convinced that
KTAR,
seriously
pleted by loss de-of
he could sell time.
manpower, sent out
Dune was born in
an S.O.S. and Dune
Summit, N. J., on
^ If you're interested in
RK
IYORK
Nov. 6, 1911. Because
responded. As continuity
editor,
he
behis
father
was
agent
ratings, just multiply "setsfor manufacturers of
gan what amounted
crude drugs, he went
in -use" by "share of
to "commuting"
between Los Angeles
to school in Wyomand Phoenix, for five
audience."
ing, New Jersey, Chimonths. On Feb. 1,
produces
sales
cago, Cristobal, Cafor
you
1943, he joined Little
nal Zone. He grad&
Co.,
Los
Angeles,
uated from NewReprejenfed by Edword Pefry Co., !ne Trier township
in his present post as
high
radio director, timeschool, Winnetka,
• The Tri-Penn primary area
buyer and account
111., in 1929. At state
executive. Emphatic
is a rich region In the heart of
university, Madison,
about the servicing
Wis., Dune plunged
KFOR
Pennsylvania — which is not
into a curriculum of
job which he believes
covered by any other station.
business administration, with a is an agency's primary responsiDune currently buys time
wary eye on either a newspaper tor suchbility,accounts
Write main office— 8 West
as Adohr Milk
or advertising career.
Farms,
Gilbert C. Wilson Labs..
In the spring of 1934 he worked
King
St., Lancaster, Penna., or
Denton, Texas (dehydrated foods) ,
for a year with Carnation Milk Co. Kenu
Products and Kelite Produces
asbusiness.
an executive trainee to learn the
Sales Represenfative
Inc., (industrial cleanser).
RAYMER
Coming to Arizona for his health
He married Dorothy Elton Cutin 19.36, Dune joined the Tucson
ting of Oquitoa, Sonora, Mexico, in
Citizen as advertising solicitor and April 1940 and they make their
remained until 1937. Then he be- home in Los Angeles. With a day's
came account executive of KVOA. work done. Dune expends his suiWhen KTAR Phoenix bought out plus energies in outdoor activity
KVOA that year, Jennings trans- such as hiking and gardening.
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Mr.

Blnnk

says

But

I can't

do

he's

walking

Shouldering other men's troubles just naturally happens to be part
of our line of work. The myriad details that accompany spot broadcasting aren't exactly duck soup — even for us, after nearly thirteen
years in this business. But naturally they're a lot easier for us than for
almost anybody else. So how about letting us lighten your weary
burden, Sir?

&

Pioneer Radio

air!

it!''

If you'd let F&P help you as much as we help a lot of other agencymen and advertisers, Thistlewaite — maybe you would walk on air!

FREE

on

PETERS,

inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLUSIVE
WGK-WKBW
WCKY
CINCDnfATI
KDAL
DULDTH
WDAY INDIANAPOLIS
FARGO
WISH
WJEF-WKZO . . GRAND RAFIDSKMBC
KANSAS
CITT
KALAMAZOO
WAVfi
LOCISVILLE
WTCN . . BIINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
WHO
DES
MOINES
„„„ IOWA
WOO
DAVENPORT 1j
KMA
SHENANDOAH
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
.
WISSOUTHEAST CHARLESTON
COLUMBIA
WFTP
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWEST
gOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
ggIS
CORPUS HOUSTON
CHRISTI
gXYZ
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL
TULSA
„ and WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
PACIFIC COAST Ine.
SEATTLE
^HHJ
PORTLAND

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan HVH \Qm: 444 Madison Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: /ji 5-//«er HOLLYWOOD: 633/ Ho/Z^/woof/ l^liMJI\: 322 Pa/mer B/dg.
Franklin 6373 . Plaza 5-4130
Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2 15 1
Main 5667
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of
Recognition
Wider
May
15,
with
Mr.
Reinsch
to
be on
Reinsch Now Air call as radio advisor to the President.
Advisor; Ross
At a special news conference
called suddenly Friday, President
Press Chief
Truman announced the Ross appointment. He related he had reBy SOL TAISHOFF
ceived a request from Gov. James
CATCHING ITS breath after the M. Cox making a special appeal
Reinsch be allowed to rebusiest 10-day siege of spot news that Mr.
turn rtoecthis
managing
handling it ever encountered, radio
o
r
o
f
theduties
Cox asstations
becausedilast week found itself more firmly of the "tremendous
tasks ahead of
ensconced on the Washington scene,
television
and FM.would
The
Presidentin said
Mr. Reinsch
news-wise and legislatively, than at radio"
any time in its meteoric history.
be on call for specific radio duties,
Carrying on in the vein of his just as Justice James F. Byrnes is
renowned predecessor. President on call as an advisor. Thus, in a
Harry S. Truman twice turned to swift
turn-about,
was changed Mr.
from Reinsch's
that of
radio to give swift voice to his war status
successor
to
Stephen
Early on
and peace policies. Then he pulled all White House news T.handling
the surprise that had Washington special radio advisor to the Presi-to
newspaperdom gasping — naming a dent.
broadcaster, J. Leonard Reinsch, as
Newsmen Startled
his top news secretary. But before
the dizzy week was out, Charles G.
When the President, at his first
Ross, veteran Washington corres- conference, had announced Mr.
pondent for the St. Louis Post- Reinsch's appointment as secretary
Dispatch, which operates KSD, was in charge of press and radio affairs,
named press secretary effective Washington's
was
in an uproar. news
The fraternity
top men were
obviously
resentful
of
the
appointment of a broadcaster to the overall
Other Presidential coversecretaryship and had used every
age will be found on pages
known
political device, and some
16, 66, 68, 70, 72, 76, 78.
newly invented, to frustrate it.
Gov. Cox had talked with the

Radio
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Truman
Under
duties. Then the heat was put on
from high places both inside Government and by Club,
Washington's
tere Gridiron
made upaus-of
bureau heads.
[Editor's note: Editorial on page
44 titled "Radio President II" went
to press Thursday night — when Mr.
Reinsch was press and radio secretary and before the fast-moving
onevents
this Friday.
page.] See Friday editorial

J. LEONARD REINSCH, who
served from Tuesday to Friday last
week as radio and press secretary
to President Truman, but became
radio advisor on call because of
press opposition to naming of a
broadcaster. He continues as managing director of Cox stations WSB
Atlanta, WIOD Miami and WHIG
Dayton, but will serve, as Justice
James Byrnes will, when needed by
the President.
President about the Reinsch appointment and originally had agreed
to release him for the overall

Cox Asks Release
Mr. Ross, who will assume his
office after he reports the United
Nations conference in San Franco, is onemostof highly
Washington's
best
known cisand
placed newsmen. The 59-year-old correspondent
is a boyhood friend of the President,
they having attended high school
togetherferredinwithMissouri.
Mr. RossFriday
conthe President
morning and agreed to accept the
assignment on May 15, following
which the President called the special news conference. Jonathan
Daniels,
successor
the
press Mr.
post,Early's
has agreed
to stayIn
on until Mr. Ross can take over.
Here's what Gov. Cox wired the
President Thursday night:
Some time ago you made an appeal to me whichmoment
I thinkIn Igood:
respirit. Nowsponded to atI amthe going
to make an
appeal{Continued
to you. Please
let us76)have
on page

An Editorial
Hail — The Washington Press (ure) Corps!
LITTLE MORE than a week ago, President retary. His hold on the job was tenuous, be- entitled and to which he had been assigned.
Truman said in his first news conference that
cause some of the hoary-headed among the
Actually, the double-shuffle of Mr. Reinsch,
Leonard Reinsch, a broadcaster, would assist Washington press corps, recovering from the whose capabilities are undeniable, is secondary.
He
himself accepted the announcement. . with
him in radio and press matters.
shock of discovering Mr. Reinsch in Mr. Early's
equanimity.
is a self-sufficient
The press corps of Washington did not know office, did not want a radio man in that job.
in
or
out of Mr.the Reinsch
White House.
The affrontmanto
Among these were some of the bylines you the broadcasting
Leonard Reinsch — any more than broadcasters
industry
is
not
to be taken
knew Steve Early 12 years ago.
have seen frequently out of Washington, ap- so lightly, however.
Nevertheless newspapers throughout the napearing over stories exhorting against "political
This
backstage
scenery-shifting
was undertion announced that Mr. Reinsch was the suc- pressures",
actaken, for the most part, by elder stagehands.
tions. These against
were menarbitrary
who, so Government
frequently, had
ces or to Steve Early. This was not technically
The
working
press,
meeting
with
Mr.
high the shining escutcheon of truth and seemed to find him affable and helpful.Reinsch,
the fact, although it was ostensibly the fact. held
They
fairness; these were those noblest of all men, held
Mr. Reinsch moved into Mr. Early's office.
the sword, but did not turn the blade
the protectors of honesty and good will.
Mr.
Reinsch
conducted
daily
news
conferences.
"The protectors of honesty and good will . . ." against
Most ofhim.those who trotted faithfully on their
again! Off mike— against a back- appointed
He arranged news conferences for the Presi- Say that
rounds were newspapermen more reground of soft music, in a hushed voice.
dent.
cently turned public-office-holders. Perhaps
These
great
protagonists
of
the
commonweal
they
were
abetted by some among the press
He released official White House announcements.
"got" Leonard Reinsch. They set out to do so, who find it necessary to be beholden to certain
using
all
the
invidious
tactics
they
had
conHe performed the duties of press and radio
and they did it. They turned keySo,officials.
secretary. He did not occupy the vacancy, be- pressure demnoned in others,
all
right. Forty-six
millionlastAmericans
the Democratic National CommitPresident
Truman speak
Tuesday
cause the vacancy could not exist until the
tee. They turned pressure on the White House. heard
reorganization was completed.
night.
They'll
hear
him
many
timestime
again.of
Until last Friday, Mr. Reinsch was, then, to
Through their insistence, they moved Mr. Check your local newspaper for
all intents and purposes, press and radio sec- Reinsch out of the secretariat to which he was broadcast.
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By Stock Exchange
Discs Made Available to
Some 550 Member Firms
THE NEW YORK Stock Exchange and its member ^irms
will sponsor a transcribed series
boosting the Seventh War Loan
Drive,vateprobably
priconcern to the
take first
the such
initiative
in building
and program
distributing
tionally
a local
tying na-in
with the Treasury Bond campaigns.
Treasury Dept., which has originated anumber of shows for broadcast locally as sustainers or under
sponsorship, has had nothing to do
with tke stock exchange series,
beyondsaid.giving formal approval, it
was
Bond Benefits
Titled It Happened in 1955, a
quarter-hour, 13-week series, the
program illustrates how maturing
War Bonds will enable families to
buy a new house, auto or washing
machine in ten years. Personal buying plans for 1955 are told through
family skits or individual discussions; postwar advances in various
industries are outlined by guest
speakers, including Maj. Alexander
de Seversky on air travel, and Randolph Burgess, president of the
American Bankers Assn., on opportunities for small business.
New York Stock Exchange starts
the series on WOR New York April
24, and was beginning to receive
last week from its 550 member
firms throughout the country, answers to a letter offering them the
series for local placement. Several
had already requested the series,
and by the end of the week a number of definite acceptances were
expected. Financial arrangement
was not disclosed but was understood to provide for sharing of production
on a cooperative
basis,
withcosts
individual
members buying time locally. Series is produced
by& Television
Trans-American
Broadcasting
Co., New York.
Agency
is the New York office of Gardner
Adv.

1 Pan-Am Broadcasts
; STARTING May 6, Pan-American
) Petroleum Corp., New Orleans, will
i sponsor Edward R. Murrow's SunI day 1:45-2 p.m. broadcasts on nine
southern stations of CBS. Stations
; to be used are: WAPI WREC
' WCOC
WLAC
WCOV WWL
; KWKH WDOD WNOX. Contract,
f -handled by the Fitzgerald Adverj1 tising
Agency of New Orleans, is
for 15 weeks.

ji
:
,

Brown Cooperative
MUTUAL is now offering Cecil
commentariesbasis
for onsaleoveron
aBrown's
local cooperative
160 stations Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 8-8:15 p.m. Bayuk
Cigars Inc., Philadelphia, sponsors
the
tions.program on 93 other MBS sta-
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DOUGHBOYS

MISS COMMERCIALS

- Hospital Ship Program With Advertising
^'Real Music' to G.l.'s, Nurse Is Told ^
COMMERCIALS are so much part
Irish thetenorship's
sangband
"Mother Machree"
of America that doughboys over- and
A midseas complain when they are omit- 'dle-commercial
wasplayed.
inserted
between
an
accordian
selection and
ted,
Red
Cr-oss
workers
have
discovered.
native
songs
of
two
SpanishAmericans. That, the sick and
Tired of Merriman,
hearing patients
Eleanor
Red "beef"
Cross wounded G.l.'s said, was the real
worker on the U. S. Army Hospital music
to them.
Ship Blanche F. Sigman, worked
Another Red Cross worker, recently returned from service in an
'out
a
"commercially
sponsored"
broadcast which went over with a evacuation
hospital near the front,
bang. Clients were Lt. Spencer and said, "Ads interest the woundSgt. Gemski,
charge of advertised
the ship's
ed as much as the feature lead."
laundry.
The inbroadcast
She pointed out that the dehydrat"Spencer
Gemski
Inc."
edsame
magazines,
like thethefood,adsaren't
After the theme song there was the
because
are
missing.
a spot plug for the "company". An
Criticism of Radio Advertising Based
On Misunderstandings Dawson Declares
You may be one of those who conMUCH criticism of radio advertisdemn the during
dally "soap
operas"Whilethatsome
are
ing is based on misunderstanding, ofbroadcast
the day.
them may
deserve
this criticism, I
according
to
Joe
M.
Dawson,
chairbelieve
many
of
us
Judge
this
radio
adman of the executive committee of
ising on our ownthatterms,
andprograms
forget
mass vertmarkets
theseare
Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New York, the
are designed
to women
reach. There
tens of
and president of the Advertising thousands
of
from
coast-tocoast
who must
spendIroning,
all or most
of
Federation of America.
the day
Speaking April 16 before the cleaning
andwashing.
sewing. For
many cooking,
of these
women they
the have
"soap tooperas"
are drudgery
the only
Scarsdale Women's Club, Mr. Daw- means
escape the
their daily
the
son praisednewadvertising
as a oppor"force ofglamour,
drama,routine
comedy— they
and live
tragedy
to create
demands, new
ofmoretheseinteresting
plays— andandtheirsatisfying.
lives are made
tunities
and
new
progress."
He
are
designed
cited the past achievements of U. S. to These
sell
suchprograms
things
as soap,
soap largely
powders, quent
packaged
foodsItemsand
hundreds
freadvertising
in raising
nation'sin
purchase
that
sell
InofSo vast
living standard
to thethehighest
quantities
to
millions
of
homes.
remember
that
the
millions
who
do
like
the
world
and
prophesied
that
"the
buy than
a great
deal more
of social
these
power of advertising . . . will turn them
products
do
those
in
your
the wheel to create employment and strata.
And, tiserstoo,who spend
remember
assure a lasting postwar prosmillionsthatof the
dollarsadver-for
these
programs
aremenhard-headed,
tlghtflsted
business
who
know
very
Discussing
radio
programming
on
perity".
definitely
theare why
andIt pays
wherefore
the
basis
of
advertising,
Mr.
Dawwhat
they
doing.
or
theyof
son said:
wouldn't do it.

WHDH Seeks Contracts
For New York Pickups
WHDH Boston, an independent outlet after June 15, termination date
for its affiliation with Blue-ABC, is
lining up pickups by direct wire
from New York independent stations. There is a possibility tie-ins
may be attempted with stations in
other markets.
Immediate
plan is to sell
advertisers with distribution
in Boston
as well as in New York on sponoring tions
same
programs
on both
stato cover
two areas
without
duplicate talent costs. Advantages
to the station of strengthening program ing, to offset
lack a offactor.
network affiliation
is believed
Second of two advertisers already
the Summerfield
Furnituresigned,
Store Co.,
Boston, on April
16 started Bob Howard, WHN
pianist-singer on WHN and WHDH
Monday
Friday
p.m.
Parkerthrough
Watch Co.,
New 6:45-7
York,
sponsor of Johannes Steel on WHN
Monday through Friday, last February addedstation
sponsorship
steel on
the Boston
throughof Sterling
Adv., New York.
BLUE SERIES USING
SPONSOR PER WEEK
FIRST five sponsors for We Live
Again,Blue-ABC
a specially-produced
halfhour
series to be heard
on Wednesday nights, 9-9:30 p.m.
EWT, nesswillMachines
be International
BusiCorp., Continental
Can Co., Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.,
Greyhound Bus Lines, and Arma
Corp.,
Brooklyn firm
scientifica instruments
for producing
the Navy.
Each advertiser will sponsor one
broadcast of the series.
Program,
cooperation with theproduced
Army, inNavy
and
Red
Cross,
will
star
well-known
theatrical and radio personalities,
broadcasting from a different militarysehospital
each week and
prenting the readjustment
problems
of returned veterans. Production
agency
New York.is Henry Souvaine Co.,
Lever on WABD
LEVER Bros., Cambridge, Mass.,
will start a new weekly half-hour
televisionNewprogram
WABD —
Dumont
York onon Wednesday
night, replacing the John Reid King
show. Thanks for Listening. Plugging Rinso, Lifebuoy and Spry,
program
has a newformat
type inof which
audience participation
volunteers are invited to compete
for prizes. RuthraufF & Ryan, New
York, /is Challenge
handling You,
the program
account.
Titled
was created by Joe Cross and Ben
LarsonHuston.
and is to be directed by
Ted
OVER
900 stations
a quarterhour program
recordedwillby airFibber
McGee
and
Molly forforfunds.
the Show
CancerwasInstitute's
Campaign
recorded
with
studio
audience
looking
on
following the April 10 McGee-MoUy NBC
broadcast.

cts
ps
Powers
Regulatory
Vast
Proposes
)l t. FCC
two
hours
or
more
per
day)".
They
(4)
any
contract
relating
to
or
affamily relationship
between 1'
Oral Argument to would give the Commission a
fecting control of general program or businessformation as toassociation
closer insight into program opera- service of the station (such as two
or
more
officials
or
stock- i!
Z
Be Heard on
holders.
tions as well as business practices. management contracts, network
Whereas Rule 1.361 requires and transcription contracts and
All licensees must give the !
that licensees of standard stations time sales to brokers, etc.).
name, residence, position and date
May 21
;
shall file with the Commission by
The Commission seeks minute of appointment of "operating per- '
(Text of Order on page 26)
March
1
each
year,
balance
sheets
Rule 1.303 on "Own- sonnel
determininggeneral
stationmanager,
policy", i!
By BILL BAILEY
and income statements, proposed detail underReports".
This includes
provideis that
m- . EXPANSION of rules governing Rule 1.301 embraces licensees of data a ership
new form,To 323A
pro- program director, etc. A list of all
FM, television and interta- financial statements, contractual standard, national
contracts required under 1.302,
stations. It requires that
)ul agreements and personnel of all
port posed.
shall Anbeannual
filed byownership
March 1 re-as
date of execution and ex- j
Form
324
be used, along with of Dec. 31 the preceding year, but showing
jes types of broadcast stations is propiration of each also must be filed |
a footnote to the proposed order on Form 323A, as well as "any in- \
10- posed by the FCC in an order "supporting schedules".
Under 1.302 (filing of contracts) specifies that for the year 1945 terest which the licensee may have j
el- adopted last week and designed to
or, give the Commssion closer control licensees would be required to file (should the rule be adopted) an in any other broadcast station", \
al. over broadcasting,
with the FCC within 30 days of annual ownership report shall be
A second form, 323B, is pro- ;
ir- Oral argument is designated for execution all documents, instru- filed on or before Sept. 1, showing vided for interim ownership re- k
ril 10:30 a.m. before the Commission
the
required
information
as
of
ments, contracts or understandports, which must be filed within I
IN en banc on May 21. Deadline for
ings (oral contracts to be reduced June 30, 1945.
31) days after a change occurs, un- |
m . filing appearances and briefs is to writing for submission), amendOwnership
Changes
der the proposed regulation. Infor- I
ments, supplements, changes and
i-1 ' May 9. Should the regulations be
shall include "without linji- I
Information required in the mation
•k,
adopted, broadcasters
(AM, would
FM, cancellations
relatingand toidentity
"charac-of ownership
tation"or any
change inanycapitalizajN television
and international)
ter of organization
report includes: Name tion
change ]!;
b- be required to file more complete its officials". Ownership or control of individual, if individual owner; in officersorganization;
and
directors
or
in
oper- |
of
licensee
of
the
station,
or
of
any
names
of
partners
and
interest
of
M data regarding their respective inating policy.
personnel
determining
sta^- j
ig ; comes, stock holdings, and general of licensee's stock, rights or inter- each, with this provision: "No tion
Thus,
if
a
program
financial status.
in partners nor in their director leaves a station and a n^w :
ests, the use, management or oper- change
rights
may
be
made
without
prior
ation
of
licensed
facilities,
and
Data on Personnel
agreements covering network, consent of the Commission upon one is employed, the licensee must,
In addition the Commission transcription
notify the Comand bulk time sales an application for consent to as- within 30mis iodays,
n on Formso 323B.
would require full information re- must be filed within 30 days.
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
license."
Requires Filing
In the case of a corporation or
S[ garding
personnel
Other Provisions
determiningall "operating
station policy
(such
The FCC would require filing of
licensee
must list capi-of
This section also includes: (1) association, talization,
vnth a description
J as general manager, program diaffecting ownerof partnership, associa- the classes of stock authorized and any transaction
,j j rector,
Echoesetc.)of ".Order 118, adopted in Articles
ship,
direct
orsuchindirect,
of licen-of J
tion or incoi'poration; (2) bylaws shares of each class issued and
see's
stock,
character of organiza- outstanding; name, residence, citi- stock, issuance of asnewtransfer
stock or I
1944
[Broadcasting,
Jan.in affecting
tion,
control,
number
of
officers
or
jlj' January
24,
March
5,
1944]
were
heard
zenship and stockholdings of offi- disposition of treasury stock, and 1
the order on the proposed rules, powers of its officers or directors,
cers and directors and stockhold- acquisition
of licensee's stock by
J \ 1.301, 1.302, 1.303, 1.304. The FCC the classification or voting rights
ers; full information with respect
corporation.
, invited comment "as to whether of any stock; (3) any document, to interest and identity of any theInissuing
case of a change in officers,
any or all of the information re- instrument or contract relating to person whether or not a stockof a corownership of licensee,
holder of record, having any in- directors orporationstockholders
' , quired to be filed by proposed Rules or affecting
other than the licensee,
or interests, therein, its
terest, direct or indirect, in the li- such changes
' 1.301-1.304 should be open for pub- rights
need
not
be
reportect .
stock, or voting rights thereto;
lic inspection."
cense of any of its stock; full in(Confivued on page 74)
J I During oral argument March 1,
J I 1944, on Order 118, which proposed
, Rule 1.5 to make public all finanl'j. , cial
and contractual
ments,records
broadcasters
vigorouslyagreepro- FCC May Defer Clear-Channel
Hearing
j ; tested, contending that such a Nationwide
Survey of
sion lowing
meeting.Tuesday's regular Commis- discussion. The question now reads:
J regulation
would,
in
effect,
make
radio a common carrier and would
Available Service
Two other committees — No. 1 on "What programs do you want that
determination of what constitutes heated
you can't
hearreports
now?"wereDespite
' end free competition. The CommisTo
Be
Started
debate,
that
a
satisfactory
signal, and No. 3 on
sion took Order 118 "under advisemeeting was constructive, with
POSTPONEMENT of the clear- determination of distances to which the
ment"
following
the
protests
and
industry
and
Government
ironing
and
areas
over
which
various
the proposed regulation had been channel hearings, now scheduled
out their differences.
all but forgotten until the new
signal strengths are delivered — met
9, isthis week
expected
an- last
Original
FCC toproposals
conThursday at Commission head, proposal was disclosed following for May nounced
by tothebe FCC
fine the survey
homes tooutside
quarters.
Committee 4 on surveys primary
[Closed Circuit, April 16].
areas
brought
objection
f lastRules
Tuesday's
meeting.
convened
on
Wednesday.
1.361, covering financial
At the same time it was learned
from. Louis G. Caldwell, general
Authority of FCC
f statements of standard stations, that a nationwide survey to detercounsel for the Clear Channef
Broadcasting Service. He called
! and 43.1 on information as to ownmine what sections of the country
A proposal submitted by FCC for
a fair and unbiased survey of
ership, operation, interests there- are without "proper" clear-channel General
Counsel
Rosel
H.
Hyde
and
listeners
both inside and outside of
I in, contracts, etc. would be deleted service will begin shortly under the Dallas W. Smythe, FCC chief
• . by the proposed regulations. Al- supervision of a sp'ecial committee economist and committee chairman, primary areas. The committee
I though much of the original lan- on surveys created in mid-March was accepted in principle, although agreed to his suggestion.
I guage of the two rules is embodied [Broadcasting, March 19, 26]. The industry members of the com.mittee
Under plans tentatively adopted,
' in the proposed regulations, the survey will be conducted in pri- raised vigorous objections to the 500,000 postcards will be sent out — •
Commission has gone beyond its
of them to listeners in primary
secondary areas of clear- proposed question: "Do the listen- half
the other half to listenI earlier powers to require infor- channelmary andstations.
ers in these areas receive a pro- areas ersandoutside
I mation on all stockholders, either
of primary service
gram
service
particularly
suited
to
Decision to defer the clear-chan- their needs?"
through direct or indirect holdings.
was generally areas of clear-channel stations. In
nel proceedings until probably early agreed that the It
Two proposed new forms have
Commission, under addition to the mail ballots, enumerbeen issued. These forms tend to fall was reached, it was learned, to the Communications
would go
ators will make 10,000 personal
provide the FCC with data cover- permit the survey committee and beyond its authority Act,
by inquiring interviews.
special
technical
gi'oups
to
I i ing virtually every business oper- three
so closely into programs.
Questions
tentatively agreed upon
complete
their
studies
and
report
1I I work
ation ofservice,
a station,
includingservice
"net- findings. Formal announcement of A compromise question was for the postcard
survey are these:
transcription
{Continued on page 7-4)
I or bulk time sales (amounting to the postponement is expected fol- agreed to, following considerable
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Praise
High
Wins
Coverage
Presidential
but a high, level
of good
taste prethe following sets-in-use
Cancellations Said reported
dominated through
the three
full
figures: 41.4% 6-6:30 p.m., 43.7
days and one evening over which
6:30-7 p.m., 48.0 7-7:30 p.m., 48.8
Ben Tolls On
this
tragic
subject
monopolized
the
To Approach 3
7:30-8 p.m., 50.1 8-8:30 p.m. These
AT approximately 11:58
air". A letter to the editor refigures are more than 50% higher
Mill ion
p.m.,
British
time,
the
news
p
r
i
n
t
e
d
i
n
the
New
York
Times,
than those for listening on a comwritten by Charlotte Degen, noted:
of the England.
President'sArmed
death
parable evening in November 1941.
CANCELLATION of commercials,
reached
"Radio set the keynote for a revrebates on talent and incidental
Cooperative Analysis of BroadForces Radio Stations manerent public to express its devoexpenses of the American broad- address casting
gave
President
Truman's
aged
to
get
the
flash
on
a
tion". The Sheboygan Press, Sheto Congress a rating of
casting industry in covering the 34.6, highest
regularly
scheduled
m
i
d
boygan,established
Wis.: "Radio athroughout
daytime CAB rating
death and last rites of the late
night sign-off newscast. BBC,
the
country
new high
Franklin D. Roosevelt — an assign- since
of 'theThe81-city
too, has a midnight newsin service to the nation". In the
sampletheininception
April 1944.
new
ment which won high praise from President
Auburn Citizen-Advertiser, Aucast, night"
but always
that "good-by
had 100% of all listenthe press and Government leaders
news is heralded
ers checked, the CAB reported.
miracle andof
the pealing of Big Ben; 45
— is estimated to have cost bethis
era,burn, 111.,won"Radio,
new the
distinction
seconds of full-bodied chimes.
tween 21/2 and 3 million dollars.
President Truman's address beestablished a new high in public
Hence
while
AFRS
was
fore
the
joint
session
of
Congress
Of this amount, half was beservice during the past few days".
crackling across the lines,
lieved to have been borne by the Monday, April 16 attained a rating
the BBC newscaster sweated
Senate Commends
networks; the other half by out- of 3.2. His rating for the speech
and strained and chafed as
lets throughout the nation.
Tuesday
night,
conveyed
to
fighting
The Senate adopted a resolution
the dulcet harmonies of the
Floods of reports pouring into fronts all over the world, was
introduced by Sen. Hatch (D-N.
sweet-toned
ParliaBroadcasting's newsroom during 53.6, having an estimated audience
ment tolled bell
on asatopit has
for
the past week indicated that near- of 42 million. This latter speech
M.) stating
congratulations arethat,
due the"Sincere
radio industry
centuries,
oblivious
to
news
ly every station in the nation, as was given greater distribution by
and scoops.
of thener in which
United itStates
for
the
manwell as the networks, at one time the Armed Forces Radio Service
reported the period
or another in the period between and the Signal Corps Army Comof
national
mourning".
The
Senate
m
u
n
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
t
h
a
n
any
single
broadPresident
deathrevised
and
cast made during the course of the were taken over by the AFRS to expressed its commendation and
final
rites Roosevelt's
at Hyde Park,
war.
make worldwide coverage possible. gratitude to American broadcasters.
all commercial schedules.
The
broadcast was sent live from
Monroney (D-Okla.) in an
The performance of radio in cov- Rep.
General Trend
32 shortwave stations in the United
ering the death of and final rites Extension of Remarks, read into
Although exact figures summa- States and rebroadcast by 400 for President Roosevelt won wide the Congressional
Record aIf commendation of the industry.
said
rizing cancellations on individual transmitters in the theaters. Pres- comment in the press and in Congress.
The
Washington
Evening
in
part:
"All
this
was done at a
outlets were not available, the folident Truman's voice was heard in
lowing network reports would indi- London, Paris, Manila, Hawaii, Star praised the medium in an edi- great financial sacrifice, as almost
cate the general trend throughout
torial which is reprinted in this all stations killed all commercialiMilne Bay, Ad- issue. Other
zation of their programs to more
the nation. NBC cancelled 78 com- Alaska, Finshaifen,
typical comments by
miralty
Islands,
Oro
Bay,
Hollanmercial programs and broadcast 18 dia, Biak, Lae, New Georgia, Leyte, the press were found in the St. appropriately observe the occasion.
Louis
Post
Dispatch,
which
but
Morotai,
Cebu,
the
Philippines,
...
If
any
occasion were needed to
[ commercials
with sponsor
identification only during
the mourning
Whittier, Whitehouse, Fairbanks, recently concluded a campaign of demonstrate that the radio had
' period. CBS cancelled 51 commer- Edmonton, and in other theaters ■ criticism against network commer- come of age, this certainly marked
throughout the world.
cial practice in relation to news
1! cial
and only.
put onMBS
30 sponsor programs
identification
canThe Voice of America, OWI op- broadcasts. Said the St. Louis Post theRep.
Emanuel Celler (D-N, Y.),
occasion".
i celled 18 and put on 24 with sponin part,from"Radio
deserves in an Extension of Remarks, said
erated, cancelled all foreign lan- Dispatch,
a vote of thanks
the American
sor identification only. Blue-ABC
guage
broadcasts
out
of
San
Franbroadcasters : "Their digcisco and devoted its full facilities public for its superb coverage of of radio
; cancelled 63 programs and broadnity grams
and seriousness
the pro• cast 20 with sponsor identification on all waves to carrying the Pres- President Roosevelt's death and
keepingof with
the
funeral. Not only was the news solemnity ofwerethein occasion.
■ only. All networks went non-comident's
speech.
It
was
the
transmitThey
deters operated by the OWI which presentation a model of its kind,
(Continued
on
page
66)
' flash
mercial(5:49
shortlyp.m.)afterthatthe the
Thursday
Presi' dent had succumbed. Normal sched1 ules were resumed by all networks
Monday morning April 16.
; Ratings on speeches made by
President Truman, meanwhile, Final Rites Mark
Pinnacle for Radio
, were being compared to audience
Reflecting their own deep feel- hours, gave what many radio men
reactions to the popular speeches Commentators Report
ings at the passing of a leader
J made by the late Mr. Roosevelt.
they had admired and loved considered his finest performance
With Simplicity
Mr.
Roosevelt's
high
mark
was
a
of broadcasting.
Rethrough
long and intimate contact in 12 years
And
Dignity
. 65.7 Hooper rating on the declaracalling his broadcast
from Hyde
as they had followed him in his Park four
, tion of war Dec. 8, 1941. Other
years previously when
travels
throughout
the
nation,
the
By
JACK
LEVY
Roosevelt
audience
in ma- REACHING the pinnacle of its commentators reported the services the President's mother died, he
;; jor
addresses
were: ratings
1939 message
he had just
dignity and simplicity. Fresh described theas ceremony
, to Congress, 16.3; 1940 message to memorable coverage of the death with
"part of the great
Congress, 16.1; address before the of President Roosevelt, radio dis- from the roll of the muffled drums witnessed
men since
ed itself in its handling of and the sad strains of Massenet's panoply
joint session of Congress May the final andtinguishmost
time beganof sacrifice
have made,thatgiving
their |
solemn event of "Elegy", they were audibly affect- life
' 1940, 22.8.
to
preserve
an
ideal
which |
ed as they recjted to their audi- lived on because they were willing
Friday morning listening on the three-day observance period
j
the prayers which had been
its grief-torn
audi- given ences
. April 13, as checked by Hooper, set ence—aside
for the departed President. to Then
the forburial
of Franklin
exchange
their
own
lives
for
it".
. showed sets-in-use figures of 20.8% Delano
proceeded to read from
at Hyde Park on As Tris CoflSn, who described the his notes,he bringing
',between
and noon,
10 a.m.
22.8 Sunday, Roosevelt
to his listeners
event
for ofCBS,
said:
"You rather
were the order of the services
April 15, 1945.
between 108 and
with and
an aver"thesalute
roar
thinking
your
audience
Although not permitted to broad• age of 22.0 for the 8-12 period.
of
bombers
overhead
. . .: the
cast from the scene itself, the four than technical perfection. You're of guns . . . the low tap
, Sets-in-use on Friday morning in network
of
muffled
commentators who attend- only thought was to share the ex- drums . . . the slow rhythm of the
; March 194.5 had been 15.7% beed the services lost no time in getDeath March . . . the caisson . . . the
tween 8 and 10 a.m., 16.8 beperience with the listeners."
ting to microphones set up at
whitehaired minister . . the coffin
I tween 10 and noon, 16.3 average
Repeats Requested
places near the Roosevelt estate to
; for the morning.
with
the pallbearers . . . the wife
whose description on
Rise in listening on the evening bring listeners a vivid and, in theBaukhage,
the daughter and the son . . .
brought so many requests and
President Truman . . . the prayer
some cases, heart-rending descrip- that Blue
■ ofthatApril
12
might
be
compared
to
the network repeated the pro- and the poem, 'Father in Thy
tion of what each agreed was his
of Dec. 7, 1941, Pearl Harbor
gram three times within a few
{Continued on page 72)
^i day, when the Hooper organization most dramatic experience in radio.
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WHO

makes

p lew

ma

funf

Have you ever plowed a field? If so, you know
it's hard work!

Such outside-the-studio events are regular WHO
features. WHO believes not only in reporting farm

But when a man looks back on clean, uniform furrows— when he has followed land conformation,
covered all stubble, opened and closed the rows

news, but in making it. We enhance farmers' interest in our programs by proving that WHO understands their problems and admires their accomplishments. The result is that Iowa farmers prefer
WHO — and the Iowa Radio Audience Survey

with professional artistry — he knows he's done a
job to command respect.
Iowa farmers take pride in their skill. That's why
Station WHO's live-wire Farm Editor Herb Plambeck inaugurated the Corn Belt blowing Match.
It's a popular "get-together" in Iowa. Before
gasoline rationing the attendance reached nearly
23,000, drawn from all over Iowa Plus!

proves it!
Yes, WHO has many ways of making friends.
We've got more than two-and-a-half million of
them in Iowa alone! That's almost the population
of the State. They can be your friends, too.
Interested?
+

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
April 23, 1945 • Page 17

First

Multiple-Relay

Video

Network Dedicated by Phileo
Porter Heralds Washington - Philadelphia Link
As Forerunner of Nationwide Television
HERALDED as the forerunner of
ne ring in the multiple-relay netnationwide television relay network fieldstration iand
said: "This
demonsa harbinger
of exciting
works, the Phileo Corp., Philadelphia, dedicated its multi-relay net- things to come." He predicted that
work, first in the world, between "television will grow into a giant
capable of serving us in many ways
Washing-ton
Tuesday
night.and Philadelphia last which we do not now even compreFCC Chairman Paul A. Porter,
Dr. Karl Taylor Compton, president hend".
Dr.ble Compton
of "remarkadevelopmentsspoke
of new
electronic
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and John Ballantyne, presi- and radio devices" during the war,
dent of Phileo, all participating in of "how much our whole war effort
the initial telecast from the Statler
to television research". He
Hotel in Washington, predicted that owes
declared that the new multiplenationwide television would be made relay network "points toward the
available through relay networks. rapid spread of television broadcasting after the war", predicting
Two-Way Operation
that
the asindustry
will growcan"just
as fast
its networks
exF.
J.
Bingley,
chief
of
Philco's
television division, explained to
members and staff of the FCC and
He visioned television as an aid
newsmen and women, who were topand".
education, both for students and
Phileo guests at a buffet supper adults. He pictured a session of
and the dedication, that two-way Congress or a town meeting being
telecast and said that with peace
the real age of television can be
expected to begin. "Tonight," he
concluded, "we stand on the threshhold of that age, and Phileo television engineers have contributed
greatly
to its progress."
Mr. Ballantyne
said that while
television has not progressed commercial y asit would have in peace,
technicallyhavein the
strides
beenlaboratories
made in "great
those
phases of electronics on which all
Philco's Relay Netivork
television progress is based".
"When
peace tocomes,
exoperation between Washington and
pect television
becomewe acanmajor
Philadelphia is planned, although factor in our lives, far more imat the moment Phileo operates only
portant in entertainment, educaWPTZ in Philadelphia, with no
tion and service to the public than
station in Washington.
been in the past,"
Chairman Porter, whose image even radio has
"To takeandadvantage
of
and address were transmitted hetheasserted.
new
research
through six transmitters before facilities which will be productive
available
for electronic developments in the
reaching
receivers, Philadelphia's
referred to the television
multiple- United States after victory, we
relay network as "a historic mile- shall need a strong, progressive
stone in our progress towards a television industry as well as a
nationwide system of television". major radio industry."
He lauded radio as a power in a
Opportunities for Veterans
democracy and declared that "radio
Mr. Ballantyne foresaw in telehistory
was
made"
when
the
late
President Roosevelt addressed the
vision "special opportunities for
of our returning veternationdres iinn 193.3.his first inaugural ad- thousands
ans who have trained in the radar
and micro-wave electronics fields".
"How
often,
since
then,
in
times
Mary Gay of Newsweek was teleof great emergency, have we turned
almost instinctively to our radio to
vised as she talked long--distance to
listen to that beloved voice, to have Larry E. Gubb, chairman of the
our inspiration renewed, our con- Phileo board, who was listening to
and watching the program at his
fortified,"tohegrips
said. with
"As the
Presidentvictioncame
his home in Philadelphia. Mr. Gubb
tasks, he continued to talk directly reported excellent reception.
Relay stations, each with 40 w
and frankly to the ijeople. Radio
became established as the most po- power and 100-foot, 24-element antennas, are located at Arlington,
tent force in revivifying our democracy. . . Now we look forward Va., Odenton, Md., Havre de Grace,
to a great new force in our de- Md., and Honeybrook, Pa., a total
distance of 152 miles. Channels 12mocracy— television."
Mr. Porter
declared the creation mc wide are used for each station,
alternating
on television channels
of networks "is the heart of the 11-12 and 13-14.
A double side-band
problem of how to expand television into a nationwide service." system,
with a 4-mc modulation, is
used.
He congratulated Phileo on its pioPage 18 • April 23, 1945

DuMont Video
ALLEN B. DUMONT Laboratories
will be the next television receiver
manufacturer to display its largescreenday in New
postwar
York models.
DuMont OnwillThursshow
to the press two types of receivers
—incha direct
viewing
set
with
a
20flat face tube and a projection
unit providing a picture three by
four feet. General Electric Co. had
announced for yesterday [April 22]
the first public showing of its projection receiver, with a picture 18
by 24 inches, slightly larger than
that given by the RCA set recently
demonstrated, but postponed the
showing because of "conflicting
events".
Maj. Bowes Quits
Broadcast Series
MAJ. EDWARD BOWES, one of
radio's best-known personalities
and the man who skyrocketed
teur showsamainto
the bigtime of the
airwaves,
retire will
Thursday
from activecipation inpartiradio,
but will continue
as radio consultant for the Chrysler Corp., Highsponsor
of his
Maj.
Bowes
Thursday
night CBS ^aiK,
show mica.,
since
1936.
Reason
for the
ment was said
to bemajor's
his needretireof a
rest since he had been working
steadily until last December, since
his entrance into radio in 1925.
Since start of his Amateur Hour in
1934, he has never taken the customary summer vacation. The program has beentertainment ofput
on for the
enservicemen
in 146
camps throughout the nation during the past
threehasyears and Major
Bowes
himself
appeared at
more than 100 military posts.

Hamilton Named
Dellar Successor
New KXOA Is Slated to Open
In Sacramento May 13
WITH THE resignation effective
May 1 of Lincoln Dellar as vicepresident and general manager of
Associated Broadcasters Inc. to
operate his own station, KXOA
Sacramento, Wesley I. Dumm,
president, last week announced the
appointment
of Rayeffective
V. Hamilton
as his successor
at the
same time. Mr. Hamilton is now
regional director of the Office of

Mr. Hamilton
Mr. Dellar
Inter-American Affairs and its
shortwave "United
headquartering
in San Network,"
Francisco,
and formerly was with the Blue
Network
and
the
St.
Louis
StarTimes radio properties.
Mr. Dellar announced that the
new KXOA planned to begin opertion in Sacramento May 13 as a
basic MBS-Don Lee outlet. He said
he would devote his full time to
management of the station, which
will
operate on 1490 kc with 250
w fulltime.

Mr. Dellar tojoined
Dumm's
organization
operateMr.KSFO
San
Francisco in 1940, later taking
over its shortwave operations. He
had been general manager of WBT
Charlotte for five years and prior
to that was with CBS in station
relations in New York and in Radio Sales. He went to CBS from
KGB San Diego, where he was
manager.
A veteran of radio, Mr. HamilRyan in Omaha
ton for seven years had been manWHEN the NAB Board of Direcager of the radio properties of the
tors meets in Omaha, May 16-17, Star-Times,
including
KXOK St.
President J. Harold Ryan will ad- Louis and KFRU
Columbia.
dres ameeting of combined servclubs, ofsponsored by the KiWOV Files Brief
wanisiceClub
Omaha, in observance
of
Kiwanis
International Radio ALLEGING the FCC proposed deWeek. Lew Avery,
nial of the transfer of control of
NAB
of Broadcast Advertising,Director
likely WOV New York from Arde Bulova
will speak May 14 at a Kiwanis and Maj. Harry D. Henshel to
meeting in Tulsa. Mr. Avery will Murray and Meyer Mester [Broadattend a meeting o^ the NAB Sales
casting, April 2] violates the U. S.
Managers Executive Committee in Constitution,
Philip J. Hennessey
San Antonio May 8-10.
Jr., of Segal, Smith & Hennessey,
counsel for the Mester brothers,
last week filed 29 exceptions to the
Sir Ambrose Flemin
SIR AMBROSE FLEMING, g 95, proposed findings and conclusions
and requested oral argument.
famous electrical physicist, engineer and inventor, died Thursday
at Sidmouth in Devon,
England.
Candy Spots
Designer of the wireless signal ap- UNIVERSAL MATCH Co., St.
paratus of the Marconi station in Louis (Old Nick Candy Bar),
Cornwall which transmitted the starts sponsorship of a series of
first transatlantic message in 1901, spot
announcements April 23 for
he was also the inventor
the 52 weeks
through Schwimmer &
'■Fleming valve", forerunner ofof the
Scott,
onWELI
WBZ WHTD
WBZA
present-day vacuum tubes and of WNAC Chicago,
WEEI
many other advances in radio field. WJAR.
BROADCASTING
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Made

to

There's another kind of made to order . . . it's in
Baltimore radio.
If ever there was a perfect pattern for covering a
town that's big enough to be the 6th largest city . . .
it's the W-I-T-H coverage.
For it's a fact that W-I-T-H, the successful independent, delivers more listeners-per-dollar spent than
any of the four other stations in town.
If you're thinking now about the old-time "buyer"
market that's on its way back . . . and when the fight

order

to re-establish brands and markets really gets started...
you'll want to know more about W-I-T-H.
That's the Baltimore station that sells merchandise,
and always has sold goods, in this highly competitive
market.

WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President ' Rfpresented Nationally by Headley-Reed

Difficulties in Combining
FM, Video
^^7^ ^^,t
requirements. Moreover, the FM appears to involve considerable diffi- Johnston Urges Election of
Porter Discusses sound
culty,
particularly
with
respect
to
retrack uses only a 200 kc band,
Affiliate to Board
costs, frequency
space, andIt broadcoverage
requirements.
is, toof ABC
Possibilities Of
whereas
band.] television uses a 6,000 kc course,castceiverconsiderably
moretheexpensive
DISCOVERY that not a single
build
receivers
covering
wide
range
district director-designate of the
Mosby Plan
which
required,
Mr. onMosby
written
Mr. ofandfrequencies
is a Blue affiliate and that
this orwould
applywould
to allbeprovide
receivers
COMBINING of FM and television Porter
March had
13 that
it seemed
whether
not they
would
for6 NAB
only one Blue station manager has
television
would
be
transmitted
no
video
reception.
The
number
of
, frequencies
to
permit
the
broadbeen
nominated
for a director at
megacycle
broadcast
channels
available
caster to transmit aural programs more than two to six hours per day, between approximately 40 and 225 megacycles for awould
combined
television
and large led Henry P. Johnston, exec' alone during those portions of the depending upon cost and size of FM
service
be
not
more
than
utive vice-president of WSGN Birday when no video signal is trans- community. He asked why the al- sixteen
ifaretheto minimum
of otherof
beFMmet.coverage
Theneedsdisparity
' mitted is not likely, but the use of
gham, to bring
to theinat-a
lotted frequencies of FM and tele- services
television
and
is
also
a
tention omfinall
Blue this
affiliates
• the television sound transmitter for
vision
could
not
be
combined
to
perunderthetheFM present
mit the licensee to broadcast audio liroblem,
both FM and video sound track is
standards since
ten times
signal letter last week.
vice. is required for television sera possibility, if technically feasible, FM on his television frequency, strength
Observing that this situation
in the judgment of FCC Chairman thus permitting "full 24-hour use Under the Commission's proposed al- was probably purely accidental,
Paul A. Porter.
location
plan,
70
channels
would
be
Mr.
Johnston nevertheless felt that
of each frequency if the need re- assigned for commercial FM broadcasta network of the status of the Blue
Responding to Art Mosby, generqspeedier
uired it". He development
felt this would
pering
and
12
channels
for
commercial
television.
There
are
already
more
FM
mit
of
both
should be represented on
■ al manager of KGVO Missoula,
applications
on file
the
New York certainly
FM and television
"because
the new City
region
than
canandforbe more
accommodated
the industry-wide trade associa■ Mont., who felt that television and receivers
will
be
of
dual
purpose,
in
the
70
channels,
television
tion.
Only
(Swannee) Hag';. same
FM might
be doubled
on the
applications for a numberin 12.of Icities
than man, generalC. T.
frequencies
as an upall-around
easier tobroadcast
sell to the public".
am Commenmanager of WTCN
applicants can be accommodated
measure of economy, Mr. Porter in thusPresent
tioning
this
to
point
out
the
Minneapolis-St.
Paul,
has been
mission's problems in finding spectrum nominated for a director-at-large
his reply April 2 pointed to diffi- could furnish FM immediately upon
forposing totheentermanytheseapplicants
nowbe sure,
pro- by the board itself. In writing Blue
■ culties both in allocation and re- availability of the equipment, with space
fields.
To
in manybe areas
of the incountry
there
: ceiver production. It seems very television programs added as eco- should
difficulty
FM affiliates, Mr. Johnston said he had
televisionno channels
for afinding
long time
- likely, however, he said, that the
nomics permitted, Mr. Mosby con- toand come.
nothing against any man running
tended. He said he felt that tele- It seems very likely that the majority for
majority of television receiver owndirector-at-large but urged stavision would replace audio eventu- of television receiver owners will also
' ers also will have FM receivers
tions to support Mr. Hagman so
have
FM
receivers,
either
in
the
telethat
would be at least one
ally
"as
surely
as
talkies
replaced
'.i either
in
the
television
unit
or
in
vision unit or in a separate receiver. Blue there
a separate set.
the silents," and he expressed sup- This should
spokesman
on the new board,
permit
rather
flexible
proport of thequencies CBS
plan
of
higher
fregramming
arrangements
to
be
worked
which
would
take office at the next
'
Flexible
out
bytelevision
broadcasters
interested
In both annual meeting
for television.
if one is held, or
the
and
FM
fields,
particularly in such
areastheastelevision
your own.sound
For
"This
should permit
rather flexi-to follows
Mr. Porter's
reply to Mr. Mosby example,
in full text:
perhaps
ble programming
arrangements
by
mid-1945.
NAB
Advised
transmitter
could
be
adapted
and
li. be worked out by broadcasters in- The combination or the two services
censed for vise in both services.
terested in both the television and
Mr. Johnston also called the conFM fields, particularly in such
dition to the attention of NAB
* areas as your own," Mr. Porter
President
Harold Ryan. He pointI. television
wrote. "Forsound
example,
perhaps
the
ed
out
the
NAB board has nothing
transmitter could
Decide FM's to do with election of district diTo
d
Expecte
FCC
■' be
adapted
and
licensed
for
use
in
r
e
c
t
o
r
s
b
u
t
that the board did have
both services."
Place in Spectrum About May 1
lot to do with the nomination of
* [Editor's Note: In past seminars ALTHOUGH the ultimate home of somewhere possibly around 60 mc, adirectors-at-large.
think theat
• and observations on dual operation, FM in the radio spectrum remained
erred in not "Inominating
engineers have pointed to the imwith the nounced
decision
likelyMayto 1.be an- board
least one representative of each of
shortly after
. practicability of using a single an enigma last week, indications
majorclassifications
networks in[large,
each
to moving the service to a
Ased noyet
the Commission
has reach-a the
' transmitter on two separate fre- pointed
of thefourthree
agreement,
as it considered
band beginning at 84 mc, as pro.'. quency
of differences in ranges
antenna because
crystal and
other
by FCC, or a compromise maze of conflicting evidence on both medium
and
small
stations]",
he
technical and economic phases. On said.
one thing the FCC is reported
Analyzing an NAB bulletin he
agreed. FM must begin in the spec- had received April 11, Mr. Johntrum as low as possible. Since
ston told Blue stations that of 16
ia95 Sastpl} 1. (ttotittoUg 1945
Sporadic E is held to cause inter- representatives thus far elected to
ference 1% of the time at 42 mc, the next board, eight are with
.1% at 60 mc and .01% at 84 mc,
. JOSEPH V. CONNOLLY, 50, presifour with CBS, four with
it appeared likely that the FM band NBC,
MBS and none with Blue. District
' dent of King Features Syndicate,
would begin above 60 mc.
_ International News Service and InFla., Ga., Puerto Rico),
I ternational News Photos, died last
So far engineers still are at log- 5he (Ala.,
pointed out, has not yet elected
Wednesday at New Rochelle, N. Y.,
gerheads
over F2 layerlikewise
transmisa representative, but indications
sion.
Manufacturers
are
\ after a heart attack which he sufbe a Blue
station, be-a
split over the economic effects on are it causewon't
fered as he was returning from a
no manager
has indicated
the public of moving FM.
■■movie
to
his
home
in
Pelham.
desire
to
serve.
Of
directors-atWhile
the
Commission
had
not
Mr. Connolly had been with the
nominated, seven are NBC,
reached conclusions last week, ef- large
' Hearst
1920,
indeforts were being made to meet a three CBS,pendent andfour
when he organization
was hired to dosince
promotion
one Mutual,
Blue, he one
added.
May 1 deadline, both for the final
, for King Features Syndicate.
"The
board
nominated
these
16
allocations above 25 mc and a proThree years later, he became asposed report below 25 mc. The FCC "So
men, it not
thethestations,"
healmost
said.
■ sistant manager of all Hearst synseems
Blue
was
already has agreed on the proposed
'dicatesmanager
and laterof president
and gen-In
allocations, 10-25,000 kc, and its entirely passed up."
jeral
King Features.
proposal
is in the hands of the In•1931, Mr. Connolly became presiterdepartment Radio Advisory Comdent of INS, taking over control of
mittee.
Should IRAC assent, the
'INPBesides
shortlyhis afterwards.
Brewing Co. Spots
proposed allocations will be ready
newspaper work, Mr.
for release about May 1. If not, a HEILEMAN BREWING Co., LaConnolly was a member of the
delay would result while IRAC and Crosse, Wis., began sponsorship in
.Hearst radio committee and helped
Commission ironed out their mid-April of 6 to 12 spots weekly
tguide activities of the four Hearst Pittsburgh and WSIN Milwaukee. the
diff'erences.
for 13 weeks on KOTA WDAY
Navy,
and
Mary
Jacqueline
Con■stations,
WEAL
Baltimore,
WCAE
At any rate, indications wAe both KELO KWNO WLOL WIND
Pittsburgh; WISN Milwaukee;
nol y; a brother, Roger Connolly,
W.fNS New York.
managing editor of the New Haven reports — the final above 25 mc and cago.
WJJD WCFL WFHR KABR.
and a sister. Dr. Sabina proposed below 25 mc — would be re- Agency is L. W. Ramsey Co., ChiSurviving are his widow, Mrs. Register,
Connolly.
leased
somewhere
around
May
4.
iMargvterite Connolly; two children,
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N CITY
5,000 Watts

1300 K. C.

Lee STAIIDN

POPULATION— 1,321,853, 1940 Census.
RADIO HOMES— 293,080, 1944 CBS Researcli.
RETAIL SALES— Over $325,000,000 in 1943.
COVERAGE — 57 counties in primary and secondary areas including Mason City
and diaries City, Iowa, Austin and AlLert Lea, Minnesota.
FARMING — More Kogs were raised in tkis station's Primary Area tkan in any otlier
whole cstate
1944.record.
TlieseFarmers
millionshereof arehogscontinuing
have senttofarmers'
inomes up to anduring
all-time
work andcashspend
toward greater production.
INDUSTRY — Six tig modern meat packing plants, hemp mills, corn processing,
soyhean and sugar heet factories keep industrial payrolls high.
F. C. ElGHMEY, General Manager
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES — Weed & Company, New York -ChicagoDetroit — ban Francisco — Boston — Hollywood.

CBS

POPULATION — 772,431, 1940 Census.
RADIO HOMES— 186,060, 1944 CBS Research.
RETAIL SALES — Over $212,021,000 in 1943.
(Sales Management estimate of Retail Sales)
COVERAGE
—
40
counties
in primary
and Iowa.
secondary areas, including Quincy,
Illinois, Hannihal, Missouri
and Keokuk,
1,000 Watts

930 K.C.

Lee
CBS

FARMING — This is the core of the productive Illinois - Iowa - Missouri agricultural
region where corn, wheat, oats, harley, rye and soyteans are grown in quantity.
The WTAD market is also one of the leading hog-producing areas in the U. S.
INDUSTRY — Highly productive and stahle industries include metal working plants,
chemical plants, paper mills, stock feed and feeding equipment manufacturers.
Walter J. Rothschild, General Manager
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES — The Katz Agency, New York -Chicago Detroit — Kansas City — Atlanta — Dallas — San Francisco.

War Boosted
Agency
Checks Time
Allotted News By
Networks
EFFECT of war on news programs is illustrated by a survey
just completed by Duane Jones Co.,
radio advertising agency. In addition to programs for package goods
manufacturers who are among the
country's
of news-all
casts, thislargest
agencyusers
purchased
broadcasts used by the Republican
National Committee
year's
Presidential
campaign,in last
amounting
to approximately a million dollars
for radio time in the newscast category.
With and
imminence
of Germany's
collapse
with Pacific
activities
growing in intensity, news programs are hitting a new high in
public interest, the data reveal.
Since the beginning of the war
sponsors have been cashing in on
radio news through national and
regional networks as well as on
individual stations. This has caused
a tremendous upsurge in news
broadcasts, according to figures released by network research departments for the survey. Where available figures begin with 1937.
Percentage of time devoted to
newscasts available for NBC and
Blue-ABC, show that in 1937 NBC
devoted 2.8% of its total program
hours to news. By 1940 the volume
of newscasts had jumped to 7.2%
and by 1944 it reached 20.4% of
NBC's
total time also
on the
ABC newscasts
tookair.2.8%Blue-of
the total time in 1937, climbing to
16.7% in 1944. Due to differences
in records
figures are not similar
availablepercentage
for CBS and
Mutual.
The constant expansion of news
programs has not been confined to
networks alone. The growth of
local and regional news broadcasts
has also been amazing, although
there is no immediate way of making an accurate survey of this field.
Some of the heaviest news program purchasers specialize in local

Newscasts, Survey Shows
Total Hours Devoted to News on
news broadcasts as an integral part NBC:
of their marketing plans.
Sustaining Total
279
Among
Duane
Jones'
clients
us1937
Sponsored
154
125
Year
ing local news programs are Man1938
126
178
304
1939
133
124
257
hattan Soap Company, currently
1940
284
636
sponsoring 275 newscasts weekly
1941
589
983
on 80 stations. C. F. Mueller Com449
831
1280
352
1943
1016
847
394
1641
625
1726
1942
pany, macaroni products, now have
1944
879
local station deals with a staff of
12 top newscasters in 18 major
Total
Hours
Devoted
to News by
cities east of the Mississippi, with
405
Sustaining Total
209
58 weekly newscasts. Mennen Co., CBS:
Year
267
Sponsored
1937
a newcomer in the field, is now
196
147
1938
122
389
485
broadcasting news from nine sta1939
344
491
509
tions, in addition to a large sched1940
284
706
320
829
1941
ule of spot broadcasts. Others in- 1942
679
1385
1497
1454
clude Grocery Store Products Sales
1943
756
698
1944
860
637
Co., Curtice Brothers Co., Hudson
Pulp and Paper Corp., MegowenTotal Hours Devoted to News on
Educator FoodInc.,
Co.,allandimportant
Pierce's ABC-Blue:
Proprietaries
Year Sponsored
Total
radio advertisers.
1937
87 Sustaining
187
1938
72
150 274
222
Should the war in Europe end
1939
95
215
suddenly, it is likely that news1940
581 310
681
casts will continue their popularity
1941 100
129 667
796
1942*
268
568
836
because of the war with Japan,
1943
292
617
909
the survey states, and even with
1944 339 723 1062
the end of hostilities in all theatres,
news programs will probably pull • In 1942 Blue separated from NBC
well until demobilization is com- and figures for 1942, 1943 and 1944 do
not IncludecountingPacific
Coast newscasts,
acor a reduction
In sustaining
plete.
fromCoast f1941
to 1942 had
which.
If PaTotal Hours Devoted to News by hours cific
newscasts
been
included, would have shown an increase.
Year Sponsored
Sustaining
Total
MBS**:
1939
122
71
193
1940
203
107 840
310
** Sustaining
figuresof are
1941
385 455
timated on basis newscast
of projection
samplees1942
566
565 1131
weeks' figures
toareannual
totals. count.
Commercial
figures
an
actual
1943
961
409
1370
No data available for 1937 and 1938.
1944 828 409 1237

Joan Davis^ Jack Haley Jump From 10th
To Third Place on Hooper April 15 List
JOAN DAVIS and Jack Haley Music has the most women listeners
listening set, with 1.60; Drew
jump from tenth place in the "First per
Pearson, the most men listeners,
Fifteen"
network byprograms
report- with
1.12 and Lowe Ranger the
ed last month
C. E. Hooper
most children listeners, per set
Inc., to third place in the April 15 with
1.10.
report, while Bob Burns and Mr.
Radio Theatre has the highest
and Mrs. North appear in the list
for the first time since late last sponsor identification index — 89.3.
fall.
General listening is less than the
Preceding the Davis-Haley show last report, and than last year, according to data in the latest reare Bob Hope, in first place, and
lease. Average evening audience
Fibber McGee and Molly, second.
rating
of
9.1 is down 0.2 from the
Walter Winchell places fourth,
followed by Screen Guild Players, last report, down 0.8 from a year
Bing Crosby, Radio Theatre, Mr. ago. Average 0.1evening
from thesets-in-use
last reDistrict Attorney, Abbott and Cos- is 29.1,port,down
down
0.4
from
a year ago.
tello, Kay
Kyser,
Charlie
Mcevening available audiCarthy, Eddie Cantor, Your Hit Average
ence is 77.6, a drop of 0.7 since the
Parade, Hildegarde (including com- last report,
and of 0.3 from last
peted rating in East), Bob Burns,
and Mr. and Mrs. North. (Tie).
Ame7-ican Melody Hour, and The year.
Andrews Sisters, tying for fifth
Geii. Petroleum Show
place, appear for the first time in GENERAL PETROLEUM Corp.,
the list of programs measured in Los Angeles, on May 1 starts Hollyterms of listeners per set. The
with Otto Kruger
breakdown for women, men and as m.c,wood Previeiv,
on 13 CBS Pacific and
children, follows:
Arizona stations, Tuesday, 7:30-8
p.m. (PWT). Series replaces NBC
Furlough Fun, sponsored by Gils S o
Oil Co. prior to its merger
Blondie 1.27 0.84 1.08 3.19 more
with General Petroleum. HalfBandwagon
(
Fitch
)
1.50
0.94
0.64
3.08
Kate
Smith
1.55
0.85
0.60
3.00
hour
show
will dramatize stories
Glldersleeve 1.43 0.95 0.59 2.97 rejected by motion
picture studios.
*Amer.
Melody
Hour
1.56
0.75
0.65
2.96
Film players will be guest stars.
♦Andrewsfor Sisters
*Tied
5th Place: 1.47 0.84 0.65 2.96 Smith
& Drum, Los Angeles, has
DUANE JONES
American Album, of Familiar the account.
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Adrertising

NLRB SETS HEARim
ON WAYS DISPUTE
NATIONAL LABOR Relations
Board last week scheduled oral
arguments
for May
the dispute between
WAYS1 onCharlotte,
N. C, and the IBEW over the station's refusal to bargain with the
union as the representative of its
transmitter technicians. The hearing will be held before the full
Board in Washington at 10:30 a.m.
In an intermediate report Nov.
29 [Broadcasting, Dec. 11], a trial
examinermendedfor
Boardceaserecomthat thethestation
and
desist from refusing to recognize
the union and take affirmative actions to negotiate with it. The examiner found that the IBEW local
became the exclusive representative of the transmitter employes
last May 3 and that rearrangement of operations and personnel
since that time resulted in loss by
the union of its majority representation. He charged the union with
interfering with collective bargaining and engaging in unfair
labor practices.
The station admits that it made
certain personnel changes at its
transmitter but explains that its
refusal to bargain is based on the
grounds that the transmitter emnot constituteployesanby themselves
appropriatedo bargaining
unit. It takes the position that it
should not be required to bargain
with IBEW as long as it does not
represent both studio and transmitter employes and further contends that a majority of its transmitter
employes are not now memJan. 1].
bers of the union [Broadcasting,
U. S. Shows Lead
AMERICAN network shows continue to lead the evening time popularity on Canadian stations, according to the April national rating report for evening time issued
by Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto.
Radio Theatre leads the poll for
the first fifteen programs with a
rating of 39.2, followed by Fibber
McGee and Molly with 34.6, and
Charlie McCarthy, Biyig Crosby
Music Hall,
Treasure Bob
Trail Hope,
(Canadian origination),
Album of Familiar Music, Aldrich
Family, Waltztime, Frank Morgan,
Green Hornet (Canadian originani2eader's
),
Digest,
Jack tioCarson,
and
JohnAlanand Young,
Judy,
(Canadian origination). The first
five French-language programs for
April dii
evening
time awere
ment
Rire with
ratingLe Raillieof 35.7,
Secrets du Dr. Morhanges, La
CourseNazaire
au Tresor,
Ceux qu'on Ainie,
and
et Barnabe.
Jacques Corn Spots
JACQUES SEED CORN, Prescott.
Wis., starts its spot announcement
campaign for the 6th consecutive
year on 26 stations, effective first
week of Sept. through March.
Agency is Triangle Adv., Chicago.
April 23, 1945 • Page 23

Only Part of War Will Be Won V-E Day,
owl Reminds Those Planning Programs
ANSWERING inquiries on V-E Bureau for guidance in handling
Day programming, the OWI has their programs on V-E Day, asset forth first suggestions on how
suming that the fighting in Gerradio is to handle the job. The
many comes to so definitely datamain thing must be the realization
ble an end." Some advertisers have
that only part of the war is won offered to substitute government
and there can be no time for re- messages for commercials, he relaxation of effort until Japan, too,
vealed, and all correspondents inis defeated.
dicate that suggestions from the
Bureau may be helpful.
No special schedule is being pre- Radio
As a substitute for commercials
pared for V-E Day. Instead of
many different campaigns, a single or for other purposes a special
informational theme — the job of "V-E Day and After" fact sheet
defeating Japan — is suggested by accompanies the letter but otherGeorge Ludlam, chief of the Dowise the OWI hopes scheduled asmestic Radio Bureau, in a letter
signments wil be adhered to closeto persons concerned with schedly,
perhapsto with
re-writingcopyof
uling.
messages
includethe pertinent
The key to observance of V-E slants on Japan.
Day, Mr. Ludlam declared, will be
"Additional information or specific V-E Day assistance," Mr.
the continuing
ently in agreementwarwithandthis"apparthink- Ludlam reminds, "will gladly be
ing, sponsors, agencies, networks, given" by OWI field representaand stations have asked the Radio
tives or direct from Washington.
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New Mutual Program
MUTUAL network will start another new program to be aired
April
30,
as part ofoftheitsnetwork's
general revamping
daytime
schedules. A novelty participation
program.
Queen
for
a
Day,
Dud Williamson as m.c, willwithbe
heard from 2:30 to 3 p.m. EWT
five times weekly, it was announced
by
Phillips
Carlin, vice-president
charge
of programs.
Produced byin
the Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood, the new show features daily
selection of a "queen" who gets to
realize her secret ambition . . • anything from a visit to the Stork Club
to a date with her favorite movie
hero. Besides newly-scheduled proalready revealedApril
by Mr.
Carlin grams
[Broadcasting,
9],
the network last week announced
time
changes
for
several
sustaining
Mutual shows.

Wire-Recorder, Receiver
Combination Announced

MAGAZINE of the Lear Home Radio and Wire recorder combination
is held by William P. Lear, president, Lear Inc., at a special pre-

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY
Network
esIn Newhas
COMBINATION magnetic wireat 8 East tablished
41stenlargedSt.offices
Telephone
is York
Lex. Arecorder
and home radio set, dedivision
Lear Inc.velopedatby the
GrandradioRapids,
Mich.,of
was given its first public demonstration April 10 before a gathering of theHotel
pressin atNewthe York.
WaldorfAdding
Astoria
Its
uses in recording and playing back
radio programs in home and stuTwo More
dio,
produced and
entertainMarkets
ment, home
office dictation
phone
conversations were outlined by
William
F.
Lear,
founder
and
presto fiT.
f.es
-S.*
ident and illustrated by skits feaAf
li-/
at
turing Ole Olsen and his colleagues.
KGGM, CBS, Albuquerque,
The wire recorder will be marNew Mexico and KVSF, CBS,
keted by Lear after the war as
Santa Fe, New Mexico, bepart of a Lear home radio, adding
came
affiliates
of
Taylor-Howeabout
$75 to the set's cost, or as
Snowden Kadio Sales as of
a separate unit, to be used with
April 1, These two excellent
present
sets, for the same price.
stations afford you intensive
Public is being surveyed on their
coverafje
top
markets. ofLetNewus Mexico's
supply you
interest in the device through a
with realup-to-the-minute
questionnaire included in a pamand
assistance in thesefacts
two
phlet offered in a series of national
publication ads released this month
important markets.
through
Arthur Kudner Inc.
Affiliates
Lear's innovation, according to
Texas
the
president,
is the built-in recordKFDM — Beaumont
ing wire,cana "cartridge"
magazine
KFTO—
Lubbock
v/hich
be
snapped oreasily
into
KGNC — Amarillo
the
front
of
the
panel,
and
operated
KKGV— Weslaco
by a simple switch. Heretofore the
KTSA — San Antonio
operators have had to handle the
THE LONE STAR CHAIN
wire, risking breakage.
Louisiana
KKMD—Shreveport
Oklahoma
KADA
Ada
KBIX ——Muskogee
KCRC —Enid
KGFF — Shawnee
KOME—
KTOK — Tulsa
Oklahoma City
KVSO — Ardmore
Every national advertiser
THE OKLAHOMA NETWORK
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
l\ew Mexico
OF Canada
KGGM — Albuquerque
KVSF —Santa Fe
should make sure that his
schedule includes
Sates
Offices
C H NS
New York .Hollywood
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Chicago
San
Francisco
Dallas Portland
JOS. WEED
CO. York
General Offices — Amarillo
350 Madison
Avenue,6CNew
BROADCASTING
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LDIERS OF PRODUCTION"
Public Service Dramatization^
With Chicago the second largest war production
district and always a critical area, WJJD has moved
shoulder to shoulder with the Production Urgency
Information Committee when manpower crises
threaten output.
WJJD
To emphasize manpower need, "Soldiers of Production" has been broadcast consistently five afterno ns aweek featuring returned war heroes, and
officials of the Urgency Information Committee.
This program is one of many WJJD Public Service
features that make up 18% of WJJD's licensed
operating time.

t

til

73%
With this increase, WJJD puts on
the air one of the highest percentages ofpublic service broadcasting in the Chicago area.

WJJD, Inc., 230 N. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
PAUL H. RAYMER
366 Madison Avenue New York City

Mc^UU

ViiU

MONDAY

thru FRIDAY

2:30-3:00

over

WJJD

STATION

20,000

»"T5

PROPOSED

FCC

TIGHTER CONTROL over ownership of stations, policy personnel such as program directors and
business practices is foreseen in
proposed rules and regulations
making mandatory the filing with
FCC of annual financial statements and other data affecting
broadcasting.
Attached to the order, issued last
Wednesday, were two proposed
forms. No. 323A would require the
listing of all stockholders whose
interests are held directly, or iniirectly through other corporations ;
names of all operating personnel
"such as general manager, program director, etc."; data on licensee'sdirectors
capitalization;and
namesstock-of
officers and
holders; al contracts; interests in
other stations held by licensee.
Form 323B is an interim ownership report on changes in officers

RULES

ANNUAL

and directors and transactions relating to ownership of stock. Both
forms must be notarized.
Text of the order, which embraces standard, FM, television and
international stations, follows:
In the Matter of Promulgation
of Rules
and Regulations
ingshipthe andFiling
Financial,ofconcernOwnerOtherofDocket
Reports
Broadcast Licensees.
No. 6756.
ORDER
At a meeting of the FCC
held at its
offices
17th dayin ofWashington,
April 1945, D. C, on the
WHEREAS, the Commission Is of the
opinionence andthatnecessity
public interest,
conveni-by
the deletion of Rules may
LSei beandserved
43.1 and
the substitution
therefor
of
the
following rules:
FINANCIAL,
OWNERSHIP
AND
OTHER
REPORTSLICENSEES
OF BROADCAST
§1.301 ceFINANCIAL
REPORT—
Each
nse of a broadcastand
station
(stand-liinternational)
shall ard,fileFM, television,
with the Commission
on or
before March 1 of each year (on Form

TOPPING

THE

Whatever the radio test, you'll find WOAI
"topping the toppers!"
For example, WOAI carried nine of the
thirteen NBC shows that walked off with
blue ribbons in the annual "Fame-Motion
Picture Daily" radio poll, and for eight of
these exceeded
nine shows
WOAI'sHooperatings.
local Hooperatings
national
Again, WOAI's nighttime audience was
50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
NBC AFFILIATE
MEMBER TON

THE POWERFUL ADVERTISING
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FOR

REPORTS

324 or such other form as the Commission mayporting
prescribe,
with sheet
supschedules),together
a condition
balance
showing
itsthefinancial
asyearof
Dec.
31
of
preceding
calendar
and an income statement for said
calendar year.
Each suchin form
subscribed
as provided
Sec. shall
1.121 beof
the Commission's regulations.
§1.302licensee
FILINGof OF
CONTRACTS—
Each
a broadcast
station
(standard, natiFM,
television,
andCommisintero
n
a
l
)
s
h
a
l
file
with
the
30 days ofinstruments,
execution thereofsionalltractswithin
documents,
con(the substanceshallof beoralreduced
contracts
or understandings
to
writing
for
submission)
together
with
amendments,
supplements,
and
changesrethereinlating tand
cancellations
thereof
o character
of organization
and
identity
its officials;
ownership
control ofoflicensee
of station,
or of anyor
oftherein;
licensee's
stock,management,
rights or interests
use,
operation ments
ofthelicensed
facilities;
andorservice,
agreerelating
to
network
transcription
service
or
bulk
time
(amounting
to two
or moreto:sales
per
day);
Including
but hours
not limited
1. Articles
of Partnership, Association, or Incorporation;
2. By-laws affecting
organization,
control, character
number ofor

TOPPERS!

27.1% greater than the average for NBC
stations in 1077 cities, as established by
NBC's 1944 Nationwide Survey of Listening
Habits.
Its consistent record of "topping the toppers" isone of thetoreasons
why WOAI
sells
more merchandise
more people
in Central
and South Texas than any other station — at
a lower cost per sale!

OAI
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD RETRY & CO.
INFLUENCE

powersclassification
of its officers
or directors,
the
or voting
rights
of 3.anyAnystock;
document,
Instrimient,
contract relating to or affectingor
ownershipterestsoftherein,licensee,
or Inits stock,rightsor voting
rights
thereto;
4. Any fecting
contract
or afcontrol of relating
general toprogram
service of the
station
(such
as management
contracts,
network
and
transcription
sales
to brokers,contracts,
etc.). and time
§1.303
OWNERSHIP REPORTS—
(a) ANNUAL
REPORTS
— The
licensee OWNERSHIP
of each broadcast
station (standard,ternatioFM,
television,
and inn
a
l
)
s
h
a
l
file
on
or
March 1 of each year on FCC before
Form
323A (a copy
of whichreport
is attached)
annual
and asshallanof
show 31
theownership
information
Dec.
offollowing
the preceding
calendar
In theof case
ofindividual.
an Individual,
the2.1. name
such
In the ofcase
a partnership,
the names
the ofpartners
and the
interest
of case
each ofpartner.^
3.
In
the
a
corporation or
association :
with a descripyear A.: ^ Capitalization,
tion of the classes
sharesof ofstockeachauthorclass
issuedizedandand theoutstanding;
B. The
name,
residence,of citizenship,
and
stockholdings
officers
andC. Full
directors,
and stockholders;
information
with respect
to the interest
and identity
of any
person holdwhether
or
not
er of record, having anya stockInterorof indirect,
seeest,or direct
any
Its Where
stock. in Athe islicenFor
example:
the
beneficial owner or votes stock held
bybe B,furnished
the sameforinformation
should
A as is required
forWhere
B. X corporation holds stock
in thetionlicensee,
the same informabe furnished
respect tization,
oshould
X officers,
corporation
(itswith
capitaldirectors,
stock-in
holders and the amount ofandstock
Xcaseheldof bytheeach)
as is required
inwith
the
licensee,
full Information
as totogether
the identity
and citizenship of the person aulicensee'sshould
stock. be
The samethoriaszed to vote
information
furnished
to Yin corporation
If It
holds
any
stock
X
and
as
corporation if it holds any stockto inZ
Y, and so on back to natural persons.
D. Full Information as to family
relationship
association
two oror business
more officials
and/
orbetween
stockholders.
4.A. InThethename,
case residence,
of all licensees:
position
and date
of appointment
ofstation
operating(such
personnel
determining
policy
as
general
manager,
program director, etc.).
list with
of allthecontracts
requiredby
to B.be A filed
Commission
Sec. 1.302 showing the date of exeiFor ership
the Report
yearshall
1945, an Annual OwnCommission
on FCC beFormfiled323Awithon theor
before
Sept.
I.
1945,
the InforSec. 1.303
as of
.June 30, mation
1945.required byshowing
- No change in partners nor In their
rights sentmay
be
made
without
prior
upon an conap-of
consent to assignment
license. of theplication forCommission
(Continued on page 28)

A full page of them in
the May
7 issue
of BROADCASTING on
stations

OF THE SOUTHWEST
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

YES - - MEDALS,
but something more important

We like to get awards and honors and orchids. And have; quite a
string. But the thing, after all, is the earnest friendships we have
made out there in living rooms, among the five million earnest people
our clear channel signal reaches. Because we have never let them
down, all these twenty years, they believe in us . . . and in our sponsors.

NASHVILLE
HONESTY

TO

THE STATION

ITS LISTENING

HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
EDW. RETRY & CO., Natl. Rep».
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

WITH

A 20-YEAR

CLEAR

RECORD

OF

AUDIENCE,
50,000 WATTS
650 KILOCYCLES
CLEAR CHANNEL
N. B. C. Affiliate
April 23, 1945 • Page 27

Yes, Iowa's industrial income
equals its fabulous agricultural income . . . and
you get both on WMT . . . 5.000 watts at
600 kc (best frequency in Iowa)
covering the largest primary area in the state.
WMT gives you Columbia's finer programs at the
lowest rates in Iowa per radio family. WMT gives you
a per capita income of $4,322 per person
with the national average only $2,685.
In short, WMT gives you IOWA.

(Continued from page 26)
cution
tract. and expiration of each eoninterest
wlalcliother
the broadlicen- castC. seeAny
station.
may have
in any
(b) INTERIM
OWNERSHIP report
REshall bePORTS— An
filed interim
by each ownership
licensee on FCC
Form 323B
(a
copy
of
which
is
attached)
formationdescribing
required inany
thechange
annual inown-inership
report
from
that
previously
ported within 30 days after any suchrechange taion: occurs, including without limi1. Any change in capitalization or
organization.
2. Any rectchange
in officerspersonnel
and diors or instation
operating
determining
policy.
3. Any transaction
affecting the
ownership,censee'sdirect
of listock,(ii)
suchorissuance
asindirect,
(1) a oftransnew
stockfer of orstock,disposition
of treasury
stock, by(ill)theacquisition
of licensee's
stock
issuing
corporation.
Provided, however. That in the case
ofstockholders
a chanp;e inofthea officers,
directorsotheror
corporation
than
the licensee
(such
astheX, example
Y or Z
corporation
described
in
above), psuch
change
needreport
not beunlessreo
r
t
e
d
i
n
the
interim
that
indirectly
owns corporation
25% or moredirectly
of the orvoting
stocic
in (c)thetiEXCEPTIONS
llcensop.^
— Where
Informa-(a)
o
n
i
s
required
under
paragraphs
(b) of this section
with
to
aorstockholders,
corporation
moremayrespect
than
theofhaving
licensee
requestso50
afarmodification
the
requirements
as apDMcabl.p
§1.304
DEFINITIONSthe— particular
As usedcase.in
Sees.
1. 1.301-1.303:
"Stock"
shall
include
anyin, in-or
legal or beneficial
risht
orterest,privilege
in connection
with stock;
2. "Officer"
and "director"
include
the comparable
officialsshallIn
unincorporated
associations;
3.
"Contract"
shall
include
any
agreementtation, an (including,
limioption, trust,without
or pledge)
or anypres ormodification
thereof,
eximplied,of oral
orcontracts,
written,
The
substance
oral
arrangements,
and
understandings
shall
be reduced
to writing. is of the
WHEREAS,
the Commission
change inof thea corporation
officers, directors
orthan3 Any
stockholders
other
change
in thelicensee
control which
of theresults
licenseein amust
secure
the
Commission's
consent
under
Section
Act. 310(b) of the Communications

WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
5000 WATTS-680 KC

Capehart Would Probe
Foreign
Radio
FEAE
of cartels
and thePatents
action of
the Philips Incandescent Lamp
Works Co. in cancelling its license
tointroduced
RCA prompted
the resolution
to investigate
foreignhe
ownership
or
control
of
radio
ents [Broadcasting, April pat16],
nesday.
Sen. Capehart (R-Ind.) said Wedovei't actually
beenWhiledonenothing
by Philips,
he said, hashe
anticipates its emergence as a new
and strong competitor in the U. S.
radio field. American manufacturing interests and patents must be
protected
cartel," onhe a added.
"Philips hasfromprospered
world
cartel. Now they come over here
and seemingly get privileges even
ourSen.
own Capehart
people cannot
said secure."
he expects
Committee action on the resolution, submitted jointly with Sen.
Wheeler, within the next three
weeks. He mentioned the possibility
that the Interstate Commerce Subcommitteehearing
conducting themight
international merger
also
handle this investigation. In addition,
foreign
manufacturing
activities of RCA and IT&T will be
investigated and probably every
radio manufacturer in America
wdl behart asked
added. to testify. Sen. Capeopinion
thatdispatch
It will best
conduce
tne
proper
business
and toto
the
ends beofgiven
justicean ofthat
all interested
persons
opportunity
to file
briefs andmis ion to argue
to appear
Comorallybefore
why bethe
theadopted
above
proposed
rule
should
not
orformwhyproposed
it shouldin notthisbe Order.
adopted in the
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED,
Thatinterested
upon the person,
written oral
request of any
argument
be held
before21, the
Commission
en
banc
on
May
1945
at
10:30
a.m.
as not
to why
the aboveor why
proposed
rule
should
be adopted
it should
not be adopted
in the form
proposed
by
this Order.
Such
requests
for
oral
argument shall be filed on or before May
9, 1945,pear andby each
all persons
desiringshall
to ap-be
such request
accompanied
by a brief.
Particular Sec.
att
e
n
t
i
o
n
i
s
invited
to
proposed
1.303(c).thisIf Section
any personshould
is of specify
the opinion
that
the
exceptions contemplated by the Rule,
specific
shouldthebe exception
made as
toshould
the suggestion
form In which
invited beas toexpressed.
whether Comment
any or all isof also
the
information
be filed beby open
proposed Rules required
1.301-1.304to should
_for public inspection.
The

Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY
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WSLB
(Mutual)
F firmer Milks: —
250,000
SERVING NEW ENGLAND'S
CowsPulling: —
Twice Daily
Annually
ATED
R
$30,000,000.00
T
N
E
C
N
CO
Monthly
His Cash Pay is: —
E
RADIO AUDIENC
$2,500,000.00
The WSIB NotFarmer Has
T
Money To Spend Every Month
LARGES
National
D
R
3Representatives :
ONCE-A-YEAR
WEED & COMPANY
The
Walker Co. — Representatives
I
Ogdenshurg, N, Y,
I
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

The NBC

1944 Nationwide Survey of Listening Habits shows that

in New York 47% of the radio families listen most at night to NBC.
. . . This leads the next network by

113%
which

simply

means

. . .
station • New York

in New

York, it's

l945-RADIO'S 25th ANNIVERSA.. . .LEDGED TO VICTORY!
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

50,000 watts • 660 kc.
Represented fey NBC SPOT SALBS
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More

than

13^000

farmers

requested
this

chart

The Noon Farm Reporter recently offered to listeners
a Weather and Temperature Chart developed by the Station in cooperation with the U. S. Weather Bureau and
local grower organizations for the use of citrus growers.
Within a short time more than 13,000 letters poured in,
each containing a dime to cover handling and mailing
costs. Requests came from fort}' counties in California
many of which are often considered to be located beyond
this Station's daytime primary area.
KFI agricultural services have built a listener loyalty
in Southern California's rural areas of over a million
population that reflects in sales results of every advertiser
using this Station.

NBC for LOS ANGELES
KFI
90,000 WATTS . CIEAR CHANNEL • 640 KIIOCYCIES

EDWARD C. PETRY AND COMPANY, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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Coverage of Truman
Quarters
By Tight
RADIO
was on the job as usual
last Monday when President Truman made his maiden speech before Congress and to the people of
the United States, but the commentaries on the Blue-ABC, Mutual
and NBC following the address
caused no little headache.
Doors slamming, off-mike shouts,
talking and general confusion
seeped into the commentaries of
William Hillman of Mutual, Baukhage of the Blue and Morgan
Beatty of NBC. The reason: They
were crowded into the small House
radio gallery office — just big
enough to accommodate Acting Superintendent William Vaughan and
an assistant, but jammed to the
door with spectators.
Really Crowded
Set up in one end of the small
room wei-e Blue and NBC. In the
opposite corner, hardly 10 feet
away, was Mutual. WWDC Washington and WITH Baltimore, sharing facilities, also operated from
the radio gallery office. CBS set up
in the House library, adjoining the
chamber. WINX Washington operroom. ated from the Democratic cloakImmediately after President
Truman left the House chamber
and while the networks were playingousthe commentators
National Anthem
hurried theto varitheir
microphones. In the radio gallery
office Mr. Hillman was first to go
on the air. With his back to the
spectators he did a commentary,
oblivious of the noises about.
In a moment Baukhage went on
the Blue. Two feet away was the
NBC microphone, at which Mr.
Beatty stood. Baukhage signed off
at 1:29:30 and at 1:30 on the nose
Commentator Beatty began his
stint without benefit of levels.
Since he has an unusually resonant
voice he works away from the
mike in the studio. Monday he had
todownoperate
at close range and hold
his voice.

Address Is Marred
and Croivd Noises
fect. To the contrai-y it seemed to
serve as an invitation to the spectators who had thronged the galleries to hear the President. Superintendent Vaughan and Leo Costello, ishan
worked feverly to helpassistant,
the commentators
and
engineers. The crowd surged in —
eager
commentators
action toandglimpse
hear their
remarks. in
The radio men didn't object.
They enjoy having company. As
Mr. Beatty expressed it: "The
visitors
decorum."plusIt
v/as the maintained
cramped quarters
general confusion, engineers excues anddifficulties.
lack of levels
that createdchanging the
Work is progressing on expanded quarters on the Senate side.
Five booths coare
being networks
erected to and
acm odate the four
independent stations. The Radio
Correspondents Assn. executive
committee,
RichardhasHarkness
of NBCof iswhich
chairman,
met
informally with Speaker Rayburn
of the House
regarding
space
conditions and other conferences are
tentatively set for the future.
In the meantime, however, when
radio broadcasts important events
from Congress — and they usually
take place in the House chamber
— the networks and independents
must share the cramped radio gallery office quarters.
Vigortone Campaign
FENTON'S-VIGORTONE Co., Cedar Rapids, la., (livestock feed
supplement)
has started a year's
radio
campaign
fries Fa7-m
ForumwithMon.,Andy
Wed.Wooland
Fri., 6:30-6:45 a.m. WMT Cedar
Rapids,Round-Up
la.; participation
in Dinner
Bell
Mon., Wed.,
Fri.
12-12:15 p.m. WNAX Yankton,
S. D., and one-minute spot Mon.
through Fri. 1:05 p.m. WLS Chi111. Agency is Ambro Adv.,
Cedar cago,Rapids.

VINCENT
SEXTON, formerlywithin TJ.CBSS.
A sign on the closed door, "Sil- press
Army Information
in China, hasandbeennow promoted
to
ence, Broadcasting," had little ef- major.

RIP VAN WINKLE

Probablythebecause
he couldn't
serving
Hudson
Valleytuneandin theWKNY,
popular CatskillrichMountain
Vacationland.
You'll
Manager
Lou
wide-awake,
on thelotsfind
job,
ready tofrom
offerSteketee,
a friendly
for
of business
thisyouYFriendly
-hand
EARSStation.

If IVIl 1 KINGSTON, N. Y.
(ETEE. Klngslon, N. Y.
3HN LAUX, M»n^g,ng Dl.tclor THE FRIENDLY GROUP'',WI
STEUBENVILLE,
^MV OHIO MA UTUAL
WSTV WFPG WifA WKNy 1
STEUBENVILLE, O , ATLANTIC
WASHINGTON. FA.. KINGSTON
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in BLACK

AND

Seven digits and a couple of commas. That's the
size of the increased moneys recently voted by
the Mutual directorate, to be invested during the
balance of 1945 as a clear green light for wellstudied efforts to make this a more serviceable
network for listeners, for stations, for advertisers^
and for artists.
Since late in 1944, Mutual has been subjected
to a more critical appraisal — from within — than
any outside observer could conceive. We prepared
detailed blue-prints for improvement and presented them to the experienced owners of this network.
Today we can report to you their enthusiastic
endorsement of our plans, confirmed in black and
white to the resounding tune of a seven-digit
increase. That adds a lot to any annual budget,
but that's what it takes to put our plans to work.
Our blue-prints call for marked advances in
stations, in engineering, and in sales— with service
underscored throughout. But most of these special

WHITE
dollars are earmarked for program improvements.
We are determined to discover, create, and develop
program fare that will win greater preference,
around the entire radio clock, for the Mutual point
on the dial. We are determined to build a staff
equipped to originate standout entertainment, to
foster the work of outside producers, and, by both
means, to achieve a store of program material
designed for any advertiser's need and budget.
These are truly large orders. None knows their
scope better than we who drafted them. But the
seven digits are already at work, as black-andwhite evidence of our honest intent to fill these
orders. We think you'll find Mutual more interesting to watch — and listen to — than ever before.

THE MUTUAL
B RO A DC ASTI N G SYST E M

Security

STATUS TI5HUN
TAILOR
INDUSTRIAL
MEASURE/vi^NTS

Literally

True

TIME
BUYERS!
• Knoxville is growing faster than our retailers can keep
her in clothes — retail sales during 1944 gave Knoxville
the leading increase in the nation! And this has been
going on for more than two years. Knoxville is now the
third market in Tennessee — one of the best in the South.
Coverage
THAT
COUNTS!
* WBIR and BLUE can do the job for you in Knoxville.
WBIR reaches 75% of the people who hold 90% of
the buying power. Good availabilities and an excellent
make AskWBIRa John
a good
buy! Tryman
it— the
inHOOPER
the SALES!
E. Pearson
aboutproof
us. is
NUNN Knoxville,
STATIONS
WBIR.
Tenn.
WLAP, Lexington,
WCMI,
Ashland,
Ky.Ky.Va.
Huntington,
W.Tex.
KFDA,
Amarlllo,
Owned
and operated
Nunn andby
J.OUmore
LindsayN. Nunn.

WBIR
A NUNN STATION

BLUE NETWORK
John P. Hart, Manager
KNOXVILLE,
TENNESSEE
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Conference

to Give

Ahead
Job Besides
Radio's
Insight
PromotionInto
of Global
Understanding
News
Reporting Deemed Necessary for Lasting Peace
The BBC
organized
reBy JOHN SALT
sources sothathasit may
begin atitsonce
to play as important a role in the
for a lasting peace as it has
RADIO'S wartime record is good. fight
It is freely admitted that from the since 1939 in the fight for Victory.
Global
understanding will guide
earliest days of the war radio has
work of the special team being
contributed considerably toward the the
sent
to
San
Francisco. We will have
victory that now seems so near.
How will radio six men in San Francisco to handle the flow of news, special features,mis talks
by delegates
for translernlgde? for service
ion to London
and from
there
o
use on the home, European,
I iw n the postwar for
Latin-American
and
other
BBC
At the World services.
Anthony Wigan and Alistair
erity
will be in charge of all news
^j■HHj enCSiecesccuorin rSaadniCotoFtnhrfeawinll-chal-Cooke
dispatches
from our News Division.
et ^
gl
itesetfirs big
m
l arly
W.
M. Newton,
headsallBBC's
Chicago
offices,
willwhohandle
talks
e
e
b
Illj
h
l
c unitty jo
delegates as well as foraheaMdr. wShean tthe sohpopootritng stoptos. seIte by British
eign
language
broadcasts
for
the
will be trraibdiute o'towasrd amibessttioern utondheerlsptancodn-- European Service. From Mexico
City
Thomas
P.
Gale
will
come
to
ing of cithsce o ecovnfenertens ceatwithtehoSuatn wFhriacn-h take charge of news dispatches and
,
ties
tter how perfect, talks
Service.for the BBC's Latin-American
—treacannot— sunocceemd.a
American Reaction
But radio's role at the conference must go far beyond the conBBC's
CommenoriginateAmerican
alternately
from
ventional news gathering, report- ta ry will weekly
ing, news analysis and reports by San Francisco and Chicago to give
some of the delegates. The lasting British
listeners
a
cross-section
of
peace for which we struggle will American reactions.
depend to a large measure on unWe able are
planning
make availto United
Statesto broadcasters
derstanding between the peoples
of the world. For example, it is a special program which will bring
necessary for the people of Great to American listeners a round-up
Britain to know the reaction of the of opinions and reactions to events
people of the United States to the at SantriesFrancisco
in Europe. from many coundecisions of the conference and
Listeners to the Mutual Network
why they feel as they do.
Because of the geographic posi- are already hearing a special setion of Britain, the BBC has been
A. J. Cummingsries of reports
in whichby BBC's
he presents
the
drawn particularly close to the Eu- hopes
in Etigland and
ropean War. The frontlines in the Europe.andTheviews
series
which
began
battle for a lasting peace, however, March 26th, will continue until the
will be at the doorstep of every opening of the conference.
nation; at the doorstep of every
The contact with Eui'opean opinhome. The radio organizations of
ions we hope will help to create a
all nations will be able to make
alliance between the people
their full contribution. The San closer
of
the
and new world; through
Francisco conference will be a chal- which old
lenge.
will come a deeper understanding of the problems of peace.

^'Victoria"
Quaint
old
outsideRoyal
Mount
Hotel
RADIO

This old type of vehicle outside an
►entirely
hotel shows The
the
contrasts ofup-to-date
Quebec Province.
radio pectprogram
through
which
you
exto reach its sj^ million people
requires to be equally adapted to this
individualandprovince.
specialize
inveryplanning
producingWe programs
for Quebec as well as elsewhere in
Canada
in either English or French.
Let usfor—prove
plan
Quebec.to you that it pays to

PROGRAMME PRODUCERS
MONTREAL. CANADA
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

ANY baseball fan will tell you that no matter how
^ clever the pitcher, a good catcher is just as
important to a winning team.

mm

John Elmer
Pnsidttnt

BROADCASTING

• BroadcaU Advertising

Anyone who knows radio will tell you that no matter
how clever the program, the listener must "catch" the
sponsor's sales story.
Your program, broadcast over WCBM, will be heard
by a profitable percentage of the Baltimore market
for listening to WCBM has become a habit in Baltimore.
Free & Peters, Inc.
ExcfwsiVe tiatlonal fieprasentofrves

George
Roeder
GwMral H*MUmogor
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Kemptoii to Head
Radio Relations
McGrath Helping McDermott
Handle Correspondents
WILLETT KEMPTON, chief of
the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau
station relations division, has been
loaned to the State Dept. as radio
relations officer for the United
Nations Security Conference in
San Francisco, opening Wednesday.
Mr. Kempton arrived in San Francisco Thursday to make preliminary arrangements for coverage of
the Conference.
Heant towill
work J.asMcDermott,
a special assistMichael
press
chief of the State Dept., who heads
the entire United Nations informational staff as Chief Press RelaMr. Kempton's
will betionsto Officer.
facilitate
accredited duties
radio
correspondents in contacting the
various delegations.
McGrath on Hand
D. Harold McGrath, superintendent of the Senate Radio Gallery, who has been handling the
accreditation of radio men from
the first, also is in San Francisco
as Mr. of
McDermott's
assistant in
charge
radio correspondents.
As their first step, correspondents
were to contact Mr. McGrath at the
start of this week for their accreditation cards. Several other assistants including Harold Beckley and

THE
WHEN
FROST
S MOPNW!!
IU
P

William Donaldson, superintendents
of the Senate and House Press Galleries, have been named to the Conference press staff.
Eachence willdelegation
Conferhave its atown thepress
and
radio officers in addition to the
general staff for the whole body.
Comdr. Lloyd Dennis, on loan from
the Navy, will be radio officer of
the American delegates.
Radio and press relations headquarters have been established on
the first floor of the Veterans' MeInformation
officers ofmorial
thebuilding.
Conference,
together
with most radio men covering the
event, will stay at the Palace Hotel.
Overall cost of installing studios
was can
$10,891,
the four
networkswith
paying
$1,295Amerieach,
the British Broadcasting Corp.,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and
Australian Broadcasting Corp.
lumped into a smaller amount and
the
independents sharing the remainder.
About 200 radio men and women
are in San Francisco to cover the
conference. Among independents
carrying direct pickups will be
KSFO San Francisco, linked with
KPAS Los Angeles, for a daily
summary. KYO San Francisco will
feed ingto JohnKPWD
Hollywood,
B. Hughes,
Sam featurBaiter
and Mrs. W. Averill Harriman,
wife of the ambassador to Russia.
KMTR, KMPC and KFI also plan
spotThebroadcasts.
official opening will be aired
by all networks at 2:00 p.m.
(PWT) Wednesday. Plenary sessions will be open to broadcast during the Conference.
Francis
C. McCall, NBC manager
of network operations and news
and special events, has been asigned by William
F. Brooks,
direc-to
tor of snews
and special
events,
supervise NBC coverage of the
Conference. With Stanley Richard(Continued on page 38)

WCBWtion, oNew
television
sta-on
n May York,
1schedule
will CBS
startwith
operations
aTuesday
three-day
programs
and
Friday
8-9:30
p.m.
and
Thursday
8-8 p.m.as Total
time
remains same
for weekly
currentairtwiceweeklylow a telecasts.
New
schedule
will
alvariety
productions
within greater
oneofstudio
and ofwill
have
theof
advantage
permitting
major
part
the preparation for each program to be
R iKy-^- done on day it is telecast.
CENTE
^^eier8aid). ortinldg
.V"*
,el
ey ne^^^^^ tbGet
e^
combf i«R»l
re,se:or vyo^uUhy omdofr^nombigtotbepro
pay
«l«"Sb
r^ucb rural set^^r^ WAVE'rS^-"^? ^ Ken:
8 m Ken
vrhen
^^^J^v-at otcounts
Jleie coverage
„re
?
tucky
*?*'^l
indust
morer^
i'^g/rH^re are^nore ry,proBpe
OU9 people, mo^e *

ness, no!
4 1\ V® NATIONAL
FREE & PETERS,
INC. jI
REPRESENTATIVES
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Little Elmer says: "WGN's favorite role is leadership
among Chicago's major stations in local and national
spot business/'

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 EAST 42nd STREET,
NEW YORK 17, N. Y. • WEST COAST: EDWARD S. TOWNSEND CO., RUSS BUILDING,
BROADCASTING
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SAN

FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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years

of comedy

unexcelled

The George Foster Peabody jury put on its woolsack
the other day and looked over the radio performance
of 1944 throughout America.
And then it reached into the CBS gakix) of rare and
\aried and wonderful entertainment and laid hold on
a star who was temporarily trying to hide from sight.
He gave the jury a shght scuffle, liut was hauled,
skeptical and grumbling, into the light.
Dusted off, he turned out to be a comedian. F. Allen,
of Allen's Alley. Allen of the Texaco Star Theatre on
CBS. The same Allen who took a holiday last summer

make a motion picture, and who isn't quite so
to
suregoit was a hohday. The same Allen for whom the
CBS latchstring dangles — for whom millions of loyal
CBS fans arc keeping that candle twinkling in the network's window.
As he blinked in tlie glare of the jury, its composite
\'oice, through a loud speaker said:
"Mr. Allen, willy or nilly, you now get tlie George

is no

accident

I

Foster Peabody Radio Award for 1944. It's the highest
one we can confer. You get a medal with it. You get it
for Outstanding Entertainment in Drama. You get it for
comedy. You get it for comedy unexcelled over a period
of twelve years."
"Thank you" said Mr. Allen. "Let's leave Willy and
Nilly out of this. I'll cherish the medal myself."
Durable excellence isn't an accident on CBS. It's no
accident that more Peabody awards and citations for
1944 went to CBS programs and stations than to any
other network; no accident that CBS radio has won a
total of 20 out of 52 awards and citations since the
Peabody Awards were first established. Excellence is
the CBS target always.
But no winner on any network ever deserved it more.
In plain words, this couldn't happen to a nicer guy than
Allen. We congratulate him, and the jury of the George
Fosterdaring.
Peabody 1944 Radio Awards on its perception
and

Striking

leadership

is no

1 A few weeks ago two CBS affiliate- stations, WTAG
(Worcester) and WJR (Detroit), won hotli major
duPont Awards for outstanding service to their communities in1944.
2 Variety's "Shotvmanagement" survey, made by the
editors, gave 4 major awards out of 7 to stations of the
Columbia Network; recognized for either award or
special "high-light" comment 19 stations on CBS.
3 Now the George Foster Peabody jury, reviewing
1944 accomplishment, honors
WTAG, Worcester, for "Outstanding Public Service
by a Regional Station of More Than 1,000 Watts"
(A CBS affiliate)
WIBX, Utica, for "Outstanding Public Service by a
Local Station of 1,000 Watts or Less" (A CBS
affiliate )
KOIN, Portland, a special citation for regional
excellence in public service (A CBS affiliate )
WFBL, Syracuse, a special citation for regional
excellence in public service (A CBS affiliate)

accident!

KMOX, St. Louis, a special citation for regional
excellence in public service (A CBS station )
What is more, of the 17 stations who were "finalists" in
the Peabody judging, 12 were CBS stations: those just
cited, plus these —
WCAU, Philadelphia • WBT, Charlotte • WGAR,
Cleveland • WJR, Detroit • WBBM, Chicago
KLZ, Denver • KQW, San Francisco
Thus, in the span of a few recent weeks, the public
spirit and technical performance which characterize
the t) pical station on this single network have been
forcefully demonstrated not once but three times by
representative and impartial juries. With more than 20
of our stations blushing in the pleasant limelight, we
need point out simply that this overwhelming evidence
of station strength of character is not an accident. It is
the direct and well-earned recognition of a philosophy
shared by every CBS station between the oceans, and
out in Hawaii and down in Puerto Rico: "He best serves
himself who best serves his own people."

(Continued from page 3Jt)
son, NBC London chief, Mr. McCall set
transmission up
systemthefornetwork's
D-Day news.
He
recently returned from Honolulu,
where he set up NBC facilities for
expanded Pacifi-.- coveiagL\ Mr.
McCall will headquarter at KPO
San P^rancisco.
E. B. Canel, director of Latin.American programs, NBC international division, and Vincent Tober,
NBC international division commentator, are covering the Conference. Both will be on regular broadcast schedule to Latin-America.
Following are late station plans,
as disclosed last week to BROADCASTING :
KFHeditor,
Wichita.
Kan. — George
Gow,
news
will coverage.
transcribe
interviews
and file overhead
KLO
Ogdeu,
Utah
—
Arthur
Gaeth,
news
analyst Network
heard overand KLO,
the will
Intermountain
Mutual,
originate
daily Mutual
from San his
Francisco.
He also commentary
will handle
specialpers andcoverage
for several
his broadcasts
will benewspashortv.'aved
overseas.
WKMOdolph,
Kokomo,
Ind
—William
Rannews
editor,
will
file
1,000
words
dally
to be newscast.
aired by WKMO
onwill its
10
p.m.
(CWT)
He
also
make
transcriptions.

Welwork Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated

March Listening Up
MARCH listening achieved an unprecedented higthe
h of 26.9
use, 12% above
same sets-inmonth
last year, 21.3% above 1943, and
35.2 7r above 1942 for that month,
according to the April 15 Radio
Audience,
newsletter
sued by Themonthly
Pulse Inc.,
New York.isIncluded is a list of the "plusof programs
totwenty
which group"
more than
one out —ofthose
five
New York sets are tuned. Jack
Benny heads the list with a rating
of
chell,31.1,withfollowed
28.7; by
Bob Walter
Hope, Winwith
28.0; Lnx Radio Theatre, 26.9;
Eddie Cantor, 26.3; Mr. District
Attor)iey, 24; Joan Davies-Jack
Haley, 22.5; Abbott and Costello,
20.7; Aldrich Family, 20.6; Kraft
Music
Hall, 20.3.
20.5; and Fibber McGee
and Molly,

New Business
WILDROOT
Co.,52Buffalo
(hair tonic),
on Aprilthing to30Talkfor
weekson starts
About
39 DonSomeLee
Pacific
stations,
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
10:30
a.m.
(PWT).
Agency:
BBDO. 10:15Chicago.
REVERE,
COPPER & BRASS
Inc.,
New
York
(institutional),
4 starts
The Human
Adventureon onJulyabout
112
MBS cy: stations
Wed.
10-10:30
p.m.
AgenSt. George & Keyes, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
AMERICAN
DAIRY
Assn.,
Chicago,
onof
AprU
29 forParmer
13 weeks
renews
Voice
the
Dairy
on
19
Don
Lee
Pacific
stations Sun. 12-12:15 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: Campbell-Mithun Adv., Minneapolis.
Net Changes
LARUS
&
BRO.,
Richmond,
Va. (Edge-on
worth 22tobacco,
cigarettes),
PABST SALES Co., Chicago (Pabst Blue
May
shifts Chelsea
GuyfromLombardo
& His Ribbon
beer), on April 27 shifts The
Royal
Canadians
180
Blue-ABC
stations
Mon. 10-10:30
Kaye Show on 131 CBS stations
130 Blue-ABC
stationsp.m.
Tues.to about
9-9:30 Danny
from
Sat.
p.m. &to Legler,
Fri. 10:30-11
p.m. Agency:8-8:30
Warwick
N. Y.
p.m.

WE'RE NOT WIZARDS
WHIG

Just because we do
obtain magic results
from"The Magic Circle"
don't get the idea that we all run around in circles
pulling rabbits out of hats.
We do bend over backwards, however, to do the best
possible job for those who want maximum results at a
minimum of expense from the Richest Area in the South.
EDNEY

lAGIC CIRCLE
□ F BQ MILES
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RIDGE. DIRECTOR

Allied PRTS |#

HARRYtions,S.New York,
GOODMAN
Radio exclusive
Produchas secured
rights
to
"The
Mystery
Chef",
BlueABC
program
which goesoffered
off thelocally
net
May already
11. Transcriptions
have
been
signed
with
21
of
the
former
28
sponsors
according
to
Mr.
Goodman. Program pressings are being
made by Muzak Transcriptions Inc.,
New York.
DOROTHY
LEWIS,of the
coordinator
listener activities
NAB, leftof New
York
14 ontakea her
cross-country
tour
which April
was
to
to
San
Francisco. There the
she is toof gather
material
membersinterview
of the
Assn. of for
Women useDirectors.
CHARLES MICHELSON Radio Tranions, New York,Galesburg,
has sold111.,"The13
Shadow" toscriptWGIL
weeks,
CoalO.,Dealer's
Assn.;Nehi
WSTVBottling
Steubenvllle,
13
weeks,
Co.; KOL26 Seattle,
weeks; KGB
San
Diego,
weeks, 26Guaranty
Chevrolet
Co. Renewed
accounts:Lustig
WFMJShoeYoungstown,
O., 13 weeks,
Store;
WSLS nokeRoanoke,
Va., account
"till forbid",
RoaDist. Co. New
Time":
WMGA
Moultrie,
Ga.,for26 "Hymn
weeks,
Georgia
renewal
WPAD
Paducah, Peanut
Ky., 78 Co.;
programs,
Kentucky
UtilitiesWasCo.Answered",
New account
Fur
Prayer
KELD forHdw.
El "My
Do-&
rado, Ark., 39 weeks, Timmins
CECIL Co.ROBINSON has established a
New York production firm, Robinson
Productions, to be operated independof Robinson's
Radiooffices
Reckoner,
researchently service,
with both
at 19
W.On 44th
Properties include "Who's
First",St. audience-participation
program withtestantssports
as con; and "If I personalities
Were You", daytime
drama.
IRVING D. ROBBINS and Philip W.
Barber,
formerly Newof York,
the Institute
Public
have& Barber,
formedof
apublic
new Relations,
partnership,
Robbins
relations
counsel,
at
27
Madison
Ave.
CHARLES MICHELSON
Radioappointed
Trans, New York,
Nason-Relkin,scriptionNew
York, hasas agency
for
a trade paper and direct mail campaign.
Nobel Prize Group
AMERICAN NOBEL CENTER,
New York,
forming toa select
"One
World"
Prize isCommittee
the three 1946 winners in radio,
press and films,
for the greatest
contribution
to international
peace
and understanding.
Prizes will be conferred next
February.
Amongwho those
the radio industry
havein already
agreed to serve are James R. Angell,
C. B. NBC
Joliffe,public
RCA sei-vice
Victorcounsellor;
Division;
and, from Mutual, Edgar Kobak,
president; and
Robertgeneral
D. Swezey,
vicepresident
manager;
Tom Slater, director; and Paul
Jonas,
director of special
featuresassistant
and sports.

.NE^THE GREAT »
OF THE NATION

WBIG
\^ GREENSBDRD,
N. C.
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There's
KNOWLEDGE

in the

AIR!

EVER since 1701 when Yale was founded to fit
young men for "Publick Employment in Church
& CivU State," the life of the University has always
run close to contemporary problems. Today it
touches modern life at many points.
In this traditional spirit of public service the cooperative program between WTIC and the University was initiated. "Yale Interprets the News" is
designed to provide a better imderstanding of world
events by drawing upon the full intellectual resources ofthe University.
Soimds Hke something that would appeal only to
the intellectual few? Quite the contrary. Now in its
fourth year, "Yale Interprets the News" is listened
to regularly by more residents of Southern New
England than any other program at the same hour.
WTIC is proud to be associated with one of the
great educational institutions of our country in
order to bring to the people of Southern New England
this important series of public service programs.
BROADCASTING
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DIRECT ROUTE TO
SALES IN
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporafior
and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED 8; COMPANY,
Hew York, Boslon, Chicogo,
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Press News Elects
SEN. W. A. BUCHANAN, Lcthb)idge
has been
electedits
presidentHci-ahl,
of Canadian
Press and
subsidiary, Press News Ltd., with
Roy Thompson, CKGB Timmins,
CJKL Kirkland Lake, and CFCH
North Bay, as vice-president of
FN. Re-elected as directors of PN
were F. L Ker, Ha mil ton Spectator;
Sen. Rupert Davies, CKWS Kingston; Emile Jean, CHLN Three
Rivers, Que.; H. N. Hueston, Sai-)iia Observer; W. B. Preston, Brantford Expositor; W. McCurdy, WinTribune;Officers
A. R. ofFord,"
CFPL
London,nipegOnt.
Canadian
Press with station affiliations
elected for 1945 include Sen. Jacob
Nicol, CHLT Sherbrooke, Que.,
vice-president, executive committee;
Harold Husband, CJVI Victoria;
D. B. Rogers, CKCK CKRM Regina; C. V. Ferguson, CKRC Winnipeg; Sen. Davies; A. R. Ford,
CFPL London; Mr. Thomson;
Herve Major, CKAC Montreal;

Capitol Bureau
IN LINE vnth station policy
of
ever-increasing
localproviding
and statewide
news coverage, WSPA Spartanburg,
S. C, has established a news
bureau in the State Capitol
at Columbia. It is headed by
Moise Bloom, who keeps
WSPA fonews
departmentof the
inrmed of the activities
members of the Spartanburg
delegationlature. If public
to the state
legis-is
reaction
favorable, WSPA intends to
maintain the news bureau
permanently.
TIN
SALVAGEtin iscansslow;arelessbeing
thansaved,
half
the
needed
prepared,
collected,
the InWara Advertising
Council
declares
bulletin
virgingin advertisers
to promote this
cause
time and space.
Sen. W. H. Dennis, CHNS Halifax; T. F. Drummie, CHS J St.
John, N. B. directors.

Reius

^

BOB SHERRY, NBC announcer, has replaced ED HERLIHY quarter-hour
on "Your Radioon
Reporter",
WEAF New weekly
York featuringMr. news
NBC-WEAF
personalities.
Herlihyof
has
newscast
Mark a Mfg.
Co. now on WEAF for KnoRITA STONE, assistant to WILLIAM
SHIRER, CBS news analyst, leaves New
York cthis
week for atHollywood
toAngebea newswriter
KNX
les.omeMYRA
JORDAN,
CBS Los
shortwave
listening
post,
replacesof Miss
Stone.
RUSSELLtising man.ROE,
former St. Louis adveras newscaster.to KFAM St. Cloud, Minn.,
FRED
DELANO, as from
KJR Seattle,
KGW
Portland
replacingto
BOB THOMAS,
to news
KEX editor
Portland.
MIKE Missoula,
MULVIHILL,
editor forof
KGVO
Mont., news
has reported
his induction
physical.
ROBERT
F. HURLEIGH,
WBBMinitiated
Chicago commentator,
has been
into SigmanalisticDelta
fraternity.Chi, professional jour-

for KRGV

Citrus

Market!

AFFILIATED
MEMBER
OFONELONEOFWITHTHE
STARN.B.C.
CHAIN
VOICE
OF
PERMAMENT MARKETS IN RICHEST
AMERICA
1290 ON THE DIAL
WESLACO ^
SERVING
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ALLAN JACKSON, CBS newscaster, has
taken sisovertelecast
the formerly
WCBW news and analy-by
HOLLES, now handled
news chief
ofEVERETT
WBBM Chicago.
R.
S.
BRYDEN
has
been
newstheeditor
the central
newsappointed
bureau
ofsenior
CBC, atToronto.
HeCBMwas
formerly
English
editor
of
Montreal.
LAURENCE
DUFFEY,
formerly
of
and CBL, replaces him at CBM. CBR
DON FAIRBAIRN, former CBC farm
commentator
at Toronto,
has beenafter
reported in a hospital
In Holland
being tionswounded
over Holland.during RCAF operaERIC returned
SEVAREID,
just
from CBS
a yearcorrespondent
presented
a pessimistic
viewIn Europe,
of talk
the
European situation
in an informal
atAprila press
luncheon
given
in
his
honor
by CBS.
been the
assigned
toFrancisco
the17 staff
thatHewillhasforcover
Conference
CBS. San
HENRY
CASSIRER,
parttime
news
and
picture editor of television of WCBW
New
York,
has
been
placed
on
a
fulltime
He continues
as assistant
directorbasis.
of the
CBS listening
station.
De Mille-AFRA Fight
EXPANDING political aspects of
Cecil B. De Mille's recent fight with
Los Angeles chapter of AFRA over
$1 assessment levied by that union
[Broadcasting,
29],Freedom
formation of De Mille Jan.
Political
Foundation was announced by
Frank P. Doherty, owner of KRKD
Los Angeles. National headquarters are at 307 West 8th St., Los
Angeles.
Purpose is
right of everyone,
union"to orinsure
nonunion alike, to be politically free",
according to Mr. Doherty. Spokesmen said there would be no ascontributions.sessments. Financing will be by

DALLASReprintTIMESfrom HERALD
$50,000,000

AGREEMENT has been Signed by
Arch McDonald (1) veteran WTOP
Washington broadcaster, and Clark
Griffith, president of Washington
Senators, to report 1945 home
games
Senators
P. Lorillard Co.of ontheWOL
(day for
games)
and
WWDC (night games).

Crop Expected
he kind of income that
u..
puts cash in circulation down
in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. The income per capita is
over $650.00, totalling 165 million dollars elective buying
income
KRGV's
primary
area. Andin this
is a PERMANENT MARKET— a KRGV
dominated market.

TEXAS

THE 'CITV WITH

A MAIN

STREET

65 MILES LONG
BROADCASTING
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Bob Venn — Managing Director WGBS, Miami,
Florida's 10,000 Watt Mutual Outlet.

Pete Kettler — Managing Director
WMMN,Columbia
Fairmont,Outlet.
West Virginia's 5,000
Watt

Alien Haid— Managing Direaor WHIZ, Zanesville. Ohio's 250 Watt N.B.C. Outlet.-

Ralph Elvin— Managing Director WLOK,
Lima, Ohio's 250 Watt N.B.C. Outlet.

THE

RT

INDUSTRY

FORT

STATION

INDUSTRY

YOU

CAN

COMPANY

BANK

ON

IT!

Thanks — Our Job
THE NEWSPAPERS of the Nation joined
{ with Cuvernment leaders this week in praising
I lailio for its reverent coverao-e of the sad news
; attending the death and bui'ial of the late
; Frankjin D. Roosevelt.
f Radio need not bridle at this commendation.
i Radio can accept with dignity the plaudits of
I these generous people, many of them colleagues
I of long experience in the news field. But
i broadcasters generally, it can be said, were
! more than mildly surprised that this effort of
■, I theirs should have attracted such wide and
. j favorable notice.
' The automatic cancellation of commercials,
' the immediate conversion of all facilities to the
; important and solemn duty at hand, was
instinctive. The fact that radio grieved at the
nation's loss was no more surprising or unnat1 lu al than that the average citizen, thunderstruck by the tragic news, himself felt an
overpowering sense of loneliness.
In this humble spirit, pursuing the dictates
of his conscience, impelled by the same motive
which found the farmer halting momentarily
in his field and the factory hand faltering for
an instant at his machine — in this spirit, each
1 iiroadcaster did his job.
^: That it was recognized by such journals as
' the Washington Evening Sta)- and the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch and others, some of which in the
past have aimed their editorial arrows at broadI casting, is gratifying. That it was noted in the
Coiigi-essional Record by Senator Hatch, RepI resentative Monroney, Representative Lyndon
I .Johnson and other lawmakers, perhaps to an
?■ j extent modified some of the less generous
J- j observations which have appeared heretofore
.-''] in The
that American
distinguished
legislative
journal. like
■
system
of broadcasting,
democ'racy itself, could not, if it willed, depart
Ji i from the public interest.
ii'

s

Ji, ; Ttagedy hit America., but radio was ready.
•'■i The Minute Man of 1776 carried a musket and
\'\ a lantern. Today he carries
a mike.
— inDarrell
f' 'l
'
BuffaloMartin,Kvenivn Neira
11
Those 100 Days
:* EDITORIAL pundits observe that the next 100
'''' ofdaysHarry
will tell
the story asof President.
the success That
or failure
S. Truman
timefi: table may fit for the FCC too. Let's look at
i'i the Commission's last 100 days in retrospect:
; .' license
It has (WOKO).
ordered the revocation of a station
■ I It has refused to transfer a license (WOV).
J
setting
a
precedent.
•
It has invoiced
a stringent renewal of license
■ .' policy.
It
has
issued
a
proposedownership
order on and
rules mancovfilingreports
of finarcial.
*;
•; I ■ erlng
agement
which would
hew requlreclosely
to
public
utility-common
carrier
,• 1 ments.
We don't say that the FCC, under the Porter
chairman.ship, is seeking to usurp powers beyond legal bounds; all may be permitted under
the law. Before passing judgment, those next
100 da^•s should be viewed with a critical and
analytical eye.
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Radio President II
IN HIS FIRST full v/eek in office President
Truman demonstrated to V/ashington's two
most critical bodies — Congress and the radi^
and press corps — that the country is in good
bancs. And in the eyes (more aptly the ears)
of the common man he proved himself a
worthy successor to his fallen chief.
For radio there were momentous developments. In successive days the new President
turned
the microphone
tell a terms
waiting-of
world intoclear,
unvarnished, tosincere
his determination to carry out the war and
peace policies of his illustrious predecessor.
That was in the Roosevelt tradition.
President Truman paid radio magnificent
tribute in selecting J. Leonard Reinsch as his
news secretary (radio, press, newsreels and
movies). Still in his 36th year, Leonard
Reinsch is a veteran of 21 years in radio who
came up through the ranks.
That appointment establishes a new and
laudable precedent. It is in cadence with the
radio age, for radio is journalism via the electronic printing press. Radio is recognized on
equal footing with the printed media.
Mr. Reinsch, like his chief, has demonstrated
his capacity to perform any assigned task.
Because of innate fairness he will give all
media equal treatment, just as his esteemed
predecessor Steve Early, steeped in the tradition of the press, always has given radio an
equal
break. Leonard
Reinsch ishowever,
a broadcaster's
broadcaster.
Newspapering,
is no
novelty to him because for 11 years he has been
identified with the newspaper-owned stations
of the Gov. Cox organization.
For radio as a whole the Washington outlook couldn'tPaul
be better.
If anything,
hand ofis
Chairman
A. Porter
of thethe FCC
strengthened. He has known Mr. Truman well
since the Presidential campaign last year. He
brought Mr. Reinsch into the political firmament by naming him his radio director on the
Democratic Committee, when he served as
national publicity director. The liaison between
the FCC and the White House— of the highest
order during the few weeks Messrs. Early and
Porter were on the scene at the same time —
certainly
isn't Truman
weakened.is no radio neophyte
President
either. He sat on the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee during the White-Wheeler
hearings
winterReinsch
of 1943.in what
That'swaswhere
he first metin the
Leonard
the
beginning of a fast friendship. But President
Truman already has made it clear that he
expects his departments and agencies to function in pursuit of their Constitutional and
Congressional mandates.
•Just as President Roosevelt was his own Secretary of State, he in some measure conceived
and moulded national radio policy. His devotion
to radio often was reflected in zealous efforts
to pi-otect it. That newspaper divorcement crusade was a bold example. Perhaps certain
asuects of the network-monopoly regulations
germinated at the White House.
Under President Truman, whose leaninq-s
are right rather than left of r-enter, the FCC,
along
agencies,
w'll
have iiswithheadother
to a inrlependent
greater degree
than ever.
Ad' ing up the swiftly moving events of the
last 10 days, we believe they bode safer and
saner days for radio.

WILLIAM BARLOW QUARTON

is no
1931 when
Since ON
W QUART
BARLOdler.
IAMy time-ped
WILLordinar
he emerged from a kaleidoscopic backo
t
d
n
u
o
r
enhis
field
radio
the
enter
g
thusiasm and hatred for procrastination have
a's o eastern
station
Iowa Rapids,
Columbi
WMT, in
given
and Cedar
Waterlo
with studios
a top national sales record.
Born in Algona, Iowa, in 1903, Bill left his
home state at 19 after three semesters at the
U. of Iowa. A good civil service rating got him
a job in Washington, D. C, where he enrolled
in night classes at George Washington U.
There, he displayed energy, enthusiasm and
leadership.
He managed
full-timeofjob,
attended classes,
served hisa chapter
Sigma
Chi fraternity as counsel, and acted as presof the inter-fraternity
Each Once
summerident vacation
he set out to seecouncil.
the world.
he sailed to Europe on the Leviathan as an
ordinary seaman.
His activities won the admiration and also
the roncern of Senator L. J. Dickinson, a family friend from Bill's home town. "Put all that
energy and ambition into one pursuit, and nothing can stop you!" the older man prophesied
as he continually urged Bill to "settle down."
But Bill hadn't found his niche. After a
year in law school, he tried salesmanship, a
job inble anda anbank,on-the-side
another with
whirl Procter
with the& Gamstock
market. Bill points ruefully to his prematurelysilver top when he talks about his 1929 job
with a California stock broker. In 1931 he was
in New York, watching a web of radio antennas blanket Manhattan's rooftops.
Back in Iowa Bill's older brother, Sumner,
had caught the radio bug and assumed managership of theinRegister
and Tribune
100watter KWCR
Cedar Rapids.
Bill began
culling New York broadcasting ideas for Sumner. After several months of this self-appointed Samaritanism, Bill received a cryptic message from his brother, "If you're so good,
When Bill, hit Cedar Rapids a few weeks
come
later hison."brain children found no immediate acceptance. Conservative merchants, prejudiced
by
the
part-time
station's
conglomeration
stati", strained tenors
and the
ideas of a for-of
mer, snake-collecting promoter-owner, were no
pushovers. The local newspaper, fighting its
rival Des Moines paper, refused to print schedules, publicity or even the call letters.
But. Bill, graduated from salesman to commercial manager, kept plowing in one groove
and winning.(Contiyiued
In 1934, theon page
Cowlesi6)brothers purBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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VETERANS'
BULLETIN
BOARD
...fS KOIN's NEWEST PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAM
Purpose of this series is to replace "question marks" that greet returning servicemen and women head on, with official answers to guide them
to their rightful place in civilian life. To "voice" this series, KOIN
recruited one of its most successful broadcasters, Newsman JIM
WYATT — himself a veteran of World War I. Jim delivers "Veterans'
Bulletin Board" nightly at 10:15, right after signing off Five-Star Final
to the largest established news audience in Northwest radio.

It takes

teamwork

to win

No mere shot in the dark, VETERANS' BULLETIN
BOARD is one of the most carefully planned programs
this station ever brought out of the blueprint stage. In
KOIN'S home county, there are 36 federal, state, county,
city and community agencies set up to aid returning
servicemen and women. However, there existed no centralized information outlet to acquaint the public with

a war

and

build a future

their respective services. KOIN saw here a community
problem. VETERANS' BULLETIN BOARD was the
result. Scripted and "leg-worked" by News Editors Les
Halpin and Dale Denny, this series funnels official information to veterans already returned, and the family
members preparing for that glad day when their "Johnny
comes marching home again".
Results...!
"In addition (to veterans) I wish to
acknowledge already evident results
to all civilian disabled and handicapped individuals who have heard the
broadcasts and have realized they are
eligible for our Service It is very
evident there is great future value
being castsbuilt
broadaswell up
as thethrough
obviousthese
immediate

Joint cooperation of 36 veteran-aid agencies
was
at apledged
planningfor "Veterans'
dinner givenBulletin
by Board"
KOIN.

H. E. PALMER
Assistant State Supervisor
results."
Vocational Rehabilitation Service

PORTLAND,

Skillful news sense helps Les Halpin (left) and Dale Denny of KOIN compress
messages of various agencies into factual and listenable scripts. Here, they tackle
Col. Paul I. Carter, head of the U. S. Veterans' Adm;n:i;ratio.i in Portland.
BROADCASTING
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OREGON

FREE & PETERS, [NC.
National Representatives
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PUKE

or

IOWA

f

Farmer Bill in his battered topper (it's just a gag!) is not of
royal lineage, but he and his kind probably make up a better
market than the whole of Burke's Peerage!
For Iowa farmers are rich to the extent of an average income
in 1943 of $7,672— with predictions of a 20% increase for
1944. As a group, they comprise the No. 1 Farm Market not
only of America but of the world!
By far the best way of reaching them is through the No. 1 Farm
Station, KMA — the only full-time farm station in this section.
We give our farmer friends their market reports when they need
them. Farm news and USDA requirements are not just read
here; they're interpreted by men familiar with farming practices. Maybe our announcers could speak in elocution-school
accents, but they don't: they use plain loAva language.
And do such policies please our audiences? Well, they send us
more than twice as much listener-mail as any other station in
this area. That looks as though we offer you twice as good a
chance of making sales!
Our schedules are crowded, but requests for availabilities and
information are still welcome. Write us or call Free & Peters!

Our Respects to
{Continued from page H)
chased Waterloo's WMT from Harry Shaw (one of the founders of
Broadcasting Magazine) and befrom bothlocated
Iowa
citiesganoverbroadcasting
one transmitter
between Cedar Rapids and Waterloo. The station gained power, prestige, listeners and sponsors.
Bill's most successful campaign
came in 1934. Attractive Elnora
Bierkamp oAvned and managed The
Little Flower Shop on a prominent
Cedar Rapids corner. Aware of her
personal charm and undaunted by
the
store's puny
resourceful
Bill advertising
concocted anbudget,
idea.
He sold nArt
Shepherd,
secondto anouncer in the United States
hit
the street with an inquii'ing microto an off-the-beaten
compay.phone,Then
he posted Arttrackin
front
of
Elnora's
shop, supposedly
because of its central
location.
Every noon thousands of listeners
tuned in for the "Man on the Street,
coming to you from in front of The
Little Flower Shop through the
courtesy of
," and they
began buying Elnora's floral arr
a
n
g
e
m
e
n
t
s
a
s
well
as
the
product. Bill was proving sponsor's
that he
could win listeners, sponsors, and
Elnora — Mrs. Quarton since 1935.
Bill helps put over civic campaigns with the same enthusiasm
he gaveman oftothehisNAB
job asCode
two-term
chairCommittee.
War bond campaigns. Community
Cliest drives, the Chamber of Commerce (1944 president), the Pickwick Club (1943 president) all can
depend on him.
Ambitious Bill Quarton has had
no
difficulty
in "settling
Iowa.
He lives
quietly down"
with hisin
wife and four-year-old Diana in an
attractive home on Crescent St. In
1943 he became manager of WMT,
now owned by the American Broadcasting Stations Inc. By concentrating on one objective — radio — he has
hit the stride prophesied by Senator
Dickinson.
NATIONAL Retail Dry Goods Assn. has
reprintedmotionin Exchange"
the April
Issue onof "Fac"Proarticle
simile—Aappeared
New Hopethe for
theBroadcastPress?"
whiching. Dryfirst
in
Goods Magazine
also Ralph
prints B.a
talk
on television
made by
Austrian,
executive
vice-president,
RKO
Television
Corp.,
Feb.
6,
at
the
Television Press Club.

Don Searle Named
As Blue-ABC V-P
Will
Network's
WesternContinue
DivisionasManager
DON SEARLE has been elected a
vice-president of the American
Broadcasting Co., the Blue Network, Chester J.chairman
La Roche,of vicethe
■■■■■■■■ network, has an■^^^^^H nounced.
will
Mr. Searle
||Hbi j| eral
^i^E:49ll^
continue
as gen-of
.P^fcj;
manager
network's,
Jllethe ^^^^
HHft<J
Mr. toL
Sear
Divisionhe
Western
M^B
■B^H
a post which
|^CT|^^*^H
f^^"
^^^^
gust,
1944.
AuinPrior
d
assume
^^HlTb^^H
manager
of KGO,
San Francisco
outlet. the network's
After serving in World War I
Mr. Searle attended the U. of Iowa
and began his radio career in his
home town of Council Bluffs in 1924
where he organized and operated
KOIL which later moved to Omaha,
Neb.
In 1933 he became general manager of WIBW Topeka, Kan., and
in 1937 he was appointed general
manager of KOIL Omaha and
KFAB and KFOR in Lincoln. He
became general manager of KGO
in April, 1943.
Before entering radio Mr. Searle
worked in the petroleum industry
and is interested with his brother
in the Searle Petroleum Co., of
Omaha, refiners and marketers. He
is owner, with Herb Hollister, of
KANS
Kan., and KMMJ
Grand Wichita,
Island, Neb.
Radio, Cable Rate Cut
FCC has
basic
rate authorized
on full-ratea 20-cent
messageswordto
Europe, Central America, West Indies, South America and the PhilInc. and ippinestoby RCA
EuropeCommunications
only by the
Commercial Cable Co. and Mackay
Radio and Telegraph Co. The new
rates will go into effect May 1.
Present rates to Europe range from
23 to 36 cents a word and to Central, South America and West Indian points are as high as 45 cents
a word. Corresponding reductions
in code, deferred and night letter
messages will go into effect.

KMA
BLUE NETWORK
The No. 1 Farm Station in the No. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,
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AMARILLO, TEXAS— the "beef bowl" of America! This
thriving market in the great Panhandle will chalk up over

And it's KGNC's mass audience that reduces your sales
costs in this market.

41 million dollars this year in cattle sales alone. This isn't
small stuff, is it?

THUMBNAIL FACTS . . . KGNCs primary has 440,600 people. The
per capita incorrie is $900, or $3,420 per family. The foiai effective buying
income is $354,597,850.00 (based on 1943 income). Wheaf, oil, cafile,
cotton, potatoes, onions, and war industries are principal sources of
income in KGNC's area.

It's the circulation of substantial earnings that makes KGNC
listeners above-the-average prospects for your products.

1440 on the dial

»•"• national Broadcasting Co. andLone Star Chain Affiliate
\

INIARSHALL FIELD, owner of WJJD
ChicagoRANDEAU,
and WSAI Cincinnati,
and
CLEM
manager
Field radio interestsbusiness
and the
Chicagoof
Sun, were initiated last week by Sigma
Delta Chi, professional Journalistic fraternity.
NILES TRAMMELL, NBC president, has
been named
of Hospital
the radio(Newdivision of thechairman
Roosevelt
Yorkl district
service expansion
fund,
to help raise $1,000,000 for the hospital.
OLIVER
W.
NICOLL,
deputy
chief
in the ETO, forofis
Inbroadcasting
New YorkforOWIOWI headquarters
temporary
duty.
Later
in
is to go back to London theandmonth
then heto
Paris where he will have a new assignmevnistioinnofthe
Psychological Warfare DiSHAEF.
EDWARD
KLAUBER,
tor of the OWI and associate
for many direcyears
executive
vice-president
of CBS.
April
14
married
Doris
Larson
in Newon
York

KUTA Buys Site
KUTA Salt Lake City, operated by
Utah Broadcasting & Television
Co., has purchased 50,000 square
feet on Salt Lake City's South
Temple Blvd. vv'here the station
plans to build a two-story structure. The building will contain
four studios, auditorium, offices
and FM and television facilities.
Investment is expected to be about
$300,000.
A. E. (Tony)
SCHEFFER,
managing
direCincinnati
ctor of the Retail
Food
at thenamed
ZooGrocers
for 28assistant
years,Show
hasto
been
administrative
JAMES
D. SHOUSE,
vice-president
the Crosley
in charge
of broad-of
casting, aCorp.
nd ROBERT
DUNVILLE,
general manager
of WLW E. Cincinnati.
BILL
generalArk.,manager
KWFC WARE,
Hot Springs,
for threeof
years,
andof prior
toHotthat
commercial
manager
KTHS
Springs,
Joins
Central executive.
BroadcastingMayCo.,1
Chicago,Northas account
REX PREIS, account
executive of KTSA
San
of theAntonio,
station. is now assistant manager

TED CHARLIE
SWIFT, formerly
of WEEI
Boston,of
and
COMPTON,
formerly
GeorgetionHollingbery
Co.,
Chicago
staCBS
Chicago
Aprilassuming
30. representative.
MAC duties
WARD,ofJoin
CBS
Radio(Dutch)
Sales,
isHUSTON,
ROGER
moved to network sales
[Broadcasting,
April
9]. JOHN
STEBBINS,
formerly
of WGN
replace Mr. Compton
at Chicago,
Hollingbery.will
VERNE BRUGGEMAN, announcer, has
transferred
to theSalt commercial
ment of KUTA
Lake City. departEUGENE
KRAEMER,
former
executive in NBC sales and
with account
Joseph
Hershey
McGlllvra
Co., New
York,
has
Joined
New
York
sales
staff
of Adam
J. Young Jr., station representative.
GEORGE LARUE has Joined the local
and Blue-ABC
San
Francisco. spot sales staff at KGO
ARNOLD R. CONTRY to WROX Clarksdale. Miss., as local commercial manager.

There are many more such high
WTAG Hoopers to show the
advantages of covering Central
New England from the INSIDE.
Watch for them.

PAUL

H.

RAYMER

CO.

OWNED
AND OPERATED
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COL. HILL IS GIVEN
ARMY PRESS POST
COL. LUTHER L. HILL last Monday assumed the post of deputy!
chief of War Dept. Bureau of
Public Relations under Maj. Gen.'
Alexander
D. Surles. On
leave as executive
vice-president of
the Iowacasting BroadCo. (now
Cowles Broadcasting Co.),years
Col. Hill
for two
has
been commanding
officer of RedisCoL Hill
tribution
Center
No. 2 in Miami.
He replaces Col. Falkner Heard as
BPR deputy
chief.Apr.
[Broadcasting,
Closed
Circuit,
9]
In 1918 Col. Hill was graduated
from West Point and after World
War I was with the Army of Occution in Europe.
He went
on inactive pastatus
as captain
in 1923,
and
in 1936 became vice-president and
general manager of the Iowa
Broadcasting Co. He returned to
active duty with the Army as a
major three years ago this month.

Staley Using 7
A. E.tur STALEY
MFG. on Co.,
(Comet Starch),
AprilDeca-17
began sponsorship of three singing
commercial spots weekly, for 26
WORCESTER
weeks through Hill Blackett & Co.,
580 KC
Chicago,
on WDEF
WDAN
KFRE WSLI
WMANWDODKFOR.
WORCESTER
TELEGRAM-GAZETTE 5000WattS
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Naiional

BY THE

CBS Net Down
CBS and its subsidiary companies
had a gross income of $14,791,784
for the first quarter of 1945, an
increase of 1.5% from the gross of
$14,577,635 for the same period of
1944. Net income for the first quarter,comeaccording
a consolidated
statementto issued
April 18 inby
Frank
K.
White,
vice-president
and
treasurer, 13 weeks of this year,
after deduction of Federal taxes,
was $1,126,545, a decrease of 3.3%
from the net of $1,165,347 earned
in the same time last year. Earnings per share for the quarter were
66 cents this year, compared to 68
cents last year.
FLETCHER
TURNER
Jr., member
ofN. the
WABCof aNewboy.
York sales
staff, is
the
father
SGT.
ROBERT
WOOD,
former
executive in the Chicago office ofaccount
WOR
New York,turned from
nowEurope
in theandArmy,is now
has re-at
U.ner,S.N. General
Hospital
in
Camp
ButC, for treatment
of leg wounds.
He
the Infantry
Medalhasandreceived
the Purple
Heart. Combat
GEORGE McCreery
IRWIN, Adv.,
formerly
of Smith,
Bull
Hollywood,
has
Joined& KECA
Los
Angeles
as account
executive.
He
replaces
LARRY
COMPTON, resigned.
W. RUSSELL &DAWSON,
Co., Is newformerly
controllerof
ofSears,WCAURoebuck
Philadelphia.
CHML J.Hamilton,
Adam
Young effective
Jr. Ont.,
Inc. ashasUnitedappointed
States
representative,
operates
with 1,000 w on May900 1.kc. Station
HAROLD
WINTER,Spector
formerCo.,media
direchas joined
the torNewof Raymond
Yorkcapacity.
office ofMr.Spot
Sales
in wasan
executive
Winter
previously
Agency. a salesman for the Katz

Sales

R e p r e s e n t a t i v e s/s^^^jy^

Blue

adds

Weekly

13,976,320

Impressions

(An impressive two- week gain)
HERE at the Blue Network we've made some
interesting progress recently in one specific phase of this radio business. We seem to
have been able to influence more and more
people to hear the shows our advertisers are
putting on.
It started a few months back. We had some
new ideas we wanted to try. From the experience many of us had in selling products, we
thought it might be well to approach the selling
of entertainment the same way. So we believe
we've added
motion effort.some new thinking to so\md pro-

In the first two weeks we added 13,976,320
impressions per week to our morning audience!
And of course this increase came to us from the
other networks.
The advance Hooper reveals that for March
the Blue was the only network to lift its Shareof-audience while the other three networks
dipped.ofAnd,
as you programs
know, the isBlue's
averageof
rating
all morning
the highest
the four networks.

In place of routine promotions, we set out on
Planned Promotions. We coordinated the efforts
of owe 196 stations the way a manufactvirer
coordinates dealer effort.
It was obvious that the impact of 196 stations,
working with agencies and advertisers, would
deliver many more listeners to the Blue.

With progress like this, naturally we're planconfident
we're
going ning
to other
get promotions.
the same kindWe're
of results
with them,
too. It's given us a promotional philosophy that
can be summed up in two sentences — FIRST,
YOU HAVE TO HAVE GOOD SHOWS TO
OFFER THE PUBLIC (and ours are getting
better aU the time). SECOND, YOU HAVE
TO LET PEOPLE KNOW ABOUT THESE
SHOWS
(and this)
it looks
way of doing
. Uke we've hit on a good
AU this adds up to a pretty important thing
to radio advertisers: Now^s a good time to get
your franchise on the Blue!

The Sunday Night Promotion
First — we charted a Simday-night-on-theBlue promotion. It was only an experiment.
Nobody knew how it would come out.
The individual stations took the plan, enhanced itwith their own ideas and their own
enthusiasm, and here's what happened:
6,800,000 more family impressions were attracted tothe Blue on Simday night . , . this in
spite of well-organized previous promotions by
the two other major networks.
The Morning Promotion
Well, it worked once. So it was tried again.
Next came the Morning Promotion. Headquarters formxilated the Plan. 196 stations put
it into effect. The results?

This is just a beginning

AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY,

INC.

PRODUCTIOn

SKLF-STAKTER is Larry Paidi
(rj, elevator starter, who has been
appointed a program director at
WABC, CBS New York key. Arthus
Hull Hayes, general manager, congratulates Malta-born Larry who
trained by attending rehearsals.
LOCAL SALES for WFBL Syracuse for
the firstcrease of quarter
show foran 1944.
In8% over ofsame1945period

EARL
producer-director
whose
contractMcGILL.
CBS
expires
13, Is
leaving
thewithtonetwork
in work,
orderJune
toincluding
devote
more
time
outside
Broadway
plays
and
network
programs
originating
Hollywood. in both New York and
LT. J. PAUL LANGFORD, freelance
West Coast
has been transferred from theproducer,
radio coordination
unit
of AAFmand inPersonnel
Distribution
Hollywood,
to
the
AAFto Comradio
production
unit
in
New
York,
assist
in writing and producing PDC shows
such
as "First in the from
Air" onKOACBS.Denver,
STEVE
to KPO ROBERTSON,
San Francisco as announcer.
GUY
WALLACE,
from.
WBBMannouncer.
Chicago,
to WIND Chicago as feature
STAN CORLEY
has
been
appointed
duction manager of WINN LouisvUle.proMARK
OSBORNE,
announcer
ateffective
WPTP
Raleigh,
N.become
C, hasfulltlme
resignedpastor
May
1
to
of a
church In the western part of the state.

HARRY CREIGHTON, WON Chicago
silectomy.
announcer, is recuperating from a tonLT. G. G. YULL, formerly of the CBC,
Montreal,
on April 14 in England marshire. ried Elizabeth Mary Phillips of YorkKEN
MURRAY,
from library
RCAP,
Is now In charge released
of the record
of the ment,CBCToronto.national program departCLARA ROBSON, continuity writer of
the
CBC, Toronto, has recovered from
an appendectomy.
CHARLES
VILLENEUVE,
the
CBC, E.Ottawa,
and nowformerly
with theof
Canadianmoted to captain.
Army overseas, has been proHARVEY HANDLEYfromandtheBILLRCAF,
McCLINTOCK,
returned released
to the CBC, Toronto. have
LT.
JACK
WORMSER,
former
NBC
Hollywood
sound
effects man,
is officer
in
charge
of
American
Expeditionary
station in the Mariannas.

BUFFALO Cr(»uri«r- Express STATION

ROGER
NBCtechnique
announcer.
wUl teachatBOWMAN,
microphone
diction
the
summer
session
of and
thein
JuUiard Graduate School of Music
New York.
JIM WALDROP, NBC announcer. Is the
father
a girl. program director of
TED ofCOTT,
WNEW
New York,
is the author of
Book $1.50].
of Musical
Pun"
&"Victor
Schuster
Volume
is a [Slmort
collection of musical quizzes, anecdotes
and
cartoons.
ARTHUR FAZZINI, from WEED Rocky
Mount, to WPTP Raleigh, N. C, as announcer.
BUD DAWSON, former sportscaster of
KBIZ Ottumwa, la., joins KWTOSpringfield,
Mo.
ROBERT
and
vocalist,CIALONI,
has been former
named musician
assistant
toadelphia.
the promotion director of WIP PhilTOM
joined the announcing
staff ofKANEWIP hasPhiladelphia.
SID SINGER has taken over writing
assignment on weekly CBS Pacific programceeds
"Don'tCRANYouCHAMBERLAIN,
Believe It". He sucCBS
writer, recently
inducted into the Army.
GROVER C. RUWE, former KGLO
Mason City
andoah, la. announcer, to KMA ShenLEN
TAYLOR
resignedO.asto program
director ofadvertising
WHBChas Canton,
become
assistant
manager
Bearing Corp.,
Masslllon,
O. of Tyson.
GENEice withNELSON
has returned
the armed
forces to from
KFAM serv-St.
Cloud, Minn., as chief announcer.
MARSHALL
PACK of the announcing
stafffather
of WSPA
S. C, Is
the
of a Spartanburg,
boy.
MEL
BAILEY,
PRICE
BURLINGAME,^
MEL BALDWIN
and BOBOre.;THOMAS,
from
KGW Portland,
OZZIE
CRAIN,
and
HAROLD from
PARENT,KFPY
from Spokane,
KWIL Albany,
Ore.,
to
announcing
staff
of
KEX
Portland.
HAL
been promoted
music BARKAS
director has
of WJNO
West Palmto
Beach.
ELIZABETH
HERBERTNew is York
leaving WSMFM
Nashville
dramatic
roles for
in radio serials. to play

Blankets

Buffalo

AND

WESTERN

At

Lowest

NEW

YORK

Cost!

HERE ARE THE FACTS: 65% of the population
and 70% of the total retail sales of the eightcounty area in Western New York are
concentrated in metropolitan Buffalo
well within WEBR's primary service area.
WE
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BR

• Mutual
Network
Nationally Represented by Weed & Co.
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Am

POWER

OVER

HARTFORD

Air power is familiar enough
to Hartfordites who have seen
United Aircraft's tremendous
growth here. Hartford, the insurance capitol of the world, is
air-minded to the tune of tens of
thousands of employees in the
highly-paid aircraft industry. To
the market -minded advertiser,
Hartford is that attractive spot on
the map where employment goes
at a pace which almost doubles
the national per capita income.
Hartford's air power provides the
extra dollars which make this
market so exceptional. WDRC's
air power enables you to reach
this entire market at one low cost.

DO YOU KNOW THIS PLANE?
The Consolidated Catalina Navy Patro
Bomber photographed here is one of
the many fine planes powered by Pratt
& Whitney engines and equipped with
Hamilton Standard propellers, both
made in East Hartford, Connecticut.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

BASIC CBS
Pioneer
Connecticut's
Broadcaster
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RODERICK
Mckenzie,
Foote,
MARION HARPER Jr., former manager Cone
& Belding,
Chicago, asfrom
to copywriter.
J. Walter
ofof theMcCann-Erlckson,
copy
and radio research
division
flGEnCIES
"jl
New York,
has Thompson Co., Chicago,
account& executive
been agappointed
and man- H.of C.VanROSSI,
er of the centralvice-president
research department.
Dolen,former
Givaudan
Masseck,
Copy ingand
radio research
work,
includ- New
York, andLAWRENCE
the agency's
president
a
continuing
study
of
listening,
and
treasurer,
DOLEN,
will continue under his supervision. are planning to join in a VAN
new
L. D. H. WELD remains director of re- operation when office space can agency
search.
be obtained. Mr.part
Rossi's
form
of therecording
enterprise.studios
Mr.
DOROTHY
DORAN,Beacon
formerJournal,
radio editor of the Akron
has would
Rossi's
accounts
include
Prince
l^acajoined
the Ayer
radio & publicity
department
roni
Mfg.
Co.,
Lowell,
Mass.,
nb'w
of
N.
W.
Son,
New
York,
as
WCOP
Boston.
POSING FOLLOWING the premier April 6 of This Is Your FBI on assistant to WAUHILLA LaHAY, direc- ALFRED EICHLER, former copy direc-on
CHET BROWER,
of Ruthrauff
Blue-ABC Friday 8:30-9 p.m. are (1 to r) : Mark Woods, Blue-ABC pres- ABC tor.
departmentwithon thethe BlueWest has tormoved
to the &NewRyan,YorkNewofficeYork,of
ident; Jerry Devine, producer; Thomas Parkinson, president, Equitable staff publicity
willassistant
join thein agency's
Hollywoodto Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
as
radio
publicity
Life Assurance Society, sponsor; and J. R. Warwick, vice-president of Coast,
JEAN McFARLAND.
ANN C.ward L. MICHLIN,
formerly
EdWarwick & Legler, New York, agency in charge.
Bernays, New
York, with
as pubED
vice-president,
BERT CASHMAN,
OLIVER, general
manager andof Drene, licity
director
on
Procter
&
Gamble's
has
joined
the
public
relations
Hollywood,
cur- department of Geyer, Cornell & Newell,
MORAN & WEBB Agency, Atlanta, has KCRA Sacramento, Cal., will join NBC Foote, rCone
ently are In & NewBelding,
YorkCashman
for home office
New York.
been dlenamed
Mr.
advertising.by WSM Nashville to han- April 30,inallyinstead
Coast in early
May. returns LEE-MURRAY Co., New York, new adscheduled. of April 15 as orig- toradioWestconferences.
vertising agency, has been established
at 15 RAY
E. 40th
St.,
New art
York,director
by MUR-of
LEVIN,
former
Greene-Brodie
Co.,
New advertising
York, and LEO
STEINFELD, former
and
sales promotion
Union radio.
Stationery Co. Agencyheadwillofhandle
JOHN
MOLE,
formerly
with
Phillips
Lord Productions, New York, has beenH.
named script editor of "Armstrong
Theatre"
agency. on CBS by BBDO, New York,
WALTER
LURIE, recently resigned
Every
60
minutes
eastern program manager, of the Blow
Co.,
New
York,
join ontheMayBlaineThompson Co., NewwillYork,
1 as
head ofdio the
agency's Blaine
new creative
... in Philadelphia
department.
- Thompsonra-in
plans
to
go
into
network
advertising
the near future.
VERNICK
has
changed itsAdv.,
name Philadelphia,
to Packard Adv.
Agency.tinuesM.as headMURRAY
VERNICK
conof the St.agency with offices at 1801 Chestnut
MARYard A. Foley
ELIZABETH
JONES, fromto RichWDAS broadcasts
Adv., Philadelphia,
copy
division of Geare-Marston, Philadelthe news every hour
SGT. ROBERT
MAURER,
PRO for with
the
Orlando
Army Air
Base, formerly
Henry
Kaufman
Agency, of Washingphia. ton, is J.writer
on the hour
and
producer
three
the
ten
selectedto allby AAF
theof
War
Dept.radio
to forbescripts
distributed
Installations
rebroadcast.
. . . and one-minute summaries on the
C. W. CULPEPPER, following temporary
leave of absence,LoshasAngeles,
rejoinedas HlUmanhalf hour.
director
ofShane-Breyer,
media and research.
MERCHANDISING
ADVERTISERS,
That's why most Philadelphians have
and general agency, Chihas
moved cago,toindustrial
Madison
St.larger quarters at 173 West
formed the habit of dialing 1400
GODFREYpointedHUMPHREYS
has been office
apregularly.
manager Co.,
of thesucceeding
Montreal
of James
Fisher
CLIFTON
TRAIN,
transferred
to
Toronto.
With l\m\nQ like this in Philadelphia,
Mr.
Humphreys
recentlyof resigned
the
priorities& Supply,
branch
the Dept.fromof
Munitions
Ottawa.
it's no wonder that 78 percent of this
J.director
N. KELLY,
national publicity
of the former
Canadian
has
station's sponsors renew regularly.
Cockfield,
Brown &RedCo.,Cross,
Toronto,
asjoinedaccount
executive.
(Continued on page 54.)
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FOR TIRED
DRAMATIC EDITORS:
AEvelyn
copyL. ofKeller,
"Therecently
Script released
Shop," byby
Christopher Publishing House, Boston.
Contains ten half-hour plays, one
short sketch, a balanced collection
of comedy, drama, tragedy. Sound
effects,
minimum. casting problems, kept to a
Cloth binding, gold stamped $4.00
Send your order to The Script Shop,
P. O. Box 541, Sharon, Pennsylvania.
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

NBC

Radio-Recorded

Summertime

Shows

for

Advertisers

who want to make their place headquarters for summer products
* If you have an advertiser looking for a summer replacement program
or one who wishes to push summer weather products . . . bridge the
gap between spring and fall promotions . . . NBC Radio-Recording
Division offers your client exclusive rights in your town to a networkcahbre show at a modest price — made possible because it's shared among
many advertisers in non -competitive markets all over the country.
Any one of these six shmvs you choose will give prestige to your advertiser sname and products . . . trill tell his customers (and prospects) where
to buy them . . . and make his place headquarters for summer merchandise.
STAND BY FOR ADVENTURE . . . exciting experiences in far
places among strange people. Sponsor history: Beverages.
Cold Storage, Candy, Summer Furniture. 78 quarter -hours
for broadcast once or twice weekly.
THROUGH THE SPORTS GLASS . . . Sam Hayes, ace sportscaster, recounts thrilling moments in sports history. Sponsors
range
fromtwo-a-week
Men's Clothing
to Sporting Goods. 52 quarterhours for
broadcast.
THE WEIRD CIRCLE . . . modern dramati::ations of the eerie
masterpieces of such celebrated writers as Poe, Balzac, Dumas,
Hawthorne, Victor Hugo and many others. Has been successfully sponsored by: Bakeries, Jewelers, Laimdries and
others. 78 half-hours for one-a-week scheduling.
TIME OUT FOR FUN AND MUSIC . . . Talented stars combine
their carefree banter with entertaining music. Ice Cream,
Women's Wear, Beverages and other summertime products
have used this show. Two series: 26 quarter-hours in each.
One series: 13 quarter-hours.
CARSON ROBISON AND HIS BUCKAROOS— all native Westerners with "country" music and entertaining patter. Sponsor
history: Dairy Products to Hair Tonic. 117 quarter -bomprograms. Minimum contract 39.
5 -MINUTE MYSTERIES... new series of fast-moving thrillers
with clever production pattern. 5-Minute Mysteries has
sold everything
a-week
shows. from Men's Clothing to Simglasses. 78 threeWrite today for audition records and complete data.
N. B. Remind national and regional advertisers who wish to
RADIO-REmmjjDING DIVISION
put extra selling pressure in cerAMERICA'S NUMBcd>1 EsWu RCE OF RECORDfD PROGRAMS
tain markets . . . the six shows
listed above are the nearest thing
to live network programs and
worthy of their message.
A Service ofof Radio
Corporation
Americo RCA B/dg. , Radio City, New York • Chicago • Washingfon • Hollywood ■ San Francisco ; i
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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{Cojitinued from page 52)
PHILIP
CANE,JoinROBERT
and
RAY ZOLLO
Sidney BORDEAU
S. Lovltt Adv..
Chicago,licitywith
Mr. Harshe
Cane, &former
pubdirector
of
Cox,
Chicago,latidirecting
publicityreleased
and public the
reoproduction
ns; Mr. Bordeau,
Navy,
manager, from
and Mr.
Zollo, asformer
sales promotion
manager
of Benson
& Rixson,
as ac-to
count executive.
1Chicago,
will
move
Bldg.
larger quarters
in May
the 540
N. Michigan
ALLEN research
McGINNIS,division
formerly
in the
market
ofBBDO,
Schenley
Distillers
Corp.,
has
joined
Los
Angeles, creative staff.
CHESTER
BROUWER,
of
Blue-ABC
Hollywood
May 1
shifts
to N. publicity
W. Ayer & staff,
Son ason assistant
to JEANlicity McFARLAND,
West
Coast
pubdirector.
ROBERT W. HOLBROOK has been
promoted
vice-president
of Compton
Adv., from
New
to executive
president.
He isYork,
executive
on Proctervice-&
Gamble's
Crlsco,
a
director,
and
head
of administrative operations.
BESS HARRISON, business manager
and
Cone & BeldIng, timebuyer
Hollywood, ofhasFoote,
resigned.
DONALD
L.
EPHLIN,
former
radio director of MacManus,
Deit,Moe
has Joined
theJohn
radio& .Adams,
department
ofdoingthetroradio
Gale
Agency,
Newcreative
York,
sales
promotion,
and contact work.
STANLEY G.department
WHALEN, offormerly
the
advertising
the T. inEaton
Co., Toronto
(nationalA. department
store
chain),
has
Joined
J.
Denne
&
Co.,
Toronto, as account executive.
W. H. REID and J. R. CHARLES have
been appointed directors
of Spltzer
Mills
with
ofHces Mr.at&
Toronto,advertising
Montrealagency
and Vancouver.
Reld has
been
with
the
agency
(formerly Lordhas& Thomas
of Canada)
since
1928, Toronto
and
been general
manager
at
the
head-ofiace
since
1943.
Charles Joined the agency In 1941. Mr.
WHN ball
New broadcasts
York Willfor interrupt
Its baseimportant
news
bulletins
broadcast
a 10-mlnute
news and
periodwillbetween
double-headers.

'VER since Western Electric vacuum tubes made possible tbe first
transcontinental telephone line in
1915, estem has been a leader in
tube manufacture.
Today, \N estern Elei-tric tubes designed byBell Labs serve many of the
nation's
and
Graybar leading
has beenbroadcasters
able to take— care
of their needs throughout the war.
After the war, new Western Electric
tubes — many of them growing out of
important ^vartime developments by
Bell Labs — will be available to improve peacetime broadcasting.
Western

Electric

Buy War Bonds — and hold them!
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Sponso

RSp^

CONSOLIDATED ROYAL CHEMICAL
Co., Chicago,
major
advertiserBussel
for
Krank's
Cream,radiothrough
M.
Seeds Shave
Sherman
K.Co.,EllisChicago,
& Co., has
New appointed
York, as
agency for Acidine, a medicine.
Co., Baltimore,
has signed
aCELLO
52-weekWAXcontract
for four weekly
participatiWOR
ons on "Breakfast
WithforDorothy
&andDick"
on
New
York
Bluko
Cellowax
through
Maurice
Azrael
Adv.,
sponsor for
the newBaltimore.
program Another
is Kay Preparations,
New York,pations fousing
thrice-weekly
particir 13 weeks
301,
through Irving
Rosen for
Adv.,Formula
New York.
CITRUS
CONCENTRATES
Inc.,
Dunedin. Fla., citrus concentrate and byton Adv.,product
Newproducer,
York,has asappointed
agency. CompJOHN OPTIZ Inc., New York, as part
of spring
campaignthrice-weekly
for J-O insecticide,
April
16pationstarted
particion WABC
Tracy Kent
& Co.,NewNew York.
York. Agency is
LEWIS FOOD Co., Los Angeles (dog,
cat food), in early April started thrlceweekly
"NormaalsoYoung's
Happy tracHomes"
KHJin Firm
HoUjrwood.
Con-a
tparticipation
is for 26 onweeks.
uses
heavy spot
schedule
on
California stations. Elwood southern
J. Robinson
Adv., Los Angeles, has account.
LOMA LINDA
FOOD PRODUCTS,
Arlington, Cal. (Ruskets),
In early April
started
participation
"Norma twice-weekly
Young's Happy
Homes" onIn
KHJ
"Emily
Barton,
MakingHollywood;
on KFRC
San HomeFranciscoExpert"
and "Katherine
Kitchen's
Home
Economics"
program
on
KFBK
Sacramento. Firm also continues participation in "Art Baker's
Notebook"Lltte,on KFI
Los Angeles,
and "Susan
The
Friendly
Oakland.Homemaker",
Agency Angeles.
Is Elwoodon KROW
J. Robinson
Adv. Co.,
Los

WDSU is proud that it has been selected exclusively
for the first regular sponsored daily broadcasts by the
New Orleans States direct from the home of the Times
Picayune Publishing Co.
Each afternoon at 2:15 PM the listeners of South
Louisiana and the Gulf Coast will now hear "Stand by for
the States" presenting latest news, interviews, and features
by the staff of this pioneer newspaper of the South.
This will mean greater service to our audience which
has just designated WDSU first* in average daytime
listening in New Orleans; and follows its recent special
citation by the DuPont Radio Award Committee for public
service.
WDSU
NEW ORLEANS
24 HOURS
1280 KC
•C. E. Hooper
American Broadcasting Co., Inc.

AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS Corp.,
Wilmington,
extensivefirstradio
adser,ofhasDel.,
announced
quarter
gross
salesvertisame
$30,009,000,
than the
period last19%yearhigher
and
49%
above
the
first
three
months
1943. Gross volume for 1944 was $105,-of
090,000.
MILENS JEWELRY Co., Oakland, will
sponsoron 10:30
p.m.Oakland.
news across
theis
board
KROW
Agency
Theodore
H.
Segall
Co.,
San
Francisco.
CHRISTIAN HEURICH Brewing Co..
Washington,
will sponsor
phonic
Swing"
Mon.,"Sym.
Tues,Agency
and
Thurs. 7:15-7:30
on WOL p.m.
Washington.
is Romer Adv. Service, Washington.
GIMBEL BROS. Dept. Store, Milwaukee,
has signed structed
for play-by-play
another year
of recon-of
Milwaukee
gamesbroadcasts
over former
WEMP
Milwaukee, Brewer
with Mickey
Heath,
player
and now vice-president
team, announcing
for the fifth ofyear.the
LIBERTY CHERRY & FRUIT Co. of
Canada, Toronto,
started spot
announcements thas
hrice weekly
a number of Canadian
stations.on Account
placed by James Fisher Co., Toronto.
A. WANDER Ltd., Peterborough, Ont.
(Ovaltine),six-weekly
has startedCKEY
quarter-hour
newscasts
Toronto.
Agency
is McKim Adv.,on Toronto.
PREMIER SHIRT & SPORTSWEAR,
Toronto,
has started weekly Toronto.
quarterhour
Agency programs
is Ellis Adv.on Co.,CKEY
Toronto.
JONES
BROS.
Co. hasof Canada,
Ont.
(hair
tonic),
started aDundas.
weekly
quiz
showAdv.
on Agency,
CFRB Toronto.
Is Ferres
Toronto. Agency
ROBERT M. McINTYRE has been apadvertising ofmanager
ofOshawa,
GenMotorspointed
Ont. eralHe1924.
hasProducts
been withCanada,
the company
since
HUNT BROS. PACKING Corp. propose
to change the corporate name to Hunt
Foods
Inc.expand
to conform
to the company's
plan
its activities
the
generalto food
business.
Removal inof the
company's
sales
offices
from
Hayward
to FuUerton
(Cal.)
and
the
appointment of A. T. also
MacMATH announced.
as general
sales manager
LLOYD
C. HILSZ was was
named assistant
sales
manager
and
CHARLES
H. HORNBURG Jr., advertising manager.
SEARS,
ROEBUCK
&
Co.
Farm
St. Cloud, Minn., is sponsoring Store,
dally
the ten-minute period 12:35 p.m. on
farm
KFAM expert.
St. Cloud, featuring the store's
H. C. CAPWELL Co., Oakland (dept.
store),
has placed
a 13-weekOakland
programto
"Love Notes"
KROW
promote
Cohamaon fabrics.
ED SCHUSTER & Co., MUwaukee, has
placed
its advertising
with
Co., New account
York. Radio
isAmossaid Parrls
to be &considered.
(Continued on page 56)

Horace
NStovin
AND COMPANY
RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
•
offices
MONTREAL . WINNIPEG
TORONTO
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• • • are the newest subscribers
to the fast'growing client list of
International News Service.
The New Orleans Times -Picayune, the New Orleans
States, and Station WOR give recognition to the outstanding news service rendered by INS.
At home and from every battlefront, INS has been
consistently in the forefront with a coverage conspicuous
for its accuracy, completeness and speed.
More and more the front pages of the nation's newspapers abound with INS date lines.

INTERNATIONAL
BROADCASTING
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THERE'S
MUSIC
A-PLENTY

ON

1320/
Every
Afternoon
from
2:45 to 4:00
,
Music
as you like
it. . .
Hot, Sweet,
and on the
Toasted
Side,
is the order
of the day
on
"Club 1320"
a WJHP
feature.
Host
Al Jennings
is proud
that

{Continued from page 54)
A. CRAIG
SMITH, vice-president
charge
of advertising
of Gillette Safetyin
Razor Corp.,
taken on additional dutiesBoston,
as saleshas head.
BURPEE
CAN
SEALER
Co..
Harrington,
111., will sponsor participating
show
"Ida BaileyMonday
Allen andthrough
the World
Home-efmakers",
Friday,
fective
May
1
for
13
weeks
on
WGN
Chicago.
agency. Weston-Barnett. Chicago, is
MUTUAL ORANGE DISTRIBUTORS.
Redlands, cCal.
(Real Goldcampaign
orange startconentrate), inwill
a 13-week
ing April
23home
sponsor dally
partici-on
p
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
economics
programs
KIRO KOMO Seattle. For Gilt Edge
naval orange
in a brief
cam-of
ending juice
Mayon 5firm
is using
72 livepaign
spots
KFRC
KGOa total
KJBS
KSFO
KYA
KGW
KPO.
Agency
Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles.is J.
PEDA-SPRAY Co., Fairfield, la., a new
company
Peda-Spray
for
athlete'smanufacturing
foot, and Van
dispensers,
has
appointed
Brlsacher,
Staff. New York,
as agency. Norden &
CAL CONCENTRATE Co., Chicago (Cal
Cola),las Adv.,
has placed its account with Atconsidered. Chicago. Radio is said to be
TUGENDblades),
BLADEhasCo.,named
Buffalo (Doctor's
razor
Buffalo,
agency. Plans forEllis
radioAdv.,
are
said to beas included.
LYON geles,
VANadding& toSTORAGE
Co.,
Los
AnIts schedule,
on April
23 forof5265 weeks
starts
anon approximate
total
spots List
weekly
nineKVIPacific
Coast
stations.
includes
KJR
KEX
KFSD KMJand KTMS,
with
one inKFBK
San Francisco
Lbs Angeles
to be added. Agency is BBDO, Los Angeles.
HOTEL CONTINENTAL, Chicago, about
.-^prll
16 started
spots WAAF
weekly Chi-for
13 weekscago.
on WJJDsix WIND
Chicago. Agency is Sidney S. Lovltt Co.,
O. J. ton,MORRISON
Dept. Store, onHuntingW. Va., is sponsoring
WSAZ
Huntington
"Breakfast
Serenade",
live
local
program
heard
Mon.
thru
Sat.
7:45 a.m.

// Hooperatinss
show
WJHP has
sained
additional
afternoon
listeners.
It sells
it pays !

JIMMY DURANTE and Gary Moore meet executives for their new CBS p
sponsor, United Drug Co. Seated (1 to r) : Arthur White, United account M
executive for N. W. Ayer & Co.; Howard Neill, special sales director ■
for United; Durante; W. C. Gittinger, CBS vice-president for sales; w
Moore; George Kennison, United advertising manager; F. K. White, M
CBS vice-president and treasurer. Frank Stanton, CBS vice-president, ||^
and Howard Rose, N. W. Ayer, vice-president, on floor.
GARRIGVES LIKES
Both were laboratory demonstrations, he said, and the RCA subject
1,050-LINE VIDEO was a film while the French subject was a live girl, he said, so
The French 1,050-line television
images aredemonstrated
better than by
1,200-line
perhaps the comparison was not
pictures
RCA, completely
fair, but he stated that
Pierre Garrigues, chief of the bu- the French picture was "more perreau of special programs for the
fect,
clear
and acontinuous".
Interviewed
month after his
French government television station, told BROADCASTING last Week. arrival in this country to study
American radio and video techniques and programming, Mr. Garrigues said that in quality of pictures actually telecast in both countries, the American 525-line image
is superiorin toFrance.
the 450-line picture
broadcast
Mr. Garrigues said that he saw
little difference between the 525line and the 1,200-line imagesthatdemthe i
onstrated byRCA. He said
ith 600, I
eye
is "quite
700, 800
or 900 satisfied'
lines.
Existence of a "10-year ;esplanaem-to
equip revealed
all Franceby with
was
Mr. television"
Garrigues,
who said that it was a government
plan, well down on paper, calling
for establishment of transmitters
in Toulouse,
other
points. Remis, and several

WHDH
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OFFICERS ELECTED
BY 4.A COVmiLS
OFFICERS and governors of the
five sectional councils of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies have been elected for the year
ending March 31, 1945. Full roster
including names of those continuing in office is as follows:
For ertNew
York Benton
council, chairman,
RobE. Lusk,
Bowles; Geyer,
vicechairman,
Robert M. & Ganger,
Cornell
&
Newell;
secretary-trAsurer,
Robert
B.
Grady,
Robert
B.
Grady
Co.:
governors,Inc.;Monroe
Dreher,A. Monroe
Dreher
A. W. F.Kenyon
Lewln,
LewinF.
Co.;
Dwlght Mills,
& W.Eckhardt.
Chairman
ofD. theDouglass,
New England
Co\mcil
is Donald
HaroldBugbee,
Cabot
&Walter
Co.;
vice-chairman,
Harold
B.
Snow
&
Staff;
governors,
James
Thomas
Chlrurg,
J.
T.
Chlrurg
Co.; Richard S. Humphrey, H. B.
Humphrey Co., tarall
and secrey-treasurer,Boston,
Elmer S. Horton,
Horton-Noyes,
Providence.
For
the
Atlantic
Council,
chairman,
Lee
E. Hood, Richard
Adv.;
vice-chairman,
Howard A.A.Foley
Medholdt,
Aitkin-Kynett
secretary-treasurer,
Wesley ernors,
M. Norman
Ecoff,W.Co.;Ecoff
&
James;
govGeare, Geare-Marston
Inc.,
all
Philadelphia.
Chairman of the central council is
Fairfax
M. Cone, Foote,
ConeR. & Mogge,
BeldIng; vice-chairman,
Arthur
R. Mogge
Inc.;Arthur
sepretary-treasurer,
Sidney
Wells,
McCann-Erlckson,
Chicago;WUlard
governors,
Robert B.J. Barton.
BBDO;
P. Lochridge,
Walter
Thompson
Co.;
R.
W.
Metzger,WallaceRuthrauff
&
Ryan;
L.
T.
Wallace,
Ferry-Hanley
(all Chicago)
Enno
D. Winius,Co.Anfenger,
St. Louis.and
H. E.geles, iCassidy,
McCarty
Co., LoscounAnof the Oct.
Pacific
cil whoses chairman
terms expire
31, 1946.
Vice-chairman
Is
Warren
E.
Kraft,
Erwin, Wasey & Co. of the Pacific Coast,
Seattle;
secretary-treasurer,
Dana
Jones,
DanaCharles
Jones L.Co.,Baum,
Los Short
Angeles;H.&
governors,
Baum
Adv.,
Portland;
Robblns
Millbank.
cisco. McCann-Erickson, San FranTHE

MEETING WITH Dr. Frederick J. Cullen, exec. v-p. of the Proprietary
Assn. of America, to improve proprietary copy, are (1 to r) : J. K. Mason,
NBC continuity acceptance manager; J. H. Ream, CBS vice-president;
Cullen; Dorothy Kemble, Blue- ABC continuity acceptance director;
Edwin Otis, Mutual commercial program supervisor..

Kesten Seeks to Clear Up the Record
On Testimony Given at WOKO Hearing
Paley never made such a request,
EDITOR Broadcasting:
and neither Mr. Pickard nor any
Some time ago you carried a other
of the interested parties
story about the WOKO case in ever testified
to this effect.
which you quoted statements, made
by
attorney theforname
the station,
Since this completely false allewhichthe involved
of Mr.
gation was made to the CommisFaley, as president of CBS.
sion duringforces,
Mr. Paley's
Ralph absence
F. Colin,in
These statements very completely the armed
Mr. Paley's attorney, has fully inand verysented Mr.unfortunately
misrepreformed the Commission of the inPaley, both as to the
facts and as to the record before
ac uracy ofthis accusation in order
record at the Comthe Commission. In effect, the at- to correctmis ion.the
In the same spirit, I am
torney alleged, as your story stated,
that Mr. Pickard had concealed addressing this note to you in the
his stock ownership in WOKO at hope that you will publish, in whatthe request of Mr. Paley— all this
ever way you see fit, the fact of
years ago when Mr. Pickard was our denial, for the benefit of readers who saw the earlier story.
in Mr. Paley's employ. In fact, Mr.
Paul W. Kesten,
Executive Vice-President, CBS,
New York.
NETWORK
MOST
April 13.

PEOPLE
NT THE

LISTEN

TO

MOST

WLW Medical Policy
ANNOUNCEMENTS which mendeodorants,
alkalizers tion
or laxatives,
other products
involving
or
suggesting
body
functions
will
not be accepted during certain hours
on WLW Cincinnati, General Manager Robert
Dunville has
nounced. NewE.restrictions
will anapply
to
the
time
periods:
7:30
a.m.
to 8:4.5 a.m.; 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m.; 5:45 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Policy
goes into effect April 29.

DAILY PROGRAMS IN
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1

DYNAMIC

■
m

TECHNICAL DATA
MODEL 204-TC
IMPEDANCE: 35-50 Ohms.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 200-7500 Cps.
OUTPUT LEVEL: Into 50 ohm inpuf; 44
db below 6 milliwatfs for 100 bar
signal.
SWITCH:ticalType
"T." snap
Press-to-talk.
toggle with
action. VerCORD: 6 feet long. Rubber jacketed.
2 Conductor and shield.
CIRCUIT: Two wires direct to microindependent
circuit. phone.
For Switchuse"mokes"
in connection
with
control circuit of transmitter or other
relay operated device.
DIMENSIONS: Length overall 8 inches,
head diameter 2% inches.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 2 pounds.
There
ore sevenfromotherwhich
dynamic
hondi-a
mike models
to make
selection.

HANDI-MIKE

Universal Handi-Mikes have been, through these years of
progress in Radio-Electronics, as common a part to specialized
sound equipment as the vacuum tube is to your home radio.
The same microphone restyled and redesigned progressively
has met the wanted need of a rugged hand held microphone.
The Handi-Mikes are now available in both carbon and dynamic
microphones with a variety of switches and circuits from which
to choose.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
iNGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
REPRESENTATIVES: New York, Chicago, Kansas City, Cleveland,
Boston, Tampa, Houston, Philadelphia, Detroit, Seattle, St. Paul,
Salt Lake, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and AshevUle.
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IFPALO'S GRIATESr
iGlONAL COVERAGE
lECHniCfll
EDMUND A. LAPORT,
developer
ofby communicationshasequipment
usedappointed
the
Unitedengineer
Nations,
been
chief
of
the
newly-organized
RCA
International
division.
Mr.
Laport
previously ofwastheon RCA
the staJI
chief
engineer
Victorof thedivision,
working ment,with
the international
departand
before
that
was
chief
enr of the engineering
products division goifne RCA
Victor Co., Canada.
WESTERN
Co., New ofYork,
ontraffic
Aprildepartment
16 ELECTRIC
shifted from
headquarters
Chicago to the
the
company's
main
offices
at
195 Broadway,
New York.
VICTOR
H.isVOSS,
WIND RITA
ChicagoPOLKA,
chief
engineer,
to marry
member
in June. of the WIND traffic department,
HAROLD SPENGLER, released from the
Navy, hasgustinreturned
to WFOY replacing
St. Aue, as chief who
engineer,
CARL B. DELAY,
joins Hazeltyne
Corp., sion.
LongJOHN Island,
N.
Y.,
radar
diviE.chief
(Pat)engineer,
BERNHARD
former
WFOYdivision
is Electric
now Jr.,in
the
radar
of
Western
In the Pacific control
area. DONN
who
resigned
room inCOLEE,
operator
WOV New asYork
to enlist
the Navy,at
is at WFOY
engineer-announcer
awaiting
call afteras passing
his physical.
PVT.
HARRY
SANDERS,
former was
controlreoperator
of
CKY
Winnipeg,
cently
wounded
in
action
with
the Canadian Army on the German front.
GORDONmitterBALLANTYNE,
former transoperator of CKX Brandon,
Man,,
has
commissioned
a flying officer
in thebeenRCAP.
DON
ROBERTSON,
placed
on
the
RCAFtechnical
reserve asstaffair ofgunner,
joined
the
CKY has
Winnipeg.

JO KYW
BASIL,Philadelphia,
one of fourhasgirlresigned
engineersto
ofjoin
New the
York Duas Mont
operator.television stafif in
ARTHUR Columbia
B. ELLIS regional
has beenengineer
appointedfor
British
the
CBC,
succeeding
NORMAN
OLDING
who shifts to Ottawa.
J.engineer
L. MARSHALL
In chargehasof been
the appointed
Canadian
Broadcasting
OverseasTeams
Unit, ofwiththe headqUnit
uarters in London.
CBC
areEuropean
with Canadian
troops
onOverseas
the
western
front
and
Italy.areAmong
now withby the
thein
unit
L.Army;
R. engineers
MOORE,
released
Canadian
A.
J.
McDONALD,
on
the Italian
the
western front;
front, W.andF. C.McCORD,
W. SPEER,on
in Holland.
FRED WAMBLE, formerly with KGVO
Missoula, World
and ELLIS
DRAUTE, Chicago,
formerBroadcasting,
havely withjoined
WBBM
Chicago.the engineering stafif of
HARRY pointed
C. HEYWOOD has been apWatrous, Sask.supervising operator of CBK
DONALD
SHEA, former
announcer,
is new WCAM
engineerCam-at
WFIL denPhiladelphia.
CLIFF
.
HARRIS,
former
chief
of WIP asPhiladelphia,
returns engineer
to the
station
vision technical
preparations. supervisor on teleHAMILTON RADIO Corp., New York,
makers gagedof entirely
Olympic
radioproduction,
sets, now has
enin war
appointed
New York, asSherman
agency. K. Ellis & Co.,
CLARKE SANDERS,
gine ring staf attachedon toBlue-ABC
CINPAC, en-is
returning
cisco outlet.to KGO, network's San Fran-

550K.C.

BUFFALO'S
BLUE
NETWORK

WeLL,
WELLALL THE HONORS
IN PiTTSBURGH
All of the Pittsburgh agencies handling
radio accounts placed business with
KQV coverage!
in 1944— and the local boys know
local

Hawkins Named
J. N. A. HAWKINS, electronics en
gineer, has been appointed general
sales manager of industrial elecproducts New
of Sylvania
Electrictronic
Products,
York. Sincei
1941,
Mr.
Hawkins
has
been
gaged in classified research enin^j^,
Naval Warfare methods and equip-; luni
ment, and has served overseas. Heg
was at one time technical editor oi
Radio, and later, chief transmis
sion engineer of the sound depart
ment of Walt Disney Studios.
RCA Communications April 16 put into soriserle
operation
circuitnowbetween
New York a andradlophoto
Paris. RCAC
pro- ji
York
and Berne,
London,service
CairoJc
vides
radlophoto
between Paris:
New't
Stockholm,
BuenosMoscow,
betweenHonolulu
San Francisco
and Aires,
Melbourne:
from
to San Francisco.
ALEX ne rUSCHUK,
for threeMich.,
yearshasengi-reat WJIM Lansing,
ported for induction.
ERNIE SWAN, chief engineer of CKEY,
Toronto,
has newly
been elected
man of the
formed vice-chairCanadian jitatl
Council of the Institute of Radio Engi- Ifeati
neers.
CHARLESClarksdale,
R. HICKS,Miss.,
chiefis engineer
the fatherof
ofWROX
a boy.
CHARLES
A. RUTLEDGE,
new to radio,
been added
to theMiss.technical
staff
ofhasWROX
Clarksdale,
TOM BEAN, member of the control
room staff
WCOP following
Boston, hasan illrened to theofmonths.
station
nes ofturtwo
COL. A.gine r ofR.WSYRMARCY,
former
chief
enthe
Signal Corps in Syracuse
Hawaii, now
is Inwithcharge
Pacific.
of all communications in' the Southwest
HARVEY DEGERING, formerly with
KGW
ENDICOTT, Portland,
formerly Ore.;
with HOWARD
KOIN Portland:
JACK
ERWIN,
KGW;
CLARENCE
McCREDIE,
KOIN;
CARL
SHANTZ,
KGW:
HERBERT STRUCK,
KGW;theCHARLES
HUELING,
released from
service,
and GEORGE
are newof additions to the REDFERN
technical staff
KEX
Portland.
AL PRATT,
from
World
Wide
BroadBoston, to WALB Albany ascasting
chiefSystem,engineer.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS.
New ingYork,
has leasedO., aforfive-story
build-of
in Marietta,
expansion
its
electronic
manufacturing
facilities,
with
production
scheduled
to
begin
anresident
early date. EDWARD
LEWIS will beat
LAMB wingeneral
be plantmanager
manager.and W. H.
LEROY
GRUBBstaff isof a KPJZ
new member
the technical
Worth.of
IRBY Shreveport,
Jr. is now La.chiefJ.FortL.engineer
ofJ.has C.KRMD
Joined KTBC Austin, Tex., as SEAY
chief
engineer.
FRANK
BAUER Jr.engineering
has Joinedstaff.the
WWSW Pittsburgh

STATION
5000 WATTS B
1000 WATTS
NIGHT
/
BUFFALO
BROA DCASTING
CORPORATION
ND BUILDING BUFFALO, N€W YORK
■lor.ol Rtprcs-ntotiv.;: FREE & PETERS, INC.
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sales
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In man.
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with WLS,
In Chicago.
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|A SERIES of special broadcasts on the
San Francisco
, J 't\ curlty
ConferenceUnitedand Nations
heard Se-in
=lerffiian
" liverylastschoolroom
of
West
Virginia,
beover West
stalons, action
as Friday
a clinic.
result
of theVirginia
statewide
ocial
Originating at WCHS Charleston, key
wf|[ I tation
the Friday
West Virginia
Network,
erles Is ofheard
9:15-9:25
and
eatures
explanatory
talks Chamberlain
bya.m.Harry
I; funlor
Jrawley,Highprincipal
of
the
School,
Charleston.
-At
the
1 lofl,
ocial managing
action clinic,
Howard
L. Cherdirector
of the
West
/irginia Network,
I aroadcasters
and represented
volunteeredthetostate's
take
! I Board
>n the ofbroadcast
Educationassignment.
agreed toThelineStateup
-he schools.
Stationslinethroughout
the state
;harlng
costs.
Although
WCHS arenois
)riglnating
programs,
receives
lir
credit.theRather
theit project
Is
:j abeled
a State Board
of10-mlnute
Education broadfunclon.
Following
the
students20 minutes
in every discussing
school of Conthe
™ ';ast,
'itate
'Jerencespend
issues.
WNEW
5' UWNEW New NewYorkon teaches
Russian by
radioing ina member
"Let's Talk
havof theRussian"
Americanby RusEljjsian
Institute
instructwordswell-known
per,3onalltles
In
new
and
phrases
aiteach
Listenersphrases
may and
send records
for a
iwork week.
sheet listing
used on thetectives",program.
In "Memory
Deweekly half-hour
series,
stuo|aio
audience
competes
for
cash
prizes
t|!by guessing
theby year
the orchestra
musical numbers played
station
first
appeared.
Dramatic
sketches
containing
clues
numbers.are built around the musical
Prisoners' Messages
MUTUAL
on Friday
night
aired the
the
first
recorded
messageswar
toprisoners
reach
U.a German
S. from camp
American
and at a later
date,in
5,the
broadcast
othersnetwork
in the probably
lot of will
25 recordings
jibrought
to theYMCA.
States by athree
representative of the
the
messages
to families Only
and friendsof were
ijheard
^day. on the quarter-hour program FriV-E Day Programs
WJJD Chicago
throughout tribute
V-E Dayof will
:memory
broadcast
the
ofa program
men whoin have
redeemed
human
liberty.
Program
is
titledA "Prayiers
for
Permanent
Peace".
Papal
peace
program of Popetranscribed,
Plus XII show
will
be presented.
will
dramatizePartially
the prayers for freedom
Iand peace of America's heroes.
Folk Lore Series
AMERICAN
folk lore,
including onlegends
and true stories,
is dramatized
CBS
in
"Time
to
Remember",
five weekly
quarter-hour
series,
with
Milton
Bacon
collecting
and serving material,
as narrator.preparing scripts
G-2 Stories
IN
"The
Man
From
G-2" theof Bluethe activities
G-2,
U.ABCS. dramatizes
Army Intelligence,
with a MaJ.
Hugh riesNorth
as
principal
character.
Se-by
i
s
based
on
adventure
stories
Col. Van Wyck Hason.

COLUMBIA
NETWORK

Sea Tales, Gardening
WCOP Tales",
Boston Wednesday
has added "New
England
Sea
8 p.m.,
and
"Victory Garden
News" TheMonday
through
Saturday
6:45-7
p.m.
first,
written
and
narrated
by
Lt.
Edward
Rowe
Snow,
War
features
adventureWorld
and
legendII veteran,
ofprogram
the North
Atlantic
coast.
Second
designed by George Graves,
of theis staff
of the cietyMassachusetts
Horticultural
Soand
editor
of
Its
publication
"Horticulture."
Farm Prospects
WBZ-WBZA
Boston-Springfield AprUyear10
for
the
seventeenth
was host at the annualconsecutive
meeting of the
principals behind
the dally
New EngNews Service
Program,
featureland Radio
broadcast
cooperatively
by farm
the
Dept. of Agriculture,
agriculture
partments of six local states and WBZdesince p1928.
Forum
programs
on
prosmeeting.ects for the new year was feature of
Job Replacements
ARRANGEMENTS
a weeklyveterans
programin
designed
to place fordisabled
jobs cial
for training
whichhave
theybeen
have completed
received spebetween Jack Salt
Burnett,
manager
of KUTA
Lakeassistant
City, and
Col.
Robert
M.
Hardaway,
commanding
officer,
Program willBushnell
IncludeGeneral
veteransHospital.
anticipating
early discharge.
Anonymous'
TAKEN 'Alcoholics
after the national
organization
of the mous"
sameprogram
name,Is now
"Alcoholics onAnonyDetroit Saturday 7 p.m. heard
Tested at WWfirstJ
as a spot
bi-weekly
program
the 11:15
p.m.
Saturday,
seriesinmembers
dramatizes
true
stories
and interviews
the
organization
which
is
treatingof
alcoholism as a disease.

Newsstand Review
NEWSSTAND
fans a and
periodical
sub-on
ow have
weekly
programcalled
the CBCscribers nDominion
network
"Newsstand
Review".
Ralph Marven.
former
farm
commentator,
broadcastsCBC
the Monday
evening commentary
of newsworthy
and
entertaining
ticles In a wide variety of periodicals.arFun Canteen
SERIES teen"titled
"McWUliams'
Pun Canstarted
AprU
7, 12-12:30
p.m.is
(CWT)
on
the
Blue-ABC.
Program
built penaround
the
"anything
can
hapon a furlough"
McWUliams
leads
groups of idea.
servicemen
and
womentwocontestants
poraneous stunts and through
contests. extemPan-American Series
WNYC
York
in a"Pan-American
People's New
Music
Series",
weekly
quarter-hour, presents
consular
representattiveivesfolkof Latin
American
countries,
naartists,
and
later
will
feature
exchange
students
in New
York onF.
scholarships
established
by
Mayor
H. LaGuardia.
War Effort Show
TO FURTHER the homefront war effort,
WSIX
NashvUle
has1:30-2
started
"Onwhichto
Victory"
p.m.from
includes inSaturday
its format
news
and
interviews
with
local
residents
now
overseas
andand with
returningof veterans.
Recruiting
resettlement
veterans
wUl also be tied-in on the show.
Memorial Series
WLIB New York, observing Gov. Dewey'sserve 3request
New Yorkforstate
ob0 days that
of mourning
the late
President, is broadcasting a daily fiveminute gram"Roosevelt
Memorial".
Each
proincludes either a record portion
ofhis Mr.beliefs.
Roosevelt's voice or a quote on

FF
LYO'S
BUO
NAL
50,000
WATT
STATION
DAY and NIGHT

STATION TIME
SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
CONTACT
Bon-Smitii Cempaoy, Incotp.

BROADCAST

Broadcast Advertising

BUFFALO
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Notional Ropresentqlive : FREE & PETERS, INC
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PRomoTion

C

B

ADVERTISING
totaling 2640
lines byIn
New York newspapers
was used
announcements
on NBC,
its NewplusYorkspotoutlet
WniAF for
promotion
the network's
telecast"It
of
the newinof Warner
Bros, being
film
Happened
Springfield",
leased simultaneously
on television
andretheatre
screens.station,
WNBT, presented
NBC's New
York
television
the
movie at 8 p.m. Sunday (April 22). CBS.
on
its from
"YouthBoston
on Parade"
program
heard
Saturday,
paid
tribute
to the filmAgency
and to Harry
Warner,
NBC M.is
J. Walter president.
Thompson Co., Newfor York.
'Summons' to Party
FIFTH Anniversary party for BristolMyers announced
Co. "Mr. District
Attorney",bearing
NBC,
was
byof ainvitations
all
the earmarks
formal
summons,
delivered
by
messenger
from
Doherty,
Clifford & Shenfield, New York, B-M
agency. Signed
by summons
Jay Jostyn,ordered
'Mr.
District
Attorney',
the
'defendant'
guestpresentation
to appear atofNBCan
for
broadcast
and
award
to Invitation
be followedfrom
by buffet
supper.
Formal
Bristol-Myers
was included.
Public Service Project
AS a public
service OPA
to merchants
aff
e
c
t
recent
order byrequiringspecial
themed btoy a file
celling prices
Aprilby
20,
a
department
was
set
up
KELA Centralla, Wash., to assist firms
with anyquiries wereproblems
arose.Dudley
Inhandled that
by Mrs.
Gaylord
a memberof ofthetheKELA
pricestaff
panel.who is also
Record Gift
PLAYBACK
recording
and 12
albums
of records
have machine
been presented
toham,Cushlng
General
Hospital,
FramingMass.,
Boston. therapy
Equipment will be byusedWCOPin musical
classes at the veterans' hospital.

Book-Portfolio
PARKER
WATCH Co.,
sor of Johannes
SteelNewon York,
WHN sponNew
York,
is offering
a combination
bookportfolio
containing
biographies
American war personalities whose oflives10
were
dramatized
in Ourformer
NBC
series
"Theseto Are
Men".Park'ir
is designed
accommodate
WarPortfolio
Bonds
and ingother
securities.
Agency
is
SterlAdv., New York.
Wire Recorder Data
ARMOURcorder andMagnetic
Wiredeveloped
Sound Re-by
Reproducer,
the Armour
Research
Foundation
of the
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chic
a
g
o
,
I
s
explained
in
a
53-page
"Pressof
Book
No. 1". Bookforincludes
proofs
pictures
reproduction
cutUnes, suitable
with complete
data on and
the
recorder.
Hayride
Brochure
WBT Charlotte, N. C, caricatures the
cast of and
"Carolina Hayride"
In a brightoff
yellow
on the coverwhite
with brochure,
a sketch leading
of a horse
and
legend "Glddyap,
. . ."
and thecontinuing
on the Dobbin
inside cover
with "they're on the network now
(CBS, of course)."
Suribachl Picture
RENOWN AP photograph of U. S.
Marines bachl,raising
Mt. Suri-by
Iwo
Jlma,the
hasflagdepartment
beenon issued
the
KLZ promotion
Denver
news
as a
special
gift.
Approximately
8on bydull11 finish
Inches,paper
reproduction
is
printed
cardboard frame. and mounted on a
KSTP Folder
SUCCESS
story
oflocalthe Sears,
use ofRoebuck
KSTP
St.
Paul
by
thepromote
&is Co.
store
to
a
special
saleisoutlined
instation.
a promotion
folderillussuedtratedby the
Folder
with caricature
train onis cover.
Heading is "Ticket Taker on the Gravy
Train".

THE SHREVEPORT TIMES
STATION
Shreveport, La.

>^

PAUL MOWREY (c), Blue- ABC
video manager, discusses Waltham
Watch
DuMont Co.'s
New sponsoring
York video WABDstation
time breaks on V-E day with Don
McClure (1), of N. W. Ayer & Son,
agency for Waltham, and Ira Guilden (r), president of Waltham.
Campaign Results
THREE CAMPAIGNS
on WABC New
York "each of them a dramatic tribute
to radio's ability to move people" are
describedchure. CopyIn describes
"MorninghowMagic",
a Godbrofreypints
was credited
for Dec.
the Arthur
donation
2,083
of
blood
15
in
Newof
York;
how gifts
listeners
contributedthrough
30,000
Christmas
for servicemen
Margaret tainedArlen,
and howforPhiltheCookarmed
ob23,000 books
forces.
Cash Contest
EASTERN
and
ranchers mayOKLAHOMA
win prizesfarmers
aggregating
$2,800 In a contest sponsored by the
farm department
KVOOfiledTulsa.
Entries,agricultural
which mustof beagents
county
bywith
May the
are
be onFollowing
a pasturethis,plan
for
the1.
1945 toseason.
participants
must reportplishmenonts for thetheir
accom-15,
seasonpasture
by Sept.
1945.
Promotion Personnel
CHRISTOPHER
relamanager onofCROSS,
BBC
Inpublic
NewtourYork,
left lasttions week
a midwest
to
discusstors BBC
programs
with radio
ediand
station
managers.
He
went
first to San Francisco to assist JOHN
SALT, BBC North American director,
in preparations for the conference.
RHEA DIAMOND has returned to
WNEW New York as assistant to JO
RANSON, publicity and special events
director,
during whichafter
sheunitawastwo-year
ofabsence
the special
information
of chief
the OWI.
DEAN MOXLEY, in promotion and public service
department
of KFI
Los An-digelerector
s, has been
publicity
succeedingappointed
HAL CARLOCK,
to
Blue-ABC Hollywood publicity staff.
BiGGSR
AND
IN
IDAHO
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Whether for Radio's finest programs or amateur
auditions, best recordings are made on
cLucJlocLLscs
AUDIO

DEVICES,

INC.

•

444 MADISON

AVE., N.Y.

OWI PACKET, WEEK

MAY 14

Cneck tne list below to And the war message announcements you will broadcast
during
the weeksuitable
beginning
May 14. OWI
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
and transcriptions
three
on eachof
side
discs. Tellwaryourmessages.
about them.
Plan 20-second
schedules chain
for best timing
these ofimportant
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
WORK
NAT. SPOT
?
WAR MESSAGE
LivePLAN Tran8.
Aff. Grou Ind.
Aff.
PLAN
NET-X
X OI X
X Ind.X
X
Seventh War Loan
II
X
X
Paper SalvageDangerous
Pennies
X
X
X
X
Cadet
Nurses
X
X
Merchant Marine
Don't
Travel—at HomeVacation
OWI Schedule
War Message
for namesAllocation
and time Plans.
of programs carrying
warSee messages
under ofNational
Spot and160 Network
Seek New Station
BROADCAST station at the southern terminus of the wartime-built
Alaska Highway, at Dawson Creek,
B. C, is planned by Mrs. Helen
Bilingsley and Wilna Moore of
Saskatoon. Recently in Toronto on
business, they report having a lison cense
Creek.for 1,000 w station at Daw-

WITH

THE

DUPLEX

SPEAKER

The very objectionable concentrated beam
at high frequencies in sound reproduction is
eliminated by the Duplex Speaker. Even at
15,000 cycles plus, the DUPLEX speaker distributes high quality sound 60 degrees horizontally and 40 degrees vertically as compared
to the 5 degrees of single unit speakers of comparable size. Another reason why the DUPLEX
is the SPEAKER that REVOLUTIONIZES the
methods of sound REPRODUCTION.
SEND

FOR

LANSING

Watch Co. Campaign
ADOLF SCHWARCZ & Son, U. S.
agents for Doxa Watches, has appointed Miller Adv., New York, as
agency. Consumer campaign will
start in September in newspapers,
magazines, direct mail, and radio,
where time signals can be secured.

NEW ENGLAND
CUPBOARD
WNAC, Boston
4 days a week
WNAC and Yankee Network
2 days a week
Now represenfed by

BULLETINS

CORPORATION

1210 TAFT BUILDING'HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
250 WEST 57 STREET-NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
IN CANADA: NORTHERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
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SEISATE RESOLUTION
ASKS PATENT PROBE
REVIVING Senatorial interest in
foreign lution
heldhas radio
a reso-to
been patents,
introduced
authorize the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee to make a
full investigation of the relationship of foreign
interests toinradio
and other
communication
the
United States with particular refpatents interests
owned orandcon-to
terorlenecde btyoforeign
agreements made by such parties.
The resolution, introduced jointly by Sen.of Wheeler
(D-Mont.),
chairman
the committee,
and
Sen. Capehart (R-Ind.), first term
senator who has had experience in
radio manufacturing as head of the
radio receiver and phonograph company
his name,
is coinci-of
dent bearing
with the
termination
Philips Incandescent Lamp Work
Co., licenses issued by RCA under
U. S. patents.
A report on the investigation
would be made to the Senate together with recommendations. The
resolution also asks power to subpena dwhatever
witnesses or evience it may require.
WESTINGHOUSE
Electric Pa.,
& Mfg.
Co.
radio division, Sunbury,
supplier
of radio and radar equipment for both
Army
and
Navy
receives
the
ArmyNavy "E"brationinAprila18.community-wide
celeHigh-ranking Army
and Navy
officers,
a returned
employehero
wounded
in
the
Battle
of
St.
Lo
and civic leaders took part.
10,000 WAnS • DAY & NIGHT

PEGGY STONE
BROADCAST
SALES CO.
New York: 280 Madison Ave.
Chicago: 360 N. Michigan Ave
Hollywood, California
For full details and avaitabililies phone c
your nearesf office.
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lO^IL

typifies

NBC

leadership!

:4

V

KDYL...a powerful
link in the
Western Division cliain!
A look at the above map will show how
KDYL covers the most profitable area
within the State of Utah, where most
people dwell — and where most money is
spent.
And below . . . KDYL's modern transmiter. . . 5000 watts of power and up to
the minute, unequalled radio facilities for
radio broadcasting at its best!

And the kind of
programs that earn
citations from War Dept.!
"Salute to the Civilian Soldier"— a dramatized, on-the-ground program conduaed
in the busy, bustling war plants in and
around Salt Lake City. It was one of five
Radio features across the nation that won
this citation from the War Department: —
"The award is made for contribution to
higher morale and increased production
on the home front."

WESTERN
PIYISION
City
City
HOLLYWOOD
Sunset and Vine* SUH Station
FRANCISCO Taylor and O'Farrell
Station
KOB
Albuquerque, New Mexico
KDYL
Solt
lalte
City,
Ufali
KFI
lotSonAngelet,
California KOMO
Seattle,
KPFA, ....
Helena,Washington
Montona
KFSD
Diego,
California
KPO
Son Francisco,
California
KGHl
Billings,
Montana
KRBM
Bozeitian,
Montana
KGIR...
,
Butte,
Montond
KSEI
Pocatello,
Idaho
KGIU
, .. Portland,
Sofford, Arizona
KTAR
,
Phoenix,
Arizona
KGW
Oregon
KTFI
Twin
Falls,
Idaho
KHQ
Spokane,
Washington
El Paso,Arizona
Texas
KIDO
Boise,Oregon
Idaho KTSM
KVOA
Tucson,
KMED
Medford,
KWJB
Globe,
Arizona
KMJ
Fresno,
California
KYCA
Prescott,
Arizona
KOA
Denver, Colorado KYUM
Yuma, Arizono
I^ROADCASTING
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KDYL is ready with
its post war plans
... and television !
As far back as 1939 KDYL was planning
for television. Piaured above on the television stage — is the prize bull televised
at the last Utah State Fair. NBC joins the
people of Utah in the faa that it is both
happy and proud to have an affiliate of
the character of KDYL — a station that its
citizens
more of will
as timehear,goesandon. eventually "see"

of the NATIONAL
BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC
★
★
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO
CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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SOMEONE
IS ALWAYS

^

0

Wii.i'.i K and Ok\'i i,i Wrighi
Mnk, I'u-ft
Airplane
fliglit
at Kittv I la\' k. \. C.

Coverage Wins High Praise
{Continued from page 16)
comments of their own. Relayed
serve
the
highest
commendations".
The Nejv York Tunes, in a news were condolences by Prime Minister Churchill, King George of
story reviewing radio's performGeneral Charles DeGaulle,
age ance,
radio stated:
ever "The
gave greatest
to a news coverstory England,
Dramatic and reciends this morning (Monday, April PremiertativeStalin.
tributes were performed by
16) for the broadcasting stations well known radio, stage and screen
stars and a special prose tribute
andRep.
networks."
Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.)
composed by Norman Corwin.
also spoke before the House in was
On different programs appeared
praise of radio.
Playwright Robert E. Sherwood,
special assistant to the late PresiCBS Cancels
Helen Hayes, Raymond MasThe networks organized their sey anddent,others.
Clerics of all faiths were heard.
entire program structures through
the weekend to accommodate nu- Ceremonies at Hyde Park were
merous special productions. Com- broadcast by Tris Coffin, who premercials were dispensed with enviously had spoken from the White
tirely. Programs that had been in House grounds during rites there.
the works for weeks were discarded Others participating for CBS durand new ones built to meet the
ing the period of mourning were
solemnity of the occasion.
Bill Henry, Gunnar Back, Bob
On CBS, special prayer services, Evans, Cliff Allan and Arthur Godsacred and serious music, messages
frey. A special Sunday evening
of condolences from the nation's program, Closed Ranks, brought
leaders and allied diplomats and de- tributes from the late President's
Hyde Park
comtails of President Truman's swear- neighborsments byinleading
publicandfigures
ing in at the White House were included in programs Friday. The throughout the nation. Frederic
first four hastily written broadcasts March was narrator.
NBC, featuring comments by
of the President's passing were
Smith, general manager
presented by John Daly, Ned Cal- ofCarleton
WRC Washington and dean of
George Fielding Eliot
and Bobmer, Maj.
Trout.
presidential announcers, devoted
CBS correspondents throughout
story of the Presithe world supplemented these with 3% daysdent's todeath the
and events leading up

was the First
'and only)
Memphis radio station
to schedule regular
weekly trade journal
advertising series.

South's 24-Hour Station

BOB ALBURTY, General Mgr.
Your MUTUAL Friend
Represented by RAMBEAU
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HARDWARE
STORES...
where $63,575,000 change hands across the counters in a
single year. That's the kind of department store business you find
in the WGY COMMUNITY*— that prosperous and busy section
of central and eastern New York and western New England.
—And WGY is the ONLY way you can combine this valuable
market into ONE coverage area.
*WGY's primary and secondary areas contain over 18 cities
of over 25,000 population; 39 cities of over 10,000 population and
40 incorporated towns and villages of over 5000 population.
WGY
Schenectady, N. Y.
50,000 watts — NBC — 23 years of service
Represented nationally by NBC Spot Sales
GENERAL A ELECTRIC

to his interment. All commercial
broadcasts were suspended when
word
the President's
reachedof NBC's
studios in death
New
York. They remained suspended
until Friday, April 13 at 6 p.m.
when only sponsor identifications
were permitted for those programs
which could be presented in keeping with the occasion. In a special
broadcast Monday morning April
IG Clarence L. Menser, NBC vicepresident in charge of programs,
reviewed the network's coverage
of the mourning period, and committed NBC to support of President
Truman. The first bulletin broadcast announcing the chief executive's death was given by Thomas
O'Brien, one of the network's
youngest announcers, who was on
duty in the NBC newsroom at the
time. Participating thereafter in a
series of broadcasts
Kaltenborn,
Robert St. were
John, H.Rich-V.'
ard
Harkness,
Don
Goddard,
gan Beatty, Don Hollenbeck Mor-'
and
correspondents in war theaters.
Smith Covers
Mr. Smith, with Ray Henle of
the Blue-ABC network, was chosen
to attend funeral services at the;
White House and subsequently report
a special pooled broadcast forthemallin networks.
As was required in many program categories, the Saturday
night
program.
Time onNBC
Broadway,
was Curtain
altered
feverishly just before broadcast to
become one dramatic
of the network's
compelling
programsmostin
the commemorative series honoring
the late President. Script for the
show was completed minutes be
fore air time. Top performers in
all branches of the theater were
heard from all sections of the na
tion. Dr. Frank Black, network
musical director and his assistants
prepared
music throughout
the time special
of mourning.
Among
guests heard were Tallulah Bank
head, Walter Hampden, Canada
Lee, Franchot Tone, MaJ. Meredith
Wilson, John Charles Thomas and
practically all of the regular complement of NBC stars. Niles Trammell, president, appeared Fridaj
{Continued on page 68)

TIP FROM
NEIGHBOR
It will pay you to consider the vast
possibilities of this great neighboring market. We'll gladly present facts as well as f igureson how
American advertisers can profitably use our network.

RADIO PROGRAMAS DE MEXICO !
BROADCASTING
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Breaking

in

The

Junior

Time

Buyer

SENIOR TIME BUYER:
When selecting a New York
station, always line it up with
the product to be advertised.

JUNIOR:
And can we get full coverage on a low cost per
listener basis from WLIB as well?
SENIOR:

JUNIOR TIME BUYER:

Yes, you'll find that WLIB's coverage map
and Hooperatings prove that.

Do you mean that different sta- ^,
tions appeal to different groups (
J
of listeners?
^^^[^^J^

JUNIOR:

SENIOR:

Fm glad of that, because I listen to
WLIB and I love their music.
SENIOR:

That's it. For instance, some stations can
deliver a non-duplicated market of adults
with a taste for better products.
JUNIOR:
Is there such a station in the New York City
trading area?

I always catch WI-<IB's "Luncheon Musicale" show from 12:00 to 12:55 p. m.
Sunday myself.
.NEWS AND THE POPULAR CLASSICS WITH
A BLEND OF THE MODERN

SENIOR:
Yes, it so happens that WLIB is
just such a station, and they
have all the figures to prove it.
And besides, they can show that
housewives are 75% of their
total audience.
BROADCASTING
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Clear Channel— 1 190 On Your Dial
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Seltzer

Another of the nation's leaders using the BLUE NETWORK
Among America's shrewdest time
buyers . . . smart and daring in program choice, Miles Laboratories
lends its magic touch to the BLUE
with two of the country's long-Hved,
high-rating
, . . the Quizshows
Kids. . . . Lum 'n Abner
... and like the Blue Nationally
PACIFIC BLUE IS BETTER BALANCED
Tomorrow (or will it be this afternoon?) will be the era of PRECISION MARKETING. Competition
will be murderous; it must be met
efficiently,
at low cost.
It's time
to prepareandseriously
for precision
marketing. One excellent way is to
use the Pacific Blue— the Better
Balanced Network in the best-controlled test region in the U. S.
Pacific Blue is Better Balanced in
Daytime
time. Andpopulation,
Pacific Bluecosthasandthe open
best
time clearance record of all Pacific
Coast Networks, based on reports
from impartial sources. Ask to see
the Precision
presentation. Call us in Marketing
...
New York • Chicago • Hollywood
San Francisco • Detroit • Pittsburgh

PACIFIC

BLUE

NETWORK
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY INC.
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(Continued from page 66)
at 9:30 p.m. to deliver a special
memoriam.
Thursday night following- the
death
of the President,
BlueABC network
mobilized the
its entire
executive staff to participate with
national leaders in a series of
tributes. Among those appearing
were Marshall Field, publisher;
Orson Welles, writer, producer and
actor; Edward J. Noble, chairman
of the Blue-ABC and Undersecretary of Commerce under the late
President; Justice Byrnes; Robert
Hannegan, chairman of the Democratic National Committee; numerous congressional and labor leaders, as well as representatives of
the Supreme Court and of the
clergy.
All commercial announcements
were cancelled and numerous outstanding sponsored programs likewise were put aside. Sir Thomas
Beecham, recently arrived in this
country, presented one of the first
memorial programs in the BlueABC series. It was accompanied by
comments by Raymond Moley,
Rabbi Wise, Rev. Mr. Fosdick and
Walter Winchell. Among the outstanding programs which attracted
wide attention was a special tribute delivered by Orson Welles. Network commentators throughout the
world were called in by Blue-ABC
news chief, G. W. Johnstone, for
comments. National reaction to
the tragic announcement was car-

V-E Day From BBC
BBC HAS OFFERED to American
networks and independent stations
a schedule of V-E Day programs
including
inter-a
views fromman-in-the-street
all parts of Britain,
thanksgiving
for thea service
American forces at service
Hyde Park,
from
St.
Margaret's
Church
Westminster, broadcasts by politi-at
cal and military leaders, Scottish
celebrations, a feature program
paying tributemonwealth, aShakespeare
to the Britishvictory
Comprogram with top theatrical and
movie talent. Stephan Fry, program operations
manager
of BBCin
in North
America,
cautioned
releasing
the schedule
that V-E
"because conditions
under which
Day will be announced are necessarily unpredictable, all plans are
subject to last minute change."
ried from Washington, with Raymond Swing, Earl Godwin, Baukhage, Albert Leitch, Martin Agronsky, David Mills, Mr. Henle and
Jack Shumaker participating.
Other Blue-ABC executives speaking tive
on thestatements
networkwere
in commemoraChester J.
LaRoche,
vice-chairman
of BlueABC, and Mark Woods, president.
Dave Driscoll, news chief of WOR
New York, Mutual key station, first
broadcast at 5:49:30 the flash announcing ton
he death
of the
President. MBS,
orders
of Edgar
Kobak, president, immediately

eliminated all light musicals, dance
bands and mercials,
presentation
of anysponsor
compermitting only
identification.
At 7:15 p.m., April 12, Walter
Compton, ington,
news chief toof WOL
Wash-a
broadcast
tribute to theattempted
late President
from
the White House but was cut off
the air byturnedorder
of guards.
reone minute
laterHe with
apology and continued the tribute.
Friday morning at 11:15 MBS
picked up from Kansas City the
story of flectedPresident
Trumanmadeas re-by
in statements
friends and neighbors, including an
interview with a cousin, a major
generalthur in
S. Army.
Primmtheand U.Larry
Meier, Arrecently returned foreign correspondents (Pacific), were heard in a
special tribute broadcast at 12:15
p.m.
Friday from
San Francisco.
An exclusive
statement
by Mme.
Chiang
Kai-Shek
broadcast
Friday.this network was
over
at 1:30
p.m.
Active in arranging the coverage, along with executive heads of
MBS were Tom Slater, John Whitmore,
Viscardi, Adolph
Robert Opfinger,
Nobak Henry
and Floyd
Mack, operating under the direction of Phillips Carlin, vice-presidentbroadcast
in charge from
of programs.
tual's
HydeApril
Park,Mu10:58-12
a.m. Sunday,
15,at
was the first network program
broadcast from that location. Other
network broadcasts from Hyde
Park were scheduled as follows:
Blue-ABC 11:05 a.m., NBC, 11:10
a.m.,
11:12 without
a.m. exception,
The CBS,
networks,
cancelled commercials completely
between 5:49 p.m. Thursday, April
12 and 12 p.m. Sunday, April 15.
Complete reports of programming
by stations were not available but
among
these : noteworthy examples were
WFIL Philadelphia — broadcast
the historic
tolling onof page
the Independ(Contimied
70)

KOCY
OKLAHOMA

CITY

A MUTUAL Station
Ask the Walker Co.

years
profitable

of

z
Each pe
year ae
over h
2 millionfuz
bushels . . ,
10% of all the peaches produced in
the whole South ... picked in Spartanburg County alone!
SPARTANBURG,
SOUTH CAROLINA
Camp Crof
5000WSPA
warn Day, 1000 Home
watts OfNight
950
kilocycles.
Rep.
by
Hollingbery
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JjMlOADCASTING

WFBL

MAINTAINS

LISTENING

AUDIENCE

THE

GREATEST

IN SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

Based upon nationally accepted CONCLUSIVE measurement, WFBL scores the
greatest number of "firsts" . . . the largest listening audience in Syracuse, N. Y.
•k Hooper says:
"Average Average
base for conclusive
Vs-hour measurement,
854 homes824called
therefore,
acceptable
as conclusive!
base for conclusive
hour measurements,
homesandcalled
and
therefore acceptable as conclusive!"

DAY

TIME

1

WFBL
45
DAY

and

Station B
43

Station C
17

Station D
0

Station B
44

Station C
35

Station D
1

NIGHT

WFBL
57

However, a mere presentation of audience
leadership is not the purpose of this message,
for a Hooper survey is but one measurement
of a station's true worth or effectiveness.
WFBL does not believe in programming for

THE
• Broadcast Advertising

audience ratings, but offers a balanced broadcasting of sustaining educational, religious
and news features in line with the station's
long-established policy of truly serving the
community and rendering a public service.
This,
combined
WFBL's
greater
audience,
makeswithit the
Number
One listening
station
in Syracuse, N. Y.

BEST
STATION
IN A BIG MARKET
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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{Continued from page 68)
ence Hall bell at 10 a.m. April 16.
The bell tolled out the years of the
late President's life. Program was
carriednetwork.
coast to coast by the BlueABC
WW J Detroit — broadcast on
April 13 two special memorial proone a half-hour
word aspic-it
ture grams,
of downtown
Detroit
heard the news; another a special
memorial program from Washington featuring Blair Moody, Detroit
News Washington correspondent.
This was supplemented by Detroit
pickups
Paul's orchestral
Episcopal
Cathedralfrom
and St.a special
programrium studios.
from the station's auditoBiographical Script
WJKB Detroit — prepared and
produced special biographical script
read by Ednouncer,McKenzie,
chieforgan
anagainst recorded
music background. At 10 p.m. offered special half -hour broadcast of
tributes, in English, by leaders
among 11 principal foreign-language groups, under direction of
Stanley Altschuler, director of foreign
cialslanguage
canceled broadcasts.
evening of CommerApril 12
and morning of April 13.
KFAC Los Angeles — broadcast
specialcel edmemorial
programs,
canal commercials
from April
12 throughout
the
pursuant
weekend and turned over to the Warm
Springs
Infantileof Paralysis
entire revenue
the stationFund
for

that President.
period as a memorial to the
late
WOAI San Antonio — special tribute by FrayeDallas
Gilbert,
newscaster. all
KSKY
— cancelled
commercials, scheduled series of
appropriate programs.
KOME Tulsa — reported death of
Mr. Roosevelt April 12 and 13 intermit ently with coverage of violent tornado which centered at Muskogee, Okla., 60 miles from Tulsa,
putting Muskogee radio station,
KBIX, off the air. Latter station
fed special on-the-scene broadcast
through KOME.
WNEW New York— cancelled all
commei-cials immediately upon news
of President's death and scheduled
series of special programs, including addresses by outstanding clergymen, comments by Appropriate
journalists
and commentators.
music and memorial editions of
News Around the Clock.
WHN New York — cancelled regular schedule of broadcasts April
13 until hour following interment
of the late President April 15.
Filled with appropriate music.
Religious Messages
WQXR New
York —announcements
cancelled immediately al spot
April 13 and during sponsored programsmercialdispensed
with use through
of comcopy. Scheduled
Sunday midnight appropriate music. Featured poem by Stephen VinBenet.cent Benet, read by William Rose
WO.R New York— on April 12

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

STAR'S PRAISE
From Washington Evening Star
Impressive Performance
IT SEEMS to The Star that the
Nation's radio networks and individual stations
mendation for adeserve
displayhighof comgood
taste in their manner of presenting
to the Nation the tragic news of
President Roosevelt's death and his
journey
through
back
to his final
restingWashington
place at Hyde
Park.
By spontaneous agreement and
over a period of more than 72
hours, hundreds of advertising
programs,
carefully
rehearsed were
and
scheduled long
in advance,
eithernatedropped
or
revised
to
elimidistasteful commercialism and
to bring them in tune with the
spirit
of
the occasion.
As a result,
the radio news and
the
accompanying
late President were tributes
deliveredtoonthea
plane befitting
the dignity
of a
Nation
in mourning.
The simple
beauty of many of the programs
and the admirable restraint of the
reporterslished amark,
and commentators
estabin the performance
of a public service, which is the
source of as much satisfaction to
the
as it must be to the
radiopublic
industry.
cancelled all regular programs exceptriods news
broadcasts
two peof classical
music.andScheduled
specialgiousproductions
including
relimessages by high clergymen
of all faiths.
Spartanburg
presented
to WSPA
its listeners,
three —days
after
special
program
in
which
had
been welcomed back to city, heJustice
James F. Byrnes, who paid tribute
toto his
CBS.departed chief. Program fed
KXOK St. Louis — cancelled all
regularly scheduled programs, rethem with special
half-hour
programplacingfeaturing
excerpts
from
many of standing
the speeches.
late President's outWWVA Wheeling— featured spe-

Reprt'sfntctl />y
PEGGY STONE, AVir York
GEORGE ROESLER, i hicafio
HOMER GRIFFITH
COMPANY
llollywoful &. >an Frdiuisco
BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT
HARRY McTIGUE
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National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Francisco

1121 VERMONT AVE.-WASH. 5, D. C.
J WRITE-WIRE OR CALL FOR DETAILS
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Now transcribed for local and regional sponsorship
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The half-hour adventure-detective show that
created a network rating sensation for Rinso!
>
AT 10 TO 10:30 P.M. "BLACKIE" TOPPED:
1. ITS COMPETITION 2. ITS PRECEDING PROGRAM
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{Continued from page 70)
cial program of music by youngsters on its regularly scheduled
Stars
children'sof showApril of14 Tomorrow
under direction
Dick
Biddle,
staff
announce!-.
KPO San Francisco — cancelled
all regularly scheduled programs
from announcement of death
through Sunday, April 15. Fed special programs to NBC, featuring
commentators Elmer W. Peterson,
Larry Smith and George Thomas
Folster, the latter recently reater. turned from the Pacific War TheKCMO Kansas City — in a special
arrangement with KXOK St. Louis,
itself broadcast and fed to the latter station special religious service
honoring the departed President
and his successor — from the Grandview Baptist Church, Grandview,
Mo., home church of President Truman. Service conducted by the Rev.
Wilbern Bowman, pastor and friend
of Mr. Truman.
WTAG Worcester — (recent winner of DuPont and Peabody
awards) — cancelled all commercial
programs and announcements from
the
timeSunday,
of President's
through
April 15. death
WNBT New York television station— suspended all commercials
Final Rites
(Continued from page 16)
gracious keeping leave we now
Thy
sleeping'
. . bird
songs servant
. . . the volleys
shot . over
the
grave . . . the bark of a little lonely dog . . . Taps . . . the coffin lowered into the earth. . . ."
Baukhage made his broadcast at
11 a.m. from the little house on
East Market Street, Hyde Park,
of Martin Berrigan, a Seabee
home on furlough, who had invited many of his neighbors to witness the historic event. CBS also
set up its equipment in the same
house, Mr. Coffin going on immediately following Baukhage and
later again describing the services
on the Admiral show at 2:30 p.m.
Carleton Smith, manager of
NBC's Washington outlet, WRC,
and network presidential announcer since the late President
took office in 1933, made his broadcast at 11:05 from a church near
the Roosevelt estate. With a background of low organ music, Mr.
Smith gave a detailed description
of the burial services, giving the
full text of the prayers which The
Rev. W. George Anthony read at
the burial.
Walter Compton, Mutual announcer, aired his description
from
was theFreer's
closestRestaurant,
point any ofwhich
the
networks had obtained to set up
facilities and was thus the first to
begin his broadcast. He started a
few minutes before 11 a.m. The
burial services had begun at 10
a.m. Mr. Compton said about 150
people had gathered at the "barbeque joint"
Tom Slater,
tual directorwhere
of special
events, Muwas

for two days and on Friday night
presented 15-minute newsreel film
depicting highlights of President's
life.
WOWO Fort Wayne— carried,
among other tributes, special program by Samuel Jackson, former
United States Senator and permanent chairman of the 1944 Democratic National Committee. Program later repeated in feed to BlueABC network.
WDRC Hartford— at the time
news
the President's
death
reachedof station,
State Governor
Baldwin was preparing to go on
the air with a cancer talk and Republican Town Chairman Frank
Tindale, as well as Democratic
Town Chairman John Lee, were in
the studio for interviews. All three
participated
cial broadcastimmediately
of tributes. in a speWRVA Richmond, Va., cancelled
all commercials from 6 p.m. Thursday until sign-on
Memorial
services
at 9t. Monday.
Marks Episcopal
Church, 8:30 p.m. April 12, were
carried by WRVA.
These represent general policy
of stations throughout the country.
All network affiliates, of course,
received constant network service
built around commemorative programs.
16 on Co-Op Series
TOTAL of 16 sponsors started participation last week on Ed and
Pegeen
Fitzgerald's
Breakfast
Home feature, sold out
one weekat
before starting on WJZ New York
as a six-weekly series 7:50-8:15
a.m. A half-dozen of the accounts
have followed the program from
WOR New York, including Minwax
Co., Davidson
through R.Bros,T. for
O'Connell
Co., and
Mary
Barron Slips, through Briggs &
Varley. New clients, in addition to
those previously reported, include
F. Schumacher & Co., for drapery
fabrics, through Anderson, Davis
& Platte; Pieter DeWitt diamonds,
through Greene & Brodie; H. Hicks
& Sons, through Altomari Adv.,
for gift baskets and fruits; Maritime Milling Co., for Hunt Club
dog food, through Everett L. Bowers Inc., Buffalo; William A. Nesbitt, custom tailor, direct.
Tennessee Valley Net
TENNESSEE VALLEY Network,
a new regional chain consisting of
WROL Knoxville, WKPT Kingsport and WOPI Bristol, began operation April 15. Full time lines
are maintained but the group was
formed as a supplement to NBC
service, which is carried by all of
the stations. WROL is key station
and regional sales agent.
awaiting him when the Army car
which had been made available to
transport the commentators from
the services made its first stop on
its route to the improvised "studios".
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"The

following

is electrically

on

transcribed.."

PRESTO

discs!

To any modern youngster or her Mommy, the Super Most important transcriptions are. For recording
Suds jingle is as familiar as the works of Mother Goose.
engineers know that PRESTO discs give finer results
In two years, this merry snatch of song has proved with less margin for erroT— actually perform better
than most of the recording equipment on which
itself a commercial with "super-do" — lilting its way
into the musical memory of America, and, incidentally,
they are used. That's why you'll find, in most large
selling a whacking big heap of suds.
broadcasting stations, recording studios and research
Super Suds "spots" are cut on PRESTO discs. laboratories, the standard recording disc is a PRESTO.
WHY BROADCASTING STUDIOS USE MORE PRESTO DISCS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

Less Surface Noise

No Distortion

Easier on Cutting Needle

No Fussy Needle Adjustments

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

AND DISCS
BROADCASTING

SOUND
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PRESTO
RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 1 9, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
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Vast FCC Powers Proposed
{Continued from page 15)
in the interim report unless that
ports of corporations of more than
corporation directly or indirectly
stockholders. "If any person is
owns 25% or more of the voting 50
of
the
opinion that this section
stock of the licensee. Any change should specify
the exceptions conin officers, directors or stockholdtemplated bythe rule, specific suggestion
should
made as to the
ers
of
a
corpoi-ation
other
than
the
icensee, which results in a change form in which thebe exception
should
in control of the licensee, must ob- be expressed," said the order.
The
Commission
also
invited
tain the Commission's consent under Sec.cations310(b)
of the points
Communias to whether
"any orto all
Act, the Order
out. comment
of the information
required
be
Where information is required filed by the proposed Rules 1.301with respect to a corporation hav- 1.304 should be open for public ining more than 50 stockholders,
the licensee may request a modifiNewsmen Awarded
cation of the requirements
"so far spection."
as applicable
to the particular
CECIL BROWN and Frank Sincase".
The
Commission
defines
its
giser,
commentators,
are to
various terms as follows:
receive MBS
awards
from the United
"Stock" shall include any inter- Businessmen's Assn. of Philadelest, legal or beneficial in, or right
phia, at a dinner April 26. Mayor
or privilege in connection with Bernard
Samuel will present an
stock;
"officer"
or
"director"
shall
award
to Mr. Brown
"for beingon
include the comparable officials in the outstanding
commentator
unincorporated associations; "con- the air", and to Mr. Singiser "for
tract" shall without
include any
agreementan excellent presentation of news"
(including,
limitation,
and outstanding preparation of
option, trust or pledge) or any broadcast
material.
modification thereof, express or implied, oral or written. The sub- DAVID H. HARRIS, program director,
stance of oral contracts, arrange- WTAG ginia
Worcester,Lorette
Mitzl Kornetz,
VirCharon given
were
ments, and understandings shall guests of Gaskell,
honor
atYorka luncheon
April
11
In
New
by
the
United
be reduced to writing."
Board InandappreIn its order the Commission di- Nations ciatInformation
ion of their "constructive
farservices
during
the for"Worces"particular
attention"
ter
and
the
World"
series,
whichreproposedrectsSec.
3.103(c)
coveringto reaching
the
previous
evening
WTAG
had
ceived its third Peabody Award.
exceptions to the ownership re-

COPIES

Clear Channel
{Continued from page 15)
(1) Doing condition?
you have (2)
a radio?
work-at
How Inlate
night dotions doyou
listen?
(3)
What
stayou hear better? Day?
Night, or What stations can you
hear? Day? Night? (4) What programs do you want that you can't
hear now?
Questionnaires
to be contain
used by those
personal interviews will
four questions plus these: (5)
What program classification do you
like best? [16 classifications are
listed including news, comedy, audience participation, variety, drama,
music of various types, religion, !
sports, markets, talks of various i
types]. (6) radio
Are you
getting Day?!
sat- i
isfactory
service?
Night? Summer? Winter?
May Cost $125,000
Cost of the survey has been estimated at from $125,000-$150,000.
The FCC invited networks and stations to share the expense, although
no decision was reached. Mr.
Smytheever, told
howthat thetheFCCcommittee,
will conduct
the listener canvass in any event
but that the Commission hopes to
make it more useful through industry participation "from start to
The survey committee will meet
again in a fortnight to adopt for- jl
finisH".
mally a list of questions. It aplikely that the Bureau of the
Census pearedwould
conduct the survey, j
inasmuch as that agency is set up !
for such operations. Attending
Wednesday's meeting, in addition
to Messrs. Hyde and Smythe, were :
Clurecast H.Division,
Owen,FCCassistant
chief. Broadengineering
Dept.;
J.P. B. Evans,
Sheridan,Blue-FCCABC;
economist;
Edward
Hugh
BMB;
Grant representing
A. Wrathall, independent
KUTA Feltis,
Salt
Lake
City,
stations;
C.
Maurice
Wietlng,
National
Council
of
Farmer
Cooperatives;
Mr.
Caldwell,DesJ. O.Moines,
Maland and Paul Loyet,
WHO
the
CBS; John
K. ChurchUl,representing
J. W. Wright,
CBS;
Philip
Merryman,
B.
T.
Rumple,
NBC; Paul D. P. Spearman, Manfred K.
Toeppen, casters
representingDuke
Regional BroadcommunicationsCommittee;
attorney. M. Patrick,
Wallacevision,L. AngusKadderly,
chief,division
radio di-of
surveys.Campbell,
Dept.
of Agriculture;
D.program
W.
Obendorfer,
Budget
Bureau;
W.
G. Madow,
the
Census. A. Ross Eckler, Bureau of

24 HOUR SERVICE
—packaged and shipped
from Chicago.
COMMENTARY
I
^

6:05 to 6:15 P. M.
Monday thru Saturday
(following Esso News)

BLUE
NETWORK

Aluminum based material
available for broadcast use.

WFM«n
YOUNCSTOWN.
OHIO
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The artist has used up most of the space in this ad showing 36.6% of a luscious pie, right on
your plate, Mr. Time-Buyer. He has just left us enough room to point out that the pie represents the
retail business done right across Canada, and 36.6% is the amazing percentage which is transacted in CFRB's primary area, according to the current Bureau of Broadcast Measurement report.
In case you like figures, here they are:
Total Retail Sales in Canada
Total Retail Sales in CFRB's Primary Area
(Figures are latest releases of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics)
HELP YOURSELF

TO THIS FINE

WEDGE

$2,755,569,000
$1,008,826,000

OF PIE, MR. TIME-BUYER

by scheduling

1 0,000
WATTS
OF
SELLING
POWER
—
8 6 0
BROADCASTING
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Wider Recognition for Radio
(Continued from page 13)
Leonard Relnsch back. When we the radio assignment presumably
gave our ficiently
consent,
we
were
not sufof thein tremendous
to be handled via the "on call"
tasks ahead ofmindfulradio
connection
with tiontelevision,
frequency
modula-oc- procedure.
Radio reporters have been
andcasionwhat
not.
On
special
s, for yourbe availed
personalof uses,
his clamoring
for better facilities both
services
could
without
embarrassment
to
us.
It
might
not
at
the White House and in the
seem
a this
patriotic
impulse
which
Congressional
galleries. In the
prompts
message,
and
yet
I
am
on reflection you will see Tuesday Reinsch
announcement
it Issure
Justified.
they
saw
a
recognition
Mr. Reinsch told BROADCASTING which removed any vestige ofof radio
news
afterward that he would be pleased distinction between the media.
to serve the President in any ca- When
the Friday announcement
pacity desired and that he would
came, press,
they knew
thehaspowerful
oldhandle all radio affairs on a call line
steadfastly
hasis. Thus, he will carry on in refused to which
recognize radio news
virtually the same capacity in
which he has performed since Mr. parity, had won.
President Calls Cox
nomination last summer
asTruman's
Vice-President.
Mr.
Reinsch
assumBut among radio folk on the
ed his new dutiesactually
withouthadportfolio
Washington
scene
the
move
was
reonly
hours
after
the
tragic
death
garded as a moral victory for Mr. Roosevelt. He has been at theof
Washington's spat-and-cane press White House practically continucorps — the uppercrust boys. Rank
ously since April 12, occupying the
and file newspapermen covering the
officeoffice.
next toHe themoved
President's
White House appeared enthusiastic private
Oval Room
to the
about the original Reinsch appoint- Early-Daniels office last Tuesday.
36-year-old Reinsch (he will
and didn't see eye to eye with be The
their mentsuperiors.
37 in June) was appointed by
Radio newsmen, jubilant when President Truman in one of his
the President first announced Mr. first official announcements at his
conference.
It hapReinsch'sdignantappointment,
over the turn ofwere
events.in- Tuesdaypenednews
even before
Gov. Cox,
Mr.
The Radio Correspondents Assn. Reinsch's chief for the last 11 years,
was prepared to take up the issue knew about it. President Truman, it
and there was spontaneous talk of is reliably understood, called the
memorializing the President to ap- Governor at his Miami home a
point a radio secretary (obviously couple of hours after the appointMr. Reinsch) in addition to a press
ment to ask for the young broadsecretary. Mr. Ross was named
caster's release. Thus, Mr. Reinsch,
simply the press secretary, with by Presidential
fiat, had severed his

HARVEY
4a4

ax
PICKUPS...CUnERS...
JEWEL POINTS...
If you work with recordings, largely responsible for the
cutting or playing them, sharp, clean cut facsimile reofMicrodyne.
AUDAX equipment needs no And AUDAXproductioncutters
and
Introduction. You are, undoubtedly, familiar with the jewel points, too, are designed
extraordinary engineering and to reproduce with maximum
clarity and brilliancy over
skillful, have
sensitivemade
craftsmanship
that
them as longer periods of time.
con now get your AUDAX
famous and desirable as they You
HARVEY,
ore today. areAUDAX
distributor through
of fine radio
and
the onlypickups
pick- equipment
equipment. Upon
ups to incorpo- electronic
receipt
of
suitable
priority,
^l/' ~\ rate the unique reasonably prompt delivery is
— so assured.
hrr) principle
"relayed-flux-

HARVEY RADIO
103 WEST 43rd STRttT

COMPANY
NEW YORK 1 8, N. Y.<

association with Gov. Cox as managing director of the three Cox
stations— WIOD, Miami, WSB Atlanta, WHIG Dayton. But all that
changed after the press pressure!
group piled in.
j
There
was
another
radio
face
in'
evidence at the White House, too,,!
At the elbow of Mr. Reinsch during)
the first news conference was Dr.j
Frank N. Stanton, energetic CBSi
vice-president
an oldtime
and associate. and
He was
there atfriend!
Mr. L
Reinsch's behest to advise him on||
certain aspects of public relations!
work. Dr. Stanton journeyed backfc
to his Madison Ave. duties follow- >
ing the Tuesday
address
President
Trumannight
to the
troopsof' j.
which, incidentally, hit a rating of
53.6, or an audience of 45,000,000.
If the White House appointment
had stuck, Mr. Reinsch would have
relinquished not only his Cox sta-^
tions connection but also member-ship on the NAB board of directors
as a large station director, to which
he was elected only last March, as
well as his directorship on the
board of Broadcast Music Inc., a
post he has held since last year. He
was on mittee
the and,NAB's
Comamong Legislative
his other radio
attainments served as president of
the Ohio Broadcasters Assn. while
manager of WHIG.
All those in Washington radio
beamed over legislative and regulatory prospects. They saw in
President Truman's
initial ofpro-a
nouncements the steering
steadier legislative course. They
foresaw a quick departure of the
radical fringe, which long has
sought to tighten the Governmental
gripWith
on theChairman
medium. Porter at the
FCC and Mr. Reinsch on call at the
White House, as radio advisor, the
old Democratic team is reestablished. No overnight miracles are
expected, but brighter days are
foreseen in contrast to the situation which obtained only months
ago. Then with James Lawrence
Fly as chairman of the FCC and
Mr. Early at the White House,
there was no eye-to-eye appraisal \
of radio regulation. It was an open ;
secret that Messrs. Fly and Early
didn't like each other and didn't
get
along. But
Fly had the
Presidential
ear onMr.radio.
President
Truman
made78) a 10{Continued on page

"Like home, ain't it— except no
radio with WFDF Flint."
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GATES PORTABLE BROADCAST
A

TRANSMIHERS are rapidly being setup in liberated countries to again
bring happiness to those who need it
so badly.

NAME
•
TO

KNOW

GATES FAMOUS DYNAMOTE is typical
of the portable remote amplifiers that
are on nearly every war front reporting circuit.

Gates Broadcasting
Equipment

is Now

Playing A Vital Role
In The War Effort...
But Planned To Give

GATES TRANSMITTERS are in use from
world - wide front lines to h i g h powered Trans-Atlantic telephone and
telegraphic circuits.

You More Efficiency
At Lower

Cost in

Peacetime...

GATES BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS
made before Pearl Harbor are still
paying off to U. S. broadcasters with
trouble-free performance at a time
when repair parts are so difficult to
obtain.

RADIO COMPANY
QUINCY, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.
Manufacturers of Radio Broadcasf Tranimiffers.
Speech Equipment, Anfanna Tuning and Phaser
Units, Amplifiers, Remote Equipment, Broadcast
Station and Trantmiftor Accessories,

GATES TRANSCRIPTION EQUIPMENT
is serving overseas broadcast service,
in both war theatres, and In international broadcasting stations.

Actions of the
Almost Forgot
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
PRESIDENT
almost addressed TRUMAN
Congress last
-APRIL 14 to APRIL 20 INCLUSIVE"
Monday without
formal
introduction by Speaker RayDecisions .
burn. The networks were on
NEW-1240 kc New Iberia Broadcastthe
air,
each
describing the
ing
Co.,
New
Orleans—
CP
new
standard
ACTIONS BY ADM. BOARD
station 250 w unlimited.
President's entry into the
APRIL 16
House chamber.
"Various
announcers told the
millions
United Broadcasting
Co., Akron- Tentative Calendar . . .
Placed
listening in that Speaker
APRIL 23
CP new inFM pending
station. file application for
FURTHER HEARING
Rayburn troduce
(D-Tex.)
would But
inthe President.
Ida.Radio
— Same.Broadcasting Corp., Twin Falls, KFVD Los
Angeles — License renewal.
President Truman, a veteran
Larus
&
Bros.
Co.,
Richmond,
Va.—
KPAS Pasadena — License renewal.
Same.
of the hisSenate
and colleagues,
"at home"
with
former
APRIL 27
Pinnelas Broadcasting Co., St. Petersburg, Fla. — Same.
reached the rostrum and beThe1340Brockway
Co.,unlimited
Massena, (WMFF,
N. Y. —
United
Broadcasting
Co.,
Columbus,
CP
kc
250
w
O.— Placed
In penalngTV file
application intervener).
"Mr. Speaker."
The
off-mikegan: voice
of Speaker
for
new commercial
station.
kc Augusta Broadcasting
Rayburn was heard to say:
United Broadcasting Co., Akron- Co.,NEW-1450
C— CP newamended
standSame.
"Just a minute, Harry,
ardCharleston,
station 250 wS. unlimited,
to reflect changes in stockholders.
wait'U I introduce you, will
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
APRIL 20
you?" The President replied
NEW-46.5
mc
Haverhill
Gazette
Co.,
with
Haverhill,
Mass.$28,725
— CP new
FM station,
1370 kcvol.WFEA
Manchester,
N. New
H.— 4,340
sure," an
and informal
the Speaker"Okay,
gave
sq. ml.,
estimated
cost.
Granted
assign,
license
from
Hampshire Broadcasting Co. to H. M. — NEW-43.5
mc
WJEJ
Hagerstown,
Md.
the
usual:
"It is my priviBltner.
CP
new
FM
station,
22,150
sq.
mi.,
lege
to
present
the
President
$40,210 estimated cost.
1490 kc vol.WRLDassgn. West
Ga.—
ofthetheovation
United subsided
States." PresiWhen
Granted
licensePoint,
from
L. J. CPNEW-46.3
mc— WRDWFM Augusta,
Duncan,
Leila
A.
Duncan,
Josephine
new commercial
station, Ga.—
8,940
A.d/b (Keith)
Rawls
and
Effie
H.
Allen
dent
Truman
once
more
adsq.
ml.,
$36,700
estimated
cost.
ValleyLeUaBroadcasting
Co. to L. J.
dres ed the Speaker and Sen.
Duncan,
A. Duncan,
McKeller (D-Tenn.), presiRawls,
EfBe H. Allen,
Allen M.Josephine
Woodall
dent pro tern of the Senate,
and Margaret
610 tary
kc transfer
WSGN control
Birmingham—
Involun-H.
casting Co. A. Pill d/b Valley BroadfromLawson
Victor
and began his speech.
Hanson,son,
deceased,
to Ruth
HanWDAK Columbus, Ga.— Same.
executrix,
and
C.
B.
Hanson
Jr.,
Harry P. Johnston, executors.
660 kc extension
KFAR Fairbanks,
AlaskaGranted
service
au- andNEW-48.5
thorization 6 0 kc 10 special
kw unlimited
time
Wilson, Chathis appointment on press matters,
tano ga$51,300
— CPmcnewMark
FMK. station,
for .period ending 5-1-46; conditions.
sq.
ml.,
estimated
cost. 16,826 strongly inferring that a press sec910 kcnied KVAN
Vancouver,
Wash.—
Deretary would be named and that
petitionof (without
consideration
applicationprejudice
as a wholeto
Mr. Reinsch would confine his acon its merits)
for
grant
In
part
of
apt
ivities toradio. Mr. Reinsch signed
plication for CP change assignment.
his first letter as administrative
KAVEcense Carlsbad,
N.
M.—
Granted
liassistant
to the President.
Recognition
renewal for period ending 8-1-46.
(Continued from page 76)
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.— Same.
strike at his initial news confer- 44^
WKOK Sunbury, Pa.— Same.
ence— the biggest of record, with
KGY Olympia, Wash. — Same.
KICA Clovis, N. M.— Same.
348 newsmen present. He answered
KYUM Yuma, Ariz.— Same.
all questions tersely and to the
WMEX Boston— Granted license re- point,
lou can
or he put them off with no
newal for period ending 5-1-48.
comment. He retained the RooseWNOX Knoxville— Same.
velt rules on no direct quotation
KFBK Sacramento — Same.
%m\
NEW-1240 kc Midwestern Broadcast- without specific authority and no
IT ^
ing Co., Cadillac,
Mich.
—
Adopted
memattribution
on
background
obserorandum
opinion
granting
CP
new
stavations.
tion 250 w unlimited; conditions.
APRIL 18
There will be one news conferWHEB toPortsmouth,
N. H.—prejudice
Granted
motion
dismiss
without
— not the Tuesday and
application for CP change assignment. Fridayence aweek
sessions of the past. The
Key
Broadcasters
Inc.,
Wilkes-Barre,
conference
will
be held whenever
Pa. — Granted
petition
for leave onto appliintervenecInationhearing
set
4-30-45
the President has something to say
o
f
Baron
Broadcasting
Co.
for
in a minute^
new station Wllkes-Barre.
— Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday.
He
will
use
a
turnabout
sysWBAX Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Same.
tem, alternating the time to give
Northeastern
Pennsylvania
Broad- morning
and afternoon releases
casters Inc., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — Same.
J
even breaks.
o
Baron
Broadcasting
Co.,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — Granted
permission
to
amend
apH
President Truman first announcto showfor
substitutionplication offor CPnamenewof station
P. J. McCall
N
ed the appointment of Matthew J.
J. Myron Honlgman In all respects.
Connelly as his confidential assistant but his role will be that of appointment secretary, succeeding to
Applications .
the duties of the late Maj. Gen.
Edwin
M.
Watson. Then he said
n
NEW-42.1
me Pa.
State— CPTeachers
College, Leonard Reinsch
'
would help him on
ilA
West
Chester,
new
noncomiR
mercial educational
matters
and
pointcial emission
for FM.station, 1 kw, spe- pressed outandthatradio
he had been the radio
NEW-1240 kc Jacksonville Broadcast- expert of the Democratic Commiting Co., station,
Jacksonville,
C.^ — CP new
tee. He added he vvas most efstandard
250 w N.unlimited.
mc1804.9KEVRsq. ml.,
Seattle—
CP estinew ficient.
The
newsmen jam-packed in the
FMNEW-45.0
station,
$37,300
mated cost.
Oval Room were in a dither. They
1340 stall
kc synchronous
WCMI Ashland,
Ky.—
CP
Inthe name
the spellamplifier (dismissed couldn't
ing. Somegetnews
reportsor questioned
at request of applicant).
REPRESENTING if
LEADING
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Y
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• Where our armed forces march
with guns, there go NBC War Correspondents with microphones —
bringing hsteners right to the
front
lines men
... to
the fighter's
side. NBC
broadcast
from
no Ivory Tower.
Nor is NBC's complete, on-the-spot
news service planned only fi-om the
tower of New York's RCA Buildiog.
It results from the careful, painstaking fieldwork of such men as William
F. Brooks, Director of the NBC News
and Special Events Department — the
first network news head to visit both
AUied headquarters in the Pacific and
in theEuropeanTheaterof Operations.
Recently returned from a ten-^veek
trip to Pacific and European battlefields to survey and expand NBC's
coverage of the ^\ ar. Brooks conferred
with Admiral Chester W. Nimitz,

high-ranking Army Generals,Brendon
Bracken, British Minister of Inforleaders. mation, and other United Nations'
Upon his return Brooks said:
"Every Army group now has facilities
to transmit directly or by relay into
our net^\ork at home. Every officer
with whom I talked deeply appreciates the value of getting news home
quickly and accurately."
Skilled, on-the-spot comprehensive
planning and direction, plus the initiative, self-sacrifice and courage of
NBC War Correspondents moving in
the front lines, plus the facilities and
co-operation of the Army, the Navy
and Marines and foreign commercial
radio companies — these are the elements of the superlative service that
makes NBC The Network Most People
Listen To Most — For Neus, Too.

William F. Brooks, Director of NBC News
members of NBC's European staff of war
1945. Left to right: David Anderson,
(standing), Brooks, Chester Morrison and

National

and Special Events Department, with
correspondents in Paris, February 13,
Stanley Richordson, John Morrissey
Paul Archinard.

Broadcasting

Company

America's No. 1 Network

Help Wanted
Operator-announcer.
radio-of
telephone
license. MustFirst
be class
capable
news
andNBCcommercial
announcing.
For
regional
station
In
western
city
25,000.
Good postwar future. Box 932,of
BROADCASTING.
First classBlueengineer
for 250-watt
Indiana
Networkwanted
station.
Permanent jobtifor
right
man.expected
State full
parc
u
l
a
r
s
a
n
d
salary
letter. Box 399, BROADCASTING.in first
Transmitter
engineer,earnings,
1st class $52
license,
guaranteed
weekly
per
week
within 5small
kilowatt
CBS
NewbetterEngland
station
city
with
than
average
living
conditions.
Immediate
opening. Box 484, BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
A 1,000-watt
affiliate in
Wisconsin
need ofNBCan desirable
experienced
news
editor.Is ALrIn experience
but
not necessary.
Preference
given
to returnedincluding
veteran. Give
complete
information,
salary
expected.
Box
521, BROADCASTING.
Announcer—
250-wattmidwest
NBC affiliate
fine
metropolitan
city needsin aa
gooddle adversatile
announcer
whoshows,
can news
hanlib
record
and
talent
and commercials.
Small,conditions.
cooperative
staff,
excellent working
No
prima donnas, please.
$65.00usperall48-hour
week
man.BROADCASTING.
Tell
about
yourself.to right
Box 524,
Control operator.
Experienced
orPermainexperienced. Write for
full details.
nent position.
Charles
W. Brannen,
Chief Engineer,
WAGE,
Syracuse,
N. Y.
Recent college
graduate.
Excellent
opportunity business
side radio.
Box 529,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Radio engineer and technical
supervisor standing
for50,000onewattof stations.
the nation's
Mustout-beas
collegeas graduate,
know radio Must
theory
well
practical
application.
have
considerable
experienceandanddevelopment
qualificat
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
experimental
work in AM-FM and television. Excellent jobman.with
future for competent
Box good
536, BROADCASTING.
Somewhere who
there would
is a girl
experience
like with
a Jobradioin
continuitygressive
and midwest
traffic
in a small
prostation.
Shorthand
advisable.
If asyouto qualify,
write complete
details
age,
experience,
etc.
Box 537, BROADCASTING.
Announcerrienced
— Have
opening
for expe-of
announcer
with
knowledge
control
board
operation.
Permanent
position conditions
with good
future.
Excellent
working
In
5
kw
CBS
Network
affiliate.salary
Giverequirements
experience, Inage,first
draft
status,
letter. Box 538, BROADCASTING.
TRANSMITTER
ENGINEER
FOR
5
KW
MIDWEST
BLUE
NETWORK
STATION.
MUST HOLD A RADIO TELEPHONE
FIRST MITCLASS
LICENSE.OF PLEASE
SUBAN OUTLINE
EXPERIENCE
AND
EDUCATION. BOX 539, BROADCASTING.
Announcer on— $40.00
for 40station.
hours, Midwest
daytime
schedule
network
city
over confidential.
100,000 west Box
of the540.Mississippi.
Replies
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— Man with
good writing
background
and
experience
in program
and
production.
Must
have
showmanship
and
versatility.
Permanent
position
and
good nalsalary.
Send reply.
copy ofIntermountain
some origiscripts with
Broadcasting
Company, Salt
Lake City,
Utah.
Combination
announcer-operator
with
first
class ticket
for Alaska station.
Will paytation$250from your
per month
andlocation
transpor-to
present
Alaska and return on contract six
months
or more.thisExcellent
opportunity
tohomeseethisAlaska
returning
fall, ifprospects
yousummer
wLsh.forPermanent
with excellent
advancem
e
n
t
,
I
f
you
decide
to
stay.
Wire or
write Edwin
A. Kraft,
Building,
Seattle,
Wash. 708 American
Chief engineer
wanted manon showing
KGFW
Kearney,
Nebr.
initiative
and Permanent
responsibility
has privi-if
l
e
g
e
o
f
securing
Interest
in
business
desired. Write complete particulars, immediately.
Radio
StationstaffKHMO
announcing
and atIsisonce.
inenlarging
needYouof willanits
additional
announcer
need
to
operate
your
own
turntables
and must
be experienced.
audition astranscription
andexperience,
writeSendcomplete
details
to
age,
draft
classifications,
and
how
soon
available,
to Radio SUtlon KHMO, Hannibal,
Missouri.
Wanted — Transmitter
engineer
with Adralephone first class
license.
dress repliesN.todiY.o-teChief
Engineer,
WIBX,
Inc., Utlca.
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I— Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE Wanted
IN ADVANCE
money15corders
only —Count
Minimum
Situation
lOc per— Checks
word. Allandothers,
per word.
3 words$1.00.for
blind
box
number.
Deadline
two
weeks
preceding
issu-e
date.
Send
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washingtonbox4, replies
D. C.
AVanted
(Cont'd) NetWGCM Help
Gulfport.
hasMississippi,
permanent Blueposition
open forwork affiliate
announcer.
Need urgent,
first phone
engineermain-exstudio,
transmitter
tenancpeerieancnedd inremote
broadcasts.
Permanentworkposition
with
250
watt
Netstation Chief
for right
man.BlueCall
wire collect.
Engineer,
WORD,or
Spartanburg,
South
Carolina.
Whatever became
of all those
good the
old
dependable
announcers?
You you
know,
steady,
reliable
kind
that
could
count onWe andneedcompliment
their good
work?
one.
Wesurroundings
offerfor steady
employment,
compatible
and
good
salary.
Are
there
any?
KTFI,
Twin
Falls,
Idaho.
CBS
midwest
affiliate
needs
specializing
announcer
for disc
spinning.
Handlein
one
late
hour
nightly;
halfwork.hour
P.M.;
remaining
hours
staff
Build
sale-ability
of your$150shows
and talent
money551,increases.
monthly
basic.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Salesmanmarket
wantedstation
— Man operation
famUlar with
small
and
real
understanding
of radio
sales. Send
record
of
experience,
references
and
photo
first
letter.
Network
station
center Boxof richest
farm area in west.in
Write
552, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity
fluentsincere,
and staff
imaginative, butnouncer
stablefor and
antranscribed
braries to createfamiliarandwithannounce
saleablelishows at non-metropolitan NBC station.farmRockycommunity
Mountain with
Area,good
non-defense
post
war
future.
Please sample
send transcription,
photo,
references,
script.
Write
Box 554, BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
Top selling
flight staff
announcer
with quality
delivery
gionalSendnetwork
affiliate photo,
station transcripIn fornorth-rewest.
references,
tion
with
application.
Box
553,
CASTING.— Platter turner for BROADWanted
Clock
typepersonality,
daUy program.
MustMusical
have
good
air
dramatic
and qualified experience in thisability
kind
of program.
Write
Manager,
WKY,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Situations Wanted
Announcer.
5 yearsad experience
sports,
news, commercial,
lib, M.C., remote
shows. Goodpendable.
disposition,
cut, dePermanent 4F.cleanPermanent
positionmum. only.
monthly
Available $225.00
few weeks
notice.miniBox
542. BROADCASTING.
SERVICE

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer
34, married.
Ten years
dio, —transmitter.
Permanent.
Box stu543,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer
seeking
program
director,
chief
announcer
position. Stable family man. Go getter
seeking permanent
job.Earning
War veteran.
University
$65.00.
Age 24. Box graduate.
544, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
—
Now
employed
5
kw
station. Interestedeither
In permanent
job small
with
organization
where other duties
canlargebe or
combined
with announcing.
executive experience. Box 545, Have
BROADCASTING.
Continuity
and of5,upervlsor—
Young
womanwriter
capable
producing
top
quality
saleableopportunity.
copy. Desires
change
for greater
Box
546, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
—
College
graduate,
draft
ex• empt, sells on character, no high pressure,mercial
proven manager,
results.prefer
Qualified
for comeast. Give
full
details in first letter. Box 547, BROADCASTING.
Sports and commercial
announcer
seeking
In midwest,
preferably
Chicago work
for $65.00
week. Four
years
dramatics.charge. BoNow
Chief
announcer.
x 548, BROADCASTING. DisProducer
writer,
wide
background
drama and music, experienced public
serviceming orbroadcasting,
programproductionlocal
postseeks
in progressive
station
building
programs.
4F.
College549, graduate.
Available July first.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Former newspaper editor-columnist,
with four years view-commentary
specialbroadcasts,
events-interemployed
large station,
interestedforinstation
positionor
asby overseas
correspondent
group
of
stations.
Has
engineer
and
equipment
for
overseas
recordings,
necessary. Box 550, BROADCASTING. if
Top
newsman
wants connection
after
May
15. Prefer
northwest.
Draft northern
proof. Bestmidwest
references.or
Box 523, BROADCASTING.
Available —ductionHonorable
discharged
proman. Copy
writer,
programming, announce
news,
sports,
ad lib.in
My
experience
can
speak
for
itself
results. Open
Salaryfortointerview.
start mustStartfitnow.my
ability.
Prefer
south.
Write,
Hugh
Harllng,2020.425 North wire,
Woods,phoneSherman,
Texas.
Announcer—
around dependable.
experience netaffiliate.AllBoxMarried,
Preferworkmidwest.
557, BROADCASTING.

DIRECTORY

"GEAKiD TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Carfto Enfin»»H»g CmfmltmmU
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.

Custom-Buiit
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 VermontDUlricI
Ave..1640
Wash. 5, D. C.
(Snbj. to Gov't RcK.)

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F&O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Speclallsti

SOUND EFFECTS
One
ofeffects
the largest
seleclloni
sound
in existence.
MAJORof
RECORDS.
Realistic
and Complete.
ffrlte
for catalog
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
w«'i*'ir'''*'°"'~Specialized
Recording*
1600 Broadway N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4675

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS^
GENNETT*SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200Bosica'rile
Individual
SoundContaining
Effects
For Delaili
CHARLES MICHELSOIV
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.

Robert L.TheKaufman
OrganizalionConitraetion
Technical
Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
Munsey BIdg. DistrictWashington
2292 4, D. C.

Situations
(Cont'd)
Assistant
managerWanted
or program
manageifr'a
with
ability
and
enthusiasm
to bacli|f "
up complete knowledge of programproduction.
If you're
inter-tegX
ested ming
Inencedandian these
man phases
educated
and
ofpersonnel
radio,experiandpc
others,
who
can
handle
sponslblllties
andmaximum,
who welcomes
opporre
tunlty
to
give
well
dlrectedl
effort please write, stating salary to Box
555,
Some BROADCASTING.
local station owner is looking for ,
ahonesty,
managerand with
ability,knowledge
sincerityof,1i-^'aci'
thorough
station
Youngopportunity
family mamto '
who livesoperation.
radio wants
keep
station
of efficiency.
Po-'Uve
sition
must atbe height
permanent.
man,
will really
for you.
SendThisdetails
and
salary. work
Box 556,
BROADCASTING.
Station manager. Eleven years experi- ujyj
ence.
Can
efficiently
and profitably
as- '.ion'
sume
complete
responsibility.
Box 558.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted—
station. Cash,Everything
trade, lease.forBox 100-watt
438, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
For nalsalecartons
— Six number
brand new
P 128tubes
A 1000in origiwatt.
Special
price of $100.00 each. Box 541,
BROADCASTING,
BMLASCAP SUIT
MAY BE DISMISSED
DECISION in the court dispute between BMI' and ASCAP, involving
performing
rightsCorp.
to thecatalog,
Edwardis
B.
Marks Music
expected April 25 in the New York
SupremedinandCourt
Pecora. by Justice FerStarted as a test case in June
1941, the action by BMI against
ASCAP may be dismissed by Justice Pecora as not within jurisdiction his court, the Justice
indicated Monday and Tuesday,
when counsel for both sides sumup theircounsel
cases. toJustice
asked medBMI
submit Pecora
briefs
showing cause why the case should
not be brought before a Federal
court as an infringement suit.
Suit centers around ownership
of performing rights to several
thousand songs listed in the Marks
catalog which were bought by BMI
in December 1940, for one million
dollars, when Mr. Marks, like many
of his songwriters, was a member
of ASCAP. In January 1941, Mr.
Marks withdrew from ASCAP by
not renewing his five-year contract. Three Marks songs, all written by ASCAP members except one
which was done in collaboration
with
non-ASCAP
writer, were
selecteda for
the test case.
Godfrey Goldmark, representing
BMI, asked a declaratory judgment
awarding them full performing
rights to the Marks catalog on the
basis that those rights were assigned to ASCAP by Mr. Marks
during his ASCAP membership but
when Mr. Marks did not renew his
contract,lisher.they
pubLouis D.reverted
Frolich,to the
attorney
for ASCAP, and John Schulman,
representing
the individual
writer defendants,
charged songBMI
with conspiracy to destroy ASCAP,
citing the million dollar sale of the
performance licensing rights to
BMI. Counsel for the defendants
asked for a dismissal of the case
the grounds
aon Federal
court. that it belongs in

BROADCASTING
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Network

Tributes

faid
Ernie Pyle
pRNIE PYLE, whose GI copy from
8a|iihe
respecttheandworld,
deotionfieldof won
readersthe round
ttjjiurned down a $3000-a-week offer
o put his dispatches on the air
(J ,ust before he left for the South
'acific,
wheregunhe bullet.
was killed by a
ap machine
The offer, made by a New York
dvertising agency, was presented
iiTin the interest of Westinghouse E.
"J^j M. Co. The company planned to
ive the distribution.
proposed programs nalionwide
Disc Series
Mr. Pyle, a Scripps-Howard
vriter, was asked to transcribe, in
he field, three columns a week. The
ranscriptions would have been
hipped back to the States for proessing and broadcast. This offer,
|ne
many radio proposals
made
o theof distinguished
correspondent,
nterested him more than others,
)ut like the others was rejected.
Mr. Pyle wrote often in his disj)atches that he was not interested
n offers outside the pale of his
■hosen profession — columning. He
;aid that his job of reporting GI
kctivities took up all his time. He
maintained that his broadcast voice
ivas very poor. Only departure from
lis resolution was to author a book
—which, in fact, was but a compilation of his columns — and to
:)ermit the movies to dramatize his
vartime role.
All networks broadcast special
ribute
Ernie'swar memiry last programs
Wednesday,in with
corespondents, service men and offi;ials of the Washington Daily News
md Scripps-Howard organization
participating. Mrs. Raymond Clapijer, widow of the late Scripps-

GLEESON ATTACKS
NEWSPAPER CRITICS
CALLING the campaign against
middle coinmercials on newscasts
an "organized move on a national
scale" by "newspapers and some
newspaper-owned
force newscasts offradiothe stations"
air, W. L.to
Gleeson, president of KPRO. Riverside, Calif., and of the Radio and
Television Stores Inc., has written
to J. Harold Ryan, president of the
National Association of Broadcasters.
"This campaign," Mr. Gleeson
continues,
the opening
Once they "is
scareonlyradio
stations gun.
into
giving , in, the next move will be
that there should be no sponsored
news on the air." Making news programs unprofitable, the broadcaster
believes, will cut down their numbermerand advantage
give newspapers
their forin the information
field.
"Let's not fall for it," he pleads.
"It will lead in time to the greatest
set-back in . . . progress of radio
and free speech ever to befall the
American people. The Riverside
station never uses middle commercials," he continued.
Howard columnist and Mutual commentator, also killed in the Pacific,
took part in a Blue-ABC program.
In a story to his station last Friday Milton Chase, WLW Cincinnati
correspondent on le Shima, said he
was
lastalive
fellow-correspondent
to seetheErnie
and talk to him.
Ernie and Milt sat on a bluff watching landings on the beach. They
talked of the horrors of mine fields
— Ernie's greatest fear— of Albuquerque, his home. Milt left for
headquarters ship to file copy. Ernie
elected to remain. They shook hands
and Ernie called out: "I'll see you
guys in some other area."

HOlLISTER^CRYSm
QUARTZ

OSCILLATORS

CO.

SINCE 1927

"RENEW AS USUAL"
says WILLARD KLINE, KTSM, EL PASO
THE SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
BROADCASTING
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

An Orgamzalion
of
Jansky
&. Bailey
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preaa BIdg., Waah., D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL 60DLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VICTORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Wastiington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Comultanti
Frequency Monitoring
Cammercial
RadioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International Building,
•• 321
Gregoryof Boulevard,
Mo,
CrossE, Roads
the World, Kansas
Hollywood,City,CaUf.
I

P9t€QUe/iCY MEASUniNG
Exact Measurement! ' at any time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
£4 Broad Street NewYorli 4. N. r.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting
Radio Engineers
Broadcast and
Specializing
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Bu-ilding, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtionol 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Wastiington 4, D. C.

frani^ H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washinston, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat'l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 5880

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
(Jato U/, na,f
Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.
HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM m TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Nan Press BIdg. Wash.
NA. 4,7846D. C.
Room 892

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLOG. WASH.. D. C
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127
ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400
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Deadline

wow CHALLENGES
GOVERNMENT CONTENTION
OPPOSING a brief submitted by the Government to the U. S. Supreme Court suggesting
that the Nebraska Supreme Court decision on
WOW Omaha be held in abeyance until settlement is arranged by the parties involved
[Broadcasting, April 2] the station entered
a brief last week stating the Government's
stipulation
"unrealistic
than
futile and isiscontrary
to theandbasicworse
character
of the entire case".
Instead, the brief requests that the petition brought by a stockholder of the Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society,
lessor of the station, be dismissed. James Lawrence Fly, WOW counsel and former FCC
chairman, contended setting the lease aside
goes
beyond
since anit
also sets asidethethe court's
license jurisdiction
and closes down
essential public service.
CBS MEASURES
STATION EFFECTIVENESS
CBS last week distributed a listening area
and circulation map which shows station effectivenes inthree levels. They are: primary,
all counties in which it is listened to by at
least two-thirds of all radio families one or
more times a week; secondary, counties in
which the station is listened to by from onethird to two-thirds of all radio families once
or more a week; tertiary, counties where station is listened to by at least lO'A of all radio
families three or more times weekly. Information is based on CBS controlled-mail ballot on which the network received 757f return
on 2.50,000 ballots.
TOWER SITES DISCUSSED
DISCUSSIONS were to have been held over
the week-end to resolve objections by St. PaulMinneapolis Airport Commission to proposed
locations of WTCN and WLOL Minneapolis
antenna towers south of the air field "because
of hazai'ds to planes". Representatives of Civil
Aeronautics Authority, FCC and station officials were to discuss matter in Minneapolis.
FREE TO TALK
THERE'LL BE NO censorship of the di.scussions by wounded veterans on the Army-NavyRed Cross series starting on Blue-ABC May
2, according to an official release. Clifton Fadiman, m.c. until .June 25, will continue unless
plans for USO tour of In formation Please
materialize. First three programs will feature
Bob Hope, Bing Crosby and Fred Allen, calling long distance to hospitals from Hollywood.
Title changed from We Live Again, to The
Road Ahead.
OHIO TIME CHAOS
SEVERAL Ohio broadcasters who for two
years have been alternately on Standard time
by State legislation and War time by local
option, return to Eastern War Times Sunday,
April sion29,
necessitating
almostcities
statewide
of schedules.
Eighteen
returnedrevi-to
War Time April \.
ASCAP RETURNS
GOV. DWIGHT GRISWOLD of Nebraska has
signed a bill passed by the State Legislature
repealing the anti-ASCAP law pas.sed in 1937
and permitting ASCAP to resume operations
in the state. Action taken last Thursday.
Page 82 • April 23, 1945
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BMB GETS OFFICES;
CRITES ELECTED TO BOARD
LOWRY
director
General Mills,H.hasCRITES,
become media
a member
of theof BMB
Board, replacing A. N. Halverstadt, media
director, Procter & Gamble Co., as one of the
ANA representatives on the board.
BMB executive committee on Friday signed
a two-year lease for headquarters offices at
270 Park Ave., New York. Will take occupancy first week in May if remodeling is complete.
People
FCC CHAIRMAN PAUL A PORTER will
speak on "Communications for Peace" Friday
night at the annual birthday anniversary dinner in memory of Samuel Morse, given in
Baltimore by the Morse Club of America. Mr.
Porter will broadcast a quarter-hour version
of his talk on NBC at 10:45 p.m.
DOROTHY PARSONS, radio timebuyer for
Mitchell Faust Adv., Chicago, for last 10
years, leaves May 1 to join L. W. Ramsey,
Chicago, in charge of radio production.
FLEETWOOD LAWTON, NBC commentator, has been awarded Asiatic-Pacific Service
Ribbon in a personal letter of citation from
Gen. Douglas MacArthur. He was cited for
"meritorious service in the South Pacific with
forces
Arthur. of this command", by General MacMURRAY GRABHORN, assistant general
sales manager, Blue-ABC, has been nominated
for the presidency of the Radio Executives
Club of New York. Also nominated for offices
in the organization were Craig Lawrence, general manager WHOM, vice-president; Helen
Wood, station representative, secretary; Claude
Barrere, WEAF, treasurer.
EDMUND A. CHESTER, CBS director of
Latin American relations, has received from
the Republic of Chile the order of "Al Merito"
in recognition of "long service to Chile as a
newspaper
executive".
was one timeandAPradio
bureau
chief in Mr.
Chile.Chester
ELIAS I. GODOFSKY has resigned as president and general manager of WLIB New York
and is to leave in a month. Marvin Berger,
WLIB secretary, has been named acting manager, Mr. Godofsky is negotiating to purchase
a station.
LT. COMDR. J. HARRISON HARTLEY,
USNR, who was assistant special events director of NBC before the war, has returned
to this country from his post as CINCPAC
Radio Public Relations Officer. He will resume
duties as Officer-in-Charge, Radio Section,
Navy Office of Public Relations, Washington.
DR. .1. .J. McCANN, Liberal member of Parliament for Renfrew, Ont., in recent years
chairman of the Parliamentary Committee on
Broadcasting, has been named Minister of
National War Services, under whose jurisdiction comes the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
He succeeds Maj. Gen. L. R. LaFleche, resigned.'

Closed Circuit |
(Continued from page i) *
|
SURVEY OF FARM service programming and'
activities of the nation's broadcast stations is
being brought to completion by the War Food
Adm., Agriculture Dept. Full data should be
ready
May 1.in Ittheis report
understood
the requested
FCC has
shown
and has
a copy. byinterest
SPECULATION over whether the Newark
Evening Netvs will become operator of WBYN
Brooklyn, which it has contracted to purchase,
or WHOM Jersey City was heard last week.
Gardner Cowles Jr., president of Cowle.s
Broadcasting Co., said a number of proposals
had heen made for WHOM but no decision
had been reached. If WHOM is sold it is presumed that it will be for the same net price
Cowles paid less than a year ago — $350,000,
plus adjustments. The paper obviously could
not acquire both outlets under the FCC's
duopoly regulations.
M'DONALD BLAMES NETS
IN A TELEGRAM Friday to every Member
of Congress
Comdr.Radio
E. F.Corp.,
McDonald
Jr., called
president of Zenith
Chicago,
for immediate Congressional action to prevent the FCC from moving FM upward in the
spectrum. "Unless Congress uses its influence
promptly to urge
FCC technical
to abideevidence,
by the the
7-1
preponderance
of the
questioncomesceases
to
be
a
technical
one
and
bean economic and institutional issue
and I believe the networks will be successful
in their efforts to delay their new competitor,
FM," wired Comdr. McDonald.
HEAVY CONTRIBUTION
AMERICAN
suppoi'ted
the Government wartimebusiness
home front
information
campaigns by contributing $302,248,775 worth of
advertising, the War Advertising Council estimated in a report on its third year of activity
made Friday in New York. The figure represented a6%totalincrease
over the previous
year'sa
estimated
of $284,888,441
and marked
new
high.
J^k
IT&T
GROSS UPTelephone
50%
*
INTERNATIONAL
& Telegraph
Corp. and subsidiaries had gross earnings of
$109,936,916 in 1944, a gain of more than 50%
over
the 1943wasgross$7,808,745
of $73,037,399.
net income
in 1944,Company's
up 33%
from the previous year's net of $5,664,396. Federal Telep. & Radio Corp., manufacturing company of IT&T, had sales of $90,788,199 in
1944, ofarmed
whichforces.
95% was equipment for use by
allied
TWO-WAY FM
NEW YORK chapter of Associated Police
Communications Officers, meeting in Schenectady, on Friday was given the first demonstration of General Electric Co.'s two-way FM
emergency radio equipment, operating on 156
mc
multiplexed on the
same with
carrierradiotypewriter
wave.
RADIO INTEREST SOARS
AN INCREASE of 95%. in enrollment in radio classes at Cleveland College, downtown
center of Western Reserve U., is reported.
Five of six courses are conducted at WGAR
and WHK studios, all giving credit toward deLawyers,housewives
factory workers, secretaries,
teachersgrees.and
ranging from 18-50
in age. among students,

ROADCASTING
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ADVERTISING
MUST
PACE PROGRESS

rfi/5 Ad made
an Industry out of

Listerine startled America in 1922 with
"Often A Bridesmaid But Never A
Bride"* — featuring "halitosis". People
were shocked by this frank discussion,
of a "hush-hush" subject.
But drug and toiletries manufacturers
rubbed their hands in satisfaction, for
the door of public consciousness had
been
new, prosperous
industryopened
moved— and
in toastay!
* Created by Milton Feasley and Gordon
Seagrove of Lambert & Feasley, Inc.

n
Advertising

Must

Help

the

Distribution

Create

ADVERTISING faces many responsibilities — and
opportunities — in the Distribution Decade, after
Victory. Among these will be the creation of new
markets for new industries. And after these markets
have been opened, Agency men must assume the task
of accelerating Distribution.
For, after Victory, the Nation must not only produce,
but sell 40% more than in 1940. Money, manpower,

Many

Decade,

New

production facilities and materials will be plentiful.
Distribution — making possible the speedy conversion
of goods into dollars — ^will be the problem.
Just as all forward-looking Agency men are actively
studying this problem, we are examining its application to the great 4-State market that is WLW-land.
We'll have some interesting things to report to you
when the time comes.

WLW
O/VISION Of THE CUOSter COUPOMnON
THE

NATION'S

MOST

Industries

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

RCA

Electron

Microscope"

Seen for the first time: the exquisite details
of tooth canals ! There are about 50 miles of canals
in each human tooth ! Yet never before could they
be visualized so clearly for examination of their
tiniest details.
Seen for the FmsT time: entirely new tooth
structures and surface irregularities, the very existence ofwhich had until now been in doubt!
How see;n?— through the RCA Electron Microscope, perfected at RCA Laboratories. This Electron Microscope— with useful magnification up
to 100,(X)0 diameters and more— is a new tool for
dental science— and one that promises to lay

ir new

fool for dentistry

open the innermost hidden secrets of tooth structure and composition.
Besides aiding dentistry, the RCA Electron
Microscope is already serving 27 different fields
of science and industry.
Such research, as resulted in the Electron Microscope, goes into all RCA products. When you
buy an RCA radio or television receiver, or a
Victrola— made exclusively by RCA Victor— you
get the greatest satisfaction . , . enjoy a unique
pride
of ownership.
it's an
you can
rest assured
that it is For
one ofif the
finestRCA,
instruments
of its kind that science has achieved.

RAD

to

Dr. V. K.searchZwoiykin
Director of (left),
RCA Associate
LaboratoriesRewith Perry Smith (standing) and Dr.
James Hillier at a portable type desl<
model of the RCA Electron Microscope
—the new tool for science and industry

CORRORATiOM
of AMERICA
PIONEERS
IN PROGRESS /j^^^
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PRICE tS CENTS

OAD

MORE

IS

good

NEWS

news

There is more than one reason why WOR
broadcasts 15% more audience-building news
highestout than the nextstatio
day in and dayprogr
n m
ammed major
ranking
New
York.news
ng
This edge in news reflects the knowi
mg.
ramm
prog
WOR
all
guides
that
enterprise
on WOR's own
That enterprise isbutnoton based
the continuous, penewish-fulfillment,
and dislikes
trating appraisal of hsteners' UkesCrossl
ey, inc.
as
ts
analys
tial
impar
such
by
ley to
Cross
ed
ssion
Recently, WOR commi
ask 1 248 men and women, in all income
radio on?''
you turnwas your
s, "Why did reason
group
"to hear news .
Dominant and first secon
music,
dance
,
d desire
This outranked the
by 15.7%.

Long before — and since — the dark days
of 1941 WOR's scientific scrutiny of its program structure has consistently shown that
more news is good news, as far as WOR iss
listeners are concerned. And because newsspots
so intimate and important today, WOR
to all its programit smartly to add vitahty impact
that every
ming and thus ups the
thoubroadcast minute makes on hundreds of hstent
sands of listeners in one of the greates
ing areas on the Eastern Seaboard.

WOR

. first with what

the public wants first
MUTUAL

Lefl, part of crowd at Eighth Street Theater for premiere of
Dance." Barn
Below,Dance.
most
ofParamount
the cast picture
of 100 "The
stars National
of the WLSBarn National

oMidwest
WLS

(America

PROGRAMS

HAVE BEEN WELCOME VISITORS FOR A LONG WHILE
They saw or heard the major celebration in December
long in the radio hearts of Midwest
G so the
LIVIN
of '41 when the one millionth visitor to the Barn Dance
WLS National Barn Dance and its
America,
came to the Eighth Street Theater (total attendance for
huge listening audience are really like "old
the thirteen years it has been on the stage is now more
friends." This program, four and a half hours of enterthan 1,359,000). These listeners treasure memories of
tainment every Saturday night, is as regular as dinneropening nights at Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin State
time, as familiar as Dad's favorite carpet slippers.
Fairs, when the WLS National Barn Dance played to
Many WLS National Barn Dance fans can recall the
capacity throngs.
first program, April 19, 1924, broadcast twenty-one years
They recall famous names that were once part and
by then 500-watt WLS from its Hotel Sherman
ago
studios.
parcel of "their" barn dance: Uncle Ezra, TTony Wons,
Bradley Kincaid, Ford and Glenn, Irene Wicker, Alec
They recall the move to Prairie Farmer building
Templeton, Gene Autry.
studios in 1928; the "forced" change to the old Eighth
Street Theater, March 19, 1932, because tickets to the
Scrap drives, salvage and war bond campaigns, perstudio broadcasts were all gone for seven months ahead;
sonal appearances at county fairs, theaters, community
the crowds that jammed that theater, paying to see a
gatherings! A full length Paramount picture based on
the WLS National Barn Dance and using many of its
broadcast twice every Saturday night, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
stars!
And all this over a period of 21 years!
Over 1,359,000 Visitors
They have read about the WLS National Barn Dance
This
"oldthefriends"
to theirof
listeners:is why
i^hy WLS
WLS programs
programs arehave
confidence
down through the years in their local newspapers both
their huge, responsive audience. This is why they can
in and out of Chicago; and in special stories in such
sell quality products and sound ideas so effectively. For
national periodicals as Time, Tide, Life, Radio Stars
WLS westprograms,
like our
personalities,
Magazine, Coronet, Christian Science Monitor, and
American homes
as Old
Friends. come into MidMovie-Radio Guide.

MANAGEMENT AFFIUATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS

For miles in every direction from
Philadelphia's downtown area are the
city's homes ~ more individual homes
than in any other city in America. These
homes in the country's third largest
market consume a variety of articles
peculiar to home loving families. A
knowledge of the life and habits of these
families has made The Evening Bulletin
the largest evening newspaper in
America. Under the new ownership
and management of The Bulletin this
same knowledge is being applied to the
development of an ever increasing
circle of listeners for Station WPEN.

BROAp^STI

Circuit
Closed
IF DASHING 31-year-old Bill O'Neil is called
to the colors
(he isCleveland
now 1-A),willthere
is a ^ood
chance
that WJW
be sold.
Both
Scripps-Howard (Cleveland Press) and Marshall Field (Chicago Sim, ^ New York PM,
WJJD Chicago and WSAI Cincinnati) are unon a deal.Network
YoungBill, son deofrsto d to bethenosing
Generalaround
Tire-Yankee
chieftain, is his own employer and hasn't
sought deferment although he has two children. He has no disposition to sell unless
drafted.
DIFFICULTIES encountered in shifting bona
fide bids for WBT Charlotte have caused another delay in disposition of the station by
CBS. A half-dozen bids now are being considered
that final
will come
followingand it'sCBSlikelyregular
boardaction
meeting
this
week. One top bidder, a syndicate which included A. D. (Jess) Willard, general manager,
was forced to drop out but Willard is expected
to remain as manager under deal finally made,
subject to FCC approval. Present southern
operator may get the nod, with the figure in
the neighborhood of $1,500,000.
SWAP of call letters proposed to CBS by Blue,
which is promoting its new identity as AmeriCo., that
apparently
isn'ttheworkingcanout.Broadcasting
Blue proposed
it acquire
call
"W.\BC". now used by CBS key In New York,
and
return inwould
deliver 111.
"WCBS",
now that
used itby instation
Springfield,
on the
Blue. CBS doesn't see it that way.
CESSATION of hostilities in Europe, through
proclamation of V-E Day, will not impair
operations of the American Forces Network.
There is an ambitious postwar program of "occupation troop entertainment" under Lt. Col.
John S. Hayes.

NC„

at deadline^

U/acomin^
May 1 : Hearing labor dispute between WAYS
Charlotte, N. C, and IBEW before NLRB
Washington, 10:30 a.m.
May 2 (tentative): Meeting Radio and Radar
Advisory Committee with WPB on military
cutbacks, reconversion.
May 8-10: NAB Sales Managers Executive
Committee, Gunter Hotel, San Antonio.
May 9: Deadline for briefs and appearances,
proposed FCC regulations on financial reports, contracts, ownership and station personnel. (Oral argument May 21 .)
May 16-17: NAB Board of Directors, WOW
board room, Omaha.
May 17: Primary ballots in NAB directors-atlarge election must be in.
May 23: Oral argument before FCC, WOV
New York, transfer of control. (FCC has
issued proposed findings denying transfer
to Mester brothers.)
Sept. 5: Clear channel hearings before FCC
(postponed from May 9).

Business Briefly
G-F TAKES BURNS-ALLEN • General Foods
Corp., New York, sponsor of Burns & Allen on
NBC eight years ago, resumes sponsorship of
team under five-year contract effective Sept.
20 on NBC Thursdays 8-8:30 p.m. (EWT)
with repeat to West Coast, 8:30-9 p.m. (PWT).
Frank Morgan, now in that spot for Maxwell
HousesorsCoffee,
May 31.
SeveralBurns
spon-&
bidding forcancels
his service.
Agency,
Allen, Benton & Bowles, New York. Burns &
Allen — Lever Bros, show on CBS cancels
June 25.
ENOZ ADDS SPOTS • Enoz Chemical Co.,
Chicago, now using seven stations in test camwith addition
WGL Ft.
Wayne.Agency,
Plans
call forpaign,use
of 125 ofstations
in 1946.
Lieber Adv. Co., Chicago.
GENERAL MILLS ON BLUE • Genera!
Mills, Minneapolis, understood to be buying
10:30-10:45 a.m. (CWT) on Blue-ABC effective July 2. Agency not yet designated but
probably either Knox-Reeves or Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
RAYTHEON BUYS BELMONT • Raytheon
Mfg. Co. has acquired all stock of Belmont Radio Corp.
authorized
at meeting
of RayFriday.
theonMove
stockholders
April 15,
announced
last

Bulletins

RAZOR BLADE VIDEO • Pal Blade Co., New
York razor blade manufacturer. May 1 will
sponsor televised drama, "The History of Shavon WABD
New York. Agency, Al Paul
Leftoning",Co.,
New York.

PICTURES of the San Francisco United
Nations Conference on International Organization, flown to New York, were telecast Friday on WNBT. NBC video station. Films from
several .sources were compiled for the presentation by Paul Alley, NBC television newsreel
editor.

PRESIDENT TRUMAN soon will consider his
first appointment to the FCC, but chances are
he will leave things status quo. Term of Gov.
Norman S. Case expiies .June 30. His reappointment for another seven years as a Republican member appears certain. Chairman
Paul A. Porter is understood to be for him.

BOB HOPE again heads "first fifteen" in C.
E. Hooper's
AprilLi.st30continues:
report on Fibber
eveningMcGee
network programs.
& Molly, Walter Winchell, Radio Theater,
Screen Guild Theater, Mr. District Attorney,
Joan Davis-Jack Haley, Charlie McCarthy,
Bing Crosby, Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor, 4mos
'n' Andy, Abbott & Costello, Kay Kyser (first
half-hour), Hildegarde. William L. Shirer tops
Sunday afternoon shows, followed by Nelson
Eddy and World Parade.

NATIONAL LABOR Relations Board is all set
to file its brief this week with the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in the NABET-networkPetrillo platter-turner dispute. Board has filed
a petition for a court decree to enforce its
order to NBC and Blue-ABC to recognize
NLRB certification of NABET as bargaining
.agent for platter turners regardless of reprisal threats by .James C. Pctrillo.

BASEBALL FOR FIGHTERS
ARMED FORCES Radio Service, beginning
May 1, will broadcast to servicemen in all theaters coverage of virtually all baseball games
played in New York area. Where commercials
are deleted, Sgt. Joe Hasel will fill in, handle
recapitulation. Special transcribed summaries
by Mel Allen will be shipped to all theaters.

.21 CANCELLATIONS
'major
NETWORKS
21 commercial
.shows Thursday
night cancelled
to air speeches
from
San Francisco United Nations Conference on
International Organization. Cancellations were:
NBC 7; CBS and Blue-ABC, each o; MBS 4.
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WCNC WOULD MOVE
WCNC Elizabeth City, N. C, 2.50-w local Mutual outlet on 1400 kc, filed application with
FCC last week for construction permit to move
both transmitter and studios to Norfolk, Va.

THOMAS STARTS TEST • Thomas Co., Chicago (hair treatment) starts test campaign
WHN New
York,Chicago.
May 5, 13 weeks. Agency,
Benson
& Dall,
WHITE SOX SHOW SPONSORS • Three
sponsors participating in Dugout Intervieiv,
quarter-hour preceding Chicago White Sox
broadcasts
Chicago
24-v/eek (lamps),
season.
They are WJJD
Sunkraft
Inc., forChicago
agency, Salem-Baskin, Chicago; Cook County
Dist., Chicago, agency J. R. Kupsick Adv., New
York; Czerwiec Lumber Co., Chicago, direct.
NEW PARTICIPANTS
• Participating
Sunrise
Salute and Housewives
Protectivein
League Mon. thru Sat., WBBM Chicago are
William Cooper & Nephews, Chicago (Pulvex
products for dogs), starting April 30 alternate
weeks, 39 weeks. Agency, Lauesen & Salomon
Chicago; and Ready Foods Co. Inc., Chicago
(Perk dog food), effective May 7, 52 weeks
Agency, Mason Warner Co., Chicago.
HOME PRODUCTS ON MBS • American
Home Products, New York, has ordered full
MBS network Mon.-Fri., 9:15-9:30 p.m. starting in June at conclusion of United Nations
Conference. Product will probably be Anacin
and program, MBS Real Stones From Real
Life, heard regularly 9:15 p.m. Anacin Co. is
cancelling Friday on Broadway, CBS Fri.
7:30-8
p.m., but time may beNew
retained.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
York. Agency
BROADCASTING
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OlS

AMERICA'S
RADIO

• Bob Hope calls him "Bub." Broadway
calls him "The Groaner." Hollywood affecdubs him But
"The radio
Littlelisteners
Guy" and
gives him tionately
an Oscar.
call
Bing
Crosby,
"Matchlessly
The
Best,"
as
they
demonstrated in the 1945 Syracuse Area
Radio Leadership Study.*
This may get us torn limb from limb by
enraged bobby- sockers. But facts are facts
and this impartial, authoritative, CPA-certiVoice,fied 16studytoshows
1! that it's Bing over The
Bing'sout America,
popularity,
year throughis notyear
due after
to ballyhoo
or the
pipe-dreams of publicity. He gives his audiences what they like: Talent, artistry, and
honest performance.
Of course, Bing Crosby's great show is heard
over theSoSyracuse
Area's ofleading
WSYR.
are the shows
six otherstation,
stars
voted in the first ten by this study which
brought responses from one in every twentyeight radio homes in the area.
Seven out of the top 10 singers on WSYR.
Man, that's leadership!
And naturally WSYR, as a station, leads
too. The study shows that at night, for
example, WSYR leads the
2 to
than right
on bette
statichart
s atr the
1.secoThend bar
□
tell the full story of station
leadership in this rich. Central
UnitdStataa New York market.
*Copies on request.

12.48
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STATION D
7.87

OTHERS

Question: TO WHICH STATION DO YOU LISTEN MOST DAYTIME?
Answer:
WSYR
32.15

STATION 8

STATION C

28.62
^Mj^H
HH

STATION D
mSm

lEjm

Conclusion: TOTAL AVERAGE DAY-PLUS-NIGHT LISTENERS!
WSYR
39.98

IKOADCASTING

SINGER?

Question: TO WHAT STATION DO YOU LISTEN MOST AT NIGHT?
Answer: wsYR

Representatives: Paul H. Raymer Company

=
R
Y
Associated
with
WTRY,
WELI, WKNE
WS

FAVORITE

STATION B
26.78

STATION C
■PHH
WKm
KX£2I

STATION 0
liiii
MHH^

OTHERS
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Mr. Gordon Gray,
Radio Station KOIL,
Omaha, Nebraska
Dear Mr. Gray:
The nine announcements I had made
over KOIL and which have just ended
brought the results we were after.
It was farmers and people in surrounding towns that we tried to reach mostly.

Represented by Edward Petry Co., Inc

GORDON GRAY,
General Manager
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delivers

more

in

listeners

America's

than

any

including

per

4™

other

all

dollar

Largest
station

50,000

Market

-

watters!*

*See Latest Surveys! Check Availabilities!
National Representatives: Radio Advertising Co.

Do you realize this market contains over 3Vi million people; more than these 14
rilies eombined: — Kansas City, Indianapolis, Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas,
Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

NEW

JERSEY'S

BEST
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CREATED

FOR

V>(RIME doesn't pay — but a
superlative crime story can! For evidence,
consider these recent ratings on the Coast*
—Adventures of Bill Lance, 13.1; The Whistler,
13.1 (both being Columbia Pacific Network
created programs); Crime Doctor, 14.7 . . .
Hoopers for these typical CBS mystery shows
are a positive clue. Radio listeners like hardboiled heroes, dark evil-doers, rampant and
unrewarded crime.
Some cagey advertiser who listens to CPN's
A Man Named Jordan will soon recognize
that it contains these habit-forming ingredients . . . plus pace . . . plus international
intrigue of a Eurasian flavor, all set against
a backdrop of current history.
Rocky Jordan is tough — tougher than the
crooks he softens up in this bare-knuckle
story. A right guy with a mean left, he also
softens the hearts of incurable mystery fans.
•Pacific Hooper ratings, January-February.

THE

COAST...

is ready

to

start work

for some

smart

sponsor

The exploits of A Man Named Jordan are
building a West Coast audience like a regiment of U. S. Engineers. And while listeners
catch their breath, the advertiser's message
can reach their receptive ears.
Created for the Coast by the IDEA Network, AMan Named Jordan has everything a
great CBS mystery program needs except a
sponsor. It's available at an ideal time spot—
5:00 to 5:15 P. M., PWT, Mondays thru Fridays. To contact A Man Named Jordan and
get him working for you, call us or Radio Sales.

COLUMBIA

CBS
J

1

Pacific

NETWORK^

Feature

of

the

Week

Revolving Panels in KSL's Polyacoustic Studios
LOOKING LIKE something out of musical productions another for
Buck Rogers but with proved su- narration and another for newsperiority over standard types of
The use of revolving cylinconstruction are KSL Salt Lake casting.
ders and utility baffles allows even
specialization. No new wall
City's new polyacoustic studios greater
was necessary at KSL
designed
consultant construction
and cost of the acoustical treatment
Franklyn byY.' acoustic
Gates. Cylindrical
curves are used, he says, because was about 60c per square foot. Four
of what they do, not how they look. studios were treated.
They are tershaped
KSL's chief engineer, C. Richmined ef ect. to give a predeard Evans, who supervised conAs each type of sound, whether
struction, says "they take the gloves
instrumental or vocal, has an ideal off the harpist's
hands,sack,let and
the give
vioacoustic environment best suited
lin out of the gunny
to bring out its full tonal possibili- producer and performer unheard
ties, the polyacoustic studios are of freedom." Ivor Sharp, KSL vicedesigned to fully complement vari- president, says "we are really finding that these studios are working
used ousinsound-producing
them. One agencies
studio isto forbe out beyond our expectations."
"°a-Delaware,
southern
coveroc^e*.
of
Sales
The William E. Miller Furniture Company has been
Ed took on some air accounts. His
Jer«y, pots ot
Hew
5000KB
serving Washington for nearly
career AN
tial BEG
in painasting
gaven- firm grew aftd in 1940 Gordon F.
pote
a
a half century. They have
AT
lvonio, Morylana
WH
ting
McKim
Jr.,
a
Cincinnati
advertising
nsy
way
to
the
more exci
Pen
two stores . . . both out of the
and Virgmiofield of commercial radio, man, joined him as junior partner.
downtown shopping section. and now Ed Strauchen, senior The firm became Strauchen &
ner of Strauchen & McKim, IVIcKim.
Prior to signing with part
Among national
all of
Cincinnati, buys time as a vocation.
whichaccounts,
use radio,
WWDC,
Miller's
had
a
brief
Born
Dec. 9, 1909,
try at radio.
in Rochester, N. Y..
placed by Ed are the
George Wiedemann
Since June, 1943, using early in life Edmund
Brewing Co., NewWWDC exclusively, they R. M. Strauchen
port, Ky.; Queen
have taken full advantage displayed rare talent
City
Bottling
Co.,
with
crayon
and
of the job radio can do.
Cincinnati; Pol an
brush. He attended
Industries,
HuntMiller's
puts show
on aMonlive grade and high
-this station carries
ington, W. Va. His
talent,
15-minute
schools
there,
winregionalcludeaccounts
day through Friday.
n i n g a two-year
St. Nicholasinscholarship at the
ive local
effect^r
v/it
All together they have used Rochester
&rest
Coffee and the Sin;;h j:
Atheneum
490 quarter-hour programs Institute where he
nati. Hotel, Cincinton
ng.
mmi
gra
pro
and have just signed for 52 studied commercial
more weeks.
One to see future
art and advertising.
possibilities of
Then came a threeIt's another WWDC ex- year
n
FM, Ed placed some
clusive!
scholarship at
HBC statio
the Cincinnati Art
business for WiedemWinston-Salem
a n n on WMIT
Academy. Ed went
and
for the finer things
WENA Detroit, FM
— landscape and poroutlets.
trait painting, now
WWDC
Ed belongs to the Cincinnati
his hobby. He was one of 15 in- Club,
Cincinnati Racquet Club and
v
i
t
ed to spend two years at Tiffany Camargo
the big sales result
Foundation, Long Island, N. Y. married Hunt Club. In 1937 he
Repres&nied by
Nancy Cramer of Cincinreturning to Cincinnati
station in Washington, D. C academy,
They have three children and
in 1935 to open the Strauchen Adv. live onnati.Kuyler
Mill Rd., Indian Hill
Agency.
K*pr«»ent*d nationally by
RAYMER
Radio was a promising field and Village, Cincinnati.
WHO A COMPANY
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To to KEEP
radio,onlyyou've
aim atmaking
a douhlemoney
target:in not
sellinggotto
clients, but /or them as well.
ASSOCIATED gives you the ammunition to do
hoth, jobs heiUrl
f . With ASSOCIATED you CQii Sell more advertisers
. . . because youVe got more to offer than
competitive local stations. No offier library
gives (1) so many big^ glamorous, production units; (2) such an array of today's
radio headliners; (3) such a wide choice of
radio-grooved, "non juke box** musical
entertainment!
2* And ASSOCIATED helps your clients sell more
goods ... because it brims over with the solid
showmanship that gets and holds big audiences against costly network competition!
There's plenty of reason why ASSOCIATED has
been winning so many successful new subscribers
so fast. Write today for the associated library
booklet, and see for yourself!

25 Westfee(
45th Street, New York 19,Smice
N. Y.
4ssoe/d

'
Otf

MOST Hours of the Best RADIO Music ...
Represented by Loren Watson, 400 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
BROADCASTING
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REPRINT
FROM THE APRIL 20, 1945
"LETTERS FROM THE PEOPLE"
COLUMN. A DAILY FEATURE OF
THE ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
EDITORIAL PAGE

A Judge Views Radio
To the Editor of the Post-Dispatch:
I have just read in Broadcasting a reprint of
your editorial of April 10, **In the Interest of
Radio." Let me add my voice to that of others
who have commended you for the position which
you have taken.
There is no more reason why a newscast should
be interrupted for a plug-ugly than that such ads
should be inserted in the middle of news stories
or editorials in a newspaper; especially when the
interruption — deliberately or unconsciously,
whichever it may be — is in nauseating contrast to
the subject under discussion by the commentator.
It is particularly encouraging that this insistence
upon higher professional standards should come
from a newspaper — a representative of the profession which has most intelligently through the
years defended the guarantees of the first amendment. Only by intelligent anticipation of public
reaction and by equally intelligent self-discipline
can we prevent legislative intemperance.
JUSTIN MILLER,
United States. Court of Appeals,
Washington.

tit.

'^^•°"»ei«, : la

Jusfke for
MHfer's
Letfer AHer
Edifinq
Composing
Room

This Expression of a Personal Opinion
by the Honorable Justin Miller, Associate Justice of the United States Court
of Appeals, is Presented Herewith for
the Attention of All Who May Be Interested in News Broadcasting and the
Refinement of Radio.
BROADCASTING
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KSD
ST.
LOUIS
• 5S0
KC
Owned and Operated by fhe
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
Nafionof Adverfising Represenfafives ■' \
FREE
9t PETERS,
April 30, 1945INC*
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'^No,

Thistlewaite,

XO! —

we

figures!''
market
better
It was a nice idea, Thistlewaite, but for market figures,
it's best to come to F&P! Not only do we have the latest
and best statistics — we also have an intimate knowledge
of the many other factors that often "make or break"
a station's productivity in any given territory.
Today more than ever we're proud to offer you the same
painstaking cooperation we've always offered you since
May, 1932 — a special kind of cooperation which a lot of
agencies say they get from no other outfit than — you
guessed it— ^Free & Peters!

FREE

&

Pioneer Radio

PETERS,

esc.

Station Representatives
Since JUay, 1932

wanted

EXCLVSITE
WOB-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKI
CINCINNATI
KDAL
ODLOTH
WDAY
FABGO
'
INDIANAPOLIS
'-WKZO . . OBABTD
RAPIDSKMBC
KANSAS
GIT¥
WAVa
LOUISVILLE
, . . SONNEAPOLIS-ST.
KALAMAZOO
WTCN
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
WHO
DES MOINES |I
„
lOMVA
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
WCBM
BALTIMORE
WCSC
WISSOUTHEAST CHARLESTON
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ . . .
BOANOKE
SOUTHWEST
50B
ALBUQUEBQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
CORPUS CHRISTI
OKLAHOMA CITI
g^X^
HOUSTON
PORTLAND
SEATTLE
Kn™ »nd WBIOHT-SONOVOX,
PACIFIC COAST Ine.

CHICAGO: iSo N. Michigan NEW YORK:^^^ Mac/i^oii Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: /// Sutler HOLLYWOOD: 6337 HoUywood ATLANTA: 32:! Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
. Plaza 5-4130
Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2 1 5 1.
Main 5667
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NAB
Expected
to Select Interim
President
quence, has all but concluded that
15, 1944 to succeed Neville Miller, plucked from the presidential comBroadcaster to Be was
that he would not be asked to
the only plausible approach is for
mittee membership itself. In addi- another
interim appointment until
t
i
o
n
t
o
Mr.
Shafto,
who
has
asserted
remain beyond July 1, 1945 unless
Named Successor
there were most extenuating cir- he would not be available because of the war is over.
While the committee was given
cumstances. Mr. Ryan has repeat- commitments to his prinripals, the
edly stated that he must return to committee includes Mr. Ryan, Don virtual plenary powers in its seleoTo Ryan
S.
Elias,
WWNC
Asheville;
James
Toledo,
where
he
will
resume
direction
NAB president, .it.is digBy SOL TAISHOFF
tion of the operations of the seven D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; Paul posed,of inan view
of developments, to
W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, and make its recommendations to the
HARD-PRESSED to find a quali- Fort Industry Co. stations.
John
J.
Gillin
Jr.,
WOW
Omaha.
Of
fied man for the presidency of the
full
board.
The
board did not speciLong List Scanned
NAB because of limited wartime
this group, Mr. Morency alone has
fy compensation to be paid for ^
had
practical
trade
association
expermanent
head.
Mr. Miller, who
availabilities,
the committee,
association'sin
It is presumed the committee,
— he was20 field
the first paid executive of the
presidential
selection
its next meeting, will be the NAB periencenearly
yearsdirector
ago. of was
NAB,
having
served
from 1938 vii\all probability will recommend an- following
prepared to recommend a broadtil he resigned to join UNRRA last
Committee Active
caster it would propose to have
other "interim
appointment"
of a
prominent
broadcaster
to serve
compensaserve as interim president until the
The NAB board initially set up a year, tiondrew
at that antimeannual
of $35,000
plus
from July 1 until total victory.
formal conclusion of the war. More three-man
committee — Messrs.
than likely the committee will rec- Shafto, Ryan and Shouse — to select been
$5,000drawing
in allowances.
Mr.
Ryan'
hashe
Involved in War Effort
$25,000
—
a
figure
om end an outstanding broadcast- the new president. Last February
While no formal recommendaer, well acquainted with radio af- the committee was enlarged to six. set himself.
Neville Miller Back
tions yet have been drafted by the
fairs and presumably with legisla- The enlarged committee has held a
tive and Washington front prob- number of meetings and has sifted
six-man committee, it was evident
By
coincidence,
but having no reSuch an individual, of course, a list of many names. At sessions
last week that unless the unexpect- would lems.have
lationship whatever to the NAB deto obtain an indefinite held in New York in March, an
ed happens the committee will conl
i
b
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
s
,
M
r
.
Miller
to
clude that a practical broadcaster leave from his regular duties to
of 17 names was re- his home in Washington returned
last week,
be drafted. It appeared equally cer- enable him to spend full time in originalduced to list
eight.
Then
at
a
mid-April
a year in Cairo as deptain that J. Harold Ryan, incum- Washington and to handle the mul- session in New York, the eight in- afterutynearly
Balkan Mission of
titudinous operations incident to
bent president, will return to his
dividuals were considered — several UNRRA.chief ofHethetraveled
extensively
the
NAB
presidency.
executive post with the Fort Indusof
whom
personally
were
interand prior to his retry Co. July 1, in keeping with the
viewed. At this writing it is doubted in the turnBalkans
While
it
is
yet
too
early
to
specuto this country he traveled
firm commitment made by the NAB
late upon possible selections for the whether there are more than one or extensively
Board of Directors at the time he interim
in Palestine and, the
presidency, it would not be two men who might be available,
,
was drafted in early 1944.
surprising to see the individual and the committee, as a conse- Holy Land.
G. Richard Shafto, general manager of WIS Columbia, S. C. and
chairman of the committee, told
Broadcasting last Thursday that
itthathas many
becomemen"increasingly
evident"
who comprehend
the
Season
public service impact of radio are Sponsors Prepare for Summer
now engaged in the war effort and Some Agencies Delaying
ring comedian Edward Everett as m.c. CBS Sun. 6-6:30 p.m., reHorton, starting July 5, 13 weeks,
propose to serve until final victory.
placing Ozzie and Harriet, off June
Decisions on Show
Such men, he added, by virtue of
agency, J. Walter Thompson. The 10, back Aug. 12, Young &. Rubiexperts on Information Please and cam;
their personal sacrifice and devoC. Flippen's Correction
the Andrews Sisters are also con- Please,J.replacing,
Replacements
tion to their sense of public responfor Bristol-Mysidering tours.
By
HELEN
HOUSE
sibility,
"cannot
readily
be
disers,
Duffy's
suaded to leave their activities at SUMMER replacements on the
To keep up the balance of humor, 8:30-9 p.m., offTavern
June 8 NBC
to OctFri.5,
and production firms are Y&R; B-M's Time to Srnile NBC
this time".
networks will lean toward dra- agencies
participation pro- Wed. 9-9:30 p.m., will carry oh
One More Meeting
matic programs and name bands or offering audience
Cantor, off June 20, back
grams,
which comedians.
need not rely so without
Oct. 2, Y&R.
artists inmusic
the field.
popular
or
semimuch
on
name
The NAB committee will hold one classical
There
will
be
additional meeting before reporting
Extent to which the summer layprointo the list of favorites
■ to the board at its session in Omaha a dearthgramsofrelyinglaugh-provoking
Topper Show
on star comedians, can offbeeatsseen
by the most recent C.
' May 16-17.
At
that
time
it
is
exOne of the new programs is Genmany of the strong comedy
pected the committee will draft its with
eral
Foods'
Adventures of Topper,
E.
Hooper
Inc.
list
of
"First
Fifshows going off, their leading talent
final report and recommendations set
a Rockhill Inc. package based on
teen"Ofprograms
[Broadcasting,
to entertain servicemen or sub- April 23].
and emphasize, among other things,
16
programs
(there
two Thorne
'Topper"
stories
ject to military service themselves. is one tie), indications are that 12 with
the very narrow segment of availStanleySmith
J. Wolf
producing,
Seek Humor
able men, either in public life or
are
going
off
or
dropping
lead
talKirby
Hawkes,
Benton
&
Bowks,
private industry, for the NAB as- •Eddie Cantor, Ed Gardner and
ent this summer. That includes directing. Program starts June ?
signment. Thus, it is logically deBenny are planning armed Sealtest Inc.'s Village Store on NBC Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m., reduced the committee will recom- Jack
show, NBC, which loses Joan Davis
forces
tours,
their
sponsors
grantplacing Dinah Shore. Time shifts
mend the interim appointment,
after June 28 but conabsences of 16 to 17 permanently
the 15-week summer run of
pointing out that after victory a weeks.ing long-term
tinues with Jack Haley and same for
Stars from musical and enTopper from Y&B to B&B which
much wider group of qualified men
shows who will play format.
up the show and products
now in Government or war service for servicementertainmentinclude
To fill summer periods, half a lined
Bing Cros- dozen
from
foods to Maxwell
will be available.
or more former shows are House frosted
by. Kraft Cheese Co. replaces Mr.
Coffee. Last broadcast for
The commitment made to Mr. Crosby in Kraft Music Hall, NBC being revived, including Summer
(Continued on page 7S)
! Ryan, who assumed office on April Thurs. 9-9:30 p.m. with show star- Silver Theater, with Conrad Nagel
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising
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FCC
Moves
Few Days Extension of
Deadline After May 1
Is Indicated
WITH its self-imposed deadline of
May 1 likely to be extended at least
a few days, the FCC last week
worked feverishly to complete its
final allocations above 25 mc (including PM and television) while
some interests made last-minute effsureorts toto bring
Congressional
presbear on
the Commission
with reference to FM.
Indications were that the allocations would be completed this week,
but formal announcement of the
conclusions may not be forthcoming until late in the week or early
next. Developments continued to
pointspectrum.
toward-moving
upward ina
the
How farFM remained
question which only Commissioners
could answer and those interviewed
last week steadfastly maintained
they still had "open minds".
Converter Demonstrated
Considered significant, however,
were several license renewals granted Tuesday to FM commercial and
noncommercial educational stations
and to mental
FM outlets.
andThetelevision
renewalsexperiwere
approved
by
the
FCC
changes in freqency "subject
assignmentto
which may result from proceedings
in Docket
6651" (allocations).
[For
list
of stations
see FCC Actions,
page 74].
In Chicago the Hallicrafters Co.
at the invitation of the fCC, conducted atwo-day demonstration of
a new one-tube FM converter,
which will retail for about $10.
"Duringtions arethe
whenoverFM to stabeingperiod
changed
the
new frequencies a receiver provided
with the converter will be able to
receive stations in both the new and
old
bands," said a Hallicrafters announcement.
Meanwhile CBS to»k issue vdth a
telegram addressed to all Members
of Congress on April 20 [Broadcasting, April 23] by Comdr.
■E. F. McDonald, president of Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, charging
that the networks want FM moved
upward to delay the service and enable them to continue their "nearmonopoly."
Gammons Letters
In letters to Chairman Burton K.
Wheeler (D-Mont.) of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee
and Chairman Clarence F. Lea (DCaL) of the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, Earl
Gammons, CBS Washington director, challenged
McDonald's
contentions
that Comdr.
the networks
want
to "Idelaythink"their
new
competitor
the best evidence ofFM."
how
far-fetched these intimations are is
the testimony which Paul W. Kesten, executive vice-president of
'CBS,
gave before
FCC duringof
the hearings
on the
reallocations
frequencies," wrote Mr. Gammons.
He quoted excerpts from Mr. KesPage 16 • AprU 30, 1945

Toward
Final Allocation
ten's sionstatement
before
the
Commis- of progress, small businessmen and
as follows:
speech, regardless of whom it
We are less concerned with where free
hurts, it must be immediate, as there
FM IsthatAnally
placed
in bethegiven
spectrum
is no appeal to the courts. May I
than
enough
space
to
it.
Forty frequencies,
I believe,
are presurge you to go on record with your
stations.
^Ne views
to the FCC promptly, as afshould ently
likeavailable
to seeforthatFM number
doubled and then
half
again
as
many
fre-in
ter
next
week andit may
be too late."
quencies
added.
We
recommend,
Both
NBC
the Blue-ABC
igother
words, 100 frequencies for FM
broadcasting.
nored
Comdr.
McDonald's
telegram.
While
this
is
roughly
the
same
numAlthough
no
official
comment
was
the
frequenciesit now
available
it was took
understood
that
in AMber asdifferent
broadcasting,
produce106 forthcoming,
the two networks
the attitude
vastly
results. Thewillpresent
frequencies
in
broadcasting
make
pos"he didn't mean us." Blue went on
sible
something
over
900
stations
in
the
United States,
manyUnder
of those
are record during oral argument as fasqueezed
prettyandtight.
a policy
voring the Commission's proposal,
of licensing
which
we
hope
the
Commis ion wil adopt,
FM frequencies
took no particular posishould
make
possible100between
4,000 and whiletionNBC
with reference to FM's position.
5,000
stations.
A
rough
estimate
Indicates
that
at
Following onsthe
Hallicrafters
demleast 10 nationwide networks could be
tration, a news
release from
possibleas under
such
a plan,
with asin
many
25
or
30
stations
operating
the
company
said:
"Hallicrafters
such
the larger
no claim that the use of the
York, ofChicago
and Losmarkets
Angeles.as New made
converter is the best way to receive
We arrive
at this position
by but
no techthe new FM band. It explained that
n
i
c
a
l
o
r
complicated
process,
by
a
simpleI can
philosophic
It Is words:
so simple
a simple, inthat
state it one.
in eight
We a converterexpensiveprovides
way to keep prewar sets
want
FM
broadcasting
to
be
wholly
democratic.
in
use
when
FM
frequencies
That
objective,
translatedandintolicensing
terms changed, and that statements to are
the
ofpolicy,
spaceimplies
in the clearly
spectmm
effect that the public will suffer
two
things:
First,
that
the
supply
of
frequencies,
the
great
financial
loss
because
of
obtotal
be enough or moredemand.
than
solescence ofpresent receivers are
enoughnumber,
to meet
Second,
that
what anywe visible
have called the
prlnce-and-pauper
status asof the
big endand notTheaccurate."
tests were performed through
little
be avoided
result stations
of licensing.
Hallicrafters' experimental FM station,
W9XHB, located about a halfUrges Action
fromonthe100company's
"You can readily see from this mile
operates
mc with offices.
power ofIt
statement," concluded Mr. Gam- 50 w. Among inVited guests, attending the demonstrations were John
could thebe intifurthermons,from"thatthenothing
truth than
A. Willoughby, FCC assistant chief
mations that Columbia is trying to engineer in charge of broadcasting,
prevent development of FM broad- military officials and newsmen.
casting or is trying to create a monopoly in it; in fact, the exact op- United Fruit Expands
UNITED FRUIT Co., New York,
posite istrue."
In his
telegram Comdr. McDon- adding
to its spot radio campaign
ald said: "Every city in the U. S. to
promote the proper care and
over 2500 population can, after the
preparation of bananas, [Broadwar,
have an station
efficientif lowcasting, Dec. 4] has placed its
cost FMquickly
broadcasting
FM
banana" hasjingles
is not crippled by the unniecessary "Chiquita
WCPO
WKRC
increasedon
and delaying move proposed by the schedule on KRLD.andAgency,
BBDO,
FCC. ... If the influence of Con- New York.
gres is to be used in the interest

Ross Shows Good
Radio Knowledge
Approaches White House Post
With an Open Mind, He Says

CHARLES G. ROSS, St. Louis
Post Dispatch Washington correspondent whopress
has secretary
been namedby
White House
President Truman, has surprised
his - friends by revealing a much
more extensive knowledge of radio
than was expected.
Mr. R5ss, named as successor to
the Steve Early office 10 days ago
[Broadcasting, April 23], is now
in San Francisco covering the
World Security
assignment he willConference,
complete foran the
St. Louis paper before assuming
his new duties in Washington.
Reinsch to Atlanta
Leonard Reinsch, who had been
designated
press
and radio as
aideMr.andTruman's
then quickly
pulled from the job by his employ
er. Atlanta
Gov. James
Cox, returned
to
last M.Wednesday.
Mr
Reinsch, as managing director of
the Cox radio stations (WSB Atlanta, WIOD Miami and WHIG
Dayton), headquarters in the Georgiatincity.
By request
willPresi
conue as radio
advisor he
to the
dent, available on call.
Although Mr. Ross has made no
public utterances on his plans for
handling the new position to which
hewhomwas heappointed
by theas man
with
went to school
a young
ster,
he
has
made
some
relevant
informal remarks among newspa
permen and intimates.
He has stated, for example, that
he approaches the job with an open
mind. He has expressed the opinion
that he does not believe the White
House requires
radio man ofon ex-its
tensive technicala knowledge
regular staff.
Charter Heslep, MBS Washing
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
chatted
7 Understand You Need a Widely Traveled Commenator to Cover the ton representative,
{Continued on page
72) with
San Francisco Conference!"
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IRadio

Sets

Pattern

for Worldwide
A mity
some of those radio correspondents
p.m. fiedallthatofSecretary
the networks
were
notiStettinius would with entry to official Washington
State Dept. Lauds
begin speaking shortly after 3:30 quarters. It is further anticipated
many of those now in San
Cooperation In
p.m. Mutual, CBS and NBC hur- that
riedly shifted schedules and went Francisco for opening sessions will
be
replaced
on
the
air
at
3:30;
Blue-ABC
folI S-F Coverage
delegates and those assembled. Seclowed several minutes later, but
fective later,
throughoutwith
the rotation
Conference.efretary Stettinius gave the conclud- there was some delay in Mr. StetAs an example, Fulton Lewis jr.,
By DAVID GLICKMAN
ing address.
news analyst, at this writtaking the air. Networks had Mutualing is remaining
WITH EARS and eyes of the
When ceremonies ran two min- to filltiniuswith
in Washington.
ad lib commentaries,
world focused on San Francisco,
utes beyond the 30-minute broad- awaiting the official speech. Mr. He will go to San Francisco about
radio is supplying a first-hand aucast
time
allotted
by
radio,
Bluemid-May. Meanwhile Fred Morrifinally took the floor.
ditoryConference
picture of onthe International
United Na- ABC commentators were called Stettinius
son, his aide, is feeding him copy
tions
No Texts of Speeches
via telephone.
upon for a series of strictly ad lib
Organization which got under way comments. Edward Tomlinson, the
Then the address of Soviet ForAmong
the Bluelast Wednesday.
on Latin-Ameritors remaining
at ABC
their commentaposts for
eign Commissar V. M. Molotov precan affairs,advisor
took over
as m.c. Ad
As a public
somestations,
41 in- network's
s
e
n
t
e
d
a
real
problem.
There
was
the
time
being
are
Godwin,
dependent andservice
affiliated
libbers included Walter Winchell, no text. He spoke in Russian. Blue- Washington; John Earl
Kiernan
plus regional hookups, are supple- H. R. Baukhage, Ray Henle, David ABC had an interpreter on hand. John B. Kennedy, New York. and
1 men ting the regular spot reporting Wills, Vincent Sheean, Hedda Hop- CBS brought on George Moorad,
Lowell Thomas, covering the
by the four major networks and the
Abbe and Brig. Gen.
European War Theater for NBC,
radio news services. In addition, Juniusper, James
Pierce, USA Ret., who just back from Russia, who ex- will
shift to San Francisco before
the British Broadcasting Corp., filled the succeeding quarter-hour.
plained tcame
he trendtheof English
Mr. Molotov's
the Conference adjourns and so will
talk.
Then
transCanadian Broadcasting Corp. and
Other major networks signed off
Janssen, now in the Midation. Abombshell exploded when Guthrie
A-ustralian Broadcasting Comm. are after
the two-minute overlap and Lloyd lDennis,
State Dept. radio York.dle East, and Robert St. John, New
covering daily highlights with in- returned
to
their
regular
schedadvisor,
notified
the
nets
that
a
ules. Many of the local independents French version would immediately
It is expected that Quincy Howe,
cilities. terviews over their respective fa- and those
forming temporary reThe Russians had requested CBS New York correspondent, reOpening Runs Over
gional networks continued to give itfollow.
turning from a European battlehad been adopted as
ad lib fanfare over a period of oneandof French
tour,
be indays
San ofFrantwo official Conference lan- front cisco
Networks and independent sta- from
5-15 minutes.
for thewilllatter
the
guages.
Once
more
the
networks
channels forat 4:30
Unexpected problems that upset rounded up their commentators for Conference. John Daly, also of New
•'j'tions
p.m. opened
(PWT) their
Wednesday
pro- State
Dept. plans for programming another ad lib session while the York, and Bill Costello of Wash<i tceedings, with five minutes devoted
ington, probably will rotate to the
in French.
yjto atmospheric fanfare before Sec- Thursday's
sion led toimportant
a direct plenary
appeal sesby speech topwasitdelivered
Bill Henry, CBS coroff there was no text West Coast. respondent,
jjlretary
State Stettinius,
tem- broadcasters to American delegates ofTo Foreign
returns to his WashSecretary
Anthony
I, porary ofpresident
of the asConferfor
better
cooperation
at
future
ingtonference
post insessions
mid-May.
Whenpattern
Conjl ence,ed took
over.Truman,
He brieflywhointroducavailable, so the netinto
President
spoke meetings. The session was to open Eden's workstalk
hadMr.to rely
on telephone
sig- others will return fall
to
their
respecat 3:30 business
p.m. (PWT)
with
a
30by direct telephone wire from minute
nals
from
Dennis
as
the
British
tive regular assignments.
At 4 p.m.
Washington for more than 10 radio was to cut routine.
neared the end of
in, each network representative
»i" minutes.
In several instances
address. Following the plenary independents
indicated out-of-town
they will
s Gov. Earl Warren of California and station providing five minutes his
session broadcasters pointed out send in replacements
to ferret out
e and Mayor Roger Lapham of San of color and at 4:05 p.m. Secretary their
public
service
obligation
in
Stettinius
was
to
speak.
At
3:15
j. Francisco officially welcomed the
and fresh angles
the Condirect appeals to delegates, avoiding news (Continued
on pageas 70)
embarrassment to the State Dept.
Thursday night was designated
"United Nations Night" on the
lUnderground Resistance Kept as
Blue, with all network programs beFAX Sends
EXPERIMENT
tween 6-11 p.m. (EWT) keyed to
Times
Four-Page II
San Francisco Conference.
Alive by Radio, Delegate Says theCooperation
of the broadcasting
Editionfuture
to Coos:
as displayed during PRESAGING
y tRADIO last week was credited with on Jan. 14, 1941, in an under- profession,
transmission'
...keeping the spark of resistance
ground studio during the height of these first days of the Conference, of newspapers from coast-to-coast
a
blitz,
BBC
broadcast
the
first
V.
should tional
set amenity.
the pattern
for internaij :alive in the dark days of the EuroState Dept.
officials via facsimile broadcasting, the New
"Someone in the room had just
j pean war.
York week
Timesto transmit
used wirea four-page
facsimile
out
the
three
dots
and
a
dash
in
charge
of
radio-press
relations
j; Addressing a news conference in tapped
last
|i San Francisco, Victor DeLaveleye, and in a moment someone hummed declared. All networks and inde- edition of its Wednesday issue to
calledof upon
con- delegates attending United Nations
Q ,formergiumMinister
of Justice
Bel- Beethoven's Fifth and everyone
ceded topendent
the stations
wishes
the State
and originator
of the ofV-forleaped
Mr. signature
Salt. "At Dept. in
Orfirst we upon
used it,"
the said
musical
selecting broadcast time Conference ganizationon inSanInternational
Victory
sign,
declared
that
radio's
Francisco.
! greatest contribution in the war of but discarded it because of trans- for the plenary kickoff sessions.
In
New
York
the
four-page
conand the fact that
' broadcast
words against
the V.NazisMember
was theof the musicmissionwasproblems
Rotation Plan
densed version of the Times conof the
too obvious. Instead
taining 32 columns of news but no
i« the Belgian delegation to the Unit- the BBC used three short beats and
While
every
network
and
numeradvertising
was transmitted, half
)r ed Nations Conference on Inter- one long one on a kettle drum."
ous independents have their key page at a time,
the Associated
4 national Organization, Mr. DeLavemen in San Francisco for the open- Press wirephotooverfacilities.
"Within
a
fortnight
after
the
In San
first
instructions
went
out
over
the
it leye was in charge of underground
ing sessions,mentaatorsplan
the pages were put toand newsof rotating
analysts comhas Franciscogether,
y- broadcasts to Belgium in the early BBC to use the V sign, reports
engravings
made
and
the
nt days of the war when John Salt, began to flow in from the under- been blue-printed so as not to leave Richmond (Calif.) Independent
2- •North American director, British
other
important
news
beats
unproground
that
the
walls
of
buildings*
Broadcasting Corp., was director throughout Belgium were being
tected. Earlier plans of the net- ran bedoffpress.some 2,000 copies on a flatof BBC's European service.
covered with V's," added Mr. De- vised. works have, to a degree, been re.J, In January 1941, Mr. DeLaveleye like wildfireLaveleye.to"SoonFrance
The facsimile newspapers, labelthe symbol
spread
and became
Influx into San Francisco is be- ed 2 a.m. edition, were placed in
jj, related, the people of Belgium
the
hands of delegates at breakthe
first
symbol
for
liberation
in
staggered
over the sessions
four to will
six
|j,were
marking
the letters
"RAF"on Europe and later the symbol for weeksing the
on walls,
sidewalks
and even
Conference
fast, hardly two hours after the
transmission.
Correspondents saw
. Nazi vehicles. The underground victory throughout the world.
be spread. Due to possibility of V-E
"All the world owes a debt to Day declaration by the United Na- in this experiment, first of its kind
" liberation
sought a single
letter
to
symbolize
and victory. The letter radio for the job it did in keeping
tions and a watchfulness over in journalism, delivery of New
2 ! V, first letter of the words Victoire the spark of resistance alive President Truman's administration York newspapers on the West
with possible Cabinet changes, it Coast the day of publication, and
tij and Vrijheid, each meaning free- throughout
occupied Europe," said was
deemed advisable to hold back vice versa, through radio facsimile.
dom, was chosen. Mr. Salt told how. Mr. DeLaveleye.
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See list of radio reporters
and commentators at Conference on page 71.
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DuMont's Postwar
Video Set Shown
Home Receiver Combines FM,,
Television; Big Screen
TELEVISION pictures 3x4 feet,
largest image yet presented for
home use, were witnessed Thursday by some
radio editors
and
writers
at the50 studios
of WABD
New York at the first public showing ofceiver
thedesigns
postwar
reof Allentelevision
B. DuMont,
Labs.
The pictures, throvra on a screen
by
a projector,
than four
times
the size are
of more
any previously
shown in a home type receiver.
The DuMont projection receiver is
something like a motion picture!
projector,
a cube Itabout
24 inches inoccupying
each dimension.
was
NBC Midwest Up
explained
that
plans
are made to
NBC CENTRAL division showed reduce this to about two-thirds
its!
a sales increase of 9.6% for the
so it can be convenfirst three months of 1945 over last present ientlysize,
housed
in
an
end
table
year, according to Paul McCluer, similar piece of furniture. A 7-inchor
sales manager. Division handled tube
is used in this unit.
25.2% riod.of Increase
net's ofsales9.2%during
the pein national
FM Sound and Video
spot sales on WMAQ Chicago was
Leonard F, Cramer, DuMont exscored for the period.
vice-president, who
conductedecutive
the demonstration,
explained
Macy Names Grey
that the projector had a tested
of picture sizes from 18 x 24
R. H. MACY & Co., New York de- range
partment store, has appointed Grey inches to 41/2x6 feet. The unit,
called
the
DuMont Home TeletheaAdv., New York, to handle radio
and national magazine ads. Radio ter, including
FMforsound
and telev
i
s
i
o
n
,
w
i
l
approximately
at present is limited to thrice-week- $1250, Mr. retail
Cramer
said,
pointing
ly program on WOR New York.
out that before the war a numbei
of manufacturers made radiophonograph combination receivers in
DUMONT VIDEO
this
pricein bracket.
A larger
unit,
for use
clubs, schools,
hospitals,
small theaters, etc., with a picture
6x8 feet, will be priced at about
$1800, he said.
A direct-viewing receiver with
a 20-inch tube also was demonstrated, showing pictures 13%xl8
inches. These pictures were brighter
and showed more contrast than the
projected
the
curve of theimages
tube and
is stillwhile
slightljl
noticeable in the pictures the pe
ripheral distortion is far less than
in prewar models. A 20-inch tub^
with still less curvature, now
being
at the Corning Glas3'
plant, flatmade
is expected
most
image. to present an al
Designs of the DuMont teleseta
planned for postwar production
were
exhibited by design,
Mr. Cramer—
one a conventional
the other *
a modern piece of furniture, de^
signed for DuMont by Herbert
Rosengren, industrial designer^
Planned to overcome the chief ob
jection to direct-viewing sets tha^ ab
they are too large to fit into the
living room, these receiver;
CLASSIC AND DELUXE televi- average
closed, are cabinets 48 inchel
sion models were shown last week when
high,
60
inches wide and 24 deep. |sti
by Allen B. DuMont Labs. Top
These cabinet telesets, whiclf^L
photo shows the classic model Tele- will contain a radio and a phono
set featuring screen, FM, standard
in addition to televisioi| "|j
broadcast and phonograph, and graph
will retail for about
push-button controls to operate the equipment,
$1500,
Mr.
said. A simple 10
"disappearing screen". The deluxe television-FMCramer
set with a 20-incli
projection Teleset (below) provides tube, but without
the
other fea
for FM reception as well as pro- tures, probably will be offered
jected video picture.
about $450, he added. for Wi;
BROADCASTING
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mC SIGNS WARim
FOR MORmm SHOW
In Ralston Promotion Contest FRED WARING and his organization of 80 persons will replace
Second Award Goes to Campbell, WIBC; Powers, of 11-11:30
Happy Feltor's
Finder's
Keepers
a.m. Monday
through
FriYankee, Winner in Regional Net Gronp
day
as
a
step
in
NBC's
plan
offer better morning programs. toMove
to improve the morning listener
ratingpeteiswithseen
an attempt
to com-in
Blueas -ABC
Breakfast
Hollywood which tops all net shows
on morning Hooper ratings.
Waring is scheduled to start as
a sustainer, but NBC is looking for
a sponsor. Net contract with the
top-price dance band is for five
years starting June 4 and includes
provision for an additional weekly
half-hour nighttime period.

Breen,

KVFD,

Wins

$500

Bond

SCANNING Ralston promotion material are: Mrs. J. B. Cari-Cari,
assistant to radio director, Gardner Adv. Co.; Hal M. Chase, cereal adv.
mgr., Ralston Purina Co.; Harold M. Coulter, mgr. audience promotion,
of Mutual; Charles Claggett, vice-president, Gardner Adv. Co.
EDWARD BREEN, manager of
KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa, won the
$500 War Bond first prize offered
by the Ralston
Purina Co., St.
Louis, for the best
and most consistent promotion of
Mutual
programschildren's
from
September 1944
to March 1945.
Second prize, a
$250 bond, goes
Mr. Breen
to Alex Campbell,
of WIBC Indianapolis, and Dal Wyant, WHEB
Portsmouth,
N. H., took thii-d place
with
a $100 bond.
Best in the regional network
group was James Powers of the
Yankee network, who will get a
$100 bond.
The contest, announced last August in Broadcasting, was open
to station managers, promotion
managers or anyone responsible
for general program and merchandising promotion. Idea was
to attract listeners to the Ralstonsponsored program, Tom Mix and
His Ralston Straight Shooters,
heard five times weekly, 5:45-6:00
p.m. EWT, on 209 Mutual stations,
178 of which submitted scrapbooks.
Mr. Breen started his promotion
campaign by getting youngsters together at a party for the Oct. 7
broadcast. He followed with spot
announcements, newspaper advertising, handbills, etc. Outstanding
was the KVFD wastepaper collecting contest, launched through the
Tom Mix Straight Shooter Club.
Prize for the most household waste
paper was a Tom Mix pony, won by
a nine-year-old boy who turned in
niore than two tons. Fulton Lewis
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jr.. Mutual news analyst, plugged
the KVFD contest on a national
broadcast with the result that the
War Production Board wrote the
station asking for full details for
possible use elsewhere.
Mr. Campbell's stunt centered
around
a costumed
"Tom Mix"
who
came into
Indianapolis
by train
and rode through the city in a
buckboard.
Other contest winners and the
value of bonds they will receive are:
fourth, Mel Standage, KOVO Provo,
Utah,
$50;CKLW
Fifth, Barbara
Farland,
Detroit, Mac$25;
sixth,
Bert
Wick,
KDLR
Lake, N. D., $25; seventh, Devil's
James
R. Curtis, KFRO Longview, Tex.,
$25; eighth,S. Lois
Aberdeen,
D., $25.Cloksin, KABR
Honorable mention and a gold
"Tom Mix whistling ring" will go
to each of the following: Bob McRaney WCBI, Bob Gribben KDTH,
Victor C. Diehm WAZL, W. H.
Gate KBTM, John Tobola, WAYX,
John Merdian WSTV, Ken Lufkin
KSO, Elwood C. Anderson WEST,
Wallie C. Porsow WHBY, Madeline
K. Doyle KBON, Mrs. F. V. Cooper
WPDQ, H. J. Newcomb, WRJN,
Edwin Mullinax WLAG, Mrs. S. W.
Anderson KFFA, Byron Hayford
WDLP, Frank Bishop KFEL, E.
A. Alburty WHBQ, Vann Campbell WDEF, Dan Hornsby WATL,
Eleanor M. Haling KBIZ, Sue
Cornelius WHK, Leroy Woodward
WOMI, Verne Sawyer KMO, Fred
Fletcher WRAL, R. G. McBroom
KFIQ.
Judges were Sol TaishofF, publisher of Br)ADCASTING, Robert K.
Richards, editorial director, and J.
Frank Beatty, managing editor.
Agency is Gardner Advertising
Co., St. Louis.

Robot

bomb

We selected that wind tunnel picture to make a
comparison between pre-testing of airplanes and robot
ibombs, with pre-testing your purchase of radio time.
But the story behind the picture interested us so
Jmuch, we thought maybe you'd like to know more
about what's going on in that picture.
That's a genuine German robot bomb. It was reconstructed from an infinite number of undamaged parts
that were salvaged from nobody knows how many
"buzz bombs" that landed both dud and exploded
in England.
Here it is given a flight test in the big Wright Field
wind tunnel. Just to add another fillip to the story . . .

tested

for test purposes in the tunnel the robot is suspended
upside down!
It didn't take our army long to get the dope on
German robot bombs . . . and it won't take you long to
get the low-down in Baltimore radio ... if you use the
successful independent, W-I-T-H.

1<

Tom T'lnsley, President

WITH
BALTIMORE, MD.
*

Represented Nationally by Vie2iA\cy-KccA

Mosquito Net
After Year AES Sure
Standard Practice
Most Effective
By MAJ. SPENCER M. ALLEN *
YES, the Mosquito Network's sustaining days are over. "New accounts" areiscoming
day
and business
hummingin onevery
Guadalcanal, in the New Hebrides and
New Caledonia. Today, after one
year of operating American Expeditionary Stations in the South
Pacific, the pioneering is done, and
broadcasting has become a routine,
business-like procedure. Gone is the
haywire.
its placeand
are consoles,
commercial Intransmitters
heavy-duty turntables and recording equipment, professional amplifiers and microphones, on the air
hour after hour on split-second
schedules. The break-downs and
dead air silences are as rare in 1945
as they were common in 1944 when
we were limping along on patchedup Jap generators,
salvagedantennas
transmitters, and makeshift
strung among the coconut palms.
Critical Now
But most important, the G.I.
audience has accepted radio as an
integral
of aalong
soldier's
a tropicalpart
island,
with life
chow,on
work, training, movies, mail and
beefing. Where once the listener
was happy if we played nothing
but Harry James recordings all
day, he has now become critical.
We're in for abuse if we clip the
last two minutes of the NBC Symphony to join San Francisco for
the news; or if "Your Radio Theater" (Lux, to you) is cancelled; or
iftoo wemanyplaytimes.
"RumIn short,
and Coca
Cola"
the longer
we're in operation, the more convative and demanding
the G.I.'s
become in sertheir
listener tastes.
We
use
the phrase
"comparable
standard
American
commercialto
broadcasting
indicate
the tone by practices"
which theto Mosquito
Network operates.
We now boast of "commercial"
and "merchandising and marketing" sections in our stations, for
radio's
abilityas isit just
potent inselling
the Army
is backas
home. It amuses me to read articles
by ex-radiomen who have returned
from overseas, predicting a whole
new listener trend is developing because the soldiers are spared those
"horrible"
that
may
be thecommercials.
case in theWell,normal
course of radio's development. But
I don't believe it vsdll be due to the
returning
veteran's
that
he
have his
radio insistence
entertainment
served up sterile of any blatant
commercials. If the Mosquito Network is any criterion, the service* EDITOR'S
NOTE— Maproduction
J. AUen and
has
been
In
the ofwriting,
business
end
radio KMOX
for 12 years,
with
advertising
agencies,
St.
louia.
KFRV
Mo., WON Chicago,
among Columbia.
other stations.
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Armed Forces Radio Service. And
the slogan of the Inf ormation-Edu- .
cation Division is, "Not only the
best equipped, but the best informed ^
soldierthe inG.I.thelistener
world." gets
We news
see toandit i;
that
plenty of it. The American Expedi- ,
tionary
Stationnews
at New
Caledonia
airs fourteen
broadcasts
per
day — mostly direct rebroadcasts of
short-wave pickups from the United
States.
At times the question has been

Methods Best
Finds Home
man iscials"still
getting
his
"commerthe radio. And some of
them are onblatant.
Before I'm misunderstood, suppose I enumerate our "commerOur biggest
course, cials".
is good
morale.commodity,
We believeof
we sell that automatically just by
being on the air with Stateside
transcribed shows and good local
put baldly
to usout: Youof your
don't stations
have to
make
a living
programs. But there are other
here, so why cater to the mass
"products" that have to be approached from a typical sales
tastes? Here's the opportunity to
angle.
do some education of the masses by '
Take mosquito repellent, for ingiving
the "better
things".
stance. Repellent is a liquid issued
Actually,themthan
we're
more
in a small bottle to each soldier in
high-brow
the probably
average station
the tropics. He is told to smear the
back
home.
But
we
don't
forget
that
mixture on his hands and face beour
a cross-section.'
Theyservicemen
want Jackare Benny
and Bob:
fore going out after sundown to
Hope, Harry James and Kay Ky- i
prevent has
mosquito
bites. od^r,
It's slightly
greasy,
very little
but it
ser, John Charles Thomas and the
is just a trifle messy, and who wants
NBC symphony in just about thel
to take time to smear himself? We
same proportion your listeners in
MAJ. ALLEN
were faced with the problem of
New York and Chicago and Los
selling the use of repellent to the Cocktail Hour" will originate. Angeles and Plum Tree Crossing]
G.I. How to do it? Well, most sol- While he's listening, he hears the back home want them. So we give I
"atabrine" at least twice.
diers will go along with a gag, so word
to them in that proportionAnother mosquito sales problem itotherwise,
we sell it to them on that basis. We
we'reTokyo
goingRose
to lose
customers
will some
gain
the
use
of
the
"f
reon
bomb",
a
use "quickie" announcements at was
small cannister of compressed f reon some. If weanddon't
sundown, such as "Hey, bud — are gas
have
the
followand
insect-killer.
When
the
ing, we will not be accomplishing
you repulsive?
If you're
meeting spray is released in a tent for five
Annie
(Sopacese
for anopheles
getting results.
seconds, all insects are killed. In our missionFiredand With
mosquito) tonight, play hard to this
Zeal
case
we
used
the
Alka-Seltzer
get. ingUseout tonight,
your repellent."
Or,
"Godogface? Then be technique — "listen to it fizz". At
We
came
out
to
the
South Pasure to wear your Chanel Number ten o'clock every night the listener
cific last year with our radio staFive. Make yourself alluring. Be hears on his radio: "Listen to it
tions,
fired
with
zeal
to
determine
fizz,"
things in radio broadcasting.
repellent." They get the idea.
hissingandastheit sound
releasesof the
the "bomb"
spray. two
Here
would
be
the
virgin
opporPlug Atabrine
Then the blurb: "Better give Antunity, we believed, to discover (1)
brush-off before hitting the
The same is true on selling the sack,nie themen.
Use your mosquito just what is the ideal men's show,
use
hard toIt
and (2) what new sales approach
take ofand atabrine.
there are Itnoisn't
ill effects.
could enceweonly.develop
for aover
malea audiSinging Commercials
is essential in malarial regions. But
Well, after
year
soldiers forget. At Guadalcanal the
We even use singing commercials. of broadcasting
to
a
he-man
audiMosquito Network station features bomb."
One of them promotes YANK
ence,
we
have
not
yet
discovered
"The Atabrine Cocktail Hour" each magazine. We unashamedly bor- those two angles. As to the ideal
evening at 5:30. The program is
rowed from Pepsi-Cola on that one. men's show, the nearest approach
just fifteen minutes of recordings. It too;
goes :
perhaps,
"YANK'S the magazine that's hot, is
The salestutional— no
approach
is
purely
instiBut it's"Command
not truly aPerform
mascu
direct reference is Twenty-four pages — that's a lot. ance".
line
appeal
type
of show, because
made to the taking of atabrine. The News and pix and the Sad Sack, everybody goes for
it, male and
gimmick is that the announcer precome commer
to the
tends to bring the listener cocktail YANK's the service magazine for female
conclusionalike.
that We've
American
music from some sumptuous lounge
most recent campaign was cial radio methods of the 1940's ara
on Guadalcanal, such as the "Fun- an Our
ambitious one. The G-2 people still pretty good — at least they'r^
gus
Festooned
Fern
Room",
or
work. enough for us. They've don(i
"The Starlight Roof high atop Ho- at New Caledonia asked us to pro- good
tel DeGink in downtown Guadalmote a "silence"
campaign
— to a selling job for the Mosquito Net
drive home
to the soldier
that loose
canal". The listener is interested talk
is dangerous. So we decided on
to know from what local and mythiLucky Strike approach — yep, Philco Forms Televisioi
cal gin mill tonight's "Atabrine the
the muchmaligned LS/MFT
method.you."
Several times a day for a Broadcasting Divisioi
week
the
radio
listener heard the PHILCO RADIO & Television
Wrong City
puzzlinsf string of letters "DT SMS Corp.
has formed a Television
HOUSEWIVES in Los AnDT SMS". Then we broke the trans- Broadcasting Division with Ernes|
lation: "Don't Talk, Silence Means B. Loveman as vice-president. Mr
geles April 18 hurriedly
Loveman joined Philco in 1928 as
turned off the pilot lights in
their gas stoves at the behest
manager. Since 194:
Corny?be. Absolutely!
"Bad" Iradio?
Security."
Could
Effective? Well,
defy headvertising
of a radio warning that a
been resident
vice-presideni
Hutchins
Advertising
Co.
anyone to find one soldier out of a of has
main had broken. Upon nohundred
on
New
Caledonia
who
charge
of
the
Philco
account.
tice by the local gas comThe
new
division
will
direct
pany that no lines were
doesn't
know what "DT SMS" Philco television, station, broadcastal
means today.
broken the police started a
Information is one of our pri- ing and network activities, include
check and three hours later
ing the recently started televisioi
discovered that the warning
mary products — indeed, we are or- network
linking Washington anc
ganized under the Informationhad come via KOB AlbuquerPhiladelphia. Philco also has filec
Education
Division,
Army
Service
que, N. M., where a main
with intheNew
FCC York
for comanc
had broken.
Forces, the parent of YANK mag- applications
stations
Washington.
azine. Army News Service, and the mercial
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To millions of people in the rich Missouri Valley-Great Plains area,
"Radio Omaha" means "Radio WOW".
From Sioux Falls to St. Joe — from the cornlands of Central Iowa to the
cattle country of Western Nebraska — radio listeners have acquired the
"WOW habit" over a period of 22 years. Why? Because, with 5000 watts
power behind 590 kilocycles, WOW delivers clear, easy-to-listen-to radio
programs over an immense area — within 200 miles of Omaha. And because
listeners consistently hear the best radio programs on WOW.

RADIO

STATION

Since 1927, WOW has given its listeners NBC programs— the
best available anywhere. In addition, WOW has always excel ed in its newscasts, and its frequent timely special events.
So that's why "Radio Omaha" means "Radio WOW" . • .
that's why millions have the "WOW habit".
As every experienced Time-Buyer knows, it's "listener
habits" that determine the advertising value of radio media.
That's why WOW has been the Number One Radio Advertising Medium in its area for many years — and STILL IS.

wow.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
590 KC • NBC • 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of
KODY

AT NORTH PLATTI

|

network

What

America's

youngest

GREATEST

SUMNER

NEWS

WELLES

One of the best-informed men in America on international relations who is free to speak has joined
the American Broadcasting Company as Advisor
on the Peace.
Weradiofigured
out
the
other
day
our We secured as our advisor on world
audience in the course ofthata week
peace an experienced diplomat and
totals
the
equivalent
of
five
hundred
SimmerWelles.forxner Undermillion listeners. And we fee! that such statesman:
of State.
an audience deserves the best that radio Secretary
In addition to giving us his guidance
Mr. Welles is appearing percan give it. There's an obligation, too— and counsel,
y on a series of programs designed
anabout.obligation
know around
what we're
So we tolooked
for atalking
com- to "givesonal every
American a seat at the
petent authority to guide us.
Conference table."
SUMNER WELLES' PEACE FOUUM
A groupductedofby Mr.fourWelles
Peace ends
Forums
appear onona the15-minute
pro*
with conthe personally
gram of commentary
Conference.
meeting of April 23. These Forums have With
of actual service
included such men asPresidentSeymour in mosthisofbackground
the
leading
United
Nationis,
of Yale University, Senator Pepper, Mr. Welles is far better able than most
Dr. George Gallup, and many other commentators to unravel the intricacies
American leaders of similar standing. of the Conference and to clarify its
Beginning May 1, Mr. Welles will true meaning for radio listeners.
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eigOn d
been made
to meet forC
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nd the American
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^"^"T'^ce drS. is legendary
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MILLIONS HEARD "UNITED NATIONS NIGHT" ON THE EVENING OF APRIL 26
All programs —for an
slanted toward
INdescribed
ADDITIONon tothisother
coverageof
page, Conference
the entire evening
April 26 was devoted to the Conference.
All sponsors and advertising agencies have
cooperated
in slanting their regulai- programs
toward the Conference.
Newscasters and commentators rounded up
the news for you. Lum and Abner (left) presented the down-to-earth small-town viewpoint
on the Conference. "America's Town Meeting
of the Air" featured Raymond Swing, H. V.
"TIME VIEWS
BLUE
THE NEWS" by
Weslbrool< Vansummary
Voorhis.
CONFERENCE Conference
Mon.
4:00-4:15through
P.M. Fri.tWT
SCHEDULE

"WORLD PEACE
Featuring
Sumner
Welles.
April 16,educators.
23. with
outstanding
FORUM"
In (oreignMonifays,
affairs.
10:30-11:00 P.M. EWT

EDWARD
COMMENTARY
SUMNER
WELUS'
TOMLINSON
His
weekly
broadcasts
Beginning
May
Isl.
Mr.
Welles
will doCommentary
a weekly
15-minute
until the Conon theTuesdays,
conference. FranciscoSaturdays,
9:00-9:15 P. H. EWT 6:30-6:45 P.M. EWt
"CONFERENCE
WALTER KIERNAN
BEN HECHT
RAYMOND SWING
RAY-HENLE
willFrancisco,
originate beginning
Iiom San Francisco,
Will originatebeginning
from San Covering the Conferenca Agram,specialwritten
dramaticby pro-Ben Orson Weires, moderator.
April 23rd.
April 23rd.
originating Hecht, on April 25th, the Delegates and commenMan. Ummth Fri., 11:15-1W0
Mon. throughP. M.Fri.,EWI viewpoint^,
Mon. through Fri.,
and mpke predic7:1S-;:30P.M.FWT
Wnl. AprilP. M.25th,EWT events Saturdays,
E:00-fi:lSp.M. EWI 9:00-9-JO
FORUM"KM. EWT
l(h30-ll:00
AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

entire evening— were
the Conference
Kaltenborn and other top analysts. "The March
ofConference
Time" presented
and what ait Time's-eye
means. Fred view
Waringof theinterpreted music of the United Nations, and "The
Victory Parade of SpotUght gands" oflFered a
musical
mentator. interlude with a special Kuest comThese,
many every
other programs
ule below,andcovered
viewpoint in'onthetheschedtremendous decisions to be reached in the San
Francisco Conference.
"BAUKHAGE

WALTER
DREW PEARSON
WINCHELL
WillFranciscooriginateApril from22nd Sanand
and will comment
Francisco April 22nd and
on29th.theConference
Sundays,
sequent broadicanstssub-. on sequent
Sundays, in subthe Conterence
7:00-7:15 P.M. EWT 9:00-9:15broadcasts.
P.M. EWT
"HEADLINE
The VictoiY Parade of
SPOTLIGHTBANDS
A musical Interlude plus
Featuring
people
who
make
Francisco.the news from San a special guest commenThur. AprilP.M.26thEWT
Mon.EDITION"
through Fri. 9:30-9:55
7H)0-7:15p.M.EWT

COMPANY,

Originates
from San
Francisco, beginning
Mon. Aprilthrough
23rd. Fri,
1:00-1:15 P.M. EWT
TALKING"
Ha'llEARLtell youGODWIN
what Hie
man In the street thiniis
Thursdays
«KI0-t:15
P.M. (WT

Inc.

CBS

Circulation

and

Listening

POTTER.

^AMARILLO

Amarillo is the
POPULOUS
CENTER of the
Amarillo- IS art hw e s I Texas
market.
Amarillo^s
population accounts
for nearly 94%
of ty''sPotter
Counpopulation.
A FEW
MARKET FACTS
(1) 60%
Amarillo's
retailoversales
increase
1939.of $42,333,000 for 1944 show a
(2) Amarillo's
wholesale volume amounted to over $152,000,000 in 1943.
(3) Amarillo is not only the distribution center for Northwest
Texas, but is one of the 5 great distribution centers in
Texas.
(4) The combined receipts for 1944 of just three classifications
—000,000.
cattle, oil and gas, wheat — will run close to $325,(5) 92% of the homes in Potter County (Amarillo) have
radios — the highest rating in Texas.
KFDA

HAS

AN

IMPRESSIVE

"SHARE OF AUDIENCE''
(6) Let KFDA send you their latest Hooper ratings and other
pertinent data.
(7) Blue Network programs plus outstanding local programs
have produced many excellent availabilities. Ask a John
E. Pearson man.
in the Amarillo — Northwest
KFDA
Texas delivers
market. a "sales punch'
#
KFDA,
WLAP,
WBIR,
^

NUNN STATIONS
Amarillo, Tex.
Lexington, Ky.
Knoxville, Tenn.
) Ashland, Ky.
I Huntington, W. Va.

KFD

Howard P. Roberson, Manager
Represented Nationally
AMARILLO, TE):AS
By John E. Pearson Co.
BLUE
NETWORK AFFILIATE
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Area Map Is Sent to Affiliates!
Within these three levels of coun j
CBS has begun distribution to
two counts of set owners ar .
affiliates a listening area and cir- ties,
made: listening area radio familiel
culation
map,
first
data
from
the
—
the
total number of radio fani|
CBS 1944 Listening Area Study,
ilies living within the three listen 1
7th in trolled
a series
utilizing
the
conmail ballot technique which ing levels, and station circulation
the "subscriber" radio familie i
has been adopted for both the within
these three levels who lis 1
United States and Canadian indus- ten at least
once a week to the stail
circulation measurement
standards try-wide
[Br jadcasting,
April 23] . tion being measured. j
Brochure in considerable detai}
An explanation is contained in
explains why the controlled niai;
a brochure, "How CBS Listening technique
was selected in prefer
and Circulation Areas Are Measto personal interviews, tele
ured," which states the basic con- ence
cept that "radio circulation shall phone interviews and conventiona
include only radio families listen- mail interviews, and how CBS han
ing with a known standard of fre- died it to produce a 75% return oJ
quency— families counted through the 250,000 ballots mailed to that
scientific sampling of representa- many families.
For practical use, the findings oi
tive radio owners." Reserving the
termin "coverage"
survey are projected in sis
use
measuring for
signalengineers
areas, theto the
forms, the brochure reports: Sta
tion circulation maps, listings oi
CBS
technique
uses
"listening
areas" and "circulation".
station circulation levels by coun
Three Levels
ties, summary of CBS station circulation, CBS circulation levels foi
Station effectiveness is shown on
three levels: Primary, all counties principal cities, CBS network comin which it is listened to by at
posite maps, special network analyses by clients, sales or trading
least two-thirds of all radio families one or more times a week, areas. Station circulation maps are
provided half of those families lis- sent only to the individual stations
ten three or more times a week; for reproduction at their discre
secondary, counties in which the tion. Circulation levels by counties
station is listened to by from one- for principal cities and the net
third to two-thirds of all radio fam- work summary are available to sta
ilies once or more a week, with onerepresentatives, advertisers
third of those families listening tions,
and agencies. Network county-bythree or more times weekly; ter- county
listening area maps are
tiary, counties in which the station
is listened to by at least 10 percent generally distributed. Special an
alyses are made to order for clients
of all radio families three or more and
agencies.
times weekly.
Local Stations Form
Association in Indiana
INDIANA Assn. of Local Broadcasters was organized at a meeting
in Indianapolis of 10 of the 12 local
Indiana stations. Donald A. Burton, WLBC Muncie, was elected
president and 0. E. Richardson of
WJOB Hammond, secretary.
Committee to promote war bond
sales includes R. R. Baker, WTRC
Elkhart, chairman; John R. Atkinson, WHBU Anderson and President Burton. Special events committee includes Frank Webb, WGL
Fort Wayne, chairman; J. Gibb
Spring, WASK Lafayette; Harry
Burdick and Robert E. Bausman,
WHOT South Bend and George M.
Jackson WBOW Terre Haute. Next
meeting will be held in Chicago.
C.
E. HOOPER
Inc.
opens
Its new
Chicago
office1. InJanet
the 23u
N. Michigan
bldg.
May
Wldner,
the
Hooper
York
office,Clemenson,
will beofoffice
managermerlyNewand
Harriet
forpersonnel
director
and
secretary
to Mr.agerBROADCASTING,
assistant19] manI Hooper, will be March

Political Plans
CANADIAN RADIO will have an
overdose of political broadcasting
for several
with a and
provincial electionweeks
in Ontario
the
federal election both taking place
June 11,
ments madeaccording
at Toronto toandannounceOttawa.
Politicians,
party publicity
directors, representatives
of advertising
agencies, castersCanadian
Assn.
of
Broadand the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. are laying plans to
fit in all the electioneering broadcasts on a free and sponsored basis
which will be aired by the three
major parties and a number of
smaller parties in each of the election campaigns.
UnderallCBCpolitical
regulations practically
broadcasts must be sanctioned by
the
time, so that
will CBC
not befora continuous
seriesthereof
political talks on the air, and all
network campaign broadcasts,
whether
sustaining
or CBC.
sponsored,
must
be cleared
with the

MANAGERSprising theOfIowa
eight Tall
Iowa Corn
stationsNetwork
comattended
a
meeting
of
the
network
held
at KROS Rambeau
Clinton, and
la. John
Group Livingston,
included:
William
national
representatives;
George
Webber,
KCMO siveKansas
Cityrights
has bought
exclu- sales manager of the network; Ken
broadcasting
for the
net network
president.
Stations
comseason
from
theAssoc.
KansasWalt
City
Blues1945of Gordon, prising
are: Burlington,
KDTH
Dubuque,
the
American
Lochman
Clinton.
KBUR
KICD
director of sports and special events KROS
Spencer,
KVFD
Fort
Dodge,
KTRI
Sioux
will report both home and out-of-town tumwa.
City, KFJB Marshalltown, KBIZ Otgames.
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CENTRAL
You

Get

Concentrated
At

Low

Cost

IOWA

Coverage
Over

KSO!

£n the rich agricultural and industrial nnarket
of Des Moines and central Iowa KSO
offers you concentrated covera«-'e at low
cost.
Here is a permanent market because its
agricultural products will be needed for
years to feed a hungry world . . . and it is
a market in which peace time reconversion
will occur without confusion ... a market
of prosperous families whose present and
post war consumer needs are tremendous . . .
Reach this market over KSO.
KSO
GOES BASIC
COLUMBIA
JUNE 16

5000 Watts
Day and Night

KINGSLEY H. MURPHY. Owner
GEORGE J. HIGGINS. General Manager
HEADLEY-REED CO.. Naflonal RepresenfatSve

Des Moines,
Iowa

Ashbacker Appeals
To Supreme Court
WKBZ Asks Review of Plea
Against Fetzer Station
ASHBACKER Radio Corp., operator of WKBZ Muskegon, Mich.,
last week submitted to the U. S.
Supreme Court a petition for a writ
of certiorari ordering the Couii; of
Appeals in Washington to review
a decision dismissing an appeal
from thecation toFCC's
of an appliFetzer grant
Broadcasting
Co.
The complaint of Ashbacker has
been that the Fetzer application for
a frequency in Grand Rapids ' was
in conflict with and mutually exclusive ofand" itsthatown thepending
cation
grant appliwas
made without hearing thus denying Ashbacker a chance to prove
its case [Broadcasting, March 19].
The petition likewise, claims that
the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court is invoked since the order of

the court below deprives a hearing
on its application.
The questions presented to the
Court are, when there are pending
two conflicting mutually-exclusive
applications from the same area
for the same wave-length:
1. May the FCC grant one
of these applications, ex parte,
and simultaneously designate
the other for hearing.
2. If so, is the hearing thus
offered a fair one in the face
of the accomplished grant of
the competing application.
3. Does such grant to one of
two competing
versely affect theapplicants
interests ad-of
the other so as to permit him
to sue out an appeal to the
Court of Appeals.
The Washington law firm of
Segal, Smith and Hennessey is acting as counsel for the petitioner.
John E. Fetzer, principal owner of
the Fetzer Broadcasting Co., is
Assistant Director of Censorship.

PLAN

WESTINGHOUSE

PROMOTION
f

manager XBC central division spot
CHICAGO
Westinghouse
Radio MEETING
Stations Inc.of and
KYW sales; J. E. Baudino, manager.
Philadelphia officials to present KDKA Pittsburgh; B. A. McDonald, general sales manager, WestKYW's new promotion and program features to members of NBC
inghouse; E. C.promotion
Carlson, NBC
central division
manager,
spot sales force brought this group
together. Seated are (Itor): Wil- Standing, David Lewis, promotion
liam Rambo, KYW promotion manager, KDKA; J. J. McPartiin.
NBC Spot Sales; Harvey McCall
manager; manager,
W. B. M"Gill,
general Jr.,
sales manager, KYW; M. E.
promotion
Westinghouse
Radio Stations; Oliver Morton, Tennerstedt, Rudi Neubauer and
Robert Ewing, all NBC Spot Sales;
Don McDonnell, NBC sales promotion; E. C. Cunningham and L. E,
Tilden, NBC Spot Sales.

Self - Discipline
For Radio Urged
Justice Miller Proposes
Anticipation of Reaction
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
ADVICE to broadcasters that inEtCIN. IlllNOIS
telligent anticipation of public reaction by equally intelligent selfdiscipline will "prevent legislative
intemperance"
was voiced
In recognition of the
sociate Justice Justin
Miller byof Asthe
Mr.&«D*r*lSab«rtManager
S. boeh
best job
"KeepWith
Up
laAlis Stotloa I I 0 X
U. S. Court of Appeals in WashWith
the inWorld
ington inbroadcasts.
connection with commercial news
Elgin" test,
promotional
KTOK took confirst
SvldoB
h<T«
«•
IMS
M
0OBpl«t«
A
r«port
of
ttBtloa
pToez«a
In
a
letter
to the St. Louis PostproBotlon
QCIS oa mtrr
oar rKml
Dispatch, supporting its campaign
prwotlon »acontast
'Xaap vhleh
Up Vlth<res th»flntWorldprluVltliIn Ilclji.*
against
middle
commercials in
7r«a
th*
otandpolat
exploitation
of
aU
The significance of tliis
entx7 we Boat ij^reeelTe
technique*
news sponsorship. Justice Miller
prize!
andBOdlencA-telldijic
«Blnentl7 deferring
of 1 £*■plACO^tlnf.
story
is— KTOK does an
commended
the
newspaper
for itsj,
outstanding promotional
BealiiUg that the talente s
position. The letter, published ast
the
lead
on
the
editorial
page
of
job
for
its
advertisers,
as
IndlTlduaUr
for the— part
he plared In huUdlnc > frlenllj
well as provide a really
the Dispatch April 20, follows: \
Intereit In .Zl^Cltj
area.one vhlch we feel will W endorlnc — In
important
audience.
just readof your
In BROADCASTdo th* next bMt
INGI have
a reprint
editorial of |\
So remember, with
April me10, add
"In themy Interest
of Radio".of i
Let
voice
others who have commendedto that
you for
KTOK you BUY AUDIthe
position
which
you
have
taken.a
ENCE— not power — PLUS
There isshould
no more
reason why
newscast
be
interrupted
for |
the
finest
kind
of
merJlArertlelac Naaecer
a plug-ugly
than iathat
such adsof
chandising assistance.
should
be Inserted
the middle
news stories or editorials In a newspaper; especially when
the interruption— deliberately
or unconsciously,
whichever
it may
be — subject
is in nauseating
contrast
to
the
discussion by the commentator.under
It is particularly encouraging that
this insistence
sional standardsupon
shouldhigher
comeprofesfrom
athe newspaper
— awhich
representative
profession
has
most dein-of
telligently
through
the
years
fended the guarantees of the first
amendment.ticipation ofOnly
intelligentand an-by
publicbyreaction
equally
intelligent
self -discipline
can
we prevent legislative
intemperance.
GOV. THOMAS E. DEWEY of New Yorl
ispeople"
delivering
annual "report
tostateth
in twohisof broadcasts
on aApril
wide hookup
CBS stations,
2
and
May
4,
7:15-7:30
p.m.
Each
yea
his
terma ofsimilar
office report
Gov. Dewey
livered
on CBS,has prede
The Most Progressive Station in E-x-p-a-n-d-i-n-g Oklahoma
viously as a single half-hour broadcast
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Net Plan Dropped,

OP

THE

WORLD'S
BETTER
RADIO
STATIONS

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR S [0.

WHEELINTCWVA.
YQU

CAN
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WHOM to Be Sold
Number of Proposals Made to
Buy Outlet, Says Cowles
ABANDONMENT by the Cowles
Broadcasting Co. of its original
plans to launch a regional network
sti-etching from Washington to
Boston was mainly responsible for
the decision to dispose of WHOM
Jersey pected
City,withinsale
exthe ofnextwhich
few isweeks
[Broabcasting, April 23].
Gardner Cowles Jr., president of
the broadcasting organization and
of the Cowles newspaper and magazine operations, said last week
that the plan initially had been to
tie WHOM into WCOP Boston and
WO'L Washington. The regional
network plan was dropped when
WCOP contracted with the Blue
Network, effective June 15. WOL
is the Mutual Washington outlet.
Newspaper Mentioned
It is possible, though unlikely,
that the Newark Evening News
will acquire WHOM. The newspaperquire
already
to accontrolhasof contracted
WBYN Brooklyn
for $204,000 [Broadcasting, April
16]. Thecated onfact
lothe ,that
New WHOM
Jersey isside,
whereas WBYN is not, might have
some bearing on the ultimate transaction.
Mr. Cowles said a number of proposals have been made for WHOM
but that no decision had been
reached. It probably will be disposed of for the same net price
paid for the station less than a
year ago — $350,000, plus adjustappeared
evidentmentsthereand losses.
was noIt desire
to turn
over the station at a profit.
The Newark News obviously
could not acquire two outlets under
the FCC duopoly regulations. Thus,
should a transaction be completed
for WHOM, it is presumed the
newspaper would dispose of the
WBYN agreement. It is doubted
whether the Cowles company will
seek another New York outlet.

CECILFRANK
BROWNSINGISER
has received
an award
and
a citation
from
the
United forBusinessmen's
Assn. of
Philadelphia
"excellent
presentation
of news and outstanding preparation of
analyses
of events forAwards
broadcasts"
over
WIP Philadelphia.
seCharlottetown,
nted at a dinner April
26. E.wereI., preCFCY
P.
has
signed
service,
bringing
to a totalfor ofPress
43 theNewsnumber
of Canadian
stations taking PN wire service.
FRANK (Salty) MALLANTS, WIOD
Miamitor, hasboating
and fishing
commentabeen committee
named
a member
of the
conservation
of the Florida
Chamber of Commerce.
RAY McGUIRE,
WNOE
New Orleans
sports
and aspecial
events —commentator,
has signed
new Raycontract
withmadehis 8V2
month-old
son.
Jr.
Just
his
debut before the kleig lights posing
for
motion picture advertising and his
fatherwood promptly
prepared
for
HollyROBERToffers.F. LASSELL, released from
the Navy and former news editor of
KPQ Wenachee,
and KPIO
Spokane, hasnewswriter.
joinedWash.,
Blue-ABC
Hollywood
as senior
DAVE andROBERTS,
released from has
the
AAF
actor-announcer,
Joined
KMPCformer
Hollywood
as newscaster
and re-write
man.
EVERETT
head ofis the
Chicago newsHOLLES,
department,
the WBBM
author
of a bookrender" to betitledpublished
"Unconditional
Sur12
days
after
V-E
Day. Publisher is Howell-Soskin,
New York.
FREDERICK B. OPPER, Blue-ABC correspondent in the China-Burma-India
theaterking,recently
Chung-on
has returnedstationed
to NewIn York
STODDARD,
former news editor
ofKEN
furlough.
■ Philadelphia,
AP WCAU
Philadelphia
staff. has joined the
KWK St."A" Louig
has added
wire and
Press APAssn.newsparadio
news perwire.
WALTER
WALDMAN,
formerlyBureau,
With
the Netherlands Information
and
FLORA
KAISER,
formerly
with
the
WMCA
New the
Yorknews
scriptstaffdepartment,
have
Joined
of WLIB
New York.

TRANSAMERICAN
Television Corp., New Broadcasting
York, has &entered
into anmentexclusive
distributing
arrangewith Charles Michelson Radio
Transcriptions, New York, to distribute
new syndicated
transcriptions.
grams already being
distributed Profor
Transamerican
by
Michelson
are hours:
"Liberty
Short
Stories",
163
quarter
of"Dr.MaryFriendly",
Sothern",109323quarter
quarShort Newscast Refused "TheterLife
hours;
and
"A Date With Music",
130
APPLICATION BY Canadian hours,
quarter
hours.
broadcasters to the Canadian WHYN Holyoke, Mass., has added the
WBS
World
Transcription
Library
to
Broadcasting Corp. board of gov- its library facilities.
ernors at its recent meeting for re- GEORGE VOGEL ASSOC., New York,
laxation of the sponsored newscast radio public relations firms, has been
appointed
handle
campaigns
regulations, requiring a 10-minute both
the Saveto the
Children
Federationfor
period, sored
to allow
5-minute spon- and American Relief for India Inc.
newscasta [Broadcasting,
HENRY
A.
RAHMEL,
former
HUl Blackett
& Co., Chicago, producer
to A. C.
April 16] has been turned down. ofNielsen
Co., Chicago.
No reasons were given.
JIM
WARD,
former radio
director hisof
Kalom
Co., Chicago,
has opened
own
Ward Radio
at 5252firm,N. Jim
Broadway,
Chicago.Productions,
Col. Allen Amputation
GEORGEBroadcasting
DePUE Jr., sales manager for
COL. ROBERT S. ALLEN, of the World
is the father of a girl.System, New York,
U. S. Third Army staff, former IRA SERMAN, trade paper editor for
Washington columnist and broad- Tom
Fizdale hasInc.,beenNewnamed
York topublic
the newrecaster of the Washington Merry- position latioofns firm,head
department. ofHetheIs organization's
former news
Go-Round Blue program, was radio
and feature
wounded on April 7 south of Ohr- radio
Press. editor for CBS and Transdruf, Germany, the War Dept. an- NEBLETT RADIO PRODUCTIONS, Chicago, Is offering a new participation
nounced last week. Col. Allen's
lower right arm was amputated.
package
"Curfew
musical varietyprogram
show now
heardTime",
on WGN.
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in

War!

KGW was officially selected by
the American Red Cross to launch the
1945 war fund drive in Portland.
In response, the station produced
another great FIRST; the dramatic
eye-witness story of a Coast
Guardsman at the Tarawa
beachhead.

in Peace!
Early in its history, KGW established
itself as a station devoted to humanitarian
effort. A weekly two-hour show staged
by the "Hoot Owls," a voluntary organization
of Portland businessmen, brought joy to
shut-ins throughout the Pacific
Northwest. Allied with the "Sunshine
Division" of the Portland police
reserves, the Hoot Owls facilitated immediate
aid to many needy Portland families.

i
in Audience
Influence
fir!?
Show after show, contributing to.
public welfare, fill the chapters of KGW history.
ONE OF THE GREAT STATIONS oftheNAIN
Twenty-three years of insight and foresight in
broadcasting has resulted in a succession of
pace-setting FIRSTS for this pace-setting station.
Kqw
P O R T L A N D, OREGON
REPRESENTED NATIONAllY
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO. INC.
5ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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OWI

During the two-year period ending in January, a
rise of 81.5% was registered by our overall
average Hooper. Yes, WSIX has more daytime
listeners than any other Nashville station. Remember, too, that BLUE and MUTUAL listeners
are the best spenders nowadays. So, with more
and more of the million potential buyers in this
area listening to WSIX it's no wonder more
advertisers are spending more of their radio
dollars on WSIX!— the station where your advertising money talks louder.
REPRESENTED NATIONAUY
5000
WAHS
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BY THE KATZ AGENGT, INC.

and Treasury

Jointly Plan

Top Net Seventh LoanCoverage
Total of 679 Assignments Scheduled for Drive
To Raise $14,000,000,000 May 14.June 30
RADIO SUPPORT for the $14,- from other important Government
000,000,000 Seventh War Loan information programs.
May 14-June 30, planned jointly by
Eight special
themes during
and annithe OWI Domestic Radio Bureau
versary days occur
the
and the Treasury War Finance drive. In cases where a program's
allocation
falls
on
any
one
of
these
Division, will elicit widest net cov- days, the particular theme may be
erage of any campaign run herein with
on theprepared
drive. Spe-by
tofore with a total of 679 alloca- tied cial
materialcopy
is being
tions and scheduled assignments
the OWI for programs desiring to
prepared for the networks.
"Within the limits of good show- incorporate the themes.
manship" each network show will
planson for
programs
Maynetwork
13, the kickday
be asked to devote an entire pro- oflfSpecial
gram to War Bonds. Special effort preceding the drive, are still under
will be made to have the top 15 discussion. In the past either speshows in the Hooper rating do one
cial shows by each of the four netsuchforprogram
before going off the
works or combined all-star shows
air
the summer.
broadcast simultaneously on all four
have
been
used.
The greater emphasis placed
Secretary of the Treasury Henry
upon this drive is necessitated by
the fact that there will be only two Morgenthau in a letter sent Friday
War Loans this year instead of the to all radio advertisers, agencies,
usual three although just as much networks and stations cites the
money will be raised. Half of the necessity for cooperation in the
Seventh vidualLoan
and calls the next few
investors.quota is set for indi- campaign
months "crucial to the whole American war effort. The generosity of
Forces Combined
advertisers, their agencies and
bi'oadcasters,"
he virrites, "in
part mapped
in the outdrive
cating radio advertising
timeallo-to
beenRadio's
carefully
for has
the
utmost coordination with the ad- the previous war loan drives envertising and publicity by other
courages us to hope that you will
media. The OWI and Treasury go all-out for a Mightier Tthl"
have joined forces in establishing
a radio program service team, operating from the OWI deputy offices
FCC Cut Restored
in New York, Chicago and Hollywood. The teams will confer with BY UNANIMOUS voice vote last
every cprogram
an with
allo- Wednesday both Houses of Conation inorder toreceiving
supply them
gress adopted a conference report
exclusive material and arrange for restoring
$4,000 for five new autointerviews and guest appearances.
mobiles to FCC's 1946 fiscal year
In the past many programs have budget, thereby bringing the total
carried more War Bond appeals appropriation to $5,005,400, as
than allocated by the OWI, par- originally
passed by the House. The
ticularly during the first days of Senate in March lopped $4,000,
the drive. The longer duration of which had been earmarked for new
the Seventh Loan, however, makes cars, from the budget. The Comsuch a practice dangerous, the OWI
mission's appropriation now is only
feels, since it might result in $201,600 less than the $5,207,000
requested. Congress earlier cut that
"shooting
the
works"
during
the
preliminaries and a lack of mes- amount from the proposed regular
Feb. 12]. budget [Broadcasting,
sage effectiveness in the later and activities
perhaps more critical stages. To
avoid this it is suggested that all
wishing to devote extra time do so
by expanding their regularly schedChanges
uled messages to the complete pro- C. E. Hooper
HOOPER Inc. has revamped
grams mentioned before. The reg- and expanded its "Hooper Ratings
ular allocations have made provi- Pocket Piece" to include comparasions for reminder copy so no extive tabulations of the top 15 protras are needed in that direction.
grams, showing current, last reIn areas where the drive is lagport and a year ago; program ratging, the state chairmen of the
ings
summary; basic audience
Treasury's
War Finance
groupsdi- trends; size of network for each
will
inform regional
OWI radio
program and rebroadcast time, if
rectors who will then make special any; schedule of network sustainers; use of color blocks to indicate
requests to offset the deficit.
Although the success of the drive network option time; greater legibility of all charted information.
depends on the whole-hearted cooperation of radio, the OWI says,
there is still additional reason for CJOR Vancouver has moved Into Its
careful adherence to the allocation new Radio Theater at 841 Howe St.
plan and it is essential that the Studio seats 125 people and Includes a
drive does not drain off support quarters
reception androom,talkcontrol
studio. room, artists'
BROADCASTING
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*'HEY,

WHERE

DO

YOU

WANT

THIS?"

Now, WJW has everything— including the kitchen sink.

handle any and all problems that
come our way.

The last picture is being hung in

All signs point to WJW*s even
greater growth. That*s saying a lot,
too — considering we hung out our
sign in Cleveland only 18 months

our recently expanded offices.
The welcome mat is already out in
our new roomy audience Studios,
And the WJW

BROADCASTING

Staff is set up to

• Broadcast Advertising

ago and already — WJW is Cleveland^s top station in the morning!
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Joyce Acquires Interest
In Raymond Rosen & Co.
;; THOMAS F. JOYCE, formerly
^neral manager of the radio,
phonograph and television depart• rnent of the Victor Division of
RCA, has a c • quired an inter' est
will
act inas andgeneral
.' nimanager
of Ray-&
0 n d Rosen
Co., Philadelphia,
, distributor of
many RCA prod^ ucts.
^ takeMr.over
Joycethe will
re- mr. Jo>ce
' sponsibilities
handled by Albert Slap, one of the
. founders of the firm, who died ref cently. The company was organized
in 1926 and has become one of the
■; largest in the country.

HAROLD WEINGELD, released from the
Army,ly in the
and JOHN BERGAMIAN,department
formerofengineering
Americancommunications
Airlines,
have New
joinedYork.
the
stalf
of WLIB
CLARK (Red)
SAUNDERS,
Blue-ABC
technician
formerly
working
from
KGO
San Francisco, has returned to that
city after
fourHe months
in the
South-for
west Pacific.
equipped
a B-29
the historic
broadcast
over Okinawa
by
Blue-ABC
Correspondent
LARRY
TIGHE.
JOSEPH
P.
BERRY,
supervisor
of
the
Town
of Southport,
relief
transmitter
operator isat serving
WENY asElmira,
N. Y., replacing
JOE now
McBENNETT,
recently
Inducted
and
stationed
Great Lakes Naval Training Station. at
TAG
GREEN,
chief
engineer
of
WENY
Elmira, N. Y., is the father of a boy.
LT.
JOSEPH
WFBL
SyracuseArmyLAMPRECHT,
engineer,
nowformer
with
aField,
test Fla.
group.
Signal isCorps,
Elgin
CARL
CABASIN,is theNBCfather
central
field engineer,
of a division
girl.

ROBERT A. BINKEY, formerly of WTOP
Washingtonfield,andhasmorebeenrecently
In radioservicing
added
ABC tionHollywood
technicalengineer.
staff toas Bluevacarelief studio-field
IVAN
EKBERG,
from
KPRO
Riverside,
Cal., to KMPC Hollywood as engineer.
BRUCEtrict NEWBORN,
Norfolk,
dissupervisor for Altec
LansingVa.,Corp.
(radio equipment
mfrs.),
has been
appointed
Seattle
field
engineer
replacing
MILT OVERMIRE, resigned.
DAVID
SCOTT,
former WAAT
Newark
engineer.
Is engineering
of the
American Forces
Network inchief
London.
FRED
A.
BARROW,
Canadian
Marconi
Co.
engineer,thehasfirm.beenERICnamed
factory
manager
W.factory
FARMER
has beengineerofpromoted
to chief
en-to
and
WALTER
S.
RAMSDEN
factory production manager.
EDNA CHAMBON to WADC Akron as
engineer replacing ILENE MINTZ who
Chicago.
is to become a photographer's model in
WESTINGHOUSE
&-Mfg. Co.,
Sunbury, Pa., homeElectric
radio division,
has
received
company's twenty-fifth
Army-NavytheE award.
EDWARD
J. CONTURE,Hollywood,
studlo-fieldis
engineer
the
father forof Blue-ABC
a boy.

SHIPPING has long been one of Beaumont's
important industries. So it's only natural that
this port is one of America's foremost ship-building centers.
When the flush of war production is over Beaumont's shippingfY
will remain a vital permanent industry.
Now and later KFDM'S 585 million
dollar effective income market
means top crust money for you!
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ACA INTERFERENCE
CHARGED TO WWPG
UPHOLDING a complaint against
WWPG Palm Beach, Fla., alleging
unfair labor
practices
and inter-a
ference with union
organization,
trial examiner for the National
Labor Relations
Boardthe recommended last week that
Board
order the station to bargain with
the American Communications
Assn. (CIO) as the representative
of its employes and make restitution to certain of its personnel for
privileges
denied.
In an Intermediate
Report on a
dispute between the station and the
ACA, which had requested recognition last June 30 after a majority of the employes had applied
for membership,
Trial that
Examiner Peter F. NLRB
Ward found
the employer denied holiday privileges to its clerical staff and harassed one of the clerks into resigning in order to discourage membership in the union. Through these
and other acts, the examiner conrespondent
minedcluded,from"thethe
advent ofwasthe deterunion
to destroy its majority and to refuse to bargain collectively with
The examiner recommended that
the station be required to offer to
reinstate one of its former clerks
in her old or an equivalent job and
to reimburse her for any loss of
pay she may have suffered through
her forced resignation. He also
recommended that the clerical staff
be compensated for loss of Wednesday half holidays denied them
last summer.
Parties to the case are given oportunity for oral before
argumentaction
beforeis
the full pBoard
it."
taken on the examiner's report.

Better Dry Cell
"RM" BATTERY, developed for
the Signal Corps, has been proaimed the greatest
single years.
develop-It
ment incldry
cells in many
is a mercury battery, designed for
tropical theaters, lasting five times
as long as ordinary carbon batterchemisties. ofSamuel
NewRuben,
Rochelle,an N.electroY,, is
the inventor. Of interest in the development ofpostwar miniature raof the "personal"
the
"RM" diosweighs
not quite twotype,
pounds
and can be packed in a space less
than one foot long and slightly less
than 1% inches wide. Bulk of pressent production is going into portable Army and Navy radio equipment.
Tidewater Sponsors Two
• TIDEWATER Assoc., Oil Co.
has
purchased
quarter-hourby
Manhunt
program,thetranscribed
Frederic W. Ziv Co. Program is
aired weekly on KGLO KFYR
• WDAY KABR WNAX KSYM
WORC KWLM WCCO. Tidewater
isPleasure
also sponsoring
transcribed
Parade op.theWEAU
Eau
Claire, Wise. Both contracts for 26
•
• v/eeks are handled by Lennen &
Mitchell, New York.
BROADCASTING
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Bill

Fox

from

Fox's

Speaks

"The
Den"

Monday thru Friday
6:30-6:45 P.M.

Indiana^s
Leading
# After 25 years of continuous and exclusive

Sports Authority
thority on all sports, and a following among

sports writing in The Indianapolis News, "The
Great Hoosier Daily," Bill Fox, Jr. has finally
been lured out of his den. Now, in addition to

Hoosier sports fans which is the envy of the
fraternity.

his writing, he has been induced to give the
folks of Indiana "the low-down" on sports.
As conductor of "The Yarnin' Basket," "Shootin 'Em and Stoppin' 'Em," "A Corner In Pigskin," and "Tearing Firma," columns, Bill Fox
has built an unparalleled reputation as an au★ A Mutual STATION
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

"The Fox's Den" has received enthusiastic favor
with listeners in the few months that the feature has been on the air. Mail has been very
heavy. Now available for sponsorship. Ask any
BLAIR man for further details.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

W
I
B
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE INDIANAPOLIS NEWS

BROADCASTING
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To: CAVAlCADi OF AMERICA (Du Pont) . . . Outstanding enterfamment in Drama
THE TELEPHONE HOUR (Beii System) . . . Outstanding Entertainment in Music
WLW, NBC Cincinnati affiliate .
, Outstanding Reporting of News
KFI, NBC Los Angeles affiliate .......... Outstanding Program for Youth
(PHILHARMONIC YOUNG ARTISTS SERIES)
AND A SPICIAL CftATfON
KVOO, NBC Tuisa affiliate
for its program, SOUTHWEST FORUM

To: H. V. KALTENBORN (Pure OH) ... for "distinguished and meritorious performance
of public service by aggressive, consistently excellent end accurate gathering and
reporting of nev/s by radio and the presentation of expert, informed and reliable
interpretation of news and opinion . . /'

InmentVariety's
12th affiliates
onnuai survey
of showmanagethree NBC
were awarded
plaques:
WSE, Atlanta; WKY, Oklahoma City; and WTtC,
Hartford. Special citations went to Bristol-Myers for
its NBC program, "Mr. District Attorney" and to
the NBC Program Department for "Words at War."
In thisprograms
year's pollandby stors
The Chvehnd
NBC
once againPhinwonDealer,
more
first places than all other networks combined — 13
out of 18.
In the7 1945
Journal— more
Listeners'
NBC
won
out ofMilwaukee
14 first places
than Poll,
all other
ne^works combined.

In Radio Daiiy's eightli annual poll, 1051 experts
— the orednation's
radio editors
columnists
honNBC advertisers
and theirandagencies
by —giving
NBC
15
first
places
out
of
26~more
than
all
other
networks combined.
In Billboard's 14th Annual Radio Editors' Poll, NBC
was given 10 out of 18 first places-- with afl of
the top 5 and 8 of the top 10 places in the "Fovorite
Programs" classificotion alone.
In this year's Fame poll, NBC was accorded 13 out
of 24 first places, including 3 out of 5 in the
"Champion
classification
won star.
this
year os for oftheChampions"
past nine years
by an —NBC

More than 33% of the total number of scripts selected each month as
Best-Script-of-the-Month have been for NBC programs—with Words
at War scripts, chosen 5 times, the only series chosen more than once.

In

Confirmation...

■ The National Broadcasting Company is Americas
No. 1 Network. It maintains that estabHshed position with stations, stars and programs — consistently
the highest rated, the most popular in radio.
And when citations are made for radio excellence,
for service to the nation, for cultural contributions,
NBC, its independent affiliated stations and its advertisers again take the highest honors — specifically
and in whole.
It is gratifying to share these recognitions — not
in a spirit of triumph, nor as ultimate judgment of
contributions, and not in any implied neglect of
others' splendid achievements.
NBC accepts in simple appreciation the critical
confirmation of an overwhelming popular vote — the
vote that makes NBC The Network Most People
Listen to Most.

National

Broadcasting

Company

America's No. 1 Network
1945— fiAD/0:S 2Slb ANNIVERSARY— PLEDCBD TO VICTORYI

Awaiting
reported
New YorklineatIslocal
drug byand WJZtobacco counters
for Its "Noon Don
Cigarette"
package.
Idea
originated
McNeill's
"Bi-eakfast
Club"
program
Blue-ABC.
parentpromotion
network stunt.
and IsStation
beingon
used
as a local
Ispackages
distributing
some
500
of
the
empty
the twrandandnamedistrib"No
PRomoTiqn
Cigarette",byunder
"manufactured
Blue-ABC
"Breakfastare Club".
Packageuted"copy
says cigarettes
guarante d "to contain
no nicotine
Radio School
Booklet of Documents
apple
butter"
and also
menand whono TO ASSISTKFBKpublic
fenow
tobacco
only"With
'No Cigarettes'
titled
"Basic
Documents byof
can make
thosebest,statements."
Sacramento,
Cal., toinschool
usingteachers
radio inof BOOKLET
the
Peace"
hasContaining
been distributed
their classrooms
maximum
WEEIPourBoston.
reprint
tage, KFBK Sacramento will oiler a the
Freedoms,
the
Atlantic
Charterof
Co-op Promotion
three-week
radioattending
summer school
during
and the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals,
July.
Teachers
will
be
given
WPIL
Philadelphia
is
cooperating
with
booklet
is
introduced
by
Irving
credits
under
arrangeDonald, WEEI news analyst. T. McCurtis Pub. Co., Philadelphia, In pro- salary increment
with city will
unifiedinclude
schoolIntensive
district
WOL Schedule
motion of "The
Listening
Post",Evening
Blue- board. ments
Schedule
ABC
show
of
the
Saturday
PUBLICATION of a weekly program
training in writing and production.
Post.
More
than
500
posters
have
been
schedule
showing
spot anplaced ondelphnewsstands
throughout
Philanouncementsprograms,
and availabilities
has
WOWO Farm CUnics
ia and the
Curtis
delivery
trucks
been started
by WOLWHOMWashington.
Other
AS
A
REGULAR
feature
of
its
newly
carry
banner
signs
calling
attention
to
Cowles
stations,
WCOP
WNAX
the program.
organized
farm
department,
WOWO
KBNT,
are
printing
similar
schedules.
Fort riesWayne,
Ind.,clinics
is conducting
seWJNO Folder
of all-day
at which atechstaflf
WKBN Uses Billboards
members
demonstrate
broadcasting
ILLUSTRATED
promotion
folder Fla.,
den
i
q
u
e
t
o
farm
extension
agents
who
scribing WJNO West
Palm Beach,
WKBN
Youngstown,
O.,
advertising
of
have
been
taking
farm
audience
sur"rededicated
to
public
service,
conveniCBS and local programs via billboards
veys.
Through
the
clinics
the
agents
and necessity", has been distributed
tstoytheGeneral
subjectOutdoor
of a mailing
acquaint
WOWO ofpersonnel
with needs by theence station
preferences
rural listeners.
Adv. Co.piece Issued and
shaped blotter. along with a microphone-

>M

Jonf

iouis

child, >"

i

,y

tavor. tl® ^

, and
Newest Sensation
Jordan's
7556 CALDONIA
(WLat MafeesYour
Bii HeaJ So Hard?)
7729
8525 Recorded on Decca 8670
PERFORMING RIGHTS
EXCLUSIVELY BMI
3253

BARNACLE BILL THE SAiLOR 1
HONEY IN THE BEE BALL J

Dec.

YOU GOTTA GO WHEN THE
WAGON COMES

Dec.

T-BONE BLUES

Dec.

BOUNCE THE BALL

Dec.

FIVE GUYS NAMED MOE

Dec. 8653

Consult your BMI DISC DATA for complete listings
of BMI-licensed titles recorded by Jordan and other
noted vocalists and bandleaders.
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MUSIC
CHICAGO

TMC"
580 FIFTH
11^ V- NEW
YORK AVENUE
19, N.Y.' I'i^™'f
HOLLYWOOD

Promotion Personnel
ENID HAGER CLARKE, former public
relations
director
of inWPEN
Philadelhas been
placed
charge
of radio
for thephia,vation
Seventh
War Loan
and the
SalArmy campaign
in Philadelphia,
assistedmerlybyof WIPMARGARET
HANLEY,
forand ANTOINET E HIZPhiladelphia,
A.
MARION SABATINI, OWI Domestic RaBureau editor
ofhas Women's
Radio
War dioProgram
Guide,
been
appointed
assistant
chief
of station
relations.
She
will
act
in
a
dual
capacity,
continuing
with the old job.
JOHN WILKOFF,
former WWSW
Pittsburgh program
manager,
isJr. toas replace
MITCHELL
B. DeGROOT
WCAE
Pittsburgh
promotion manager. Mr. DeGroot
in New joins
York. Blue-ABC promotion staff
HUGH MacKENZIE,
relations officer with theformer
RCAP,public
succeeds
Ewald Kockritz
motion manager.as WAQA Atlanta proFDR MEMORIAL
CBS Cooperates on Book
— Published in Six Days- J
SIX DAYS after the death of
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt was flashed to the world by
radio, Pocket Books Inc. published
a 250-page
book telling
how and
the
news
was handled
by CBS,
printing many of the tributes to
the great leader.
The popular-priced, paper-backed
book entitled "Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, A Memorial" includes a
54-pagecastscompendium
from the time oftheCBSnewsbroadwas
'first aired at- 5:49 p.m. Thursday
through the four-day period in
which all American radio mourned
the President. Following pages record worldwide tributes, prayers,
verses and dedicatory remarks
broadcast or published here and
abroad and excerpts from the late
President's speeches outlining his
political philosophy. All royalties
from the
"to toa charitable
cause
thatbook
was goclose
the heart
of CBS,
the President."
mailing the book to friends,
included a black-bordered note ex-,
plaining their cooperation as a
share
"leaderto whose
unique inusehonoring
of radio ahelped
make
him the intimate of all the freedom-loving peoples of the world."
Radio at O.S.U.
RADIO JOURNALISM will be offered as part of the curriculum of
Ohio State University next autumn,
according to Dr. James E. Pollard,
school director. The students will
make
use ofWO-SU
Ohio State's
25-yearold station
for laboratory
purposes.
First
two
years
of the
course will require science, foreign
language,
English,
American
history, political science, economics,
sociology and reporting. Two remaining years are a combination
of journalism
and radio
with
advanced social
science.courses

SPONSORS and broadcasters who want
toforesthelpfires
the national
prevent
secure effort
scriptsto for
two
five-mlnute can
dramatic
announcem nts, al approvedskitsby orOWI,18 from
State orsioneRegional
Foresters
or
Commisrs of Conservation.
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^3, 000

Per

Detroit

Family

Nearly two billion dollars in savings! That's
a lot of purchasing power. It's ready now,
in bank savings and War Bonds held by
Wayne County (mostly Detroit) residents,
and the total is growing larger every week!
REMEMBER that when shiny new cars again
take the place of guns in Detroit factories;
when materials and labor will again be
available to build the tens of thousands of
new homes needed in Detroit; when the
pent-up desires for new washing machines,
radios, refrigerators, appliances, home
furnishings— for all kinds of goods and
services — will turn Detroit into a sales
manager's paradise.
WHEN that day comes
remember,^ too, that WW
listened-to station in this
that this radio station

you'll want to
J is the most
great market . . .
offers a direct

approach to a huge backlog of savings.

Television C. P. Pending

UJUIJ
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station— First in Detroit
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
950 KILOCYCLES— 5000 WATTS
THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Nallenal Rtpretanlall v*t

WABC presents Arleii and Margaret
Arlen brings us a few sidelights on her
program. Good morning Margaret . . .
Good morning, Harry. And
hello everyone ... I under- ^ABC
stand this will be a twocolumn commercial for
Printers' Ink, the weekly
magazine of advertising, management and sales. But can't
we mention several of our
regular sponsors, too?
We might, Margaret. We might
mention a few like Celanese Corporation ofAmerica or their agency.
Young and Rubicam, and how
they have 27 between
Printers' them.
Ink
subscriptions
But, first, tell us about some
of the things you've been doing to help the war effort.
Why Harry Marble! You know the help
in really comes from our audience.
Your audience, Margaret, carries
the biggest Hooper rating among
the New York women's service
commentators. Collecting
30,000 Christmas presents
for the boys was really
bringing in the bacon. And
the 5,244 Easter eggs, well,
Armour and its agency, Foote,
Cone and Belding (together,
they have 35 P. I. subscriptions) should like that. You
know, bacon and eggs?
Be
I'll tell
you serious,
about ourHarry,
serviceanddrive
for
the Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.
Company of the WAC. We made
46 separate broadcasts and more
than 40 additional station break
appeals. We sandwiched in personal appearances climaxing
the drive with a big induction
ceremony on the air. And during all that excitement we never
missed a sponsor. General Foods and its agency, Benton
and Bowles, another 20 subscriptions to Printers' Ink,
heard their famous Baker's Chocolate mentioned right
on time. Now, Harry, have you anything to add?
Just this, Margaret. In most of
the firms who sponsor your program and in all the agencies who
place this business, the men who
are interested in advertising read
Printers'
Ink and
. . . Margaret
and now this
Harry
Marble
Arlenis
saying good-bye everyone.
More than 15,000
subscribers
build, Printers'
approve Ink
and
spend:
the bulk
of the nation's
advertising
appropriation.
Maybe
that's why P. I. advertised stations
and networks
usually
bered best andareused
most.rememIt is
one of the important reasons why
these stations buy P. I. first.
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VARIATION
usual smaUtypesta-of
tion patternOfofIstherecord-spot
programming
nowIn being
used
by
WWDC
Washington
Monday
throughonFriday
9 a.m. to 1the
p.m.principle,
period.
Built
the
participation
the
formatstunt
consistsandof Idea
a variety
chansrlng
programof
periods. Time Is sold on both particiand blockandha-^ls
to a wid-fitting
variety of pating
sponsors
commercials
directly
the continuity
as part of
the
show into
or entertainment.
One cvrrent feature Is an announcaudition period
laring commercial
cony which
written uses
by aregulistener entered in the commercial writing contest,
another
feat'-re.
Other
periods
Include
studio
ardlence
game
and
quiz store
session,of aanspons'^r,
Inverse patriotic
auction
from
theme thestunts
a^^d
similar
listener
participation variations. Nominal awards
titBling
ar-^ given by
WWDC in$200
the per
variousweekactivities.
New WNEW Programs
WNEW mentsNewand additions
York Is making
adjustin its summer
program
schedule
compensate
for
loss
of several
winter toprograms
with the
end of the big theater and music season.
New
programs
include
"Vict'iry
half -hour onrepeats
ofPlayhouse",
war theme weekly
shows broadcast
other
stations
or networks,
including
ly
selections
of
the
Writers
War monthBoard,Is
ard Arch Oboler shows. Another
"WNEW Family
weeklymembers
quarter-hour interviewAlbum",
with staff
and artists.
A third
isprepared
"Ask Washington",
half-hour
show
by
the
accredited press
the same
name,
which agency
offers toof secure
for
listenersand official
answers
from the
White House and other sources on various questions.
announced tributeStation's
to the previously
2.5th anniversary ofthe
radio,WorM",
a series
titled
"Radio
Around
starts
May
1
and
presentsationseach
week countries.
a view of radio operof different

Love -Lorn Forum
ONE LONE man guest-stars weekly
onTabletheof new
Mutual forum
half-hour
on the"Boundi
prob.^
lems
of Romance",
the
Elissa
stage
film love-lorn.
star, conducts
theLand!,;
dls-i
cussionsandwith
Florence
Prltchett,
New:
York
Journal
-American
fashion
editor;
Robin
Chandler,
direct-^r
of
the
Powers
Model School;
Dorothy Elolse
Kllgallen,McElhone,
BroadOPA way
foodcolumnist,
divisionandsupervisor,
particiGrowth of Industry
pating.!
PARTgrowth
playedof byCanadian
private business
enterprise and.In
the
industry is told in a series of weekly
plays
To Industry" heard pro-on
CJOR "Sahite
gram,Vancouver.
flrTis saluted A aresustaining;
not asked to
sponsortion of the
programs,
leaving
the
program
free
from construcany in-:
fluence.
Local areas well
as InternationalliB
known firms
dramatized.
i
Aid For Veterans
WRVA Richmond has started a n
public
How" War
toservice
aidn. series
returning"Veterans,
veteransHere'1 o:
World
Broadcast
Sunday
p.m.. program
features
Leslie
Jones, diector of the inVpterahs
Service rCenter
Richmond,Information.
who asS3;|
typical
questions
which
are
answei
by citizens
Interested
Which
questions
apply. In the fields
WSUN Disc Service ,
WSUN St. Petersburg In its "Hats OfCii
tointerview
the Eagles"
v/Ith aprogram
soldier transcribes
and forwardsan'
it to asa station
in service.
the soldier's
area
a
special
WSUN homeask
that the station forward transcription
copy
to
the
next
of
kin
following
rebroadcast.
Veterans' Program
WWJ news
Detroit
is featuring
ler,
analyst,
SaturdayLouis
6 p.m.Tend-on
"Veteran's
servicemen. Advisor" to help returned

Trainins^ School Standards Are Drawn]
For College Radio Journalism Courses]
MINIMUM standards for educa- named with Mitchell V. Charnley,!|
tion for radio journalism to guide professor of journalism, U. of Min
colleges and universities offering nesota,
chairman. This group dre
courses in broadcasting news room up the "standards"
which have beenj
practice have just been issued by approved by the council.
the Council of Radio Journalism.
Five sengeneral
preted in a letterprinciples
mailed toareschools
and departments of journalism by
Lever Video Formula
Arthur Stringer, Council secretary.
Principles included are: 1. sound LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
general education; 2. student un- started a new series of video programs, /Challenge You, April
derstanding ofimportance of radio
as a social instrument and its re- 25 in the company's regular Wednesdays at Nine spot on WABD,
lationship to government, industry
and the public; 3. training of pro- DuMont station in New York. Pro-i
fessional quality in the skills of
byMyJoeName,
Cross, creradio journalism; 4. teachers gram, atororiginated
of What's
G. Bennett
Larson,
manager and|
o:
equipped
by
practical
experience,
education and understanding; 5. WWDC Washington, invites the
access to adequate laboratory equip- audience to send challenges to the
ment and library and other facili- program in whatever field they
wish; the programmers find oppon
ties.
ents and the competition is teleEach
tail in theprinciple
letter. is explained in decast, John Reed King's Thanks for
which viewers are
Foi-mulation of the standards is Looking,andinasked
visual questions
the outgrowth of a joint action by phoned
via
their
receivers,
as the
the NAB and the American Assn. second half of thecontinues
Bros,
of Schools and Depts. of Journalism weekly hour on WABD.Lever
Programs
forming the Council of which F. S. are supervised by Lee Cooley, di
Siebert, director of the School of
Journalism, U. of Illinois, is chair- rector of television and daytime raman. A standards committee was York,dio forLever
Bros, agency.
Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New'
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IN DENVER-KOA GIVES YOU
MORE THAN THE OTHER FOUR
POWER 50,000 Watts
PROGRAMS Top NBC Shows
COVERAGEtain anDenver
Mound Plains andStatesthe Region
LISTENER LOYALTY* 59% to 79% in
seven
Colorado's Largest 68.8%
Cities
DEALER ofPREFERENCE**
*NBC
Survey
"1077
Cities"
* *Iloss-Fedoral' Survoy

FIRST

in DENVER

50,000 watts 850 KC
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES^
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The Real Issue
LAST WEEK this journal stated rather plainly its feelings about the Leonard Reinsch fiasco.
We said that Leonard Reinsch had been occupying the White House press and radio
secretary's
and that
his formalas appointment to the job
position
was thwarted
a direct
result of pressure brought to bear by certain
Washington
newspapermen and ex-newspapermen.
The fact that Mr. Reinsch did not get the
job was not so much a rebuke to him as it was
a body blow to the broadcasting art itself.
Before news of Mr. Reinsch's revolving-door
experience at the White House had died down,
however, radio learned that it had not been invited by the War Department to participate in
a joint press-Congress inspection of Nazi horror
camps.
Officials at the War Department, in this instance, explained the matter by saying that
other radio newsmen now are on tour in the
ETO. So are other newspapermen.
It is incontrovertible that broadcasting, a
legitimate and powerful news medium, got the
brushofF. Whether this is by design or by oversight does not alter the consequences. If it is
by oversight, somebody should buy the responsible party a pair of bifocals — and a radio receiver. If by design, then it's time to make a
few changes.
We do not intend to engage in an altercation with any individual. Charles Ross, who
succeeds Leonard Reinsch who succeeded Jonathan Daniels who succeeded Steve Early at
the White House, is a perfect gentleman, an
able newsman, a capable administrator. He
will be fair to radio.
The newspaper for which he has been a correspondent and editor these many years, the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, indeed owns a broadcasting station — KSD. We doubt, as a matter
of fact, whether Mr. Ross wanted the job any
more than Mr. Reinsch wanted it.
But the light-fingered manner in which Mr.
Reinsch was dribbled across the floor, only to
be thrown into the bleachers instead of into the
basket, is an affront to broadcasters everywhere. The fact that a plane sufficient to carry
a score of newspapermen to the ETO did not
bear one radio newsman also is something
more than an oversight.
It is time, and past time, that broadcasters
asserted their hard-won position in the news
I field more militantly. There was a time in our
' thing.
history The
when current
newspapermen
had to do the same
trend, consequently,
does
not make history. It repeats history.
It behooves
nation's orpressan toupstart,
recognize
radio
not as antheinterloper
but
as a full-grown news contemporary. Radio
should have adequate facilities for reporting
news in official quarters. Radio is entitled to
equal consideration at the White House, in all
Government agencies, military as well as civil.
To the extent that it does not have such rec:)Knition, freedom of speech and of the press
suifei-.
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Question-Box
SOME BROADCASTERS
have been concerned
about the possible doubling up of television and
FM on the same frequencies, which would permit aural FM transmrssion when the video signals were ofif. FCC Chairman Porter has dispel ed al doubt »n that score in response to an
interested broadcaster — A. J. Mosby of KGVO
Missoula, Mont.
Television channels, when the assignments
are established under the upcoming allocations,
Mr. Porter states, will be used for television.
And the facilities provided for FM will be used
for that service to the fullest extent possible.
The FCC, we think, is on sound ground. It
is helpful to all interested in both services to
have the issue clarified now. If the Commission had been disposed to permit the dual
operation there would have resulted an extravagant use of scarce facilities. FM, as Mr.
Porter points out, uses only a 200 kc. channel
width even with wide band transmission. Television isa road hog, using a 6,000 kc band.
Even more onerous would have been the
threat to standard and prospective FM broadcasters. Dual use conceivably would enable
television broadcasters to devote a minimum of
time to the video art, filling in with aural transmis ions on the sound track as they saw fit.
Such operation might have hindered the development of both FM and television.
The FCC, we feel, has made a good start in
clarifying this point, and broadcasters are indebted to Mr. Mosby for raising the question.
There are other questions which remain unanswered, however. Will dual operation of FM
and AM in the same community ultimately be
construed
"duopoly"service
by theunder
Commission?
What
aboutastelevision
the same
ownership? Will the Commission authorize
transmission of regular AM programs over
FM facilities? To encourage development of
these new services, the answers should be obvious. But the FCC hasn't yet spoken.
They Want It With
AMERICAN fighting men overseas still are
devoted to the American system of broadcasting— and they want it with commercials. Extensive programming experiments conducted by
those in charge of various Service outlets
around the world have found this to be true.
There is published in this issue an interesting article by Maj. Spencer M. Allen, chief
of the Armed Forces Radio Service in the
South Pacific, in which he notes that the
American form of broadcasting is the only
one the soldier-listener wants to hear.
Last week we carried a report, quoting Eleanor Merriman, a Red Cross worker on an
Army Hospital Ship, that the wounded veterans aboard desired their broadcasts ''sponsored", not sustaining.
In England, where the American Forces Network can be heard by many British residents,
some 5,000,000 of them have turned from the
BBC to hear American radio fare.
There are many, many other examples of
American radio's superiority — case histories
in the files of this magazine which space will
not permit us to publish. But they prove beyond doubt that the formula is right. It should
be free radio's aim to strive always toward
even better programming. It has the public,
here and abroad, behind it.

CAPT. CHARLES WILLIAM HORN
operation isof theCharlie
story he tells method
on himself
TYPICAL
about the arrangementsHorn's
for one of theof
first broadcasts from the Vatican in
1929.ing toHeMarconi
was at inNBC's
York the
studios
talkRome,Newgetting
proposed
timing. Loud speakers at both ends of the
shortwave circuit were on so that men in the
New York and Rome studios could hear the
conversation.
' At 9:01 the silver trumpets blow," said Mr.
Horn.
"That's right," Senator Marconi answered.
"At 9:02
Popedead.
shows up."
The
circuitthewent
Charlie Horn began shouting into the microphone trying to get Marconi again. After
a few minutes of dead air he returned, against
a background of subdued snickering from
Rome.
"What's wrong?" queried the puzzled Mr.
Horn. "What did I say?"
"Well, it wasn't really wrong," Senator Marconi said, "but you put it in a rather quaint
way. We would say 'His Holiness attends'. Of
course,
you're a New
That Mr.
same Horn,
simplification
of theYorker,"
complicated,
the refusal to be awed by anything or anybody, still characterizes Capt. Horn. Just promoted to that rank in the Naval Reserve, Capt.
Horn is assigned to headquarters as a special
assistant to the Director of Naval Communications, working in the field which he practimunications.
cally put into operation, international comThe youngest looking "oldest man in broadcasting", Capt. Horn was born in New York
City ernJuly
was Morse
with WestUnion,9,so1894.
that Hishe first
couldjoblearn
Code
and communicate with a friend who had moved
from the neighborhood.
Through his code knowledge, Charlie Horn
became a radio operator with a merchant line,
when he was 16, sailing to tropical places
most boys just dream of.
In 1917 he was commissioned in the Naval
Reserve and was made assistant district communications supervisor for the Third Naval
District. From 1919, when he went on inactive
status, until 1929, he was with Westinghouse.
While with that firm he was responsible for
the
and pioneer
set-up radio
of Westinghouse's
KDKAplanning
Pittsburgh,
station.
As manager of radio operations in charge
of broadcasting stations and later assistant to
the v-p of Westinghouse in charge of engineering and production, Capt. Horn arranged
many of the(Continued
'firsts" of onbroadcasting.
page Jt-i) He hanBROADCASTING
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THE

OUTSIDE*

IS

DESIRABLE

* Half of all the retail sales on the Pacific Coast are
made OUTSIDE the counties in which Los Angeles,

on the Pacific Coast, too!

San Francisco, San Diego, Oakland, Portland, Seattle
and Spokane are located

You're luckier than the kid in the picture — the"outside"(on
the Pacific Coast) is available to you right now ifyou use Don Lee.
For only Don Lee covers this over-2-biIlion-dollar-market.
A map v/ill show you the reason. Most markets on the Pacific
Coast are surrounded by mountains 5,000 to 15,000 feet high
— and the long-range broadcasting of other networks doesn't
work. Don Lee, however, with 39 local stations, broadcasts from
toithin each of these mountain-surrounded markets.
A special Hooper coincidental telephone survey of 276,019
calls (the largest ever made on the Pacific Coast) revealed that

60% to 100% of the "outside market" listeners were tuned to
Don Lee stations.
In the reguIarly-Hooper-rated cities of the"inside market"
Don Lee's coverage is tops, too. Hooper reports show that
during the past year all of the shows that switched from any
of the other 3 networks to Don Lee received higher Hooper
ratings within 13 weeks!
The outside market is plenty important on the Pacific Coast.
Make sure you include it in your schedule — buy Don Lee, the
only network that delivers both markets of the Pacific Coast!

%e T^ations Qreatest Regional J^etwork
DON

BROADCASTING
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LEE

THOMAS s. LEU, President
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Vice-Pres.& Gen. Mgr.
5515 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38,CAL.
Represented Nationally by Jolin Blair & Co.
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Our Respects to
{Continued from page U2)
died engineering on the first broadcasts of a World Series, the first
remote studio broadcast, church
service, tennis match, opera and
countless
in specialfrequency
events.
He says "firsts"
he introduced
modulation to broadcasting by
modulating
KDKA complained.
on occasion, This
until the listeners
was about 1923 before FRC or FCC.
He was the first man to operate
two stations on the same frequency
under exact control (synchronization). They are WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield. And thereby hangs
aSpringfield
tale. Westinghouse's
WBZA
was the first
of thein
two. The lack of talent in Springfield necessitated sending most of
the entertainment by wire from
New York. And this, in 1923 or '24
before the days of networks. Because of the unusual absorption
characteristics of New England,
the WBZA programs were not
reaching Boston. The talent objected.
So Charlie Horn built a "booster"
at Boston. Competitive broadcasting companies objected. They had
an agreement in those days not to
"outdo" each other in number of
stations. "But," Capt. Horn still
insists innocently — with a certain
twinkle, "that wasn't another station, it was synchronizing
a 'booster'." Sotoheprove
had
to develop
his contention. It later became
WBZ Boston.
In 1929 Capt. Horn went to
Europe to organize experimental
shortwave stations for interna-

tional broadcasting. Westinghouse
had already been working with the
establishment
of shortwave
stations in Manchester,
England;
Buenos Aires and Melbourne.
Charlie Horn. had been in close contact with these stations, and their
early experiments as well as with
the
the German
Rundfunk
and 'bBC,
the Phillips
Co. in Holland.
When he returned he was made
general engineer of NBC, still
working with
H. P. Davis of WestNBC. inghouse who was also chairman of
He was among the first to take
field strength measurements, doing
much to standardize and refine ene ring offield
measure-all
mentsginupon
whichstrength
are based
FCC allocations as well as directional antenna design.
Video Pioneer
In
charge
NBC's television
development, ofarranging
for the
first UHF video station atop the
Empire State building, Capt. Horn
conductedments andsome
of the first experimeasurements
of the
medium. He set up the first relay
station for television at Mt. Arny,
N. J., in 1931.
When he resigned from NBC in
1941 he was assistant to the v-p
and director of research and development. For two years he was
technical advisor to Maj. Gen. William J. Donovan at the Office of
Strategic Services in a civilian
status, then was called to active
duty with the Navy in July 1943,
with cialrank
as speassistantof tocommander,
Adm. Redman.
During his career he has attend-

CHOICE

CHAnANOOGA
P

FALSE ADVERTISING
CHARGED TO PHILCO
MISREPRESENTATION in radio
and other advertising of power, reception capacity
of receivers
made andby tube
Philcocontent
Corp.
and Philco Radio & Television
Corp., Philadelphia, was charged
in a complaint issued last week by
the Federal Trade Commission.
According to the complaint, Philcoersrepresented
caused
its dealto representandthat
its sets
are
equipped with either 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,
11, or 12 fully functioning tubes
and will bring in broadcasts from
European stations five times easier,
stronger and clearer than sets not
so equipped.
"The sets so advertised," FTC
charges,
"contain one tuning
or morebeacon
ballast nonfunctioning,
tubes or rectifier tubes which do
not perform any recognized and
customary function of a radio tube
in the detection, amplification and
reception of radio signals and will
not bring in broadcasts from
Europe
easier."as owning
Philco five
Corp.times
is named
a majority of the stock in Philco
Radio & Television and managing,
directing and controlling its affairs.
The companies are granted 20 days
to answer the complaint.
ed many conferences and hearings
on national and international conventions al over the world, and has
been instrumental in shaping their
courses.
He is a Fellow of the Institute
of Radio Engineers, Fellow and
past president of the Radio Club of
America,
past president
the New
York Electrical
Society,of honorary
member of the Princeton Engineering Society, and had the honor of
giving the Cyrus Fogg Brackett
Lecture on broadcasting, at Princeton.
Traveling^ is one of his favorite
pastimes
he's done
a lot much
of it.
In fact heandexpects
to spend
of his time in Latin America after
the war, perhaps in broadcasting.
At present
is greatly
ested in solo heflying.
Speakinginter-of
soloing, Capt. Horn in unmarried.

0G

COMMENTARY
6:05 to 6:15 P. M.
Monday thru Saturday
(following Esso News)
FIRST in WASHINGTON

ii«pr«s«ii»«(l by NBC SPOr SAltS
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WDOD
CBS
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
PAUL H, RAYMER cCO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
IN (1) AUDIENCE, (2) PUBLIC SERVICE, (3) RESULTS
BROADCASTING

CHEYENNE
WYOMING
HOME OF
FRONTIER
"THE DADDYDAYS
OF 'EM ALL"
BLUE NETWORK
• Broadcast Advertising

To report the San Francisco

MUTUAL

A

GREAT

MAKES

RADIO

One of radio's greatest assets is its ability to keep
regular appointments with millions of listeners at
fixed hours, day after day. This consistency is
what builds tune-in habits and helps explain the
medium.'s effectiveness.
Mutual is putting this asset to work in its
coverage of the World Security Conference in San
Francisco, starting April 25. To present this
history-in-the-making as a regular program feature, rather than a random -scheduled "special
event", we have cleared the 9:15-9:30 period, five
nights a week, for the duration of the Conference.
Five nights a week, in the heart of the nation's
radio evening, Mutual's Conference Highlights

Conference

THE

to the most people

MOST

OF

ASSET...

will immediately follow Gabriel Heatter, who
consistently musters the nation's largest news audiences atthe Mutual, point on the dial.
Direct to conference headquarters in San
Francisco, Mutual has sent a complete staff of
ace analysts, including Leo Cherne, Upton Close,
Arthur Gaeth, Alexander Griffin, Royal Arch
Gunnison, William Hillman, Charles Hodges,
Elsa Maxwell, and Edgar Ansel Mowrer.
We believe this regular Conference programming .. . plus other planned features and flash
news as it occurs . . . will enable us to keep an allimportant appointment with a maximum number
of American listeners.

In The
Groove
It didn't
happen.
We spent
time
and just
money
learning
what
they wanted— and that's what we
give them. Most people In our
area prefer WAIR, a fact that a
trial should prove.
WAIR
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representotive: The Walker Company

w
I
N
N

CHNS
Halifax
Nova Scotia
The Busiest
G^mmercial
Radio Station
of the Maritimes
JOS. WEED
350 Madison
Avenue,& CO.
New York
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fTlflnflGeriiEnTi
MARK
the
Courier ETHRIDGE,
Journal and publisher
Louisville ofTimes,
which operates WHAS, and STANLEY
HUBBARD,
president
general man-reager of White
KSTPHouse
St. Paul,andwere
cent
who among
paid their
respects
to the newcallersPresident.
NEVILLE
MILLER,
former
president
of
the
NAB Mission,
and deputy
chiefto ofhisUNRRA
Balkan
returned
home
in Washington last week after 10 months
abroad.man PAUL
He A.lunched
PORTERwithAprUFCC24. ChairDALE
TAYLOR,
mira, N. Y., is themanager
father ofof WENT,
a girl. ElJOHN
COHAN,
formerly
with
Smith
and
Bull
Adv., LosDenison,
Angeles, Tex.,
is now replacing
manager
of
B.armedV.KRRV
HAMMOND
Jr.,
on
leave
in
the
service,
ANTHONY
M.
QUINN,
auditor
of
Don
Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
has been named secretary-treasurer and
to network's
board of directors.
Heelected
succeeds
E. W. BOLTER.
WM.
A.
SPEERS,
manager
Reglna, is recovering from anof CKRM
appendectomy.
HUGH
is new TERRY,
president KLZ
of theDenver
Denvermanager,
Rotary
Club.

CELEBRATING 16 years in radio
ai-e Frank E. Fitzsimonds (1), manager of KFYR Bismarck, N. D.,
and Fay Brown, N, Dak. State
Basketball Tournament announcer.
Until four years ago Mr. Brown
was on KFYR staff. He returns to
cover the tournament.

LOREN
formerly ontoij*
the
sales C.staffSURLES
of WFBRJr., Baltimore,
Blue-ABC
cooperative
ment as sales
account program
executive.depart- i
SIDNEYof Don
GAYNOR,
general salesSystem,
man-!*
ager
Broadcasting
Hollywood,
hasLee been
elected toRotary,
the|
board
of
directors
of
Hollywood
Club.
.
HENRY
GERSTENKORN,
assistant
gen-||
eral
sales
manager
of
Don
Lee
Broad-d
casting
System, Hollywood,
been|lH
named
War hasFinance
Committeeradiofor director
southernofCalifornia
areal^
during Seventh War Loan.
re -La
DUNCAN A. SCOTT & Co., station and|*
magazine
representative
with offices
San Francisco
and Los Angeles,
has in\ '
signed
as PacificMcGillvra
Coast division
Joseph
effective
May
15.Hershey
Firm will
becomeJ.Inc.West
representative
for Adam
YoungCoastJr.
Inc., tivenewly
formed
station
representawith headqviarters in New York.
RICHARD
F.theKOPFPaulhasH. been
named
manager
Chicago ofoffice
succeedingRaymer
WALTERCo,
TENNEY.
With
the
station
sales
repre^
sentative for seven years, he is a brothej
of
KOPF, vice-president
ol
NBC HARRY
central division,
Chicago.
EDWARD
D.
HOFFMAN,
formerly
on
the
houseaccounting
& Co.. NewstaffYork,of Price,
has beenWaterap
pointed comptroller of WLIB New York
CJIC Sault Ste Marie, Ont., has ap
pointedYork,
Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.
New
the U. S. exclusive representative ii
FREE & PETERS, station representa
tive.
opens a Bldg.,
new office
trolt atMay947 15Penobscot
to be InheadDe
ed by W. W. BRYAN.
A.and J.former
VICTOR,account
releasedexecutive
from theof KGFJ
Arms
Los
Joined KPAS Pasa^
dena Angeles,
as accounthas executive.

FRIEDHEIM HEADS
RECORDING FOR NBC
ROBERT W. FRIEDHEIM, formerly eastern sales manager and
business
NBC'sbeenRadio
Recordingmanager
Division,of has
appointed to the new post of mana'geringofa series
the entire
division,changes
headof personnel
and additions announced by C.
Lloyd Egner, vice-president in
charge.
Martin R. Karig Sr.
Henry P. Hayes, who was office MARTIN R. KARIG Sr., 71
manager, becomes business man- founder and former majority stock
ager of the division under the new
of the Community Broad
alignment. William R. Seth Jr., holder
Corp., licensee of WALL
promotion and advei'tising direc- casting
Middletown,
N. Y., died April 11
tor,tiontakesactivities,
full charge
of
the
promoat
his
home
N. J. He
succeeding Willis is survived inby Livingston,
B. Parsons, who is now assistant ter and four sons.his wife, a daugh
sales manager.
Wade Barns, formerly a field INDUSTRIAL SURVEYS Co. of New
representative,
been named
as- York and Chicago, will establish a sepsistant to Mr. has
Parsons,
and John
arate ra:dio division under Gordon F
vice-president,
who willclient
also serv
head
Keck, previously an announcer at Buck,
New
York and departments
Chicago
WCAE Pittsburgh, has been added both
ice
and
production
of the
new
radio
division.
The
company
to
the
sales
staff.
George
Stevens,
Detroit Ad Course
completed
radio surits
Chicago market editor for UP from whichin recently
Rico,
plansworktoa expand
DETROIT stations, newspapers 1938 to 1940 and subsequently man- vey
audiencePuerto
measurement
In foreigii
ager of Eagle Lock Co., Terryville, countries.
and the local Retail Merchants'
Assn. are offering a six-week course Conn., succeeds Mr. Hayes as office
manager of the Radio Recording
ongiven
"Retail
in theAdvertising
studios of Techniques",
WWJ, April Division.
10-May 15. Two of the six meetings
are on radio and the retail trade.
In Southern New Eng
C. A. Fleming
Both radio meetings are led by
Edwin K. Wheeler, WWJ assistant C. A. FLEMING, 88, president of land People are in the
Habit of Listening
general manager. Harry Bannister, CFOS Owen Sound, Ont., and the
WWJ general manager, Owen F. Fleming Pub. Co., Owen Sound,
to WTIC
Uridge, WJR assistant general and affiliated with CKFS Cornwall,
manager, and Richard W. Jones, Ont., died April 19 after an illness
CKLW commercial manager, were of two months. He is survived by
included in the first discussion. The
second featured Lawrence J. three sons and four daughters.
Michelson, of Simons-Michelson
Aeency and Charles G. Burke.
JOHNof GRAY
PEATMAN,
associateof
WXYZ commercial manager. The DR.
professor
City College
York,
andpsychology.
Tore Hollonquist,
chief
lecture series is put on through the New
of
the
CBS
program
analysis
division,
cooperation of WWJ WJR WXYZ are co-authors
of
a
phychologlcal
monoh on analysis of listener
attitudes
CKLW, local papers and retailers. toward grapradio
use byof
the program programs
analyzer through
developed
Frank
Stanton,
CBS
vice-president,
and
AN ANNUAL license fee of about $2.95 Paul Lazarsfeld,
au-by
Monographradio
was research
published
has been
levied,receiving
with certain
excep- Stanford thority.
Universiay
Press
for
the
Amert
i
o
n
s
,
o
n
radio
sets
in
Angola,
ican Assn. for Applied Psychology.
Portuguese colony in West Africa.
BROADCAST
Reynolds Heads SCBA
ROBERT 0. REYNOLDS, vicepresident and general manager of
KMPC Hollywood, was elected
president of Southern California
Broadcast e r s
Assn.
at a lunche o n membership
meeting in Los
Angeles on April
20. He succeeds
Lawrence W. McDowell, commer-of
cial manager
KFOX Long
Beach, Cal. Lee
F. Wynne,
mercial commanager Mr. Reynolds
of KGER Long Beach, Cal., was
named secretary-treasurer. Organization includes 30 Southern
California area stations and the
four major networks. Betty Reisa
continues as SCBA office manager.

Miss Edna Erickson
McCann Erickson, hic.
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Edna:
Sometimea folks feel sorry for a feller
like me 'cause they think excitement
I miss all theof
workingstation.
at a
radio
"Look at Poor
Algy,"
they
say,
"sweepingon
and
that leaning
old broom
of
hishe — does."
that's
all
Wknow,
ell,
you
those
folks
aren't
TOO
even
ifsmart,
they
have
WCHS built
into
such ationfinewith stalots
ofThey
listeners.
forget
that being
Algy
gives meto
a chance
sittypewriter
at the boss's
these nights
warm
Spring
and
to a
girl write
like you.
I've got
angal now,
too. Aother soldier
inwesta camp
wrote outme
that I looked
his
uncle and he sent me the just
name like
of a girl
here
in
Charleston
to
look
up.
'Course
she
probablylikewouldn't
look at andan
old
me I?but even
it's Spring,
I cancodger
dream, can't
Yrs.,Algy
WCHS
C h o r I • s t o n , W. Va.

MANY DIVERSIFIED. INDUSTRIES
Shown above are two noHonally famous
products manufactured in TRI-CITIES . . .
footwear by Servus Rubber Company and
laundry equipment by American Machine
and Metals. In all, TRI-CITIES has more
than 150 diversified industries ... an
important factor for STEADY GROWTH.
So plan to capture this prosperous urban
market of 200,000 population by using
this popular, right-at-home "salesman" —
.UI4IBF.
ROCK ISLAND MOLINE, ILL. DAVENPORT, I
1270 KC 5000 WATTS
BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
Howard H. Wilson Co., Nat'l Representatives
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Lt. Hoffenberg Heads
London Office of AFN
LT. KARL HOFFENBERG, formerly with WGN Chicago, is new
head of American Forces Network,
London, filling the vacancy created
by the elevation of Lt. Col. John S.
Hayes to the associate directorship
of the Troop Broadcasting Service

PRODUCTIOnI}{
CAPT. EDMUND ABBOTT, former CBS
SLOANannouncer,
G. FINLEY,
WMC
producer-director
who wasHeadquarters,
assigned to PVT.
Memphis
IsLondon
withformer
American
the Command Section
Forces
Network
In
as
announcer.
AAF tiveRadio
has gone toon return
inacstatus Section,
andradio.
Is expected
to commercial
SGT.
VARNER
PAULSEN,
former
WIP
Philadelphia
production
manager. Forces
Is In
BERT
SHEFTER,joinspianist,
conductor
sameIn post
with American
and
composer,
WINSHisNew
York the
Network
London.
May
6
as
musical
director.
assistant
wUl be JACQUES FRAY.
HOMER Hollywood
CANFIELD,pressassistant
manager
department,
has
DOLORESductionCUNNINGHAM
of the
pro- ofbeenNBC appointed
network
western
dividepartment
of
CKEY
Toronto,
sion
production
manager
effective
May
has
been
married
to
Earllng
Hansen,
1,
succeeding
HOWARD
WILEY,
transradio officer in Norwegian Merchant
fer ed to Hollywood production staff.
Marine.
PAT KELLY, from KFRC San Francisco
BILL
BALDWIN,
former
Blue
Networlc
as
production
manager, to KFI Los Anwar correspondent incorrectly reported
geles as Iswriter-producer.
April c9isco atos announcer,
have joinedis KPO
San Fransuccessor
DON DAVIS, Temporary
chief anfreelancing
and nouncer.
lecturingturned thone firsttheof the
WestyearCoast.
He
refrom
assignMELVIN
C. MASS, sound
new toeffects
radio, todepartNBO'
ment In the Pacific theater.
central division
HARRY M. BRAWLEY, former educator ment.
Lt. Hoffenberg at AFN Mike
and conductor
of
WCHS
Charleston
proSHAEF and the promotion of
gramsthe simplifying
for highthe school
students
issues
before
San
FranJOHN to CORBETT,
released
from the Major Bob Light to the chief execcisco
has beenfor named
di- AAF,
rector Network.
ofconference,
public service
the Westhis
WFBL Syracuse
as announcer.
utive post in Paris.
Virginia
He
will
assume
Lt. Hoffenberg, program director
new duties Sept. 1.
JIMMIE
GREGORY,
formerly
of
WDSU
since
1943,fromnowLondon
supervises
activities
to the AFN's
troops
SCOTT, ABBOTT
from WLWand Cincinnati,
OrleansAtlanta
and WDNC
Durham, N. C, RALPH
toNewWAGA
as announcer.
and GREGORY
the United Kingdom and the
TON,New
formerlyYork
with asWORannouncers.
New JOEYork,BOL-to in
SGT.
LEO
KAYE,
script
writer
of
the
Continent.
WNEW
American Forces Network, returns to
at AFN on the day
this
country
after the514Canadian
years service
HENDRIX,
an- of Heits arrived
nouncer, Is now atWSMGreatNashville
Lakes Naval
overseas,
firstwithwith
Armyis JIM
inception, July 4, 1943, and
Training Center.
and
later
U.
S.
forces.
He
has playedStaff
an important
part Lytle,
in its
on
temporary
dTity hianda few
expects
M. HUNTER,
released
from growth.
to the
West Coast
weeks.to Hego GEORGESpecial
Sgt. Harry
Services
and
formerly
entered Paris with CHARLES COLLING- Army
formerly with WBNS Columbus,
with tWBAB
Atlantic
City,
to
WWJ
DeWOOD, CBS, respoand
other
network
corroit as announcer.
ts, and participated In radio
takes over Lt. Hoffenberg's post as
coverage of Its ndenfall.
CARLETON W. andCOLLIN,
in charge
informational
educational
activi-of program director.
PEGGY
WHEDON,
former
assistant
to
RAY
NELSON,
radio
and
television
chief
ties
for
Michigan
State
AAA
Commithas beenfor appointed
director of
of Charles M. Storm Co., New York, farm tee,service
KHMO Covers
WKZO Kalamazoo.
has Joined
York as assistant to theWNEW
programNewdirector.
FRANK
KOZELUCH
has
joined
KWG
KHMO
Hannibal, Mo. gave comDOROTHYof KEMBLE
has resigned
Cal., toprograms.
handle agricultural
plete coverage of the tornado which
and farm service
manager
the continuity
acceptanceas Stockton,
department BENSON,
of Blue-ABC. head of the JOHN BRADY to WPEN PhUadelphia struck parts of Missouri and IlliBARBARA
script writer.
nois, doing $150,000 worth of damrecord department of former
WMCA New York, asGORDON
age.phone
Usingmessages
information
teleTUELL,
KIRO
Seattle
anhas
written
a
book
"Music
and
Sound
n
o
u
n
c
e
r
,
i
s
the
father
of
a
girl.
and AP,fromKHMO
Systems
Industry" toCo.,be New
published
in May byIn McGraw-HUl
York.
gave
listeners
news
of
the
situaGILBERT
STANLEV,
announcer OWI,
fortion from 5:30 a.m. when the stamerly
KQW
Francisco,
Sarnoff Booklet
KFOX
Longwith Joined
Beach San
and
El Centro,
tion went on the air until the emerCal., has
WLIBKXO New
York. WHAT RADIO offers the careergency was over. A special on the
FLORENCE
formerspot broadcast was carried frqm
searching veteran is outlined in a the
ly on encetheof Christians
staffSCHNEIDERMANN,
of theandNational
Conferradio
Police Dept.
Jews
and
the
"Opportunities
in Radio in the CityroomHall,of the
Child Study Assn., joins WLIB as script booklet,
with an appeal
and Electronics
for Returning
writer.
the mayor for trucks to clear
Service Men," written by Brig. from
EDWIN recHALBERT,
former program
di- Gen.
tor of WIP
Philadelphia
and preDavid Sarnoff, RCA president, debris, and directions to those helpviously
with
WTAR
WARM
WKBN,
has
ing.
Response was immediate, and
released last week by RCA.
been named
assistant
of net-to and
operations
at CBS,director
reporting
Declaring that the advent of tele- KHMOi was credited with being
HORACEwork* GUILLOTTE,
manager.
largely
responsible, through its
vision "promises some of the most
interesting opportunities ever avail- broadcasts, for the quick help.
able to a returning warrior seekACA, WIP Contract
AMERICAN Communications
ing a usftful career in peace," Gen.
out isthatto "teleAssn., CIO, has negotiated a con- Sarnoff visioalso
n is not points
all there
radio
tract with WIP Philadelphia, calltoday,
any
more
than
broadcasting
ing
for
five-day
work
week
for
all
classifications and salaries of $45 was the limit of radio in 1920.
to $82 weekly for technicians, $30 There are endless opportunities for
to $46.50 for general utility men, radio research and for exploring
$24 to $35.50 for pages or porters,
he continues. "The 'ether'
with automatic increases of $1.50 inis space,"
still quite a wilderness."
each six months. Announcers, in
addition to scale of $36 to $62 weekly, are to receive commercial fees
Writers' Guild Meet
ranging from $1 for a five-minute THREE
regions of the Radio
show togram, a$3.50
for
a
60-minute
profee of 5% of the net for
Guild will hold their secparticipating or service shows, Writers'
ond semi-annual meeting of the
stand-by fees, etc. ACA estimates National Executive Council in Chithat "the noaverage
ancago May 23. Chief subject will be
uncers wil be wellearnings
over thefor $20?
the coming negotiations for a namark
per
week."
All
wage
increases
tional basic minimum agreement
are retroactive to July 17, 1944 and for freelance
writers.
subject to NWLB approval.
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DEAL

PACKAGE

ANOTHER

Here's your opportunity to get radio's hottest trio doing 78
of the most popular tunes — many with the sensational Ida
James as vocalist. There are eight sixteen-inch, 33 1/3
rpm, double-faced transcriptions in this album. You can
NOW get these discs at $75.00 for the whole group.
Personal Management
CARLOS GASTEL

NG

,tAO.

KNOWIAEAK.SS

n«-

n.ludi

.
TONES•

soUO POTATO SAUAD

,H.S U NVAKE VOO tAOGH

, ,EAU«

NOV.

CHICAGO
5000 WATTS 560KC

CHICAGO CUBS
BASEBALL FOR 1945

National Representative
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK
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Y &R COMPLETES
RADIO RESHUFFLE
COMPLETING the reorganization
of its radio division begun last fall,
Young & Rubicam last week appointed four executives as program
managersnation"tobetween
provide
the closer
divisioncoordiand
other branches of the agency, and
more thorousrh supervision of each
radio
show." managers are Joe Morro^ram
ran, who continues as associate director of the division but is being
relieved of his previous assignments to devote full time to developing the nev/ system of administration; Max Wylie, George McGarrett and William Forbes. Mr.
Forbes continues as manager of
the television and research sections
of the agency's radio division.
Y&R also announced the appointments of Ed Duerr, formerly
a production supervisor, as manager of radio production; Alexander Stronach Jr., formerly talent
supervisor, as manager of the talent department; and of Glenhall
Taylor, since 1942 acting head of
the associate
agency's Hollywood
as
director ofradio
the office,
radio
division.
Gordon D. Gates, vice-president
and general manager, heads the
administration of the division. The
production operation is under
Harry Ackerman, vice-president.
John Swayze is manager of the radio commercial department; Carlos
Franco, associate director of the
division, is chief of station relations; Jack Barry operates the division's motion picture section.
Cabrera to Mathes
RAY CABRERA, formerly a brand
manager of Carter Products Inc.,
New York, where he supervised
advertising
for Carter's
Little named
Liver
Pills and Hush,
has been
vice-president and account executive of J. M. Mathes Inc., New
Yoi'k.tionPhillip
Richardson,
manager for
Teel and promoDrene
at Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, joins Carter as brand manager in June, with products still to
be assigned. C. E. Douglas is brand
manager for Arrid.
McCord Name Change
McCORD Co., Minneapolis agency,
will be known as Melamed-Hobbs
effective May 1. Louis Melamed
has been president and treasurer
of McCord and R. W. Hobbs account executive. Agency opened a
Chicago office last week headed by
F. Clifford Estey [Brjadcasting,
March 26] at 333 N. Michigan.
Telephone: State 9522.
UTAH
BROADCASTING
Co.,Lakeowners
and
operators
of KUTA
City,
has changed
firm
title Co.
toSaltUtah
Broadc
a
s
t
i
n
g
&
Television
Experiments
In television are being conducted,
and
architect's
plansstudios
have InbeenKUTA's
completed
for
television
new
building.
Construction
Is to start soon.
QUARTER-HOUR
show,
"Musical
board",
conductedseason
by Bill
AnsonScorefor
the 1945
baseball
on been
WJJD
Chicago
and
WIND
Gary
has
started
under
sponsorship
of
Atlas
Brewing
Co.,
Chicago. Agency is Olian Adv., Chicago.

BABY SNOOKS
Brice) cutsCBSup vice-president
for "company",in incharge
this
instance
(1 to r) :(alias
WilliamFanny
C. Gittinger,
of sales; William R. Baker Jr., vice-president of Benton & Bowles, agency
handling account of General Foods-Post Toasties, sponsor of Toasties
Time on CBS and featuring Miss Brice; Clarence E. Eldridge, vice-president of General Foods Sales Co., and Charles G. Mortimer, vice-president
in charge of advertising for General Foods Corp.

flGEnCIES
MUHL,Columbia,
formerlyS. program
BLAINE-THOMPSON
Co., New York,
directorLOIS
of WIS
accommodate increased
activityto MRS.
ofC,J. hasM.
and
has address,
taken radio
an234additional
Mathes theInc.,radio
New department
York.
floor personnel,
at its present
W. 44th joined
St. Newater andquarters
include
a
small
theM. KNOPP, radio creator, and
studio toas WALTER
well as LOUIS
JOHN tive,K.haveMORTLAND,
account
execunew offices.rehearsal
In addition
been electedInc.,
vice-presidents
LURIE, new
creative
head,
radio
deof
Campbell-Mlthun
Minneapolis
and
Chicago
agency.
partment
includes
MARLO
LEWIS,
vicepresident and radio business
director; RICHARD
ASH,
manager; A.executive
R. (Bud) BOOKER,
former Inc.,
account
West-Marquis
Los
MINNA ativecommercial
BESS
LEWIS,
in charge
Angeles, hasfor opened
hisW.ownEighth
agency,
copy,
and
PATRICIA
PECK,of creas- Booker-Cooper
sistant to Mr. Lewis.
Inc.,
1709
St.,
Los
Angeles.
BERT
GREENE and
has been
appointed
accountR. executive
sales
and
discounselor ofHe thehas Ralph
Jones Co., tribution
Cincinnati.
served H.as Tom Revere Quits Post
majoring officer
with forthethree
AAF years
as area
and contractformerly With Ted Bates Agency
was
York. with Johns-Mansville Corp., New TOM REVERE has resigned as
VERNE Savings
MEIER, & formerly
First vice-president and radio director of
Federal
Loan Assn.,withDetroit,
Ted Bates Inc., New York. AgenasJickllng-Dow
sales promotion
director,
to
Wolfecy's radio activities will be conductDetroit, as
market analyst & andConkey,
researcher.
principallyGeneral
by William
WALLACE
F. ELLIOTT,
former
pro- ler,ed former
FoodsR. Stuhradio
ducer
and
program
director
of
KROW
consultant,
who
joined
Bates last
Oakland,
has
become
a
partner
in
the
Rhoades
as vice-president in charge
Francisco. & Davis Adv. Agency, San ofOctober
radio production, and by Thomas
J.account
K. STRUBING
Jr.,
vice-president
and
Harrington,
contact man on ColCompton
Adv., gate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., supervisNew York,executive
has been ofelected
a director.
ing
C-P-P
programs.
Mr. HarringWILLIAM
B. LEWIS,
vice-president
and
radio
director
of
Kenyon
&
Fckhardt,
ton,
who
is
executive
vice-president
New
York,
has
been
named
chairman
and
chairman
of
the
plan board,
for
the Service
radio Industry
League
Fund. of United Urban was formerly radio chief of Young
&
Rubicam.
Mr.
Revere
will spend
WILLIAM
E. BERCHTOLD,
formerly
with
a few months vacationing at his
Cone J.& Waltpr
Beldlng,Thompson
New York.Co., to Foote, farm
in Litchfield. Conn.
MILTON
formerly
of WOLJ.
WashingtonJ.Adv.,BAKER,
sales
staff,
to asHenry
Kaufman
Washington,
account
executive.
AXEL duceGRUENBERG,
Hollywood pro-on
r for Dancer-Pltzgerald-Sample
former NBCto "Dreft
Star for
Playhouse", prohas
returned
New
York
duction assignment. Procter a &newGamble
recently replaced that dally quarterhour dan"dramatic
series. series with "Joyce JorAL
SCALPONE,
commercial
supervisor
offather
Young
Hollywood,
is the
of &a Rubicam,
boy.
JEFFERSON
K.
WOOD,
former
head
of
his
agency,
has joined
GlasserGaileyown
& capacity
Co.,
Loson Angeles,
In anproducts
executive
household
and food accounts.
WALLACE
F. ELLIOTT,chief
program
director and Cal.,
continuity
ofto assxune
KROW
Oakland,
has
resigned
partnership
in
Rhoades
&
Davis
Adv ,
San Francisco.
JOHN
NELSON,
former
space-buyer
and
contact
manhasof joined
McCann-Erlckson,
San
Francisco,
The
Blow
Hollywood, in an executive capacity. Co.. # m
iif \ni.is
V . Kn.i
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Letter

From
a

Philadelphia
Time

Buyer

Living in Philadelphia, it's easy for me to "make up my
mind" between Philadelphia radio stations. I think all Philadelphia stations are good mediums — and I buy time on all of
them — but frankly, when I can get it, I would rather have
time on WCAU — because for over two decades WCAU has
been the station which Philadelphians tune in by force of habit.
Umbrella Coverage is one of the reasons why WCAU is our
agency's "first choice" as the place for a program or a spot,
and why we often use this phrase in conferences: "Any time
is good time on WCAU."

50,000 "FREE WATTS" SURGING OUT IN A GREAT TIDAL WAVE
OF POWER IN ALL DIRECTIONS, GIVING "UMBRELLA COVERAGE"
OVER A CLEAR NATIONAL CHANNEL
PHILADELPHIA

S LEADirVD

RADIO

INSTITUTIOH

SponsoRs

. , . it once followed
the hounds
The orchestral horn, when first used
in Europe, was called the French
horn everywhere but in France,
where it was known as the cor allemand, or German horn. Whether the
French horn was developed in
France or not, its predecessor was
definitely
still
used inFrench
France— aforcircular
hunting.bugle
How stopping started
When the French horn was first introduced into the orchestra, music
lovers objected to its sharp, loud
tones, feeling them more suited to
the fields and woods than to the concert hall. About the middle of the
18th century, the celebrated horn
player Anton Hampel muted the
clear sound of the horn by inserting
his fingers into the bell, or "stopping" the horn. In addition to soft"stopping"
bridged
some ofening thethetone,intervals
between
the
harmonics. Composers use the mellow tones produced by "stopping" to
achieve
effect. a distant, out-of-doors

AMERICAN CYANAMID & CHEMICAL
Corp., Azusa, Cal.
(ground
exsix-weeksquirrel
campaign
started April 26terminatiison), In asponsoring
daily
part
i
c
i
p
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
"Farming
for
Profit"
and
also Isonusing
of 39 transcribed
spots
KFPYtotal
Spokane,
weeklyweekon onKRLC
Lewlston,
Ida.,sixand spots
one
per
KHQ
Spokane.
Will Grant Adv., Los Angeles. Agency Is
PLANET PICTURES Inc., Burbank, Cal.,
has appointed
Gene Grant & Co.,
Hollywood stationandrepresentative,
to handle
advertising
assume representation
for commercial
and
Institutional
television films.
KUEBLER
BREWING
Co.,
Easton,
will sponsor the Frederick W. Ziv Pa.,
Co.
"Pleasure
series
five-weekly Parade"
for 52 transcribed
weeks on WEST
Easton.
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE Corp.
and edassociated
Pacific
Coastcompanies
Adv.
Co.,haveSanappointFrancisco, to handle
advertising
InRadio,
the
West.
Agency
will
serve
Mackay
Commercial
Cable
Co.
and
All
American
Cables
&
Radio
Inc.
Radio
is
being
considered.
SPERRY Corp., New York, has renewed
Paul
Manning's
Sunday
broadcasts
from
Paris
on WORby Young
New York
for another
year.
Placed
& Rublcam,
New
York,
broadcasts
are
recorded
and
played
over
theplants
publicduring
addressMonday
systemslunchof
Sperry
hours.
RKO RADIO PICTURES, Chicago, to
promote
picture
"Enchanted
Cottage", motion
willspotssponsor
8 toApril
15 live
and
transcribed
weekly
30 thru
May
4
on
following
Chicago
stations:
WMAQ
WBBM
WGN
WCFL
WJJD.
Placed direct.

CHARLES MICHELSON Radio Transcriptions, New York, series
has sold
"The
Shadow"
transcribed
to Acme
White
Leadpresentation
& Color Works,
Detroit,
for
13KDFNweekWCHS;
on
KGHL
KGVO
and to WHB by Kansas
City,
for 26 weeks sponsorship
Cook Paint
&Prayer
Varnish
Co. New account
"My
Was
KODYfor
North
Platte,
Neb., Answered"
39 weeks, isAdams
Funeral
Home.
SHELL OIL Co., St. Louis (petroleum
products),
is sponsoring
6St.p.m.LouisThursday turing
broadcasts
over
KSD
feamanagers
Billy
Southworth
Cardinals
and
Luke
Sewell
ofof the
the
Browns.
CARBOLA CHEMICAL Co., Natural
Bridge, N. Y. (Carbola, Hylite Water
Putty andpointed W. CCC
Louse Co.,Killer),
has ap-as
Rochester,
agency. RadioL. Wright
is considered.
JELUM
Inc.,hasJoliet,
111.its(Man's
Brown
Gravy Mix),
placed
account
MacDonald-Cook
Co., South
Bend, with
Ind.
WETALENE
LABS.
Inc.,
Columbus,
(household cleanser), is said to haveO.
appropriated
$10,000radiofor promotion
campaign to include
and has named
Byer
agency.& Bowman Adv., Columbus, as
COCA-COLA
Co. export
divisionradiois sponsoring
American
grams, othree
ne a Latin
symphonic
concert, in proRio
de Janeiro and Sao Paolo, Brazil. Beginning
what
may
expand
to
a
campaign covering the southern republics,
Coca-Cola
appointed toMcCann-Erickson, foreignhasIn division,
handle radio
advertising
Brazil and Argentina.
FAMOUS FAIRSEX Inc., New York
women's
clothing store, tohashandle
appointed
Seidel Adv.,
promotion. RadioNewmay York,
be used.

You push the middle
valve down
To complete the deficient scales of
the French horn, an Englishman in
1788 invented a method of combining two horns,
buttoo theheavy
resulting
instrument proved
and slow.
In 1815 two
Germans
devised
the
spring valves which successfully
solved the problem and are still used
on the French horn. The action of
the modern horn is as fast as that
of any keyboard instrument.

The modern French horn, tcith a frequency range of 110 to more than
6,000 c.p.s., has a soft, muffled tone.
To reproduce it with maximum naturalnes , use:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Ekctrkat Research Products
Diuision
OF
Wesrern EkctrkCompany
233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
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in the Ark-La-Tex area, KWKH
—with its 50,000 watts— is the
No. 1 Medium, with full coverage
and SELLING POWER in this
prosperous market.

SAMPLES of Wildroot products
were given to M. M. Sillerman (1),
president, and Noel Rhys, account
executive, of Keystone Broadcastby Gertrude
Scanlan,as
BBDOing System,
New York
local manager
Wildroot Co., Buffalo, sponsored a
series on 65 stations of the network.
MILK FOUNDATION Inc., Chicago,
sponsors one tonouncementssixweeklystation
anon the break
following
ChicagoWCFL;
stations:
effective
April
16,
WGN
effective
AprU
23,
WGES:
effective April 27, WBBM. Firm on AprU
16 WIND.
began participation
"Club 560"
onother
WBBMcontracts
52 weekon
contract
and
13 week
McCann-Erickson,
Chicago.were placed by
SENTINEL RADIO Corp., Chicago, has
appointed
W. W. advertising.
Garrison & Co.,
cago, to handle
RadioChi-Is
considered
for next fall.
RILLING
ARNAO
Co.,
Minneapolis
(Naildri),
using three
spots weekly
KFI
Los isAngeles.
Contract
is for on13
weeks. Campbell-Mlthun
neapolis, has the account. Adv., MinBALL BROS. Co., Muncie, Ind. (fruit
jars),
onon April
started three
weekly
KFI Los16 Angeles.
Contractspotsis
for 13 weeks.
Muncie,
Ind. Agency is Applegate Adv.,
OKLAHOMACHANGE isCITY
INSURORS
EX- j
sponsoring
transcribed
"Eye-witness
KOCY Oklahoma City for News"
26 weeksonbeginning
April
15. Agency is transcriptions
Erwin, Wasey &byCo.,Frederic
OklaW. Ziv homaCo.,City; New
York.
DODDS MEDICINE Co., Toronto (proprietary), hasToronto.
started spots
ly on CKEY
Agencytwiceis weekA. J.
Denne
Co., Toronto.
MEYER ARNOLD Co., GreenvUle, S. C.
AprU
16 started
W. Zivshow
Co.
transcribed
"Old Frederick
Corral"5 weekly
western
on
WFBC Greenville,
for 52
weeks.
GreenvUle.Agency is Robert Glass Adv..
GABY
Inc., participations
New York, has
thrice-weekly
for started
suntan
lotioningoncampaign
WABC inNewother
York,media.
supplementPlaced
thru Al Paul Lefton Co.. New York.
{Continued on 'page 56)
IN PHILADf LPHIA

10,000 WATTS
DAY & NIGHT
adelphia's Most Powerful Indep
✓ 10,
CBS

^

$ 0,0 0 0 UJilTTS

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
Represented by The Branham Co.

ME
SEL15! SUM! JJllS!
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Only

A Combination
Georgia's

of Stations

Three

Major

Can

Cover

Markets

ATLANTA
5000W*

920 Kc

MACON
5000W

940 Kc

WTOC
5000W 1290 Kc

AVAILABLE

NO

AT COMBINATION

SINGLE

STATION,

SAVANNAH

A/f

RATES

CBS

regardless of power, has a strong

enough signal to deliver primary coverage of Georgia's
three major radio markets.
But the GEORGIA MAJOR MARKET TRIO, consisting
of the three CBS stations in these three markets
does the job
-AT ONE tow COST

MAJOR
GEORGIA
Represented

by THE

MARKET
KATZ

Trio

AGENCY,

Inc.

AND

NOW...

Television
business,
and

the

by

General

wire

Electric

for

education

industry

The G-E Intra-Tel system can make a store
the show place of a community. With it, it will
be possible
to televisetheandstoretransmit
pictures throughout
and inliving
display
windows. It is a new sales power that will increase customer traffic on every floor and in
every department.

From the television laboratories of
General Electric has come a powerful
new selling aid for business, a dynamic
medium for education, an effective tool
for industry. It is G-E Intra-Tel— a
television-by-wire system that can
carry high-quality pictures and sound
and reproduce them anywhere within
the range of the system.
• Intra-Tel has great potentialities. In
merchandising it can increase store
traffic. With an Intra-Tel system dynamic demonstrations can be displayed
simultaneously on every floor and in
show windows. In education, the IntraTel system can bring special demonSTUDIO

AND

strations, lectures, and motion pictures
to every classroom. In industry the
Intra-Tel system can provide the
means for coordinating activities
throughout a plant, observe production
progress, to peer into inaccessible places
or to observe extremely hazardous
operations. The Intra-Tel system uses
no transmitter and its installation thus
requires neither FCC license nor government approval.
O A G-E Intra-Tel system includes one
or more portable pickup cameras, one
or more sound microphones, and a control and monitoring console. The entire
system is designed so that both picture

STATION

GENERAL

and sound are fed by cable to any
number of home-type or display receivers. If desired, a motion picture
projector and film pickup camera can
easily be added to the system. Provision can also be made to link the system to any outside local television
broadcast station by means of coaxial
line or by radio relay.
O For details on G-E Intra-Tel systems
and television broadcast systems, see
your G-E broadcast equipment representative, or write for the booklet
"Television Broadcasting Post-War,"
Electronics Department, General
Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

EQ

0

ELECTRIC
(8»>oi-e>ll

A typical G-E Inlra-Tel system. With the
Intra-Tel
system,
portable can
television
cameras and sound
microphones
be operated
from
any
place
in
store
or
plant.
Pictures
and sound picked up by cameras (1) and

microphone with microphone amplifier (2)
and
(3) are fed console
by cable to the control
and
at the
consolemonitoring
make it possible(4).toOutlets
feed picture
and sound signals by cable to any number of

display receivers
(5). Amplifiers
and pulse
generator
(6)scanning,
maintain
signal levels
and
synchronize
respectively.
Film
projector (7) is used for motion pictures.

Han proving
to visit ground
General— WRGB
Electrie'sat Schenectady.
great televitien
Every
Wednesday
and
Friday
are"How"opento
house"to Schenectady,"
days. Write fororthesee folder,
get
your
local G-E
broadcast equipment representative.

Establishtelevision
a delivery
priorityGeneral
now onElectric
your
future
equipment.
offers
you
the
"G-E
Television
EquipmentReservation
Plan."
your copy.earlyIt
explains ofhowyour
you television
canWrite
assurefor
yourself
delivery
equipment.

Hear
G-E radioMonday
programt
: "The Friday,,
World
Today^'the news,
through
6:45
p.rrx., EWT, Sunday
CBS. "The
C-EEWT,
AllGirl
Orchestra,"
10
p.m.,
NBC.
G-E House
through"TheFriday,
4 p.m., Party,"
EWT, Monday
CBS.

FM

. TELEVISION

• AM^^^^^/

Sponson^

^
( Continued from page 52)
BARBARA
ANNforBAKING
Angeles (bread),
52 weeks Co.,
has Los
started
four
Angeles
with spots
similarweekly
scheduleon KFI
on KHJLos Los
Angeles. Firm also sponsors weekly halfhour "Hollywood's
House" andon
southern
Cal. Don Open
Lee stations
the 30-mlnute
"Pay DayAdv.Quiz"
on
KMPC
Hollywood.
Los Angeles,
servicesScholts
account. Service,
SPARKLETTS DRINKING WATER
Corp., Los Angeles (Sparketa Up), April
17 started
inning-by-inning
flashleagueresults of Pacific
and majorPasadena.
baseball
games Coast
on KWKW
Spaced attervalsapproximately
five-minute
IndallyRaymond
schedule R.wUl
run until
September. has
Hollywood,
the account.Morgan Co.,

WM. TAYLOR SONS & CO., Cleveland
(department
store),"Memory
is sponsoring
halfhour
transcribed
LingersAgency
On",
six-weekly
WGAR Cleveland.
is Edward onHibshman
Co., Cleveland.
H. W. ican(Tex)
president
of Amer-a
Home RODEN,
Foods Inc.,
has written
third
mystery
[William
Morrowthriller,
& Co.,"OneNew Angel
York,Less"
$2].
LIT
BROS.,
Philadelphia
department
store, April 30onplacing
starts localof
sponsorship
WCAU direct
Philadelphia,
the
Mon. CBS
thru "Morning
Sat. 8-8:15 News
a.m. Round-Up"
UNITED DRUG Co., Toronto (Rexall
products),
startedon "Jimmy
Durante
and
Gary hasMontreal,
Moore"
CFRB
Toronto
and
CKAC
Fri.Son,
10-10:30
p.m.
Agency
is
N.
W.
Ayer
&
New
York,
and Ronalds Adv., Toronto.
G. HEILEMAN BREWING Co., La Crosse.
Wis.,
16 for 13 weeks
started spots
thrice-on
weeklyApriltranscribed
chain break
Wisconsin
Ramsey Co.,Network.
Chicago. Agency is L. W

IBMUERQUE

^

"^mce'ff ^Je^

"^oAket

* KC.KOOM
*
1260
- lOOO WATTS. FULL TIME - COLUMBIA AFFILIATE

POPULATION*

BUYING

POWER"
■^n'^o/ OF To-

73,327

$90,265

Baseball in N. Y.
LEVER BROS, is placing transcribedafter
"Lifebuoy"allannouncements
before and
games of the
New York Yankees and Giants on
WINS New York, heard daily.
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York. ment
Nedick's
New hasYorksigned
refreshstand chain,
for
Don
Dunphy's
ten-minute
sports
broadcast before the Sunday games,
through Weiss & Geller, New York.
KING tailJEWELRY
Co., five-weekly
Los Angelesquar(re), on Mayter-hour7 transcribed
starts
series
"So Firm
the
Story
Goes"
on
KHJ
Los
Angeles.
has started
sion of "Thefive-weekly
Shadow" transcribed
on KHJ andver-a
Sunday
night
five-minute
KNX
Angeles.
Contractsnewscast
for on52
weeks. LosAgency
is Raymond
R.areMorgan
Co., Hollywood.
MURINE Co., Chicago (eye drops), is
usingschedule
thrice-weekly spots
on aBBDO
long
term
Oakland.
New York has ontheKROW
account.
TANNER MOTOR LIVERY Co., Los
Angelesstarts
(bus brief
transportation),
in earlyon
May
spDt Other
campaign
KENO
Laswill Vegas,
Nev.
western
stations
be
added.
Agency
is
Levitt & Smith, Los Angeles. Small,
SLAVICK JEWELRY Co., Los Angeles
(retail), has increased local sponsorship of NBC program
Smithper—
Commentator"
fromAngeles.
two"Larry
toFirm
five
v/eek
on KFI Los
also
sponsors
daily
participation
in
Baker's Notebook" on that station."ArtIn
addition,
the
daily
sixty-minute
recordMasterpieces"
sixweeklyed so"Musical
newscast and
is sponrequarter-hour
d on KFAC Los Angeles.
Dally
15mlnute
recorded musical
"Footllght
Favorites"
KECA Los
les. Agencyis isusedPaulon Wlnans
Adv.,AngeLos
Angeles.
LEVER BROS., Toronto (Lifebuoy soap),
has
five dally transcribed
-spots
on astarted
number
stations.
Account is placedof byCanadian
Ruthrauff
& Ryan,
New York
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Montreal (Glider
shave
cream),Mon.starts
Julyonflve-mlnute
sportscasts
thruInSat.
a number
of
Canadian
Agency
is J.
Walter
Thompsonstations.
Co., Montreal.
ROGERS-MAJESTIC
Ltd.,hasToronto
(receivers and appliances),
J.PlansJ. Gibbons
Ltd., Toronto,
asappointed
agency.
are
underway
for
an
institutional
campaign until postwar merchandise Is
ready.
T. SISMAN SHOE Co., Aurora, Ont.
(sport onshoes),
has ofstarted
spots
a number
Ontarioone-minute
stations.
Agency Is E. W. Reynolds & Co.. Toronto.
HUDSON'SpartmentBAY
Vancouver
(destores), hasCo.,started
daily commentary of local
on CKWX
couver.
Agency isevents
Cockfield
BrownVan-&
Co., Vancouver.
PANTHER
Co.,
June
starts RUBBER
spots
days Montreal,
weeklystations.
on ina
number
easternfiveCanadian
Agency isofStevenson
& Scott, Montreal.

CAB Drops Dual
Ratings System
Returns to Chronological
Lists After Pole Taken
WITH COMPLETION of a year
01 81-city interviewing, Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting has
revamped its reports and dropped
the dual rating system that showed
ratings for the old 33-city base as
well as the new expanded system.
Leaving only the 81-eity ratings,
new system was adopted after CAB
subscribers voted for the single
base. It is accompanied by a return
to chronological listings, showing
the four networks in parallel
columns.
The revised twice-monthly reports
contain alphabetical
indices ofalsonighttime
programs and
of daytime programs separately
for weekdays and weekends, as well
as popularity
ranking
lists for Sepadaytime and evening
programs.
rate tables give the ratings of regional or limited network programs and of national spot programs. The alphabetical listings
have been revised to show programs
by the names they are generally
called by listeners, such as Charlie
McCarthy instead of Chase and
Sanborn Program. Commentators
are now listed alphabetically by
first names.
In addition, CAB issues each year
three comprehensive reports on
sets-in-use, showing variations in
listening at various times for each
season on a national basis, broken
down into seven geographic areas,
time zones and cities by size of
populations, and three similar proaudienceissues
reports.
CAB gramalso
four reports on
audience composition, giving sex
and age groups for each quarterhour period, and eight brand reports, showing Finally,
sponsor orthere
product
identification.
are
six city reports, showing listening
for each of the 81 cities and a
breakdown
of the
tions for each
city.audience by staA map
which
CAB showing
interviewsthe arecities
made,in
with the number of stations and
interviewing units in each city, is
in preparation for subscribers.

$40,580
SALES"
RETAIL SALES
* Source: U. S. Bureau of Census and O. P. A.
** In thousands (000 omitted). Source: Sales Management

RETAIL

"1^ "\V 7 V.^Q "CJ.In Santa NewFe, state
capitalgivesand complete
second largest
basic
(U40KC. lOOWa^ul
X, Mexico,
1coverage New
Mexico ,s second . major market at low cost. Affiliated with KGGM and the Columbia Broadcasting system.
TAYLOR'HOWE-SNOWDEN
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booked
before

first broadcast

solid

on WJZ

I

JAYZIE rolled out the carpet for this
top-ranking morning show on April 16
THANKS TO ALL THESE SPONSORS: H. Hicks & Sons, Inc. • J. W. Beardsley's
Sons • The Davidson Bros. Corp. • Dorsay Products • Hanscom Baking
Corp. • The House of Herbs, Inc. • Isbrandtsen-MoUer, Inc. • C. F.
Mattlage Co. • VegexCo. • West Disinfecting Co. • J. A. Wright & Co., Inc.
Minwax Co., Inc. • Maritime Milling Co., Inc. • Pieter de Witt
Diamonds, Ltd. • F. Schumacher & Co. • William A. Nesbitt
THERE'S STANDING ROOM ONLY now for sponsors to the Fitzgerald program.
And no wonder! The same real-life antics are still broadcast from the
Fitzgeralds' own breakfast table— the same cat's meow and doorbell ring,
the same gay sparkle that gives each moment its private chuckle, the same
pleasant, effortless advertising that's been so effective— everything which
has made those delightful Fitzgeralds a daytime favorite. But ... a better
time— 7:50 to 8:15 A. M.— to catch the whole family at breakfast, and now
over WJZ, New York's First Station — stronger, clearer.
Approved advertisers will be given priority and put on the waiting list in
order of application. Why not talk it over with us right away?
THE FITZGERALDS

ARE NOW

PLAYING

Monday through Saturday, 7:50-8:15 A.M. and Saturday at 3:30-4:00 P.M. on WJZ
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FM,

Video

Separate

Services,

Chairman Porter Tells Mosby
CLARIFYING his letter of April
sion channels to be used for television," wrote Chairman Porter.
2broadcasting
regarding- FMtheprograms
possibilities
of
on tele- "Similarly it expects the facilities
for FM to be used to the
vision sound channels, as suggest- provided
ed by A. J. Mosby, general man- fullest extent possible."
ager of KGVO Missoula, Mont.
Thus the FCC chairman virtually closed the door to a proposal by
[Broadcasting, April 23], FCC
Chairman Paul A. Porter in a let- Mr. Mosby that the Commission
ter last Monday to Mr. Mosby consider permitting the broadcast
made it plain that the Commission of FM on television sound chanregards television and FM as two
nels, inasmuch as television might
distinct services, each to be de- be a service limited to not more
veloped in its own right.
than two to four hours daily.
Mr. Mosby has circularized other
"The Commission expects televi-

SO

TS

V/HA

T

ABOU

(Ky.)

lumped tog

and you-^i

AlV such

,uldn't
„v for,

ville. Shall

. „ir.c«lo»»

broadcasters,
fromHe whom
solicited comment.
contendshe that
the
broadcaster
financepresent-day
the pioneering
of both can't
FM
and television as separate services,
but could pioneer with a combination of the from
two, the
"giving
FM service
audioregular
channel of his television transmitter
along with his regular AM programs and occasional television
programs, the listener using his
single television receiver for the
particular
service
he chooses."
Following
are toexcerpts
from letters addressed
Mr. Mosby
by
various broadcasters :
J. GORDON WARDELL, General ManSpringfield,
Mo.— Ingoingmar-to
ketsager,such KGBXasprohibitive
ours
television
be almost
for can
the isfind
first years
ofway
operation
unless
we
some
to reduce expenses, and I believe
your idea would take care of that situation.
ED CRANEY, KFPY Spokane, KGIR
Butte, lena,KXLMont., Portland,
Ore., KPFAMont.—
HeKRBMare Bozeman,
As longstairs asand admit
they
shifting
FM evenupthat
television
tual y is going to be shifted upstairs,
the argumentboth shifted
Is to get the FM andat telethe
present vision
time. Your ideaupstairs
goes along with
this, and ordinate
I think
that
if
you
could
coyour plans,
probably talk sense
to you
the could
Commission
throughstatetheCommerce
Senate
and
House
InterCommittees.
MARSHALL H. PENGRA, Manager,
KRNR Roseburg, Ore.— I certainly think
FCC Sends Hyde, Marks
To Puerto Rico Hearing
FIVE issues involving WPRP
Ponce, Puerto Rico, including petitiontrolforfromvoluntary
Julio M. transfer
Conesa ofto conthe
Voice of Porto Rico Inc. for $30,000,
and application of Consolidated
Broadcasting Corp. for the WPRP
facilities (1420 kc with 250 w unwere to be toair-edbegin
in public
hearings limited)
scheduled
April
30 before FCC General Counsel
Rosel H. Hyde, sitting as examiner,
at the U. S. District Court House,
San Juan, P. R. Leonard H. Marks
was to represent the Commission.
William C. Koplovitz of Dempsey
& Koplovitz,
is counsel for VoiceWashington,
of Porto Rico
and
Frank Stollenwerck, Washington,
is appearing for Consolidated. All
four attorneys left Washington
Wednesday for Puerto Rico. The
WPRP case has been pending more
than four years.

5000

WAVE

you have anbination ofexcellent
In the comFM would
and Idea
television.
.way. .
Yourmany
suggestion
clearto the
for
smaller
stations
go
Into
the FM field secure in the knowledge
that thevisionultimate
development
of tele-in
would
allow
them
to
proceed
that
direction
with equipment
the minimum
amount
of change
the
utilization
of a insingle
frequency.and
C. T. LUCY, General Manager, WRVA
Richmond,
Va.— Frominvolved,
our knowledge
of
the technicalities
accord
that
youcertainly
seem to behavewe
aaregoodin
idea.
It
would
Interesting
to know why such an idea has not been
proposed gine rbys or others
the Institute
Radio
Eninterested,ofseems
in broadcasting, asfeasible
your proposal
both
logical
and
from
an
operations
standpoint.
JOHN M. RIVERS, General Manager,
WCSC
C— Most
certainly
it wouldCharleston,
be much S.more
sensible
from
the
standpoint
of
a
radio
station
operate the audio part of television asto
FM rather to have, as it may conceivablyAM,
be necessary,
your
your
FM, four
the transmitters—
audiopart.part1 doof
television,
and
the
picture
not
think
there
is
much
television will combine the doubt
audio that
and
pictures in one transmission operation,
but thegram youfactadvocate
remainsis that
if theby proadopted
the
Commission,
then we will
only
two transmitters,
and endtwo upsetswithof
employes to worry with.
Text fyingofletterChairman
Porter'sfollows:
clarito Mr. Mosby
Reference is made
communication
dated to
Aprilyour11, further
1945 in
regarda television
to the use of the sound
channel
ofsound
to provide
service whenstation
a suitable
televisiona
program
was
not
available.
It appears that I have not made my
positiongard to that
at allportion
clear, particularly
In rewhich youtelevision
quote:
"For
sound example,
transmitterperhaps
could betheadapted
and
licensed
bothit services."
What wasto
meant wasfor that
may be possible
design
equipment
operate
alternately on either
the tosound
channel
of a
television
channel
or noton have
a channel
the
FM
band.
I
did
in mindin
the
transmission
of
sound
programs
alone when operating
in the television
an engineering
anband.FM From
transmitter
can, of standpoint
course, be
converted
for use onstation
the sound
channel
of
a
television
within
the
tuning
limits of the cannot
equipment.
The Commission
agree with
you
that "If picture,
FM is itcoming
the
broadcasting
will beIntotransiuntil
television
comes
into tory—itsa juncstopgap
own,
so
let
it
come
as
an
adt to television in the new high
frequency
television
will
note
than even
if widebands."
band FMYouis employed on thechannelsound
channeloccupy
of a television
it would
only
approximately
200 kc notoutbe ofconsidered
6,000 kc
and,
therefore,
as making
use could
of the channel.
As setposedforth
in theAllocations
Commission's
Report on
abovePro-25
mc,
the Commission
expects
television
channels
to be usedthe forfacilities
television.
Simil
a
r
l
y
i
t
expects
for FM to be used to the fullestprovided
extent
possible.
WGES wUlChicago,
at 2400 quarters
W. Madison
St.,
move now
touponlarger
2708 Washington
WPB approval. at

WATTS

At

VE
SON

WA
H.B.C.

NBC
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The

Most

Powerful
Tube

High-Frequency

200 Kilowatts— developed especially for high-power,
high-frequency broadcast and industrial applications.
Into this development has gone all the knowledge
and experience of the tube-building art that make
the name Federal stand for dependability — a reputation earned by more than 35 years of service in
the electronics field.

Federal tubes are built for long life . . . produced
with all the care and precision of fine craftsmanship.

Federal always has made better tubes. M^^^ij

Mra/

Tblephone

and

RM^orpo,
Newark \, N. J.
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100-Watter Income

OWI PACKET, WEEK MAY 21
KANSAS
CITY
IS

K

O

Z

Y

PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
Gpnernl Manager

CnecK the list below to And the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the weeksuitable
beginning
May 21. OWI
contain
six 50-second
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
and transcriptions
three
chain
breaks
on eachof
side
discs. Tellwaryourmessages.
about them.
Plan 20-second
schedules
for best
timing
Group
these ofImportant
Group
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
WORK
NAT.PLANSPOT
W MESSAGE
PLAN
NET.
Live Tra
Aff. Ind. AS. Ind.
X
SeventhCorpsWar Loan
X
XX
X XX
XX
Crop
X
X
Dangerous
Pennies
X
CadetConservation
Nurses
II X
X
Car
II X
V-Mail
OWI Schedule
War Message
for namesAllocation
and time Plans.
of programs carrying
warSee messages
under ofNational
Spot and161 Network

Up Data
37%ShowsforFigures
Year
FCC
for
Typical Week During 1944
THE AVERAGE 100 w broadcast
station during 1944 had a gross
income of $40,985, which was 37%
more than in 1943, according to an
analysis
year'sThere
broadcast
revenues ofby last
the FCC.
were
28 commercial stations using 100
w in operation last year, of which
24 reported total net time sales of
$983,639, which was an increase
of $263,476 over the $720,062 reported the preceding year. There
were also five noncommercial 100watters in operation. The analysis
completed
the during
FCC's 1944.
survey of station revenues
The FCC release continued:
All of these stations showed increases
in their creasnet
time tosales;
Ines of $25,000
$39,374;4 reported
4 of $10,000
toof $25,000;
8 of $5,000 to $10,000; and 8
$96
to
$5,000.
Ten of the 28 commercial stations
serve asworks,outlets
the 2fourstations;
major CBS,
netas follows:forBlue,
1; Licensees
NBC, 1; and
Mutual,
6. stations, or
of
13
of
these
the
companies them,
or individuals
owning
or
are engaged
othercontrolling
businesses, as follows:
Education,in
3;motion
funeralpicture
home,theatre,
1; hotel2; operator,
publishing,1:
3; These
religion,
2; andare road
contractor,
stations
located
the1.
continental United States aswithin
follows:
Five
in
Texas;
4
in
Pennsylvania;
3
New Mexico;
2 each
in California,
Illi-in
nois,
New
York,
Oregon
and
Wisconsin;
and one each in Alabama, Colorado.
Georgia, Indiana,
Maine, Utah,
Montana,
OkSouth Dakota,
Virginia
and West lahoma,Virginia.

Correction
WKRC Cincinnati will rejoin CBS
June 1 as a basic network affiliate
Helping Shape the Earth to and
not Mutual as incorrectly
stated in Broadcasting April 2.
Suit Free People
KMBCU. Kansas
the
of KansasCityandin cooperation
the Kansas with
City
public schools
will sponsor
a radio institute
June
11-29.
Members
Peoria is the center of earth-moving equipment manufacture regular staff under the direction ofof the
Dr.
Charles
F. Church
KMBC director
of education,
be:Jr.,Mortimer
— equipment vitally needed to help smooth the road to Vic- associate
scriptwilleditor
of CBS; Frankel,
George
director
of ChicagoKenneth
Board G.of
tory. After the war, Peoria's earth-moving equipment will Jennings,
Educationdirector
radio council;
ofMarguerite
radio workshop
be called on to reshape the face of a battle-scarred world. Bartless,
V.
of
Syracuse;
Fleming,of
director of drama and radio workshop,
U,
of
Kansas;
Harold
B.
McCarthy,
rector of WHA, U. of Wisconsin; Eliza-diNOW and LATER, Peoria's prosperity is assured. You can
beth
GoudyNadlneNoel,
U. S.director
Office of Education;
Miller,
depend on Peoriarea's potent
buying population
of 600,000
Service
of Kansasof Public
City;
Charles P. Hunter.
to continue
supplying the
material Information
from which sales records are
made.

ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Slalion Director
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Wisconsin

Telephone

company

722 North Broadway Milwaukee
JOHNVICEODAY
PRESIDENT

BROADWAY 4740
April 13, 1945

Mr. C.J. Lanphier
General Manager, WEMP
710 No. Plankinton Avenue
Milwaukee 3s Wisconsin
Dear Mr. Lanphier:
Yesterday afternoon, following the unlooked-for announcement of the death of President Roosevelt, an avalanche of telephone
calls was experienced at all local telephone offices.

We asked

WMP to request the public to refrain from placing unnecessary telephone calls because the heavy load was interfering with the proper
handling of urgent war calls.

After the broadcast was made, almost

immediately the calling load dropped and within a short time the
number of calls being placed was more nearly normal.
The assistance given to us in this connection by WDiP was
of immeasurable help, and sincere thanks is expressed.
Very truly yours.

|THE VOICE OF MISSISSIPPI

uiaxix

UP. UP, and UP
MISSISSIPPI
Official Sales Tax returns — a reliable index to business in the
state — reveal that since 1939
Mississippi businesses have averaged a general increase of over
103Forpercent*.
instance, food sales in the
state since that time hove increased 107 percent; wearing
apparel, 159 percent; furniture,
81 percent; general merchandise,
85 percent; and miscellaneous
retail business, 164 percent.
This is definite evidence of the
upward trend of business in Mississippi. WJDX is the one radio
station in Mississippi that offers
you effective coverage of this
growing, stable market— because
WJDX is the D-O-M-l-N-A-N-T
''Voice
Mississippi".
*State Taxof Commission

Hearings on Clear- Channels
Deferred by FCC to Sept. 5
Need of Complete Preparation Emphasized by
Commission in Explaining Postponement
POSTPONEMENT of the clearzations have filed appearances
channel hearings from May 9 to [Broadcasting, April 9].
Sept. 5 [Closed Circuit, April 16,
In addition to the three engineerBroadcasting April 23] was aning committees, a fourth group on
nounced last week by the FCC.
composedmembers,
of GovernIn a public notice the Commission surveys,ment andalsoindustry
will
conduct a survey among listeners
said
it
was
of
the
opinion
that
"it
is important that preparation for in clear-channel areas to determine
the clear-channel hearing be thor- whether, in the minds of listeners,
ough and complete so that the decistations are providsion can be made upon the basis of clearingchannel
adequate
service [Broadcasting,
April
23].
a comprehensive record."
Although the Bureau of Census
Work Under Way
likely will handle the survey, broadPointing out that "substantial
casters have been asked to participreparatory work has already beIn itspointed
public out
noticepatethefinancially.
Commission
gun,"
the
FCC
nevertheless
took
cognizance of the vital Jbearing of that the "desirability of such a surdata now being assembled by three
vey has been urged upon the ComGovernment - industry engineering
mission by many interested percommittees on the overall phases
sons" and that "it has been stated
of clear channel broadcasting. These that the
Commission rather than
committees, already at work, are the industry is best equipped to
expected to complete their tasks be- conduct such a survey."
fore the Sept. 5 date.
Industry
members
underPlans are to make their respecstood to have
opposedarequestions
tive findings available to "interest- bordering on program control by the
Commission. Full cooperation has
ed inpersons"
advance
hear- been
offered the FCC, however, by
g, to permitin the
variousof the
interests
to prepare their respective cases. industry members of the committee.
Licenses of more than 50 stations, Dallas W. Smythe, FCC chief econthree major networks, a regional
omist, is chairman of the survey
network and several other organi- group.
FCC HEARING

TEXT of the FCC public notice
dated April 24 and postponing the
clear-channel hearings from May 9
to Sept. 5 follows:
The FCC
todayhearing
announced
that the
clear
channel
(Docket
No.
6741)
scheduled
to
open
May
9, 1945,
has been postponed until Wednesday,
Sept.
1945, at 10:30Is a.m.
The it5,Commission
of the
opinion
that
is clear
important
that
preparation
for the
channel
hearing
be
thoroughcision canandbe complete
so
that
the de-of
uix>nIt theis apparent
basis
a comprehensivemaderecord.
after sonsconferences
Interested canperthis Intypetimewith
of forpresentation
not be thatready
May 9. Hence,
a postponement at this time is necessary.
Substantial
has thealreadyThree
begun preparatory
inengineering
connectionwork
with
hearing.been
committees
have
established
for
the
purpose
of preparing
comprehensive
reports foron
the
basic underlying
data necessary
4.955,144
the hearing.
These
committees
comthe are
Commisspindles
sionposanded of representatives
otherare:Interested ofpersons.
These
committees
spinning
COMMITTEE 1— Determination of
what constitutes a satisfactory signal.
VICTORY
COMMITTEE 2— Determination of
what constitutes objectionable interference.
...daily producing cotton
COMMITTEE
3— Determination
of
cloth to wrap around the
distances
to which
areas over
which
various
signalandstrengths
are
world. Produced from "picker delivered.
to bolt" in the 16-county willIt Iscontinue
expected their
that work
these during
committees
WSPA Primary Area.
summer and
be ready
to5 hearing.
report wellIttheinis
advance
of
the
Sept.
that after reports are ready,
SPARTANBURG, expected
be made
available
to interCAROLINA they
ing. will
ested persons
in advance
of the
hearWSPA SOUTH
Home of Camp Croft A fourth committee consisting of
5000 watH Day, 1000 watts Night
Commission
personnel
and
other
Interested persons has also been established.
950 kiloeytlef, Rep. by Holllngberv
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NOTICE

This committee Is concerned with the
problem teneofrs. Theconducting
a survey
lisaof surveysionhasby many
been desirability
urged
uponofpersons.
thesuchCommisInterested
It
has
been stated
that theIsCommission
ratherto
than
the such
Industry
bestFull
equipped
conduct
a survey.
cooperation,
however,
has
been
offered
by
membeings
rs of the
Industry. been
Preliminary
have already
held bymeettheof
Commission
with
representatives
other
Government
agencies
who
would
cooperate
the Commission
Inthemak-reingsusuch
awithsurvey.
It will
Is hoped
lts of this
beonready
the opening
ofsurvey
the hearing
Sept. for5.
In addition
to the foregoing
committees,
the
Commission
has
also
set upon
staff
to prepare
material
all theincommittees
Issues
covered
by
the
proceedg. It Is expected
that proceed
membersdiligentof the
Industry
likewise
ly in the will
preparation
of their material.
The
Commission's
staff
Is
available
at
all
times for conferences
or assistance
In connection
proceeding.
Arrangementswith
for such thisconferences
should
be
madeCounsel
throughor Chief
the Commission's
General
Engineer.

Luotto Is Absolved
In Fascism Charge
Rumors Not Factor in WOV
Decision, Denny Declares
CHARGES that Andre Luotto,
New York advertising agency executive, was sympathetic to the cause
of Fascism arid reports circulating
in New York that the FCC proposed denial
the Arde
transfer
WOV New
Yorkof from
Bulovaof
and Maj. Harry D. Henshel to
Murray and Meyer Mester was
traceable
Luotto's alleged
participationto Mr.
in negotiations,
were
discounted last week by Commissioner
Charles
R.
Denny
Jr.
[Closed
Circuit, April 2].
"While I did not participate in
the WOV proposed decision," said
athatstatement
by Mr.thatDenny,
know
any rumors
Andre "ILuotto
had anything to do with the decisons. sion are wholly false for two rea"First,wastheto record
shows tothatdo
Luotto
have nothing
with the present transaction. Second, evensociatedif withLuotto
had been
asthe Mesters
in the
present deal, it would not have adinfluenced charges
the decision
becauseversely
the 1942
against
Luotto were thoroughly investiated. gated and found to be unsubstantiPrevious Application
"Our investigation convinced me
that Andre Luotto is a loyal citizen and a person of integrity."
Charges that a previous application for the purchase of WOV in
1942 by the Mester brothers did not
get FCC approval because of certain allegations against Mr. Luotto, were made by the House Select
Committee to Investigate the FCC.
In 1942 Mr. Luotto would have become manager of WOV had the
Mestertion, itbrothers
purchased the stawas reported.
Action by the FCC in proposing
to deny transfer to the Mester
brothers of WOV took place before
Mr. Denny mwas
swornserve
in asasa Comis ioner. He did
FCC
general counsel, however, during
the time the House Committee
charges were aired.
Commenting on Commissioner
Denny's statement, Mr. Luotto
said:
"I amCommission
naturally realizes
glad to the
see
that the
falsity of the charges brought
against me. It is regrettable that
unscrupulous persons were allowed
to make such charges but I never
had any doubt that governmental
agencies, even if swayed for the
moment, would eventually realize
the truth and publicly state it."
DON
ELIAS, and
executive
director
WWNCberS., isAshevlUe
NAB Board
mem-of
at Mission
Ashevllle,
recuperating
from Hospital,
surgery performed
this
week.
April 21. He is expected to be released

Hooper on President
PRESIDENT TRUMAN'S third
address since he became chief executive, broadcast at 7.30 p.m.
April 25, opening the San Francisco Conference, was heard by 30,400,000 adult listeners, according to
a special survey made for CBS by
C. E. Hooper Inc. Address achieved
a Hooper Rating of 41.2. The President's address to the
of
Congress on Apriljoint
16 session
had a
PAIRSEXstore,Inc.,has New
York
Hooper
Rating of 32.0, his first FAMOUS
women's clothing
appointed
to handle
proevening address, April 17, of 53.6. Seidel Adv.,
motion. RadioNewmayYork,
be used.
BROADCASTING
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PRINTED,

ILLUSTRATED

• • • with paid advertising
The post-war facsimile "newspaper of the
I air" will take printed and illustrated news
direct into homes by radio, at a speed equiva-

NEWS

BY

RADIO

lent to more than 12* tabloid-size pages per
hour! Who will be first, in your territory, to
use this most modern type of publishing?
*Even greater speeds are technically possible with Finch
equipment, and can be obtained where the available
radio channels are sufficiently broad.

incll iacsimile
mivm ptuum and uxt by itAoto ok wm

S

M0REHAVYIIURSE

.1

fTU WlHSHIP

SELF SYNCHRONIZING
facsimile
DELIVERS PICTURES AND TEXT RY RADIO OR WIRE
FINCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS,
INC. • PASSAIC,
N. 7.
N. Y. Office: 10 E. 40th St., New York 16. N. Y.
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FCC Denies Complaint Against WPEN;
Sustains Program Duty of Licensees
HOLDING that the Communica- Fundamentalist churches, had comtions Act vests in licensees the replained because WPEN cancelled
sponsibility of programming and most of the religious broadcasts
that the new religious policy of sponsored by member churches of
group.
WPEN Philadelphia is "consonant theFCC
action came shortly after
with the licensee's obligation to
present a diversified and well- eight members of the religious
took an appeal to the Third
rounded
last weekprogram
denied service",
petitiontheof FCC
the groups
Circuit Court of Appeals in their
Philadelphia Gospel Broadcasters effort to restrain WPEN from enAssn. that Commission action
forcing its new policy. District
granting transfer of control to the Judge William H. Kirkpatrick in
Philadelphia Bulletin be set aside Philadelphia had dismissed the
[Broadcasting, April 9].
church bill in equity against the
The association, composed of station licensee [Broadcasting,

TWUZ
t^OM

MAM
MY

W«I€AT,V«0SH|
The well known Western Electric Reproducing Group — which includes the
famous 9A Reproducer for hoth vertical
and lateral recordings— is adaptable to
any transcription turntable.
Designed by Bell Labs and introduced
in 1937, this equipment is still meeting
the most exacting requirements of transcribed broadcasting today.
Out of the concentrated experience
gained in our years of war work, will
come still finer broadcasting equipment
for the future.
Western

Red River Valley wheat, noted for its high gluten
content, commands premium prices. This alone
would be news in a less fertile section. Yet in the
rich Fargo area wheat and all other grains account
for only about 30% of the farm income, and all the
rtest comes from widely varied crops!
And listen: Us hayseeds are just as diverse in our
spending as we are in our farming! That's why this
section looks so rosy to WDAY's varied advertisers.
. . . Shall we send you a picture?

April 16]. Appellants are Rev. Carl
Mclntire,
Young ofPeople's
Church of
the
Air, Word
Life Fellowship,
Rev. Theodore Eisner, E. Schuyler
English,
Mission Tabernacle,Highway
Wesleyan Methodist
Church,
Wiley Mission.
Following is text of a letter sent
by the Commission last Tuesday to
William S. Bennet, New York,
counsel for the gospel association:
The Commission has considered the
petition
complaint which
youBroadfiled
on behalfcastersandofAssn.Philadelphia
Gospel
withWPEN
reference
to the
act
i
o
n
o
f
Station
Philadelphia,
discontinuing religious broadcasts whichin
had been sponsored
the various organizations in your bygroup.
In response
to Commission
inquiry
regarding
the new
policy in handling
religiousvised programs,
the station
hashours
adthat
approximately
three
will be sold for religious programs on
Sundayeral toreligious
be divided
the sevgroups, among
including
the
groupstion,which
you represent.
Inwilladdi-be
approximately
three
hours
made available on Sunday without
charge to nations.
the various
religiousthedenomiduring
periods
ofreligioiis
time Moreover,
willbroadcasts.
also
be allottedweek
for
various
The
policy
of
Congress
as
expressed
in the Communications Act of 1934 cons that the selection
presen-be
tationtemofplateradio
programsandshall
vestedsee. inLicensees
the are,
individual
station
licenhowever,
required
operate in the public interest and theto
Commission
has
construed
this
obligation as requiring
presentation of a diversified program balance.
The Commission
has carefully
consplaintideredandthe the
matters
alleged
in yourmadecomrepresentations
to
itdetermine
by the licensee
of
Station
WPEN
whether there has been toa
violation
of
the
licensee's
obligation
to
operate inmis ion isthe
public interest.
Thethe Comof the
representations oopinion
f Station thatWPEN
are
consonant
with
the
licensee's
obligation
to
present
a
diversified
and
wellroundedgoingprogram
service.
For thehasforeCommission
today deniedreasons,yourthe petition.
Standard Brands Show
STANDARD Brands Inc., New
York, on May 1 starts a weekly
quarter-hour
the work of theprogram
OPA ondramatizing
WOR New
York. Titled Soldiers With Coupons,
the
program
is
written
and
directed by Tex Wiener, regional
OPA radio director. Daniel P.
Woolley,
OPA atadministrator, will regional
speak briefly
the start
of each broadcast, discussing phases
of OPA's fight against inflation,
rising prices and the black market.
Standard Brands will promote no
particular
product,
taking identification credit
only. Business
placed
by J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.

Electric
WDAi;iNc
z
N. B, C

Buy War Bond»—and hold themi
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FARGO, N. D.
Affiliated with thm Fargo Forum
970 KILOCTCLBS . . . 5000 WATTS
FBEB C« PSTEKS, INC^ NATIONAL RBPBBSENTATIVE8

NORTHERN FLORIDA'S
BEST
"BUY"•
• SendRADIO
for Detaib
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"Sometimes I wish I'd listen to
something besides WBZ."
"Sometimes 1 wish I'd listen to
something besides WCSH"

"Sometimes I wish I'd listen to
something besides WJAR,"

Sometimes 1 wish I'd listen to
something besides WTIC."

"Sometimes I wish I'd listen to
something besides WLBZ."

"Sometimes I wish I'd listen to
something besides WFEA."

"Sometimes I wish I'd listen to
tomethlng besides WRDO*"

'"Sometimes I wish I'd listen
The peak program and power
impact ot NERN stations is irresistible to96.5% oi New England's tamilies. And NERN'S
listeners respond easily because,though comprising barely
more
than 6%theyoihave
the nation's
population,
11% oi
the capital resources in U. S.
Banks. NBC affiliation brings

to something besides NERN"
all NERN stations the nation's
peak programs. FCC authority
gives NERN stations New England's peak power.
combination,
availableThisfor solid
only
$312
per
daytime
quarter-hour,
comes with free studio facilides
in Boston, Hartford or New York
and without line charges. When
you buy NERN, you buy a
network.

NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL NETWORK

m
i Hi
HARTFORD. C ONNECTICUT

$108,000 Price Offere
Several More Stations Get Temporary Fans Like Gillette For
KID Idaho FaUa
ASSIGNMENT
of KID
Grants Under New Policy of the FCC Video Commercials Idaho Falls fromof alicense
syndicate o|
PURSUING its policy of commer- ed extension of special service au- NBC Finds 94% of Audience Idaho and Utah businessmen
to {|
cial vs. sustaining programs the
thorization tooperate on 770 kc, 25
new corporation in which part ir
FCC last week is understood to kw night, 50 kw day, unlimited Knew Program Sponsor
have placed several more stations time, using transmitter authorized SIGHT and sound commercials terest is held by Radio Servic
on temporary license pending re- under construction permit as modi- used by Gillette Safety Razor Corp., Salt
Corp.Lake
of Utah,
operator
of KS'.o
City City,
and
half
-owner
on its
WNBT-NBC
televi- KSUB
fied for six-month period beginning Boston,
plies to new form letters [BroadCedar
Utah,
is rc
sion boxing
matches
have produced
casting, April 16].
May 1. At the same time the Comquested
in
an
application
filed
Although the Commission adoptimpression
onNBC
theirsurvey
audi- the FCC last week. PricewitH14
mission extended
the presentbasisli- a lasting
ence,
according
to
an
c
e
n
s
e
o
f
KOB
on
a
temporary
ed a "closed-mouth"
with
which
reference
to temporarypolicy
renewals,
until Nov. 1, pending final determi- recently
Present owners, who purchased
that bettercompleted
than nine
out showed
of ten $108,000.
after issuing a release a fortnight
upon applications
be- listeners
knew Gillette sponsored the station a year ago from Jacl«
fore thenationCommission.
Thesenowissues
ago on itsderstoodnew
policy,
it
was
unW.
Duckworth [Broadcasting]
that a dozen or so of 50 involve operation with 10 kw night the programs.
Sponsor identification added up May vote1, their
1944],
and whoto wish
destations placed on temporary li- and 50 kw day on 1030 kc and 50
attentions
their tootheu
cense until July 1, come under the kw day and 25 kw night on 770 to 94.4%, the survey showed, with interests, according
to
application
little
criticism
of
the
advertising
kc,
as
well
as
50
kw
on
770
kc.
category of program-policy scruLicense of WBT Charlotte, N. C, methods used. Some persons queried include H. F. Laub, president and
tiny. These licenses expire May 1.
(See FCC actions, page 74, for was continued temporarily to July favored more changes in the still 40% owner of KVNU Logan, Utah,
list.) In some instances the Com- 1 pending determination upon re- pictures used and others preferred and also in the electrical contract*
newal.CBSUndermust
the divest
network itself
regula-of use of live film, but 63.6 7o of the ing
mis ion is said to have raised eyebusiness;
L. A. Herdti,'
Ogdenl
contractor,
and Walteq
responses made favorable comments electrical
because of heavy commer- WBT. tions
Bauchman, Idaho Falls electrical
cial brows
schedules.
Negotiations for its sale are on Gillette's commercials.
Six other stations were placed now pending [Closed Circuit,
NBC's television department on contractor. Each holds a third in^
on temporary license until May 1, April 23].
March 5 sent out 4,252 question- terest.
Holdings in the new company
naires on the Monday and Friday
1948, they
"uponarethesubject
expressto whatever
condition
that
night boxing shows. Of those, 1,070 are : David Smith, president,
answered, but only 949 had actually 30.13%, affiliated with Smith-Hart
action may be taken by the ComStromberg Names
mission upon their pending appli- WESLEY M. ANGLE, president of seen the programs. Eighty percent Motor Co.; Radio Service Corp. of
24.93%; Joseph E. Williams,
c
a
t
i
1934, of those answering liked the pro- Utah,
vice-president, 18.33%, owner of
in duopolyons for renewal."
procedure,Five,
are: involved
KFVD Stromberg-Carlson
elected chairmanCo.ofsince
the board
grams
"very
well",
16.9%
were
in
farm
and
real estate interests, and
Los Angeles and KPAS Pasadena; was
the "fairly well" category, and
directors at the board's annual those
KGA Spokane, Wash.; KOMO Se- ofmeeting
who attend prize fights reg- Arch L. Madsen, secretary-treas
18. Dr. Ray H. Manattle; KSOQ Sioux Falls, S. D. The son, formerAprilexecutive
ularly were most enthusiastic about urer, 1.67%, assistant to the gen
vice-president
eral manager of KSL.
sixth is KOMA Oklahoma City.
and general manager, was elected the telecasts.
Other actions by the Commission president
to
succeed
Mr.
Angle.
CROTON
watch
Co.,Bruct
New Advertising
York, has
at its regular
Tuesday
meeting
inThe former secretary and assistant
appointed
Franklin
clude :
C-Z Chemical Spots
general
manager,
Lee
McCanne,
Corp.,
New
York,
to
handle
its
accountbe
effective
Immediately.
Radio
may
KOB Albuquerque, N. M., grant- was named executive vice-president C-Z CHEMICAL Co., Beloit, Wis-, used, later.
(floor war), is sponsoring series of
to succeed Dr. Manson.
8 transcribed Wright-Sonovox spots
FCC OPimOJS GRAMS
NEWSCASTS on WFIL PhUadelphla wUl weekly for 13 weeks, thru KlauVan
Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc., Milover
by
the
Philadelphia
RecCADILLAC, MICH., CP be taken
ord afterproems
May 1. The
Bulletin
confines
on: KWTO KGBX KFBI
Its news
to WPEN
In that
city, KYSM waukee,
MEMORANDUM opinion has been which
KWNC KFYR
Jan. 1. Walter
H. An- WDAY KFAM
adopted by the FCC granting a nenbergit acquired
KILO
KOMA WNAX
of
the
Inquirer
has
applicaconstruction permit to Midwestern stations.tions pending for FM and television KTRH KXYZ KTSA.
Broadcasting Co., licensee of
WTCM Traverse City, Mich., for a
new standard local outlet on 1240
kc at Cadillac, Mich. Grant is subject to the requirements of the ComOther Fellow's Viewpoint
mission's and
Statementthe
of procedure
Policy of EDITOR Broadcasting:
not interference will occur. The
Jan. 26, 1944,
not the same.
In your issue of April 23, under twoTo aredetermine
notice of Jan. 25, 1945, relating to
whether interferthe use of critical materials for the heading "FCC Expected to Deence occurs the power and range of
construction purposes.
cide FM's Place in the Spectrum the transmitters
must
also be taken
Headed by Lester M. Bieder- about
May on1"which
thereI would
appearliketwoto into account. On the basis of restatements
man, president and general man- comment.
cordings
made
of
Sporadic
E and
ager, Midwestern will use power
introduced on behalf of the Comof 250 w and unlimited hours at
The -first statement is:
m
i
s
i
o
n
i
t
has
been
established
Cadillac. Applicant states that no
"So far engineers still are at the record, by me, that two FMin
critical materials are to be em- loggerheads over F2 layer trans- transmitters,
each operating on 44
ployed nor are any utility extenand capable of serving
sions required as it is planned to mission."
This is not correct. The predic- megacycles
ranges
of
40
to
50 miles (50 microuse quarters leased in the local
tions made by Mr. Norton during
contour) will not interfere with
the October hearing with respect to each voltother
American Legion building.
via
this
type of transThe Commission finds that at F2 have now been thoroughly dismission, even though spaced at the
present there is no primary service proved.
most
critical
distance
for such
effect.
The second statement reads as
rendered either day or night, and
operating as proposed the station follows :
It
is
therefore
quite
possible
to
would render primary service to
"Since Sporadic E is held to
the host of local stations
12,422 persons in a 156 sq. mi. area cause interference 1% of the time operate
within
the
part
of
the
band
for
nighttime and 28,733 persons in a at 42 mc, 1/lOth of 1% of the time v/hich your article predicts 1% in11,120 sq. mi. area daytime. Also at 60 mc and 1/lOOth of 1% of the
rence from Sporadic E without
noted were letters from local in- time at 84 mc, it appeared likely any troubleterfefrom
dustrial, business and civic inter- that the FM band would begin mc. ? soever. Why movethisthemsourceabovewhat-60
ests and that the proposed station
mc." out that in this stateMay 60I point
Edwin H. Armstrong
would provide "a wholly local pro- above
ment you have confused the perColumbia University in
gram service, without network afc
e
n
t
a
g
e
o
f
time
during
which
SporThe Warthe Manpower
the City of New York
adic E transmission may take place
Commission filiation".
advised
FCC that
Cadillac is not a critical labor area. with the question of whether or April 24
BROADCASTING
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YOU

NEED

hallicrafters

in high frequency

EQUIPMENT

development

work

Rail and motor lines, maritime services and
universally expanding aviation are planning
new or improved communications systems to
keep up with the forward pace. In these and
many other fields of science there is an urgent
demand for the latest developments in very
high frequency and ultra high frequency apparatus. In your work in these fields, look to
Hallicrafters for advanced communications and
electronics equipment.

THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO
AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S. A.

ONE MAN IS A
POOR AUDIENCE
Sentenced to jail, Paganini,
great violinist, played to his jailer
— a poor audience for such talent.
Be sure your program has a
worthy audience! Use:
Mailt
mm
John Elmer George H. Roeder
President
General Manager
FREE & PETERS, iNC
tKdusiv* National Representatives

'Widder Brown' Up
In Hooper Check
First in Daytime shows,
'Ma Perkins' Is Second
FORMERLY SIXTH in the C. E.
Hooper Inc. ratings of network
daytime shows, Young Widder
Brown this month moved up to
first dayplace
in thelisted
"topin ten"
programs
the weekApril
report with Ma Perkins coming up
to second from its previous fourth
spot.Third was When a Girl Marries.
Measured in terms of the number of listeners per radio set, Captain Midnight led the field and Tom
Mix took second place. The Tom
Mix program also registered the
largest number of men listeners
per set, according to the April report. Ma Perkins was found to
have the largest number of women
listeners per set, with Terry and
The Pirates ahead in the children's
category.
For the first time, Kate Smith
Speaks was listed as the program
with the highest sponsor identification, registering 71.1%.
Due to the death of President
Roosevelt and cancellation of all
commercial programs, no figures
are included for April 13 and 14.
Saturday daytime ratings will be
based on interviewing conducted
April 21 and will be sent out with
the
April 30said.
report, the Hooper oi-ganization

r

mo DELAY, NARBA
EXTENSION OFFICIAL
POSTPONEMENT of the Third
Inter-American Radi» Conference
in Rio de Janeiro from June 1 to
Sept. 3 and agreement by the U. S.
to extend the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement
oneTheyear,Government
became oflacial
last week.
of Brazil
last
week notified the State Dept. that
the Rio conference would be postponed to Sept. 3 at the request of
the U. S. and other American nations, who felt additional time
would be needed for preparation.
In a letter to the State Dept.
last week, FCC Chairman Paul A.
Porter wrote:
eration of the "On
matterfurther
in theconsidlight
of present conditions, the Commission is of themendations
opinion
should bethat
maderecomfor
extension of the Agreement
(NARBA) for a period of one year
from
1946."except Cuba
All March
other 29,
nations
already had agreed to extension.
Publishers Association
Elects Chandler Head
WILLIAM G. CHANDLER, an executive of the Scripps-Howard organization (WCPO Cincinnati,
WNOX Knoxville, WMC Memphis)
and president of the Scripps-HowarddentSupply
was elected
presiof the Co.,
American
Newspaper
Publishers Assn. at its annual meeting in New York April 26. He
succeeds Linwood I. Noyes, publisher of the Ironwood (Mich.) Globe,
who becomes a director of the
ANPA for a two-year term.
Other officers named were : David
W. Howe, business manager of the
Burlington (Vt.) Free Press, vicepresident; Norman Chandler, publisher of the Los Angeles Times,
secretary; Edwin S. Friendly, general manager of the New York Sun,
treasurer.
Directors named were: E. M.
Antrim, busines manager of the
Chicago Tribune (WGN) ; J. S.
Gray, publisher of the Monroe
(Mich.) New^; F. I. Ker, publisher,
Hamilton (Ont.) Spectator; William F. Schmick, business manager
of the Baltimore Sun.

WHDH
Hie economic capital of a
(ally important
umpire in embracing
in COUNTIES
4 STATES in
2 NATIONS.

5000

WATTS

NOiencI Sol«$ 8epre$Mfo»W« • SPOT $AU$, IMC. New York • Chkogo • San ^•ntijtc

me miiuential station in
El Paso covers it ALL.
VAL LAWKEHCl 600 KC
CBS low Waiu
mm

Radio Is Effective,
Cooper theTells
ALTHOUGH
airwaves AP
have
been used effectively for Associated
Press institutional promotion, ra^*
dio does not yet tell the listene
enough about the source of th
news, Kent Cooper, AP executiv
director and general manager, sai
in his report to the members, sub'
mitted at AP's annual meetin;
April 23 in New York.
"Very much can be done wit
this medium (radio) in acquaint,
ing the public with the AP, its organizations and its people," Mr
Cooper's report read. Stressing the
need for "widespread public awareness and appreciation of the meaning and significance of the words
'the Associated Press'," Mr. Coopei
wrote, "the fact must be faced thai
in the swift tempo of this day, fin«
craftsmanship alone may be igSix AP directors were reelected
for three-year terms, in a vot<
principally
byon proxies
to QDl
restrictions
travel. due
Renamed
nored."
the directorate are : Roy A. Roberts,
Kansas City Star (WDAF) ; Col
Robert R. McCormick, Chicag^
Tribune (WGN);
Portland
Oregonian Palmer
(KGW) Hoyt
; L.
K. Nicholson, New Orleans Times
Picayune; E. Lansing Ray, St
Louis Globe-Democrat', Stuart H
Perry, Adrian (Mich.) Telegram.
Following AP officers were re
elected: Robert McLean, Philadel
phia Evening Bulletin (WPEN)
president;ingtonFrank
B. Noyes, lifetime
WashStar (WMAL),
honorary president ; Houston Harte,
San Angela (Tex.) Standard
(KGKL), 1st vice-president; Nor
man Chandler, Los Angeles Times
2nd vice-president; Lloyd Stratton.
secretary; F, J. Starzel, assistant
secretary; L. F. Curtis, treasurer,
and Claude A. Jagger, assistant
treasurer.
Mr. Cooper continues as execu
tive head of the organization.
Filene's Store in Boston
Takes WNAC Phone Qui?
WILLIAM FILENE'S Sons Co.
Boston department store, starting
May
2 willwith
sponsor
program
Fred Tello
LangTestas qm-/,
m.c
every Monday, Wednesday and Fri
day from 9:15-9:30 a.m. on WNACj
Boston,
Network. key station of the Yanke^
COMPETENT
RADIO EXECUTIVE
AVAILABLE
1 5 years experience
Sales'Agency Contacts
Program
Engineering
Labor
Budget Control
BOX 560, BROADCASTING

SOUNil* E l| I P M E

T — j»?'«f»#.v#«nl«erf — mefhanScally stuti f^litrtr&tilvally

for finer pvtrtormam

Qualitg
Transcription
that heeps the ovitfinal wnusie and speech alive t

your station announcer . . . not quality variation . . . sliouid tell your
listening audience whether your broadcast is a 'live' or 'recorded'
j|program.
'Live' and 'recorded' quality should be practically indistinguishable!
Fairchild-built recording channels put the fundamental tone and
Tall overtones up to 8,000 cycles on the record at full strength. The
bass takes on the character of the individual instruments instead of
the all-too-prevalent overall 'boom, boom' which leaves the listener
wondering whether the recorded sound is string bass, brass horns,
bassoon or drums.

At the other end of the sound spectrum, and throughout all intermediate ranges, Fairchild recorded sound comes back over good
playback systems with absolute naturalness.
No doubt remains in the listener's mind that he's hearing the 'live'
qualities of the orchestra, band, or the even-more-difficult-to-record
individual performances of the piano or pipe organ.
Fairchild Portable Recorder descriptive and priority data are available., Address Netu York Office: 475 - 10th Avenue, New York 18;
Plant: 88-06 Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.
SOVN
EQVIPME^

AND
BROADCASTING
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Radio

5,000 WATTS

HOOP'LA...
ALLEZKQV's listener ratings on non-net shows jumped
63% since November 1944, the advent of its
new ownership and staff. KQV's going places
in Pittsburgh, and so are its advertisers.

ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.

Sets Peace Pattern
(Continued from page 17)
ference progresses. Personality on 400 AFRS stations in the variousvisionwarisshortwaving
zones. OWI programs
overseas di-k)
copy will be held in importance
only as related
the actual
delib- civilians in enemy as well as frienderations of the toofficial
delegations,
it was stated. Radio executives are
ly territory.physical setup to handle
fretful that there will not be sufRadio's
ficient copy to hold interest.
the
heavy load of programs from
Prevailing thought is that big the Conference is centered in the
Memorial building, adjanews won't break fast enough to Veterans'
cent to the War Memorial Opera
keep the frequencies alive with the
multiplicity of programs scheduled. House.
Studio Setup
Repetitious reporting, frequently a
fault of radio, it was pointed out,
Each
of
the four major U. S.
will send radio news correspondents networks has
a space setup of
scurrying for any scrap of news 18 by 38 feet into
which studios,
that
mightlisteners.
pass muster with the control and newsrooms
have been
surfeited
thrown
up
without
disturbing
With Paul White, director of of the existing partitions in any
the
CBS public
affairs
casts, sitting
it outandinnews
New broadYork Veterans building. In the draw for
for any eventualities, Fox Case, location, Blue-ABC came off with
western division director of that de- the • choice pick, sharing space between CBS and NBC but with fewartment, isin charge coordinating
of all San
Francisco poperations,
er pillars and corners to contend
activity of some 25 commentators, with.
booths have been erected
news ers,analysts,
reportersto and
writ- in Radio
the lush Diamond horseshoe
who have shifted
the scene
circle
of
the Opera House, giving
from New York, Chicago, Washington, Hollywood and other points.
practically front-row
Phil Woodyatt, assistant to Mr. broadcasters
in Allthe
3,200-seat
audiWhite and CBS San Francisco news position torium.
networks,
including
bureau manager, is collaborating BBC, have been assigned a box
with Mr. Case.
and booth each, with independents
Chester J. LaRoche, vice-chair- occupying one. Networks and indeman of Blue-ABC, and Robert E.
pendents are pooling facilities to
Kintner, vice-president in charge of
at the
Opera 50House.
Innews and news features, scheduled a degree
s
t
e
a
d
o
f
the
or more
to be in San Francisco for the microphones customary
for such a historic
opening Conference, are detained in event, broadcasters
agreed to
New York for a fortnight. G. W. hold the battery of have
mikes down to
(Johnny)
Johnstone,
director
of
a
minimum
of
10.
news and news features, was among
of these have been assigned
the first to arrive in San Fran- to Two
the more than 40 local and outcisco. He set up shop and will re- of-town
independents. NBC is feedmain throughout the Conference,
to BBC with the latter doing
coordinating the work of 43 com- the ingsame
to Canadian and Ausmentators, analysts, reporters and
tralian networks. Blue-ABC also is
assistants.
extending
BBCmidnight
its transcontiMcCall Supervising
nental wiretoafter
(PWT)
Francis C. McCall, manager of so that the latter can send highnetwork operations, NBC news and
lights and prograips to New York
special events division. New York, direct for transmission via transis supervising all broadcasts for Atlantic radio.
that network. Assistants from
keeping with the dignity of
New York, Washington, Chicago theInevent,
radio, at the suggestion
and
HoUj'wood
are
covering
the
of
the
State
Dept., agreed
elimsessions. E. B. Canel, director of
inate
the customary
mike topants,
Latin-American
programs,
NBC
inwith
no
station
or
network
identiternational division, is covering the
ficationfrombeing the
shownWar
duringMemorial
broadConference for shortwave to South
casts
America, cooperating also with the Opera House.
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. With him is Vicente Tovar,
NBC international division comNew Blue Affiliates
mentator of Washington.
John D. Whitmore, Mutual di- WHGB Harrisburg, Pa., now unrector of news, New York, is suder construction, will join Blue-ABC
pervising al broadcasts for MBS.
a basic supplementary affiliate
He has 30 commentators, analysts, as
it begins 250
operation
a fullreporters, writers and assistants when
time station,
w on as1400
kc,
from other parts of the country June
15
or
sooner.
On
May
15,
under his supervision.
Bakersfield, Cal., 1,000 w
Special features of the daily KMPC
1560 kc, will become a basic
sessions are being shortwaved to on
all United Nations and liberated affiliate of the Blue, replacing
KERN Bakersfield, 1,000 w on 1410
areas,
as
well
as
enemy-occupied
countries and territories.
kc, which will join CBS on that
Armed Forces Radio Service, be- day. KMPC is currently an outlet
side handling shortwave broadcasts for Mutual-Don Lee and will conto servicemen overseas, also is 15. tinue that affiliation until October
transcribing programs for release

AT SAN FRANCISCO
RADIO reporters and commentai;ors registered
United Nations Conferenceat onthe International
Organization, which opened April
25 in San Francisco, follow:
U. S. NETWORKS
BLUE- ABC — James Abbe, Patience
Abbe,
Albert
Allen, G. J.Warren
Andresen,
Margo
Atwood,
G. Baldwin,
Deanne
Banta,
H. A.R. Blank,
Baukhage,
Berton
Bennett,
Sidney
Alda
Link
Brennels, Keith Brown, Edward Burke,
Guy leen
H. Conrad,
Cassldy,Edward
Barbara
Connor, Ernest
KathJ. Conture,
Cuneo, idson,
James
P.Davis,
Daugherty,
DavCharlesDenny,
George Treva
V. Downs,
Denny,
Mrs.
Jeanne
James
W.Dunnlgan,
David
Drummond,
Mark
W.
Hugh Elliott, Grace Enoch, BUI Irln,
Wright Esser,
E. Evans, George
Fenneman,
PaulineA. Robert
Frederick,
ErnestRobert
Gill,
Lerot Grandey,
Greene,
Hall,ris,Taubner
G.Harvey,
Hamma,Ben Charles
HarVernon
L.
Hecht,
Ray
Henle, Eleanor Higby, Mary Scott Hill,
Heddaert James,
Hopper,Lorraine
ColeridgeJeneveln,
Hutson, G.Rob-W.
(Johnny)
Johnstone,
Jones,Robert
Lillian Kaplan,
Barbara Henry
Klnning,
Klntner,
HoraceJ. Kiser,
Joyce
Laba-La
chotte,
Chester
LaRoche,
Frank
Tourette,
Laws,Lonner,
RobertJohnLight,R.
Henry
LlllaR.R.Jr.,P.F.Walter
McDonnel,
McGaughey,
Maj. Molly
Gen.
Paul
B. Malone,
Imogene
Martin,
Merrick,
George
O.
Milne,
Frances
Minton, Anthony
Moser,Francis
RayMoulin,Morse,
ByronJames
Nelson,
Oliver, mondHenry
Orbach,
T.Gen.
B. Palmer,
Judith
Perkins,
Brig.
Junius
Pierce,
USA Ret.,
Russell
Pray,Rothery,
Bryson
Rash, Victor
Reed,
Clifford
Milton
Samuel,
Don
Searle,
Vincent
Sheean,
Marjorle
Stott,
Mrs.
Raymond
Swing,
Taylor,R.
Edward Raymond
Tomllnson,Swing,
EdwardJohnWeiner,
H. Wesson,
Pauline
Wlckersham,
J.
DonWilson, David
Wills, Walter Winchell,aldHerbert
B. Wyers.
CBS
—
Mary
Aldrlch,
Les
Bowman,
Lloyd
Brownfield,
Ralph
Ned
Calmer,
FoxMaj.Case,George
NormanF.Brunton,
Corwln,
Ira
Dilworth,
Eliot,
Joe
Ennos,liamWilliam
Fineshrlber,
Mrs.
WilPlneshriber,
Harry Jr.,Flannery,
Bill
Henry,
Grant
Holcomb
John Harsch,
Hook,
Chet Huntley,
Joseph
C.
James
La
Schaum,
Herb
Lewis,
Dan
Lundberg, Hildegarde Gauss, C. L.
McCarthy,
Don Lou
Mozley,
Ken (Mrs.
Owen, AshNelson Pringle,
Sawyer
worth),
Eric
Sevareid,
William
L.
Shlrer,
Helen
Sloussat,
Paul Sjtith,
Smith,Douglas
Dr.
Wallace
Bob Boland
Trout,
Miss
Wood,Sterling,
Paul White,
PhU
Woodyatt.
MUTUAL
—
Cecil
Brown,
Leo
Cherne,
Upton
Close,
Arthur
Gaeth,
Theodore
Granik,
Mrs.Royal
Alexander
Griffin, Alexander Griffin,
Arch Gunnison,
Peggy
Herbert
(Mrs. John
D.Hodges,
Whitmore),
Charter
Heslep,
Charles
Fred
Morrison,
William
Pabst,
Edward
Pettit,
RexJohn
MUler,D. Arthur
Prim,Lawrence
Irving
Sulds,
Whitmore,
Wood.
NBC ling
— Alex
John Fletcher,
Elwood, SterFisher,Drier,
Graeme
Ben
Grauer^
Harkness,
H. V. Kaltenbom,woodRichard
Mrs.
H.
V.
Kaltenborn.
Lawton, Francis McCall, FleetDon

CONFERENCE

McNamara,WayneSelden
Menefee,
Meyers,
Miller,
Elmer Theodore
Peterson,
Richard
Rand, van
William
Larry
Smith, Walter
Kirk, Ratlgan
John Wald.
OTHER NATIONS
AUSTRALIAN BCST. COMM.— Alan
Carmlchael.
BRITISHCook,BROADCASTING
CORP.—
Gerald
Allstair
Cooke,
MarionP.
Cooper,
George
Darling,
Thomas
Gale,
Mary
Hone,
W.
M.
Newton,
John
Salt, Anthony H. Wlgan.
CANADIAN
Rene
Garneau,BROADCASTING
James P. Gilmore,CORP.—
D. C.
McArthur, Douglas Nixon, Elmore Phllpott.
FRENCH RADIO (Radlodlffusion
Francalse)— Claude Velllet-Lavallee.
U. S. STATIONS
KFH — George Gow.
KFWB—
Sam Mrs.
Baiter,
Peter Harriman,
De Lima,
Louis Dolinet,
J. Borden
John
B. Hughes.
Mrs.
Eleanor Wilson
McAdoo,liam Ray,Harry
Bill Pennell, WilMrs. Myers,
Theo. Sanders.
KGER — Merwln Dobyns.
KMA—
Earl
E.
May,
Owen Saddler.
KROW—Sydney
John Wales.
K. Chapel,
Philip G.
Lasky,
— Jerry Akers, Lee Glrous, S.
H. KSAN
Patterson.
KSLM— Glen
KWLK—
C. D. McCormach.
Chatterton.
KYA—
William
H. Brown, Don Federson.
WBBB— Mrs. E. Z. Jones.
• WDRC
—
George
WGN-WJJD— Dr.Brooks
PrestonArmstead.
Bradley.

QUEBEC PROVllSCE
RADIO PLAIS SIGNED
THE QUEBEC Government bill to
set up a provincial broadcasting
system [Broadcasting, March 26]
was signed
by the April
Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec
20. Under
the bill and its amendments from
the original plan the province is
authorized to set up a broadcasting
system at a cost of not more than
$5,000,000,
and tocando expropriate
existing stations
so.
A three-man commission will
manage
system, the
commission to bethe
by the
ernment.appointed
The commission
willGov-be
the active management with the
manager receiving $9,000 annually
and the assistant manager $7,500.
No intimation has been given as
yet as to when Radio-Quebec will
come into existence. Under international law only the federal government of Canada has jurisdiction to license broadcasting stations, and it is understood no apfor licenses
for asRadioQuebec haveplicationsbeen
received
yet.
WLS —— Harold
Safford, John Strohm.
WOR
Bessie A.Beatty.
WOW— Ray Clark.
WITH, WWDC—
WPRA
Mayaguez,Ian Ross
P. MacFarlane.
R. — Andres
Camara.

You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using

MOir-HOWshows
in Western North Carolina

.w

WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches

The first exhaustive survey of radio listening in
Western North Carolina
was made by Industrial
Surveys Company.
WWNC is the first station
of its size and the first
outside of a metropolitan
market to subscribe to a
listener diary study. This
study represents reports
covering a greater percentage of radio homes
than in any other market
so measured. It includes
those in all 12 counties in
the WWNC daytime primary (and roughly the
night-time primary and
secondary) area.

Throughout the WEEK one
Western North Carolina station
leads all competition. WWNC
has a 7-day average MORNING rating more than four
times that of the second-rating
station; an AFTERNOON average better than 2V2-io-^; an
EVENING average better than
2y2-to-l.
More, WWNC commands
virtually half the total audience
ing.
morning, afternoon and even-

mi]

570
tllU Kc
lit Serving Western
North Carolina from ashevilie

"Consarn it! We dasn*t shoot
now — WFDF Flint says it's agin
International Law!"
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

FIRST ALL WEEK
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking
Italian speaking
German speaking
Polish speaking
•

persons
persons
persons
persons

STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with
WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy^
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CIVILIAN RECEIVERS
NOT YET IN SIGHT
INITIAL post-V-E-Day cutbacks
are not expected to run more than
10% during the first six months
and probably will come in the simpler types of communications equipment, Louis J. Chatten, director of
the WPB Radio & Radar Division,
said last week in disclosing that he
had called the Industry Advisory
Committee to meet with him in
Washington to discuss reconversion
plans.
Mr. Chatten said that it is difficult to predict when production of
civilian radio sets will be resumed,

explaining that the first communication equipment freed by cutbacks probably will be for air and
rail transport and law enforcement.
He said that about 98% of the
productive capacity of the industry
has been diverted to direct military
construction since the start of the
war.
Candy Series
BEATRICE CREAMERY Co., Chicago, began sponsorship April 23
of 10 spot announcements weekly
for 26 weeks, thru Foote, Cone &
Belding,
cinnati. Chicago, on WLW Cin-

9AK€nsrmo

goes

CBS
Down in the oil country, where KERN has
always been the top station, CBS takes over
on May 15th to bring listeners the programs
of one of the country's great networks.
To users of the ^eUCi» this means excellent
availabilities, high ratings, big audiences in
Bakersfield.
ViHAl IS
Not a regional network f
but a group of long- |
established key stations, -4
each the favorite in its ^
community
... combined*
on a new basis
for Na- ^tjj^
tional spot business.
"See McClatchy Seet^Me. rate listingStandard
first underRateCalifornia
and Data.in
AlcC/atcAy
Robert
A
STREET
National
Sales Manager1 Broadcasting
Company
Paul
H.
RAYMER
National CO. Sacramento, California^
Representative
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CBS

Affiliate Meet

Set April 30-May 2
CBS was to open its three-day
meeting of owned stations and Radio Sales,NewAprilYork,
30 atwiththe Frank
RitzCarlton,
Stanton, vice-president, presiding.
Morning sessions of the regular
semi-annual meeting will be devoted to discussions between station managers and other executives,
CBS management.
Managers andand network
operating heads
will confer in the afternoon.
Scheduled to participate in the
Monday afternoon discussions were
Henry Grossman, CBS director of
technical operations; Joseph H.
Jackson, personnel manager; Howard tions;
Lane, James
director
of station
relaM. Seward,
assistant
secretary; Paul White, director of
public affairs and news broadcasts.
Session concludes with a reception
by Radio
Salesand foragencies.
station executives, clients
Tuesday Roundtable
William B. Lodge, CBS director
of general engineering, will participate in the Tuesday morning roundtable meetings. Following a luncheon with John Macdonell, United
Nations Information Service, as
principal speaker, the conference
will resume. Participating in discussions will be Douglas Coulter,
CBS vice-president in charge of
programs;searchJohn
Churchill,
redirector;K.Dick
Dor ranee,
director of promotion service for
CBS-owned stations; Oscar Katz,
assistant director of research; Jan
C. Schimek, director of editing and
copyright; Frances Farmer Wilder,
consultant on programs. A luncheon
v/inds up the session May 2.
Those attending will be: H. Leslie Atlass, CBS vice-president in
charge of the central division and
general manager of WBBM Chicago; Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS
vice-president in charge of western
division and general manager,
KNX Los Angeles; Carl Burkland,
manager, WTQP, Washington ;
Harold E. Fellows, manager of New
England operations for CBS, from
WEEI Boston; Arthur Hull Hayes,
general manager, WABC New
York; A. E. Joscelyn, general manWCCO Minneapolis-St.
Paul;
A. D. ager,
Willard
Jr., general manager,
WBT Charlotte, N. C; J. L. Van
Volkenburg, assistant general manager, WBBM Chicago; J. Kelly
Smith, general manager of Radio
Sales, Chicago; Howard Meighan,
manager of the eastern division of
Radio Sales.

Ross Knows Radio I
{Continued from page 16)
Mr. Ross while traveling to San F
Francisco on the correspondents T
special train last week. Reporting m
his conversation, Mr. Heslep said K
Mr. Ross displayed considerable Y
"know how" about radio. jp
Mr. Ross told the MBS execu- B
tive how KSD St. Louis, the Post- J
Dispatch station, helped end a trol- |
ley strike there by putting micro- 1a
phones
the mayor's
conference,
Mr. Rossin reflected
a wide
experi- jlIsi
ence as a listener to radio, and |T
showed an alert interest in pro- i"
gramming and peak audience B
hours.
Mr. Heslep and other radio men IJ
told Mr. Ross of the difficulties they \
encountered
in tryingRoosevelt.
to cover The
the '|
death
of President
question of radio representatives
being raised.
assignedTheto Presidential
tripsa „
was
subject, often
talking piece in Washington, of ^
placingmajor
Capitolpress
radioassociations
men on a par
with
in '
news coverage, was brought up. On 1
all these matters Mr. Ross was ,
silent, except to state that his „
mind was open. He said he intended
totivestalkand with
representastationnetwork
men soon
after he I,
assumed his new role.
,j
Shows Pride in KSD
n
He expressed great pride in J
KSD, the station to which he has :
been closest, and demonstrated \I
more than a casual interest in the
station's problems of operation. ^
Mr. Ross, who is 59, was a 1932 j
Pulitzer prize winner. He went to 5
school with Mr. Truman in Independence, Mo. He was president of 1^
the Gridiron Club in 1933 and ^
chairman of the Overseas Writers g
in 1927. He taught journalism at ^
the U. of Missouri for 10 years, j]
He was chief Washington correspondent for the Post-Dispatch ^
from 1918 to 1934; editor of the j
editorial page from 1934 to 1939 j
and has been contributing editor ^
since that time.
newspaper's
publisher,
JosephThePulitzer,
has i ^
granted Mr. Ross a two-year leave ^
of
absence to serve in the White j,
House.

Monogram Campaign
MONOGRAM Pictures Corp., Hollywood, conducted a one-week campaign in connection with the New
York opening, April 25, of "John
Dillinger",
and contemplates
buying time nationally
soon inas other
performance dates areas set
cities. Business is placed by Weiss
& Geller, New York. WNEW
WINS WHN WMCA carried the
Monogram 30 and 60-second transscriptions.
BROADCASTING
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Sponsors Prepare for Summer
(Continued from page 15)
N. W. Ayer; Electric companies
Frank Morgan's Coffee Time NBC advertising
program. Electric
Thurs. 8-8:30 is May 31, with sumHour, CBS Sun., 4:30-5 p.m., a
plans not Speaks,
set. G-F's placed
noon-timeby musical
show, N. W. Ayer; R. J.
Katemer Smith
Y&R for Jello, also switches to Reynolds Tobacco Co., Abbott &
promotion of products handled by Costello, NBC Thurs., 10-10:30
(probably a short hiatus),
B&B or June
iJell
Certo. 2-Aug. 31, for Sure- p.m.
Wm. Esty & Co.; Lever Bros., Bob
Advertisers with summer shows Burns, NBC Thurs. 7:30-8 p.m.,
also" reported set include Schen- off June 28, back Oct. 4 and Amos
ley Distillers Corp. (penicillin), re- V Andy, NBC Fri. 10-10:30 p.m.,
suming The Doctor Fights, CBS 05 June 29-Oct. 5, both R&R;
Tues., 9:30-10 p.m., June 5, 13 Kraft Cheese Co., Great Gilderweeks, Blow Co., to replace Cresta sleeve, NBC Sun. 6:30-7 p.m., off
Blanca Wine Co. (subdivision). July 1, Needham, Louis & Brorby.
This Is My Best, BBDO. Also Pabst Outlook for Standard Brands Eddie
Sales Co., Danny Kaye, CBS Fri., Bracken show, NBC Sun. 8:30-9
10:30-11 p.m. replaced June 8, 17
with comedian exweeks with Harry James orchestra, p.m. is uncertain
pected to report for induction late
program having shifted April 27 in May and a replacement sought,
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
from
Legler.Sat. 8-8:30 p.m., Warwick &
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. will
Others are Reichhold Chemical replace Kay Kyser on College of
Co., Detroit Symphony, MBS, Sat. Musical Knowledge Wed. 10-11
8:30-9:30 p.m., replaced April 14 p.m. July-August, Ted Bates Inc.
to end of Sept. with Symphony of Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.'s Information Please, NBC Mon. 9:30-10
the Americas Sat., 8:30-9 p.m.;
Grant Adv., Brown & Williamson p.m., goes off after June 18, and
Tobacco Corp., Raleigh Room, NBC will be replaced, possibly by show
Tues. 10:30-11 p.m., June 12, 13 starring Met. singer Rise Stevens,
weeks with Sigmund Romberg, through Compton Adv. S. C, Johnreplaces Fibber McGee &
I Russel M. Seeds Co.; American To- Molly,son Inc.NBC
Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.,
I bacco Co., Jack Benny, NBC Sun.
7-7:30 p.m., replaced June 3, 17 last broadcast June 19 or 26, probably with Victor Borge in musical
weekstra;with
Wayne
King's
orchesPepsodent Co., Bob Hope, NBC 6comedy.
Brorby.Agency, Needham, Louis
I Tues.
10-10:30
p.m.,
replaced
June
12, 13 weeks with Man Called X,
Still Undecided
Foote, Cone & Belding.
those still mulling pros
Standard Brands Inc. will replace andAmong
of going Cavalcade,
off are E. I.NBC,
Du: Charlie McCarthy NBC Sun., Pont cons
De Nemours,
ji 8-8:30
p.m.,
June
3,
13
weeks
with
25, BBDO;
AlumiSpike Jones — other talent, still possiblynum Co.offof June
America,
Miss Hattie,
to be set according to J. Walter
NBC,
Fuller,
Smith
&
Ross;
LewisjI replaces
ThompsonHallCo. ofPhilco
Corp.
again
Co., Here Coynes Elmer,
Fame, Blue-ABC Howe
CBS, Roche, Williams & Cleary;
\ Sun. 6-7 p.m., May 6, 13 weeks with Chrysler
Corp., Shower of Stars,
I a musical, Philco Summer Show, CBS, without
Major Bowes beginthis year featuring Georgia Gibbs,
26, R&R; Time Inc.,
singer and m.c, with Paul White- March ningofAprilTime,
Blue, possibly the
man and the Merrimacks, with tenhiatus, Y&R; Andrew Jertative plans to cut to a half -hour, usual
gens
Co.,
WalterBlue,
H u t c h i n s Adv., Philadelphia, probably the usualWinchell,
commentator
Agency.
replacements,
4
weeks,
Lennen
&
Sponsors set to replace their
shows, but still undecided on the Mitchell.
AUis-Chalmers
follows
Boston
substitute include: United Drug Symphony, Blue- ABC with Boston
Inc., Rexall Radio Show, CBS Fri.
Concerts, May 5 thru July 14,
10-10:30 p.m., July & August, Pop
and may continue with Esplanade
concerts and then a brief hiatus
before regular fall broadcast,
Compton
Adv. contract.
under terms
current 45-week
Ford ofMotor
GO AHEAD SIGNAL
Co. also deciding this weekend on
FOR IDAHO SALES
summer schedule for Village
Chapel, and Early American
Dance, Blue-ABC, with expectation that Stars of the Future will
go off permanently
contract'sJ.
conclusion
in June. atAgency,
Walter Thompson Co.
Campbell Soup Co., shifting Jack
Carsonfromshow,
8-8:30
p.m.
Foote,CBSConeWed.
& Belding,
N. Y. to Ward Wheelock Co., undecided on summer plans. Also in
the "undecided" group is ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., for Bill Stern,
NBC, Ted Bates Inc.
KSEI
Sponsors
going offno for^replacement
the summer and planning
PCCATFL L O
include General Foods Corp. (five
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

shows) Maxwell House Coffee
Time, NBC Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m., off
May 31, Benton & Bowles; Hop
Harrigan, Blue-ABC Mon.-Fri.
4:45 p.m., July thru Sept.,
Y&R; Kate Smith Hour CBS Sun.
7-8 p.m., off June 10, 13 weeks, Aldrich Family, CBS Fri. 8-8:30, p.m.,
off two-four weeks, Young & Rubicam, and Toasties Time, CBS Sun.
6:30-7 p.m., off June 10, 13 weeks,
Benton & Bowles. Also Lever Bros.
Lux Radio Theater, CBS Mon.
9-10 p.m., J. Walter Thompson Co.,
and Burns & Allen, CBS Mon. 8:308:55 p.m., Y&R. Hiatus for latter time includes July 2-Aug. 20,
with Joan Davis to come in fall.
Theater is off after June 11, back
Aug, 13. Lever also takes a hiatus

for
Co.'s Inner
CBS Lipton
Tues. 9-9:30
p.m., Sanctum,
off after
June 26, back Aug. 28 (Y&R).
Others in this category include
Petri Wine Co., Sherlock Holmes,
MBS Mon. 8:30-9 p.m., off May 28,
13 weeks, Y&R; Procter & Gamble Co., Truth or Consequences,
NBC Sat. 8:30-9 p.m., off July 7,
8 weeks, Compton Adv.; Sweets Co.
of America, Dick Tracy, Blue-ABC,
Mon. Wed. Fri. 5:15-5:30 p.m., off
May drops
28, Ivey
& Ellington.
P&G
also
Gaslight
Gayeties NBC
Sat. 8-8:30 p.m. for eight weeks
after
7, Blow
Co. Co., Sammy
Also July
George
W. Luft
Kaye's Varieties, Blue-ABC, Fri.
10-10:30 p.m., expected to go off
May 18, fall plans indefinite.

WHAT?
4,880

MINUTES

...Bought by Banks?
Yes, the South Bend story is different! South
Bend banks used 4^ solid broadcast days of
WSBT program time in 1944, plus hundreds
of spot announcements. But, wait —
South Bend department stores used 23,020
minutes or 21 broadcast days, plus 8,138
spot announcements. All in all, 118 leading
local advertisers, by waiting in line for available time, conclusively prove that —

960 KC - 1000 WATTS
COLUMBIA NETWORK
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

National R • p r m t • n t at i v • »
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Tyler Heads AER
DR. I. recKEITH
TYLER,
radio ditor of Ohio State
U., Columbus,
has been reelected president of the
Assn. for Education by Radio in
the annual election, conducted this
year by mail ballot. Other officers
are : Luke Roberts, education director, KOIN Portland, Ore., 1st vicepresident; Robert Hudson, director.
Rocky Mountain Radio Council,
Denver, 2d vice-president; Kathleen Nichols Lardie, radio supervisor, Detroit Public Schools, secretary; George Jennings, acting
director, Chicago Radio Council,
treasurer. Blanche Young, radio
supervisor, Indianapolis Public
Schools,
chosenRegional
president
the
GreatwasLakes
AER;of
Mary Elizabeth
director, PortlandGilmore,
Public radio
Schools,
was elected president of the Pacific
Coast Region.
MAY 1
WGBF
Evansville,
Ind.newal.

RcTIOnS OF THE FCC
APRIL 21 TO APRIL 27 INCLUSIVE
WLAC
WMBI
Decisions
WOWO WLDS
WOAI WLIB
WQXR (and
(and aux.)
aux.) WRVA
(and aux.) WTAM WTIC WTOP WWVA
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
KYW.
1110ent license
kc WBTfurther
Charlotte,
PresextendedN. onC— temp,
2Sth
WMCmotion
Memphis
— Commission
onon itsli- basis
for periodlicense
endingrenewal
7-1-45 pending
own
continued
liearlng
determination
application.
U. S. METROPOLITAN DIST.
cense renewal set 4-20-45 to 5-21-45.
1160special
kc KSLtemp,Salt service
Lake City—
Directed
APRIL 25
that
authorization
BlApr
LISTENERS
beending
extended
onto temp,
basis
for period
Central
Broadcasting
Co.,toWilkesIflUnL
PER DOLLAR Barre,
7-1-45,
operate
two
Fed.
Pa.
—
Granted
petition
intertubes stage;
instead conditions.
of two W-E tubes inTeleg.
last
vene In liearlng nowBroadcasting
set 4-30-45 onCo. apfor radio
Aak HEADLEY.REED new stationplication of Baron
1020
kc
KFVD
Los
Angeles—basis
Granted
Wilkes-Barre.
extension
license
on
temp,
only
Birney
Imes
Jr.,
Corinth,
Miss.—
NewDetroit,
York, Atlanta
Chicago,
Granted petition for continuance of for
period that
ending
express
it is 5-1-48,
subject upon
to whatever
hearingandnowthatset offorCorinth
5-7-45 condition
Son Francisco
ofconsolidated
his application
action
FCC
may
take
on
pending
cense
renewal
application.
Broadcasting
Co. hearing
for new tostation,
Co- 1520 kc KOMA Oklahoma City— Same.lirinth;
continued
6-6-45.
1510
kckc KGA
Ind. — Commission
ononWGBF
its ownEvansville,
motion postponed
hearing
1000 aux.).
KOMO Spokane,
Seattle, Wash.—
Wash.— Same.
Same
1110
kc
KPAS
Pasadena,
Cal. —S.Same.
5- 1-45application
to 6-1-45.for license renewal from (and
1140
kc
KSOO
Sioux
Falls,
D.—
ACTIONS BY ADM. BOARD
Same.
Courier-Journal and Louisville Times
APRIL 23
Co.,
Louisville
—
Granted
renewal
of
cense for developmental station W9XEKli1400 kc WJLB Detroit — Granted mod. for period
ending 5-1-46,
subject to
license
change
corporate
name
from
assignment
John L.RadioBoothStations.
Broadcasting Inc. to changes
sult fromInproceedings
inwhich
Docketmay6651.re- Applications
Booth
APRIL . 23. .
Journal Co., Milwaukee — Same
• MORE PEOPLE
New Jersey Broadcasting Corp., Jersey forTheW9XJC.
City, ingN.newJ.developmental
— Granted mod. broadcast
CP authorizNational
Broadcasting
Co.,
New
York
NEW-48.5
mc
WAIR
LISTEN
staN.
C—
CP
new
PM
station,Winston-Salem,
8,810 sq. mi.,
for WIOXR, WIOXF.
tion, to change name from New Jersey —Same
cost $57,000.
WBEZnewal forChicago
—ending
Granted5-1-46,
license
re- estimated
Broadcasting
Corp. to Atlantic Broad• MORE PEOPLE
period
subject
870
kc
KTBI
Tacoma,
Wash.
— Special
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
in assignmentin Docket
which 6651.
may service
KGFF Broadcasting Co., Shawnee, toresultchanges
limited. authorization 870 kc 250 w unBUY
proceedings
Okla. tion— Placed
in FMpending
file applica- WNYEfromBrooklyn—
Same.
for
CP
new
station.
1350 license
kc KID from
IdahoKIDFalls,Broadcasting
Ida.— Vol.
assgn.
WBOE Cleveland— Same.
WIIJC Corp.
Urbana,of America,
111.— Same.Camden, N. J. Co. to Idaho Radio Corp.
N. Richard
C— Same.Austin Dunlea, Wilmington,
Radio
McClatchy
Broadcasting
Co.,
Sacra— Granted license
renewals W3XAD
for experi24
Cal. — Same.
television stations
and NEW-1400 kc APRIL
Macon Broadcasting Co.,
WAIR N.mento, Broadcasting
Winston- W3XEP mental
for
periodin ending
2-1-46 which
sub- Macon,
Salem,
C.Publications
— Same. Co.,
ject
to
change
assignments
Ga.
—
License
to
cover CP auCKm
Bradford
Inc.,
Bradford,
t
h
o
r
i
z
i
n
g
n
e
w
station
may result from proceedings in Docket NEW-46.5 mc Myles (WNEX).
Pa.McClatchy
— Same. Broadcasting Co., Fresno, 6651.
H. Johns,
wauke — CP new FM station,
6,950Mil-sq.
.WINNIPEG - CANADA; Cal.—
The
Atlanta
Journal
Co.,
Atlanta,
Ga.
Same.
cost.
— Extended on temp, basis only for mi., $123,000 estimated
*THE DOMINION NETWORK^'
WFAM
Inc.,
Layfayette,
Ind.—
Same.
APRIL 27
7-1-45,.
license pending
for deColumbia Broadcasting System, Min- period endingvelopmental
station W4XAJ,
polis— Same.
NEW-186-192 mc Connecticut Televilicense
renewalIn applicaWm. inneaH.
Block Co.,
Indianapolisfor— determination
sion
Co.,
Greenfield
Hill, Channel
Conn. — CP8 (162new
tion
and
subject
to
changes
assignPlaced
pending
file
application
commercial
TV1810,
station
which may6651.result from proceed- 168
CP new commercial television station.
mc) ESR
amended
to requestin
ingsmentin Docket
Board
of
Education
of
San
Francisco
Channel
8
(186-192
mc)
as
proposed
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
change
trans, changes.
site to
School
District, Saneducational
Francisco reallocation;
APRIL 24
Booth Hill, Conn.,
and antenna
—Unified
Same for
non-commercial
station
KALW.
NEW-1050
kc
Washtenaw
Broadcast960
kc
WELI
New
Haven,
Conn.—
Followinggranted
high license
frequencyrenewal
broadcastfor covering CPCo., Ann
Granted vol. assgn. license from City stations
— License
new Arbor,
standardMich.station
WPAG.to
Broadcasting
dio FoundationCorp.
Inc. to Connecticut Ra- inperiodassignment
NEW-49.7 O.mc— CPRobert
F.FMWolfe
Co.,
ending 5-1-46,
subject
to changes
which
may
result
from
Fremont,
new
station,
1090ed license
kc KEVR
Seattle,
Wash.—
Grantproceedings
inWDULDocket
6651: WMPM
WBRL $38,550 estimated cost.
renewal for period ending WLOU
WENA
WBNP-FM
WCNCandElizabeth
N. C— Va.
CP move
(and aux.)
KHJ-FM WSM-FM
WHNF KMBC-FM
trans,
studio toCity,Norfolk,
770 kc extension
KOB Albuquerque,
N. M.—
WEAR-PM
WIP-FM
Granted
au- WGYN
Birmingham—
License
to cover
WRIC-FM
WELDWOWO-FM
(and aux.)WPIL-FM
WDRC- CPWAPI
thorization 7 0 kc 25special
kw Nservice
50 kw-LS
new
developmental
broadcast
station
W4XAP.
FM
KYW-FM
unlimited,
using
trans,
authorized
un- WGNB WHEP WTAG-FM WTNT WWZR.
der
CP
as
mod.,
for
six
mo.
starting
Licenses
for
following
high
frequency
6- 1-45. Present license extended on broadcast stations were extended on NEW-43.7 mc, 87.4 mc Everette C.
Birmingham
— fcp new
temp,tion ofbasis
pendingIn Dockets
final determinaopmental
broadcast
station
250 wdeveland
te^p. basis
periodWQXQendingWHFM.
7-1-45: Atkerson,
application
6584 and ■WBCA
special emission
for FM.
KOZYkcforWMLL
65851240forkc period
ending
11-1-45.
KVSO
Ardmore,
Okla.—
GrantNEW-1600
John
M.
Spottswood,
Key
ed
mod.
license
Increase
100
w
N
to
250
— Adopted
memorandum
opinw N. Granted license renewal for period West,ionFla.granting
petition
amend
atiown for new
stationtotoremoved
specifyappli1600
ending
U ni T E D
kc 500 cand
unlimited;
from
1460
kc8-1-46.
WOKO
Albany,granting
N. Y.—petition
Adopt- docket
ed
opinion
and
order
granted;
conditions.
for
authority ordered
to continue
operation
NEW-1230 Ala.—
kc Voice
of Talladega
Inc.,
PRESS
after
Adopted
memorandum
temp, 4-27-45;
authorization
for Issuance
continued special
oper- Talladega,
opinion 250granting
application
for new
ation
until
5-2-45.
station
w
unlimited;
conditions.
1230 kcrenewal
WISE forAshville,
C— Granted
license
period N.Mich.—
ending
2-1-46.
Folks
1240ed license
kc WJIM
Lansing,
GrantCalendar
. . .
renewal
for
period
ending Tentative APRIL
30
8-1-46.
1000 cense
kc WCFL
Chicago—
Co., kcWilkes-Barre,
renewal (main
and Granted
aux.) forli- Pa.Baron
Turn First to—
— CP Broadcasting
new
station
1240
250are:w Key
unlimited. Inc.,
Other participants
period
ending
5-1-48.
1540
kc
KXEL
Waterloo,
la.—
Granted
Broadcasters
John
H.
Stenger
Jr.,
license
renewal
for period stations
ending 5-1-48.
Northeastern
PennsylvaniaCo. BroadcastLicenses
of following
expirers, Central Broadcasting
ingfor5-1-45period
were
extended
on temp,pending
basis
To Be Held in San Juan, P. R.
WWt
only
ending
7-1-45
NEW ORLEANS
P. R.— CP
1520 renewal.
kc 5 kw
determination
license renewal
applica- D WPRP
KDKA KEX
1 kw new
NPonce,
unlimited.
License
KLRA tion:
KMOX
KNX KPAB
KPMC KGDM
KRLD KJBS
KSL Install
trans,
and
antenna
and
move
trans.
Vol.
assgn.
license
from
KFBI
KSTP
(main
and
aux.)
KTHS
M. Conesa
of Porto Rico
KVOO
KWJJ
KWKH
WAPIWCAZ
WBAL WBZ Julio
50,000
Watts
Inc. (1420
kc 250 tow Voice
unlimited).
Clear Channel
WBZA
WCARWGAR
WCAUWGNY
Consolidated Broadcasting Corp.,
WDGY WDZ
WHAM WCKY
(and
CBS Affilllote
—KotzRepresented
Nationally
by
The
Agency,
Inc.
Ponce,
P.
R.—
CP
new
station
using
faaux.)
WHN
(and
aux.)
WHO
WIBC
culties of WPRP.
Represented by 3ohn BLAIR & CO. (and aux.) WINS (and aux.) WJJD
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FIVE EXECUTIVES
ARE ADDED BY WOL
vVOL Washington has added five
videly-known persons to its execu:ive staff including Arthur J.
Ilasey, David H. Harris, Florence
vVarner, Jack Paige and Kathryn
Cravens. George Grim was recenty added as war correspondent
servicing all Cowles stations
[Broadcasting, March 26].
Mr. Casey, whose KM OX forum
3t. Louis Speaks won the George
Foster Peabody citation, is new
Bxecutive assistant to Merle S.
\ Jones, WOL general manager, and
i m]\ direct public relations. Mr.
! Harris, former WTAG Worcester
program production manager, will
jthe
be program
director.
WTAGAward
won
George Foster
Peabody
and the duPont Award among
others in 1944.
Mr. Paige, who originated the
WNAX Midwest Farmer Day, beMR. CASEY
comes director of special events.
Miss Warner, formerly WHOM
Jersey City special events director. COMPTOIS CHAIRMAN
OF FOURA BOARD
RICHARD COMPTON, head of
Compton Advertising, Inc., New
York, ashaschairman
been namedof the
to a board
one-yearof
term
the American Association of Advertising Agencies, it was announced April 24 after tabulation
of ballots cast by mail due to ODT
Mr. Page
restrictions on travel. Mr. Compton,
Mr. Harris
heads a list of new AAAA
1 will be educational director. Miss who
oflScers, succeeds Allen L. BillingsCravens, merecently
com- ley, of Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc.,
ntator for WNEWwomen's
New York,
will go overseas for WOL to do Cleveland.
New vice-chairman is Sigurd S.
special interviews from battle areas. Larmon,
& Rubicam, New
All of the Cowles stations, in- York, andYoung
John L. Anderson, of
|:eluding
WOL,
will
be
served
by
McCann-Erickson,
Inc., New York,
Mr. Grim who is already in Europe. was reelected secretary-treasurer
for another year.
Agronsky Decorated
Directors-at-large elected for
MARTIN AGRONSKY, Blue-ABC three years are: Melvin Brorby,
commentator, has received the Needham, Louis and Brorby, Inc.,
Asiatic-Pacific service ribbon from Chicago; Leo Burnett, Leo Burnett
Chicago, Henry M. StevGen. ingDouglas
MacArthur
for "shar-of Co., eInc.,
the hardships
and dangers
York. ns, J. Walter Thompson Co., New
combat
with
United
States
troops."
Gen. MacArthur, in a letter to Mr.
Directors elected to represent
Agronsky,toriouscited
and forces
meri- councils for one year are: Robert
service .his. . "long
with the
E. Lusk, Benton & Bowles, Inc.,
of this command," and stated that New York, New York Council;
Donald
D. Douglass, Harold Cabot
he had feadded
"luster"
to
the
pros ion of war correspondent.
& Co., Inc., Boston, New England
Council; Norman W. Geare, GeareC8S
Marston, Inc., Philadelphia, Atlanri GATEWAY
tic Council; Fairfax M. Cone,
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago,
Central
Council; and H. E. Cassidy,
TO THE
PAUL H.
the McCarty
Co., Los Angeles, Pacific
Council.
RICH
All other directors-at-large continue in office until expiration of
TENNESSEE
their terms.
Frederic
R. Gamble was reelected
VALLEY
president of the board of directors.
List of AAAA officers and governors of sectional councils, reported in Broadcasting,
April 26 in-L.
clude in addition Lawrence
Shenfield, Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York Council; and A.
W. Seller, Cramer-Krasselt Co.,
Milwaukee, Central Council, governors.
BROADCASTING
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RID Meet To Study
Spectrum Policing
SPECTRUM
policing,equipment
latest development in technical
and
direction - finding
in the postwar
period
will bea
stressed during
four-day meeting
of regional
supervisors and district
inspectors
inch a r g e of - the
FCC Radio Intelligence Division.
Called by George Mr. Sterling
E. Sterling,
assistant chief engineer
in charge of
the RID, the meetings will open
May 1 and conclude on May 4 with
a direction-finding demonstration
in which supervisors will do work
normally detailed to inspectors.
Twelve RID supervisors and 22
field inspectors will attend from all
parts of the continental U. S.,
Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands.
Working with Mr. Sterling in
preparation for the conference is
George S. Turner, chief of the field
division, under whose supervision
the field inspectors work.
Mr. Sterling is scheduled to
speak on the technical phases of
RID before the Baltimore Section,
Institute of Radio Engineers, at 8
p.m.
May 22 at the Engineers Club,
Baltimore.
Borton NAB Director
FRED W. BORTON, president and
general manager of WQAM Miami,
has been unanimously elected director of NAB District 5, succeeding John C. Bell,
WBRC Birmingham, the NAB
announced Thursday. Balloting
was by mail. Mr.
Borton Julytakes
1. Inof-a
mail ficeprimary
Messrs. Bell and
Borton won the
Mr. Borton nominations. Mr.
Bell, however,
wired all member stations of District 5,comprising Alabama, Florida, Georgia and Puerto Rico, that
his health would not permit him to
serve another term. Consequently
Mr. Borton's election was unanimous.

WHO
is "Listened-To
Most'' in
79 of
loiva's 99
Counties!
(in 80 counties, nighttime)
50,000 WaUs . Des Moines
Free & Peters, Representatives

KOIN
Our Thought, Effort
and Facilities...
Pledged to Victory!
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., NafI Rep.

700 ON YOUR DIAL

THE NATION'S
MERCHANDISE-ABLE
STATION

'Boston Globe' Sponsors
Luncheon Coast-to-Coast
FIRST coast-to-coast sponsorship
of a public service program by the
Boston Globe is the Boston Aviation Week luncheon on May 1 to be
A full page of them in
aired over WNAC Boston, and
Yankee and Mutual network. Given
the May
7 issue
by the Chamber of Commerce and
of BROADCASTING on
broadcast from the Copley Plaza
Hotel, the meeting will be heard
stations
1:15-1:30 p.m. (EWT) and will be
rebroadcast 10:30-10:45 p.m. that
night on WNAC. Agency is John
3i''";!!".":V'":'f*!ln:
C. Dowd Inc., Boston.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Help Experienced
Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer—
First class,
37 years,
years
manshows,
to handle
I— Classified Advertisements — i Announcer—
In
radio,
where 23maintegeneral
assignments,
record
write
nancewants
ability Isposition
appreciated,
can do
PAYABLE Wanted
IN ADVANCE
moneyIScorders
only —Count
Minimum
some script,
read
news.
Excellent
opporcontrol
room,
remote
and
some
anSituation
lOc per— Checks
word. Allandothers,
per word.
3 wordsSI. 00.
for
tunity. Send all detaUs re background,
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue dote. Send box replies
family and
draft status,
salary Director,
require- River, Nebr.nouncing. Wallace V. Rockefeller, Wood
ments,
references,
to
Program
to Broadcosting Mogozine, 870 National Press Bidg.. Washington 4, 0. C
KSO, Des Moines 9, Iowa.
manager—andtop knowledge
station. Practical, experienced
proWanted
— Engineers
and announcers
for Program
gramming
and
production.
Now mannetnew station
InT.Columbia,
South
CaroHelp Wanted
lina.
Write
R.
Allen,
P.
O.
Box
1133.
work
representative
and
program
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
State
starting
salary.
ager leadingmanager.
city station.
Served
station
Inquiry8 years
held
Operator-announcer.
radio-of Wanted! For well known radio ' •hill- Program director-announcer for 250 watt asconfidential.
telephone license. MustFirst
be class
capable
Box 580, Your
BROADCASTING.
billy"tainers.show:Need musicians,
singers,
enterdaytime
operation
station.
Qualified
news
and
commercial
announcing.
For
good
fiddle
player,
accorman
with
ability
and
enthusiasm
able
Announcer.
College
grad.
Honorable
disregional
NBC postwar
station infuture.
westernBoxcity932,of union dion
player, clarinet
must be to MC shows, do a good newscast, ad
charge.
Four yearsDesire
experience
with
or willing
to Join. man,
Also, interested
25,000. Good
network
affiliates.
permanent
lib and handle
annoiincers.
Send
tranBROADCASTING.
in
sister
act,
girl's
trio.
"Rep"
show
scription, popen
hoto and Immediately.
references. Salary
opportunity
for adperformers
with comedy
G. string
First classBlueengineer
wanted
for 250-watt
Position
Box connection with
vancement. Eastern
station preferred.
toby specialties
also with
write.
This oris $75.
Indiana
Network
station.
Perma579, BROADCASTING.
steady,
lull time
work
established
Writing
and1st. news
experienced.BoxAvailnent job tifor
right
man.
State
full
parable
June
Best
references.
581.
Engineer,
first
class
licensed
$51.03
for
mldwestern
radio
station.
Box
567,
s and salary
expected in first BROADCASTING.
40 hours.
full particular
letter. Boxcular399,
BROADCASTING.
ter. WREN,GiveLawrence,
Kansas. first let- BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
5
years
experience
on
5
kw
Transmitter
engineer,
1st
class
license,
We
want
some
good
men.
We're
just
a
southwest
stationintowitha strong
a big Copywriter
urgently
needed by expandnet affiliate.
m\islc.583,drama,
proguaranteed
weekly
earnings,
$52 per small
ingIsdepartment
of progressive
station.
Job ahead
of us, Inradio
expanding
duction.News,
Woman. Box
BROADweek within 5small
kilowatt
CBS
NewbetterEngland
This
outlet
that
previously
offered
CASTING.
regional
outlet
the
near
future.
We
station
city
with
than
here fun of trout fishing, ocean bathing, Experienced radio news and dramatic
some buUd
good amenstation
to grow
average living
Immediate need
and
help
to bewith
proudus deer ingshunting
plus congenial
opening.
Box 484,conditions.
BROADCASTING.
withor good
opportunities.
Same surroundofferwriter
still script
ofand from
a
production,
public
service
Announcer
—
250-watt
NBC
affiliate
in
a
goes
toandhandle
experienced
continuity
wants582,writer
midwest
west mike
coast delivery,
tle-UD.
commercial
standpoint.
We
parwho
can
the
Job.
Frankly,
salaryIn Box
fine metropolitan midwest city needs a
BROADCASTING.
tduction
icularly nemanager,
d a program
director-promoderate
but
ample
for
good
living
gooddle adversatile
announcer
who
can
hantwo
or
three
topNews
editor.
4
years
experience
editing
lib
record
and
talent
shows,
news
this
picturesque
seaside
cltv.
This
Is
flight
and a continuity
di- WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H. Wire, write and broadcasting news. 5 years 5 kw
and commercials.
Small,conditions.
cooperativeNo
rector witharnouncers
program
experience
experience
staff,
excellent working
or phone Dal Wyant.
and
talent.
We working
expectwriting
toforgrow
Just usas Here's
CASTING. Woman. Box 584, BROADprima
donnas,
please.
$65.00
per
48-liour
big
as
the
men
us
make
a real
opportunity
for who
versatile
week
to
right
man.
Tell
us
all
about
network
caliber
announcer,
can
program
ideas?YorkIs your
grow.
Write
to
Box
570,
BROADCASTyourself. Box 524, BROADCASTING.
audiencebasicparticipating
and newson onNeedwestnew coast
or New
City?station
Have
qualifications
in firstwe handle
shows. High
plus good talent
youfvUlsound
like the man
you opening for energetic, dependable,
Control operator.
Experienced
orPermainex- letter. ING,Ifgiving
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
d
.
W
r
i
t
e
for
full
details.
already
available
commercials.
Progresdraft
exempt
33
year
old
program-proneed,
are. we'll come see you, wherever you station
ductlon-atiT^onTicer
veteran?
Box
585,
nent
position.
Charles
W.
Brannen,
sive policy
at this constant
New York Stat°, NBCof BROADCASTING.
demands
Chief Engineer, WAOE, Syractise, N. Y. Wanted — Operator, first class license personaliti°s.
Write today tobuilding
Box 586, News editor: 15 years press service, newsImmediately.
Send
complete
story
first
Recent college
graduate.
Excellent
opBROADCASTING.
portunity business side radio. Box 529, letter.
paper and radio experience. 4P, single.
BROADCASTING.
CASTING.Permanent. Box 574, BROADSituations Wanted
Presently
dally.BoxPrefers
Somewhere
there
Is
a
girl
with
radio
Wanted—
Livewire
salesman
forBasic
250
east coast.employed
PermanentNYC only.
587,
experience who wotUd like a Job In watt Mutual
affiliate
in
Georgia.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer.
5
years
experience
sports,
oontinuitygressive
and midwest
traffic
in
a
small
prosalary
and
commission.
Give
full
parnews,
commercial,
ad
lib,
M.C.,
remote
station. Shorthand
ticulars
about
age,
draft
status,
experiWanted to Buy
disposition,
cut. deence and references in first letter. Box shows. Goodpendable.
advisable.
If asyouto qualify,
write comPermanent 4F.cleanPermanent
:oIete
details
age, experience,
etc. 575, BROADCASTING.
3ox 537,
BROADCASTING.
position
only. $225.00
monthly
minlpMim.
AvafaViiP
f°w
weeks
notice.
Box
Texas
kilo'"att
Blue-'^trtual
desires
imWantedtion.—Cash,Everything
for 100-watt staprove its Hooper.
program
Announcerrienced
— Have
opening
for expe-of who knows
542, BROADCASTING.
announcer
with knowledge
how. Want
Tell All.
Box man
576, Producer
wide background
CASTING. trade, lease. Box 438, BROADcontrol
board
operation.
Permanent
BROADCASTING.
drama and- writer,
music, experienced
public Wanted
Dosition
with
good
future.
Excellent
Wanted
—
Sales
manager
for
Tobacco
to
buy
—
250
watt transmitter
serviceming orbroadcasting,
program- meeting FCC requirements.
T/orklng
in 5 kw CBSage,Network
GoodStart
basicImmediately.
salary and liberal
Box 563,
productionlocal
postseeks
In progressive
iEBJiate.conditions
Give experience,
draft Network.
BROADCASTING.
station
building
programs.
4P.
commissions.
Headstatus,ter. Boxsalary
requirements
in
first
letquarters
Raleigh,FredNorth
Carolina.
Wire, College graduate. Available July first. Wanted — One thousand watt transmit538, BROADCASTING.
phone
or
write
Fletcher,
President,
Box
549,
BROADCASTING,
amplifier. Must be in flrst class
Announcer on— $40.00
for 40station.
hours, Midwest
daytime c/o WRAL, Raleigh, N. C.
y mi tie conti»mity
writer.
Married. Prefer
Draft shapeter orand
schedule
network
pass FCC regulations. Phone,
Wanted
— Platter
forMustMusical
Excellent
references.
city overconfidential.
100,000 west Box
of the540,Mississippi.
write tionor WHNC,
wire Henderson,
Nathan Prank,
Clock
type
dally turner
program.
have deferred.
large city. Box
562, BROADCASTING.
Replies
BROADN. C.Radio Stagood
air
personality,
dramatic
ability
Chief
Engineers
position
desired
by
CASTING.
and
qualified
experience
In
this
kind
of
qualified
first
class
operator.
Box
566,
CBS
midwest
affiliate
needs
specializing
program.homa City,Write
Manager, WKY, Okla- BROADCASTING.
For Sale
announcer
fornightly;
disc spinning.
Oklahoma.
jne late hourhours
half
hourBuildinHandle
P.M.;
Chief engineer—
yearsexchange
experience.
Need
urgent,
first
phone
engineermainex- Married.
1 fkw
or569,5higher,
in- For sale — Six brand new tubes in origiremaining
staff
work.
saleo
r
m
a
t
i
o
n
.
B
o
x
BROADCASTING.
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
d
I
n
studio,
transmitter
ability
of
your
shows
and
talent
money
nal
cartons
number
F 128 A 1000 watt.
tenance and remote
broadcasts.
Permanmore than six years agency and Special price of $100.00
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^mREST SERVICE
R TRAISSMITTERPLAIS
i5-Anticipating use of national
'""orest lands for FM and television
Forest Service
toij^ ijf'elaythestations,
Dept. oftheAgriculture
last
* veek adopted policies and proceiBLlures for handling applications for
•^ijiipecial use permits to install trans■jnitting and receiving facilities on
'(JrSovernment land.
J5J ■j'oresters
Instructions
to regional
said: issued
"A variety
of cirjj'iarly
mm stances
suggests
the
for
action with referenceneedto na;^;;ional forest areas suitable as sites
0- 'or radio transmitting and receiving stations. Extensive programs
the development
of frequency
7,lulj'or
nodulation
and television
systems
' 'ire merely awaiting the close of
^ ;he war for their initiation. Dis^llussion of the subject with mem'•:-5ers of the FCC suggests the desiribility of announcement by the Forl ;;st Service of adequate policies and
e, procedures. . . ."
s';lude:
Procedure
to be adoptedof will
(1) examination
site in-to
1- ietermine whether establishment of
-adio facilities would conflict with
i?oublic interests, (2) advising appli;ant (if finding is affirmative) that
- -ssuance
of permit
must awaitstation,
FCC
luthorization
of proposed
- (3) transmittal of memorandum by
j":orest
)f site supervisor
to Regionalof characteristics
Forester, (4)
,!, ;ransmittal
to Chief
of Forest
Servce and to FCC
for use
in consider,ng application for station, (5)
■ transmittal of FCC authorization
fj',(if
granted)
to applicant
and subj-Tiittal
to Forest
Supervisor,
(6)
issuance of permit to use site with
■{■special stipulations.
3ROADCAST Measurement Bureau will
its infirstNewboard
in new
'■ 'loid
-juarters
York meeting
Meeting
vill discuss
problems
ofMaythe3. big
city
lon-network
station,
the
foreign
lanjuage station and other suggestions
''iffecting
measuring
ipit recent NAB
district technique
meetings. made
SERVICE
"SEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Kadt» Bnginmrring CanioiftuU
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.

WDAK, WRLD Transfer
Of Licenses Approved
VOLUNTARY ASSIGNMENT of
license WDAK Columbus and
WRLD West Point, Ga., from the
present licensee partnership to a
new partnership composed of the
present owners and two new individuals has been granted by the
FCC, which at the same action
approved voluntary assignment of
WFEA Manchester, N. H., from
the New Hampshire Broadcasting
Co. to H. M. Bitner, sole owner.
Allen M. Woodall, general manager of WRLD, acquires 10%
interest in the Georgia stations,
and Margaret A. Pill, housewife
and
leader,involved
acquiresis
8% women's
interest. civic
Amount
$15,300. L. J. Duncan now owns
40%, Josephine A. Rawls 12%,
Effie H. Allen 10%. Mrs. Pill is to
counsel
women's civic
and publicstations
service onprograms.
No money
is
involved
in theisManchester action. Mr. Bitner
also
president and 30% owner of
WFBM Indianapolis.
TAYLOR
was atreelected
presidentof
ofDEEMS
ASCAP
Thursday
theeightmeeting
the
newelected.
board
Including
directors
just
Reelected
were
Gustave
Schlrmer
andandOscarGeorge
Hammersteln
vice-as
presidents
W.
Meyer
secretary.
Jack
Bregman
replaced
Max
Dreyfus as treasurer.
WANTED
CHIEF ENGINEER
NBC affiliate, midwestern
city, has immediate opening. Excellent opportunities.
Furnish full particulars in
first airmail, special delivery
letter.
BOX 588, BROADCASTING

DIRECTORY
Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wojh. 5, D. C.
District »640
iSubi. to Gov't ReK.)

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
61 I Baronne St., New Orleans 13, la.
Raymond 4756
High Power Tube Specialists Exclutivaly

^ SOUND EFFECT RECORDS^
GEHNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individuol
Sound Conloining
Effects
For Detaih
CHARLES MICHELSON
«7 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganUation
Technical Maintenance,
Conatrtietion
Sapervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices

BUY

BROADCASTING

WAR

e Broadcast A dyer thing

BONDS

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineen
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE or BROADCASTING
Natienal Press Bldf., Wasls.^ O. C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Notional Press BIdg.
01. 12M
Washington, 0. C.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engine«r
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, 0. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VICTORS
- I
Rsdio Enqinserinq Contultsntt
Frsqusney MonJtering
Ctmatreiol
BaiioWashington,
Equip. O.Co.O.
• International BuUdlng,
•• 321CrossE. Roads
Gregoryof Boolsvard,
Kansas
, If o.
tha World, HoUyvood.Cltf OalU.

SERVICE
Exact Measurements ' at any time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
84 Br«ad Strut N«w York 4. N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting
Radio Engineers
Specializing
in Engineering
Broadcast and
Allocatio
n
Earle Bi/llding, Washington
4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
1469 Church St.,ASSOCIATE
N.W., Washington 5, O. C.
Decatur 1234

WOODWARD & KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

Fran k H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 l4thSt.N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 8215
Woshlnglon 4, D. C.
Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.
HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Nat l Press BIdg. Wash.
NA. 4,7846D. C.
Room 892

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 e Glebe 5880
WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTEI»NATIONAU BUOG. WASH.. D. C
1319 F STREET N W. DISTRCCT4127
ANDREW
CO.
Consultins Radio Engineen
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Trianele 4400
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FCC GRANTS
TWO NEW STATIONS
TWO NEW STATIONS, a regional at Key
West, Fla., and a local at Talladega, Ala., were
granted last week, FCC announced Friday.
Key West grant went to Capt. John M.
Spottswood, AUS, Ret., formerly with Army
QMC, for 600-w outlet on 1600 kc, unlimited.
Voice of Talladega Inc. got 250-w, fulltime
station on 1230 kc. Stockholders: Harry Held,
businessman, president, 25 shares; Julius C.
Vessels, chief engineer, WDOD Chattanooga,
vice-president, 5 shares ; D. Hardy Riddle, probate judge, secretary-treasurer, 25 shares.
Applicants specified they had materials.
Grants were under FCC Supplemental Statement of Policy, Jan. 16, 1945.
PORTER CALLS FOR
INTERNATIONAL MERGER
FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter went all-out
for an international communications merger in
speech before Baltimore Chapter, Morse Teleg.
Club
of Amer., Friday
Thei'e U.should
no philosophical
barriers night.
preventing
S. frombe
having greatest communications system possible, he said, adding:
a result comcalls
for a consolidation
of all"Ifour such
international
munications resources — and I believe it does —
we should not hesitate to adopt such a plan."
International broadcasting, potent in psycological warfare, "can be effectively used for
the purposes of peace," said Mr. Porter, who
favored "a single American international communications organization." It was the first
time
Chaii-mancommunications
Porter has gonequestion.
on record on
international
PEABODY HEADS
ADVERTISING FOUNDATION
STUART PEABODY, director of advertising,
Borden Co., is new board chairman of Advertising Research Foundation; Otis Kenyon,
chaii-man of Kenyon & Eckhardt, is vice-chairman; Paul West, president, Assn. of National
Advertisers, reelected secretary, and Frederic
R. Gamble, president of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, reelected treasurer.
Directors for three-year terms include: Richard Compton, Compton Adv.; H. K. McCann,
McCann-Erickson: William G. Palmer, J.
Walter Thompson Co., representing AAAA;
Lee H. Bristol, Bristol-Myers Co.; Allyn B.
Mclntyre, Pepperell Mfg. Co.; Gordon Cole,
Can Mfrs. Institute, representing ANA. Allan
Brown, Bakelite Corp., was elected for year to
fill unexpired tei-m of Harold Thomas.
NO HOME SETS
SEEN UNTIL 1946
SPEAKING before a joint meeting of the U. S.
and Canadian Radio Manufacturers Assn. in
Montreal, Louis J. Chatten, director, WPB
Radio & Radar Division, predicted resumption
of home receiver manufacture will not he possible before first quarter of 1946. WPB plans,
he explained, call for some manufacture of
radio equipment for essential commercial services and unrestricted production of civilian replacements after V-E Day.
The joint meeting was termed by Presidents
R. C. Cosgrove and R. M. Brophy, of U. S.
and Canadian RMA's respectively, as presagtions.ing era of closer cooperation between two naPage 78 • April 30, 1945
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TROOP JUNCTION
GETS BIG PLAY
ALL NETWORKS gave wide coverage to junction of Russian and Anglo-American forces
announced by White House Friday. CBS highlighted its programming
recording
of announcement of junction with
to USSR
by Joseph
Stalin,
purportedly
first
time
his
voice
heard
on American radio.
These network voices were heard in comments and descriptions — NBC: Don Goddard,
John MacVane, David Anderson, Roy Porter,
W. W. Chaplin; Blue-ABC: George Hicks,
Gordon Eraser, Baukhage, Jack Parker, Larry
Tighe, Herbert Clark; MBS: John V. McDermott, ardAnne
Boyd Bill
Lewis;Shadel,
CBS: Larry
RichHottelet,Stringer,
Tris Coffin,
Leseuer, Maj. George Fielding Eliot, William
Shirer, Ed Murrow. OWI overseas service carried White House announcement and statements by Churchill and Stalin.
BMB EDUCATION URGED
EXTENSIVE education among small market
stations explaining methods of BMB was suggeted to BMB Board in resolution passed Friday at meeting of Small Market Stations Committee, Washington. Hugh Feltis, BMB president, addressing committee said acceptance of
plan by small market stations compares very
well with medium and large stations. An average of 53% has subscribed. The average for
all stations is 57%.
Committeemen attending were: Robert T.
Mason, WMRN Marion, 0., chairman; James R.
Curtis, KFRO Longview, Tex.; Marshall H.
Pengra, KRNR Roseburg, Ore.; David Rosenblum, WISR Butler, Pa.; Harry R. Spence,
KXRO
Aberdeen,
Sioux City,
la. Wash.; Dietrich Dirks, KTRI
RADIO REACTION
DR. HARRISON SUMMERS, Public Service
Division manager of Blue-ABC, told Greater
Cleveland Radio Council in address last week
that radio does react editorially on issues which
have been given general public acceptance. Dr.
Summers predicted radio would report conflicts
in current San Francisco Conference but would
be guarded in approach to such material.
THREE major networks have chosen days
during Seventh War Loan on which they will
devise special War Bond promotion. NBC has
chosen Decoration Day, May 30; Blue-ABC,
D-Day 14.Normandy, June 6, and CBS, Flag Day,
June
SILENCE TELLS MUCH
FIRST INDICATION that Russian
Army had encircled Berlin came when
the German voice of radio was silenced
April 23. Looking back now, observers
interpreted that and the concurrent disruption of telephone sei-vice as the first
tip-off
victorywhich
march.
three ofontheUSSR's
transmitters
haveOnly
for
years blared
out
Nazidom's
boast
main in operation: Hamburg, now
Munichreand Quisling station at Oslo. Journalists
recalled that just five years ago these
same signs indicated that Germans had
captured the foreign capitals of other nations, since liberated by United Nations.

EUGENE S. THOMAS, sales manager, WOBI
leci
New York, has been nominated for director-i
ship of New York Sales Executives Club. Eli
tion May 15.
1
TED 0. THACKREY, editor-general man-l
ager, New York Post and director, WLIB Inc
New York, has been elected president of■ sta
tion corp. He succeeds Elias I. Godofsky, tan-i
signed.
GEORGE CASE, new production manager
WBBM Chicago, succeeds Fred Killian, who
becomes specialist producer. Case job as asi
sistant program director to Val Sherman.
MICHAEL BARKWAY, former BBC Washingtonrepresentative
correspondent,forhasBBC,
beenwithnamed
nadian
officesCa-in
Toronto. He succeeds S. J. deLotbiniere, whq
returns to London as BBC director of special
events.
ELOISE HEATH, formerly with Spot Sales
Chicago, joins Mitchell-Faust Adv. Agency
Chicago, as timebuyer on May 7.
WEBSTER L. BENHAM Jr., director of pro
motion and public relations, KOMA Oklahoma
City, has been named by Junior Chamber of
Commerce
as Oklahoma's
mostawarded
useful
citizen
for 1944.
Plaque and City's
key were
by Mayor Robert A. Hefner.
CARLOS FRANCO, associate director
charge of station relations. Radio Dept., Young
& Rubicam, New York, has left Manhattan
hospital where be was confined while broken
leg mended. Returns soon to office.
J. RICHARDSON LOUGHLIN, formerly of
WGN Chicago production staff, has moved to
NBC Chicago as production director,
DR. MELCHOIR PALYI, economic advisor to
Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago, returned
to headquarters
there after two months assignment in Europe.
J. ARTHUR DUPONT, since 1937 commercial manager (Quebec region) of CBC, has resigned effective May 31 to take over organization of his own new station, CJAD Montreal
Station will operate on 800 kc with 1,000 w. '
CAPT. CARL F. HOLDEN, USN, former Director of Naval Communications, last week
was nominated by President Truman for the
temporary rank of rear admiral. He served as
director from Sept. 15, 1942-April 8, 1943.
COL. LLOYD H. WATNEE, commanding officer of Army Airways Communications System
during 1943 and prior to that control officer,
has been awarded the Legion of Merit.
HARRY M. PLOTKIN, FCC assistant general
counsel and chief of litigation, is acting general
counsel during the absence of Rosel H. Hyde,
sitting
as examiner in hearings, San Juan,
Puerto Rico.
DUPONT JOINS TBA
E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS & Co.. photo
products dept., was admitted as an affiliate
member of Television Broadcasters Assn. and
the new School for Social Research as an educational member, it was announced Friday following aTBA board meeting in New York.
ROADCASTING
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WKY

Covers

Population,

the

Buying

THE impartial, statev/ide survey of
radio listening in Oklahoma conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan of the University of
Wichita, established the fact that WKY
is heard regularly morning, afternoon
and night by more persons in Oklahoma
than is any other station.
WKY delivers primary service, in the
morning for instance, to 53.5% of Oklahoma's population. This segment of Oklahoma's population has 58.0% of the
state's
buying
state's
farm income; power;
spends 65.2%
59.4%of ofthe all
the
money spent in retail stores in Oklahoma;
does 56.4'/v of the states food buying and
59.5% of the drug buying.
In the afternoon, WKY delivers primary service to 52.8%, of Oklahoma's

Biggest
Power

Part of Its
and

Sales

population and at night to 56.1%. No
other station delivers primary service to
so many Oklahoma listeners, morning,
afternoon or night.
Butard of "coverage"
incomplete
comparison. isThean same
study standwhich
measured radio station coverage in Oklahoma, referred to above, also measured
actual listening. WKY was not only the
station which covered the biggest part of
Oklahoma, but WKY was the station to
which most of the people in this area
listened most of the time.
WKY is Oklahoma's FIRST station because itcovers and DELIVERS the biggest and best part of Oklahoma. It
reaches more people who have more and
who spend more. And it gives advertisers
the most for their money.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman ond Times - The Farmer-Stoekmpn
KVOR,
Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

PRICE 15 CENTS
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Weeklx^^^^Newsmagazine

of Radio

CE
An Old Friend to Midwest America
Age 21 : important to a man because it means
later, we originated the one and only National
Barn Dance, the WLS National Barn Dance.
assuming full responsibilities of citizenship in
family, community and country.
In 1925, when devastating torAge 21: important to WLS, the
nados ripped through southern
Prairie Farmer station, because it
Illinois and Indiana, we broadmeans 21 years since we assumed
cast continuously 68 hours while
our listeners contributed
our responsibilities; 21 years of
service to our friends of Midwest
^216,904 to relieve suffering and
America; 21 years in which we
distress thus setting the pattern of
have grown with the radio indusworking with our people in serving those who need it.
try and with our four great Midwest American states and their
We are 21 years old — ^grateful
metropolitan center, Chicago.
for the past, but even more interested in the coming 21 years, with the same
First night on the air, April 12, 1924, WLS
basic policies of service and entertainment
brought in 90 minutes of top stars from New
which have made us an old friend and a good
York to set the pattern of always giving our
friend to Midwest America.
audience programs worth the listening; a week

BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, President; GLENN SNYDER, Manager. 50,000 woHs, 890 kilocycles. Blue nefwork. Represenfed by JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
Amiiafed in Management with KOY, Phoenix, and the ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY, Phoenix * KTUC, Tucson * KSUN, fiisJbee-lowe/f-Oougfa/'

AKTHIIR J. CASE\, whose
foniiii
program,Foster
"St. Veahody
Louis, Speaks,"
just
won a Geor^^e
citation,hascomes
to WOL as executive assistant to general
manager Merle S. Jones, to direct Public
Relations and all administrative sustaining
operations. For the past eleven years with
CBS, he has for seven years been executive
assistant to the management of CBS-owned
KMOX, St. Louis.

DAVIII H. HARRIS comes to
WOL as Program Director after having
established the remarkable record of ruinning
for his station (WTAG, Worcester) three
coveted radio awards for 1944: George Foster Peabody Award, Variety Showmanagement Plaque Atvard and the diiPont Radio
Award — the first time in broadcasting history
that one station has ivon all three in a single

year.
edicating a radio station to the service
of a community and a nation, Cowles Broadcasting Company welcomes two of the industry's
recognized leaders in public service.
D

Their appointment is a natural sequel to a statement of policy made on March 9, 1945,
by T. A. M. Craven, vice president of Cowles Broadcasting Company, in which he said,
in part: "We shall strive to render community service of real value, by participating
actively in the cultural, civic and economic development of this large and growing
metropolitan area. W e shall bend every effort toivard procuring the most experienced
and capable personnel and the best radio talent available; with these we hope to produce
programs equal to any in the nation — and some which are better."
Commander Craven's dedication is being fulfilled.

C^owied .Station
BASIC

MUTUAL
WOL
"THE VOICE OF WASHINGTON'

Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency, Inc.

We, too, thank you Mr. Maish, and your agency, Rogers &
Smith, for scheduling "Happy Hank" over WNAC and The
Yankee Network, Monday through Friday at 7:30 A. AA.

^ecefitciHCC U THE YANKEE NETWORK'S 'PoUKcUitcOH
THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
Member of f/ie Mufaaf broadco^img System

inc.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
P™
Broadoastj,ng
by
February
ii,
Published
Number)
Book
(Year
/a. Building, Washington 4, D. C.
issue
53rd
Monday,
every
■ublished
D. C, under act of March 6, 18Press
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933. at Post Office at Washington.

BROAEM^STINC.
11

Circuit

RECENT SURVEY conducted by private organization on order of Government agency
shows radio leading newspapers by sevenleague strides as news medium. Pollers asked
two questions: (1) Through what medium do
you get your news? (2) Which medium do
you believe most reliable? Of those giving definite answers, replies broke down this way:
(1) 57% radio, 43% newspapers; (2) 6?.';^
37% newspapers. Doubtless report won't
beradio,
released.
THE NUMBER of prospective purchasers for
WOV, the New York Bulova station, has
reached 31, that number having submitted offers to buy the station. Spirited bidding has
pushed the offering price to approximately
$650,000, it was reported in New York last
week.

^

'j
^
•
'
y
i

I

lAA/VWAAAflWWWW

Closed

|V

at deadline^^

MARSHALL FIELD in Cleveland last week
autographing copies of his book, Freedom is
More Than a Word, denied in an interview
that he v/as interested in the organization of
a fifth national radio network. He also said
he was not contemplating purchasing WJW
Cleveland.
of WJW,and re-a
ported this Bill
week O'Neil.
that if owner
he is drafted
lucrative offer is made he might sell the station but that the chances are .50-50 he won't.
He said he's had no offers from Field or
Scripps-Howard interests.
NEXT HIGH-RANKING broadcaster in wartime service who might migrate to native
haunts could be John E. Fetzer, Assistant Director of Censorship in charge of radio. On
duty here since he succeeded J. Harold Ryan,
NAB president, April 1944, Mr. Fetzer is
hankering to return to his V/KZO Kalamazoo
and WJEF Grand Rapids. Plans to start his
vacation in July. He hopes war will automatically terminate his Washington service before vacation ends.
DON'T BE SURPRISED if the immediate suecesser to J. Harold Ryan as interim president
of NAB is John H. Ryan, on leave as vicepresident and executive head of Fort Industry
Co. stations. Decision of NAB presidential
selection committee to defer action on permanent head until total victory may result in
proposal that number of prominent broadcasters be rotated in job. Mr. Ryan might start
new cycle to break in his immediate successor.
TWO OF THE prospective candidates for permanent selection
head of committee
NAB interviewed
by presidential
at its recent
New
York meetings were Elmo Roper, research
specialist, and Roane Waring, 1942 national
commander of the American Legion.
DON'T
an NAB on
convention
1945. If COUNT
some ODTOUTrestrictions
travel arein
lifted after V-E Day, it's entirely possible that
a convention
will— anytime
be whippedbefore
up for1945the rings
late
summer
or fall
. , (Continued on page 78)
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comma
tAay 8: Further hearings before House InterState & Foreign Commerce Committee on
Vandenberg Bill (S-63) and Dondero Bill
(HR-1648) to prohibit interference with
noncommercial cultural or educational
broadcasts (aimed at Petrillo ban against
Interlochen school programs).
May 8-10: NAB Sales Managers Executive
Committee, Gunter Hotel, San Antonio.
May 9: Deadline for briefs and appearances
in proposed FCC rules governing financial
reports, contracts, ownership, station personnel. (Oral argument May 21.)
May 16-17: NAB Board of Directors, WOW
Board room, Omaha.
May 17: Primary ballots in NAB directors-atlarge election must be in.
May 23: Oral argument before FCC, WOV
New York transfer of control.
Bulletins
CBS CORRESPONDENT Bill Downs at 4:304:45 p.m. Friday broadca.st from Hamburg a
complete description of negotiations for suri-ender
of German troops
in Holland,
and northwestern
Germany.
Downs Denmark
was the
first American radio reporter to be heard from
Hamburg since the city's capture by the Allies.
FEDERAL Trade Commission issued complaint charging Fada Radio & Electric Co.,
Long Island City, N. Y., and Jacob M. Marks,
president, with falsely representing that they
originated Fada receivers and have manufactured them since 1920. O.riginal Fadas were
manufactured from 1920 to 1932 by F.A.D.
Andrea
assets inInc.,
1934.said FTC. Present firm acquired
HOUSE Committee on Interstate & Foreign
Commerce will resume hearings at 10 a.m.,
May 8, on the Vandenberg Bill (S-63) and the
Dondero Bill (HR-1648) to prevent interference with broadcasting of noncommercial cultural or educational programs. J. Harold Ryan,
NAB president, will be principal witness at
opening session, it was learned Friday.
NEW WGN BREAK
WGN Chicago this week adopts "WGN in
Chicago, the Voice of the Middlewest"
as new station-break announcement, replacing former "This is WGN, the Voice
of the People".

Business

Briefly!

MORTON STARTS SALT CAMPAIGN *
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, begins sponsorshipi
May 7th of spot campaign featuring use of"!
salt on spring vegetables. Use 117 stations fori
four weeks. Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
Chicago.
RCA VICTOR APPOINTS • RCA Victor Diappointed
J. Walter
Thomp-of
son Co.,vision,NewRCA hasYork,
to handle,
advertising
radio, phonograph and television instruments.:
SHELL ADDS WOWO • Shell Oil Co., New!
York, adding to the list of 26 stations promoting dealer service, has signed for a six-weekly
10-minute news and spoi'ts program on WOWOj
Ft. Wayne for 13 weeks, tentatively set to start
this
New week.
York. Agency, Marschalk & Pratt Co,,,
LEVER AUDITIONS • Lever Bros, on Fri-i
day auditioned a National Concert & Artists:
Corp. program featuring Dunninger, with Billj
Slater Armen,
as m.c,vocalist,
Mitchellas Ayres
Kaye
possibleorchestra
summer and'
re-:
placement
for Amos
'n' Andy
or BobNewBurnsYork.on;
NBC.
Agency,
Ruthrauff
& Ryan,
VIDEO TO SELL SPAGHETTI • Chef Boy-!
Ar-Dee, Milton, Pa. (spaghetti), starts sponsorship oftelevision show Ladies Be Seated for
4 programs, Sundays beginning May 13, 7:30-8,
p.m. (EWT) WRG Schenectady, N. Y. Com-|
mercials will show Beulah Karney demonstrat-j
ing
sponsor's product. Agency, McJunkin Adv., :
Chicago.
BUSINESS GROUP BUYS LEWIS • NaSmall Business
Assn. commentary,
is planning
to buytionalFulton
Lewis Men's
jr. news
Monday through Friday, in available markets. !
Already sponsoring newscast on WHKK Akron,
52Schwimmer
weeks; WCLO
Janesville,
& Scott,
Chicago.52 weeks. Agency,;
NEW LOCAL SPONSOR • Ben-Gee Products !
Co., Chicago food products firm, has named:
Newby tising.
Peron
to handle
adverOn AprilCo.,24Chicago,
firm started
sponsoring!
Morgan Beatty and the News, NBC cooperative,
WMAQ forChicago
Tuesday and Thursday.on Contract
13 weeks.

AFA TO HOLD
ANNUAL MEETING JULY 11 |
ADVERTISING Federation of America v/ill
hold its annual business meeting July 11 at the
Hotel Commodore, New York, with President
Joe M. Dawson, Geyer, Cornell & Newell, presiding. Convention will be omitted for the second year, and directors will be elected by mail
vote. BBDO President and AFA Chairman
Bruce Barton will speak at the luncheon session, to be followed by election of officers.
Board of directors meeting last week revealed
that by May 3 AFA will reach an all-time high
of more than 900 sustaining members, over
150 companies having joined during the past
few year.
months and five new clubs being added
this
BROADCASTING
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News-hungry listeners, in the commodity-hungry Philadelphia market, tune-in KYW
regularly for the news., prompt, forthright, competent reporting of history in the making.

tion of KYW as "the station for news in Philadel." If your product-story,
too, is news,voices.
it may
well be phiaentrusted
to their authoritative

KYM'^ presents sixteen newscasts and commentaries each weekday, for such outstanding
sponsors as Standard Oil Co. of Pa. (Esso
Reporter); Boscul Coffee; Manhattan Soap Co.;
C. F. Mueller Co.; Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.;
Wildroot Co., Inc.; Richman Bros. Co.
Veteran newscasters such as Alwyn Bach,
Peter Roberts, Alun Williams, Franklin Evans,
Alan Cans, and Stuart Wayne maintain the reputa-

T i(Y\// nev/scasfing
schedule •.nclude: "r-:S^srne.s
ROBERT «<='^^^"/e,pondeni '"^.^^P'^jV^^elv fo""^"
.es on .We
en
p.es . ava'.iaba'
,„,,entW sp
2.b^^^^^^^
from
v^eeVdaV
each NEWSCAST.
V"
TUursdavs

WESTIN6H0USE
WOWO

• WBZ

• WBZA

and Saturdays

RADIO STATIONS Inc
• KDKA

•

KEX

• KYW

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX • KEX REPRESENTED
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NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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Executive's Wife in New Orleans
(ABOUT TO GO TO MARKET)

Or Farmer^ s Wife in Alahfima
(ABOUT TO GO TO TOA\ X)
Folks

turn

first

to -

NEW ORLEANS
A DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY

THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts * Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Kalz Agency, Inc.
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The 81 .5 rise in our all-day average Hooper during
the two year period ending in January is the talk

best spenders. There you have the reason why
more and more advertisers are using WSIX to

of the town! Yes, WSIX has more daytime listeners
than any other Nashville station . . . And remem-

reach the million potential buyers in the rich in-

ber, too, that BLUE and MUTUAL listeners are the

Yes, WSIX listeners and sales go hand in hand.

REPRESENTED

BY

THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC,

980

sooo
wAns
'ROADCASTING

NATIONALLY

dustrial and agricultural Nashville area . . .
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Magazine

Announces

Top Prize Winners
in Nation-wide
Promotion

Mutual

Contest

Nine Mutual station promotion men and
women have been selected for top honors

Special Award Winners
BOB McRANEY-WCBI

MADELINE
DOYLE-KRO^r
MRS. F. V. K.COOPErIwdo
^A^h}^
PORSOW-WHBY
EDWIN
MUUINAX-Wf
^ H. J. NEWCOMB-WRINAr
FRANK BISHOP-KFEL
BELL-WDEF
^^^ON CAMP
HAYFORD-WDLP
ELEA
M. ELLS
HALING-KRrv
SUENORCORN
-™:
LEROY
WOOD
WARD
-WOMI
HORN
PA^
rr viLM
SBY'^^T
WATL
Y-WH
VERNE^T^?
SAWY
ER-K
MnBQ
R. G. McBROOM-KFIO
R

Contest

Sponsored

by MUTUAL

'lii^sIM^-^^^

BROADCASTI^

in the biggest kid radio promotion of
all time. In a coast to coast competition
open to all Mutual network and affiliate
promotion managers in which over 150
stations participated, winners were selected
on the basis of uniqueness and volume of
audience building promotion consistent
with the size of the areas their stations
served. The contest ran from September 1,
1944 to March 1, 1945, and was sponsored
by Mutual Broadcasting System and the
Ralston Purina Company.
Contest judges were Sol Taishoflf, Editor and
Publisher of Broadcasting, Robert K. Richards and J. Frank Beatty, Associate Editors.

l|firSTEM , Inc. and

^n. So,

Seventh Pr«e-$25 War Bon
JAMES R. CURTIS d
KFRO Longvi
ew, Texas
Bond
sixth Prize-$25WICWar
K
BERT
KDLR Devil's Lake, North Dakota

RALSTON

PURINA

COMPANY

Ever see a slation whose
daylime Hooper "share oi
audience" averages
49-0% I
Perhaps ...
... but how about a
(ity where the daytime
"$ets-in-use" averages
21.8*1
NOl . . .
. . . then look at
Lincoln --we feel it's a
rare result in a marlcet of
over tOO,000 population.
in Fact,
KFOR has 80% more
daytime audience according
to tfooper than the next
highest station.

Feature

of the Week
India or Chungking for broadcast.
rma-d- Lack of facilities is supplemented
spon
a-Bunot
in theter
oarecore
entsthea
radiChin
ICaAN
AMERIndi
as by hazards of transportation which
scarc
as e hens'
fa- makes spot news reporting difficult.
cilitieseavailabl
to themteethare,butsays
Answering the question of what
-ABC cor- part radio plays in the lives of the
r,
Frederick B. Qppe
Blue
respondent, home after being in the Chinese people Mr. Opper said,
Far East since 1938.
no part at all".
"In the entire C-B-I area there "virtually
"There are some 800 receiving
are two transmitters capable of sets
in the Chinese capital of
reaching the United States," says Chungking, most of them owned by
the correspondent. "One is at foreigners, and the number is
Chungking, the other at Ne"w equally limited elsewhere in Free
China. Very few Chinese have ever
The Chungking station, XGOY, heard a radio, much less seen one."
isDelhi."
a rabbit warren, the administraPorter Gloomy
tion of which would turn an American radio executive grey with horThis bears out the statement
ror in Mr. Opper's opinion. It has
an hour and ten minutes daily re- made by Roy
whoPorter,
came NBC
back correfrom
served for North American trans- China a fewspondentweeks
ago. He saw a
missions which include Chinese gloomy outlook for radio
as
a
power
government messages and propa- in China. Mr. Porter saw some
ganda. The electricity often fails, hope for a series of transmitters to
employees there
don't isshow
the world-wide milibroadcast
a thingup ofandhigha hook intarywith
network which would allow
nervous tension.
press
and
radio
a chance
to com-or
New Delhi Better
municate easily with
New York
San
Francisco.
Facilities are better at New
Explaining the operation of
Delhi, although the station is not
heard as well in the United States. XGOY Mr, Porter credits the Chinese with a remarkable engineerSpecial arrangements must be made
in advance, often taking as much
ing featmit erin. It isprotecting
located inthea translarge
as three days. Originally the station
cave,
30
feet
underground
as a proreserved an hour daily for Ameritection against Jap bombing. Its
can correspondents but so few used
the reserved period that London, power plant is 15 miles away on
through which Delhi funnels to the the Chialing river. The generator
U. S., cancelled the arrangement.
is run on coal which comes down
"up to last month wiien l left the river in barges and must be
China," the correspondent says, toted up a steep bank by coolie
"there were no recorders in that gangs. If the coolies decline to
theater and only a few in India. In make the climb — as they sometimes
Burma an Army radio team has
— ^the power fades or goes off
been making recordings of troop docompletely.
activities which must be flown to
Sellers

of Sales
for Stox, a new soup ; Richard
Hudnut and !. B. Thomas English
omer
newc
ing
VE
ess
-buy
ATI
to
the
time
busin
PAR
COM
A who has already established Muffins.
Before joining the agency, Helen
an enviable reputation for
years on the other
herself in the trade is Helen Gill, worked for twoside
of the fence,
on
of
Keny
&
Eckwith the station rephardt. New York.
resentative organiHelen, a native of
WILMINGTON
Flushing, L. I.,
zation, Joseph Hershe still lives,
shey
i 1 1 v r a.
R«pr*sen»ed by Edward Petry Co., Inc where
From Mherc Gexperience
has been with K&E
DELAWARE
in both buying and
about 2 years. Durselling plus the speing that period, the
cial courses in reagency has recorded
KFOK
tadising
iling and merchanits
which she
in thebiggest
field ofgrowth
spot
took while a sturadio billing. As the
5000 day& night
dent
at
NYU,
Helen
agency increased in
radio advertising imgained
a
well-rounded
radio
advertising
p 0 r t a n c e, so did
background.
BASIC
Helen'sK&Eposition
both
Helen has varied
NBC STATION
with
and with
hobbies
and
interthe trade. Starting
ests aside from her
as assistant
Represented by
work. A first-rate
ard Dunneto Rich(now
HELEN
golfer, she also goes
head of radio rein
for
amateur
dramatics
and
is
an
search), Helen has moved up unRAYMER
til today her particular province enthusiastic theater-goer as well.
She also has a flair for dress deat K&E includes handling all signing.
Standard Brands' spot advertising
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«lf you're interested in
ratings, just multiply "seisin-use" by "share of
audience."

NEWS

CAPIipr'^'^HE

WORLD

WHAS Brings its Listeners
Carey Longmire and Wilfrid Fleisher
. . . nationally known news commentators, broadcasting
exclusively for WHAS, by direct wire from XVashington.
LONGMIRE, whose nose for news led him to
Europe when the first signs of disintegration
appeared, managed by hook and crook to get
into Spain to write for the New York Herald- /
Tribune the first articles from Franco's /
Spain which were printed in 1939, Referring
to this scoop. Time magazine called him an
^'open-eyed" correspondent. He was in New \
York when the Battle of France was lost, but
went east immediately to cover the London
blitz. He predicted trouble between Hitler and

Stalin before the German invasion of Russia.
Longmire was one of the first Yankee correspondents tofly in an "operational flight" in
an R. A.F. bomber ... but his top "beat"
was a mysterious cable to his editor's home
resulting in a 24-hour scoop for his paper
predicting the famous Atlantic Charter conference. Longmire claims to be a liberalindependent politically, and his mike style is
very informal. Favorite comment of listeners
is: "He explains the news so well."

FLEISHER, a native of Pennsylvania, educated
abroad, was correspondent for his father's
newspaper, the Japan Advertiser, in World
War I. He obtained the first exclusive story
of the murder of the Czar of Russia and
his family . . . covered the League of Nations for a time . . . and was managing editor of the Japan Advertiser when pressure
from the Jap Government caused its abandonment in 1940. Fleisher scored a world beat
by becoming one of 4 white men in the world

to interview Emperor Hirohito. In 1936 he
scored another world beat by telephoning the
New York Herald-Tribune that Japan and
Germany were forming an alliance. He
covered the diplomatic talks with Japan
which were going on when war started.
March 23, in a WHAS broadcast he predicted
that General Douglas MacArthur would lead
the invasion of Japan. Fleisher is the author
of two books on Japan, "Volcanic Isle" and
"Our Enemy Japan."

The clamor for netcs was never greater. And WHAS meets the demand. It devotes 127 broadcasts every week to
unbiassed, unemotional, authentic reports of the news as it happens. . . . And it does more! It brings Carey Longmire and
Wilfrid Fleisher
listenerstheywithtalktheir
knowledge
of thestraight
places toanditspeople
about.straight-froni-the-shoulder analyses of the news, backed by first hand
WHAS keeps its listeners listening by its intelligent news reporting.
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'Round-the-Clock News — Backed by 50,000- Watt ClearXhannet
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...WMAQ

1945— RADIO S 25TH ANNIVERSARY
—PLEDGED TO VICTORY

at 5:15 PM
Carson Pine Scott & Co., one of Chicago's oldest and
finest department stores, recently decided to inaugurate
an institutional advertising campaign. Radio was chosen
as the medium to reach the millions in the Chicagoland
market, America's 2nd largest, where 2,855,700 families annually spend over $3,500,000,000.
Before selecting a station they checked station coverages and found WMAQ to be Chicago's number 1 station— the Chicago station most people listen to most.
And so Carson Pirie Scott & Co. currently sponsors
"Variety at 5:15" on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
evenings. They have joined the group of discerning advertisers whose programs over WMAQ make up radio's
finest entertainment program schedule in the world.
WMAQ — morning, noon and night — reaches the people who listen and buy. Information concerning time
availabilities furnished upon request.

The Chicago station most people listen to most
670
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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^^So

^F&P

Yon're

had
the

the

wrong

wrong

dope,'

dope,

yon

We hope your vertebrae can take it, Thistlewaite, old
pal! But F&P really does bust a button to furnish correct dope only. In such matters as getting market and
audience analyses, availabilities, and good, all-'round
advice, dozens of agencies and advertisers have found
it's safe to bank on Free & Peters. Not that we're errorproof geniuses, y'understand ! Just that we don't believe in going off half-cocked.
Our specialty is to help see to it that spot advertising
campaigns produce sales. Maybe any group of smart
feLers could take just as good care of your business,
once they'd piled up the experience we've had. But F&P
has the experience — now! Want some of it?
FREE

&

Pioneer Radio
CHICAGO: i8o IV. Michigan
Franklir 1 6373
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Madison Ave.
Plaza 5-4130

SAN FRANCISCO: iii Sutter
Sutter 4353

HOLLYWOOD:
Hollyw6

eh?

dope!''
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Radio
Prepared
as Germany
Collapses
mitz
and
General
MacArthur
have been completed and there
by
various
commanders
in
the
field.
IPooled Broadcasts would be on the air.
There are over two-score top
be no ifdanger
As Broadcasting closed Friday, ranking Army and Navy military would
lating seem
their tonature,
mentionin )•(;-of
Include Top
exact program plans were not men who might be considered avail- movement-routes is not included.
able for this broadcast. One proThis schedule will be suplementavailable.
It "was known,
that
President
Trumanof course,
would
posal, and the one most likely to
Figures
course,
by individual
undertaken
by networksenterand
broadcast a proclamation designat- be followed, was that these should ed, of prises
AMERICAN broadcasters
ing H-hour of V-E Day, and that be heard from hourly, as their stations. There can be little doubt,
proclamation would include an schedules and pickup conditions however, that if the schedule of
went into action last weekend his
appeal to Americans to redouble would permit.
pooled broadcasts is undertaken
to break the greatest story of their efforts against Japan.
follow this general pat(3) On the evening of V-E Day, and does
tern, American radio will enjoy
It
was
not
planned,
according
to
potential audithe war — total victory in best information, to upset radio when encetheexists,largest
it
was
expected
that
one
of
its
listening
Europe.
ences over greatest
a sustained
period. audischedules haphazard- American listeners would hear a
Coverage plans, which had commercial
ly. The entire programming oper- special program featuring fiveRadio Top Medium
ation has been on the planning minute statements by five-star
been months in the making,
it appeared, was going
weeks and was coordi- generals and admirals. Doubtless to Radio,
be called upon as the top meawaited only the formal proc- boards natedfor
such a broadcast would sound the
by
CoL
Edward
Kirby,
chief.
lamation of victory via radio Radio Branch, Bureau of Public key note of the day — that victory
dium for bringing
home toLikewise,
Amerof victory.
Relations, War Dept. Supervising was a matter to be celebrated radioica thewasimport
by President Truman. Net- overall
to
be
called
upon
was Col. Luther calmly, and that the war wasn't the greatest yeoman job oftothisdo
works and stations alike co- L. Hill, operations
acting
chief
of the Bureau. over until the Jap was knocked crucial period: keeping the people
ordinated their programming
out. The
overseas
would re- at home, before their receivers, and
Basic
Plan
ceive thistroops
broadcast
via shortwave.
through military channels,
Participating
would
be
Leahy, out of places of entertainment.
Best estimate of the precise
with pooled broadcasts the
and civilian leaders alarrived at after discus- Marshall, King, Arnold, Eisen- Military
ways have feared that an unbridled
agreed order during the early schedule
hower, Nimitz and MacArthur,
sions with many network officials,
period
of
seriously
stages of total capitulation. was this sequence:
(4) Somewhere in the schedule, would disruptcelebration
production for the
(1) President Truman would probably a day or so after V-E Japanese
war
effort.
Yet
they
have
Central Control
make his proclamation on all four when the excitement of victory
that Americans cannetworks, with simultaneous an- has subsided, the Army probably determined
The
most
elaborate
"pooling"
not
be
kept
from
celebrating
and
schedule of the war had been set to
nouncements from other capitals. will undertake a pooled broadcast that radio, as the wisest comprodealing
with
the
disposition
to
be
(2)
There
would
follow
immedibringcan news
of
victory
to
Amerimise,
can
save
the
day.
listeners.
ately an all-network round-the- made of troops and materiel now
It is noteworthy, for example,
All networks put aside their world broadcast during which in Europe and with plans for the that field commanders may be
(Continued on page 73)
occupation.
These
plans,
certainly.
short
messages
would
be
presented
.plans for initial individual reporting of the event and combined
forces. Actual programming of the
most significant details of the surrender— the proclamation by President Truman and statements by New
Censorship
Code After V-E Day
high government and military Ban on Man - in - Street practicability of certain modificacient reason for it. Potential espileaders — was left to the United
t
i
o
n
s
i
n
the
Code's isrequests
within the
the war in Europe
over. after borders onageofstilltheflourished
Programs May Be
States Army.
and at any
That section of the Code (II) time an agent ofU. anS.,enemy
might
Discarded
A central control board, to mason Programs conceivably could be attempt, through such a simple deter-switch al pickups from this
By ROBERT K, RICHARDS
eliminated entirely. Short of such
continent and around the world,
vice as a request to a radio stahas been built for the occasion and IMPORTANT changes in the Code a drastic alteration, a proviso untion, to employ this medium for
der Programs which would urge instantaneous
was being manned by Army per- of Wartime Practices for American broadcasters
transmission of in-;
to use common sense, country.
sonnel. This control board is lo- Broadcasters will be announced imtelligence to cohorts outside the
cated in the Pentagon Bldg. in
judgment
and
caution
in
handling
mediately following V-E Day, request programs, quiz programs,
Washington.
Hazard Dwindles
From this nerve center, it was Byron Price, Director of Censor- forums, interviews and special
With Germany and Italy out of
planned that production cues to day. ship, told Broadcasting last Fri- events might be adopted.
At the present time broadcasters the war, this menace is reduced
the greatest array of "name talThis new edition will incorporate are asked — with certain noted ex- tremendously. It is true that some
ent" ever assembled would be
ceptions— to accept no telephoned domestic broadcast stations in the
flashed aci-oss the seas. Those who numerous changes, upon which the
might receive thege cues included Office of Censorship has been work- or telegraphed requests for service U. S. can be heard in areas occuannouncements,
such as lost pet
top Army and Navy commanders
ing for some time.
Nipponese
announcements, swap ads, mass with piedeachby theadvance
.at GHQ and in the field.
of ourenemy,
forces butin
Ban on Requests
Certainly American listeners
meetings, etc. They are asked also the Pacific, this becomes
less and
Neither Mr. Price nor John E. to accept no telephoned or telewere prepared, also, to hear from
less a hazard — to the point where
I Prime Minister Churchill, King Fetzer, assistant director in charge
graphed
requests
for
musical
selections and urged not to play most of those technically trained
George, and possibly from Joseph of the broadcasting division, is
Stalin. There was little question saying what these changes will be. musical requests which are made enough to have an informed opinion on the subject believe it would
but that General Marshall, Fleet Speculation among broadcasters by word of mouth at the origin of
be impossible for an enemy agent
Admiral King, General Arnold, who have been working throughout broadcast.
operating
in behalf of Japan to
Obviously
when
this
language
Fleet Admiral Leahy, General the war with the Code as a guide{Continued on page 70)
i Eisenhower, Fleet Admiral Ni- post, however, would indicate the was incorporated there was a suffiMay 7, 1945 • Page 13
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Civilian Radio Production
average monthly delivery rate
New Military Demands the
during the first quarter of 1945.
To Offset Effects of
At this point the WPB Committee
for Period One (period between end
Europe Victory
of German resistance and surrendTHERE will be no appreciable
er of Japan) will be asked to approve a revision of General Limichange in the civilian radio equiptation Order L-265, the basic order
ment situation throughout 1945.
electronic production.
This was the substance of a "re- regulating
Such modification would allow unconversion"
proposal
announced
restricted
of components,
Friday by Louis J. Chatten, direc- including tubesoutputfor
replacement
tor of the WPB Radio & Radar Division, and unanimously approved purposes and all electronic end
by the Industry Advisory Commit- equipment "except broadcasting,
tee. The program is based entirely receiving and reproducing equipon military requirements for a
Thismentisfor entertainment
in line with a purposes."
prediction
"one-front" war.
made by Mr. Chatten at the AmeriFreeze Order Unchanged
can-Canadian
conference
of radio
Following disclosure of the WPB
April 25, 26 in
policy, Commissioner E. K. Jett of manufacturers
Montreal
that
the
first
relaxation
the FCC told Broadcasting there controls after V-E Day would per-of
would be no immediate change in
mit unrestricted production of
the FCC freeze order of Jan. 16, components
for civilian replace1945 under which applications for
ments but would limit manufacturnew stations in areas now receiving
ing of radio
transmitterscommercial
and receivers to essential
primary service are put in a pending file for future hearings. As of services such as aircraft, police
last week the Commission had on file and point-to-point communications.
a total of 700 applications for new
Assures Military Supplies
standard, FM and television stations in addition to applications for
When military requirements fall
expansion of facilities.
below 75% of the delivery rate for
Although the proposal calls for the first quarter of 1945, WPB
a 21% cutback
of
outstanding
conrevoke Order L-265 but
tracts and commitments for the would
would retain priority control of
second half of 1945, WPB pointed materials to assure uninterrupted
out that the requirements project- production of military needs. Both
ed for this period were 18y2% the revision and the revocation of
higher than the production rate the basic control order would take
achieved during the first quarter effect three months in advance of
of this year. In other words, unless
reductions in milithe manufacturing industry can the controlling
tary requirements to allow for the
produce at a higher rate after V-E gap between component production
Day than it could before V-E Day, and end equipment deliveries.
the civilian margin released by the
While eliminating the possibility
of either transmitters or receivers
cutback will be only 2^/2%.
The proposal, Mr. Chatten said, before the first quarter of 1946, as
"reflectsmands forincreasing
military for
de- long as the Pacific War continues,
electronic equipment
Division's program will perthe Pacific w.ar". A Tiint that im- the mit
"practically unlimited
sale forof
portant secret electronic weapons such components
as are needed
are to play a big part in future
military operations was contained
in Mr. Chatten's revelation that on
"threetion of new
items alone",
$57,000,000
a month a isproduccalled
for by the end of the year, or 27%
of the current rate.
Gradual Relaxation
• •••These new items, he said, will require nearly one-third of the current
tube production rate and nearly
one-fourth of the present output
of resistors, capacitators and
"other such standard components".
■ Asserting that the military orders "areofexpected
to exceed
the
capacity
the industry
for some
time", Mr. Chatten said the program reflects the Division's conclusion that it would be "extremely
unwise"trolstoon electronic
modify the production
basic con"either at the present time or at
any specified date in the near future".
. When the military requirements
begin to drop, he explained, WPB
will
permitwhich
a gi-adual
controls
will relaxation
take effectof
when orders recede below 90% of
'He's Hitched Radar
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Unchanged
repairat and
replacement,
purposes"
and
the same
time assure
production of military requirements.
In addition, Mr. Chatten said, it
will provide "a very limited quantity" of nonmilitary
end equipment
for the
most essential
uses and
satisfy the most urgent needs
"with a minimum of confusion and
Disappointing as it is to station
paper
work". awaiting release of
applicants
transmitters,
the WPB proposal
was seen in some quarters as solving, at least for some time, the
thorny problem of determining
which types of transmitters should
be released first — standard, FM or
television.
it became
apparent that theUntil
magnitude
of military
requirements
for theeven"one-front"
war
would preclude
a partial
resumption of noncommunication
transmitters, government officials
were faced with the task of allocating limited materials and manpower for a huge backlog of demands
for
equipment for the various
services.
Meanwhile, the prospects for obtaining equipment for station improvements appeared brighter as
WPB released a limited number of
broadcasting towers (see story
page 22). Wherever manufacturers
can process materials remaining
after military orders are filled,
provided war manpower is not used,
similar releases will be granted.
Socony Change
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co., New
York, will replace Information
Please with a program built around
Rise Stevens, soprano, on NBC
Mon. 9:30-10 p.m. from June 25 to
Sept. 10, subject only to approval
of
program department.
CastNBC's
of Information
Please is
awaiting Army approval on a projected USO tour this summer. Agency is Compton Adv., New York.

Edible Words
MEN of the Signal Corps
can now eat their words —
literally. A thin film has been
perfected that not only can
compress
36,000-wordcapsule,
message into aa four-inch
but, in case of enemy capture, the film can be eaten by
the men holding it. Twenty
times the wordage may be
sent on the film as has been
possible
before,areas usable
both sides
of the film
for
recording. Homing pigeons
carrytheirthebacks,
four-inch
on
flying capsule
across
enemy territory or across
great distances.
MAXSOIS FOOD PLANS
SERIAL ON BLUE-ABC
MAXSON FOOD SYSTEMS, New
Yorkley(frozen
DudRollinson foods),
Co., newthrough
advertising
and radio consultant agency in
New York, will start a network
daytime
Margo
ley. Timeshow,
for the
showin isSunnot Valyet
definite but it is expected to start
on WJZ New York and soon afterwards, to move onto the full BlueABC network.
The Sun Valley division also exs to use New
spot announcements
about pectfour
York stations onas
soon
as
packaging
Mr. Rollinson said. can be assured,
The new agency is headed by Mr.
Rollinson, who has formerly been
with NBC in both New York and
Chicago executive
and the handling
Blue-ABC,manyas
account
network shows. Most recently, after
several agency posts, he was radio
advertising consultant with the
Manganal Nickel Steel Co., San
Francisco.
During the
months, Mi^.
Rollinson
has past
beensixdeveloping
an
advertising campaign for the
Maxson corporation. Radio advertising will be used in postwar for
the firm's pre-cooked meals, known
as the Sky-Plates and currently
used
by the armed services aboard!
transports.
Other Rollinson accounts are :
Heston & Anderson, Fairfield,
Iowa, and St. Paul Engineering &
Mfg. Co.
Drug Co. Replacement
UNITED DRUG Co., Boston, will
sponsor a variety program starring
Ray Bolger as m.c, and guest stars,
as a summer replacement for the
Jimmy Durante-Garry Moore show
on CBS Fri. 10-10:30 p.m., in July
and August. Moore and Durante
are going on separate tours for
the USO. Agency is N. W. Ayer
& Son, New York.

BASEDered largely
upon information
gathfrom BROADCASTING
YearHook,
the NAB versary
hasbulletin
published
a special
annigiving
the
chronology
yearsbulletin
of radio. Divided
two
Drawn for Buoadcasting by Sid Hi: ofparts,25 the
radio
andintoworld
events communication
since 1920 lists
and since
development
radio
1920. of
to His Fishing Rod!"
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Radio
Asked
to Sound
Last
Battle
Cry
Pacific will be great, and that
Resources of the Transportation
Chance
to Ease the
the meeting of these requirements Corps are being pointed to the Far
must take precedence over every- East for this great movement of
Tension, Keep
thing else.
men and materiel, and for the
2. This same military necessity evacuation of the wounded.
is the only factor to determine how
All this is top priority. EveryUp Morale
will be kept in the servthing else must be considered as
By MAJ. GEN. A. D. SURLES manyice men
after
the
defeat
of
Germany,
secondary
to the question of crushDitector, Bureau
of
Public
Relations
and
how
many
will
be
returned
to
War Department
civilian life.
war. ing the Japanese and ending the
NEW, NATIONAL responsibility
Consistent with these needs,
Parents want to know where
devolves upon the broadcasting in- their sons fit into this program. some veterans will be brought home
dustry.
demobilization. Others, not
directly from Ger- for
With the collapse of Germany "Will my boy goPacific?"
eligible at this time, will be given
"Can myin furloughs
our war effort will have gone just husbandmany tobethegranted
a
furlough
in the United States bebeyond the halfway mark. How
fore reassignment to the Pacific.
between assignquickly we reach the ultimate goal the Unitedments?" "IsStates
But
the
speed
with which these
my brother going to men can be returned
depends largely upon how well the
will depend
returned
toiscivilian
life?"
nature of the task ahead is under- be The
same
true
in
industry.
upon thetation.availability
transporstood by the public.
This should be ofmade
clear
Men and women in war plants want
3 1 Therefore it is the duty of every- to know what is going to happen so that unnecessary disappointment
GEN. SURLES
n one in radio to foster a universal to production in their respective can be avoided.
3. Eventual demobilization will
awareness of that task. Every plants. They want to know how
m broadcasting station pledged itself much longer their war jobs will be effected on a fair and impartial in individual cases preclude such
basis.
l..| to "serve the public interest, con- continue.
a separation.
It
is
impossible
to
deal
with
indemobilization
plan
gn IJ venience
and
necessity."
Now
comes
How many men will be released
a time when that pledge can be f ulinaugurated
immediately
dividual cases, but we can estimate willThe beArmy's
\i filled, to maintain the morale of our general needs.
after the cessation of hostilities in depends upon how many we need
fight Japan and carry on other
U the Army and its fighting efficiService troops and Air Forces Europe. The factors which deter- tonecessary
duties. When they will
itji ency — to ease social and economic ground units are most urgently
mineleasethe are:
priority
of a long
soldier's
re- be released depends upon availa-;
1J tension at home, caused by a lack needed to prepare harbors, bases
(1) how
he has
J of understanding.
and airfields essential to sharply been in the Army, (2) how long he
of transportation after pri- ,
1. The war against Japan will re- expanded combat operations. Any has served overseas, (3) how many bility
ority
Thisneeds
is nothavethe been
wholemet.story; but|,|
quire the application of our maxi- delay in getting these, troops to combat decorations and battle par.; mum effort.
their new stations will result in
ticipation stars he has won, and it is the keystone around which a': , ,
B Japan has a large and powerful
many children he has, up constructive and continuing broad-j.i,
of the war and need- to(4)a how
limit of three.
less loss of life.
5 army of 4,500,000 to 5,000,000 men prolongation
casting theme can be developed.
[ who will fight fanatically. We must
The value of the point credits alDirect to Pacific
Many Facets
not let ourselves be deluded into belowed for each factor will be announced after the termination of
• lieving that we can defeat the eneMany Air and Ground Forces
„ my with one hand tied behind our combat units will also go direct to the European war. The values will gantic
There problem
are many offacets
to the gi4.';i
t back. Japan is going to be crushed the Pacific as part of our plan to be identical for troops everywhere and redeployment. Thereadjustment,;;;
tremendous ;),
throughout
the
world.
The
men
J only by an overwhelming superi- apply our maximum strength
them isofreflected}'i|(|
against Japan as rapidly as the with the highest point scores will public
^ ority of men and weapons.
in the interest
increasedin volume
inquir- ;\
J To accomplish this the United mits.
availability of supply bases per- be demobilized first, unless special
considerations of military necessity ies received by the War Depart-' J'
5 States must make the most effec{Continued on page 71) ';;,'
5 tive use of all resources. As far as
J possible,
service in theadditional
Pacific troops
will befordrawn
, from reinforcements now in this
J country and from new inductees as Highlights of Radio's Participation in World War II
5 they meet training requirements.
. These, however, will not fill all our SEPT. 12, 1938— While networks
tion. Procedure adopted to avoid
Scandinavia. Radio cooperation;!:
^ needs. Great numbers will still had
maintained correspondents in dissemination of propaganda from withto press
J have to go from the European The- the European
associations and news-;
capitals, actual war- European sources which might im- papers testified
., ater of Operations to the scenes of
to by hundreds
of ',
pair American neutrality. Byword front-page stories
time
coverage
begins
with
Hitler's
I final combat.
crediting networks as and
their bulletins
source.
Production, too, must be main- Nuremberg address marking the becomes
"when
in
doubt,
don't".
There
is
always
time
to
check.
, tained at levels somewhat com- beginning of Germany's territorial Action followed Sept. 3 declaration
Italy's entry
into Euro-'of
parable to those now in effect in expansion by force.
peanJunewar10 —produces
concentration
of war by England and France speeches broadcast by national,
Oct. 1, 1938 — Broadcasting pre- against
I order to fill the long supply lines
Germany.
leaders surpassing anything since
dicts war clouds over Europe will
stretching to the far shores of the
Oct. 9 — First contingent of Amer- Germany.
little, if any, immediate effect
Sept. 3, 1939 declarations against {!
Pacific. Our industrial require- have
ican
war
correspondents
officially
ments will diminish only slightly upon broadcast operations in the
July 1 — Recognizing communica- !
during the first three months after United States, except for speeding accredited by British military authe defeat of Germany. Require- up tempo.
thorities leaves London for "some- tions as key factor in war defense '!
ments for the second quarter after
v/here in France"
to report
direct. fers
1939
planning,
with President
advisors onRoosevelt
creationcon-of ji
includes
Bill Henry,
' the war in Europe ends will be Sept. 1 — Survey by Broadcasting Contingent
CBS, and Arthur Mann, MBS, first
^ about the same as production for of Federal officials, conducted in radio
Defense
Communications
Government
officials to Board
pilot andof j'■
reporters ever assigned to top
■ the last quarter of 1944.
coordinate policy planning with I
light of explosive war situation, front line duty.
'^ these
Therewillwillbe beoffset
some tocutbacks;
but
Oct.
25
—
FCC
rebukes
WMCA
yields
no
change
in
attitude
toa large debeyond regulatory steps, New York for methods used in con- private entities during war emer- gency. I
; gree by increases in other items — taken wardtoradiopreserve
nection with alleged interception
neutrality. No
Sept. 24 — President Roosevelt ]
special items needed for Far Eastdisposition seen to molest normal and broadcast of secret radio com- creates Defense Communications:'
ern warfare, which could not be commercial
m
u
n
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
a
n
d
places
station
on
operations.
Board.
produced on a large scale up to
Oct. 15 — Mobilization of radio in i
license renewal.
now because of a more urgent need
Sept. 11 — Networks enter into probation as to 1940
national defense picture projected
voluntary agreement on handling
• for other things.
April 8 — Networks and stations on more
The whole question of redeploy- war
assurances
tangible M.basisKirby,
with public
selec- ■;
of Edward
from news
Whitecoverage
House after
that there
is no move into emergency news status to tion
; ment is governed by military ne- intention
of molesting broadcasting, bring public up-to-minute reports relations director of NAB, as radio j
cessity. It must be emphasized con{Coyitinued on page 72) I
stantly that our military needs in barring possible extreme provoca- oil Germany's unexpected drive inMay 7, 1945 • Page 17
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COVERING

UNCIO

Conference

Will

Cost

U.

S.

Broadcasters ^Half Million
Usual Rivalry Between Nets, Independents Swept
Aside to Give Public Clear Picture
By DAVID GLICKMAN
petTheition hparamount
as given way tothought
coopera-is
COVERING the United Nations public tion.service,
with no personal
Conference
on International
ization in San
Francisco willOrgancost
Independents are using facilities
'
radio a half-million dollars in out- glorification.
of the nets and everybody helps
of-pocket expenses exclusive of everybody else. Daily conferences
commercial programs cancelled to
between radio representapermit sustaining broadcast of are held
tives and State Dept. officials. Many
Conference sessions and news, it independents
have combined their
was estimated last week.
resources and manpower and are
Before the UNCIO is ended the broadcasting through temporary
CBS
(1 to r) Bill
: William
Shlrer,to Major
in Veterans
Bldg.S. regional networks.
Bob Trout,
Henry L.(back
camera).George Fieldmg Eliot, Dr. Wallace Sterling, physical
alone will setup
cost the
combined U.
Help Each Other
networks $25,000. Subsistence for
San Francisco Bay stations,
personnel, travel, etc., is expected KYOFive KSFO
KROW KLX
to aggregate $250,000 for the four and Photo & KSAN
Sound Recording Co.
networks. This doesn't include the have constructed
special
studio
40-odd independent stations which
are covering. As Broadcasting and engineering facilities in the
went to press, D. Harold McGrath, Veterans' Bldg. "radio row". Sharing those facilities on invitation
in charge of the radio gallery, re- are KMPC
KPAS KFWB KGER
ported 480 radio executives and
of
Southern
California and KALW,
employes registered.
public school sysBecause of protocol, radio has San temFrancisco's
outlet.
run into many obstacles. Lack of
KMPC KGER and KROW have
showmanship, due to diplomatic
formality, has tended to make the made a regional tie-up. KFI Los
plenary sessions uninteresting from Angeles has taken over the Earl
a standpoint of good radio. From Anthony offices in the Packard
a technical viewpoint the UNCIO Bldg., San Francisco, and converted them into emergency stuMBS
John
D.
Whitmore,
news
director
(at
desk
in
shirtsleeves),
(1
to
r):
Upton
is radio's engineers.
biggest job,Covering
according theto
Close (with phone), Arthur Gaeth, Leo Cherne, Charles Hodges, Arch Gunnison, network
dios. KMTR Hollywood, which
: Arthur
BUI HUlman,
Irving Dennis,
Sulds, Charter
Heslep.radioSeated
right (1 Primm,
to r) Edgar
Mowrer, Lloyd
State Dept.
advisor.at Whltmore's political conventions last year was, moved into the conference sessions
its recording mobile unit, left
by comparison,
easy room
task was
be- with
cause a central an
control
after the first week and currently
set up. In San Francisco, with no is depending on pickups from KFI.
such arrangement possible, engiDon Lee Broadcasting System is
neers had to construct complete
a dual job — serving as
broadcasting facilities from vari- performing
western
outlet for Mutual and supous vantage points.
plying added coverage for its 40
Rivalry,
which usually
be- Pacific Coast owned and affiliated
tween the networks
as wellexists
as local
stations.
independents, has been swept aside
Press Assn., radio subsidiary of
in i-adio's all-out eifort to give AP, and Transradio-Press are covAmerica's listeners the best coverering strictly from a radio news
age possible. Kindred problems
while UP and INS are
have brought broadcasters closer viewpoint,
handling
together with the result that com- news wires.through regular general
OFF-MIKE AT SAN FRANQSCO
NIJC
C. McCall,
news Phoenix;
and specialSelden
events manager,Dickchecking
flash. Portland;
Standing
(1 to FrancLs
r) Howard
Pyle, KTAR
Band, KGW
William
Ratigan;
Petersen; (back
George toMenifee;
Greaves,
Grace Foote
and Elmer
RichardW. Harkness
camera).KPO San Francisco; seated:

FORTY-TWO privately owned Canadian stations, through Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, combined to
send three correspondents to the
Conference to record interviews
with' Canadian
delegates
and others,
records
being flown
to Canada
for
broadcast. Correspondents are John
Collingwood Reade, CFRB Toronto;
Dorwin Baird, CJOR Vancouver;
T. J. Allard, head of the Radio Bureau, Ottawa, operated by several
privately-owned stations.

conference. Asked Mr. Harkness:
"Will Mr. Molotov explain as clearpossible the
of lytheand simply
Soviet asdelegation
uponstand
the
Polishgatequestion?"
Soviet reply.
deleobliged with The
a detailed

THEY TELL this one on Raymond
Swing, calmest of news analysts,
and H. tators
R. whoBaukhage,
BlueFrancisco.
commenflew to San
Baukhage was ill following typhus
shots in preparation for a European trip. The stewardess offered
RICHARD HARKNESS, NBC to take his temperature. She replacedof the
Washington commentator and preseterturned,
in thecalmlymouth
Ray thermoSwing,
ident of the Radio Correspondents seated mjust
ahead
of
Baukhage
Assn., put the first question to V. dozing. Mr. Swing protested, and
BLUE-ABC
Standing
(1
to
r)
Henry
Orbach,
Bryson
Rash,
G.
W.
Johnstone,
T.
H.
but
Palmer
San Francisco;
Frank(1 toLar) Tourette.
KGO;H. R.Walter
Lonner;James
GeorgeAbbe,O. M. Molotov, Russian Foreign MinMilne; Gen.
A.KGOE. Junius
Evans,
KGO. Seated
David Wills,
Baukhage,
(Continued on page 62)
ister, at Mr. Molotov's first news
Brig.
Pierce,
Ray Henle.
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WHO

did

this

aUiie

I

Few products face more competition than breakfast cereals. Hence WHO is proud of the distribution that Coco- Wheats has secured in our territory— because the product was unknown here
when its makers began broadcasting over WHO
in 1938.

who's territory now buys Coco-Wheats in carload lots. Distribution among jobbers and chains
has risen from zero to 100%. This is a success
story where radio and radio alone forced this distribution, through consumer demand. (One grocery wholesaler in Ishpeming, Mich. — more than
500 airline miles from Des Moines — wrote to us

During the years since 1938, no salesmen or
brokers have been employed. No samples have
been given out. No other form of advertising has
been used. But a WHO produced program broadcast only six months each year has produced
almost overwhelming response. The first seven
months brought 52,811 letters. The total to date
is 309,245. Mail map available soon.

for ten cases, not
name or address!)
dreds. The makers
erage area are very

No, this isn't an example of WHY Iowa Prefers
WHO. It's an example of HOW Iowa Prefers WHO
— and of who's single-handed selling power!
What can we sell for you?
+

fBROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

knowing the manufacturer's
That letter is typical of hunsay sales costs in WHO's covlow.

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, ManagPT
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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Radio

Provides
Vast
alone will create many new jobs
Thousands Needed within
five years of its introduction as a postwar industry and
By Expanding
service."
There are more than 900 AM staIndustry
tions on the air, all of them needing more men — most of them planBy MARY ZURHORST
ning
postwar expansion. There will
FAST-GROWING radio, celebrat- be a great
for standard
ing its 25th anniversary this year, sets. Benjamindemand
Abrams, president
faces wara future
brightly
expanding
postof
Emerson
Radio
&
Phonograph
with the release of
a need
for 25,000,000
rathousands of radar and radio Corp.,dios assees
soon
as
restrictions
permit.
trained servicemen.
Philco agrees on the figure.
Mass discharge of former workThere are 50 FM stations on the
ers will make no radio employment
several
hundred
applications before
the FCC.
A minimum
problem. On the contrary the in- air with
dustry needs all of its former em- of 1200 FM stations is predicted.
ployes and many thousands more Thirty-one states are known to be
to develop FM, television, facsimile, planning
educational FM networks
civilian adaptations for radar, ra- with as many as 50 stations in
some
states.
diotelegraphy
and
the
myriad
related fields.
H. A. Crossland, manager of
There will be places for announc- sales
Electric, sees
ers, salesmen, scriptwriters and 5,000,000forFMGeneral
receivers on the
others by the thousands as well as market withinhome
8
months
after the
engineers and technical men.
war. Four hundred thousand are in
use now.
Prospects Bright
Eighty television applications
The golden age of radio seems
ready to begin and the manpower are on file with the FCC with nine
FCC Com■which
will ofbe made
available
the stations nowmis ioner E.authorized.
K. Jett predicts there
cessation
hostilities
will bymake
will be 150 applications filed durquick development possible.
ing the first year manpower and
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, active
with the signal corps in ETO, head materials are available.
of RCA, looking at the possibilities
International Expansion
from both the industry and service
International broadcasting, taken
points of view, sees untold opportunity.
over by the Government at the begin ing of the war, faces expan"Domestically
the have
prospects
sion with particular emphasis on
brighter
than they
been areat the Latin
American field. There are
any period in radio history," he
36 stations.
says. "It is estimated that a pent- nowFacsimile,
now used in war work,
up demand exists for at least 12,000,000 broadcast receivers for the
"It
home, compared with a normal pre- has
may many
be thelatent
sleeperpossibilities.
of the induswar annual sale of 8,500,000 receivtry,"
an
FCC
engineer
says.
"It
ers. As America entered this war, needs to be awakened by someone
research development of television, with a full appreciation of its infrequency modulation and radio
value to theapplications.
world." Radar
Lt.
facsimile were getting started as has manycrediblecivilian
new methods of bringing improved Gen. J. G. Harbord, chairman of
sound and sight into the American the board of RCA, says: "Peacehome. It is believed that television
time application of radar will conTHE DAY IS NEAR, although total victory is not yet
ours, when veterans of the war will begin their homeward march. They will have had enough of fighting.
They will be ready and anxious to resume their arrested
civilian careers or, in those cases where they went into
uniform after school, take up trades and professions.
With the exception of air transportation, no other field
promises as wide an expansion as radio. BROADCASTING'S Mary Zurhorst, who covers the armed services
beats in Washington, has been talking with many military and civilian leaders in recent weeks, trying to obtain
and collate material which would present a true picture
of radio's opportunity for the serviceman. Here is the
first article in a series. The next article will take up the
specialized training which veterans have enjoyed in the
services, fitting them specifically for radio jobs.
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Field
for
tribute to the safety of all kinds
of travel." The Civil Aeronautics
Authority predicts 500,000 planes
equipped with radar in five years.
Recent developments in ultrahigh frequency radio have shown
that radio relays can carry the telephone and telegraph
traffic as well
as wires.
Radio Manufacturers
Assn. recently polled its member
companies on postwar needs and
expansion. Results showed an expected 68% rise in production.
Counting on Service Men
A Western Electric spokesman
summed it uppicture
with: depends
"The postwar
electronics
on civilian demand. The public has a
way of demanding something — and
despite
'it can't
done' — ifthethe fact
publicthatwants
it, even-be
tually the public gets it. The quickest way toward progress in the
industry, in manufacturing, in the
laboratories, the stations, is through
proper use of the talents and experience of the men now in service —
POSTWAR

Veterans
the"We
creamare ofcounting
the employment
on these crop,"
men,"
an executive of a large broadcasting corporation said recently.
"They will return with a new perspective on the world that is desT. F. perately
Joyce, television expert,
formerly withneeded."RCA, predicts 300,000 new jobs within five years after
full postwar production is begun.
C. M. Jansky Jr., consulting engineer, sees great FM and television opportunities.
no
previous
jobs to be"There
filled, are
so the
field is open to new talents," he
says. cate"Television
morerequire
intriof the two, isandthe will
not only niciansmore
highly
trained
but also a high gradetech-of
servicing
The FCCandin maintenance
its own work work."
needs
24 engineers now. It will need more
for expansion of its services with
the new broadcasting techniques.
An NAB spokesman points out,
"perhaps
the greatest
(Continued
on page opportuni25)

TIPS FOR VETERANS

SERVICEMEN interested in radio Corps Institute, Marine Barracks,
may find these 10 tips helpful:
Washington 25, D. C. Coast Guard
1. While still in service discuss — U. S. Coast Guard Headquarters,
your future with a personal affairs Washington 25, D. C. Maritime
officer. He can help you choose the Service — Maritime Service, Washington 25, D. C.
field to which you are suited or can
6. To get an FCC operators litell
you where to get further information.
cense go to one of the FCC offices and apply for examination. Two
2. When you are discharged
would be helpful in precheck with your Selective Service books that
paring for examination are Study
office within five days. ArrangeOperators Examiments can be made for you to re- Guide fornation,Radio
Supt. of Documents, Govt.
turn to the job you had before the
Office, Washington, D. C,
war or to help you find one to Printing
and Questions and Answers,
which your training has fitted you. 15c,
& Hourning. Many techni3. Contact the Veterans Adminis- Nelson
cal
jobs do not require licenses,
tration for education benefits and
7.
If
you
to enter the radio
others guaranteed by the GI Bill service field plan
on your own, the Small
of Rights. Veterans Guidance cen- Business Division
Dept, of
ters have been set up in 50 educa- Commerce advises: of(a)theKnow
your
tional institutions throughout the line thoroughly; (b) Have sufficicountry. More are being estabent financing; (c) Know the pitfalls
lished. They provide advice.
you can overcome them,
4. If you want a new job go to and8. beIf sure
you want to be an anthe nearest U. S. Employment
n
o
u
n
c
e
r
,
g
et a well-rounded knowl-|
Service office. The USES can place edge of current
its im-[
you inencea andjobinclinations,
suited to your
experiportance.
Know
asnews
manyandpeople
as
usually in possible, read good
listhe part of the country you prefer.
ten with your mind literature,
to fine music,
If you are qualified in a scientific then cultivate your voice. Most,
or professional field, such as radio, stations will give you an audition
USES makes the information avail- if you have these essentials. NBCi
able to National Roster of Sciendirector may be contacted]
tific and Specialized Personnel. For personnel
a Welcome Home audition,
a Civil Service job— say with FCC for
which will be sent to NBC affiliate
—you get special consideration and nearest the part of country you
preference in exams. Certain physi- prefer. Other networks and inde-,
cal requirements may be waived. pendent stations have similar faUSES offices have lists of Civil cilities.
Service examinations and when
Apply to the1760National
they are given.
of 9.Broadcasters,
N St., N,Assn.
W.,
5. To get school or college credit tion.
Washington
6,
D,
C,
for informafor your service training or for a
record to show your prospective
10. For information on other
employer write: Army— U. S. specialized radio jobs apply to the
Armed Forces Institute, Madison Veterans Administration, U, S.
3, Wis. Navy— Bureau of Naval Employment Service office or the
Personnel, Navy Dept., Washing- office of the company interested in
ton 25, D. C. Marines— Marine the field in which you want a jobBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adrertisim

Something

new

Ma and Pa Ostrich (we don't know which is which)
... in the Cleveland Zoo . . . let the hot sun beat down
on their backs while they hang their heads in the shade,
made by their own shadows.
That's not so dumb!
But we're using that picture to remind advertisers
that the older "Head buried in the sand" line about the
ostrich, is still in effect in some places.
Some radio time is still bought on a big-name basis.
In Baltimore the big buy is the small but successful in-

about

the

ostrich

dependent, W-I-T-H. In this 5-station town, it is this
independent station that delivers the greatest number
of listeners for the lowest cost. And remember, Baltimore isthe 6th largest city in the United States.
Facts available to you, prove the W-I-T-H story!

1<

WITH
Baltimore, Md.

Tom Tinsley, President

' Ji/preunted Nattonally by Headley-Reed

Ruppert Sponsors
JACOB RUPPERT BREWERY,
Brooklyn, on April 16 started sponsorship on WBYN Brooklyn of all
home and away games of the Newark (N. J.) Bears with Ted
Lawrence, WBYN sports director
at the mike. Out-of-town events are
covered by wire report. Ruppert
also uses transcribed jingles in the
New York area, and recently signed a 52-week renewal for Stan
Lomax sports review on WOR New
York. Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan.
WBAC to MBS
MUTUAL will have a total of 258
affiliates with the addition of
WBAC Cleveland, Tenn., 250 w on
1340 kc. Now under construction,
station will join MBS on or around
May 15, when line facilities are expected to be completed. Owner and
operator is R. W. Rounsaville.

WPB Authorizes Production of Limited
Number of Towers Without Priorities
PURSUING its policy of permit- to the president of the company,
ting manufacturers who have com- gave Broadcasting the following
pleted military orders and have statement on the WPB action:
materials still on hand to convert
John E. Lingo
& Son
been
authorized
to build
and Inc.
sell,haswithout
such material into civilian equip- the
use of priorities,
a limited
numberon
ment providing they do not employ hand.
of Vertical
Radiators from
materials
more than their pre-war personnel,
The authorizationmust
provides
that the
the WPB Radio & Radar Division entire
completed
has authorized production of a that
within production
60additional
days fromlabor
its beissuance
and
is employed
limited number of transmitter tow- beyondno Lingo's
normal
personnel.
ers to be made available to broadLingo
explains
that
the
authorized
casters without priorities.
productionwar will
utilizeandstand-by
between
contracts
willwaynottime
The authorization, first of its allowed
to for
interfere
in any
withbe
the
war
effort.
kind since the general WPB freeze production
be made
on broadcast equipment in 1942, onManufacture
a first come —andfirstsales
servedwillbasis.
was granted to John E. Lingo &
Emphasizing that WPB has no
Son Inc., Camden, N. J., one of the immediate plans for any general
largest makers of tubular steel relaxation on civilian broadcast
vertical radiators for radio sta- equipment, John Creutz, chief of
tions. Joseph J. Taylor, assistant the Division's Domestic & Foreign

Branch, pointeddoes
out not
that involve
the Lingoa '
authorization
strictly electronic item although it
affects station construction. The
availability of towers may enable
some FCC applicants to obtain conditional permits,
he said.
Mr. Creutz
explained
that because '
of the large continuing military demands for radio and radar equipment for the Pacific war, V-E Day
will mean
changeInasmuch
in the civilian
radio little
situation.
as i!
overall communications production !
has been behind schedule, any re- 1
ductionerase
in requirements
will more
likely
the deficit rather
than i'
result in a surplus, he said.
One fact with
not fully
connection
the appreciated
shift of mili-in '
tary operations to the Pacific, Mr.,1
Creutz pointed out, is that while!
ground forces have played such a [
heavy
role have
in theaccounted
defeat for
of Gei--|
many they
onlyi
about
14%
of
military
communica-l
tions needs. In other words, even if
the entire Army in Europe were
not needed for the war with Japan,
the resultant communications cutbacks would permit only a partial,
althoughvilian
substantial
release of ci- ;
supplies.
Navy communications n e e d s^
which have comprised about 46%
of total electronic requirements, are
expected
to continue
ment throughout
1945.without
Needs abateof thai
air forces, which have taken about;
42%, also may
undiminished rate.continue
Much of atthe anequipment
in
planes
used
in
the
European war will be unsuitable for the
greater distances in the Pacific, he
explained, and vnll be replaced.
WPB recently announced that
the undelivered balance of outstanding prime contracts for radio
and radar equipment as of April 1
was $2,571,920,000, of which about!
56% was specified for delivery in
the following six months. To satis
fy these requirements, it will be;
necessary to reach an average
monthly production of nearly 8%
more than was achieved in 1944.
Possibility of reduced Army needs
and availability of manpower re
leased by cutbacks in other Indus
tries will determine the quantity",
of civilian radio equipment whicli
will
months.be released in the next si:<
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OTTedo of the
WKY

Farm

Reporter

TO CONTRIBUTE

wmmwm
at war
'AwinkMaik IPHOUES CO TO iEwiiipIary WartmeSerace Cues
0(DistiB|iiBlKdL)dOperalmi 154^[[||0[BS Citations to Stations, bfiyidiiak

—to the security of life on the farm
—to the advancement of the science
of farming
—to the social and economic advancement of our farmers
—to the conservation of the soil resources
of our state
—and to proper utilization of its fertility

CATTLK GRUB CONTROL, a program initiby WKY, Eddis demonstrated
Farm atedReporter,
Lemons, far left.by WKY's

• When
department was WKY's
establishedfarmunderservice
the full-time
direction of Edd Lemons last year, the
direction in which this service was going
and the objectives it hoped to reach were
mapped out in a Credo reproduced above.
WKY thehad,
for atandleast
two decades,
served
farmers
livestock
raisers
of Oklahoma in a variety of ways. With
the organization of a full-time farm
service department, WKY's service to
the state's ordinated,
basic industry
became infora comation, educationaggressive
and program
helpfulnessof under
the direction of a man with agricultural
backgroundnowandhasknow-how.
WKY's
Farm
Reporter
the full-time
assistance
of another
expert,
Otis
Parker,
a
livestock specialist.
WKY's farm service department was
IROAOCASTING
« Broadcast Advertising

quick to assume leadership in promoting
every movement for the betterment of
life on the farm; traveled to all parts of
the state to publicize outstanding farm
projects
and WKY
achievements;
broughtwhofarmers to the
microphone
had
something
to
say
from
which
other
farmers
could
profit;
and
in
many
other
ways
translated its Credo into action.
For thus "helping the farmer fight this
war
win those
it". Variety
awarded
(alongandwith
two other
great WKY
farm
service stations, WSB Atlanta and WLS.
Chicago),
its coveted 1944 Showmanagement
Citation.
WKY's
service WKY
to Oklahoma
farmers issuperior
the reason
is the
favorite
and
most
listened-to
the farm homes of Oklahoma. station in

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Doily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs • KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgml.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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In these dependable tower tuning and matching
components lies the heart of directional broadcasting. They help give Westinghouse phasing and
matching equipment the high efficiency, reliability
and easy adjustment that meet today's needs.
These qualities stem from many features of
Westinghouse phasing equipment. High Q inductors, low-loss capacitors and effective circuit
design establish the high efficiency. Reliability is
assured by using all components well within their
ratings.
Operation has been .simplified. Current division
and phasing adjustment can be made while in
operation. Phase adjustments can be made by a
single control for each tower. The current fed to
each tower can be adjusted by a single control
without affecting its phase position.
Westinghouse — working with your consulting
engineer — offers its wide facilities in installing
complete directional equipment for every type
Page 24 • May 7, 1945

Westinghouse
tower tuning
and matching components
above
are a adjustable
variable,
gas-filled
(top, left) shown
and a
continuously
inductor capacitor
(below, right).
of coverage from simple cardioid patterns (above)
to more complex, intricate ones. Your nearest
Westinghouse office will give you full information.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868,
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
J-08109
XXV RADIO'S 25TH ANNIVERSARY KDKA
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Radio

Offers Field for Veterans
(Continued from page 20)
ties for highly trained radio men the armed services who are not now
are with the electronics labora- in a position to prepare and file FM
tories. Their new ideas can be ap- applications but who might desire
plied more advantageously there, to include the construction and
at the source, as it were, than in a operation of FM stations in their
radio station. For this type work
plans."
provisionof
and all other radio jobs requiring postwar
would provide
for This
a minimum
a high degree of skill the radar men 200 possible stations with about 10
will be way out in front in de- persons needed to staff the smallest of them.
mand."
Other opportunities in broadcastGeorge Isham, of Sylvania Elecoffered for thousands in
Products,more
says technical
"postwar ability
radio policeing areradio,
ship-to-shore radio,
will tric
require
and better merchandising on the aviation, "civilian radio", making
use
of
walkie-talkies
and other fields
part of radio servicemen."
just opening up.
Service Field
The following statement prepared casting
by Gen.
for Broadestimatedbusiness
3,000,000ventures
GI's mayof
sums upSarnoff
the situation:
tryAnpostwar
Wartime researchhave
and greatly
development
their own. Some may find the serv- radio-electronics
speededIn
ice field adapted to their capabili- the tempo
of
progress
in
the
application of the
tubeAdvances
to communities. New type sets will require
cationsweandelectron
industry.have
would
looked
forwhich
five
skilled workmen to do repair jobs. tonormally
years
from
now,
can
beandexpected
Some authorities recommend a to ten
be
available
for
practical
in the postwar years.useful
training period in a laboratory or development
in theserelation
to returning
servwith a manufacturing company to Viewed icemen,
advances
broader
opportunities
for
work and
andmean
employment
get a first-hand knowledge of sets. when
victory
is
won
the
world
Some good schools offer courses in
Expansion in virtually everyis
this work. The Veterans Adminis- atphasepeace.
ofductionradio
inproducts
use andand introof many now
servtration has a list of preferred
ices are certain
tonewcome.
schools available.
The
growing
trend
toward
a greater
exchange
of
news
and
information
and
increased commerce
and trade
among
The importance of proper servic- nations
for expansion
of facilities
ing is stressed in a statement by in the call
international
communications
Arthur Stringer, NAB promotion field.
Including radiotelegraphy, radiotelevision.radio program transmission, and
chief,
who and
says,inadequate
"Should servicsloppy photo,
installation
Domestically,
thehaveprospects
are
than
been
at any
ing prevail, television will collapse brighter
perioda ofpent-up
radio they
history.
It
is
estimated
in spite of all the money industry that
demand exists
least 12,000,000 broadcast
receiversfor forat
can spend."
home,
compared
with
a normal
preThere is going to be a wide field the
war
annual
sale
of
8,500,000
receivers.
As America entered
this war,frequency
research
for servicemen on the other side of developments
of
television,
the control panel. An executive of modiilation
(FM),
andas new
radiomethods
facsimileof
getting
startedsound
a large broadcasting firm speaking were
bringing
improved
andbelieved
sight that
into
the
American
home.
It
is
these inmen,
"Theyradio.
will Be-be television alone will create many new
aof shot
the says:
arm for
five years
of itsandintroductwithin
ion as a postwar
industry
service.
cause of the lack of these men, ra- jobsOther
important
factorsof areelectronics
the indio programming today is in what
numerable
applications
you may call a static state. When to
industrial
processes
and
methods,
of radar principles
they come back with their new and the adaptation
The use offarelecideas — and unafraid to apply them to peacetime
tronyond tubes
haspurposes.
been extended
beradio
communications
into nearly
— their awareness, their apprecia- all fields of science and industry;
tubes
tion of the social, economic and po- count, ure.sort,Radio-frequency
control,
detect,
and
measgenerated
litical aspects of the big, round by tubes has acceleratedheat
dustrialinprocesseswarandproduction.
has numerous
broken manyIn'one
world',
then
perhaps
radio
can
bottlenecks
become what we have hoped it could All of these things put together spell
be. They have gained a perspective Opportunity.
thousandsduring
of servicemen haveTens
been oftrained
the
we could never hope to achieve sit- war dioin andthe
practical From
application
ofranks
raelectronics.
their
ting
at
home."
wm
come
new
ideas
for
the
constantly
In October NBC started Welcome expanding
radio
industry
and
Its
various services.
Home
auditions
for inplacing
exservicemen
interested
radio with
NBC, tions.itsThe network
afiiliates sends
and other
staUJA Committee
the record
COMMITTEE of radio and stage
of the audition to the affiliate near- artists, headed by James E. Sauter,
est the point where the serviceman of Air Features Inc., has been set
wishes to work. If the man is quali- up to organize profession for the
fied a job is offered. Three months 1945 campaign of the United Jewish
after the series began, 100 men had Appeal
Greater New York and
been placed in radio jobs. Other its four ofrescue,
relief and welfare
stations are starting the same type agencies. Co-chairmen of the UJA
of program.
radio and stage unit are Frank
Barton, Biow Co.; Joseph Bigelow,
Not Forgotten
Walter Thompson Co.; Walter
Another indication that radio J.Craig,
& Bowles; George
men at home have not forgotten Heller, Benton
AmericanandFederationsecretary
of Radio Artists;
Paul
those in service is seen in the allocations brief filed with the FCC by Louis, D'Arcy Adv. Members of
Philip G. Loucks, FM Broadcasters executive committee are Milton
Inc. counsel. This brief proposes Berle, Maxwell Dane, Joan Edwards, Martin Gabel, Lucy Monroe,
that
channels be tosetmembers
aside "forof Kate Smith
future20 assignment
and Henny Youngman.
IBROADCASTING
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DR. GEORGE WILLIAM YOUNG,
58, founder and operator of WDGY
Minneapolis and its predecessor
KFTM in 1923, died at his home
April 27 following a long illness.
One cial
of broadcasters,
the nation'she first
had commerobtained
the third federal license in the U. S.
and the first independent license
for KFTM.
"Doc" Young was bom in Merridine. Wis., June 27, 1886. He attended school in August and Merrilan. Wis., and in 1906 entered the
Green School of Watchmaking, Minneapolis. This was followed by instruction at the Columbia Optical
College and extension courses in
optics, physics and public speaking
at the U. of Minn. In 1912 he established his own jewelry-optometrist
business. Indicative of his early
initiative, his first jobs had been
ditch digging and filling, pin setting at a bowling alley, house-tohouse selling and as a railway
brakeman. It was between train
runs that he began to study watchmaking as an apprentice.
A man of many interests and
avocations,
"Doc" insubsequently
came interested
radio and be-in
1923 set up studios for KFTM in
his own home. In 1925 the station
was renamed WDGY and moved
to the West Hotel, then successively to Loeb Arcade, his own building at 909 W. Broadway and in
1938 to the Nicollet Hotel, present
location of the 5,000 w local sunset, 500 w night independent outlet assigned to 1130 kc. A station
built on local goodwill and which
has maintained itself through the
years primarily by local business,
WDGY still is doing a selling job
for many of its original advertisers.
Raymond
RAYMOND
LABS.,Shifts
Minneapolis
(hair preparations), has appointed
Roche, Williams & Cleary, New
York, as agency, shifting from
Manson-Gold Adv., Minneapolis.
Spot radio schedule for Rayve hair
shampoo which includes WMIN
WTCN Minneapolis - St. Paul,
WIND WGN Chicago and WXYZ
Detroit has just been expanded to
WHJ WJW Cleveland. Through
Milton Weinberg Adv., Los Angestartedona the
90day les,testRaymond
radiorecently
campaign
West Coast.
College Hookup
INTERCOLLEGIATE Broadcastingwork
Systembroadcast
will onpresent
a live early
net13 outlets
in May, its first hookup by telephonerun ewire,
possibly
r of a and
regular
seriestheinforethe
fall on a network basis. Tying in
with the San Francisco Conference,
theme of broadcast will be student
cooperation in world peace. Point
ofU. origin probably will be Columbia

Many of those who originally
worked ceived
fortheirDr.initial
Young,training
and whounder
rehis guidance, are now nationally
known radio figures. On old payroll
sheets are such names as George
Putnam, Vincent Pelletier, Cedric
Adams, Clellan Card, Stan ThompLynn Smeby,
and others.
In son,1933
he obtained
one of the
first television licenses and purchased adozen receivers for spotting in the Twin Cities area as
part of his experimental ventures.
The following
he also
established aschool year
of radio
technique
which is still functioning.
Prior to his death he was active
in civic affairs and fraternal
groups. Dr. Young is survived by
his wife, Mae C, and two sisters,
Avada and Mrs. Myrtle Egan.
Safety Council Offers
Wartime Service Awards
NATIONAL SAFETY Council,
Chicago, will oflfer a wartime award
— For Distinguished Service to
Safety — to the national network,
the regional network and the individual station — in each of two
groups,
under
50,000
watts and and
50,000 watts or more
— originating
presenting the best safety program
or programs
connection
National
Farm inSafety
Week, with
July
22-28.
Entries close Sept. 1 and judges
will be Wallace Kadderly, chief,
Radio Section, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture; John J. Lacey, Director of
Information, American Farm Bureau Federation; and Maynard H.
Coe, Director of the Farm Division
of National Safety Council.
Entry blanks may be obtained by
writing to Paul Jones, director of
public information. National Safety
Council, 20 North Wacker Drive,
.Chicago 6, Illinois.
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Reproduction of an etching by Frederic Taubes

women

being
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a statement

war

by WOR
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that

progressively
than

for

aware...

about

women

. . .

programs
more

probably

more

women

any

station

anywhere.
WITH EVERY TICK of the clock, more and more American women are realizing today what world peace
means to them. There is no denying that.
But too many women have become aware the hard
way, through the impact of a War Department telegram, or the sudden appearance of a familiar name
in the cold columns of a casualty list. Others, perhaps
less deeply touched, have nevertheless been able to
feel World War II's destruction, and the even more
deadly possibility of World War III, looming like a
shadow over their homes, their families, and their
ways of life.
And yet, being emotionally aware is not enough.
In making this a better world where tragic wars cannot take place, the American woman must understand
with her mind as well as her heart. She must understand the forces behind war and the machinery of
peace. She must fight ignorance and propaganda wdth
truth and hard facts. She must realize the power she
wields in a great democracy; and that, though her

home is still her world, this whole narrowing world
is now also her home.
WOR has long known the responsibility of radio
in bringing women not only entertainment, but a
constructive approach toward all the problems which
affect women. It was WOR which developed and introduced a new kind of women's service show, now
one of the most popular types of daytime programming in Greater-New York. And it was WOR which
found the right people to conduct these shows; people
who not only had winning personalities and good radio
voices . . . but people with the background, understanding, and social responsibility to use these programs for the greatest good.
Now, at a time when it is crucially important for
women to be informed and aware, the records of two
of WOR's women's service programs — those of Bessie
Beatty and Martha Deane are worth considering.
Day have
afterbeen
day,turning
WOR's onBessie
Beattyof and
Martha
Deane
the light
information

continued on next pa^c

and facts; roimding out news-developments from the
woman's angle and in woman's language; presenting
guests from wide and varied fields. Day after day,
Bessie Beatty and Martha Deane have been combining
good entertainment with thought-provoking ideas.
That it has worked is proved by the fact that Miss
Beatty and Miss Deane rank at the top of the list of
all local programs in sustained listenership.
As Bessie Beatty aptly put it, before she left to
cover the San Francisco conference for her listeners:
"I believe that no matter how scientific or international subject
a
is, it can be explained in perfectly
simple, frank terms. And now, when awareness is so
important, when every big news story has personal
bearing on the lives of women, I think I owe it to my
audience to keep the Bessie Beatty program topical
and Or,
timely."
to quote Martha Deane (in reality, Marian
Yoxmg, formerly women's editor of one of the largest
newspaper syndicates in the world):
"I think it's wrong to talk to thousands of women
daily without including some ideas that go beyond
tea-time. I regard it as part of my radio responsibility
to help women keep aware of all sides of the issues
that affect democratic life."
Every weekday morning on WOR, from 10:15-11
A.M., Bessie Beatty 's program opens a window on
the world for approximately 250,000 women. She talks
of recipes, homemaking, fashion, and all the other
topics commonly regarded as "women's subjects." But
she also dips into politics, economics, government,
philosophy, psychology, the theatre, literature, race
relations, etc. For, as Miss Beatty says, "All subjects
are women's subjects these days."
Here, for example, is a handful of Bessie Beatty's
most recent program guests, and the vital, timely material which they have covered:
BRIGADIER GENERAL CARLOS ROMULO, who Spoke of the
Philippines and their role in the war and the coming
peace.
LEO CHERNE, lawyer, author, economist, who gave a
simple, forthright explanation of the meaning of
Bretton Woods.
BURNET HERSHEY, author and lecturer, speaking of the
future of the airways in a peacetime world.
HELENE Kuo, Chinese author, on the political and
cultural leaders of China.
SIR BERNARD PARES, EngUsh authority on Russia, discussing Russia and the peace.
LOUIS NizER, lawyer, author — on the subject for which
he has become noted — What to Do With Germany.
RICHARD WRIGHT, outhor of "Native Son," and "Black
Boy,"
talking of his youth and the problem of race
relations.

Nor is this all. Besides Bessie Beatty's opinion-fornMng
discussions, she has also been- an active sponsor of
many public-spirited causes. Naturally, she has
backed every war drive. But she has even gone beyond
this and instigated her own social projects. Among
these are her famed:
GIFT SHOWERS FOR HOSPITALIZED SERVICE MEN, wMch
have raised thousands of dollars and countless gifts for
men in hospitals, and in which Bessie Beatty enlisted
the support of women's clubs in various communities.
EASTER AND CHRISTMAS PLANT DRIVES, which, tO date,
have supplied over 71,000 plants to Army and Navy
hospitals within the area.
BUY A BOMBER DRIVE, wMch sold over $300,000 in
War Bonds.

NEEDLES AND THREAD DRIVE, which elicited over 2,000
contributions of sewing materials for the women of
Russia.
.
Why is Bessie Beatty able to arouse such fullhearted response?
Because no matter what subject she touches on,
what cause she supports, her own warmth and sincerity. . . carried into women's homes by the intensely
personal medium of radio
. . . gives every woman a
greater understanding of problems outside her own
experience; greater reahzation of the world beyond
the kitchen, the nursery and the front yard.
Equally notable is the outstanding work of WOR's
Martha Deane. Every weekday, from 3:00 to 3:30
E M., her program mirrors the simple but profound
way of American life. People and events are as real
to Martha Deane as pumpkin pie — and just as
American. The most involved political and sociological
problems of the day are reported by Martha Deane
in terms of flesh-and-blood men, women and children.
In her own words, Martha Deane feels that, "Ignorance isthe root of every evil in the world and
education is the only way to combat it. Peoples' instincts are right, but we've got to let them know . . .
open to them fields for conjecture and
decision in
arriving at a true and fair judgment."
One way in which Martha Deane fulfills this credo
is with her now famous "Thursday Club" sessions.
These are open forums which frankly and constructively approach powder-keg subjects and detonate them
with intelligence and common sense. Just a glance at
some of the subjects most recently covered
an
idea of the courageous vitality with which thisgives
WOR
program
is
covered: imbued. For example, Martha Deane has

A pro-and-con discussion of Federal Housing.
Anation.
survey of un-American activities throughout the

Discussions, from various angles, on Dumbarton Oaks,
Yalta, San Francisco and Bretton Woods.
A fearless attack on intolerance . . . "Probing Our
Prejudices."
Russian -American relations.
Martha Deane has also actively campaigned for
the "You are the Government" ideal, based on American "government by the consent of the governed."
These reports have kept listeners informed on Congressional activities; urged them to study the various
issues and to express their views to their Congressmen.
Besides supporting regular war effort drives on a
year-round basis, Martha Deane and her listeners
have "adopted" Leslie County, Kentucky, the poorest
county in the United States. Working through a small
mission run by Dr. and Mrs. E Campbell Symonds,
listeners have supplied clothing, library books, seeds,
Christmas gifts, and other contributions which have
helped to rehabilitate the county.
Martha Deane's guests, too, are chosen for their
news-value and general interest. Some, like John of
John-Frederics (the milliner), or Billy Rose, are on
the hghter side, for Martha Deane well realizes the
value of diversion in these tense and troubled times.
But others, such as these, more than adequately balance the fare:
JOHN MASON BROWN, drama critic, author, formerly
of the Navy, discussed the events which made possible
his book,.*'Many a Watchful Night." "If there is ever

to be a real peace, men and women must be willing
to live as gallantly as they are willing to die."
MRS. LAFELL DICKINSON, president of the General Federation ofWomen's Clubs, in her first radio interview:
"Every woman can and should accept her responsibilities fora lasting peace. Women will see that this
war's plans for peace are not delayed or killed. We
will do this by keeping public opinion alive."
DR. HARRY ovERSTREET, phUosophcr and lecturer. Discussed the psychology of being grown-up. "Become independent inaction and mind. Don't be self-centered.
JudgeAs objectively."
with Bessie Beatty, much of the effectiveness of
Martha Deane's program is due to her own personality, and her skill in blending informed alertness with
intelligent entertainment. Marian Young's young, upto-the-minute viewpoint is enhanced by a keen sense
of showmanship and a delightful sense of humor. The
result: a program that never sags in interest, that is
as rich in human qualities as it is in humanity.
★ ★ ★
WOR sincerely believes that public-spirited program ing, aspersonified by Bessie Beatty and Martha
Deane, is an increasingly vital part of daytime radio.
It is this kind of programming that will help make
clear to the women of America that they must play
a crucial part in the shaping of the future, and show
them how to do it.
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Armistice

Aired

With

• Caution Warning by Most Nets
Lewin, Blue picked up Martin
MAJOR
out
on anetworks
limb withdidn'tthe exactly
April go28 Agronsky in Washington, then
Associated Press story of German switched back to San Francisco
surrender, although Blue-ABC gave and Edward Tomlinson, who dethe report full benefit of bulletins
"airConference
of expectancy"
and a name list of correspondents, prevailingscribedinthe the
city.
These two were followed by a
starting with a flash at 7:56 p.m.,
series of Blue commentators and
EWT.
experts, including Baukhage and
Apparently
remembering
mature Armistice
in World theWarpre-I, Vincent Sheean. At 8:30, the Boston Symphony went on and was
the networks hedged as far as posinterrupted three times before signsible
by
stressing
the
fact
that
AP's
ing
p.m. Spotlight Bands
story would not be official until a startedoff atat9:27
9:30 and Blue had two
White House announcement was
breaks
on
that
program, including
made.
the official denial at 9:44.
President Truman's "no foundaCBS read the AP bulletin at 8
bulletin p.m.
was first
and broke into Mayor of the
CBS attion" 9:36
EWT, aired
with bya p.m.,
Toxvn
repeating that the
break in the Lucky Strike Hit Pa- story atwas8:21,
still unconfirmed. At
rade. Second was NBC at 9:37 p.m., 8:39, CBS interrupted
F. B. I. in
when Don HoUenbeck read the Peace and War, and again
at 8:43,
President's
statement
and
followed
when
the
network
quoted
Steve
with an explanation.
Early as saying that announcement
of the end of the war with Germany
NBC Cautious
was expected at the White House.
Mutual had 12 commentators
NBC, most cautious of all four
networks on the surrender report, standing by to go on the air if the
started at 8:31 p.m. by saying that rumor was confirmed, but after the
no confirmation to the AP story had
bulletin on Frank Singiser's
been received. At 8:38 NBC in first
8 p.m. lowedprogram,
network until
folits regulartheschedule
Washington repeated the "no confirmation" news,read
adding
that the 9:52, mentwhen
statewas readthe onPresident's
a split network
President
his proclamation whenwould
and if the
surrender (57 stations)
and
repeated
at
became official. Mr. Hollenbeck p.m. on the full chain, breaking10
stayed with the story through reg- into the Chicago Theatre of the Air.
ular quarter-hourly news broadcasts, breaking in with a bulletin
Fax Crime Chaser
only upon receipt of the Presiden- FACSIMILE Radio transmission
tial denial. Significantly, NBC did will bring a sharp reduction in the
not sound its fourth chime ... a
criminal's
chance toof H.
escapeH.
tone reserved for breaking of such postwarpolice,
according
big stories as D-Day. The fourth from
of Finch
ring is to be heard on V-E Day, Rathkamp, executivecommunications,
N.Tele-J.,
network officials said, and again on who described expected Passaic,detecting
the day of final victory over the facilities before a meeting of the
Axis.
of theAssn.
Inter-in
While other networks followed New Jersey
nationalsection
Municipal Signal
' almost the same policy as NBC, Nutley, N. J.
: Blue-ABC broadcast the "surrender" bulletin from San Francisco at
Kleanser Campaign
' 7:56 p.m., interrupting Meet Your KITCHEN
KLEANSER, Chicago,
. Navy, and aired a total of 15 brief
is
to
start a test campaign on three
' commentaries on the story before
or
four
stations
sometime this sum,,inial
presenting
demer through Russel M. Seeds Co.,
at 9: 44 President
p.m. EWT. Truman's
Immediately
after the original bulletin by David Chicago.

signal Corps Photo
GETTING FIRST-HAND impression of the war, these commentators
visited Lt. Gen. William Simpson, Commanding General, U. S. Ninth Army
in Germany. They were (1 to r) : Johannes Steel, WHN; Burnet Hershey,
WHN; Brig. Gen. Richard E. Nugent, Commanding General 29th TAG;
Lowell Thomas, NBC; Gen. Simpson; Howard Barnes, WOR; George
Hamilton Combs Jr., CBS; Joel Sayer of the New Yorker; John W. Vandercook, NBC; Quincy Howe, CBS; Joe Harsch, CBS.
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Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will brottdeast
during
the weeksuitable
beginning
May 28. OWI
contain breaks
six SO-secoud
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
and transcriptions
three
on eachof
side ofimportant
discs. Tellwaryourmessages.
about them.
Plan 20-second
scheduleschain
for best timing
these
WORK
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS NAT. SPOT
KW
WAR MESSAGE
LivePLAN Trai
Aff.
Ind.
FLAN
NETXX
X
XX
Seventh War Loan
Paper Campaign
Salvage
XX
Meat
Prepare
X
Crop Corpsfor Winter . .
OWI Schedule
War Message
162 forNetwork
names Allocation
and time ofPlans.
programs carrying
warSee messages
under ofNational
Spot and
Nielsen Mails New Form
Expected
al
Appe
Program Rating Report
al
O
Refus
In WOK
A. C. NIELSEN Co, has mailed
FCC Denies Rehearing, Grants clients first issues of a new form
of advance Report
report
on program
ratTemporary License Extension
includes
20 pages,
APPEAL to the U. S. Court of Ap- pocket ings.
size,
giving
data
for
each
of
peals for the District of Columbia
probably will be taken by WOKO more than 300 individual network
Inc., licensee of WOKO Albany, programs
on by
accordion-folded
separated
evening and
N. Y., following FCC denial last sheets,
daytime programs, by days of the
week of a petition for rehearing in week.
Average
audience
the Commission's refusal to renew program is charted as is ofthe each
the WOKO license. The Commis- cent of homes using radio and per
the
sion did, however, extend the stashare also
of theshows
audience.
tion's temporary license to 3 a.m. program's
Each
program
total
May 31tionstopending
permit
continued opera- audience and holding power.
appeal.
On separate pages the report
In a dual action at its Tuesday
meeting the FCC (1) continued, gives the rank of the various program types, index of all programs
indefinitely
the station's
temporary
license pending
consideration
of a by name and sponsor, ranking of
petition filed April 28 by George top twenty for evening and dayO. Sutton, WOKO counsel, for reprograms. and
Clients
include CBS
radiotimeadvertisers
agencies,
hearing and (2) denied the rehearing and extended the special au- and NBC.
thorization only to May 31. First
action was taken Tuesday morning;
Kaltenborn Fund
the second in the afternoon.
Under its original order of March H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC com27 the FCC ordered the WOKO limentator, has presented a $10,000
cense terminated as of 3 a.m. April
trust fundandto training
Wiscon27 on grounds that Sam Pickard, scholarship
sin U. for education
former Commissioner and CBS in broadcasting with special emvice-president now on overseas duty
on newscasts and news
with the Red Cross, held a hid- analysis. phasisStudents
a junior or
den ownership [Broadcasting, higher standing inwith
the college are
April 2].
eligible if qualified on the basis of
In his petition for rehearing Mr. financial need, scholarship, special
and interest in radio,
Sutton proposed that the licensee aptitudes
and evidences of planning for a
corporation would acquire 51% of radio
career.
The scholarship is
the capital stock as follows: 240
shares (24%) now listed in the "in appreciation for the excellent
name of R. K. Phelps but which work which has been done by stathe FCC found actually is owned
tion WHA (on the University camby Mr. Pickard and/or his wife,
pus) in advancing and
and todeveloping
Francke P. Pickard, for $82,000; radio broadcasting,
the great
250 shares (25%) from the Press University of my native state, of
Co. for $75,000; 10 shares (1%) which
I am an honorary
said. alumnus,"
each from Harold E. Smith and Mr. Kaltenborn
Raymond M. Curtis.
The 51% then would be sold to would resign and WOKO Inc.
"one or more prominent citizens of would elect new officers and direcAlbany"In turn
now the
negotiating
the
tors. Present officers and directors,
stock.
Press Co.forwould
Mr. Curtis, president; Mr. Smith,
purchase from Messrs. Smith and secretary-treasurer
and Deuel
Curtis their interests in WABY. Richardson, vice-president,
will notas
It is further proposed that the 490 hold
either office or be named
shares of stock to be owned by directors in the reorganized corMessrs. Smith and Curtis would be
poration, petition set out.
placed in trust under a voting trust
Reed T. Rollo, counsel for the
agreement for a period of years to Press
Co.,
said his client had not
cover the normal license period.
in an appeal.whether to participate
Present officers and directors determined
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INDEX
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WBIR
will sell your product
in this busy, growing market.

RCA Net Profit Up 24.4% Over First
Quarter of Last Year^ Sarnoff Reveals
RCA showed a net profit after totaled $62,000,000, down 25% from
taxes of $2,987,000 for the first the same period last year, Gen.
quarter of 1945, a gain of 24.4% Sarnoff said. But he added that the
over the same period in 1944, Brig. demand for war products will probGen. David SarnofF, RCA president,
of RCA's
throughably usethisallyear,
at least.facilities
told
the corporation's
stockholders
meeting in26th
New annual
York
Expansion
last Thursday. Consolidated gross
income for the three months was
Looking
to thedevelopment
future, Gen.of Sarnoff cited the
new
$85,385,000, up about 8% from last electron
tubes that make the use of
year, Gen. Sarnoff reported, and microwaves
practical
and
open
profit before taxes up 16.6%, while new fields of service, such as radioup
taxes rose 14% over those for the
for television, facsimile and
first quarter of 1944. Earnings for relays
the quarter were 15.8 cents per other services. He mentioned the
agreement
concludedthatwithcompany
Westernto
share of common stock this year, Union
permitting
comparable to 11.6 cents per share
use RCA's radio-relay developin the same period of 1944.
Reviewing the quarter-century tests arements, on which
"highly
successful"
way between
New
RCA history.
op- York andunder
Philadelphia. He also
erations haveGen.
grownSarnoff
from said
a gross
of $2,000,000 the first year to more cited the radio-relay chain RCA
to operate
between
New
than $326,000,000 in 1944. During hopes
and
Washington,
providing
the
period,totaled
RCA's$237,000,profits York
channels fornicationsinternational
commubefore25-year
taxes have
traffic, radiophotos and
000, he said, or about 9% on the
gross business. Federal income program transmission through a
taxes have aggregated $114,000,000, series of super-high frequency releaving a net profit of $123,000,000,
stations which will be automaticpeaterand unattended.
or roughly 5% of the gross, with
about 65% of the earnings paid out
Anticipating
a great expansion in
in dividends to stockholders.
all fields of civilian and commercial radio services, the company has
Working Capital
and, without interGen. Sarnoff said that the com- made itsferingplans
with its primary war propany's working capital is approxiduction job, "is taking preliminary
$60,000,000, a "substantialit steps for reentry into the field of
increase"mately
phonograph, televistarted
offfromwiththein$3,000,000
1919. This civiliansion, FMradio,
and other radio and elecshould make it unnecessary to bortronic
products
as soon as condirow funds for postwar reconversion
tions permit," he declared.
and expansion, he said, adding that
Officers Elected
RCA "has never sold any stocks or
bonds to the public. Most of the
Stockholders
reelected as direcstock of this company now outfor three-year terms are:
standing was issued for manufac- Niles torsTrammell,
president;
turing plants, communication prop- Frank M. Folsom, NBC
in
erties, patent rights and other as- charge of the RCA vice-president
Victor Division
sets acquired from other companies. Without these there would have of RCA; James G. Harbord, chairman of the Board ; Bertram Cutler.
beenUnfilled
no RCA."
orders of RCA manufac- Arthur Young & Co. was chosen as
turing plants as of April 1 totaled outside public accountants to certify
approximately
de- the financial statements for this
crease of about $180,000,000,
40% from the asame
date last year, and orders booked year. Approval was voted for the
pension plan which was
during the first quarter of this year employes'
adopted by the directors and put
into effect Dec. 1, 1944.
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Prospects Dim for Final Allocations
Before Mid-May; FCC Seeks More Data
WITH ALLOCATIONS "still in the presence of military experts.
locked in the bosom of the ComThe third, dealing with Sporadic
mis ion", itwashas learned
week E, was added to the public record.
that the FCC
made anlastexhausthese Armstrong's
conclusions: public brief bore
tive search for all propagation data Maj.
bearing on the future of FM and
(1) Ittions of ahaslocalbeencharacter
established
that 40sta-to
covering
that prospects of final allocations
cancounteringbeSporadicoperated
withoutwithenE
Interference
above 25 mc before mid-May were 50 miles
in the service range from 44 mc upnot too bright.
ward.
(2) It has been
establishedarethatoperated
If the
Conclusions
high
transmitters
in the power
vicinity
ofof 60themcpractical
and a realistic
appraisal
made
factors
Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, FM
the situation,
amount
ofon
Interference
which that
may thebe
inventor and opponent of the Com- bearing
expected
Is
negligible.
mission's
proposal
to
move
that
(3) Such
Interference
as anddoesIt occur,
in theopinion
outer ranges,
Is my
service to 84-102 mc, disclosed last occurs
that Itranges
an attempt
week that on April 25 he filed three considered
to
cover
these
In
additional briefs with the FCC at is100 made
mcpublic
band wUl
that result
far worse
service thetoof
by reason
the request of Commissioner the
shadows,
tropospherlc
fading,
and
above
Charles R. Denny Jr. Two of the all, long mis idistance
tropospherlc
on of theon type
describedfiledtransInthisa
briefs were on F2 layer and tropo- memorandum
day.
this
subject
spheric transmissions, thus they
According to Maj. Armstrong
were added to the secret portion of
the record, conducted March 12-13 the F2 layer brief relegated the

THE

BRANHAM

effects
interference
"to theE
ash can".of that
His brief
on Sporadic
set forth facts concerning the extent of, and duration of, that type
interference
under various conditions.
Members of the Commission answered al queries regarding allocations withupthe instatement,
still locked
the bosom"they're
of the
Commission", reportedly suggested
by Chairman Paul A. Porter at
Tuesday's meeting. It is known,
however, that Commissioners themselves were not in agreement, parof FM. ticularly as to the future location
The entire spectrum from 2530,000 mc, except that portion from
42-108 mc, which embraces the
highly-controversial FM band, has
been decided upon. Final reports
on the spectrum other than FM and
television have been prepared, it
is understood.
Proponents of keeping FM as low
in the band as possible were en-
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KTHS .....
Hot Springs, Ark.
KWKH
Shreveport, La.
WCPO
Cincinnati, Ohio
WTJS
Jacicson, Tenn.
WNOX
....
Knoxville, Tenn.
WMC
Memphis, Tenn.
KTBC
Austin, Texas
KRIC
Beaumont, Texas
KWBU . . . Corpus Christi, Texas
KRLD
Dallas, Texas
WCHS . . . Charleston, W. Va.
WBLK .... Clarksburg, W. Va.
WSAZ . . . Huntington, W. Va.
WPAR
. . . Parkersburg, V/. Va.

General Foods Shifts
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York,
31 shifts
from
CalumetJuneand 4-Aug.
Swansdown
to Certo
on Kate Smith Speaks on 67 CBS
stations,
Noon12:15 p.m.,Mon.and thru
shiftsFri.from12 Young
& Rubicam to Benton & Bowles,
New York. June 4-Aug. 31 General
Foodson starts
of onSure-77
Jell
When Apromotion
Girl Marries
NBC stations, Mon., Wed. and Fri.
5-5:15 p.m., continuing Calumet
and other products on other days.
Agency, Benton & Bowles.
couraged by the Commission's delay, contending
thatpresented
"additionalto
evidence"
had been
disprove the theory of Dr. K. A.
Norton, who urged that FM be
moved upward because of F2 layer
transmission in the 40-mc region.
appeared likely,
that
theIt Commission
wouldhowever,
not begin
the FM band below 50 mc, thus a
compromise allocation between the
RTPB recommendations (43-58
mc)
and the
proposalit
appeared
to beCommission's
gaining strength,
M^as reported. In some quarters that
compromise was seen as beginning
at 60 mc [Br3ADCAsting, April 23].
Should the FCC decide to start
the FM band at 60 mc, it was
pointed out that the allocation
might be along these lines:
42-44toortake
42-50 mc: ofPMpresent
on temporary
basis
stations
until
transitioncareIs accomplished.
44-50: Television or PM temporarily.
Significant
In this argument
respect waswhich
the BCANBC
brief
suggested thatattotheoral
44-50should
band FMbe beassigned
temporarily
FM,
moved
upward.
Television,
would
not
be
ready
for that channel until FM is ready to
move out,mis ion haNBC
The Coms givencontended.
that suggestion
consideration.
50-54:
Amateurs.
54-60:
60-78: Television.
FM.
78-84: Unasslgned
84-103:
Television. for the present.
URGING greater support of the paper
salvage
campaign,to War
Advertising
Council suggests
broadcasters
that
"you vage
canleaders
arrange
interviews
with also
salIn
your
community,
with soldiers and sailors who have seen
paper's
thousands
of
war
uses.
You
cani
report
progress
of theandpaper
campaign
inthe your
community
canoutstanding
point
out
special
achievements
of
Individuals,
suchYouas canBoyuseScouts
andof
Paper
Troopers.
plenty
short cially
reminder
just beforeannouncements,
collection days. espeYou
can teecontact
the
local
for whatever facts, Salvage
figures Commitand promotional Ideas you need."
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fitting a sponsor is like fitting a shoe. The right
leather, the right width, the right last... a right fit
or no more customer !
Good as CBS is (and we think it's tops) we know
we need more than the best in network radio to keep
WCSC the number one civic and entertainment force
in Charleston. We need locally selected programs.
Programs that reach the heart of Charleston . . . programs that fit.
We think we have them.
Take our "Air Adventures of Jimmy Allen". We
thought it would fit the James F. Condon & Sons
Department Store. Fit their shoe department, to be
specific. It does. Condon's has been on our air for
three years.
WCSC planning has made this adventure story
an institution in Charleston. Every afternoon at
5 :30, Monday through Friday, the "Air Adventures

of Jimmy Allen" tells of the achievements of Charleston children: their school work, their good deeds,
their civic efforts. Another nice gesture to nice people (our people) for the nice things they keep doing.
The "Air Adventures of Jimmy Allen" is the kind
of program WCSC likes to do. Wants to do. Our listeners expect it. It sells shoes (in quantity) for the
Condon Department Store, too!

wc
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
}ohn M. Rivers, Owner
Represented Nationally by Free & Peters

Toviewpoint
HELP between
reconcilesoldier
differences
and civil-or
ian.
MBS
Is
presenting
"Opinion
Requested",
weeklyNewhalf-hour
originated
from panel,
WOR. MBS
Yorkweek
outlet.
Fourman
chosen
each
from
the
field
of Indxistry,
labor,
education
and
the
arts,
answers
questions
collected
from tionservicemen
through theof Informaand education
the bureauRedistribution
of public
relations.section
War Dept.,
Army
Centers,
and from
from
MBS overseas correspondents.
Educational Forum
UNDERfimdallotment
from tothesubsidize
Michigana
State
of $250,000
year's
experimental
program
of adult
education,
the Office
of Adult
tion at Western
Michigan
College, EducaKalamazo , Is presenting
a half-hour
Tuesday evening
"Western
Michigan
Radio
Forum"
program
on
WKZO
Kalamazoo
and WJEP
Rapids,
in coopera-on
tion with theGrand
stations.
Participants
Ofthe theprograms
state. include leading citizens
RehabUltation Talks
of
quarter-hour
talks on"Look
Homeward
Soldier",
arenetwork
featured
the
CBC
Trans-Canada
by War
Correspondent
from
overseas. Andrew Cowan, returned

Essay Winners
WINNERS
Of Eddie
the
best
essay
by a Cantor's
high were
schoolcontest
studentfor
on Juvenile delinquency
announced
ona first
last weeks'
broadcast
on
NBC,
with
prize of $1,000 in War Bonds
goingolis.to Second
Charles
Byrne,prize
17, ofwinners
Minneapand
third
also
received
Judgespresident
were Dr.emeritus,
Nicholas Murraybonds.
Butler,
Columbia
U.;
Dr.
Robert
G.
Sproul,
California
U. president,
and FBIreceived
Chief
J.plaques
Edgar forHoover.
displayAll Inwinners
their
schools.Is
Sponsor
is
Bristol-Myers
Co.
Agency
Young & Rublcam, New York.
Plays by Youngsters
WITH roles played by young actors 10
to 16,KGW
"Pint-Size
Playhouse"
has started
on
Portland,
Ore. The
Saturday the.series
Is expected
toweekly
run
through
summer.

ON

■DC/S
ADVERTISING
CARDS
attract
••^listeners
in the programs.
Dubuque
area
to the
WKBB radio
Passenger
traffic on siderably
city during
busses
has
increased
wartime. To reach conthis
vast audience, WKBB frequently employs exterior and interior bus cards.
Dubuque's
first radio station,
uses the bus-advertising
cards WKBB,
as just
one of its many promotional activities
constantly to remind the people in the
Dubuque area of the interesting local
featuressentedand
Blue Network shows preon WKBB.
James D. Carpenter — Ex. Vi Pres. •

Potential Tele-Talent
TO
amongSTIMULATE
high school Interest
students inandtelevision
to find
potential
television
entertainers,
ral Corp.,
Chicago,
Is
televising
aAdmiprogram
titled
"Young
Chicago".
The
weekly
half
-hour
program
features
high
school cetalent
exclusively.
was conexecutivesIdea
Jennings,ived by Admiral
acting director
of andthe George
Radio
Council of the Chicago Board of Education.
SERIES Of Workshop
11 weekly Series
programs titled
"Kansas
Cityvarious
Story",departments
dramatizingof the
work
of
the
the
city
hall,
is
being
presented
on WDAF
Kansas
by the City.
radioPublic
department
of the U.Cityof Kansas
school
listeninggrams usegroups
have been set up. Prosional talent.workshop as well as profes-

THE

A November listener survey conducted
by Robert S. Conlan & Associates
showed that the four programs with
top audience ratings in the Dubuque
area were all WKBB programs. Further evidence
of WKBB's
leadership
in audience
response
is the ratings
for
the entire survey period . . . WKBB,
36.4;
2nd
Station,
30.2;
3rd
Station.
13.3.
WKBB's first place standing among
listeners in Dubuque,
a growing Marketing area, makes it the wise choice
for time buyers.
• Represented bi/— Howard H. Wilson Co.

I490
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Talent Search
CKAC testMontreal's
seach-for-talent
con"Les
Bovirlers
de CKAC"
closed
with a broadcast featuring
all winners.
Corp.
Jean-Noel
Croteen
won
first
scriptwritlng;
Marlelle
andin
Charles Marin tied
in the Thibault
popular singers section;
mezzosoprano,
won Simone
the vocalFllbottem,
art division
and
six
dramatic
talentcontestants
award. Moretiedthanfor800thecontestants
took
series. part in the 25-week, $l,000-prize
Biographies by UP
SERIES rofaphies of front-page
quarter-hourpersonalities
recorded biogare
being prepared by United
Press radio
section
for
use
by
UP
clients
Inofa sta-13week tionseries
and
for
building
up
files of recorded
lite stories
ready
for immediate
airing. inPhil
UP
radio
news manager
NewNewsom,
York, said
the
programs
will
be
titled
"One
Man's
Destiny"
will beUP sold
to stations \islngandregiUar
newsonlyservice.
Minute Feature
IN
"Lestfeature,
We Forget",Newa York
nightlyreminds
oneminute
listeners
of the WOVbrutal
the
enemy. Announcer
reads nature
items onof Jap
or Nazi
atrocities,
culledfromfromreports
eyewit-by
ness
accounts
obtained
American
correspondents,
from
the
officialwarFrench,
Dutch andor other
governments.
are presented factually with noStories
comment.
Student Round Table
WFBL
broadcasting
a weekly derpublicSyracuse
service isofprogram
produced
unthe Board
English
departmtion.ensupervision
t ofCalled
the "The
Syracuse
of
EducaHigh School Student
Speaks",
program
takes schools in rotation andcussion
consists
dis- I
with leaderof aandround-table
fotir particiKOME Health Series i
pants. Tulsa
KOME
in cooperation with the i
Tulsa
Healthservice
Assn. prohas f'
arrangedCounty
a seriesPublic
of public
grams Health?"
to run forDicka year
titled,program
"How's
Your
Campbell,
director,
moderator. Program is 3:303:45
p.m. isWednesday.
Musical Commentary
FEATURING
Max Relter,
conduc-ortor of the SanDr.Antonio
Symphony
chestra, "Musical half-hour
Interpretations",
newon
Sunday
morning
program
WOAI
San Antonio,recordings
presents with
classical
and
semi-classical
correllatlve commentary.
Child Talent Contest
FIFTH annual child amateur contest,
conducted
"Uncle
Don" entries.
on WOR Finals
New
York,
drew bytotal
of 5,676
were aired
Don'sandMayradio
3 broadcast, with onmovie,
stage
representatUncle
ives as judges.
Overseas Experiences
OVERSEAS
of Army
Forces
combatexperiences
veterans are
related AirIn
new weekly
seriesHollywood.
of "The Soldier Selects" on KPWB
Truman Portrait
KROW Oakland, through a series of six
broadcasts daily at 9:45 a.m., is presenting a wordHarry
portrait
of America's new
President,
S. Truman.

IK OF ACCURAa,
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
WORLD WIDE NEWS COVERAGE

JOWA
UNITED PRESS
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BLAW-KNOX
is responsible

BLUE

from
PRINTS
to

BROADCAST

Station Engineers take a load
off their shoulders when their
antenna problem is turned over
to Blaw-Knox. Specifications
are completed under one responsibility. The job is not
done until the tower is up,
tested and approved.
BLAW-KNOX

DIVISION

Talk Tips by CBS
TIPS
the prospective
amateurih
radioforspeaker
are contained
"Making Friends With the Microphone",
pocket-size
booklet
distributed
by CBS regularly
to civic organizations
and other
receivingLastTalks,
ofgroups
network broadcasts.
of 22 digest
hints
totheirspeakers
urges
speakers
to
listeners wanting more— and "leave
thus
. . . make friends".
WWDC Project Lauded
THE WWDCnament was Washington
duckpln tourmost tournament
successful
cityIn
or state-wide "the
duckpln
the chairman
history ofof bowling"
according
to
the
National
Bowling
Congress. There were 17,878 entries,
with
close
to
$6,000
In
prizes.
Bowlers'
Victory League received $560 to be spent
for sports
nel overseas.equipment for Army personKate Smith Greetings
KATE SMITH fans sent more than
3,000
birthday
to WJRon Detroit
honoring
36thcards
birthday
May by1.
Cards
wereahersent
to her
in New from
York
WJR
as
surprise
greeting
the
Midwest.
Leo
Fltzpatrlck,
WJR
general
manager, arranged a reading of Kate
Smith's
America" biography
program. on the "Know Your
Mail Piece by WROK
MAIL fastPIECE
on the Blue-ABC
"Breakfeature
has
beenIn Hollywood"
distributed
tomorning
grocers
InRockthe
Rockford,
111.,
area
by
WROK
ford, to Inform them that the program
IsProcter
"on the
air
to
help
you
sell
more
& Gamble's Ivory Flakes and
Kellog's Pep".
Cafeteria Promotion
RECIPE
fromForum"
the Jane Weston
"Modern
Home
on WOWO
Fort
Ind.,ofprogram
wasthefeatured
item
at theWayne,
cafeteria
Fort Wayne
Studebaker
plant.tableSupplemental
promotion
included
program
schedxiles of daytime WOWO shows.
Four-Color Map
WHEB Portsmouth, N. H., has Issued a
humorous
four-color
coverage of the station. map
Pieceshowing
was drawn
by Edward
comic toIllustrator, who has McCandllsh,
since been added
WHEB
promotion staff.WJZ Troupe
WJZ
New ofYork
Is sendingto ItsPope"Victory
Troupe"
Fort
Bragg,
N.entertainers
C, third
to entertain
in Field.
con-of
nection
with
the
anniversary
the
paratroopers
and
to
open
the
Seventh War Loan Drive.
Window Displays
NBC
news coverage
is promoted
by WRCplworld
Washington
via a window
disay oandf news
commentator,
correspondent
feature
pictures
adjacent
to
the station's entrance.

'Home Station' Promotion
WINS
New York
"New
York's
Home promotes
Station",
InItself
a flle-as
folder
presentation
withdecorating
old-fashioned
cross-stitch
sampler
the
cover. Loose-leaf
promote
Individual programs. sheets
Statement
of policy
Includes
a
ban
on
telephone-answering
or money-give-away
commercialsannouncements
Immediatelyprograms,
adjacent,pernolimitation of three
quar-on
ter-hour exclusive
of station breaks
the quarter-hour.
WING BiUboards
WING Dayton
welcomes
motorists
approaching Dayton
by aanylarge
of eight
leading
highways
with
billboard
whichure eachpromotes
month. a different WING featPromotion Personnel
MITCHELL
B. DEGROOT
promotion manager
of WCAE Jr.,
Pittsburgh
since tion
Jan.department
1944, hasof joined
the
promoBlue-ABC.advertising
MALCOLM
McPHERSON,
and sales promotion
directorof aofboy.WPIL
Philadelphia,
is the father
CHARLES
H. SMITH,for since
1943 supervtiisoonrs,ofharesearch
CBS-owned
stamarket sales
research
counsel fors been
the named
CBS network
department.POMEROY, former CBS newsJANET
writer,Information
has transferred
to the network's
press
department.
JOE
press Maj.
department,
who HEVISI
has beenof CBS
handling
Bowes
publicity
for
the
network
from takes
the
Maj. the
Bowestelevision
office forpublicity
several post,
years,
over
he will handle until the return ofwhich
JIM
KANEanemia.
who is hospitalized with pemlclotis
JOHNpromotion
F. WATKINS has been named
sales
Fairmont. W. Va.representative of WMMN
WNEW to Move
WNEW New York has signed a 10year lease to occupy second and
third floors at 565 Fifth Ave., formerly the S. W. Strauss Bldg.
WNEW lanticsigned
the leasewhich
with AtCoast Network
acquired half of the stock in the
Fifth-Forty-Sixth Corp., owners of
the 12-story building. Now located
at 561 Madison Ave., WNEW plans
to move early next year or as soon
as it can complete remodeling of
the 32,500 feet of space it will occupy. Ten broadcasting studios, a
television
workshop
will cost over
$300,000.and 30 offices
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FAR

ABOVE

AVERAGE

It's not unusual for NBC affiliates to have considerably higher ratings than the other network
stations in their communities.
But, in San Antonio, WOAI's average C. E.
Hooperating for the Fall -Winter of 1944-45 is
11.6% HIGHER than the national average
for NBC!
By comparison, the average Hooperatings of
the three other network affiliates in San Antonio
range from 27% to 63% LOWER than the
national averages for their own networks over
the same period.
Definite listener preference for WOAI, in town
and out— morning, afternoon and night— helps
explain why this popular station sells more
merchandise to more people in Central and
South Texas than any other medium— at a
lower cost per sale!

50,000 WATTS
CLEAR
CHANNEL
NBC AFFILIATE
1MEMBER TON

OAI

Represented Nationally by EDWARD RETRY & CO.
HE

POWERFUL
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riMORE

One
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by
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Edward
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&
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Rumor Isn't News
RADIO WAS big news last week. The false
flash on Germany's surrender, Radio Hamburg's
proclamation of Hitler's demise, the unprecedented coverage of the San Francisco conference, and the subsequent fast-moving events
toward unconditional surrender converged to
make it perhaps the biggest week in radio history. Even before these words reach print,
there will be transcendent developments, and
all of them are destined to come by radio.
Those same events point up the grave responsibilities that rest upon radio. Radio can't
relax with the windup in Europe — there is a
grim war in the Pacific theater and there is
the story of the evolution of the peace.
In retrospect (and it seems weeks rather
than
mere the
days false
back),surrender
the fact that
didn'tto
originate
storyradiotends
underline the vast difference in the techniques
of news dissemination of press and radio.
Radio's greatest
speed anddanger
clarityand—
likewise
constitutevirtues
its —greatest
temptation.
On the whole, radio handled the false armistice with admirable restraint. One press association— AP — broke loose vdth what it thought
a scoop. One network — Blue — went all the way
because it depended upon that press association report. Such things have happened before.
It occurred in 1918 when UP was four days
early on the armistice. But there was no radio
to give wings to its words. Then there was
unbridled nationwide hell-raising, because it
took hours — not mere minutes — to overtake the
error. Last week the pandemonium was shortlived, because people turned to their radios and
got the truth.
News disseminating media have been forewarned about jumping the gun. The newspaper must have time to get out an extra. Radio
needs no presses. Indeed, newspapers generforsaken
extrasradio
because
of radio's
speed.allyOfhave the
two media,
has more
time
toovercheck.
That
hoary
"scoop"
legend,
carried
from the press, has no place in radio. It
is outmoded.
In radio circles the events of last week, plus
other recent developments, have revived discussion about creation of a radio news assowouldarebe those
devotedwhoto feel
radio'sthatpeculiar ciation
needs. whichThere
the
old-line press association, geared to the
printed page, is unable to serve both media
because of the difference in the methods of
dissemination. They feel that before an adequate radio job can be done, fundamental
changes are needed.
Repetitions of the lamentable incidents of
the recent past will only aggravate this sort
ofmanytalk,broadcasters
since it's an believe
open secret
thereanyway
shouldthatbe
greater supervision over their raw materials.
It has already happened in music.
Whether it's for press or radio consumprumors.tion, let's have a permanent armistice on
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Radio and the Veteran
RADIO in all its phases offers many opportunities for servicemen returning from the wars.
The vast potential for employment which
radio presents is reviewed in this issue [Page
20]. It is recommended reading for all broadcasters and for all those allied with the art.
It behooves every one of us to begin thinking
now, if we have not done so already, about
the discharged veteran.
He has had vast training. Much of that
training applies specifically to the problems
which must be met every day in broadcasting
stations, in advertising agencies and in related
pursuits.
He has had tremendous worldly experience
which has broadened his concept of living. His
ideas will influence the lives of everyone for
generations to come. His ideals will bulwark
the standards upon which radio of the future
must build.
The average serviceman will need no helping
hand, beyond the proffer of a job. He has been
keenly trained. He will be ready to take up
his assignment in a peaceful world. Radio,
which needs him, will welcome his return.
POST-PRESIDENCY prospect for Mr.
Truman: do one of those five-minute, capsule form newscasts a la Elmer Davis. In
a 20-minute news conference last Wednesday, he gave radio and press reporters
enough headline news to keep them at their
typewriters far into the night.

Pittsburgh Folly
BEWARE
of big powers in the hands of little
men.
The climax was capped in Pittsburgh a few
days ago. The district office of the War Manpower Commission announced a ban on the
playing of radios in restaurants which remain
open after midnight, fuling that radio is
"entertainment".
At WMC headquarters in Washington it was
learned that no such directive had been issued
on a national basis. The only order was that
eating places which remain open after midnight may not offer music (live, radio or juke
boxes) if there is dancing. One of the first
pronouncements by Justice Byrnes when he
issued the curfew order last February was
that this request did not apply to broadcast
stations "in any way".
The Pittsburgh ruling is too ridiculous to
argue. But it's interesting to probe into the
kind of mentality that provoked it. From radio
sources in the city it is reported that one of
the officials is a former labor organizer. Another isreported to be a member of the American Federation of Musicians, and feels that
radio impinges upon employment of musicians.
As things are now, we are given to understand, any Pittsburgh restaurant which "violates" the curfew by playing a radio or juke
box or performing live talent, will be closed
for 30 days. That ruling means, we assume,
that war workers in highly industrialized
Pittsburgh won't be able to get war news
reports
the midnight lunch hours, or
after theyduring
are off.
We think no less a personage than Paul
McNutt should lend an ear and perhaps, wield
an ax.

CAMPBELL ARNOUX

a background
radio.as cosmopoliARNOUX as has
CAMPBEtanLL
Of Virginia and New England ancestry, he was born Jan. 13, 1895, in New
York City, spent his early childhood in St.
Louis, moved to Texas where he grew up, then
to Arkansas for nine years and finally reversed the old adage by coming east to Virginia. He celebrated his 11th anniversary- as
general manager of WTAR Norfolk on Feb. 1.
Campbell entered Texas U. in 1916 after
graduating from Fort Worth High. At the
university he was issue editor of the Daily
Texan, college newspaper. He got his first newsby telling
the hemanaging
editortwoof
the Fortpaper jobWorth
Record
would work
weeks for nothing with either a salary at the
end of that time or a pink slip and no hard
feelings.
Covering
a saloonkeeper's
convention
as his first
assignment
he came back
with
collection of bartenders' anecdotes which made
front page and put him on the payroll at $10
a week.
The World War interrupted his college
course and he entered First Officers Training
Camp but was discharged because of illness
after completing half the course. Later he was
civilian instructor of aerial observation at the
Austin Army Ground School and finally was
Cavalry.
m_ade a second lieutenant in the Fifth Texas
In 1919 Campbell set out. Jack London style,
on a journey that took him around the world.
Starting with $235 he reached Nev/ York two
years later with $240 and a great deal of
experience.
He became assistant to the director of publicity of the Southwestern Division of the
American Red Cross with headquarters in St.
Louis. He saw disaster relief duty during the
Pueblo fiood and similar disasters. He also conducted Red Cross exhibits at western state
fairs
and claims to be an expert baby weigher
as a consequence.
In 1922 he became staff writer on the Ft.
Worth Star-Telegram shortly before the paper
installed a station— now WBAP. The job of
managing it was offered in turn to older members of the staff who declined. Finally the boss
got down to Arnoux. He wasn't asked, he was
told, "You're it!"
For six months he had a wonderful time. He
hadn't the foggiest notion of how to make a
radio station click. But then nobody else did
either. When he had to have his tonsils removed
somebody had{Continued
to do his onannouncing
page H) and Harold
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DulWIONT

/7y '/fJi say:

TELEVISION

IS

You will agree that these diminutive stars,'
while rarely at loss for correct answers, are
seldom available when prospective operators
of postwar Television stations have questions toask. Fortunately, DuMont Television
"know how" can be tapped as needed . . .
cost and engineering data on every phase of
station design, construction and operation . . .
the accumulated knowledge gained through
more than 4 years' station management.
The low operating cost, extreme flexibility
and rugged dependability of DuMont Televi*Appearing Sunday evenings on the Blue Network.

COSMIC

LEGERDEMAIiyi

sion transmitting equipment are being convincingly demonstrated week-in and week-out
in 3 DuMont-equipped stations. New postwar
designs embody all wartime advances. You
can arrange now for early peacetime delivery
of station equipment and training of personnel through the DuMont Equipment Reservation Plan. Visit DuMont's Station WABD,
New York. Call, write or telegraph for appointme . . . Station Equipment Sales Division, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.,
515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Copyright 19'45. Allen B. DuMont LoborotorieSi Inc.

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT, 2 MAIN AVENUE, PASSAIC,
N. J. TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD. 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
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HE'S HEARD ON MORE
STATIONS BY MORE PEOPLE
THAN ANY OTHER
NEWS REPORTER
HE'S NOW HEARD
ON 240 STATIONS
WITH OVER 130 SPONSORS

HE'S RECOGNIZED FOR HIS
NEWS SCOOPS AND
AUTHORITATIVE INFORMATION

HE'S STILL AVAILABLE IN
A FEW CHOICE MARKETS. ALL
WITH AN EXCEPTIONALLY
HIGH RATING

Our Respects to
{Continued from page ^2)
Hough, circulation manager, agreed
to try it. This was the birth of the
"Hired Hand", when Hough developed apersonality and dry humor thatmous.
made
nationallybegan
faRadio him
arguments
between Arnoux as the "regular
announcer" and Hough the "Hired
Hand", supposed to be the station
Arnoux was with WBAP until
janitor.
the station grew from its original
20
a "giant"
1,000 w.Ark.,In
1924w heto went
to Hot ofSprings,
to put on what was at the time
the "longest remote control program",nection.
some 350
miles of wire
The program
sold conthe
Arlington hotel on a desire for a
radio station and he was offered
the job of director. He accepted and
helped install KTHS in December
of 1924. He was there nine years
and the station increased in power
from 4,500 to 10,000 w.
Offer From Ruber
In 1933 P. S. Huber, president
of Norfolk Newspapers Inc., owner of WTAR, asked Arnoux to
become manager. He is still there
and the station has grown from
its original 500 w to be one of the
country's
leading
regionals.he
During the
years5,000at w WTAR
has installed WRTD Richmond,
obtained, built and staffed WPID
Petersburg, Va.
Arnoux was elected to the board
of the National
of Broadcasters as districtAssn.
director
from
the fourth district and took office
in September last year. He served
as chairman of the Music Commit e in 1944 and is now liaison
member from the board on the
Labor and Code Committees.
Campbell served this year as
president of the Virginia Club,
Norfolk's oldest social club, just
completed a term as president of
the Norfolk Rotary club, is vicepresident of the Tidewater Council of the Boy Scouts, member of
the board of directors of the Norfolk Assn. of Commerce, the Boys
club, the Norfolk Orchestral Assn.
and is active in a long list of other
community projects.
Married, Arnoux has two children, Suzanne, 18, studying at WilRELIGIOUS

Fulton Lewis, jr.
"America's
No. I Newt
Pertonality"—
Now available for sponsorship
few keywriteterritories.
immediate
detailsin— aPhone,
or wire: For
WILLIAM
B. DOLPH
BARR BUILDING. WASHINGTON 6. D. C.
ORIGINATING FROM VVOL WASHINGTON, D. C.
A]]iitaied with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Comptone on 14
COMPTQNE Co., New York, enters radio for the first time May 18
as sponsor of Bob Trout on 14 CBS
stations Sat. 6:55-7 p.m. for Oculens Sunglasses. Stations include:
WABC WCAO WKBW WCKY
WJR KMBC WHAS WCAU WJAS
WCED WGAU WGST KNX KQW.
Other media include 33 national
magazines, trade papers and direct
mail. Agency is Byrde, Richard &
Pound, New York.
liam and Mary, and Pat, 17, student
at the George
Schoolis inhis Pennsylvania. His hobby
victory
gardening and he likes fishing in
summer, football in winter and
bridge all the year round.

TRANSCRIPTION

LIBRARY
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100
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CAMPUS CHRISTIANS—
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WMPS, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Plough,
Inc., of Memphis, has now assumed active operation of
WMPS, following transfer of ownership from the Memphis
Broadcasting Company.

The present, aggressive policy of WMPS will be expanded to further serve those who have come to look to
this progressive station for results. And the bright days
ahead in postwar broadcasting will find WMPS contributing toward constantly increasing listener enjoyment through
an outlet embodying newer principles and practices in the
world of radio.
For 20 years, WMPS has been a factor in Memphis and
Mid-South broadcasting. Now under its new ownership and
with the same management, even greater things are in prospect. As material and equipment become available, refinecasting. ments are planned in both quality and coverage of broadWMPS is proud of its affiliation with the rapidly expanding Blue Network of the American Broadcasting Company. Through this network's facilities, as well as through
its own local programming, WMPS service to the public
will
continue tofeatures.
provide radio's outstanding educational and
entertainment
Reach and sell this responsive, growing audience — in one
of the nation's outstanding markets.
H. R. KRELSTEIN,
Vice President and General Manager
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BRIG.
GEN. DAVID
SARNOFF,
BCA
president
chairman
of the board
ofpresident,
NBC, andand
TRAMMELL,
wereNILES
principal
speakersNBCat
the
dinner of atNBC'sthe Ten
Year
Club,annual
heldNew Thursday
Waldorf.Astorla.
York.
DR.
JAMES
ROWLAND ANGELL,
counsellor to the
network,public
was service
toastmaster.
EDGAR KOBAK, MBS president, is the
author
of
"Waging
Peace
on
the
Ether
Waves", dealing
within the
peacetime
significance
of radio,
the May
issue
ofE. E."Free
World".
HILL, Mass.,
managingaddressed
directortheof WTAG
Worcester,
Advertising Club of Worcester April 25 on
"Plans for
Facsimile". Television,
Station was hostFM,at and
the cocktall meeting.
ERNIE
THWAITES,
manager
of
KFUN
Las
has been
secondVegas,
lieutenant
in thecommissioned
Civil Air Pa-a
trol.
OSCAR
presidentchairman
of WFBLof
Syracuse,F.hasSOULE,
been named
the
War Syracuse-Onondaga
Loan Drive. This isCounty
his thirdSeventh
such
appointment.
ROLFE
BARNES
has
been
appointed
assistant
manager
of CJCABLAKE,
Fdmonton.
succeeding
F. WALTER
has
been appointed
manager
of who
the
non-commercial
station
CKUA
Edmonton.
A. L. eralASHBY,
gencounsel ofvice-president
NBC,
and second
Mrs.and Ashby
are
grandparents
for
the
time.to
Nancy
Lee
Ashby
was
born
April
30
Mr.
Mrs. John L. Ashby at Battle
CreekandHospital.
BOB
McRANEY,
general
of the
Mid-South
Network
and manager
WCBI
Columbus,tionMiss.,
has
been
named
to
the
aviaplanningofcommittee
of HethehasColumbus Chamber
Commerce.
comp
l
e
t
e
d
h
i
s
flight
.training
at
Masonic
Field, Columbus.
Selvin Joins Majestic
BEN SELVIN of Muzak Corp.,
New York, in June will join Majestic Records, recording unit of
Majestic Radio & Television Corp.,
New York, as
executive assistant to President
James Walker
until October,
when he will take
over as general
manager and
vice- president,
succeeding Eli
Oberstein, whose
Mr. Selvin
contract expires
at that time. Mr.
Selvin is recording manager of Muzak Corp., a member of the board
of directors,
and in forcharge
ertoire and talent
Muzakof repand
Associated Program Service, tranlibrary service.
Mr. Selvin willscription
continue
as consultant
with Muzak until he joins Majestic
fulltime in the fall.

PRINCIPAL SPEAKER at the 49th
annual Utica Chamber of Commerce banquet, April 17, CBS Correspondent Ned Calmer chats with
his hostess, Mrs. Margaret P. Bowen, owner-operator of WIBX Utica.
FORT INDUSTRY CO.
MEETS MAY 10-13
SPRING meeting of the Fort Industry Co.'s officers and managing
directors
will beinheld
10-13Va.at
the
Homestead
Hot May
Springs,
Featured will be a discussion of
programming, led by J. Harold
Ryan, vice-president
and general
manager
of Fort Industry,
now on
leave as NAB president. George
W. Smith, chairman of the executive committee and managing director of WWVA Wheeling, W.
Va., will preside at all sessions.
Other discussions will be: Sales,
by E. Y. Flanigan, managing director of WSPD Toledo; Promotion, by Charles Smithgall, managing director of WAGA Atlanta.
Comdr. George B. Storer, Fort Industry president, plans to attend,
along with Managing Directors
Stanton P. Kettler, WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.; Ralph G. Elvin,
WLOK Lima; Allen Haid, WHIZ
Zanesville, 0.; Robert G. Venn,
WGBS Miami, and John Poole,
general counsel for Fort Industry.
KVSO Power Increase
KVSO Ardmore, Okla., has granted
a modification of license by the
FCC for increase in nighttime
power from 100 w to 250 w. Station operates unlimited time on
1240 kc.

E. YELDELL,advertising
for 15 yearsforIn thechargeSt.,
ofGUYautomotive
Louis
Post-Dispatch,
has joined thei
sales staff
of KSD St. Louis.
JAMES
formerly onN. the
sales staffB. ofDUNBAR,
WHEB Portsmouth,
H..
is newdios.manager
of Dunbar
WHEB's wUlDoverbe ProstuAssisting
Mr.
PHIL JOHNSON,
formerly duction
of WHDHManager Boston,
and PHYLLISI
CLARKIN,
copywriter.
Studios
were
foropened April former
30. manager o8
JACK mally
KAMSLER,
Josephstation
Hershey
McGlllvra Joins
Inc.,KROV^
Chi*
cago,
representative,
Oakland as sales manager.
,
R.PostC. classified
O'DONNELL,
formerbecomes
Washingtoa
manager,
commercial manager of WINX Washingtoa
May 14.
DORRIS
GARVEY sales
has secretary.
joined KIBO Se-*
attle as national
CHARLES
R.
LONSDALE
WJW manager.
Cleveland as comptrollerhas andjoined
ol^!
fice
HERBERT L. KRUEGER, commerclall
manager of WTAG Worcester, Mass.:
has beenAdvertising
elected president
of the Wor^
caster
been! !
vice-president
duringClub.
the Hepasthasyear.
JEAN
MAY
is
now
traffic
chief
of WOAli
San Antonio.
EDWARD
E.of LOVETON,
former Ariz.,
accounti
executive
KOY Phoenix,
KMPC Hollywood.
JACK
CLARKE,
commercial
manager
KMO Tacoma, Wash., Is the father ofofl
a girl. AVERILL, former KORN FreHARRY
mont, Neb., commercial
WJBK Detroit
commercial manager,
staff. to
CARROL
MARTS,
western
sales
supervisor toforADEMutual,
hasvice-president
been service
named
assistant
in charge of midwestHULT,operations.
AL ZIEGLEJl,r KOTA
salesmanRapidand City,
sports anreported tonouncer foFort
Snelling, Minn., B.AprilD.,
23,
for
Induction.
HUBERT
DAVIS join CUNNINGHAM
WNOX Knoxville,andTenn.,PAULas
salesmen.
George M. Chambers
GEORGE MAITLAND CHAMBERS, 37, eastern
tive of Mutual,
died account
April 29execuof a
heart attack in the Orange Memorial Hospital, East Orange, N. J.
Mr. Chambers
MBS inman
November 1942 asjoined
sales service
ager, and in January of this year
became eastern account executive.
Before joining Mutual, Mr, Cham
bers previously
was with was
Barron's
and
with Weekly
Dun &
Bradstreet, New York. His wife,
son and mother survive.

RIP VAN WINKLE

Probablythebecause
he couldn't
serving:
Hudson
Valleytuneandin theWKNTf,
popular CatskiUrichMountain
Vacationland.
S
AR
YE
You'llthe find
Manager
Lou
wide-awake,
°offerSteketee,
onfor
ready to2from
a friendly
hand
OR
lots job,
off business
thisyou Friendly
Station.

Buys WROX Quarters
MAJ. BIRNEY IMES Jr., owner
of WCBI Columbus and WELO
MUTUAL
Tupelo, Miss., now stationed at
Tampa, Fla., in the Air Corps, has
WKNY
KINGSTON, N. Y.
purchased a three-story building in
STEKETEE.Stations
Klnqilonwrite N. Y.
Clarksdale, Miss., part of which
ForFor further
further defallj
dctaili onon WKNY—
the otherwrit,FrK-ndl,LOU Group
will house studios and offices of the JOHN b«,UX,
Managing Dircclo, -THE cpiEtlO- GPOUP' : T F i : BE '"'H i E OHIO i
new Imes station WROX, Col. Birney
Imes
Sr.
is
covering
the
SanWSTV WFPv
, >4y 1
Francisco Conference for the MidSouth Network and the Columbiia STEUBENVILLE. O., ATLANTIC CITY II J
.ii-.^TOW f
Commercial Dispatch.
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LONE

STAR

FLOUR

Another

oi Many

Lone

Star Chain

Study some of the big success stories back of the LONE STAR CHAIN when you want
toamazing.
"lasso" Foroneexample,
of the richest
biggest
the Southwest.
are
Bewley andis one
of finemarkets
millingin accounts
which The
have results
used the
LONE STAR CHAIN for a long time. As Mr. W. P. Bomar, Vice-President in Charge
of Sales, puts it, "LONE STAR CHAIN reaches more of our customers and prospects
—dollar for dollar spent — than any other selling force we've tried."
Yes, the LONE STAR CHAIN covers a whoppin' big market. It's a favorite with rural
and thecityLONE^STAR
folks alike. And,
what's vitally important, it costs less per listener when you
use
CHAINI
lAYLOR H^WEONOVVDEN

THE LONE STAR CHAIN
e05.« TOWER
PETROLEUMRIVERSIDE
BLDG., DALLAS,
TELEPHONE
5663 TEXAS
CLyD€ MELVILLE, MANAGING DIRECTOR

Success

CHAIN

SALES

Stories

OTHER PRODUCTS AIRED
OVER LONE STAR CHAIN
Admiration Coffee
Crustene Shortening
Gold Chain Flour
Grand Prize Beer
Hylo
Justin Soap
Boots Products
Resistol Hats
Texaco Products

Studio scene of Bewley
Mills enterJoiners.
vertiser has been onThisL. S.ad-C.
consistently over six years.

's
lien
itilne /

tif

Jlfiemoo
That's the
theme

of this month's
exploitation
of
our own
and the BLUE

Network*
MATINEES!
We're using
VNewspaper ads
VFilm-ad trailers
VOutdoor signs
VDirect-by-mail
VSpot Announcements
... on account
we are out
after the
12 M. to 6 P.M.
audience
too!
We
thought you'd
be interested.
^Becoming the American
Broadcasting Company
June 15th.

WTCN
• • • U 1280 ON/YOUR ouL
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
MINNESOTA

PIERREreau of special
GARRIGUES,
of theFrench
buprogramschief
for the
Government television
station
and a
representative
of Radiolast Diffusion,
was
tovisitreturn
to France
after
of several
months
toweek
study
U. S.a
program
and
technical
operations
[BROADCASTING, AprU 23]. PIERRE
SHAEFFER, chief OfwillR-D,remain
who arrived
with
countryMr. forGarrlgues,
several months. in this
ERIC trolFIELDS,
program
constaffer forformer
several
New and
England
stations, to WBRY Waterbury as announcer.
J. ROY
STOCKTON,
sports commentaKSD
St. Louis,
of a
booktor ofabout
the
rise of istheauthor
St. Louis
Cardinals, "The Gashouse Gang and a
Couple
& Co., N.of Y.]Other Guys". [A. S. Barnes
JOHN SINCLAIR from KID Idaho Falls
to
WNOX Knoxvllle, Tenn., as announcer-operator.
JEAN
LALONDE, announcer of CKAC
Montreal,
announcer. has been promoted to chief
JIMMIE
Joined released
WFPG
Atlantic GROHMAN
City. ED has
HURST,
from the Navy, has returned to the station.
BOB
KansasDEAN,
City, chief
is the announcer
father of aofboy.WHB
CHARLES
BIRD,
Mich., staff announcer,WKBZ
is nowMuskegon,
with the
Clyde Lucas Band.
HOWARD
LUND,
disc
Jockey
with
WJW
in April.Detroit, married Mary Anne Kraus
JANET LOVELACE,
formerlyJUMPER
with WGR
Buffalo,
replaces CLARA
who
left the sistanstation
toWILSON,
be married,
as ast
t
o
FRED
program
director of WIND Chicago.
MAURICE
HART,
announcer
and
m.c.
offor WNEW
York, operation.
is in the hospital
a plasticNewsurgery
JOHN
KIRKWOOD
from
KXOK
Louis,
BEN GUYORFIELD
fromformerly
KMOX withSt.
St.
Louis
and
SAVAGE,
WGN
Chicago, to WBBM Chicago as
announcers.
MARGARET
CUTHBERT,
NBC children,
director
ofhas
programs
and
namedfor YMCA
towomen
the asexecutive
of thebeenNational
a memberboardof
its national
public
commitandtalks,
HELEN relations
SIOUSSAT,
CBS
directortee.onSheofthe
serve
board.are the only women to
DICK
SHYERS,
new
to
radio,
to
KWG
Stockton, Cal., as announcer.
LES
ALEXANDER,
Philadelphia,
is the announcer
father of a atboy.WIP
WALTER BREWER, former announcer
of KMTB Hollywood, to KPWB Hollywood.
NORMAN
PAULSON,la.,announcer,
from
KMA M.Shenandoah,
to KFNP
Shenandoah.
FRED
PFAHLER,
formerly
with
Cincinnati, to WKRC Cincinnati WCPO
as announcer.
BOB sing,
NEAL,
formerly
with
WJIM
Mich.,nouncer.
to WGAR
Cleveland,ORGILL
asLananJAMES THOMAS
from
WFMJ
Youngstown
to
WGAR
script and commercial copy writer. as
SGT. EDGAR
PARSONS,
WLDS
Jacksonville,
m., hasGa.,formerly
been trans-of
fer ed to Ft.announcing
Benning,
will assvmie
duties.where he
BOBBY COOK
to the announcing stafhasof returned
WSAZ Huntington,
W.
following
WLBJVa.,Bowling
Green,fiveKy. months with
FREDERICKhas COE,
stage director
and
manager,
been named
a production
assistant in the NBC television department.
PAUL MILES, formerly with WIBG
Philadelphia,
announcer. to KMOX St. Louis, as

THE BLUE NETWORK
wUl continue
sunmier Saturday
afternoon through
concerts theof
of the American Broadcasting Co. BLUE-ABC
the newly-formed
Blue network
symphony
under
the
direction
of
Sir
Beecham, with guest conductors.Thomas
Titled
"Saturday
Symphony",
program
started
as a series of special concerts In April.
Page 48 • May 7, 1945

LUNCHEON PARTNERS are Bob
Richardson
public
rector of KWK(1), St.
Louis,relations
and Hon.diJames ernorTwohy
of
Washington,
govof the Federal Home Loan
Bank ther,
System.
Mr. isRichardson's
faRobert Sr.,
Federal Home
Loan Bank, Des Moines, president.
Join WJEF Staff
MEMBERS of the announcing staff
of WJEF Grand Rapids, new John
E. Fetzer station which went on
the air Feb. 5, include Miles Olsen,
chief announcer formerly with
WKZO,zoo; Fetzer
station Alin Hopkins,
KalamaClem Harland,
Lewis Smedes and Phyllis Telder.
Continuity editor of WJEF is
Richard Kowalkoski. Dr. Willis F.
Dunbar and
is program
WJEF
WKZQ. director
Jo Benesof both
has
been named chief announcer of
WKZO. Lee Carter, formerly of
WKMO Kokomo, Ind., is now on
the WKZO announcing staff.
NBC Adds Announcers
COMMERCIAL announcers, effective May 1, were added to all news
programs broadcast on NBC and
its owned and operated stations on
which newscasters formerly read
commercials as well as the news.
Move centwaselimination
a foUowup
to NBC's
of middle
commer-recials on newscasts.
SPORTS
BROADCASTERS
Assn. sent
a
group byof plane
entertainers
toperformances
Chatham
Field.
Ga.,
to
stage
for
servicemen
had them
In
New
thethere,
same
Stan back
Lomax,
WOR York
NewCBS;
York
and night.
SBA
president;
Ted
Huslng,
Andy
Lang,
Press
Assn.;
AlBerleSchacht,
Lefty Gomez,
were Included
In the and
group.Milton

LEON
GOLDSTEIN,
In
charge
of New
publicity
andVice-president
events
of WMCA
York,
hasU.special
arrived
over-to
seas,
accredited
by
the
S.
Army
the European area. He was heard for
the first
time lastfromMonday.
SHAEP headquarters in Paris
SYDNEY MOSELEY,
Mutual-WOR
comm
e
n
t
a
t
o
r
,
h
a
s
been
elected
of the Overseas Press Club. a governor
MAJ. GEN.
JAMES
EDMONDSanalyst
(retired), WLWcommentator,
CincinnatiE. military
and news
has left for
the European theater.
WEILER,
editor
ofGERALD
a localschool
high sports
school16-year-old
paper onwhoWNYC
has
covered
games
New
York,
has
Joined
WHN
New
York
as assistant to BERT LEE, sports director.
GEORGEYork HAMILTON
WHN
New
commentator COMBS,
now overseas,
has beendidate fomentioned
as district
a possible
canr
the
post
of
attorney
in aNewlawyer
York andfor anextformer
fall elections.
He
Isfrom
congressman
Missouri.
ANN
newsexpected
commentator
for
WAIT HUNTER,
was
to retvim
from
theChicago,
European
Theater last
week.
GEORGE HUGH KILBRIDE, new to
radio, to WGAR, Cleveland news staff.
Gortatowsky Heads
J. D. GORTATOWSKY, general
manager of the Hearst newspapers,
has been appointed president of
King Features Syndicate, International
InternationalNewsNewsService
Photos,andsucceeding
Joseph V. Connolly, who died April
18. Othernouncedpersonnel
changes, who
anby Mr, Gortatowsky,
continues as general manager of
the Hearst
papers,Greene,
include executive
appointment of Ward
editor of King Features Syndicate,
as editor and general manager of
KFS. Bradley Kelly, one of Mr.
Connolly's
assistants,
becomes
assistant editor
and assistant
general
manager of KFS. Frank J. Nicht,
general sales manager of KFS, was
elected dicate.
a vice-president
the synSeymour Berkson, ofmanaging
editor, will be general manager of
INS with Barry Farris continuing
as INS editor-in-chief.
WILLIAMporter, hasW.beenCHAPLIN,
NBC warof the
reelectedsucceeding
president
Overseas
Press
Club,
Wythe
Williams,
now
In
Washington
with
the
Government. Other club ofiBcers are:
Guy terHlckok,
Harry Price and Paul
Miss Hesvey,Hensell,
treasurer;vice-presidents;
Henry Hall, secretary.Har-

ROCKFORD. ILUISOIS
METROPOLITAJS POPULATIOJS NOW

llhOOO

V CHECK WITH HEADLEY-REED
1000 Watts
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YOU

can

sponsor

great

You

one

network

pay only for your

own

of

radio

area!

(Broadcast Live J
1 — CHARLIE CHAN/ that clever Oriental detective, smash hit of films
and fiction, is now a radio hit too. The exciting ADVENTURES OF
CHARLIE CHAN, broadcast at a popxilar evening time, attracts an everincreasing family audience.
2 — CONSTANCE BENNETT, glamorous movie star, gives warm, informal
chats about Hollywood and Broadway — ^the personalities and fashions
she knows so weU. This daytime program is sure to attract a vast
audience of women listeners.
Either of these great shows can be yours; can help sell your products or services right in your territory. Here is how it works . . .
Each program is broadcast LIVE over the coast-to-coast Blue Network, Monday through Friday. Your local station annoimcer gives
your commercials dviring the broadcast — and identifies the great network
show as yours.
Your sales message wiU have added appeal — will biuld more prestige
— because it is linked with a big network program. The cost is low
because you pay only your area's share of the program's national cost.
Consult your local Blue Network station or contact the Co-operative
Program Department of the American Broadcasting Co., Inc., 33 West
42nd Street, New York, or Merchandise Mart, Chicago.
AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

these

COMPANY

shows—

foca/fy^

HERE ARE OTHER BLUE NETWORK CO-OPERATIVE
PROGRAMS YOU CAN SPONSOR LOCALLY
RAYMOND GRAM SWING: World-famous news
analyst, broadcasting direct from Washington.
Early evening, Mon.-Fri., 15 minutes.
HEADLINE EDITION: More famous people heard
on this news program than on any other radio
show. Early evening, Mon.-Fri., 15 minutes.
JOHN B. KENNEDY: Noted writer, newsreel commentator and radio analyst, direct from New
York. Early afternoon, Mon.-Fri., 15 minutes.
THE PRIVATE LIVES OF ETHEL AND ALBERT: They
live like the rest of us — only funnier! Popular
daytime comedy. Broadcasting direct from New
York. Monday through Friday, 15 minutes.
CORRESPONDENTS AROUND THE WORLD:
Fourteen Blue Network overseas correspondents
bring
the news
right from
where it's happening!
Mornings,
Sun.-Fri.,
15 minutes.
BAUKHAGE TALKING: Direct from Washington.
Baukhage gets his news from men who make it
— the White House, Cabinet, Congress. Midday, Mon.- Fri., 15 minutes.
MARTIN AGRONSKY: Direct from Washington.
Famous news analyst who has broadcast from all
over the world. Early A.M., Mon. -Sat., 15min.
KIERNAN'S NEWS CORNER: Walter Kiernan
direct &om New York. One of the outstanding
human-interest reporters of our time. Early
evening, Mon.-Fri. ,15 min. AvaUableJEast only.
DICK TRACY. Popular juvenile adventure series.
Late afternoon, Monday through Friday, 15
minutes.

flGEnCIES
GLENHALL TAYLOR, acting head of
Youngfice,&has been
Rubicamappointed
Hollywoodassociate
radio ofdirector of agency's radio division.
G. COLEMAN DAWSON has resigned as
radio production
chief and
of Morse
leavesinInterthe
agency Maynational,27.NewHeYork,
may continue
the
agency field
orradio
resumeacting.
free-lance
pro-P.
duction
and
JOHN
MITCHELL,
withproduction
Morse for work,
six months,
will
handleSLAYBAUGH
withas
CHESTER
continuing
radio department manager.
W.
former vice-president
and S.anPATJENS,
account
executive
Franklin
Bruck
has ofestablished
his ownAdv.,
agencyNew atYork,
489 Fifth
Ave., New
York, and
plans
to
specialize
in combined radio and car-card advertising.
GOLDMAN & GROSS, Chicago, has
moved St.,to Chicago.
larger quarters
at 221Dearborn
N. LaSalle
Telephone:
1380.
FREDERIC
KLEIMAN,
formerdirector
produc-of
tionH.manager
and Adv.,
radio
Henry
Teplitz
Chicago,
has
opened
an
agency
under
his
own
name
atRandolph
105 W. 1169.
Adams, Chicago. Telephone:
McCANN-ERICKSON
Newa course
York,
foreign
is Inc.,
offering
in the department,
Spanish
language
to LUDWIN,
all staff
members,
with
DR.
LEONARD
foreign
research director.
Inof thecharge.
A. N. SARMENTOR,
two
Brazilian
ofmanager
McCann-Erickson
since 1934, offices
has arrived
In New York for
aYork
three-month
visit
at
the
agency's
New
headquarters.
RALPH tisingHARRIS
has his
opened
adver-at
agency imder
own anname
250
Park accounts
Ave.,
New InYork,
service
radiowithas plans
well toas
other media.
former Co.,
account executiveMr.of Harris
Abbott IsKimball
New
and Adv.,
previously
Blow York,
Co., Mears
and Greywas Adv.with

this

DONALD
SAMSON,
former hasmanaging
editor
of B.Forbes
magazine,
joined
the
Son, radio
New writing
York. staff of N. W. Ayer &
JAMES V. SPADEA, former executive
of Kenyonviously&publisher
Eckhardt,
Newfor York,
preofhisYouown
five years,
has
established
advertising
agency
at
29
E.
64th
St.
Associated
with
him
are his wife, JEAN SPADEA.
as art
director,
JOHNSON,
York.
former copyandchiefKATHARINE
of Bonwlt Teller,
New
DOROTHY
HOLLINGSWORTH,
formerly withtisingDouglas
Leigh,
outdoor
adveragent, and departments
previously
inof the
dio and research
BBDO,raNew York, partmehas
joined
the
research
dent of Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York.
J.Kenyon
A. BRIGGS,
West
Coast
manager
of
& Eckhardt,
has resigned
become
president
and general
managerto
of
Los
Angeles
Downtown
Shopping
News.
JOHN SWALLOW,
agency radio
director,
Hollywood now
officewill
also. be in charge of
DAVID
LYON,joins
formerly
with Blow&
Co.,
NewG. York,
the asSherman
Marquette
New York
office
an executive.
BEAUMONT
&
HOHMAN,
Seattle
agency, has Bldg.
openedTelephone:
new quarters
the
Central
Senecain 0066.
HAL
AYRES
Jr.,
Hollywood
account
executive of The Homer Griffith Co.,
station pointed
representative,
has manager.
been apassistant Hollywood
BEA ingSTEFFY,
formerjy
with Auto
advertisdepartment
of
Western
Co..
Los Angeles, to Robert F. Dennis Inc.,
Los Angeles
agency,
as
assistant
writer. EILEEN COCHRAN has copybeen
placed in charge of media.
VERN
EASTMAN, publicity
director
of
Hlxson-O'Donnell
Adv.,the.Los
Angeles,
has been inducted
into
Army.manager
CARL
APPONYI,
former
advertising
ofCal.,Northrop
Inc., Hawthorne,
has joinedAircraft
the agency.

is

WOOD

Devins to Grant j
J.dix H.Aviation
DEVI'NS,
of Ben-i
Corp.formerly
public relations
staff and J. SterAdv., ling
has Getchell
joinedl
the Detroit staff
of Grant Adv., in
a public relations
capacity,
it was
announced
Edward R. byGrace,,
Grant dent.vice-presiAt one time
he was eastern
Mr. Devins
manager of the
NBC press department in New
York. Mr. Devins has been active
in industrial public relations work
for 10 years. He was with NBC for
eight years.
Rollinson Agency
DUDLEY ROLLINSON has announced opening of an advertising
agency, Dudley Rollinson Co., with
offices in the Empire State Building, New York. He will also act as
professional advertising consultant.
Accounts already include Maxson
Food Systems, New York; Heston
& Anderson, manufacturers of
Fairfield,ne ringla.;
Engi& Mfg.andCo.St.Mr.PaulRollinson
has handled several accounts for
CBS, NBC
works. He wasandalsoBlue-ABC
director of netresearch for Blackett-Sample-Hummert in Chicago, and account executive for Hixson-O'Donnell in Los
Angeles.
ofRALPH
Presba,GUSHING,
Fellers & account
Presba, executive
Chicago,
April 6 stationed
married Nlda
Eldred,Field,
now HI.In the
WACS
at Scott
BROOKS
ELMS,
Cone
&Inc.,Belding,
New formerly
York,
to ofJ. Poote,
M.executive.
Mathes
New heYork,
as account
At FC&B
was
assistant
to
the
president and serviced the American Tosupervising "Hit
Parade" baccoonCo. account,
CBS.
WILLIAM
H.former
WOOD,production
released from
the
Army
and
of Jim Duffy Co., Chicago, hasmanager
joined
BBDO, Los Angeles, as production manager.
CHARLESpointedH.radioHARRISON
has been apson Inc., New director
York. of Lester HarriFRANK PITTMAN, for more than a year
Hollywood
producer
of Needham,manager
Loulfl
& Brorby, has
been appointed
ofdirector,
agency'sreplacing
Holljrwood
office
and radio
CECIL
UNDERWOOD,
resigned.
Prior to
Louis
& Brorby,
Mr. Joining
Plttman Needham.
was NBO
Hollywood
producer.

STATION
IN

personc one.
»o

Chattanooga

1 spo*boy-
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5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

"Since Z.eke's eight boys got back
from the army, he calc'lates t' advertise over WFDF Flint."
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

BE

IT

AUDIENCE
EAST
WHN—
New
York
60,000 Watts
DICK GILBERT
5:00-6:00
Mon. thru P.M.
Sat.
The singing
jockey. Versatile
vocalist,
master disc
salesman.
(You can
that
again.)
Tuneful, different,
gets sayresults!
% hour participation.
3 days — $300.00 6 days — $50«.00.
WNBH— New Bedford, Mass.
250 Watts— Blue
LOCAL NEWS
8:30-8:45
Mon.
thru A.M.—
Sat. 6:16-6:30 P.SL
Two
good news
periodsa on20% a tostation
that
Hooper
shows
125%
audience
in sixwith
I Participation
— $4.00gaindaytime
—months
$8.00 evening.
WATR— Waterbury
X.OOO Watts— Blue
"MA" HVRLBURT and AL VESTRO
"GAGS and GOONS"
12:00-12:30 P.M. Saturday
This is the station's biggest mail
WJEJ—
Md.
260 Watts—Hagerstown,
Mutual
SADDLE PALS
11:15-11:45
A.M.— 2:15-2:30 P.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
That and
old sells
time merchandise.
i.i''sic show that gets
mail
8Participation
per week — —$16.98. 6 per week — $30.24.
WRAW—
Pa.
260 Watts— Reading,
NBC
IT'S
IN
THE
BAG
(Meaning the grocery bag)
10:00—11:00
Mon. thru Fri.A.M.
Yeasir
t thisstores.
one rings cash registers
in grocery
Participation- $25.00 per Wk.
WJAS—
6,000 WattsPittsburgh
LEE KELTON'S ORCHESTRA
6:30
6:00 P.M.
Mon.— thru
Fri.
A half-hour of appetizing, easy-to-listen
to music by one of Pittsburgh's leading
orchestras.
Participation —
One minute — $22.60 base rate.

TESTED

BLY§
FOR

WNAB — Bridgeport
260 Watts— Blue
liSO CLUB
7:00—8:00 A.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
Bridgeport's best bet for bre&kfast.
Daily participation — $32.40 per week.
WNHC— New Haven
250 Watts
mo MUSIC ROOM
2:00-4:00 P.M.
Mon. thru Sat,
Two hours of uninterrupted popular
music.
Daily participation — $26.00 per week.
WOCB— Cape Cod, Mass.
250 Watts — Blue
WORLD NEWS
7:30
A.M., 11:00
12:30 P.M.
P.M.,
6:00 P.M.,
Mon. thru Sat.
Hot from
the four Press
comersWire.of the
earth
by Associated
Spot participation — $18.00 Wk.
WJTN— Jamestown, N. Y.
250 Watts— Blue
MEMORY MATINEE
3:30—3:55
Mon. thru P.M.
Sat.
An ideal time for those old familiar
melodies.
Participation — $26.50 Wk.
WEST
K BUR— Burlington, la.
250 Watts— Blue
THE BURLINGTON BUGGY RIDE
11:00—11:30
Mon.
thru Sat.A.M.
The
program
rides into the hearts
and homes
of that
Burlington
pation— $35.00
per week. folks. ParticiWCLO— Janesville, Wise.
250 Watts— Mutual
THE HOMEMAKERS
9:05—9:30
A.M.
Mon. thru Sat.
AUNT
EM
has been telling 'em how
totheykeep
love house
it. for fourteen years and
Participation— $27.00 Wk.
WDGY— Minneapolis-St. Paul
5,000 Watts
VILLAGE RAMBLERS
Old
time music at its best, c
leather-jacket
Northwest. station of the
$160.00 per week, complete.

REPRESENTED
NEW

BUSY
TIME BUYERS
KMYR— Denver
K.IBS_San Francisco
260 Watts
BOO Watts
BEN BEZOFF
ALARM KLOCK KLUB
6:00
6:00
Mon. A.M.-8-00
thru Sat. A.M.
Mon. tothru6:15Fri.P.M.
Surveys
Denver's
most from
popular
commentator.
in the Bayprovearea.it's the best dollar buy
Just
returned
a
tour
of
France
and England.
Spot
participaticr
— $6.50 base rate.
KFMB—
San Diego
Complete at $200 per week.
250
Watts—
Blue
WIL— St. Louis
MORNING A.M.
MELODIES
8:00—8:16
250 Watts
Mon. thru Fri.
THE BREAKFAST CLVB
A
good
time
catchRatethe $9.00.
whole family.
7:00—8:00 A.M.
Participation —toBase
Mon. thru Sat.
KTKC
—
Fresno-Visalia
Twenty
years
of audienceM.C.buildmakesup
5,000
Blue PROGRAM
plus
easy-to-Usten-to
ALL Watts—
STAR P.M.DANCE
this onean outstandi
g.
2:45—3:30
Mon. thru Fri.
Minutes or Vi hours at Card Rate.
Everybody
likes a ofdance
tune. Here's—
WDSM— Duluth-Superior
forty-five
it. Participation
Card
Elates.minutes
250 Watts— Blue
TWILIGHT TIME
KEVR— Seattle
5:15—5:30 P.M.
250 Watts PLATTERS
BREAKFAST
Mon. thru Fri.
7:00—8:00
A.M.
Timely tunes for Twin Port tea time.
Mon. thru Sat.
Spot Participation — Base Rate $4.00.
If(andthey
want
music
with theybreakfast
they do)— this
is where
get It.
KBIZ— Ottumwa, la.
Participations
$3.26
each.
250 Watts— Mutual
FARM & HOME PROGRAM
SOUTH
11:30-12:00 Noon
VVHBQ— Memphis
Mon. thru Sat.
250
Watts
—
Mutual
JITTERBUG HALL
A newsy farm progiam in the State
2:00-2:30
where the tall corn grows.
Mon. thru P.M.
Fri.
Daily participation — $19.20 Wk.
way.
Seven
years at— the
same
It'sit'slively
K250FUN—
—highlight
it s musical
hot — down
intime.fact,Memphisthe
Watts Las Vegas, N. M.
of theit's day
THE SPANISH HOUR
Minute
participation
—
$7.50
each,
base.
2:00-3:00
Mon.
thru P.M.—
Sat. 7:00-8:00 P.M.
WTAW— College Station, Texas
1,000 Watts—
Blue
Two
favoritewhole
musichours of New Mexico's
FARM
12:30
toFAIR
12:45
Daily participation — $16.20 Wk.
Mon. thru
Sat. P.M.
KFBC— Cheyenne, Wyo.
The
AggiesFarmers.
Station with farm
news Texas
for Texas
250
Blue TIME
Spot Participation— Bas Rate $6.40
PIE Watts—
& COFFEE
WTSP— St. Petersburg-Tampa
2:30
Mon. tothru2:45Fri.P.M.
1,000 Watts—
Athe smart
and Cafe
the customers
WOMEN
IN Mirtual
THE NEWS
popularemcee
Shy Ann
makes this ina
10:30 thru
to 10:45
Mon.
Sat. A.M.
sparkling
quarter-hour.
$75.00 per week complete.
Mostly news
about women, of especial
interest
to women.
PACIFIC COAST
Daily participation— $21.00 Wk.
WORD— Spartanburg, S. C.
KFWB— Los Angeles
5,000
250 watts — Blue
MAKE Watts
BELIEVE BALLROOM
HOO CLUBP.M.
7:30-8:00
11:00 thru
A.M. Sat.to 2:30 P.M.
Mon.-Wed.-Thur8.
Mon.
Recorded
music, plus a smart disc
The
original
Make
Believe
Ballroom
—
12 yearstener in Los
on KFWB
jockey
plusthisa lotan ofoutstanding
merchandising
tieAngeles.— lowest cost per lisups makepator.
particiCard rate.
$50 per Vi hr.— 50 word spots— $12.00.

BYRAMREAU
YORK

HOLLYWOOD

N

N
LOUISVILLE

Rogers, Adams Elected
Keystone Vice-Presidents
KEYSTONE Broadcasting System,
New York, has announced election
of two new vice-presidents, Naylor
Rogers, western sales manager in
Chicago, and
Mort Adams, station relations director. New York.
Mr. Rogers
a veteran of more
than 20 years in
radio, was with
KNXles forLos11 Angeyears,
then at KO.Y Mr. Rogers
Phoenix, and in
1938, he joined
International Radio Sales in Chicago. Founder of the Los Angeles
Advertising Club, Mr. Rogers has
held his present post for the past
three and one-half years.
Mr. Adams, formerly with the
New York World-Telegram promotion and advertising research department, joined Keystone in 1941.
He had previously done research
and sales promotion work with a
number of large department stores,
Gulf Oil and Atlantic Refining Co.
GILBERT
GARDNER, editorial
former staff
memberof
ofBROADCASTING
the Washington
and previously
with
the
Office
of
Lend-Lease
Adm.
and
the
public relations
of Time, Life
and
Fortune,
has beenstaffappointed
manager
of the publicity
department of the and
Illinoisinformation
State Chamber of Commerce.

flUIEPRRTS

H. R. S.ducer oRECORDINGS,
New York,
prophonograph
records,
entered thef radio
transcription
field.has First
release features
Brick
Fleagle
and
orc
h
e
s
t
r
a
i
n
12
original
numbers,
all
handled
by
Broadcast
Music
Inc.
H,
R.
S.
president
engineer. is STEVE SMITH, recording
PHILIP
Radio as&
TelevisionKRIEGER
Service has
Co., joined
New York,
manager
and
co-partner,
with
ALLEN
C. KAYE-MARTIN,
recently
he was a radiopresident.
engineer Until
with
OWI in New York. Known as Ray-Tele,
one ofects isthe
organization's
current shows
projthe
building
of
package
for New York foreign language stations.
MARY CONWAY has been appointed
women's radio editor of British InforService, succeeding
SAWYER,merlymationresigned.
ConwayGENE
forwith CBSMrs.Chicago
andwasWMCA
New York.
KASPER-GORDON Inc., Boston, has
acquiredbution ejfclusive
rights offorFamous
the distriof "Thehalf-hour
Theater
Radio duced
Players",
protranscribed series Hollywood
of 26 programs.
JACK rDOUGLAS,
former
of division
USO assistant
Camppublicity,
Showsdiand
headector of publicity
of overseas
has established
a public
relations
firm
at 130 W. junction
42ndwith two
St., New
York,USOin pubconformer
licity
associates,
RUTH
CALLAHAN
and
FONTAINE PORTER.
RAEYfice of E.the SETTI,
in
the
publication
ofNew York
Post,screen
is nowandservidiong asartists.
manager
of stage,
raGEORGE SILVERS has left Press Assn.
where
he served
as producer-director
join Gale
Inc.,nd producer,
New
York,as artist
repre-to
an associate
in the radiosentative adepartment.

Saiic Slue A/atu'oti

PEGGY STONE, Afu Yorh
GEORGE ROESLER, i hicafio
HOMER GRIFFITH
COMPANY
llifllyivoiKl <fe .Sfifi h rtiiicisct)

||t
RALPH
W.
HARKER,
assistant
topriorpublisher
ofadvertising
Sunsetformer
Magazine
andof
to
that
manager
Seattle Times,System
has Pacific
joinedCoast
Keystone
Broadcasting
seles,
with headquarters in Hollywood.
MARTIN
has resignedof
from
the LANGWEILER
promotion
department
WPIL Philadelphia
to Join
A. J. Wood
Research
Organization,
May 14. Philadelphia. j
CLAIR HEYER,
man onCo..the Chiadertising staf ofradio
Armour
cago, hastovannounced
plans of&to radio
leave time
the
company
form
a
service
availabilities.
JOHN P. MYERS Co., 119 E. 57th St.,
New York,
firm,
opened MYERS,
afterproduction
two years
duringhas
whichre-in
JOHN
president,
was
military P.service.
Mr.
Myers
and
his
asTIGNER, and
vice-president
on leavesociates,
of ALANabsence,
WILLIAM
KAUFMAN,
production
chief,
are
offeringagedforseries
national
packor fivesyndication
broadcasts astarring
Ellssa Landa and titled "Where Ladies
ADDISON
SMITH, former
head ofBros.,
the
radio
department
ofrepresentative,
Frederick
New
willat
Meet". York,hisartists
establish
own
production
firm
515 Madison
HeELMAN
has become
asociated with Ave.
DAVEElman's
in productionlery",
of s"Dame
Auction
Galstarting May 22 on Mutual.
JERRY
writer-dlrector-producer,ParkhasDEVINE,
established
his own
at
230
Ave.
underLEEthe
namefirmisJerry
Devine Productions.
MYERS
ass
o
c
i
a
t
e
d
w
i
t
h
him
as
general
manager
and publicity
head,firm.continuing
his own
public
Mr. Devine
drop hisrelations
assignment
towards
the will
end
ofAttorney"
June on (Doherty,
Bristol-Myers
"Mr.
Clifford to& District
Shenfleld)
NBC,
to
devote
fulltlme
buUding and handling his own package proLife Insurancegrams.
"This Including
Is YourEquitable
FBI", Blue-ABC.
NEW
recording
index,
listing
more
than
30,000casttitles,
shippedstations.
by BroadMusic
Inc.has tobeen
member
Index
supersedes
the
BMI
Consolidated
Record
list ofthree
Jan.times
1941 and
contains
more
than
the
material
originally classified.
RADIO
of "Abbie InandU. Slats",
the
comicVERSION
syndicated
and
Canada
bystripUnited
Features, Is S.being
preparedtions, NewbyYork.
Richman-Sanford ProducELEANORE
SMITH, owner
Eleanore M. SmithM. Associated
Radio ofArtists.
Chicago,
was
married
to
ALFRED
KENDRICKS
of World
Broadcasting
System
in New York
on April
20.
RYDER & INGRAM, Oakland, Cal., advertising management and sales developfirm, is now located
at 1924 0363.
Franklin St.mentTelephone
is Templebar

In the Ark-La-Tex area, KWKH
—with its 50,000 watts— is the
No. 1 Medium, with full coverage
and SELLING POWER in this
prosperous market.
ABC MITWORK \
STATIONATTIME
W TS ^
SPOT [
ANNOONCEMENTS
CBS

HARRY McTIGUE
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SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
Represented by The Biranham Co.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Adyerthing

BIRTHDAYS
On May 10, 1930, a new star became fixed in the constellation ofSuper-Power Broadcasting Stations. That was the
day we joined the distinguished company of 50,000-watt
stations. Up until that day only seven had attained the
pinnacle of such power and prestige. Not only that ... Ave
became the premier 50,000-watt station of the Southwest.
Our Fifteenth Anniversary of this notable event finds us
celebrating with recognition and appreciation of the past
and its marked progress and achievements in serving our
coverage area. It also serves to make us more cognizant of
responsibilities, and is the genesis of a still firmer determination to intensify our range of usefulness and service.
We joined the pioneers in feeling our way along the uncharted
skies of Radio by building a 150-watt station in 1922. The call
letters, "WFAA," became the now widely-known and popular
emblem of "Your Neighbor of the Air," with a signal that
heralds distinctive service throughout an ever widening territory— to an ever growing audience. From 150 watts to 500
watts — then 5,000 watts — and in 1930, 50,000 watts! They've
been glorious years — years in which ideals of the A. H. Belo
Corporation, publisher of The Dallas Morning News, and operator of Station WFAA, have been activated by the finest of
equipment, facilities, personnel and talent. We would be alien
to the spirit of this age of progress without these guiding ideals
of service. They've carried us ever forward. They'll continue to
do so in the years ahead.
7Z
WFAA
Martin Campbell, General Manager
Ralph Nimmons and Ray Collins, Asst. Mgrs.
NBC and TEXAS
QUALITY
NETWORK AFFILIATES
820 KC
50,000 WATTS
"A NATIONALLY CLEARED CHANNEL STATION"
IROADCASTING
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JOHN
DAVIDhas STORES,
New Tork
apparel),
four (men's
weeks
Blue-ABC
"Letterrenewed
to TourforServicemen",
weekly
quarter-hour
on
WABD
New
York,sor,Dumont
television
station.
Sponwhich paysthe production
costs
only,
also
presents
program
on
WJZ
New
York, &BlueCo., outlet.
Agency is Gxissow
K&bn
New York.
', ' named
GROTON Franklin
WATCHBruckCo.,Adv.,Boston,
has
New York,
.■ ' asMARIA
agencyKRAMER
and is considering
radio. InENTERPRISES,
Edison Hotels
]\ eluding
In New the
York,Lincoln
and theandRoosevelt
Hotel
' ,•'V Adv.,
in Washington,
Seidel
New York, hasas appointed
agency. Concern
sponsors a six-weekly quarter-hour on
j*, from
WINS the
New Lincoln,
York, featuring
dance music
with pick-up
from
the Roosevelt
in Washington.
ARMOUR SOAP Co. (Chiffon Flakes),
'i; began sponsorship May 1 for 52 weeks of
'■: aChicago.
spot campaign
WMAQConeand& WCFL
Agency isonFoote,
BeldIng, Chicago.
CERTIFIED
LABS.,
PhUadelphla
(ZenMedicatedBauer
skin Adv.,
cream),Philadelphia
has appoint-to
edithAdrian
•>,. radio.
handle a campaign said to include
;/
- BOSTONtend its "B.
& MAINE
RAILROAD wUlShow"ex& M. Waker-Upper
' 7-7:15
a.m.Portland,
Monday
through
to
WGAN
Me.,
May 14.Saturday
Agency
; is Harold Cabot & Co., Boston.
GUTTERnary biologlcals),
LABS., Sanhas Francisco
(veteristarted
one-minute transcribed
on a number
western
Canadianspotsstations.
Agency ofis
■Jt • Cockfleld Brown & Co., Vancouver.

^
FREDERICK & NELSON, Seattle deis presenting
west
Heroes"partment
onstore,KOMO
Seattle, "NorthSunday
9:30 seas
p.m.,interviews,
featuring
transcribed
overdramatization
of heroic
deeds menand
other
features
about
serviceof the area.
DON CIMINO WINE Co., Chicago, has
appointed Malcolm Howard Adv., Chibe vised.cago, to handle advertising. Radio will
GAYLORD
CONTAINERthe KSDCorp.,
Louis, has purchased
St. LouisSt.
Sunday
afternoon
"St.
Louis
Heroes"
program, 3:15-3:30
p.m.,
for Institutional
advertising
andNo tomiddle
promote
the Seventhis
War
Loan.
commercial
used on program.
BLITZ-WEINHARD
Brewingquarter-hour
Co., Portland, Ore., is sponsoring
Mon.
thru
Frl.
evening
"San
Francisco
Calling"
on KGW Portland,
featuring
highlights
sidelines on theandSan human
FranciscoInterest
Conference.
U. X.ed J.MFG.
Co.,
New
York,
has
appoint-to
B.
Kupslck
Inc.,
New
York,
handle
of U. wUl
X. shaving
stick.
Spotadvertising
announcements
be used
but stations
have not yet been
decided.
FORSTER
BOWEN,
recently
resigned
from
Thomas director
J. Llptonof the
Inc.,American
is now
merchandising
Institute
ofwillFoodworkProducts,
New York.
Mr.
Bowen
at
acquainting
the
trade with tie-ups to the following food
programs:
"Dr.
Walter
H.
Eddy's
Food
Forum" on WOR New York and the
Yankee
"For Capt.
Womenand Only"
WHN Healy,
NewNetwork,
York, and
Mrs.
Tim
scheduled
New York before
Juneto 1.start on WMCA

A NEW
TRANSCRIBED
PROGRAM WITH
MASS APPEAL!

>

CELEBRATING
of Blue's
Breneman's
Breakfast in Holly-'
wood
are: Mr. opening
Breneman,
LewisTomAllen
Weiss, vice-president,
general manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System; Hal Hudson, prograd
director; Charles Morin, sales manager; Harry Witt, assistant general
manager; Donald W. Thornburgh, vice-president, all of CBS western
division; Clyde Scott, general manager of KECA Los Angeles Blue outlet ^
Sydney N. Strotz, NBC western division vice-president.
W.S. C.N. Johnson
CONNOLLY, advertising
manager,
Racine,of governors
Wis., has
been elected to& theSon,board
of the caCooperative
Analysis
of
Broadsting as the fourth advertiser member.
HYDROPONIC CHEMICAL Co., New
York
(Hyponex
has named
BrlggsChemical
& VarleyPlantInc.,Food),
Nevir
York, ascludedagency.
Is said to be Inin $10,000 Radio
campaign.
BLOOMER BREWERY, Bloomer, Wis.
(Buckingham
Ale), hasCo.,placed
its acwith McCord
Minneapolis.
Radio
iscountsaid
to be included
in $30,000
campaign.
LOEW'S
Criterion
Theater
and Universal Pictures
Corp. used
a three-day
spot
campaign
in
New
York
to
herald
openCampaign
included
use
ofWABC150ing of "Salome".
spots
divided
among
10
stations:
WEAP WNEW
WJZ WORWHN.WMCA
WINS
WOV
WAAT
Spot
radio
is expected to be used in other sections
inrelease.
connection with
the picture's local
& Coe, Business
New York.was placed by Donahue
ENCO
MFG.
Co.,
Chicago
lathes),
appointed
Evans (turret
Assoc.,
Chicago, tohasRadio
handle
promotion.
isadvertising
considered. and sales
NARRAGANSETT
BREWING
Cranston, R. I. (Narragansett
andCo.,Lager),
and
Atlantic
Refining
Co.,Alehave
Philadelphia
(Atlantic
White
Flash),
signed
with
Yankee Network
to co-sponsor
dally canplay-by-play
broadcasts
of Ameriand National
League
ball
games.
Tom
Hussey,
veteran
sports
announcer,
does
the
broadcast
from
Braves
Field
or
Fenway
Park.
Yankee
FM
stations
WMTW Boston and WGTR Boston are
included
in
the
hook-up.
WNHC
New
Haven has been added.
OWL chain),
DRUG onCo.,MayLos4 Angeles
(retail
drug
started weekly
transclbed
quarter-hour
series.
"PleasuretractParade",
on
KFI
Los
Angeles.
Con13 weeks
placed thru Ruthrauff & forRyan,
Hollywood.
NATIONAL stSCHOOLS,
Angelesweekly
(inruction), on April 29Losstarted
half-hour
"Vets
Talk forIt Over"
on KPWB
Hollywood.
Contract
26
weeks
placed
thru Adolph Wenland Adv., Los Angeles.

52 74 -Hour Programs Now Available!
A NATURAL for any sponsor interested in reaching
the feminine audience— and available to one sponsor in a city on a low-cost syndicated basis.
Each episode is complete in itself . . . dramatizations
of stories appearing in REAL ROMANCES MAGAZINE
read by more than a million women every month!
Plenty of promotional tie-ups, including placards at
all newsstands, ad mats, publicity material, transcribed teaser advance spots, etc.
Write or Wire for Audition Samples and Avoi/obi/ifies
TRANSCRIPTION DIVISION
KASPER-GORDON,
Incorporated
140 Boylslon St., Boston 16,
Mots.
One of The Country's Largest Producers of Successful Programs
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NEW
BUSINESS
for KYW
includes:
Elizabeth
Arden,Philadelphia!
New York
(legly formakeup),
four
station
breaks
13 weeksElectric
thru Blaker
Adv.,weekNewi
York; General
Co., Philadelphia!
(help
wanted),
two
station
breaks
weekly forber two
weeks; (shoe
Goodyear
Tire one& RubAkron
repair),
stationCo., break
weekly
forYork;
52 Lever
weeks Bros.,
thru
Compton
Adv.,
New
Cambridge
(Lifebuoy),
10
station
breaks
weekly)
one York;
month Laco
thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan,forNew
Products,
Baltimore
(shampoo),
five thru
one-minute
spots
weekly
for
52
weeks
Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.
STUDIO
GIRL
SHAMPOO,
Los
Angeles,
in lateSanAprilDiego,started
dally spotsis foron
KFSD
Cal. Contract
13 weeks.
sponsors KPVD
similarLosschedule ongeles,
KIEVFirm
Glendale,
Orleans.
Robert An-F.
Dennis Inc.,WDSULosNewAngeles,
has account.
INDEPENDENT
DRUGGISTS 30ofstarted
CaUfornia,
San Francisco,
five-weekly
newscasts ononAprilKFOX
Long
Beach tand
Diego,thruCal.Robert
Conracts for 52KPMB
weeks Sanplaced
F. Dennis
Los Angeles.
sors similarInc.,
schedvQe
on KFVDFirmLossponAnBATEMAN
&
Co.,
Los
Angegeles.les (stocks, EICHLER
bonds), in late April started
weekly quarter-hour
transcribed
"WashingtonContract
Inside Out"
on KMPC
Hollywood.
for 4 Adv.,
weeks
thru
Elwood J. Robinson
LosplacedAngeles.
SERVICE FINANCE Co., Los Angeles
(loans), on April
23 addedmusical
five-weekly
quarter-hour
transcribed
gram to similar
schedule
fiveContract
times proper
week
on
KMPC
Hollywood.
for
52
weeks.
Velma
Cloward
Adv., LosIs
Angeles, has account.
NORTHROP
Inc., Hawthorne, Cal., AIRCRAFT
inin alate13-week
which started
April, campaign
Is \ising
participation
in "Sunrise
Salute"
KNX
Los
Angeles
and
in
"Rise
andon
Shine" on daily
KHJ Losnewscast
Angeles.onFirmKMTR
also
sponsors
Hollywood
and ona dally
spotKFWBannouncement schedule
KFAC
KMPC
KGPJ.
through
J. Walter
ThompsonPlacement
Co., Losis Angeles.

CRYSTAL

QUARTZ

OSCILLATORS
BROADCASTING

CO.

SINCE 1927
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Never
on

World

Library keeps

a

dull

this

moment

station!

star talent on the air round-fhe-cfockf

No program let-downs here . . . the World Library sees to that!
Stations subscribing to World's Program Service broadcast
sparkling entertainment ri^ht around the clock— and keep
their ratings high.
Brilliant stars . . .World talent includes some of the biggest names
(bands, vocalists, orchestras and novelty groups) in the business—and there are plenty of selections to work with. These
artists have big foUowings— a ready-made radio audience for
your advertisers.
Life-like reproduction . . .World's famous Vertical-Cut transcriptions were voted by radio engineers in a nation-wide Reuben
H. Donnelly Corp. poll "the highest quality reproduction."
Latest hits . . . tunes that everyone wants to hear now. World
sends out at least fifty new units each month.
Variety . . . The 4000 selections of the basic World Library include material for every type of program.
Smartly-styled shows ... To round out its service, World proROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

vides completely-written continuities— 78 each week— ready to
go on the air as sustaining or sponsored programs. Station
managers are enthusiastic about this service ... for instance
Station KGY, Oljonpia, Wash., writes— "w/fA the World
Library, anybody can go out and sell his head off! "
Why be satisfied with less?. . .Join the leading stations (over
300 of them) who enjoy World's service. Get the facts now!
Drop a line to World Broadcasting System, Inc., 711 Fifth
Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
WORLD
LIBRARY
World Broadcasting System, Inc
A subsidiary of Oeeea Records, he.
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD
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BELL
Telephone Labs.
Is producing fora
"submersion-proof"
lip communications
microphone
use by New
Invasion
units.
miketroops
is equipped
with a
special cludegland
willwithstand
pass air but
exwater cycleandthat
can
a submersion
of
25
minutes
under
inches of sea water, followed by baking10
at 125° F., repeated five times without
AMERICAN
& Radioshowed
Corp.a and
Its
subsidiaryCable
companies
net
income paredofwith $2,197,476
1944, asin coma net of for
$1,957,655
1943,
according
to therevenues
company'sincreased
annualfromreport. Operating
$17,047,535
insubstantially
1943 to $20,098,680
1944.
ACRC
hold
all
thein Comstock
of All America
CablesMackay
& Radio,
mercial
Cable
Co.,
Radio
Telegraph
Co. andcompanies
Socledad furnishing
Anonlma&
Radio
Argentina,
international
telegraph
service
by cable
or radio.
AUSTIN
EBERLE,command
formerlyin with
the
AAF technical
Chicago,
has joined
ing staff. the WJJD Chicago engineerNORMAN
JACOBOWITZ,
operor at WQXR
New York, control
Is the father
of a atboy.
COL. nalA.CorpsR. inMARCY,
now with
chargetheofSig-allis
communicationsHawaii
In thein Southwest,
formercuse. chief
engineer
of
WFBL SyraHe was incorrectly
WSYR Syracuse
April 23. identified with
ROBERT
CLARENCEare POLMANTER BACHMAN,
DONengineering
RENNIS
new
members
ofandthe
WJEF Grand
Rapids,
Mich. staff of
SHEILA FOUST has been added to the
engineering staff of WKZO Kalamazoo,
Mich.
A. W. manager
FREESE,of the
vice-president
and
Majestichas Radio
&works
Television
Corp.,
Chicago,
been
named
works
manager
of
the
radio
plant of the Crosley Corp., Cincinnati.
FRANK
W. WARNER,
totorr ofofpurchases,
hasmanufacturing
beenassistant
named direcdirecpurchases,
sion,
Crosley
Corp.
He
succeeds
J.divi-E.
LAUTSBAUGH, resigned.
PAUL
LINDSAY,
WHEBIs thePortsmouth,
N.a boy.
H., chief
engineer.
father of

IN READERSHIP
where only one publication is read!
Among general advertising publications covering the entire
field oftisersadvertising
marketing.
..it often
that adverand agencies and
subscribe
for only
one happens
publication.
This,
they feel, covers the subject insofar as they are concerned.
Throughout this group which makes a practice of reading
only one general advertising publication ... ADVERTISING
AGE leads all competitors by a wide margin . . . and especially
among agencies, where it has more paid subscribers than any
other general advertising paper.
Because of its exclusive readership and its widespread inthe advertising
world . . . broadcasting
stations fluence
use morethroughout
advertising
in ADVERTISING
AGE than in any
other general advertising publication.
Advertising
Age
The National Newspaper of Marketing
lOO E. Ohio St., Chicago II • 330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18
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Mr. Whitmore

Stromberg Carlson Sales
Over 55 Million in 1944
STROMBERG CARLSON Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., achieved a total
of $55,140,243 in sales for the year
1944, compared to $40,946,618 in
1943, according to the annual report released to stockholders. Net
profit for the year amounted to
$843,607 for 1944, compared with
$726,815 for 1943.
WHAMand Rochester,
Y., S-C's
owned
operated N.station,
had
its most profitable year in 1944, and
at the same time devoted a large
amount of time to aid community
war activities, without excessive
interference with its commercial
schedules, the report states.
made of ina large
1944
haveSpecial
shown surveys
the existence
potential market for the postwar
products
planned
the
basis
of these,
plansbyareS-C.
beingOnmade
"for immediate postwar operations
well
excess
of prewar
whichinwill
continue
throughvolume,"
a period of years, according to the re-

Staley Spots
A. E. STALEY MFG. Co., Decatur,
began
sponsorship forMay13 5 weeks
of a weekly announcement
thru
Hill Blackett & Co., Chicago, on
WLS WIBW KMA KMMJ WDAY
KFYR.
IRVINGtion Patents
ROSE,Holding
president
Co., ofNew RevelaYork,
has
his company will
port. announced
cense radio set manufacturers
to \iseliSyntheticceivers,
Bassintercoms,
Patents
In postwar reSnow in September.,
public
plifiers and record
players. address am-

down South..
Cotton is the 16-county
WSPA-Piedmont's largest
money crop. Over 27,500,000
baled -pounds each year are
produced in Spartanburg
County alone.
SPARTANBURG,
CAROLINA
WSPA SOUTH
Homeof!Camp Croft
5000 waHs Day, 1000 waHt Night
950 kilocycles, Rep. by HoMlngbery
BROADCASTING
PHIU.'S

Broadcast iNDEPENDENT
Advertising

/

INDEPENDENT

STATION

CHICAGO'S

74e

WHITE
SOXgW^^«^
WILL BE BROADCAST BY
JACK
CHICAGO'S

BRICKHOUSE
ACE

SPORTS-ANNOUNCER

Actual play-by-play description fore games, Brickhouse interof all home and out of town viewsmembersof the White Sox
games. • In the 15 minutes beThis
versatile has,
nationally-known
sports
announcer,
during his career,
broadcast football, boxing, basketball,
and the Democratic and Republican
Conventions in 1944 — a major feat.

WJJD, Inc.
230 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago 1, Illinois

J)<dlL
A Ma^hUL
ROADCASTING
• broadcast Advertismg

STATION

team direct from the diamond.
PAUL H. RAYMER
366 Madison Avenue
New York City

20^000

V^ATTS
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ANDREW

SOLUTION

Separate Offices Opened
By Woodward and Keel
SEPARATION of the consulting
engineering
v/ard & Keelpartnership
and separateof Woodoperation of offices
by
the John
two were
announced last week.
J. Keel
disclosed he will continue in the

to-an

PROBLEM
^NTENNA
Faced with a difficult antenna problem,
E. H. Andresen, Chief Engineer of Chicago's Board of Education Station WBEZ, called
on Andrew engineers for a solution. The problem was that of coupling a 70-ohm unbalanced
coaxial transmission line to the much smaller
balanced impedance of the antenna. Uncertainty of the exact value of the antenna impedance made the problem difficult, and called
for some kind of an adjustable coupling device.
Andrew solved the problem by constructing a
quarter wave impedance transforming section
with a concentric "bazooka" for the balance conversion. Adjustments were made by varying the
average dielectric constant in resonant section.
This problem is but one of many that the experienced staff of Andrew engineers are called
upon to solve. As qualified experts in the field
of FM, radio and television anteima equipment
Andrew engineers have solved many problems
for militaTy and broadcast engineers.
FOR THE SOLUTION OF YOUR ANTENNA PROBLEMS
. . . FOR THE designing, ENGINEERING, AND BUILDING OF ANTENNA EQUIPMENT . . . CONSULT ANDREW

• Curve shows standing waves
determined
probing (section
electrostatic field inby "piccolo"
ofdrilled
transmission
line with Wavy
holes
in outer conductor).
curve
represents
initialstraight
conditions
before
adjustment;
line shows the final result after
adjustment of matching unit.
ANDREW
363 East 75th Street, Chicago 19,
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CO.

• Twin
dehydrating unit-barreled
especially
for WBEZ
bv ANDREWdesigned
engipeers.ing oneDesign
permits
leavcartridge
in service
while
the
other
cartridge
is
being recharged.

1/ .
Mr. Woodward
Mr. Keel
consulting practice under his own
name, retaining
partnership'sin
clientele,
and willtheheadquarter
the Earle Bldg., Washington, D. C.
(phone: NAtional 6153).
J. D. Woodward will head a new
engineering
under the&
firm name oforganization
J. D. Woodward
Associates, with offices at 507 Water
St., Baltimore (phone: Saratoga
8535). Mr. Woodward will specialize
in manufacture of radio transmitment.ters and industrial electronic equipRCA Negotiates Wage
Contract With NABET
CONTRACT covering wage rates
for recording engineers at New
York
Chicagoof studios
Victoranddivision
RCA hasof RCA
been
negotiated with NABET, subject
to approval of the War Labor
Board, Allan T. Powley, president
of the union, announced last week.
NABET was certified several
months ago as bargaining agent
for recording engineers, technicians
and wax recording disc makers at
the
studios Board.
by the National
LaborRCARelations
Meanwhile, NLRB announced
certification of NABET as barrepresentative offorWSPR
engineersgaining
and technicians
Springfield, Mass. The Board conducted an election April 9 to determine whether a majority of the
employes desired union affiliation.
Dante Augostine
DANTE AUGOSTINE, 27, technician in the CBS equipment laboratories, where he had been working
on special ernment,
assignment
for the28Gov-by
was killed April
an electrical
charge.
CBS executives said that Mr. Augostine,
who
was alone in the laboratory at the
time, had apparently picked up a
wire with both hands, completing
a circuit of 500 volts through his
body. A police emergency squad
worked for six hours under the direction of Dr. Joseph J. C. McDonald, CBS emergency physician,
intechnician.
a futile Mr.
attempt
to revivejoined
the
Augostine
survives.
CBS March 8, 1943. His wife
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IS THE
THAT

ONLY

COUNTS

IN

ONE
SOUND

Regardless of high quality pick-up, amplification, radio broadcast or home reception, the
end result is the only one that counts in quality sound reproduction. Perfect sound reproduction from 40 to 15,000 cycles plus is the

Radio Programs Hindered by 'License
Neurosis^ of Broadcasters^ Says Field
rosis", thesoauthor
man- i1
MOST BROADCASTERS exhibit agers have
avoidedobserves,
controversial
program
material
as
to
make
their i
'lia a
best labelled
quirk, which
a mental
cense neurosis",
constitutes
offerings
"politically asinsipid
rather
!\
disturbance
to the
than
as
challenging
they
should
health of the
be". Eternal vigilance of radio free i
speech, he said, is just as important j
country's radio
freedoms.
as eternal vigilance of the other i|
programs, in the
opinionshallofField, MarpubMr. Field contends that the pub- 1
lisher of the Chilie has a right, and sooner or later |
cago Sun and
will
exercise it, to keep radio from
New York's PM,
"becoming still another means
and owner of
through
it is cajoled
and co-of
W J J D C h iercedwhich
into accepting
the ideas
Mr. Field
cago
and
WSAI
dominant
individuals
and
groups
Cincinnati.
without adequate means for reply
In domais More
current
Free-of
Thanbest-seller,
a Word [U.
upon what controversy,
has become
andTouching
discussion."
Chicago
Press,
$2.50],
Mr.
regulatory
devotes a chapter to radio asField
the aMr.current
Field argues it is not enough
importantcus ion.new
major with
mediathe ofchapdis- for station operators to talk in
He combines
terms of the percentage of the
terion thepolling.
importance of public opin- entire program time that they devote to non-commercial offerings.
Radio's plight, Mr. Field relates, He urges
a voluntary agreement
crops from the "alleged threat, pre- among networks and stations for
sumably hanging over each radio assignment of certain choice periods
station, of the termination of its
noncommercial presentations.
license by the FCC or other Federal forWhile
would represent a
authority." Though the FCC has temporary this
cut in revenue and would
given gardevery
evidence
of "a high
re- call for development
for freedom
of speech
in radio
of better techniques, Mr. Field feels that it
and has avoided giving any eviimprove the atdence of prior restraint — censor- would immediately
titudes of important groups toship—tion
uponpolicies
broadcast
material, staward the social role of stations and
are formulated
as
would
be
"a fine investment for the
though
Commission's
definitionor
of 'publicthe interest,
convenience
necessity' were both narrow and industry from this standpoint".
dictatorial".
Because of this "license neuWELI Assignment
CONSENT has been granted by the
FCC to voluntary assignment of
license of WELI New Haven from
City Broadcasting
Corp. toInc.,
Con-a
necticut Radio Foundation
newly formed Connecticut corporation owned by the Col. Harry C.
Wilder interests, operator of WELI.
BELLed a "submersion-proof"
TELEPHONE LABS,liphasmicrophone
developand
headthesetarmed
combination
especially for
use
of
forces.
Manufactured
by Westernwith Electric
thewillsetpassis
equipped
a water.
gland Co.,
which
air but meexclude
It can
be sub-of
r
g
e
d
2
5
minutes
under
10
inches
and has
been tested
In ovens
ofsea
125waterdegrees
Fahrenheit
repeated
five
ment.
times without damage to the instru-

end result of the Duplex Speaker. That's the
end result that counts with top sound engineers and discriminating listeners.
SEND

FOR

BULLETINS
GATEWAY
TO THE
RICH

CBS
AfFtUAtr
?AUt H

TENNESSEE
VALLEY
LANSING

CORPOPAT/ON

1210 TAFT BUILDING-HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
250 WEST 57 STREET«NEW YORK 1 9, N . Y.
IN CANADA: NORTHERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
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J

WHATEVER affects the nation's business and industry ultimately
affects us in radio and television. That's why I— and many
of my associates — read The Wall Street Journal diligently. It can
truthfully be said this publication is, to those interested in day-byday business developments, what 'round-the-clock radio news is
to the public. It's a 'must' for radio
^
^ \
executives."

JOHN F. ROYAL
Vice President
National Broadcasting Company, Inc.

^^^•r!t-»_-v_--^^^^~i~^

Ml
"Like most important business news, this story appeared first in The Wall
Street nessJournal.
daily and
is "must"
for busimen who That's
need towhybe thisfully,national
accurately
quicklyreading
informed.
And
that's what provides such an unusually responsive audience for advertisers.
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The ONLY National Business Daily
Published simultaneously on both coasts
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Announcing
the appointment of
MR. GEO. L. KETCHAM

Director of
PUBLICITY

Off-Mike at San Francisco
(Continued from page 18)
the stewardess checked his pulse,
Rosencranz, who conducts the
looked at the thermometer, declared daily garet
Inside Evansville. Also covhis temperature
normal,
then
realering for WEOA and WGBF, liized her error. Baukhage also had
censed to Evansville-On-the-Air
his temperature taken — after he
quit laughing.* * *
Leich, station's
Clarence
is
Inc.,
manager.
Mrs. Rosencranz,
Rosencranz's Army
sons
are
Lt. Allen
PAUL H. APPLEBY, vice-presi- medical administration corps stadent and general manager of KIRO
t
i
o
n
e
d
i
n
West
Virginia,
and
Lt.
Seattle, files daily reports on the
Army
EngiConference to his station. Before Albert ne rsRosencranz,
, in the* Philippines.
* *
entering radio he v/as special advisor to the ministrator
thenStettinius.
Lend-Lease
AdLESLIE
BALOGH
BAIN, commenHe authored
tator of WIOD Miami, is protectAmerica's proposals for the United
ing
his
station,
the
McNaught SynNations Food & Agriculture Ordicate and the James M. Cox newsganization. * !f *
* * *
ELSA MAXWELL, famed party papers.
AMONG STATIONS represented
hostess, is now a fullfledged com- at the Conference is KALW San
noncommercial
mentator.
She's
doing
a
daily
stint
on Mutual. To make it official MBS Francisco,
tional FM outlet
licensed to educaBoard
officials turned the tables and of Education, San Francisco Unified District. Staffers include Edthrew
"coming
out" breakfast for
Elsa ata the
St.* Francis.
gar S. Anderson, Albert Granes,
* *
Kathleen
Hirschl, James C. MorTO H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC
gan, Ken Neilson.
commentator, the San Francisco
ONE OF BUSIEST individuals at
session25thmarks
two anniversaries
his
international
conference— Conference is Paul Bolton, news
and seventh anniversary of broad- editor of KTBC Austin. He's dodaily direct broadcast for his
casting forhas
one been
sponsoron —thetheairPure23 own ing astation
Oil Co. He
plus KRLD Dallas,
KGKL San Angelo, KBST Big
years.
Springs,Christi,
KRBC KPLT
Abilene,
A HOUSEWIFE and mother of Corpus
ParisKRI'S
and
twin sons in the service is covering occasionally others. In addition
for WEOA Evansville. She is Mar- he's filing copy for several Texas

PROMOTION
MERCHANDISING
/or
KTUL
5000 WATTS

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

in Tulsa, Oklahoma

newspapers.
Beforebureau
joiningchief
KTBCini
Paul was INS
* * *
Austin.
FROM INDIANA comes WilliamRandolph, news editor of WKMO
Kokomo, 250-w outlet, who is filing,
daily ordscopy.
He's also
cutting rec-on
of interviews
for broadcast
his station. WKMO is one of few
locals so far from West Coast goConference
ageingon all-out
strictlyforpublic
service coverbasis.
BOB TROUT, veteran CBS newsman and former Presidential announcer, recalling opening broadcast from his opera-box studio, deared he hasnothing
been intomany
"tight"to
places clbut
compare
putting the Conference on the air.
Despite rigid measures to admit
only accredited correspondents to
radio boxes, the CBS booth was
jammed to overflowing and Bob
had to elbow spectators while he
spoke into a *microphone.
* *
MAJ. E. Z. JONES, manager of
WBBB Burlington, N. C, on Army
furlough,cordediscommentaries
sending and
dailyinterviews
wire-reto his station.
* * *
BEN BEZOFF, news chief of
KMYR Denver, is filing a daily
newscast for nightly broadcast.
* * *
HAROLD SAFFORD, program director of WLS Chicago, finds the
wire recorder a handy gadget. He's
interviewing delegates on the impact of UNCIO
decisionswireon reels
midwesterners
and shipping
airmail to Chicago.
« * *
MBS on May 20 starts another
weekly quarter-hour news program
based
the Conference, from
with fourminuteon commentaries
Paul
Schubert in New York and Leo
Cherne and William Hillman, both
in San Francisco. Program replaces
Stanley Dixon,* commentator.
* *
UNITED PRESS Radio News
Service is transmitting a daily fiveminute commentary written by
Robertent, for K.broadcast.
Miller, UP correspond-

For 20 years, one of the
Southwest's foremost Publicists and Feature Writers
"Another Service for
Our Advertisers"
%
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National Representatives
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Wlndber

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWORK AND SPOT

^ -»

National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Son Francisco
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OK time }
? station

before

^" ^^^^

^

your

eyes..?

In a tight spot because radio spots are so tight?
And the network shows are sold solid?
Mr. — we can get you out of that dilemma !
You'll see eye to eye with us on this solution.
Because the people know a good thing when they see one.
The show of shows today is motion pictures.
Yes, motion picture advertising is the soundest answer to your
promotion problem right now! Just think, you
can buy up to 11,000 theaters.
That's tops for licking the scarcity of space
that currently exists in other media.
It all happens in one minute — but it opens the door to more
new business than you ever dreamed of seeing in one spot.
For there's nothing quite like this unique
medium, to reach all the audience and deliver all
your sales message. These one minute films dominate the
area you wish to cover because they are shown in
neighborhood theaters to folks in their very own community.
So how can you miss with such an unusually
powerful advertising program?
Movies are so easy to see, so easy to hear. Always
with human appeal, these films soften people's
hearts, open their purses. No other medium brings
the story you have to tell closer home.
No other medium sells like moving pictures!
You'd expect an advertising effort of this calibre to be expensive!
Not on your life! Actually it costs less than ordinary advertising.
Motion Picture Advertising Service and United Film
Service handle all production, distribution and billing.
Get full facts NOW — they'll pay you big dividends!

Motion Picture Advertising
United Film
Service Co., Inc.
Service, Inc.
70
E.
45th
St., New York, N. Y.
2449. Charlotte St.
1 032 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.
Kansas City, Mo.
333 N. Michigan Ave. ^ ^ 141 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.
82 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Chicago, III.
418 Watts BIdg., Birmingham, Ala.
4736 17fh Ave. So.
923 15th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Minneapolis, Minn.
3 Langdon Sq., Cambridge, Mass.
1 1 McLean Ave.
2339 Bryn Mawr Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Detroit, Mich.
lOADCASTING
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KANSAS
CITY

K

Richmond^ Petersburg^ Va. Stations
Allotved Under Amended Applications
FINAL ACTION assuring new
giniacilstations
were others
grantedimproved
and facommercial stations for Richmond
ities of three
and Petersburg, Va., was taken [Broadcasting, Dec. 25].
last week by the FCC when conMr. Tinsley,
and distruction permits under amended
recting head of president
WITH Baltimore,
applications were granted Thomas in June 1944 made arrangements
G. Tinsley Jr. and Grace Covenant to lease for 10 years the equipment
Presbyterian Church, Richmond,
noncommercial
and Southside Virginia Broadcast- of WBBL,
ious station,athen
operating on relig1240
ing Corp., Petersburg.
kc
with
100
w
power
[BroadcastUnder the Richmond grants Mr.
ing, June 12, 1944]. Under the
Tinsley will operate a new station, transaction Mr. Tinsley is to pay
WALV, on 1450 kc with 250 w, $30,000 for the lease-hold, $10,000
using facilities of WBBL, licensed the first year and the balance
to Grace Covenant. The church sta- spread over nine years.
tion will operate limited time SunOn Dec. 19, 1944, following the
days. In both the Richmond and conference between applicants, John
Petersburgductiongrants,
the War
Pro- A. Willoughby, assistant chief enBoard notified
the FCC
gine r in charge of broadcasting,
that
WPB
requirements
had
been
and Rosel H. Hyde, then assistant
met.
general counsel in charge of broadGrants were the outgrowth of a
casting, the Commission granted
policy adopted by the Commission Mr. Tinsley a construction permit for a new station (WLAV)
last December, whereby through the
"conference" method two new Vir- in Richmond sharing time with
IF

YOU

(ELL

O

Z

SHOES
COR SHIRTS
OR SHEETS>

Y
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
(rriimil Mannser
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD?
Station Direcloi
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DlfTRIBUTOR

KDAL
Duluth is among the first 100 cities
in America. The nine-county KDAL
primary area (the largest primary
area of any of the stations at the
Head-of-the-Lakes) contains 376,723
people who spend nearly ^130,000,000 annually. You figure out how
many brogues and boots that means!
Thanks to its favorable 610 frequency, KDAL's 1000 watts puts a
stronger signal throughout this market than any station, anywhere. For
instance, an independent coincidental daytime survey made in Virgin-

DULUTH
ia, Minnesota (60 tniles from Duluth, and with an NBC station of
its own) showed that KDAL had
more than nine times the audience
of the other Duluth station, with
more than 70% as large an audience as the local Virginia NBC
station !
KDAL, Duluth, is the buy for the
Head-of-the-Lakes. Don't take our
word for it. Ask your local distributor. He knows — and ten to one
he'll say "KDAL"!

WBBL. At the same time the FC
granted a construction permit I
change frequency of WBBL froi
1240 kc to 1450
changetimehour'swil;<:
operation
and ofkc,share
WALV. Effect
the two
granti
according to the Commission'
memorandum
opinion time
"was statici
to e
tablish one unlimited

in The
Richmond (WALV)".grants la:
week wereCommission's
subject to the conditio
that permittees shall, when mi
terials
and
personnel become
avai' a
able, file applications
to compleii
construction in accordance wit is
FCC rules and regulations. Unde; lie
the grants WALV will operate ful
time except on Sundays between ijl!
a.m. and 12:15 p.m. and 8-9 p.m
when WBBL will be on the air witfgi
religious programs.
The Southside Virginia grant"
will give
its first mor
stal"'
tion
since Petersburg
WPID suspended
than
a
year
ago.
New
station
wil
have the call letters WBHD an
will operate on 1240 kc with 250 v,
unlimited. Licensee corporation
controlled by Louis H. Petersor
president, who owns and operate
the Bowman Co., advertising agen
cy, and Jonas Weiland, vice-presi
dent, operator of WFTC Kinston
N. C, each holding 48% interest.
Messrs. Peterson and Weilan
originally sought the 1490 kc chan
nel with 100 w power, but as a re
suit of the conference they agreec
to take 1240 and increase power t(
250 w. An original grant was mad
last December but an amended ap
plication was filed in January, fol
lowing
adoption of the supplementa
freeze order.
A construction permit also was
granted last week to American Colonial Broadcasting Corp. for s
new station, WKVM, at Arecibo
Puerto Rico. A conditional gran#'
was issued last December but un-jf
der the supplemental freeze order
of last January an amended application was filed. WPB on April 16
notified the FCC it had approved
application for necessary construction for the station. WKVM will
limited.
operate on 1230 kc with 250 w, un"y/ie COMBINATm
tirGEORG/A

COMBINATION

"^Xe Georgia
MAJOR TDin

1000 WATTS
. 610 KC . CBS
FREE & PETERS, INC., Exclusive Representatives
^
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IRadio

Activity

of U.

Offices

jCurtailed Under Budget Cuts
the Domestic Radio
WAR RADIO activities of the Fed- an 8% cutto befor made
possible by the
I eral Government last week were Bureau,
elimination
of
some
campaigns and
preparing for the transition to a
lessening of emphasis on
one-war basis following recommen- gradual
dations by President Truman for others. On the other hand, radio
reductions of more than $80,000,000 activities will be intensified to maintain production for the war with
I in the budget estimates of eight
Japan, obtain nurses and recruits
' war agencies.
;! Most affected by the cut, as far for the merchant marine.
Toed obtain
vital information
fias radio activities are concerned, is
in connection
with its needhome
lithe OWI for which the President
asked $42,000,000, a reduction of front campaigns, the Domestic
$12,000,000 from the amount the Branch is asking for an appropriaagency had estimated some months
tion of $128,500 to restore its Division of Surveys which was elimago would be necessary for its opinated by the 78th Congress. The
erations during the fiscal year be- funds requested
would go largely
ginning next June 30 if both wars
for farming out work to commercial
* continued.
agencies to determine reactions of
ABSIE to Suspend
listeners and readers to OWI war
OWI said the saving in the pro- messages. Such data is regarded as
posed budge will be made possible extremely valuable in overcoming
largely because of the ending of public resistance to campaign appsychological warfare against Germany. Shortwave activities from
Other agencies concerned with
East Coast transmitters to Europe peals.
affected by the rewill be simplified and the number of radio whichductions aare
of Censorship,
programs relayed via stations in cut 20%; Warre Office
Production
Board,
England and North Africa will be cut 18%; and Office of Scientific
cut
in
half.
The
OWI's
powerful
Research
&
Development,
cut
14%.
station in Europe, ABSIE, will
Discontinuance of censorship "in
suspend operations in 90 days.
is given
as thein OC.
exHowever, OWI will have impor- some areas"
on for the
reductions
tant tasks to perform in Europe The WPB planatibudget
anticipates
re9in the early part of the transition
moval of numerous control orders
to peace and radio will play an over materials
but
little
change
^important role in this work. Elmer planned for the Radio & Radaris
Davis, OWI director, said that be- Division because of the continuation
cause of destruction of carrier com- of large military requirements for
munication and shortage of news(see page 16). Reprint radio vdll be the principal the Pacific war
nOSRD expenditures are
source of news in the conquered accountedductions ifor
by termination of
seountries for some time to come, contracts for research
cannot
both to the listener directly and for be completed in time which
to help the
: providing news for the press.
war effort. These include radio and
, OWI's brace:European
job will
(1) Cooperation
with emthe radar projects of a "classified"
Hies and the Army in control over nature.
information media in Germany and
LINDLAHR TO BLUE
' inaugurationeducation
of campaign,
the long-term
later to re-be FOR SERVTAN SEEN
'burned over to other agencies; (2)
icontinuation of programs to enlist SERUTAN Co., Jersey City, before July 1 will move Victor H.
OBupport
Itries for oftheneutral
war inandthe Allied
Pacificcounand Lindlahr from his transcribed spot
broadcasts
on more than 20 stations
( understanding of America's postquarter-hour proI European war aims; (3) counter- to a five-weekly
gram on a full network, probably
I icting Axis propaganda of the last
ive years directed against the U. S. Blue-ABC. Commercials will be for
n the liberated countries; (4) en- both Serutan and Nutrex.
On July 1 Grant Adv., New York,
isting cooperation in allied and
iberated nations in behalf of trans- takes over the three-way account,
port and supply needs of American including Serutan, Nutrex and the
of Living Publishing Co.,
" 'orces
these areas. of Journal
New York. Raymond Spector Co.,
OWI quartered
plans forinintensification
psychological warfare in the Pa- New York, has been handling Serutan. P. Wesley Combs, Grant ac'.ific include a stepped-up radio ofcount executive, said no radio will
fensive from its transmitters in
I5an Francisco, Hawaii, Saipan and be used for the Journal account
until
the
paper shortage eases but
i)ther points. In addition to propaganda broadcasts to the heart of a radio campaign to double circulation
will
be started at that time.
Tapan, the agency will endeavor to
Serutan Co. for Nutrex and
nlist "the greatest possible sup- Serutan
will continue two Bluelort"
Japanese-occupied
lationsfrom
in thethePacific
and the Far ABC programs, Drew Pearson,
Cast.
Sun., 7-7:15 p.m. 170 stations and
On the domestic front, OWI plans Don Gardiner, Sun. 7:15-7:30 p.m.
nly a small reduction in operations 165 stations, Mr. Combs said, and
:"au.se of the cessation of the v/ill also go ahead with Alexander's
European war. The agency had Mediation Court on 12 Mutual staiihrnitted an estimate calling for
tions. Sun. 8-8:45 p.m.
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REFUSAL TO BARGAIN
DEFENDED BY WAYS
TURNOVER in its personnel since
a majority voted to join the IBEW
relieves the obligation to bargain
with the union and negates the
unfair labor practice charge made
against the station, counsel for
WAYS Charlotte, N. C, contended
last week at oral argument before
the National Labor Relations
Board. The station is disputing the
report of an NLRB trial examiner
which recommended that WAYS be
required to recognize the union as
the representative
its transmitter technicians of[Broadcasting,
Dec. 11, Jan. 1].
Whiteford S. Blakeney, WAYS
counsel, admitted the station refused to bargain at a time when
the union had a majority but argued
that the Supreme Court decision in
the Franks Bros, case, cited by the
examiner, does not apply.
Freeman L. Hurd, representing
IBEW, said the right of collective
bargaining should not be denied
because of the size of the unit. The
Board is expected to issue its ruling within the next two weeks.
WHEELER SUGGESTS
'BOTH SIDES' LAW
LEGISLATION compelling radio
to present both sides of controversial issues and to restrict Government propaganda on the air was
hinted Thursday by Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of
the Interstate Commerce Committee, during an attack by Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-0.) on the use of
radio, newspapers and newsreels
forSen.
StateTaftDept.criticized
"propaganda".
a broadcast
on Mutual April 6, conducted by
Bessie Beatty, during which, he
charged, Leo Cherne, a MBS commentator, was presented as a "great
authority of Bretton Woods".
Sen. Wheeler
declared
stantly propaganda
is putthaton"conthe
radio by men whom they claim are
experienced in the particular line,
whereas, as a matter of fact, if we
check up on many of the columnists
and others who speak on the radio,
we find that they do not know anything about the subject on which
they speak, they do not give the
facts, and they present only one
side of the issue."
Hoekstra Elevated
JERRY HOEKSTRA, war program
director of KMOX St. Louis, last
week was named assistant to Frank
B. Falknor, general manager, replacing Arthur
Casey, signwho
reed to become
executive
assistant to Merle S.
Jones, general
manager
of WOL
Washington

Committees Plan
For Clear Agenda
Shepard, Craven Are Chosen
As Officers by Regionals
PRELIMINARY preparations for
clear-channel hearings before the
FCC, beginning
[Broadcasting, April 30],Sept.
were 5made
last
week in meetings of the Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service and
the Regional
Broadcasters
tee, while Committee
4 on CommitSurveys
held its third session.
At the RBC meeting in New York
Wednesday John Shepard 3d,
Yankee Network board chairman,
was elected chairman of the regional group and T. A. M. Craven,
vice-president of the Cowles Broadman. casting Co., was chosen vice-chairThe CCBS, convening Thursday
in the Washington offices of Louis
G. Caldwell, its counsel, heard from
Mr. Caldwell a report on Wedfiesday's session
of Committee
4. Although no formal
announcement
was made,
other
than
that
no
decisions were reached, the Committee
4 meeting is said to have adjourned
during heated debate as to whether
the contemplated rural listening
survey [Broadcasting, April 23]
shouldin clear-channel
include families
livingprimary
withstation
service areas as well as those living outside primary areas.
Program Questions
Argument
arose, too,on over
a proposed set of questions
programs,
which some members felt placed
the FCC in the category of inquiring too closely as to type of programs on the air in violation of
Sec. 326 of the Communications
Act. The Bureau of the Census,
Dept. of Commerce, will conduct
the survey, which is slated to get
under other
waymeetinglateof this
month.4 will
AnCommittee
be called just before the survey beAttending
the Regional
casters Committee
meeting Broadwere:
Messrs.
Shepard
and Craven;
gins.
E. B. Craney, KGIR Butte, Mont.;
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee; Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC Memphis; Paul D. P. Spearman, Washington, counsel for RBC.
Attending
Thursday's
CCBS
meeting
were : Harry
Stone, George
Reynolds, WSM Nashville; Lee B.
Wailes, J. W. Steen, D. A. Myer,
KDKA Pittsburgh; R. Morris
Pierce, Leo J. Fitzpatrick, Alf
Thomas, WJR Detroit; A. W.
Shropshire, WSB Atlanta; William
A. Fay, WHAM Rochester; J. 0.
Maland, Paul A. Loyet, Frank
Scott, WHO Des Moines; Duke M.
Patrick, WOAI San Antonio;
George S. Smith, Philip J. Hennessey Jr., WWL New Orleans
(Messrs. Smith & Hennessey also
represented
WHAM) ; Dr. Leon
[Broadcasting,
«;s^^
J
ill '-'^WY Hoekstra
April ,30].joined
Mr. Levy, George Lewis, WCAU Philadelphia;
Frank
P. Schreiber, WGN
Mr. Hoekstra KMOX
- CBS in
1934, established
Robert E. Dunville, WLW
and has directed the KMOX public Chicago;
Cincinnati; Glenn A. D. Snyder,
WLS Chicago.
affairs department.
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Grabhorn REC Head
MURRAY GRABHORN, BlueABC, was elected president of the
Radio Executives Club of New
York last Thursday. Other officers,
announced by former president
Warren Jennings, manager of the
New York office of WLW Cincinnati, are: Craig Lawrence, WHOM
New York, vice-president; Helen
Wood, secretary; Claude Barerre,
WEAF New York, treasurer. They
will be installed May 17. Gene
Carr, landonto serve
leaveasfrom
radioWGAR
section Clevechief
for the Seventh War Loan drive,
told the meeting the radio schedule
calls for an average of four programs or announcements per day.

Add

almost

Murine Spots
MURINE Co., Chicago, began sponsorship April 23 of transcribed
spots for 52 weeks thru BBDO,
Chicago,
WAKRWHBC
KGNC WTMA
KGHL
KFYR on
KIDO
KFBC WBLK WDAY WGST
WTOC WMAZ WHP WSAZ WSLI
WSFA WTAR KROW WPTF KOH
WGBI KTBS KWTO WTTM
KTUC
KRBM. WNAX KGIR KPFA
RADIOpostponed
WRITERSuntilGUILD,
York,
has
early inInNewJune
national
councU meeting
Chicago.its
Chief business
will be to for
adoptcontracts.
a minimum basic agreement
Minimum
payment
demand
is "far
down
the
list"
and
may
not
be
Included
in the first national contract.

any

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"YOUR
.In. .your
and newspapers
you'll have and
a famaiar
picture.
magazines
you
see leading statesmen of the United
Nations, speakers at Red Cross and War
Bond rallies, and stars of screen and
radio. ..paired with the Western Electric
639 Microphone.
The much photographed Cardioid —
designed by Bell Labs— was a pace setter
when it was introduced back in '38. It's
still a pace setter in '45.
Though war has interrupted our work
for broadcasters, the vast experience it
has given us will surely pay dividends
in finer microphones for tomorrow.
Western

50,000
CLEAR
1180

Electric

WATT

to Effective
operate inMarch
the public
1 KFIinterest."
banned
all local commentators "expressing
personal
newscasts opinions"
to analysesandandconfined
objectiveits
reporting [Broadcasting, Feb. 12,
19]. News personnel must be employed by sponsors.
the station and not by
individual

CHANNEL
ON

DIAL

Affiliated with the
NATIONAL

Hands-Oflf Policy
On KFI News Plan
FCC Won't Interfere Unlesi
Reporting Is Not Objective
DESPITE protests from the Stat!
Assembly of California against th«
news policy of KFI Los Angeles
the
will unless
maintainit should
a "handsde
off" FCC
attitude
velop
that
KFFs
new
policy
in accord with the principle isof"nol
ob
jective
presentation
news"
the Commission
last ofweekthe notifiec
the State Assembly.
By a voteonof April
65-3 the
legislators
12 California
adopted
resolution requesting the FCC tc
investigate the station's new:
policy
other action
results andin "any
the control
of newswhichby
owners
of
radio
stations".
of the resolution were sent Copiei
to all
Members of Congress.
In a letter to Arthur A. Ohni
mus, chief
clerk ofthetheCommission
California'
State
Assembly,
cited
the Communica
tions Sec.
Act 3(h)
whichof specifically
pro
vides that stations are not common
carriers, and Sec. 326 which exforbids the over
Commission
exercise pressly
censorship
programs.to
It was pointed out, however, that
the FCCtions of stations.
does review overall opera"The versant
Commission
is fullyandcon-is
with the situation
awaiting"Should
developments,"
said that
the
letter.
it develop
KFI's new policy is not in accord
with the eprinciple
objective
presntation ofthe newsof and
represents
the adoption of a definite editorial
policy
by the station,
a violation
the Mayflower
decision
would beof
involved. In such a situation, the
Commission could then call uponi
Station KFI in connection with its
application for renewal of license
tobe withdrawn
show why its
licenseof should
not
because
its failure

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

IN A CITY
WHERE RETAIL
SALES AVERAGE
$1,835.00
PER
CfFlTA

National Sales Representafive
GEORGE P. HOLLiNGBERY CO.

Buy War Bonds— and hold them!
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J TRUITT,M,r
RADIO PARK^ SALISBURY, MD.
MUTUAL BRQADCASTINC SYSTEM
MARYLAND COVERAGE NETWORK
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BMI, Marks Plan
to Appeal Decision
'S'iSCAP Wins Pecora Verdict
[n Membership Withdrawal
BROADCAST MUSIC INC. and
Sdward B. Marks Music Corp.
jdll
decision
the Newon
forkappeal
Supreme
Courtof which
Hay 3 ruled that performing rights
0 songs controlled by ASCAP
members rfemain with the Society
!ven though the copyright holder
'^nay ship
withdraw
his own memberfrom the organization.
Spe'lifically,
the
court
held ASCAP
that whenat
ilarks withdrew from
he end of 1940, he could not take
,'rith him the performing rights on
'nusic written by ASCAP mem■lers so long as the writers retain
'I'heir ASCAP membership.
"Decision will not deprive broadasters or other users of performing rights to any works which are
'^fiow
being licensed
by BMI," Syd'ley Kaye,
BMI vice-president
and
general counsel, said. "BMI has
"i-l^iot
catalog
compo"itionsincluded
which inare itswholly
of ASCAP
authorship."
BMI,
Mr.
Kaye
said,
Icfivill continue its licensing agreesattOrient
with
Marks
"indefinitely".
Justice Ferdinand Pecora rea-Li'erred
BMI's Dec.
option31,with
vhich toexpires
1945,Marks,
sayng,
"A
declaration
by
court
:onceivably would have this
the effect
ieppf advising BMI whether its exerise of the option would be good
rfjl'>usiness acumen."
Instead of dismissing the BMItfarks suit against ASCAP, as
litiany had expected. Justice Pecora
Heclared ASCAP sole owner of per5'orming
rights to and
songsnamed
composed
5)y
its members,
BMI
mnd Marks guilty of a breach of
rust and of contract.
Performing rights to songs conrolled jointly by ASCAP members
ind non-members are non-exclusive
,"|")roperty,
li'i
Writers itofwastwo ruled.
songs involved in
igiihe suit "have abundantly estabtsjashed
to regain
consrol oftheir
theirright"
copyright
contracts
low held by the Marks company,
'ustice
Pecora declared.
Based1,000on
hat precedent,
more than
ongs could be completely with-

P&G Spots
PROCTER & Gamble, Cincinnati
(Spic and Span), is sponsoring a
spot campaign on approximately 34
stations. Contract for 13 weeks was
placed by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago.
drawn from the Marks catalog by
individual suit of their ASCAP
writers, according to BMI counsel.
Justice
claim
that Pecora
BMI anddenied
MarksASCAP's
had engaged in a fraudulent conspiracy
to destroy ASCAP, but his decision
went to the Society all the way, including court costs.
BMI comment: "The result of
the decision would appear to be
that it freezes members of ASCAP
in that organization forever."
MAKE
with
Miami

Grant Gets Accounts
GRANT ADV., New York, has
been appointed
handledrugradio
advertising for twotomore
chains.
Albright & Wood, Mobile, now using time on WMOB and WALA in
that city, and Katz & Besthoff Ltd.,
New Orleans, now on WDSU there.
Greatly enlarged radio schedules
are planned for both firms. Gallaher Drug Co., Ohio chain of 43
stores, an account acquired recently by Grant, now sponsors a total
of 69 programs a week in Dayton
alone. Gallaher now has program
on WHIO and WING Dayton and
also uses WCMI WHIZ WIZE. For
Skillern Drug Co., Dallas, agency
is placing 39 quarter-hour programs weekly in that city. Expansion is planned for the day chain in
Miami, now on WGBS.

. . . WHEN YOU GO
WEST OF CHICAGO

FRIENDS
Dayton
Valley

and
through

More Retail BUYERS
Than in market
BETWEEN
CHICAGO and OMAHA
MINNEAPOLIS and ST. LOUIS

0P

Cultivate the responsive WHIO audience, it's
the key to the prosperous Dayton and Miami
Valley market. WHIO has more listeners for your
sales message than any other local station.

To Reach the People of
JACKSONVILLE
Quickly —
NEWS: UP, INS, PA, plus CBS' Best
Effectively
USE
BASIC CBS * * * 5000 WATTS
WJHP
Represented by
G. P. Hollingbery Co., Represenfaiives
JOHN H. PERRY ASSOCIATES
Harry E. Cummings, Southeasterr\ RepreienfofiVe
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The latest Hooper listening index
(December, 1944 and January,
1945) shows woe 'way out in
front. For example, WOC's morning audience exceeds the combined,
audiences of all other stations
heard, with 53.3!
Mr. Hooper
fncts prove the
Quad of-City218,000
i
ket
isONLY
d e 1 i by
Ve
DAVENPORT, IOWA
LfREE & PETERS, INC. NAT'L REPRESENTATIVES

Miaa
J.NewD. Ninette
Tarcher Joseph
& Co.
Dear York,
Ninette:N. Y.
Does that olddo tune
me outIttosurethe
ballgame"
things"Taketo does
you?
Makesto me!
me
push
broom that
aroundold
even faster
than
usual.
Not just
causetune
it'sbe-a
snappy
.But
. . it isbecause
that!
I'll
time have
towithsitmore
and
kibitz
our
sports
man
Ernie
S
a
u
nheders
when
comes
around
late
at
night.
You see Ernie
covered
the
Easterning traincamps
early
in
thehe
Springand andtalked
met
to some of
those
used tofellows
watchI
from inthe the
last
row
bleachers.
He
tells
me
how
old Jimmylooks,
the
double-X
and what
Lippy
said
.
of course he. .
told his listeners to the "Frankenberger
Sport
Paae back
of the.home,Air"butallboyabout
when
oh over
boyit
it sureoverhe isgotagain
a thrillabout
for theme boys
to hear
and
.
.
.
you
see, I remember when Yrs.,Algy
PS:
any good games think
of me,If you
will get
you, toNinette?
W C H S
Charleston, W. Va.

FREDERIC W,
ZIV
2436 READING ROAD, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Radio WiU Keep
Bond Drive Score
Daily Check of Dollar-Volume
Contributions to Be Kept
BY THE END of the forthcoming$14,000,000,000 Seventh War Loan
Drive, broadcast plans for which
are now being completed by Treasury and radio, a comprehensive and
detailed dollar-volume figure on the
contribution to the campaign by
broadcasters and advertisers will
have been computed.
Not like previous loans, when
only a compromise estimate of radio's part could be matched with
the item-for-item and by far dollar-wise smaller report of the other
media, the Seventh Loan report
will be based on daily compilations
to be complimented
by weeklystation
summaries of both individual
and network activities.
Must File Reports
Success of the plan, originated
by Gene
Carr,Section
War chief
Financeon Division Radio
loan
from the G. A. (Dick) Richards
stations, will depend solely upon
individual broadcasters who must
file reports of their activities on
the weekly forms being distributed
by the NAB along with explanatory
promotion. The charting of the network activities will be done by
OWL Details of the plan are being
handled for Treasury by William
R. Cline, on leave from WLS Chicago, and Tom Olsen, operator of
KGY Olympia, Wash.
The WFD Radio Information
Service last week released information to 595 stations on the extensive Army Ground Forces
"Here's stration
Yourand likewise
Infantry"
demonsuggestions
to 179 stations about the Army Air
Forces "Airborne
Attack"Cincinnati
demonstration which WLW
already has reported it was to cover
this past weekend. The Infantry
show will be staged in some 600
cities and the AAF show in 54
cities during the Seventh Loan.
To launch the Seventh War Loan
Drive starting May 14 each of the
four nationwide networks will
broadcast a special program 8:30-9
p.m. May 13. Although broadcast
simultaneously, programs will be
individually produced by each network.
Blue-ABC has selected May 14
as its special day. All sustaining
and many commercial programs
will be aimed at selling Bonds.
Amongbe thea program
day's special
will
frombroadcasts
Buffalo,
10-11
p.m.,
opening
combat exhibition. the Infantry
Members Sign
CBS has chosen Flag Day, June
14, as its special day. Mutual has
picked 20,"I and
Am NBC
an American
Day",
June
will specialize
on Bond selling on Memorial Day,
May 30.
Member firms of the New York
Stock Exchange, in conjunction
with the parent company, had
signed to sponsor the War Bond

series It Happened in 1955 on 40
stations late last week, and returns were still coming in, accordAdv. ing to New York office of Gardner
In addition to WOR New York,
previously reported [BROADCASTING,cludes : April 23], the station list inWWNC WSOC
WSB WAPO
WBAIi WMAQ
WBRC WKRC
WBZ
WKBW
WTAM V/IRE
WHKC WJAX
WPAA KMBC
WJR WFBC
WTIC
KTRH
KLRA
KHJ
WMC
KSTP WRVA
WSM WWL
WKY
KYW KDKA
WDBJ WGBR
WHAM WDBO
KSD
WOAI
KGB
KPO
KDB
WFLA
KVOO WRC KFH WSJS.
RalphorEdwards
and his
NBC
Truth
Consequences
program
again are to tour to aid War Bond
sales during the Seventh Loan.
DonfastMcNeill's
Club May 14Blue-ABC
originatesBreakfrom
Constitution Hall, Washington,
9-10 a.m., inaugurating B (Bond)
Day
for store
the nation's
saluting
employes.retailers and
Eddie Cantor on his May 9 NBC
broadcast,
9-9:30
offers a
musical kickoff
to thep.m.,
campaign.
On the local side, WOR New
. York again is planning War Bond
rallies in neighboring communities,
12 slated in all with five children's
rallies planned, and WAAT Newark reports plans for a Salute to
Glenn Miller, a 90-minute program Mayservice
10 featuring
bands and
orchestras nameto be
made available to the New Jersey
State Network.

CHURCHILL HEADS j/^
RELIGIOUS GROUF
APPROXIMATELY 50 members
attended ofthetheone-day
conjsjji
vention
Nationalannual
Religion^
Broadcasters Inc. ens
held Hotel
at theMayStev1
Organization
ligious
broadcastjiaii
composed
of re
ers representini
about 3,000
ly
religiou
broadcast
throughout
th
country.
Newly electedins
officers are Di;
Rev. Churchill Clinton Churchill mi
Pastor of Churchill Tabernacle jrfc
Buffalo, New York, president; D];lie
John Zoller, of America Back tnsti
God Broadcasts, Detroit, Michjitio
vice-president; Rev. Dale Crowlej|ie
Washington, D. C, secretary. Pol
lowing ten directors who will serv, Hct
for three years were also elected
Dr. Wm.
NewSeattU^
Yor'j
City;
Rev. Wary
Myron Ayer,
F. Boyd,
Washington; Dr. Harvard Ferrir jtii
Providence; Dr. Glenn Tinglejin
Birmingham, Ala.; Rev. Leroy
Kopp, Los Angeles; Rev. Eugenn,,
Bertermann, St. Louis; Dr. Charleng
M. Learning, Waterloo, la.; Dr. I^j]
A. Forrest, Toccoa, Ga.; Dr. JohuJ
E. Brown, Siloam Springs, Ark foi
Rev. Earl P. Paulk, Greenville, S. (lid

t
•s Bes

WSGN covers
by all accepted
the best morning
and one of th^^SoiiiS^
it carries sev^^^^i^^gl
the best of
we say WS<

^£uiurement!
any other
... station
It has
best market
(^us areas . . . and
ers areprogrsuns
among
ytime
e reasons why
Y Far!
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Xestaurant Radio Curfew Ban Enforced
n Pittsburgh Contrary to WMC Rule
'ESTAURANTS entitled to re- services and (2) which serve food
exclusively and provide no enterain open after midnight may con- tainment.
lue to perform music via radio,
ke box or other mechanical deThe April 23No.directive
2, Office(No.of TOS',
the
ces, provided there is no dancing, Supplement
Counsel No. 27) follows:
;cording to a ruling by the War General
Several
Inquiries
have
been
reanpower Commission.
ceived as to whetUer restaurants
The interpretation came to light otherwisemustentitled
that exempbe held tosubject
to the
st week after the Pittsburgh dis- curfewtionrequest
if they
provide
mu-as
ict office of the War Manpower
sic
by
mechanical
devices
such
juke
boxes,
radios,
etc.,
after
ommission had banned playing of o'clock midnight but permittwelveno
idios in restaurants after middancingvision bony a restaurant
the premises.
The prootherwise
enght, on the ground that it
titledmechanical
to the exemption
ofsuch
music
)nstituted entertainment. The ban
through
devices
juke boxes, radios, etc., after twelveas
as reaffirmed by the Pittsburgh
midnight
does within
not constientertainment
the
)uncil April 30, according to re- o'clock tute
meaning
of theif such
Chairman's
March
)rts from Pittsburgh broadcasters,
15 wire but
a restaurant,
^he action would mean policing of after mits12dancing
o'clock
peron itsmidnight
premises,
the
!staurants in the area, with vio- dancing and music
does
constitute
a provision of entertainment
within
tions resulting in closing down
the meaning
le establishments for 30 days.
March
15 wire. of the Chairman's
WMC Interpretation
Raleigh Sub
The WMC ruling, issued April
i and sent to all regional man- SUMMER replacement for HildeDwer directors, dealt with appli- garde's Raleigh Room, NBC, vdll be
ition of curfew in special cases, Sigmund Romberg with his 45 piece
he provision relating to restau- orchestra in a show titled Evening
ants appeared conclusively to out- With Romberg, starting June 12 for
weeks, Tuesdays 9:30-10 p.m.
iw the action taken by the Pitts- 13
argh district. It pointed out that Music will be selected from
1 March 15 WMC headquarters Romberg scores. Don Gillis will
ad exempted from the curfew pro- direct, Frank Gallop narrate and
isions, restaurants which after 12 Ed Hurlihy announce. Show is
ddnight (1) serve night workers handled for sponsor. Brown «& Williamson Tobacco Corp. (Raleigh
ngaged in war or industrial plants
r in activities supporting the war cigarettes), by Russel M. Seeds
ffort or providing essential civilian Co., Chicago.
Meet

MARY

MORGAN

— Local Gal Makes Good in a Big Way!
• For Crowley's (big Detroit
Dept. Store) Mary's "Beauty and
Fashion Hints" daily at 10:30
a.m., plays to a packed audience.
Then, for Helena Rubinstein, her
"Hollywood News" (with many
guestar Hollywood notables),
keeps Detroit ladies glued to their
radios daily at 10:50 to 11:00
a.m. and sends listeners merrily
ofF to pay cash for things on
dealers' shelves. Proof that clocked programming (the
CKLW kind) pays off! IN THE DETROIT AREA.
J. E. Campeau, Managing Director
Union Guardian BIdg., Detroit 26.
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.,
National Representative
5,000 WATTS
DAY and NIGHT
100 Kc.
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
JROADCASTING
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BLVE^ABC PLANS
NAME PROMOTION
PROMOTION and publicity plans
for informing the public of the
change increasednetwork
name15 and
facilities June
was in-a
major topic of discussion at a meeting ofningtheand Blue-ABC
Advisory Stations
CommitteePlan-in
New York April 30-May 2.
It was "a good meeting but not
especially newsworthy", H. Allen
Campbell, WXYZ Detroit, chairman, reported Wednesday. Edward
J. Noble, board chairman; Chester J. LaRoche, vice-chairman;
Marker network
Woods, executives
president, conferred
and othwith the station men. All members, representing eight geographical divisions,
present, including: Dist.were
1, William
A.
Riple, WTRY Troy; dist. 2, Mr.
Campbell; dist. 3, C. T. Hagman,
WTCN Minneapolis; dist. 4, Henry
P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham;
dist. 5, Harold Hough, KGKO Ft.
Worth; dist. 6, W. Duncan Pyle,
KVOD Denver; dist. 7, Louis F.
Kroek, KTMS Santa Barbara; dist.
8, W. C. Bochman, WCOS Columbia, S. C.
Tall Corn Net Expands
IOWA Tall Corn Network has
added KBIZ Ottumwa and KBUR
Burlington to its cooperative selling plan, bringing the total to
eight stations. The stations have
arranged with George W. Webber
of Webber Radio Programs, Des
Moines, to manage all area and national selling. Mr. Webber has
named William G. Rambeau Co. as
national representative with four
selling headquarters in Des Moines,
Chicago, New York and Los An-
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General Mills Plans
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis,
on July 2 places Hymns of All
Churches four days weekly and
Betty Crocker once weekly in the
10:30-10:45 a.m. (EWT) strip recently purchased on the April
full BlueABC [Broadcasting,
30].
Both shows will be continued on 38
NBC stations, 2:45-3 p.m. (EWT).
New 52-week contract placed by
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, Chicago.
Chicago Club Elects
OPEN discussion on the double
chain break and election of trustees took place at meeting of the
Chicago Radio Management Club
May
electedJack
for a North,
threemonth2. Trustees
term were:
Aubrey Moore & Wallace; Russ
Tolg, BBDO; Bill McGuineas,
WGN;lers & Presba.
Mark Smith, Presba, FelRadio
& Supply with
Co., Washington,
D.SUN
has stipulated
Federal
TradeC, Commission
thatradio
it willthe
repr
e
s
e
n
t
i
n
g
t
h
a
t
any
setstop
It tubes
sells
contains
a
designated
number
of
when one
or
more
of
the
tubes
refer ed to is and
not reception
used for ofdetection,
amplification
signals.

Your MUTUAL Friend
E. A. ALBUR7Y. Sen. Mgr.
Memphis, •Tennessee
iVoM; Available
Topa known
rankingaudience
show with
5.1 Hooper
Says Oct.-Feb.
THEJOEMANUELSHOW
Mon.ihru Sat. 1 1:45 am
For low talent cost call
WHBQ or Rambeau
Represented
by RAMBEAU
HOltYWOOD
» CHICAGO
. NEW YORK
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Changes

in Censorship Code
(Continued from page 15)
make any practical use of such a and stations an opportunity to indevice to consult his principals.
tei"view, in areas where the microThis would indicate that Mr.
phone would be exposed to backsounds, individuals whose
Price, if his reasoning pursues this identitiesgroundwere
not necessarily
line, and if his information does known to the broadcasters.
This
not augur against such a policy, was
the
first
general
relaxation of
would follow the common sense the clause.
procedui-e
which hasanddistinguished
his administration
cut out all
These two developments, it would
unnecessary verbiage in the Code. seem, indicate that the Office of
Censorship
does not view with
Brief Relaxation
great alarm any potential perils
which
might
exist in such informal
A similar deduction might be
made in the case of quiz programs, programs.
The
third
section
of the Code for
and in this category would fall
Broadcasters deals exthe man-in-the-street production American clusively
with foreign language
which practically has been outlawed since the outset of hostili- broadcasts and asks stations transmitting programs in languages
ties. There are many broadcasters
who believe that the removal of other than English to prepare such
in script form and to
the man-in-the-street type of pro- productions
gram from the air was a great check them on the air against such
scripts.
It
is
evident here that, by
blessing to better programming.
voluntary process, Mr. Price was
There
are
those
among
America's
listeners who doubtless do not attempting to place adequate controls on those stations which were
agree. Mr. Price has acknowledged
frequently that this was one of dealing heterogeneously in many
the most difficult sections of the languages. It is equally obvious
broadcast Code to enforce in the that such safeguards were necessary at the time that Germany and
early days of Censorship.
However, it has been true since Italy were threatening military
early 1942 that no man-in-the- powers.
street broadcast on a regular basis
There are, it is estimated, about
could be heard over any American two dozen odd languages and diaradio station, except in violation
lects other than English spoken
of the request of the Office of Cen- over American broadcasting stasorship. It is being recalled that
tions. None of these, according to
at the time of President Roosevelt's recent surveys, is in any way even
death this clause was relaxed tem- remotely connected with the Japaporarily topermit various networks
nese language. With V-E Day, the

The news
Buy

KQV

is going aroundin Pittsburghi

Allegheny Broadcasting Corp.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC
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only language of the enemy is BMB Membership
Japanese, since Japan is the only
enemy that remains. One would Now 512 Stations
presume, then, that foreign lan- WITH A MEMBERSHIP of Slij
guage broadcasters might, under stations and subscriptions totalinjj
a revision of the Code after V-E $783,000, the Broadcast Measurej
Day, be permitted to broadcast with ment Bureau Board last week apj
the same normal controls which pointed Ei*nst & Ernst, New Yorli
would be asked by the Office of accountants, as auditors and api
Censorship of English language proved as an immediate projee
stations.
preparation of a booklet describini
BMB operations.
Foresight in News
Meeting in New York Thursday
If it should be the purpose of the the Board disclosed that appoint
Office of Censorship to eliminate, ment of a research director ma;,
therefore, the last two sections of be expected in the near future. Sev,
suggestions
changing
meth'
the Code, the remaining material eral
of collectingfor and
appraisini|
in the Code, which deals with news ods
data
were
referred
to
the
executiv
broadcasts and commentaries, and research committees for rec
would be all that remained subject
to modification. In the news field ommendations.
which is his specialty, Mr. Price
Handbook Planned
has shown considerable foresight
and good sense in eliminating all REVISED NAB Engineering
sections of the Code which became Handbook, delayed by anticipatedevelopments, allocatio
useless ress.byIn the
virtuenews
of thesection,
war's progmost war
changes and new standards, wa
discussed at recent New Yorl
broadcasters
expect
that
the
ship's
clause governing convoys, merch- meeting of the NAB Executiv
ant vessels, transports, neutral ves- Engineering Committee. The Com
sels, etc. would remain in force, mitted decided: 1. To make book
for the post V-E Day convoying practical technical guide for oper
project will be the greatest in the ating engineers. 2. The prefac'
history of the war to date. Troops
recommend
tech
and materiel will be moving from should
nical books.
3. Bookengineer's
will be loosi
Europe to the Pacific, it is pre- leaf. 4. Edition will include origi
sumed, and much materiel and nal material from radio sources
many men will be shipping directly 5. Committee will serve as editors
from the United States to the South 6. Book will include some data oi
Pacific. Necessity for surrounding studio acoustics but illustrations
these movements with secrecy is ob- typical
buildings will be reserved
vious.
for later publication. 7. Portion,
Provisions about accredited mili- of
the FCC Standards of Gooc
tary and naval correspondents
Practice and Rule;
probably will continue in force. Engineering
and Regulations
will be retained
book.
There might be some modification new
of the language now contained in
the Military Intelligence clause GENERAL MILLS' two adjacent serial
and doubtless virtual elimination on NBC "Today's ChUdren" and "Wo
of any provisions governing at- man
in White",
were broadcast
combineddramlasi '
Friday
a half -hour
tack by land or air on the Conti- icemen.
atlzing into
rehabilitation
wounded servj
Presented in ofcooperation
wlt^
nental U. S., which is, although the
Office byof War
Information,
commercials.
not beyond possibility, certainly im- written
a blind
veteran, theusedshoTSn{
probable.
Doubtless after adequate troops
Board declared
of Directors,
and materiel to meet requirements CBS
Wednesday,
a cashmeeting
dividend laso
have been shuttled to that war the- Class
40c perB stock
share ofon $2.50
presentpar Class
A Diviarx
value.
ater, the censorship job which the
Isthispayable
to stockholder
atyear.closeJuneof 1,business
of Ma -a
18 ofrecord
broadcaster has been doing volun- ofdend
tarily for so many months will become even less a burden. This war
theater is removed from the shores
of any of the United Nations by
such great distance that internal
intelligence from the U. S. could
not conceivably be of great value
tofenses.
the enemy in thwarting our offliHiiHiitwiaiiaiiiai i
Generally it is agreed among fe WDRC-rM
broadcasters that the job which
Byron Price has done at Censorship deserves highest commendation. Mr. Price, on the other hand,
has expressed frequently his gratification to broadcasters for their
wholehearted cooperation. Should
none of these changes be made
after V-E Day, and should Mr.
Price find it expedient to continue
HOW
the
Code broadcasters
as wi-itten inwould
full force,
doubtless
figures on . come
back
him up even though they did so
,S HlOH^
with misgivings.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adreriisinl

Radio to Sound
1 (Continued from page 17)
^aent
throughwant various
The people
to know, channels.
and we
'rant them to know. But we must
)e on our guard against building up
■alse hopes for the immediate
''uture.
The more fully the listening
ludience comprehends what we
propose to do and why it is necessary to do it, the more certain we
ire to have the continued and enthusiastic support that is essential
';o maximum prosecution of the
Var.
Up to Radio
r You in radio have been real partiiers in this war. You have conjiributed your sons and daughters,
jrour employes, your dollars and
irour energies. You have provided
;ime and talent for a host of new
war missions. Let me assure you
,;hat in explaining the redeploy-nent problem of the Army through
jiivery
meansareat profoundly
your comI nand, effective
you indeed
serving the public necessity — and
^ :ertainly you are catering to the
J^public interest and welfare of the
I'nation.
ji.
The slogan is: "Two down and
(ijOne to go."
\[ The Mission is: "Get the Jap and
;i:?et it over."
V: Let the mighty voice of AmeriSican radio sound the final battle cry !

City College to Sponsor
Radio, Business Meeting
FIRST RADIO and business conference of the City College School
of Business and Civic Administration will be held May 22, 23 at 17
Lexington Ave., New York City,
The meeting is "keyed to advancingingbusiness
radio" accordto an through
announcement
of Dr.
Robert A. Love, director.
The conference will consist of
four sessions dealing with current
problems in radio, advertising and
research. Moderators will be Archibald Crossley, president, Crossley
Inc.; C. G. Mortimer, vice-president, General Foods Corp.; Earl
Bunting,
Rubber Co., president,
and Ira A.O'Sullivan
Hirschmann,
vice-president, Television Inc.
Principal speakers include: Clarence L. Menser, vice-president in
charge of programs, NBC; Robert
T. Colwell, J. Walter Thompson
Co.; Frank Stanton, vice-president,
CBS; S.for E.BlowGill,Co.director
of re-search
and president
of Radio Research Council; Lewis
Avery, director of Broadcast Advertising, NAB; Lyndon C. Brown,
of Stewart, Brown and Assoc.

j Russell Joins Probers
THREE INVESTIGATORS, ineluding Louis J. Russell, formerly
: of the House Select Committee to
Investigate the FCC and a veteran
FBI agent, last week were appointed bythe House Committee on
Un-American Activities, of which
I Rep. Edward J. Hart (D-N.J.) is
• ; chairman. Mr. Hart was a member
cof the FCC investigating commit^ Chester
tee. The J.other
two investigators
Nickalas,
Pittsburgh are
atI torney, and George V. McDavitt,
Livingston, N. J., chief of OPA enIr forcement
Newark.
They genwill
serve under inErnest
Adamson,
i eral counsel. William V. O'Sullivan,
Mass., succeeding
has been named
I'y Lawi-ence,
committee clerk
James
Lanzetti, who resigned last month.

Radio Show Audiences
Analyzed by City Sizes
BREAKDOWN of individual program ratings by city-size groups
is published for the first time by
the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting in its "Comprehensive Analysis of Radio Program Audiences" for the summer of 1944.
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
had its largest share-of-audiences
in the largest cities, while Adventures of Nero Wolfe fared best in
the smallest-size city group. March
of Time, rated highest in cities of
1,000,000 and over. News of the
World rated highest in the smallest city-size
group,
Lowell
Thomas
did best
in theandcities
between 100,000 and 1,000,000. Socalled intelligentsia - appeal programs such as Information Please
and Words at War got their highest ratings in the smallest cities,
and the same was true of the supposedly ultra-sophisticated ChamStreet.ber Music Society of Lower Basin

Congress Breakfasts
PRESENTING the "human side of
Congress",
CoffeeofWith
Congress,
weekly
feature
Timekeeper
show on Bill
WRC Herson's
Washington, was started Saturday with
a breakfast table interview at the
home of Sen. McKellar (D-Tenn.),
president pro tem of the Senate.
Members of both houses will be
interviewed on later broadcasts.
Only stipulation of the show is no
politics.
TO BLUE-ABC stations carrying Baukhage's
news commentaries,
the networlc's
cooperative
program department
Is ofI:offering
listenerson athe10-minute
recording
his
report
Hyde
ParkRoosevelt.
funeral
ceremonies
for
Franklin
D.
Stations may offer the discs to listeners
I for
Co-op department
is also
offering$1.50.ato reprint
of Raymond
Swing's
IIf tribute
President,
broadcast
the
night of histhe death.

U. S. Rubber Video
U. S. RUBBER Co., New York, on
May 6 visionstarted
a half-hour
series scheduled
to runtele-52
weeks on WABD-DuMont New
York. Charles J. Durban, assistant
advertising director of U. S. Rubbsr
Co., said the programs will show
motion pictures based on the war
and industry, with a section of
the time being devoted to live demonstration showing company war
contributions. John Hewlett will
write scripts. Agency is CampbellEwald Co., New York.
ATLAS Brewing
Co., Chicago, Special",
Is spon"Atlas Prager
featuringsoringStuds
Terkel Sports
Monday through
Friday
5:30-5:45
p.m.
(CWT)
on
Chicago.
for 26 WMAQ
weeks.
Ollan Adv.,Contract
Chicago,runsIs agency.

I
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. . . Where the cash registers ring up over $324,171,000 in just
one
year. That's thecreated
picture asofittheis bygrocery business in the WGY
COMMUNITY*—
WGY in central and eastern
New York and western
New England
where 1,045,717 radio
families
keep
their
sets
tuned to WGY more than to any other
station in the area.
And WGY is the ONLY medium you can use to combine this
valuable market into ONE coverage area.
*WGY's primary and secondary areas contain 18 cities of over
10,000 and 40 incorporated
cities5000of over
population;
25,000 and
population.
villages of39 over
towns
WGY
Schenectady, N. Y.
50,000 watts— 23 years of service— NBC
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales

5000

WATTS

July 8— With manpower pinch felt by »'
radio due
to drafting
of key people.
Board
of War
Communications
under- "
Highlights of Radio in War
takes
manpower
{Continued from page 17)
in deferments
on studies
essential which
basis ofresultlec
key m
employes.
advisor toquently Mr.Secretary
ofcommissioned
War. (Subse-a all stations of restrictions on weather station
July
9
—
Gardner
Cowles
Jr.,
presideni
Klrby
was
necessitated by war. Weather of Iowa Broadcasting Co. and publisher! Ji"
lieutenant
colonel
—created
now radio
colonelbranch
— In broadcasts
Des Moines
named'ol »»
reportssibleasimparting
such ofbanned
becauseto ofenemy.
pos- ofassistant
charge
newlyRelations).
directorRegister-Tribune,
of OWI in charge
information
of Nov.
Armyof15 —the
Public
Domestic
Branch,
including OWI
overallissuesraDec.
26—
J.
Harold
Ryan,
vice-presiWith
more
and
more
station
dio
service.
Simultaneously,
time
devoted clamor
to Impending
warclearing
effort,
general manager
of Fort
Indus-of Order No. 1 covering policy and structrydentCo.,andappointed
Director
broadcasters
for central
ture in handling war news.
Censorship
in chargeAssistant
of broadcasting.
house
for coordination
of Government
Broadcastingunder
established
radio activities.
Dec. vises29 —plansOffice
of
Facts
&
Figures
de- July 14 —occupation
SelectiveB.,asi
Dec. 8 — First radio casualty of war is broadcasts. for funnellng of wartime essential
Service
System
by
Maj.
Gen.
Lewis
Hershey.
Fred Bate,
manager
NBC's London
31 — All Manila broadcast stations July 14 — First wartime cancellatlonjqii
staff,
terrificofcapital
German
ingInjured
attack on inBritish
Dec. bomb8 and wereDec.ersdismantled
destroyedcapital
by own-to of station license due to Inability topri
fall ofandPhilippine
9.andBombing
staff of qualified operators reCBS. also damages offices of NBC hands
preventbefore
facilities
from falling
into maintainsults when
of
Japs.
1941
in sponge. KFPL Dublin. Tex.
1942
1 — War comes
appallingly
close
Aug. 12— Army
Radio Branchprograms
issues*«tIB
standards
for commercial
to Jan.
radio
bombings
of Broadcast16 — Wartimeplacing
code censorship
of practiceson beamed
ing Houseas InNaziLondon
kill seven
persons forJan.broadcasters,
to American
troops overseas
In r
forerunner
of
establishment
of
all employes
of
BBC.
Example
of
raa
voluntary
hasis
but
invoking
stringent
service for expeditionary forces. radlc T
dio's "showonstratedmust
gonewscaster
on" stoicism
dem-on sorship.
a
s
BBC
carries
bans
against
certain
ad
lib
type
proSept.
7
—
Army
forms
top
radio
per-fj
his
commentary
with hardly
a break,
promulgated by Office of Cen- formers' "Committee of 25" to aid war
not
mentioning
the direct
hit Jan. 30grams,
and tourin radio
bases talent
and are
camps,included.
— FCC freezes all construction names
and evening
not deviating
from prepared
script.
of
new
broadcast
or majorin modApril
21
—
Initial
plans
for
voluntary
9— Radio's contribution of time
of shortages
ma- toOct.
censorship are evolved as war draws terials. ifications becausestations
war byeffort
at $64,000,OOC
closer to United States. List of "defense
Feb. 12 — ^Defense Communications a year
OWI estimated
Director Elmer
Davis. "
precautions"
by BROAD(BWC) onadopts
far - reaching
CASTINGofBcials
aftpublished
er survey
Gov- Board
Oct.
9—
Congress
asked
for
$7,000,0001*
"freeze
order"
equipment
for
new
ernment
on whatof highest
radio should
for shortwave psychologimproved
and rec- appropriation
and should not do in protecting neu- stations
action to facilities
War Production
ical warfare service. Including construc-f"'
trality.
Board. or ommends
Horace
N.Stovin
AND COMPANY
Nov.
1—
Government,
through OWlfJJ"
May
5
—
Imminent
war
pinch
affects
Feb.Advertising
21— Advertising
Council
radio
as transmitter
and
tube priorities
Coordinator
of Inter-American
tion.
•
Council)
formed(laterby and
cause
concern
among
manufacturers
and War
takes over full
scale operation Af-ol
advertising agencies and media to mo- all butfairs, technical
broadcasters.
Tightening
up develops
phasesstations
of country's
Government's
advertising cam- international
shortwave
following
stepped-up
production of deRADIO
pabilize
waron effort.
lease arrangement.
(Subsequentlyunder
and lend-lease.
Feb. silence
25ign in—total
Radio
coast
disrupted
by panded
May fense27materials
— Declaration
by President radio
ordered
by
4th
Interceptor
operations
by
increases
num-j
ber of transmitters,
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Rooseveltgency"ofbecause"unlimited
national hasemer-no raids.
Command,
because
of fears frequently,
of Jap air licensees
STATION
retaining ownership.)
of onwar radio
situation
Radio
silencelosses
recurred
Immediatecasters gieffect
but
broadwith
important
to
stations
in
Nov.
7
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Radio
goes
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full
wartime
equipment coastal area.
basis as result
of FCC byaction
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reduction
one decibel
Marchpolicies
18 — Office
of Facts
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program
loads.
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governing
release
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war
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radiated
power,
relaxa-|
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17
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Emphasis
on
psychological
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of
normal
engineering
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by Government,
also and suspension of regulation requiring
warfare via international broadcasting Information
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to news but
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developing
with
a
Reconstruction
Fioffices
stations
to
operate
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least
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nancecastingCorp.Corp.,loanof toBoston,
World forWideexpansion
BroadApriltion with13—military
Drive starts,
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during effective
broad-'
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casttheir
day.
(Regulationstimebecame
of shortwave
operations.
(This
was first
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andservices,
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transmission and of Government oper- tions.
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14—outputWarof Production
Board
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within
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June ra21tion o—f warGermany's
decla- Apriltranscriptions
duces
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records
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(John
MacVane.
NBC,of and
Charle^
Russiaunexpected
puts radio
to
approximately
30%
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wot*o
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J
emergency
newson basis.
Coming
late onat and
of 1941
production because of limitations
on
shellac.
night,portnews
staffs
of
the
networks
refor dutyfromat odd
hours toattired
in April 17— Complete and unequivocal Nov. 20— FCC adopts new program de-j
everything
pajamas
evening
signed
ease
operations
of broadcast-;
stoppage
of all broadcast
clothes.
ers
undertoproposed
wartime
equipment
shortages;
covering
andconstruction,
television,
Aug. erag18—
Radio warms
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Production
Board
gest
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in
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subsequently
went
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FCC.
(Subsequently
adopted.)
involving U. S. 2nd and 3rd Armies In April 24— War Production Board gives with
WPB
handling
emergency
through
Louisiana
Sept. Harbor
15-30. attack announced radio A-3 priority on maintenance, re- rigid priority system.)
Dec.
7 — Pearl
pair and operating
Nov. with30— their
Long casts,
established
inUnited
stillness
its status
as essentialsupplies,
operationin view
in war-of war
along
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work for
Statesof Sunday
into worldafternoon
war andplunges
radio time.
effort with heroes
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into inground-the-clock
coverage.
RehearsTO MAKE SURE of getMay
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air
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operas"
tying
in war message
in
crisis
coverage
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through
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Roosevelt,
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Information,
captain.)Mac
(Later promotec
Dec.by 15Defense
— In keeping
with plans worked
takes
over& ofFigures,
functions
of defunct
Office toDouglas
out
Communications
Board,
of
Facts
headed
by
Archibald
IONS
STAT
AT
military policeof important
are assigned
to guard
ONE^^TKE GRE
Feb. 10— Centralization
all domes-l!;u
stations.
Sta- MacLelsh.
OF THE NATION transmitters
June amplifying
15 — Revised old
voluntary
censorship
tic
addingsupervision
newof restrictions
tion managements
also asauthorized
provisions
and censorship,
more stringent
of formaintain
small arms
protectionto code,
lightening
some of them,
issued andbv definitions
against
pos':ible
sabotage.
eign
language
broadcasts,
as
well as '
Office
of
Censorship.
of
appropriate
authority
Dec.
16 — ByronPress,Price,named
executive
Government
survey
reveals
provided
in
revised
code
of
wartimt
rt
practices
for
broadcasters.
ofCensorship.
A.ssoclated
Directoreditorof thatJuneradio22 — has
movedOffice
in forefront
main news source.
of Pacts as& Feb. 22— Prank J. Cuhel, Mutual wai
Dec.
19
—
Trade
groups
In
radio
form
Figures
study
of
"American
attitudes
"War
Broadcasting
Council"
made withup toward war news" cites survey results
ofGeorge
heads
of trade Fort
associations,
June 24— Col. David Sarnoff, president March 26 — OWI estimates radio dohead, as B.firstStorer,
chairman, Industry Co. of RCA and chairman oj board of NBC nated
$86,900,000
in time
and talent$71,'
foi L,
Dec.
22
—
First
radio
casualty
in
world
called
duty Inforeign
Signal theater
Corps' war effort
AND, OREGON
(Afterward
messages.
(Of aggregate,
war
is asEnsign
Thomas
A. ofMcClelland,
on where tohe active
000
talent.)
setassigned
up vastto including
communications
570,000for was
station time
with $15,330,' „
leave
chief
engineer
KLZ
Denver,
and
traffic
planning,
D-Day
(SCNIfD NATIONAlir killed in action Dec. 7 during Jap attack ininvasion
communications handling May 10— Wartime survey by Life Mag'
occupiedand areas.)
»WA«» ritiir 4 CO. in& onDec.Pearl22— Harbor.
azine reveals that home radios were
U. 8. Weather Bureau advises
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WSLB
(Mutual)
Farmer Milks: —
250,000
Cows
Twice Daily
Pulling: —
$30,000,000.00
Annually
His Cash$2,500,000.00
Pay is: —
Monthly
The WSLB Farmer Has
Money To Spend
Not Every Month
O N C E - A YEAR
The WalkerOgdensburg,
Co. — Representatives
y. Y.

J

ported
by 91.9%
;% reported
sets ofoutfamilies,
of order.although
Radio Ready as Germany Collapses
June
28— Lid blownto offInvestigate
FCC as House
lect Committee
FCC
(Continued from page 15)
arges
agency
hindered
war
developAdm. William F. Halsey
ent and
some Harbor.
measure (Fiery
was respon5le
for inPearl
issue called in from theaters of action Vice
Adm.Alexander
Aubrey W.A. Vandergrlft
Fitch
gued
forInterceding
months, towithprevent
President
Lt. Gen.
to say a few words. If this is done Vice
josevelt
men
Adm.
Richmond
Kelly Turner
hourly,
as
proposed,
the
procedure
uniform
from
testifying
on
grounds
Adm.
Harold
R.
Stark
wartime security.)
would require about a day and a
Sept. 8 — Radio achieves new war role half of broadcast time. Among
No specific plans for broadcasts
len
Italy's
unconditional
surrender
is
those who might be heard from by the GI's themselves have been
mdledthe byannouncement
radio. (Gen.to Elsenhower
ade
world.)
are
Gen.
George
S.
Patton
Jr.
who,
made networks
for the will
"pool".pickDoubtless
Oct. takes
7— wmiam
S. Paley,
presl- if he does broadcast, will be doing most
up the
;nt,
indefinite
leave CBS
to accept
irquently
area assignment
from Psychological
OWI. (Suta- so for the first time since the war voices of front-line fighters around
named to head
began. Others, many of whom the world, however.
arfare BranchCommissioned
at Gen. Eisenhower's
a colonel have appeared before the microOn all pooled broadcasts, it is
.;adquarters.
SHAEF headquarters last March.)
phone on the Army Hour and understood, unaffiliated stations
Nov.of 8WGAR
— R. Morris
Pierce,on chief
will cut in on network loops, if they
;er
Cleveland
leave englwith other programs, might include:
WI,
as radio(He hero
surrenare nearby, or rebroadcast by
European Theater
;r ofdisclosed
Italian
fleet.
hadit ofrigged
lywire
transmitter,
to 500andupkc Gen. George S. Patton Jr.
pickup.
Theseprogramming
pooled broadcasts
iternational
distresstunedfrequency
Field
Marshal
Sir
Bernard
L.
Montgomery
will include
by all
Mark
W. Clark
.-oadcast surrender terms to Italian Gen.
eet.)
services — the Army, the Navy and
Gen.
De
Lattre
De
Tasslgny
Field
Marshal
Sir
Harold
Alexander
Dec.
17
—
First
figures
from
a
wartime
the
Marine
Corps
—
but
planning
Carl Spaatz
;nsus
U. S. radio
homes maderevealby Gen.
has been left to the Army, since
Gen.
Omar
N. Bradley
fficeapproximately
ofof CivUian
Requirements
Gen.
Courtney
Hodges
lat
32,500,000
American
the European victory is recognized
Gen.
Joseph
T. C.H.McNarney
imllles
had
one
or
more
sets,
or
89%
as its job.
Lt.
Gen.
John
H.
Lee
f all families in the country.
Lt.
Gen.
James
H.
Doolittle
Dec. 20Technical
— ^Plrst meeting
of newly-formed
Networks, for competitive reaLt.
Gen.
SirMarshal
Miles Sir
C. Dempsey
adio
Planning
Board
to
reAir
Chief
Arthur
Tedder
sons, were giving out no details of
lew
and develop
standards
forFCCpostwar
Gen.
H.
D.
G.
Crerar
their
scheduled special coverage
roadcast
services
called
by
and
Lt.
H. Brereton
aoperating radio industry groups.
Gen.Gen.JacobLewisL. Devers
for
V-E
Day.
surveyfilled
indicated
that
each
had Ashelves
with
1944
Pacific Theater
background
material,
however,
and
Maj.
Gen.
Willis
H.
Hale
Jan.
31—
Nearly
V4
of
radio's
25,000
that
each
had
sufficient
material
Lt.
Gen.
Robert
L.
Eichelberger
agularly
employed
listedserv-as Gen. George C. Kenney
a36,
armedaccording
forces
or toinpersonnel
Government
casting.
for
at
least
ten
hours
of
broadGen. Gen.
WalterSimonKrueger
BROADCASTING Lt.
Bolivar Buckner Jr.
rearbook poll.
C-B-I Theater
Similarly, as has been reported
1ector
Feb. of3 — Censorship
J. Harold Ryan,
Assistant
Dland
vice-president
in
previous
issues,
individual
sta; Qterlm
i Fort Industry
Co.
on
leave,
elected
tions from coast
to coast
have been
wartime NAB president.
Feb. 23— John E. Fetzer, owner of
preparing
for
many
weeks
special
U. S. Navy and Marine Corps
named Mr. Ryan's
.. \rKZO
uccessorKalamazoo,
as radio censor.
V-E Day programs which would
Adm.
Henry Kent
Hewitt
have
significance in their
May
8
—
Networks
pool
facilities
for
Adm.
Thomas
C. Klnkaid
areas special
of coverage.
■rst
time
to
cover
impending
European
Lt.
Gen.
Holland
M.
Smith
Qvaslon.
Facilities
for mostdevised
intensiveby Adm. Royal E. IngersoU
lews
coverage
in
history
Adm.
Jonas
H.
Ingram
Programs
will
run the gamut —
;ol. (now Brig. Gen.) David Sarnoff, Adm. Raymond A. Spruance
from musical salutes to our vicater
awarded
Legion of Merit lor outtandlng
attainments.
torious troops, dramatic presentations, news and special events and
June 6—— invasion
History's ofmightiest
operation
France bymilitary
Gen.
inter-denominational thanksgiving
Sisenhower's forces — covered on spot by March vasion
12 — with
Army60,000
plans wfor transmitter
Berlin in- observances.
' adlo.
Simultaneously
Allied
ExpediForces
inauguratedto broadcaston 17 driving
Army trucks
vannglonary
service
on continent
all Allied mountedguard of troops
toward incapital.
Toops.
Subsequent
events,
which
left
Berlin's
June 20—agency,
Failure of Army
or its ad-to radio transmitters
evidently
viated need for useintact,
of mobile
unit. ob'ertlslng
& Rublcam,
ncluderecruiting,
radio in Young
itswithappropriation
for March 29 — Stations, networks and ad- ELECTION SCHEDULE
S^AC
entire budget
vertisers
contribute
$161,752,000
time SET VP lis CANADA
talent for war messages induring
ilated spearheaded
for newspapers,
resultsto end
In cam;' jaign
by NAB
dls- and
1944,
according
to
NAB
estimates
—
an POLITICAL broadcasting for the
Increase
of
8%
over
1943.
(Breakdown
' Placement
;rlmlnation. Controversy terminated in
Canadian election June 11
advertisers,$78,000,000;
$64,000,000;talent,
sta- Federal
• itatlons. of portion of schedule on was radio
tions and networks,
and the Ontario election June 4,
$20,000,000.
■' -ector
July of14— Treasury
Ted R. Gamble,
national
dlhas
begun.
survey
RadioNations
goes all-out
on cov-on shows most Apaidpreliminary
War
Dlvl- Aprilerage 25—
time is taken by
of United
Conference
ilon, ever
laudsbefore
radio'sin 5th
warWarFinance
jobLoan
as better
■ ;han
drive.
International
Organization
in
San
Francisco with all networks and some 50 the old-line parties, both using a
Oct. 24 — Radio
scores ofnewGen.
triumph
number of transcribed flashes
from other United
■ split-second
coverage
MacAr-In stations,tions radioasiderepresentatives,
on scene.Na- great
'' >et
;hur'sup return
to
Philippines.
Radio
ship
and spot announcements, some re(Events
since
April
27,
leading
up
to
in
Pacific
theatre
to
relay
press
ind radio traffilc. Maj. (now Lt. Col.) Nazi
corded five-minute and 15-minute
collapse, elsewhere In detail in
t A..llrects
A. Schechter,
former NBC news chief, this issue.)
talks, and live talks up to quarterradio coverage.
hour by local candidates.
5■ 3fOct.
23—
Morrle
Pierce,
vice-president
G. A. Richards ofstations,
arranges for
Regional paid networks will
' American
start on a big scale after the 8th
marking hiscapture
second Radio
conquestLuxembourg,
of war.
Victory
Loan campaign which
1945
ends May 12.
The
federal
Liberal campaign is
Jan. 8 — Radio
contributestalent
upwards
•'5 $60,000,000
in time
to warof
directed through regional agency
effort through
OWI and
Radio toBureau
;atlon
plan, according
Georgeallo-P.
offices, and the federal Progressivet Ludlam, chief, OWI's Radio Bureau.
Conservative campaign through
Jan. 16 — Virtual freezing of all new
McConnell, Eastman & Co., To•' ■lollaboratlon
station construction
ordered
by
WPB
in
ronto. The Ontario Liberal camof jam
• In manpower with
and FCC,
criticalbecause
materials.
paign is handled by R. C. Smith &
Feb. 7 — Liberation of Manila by MaeSon, Toronto, and the Ontario
; Arthur's
forces
brings American
radio
Progressive-Conservative campaign
back ageonr of KZRH,
air. Bert
former atmanwas Sllen,
broadcasting
the
by McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto. The
■ time
taken three
Co-operative Commonwealth Fedyears theand Philippines
one month were
before..
eration (CCF) party is using
Feb. and
19— First
detailed
publication
of
radar
how
it
works
revealed
in
transcribed
and live talks and flash
British
publication.
Wireless
World,
after
announcements
throughout most of
rigid censorship ban both here and
abroad.
Canada, expects to use some reMarch 5—reveals
Surveythatby BROADCASTING
gional networks. Account is placed
Yearbook
men
by Wm. Orr & Co., Toronto.
and
women of radio
arenearly
in the8,000armed
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Watck!
Homer
Griffith
Company
Radio Station Representatives
Largest
Fastest
Growing
The
West's
Organization
"We know
the West
Homer We
Griffith
Company
sM the
West"
Hollywood Son Francisco Seattle

—SOSO,
a pleasant MISSISSIPPI?
eommonity in Jones
County,
wise advertisers
get REAL
resultster of Mississippi's
inbutJACKSON-met
opolitan
cenrapidly
developing
oil
industry. barrels
Ten fields
are a yielding
15 WSLI—
MILLION
of
oil
month!
the "Double-Return"
station,
offers
market—youat maximum
less cost! coverage of this
iBlUE NETWORK
WEED & COMPANY
NATIONAL RIPJ)ES£NTATIVES

Made

to

Order
WAIR is the station, Winston-Salem
the market — plus a mighty lot of
territory within a generous area.
No station
this
station
that haswe the
enjoy."grip"
Ego? onNope,
facts! ! I
WA
I R
WInston-Satem, North Carolina
Represenlativs: The Walker Company
:75000
630WATTS
KILOCYCLES
Full Time'
BLUE NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
. John BLAIR & CO.
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RcTIOnS OF THE FCC
APRIL 28 TO MAY 4 INCLUSIVE
Decisions . . .
ACTIONS APRIL
BY ADM.
30 BOARD
KINY
Juneau,
Alaska
Granted license
to cover CPpower,asinstall
mod. — authorizing
inchanges crease
In antenna. new trans, and
WSIX
Nashville,
Tenn.—
Placed
in
pending
station. file application for CP new FM
Review
Publishing
Co.,
Alliance,
O.
—
Same.
Lynchburg
Broadcasting Corp., Lynchburg,
Va.—
Same.
Va.Roanoke
— Same. Broadcasting Corp., Roanoke,
ACTIONS BYMAYCOMMISSION
1
1230
kc WIBXcontrol
Utica,fromN. Y.—
Granted
vol.
transfer
Bowen, deceased, to EstateScottof Howe
Scott
Howe Bowen, Margaret P. Bowen, executrix.
590 kc iKSUB
Cedar under
City, Utah—
Des-of
gnated for application
hearing
Jan.
16, 1945,
forw CPNPolicy
change
assignment
to
590
kc
250
1
kw
D
and Install new trans.
1030 KWBU
Corpus
Christi,
Tex.—
Granted
extension
special
service
aumonths
for 1030
kc th50orization forkwsix DA
local from
sunrise5-9-45to
local
sunset.
WALV,
WBBL
Richmond,
Va.—
Adopted memorandum
opinion
granting
appli-Jr.
c
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Thomas
Garland
Tinsley
for
mod.
CP
make
changes
antenna,
change
trans, application
and studio location
WALV
and granting
of forGrace
enant Presbyterian
Church
mod.Cov-for
CP
authorizing
change
assignment,
trans, approval
andantenna
authority
totrans,
use
presently
licensed
and
site for WBBL; conditions.
THEN

FOR

CBS

1230 kc WKVM opinion
Arecibo, granting
P. R.— Adopted
mod.
CPmemorandum
forandapproval
antenna
and approval
trans,
studio
location;
CP as mod. be issued. ordered that
1240ed memorandum
kc WBHD Petersburg,
Va.— Adoptopinion
granting
applicand
ation for mod.
CP for
change
equipment
approval
trans,
siteCP andasin
antenna
system;
ordered
that
mod. be issued.
1060 Issuing
kc WOKOspecial
Albany,temn.
N. Y.—authorizaAdopted
order
thertion forordercontinued
of FCC. operation until furFollowingrenewalstations
wereending
granted
for period
8-1-46:liKWIL cense
WGAC WIBU
WCBW.
Following
stations
were
granted
renewal forKGDE.
period ending 2-1-46:liKWNO censeWDSM
Following
stations
wereending
granted
renewal WTAM
for periodKLRA.
5-1-48:liWGGA censeWHN
1150 kc WTAW
College Station,
Adopted
orderhearing
denying
petitionTex.—
for
grant
without
application
CP change
assignment of and
designatedfor
said application
for
hearing,
to
be
consolidated withBroadcasting
hearing on applications
of San Jacinto
Co. for new
station
Houston,
Reporter
Broadcasting
Co.
for
CP
change
frequencyCo.
KRBC.
Calcasieu
Broadcasting
for andCP
change frequency KPLC.
1460 kc WOKO petition
Albany, N.forY.—rehearing
Adopte4
order
directeddenying
against
FCC renewal;
action denying
application
for
license
further
ordered
that special
temp,beauthorization
for continued
operation
extended to
3 a.m. 5-31-45.
kc KXL Portland,
for750 hearing
applicationOre.—forDesignated
mod. CP
change
hours from limited time — WSB
to unlimited.

ACTION MAYON MOTION
2
Cowles
Broadcasting
Co., Des InMoines—
Grantedset 5-16-45
petition onto application
Intervene
now
ofhearing
KFNPof
for
license renewal
and application
Henry
Field
and
Midwest
Broadcasting
Co. for transfer of control.

PHILCO RELAY ISEll
GETS FCC PERMITS
FURTHER developmental work ii J
the Philco Corp. proposed televisioi
relay network linking Washington
Philadelphia and New York wai
approved last week when the FCC
granted construction permits fo:
new relay stations to be operated ii
central and northeast Maryland
southeast Pennsylvania and Wash
ington and authorized power in
creases of from 15 to 40 w foi,
relay stations now in operation.
Grants include: one new experi
mental relay station to be operatecj
in various areas betweeen Philadelphia andcreases,
Washington;
addition of A3 power
emissioninantenna and transmitter changes
of three stations in Philadelphia tc
include operations in Washington
and New York; authorization tc
change power to 40 w (peak) vis
ual,
w aural of seven
mobile40 experimental
relay portablestations
authorization to increase power toi A
40 w and add A3 emission to port-,
able experimental television station
now operating in New York and to!
operate the station also in Washington and Philadelphia.
Philco dedicated its WashingtonPhiladelphia link in a special tele-|
cast from the Statler Hotel, Washington, on April 17 [Broadcasting,
April 23],

APRIL 30
Applications
NEW-47.9 mc Hudson Broadcasting
System, Mt.
Y.— CP estimated
new FM
station,
2,500Vernon,
sq. mi.,N.formerly
$19,050
cost (resubmitted,
United
Broadcasting
System
Inc.).
NEW-1490 kc Idaho Radio Corp., Idaho
Falls,
Ida.—
CP
new
standard
station
250
w unlimited (dismissed at request
of applicant).
MAY Jersey
1 Broadcasting
NEW-48.1 mc New
Co.,
Newark—
CP
new
station,
sq.
ml., amended to FM
change
name6,200
applicant
Broadcasting
Co.of
NEW-1340to kcAtlantic
Berkeley
Broadcasting
Co., Martinsburg,
W.
Va,
—
CP
new
standard station 250
w unlimited.
NEW-1240
kc Pa.Baron
Co.,
Wilkes-Barre,
— CPBroadcasting
new standard
station s250
w
unlimited
amended
toHonigsubt
i
t
u
t
e
P
.
J.
McCall
for
J.
Myron
man as member of partnership.
NEW-47.1
mcandGeorge
A. Mayoral,
William Cortada
Cortada,
Orleans—
CP estimated
new FMRamon
station,
13,300 Newsq.to
mi.,
$93,000
cost,
amended
request 8,000(resubmitted).
sq. mi., specify site and
equipment
New-91.0
mc
Journal
Co., Richfield, Wis. — CPThe new
developmental
broadcast
sion for FM.station, 500 w, special emisMAY 3
NEW-49.9N. mcY.—Dunkirk
Co.,
Dunkirk,
CP new Printing
FM station,
$25,300
estimated
NEW-48.7
mc cost.
Recorder Publishing
Corp., Greenfield, Mass. — CP new FM
station,
cost. 3,825 sq. mi., $42,500 estimated
NEW-1450 kcS.TheC. —Observer
Co., NEW-80-100 mc Sarkes Tarzian,
Orangeburg,
CP new Radio
standard
station
250 w unlimited.
Bloomington, Ind.— CP new developmencial taltestbroadcast
emission.
500 wPrinting
and spe-'
NEW-48.5 mcstation,
San Pedro
Publishing
Co., San
Pedro,
Cal.$12,000
— CP
new
FM
station,
780
sq.
mi.,
estimated cost.
NEW-48.7sociated
mc Newspapers,
SouthernAlhambra,
CaliforniaCal.—
AsANOTHER
BIG JOB!
CP new
FM station,
000
estimated
cost. 1,500 sq. mi., $12,- i
NEW-48.3sociatedmcNewspapers,
Southern California
— As-CPj
new
FM station,
sq. mi.,Cal.$12,0001
estimated
cost. 1,500Glendale,
When the last bomb has fallen on GerNEW-45.1 Corp.,mcGrand
Grand RapidsMich.Broadmany or Japan . . . when the last gun
— CP
new FM castingstation,
sq. mi., $33,100
estimated
cost. 6,375Rapids,
has been fired . . . what a problem of retooling and job-changing will face many
SERIES
half -hour
dramatic
a "boom" town!
basedmotion
onofstories
may
be programs
suitable
for
picturewhich
useGrew
is being
offered
for
sponsorship
by
Associates,
Not for Roanoke! On V-Day Plus 1 OUR
Inc.,
New
York,
which
plans
to
use
the
weekly network
broadcasts
as amovie
prethree big industries — railroading, rayon
testing
"laboratory"
for the
industry.
Listeners,
including
a
5,000woman panel built up by the Grew
milling, steel production — will be functionfirm, will
be Invited
to write sugges-ofj
ing as smoothly for civilian goods as they
stories tions
andregarding
stars. picture
Program possibUitles
series will be
now are for the war effort.
called "Hollywood Story Conference".
You should be known by these people of
Southwest Virginia whose present prosperity will CONTINUE. Only one station,
WDBJ, satisfactorily covers ALL their
118,921 daytime listening homes. A Class
B quarter-hour, once, only $30. Let us —
or Free & Peters — tell you more!

• 5000 WATTS

• 960 KC

Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Natl. Representatives
? Page 74 • May 7, 1945
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(Jess)
It is Willard,
understoodgeneral
a newmanager".
corporation,
probably
to
be
as WBT
Inc., will be formed known
to operate
the
station.
Aside
from
Jefferson
StandBuys WBT for Million and Half
ard, Maj. Edney Ridge, executive
Purchase Up for FCC Approval; Company vice-president and secretary of
WBIG, hwill
the only
stockAlso Is Owner of WBIG Greensboro
older in thebe new
WBTother
company.
He holdsin approximately
one-third
interest
WBIG.
Mr. Price, it is expected, will become president of the WBT comM. Bryan,
vice-presidentpany.of Joseph
Jefferson
Standard
and
president of WBIG Inc., also will
be an officer of WBT, along with
Maj. Ridge and Julius C. Smith,
Greensboro attorney and general
counsel of Jefferson.
Mr. Bryan recently became half: POUR PRINCIPALS in sale of WBT by CBS to Jefferson Standard Life owner
of WORD
Spartanburg,'
S. C.
He, along
with Maj.
Ridge, acted
nsurance Co. (1 to r): Joseph M. Bryan, insurance company v-p, and for
Jefferson
in
the
WBT
negotialulian Price, president; Maj. Edney Ridge, executive v-p of WBIG; A. D.
tions with CBS.
.:i;(Jess) Willard, manager of the Charlotte station.
The network was represented by
Stanton, vice-president,
OF THE 50,000 w WBT of Directors meeting last week and Dr. Frank
; 3ALE
Frank K. White, vice-president
Dharlotte to Jefferson Standard it was reported to have been the and
t
and treasurer. In announcing the
Life Insurance Co., principal own- highest ceived.
of the
fide offers
re- sale, CBS explained it had been
The CBSbonaboard
took into
%r of WBIG Greensboro, for $1,in order to comply with FCC
account not only price but radio made
3.106, which prohibits network
■ffiay
)05,000
was
announced
last
Wednesby CBS as a result of competi- know-how, community interest and Rule
of a standard broadcast
tive bidding and in compliance with other standards in selecting the suc- ownership
station "in any locality where the
cessful bidder.
existing broadcast stations are so
" ' the FCC mandate dealing with net"Operating standards
which under
have few or of such unequal desirability
' ■ work ownership of stations in other characterized
the station
■than key program points. The trans- Columbia management
coverage, power, frewill
be
con- (in termsquency oofr other
'''action
subject toto FCC
related matters)
and is isunderstood
be forapproval
a cash
tinued," Julian Price, president of that competition will be substanJefferson Standard asserted. "We
"'consideration.
tially restrained by such licensing".
■ The transaction was announced plan to continue the present operatOther Charlotte Stations
ing staff of WBT, headed by A. D.
following the regular CBS Board
Charlotte has two other stations
— WSOC, NBC affiliate with 250 w
on 1240 kc, and WAYS, affiliated
both with Blue and Mutual, with
1,000 w on 610 kc. CBS had acquired WBT in 1929. It operates
I YESTERDAY Was The 522nd Time |
on 1110 kc with 50,000 w.
1
... the "Ave Maria Hour" has brought Sunday- |
It is understood WBT had a
I evening consolation and comfort to New Yorkers | gross income of in the neighborhood
I through WMCA.
1 of $900,000 in 1944, with approximately half that amount net before taxes.
m
The occasion of this tenth anniversary is a good B
Jefferson
Standard has been inM time to say thank you.
H
terested in ownership and operation
of
WBIG
last 12 years.
I
For the high radio standards | The station, aforCBSthe affiliate,
operM
that earmarked each of those
5
ates on 1470 kc with 5,000 w.
M
522 broadcasts ...
m
Maj. Ridge said it was the intention of the new owners, following FCC approval, to operate WBT
I
For the job it has done as
| independently
of WBIG. He exI
originating station of "Ave
m
however, that
the twopublic
stations plained,
will follow
the same
B
Maria Hour" programs
|
service
policies
and
emphasize
deE
throughout the country ...
H
velopment of talent and program
features
of
peculiar
interest
to
I
For its unflagging service to
| their respective communities.
g
the New York community in
H
V-E Telecasts
B
every facet of radio program|
B
ming ...
M BULOVA WATCH Co., New York,
a regular advertiser on WNBT,
I
For these things, our grateful salute to WMCA! J NBC's television station, will sponM
H
sor one-minute time signals on V-E
I
We look forward to continued association with J day, when the station shifts for that
day onlyis Biow
into Co.24-hour
m this station.
M Agency
Walthamoperation.
Watch
Co. has purchased time signals to
be telecast that day on WABD
New York, the DuMont station,
I
Graymoor Monastery, Garrison, New York | which will be taken over by BlueABC for the occasion. Agency is
N. W. Ayer & Son.
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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ifeflferson

Standard

Life

Ins.

KOIN
We Work Today
for
fhe Northwest's
Limitless
Tomorrow
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., NaflRep.
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For Sale
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
—Classified Advertisements — i Newscaster, salesman, writer. University For
sale—
2
WE
complete with33 RPM
motor. turntables
Vertlcle andl16
PAYABLE Wanted
IN ADVANCE
money15corders
only —Count
Minimum
graduate
with major
English,
minor inch
lat-sral
pick-up.
Pre-Amp.
80 B Box
for above
in Economics.
Three inyears
experience
Silvotion
lOc per— Checks
word. Allandothers,
per word.
3 words$1.00.for
and
WE
control
cabinet.
1000 wattantee. station.
26. married. $325 guar- BROADCASTING.
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issve date. Send box replies
Box 598, BROADCASTING.
lo Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
Manager for radio station on east to
southeast
seaterritory.
coast, southern
California,
Denver
aggresCrocker Wheeler turntables, complete
Help Wanted
sive,
promotional,
hard Creative,
worker.announcExperi- 333-78
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
RPM, B & Cathode
L 40X inspection
mi- l
e
n
c
e
d
i
n
sales,
programming,
ing.
College
education,
married,
over
Wanted
—
First
class
operator
for
basic
Operator-announcer.
Firstbe class
radio-of supplementary network station in mid- best recommendations. Now employed.40, croscope, graph.RCAWhite, 2756
Pine Ray
GroveOscilloAve,
telephone
license.
Must
capable
news
and
commercial
announcing.
For
west.
Box
603,
BROADCASTING.
Must be permanent. Box 599, BROAD- Chicago. DIVersey 4440.
regional Good
NBC postwar
station infuture.
westernBoxcity932,of First class radiotelephone operator for CASTING.
Tubes
for sales!
We have W.E. 228-A:for
25,000.
managerReady
available.
Twelve years
transmitter. and
Pleasereferences.
submit outline
of asStation
2152- as222-A;
BROADCASTING.
assistant.
to manage
your sale
used 232-A
tubes andleft F.overT. 332-A,
after sale
experience
Box
,606,
station
and
become
good
citizen
your
BROADCASTING.
First
engineer
wantedstation.
for 250-watt
ofNorman
our radio
Baker, station.
HamiltonWhat's
Hotel, offered?
Laredo,
IndianaclassBlue
Network
Perma- Engineer — First class license, transmit- community. Box 601, BROADCASTING. Texas.
graduate. Two years experience,
nent Job fors andright
man.expected
State full
ter and studiorequired.
experience.
Statement
of College
salary
In parfirst availability
50,000
watt
station.
Looking
for
allAdvise
draft
status.
250
watt
newly
rebuilt
composite
letter. Boxticular399,
BROADCASTING.
inclusive ejob:
writing,
broadcasting, opBox 608, BROADCASTING.
mitter (without crystal
oven)$2,750
and transG.cash,R
rating. Box 604,
BROADCASTING.
457A modulation
monitor,
Announcer—
250-wattmidwest
NBC affiliate
engineer.
1st
class
license.
fine metropolitan
city needsin aa Transmitter
Experienced
announcer,
news
editor,
Evening
News,
Port
Angeles,
Washington,
Guaranteed weekly earnings, $55.00 for college graduate with honors, disgooddle adversatile
announcer
who
can
hanwatt, network,
southwestlib record and Small,
talent shows,
news 48 hours.
position. Prefer For tersale—
New Temcoremote
250 GSCcontrol
transmitern city of 25050,000
good living
condi- midwest. charged.
Box Desire605,better
BROADCASTING.
and commercials.
cooperative
HousesManwith
a\allable.
Immediate
staff,
excellent working
conditions.
No opening. tions.
2 sets complete
tubes, with
spare parts kit.
For unit,
sale
War
Power
certificate
of
Young,
sober
family
man,
six
years
in
prima
donnas,
please.
$65.00
per
48-hour
availability
required.
Box
611,
BROADby
owner
at
reasonable
price
crated
for]"
broadcasting
ready
for
that
program
diweek
to
right
man.
Tell
us
all
about
immedate
shipment.
Contact
S.
J.
HyCASTING.
rectorerjeonbc.esReturned
vet. Excellent refyourself. Box 524, BROADCASTING.
Box 1957, Huntington, West Vlr-f. Box 607, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
First
class
engineer,
experiSalesman
familiarand with
enced in studio
operation, transmitter,
Writer-announcer
—Develop
Would own
like program
position
small
marketwanted—
stationMan
operation
real recording
asideaseitheror orputboth.yours
and maintenance.
Excellent
ginia.
For sale transformer,
— One Amertran,
B output
modU'
understanding
of radio
sales. and
Sendphoto
rec- working
conditions,
forty hours,
good Writes
oil class
filled,
into Newscasting,
script form. lation
ord
of
experience,
references
material
that
sells.
db., .006 ofW modulating
reference
(equiv.
to
17.3
pay, 250cated inwatt
Blue
Network
affiliate
lo- sportscastlng, platter shows, commer- kw64.6 capable
first
letter.
Network
station
in
center
fine
city
of
50,000.
Apply
Box
34.6 kw Total
carof richest
farm area in west. Write Box 616, BROADCASTING.
cial
announcing.
25,
college
trained,
rier),
6300
volts
plate
voltage.
552,
BROADCASTING.
married,
draft deferred. Prefer east. Box weighttion5430
lbs. Onefilled,
Amertran
modulaMale announcer.
routine, 609,
16 hys,5215
at lbs,5.5
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— Topselling
flightdelivery
staff forannouncer
including
news atGeneral
modernstudio
southeastern
amps,
6300reactor,
volts.oil Total
weight
with
quality
regional regional.
Television
development
engineer
large
$37.50
for
40
hours.
OpporBox
590,
BROADCASTING.
network
affiliate
station
in
northwest.
t
u
n
i
t
y
f
o
r
Increase.
Qualifications
and
radio
corporation
desires
broadcast
enSend references, photo, transcription CASTING.
E. degree. Pre250 watt broadcast
transmitter,
speech
viously gineering
six yearsposition.in E.broadcasting.
Box equipment,
with application. Box 553, BROAD- when available, please. Box 342, BROAD- 610, BROADCASTING.
CASTING.
microphones,
turntables,
First50 class
licensed Apply
transmitter
operator
etc.
All
or
part,
or
will
consider
mergei
Opportunity
for
fluent
and
imaginative,
for
kw
station.
Chief
Engineer,
in applying foi
Announcer,
two years experience.
Pleas- with
but stablewith
and transcribed
sincere, staff libraries
announcer KWBU, Corpus Chrlsti, Texas.
CP. Boxparty613, Interested
BROADCASTING.
ing voice, very
production.
familiar
Available
now. interested
Box 612, inBROADCAST— Versatile announcer re- ING.
create and announce
salable shows toat Announcerquired by 1000
For
sale—
one
composite
watt Blue Network
sta- Station manager — Station owner need- three composite pre-amps,lineoneamplifier
non-metropolitan
NBC station.
Rocky
tion. Include
qualifications
and salary
Mountain munityArea,
non-defense
com- expected
using 6J7 three
tubes.W.chan
OneE.
in first
letter. WBCM,
Bay
money-making
mana- type
with good
post warfarmfuture.
RCA 69-A
OP-4 pre-amp
remote amplifier
geringwhoan efficient
understands
selling, promotion,
City,
Michigan.
Please send
transcription,
photo,
referOne and
RCA table
largestand.
size ve-All
the handling
ences, sample script. Write Box 554, Wanted — Sales manager for Tobacco programming
locity microphone
el, has anandopportunity
to getof aper-45 nel complete.
BROADCASTING.
Network. Good basic salary and liberal year old sonman
with
10 years background
retail mer- ofditlon,
the above
equipment
issellin allgoodor con-I""
now
in
use.
Will
anj
commissions.
Start
Immediately.
Headc
h
a
n
d
i
s
i
n
g
a
n
d
advertising
New England
announcer
—
For
5
kiloCarolina.
Wire, and 15 years newspaper and radio ex- part, flrst come first served. Wanted,
watt CBS station.
condi- phone or quarters
writeRaleigh,FredNorth
Fletcher,
President,
perience. More than
10 mixer,
years with
pres- RCA
pay, 564,
goodGood
futureliving
to competypeall72-Creplies
recording
attachments.—
Address
to
Bob
McBaney,
tenttions,man.good Box
BROADCASTING.
c/o WRAL, Raleigh, N. C.
ent
employer.
Good
excellent
salesmanforanddesiring
trained change.
executive.Position
Good WCBI, Columbus, Miss.
Control operator.
Experienced
orPermainex- reason
New
England writerfeatures.
— Radio copy,
shows,
announcements,
Must
write
perienced. Write for
full details.
must
be
permanent.
Send
details
to
nent
position.
Charles
W.
Brannen,
good
commercial
copy
for
radio.
Box
Chief Engineer, WAGE, Syracuse, N. Y. Box 615, BROADCASTING.
565, BROADCASTING.
WANTED
Operator—
Telephone
first,
telegraph
secOpening
for
experienced,
responsible
an4F. Family.
Wants
job with
We want
some good
men.
We're
Just
a
nouncer. Permanent position. Working future.ond, 30,Anywhere
small
southwest
radio
station
with
a
big
but
deep
south.
Box
Program
Man or Woman
conditions
good,
living
conditions
reaJob
ahead .outlet
of us, Inexpanding
intofuture.
a strong
55, Riverside, 111.
e. 50 kw southern
station.
regional
the toneargrow
Weus complete sonabldetails
in letter.
Box Give
595. Transmitter engineer available soon.
. . . who has sound ideas, producneed
some
good
men
with
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
maintenance,
operation
tion experience, who recognizes
and
help abuUdproduction,
a station public
to be service
proud
and some forconstruction
5 kw stations.
of from
— Announcer - newscaster with Looking
good announcing, and who has
permanent ininposition
in an
and commercial
We par- Wanted
reasonable
experience.Progressive
One who CBS
can asAl
station
anywhere
the
country.
good
This tois aliveposition
tduction
icularly nemanager,
d a standpoint.
program
director-pros
i
s
t
i
n
production.
afstate salary.
P. O.Colo.Box 63, Edgefor onejudgment.
who wants
radio
filiate Central New York. Basic $47.50 Please
three top-di- for 40 hour
Branch,
Denver,
flight
announcers
andtwowriting
a orcontinuity
work week. Box 602, BROAD- water
programming.
Previous
experience
CASTING.
rector
with
program
experience
Engineer—
First
class,
37
years,
23
years
in
programming;
small
station
manand
talent.
We
expect
to
grow
Just
as
position
where mainterecords, in radio,nancewants
agement or agency production
big as the men working for us make us Announcer,
ability Isremote
appreciated,
can an-do
and M.C. ad toplib rate,
shows.forNotnews,a duration
grow. ING,Write
to
Box
570,
BROADCASTcontrol
room,
and
some
may
qualify
you.
We
are
expandthat offers
quickyou advancequalifications
in firstwe Job butment to one
ing our personnel with the goal
status
can de- River, Nebr.nouncing. Wallace V. Rockefeller. Wood
letter. Ifgiving
you fullsound
like the man
liver. Topexecutive
startingrecord
salary.ofif5 performance
kw network
ofPopular
makingIndependent
this the Nation's Most
need, we'll come see you, wherever you affiliate.
Proven
Experienced
newscaster
available
in
few
are.
Posiweeks.
Permanent
4F. Married.
Sincere
and stability
required.
Reply in confition permanent for Station.
able person.
dence,
giving
full
Information
about
Wanted — Operator,
first
class
license
imabout
his
work.
Three
years
news
exyourself.
Including
salary
desired
and
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
.
P
r
e
f
e
r
working
under
contract
Salary
based
on
ability.
Give
full
m
e
d
i
a
t
e
l
y
.
S
e
n
d
complete
story
flrst
letphoto. Box 514, BROADCASTING. Box 593, BROADCASTING.
details past experience. Your
ING. ter. Permanent. Box 574, BROADCAST- small
Wanted
announcers.
Have
opening
for
application
confidential.
Top
flight
announcer.
Network
experiMall opportunity
pull experience
background,
news, platters,
Texas kilowatt
Blue-Mutualprogram
desires im- two
wouldannouncers.
help. Excellent
with ad lib ence.andSolid straight
prove its Hooper.
Write Ralph L. Atlass
commercial.
Excelwho knows
how. Want
Tell all. Box man
576, one
groupexperience,
of stations.
lent
references.
Employed,
but seeking
5andkw ofdraft
CBSa well-known
affiliate.
State
age
WIND, Chicago
BROADCASTING.
spot
in
New
York
City.
Available
for
status
first
letter.
Write
or
live
audition.
Married,
4F.
Write
Box
1000 opening
watt NewforEngland
Networkannouncer
station wire Box 618, BROADCASTING.
596, BROADCASTING.
has
experienced
News
editor. 4 yearsnews.
experience editing
with knowledge
of programming.
Perma-for
Situations Wanted
and broadcasting
5 kw
nent position, excellent
opportunity
experience.
Woman. Box 5584,yearsBROADthe
ING. right man. Box 589. BROADCAST- Program manager— top station. Practi- CASTING.
PRODUCER
June 1st
for
cal, experienced
and knowledge
pro- Available
engineer
Announcer-continuity
writer with
— Station
now
operator
classchief
firstElectricians
Experienced
job.
gram ing and production.
Now mannetWOLS
canrience, place
announcer
expework
representative
and
program
also
continuity
writer,
or
a
School
Navy
in
teaching
'
ager leadingmanager.
city station.
Served
which closes June
University,
Purdue
announcer-continuity
Writer. Wishes to shift operainquiry8 years
held Box
orcombination
woman.
Good
live Blue stationmanin as station
exempt. State
1st. Draft
617, BROADCAS
Box 580, Your
BROADCASTING.
TINGmaximum offer
good
live S.town.
ations from East to West
Florence,
C. Write or wire WOLS. confidential.
Announcer, 5 years experience on 5 kw
Wanted
to
Buy
Coast.
net affiliate. News, music, drama, proSalesman station,
— 250 wattnortheast
progressive
Mutual
TexasBluehas CASTING. duction. Woman. Box 583, BROAD- Wanted— FCC approved frequency and
opening
for salesman
good dependable
man,Army.to Newscaster - editor - writer. Experienced modulation monitors. Other 250 watt
replace
going Into
station equipment. Cutting mechanism
Minimum salary, $12,000.
news, announcing,
andin sales.
Send
fulltopand
detailsbusiness
including
experience,
character
references
and Married,
reliable,
4P.continuity
Interested
per- Box 600, BROADCASTING.
manent
news
position
offering
future
photo. Box 594, BROADCASTING.
tables.
transcript
*^£f
^P""
ion
opportunity.
news Available
delivery. Experienced broadcaster interested in
BOX 619, BROADCASTING
FloridaConvincing
or mlddlewest.
Engineer.Recording
Transmitterexperience
and controlhelpful.
room Prefer
or part STING
of 250 watt staafter tionMaydisc. 1st.
please. Audi- purchasin
work.
tion. Boxg 614.all BROADCA
Box Full
591, details,
BROADCASTING.
Permanent.
WAKR, Akron 8. Ohio.
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DBSTRUCTION LIGHTS
Available without priority
TYPE 661

PROFESSIOIVAL
PHYSlC
m
and

,1Complete with red fresnel
; lens and 100 watt A-21
lamp.
1 Write for Bulletin 33

I

ANDREW CO.
363 E. 75th St.,
Chicago 19

WANTED!
A live-wire
family pre-for
ferred, whoman,has with
a passion
perfect production and a yen and
ability to write. Must be capable
show-writer and producer.
Jhis is a permanent job for a sincere worker in one of America's
largest markets at a highly progressive station serving up AM,
FM and well on the road to television.
Send complete detailed account of
background, draft status, plus
photo and salary requirements.
AH replies strictly between us.
BOX 597, BROADCASTING

SERVICE
"GEARED TO AM-FM EX>>ANSION"

or recorded program
re-fedfo
heVhoT
nutrrfion. Our experf
'deludes medical.
' authority Ulks. infer.
y'ewsand dra iza.
t-onsCo^pfefematscr
and talent providipt
at reasonable cosedt
sam^epleaurec
L'
diord
tion
ing o*r
P'aybacfe providfor
^•thout obligatioedn.

DIRECTORY

[Oommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Koniat City, Mo.
Vathington, D.' C. HoUvwood, Col.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
District 1640
iSnbi. to Gov't VLeg.)

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
I F 4 O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Teeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
iH Boronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
I
Raymond 4756
} ligh Power Tube Specialists Excluirvaly

SOUND EFFECTS
One
the largest
selections
sound ofeffects
in existence.
MAJORof
RECORDS.Write
Realistic
and
Complete.
for catalog
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
Transcriptions—
Specialized
Recordings
1600 Broadway N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4675

The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganUationConitraetioa
TechnieaJ
Maintenance,
Sopervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS

WILL START

GENIIETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Librory Offer
Over 200BosicWrite
Individual
SoundContaining
Effects
For Delailt
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.

IMMEDIATELY
ADVISES
BOB BRABHAM, WTMA
THE SHADOW
"Available locally on transcription — see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.

Jansky
& Bailey
Ah Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OP BROADCASTING
NaHenal PrcH Bids.. Waah^ D. C.

DIRECTORY
McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Prett BIdg.' Dl. 110S
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VICTORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

R«dia Enginaarinq Consultants
Frequancy Monitaring
CtmnMiciol
RodioWasblncton.
Eqnip. D.Co.O.
e International Bulldlnc,
ee Cross
321 E. Roads
Gregoryot Boulevard,
KanaaH
tlie World, Hollywood,City,OallfHo. .

mgUEMCY MEASUniNG
SERVICE
Exact Measurement* ' of ooy »im«
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad Strett New York 4. N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting
Radio Engineers
in Engineering
Broadcast and
Specializing
Allocation
Earle Birilding, Washington
4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.
Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 r4th St.N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.
Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465

J. D. Woodward & Associates
Manufacturers
of Radio
Transmitters and Industrial
Electronic
Baltimore,
Maryland
Equipment
Water & fredericl< Sts. - Saratoga 8535
LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. e District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Coasulfing Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.

AAAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat'l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, 0. C.
District 7362 e Glebe 5880

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Nat'l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, D. C.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLOG. WASH.. D. C
1319 F STREET N W. DISTRICT 4127

BUY

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
m E. 75th St CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

WAR

BONDS

People
At

Deadline...

MONRONEY ARTICLE
ATTACKS PETRILLO POWER
POWER of James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
"to cripple
refusing
to permit them totheservenetworks
stationsbywhich
do not
employ
the
number
of
musicians
he
demands"
cited by Congressman A. S. (Mike) Monroneyis
(D-Okla.) in an article in the American Magazine as a type of union "monopolistic control" whichsome
he wants
abolishanti-by
removing
of theCongress
immunityto from
trust laws now granted to labor unions.
Rep. Monroney declares Congress must
shortly decide whether union leaders shall be
permitted to exercise the "new extraordinary
power"
of theand"royalty
method" first
adoptedL.
by Petrillo
later demanded
by John
Lewis.
"This
...
is
too
pat
a
method
of
raising to be overlooked; it is held to fundbe a
legitimate claim of union bosses. It could
spread and greatly increase the cost of every
article used by the public."
FM APPLICATIONS
PASS 400 MARK
APPLICATIONS on file with the FCC for
new FM stations totaled 403 May 4, FCC said
Friday. Represented are 41 states and District of Columbia. Ohio leads with 36 requests;
California has 33; New York, 31; Illinois and
Pennsylvania, 24 each. There are 46 commercial FM stations broadcasting currently, plus
three experimentals (see page 74 for late
applications).
NAB URGES FILINGS
WITH DEADLINE for filing briefs and appearances Wednesday (May 9), NAB on Friday urged broadcasters to "avail themselves of
the
opportunity
hearings reports,
on the
proposed FCC ruleto appear"
governingatfinancial
contracts, ownership and station personnel.
NAB asks copies of all filings, none of which
had been formally docketed at Commission
Friday.
NLRB PLATTER BRIEF
NATIONAL Labor Relations Board filed its
brief over the week-end with the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in the NABET-networkPetrillo dispute in support of its petition for a
decree to compel NBC and Blue to bargain
with NABET on platter turners.
RADIO SELL-OUT
FIVE 75-word announcements on WBEN
Buffalo over a week-end and one ad in
the Btiffalo Evening News sold 12,000 reserved seats in Buffalo's Memorial Auditorium to see Bob Hope and his Pepsodent radio troupe. Occasion was a benefit
for
the
News "Smokes-For-Soldiers"
fund. Six thousand
additional orders had
to be turned down for lack of seating capacity. The story was broken on WBEN
and the News Saturday. By Monday eve$3 topWBEN
seats were
and people
Tuesdayning allmorning
was gone
begging
not to send more orders. Darell Martin,
News radio editor and close friend of
Hope, dianmade
to city. arrangements to bring comePage 78 • May 7, 1945

COAXIAL CABLE
NET FAST-GROWING
BELL
SYSTEM
expectscableby network
year's endmanufacto have
2,000 miles
of coaxial
tured and three-fourths of it in the ground. A
year ago the AT&T announced a 5-year program of 6,000 to 7,000 miles. Rapid pace job
going forward has been dictated by increasing
need for more telephone circuits between war
centers. The coaxial cable is capable of transmitting the broad bands of frequencies required for television as well as for telephone
RECOGNITION FOR NEWSMEN
A BILL to create the Distinguished Service
News Medal, to be awarded radio or press correspondents who "have rendered or hereafter
render
meritorious
war zonesexceptionally
was introduced
in the service"
Senate latein
last week by Sen. Bridges (R-N.H.) and Sen.
Johnson
was
presented (D-Colo.).
after a billTheto measure
award the(S-957)
late Ernie
Pyle the Distinguished Service Medal was held
up because Congressional Medals of Honor can
be awarded only to members of the armed
BLUE ON BOND SERIES
BLUE- ABC on Saturday began weekly Seventh War Loan sustainer, 5-6 p.m., to continue
through campaign and featuring Duke Ellington's orchestra. Same network to air Nat
Brandwynne's orchestra from Waldorf-Astoria, New York, 12:30-1 a.m. Mondays and
Tuesdays in War Loan interests, beginning
May 14.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 4)
out. Annual meeting and new board session by
proxy will be held in July, consistent with bylaws, however. Pittsburgh was likely convention site before ODT called all bets off.
PROHIBITIONISTS, led by Rev. Sam Morris
of Texas, are still making the Washington
rounds against advertising of alcoholic beverages on air. They seek right to purchase
time to answer wine and beer advertisers, contending that such advertising constitutes controversial is ue. Beat-pounding in Washington
has
included
Congressional offices, FCC and
NAB.
WITH WAR emphasis moving to Pacific area,
look for more Navy activity in their representation on Armed Forces Radio Service
(APRS). Los Angeles headquarters, recently
sprinkled with some Naval personnel, is due
for expanded operation with the boys and
girls in blue in greater prominence than ever.
RETURN OF COMDR. Mefford R. Runyon to
his CBS vice-presidency may develop soon.
Reported authoritatively he has applied for
inactive status. He went on active Navy duty
in 1942 in Communications but changed to the
Bureau of Ships, Electronics Branch.
EDITOR'S
Sen. WheelerNOTE:
soundedWonder
off on why
radio Montana's
news and
commentators last week?
Travel note: Ed
Craney, prominent and militant Montana
broadcaster, was in Washington last week.

LT. GEORGE PAULSON, bomber navigator
released by the Army, is new sales service supervisor of Mutual, succeeding Barry Keit,
transferred to cooperative program sales division.
VERA EIKEL, formerly program supervisor
in Procter
has;
joined
Benton& Gamble's
& Bowles,radio
New department,
York, as executive assistant to Walter Craig, radio director.
She replaces
Connolly, now B&B per-j
sonnel
directorMarion
of women.
DONALD C. HAMILTOJSr, program division
office manager, WOR New York, named tw
newly created post of director of artists' service,
EDMUND B. (Tiny) RUFFNER, assistant
program manager, WOR New York, promoted
to commercial
programideasdirector,
where he'llprodevelop new saleable
and coordinate
gram and sales departments.
MARJORY IRWIN, 12-year-veteran with
Compton Adv., New York, is new business
manager of radio department, replacing Helen
Shervey, resigned. Miss Irwin was office manager.
GLENN BANNERMAN, president and general manager, Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
has been invited to attend the NAB directors'
meeting in Omaha May 16-17.
HENRY SEATON DAWSON, former chief
engineer, CFRB Toronto and since 1940 on loan
to the National Research Council, Ottawa, and
Research Enterprises Ltd., Toronto, has been
appointed engineer of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters.
LAMBERT B. BEEUWKES, advertising, publicity and sales promotion
manager, WOOD),
King-Tren^on
die Broadcasting
Corp. (WXYZ,
May 12 becomes general manager of the Blue
Ridgestation
Broadcasting
Corp.,Va.soon to apply for a
new
in Roanoke,
JOHN P. URICE, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago, account executive for Swift & Co,
Breakfast Club, was to resign May 7 to join
H. W.advertising.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, as head oi
food
LESLIE RADDATZ, with NBC Hollywood
press department
since manager,
1942, has succeeding
been appointed assistant press
Homer Canfield, recently named network Hollywood production manager. Walter S. Davis
released by Air Transport Command and Kathleen Wilson are new members of press staff.
BEN MUROS has been named program direc
tor of WCAE Pittsburgh. He has been witli
the station eight years as studio engineer, con
tion
tinuitymanager.
supervisor and most recently produC'
CHARLES B. McCABE, publisher of the Neu
York Mirror and president of the Hearst Radic
Corp., has been elected to the board of direc
tors
New ofYork.the Morris Plan Industrial Bank oi
TROOP GREETINGS FREED
GREETING messages may now be transmitted
to or by members of armed forces in thi
country under an order announced Fridaj
afternoon by the Board of War Communica-'
tions.
As soon as "speed and quality of service'
have improved
BWC will order fur
ther relaxationsufficiently,
to permit greeting
messaged
by the public generally, said announcement)
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertiswi

• ADVERTISING

MUST

PACE PROGRESS

Some time ago when women started to smoke, Chesterfield
took public cognizance of the fact that nice women may smoke.
This ad, and other cigarette campaigns shocked many people,
but by forcing the facts into the open, made possible the
frank merchandising of cigarettes to a vast feminine market.
* Prepared by Newell-Emmett Co.

In the

Must

Distribution

Open

Many

Decade^

New

Markets!

on Advertising and the men who
create and administer Advertising

must rest a large part of the burden of accelerating distribution and improving distribution techniques, so that we, as a Nation, can

MONEY, men, materials, manufacturing facilities
— there'll be plenty of all these after Victory. The
problem will be to move the products of Industry
into millions of consumer homes quickly, cheaply and
efficiently — in the Distribution Decade after V-Day.

readily absorb the 40% increase in production necessary to achieve a high post-war standard of living.

Advertising's responsibilities — and opportunities —
in the Distribution Decade will be tremendous. For

problems. So is the Nation's Station, as they apply
to the great 4-State market that is WLW-land.

Alert agency men are intensively studying these

WW

J

(ON OF THE CHOSLEY COKPOKAJION
THE

NATION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

STATION

Do you remember the early
1-kw transmitter tubes that used
motor generators for high-voltage
d. c. — or the 5- to 50-kw jobs with
water-cooled high-vacuum rectifiers?
T^HE first transmitters using mercury-vapor rectifiers were
made available by RCA in the middle 1920's and represented
a major improvement in early transmitter design — one of the first
modern features. Today, every transmitter manufacturer uses
mercury-vapor rectifier tubes in his broadcast transmitters because
of lower cost, high efficiency, and good voltage regulation.
RCA not only led the way in applying mercury-vapor tubes —
it also made major improvements in such tubes as the 866A/866
and the 872 A/872. Examples are: greater freedom from arc-back,
lower voltage drop, and cathode coatings with greater thermal
efficiency.
In rectifier tubes for commercial broadcasting, RCA offers a
broad line of standard types such as the RCA-816, 857B,
866A/866, 872A/872, and
When you need replacement tubes for your transmitter, specify
RCA Tubes. There is an RCA Broadcast Specialist available when
needed. Call him for prompt delivery and efficient service.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J.
LEADS THE WAY. . In Radio . .Television . . Tubes .
Phonographs . . Recordi . . Electronics

IHl fOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT 15 RCA

PRICE IS CENTS

Til® W#el

we

take
now

Newsmagiazine

of Rerdi^

you
to

PALAU

IN THE GRIM, fateful hours that followed the
bombing of Pearl Harbor, a few words were
wiped from a small door on WOR's 24th floor.
They were, "Special Features".
Today that name reads, "War Services and
News Division". And well it might. For from
behind that door have come the hair-raising,
on-the-spot descriptions of Peleliu and Palau
landings (during the latter Sgt. Flanagan,
Marine Combat Correspondent, had his WOR
listeners share war's terror with him as he
killed a Jap with his carbine during the broadcast.) From there, too, have come the memorable interviews with men downed in the
Pacific, the heart-tugging weekly program
called, "This is Halloran", and scores of other
great WOR broadcasts.
Under the news-aware direction of WOR's
Dave Driscoll, the War Services and News

Division has, first of all, performed a necessary and meritorious public service. But it has
also revealed another brilliant facet in that
penetratingly intimate method of programming that has long made WOR the provocative and action-arousing station that it is.
It is such vital and timely scheduling that
attracts more people to WOR's daytime programming month after month than are attracted tothe daytime programming of any
other New York station.

WOR
first with what

MUTUAL

the public wants first

l

in
cMidwest

cAmerica

X'7 "-e

HOUSEWIVES WELCOME WLS FEATURE FOODS YEAR AFTER YEAR
AS 11 o'clock strikes each morning, Midwest American homemakers open
their radio doors to WLS Feature Foods, a program that has become a
time-tested Old Friend in its more than 3,000 consecutive broadcasts.
WLS Feature Foods is more even than a radio friend; its two selling voices,
Martha Crane and Helen Joyce, have met personally more than 100,000
women in Chicago and suburbs at club meetings and food clinics. Fifteen
hundred key grocers in this area are visited regularly by WLS Feature Foods
merchandisers. These grocers count the program a profitable friend.
This brief description of WLS Feature Foods explains why WLS programs
have the confidence of their huge, responsive audience; why they sell
quality products and ideas so eflfectively. For WLS programs, like our personalities, come into Midwest American homes as Old Friends.

8 9 0 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
represented by
John Blair & Company

MAKIAGEMENT AFFIUATED with KOY, phoenix, and the ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX * K

9^

^^

^^^^

UNITED

NATIONAL

CLOTHING

COLLECTION

3ne corner of
he warehouse
ihowing some
>f the mountilns of clothing
leing made
eody for shipnent.

odio

delivm
agaia!
In most places, the National Clothing Collection Drive was for the entire
month of April, but in Nashville, it was a tremendous and spectacular
one-day event, called " C " Day !
It was left to radio to put it across. WLAC spear-headed the drive, and
the results were overwhelming! 15,000 of .the 42,000 homes gavel
Fifty seven cars and trucks . . . and
hundreds of volunteer workers were
needed to collect, assort and load the
clothing !
Six carloads In one-day 1 What a magnificent trilMite to the pulling power of
60 tons of clothing !
50,000
WATTS

Socked and loaded into one of the
railroad cars at the Noshyille terminals
. . . on their way to the needy in wor^aie4AM24f

ike Rlok

WlilC
NASHVILLE

RErtESINTCD BY THI
MUi H. tAYMER CO.

jhed every Monday, 53rd issueEntered
(Yearas Book
publisticd
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., act870of NaUonal
Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
secondNumber)
class matter
March in14,February
1933, at Post
Office at Washington,
D. O., under
March 3, 1879.

BROAI^^TI
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Closed Circuit
ASSOCIATED BROADCASTING Corp., with
headquarters in Grand Rapids, Mich., which
started year-and-half ago as wire-and-wax
network largely for religious programs, has
been seeking quietly to line up stations
throughout nation. Before long plans to anwork. nounce its fall debut as full-fledged fifth netARIZONA BROADCASTING Co., Associate i
Broadcasting Corp. and other broadcasting
organizations identified by name with the first
three letters of the alphabet, doubtless responsible for memo sent by American Broadcasting
Co. to all affiliates recently. Memo noted that
when
droppedsubstituting
June 15,
networkappellation
plans to "Blue"
use fullisname,
•'American" rather than "ABC" when concisenes is sought.
ARTHUR FELDMAN, crack Blue war correspondent recently returned from Pacific theater, slatedofforsix Blue's
assignment.
His bride
weeks, London
the former
Rhoda
Magid who for three years was with BBC prooperations in New York, will join him
as Bluegramstaffer.
HARD ON HEELS of V-E Day will come
some changes in assignments for broadcasters
in soldier units. Lt. Col. Abe Schechter, radio
officer
staff, tois slated
return onin Gen.
early MacArthur's
June, thereafter
retire toto
civvies. Immediate plans unknovni. Lt. Col.
Jack Harris, assistant chief. Radio Branch,
Washington, is his probable replacement. Col.
Ed Kirby, Radio Branch chief, who has hankered for blue serge, may be around a while
longer.
MOST ANY DAY now a subcommittee of Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, with FCC
Chairman Porter as invited companion, will
take off for ETC to inspect communications
and radio operations in wartime. Ten-day to
two-week trip designed to aid committee in
determining legislative course it will follow on
proposed international communications merger, covering radio as well as cables. Chairman Wheeler (D.-Mont.) would head delegation. Lt. Ed Cooper, communications expert
of Senate committee, on leave from Navy,
probably will carry work load. Doubtless
group will clear up that footballed subject,
"French television".
CHAIRMAN PORTER, incidentally, may be
seeing Pregident Truman today (May 14) if
schedule hblds, for first time since the Chief
Execjativte took oath of office. They are old acquaintances, stemming from Mr. Porter's days
as pyiblicity
of the Democratic
National chairman
Committee. Subject
for discussion
doub^ess is international merger.
NEVM OWNERS of KQV Pittsburgh, who recently acquired station for $575,000, have had
their, radio appetite whetted. They are nego(Continued on page 78)
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NC.

at deadline^ I

Upcoming
May 16-17: NAB Board of Directors, WOW
Board Room, Omaha.
Dlrectors17: Primary
Mayat-Large
electionBallots
must bein in.NAB
May 21: Oral argument before FCC on proposed rules 1.301-1.304.
May 22-23: Conference on radio and business at City College of Nev/ Yorl<.
May 23: Oral argument before FCC, WOV
Nev/ York transfer of control.
Bulletins
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO., Boston, is
expected to announce its sponsorship of Kentucky Derby on CBS when date of race has been
set. Ted Husing will get the assignment. (See
earlier Gillette story, page 18.)
* * *
FOLLOWING REFUSAL by WLB to reconsider Regional Board decision of Jan. 13 denying AFMat demand
for special
for platterturning
WJJD Chicago
but staff
sustaining
quota
system, station
and
union
have
completed
negotiations for new contract calling for four
record turners at $65 for 30-hour week and
seven instrumentalists at $75 for 25-hour week.
* * *
TEN-B-LOW Co., Columbus, 0., ice cream
concentrate manufacturer, on May 15 begins
13-week spot announcement campaign on WLW
WBZ WTAM WOKO WCAU. Agency, Ralph
H. Jones Co., Cincinnati.
GENERAL MOTORS RENEWS
GENERAL MOTORS Co., Detroit, has renewed General Motors' Symphony of the Air
on 144 NBC stations Sundays, 5-6 p.m., for
the third consecutive year, effective Aug. 1,
1945. Concerts will be conducted by Arturo
Toscanini for 16 winter broadcasts, by guest
conductors, and by Dr. Frank Black for spring
and summer series. Agency is Arthur Kudner
Inc., New York.
REUNION IN PARIS
RED CROSS headquarters announced
last week that Assistant Field Director
Sam Pickard had been assigned to Paris
headquarters. Mr. Pickard, former Radio
Commissioner, ex-CBS vice-president and
minority stockholder betimes in several
stations, knew Capt. Harry C. Butcher,
Naval aide to Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, Supreme Commander in ETO,
at Manhattan, Kan. They also were
contemporary
vice-presidents
CBS,
Sam in New York
and Butch inat Washington. Both also knew Gen. Ike intimately because of home state associations, as well as in Washington.

Business Briefly
COCA COLA TO MUTUAL • Coca Cola Co.,
Atlanta, on' June 18 will switch its Spotlight
Bands program from Blue to Mutual, at thel
same
program'sthusnumber
outletstime
fromincreasing
199 to 240thestations,
reachingjof
more areas in which Coca Cola bottlers are
located. Program will be. broadcast 9:30-10.
p.m., five minutes longer than on the Blue, and
for the summer will be broadcast only Monday, Wednesday and Friday instead of sij
days a week. Coca Cola also sponsors Mortor
Downey's 12:15-12:30 p.m. program on IBj
MBS stations, Monday through Friday. Agencj
is D'Arcy Adv. Co., New York.
SUMMER REPLACEMENT • Lewis-How<
Co., St. Louis, will sponsor a comedy progran
starring Marlin Hurt as summer replaceraen
for Al Pearce's Here Comes Elmer on CBS
Saturday 10:15-10:45 p.m., starting late Jun.
ordueearly
July. Mr.
Hurt & wasMollyfreelayoff.
for summei
to Fibber
McGee
Phili]
Leslie is writer and Helen Mack, producer
Agency
is
Roche,
Williams
&
Cleary,
Ne^
York.
AD PANEL FORMED • Jeremy Gury o
Donahue & Coe, New York, has organized ai
advisory panel of 21 advertising experts fo
New York Veterans Service Center to counse
returned servicemen who want to enter adver
tising field. Radio representatives are I. J
Showerman, eastern sales mana;ger, NBC
Murray Grabhorn, assistant general sales man
ager, Blue;
WNEW
New Walter
York. Duncan, vice-presideni
BORDEN STILL ON BLUE • Borden Co
New York, after shifting the Borden sho'
with singer Jerry Wayne July 6 to CBS Frida
7:30-8 p.m. from Blue Sunday 8:30-9 p.m
placed
through
Rubicam,expiration
New Yorlc
will retain
time Young
on Blue& through
original contract Aug. 26 and appoint anothe
agency to handle the fill-in program. New Bh
series might be permanent. '
CAMPBELL SPONSORS 'SAINT' • Campbe
Soup Co., Ca,mden, N. J., on June 20 stari
sponsoring mystery drayna The Saint on CB
Wednesday,
Wei
Coast repeat,8-8:30'
9-9:30p^m.p.m.(EWT),
(PWT).vdthWillia;
Robeson,
producer^director
;
Leslie
Charteri
creator,
be editor-collaborator.
Agency, Wai
Wheelockto Co.,
Philadelphia.
STERLING PLAINS O Proposed issuance (
$12,500,000 of preferred Sterling Drug Ir
stock will be voted on by stockholders at tl
annual meeting in Wilmington, June 14. Issi
would perconsist
$100 p'
value
share ofto 125,000
be sold shares
through ofa syndica
headed by Eastman, Dillon & Co. t
MACY'S EXPANDS • RvH. Macy & Co., N(
York department store, has started a 2week participation series on WHOM WI>
WJZ WNEW to recruit employes. Now spo
soring
l^fotes another
on WOR'program
New York,
expectedLoveto start
aboutMac]
Ju
1. Agency, Grey Adv., New York.
BROADCASTING*
Broadcast Advertisi

tn

War!
• KGW is the FIRST station
to broadcast news from a display
window of Meier & Frank, Portland's
largest retail store and one of the
largest in the nation. From a main
corner window the news is broadcast
every hour on the hour. With the war
nearing a climax on all fronts, interest
in news is greater than ever, and true
to tradition, KGW is FIRST in Portland to present news in a novel and
crowd-compelling way.

uiest

war^?^

in Peace!
• In 1935 KGW was the FIRST
radio station in Portland to install
a teletype machine, bringing direct
world-wide news coverage to its Pacific Northwest audience. Virgil Smith
was placed in charge of the KGW newsroom and became Portland's
FIRST radio news editor.

ONE OF M GREAT STAINS OF mNAIN
Audience
Influence
• News has always been of great interest to everyone,
in peace or war. Realizing this, ten years ago KGW established
a newsroom and installed teletype machines. Before that time, most
radio news was gathered in a make-shift fashion. The establishing
of news service for the Portland audience was definite foresight on
the part of KGW and led the way to the very complete coverage
the station renders today. For news the people of Portland stay
tuned to KGW.
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast ^dyerthing

PORTLAND,

OREGON

REPRESENTED NATIONAllY
»Y EDWARD PETRY l> CO. INC.
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' ""l
Mr. Gordon Gray
^f,^
^^"^ SHOP 1 General Manager ^.^f:'^
4. Station KOIL /yyf^
^•gba^ " -^-^^
---^^I^"'"
^^^^t^i^vQmaha,
1 Dear Mr.Nebraska
Gray:
^ \,
In these days when most concerns with
a great deal of inefficient help pass out a
very poor brand of service, I feel that it is
only fitting that I write ^^ou to let you know
that- in my dealings (for the past several
years with KOIL, I have been more than
well pleased with thej service rendered.
From your Mr/Edholm on down the
service has been unfailing.
I mighj^ further add, that not only your
servicj^has^be^ so satisfying, but results
obtaine4^have been far greater in my own
particular case than any other single medium ^f"advertising I have done.
"more
tKeniv
Trusting we may continue our most
pleasanl
relationship,
I remain
5 YEARS
Sincerely,
02V.
Sample Fur shop,
L. L. BURKENROAD

and on COFFEE CLUB since it's
inception . . . ''results obtained far
greater - - tlian any otiier single medium/'
Represented by Edward Pefry Co., Inc.

GORDON GRAY,
General Monoger
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KSO proudly joins CBS...
. . . and The Biggest Show In Town moves to KSO June 15. To make
this move, we've planned a vigorous, far-reaching promotion campaign. Year-round and big in every respect.
Radio, newspapers, car cards, posters, billboards, taxicab bumper
cards, movie trailers in 7 theaters. Every available medium

talking

to Des Moines about The Biggest Show In Town.
The campaign begins May 13. By June 15, every person within
our reach (and that's pretty far) will know that The Biggest Show
In Town is on KSO.

DES MOINES, IOWA • 5,000 watts • 1460 kilocycles
Represented by Heailley Reeil Co. I Kingsley H. Murphy, Owner ■ George LNiggins, General Manager

fie Idea

Network

. . are neighbors

j
every

home

to

in the West

Out here, we think there are no people in the world more neighborly than Westerners.
I
I

They're always taking a deep interest in the folks across the fence . . . folks like
The Couple Next Door.
Mary Ann and Bob are typical. They're young, married, excited about life. Their domestic existence is warm and human. Mary Ann invariably adds up the bank account
backwards . . . Bob usually brings everything home from the grocer's except what he
was sent for. They have their worries — but they have their laughs, too. And everything
always turns out fine.

I
I

It's a familiar stoiy. Listeners love it because the doings of The Couple JVext Door so
closely parallel those of their own lives — or those of the neighbors across the fence.
Created for the Coast by the IDEA Network, The Coiiple Next Door makes the most of
a well-established formula for stoiy- telling success— one that's shown its worth again
and again in the high Pacific Hoopers of such well-known domestic dramas as Blondie
(14.7), Corliss Archer (10.2), and The Aldrich Family (18.7)*.

I

Aimed at eveiy neighbor . . . every radio listener ... on the Pacific Coast, The Couple
Next Door is ready to team up with, your sales message. Sponsors who recognize saleswise programming — (at which the IDEA Network shines) — are in the habit of calling us
or Radio Sales when an opportunity like this one presents itself.
♦C. E. Hooper Pacific Coast Report lor March, 1945.

DIVISION
OF
THE
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
tee Hotel, San Francisco 5 • Columbia Square, Los Angeles 28 • Represented hy Radio Seiles, the SPOT Broadeastiiig Division of CBS

Feature

of the

«

Week

^

^ j

7,000

spots

on

WWDC
Tom 'Toms
Tell the Tale
in Africa
. . . which, of course, is a
good way to talk to the
savages. . . .
But when you wont to talk
effectively to the buyingpower of a "bigger slice of
Florida" — then use
Radio Siatiort
UIFLI^
serving tke TampaSt. PetersLurg area,
WFLA carries top-ranking
NBC programs. WFLA supplements them with live
local sultshowmanship.
reis that WFLA The
is the
most-listened-to stotion in
the Tampa-St. Petersburg
market.
This market, by the way,
has enjoyed rapid wartime
growth in both population
and purchasing power.
And, because of the many
natural advantages it offers industry, commerce
and .agriculture, it has better than average prospects
of retaining its present
prosperity. For today's
audience and tomorrow's
— use WFLA in the TampaSt. Petersburg market.
5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

UIFLft
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MORE THAN a mere pinup fan
is Frederick R. MacLaughlin, sales
manager of WBTA Batavia, N. Y.,
who decorates his office walls with
posters of the firms sponsoring the
station's
programs.
a defi-if
nite purpose
to the There
displayis and
some of the art appears to be lacking in serious business decorum
this can only be attributed to the
beneficence of agency copywriters.
Not a day passes, Mr. MacLaughlin assures, that a visitor at
his office doesn't glance around at
the exhibit
and make
some pertinent comment.
This affords
Mr.
MacLaughlin the opportunity to

discuss his daily program log as
well as the advertisers who are
responsible for it.
The advertiser himself is afforded a dual benefit. Not only is his
product sponsored on the air, it
also receives a good measure of at"tention in the station's sales deoffices. Among
WBTA's
nationally partment
known
advertisers
are
Coca Cola, Bond bread, Carlings,
Pepsi
and Blue
SevenSealUp.bread,
Regionals Cola
include
Simon brewery, Iroquois brewery,
Rochester
Co., Ontario
ery. Co. Packing
Biscuit
and Fairmont Cream-

So

When the New York Jewel
of Sales
Company first started
In 1934, Bill joined Procter & radio . . . the budget was $45
ickson
Gamble
in
Cincinnati
in
charge
of
McCann-Er
wanted
a
man
when
'43,
of
fall
THE
1INto take charge of all radio media and two years later he went
That was 3 years ago.
time-buying and station rela- to the national advertising staff of
During that time they have
tions for its central radio depart- the New York HeraM-Tribune. In
ment, the choice was William C. 1941 he joined the Ted Bates agenused some 450 V* hour procy in New York as time and space
Dekker, a former New England
grams and over 7,000 spots
until
newspaperman with 10 years ex- buyer, holding hethattookposition
his present on WWDC.
n
i
e
c
n
e
i
r
e
p
all
forms
of media buying.
job attion oftheLloyd
invita-0.
The New York Jewelry
A native of
main store is very tiny, as you
Coulter, McCannSault Ste. Marie,
Erickson
vice-presiMich., Bill grew up
can see from the picture. But
in New Hampshire,
radio. dent in charge of
where his father,
As time buyer they probably
per square dofootmore
than busiany
Cornelius Decker, is
and director of sta- other nessjewelry
business manager
store
in
America
tion
relations.
Bill
of the Manchester
is responsible for
Union Leader. At
The successful builder of
all network time retail
business should be on
12, young William
buying
for the and
enbegan his newspatire organization
your radio list for Washington
per work on the
spot buying for
that's WWDC!
Union Leader, servthe New York office
ing in various
deand other eastern
partments during
branches.
He
also
is
summer vacations
and holidays and
g L
chargeding with
branch advisoffices
later becomingrespondent acorthroughout the count the
WWDC
try
on
their
special
station
relaState university from which he was
tions problems. Gertrude Gentzel is
graduated in 1933 with the degree his assistant
time
buyer.
of bachelor of philosophy.
the big sales result
Bill, whose hobbies are fishing
It was at that time that Bill
switched from the city room to the and gardening, lives in Green- station in Washington, D. (
Conn. In 1935 he married
business office, as classified adver- Mary wich,
Represented nationally by
children.McLane. They have three
Leader. tising manager of the Union
WEED & COMPANY
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KEEPING
results

BALANCED
in a CONSTANT

AUDIENCE

GIVING people the kind of programs they like to hear is still the best
way to maintain a constant listener audience. And the daily program
schedule followed by WOV is an example of balanced broadcasting, aimed
to appeal to two distinct and different metropolitan New York markets . . .
two markets that combine, in their respective listening hours, to give WOV
a continuous audience^ night and day. In the daytime, WOV overwhelmingly dominates metropolitan New York's Italian speaking audience of
520,000 radio homes. And in the evening, between the Hooper Hours
of 7:30 and 10:00 p.m., WOV delivers the largest average metropolitan
audience of any New York independent station ... at less than half the
cost of the next ranking"
station. da.dlj
i,^
RALPH mN. va/ch
WEIL, r-Generali Manager
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.. NafI Rep.
New

York
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Survey Indicates Bigger
Automobile-Radio Audience
A SUBSTANTIAL increase in the total number of
radio sets owned by American families can be
expected in the first few years following the war.
This is one of the outstanding facts revealed by the
nationwide, impartial survey conducted by one of
America's leading market research organizations,
for Sylvania Electric's Sales Research Department.
There are approximately 60,000,000 sets in
America today— about 50,000,000 of them are home
radios and 10,000,000 automobile sets. Analysis of
the figures collected points to the probability that
within 5 to 6 years after the war this total will rise to
100,000,000-75,000,000 home radios and 25,000,000
automobile sets.
This huge expected increase in the number of sets
owned suggests two conclusions: In the first placeconcerning home radios— it is more than likely that
each family now listening to one radio will have two

or possibly three sets in ihe postwar era. This would
mean that whereas today a single group of programs
is usually listened to every week (radio shows preferred bythe dominant person or persons within the
family) , tomorrow people in this same family, with
two or more sets available, may be listening to different programs at the same time— obviously enlarging the radio audience, equalizing the value of the
shows formerly in competition with one another, and
tending to further direct each type of program to a
definite type of audience.
In addition— concerning automobile radios— this
enormous increase will open an entirely new time
area for programs. Sunday afternoons, for instance,
will probably become a leading time for reaching
the ears of that large group of people almost entirely
lost in normal years as they spin in their cars over
the open road.
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WE ARE PROUD
TO BE IDENTIFIED
WITH MANY

OF

THE BIG NAMES
OF AMERICA!
FRANK H. LEE CO. ,»
Yes . . . not only do smart
merchants who "live" in
the Philadelphia trading
area show a decided preference for WIP, but literally
scores of national advertisers have proven the salesmaking worth of the Station.

MAIL POUCH
I

PETRI WINES

NEW YORK SHIP

REICHOLD CHEMICAL

>

RICHFIELD OIL

PHILADELPHIA'S MUTUAL AFFILIATE
REPREStNTtD NATIONAUY lY GEO. P. H0UING8ERY CO.

20TH CENTURY FOX
| BROADCASTING
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Always

select

your

spot,

my

boy —

Being staid and conservative as befits a pioneer in this
business of radio-station representation, Free & Peters
offers no guarantee that the use of spot-broadcasting
will lead any agency man or advertiser to a V.P.'s chair!
But it is true that in many instances no other form of
advertising can equal national spot in the attainment of
results. And that usually means advancement for somebody!
Seriously, though — to present and potential spot broadcasters we do offer facilities that do help get results (five
well-staffed offices equipped with data libraries, teletypes, etc.), long experience (thirteen years of it), and
real cooperation (whole-hearted). Want some of it?

FREE

&

Pioneer Radio

PETERS^

esc.

SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Suttet
Sutter 4353

exclvsitb bepbesentatites:
wob-wkbw
buffalo
wcky
cincinnati
kdal
dclcth
wdat
faboo
inhianapolis
wkzo
.
.
obano
bapidskmbo
kansas
city
„ . . biinneapoli8-8t.
kalamazoo
w4vb
lodi8ville
wtcn
patji.
wmbd
peobia
k8d
.st.8tbac1i8b
lodis
wfbl
IOWA DES MOINES
WHO
WOO
.SHENANDOAa
DAVENPOBT
KMA
BOOTHEA8T BALTIMOBE
WCBM
WCSO
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLDMBLA
WPTF
BALEIOH
WDBJ
BOANOKE
„„ SODTHWESTALBUQCEBQDB
||EW
BBOWNSVUXB
KOHLA
OKLAHOMA
CITT
fgJS
COBP08
CHBISTI
KTCI.
TULSA
i^JL?
HOUSTON

SONOVOX. Inc.
KODI "^^^
KIBO .*.■.■.■.'
HOLLYWOOD: 6331 Hollywood ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg
Hollywood 2151
Main 5667 1
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Radio
Girds
for V-J Day; Freeze
Moratorium on FM,
NO THAW IN FREEZE — PORTER
By PAUL
A. PORTER
Chairman,
FCC
Video May Be
I DO NOT anticipate any substantial changes in the policies of the
Declared
FCC until the Stars and Stripes are firmly planted in Tokyo.
We are in constant touch with the War Production Board and
By ROBERT K. RICHARDS
are aware of their plans for the gradual reconversion of plant and ■
BEFORE THE MEMORY of Presfacilities
for the production of communications equipment. It does
cient Truman's
voice broadcasters
proclaiming
not appear that there is any immediate prospect for relaxation of
/-E Day
had faded
earned in quiclc succession of these
theDemands
Commission's
existing
freeze policies.
upon the
communications
industry for the Pacific War
ievelopments
affecting oftheirthe operawill apparently continue to be heavy for some time to come. The
;ions for the duration
war:
Commission
will
coordinate
its
licensing
functions closely with the
Immediate opening up of
realities of production and when it becomes possible to make availnew broadcast services — such
able manpower and materials for new construction or the improveas FM and television — or imment of existing facilities, all interested parties will have a full
provement of existing standand equal opportunity to have their matters considered by the
ard facilities were forlorn hopes
Commission, Ample notice will be given concerning any change of
for the foreseeable future.
existing policies or procedures.
Voluntary censorship provisions governing program types
distinguishedservices
itself dui'ing
the first phase
thisBroadcasting
war. Other has
communication
have performed
miraclesof
no longer exist (see story,
in the face of great obstacles. All are agreed that there is no
this page).
occasion for relaxation until final victory is achieved.
Drafting of manpower for
war service is destined to continue at the present rate by
respondents from eight United
Some commentators called the
terms of an extension of the
premature V-E release by Mr. States cities and six foreign points.
Selective Service Act signed
Kennedy, AP war news chief in
CBS — 11 hours, 53 minutes, logby President Truman.
ging 74 switch-overs to and from
Others conMeanwhile, stations and net- Europe, demnedjustifiable.
it.
key
world points.
works returned to normal programThe
four
major
networks
lined
Blue—
held to most of its regular
^ning after observance
the anin this fashion in covering V-E programs, in revised form, devotnouncement by SHAEF of that
the up
Day
activity
the
record
shows:
ing five hours 33 minutes to spewar in Europe was at an end.
There still continued discussions,
NBC — 16 hours, 15 minutes de- cials.
voted to the victory theme, with 17
It is estimated conservatively
pro and con, about the 24-hour pre- domestic
pickups and 28 foreign that time and talent cost to the
by the As-in
!victory
sociated announcement
Press that hostilities
four networks for special V-E Day
pickups.
Europe had ended.
Mutual — carried a total of 12 coverage totaled $720,000, This figure probably increases to about
hours, 14 minutes, calling in corI, Nets Represented
y Among the 16 radio and press
'newsmen attending the historic
Peace-signing meeting at Reims
were four network representatives
from the United States and three Lid Off On Program-Type
inewsservice representatives. They Amendments to Code street), special events and foreign
were — CBS, Charles Collingwood;
language programs.
NBC, W. W. Chaplin; MBS, Paul
Did this mean that the man who
Eliminate Second,
for
over three
had been offiIIManning;
Blue,
Herbert
M.
Clark.
Third Sections
News services were represented by
the-street
could years
now return?
Did it mean that a station could
jBoyd Lewis for UP; James L. BROADCASTERS can't believe
fKilgallen, INS, and Edward Ken- the censor.
accept, without equivocation or
|nedy,
Last
week, Byronannounced
Price, Direca request from a lisThe AP.
fact that each network was
tor of Censorship,
that modification,
tener that a certain musical numrepresented implied the importance the Code of Wartime Practices for
ber
be
played
at a designated time?
SHAEF attached to radio cover- American Broadcasters was amendWhat it Means
age of the event. This circumed
and
that,
most
important
radiostance, which found American wise, ALL of the second and third
Did it mean that foreign lanradio men outnumbering represen- sections of the document were
guage stations no longer required
tatives of the press corps, was forthwith eliminated [Broadcast- special personnel, such as monitors
lamented by some newspaper coring, May 7]. At the same time andIt censors?
did.
Section I was amended to permit
j respondents in their dispatches.
discussion of Presidential moveJohn E. Fetzer (WKZO Kalamazoo), assistant director of censorFor additional V-E Day cov- ments.
The second and third sections of the authority,
ship in charge of broadcasting, is
erage see pages 16, 17, 22, 24,
the
Code
deal
with
request
pro26, 30, 32, 34, 42, 56, 62, 68, 69,
Mr, Fetzer and his censor-colgrams, informal quiz programs, ad
70, 71, 72, 75.
leagues have been plagued by telelib interviews (such as man-in-theBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Unabated
$1,000,000
if individual station
costs
are added.
Indication that there would be
no letup in the freeze on facilities
and equipment was found in a
statement made by Chairman Paul
A. Porter of the FCC. He saw no
chance of a thaw setting in before
V-J Day, a date upon which milistrategists a themselves
will
not eventary venture
guess.
Mr. Porter pointed out that the
FCC was in constant touch with
the War Production Board, is
aware of theconverslatter's
for not
reion and that plans
"it does
appear
that there
is any immediate prospect
for relaxation
of the
Commission's freeze policies". This
means, it is reasonable to assume,
that there will be no green light
on new radio construction of any
kind for months to come unless
there are unforseen military cutbacks in electronics and radio requirements. (Se text of statement
in adjoining column.)
It would not be surprising in the
light of this development t6 see
the FCC declare a moratorium on
FM and television construction for
possibly
six months
goahead signal.
This after
wouldtheallow
manufacturers to re-tool and design receivers.
Commission's
decision
on finalTheallocations,
expected within a fortnight, of course
{Continued on next page)

Restrictions
phone calls, telegrams and letters
since
Mr. Price's
The messages
are announcement.
from dubious
broadcasters who simply cannot
believe that the lid has been lifted
on program-type restrictions.
As of the date broadcasters
of Director Price's
communication,
can:
Put the man-in-the-street back
there as fast as they wish.
Reinstate airport, train terminal, ball park interviews.
Conduct air-forums without special controls
viduals of thetoair.keep specific indiTalk about the President's travels tionas long
advance times
informais givenas onno routes,
and
methods.
. Accept requests by telephone, or
by any other means, for musical
dedications,
(Continuedlost on pet
page announce-:
62)
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will have a bearing on the time
needed by manufacturers to retool. An upstairs allocation of FM
wjll make this task more difficult.
At all events, the sequence for
resumption of manufacturers' activity appeared to follow this order: (1) Controlled manufacture
of (a) tube replacements; (b) replacement of other worn parts of
receivers; (2) controlled manufacture of transmitters for AM stations. Distribution also will be
channeled with tubes being rationed
as to necessity.
Military
ments will continue
to comerequirefirst,
and general view is that they are
still critical enough that civilian
production radio-wise must be held
up for some time.
Those broadcasting stations and
networks now retaining on their
staffs men up to the age of 33, and
in certain cases men beyond that
age, continued to face their loss.
V-E Day, mation
according
to bestService
inforfrom Selective
headquarters in Washington and
in view of the Selective Service
Extension Act signed last week,
made no immediate appreciable
change in the rate of drafting.
Shortwave Continues
Over a million men will be released from the armed services in
the next 12 months. It is likely
that the percentage of radio people in cause
thisthesegroup
be small,
bewill bewillneeded
in the
Pacific war which probably will be
even more an electronic offensive
than that in Europe. Long distances involved will require more
and better communications equippossibly with operators.
a larger number ofment,
experienced
The Office of War Information
has made no immediate plans for
cutting
back its domestic activity,
'
sharp reductions in bud'Ialthough
get effected by Congress probably
will require some modifications of
Ihe OWI operations.
It was apparent in a statement
t.y Elmer Davis Thursday that the
overseas broadcasting activities of
the OWI would continue in full
force. It was noted that the Office
of Censorship, for example, which
maintains a staff of nine censors
in New York to review the out[,'oing copy of OWI and CIAA. had
made no plans for reducing that
^taff. This would indicate that the
OWI does not intend immediately
to reduce the volume of its traffic.
Mr. Davis said that it would be
Ihe
plan of OWI Probably
to take over
Ra1io Luxembourg.
it would
/eplace ABSIE, the transmitter in
Kfigland,
which reverts
to thestressed
British three months
hence. He
Lhat no publications other than
those undertaken
allied gov-to
ernments would bybe thepermitted
pass the border into Germany, except those for which .subscriptions
were held by occupation troops.
The intent that OWI will employ
radio in the main to re-educate
Germans was implicit.
Coverage of V-E Day rolled
-.moothly according to a master
plan which was developed by the
War Dept. in cooperation with the
Page 16 • May 14, 1945

networks some months ago and approved, finally, only a few days
before the event [Broadcasting,
May 7].
By this plan, early broadcasts
were pooled. atPresident
proclamation
9 a.m. MayTruman's
8 was
made over all networks. Pursuant
to that proclamation, through a
central switching point at the Signal Corps in the Pentagon Building, voices of field commanders
throughout the world were brought
to American listeners and to troops
overseas. In all, over 50 of these
field commanders were made available to the four networks.
5-Star Program
On Monday at 1 p.m. through
this pooling arrangement, a 15minute 5-star program was presented on all networks- featuring
statements by Adm. Leahy, Adm.
King, Gen. Marshall, Gen. Arnold,
Gen. Eisenhower and Gen. MacArthur.
These statements pursuing the
trend ofsionalthose
by Congresand Statemade
leaders,
and by
individual citizens, fallowed the
theme that this was mid-stream in
the crossing to final victory.
On Tuesday morning the largest
radio audience in history was
ready and waiting. Special Hooper
reports indicated a rating of 63.1
for President
proclamation. Previous Truman's
highest rating
was
60.0, achieved Dec. 8, 1941, the day
after Pearl Harbor. In restaurants,
homes, offices, — on street corners
where loudspeakers had been set
up — in cities, on farms ... in taxis
... in military camps . . . the people of the world gathered around
their radios and waited for the
announcement they knew would
come, the finish of their own, the
"people's" war in Europe.
Radio gave them what they
wanted. Handling the biggest news
story in its history, the broadcasting industry set a new record for

and introduced by transcription the
actual voices of Gen. Eisenhower
Jodl, the latter the GerButcher Substituted One I and Gen.
man commander who, after signN 'I
en RRtoENHiDEm Rby P
ing,
asked
mercywas ofoffered
the victors.
DaEly
-GivSU
This broadcast
to all
L
CHARLES
COLLINGWOOD, CBS networks on a pool basis.
correspondent from Paris, tells this
At
9:15
a.m.,
NBC
aired
a deone
about the German surrender
scription of German surrender by
at Reims.
W. W. Chaplin from SHAEF,
and a few minutes later,
"The pens that were used to sign Paris,
other chains broadcast accounts by
the surrender," Mr. Collingwood their
Paris
correspondents. From ,
says, "were two Parker 51 gold
pens which Gen. Eisenhower had 10 to 10:24:30 a.m., all networks';
seriesleaders
of state-as|
especially
for Gen.
Be- presented
ments by asuchpooled
military
dell Smithsaved,
and theoneother
for Gen.
Jodl, the German plenipotentiary. Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur W. lOi
"But Capt. Harry Butcher, Gen, Tedder, Gen. Omar Bradley, Field
Sir Bernard MontgomEisenhower's naval aide, took one Marshal
ery, Gen. Jacob L. Devers, Adms.j
of the pens after Gen. Jodl had
Harold S. Stark and Sir Harold H.i roi
signed thestitutefirst
document
and
subd his own with which the Burroughs. Generalissimo Chiang
other three documents were signed. Kai - Shek's announcement fromj
Now the interesting thing about Chunking was read on the Blue at
this pen was that it was given to 10:30 a.m. NBC presented roundCapt. Butcher by John Daly, CBS
summary of reaction to
announcer and commentator, who the-country
V-E Day and Mutual sent a tran-J
gave it to Capt. Butcher some time scribed religious program with
ago, and when I told that story to
ministers
of all
John Daly he said to tell Capt. ing.
CBS had
Bill faiths
Shadel participat-'
from 12thi
Butcherthatthatpen,he hehadn't
him
onlyreally
lent given
it to Army headquarters'.
From Key Cities
Correspondents spoke on the net-'
works strung
from keyout cities
combat'
over and
the globe
complete, up-to-the-minute cover- areas
Washington, San
Francisco,
Guam,—
NBC canceled all commercials Okinawa, New York, Paris London,,
him."
and sponsored programs until 6 and the erstwhile fighting fronts'
age.
p.m., when . normal programming inMutual
Germany.
At 11,more
NBC,statements
CBS and'
broadcast
was resumed with brief sponsor from military
leaders, including
identification. CBS ruled out sponsored programs except newscasts, Gens. Patton, Hodges, Patch, Brerewith Mutual and Blue staying more ton, Simpson and Crerar of the
nearly on their ex regular sched- Canadian Army. The Blue aired'
ules.
only the two-minute message from'
General Patton and then carried'
Surrender Description
Breneman. in Hollywood with Tom'
Among the more thrilling broad- Breakfast
casts incident to the proclamation
NBC scored an exclusive at ll:25|fi
of V-E Day was one by Charles a.m. when Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt' i
Collingwood, CBS correspondent spoke on the network, thanking all' M
attached to SHAEF. He described
name of herself
and 68)
late hus-fito
on page
graphically the Reims ceremony in the {Continued

RADIO WAS THERE when the peace was signed.
Smiles wreathed the faces of the Allied command at
the Reims headquai ters of Gen. Eisenhower. In addition to the presence of SHAEF radio engineers who
recorded every word of the historic proceedings. Captain Harry C. Butcher (peering over Gen. Eisenhower's shoulder at the fountain pens which were used
for signing the surrender terms) was there as a sort
of de facto radio representative, having left his post

as CBS Washington vice-president to become th^aja
Supreme Commander's naval aide three years ago,
Here (1 to r) are: Gen. Ivan Susloparov, Russia; Lt
Gen. Sir F. E. Morgan, deputy chief of staff SHAEF;
Lt. Gen. Walter Bedell Smith, chief of staff SHAEF;
Captain Butcher; Gen. Eisenhower; Sir Arthur Tedder,
supreme Allied
commander,
and Admiral Si^i^
Harolddeputy
M. Burrough,
Naval chief.
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Congressional
Action
Against
AFM
Is Seen
many speeches picked up In the same
that the Justice Dept. had of Illinois (affirmed by the Su- way,
Petrillo Pressure plained
are
there
Ryan — Lea
Yes,not?
sir. there been any
been unable to stop Mr. Petrillo
preme Court), which held that the Mr.
Chairman
— Has
AFM
ban
on
recordings
did
not
from
carrying
out
his
ban
on
redemand
in
connection
Methods Told
cordings because of the Norris- represent a conspiracy as charged so Mr.far?Ryan — No, sir. with speeches
LaGuardia Act, Rep. Brown (R- in the anti-trust suit of the Dept.
— But, I presume,
since
is a similarLea operation
that It woTild
Ohio) suggested that repeal of the of Justice. Mr. Kaye replied that it Chairman
By
exemptive provisions of existing Judge Barnes had ruled that the beMr.possible?
By JACKRyan
LEVY
Ryan — Well,
so far, the AFM
has
laws might reach some Petrillo case involved a labor dispute under not extended
its Jurisdiction
that far.
;':ONGRESSIONAL
indignation
the cases which formed the preceChairman Lea also inquired
)ver activities of powerful
labor practices.
Thinking of Legislation
inions, particularly the American
dentcauseinin the
Supreme
"be- whether Mr. Petrillo makes any
a sense
it was Court
analagous
federation of Musicians, last week
to the AFM membership as
"That would certainly be one to a strike
against
a
machine
and report
funds collected by the union.
; irought
prospects
represented the desires of the to
Kaye. to the problem," said Mr. members
ion on two
fronts. of legislative ac- approach
Mr.
Ryan
said there is a financial
of the AFM that all muFollowing a presentation of as"You are getting into a broad
statement
rendered
"but
sic
should
be
played
by
musicians
it
is
very
difficult toannually
make much
" orted Petrillo demands on broad- field there," observed Rep. Patrick in the immediate presence of their
asters by J. Harold Ryan, NAB (D-Ala.).
Lea
— Do the
you have
any Iniresident, before the House Com"Yes, and it's about time some- audience rather than by record- outChairman
tion to show
qualifications
of it".
nittee on Interstate & Foreign torted.
required
to formabecome
a member
of the
Acts Lawful
body plowed it," Mr. Brown reCommerce, Chairman Lea (DAFM?
Mr.application.
Ryan— I think the main thing Is
This colloquy followed:
Jal.) said the Committee would
But it appeared evident that
the
Chairman Lea
Does
It require any
Chairmanterpret theLeaNorrls-LaGuardia
— Does that decision
! oon go into executive session to while the Committee has no inten- ings."
Act in-in qualification
as —tothat
music?
eport out a bill to protect radio
tion of disrupting basic labor laws that connection?
Mr. Ryan— Not
I have ever heard
Mr.
Kaye
—
Both
the
Norris
and
Laof.
to curb Petrillo practices,
Act and Section 20 of the accounting
' gainst
AFM Monroney
pressures. (D-Okla.), itin isorder
Chairman Lea—
Is there
any forpublic
funds
collected
the
Rep. Mike
giving thought to legislation Guardla
Clayton Act
were
claimed
to that
be ap-a relief of AFMof members?
plicable,
became
of
the
fact
which
would
protect
the
freedom
of
labor dispute was ruled to be inbill (HR-2121)
to amend
Mr. Ryan— Not that I know of.
i'/hose
he Anti-Trust
Act to include
con- broadcasting. Chairman Lea said at volved.
Fee Collections
So, the
finding
was
rol over labor monopolies is be- the conclusion of Mr Ryan's pres- thatChairman
laws
hadLea—been
passed
Conentation that the Committee in|,ore the House Judiciary Commitgress permitting
those
actsextent
or, byatthatleast,
Questioned by Chairman Lea rethem
to
the
no
li^e, announced he had been given
tends to go into the problem of the permitting
fees collected by
ssuranee by Chairman Sumners broadcaster "in considering legis- ofinjunction
them. could be granted on account the AFM,gardingMr.recordingKaye
said he had
lation that we hope will be pracD-Tex.) of early hearings on his
When Mr. Ryan amplified that only the statement of Mr. Petrillo
tically
applied
to
the
situation".
part
of
his
testimony
relating
to
:i leasure
"to
lay
a
firm
hand
on
he expected to receive $4,000,he shoulder of the little music Some inkling of what Mr. Lea has the AFM practice of preventing that
a year during the war but that
sar".
in mind might be garnered from the networks from broadcasting dance 000
afterward,
with ceilings removed
Bills Inadequate
questioning of Mr. Ryan and Mr. orchestras, picked up at hotels by on record prices,
the amount might
;, Told by Mr. Ryan that stations Kaye.
reach $15,000,000 to $20,000,000
"remote
control",
in
order
to
enannually.
Chaii-man
Lea
asked
Mr.
Kaye
force
demands
for
quotas,
the
folj nd
remedy
lowing ensued:
hen networks
confrontedhave
by no
unjust
de- the basis for the decision of the
At the request of Rep. Murphy
lands of the AFM and that Gov- District Court, Northern District Chairman Lea— There are a good (D-Pa.) Mr. Kaye agreed to furrnment agencies have thus far
nish the Committee a memorandum
ien powerless to compel complion leading articles in law reviews
nce with its directives. Chairman Allocations Are
publications which disUnlikely for Fortnight; and other
ea said his Committee agrees that
cuss the Petrillo problem and offer
le measures now before it (S-63 FCC Said to Favor Wider FM Band remedies.
id HR-1648) which prohibit inWhen asked by Rep. Wolverton
irference with broadcasting of SITUATION on the allocations the entire field. Additional space (R-N.J.) if he believed the AFM
mcommercial cultural programs front as Broadcasting went to must be provided or noncommercial action in the banning of Interre inadequate. Visibly impressed press :
educational interests must be ig- lochen broadcasts contrary to law,
nored. Since the FCC feels educa1. There is little likelihood that
ith Mr. Ryan's
detailedofrecitation,
"I have come
'»mprising
43 pages
data on the final allocations between 25tional broadcasting should be car- Mr. Kaye replied:
where ofI the
reallylabor
bele AFM organization and its 30,000 mc will be announced for
ried on both sound and vision to the lievepoint,
that nosir,action
ethods. Committee members ex- another fortnight.
there are two alternatives, reduc- union which, by the remotest
bited keen interest in seeking a
ing FM space
the lower
fre- stretch of the imagination, could
2. Proposed allocations below 25
lution to the problem.
ies to makein room
for more
be deemed to be related to any inwill not be made pub- television quencchannels
When Sidney Kaye, NAB music mc licprobably
or
expanding
terest of any member of the union,
the final report above 25
unsel who assisted Mr. Ryan, ex- mc is before
released.
FM band below and providing tele- can be affected by present law."
vision channels above 400 mc.
3. FCC is reported in a threeControl With Few
U. S. Office of Education, at reway split over FM. Engineering
Mr.
Ryan
told the Committee
quest
of
FCC
Radio
Education
department
is
holding
out
for
asAt Truman's Side
radio has not harmed but has
signing the 84-102 mc band as pro- Committee of which Commissioner that
WHEN President Truman
benefited
the
professional muposed Jan. 16, while the seven-man C. J. Durr is chairman, has subtook to the air at 9 a.m.
sician, increased his compensation
mit ed amemorandum covering a and improved
Commission is divided, one group
Tuesday, May 8 to proclaim
his
status. He cited
favoring FM at 60-80 me and the proposed test of eligibility of ap- the findings of the
War Labor
V-E
Day, Reinsch,
his radiowasadvisor,
other at 60-100 mc. Conclusion is
plicants to receive station-license Board panel in the recording
J. Leonard
there
that FM must begin as low as pos- assignments in the noncommercial which declared that radio had case
at the request of the Presinot
educational
FM
band,
it
was
sible in the spectrum and that 60
dent. Mr. Reinsch arrived in
the employment of mumc is the probable low.
learned last week. As defined by decreased
sicians.
town the day before, in keepthe Office of Education a noncomEducational Video
ing with his commitment to
The answer to the paradox of
mercial educational station would
the Chief Executive, to be on
In FM the Commission is re- be licensed to a "non-profit legal Petrillo's demands in the face of
such
a showing, he suggested,
hand for all radio appearp
o
r
t
e
d
t
o
see
the
answer
to
many
is chartered, incorances. Itwas his first visit to
problems, chief of which is lack entity which
porated or otherwise established by ofmight
beAFMfoundwhich
in thehas "structure"
the
grown by
Washington in a fortnight,
of frequencies in the standard law for the purpose of conducting
and he left the same day to
band. Under the new unofficial pro- an organized and accredited pro- including in its membership perreturn to his Atlanta headsons whose chief earnings come
posals the FCC is thinking in
gram of public education at one
quarters, where he directs the
terms of 100-200 channels for FM. or more specified academic levels, from other callings. He cited the
activities of the Cox radio
WLB
finding that only one out of
In
its
proposed
allocations
Jan.
for
use,
solely
and
exclusively,
as
stations, WSB, WIOD and
16 the FCC overlooked educational the technical instrumentality for three members of the AFM gains
WHIG.
television and earmarked only 12 providing an educational FM his livelihood through music and
(Conthmed on page 66)
channels in the lower spectrum for broadcast service."
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Gillette Transfers
AWD

Urges

Four-Point Program
Encourages Free
Flow of News
By DAVID GLICKMAN
A FOUR-POINT program to encourage the free flow of news and
the creation of a permanent international radio commission was proposed last week to the Planning
Committee of the Social & Economic
Council
by theatNAB
Assn. ofNations
Women Directors
the United
Conference on International Organization inSan Francisco.
The AWD commended the four
points of Resolution 27 on "Free
Access
of Information"Conference
adopted atin
the Inter-American
Mex'co City early this year and proposedculiarly
that adapted
"since
radio isneeds
peto postwar
of reaching illiterate as well as
educated
followingby
four-point peoples,"
program betheadopted
UNCIO:
1. That a permanent International
Radio Commission,
of representatives and radiocomposed
executives
from
every United
Nationactivity.
be created for Immediate postwar
2. That national
subcommittees
of this InterRadio Commission
ed techniques
in every country
to studybetheappointmethods
and
for
reaching
people
In appropriate
languages
and content.
dialects,
and
to direct proper
program
3. ateThatmass creation
encouragement
for immedi-of
and distribution
receiving
faculties
givenaddress
by prioritiestemands be encouraged
that
use ofbeinpublic
sys-in
public
placesspeed
backward
communities
to
thus
enlightenment
of
peoples.
4. That all countries
maintainusescloseof
collaboration
in their several
shortwave.
Signed by Dorothy Lewis, director of the AWD, the proposal pointed out that "freedom of expression
of thought is an essential condition
to the development of an active
and vigilant public opinion".
U. S. Wants Free Access
Despite the fact that a free raofficiallyalongon
the agenda,dio-pressitplankisisn'treported
corridors of Veterans War Memorial Building that before UNCIO
adjournment that subject will become an important issue. The U. S.
delegation, it is said, made an effort to get participating nations to
agree to a policy of free access of
information.
When the UNCIO convened report was that Secretary of State
Stettinius hoped to obtain adoption
of a free access to information policy or resolution similar to that
approved in Mexico City.
Mexico City resolution as adopted
byAmerican
the Unitednations
States declares
and 19 Latinthat
"There can be no freedom, peace
or security where men are not asf free access
to the resolved
truth".
Nationssured omeeting
in Mexico
to:
1. Guarantee their peoples free and
Impartial access to sources of Information.
2. Abandon at the earliest possible
momenttrols of information.
wartime censorship and con3. Take measures Individually and coPage 18 • May 14, 1945

International
Make every
effort wheneverywhere
world orderin
is 4.restored,
to establish
the worldmis ionthe
principle
of
"free
transand reception of Information."
With preliminaries out of the
way, UNCIO delegates have settled
down to the business on hand and
news from commission and committee meetings is being graded down
to its importance. Radio therefoi-e
has started tapering off its coverage, but is alert for any eventuality. tators
Severalhave top
netwoi'k
commen-rereturned
to their
spective beats, but are expected
back in San Francisco for final
roundup sessions, which might come
in early June,
Commentators Shifting
Ned Calmer, CBS news analyst,
has returned to New York, while
Bill Henry,
the network's
ington commentator,
is dueWashback
there on May 15. Webley Edwards,
CBS South Pacific correspondent,
in San Francisco for a few days,
has gone to Guam. Williain L.
Shirer and Maj. George Fielding
Eliot are slated to leave San Franon May
for their
tiveciscohome
bases.15 This
leavesrespecCBS
correspondents George Moorad, Dr.
Wallace Sterling, Harry W. Flannery, Dan Lundberg and Eric
Sevareid currently covering the
UNCIO sessions. Chet Huntley,
CBS West Coast newscaster and
analyst, is commuting between Hollywood and San Francisco.
Most of the Blue commentators
and news analysts are remaining
in San Francisco. Among those
who have returned to their regular assignments are Raymond
Swing and Drew Pearson, headquartered in Washington. Hedda
Hopper,
woman's
angle for covering
the Blue, the
has returned
to Hollywood after more than two
weeks of UNCIO sessions. Walter

Radio Body
Winchell is commuting between
Hollywood
and isSanen Francisco.
Vincent Sheean
route to New
York.
in San Francisco
are theRemaining
Blue commentators
and
news analysts Edward Tomlinson,
H. R. Baukhage, David Wills, Ray
Henle, James Abbe and Brig. Gen.
Junnius Pierce, USA retired.
MBS, NBC Plans
Mutual commentators Leo
Cherne, William Hillman and Bill
Cunningham also have returned to
their home beats but will be in San
Fi-ancisco again for the UNCIO
windup. Mutual will shift other
name cisco
newsbeforeanalysts
to Sanis Franthe UNCIO
over.
Currently covering are Arthur
Gaeth, Alexander Griffin, Royal
Arch Gunnison, Charles Hodges,
Edgar Mowrer, with Harrison
Wood and Rex Miller doing double
duty,
handling commentary
Don
Lee Broadcasting
System,for MBS
West Coast outlet, as well.
Of the host of NBC commentators and news analysts heading
homeward are H. V. Kaltenborn
and Robert St. John with Ben
Grauer, special events announcer,
Fleetwood Lawton, Pacific Coast
analyst, again is broadcasting from
Hollywood. Richard Harkness, NBC
Washington commentator, remains
in San Francisco for the final bowout of the UNCIO. On hand also
is Elmer W. Peterson, commentator, and E. B. Canel, assistant
manager of NBC International division and director of Latin-American broadcasts who is originating
a series of special daily programs.
Graeme Fletcher, commentator, is
commuting between San Francisco
and Hollywood. Howard Pyle, program manager of KTAR Phoenix,
on special assignment to UNCIO,
received his Army war correspondent accreditations and leaves shortly for the Central Pacific.

Fights to Blue Net
Moves Friday Night Events
From Mutual Sept. 7
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co.,
Boston, is shifting its Friday night
boxiag broadcasts from Mutual to
Blue effective Sept. 7. Don Dunphy
will continue as blow-by-blow an
nouncer and Bill Corum as between-rounds commentator. Broadcaststinuewilluntilstart
conthe atend10 p.m.
of theand bouts
every Friday on the Blue just as
they have on Mutual. Bouts will
also continue to be telecast on
WNBT New York.
New contract will return the
fights staged by the Twentieth Century Sporting Club at Madison
Square Garden, New York, and
other arenas, to the network on
which they were broadcast for
many years under the sponsorship
of Adam Hat Stores.
NBC Challenged Shift
In the spring of 1941 Mutual
network and Gillette announced
that they had entered into an
agreement vdth the club calling
for exclusive broadcasts on MBS
beginning June 1 of that year, and
NBC, at that time operator of the
Blue, considered taking legal aci
tion to halt the move as NBC of
ficials believed they had a contraci;
for the club's 1941-42 matches as
in previous years. No action was
ever started, however, and sinc(
June
1941 Gillette
has sponsorec
the matches
on Mutual.
Switch of the Friday evening!
fights to the Blue, also to be broad
cast on the CBC Dominion networl
in Canada, and bringing total num
ber of stations to about 200, ha
given rise to rumors that Blui
may also be in line for other Gil
lette broadcasts which include spon
sorship of the World Series, pro
fessional football and other sports
The Gillette advertising account
which for many years has gone i
heavily
broadcasts
network forandsports
special
pickups, vii
handled by Maxon Inc., New Yorl^

AMERICAIS SAFETY
TO RESUME JULY I
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZO:
Corp., Brooklyn, on July 3 will re lew
sume radio promotion as sponso
of Adventures of the Falcon o|
about 70 MBS
stationsaround
Tuesdal '"'^
8:30-9
Centering
fictional p.m.
character
created by Drejth }[](
el Drake, mystery program wi
star James Meighan as "The Fa
Company has used network ar
spot radio in the past, but has bet
off the air recently. Still producin .
in large part for military service
American Safety is coming ba(
into radio to establish a progra la[
which
con." can do a future selling jc
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hi for Gem blades. Meantime, ai
nouncements will be institutions
"He's a Dollar-a-Year Man on Loan From the Government!"
Agency is Federal Adv., New Yor
BROADCASTING
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MacFarlane

in

Once again W-I-T-H has sent its crack

leiiiews analyst, Ian Ross MacFarlane, far from
^Jiome to cover an important event for Mary*';ana listeners.
J,, This time MacFarlane is in San Francisco
*|:overing the big conference of the United
li'Nations.
(! ;
, : Twice each day Baltimore hears the storyi« (OADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

San

Francisco

behind-the-story-behind-the-scenes, as its favorite newsman sees it.
This is typical of W-I-T-H programming
that makes this successful independent **The
People's Voice in Baltimore.''
WITH
Baltimore, Md.

Tom Tinsley, President ' Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
')
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WGUs

New

Ad Rate Card Is Intended

To Make Timebuying Easy as Possible
INCORPORATING the recommen- hours of tiresome bookkeeping by
dations of the AAAA, WGL Fort advertising agencies, in the opinion
Wayne's
has beenit of Mr. Webb.
prepared new
in therate
hopecard
of making
From the broadcaster's point of
"just as easy as is humanly possi- view,
Mr. Webb believes, this practice presents a sound sales argubleingfortoanyone
to
buy
time"
accordFrank V. Webb, general
ment in favor
the advertiser's
manager.
continuance
on theof station
and less(Principal portions of the rate
ens the tendency of the advertiser
card appear in an adjoining col- "to try" another station. The adverumn.)
tiser will have earned a rate that
he will be reluctant to release for
timebuyer
does notor have
be "Arelated
to Einstein
hold toa such an experiment. The continuing discount clause encourages the
Master'sto indetermine
higher mathematics
order
cost of a pur-in 52-week schedule.
chase of program time or announcements on the Farnsworth station,"
EDITOR'S NOTE: Interest in
Mr. Webb
"We have
ofof aratesimplified
omitted
dollarcontinues.
volume discounts
and development
card hasstandbeen
the usual complicated percentage manifestardizedinform both
advertising and
rebate features. As a member of
the NAB Sales Manager Executive agency circles for years. Committees representing both the AmeriCommittee, a subcommittee of
of Advertising Agencies
which is now working on the stand- and cantheAssn.Assn.
of National Adverardization of rate cards, I am
tisers repeatedly have advocated a
aware of the frightful problems standardized
ra1;e card in conferwhich confront the timebuyer and
ences with the NAB Sales Manathe agency auditor."
gers
Executive
Committee.
Answer to Problems
The whole
subject
zation of rate
cardsof isstandardion the
The WGL rate card is intended
to answer these problems as far as agenda of the NAB Board of Directors meeting in Omaha this
possible. The continuing discount
clause has been incorporated. When week. The WGL rate card incoran advertiser maintains a schedule
porates most of the suggestions
for 52 weeks on WGL without lapse made by radio executives of national
advertisers and of AAAA
he receives the same frequency rate,
or the frequency rate applicable agencies. While the WGL effort has
for that portion of the service not yet won the approval of either
which he continues beyond the first agency or advertiser group as the
52-week series. This is intended to perfect projection of rates and
reward the consistent advertiser. standards, it has been cited as a
It eliminates the necessity of extra long stride in the right direction.
WAKEFIELD, PARTY
BACK FROM EUROPE
FCC COMMISSIONER Ray C.
Wakefield; M. H. Woodward, chief,
FCC International Division, and
Harvey B. Otterman, assistant
chief, Telecommunications Division, State Dept., have returned
from
a 91/2 Africa
weeks' intourtheofinterests
Europe
and North
of international telecommunications. On the trip also were Col.
Orlo St. Clair, Army Signal Corps;
John R. Hyland, Western Union
cable manager; James E. Kennedy,
vice-president, IT&T.
The Government and industry
executives spent 2i/4 weeks in London. They also visited Paris, Brussels, Antwerp, Rome and North
Africa. Part of the tour was made
by John M. Plakias, State Dept.
communications attache in Paris.
V-2 bombs still were falling on London when the party arrived. Commissioner Wakefield reported he
was shaken twice, once when a V-2
fell % miles away and another time
when one landed two miles away.
At Antwerp the telecommunications experts were 20 miles from
the front lines. V-1 bombs still were
falling in Belgium at the time.
Commissioner Wakefield is working on his report to the full Commission.
Page 20 • May 14, 1945

Aime Test
AIME Co., New York, last week
started participations on the Marjorie Mills program on the Yankee
Network for a hair shampoo in a
test campaign which may lead into
use of spot radio on a national
basis. Firm also makes a line of
cosmetics but" is expected to concentrate promotion on hair preparations for the present. Agency is
Modern Merchandising Bureau,
New York.
Nyloii-Ize on Air
NYLON-IZE, Hollywood, has appointed Rocklin Irving & Assoc.,
Chicago, to handle its advertising.
Firm began sponsorship May 1 of
five quarter hour recorded musical
shows weekly on WWVA WAIT
KSAN KFNF for 52 weeks. Plans
are to add five or six more stations
during coming months.
Conover Sponsors
CONOVER ORIGINALS, Chicago
(Child's Prayer Plaque and Nursery Rhyme Plaque), began sponsorship April 1 for 52 weeks of 5
quarter hour recorded musical
shows weekly on WAIT WJJD
KFNF KSAN WLAC KMAC
WLOG WKMO. Agency is Rocklin
Irving & Assoc., Chicago.

1 GENERAL BROADCAST ADVERTISING (GROSS RATES)
(Rates for periods longer than one hour are in exact proportion to the corresponding on<
1-12
13-25
26-51 52-99 100-259 :
A. 6:00 P.M. to 10:30 P.M. Times Times Times Times Times
1,/, hrhr
.. $100.00
$95.00
$90.00
$85.00 $80.00
54.60
hr-in
4060.00
00 57.00
38.00
36.00 51.00
34.00 48.00
32.00
,5,25 miiu.
33,00
31.35
29.70
28.00
26.40
20.00
19.00
18.00 17.00
16.00
B. 1 :00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. Sunday
.. $75.00
$71.25
1/,M1 hrhrhr
45.00
42.75 $67.50
40.50 $63.75
38.25 $60.00
36.00
30.00
28.50
27.00
10 min
25.00
23.75
22.50 25.50
21.25 24.00
20.00
5 min'..
15.00
14.25
13.50 12.75 12.00
C. 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. (except Sunday afternoon) and 10:30 P.M. to 11:00 P.M.
$ 50.00
y,1 hrhr
30.00 $47.50
28.50 $45.00
27.00 $42.50
25.50 $40.00
24.00
' " .'.'
20.00
19.00
18.00 12.75
17.00 16.00
10W5 hrmin.'.'.'.
15.00
14.25
13.50
min
10.00
9.50
9.00 8.50 12.00
8.00
D. Sign-On to 9:00 A.M. and 11:00 P.M. to Sign-On
15.75
.. . 21.00
19.95
18.90 11.90
17.85 16.80 $26.26
10.50
7.50
I I/,lyi5 hr.hr.min
14.00
13.30
12.60
10.00
9.50
9.00 8.50 11.20
8.00 be grouped
Contracts
with
the
same
advertiser
and
for
periods
in
the
same
rate
classification
may
for the purpose of obtaining lower rates.
$ 35.00
2 ANNOUNCEMENTS (l $minute
33.25 and/or station brealts.)
Frequency
ratesservice
are based
onfirmnumber
used or$during
a 12 month periodfirm.and Announcement
become eflfectiveservice
from
3as1.5contracts
beginning
of
onlv
on
contracts
0 $2and become
whichsamehas frequency
been maintained
forthe 52frequency
consecutive
weelis
withoutof the
lapseservice
wili receive
9.75continues
the
rates
or
rate
applicable
to
that
portion
which
continues.
Station inbreak
announcements,
onediscounts.
minute announcements
features
$28.00 and oneparticipating
can be combine<l
number
maximum
minuteor electrical
live.
transcription
or 125 words
live.forStation
brealcs:
15 secondsAnnouncement,
electrical
transcription
30 words
VOLUME RATES
Number broadcast within one year
52-99 100-259 or more
thalf 13
13-25 26-51
(A.) 6:00 P.M. to 10:30 P.M.
$9.00
6.00 260
(B.) 7:00
6.35
10:30 A.M.
P.M. toto 6:00
11:00 P.M.
P.M. $10.00 $9.50
6.75
5.60
7.50
$8.50
7.10
4.25
$8.00 $7.50
(C.) Sipn-on
A.M. & . . 5.00
11:00 P.M.to 7:00to Sign-oir.
4.75
4.50
•$12.00
4.00 A.M.3.75
(D.) WOMEN'S PARTICIPATING PROGRAM— Monday thru Saturday 10:30—11:00
13-25 26-51 .52-99 100-259
thanLess13 13-25
100-259
or mor
52-99
'Talking Time with 1
260
$10.80
Above equipment,
qunfation includes
time andwearing
talent.anoarel.
Availableetc.to Commercial
non-competitive
retailers,for producers
ani
$11.40
$10.20
home
toilet
goods,
continuity
this
program
prepared
Rosemary
acceptable. Pro.
gram airedby since
1941. from material furnished by client. Transcriptions not$9.60
3 NEWS PROGRAMS, ETC.
Time
signals, temperature
and weather
reports—
apply.
cost, regular
card rates
plus regular
15% netannouncement
of the gross ortimestation
cost.break
Rat ralei
request forNews:specialTimeannouncers.
NOTE: FOLLOWING PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO SECTIONS 1. 2. and 3
madebepriorcompleted
to the effective
date The rate of discount to which an advertise
ofCommitments
this
will
atButtheadverrates
would otherwise
be entitled,
not arb
called tisers
forCardmaybyelect
such
commitments.
prejudiced
ifbyinterruptions
of awillseries
to
substitute
new
contracts
necessitated
the
broadcasting
of
specil
effective
at
any
time
after
April
1,
194.5—
at
eventsstation
of importance or ifthehe istimerequired
rates
this
card — for theOtherwise,
unexpired rates
portionin the
or timeb(
of suchonimmediately
commitments.
specified in tohis relinquish
contract and the contract
effect
preceding
the
effective
date of this card forwillanyapplyperiodto extensions
of cancelled.
Gross billing
ofto advertisin
percentag !
said
or periods
if any. after
shallofdeduction
be 15%.
subjectFrom
tosameandcommitments
includfne
March used.
31. 1946
— foron this
theup discounts,
series
continuously
Rates
agency
commission
thi
card are onapplicable
all new1, 1945.
broadcast series count,
any, commission
the Companypreviously
shall deduct
ordered
and afterto April
excess ifagency
allowecth
4 CLASSIFICATION_a. Time periods
to make individual contacts, b. All progran^
for resale. areAdvertisers
bulk broadcasts
not sold iningroup
are
required are subject to approval of the station.
cooperating
5 SERVICE FACILITIES-I„ arranging
the advisory services
and
exceptclientwhereselects
a feea isparticular
required staff
by anyannouno
goven
willstaffbe orwhere
proeram
station sprograms,
thepresenting
ofrendered
charge.freedepartment
Services
of
ing
labor
organization.
Additional
announcers without
are available
of charge except made for programs requiring special charges
productical
or originating outside of station's studios.
6 COMMISSIONS AND CASH DIS- time — 15%. b. No commission on progra
cash discounts — bills due 8i
advertising agencies,
on net charges
payable whenc. Norendered.
for stetion charges,
^P^J^7^~''Commission
to recognized
^ REGULATIONS_a. Time of broadcast advance of initial program, and progra
subject
other network
periods onbroadcast
28 days's material
be arranged
notice toto change
accommodto ate
advance must
of broadcast
date. oneNo week
char
two daysherein
preceding
broadcast,
c. TI
°"L^J",
f*""'
■iri"'
hfoadcast
periods
arebe within
Station
breaks
and
rates
quoted
are
subject
to chanj
announce
ments
may
moved
to
without
notice,
d.
This
rate
card
is (
other
periods
If
available
anduseas informative purposes, and does not constitu
h
'"u"""^
St^fln!;
^"'•'^
r'
network
notice, b. The closing date is two weeks in an offer on the part of the station.
nl.Hr/*' h TK'""P".
"""" 24 hours'
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V-E DAY
fCAPT. GEORGE W. CAMPBELL.
''I
USN
i Acting Director,
Navy Public
Dept. Relations,
'withrope, itvictory
assured toinpauss
Euseems appropriate
in order to evaluate what the
broadcasting
industry,
collabo-of
ration with the
Radio inSection
the Office of Public Relations of
the Navy Department, has accomplished inthe over-all effort of wining the war.
At the outset of the war, the
Radio Section was set up as a service to supply established programs,
commercial and sustaining, network, regional and local, with first-lass material, custom-built to fit
the individual formats of the prog'rams concerned. To insure this

STATEMENTS

kind of service, the Radio Section
was staffed
personnel drawnwithfromexperienced
the industry,
and a Branch Office in New York
was established to operate as a
servicing unit. A similar function
has been performed in the Chicago
area by the Radio Section of the
9th Naval District, and on the
West Coast, in Los Angeles, by the
Radio Section of the Radio and
Motion Picture Liaison Office.
This plan has resulted in extremely close and cordial working
relationships with all elements of
the broadcasting industry; and the
Radio Section has always taken
the position that it is working for
the broadcasters as much as for
the Navy.
Under the general supervision

BY

RADIO

of the Radio Section, notable advances have been made, in close cowith thenetworks,
news departments of theoperationfour
in the
coverage of the Naval war. Among
outstanding achievements in this
field, are included the development
by the Navy of pooling agreements
with the networks covering correspondents'
reports
of Naval actions,
theeye-witness
development
of film recording machines for onthe-spot combat reports, and spetransmitting
PacificcialOcean
Areas.facilities in the
Navy Public Relations in Washington feels that it can say, without
tion of reservation,
broadcastersthatwiththe thecooperaNavy
has been stratan
outstanding
ion of both
patriotismdemonand

• Forcefully Illustrating The
Job WLAP Is Doing For Advertisers
In Lexington^s Bluegrass!

ONLY WLAP—
fully and exclusively serves
this rich Bluegrass area.
TIMEBUYERS—
Let a John E. Pearson man
tell you v^hat WLAP can
do for your client.
NUNN WLAP
STATIONS
LEXINGTON,
WBIR KY.
KNOXVIILE,
WCM1 TENN.
ASHLAND,
KY.
HUNTINGTON,
KFDA W. VA
AMARILLO, TEX.

THE BLUEGRASS
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* 78 Local Advertisers Currently
Using WLAP
(NOTE THE FOLLOWING BREAKDOWN)
27 on the air continuously — 5 years or longer
6 on the air continuously — 4 to 5 years
13 on the air continuously — 3 to 4 years
12*78 on the air continuously — 2 to 3 years
12 on the air continuously — 1 to 2 years
8 are "newcomers" — on the air less than 1 year

Lexington,
Kentucky.

LEADERS
public spirit. Navy news, Navy
eye-witness accpunts, and special
features have been heard effectively and continuously. This has
meant an accurately informed public, and has contributed greatly to
the morale of the families of men
in the Navy, Marine Corps, and
Coast Guard.
All of totheconquering
Navy's energy
devoted
Japan.is now
The
radio industry can count on the
Radio Section to continue on the
same basis, with constantly improving facilities in the Pacific
Ocean Area.
BRIG. GEN. ROBERT L. DENIG,
USMC
Director, Division
Public Relations
Marine ofCorps
THEREnese nowARE
a number
Japain Marine
prisonof camps
who are there as an indirect result
of the activities
PF
of MarineRadio
Corps
Combat
Correspondents.
On at least one
island cific,
in thetheequipPament used by
these men to make
battle recordings
was employed to
Gen, Denig
make surrenderrecords
for broadcast overrequest
public address
systems to Japs hidden away in
caves and jungle hideouts. On
Guam, for example, almost a thouhavereoccupied
surrenderedby
since sandtheJap soldiers
island was
our troops; most of them were
"persuaded" by the recordings.
Many historic firsts have been
scored by Marine Combat Radio
Correspondents, but the biggest
job they are doing is concerned
with the little men, the front-line
troops who are fighting the war.
There is hardly a town in the
United States that hasn't had one
of its local Marine sons intersomewhereviewed inby a thebattle
Pacific.broadcaster
...
Additionally important is the
use made of combat recordings for
training
purposes.on Thepagecombat
(Continued
2i) ra-

WLAP
A NUNN STATION
J. E. WILLIS, Manager
• MUTUAL
BLUE

IS KENTUCKY'S

2ND

MARKET

"WFDF would like to know your
dccupations, gentlemen."
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^'Wan

t

Boston

at

t?
kh
&a
STRUM
wills
deliver
it to"
you, via the
re
biHUM
'Gommuters' Specior over WCOP.
HUM & STRUM are New England's
most famous harmony duo. For twenty years,
over all major stations, they've built a
terrific following in Boston with
song and patter, piano and ukelele.
HUM & STRUM have just won new laurels
on an overseas trip; they wowed Gl's
in hospitals, recreation centers
and at the battlefronts,
HUM & STRUM are now conductors on
"^The Commuters' Special" featuring
the boys with music, patter, news,
weather and time over WCOP
every morning Monday through Saturday
from 7:30 to 8:00 and from 8:30 to 9:00.
Publicity and newspaper ads are
sewing up new and greater audiences.
Participations are available in one-, five-,
ten- or fifteen-minute units. Every one of them
will cash in on the buying decisions
which are made at Boston breakfast tablesl
For humming sales get aboard the
""Commuters' Special* with
HUM & STRUM
Every morning Monday through Saturday
from 7:30 to 8:00 A.M. and
8:30 to 9:00 A.M.

A COWLES STATION
Costs and availabilities through any Katz office
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[•,! dio correspondent who went ashore
J ; with the assault wave at Guam,
! for example, made a ninety-minute
, recording of every phase of the ship
I to shore movement. Although he
^!'. '. was
set upclimbed
in a half-trac,
he deliberately
out of the
vei|l ]• hide
and
waded
ashore,
phone in hand, to give themicromost
ir ■ accurate word picture possible.
* j The value of such a recording is
J. obvious.
t.- ; The use made of radio by the
Jf,5 '^ ly
Marine
may not
help directand Corps
physically
to shorten
the
war, but the part it plays in edu•; , united
eating effort
the public
to
the
need
for
is certainly a factor
in stepping up production.
4 ' recorded
Finally, history
the enoi'mous
storebeenof
which has
I ' to
turned
by the
Marine Corps
the over
Library
of Congress
will
/J ' doubtless be of great value in later
'f: , years when this war is studied and
ij i analyzed in retrospect.
j
TED R. GAMBLE
!
DirectorDivision
! TreasuryNational
War Finance
i IN MY POSITION as National
; Director of the Treasury's War
'; excellent
Finance Division
I have
opportunity
to had
observean
the magnificent part which the
. broadcasting industry has played
,: war.
in helping to win the European
' Broadcast support of our War
.; Loan drives is a fact which speaks
;■! eloquently
of theto important
radio has done
help makejob V-E

f[''THANKS,

Day a reality. No measure was
made of this support in the first
War Loan,
the value offormeasurable timebutcontributed
the
second through the sixth War
Loans shows that almost half of
the total advertising contributed
by
mediabroadcasting.
and their advertisers
cameall from
How much this radio support to
our Treasury aided in the winning
of the European war becomes manifest when one considers the military materiel purchase value of
the total sales of War Bonds.
Billions Invested
Close to 19 billions of dollars
were invested in these Bonds during the second and third Loans,
over 16 billions in the fourth, more
than 20 billions in the fifth and
almost 22 billions in the sixth. Obviously, those many billions of dollars bought many airplanes, ammunition, guns, tanks, medical supplies and other war needs.
Credit is due to every member of
the broadcasting industry for the
powerful
it has done.
can be no job
calculation
of the There
time,
energy, initiative and talent which
radio personnel in every city in the
country expended to turn the tremendous total of contributed broadcast time into successful War
Bond advertising.
We know
without thatsupport
generous and that
wholehearted
from all the people of radio . • .
network, station, advertising and
agency ducersexecutives;
and writers ...talent,
we in prothe

JOHN,

FOR

War Finance Division could never
have reached these gratifying figures of total War Bond sales in
every
drive. may justly
The War
radioLoanindustry
take pride in its contribution to
the ending of the war in Europe.
When total victory becomes an essure radio's
are achievement
tablished fto
act, wethat
contribution
will be equally magnificent.
EDGAR
President,KODAK
MBS
THIS, we are discovering, is a war
of many victories, but the war
won't be over, and the home front
(the materiel production
front)
cannot slacken,
until the final viction otory.
f thisA realizafact is
so important that
upon penditthe will
dequickest
victory. ment achievepossible
of global
Radio can, and
Mr. Kobak must, and will
realize
the truth. Takinghelpup people
the keynote
recently sounded by President Truman that there can be no celebration on V-E Day but that there be,
instead, greater war effort at home,
radio has dramatized to its listeners why this is so.
We have had our V-I (Italy)
day; the Russians have had their
V-B (Berlin) day, and now, we
have had our V-E day, the culmination of victories in the European

500

SIOUX

SERVICE

FALLS,

SO.

theatre;
but the war still goes on
— in the Pacific.
V-E Day means to our men in
the Pacific the hope for a quicker
end
and a war,
chance to say "let's
finish
should this
mean to ustoo."at V-E
home Day
the
chance to concentrate on the Pacific war with the hope of bringing it to a quicker
Everything
that finish.
radio
further this desired
end, itcanwilldo do.to
And Mutual can be counted on to
do its share to the best of its capacities and resources.
REP. CLARENCE F. LEA
Chairman,Commerce
House Interstate
Committee& Foreign
FOR THREE YEARS and five
months while we have been in this
great conflict, radio has given us
the most complete and satisfactory
reporting
serv-of
ice any part
the world has
ever known in
anyThewar.news value
of the radio has
been only part of
i t s contribution
to the war effort.
Its service has
been informative,
educational, and
Rep. Lea
inspirational
as
well.
the sons,
sorrovnng relatives of our Tofallen
brothers, and friends it has brought
consolation and courage, to help
lighten the sacrifice.
Every member of the families
all over{Continued
the nation,on page
even to26) its re-

PROGRAMS

'

DAKOTA

1140 K C - 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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FACILITIES
. . . hr gettmg the job done
MISTLETOE

EXPRESS

If there's a complete merchandising job to be
done in the Oklahoma market it can be made sure,
simple and thorough through the use of the varied
facilities of the Oklahoma Publishing Company. For
the radio minded, there's WKY, the state's favorite
station. For newspaper coverage, no papers compare with the Oklahoman and Times in quantity or
quality of readers. For a blanketing of the rich Southwestern farm market, there's only one paper . . .
The Farmer-Stockman. For putting your newspaper
advertising or your advertised goods into every
corner of the state swiftly, Mistletoe Express can be
depended upon in any emergency.

FARMER-STOCKMAN
1. Towering
915 standout
feet skyward,
WKY's station
new antenna
typitiesin
the
spirit of this
Oklahoma
to do things
a big way. This -new tower is nearly twice the height of
Oklahoma
City'sintallest
skyscraper, is the sixth tallest manmade structure
America.
2. Any truck fleet which covers 2,800,000 miles a year must
be able to take it. Behind such a record by Mistletoe Express
stands a service organization unsurpassed in the state. No
mainliner leaves the Mistletoe docks until every detail of
its motor, its chassis, its tires and its electrical system has
been
checked
and labelled
3. Expert
craftsmen,
working"OK".
with modern, precision tools,
turn out, newspapers.
in the Oklahoman
and Times,
Oklahoma's
two
greatest
Characteristic
of these
modern tools
are the refrigerated, stainless steel developing trays recently ^
installed in the engraving department darkrooms.
4. Farm-wise editors firmly grounded in the agriculture of
the Southwest, have guided The Farmer-Stockman to the
foremost position among ail farm papers in the OklahomaTexas
region.'Many
Editorial
this determine
the policies.
days conferences
in the field such
each asmonth
determine
the methods of carrying out those policies. '

OKLAHOMA
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN ^ OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES
THE FARMER-STOCKMAN MISTLETOE EXPRESS
WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY if KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS
KLZ, DENVER (Under Affiliated Management)
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGEKCV
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(Coritinued from page 24)
mote parts, has had what was
practically spot reports of the war
as
as those in the
try. conveniently
most
metropolitan city in the counThe broadcasting service of the
nation has been a refreshing feature of the war years. It has contributed much to the unity, understanding, and cooperation of our
people
in
this mighty
Radio has
further effort.
entrenched
itself as a permanent, important,
and inseparable
part of our American life.
BYRON PRICE
Director of Censorship
THROUGHOUT the long and
weary months which have passed
since Pearl Harbor the broadcasters of the United States have been
a new
and highly
undergoing
significant test.
They
called have
upon been
for
the first time to
demon strate
whether the
American concept of free radio
can safely be apMr. Price
plied in wartime
or whether
broadcasting stations should be
brought under strict compulsory
censorship
security. to defend the national
The importance of that test to
the future of broadcasting could
hardly tinentbebut exaggerated.
is a that
peroften forgottenIt fact
in no other major country at war
has completely voluntary censorship even been attempted. And it
discloses no secret to say that in
the early days there were those in
and out of the Government who
felt sure no voluntary censorship
could succeed here.
The Office of Censorship held a
different view. In spite of advice to
the contrary, it put its trust in the
responsibility of American broadcasters. After 3y2 years I am more
confident than ever that that trust
has not been misplaced.
Of course, the experiment has not
yet ended, nor will it end successfully if vigilance should now be
relaxed. A free radio must be a

T

MARKE

KDYL's great Utah audience includes employees of this refinery making 100-octane
gasoline at its new $14,000,000 plant addition in Salt Lake City. It is just one of many
activities pouring payroll dollars into the
market where KDYL is the popular station.
Local Advertisers Know
KDYL Brings Results
For many years the refining company —
largest in the intermountain west — has used
KDYL consistently to
reach car-owners in this
area. Experience proves
that KDYL brings results !

responsible radio, just as a freei
press
hope press.
to eadure unless'
it is a cannot
responsible
We have amended the Broadcasters' Code by eliminating entirelji
the
regarding
"Programs'
and requests
"Foreign
Language
Broad- :
casts", so that now for the first
time radio and press find themselve
under Code provisions which are
identical throughout. This changs
is an additional evidence of confi
dence,
for we
conscioui
that radio
wavesall domustcrossbe our
inter isj
national
borders,
whereas
newspapers
do
not
unless
Censorship
per
mits.
Amendment of the Code in this
manner also underlines the respon
sibility of every broadcaster tc
think for himself and be solicitou
for
country's
security, even reir
fieldshiswhere
no Governmental
quest any longer applies. Althougl
we are not going to ask in th«
future that request, dedication
man-in-the-street and foreign Ian
guage
be handled
ing to programs
certain fixed
procedure,accord
it h
my earnest hope that all broadcast
ers
will continue
exercise sucl^
cautions
as their tointelligence
and
sense of personal responsibilitj;
dictates.
The enemy still sits anxiously be
side the receiving sets. He want
every scrap of military informatioi
he can get. He is desperate ano
determined to make the battle
tough, and the cost of victory highj
The same excellent cooperatioij
that broadcasters have given Cenj
sorship the
thusvictory
far still
hasten
and isto needed
bring al[t<:i
Censorship
to
its
properly
unqualj
ified end.
J. HAROLD
RYAN
President, NAB
THE ANNOUNCEMENT that th
United Nations of
in a free
combinatioi
people
have b r o u g h i
about
official
ces
sation in
of Europt
hostili
ties
and that V-E Daj
is here is a sourc(
of deep
tion
to thesatisfac
peoph
of America.
Under differem
Mr.{Continued
Ryan oncircumstance;
page 30)
for
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National Representative: John Blair & Co.
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DECEMBER 1935
The. Kraft Cheese Company presented
a crooner named Crosby on the twoyear-old Kraft Music Hall—over
58 stations of the NBC Network.
JULY 1936
After six months on the air, Bing's
Hooper rating was 9.3— the first
available rating on the new show.
WINTER 1937-38
Bing Crosby was moving forward fast.
His Hooper rating for the winter
months, October through April,
averaged 23.6.

In 1935 Harry Lillis Crosby Avas popularly
kno\m as a radio crooner. In the nine years that
followed on NBC, Crosby has become by all
odds the best known singer in the world. The
Crosby voice has been heard by more people
than any other voice in the world. Under the
far-sighted sponsorship of the Kraft Cheese Co.,
Bing has won more listeners to the Kraft Music
Hall than any other nuisical program on the air.

In these nine years Bing grew into something
more than a voice. He has become an American
institution.
How did Bing get this way in nine short
years on NBC? First he has a voice and style
of singing that are irresistible. He can bring mellow beauty to a fifty-year-old ballad as effortlessly as he can swing out on the latest hep -cat
tune. He has never sung an affected note. He

The Story of Bing Crosby) no. 3 of a series

f
DECEMBER 1944
The Bing Crosby— Kraft Music Hall,
now heard on 137 NBC stations and
short-waved to troops all over the
world — the third highest Hooperrated program on the air.
WINTER 1944-45
Bing Crosby won a total of eight first
places in the four major popularity polls.
(Through the years he has won more
"firsts'^ than any other entertainer.)
DECEMBER 1945
Bing Crosby will complete ten strikingly
successful years on NBC— an outstanding
example of continuous popularity.

m
has never gone high-hat for an instant. He doesn't
like dress clothes — so he doesn't Avear them.
He has strolled his way through a score of
motion pictures, a twinkle in his eye, proving
you
moviedon't
star. have to be a great lover to be a
America is proud of its Bing Crosby. He has
taken rank with Will Rogers, George M. Cohan
and other beloved American personalities.

National

NBC is proud to be the uetAvork on which Bing
Crosby has become America's Favorite Troubadour. NBC is proud of the part it has played in
helping to create this living legend of Americanism.
NBC believes that the Crosby stature is directly comparable to the NBC audience— in
other Axords, both Bing Crosby and his NBC
audience are GREAT.

Broadcasting

Company

America's No. 1 Network
19^5— RADfO'S 25* ANNIVBRSARY—PUOGID TO VICTORYI

A Service ofot America
Radio
Corporallcn

i:ti>ere would be widespread rejoicing. However, our inclination to
rejoice is tenxpered by a sobering
realization of tiie cost of the victory and of the responsibilities
which lie ahead.
The road to Tokyo is, according
to our military leaders, a long and
hard one, certain to involve the loss
of many more brave men. There is
much yet ahead of us in dealing
with the remnants of our European
enemy.
This is a time for solemn contemplation andthea renewed
tion to rid
world of determinathe forces
of aggression and to bring about
a basis for a lasting peace among
all nations.
The broadcasters of America
take just pride in the role which
they have played in keeping our
people informed, in relieving,
through entertaining and instructive programs, the tension incident
to war, in carrying to our military
forces throughout the world spe-

cially prepared inspirational programs in the interest of morale,
and in assisting the Government
in its monumental task of maintaining civilian production and
morale.
We pledge a continuation of radio's all-out effort.
NILES TRAMMELL
President, National Broadcasting Co.
THE NATIONAL Broadcasting
Co. joins with the nation in a
prayer offulnessthankthat the
horrible war in
Europe This
is at islasta
ended.
great
day
for the
Allies but
we
should not relax
abefore
single renewing
moment
our
energies
toward completion
ratnmell
of the final goal
— victory in the Pacific and a just
peace. So NBC today salutes the

allied leaders who have directed
us to this and
victory
and turns towith
confidence
determination
the
task that still lies ahead. To that
task we dedicate all the resources
of the National Broadcasting Co.
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFP
President, Radio Corp. of America
THE RADIO flash of V-E Day is
a pivot upon which every effort of
the United
Nations turns from
ain great
triumph
Germany to
concentrate upon
L/aHBB the defeat of JaWW^^M
a grand climax
history,
but thein
finale
of
this
war
will come only
CoL ftaruwif with the unconditional surrender
of Japan.
The
flash
of
"V-E
Day,
like from
that
which startled the world
Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941,

^ ifSnot

Years ago, a champion hog caller taught us a valuable
sales lesson. He said, "Hogs just don't come unless you
hove something for 'em. When the trough's full, it puts
something Into your voice that brings 'em runningi"
Throughout Kansas and adjoining states, over five million listeners hear that sincere "something" In The Voice
of Kansas that brings RESULTS — sales, distribution, brand
acceptance. They have confidence in us . . . believe that
we "have something for 'em." That's v/hy WIBW has
done such an outstanding job for two decodes of advertisers .. . why it will do the same for YOU!

isall awartime
challengeactivities
to renewed
effort— "in^in
of radio
research and engineering, manufacturing, broadcasting and worldcommunication.
Thewideattack
is still on across the
Pacific! Let us continue to back it
with all resources and facilities at
our command, so that V-J Day
will quickly follow V-E Day, and
through total victory bring peace
to all people.
MAJOR GENERAL PRANK E.
STONER
Chief, Army Communications Service
LONG-DISTANCE
communication was one radio
of our most
victory.
potent weapons in the European
Radio conquered both time and
distance, two factors which might
have liedproven
disastrous
to theof Alcause. "Radio
Highways
the
Air" enabled us to rush desperateneeded planes
materials
our lyAllies
while theand United
Statesto
was still mobilizing its full military power. Radio was an important asset in the successful bombing of enemy supply centers. Later
it played
a vital role inand
coordinating the transportation
supply
of the millions of troops sent
across the Atlantic to engage the
enemy in his own stronghold. And
finally, it was the means of weld
ing
of our military
into all
an indomitable
fightingelements
team
Army Communications! Service
was called upon to handle millions
of war words each day on its over
seas
circuits,of tremendous
volumes
undreamed
a few years
ago,
This blewould
not
have
been
without radio. For the possifirst
time in any war, the high com
mand in Washington was able to
obtain immediate and intimate con
tact with overseas commanders, an
important factor in the control of
operations on scattered fronts.
The system
success was
of thedueSignal
radio
in no Corps'
small
measure to the wholehearted cooperation ofAmerica's
commercial
communications
industries,
which
contributed generously of their,
resources,
their
personnel
and
their
technical assistance to the baildingj
and operation
ment
networks. of the W^r Depart-!
{Continued on page 32)
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COLUMBIA'S OUTLET FOR KANSA
^
R F M LUDY, G,. M,.
REPPEStNTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY SAN FPiNCISCO
BROADCASTING
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all five Cincinnati

stations,
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20
4
16

WSAI

Public
Not

Interest

available

heard

Programs
locally

in Cincinnaii

originates two, takes six from the Blue,
for a total of 8 out of 16

50%
(in a crowded

commercial

schedule)

CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
Represenftd by Pool H. Raymer Co. Inc.

Oh,

that

Wired

(f<M

for

were

Sound!

FRANKLY, when it comes to selling
people— we're no great shakes on paper
. . . we're at our best behind a microphone^
and brother, can we do a job then!
Just look what's happened to us since we
set up shop in Cleveland in November, 1943.

. . .WJW has become the "People's station"
—with on-the-spot coverage of local events.
. . .WJW is the Cleveland station with the
most consistent gains in listening . . .
morning, afternoon and evening.
... In fact, we've already snagged the
greatest morning audience in Cleveland!
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(Continued from page 30)
MARK WOODS
President, Blue-ABC
ALTHOUGH the war in Europe is
now over and we can rejoice that
the Armies of the United Nations
stand victorious over the forces of
evil upontinent ofthe
conEurope,
we must not for
one moment forget that what is
perhaps
theofhardour
taskest part
still
lies
ahead. Until the
last remnants of
the Axis, the
Mr. Woods
greatest
to freedommenace
and
democracy that has arisen in the
history of the civilized world, have
been
subdued,
We cannot
affordwe tomust
relax.not relax.
The memory of the men who have
died to achieve this victory in
Europe, who have made the supreme
sacrifice so that we and our children
may enjoy the benefits of a lasting
peace, will not let us relax.
We can rightfully be proud of the
victory we have won and we may
pause for a moment of relief and a
moment of pride but we must be
aware that this is merely the pause
when we draw our belts tighter for
the rest of this terrible struggle
which lies ahead.
The cost of final and complete
victory will be heavy. But we owe
it to the men who have died to make
sure that no matter what the cost,
Ho». Les Ness Company
Cramer-Krasselt
Milwaukee,
Dear
Les: Wisconsin.
Start the sixth o-« the sixth . . . no
I'm not trying a Gertrude Stein on
you, shows
hut it
just
what
fellowto
like mea has
ticed a paper
goon thru.
I noJoe
get's
desk Her...
he's our
Proheregram Director
at
WCHS
— a?jd
this
memo
says
"start the
sixth
sixth" on. .the.
wvll,
time I byhad the
his
officeandcleaned
worked
my
up
had
way down
the
hall
thru the
music
room
and into the
Promotion de-partment, I
hud
figured
out. itYou
the
Cohensee
Drug stores
started
their
swith
i X t h Cap,
year
Andy
and
and WCHS Milton

the victory achieved is final, and
complete, and lasting, so that never
again will the peoples of this earth
be plunged into the madness of a
conflict such as we are now enIn this terrible time in the
in.
world's gagedhistory,
radio broadcasting
has come of age. We have grown
decades in the past three years. It
is with the knowledge of this growth
that can
we broadcasting
solemnly vow
Ameri-up
will that
measure
in the future to the stature it has
gained for itself so far in this war,
by serving the people of the United
States selflessly and fully through- j
out the dark days ahead.
In this war American broadcasting has justified the predictions of
its most optimistic advocates. It has
proven that it can and does fulfill
a vital and important role in the
war effort of our nation. We are
determined that we shall continue
to fulfill that role. To this end we
of the American Broadcasting Company dedicate ourselves.
JAMES W. YOUNG
Chairman, War Advertising Council
NOW that V-E Day is a reality
and our sights are trained on the
job ahead in the Pacific, we can
see vdth certainty that the need
for business support of home front]
information campaigns will represent acontinuing challenge for the
organized forces of advertising.
Radio has been one of the mostj
consistent supporters of the whole
concept of war theme advertising.
Network and local advertisers as
well as the broadcasters themselves have taken their places be-l
side the other branches of the ad-!
vertising field in writing a brilliant
record of public service. The Council's Radio Advisory Committee,
comprising radio executives of
leading agencies, has worked closely withtionthe
Officeother
of WarGovernment
Informaand the
departments concerned, to gear adfacilities to home front
informationvertisingneeds.
The Council looks ahead with
confidence to the continuation of
this valuable support. The calls to
muster unceasing and willing public compliance with the restrictions
and demands that must go on unaltered, wil carryon an
(Continued
pageadded
Si) note

out
t it? Of course,
lU wasn
i>
theS'ffiCohenof
Yrs,Algy
outfit
thinksponsor
it's thetwo
smart
thing
to do a.must
they
minute
ot\L7'',''!r,v
^^""^^
shots
day
.
.
and
on Gives
the 15sixth
wean
'•'"'■tf<i6f_the_
sixth year.
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idea
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customer
and
iHs
Satisfaction.
man can tell you
how doliranham
it!
WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
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EMERSON

SAID

IT

"The only way to have a friend is to be a friend."
That is fundamental policy of WSM. Over our twenty-year history we have built a lot of friends in the area where five million
people are actively moving up the sccial scale. We don't know
exactly how many, but the flood of mail and the personal visits
are so intimately personal there can be no doubt how they feel
about us.

NASHVILLE
IN AN

AREA

^JiROADCASTING

OF

THE STATION
FIVE MILLION

HARRY STONE, Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
EDW. PETRY & CO., Natl. Reps.
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THAT'S
PEOPLE.

PART

AND

PARCEL

OF

LIFE

50,000 WATTS
650 KILOCYCLES
CLEAR CHANNEL
N. B. C. Affiliate
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of urgency. In the months ahead
death will still walk at the side of
our men at the front, but complacency will be their enemy at
home. Advertising has an unparalleled opportunity to lend its power
to hasten the attainment of complete victory.
PAUL W. KESTEN
Executive Vice President, CBS
ALTHOUGH another war with
G€rmany has ended there is this
time a more experienced, more
sober people to
receive the news.
They will receive
it, I think, wfth
relief rather than
elation; with
gratitude rather
than hilarity. In
1918 America was
conscious of a Mr. Kesten
mission successfully completed. Today, there is
recognition of a responsibility that
must be continued, if peace is to

Council Reports
RADIO Council of Greater Cleveland distributed 15,000 "Selective
Dialing" folders this year covering
every type of radio program, Mrs.
Henry C. Christian, outgoing president, revealed in her final report
of her two years in office. The
Council, now 4% years old, has
155,000 members including 110
Cleveland civic organization*. Current activity is the tabulation of
10,000 questionnaires completing a
copy.
year's study on commercial radio
be assured. Today marks a pause,
but a pause only long enough to
turn the full force of our attention westward — to San Francisco
and to Tokyo. For this reason, we
at Columbia will devote no less
energy tomorrow than we did yesterday to the further successful
prosecution of the war, and securing of the peace.

Army Runs KTSM
DEFERENCE accorded a
general was given to Sgt.
Steve Stankowski by KTSM
El Paso employes when the
sergeant
"boss"Occa-of
the stationbecame
for a day.
sion was Anti-Aircraft ReTrainingatCommand'splacement
anniversary
Ft.
Bliss which was celebrated
when the unit moved into El
Paso and placed their men
in key positions.
Mayor from
and
council
were selected
enlisted personnel, as were
editors for the two papers
and the radio station manager. Stankowski took over
a microphone and announced
changes that would take place
over the station during his
day as radio chief. Programs
through the day were put on
by members
unit.
Sponsorsof the
and sergeant's
listeners
were unanimous in praise.

IT'S NO TRICK
HOW
WHEN YOU KNOW

There is nothing particularly amazing or magical
about obtaining results in "The Magic Circle". Here
is the richest and most populous area in the South . . .
And WBIG, with outstanding programs, wide coverage
and constructive merchandising assistance ... is the
favorite station in "The Magic Circle". Catch on?
EDNEY RIDGE. DIRECTOR
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CONGRATULATIONS on his appointment assupervisor of Chicago
radio properties handled by Foote,
Cone & Belding were extended to
Albert CapstafF (r) by (1 to r) Edmund L. Cashman, agency Hollywood vice-president in charge of
radio, and Sidney N. Strotz, NBC
western division vice-president.
Picture Story of Radio
Given by New NAB Book
A NEW NAB public relations
book.
Management
in, the
Publica
Interest,
designed to
portray
"picture story of radio", has been
completed and shortly will be distributed, after some 18 months In
production. With an initial press
run of approximately 8,000, some
6,000 of the books are being made
available to NAB station members
at $1.25 per copy for public distri
bution. Advance orders of approximately 5,000 already have been
procured.
The
100-old
page volume
plete with photographs
suppliedis reby
NAB members which, the foreword
says, "tell a vivid, real-life story
of American broadcasting — the
kind of broadcasting that is made
possible by radio advertisers and
the income from advertising."
Enough photographs were submitted, it was instated,
covering
operation
the war,
to fill radio's
a vol
ume
three
times
the
size.
a story which radio will be"That
proudis
to The
tell book
in another
publication."
is described
as a study
of
the basic civilian operation of
industry.
broadcasting, a camera tour of
SCRIPT of CBS Wblstler broadcast has
been purchased
ColumbiaIn Pictures
Corp.
as basis forby another
Its
series, the"TheradioWhistler".
wrote
script. Allan Radai
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KOA LEADS THE WAY
IN LISTENER LOYALTY!

150% — and all network stations in Den^
ver combined by 62%.

In NBC$ 1944 Nationwide Survey of Listening Hobit^ radio families in seven of
Colorado's largest cities, named KOA as
the station ^listened to most' at night by
59X to 79X.

Radio families in Wyoming's four largest
cities named KOA as the station '"listened
to most- by 74% to 91%.
Frankly, we're quite proud of this record,
and KOA's advertisers are happy, too.
They're using KOA and firing away with
this sure fire sales-weapon.

In Denver alone, KOA leads the *Network B' station in 'listened to g)Oft* by
IN DENVCR-KOA ttlVCS YOU
MORE THAN THE OTHER FOUR
^OWf R
50,000 Worn
PROGRAMS Top NBC Shows
COVIRAGE D«nv«f and «h« AAountaia
and Plaint StatM Region
USTINER LOYALTY*
59X to 79X ia Mven
of Colorode'i LorgMl Crtie«
DiALIR PRiPiRINCK** 68%

FIRST

IN

DENVER

50,000

WATTS
NBC

850
SPOT
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Randolph Supports Bill
Prohibiting Liquor Ads
A LETTER from Ken Randolph,
commercial manager of KDON
Monterey, Cal., supporting a bill
(S-599) by Sen. Capper (R-Kan.)
to prohibit liquor advertising in
interstate commerce or by broadcast, was inserted in the Congressional Record by Sen. Capper and
referred to the Interstate Commerce Committee, where the proposed law is under consideration.
Text of the letter, addressed to
Sen. Capper, follows:
Relative
your proposed Inbillinterstate
prohibiting the tooftransportation
commerce
alcoholic
beverage
advert
i
s
e
m
e
n
t
s
,
w
e
thought
you
might
In the which
policy reads
recentlyas follows:
adoptedbe
byInterested
this station,
'"Nowilladvertising
of This
liquor,alsobeer,
or
be accepted.
BOUND to play dratowineestablishments
orIn portions
of applies
estab- BROADWAY
matic roles is Elizabeth Herbert,
lishments
engaged
the
sale
of
liquor.
, beer or wine. Current contracts will not WSM-FM Nashville announcer.
'beWerenewed
atcomplete
expiration."
will play in Anne and Frank
agreement with She
Hummert radio serials.
you InarethisIn matter.

Durr Votes for Further Program Probe
As FCC Grants License Renewals to 20
to allegedly heavy cMnTHIRTEEN of the 50-odd stations reference
placed on temporary licenses by mercial schedules and lack of farm
the FCC April 24 [Broadcasting,
Despite his attitude, however,
April 30] and seven others were there
were indications that the
granted regular license renewals programs.
last week, with Commissioner C. J. Commission would soft-pedal its
inquiry
into programs, particularDurr voting
for "further
before
final action
in the inquiry"
renewal
ly in view of Sec.
of the Communications Act.326Commissioners
applications of 10 clear channel
outlets.
generally were agreed that Bome
The 13 of the April 24 group stations might be top-heavy in
were understood to be part of those commercials to the detriment of
placed on temporary licenses in good programming, but in the final
that lisconnection with the Commission's analysis tenerstheysoonerpointed
or lateroutwould
denew renewal
of viewing
comcide the fate of such stations.
mercial vs.policy
sustaining
program
operations [Broadcasting, April
The FCC has maintained a "no
the said
an16]. Commissioner
was non-he comment" attitude
nouncement ofApril since
24, which
com it al but it is Durr
understood
felt the FCC should go into the six stations had been placed on
programs broadcast by the clear temporary licenses while 18 others
channel stations, particularly with had been granted renewals but had
received letters pointing out the
Confmission's new policy. Of the
group placed on temporary licenses
April
24, some
"routine"
cases. 35Inwere
suchreported
events
temporary licenses are issued.
Regular renewals were granted
last week to these stations:
Boston;
WGNY
N. VVTBZ
y.; WCAR
Pontlac,
Mich.;Newburgh.
WIBC &
auxUlaryphia; Indianapolis;
WCAU NashvUle;
PhiladelWTIC
Hartford;
WLAC
Vl^HO Des Moines; WAPI Blrmlnghatn;
WBZA burgh;
Springfield,
Mass.; WGAR
KDK-^ ClevePittsKYW Philadelphia;
land, renewed
to KWAT
May 1,Watertown,
1948; KHBGS.
Okmulgee,
Okla.;
D.; KIUL Garden
Hagerstown,
Md., to City,
Aug. 1,Kan.;
1946 WJEJ
when
3-yearGa.,license
period
begins? Ga.,
WBLJto Dalton,
WAYX
Waycross,
Feb.
HAS MONEY TO SPEND
1,WMBD1946,Peoria,
beginning
of
3-year
period;
3-year period. to Nov. 1, 1947, start of
Commissioner Durr dissented in
the following: WBZ WBZA WCAU
WTIC
WLAC WHO KDKA WAPI
KYW WGAR.
Miles Names P&R
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind., has
appointed Pedlar & Ryan, New
York, to handle advertising for
a new product, to be discloserd
shortly, and will use radio among
other media. Extensive user of raAlka-Seltzer,
branddio forvitamin
tablets "One-A-Day"
and Nervine,
Miles has placed all other domestic
advertising
through
Wade Adv.,
Chicago.

RICE means big money commerce in
KFDM'S area. In money it means over 2 54 mil
lion dollars annual intake, which makes an important
segment in KFDM'S 585 million <loIlar effective buying income'market. Regardless of how our 2 50,000
persons make their above-theaverage income, their listening
ear is attuned to KPDM.
SCRVINO TMt
AMGNETIZCa
SAIINE AREA
••lt*t m<»I«mI
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NO OTHER
STATION CLAIMS
WBOC'S FULL
PRIMARY AREA

RADIO PARK* SALISBURY, MD.
MUTUAL BKOADCASTINC SVSTCM
MARYLAND COVERAGE NETWORK
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adverltslng

wow lays down a 2^ millivolt signal within a 100-mile (or more) radius of
Omaha. That is because WOW uses 5000
watts power on a nearly ideal frequency of
590 kilocycles. The chart below, based on
computations by competent radio engineers,
illustrates how much more power is needed to
.lay down a 2^4 millivolt signal 100 miles at
higher frequencies.
POWER
IN WATTS
100.000 200,000
300,000 ■
1
L
_J
AT 590kc 1 NEEDS ONty ' 5,000 WATTS TO IDELIVER A 2'4 MILLIVt>LT
1
i
AT *1100 KC 90,000 WATTS WOULD BE NE EDED TO DELIVER THE SAME
ATi300KC 190,000 WATTS WOULD BE NEEIdED TO DELIVER THE SAME
5,000

AT ^1500 KC

420,000 WATTS WOULD

BE NEEDED TO DELIVER

THE SAME

400,000
L
SIGNAL 100 MILES
1
L
SIGNAL 100 MILES ^
SIGNAL

100 MILES

SIGNAL lOOl MILES

IT'S A FACT - - wow is easily heard anywhere within a 100-mile
radius of its transmitter — because WOW puts 5»00
watts power on a 590-kc frequency.
WOW is listened to because of its 21 -year record of
providing
the best
programs since
1927. in radio, including basic NBC
Those are two sotmd reasons why WOW can do your
advertising
job within
ofradioOmaha
. . . ALONE
I a hundred miles PLUS
*Thete are the approsimate frequencies of other fuU-^liiie

3ADCASTING
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Tank Fete on Blue
FOOD MACHINERY Corp., Riverside, Cal., to commemorate production of its ten-thousandth Water
Buffalo, amphibious tank, on May
14 sponsors half-hour broadcast on
150 Blue-ABC stations, 9-9:30 p.m.
(EWT). Vice-Adm. E. L. Cochrane, Chief of Bureau of Ships, is
to be guest speaker. Mrs. Cochrane
will christen the tank. Broadcast
includes cut-ins from Lakeland,
Fla., and San Jose, Cal., plants, as
well as one from Washington, D. C,
featuring Ralph A. Bard, Undersecretary ofthe Navy. Mayers Co.,
Los Angeles, is agency.
NBC
Correspondents
Merrill
Mueller
and
InJoethe
Philippines,
WilsonPatrently
K. Flaherty
Foster
and
Halnllne,
curcovering the Okinawa
campaign;
Robertters In McCormlck,
at Fleet
HeadquarGuam,
and
Jim
Wahl,
In
Honolulu, are participating
In12:30-12:45
a new NBC
series,
the Pacific,
a.m.
(EWT), from
Monday
through
Friday. Series,
which
began
April
30,
anticipates
ingcificshifttheater.
of military forces to thecomPaKFH

OWI PACKET, WEEK

JUNE 4

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during
the weeksuitable
beginning
June 4. OWIand transcriptions
contain breaks
six SO-second
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
on eachof
side
discs. Tellwaryourmessages.
about them. three
Plan 20-second
schedules<Aialn
tor best timing
these ofImportant
WAB MESSA«E
Serenth
War Down
I^oan .....
Hold Prices
Don't
Travel
Prepare
for
WinterV-MaU
The Job Ahead— Japai

PLAN
X

All.

Ind.

AC.

Ind.

LWe

Trani.

war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation
TENTH anniversary
of "America's
Town
Meeting
of thetheAir",
May of31a wUl
marked with
release
specialbe
Illustrated brochure containing the program'sa history,
by George
V. Denny deJr.,
founder,bates,
listing
of outstanding
and statements
by Government
officials,
chiirch,
labor
and
other
civic
leaders.

INCREASING
floor-space
one-third.
Armed Forces Radio
Service,by Hollywood,
has openedStreetadditional
new Monica
quarters Blvd.,
near
Gordon
and Santa
Hollywood.
Newly
erected
two-story
frameice, building
houses
broadcast
servtechnical
production
staffs asshortwave
well asandequipment.

•Wichita

$160,755,183
were reported inbydeposits
the 7
banks of Kansas Richest
Market
in
the
bank
December 31, 1944. call of

What's Safer to Bank on than
PLENTY
OF MONEY
IN THE BANK?
Naturally, the war workers in this KFH's audience of 2 50,000... and it's
neither thriftless nor shiftless.
great aviation center are spending
So, it's safe for you to bank on the
plenty of money. But, they're also
banking on their own future and on
buying
power of "That Solid Seaion"
the future of Wichita to the tune of for which
KFH is the solid selling
almost $200,000,000 in 1944 deposits. station of Kansas richest market/
To solid-minded time buyers that's
about $3,000 for every family in

WTMV SALE GETS
APPROVAL OF FCC
FCC APPROVAL was granted
last week to the purchase of
WTMV East St. Louis by thel
Johns family of St. Paul and Chi.|
cage for $105,000 from Carlin s|l
French, owner and general manager. Station operates on 1490 kc
with 260 w and serves the St.
Louis
Mrs. market.
Penrose H. Johns acquires
60% interest under the agreement;
Myles H. Johns 20%; Lt. William
F. JohnscomesJr.,executive
10%. director
Myles Johns
beof the|^
station and Michael Henry, former^
assistant manager of WTMV, is tol
become station manager. Transac-f
tion covers pending 10,000 w FM
application
as well as all other assets.
Myles Johns controls WOS
Oshkosh, Wis., and William F. an<
William F. Jr. are affiliated wii
the ovraership. William P. Johnsl
Sr. is and
vice-president
of WTCN
Paul
isCo.,president
the Rid-St'
der-Johns
Chicago ofnewspape]
representative. William F. Jr.
in the Army Air Corps.
AFN Welcomes Russiangl
AMERICAN FORCES NET
WORK, GI broadcasting stations ii
ETC, officially welcomed its latest]
listener group as they preseni
the first in a series in Russian iml
mediately following the link-up
Expressing the keynote, the Ru
sian-speaking
NicoU, OWI radioannouncer,
executive, Olivei
greet
ed the Soviet Forces. Show, fei
turing selections by the Red Arm;
Choir, was climaxed by a rebroad
Marshal andStalin's
tocasttheof Russian
Alliedmessagi
forced
WFIN Shift Granted
CONSENT was granted by thl
FCC last week to voluntary aa^
signment of license of WFIN Find "
Fred 0.,R.from
Hover,
general
lay,
Findlay
Radiomanage;^
Co. '
and major stockholder in the corn
pany, who purchases remainini
six shares for $250 per share ht
coming sole ovraer of the static:
(1,000 w daytime, on 1330 kc).
57.7%
of all Iowa families
"Listen Most" (night) tt
WHO

KFH
CBS • 5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
CALL ANY PETRY OFFICE
Page 38 • May hf, 1945

(55.67c, daytime) ^<
Write for complete facts!
50,000 Watts . Des Moine^
Free & Peters, Represenlative.^
BROADCASTING
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Little Elmer says: ''Whirligigs are fun, but for steady
results in radio, it's WGN—the leader among Chicago's
major stations in local and national spot business."

MUTUAL
b'r O a D C a S T 1 N G S Y"S T 'E M
EASIBRH SALES OFFICE: 220 EAST 42nd STREET,
W YORK 17, N. Y. • WEST COAST:
EDWARD S. TOWNSEND
CO., RUSS BUILDING.
UAL»CAS'l lNG • Broadcast Advertising

SAN

FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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||

This business of ours is a full-time job. Advertising agencies
and the stations we represent are served better because

s-

sline

we carry no sidehnes. The sales efforts of our men are not
divided between radio and other advertising media. We
sell no newspaper or magazine space, nor are we involved
with transcription or talent departments.

I"

Our full attention is devoted to building business exclusively for the stations we represent.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

;
Radio: Life-Saver
RADIO IS a voice. It is a voice for good or for
BVtl, depending upon how it is used. It is a
'weapon. It was so tised in the grim conflict
'that ended so ignominiously for the Nazi tyrant last week. It didn't decide the war. It
iid play a role — the most important one in
Dhose tense hours just before the ab.ect, humiliating surrender of the crushed enemy.
Radio saved lives. That role of radio is overooked. Anerican lives were saved.
The enemy for days had known the battle
]v&s futile. They knew Hitler had perished or
led and that the Nazi leadership had deserted
ike rats. They were interested in saving their
lecks. They all knew that by radio. Allied ra' iio
Iroves.kept telling them. They surrendered in
In the last war it took days and weeks before the "cease firing" order had permeated
;he ranks. Last week the story was known in
ninutes. There was little, if any, blood spilled
'utilely. Radio — American and British and
<'rench and Russian transmitters — carried the
nessage. Those few pockets of resistance which
lad remained didn't have to wait for courier
.'ir grapevine. It came to all those withia ear,.hot at 186,000 miles per second.
There were untoward incidents. AP's Edvard Kennedy's 24-hour "beat" on the signing
f the peace is a raging controversy. Censorhip broke down somewhere along the line. It
lay be true that Mr. Kennedy violated jourlalistic ethics. There is a serious question
whether that sort of military censorship was
ustified, whatever the reasons. It was news
7hen the peace terms were signed — when the
Tazis capitulated — not when some military
actotum turned on the news faucet.
News has a way of leaking. The last remain'ig
Nazi transmitter,
at Flensburg,
broadcast
he German
order to cease
all resistance.
That
cas
Correspondent
Kennedy's
cue
and
he
: adroitly. Whether he violated a trust isused
not
Dr us to determine. It was true when he wrote
t' Truth is his defense.
-• ;'■,X)ry
The saved
point welivesmake
is that Mr.
— American
lives.Kennedy's
It was
icked up and rebroadcast by ABSIE through- ut the war theater. If it saved a single life
-premature or no — it served a purpose that
leans more to American mothers and fathers
lan a thousand news pledges.
Radio handled well its assigned V-E Day
isk. Again it did exactly what was expected
It owes forces
its thanks
cooperation ofto
le" it.military
and tomorethe particularly
lereasing
Army's
the Bureau
way. of Public Relations for
All broadcasters realize that the war isn't
'er — that it's only half over. There'll be no
owing down on th« job.
Broadcasters will heed the inspiring words
Maj. Gen. A. D. Surles, who directs Army
iblic relations:
Two down and one to go.
The
Is: "Get the Jap and get It over."
Letal battle
themission
mighty
cry! voice or American radio soxind the

Concur in Burr by Durr
THE FCC is talking out of both sides of its
mouth about programs. In one breath it insists ithas no control over program content.
But in several others it goes whole-hog on program evaluation, pure and simple.
There's the cause celebre about evaluation
of commercials as against sustaining service,
used as a vehicle for issuance of temporary
licenses. In the pre-hearing conferences on
clear channels, program matters are given
first place. At a Commission meeting last week.
Commissioner Cliff Durr voted for further inquiry into renewals covering 10 clear channel
stations, on program grounds.
After the mid-April renewal blast in these
columns one broadcaster cryptically messaged:
"Concur
by Durr". Many others more
than liftedin anBurreyebrow.
Under the inspired leadership of Paul A.
Porter, the FCC these past few months has
functioned with efficiency and with hitherto
unequalled harmony. He found a welter of unfinished business, including these program
issues. Commissioner Durr, who evidently believes anything commercial is crass, has spearheaded the drive. The balance of the Commission has temporized. But the burr is there.
So far, we judge, upwards of 60 stations have
been cited because of representations made
in theirto applications.
Despite ofthe stations
Commission's
effort
conceal the identity
which
have received temporary renewals or letters
asking for explanations, all are under a cloud.
A station may have been given a temporary
license because of faulty equipment or perhaps
an incomplete jurat. Yet it is under suspicion.
In these war days, most commercial programs carry public service announcements.
Simply because the station or the network gets
compensation from the sponsor, we understand
the FCC lists these programs as purely commercial. Moreover, the Commission's formula
is said to charge up all participating programs using the musical clock pattern as
purely commercial. The fact is the station receives compensation only for spot announcements, not program segments. And a substantial amount of that time is devoted to public
service announcements.
The whole theory is fallacious and wrongly
contrived. The Commission has a legal way
without resorting to this circuitous, ill-advised
procedure.
It will be recalled that one of the principal
aims of the ill-starred House Select Committee investigation of the FCC was the temporary renewal procedure. Committee counsel
challenged it as a device to bludgeon stations
into subservience. It is an ugly vehicle.
We do not believe the FCC majority realized
the impact of this new procedure. If it should
follow through on the original intent and treat
all stations alike, as must be presumed, very
few oi the 924 stations would escape notice.
The Commission probably would have to lease
the ball park or Constitution Hall to hold the
en masse hearings. By that time, however, the
crusade will have reached the attention of those
in higher places.
Before it gets out of hand, we suggest the
FCC, in session assembled, take another look.
It might well declare a moratorium on regulatory innovations until after V-J day.

VICTORY (May 8, 1945)

was Victory
souls whoin
Europe
1943 30,000
AY,Day.MayFor 8,those
TUESD
make radio, it was a day of arduous, redoubled work — work which they did with
an inspired zeal and fervor. It was the day they
had been awaiting hopefully, anxiously, since
Dec. 7, 1941. But those folk, perhaps more than
any other segment of American civilian life,
knew that the surrender signalized a job halfdone, that action now shifts to the Pacific.
They must have thought too about those
kids from radio on the fronts or in the war
theaters. There would be those lucky guys in
Europe who might get home now; there were
those
get back
in the fellows
Pacific who
who won't
still have
a jobat toall;do.those
All
told radio's men in the service total 10,000-odd.
They thought that way on that eventful
June 6, when General Eisenhower gave the
D-Day way.
signal.
invasion
vinder
RadioThewasEuropean
in the front
lines,wason
the beachheads, with the early waves. It was
the
zenith itself
of radio's
acquitted
well. first wartime job. Radio
Then, in this little column devoted to radio
people, we broke with precedent. There simply wasn't one broadcaster who fit the niche.
It was all of radio's fighting sons. So we paid
ourNowrespects
toin "Radio's
Liberation
Forces".
we'rewholehearted
no dilemma.
Nothing
a fulsome,
tribute
to theshortradioof
men in uniform (and the girls too) will do.
They range from GI's to generals; from apprentice seamen to flag rank. There isn't paper
enoughroes.toManyname
them.willAll never
of them
heof them
see aren't
the front
lines. But all are in it for the same reasonto obliterate fascism and intolerance from the
to preserve
toearth
live and
as free
people. for all of us the right
So oncethey
again,
fighting
wherever
may tobe radio's
— American
radiosonsmen—
andly women
thankfully,
reverently
and
proudpay their respects.
Interpretation
of Emblem— SHAEF:
a *Heraldic
fieldoppression,
of sable
black,
darknessUponofIn
Nazi
is shownrepresenting
the swcrd the
of liberation
ths
of aandCrusader's
the flames
rising
from fcrm
the
leapingby upsword,
the the
blade.
This power
representsbe hilt
avenging
justice
which
enemy
was
to
i.r_ksa
in
Nazi-dominated
Europe.
Above
the
iscolors
a rainbow,
emblematic
of hope,flagscontaihlijg sword
allarethecomposed.
of Thewhich
th" national
the
allies
heraldic
chief
cf azureof ofpeace
blue,
above
the
rainbow,
is
emblematic
of
a state
and tranqrility,
the
restoration
of
which
to
the
enslaved people is the objective of the United Nations.
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"Toni

ght

I want

to

talk

you

to

about...

THESE words have a familieir ring to thousands of
Southern New Englanders for they mtroduce a
weekly report to the people of Connecticut by
Governor Rajrmond E. Baldwin over the facilities
of WTIC.
Meeting modem day problems in a modem manner, Connecticut's chief executive discusses questions
relating to war production, absenteeism, fuel and
food supply, postwar planning, the welfare of returning veterans, and the course of important legislation
being considered by the law-makers of the state.
Clearly, concisely, he gives his constituents a word
picture of the work being done imder their mandate.
Naturally, it gives us a great deal of satisfaction
to know that WTIC serves as an intimate contact
between the Governor and the people of Connecticut. Constant striving toward greater commimity
service has contributed immensely to the active
interest of listeners in this area to the programs
of WTIC.
One more reason why WTIC is the dominant
station in Southern New England.
DROADCASTING
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DIRECT ROUTE TO
SALES IN
o
The Travelers Broodcosting Service Corporation
Affiliated v/ith NBC
and New England Regional
o Netv/ork
. Reprasented by WEED & COMPANY,
■• .V : New YorJc, Boston, Chitagof- .
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The 81.5% cise in our all-day average Hooper
during the two year period ending in January is
the talk of the town! Yes, WSIX has more daytime
listeners than any other Nashville station . . .
And remember, BLUE listeners are the best
spenders. That's why more and more advertisers
are using WSIX to reach the million potential
buyers in the rich industrial and agricultural
Nashville area . . . Yes, WSIX listeners and
sales go hand in hand.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

LT. COL. JAMES C. HANRAHAN, on
leave as executive vice-president of
Scrlpps-Howard
is deepGov-Inside Germany
withRadio
AlliedInc.,Military
ernment. He has
travelled
more
than
15,000
miles
in
Normandy,
Brittany.
Prance,
Luxembourg,
Belgium,
Holland
and
Germany,
and
last
reports
that
was with the 83d Division were
east
of theheElbe.
CALVIN J.of SMITH,
owner
and general
manager
KFAC
Los
Angeles,
and
Donna
Salt Cal.,
Lake May
City, 5.were
married Madsen
at Santaof Ana,
TOM andC. ofEVANS,
KCMO
Inc.
the with
Crownpresident
Drug Co.,ofandKansas
City,
President
Mrs.
Trumanlunched
at
the
White
House
last
WedvisiteddaytheonChief
Executivenesday after
thehaving
preceding
his
birthday.sented to the
Mr. President
Evans, an theold first
friend,
prelifetime
membership ever given in the Kansas
City Club.R. BRUNTON, president and
RALPH
generalciscomanager
KQW,HERBERT
San Fran-V.
CBS outlet,of and
AKERBERG,wereCBSin Washington
station relations
vicepresident,
last week.
REGGIE
MARTIN, andformer
manager forof
WIZE
Springfield
an
applicant
a new station at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
has
OWI onOverseas
may Joined
leave soon
foreign Branch.
assignment.He
PAUL
W.
KESTEN,
CBS
executive
president,
returned tovacation.
New York Mayvice-9
from a three-week
M.chiefA. engineer
MULRONY,of KGU
generalHonolulu,
manager isandla
the U.war S.expansion
to arrange
plansfacilities.
for the Hepost-is
of
KGU
toYork,visitHollywood
San Francisco,
Chicago,Wash.
New
and Tacoma,
HAROLD
N.
GRAVES,
vice-president
In
charge Seattle,
of finance
andmarried
personnel
KIRO
recentlywith
Corrineat
Tanguay,
formerly
the
Treasury
Dept., Washington.
MORTIMER
C. WATTERS,
dent and general
ofvice-presiScrlppsHoward
Inc.,manager
WCPO
and WNOXRadioKnoxvllle,
is the Cincinnati
father of
aandgirl. commercial
CHARLES
F. PHILLIPS,
managervice-president
of WPBL
Syracuse,
been elected
dent of thehasSyracuse
Optimistvice-presiClub.
LT. COL.withARTHUR
H. law
SCHROEDER.
formerly
the Washington,
radio
offices
George
Sutton,
is backof
in the O.country
on special temporary
duty but will
return
shortly
to
his assignment as deputy for administration.
Army
System
inheadquartering
the Airways
EuropeanCommunications
Theater
of
Operations,
in London. He went on
active rduty
uary 1942. as a 2nd lieutenant in FebRCA Communications
on May for
4 started
direct
radio
services
commercialand
andtelegraph
personal
messages
between
New
York
Rome.
Radio
circuit
has
been
in
operation
for
Government
and
militaryJune,
messages
and
press
dispatches
since
seven
days
after
Germans
fled
the Italian
capital.a RCAC
previously
established
station hadin
Naples.
IN EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA
^UJRRF^
COMPLETELY COVERS THIS
HUNDRED MILLION DOLLAR MARKET
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CAPTION SUPPLIED
FOR WRONG PICTURE
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I've been sent a clipping from
your illustrous magazine in which
you very kindly inform the trade
of my Croix de Guerre. Many
thanks. The piece is fine, but you
used Jim Quirk's photo in lieu of
yours
The truly.
error is understandable, for
the pix used was one Jim and I
had taken together some time ago
and which you published on the
occasion of WJLS shifting to 560
to become a neighbor of WFIL,

HERE ARE Col. Smith (left, not
right) and Maj. Quirk (right, not
left) in the photo originally miscaptioned.
Jim
Quirk's
Inadvertently,
we here
mixedstation.
the caption
of that
backwards.
print, getting our "left to rights"
I ing
don't
objectwithin Jim
the least
beidentified
Quirk,to who
not only is a good broadcaster but
is a personal friend, but I feel you
may want
your files
straightened out. toJimgetQuirk,
as you
may
know, helped run WFIL prior to
coming on duty. He is now a major
and istionsGen.
Patton's public
relaofficer. Incidentally,
he twice
has been awarded the Bronze Star
Medal, once for his part in helpingtiessetat Paris
up public
(he relations
was one ofactivithe
first in the city) and again for his
work on General Patton's staff.
Perhaps
leave the picture and you'd
changebetter
the copy!
Joe L. Smith Jr.
Lt. Col., Infantry
Hq. 12th Army Group, P&PW
APO 655, c/o Postmaster,
New York
27 April, 1945
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REAL

MERCHANDISING

COOPERATION!

O Every radio station talks about merchandising cooperation for its
advertisers. Few do anything that really brings results!
Radio station WIBC actually goes the limit to make every sponsored

OWNED AND
OPERATED BY THE
INDIANAPOLIS NEWS

* A J(uiuai STATION

program a success. With large "spectacular" billboards, car cards,
newspaper space, direct mail and close personal contact with jobbers
and retailers, both product and advertiser are given support that shows
up on cash registers and sales records. Ask any Blair man for further
particulars.
Represented Nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.

W

B

INDIANAPOLIS,
ROADCASTING
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How Good?
We have often been>
asked: "How good is
your market?" Our answer can only be: "As
good as our industries."
Here are the more important ones:
Can
Ch'ma Company
Owens-tllinoU
Gloss Co.
Westinghouse Oec. & Mfg.
Domestic Coke Corp.
E. Inc.
I. Dupont DeNemours Co.,
Akro Agofe Marble Co.
Maiden Form Brassiere Co.
National Carbon Co.
Fairmont Box Co.
Bowers Pottery Co.
Hazel-Atlas Gloss Co.
Fairmont Alimiinum Co.
Fairmont Machinery Co.
Monongahela
Public ServiceWestCo. Penn
Carnation Miik Co.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
B. & O. Divisional Shops
Reilly Tor & Chemical Corpn.
Consolidation Cool Co.
ASK A BLAIR MAN
^

_

■JiliiUHi'tMii
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LARRY
BAIRD,
WWL broke
New his
Orleansleg
commercial
manager,
while
doing
some
work
around
his
home.
ELSA
COSMAN, N.business
manager
ofCOMDR.
WPATM. JAMES
Pafcerson,
J.,
and
wife
V. COSMAN, USNR,of
WPAT identpresident,
has
beenbusiness
elected wompresthe Zonta ofClub,
en'soforganization
Paterson.
JOHN
EVANS,C. former
relations
manager
& Seattle
H. public
Sugar
Joined theofKIRO
sales Co.,
staff. has
JOSEPH
LeMOYNE,
salesman
of
Dayton, Is the father of a girl. WINO
ARCH
the
managerL.ofMADKSLSEN,Salt assistant
Lake City,to and
H. PERRY
DRIGGS,
promotion
director, have been elected secretary and diAdv. Club.rector, respectively, of the Salt Lake
CLAUDEtheIRVINE,
new to radio, has
joined
Timmlns, Ont.commercial staff of CKGB
HENRY
MAAS,
NBC
Hollywood sales
and program
father
of a boy.traffic manager, is the
JOHN TREGALE has been promoted to
manager tistical
of the
time andRadio
stadivision station
of All-Canada
Facilities,
Toronto, station representative.
JOSEPH
HERSHEY
McGILLVRAexclusive
Inc.,
Chicago,
has
been
apjiointed
representative
for
WJOB
Hammond
WASK Lafayette, Ind., effective Mayand1.
DUNCAN
SCOTT Adam
& Co.,J. West
representative
YoungCoast
Jr.,
Inc.,
New Ogden,
York,forassumes
representation
ofNetwork
KLO
Utah,
Intermountaln
(KOVO
KLO
KEUB
KVNV
KID
KVR6)Juneand15.KALL
Salt Lake City,
effective
operations
on Aug.Latter
1. station starts
HOMER rector oRENAULT,
former hasprogram
difpointed
CBC for
Quebec,
commercial
manager been
of apthe
CBC tersQuebec
network
with
headquarat Montreal.
succeeds toJ. open
ARDUPONT, whoHeCJADresigned
his
ownTHUR station
[BROADCASTING,
AprU 30].at Montreal
JOHN F. HARRINGTON succeeds the
late LEONARD
C. COXFallas River,
sales representative of WSAR
Mass.
(see story this page).
STEPHEN
JAMES,
WEEI
Boston
assistant production manager,
transfers to
account
His former
are
assumedexecutive.
by HAROLD
MILLER.duties
Forjoe Branch
FOR.JOE & Co., station representative, has opened a new branch
office at 1651 Cosmo St., Hollywood,
plans in
to set
Franciscoand office
the upnexta San
six
months. Gene Grant, formerly
with Blue Pacific Coast Sales, is
general manager of the Hollywood
office. He was previously with NBC
and KFI I.os Angeles. Fred Apt,
formerly account executive of
Compton Adv., New York, joins
Forjoe today as head of a newly
created sales promotion department, to be expanded at a later
date. Ralph Breidinger, assistant
buyer in the media department,
will replace Mr. Apt at Compton.
Leonard C. Cox
LEONARD C. COX, WSAR Fall
River, Mass., sales manager for
many years, died April 25. He was
with WSAR for 12 years when it
was operated by Doughty & Welch
Electric Co. and continusd when
the Fall River Broadcasting Co.
in November 1944. Bef»re going
into radio he and his brothers were
tobacco distributors.

Cellar Places Tribute
To Granik in Record
PRAISING the American Forwm
of the Air (9:30-10:15 p.m. EWT
Tuesday on Mutual)
as a "living
monument"
its founder to
and Theodore
moderator,Granik,
Rep.
Samuel Celler (D-N.Y.) last
Tuesdaysionalinserted
in the CongresRecord a statement
in which
he declared the Forum is "the livdynamicgovernment
spirit of the
plesing,of free
whichprincihas
carried this nation on to its present greatness".that newspaper acDeclaring
counts of what happens in Congress "are often abbreviated in the
pressure
Rep. Celler
said "thereof isevents,"
one medium
which
conveys the true atmosphere of the
deliberations of this body to the
American People. ... I refer to
the American Forum of the Air."

PR0DUCTI0nJ-5(
JULIAtionCHASE,
acting producdirector of former
WBZ Boston,
is new
features placing
editorMILDRED
of WTAG
Worcester
reBAILEY,
now
With
WCOP Boston.
GWEN
BUCKINGHAM,
untU
recently
chief
the continuity
WWNY of Watertown,,
N. Y.,department
now directsof
daily "Herrlette
Meets
the
Ladles",
re-to
placing HARRIETTS
DUNBAR, forWWVA merly Wheeling.
ED JACKSON,
o
f
WCBT
Roanoke
Rapids,
N.
Joins the WWNY announcing staff. C,
FRANKLIN
M. EVANS, KYW PhUadelphia
Cal. announcer, joins KQW San Jose,
BURTON
WRIGHT,
from
WKY Oklahoma
City,producer,
and
PALMER,
announcer,
fromNORMAN
CKLW
Windsor, Ont.,
to WWJ Detroit.
LAMOTTSON to WBOC
MARTINSalisbury,
and CARLMd..THOMPas announcers.
TED BEEBE, chief announcer of WKNE
Keene,tionN.assistant
H., has
been
named
producIn the television
of WRGB Schenectady,
N. Y. studios
BOB HART
has
been
appointed
program formerly
director of CKGB
Timmlns,
Ont.
He
with CJKL
Lake,was CKCB
Kitchener,
andKlrkland
CKWS
Kingston.
JIM KIRKPATRICK,
discharged
as a
captain
in theCKWS
BritishKingston
ImperialafterArmy,
has rejoined
recovering
from
wounds
received
in
action.

GOING ALONG with the gag,
when Don McNeil, m.c. of Break'
fast ofClub
Blue sentto KECA
a car-'
ton
"No onCigarettes"
Los Angeles
affiliate, these
staff
members
new brand
Seated, 1 "sampled"
to r, AmostheBaron,
sales
mgr., John I. (Bud) Edwards, prog,
mgr. Standing, George Irwin, acct,
exec; Clyde Scott, gen. mgr.; Matt
Barr, Shelton Earp, acct. execs.
JAMES
BEGLEY, program
director of
KYW anPhUadelphla.
after
Illness. Is back at his desk
JOHN
of CBBto OJBC
Van
couver, J.hasRAE,beenannouncer
transferred
Toronto minion
and network
the atstaffToronto.
of the GBO DoHOWARD REIG, announcer at WGFM
Schnectady,
General
Electric FM
outlet, to WGY
Schenectady.
standard
station,
VINCENT GEWILLIAMS,
who
leavesreplacing
for Hollywood.
BILL WILLAR
resigned as announcer at WIP has
PhUadelphla.
DONN
BENNETT,on producer
of "Valley
Forge
Caravan"
KYW
PhUadelphla,
isat recuperating
after an appendectomy
Bryn Mawr Hospital.
DICK
FALCON
has replaced
annoimcer
ED WIEBE
on threefreelance
WJJD
ChicagoInm.the
highNavy,
schoolstationed
shows. Latter
now
at Greatla
Lakes,
BILL been
MYERS,
W8PD Toledo announcer,
has
drafted.
WEBSTER
L.KOMA
BENHAM
Jr., production
manager
of
Oklahoma
City, has
been
elected
president
of
Oklahoma
City Junior Chamber of the
Commerce
HOWARD
writer, is theHARRIS,
father ofHoUywood
a girl. radio
ROBERT HAFTER, for 11 years CBS
Hollywood
producer-director,
has pro-re
signed toduction
freelance.
continues
assignment sponsored
onHe NBC
"The
Gay
Mrs.
Featherstone",
by
Brown
&cigarettes).
WUliamson Tobacco Corp. (Raleigh
WDRC
Hartford's CouncU's
broadcasttribute
of theto
Hartford
the
memoryCommon
of President
Roosevelt
transcribed
and
preserved
In
the
city
erations.
archives for the benefit of future gen-

MARVIN
BEST, announcer
and day
production
wo d, Is the supervisor
father of a ofgirl.KHJ HollyFRED
DOLAN,
former
announcer
WWJ
to Don Lee Broadcastingof /> IN
System,Detroit,
Hollywood.
JIGGS
MILLER, former
Lincoln,
Neb.,
continuity
IsKFAB
now program
director
andmanager
BILL chief,
MacDONALD,
formeris
program
and
farm
editor,
farm
editer
exclusively.
MARTINcontinuity
GRISWOLD
has
been
named
chief of KFAB.
SGT. NORVIN C. ofDUNCAN
Jr.,
former
program
WFBCwork
Greenville,
S.Army,C, isnowdirector
In the
the doing
father radio
of a girl.
formerto KGFJ
announcer
ofHUGHKCKNO'DONNEL,
Kansas City,
Los
Angeles.
ARTHUR STANDER, writer on the
NBC
father "Amos
of a girl.& Andy Show", is the
CHARLES
L.CORWIN,
LEWIN, associated
with
writer-producer,
toNORMAN
CBS Hollywood
production
staff.
ROBERT CUMMINGS, announcer of
^AO Los Angeles, to Blue-Hollywood
BILL
COX, new
to radio. Joins WWDC
Washington
as announcer.
BROADCASTING

''Here's

on

how

Courtney

a PRESTO

"An announcer must check up on his technique
constantly," says Alan Courtney, popular announcer
of WOV's 1280 Club program. "My own way of doing
this is to make frequent recordings of my voice on a
portable PRESTO recorder. Then, by listening to the
records, I can get an idea of how I sound to the radio
audience. Naturally, the accuracy of the recording is of
the utmost importance. I find a PRESTO recorder

RECORDING

►ROADCASTING

recorder"

ideal for the work, because, even in amateur hands, it
produces cuttings of uniformly high fidelity and clarity."
PRESTO sound recording and transcription equipment is used by major broadcasting companies, in industry, inschools and college^, and by the Armed Forces.
Every PRESTO unit, from the largest to the smallest,
is a product of high engineering skill and uncompromising manufacturing standards. Write for information.

LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF INSTANTANEOUS

AND

if

up

Courtney!

"...via

WORLD'S

checks

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

DISCS
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PRESTO
RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 1 9, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
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Penn. JVet Project
UNITY BROADCASTING Corp.
of Pennsylvania is applying for a
corporate charter to .establish a
network in the state. Petitioners
are unknown, although many believe it represents gospel broadcasters taken off WPEN Philadelphia who seek to link stations
for a regional web. The purposes
are "to
carrybranches
on, in allthereof,
or any theof
the
several
business of radio broadcasting (including frequency modulation and
television broadcasting), and the
business of creating, maintaining
and operating networks, systems
and chains for such purposes; and
to do such things and exercise such
powers as shall be appropriate to
serve ience
theand public
convennecessityinterest,
in connection
therewith."
nETUiORK Rccounrs
New Business
PAN-AMERICAN
PETROLEtTM
Corp.,
New
15 weeks
startedOrleans,
Edward onR. May
Mvirrow6 for
on nine
CBS
stationsgeraldSun.
1:45-2
p.m.
Agency;
FitzAdv., New Orleans.
BROWN & HALEY, Tftcoma, Wash.
(Almond
Roca
candy),on on5 May
11 started CitedPrl.
for9:15-9:30
Valor
NBC
stations
p.m.
(PWT)Pacific
with
transcribed
repeat
on
KFI
KHQ.
cy: Erwln, Wasey & Co., Seattle. AgenCOMPTONE
(Oculenson
sunglasses). MayCo..19New
startsYork
Bob Trout
14 CBS
cy: Byrde,stations
RichardSat.& 6:55-7
Pound, p.m.
N. Y.AgenGOODYEAR
TIRE
& RUBBER
Co. of
Canada,of New
Toronto,
May 8 stations
started
Parade
Songsp.m.
on Agency:
15 Ontario
Tues. bons8-8:30
J.
J.
GibLtd., Toronto.
42oU, PRODUCTS
Inc.,
Los
Angeles
(hair
shampoo),
June 4 Commentator
for 52 weeks
starts
KnoxLeeonManning
on 39 Don
Pacific — stations
Mon.
thrucy:Frl.Hlllman-Shane-Breyer,
7:15-7:30 a.m. (PWT).
AgenLos Angeles.
FOOD MACHINERY Corp., Riverside,
Cal.,
May 14 onlyfromsponsors
remoteon broadcast
Riversidehalfstations
on-hour
appp.m.
roximately 150 Blue
network
Mon.
9-9:30
(EWT).
Agency:
The
Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
Renewal Accounts
BUNTE
ChicagoWorld
(candy),
3 for 52 BROS.,
weeks renews
FrontJuneon
20 NBC
stations.Chicago.
Agency: Presba, Fellers & Presba,
BROVW SHOE Co., St. Louis, June 2
renewsandforHis13 Buster
weeks Smllln* Gang
Ed McConnell
NBC stations. Agency:Brown
Leo BurnettonCo.,52
Chicago.
GENERAL
ELECTRICfor Co.,
Schenectady, has renewed
52 weeks
The
World onToday133 Mon.
Frl. 6:45-6:55
p.m.
CBS thru
stations.
Agency:
Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN
Co., New York28
(Lucky
StrikeTOBACCO
cigarettes),
for
52 weeks
renewed
Your onHitApril
Parade
Sat.
9-9:45
p.m.
on
132
CBS stations.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Bcldlng,
N. Y.
Net Changes
8.(Johnson
C. JOHNSON
& SON,
Racine,
Wis.
floor Fibber
wax),
onMcGee
July
weeks half-hour
replaces
&3 for
Molly13
with
series featuring
Victor
Borge, tionsplanlst-comedlan,
on NBC AgenstaTues. 9:30-10 p.m. (EWT).
wood.cy: Needham, Louis & Brorby, HollyINTERNATIONAL
SILVER
Co.,
York (Institutional),
on June
17 forNew
weeks
replaces
Adventures
of Sun
Ozzle
and8
Harriet
on
144
CBS
stations
6-6:30
p.m.
with
SUver
Theater,
resuming
former
cam, N. Aug.
Y. 4. Agency: Young & Rubl-

SponsoRS

McKESSON & ROBBINS, New York, on
July ple1 Vitamin
shifts Capstdes
advertisingfromof Ivey
Bax &MultiEll-&
ington, NewYork,
York, which
to J. D.alsoTarcher
Co.,
New
Bexel Vitamins. Albolene Creamhandles
and
Soretone,
liniment,
transferred froma Tarcher
I&EwillonIs betotheenable
same
date.agencies
Purpose
ofoperate
thetoshift
the
to
more
effectively
byProducts
handlingwereproducts
In
the
same
formerly promotedfield.on
"Stop or Go", on Blue, now off the
air, and by spot radio, now discontinued.
D. VAN NOSTRAND Co., New York,
publisher
ofJ.home-education
has
appointed
M. Hlckerson books,
Inc., New
York,
as agency.
NADAIB
PARFUMS,
Los
Angeles,
plans
a national promotional campaign said
to include radio and has named Glasser-Galley
agency. & Co., Los Angeles, as
IT Co.,spots
Toronto
has
started
on a (shoe
number polish),
of stations
throughout
Smith & Son,Canada.
Toronto.Agency Is R. C.
BROADWAY
Store,schediale,
Los Ange-on
les, adding to DEPT.
heavy local
May
startsweekly
"Breakfast
withHollythe
Deacon"14wood.six
on
KMPC
Half-hour western ranchhouse
type
program
CharliethruStone,
Contract
for 52 features
weeks placed
Lee
Ringer Adv., Los Angeles.
advertising(Pabst
manager
ofNATE
PabstPERLSTEIN,
Sales IsCo.,In Chicago
Blue
Ribbon
beer).
Holljrwood
to confer
with
executives
of
Warwick
&
Legler
and
prepare
1945
and
1946
promotional
campaigns to be built around CBS
"Danny ROEBUCK
Kaye Show".& Co., Los Angeles,
InSEARS
a 13-week
May 7
Isoneusing
spotcampaign
schedule started
ranging
to Los
26a announcements
per weekfrom
seven
Angeles
area
stations:
KPIon
KIEV
KFVD
KGFJ will
KFWBbe added.
KECA
KRKD.
Other
stations
Mayers Co., Los Angeles, has account.
PARKER
WATCHdallyCo.,participations
New York, onIn
May
7 started
Hal
Jarvls
—
"Make
Believe
Ball"CanRoom",
and
an houron KFWB
long program
You
Tie ter
This"
Los Angeles.
Latprogram
which
presents
new with
records,
rated
by
guest
commentators
an audienceby contest
feature,
may beof
sponsored
Parker
on
a
network
West Coast
stations
at later bydate.Sterling
Contract for 52York,
weeksas placed
Adv.,dioNew
part of a spot raschedule for Parker.
DURLACQUE
MFG. Co.,
St. Louis
(Durlacque
considering
radio promotioncleaner).
throughIs Jerrol
& Assoc.,
St. Louis.
SHOOK
BRONZE
Corp.,
Lima.
O.
^ bronze
bearings,
babbit metal),bars,tohas bushings,
appropriated
$15,000
for
campaign
Include
radio
and
has
named Michel-Cather, New York, as
agency.
HAROLD
1. REINGOLD ofhasthebeendomestic
named
advertising
whiskeysions of Schenley
and director
ImportDistillers
and export
diviCorp.,
New
Reingoldvice-president
is former assistant
toYork.S. D.Mr.
HESSE,
and
dir
e
c
t
o
r
o
f
Schenley
Distillers
advertising
and
promotion agency
who resigned
enter sales
the advertising
field. to
DONALD ofM. the
STEWART
has been
namedof
manager
advertising
division
Texas
Co.,
New
York,
a
post
left
vacant
by the Co.
deathsince
of Stephen
Birch. With
Texas
Mr.M. Stewart
has
been assistant
to 1936,
the advertising
mana
g
e
r
4
'
/
2
years.
ADRIAN
PLANTER,
former
assistant
public relations
of Pawcett
and director
previously
ofPublications
his own in advertising
agencyhasoperator
which
specialized
radio
accounts,
been
appointed
advertising
manager
of
Benrus
Watch
Co.,
New
York,
a
major
user
of spot radio.
CONTINENTAL CLOTHING Co., Chicago,
began
sponsorship
May
6
of
"Quiz
Time'' 10:45-11 a.m. CWT Sunday on
WINDplaced
Chicago.
Contract
for 52Co.,weeks
cago.
was
by Sidney
8. Lovltt
ChiGINSBURG
&
ABELSON,
New
York
(women s dresses),
plans
promotional
said ato national
Include
radio
and York,
has campaign
named
Frederick
Clinton
Co.. New
as agency.

^

DUNLOP has
TIREstarted
& RUBBER
Co..
Toronto,
spots toofGOODS
obtain
old
golf
balls
on
a
number
Canadian
stations. Agency Is Vlckers & Benson,
Toronto.
FLAMINGO SALES Co., Hollywood
(nailing polish),
has appointed
Advertis-to
& Sales
Council,
Los Angeles,
handle
Its advertising.
uses twice-weekly
spotsFirmon currently
KFI Los
Angeles. SUPPLY & EQUIPMENT Co.,
THOMAS
Montreal,
has
started
spot
announceCanadian Ltd.,
stations.
Agency
is Haroldments on F,21 Stanfield
Montreal.
Radio Hot Bed
ROBERT S. MONTGOMERY, villevice-president
Gas & Electric ofCo.,Louishas
long believed in using radio
advertising but it was not
until he gave a lecture on
"City Farming" recently that
it became generally known
that radio is responsible for
his hot-bed sash being opened
every
the sun comeskeeps
out.
FarmertimeMontgomery
aWhen
thermostat
in
the
hot-bed.
the temperature goes
up
the
the
thermostatelectric
causesarcallonkinds
of
static
on
near-by
radio
sets. If Mrs. Montgomery
doesn't happen to have her
radio turned on, a neighbor
does. The result is that the
hot-bed sash is raised at once.
COLONIAL DAMES Corp., Hollywood
(cosmetics),
May 29 for 39 participaweeks renews weeklyonthequarter-hour
seven CBS
Pacifiction in "Meet
stations. Missus"
Abbott onKimball
Co.,
Los Angeles, has account.
GRISWOLD
HOTEL,
New
London,
has
appointed J. R. Kupslck Adv., New
York,ule ofasspotagency.
Plans call foranda schedannouncements
quarter-hour newsbeginning
periods onthisseveral
York stations
month.New

years of
profitable
zz
Each pe
year ac
over h
2 millionfubushels...
10% of all the peaches produced in
the whole South ... picked in Spartanburg County alone!
SPARTANBUR«,
WSPA SOUTH CAROLINA
Home ot Comp Crof
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Meet

Bill

William K. Hutchinson, chief of the International News Service Washington bureau,
is the dean of press association men in the Senate press gallery and an authority on national
politics and Congress.
At present, he is directing the I.N.S. all-star
staff covering the United Nations Conference
in San Francisco.
He joined the I.N.S. Washington staflf in
1921, at the time of the Washington Disarmament Conference, after serving in I.N.S. bureaus in New York, Kansas City, Pittsburgh
and Chicago.
The late George R. Holmes was then chief
of the Washington bureau, and Hutchinson
was schooled in the Holmes tradition of fair,
unbiased, analytical reporting. When Holmes
died Hutchinson was placed in charge of I.N.S.
in the national capital.
He has covered all the presidential campaigns and national conventions since 1924,
earning a wide reputation for impartiality.
He is the confidant of senators, representatives, and other national figures. Because of
their confidence in Hutchinson, many important declarations have been entrusted to his
hands long before they reached rival newsmen.
Twenty years ago Hutchinson's 36-hour
"scoop" at the famous Scopes evolution trial in
Dayton, Tenn., made newspaper history. The
judge himself proved to be Hutchinson's unwitting source of information that a motion to
halt the trial would be overruled.
In the intervening years, "Hutch" has

NTERNATIONAL

1EWS

SERVICE

:35 L 45tli St., New York 17, N. Y.

Hutchinson
scored many impressive news beats. In the
1944 national political campaign, it was
"Hutch" who made the first authoritative
announcement that Governor Dewey would
agree to run for the presidency despite his official silence on the subject.
He was one of a triumvirate of I.N.S. Washington reporters who scored a beat of 29 hours
and 11 minutes on the fate of the eight Nazi
saboteurs in August, 1942.
Another of Hutchinson's notable scoops
was scored in November, 1937, when he revealed the existence of the Balfour documents,
containing secret World War I data of utmost
international importance,
A member of the American Legion,
"Hutch" gave I.N.S. clients a 12-hour beat
on the Legion's decision in 1931, to demand
revision of the dry laws. Legion officials frequently requested his assignment to cover
their national conventions because of his fairness in reporting them.
Although charged
with the responsibility
of directing his staff,
Hutchinson has always
considered himself first
of all a reporter. Whenever news is breaking in
Washington,
and his capable"Hutch'*
International News Service
staff are there — not
thereabouts.

ABEL AND SIGMVND
KAUFMAN PARTNERS
HENRY J. KAUFMAN Advertising, of Washington, will become
Henry J. Kaufman & Associates
under a partnership just announced. Maj. Kaufman, now serving in the Army, says the firm will
include besides himself Jeffrey A.
Abel, William F. Sigmund and
Irma N. Kaufman.
Location, service, functions, and
personnel of the agency will re-

Mr. Abel
Mr. Sigmund
main the same. Mr. Abel and Mr.
Sigmund agement
have committee
servedof onthetheagency
mansince 1942 when Maj. Kaufman
entered the service. Mr. Abel, radio director, has been with the
agency for 13 years. Mr. Sigmund
has been creative director since
1932.
AMERICA'S

in personj
24 HOUR
NEWS
SERVICE
AP-INS-UP
•
EXCWSiVE
ALL
CHICAGO CUBS
BASEBALL
BROADCASTS
AT HOME OR OUT OF TOWN

CHICAGO
5000 WATTS • 560 KC.
MEW YORK REPRESENIAIIVE
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Stations Cooperating
On Song of the Week
FIFTY-ONE
New District
England 1 radio
stations
in NAB
will
launch cooperative "Song of the
Week" promotion May 13. Executives selected "Someday, Somes first similar
song. Theideaplancarried
was
developedwhere" afrom
out by Walter Haase, WDRC Hartford general manager.
Committee organizing campaign
includes Paul Morency, WTIC
Hartford, NAB District 1 chairman; Walter Haase; Ted Hill,
WTAG Worcester; Kingsley Horton, WEEI Boston; Wayne Latham,
WSPR Springfield and N. J. Mathers,PlanWHDH,
includesBoston.
the selection of a
song to be featured for a period
of two weeks with stations agreeing to have tune presented twice
each day or 15 times each week. A
new song will be selected each
month and featured in the same
manner for two weeks. Special emphasis will be placed by each station on identifying selected tune as
"Song
of the Week". Publishers
will cooperate.
Robert M. Qutch
ROBERT M. CLUTCH, 71, head
of the R. M. Clutch Adv. Agency,
Philadelphia, which he formed
more than 25 years ago, died May
4. A son and two daughters surCHABGING his original idea for a radio
show "Veterans' Campaign", was appropriated for NBC series
"'Johnny Presents
Glnny woodSlmma",
Craig
filmInactor,
has filedReynolds,
$100,000 Hollydamage
suit
Lob
Angeles
Superior
Court
against
NBC,
Philip
MorrU
sponsors, and Blow Co., agency. & Co.,

flGEnCIES
ALLAN
T. PREYER,
Chairmanhasof been
the
board, Morse
International,
elected
president
of theofficers
Advertising
Club
of
New
York.
Other
named
at the annual
meeting sales
May manager,
8 were:
ENGENE
S.Broadcasting
THOMAS,
Bamberger
Service
(WOB
New
York),
vice-president
for
one
year:
FREDERICK
GAMBLE,
president for R.three
years;AAAA,
JAMESVice-A,
BREWER, Co.,president
Cantelmo
treasurer.of the BrewerJULIA
LUCAS,
former New
timebuyer with
N.
W.
Ayer
&
has
Joined the New Sons,
York office York,
of Grant
Adv.
.
WILLIAM H. KINSALL & Co., new
agency
101hasW.beenMonroe
ington,LIAM atm.,
formedSt.,HAROLD
byBloomWILH. KINSALL,
president;
N.director;
BRAMBLE,
vice-president
art
DONALD GLASGOW, and
director
of copy and research. Telephone 7606-7.
DAVE duWHITE,
BBDOof aNewboy. York procer, is the father
C.president
H. PEARSON,
formerdirector
executive
viceand radio
nave
& Pearson,
Newhave
York,bought
andof W.CasaHKFFELFINGEB,
outW.
CHARLES
L.
CASANAVE'S
interest
Casanave tablis&hed apartnership
Pearson atand50 E.have42d es-St.in
under
the
name
Adv.personnel
Agency.
There is no changePearson
In present
or accounts.
An
expansion
of
radio
activities isexpected. Mr. Heffelfinger was
partner
inYork,
the former
HeffelfingerwithAgency,
New
in
association
Mr.
Pearson.
Agencyto dissolved
were
Casanaveand& accounts
Pearson
severalshifted
years ago.
MARIE H. GATTER has Joined the copy
staff of Geare-Marston, Philadelphia.
HELEN
has been
addedAdv.,to
creative E.staffBRANDT
of Richard
A. Foley
PhUadelphla.
TERRY
THOMPSON,Co.,formerly
with J.
Walter
Thompson
San
has Joined
N. W.staff.
Ayer JEAN
& SonFrancisco,
HoUywnr^d
publicltv
McFARLAND, reAyer
West Yor'c
Coastfirpublicity
dic
t
o
r
,
i
s
in
New
home
office
conferences with WAUHILLAU LaHAY,
agency
publicity
director
RUSSELL
T. KELLEY
Ltd.,Street
HamUton.
Ont., has moved
to 447 Main
East.
LOYAL
KELLY,
formerly
commentat
o
r
o
f
CKEY
Toronto,
has
Joined
McKim
Adv., Toronto.
P.AUL R. Export
KRUMINGAdv.hasService,
returnedNewto
National
York,
presidentMr.after
a three-year
leave ofastachabsence.
Kruming
was
ated to Armed
Forces Radio
Service
for
a year,
coordinating
operation
of
American
Expeditionary
Stations,
and
served
as Office
associate
director of the
radio
division.
of
Coordinator
of
InterAmerican Affairs.
ERWIN,HavenWASEY
has moved
New
office &to Co.
250 Church
St. its
AL
of the radio
department
ofandJ.DURANTE
Walter
Thompson
Co.,
New
York
marriedLynnlastGardner,
Saturday.singer, were to be

DON'T

NEW SHOW or just friends lunching together? William Lewis (1) of
Kenyon and Eckhardt, Lorena
Danker of J. Walter Thompson
and Don Thornburgh, West Coast
head of CBS, pictured at the Brown
Derby, refuse to answer questions.
H.of R.research
COATE,of former
director
Foots, associate
Cone & Belding,
Chicago,
has transferred
to agency's
San
Francisco
office
as
business
manager and media director.
C. W. tising(Ted)
GRANGE,
former
adverand public Corp.,
relationsChicago,
director hBSof
Stewart- Warner
joined
MacFarland,
Aveyard of&public
Co.,
Chicago,
as
editorial
director
relations department.
LEE dioHAMMETT,
vice-president
and radirector of Simmonds
& Slmmonds,
Chicago, has Joined Western Adv.
Agency, Chicago,F. asWINSTON
account executive.
LT.
been
namedLEONARD
radio director of Alvln hasGardner
Co., New
York, to radio
carry activities.
out agency'sLt.
plans
for
expanded
Winston lations
hasand served
post public andrein theofonthe
information
education
division
morale service
officer. War Dept. as
RITA
(Dixie) DUGAN, New
castingYork,director
ofwasBenton
who
married& inBowles,
mid-April
M.
Earnshaw,
will
leave
theto George
agency
around July 1 to live in Cleveland.

OVERLOOK

90 PRIMARY
47 SECONDARY

IN THIS

CAROLINE
HOOD,reelected
Kockefeller Centerof
Inc.,
has been
the
Advertising
Women ofpresident
New York.
All other officers were reelected. Including EUGENIE
C.
STAMLER,
media director. Blow Co., as vice-president.
GRACE
JOHNSEN,
director
of
activities,
Blue-ABC,
was
one
five beto
beinstaUed
electedMaya director.
Officersofwomen's
will
24.
LEW KASHUK,
former
advertising
director of I.established
J. Fox, NewanYorkadvertising
furrier,
who has
agency
temporarily
at
11
W.
42d
St.,
New
York,afterwill June
move 1 into
quarters
atknown
thepermanent
Empire
State
Bldg.
Firm
will
be
as Lew
Kashuk
Adv.
Co.
JAY
E.
KASHXHC,
brother, will be associated with him,a
continuing as dio-Television
head ofProductions,
Associated
RaNew York,

THE

COUNTIES

GREAT FARM
SERVED BY

BELT

KMMJ
GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
- . . REPRESENTATIVES
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TOBAY.

AND

THEY

STILL
WDAY
station
three
settin'

LOVE

is the oldest broadcasting
in the Northwest — twentyyears! — but senility ain't
in yet!

Proof? Well, the latest Conlan
Rating gives WDAY 69.3% of
the Fargo-Moorhead audience (8

US

!

a.m. to 10 p.m., Monday through
Saturday — 4 p.m. to 10 p.m.,
Sundays) with all other stations
combined totaling the short end
for 30.7%!
Want a hunk of cake for yourself?

NBC
FARGO,
N. D.
Affiliated with the Fargo Forum
970 KILOCYCLES . . . 5000 WATTS
j<tO ADCASTING

FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL
• Broadcast Advertising
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Mavbe

the walls

a little, ,-^^5\^
happy

but

to be playing

to the top-notch
covering

The

Conference.

proud

are bulsine

United

British

Broadcasting

Nations
And

were

facilities

Commission

Broadcasting

continues

Security

Corporation,

Broadcasting

Canadian

commentators

NBC-KPO

colleagues,

KPO

host
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to our

and

mighty

NBC-KPO

to provide

Australian
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to serve

Corporation.

in the

FIRST in Northern California
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25th

J'Aines in Bill
'48 HumNEWrjCASTER
bert, '»n WOPI Bristol, Tenn.,
is urging
velt, eldestCol.sonJames
of theRooselate
President, for the Presidency
in 1948 as a man capable of
acSfequately
the days
nation through leading
the difficult
'rf "reconstruction" that will
follow the end of the global
■war. Citing his war record,
Mr. Humbert,
Col. Roosevelt has thesaysbackground,
training and record of experience combined "with the
much to be desired acquaintial office tanceship
thatwith the
wouldpresidenenable
him
to takeperiod.
over theHe reins"
a critical
pointedat
out that James served as his
father's secretary and his
companion on many official
journeys.
Reius
BILL
EARLE,promoted
of WBOC Salisbury, Md
has
been
and chief
announcer. to news dlrectoi
CAPT. LEO W. BOLLEY, former WPBI
Syracuseseas, Is now
sportscaster,
32 months overwith headquarters
staff
First Army Air Division In England.
RONALD V. COCHRAN, former WHOW
New York news director, has been tranS'
ferred
slgnment.to WCOP Boston on similar aS'
CEDRIC
FOSTER, Mutual
Network ascommentator,
has and
left Yankee
for the
Pacific
Navy war correspondent.
BRUCE
MacDONALD,
former
Cleveland news editor with APBSWJV)In
China,
is doing
three 15-minute nc
casts daily
for XNEW.
PFC.
JOHNSTOOKEY,
D. STOOKEY,
son Ol
CHARLES
KXOK St. Louis, who farm
was editor
capturedol
last
Dec.
21
by
the
Germans,
has
been
liberated
Is now in an American
hospital InandEngland.
CECIL MARTEL HIND, formerly with
Philadelphia Seattle
Inquirer,Times
Seattle
Post
telligencer,
an In^
exserviceman,
has joined
NBCandHollywood
newsroom. JOHN
BROBERG,
for past
two years nenews
writer
with
WCCO
Minis, also has news
been staff.
added to network'sapolHollywood
WEBLEY
ent In the EDWARDS,
Pacific, is onCBSthe correspondV/est Coast
on short leave.
'

KYW Teacher Plans
REGISTRATIONS are open foi
enrollment in the third summer ra-i
dio workshop for public school
teachers to be conducted by KYW
Philadelphia, in cooperation with
the Philadelphia Board of Public
Education, Lee B. Wailes, West^
inghouse Radio Stations general
manager, announced last week
Similar workshops will be conduct'
,000 watts
ed by WBZ Boston, KDKA Pitts
burgh and WOWO Fort Wayne
NBC SPOT
also Westinghouse stations. Plar
for direct training of teachers b^
instruction within operating sta
tions was developed by Gordoi
A N N I V E R S A R Y - P L E D G E D TO VICTORY!
Hawkins, educational director o:
the Westinghouse stations, anc
Gertrude E. Golden, district su
perintendent of the Philadelphii
Board of Education.
BROADCASTING
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WEAVING

COMMUNICATION

HIGHWAYS

DESIGN
GIVES IT FORM

DEVELOPMENT
MA/CfS IT WORK

BELL

TELEPHONE

SPECIFICATIONS
TELL THE FACTORY

LABORATORIES

brings together the efforts of 2000 specialists in telephone and radio communication. Their
wartime work has produced more than 1000 projects for the Armed Forces, ranging from carrier
telephone systems, packaged for the battle-front, to the electrical gun director which helped
shoot down robots above the White Cliffs of Dover. In normal times. Bell Laboratories' work
in the Bell System is to insure continuous improvement and economies in telephone service.

The Blue Network has its own
philosophy about Television
We start out with the premise that television must
be economically sound before it can become successful.
We feel that the most important consideration in
television today is advertising economics.
Radio succeeded because it is practical: becaiase advertisers learned to team up entertainment and selling,
and to do it within a sound budget. This brought radio
from
a
noveltjr
million homes. into an important part of living in 33
America's advertisers made present-day radio possible. Competition among sponsors for large audiences
made radio increasingly better.
Advertisers and their agencies wiU play just as important apart in television. That's why ive axe not
planning to "take over" the building of commercial
television
shows.
And that's ofwhyadvertising
we approach
television from
the standi>oint
economics.
Our poUcy,vertisers toweget beUeve,
will
make
it
practical
for
in and create good video shows: ad-to
utilize television more quickly. And as it did in radio,
this will speed the growth of this new industry.
The People and Critics Say, "It Works"
Blue has a regular television schedule. Our televised
programs are adaptations of successful radio shows;
thus, they have an assur^ audience interest. And we
start out by taking advantage of what we have learned
about listening audiences, rather than by trying to
interest
tainment.them in some experimental form of enterCostly experimental work wiU, we realize, play its
part. But it is most important now to give television
a commercially practical birth. And the televising of
proven
to do it.and economical radio shows is the best way
Our programs are televised on a regular weekly
schedule — like radio programs — because we know that
this is the only way to build a television habit .
Every Simday on General Electric's WRGB in
Schenectady, we are televising "Ladies, Be Seated."
On Dumont's WABD in New York we presented
"Quiz Kids," "On Stage, Everybody," and currentlv
W JZ's John David show , ''Letter to Your Serviceman .
After one month of "Ladies, Be Seated," Schenectady
audiences gave this program the highest rating ever
obtained by a television show.
After two weeks, "On Stage, Everybody" was the most
AMERICAN

viewed and most popular with Dumont's New York audien
We got these
facts byfrom
these ourselves,
stations' topolls.
checked
on them
talking,
the Bu<pe
who have upwatched
and heard
our shows.
We have great confidence in our television p
People like the programs, and they are economu.
sound.
That,development
we think, is. the foundation of practical
vision

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

ELEinSION
_ lin, family and friends,
of "We
Troy, always
New York.
have
enjoyed
but we are vsry glad we have 'Ladies,
a televisionBe Seated,'
receiver
so that we can also see it."

Mr. & Mrs.Street,
Louis New
F. Cordini
Houston
York and
City.Family, 185 West
"After
listening
to
'The
Kids' them."
on the
radio, we got an added kick out(luizof seeing

Mr. & Mrs. H. J. Mandernacl<, with son Peter and
daughter Donna, Schenectady, New York.
"The whole family gathers around and can see
if as well as hear it. It's just grand."
T^HIS
Kenneth
1 Theyis are
li^temngC.
to J^f^'

^^AS"f^
^^^io
program. Now

are boff video rn^Jfcommercial and it's
Says BILLBOAKD^/V^ LTS:. a spo.n.o. a;uf the home
buy .fast.
S'aZtL'l^^^rupled, .e'd

Here in the Slutchak Home.Brooklyn, New York,
they are watching their Jirst telecast of that
popular
feature — "We
"The like
QuizitKids."
Says
Mrs. RoseradioSlutchak,
very much,
especially Joel."

I

THE
HARP

fl . . . Plato didnH approve
can beattraced
Baby-—
'] ;r'.:i The
Ionianharphistory
least back
4,000 inyears
y for at least half of which time it was
customary to gild the instrument.
J . As early as 650 B.C., an Assyrian
J -I conqueror was serenaded by an orK - ' chestra including seven harps.
' '■ associated
Although with
the angels,
harp isPlato
popularly
never
considered it a holy instrument. He
condemned it because "it facilitated
b jl sensory pleasure."
Wife, cushion and chair
Introduced into Europe in the 9th
century, the harp was quickly
adopted by the reigning aristocracy.
They believed that the harp, wellplayed, would destroy the "might
of the fiend."
The harp is accepted as the
national instrument of Britain and
Ireland, and appears on the flag of
Eire. The laws of Wales note that
"Threein histhings
necessarywife,
to aa
man
home:area virtuous
cushion on his chair and a welltuned harp."
Sweets for the sweet
Even before the modem, 7 doubleaction pedal harp was designed
about 1820, the grace and delicacy
of the harp
madethe itmajority
a ladies' instrument. Today,
of our
symphony harpists are women — and
the harp is used chiefly for graceful, airy "celestial" eff'ects.

To reproduce the true tonal quality
and natural delicacy of the music of
the harp throughout it* entire range,
brilthe instrument's
withoutliant tonelosing
patterns,
use:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Electrical Research Products
Vip'isiott
Westertt EMctric^Company
233 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 7. N. Y.
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Pentagon

Booth

Nerve

Center

For World-Wide V-E Circuit
LeBARON,of the
former
A SMALL control booth, hung with CIAA for Latin America, and to EUGENE
member
boardvice-presitrusteesdentofandExport-Import
Bank
ofofWashGI blankets and set up in the midst OWI and Signal Corps coastal
i
n
g
t
o
n
,
h
a
s
been
elected
a
vice-president
of
All
America
Cables
&
Radio
shortwave transmitters for relay
of Signal
officescenter
in theforPenaffiliate.
tagon wasCorps
the nerve
the
to be picked up by Armed Inc.,
GWILMrr&TA.vice-president
PRICE has beenWestingnamed
entire worldwide communications overseas
Forces Radio Service installations house
executive
Electric & Mfg. Co.ofRALPH
C.
circuit used on V-E Day — the most throughout the world.
STUART
has
been
elected
vice-presiextensive ever put into operation.
lamp manufacturing and
Also utilized for the broadcasts lightingdent to head
divisions
of
the
firm.
From special controls, linked was the Signal Corps circuit that
RADIO HAL
& TELEVISION
with a larger control room of Army just the week before had estab- MAJESTIC
Corp. has motion
appomted
E. ROACH.to
pictxire
lished the incredible record of Hollywood
Communications Service headdistribute
radio
and
recordproducer,
lines for
quarters atthe War Dept., two ra- round-the-world radio transmission Southern California.
RAYGOR,
formerly
of WERE
dio officers piloted pick-ups from in 91/3 seconds. Using radio-tele- WILLARD
Wilkesbarre,
Penn.,
to
WBOC
Salisbury,
military leaders scattered over the
typewriterWashington
, the message wasthrough
trans- Md.,
control
room.
mitted
from
released
from has
the
globe. The ordintwo
handledwere
co- automatic relay stations at San EUGENE
Army astheMOORE,
a technical
first class
engineer,
ation of the who
broadcasts
staff
of WPEN
Lt. Col, Francis H. Menagh of the Francisco, Manila, New Delhi and joined
PhUadelphla.
Communications Engineering Asmara, then back to Washington. HARRY MEYERSON, Pacific Coast reBranch of Signal Corps, and Maj.
of RCA-Victor
diviTransmission was almost instansion, cording
resignsRCAmanager
effective
Albert Wharfield, overseas liaison
for 16 May
years. 31. He has
taneous. Exactly one second after been with
officer, Radio Branch, Bureau of the tape containing the message MRS. EARL SHIRLY has Joined KOTA
Public Relations.
as operator.
moved through a teletypewriter Rapid City, S. D.,Corp.,
Chicago, hasRadio
aptransmitter, a nearby receiving ZENITH RADIO
Continuous Contact
pointed two new distributors:
machine
started
printing
the
mesSupply
Co.,
Norfolk,
and
Nash-Steele
Continuous contact was mainMotor
Co.,
Raleigh,
to
represent
respecsage that had circled the globe.
tive states.
tained with Allied and American The previous
record, established OWEN J. FORD, chief engineer of KPAC
theater headquarters in Europe last
Los
Angeles,
has resigned to Join OWI
May
24,
was
3%
minutes.
Sen
Francisco.
and the Pacific throughout the day
ROBERT
HERSTAM,
member of the
60,000,000
Words
and Army Communications Servof RCA-Vlctor.
In the ten months following the public
Camden, relations
N. J., la staff
the father
of a boy.
ice engineers were on a constant
C.
SCARSDALE
has beenstaff.addalert to switch circuits at a mo- Normandy invasion, the Signal MELVIN
ed to WINN Louisville control
ment's notice to insure the most C o r p s' Army Communications HOWARD
Compton
Adv.
refavorable reception.
Service, under Maj. Gen. Frank E.
cordingPARKER,
engineer
In New
has left
service.
JOHNYork,DEAN,
Mr
Lt. Comdr. Charles E. Dillon of Stoner, handled more than 60,000,- for military
the Radio Section, Navy Public 000 words between the United Parker's assistant, assumes his duties.
States and the ETO. At the height
Relations, and Lt. Col. Jack Har- of
the campaign 17 radio and 4
ris, of Radio Branch, War Dept.
DuMont Report
Bureau of Public Relations, han- cable channels were maintained,^,
keeping
the Army High Command SCENES FROM a few experidled the pooled broadcasts from
mental commercial telecasts on
Washington in instantaneous
NBC's
with in
contact with commanders in the WABD New York, video station of
Col. E. Washington
M. Kirby, studios,
Chief, Radio
Allen
B.
DuMont Labs., are
theater.
Branch, War Dept. BPR, coordiThe official announcement of eluded along with a preview of
nating from the War Dept. studios. Col. Albert Warner, head of victory, broadcast by President postwar television receiving and
the War Intelligence Division, Truman, was heard by armed transmitting equipment in the
•War Dept., was m.c. for the 1 p.m. forces throughout the world through company's annual report for 1944
portion of the program, when the use of the same facilities that car- "DuMont," the report states, "will
ried the messages from military continue to design and build tele
top commanders were called in.
throughout V-E Day. The vision broadcasting equipment.'
Maj. Bob Pollock, Capt. Tom leaders
message
was broadcast live by 32 Firm will resume manufacture of
Dougall, ranged
Capt.
Joe
Graham
arshortwave
stations in the U. S. and television receiving sets for the
for the portion from
was
picked
up and rebroadcast by public and will continue operationi
SHAEF, Paris. Handling the mes- AFRS stations
overseas. In addi- of its own television stations
sages from the 6th Army Group
tion, both the President's address
were Capt. Carl Zimmerman and
"air time" to advertisers
and the other V-E Day broadcasts selling
Sgt. Jay McMullin. From Italy were
Company had net sales of $9,129,and sent immedi- . 057
Capt. Bob Eckhouse and Capt. ately transcribed
during
almost double the
to troop areas not served by net sales of1944,$4,648,346
for 1943
Dan Sutter set up the parts of the
those places where ra- Profits before Fedeial taxes were;
broadcast originating from there. radiodioorbeamsto from
the U. S. do not $1,494,195 in 1944, compared with
Lt. Col. A. A. Schechter was in reach.
charge of the pick-up from the
previous
year. EarnNews Service, a section of $756,061
ings afterthetaxes
and renegotiation
Philippines,
Maj. Guam.
Frank Capt.
Put- theArmy
Information & Education Di- for 1944
were $347,195, compared
nam handlingwithit from
Finis Farr and Capt. Bert Parks
vision, Army Service Forces, co- with $218,111 for 1943.
operated vnth the AFRS in proarranged for the messages from
ducing special news broadcasts of
the
China
and
Burma-India
theaters.
the V-E Day observance. AFRS
St. Boniface Station
Top commanders of land, sea, also transcribed a special program A NEW 1-kw station has been au
the troops overseas, sent out thorized for St. Boniface, Man.
and air forces spoke from trans- for
mit ers in Paris, Rome, Guam, Ma- on transcriptions.
but no license has been issued, ac
nila, Honolulu and Washington in
cording to Walter A. Rush, Con
a series of eight broadcasts, beginWIBX
Shift
Granted
troller
of Radio, Dept. of Trans
ning at 10 a.m. (EWT). Messages CONSENT has been granted by port, Ottawa.
French-language
sta
from Guam were carried by the the FCC to involuntary transfer tions for St. Boniface
and two Sas
Navy transmitter on the island.
katchewan
towns
have
been
of control of WIBX Utica, N. Y., cussed by local interests, but disnFrom the theaters the broad- from
Scott Howe Bowen, deceased,
in Saskatchewan have beei
casts were channeled through Sighis estate with Margaret P. outlets
authorized. The St. Boniface sta
nal Corps controls and simultane- to
Bowen
as executrix. Transfer in- tion
ously fed by land lines to the four
likely
won't begin operation
51% for which there is no lifted.
networks in New York, to short- monetaryvolves consideration.
until after equipment freezes ar-w
v/ave transmitters operated by the
BROADCASTING
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Upon decisions reacneoat^K^^v^MncSco
Peace Conference depends the fu+ure of the World.
Warner Bros. KFWB is "moving" to San Francisco to record
this history- making event.
Our reportorial staff and facilities will combine, for this
event, with those of San Francisco's outstanding independen;
station . . . KYA. An impressive number of outstanding
authorities will report every angle of the proceedings... so
listeners to Warner Bros. KFWB will get a clear picture
of the eventful decisions which will affect so vitally
our lives and our children's future.

Some of the well-known personages who will analyze
and report the conference over direct wire to
Warner Bpos. KFWB are:
MRS. J. BORDEN HARRIMAN
Former Ambassador to Norway
MRS. ELEANOR WILSON McADOO
Daughter of the great Woodrow Wilson
MR. LOUIS DOLIVET
Founder and Editor of "Free World"
MR. BRUCE BLIVEN
of "NewKARR
Republic"
MR.Editor
DAVID
Drew Pearson'sC.Washington
MR.Of BARTLEY
CRUM staff
Prominent Attorney (campaign manager for
Wendell Willkie), and the entire staff of KYA
MR. SAM BALTER
MR. JOHN B. HUGHES
MR. PETER DeLIMA
MR. BILL PENNEL
KFWB'S own nationally known commentators

SAN

FRANCISCO

WORLD

PEACE

CONFERENCE
.WARNER

OLLYWOOD
■

BROS.

CAMPAIGN
to provide
citizensIniti-of
Philadelphia
with bypuretheWCAU
water
atedsaid
this month
PhUadelphla,
Is
to
mark
first
tnat
astand
localInstation
has matter.
taken anI.time
editorial
any
civic
D.
Levy,
chairman
of
the
board
of
WCAU,
first went on the air May 1 to rally who
the
publicing water,
In aMaydemand
forp.m.decent
drink15
6:30
In
another
ten-minute talk is to deliver an ultiatum to theIs city
that unlesswithin
correc-60
tive maction
undertaken
days
ofthrough
the firstwithwarning,
WCAU
will
follow
plans
to
bring
issue before the entire public Inthea
highly dramatic and theatrical manner.
falls to come water,
forwardWCAU
with
awillIfplanthe
forcitypure
28th
acquire
sixtwodrinking
large10-ft.
trucks
andbottles,
place
on
each
truck
water
U. S. METROPOLITAN DIST. each 45 In. Ln diameter. Announcements wil be made as to the local apLISTENERS
pearartists
ances of theon trucks.
Radio will
and help
theeach onetruck
PER DOLLAR draw a atricalcrowd.
MORE
With
bottle filled
with
fine
drinking
water
from
outside
secondwithbottle
the
Ask H^ADLEY-REED Philadelphia,
truck
bethefilled
city onwater
while thewillshow
Is In progress.
New York, Chicago,
Large
magnifying
glasses
will
show
Detroit,
Atlanta
San Francisco
the
manypublic
impurities beInasked
the city
water
and
to sample
and the
compare thewillwaters.

PRomoTion

KTUC Brake Service
AS
A PUBLIC
SERVICE,authorized
auto brakechecking
mechanistation
cs to make with
Inspections has been
set
up
by
KTUC
Tucson,
Ariz.,
inawardfront
of Itsed If brakes
studios.areWindshield
seal
is
In good condition, with
a citation
ten Indaysfirstgiven
to cor-of
rectmonth
faulty and
brakes.
two days
the
campaign,
reported for the service. 6080 motorists
Philco Award
PHILCO Corp., PhUadelphla, on the
May
6
broadcast
of presented
"Radio Hall
of
Fame",tra Leader
Blue Paul
Network,
Whiteman
withOrches$1,000
bill to sician
be nowawarded
to
a
promising
muin service.
Moneyschool,
will forbe
used for tuition
at a music
private study or for financial backlog
di;ring
the
musician's
readjustment
to
clvUian life.

^

Paper for Farmers
KPPY
Spokane,
promote6:30its tw
sixweekly
farmis toprograms,
and
12:30
p.m.,
Issuing
a free pape
"The
KFPY
Farmer".
A four-page
tab
lold,
firstdrill
issuepost
Illustrates:
better
ods
to
holes;
stock and how to care for better
them; dalr
cam
palgn
againstrabbits,
barberry;
beef cattle,
etc. Information
Material
is seoi
cured
In interviews
with
farmers,
tacts with
county agents
and
others.coa
Radio Success Stoty
"RADIO,
Ace of Hearts,"
Is listener
the title rec
asponse
CBS tobrochure
describing
Bob
Hawks
90-second
for playing cards for servicemen appee
on I
J.theReynolds
Tobacco 12.Co.Within
"Thanks t
days Yanks"
more thanMarch
228,000 decks had eigh
bee;
received
at and
CBS' 90%Newof York
headqua!
ters
cards
unusedalone,according
to thethe booklet.
B
May
1,000,000.4 over-all total had risen
WHBQ Staff Magazine J
WHBQ
Memphis "Just
is publishing
the "Hi
Watt"
intended
us WHBQeil
according
to theexplains
housefororgan
lead sujec»
torial which
Idea was
gestedmagazine
by Mutual's
closed circuit.
Co^
says
is "published
spasmoa
cally; Hotel Gayoso,
overlooking
01
Man
River andcaricatures
all criticism." Pli
issue and
includes
bers
studio gossip. of staff mei
Sewing Contest
KIRO
Seattle
has closed
test
and
awarded
30 prizesItsHotel,
atsewing
a Seatt
specco
party
the Olympic
Contest atattracted
more
than
SDO
entri^
Advance Listing
WGNB
Chicago,
PMin station,
lists
grams
one
month
advance
In boolpr(
let
sentof free
to listeners
and featurlD
titles
selections
and
editorial
feat
ures and artists.
KDKA Courtesy
WAR
DEPT. news
releasesPittsburgh
and recorf
ings
received
at KDKA
broadcasting
purposes
are
tomenthefeatured.
familiesOver
of the
overseasdistribute
servia
a four-month
perlc
anbeenaverage
of
50
releases
weekly
ha
forwarded
and
the
appreciatt
response has been nearly 100%.
Promotion Personnel
ROLANDdirector
TRENCHARD,
public
tlons
of WAAT
Newark,of railWt|
been Jersey
named War
radio
consultant
New
Finance
Commltts
for the seventh time.
MAXINE
ARTO,
formerly
with
Robe
P.KFIDennis
Inc., Lospublicity
Angelesstaff.
agency,
Los Angeles
LYNNE BURDGE, public relations a
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MUSIC
CHICAGO

l'^J\'J^.T'^r'.
INC.HOLLYWOOD

THE NAME
TO REMEMBER
for
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
MINIMUM MAINTENANCE
GATES RADIO CO.
QVINCY, ILLINOIS, V.S.4.
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FROM

COMPONENT... TO

COMPLETE

STATION

A vital link in a long chain of equipment . . . from microphone
to antenna . . . the lead-in cahle plays an important part in dependability ofoperation.
Federal's Intelin Cables are dependable. They've proved that in
broadcast and military installations all over the world . . . standing
up under severe operating conditions ... in all kinds of climate.

m
Federal

And that's typical of all Federal broadcast equipment. From
lead-in cable to complete station, it has earned a reputation for
performance because it's built to stay on the air.
Amplitude Modulation, Frequency Modulation, and Television
. . . for quality, eflBciency, dependability . . . look to Federal for
the finest in broadcast equipment.
Telephone

and

Radio^orpomtion
NeworJc 1, N. J.

SERVICEMEN
throughout
have been
Invited
to sendthe Intoworldre-be
quests for New
musical
played by the
Yorknumbers
Philharmonic
Symphony pendence
on DayCBS
in atospecial
Indetribute
the Armed
Forcestor of the
Julysymphony
1. Artur Rodzlnskl,
conducbroadcasts
on
CBS
for U.tion IS.n theRubber
Issued the relayed
Invitaformtroops
ofCo.,a byrecording,
to overseas
AFRS. Titled
"Request
the Troops",
program will
behighest
made nxmiber
upof from
ofselections
votes. polling the
WGY Service Programs
TWO SERVICE programs aired by WGY
Schenectady
Boy
Inreleases
Service",
utilizingareWar"Your
and and
Navywomen
about
Schenectady
men
uniform,
and
a
series
by
men
of
U.LakeIn8.
Army
Redistribution
Station,
Placid,
N.
Y.,
the
Rome
Army
Airfield
and Sampson Naval Training Station.
Seneca inates
Lake,alternately
N. Y. atLatter
threeprogram
bases, origeach
show
produced,
directed
and
acted written,
by servicemen.
Traveling Road Show
KTXJL
CBS affiliate,
with theTulsa,
American
Legion, cooj>eratlng
Is sponsoring a traveling
roadCavalcade"
show unit In"K.TULAmerlcan
Legion
a series
of
Saturday
afternoon
forums In northeastern Oklahoma public
cities.
One-hour
broadcast
from
each
com-to
mvmlty
features
speakers onreplying
queries
from
the
audience
GI
rights
and rehabilitation.

Name the Song
WOR Newquarter-hour
York on May song-and-money
7 started fourweekly
programber".titled
"We've
Got Yourby NumProgram
is
conducted
Don
Frederick,phonesWOB
whoto identelelisteners, announcer,
asking them
tify song being
played.
If respondent
answers
correctly
is asked and
to identify the henext
numberhe selected
so on
until
misses.
each song
identifiedListener
correctly.gets $5 for
Junior Style Show
WSPD forToledo
has Inaugurated
show
youngsters
as a part a ofstyleits
Saturday
morning
"Kiddles
Kamlval".
Boys
and
girls
from
three
ten modelof
latest
apparel handled by tosponsors
the program.
Two-Way Broadcast
WIP Philadelphia presented May 6, 2-3
p.m., two-way
"CanEmploya Democracy Have Fullforum
Peaceon Time
ment Without Government
Planning?"
with participants
speaking
from
delphia and Great Britain via BBC.Phila-

Auction Show
MUTUAL
May 22Auction
begins Gallery"
a weekly which
series
"Dave
Elman's
wUl
allow radio auction
audience sales.
to participate
in nationwide
Stars of
stage,
will dramatize
interesting
episodesscreen
behind
curios
to be
auctioned.
Bids objects
will
bewireandsentand
to Elman
by
mail,
phone
or
bidder will be awarded possession.highest
ASF Needs
NEW
series
titled
"The Sergeant
Sez"
designedneedsto inemphasize
Forces
the Format
ChicagoArmyconsists
area Service
beganof
onstories
WJJDaboutChicago.
soldiers inin Chicago
combat zones
and telling civilians
what
they can do to help war effort.
Church Women on Air
WFBL ofSyracuse
is now
airing8:05-8:15
"The
Voice
the Church
Woman"
p.m.
Sunday,
presented
by
the
Syraworkshop.
cuse Council of Church Women's radio

Reunion
... in Philadelphia
WDAS brings G.I. Joe and his sweetheart
togefher in musical memories.
From overseas Joe writes, "Please play our
favorite recording of Together. If it's not
too much trouble, call Madison 8312 and
ask my Suzanne to lisfen in."
Similar V-Mail requests reach WDAS almost
every day... all because Joe remembers
this station's popular record show. And he
l<nows that nothing is too much trouble at

I

RADIO'S first women's conventio;
was held when Virginia Federatio;
of
Clubs speakers
castWomen's
from WRNL
Richmondbroad
ove
WRNL WBTM WDBJ WSL
WGH and WKEY. Gov. C. Mi
Darden (r) of Virginia, chatte
with Assistant General Manage
Mallory Freeman of WRNL.
Train Communication
KIBO Seattle has broadcast a demoi
stration performance
of train
munication
from a moving
Milwauki
Road station
train. Engine
to caboose began
to waji
side
communication
the
middleto ofprove
the reception
11,890-ft. Snoqualm
tiinnel
is
clear in the tunnel than outsideno W
Docking Described
WTMAfirstCharleston,
S. C, claimed
a r|
with its ofbroadcast
descriptk
ofdie
the
unloading
the itArmydocked
hospitj
ship
Seminole
when
Charleston Port of Embarkation.
loading
patients Ui1]
terviewedwasfordescribed
listeners.and Transcrlptl<
later was played back to patients.
Children's Program
ROSEMARY SPRAGUE is presenting
children's
program,started
"GoldenMayKeys"5, 1
WJW Cleveland,
p.m. A andquarter-hotir
stories bocl
abo'
writers
Ultxstrators of famous
program
directed
to children up
the sixth isgrade
age group.
Theater Series
NEWS
and
notes and
of themotion
theaterpictuipli
reviews
of
plays
will
be
given
by
Jay
Carmody
WTOP
Washington p.m.
in a Mr.
seriesCarmo(
startiov
Sunday
is drama 12:15-12:30
critic of the Washington
Sti
G.I. Baseball
INTERVIEW
with Program
Baseball C
"Happy"
Chandler will forbe distributlj
recorded
ofS.sports
topart
Army program
hospitals
by ArmyMut\lSe
cialU. Services.
B\iss Hodges,
sportscaster, will conduct the intervie
How to Make Repairs
REPAIR
of homein electrical
applian(
taught
seriesin ofcooperatl
prograi
oniswithbeing
WCHU
N.a Y.,
Prof. Ithaca,
P. B. Wright,
Dept. of Ag
licensee.
cultural engineer, Cornell U., e"
Spar started
Band onon WWDC
SPAR BAND
WWDC Was
ington
Aprilbroadcast
28 on "Spars
on Parad
half-hour
racks in Washington.from the Spar Bi

WDAS

That's why WDAS audiences hove been Loyal
for mere than twenty years
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'SDUIVD

EOtllPMEIVT - preeisionizeU — mechanically and electronically - lor finer performance

to long, sustained
Include a piano recording in
your demonstration. For the piano is the most difficult of all
instruments to record without wavering of pitch — something
that immediately tells your listening audience whether your
broadcast is a 'live' or 'recorded' program.
Listen carefully to your recording on a Fairchild Recorder.
Notice how the fundamental tone and each of its overtones
are reproduced at exactly the same relative strength as heard
in the original sound. And notice, particularly, the absence of
wavering of pitch.
The famed Fairchild turntable drive is the reason. Driven
direct from the center, the 33.3 rpm speed is obtained by a
54 to 1 gear-and-worm reduction of the 1800 rpm synchronous

chords

from

a piano

motor speed. The evenness of the speed is obtained by a
carefully calculated loading of the mechanism to keep die
motor pulling constantly; by careful precision control of all
drive alignments that might cause intermittent grab and release; byclosely maintained tolerances in all moving parts.
The 33.3 rpm speed is translated into 78 rpm by a precision
friction-ball-race stepup.
All Fairchild sound instruments are built to meet the increasingly important transcription requirements of the radio
and communications fields. Descriptive and priority data are
available. Address New York Office: 475 - 10th Avenue,
New York 18; Plant: 88-06 Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica
1, N. Y.
SOUND
EC|VIPM

AND
ROADCASTING
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INSTRUMENT
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CORPORATION
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southern
minnesota
northTrn,
IOWA

lo
gCITYkJ_
k
MASON
Q ' owa

X Es, prosperity
the
"Hearts basedwhere
on ina larger
permanent
farmingland" iarea
crops
are being planted this Spring, and
PERMANENT food processing industries employ thousands the year
round. Absence of war-swollen
population makes this market ideal
for testing Post-War plans now.
"Heartland" folks are busy producingket, food
the world's
basbut arefor
never
toostation,
busybread
toKGLO.
listen
to their
favorite
Tell
them about your products and
services.
Use KGLO and WTAD
Qu'tncy, Combination
Illinois
A Natural

kglo
MASON CIT
owa
1300 K.C. 5,000 Watts

Lid Off Program Type Restrictions
{Continued from page 15)
ments, club meeting announcements
PRISONERS,
INTERNor whatever. These controls are and1 (m)—
EES, WAR
CIVILIAN the
PRISONERS—
substitute
following: Eliminate
lifted completely.
"Information
as orto Identity
arrival,ofmovements, confinement
miliForeign language broadcasters
tary
prisoners
from
war
zones."
need no longer require prior sub- in SECTION
II,
PROGRAMS
— Eliminate
entirety.
mis ion of scripts if they do not
wish to do so.
SECTION in, Eliminate
FOREIGN InLANGUAGE
entirety.
Foreign language broadcasters BROADCASTS—
With
regard
to
languagesho\ild
prohowever.allforeign
Broadcasters
need no longer check such scripts remembergrams,that
provisions
ofto theall
still
in
effect
apply
equally
"against the broadcasts" (the pro- Code
broadcasts
in languages
vision which necessitated linguis- other
than including
English. those
A vigilant
check
tic monitors).
should guage
be broadcasts
maintained
overtimes.foreign lanat
all
Foreign
language
bi'oadcasters
The
identification
and
location
all
need
Europe ofmay
censors.no longer retain linguistic beAmerican
broadcastmilitary
up tounits
and Inincluding
May
8, 1945, mentsbutrequiretheirappropriate
subsequent moveSubject to Section I
under the Armed Forces sectionauthority
of the
They must remember, however, Code.
A continuance
offrom
the the
excellent
cothat all of their broadcast material
operation
received
American
since the war began Is
is subject, as is that of English- Broadcasters
earnestly
requested.
languagevisions ofstations,
Byron
Section I toof the
the full
Code,pro-as
DirectorPriceof Censorship
amended by the Director.
May 8, 1945
In other words, there is no
On May 9 Mr. Price issued the
broadcast censorship beyond that following note:
The
and Broadcasters
which applies under the first sec- furtherPress
effective at Codes
once, areto
tion of the Code. Station opera- eliminate amended,
the
words
"information
tion, to this extent, returns to a the movements of the President ofabout
the
advance notice of any
pre-war basis. The Codes for the U.placeS. (including
from whichthe hefollowing:
wUl broadcast)",
Press and the Broadcasters now, and substitute
"Advance
for the first time since Jan. 15, information on routes, times, and
methods
of travel eliminated
by the President."
1942, are alike.
TheBroadcasters
language
underthe1occurs
(p),
andin
Full text of the note to broad- the
in"General".
the Press CodeCodeunder
heading
casters follows:
The end of German resistance alters
Canadian censorship regulations
securitythough requirements
materially,
It by no means erases
the needalslightly relaxed as a result
for,
sorship.or Importance of. voluntary cen- were
of
VE-Day.allBroadcasters
now
A
new,
shorter
Code
will
be
Issued
broadcast
news.can Until
soon.
Meantime,
the1, 1943)
present
Code VE-Day the weather
Atlantic
coast
was
(Edition
of
December
Is
amended effective at once as shown below:
still under weather news censor1 (a)— WEATHER— Eliminate.
ship.
Certain
Canadian
European
1 (d)—
ENEMY LAND troop movements, naming units,
OR
SEA DAMAGE
ATTACKS
—BYEliminate
reference
immediately
following.but note can also be broadcast, and certain
ACTIONfollowing:
AT SEA— Elhnlnate shipping movements may now be
and1 (e)—
substitute
revealed. A censorship on current
"Information
about
the sinking
damaging
from
war
causes
of warInfor-oror shipping news is to be continued
merchant mation
vessels
In any
waters;
for the present. A revision of Caabout
actual
or
impending
nadian censorship regulations will
enemy attacks on the continental
be issued soon in conjunction with
United States."
the revised U. S. censorship code.
Meanwhile radio stations are ad1 (k)—
(J)— SABOTAGE—
Eliminate.
vised to contact their radio cen1
PRODUCTION—
Eliminate
and
substitute following:
sors on broadcasting any news of
"New orof secret
identitysecret
and which they are doubtful.
location
plants weapons,
making them;
designs,mentsformulas,
processes
connected with
the war.or experi"Rate
of
production
of
used STROMBERG-CARLSON
in or for specialized militarymateriel
operations.
ceived the fourth white Co.
star hason re-Its
"Movement or transporatlon of war Army-Navy
"E" flag.
materiel."

You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches
•
2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish speaking persons
Italian speaking persons
German speaking persons
Polish speaking persons
•
STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with

WBNX. Our program department will assist you in
the translation of your copy..

CBS Affiliate
W««d & Company, R*p.
SOaO WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW TORK
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"The No. 1 rating (43.6) for the No. 1 national program is delivered by The Buffalo Evening News
station WBEN for Bob Hope."
"Bing Crosby, with a 22.9 nationally, gets*** 37.6 in
Buffalo with WBEN. This is second top program
for which WBEN is socking away solid listening
The Billboard— April 21, 1945.
tabs."

# Thanks to The Billboard for telling the
world that WBEN is TOPS. And thanks to
Hope and Crosby for lining up those listeners. Here's the rest of the story:
NBC's eleven out of Hooper's
FIRST FIFTEEN
(C. E. Hooper Oct. 1944— Feb. 1945)
32 city WBEN
rating
averages
31.0
Bob Hope
43.6
27.7
35.9
Fibber McGee
31.7
24.3
Charlie McCarthy
37.6
22.4
Bing Crosby
33.5
22.1
Jack Benny
21.7
28.6
Joan Davis
24.0
21.2
Mr. District Attorney
24.2
19.7
Abbott and Costello
Not
19.6
Hildegarde
measured
22.7
Eddie Cantor
18.2
19.7
Kay Kyser (1st half hour) 18.0
1^ Local programming on WBEN produces comparable high ratings for both national spot and local advertisers.
VBEN is more than a visitor in Western New York homes. WBEN is the family friend of thousands who rely upon this NBC
ffiliate for clean entertainment, sparkling shows and reliable news. And WBEN thanks these good people for their loyal support of
policy that makes it the most-talked-of as well as listened-to station in Western New York. WBEN delivers Public Service.
IROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
May 14, 1945 •

KCMO Buys 160-Acre
Site for Station, Farm
KCMO Kansas City has purchased
a 160-acre tract north of the city
where it plans to make a model
farm
as which
a background
for radio
facilities
will be built
there
provided
the
FCC
grants
its
quest for an increase in power re-to
50,000 w after the war.
The station filed a request for
the increase from 5,000 w in November, 1941. Shortly thereafter
increases in power were frozen.
points out
its request
forKCMO
the increase
thatin there
is no
station of more than 5,000 w serving greater Kansas City although
such cities as Tulsa, Oklahoma
City, Des Moines and others have
50,000 w stations.
KCMO is applying for 50,000 w
day and 10,000 w night on 810 kc
in lieu of its present assignment on
1480 kc. Tom C. Evans and C. C.
Payne, co-owners of the Crown
Drug Co., and Lester Cox, KWTO
Springfield, Mo., are each one-third
owners of KCMO. E. K (Joe) Hastenbower is general manager.

YOCVM LEAVES CBS;
RETVRISS TO KGHL
RESIGNATION of Edward Yocum
as director of station relations of
CBS Washington on May 5, to
enable him to return to KGHL
Billings, Mont, as
general manager,
was announced
last week.
1,
f Mr. Yocum,
caster and for
* veteran broadsJjM

BOB
HOPE, summer
NBC comedian,
is going
overseas
serviceseasmen.tour.this
This
will
bewastohisentertain
fourth
overThe
first
to
the
Aleutians,
second
Africa-Italy
and
third
to
the Pacific.

Associated Store Group
Cited for Price Practices
ASSOCIATED Merchandising
Corp., New York, and its 21 mem
ber department stores, large users
of radio, last week were ordered byj
the Federal Trade Commission to
discontinue "knowingly inducing or
receiving any discrimination in
price" on factpurchases
fromin manuurers or distributors
violation of the Robinson-Patman Act,
The Commission found that AMC
was established by the stores as a
means of acting collectively to obtain special allowances and discounts, and purchases about 25%
of the merchandise handled by the
members. Its operations were said
todepartment
be discriminatory
stores. toward other

I ^ •■i Oct. 1, 1944, to
m m
eBoard
snewthe
assum
yearmemYocu
Mr.
NAB
several
fc^
fe^
CBSan
^'u
y'l
l
C^^
p
d
e
t
a
e
r
c
y
s io
l
ngton station relation of Washi
tions director under Earl H. GamWashingtongenera
He erredirectlor.manag
mons,
signed as KGHL
to accept the CBS call. Mr. Yocum's former employers have consistently urged him to return and
last week he acceded. He resigned
realread
5 anddirect
as of May
ion.y Hehas had
sumed KGHL
been with KGHL for nine years
and before that was with KGEZ
Kalispell and KLPM Minot, N. D.
Josephdent, said
H. the
Ream,Washington
CBS vice-presipost
WCMI to Join CBS
would
not
be
filled
for
the present.
WCMI Ashland, Ky., 250 w on 1340 He expressed his regret
at Mr.
kc, will join CBS June 15. Station Yocum's departure and commended
him for his work.
currently is a Mutual affiliate.

>Neef KWK'5 Rush Hughes^
Twice where
Daily
Kansas
WHBwith
OutHeard
here in Missouri,
people on WHB
exploitedCity's
his programs
extensive"plug"annonncements,and
have
to
be
"shown",
folks
know
a
good thing when they see and hear a two -month showing of 24- sheet
posters throughout Greater Kansas
it!
That's why
Rush Hughes,
City. In six months on the air over
his
and Dance
Parade",inwith
hasSt. WHB
Rush Hughes has become a
a 4.9"Song
Hooperating,
mornings
Louis ... and has already earned a "top name" throughout the Kansas
4.7 in Kansas City with the same City area, producing spectacular responsors such as General
type of show,
he's Bakingsults for(Bond
Bread). Let us tell
getting
more afternoons.
popular everyAndweek!
They
like
him
in
Missouri
.
.
.
and
you
more
about shows.
availabilitiabout
es on these it,twoandWHB
out in Kansas, too!
/ou'U likewithdoing P^X^
business
WHB, - "thestation-with-agency-point-of-view",
where
advertisers
•re clients who must
5et
vorththeirin money's
results.
If you want to sell
che Kansas City
narket, WHB is
jonr happy Tai:A\.\xts\
For WHB Availabilities, 'Phone DON DAVIS
at any ofCITY
these "SPOT
offices: HArrison 1161
KANSAS
ScarrittSALES"
Building
NEW YORK CITY . . . 400 Madison Avenue . . . Eldorado 5-5040
CHICAGO 360 North Michigan FRAnklin 8520
HOLLYWOOD . . Hollywood Blvd. at Cosmo . . Hollywood 8318
SAN FRANCISCO 5 Third Street EXbrook 3558
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Kansas
City • Wichita
Salina • Great
Bend • Emporia
Missouri
Kansas • Kansas
Kansas
Kansasj
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It brings
RESULTS!
Whether spanking is an effective discipline has been quesThere's noof question
about thetioned.
efficacy
WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
Serving industrial New England
5000 WATTS 680 Kc.

w
I
N
N

1,902,591 Residents
181 Cities ofand Towns
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES!
WEED & CO.
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KLZ,

KIRO,

WDWS,

WHCV

Winners

Of City College Broadcasting Awards
FIRST national awards of merit electric companies, wins for this
for the most effective creation of agency the award for "the most
radio programs and promotion effective merchandising to and
plans to be given by the College through a dealer or sponsor organiof the City of New York, covering
Promotion of Food Fair by
the year 1944, were to be an- zation".
nounced today by Dr. Harry N. WEEI Boston was rated the "most
Wright, CCNY President.
effective station promotion of a loWinning exhibits, selected from
WOWO Fort Wayne
many entries by broadcasters, getscaltheprogram".
network program promotion award for its work on Ameragencies and program producers
! throughout the country, will be on
ica's Town Meeting of the Air.
Award for the most effective pro' display
at the toConference
and Business
be held atontheRadio
colmotion of a locally produced sponsored network program goes to
lege, May 22-23.
KLZ Denver, for its Highlights WLW Cincinnati for its promotion
of the Rockies, receives an award of the World's Front while the promotion of WJR Detroit for its Vici for "the most effective institutional
tory F.O.B. wins the award for
commercial radio program developed by a station". KIRO Seattle, the best station promotion of a
with Swap 'n' Shop, wins an award "locally produced, public service
■ for ing
"thecommercial
most effective
program".
Honorable
mentions go to KDAL
program direct-selldeveloped network
by a clear-channel station". WDWS Duluth for "an unusually effective
program
developed
to increase the
I Champaign,
111.,
for
its
Sorority
Charm series wins the award for station's share of the
local audithe "most effective direct-selling
ence", with Open House; to WEAF
New
York
for
"unusually
effective
' commercial program developed by
' a local channel radio station". The sales promotion of a local proprogram,
Let's Ithaca
Make the
a award
Dress, Bride; to
gram," withWHAS
Mary Margaret
wins
for WHCU
Louisville Mcfor
for
"the
most
effective
radio
pro"an
unusually
effective
commercial
. gram developed for the purpose of program, with Renfro Valley
Gathincreasing the station's share of erin'; and to WTOP Washington
for "an unusually effective sales
\ theHillman-Shane-Breyer,
local audience".
Los Anof a local program,"
ji geles, for the This Is My Story promotion
for Let's Learn Spanish.
series, receives the award for "the
' most effective radio program developed by an advertising agency".
CBS' Let's Pretend program was
* judged the "most effective commer' cial program developed by a radio
'! the
network".
ForCo.,Calling
All Girls,
F. W. Ziv
Cincinnati,
wins
,
MISHTER
" the award for the "most effective
program developed by a transcription producer".
' In the program promotion cateDON'T
WE
'' gory,
Arthur the
Kudner
HE
T
York, receives
award Co.,
for New
"the
T
HI
most effective merchandising direct• lyof tothetheGeneral
public" Motors
for its Symphony
promotion
' of the Air. Merchandising done
1 by N. W. Ayer & Son, New York,
for Report to the Nation when it
Was sponsored by a number of
rely by in, it's puevery
cro sdent. For
to --^^^ ^""Ind lonely farm »n
roads village -"^^ '.i^, but to
;estony-broUeb-W>v„,^ ulous„
cover the prospero ^.^^
does morey
f,:Vea^^^^
ll%'rl.Tb;
aearsigr.a
roui700 ON YOUR DIAL
busirvess at.d spen ^^^^^ p,,,
THE NATION'S

gether- She
shtoaid that?

MERCHANDISE-ABLE
STATION
BROADCASTING
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-aigbt -

NORTH

IS
No.l

THE

CAROLINA

SOUTH'S

AGRICULTURAL
STATE

AVE rt AGE OF
Mi/VE OTHEK
SOUTHERN STATES

W/PTF
(CARRYING
N. B.C.
WITH
50,000
WATTS
AT

680

KC

)

CAROLINA'S
IS NORTH
No. 1 SALESMAN

WPTF

• RALEIGH
FREE & PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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WELL-DRESSED
IOWA FARMER—
(IN A PIG'S EYE!)
Farmer Bill's porkers might approve of this get-up . . . but any
rural lowan would know it's kinda
queer.

Folks out here can spot a phoney
"farm station" just as quickly as
they'd recognize a play-boy farmer.
When a station gives them perhaps
one farm program a day, read in
a suave Eastern accent, they don't
tune in often.
But a full-time jarm station gives
out with farm news, informatJon,
and real live-talent — not jive-records. That's something different —
that's what they get from KMA
. . . and that's why KMA gets from
them twice as much listener-mail
as any other station in this great
rural area.
Send for the story of the No. 1
Farm Station in the No. 1 Farm
Market where the average farm income in 1943 was $7,672 (with
1944 estimated to have been 20%
higher!)

KMA
Blue Network
The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No, 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
AROUND SHENANDOAH, lA.
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Congress Action Against AFM Seen
(Continued from page 17)
pointed to an independent survey sustaining program broadcast unmade for the NAB in 1939 in 112
til last February by KDKA. Mrs. KANSAS
cities which showed that in no city Hodges
said the League withdrew
did as many as 45% of the mem- the program "on principle" when
bers of the AFM claim to be mu- Mr. Petrillo required that a fee of
sicians or teachers of music. The
be paid whenever the program
rest he said, were fully employed $18
produced on a transcription for
in over 250 different occupations isreasons
CITY
of convenience. She said
ranging
and musicians particisicians. from fish graders to phy- the actors
pating in the program were paid
Control of the AFM, Mr. Ryan
that Joseph
neverthe-E.
IS
continued, therefore rests with by theless Mr.station
Petrillobutwrote
nonmusicians and since no one of Baudino, KDKA general manager,
the 700 locals can cast more than that the AFM felt it would be un10 votes regardless of the size of
wise to make an exception to its
its membership
handful
of mem- policy
of requiring fees on tranbers can outvote a the
concentration
scriptions.
A
of professional musicians in the
Chairman Lea read into the record a communication from Joseph
large cities. Although the New
York local has one-seventh of the A. Padway, AFM counsel, declinmembership, he added, it has no
ing to participate in its hearings
representativeternationalonexecutive
theboard.
union's in- of the bills before it.
Rep.
Monroney's
wouldstandoutMr. Ryan testified that AFM
law royalties,
forced bill
quotas,
quota demands on stations have no bys, "featherbedding", jurisdicrelation to safety, health, working
tional fights, and other abuses
K
conditions or any incident of em- [Broadcasting, Feb. 19]. In an article in Ame7-ican Magazine, issued
ployment. They are of no benefit last week,
Mr. Monroney declares
to the station or the public and, he
that Congress "must face, and
declared,
"it
is
my
firm
conviction
that these forced quotas are of no face soon, whether a new, extraorpower by union leaders
use to the union". If stations were will be dinary
I refer to the
O
free to select musical talent, he ex- 'royalty' permitted.
method,
first adopted by
plained,
would find
local and,
per- Petrillo and now demanded
by John
formers ttheyo attract
listeners
ultimately, sponsors. As it is, he L. Lewis . . ."
Referring
to the Petrillo
Government's
said, stations frequently have or- inability
to handle
under
chestras which serve no useful purMr. Moroney conpose and in some cases the sta- existing tinues:laws,
Z
"At present he can cripple
tions do not require their appearby refusing to perance "but just mail out the checks". the networks
mit them to serve stations which
KDKA Instance
do not employ the number of musicians he demands. In many cases
Mr. Ryan outlined the history of
the platter turner dispute, citing these
employes
'musicians'
courtesy
only, butaretheir
dues go byto
Y
Petrillo's plan to provide 2,000 swell Petrillo's
union treasury. If
"make-work" jobs for such work his order is defied,
the big-name
which,
he
said,
"is
no
more
a
fullwhich are the lifeblood of MARKE
time job for anyone than would be bands,
the atnetworks'
can be pulled
the placing of paper in a type- out
a
word trade,
from Petrillo.
Thus
writer as separate from stenog- is monopolistic
control
practiced
raphy".
Since
recordings
are
used
PORTER BLDG.
at various times through the long
broadcast day, Mr. Petrillo's fig- today".
Petrillo
Orders
Movies
KANSAS
CITY, MO.
he added,of ismusicians
"conservative".
Forcedure, hiring
as plat- To Blacklist Television
ter turners would be "completely ORDER of James C. Petrillo to
ruinous" to the smaller stations, motion
picture companies not to
EVERETT L. DILLARD
he said.
sound pictures availMr. Ryan told the Committee make ablemusical
Cciirrnl Manager
for
television,
is
the
latest
that "one of the most striking in- move in the AFM chief's program
stances" of the use of arbitrary to keep television without music as
action by the AFM has been the far as possible. Since his order of
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
union ban on television which is several months ago
forbidding
Sldlion Director
"absolute". As a result, he said, AFM members to appear
before
"the entire
progress
of
experimenthe
television
cameras
at
any
price
tation in certain aspects of the art
Feb.
Mr. Peis being delayed with resultant loss [Broadcasting,
trillo has evinced no12],interest
in
not only to broadcasters and mem- discussing
with
television
broadbers of the AFM but to the citicasters
ways
and
means
for their
zens of our country who expect to
musicians.
find employment in these new fields employment
If musicalof movies
are taken
and to the great numbers of our away
television— and there
Pioneer FM Station in
citizens who will ultimately reap seems from
likelihood that any
its benefits as the television audi- picture little
company will defy the muthe Kansas City Area
edict for the benefit of a
The Committee also heard testi- potentialsicians'competit
ience".
ive
it
mony from Mrs. Fletcher Hodges
make a serious dentmedium—
in video
of the Junior League Club of Pitts- will
ing,
leaving
the
stations
burgh which has been writing programm
dependent entirely upon
Children's Book
Shop, for their instrumental music.records
ascripts
weeklyfor dramatized
educational
BROADCASTING
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[Selection

of President

Main

!Object of NAB Board Meeting
^[
Full Agenda to Be Handled at Omaha May 16-17
Swelled by Annual Convention Cancellation
WITH SELECTION of an interim proposes to return to his vice-pressuccessor to J. Harold Ryan as
idency of the Fort Industry Co.
stations, will accede to a request
president of the NAB as the pri- that
he
remain
an additional month
mary order of business, the trade
or so to break in his successor. The
association's board meeting in board
made a definite commitment
Omaha May 16-17 will handle a
full agenda,
the cancel-of to Mr. Ryan when he assumed the
lation of the swelled
annual byconvention
presidency April a year ago that
the association because of war re- he would not be detained beyond
strictions.
July 1.
Immediate hopes for a convenThe committee to select the prestion or annual meeting this year
ident, headed by G. Richard Shafto,
WIS Columbia, S. C, already has of the full membership were blastconcluded tentatively that it will
ed last week after V-E Day when
of the
Defense
not recommend a permanent pres- the Office
tion asserted
travelTransportaban would
ident at this time, because a number of the best prospects are in remain in force. Should conditions
war service and are loath to improve, however, it is entirely
consider non-government assign- possible that a meeting will be set
ments. Instead, the committee will later in the year — anytime before
propose that Mr. Ryan be succeed- 1945 rings out.
ed by another broadcaster on an
The NAB membership is at an
interim basis, to serve until final alltime high, totaling 704. Of
victory [Broadcasting, April 30]. these, 655 are active station members and 39 associates. Of the agMight Be From Committee
gregate, 634 are standard stations,
Who that person might be was IG FM, 2 network, 1 television and
in doubt, though it was thought he the balance associates. Since last
might well be selected from among February, 15 additional members
the six-man committee itself. In have been admitted. In 1940 the
addition to Messrs. Ryan and membership totaled 422, as against
Shafto, the committee comprises the current 704.
Don S. Elias, WWNC Asheville;
Highlighting the two-day meetJames D. Shouse, WLW Cincining will be such matters as revinati; Paul W. Morency, WTIC
sion of NAB by-laws, miscellaneous
Hartford, and John J. Gillin Jr., in character;
appraisal of the
WOW Omaha.
Broadcast Measurement Bureau,
All save three of the board's with Hugh Feltis, president, to
membership of 26 are expected to present the report and with Glenn
be present in Omaha. William B. Bannerman, president of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, to
Ryan, KFI Los Angeles, will be
absent because of duties incident
organization's experito the San Francisco Security Con- relate his
proposalandfor Sciences;
an' Academy
i ference. Mr. Elias may not attend of Radioences;Arts
conbecause of recent minor surgery.
sideration of the proposed new
P. M. Russell, NBC Washington NAB-AAAA standard form of convice-president, confined to a sickbed
tract; agency recognition procedby recurrence of a respiratory atures; audience measurement detack, was not expected to be well
velopments, and retail sales progenough to attend.
ress report, based on the San AnIt is expected Mr. Ryan, whose
tonio experiment at Joske's.
In the labor field, the board will
tenn expires July 1 and who then
consider recommendations dealing
with proposed enlargement of its
labor relations bureau, which would
swell the budget to a figure of possibly $60,00C to $75,000 a year.
General activities relating to employe-employer relations will be
covered.
It is not the amount of noise
The FCC'sas new
on license
you make that counts in radio.
renewals,
well policy
as other
trends
in
regulation,
are
on
the
agenda,
It's
what
you
say
and
how
well
along
with
proposals
on
revision
you put it over that matters.
of office forms and practices, inresearch,
radio which
set standThere tionsarethan more
powerful
staards anddustry
other
matters
have
CHNS in Canada
been perennials on its agenda.
but none with better equipment.
HESTEN
& ANDERSON
Co., plans
Fairfield,to
For Rates: Apply Station Director
la.,
Hobby
tools,
CHNS • BROADCASTING
enter maker
radio forof the
first markets.
time using
spot
announcements
In
five
SchedHOUSE, Halifax, Nova Scotia
uled to start
within
aMoines,
few weeks,
spots
or
will
be
used
In
Des
Hartford,
Chicago, isMinneapolis
and NewCo., York.
Agency
Dudley Rollinson
New
Joe Weed, New York City
York.
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c. o. hooper, inc. says that in augusfa,
georgia,in WGAC
has 64%57.7%of
fhe audience
the morning,
in the afternoon, some WGAC daytime
shows have ratings over 18.0. one
local favorite fakes an 84% share of
the audience, hooper shov/s WGAC to
have a daytime average of 56% more
listeners in augusta than all other
stations combined, nighttime performance equally amazing on the super
hooper blue net station in augusta,
georgia, WGAC.
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Thorough PITTSBURGH

Coverage

. • . plus thorough cooperation

ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.

4 MUTUAL

STATtON - /fsk the t¥a/ker Co
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Radio Girds for V-J Day
(Continued from page 16)
nedy bulletin, but networks kept
band
all those who contributed to
the victory.
up
running
national
reaction
to whatcoverage
became ofalmost
imFrom San Francisco, Conference
m
e
d
i
a
t
e
l
y
t
h
e
public's
V-E
Day.
delegates spoke to the nation and CBS and NBC canceled most
commercial programs, but
the world; Congressmen and Sen- morning
ators were heard from Washing- MBS and the Blue, by and large,
ton; crowd scenes were described retained their sponsored broadfrom Times Square; typical fami- casts.
lies, soldiers, sailors and marines
First on the air with the flash
... alltionsaired
their personal
which
week play
beand tributes
on the reacmost was foreBlue,
most thenetwork
consistent series of radio programs to the APhad given
bulletin from San Fran-,
yet known.
Cisco. Broadcasting the surrender
report at 9:35:30 Ji.m., Blue
Network Interviews
beat its nearest competitor, CBS,
Roy Porter,
ParisMargaret
corre- by only 20 seconds. Throughout the
spondent,NBC
interviewed
Ecker of Canadian Press, only morning, Blue repeatedly warned
of the story's unofficial
wDman present at the surrender. listeners
At 11:21 a.m., the netFrom a Boeing B-29 plant in status.work broke
into Breakfast in HollySeattle,
CBS ofCorrespondent
Norwood statement.
with SHAEF's "no authoriman Runions
KIRO interviewed
ization"
three aircraft workers. Mutual
Analyst Robert Trout read
broadcast
effect on 111.,
an theCBSKennedy
bulletin at 9:35:50
Army post V-E
from Day's
Ft. Sheridan,
and
CBS
promptly went all out in
and the Blue described reactions of its coverage.
resumed normal
an American family in Cleveland. operations at CBS
2:30a p.m.
At 11:31by
At 3 p.m. King George VI was Mr. Trout read
heard on four networks followed ABSIE which supportedstatement
AP's
by Secretary of State Stettinius and seven minutes later, he toldstoryoi
and other foreign ministers speak- the conflicting statements bj
ing from San Francisco.
ABSIE and SHAEF.
At 6:01 p.m., NBC observed one
minute of silence, commemorating
Marrow Explains
the end of the war in Europe.
In
a
special
broadcast from
Networks observed their usual London at noon,CBSEdward
R. Mur-,
closing hours.
row said, "Both President Trumar^
For one full hour after the Pres- and Prime Minister Churchill wertf«
preparedaboutto make
the official
announcement,
OWI on took
a minute
or two state
ago
over all ident's
shortwave
facilities
the ment
But
Marshal
Stalin
has
East Coast, beaming the news to agreed . .
Europe and Africa in four lanAfter its 9:37 broadcast of th
guages. Armed Forces Radio Service doubled its usual operation AP story, NBC started bringin
schedule, feeding network programs in domestic and foreign correspon
as normally but also sending news dents for possible clarification an
to the Army Communications Serv- loc^
reaction to the report. Be
ice point-to-point system of the tween newscasts the network air
Army Signal Corps. A special musical programs, resuming nor
transcribed program, starring Hol- mal operations at 12:58 p.m
lywood and theater celebrities who NBC's news and special events de
have previously participated in partment had crews stationed a,
AFRS
programs,
was sent out by various
key points
in New readj
Yorl
AFRS from
Hollywood.
and a mobile
transmitter
for use in the event of official an
nouncement of V-E Day.
England's Reaction
WNBT, NBC New York tele
BBC, beaming from Britain to
the U.followed
S., sent itChurchill's
address
and
by on-the-scene
interviews with American servicemen. BBC also sent a color deON THE LOOK-OUT FOR
scription ofLondon's reaction, the
MORE IDAHO SALES!
King's
speechUnited
and comments
by
outstanding
Nations
leaders.
Unconfirmed surrender
by
the Associated Press onrepoi-t
May 7
brought on one of the most hectic
days in radio
News commentators,liistory.
inclined to be skeptical
after the AP fiasco of April
28,
again confronted a major problem
in news handling. Program directors contended with an on-again
off -again situation, with their
lar broadcasts first cancelledreguand
later reinstated.
Radio generally followed a cautious policy on the Edward KenBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising j

vision station, broadcast scenes of
Times Square crowds celebrating,
with Steve Ellis announcing the
field pickup.
Mutual began its operation day
an hour-and-three-quarters earlier
than usual, with Birger Jacobsen
speaking from Stockholm describing the announcement of surrender
by Doenitz. The morning was filled
with special broadcasts, newscasts
from various points in and out of
the States,
and local
severalreaction.
"color" MBS
programs giving
went back to its normal schedule
at 1:45 p.m.
WOR New York threw aside its
regular program schedule, devoting
the entire morning up to 1:40 p.m.
to special newscasts and broadcasts
MAKE POOR CUSTDMEHS!
centering around the surrender report. Other New York stations genDemosthenes practiced his
erally observed their normal
speeches to the ocean.
schedules except for addition of
extra
newscasts.
messageDon't
to thebroadcast
ocean! your sales
West Coast Ceremonies
From Hollywood, CBS brought
in Road to Victory, produced by
Main
Charles Vanda, and Free Men
Have Done It Again, written and
produced by Norman Corwin.
These were broadcast 8-10 p.m.
(EWT).
mm
NBC western division put on a
program featuring ambassadors at
OL ELe %Uorh OulLt
the United Nations Conference,
San Francisco, as well as a show
John Elmer George H. Roeder
from Oceanside, Cal. military camp
President I - 'General Manager
during which Bob Hope interviewed G.I.'s. The San Fernando
FREE & PETERS, INC
Mission bells rang out on the NBC
Bxdusive National Represenfatives
program of historic bells across
the country. Similar programs
ranging from five to fifteen minutes were fed to the networks
throughout the day.
Mutual-Don Lee had a half-hour
montage broadcast, Man Fights
for Liberty, which originated from
Hollywood. Cross-country pickups
on Main Street, USA culminated
in a man-in-the-street interview
from Hollywood and Vine. Policy
of Don Lee, regional net, included
substitution of OWI or V-E Day
or War Bond copy for spot announcements, except where sponRICHMOND
sors had already submitted copy in
keeping with the day. Program on
LOCATED MIDWAY
United Nations Conference deleBETWEEN THE
gates'viareaction
fed toFrancisco
the netNORTH AND THE
work
KFRCwas San
outlet.
SOUTH
Blue maintained a nearly norHad ers in35,550
Earn-in
mal broadcast schedule with 30IndustrialWagePlants
second
news inserts preceding each
1944
Goods
Whose Producing
Values Exceeded
program.
$917,000,000.
Canadian Observance
Canadian stations cancelled most
In this Major Market
commercial programs on V-E Day,
featuring special broadcasts, prepared some time ago. The Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. featured special
programs from the moment
INBCINRICHMOND,VA.
the official announcement in Europe
was
made that Germany had
5000 WAns
surrendered. Arrangements had
been made in advance to broadcast
reaction of the news at various
points across the Dominion, and
special features were also aired
from Ottawa, London, Washington and San Francisco. Special
iROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

CBS V-E Show Hit
NORMAN
cial V-E DayCORWIN'S
drama, Onspe-a
Note of Triumph, first aired
on CBS 9-10 p.m., EWT,
May nal
8, evoked
phenomeaudience such
re£.ction
that
the network rebroadcast the
entire program Sunday, 1112 p.m.wood. LastEWT,
fromwhenHollysummer,
the
Allies broke through in
France, Mr. Corwin dropped
his work on the Columbia
Presents Corwin series to devote full time to preparation of the V-E Day story.
Martin Gabel narrated, with
Lud Gluskin conducting the
orchestra in music written by
Bernard Herrmann, CBS
Symphonic conductor.
dramatic and musical programs
were broadcast.
V-E Day was video day for television set-owners in the New YorkSchenectady - Philadelphia area
when a 14-hour sight-and-sound
program,
most ambi-by
tious efforttelevision's
to date, presented
NBC, under the supervision of
John F. Royal, vice-president, was
broadcast by WNBT New York and
sent over
the country's
television network
to WRGB first
Schenectady and WPTZ Philadelphia.
Starting at 8:54 a.m. with Presannouncement
the waridentinTruman's
Europe
had ended that
and
highlighted by the first television
appearance
of Mrs.civilians
Eleanor against
Roosevelt, who warned
apathy and war-weariness, the program concluded with a filmed performance of Verdi's "Hymn to the
Nations" by the NBC Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Toscanini.
WCBW Program
The CBS video station, WCBW
New York, put on a two-hour evening program, prepared for V-E
Day under the supervision of Gilbertvision
Seldes,programs.
director
of CBS
teleArthur
Godfrey,
Allan Jackson, John Reed King,
Dwight Cooke and Ruth Woodner
reported late news and interviewed
American and foreign servicemen
and correspondents. A summary of
the war, including ' what we have
destroyed", "what it cost" and
"what remains to be done", utiliized still and motion pictures, animations, maps and charts, prepared by Harry Cassirer, video news
and picture editor, was presented
by
Cassirer, Mr. Jackson and
Mr. Mr.Cooke.
Films made Monday and Tuesday
by RKO
in theof newsroom and Television
executive offices
Blue,
depicting the activity of covering such a major news event a?
V-E
a feature
of a two-by
hour Day,
videowere
program
presented
the network in cooperation with
WABD, DuMont station in New
York, which telecast it from 810 p.m. Tuesday evening. Chester
L. LaRoche, vice-chairman of Blue,
Mark Woods, president, and

st
tUe large

stittUas

FIRST in WASHINGTON

Repr«s«n»«d fay NBC SPOT SAltS ,
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IOWA
ILL.
■•Mm©
MISSO URI

xV. COMPETENT, well-tffiined
Merchandising
Staff your
is "Atprogram
Your
Service"
to promote
and products.
it withon personal letters to They
dealers,do calls
key
jobbers, courtesy announcements
and newspaper space.
WTAD - Advertised products take
the lead in this rich farming and
industrial market because WTAD
is the station with more listeners
than all other stations in the area
combined, according to Hooper
Station Listings, Fall, 1944.
Vse ViTTAD and KGLO
Mason City, Iowa
A Natural Conib'iiialion

Thomas Velotta, acting director of
news, were filmed.
Second half of the Blue telecast,
which was supervised by Paul B.
Mowrey, manager
the network's
television
division, ofconsisted
of interviews with a representative of
every liberated nation in Europe,
arranged in cooperation with OWI,
and films of the European and
Pacific wars.
Typical stations
V-E Dayfollows:
coverage for
individual
WOR
New
York
stayed
Mutual with exception fairly
of a close
specialto
V-E Day standing
religious
broadcast
by WOR
outchurchmen
of
all
faiths.
also carried the official New York City
V-E tral
DayPark celebration
direct
from
CenMall
and thenof the
at 8:15 p.m.
carried
a President
rebroadcast
made
Truman andspeeches
Prime
Ministerby ChurchUl.
In
Washington
WRC
supplemented
NBC
coveragefromby presenting
a warmup
broadcast
outside the
White
House gates
prior
to President
Truman's
Peace
Proclamation.
This
was
followed
by
color
and
reaction
pickups
from Capitol Hill, direct reports from
the Army
and Navy and man-on-thestreet
pickups.
WWDCWashington
broadcast City
from News
the UP Service
Radio
and
newsroom.
WOLing.keynote
was oneincluded
of thanksgivLocal broadcast
programs
a Ca-religious
from Washington
t
h
e
d
r
a
l
,
a
description
of
turning
the
Capitol
Dome
lights
for
the
firston
time
Pearl Harbor
with since
Government
workers.and Interviews
Hartford,
Conn., Gov.
WTICRaymond
broadcastE.
a Inprogram
featuring
Baldwin,
representatives
of
the
tant, Jewish and Catholic
faiths Protesand a
choir
WTIC ofhad200its mixed
mobile voices.
unit on Intheaddition
streets
pickingried Gov.
up Baldwin's
interviews. victory
WDRC talk
also carand
two
talks byairedMayor
Mortensen.
broadcasts
theand views
ofnewstheStreet
citizens,
while
local
state
reaction was carried from the newsroom of

Magnetic

THIS IS IT — the V-E Day control booth and the men who set it up and
operated it, piloting the military messages from all over the world
through to the networks and shortwave transmitters beamed to Latin} iii
America
and overseas.
Left to right theyService;
are Lt.Col.
Col.Carl
Francis
Menagh,' *
radio engineer,
Army Communications
Hatch,H. assistant
chief, ACS; Maj. Gen. Frank E. Stoner, chief of ACS; Maj. Albert
Wharfield, overseas liaison officer, Radio Branch, BPR.
Army Public Relations, on which5S
the edHartford
Courant. WHTD
specialaugmentbulletin told
wounded
veterans
of the Pacific War! 1"'
the necessity
boardits incoverage
front ofwiththe a studios.
full about
production.
Veteransof continuing
also werei Z
Special
V-E
Day broadcasts
carrieda taken
on
a
tour
of
Detroit former
radio sta-f
byshow
WTAG
Worcester,
Mass.,
included
In which a returned veteran, a tions troit
by producer
S/Sgt. andArt newscaster.
Sutton,
Dewar worker
and a innurse's
aid Messages
gave rea
c
t
i
o
n
s
t
o
victory
Europe.
V-E
Day
coverage
by
WGAB
Cleveland^
also
were
broadcast
by
representatives
included
an
exclusive
broadcast
ofBennett
the leading
Mayor Gov. Frank Lausche direct from Coas well faiths
as otherandcivicby leaders.
The city was
extremely sub-as
Linestian toSciencetheMonitor
newsroomwere ofinstalled
the Chris-by
dued, lumbus.
but byhungry
for
information
evidenced
the the
largeWGAB
crowds thati fiji
WCOP
Boston
and
most
of
the
local
gathered
around
news
coverage
originated
there
duringa unit while man-on-the-street mobile
broadV-E
Day.
Other
coverage
featured
casts
were
being
carried.
program from the Boston Blood Bank,
broadcasts
of
special
religious
mesWGN
Chicago
aired
a
broadcast
fromsages, a talk thbye Mayor
Gov. ofTobln
of Massathe Medinah Temple Col.
with B.Gov.B. McCorDwight'
Boston,
tors Walshchuset s,and
Saltonstall
and Senafrom H.mack,Greeneditorof Illinois,
and
publisher
of
the
Chi-! Oli
prominent
service broadcast
personnel. ofWEEI
car- cago Tribune, the Most Bev. SamueJ
the ComoffiA.bl Jacob
Strltch,Singer
archbishop
of Chicago,
Bab-I
of
Temple
Mlzpah,
cialried anV-Eexclusive
Day monwceremonies
for
the
ealthHouse.
of Massachusetts direct Rev. Adalbert R. Kretzman, pastor RtJof hp
fromDetroit
the State
ofSymphony
St. Luke,Orches-!
par-! ki
listeners
broadcast,by Evangelical
ticipating.
TheChurch
WGN music.
carried by all stationsheard
and aarranged
tra
providedinterviews
the
WGNDay alsol
broadcast
with
V-E
ceH hV
teens.
lebrants from State St. and service can-:
Reaction was covered on WMAQ by! \
Alex
and Clifton broadcast
Utley. On-thestreet Drier
fron
State
&programs
Madison were
Sts. with Don Elder
and
Gregg
Donovan
interviewing
ciWire RecordiBg
vproclamation
ilians and servicemen.was Gov.
Green's|
victory
carried
and' *"f
WMAQ
added
to
its
coverage
by
feed-|
Ing programs
the State St. CouncilJIt
public
address tosystem.
WBBM
carried
a special
reactlori
broadcast
the
Kankakee
Ord-fE
nance Works.from
George
Watson.
WBBIV
announcer,
interviewed
the
officers
ant
crew of a Coast Guard ship enrouti
cific.
from the European Theater to the Pa^
WIND France
featuredand consuls
China,
Russia ofas Brltainfift
well
MayorcialKelly
Gov. Green,
In a spe-a
broadcast.and Station
also carried
program specially
by therevealing
North^
western
Playshop written
members,
news.
the students' reaction to V-E Da^
WJJD broadcast a two-hour produc-|n(
Wire Recordings from
General Electric
Motlels SO, 50A, 51
Rerecorded to Discs,

L. S. TOOfiOOD
RECORDING COMPANY
221 N. LA SALLE ST. CHICAGO 1
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KOIN
It takes an informed
community to do
a community job.
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., NafI Rep.
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tion "Prayer
of Permanent
lUghtlng
by local
religious Peace"
leaders.hlghIn St. Louis KXOK
canceled
all regu
l
a
r
l
y
s
c
h
e
d
u
l
e
d
p
r
o
g
r
a
m
s
to
bring
listeners
statements
fromGov.Gov.Green
Phil M.Itsof
Donnelly
of
Missouri,
Illinois,
and asMayor
Aloysspecial
P. Kaufmann
St. Louis
well
V-E Day
Iofand
services
the asCathedral.
Soldiers Memorial
ChristfromChurch
WIL, an independent,
a pre,carry
arrangement
with Mutual
KWK,through
was
nearly every
pickupablethatto
day tonincluding
the
5-Star
speeches.
PulLewis United
jr.'s Congressional
interviews
land
the
Nations'
talks
from
jSan Francisco.
Commercials Canceled
IWPTF
All commercials
canceled
Raleigh and were
the local
coverageby
lll]liofR. V-E
Day
included
speeches
by Gov.
Gregg Cherry, Josephus Daniels
and
membersA special
of the
1'['prominent
iMinisterial Assn.
Coast Raleigh
Guard
program
was
aired
late
in
the
day,
In( eluding
a transcribed
[plate
President
Roosevelt, speech by the
til In Philadelphia
WFIL
used
20
jourstudents from
Temple
U. to report nalism
localworld
color.
WFILfrom
newsthepersonnel
.handled
news
studios
^ and
broadcasts while
from strategic
pointsstu-In
Philadelphia,
the
Temple
were assigned
posts through-re: out thedentscity
to report toneighborhood
;'jactlon
andRichmond,
color. Va., broadcast speWRVA
3ial thanskgiving services and messages
such asrepresenting
the Interfaith
pro'Bgram
the V-EthreeDay major
'Walths.
from
TMcGuire Later,
Generalreturned
Hosj)italveterans
were heard,
■'■'followed
by aof program
from the talent
Nor'-■ifolk
studios
■WRVA utilizing
the Amphibious
f'l*from
ceremonies
were pickedFlotillas.
up from Special
Camp
■■II Lee,
the windup forbeingpeople
a united
Df thanksgiving
of all service
faiths
,Lfrom
(Lmond. the First Baptist Church in RichV-E Day caused
KDYL Salt forLake10
..CJlty
: tiours,totocancel
presentalla commercials
series of programs
. Dne
reflecting
Salt
Lake
and
of featuring
the highlights
wasUtaha reaction.
religious
;ervice
representative
leaders.
KDYL
also
kept
a informed
long church
list of
ausiness
and
civic
leaders
;he developments by telephone. Otherof
■.pedals
includedfroma man-on-the-street.
ind
a remote
the Union Pacific
-oundhouse,
asLegion
well asPoststatements
from
Ii;he
;he American
Commanders,
Veterans offromForeign
Wars
and B.a
proclamation
Gov.
Herbert
iMaw.
.1 In Denver KLZ carried considerable
J let work, viously
but presented
a seriesfeaturing
of preprograms
. I roundup transcribed
of prominent
citizens of
I Colorado. All commercials with the ex-•eption
were backbone
canceled Tuesday.
Networkof news
was the
of WWL
'programming,
although
It carried
a
,.;^faval
ceremony
from
the
Federal
BuildLng in New Orleans, a broadcast
from
C'.he
study of Archbishop
Rummel whoof
[;;he Archdiocese
of New Orleans,
[ jonducted
a the
V-E Schola
Day religious
program
issisted
Cantorum.
Jill
1;fnen
racksonand byandwomen
Johnon Kent
Interviewed
the streets.
Vlce■■;onsuls
of thein New
variousOrleans
United Nations
epresented
were
leard.
Another
feature was lineaalsoprogram
llrect
from
the
production
of ConloUdated Vultee Aircraft.

merclalcanceled
copy tospotsponsor
ldentiflcatI6n,As
and
announcements.
special
feature
presented
15-mlnute
V-EKMTR
Day Hollywood
Program ofinPrayer.
severalshows,
Instances
canceled
regular
commercial
with
specially
prepared inserted
programs Inbothnormal
live
and
transcribed,
schedule.
KFACular broadcast
Los Angeles
continued
regschedule
with byV-EItssponDay
scripts
previously
submitted
sor or agency
handling
commercial
programs.
identified sponsors
butKF^WB
droppedHollywood
commercial
for provarying fromofshowsone-minute
prayersgramtofeatures
rebroadcasts
former important
programs facilities
pertaining to hookwar's
progress.
Utilizing
up with KYA
San Francisco offorItsUnited
Nations sented
Conference,
station
also
prefrom that city.man-on-the-street Interviews
KECA
Los
Angeles,
Blue
aSiliate,
set
aside its local
to pick the
up
network
specialprogramnilng
features during
,day cial
and announcements
in additionto revised
commerfit the occasion.
KPI Lospended aAngeles,
NBC affiliate, until
susl local programming
4:15 p.m.leased only(PWT)
aftercredit
whichandIt an-responsor
cance of V-E nouncements
Day. pointed towards signifiKPAS Pasadena, Cal., through facilities of Universal
preV-E Day Broadcasting
reactions atCo.,United
Nations sented
Conference.
KWKW Pasadena, Cal., programmed
OWI V-E Day announcements
and via
remote
Victory
in front broadcasts
of Pasadenafrom(Cal.)
Post Hoiise
Office
and from Alhambra
(Cal.) Theatre incities. terviewed public officials of these two
INSTITUTE
for American
New
following
a series Democracy,
oftotests
severalYork,stations,
is preparing
extendon
to a inglarger
group
a
special
project radio
callfor
presentation
of
Institute
scripts by local personages.

HOOPER RELEASES
RATINGS ON V-E DAY
DAYTIME listening increased
more than 100% over normal on
Monday and Tuesday of last week,
according to a special survey conducted by G. E. Hooper Inc. for
NBC. Sets-in-use figures for Monday, May 7, beginning
11 a.m.
and running
to 6 p.m.ataveraged
33.1, up 113% from the 14.7 average for the same hours of Monday, April 9. Tuesday, May 8, daytime listening from 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. averaged 33.1, up 127% from
the 14.6 average of April 10.
Evening 38.2listening,
6-10:30up p.m.,
averaged
on Monday,
16%
from the 32.9 average for Monday
evening, April 16, and Tuesday
evening averaged 34.2, up 10%
from age the
sets-in-use
of 31.2evening
for Tuesday,
April aver17.
Peak listening half-hour of the
t^wo-day period was 9-9:30 a.m.
Tuesday, when 63.1% of the nation's sets were in use to bring to
the public the V-E Day announcement of President Truman, a figure 389% higher than the 12.9 setsin-use figure for the same halfhour of Tuesday, April 10.
KO\ D-^nver held its annual "NBC TenYear Club
dinner Friday.became
E. L.
Raeke,
of theDay"transmitter
the fourteenth
member of staff,
the club.

(By NBC)

POWER
(5000 Watts)

POSITION
(600 Kc.)

POPULARITY
PLUS!

WSJS
WINSTON-SALEM

FIRST
in
NEWS
SPORTS
MUSIC

^^^^ ^R^H H*^^^^^ iBR! rAUL KATMtK

PROGRAMS

5000 Walts
600 on the Dial

NOtlorx

WORCESTER 580 KC
Sol.. R.^,...„„„,. . P.„i c.mp.n,
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE 5000WattS
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Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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Your MUTUAL Friend
E. A. AlBURH. G.o. Mgr.
Memphis, Tennessee

Equipment Needed
111 Pacific Area
Somervell Says Electronics
Production Must Be Upped
GREATLY INCREASED production in electronics, especially in radio relay units and radar equipment, is scheduled by the Army for
the Pacific operations, Gen. Brehon
Somervell, Commanding General,
Army Service Forces, announced
in a press conference last Wednesday. Because of the great difference
in terrain and atmosphere between
the European and the Pacific theaters, some changes in equipment
now in production may also be expected. Problems Different
The problems presented by our
"one-front" war now in the Pacific
are vastly different from those encountered in Europe, the general
stressed. For instance, "In England," he stated,munications
"wesystems,
hadall. . .ready
commade. In Manila . . . the only electrical supply comes from a small
power plant amid the wreckage of
a brewery; the climate is tropical
and practically everything that our
Army will need must be built from
scratch."
He pointed
"communications nets mustout...that
be constructeid
from the
ground forup."radio
Thistranswill
mean
a demand

Adm. Miller Named
REAR ADM. HAROLD B. MILLER, USN, has been named chief
of Navy Public
Relations, replacAdm.
AaroningS.RearMerrill,
USN, who has
been assigned sea
duty. Adm. Miller, as public
lations officer re-on
the staff of the
Commander
Adm. Miller Chief, Pacificin
Fleet, Navy
was largely responsible
mitters erectedforon the
Guam for transradio
coverage of Pacific operations. For
his "outstanding
services"in
position, he was awarded
a GoldthisStar
on the Legion of Merit which he
had received while on the staff of
the Commander, Support Force, Atlantic Fleet. He is a graduate of
the U. S. Naval Academy, was onetime Naval Attache for Air and Assistant Naval Attache at the American Embassy in London, and has
been active in naval aviation.
mitters located at strategic points
to carry the tremendous job of
relaying messages throughout the
Pacific theaters, he said, adding
that there will also be a greatly increased need for communications
wire,
ing. radar sets, direction finding
receivers used in weather forecastA specially prepared ASF chart
showing estimated percentage of
recovery of equipment from the
now inactive theaters shows that
the Army expects to salvage 65%
of Signal Corps equipment for
transfer to the Pacific. Broken
down into individual Signal Corps
items, however, there is a wide
variation in salvageable units.
While only about 10% of communications wire will still be usable.
Gen. Somervell estimated that 90%
of the radar equipment can be
brought back for use in the Pacific.
Changes in equipment will doubtless entail moisture-proofing, a
process already put to use by the
Signal Corps and manufacturers
in past production for the Pacific.

tht stY\e-m»nde<l sales r.
\ tproW-mmded manage

VICTORY
iSUITABtE#J

UlinCHnRGRUERTICnLRRDmTORSRnDnnTEnnnToUUERS
SIOUX CITY IOWA
WINCHARCER CORPORATION
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12-10 for Kennedy
VOTE of the Chicago Radio
Management Club on the
ethics of the filing of the surstory by AP's12 Edward
Kennedyrenderrevealed
for, 10
against him, with one membercientholding
out onDiscussion
"insuffiinformation".
followed regular luncheon
meeting of the club in Chicago last Wednesday.

No Conventions
HOPES of a 1945 NAB conventioi
were shattered last week by Col
J. Monroe Johnson, Director, OfRc«
of Defense Transportation, in j
statement declaring that the nex1
12-15 months "will be the most critical period in the history of Ameri
can
Calling
atten year
tion transportation".
to the present travel
ban whicl
aUe
remains in force, Mr. Johnson said
"No plans should be made for groui
meetings,
shows whichconventions
come within and
the tradi
scop
of the convention ban. The Wai de
Committee on Conventions wil
still scrutinize borderline cases."
WSSV Takes Air in Time
For V-E Day Program:
WITH impressive dedicatory cere
monies, WSSV Petersburg, Va
went on the air last Monday witl HM
250 w power on 1240 kc in time t\
give
the listeners
man-on-the-stree
reactions
to the news
of V-E Day (rj
Change of call letters from WBHI
was approved by the FCC. The stajs
tion had conducted a contest fo
the
winning
slogan, "We Servlihio
Southside
Virginia".
| nse
An estimated 900 visitors file( Jea
through theStaff station's
quarters.
includes: remodelei
CyNewiigj
man, program director ; Mrs. Rub]
Grant Dougan, commercial man
ager; Ed Schwarz, chief engineer
Milton Firth, Bob Arnold, Helei
Jean Pepper, announcers; Mrs. Nel
Andrews, office manager; AUe? i:halissii
Jones, assistant engineer. Statioj Wn
is owned by Louis H. Petersor ist 1
president,
vice-president.and Jonas Weilanoffo

rAe Khh, Central Missouri Valhy

Tlf COUNCIL
T BlUFfS

Concentrated Coverage
Low Rates
Promotion Helps
larkef equal fo half the
f the entire state of Ne

General Manager. PAUL R. FRY
National RepresenfaUves , SPOT SALES, Inc
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IBOB HOPE FAVORITE
ON PACIFIC COAST
BOB HOPE is the favorite program of Pacific Coast listeners, according to the March-April report
of C. E. Hooper Inc. on West
Coast listening, with Fibber McGee
&sleeve
Mollythird.
second and Great GilderReport shows an average evening audience rating of 9.7, down
0.5 from the last report but up 0.4
from a year ago. Average evening
sets-in-use was 34.2, down 1.4 from
-[•the last report, up 1.4 from a year
lago. Average evening available
audience was 77.6, down 0.7 from
the last report, up 0.3 from a year
ago.
Average daytime audience rating was 4.2, up 0.1 from the last
report and up 0.1 from a year ago.
Daytime sets-in-use averaged 15.9,
same as last report, up 1.2 from a
en/1 year ago. Average daytime avail4'able
was up67.8,0.7down
from audience
last report,
from 0.8a
year ago.
Following the three leaders, the
opj'ifirst 15 programs, in descending
faiiarder, were: Screen Guild Players,
fiBEFannie Brice, Charlie McCarthy,
Abbott & Costello, Hildegarde,
Walter Winchell, Mr. District Attorney, Radio Theater, Aldrich
Family, Jack
EddieBenny.
Bracken, Duffy's
\Tavern,
Shea Back with WE
ti^TIMOTHY E. SHEA, formerly
;hief engineer of the Electrical Retftf'search Products Division of West3rn Electx'ic Co., has returned to
H!)(!i;he
firm after
four years'
service
IS director
of research
for ColumM'oia U. Division of War Research,
which is under the National Decense Research Committee. Mr.
ile^sShea will be superintendent in
ele|sf:harge of manufacturing engineer;ew ng at the Western Electric vacuum
lalifuube shop in New York City.

U.S. Drops Charges
InXELOMail Case
Defendants Agree to Cease
Alleged Defraud Schemes
AFTER agreeing to discontinue
any "alleged schemes" to defraud,
or obtain "money by means of false
pretenses and representations, . . .
using the mails of the United
States in furtherance of such
scheme and artifice" and to cease
broadcasting any sort of "spook
program",
W. E. Branch,
of the Mexican
border operator
station
XELO Juarez, and three co-defendants had charges against them of
using the mails to defraud dropped
by the U. S. Government.
Charges were instituted [Broadcasting, April 9] because of the
"psychology" broadcasts of one of
the defendants,
"Margo"
Porter,a
who
offered to send
listeners
booklet plus the answers to three
questions for a dollar. The Post
Office Dept. charged that the booklet was non-existent. Other defendants were Mr. Branch's wife, Lois,
and ols.Margo's
Jean NichThe four assistant,
were arrested
in El
Paso,
XELO's
U.
S.
headquarters
and mailing address.
Four Sign Statement
The sworn statement signed by
the four provides that if any one
of them violates it a fraud order
may be issued by the Postmaster
General without any previous notice to them. The pledges were
signeding onjust
the ascasea preliminary
was scheduledhear-to
begin.
Mr. and Mrs. Branch and Jean
Nichols were released immediately
from custody of the U. S. Marshal
but Margo Porter was held in the
County Jail on another charge of
forgery by Dallas authorities.
The above facts were disclosed
while checking and investigating a
Boy for Dennys
letter
from Mr. Branch written
UoHARLES R. DENNY, FCC Comj]( onissioner, and Mrs. Denny are the May 5, labelling Broadcasting's
itii):c)arents of a 7 lb. 2 oz. boy born previous article a "smear":
The letter reads:
fjUiast Wednesday. The Dennys have
wo other children, both girls.
A fewto take
Issuespleasure
ago your
magazine
semed
in publishing
a "smear"closing aphotostat
about me ofandsomething
now I amwhich
enmay
servetheto truth
tell ourso listeners
andin your
readers
publish
It
due
fairness to me — XELO and yourselves.
The photostat is a copy of a letOR TWO-' on THREE
ter to Judge A. J. W. Schmid, U. S.
IMPORTANT FACTORS
mix \ Commissioner
at El Paso, Tex.,
Make the El Paso Southwest
signed
by Harold L. Sims, assistant
A truly GREAT MARKET
U.
S.
Attorney
for W. R. Smith
1. CATTLE-Me linrtl cnltic rnnntry in
Jr., U. S. Attorney. Dismissal is
2. COPPER-orer-lion J0%»/
li/wira
,
,W<,rordered
by
Judge
Schmid in an
i, 1/1 Mm ra.l i r n.
addition at the bottom of the letter.
J. COTTON-//1, ii»/,„,r, lngl,„l fo//«»
The photostat reads:
4. TOURlSTS-/lmmC',"»Hot»r phygrn^n,!
The Government
moves inthetheCourtaboveto
dismiss
case as the
it hascomplaint
been determined
that
6. SMALL INDUSTRIES-iO differ
the
public
Interest
will best be W.
served
by
discontinuing
prosecution.
Griffin,
Postal Inspector,
and W. R.J.
Smith proveJr.,this disposition
United Statesof the
Attorney,
case. ap1411^ O ID
60() KC HKKIWMU
At
this
writing
investigation
has
""" CLPASCTCXAS
not
brought
out bewhyserved
"the bypublic
^^^= Hmmrdll. Wilson Co
interest
will best
discontinuing prosecution."
„^ R O A D C A S T I N G • Broadcast Advertising

Data on Latin American
Radio Compiled by OIAA
COMPREHENSIVE data on radio
stations in Latin America has been
assembled in a handbook released
last week by the Radio Division,
Office of Inter-American Affairs.
The publication, first of its kind
ever issued, represents, according
to John W. G. Ogilvie, director of
the
Division,
"our initial
to place
inf 01 mation
of this attempt
type in
the hands of U. S. firms interestei
in Latin American radio."
Entitled
of Radio Stations"Data
in the andOtherRatesAmerican
Republics comprises
and Puerto143Rico",
handbook
pages theof
pertinent data regarding stations and networks, peak listening hours, exchange rates, number
of receivers in each country, etc.
Copies may be obtained without
charge by addressing Kay Bailly,
Radioson Ave.,
Division,
OIAA, 444 MadiNew York.
Tanner Campaign
H.ColdH. Wave
TANNER
Co., St. inPaula brief
(Portrait
Permanent),
test
campaign, on May
14 starts
50 spot
announcements
weekly
on
four
LosKMPC
Angeles
area
stations.
List
includes
KPAS KMTR KFWB. Contracts are for
13 weeks.
Adv., Los Angeles, has Manson-Gold
account.

WHBL
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
Announces the appointment
RADIO ADVERTISING CO.
as
National Sales Representatives
WHBL
Going BLUE
June 15
Owned and, Operated by
THE PRESS PUBLISHING CO.

in Western North Carolina
The first exhaustive survey of radio listening in
Western North Carolina
was made by Industrial
Surveys Company.
WWNC is the first station
of its size and the first
outside of a metropolitan
market to subscribe to a
listener diary study. This
study represents reports
covering a greater percentage of radio homes
than in any other market
so measured. It includes
those in a\\ 12 counties in
the WWNC daytime primary (and roughly the
night-time primary and
secondary) area.

Between 6:30 am and 8:00
am, Monday through Saturday,
there are 36 quarter hours.
During this EARLY MORNING
time, when local programs are
competing, WWNC has a rating higher than the nexf ffjree
stations combined for every one
of these 36 periods.
More Western North Carolina listeners are yours at less
cost per thousand on WWNC.

mm
DoM S Elias, Executive Dii

570
illU KC
lit Serving Western
North Carolina from asheville
,d by the Kati Agcnc

Re: EARLY MORNINGS
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PCTIOnS
OF THE FCC
MAY 5 TO MAY 11 INCLUSIVE
sissippi
Broadcasting
Co.Wil-to
Decisions
Myles liH.am F. Johns,
Johns,Valleyand
Penrose
H. Johns,
William
F. Johns
ACTIONS BY
Jr., indg Co. b Mississippi Valley BroadcastMAY COMMISSION
8
kc VVFIN
Findlay,
O.— Granted
1240 kclicense
WJEJrenewal
Hagerstown,
vol.1330toassgn,
license
fromtr asFindlay
Radio
for period Md,—
endCo
R. Hoverlicense
Findlay
dio Fred
Co. Granted
renewal Ra-for Granted
ing 8-1-46.
period ending 11-1-45.
1230
kc
WAYX
Waycross,
Ga.—
1240 kcmod.
WGBBlicense
Freeport.
Y.— Granted license renewal for period endGranted
changeN. hours
ing 2-1-46. stations granted license
operation
from
S-WFAS
to unlimited.
Following
1240
kc
WBHD
Petersburg.
Va.—
renewal WCAR
for period
5-1-48:WCAU
WBZ
G;V.'SSV.
\nted request to change call to WGNY
WIBCending
(and WBZA
aux.)
WTIC
WLAC WHO
WAPI
KDKA
KYW
WGAR.
(Commissioner
Durr
voted
1490
kc
WTMV
East
St.
Louis,
111.—
Granted vol. assgn. license from Mis- for further hearing before final actions

A

PROPHET

AND

IS HONORED-

HONORED

AT

A

A prophet is occasionally honored in his own home town! —
It's proved by 118 leading local advertisers who used, tvith profit,
a staggering total of days and hours of broadcast time on WSBT
in the year just past.
It's 100 to 1 that the Soutli Bend distributor of your products
is among these:
9
§
7
10
6
8
70

department stores
men's clothing stores
shoe stores
furniture stores
banks and financial houses
building supply and real estate companies
miscellaneous accounts, including food,
drugs and hardware.

They know a good thing when they hear it! And if you want to
see something good, a>k for a copy of our latest "Hooperating."
As usual, it's terrific.
South Bend KNOWS What Hooper SHOWS!

( PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
f '''9" HaHonal R 9 p r • t « at at I vt
.
960 KC - 1000 WATTS
'!
COLUMBIA NETWORK
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on
WHO WBZKDKAWBZAWAPIWCAU
KYW WTIC
WGAB.)WLAC
1240 kc license
KHBG renewal
Okmulgee,
Granted
for Okla.—
period
ending
8-1-46.KWAT Watertown, S. D.—
1240
kc
Same.
1240 kc KIUL Garden City, Kan.—
Same.
2-1-46.
1230 kc renewal
WBLJ Dalton,
Ga.— Granted
license
for period
ending
1470
kc
WMBD
Peoria,
111.—
Granted
license
renewal
for
period
ending
11-1-47.
NEW-1450
kc HughMareby
G. Shurtliff,
Charles
A. Shurtliff,
Cardella
(Delia)
and
Cleo
AgnesmemoCenter. SantaShurtliff
Maria,
Cal.—
Adopted
randum
opinion
granting
CP
new
standard
station
250
w
unlimited;
conditions.
MAY 10
NEW-1340
The Brockway
Co., order
Massena,
N. Y.— kcAdopted
decision and
granting
application
CP new standard station
250 w for
unlimited;
conditions.
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS
MAY 7
NEW-1340 ., kcSacramento,
Central Valleys
BroadCal. — Granted
license tocasting Cocover
CP authorizing
new
standard station 250 w unlimited; conditions.
Tentative Calendar . . .
MAY 16
KFNFnewal andShenandoah,
la. — License retransfer
Cowles Broadcasting control.
Co. Intervener:
KOMO Seattle — License renewal.
KJR Seattle — MAY
Same. 18
KHQ
Spokane
License renewal.
KGA Spokane —— Same.
Applications
MAY .7 . . Co., Bound
National Broadcasting
NEW-47.1
Fla.—
CPestimated
new mcFM WKAT
station, Miarfti
1,519 sq.Beach.
ml.,
$24,500
cost.
NEW-Channel
2
WKAT
Miami
Beach,
Fla. — tion.
CP ESRnew760. commercial television staNEW-1340
Palm Springs Cal.Broadcasting Co.,kcPalm
— CP
new standard
station Springs,
250 w unlimited.
NEW-46.9N. mcC. — Durham
Corp.,
Durham,
CP new mc,Radio
FM station,
amended
ml., trans,tositespecify
and 46.9
antenna. 14,200 sq.
mc Oshkosh
Broadcasting
Co.,NEW-44.5
Oshkosh,
CP new
FM sta-to
tion,
amendedWis.—
toWilliam
change
name
Myles
H.
Johns,
F.
Johns
William F. Johns and Frederick
W Jr.,B
Renshaw d/b Oshkosh Broadcasting
NEW-Enterprise
PublUhing
Co. and
United
Co., Wexahachie,
Tex.—
CP Publishing
new FM station
(returned.
Incomplete).
MAY 11
1450 kcchanges
WTBO trans,
Cumberland,
makes
equipment.Md — CP
NEW-1240 kc Southside Virginia

• MORE PEOPLE
LISTEN
• MORE PEOPLE
BUY

ADDITIONS GIVE
MBS 264 STATIONS
WTMC Qcala, Fla., on June 15
joins
Mutual,Station
makingoperates
a totalwithof
264 outlets.
250 w on 1490 kc. Owner and oper
ator is John H. Perry, owner of
WJHP Jacksonville, WDLP Pan
ama City, Fla.,
publisher
of the!
Jacksonville
Journal,
president
of|iii
Western
Newspaper
Union.
Another new station to join June;
1 is WSSV Petersburg, Va., oper
ating with 250 watts on 1240 kc
under the
generalNetwork
management
Jonas
Weiland.
also anofp'
nounced last week the addition, ef
fective immediately, of KVIC Vic
toria, Tex., operating with 250ilfej
watts on 1340 kc, and licensed toi
Radio Enterprises Inc.
KGFW Kearny, Neb., 250 watts
1340 kc, owned and operated by
Lloyd
1. KHASC. Thomas,
Hastings,joins
Neb.,MBS
joinsJune
th^
same day, operating with 250 wattsj
on 1230 kc, operated by Nebraska
Broadcasting Co. Hastings Daily
Tribune is the chief owner.
Cleveland Poll Shows;
Middle Plugs Disliked
POLL conducted by the radio de
partment
the reactions
Clevelandagainst
Plain
Dealer drewof 505
middle commercials in newscastSj ™
General46 indication
on replie;
with
reportingbased
no objections,"'
of 546 of the 551 persons polled
according
to the within
Plain Dealer,
that
commercials
30 secondh

to 1 minutebeltlength
are in the "non
fatigue"
of listening.
In answer to what type of com -irsii
mercials arefor
preferred,
polj '
showed: 511
straight the
bulletin
in natural voice; 23 for comedy
commercial;
12, singing
commer-2 ISar
3, dramatic
commercial;
COI
sound cial;
effect
commercial.
locln
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Petersburg,
License
CP new
standard Va.sta ater
Mas
tlon 250 tow cover
unlimited
(WSSV).
NEW-1120 kc PottsvUle Broadcasting
Co., Pottsvllle,
Pa.— CP new standard
station
250 w unlimited.
NEW O.-49.3
mc newLaurence
W. Harry,
toria,
FM cost.
station,
1,043Fossq !li ei
mi.,
$7,754— CPestimated
NEW-47.7 mc Pacific Radio Advertls„
ing Service,
— CP estlmatec
new FM
station,
8,380Portland,
sq. ml., Ore.
$21,610
NEW
-1450
kc
Centre
Broadcasters
state College,andPa.—grant
Petition
filed Incfoi
consideration
of applicatlor
limited.
for
CP new standard station
250 w un
NEW-42.5Ga. —mcCP 3.newK. FM
Patrick
& Co.40
Athens,
station,
sq.
mi. (returned).
OVER 160,000
RADIO HOMES
In W M O H
.5 MV/M Area
The SPOT For
Your SPOTS Is

WMOH
Hamilton, Ohio
^WINNIPEG
^THE DOMINION-CANADA
NETWORK*
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisin

I? to

Commercials

Adopts 3- Way
FACED with necessity for a three! way slant on Sunday programs due
to Mother's
Day,andstart
of the TruSeventh War Loan
President
proclamation
May 13 as a
day ofman'sprayer
andof thanksgiving,
networks and stations differed
widely in their solutions.
Each network presented its own
War Bond had
show, Bob
8:30-9Hopep.m.andNBC's
broadcast
his
troupe from Washington and Bing
J Crosby from Hollywood. Mutual
' repeated
Arch Oboler's
German surrender.
Strangeplay
Morn-on
ing, with Claudette Colbert in the
leading role.
Secretary of the Treasury Mors genthau was scheduled to speak on
s:a four-network hookup immediateply following the individual bond
a programs.
Kills Commercials
!1^ BlueBlueknocked
out all straight
1.commercials for the day, asking
'^advertisers to substitute institu|,|tional messages "in keeping with
the spirit of the day". Walter Winchell's
was
to leaveprogram,
out its for
usualexample,
three com; mercials for Andrew Jergens Co.,
f replacing them with sponsor credit
' and closing with a war message
j'ifrom the
company.
Holly-to
wood Mystery
Time,Jergen's
scheduled
have sponsor credit only, was to
remain unchanged in format. Blue
retained regular newscasts, adapt^ ing them to the May 13 theme,
Jand scheduled special speakers and
music for its usual religious programs.
The Andrews Sisters' program

Cut

as

Radio

Sunday Theme
on
Day the
themeBlueand featured
Radio Halla ofMother's
Fame,
also on Blue, used a pickup from
a Naval hospital from which three
veterans spoke to their mothers.
General Motors' Symphony of the
Air, NBC, 5-6 p.m., replaced its
usual program with a drama on
victory in Europe, "Remember
This musical
Dayj" byscoreArthur
with
by Dr.Hopkins
Frank
Black. Drama used Biblical quotations to review history of the war
and portray the European dictators. Other NBC programs were to
go on unchanged.
With normally solid religious
schedule on Sunday morning, Mutual planned two special post V-E
Day broadcasts during that time.
At 10:30 a.m. Archbishop Francis
Spellman, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Sullivan, parents of the famed Sullivan boys, and a massed choir were
to be heard, with Bing Crosby coming on from Hollywood. From the
military academy at West Point,
a message from the commander
and songs by the cadets choir were
scheduled for 11:30 a.m. Almost
all MBS regular programs were
slanted to the President's "thanksgiving" theme.
On CBS schedules were unchanged except for three regularlyscheduled religious programs,
which were revised for the day, a
special musical program on the
New York Philharmonic Symphony
broadcast, 3-4:40 p.m., and a repeat of the V-E Day Norman Corwin program, to be broadcast live,
11 p.m.-midnight.

WCC Grants Locals for Massena^ N. Y.,
Santa Maria^ Cah; License for KCRA
TWO NEW STANDARD local miles from Massena, an interitations, one for Massena, N. Y., venor, submitted engineering data
vith assignment of 250 w unlimit- which, along with information of
id time on 1340 kc, and the other the applicant, indicated that unwould not result
iteof^'or
similarMaria,
assignment
1450 kc from duetheinterference
new outlet.
it Santa
Cal., wereon granted
ly the FCC last week pursuant to
In adopting the memorandum
he policy of Jan. 26, 1944, relat- opinion granting the new West
ng to the use of critical materials Coast local the FCC finds that the
or construction purposes, and sub- Santa Maria area at present reeqiuent freeze orders.
ceives no primary service either
Massena grant goes to The day or night.
•rockway Co., licensee of WWNY
Applicants say they have most
iTatertown, N. Y. The Santa Ma- of necessary material on hand and
ia applicant is a partnership com- that personnel for construction
osed of Hugh G. Shurtliff, control and operation is available and
perator of KMJ Fresno, Cal., will not interfere with the manharles A. Shurtliff farmer, Marpower situation.
Dy Cardella (Delia) Shurtliff and
KCRA, new local outlet at Sacleo Agnes Center.
ramento, Cal. was granted a liThe Commission decision and orcense to cover its construction perjr finds that the Massena area,
mit on certain technical equipment
reatly augmented by war activi- conditions. Operators are Ewing
es, receives no primary service C. Kelly, general manager, and
ther day or night except for cer- head of his own advertising agenin service from Canadian stacy; David R. McKinley, wholesale
Dns, part of which is in French. baker, and Vernon Hansen, wholesale dairyman.
WMFF Plattsburg, N. Y., 73
1R OADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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WHDH

5000

WATTS

HARVEY

ax
PICKUPS...CUnERS...
JEWEL POINTS...
If you worl with recordings, largely responsible for the
cuffing or playing fhem, sharp,
clean cut of Microdyne.
facsimile reAUDAX equipment needs no And
AUDAXproduction cutters
and
introduction. You are, unfamiliar with and
the jewel points, too, are designed
extraordinarydoubtedly,
engineering
to
reproduce
with
maximum
skillful, sensitive craftsmanship clarity and brilliancy over
that have made them as longer periods of time.
con now get your AUDAX
famous and desirable as they You
ore today. AUDAX pickups distributor
through
HARVEY,
of fine radio
and
are the only pick- equipment
equipment. Upon
ups to incorpo- electronic
receipt of suitable priority,
reasonably prompt delivery is
l/'
the unique
'Mi^ ^ rate
principle
— so assured.
npp) "relayed-f lux"
HARVEY RADIO COMPANY
103 WEST 43rd STREET . NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
May 14, 1945 • Page 75
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PAYABLE Wonted
IN ADVANCE
money15eordert
only —Count
Minimum
Situation
lOe per— Checks
word. Allandothers,
per word.
3 words$1,00.for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue dote. Send box replies
to Broodcosting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C
Help Wanted
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
manager
for marnetOperator-announcer.
Firstbe class
radio-of Commercial
telephone
license.
Must
capable
work
station
large
Newwanted
England
news
and
commercial
announcing.
For
ket.
This
Job
requires
man
who
can
regional
NBC postwar
station infuture.
westernBoxcity932.of local
direct business.
good salesWUl staff
build more
25,000. Good
alsoandand
be must
station
conBROADCASTING.
t
a
c
t
f
o
r
national
reps
be
able
toandhandle
availabilities
throughsmoothly,
traffic
First classBlueengineer
wanted
for 250-watt
program
Indiana
Network
station.
Permaaccurately
andNewdepartments
speedily.
Prefer
man
nent job tifor
right
man.expected
State full
parwho
knows
England
advertisers
c
u
l
a
r
s
a
n
d
salary
in
first
and agencies,
and with
some
experience
letter. Box 399, BROADCASTING.
handling
national
spot
business
other
Announcer,
records, markets. Essential that he be able to
and M.C. ad toplio rate,
shows.forNotnews,a duration
work harmoniously
other departjob butment to one
that
oders
quiclc
advancemanagers
in awith
teamwork
organization
that
is
going
places.
Substantial
executive
status
if5 you
can de- salary ment
liver.
Top
starting
salary.
kw
network
basis
to start,
with
future
earnaf&liate. Proven record of performance
ings
dependent
upon
results.
In
replyand stability
required.
Reply in confiing,pletepleaseexperience,
give details,
including
comdence,
giving
full
information
about
references
and
salary
yourself,
desired and requirements.
Our
-staff
knows
of this
small
photo.including
Box 514,salary
BROADCASTING.
advertisement.
Box
631,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
Topselling
flightdelivery
staff forannouncer
with quality
regional Wanted
chief engineer
forbe newhighstation
network
amliate
station
intranscription
northwest.
in Pennsylvania.
Must
type
man.
All
letters
held
confidential.
Write
Send
references,
photo,
with
application. Box 553, BROAD- Box 636, BROADCASTING.
CASTING.
Wantedgram— director
Announcers,
engineers,
profor newWrite
250
wattBoxstation
Opportunity
fluent and
but
stablewith
andfor transcribed
sincere,
staffimaginative,
announcerto BROADCASTING.
in Pennsylvania.
637,
familiar
libraries
create and announce salable shows at Transmitter engineer immediately,
non-metropolitan
NBC
station.
Rocky
Montana,
CBS
Mountain munityArea,
non-defense
com- KGVO,
affiliate. Missoula,
Ideal climate,
country5 kw,
abounds
with good
post warfarmfuture.
with sityoutdoor
sports; Non-defense
Missoula, univerPlease send
transcription,
photo,
refertown
of
25,000.
area,
ences, sample script. Write Box 554, reasonable living. Good opportunity for
BROADCASTING.
warelectronic
stability.
workPlenty
comingof interestup.
Pay
New watt
England
announcer
—living
For 5condikilo- post
$1.06 ingperGive
hour,essential
A.F.L.,
minimum
40 hour
CBS
station.
Good
week.
Information
first
pay, good
future to compe- letter.
tenttions,man.good Box
564, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with restricted ticket, or
New
England writerfeatures.
— Radio copy, shows,
better. Man will
capable
ofexcellent
doing good
allannouncements,
rateliving
good
commercial copy for Must
radio. write
Box around
city withjob modest
costs.salary
Job inIs
565, BROADCASTING.
permanent.
No
rush,
so
write
full
parWanted — Operator,
first classstorylicense
imticulars. WLAG, LaGrange, Georgia.
mediately. Send complete
first let.Announcers
— of$72experience.
for six Personal
day week.
ING. ter. Permanent. Box 574 BROADCAST- Give
details
auditions preferred.
Transcriptions given
Texas kilowatt
Blue-Mutual
desires man
Im- careful attention.
Write
Program
Direcp
r
o
v
e
i
t
s
Hooper.
Want
program
tor, WIND, Chicago.
who
knows
how.
Tell
all.
Box
576,
Engineer.Recording
Transmitterexperience
and controlhelpful.
room
BROADCASTING.
work.
Salesman station,
— 250 watt
progressive
BluePermanent.
WAKR, Akron 8, Ohio.
Mutual
northeast
Texas
has
Network station has immediopening topfor salesman
good dependable
man,Army.to New ateBluepermanent
for announcerreplace
going into
newscaster.
Sendopening
and
Send
full and
detailsbusiness
including
experience,
disc toIndiana.
Harold
M.fullCook,qualifications
WHOT, South
character
references
and Bend.
photo. Box 594, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
An
account
executive
of
five
Wanted — Announcer
-Onenewscaster
with
or moreing. $400.00
years a experience
in radio sell-to
reasonable
experience.
who
can
asmonth
guaranteed
sist infiliate
production.
af- start. Send photo and references with
Central New Progressive
York. BasicCBS$47.50
to Intermountain
Broadcastfor
40 hour work week. Box 602, BROAD- first ingreplyCorporation,
Salt Lake City,
Utah.
CASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
local phone
networkor
Wanted—
First
class
operator
for
basic
affiliate.
Good
salary.
Please
wire
collect
all
qualifications.
WERC,
supplementary
network
station
in
midwest. Box 603, BROADCASTING.
Penna.
Wanted—enced inFirst
class
engineer,
experi- Erie.
Engineer-mathematician.
Excellent with
opstudio
operation,
transmitter,
portunity for accredited
engineer
recording conditions,
and maintenance.
Excellent
radio consulting
firm in
working
forty hours,
good old-established
Washington.
Station
experience
desirable but not essential. Contact Box 647.
pay, 250cated iwatt
n fine Blue
city ofNetwork
50,000. affiliate
Apply Boxlo- BROADCASTING.
616, BROADCASTING.
Chief plete
engineer.
Capable
of taking operacomSalesman.
Regional
network
affiliate
charge
allmidwestern
engineering
has unusual opporttmlty for young, affiliate.tions ofMust
five ofkwhave
networkof
proven
record
well qualified
salesman.
Permanent
position and excellent opportunity.
Give experience in operations maintenance,
detailed
and experience
personnel
supervision
and development.
be able to
first
letter.background
Box 621, BROADCASTING.
supervise
post
war FM
Permament
position
withabout
real yourself
future.
Wanted— Experienced
midwestern
anState
full
particulars
nouncer.Permanency,
Offering excellent
future
prosIncluding experience, age, draft status,
pects.
good
living
and
and salary
expected.confiEnworking
conditions. Write Box 623. when available
closedentismall
photo.
All replies
BROADCASTING.
al. Box 645,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
—
Two
first
class
announcersaryfor$66.00NBCper affiliate
in Louisiana.
Situations Wanted
Write
complete Saldetails. Box 626,week.
BROADCASTING.
.4nnouncer, 5 years experience on 5 kw
Combination
announcer-operator
with net
affiliate.
News, music, drama, profirst class ticket for Alaska station.
Will paytation$250
per month
andlocation
transpor-to CASTING. duction. Woman. Box 583, BROADfrom
your
present
News
editor.
4
experience
Alaska
and
return
on contract
six and broadcastingyearsnews.
5 yearsediting
5 kw
or more.
Excellent
opportunity
experience.
Woman.
Box
584, BROADtomonths
see
Alaska
this
summer
returning
CASTING.
home this fall, if you wish.forPermanent
Would own
like program
position
prospects
with excellent
asideaseitheror orputboth.yoursDevelop
ment. If you A.decide
to stay. advanceWire or Writer-announcer—
into Newscastlng,
script form.
write Edwin
material that sells.
Building,
Seattle, Kraft,
Wash. 708 Americanto Writes
enoughSend sportscastlng,
platter
commerannouncer
WantHillbilly
announcing.
25, shows,
college
trained,
uewscasting
and doversatile
MC
married,cial draft
deferred.
Prefer east.
Box
transcription S.andC. details to WORD. 609,
BROADCASTING.
Spartanburg,
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Situations Wanted ((Cont'd)
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
age 21.andOneannouncing.
year experience,
Program director needed? Dependable, Veteran,
control
board
Prefer
experienced,gram iand
anxious toatkeep
prosouthernfornia.partAvailable
of Texas,
Arizona Formerly
or Caliimmediately.
n
g
a
n
d
production
top
effichief
announcer
at
station
in
east.
ciency.
Personal
Interview
desired.
Permanent. Box 620, BROADCASTING.
Change due to health. Box 642, BROADVeteran sports broadcaster and editor Twenty
CASTING.years with high power broad—Eighting sports
years experienceplayIn bybroadcastcast and shortwave
transmitters,
perienced in design,
construction.exwell
as association
sportsprograms,
news periods. Threeplay
yearsas
press
supercolumn material andexperience
covering writing
biggest Installation,
vision, lookingmaintenance
for responsibleandposition.
sports
Desirereasons.
spot with
643,ladyBROADCASTING.
station events.
for family
Will regional
explain Box
Young
wishes
to
make
connection
earnstation.
her place
a progressive
fully
ING. in letter. Box 622, BROADCAST- and
Offerswithexcellent
knowledge
of commercial
and voice,
some
Male 624,announcer,
vocalist, M.C. open. radio
Box
BROADCASTING.
understanding
of the jobcopyneeds
of a
radio
station. Box 644, BROADCASTAnnouncer—
3
years
experience:
sports,
ING.
news, commercial, remote, platter News editor, rewrite and announce
jockey, control
board, Permanent
veteran, con- news, 10 years newspaper experience,
years radio.
exempt. Best of
only.scientious,
$245dependable.
monthly minimum.po- 7references.
Box Draft
646,toBROADCASTING.
Box 625,sitionBROADCASTING.
Wanted
Buy
Musical director. Can go anywhere.
Expert at gramming,
copyright
clearance,
protranscribed,
live
music,
care
— FCCmonitors.
approved Other
frequency
and
ofAlso,transcription
libraries.as Wanted
modulation
250 watt
play Hammondand orrecord
pipe organ
station equipment. Cutting mechanism
theme,cal show.B. 2AG., (F),
variety30, ormarried.
straight 5 musifor
type
RCA
OR-1
transcription
tables.
years
experience. Box 627, BROADCASTING. Box 600, BROADCASTING.
Wantedarmsto RCA
buy —MlOne4856.or Must
two lateral
Chief
programchange
director-for tone
be in
chief engineer
announcer.and Desire
good condition.
State price.
Deconprogress.15 Two
radio men nlck.
Chief Engineer,
WCOL,Leo Columwith
yearsable-top-flight
combined experience.
bus, Ohio.
Chief engineer thoroughly capable
inFor Sale
stal ation-com unications man. Program
director
competent
newscasterssports play-by-play.
All Family
around men.
an- Allied Model-329 recorder playback
n
o
u
n
c
e
r
w
h
o
knows
radio.
honorable
discharges.
Will
speed
turntable.
Perfect
condition. None17" better
In the
country
only
solid,State
permanent
offers.consider
Finest Dual
Fitch
Building,
96 Bidwell
Parkway
references.
all. Including
salaries,
Buffalo,
New
York.
information,
used stage
equipment:
Three
quest. Wire orphotos-disc
airmail. Boxsent
628, upon
BROAD-re- Fine,
CASTING.
50 wattsurplus
6L6 four
four channel
P. A.headamplifiers,
virtually
new. pick-ups
Two off'
Position mercial
as station
manager
or
com- set
manager.
Discharged
veteran.
crystal
transcription
Not returning
to former experience
position foras Astatic
and Shure.
24-cell
One One
16 inchBrush
personal
reasons.
recorder, mike.
cotintershaft
andlaboratory
flatbel
commercial
manager4 years
and 6 asExcellent
station broadcast
manager
network
affiliate.
drive, tem.ideal
any rim-drive
overhead feed
sysreferences.
South preferred. Box 629, recorder,
Oneless16foroverhead
inch
portable
BROADCASTING.
feed
mechanism
One
Presto
1-C
cutter.
Vacuum
systerr
Radio
director-account
executive.
B.
F.
want
an agency radio
director
is for one or sctwo
ription, pricmachines.
e, or make Write
offer. for
Damordealsoother
experienced
in sales
and who
service
for
media? Unusual
creative,
copy Transcription
Building, Kansas Laboratory,
City, Mo. Midland
radiodio production
ability.
Successful
raand agency
background.
Now
han- 1 K. W. WE 6B amplifier converted
accounts andagency
supervispass Conn.
F. C. C. $2800
ingdling
radioforimportant
forposition
established
but J.power
Eric supply,
Williams,willLyme,
looking
where
progress
measured by productivity. Salary oris
salarying onand
bonus: $6000-$7500, dependARE YOU LOOKING
ING. locality. Box 630, BROADCASTFOR
A BETTER JOB?
Announcer,
21
married,
4F.
5
years
allround
experience,position.
controlSalary
operation.
Seeks permanent
$65.00
weekly.
Box 632, BROADCASTING.
Young
man. Experienced
productionGo
FREEREAU FOR ANNOUNCERSPLACEMENT BUwriting,
Fair now.
announcer.
anywhere.selling.
Available
Box 633,
BROADCASTING.
WRITERS— ENGINEERS AND
Top announcer,seeks
experienced:
news,westad
OFFICE WORKERS.
lib,
position
coast producer
inmum. near
$60.00 weekon miniBox 634,future.
BROADCASTING.
SEND COMPLETE DETAILS
Attention—
New York-Phllade!phia-BalIN FIRST LETTER. NO FEE.
tlmore-Washlngton.
Good handle
versatilead-lib
announcer
available.
Can
RADIO STATIONS PAY THE
record
and
talent
shows,
news
and
commercials.ropolitan
Presently employed metCHARGE
BROADCASTING. network outlet. Box 635,
WRITE TODAY!
Chief tionengineer
250
watt
network
staRADIO PERSONNEL
desires change. Age 37, married.
15 years and
radiosupervisory.
experience First
including
136 N. DELAWARE ST.
business
class
radiotelegraph
radiotelephone
li(RADIO CENTER)
censes.position.
Wouldandconsider
supervisors
Pleasetransmitter
reply to
INDIANAPOLIS 4, INDIANA
Box
638, BROADCASTING.
Planning
FM? Station
7^ SCHOOL V
amoney
chief inengineer
who owners
canandsavehere
youis
construction
normal
operating
expenses.Box Years
of diversified
radio experience.
639, BROADCASTRADIO TECHNIQUE
Chief announcer
of large midwestern
station,
sound
production
ideas,
and
HEW YORK • CHICAGO
five
years
of
radio,
seeking
permanent
connection
with recommendation
a progressive organization.
Excellent
from
America's Oldest School Devoted
present
employer.
Box
640,
BROADExclusively to Radio Broadcasting
CASTING.
Comprehensive Day and Evening
Announcer-program
director.
Army disCourses in all phases of Radio
c
h
a
r
g
e
.
A
g
e
28.
Can
operate
board.
Desire etnocewrite
some with
copy.5 Traffic
experiBroadcasting
by Network
.
A
t
present
kw
CBS
staProfessionals. taught
Moderate
rates.
tion.
Prefer
west
coast
or
western
station. Box 641, BROADCASTING.
For Full Details, Request Booklet B.
Announcer—
Newscast,
easy
ad
lib
War
veteran,
married, personality,
humor.
Available
tol Blvd., immediately.
San Leandro, T.Calif.C, 302 BrisBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisin.

IFOR ALL RECORDING SERVICES

OBSTRUCTION LIGHTS
Available without priority
TYPE 661

' f/ie t "

Complete tmth red fresnel
lens and 100 watt A-21
lamp.
Write for Bulletin 33

\m VERMONT AVE.-WASH. 5,D. C.
'fRITE-WIRE OR CALL FOR DETAILS

ANDREW CO.
363 E. 75th St.,
Chicago 19

WANTED!
A live-wire man, with family preferred, who has a passion for
perfect production and a yen and
ability to write. Must be capable
show-writer and producer.
This is a permanent job for a sinworker in one
America's
largestcere markets
a ofhighly
progressive stationatserving
up AM,
FM
and
well
on
the
road
to
television.
Send complete detailed account of
background, draft status, plus
photo and salary requirements.
All replies strictly between us.
BOX 597, BROADCASTING
SERVICE
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
MmdU Engineering CofuutlmMU
tCommerclal Radio Equip. Co.
Kanioi City, Mo.
'Voihington, D. C. Hollywood, Col.
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F&O TRANSMITTING TUBES
reeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
11 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
igh Power Raymond
Tube Specidisti
The
Robert L. Kaufman
Organization
ITeehnical
Maintenance,
Conatraetion
Bnpervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
WAunsey BIdg. DistrictWashington
2292 4, 0. C

DIRECTORY
Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 VermontDistrict
Ave.,1640
Wash. 5. D. C
(Snbj. to Gov't Res.)
^ SOUND EFFECT RECORDS^
GENIIETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSOX
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.
• Specializing in fainting
radio antennae towers
from coast to coast.
H. K. RHODES
603 E. MAIN ST.,
ROARING SPRING, PA.

PROFESSIONAL
An Organization
of
Jansky
&. Bailey
Qualified
Radio TOEngineer*
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preu BIdg., W«.h., D. C.
PAUL GOOLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

McNARY & WRATHALl
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.
HEaOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MULE*
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
- I ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER ViaORV

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Eng]ne«r8456
MunseyConsulting
BIdg. Radk District
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Contultantt
Frequency Monitoring
CemmMcial
RadioWasUncton,
Eqnip. D.Co.O.
• International BuUdlnc.
•• 321
E.
Gregory
Boulevard,
l^nnmff
ISo.
Cross Boads of the World, Hollywood.Citf,Calif.

FREQUeNCY MtASUHING

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

Exact Measurements * at any time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4. N. Y.
JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Enginearlng
Earle Bvilding, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

J. D. Woodward & Associates
Manufacturers
of Radio
Traiumitters and Industrial
Electronit
Equipment
Baltimore,
Maryland
Water & Frederick Sts. - Saratoga 8535

fran^ H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn,

AAAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat'l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, 0. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 5880

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
NaflRoomPress892BIdg. Wash.
NA. 4,7846D. C.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

BUY

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75thTriangle
St CHICAGO
19
4400

DON'T DISAPPOINT HONOLULU
CABLES PETE SIMMONS, KGU
THE SHADOW
>^vallable locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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PUBLIC EXPRESSION CONTROL
OUTLINED FOR GERMANY
AMERICAN organizational plans for military
government of Germany, announced last Friday by Secretary of War Stimson, provide for
a public information section to control all forms
of public expression in Germany, including
radio, newspapers, magazines and motion pictures. It will handle dissolution of the propaganda ministry of the notorious Goebbels and
establishment of "an unbiased and truthful
press
said. and radio system". Secretary Stimson
Lt. Gen. Lucius Clay, 48-year-old West
Pointer and former deputy director for war
programs of the Office of War Mobilization &
Reconversion,
was named
military gov-in
ernor under Gen.
Dwightdeputy
D. Eisenhower
charge of the American occupation zone by
President Roosevelt before his passing. He will
designate the heads of the 12 divisions in the
United States group to be created to direct
military government of Germany vdth the
other allied powers.
BROADCASTERS OPPOSE
MAKING BUSINESS PUBLIC
UNANIMOUS OPPOSITION to making public financial and contractual information required of licensees under FCC proposed regulations, 1.301-1.304 [Broadcasting, April 23],
was expressed in 12 briefs filed last week in
behalf of 26 organizations, corporations and
licensees. Oral argument is May 21.
Spearheaded by NAB, licensees contended
(1) FCC proposal would place broadcasting
in common carrier category in violation of
Communications Act; (2) would open books
to competitors in other advertising media,
contrary to intent of Congress. Briefs were
filed in behalf of NAB, CBS, NBC, Blue,
Yankee Network & Gen. Tire & Rub. Co.,
KFDM WFEA WBAP KGKO WXYZ WOOD
WMC WTCN KSD WCPO WNOX WADC
WHAM WFLA WFBM WWVA WJW KOB
WOR WGBG WJR.
SHUPERT HEADS ATS
GEORGE T. SHUPERT, assistant to the
president, Television Productions Inc., was
elected president of American Television Society last Thursday. Other officers elected for
1945-46, are: David Hale Halpern, Henry
Souvaine Inc., vice-president; Alice Pentlarge,
WQXR New York, secretary; Don McClure,
N. W. Ayer & Son, treasurer. Group also
chose these directors for one-year terms: Prof.
Edward C. Cole, Yale U.; John Flory, Foxx,
Flory & Williams; Dan D. Halpin, RCA; Theodore Huston, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Charles H.
Kleinman, RCA; Evelyn Pierce, Compton
Adv.;
Labs. Herbert E. Taylor Jr., Allen B. DuMont
CHURCHILL BROADCASTS
ATION of his fifth anniverIN COMMEMOR
sary as British Prime Minister, Mr. Churchill
was scheduled to speak Sunday 3 p.m. from
London. At deadline, his speech had been
scheduled by Mutual and CBS for 3 p.m. and
p.m. NBC
by Blue via transcription at 11:15 was
to be
His messageand in Latin
reported uncertainty.
heard in Canada through CBC
America on BBC shortwave.
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RADIO CONTRIBUTES
HALF OF BOND AVERTISING
NEARLY
advertising's
contributionHALF
to the ofSixth
War Loan $25,000,000
campaign
came from radio, with majority coming from
network programs, Tom Lane, Director of Advertising, PressDept.,
& Radio,
War Thursday
Finance Division, Treasury
declared
at a
meeting of writers, producers and executives
of advertisers, agencies and networks in New
York. Mr. Lane reviewed overall war cost situation and outlined basic copy policy for the
Seventh War Loan drive.
Gene Carr, Radio Section chief for the drive,
and George
P. Ludlam,
chief, Lt.
OWI (jg)
RadioDavid
Bureau, discussed
allocations.
Levy, USNR, former producer of We the People
and special radio consultant to the Treasury,
said the Treasury has invited leading songwriters to compose special war songs for use
during the bond drive.
SPECIFIC LABS. APPOINTS IRVING
SPECIFIC LABS., Chicago (Formula 77 for
Foot), has toappointed
Rocklin Irving
&Athlete's
Assoc.,
Radio
will Chicago,
be used. handle its advertising.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page A)
tiating for acquisition of Maryland station,
network outlet, at figure of approximately
$200,000. Deal will come to lisrht withi^i few
days. KQV-ites, owning each, are William
S. Walker, president, Walker & Downing Advertising Agency; Irwin Wolf, vice-president,
Kaufman's
Department
Store; Earl
F. Reed,
attorney; Charles
T. Campbell,
businessman.
ALTHOUGH the FCC will follow its policy of
closely scrutinizing station transfers, transaction such as that involving sale of WBT
Charlotte by CBS to Jefferson Standard Life
Insurance Co. for $1,505,000 [Broadcasting,
May 7] is likely to be approved forthwith.
That's
becausedoubtless
it's in nature
"forcedto sale"
and network
would beof happy
hold
onnetwork
to property.
Sale
was
necessitated
by
FCC's
monopoly regulations governing network ownership of stations in other than key
program originating points.
WATCH for meeting of the FMBI, probably
in Chicago, soon after FCC announces allocations above 25 mc. FCC is understood to
have asked FM broadcasters to suggest prospective standards, power, distribution of stations, etc. Chances are the ODT will permit
the FMBI session, which would draw some
165 members, if FCC nod is forthcoming.
Nothing official has been announced but it is
reported the Commission would favor such a
gathering in "public interest, convenience and
necessity".
WASHINGTON'S
National
of many official firsts,
on MayPress
25 willClub,
havescene
the
first
public
demonstration
of
the
Army's
farflung radio communications system. Maj. Gen.
Frank E. Stoner, chief of the Army's Communication's Service, who directs the worldwide operations, will demonstrate the operation at a special luncheon which may well be
featured by worldwide transmission of radio
facsimile.

FCC CHAIRMAN PAUL A. PORTER on
June 4 will receive honorary Doctor of Laws
degree from Kentucky Wesleyan, Winchester,
Ky., when he delivers Commencement address.
Mr. Porter attended Wesleyan for three years.
LT. COMDR. J. HARRISON HARTLEY,
USNR, resumed duties last week as officer
in charge.
Navy Office
Public RelationsRadio
afterSection,
eight months
in the ofPacific
as radio
officer,
CINCPAC.
Ex-assistant
director of news and special events for NBC, he
supervised the building and start of operations
of Navy radio studios at Pearl Harbor and
Guam.
MAJ. EDWARD BYRON, former head of
Radio Branch, Army Service Forces, Bureau
of Public Relations, has left the Army to return to production
Mr. District
Attorney.on
He will
continue asofadvisor
and director
the CBS-Army show, Assignment Home. Replacing him in ASF job is Maj. Andre Baruch.
ROSEL H. HYDE, FCC general counsel, back
from San Juan, Puerto Rico where he sat as
examiner in several cases. Leonard H. Marks,
asistant to general counsel who appeared foi
FCC is due back this week.
VERN R. YOUNG of Loucks & Scharfeld
Washington communications attorneys, and
Mrs. Young are parents of a boy born Friday.
MARY FRANCES ZARBOCK, publicity assistant, WTOP-CBS Washington, now Mrs
Ben Miller, bride of former Young & Rubican
executive on leave as lieutenant, Army Service
Forces, Radio Branch, Washington.
WESTINGHOUSE EXPANDS
IN PREPARATION for production of a full
line
of home
appliances
consumers,
West-is
inghouse
Electric
& Mfg.forCo.,
Pittsburgh,
switching to straight product-selling on its
Ted Malone program. Blue. Effective June 11
Malone vdll be moved from Mon-Wed., 8-8: If
p.m., 166Malone
stationsremains
to Mon.overseas
thru Fri.indefinitely
11:45-1S
noon.
broadcasting news of servicemen. Move follows announcement by War Mobilization Director Fred M. Vinson that moderate manufacture of washing machines and refrigerators
would be resumed immediately, electric irons
and stoves increased in three to six months
some civilian radios in a year. Agency: Mc
Cann-Erickson, New York.
SWIFT TELECAST FOR BONDS
SPECIAL Club
hour-long
Co.'s
Breakfast
(Blue)telecast
for theof 7thSwiftWar& Loan
Drive will be presented May 21 on WABD
New York, the DuMont station. Don McNeil!
and cast will be featured, with WABD openespecially
Monday
p.m. forheadth£
event.ing upPaul
Mowrey,
Blue 8-9television
will direct.
;
U. S. STEEL SERIES
U. S. STEEL Corp. of Delaware is considering sponsorship of a 13-week half-hour draJ
matic
program todesigned
both GI's
and civilians
problemsto educate
of rehabilitationi
Program would be presented live in Pittsburgh
and recorded for other stations in U. S. Steel
merchandising and production areas. Account
is handled by BBDO Pittsburgh and New YorkJ
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

WNAC,

BOSTON

Station in the World!

■
■
■

^ -

;»» ^ ■

Technical director Irving B. Robinson at WN AC hoard vsed in the first network broadcast originating from '\^AF. New York.
Under the date of January
fA, 1923, is found this historic
entry of broadcasting's early
beginning
—"7:55 solo
to 8:00by
p. m. Saxophone
Nathan Glanz, 'Lovelight
In Your
Eyes'.
Program andto
be broadcast
jointly
by WEAF
WNAC (The Shepard Stores, Boston)
from studio WEAF (The two stations
will betanceconnected
by special
long dis-T.
telephone wires
of the A.T.&
Company)
"
Thus chain broadcasting was born!
While the listening public was said
to have been well satisfied with the
success of the experiment, technical
experts
were had
not, torealizing
that ifsuch
transmission
be bettered
the
future
of
network
broadcasting
was
to be assured.

In this development, and in the eagernes to put its facilities to work,
the public again has evidence of the
industry's
advancement
a quarter ofgreat
a century.
Boston inis only
rich
in its stories plisofhments, andbroadcasting's
all of its stationsaccomhave
had something to contribute. WEEI at
the time of the 1927 Vermont flood ' 'efficiently bridged the gap left by a combreakdownbetween
of wirenorthern
communicationpletefacilities
and
southern
New
England"
—
said
to be
the first
attempt
in
history
to
broadcast news from the scene of a disaster.

What has been said of Boston broadcasters can be said in one way or
another of stations throughout the
broad breadth of the land. An instance
of this is KMBC of Kansas City which
is recognized for its leadership in propogating inebroadcasting's
of promnce in the Heart of place
America.
The
most recent of its pioneering steps is
to become the first station in the area
to install a magnetic wire recorder,
thereby broadening still further the
means by which KMBC can assume
added
and win
friends responsibilities
for those associated
withnewit.

OF KANSAS
CITY
Free &. Peters, Inc.
KMBC
Of Course — KMBC-FM — an extra service at no extra cost
SINCE 1928 -BASIC CBS AFFILIATE FOR MISSOURI AND KANSAS
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vailable through Leading Radio Equipment Distributors!

WATER AND AIR COOLED TRANSMITTING AND RECTIFYING TUBES
The more popular AMPEREX tubes plete in the industry. AMPEREX
engineers pioneered in the design
are available through leading
radio equipment distributors. Thus, and development of these types,
engineers may now obtain many
and our name stamped on a "botof our standard tube types with
tle" designates longer life with
corresponding economy. If we can
minimum delay. The AMPEREX
be of service to you, on present
line, especially for industrial and
or peacetime assignelectro -medical apments, we will be
plications, isprobnmPEREx
very glad to oblige.
ably the most com... the high
pertormance
tube

nmPEREx
GiECTRonic lORPORnnon
7» WASHINGTON ST.. BROOKLYN 1. N. Y E«port Dir.: 13 E. 40th St.. N. Y. U. N. Y.. Cablet: "ARLAB"

Hooper says there are no pins left standing
wlien your advertising dollars start rolling for
strikes via WSIX. During the two-year period
ending in January, WSIX's all-day listening
average increased 81.5%! This rich MiddleTennessee market is booming as never before.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

And WSIX, The Voice of Tennesee's Capital
City — ^with the most day-time listeners, the
top shows of both the Blue and Mutual Networks and a low unit cost in a market with
over a million potential buyers who really
believe in spending their money— is ready to
go to work for you.

BY THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC.

980
KILOCYCLES

Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Inc., act870of National
Publications,
by Broadcasting
published
(Yearas Book
.iMlshed every Monday, 53rd issueEntered
secondNumber)
class matter
March in14,February
1933, at Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, under
March 3, 1879.

I
BROAp0lLSTINC.
Closed

Circuit

DON'T
BE SURPRISED
if theto FCC
the standard
broadcast band
540 kcextends
when
proposed allocations below 25 me are released
this week (probably Monday). NAB urged it;
so did RTPB Panel 4. Navy blocked early
moves to include the 540 channel in the standard band but reportedly agreed to acquiesce
after the war. Whether the Commission will
designate the new channel as clear, regional
or local is unknown, but majority reportedly
favor making it a local channel, thus providing many more stations.
ALONG PURELY political lines, opposition has
developed to reappointment of Gov. Norman
S. Case (R-R. L) to FCC. A charter member
of the Commission appointed in 1934, Gov.
Case is opposed by Sen. Green (D-R. I.), who
defeated him in Rhode Island gubernatorial
election in 1932. Chairman Porter is all out in
support of Case reappointment on merit. A
New York Republican is said to be endorsed
by Democratic Committee for appointment
when
June 30.Gov. Case's seven-year term expires
LEW AVERY, personable director of broadcast advertising of the NAB, may be contemplating going into business for himself. He has
told friends he does not plan to remain in trade
association activity for good. He has considered proposals
to enter
radiowith
repre-an
sentation. His name
has national
been linked
important figure in midwest representation
and with national authority on retail advertising in possible formation of new firm. Mr.
Avery, former sales manager of Buffalo Broadcasting Co. and for years with Free & Peters
Inc., Chicago, is noncommittal.
LT. COL. HAROLD B. RORKE, assistant chief
of public relations. Army Air Forces, is looking forward to an honorable discharge. Formerly assistant information director of CBS
in New York and before that head of the CBS
information department in Hollywood, Col.
Rorke has more than tentative plans. It
wouldn't be surprising to see him wind up with
one of the larger agencies, probably to headquarter in Chicago.
ATC manplane
plans President
of ChairPaul A.schedules
Porter frustrated
to confer with
Truman May 14 at what was to have been
their first formal conference since the Missourian assumed the Presidency. Subject of
conference was to have been international telegraph and cable merger, but broadcasting
doubtless would have been discussed. Date
postponed
until Mr. Porter's return probably
at end of month.
WHEN THE next broadcast emanates from
the White House, the new two-microphone rack
— one lead for all radio pickups and another
for newsreels — probably will be used. This
simplified arrangement, one of several radio
innovations planned for President Truman, is
{Continued on page 78)
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Upcoming
May 22-23: Mutual Board meeting, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
May 23: Telecommunications conference,
State
Dept.,Radio
Washington,
review InterAmerican
Conference toagenda.
May 24: Directors of the FMBI at Ambassador
East, Chicago, 10 a.m.
May 24: Meeting of industry engineers at
FCC, 10 a.m. to select committee for FM
propagation tests.
June 13: Oral argument, WOV New York
transfer
23). of control (postponed from May
Bulletins
ARMY HOUR on NBC will be cut to half-hour,
Niles Trammell, network president, indicated
Friday following receipt of letter from Col.
Edwin Kirby, chief, Radio Branch, Bureau of
Public Relations, War Dept. Noting progress
of war, Col. Kirby advised NBC that War Dept.
would require only half its present time period
and asked for first half-hour segment beginning
at 3:30 p.m., effective July 15. Acknowledging
letter, Mr. Trammell said three-year-old program has done outstanding job in keeping
home front abreast of activities of American
troopsber ofaround
world.advertisers
"We have for
had Sunday
a numrequeststhefrom
afternoon time if any should be available and
all are being given *due *consideration,"
he said.
*
FIRST NAVY-produced network series was
assured Friday when Rear Adm. Harold B.
Miller, USN, new Navy Public Relations head,
approved half-hour 26-week nighttime series
on Blue, scheduled to start this summer. Subject will be exploits of the Fast Carrier Task
Force of the Pacific Fleet, produced and diected by Lt. Arthur
USNR,
of Navy
Radio rSection,
Public Kui-lan,
Relations,
an ex-writer
for Campbell Playhouse and other programs.
Adrian Samish, Blue program and production
manager, and Lt. Comdr. Charles E. Dillon,
acting officer in charge, Navy Radio Section,
and former Red Cross radio director, are supervising.
* * *
REVIEWING
the
American
Co.'s
plans to build a network thatBroadcasting
will allow advertisers to reach the public - at a low cost per
listener in the postwar era, Chester J. Laroche,
vice-chairman, at a news luncheon in New York
last Friday, revealed that stock in the network
had been offered to 15 top executives "who are
there
to helpformake
it good."
has stanot
yet arrived
the sale
of stockThe„time
to affiliate
tions, he said, but that plan has not been abandoned and may be carried out in about six
months or a year. He denied a report that Time
Inc. is increasing its holdings of the network's
stock, amounting to 12V2%.

Business Briefly
FRED ALLEN TO RETURN • Standard
Brands Friday afternoon
signed Fred
a two-year
non-cancellable
contract with
Allen
through his agent, William Morris Agency, for
a program on NBC Sunday 8:30-9 p.m., beginning Oct. 7. Reportedly calling for $2O,O0C
paymentrunsweekly,
contract vacations.
provides forJ. two
week
with summer
Waltei39Thompson
Co.,
agency
for
C&S
Coffee
Tenderleaf Tea, will handle the program, anc
but
product has not been determined. The Eddi«
Bracken
Yeas1is
in that spotshowwillpromoting
be droppedFleischmann's
May 27. Agency
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
GENERAL MILLS RENEWS • General Mill
Inc., Minneapolis (Betty Crocker Soups, Bis
quick, Wheaties, Cheerioats and Gold Meda
Kitchen Tested Flour) renewed four quarter
hour periods known as General Mills Hour
effective June 1, 52 weeks, 5 weekly, 1-2 p.m
CWT. First three quarter-hours The Guidini
Light,NBCToday's
Children,
Women
in White
full
network.
Agency
is Knox
Reeve;oi
Adv., Minneapolis. Fourth period, Hymns_ o
All Churches, 4 times weekly, with Bettj
Crocker on Fridays on 38 NBC stations. Agenc;
is Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, Chicago.
HOPE REPLACEMENT • Pepsodent Divisioi
of Lever Bros., Chicago (Pepsodent products)
on June 12 replaces Bob Hope for 13 week
with The Man Called X on NBC stations
Tuesday
(EWT).
series stars10-10:30
Herbert p.m.
Marshall
with Secret
Ge Ge agen
Pear
son. Felix Mills is assigned musical directoi
Jack
Johnstone
is
producer
for
agency,
Footf
Cone & Belding.
SOTER NAMES AGENCY • F. & E. Sote
Tobacco Corp., New York, maker of Lady Han:
ilton cigarettes, has appointed Sheldon, Quic
& McElroy Inc., New York, to handle advei
tising. Newspapers
are being
used and spot ar
nouncements
are under
consideration.
IDUNNINGER FOR RINSO • Lever Bro;
Co., Cambridge, Mass., for Rinso, on June
starts 13-week Dunninger program replacin
Amos 'n' Andy on 139 CBS stations.
STEAKS AT OMAHA
IN THE EYES of two dozen broadcasters Omaha was the radio capital of the
world last week and John J. Gillin Jr.,
WOW Omaha general manager, was its
head man. Steaks, ribs of beef and wild
duck with wild rice were only a few of
the prime dishes served during the meeting of the NAB board there Wednesday
and Thursday. Meetings were held in the
sumptuous Woodmen of the World quarters. The board presented Host and Hostess Gillin with a silver tray and goblets
in appreciation.
BROADCASTING
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Executive's Wife in New Orleans
(ABOUT TO GO TO MARKET)

Or Farmer's Wife in Alabama
(ABOUT TO GO TO TOWN)
Folks

turn

first

to -

NEW

ORLEANS

THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts ★ Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Breslau, Eleanor
Adv. Production
Manager;
Harry BobStevens,
Carpenter,
Marie
AUDITING:
CatherineWoodward.
Steele, Mildred
Racoosin.B. T. Taishoff,
NEW
YORK:
S.
J.
Paul,
New
York
Advertiaing
Manager; Patricia Ann Foley.
CHICAGO: Florence Small, Mgr.; Jean Eldridge.
HOLLYWOOD: David Glickman, Mgr.; Marjorle
Barmettler.
TORONTO: James Montagnes.
CIRCULATION
BERNARD PLATT, Circulatton Manager
WASHINGTON: Dorothy Young.
ADDRESSES
WASHINGTON: Nail. Press BIdg. MEIroplln. 1022
NEW YORK: 250 Park Ave. Plaio 5-8355.
CHICAGO: 360 N. Mich. Ave. CENtrol 4115.
HOLLYWOOD: 1509 N. Vine St. GLadttone 7353.
TORONTO: 417 Harbour Committion BIdg. Elgin 8775.
Copyright IBiB by Broadcasting Publicationt /M.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: $5.00 PER YEAR, 15c PER COPY
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^^om

the poet, but to Mutual and
,t .oy be "o pause in the day's occupation" to busiest
periods in the whole
the
of
one
is
its audience. The Children's Hour
beam (and l.sten)
parents
while
y,
weekda
every
p.m.
6
radio day. From 5 to
four
to
youthful ears all over the land are bent catch these
approvingly,
consecutive, top-notch Mutual programs:
CHICK CARTER. . .Treading his foster-father's foot- j
prints, placed by the immortal Nick, this junior sleuth ;
tracks down consistent rating rewards, coast to coast, v
5:15-5:30
SUPERMAN... Back at work for Kellogg, the Man of
Tomorrow spans the continent five days a week, to
the increasing delight of sponsor and listeners alike..
5:30-5:45
MYSTERY HOUSE . . . Fans from 3 to (so help us) 93
applaud this new show, which distinguishes clearly
between healthy spine-tingling and sheer hysteria.
5:45-6
TOM MIX. . . Repeatedly rated the most popular daytime kid show on any network, the veteran straightshooter is notching new soles records for Ralston.

of them,
The success of all four of these programs, audience-wise, and of two
young
s
Mutuol'
of
iveness
action tribute: to the respons
sales-wise, is a doubleaudience, and to the skill of Mutual'? programmers.
that what s
And speaking of sales results-as who isn't-may we point out
also be won at 5 (now available in md,-,
being won at 5:15andand5:305:45(nowcould
available on the full network)?
viduol markets)

>--/i

TOP
"ANDS

Here's the answer to a big demand— more, good
B.M.I, music transcribed! Each month eight of
the most popular B.M.I, and P.D. hit tunes are
ready for you— played by leading bands and
artists and beautifully recorded on one, sixteen
inch, 3373 rpm double-faced disc. And they are
a\\ yours. For the first time in the industry C. P.
MacGregor is offering these transcriptions on on
outright sale basis. No fees or regulations to
govern their use. When you buy 'em you own
'em. Out about the 20th of each month.
Send your order now.

\

FLIGHT
W

ARTISTS

96 TONES .

Anticipation
AiUicipalion is one of the best of all salesmen.
Having learned to expect the best in new shows on
W AGA, Atlanta listeners anticipate refreshing new entertainnient at 590 on their dial.
WAGA's audience-building promotion carries this
"anticipation" one step further. Car-cards, 24-sheet
posters, newspaper ads and dealer tie-ins are used to
create audience anticipation for your WAGA program.
WAGA
ATLANTA
SOOO Watts n 590 Kes. American Broadtasfing Company.
Represented by Headley-Reed.

Ever see a slalion whose
daytime Hooper "share ol
audience" averages
49.0%!
Perhaps ...
... but liow about a
(ity where the daytime
"sels-in-use" averages
21.8*1
NOl . . .
. . . then look at
Lincoln -we (eel it's a
rare result in a market of
over 100,000 population.

Feature

of the

s ago50
, REE
1922,
May 22,year
-TH
NTYrrow
TWEwtomo
WDAY went on the air
from its one-room studio,
transmitter and engineering quarters in Fargo, N. D. The staff was
two peopl
HanceKenand
neth e,
Earl Reineke.
In the one room
(it was 10 X 18
feet) was the
transmitter, a
battered, upright
player piano, a
phonograph, a
table for the anReineke
tor - salesnouncer - operaforce.
The single motor generator was
mounted on springs in an adjacent freight elevator shaft. On
the roof of the building was the
30-foot antenna — considered a
menace by Fargo citizens who
could see little future in radio.
Today Earl Reineke is still active
head of WDAY, a record some believe is unique in the 25-year-old
industry. WDAY uses 5,000 w, occupies most of the top floor of the
building across the street from its
original
a theater whichquarters
is goingandto beowns
remodeled

Week

into an up-to-the-minute radio
plant
as soonandas labor
war's markets.
end loosens
up material
Those 23 years between were
busy ones for Mr. Reineke. Growth
at WDAY has been steady. In 1924
the station went to 100 w and by
1925 was ready for a commercial
manager.
In 1928 the station went to
1000 w. WDAY became affiliated
with
and after 11 months
shiftedCBS
to NBC.
By this time the staff had grown
to eight people and space was at a
premuim. The oldest local advertiser was building a fine eightstory building across the street and
the top floor looked good to Reineke.
So the oldest advertiser and the
oldest station in the Northwest got
together in the new building. In
came carpets, acoustic celotex,
grand pianos and a real pipe or5.000 gan.w. In 1931 the station went to
Even through the depression
WDAY kept on making progress.
The secret of success at WDAY
has been its desire to serve the
listening audience always. On that
foundation Mr. Reineke feels confident of the future.

In Fad,
KFOR has 80% more
daytime audience according
to Hooper than the next
highest station.

Sellers

of Sales

the station's first commerthe troit cialas manager.
The next year he orradiointime
sell men
ONEinduofstrythetofirst
g
anized aradio department for the
r
r,
is Hugh Rage owne and
managing director of First Kliag-Gibson Advertising Agency.
A few yearssociatedlater
Hugh Dyer
became(now
as,
United Broa
with Gene
agency.ters Chicago advertisingdcas
owner
of
WAIT
Chicago)
to
open
Hugh was born in Roan, Ind., in
1888, and educated there. He left the Consolidated Broadcasting
tem in Chicago. SysThe
MJ* sales o\
Roan to take his first
.
»^
organization
sold
job
with
the
Chi.
„
-.n9 on
ur
Yo
rf*.s
commercial casting
broad* if you're interested in
ernHew
cage Wholesale
be• ve;oU
Vir
through
or,deS
rria
^rgin
Drug
Goods
Co.
in
lines
Chicago as clerk. A
ratings, just multiply "setstions. with local stayear later he joined
in -use" by "share ol
Hugh originated
the Marshall Field
First United
Wholesale House in
casters in 1931Broadas a
the same capacity,
audience."
national
representaleaving there to sell
tive
firm
and
as
an
stock and insurance.
For a year
In 1915 he bought
R«pretented by Edward Petry Co., Inc a neighborhood
heagency.
straddled
the
fence as both agency
newspaper
the
and station rep. In
North
Sidecalled
Sunday
1932 he decided to
Citizen
and
publishKFOU
specialize
as an
ed it for five years.
agency.
During World War I
He
is
radio
time
Hugh served in the
buyer for the agency
Prog-.rangms. »o. ca- »
Army as a private in
HUGH
and handles the folboHa
the infantry on the
lowing accounts :
Mexican border.
ramm'"9 •
pfog
Engineering Inst., Willard
Lor nsastasuntra, nce
Becoming interested in radio in Utilities
Tablet
Co.,
Arvey
Corp.,
Wayne
co
o\
1920 Hugh joined the Radio Digest School of Practical Nursing, and
Vistenershipstaff as advertis- Turkey Run State Park.
(faningpublication)
manager. While serving on the
He has been married for 18
staff, he opened the Bureau of Wulp.
ofitable
by
prRepresenied
Broadcasting to sell time on the years to the former Ann-Marie
air. This was one of the first repHis only
is collecting
different brandshobby
of cigarettes.
He now
RAYMERI
resentative organizations.
BASICIOH
has
95
different
brands.
In 1927 he went with WJR DeSTAT
BROADCASTING
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MR. HOOPER

SAYS...

WRcmspmnAMs

In every competitive news period morning, afternoon
and night, WRC leads. Topping them all is Esso News
and Leif Eid commentary 6:00 to 6:15 p. m. daily with
. • . . more audience than the next three stations
combined.

WRC's leadership goes beyond news programs. Dutch
iergman's sports comments rate 9.3. An evening record
and spot period on WRC competing with a nationally
rtnown commentator is shaded for first place by .1 !
Herson in Person", another WRC program, tops netjvork competition.
| he final proof is given by the overwhelming preference
I|>flocal advertisers. Only WRC carried advertising for
||i||four Washington newspapers in 1944. On spot pro||rams—
our woman's
VRC byonbetter
than twoprogram
to one. local advertisers favor

I^ir. Hooper says more people listen to WRC programs
^•local and network. By every dependable measuresent WRC has been leading continuously for 22 years!

FIRST

in WASHINGTON

^^Xow
real

telephone

F&P

for

the

dope!''

We
0 Sure there's valuable information in data books!
use them all the time!
But for a true picture of any station or market, something more is required than mere statistics. Wise timebuying is often based on intimate acquaintance with a
constantly-changing situation where only an expert
knows whether a certain availability is exactly what an
advertiser needs.
Almost anybody in radio from a janitor up will give
"advice" and "inside information". F&P customers
prefer to take theirs from an educated specialist who
knows the necessity of being always accurate, honest
and reliable. And that's a description of all our Colonels !

FREE

&

Pioneer Radio
CHiCAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 444 Madison At
Franklin 6373
. Plaza 5-4130
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PETERS^

vsc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLUSIVE BEFRESENTATITES:
WGB-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKX
CINCINNATI
KDAL
OULUTH
WDAY
FABGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
F-WKZO . . OBANDKALAMAZOO
BAPIDSKMBO
......
KANSAS
CITT
WAVE
LOUISVILU
WTCN . . BONNBAPOLIS-ST.
PAUI.
WHBD
PEOBIA
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYBACUSI
IOWA DES MOINES
WHO
woe
DAVENPOBT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
SOUTHEAST
WCBM
BALTIMOBE
WCSC
CHABLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
BALEIGH
WDBJ
BOANOKE
SOUTHWEST
KOB
ALBUQUEBQUB
KEEW
BBOWNSTILLK
KXUL
KEW^
COBPUS CHBISTI
KWN
KOMA ." PACIFIC
.■ ." COAST POBTLAND
„
mi WBIOHT-SONOVOX,
ine.

SAN FRANCISCO: 11 1 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 6351 Holhu nod ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldi
Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2 1 b 1
Main 5667 f
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FM
Decision
Delayed
as FCC
Tests to Be Made;
BROADCAST ALLOCATIONS AT A GLANCE
Upstairs TV
PROPOSED ASSIGNMENTS TELEVISION— 44-50 mc*, 54-78
Assured
44-108 mc
mc*; 78-84 mc.
ALTERNATIVE No. 1
FACSIMILE— 102-104 mc.
By BILL BAILEY
FM — Educational, 50-54 mc; com- PERMANENT ASSIGNMENTS
Allocations Table on page 16
mercial, 54-68 mc.
STILL GROPING for further tech- TELEVISION— 68-74 mc; 78-108 TELEVISION— 174-186 mc**; 186nical data on which to assign FM
216 mc*; 480-920 mc.
48-50 mc.
permanently, the FCC Thursday al- FACSIMILE—
mc*.
TELEVISION
RELAY— 1245-1325
ALTERNATIVE No. 2
mc.
located al segments of the spectrum above 25 mc except that por68-72 mc; comtion from 44-108 mc, embracing the FM — Educational,
FACSIMILE— 470-480 mc.
mercial, 72-86 mc.
highly-controversial
definition television. FM and low- TELEVISION— 44-56 mc*; 60-66 EXPERIMENTAL BROADCAST
mc*;
86-92
mc;
92-104
mc*.
High-definition commercial tele- FACSIMILE— 66-68 mc.
—920-940 mc; 940-960 mc*.
vision and facsimile, however, were
CITIZENS' RADIO— 460-470 mc.
ALTERNATIVE No. 3
assured when materials are available.
& mobile.
84-88 mc; comMeanwhile proposed allocations FM — Educational,
*** Shared
Shared with
with fixed
Government.
mercial, 88-102 mc.
below 25 mc, including standard
band and international broadcast- the 44-108 mc band as follows: mc (shared with Government) ; 5
ing, were to be released today
36 mc (six channels) ; channels, 186-216 mc, (shared with
(Monday). The FCC and Interde- Television,
FM, 18 mc (first 20 channels for fixed & mobile); 480-920 mc; telepartment Radio Advisory Commit- educational,
vision relay, 1245-1325 mc; experinext 70 for commertee late Friday concluded a series
mental broadcasting, 920-940 mc;
cial) facsimile,
;
2 mc (to be given
of meetings in which minor differ- FM later);
940-960
mc (shared with fixed).
amateurs, 4 mc; nonences were ironed out. One controg
o
v
e
r
n
m
e
n
t
f
i
x
e
d
and
mobile
servFacsimile,
470-480 mc.
versial issue below 25 mc was reSubscription radio was ignored.
ices, 4 mc.
p
o
r
t
e
d
t
o
be
the
proposed
extenPermanent
allocations
for
broadAmateurs,
mc, 144-148
sion of the standard band to 540 kc.
cast services above 108 mc include mc, 220-225 mc,28-29.7
420-450 mc (when
the following:
no longer needed for special air
Three FM Proposals
Television, 2 channels, 174-186 navigation aids), 1145-1245 mc.
For FM the Commission proposed three alternatives, one to be
assigned after engineering tests are
made during the coming summer. NAB
Board
Fails to Name
They are (1) 50-68 mc; (2) 68-86
mc, (3) 84-102 mc, the latter proaccept the temporary presidency
Draft Loses ; but
posed in the Commission's
L. Edmund Zacher, president
last January
[Broadcasting,report
Jan. Morency
of Travelers Insurance Co., which
Plenary
Group
16]. In each of the alternatives eduowns WTIC, in reply to a board
cational FM would be given the
telegram, said he could not accede
first 20 channels and commercial
to the request. Presumably Mr.
FM the remaining 70. An additional
By Appointed
SOL TAISHOFF
2-mc,
proposed
to agree upon the selec- Zacher's refusal was premised
would now
be added
to FM for
in thefacsimile,
future UNABLE
upon Mr. Morency's value to the
tiinon ofits
a neweffort
president
thwartinasmuch as facsimile eventually
ed
to draftand Paul
W. and
company
after plans
16 years'
service
would be moved above 400 mc.
its postwar
in television
Morency,
secretary
and
general
To determine which of the three manager of WTIC Hartford, for and FM.
alternatives will be selected the a one-year interim term, the NAB
As a consequence of Mr. Morency's unavailability, the Board reCommission authorized Chief Engi- Board of Directors in Omaha last
leased, with a vote of commendaneer George P. Adair to head a Thursday named a new presidention and thanks, the presidential
joint committee of industry and
tial committee and endowed it with selection
committee which had
FCC engineers to conduct propa- plenary power to select a new served the past
and which had
gation studies during the coming "operating head" as expeditiously screened some 35yearprospects
for the
summer. Mr. Adair has invited as possible.
presidency
without
avail. This
some 25 prominent engineers to atZacher
Refuses
committee had urged another intend a meeting at 10 a.m. ThursJ. Harold Ryan, who has served
terim appointment with the sugday (May 24) at Commission heada permaquarters. At the conference the as temporary president for the victory.nent gestion
head thatbeselection
deferredof until
final
committee will be named and tests past year, announced his intention
begun immediately to measure of returning July 1 to his viceThe committee comprised Messrs.
Sporadic E transmission and other presidency of the Fort Industry
Co.
G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia,
vagaries.
Mr. Morency, by unanimous chairman; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW
Regardless of where FM finally
goes, the Commission will allocate vote of the Board, was asked to Omaha; James D. Shouse, WLW
BROADCASTING
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Allocates
2300-2450 mc, 5250-5650 mc, 10,00010,500 mc, 21,000-22,000 mc.
Three principal changes were
noted from the proposed report of
January and the final allocations
as released last Thursday afternoon following a conference between the FCC and IRAC. One involves enlargement of the band for
industrial, scientific and medicaf
devices in the 27 mc region. The
second is the 13th television channel below 300 mc; third is division
of a 6 mc band which was unassigned in the proposed allocations.
Two More to Facsimile
Twoforeofunassigned
the 6 mcbandin the
will heretogo to
facsimile, the remaining 4 to safety
services. These include 36 channels
for relay broadcast, 10 channels fpr
relay press and 26 channels for
general experimental, all to be
shared with other services.
Assurance from the War Production Board that no production
of AM, FM, television or facsimile
transmitters or recivers will be possible during 1945 and not likely the
first quarter
of 1946
the Com-of
mis ion to defer
its led
allocation
FM until engineering tests are
made. On the other hand, however,
should(Continued
Japan suddenly
on page capitulate
17) ,
New
Chief
Cincinnati; Don S. Elias, WWNC
Morency. and Messrs. Ryan and
Asheville,
The Board then elected a new
committee comprising Messrs.
Shafto and Gillin, who were renamed, and T. A. M. Craven, vicepresident, Cowles Broadcasting Co. ;
Dr. Frank Stanton, vice-president,
CBS;ing director
J, Leonard
managof WSB Reinsch,
WIOD WHIO;
and William B. Way, KVOO Tulsa.
This committee, which promptly?
elected Comdr. Craven chairman,
was given broadest possible powers to select an operating head.
This further
would permit
name witliout
Boardit toparticipation,
either a permanent or interim president or an interim managing director. In the latter event jt is presumed C. E. Arney Jr., secretarytreasurer, would resume the function he performed in early 1944
after the retirement of Neville
Miller as president and prior to
{Continued on page 61)
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New

Code

Senators, Porter
On European Tour
Craney, Military Heads Also
NEW CODE OF WARTIME PRACTICES
Inspecting Communications
American communiALL
MEDIAnot oftopublication
radio ingsDatesof naval
of launchlngs
and commission- A STUDYcations offacilities
in Europe and a
vessels.
are asked
publish or and
broadcast
aboutcauses
the sinking
or damInformation
in the information
following classes
ex- Information
survey
of
military
equipment,
esticept
when
such
is
made
aging
from
war
of
war
or
mermated tobe worth
chant vessels. Planes
available for publication or broadcast
by appropriate
authority
or
is
specifi$160,000,000,
is
cleared throughout
by the Office this
of Censorship:
Disposition,
composition,
movements,
(As callyused
Code the missions
being
undertaken
orwithin
strength
ofproceeding
Allied
military
this week
by a |
term
"Paclflc-Aslatlc
area"
means
the
air
units
or
to
or
Far Eastern combat
Including and
the from the Pacific-Asiatic area; military
southwestern
Alaskanzone,peninsula,
activities of commercial airlines in the
the
and water
of the waters
entire PacificAsiatic
information
PacificlandOcean
except areas
the coastal
group tors,ofaccompanied
Senanew andarea;
current
military conairof South
America,
and
extending
westcraft andcerningrelated
items
of equipment.
wardCapetown
on land and andsea the
to and
including
Fortifications
and
Installations
by
Paul
A.
PortAden,
east
coast
of
Africa.)
er, FCC ChairLocation
and
description
of fortificaWar Plans
tions, coast
defense
emplacements,
antiman;
one
prominent American
aircraft guns and otherdefense
air defense
Secret war
plans, or diplomatic
nego- installations,
broadcaster,
and
tions or conversations
which concern
Mr. Craney Army
and Navy
lation details ofincluding
public airports usedinstalfor
military tiaoperations.
military
purposes;
location
or
descripEnemy Attacks
tion of camouflaged objects.
communications
Information
about actual
impendProduction
heads, who left Washington last
enemy attacks
on orcontinental
New
and
secret
weapons,
identity
and
UnitedingStates.
location of plants making them; secret Monday
for a 10-day tour of
Armed Forces
designs,mentsformulas,
processes
experi-of Europe [Closed Circuit, May 14].
connected
with
theusedwar;orin rate
Identity, ofmovement,
or prospective
During
Mr. Porter's absence,
production
of
materiel
or
for
movement
Allied
Army,
Navy,
or
Marine
Corps for,
unitsor which
in, have
military operations;
move- Paul A. Walker, vice-chairman, is
ment or transportation
of war materiel.
been alerted
are onaretheir
way specialized
acting
chairman.
to. theican Pacific-Asiatic
area
from
AmerMilitary Intelligence
anywhere;
Accompanying the officials is Ed
concerning waroperations,
intelli- Craney,
or about territory
to move
directlythose
from moving,
Europe Information
gence or counterintelligence,
general manager of KGIR
to Exact
the Pacific-Asiatic
area.
methods
or
equipment
of
the
United
composition,
character
and
Mont.,
head of adviser
the Z-Baron
States, its devices;
allies, orsecret
the enemy;
secret Butte,
equipment
of
Allied
troops
which
are
Network
and personal
detection
United
States
in, or preparing
for, service in the or Allied means or systems of military radio matters
to
Sen.
Burton
K.
Pacific-Asiatic
area.
communications.
Identification
of members
of theor
Wheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of
Allied
Armedor Forces
with military
War Prisoners
naval
units
ships,
when
such
units
the
Interstate
Commerce
CommitInformation as to arrival, movements,
or ships are in, or en route to, or are confinement
to have been
or identity
of militaryarea.pris- listedtee. Heasis understood
returning
from, theof Pacific-Asiatic
area.
official adviser to Sen.
oners from the
Pacific-Asiatic
Identification
combat
Travel
until
made available
by thecasualties
War or
Wheeler.
Navy DepartmentsShipsor next of kin.
Advance
on theroutes,
times
Wheeler Statement
and
methodsinformation
ofranking
travel byArmy,
President;
movements
of
Navy,
and
Identity,
location,
character,
descripMarine
officers
to,
from
or
within
the
Just
before
leaving, Sen. Wheeler
tion, movements and prospective movearea.
issued this statement: "During reconvoys.ments of naval vessels, transports, and Pacific-Asiatic
Photographs
and
Maps
cent hearings before our subcomIdentity, location, cargoes, movements
Photographs
or mapsspecified
conveying
any
and
the information
in other
mittee studying international
comvessels.prospective movements of merchant ofsections
Army representatives
of
this
Code;
aerial
photoExistence
of
mine
fields
or
other
s of harbors,installations.
war plants, military testified that munications.
defenses, including secret guides or vital graphdefense
approximately $160,toharbor
navigators.
000,000 worth of communications
equipmenttheaters
has been
installed in
even though they may be going on the near future. He suggested various
of operation.
to the Pacific later. It was found clearing stories about ships in the
"Now that the European war is
necessary to include warships Atlantic with the Office of Censor- over, the problem arises as to what
everywhere
the cloak
of siship since the situation is expected disposition shall be made of a sublence but theunder
situation
regarding
stantial part of this equipment.
from day to day and The committee,
merchantmen is purely temporary to change
in addition to
(Continued
on page 66)
and may be eliminated entirely in
studying the general problem of
broadening our communications,
expects to survey this surplus
Members
of the making
Interstate
merce Committee
the Comtrip,
equipment."
besides Chairman Wheeler, are:
Sens. Ernest W. McFarland (DAriz.), Frank P. Briggs (D-Mo.),
publisher of the Macon (Mo.)
Chronicle-Herald and close friend
of President
Truman,
succeeded the President
on thewhoCommittee
when Mr. Truman was elected
Vice-President; Albert W. Hawkes
(R-N. J.), board chairman, Congoleum-Nairn Co.; Homer E. Capehart
(R-Ind.), Indianapolis manufacturer.
The party includes Rear Adm
Joseph
R. Redman, director
Naval Communications;
Maj. Genof
Frank E. Stoner, Chief, Army
Communication's Service, Signal
Corps;
Comdr.
Henry Redman;
Williams Maj.
Jr,
USN, aide
to Adm.
Joseph J. Smetana, USA, control
Army Communications Serv
Drawn for Broadcastino by Sid Hix officer.
ice;
Edward Cooper, secretary
of theLt.subcommittee.
'What'll Those WIBW Promotion People Think of Next!"
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Places

Security Is Only Factor;
Broadcast Bans
!
Are Eased
By SIDNEY SHELLEY
GOING much further than was
thought possible several weeks
ago, according to Director of Censorship Byron Price, a new Code
of Wartime Practices, issued last
Friday, embodies sweeping revisions and places radio and newsfirst time.papers on equal footing for the
The new Code, surprisingly
short in text, lifts practically all
restrictions on news from and to
Europe and is based on security
requirements related to the war
with Japan.
In opposition to some who would
have continued censorship for
other and varied reasons, Mr. Price
said at a news conference that the
Code considers only military necessity. Inevitably, however, he
added, there will be a short "hangover
period"
until inthetheperfect
order is established
Atlantic
and Europe and at least one more
amendment to the Code will be
necessary. He expressed hope that
there will be an equally short hangover period for international communications which still are subject
to some supervision.
Provisions Deleted
Summarizing the differences between the new and old editions of
the Code, Mr. Price listed 20 provisions covering certain restrictions in the past, which have been
deleted. They are:
Broadcasting
programs Inprograms
foreign languages,forecasts.
man-in-the-street
and
allSabotage.
weather
Air raids.
relating to
theTroop
Pacificmovements
and Asiaticexcept
theaters.
Armycept inand
NavyandimitAsiatic.
identification exPacific
Restrictions
on ship onconstruction.
Advance information
launching of
merchantmen.
Shipyards.
Diplomatic
exchange except
ships. in Pacific
movements
andPlane
Asiatic.
Bomb
shelters.
Production rates except specialized
classes.
Imports,materials.
experts and stock piles of
strategic
All
prisoners
of war except Japanese.
Enemy
aliens.
Hidden art treasures and archives.
President's
notice
on routemovements
of travel. except advance
Diplomatic
missions.
Banking
Army
and NavyandoEQcers
cept relating toandPacific
Asiatic.exPhotograph
reduced
accordingly. map requirements
A mapinition wgiving
combat area
il be distributed
with defthe
Code late last week. Generally
the area includes, besides the obvious war theaters, the east coast of
Africa, the western part of the
Panama Canal, the Aleutian Islands and part of the Alaskan
peninsula.
. Expanding upon some points in
' the new Code which might bear
clarification, Mr. Price explained
that mention may be made of
troops which are shifted back to
the United States from Europe
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Radio,

Press

on

Par

UNCIO
Urges
todomination,
Prevent
War
the worst enemy
America, haveRadio's
played the role of underUse
victory? Men and women
today turn
Record in Europe forty divisions in liberating Eu- are grateful to the BBC for giving their eyes in expectation toward
us
the
daily
information
needed
to
those
who
have
microphones
at
rope.
The'
guns
are
now
silent
in
Cited As Proof
Europe. They will be silenced one foster our hope. Every night, those their disposal. We trust that the
among
us
who
had
managed
to
day
in
the
Pacific.
At
that
time
radio,
and
especially
the
British
of Abilities
radio will be free again . . . for keep their wireless sets, would radio, will remain faithful to the
FULLEST possible international voices which will teach again the listen in to the London broadcasts. principles upon which it worked at
and pride of friendship and In those days I have already ex- the time of our trials."
use of radio to help prevent future price
he very special gratitude
wars is the recommendation of decency. What a tool is radio to the wholepres ed tFrench
China's Statement
nation felt for
lift
the
world, to build a real,
leading delegates to UNCIO.
the
BBC.
Today
in
San
Francisco
working
lasting
commonwealth
of
China's
delegation: "The imporA preliminary report on a survey
I am happy to repeat openly what
tance of radio broadcasting in v/armade by the British Broadcasting nations. Let us use it and use it our
secret
messages
then
tried
to
time
has
been
amply demonstrated
Corp. shows a complete cognizance
during the last few years. The
of the contribution radio is making
M. Bidault, France's minister of convey . . . Who can deny that greater
importance
of the role of
will not be less necesaffairs: "We, the French broadcasting
for victory and the hope that na- foreign
well." who
sary for peace than it proved for radio after the war is becoming
for so long have lived
tional radio networks will cooperate people,
universally
recognized.
In the
toward becoming as great an inclosely knit world
of
tomorrow
fluence in the struggle for lasting
ternational broadcasting can in-be
peace.
one
of
the
effective
forms of edu13 Nations Respond
cation and cultural cooperation
An analysis of statements reamong
nations Jan
. . C. Smuts,
FieldtheMarshal
ceived in answer to letters, signed
delegation of Union of South
by John Salt, North American DiAfrica: "For nearly six years of
rector of BBC, leads radio authoridevastation and human suffering,
ties to believe this survey may
become the foundation for an invoice of free radio — The Voice of
BBC — kept alive the spark of hope
ternational radio organization composed of national radio networks.
in Europe. Through the darkest
At least, authorities point out, these
days radio's ofmessage
in the
restoration
liberty ofgavefaithstrength
statements by leaders of democratic
and endurance to enslaved peoples.
governments will crystallize the
In evil hands, radio was abused to
need for greater cooperation between radio organizations of the
promote evil, but all the forces of
world.
evil isecould
not silence
of the dawn
to come.radio's
In thepromnew
Nations which have, to date, re1 sponded : Australia, Belgium,
era into which we are now enter• China, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia,
ing, sradio
and the
a responibility— a hasdutya duty
to keep
world
France, Haiti, Liberia, Luxeminformed so that all men may have
bourg, Norway, Philippine Comaccess to truth, and a responsi' monwealth. Union of South Africa
and Syria. United States, Soviet
bility to protect truth so that men
and nations may build their under' Union, and other delegations expressed regrets, said Salt, that
standing ofworld affairs
on endurpressure of conference business had
ing foundations.
So doing,
radio
! made it impossible to submit their
may be tempered into the greatest
instrument
for
peace
and
tolerance
' statements in time for this release.
■ Statements received follow:
the world has ever known."
Jan Masaryk, leader of the
Other Nations
' Czechoslovakian delegation: "I canFrom Liberia, Haiti and Ethii'not think of a successful functionh ing of the international security
opia come expressions of confidence
that proper use of radio can help
' organization without the closest
possible contact among nations
break down "international
misunderstanding and the ease with
■' through
medium
of radio. co-It
seems to the
me that
international
which they can be exploited." "For
operation inthe field of communithe
nationsMakonnen
of the world,"
said small
Bitwodded
Endalcation isone of the next important
steps to be taken up jointly by all
kaachau,
prime
minister
of Ethinations of the world in order to
opia,
"it
is
particularly
important
that their viewpoints and problems
make the charter of peace effective.
understood and appreciated
tie-in by KFWB Hollywood and KYA San Francisco as part be
I Radio helped us to win the war in ofREGIONAL
It is doubtful whether any
their
coverage
of
UNCIO
is
on
the
air
(top)
with
(1
to
r)
Bill
Ray,
IEurope. It can help us even more KFWB program director; Don Fedderson, KYA president, manager; abroad.
single
instrument is more clearly
fin our task of preserving peace." Harry Maizlish, KFWB manager; Bill Brovm, KYA program director,
laying the foundations
Radio Brought Comfort
news editor, directing operations.
ofcapable
mutual ofcomprehension
among the
Radio executives at UNCIO (center) scan Broadcasting: (I to r) peoples of the world than is radio.
Victor Delaveleye, Belgium delePhilip
G.
Lasky,
KROW
Oakland,
mgr.;
Willett
Kempton,
Deputy
Chief
Its world-wide development in the
•'.gate
originatorover
of the
victoryandcampaign
the V-forBBC: OWI Domestic Radio Bureau, UNCIO radio relations officer; James C. postwar years is a matter of imKALW San Francisco FM station, coordinator for inde; "Any European who lived through Morgan, dir.,
Austin Fenger, KSFO San Francisco analyst; Gerald Ackers,
Generalperative
Carlos
necessity."Romulo, head of
''the dark years of German occupa- KSAN Sanpendents;
Francisco, mgr.
■ tion will testify that the voice of
Philippine
Commonwealth
delegaElsa Maxwell (lower left), MBS commentator, hears surprise playtion: "Radio, which has proved
J ''the
free world
radiodaily
...
brought
to the carried
peoplesbytheir
back of initial Elsa MaxivelVs Party Line after Ray Hofheinz (1) owner itself one of the most effective instruments of war, is an indispen' ration of hope and comfort, a ration of KTHT Houston and Maj. E. Z. Jones, WBBB Burlington, N. C,
spotted wire recorder close by to catch uncensored comments and
sable tool for building and mainJj- as
indispensable
meager mgr.,
program at San Francisco.
ration
of food. It asis their
no exaggerataining the peace. People all over
Mr. Kempton (lower right) confers with (1 to r) John Salt, N. Amer. the world must talk with one anto say that from
the forty BBC
micro-in director
other freely and openly; they must «
of BBC, Ira Dillworth, CBC; Allan Carmichael, Australian
5 ■ tion
phones
(Continued on page 70)
London operating
and from thetheshores
of Best. Com.
IfiBRO ADC ASTING
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TABLE

OF

ALLOCATIONS,

' THE
FOLLOWING
TABLEradiocontains
the allocations
frequencies kc.to The
the
variousalso
non-governmental
services
toof 30,000,000
table
contains for convenient
referencefrom
the 25,000
international
allocations which
the Commission will recommend to the Department of State and the allocations
which
the Interdepartment
governmental
radio services. Radio Advisory Committee is proposing for the
Gov. & Non-Gov. Fixed .
NoteMobile
1
27.185-27.455 Scientific,
■ Medical

30-30.5
32-33-30.5-32
33
34-35- 343536
37-38-36- 373839
39-404010.96
40.96-41
' ' 48-50
44-48
50-54
90-96
96-102
102-108
44-50
50-56
56-«0
60-66
66-€8
68-72
72-86

44-50
50-54
54-60
60-«6
66-72
72-78
78-84
84-88
88-102
102-104
104-108
108-112
112-118
118-122
122-132
132-144
144-148
148-152
152-162
162-174
174-180
180-186
186-192
192-198
19»-204
204-210
210-216
216-220
220-225
225-328.6
328.6-335.4
335.4-400

Amateur
Fixedtime & Mobile, except MariFixed && Mobile,
Fixed
Mobile, except
except Aero.
Aero.
Fixed
& Mobile,
Mobile,
except
Aero.
Fixed
&
except
Aero.
Fixed
&
Mobile,
except
Aero.
Fixed & Mobile,
Mobile, except
Aero.
Fixed
except
Fixed &&& Mobile,
Mobile, except
except Aero.
Aero.
Fixed
Aero.
Fixed && Mobile,
Mobile, except
Aero.
Fixed
except
Aero.
Scientific,
Industrial
&
Medical
Fixed
Mobile, except
except Aero.
Aero.
Fixed
&& Mobile,
44-108 me. —
Amateur
Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Broadcasting,
Mobile
Fixed & Mobile,Fixed
except&& Mobile
Aero.
Broadcasting,
Fixed
Broadcasting,
Fixed
&
Mobile
Broadcasting,
Fixed
&
Mobile
Broadcasting,
Fixed && Mobile
Mobile
Broadcasting, Fixed
44-108 mc—
Broadcasting, Fixed & Mobile
Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Broadcasting,
Fixed && Mobile
Broadcasting,
Fixed
Mobile
Broadcasting,
Fixed & Mobile,Fixedexcept& Mobile
Aero.
44-108 mc—
Broadcasting, Fixed & Mobile
Amateur
Broadcasting,
& Mobile
Broadcasting, Fixed
Fixed
Broadcasting,
Fixed &&& Mobile
Mobile
Broadcasting,
Fixed
Mobile
Broadcasting,
Broadcasting Fixed & Mobile
Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Fixed
& Mobile, (Localizers)
except Aero.
Air
Navigation
Air
Navigation
(Ranges)
Aero
Mobile
(Airport
Control)
Aero Mobile
Fixed
&
Aero.
Mobile
Amateur
Fixed
Fixed &&& Aero.
Mobile,Mobile
except Aero.
Fixed
Mobile
Broadcasting
Fixed
&& Mobile
Broadcasting
Fixed
Mobile
Broadcasting Fixed
&& Mobile
Broadcasting
Fixed
Mobile
Broadcasting
Fixed
&
Mobile
Broadcasting Fixed
& Mobile
Broadcasting,
Fixed & MobileFixed & Mobile
Amateur
Fixed & Mobile
AirPath)
Navigation Aids (Glii
Fixed & Mobile

Gov. & Non-Gov. Fixed &
NoteMobile
1
Amateur
Gov.Mobile
& Non-Gov. Fixed &
Note 1
Government
Non-Gov.
& Mobile
GovernmentFixed
Non-Gov.
Fixed & Mobile
Government
Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile
Government
Non-Gov.
Fixed & Mobile
Government
Non-Gov.
GovernmentFixed & Mobile
Scientific,
Medical Industrial &
Government
Non-Gov.
Fixed & Mobile
Alternative No. 1
Amateur
Facsimile
casting FM
Educational
Commercial
casting FM
Television Fixed & Mobile
Non-Gov.
Mobile
Television,
Fixed
Television, Fixed
Fixed &&& Mobile
Mobile
Television,
Mobile
Television, Fixed
Television,
Fixed && Mobile
Alternative No. 2
Television, Fixed
Fixed && Mobile
Mobile
Television,
Amateur
Television, Fixed & Mobile
Facsimile
casting FM BroadEducational
Commercial FM BroadTelevision
Television,
Fixed
Television,
Fixed &&& Mobile
Mobile
Non-Gov. Fixed
Mobile
Alternative No. 3
Television, Fixed & Mobile
Amateur
Television,
Fixed
&& Mobile
Television,
Fixed
Mobile
Television,
Fixed
Mobile
Television, Broadcasting
Fixed && Mobile
Television
casting FM BroadEducational
casting FM BroadCommercial
Facsimile Fixed & Mobile
Non-Gov.
Government
Government
Airport
Control
Aero
Mobile
Non-Gov.)
Government
Amateur
Government & Mobile
Non-Gov.
GovernmentFixed
(pr:
Television
Government
Television &&Fixed
Government
Television,
Mobile
Television,
Fixed &&& Mobile
Television,
Fixed
Mobile
Television,
Fixed
&
Mobile
Television,
Government Fixed & Mobile
Amateur
Government
(military) towithbe
adequate
channels
reserved
for
AirPath)
Navigation civilAidsaviation
(Glide
Government
(military) towithbe
adequate
channels
reserved for civil(including
aviation
Government
Radio Sonde)

Remarks
Power to be
limited inter-national y to
500 w peak
Allto beequipment
adjusted
&as maintained
mc as
closely
possible
27.! to beto
Power
limited inter-national y to
500 w peak
Power to be
limited inter-national y to
Note500 2w peak.
Notes
Note 22 & 3
Notes
Note 222 && 33
Notes
Note
2
Notes
Note 22 & 3
Notes
Note 22 & 3

Notes 5A &
Note
55
Note
Note
5
Note
Note 55

Note
Note 55
Note 6
Note
Note■ily55
Note
Notes 55 & 5A

Note
Note
Note
Note
Note

55
55
5

25,000

KC

TO

30,000,000

KC

Allocation Remarks
420-450 Air Navigation & Amateur Amateur & Air Navigation
Note 8
All Non-Government
services
will beshowing
established
above requirements.
450 me on an'experimental AirbasisNavigation
pending
adequate
as to inneedtheandbandstechnical
450-460
460-470 Fixed
& Mobile
Non-Gov.
Fixed & Mobile " "
Facsimile Radio
Broadcasting
Citizens'
470-480
Broadcasting
480-920
Television
Experimental
Broadcast
920-940 Broadcasting
Broadcasting
940-960
Fixed & Broadcasting
Broadcasting
FixedServices
& Experimental
960-1145
Navigation
Aids
Amateur Aids
1145-1245 Navigation
Amateur Relay
Television
1245-1325
Fixed
&
Mobile,
except
Aero.
Non-Gov.
Fixed
Fixed
&
Mobile
1325-1375
(including Aero.)& Mobile
Government
&
Mobile
1375-1600 Fixed
Air
Navigation Aids
1600-1700
Navigation Aids
Meteorological
Meteorological
1700-1750 Air
Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile
Fixed
&
Mobile,
except
Aero.
1750-2100
Government
2100-2300 Fixed
Amateur
Amateur&& Mobile
2300-2450
Fixed & Mobile
Mobile, except Aero. Non-Gov.
2450-2700
Meteorological
2700-2900 Fixed
Meteorological
&
Air
(Navig
a
t
i
onAids
Aids) & Air (Navig
a
t
i
o
n
A
i
d
s
)
Navigation
2900-3700
Navigation
Aids Aids
Air
Navigation
Air
Navigation
3700-3900
Non-Gov. FixedAids& Mobile
Fixed && Mobile
Mobile, except Aero. Government
3900-4400
4400-5000
5000-5250 Fixed
strument lanAids
ding) (InAir
Navigation
Aids
(InAir
Navigation
s
t
r
u
m
e
n
t
l
a
n
d
i
n
g
)
Amateur
Amateur
5250-5650
Non-Gov.
Fixed
5650-7050 Fixed
&
Mobile,
except
Aero.
Government & Mobile
Fixed & Mobile
7050-8500 Special
Government
8500-10000
Navigation Aids
Amateur
10000-10500 Amateur
Fixed & Mobile
Fixed && Mobile
Mobile, except Aero. Non-Gov.
10500-13000
GovernmentFixed
Fixed
13000-16000
& Mobile
Fixed
&& Mobile
Mobile, except Aero. Non-Gov.
16000-18000
Government
Fixed
Amateur
18000-21000 Amateur
21000-22000
Government
Fixed
&
Mobile
22000-26000 Fixed & Mobile, except Aero. Non-Gov. Fixed & Mobile
26000-30000
30000-Up Experimental
Experimental
Number of
Class
of
Station
Relay Broadcast and Geophysical Channels
24
Power,
Petroleum,
etc.*
1210
Provisional
andand Experimental
Relay
Press
Motion
Picture
Aeronautical
(Primarily
Flight
Test
and
Flying
School)
76
*Other industries
similar radio
Note 2: No change proposed
in existing requiring
services between
30 andservice.
44 mc outside of the Continental
United
States.
Note 3: Onwill
thebe basis
channelservices
width ininitially
Part Number
I) of 40 ofkc provisions
made offoran theaverage
following
the band(see 30Sec.to 240of mc:****
Class
of
Station
Channels
Provisional and Experimental 2
General
204
MaritimeHighway
MobileConservation
andMobile**
Geophysical
Forestry
andand
(6Urban
sharedTransit)
with Maritime
Mobile
6
shared
with
296
Special Emergency
Power,
Petroleum,Provisional
etc.*
7
Urban
Transit,
and
Experimental
Fire
155
Police
36
Low *Other
Power industries
Provisional requiring
and Experimental***
2
similar radio service.
provide
radio
communication
service
to etc.
all types
of
mobileing**May
units
such
as
marine,
land
vehicles,
aircraft,
Pendfinalthese
determination
the
best method
ofexperimental
operation ofbasis
this
channels onwillofa common
be assigned
on anbasis,
—service
12 forbuses,
development
carrier
4 shown
for trucksthatanda
4different
for
except
in
those
cases
where
it
is
distribution is more desirable.
***Antenna
input power limited to 5 watts peak.
****In
nated in thisaddition,
band. 11 Government channels are to be desigNote 4: On the vibasis
of
an
average
Partmc: I) ofof 40 kc prosions wil be made for the channel
followingwidth
servicesinitially
in the (seebandSec.42 2toof44Number
... Mobile
, Class
Station
Channels
Maritime
and ofGeophysical
4
General Highway Mobile**
20
Police
Provisional and Experimental 241
provide
communication
service
to etc.
all types
of
mobileing**May
such as radio
marine,
aircraft,
finalunits
determination
of thebe land
bestvehicles,
method
ofexperimental
operation
ofPendthis
service,
these
channels
wiU
assigned
on
an
basis
— 12 4forfordevelopment
a those
commoncasescarrier
basis, 4 for trucks
and
buses, exceptonis inmore
different
distribution
desirable.where it is shown that a
Note 5: Provision
may
be
made
for
the
operation
of
non-governmental
and circuits,
mobile forestry
services
(such circuits,
as, police rural
controltelephone,
and relaybroadcast
circuits, point-to-point,
marine fixed
control
fixed
studioof need
to transmitter
links,
railroad,
terminal
and
yard
operations)
upon
proper
showing
and
that
these
channels
may
bei
shared on a mutually non-interfering basis.
Note 5A: Aeronautical
remain suitable
on 75 mcfrequency.
with adequate guard bands as long as required oruntilmarkers
moved toto another
Note 6: Oning the
basis mof thean average
channel
width of 50 kc provisions will beNumber
made forof the foUow.
services
band Class
74-78
ofmc:Station
Provisional
and
Experimental
Channels
2
Forestry and Conservation
Power, Transit
Petroleum,
etc.* and Conservation
Urban
—
Forestry
Special
Emergency (Including Highway Maintenance)
FireProvisional
Police
*Other industries(Continued
requiringon similar
next page)radii
i

FM
Decision
New Tests to be Made;
Upstairs Television
Assured
{Continued from page 13)
and the WPB reverse itself, that
agency has assured the FCC that 90
days notice will be given, according to the Commission news recations.lease which accompanied the alloIn declining to make a final decision on the future location of FM,
the
Commission
said itwere
"feltdesirthat
further
measurements
able," and pointed out that the delay in allocating the service "would
not in any way hamper the future development of that service."
Should the Japanese capitulate,
however, the Commission would immediately allocate the 44-108 mc
band without benefit of the engineering tests, it was learned.
Service by Service
Significant in the Commission's
announcement was a statement that
the allocations between 44-108 mc
.probably will be ordered into effect
"service
service",as contingent upon
suchby factors
availability of manpower and materials,
results of the Inter-American Conference at Rio de Janeiro,
Sept.standards.
3, and preparation ofopening
rules
and

Delayed; FCC
Allocates
Some witnesses had testified the
its total occurs during the sum- loss
would be tremendous.
mer months. •
Then followed a two-day secret
In connection with the joint en- session
while the military
gineering committee and tests to clamped aand
strict censorship on what
be made, the FCC release said: took
place, it was no secret that
"The Commission decided that it
was extremely important that the the FCC was not completely "sold"
tests with respect to FM should be- on moving FM upward.
One thing was definite. The Comgin at once, since the season of the
mission was unanimous in desigyear is approaching during which
nating the three alternatives for
Sporadic E transmissions are ex- FM, according
to reliable reports.
pected to be Data
at their
maximum." At a meeting a fortnight
ago, variNorton
Contested
ous proposals were advanced
When the hearings on FM opened [Broadcasting, May 14]. Then
came the check with WPB. When
last fall. Sporadic E was presented the
Commission was assured that
as a possible
detriment
to
a
nationwide service at certain locations in there was no need for hurry, due
the spectrum. Then in the closing to production restrictions, the endays. Dr. K. A. Norton, former
gineering tests were decided. DeCommission technical information
Norton's engineers,
contentions there
and
specialist now on duty with the War those spiteof Dr.industry
Dept., threw a bombshell into the is little if any quantative propagaproceedings by flatly asserting that
tion data in the 100-mc band, exin his opinion FM could best serve
perts say, and the Commission
above 120 mc because of F-2 layer wants to be sure before it allocates
transmission in the lower fre- a new service on a permanent basis.
quencies. [Broadcasting, Nov. 6].
Requirements Astounding
At the same time he expressed the
Although manufacturers have
opinion that television should be
allocated above 400 mc.
been pressing the Commission for
FM allocations, it was
Sporadic E went to the back- definite
out that the WPB sees
ground as proponents of 40-mc pointed
of large-scale ciFM hastened to challenge Dr. Nor- little prospect
vilian manufacture of transmitters
ton's contentions.signed
At oralbyargument
and receiving sets for some time to
a memorandum
Maj. E. come,
even though the Japanese
H. Armstrong, FM inventor; Dr. war should
the near future.
H. H. Beverage, and Dr. C. R. Bur- Requirementsendforin the
military will
rows, charging that Dr. Norton continue, after hostilities
cease, inerred in his calculations, was ina
s
m
u
c
h
a
s
the
U.
S.
is
expected to
t
r
o
d
u
c
e
d
.
I
t
was
based
on
studies
■.permanent
That ledallocations
to speculation
that
maintain
a
large
Army
and
Navy
for FM and made by those three engineers in
television below 108 mc probably collaboration with Dr. G. W. Pick- for some time after the war.
would not be made prior to the ard.
Tube requirements for the miliBaileyDr. H. T. Stetson and Stuart
Rio conference. On the other
tary alone are astounding, accordit was reliably learned thathand
ing tovilian
authentic
the
At oral argument the Commistube needs information.
are growing Ciby
.Commission is pressing for a Sepsion
placed
in
the
record
data
tendthe
day
as
the
total
goes
tiember deadline in its final allocaing to show that the economic loss to military services.output
is
iiions. The engineering data are ex- to the public, manufacturers and some doubt whether, in There
the first
pected to be completed by August, broadcasters would be minor in
after the war, sufficient tubes
since Sporadic E reaches its maxi- comparison to the improved serv- year
could be produced to equip more
ice if FM were moved upward. than
mum in June and July and 90% of
3,000,000 sets.
Little Hope for Year
Only when military cutbacks
(Continued from page 16)
reach 75% will unrestricted ciOning theservices
basis inof thean average
band 152channel
to 162 width
mc: of ( : provisions will be made for the followvilian production be permitted, under WPB's latest order [BroadClam of Station
Channels
Police
36
May 14]. Manufacturers,
That isn't exFire
pectedcasting,
until 1947.
Provisional
and Experimental 1224
on the other hand, have been thinkRelay
Press
Forestry-Conservation,
Geophysical
ing in terms of 12-14 million sets
Power,
Petroleum,
etc.*
6
the first year of production in efMaritimeMobile**
Mobile
Urban
248
forts to handle backlog orders of
Rural
Subscriber
Telephone
25 million. Since 5-10 tubes are
ShortBroadcast
Distance Toll Telephone
Relay
12
required
for each set, it appeared
Motion Picture,
Geophysical, Forestry-Conservation
problematical whether the industry
Provisional
and Experimental
Railroads
602
could
produce
sufficient tubes for
*Other classes of stations rendering similar radio services.
the
12 million or
provide
radio
communication
service
to etc.
all typesPend-of
more contemplated
receivers.
mobileing**May
units
such
as
marine,
land
vehicles,
aircraft,
final
determination
of
the
best
method
of
operation
of
this
The
FCC
is
understood
to have
service these channels will be assigned on an experimental basis
taken all those factors into consid—and12 4forfor development
commoncases carrier
basis, 4 for trucks
buses, exceptisonmore
in athose
eration in its determination to dedifferent distribution
desirable. where it is shown that a
lay allocating FM until engineering
mc may continue temporarily on a non " tests are completed. Manufacturers,
however,
to get to work on
ote 8: ToAmateur
be used temporarily
for "Special" air navigation aids. Band to be exclusively the drawingwantboards,
make test sets,
longer required
peak powerwhento beno limited
to 50 w. for "Special" air navigation aids; meanwhile Amateur complete
their preliminary work
)te 9: To be menttemporarily
used
for
"Special"
air
navigation
aids
and
reserved
for
Non-Governand be ready to go when the WPB
services when no longer required for "Special" air navigation aids.
the signal.
>te 10: May
be usedlinks,
by low
fixed police
point-to-point
stationscircuits,
for suchetc. services as studio- gives
transmitter
controlpowercircuits,
fixed facsimile
Postponement of the FM alloca»j^,0,A,I>C ZESTING
ffrpadcasl Advertifipg,

FCC STATEMENT
TEXT of FCC statement announcing the allocations between 25 and
30,000 mc follows:
today (May
17) announced
itsThefinalFCCfrequency
allocations
non-governmental
radio
services toin the
the
portion
of
the
spectrum
between
and
30,000
mc
with
the
exception
of25which
the
44-108
mc
region
of
the
spectrvim,
is leftoutcome
unasslgnedof atmeasurements
this time pending
the
tests
FM transmission during and
the
comingof summer.
This catespace
will
tiltimately
be
alloto television.
18 mc tod as follows:
FM, 2 mc36 tomcfacsimile,
4 mc
to the amateurs
andmobile
4 mc services.
to non-gove
r
n
m
e
n
t
f
i
x
e
d
and
preciseaboveallocation
within
this undecided
regionTheto
the
services
remained
but the Commission indicated three
possible alternative allocations for this
region, cwhich
exact loation of FM. turn
The upon
threethealternatives
for FM are (1) 50-68 mc, (2) 68-86 mc,
and (3) 84-102 mc.
Further Tests Desirable
The Commission also announced that
with thedustry icooperation
of theplanning
radio in-to
t is Immediately
proceed
withdesigned
tests during
the summer
which
are
to
determine
the
best of the three alternatives. A joint
committee, under the chairmanship of
the Commission's chief engineer, and
composed missionof andengineers
the Comthe radio from
industry,
will
conduct these tests.
The reason for not making a final decisiomnisatiothe
was that
the Comn felt thattime
further
measurements
were desirable
before
making
a final
allocation
for FM.pointed
In thisoutconnection
the
Commission
that
its
decision
make would
a finalnotallocation
for
FM atnotthisto time
in any
way
future thedevelopment
that hamper
service thebecause
Commissionof
has received
the War
Production Boardadvice
that from
the radio
industry
will not resume production of new AM.
FM and ceivtelevision
transmitters
or
reers "in 1945 or even in the first
part of 1946 unless Japan capitulates.
This tityis ofnot
to say and
that possibly
a small aquanreceivers
few
transmitters
maythisnotwillbehave
madelittle
avail-or
able.
However,
no effect on the future expansion of
AM, FMhas and
television
services". The
WPB
advised
that In thealsoevent
theretheis Commission
any change
in its prediction, it wUl give 90 days
advance notice.
These allocations will probably be
ordered into effect service by service,
with thecount suchCommission
into acfactors as taking
the availability
ofof manpower
and
materials,
the
resultsIn
the Inter-American conference
Bio, and(Continued
the preparation
of
the
on page 6^) Comtions will cause a delay in providing the public with sufficient sets,
they contend. The Commission,
backed by the WPB, feels that a
few months more will give it the
necessary
information
FM for future
years. to allocate
While the public must wait several morejustmonths
FM's
location,
as soonto aslearn
materials
are released the Service,
Citizens'proposed
Radiocommunications
by Commissioner E. K. Jett, will be
available. The FCC definitely allocated a 10-mc band, 460-470 mc
for this service, which is expected
to provide
thousands sets
of low-powered "walkie-talkie"
for general use. Manufacturers already
are planning to produce equipment
for the many uses for which the
citizens' service is designed.
May 2U 1945 . • Page,^

KYA,

KMTR

Sale to N. Y. Post

WHITEHALL ON 264
MUTUAL STATIONS
WHITEHALL Pharmacal Co., division of American Home Products, New York, has ordered the
full Mutual network of 264 stations to sponsor Real Stories From
Real Life, Monday through Friday,
9:15-9:30 p.m., beginning early in
June for Anacin, with time clearances still coming in. Each broadcast will be a complete story in itself, dramatizing material from
personal "case histories", to appear in Real Story, one of seven
current publications of Hillman
Periodicals Inc., New York.
Since the program started on
Mutual as a sustainer in August,
1944, it has been promoted through
a variety
of naturalthrough
channelsitsavailable to Hillman
own
publications and distributors, their
trucks lisand
news
stands.
The
pubher is said to be prepared to go
even further in promotion, possibly including the name of the sponsor when the program goes commercial.
As the program appeals primarily to women, Hillman has been
concentrating on ads and editorial
space in Real Story and two other
of itsRomance
womea's and
groupMovieland,
magazineswith—
Real
a combined circulation of 1,600,000. Other media include newsstand
posters,
giving calltruck
letters
of localon
Mutual station;
banners
the trucks of some 750 distributors
handling thecellaneousmagazine,
and other
misdirect mail and
promotion pieces.
AgencyNewisYork.
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample,

Executives Nearly Completed
Stations Bringing Approximately Million; Papers
Expected to be Signed This Month
SALE of KYA San Francisco and holders one year from date sale is
KMTR Hollywood, both unaffili- consummated.
Mr. Fedderson, it is understood,
ated, for approximately $1,000,000
to Mrs. Dorothy Thackrey, presi- will be retained by the Thackreys
dent and publisher of The New as operating head of both stations. He is credited with building CHARLES G. ROSS, veteran
York Post, and Ted 0. Thackrey,
up KYA to its present value and Washington correspondent of the
the
newspaper's
editor, istonearing
completion, according
West with taking the station out of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch (KSD)
was sworn in last week as White
red within one year.
Coast reports.
Continuing to operate as sepa- House Press Secretary. He sucFinal papers are expected to be
Jonathan Daniels. Associate
rate
units,
it
is
said
that
the
two
signed by the month's end with the outlets will be linked for regional- JusticeceedsWiley
Rutledge, longtime
deal subject to customary FCC apprograms, possibly form- friend of Mr. Ross, and Pr-esident
proval. Mrs. Thackrey also is prin- sponsor
ing the basis of a new California Truman officiated.
cipal owner of WLIB New York, network.
No immediate changes
which she and associates acquired are predicted
for KYA if FCC
in June, 1944 for $250,000.
sanctions sale. It is understood
to Pullman
In Progress Some Time
that reorganization of KMTR, how- STEVEEarly
EARLY, secretary to the
ever, will be undertaken and that late President
Roosevelt, has been
Strictly a stock-buying negotia- application
to change call letters
tion, conversations between Mrs. to KLA, identifying
vice-president of Pullman
outlet more named
Inc.
effective
June
1. He will have
Thackrey's representative — re- directly with Los Angeles, is in the
portedly Bartley Crum, San Franoffices in Washington. Mr. Early
cisco attorney — and principals of
was with UP from 1908 to 1913,
the two broadcasting companies plans.
when he joined AP, serving until
Harris for Kyser
have been in progress for weeks.
1917. From 1917 to 1920 he was
Confirmation of arrangements were DURING July and August Phil au
machine gun officer in
not forthcoming either in New -Harris is scheduled to replace Kay Worldinfantry
War I. After the war he reYork or on the West Coast. It is Kyser's College of Musical Knowlturned to AP and was there up to
understood that deal awaits only
edge on NBC, Wednesday, 10-11
filing of notice of intent with the p.m., for Colgate-Palmolive Peet 1927 when he was named WashingFCC.
ton representative of ParamountInc., Jersey City. Agency is Ted
Publix Corp. and Paramount News.
KYA operates on 1260 kc with Bates Inc., New York.
5000 w daytime power and 1000 w
nighttime. Report is that it will be
acquired by the new owners from Radio Advertising Expansion Awaits
Palo Alto Radio Station Inc., pres- Clarification of Reconversion Plans
ent licensees, for $525,000. Station, it is said, will be sold by 25 DESPITE War Mobilization Di- reported, but all plans are held up
present stockholders. The station
of immediate reconFred M. Vinson's statement until details
was sold to the Palo Alto concern May 9 rector
version plans are fully known.
that production of certain
Varied Regional Radio
Templeton Radio Co., Mystic, Choice
by Hearst Radio Inc. in 1942 for products will be resumed for ciFound by CAB
$50,000. Studios and executive ofConn.,
will
go
into
radio
advertisvilian
sales,
few
manufacturers
fices are in the Hearst Bldg., San knew last week when, or to what
ing in about six months, according IN THE first statistical breakdown
Peck Adv. Agency, New York, of listening by seven geographic
Francisco. The station's president extent, they can reconvert. Almost towhich
handles the account. At the areas of the U. S. Cooperative Analand
none of them had any definite plans
derson.general manager is Don Fed- for
changes or expansion in radio moment, however, Peck reported
ysis of Broadcasting showed wide
Templeton has made no decisions and varied
Sale price of KMTR is said to advertising at the present.
radio preferences pretypeit ofwilladvertising
or markets
be $450,000 and includes studio
vailing regionally, with Walter
Already announced were West- on
which
employ.
Winchell,
for
rated 18.8
plans to increase
Ted
' building property at 1000 North inghouse
Other than those firms, nobody in the Middle example,
Atlantic area and
Malone broadcasts
on thethe Blue
Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood. Sta- from
seemed
to
be
sure
about
future
rathree
to
five
a
week
and
use
only 10.7 in the Northeast Central
tion operates on 570 kc with 1000
dio plans.
w and reportedly has been on the product-selling commercials for its
region.
market for some time since stock line of household appliances in
As the agency for one automoOther night programs registering
bile
"We Weal- wide ranges were Take It or Leave
ownership was straightened out. place of institutional messages. A
ready manufacturer
have our radiosaid,
program.
It,
in West North Central and
Holding firm is KMTR Radio survey covering other appliance will certainly
keep it. Whenever 9.8 15.7
in New England; Screen Guild
Corp. Mrs. Gloria Dalton, widow of manufacturers, automobile and ra- we have any cars
to sell, you can Players,
dio receiver makers showed no
the late Vic Dalton, former owner,
16.0ininNewWestEngland;
North Central and 9.6
Vox
is reported to control 52% of other major companies with any be sure we'll use the program to
the stock with Reed E. Callister, such concrete radio advertising
Pop,
12.0
in
West
North
Inthem".
the line of cigarettes, Philip and 5.6 in the South Central.Central
attorney, holding 20%; Mrs. Ar- reconversion plans.
sell
Morris & Co., on May 15 announced
Lux Radio Theatre was favorite
thur Farlow, 16%; Mrs. Kate BanWhen and If
that bersitswillpresent
ning and Dalton Estates, 12%.
listening
in five of the
increasedeliveries
50% on toJunejob-1 nighttime
seven regions
surveyed.
Station manager is Kenneth 0.
A
likely
network
program
spondue to a sharp reduction in orders
Tinkham.
sor—strictly inthe "when and if" by
the War Dept. The increase,
however— is the Garod Ra- however,
'. Latter station license renewal stage,dio Corp.,
may last only a few
N. Y., maker months until
Rexall Replacement
• was held up in 1943 during litiga- of receivingBrooklyn,
needs of the Pacific
sets
and
other
radio
tion to resolve a suit by Mrs. Dalforces
are
determined, it was un- SUMMER SHOW, replacing on
ton against Mr. Callister and Mrs. products. According to Garod's
dersto d. No changes in commer- July 6 the Moore-Durante
Rexall Drug proCo.,
Banning involving disposition of agency,
Inc., New
or programs of the Philip CBS, gram10of United
York, noShappe-Wilkes
decisions have
been Morriscials Co.
50% of the stock.
p.m.
Fridays,
will star
are
expected,
officials
reached
as
to
the
type
of
program
Ray
Bolger
as
m.
e.
with
Roy
Allowing for capital assets over
said.
the network to be used.
current liabilities, it is understood or Lafayette
makers reported Bargy's
PetRadio Corp., Chicago, theyOtherhad cigarette
as Orchestra,
announcer, Howard
and weekly
that $100,000 will be placed in another Shappe-Wilkes
received no information rie
account,
guest
stars.
Agency
is N. W. Ayer
staas
to
increases
for
civilians.
escrow by new owners for each
&
Son,
New
York.
tion, sum to be distributed to stock- has a "couple of ideas", the agency
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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WHO

hanifs

tifi

K you think that all good shows originate in Hollywood, or that "local programming" always means
records, you're due to know more about WHO's
production department.
WHO is now presenting in its studios 125 livetalent shows a week — that's 18 a day. And many
of these local live-talent productions actually outdraw star-studded competitive network presentations in these parts. Hooperatings prove it!
WHO shows include such diverse and varied efforts
as the Iowa Barn Dance Frolic; "Melody Madhouse", ascrewball comedy riot that is taking the
audience away from Bluets Breakfast Club; "Time
Out For Listening", a smart variety presentation.

neiv

stars

J

and Your Hymn For Today, a very popular devotional program. That's a pretty good range, don't
you think?
With such a production schedule we naturally need
a big and talented staff, and we've got it; Five
versatile producers under Program Director Harold
Fair and Production Manager Jack Kerrigan; a
nine-man music department of arrangers and librarians, six continuity writers, eleven announcers
and a truly remarkable supply of talent.
Wouldn't it be easier just to pipe in nearly all
our programs from New York, Hollywood or
Chicago? Sure it would! But one reason why
Iowa prefers WHO is that WHO knows what
lowans like — and gives it to them!

19 I J
+
IROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
May 21, 1945 • Page

I How
FCC Checks Program
Renditions
^Xr^r^
All U. S., Canadian Station:
Ratio of Commercial,
(in percentages)
Presented With Citations
Sustaining Time
"KIWANIS International recog
Pililic
Service
nizes the great force which radic
Is Explained
has become in the last quarter cen
PROCEDURE used by the FCC Sunday
tury in adult education and th(
in checking program renditions to
determine the ratio between com- 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
shaping
publicby opinion."
These ofwords
Ben Dean, pres
6:00
p.m.
to
11:00
p.m.
mercial and sustaining service — a
ident of Kiwanis International
development that has precipitated
considerable
unrestshown
— is here.
depicted
sum
the reason
for Kiwani
on the vs^ork sheet
The
Radio upWeek,
just closed,
during
toto 11:00
6:00 p.m.
sheet, one of a series of three, is
which all stations in the Unitecj
p.m.
States
and
Canada
were
presentee
used by the FCC's law department
with citations of appreciation b}
in tabulating station program performance and is submitted along
their local chapters of the club.
v/ith applications for license re- 6:00 p.m. to U:
'Fitting Tribute'
newals (see adjoining column).
Mr. Dean spoke personally a
No Prescribed Formula
Salt Lake City, Ogden, Utah
The data are developed and clas- 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m
Butte, Mont.; Missoula, Mont, anc
sified through a breakdown and 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m
Spokane. Other distinguished Ki
check of the operating log of the Total broadcast hours
wanis and radio personalities
particular station, presented along
spoke at dinners which marked th(
Total Network
with the renewal application.
presentation of the citations.
Total
Network Comnercial
Sustaining
There is no prescribed formula of
"It is fitting," Mr. Dean said
evaluating programs used, it is
"that
Kiwanis
pay this tribute
stated at the Commission, and no
radio
for its contribution
to th^t(
recommendations are made by the
war effort because Kiwanians, ai
law department
on the disleaders in their communities, recog
tribution oftime. based
The Commission,
nize the importance of building i
however, has stressed local vs. netTotal Transcribed and Recorded
work programming, as well as the
sound public opinion."
J. Harold Ryan, NAB president
split
in
his address in Omaha, summec
taining.between commercial and suscasta or nftaork progr
up the part being played by broad
Under the new FCC policy, first
casters
the war with:
ful
announced last month [Broadcaststory ofinindividual
station"Thecooper
ing, April 16], stations which show
ation with the war effort may nevei
a wide disparity in comnvercial planation. In other cases, renewals
gramming operations
in 15-minute
too great to be re
for programs
and be told. ...It Itis can
against sustaining time, or in the have been issued on a regular basis, segments both
best be describee 1 Ifi
announcements. Legends used corded.
use of what is described as "public but with a request for full infor- spot
as
whole
radio
station staffs, every
are: NS for network sustaining;
mation. Itis estimated that rough- NC
service" renditions, have been sent
for network commercial; LS one engaged in broadcast opera
letters citing the percentages and
ly 60 such citations have gone out,
living, breathing and feelinj
seeking an explanation. In extreme with many others held in abeyance for live sustaining; LC for live tions,
commercial; TS for local tran- the war with such intensity that i
cases, wherein the station has de- for further consideration.
s
c
r
i
b
e
d
o
r
recorded
sustaining;
TC
has
permeated
word an(
viated substantially from original
The procedure has had repercus- for local transcribed or recorded every program every
estimates as to sustaining time, the
emanating fron
sions in station ranks. The pre- commercial; U for unclassifiable.
Commission has meted out tempoview is that
Comtheir
The transmitters."
four service
networksawards
were bygivei
mis ion iponderant
s invading
the the
program
rary license renewals pending exSpots Broken Down
meritorious
th
field per se and is venturing into
Spot announcements are broken New York club and Kiwanis Inter
forbidden territory. The FCC, on
commercial, sustain- national. NBC broadcast presenta
Gillette Signs Derby
the other hand, contends that man- dovm ingamong
and public service. Separate tion of its award, accepted for th'
agement must be stimulated as to checks are
GILLETTE Safety Razor Corp.,
shovm
for Sunday, Mon- network by Clarence L. Mensei
the
necessity
of
maintaining
operaBoston, will sponsor the Kentucky
day and Saturday, with the week- vice-president in charge of pro
tions designed best to conduce to
Derby June 9, 6-6:30 p.m. on the
day
schedule
computed
by multiA banquet at the Hotel Mc
full CBS network and on the Do- public
interest. from station and
Reactions
plying the Monday typical operat- grams.
Alpin honored the chains whicl
minion network of CBC, J. P. Washington
ing
hours
by
five.
have been that
were
represented
by Mr. Mensei
Spang Jr., Gillette president, has the FCC, on counsel
second work sheet (81138-2) Edward J. Noble, chairman
of th|
computing division of is The
announced. Gillette, which has
a recap of the first sheet, show- board. Blue; Frank K. White, vice
to
adjudge
all
comsponsored the Churchill Downs time, appears
ing
breakdowns
in
the
various
time
mercials,
whether
institutional
or
president
and
treasurer,
CBS,
an<
event on CBS for the past five
segments as between commercial Robert D. Swezey, vice-presiden
service, atas percentages.
purely commeryears, picked up its option on the publiccial in arriving
and
sustaining,
with
totals
coverThe
broadcast three days after the ban work sheets indicate that method
ing commercial, sustaining and a and general manager MBS.
against horse
been re- of evaluation. As to participating combination of the two. The time
scinded. Detailsracing
on thehadbroadcast,
segments are 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.; 6
Video Prediction
having three comto 11 p.m.; 11 p.m. to 8 a.m. PREDICTING
and special "preview" CBS pro- programs, those
spot announcements
in a p.m.
televisioij[ti(
likewise are made for for Chicago and network
gi-ams will be announced later. No 15-minutemercialsegment
are classified as Accountings
other large U. S
announcement has been made as to commercial. (The form
Sunday, Monday and Saturday. cities before the end
reproduced
of
1946,
Pau
sportscaster. Ted Husing has had
breakdown for each typical day
shows that originally a isThebetween
B. Movnrey, Blue television man
the assignment in the past. Agency herewith
network,
live
and
tran15-minute
participating
with
but
is Maxon Inc., New York.
scription, with a weekly total ar- most serious
one spot was classified as full comproblem
today
is no
declared
television'
rived at for each type of per- engineering
mercial, but it is now stated that
butthatprogramming
the denominator has been increased formance.
WIP
Philadelphia
had
an
exclusive
on
The above work sheet (81138-3), Speaking at the May 18 meetinj
the surrender of German submarine to three.)
U-858 offcorder wastheusedJersey
coast.Tlsdale,
A wirechief
reIn addition to the work sheet which is submitted to the FCC of the Chicago Executives Club
by
Jim
Mr. Mowxey
telei
along
applications for license vision
eiglneer,operating
and Sam from
Serota,aboard
speciala events
herewith (81138-3) , there are renewal,withis identified
reaches said
the that
peak "when
of its post,
Coast shown
by station call war development,
chief, cutter. Ben
two other preliminary sheets used letters,
station
one
single
Glmbel,
Guard
time
zone,
and
date
and
the by the FCC's legal analysts in
mainly for speowner, originally along
minute presentation will embrac
In for theseaslcl:;.
checking station operations. The gives
ride, cialopportunely
who onbecame
time. the division of broadcast 90% of all the departments o
chief filled
events broadcast
prothe
WIP
local
After gram was fed to the Mutual network. first (81138-1) covers station promotion pictures, theatre and radio
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They're
That's a pair of armadillos up there. They're armorbearing mammals. Pretty tough, too. Those two are beieved to be the only two grown in captivity. That
;hoice tidbit in front of them is an ostrich egg.

tough!
number of listeners-per-dollar spent, that makes us
think otherwise about them.
If insisting upon low-cost sales results makes a time
buyer hard-boiled . . . we'll take them armadillo tough.

Sometimes we hear reports that compare hard-boiled
lime buyers to the thick-skinned armadillo.
WITH

But at W-I-T-H we haven't found it so.
Maybe it's the way hard-boiled time buyers go for
iie choice W-I-T-H tidbit of producing the largest

Baltimore, Md,
Tom Tinsley, President

Represented Nationally by Headley-Rced

Ohio State Radio Awards

Now

Q

Available

^

es

riti

Prio
LINGO

VERTICAL

TUBULAR

STEEL

RADIATORS
Lingo has been authorized by
the War Production Board to
manufacture and sell a limited
number of Vertical Radiators
without the use of Priorities . . .
The Authorized manufacture must be made from
materials on hand and must be completed by
June 21. 1945.
Now, for a limited time, you can buy a LINGO
Vertical Radiator without the use of priorities. Because of the time limit placed on this
specially authorized production, orders will
have to be filled on a first-come first-served
basis. Moreover, as we are limited to the use of
materials on hand, production will have to be
concentrated on radiators not exceeding 250
feet in height. If you are not ready to have
the radiator installed at this time, we can arrange to manufacture and deliver the radiator
to you with your option to have it installed and
erected by us when you are ready. As the quantity of radiators available under the priorityfree arrangement is limited, we urge you to act
immediately and thus be assured of having your
radiator on hand when you want it.
Please include in your inquiries the radiator
height required and approximate site so that complete quotation can be immediately made covering
the radiator itself and its subsequent erection when
so desired.
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
Est. 1897
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

Programs Entered
AWARDS were announced last
Wednesday
the 9th American
Exhibition ofin Educational
Radio
Programs
sponsored
16th
Institute for Educationby bythe Radio
at Ohio State U., but the Institute
hung a mild rebuke on its announcement.
"We feel no great surge of
pride," the judges said, "over the
work of the industry as representthe programs
Theyed byconceded,
however, submitted."
that their
judgment was influenced by the
"knowledge of the standards set"
by many fine programs not entered
in the competition.
The Institute did not hold its
1945 meeting because of travel restrictions.
Awards in some classifications
were omitted since it was decided
"that to pay tribute to a mediocre
programtered would
simply
becauseto itthewascredit
ennot reflect
of the radio industry and would
establish a false standard even for
those responsible for that program
thus
cited." hadCitations
on some
the awards
qualifying
phrasesof
indicating "evidence of original
and
imaginative
thinking"excellence.
in some
respects
but not over-all
"The only justification for competitions such as this," the judges
declared, "isofto itpayandtribute
to those
deserving
to establish
high standards of broadcasting to-

Announced;

Not Industry Best
ward which the entire industry can
strive. Competitions designed only
to pass out laurels to be used sim
ply for publicity
by broadcasters or by purposes
the organization
sponsoring the competition are not
worthy of recognition by the

The three judges were Juditb
Waller,
NBC central division; Ed
dustry."
win
F. Helman, WBOE Cleveland
Board of Education station; Mark
L. Haas, WJR Detroit. Only Missi
Waller was connected with some
of the programs
submitted onandthese
she
refrained
from comment
Several hundred programs were
submitted and all but 115 were
eliminated by the original screen
ing committee. The networks them
selves made no entries but several
sponsors of network shows partici
School Standards
pated.
School broadcasts were judgec
by the same standards of good ra
dio production applied to commer
cial shows. organizations
"Schools, universities
educational
and loca
stations have less money to spenc
than networks or clear-channel sta
tions; but simplicity, originality
good
judgment
standards
can beandas discriminating
effective as J
large budget," the judges declared;
Again stressing that many fin
programs were not entered, the tri(
declared there was a ' surprising
lack" of (1) freshness of approach
(2) imagination, (3) virility, (4)
objectivity. This was found true o:
both the writing and production
The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
judged on the basis of Stage 4.
and other drama series, was com
mended as "radio at its best, no
only from the viewpoint of enter
tainment but in the projection o
The awards follow:
GROUP
I— Regional
Network,or NaRe '
an
gional
oror Clear
Channel
Station,
tionalidea."
Regional
Organization:
Religious
Broadcasts
—
aware
Salute to Valor (Songoffor Catholic
aFirst
Long Road
National
Mer
Vi^EAF NewCouncil
York and NBC. HonorabI
{Continued on page 2Jt)

DAILY PROGRAMS IN

ZIV
2436 READING ROAD, CINCINNATI, OHIO

SOOO WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER NEW Y<""
Ge.

^^'^

INDEPENDENT

STATI0N|

o's
icag

^QPh

WHITE

SOX

NEWS

The exclusive WJJD White Sox baseball game of the
afternoon is re-enacted that same evening by sportsannouncer Jack Brickhouse.
This stirring play-by-play report of the "Sox News" is
available for a vast evening listening audience, Monday

jl Ex-Marine
llThis versatile nationally-known sports
riannouncer has, during his career,
Librcadcast football, boxing, basketball.
Band the Democratic and Republican
P Conventions in 1944 — a major feat.

^ Mo^Uk
tOADCASTING

through Saturday, 6:00-6:15 P. M.
WJJD, Inc.
230 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago 1, Illinois

^djL

• hrondcatt Adverthine

STATION

PAUL H. RAYMER
366 Madison Avenue
New York City

ZOfiOO
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{Continued from page 22)
mentions,
Pulpit InIn Foxholes),
a Foxhole WNEW
(There
Are No Atheists
New York;
Victorious
Living,Education.
International Council
of Religious
Agricultural
No Farm
first
award.
Honorable Broadcasts
mentions, — Ohio
& Hometural Hour,
Ohio
StateWOSUXJ. AgriculExtension
Service,
ColumFarming With Kenneth Yeend,
KIRO bus;
Seattle.
Women's Time
Programs—
Two first
Consumer
the awards.
Dr\unstlcks?). ingtonWarand NBC;
Pood(Where
Adm.,AreWRC
WashMartha
Deane
Program.
WOR
New
York.
No
honorable
mention.
awards
to Cultural
CBC for Program.s—
Stage 45 (AThree
Play first
On Words),
CBL
Toronto;
Mulrooney's
New Drama
Year's
Party,
CBL
Toronto;
Montreal
(O Day ofHonorable
Joy and mention.
Gladness), Words
CBM
Montreal.
(Assignment,
U.WEAF
S. A.),NewCouncil
onAtai dWar
Books
in
Wartime,
York
NBC.
PublicOurDiscussion
ProgramsJimmy
— Firstan
award.
Children
(Giving
I.station.
Q. Test),
WHA Madison,
U.Theof BaxWis.
Honorable
mention.
ters (On oftheParents
Spiritual
Side), National
Congress
&
Teachers,
WMAQ
Chicago and NBC. Special mention.
Alcoholics
(New Tomorrow), WWJAnonymous
Detroit.
News H.Interpretation
Programs
— First
award,
V.
Kaltenborn
(My New
European
Trip),
Co., WEAF
York
and NBC.PureNo Oilhonorable
mention.
Programs
in
Furtherance
of
the
War
or the Peace — Three first awards, Amer-

New Blue Office
BLUE NETWORK has expanded
to an entire floor in the Hollywood
Center building and is giving up
its offices at Yucca and Vine streets,
thus cutting its Hollywood locations from five to four. The promotion department is now housed
in the new quarters, with the expanding program department takingdio over
offices inin RaCity. the
Otherformer's
departments
the
new office are auditing, purchasing, cashier, payroll, guest relamotion. tions, research and audience prolea Unlimited, Republic Steel Corp.,
WGN sotaChicago;
TheNamed
MarchJoe),of Minnea GuyCommittee,
sota (Just
Resources
WCCOMinneMinn
e
a
p
o
l
i
s
a
n
d
special
network
of Minnesotasentsstations;
Russian
War
Relief
Preto Russia),mention.
Russian Voice
War
Relief Inc.(ConvoyHonorable
of the Army
(NamesBureau,
on theU. List),
Recruiting
Publicity
S.
Army,
Governors Island.
Children's
Programs
for
Listening
Out of School— Books Bring Adventure
Bay),Honorable
Assn. of mention,
Junior Leagues
of(Smoky
America.
Story-

Book Timeneapolis,(Gregory
U. of Minn, Ghost),
station. WLB MinPrograms
for —UseFirst
In School
by Your
Primary
Children
award,
Story
Parade;
Texas
School
of theState
Air
(Horton
Hatches
the
Egg),
Texas
Dept.
of Education,
WBAP Fort
Worth
and
Texas
Quality
Network.
Honorable
mention.
Old WLB
Tales Minneapolis.
and New (Geoffrey,
the
Giraffe),
ProgramsmentaryforChildrenUse— First
In School
byStandEleaward.Percussion
ard School Broadcast
(The
Instruments),
Standard
Oil
Co.
of
Cal.,
KPO San Francisco and NBC Pacific
Coast Network.
honorable
mentions.
ExploringAirTwo
the(Peter
News;
Wisconsin
School
of the
Learns
About
England),
WHA
Madison
and
WLBL
Stevens
Point,
Wis.; Once
Thne
inGray),
Ohio;WOSU
Ohio Colximbus.
School
of theUponAir A (Nellie
Programs for Use In School by Junior
and/or
SeniorConserving
High-School
First award.
CanadaPupils(Na-—
ture's Revenge),
honorable
mention.CBC, CBL Toronto. No
II— Entries by Local Station
or GROUP
Organization.
NoReligious
honorableBroadcasts—
mention. No first award.
Agricultural
Broadcasts
award.
No honorable
mention.— No first
NoWomen's
honorablePrograms
mention.— ^No first award.
CulturalAmerican
Programs Music
— FirstFestival—
award.
WNYC
1945,
Municipal
Broadcasting
System,
WNYC
New
York.
Special
mention.
New World A-Coming (The Vermont
Experiment), City- Wide Citizens Com-

mlttee
on Harlem,
WMCA New York.
PublicFree
Discussion
award,
Speech PorumProgram
(Will —theFirst60
Million Job Plan Work?), N. Y. Newspaper
WMCA New York. No honorableGuUd,mention.
Personal
and Family
Life ProgramsNo
first
award.
Honorable
mention.
Let's
Boston.Talk About the ChUdren, WEE!
News
Interpretation
Programs
— ^First
award. History
In the toMaking
Germans
Continue
Fight),(WhyU. theof
Colorado and Rocky Mountain Radio
Council,tion.KVOD
Denver. (Town
HonorableCriermen-of
News Parade
Chungking),
New York.
Programs InWNEW
P\irtherance
of the War
or the orable
Peacemention.
— No first award. No honListening
OutChildren's
of School —Programs
^Plrst award.forStory
Time
(The mewFiveCubblns).
Hundred
Hats State
of BartholoColorado
College
of Education
and
Rocky
Mountain
Radio Coimcll, KLZ Denver. No honorable
mention.
Programs
for Use In School by PrimaryorableChildren—
mention. No first award. No honPrograms for Use in School by Elementarymention.
Children —News
No firstToday
award.History
Honorable
Tomorrow,
Rochester
Public — Schools.
Visualter, N.Education
Dept.,
WHAM
RochesY. for Use In School by Junior ,
Programs
and/oraward.
SeniorOur High
School(OurPupils—!
First
America
Amer- i
ica — Oil), Radio
Council
of Chicago;
Public
Chicago,
Chicago
Public Schools,
Schools.WBEZHonorable
mention.
Behind Today's News, WIP Phlladel- 1
phia.Robert S. Manigault
ROBERT S. MANIGAULT, 50,
president of WTMA Charleston,
S. C, the Charleston News and
Courier and the Charleston Evening Post died May 12 at his home
there. He served in the first World
War returning to succeed his
father, the late Arthur M. Manigault, as publisher of the Post.
The newspaper purchased WTMA
in April 1940. He was a member
of the St. Philip's Protestant EpisCarolina
Club andcopaltheChurch,
Charleston
Club.Yacht

The
mid-winter
Hooper survey
turned out to be a
real Super-Hooper!
Just one point
to remember when
you're buying time —
there's no substitute
for listeners.
KARL O. WYLER, Manager
Represented Nationally by
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
NBC — Amerki/s No. I Network
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Doffs Mask
NOM de Guerre for four
years
CBS shortwave
Dutch for
newsthebroadcaster
from
New York was Koen Van
Sijzen. A few days ago the
engineer
cast was handling
startled tothehearbroadhim
sign off as "your Dutch news
reporter,
Person wasBernard
a notedPerson."
Dutch
journalist
in pre-warhisHolland
and had changed
name
to protect his family, living
in Holland during the Nazi
occupation period.

KTSM

"tut ttlORVO *

EL PASO^ TEXAS
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WKY'S
Dow Mooney,
InterviewsQuicktwo
ofthinking
rescueNEWS
squadEDITOR,
from uncoupled
nearby
Camppassenger
Gruber.
train
crew
coaches;
all passengers
were
saved.
WKY

Goes Everywhere in Oklahoma

Eye-Witness

News

Coverage

to Give

to Listeners

ALMOST at the same moment that state as WKY has done innumerable
Franklin Delano Roosevelt died in times in the past.
Georgia last month, the skies over OklaWKY was on the job. WKY was ready
homa darkened and wind and rain because WKY long ago assumed the rewreaked havoc at widely scattered points
sponsibility and the obligation to cover
in the state.
Oklahoma news thoroughly wherever or
Early the following morning an M.K. whenever it happens. This policy has
& T. passenger train tumbled off a flood- taken WKY to every corner of Oklahoma
weakened trestle reportedly drowning and has taken Oklahoma listeners to unnumbered important state events during
some 50 passengers.
the past 17 years.
To this spot in Eastern Oklahoma, 150
WKY has made a specialty of entermiles away, and to other storm and
taining, serving and pleasing Oklahoma
flood-torn areas, WKY dispatched its listeners. In this it has done an unparalnewsmen and eye-witness reporters;
leled job and is the station today, as
brought back the story of death and de- always, to which most Oklahomans listen
struction which whipped through the most of the time.
IROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times — the Farmer-Sfockmao
KVOR, Colorado Springs — KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.}
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Appeal Brings Cards
TWO ANNOUNCEMENTS by
Mai Murray over WNAX Yankton, Zoning
S. D., brought 3,000 decks of playing cards for GI's in veterans' hosw^as City,
part Iowa,
of a
campaignpitals. byThe appeal
the Sioux
Oriental Band. During special 15minute program, band thanked
WNAX and Announcer Murray.
Seven thousand decks of cards
were gathered during drive.

Urged in D.C.
Action in Capital Seen
As Precedent for
Other Cities
A FORETASTE of zoning problems attending the establishment
of television and FM stations in
large cities was given the Washlast weekington,atD. C.a Zoning
hearing Commission
to consider
a
proposal
to
permit
the
erection
CHPS to Move
of antennae towers in residential
CHPS Parry Sound, Ont., will
districts of the nation's Capital.
move to Orillia, Ont. and change
The District's action may set a
precedent for the entire country,
call letters to CFOR during the
coming summer, Gordon E. Smith,
industry spokesmen for the proposal told the Commission,
ovmer, announced. Station has permis ion to increase power from
Ledsel forby Bamberger
Harry S. Wender,
counBroadcasting
250 w to 1 kw as soon as equipment is available. CHPS was esService,
New
York,
representatives of WOR, DuMont, NBC, and
tablished during the war to serve Proposed Georgian ityle television building for Washington, D. C,
TBA told the Commission of plans
residential arews.
war-born munitions plant workers.
to build possibly four television,
stations
in the
linking
up'
Washington
withCapital,
New York
so that
national events and Broadway en-;
tertainment could be televised for
audiences of both cities. New defor studio buildings
and towers signsto harmonize
with residential
architecture were submitted.
Best Sites Zoned
Members
of the theZoning
Commission considering
proposal
are
the Commissioners of the District
of Columbia, the Architect of the
Capitol, and
Director
National
Park theService.
Maj.of Genthe
U. S. Grant, III, Chairman of the
tnc blue to one "love" — that's KCKN.
National Park Planning Commis
And sive
thatattention,
"love" foris plenty
deservingKansas
of exclusion, supportedthattheeachproposal
the
Greater
City
recommended
location butbe
market offers nine hundred million dollars
of buying power.
considered separately. He vigorously opposed
a suggestion
Making no effort to interest the surrounding
television
towers
be locatedthatin
thmly-spread
and programs
small townexclusively
market,
Rock Creek Park.
KCKN,
and onlyfarmKCKN,
Following the presentation ol
and
for city listener
— for that
the
two films, offered as evidence of
rich,specifically
fertile, concentrated
sales tastes
potential
IS Greater Kansas City.
the progress in television develop
nient, Mr. Wender asserted his
The
that ofKansas
look to
clients plan to set up in Washing
KCKNresult
for being
the kind
radioCitians
entertainment
ton one of the finest television sta
they like— day and night, all night.
tions in America. He explained,
Thus, through KCKN, you may tell and sell
however, that the most desirable
sites are in the residential area
Greater
Kansas without
City's in-the-money,
eager-to-of
buy listeners,
the rate penalty
of the city and that a change in
outstate coverage.
zoning(Continued
regulations onwould
Contact your nearest Capper office.
page be28)needed
Change

for Video

BEN LUDY, GENERAL MANAGER, KCKN, KANSAS CITY. . . WIBW, TOpEKA
ELLIS ATTEBERRy, MANAGER, KCKN, KANSAS CITY
CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
CHICAGO I: I80 NORTH MICHICAN AVENUE CENTRAL 5977
NEW YORK 17: 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE MOHAWK 4-3280
KANSAS CITY 6: aoo waltower buiuoino victor 3864
SAN FRANCISCO 4; 1207 RUSS building OOUGLAS 5289
BROADCASTING
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MUST

BE

HEARD

TO

WHILE Edgar Allan Poe lived his poetry went
unappreciated. The greatest poet America has.
ever produced died a pauper, to rest for many
years in an unmarked grave.
Now, since his works have been translated into
every known language, and are heard and read

mm

John Elmer
Pffldant

by millions, his fame reaches 'round the world.
Radio draws a parallel. Yours may be a fine program, with an interesting sales message, but, unless
the public is tuned-in, it goes unnoticed. To be sure
your message "gets across," broadcast it over
WCBM, for a rich market has established WCBM as
Baltimore's listening habit.
Free & Peters, Ine.
. Exdusive National R»pr»sentahVe$

George
H. Roeder
Genera/ Man
ager

1j

It's
There!
Just like the thrilling confidence that
goes with that ace in the hole to fill
a top straight, does WWVA give
advertisers that for-sure substantial
up-swing of the sales curve. Here's
what a WWVA first-timer had to say
on the subject:
"We have just completed our sales
analysis of the territory covered by your
Station WWVA and we are pleased at
the substantial increase in sales that were
effected since we icent on the air over
your station.
"This is very encouraging to us and
tee hope that next season we will he able
to continue over Station WWVA either
at the same time or with an improved

{Continued from page 26)
before any
ward steps
purchase.couldThebe taken
proposedtoamendment follows :
Permit In a residential district the
erection
antennae modulation
towers for broadtelevision andcastofingfrequency
to any height
and in alteration
conjunction
therewith
the
erection,
or use of buildings for transmission
equipment
where whenonthe theBoardsamefinds:lot or elseA. That
proposed
location
height
will the
not affect
adversely
the and
use
ofwithneighboring
property
in accordance
the
zoning
regulations
and
map:
B.
That
any
part
of
an
antenna
tower is removed from all low lines a
distance of at least one-fourth of its
heighterty byoran isintervening
separated from
other propstreet;
C. That
the proposed
heightto ofrender
the
tower
is
reasonably
necessary
satisfactory
service
to
all
parts
of
the
District
of any
Columbia;
and equipment
transmission
tois D.technically
beThathoused
in
a
residential
district
necessary for satisfactory
and
reasonably economical transmission.Before
granting
such
appeals theto
Board
shall submit
the
application
the
National
Capital
Park
and Planning
Commission
for
a
report,
provided,
however,
antennaeheight
towers
to anybe
erected
tothat
a greater
than
limit
prescribed
by
the
Act
of
June
i,
height of buildings
in1910,theregulating
District the
of Columbia
(36 Stat.
452) shall require
the Commis ioners of the approval
District ofby Columbia.
High Spots Needed
Eugene S. Thomas, sales manager for Bamberger, told the Commission WOR aims to bring to
Washington a high type of service
but requires
spots" Heto exassure maximum"high
reception.
hibited designs for one-story and
two-story residential type studio
structures, which would blend with
neighborhood homes, and decorative towers 300 ft. in height. He
said the DuMont station in New
York is 600-700 ft. above street
level and that there are no build-

position.^'
Serving Eastern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania and Northern West Virginia
— ASK A JOHN BLAIR MAN —
Basic Blue Network
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E. A. AL8URTY, Gen. Mgr.
Memphis, Tennessee
ISow Available
Topa known
rankingaudience
show with
5.1
Says Oct.-Feb. Hooper
THE JOE MANUEL SHOW
Mon. thru Sat. 1 1:45 am
For low talent cost call
WHBQ or Rambeau
Represented
by RAMBEAU
HOttYWOOD . CHiCASO
♦ NEW YORK
BRO ADC

CBS 40% War
CBS research department
finds thatwork's40%
of this nettotal broadcasting
time since Pearl Harbor has
been devoted to war news
and other war-related programs. A total of 9,899 hours
has been given over to war
theme programs
nouncements sinceand
Dec. an-7,
1941. War news programs
accounted for 3,844 hours,
38.7% of the total.
ings invide theWashington
can prorequired linewhich
of sight.
George C. Davis, consulting enformerly ofwith
pgineer,
lained in behalf
WORFCC,
that ex-to
achieve good reception television
stations require high elevation for
tower sites. Much superior service
will result if the line of sight is
clear, he added, pointing out that!
height obstructions interferes with
reception, causing distortions,
shadows, ghosts, etc. He said television development is being delayed onlyand
by military
for radio
radar. requirements
J. sion
R. Poppele,
Broadcasters president.
Assn., andTelevichief
engineer for WOR, said there are
nine television stations operating
regularly and that anyone in New
York with a receiver can get programs at any time from the NBC,
DuMont or CBS stations. He said
there are 122 applications for video
stations before the FCC and predicted the figure would be 422 after
the war — the maxim.um which could
be permitted under available frequencies. He explained that high
elevation is necessary for .(1) reand (2) obtained
distribution.
imumceptioncoverage
by aMaxSCO
ft.
tower,
he
said,
would
be 45
miles.
William A. Roberts, general
counsel for TBA, also representing Allen B. DuMont Laboratories
brought out that because of chan^
nel width requirements for television the number of stations will b<
limited. He pointed out that th(
same frequency cannot be used foi
(Continued on page SO)
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When the giant of American production for war turns to production for peace, there must be a consumer for every product that rolls
off the line., from Maine to California and from Canada to the Gulf.
Can you picture in your mind's eye this avalanche of
commodities on the nation's conveyor-belt? To say that it will
be slightly terrific is sheer understatement.
In spite of today's starved market, these goods will have
to be sold, in earnest competition for a slice of the consumer's
dollar. That will call for mass selling, with a mass medium, like radio,
pplying its demonstrated power and penetration.
In markets like Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Boston,
Springfield (Mass.), Ft. Wayne, and Portland (Ore.), a sagacious
group of American manufacturers will look to the stations of
Westinghouse for this mass power. Even now, many of them are
pre-viewing their products for the 18,000,000 prospects
in these rich regions.
For matching customers to commodities, it is later
than you think. Consult our National representatives, listed below.
WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO
REPRESENTED NATiONALlY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX • KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

(Continued from page 28)
locations closer than 85 miles
apart.
Asserting there will probably be
three and not more than four television stations in Washington, Mr.
Roberts estimated that standard
television receivers vi^ill be produced to retail at $75 to $125. The
average man will pay $225-$250
for more elaborate sets combining
AM, FM and television, he said.
Hotel Site for NBC
Carleton Smith, general manager WRC, Washington NBC outlet, told of NBC's interest in building a television station in Washington. He introduced Raymond
Guy, Radio Facilities Engineer,
NBC, who said the network plans
a station at the Wardman Park
Hotel and is awaiting only the
green light from FCC to proceed
with construction.
Commenting on doubts expressed

WHBL Joins Blue
V/HBL Sheboygan, Wise, operating on 1330 kc, 1000 w (daytime),
250 w (nighttime), will join the
Blue Network effective June 15.
by George A. Corbin, representing
the Manor Park Citizens Assn., as
to the desirability of the towers in
a residential area, Mr. Guy told
the Commission: "NBC would not
be. so brash as to put an eyesore in
a fineed thatresidential
addNBC goesdistrict".
beyondHesafety
requirements to protect adjacent
areas from possibility of tower
collapse and that it has never had
a tower blown down nor any of its
parts blovra off.
He testified
purchase televisionthatsetsefforts
from toowners
for use in veterans hospitals have
been fruitless. Some owners, he
said, set a price of $1,500 and
others refused to sell at any price.
Douglas Clark, chairman of the

Zoning Committee, Federation of
Citizens' Associations, testiified that
his organization had given almost
unanimous support to the proposed
amendment. He said it was the
Committee's conviction that every
encouragement should be given to
bring television to Washington and
pointed to tax revenues which will
result from such facilities.
Others attending the hearing
were Kenneth Berkeley, general
manager, WMAL Washington;
Frank Scott, WO.R counsel; Ted
Herr, television engineer, Philco;
Reed Rollo, Washington counsel,
Philco; Gus Margraf, Washington
counsel, NBC; Frederick P. Guthrie, District Communications Manager, RCA; C. B. Plummer, aschief. Nonstandard
castsistantEngineering
Section, BroadFCC;
and E. R. Greenleaf, R. W. Prince
and J. N. Bradley, Chesapeake &
Potomac Telephone Co., Washington.

RELEASE REVIEWS
25 YEARS AT KDKA
KDKA Pittsburgh has given background history of its 25 years of
radio broadcasting in a release
issued May 15. Taken from its files
the copy includes anecdotes, KDKA
firsts and a chronology of station
Among KDKA firsts, besides the
progress.
first scheduled radio broadcast, was
the first regularly broadcast church
services and necessary remote pickup; first regular broadcast baseball scores, play-by-play baseball
and football, blow-by-blow boxing,
heavyweight championship and
world series; first market reports.
The release tells how phonograph
music was played for the first time
by Dr. Frank Conrad on Oct. 17,
1919. A deluge of mail answered
the innovation and specific requests
for certain records were made. Because Dr.wasConrad's
of records
limited supply
the Hamilton
Music Store in Wilkinsburg offered
aannounce
continuing
if hecould
wouldbe
that supply
the records
purchased
at theradio
store advertiser.
and thus be-A
came the first
list
of
topflight
radio
personalities
who made their debuts over the
station is included.
New WAIT PoUcy
NEW POLICY starting June 2 on
WAIT Chicago will eliminate all
religious programs except on Sundays and all mail-order accounts,
automatically cancelling the 820
Club program featuring Tom
Moore,
6 times
12 noon-by
1:30 p.m.,
which weekly,
is sponsored
mail order houses. Approximately
$160,000 revenue per year is said
to be cancelled due to this policy.
Station expects to program 25
minutes of music followed by five
minutes of news, then 25 minutes
of music, with five minutes of news
following. Four minutes of commercial is expected to be probroadcast. grammed during every half hour

10:30 10 "-.30 p.;
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING is used liberally WKBB's leadership in audience response is
November listener& survey
conby WKBB to attract listeners to the WKBB proven byducted byaRobert
Associates
programs. The WKBB newspaper schedule which showed that S.the Conlan
four
programs
with
varies from large institutional ads, selling top audience ratings in the Dubuque area
the station and its public service policies, to
all WKBB programs. The ratings for
small
plugs linage
for individual
programs.newspapers
WKBB's were
the entire survey period were . . . WKBB
newspaper
in all Dubuque
is far in excess of any other station operat- 36.4; 2nd Station, 30.2; 3rd Station, 13.3.
WKBB for the most complete Dubuque
pagesing in this
are area.
never Readers
allowed ofto Dubuque's
forget theradio
fine Choose
radio coverage available.
programs available on WKBB.
James D. Carpenter — Executive Vice President
Represented by Howard H. Wilson Company

COL.
of theof
Radio EDWARD
Section, M.WarKIRBY,
Dept. chief
Bureau
Public licityRelations,
and
former
NAB
head, addressed the Klwanls pubClub
of Chicago last Thursday on "American Radio in War".

I490
ON YOUR DIAL
WKBB
DUBUQUE, IOWA
BLUE NETWORK STATION
BROADCASTING
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OcinLindiums

BOB HOPE
& JERRY COLONNA

In EVERY field of endeavor, outstanding
achievement is the result of a combination that
"clicks."
A typical example is the combination of KSD-NBC-AP.
KSD is the NBC basic station for St. Louis; it
is 225 miles to the nearest other NBC basic
outlet. KSD is the only broadcasting station
in St. Louis with the full service of the Associated Press — the AP news wires plus the PA
radio wire. KSD is recognized throughout its
listening area for its high standard of programming and advertising acceptance.
To sell the great St. Louis market, use "The
Combination that CLICKS."

KSD
ST.
LOUIS
• 5S0
KC
Owned and Operated by fhe
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
Naffonaf Advertising Represenfafives
FREE
& PETERS, INC.

Rio Radio Meeting
Agenda Reviewed
Preparatory Group Meets
Wednesday in Capital
AGENDA
for the
Third will
Inter-be
American Radio
Conference
reviewed at a meeting of the PreparatoryWednesday
Telecommunications
ference
morning atConthe
State Dept. in Washington. The
meeting is part of the preparatory
work of drawing up proposals for
the U. S. Government to forward
to the other nations for consideration before the Rio de Janeiro Conference Sept. 3, 1945.
Review of the Havana and
Santiago documents is planned and
working committees will be designated to prepare draft proposals
for consideration at another meeting in the near future.
Preparatory Work
Since
the preparatory
ence in August
1944, which conferset up
three committees, most of the work
accomplished to date has been on
the preparation of proposals for
revision of the International Telecommunications Convention and
the General Radio Regulations.
When completed this material is
intended for consideration at a
world-wide conference and also for
interim informal discussion with
other governments.
The zilian
agenda,
provided
by the many
BraGovernment,
proposes
subjects besides opening up the
possibility of revision of the Havana Convention, its accompanying

the
of

EYE

to

the

EARS

TOMORROW

Sales-wise, KSTP's todays fake care of themselves.
But it is not {ust happenstance that KSTP listenership
is increasing steadily ... in rural Minnesota as welt
as in the Metropolitan Twin Cities Market. For many yesterdays
and many yesteryears, we have had an eye to the ears
of tomorrow. The far-sighted awareness of effective
programming and promotion . . . the determination and
the know-how to do a comprehensive job of both . . . the
continuity of our state-wide audience promotion for the past
four years . . . the exclusive merchandising machinery we call
Planalyzed Promotion . . . these things are Sellevision!
50, 000. WATTS-CLEAR CHANNEL
NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATION
EXCLUSIVE NBC AFFILIATE FOR THE TWIN CITIES
Represenfed Nationally by Edward Retry & Co.
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it brings

Music's Record
WARTIME
"Music at work"
production records
have
earned a favored position in
postwar management and
labor plans for factory improvement in the opinion of
Allan
Stromberg-of
Carlson R.Co.Royle,
sales manager
the sound equipment division.
Speaking
the membership of thebefore
Rochester
(N. Y.)
Engineering Society he appraised the use to which
such music has been put. One
plant, he said, increased a
prior-record man-day production of 9,608 units to
11,484 units. When the music
was shut off output dropped
18 per cent. Another plant
discovered
music loweredapplication
the high rateof
of absenteeism which had
been vexing the management.
Agreement
sion thereof.or the Santiago reviMain points of the agenda are:
1. In amine
revising the ofConvention
to exits amplification
objectpossibilities
of: (a) Including
all formsan
ofwith
telecommunications;
(b)
Forming
Inter
Telecommunications
Union- American
and secretariat
similar to the
central office of thecom uniInternational
Telecations Union, with consequent
closing
of
the
InterAmerican Radio Office; present
(c) Changing
the present Inter-American
Radio
municationRadio
Agreement title
to thatCom-of
Inter-American
Communication
Regulation;
(d)
Defining
the
limits of
the
American
Region; (e) Standardizing
in telecommunication
services
onthe2.thetime
American
continent.
To establish the general principles
for distribution
and
utilization
of radioards frequencies,
as well aspractice,
the standof good
engineering
especially
regarding
the
stabilization
frequencies and width of wave bands. of
3. To settle
titudes aboutvarious
matters governments'
which may at-be
the object of the communications
next American
conferences andtele-to
draft
respective
proposals.
4.
To
confer
on
the
possibility
calling
internationalproblems.
meeting onof;
shortwavean broadcasting
5.
To
discuss
rates
for
inter-American
telecommunication services.
6. Tothediscuss
Canada
that
Northa proposal
Americanby Regional
Broadcasting
for two years. Agreement be prolonged
KVAN
Vancouver,
Wash.,room,has news
completed
remodeling
of control
room
ard sales offices.

RESULTS!
Admiring diamonds in a shop
window is a subtle hint for a
proposal. Your sales message over
WLAWaction,
willtoo.produce
immediate
WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
Serving Industrial New England
5000 WATTS 680 Kc.
Serving
in
1,902,591 Residents
Industrial New England
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.
BROADCAST

IN
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MARIISES TO GET
RADIO RECEIVERS
MARINES in the Pacific are to
receive 3,000 radio receivers to supplement those on hand as a result
of thetion30,000-mile
of inspec-F.
taken by 1st. tour
Lt. George
Putnam, USMCR, Special Services
officer, and ex-NBC top new^s re"With these additional sets," Lt.
porter.
Putnam
said, to"thehear
men the
have Armed
a better chance
Forces Radio Service stations that
are doing such a terrific job in the
Pacific." Because of the mobility
of Marine units, the supply problem of "nonessentials" such as
radios,managed
has beento difficult.
"But they
have
listen through
the
PA systems, group radios and improvised sets that range from rebuilt equipment to wired mess kits,
v/here individual sets are not available," he said.
"Tokyo Rose's Crossley is practically nil,"AFRS
he added.
"The men
prefer the
programs,
and
listen vvfhenever possible, especially to the hourly newscasts and the
music
shows." to the new radio
In addition
receivers, Lt. Putnam also arranged for extra PA systems, fuller
circulation of AFRS transcription
kits and variable speed turntables
to be used at AFRS stations. Plans
were laid for wider Marine participation in the stations, now that
AFRS is a combined operation.
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Court Approves
WIVES of Supreme Court
Justicesfastpresent
at the BreakClub broadcast
Washington
Monday from
for
the
War Bond last
campaign,
gave
vote
the distaff
side at
the from
program
a "favorite"
least, according
to Don
McNeill, m.c. Justice
William
O. Douglas who appeared on
the show also gave his formal
approval
to the informalHall.session at Constitution
CBS Anniversary
THE CBS Network of the Americas
(Cadena de las Americas), the first
radio chain to link all of the Latin
American republics vdth the United
States, marked its third anniversary May 19 at Hotel,
a party
the
Waldorf-Astoria
New atYork,
attended by network officials and
representatives
of the areas
covered by the network.
Operating
under the direction of Edmund
Chester, CBS director of Latin
American relations, the network
now includes a total of 109 affiliates, who receive programs from
three 50-kw transmitters, WCBX
WCRC WCBN, for rebroadcast
locally by longwave.
Last year a daytime program
service totaling 4% hours was introduced. CBS transmitters operate now 84 hours weekly in Spanish
and 52 ^ hours in Portuguese, with
special emphasis on news.
Ask West Coast CP
ASSIGNMENT of 250 w unlimited
time on 1340 kc at Palm Springs,
Cal., is cation
requested
a newFCCapplifiled with inthe
by
Palm Springs Broadcasting Co.,
a new partnership composed of
Richard W. Joy, former announcer
with KNX Los Angeles who has
freelanced since release from the
Navy, and Donald C. McBain,
United Airlines pilot formerly with
KNX in a technical capacity. Both
hold equal interest.

WHAT ABOUT
TOMORROW?
The Savaniiuli Seaboard is the
High trial
SpotSouth,ofHere
the New
Indusare permalent
"PLANTS
PEOPLE".
Yours— PAYROLLS
thru WSAV— !

their favor here'. Lay it.
Land let us pro.e
touisvatrs
—re & PETERS. INCBROADCASTING
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CAN'T

PEDDLE

INTO

ABLE
IN

A

"BIKE"

WESTERN

"OUTSIDE"!
THE
FROM
MICHIGAN
Michigan, that station is WKZO, serving eighteen
Yes, you might easily pedal to this section from
counties with a daytime population of 630,762 peoChicago or Detroit, but you can't peddle from
there, by radio! Why? Because ALL outside staple. In Grand Rapids and Kent County, it's WJEF,
tions give up the ghost when they hit the fortressserving a quarter-million people with the most
favorable frequency in the market (1230KC). Both
wall of fading around Western Michigan.
WKZO and WJEF are CBS. Both are programmed
So if listeners in this territory hold any attraction
for their specific areas. Both are owned by the
for you (and they do for others) you'll have to
Fetzer Broadcasting Co., and are sold in combinacome closer to get their ears. "Closer" means intion at a bargain rate per thousand radio homes.
side-the-wall. Listeners here have to tune-in Western
Together they offer complete coverage of Western
Michigan stations — or none. Naturally the bestMichigan.
programmed station gets the audience.
Let us send you the whole story— or just ask
Free & Peters!
In Kalamazoo, Battle Creek and Greater Western
Charlie Miller rode a bicycle 2,093 miles in six days at Madison Square Garden 1898.

ZO
WK
CBS-FORKAlAMiaOO.^^^^^
m
CREEK.AMD W6STERM

FREE & PETERS, INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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tion was filed May 2, 1944, by Mr.
Anderson and Robert Franklin,
partners. Mr. Anderson later filed
Reneivals Are Granted by Commission petition requesting withdrawal of
TWO NEW local stations were
ly was general manager and minor Mr. Franklin. The FCC granted a
granted conditionally last week by interest-holder of WSVA Harri- construction permit Dec. 5, 1944,
sonburg, Va.
the FCC, one contingent upon
Dec. 12 and subsemit. it aside
In its memorandum opinion the set
clearance by the War Production
quently granted a construction perBoard on necessary construction. Commission said the WPB on April
At the same time the Commission
its approval of the proThe city of Tulare does receive
granted renewals to 12 stations, 7 16 granted
posed construction under the policy service
from existing stations, but
of which had been on temporary of January 1944. Since the original the FCC held the policy restrictlicense pending inquiry in connec- grant was made Dec. 19, 1944,
ing
new construction to areas
tion with the Commission's new prior to the Jan. 16, 1945, supple- without service does not apply in
mental policy, and since the WPB the Tulare application. Final WPB
commercial-vs-sustaining program
policy. Commissioner C. J. Durr made no objection to the station approval for the construction must
dissented.
under the supplemental policy, the be obtained, however, before the
Another of the five Virginia sta- construction permit was granted. construction permit becomes valid.
The seven stations which have
tions, made possible by conferences Call letters WSTN have been asbetween Commission engineers and signed.
been on temporary license were
broadcasters [Broadcasting, Dec.
Herman Anderson, who was granted regular licenses with Commis ioner C. J. Durr dissenting.
25, 1944], was granted. Charles P. granted the conditional construction permit for a local in Tulare,
Blackley was issued a construction
Durr, who consispermit for a local outlet on 1400 Cal., to operate on 1240 kc with Commissioner
tently has felt the Commission
kc, with 250 w, unlimited, for 250 w unlimited, must comply with should inquire into alleged topStaunton, Va. Mr. Blackley former- WPB procedure. Original applica- heavy commercial schedules, in each
Tivo Neiv Local Stations and

Twelve

Hotel Video Survey
NEW YORKER HOTEL Corp.,
New York, is conducting mail surof its 70-80
card veyholders
askingthousand
whether credit
they
would like television sets installed
in the hotel rooms. Frank L. Andrews, corporation president, says
video sets definitely will be put in
if the survey indicates guests want
television. Results of the survey
are due in about three weeks.
of the clear channel renewals voted
for further temporary licenses and
continued inquiry. He also opposed
one regional and a local renewal.
Five ofoutlets,
the stations,
all" clear
channel
given three-year
licenses expiring May 1, 1948, over
Mr. Durr's objections, are: WCAZ
Carthage,
111., Lake
KGDMCity,Stockton,
Cal.,
KSL Salt
WQXR
New York (main and auxiliary),
KEX Portland, Ore. KSL also was
granted extension of its special
service authorization to operate
with two Federal Telegraph tubes
instead of two Western Electric
tubes in the last radio stage, for a
period not to exceed May 1, 1948.
The two other stations, to which
Commissioner Durr opposed regular licenses, are WCAX Burlington, Vt., a regional, renewed to
May 1, begins,
1946, when
its three-year
period
and WIBX
Utica,
N. Y., a local, renewed to Feb. 1,
1946, when its regular three-year
license period starts.
Other five renewals were granted
to Aug. 1, 1946, beginning of the
new three-year term, to: WMFG
Hibbing, Minn., KGBS Harlingen,
Tex., WEBQ Harrisburg, 111.,
WBBL Richmond, Va., KICD
Spencer,
Licensesla. covering construction
permits were granted these new
stations
by WJXN
the FCCJackson,
Administrative Board;
Miss.,
1490 kc, 250 w, unlimited; WPAG
days. Arbor, Mich., 1050 kc, 250 w,
Ann

Radio Institute Plans
THE FIRST Radio Institute of the
Rocky Mountain region at the U.
of Denver will be held beginning
June 17 for 10 weeks, Dr, Ben
M. Cherrington, Chancellor,
nounced last week. Courses which
will run throughout the entire 10
weeks include Problems in Radio
Radio Writing, and Radio Produe
tion. Courses offered the first five
2 FULL H0URS--6
to
8
A.
M.--Monday
thru
Saturday
weeks only include Radio BroadDEDICATED TO THE NORTHWEST FARMER !
casting in Schools,
Radio Programs
AnnounC'
ing,
Religious
Coursesandoffered
the second
five
For Full Particulars and "Choice" Spots on the
weeks only will be Radio News
Radio
for
Children,
Recording
and
''NORTHWEST FARM FRONT''
Control Room Techniques, and
Write Direct or Ask any JOHN BLAIR Man
Television Broadcasting. Wilson B.
Paul, associate professor, School ol
Speech, U. of Denver and execu
tive-secretary of Adult Education
Council and Clarence Moore, program ofmanager
of
KOA The
are cochairmen
Institute.
visory boardtheconsists
of programadT^ '™
Yr
W
\
and
of the fivd
Tf7
radio traffic
stationsmanager
in Denver.
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Whether for Radio's finest programs or amateur
auditions, best recordings are made on

AUDIO

DEVICES,

INC.

4^e€€A

•

444 MADISON

AVE., N.Y.

^^^.efH4e^/€4 CLUCUOcLlSCS

Broadcasters

Challenge

FCC

Authority to Make Data Public
NAB, Networks Lead Protests Against Proposed
Rules; Oral Argument Set for Next Monday
CHALLENGING authority of the Part 1 under Special Provisions
FCC to open for public inspection Relating to Radio. Particular forms
financial and business data filed as specified in the proposed rules also
confidential records, broadcasters were given NAB approval.
are slated to go before the Com"We advocate strongly that the
mission next Monday morning to Commission
will deem it appropriprotest certain portions of proate to adopt the practice, heretofore
followed
in application forms,
posed rules 1.301-1.304 [Broadcasting, April 23, May 14]. The of relieving licensees of filing again
hearing will be the first for Ver- and again documents and informanon L. Wilkinson, new assistant
tion which already have been filed
general counsel of the FCC in with and are available to the Comcharge of broadcasting.
mis ion," said the NAB brief.
Briefs were filed on behalf of
Specifically the NAB held that
the NAB, three major networks, a proposed rule 1.301, apparently a
regional network and 23 individual clarification of Rule 1.361, "works
stations in connection with the pro- a hardship on the licensee" because
posed regulations. NAB endorsed it requires preparation of a financial report prior to annual Federal
shifting Rule 43.1 of Part 43 into

Affiliates
Texas
KFDM— Beaumont
KFYO — Lubbock
KGNC— Amarillo
KRGV— Weslaco
KTSA —San Antonio
THE LONE STAR CHAIN
Louisiana
KRMD — Shreveport
Oklahoma
KADA— Ada
KBIX — iMuskogee
KCRC — Enid
KGFF — Shawnee
ROME — Tulsa
KTOK — Oklahoma City
KVSO — Ardraore
THE OKLAHOMA NETWORK
New Mexico
KGGM — Albuquerque
KVSF —Santa Fe
A Page 38 • May 21, 1945

Income Tax returns and state corporation reports. If reports to the
FCC involve the same data as required thenby Federal
returns,
the datesIncome
shouldTaxbe the
same, the NAB contended. On the
other hand, if separate data is required by the Commission, additime should
be givenrulelicensees.tionalUnder
the proposed
the
financial statements would be filed
by AsMarch
1. 1.302 the NAB comfor Rule
mented it appears to be "a great
improvement
Ruleambiguities
43.1" but
it contains over
several
"which are conducive to misunderstanding as to what is specifically
required". Regarding Rule 1.303
(b),
NAB
offered suggestions for
minor changes.
Vigorously protesting the Comproposal tothe make
cial recordsmission's
public,
NAB finanbrief
pointed out that if information furnished the FCC is opened for public inspection, "the safeguards set
up by the Congress for income tax

TURTLE DERBY is out now that
Kentucky
it wasC.
a nice ideaDerby
cookedis upin.byButHarry
McTigue and
(1),G.WINN
manager,
F. (Red)Louisville
Bauer,
sales manager. Here "Baby WINN"
sired"1240"
by ''Good
out
of
wentEntertainment"
through training
paces, clocked by Mr. McTigue.

returns would be nullified insofar
as the broadcasting industry is
concerned and for many individSuchuals aengaged
movetherein."
would enable competitors to obtain information
Where We
' which might be used to the great
disadvantage
of the"It licensee",
the
CanReaUy
NAB contended.
is our view
that the Commission should hesitatesetonceadopt
a ruleshowing
in the abHelp You!
of a verysuchstrong
for
We know each individual
its
need,"
concluded
the
brief,
filed
market in the Middle West
by John Morgan Davis, NAB genand Southwest. Our intiloeral
ws : counsel. Other opposition folmate knowledge and experiBlue:ship ruleSuggests
application of ownerence in this rich, responsive
"substantialbe limited
Interest"to inpersons
licenseehaving
corterritory can be of invalup
o
r
a
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
that
Interest"
able assistance to you when
be defined as 25% "substantial
of voting stock;
opposes
public
inspection
angle,
contendit comes to building a spot
ing information required by proposed
rules
"is
equivalent
to
an
abridgement
campaign that will get the
of theords";corporation's
booksbe kept
and conrecmaximum results. Let us
fidentiainformation
l by FCC. should
CBS: Suggests
several
revisions
regarding ownership
rules;
opposes
mak-Inyou — now !
ing financial
data that
public,financial
suggestsstatecmentslusionshallof proviso
be treated as confidential.
NBC: Opposes
public Inspection
of
financial
data,andparticularly
YANKEE
GEN. decision,
TIREcontracts.
&opposes
RUB.
Co.: Quotes Sanders
ments.
rules generally, offers several amendSEGAL,of KFDM
SMITH WFEA
& HENNESSET
on
behalf
WBAP
KGKO
Sales
WXYZ
WOOD
WMC
WTCNWPLA
KSD WFBM
WCPO
WNOX
WADC
WHAM
No objection to filing data asked by
Offices
FCC;
objectionpersonnel
to maktogpublic;
owner'do
ship ornooperating
New
York
Hollywood
object to public inspection of .financial
Chicago
San Francisco
reports
and
contracts;
alleges
"there
is
serious sion'sdoubt
of the CommisDallas
Portland
dutyinformation
butnotof only
its this
authority
to disclose
of
character"
GENERAL
OFFICES— /1
WJW Cleveland:
desirebutto objects
oppose
ultimate
adoption ofNo rules,
AMARILLO
toments
maktag
financial
data
public;its com-;
"for
the
FCC
to
open
flies
containmg annual
financialwould,
and income
statements
of
licensees
to
effethe
ct, be revealing
same mformatlon
that
Bureauby the
oflaw Internal
Revenue
is prohibited
from disclosing,
except
in restricted Similar
Instances."to WJW.
KOB
Albuquerque:
N^WDEN
WOR:
Requests
additional
time to
file
brief
because
of
illness.
TAyLUR^-UWE-S
WGBG records
Greensboro,
N. C:mspectionj
Opposes
opening
to public
quotes
Communications
Act,would
comments
"only
two
classes
of
people
want
toand look
records,"
curiosity
thoseat after
personal
gain. seekers
HEARST
RADIO
(WISN
WBAIi
WINS):
Opposes opentag
records. of
Detroit:
clarification
"operatmg
personnel";
change
in WJR
ownership
rule. Asks suggests
WWVA jetoction tWheeling:
FUed public.
letter;
obo fiimg
soughtno but
objects
makingInformation
data
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PUBLIC SERVICE

AN OBLIGATION.

A PRIVILEGE

^SScice

Mf tke

AN OPPORTUNITY

Ami

Artistic talent flowers in the light of
recognition . . . but the opportunity for a really talented
young musician to make his or her debut in the world
of music is all too rare.
It was this type of thinking that prompted KFI to
inaugurateProgram
its Young
Competition
a Publicof
Service
two Artists'.
years ago.
Through asa series
weekly broadcasts, KFI makes it possible for young
instrumentalists to achieve recognition and to win
public acclaim for their talents. Awards for final winners in the Competition include an appearance with
the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra in concert
and $1,000 in War Bonds.
In April of this year, following completion of the
1944-1945
KFI's Young
Artists' Competition
Program wonseason,
the George
Foster Peabody
Award as the
'most outstanding radio program for youth in America."
AnotherCalifornia.
reason for KFI's undisputed leadership in
Southern
1945 WinCASSIDY
ROBERT
10 year-old pianist

KFI
NBC for LOS ANGELES
50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • 640 KILOCYCLES
1944 Winner
PFC ROBERT
JAMIESON
21 year-old cellist
EDWARD C. PETRY AND COMPANY, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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I Radio Bill of Rights
■ DELEGATES TO the United Nations World
Security Conference in San Francisco might
,'agenda,
well consider,
if it isof nota free
already
their
the adoption
speechon plank
which biliwould
recognize
news responsity on the sanae
basis asradio's
the press.
Here in America, birthplace of the basic f ree; doms, our forebears felt that liberty, so hard
,. won, required such principles as these to per' petuate
it shall
: make no law respecting an establlsbCongress
ment
oforreligion,
or prohibiting
free orexercise
thereof;
freedompeaceably
ofthespeech
of the
, and
press; toor petition
theabridging
right the
of thetheGovernment
people
assemble
for a toredress
of
'i grievances.
More than 154 years ago, the first Congress,
at its first session in New York, proposed the
First Amendment to the Constitution as one
of the 10 Amendments known as the Bill of
Rights. On Dec. 15, 1791, the Bill of Rights
became effective.
Since that time, elements, some evidently
bent upon overthrow of the Government, have
cried "Bill of Rights" when law enforcement
. " officers attempted to stop street-corner orators
or publication of questionable literature. Religious groups have attacked other sects and
creeds. Newspapers have blatantly criticized
public officials. Through it all, Congress has
' adhered to the tenets of the First Amendment
and has made no laws "abridging the freedom
' of si)eech".
Times have changed. A world is embroiled
in war. Radio has become the swiftest and most
comprehensive means of disseminating infor; mation — a medium unknown to the founding
fathers.
Journalism has undergone a transition. The
, Greeleys, Wattersons and Brisbanes of other
' years
as their counterparts
Murrows,
Shirers,haveBaukhages,
Winchells, the
Lewises
and
Pearsons of today. They reach audiences never
thought possible in the pre-radio era. They are
\ journalists none the less — audible journalists.
< Certain Senators and Congressmen quarrel
with certain brands of radio journalism. They
take the floors in both houses, where they enjoy immunity, to hurl invectives at their radio
critics. On the air some of these commentators,
not so much by use of words as by the man,1 ner of using them, have taken their licks at
' i Congress.
Hence, wants
the moveto towrite
muzzleintoall aradio.
Sen. Wheeler
new
statute a "fairness" provision, which apparently is incapable of being reduced to legal
verbiage without impinging upon freedom of
speech and of the press. Rep. Dies once had
similar ideas for a House resolution. It should
be clear that legislation won't solve the problem, any more than a ban on editorials in newspapers. It happened in Hitler's Germany and
in the totalitarian countries. But it can't happen
in
our
democracy under the First Amendment.
A few days ago the Assn. of Women Directors of the NAB commended the four points
of Resolution 27 on "Free Access of Information", adopted at the Inter-American Conference in Mexico City earlier this year, urging
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it as a program to be adopted by the conferees
at San Francisco.
Secretary Stettinius has made it clear that
San Francisco's first job is to build a structure for world peace. Pursuant to that, the
various interests of the numerous areas represented at the Conference will be considered.
This obviously is the proper line to take, since
it is a direct one, if the Conference is to be
successful in accomplishing its objectives. Secretary Stettinius, however, should not forget,
nor should his colleagues, that a cornerstone
of any such structure must be the kind of
cornerstone defined in our own Bill of Rights.
This cornerstone properly laid, there need
be no worry that proper dignity will attach
in the future to the important function of
honest news coverage. Certainly it will follow
that in the shadow-zones of the Universe, as
is true in the enlightened democracies, people
can live in peace . . . for no war has ever been
fought under the unsullied banner of the whole
truth.
Home Town Recognition
ALL STATIONS in the United States and
Canada last week were presented with citations
by their local chapters of the Kiwanis International in recognition
of radio's public
service. It was
the first observance
of Kiwanis
Radio Week and probably will become an annual event, just as National Newspaper Week,
which originally was launched as a Kiwanis
venture, now is observed annually under newspaper auspices.
NAB President J. Harold Ryan, in accepting
the awards on behalf of Omaha's five stations,
bespoke the reaction of all broadcasters when
he cited the "home town" origination of the
awards. No testimonial, he said, can equal that
which comes from the people in the community
in which the broadcaster serves.
The backbone of radio service is local. Those
stations which afford means of local selfexpression, and which therefore are vibrant,
integral parts of their communities, have made
radio an indispensable factor in the American
way of life. All that has been built in a scant
quarter-century.
Radio acknowledges with gratitude the
warm, sincere and enlightened recognition of
its public service role by the Kiwanis International. Radio knows that with that kind of
solidified support, stemming from public-spirited local organizations, the mission of a free
American system of broadcasting dedicated to
the public service cannot fail.
Bludgeon
COULD THERE be more terrible and impressive evidence in support of America's democratic system of broadcasting than the spectre
of
Joseph
Goebbel's body lying atop a heap of
rubble
stand? at the base of a German microphone
He who had used the microphone as a bludgeon to beat lies into the brains of an entire
nation died miserably and forlornly, mourned
by few, within grasp of his weapon.
The microphone is ill-used thus. It is a
wand, not a hammer, and its magic will augur
well for the world if the men behind it will
keep freedom in their sights.

VERNON LEE WILKINSON

law has become
natureRETING
to Vern Wilkinson
who, on second
April
INTERP
18, quietly took over the job of FCC asgeneral
sistant counsel in charge of broadsucceeding Rosel
casting,[Broadcas
Hyde,3],new genting,H. April
eral counsel
Not one for fanfare, Mr. Wilkinson on April
16 slipped over to the Commission from the
Dept. of Justice, where he had been since 1938,
took the oath, made acquaintances and that
afternoon returned to his office at the Justice
Dept. tolowingwind
up histheaffairs
The FCC,
folday he spent
morningthere.
at the
the afternoon at his former office and on Wedfulltime nesday,
basis.April 18, he reported at the FCC on a
Although young in years Vern Wilkinson
long ago carved for himself a niche in the halls
of Congress. While he was legal assistant in
the Legislative Reference Service, Library of
Congress,
of Public
General Bills"heforcompiled
the 74th"Digest
and 75th
Congresses.
A product of the Great Northwest, Vern
was boiyi Jan. 31, 1909, in Chelan, Wash., and
he still maintains a legal residence in Okanogan, Wash. He received his B.A. degree magna
cum laude from Whitman College, Walla
Walla, Wash., in 1930, when he was graduated
first in his class. A year later he received his
M.A. degree from American U., Washington,
D. C.
Studying under a Carnegie Fellowship, Mr.
Wilkinson in 1932 received the Certificate of
the Faculte de Droit, U. of Paris, and the following year his Ph.D. degree in international
law at American U. He was graduated in 1938,
again first in his class, with an LL.B. degree
from Georgetown Law School, Washington.
From 1933-35 Mr. Wilkinson was legal assistant in the Law Division, Library of Congress,islative
and from
Library's
Reference1936-38
Service.in the
He also
servedLeg-as
a staff member and later associate editor of
the Georgetown Law Journal from 1935-38. i
Armed with his LL.B. degree and a world
of knowledge, Vern Wilkinson joined the Dept.
of Justice in 1938 as attorney in the Lands
Division, about the time that another brilliant
young lawyer named Charles R. Denny Jr. was
elevated to the post of assistant chief of the
Appellate Section, Lands Division. In 1940 Mr.
Denny became chief of the Appellate Section
and Vernspot.Wilkinson stepped into the assistant
chief's
Mr. Denny left the Dept. of Justice in Febn
ruary 1941 to take a p©st on the legal staff oi
the FCC and in 1942 Vern Wilkinson became
chief of the Appellate Section. When Mr. Dennj
(Continued on page H)
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MERITS A PEABODY REGIONAL CITATION^
JOHN E DREWRY DEAN HENRY W GRADY SCHOO LOF JOURNALISM
UNIVERSITY OF GA.

AWARDED

FOR

KOIN

TO

OUTSTANDING

f^SRjEff SHOWMANAGEMENT

AWARD

'Tor Outstanding War Bond Promotion"
KOIN MILLION DOLLAR CLUB

SERVICE

GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY CITATION
For Regional Excellence in Public Service
SONG OF THE COLUMBIA

PORTLAND, OREGON
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NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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Nathan Frank to Manage
WHNC, Opened Sunday
WHNC Henderson, N. C, on May
20 began fulltime operations with
a formalcenseddedicatory
program.Radio
Lito the Henderson
Corp., the new station operates on
890 kc with 250 w days. Downtown
studios are at 219 Williams St. and
the transmitter is two miles north
of
on U. S. Highway
No. Henderson
1.
Nathan Frank, for 4% years
manager of WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C, is manager of the new
Henderson station. R. B. Bronson,
former program manager of WHTD
Hartford,
Conn., isHarrell,
programCordeal,
director, and Howard
Ga., is chief engineer. WHNC is
affiliated with Mutual, uses Press
Assn. news wire service and World
and Keystone transcription libra-

TOM sasEVANS,
president
of KCMO
City and visited
of the Crown
Drug KanCo.,
last
an oldMonday
friend, for thePresident
third timeTruman,
within
a fortnight.
He
Introduced
to
the
President DON McNEIL,andBlueMrs."Breakfast
Club"
McNeil,
who Seventh
wereimpressario,
in Washington
xhe
War Loan. to help launch
T. A. dentM.of the
CRAVEN,
vice-presiCowlesexecutive
Broadcasting
Co.,
left ingthein Omaha
NAB board
of directors
last Friday
for Salt meetLake
City in connection with company affairs.
FRED
FLETCHER,
manager ofof
WRALTobacco
Raleigh,Network,
N. C,general
andwas president
the
speaker
the Kiwanis
Award program
May 14 atto
WGBR cGoldsboro,
N.G. C.BRIGHT,
Award wasWGBRace
p
t
e
d
b
y
HARRY
general manager,
is also War
campaign
manager
for the whoSeventh
Loan
Drive in Goldsboro.
COMDR.
O.
W.
FISHER,
president
and
general
manager
of KOMO
Seattle,
back atduty.his
desk after
four years
activeis
Navy
ROBERT G.of SOULE,
vice-president
and
treasurer
WPBL Syracuse,
has been
named dagachairman
of Syracusefor andEconomic
OnonCounty
Committee
Development.
W. VIChallGEORGE,
president of agency,
Whitehas
beenBroadcasting,
promotedInMontreal
from
major
to
lieutenant-colonel
the
Canadian
LATHROP MACK,
managerhasof joined
NBC
Army.
He is units
in charge
of theCanada
Canadian
guest
Army
show
touring
and
overseas.
the NBCrelations
spot department,
sales department
as a
salesman,
replacingto ROBERT
E.sales
HOW-in
ARD, transferred
NBC spot
Hollywood.
He isassistant
replaced
by WILLIAM
ERVIN,
former
guest
relations
managerment since
and 1941.
a member of the departOur Respects to
{Continued from page i2)
JONESfice of Free
SCOVERN
York ofof-a
& Petersof the
is theNewfather
was sworn in March 30 as Commissioner, and Rosel Hyde was ele- WALLACE F. BUSSE, former San Franvated to the general counselship, KROW
manager of West-Marquis
Adv., to
as account executive.
girl. ciscoOakland
the Commisson appointed Vern to ROBERT
L.Louis,
BROCKMAN,
formerly
Mr.
Hyde's
post
as
FCC
assistant
KXOK
St.
has
joined
the
salesof
casting.
general counsel in charge of broad- department of WIL St. Louis.
S/SGT. MARCUS CHACONA, department,
USMC, on
During his career, Vern has leave from commercial
has
transferred
to DIV.,
Mawritten and reviewed some 300 WFBLrineSyracuse,
Hdqtrs., Eastern
Procurement
to handle
radio.
SGT.
briefs, argued cases in 9 of the Philadelphia,
EDMUND
M.
LEONARD,
also
of
WFBL
10 Federal Circuit Courts of Ap- commercial department, teaches military courtesy and is drill instructor for
peals as well as the Supreme
cadets,Cal.,AAPAirpublic
Court. He has authored these ar- Civil Airlations.Patrol
Long Beach,
Field. reticles: "Judgments of the Su- &CHARLIE
ADELL,
salesman
for
Weed
Co., station representative, Chicago,
preme Court Rendered by a Major- transfers
to the Detroit office as manity of One", "The Item Veto in the ager.
American Constitutional System", EUGENE P. WEIL, formerly of WJLD
"Is a Corporation Always Entitled Bessemer,mercialAla.,managerhasof been
named comtheregional
Tobacco
Network,Mr.NorthWeil
Carolina
station
to
'Due Bill
Process
of Law'?",
Federal
of Rights
and the "The
14th group.
will
headquarter
in
Raleigh.
Net
is
represented
nationally!
Amendment",
published in the by the Walker Co.
Georgetown Lawall Journal.
WILLIAM L.of WEIWQXR
S SELL,Newformer
York, nightl
pre
He also has written "William supervisor
viously editor
of Frank
Shephard
Pub
Wait" and "Thomas Whitney Wat- lishing
Co.,
New
York,
has
joined
WLIB
New
York,
as
salesman.
NELSON
erman" for the Dictionary of Amer- P. SPENCER has Joined WQXR as
manager. Heforhasa number
served asof sta^
an
ican Biography and "The Constitu- night
nouncer-producer
tion of the United States of Amer- tions,
most recently WFCI Pawtucket
R.
I.
ica, Annotated," in addition to the
w on 850
digest of public bills for Congress. WHDH
appointedBoston
Adam(5,000
J. Young
Jr. kc)
Inc. hasaS
representative.
Vern goes to the FCC with little national
or no direct knowledge of broad- Kelowna,
PATSY SMETHURST,
formerly of CKOV
is now traffic
casting, but already he is deep in New Westminster,
B. C. chief of CKNWi
study of various pending cases. On WALLACE F. BUSSE, former San Fran
him General Counsel Hyde will lean Cisco
of West-Marquis, td
tive. manager
Oakland, Cal., as account execu-;
heavily in the postwar period when KROW
applications for new services are
processed.
ALFRED CRAPSEY, KPO San Franciscq
Mr. Wilkinson married the for- sales
manager,
been elected
rector of the SanhasFrancisco
Adv. aClub,dimer Dorothy B. Lohrman of Grand
Rapids, Mich. They have one
daughter, Diane C, and live at CALIFORNIA State Assembly proposai
prohibit
unionwasassessments
5312 Fourth St., N. W., in Wash- tolltical
purposes
50forto pO'27o:
Measure
grewMilleout
ofdefeated
controversy
ington.
Cecil
B,
De
with
AFRA
Los An
His hobby? Studying law.
geles Chapter campaign.
over dollar assessment foi!
educational
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FM STATION WNBF-FM
Operated by Wylie B. Jones Advertising
FREQUENCY: 44.9 MEGACYCLES
INPUT TO FINAL AMPLIFIER: 1,970 WATTS
ANTENNA OUTPUT: 1-KW
TOTAL HOURS OPERATION TO DATE: 5,756
PERCENT OPERATING TIME TO OUTAGES: 99.3
TYPE OF TRANSMITTER: REL No. 519 DL
Another record of proven reliobility. This transmitter has been
operating for over three years at
WNBF, FM, 3 KW station at Binghamton, N. Y.

Those broadcasters with experience in FM
know the rehability performance that can be
expected with the Armstrong Crystal-Controlled Phase Shift method of frequency modulation employed in REL transmitters of all
power ratings. FM installations are our speRADIO

ROADCASTING
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cialty—not our side-line. This accounts largely
for our past successes. This specialization, together with the deeply-grounded knowledge
and unusual experience of our staff of engineers will continue to lead the way for even
greater success in FM expansion.

ENGINEERING

LABS.,

INC.
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MARK
WARNOW,
conductor
'Hit
Parade",
sponsored
on
CBS will
by ofAmericancast forTobacco
Co., Newsponsor
York,
broadno
other
under
terms
of a five-year contract signed with the
company.tainingContract
cover susordoes
war noteffort
including theprograms
transcribed
series services
for the
Treasury
Dept.
He
is
a
musical
director of WABC New York.
EDWARD
W.
LADD,
with
the
program
department ofWALL
WHN New York for two
years,
as staffjoins
announcer. Middletown, N. Y.,
PAUL E. X. BROWN, the originator
ofWJOB"Headlines
In Review",
has
joined
Hammond,
Ind.,for asnegro
announcer
and promotion
director
affairs.
ROBERT F. BRYAR, former program
director viouofsly an announcer
WAAF Chicago
and WAIT
preat WAAF
WCFL
WIND WJJD WHIO,
has joined
the
York. announcing staff of WHN New
DON
NEAL,
formerly
ofSeattle,
KVOS Belllngham,
Wash.,Ore.,
and asKXAannouncer.
to KEX
Portland,
LARRY
BECKERMAN,
produceris and
m.c.
of
WTOP
Washington,
the
father of a boy.
HOWARD LEONARD, formerly with
WRRN
O., to WKBN Youngstown, O..Warren.
as announcer.
STEVE BLACK,
WHB Kansas
nouncer, isthe father
of a boy.City anFREDERICK
KARCH,
formerly
of Buthrauff
New York, to production
staff of& Ryan,
KYW PhUadelphla.
LARRYHope,HAZE,
former andgag-writer
for
Bob
Bob Hawk
other radio
stars, now
conducts
"Comedy
Convention",
weekly
half-hour
record
and
gag
series on WTTEW New York.
TED ofCAMPBELL
Of the
staff
WMCA New
Yorkannouncing
has been
nameding JOEacting
chief
annoimcer,
replacO'BRIEN
duction
May 11. who reported for inLYMAN B. BRYSON, CBS director of
education,
and KATHERINE
McGBAT-the
TAN,
administrative
assistant
education
division, were
marriedin May
LT.
COL. RAYMOND
SCHNEIDER,
recently
from F.ETO,
taken
over his returned
former
position
on thehasWWSW
Pittsburgh
announcing
staff.
FRANCES
FILLMORE,
WHIO toDayton
announcer,
has been married
J. B.
Lakin.
FREDERICK KARCH, formerly of Ruthrauff & Byan,
New York,
delphia production
staff. to KYW PhilaBILL FORMAN, announcer on NBC
"Kay Kyser's
of MusicaltheKnowledge", has beenCollege
Inducted
Army.
BILL HAWORTH
now hasintoassignment.
STEVE KENNETT to WHAT Philadelall-night
announcer,
ingphia asGEORGE
COTTER,
resigned.succeedMRS. ROBERT J. TURNAGE, continuity
writer,
from
WSJ8
Winston-Salem.
N.
C, to WRVA Richmond, Va.
CPL.
BOB
ROBERTS,
formerly
known
as Robert
Warrenthe onscenes
KYW Philadelon V-Ephia,Daydescribed
as narrator for InBBC.London
WILLIAM CRUIKSHANK, Canadian
Army veteran of the Mediterranean
campaign, to CBR Vancouver as announcer.
GEORGE WALTON, formerly of CJVI
Victoria, Ispartmentnow
the production
of CKOVin Kelowna,
B. C. deJ.salesBERTcoordinator
MITCHELLof KOA
Jr., program
Denver, and
has
taken over added duties of night supervisor.
ROBERTager, WFMJ
B. MACKALL, program
O., has manbeen
inducted
into Youngstown,
Army.
news editor,
is nowWILLIAM
acting CROOKS,
program
manager. nGEORGE
BARRY joins anouncing staf .
HARRY
writer, is KRONMAN,
father of boy Hollywood
born on Mayradio13.
NORMAN
RAGSDALE,
new
radio, to
announcing
staff of WSSV toPetersb\irg,
Va.
MARY
BURNHAM,
assistantA.assistant
extension Iowa
editor,State
hasCollege
been
named
agricxiltural
programs for CBS director
at WTOPof Washington.

BRONZE STAR GOES
TO LT. COL, HAYES
LT. COL. JOHN S. HAYES,
American director of Armed Forces
Network, SHAEF, has been
awarded the Bronze Star for his
part ing
in radio
extend-to
troops of all
tionalities innathe
European
Theater. The award
marks the first
time that radio
has received such
recognition
in
area.
Col. Hayes thisDuring
the
year radio
Col.
Hayes has acted past
to extend
coverage to every section of the
continent. His citation points out
the "outstanding and unstinting
discharge
duties". radio
Currentlyof hetheseis organizing
forces
for
a
huge
program directed at the army of occupation.
BBC Changes Signal
WITH THE END of war in Europe, BBC changed
its famous "V
for
earlyVictory"
1941. Thesignal,
first infiveusenotessinceof
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony are
now heard against a background of
joybells.
LEE SAUNDERS, formerly with WEED
Rocky Mount,
C, to WCAX Burlington, Vt., as N.announcer.
ROBERT
BAYNE
joins WHBU
son,
Ind.,
as
announcer
and Anderrecord
jockey.
BROWN is new
WHBU
student PAUL
announcer.
RAY MILLER,
WKBV Rich-as
mond, Ind.. toformerly
WIRE ofIndianapolis
announcer.

WILLIAM HILLMAN, PAUL SCHUBERT
and LEO
CHERNE,1 p.m.
Mutual
tors, last Sunday
startedcommentaa weekly
quarter-hour
program.
WALTER
COMPTON,
WOL
Washington
news commentator. Is the father of a
JOHN
formerly
with
WNYC
andRANDOLPH,
York, to WGBB
Goldsboro,
N.WNEW
C, asNewnewscaster.
girl.
HOWARD PYLE, program manager of
KTAB
the covering
Arizona-NBC
networkPhoenix
who hasandConference
been
the
United
Nations
Into San
Francisco,
has
been
accredited
Army
war correspondent for the
the
Pacific aswara fronts.
ROSS McCONNELL, news director of
KOMO
Seattle, accredited leaves
to Gen.shortly
MacArthur's
for Pacific headquarters,
war theater.
WLW
Cincinnati
newsroom
has
added
the
services East
of Aneta,
and
Netherland
IndiesNetherland
news agency,
bringing the WLW news services to five
— AP, UP, INS. Reuters and Aneta.
Stearns Joins WCKY
WCKY Cincinnati has added Osborne Putnam Stearns, "The Food
to itsculinary
staff. Mr.
Stearns
inMagician",
a 15-minute
travelogue,
five days
a week,
stresses the romance of cookm ery, why dishes
how the man
|^^^^;Af 'i makes
came into
his being,
food
and what his food
makes of him. He
is familiar with
the cuisine of 65
ticularly Latin
American
cookery countries,
and customs. parHe
Stearns
hasMr. made
food talks over NBC
basic western Red Network, the
Don Lee System, the Yankee Netton.
work and Columbia's WEEI Bos-

JIM MORGAN,
artist of tothe WORD
Spartanburg Heraldstaff
- Journal,
Spartanburg
and promotion asman.parttlme announcer
STUART
FRANCIS Va.,
AUER, anno\mcer
ofMaria
WTAR
Gray Norfolk,
on May 5. married Alta
PHIL IRWIN, former announcer with
Radio Courses
KGW Portland
for twoCorps
yearsJapanese
a sergeant in the Marine
U. OF ILLINOIS school of jourLanguageturned toSchool
in
California,
has
renalism has added radio classes for
the station.
juniors and seniors. Equipment
and personnel of WILL, school sta-i
THOMAS
DALHAVEN,Radioformerly
With tion,
ispresident
to be used.
the
of thePark
board,Living-!
saidj
WGN Armed
ChicagoForces
continuity staff.Service, to ston,
radio needs 500 trained persons
DICK
GLUNS,
senior
producer
of
CJBC
Toronto, Corps.
has joined the Canadian now. with expectation of 1,000
Armored
openings a year in the future.

Sun Life
is a sym-of
bol of theBuilding,
industryMontreal,
and activity
Quebec Province. Here is a specialized
market
of radios
million people
— eager listeners toductstheir
and programs— and
they loyal
enjoy.to the
We procan
cooperate with you by planning and producing
the
type
of
radio
program—
in
either French
English
results,
becauseor we
know— which
Quebec,bringsits
people, preferences and psychology.
y

RADIO

PROGRAMME
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t's the Healy parlor . . . Captain and Mrs. Tim.
Where "open house" to friends means "open house"
to New York!
Every weekday WMCA now brings THE CAPTAIN
TIM HEALYS to Metrof>olitan area housewives for a
warm and memorable visit. A visit in which family
problems are exchanged, food occupies its savory
place, homemaking receives thoughtful attention.
Above all, a visit in which-from 1:30 to 2:00 PMthe Healys' unpretentious charm creates 30 minutes
of welcome for radio listeners.
Almost everyone knows Captain Tim. The
mail responses he achieved for such leading
culvertisers as Procter & Gamble (Ivory Soap )
and Kellogg^ s Corn Flakes made radio history:
1,900,000 soap wrappers (over a single station)! 80,000 quarters with 160,000 wrappers!
10,000 dimes and 60,000 wrappers . . . and too
many more to enumerate!

The appeal that has endeared him to millions is
duplicated in Mrs. Tim. Mother of four, expert in
homemaking, serene hostess— she's a woman other
women enjoy knowing.
It's easy to see why alert advertisers are arranging
to air their sales messages at the Healys; are rapidly
reducing the number of available participations. .
The proved success of stars and format . . . plus
the unusual merchandising services offered a food
or home product advertiser (details on request) make
it imperative and profitable for you to get more information about THE CAPTAIN TIM HEALYS -/««!/

wmca
FIR'ST ON NEW YORK'S DIAL. ..570
REPRESENTED

BY WEED

& COMPANY^

Spons

oRSji

CONSOLIDATED ROYAL CHEMICAL
Co., Chicago
(Krank's 14shave
began
sponsorship
of thecream),
transcribed Neblett RadioMayProductions
package
"Stay
Tuned
for
Terror"
on
WMAQ
Chicago,ct for thrice
52 Chicago.
weeksweekly
placed10:45by p.m.
RusselCon-M.
Seeds traCo..
TRUE line),
OIL beganCo.,sponsorship
Spokane (Rainbow
10 ofgasothe
transcribed Neblett RadioMayProductions
package erners"
"Louise
Massey
and
the
Weston KITContract
KUJ and
begins
Junetwice 8weekly
KHQ.
weeks
placed
byonWalter
A. Karlowskl52
Adv., Spokane.
DIAPERWHITE
Co., New
York, hasa
shifted
detergent,vanadvertising
from
Dlenerof Inc.,
&Diaperwhite,
Dorsklnd.
to
Victor
der
Llnde
New York.
Currently
using
WAAT
Newark,
firm
will
shortly
start
a
new
spot
schedule
on WLIB WMCA WAAT WQXR.
CARTER
York, foras
part
of ItsPRODUCTS,
spot radioNewschedule
Arrid anda Carter's
Little
Liver Pills,
has
signed
52-week
contract,
May 14, for sponsorship on WOReffective
New
York of "Tello-Test",
five weekly
ter-hour program. Business
placed quarthru
Small
Arrid. & Seitter, New York, agency for
R.Bulova
F. WARREN,
Watch Co.,advertising
New York,manager
has beenof
named a vice-president.
HAMILTON
RADIO Corp.,
New & York,
has named
Ellis
Co.,
New
toSherman
handle K.advertising.
No
plans tonYork,
will
be
announced
until
Hamilcan
begin
production
for
consumers.
SHELL OILvertisingCo.,throughNewJ. Walter
York, placed
adThompson
Co.,Pratt
New Co.,
York,Newand York,
not thru
Marschalk
&reported
as
incorrectly
in BROADCASTING May 7.
A.
CRAIGSafetySMITH,
vice-president
Gillette
Razor
Co., both
New adverYork,of
has
been
named
to
head
tising and sales
departments.
Mr. Smith
has
Gillette
since been
December
1943. advertising
T. P. manager.
BARRY chiefJr.
continues
as general
sales
HOPE
Inc., Grant
New York
hasto
appointed
Adv.,(Qulckdent),
NewHopeYork,
handle
radio
advertising.
is
now
running
a 13-26 week ontestWHIG
campaign
spot
announcements
Dayton.of
WARNER BROS., New York, for various
films,
has
signed
a
52-week
contract
withforWNEW
New York,
May
14,
sponsorship
of six effective
morning
andof
afternoon
quarter-hour
segments
Martin room".
Block's
"Make
Believe
BallWarner now has contracts
close to 100
stations
promotion onof long-term
Warner
Agency forIs
Blaine-Thompson
Co., films.
New York.
FLEMING-HALL
Co.,
New
York,
cigamanufacturers,
hasto handle
appointed
WilliamsretteAdv.,
New York,
advertising.
Future
media
plans
areits
now
under
consideration
for
Mapleton,
and
for two and
new radio
brands,is expected
Strattford toandbe
Coffeetones,
used.
DEVONSHIRE
TOPPING
New
York,
for Co.,
a whipped
creamfor Inc.,
Ingredient,
and Eden
New York,
cosmetics,
have Charm",
started fiveparticipations
on "Time
for
weekly
quarter-hour
musical
New York.
placed byon F.WINS
B. Hubert
Adv., Business
Detroit.
LEWIS
Co., schedule
St. Louis,forasTums,
part
ofplaced
its -HOWE
spot
radio
through Olian Adv., St. Louis,
has
signed
a
26-week
renewal
contract
for
live effective
cut-ins May
weekly16. on WNEW
New 15York,
ADAM HAT STORES, New York, has
signed
contract,
effective
May
12, afor52-week
sponsorship
quarter-hour
ofof started
U.six S.weekly
race
track news mediately
bysummary
Steve
Ellis,
imthe lifting
ban
on horse races. following
Business
placed ofdirect.
LUTHERAN GOSPEL Hour, Chicago,
has contracted
weeklyChicago
halfhours
for 52 weeksfor onsixWAAP
startingtionalMay
20. Agency
InternaAdv., Grand
Rapids, isMich.
RICHARDS
Insurance Agency,
Angeles
BenefitLosInsurance), commentary
on(Mutual
May &21 United
starts onsix-weekly
flveminute
KDB
Santa
Barbara, Cal. Contract for 13 weeks
placed thru Dean Simmons Adv., Hollywood.

^
R. L. CHACON CHEMICAL Co., South
Cal. campaign
(Re-Nu Lawn),
radio,
inGate,a test
on Maynew 20tostarted
weeklying" onquarter-hour
"Vosburg
GardenLos Agencies,
Angeles. Placement
thru AlliedKPI Adv.
Los Angeles.Is
R. S. JONES & Son, San Gabriel, Cal.
(Plumber's
Enemy,
Yu-Re-Nu),
has
started
Martinfive-weekly
Agronsky,
Blue Stockton.
commentator,
on KWG
Cal.
Firm
sponsors
six-weekly
30-mlnute
commentary
KPASLos Pasadena.
Riordan
& MessieronAdv.,
Angeles,
has the account.
ORCHID LABORATORIES, Chicago
(cosmetics),
has appointed
Rocklinits Irving & Assoc.,
handle
advertising.Chicago,
Radio may betoused.
DR. W. B. CALDWELL Inc., Monticello.
111., assumes
of on"Record
Reveille",
7:20-30sponsorship
a.m.for(CWT)
WGN
Chicago
thebegan
balance
acago.52-weekfive-weekly
contract which
Marchof
5. Agency is Sherman & Marquette, Chi-

RETAIL OLDTIMER I
John Taylor Co. Keeps I
—Same Show 12 Years '
JOHN TAYLOR DRY GOODS
Co., Kansas
City, ofexecutives
lieve their record
12 years be-of
uninterrupted broadcasting of
Joanne
over KMBCTaylor's
KansasFashion
City is Flashes
unique.
Many retailnouncemstores
use spot
anents and a record
of this
length is not unusual with national
advertisers but few have attained
"program" status with regular unchanged 15-minute broadcasts over
a period
Scene ofis years.
laid in the Personal
Shopping Office of Joanne Taylor,
with parts taken by Myrna Daniels,
an assistant, Mary Jane Thompson, her secretary and Ray, her
office boy. Conversation is informal
and gossipy; merchandise featured
is minutely described with prices
as it is shown to friends and cus
tomers who drop in.
Firm feels program has sold
merchandise, won new customers.
Meredith Warner is store advertising directoris and
R. J. Potts-Calkins
& Holden
agency.

Pinaud Expands
PINAUD Inc., New York, sponsors
of "Musical
Lilian
on 6 BlueBouquet"
stations, for
is working
WENY Elmira femme announcers elle
for rival department stores mak- on plans
to
place
the
half-hour
ries on additional Blue stations,seing like cutting each others throats
in the fall. Program
are (1 to r) Betty Stevens, Shee- probably
April 22 as a test live on
han's; Jane Bond, Iszard's and started
WJZ
and
by
transcription a week
Barbara Craig, Gorton's.
later on the other stations. It may
be
heard
as
a
regular live network
REVEREgins sponsorship
COPPER June
& BRASS
Inc. p.m.
be4, 7-7:30
show. Agency
is Dorland
Interna(PWT)
on
Mutual-Don
Lee
of
"The
tional,
Pettingell
& Fenton,
New
Human
Adventure",
Peabody
Radio
York.
Awardday onwinner.
Series
is
now
heard
SunKHJ
Los
Angeles.
Agency
is
St.
Georges & Keyes, New York.
IMPERIAL
OIL Co.,on Toronto,
has signedof WEAF Opens 5 :30 A.M.
for
sponsorship
Toronto
home
gamesMacLaren
of the CKEY
TorontoToronto.
Baseball STARTING May 14, WEAF, NBC
Club thru
Adv.,
New York outlet, is opening at
STOKELY-VAN
CAMP
of
Canada,
Es- 5:30 a.m. (EWT), and will length
sex,
Ont.
(canned
foods),
has
appointed Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Toronto, en its Modern Farmer program to
as agency.
full hour, 6-7 a.m. Among guests
LAUCKS
Ltd., Vancouver
(paints),
has ascheduled
for the May 14 farm
started
weekly
programs
on
19
western
stations.
Agency is Russell program were Frank E. Mullen
T.Canadian
Kelley Ltd.,
Vancouver.
NBC vice-president and general
manager, and Grover B. Hill, Un
dersecretary of Agriculture and
Esmond Schedule
Assistant War Food Administrator]
ESMOND MILLS, Esmond, R. I.,
baby blanket manufacturer, is running five-minute musical programs,
Lullaby Time, on WRVA WFIL
KDKA and WSAI. Contracts, on
26-week basis, call for an average
frequency of two programs daily,
six times weekly. First such 26v/eek campaign was in New England area. At expiration of present contracts, Esmond will use
same type promotion in another
section. Agency is Marschalk &
Pratt Co., New York.
RADIO
WORKSHOP
West Coast
RICT
OLISTAN
ROP
clergymenHollywood
will be May
heldfor
MlEf
tkE DIST
2S
ENER
MOR
LfST
27under
throughauspices
June
2.of NBC
Designed
to
provide
religious
proLAR
PER
DOL
grams
comparable
with
broadcasts
in
other fields,
groupEverett
instruction
ganized by Rev.
C. Parker,was NeworAsk HEADLEY-REED
York
director
ofandradio
department
Congregational
Christian
Churchesfor
board of Home Missions.
BROADCASTING
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You want fertile markets. You want
to dominate those markets. You
want those markets to respond to
your appeals. Here you are. Sir,
a neat little package of sales dynamite.
WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
RapraMnlative: Th* Walker Company

WSLB
(Mutual)
Farmer Milks: —
250,000
Cows
Twice Daily
Pulling: —
$30,000,000,00
Annually
His Cash$2,500,000.00
Pay is: —
Monthly
The WSLB Farmer Has
Money To Spend
Not Every Month
ONCE-A- Y EAR
The Walker Co. — Represonfativet
Ogdmtburg, N. Y,
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flGEPCIES^
H. R.tor of research
COATE, informer
associateoffice
direc-of
the Chicago
Foote, fCone
Beldlng, has been transer ed to theof& firm's
as director
media Sanand Francisco
research. office
DR. tiveE. officer
N. TISDALE,
former
administrafor the OPA
and sales
analyst
for
Management
Controls
Assoc.,
York,
has
been
appointed
by
Ross New
Roy
Inc.,
Detroit,
to
direct
all
market
product research activities. JOHN andB.
McCLINTOCK,
withMotors
the Frigidalre
offormerly
GeneralDetroit,
and division
PAULstaff.SUTTON,
joinCorp.,
the
writing
RUSS
TOLG,
radio
director
of
Chicago, is the father of a girl. BBDO
ARTHUR P.to KANE
from
the
his posthas asreturned
Kane Army
Adv., Bloomlngton,
111.president of
CLIFFORD
STROHL,
for
eight
years
with
Donahuehis& own
Coe., agency,
New York,
has
established
Clifford
Strohl
Assoc.,
at
29
W.
57th
St.,
New
York, alsoin partnership
with
hiswillbrother
Lee.
of D&C. Mr.
coninue to specialize
theStrohl
theatre
field,
using tspot
radio onin occasion.
HUGH MacRAE, formerly with advertising departments
of the and
"New "Silver
York
American",
Screen",
has "Screenland"
beenRoUinson
named general
manager of Dudley
Adv. Agency,
New York.
HAROLD
WINTER, former
tor of Baymond
Spectormedia
Co., direcNew
York,York,
recently
with Spot
Sales
New
has
joined
Grant
Adv., Inc..
New
York, as publication spacebuyer.
EDWARD
FIELDEN,
manager
of
the
Bombay
office
Co.,theNewagency
York, ofInis J.June.
to Walter
visitHeU.Thompson
ofLondon.
isS.nowofficesin
JOE
formerly
Adv.
Co., KEENAN,
Toronto, has
Joinedof theWalshToronto
office cofated at 165Stewart-Lovick
Spadina Ave. Ltd., now loMARY
NOBLE,& Beldlng,
for several
years with
Foote, Cone
Hollywood,
has
been ingappointed
office manager
BESS HARRISON,
resigned. replacWALTER
CARLE,Hollywood
for two and
yearsformer
news
editor of ofR.KMPC
manager
KINY Juneau Alaska,
has
opened
advertising,
and public relations
offices publicity
at 6605 Hollywood
Blvd.,
7822. Hollywood. Telephone is Hillside
WILLIAM R. ORR & Co., Toronto, has
been granted
a franchise
by the CaAssociation
of Broadcasters
for
national nadian
business.
THOMAS
H.
BIRCH,
formerly
with
Chester &C. Talley,
MorelandCincinnati.
Co., Cincinnati, to
Savage
FRED BOTTOROFF,
formerlyto ofAllied
Columbian Adv.,Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles,
Adv.
Agencies,
as account
executive.
HARRY
buyerof ofa
BBDO LosMAYNARD,
Angeles, istalent
the father
girl born May 11.
DON
BELDING,
vice-president
and
chairman
ofistheconferring
board
ofwith
Foote,Chicago
Cone
&and
Beldlng,
New
York
agency
executives.
He
returns to Hollywood in June.
DON
M.
BANGS,
formerly
with
Blow
Co., his
San own
Francisco,
and at oneagency,
time head
ofjoined
Los
Angeles
has
BBDO
Los
Angeles.
J.Buenos
WALTER
THOMPSON
Co.
office
In
Aires reports
that
it currently
Is producing
radio Northam
programs
weekly
for
Standard 50Brands,
Warren,
RCA,
tisers. OIAA and various local adverG. B. GREENE,
advertising
ager of Lanteenformer
Medical
Labs., manChicago. cago, has Joined Ivan Hill Adv., ChiE.and A.mediaSCHULENBURG,
vice-president
director ofat Gardner
Adv., theSt.
Louis,
a dinner
Lennox wasHotelhonored
in observance
of hisat 40th
anniversary
as
a
member
of
the
organization.
WILLIAM
A.
SCHAUTZ
Inc.,
New
York
agency
specializing
in bakery accounts,
is setting
up a accounts
new department
for beer
and
beverage
under direction
of MAX Co.,R. WILEY,
sograf
Chicago. formerly of Embos-

CHARLES
ULLMAN, manager
of the
Rio
de Janeiro
Thompson
Co., willoffice
visit of
the J.NewWalter
York
office in June.
EXPORT ADV. Assn., New York, at
monthly cumeeting
will hear
diss ions of marketsMayIn 23Mexico
and Brazil. SpeakersExport
wUl beAdv.
BOB Agency,
OTTO, vicepresident.
New
York; ARTHUR Gotham
A. KRON,
executive
vice-president,
Adv. Co.,
New
York; tiveARTHUR
F. CONN
ALLY,Internaexecuvice-president,
Dorland
tional,
Pettingill
&
Fenton,
New
York,
and
HENRY WEBEL, manager of the
export
York. division, G. M. Basford Co., New
STANLEY
director of JOSELOFF,
Blow Co., NewradioYork,production
on May
13 became the father of twins— both
boys.
CHARLES E. ROLFE, former assistant
to the phonepresident,
new ofEngland
TeleCo., In charge
advertising,
has joined Albert Woodley Co. as vicepresident In New
charge of the agency's
newly
at 205 opened
Church St. Haven office, located
E.andA. media
W. SCHULENBURG,
vice-president
director of Gardner
Adv.,
St. Louis,
was
guestassociates
of honor inat observa dinner
given
by
his
a
n
c
e
o
f
his
40th
anniversary
with
the
agency.
HAROLD
L.
TUERS,
former
advertising
manager
of Richardof Blaker
Hudnut Adv.,
Co., New
has
become HENRY
president
York.
BLACKMAN
SELL,
Who
relinquished
the
presidency
to
devote
more
time toofthethefood
as chairman
board.field, continues

VISITING a Texaco Star Theater
broadcast while on liberty from
the Merchant Marine, Jack Wyatt
(r), former
directorwelcome
of Buch-by
anan & Co.,radio
is made
Henry
Souvaine,
producer
of CBS
series, and Donald Stewart
(c),
radio advertising director of the
Texas Oil Co., sponsor.
Agency Readjustment
STOKES PALMER-DI'NERMAN
Inc., Cincinnati agency, has readjusted personnel with Edward V.
Dinerman, president, and William:
A. A. Castellini, vice-president.
Edward E. Stokes, and Fred Palraer have resigned as president and
secretary - treasurer, respectively.
Staff members are Robert M.
Fleming, production director; William M. Lettow, industrial condirector. sultant and Albert C. Greule, art|^

PAUL LAVALLE, conductor of CBS Stradivari Orchestra, is honored by;
Seated (1 to r) Norman Dahl, president, and Jean Coxe, vice-president,
Prince Matchabelli, sponsors; Lavalle, John Mitchell, radio production
director, Morse International. Standing, Allyn Marsh, CBS asst. sales
mgr.; Margaret Bickel, pub. dir. for sponsor; L, V. Talamini, exec, v.-p
sponsor Chester Sleybough, mgr. radio dept. Morse.
AGENCY
in theatNegro
market
hasspecializing
beenNewestablished
1723
Amsterdam
Ave.,
York.
Radio
will
be
used.
President
is
F.Capehart
LINWOOD
Morals Down
HAILSTOLK,
formerly
of
&
Carey
Adv.,
New
York,
and
producer
GENE WILLIAMS, commerofYork"Harlem
WMCA New
in 1940.Serenade"
Other onprincipals
are
cial manager of KPRO RivROLAND
GEIGER,
secretary-treasurer,
formerly
of
Guarantee
Life
Insurance
erside, Cal., is voting
"yes"
Co.,
and
WILLIS
ROLAND,
sales
head,
to the question
war
formerDistillers
Negro Corp.
representative of Schenbreaking
down "Isourthemoral
ley
standards
?"
The
question
CHARLES
B.
HOFMANN
moves
from
the
Blow &Co.Marquette
to the Newas head
York ofoffice
was
at America's
Town discussed
Hall Meeting
recently
Sherman
mediaof
and
research.
in Los Angeles Auditorium,
IRENE
BARCLAY
from
CUne
Adv.,
which
Williams
attended.
As
Boise, Ida., to Ad Fried Adv., Oakland.
hestolen.
was The
leaving
wallet was
thiefhisremoved
the
money it contained, dropped
YMCA isscript
offering
$500 for North
the best
minute
promoting
Ameri-15-of
the wallet on the floor where
can
Interest
in
and
understanding
a more honest spectator found
other teedraces.
Winning
script scripts
Is guaranand other
willif
it and mailed it back to him.
beacceptable.
boughtproduction
atContest
current
market
prices
closes Oct. 1.
BROADCASTING
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KTSA

SUCCESS

STORY

celebrating!....^
ITS' 9TH YEAR
Anywhere in Texas within the range
of KTSA's transmitter every rancher
and farmer will tell you that the
"Trading Post" means Kallison's Dept.
Store and Kallison's means the "Trading Post". They'll tell you, too, that
the "Trading Post" is THEIR program.
That it advertises the things THEY
have for sale; finds the things they
need; arranges swaps, locates lost horses
and cattle, brings them up-to-thc
minute information, is a bulletin board
of the air for farm and ranch meetings
and gatherings. Yes! The "Trading
Post" is doing a real job.
Starting with a ten minute program
nine years ago, Kallison's have kept ths
"Trading Post" on the air continuously, and, as it has grown, have taken
more and more time, until, today, it is

ON
THE
AIR 4 ..o«o»";'<>
a full twenty minutes every week-day.
This program is the ONLY radio used
by the store. It is broadcast ONLY
4L'<f ^ REAL
over KTSA. Yet Kallison's say that
n y \ C E'S
it is very conservative to estimate that X
^KALLISR ON
A
it Brings 100,000 people per year into jt P ^
fhe store.
Another actual success story to prove
how well KTSA reaches the audience
\^ ^as designed and built to serve,
More proof of its ability to deliver resuits in the "KTSArea". . . a 64 county
sales area including 23.11% of Texas' _
effective buying income; 22.06% of
.^5^
Texas' retail sales; and 24.3 5% of
Texas' population,
KTSA is ready to write a success story
for you. Let us send you specific
facts about the job it is doing for sales
NOW and in the postwar era.
\

KT

SAN

;OADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

ANTO^NIO
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BUFFALO'S GREATEST
REGIONAL COVERAGE

OWI PACKET, WEEK

JUNE 11

Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during
the weeksuitable
beghming
June 11. OWI
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
forclients
sponsorship
and transcriptions
three
on eachof
side
discs. Tellwaryourmessages.
about them.
Plan 20-second
scheduleschain
for best timing
these ofimportant
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group
WAR MESSAGE WORK
KW
OI NAT.PLANSPOT
PLAN Aff. Ind. A«. Ind. Live Trans.
Seventh
War Down
Loan
iC X __
__ __
X
Hold Prices
X —
X
Dangerous
Pennies XX
Car Conservation
V-MaU
XX
X
— —
The
Job Ahead — Japan __ XX
X X
X

GLORIA
THOMPSON,
formerly CLAUI
In tl
NBC
program
department,
INE
SHANNON,
previously and
on the pr
ductlon
staff
of "Truth
or ConsPei
quences",
NBC have
joinedYork.
Mildred
ton
Productions,
New
Firm
expanding,
an entl
floor at 38 E.having
57th St.leased
in addition
present
quarters.
FREDERICK
ZIVhas Co.,acquired
New York,
pi
ductlon
firm,for
rights
"Easy
Aces"
a
syndicated
packa
and plans to start
discsJunefor
transcription
series cutting
around
Owned by wasGoodman
Ace
and his
wl
program
formerly
sponsored
Anacin Co. on CBS.
OWI Schedule
War Message
164 forNetwork
names Allocation
and time ofPlans.
programs carrying DR.
H. H.associated
BUBA, economist
andHooist
warSee messages
under ofNational
Spot and
tlstlclan,
with C. E.last
Inc.,
New a York,
as consultant,
we
became
regular
member
of
ganlzation
He hastheforbe
active In theas U.executive.
S. and Canada
years in marketing and advertising
search.
ROBERTA DUFTON, personnel direct]
office
and assistant
to
presidentmanager
of Mutual
during
MILL!
MiiaimiitiMiiTp
McCLINTOCK'S
regime
atof MBS:
recently
research
director
Cine
vision Studios, has been appointedTe
partment manager of Walter Low
executive and creative personnel.
ASSOCIATEDnewMUSIC
PUBLISHERS
completed
agreements
with KTi
WWSW KFEL
and KHSL
signedKICArenewals
w!
KDON
KRNR KTKC WJEJ WLOL. KIT KO:
WALKER & MINTON, Los Angeles a
San Francisco, has been appointed
serve
HersheyCoast.
McGlUvra II
clients Joseph
on the Pacific

* KC.KOOM
*
1260
- 1000 WATTS. FULL TIME - COLUMBIA AFFILIATE
73,327
BLUE
NETWORK

Its/C
"
ON
■\Ai(-'/'
OF POPULATION
TOTAL STATE
POPULATI
BUYING

POWER

Blue Institutes
BLUE, in cooperation with
universities, will hold a series
summer institutes, presenting d!
cussions on radio from the list<l
er's point-of-view. Dr. H. B. Su
mers, Blue director of public se:j
ice, has arranged sessions for tV w
day periods from July 9-July
at Kentucky
U., Indiana U., M|"
ver
nesotaU. U. Iowa State College, DejiJi

$90,265

STATION
RETAIL

SALES

"

$40,580

* Source: U. S. Bureau of Census and O. P. A.
*♦ In thousands (000 omitted). Source: Sales Management

...daily producing cott
cloth to wrap around tl
world.
from
"piclj
toWSPA
bolt"Produced
in theArea
16-coun
Primary

Mexico'sgives
secondComplete
major basic
mar(JJ40KC. loowa..,! coverage
'''V NewNew Mexico,
ket at low cost. Affiliated with KGGM and the Columbia Broadcasting system.

TAYLOR-HOWE-SNOWDEN
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4,955,144
spinning
spindles
VICTORY

RADIO SALES

WSPA SPARTANBI
SOUTH of CAR01
Cam
5000 wans Day, 1000 Home
wattf Night
Rep. by Hollinobery
BROADCASTING 9$0 kilocydM,
• Broadcast
Advertise

EXPERIENCES
Armydramatized
Air Forcesin
fliers In combatOf are
"AAF
Scrap
Book",
which
replaced
"First"Service
in the Time"
Air" as series
the Friday
unit onof
the
broadcast
CBS
Monday
through
Friday
5-5
:30 staff
p.m.
Capt.
Perry
Laiferty,
former
CBS
director,
producesbytheCpl.new
program
which
is
written
Joe
Qulllan.
former staff writer for Kate Smith.
WLIB Actor's Club
BROADWAY theatrical club Is the fictional
settingprogram
for "TheonActor's
Club",
five-weekly
Newvia
York. Well-known
stars
areWLIB
heard with
recording
In
brief
performances,
live
continuity
handled
by
an
m.c.
Each
act
withstarsnewsin New
aboutYork.stage,
screentiesandinradio
Legion on WJJD
.PUBLIC
SERVICE
serieswith
"This Is OUr
Duty",
in
Legion,
has cooperation
started
onbroadcast
WJJD American
Chicago.
Quarter-hour
show
Friday
.dramatizes
work of ofAmerican
Legion
behalf
of
veterans
World
War
II andin
:Dftheirprovisions
families, ofwiththe special
presentation
G.I. Bill of Rights.
Blue Veteran Series
'the
bluerehabilitation
takes up theInproblem
of
' I'eteran
O.S.A.", May
weekly21 Inhalf cooperation
- hour "Reunion
program
starting
with
Sollywood
Writers' dramatizations
Mobilization. with
Fornat will combine
;alks.
Charm Program
TIPS on all phases of how to be charming composes 14format
of "Charm School"
itarted
ona WGN
Llsieners areMay given
calendarChicago.
on which
;ach
day's
course
of
instruction
Ined for following at home. is outDrama Review
irOHN
CHAPMAN,
fork Dally
News, is drama
featuredcritic,
in a New
new
Sunday
video series
"Broadway
-telecast.
8:40",night
on
WABD
New
York.
First
20, had stars of "Anna
- jucasta" May
as guests.
Public Service Period
■'l-EN-MINUTE
periodhas7:30beenp.m.designated
Monday
K-hrough
Saturday
ly WTARservice
Norfolk,
Va., and
exclusively
-lublic
programs
announce-for
]-0aentsinsure
of localgreatest
interest.possible
Time waslistening
chosen
i(judlence.
Labor Law Series
-ITEW
YORKa series
State Dept.
LaborLawsIs
resenting
"Your ofLabor
1lonAction",
by diviheads, onfeaturing
WNYC reports
New York,
each
'hursday.

Political Forum
WKAT Miami has introduced a halfhour political
round-table
publicmanager,
forum
with
John I. Prosser,
station
asmen-elect
mediator.aboutCitizens
councilcurrentquestion
civic problems.
Tele-Travelogue
BURTOMa series
HOLMES,
lecturer,
has
started
of fivetravel
Sunday
telecasts
on
WNBT,
New York. NBC television station In

Results shown include every day
of the week, all hours . . . definite proof that Peoriarea cannot
be adequately covered without
WMBD.
Peoriarea . . . over 600,000 population .. . prosperous now and in

FF
BUO
LYO'S
NAL

postwar.
50,000

19.55^

WATT

12.4*

WMBD

□
A
B
C
D
50,000 W. Chicago Stations

For further details, write
to FREE & PETERS,
or WMBD, Peoria

ROADCASTING

Daly Double'
WBRY Waterbury,
Conn.,
has a "Daly
Double"
to news
rather thanof interest
racing fans.
John listeners
Charles.
Daly, CBSnationalnews
editor,
presents
news at 11 p.m. and at inter11:10
John
J.
Daly,
city
editor
of
the
bury Republican, gives local news.WaterTranscribed Prayers
KCMOule eachKansas
Citya now
begins schedday
transcribed
prayer
by rabbis,
one of with
thewithlocal
ministers,
orsign-off.
another
prayer
atpriests
the
Plan
is
to
be
followed
every
day until V-J Day.
High School Series
TO
PROMOTE
summer ofwarlocal
workhighby
teachers
and
students
schools, KOIL Omaha
has started weekquarter-hour
"Youth problems
Views theof
News".lyschool
Program
considers
high
students.

COLUMBIA
NETWORK

• Broadcast Advertising

STATION
All Other
Stations

2.6%

DAY ond NIGHT

2.0*
BUFFALO
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Nolionol Repreientotive: FREE & PETERS, INC.
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G. C. GLENN, former engineer of KPSD
San Diego,of Cal.,
and W. C.NewKIPPEL,
formerly
York,
have ingbeenDivision,
addedWNYC
to NBCWHNRadio
Hollywood
staff, Recordas studio-field engineers.
CLAYTON LEE Is new member of the
staff.
WORD Spartanburg, S. C, engineering
KEITH nicalHOPKINS,
member of the techstaff ofof KDYL
the father
a boy. Salt Lake City, is
REISSUE
of
microphone
not
used since start
of the warmodels
has been
announced
by Universal
Microphone
Co., Inglewood,
Internally
redened, the 204-TA Cal.
dynamic
handl-mlke
will
be sigmarketed
dynamic
types. In both carbon and
RAYMOND
VENENOUR,
with
WGIL
Galesburg,
111., Is nowformerly
technician
with WBBM
Chicago.
INSTITUTE of Radio Engineers, New
York,ingreceived
corporate
fund president,
gift Its
fromthefirstDr.
VictorCo.,J.buildAndrew,
Andrew
Chicago.
The
amount
was
$1,000. More
than $200,000 has been subscribed.
ED FROESCHLE,
released from the
joined the
ofArmy,
KEX hasPortland,
Ore. engineering staff
DONALD
DENEUF,
assistant Raytheon
manager,
communications division,
Mfg. Co., spoke
on and
his company's
experiments,
present
projected,
microwave
relays
for
television
andfor
other
services
May
16
at
the
monthly
luncheon
meeting
of the Television
Press
Club New
of New
Sheraton,
York. York at the Hotel
EDWARD
J.
CONTENT,
assistant
chief
engineer
of WORof the
New winter
York,
will
serve
as chairman
technical
meeting gineofrs to betheheldInstitute
of
Radio
in January 1946. EnWHERE TIME IS MONEY, Air Express is the economical way to ship ! Where Time is priceless. Air
Express is the only way!
3-MllES-A-MINUTE!
between hundredsThat's
of U.theS.speed
citiesofandAir toExpress
many
foreign countries. Shipments to 23,000 off-airline points are handled through rapid air-rail
schedules.
SPECIAL PICK-UP AND DELIVERY! In all U.S. cities
and principal towns a special expressman picks
up your shipment at plant or office and speeds it to
the airport. At its destination, the package is
rushed from airport directly to you (or to consigne ) at no extra charge.
LOW COST! 25 lbs., for example, travels more than
500 miles for only 84.38, over 1,000 miles for
S8.75. Air Express charges today are actually less
than before the war.
MORE PLANES are being put into Airline service,
which means more space is available for all
important types of traffic.
WRITE
Quizz,"
a booklet
packedTODAY
with for
facts"Quizzical
that will help
you solve
many
a shipping problem. Railway Express Agency, Air
Express Division, 230 Park Avenue. New York 17.
Or ask for it at any Airline or Express office.

NATIONAL
Chiropodists,
askingimportance
radio toAssoc.
helpof Ofarouse
the
properto theleading
footpublic
care.com-toIs
sending
a
sample
script
edy teams showing
publicized
foot care howon Fred
one ofAllenhis once
programs.
An
y

t®wnisa

BUSINESS VP 31%
IN PHILCO REPORT
PHI'LCO Corp.'s war production
sales for 1944 amounted to $152,representing
increase
of953,250,
31% over
last year,an according
to the annual report. Net income
was $3,938,455 or $2.87 per share
after taxes.
"By far the major part of Philco
research and engineering work has
been in the field of radar and the
ultra-high frequencies and microwaves," for the Army and Navy,
the
report
states.
the
postwar years,
it is"Looking
keeping toPhilco
in the forefront of the newest technical development in radio, radar
and television and will undoubtedly
lead to many new peacetime appliReferring
the new Washington
Philco television linktobetween
and Philadelphia, the report says
cations."
that
it "may later lead to television
networks
United
States."
The reportacross
says the
Philco
is planning
to broaden its postwar distribution.
War Contracts
REVISION of the Joint Termina
tion Regulation involving Army
and Navy contracts became effec
tive May 20. Included in a schedule of contractors assigned under
the Consolidated Termination Program of April 1 are: Aireon Mfg.
Corp., Kansas City; Bendix Aviation Corp., radio division, Baltimore; Fed. Telep. & Radio Corp.
Newark; General Electric Co,
Schenectady; Philco Radio Corp.,
Philadelphia; RCA Victor Division, Camden.
John B. Harlow
JOHN B. HARLOW, 61, contract
license manager. Electrical Research Products Division, Western
Electric Co., New York, died May
15 at his home in Montclair, N. J.
Joining the company in 1910
a member of the engineering department, Mr. Harlow served succes ively as telephone sales
gineer, commercial engineer and
development engineer, Electrical
Research Products, before asg his recent
post. His widow
and two suminsons
survive.

sp«t
t#wii

tonight

Phonc RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY, AIR EXPRESS DIVISION
R*preien>ing the AIRLINES of the United Statet
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JOH 4LAIR
& COMPANY

REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS
TWIN FALLS ' IDAHO (l
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising Jrq

BUT—WIBG really "Plays Ball" all year
'round, in more ways than one. As Philadelphia's
"sports -minded" station, WIBG broadcasts not
only big-league baseball, but also play-by-play
collegiate and professional football, collegiate,
professional and scholastic basketball and fopflight sports news every day of the year,
WIBG plays ball with advertisers, too —
giving them the kind of cooperation and program
service that spells successful campaigns. That's
why Philadelphia's Most Powerful Independent Station is also Philadelphia's Best
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CHINESE
throughout
the
New
Yorklaundries
metropolitan
area150.000
are
distributing
more ofthan
shirtbands
with
photos
Red
Barber.
Bert
Lee
and
Ward
Wilson
and
messages
announcing
that WHN year
New IsYorkexclu-for
the
fourth
consecutive
sively
broadcasting
the games.
BrooklynCar
Dodgers
home
and
away
ball
cards
onpromote
more than
800
Fifth
Ave.
buses
also
the
baseball
broadcasts,
also
advertised
by
small
postmark
cartoons
on
letter put(totaling
than
70.000each
a month)
throughmore
the mailingandmeter WHN.
machineTriple
of Loew's
Inc.. wasMG-M
planned
and prepared
by promotion
Bob Anthony,
WHN promotion
director.
Contributions Party
LISTENERS who have contributed Jokes
topping
the
1,000 mark
on theYou PalmoUve
Shavemeter
on "Can
This?"
will
be grand
entertained
May of26Top
dinner
In
the
ballroom
theat
Plaza Hotel,
New
York,
will
receive
engraved certificates proclaiming them
members theof the
"1.000 ofClub",
and will
witness
broadcast
(Saturday 9:30-10
p.m.) inthe theprogram
NBC
studio.
Program's
gag-masters
— Harry
Hershfleld,
"Senator"
Ford
and
Joe
Lauriener.Jr.—
actsponsored
as hosts byat the
dinProgramwillisCo..
ColgatePalmollve-Peet
Jersey
City.
Agency
Is Ted Bates Inc., New York.
WJOB Promotion
WJOB Hammond, Ind.. Is distributing a
promotion
piece featuring "Rockln
Rhythm".celebrated
Wednesday-Saturday
program'N
which
its Sunday
twelfth birthday
May
19,
and
a
new
morning
Inspirational hour.
Store News Service
MEIER ment& store,
FRANK
Co., Portland
departhas lunchroom
started
hourly
news
bulletins In Its
originating
from
store's
news
window
and
copy prepared by KGW Portland. using
WOOF 'Who's Who'
WCOP Boston has Issued another direct
mall
piece titled"People
"Who's Who
Boston", show
promoting
Shouldin
Know"
conducted byYou Virginia
Dwyer.

14,400
GROCERY

J. N. Adam Promotion
J N. ADAM & Co., Buffalo department
store, hasmotionconducted
extensive with
procampaign In anconnection
the Time
and
Life
"Let's
Learn
Spanseries it Buffalo
Is presenting
ly onish"WBNY
partthree-weekof byan sevincampaign. asand
Preceded
eral weeks stitutional
of nouncements,
teaser
straight
annewspaperandand
car-card
ads,
statement
Inserts
letters
clubs
business
promotiontoof
Includedandstore
displaysgroups,
and exhibits
cultural, terial.
historical
maCompaniesandandcommercial
groups with
Latin American
interests
sentandrepres
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
s
t
o
serve
as
guides
lecturers. In addition
schools, libraries,
YWCA
and
similar classes
organizations
have
formed
listening
which
offer
further
after programs.
Some J. instruction
N.theme
Adamto departments
have
taken
help and
merchandise
South the
American
products
styles.
Washington and WOL
"WASHINGTON
Is Here
says
WOL
Washington
in Washington
anto Stay"
illustrated
sell
abooklet
stable designed
market. toPointing
out the cityas
as a world
booklet you
statestell"Whenthe
you
tell capital,
Washington,
world
" has
and grown,
presentsbusinesses,
figures housing,
on how
the
city
cost of living and radio sets in use.
KCKN Objective
KCKN Kansas City has issued a mall
piece tois show
that itsKansas
"one and
object
the Greater
City only"
mardoesn'tthinly-populated
expend any ofsur-its
effortket andonItroundithe
ng area.

KWK Promotes V-J Day
KWK
abreast has
of thekeptwar downtown
with a 54 bySt. 30Louis
foot
map
at Grand
andalmost
Olive daUy
streets.
The
map
was
changed
toWithin
show
progress
of
the
Allied
armies.
asignfewpainters
hours had
afterpainted
the V-Eout Daythe flash
map
and letered in: "On to Tokyo; No Time
Out Between
Halves."
News
photographers
picturing
the
end
of
the
brownoutlighted
snapped downtown
the sign insection
a picture of
the
appeared
onLouis
frontGlobe
page Democrat.
center ofwhich
the
May
9
St.
feature peaofred in left
picture
was thatwithKWKthe Odd
ap-St.
foreground
Louis and Missouri theaters appearing
in that grouorder
the immediate
nd so that incombination
made backsigns
read: "KWK, St. Louis, Missouri".
CBS Boosts West
CBS hasrama"issued
a book, "PacificandPanoanalyzing
potentialities of the dimensions
Far West and the
part
played
by
Columbiaas Pacific
Network. Radio isthepromoted
major
methods of andreaching
new marjcets efficibooklet ently
is welleffectively.
illustrated. Spiral-bound
Promotion Folder
WFBL Syracuse has issued a promotion
piece
on its of"R.F.D.
Program" and
featurre^
ing pictures
past activities
minding
advertisers
"You'll hit pay
dirt with WBFL's R.F.D. Program'
PEARL
BENNETT
director
of City,
the for
U.BROXAM,
Iowa hasprogram
station.
WSUI Iowa
11of years
been
named
WMT
Cedar
Rapids
public serv
ice director.
RALPH
NEIMS, memberinception
of KWTOin
Springfield,
ager.
1935, has beenMo.,namedsincepromotion
man
PAT
KOCHMAN,
from
WGAR
Cleve
land,
the sales promotion
and Fran
pub
Cisco.
licity todepartment
of KQW San
NAT MARKS,
with the Green
wlch
Times, ashasformerly
department
copyjoined
writer.the NBC press
ED
on the stafiE of
PM. BARNES,
New publicity
Yorkformerly
newspaper,
the
Blue
department.has Ibined
MUTUAL
last weekthereleased
to stations
and newspapers
first issue
of
weekly
illustrated
clip
sheet
"M. 1
Flash
Feature
Service."
Material
eludes
a
cartoon,
a
"Quickie
Quiz"
Sportscaster Don Dunphy, a reprint bsol
MBS
Prayer",
gossip
column
on Newoffeature.
York, anda genera'
"Crimf
Clues",dally
a "Minute
mystery

STORES

. . . Where the cash registers ring up over $324,171,000 in iust
one
year. That's*- the picture of the grocery business in the WGY
COMMUNITY
created New
as it isEngland
by WGY where
in central
New York and
western
1 045and717eaVtJrl
radio
families keep their sets tuned
to WGY more than to any
other
^"^"^
^
And
WGY
is
the
ar
ONLY
the
medium you.
ea
station in
can use to combine tv,;»
this
combine
area.
coverageareas
•WGY's
ONE
into
primary
market
valuable
and
secondary
contain
of ovr
25,000 population; 39 cuies of over 10,000
and 1840 cities
incorporat
ed
towns and villages of over 5000 population. i^waicu
WGY
Schenectady, N. Y.
50,000 wotts — 23 years of service — NBC
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Soles
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& ELECTRIC

on;
GETS RESULTS
IN PHOENIX
KSUN,
c Key stati on. The Ar! ^ona Network,
B
KTUC, Tuc
S JOHN Bisbee-Lo well-Douglas.
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1945
Another year of turning

This year again the plans of more than four hundred alert radio
stations will include the use of ASCAP Radio Programs. And this
year again, ASCAP has enlarged the scope of these scripts to meet a
definite need with a definite, well planned, well written, salable
product.
Your own

Program

men

helped us plan

With more than three years of correspondence and personal contact
with program and sales managers throughout America, we have
made constant improvement in every phase of our scripts . . . and have
been rewarded by seeing more and more of the programs sold
commercially.
Vree to any ASCAP-licensed

station

The programs described in succeeding pages have been created by
ASCAP as a service by the composers and writers of music to the users
of music. They have earned, in many cases, much more station income
than the station's entire music costs. Any ASCAP-licensed
upon request, will receive these scripts without cost.

broadcaster,

30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York 20, N.

-

AMERICAN

PAGEANT

is a thrilling, human

series of fifteen-

minute programs, three times weekly.

These scripts — in story and song — highlight interesting phases of
American life.

AMERICAN
showmanship,

PAGEANT

is planned and executed with superb

which makes it a welcome

addition to any broad-

casting schedule. Any ASCAP-licensed station may receive it throughout the year without cost.

a program
in terms

of the music

of America,

of the Americans

made

it and

played

who
it

MY COUNTRY SINGS presents the "behind-the-scenes" story of
our American music and the men and women who created it.
Beautiful, human incidents and beautiful, familiar music. Certainly
a formula for listener enjoyment!
MY

COUNTRY

SINGS

is planned as a quarter hour, three times a

week show, but is thoroughly adaptable to longer presentation. This
series should create an enviable sales-record during 1945 and become
an established feature on hundreds of stations.
Written by top-flight continuity people, planned, musically, by experienced showmen, MY COUNTRY SINGS is a clean-cut, big-time
radio show your station and your sponsor can present with pride
and confidence.
MY COUNTRY
without cost.

SO

ttOCKIPILLIR

SINGS

is available to any ASCAP-licensed

PLAXA,

NIW

YORIC

station

aH,

N

^
Of which WHBQ of Memphis says . . ."Weeachhaveindividual
been ablepro-to
sell, without exception,
gram!" Here are fifty-three program department
headaches cured. Fifty-three tough research and
writing jobs all wrapped up and ready to sell.

*
JANUARY
New Year'sHamilton
Day
Alexander
Edgar
Allen
Franklin D. Poe
Roosevelt .
FEBRUARY
Boy
Scout Lincoln
Week
Abraham
Valentine's
First Sunday Day
in Lent
George Washington
MARCH
Farm
Day
Girl Scout
Week
St.
Patrick's
Day
Hobby
Week
Spring Fridav
Begins
Good
APRIL
Easter Sunday
Washington lrvin.<;
Army Day
Thomas Jefferson
Pan-American Day
MAY
National Music Week
National Hospital Day
Mother's
Day
1 Am An American
Day
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Memorial Day
Confederate
Memorial Day
JUNE
Flag
Day
Father's
Day
Summer Begins

DATE
111
3019
8-l412
18l4
22
* .11-178
19-242017
30
1
3
6
13
14
6-13
12
2013
25
30
3
i4
1721

DATE
Independence Day
4
St. Christopher
25
Postal
System
26
JULY
AUGUST
U. S. Coast Guard
.... 4
National Aviation
19
Red Cross
22
Women's Suffrage .
.... 26
SEPTEMBER
Labor Day
School Begins
Star Spangled Banner
Autumn Begins
OCTOBER
James
Whitcomb
Riley
Columbus
Da
y
Navy Day
NOVEMBER
U.Armistice
S. Marine
Day
Mark
Twain Day
Thanksgiving

3
lo
. . 13
' . 23
7
.12
27

..... II
' ' 2''

DECEMBER
Pearl Harbor
y
ChristmasBegins
....
Winter
' ' ' ' 22
New Year's Eve . .

Any ASCAP- licensee/ station may receive these programs throughout the year, without cost
ASCAP RADIO PROGRAMS
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York 20, N.Y.

Omaha session were : Paul W.
NAB Presidential Group
Morency, WTIC Hartford; Kolin
{Continued from page 13)
Hager, WGY Schenectady; Harry
KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.;
the acceptance of the presidency ballots for which will be mailed R.E. Spence,
L. Hayek, KATE Albert Lea,
later this month.
by Mr. Ryan.
Minn.;
Leslie
C. Johnson, WHBF
The board, following Mr. ShafA progress
report onBureau,
the BroadRock Island, 111.; John J. Gillin
cast Measurement
now Jr.,
w
to's reportmittee, laston Thursday
behalf of sent
his comWOW
Omaha;
B.
this boasting a subscribed membership Way, KVOO Tulsa; William
B.
of 514 stations, was given the Campbell, WFAA Dallas;Martin
telegram
to
Traveler's
President
B.
Zacher :
board by Hugh M. Feltis, president Terry, KLZ Denver; J. 0. Hugh
Maland,
The Board of665Directors
ofbroadcasting
the NAB, of the organization which would WHO
Des
Moines;
T.
A.
M.
representing
radio
to radio a counterpart of the
stations of and
the enthusiastically
United States,called
has give
Audit Bureau of Circulation in the Craven, WOL Washington; Dr.
unanimously
upon
Paulas itsW. president
Morency forto the
serveperiod
this publications field. Glen Banner- Frank Stanton, CBS New York;
industry
1945, to June of30,the1946.contribution
It is with man, president of the Canadian Dietrich Dirks, KTRI Sioux City;
aJulykeen1, appreciation
Assn. of Broadcasters, a guest at Campbell Arnoux, WTAR NorI
already
made
by
Travelers
Insurance
WFBG AlCo. and your share and interest in the the meeting, recounted the experi- toona. folk;Pa.;Roy Thompson,
Nathan
Lord,
WAVE
future ofciationthisrequestsindustry
that
our
Assoence
of
the
Canadian
organizayour grant
of a oneJ. Leonard Reinsch,
year
leave ofmayabsence
in toorder
that
tion— Bureau of Broadcast Meas- Louisville;
WSB Atlanta; Frank King, WMBR
PaulhisMorency
respond
this draft
urement— and commended the prog- Jacksonville;
ofhis
services
and
the
recognition
of
Borton, WQAM
ability.the WTIC
ress which had been made so swift- Miami; Hoyt Fred
with outstanding
all other stations
need forshares
his
B. Wooten, WREC
ly by the American enterprise.
services
as
president
of
NAB
and
this
John E. Fetzer, WKZO
Association promises his release on July
the sphere of public opinion Memphis;
President Ryan and
1, 1946.phoneYour
by tele- andIn radio
the board, following a Kalamazoo;
toRadio
us atfavorable
the
Boardreply
of Directors
Secretary-Treasurer
C. E. Arney
room
in
Station
WOW
Omaha,
N
suggested the pos- Jr.
phone Webster 3400 will be appreciated. full discussion,
sibility of sponsoring continuing
All
sessions
were
held in the
The telegram bore the signatures surveys to ascertain the attitudes elaborate Directors Room
of the
of all of the members of the board of the public on particular types of
present at the session. Absentees progi-ams and to keep its finger on Woodmen of the World building in
which
WOW
is
quartered.
Mr.
Gilwere F. M. Russell, NBC Wash- the listener pulse.
lin was chairman of the local staA project for establishment of
ington vice-president; Don S. Elias,
tion
arrangements
committee.
Other
WWNC Asheville, both of whom an Academy of Radio Arts and
station executives inare recuperating from illness; Wil- Sciences, which would parallel the participating
cluded Charles Burke, KFAB ; Gorliam B. Ryan, KFI Los Angeles annual motion picture Oscar
N
don
Gray,
KOIL-KFOR;
Paul R.
and Arthur Westlund, KRE Berke- awards, will be studied further.
ley.
Harold Fair, program director of Fry, KBON and B. C. Corrigon,
Mr. Zacher subsequently wired WHO Des Moines and chairman of KOWH.
the committee that he regretted the NAB Program Managers ExLOUISVILLE
his inability to grant the requested
ecutive Committee, outlined the imThomas on Trip
leave of absence.
portance of programming in sta- NBC correspondent
Lowell Thomas,
tion operations and submitted a
Wartime Action
recommendation for cre- back from Europe, is now on a
In its fast-moving two-day ses- committee
ation of a program directors de- round-the-world trip scheduled to
sion the board whipped through a
partment in the NAB. Impressed last about a month. During his
heavy wartime agenda necessitated by Mr. Fair's
absence, he will be heard on his
presentation,
the regular
by the first conventionless year Board asked detailed
information.
Oil Co. arenewsavailable.
broadcasts Sun
when facilities
since
the
NAB's
organization
23
Directors
present
at
the
two-day
years ago. Action on such debated
questions as enlargement of the department to handle employe-em^ployer relations and clarification Ryan, Reinsch, Craven to NAB Board;
and strengthening of the NAB
Voluntary Code of Ethics was de- Runoffs for Medium and Small Stations
ferred pending selection of the new THREE new members of the NAB
Runoff elections will be held for
1 president.
the one remaining director for
to take office July 1, were medium
Approval by the board of sub- board,
stations and for the two
elected on the first ballot of the
mis ion to the membership of a referendum
election necessitated small station directors. These balpair of proposed amendments to this
lots will be mailed by Ernst &
by the cancellation of the
the by-laws was voted at the Wed- annualyearmembership
Ernst, under whose supervision the
meeting, hav- elections
nesday session. One proposed
are being conducted, on
ing
polled
a
majority
of
all
votes
amendment would qualify FM and cast.
May 25, returnable June 14. Under
television stations for membership
the
election
procedure the three
NAB
President
J.
Harold
Ryan,
on the board in the three directorreceiving the highest
Hepresvntetl hv
retires voluntarily July 1, and candidates
number
of
ballots
will contest for
at-large classifications. Under this who
PEGGY STONE, ^eli York
Reinsch, managing diprovision television and Class C J. Leonard
r
e
c
t
o
r
o
f
WSB
WIOD
WHIO,
were
the
remaining
position
in
the
mediFM stations ould qualify in the
These are G. Richard
GEORGE ROESLER, i hiccifio
large-station classi- Shafto,um class.
large-station category; Class B named inficationthe
WIS
Columbia, Clarence T.
.
M
r
.
Ryan's
election
was
as
HOMER GRIFFITH
FM stations would qualify in the executive of WWVA Wheeling, (Swannee) Hagman,
WTCN
St.
medium station director category 50,000-watter, one of the seven Paul, and Clarence Leich, WGBF
COMPANY
and Class A FM stations in the Fort Industry Co. stations of which Evansville, Ind.
small station director group.
In the small-station class there lloUywnixl «fe San hrditcisco
is vice-president. Comdr. T. A.
The second proposed amendment he
candidates for the key poM. Craven, vice-president of Cowles are four sitions,
clarifies certain provisions of ex- Bcstg.
having polled the highest
Co., was declared elected to
isting by-laws and would open as- one of the two posts in the medium number of votes among six candisociate membership to professions station group. All three are serving
dates. These contestants are: Mat! such as legal and engineering on the present board.
thew H. Bonebrake KOCY Okla1 where directly engaged in broadhoma City; Dietrich Dirks, KTRI
In reporting the results of the
initial
balloting
to
the
board,
C.
E.
Sioux
la.; Clair R. McCulj casting
and to applicants
in any station
category. for CP's Arney Jr., secretary - treasurer, lough, City,
WGAL Lancaster, Pa., and
A scale of dues will be estab- pointed out that an aggregate of Marshall Pengra, KRNR Roseburg,
I lished by the board upon member- almost 600 ballots out of 660 eligi- Ore., or Frank King, WMBR Jacksonville. Because of the closeness of
ship approval of the amendment.
ble stations, were cast. This, he
HARRY McTIGUE
said, is triple the number usually the King-Pengra vote, no official
I1 in Both
amendments
to be voted cast
connection
with theare referendum
at conventions in the director- certification has been made by
I 3n selection of directors-at-large, at-large elections.
Ernst & Ernst pending a re-check.
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Quebec Province Plans
To Expropriate Outlets
QUEBEC Provincial Government
isat planning
buy or expropriate
least fourto stations
to be used
as the basis for a Provincial network. According to the Ottawa
Daily Le Droit, the stations to be
expropriated at the end of the
present legislative session are
CKAC Montreal, CHRC Quebec,
CHLN Three Rivers, CHLT Sherbrooke, with CJBR Rimouski,
CKCH Hull and CBJ Chicoutimi
to be taken over later. No action
has been taken as yet according to
a report from Phil LaLonde of
CKAC. Premier DuPlessis has not
confirmed the list of stations.
KRKO Transfer
ACQUISITION of control of
Everett Broadcasting Co., licensee
of KRKO
Wash.,G. byTaftWil-is
liam B. TaftEverett,
and Archie
requested in an application filed
with the FCC last week. Lee E.
Mudgett,
357c owner,
sells president
his interest to William
R. Taft,
and general manager, for $1,500
cash and other considerations. Mr.
Mudgett, now in radio service with
the Government, no longer is able to
devote time to station, according
to application. Other interest is
held by Archie Taft, 30%, and
Fred A. Clanton, 357o.

LOOKING TOWARD intensified
sellingtion oftowartime
come with
the eliminarestrictions,
the
NAB Board of Directors meeting
in Omaha last Wednesday and
Thursday, gave its blessing to a
series of studies and explorations
proposed by its Sales Managers
Executive Committee covering virtually the entire business front.
Lewis H. Avery, Director of
Broadcast Advertising, who has
coordinated
the committee's
operations, presented
progress reports
to the Board covering the clinical
test of retail radio advertising conducted by Joske's of Texas, San
Antonio department store; a prorevised draft
of theformNABAAAA posed
standard
contract
for
spot broadcasting, and a detailed
report onization the
proposedformat
standardof rate-card
for
stations.
Sales Problems Study
The reports followed a meeting
of the Sales Managers Commitin San was
Antonio
Mayover8-10.by
That teemeeting
presided
Arthur Hull Hayes, WABC-CBS
New York, chairman.
Following the board presentation, it was announced that Mr.
Hayes would name subcommittees
to study the establishment of an

Z

Ward Expands
WARD BAKING Co., New York
for Tip-Top bread, is running
transcribed quarter-hour dramatic
serial, Tennessee Jed, on 18 stations
and will start the program
KQV Pittsburgh June 18. Stations
now used are: WOR WFBI
WMBR WFOY WBRC WNAC
WEAN WHK KWK WFBR WG>
WHKK WBNS WNAB WH01
WDRC WELI WKIP. J. Walte:
Thompson Co., New York, is agency

Y
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVEREH L. DILLARD
Griwral Mannger
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area

advertising
recognition
authority; the agency
implication
of complete
disclosure of audience measurement information; the practice of
selling blocks of time for resale to
individual
The Sanadvertisers.
Antonio meeting also
recommended that the Board be
asked to appoint primarily from
the membership of the NAB Code
Committee, a group which would
study the proposal of the Proprietary Assn. of America for an intraindustry pcommittee
to review prorietary copy.
Present at the San Antonio
sions were Dietrich Dirks^ KTRI
Sioux City, chairman of the Board
subcommittee for liaison with the
Sales mittee
Managers
Comand Paul W. Executive
Morency, WTIC
Hartford; special guest chairman
Hayes; Mr. Avery; Sam H. Bennett, KMBC Kansas City; William
Doerr Jr., WEBR Buffalo; Walter
Johnson, WTIC Hartford; Stanton
P. Kettler, WMMN Fairmont; Ben
Laird, WOSH Oshkosh; James V.
McConnell, NBC New York; John
M. Outler Jr., WSB Atlanta; Frank
V. Webb, WGL Fort Wayne.
Members of existing subcommittees present were Howard Meighan,
CBS New York and K. K. Hackatborn, WHK Cleveland. Associate
members of the Sales Managers
Executive Committee: Charles Dilcher, John Blair & Co., Chicago;
Henry I. Chrlstal, Edward Petry
& Co., New York; J. W. Knodel
Free & Peters, Chicago.

I CAN ALWAYS GET MY FAVORITE BRAND OF
ENTERTAINMENT ON W-J-W
Yes, every day, more and more people are making WJW
entertainment their favorite brand. A skillful blend of
sales-building local shows and the best ABC (Blue) Network programs has helped WJW make more consistent
gains than any other Cleveland station, morning, afternoon and evening! This right combination for listeners
makes WJW the Cleveland-area's fastest growing station.

FOUR TOP
MARKETS!
Central Kentucky
IAmarillo
WLAP^e.xt»gtoii,
Ky.
KFDA
AuiariUo, Text
TheTri-State
I HVlTII Huntington, W. Vi
Knoxville

I W B I R Knoxville, Tenn.
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Some day you'll see the multiplexing of FM and
Finch F acsimile ... five-column newspapers and
audio programs sent simultaneously by radio over
one channel to mass circulation homes!
Over-eagerness for postwar products can lead to costly errors. It is altogether probable that so long as American armed forces need equipment and sunplies, some of the
leading, ablest, most essential manufacturers will devote their facilities to war rather
than civilian requirements. Buying too soon may be a capital blunder. In matters
of facsimile communication, we remind our friends that strong Finch patents cover
nearly every phase of the facsimile field. Wait and see!

(nch Telecommunications, Inc., Possaic, N. J.

i^h
facsimile
New York Office: 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

PtTTSSURGHall wrapped
WE

up for you—

DSUVSR!

ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.
National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.

850 4»e ((eu/i Hadu^Viae
5000
WATTS
DAY AND
NIGHT
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FCC Statement
{Continued from page 17)
mission's
and standards.
course,
anyrules
allocations
madeto bybeing
theOf
Commission
are subject
changed
to
conform
to
the
provisions
of international agreements.
Theform
Commission's
report wastable,
made theIn
the
of which
an allocation
full
is beattached.
table text
will ofultimately
includedThisas
Section
1, ofallocations
Part I of theaboveCommission's
report oncycles,
25 megabe released
near future whichandwillwhich
will give inIn the
detail the reasons
for report
the Commission's
decision.
Since
this
is
lengthy
and
contains
information
which
must
be checkedsome
for security
reasonsnecessarily
prior to
release,
elapse before
it time
can be will
issued.
The Commission
felt that
it was im-be
that Its asfinal
allocations
known
asportantsoon
and that
announcement
of the possible
result should
not
be available.
delayed until
the textthe ofCommission
the report
isdecided
Moreover,
that it was extremely Important
that the casting
testsshouldwithbeginrespect
to FMsincebroadat once
the
seasoning which
of thesporadic
year isE approaching
durtransmissions
expected to be at their maximum. are
The leased
allocation
tableprincipal
which was
redisclosed
three
changes
from the
proposed
report which
was
issued last sequJanuary
and
which
was
subently the subject of oral argument.
(1) The forbandscientific,
in the industrial
27 mc region
available
and
medical
devices,
including
diathermy
machines,
was
enlarged
in
accordance
with the recommendation
of the manuof diathermywidthmachines,
from
the
30 kcfacturerschannel
the
proposed
report
to
270
kc.assigned
The
otherIn
allocations
for
the
scientific,
industrial
and
changed.medical devices were left unNo Television Delay
(2) channel
Televisionat 174
has tobeen
assigned
13th
180hadmc.
In thea
proposed
report tothis airband
originally
been
assigned
navigation
aids.
In addition,
twosuggested
of the three
tive44 allocations
for thealternaregion
from
to
108
mc
would
make
possible
the
immediate
use
of allreporttelevision
channels.
Inthethetelevision
proposed
itfrom
was
noted
that
channel
72theto aviation
78 mc would
not
be
usable
until
markers
on 751
mc
were
Undercentered
and
2 the tomoved.
bandservices
around
75alternatives
mcthanhastelevibeen
assigned
other
sion and television
hasnotbeenhavegiven
assignments
which
will
to
wait
until
services move
out. This
wouldlow 300other
make
available
13
channels
beall of whichImmediately.
could be as-Of
simc,
gned to television
course,sion a very
there
is also available
toof televisubstantial
amount
space
above
400 mcof which
will permit
development
color
television
and the
superior
black
and
white
television
through the use of wider channels.
(3)unasslgned
In the proposed
6 mc were
left
with thereport
thatto
they
would FM,ultimately
bestatement
assigned
television,
facsimile
or
the
services, upon a showing of need. safety
The allocation
table space
releasedavailable
today
makes
the 2unasslgned
asto the
follows:
mc
are
added
contiguous
band Is offinally
18 mcplaced.
width Initialwherever thatFM2 band
ly these
mc will
be available
for stations rendering
a
facsimile
service
exclusiveshould
ly, but manufacturers
ceiversreceivers
Include
these of2 FMmcit re-inIs
new
FM
as
eventually
contemplated
that
may move
above 400 formc, FM.
thus Infacsimile
making
these
2 mcreavailable
the proposed
port
no
separate
assignment
was madeinfor facsimile
below
400
mc,
except
stated that
FM stations
might sofarsimile
beas It was
authorized
to employ
facduring
hours
when
theyservice
were
not rendering
aural broadcast
The remaining
4proposed
mc whichreport
were have
unas lgneavailable
d In the"^''"^
'^'^'^'^
been
°epor°"
^^nal''rmade
to the
safety
servalso
as
°^
result of making some changes in chan-a
channels have been made available to
fixed ^-and ^made
mobile
in excessrerhnnnif"
1°^^^in °*services
additional
ofthe
provisions
the^^Oproposed

Subscription
Of Muzak Ignored
Final Decision May Come
With Next Allocations
SUBSCRIPTION RADIO, as proMuzakin
Corp. posed
wasby representatives
ignored by theof FCC
its allocations above 25 mc last ^
week,: leaving
the question
Will theunanswered
Commission
treat It1
Subscription Radio as a commercial |
FM service?
the Commission's
on Inallocations
below 25 final
mc, report
which
is due in the next week or 10 days,
the FCC is expected to announce
that it does not have sufficient information todetermine whether or
not stations should be licensed forj
Subscription Radio. Should the
service prove feasible, however, and
the Commission decides to license
stations of the type proposed by
Joseph L. Weiner, counsel for
Muzak, applicants in the future
will
for chan'
nels bein permitted
the regularto apply
FM band
or in
"such other band" as the Commission may later designate.
Multiple Address
At oral argument early this year,
J. Harold Ryan, NAB president,
told the Commission that the NAB
felt Subscription
a multiple address serviceRadio
and istherefore
should not be allocated in the com
mercial FM band. Commissioner
Norman S. Case, who questioned
Mr. Weiner closely, expressed thi
view that Subscribtion Radio as
described by the witness appar
ently
casting.would fall into the category
of multiple address and not broadMuzak Corp., of which Jame
Lawrence Fly, former FCC chair
man, is chairman of the board, pro
poses
"nickel-in-the-slot"
FM with
out commercials.
Subscription
Ra
dio
Inc.,
a
subsidiary
of
vrould handle the service. Muzak
There was some question, how
ever, as to whether the service as
proposed would violate the Com
mission's multiple ownership rules
inasmuch as three frequencies iii
each city would be required.

Chernoff Writes Diary
As War Correspondeni
HOWARD L. CHERNOFF, man
aging director of the West Virginif
network, has written the diary o:
his recent experiences abroad as i
war correspondent under the title
Anybody Here from West Virgin
ia?,
proceeds Redof which
the all
American
Cross. will go t(
The book contains a foreword bj
Ed Murrow,
direc-i
tor,
and the CBS
frontEuropean
cover bears
Broadcasting Sid Hix cartoon in
spired by
Pub
Iwff? WIRELESS on May 15 opened a lished
by Mr.
the Chernoff's
Charleston trip.
Printing
Co., Charleston,
W. Va., and
the book
is
New Vnrt'*i°"H^«^'^P^ ^^""^^it between dedicated
to
servicemen
womei
go^e^"=-[-,nefS from the state all over the world.
irk^^^t^K^^-^/cT^*
.l.Vl

• You might say that this is a picture of a bee gathering nectar
... and you would be right. But the bee is performing another function
just as important, if not more so. /f is pollinating a flower. In California
hundreds of thousands of fruit trees and other crops depend upon
bees for efficient pollenization and maximum yield.
• Bees live entirely on a community basis with 50,000 or more
in each colony. Together they produce fabulous amounts of honey.
Together they represent one of the most efficient production units
in nature.
• Likewise the ^ee(£*te, working on the group principle, represents one of the most efficient coverage units in radio broadcasting.
The ^eeiitte with its 41 primary counties is the only combination of
stations that can properly cover the Central California Valleys plus
Western Nevada.

WHAT THE ^eeiUte is ... Not a regional network
but a group of long-established key stations, each the favorite in its
community . . . combined for regional spot business. See McClatchy
rate listing first under California in Standard Rate and Data.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
Naftonal Representative

tvf,

ut.-jbt.oia • o n I T e A 3 CI A o ^ a

McCtatchy

8roa<tcastitig

SACRAMENTO,

Company

CAltFORNIA

CHOICE
IN
CHATTANOOGA
IS

WSOD
CBS

SpOOO WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

first IH (I) AUDIENCE, (2) PUBLIC SERVICE, |3) RESULTS

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
fOR NETWORK AND SPOT
Nallonol Repreienlolivos
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
N«w York, Chicogo, Detroit, Atlonto, Son Fronclico
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New Code
(Continued from page H)
publication of some may be allowed.
Storiesmentson practically
the President's
return moveto a
peacetime basis, the Censorship
head explained, although the Secret
Servicetions always
placesIt some
restric-be
on his trips.
may now
said that the President, for examplef,eriesnexpected
attend a next
conce in London tosometime
week or that he will address a
meeting in New York Thursday.
Merely the mode and time of travel
may not
be used. Travel
tions on diplomatic
missionsrestricalso
have been removed.
Price Thanks Radio
Mr. Price reiterated that, as he
had writtencasting ina fewan article
Broad-he
weeks inago,
wished to go on record as stating
that he is gratified with the cooperation of broadcasters in voluntary censorship. This, he said,
fully
justifies
insistence
that
radio stations his
be not
taken over
by the Government under an interpretationcommunications.
considering them international
Asked if the censors in New
York would continue to go over
shortwave copy beamed to Europe
by other Government agencies, Mr.
Price replied that the subject is
under discussion and he is not yet
sure of the result. He said almost
all expenses are incurred in censoring international communications
since the other forms are voluntary. However, many of these functions are being eliminated.
In the peak during 1943 the office had 14,500 employes. During
the current fiscal year 14,167 are
authorized by Congress but only
9,999 are on the rolls. For next
year, a staff of 6,980 will be requested, Mr. Price said, indicating
his
agency'sThisvoluntary
efforts ata
reduction.
will represent
51 7o reduction from the present
authorization and 31% from the
V-E Day total.
Further personnel reductions
planned are 1,771 by June 14, another 514 by July 4 and 831 by
Aug. 8. All cuts through July 4
are already provided for by resignations and it is part of the program to find jobs for the others.
Set Planning Urged
INTELLIGENT planning to avoid
chaos in reconversion to radio set
manufacturing was recommended
Friday by Samuel J. Novick, president of Electronic Corp. of America, in a letter
Mr.
Novick suggests tothatthetheRMA.
Association conduct surveys to determin
potential component production ande
potential set output.
oinclals
and professional experts will
.ict
astheadvisers
tobegins
WMCAa new
,when
fflM^f'^^f
°^ prominent
Government
Newwar York
station
vettor of education^- programs.
T,?^J^^^%
month,
^J^^,^Straus,
stationaccording
direc-

Mutual Promotion
Plans Are Shown
Network ExecHtives Explain
Local Drives to Affiliates
PLANS for local promotion of Mu
tual programs and for the afRliatior
with the network by stations newlj
joining it were a major topic at s
meeting of 29 representatives of li
stations with network executive!
held May 15 at the Hotel Astor
New York.
Meeting opened with an intro
duction by Robert D. Swezey, MB5
vice-president and general man
ager. Edgar Kcbak, president, tol
of the development of client inter
est in the network on the basis a
newly created station relation
programming and sales policies
Phillips Carlin, vice-president ii
charge of programs, detailed thi
recently inaugurated expansion o
network-developed programs.
Recorded Talks Proposed
Robert A. Schmid, vice-presi
dent in charge of sales promotion
and Harold M. Coulter, manage:
of audience promotion, describe*
the network promotion kits an(
other aids available to affiliates
The new Mutual Clipsheet
other publicity aids to back up sta
tion advertising were described b;
James E. O'Bryon, director of tb
network's press department.
G. S. Wasser, general managei
KQV Pittsburgh, reported tha
Mr. Kobak was going to address
luncheon meeting of some 50
Pittsburgh businessmen to welcom
KQV said
as athat
new Frank
affiliate.Katzentint
Mr. Coul
ter
WKAT Miami Beach, had sug
gested
that andfive-minute
Mr. Kobak
Mr. Carlintalks
be reb;
corded and sent to stations wher
they cannot appear in person. Lc
cal promotion campaigns whic
had succeeded in building audience
for Mutual programs were d(
scribed by the station executives.
Station managers and owners a
tending the meeting included: I
L. Alburty, WHBQ Memphis
R. Brandy, WSLB Ogdensburg; I
L. Keesee, WMBO Auburn; Pe^
Wasser, Ben Kirk, KQV Pitts
burgh; G. H. Roeder, John Elmei
WCBM Baltimore; Ted Chapeai
WJHP Jacksonville; A. R. Gallihei
R. B. Helms, WHLN Harlan; Noi
man Knight, WAJR Morgantovsrri
Art Graham, WKST New Castle
John Croft, WJPA Washingtoi
Pa.; R. W. Richmond, WHKj
Akron; W. W. Cribb, KHMO Hal
nibal; Chauncey Eanes Jr., C. I
Johnson, WILM Wilmington
Walter Speight, B. C. Pressle;
WATL Atlanta; Hugh 0. Potte
WOMI Owensboro; Milton Hii
lein, KDRO Sedalia; Ken Gordo
Fred Woodward, KDTH Dubuqu(
Jonas Weiland, L. H. Petersoi
WSSV Petersburg; Louis Howar
WHIT New Bern; D. J. Poyno
WMBH Joplin; Frank Nied, Pen
H. Stevens, WRRN Warren.

Hallicrafters will again assume its position of leadership in the
field of peace time communications — with equipment especially
designed to give new standards of transmitting and receiving performance on land, at sea or in the air. Communications receivers and
transmitters for amateur and commercial use; two way radio telephones for marine and aviation use plus the finest kind of new
equipment for further experiment and research at very high frequencies will all be included in Hallicrafters postwar production plans.
hallicrafters
radio
THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U.S.A.
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Heavy Support Given by Broadcasters
To Treasury's Seventh Bond Campaign
some 2,000 times during the sevenWITH the time, talent and overall week
period.
effort volunteered to date by radio
high placeby was
in support of the War Bond financ- lastRadio's
Wednesday
Mr. confirmed
Gamble,
ing of World
already-of speaking at a luncheon meeting ol
mounting
high inWarthe II
millions
the Washington Kiwanis Club, held
dollars, stations, networks, agenindustry's
cies, advertisers and broadcasters in honor ofniverthe
sary (se story
page 25th
20). anHe
last weekmotion of another
again undertook
the
prorelated
the
role
of
broadcasters
War Loan Drive, past campaigns and their expectedin
the Seventh. Estimates are that the unsurpassed support of the Seventh
current radio campaign to help se- Loan, stating that the medium has
cure complete support to finish the been indispensible in achieving nationally unified backing of thJ
job against Japan will surpass the
all-high contribution of the last Bond program thru explaining thf
needs
and
purpose of Bond sales as
drive.
well as direct promotion.
Early in the week Ted R. GamWar Finance figures forthcom^
ble,
directorDivision,
of the stated,
Treas- ing are expected to bear out fac
ury Warnational
Finance
tually
"Never has this country gotten a effort. the impact of this initia
Bond drive
off to and
a better
start."
Gene Carr, WFD Radio Sectior
General
comment
observations
expressed
satisfactionreportf
ovei
on the swiftness with which sales chief,
the volumes
of independent
have been mounting point directly on activities. NAB advises hoW'
to the pre-drive job done by radio ever that many of the special "Tell
World"not reports,
No. 1 anc
to000help
nation's
5,000,No. the
2, have
been received
foi
Bondorganize
salesmen.the The
present
di- ing
rect, intimate approach to the buyer the formal tabulation of the indus.
is to be repeated for each man, ers that
support,
reminding
Report
3 is duebroadcast
May 25
woman and child in the nation try

NationalP. HOLLINGBERY
Representatives
GEORGE
CO.
Southeast
HARRY E. Representative
CUMMINGS
JAMES M. LeGATE, General Manager
5.000 WATTS - 610 KC * NBC
WARTIME
for

CULTIVATION

PEACETIME

Coverage of stable markets for
present and post war sales is a
wise sales promotion investment.
The rich markets of Richmond and
Virginia, covered by Station WRNL
are stable markets.
The facts on the right are proof of
results.

WRNL • RICHMOND • VA.

"COHf^M RETRY fit. CC INC. NATIONAL
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SALES
• TIONAL
70.8% OFADVERTISERS
THE NAON THIS STATION
ARE RENEWALS.
• 88% OF THE lOCAl
ADVERTISERS ON THIS
STATION
NEWALS. ARE REAdvertisers
don't
renew contracts
unless the medium
they
use
pays
off
in results.

Crosby Affiliates
With Godley Firm
MURRAY G. CROSBY has joined
the firm of Paul Godley Co., consulting radio engineers, Upper
Montclair, N. J. as of May 15. He
will specialize in radio communications systems, including FM problems, point-to-point mobile and airborne radio communications, development projects, multiplex operation, relay transmission, satellite
stations, television and facsimile.
Mr. Crosby has been research
engineer for the Communications
Division of RCA Laboratories for
the past 20 years. He specialized
in FM and has over 100 patents,
among them being the reactance
tube automatic - frequency - control
type of frequency modulator used
in FM transmitters, marketed by
RCA and GE. He is author of a
considerable number of basic technical articles on the subject of frequency and phase modulation.

HELPS P. I. RADIO
Will toSendIslands
Year's—
—Long
Service
W. E. LONG Co., Chicago tran
scription and package program pro
ducer, has offered all five station
in the Philippine Islands its com
plete radio station service for th
period
of oneto which
year without
The stations
this offer cosi
wa
made were KZRC, KZRF, KZIE
KZRH and KZRM, all in Manils
According to the letter sent t
the stations by E. J. Sperry, direc
tor of radio for the W. E. Lon;
Co., this offer is being made be
cause the company wants to assis
inin the
rehabilitating
Philippines.commercial radi
The service will include radi
shows in script and format forir
some of them transcribed, as wel
as transcribed music. The servic
will
desire.start whenever the stations s

Seeks TV, FM
WKAT Miami Beach, Fla.,
filed with the FCC applies «0a
tions for a new FM station on 47,
mc and a new commercial televj
sion station on Channel 2 (60'
mc). FM coverage would be 1,51
sq. mi. with estimated cost
(
$24,500.
TESTING
audienceBros.reaction
slon, Johansen
Shoe toCo.,televS
Louis,
half-ho ;
telecast sponsored
on W6XAO,a one-time,
Don Lee HoUywoo
television
station,
May 14. Program
ws'produced
by
Sawyer-Peld
Productlox:d
Hollywood,
for Anfenger sent
Adv.,outSt.toLoui
I
Postcard
questionnaires
tel<
vision
set ownersthe invited
criticism.teleca:
Plai f
for releasing
experimental
in the Midwest
and theAdv.East are belr <i
developed
by Anfenger
BROADCASTING
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NBC Midwest Gain
NBC central
n showed
sales increase ofdivisio
9.6% for the firsta
three months of 1945 over
period last year according theto same
Paul
McCluer, sales manager Central
division handled 25.2% of. the
netwoik's entire sales business during
the period. At the same time a business increase of 9.2% has been
WMAQ
Chicago
forl spot
the first
^Z^^J""of
nationa
salesthreeon
months
1945 over
a year ago
according to Oliver
Morton, manager of NBC central division spot

Reliabilit

y

Ferformance

mtriT^
HIGH

1KW

FREQUENCY

TRANSMITTER
Here's evidence
of Gates'
rugged designing
in this
extremely
large ONE
KILOWATT
transmitter.
Its
massive, roomy design expresses quality, and it is
full of oversize components for reliable performance
in every type of climate. Simple in design and operation so that it can be efficiently operated and maintained by experts and "future experts".
engineers
have paid
theGates'
elimination
of trouble
sourcesspecial
and theattention
saving ofto
maintenance upkeep. For example : Ordinarily a 1
bandcircuit,
changebutsw^itch
be HFl-2,
found
inKW a capacity
5 wattit eliminates
R.F.
is would
heremight
innottheotherwise
because
troubleit that
occur two or three years hence. It has four R.F.
stages and three A.F. stages — all self-contained. It
operates from 2-22 mcs. and can instantly change
to any of five pre-set crystal frequencies. The audio
response of 30-10,000 cycles is suitable for shortwave broadcasting or interest.
communication*. forThiscomplete
transtechnicalmitterdatadeservesandyour
details on lowWrite
maintenance costs.
*(.Also
Peakedavailable,
audio response
may be Gates
had ifHFl-X
desired.Transmitter, identithe popular
cal to theia above,
but jor telegraph
service only.)

HF1-2 OPEN REAR
VIEW. sureCabinet
preswithis every
plete seconds.
air typechange
few
All
onents
are operation
designed
constant
low temperature

Wartime restrictions do not allow the sale of new broadcasting equipment without priority; ther
fore, About
this equipment
is presented
acquaint When
you with
current isdevelopments.
Ask
Our Priority
Plan for merely
Promptto Delivery
GatesGates'
Equipment
Again AvailableRADIO

COMPANY,

Quincy, Illinois, U. S. A.

BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS • STUDIO SPEECH EQUIPMENT • TUNING AND CONTROL UNITS
AMPURERS
• REMOTE EQUIPMENT
• BROADCAST STATION AND TRANSMITTER ACCESSORIES
ROADCASTING
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Radio

Drug

Ads

Are

Bitterly

Criticized at House Hearing
RADIO ADVERTISING of drugs
quire but felt it would be to raand patent medicines was criticized
dio's interest if the public were
last Wednesday at a hearing before spared a mercials
goodnow carried.
deal of drug coma subcommittee of the House ComWhen Mr. Whiteley testified
mittee on Labor investigating aid
that the FTC has adequate power
to the physically handicapped.
Following testimony by Richard to stop false advertising but has
P. Whiteley, assistant chief counsel, funds only to handle the most
Federal Trade Commission, on FTC serious cases. Rep. Patterson asactivities to protect the public
serted: "You don't seem to be
against false advertising. Rep. Ellis making any headway. There is a
E. Patterson (D-Cal.) suggested vast field here."
During the current fiscal year
that if two-thirds of the commercials on medicines and drugs were ending June 30, 1945, Mr. Whitepointed out, only about 812,000
eliminated it would be "a great ley
radio continuities and written adservice
the public".
vertisements wil have been exRep. toPatterson
told Broadcasting his primary interest is in proamined, representing a 13% detecting the handicapped against
crease from last year. Approximonopoly control, excessive prices
mately 27,000 were marked for
and unscrupulous advertising of further investigation, a decline of
medicines and devices they re-

Uncio {Continued
Urges fromRadio's
page 15) Use
Bech then called for the inter
understand and respect one an- national
league at San Francisct;
other's point of view . . . That is the to "establish
great
radio — face
to bring
peopleso organization anto inter-governmenta
all overtasktheof world
to face
stimulate and as
that they will realize that they are sist the rehabilitation of education.!
scholarship and the arts in Ger
many and in all the liberated coun
brothers
. . ."to Faith in God
Second
tries where the Nazi invader lef
more traces of his evil influenci
Joseph Bech, minister of foreign than
is commonly believed ... I
affairs mense
of contribution
Luxembourg:
"Theto imof radio
the should have at its disposal a power
defeat of Germany will appear in ful radio station under interna
letters of gold in the history books tional control . . . which will di^
of the war ... an old priest of my seminate in all languages . . .
country stated from his pulpit to a ideas, arguments and examples
personality of great statesmer
congregation of American soldiers the
teachers, speakers, musicians o
who had just freed his tovra that the
world
could be brought directl;
second only to their faith in God, into the homes
of all down to th
was their confidence in the BBC . . .
The defeat of Germany is a great lowliest peasant."
"Hopeit
beginning toward a peaceful world. thatNorwegian
radio will delegation
continue to: play
The conquest of peace opens un- great part in the breaking down o
isolationism and contribute to
limited fields of activity for radio." better
understanding and coopera!
tion between the nations of th
Faris EI-Khour, prime ministe
ofaimSyria:
"Radiopostwar
must have
for the
periodas th,it|
focusing
of thoughts on the prob
world."
lems of lasting peace. This coul
be attained by studying and hor
estly presenting to the peoples c
the world the real facts and the dii
ferent points of view of the cour
tries concerned."
Potent in Preventing War
Francisof M.Australia:
Forde, deputy
minister
"Radioprim]
wii "
prove
potent in preventing anothe[
war. Improvements made in shoi
wave broadcasting during the wa
years for
will,
I can
think,be peace.
beusedproved
weapon
that
in
battle
permanent
To th'
th ' "
people on whom fall the respons
bility networks
of operating
world-re
radio
falls athegreat
sponsibility ... to misuse it woul
be a major crime. If it is used a
it should be used, it will prever
theThemajor
crime ofcame
war."
statements
in answetii
to a letter,
sent by the BBC, whic s read
in part:
"While
Unite]
Nations
delegates
are the
fashionin
an instrument to achieve lastin
peace,ofthe
organiz^
tions
the great
world radio
are giving seri
ous consideration to the constru(
tive role they can play in time c
peace.
that a shoi
statementWe bybelieve
the leaders of a
delegations on the role of radio i
the postwar world would prove t
be a stimulating influence an
guide in the discussions to tak
place during the coming month
on international radio."
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Last Nazi Message
DYING GASP of Nazi radio wa
High Command communique tran;
mitted May 8. It was: "The ba
on listening to foreign station
has been lifted."
BROADCASTING
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FLACK WILL HEAD
SALES EXECUTIVES
GENE FLACK,
director
of advertising and trade
relations
for
Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co., has been
elected president of the Sales Executives Club of New York, succe ding Dr. Paul Nystrom, Columbia U. marketing professor, who
becomes chairman of the board.
Other officers elected were: Frank
M. Head, vice-president and merchandise manager, United CigarWhelan Stores Corp., first vicepresident; Don G. Mitchell, vicepresident in charge of sales, Sylvania Electric Products Co., second
Blue Insigne
NEW microphone insigne to be vice-president; Robert A. Whitney,
Mr. McLean
Mr. Chamberlain
used by the American Broadcasting promotion
McGraw-HillS.
Publishing manager,
Co., secretary;
jirith headquarters at Schenectady; Co. after June 15, when the name George
Little,
president,
Blue will
be dropped
— a Gothic
"A" Features Corp., treasurer. General
|Lrales
'aul L.forChamberlain,
the word
"American"
beneath
the Receivermanager
Division,of with
Eugene S. Thomas, sales manit in white on black — was displayed
'' nth
ager, WOR, and Carroll B. Merlonn.,headquarters
and Henry atA. Bridgeport,
Crossland, Friday by Chester J. LaRoche,
assistant to the manager of the vice-president, at a news luncheon elected
ritt, Chas.
Scribner's
directors
for twoSons,
years.were
'WJovernment Division, with offices at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
'''ti Washington.
Mr. McLean, since 1939, has been
'tianufacture
oordinating oftheairborne
development
radar and
and
•adar
equipment
supplied
the
Company to the Army Air byForces
!*;ind the Signal Corps. Since 1943
f ie has been in charge of the sale
^')f television
broadcast
I'lor
use after the
war. equipment
[' Mr. Chamberlain joined the
".'Electronics Department of Gen••jral Electric in 1942 with a back" ground
a radioin sales
He was asplaced
chargeexecutive.
of the
A.rmy
Aircraft
Section
Govarnment Division until of1943the when
he was named manager of sales
'for the Transmitter Division.
'byMr.General
CrosslandElectric
has beensince
employed
1930,
most recently as manager of sales
of the Receiver Division.
;. E. ELECTRONICS
DIVISION CHANGES
HREE CHANGES in the Eleconics Department of the General
lectric Co. include the naming of
imes D. McLean as manager of
lies for the Transmitter Division

Republic Campaign
REPUBLIC PICTURES Corp.,
New York, is spending $60,000 on
spot announcements and five-minute
programs in 35 markets in connection with the picture corporation's 10th anniversary and the
opening of its new film, "Flame of
the Barbary
scheduled
to runCoast".
in eachCampaign,
city for
aboutingalocally
week and
beforefor picture's
several opendays
thereafter, will last through July
27. Agency is Donahue & Coe,
New York.

KDKA Farm Hour 24
KDKA Pittsburgh observed Saturthe 24thprogram
anniversary
radio's
first dayfarm
whichof was
inaugurated at request of the U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture with market
reports. Frank Mullen, now vicepresident and executive manager
NBC,
up writing
farm
column gave
for Sioux
City, Iowa,a Journal to take charge and develop
program.rectorToday
Agi-icultural
DiHomer Martz
conducts full
farm hour daily.
TBA Directors Meet
TELEVISION Broadcasters Assn.
will hold a board of directors meetingleyMayCountry
25 atClub
the Huntingdon
Valin Philadelphia,
with Philco Radio and Television
Corp., of that city, as host. Program for the day includes a visit
to the transmitter of WPTZ,
Philco video station.

Hydes Have Daughter
ROSEL H. HYDE, FCC general
counsel, and Mrs, Hyde are the
parents of their fourth child, a
daughter, born last Thursday. The
Hydesest 17. have three sons, the oldFOR SPECIAL
WASHINGTON
l/MfyW COVERAGE

, J \n ^ . ^ area-

1121 VERMONT AVE.-WASH. 5,D. C.
WRITE-WIRE OR CALL FOR DETAILS
BROADCASTING
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LEA GROUP STUDIES
UNION FEE BILL
THE HOUSE Committee on Interstate & Foreign Commerce is
working on a bill to prohibit collection of royalties on recordings,
prevent unions from forcing a
fixed quota of musicians on stations, eliminate the practice of
standbys and do away with exclusive platter turners, Chairman
Lea (D-Cal.) told Broadcasting
Friday. He said the full Committee will broaden the Vandenberg
Bill (S-63),withrestricted
to AFM
interference
noncommercial
cultural programs.
Senate action on the Bailey bill
(S-754) to outlaw payment of
royaltiesment of was
seen with appointa subcommittee
of the
Judiciary Committee to hold hearings.

BROADCAST
NEW YORK
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City College Radio and Business
Conference Gets Under Way Tuesday
FIRST annual radio and business
conference of the School of Business Ted Cott, program director,
and Civic Administration of the City WNEW.
Tuesday afternoon session, on
College of New Yoi'k gets under
Selling Effectiveness of
way Tuesday morning May 22 at "Measuring
Radio,"
feature addresses by
10 a.m. in the auditorium of the Hugh N. will
BMB president,
School of Business with a session on "Radio's Feltis,
First Uniform
Coverageon
"Radio
program
building,"
presided
Plan,"
and
S.
E.
Gill,
director
over by Harry N. Wright, CCNY research, Blow Co., on "Does Ra-of
President, and with Archibald M.
dio Sell ? Techniques for Measuring
Crossley, president of Crossley, Sales Effectiveness." Herschell
Inc., as moderator.
Deutsch,
radio supervisor. Grey AdClarence M. Menser, NBC viceAgency; C. E. Hooper,
president in charge of programs, president, vertising
C. E. Hooper, Inc.; F. J.
will speak on "Programs Are for Knittle, manager, advertising and
People,"discussion
and willbybePhillips
followedCarlin,
by a product research, Colgate-Palmpanel
olive-Peet Co.; Wilson J. Main, viceMBS vice-president in charge of president, Ruthrauff & Ryan, and
programs; Robert T. Colwell, radio A. C. Nielsen, president, A. C. Nieldirector, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
sen Co., will participate in the

MUSIC

INC.
HOLLYWOOD

Ohio U. Courses
COURSES in "the history, de
velopment and use of radio as {[B
socializing
speech
radio newsinfluence",
writing radio
and editing
radio news practices, writing foiist
radio, radio advertising, radi<lio
play
production,
radio management and
a non-technical
study osiloi
broadcasting
mechanics
are in- er
cluded in a curriculum developec
by the School of Journalism o: lig
Ohio U. leading to a B. S. degret
in journalism with a radio major ro
Aotual operating experience or or
the
staff of WOUB,
university'^
experimental
radio the
station,
is alsc orur
given to the student radio news; »
man, along with his allied jomi U
nalism and dramatic arts classes m

panel discussion. John Gray Peat
man, associate dean, CCNY, wil
preside
the vice-president,
session and C.Gen,G jJ
Mortimer,at Jr.,
eral Foods, will moderate.
Lewis H. Avery, director of ra
dio
discloseex
the advertising,
results of theNAB,
San will
Antonio
perimental department store rad:
campaign
for
Joskes conducted
of Texas by
in athetalkNAIoi
"New Fields for Radio Advertis
ing" to open the Wednesday morn
ing session whose
topic isand"Radii
Advertising
Opportunities
Ob
stacles."
Ordway
Tead,
chairman
board of higher education,
Nev
York City, will preside at the meet|
ing and Earl Bunting, presidentl
O'Sullivan
moderD ^
ate
a panel Rubber
discussionCo.,bywillJoseph
Bohan,
Centaur
Division,vice-president.
Sterling Drug;
GordoiCo jj
Gates,
vice-president
and
genera
manager, radio department, Younj
& Rubicam; Llewellyn Harries
manager,
sales promotion
National Retail
Dry Goodsdivision
Assn
and Bertram Lebhar, Jr., sale
manager, WHN.
Robert A. Love, director, evening
session,
CCNYof School
of Business"
and director
the conference,
wil
preside at the final session oi
Wednesday afternoon, devoted t
"Advancement in Commercial Tele
vision." Lyndon O. Brown of Pal
mer, Stewart, Brown & Associates
vnll report on "What the Publ:
Expects," disclosing the results o
a surveyA. recently
made byvice-presi
his com'
pany.
Craig Safety
Smith,
dent, Gillette
Razor Co
which currently sponsors televise
boxing bouts two evenings a weel<
will tell "What the Sponsor Re
quires." Paul Mowrey, Blue tele
vision director, will speak on "Wha
Will Open the Way: Productioi
Costs
and thevice-president,
Sponsor." Ira
Hirschmann,
MetroA
politan Television, will moderat
the panel discussion, participated ii «'
by Gerald 0. manager,
Kaye, advertising
promotion
Bruno-Ne^an ^
York; Louis Tannenbaum, advei
tising manager, R. H. Macy & Co
and Lewis McCann-Erickson,
D. H. Weld, director
research,
Inc. ot-.
Programs
and
Promotion
plan
receiving CCNY awards [BROAlfllff
CASTING, May 14] will be exhibite
—
following each day's meeting.
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5-9 AM, LISTEmm
SURVEYED BY PULSE
DHE PULSE Inc., New York, re)orting in the May 15 issue of The
ladio Audience, on the extent of
■ istening between 6 and 9 a.m.,
i ;hows that during the first two
the sixaverage
I irlOurs
in the
winteraudience
months isthanhigh-in
ii:he summer, while for the 8-9 a.m.
jeriod, the summer figure is slightly
ligher.
Sets-in-use for 1944 averages 2.6
' 'rom 6-7 a.m., with 3.1 the average
•or the winter half and 2.2 for the
;ummer half. Average sets in-use
"or
entirewith
year the
fromwinter
7-8 a.m.average
runs
;o 11.1,
L1.9 as compared to 10.3 for the
; summer half. Year-round average
.for 8-9 a.m. rises to 12.9, with 12.8
cor winter and 13 for summer
'!sets-in-use.
^ The Pulse finds that listening in
;he three-hour period surveyed is
'substantially
in the
three months higher
of the year
thanlastin
"the first three. Possibly the sum'rner
habit prevalent
of getting up early
still ber
more
Octo-is
and December between
than between
January and March, the report
Ventures by way of explanation.
In the year-round average Sat!urday listening from 6-9 a.m. is
''25% less than on weekdays, vidth
5-7 a.m. scoring the greatest drop.
■ Listening in the Greater New
' York area experienced a greater
'drop from March to April, 1945,
*than for the same months in prevflous years back through 1942. April
'listening
thisvolume
year fornonetheless
surpassed the
the same
month in previous years, with an
index of 23.6, compared to 22.1 in
1944, 20.7 in 1943 and 19.6 in 1942.

Commentators

Rise

In Latest Hooper
Kaltenborn, Heatter, Thomas
Among First Fifteen
H. V. KALTENBORN, Gabriel
Heatter and Lowell Thomas appear
in C. E. Hooper Inc.'s list of "first
fifteen" network programs, in a
report covering the first week in
May, when listeners flocked to
their sets for news building up to
first V-E Day announcement May
7. During the news-packed period
May 1 ficial
through
7 preceding
ofannouncement,
May the
8, the
seasonal downward trend in listening was abruptly reversed, the report showing substantial increases
in average sets-in-use and average
audience rating over reports of two
weeks, and a year ago.
Position of the three commentators, who have appeared in the
"first fifteen" list before during
the summer months only — is: Mr.
Kaltenborn, 9th, Mr. Heatter, 12th
and Mr. Thomas 15th. Walter
Winchell,
a "regular" on the list,
is in 7th place.
Average sets-in-use figure is
32.6, an increase of 3 from the last
report and of 5.6 from last year,
according to the current report,
dated May 15. Average audience
rating is 9.6, up 0.6 from last re- With Live Talent Programs, Reach the Ear of Mr.
port, up 0.8 from last year. Radio
Theatre rated the highest sponsor
identification index — 88.7.
Fibber McGee and Mollie head Farmer thru MVN's Wired Regional Network!
MISSISSIPPI Valley Network, operthe "first fifteen" list, nudging out
*7 BILLION
Bob Hope from top position for the
ated by North Centra! Broadcastfirst time since Dec. 15. Radio Theing System, offers without the cost
atre ranks third, followed by
of metropolitan rates an affluent
Screen Guild Players, Joan Davis
DOLLARS
agricultural market which has a total
with Jack Haley, Bing Crosby,
is
the
annual
income
of
tlie
of 1,600,762 farm radio homes.
Walter
Winchell,
Charlie
McCarfarms
in
the
area
blanketWJMC Shift Granted
covered
byrich-and-ripe-for-sales
MVN. The states
MVN is programmed exclusively for
thy, Mr. Kaltenborn, Hildegarde,
in this are:
farm listeners ... Mr. and Mrs.
District Attorney, Gabriel
market
Illinois,
Indiana,
'^CONSENT
wasto voluntary
granted by
the Mr.
Iowa,
Kansas,
Michigan,
Min
Farmer want to know briefly how the
FCC lastment ofweek
assign(Tuesday-Thursday), Abnesota, Missouri,
Montana
license of WJMC Rice Heatter
bott and Costello, Kay Kyser (1st
Nebraska,
North
Dakota
war news affects farming . . . want
South
Dakota
and
Wisconsin.
•Lake, Wis., from Walter C. half -hour), Lowell Thomas.
the latest Washington agricultural
Eddy, Walter Winchell
'Bridges,
sole owner, toof WJMC
bulletins . . . want complete market
a new corporation
which Inc.,
Mr. andNelson
Dinah Shore tied on the
reports . . . are vitally interested in
largest
number
of
women
listeners
'Bridges
is
president
and
treasurer
weather forecasts and local temperatures . . . want live musical
land 75% owner. Max H. Levine, per listening set with 1.58, and
local businessman with sales man- Great Gildersleeve, for the first entertainment for early morning pep-up . . . MVN delivers this thru
: agement
experience,
acquires
quardrew the largest number of its 74 affiliated stations. No other REGIONAL network ofFers this
ter interest in the new firm for time,
children listeners, with 1.04. The
exclusive early-hour farm audience.
Janero-Parrato boxing bout drew
' $5,000.
becomesis vice-president.
Mary G.HeBridges
secretary.
the most men listeners (1.10).
Tabulations of the "First FifAVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP
teen" and the number of listeners
perFIRST
listening
set follow:
6:00 AM Mississippi Valley Time (complete network)
FIFTEEN*
EVENING
PROGRAMS—FibberTheatre,
McGee &Screen
Molly.Guild
Bob
7:00 AM Agriculture and the News
Hope,
Radio
Players,Crosby,
Joan Walter
Davis with
Jack Charlie
Haley,
Blng
Winchell,
9:30 AM Features for "Mrs. Farmer"
McCarthy,garde,* H.
V.
Kaltenborn,
HildeMr. District Attorney, Gabriel
12:15 PM News and the Farmer's Views
Heatter
(Tuesday-Thursday),
Abbott
and Costello,
Contact any NCBS office for cost estimates
Lowell
Thomas.Kay Kyser (1st half hour),
and further details
* Jack Benny
2nd
Pacific
Coast
Broadcast
changes
his
rank
from
17th
to 10th.
** Includes computed rating in East.
LISTENERS PER LISTENING SET:
Mississippi Valley Network
Women
Men
dren
Total
OPERATED BY
Blondie
1.34
0.89
0.96
3.20
ChllGreat
Gildersleeve
1.42
1.04
0.66
3.12
0.99
0.54
3.09
Jack
Benny
1.56
North
Central
Broadcasting
System jnc.
0.87
0.52
2.94
Smith* 1.55 0.90 0.58 2.94
"Didn't I warn ye not to let Kate
Grand OleSisters**
Opry* 1.46
WFDF Flint broadcast thet spot Andrew
0.57
2.92
1.53 0.82
Life*Tled
of Riley**__
1.47place,0.84 0.61 2.92
announcement!"
**Tled for
for fourth
fifth place.
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GATEWAY
TO THE
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

RCTIOnS OF THE FCC
MAY 12 TO MAY 18 INCLUSIVE
Decisions . . .
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
MAY 15
1240
kcvol. WJMC
Rice Lake,
Wis.—
Granted
assgn.
C. Bridges to WJMC license
Inc. from Walter
1450
kc
KEUB
Price,
Utali—
Granted
authority
call to KOAL.
NEW-1240to kcchange
Midwestern
BroadcastingquCo.,
Cadillac,
Mich.
— Granted
ree
s
t
t
o
assign
call
WATT
to
new station authorized
4-17-45.
NEW-1400
kc
Charles
P.
Blackley,
Staunton,ordering
Va.— Adopted
memorandum
opinion
issuance
CP pursuant
to FCC Order
12-19-44
authorizing
ditional
grant
new
station
250 w conunlimited (WSTN).
NEW-1240
kc
Herman
Anderson,
Tulionare,ordering
Cal. — Adopted
memorandum
opinreinstatementgranted
CP newcondistation 250tionally
w 12-5-44
unlimited,
and
set
aside
12-12-44.
NEW-Journal
Co., Milwaukee broadcast
— Granted CP tonewbe located
developmental
station
at tosite beof assigned
WMFM:
frequencies
and
power
by FCC. Emission: AO and special for
FM.
NEW-46.5request
mc toWIBG
PhiladelphiaGranted
call new FM
station
from stations
WLBG change
togranted
WIBG-FM.
Following
license ren
e
w
a
l
f
o
r
period
ending
5-1-48:
KGDM KSL WQXR (main & WCAZ
aux.)
KEX (Comdr.
Durr
voting
for
cense and further Inquiry). temp, li1160
kc
KSL
Salt
Lake
City—
Granted
extension
special
authorization
to operate
with twoservice
F-T tubes
instead
W-E
which tubes
Order in107lastis Instageeffect.for period In
620ed kclicenseWCAXrenewal
BurUngton,
Vt.—
forvoting
periodfor Grantending
5- 1-46 (Comdr.
Durrinquiry).
temp,
license
and
further
1230
kc
WIBX
Utlca.
N.
Y.—
Granted
license
renewal
for
period
ending
2-1-46
(Comdr.
DurrInquiry).
voting for temp, license
and
1360further
kc WTAQ
Green Bay, 1230 kc
WHBYtion Appleton,
Wis.— that
Granted
petirequesting
finding
operation
of3.35stations
Is
not
inlicense
conflictrenewal
with
Sec.
and
granted
for
W"BY
for
period
ending
2-1-46
and
WTAO
for
period
ending
11-1-45.
kc KPAS— Adopted
Pa<!adena,orders
1020 kcforK«TT>
Los1110An?eles
cancel ation of hearing
on license
renewal
applications
and
removed
fromdesignated
hearing
docket.
Applications
were
forFollowing
hearing restations
Sec. 3.35.
granted
npmni
for
periledWBBT.ending
8-1-46:license
WMFGreKGBS
WEBO
KICD.Y"rk—
47.1
mc
WRAM
New
Granted
license
renewal to for
period
6-result
1-46 from
sub.lect
changes
whichending
may
nr'^r-eedlngs
In Docket
6651.
47.5
mc
waR*^
N»w
York—
Same.Ind.—
47.1 mc WSBF South Bend,

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
MAY 16
KHQ petition
KGA Spokane,
Wash.— ofGranted
joint
for
hear-to
ing5-18-45
on applications
for license same
renewal
6-18-45.
set
and continuance
continued
KOMO KJR Seattle, Wash.—
Granted
motion
hearing
now
set 5-16-45for oncontinuance
a license renewal
applications;
continued
same
to
7-16-45.
Midwest
Broadcasting
Co.,
Milwaukee
—Granted
petition Issues
for leave
to intervene and enlarge
re application
ofmoveWREN
trans, foretc. CP increase power N,
Murry motion
Mester requesting
and Meyer postponeHester—
Granted
menproposed
t of oral argument
setof 5-23-45
FCC's
findings
fact
andon
conclusions
3-27-45
re
consent
to
transfer
control
of
WOV
from
Arde
Bulova
and Harry
Henshel tosaidMurry
and
Mester;D. postponed
argument
toMeyer
6-13-45.
Tentative Calendar . . .
MAY 23
WOV New
York — Oral argtunent on
transfer
of control.
MAY 21
WMC Memphis — License renewal.

MAY .14
Applications
1370 cenkcse to cover
WSAYCP Rochester,
Lias mod. forN. Y.—
change
assignment,
Install Beckley,
DA-DN. W. Va.— CP
NEW-43.9
WJLS
new
FM
station,
25,020
sq.
mi.,
$51,110
estimated cost,
WBTM 15,100
DanvUIe,sq. Va.—
CPNEW-47.9
new FMmc station,
mi.,
$45,000
estimated
cost.
NEW-42.1
mc Pennsylvania
State College, State College,
Pa.
—
CP
new
noncommercialforeducational
special emission
FM. station, 10 kw,
970 tionkcof control
WFLA byTampa,
AcquisiA.
W. Fla.—
Curry
Keith
Kane,
trustees
under
will Tennant
ofandJohnR.
Stewart
Bryan,
deceased,
D.
Bryan,
John
Stewart
Bryan
Jr..
and
ByranstockKaneby thru
shAmanda
common
A. W.purchase
Curry J.and106S.
K.
Keith
Kane,
trustees
from
TurmanCharles
Green,Frank,
J. C.H. Council,
H.Mlms,L.ton andMlms,
HamilGeorge
P.
Webb.
NEW-Channel
4
KGW
Portland,
Ore.
677.
— CP new commercial TV station, ESR
MAY 17
1290tionkcof control
WKNE byKeene,
N. Wilder
H.— Acquisithru
purchase
190 sh newM. S.common
stock
(38%).
1400
kc
WCNC
Norfolk,
Va.—
CP
move
trans,
studioVa.,from
Elizabeth
City,
N. C. toandNofolk,
to change
proposed
trans,
site. amended
NEW-45.7
mc
Orlando
Daily
Newspapers,
Fla.— CPestimated
new FM cost.
station,
8,000
sq. Orlando,
ml.,mc$60,000
NEW-48.1
William
HenrynewAlford,
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS Winston-Salem,
N.
C.
—
CP
MAY 14
velbpmental
station,
160.7 de-w,to
A3
andemission
FMbroadcast
emission,
amended
NFW-14P0
kc
Fwine
Broadcasting
Co..
change
to
AO
and
Al.
Jaokson,
Miss.
— Granted
license250 tow cover
CP new (WJXN);
standard
station
unllm)t°d
conditions.
NFW-lO.'iO
kc
Washtenaw
Broadcast-liIne Co.,cense to Ann
A^bor.
Mich.
—
Granted
cover CP new
standard
station
250N'FW-WAPI
^ iinii">lt°d
(WPAG);
Blrmir>«'ham,
Ala.conditions.
— Grantedtallicense
to
cover
CP
new
developmenbroadcast station
P.SO conditions.
w; fr°nuencles
to "^hp
be psslirned
hv FOO:
C^nnecHmt
Television
Co.,fileBooth
Hni.
Conn.—
placed
In TVr.°nding
app'l'-atton
for
CP
new
station.
s
OFEATHE
NATION
Toaoher<:
College. fileWe<:taonllcatlon
Chester,
^N Pa.Stat°
—
Placed
in
pending
GR T ^J^'
for CP new noncommercial educational
stptlon.
RohortIn F.nending
Wolfe file
Co., FreTiont, O.—for
P'aced
CPH"dson
npw FM Bro3rtca«tlng
station. application
System, Mt.
Vernon.
N. Y.—Broadcasting
Same.
Haee«town
Co., Hagersto«^.
Md.
—
Same.
The
T»averhill Gazette Co., Haverhill,
—Mass.—
."^ame.
Mark S->mp
K. Wilson, Chattanooga, Tenn.
■irifStMTCO NttlONAIlf
Aui^sta
Broadcasting Co., Augusta,
Ga.
—
Same.
IT i»wAio nmr 4 CO. ir-c Myles H. Johns, Milwaukee — Same.
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COMMISSION CLEARt
TWO DUOPOLY CASEt
TWO of the remaining few due
poly
disposed
of lasli
week cases
when were
the FCC
granted
cense renewals to WTAQ Gree
Bay and WHBY Appleton, Wis
and KPAS Pasadena and KFVI
Los Angeles. The Commission hel«
there was no conflict with th
multiple ownership rules in th
Wisconsin outlets, both license(
to Since
WHBYthe Inc.
FCC granted transfe
of control of KPAS to Wesley ]
Dumm, president
of Associate
Broadcasters
Inc. [BroadcastingL
Oct.
30,
Dec.
25,
1944],
longer exists a duopoly there
questioin^"'
inasmuch as J. Franke Burke'"'
principal owner of KFVD, soli"
hisContinuances
interest in KPAS
togranted
Mr. Dumm""
wereother
twi-»
licensees of four
station
by Commissioner Charles R. DennjH/
Jr., motions chairman, to permi
completion Theyof involved
negotiations
pending.
KHQ no'v
ani
KGA Spokane, licensed to Loui
Wasmer Inc., and KOMO and KJI
Seattle,
to Fisher's Blen^
Station licensed
Inc.

Raytheon Seeks Site
RAYTHEON MFG. Co., Waltham,
Mass., manufacturers of electronic!
equipment, Park
is negotiating
Waltham
commissionerswitt
lease a site in Prospect Hill Par]
as the location
FM and
tele'
vision
station, for
for anwhich
applica
tions have been filed with the FCCf '
The Mayor of Waltham, in a r^ *
port
City Council,
mendedto the
granting
preferencerecom'fo'
the site to Raytheon as one of th^'j
largest local post-war Industrie
Raytheon plans to include vide' J
and FM transmitters in one powe'
room
the room
stationwithandglass
to par
conf"?
struct ata large
tition enabling
the public to vie^
station
operations.

1400 kc ofKRKO
Everette,
Wash.—
qulsition
control
by WUllam
R. TafAc lal,
and
ArchieR.stockG.Taft.
Taft
common
from thru
Lee E.transfer
Mudgett35 st
William
MAY 18
kc WIBZfromBangor,
Me.—
Mod.
to 620
change
DA-DN
to Radio
DA-N. Ucens
NEW-48.1
mc The
Akron
Corp i ^
Akron,
O.—
CP
new
FM
station,
sq. ml., $44,800 estimated cost. 10,06

MEN IN SERVICE, formerly employed by WRC Washington, were
(greeted by Carleton D. Smith, general manager, at annual party. Group
j|.ncludes (1 to r) Pfc. Bernard Balsh, music rights office; Mr. Smith; Lt.
fohn Hogan, engineer; Lt. Walter Godwin, engineer; Lt. John Hurley,
mnouncer, shaking hands with his boss; Lt. John Stetson, engineer.
OVALTIISE CHARGED
WITH FALSE CLAIMS
^'ALSE
;ations inand
radiomisleading
and other represenadvertisng concerning Ovaltine were
iharged by the Federal Trade
Commission last week in a complaint against the Wander Co.,
Chicago, which operates a factory
n Villa Park, 111.
I The Commission denied the combany's claims that consumption of
ji;he beverage reduces the emptying
jiime of the stomach, increases
l,Areight, corrects nervous condi^aons, stimulates appetite, aid in
iigesting milk and starchy foods,
jnables one to successfully fight off
;oIds and sore throat, assures good
'^jyesight,
buildsup muscles,
me to wake
"feeling enables
fresh,
,;/ital,
vigorous
and
The complaint alsobuoyant",
charged etc.as
Jalse the representation that loss
Df appetite is due to lack of vitamin Bi which Ovaltine supplies in
sufficient quantity to correct; that
.ihree out of four people have developed symptoms of fatigue, underweight and nervousness as a result
Df vitamin and mineral deficiency;
khat human health and well-being
jrequire vitamins and minerals over
and above that found in a wellbalanced diet.

Mutual Co-Ops Sold
REPORTING the sale of five
Mutual cooperative programs
in just two hours, R. B.
McAlister, general manager,
KICA Clovis, N. Mex., exs it this sudden
way: "What's
behind plainthis
success
in our selling
Mutual's
cooperative programs? In the
first place, we made our first
concerted effort to sell them.
Secondly, we had carried
most of the programs sustaining long on
enoughtheir
for them
to stand
own
merits. Finally, we've selected
sponsors whose products are
sold to the persons who are
interested in the broadcasts
they sponsor."
HARLEY Home
B. LKWIS,
manager,
Kolynos
Division,
Products
International
Ltd., New
York,
has ofbeenthe elected
dent,
and
chairman
board
ofpresithe
Export
Adv.vice-president.
Assn., succeeding
Robert
H.
Otto,
Export
Adv.
Agency.
William
J.
Rellley,
advertising
manager, international division, RCA
Victor dentDivision,
was elected
and a director.
Arthur vice-presiA. Kron,
secretary-treasurer
and treasurer
timebuyer andof
Gotham
Adv.,
becomes
director.
Walter
B.
Blckford,
tary. and Shipper, was reelected Export
Trade
secre-

RIP VAN WlNiaE_^i^5"7^
R 2V
T fO
SLEP
Probably
he couldn't
serving
thebecause
richMountain
Hudson
Valleytuneandin theWKNY,
popular CatskiU
Vacationland.
Manager
LouofferSteketee,
wide-awake,
onYou'llthelotsfind
job,
ready tofrom
a friendly
hand
for
of business
thisyou Friendly
Station.
MUTUAL
WKNY KINGSTON, N. Y.
further dot«)ll
LOU Group
STEKETEE,Stations,
Kingston,
ForFor further
details onon WKNY—
the otherwriteFriendly
write N. Y.
JOHN LAUX, Managing Director "THE FRIENDLY GROUP", STEUBENVILLE. OHIO
WSTV WFPG WJPA WKNV
' STEUBENVILLE, O.. ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., WASHINGTON, PA., KINGSTON, N. Y
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Foreign Newsmen
Shifted
by Nets
Coverage Stresses European
Capitals and Pacific War
A(u3t Contact
NOW THAT the fighting is over
in Europe, networks are shifting
their foreign correspondents, placing emphasis on coverage of major
European capitals and the war in
the Pacific.
NBC, however, will keep its present staff in Europe, adding Louis
P. Lochner as Berlin correspondent
"if and when facilities are availto ofWilliam
7inei Stations
Brooks, able,"
NBC according
director
news andF.
special
NBC'sandline-up
will MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
be: Paulevents.
Archinard
Roy Porter, France; Max Jordan, Switzer- MARYLAND COVERAGE NETWORK
land Grant
;
Parr, Rome ; Sven Norberg,
FrankCopenhagen
O'Brien,
Cairo; Stockholm;
Bjorn Bjornson,
and Oslo; W. W. Chaplin, European roving assignment; Robert
Magidoff, Moscow and coverage
from the Balkans as soon as permit ed to establish a bureau; Stanlev Richardson, Ed Haaker and
Chester Morrison, London. John
MacVane and David Anderson are
to get a U. S. furlough before reas ignment and Guthrie Janssen,
now in this countrv, is scheduled to
return to the Mediterranean area.
Paul White, CBS news broadcasts
director, said his network will return a number of its war correspondents for furloughs and reas^OS AIMC t\_VE:.^
signment, some to Europe and
7XO /Tc.-t oooo^ K^^^
others
to
the
Pacific.
First
three
due in the States are Bill Downs, Notional &«lei R*pr8tentaliv« • foul H. Rammer Company
Larrv Lesueur and Bill Slocum Jr.
Mr. Slocum, who has been on leave
as CBS special events director, will
return to that post and resume as
co-author of Report to the Nation,
sponsored by Continental Can Co.
Next to return will be Gill Shadel
and Charles Shaw. CBS staffers
remaining in Europe will be: Edward R. Murrow, European news
chief; and Douglas Edwards, both
The Key Station of the
in London; Charles Collingwood,
Maritimes
Paris; Richard Hottelet, Germany;
Winston Burdett, Rome; Howard
Is your
firstinchoice
K. Smith, European roving correcast results
Halifaxforandbroadthe
Moscow. spondent; and Farnsworth Fowle,
Maritimes. Ask your local
Mutual will send John Thompson
dealers.
to Paris and Paul Manning from
Paris to London. In the Pacific,
the network will have Don Bell,
or JOE WEED
Leslie Nichols, Bob Brumby, Jack
York Ave.
350 New
Madison
Mahon and Cedric Foster, who is
being
sent
to
Manila
from
Boston.
Blue plans to bring home George
Hicks and Gordon Eraser, for furbertloughs
Clark pending
will reassignment.
stay in EuropeHer-as
roving
correspondent
and for
Johna
Bryson will go to Norway
few weeks.
Erwin-Wasey in Seattle
ERWIN, WASEY & Co., New
York, has announced the opening
of an office in Seattle, Wash, in
the White-Henry-Stuart building.
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-._;APT.
Capt. CLIFFORD
Clifford W.
Speer
W. SPEER,
2, war correspondent engineer of
!anadian Broadcasting Corp., Toonto, died in London May 11 folDvdng a traffic accident while in
^ harge of a CBC mobile broadcastng van. He had been serving overeas for the past year with CBC

Overseas Unit in Italy, Holland,
Germany and England. Prior to
going overseas he was supervising
engineer of CJBC Toronto.
PLANS of KGPJ Los Angeles to move
studioswood and
to Hollyare beingexecutive
held upoffices
as result
of a
fire which swept through proposed new
headquarters at 6314 Sunset Blvd.

CRYSTAL
QUARTZ

OSCILLATORS

SERVICE
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
HaMu EngiMering ConttUlamU
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Washington, Kansas
D. C.City, Mo.
Hollywood, Cat.
MORE RF KILOWAH HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMiniNG TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusiveiy
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists
The
Robert L. Kaufman
Organitafion
Technical
Maintenance,
Constnietion
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
g. DistrictWaihingteii
2292 4, D. C
Sp&cializing in painting
radio antennae towers
from coast to coast.
H. K. RHODES
603 E. MAIN ST.,
ROARING SPRING. PA.

CO.

SINCE 1927

PROFESSIONAL
Ah Organization
of
Jansky
& Bailey
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Pren BIdg.. Wash., D. C

SOUND EFFECTS
One ofeffects
the largest
selections
sound
in existence.
MAJORof
RECORDS.Write
Realistic
and
Complete.
for catalog
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
Transcriptions—
Specialized
Recordings
1600 Broadway N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4675
^ SOUND EFFECT RECORDS^
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Librory Offer
Over 200BasicWrite
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44tli St. New York. N. Y.
SUPPORT THE
7th

' 10.3 HOOPER IN SEATTLE
WRITES OLIVER RUNCHEY, KOL
I
THE SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.

McNARY & WRATHAU
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1208
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VICTORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineor
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, 0. C.

Radio Engineering Conniltants
Frequency Monitoring
Cemmerciol
RadioWashington,
Equip. D.Co.O.
• International Building,
• 321 E. Gregory Boulevard, Kansas City. Mo.
• Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, Calif.

FJtegUENCY MEASURING

RING 8C CLARK
Radio Engineers
- Consulting
"
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MnnseyBldg. • Republic 2347
■t-

Exact Measurements ' of ony lima
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

DIRECTORY
Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
District 1640
(Snbj. to Gov't Res.)

DIRECTOItY|

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Bvilding, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.
Franl: H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washinston, D. C.

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C
1234
J. D. Woodward & Associates
Manufacturers
of Radio
Tranamitters and Industrial
Electronic
Baltimore,
Maryland
Equipment
Water & Frederick Sts. • Saratoga 8535
LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 821 S
Washington 4, D. C.

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Consu/ring Racfto tngiMw
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.

Nat'l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 58S«

HERBERT L. WILSON ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
FIELD OFFICE
Nat'lRoomPress892BIdg. Wash.
NA. 4,7846D. C.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BUDG. WASH.. D. C
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

BUY

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E.75th St CHICAGO 19
Trianele 4400
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V-E DAY LISTENING
UP SHARPLY, CAB FINDS
V-E
DAY (May
was upand210%
the morning,
67% 8)inlistening
the afternoon
4% inin
the evening in comparison with the comparable Tuesday (May 9) of the previous year, according to figures released May 2 by the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. Compared
with April 17, last previous Tuesday survey
by CAB, V-E Day audiences were up 166% in
the morning when President Truman broadcast his official proclamation of the end of the
war in Europe, up 55% in the afternoon and
up 7.5% in the evening. Individual programs
in the early evening had increased audiences,
but late evening programs lost listeners, CAB
reports, even such popular programs as Fibber McGee & Molly dropping from 24.6 on
Aprilto1720.8.
to 18.8 on May 8, and Bob Hope from
24.1
EXPERIMENTAL VIDEO
STARTS IN WASHINGTON
TRANSMITTER of experimental television
station W3XWT Washington is operating on
a temporary basis, making preliminary tests
to determine field strength and propagation
data for Washington and the surrounding territory. W3XWT is operating on channel 1,
50-56 mc, with a temporary antenna structure
atop the Harrington Hotel, where the station
has rented space on the top floor, and will construct a permanent antenna as soon as WPB
permission is obtained. Station is owned by
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, also operator
of video station WABD New York. Dr. Thomas
T. Goldsmith Jr., DuMont director of research,
is in charge of the field tests.
McDonald happy
CONFIDENT the forthcoming FM tests will
prove the wisdom of assigning that service to
the lower frequencies, Comdr. E. F. McDonald
Jr., president, Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago,
who has vigorously opposed moving FM upward, issued the following statement after allocations above 25 mc were announced: "I am
delighted
by the FCC's
wise wave
decision
conduct
tests to determine
the best
bandto for
FM.
... I am confident that these tests will indicate the desirability of assigning FM to the
50-68 mc band, rather than the alternatives of
68-86 or 84-102 mc. . . . Selection of the 50-68
mc band will save the public millions of dollars in the purchase of new radios. If FM cannot usevision
thecannot50-68
mc band,
then certainly
telebecause
television
is much more
susceptible to interference than is FM."
wls honored
WLS CHICAGO, key station of the Blue, and
Christian Science Monitor, have been selected
as national winners in their respective fields
of $500 gold medals offered by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters for outstanding
service to fire prevention education during
1944. WLS is cited for continued efforts in behalf of rural fire prevention. Stations figuring in theorablefinals,
receivedPortland,
national Ore.;
honmention,andarewhoKGW
KMTR Hollywood; WLW Cincinnati; WPAR
Parkersburg, W. Va., and WOW Fort Wayne,
Ind. Speciai citation goes to WGAR Cleveland.
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25 ENGINEERS ASKED
TO ASSIST IN FM TESTS
GEORGE P. ADAIR, FCC chief engineer, late
Friday invited 25 industry engineers to attend
meeting at 10 a.m. Thursday (May 24) in
Room 2232, FCC headquarters, and serve on a
joint industry-Commission committee to make
engineering tests in three proposed FM bands
(see earlier allocations story, page 13). All
engineers
interestedwere
are received
asked to
attend,
whether invitations
or not.
Those invited include: Maj. E. H. Armstrong,
FM inventor; Dr. W. R. G. Baker of GE, RTPB
chairman; Dr. D. E. Noble, Galvin Mfg. Corp.;
Dr. T. T. Goldsmith Jr., DuMont Labs.; Raymond Guy, NBC; William B. Lodge, CBS; D.
B. Smith, Philco; C. M. Jansky Jr., chairman,
RTPB Panel 5 (FM) ; Everett Dillard, Commercial Radio Equipment; Dr. H. H. Beverage,
RCAC; Dr. C. R. Burrows, National Defense
Research Council ; G. F. Leydorf , Crosley Corp. ;
Cyrus T. Read, Hallicraf ters ; D. C. Summerford, WHAS
Earle Cullum
RadioMarx,
Research Lab.; J.; A.R. Poppele,
WOR; Jr.,Frank
Blue; Dr. H. W. Wells, Carnegie Institute;
G. E. Gustafson, Zenith; Frank A. Gunther,
Radio Engineering Labs.; George Lang, WGN;
Carl H. Wesser, WENA; Robert Higgy,
WOSU; Irving Robinson, Yankee Network;
Philip Laeser, WTMJ-WMFM.
MBS IN CINCINNATI
ARRANGEMENTS for mutual programs to be
broadcast by WCPO and WLW Cincinnati have
been worked out by the network and those
stations, to begin June 1, when WKRC, current Mutual outlet in that city, switches its
affiliation to CBS. WCPO, with no regular network affiliations, will carry the bulk of the
Mutual business, while WLW, which formerly
carried some Mutual programs in its schedule,
will take certain periods. Programs are being
placed with WCPO and WLW on a spot basis
in 13-week cycles as an interim arrangement.
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 4)
the work of J. Leonard Reinsch, Presidential
radio adviser and managing director of the
Cox radio stations.
RADIO FOLK are calling Thursday, May
17 "the
of no decision".
was then above
that
the
FCC dayannounced
its final Itallocations
25 mc with FM designations held in abeyance.
It was then, too, that the NAB Board of Directors meeting in Omaha failed to select a
successor to President J. Harold Ryan.
BROADCASTERS are pondering report that
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Dominionowned system operating commercially, has
suggested informally that maximum broadcast
power be limited to 50 kw on North American
continent. If concurred in by U. S., Mexico
and Cuba, this would
doom to hopes
clear channel stations spell
in these countries forof
substantially increased output
under forthcoming clear channel reallocation and revision
of the Havana Treaty (now scheduled
until March 29, 1947). Canadian to runof
Broadcasters has expressed no view onAssn.
power
limitation.

LT. ROBERT H. McILWAINE, USNR, former
CBS, J. Walter Thompson Co. and Lord &
Thomas vnriter, has been made head of Navy
Special Activities. Veteran of the North African, Sicily and Salerno invasions as senior
gunnery officer and winner of the Silver Star
and Secretary of the Navy citation, he was
with Radio Section, Navy Public Relations, before present assignment.
CHARLES B. HOFMAN, until recently in the
research department of Biow Co., New York,
has joined the New York office of Sherman &
Marquette Inc. as director of media and rethe Army.search. He replaces W. R. Denning, now in
HENRY E. ABT has resigned as director of
promotion of the National Industrial Informa
tion Committee, National Assn. of Manufac
turers, to become managing director of Brand
Names Research Foundation, effective June 1
MYNOR P. PAYNE, assistant transformer
division engineer, Federal Telephone & Radio
Corp., Belleville, N. J., will do graduate work
in electrical engineering at N. Y. U. on a Julius
Rosenwald fund fellowship.
KARL SUTPHIN, sales promotion manager of
Blue central division, was inducted into the
Army last week and is stationed at Fort Sheridan, Wyo., as a private.
GEORGE D. TONS, after a year on the sales
staff of KDKA Pittsburgh, has been appointed
manager of that department.
HAL SHAW, former program manager of
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C, is now with WORD
Spartanburg as assistant manager.
D. M. (DAVE) GREENE, connected with the
sales staff of KQW San Francisco since 1943,
has been named sales manager of the CBS af
filiate.
KATHRYN CRAVENS, commentator for
WOL Washington, has left for overseas.
HUBBARD PROTESTS AWARD
AT DEADLINE Stanley Hubbard, owner
KSTP theMinneapolis-St.
told Ohio
Broadcastinc
that
announcement Paul,
of the
State U
Institute for Education by Radio award U
WCCO Minneapolis for the program The March
of Minnesota (see page 22) was incomplete
The program, Mr. Hubbard said, originated a1
WCCO studios. He said program was developed by committee of which he, Mr. Hubbard
was chairman; that writer, Philip Gelb; musical production director, Leonard Leigh, anc
Richard Kothe, announcer, all were staff mem
bers at KSTP. He said KSTP terminal connections were used to pipe program to statewide network. Producer, he said, was Harolc
McGee
of
BBDO, New York. Earlier story ir
lease.
this issue was taken from Ohio State U. re-'

MARKET FOR 5 MILLION SETS
AN IMMEDIATE market for 5,000,000 radi(
sets
was Requirements,
disclosed last week by the Office oi
Civilian
WPB, in preliminarj
returns
from probably its last annual survej
of consumer
requirements. General demanc
for appliances is higher than in any previou
year.
Demand
for OCR
radiosfound.
has doubled sincq
last year's
survey,
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MUST

PACE PROGRESS

lotdeOrpban
Amue
PutlinlDNS

of Salesmen to Work!

"Y^HEN
Orphan inAnnie
first: Blackettwent on
the airLittle
for Ovaltine
1931 (via
Sample-Hummert) , she brought with her a
sales technique new to the networks. She
offered premiums for box tops and dimes,
and thus overnight put millions of children
to work as salesmen for Ovaltine. Little
Orphan Annie materially shortened the gestation period of advertising results. Her idea
was- Tops!
Reprinted
with permi— N
ofYorkChicago
Neva Tribune
Syndicate. I

.

^CTION
will be Products
the keynotewillof have
the Distribution
after Victory.
to move fastDecade
between—
factory and consumer to keep life-giving dollars flowing
through
bloodstream.
the men the
who Nation's
administer
it will rest And
muchon ofAdvertising
the burden andof
increasing the commercial tempo!
For when Peace comes, there will be an abundance of
productive facilities, of manpower, of money for buying
machinery and materials. The problem will be to distribute
merchandise in quantities great enough to keep this vast

coeed

Sales

industrial system operating. Experts estimate that this will
require an increase of at least 40% in consumption over
pre-War levels!
Agency men everywhere are applying themselves to the
responsibilities and opportunities that will be theirs in the
Distribution Decade.
So is the Nation's Station. When the time comes, we will
be ready to help you do a better post-war job for your clients
in the vast four-State market that is WLW-land.

WLW
DIVISION OF THE CKOSLEY CORPORATION
THE

NATION'S

MOST

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

RadiophotO"

news

pictures

out of the air I
1945 — London to New York— 7 minut<

RCA radiophoto transmits pictures around the
world and prints them — in a matter of minutes!
And thanks to RCA research, pictures now
come through the receiver (shown above ) about
as sharp and clear as the originals themselves.
radiophoto,
"news mornshot"
in Through
Honolulu RCA
or Cairo
can maketoday's
tomorrow
ing's front page. Or — blueprints for a disabled
power generator can be flashed to London — saving hundreds of vital war production hours.
Advertisements, fingerprints, documents and
letters are radiophotoed by RCA Communica-

tions—as many as 2000 a month! Even musical
scores— such as the new "Trio" by Shostakovichare sent by faster, error-proof radiophoto.
RCA has long been a pioneer in all fields of
international communications. Progress is constantly maintained by scientific research ... research that is reflected in all RCA products.
When you buy an RCA radio, or television set,
or Victrola— made exclusively by RCA Victor—
you enjoy a special pride of ownership in knowing that you possess one of the finest instruments
of its kind that science has yet achieved.
RAD

to

1926-New York to London-1 hr. 35
Notice the great improvement in cl
ity,
well as in Radiophoto
speed — both prints
result
RCAas research.
no longer
a "pattern."
day,
they'reblurred
about asby clear
and sharj
the
sandsoriginal
of milesphotograph
away. snapped tl

CORRORATtON
af AMERtCA
PIONEERS
IN PROGRESS

DOES THE RADIO industry need a 7th
War Loan message?
Do the people who have lived with the
news, spread wide the word of setback
and assault, broadcast the bitter but
victorious drive from Africa to Berlin,
have to be reminded of the job American boys, and American bonds, did in
Europe?
Does radio have to be made aware of
the job still to be done in the Pacific,

and of the men and materiel still to be
sacrificed before liberty and freedom
can exist for all?
Because radio itself is a living symbol
of that liberty and freedom, let's make
this the greatest radio bond selling
campaign that the nation has ever seen.
Let radio stations the country over unite
to stage the most powerful campaign
ever launched to meet and beat the
7th War Loan goal.

WOR
— one of Americans ^reat stations

©It©

Fmi^H
cMidwest

in
cAmericc

LISTENERS LONG FAHILIAR WITH
WLS "LITTLE BUOWN CHURCH"
s from
BrownbroaChur
tle WLS
day
t and
t nighdate
dcasch"
R,"Lit
OU1925
when
g
to
rtin
f.
Repo
relie
ado
to raise money for torn
ibcontr
had
they
,904
our listeners on the ^216
uted, we prepared a program of deep spiritual
e Brown Church."
significance, called it "Thethe Littl
continuing need for
Seeing in our mail
such a religious program, we made it a regular
feature, added later the daily "Morning Devotions" and Dr. John W. Holland's brief meditation which closes "Dinnerbell Time" each noon.
The purpose of these religious programs is
service alone. So long established, they have become old friends to the WLS million-letter-a-year
audience. In choosing a station to reach this balanced rural and urban market, consider the fact
that practically all WLS programs — service,
entertainment, educational, farm — follow this
same friendly pattern, have been on the station
year — are in truth, Old Friends t
year afterAmerica.
Midwest

AAANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, KOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUG^
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Wished every Monday, 53rd issueEntered
(Yearas Book
published
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Publications,
Inc., act870of National
Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
secondNumber)
class matter
March in14,February
1»83, at Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, under
March 3, 1879.
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Closed

at dea(iline%>
NC.
coming

Circuit

ConAMBITIOL'S I'KOl'OSALS under which radio
its own
gress would create andso operate
it could report direct
studios [not stations]
to the nation via transcription and networks
confidentially to Congres-of
has beensionaladvanced
membership by Robert J. Coar, head
is in charge of the
General Sound Corp., who Plan
envisages Coar
Radio Room of the House. Radio,
to function
as director of Congressional
Committee on
House
and
Senate
under joint
from
Radio. Programs would be formulated hearof floor debates and committee
recordings
in"-s for release to networks and independents.
Report throws sop to Congressmen by alleging
Conhave slyly misrepresented
press andgress, andradio
legislator
avers that not a singlereports
conradio
transcribed
who has siused
stently has failed to be reelected.
heavy industry radio acONE OF bellwether
counts—General Motors— may resume brand
to supplement
probably
n,
liame exploitatio
efcurrent institutionalholirather than displaceonset
automotive
and
forts. Since war's
restricted to
day, GM campaigns have been Motors
Syminstitutional themes on General
spot series, Vicphomi (NBC) and transcribed
GM reV-E Day, Pontiac,
AfterChevrolet,
Biisiness. told
tor,; Is Our
moved restrictions,
and
Cadillac, Frigidaire
Buick, Oldsmobile,
fither divisions that product advertising could be
camsales
direct
upcoming
resumed. Besides
paign, GM may expand institutionalonefforts
separate programs more
with possibility
one major ofnetwork.
than

for appearances, oral arguJune 6: Deadline
ment, allocations below 25 mc.
June 13: Oral argument, WOV New York,
transfer of control to Master brothers.
June 19: FMBI Board meeting. New York.
June 26-28: National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
Postwar Conference, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York.
before FCC examiner, sale
27: Hearing
Juneof WINS
New York to Crosley Corp.
Bulletins

ANNOUNCEMENT was made at White House
diReinsch,and managing
Leonardstations
Friday recthat
NAB board
tor of Cox.J. radio
Truman
President
accompany
member, would
adas radio the
conference addressed
San Francisco last
to the viser.
week
Mr. Reinsch
Kiwanis
of
observance
in
Club
Kiwanis
Daytonweek and is expected in Washington this
radio
week preparatory to the San Francisco trip.
HEARING ON THE proposed sale of WINS
New York by Hearst Radio to Crosley Corp.
in time, last Frifor $1,700,000, plus $400,000 June
27 in Washfor
FCC released
by thenotice,
set Hearing
day wasington.
last month, is
most detailed ever drawn up by FCC and station price
establishes
new recordApril
for independent
operation
[Broadcasting,
16].

Business Briefly
DEATH VALLEY MOVES • In late June or
Valley Sheriff will move from
early July T)ea,th
CBS to Blue. Now on CBS, 8:30-9 p.m. Thurs.,
p.m.'
9:30-10Sunday
heard oreither
will onbe Blue
program
6:30-7in p.m.
spot Friday
Philco gives up half of its hour period.
when
Sponsor is Pacific Coast Borax. Agency, McCann-Erickson.
MILLION DOLLARS SLATED • National
Leather & Shoe Finders Assn., St. Louis, plans
to spend more than a million dollars on radio,
consumer magazine and direct-mail advertising
to promote shoe repair and shoe service shops,
Accouiit placed with D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis.
RENEWS DINAH SHORE • General Foods
renewal
signed 52-week
New York,
Corp., Dinah
with
Shorehaseffective
July 5 for
th(
Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m. program on NBC. Agencj
is Young & Rubicam, New York.
INSURANCE SPOTS • All State Insurance
Chicago, begins sponsorship May 28 of livj
spots on six Minnesota stations. Four-week con;
tract was placed by Ruthrauflf & Ryan, Chicago
LORILLARD REPLACEMENTS
p. LORILLARD Co., New York, June 13 foi
summer replaces Which Is Which, CBS Wed
9:30-10 p.m. with Detect and Collect, audieno
quiz
Barrie,
Utall asSumme
m.c.'s
cash with
and Wendy
"fantastic"
giftsFredas prizes.
substitute for Lorillard's Comedy Theater
NBC Sun. 10:30-11 p.m.; beginning June 17Meet Me at Parky's, with "Parkyacarkus,
Betty Rhodes
and David
singers,
"Opie
Coates
Orchestra.
Agency,Street,
Lennen
& Mitchel
New York.

IT'S NOT ONLY what's said but the manner
night series scheduled to start
counts in radio. When new NEW NAVYmid-summer,
of saying itthethat
is available for sponvoluntary NAB Code of Ethics on NBC insorship.
section of
Originating
in Washington,
not will be written and produced
dealing with commercial copy is drawn, and
jointly byprogram
Navy
P & G RENEWS VARIETY SHOV/
presentation
but
copy
of
substance
only
Dept.
and
NBC.
Half-hour
series
will spotlight PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, fc
inflections will be covered.
Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard front line Teel, has signed a 52-week renewal of Beatrit
by a well- action, featuring live on-the-spot pickups, and
KXPKRI.MENTS will be started
Variety Hall on NBC, network reporte
a new technique music by Navy Band Symphony Orchestra for Kay
known research authority onradio
Biow Co., New York, which handlt
first time on air. Special production unit in- Friday.
commercials.
to measuie effectiveness of
the
program,
said P & G will retain its Sa
cludes: Clarence Menser, NBC vice-president
pro- in charge
competitiveamong
ofcompetition
out hasdevelopment
points
He
8-8:30
time
through
Variety Hall's June '
of
programs;
Carleton
Smith,
stimulated
ratings
Kram
Washington manager; Lt. Comdr. Charles Sept. 1 hiatus but will not put in a summer r(
stand- WRC
raised production
producers
programards. Same
E. Dillon, USNR, acting officer in charge, Navy placement.
on commercials,
attentionandfocussed
Section; Lt. Ev. Mead, USNR; Lt. Hazel
he feels, would produce similar result and Radio
Markel, USNWR; Specialist 2nd Class
sponsor's Kenyon
leveled against
criticism
eliminate Don't
FREED FOR FETE
expect results for a long time, Raymond Katz, USNR.
messages.
THREE
ex-WSB Atlanta announcers,
because there's lots of work to be done.
HOOPER OFFERS SURVEY
now in uniform, were released from duty
WHEN AUSTERE U. S. Supreme Court gets C. E. HOOPER Inc. has developed a technique
and flown to Atlanta to handle portions
that's news. Sev- of measurement for communities as small as
of the station's account of the welcome
nettled over radio effusions,
Pearson has es- 2,.500, which may provide data needed for FCC
eral times provocative DrewCourt
givening theGen.
Courtney
Hick covering
Hodges durdecisions on clear-channel hearings, it told stations last
two-hour
program
the
sayed to forecast Supreme
return of 50 veterans of the European
be construed in week. Letter says area needing surveying for
pending litigation, that could predicition—
that hearing purposes is "doughnut-shaped" lying
recentthe right of Harry
theater,
May
24.
Lt.
Marcus
Bartlett,
His most
contempt.
USNR, former WSB production manager,
court will decide in favor of
between the home city area, in which all staLt. Add Penfield, infantry, former sports
in this
tions in the city can be heard, and each staBridges, labor organizei-, to remain
editor, and Sgt. Walter Paschall, AAF,
tion's .500 microvolt contour. Government suran Australian citizen— is uncountry though
former news editor, were the three men
dersto d tohave caused the court to check up
veys will be in communities under 2,500 inside
responsible for important parts of the
on possible leaks.
or outside
this "doughnut"
with sharp
terest in results
outside 500 area
microvolt
contours.inbroadcast, most elaborate for the staOVERDUE is ruling from Dept. of Justice onof Hooper points out stations must produce evition since the 1939 "Gone with the Wind"
dence of service rendered individually to the
ASCAP. Department is considering aspects
premier.
population
living
in
this
area.
{Continued on page 86)
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• In a horse race, a jockey's familiarity with the track and
his mount give odds to his success. Similarly, the radio advertiser who has run test campaigns, and who has previous knowledge of markets and broadcasting stations, has the best chance
to come in first in the big race for post-war trade.
1070 KILOCYCLES
A CLEAR CHANNEL
5000 WATTS

Any investigation will prove that WIBC's wider territorial coverage and intensive merchandising cooperation make this station
the best radio test medium for Indiana.
Represented Nationally by

* A Atatua/ STATION
Owned and Operated by the Indianapolis News

W

JOHN

I

INDIANAPOLIS,

B

BLAIR

C

INDIANA

&

CO.

BROAI|<^STINC

GORDON GRAY
General Manager
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Do you realize this market contains over 3Vi million people; more than these 14
cities combined: — Kansas City, Indianapolis, Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas,
Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.
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AGAIJV:

leadership

The School of Business and Civic Administration of the College
of the City of New York recently opened a new field of reward
of merit in the specialized area of radio's methods of program
creation and promotion.
The awards of its impartial and authoritative jury, for distinguished performance in 1944, have just been announced.
Eight awards went to individual stations; six of these went to stations on the
Columbia Network — oi whom 5 are affiliated stations, and one company-ovmed.
Four honorable mentions went to individual stations; three of these went to
stations on the Columbia Network— two of them affiliates, one company-owned.
One award went to a network. Columbia was the network.
One award went to N. W. Ayer & Son for its admirable promotion of the highly
promotable CBS news program Report to the Nation.
And Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Inc., received an award for "the most eflFective radio
program developed by an advertising agency"— the program being This Is My Story
—now playing on KNX, CBS in Los Angeles.
The specific station and network citations:
AWARDS:
KIRO (CBS affihate in Seattle) for its program, Swapn Shop, "the
most effective direct-selling commercial program developed by a clear channel
radio station."
WDWS (CBS affiliate in Champaig n ) for its program, Sorority Charm,
"the most effective direct-selling commercial program developed by a local channel
radio station."
WHCU (CBS affihate in Ithaca) for its program, Let's Make a Dress,
"the most effective radio program developed for the purpose of increasing the
station's share of the local audience."

^ -WJR (CBS affiliate in Detroit) for its promotion of Victory F.O.B., "the
most effective sales promotion of a locally produced, pubfic-service network program by a radio station."

1^
like

this

KLZ

is

no

accident.

. .

(CBS afBliate in Denver ) for its program, Highlights of the Rockies,

"the most effective institutional, commercial radio program."
(CBS in Boston) for its promotion of Food Fair, "the most effective sales promotion of a local program by a radio station."
C B S — for its notable children's program. Let's Pretend, "the most effective commercial program developed by a national networV "
HONORABLE

MENTIONS:

^^^^ KDAL (CBS affiliate in Duluth) for its program, Open House, "an
unusually eflFective program developed to increase the station's share of the local
audience."
^^-WHAS
(CBS affihate in Louisville) for its program, Renfro Valley
Gatherin, "an unusually effective commercial program."
^^^^-WXOP (CBS in Washington) for its program. Let's Learn Spanish,
"an unusually effective sales promotion of a local program."
I
So into the Columbia trophy room go these new and welcome honors. To the City
College, and to the august members of the jury, our respectful gratitude for their
recognition. To the stations, to N. W. Ayer & Son, and to Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Inc.,
our heartiest congratulations.
And to members of the radio industry, another gentle reminder that the nationwide leadership of the active Columbia Network in making first-class radio most
effective is not an accident!
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Feature of the Week
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station in Washington, D. C. Sample-Hummert, in the continu- buyer
who
joined
Dancer
Fitzgerald
ity department.
Radio Advertising Co.
Represented nationally by
"Since
I was new to the adver- Sample about three months
WEED & COMPANY
tising business at that time, I was ago.
BROADCASTING
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spffTMMsrAm
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No.
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NORTH
1

CAROLINAS
CAROLINA'S

SALESMAN
SALESMAN

r
<
L

50,000

watts

at
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N.

680

!

!

B.C.!

RALEIGH
y#^WPTFFREE & PETERS, INC., national representatives
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WCMI
Joins

Ashland^

CBS^June

This affiliation will give a firmly established and loyal audience in Ashland,
and the populous Tri-State adjacencies
of Kentucky, West Virginia and Ohio, a
new era in listening pleasure.
The listeners in the concentrated, industrial Tri-State area appreciate, and deserve, the best in radio.
Columbia

Network

shows,

plus out-

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertisin g

15

standing local programs, will give listeners an excellent and well-balanced radio
program service.
The regular year-round promotion schedule of WCMI is being augmented by
intensified radio, newspaper, billboard,
bus cards, trade journal and directby-mail campaigns in connection with
this WCMI-CBS affiliation.

Ashland^ Kentucky
NUNN STATIONS
WCMI,
Ashland, Ky.
(Studio)
W. Va. Huntington,
WLAP,
Lexington,Tenn.Ky.
WBIR,
Knoxville,
KFDA,
Owned Amarillo,
and Tex.
operNunn atedandby Gilmore
J. Lind-N.
say Nunn.

Kentucky-

WCMI
L. D. NEWMAN, Manager

Represented Nationally By The John E. Pearson Co.
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—
'^Thistlewaite,
F

&

P

you're

a

again?''
here
been
No geniuses around our offices, Sir — just a bunch of hardworking men and girls who use their eyes and ears to
keep forever posted on one subject — spot broadcasting
— in order to pass on their knowledge to the places where
it'll do the most good.
F&P is a group of spot-broadcasting experts whose prosperity is based on your prosperity . . . who try never
to give a wrong tip nor release a half-baked idea . . .
who for thirteen years have given their best efforts to
agency men and advertisers traveling the rich but mysterious jungles of spot broadcasting.
Have you used our services lately?

FREE

&

Pioneer Radio
CHICAGO: iHo N. Mkhigu
Franklin 6373
Page 14 • May 28, 1945

PETERS*

or

has

genius

inc.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

EXCLUSIVE BEFBESENTATnrES:
WOB-WKBW
BDFTALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
WDAT
PABGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
„„
DULDTH
WJEF-WKZO . . OBANDKALAMAZOO
BAPIDSKMBC
KANSAS
CITS
WAVB
LODISVILLB
WTCN . . BONNEAFOUS-ST.PEOBIA
FAOl
WMBD
KSD
ST.
LOOI8
WFBL
BTBACCSB
KMA
SHENANDOAO
S5°
DE8
MOINES '
5<>C
DAVENPOBT
„„„ IOWA
WC8C
CBABLE8TON
JJ,CBM
,
SOUTHEAST BALTIMOBE
WDBJ
. . .
BOANOKE
^t^P
*'baleig"
ALBUQUEBQUB
fl^W
BBOWNSVILUI
HOUSTON
5£tS,
COBPUS
KTUL
TULSA
Rnn SOUTHWEST
lO**
OKLAHOMACHKISTI
CITY
•"^O SONOVOX. POBTLAND
SEATTLE
Inc.
Kn™
MCmC COAST

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
NEW YORK: 444 Madho,, Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: /// Sntter HOLLYWOOD: 6331 Hoilyw,
Main 5667
Phiza 5-4130
Sutter 4353
Hollywood 2 ife 1
BROADCASTING
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First

City

Program Building,
Other Problems
Are Studied
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
RADIO BUSINESS conference,
held last Tuesday and Wednesday
by the School of Business and
Civic Administration of the City
College of
New York,starter
was for
acclaimed a successful
the proposed annual series, although wartime travel restrictions
limited the registration to about
300 executives of advertisers, advertising agencies and broadcasting companies in New York.
A large number of students at
the school also attended the four
half-day sessions on program
building, measuring sales effectiveness, retail radio advertising and
television. Prize-winning programs
and program promotion campaigns
[Broadcasting, May 14] were exhibited throughout the two-day
meeting,
ner was although
canceled. theDr.awards
Robert din-A.
Love, ningdirector
school'sof evesession, wasof the
chairman
the
conference. Dr. John Gray PeatAll -Day

College
Conference
man, associate dean of CCNY, was guarantee their complete success
chairman of the awards committee. as a replacement." Mr. Menser also
Dr. Harry N. Wright, CCNY made two proposals
First regarding
was that daythe
president, in opening the confer- sponsortime serials.
guarantee 10 minutes of
ence, cited radio for "rapidly ris- story, which
would
leave
4%
mining to the position of Public Enutes for theme, introductory matertainer No. 1", as "a sponsor of
the arts . . . bringing music, literterial and the client's message and
ature, dramatics and information would present "somewhat more
on cultural subjects to its millions story than the listener is currently
getting".
Second,surehe weproposed
"that
of listeners", "as a far-reaching we
all make
are getting
servantforce
of democracy"
"as a
vital
in achievingandeffective
the
writing
we
are
paying
for",
and economical distribution of a decrying a writer with an established
reputation
which
commands
large volume of goods."
a high fee farming out some of
Sometimes Forget Audience
the writing to less effective craftsmen.
"in the
hurriedof
andDeclaring
sometimesthathectic
business
Sales Effectiveness
programming in radio we someSession concluded with a panel
times forget all about the audi- discussion
of questions on programMenser,of NBC
viceming from the audience at the
presidentence," C.inL. charge
programs,
speaking at the opening session, meeting. Panel members were Phillips Carlin,of Mutual
vice-president
proposed that summer replacement in charge
programs;
Robert T.
programs the
"be audience
considered that
important
Colwell, vice-president
and radio
because
hears director,
J. Walter Thompson
Co.,
them may
is important";
"thattheywhiledo
they
differ in type,
not represent a let-down in quality from the regular show which
they replaced, and that they be
prepared far enough in advance to

Coverage

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

a Success
and Ted Cott, program director,
WNEW New York. Archibald M.
Crossley, president, Crossley Inc.,
acted as moderator.
Tuesday afternoon session, on
"Measuring the Selling Effectiveness of Radio", with Dr. John
Gray Peatman, associate dean of
CCNY, presiding and C. G. Mortimer, vice-president, General Foods
Corp., as moderator, opened with
a presentation
the station
culationofmeasurement
plan cirby
Hugh Feltis, BMB president. A
number of methods of measuring
the sales effectiveness of network
radio were reviewed by Samuel E.
Gill, director of research, Blow
Co., who said that despite all the
advances that have been made,
much more experimentation is necessary before definite answers can
be supplied to the two basic problems of determining actual listening {Continiied
to a program onandpageactual
72) pur-

Features

Joske-NAB
Retail Program
Over 20% of Texas Department Store's Advertising
Budget Goes into 52-week Test
PRELIMINARY results of the industry association with an offer
most intensive department store to underwrite a test campaign if
radio advertising campaign ever the NAB would conduct it. After
conducted were unfolded last week consulting with the five stations
at the CCNY conference on radio in San Antonio and conducting a
thorough survey of the city and
pfe and business in New York.
Utilizing a budget of well over the store, Mr. Avery and Miss Cornelius recommended that the radio
20% of its total advertising apcampaign attempt to present the
Joske's of Sftn Antonio
undertook thepropriation,experimental
radio store's identity to as many different
campaign in collaboration with the types of radio audiences as it has
NAB as a model department store types of customers who patronize
test of optimum use of radio at its different departments.
this stage of development of retail
Specifically they recommended a
advertising. Lewis H. Avery, NAB five-point plan, including:
director of Broadcast Advertising,
1. Programs
that ■will
give greaterto
and further
individuality
who supervised the undertaking, Identity
of Texas . . . "The Largest Store
and his assistant, Helen A. Cor- inJoske's
the
Largest
State"
.
.
. with
tinction
between
the
upstairs
store disand
nelius, depicted results of the effort the basement store.
at the CCNY conference.
Programs
Following the NAB presentation of 2.Texas
as a that
leaderwillandestablish
power Joske's
in the
to retailers on radio, Mr. Avery civic and educational accomplishments
{Continued on -page 7i)
reported, Joske's had come to the
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

CITY COLLEGE Radio and Business Conference, New York, May
22-23, found one group (top) discussing "Radio Program Building".
Seen here are (1 to r) Phillips Carlin, Mutual; Archibald M. Crossley,
Crossley Inc., moderator; Robert T.
Colwell, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
C. L. Menser, NBC, speaker; Ted
Cott, WNEW New York.
Waysness oftoradio
measurewereselling
effective-by
discussed

(lowerDeutsch,
picture Grey
seated Adv.
1 to Agency;
r) Herschel
S. E. Gill, Blow Co., speaker; F. J.
Knittle, Colgate - Palmolive - Peet
Co.; (standing) C. E. Hooper, C. E.
Hoopereral Foods
Inc.;Corp.,
C. G.moderator;
Mortimer, Hugh
GenFeltis, BMB, speaker; A. C. Nielsen, A. C. Nielsen Co.; John Gray^
Peatman, chairman; Wilson J..
Main, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
15
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J Moves

Toward

Large-Scale

EXTRA FEE UPHELD
IN ISLRB DECISION
NATIONAL War Labor Board last
week refused to reconsider its decision in the WMAL-AFRA assigned fee case granting staff
announcers at the Washington, D.
C, station
extra pay for
cial announcements.
Thecommerruling
ends
a
dispute
which
began
nearly
two years ago.
It is expected that negotiations
will begin soon granting six announcers at the station fees ranging from $1 to $4 when assigned
to commercial broadcasts, in addition to base salary of $200 a month.
Under the decision of Dec. 28, 1944,
which the board upheld, the fees
will be retroactive to Oct. 15, 1943.
The tions
actionthroughout
is likely
affect sta-In
the tocountry.
petitioning
for
a
review
of
sion, WMAL presented the itscasedeci-as
a "problem of fundamental importance."WLB Recently
regional
deniedtheanCh'cago
AFRA demand for assigned fees at six Chicago class B stations afid authorized, instead,
an increase ofApril
14 cents
per hour
[BROADCASTING,
2].
In the WMAL case, the board
originallydations reversed
the officer
recommenof its hearing
and
denied the request for "pay-withinpay".Board
Later,again
AFRAreversed
appealed
the
itselfandon
a point
ing, Jan.of22].procedure [Broadcast-

Organization of Net Personnel
Salary Information Literature Distributed by
UOPWA: To Ask Increases for 6-700 at CBS
CONGRESS of Industrial Organi- zation, headed by Jerry Devine, or
zations, through its New York with the Radio Writers Guild,
branch of United Office & Profes- whose president is Peter Lyon.
, sional Workers of America last
Mr. Devine, whose organization
week appeared to be well under is negotiating with the four networks for recognition as the official
y,' way on large scale organization of
^'j^, network and agency personnel.
directors'
bargaining agency, said
/ With the recent establishment of his group now claims about 95%
representation
the networks and
the UOPWA's salary information has considerable inmembership
among
department, the union began dis! tributing literature in front of agency men. He denied any knowle
d
g
e
o
f
a
CIO
attempt
to
move
into
'-'•■, buildings
the fourIdeamajor
networks inhousing
New York.
was the directors' field. Both Mr. Devine
and
the
CIO
declared
there
■ to get network white collar workers is no plan for the Guild to go into
. interested in the CIO salary in- the CIO.
. formation department, union of^ ( ficials explained, and to encourage
Radio Writers Guild, according
those employes to form their own to Mr. Lyon, is "on the brink" of
with agencies, but so
"single
committees.purpose" salary-increase negotiations
far no proposals have been submitted.
Mr.
Lyon, whose guild is
CBS 'Most Advanced'
joined with the Authors League of
At CBS, a committee was quick- America, also denied any intentions of CIO affiliation.
ly set up with representatives of
several network departments who
signed circulars asking others to
UOPWA Fund Drive
, ,• join
the group
in drawing
up wage UNITED Office & Professional
increase
proposals
for submission
Workers
of America (CIO) last
, to management.
officials, de-as Tuesday announced
plans to raise
claring that the Union
CBS committee
$300,000 during 1945 to be applied
•' yet has no affiliation with the union to
political action, a drive to inbut is "encouraged and assisted"
Helbros Mysteries
crease salaries, veterans rehabili, by the UOPWA, said that the comand war relief. The political HELBROS WATCH Co., New
mit e is "about ready to put up action tation
project,
which
will
have
half
sponsorreplacement
Abbott Mysits proposals" which would involve the allocation, will involve use of York, teriewill
s as a summer
for
600-700 CBS employes. Increases radio, but whether the UOPWA
Quick As a Flash on Mutual Sun.,
to be asked are not yet known.
will
seek
sustaining
or
commercial
6-6:30
p.m.,
beginning
June
10.
"People are interested in the
centers around husbanddetermined. Orig- Program
union's salary information depart- time inalhasplansnotforbeen
wife
detective
team
featured
in
a
national
spot
radio
ment straight through all the netFrances
Crane's books.
Pink Agency
Umbrellais
promote its salary in- and
. works," a UOPWA spokesman said. campaign toformation
other
mystery
department [Broadcast- William H. Weintraub & Co., New
CBS committee, however, was deing,donedApril
have been aban- York.
, .=cribed as the "most advanced"
for the16]present.
with employes at three other networks expected to follow suit "in
, the near future".
According to the UOPWA definition, the union has jurisdiction over
employes of radio networks and
stations, advertising agencies and
publishing firms "who are not covany other
union group",
lajor ered byCIO
organization
drive
eemed to be aimed at clerical and
ome professional workers within
the networks.
No Producers, Directors
One New York agency, however,
reported CIO attempts at organizthe agency'sAgency
radio spokesman
producers
and ingdirectors.
-aid that several producers had
cen approached directly by CIO
c;presentatives and that as a result, radio officials of several advertising agencies met last week
to discuss possible unionization
within the agencies.
CIO executives flatly denied any
attempts to take in producers and
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
directors, most of whom are already affiliated with the Radio Directors Guild, independent organi"/ Guess I've Struck Sporadic Eel Interference!" BRO ADC
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Changes in FCC
Status Undecided
Truman Reorganization Plan
Gives Rise to Speculation
PRESIDENT Truman's special
message to Congress last Thursday asking legislative authorization
to reorganize Government agencies
promptly
to speculation
about the gave
FCC's rise
ultimate
fate, but
it was believed that administration
thought
had
not
yet
crystallized
in
that field.
President Truman asked that "no
agency
the executive
government
should beof exempt
from the
scope of
the legislation". But he did not
particularize.
In 1939, when Congress, at the
requestactedof reorganization
President legislation,
Roosevelt, en-21
agencies were specifically excluded
including the FCC. Prior to Congressional action, there had been
speculation about the creation of a
new department,
headedrank,
by anwhichindividual of cabinet
would cover both transportation
and communication. This plan em
braced possible consolidation of the
ICC, FCC, inland waterways and
other such
independent
establishments in a single
department.
Blank Check Doubtful
In Congressional sources, first
reaction to the Truman message
was that Congress would not be
disposed to give any Chief Execu
tive a "blank check" in Government
reorganization, particularly involv
ing those independent agencies
which are legislative in character
and to which Congress has delegat
ed certain legislative functions. The
FCC falls in that category.
The thought was that Mr. Truman is interested primarily in consolidating many of the wartime
functions of independent agencies
in permanent operations.
Beforeerationthere
considof fusionevolves
of FCCanyfunctions
with those of any established dedepartment or with a new department, President with
Trumanhis isconficertaindantstoin discuss
radio andit communications,
'Shadow' Adds Sponsors
TWO NEW sponsors, in addition
to the Delaware, Lackawanna
Western Coal Co. (Blue coal), on
Sept. 9 begin co-sponsorsh!p of The
Shadow, 5-5:30 p.m. EWT Sundays
on Mutual. Grove Labs., St. Louis,
through Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, takesAdv.,
show Chicago,
on 44 stations.
McJunkin
places
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan.
on 101 stations. DL&W Coal, sponsors of The Shadow since 1937, will
use 27 stations, placed by R&R.
WKIX Joins CBS
WKIX Columbia, S. C, joins CBS
June 15 as as an optional station,
Owned and operated by Inter-City
Adv.
Co., WKIX
operates
250
w fuUtime
on 1490
kc. with
Addition
gives CBS 150 affiliates.
A STING • Broadcast Advertisinm!;

FCC

Visions
FM
as
monochrome pictures" depend on
"^Truly Nationwide' the "resourcefulness of the industry" and tothemove
Comission
the
TV Foreseen
industry
forward.expects
Channel
widths and assignments will be determined by the FCC chief engi^Upstairs'
neer during developmental stages.
FM IS EXPECTED
to become the
The
FCC
made it plain that
"finest aural broadcast service" at- sound broadcasts
only will not be
tainable in the "present state of permitted on television
channels.
the radio art," according to the "If, after a reasonable period,
FCC's
final
allocations
report
c
e
n
s
e
s
o
f
television
stations
areliabove 25 mc, released last Friday.
At the same time the Commission not using the facilities sufficiently
announced appointment of a 14- to warrant an unlimited assignthe report,
man subcommittee of industrytion willment,"besaid given
to other"consideraapplicaCommission engineers to coordinate
tions for all or part of the time
studies and set up standards for
final analysis of propagation data of such stations."
to be gathered in the next two
1,000-3,000 FM Stations
months in the band, 44-108 mc
The Commission's final report
[Broadcasting, May 21].
mc contains these highWork already has begun on a above l25ights on FM:
nationwide system of monitoring
The FCC expects 1,000-3,000 staand recording to assemble all data
tions and 50-100 million receivers
possible on Sporadic E and tropospheric transmissions in the three come.
in the public's hands in years to
proposed FM bands, 50-68 mc, 68There will be no compromise in
86 mc and 84-102 mc, one of which
FM. It will be allocated
eventually will become the perma- assigning
in
the best-suited place in the specnent home of FM. Dr. Lynde P.
trum.
The
Wheeler, chief, FCC Technical In- manent. allocation is to be performation Division, was named
Best place in the spectrum is besubcommittee chairman. On the
42-108 mc,there
although
group are eight industry and six
in thattweenrange
is no "withband
Commission engineers.
which
is
ideally
suited
for FM
Higher TV Home Needed
broadcast".
The FCC recognizes there is little
The wide
FCCand competitive
said a "trulytelevision
nation- factual
data; that predictions are
system", if it is to be developed, "necessarily based in part upon
"must find its lodging higher up in theory".
FM channels will be 200 kc wide.
the
Space available
between 480920 spectrum".
mc was made
for Of 90 channels to be allocated immediately (10 additional when fac"experimental television". Developsimile moves above 400 mc), 50
ment of color video and "superior

Major
Radio
Service
commercial channels will be avail- taneous operation in the two bands
able immediately to "present li- could be maintained. The Commission encouraged operation of transcensees and newcomers", thus afmitters temporarily in both the new
fording to"existing
AM FMlicensees
opportunity
enter
. . . andan and old FM bands.
enable some new persons to parFollowing are the suggested inticipate in FM's early develop- stationsterim: allocations covering existing
ment"; remaining 20 commercial
channels "will be reserved from as- 42.1 or 48.1 mc — KALW San Francisco,
signment at the present time to be WGFM
Schenectady,
WMTW Brcx)klyn,
Boston.
WNYC-FMChicago.
New York, WNYE
licensed in the future in accord- WWZB
ance with rules and regulations
42.3 or 48.3 mc — WFIL-FM PhiladelWTIC-PM
Hartford.
subsequently
to be promulgated";
42.5 phia,
orCleveland,
48.5 mo—
New WEHS
York.
other 20 FM channels
to education- WBOE
WBEZWBAMChicago,
al stations.
Chicago,
WHNP
New
York,
WNBP-FM
It would appear "desirable" to Binghamton.
42.7 or 48.7 mc— KYW-FM Philadelassign high-powered stations at Worcester.
phia, WABW Indianapolis, WTAG-FM
upper
end
of
band;
low-powered
at
42.9WGNB
or 48.9 mc — WBKY
Lexington.
lower end.
Ky.,
WGYN Alpine,
New York,
Regardless of the alternative WIUC Urbana,Chicago,
111., WPMN
N. J.
43.1
or
49.1
mc
—
WBZA-FM
Springselected, a band of 2 mc will be alfield, WIP-FM PhUadelphia, WOWO-FM
located for interim operation of Fort Wayne.
present transmitters and use of 43.3 or 49.3 mc — WABC-FM New 1 ^rk,
WBBM-FM Chicago, WBZ-FM Boston.
present receivers..
WQXQ
43.5 orNew49.5York.
mc — KOZY Kansas City,
Suggested Assignments
WCAU-FM
Philadelphia,
WDRC-FM
vmEF
WLOU
DeIncluded in the report was a table Hartford,
troit, WSBF SouthRochester,
Bend, WTNT
Pittsof suggested temporary assign- burgh.
43.7 orSchenectady,
49.7 mc — WABP
New
York.
ments in the lower portion of the WBCA
band during the transition period. WEAF-FM New York. WDLM Chicago,
Under alternative allocation No. 1 43.9 or 49.9 mc— KHJ-FM Los Angeles,
Kansas City, KDKA-FM
the interim assignment would be KMBC-FM
Superior,
CoWENA Detroit,
WGTBWELDBoston,
48-50 mc. Under alternative alloca- Pittsburgh,lumbus,WDUL
Rochester,
WMIT
Winstontions 2 or 3 it would be 42-44 mc. WHFM
WMLLWSM-FM
Evansville,
WPEN-FM
The FCC explained that the 10 Salem,
Philadelphia,
NashvUle,
WBRL
channels between 42-44 and between Baton Rouge, WMFM Milwaukee.
Tests to Start
48-50 would provide only five FM
stations in a city and time-sharing
would be required for the 10 staAttending
last Thursday's
conference on propagation
data, called
tions in the New York area, with
one case of time-sharing in Chi- by George P. Adair, FCC chief engineer,vitations
were had60-odd
engineers.
cago. In time-sharing, the Commisbeen sent
to 25 In-to
sion suggested conversion of one of
the FM stations promptly for high serve on the overall joint committee. The subcommittee, at a meetfrequency operation so that simuling Friday morning, made specific
arrangements
under way. for getting the tests
These tests involve a line of reAM
Extension
to 540 Well Received
stations from New
land tocording
Montgomery,
Ala., Engand
mitted on the new 540 kc channel. westward from New England to
U.
S.
will
be
used
to
further
"inOriginal IRAC Proposal
ternational understanding and Neither is it known when that Grand Island, Neb., with recording
channel will be available for broad- units at intervals throughout. FCC
On International
amity
casting since it is used now by field personnel will do most of the
In anhereafter".
order accompanying the
Is Reversed
proposed allocations, released last Government. It is known that the recording,
which includes monitorthe Commission designatassigning it to coming of and measurements on the
mercial broadcasting.
EXTENSION of the standard Monday,
ed oral argument for 10:30 a.m. Navy opposed
50
FM
stations
now in operation.
June
20.
Appearances
must
be
filed
broadcast band to include the 540A hint that the 540 channel may
additional transmitters
kc channel [Closed Circuit, May by June 6 and 25 copies of each be assigned to local stations in the willSeveral
be set up on the higher fre21], as proposed by the FCC in brief must be on record by June interior was seen in the Commisquencies from 50-104 mc. "It is
its report on allocations below 25 13. Broadcasters and others intersion's
proposed
report,
which
pointhoped,"
said a Commission news
ested are invited by the FCC to
ed out that the use of the 520 and release, "that
jI mc,
last
week,
is
expected
to
meet
the comprehensive
file
objections,
comments
and
any
530
kc
channels,
as
proposed
by
with unanimous approval among
will
yield im-E
evidence which may have developed RTPB Panel 4, would "involve seri- recordingportantprogram
, broadcasters.
information
on Sporadic
hearings closed Nov. 2.
(Continued on page 76)
At the same time the Commis- since
(Continued on page 76)
The Commission cleared the way
I sion disclosed that 120 channels
emergency amateur netfor direct interna- for future
tare proposed
works in disasters such as floods,
tional broadcasting, reversing origPROPOSED ALLOCATIONS AT A GLANCE
storms, etc., by proposinal recommendations made by hurricanes,
ing to allocate on a shared basis
Government engineers in the con- a portion
of the band, 1605-1800 STANDARD— 535-1605 kc (channels 540-1600 kc inclusive).
troverted report of the Interdefor emergency pur- RELAY BROADCAST— 1605-1800 kc*; 2250-2300 kc; 2700-2850 kc
partment Radio Advisory Commit- kc, to amateurs
p
o
s
e
s
.
I
t
was
that during
(shared with other services).
tee. Frequencies assigned to the the devastatingrecalled
Ohio Valley flood INTERNATIONAL— 6000-6200 kc; 9500-9700 kc; 11,700-11,900 kc; 15,100of 1937 amateurs played an im15,300 kc; 17,700-17,900 kc; 21,500-21,700 kc (120 channels).
Proposed allocations table
portant partmunications
in whenmaintaining
comwire lines were
AMATEURS— 1605-1800 kc*; 3500-4000 kc; 7000-7300 kc; 14,000-14,400
and FCC summaries, page
down.
kc;
21,000-21,500 kc.
24; allocations text, page 28.
No decision has been reached as * Assigned
non-government
police,amateur
aviation,disaster
relay broadcast,
special,
Alaskanto Government
and disaster and
communication.
Including
networks.
to the type of service to be perBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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Radio United Against Opening
Books
in the NABof
concurred
also
counsel,
when
asked
he
informed?"
fully
'"^
Durr_ 'Share-the- Wealth'
^^^'s told him that the public position. He opposed disclosure
1
Jrrograni Control wasn't forced to listen to any pro- data covering financial informaetc. be-be
contracts,"could
tion, salaries,
free competition
and that
grams make
VieWS Aired
the information
entertain- cause
for better
would
By BILL BAILEY ment. "The public is pretty well used for unfair practices".
COMMISSIONERS C. J. Durr able to take care of itself so far as Commissioner Durr asked if Mr.
and Charles R. Denny Jr. led the programs are concerned," the NAB Taylor felt the choice of a listener
should be either "mediocre proquestioning last week, as broad- counsel added.
casters presented, through their "Do you argue that the Com- grams or turning off his radio",
respective counsel, a united front mission doesn't have the statutory Mr. Taylor replied that free cornin opposition to the FCC's pro- authority to make this data pub- petition would provide the listener
posal to make public the financial lie?" asked Commissioner Denny, with the best of programs, whereas
statements and business dealings Mr. Davis said he did and that controlled programming wouldn't,
^'^^t the FCC "goes beyond the When Commissioner Durr asked
of stations.
of Congress" in its the network's "basic objection" to
and intent
Mondayattempts
argument1.301-1.304
on During
proposedoral
regulations
to make it public. making its affiliate contracts pubare in
: "Wenetworks
replied
Mr. Taylorwith
for lie,
Ladner,
J.
Henry
covering
,
23]
April
[Broadcasting,
financial statements, ownership re- NBC, concurred in theappearing
NAB posicompetition
other
ports, personnel and contractual tion and took particular exception and stations. If contractual relaagreements. Commissioner Durr to the proposal to make network tions are made public, our ability
gave every indication that he feels contracts public.
to make contracts would be deall stations should be placed on r„j:_ p.-u,;. TK^m«\x^ creased." Commissioner Durr
equal footing, that none should ^^ "^
asked, "Don't you think it puts a
make more money than others and ' ^ou\A have no objection to station in an unfair competitive
that their private business deal- "taking public overall income, position if he doesn't know what
ings should be an open book. overall operating
and Taylor
the other
stationcontracts
pays?"to salMr.
profits, expenses
would you?"
compared
All Present but Porter queried Commissioner
Durr. Mr. aries which he said stations don't
All Commissioners, except Chair- Ladner questioned whether broad- disclose. If such private business
man Paul A. Porter who is in Eu- casting should be put on a com- negotiations as salaries and conrope, attended, with Commissioner petitive disadvantage with other tracts are made public, competition
Paul A. Walker
sitting asthe acting
be erased
and all stations
chairman.
Representing
FCC advertising
and magazinesmedia.
are not"Newspapers
required to would
would suffer,
he added,
were General Counsel Rosel H. make their financial records pub- McDonald on Record
Hyde, Assistant
General Counsel lie," he asserted.
, a t,t u
Harrv M. Plotkin and Leonard H. Commissioner Durr couldn't see Joseph A. McDonald, general
Marks, assistant to the general the comparison between radio and co^^nsel for the American Broadcounsel. Interested spectators in- publications. "public
Radio, hefrequencies"
insisted,
T 5^'''"'f
Tl'
and elabNAB stand
the ^T^
P°^^'"^ r^''
eluded Vernon L. Wilkinson, assist- operates on
ownership requirecounsel in charge of whereas newspapers and maga- ^
general
ant
broadcasting, and Fanney Ney- zines are private publications. The
f }^ proposed
man Litvin, principal attorney in Commissioner, who has crusaded ^"^''' .f^.^ T ' prejudice
" ^^"""""r"li""^''f^y
,7^"
^1°"',,
the broadcast section. against commercial broadcasting,
John Morgan Davis, NAB gen- wanted to know if Mr. Ladner felt n^nrt tn fit^ v"! a% ^" a
eral counselattacking
who led the
of nothing
that moneyto dospentwithon programs had to contXates"%"?dded.
attorneys
the retinue
Commisthe quality of ^ Theodore Pierson, appearing
sions right to disclose private rec- such progr
ams
for General Tire & Rubber Co., thf
ords in face of the Communications That s a little broad
replied Yankee
Network, WJW Cleveland
Act, filed a supplemental brief Mr. Ladner If NBC cut its pro- ^nd
N. M,
which was based on a conference gram budget in half it might af- agreedKOBwith Albuquerque,
counsel,
with FCC counsel. He said the feet the quality of its programs. fi^st gotprevious
a
glimpse,
through
Commission attorneys and NAB In these days, with union agree- Mr. Durr's questions of the use
legal counsel failed to agree on ments, you just don't get anything this public information might
1.303(a) regarding ownership re- for nothing." Commissioner Durr serve," he said. "The public comes
ports, but agreed on other changes, had commented that a lot of "good in, reads the reports and goes back
programs
are and
to thesays,
stations
in itsnotcommunities
<,T ^Durru 1Questions1, .Relation
• available i^te^^st"
at no cost
to broad'you're
spending
"I don't know what the Comrnis- casters.
enough
on
programs'.
I'm
sion
IS
reaching
for
,"
said
Mr.
Sutherland G. Taylor, CBS (Continued on page 82)' quit!
Davis of the proposed rules. He
pointed
out that it should be guided -m/r,
-m-^ ■>
^-m
L\rbr;;n„":Ser:L'X.t:rd
Poll Shows Radio
the
words "station policy" be re- Minnesota
p*
/»
J
A 1
rPI 1 "■
placed
with
"program
policy",
r^reier
reci
Adovc
commenting, "This more clearly leleDii
jf^ ones
reflects the Commission's purpose." IF THE STATE of Minnesota is The results:
NAB
counsel
asserted
that
"no
a
criterion,
the
average
at Telephone
63r
useful purpose except to cater to a ratio of better than twocitizen,
to one,
Radio
IIIIIIIII 27%
the idle curious or those with mali- prefers his radio over his telephone. undecided
10%
cious
be served
by That's
resultOpinion
of the Minnesota
People
in
the
top
income
makingintent"
financialcouldreports
public.
Poll ofthePublic
conducted are the only ones amona- four level
eco
"It
would
result
in
opening
to
by
the
Minneapolis
Sunday
Tribune ^omic
the public certain information released last week.
, ..^groups
. ' who
. would
"J""'" prefer
preier to
seen fit Results of the poll were pub- without their radios rather than
the Congress
which
in its wisdom
to keep has
private," de- lished in the newspaper's May 20 telephones,
clared Mr. Davis.
edition. The question asked was: Among age groups, those in their
Durr questioned
"If you hador toa radio
do without
'^^^ telephone,
S'^s the strongest
theCommissioner
bearing of expenditures
on the telephone
in youreither
home,a the
while thosebacking
in theirto
quality of operation. "How is the which one would you rather give 20s and those over 60 show the
public going to regulate unless it up?"
greatest liking for the radio.
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Col. Lowman New
Video Head of CBS
Ex-Operations Chief Returns
July LAWRENCE
1 as Vice-President
COL.
W. LOWMAN,
CBS vice-president on leave with
the armed forces since 1942, returns to the network July 1 as
vice-president in charge of television, Joseph H. Ream, vice-presi- i
and
secretary, announced
lastdentweek.
Col. Lowman
will have overall
supervision ofC.
television.
Worthington
nor continues Mi-as
manager of the
ment, heading
up
departCol. Lowman television
production and
operations.
Gilbert Seldes is director of programs.
To Army in 1942
Col. Lowman was CBS vice-president in charge of operations when
he was commissioned in the Signal
Corps in June 1942. He was chief,
communications branch, Office of
Strategic Services, reporting to
Maj. Gen.
Donovan.status,
Recently he William
resumed J.civilian
serving
as
adviser
to
Gen.
Donovan
on communications.
As CBS operations chief. Col.
Lowman was concerned with television activities, in addition to
handling labor relations, program
department activities, and network
phase of operations of WABG New
York.
Col. Lowman
joinedmanager,
CBS in and
December 1927 as traffic
was subsequently
promoted
to
sistant treasurer and secretary. as-In
1932 he was elected vice-president
and secretary and in 1928 was made
vice-president in charge of network operations. From 1921 until
joining CBS he was credit manager
of J. Jacob Shannon, contractors.
"The appointment of Mr. Lowman emphasizes the growing importance of television in the immediate and postwar operations of
Columbia," Mr. Ream said. "CBS
believesvisionthat
promise and
of telecannot the
be realized
that
the success of the new medium will
be substantially deferred unless all
efforts are directed to bringing the
public attractive programs with
satisfying
picture
quality. improved
Successful television
will require
technical standards to provide highdefinition pictures in full color as
well as black and white, and the
aggressive development of new program techniques."
Reichhold Special
REICHHO.LD CHEMICAL Co.,
Detroit, last Saturday cancelled
Symphony
Mutual, 8:30-9ofp.m.the toAmericas
present anon eyewitness description of German prisontorcamps
Malcolm Free
Bingay,Press.
ediof theby Detroit
Agency is Grant Adv., New York.
STING • Broadcast Advertisin.

Camera

That's a U.S. Navy sub. It makes a fascinating study
for the camera.
But do you see anything wrong with the picture?

study
Delivering as it does ... the greatest number of
listeners for the lowest cost . . . W-I-T-H is the top buy
in this five-station town. And remember . . . Baltimore
is the 6th largest city in the country.

Most people who first see the picture exclaim, "Look!
Isn't that a torpedo crossing the bow ^ "
If you'll look again . . . you'll see that it's just part
of the reflection on a sullen swell.
But there's one picture that has no second guesses
in it ... no doubtful reflections . . . and that's the part
W-I-T-H plays in the Baltimore radio picture!
IIROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising

WITH
BALTIMORE, MD.
Tom Tinsley, President

•

Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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Station Losses
Draft Changes Reduce
ther restrictions on granting defer- reclassify such cases if it is found
Only Hit 26 29 Group
the registrant qualifies for
soon. ment in this group are expected that
deferment under the more liberal
With Occupational
classification
policies.
Director Hershey announced maDeferments
The boards are advised that the
jor revisions in Selective Service
policies in two memoranda issued War Manpower Commission List
By JACK LEVY
boards. The first of these of Essential Activities, which inCHANGES in Selective Service to(No.local115-J)
cludes broadcasting, may be used
declares
policies, occasioned by the end of
trants 18 through
29 mustthatbe regismade
in determination of acthe war in Europe, leave broad- available for military service in as a guide
tivities "in support of the national
casters virtually safe from further greater numbers while those over
or "enortointerest"
safety
inroads by draft boards, it was 30 should be deferred if they are health, deavor
essentialare
the restricted
war effort",or
learned last week following an- merely "regularly engaged in" es- although they
not
nouncement byGen. Lewis B. Hersential activities instead of "neces- limited by the List. The boards are
shey, director,
of reduced
sary to and regular engaged in" also authorized to consider regisments of the armed
services.require- such activities.
trants for continued
"on
With future calls to be confined
the basis
of their deferment
last employReclassification
almost entirely to men under 30
The second memorandum (No.
and with the bulk of radio men
Because of the reemphasis on
77-E) concerns new policies reunder that age ineligible for in- the induction of young men, the ment".
garding registrants in the 18
duction, the new regulations will memorandum states, registrants
mean that few men will be taken over 30 need only be engaged in through 25 group, a very large
from stations to meet draft essential activities to be eligible number of which have been disqualified for general military servquotas. The only men in radio like- for continued deferment and "even
qualified for limited service
ly to be affected are those in the though an Order to Report for In- only.ice orThe
boards are instructed to
ages 26 through 29 who have been
duction
has
been
issued"
the
local
{Continued on page 70)
given occupational deferment. Fur- boards are directed to reopen and

PHOTO BY FACSIMILE held interest of this group in London,
inspecting U. S. communications
[Broadcasting, May 21]. Officials
are (1 to r) : Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.), Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of
Interstate Commerce Committee;
liear Adm. Joseph R. Redman,
IjSN, chief. Naval Communications; Sen. Ernest W. McFarland
fD-Ariz.), FCC Chairman Paul A.
Porter. Upper photo, party arrives
in Paris and former boss meets excounsel. Front row (1 to r) : Adm.
Redman, Sen. Capehart, Sen. Albert W. Hawkes (R-N.J.), Sen.
Page 20 • May 28, 1945

Wheeler; Jefferson Caffrey, U. S.
Ambassador to France; Sen. McFarland, Capt. Harry Butcher,
Naval aide to Gen. Eisenhower,
former CBS Washington vice-president, who chatscounsel,
with foi-mer
CBS
Washington
now FCC
Chairman Porter (back to camera).
Between Sens. Hawkes and Wheeler
at rear is Maj. Gen. R. C. Smith,
U. S. Embassy military attache.
Behind him (1 to r), Brig. Gen.
C. O. Bickelhaupt, director. Communications division, European
Theater of Operations; Maj. Gen.
W. S. Rumbough, Chief Si?nal Officer, ETO. Top row, Maj. Gen.

FOX CASE IS NAMED
EARL GAMMONS AIDE
FOX CASE, in charge of CBS Pacific public relations, has been appointed assistant to Earl Gammons,
network Washington director. He
will report for his
new duties when
the United
Nations Conference
on International
Organization,
San
Francisco,
A formeris over.
Los
Angeles newspaperman, Mr.
Case
CBS
on the joined
West Coast
Mr. Case
10
years
ago.
He
organized and directed the news,
special events, features, talks, agriand public
departmentscultureand has
servedservice
as chairman
of thetive NAB
District
16
LegislaCommittee.
Succeeding him as chief of CBS
West Coast public relations will be
Chet Huntley, who has been Mr.
Case's assistant. Clinton Jones,
KNX news bureau managing editor, becomes news chief for the CBS
Pacific network.

Blue Series Praised
EVERSHARP, Inc., Chicago, will
sponsor the June 6 broadcast of
The Road Ahead, 9-9:30 p.m., on
the
Blue. Roadforum
Ahead,
veterans'from
re
habilitation
originating
military hospitals has won high
praise
ranking
armed from
services,
amongofficers
them ofMajthe
Gen. N. W. Grant, air surgeon of
the Army Air Forces, who said last
"The Road
is a vital
contribution
to theAhead
understanding
— Radlophotos via Signal Corps Radio week,
public of the probFrank E. Stoner (1), director, by the lemsAmerican
readjustment
the dis-be
Army Communications Service ;
abledof soldier.
Its messageof should
Col. W. C. Henry, represent- heard by every American citizen.'
ing Chief Signal Officer; Maj. Eversharp
New York. agency is Biow Co
Joseph J. Smetana, USA, control officer, Army Communications Service; Comdr. Henry WilMaxon Named
USN, aide
to Adm.
man;liamsLt.Jr.,Edward
Cooper,
USN,Red-on
DEALERS Assn., in sales
inactive duty, serving as secretary FORD
Pittsof Senate Interstate subcommittee region including
burgh, Edgewater,Buffalo,
N. J. (New
on international communications; York City)
and
Sommerville,
Ed Craney, head of KGIR Butte, Mass., and two branches in WashMont., and Z-Bar Network, who
ington and Richmond, Va., has apaccompanied Government tour as
Maxon Inc., New York, to,
adviser to Sen. Wheeler. Sen. Frank handle pointed
all advertising. Account
P. Briggs (D-Mo.) was scheduled will not become active until autOi
to go but canceled arrangements at mobile sales resume in some vol
the last minute due to other com- ume. Agency now handles four of
mitments. Original plans called the six Ford dealer groups in vari
for a 10-day to 2-week tour, ac- ous parts of the country.
cording tostatement by Sen. Wheeler, but word comes the travelers,
Continental Shifts
who leftJune
May 14, won't return until
"after
1". Chairman Porter CONTINENTAL CAN Co., ^evi
has canceled an appearance
on York, June 9 through Sept. 9 shift;
June 4 at Kentucky Wesleyan U.,
to the Nation from Sat
Winchester, Ky., to deliver the com- Report
1:30-2 p.m. on CBS to Sun. 6:30mencement address and receive the p.m.
on
the same network, moving
honorary Doctor of Laws degree. into period
by progran
Toastie.
Sen. Wheeler has asked Gen. Eisen- Time, General vacated
Foods Corp.
hower
to
obtain
Russia's
permiswhich
takes
a
13-week
hiatus
sion for the party to visit Berlin.
for Continental is BBDO
Gen. Eisenhower has referred re- Agency
New
York
and
for
General
Foods
quest to State Dept.
Benton & Bowles, New York.
BROADCASTING
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wow, due to its nearly ideal frequency of
590 kilocycles, used with 5,000 watts,
CAN be HEARD clearly within a one
hundred mile radius* of its transmitter.
WOW is LISTENED to because it is a
basic NBC station, furnishing the top radio entertainment of the day, supported
by first-class local features and NEWS.
These are reasons why WOW gives you
the BIGGEST AUDIENCE an advertising dollar will buy in the Omaha trade
territory.

RADIO STATION

590 KC
The chart
above, basedshowson how
computations
by competent radio engineers,
much MORE
power
ismilesneeded
to
lay
down
a
2^4*
millivolt
signal The
100
at frequencies higher than 590 kilocycles.
frequencies shown are approximately those of other
full-time stations in the Omaha area.
*WOW's 'y4-millivolt contour actually reaches out nearly 200 milesi
15 ROADCASTING

• Broadcast AdverHsing

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
• NBC
• 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator ol

KODY

* NBC IN NORTH PLATTE
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THE MUSIC OF MANHATTAN
G lorious musical program with every
feature of top network shows from
thirty-piece dance orchestra to
Dixieland jazz combination, playing
music scored by the nation's top
arrangers. Seven individual specialty groups and vocalists provide
unlimited program combinations.
Scripts provided for three half-hour
shows per week. 7 77 splcrtions.
THE GOLDMAN BAND
As America marches to Victory . . .
an air of timeliness surrounds each
stirring march . . . drum beat . . . \
cymbal clash ... in this distinguished
Thesaurus program. "Music in
March Time" of this famous band
directed by Edwin Franko Goldman
is combined ^^ith stories of great
composers
martial music
and folklore of their ofrhvthms.
78 selections.

f

ALLEN ROTH AND THE
SYMPHONY OF MELODY
NBC Thesaurus spared no effort
to make this a quahty show. Allen
Roth, outstanding conductor of
modern music, gives finesse to every
arrangement from boogie woogie to
opera. Roth choruses and soloists
lend lovely voices to many brilliant
arrangements. 335 selections.
VINCENT LOPEZ
HIS MUSIC
Arrangements rich in beauty ... an
orchestra of talented musicians . . .
rare piano interludes by a master of
the
Vincent Lopez
and keyboard.
his Music—..that's
a Thesaurus
proasset togram that
anyis station.
For "name"'
Vincent
a valuable
Lopez is a name of long-established
public favor. 125 selections.
MUSIC HALL VARIETIES
Early vaudeville days are musically
recaptured in this new Thesaukus
program. Original arrangements of
190.5-1920 are played by an oldstyle
pit orchestra
directedBasso
by
"Professor"
Patrick Ciricillo.
prof
undoFour
John andBarton,
Knickerl)ocker
BetsytheWhite
add
further flavor. 106 selections.

I HEAR THE SOUTHLAND SINGING
From the opening theme song of the
Golden Gate Quartet to the signoff of this unique Thesaurus program . . . this is American negro
music at its best. The Golden Gate
Quartet presents rhythmic spirituals .. . original folk songs . . . tells
tall tales and stories from "De
Good Book." 105 selections.
SLIM BRYANT AND HIS WILDCATS
For the hot in liiilhilly entertainment . . . it s tliis nct\\<)rk-(]uality
Thesauri s |.i c)f;rain. Sliiti and his
gang are s[)eeialists . . . skilled entertainers inthis field. Everybody responds tothe warnrth and sincerity
of their ballads of the Old West,
hoe-downs, noveltice, square dances
and comedy songs. 57 selections.

... and these prominent

JAZZ JAMBOREE
Designed
teen-agersof with
beat"
and for
connoisseurs
jazz, "the
this
new Thesaurus program presents
the unforgettable rhythms of Charlie
Barnet, Tony Pastor, Teddy Powell.
Jazz classics tied together with a
listenable script written by swing
authority Muriel Reger (editor of
'"Jazz" magazine). 219 selections.

musical

artists too:

XAVIER CUGAT
BOB HANNON
TED STEELE
THOMAS L. THOMAS
HORACE HEI|
THE JESTERS
LAWRENCE WELK
SHEP FIELDS
HARRY HORLICK

SWING AND SWAY WITH
SAMMY KAYE
Thanks to this Thesaurus program. . . your library can now claim
the absolute
music.
SammytopsKayein "sweet-swing"
is headmaster
of that school. His compelling dance
band ... his parade of singing
favorites ... set all America swinging and swaying. 102 selections.
LISTEN TO LEIBERT
This Thesaurus program of great
organ music peals from the organ
of the world's largest theatre — The
Radio City Music Hall. These special recitals give full play to Mr.
Leibert's individual style and to
the magnificent Music Hall instrument, providing programs of rich
musical a})peal. 131 selections.

H
ere are two pages of radio's best selection
of great recorded musical shows — exclusive to
our subscribers. They are the result of a survey
conducted by NBC Thesaurus. It all happened
when Thesaurus decided to take the guesswork out of "what kind of service and programs stations wanted for local broadcasting."
Thesaurus representatives asked hundreds
of men and women who build and broadcast
local programs day after day, "What should
the ideal library service offer?". . . then tabulated the facts. Result— this 5-point plan:

NORMAN CLOUTIER AND HIS
MEMORABLE MUSIC
A Thesaurus program of musical
comedy favorites that turns back the
pages of musical memory. A string
orchestra of 25 musicians, all members of the incomparable NBC Symphony, bring toof life
again theGershwin,
immortal melodies
Herbert,
Romberg and others. 94 selections.

^ A service that is especially designed for
radio with plenty of short instrumental selections .. . vocals separate.
^ Material that is exclusive to your station in
your town.
^ Music that is not available on phonograph
records.
Q Enough selections by every performer to
make programming worth-while,
@ and
"Network
quality" arrangements, musicians
vocalists.

THE CHURCH IN THE WILDWOOD
Today people are turning more and
more tionto andreligious
inspiracomfort.music
Theseforelements
make The Church in the Wildwood
with its f amihar hymns. ..its inspiring
organ, viola and harp music a timely
prograra of restful beauty. John
Seagle, baritone, assisted by WiUiam
Meeder, organist. 192 selections. j

If you are considering a new library of recorded music look into these programs ... 48
individual musical shows for each week's program ing . .all built around the 5-point plan
for your needs by America's Number 1 Musical
Program Service— NBC Thesaurus.

RADIO-RE
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A Service of Radio
Corporation of Americo
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UP TO 25,000 KC
OF ALLOCATIONS
TABLE
which the Freq.kc.Band
Std. Freq.
TABLE contains the international Theallocations
THE FOLLOWING
table also contains
Commission will recommend to the Department of State.which
may be provided 9990-10,010 Std. Freq. Broadcast
Government
for convenient reference the non-government services
NoteB
10,000 kc
for within the proposed international allocation and Government bands which
Government
Aeronautical
MobUe
Fixed
other- 10,010-10,200
Advisory Committee. Unless
Fused,
Aero.
Fixed
Interdepartment Radio 25,000
are proposed by the
10,200-11,300
Aeronautical Mobile
Mobile
for Govern- 11,300-11,500 Aeronautical
available International
Fixed
below
indicated theuse.bands
wisement specifically
Fixed, Broadcast
Aero. Fixed
Int'l.
inkctheareProposed
The designations
and non-government
Broadcast
11,700-11,900 Int'l.
and (b) are in alphabetical order; this order 11,500-11,700
(a)
Fixed
by
preceded
column
Fixed, Aero.
Allocation
Coastal,
MarineFixedfreq.
Relay, Ship
11,900-12,300
Maritime
MobUe
of listing does not, in itself indicate relative priority.
MobUe
12,300-12,415
(CaUing freq.
12,420 kc)(CaUing
12,415-12,425 Mobile
12,420
kc)
Coastal,
Marine
Relay, Ship,
Note B
Mobile Press
12,425-12,950 Maritime MobUe
Fixed
Government
Aero.
Mobile
Fixed
12,950-13,050
Fixed
Coastal,
MarineFiled,
Relay,Alaskan
Ship,
Fixed,
Aero.
Fixed
13,050-13,250
(a)
Fixed
Fixed,
bile limitedMo-to
Maritime
Mobile
Press,
(b)FixedMaritime Mobile
Coastal telephone
Fixed
Aero. Fixed 13,250-13,350 (b)
tions tele(a) Fixed
Maritime Mobile
coastal
shall have
priority
in the
dus tr i ahoIn-neista-,
polar regions
Fixed, Aero. Fixed
13,660
AirMaritime
Navigation
Aids
Air
Navigation
Aids
200-280
Scientifickc pand
Beacons
Maritime
Beacons
280-320
Medical.
Ship
Air
Navigation
Aids
Air
Navigation
Aids
320-415
emust
m i sbes ikept
onsAl!
Coastal, Marine Relay,
Maritime
Mobile
415-490
(Telegraphy)
within
the
Mobile
(Distress
and
Mobile (Distress and
band
13,652.5
CaUing
500 kc
CaUing
500 kc)
tokc 13,667.5
Not open to
Mobila freq.
(Telegraphy)
Mobile freq.
(Telegraphy)
public
corres-pondence in 14,000-14,400 Amateur
Std. Freq.
Amateur
the American
14.400-14,985
Fixed,
Aero. Fixed
Region
Government
14,985-15,015 Fixed
Std. Freq. Broadcast
Broadcasting (Non-gov.) Lowest
15,000 kc
NoteB
and
hii'hest ass'OTiable 15,015-15,100 Aero. Mobile
Government
Int'l. Broadcast
15,100-15,300
Int'l.
Broadcast
Fixed,
Coastal,Aero.
MarineFixedRelay, Ship,
15,300-16,400
Police, Aviation,
Relay Alaskan,
16.400-16,555 Fixed
MobUe
Broadcast,
Special,
kc) Mobile
Mobile kc)Press,
(CaUingAeronautical
Freq.
"disaster cludingcommunication"
in16,555-16,565 Mobile (CaUing Freq.
Amateur
disaster
net16,560
Coastal, Marine Relay, Ship,
works Aids
16,565-17,100 MobUe
Navigation
Navigation Aids
Mobile
Press,
Aero.
Fixed,
Aero. Fixed
500 wlimitpeakforpower
Gov
both 17,100-17,600
Fixed,
Fixed,
17.600-17,700 Fixed
(a) Fixed
bile
Coastal Aero.
telephone
Maritime
bile limitedMo(b)
Maritime Mobile
fixed and moto coastal
Ship
telegraph
Maritime
Mobile
telephone
Mobile
(Distress
and
Mobile
(Distress
and
Calling
limited
to
telegraphy
Int'l. Broadcast
CaUing
freq. 2070 kc)
CaUing freq.Mobile
2070 kc)
17,700-17,900 Fixed
Int'l. Broadcast
Ship telegraph
Maritime
Fixed,
Aero. Fixed
17,900-19,985
Government
Ship
telephone.
Mobile
19,985-20,015 Std. Freq. Broadcast
Relay
Broadcast
Police
point-to-point.
Ship
Fixed,
Aero.
Fixed Coastal,
2250-2300
20,015-20,500
Fixed
Fixed,
telephone.
Aviation, Special,
20,500-21,000 (a) Fixed
Marine Aero.
Relay,Fixed,
Ship, MobUe
Relay
CoastalBroadcast
telegraph. Marine
Press,
Aeronautical
(b)
MobUe
2300-2350 Maritime Mobile
Amateur
21,000-21,500 Amateur
Int'l.
Broadcast
Police,
Ship
telephone,
2350-2495 (a)(b) Fixed
21,500-21,700 Fixed
Int'l. Broadcast
Alaskan
Fixed,
Aero. Fixed
21,700-24,985
Government
Government kS
24,985-25,015 Std. Freq. Broadcast
Freq. Broadcast
2495-2505 Std. Mobile
Coastal
Harbor
telephone,
2505-2700
Alaskan
Note A: Frequencies
within
are reservedaboveprimarily
long distance overseas air
Fixed,
2700-2850
Mobile Maritime
telephone.
routes and onlywithin
wherethisthese
thebandusebands
30 mc isforassociated
impracticable.
Note C: Frequencies
areof frequencies
reserved
for fixedarecircuits
with long
Police point-to-point,
distance
overseas
air
routes
where
other
facUities
not
avaUable
or areprimarily
impracticable.
Special
Emergency,
Note B: Not available to civil aviation.
Relay
Broadcast,
Alaskan
Aeronautical Fixed
Mobile
Note A
Aeronautical Fixed
Mobile
2850-3125
Aeronautical
Aeronautical
3125-3200
Note C
Aeronautical
Mobile
NoteB
3200-3330
Forestry
Mobile, except Maritime and Government
Power
3330-3450 Aeronautical
FCC SPECTRUM PROPOSALS
200 limited
w peak t
Government
(a)(b) Fixed
Abstractscations offor broadcast
summariesservices
by theandFCCamateurs
in its -proposed
Mobile
except
Maritime
Amateur
Amateur
below 25allomc
Fixed,
except Aero.
Fixed,
except A»ro.
Fixed
Fixed
Maritime
Mobile
Coastal,
Marine
Relay,
Ship
Mobile4140(Distress
and CaUing CaUing
Mobile4140(Distress
Involve
problemsdistress
of Interference
to the
to telegraphy
limited
kcl and CaUing freq.
ket Relay,
International
frequency
Maritime Mobile
Coastal,
Marine
Ship,
4145-4500 freq.
However,
withtherespect
to 540 problems
kc,500itkc.is
STANDARD
Mobile
Press
believed
that
Interference
Fixed,
Fixed, Alaskan Maritime
1.500-4890 (a)
can be solved by assigning 540 kc for
BROADCAST
bile UmitedMo-to
Coastal Aero.
telephone,
(b) Fixed
Mobile, except Aero.
use attionsappropriate
geographical
loca-of
and by Inlimiting
theareasIntensity
coastal teleSERVICE
the
signals
coastal
(Tr. 942,
tions phone sta954-956,
958;
Ex.
157).
Moreover,
NoteB
evidence shows that with respect to the
540
Std.5000Freq.kc
54% receivers
of existing
(Parenthetic notations refer to kc,
home approximately
standard broadcast
are
Fixed
names of witnesses, transcript capable of tuning to this frequency,
<a) Fixed
'b)
Mobile, except Aero, and
3678).toTheassignCommission,
therepages and exhibits at hearings (Tr. 947,
Maritime
fore,
proposes
540
kc
for
stand
ard broadcast
this
Sept. 28-Nov. 2, 19U).
Aeronautical
Mobile
Aeronautical
Mobile
.-,.500-5800
Fixed
at thepurposes.
present However,
time itisisuse^
.3800-6000
Fixed,
Aero. Fixed
THE STANDARD
broadcast
band550 ex-to frequency
for
Government
purposes
and
not
6000-6200 Maritime
Int'l.
Broadcast
Int'l. Broadcast
t
e
n
d
s
a
t
the
present
time
from
Mobile
Coastal,
MarineFixedRelay, Ship
soon it use.
can be made avail1600 kc.large thisNoband
proposal
was made
to en- knownable forhowbroadcast
6200-6.'M)0
Fixed
6.300-6-150
Fixed,
Aero.
by
adding
frequencies
Aeronautical
Mobile
Aeronautical
Mobile
61.W)-6600
above 1600 kc. Belowfrequencies
500 kc. It was
Fixed
Fixed, Aero. Fixed
6600-6900
520, sug530,
Government
Aeronautical
Mobile
6900-7000
andThe540usegestedkcofthatbethe
added.
Amateur
7000-7300
Amateur
520
and
530
kc
for
standFixed
INTERNATIONAL
Fixed,
Aero.
Fixed,
Alaskan
7300-8200
ard
broadcasting
would
Involve
serious
Maritime
Mobile and Calling Coastal,
Marine Relay,
Ship
8200-8275
problems
oftheInterference
withdistress
auto
MobUe (Distress
and CaUing
Mobile8280(Distress
8275-8285 freq.
BROADCASTING
alarms
on500
International
kc)
freq.
8280
kc)
frequency
kc.
Moreover,
most
of
the
Coastal,
Marine Relay, Ship,
8285-8700 Maritime Mobile
radio
receiving
sets
being
used
today
Mobile
Press
Note A
are notandequipped
tune to 520
and
Aeronautical Mobile
Aeronautical
Mobile
Need for Allocation
It Is not topracticable
to modFixed, Aero.
Fixed,
(a) Fixed
Maritime
receivers
(Tr. For935, these
938,
981: THE DIRECTOR of the Office of Wai
bile limitedMo-to 530 kcify these
Coastal
telephone
'b)
Maritime Mobile
pp.
24
and
25).
reacoastal tele- Ex. 156,
Information
(Tr. 654-658) andAffairs
the Coor(Tr
sons the Commission
propose dinator of Inter-American
tions phone statobroadcast
assign
520
and 530 does
kc fornot standard
659-663)
testified
to
the
great
utUlty of
purposes.
Fixed,
Aero.
Fixed
Fixed Broadcast
9000-9500
internationalon broadcasting
kc Is concerned,
the U. S. (Continued
Int'l.
9500-9700
page 26) li
useSo offarthisas 540
frequency
would likewise
Fixed
Fixed, Broadcast
Aero. Fixed
9700-9990 Int'l.
BROADCASTING •
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FOR THE 200 DAYTIME QUARTER HOURS,
8 A. N. TO 6 P. N. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY,

'■

i

■ i
m,^ —\ im
4CCOX0/NG TO HOOfM—

COMM«E0 WITH lf43

f

-

I-

Same station, same rates, same market . . . only
o larger share of it . . . That's what KXOK
advertisers are getting. Their average in- '
crease of daytime listeners gained nearly
30% in 1944. That the same C. E. Hooper survey revealed an average daytime audience
loss for all other network-affiliated stations o
in St. Louis makes this KXOK gain even
more impressive . . . Yes. the trend is fo KXOK,
because alert advertisers are responding to bonus audiences. v. _

SAINT LOUIS - 1, K
MISSOURI
Owmd eS X
operated byO
the St. Lmih Star-Times
K

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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(Continued from jxtge 24)
making the voice of the United States
audible
out the directly
world in totimelisteners
of war. throughIn time
of peace,
thelisteners
need foreverywhere
such directwillcon-be
tact
with
different,
but
no
less
essential.
The United
States hasa role
assumed
and
proposes
to international
continue
in world
affairs,
and
broadcastInK
is onebeof made
the means
that role
may
knownwhereby
and understood
everywhere.
The furthering
of international
understanding
and
amity
hereafter cawillsting asrequire
international
urgently
as it has beenbroad-required during
wartime.
Position in the Spectrum
other means
of international
commu-of
nication, including
the transmission
U. S. broadcasts
via
point-to-point
facilities to foreign
countriesstations,
for rebroadcast
there
over
domestic
have
a role to play; but no such technique
can inglakefrom the
of direct tobroadcastthe place
United
abroad,
without
the States
need for listeners
reliance
onAccordlnglv.
intermediate
faculties
the Commissionof any
is ofkind.
the
opinion that
U.
S.
International
broad-be
basis
should
continuedsuratecastinongwithon aother
thedirect
fullest
scale
commenneeds for the frequencies Involved.
.\11 witnesses
who appeared in respect

to international broadcasting agreed
that
present6000shortwave
broadcast
bands thebetween
kcfor and
26,600 kc
should
be retained
international
broadcasting.
All
of
the
witnesses
were
likewise unanimous in recommending
the plan prepared by RTPB. Panel 8.
whichcies forrequested
a total of 56broadcastfrequenS. International
TheU.proposed
56 channels
would
be innelsing.onblocks
of
eight
adjacent
thepresent
low-frequency
endsbroadcast
ofchaneach
of
the
shortwave
bands.
This
arrangement
was
chosen
so
that
stations within the United States would
have control
ofRTPB
adjacent
channel
interf
e
r
e
n
c
e
.
T
h
e
plan
recommended
retaining
basicwartime
general operation
plan that ofis
now in usethe for
international
broadcast
facilities
whereby
all
frequencies
are
pooled
between
East
and
West the
Coastmosttransmitters
order
to
make
efficient
usein
of each offrequency
for the stations.
greatest
number
U.
S.
international
A plan that
of worldwide
coveragegreater
was
proposed
would
part
of theandlandWest
areasCoasts
ofserve
theof the
world
from
the
East
the
United
States
by ofthethe xise36 existing
of 26 (consisting
13nowpairs)operating
transmittersof
inThethe remaining
Psychological
Warfare
Service.
10
transmitters
would be changes,
used as standby
units for frequency
or for
parallel operation
the same
frequency to obtain on greater
effective

power.U. RTPB.
Panel 8. proposed
use sta-by
all
broadcast
table,ionS.s ofandtheinternational
maximum
power
obtainment of 50 akw.minimum power requireCommission Proposal
Theing Commission
proposes the followallocation
international
ting on a forworldwide
basis:broad60006200 kc; cas9500-9700
kc; 11,700-11,900
kc:
15.100-15,300
21,700
kc. kc; 17,700-17,900 kc; 21,500The
above
is
the
present
allocation
for
theto 6.1,
9.6 and 11.8themcsamebands.
In
order
50 kcband
havemake
beenall100bands
deleted
frombeenthewidth.
15.2
mc
and
kc
have
added
the
band
consisting
of 50Thekc
ontopresent
each17.821endmcmc ofband
the has
present
been band.
narrowed
100 kcend.by the deletion of 50 I'.c from
each
One band above 25 mc has heretofore
been allocated
caskc.
ting. ThisThis
isfortheInternational
bandappears
from broadtouseful
26.600only
band
to25,600beof
during
the
maximum
the 11-yearablesunspot
cycles.thisFew,bandif any,
receivers
areS.
in the hands oftobroadcasting
thecover
public. Little
U.ever
international
has
been carried on over these frequencies
and littletionalregularly
scheduled internanations. broadcasting, if any, by other
The propagation characteristics of the

25 mc region are not such as to make U
useful beformaintained
long-distance
which
must
over service
long periods
oflow-power
time. Itintermittent
appears better
suited
to
services
which
can tolerate
small amounts
ofreasons
intermittent
interference.
For
these
the
discontinuing
25 mcCommission
internationalis broadcast
band. theIt
isdiscontinuing
the opinion this
of thebandCommission
will in no that
way
handicap
international
broadcasting,
service
of
great
significance
with respecta
amity.
to both U. S. policy and international
In regarda block
to the RTPB's
proposal forof
eight channels
U.assigning
S. internationalof broadcast
stations
on the low end of each of the proposed bands,
thetheCommission
in conjunction
with
State
Dept.
will
make
efforts to secure
this arrangement
in international
conferences
hereafter.
Ineveryany effort
event,inthean Commission
wUlconfermake
ence to obtain
aninternational
equitable share
of
frequency national
assignments
for
U.
S.
interbroadcasting.
In regard to the RTPB consideration
of radio-type
and facsimile
transmissiontionsby, thinternational
broadcast
stae report
indicated
simultaneous
transmission
of auralthatprograms
and
radio-type
or
facsimile
by
methods
of multiple modulation will degrade
the service
to phasefadingor hum
modulation wheredueselective
is involved.
Accordingly,
the Commission
does not
propose mitos ion of radio-type
allow simultaneous
facsimileoftranswith
programtipletransmission
byor means
mulmodulation
at
this
time.the objecHowever,tionableif technical
at a features
later date
of this mode
of transmission
are overcome,
the Commission will give
further
consideration to authorizing
such operation.
In
regard stoimile onthe
use
of
radio
-type
international broadcastor facstat
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
broadcast
purposes
during
nonlistening
hours, theitsCommission
will
consideroperation
amending
rulescasesto where
allow
such
in
special
a showing is made for the need of the
^ operation.

Hooper says there are no pins left standing when your advertising dollars start rolling for strikes via WSIX. During the two-year
period ending in January, WSIX's all-day listening average increased 81 .5%! This rich Middle-Tennessee market is booming as
never before. And WSIX — ^with the most day-time listeners, the
top shows of both the Blue and Mutual Networks and a low unit
cost in a market with over a million potential buyers who believe
in spending — is ready to work for you.

AMATEUR
THE FREQUENCY BANDS below 25
mc presently
allocated
to the 147.amateur
service
are listed
in Exhibit
They
are as follows; 1,750-2,050 kc; 3,5004,000
kc;
7,000-7,300
kc;
14,000-14,400
At the hearing, the American Radiokc.
Relay League
requested thatretain
the these
amateurs be permitted
bands and
in addition toit requested
the
assignment
of
the
band
21,000-22,000
kc.
The bands 3,500 to 4,000, 7,000 to 7,300.
and 14,000
to
14,400
kc
are
being
tained for amateur use. The 300 re-kc
band between 1,750 and 2,050 kc is being,
deleted.
In lieu provision
thereof, the
Commifision
is making
for amateurs
tonetwork
operate
athedisaster
communications
in
band
1,605
to
1,800bandkc.
The
exactlocation
width ofwithin
this frequency
and
the atrange
1,605
to In1,800itsaddition,
kc is undetermined
this
time.
thekcCommission
proposes
toandassign
the
500
band
between
21,000'
21.500 kcis unable
to the toamateurs.
The
Commission
theas
500
kc between
21,500 andallocate
22,000Relay
requested
by
the
American
Radio
League
because
a
portion
of
these
500
kcinternational
are necessarybroadcasting
in order toinprovide
for
the
band
21,500allocated
to 21,700to kcfixed.
and the remainder
was
In Commission
summary, the
allocations whichfor
the
proposes
lows:
the amateurs
below
25 mc toaremakeas fol1605-1800
kc. (This
band
is assigned
topolice,
Government
and broadcast,
non-Government
aviation,
relay
special.
Alaskan
and
disaster
communication,
including amateur disaster networks);
3,500-4.000
kc; 7,000-7,300
400
kc; 21,000-21,500
kc. kc; 14.000-14.OTHER BROADCAST
SERVICES

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

5000 WATTS— 980 K.C.
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{Relay, ST, Satellite
Control, Developmental and Experimental.)
OF THEthisSEVERAL
services
under
category,
only
theincluded
relay
below
25 mc.service requested allocations
broadcast
Twelve
frequencies
are
now
allocated
for relay
broadcast in below
and
are arranged
groups 25tabulation.
of mc4 each,
asthese
shown
in
the
following
The number
of authorizations
{Continued
on page 28) outBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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(Continued from page 26)
• Jaiding
as of Oct. 1, 1944, Is Indicated
parenthesis.
Group
A— 1622, 2058, 2150,
2790 kc. (110).
B— 1606, 2074, 2102,
2758Group
kc. (82).
C— 1646, 2090. 2190.
2830Groupkc. (69).
In relay
broadcast
allocation,
one
group,
including
all four
frequencies.
Is assigned
3671;
Ex. 428).to each station (Tr. 3669of RTPB
recommended
that
ahforPanel
ofrelay
the4 above
frequencies
be retained
broadcast
and that
assign-to
m
e
n
t
s
b
e
made
In
blocks
In
order
avoid
interference
from
servicesby
(Tr. 36851.
ExhibitIncludes
156 other
submitted
Panel
4 of RTPB
a report
of
athatcommittee
In
which
It
is
proposed
20vided channels,
10 kcof wide,
be proi
n
four
blocks
Ave
channels
each. kilocycles.
In the range between 1600 and
JOOO
It Is posenot definite
possibleallocations
at this timeforto relay
prooroadcastlng
below
25 mc. However,
In
ihc
light
of
the
testimony
Indicating
a continuingquenciesneed
for relay pickupcharacfrehaving
transmission
lerlstics suitablelong fordistances,
operation
over
crniparatlvely
is servproprovision
fortheitthefollow.?e. ranges
onposed ato make
shared
basis
in
frequencies.
!:a1 future
width ofofdetermination.
the
channels Thewill number
be left
1605-1800
kc;
2100-2250
kc;
2250-2300
kc; 2700-2850 kc.

Allocations Text
Following is text of the FCC order
designating oral argument for
June low2025 mc.in proposed allocations beIn the queMatter
of Allocation
of NonFrencies to the Services
Various
Classes
Governmental
in30,000.000
theof Radio
Spectrum
from
10
kc
to
kc.
Docket No. 6651
ORDER
WHEREAS, the Commission has this day
approvedposed and
issuedBelowa "Report
of ProAllocations
25,000 kc";
WHEREAS,
the
Commission
is of and
thebe
opinion
that
public
interest
would
served
by giving toall appear
interestedbefore
persons
an
opportunity
the
Commission at an early date and argue
why the cations
Commission
allodifferent fromshould
those order
set forth
in the 25.000
"Reportkc",oforProposed
Below
otherwiseor Allocations
object
to
oradditional
comment evidence
on said report,
adduce
that ofhasthetobeen
developed
since
the
close
hearing
on NOW,
Nov. THEREFORE,
2, 1944:
IT IS ORDERED,
this 21st
day ofan May
1945 thatto allappear
perdesiring
opportunity
beforesonsthe
Commission
and to argue
why the cations
Commission
should
order
allodifferent from those set forth in
the "Report
Below
25,000 kc"of orProposed
otherwiseAllocations
object to

Loyalty..

Seek New York TV
NEW commercial television station
on Channel 10 (182-192 mc) is
sought for New York in a new
application filed with the FCC by
Palmer K. Leberman, owner of
KRSC man.Seattle,
and Lois
LeberStation would
have G.effective
signal radiation of 3960 for visual
and 2820 aural. Comdr. Leberman
is now serving with the Navy.
or comment
on evidence
said report,
or to been
adduce additional
developed
since
theshould
close ofthat
theahashearing
on
Nov.
2,
1944,
file
written
request
the IfCommission
on or
beforeflled,
Junewith
6, 1945.
any such
are
oral
argument
and requests
fiirther
hearing will
be
held
before
the
mis ion en banc
JuneCom-20,
1945 attheir10:30
a.m. Allbeginning
filed
requests
to persons
be heardwhoIn have
such
oral argument
shall
with13,the1945,Com-25
mis ion aon orbrief
beforeorfileJune
copies
of
of
any
exhibits
proposed to be introduced at the oral
argument.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that
copies ofcationstheBelow"Report
of Proposed
shall bein Allosent
to all proceedings,
persons 25,000
whoto kc"
appeared
the
above
the
Interdepartment
Radio
Advisory
Committee,
and
to the Dept. of State.

. in Philadelphia

Audiences Have Been LOYAL
For More Than Twenty Years
All because Philadelphia's Outstandiag
Independent radio station has been
giving Philadelphians what they
want since 1922 ... a variety
of popular programs . . .
the latest news on the hour every
hour . . . and three hours of
classical music every day.
WAS

Stettinius Praises
Radio's War Role
Sees Medium as Potent Force
In Winning the Peace
SECRETARY OF STATE Edward
R. Stettinius sees in radio the vehicle for making the homes of the
world into "one great, common
living room for the family of nations", according to a letter he
wrote to John Salt, North American Director of the British Broadcasting Corp., in connection with
acontribution
survey by to
the the
BBC war
on radio's
effort
[Broadcasting, May 21].
Mr. Stettinius wrote:
The naorganization
forcreated
the maintence of wUl
peacebebeing
In Sanas
Francisco
only
as endiirlng
the
understanding
in
the
mindsof and
hearts
of
the
men
and
women
the
United
At together
the present
the
willNations.
to work
towardtime,a
common
goal
has
been
strengthened
tremendously by the ordeal of war.
Duringing, times
sufferthose whonoof adversity
labor
in and
a force
common
caiise need
compelling
to
brmg
about
a
meetmg
of
minds
foris
the
common
good.
But
when
there
athere
peacewillagain
the world,
exist throughout
an urgent
need
for a
continuation
spiritual
which
enabled ofthetheUnited
Nationsunityto
producetions the
miracle
of
victory.
Nalike Individuals, can be good
friends
for nations
practical arebusiness
reasons
but
when
good
friends
because
people beknow
and likean each
reality.
other,
approaching
when wethe shall
four freedoms
will be eraa
Radio
Is
makmg
a
great
contribution
totelevision
the winning
the war.
Radioobligaand
have anof even
greater
tion to the The
futiu-ehomes
m theof wmning
of
the
peace.
the
world
mvist monbelivingmade
Into
one family
great, ofcomroom
for
the
naThe certam
challengethatIs the
a great
but I tions.
amresponsible
men one.
and
women
for the functionmg of this
great
medium
of
communication are equal to the task.
Announcers Anonymous
BBC announcers, identified by
name during the war, will lapse
into anonimity now that all danger from invasion is past. The
practice of an announcer giving
his name began in 1940 when BBC
started the practice so that the
British public would learn to trust
the announcers' voices that they
knew and to prevent enemy radio
sending on the same wave length
attempt.
false sioninformation
during an invaFOR AIR CHECK SERVICE
AS OTHERS HEAR IT"

With loyalty" like this, it's no wonder
78 percent of this station's spon or ren w reg larly
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In

War!

K This yt'ar. Dr. William Walliico
'i'ounu'^oii- rc'tirod Sifperioi vn'3f.'n{ of the I'ortlant!
Districl of fho Methodist Church, reUirncd to
the K(rW mifrophone to clt'Iiv^T another l^jastfr Sunday
soniion, completinu: a '2;5-yt*ar cycle of
public service reliijioub hroadcasting
from KGW to the people of the
Pacific Northwest.
In

Peace!

Easter Sunday
Sunday, sermon
Z'\ yearseverago,h«ardKGWby '
broadcast (he FIIJSTOn Easter
radio in the Pacific Northwest. On that occasion, also, the sermon
was givett by Dr. Youngson as a non-commercial public-service feature.
in Audience
W In I'eace or War, in recreation, education
or reliRiOn, KtiW hats foreseen and aii>;>\ere<l
the needs, (aste,'=; and desires of the people of the area
it serves. 'I'wenty-three years of such progressive
!)ublic service has kept KGW constantly FIKHT in the
minds of its vast and loyal audience.

Influence
ONE OF IHE GREAT SlfflONS OF THE NATION

KCW
PORTLAND, OREGON
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
ey COWARD PETRY & CO. INC.

does

it

the tone range

to bring new program brilliance
to your listeners

f\ In the range of tone from low to high,
m a present-day AM broadcast system
reproduces the values of tone fromper approxisecond.
mately 100 to 5,000 vibrations
Compare this range with that of an FM
of recapable
is
which
system
broadcast
producing al values of tone Jrom 50 to
that
range
15,000 vibrations per second—
matches the ability of the normal ear to
hear! Within this extended range provided
all the highs and
room for
is ample
FM lows
by the
all
of natural
sound. Here is space
for the vital lacework of overtones that
color"—
sound itsto "natural
gives
from
pianoenables
the that
distinguish
the listener
flute, each
the
from
oboe
the
banjo,
the
voice and instrument from all others.
Nor are these values lost in the FM broadcast
%|-^ receiver. Here each tone and overtone is clearly
heard against a background of silence, for FM does
away with background noise that normally masks AM
particularly at low sound levels. Each cresreception,
cendo reaches its true value, for an FM receiver is de-of
distortion the entire range
signed tohandle without
sound intensities from the softest whisper to the swell
of the full concert orchestra.
r" reception.
"natural-colo
broadcasting
givesaudience
FM your
j\ To
this means
fuller program
enjoyinterest
audience
stimulated
means
this
ment. To you,
and improved service to your advertisers.
i\ When you plan your FM station make full use of
Electric's vast background of experience
%^theGeneral
in FM field. G.E. is the one radio manufacturer with
experience in designing and building complete FM
STUDIO

AND

STATION

broadcast systems— from transmitters to receivers. G. E.
has designed and built more FM broadcast transmitters
than any other manufacturer. G.E. built the first FM
home receivers and has furnished a large percentage of
the half million now in use. Today, the six studiotransmitter FM relay links now operating in the 340megacycle band are all G.E. — with thousands of hours
of regular operation to their credit. And at Schenectady,
G.E.
its own FM onproving-ground
station,
WGFM.operates
For information
General Electric
FM
broadcast equipment, write Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

EQUIP

m
Mi.

GENERAL

m

ELECTRIC

rs aU the
brings I.Vene^^^
adcast
mIsbroand
rtones
oveing
the e.^ ^
natural.
Reproduction is true and
50 FMOVERBROADCAST
STATIONS
ARE
ON
THE
AIR;
Establish a priority on delivery of your FM
370 APPLICATIONS ARE PENDING
equipment. Write for your copy of the
FM DOES IT"G-E Equipment Reservation Plan" which
• FM gives
your
audience
programs
with
virtual y no man-made noise or static.
explains
Eiectric'sof plan
to help
• FM
multiplies
your
effective
coverage
day
you obtainGeneral
early delivery
transmitters
and night.
and associated equipment.
• FM minimizes station interference.
• FM
programs
greatergivesdynamic
sound vivid
range.naturalness with Hear the G-E rodio programs: "The World Today" news,
• FM
gives
your
programs
truer realism with Monday
throughOrchestra,"
Friday 6:45
CBS. NBC.
"The
triple the tone range.
G-E All-Girl
Sundayp. m.,10 p.EWT,
m., EWT,
"The G-E House Party," Monday through Friday
• FM contributes
cast system. to the economy of your broad- 4 p. m., EWT, CBS
The G-E pre-war 1,000-watt FM transmitfer

FM*

TELEVISION*

AM

/

IT

CM

BE

SOU)!

A mass-market of farmers, for luxury equipment — not so
long ago that would have sounded like a pipe-dream! But
today such a market's ready and waiting for the signal to
spend! Iowa's bursting with prosperity!
Some figures in proof? Well, in 1943 the average farm income
here was $7,672. Last year it was at least 20% more — exceeded
$8,000. This year and next, what with the demand for fullscale, all-out farm production, the total will be anybody's guess!
More than any other station in our area, KMA has the ear
of Ameria's No. 1 Farm Market. KMA has a deep knowledge
of its listeners' preferences — gives them what they want in
news, farm markets and entertainment (and that's not jive
music nor Times Square wit). Specializing in farm material,
we present it ALL — as spoken by lowans. Our policies have
their sure reward: more than twice the number of listenerletters received by any nearby station!
There's
more &toPeters!
KMA's different story. Let us shoot it to you —
or ask Free

KMA
BLUE NETWORK
The No. 1 Farm Station in the No. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,
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Col. Schechter Wins Legion of Merit
For Organizing PaciHc Broadcasting
AWARD OF the Legion of Merit
to Lt. Col. A. A. Schechter, radio
chief on the public relations staff
at Gen. Douglas MacArthur's
headquarters, for "invaluable service in accomplishment
the extremely difficult task ofofplanning
and organizing radio broadcasting" in the last
Pacificweekcampaign,
was
announced
in Manila.
Col. Schechter,
who
recently
returned to Manila following a brief
mission in the United States, is
the former director of news and
special events of NBC and after
the war began served both with
OWI and with Army Air Forces
public relations in Washington.
The decoration, awarded in Gen.
MacArthur's behalf by his public
relations chief. Brig. Gen. L. A.
Diller, in the presence of more than
standing success of radio from
50 war correspondents, carried this combat zones
in the Philippine Iscitation:
Col.landSchechter,
campaign." it is expected
"For invaluable service in accomplishment of the extremely shortly will return to this country
difficult task of planning and or- and request inactive status. He
ganizing radio broadcasting in has not announced his future
new and untried territory which plans. He has been assigned to the
extended over vast area of land Pacific theatre since August, 1944,
and sea. By his enthusiasm, excep- and was largely responsible for the
tional ability and expert knowlApache, which estabedge of radio, gained in long serv- radio ship
lished both mpress
andwarcodetheater
comice with the radio industry, he
unications from the
contributed materially to the out- to this country.
SEASONAL AUDIENCE
ANALYZED
BY CAB
ALTHOUGH fewer families listen
to radio programs in the summer
than
in the winter, the number of
listeners
in each family through
the week is greater, according to
a comparison
audience composition for July of1944
1945 issued last weekandby January
the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting.
Except in the late afternoon pethe greater size of the daytimeriods,audience
is attributed to more
child listeners during
the vacation
period. Male listeners during
the
summer equal or exceed those during the winter for every quarterhour between 3 and 6 p.m;, probably due to the baseball
s.
Of 22 daytime serials broadcast
in
both reports, 15 had morecovered
listeners
per listening home in July than in
January, four
no change
and three were showed
in the summer. Of the six lower
weekend daytime
programs
covered, three had more
listeners per
family in July, one
showed no change and
had
more in January. Nighttimtwo
e family
audiences
reverse
the
picture
with winter ahead of summer.

Net Racing Plans
WITH
reopening andof stations
the nation's
tracks, networks
last
week were busy working out their
racing broadcast schedules with the
NBC season lineup virtually com
pleted. Clem McCarthy, NBC's turf
expert,
was toMayopen26 the
racingcastseries
with network's
a broadof Excelsior
Handicap
from
Jamaica,
4
p.m.,
with
Bob
Stanton
handling color. CBS was to start
its racing programs Saturday with
Ted Husing and Jimmy Dolan
broadcasting from the Kentucky
Derby trials, 5:30-5:45 p.m. Husing
probably will describe the KenDerby June 9,hadbutbeen
no further
racing tuckybroadcasts
set by
the network. Plans were being studied for Mutual's racing coverage.

is ''Listened -To

79 of
Iowa's 99
Mennen Spots
Counties!
MENNEN Co., Newark, N. J will
(in 80 counties, nighttime)
use
foot
powdespot
r, asradiopartforofQuins
an ana,'
expanded
summer advertising schedu
le. Details are being worked out by
50,000 Walts . Des Moines'
M. Kiesewetter Adv., New York. H. Free & Peters, Representatives
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adverlisim

THESE
W 20S M
YEARS

■M%i»i.ip^^|||.li,f.J>

Til

MULTIPLY

IT

BY

FIVE

MILLION

If you can figure out a factor to represent the twenty-year difference among people who now have things they didn't have— such
as electricity in the home, energizing appliances from toasters to
milkers— you can multiply that factor by five million people, all
of whom listen some of the time, and some of whom listen all of
the time to WSM . . .

NASHVILLE
WHEREVER

IT

THE

THAT

HAS

FRIENDS

GOES

HARRV stone, Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
EDW. PETRY & CO., T^atl. Reps.
fllBROADCASTING

STATION

• Broadcast Advertising

50,000 WATTS
650 KILOCYCLES
CLEAR CHANNEL
N. B. C. Affiliate
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NBC WAR BOOK I
Action Highlights Listed I
As Heard by Listeners
V MAP of Europe, with a crimson
(rush-marked X marking the oneime Nazi realm, makes up the
'ront
book days
tellingof the
tory ofcover
the oflasta 338
the
German war, issued by NBC less
han two weeks after V-E Day.
rhe 52-page book largely consists
>f photographs of the progress of
he liberation of Europe. The text
•s)roadcasts
made upof ofNBCquotes
from NBC
the
newsmen.
lescribes it as "a record of the
•ughlight military actions that culminated in the unconditional sur■ender of the Third Reich— as NBC
isteners heard it from June 5,
944, through May 8, 1945."
iCA COMMUNICATIONS Inc.. which
•estored Its direct circuit to the Neth'■rlandssagesforMarchgovernment
press mes5, last weekand opened
the
-■Ircult for personal and "non-transaclonal" commercial messages.

Raytheon Additions
RAYTHEON Mfg. Co. has elected
five new members to the board of
directors following recent merger
with Belmont Radio Corp. New directors are: P. S. Billings, former
president of Belmont; Harold C.
Mattes, vice-president of Belmont
in charge of engineering and production; Joseph Pierson, manager
of Raytheon's
division; Emmonscommunication
Bryant Jr., New
York manager of N. A. Woodworth
Co., Detroit; George L. Langreth,
special consultant to Raytheon.

Juan de Jara Almonte
JUAN DE JARA ALMONTE, 65,
assistant to Niles Traramell, NBC
president,
12 ofwasa heart
condition. died
BurialMayservice
held
at Nyack, N. Y., last Wednesday.
A former newspaperman, Mr. Almonte joined NBC in 1927 as a
member of the sales department,
serving successively as night sales
representative,
general tomanager, and finallynightassistant
the
president. Before joining NBC, he
served with Marconi Co. and later
be&ame ativeSouth
American agency.
represent-Of
of a telegraph
Mr- Almonte, NBC's vice-president,
New Shortwave Tube
Roy C. Witmer once said "After
ESPECIALLY for use in high hours he was practically the National Broadcasting Company."
power,
high
frequency
broadcasting and FM broadcasting. Federal
Telephone facturing
& Radio
Corp. isto manuM. COREY, consultant In
what is claimed
be the STEPHEN
education
the Encyclopaedia
Brittanica andtoatprofessor
ofV.,educational
most powerful high frequency tube psychology
has been
with an output of 200 kw. It is named host of Chicago
"The
Human
Advenby
water cooled and incorporates a Revere ture",
CopperMutual &program
Brass Inc.,sponsored
York.
low inductance grid lead with a
replaces
whoNewaswilleditor
devote full timeWalter
to hisYust,duties
very complete shielding between Heof the
tions. Brittanlca and allied publicafilament and plate.

WE
BE

LIKE

TO

FOOLED..

( Sometimes )

We all like to watch a Maqician do his tricks . . . we
occasionally like to be fooled. BUT NOT WHEN BUYING TIME. We resort to no tricks here at WBIG in
obtaining results from The Maqic Circle." It's based
on years of solid performance - knowing HOW to do
a lOB . . . and DOING IT! Investigate the Number One
Station in the SOUTH'S NUMBER ONE MARKET.
EDNEY RIDGE. DIRECTOR

NEW American Broadcasting Co.
(Blue) mici'ophone is unveiled by
Chester J. LaRoche, vice-chairman,
at trade luncheon in New York at
the Waldorf-Astoria. As of June 15
network drops "'Blue" designation.
SCHOOL OF AIR HAS
LARGEST AUDIENCE
CBS, REVIEWING the American
School of the Air series at the
close of its 15th year of operation this spring, reports the prothe largest
domestic
audiencegram reached
in history,
and expanded
internationally to serve listeners
outsideada.theFour United
and Canof the States
five programs
aired each week were rebroadcast
to Latin America, by the Office of
Inter-American Affairs United Network, and all five were transmitted bytralia
theand OWI
schools Inin addiAusNew toZealand.
tion certain programs were broadby Armed
Forces Radio
Servicecast over
400 stations
and sound
systems, and in general and hospital stations as part of the Surgeon General's reconditioning proSeries, which resumes again this
fall after a summer lay-off, pregram.
sented 150 different programs, each
rebroadcast the same day, required a staff of 9 directors, 881
actors and 45 script writers, CBS
reports. Some 100 CBS and 20
CBC stations carried the program.

|90.2%P
FIRST CHOICE
PRIMARY AREA
RADIO HOMES
JOHN
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RADIO PARK^ SALISBURY. r/D.
MUTUAL BROADCASTINC SYSTIM
MARYLAND COVERAGE NETWORK
BROADCASTING
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I

o-^ tke

5

5tation5

in Cincinnati

Ml

Is

TOPS

In tliQ motnln^

Morning Index
Mon. thru Fr,i.
8 a.m. - 1 2 noon

26.8

23.5

22.8

18.1

8.7

BASIC BLUE NETWORK

C. £. Hooper Report, Cincinnati
December, '44 through April, '45

CINCINNATI 2, OHIO

Represented by Paul H. Raymer Co. Inc.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising.
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World

on

m

#'NBC Newsroom goes into action after days of constant alert . . . and Division, operating closely with OWI and OIAA, spreads victory nev
the official word speeds across the whole country. NBC's International
in eight languages, helps inform peoples and U.S. fighting men abroac

•Armed
NBC Forces
newsmen
Pacificin send
of
thereintothevictory
Europeback... reactions
are already
Reporting the intensified battle of the East, now the scene
of undivided AUied action in the war against Japan.

• NBC's
television
station,
WNBT, begins
first fuU-day
broadcasting.
Cameras
set
up at Times
Square,
and elsewhere,
to record
crowd reactions.
Television
view<a
watch throngs from Broadway marquee . . . actuaUy see NBC commentators broa
casting from studios . . . view historic scenes of war . . . and special progran

Air...

ON MAY 8, stirring news, inspiring victory programs—
and sober reports on the war not yet finished went out
on the NBC air.
By sound radio, by television and short wave, audiences
heard and saw the historic day imfold. NBC covered the global story
completely — accurately, speedily
and graphically.
THE RIGHT MEN
AT THE RIGHT PLACES
AT THE RIGHT TIME

• NBC alters its regular broadcasts, presents a full day an
night of special distinctive programming to mark the occasioi
Typical is the stirring music of Arturo Toscanini, Lauritz Melchio:
Artur Rubinstein, Fritz Kreisler and Helen Traubel.

WILLIAM F. BROOKS
Director of NBC News
and Special Events

Stanley PARIS
Richardson
JohnGERMANY
MacVane

Edwin Haaker
GERMANY

David Anderson
GERMANY

RobertMOSCOW
Magidofl

Paul Archinard
PARIS

National
P45-RAD/0'S 25ffi ANN/VERSARY- PLEDGED TO V\C10R^l

• NBC's illustrated documentation of 337 days— the march i
events since D-Day as heard over the network — is avedlable c
request, while the supply lasts.
* * *
NBC has brought to America the end of but one conflict— fro:
inside the shell of the vanquished Third Reich— from excited citi
and busy factories of the victorious Allies — and from grim Pacil
outposts where May 8 was simply another fighting day in the wa
NBC's
on from front lines of the war — as 1
will fromnews
the coverage
front linesgoes
of peace.

Broadcasting

Company

America's No. 1 Network

nCorporation
Service ofofAi.icr/
Rac

Assistance Given Armed Forces Radio
Draivs Commendation From CoL Leivis
uDITOR Broadcasting:
to troops. That mission could not
I was just reading your edito- be successful without the constant
help of all phases of the industry,
rial,
"They
Want
It
With"
in
the
\.pril 30 issue of Broadcasting.
including BROADCASTING.
Thomas H. A. Lewis,
There isn't anything that you
Colonel, AUS
'culd
at thisto time
culd behavemoredonehelpful
us in that
the
Commandant
imple job of getting radio to
Armed
Forces Radio Service,
roops. We are so dependent upon
Los Angeles.
he industry for the material to
ive the men.
The American radio industry is
Hennaf oam Expands
.he Armed Forces Radio Service
,nd vice versa. If we can just put HENNAFOAM Corp., New York,
hat thought across we will retain is using spot announcements on
he privilege of taking these pro- WNEW WAAT and WIBG and a
;rams off the air and decommer- participation three times weekly on
ializing them, adding pertinent WNEW. Radio advertising is ex\.rmy and Navy material, and thus
pected to increase as distribution
ustain this service to troops as of the Hennafoam shampoo expands to a national basis. Agency
ong as it is necessary to sustain it.
You are a good friend to us and is Arthur Rosenberg Co., New
u our mission of bringing radio York.

DOWN UNDER, a small kangaroo
and a small WAC get together.
Kangaroo is a Wallaby; WAC is
Sgt. Jessie Stearns, widely known
as "Wee Wac", with the Armed
Forces Radio Service, Information
& Education Division, in the Netherlands West Indies. She was formerly a member of the staff of
KYA San Francisco and also was
at WLS in Chicago and KQW in
San Jose, Cal.

TRUMAN TO WORK
OUT TIME PROBLEM
EXPRESSING the opinion that
legislationturning toby
individual
restandard
time states
is illegal
in view of the national War Time
Act, Rep.closed lastStarkey
disweek (D-Minn.),
that President
Truman is attempting to reach a
solution to the disruption caused
when several states, including Minnesota, returned to standard time.
Rep.
didn't saywould
whattake,
action the Starkey
Chief Executive
but he made it plain that disrupted
broadcasting schedules came in for
discussion during a conference with
the President. He also expressed
the conviction that the country will
remain on war time until after
Japan is defeated. President Trum_an,
he added,
"work outof
a solution
to thehopes
best tointerests
all concerned without clashing with
bills to repeal war time
theSeveral
States".
are
pending in committees of both
the Senate and House, with little
likelihood of any action until the
v/ar ends.
Coast Campaign
MILANI FOODS Inc., Chicago
(1890 French Dressing), in a 52week campaign designed to cover
Northern California markets, in
mid-May started a varied spot announcement schedule on seven stations in that area. List includes
KFRC KGO KPO KJBS KROY
KXOA KFBK. In addition firm
has renewed spot schedule on
KMPC KFAC KFMB KECA, and
is also sponsoring a daily quarterhour live program, Ethel & Albert,
on latter station. Agency is Garfield & Guild, San Francisco.
Tornado Hits WHOP
A TORNADO wrecked the antenna
of WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky. on
Tuesday,
the The
station off theMayair 15,
for taking
two days.
engineering staff worked 48 hours
with the light, gas, and telephone
companies in setting up two 70 ft.
towers. The station returned to
the air at 4:45 Thursday with an
inverted "L" type antenna. New
tower
June 1.will go into operation around

KSLM, Salem, Oregon
want radio
fo congratulote
PA "...
for a I fine
news job,
which is getfing better all the time.
We particularly like your Oregon
regional service."
Glenn McCormick
General Manager
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WOV'S

HILL

ROADCASTING

BILLIES

HAVE

MADE

A

BIG

HIT

TJIGHbrow? Maybe not. But the Hill Country Jamboree
on WOV nightly, Monday through Saturday, has struck
a responsive cord with metropolitan New York's radio
listeners. And the experience of present sponsors indicates
that the large audience that makes it a regular habit to tune
in this popular program is made up of people who are
buyers as well as listeners. A few participating periods are
available, three or six days a week.
RALPH N. WEIU General Manager
JOHN E. PEARSON CO., Nat'l Rep.
• Broadcast Advertising

IN NEW

~7;he
kev
YORK
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RADIO COVJSCIL HAS
THIRD ANNUAL MEET
WITH the theme "Radio's Widening Horizons",
third annual
conference
of the the
Northeastern
RaVlio Council was held in Schenectady Friday evening at WRGB,
General Electric television station,
and on Saturday morning in the
^:otel Van Curler. Part of the conference program was televised and
broadcast.
Talks by a number of prominent
educators present were televised
plus a production by the Yale School
of Drama. An entertainment spot
•was furnished by the Blue network.
Other subjects on the agenda were
a panel discussion on the San Fran'cisco Conference by local high
^.school students broadcast over
.WGY and a discussion of the panel
jby an adult board of critics.

Lt. Johnson on Leave
LT. COL. TOM JOHNSON, former
commercial manager of Oklahoma
Network and KTOK Oklahoma
City, for nearly five years on active
Army duty with the Army Motion
Picture Service, last week was
placed on terminal leave subject to
honorable discharge Sept 6. He has
not announced future plans but is
expected to return to radio. Organizer of the Overseas Motion Picture Service and of the extensive
operations placed in the European
theater, Col. Johnson served wo
separate tours overseas while still TABLES TURNED for these two
attached officially to Army head- when Lt. Col. George H. McBride,
quarters in Washington.
the engineering
(r) formerly
staff
of WTOC onSavannah
and later
pinned
Atlanta,
WGSTon Capt.
bars
Dale Drake, captain's
who was
ARTHUR
GODFREY
through
hb
WABC
New York program has called another assistant manager of Mutual affiliate
WRR
Dallas.
Both
are
now at
meeting,
at
New
York's
blood
donor
units
15, of the GAPSALS (mem- a Photographic Reconnaissance
ber ofJune
the Glve-a-Pint-and-Save-a-Life
Society).
Unit in the Philippines.

TEMPORARY GRANTS
FOR
67 STATIONS
SIXTY-SEVEN more stations were
placed on temporary licenses by
the FCC last week and 36 others,
already on temporary, were continued without regular licenses. Expiration date for both groups is
Aug. 1. (See FCC decisions, page
82 for list.)
Of 75 stations with licenses expiring June 1, only five were
granted regular licenses for the
period ending Feb. 1, 1947, when
the new three-year term begins for
thosecaloperating
the of134067 kcwerelochannel. A ontotal
placed cense
on applications
temporary
havebecause
not beenlirenewed. No decision was announced in the other three.
Of the 36 already on temporary
license, two are clear channel stans, six regional
and thehasremaindertiolocal.
One regional
been
on temporary since Aug. 1. The
others have been operating under
temporary
licensessince
for May
variable
riods, the latest
1. peAlthough the Commission issued
no statement as to whether the
temporary licenses had anything
tosustaining-program
do with its new renewal
commercial-vspolicy,
itactions
was understood
week'sto
were due that
to last
failure
processviewallthemapplications
and
to reall. Three stations,
which have been on temporary liwere granted
renecenses,
wals as follows:
WRALregular
Raleigh,
N. C, to Aug. 1, 1946; WMRO
Aurora, 111., to Nov. 1, 1945; WLDS
Jacksonville, 111., to May 1, 1948.
One other station, WBIR Knoxville, was granted a renewal on a
60-day temporary basis.
Turns Replacement
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis
(Turns),Elmer
on July
Comes
on CBS2 replaces
stations 'Here
with
Marlin Hurt & Beulah, Mon. 9-9:30
p.m. (EWT). Besides Mr. Hurt,
who will portray himself, Beulah
and Beulah's boy-friend, Carol
Stewartturedhas
as fea-&
vocalist.been
Roche,signed
Williams
Cleary services Turns account.

BROADCAST
NEW YORK

MUSIC

INC.
HOLLYWOOD
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GENTLEMEN,
THERE
NO

THIS remark stemmed from a horserace in
which the favorite so outclassed the field
that it was actually no contest. Of course
there is no literal truth to the statement— yet
it expresses an idea of superiority equally
applicable to horses, people or radio stations.
The leader is often so far in front that he is
in a class by himself.
An excellent example of such superiority is
Station WSYR and the comedy programs it
brings to the radio homes of Central New
York. The impartial, authoritative, C.P.A.certified 1945 Syracuse Area Radio Leadership Study*mentioned
showed that
comedians
in theofpolltheas ten
the radio
most
popular, nine are heard regularly over
WSYR. And they took the first nine positions,
leaving only the tenth position to a program
aired over another station.
Today comedy is the great safety valve for
war-jangled emotions and in the comedy field
WSYR is truly in a class by itself.
Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Fibber McGee and
Molly, Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis, Charlie
McCarthy, Abbott and Costello, Gildersleeve,
Bob Burns— that is the roll-call of comedy
stars who have given WSYR leadership
among all stations in the Syracuse area. No
wonder WSYR leads the second station of
the area by 2 to 1 in nighttime listening
audience. Yet comedy is only one among
many factors contributing to the overwhelmpreference offor itsWSYR
wise inglisteners
area. shown by the radioThis proven prestige, expressed
by the
listeners themselves,
makes
t valu
buy the
mosate
NewableYorkra-.
in upst
WSYdioRcan
□
do no better, when
You
ing howtantbest
reacralh
consider
« SOU..E o£.L sT.t,<,» the
ial tocent
rich, subs
, than to
United Stafed Newk YorkT marketR.
thin FIRS of WSY
*Copies of study on request
Representatives: Pool H. Raymer Company
SYRACUSE
570 KC
5000 W
WSYR
Associated with WTRY, WELI, WKNE

IS

SECOND!

Question: 10 ViHAl STATION 00 YOU LISTEN MOST AT NIGHT?
Answer: WSYR

OTHERS

Question: TO WHICH STATION DO YOU LISTEN MOST DAYTIMl?
Answer:
WSYR
32.15

STATION B
28.62

STATION C
^P^j^W

STATION D

■FITrB

Conclusion: TOTAL AVERAGE DAY-PLUS-NIGHT LISTENERS!

STATION B
39.98

26.78

STATION C
■PHH
■■1
KX£2I

STATION D
MM
MHMM

OTHERS

Above charts show results of recent survey of "most listened to stations in Syracuse area,"

FREE
of push-button
tabs onInstallatlou
receivers in Toronto
has been
organized
by CJBC
Inservice
conjunction
with
ten
Toronto
radio
firms.
CJBC
Is using newspaper
and Itsradioservice.
spot
announcements
to
advertise
supplied
ofDealers
tabs have
for allbeenstations
heardwithIn sets
the
Toronto area, to be Installed on listeners' setssetwithout
charge.
EachIs listener
whose
has
been
changed
sent
a
time-table
on which favorite
ing programscardthroughout
the weekevencan
be listed.
Beattie Cited
W. R.denBEATTIE,
WRC
garexpert,
has
been Washington
cited Agriculture
by Grover
Hill, Assistant
Under Secretary
and
War Food ofAdministrator,
lor
"contrlbutLng
immeasurably
to run
the
nation's
food Victory
supply".
Station will
Its
Annual
Garden
Contest
through
the summer
months,
sponsored
jointly
JellefT's department store.
Seattle'swith
sponsor.
WHBQ Wins, Didn't Enter
WHBQthatMemphis
mailinga special
piece points
out
station won
for radio
program
promotion
in Contest
aaward
contest
"we
didn't
even
enter".
was Mutual's
Kid
Show
Promotion
Contest
and
WHBQ
was
chosen
among
top
35 of 174 stations competing.

WBS Brochure
WORLD
New
York, BROADCASTING
is distributing to SYSTEM.
all U. S.
stations
a brochurerecorded
on "Themusical
LonesomeleTrain" 25-minute
gend
about
Abraham
Lincoln's
funeral
train. onProduced
by Norman
aired
100 stations
on the Corwin
occasionandof
Lincoln's
birthday
earlier
this
year,
the
PRomoTion
program is Day,
being May
suggested
^
Decoration
30. for use on
WFBL Survey
WFBL
N. Y.,results
has published
WAPI Brochure
Farmer Brochure
booklet Syracuse,
showing the
of its offera
• WE owe our achievement to three WNAX WNAX
Yankton,
S.
D.,
starting
promoto
listeners
of
the
WFBL
"Cookbook
of
things,"
says
brochure
published
by
tion3 forthis"Midwest
Day"
to be the Stars"quentand
results ofwith
a subseWAPI ers,Birmingham
— our
"our sponsors."
program makyear, ofhasParmer
a brochure
survey theconnected
the
onSept.picture
story
Mr.issued
and Minn.,
Mrs.
Anton
Piccookbook.
Survey
was
confined
to
the
trieduroures plus
of programs,
personnel
and
shows
are
carM.
Ettesvold,
of
Morris,
who
list of network, local and visited Washington as Mr. and Mrs. station's primary coverage.
national sponsors.
Midwest Farmer of 1944.
WOL Thanks Advertisers
AWARD Tucson,
of aCourtesy
$25Ariz.,
War Award
Bond week
is made
WKBZ Bus Cards
WOL Washington has mailed a folder WKBZ Muskegon,
KTiJC
each
to theby
Mich,
has
placed
28city's
most
courteous
salesperson.
Choice
offering "Our
Thanks
to
.
.
."
29
adwhite and
blue baseball
signs in games
Mus- is made byentation Is broadcast
vertisers whours
ho have inadded
commer-to inch red,kegon busses
a secret shopper
and prespromote
cial quarter
new 87business
each Sunday
2:25
carried by theto station.
the station'sPromotion
weekly schedule.
KCKN
Invitation
Card
Co-op Program Folder
KCKN
Kansas
City
Invitation
to
PHOTOGRAPHS
of someNewof York
the promo- BLUE cooperative program department first birthday party held May 4 wasits
tion pieces toforNBCWEAF
adorned by a miniature pink birthday
issuedquarter-hour
a brochure on "Headline
by visitors
studios In Newviewed
York has
Edition",
candle.
are featured
in Identification",
a one-sheet presentazation heard five-weekly.news
Polderdramatiis six p.m.
tion,
"Station
offered
pages,
three
colors,
explaining
the
proto all studio tourists.
gram's format and listing personalities.
Promotion Personnel
JAMES dlingL. broadcast
Mcdowell,
PCC
lawyer forhan-10
transfers
years, 1 isas topublic
join station
KPRO
Cal.,
July
relationsRiverside,
director.
Mr,
McDowell
was
formerly
field
attorney
ofterms
the FCC
and
prior
to
that
served
two
as
district
attorney
in
Illinois
and
deputy U. S. district
Cook asCounty,
whereattorney
heInsull.
prosein
cuted
Al CaponeChicago,
and Samuel
CONNIE
former assistant to
CBS been
pressMARTIN,
chief GEORGE
has
named
assistant CRANDALL,
trade n
editor,
working
with
LEO MISCHKIN,
trade news chief.
ROBERT
VESEL, Wheeling,
former night
editor of WWVA
V/. Va.news
has
joined the partment,
Blue assigned
Network
publicity
deto
the
with GEORGE FLEMING. night desk
EDWARD McCANDISH is new member
ofPortsmouth.
the promotion
N. H. department of WHEB
RALPHing andVARNUM,
former merchandispromotion
KFBl
Kan.,
hasandbeendirector
named ofdirector
ofWichita,
promotion
"Wichita Eagle". research of the
JOEL MURCOTT
has joined
Blue Hollywood publicity
staff,
succeeding
CHET&
BROWER,
who shifted
to N.McFARLAND,
W. Ayer
Son
as
assistant
to
JEAN
West Coast publicity director.
BOB
WARD, publicity director of WJJD
Chicago,
May 15. is the Sather of a girl born
NEW tionbookmanagerby and
Richard
Hubbell,consultant
productelevision
of
the broadcasting
the
Crosley
Corp., was division
publishedof May
10 by Murray
Hill Books
Inc., technical
division
of Farrar
& Rinehart,
New
York.
Titled "Television
Programming
and Production",
theproduction
book
describes
significant
television
ods
in
the
U.
S.
and
England
andmethlays
down
fundamental
principles
video
production.
Mr. Hubbell
is alsoofauthor
ofin "4,000
of Television", published
1942 byYearsPutnam.

OIL in KFDM'S area means mass
employment — permanent employment. You
can't think of oil refining, synthetic rubber, oil field tool
manufacturing without considering the steady income it
creates. OIL is only one of many industries
contributing to KFDM'S 58 5 million
NETWORK
dollar effective buying income
market.

KOIN
THE KOIN
MILLION DOLLAR CLUB
—pledged to Victory!

BRO ADCA

PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., NafI Rep.
STING
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Little Elmer says: **Not much searching is necessary to
ascertain that WGNis the leader in local and national
spot business among

MUTUAL

Chicago's major stations,*'
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EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 EAST 42nd STREET,
NEW YORK 17, N. Y. • WEST COAST: EDWARD S. TOWNSEND CO., RUSS BUILDING,
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One Code, One Price
WITHOUT fanfare or fuss came an event
last week which exemplifies efficient Government in action. Byron Price, Director of CenI sorship, issued a revised Code of Wartime
; Practices. A single code for the first time
covers both radio and press, on equal footing.
This sensible Government administrator who
built up one of the hardest-hitting wartime
agencies in the early weeks of the war, just
as diligently and quietly began the process
of taking it down. He was ready, when the
1 bells tolled V-E Day, with the revised code,
. which used only about one-fourth the space
; consumed by the initial separate code for
radio. The program sections of the separate
code which imposed special restraints on
broadcasters were discarded.
It demonstrates, thus, not only the sagacity
of Mr. Price as a tape-cutting, tradition-bedamned administrator, but reveals his adult
'1 attitude toward working radio. The new,
' streamlined document emphasizes the similar, ity of problems faced by both news-gathering
■\ media.
Broadcasters therefore may thank the former executive editor of the Associated Press
';:not
only
for recognizing
theirforability
han' die voluntai-y
censorship but
salutingto their
medium as a front-rank news force.
' This is a far cry from the days when Washington radio men had to struggle for recognijtion in the galleries of Congress, at the White
House and before Government agencies.
NAB Presidential Timber
IX THESE arduous times, it is understandable
why the NAB is having trouble in obtaining
an outstanding personality for the full time
jnesidency
of the association — radio's topmost
J)OSt.
The NAB board at its meeting in Omaha
earlier this month found itself constrained to
name another Presidential selection committee.
The one-year draft term of interim President
J. Harold Ryan terminates July 1 and he is
ommitted to return to his Fort Industry Co.
tation headquarters in Toledo. An effort to
haft Paul W. Morency, able general manager
of WTIC Hartford, for another interim term
proved
The practical
board, untilbroadcaster
the war's end,
wanted futile.
another
who
ould carry on in the Ryan tradition.
The new committee, headed by T. A. M.
raven, former member of the FCC and now
. K.e-president of the Cowles Broadcasting Co.,
i.is unusually broad powers. It is authorized to
-elect an "operating head" for the association.
Ii's deadline appears to be July 1, when President Ryan locks up his desk.
The Committee may not be able to select a
permanent head immediately. There is divided
judgment, too, as to the type of man who
hould become the national radio spokesman,
ne group of broadcasters prefers a national
public
who ofprobably
wouldn't be
versed figure,
in radioone but
such commanding
age 46 • May 28, 1945

stature that he would enjoy respect in the
highest places. Another substantial segment
prefers a practical broadcaster, thoroughly
conversant with radio and one who, by dint of
ability and his newly acquired status, would
achieve national standing and recognition.
We are inclined to the latter view. Radio has
developed men who could well qualify for the
NAB post. They are the very men who have
helped develop radio. Several of these best
prospects — we can think of two now — saw fit
to enter the military services in wartime and
may not be available this month or next. But
they
will befunction
back. Perhaps,
becausethe ofmilitary
radio's
important
in wartime,
command involved could be induced to release
such a figure from active service to enable him
to accept the NAB call.
We know the new Craven committee will do
a thorough job in its search for the Ryan
successor. We trust it won't overlook those
possible appointees now in war service.

EDWARD EVERETT HILL

Prudent Course
THERE ARE mixed reactions to the failure
of the FCC, after months of consideration,
finally to allocate broadcast services in the
high frequencies. Where FM will find its ultimate haven is still in suspense. Actually final
judgment on television is deferred, too, though
manufacturers now are in a position at least
to begin designing equipment for lower bands.
Naturally, manufacturers and those broadcasters interested in getting under way on
new operations are chafing. They want quick
action.way.
And it's only natural that they want it
their
Except for the purely economic factors, we
see no reason for a rush. Nothing is more important than getting the allocations right.
Moreover, the War Production Board has advised the FCC that there is no need for hurry
since there will be no equipment until fall or
possibly next spring. Some vagaries in the
high-frequency range reach the height of their
season during the summer. Observations of
these interferences should be available before
FM is assigned a definite place.
The allocations constitute only a small part
of the job ahead, albeit the basic one. There
are the regulations and standards covering
FM, television, facsimile and other broadcastrelated services to be established. These will
constitute the rules of the game. In FM, for
example, there's the vital question of whether
service shall be allocated along the lines of
existing AM coverage, that is to three classes
of stations, as now provided, or whether there
shall be the single-market plan of identical
facilities espoused by CBS. The latter method
would make for uniform coverage and equal
competition, where management and programming ability would become the only factors in
establishing the merits of competitive stations.
Then there's the question of whether FCC
will allow AM broadcasters to transmit identical programs over their FM adjuncts until
FM acquires sufficient audience to stand on its
own legs and warrants a separate rate for
time.which
There's
basic factor
of duopoly
on
the also
FCC thelikewise
has been
silent.
Will ownership of an FM and an AM station
in the same community eventually be construed
as duopoly? Broadcasters have a right to know.
All these factors require scrutiny by those
who aspire to enter into these new services.

KINGPIN
the station
year
knocked ofdown
two ofwhich
radio'sthismajor
awards — the Peabody and duPont — is
Ted Hill, managing director of WTAG,
5,000 w CBS affiliate in Worcester, Mass.
Ted believes radio has a substantial public
service job. Application of that belief has
lifted WTAG out of the ranks to win top
honors for contribution to the welfare of the
community.
But the manager of the station which has
set a new high by copping two of the industry's
awards in one year as a result of its "Worcester and the World" project, sees the accoas a greater
serviceladesefforts
in thestimulus
future. to similar public
The building of the station from a littleknown outlet to its present position follows a
pattern similar to the life of the man who
steers its course so keenly.
Edward Everett Hill was born in Lynn,
Mass., Sept. 18, 1892, and attended public
schools there until he mov.ed to New York 15
years later. In Manhattan his interest in wireless was aroused. Neighbors called him "the
young Edison" when he began building sending
and receiving sets. One was of such high caliwas acceptedstudy.by a wireless school
for berusethat init classroom
But radio was still an avocation and Ted
went to work for an export company where he
worked himself up to the post of sales manager, traveling over Europe and other parts
of the world for the firm. From 1917 to 1922
he
ran
his own company in Boston. Then
ness.
followed several years in the securities busiIn 1927 Ted's
interest ainsecure
radio posiwas
reawakened
and helongabandoned
tion to join WLOE, now WMEX Boston, as a
salesman and was soon taking his turn at
announcing,
programming and filling-in in
other
capacities.
Two years later he went to WORC Worcester as an announcer. He was soon handling
programming and production and then managerial duties. He sought and obtained a CBS
franchise for the station while it was still a
local
outlet, one of the first cases where this
had happened.
In December 1938 he became WTAG's new
managing director. When he took over, the
1,000 w station had a staff of 18. Within a
year new members were added and expansion
plans made for the outlet which is owned and
operated Gazette.
by the Worcester Telegram and The
Evening
Within a{Contiyiued
period of onsixpage
years48)WTAG was
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Research

F. M. idRUSSELL,
Washington vice-present of NBC,an returped
last
week
after
absence toofhisIllness
a office
fortnight
occasioned
by
a
respiratory
which
resulted
In
a
slight
virus
pneumonia
Infection.
LT. JAMES
E. MOORE, former secre-of
to the vice-president-treasurer
WFBL tarySyracuse,
G. SOULE,
transferred
fromR. New
Guinea hasto been
the
Philippines,
where hepersonnel
Is brigade
tant
and
brigade
officeradju-of
his company.
ofBILLY
WGTCS. HODGES
Greenville,Jr. N.Is C.new manager
GLENN
D.
GILLETT, consulting
engineer
of Washington
and formerto radio
station
owner,
has been analyst
assigned
new
duty
as
an
operations
with 20^1
the
XXI Bomber Command of the
Air
Force
inwar'sthe onset,
mid-Pacific.
Virtually
since
the
Mr.
Gillett
has
been
identified
with the military
a
civilian
communications
expertatasand
until London,
recently
wasConn.,
headquartered
the
New
submarine
base,
from which he shuttled to the war
theaters.
DR. MAXligiousJORDAN,
NBC abroad
directoron ofspe-reprograms, now
cial assignment
in connection
with
NBC's news
broadcasts,
hasMarkbeenTwainaccofepted bSt.
y International
Society
Louis,
Mo.,
for
honorary
membership.tributions tIno literature.
recognition of his conC. E.NAB,
ARNEYcontinued
Jr., secretary-treasurer
the
to the West
Coastof
on NAB business following
the board
of16-17.directors'
meeting
In
Omaha
May
He willJunereturn
headquarters
11. to Washington
CY
NEWM.AN,
program
director
WSSV Petersburg,
Va.,
has beenof station
namedof
assistant
manager
in charge
operations.
He
continues
as
head
of
the program department.
C. CBS
WORTHINGTON
MINER,
manager
television,
and
his wife,V-E
niece
ofofwithJames
F. Byrnes,
celebrated
Day
a bottle
of champagne
straight
from lar.Marshal
Joseph
Stalin's
wine
celFormer
mobilization
director
received the bottle
whileit atto the
Yalta
Conference—
presented
his
niece
on his return to the U. S.

this

Our Respects to
(Continued from page i6)
equipped
with facilities,
modern studio
and
broadcasting
its power
was increased to 5,000 w and its
personnel
more than
50. Hill
Underit
the
astute todirection
of Ted
became one of the first stations to
set up an experimental FM station,
WIXTG, which last year received
its commercial license as WTAGFM. It also
the city's
only
mobile
relayoperates
broadcasting
station,
WBEE,
and
gives
listeners
direct
shortwave coverage through the
BBC.
Last October, Mr. Hill and his
crew undertook the task of pioneering new paths for postwar radio.
Through
its inseries
United
Nations weeks,
whichof all
agencies
of the tioncityto build
cooperated
with the sta-of
understanding
America's Allies, the Worcester
station and its far-sighted boss have
shown that radio can play a vital
role in determining the character
of public opinion.
Ted married the former Estelle
M. Stoddard and has two children,
Virginia, 16, who wants to be an
archeologist, and Doris, 29, who is
married and runs a fruit farm.
WTAG's ormanager
boating
indulginglikesin tohisrelax
hobby,by
photography. Pet snapshots remind
him of faraway places he has visited. He is looking forward to the
day when he can add more picfiles. tures of foreign spots to his photo
Even-tempered, soft-spoken, he
has one violent dislike — cheese.

is

WOOD

HENRY events
"VISCARDI,
formerdirector
assistantof
special
and sports
Mutual,
is now held
eastern
STipervisor,
post formerly
by sales
BARRY
KEIT,
now MBSLIVINGSTON,
salesman. salesman of Wm.
JOHN
G. Rambeau
Co., Chicago, resigned
May
19. HESS, former manager of
RICHARD
the
reportdepartment,
analysis division
of thenamed
CBS
research
hasof been
supervisor
of Radio
researchSales.
CBS-owned
stations
and
He
replaces
CHARLES H. SMITH, named market
researchment, counsel
for act
CBS assales
departwho will
liaison
betweeninandghamCBS-owned
stations,
WAPI
the Radioresearch.
Sales offices andBirm-di'
visions of , CBS
D. M. GREENE, for more than two
years account
executive,manager
has been
promoted to commercial
of KQW
San Francisco.
MARY mELLEN
MAGUIRE
has been prooted to traffic
manager
San
Francisco,
replacing
MARIEof KQW
DURANT,
resigned.
EDWARD
man for J.W.P. STEVENS,
McKinney former
<& Son, salesChisigned. cago station representative, has reFRANKtive of KGO
J. McHUGH
Jr., account
execujoined
the Blue
salesSanstaffFrancisco,
in San has
Francisco.
JACK
BRUMBACK,
formerly
of
KJBS
San
Francisco,
manager
of CBS has
Radiobeen
Sales appointed
office in.
that
in thecity,Navy.succeeding Ole Morsby, now
CKSF Cornwall, McGillvra
Ont., has appointed
Joseph
York, as Hershey
U. S. representative. Inc., New
WILLIAM WRIGHT has been named
Montreal
tawa. representative for CKCO OtDEAN
from the
Army, B.hasMcNEALY,
Joinedstaff.thereleased
San Francisco
KGO-Blue
sales
PETE SCHOFIELD, formerly of CPAC
Calgary,counttoexecutive.
CKWX Vancouver as acLOUISager ofLEPROHON,
commercial manCKAC
appointed sales Montreal,
director ofhasthebeennewly
formed cooperative
representative
organization of Quebec
stations,
all
privately-owned except those
in[BROADMontreal andCASTINGQuebec
City
, Feb. 19]. He is replaced at
CKACmer bymanagerGEORGES
of CKCH BOURASSA,
Hull, Que., forand
lately
radio director
of agency.
Harold P.ANDRE
Stanfield
Ltd.,
Montreal
DAVELUY has been appointed director
CKAC. and service departof salesment ofoperation
BEATRICE
CBS networkBURKE,
sales, hasJunior
her estimator
photo in allof
New York subways this month as "Miss
Subways".
W. L. GLEESON,
Riverside
and San president
Bernardino,of KPRO
Calif.,
bought Riverside's
oldest
orange
grove
recently
as
a
building
site
for
television
studiostionstoare lifted.
be built as soon as restric-

STATION
loco\ P'^.T'er'^en,ce, potboy.

ASHINGTON

»Afeii by MBC S^OF SAtfS
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Chattanooga

CBS

"We ain't a-goin' t' argue, stranger— give us a right smart number
PAUL H.RAYMER COMPANY ^,000 WATTS
o' them accident policies WFDF
NIGHT
TIVES
SENTA
REPRE
NA TIONAL
Flint's been a'telUn' us about."
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productive farming district
combined with busy manufacturing and industrial plants have
pushed retail sales well over
S2 12,000,000
AND
WTAD dominates the Quincy
Market with more listeners than
all other stations in the area combined, according to the Hooper
Station Listing, Fall, 1944.
Use WTAD and KGLO
Mason City, Iowa
A Natural Combination

PRODUCTIOn]FLEANORligiousINMAN,
CBS New
director
PAUL ofGUV,
of}}
theto production
broadcasts, left
Yorkof Mayre- staff
CKACmember
Montreal,
CJCA Edmonton.
21 for bined
Los business
Angeles
on
a
five-week
comand
vacation
trip.
She
is
FRANK Army,
LYNCH,hasreleased
fromto
toWestconfer
withandreligious
on theas CAPT.
the
Canadian
returned
Coast,
serve leaders
this week
Windsor-Detroit.
While overseas
co-chairman
of thein Religious
Radioin CKLW
hetroops
conducted
a
dally
newscast
for
the
Institute
planned
Los
Angeles
on the Allied Expeditionary
collaboration
withfor Everett
Parker, di- Forces program.
rector of radio
theandCongregational.
Christian.
Methodist
Presbyterian
JOHN MacLEAN,
WHEC of Rochester
nouncer, is the father
a boy. anChurches.
GENE joined
ALLISON
and EDDIE
HAROLD
STOKES
returnsfrom
afterradio
a yearto have
and
a
half
of
retirement
announcing
staff
ofRA.ASCH
WAOV
Vlncennes,
Ind.
join the Blue central division as a
producer.
ROBERT
A.
MORROW,
ex-Marine,
Is
program
director
at
WJPR
Greenville,
DICK added
GRENIER,
Pacific
veteran,
hasY., Miss.
been
to
the
WTRY
Troy.
N.
GENE
ACKERLEY,
formerlystaffwithof KHJ
announcing staff.
Hollywood,
to announcing
KSL
Salt"
Lake City.
DICK
WEBB
has
joined
field. Mo., is the father of a boy.
soula. Mont., as announcer. KGVO MisLESLIE
W. (Dave) SMITH,W. formerly
PAT CRISTILLO,
writer
NBCSherman
"Abwith
Va.. to Kurtz
bottare& Costello
Show",onInand
Marty
toJunebe 26.married
WPTF WSAZ
Raleigh. Huntington.
N. C. as announcer.
Oaks. Cal.,
A. JACK BINGHAM,
formerly of staff
CKWXof
to the announcing
CBR Vancouver.
MARGARET ANN ERASER, formerly Vancouver,
withityWRVA
Richmond.
Va..
to
continuGEORGE
BAUER,
formerly
of
WMBD
staff of WHEB Portsmouth. N. H. Peoria and KXOK St. Louis, to WON
GEORGE L. SUTHERLAND,
former Chicago as announcer.
newspaperman
and program
sports director
announcer
JOHN MELVILLE
has resigned as anouncer and newscaster
and
most
recently
noke nRapids.
N. C. at WCBT RoaWOL Washington,
has joined
WIP Phil-of LEE HARTMAN,
adelphia as production
manager.
announcer,
from Miss.
WJPR
to WROX Clarksdale,
.JACK BYRNE of the Blue, supervisor Greenville
BILL
DOLL.AHITE,
former
bookkeeper
ofa civilian
"The Fighting
AAF".
has
been
named
consultant to the War Dept. nouncing.
for WROX, has shifted to fulltime anSGT. WNEW
BUD RICE,
announcer
ofentering
WHN RALPH HOWE, new to radio, has joined
and
New
York
before
the
staff of WSPD Toledo.
the
service,yearhasandbeena half,
attached
to AFRS ARCHannouncing
OBOLER,
producer-writer
for past
programming
"Arch
Oboler's
Plays"
on Mutual, is theof
Army
stations
in
Newfoundland.
Now
inprograms
New York
announcing
shortwave
authorbus" ofto bea book
"Arch June
Oboler's Omnifor
the
AFRS,
he
is
to
return
published
Sloane & Pearce. New York, 27.$2.50].[Duell.
to civilian status in a few months.

KQV

CAN
PACK
'€M Mf
Said George V. Denny, "In Pittsburgh,
Town Meeting of the Air's rating went two
points above normal." The reason why is:
KQV really cooperates with its advertisers.

Kadderly to KGW
WALLACE L. KADDERLY, nc
the chief of radio service for th
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Was?
ington, will go to KGW Portlan
as director of
farm programs
July 1.derly Mr.
was bornKad-in
Portland,
attended Oregon
State College and
has
success i V eheldpositions
with the Oregon
state extension
service and was Mr. Kadderly
manager
KOAC Corvalis, ofstate radio statior
in 1932. From 1933 to 1937 he wa
western radio program director fo
the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture wit
headquarters in San Francisco.
Religious Book
AS AN AID to religious broac
casters, E. Jerry Walker, staff cor
sultant on radio for the Interns
tional Council of Religious Educs
tion, has written a guide book, Re
ligious Broadcasting, published b
the NAB.
BookNAB.may be obtains
free
from the
LYMAN BRYSON, CBS director of edu
cation,
has the
received the War
"fourBoard
bomb ii
award from
recognition
of hisW^riters'
work as moderato
of "People's Platform" and for hi
series
of talks, "Problems isof new
Peace"
CHARLES
gram
directorH. ofWHEDBEE
WGTC GreenvUle, N.proC
WILLI.AM
ELLWELL,
former
announce
ofstaffWMPF
Piattsburg,
N. Y.,W.to EDMONl
prograr
of WABC
New York.
CRAMER,
first In engineering
researet
then
m
personnel
at
CBS,
has
joinei
WABC as producer.
CAPT.
FRANK
KING,
officer
In
charg
ofService,
the NewleftYork
ArmedforForces
Radi
two
InAFRSLos problems
AngelesMaytowith23discuss
Newofweek
Yorlth
officers
West Coast branch.
ROGER
WILLIAMS,
holder
of
the
WFB
Syracuse
1944 Radioyear,
Fellowship
and an
vard U. for
nouncer
is returning
Atlanta,
Ga. past
He will later
enter Hart
CLISBY
ESKRIDGE,
formerly
witl
WSB
Atlanta,
to WHBQ MRS.
Memphis
con
tinuity
staff
replacing
J.
FKANI
RICE.
ALFRED
KERR
is
new
WHB(
chief announcer.
SGT. DICK
DUDLEY,
former announce!
NBC NeT
York
and named
WSM
Nashville
has
been
production
manage
of
the
American
Forces
Network
tion
troops.
London for postwar services to occupali
w
I
N

930 K.C.

1,000 Wafts

N

CBS Affiliate
ALLEGHENY BROADCASTING CORP.

National Representatives: SPOT SALES, INC.
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THE OUTSIDE"^ IS MIGHTY
INTERESTIHG
on the Pacific Coast, too

Half the retail sales on the Pacific Coast are made OUTSIDE the counties in which Los Angeles,
San Francisco, San Diego, Oakland, Portland, Seattle and Spokane are located
.ESSIR: the"outside"is mighty attractive
on the Pacific Coast, but it's hard to get — unless you use
Don Lee. Only Don Lee can give you complete coverage
of the two equally-prosperous Pacific Coast markets —
"outside' as well as"inside. "
How come? Most markets on the Pacific Coast are
surrounded by mountains 5,000 to 15,000 feet high— and
the long-range broadcasting of other networks doesn't
reach them. Don Lee, however, has 39 straUgically located
stations and broadcasts from within each of these moutainsurrounded markets.
If you want to know how the"outside"market listens,

ask to see a copy of the special C. E. Hooper coincidental
telephone survey of 276,019 calls (the largest of its kind
ever made on the Pacific Coast). It shows that 60 to 100%
of listeners in the "outside" market were tuned to Don
Lee stations!
As for Don Lee's coverage of the"inside"market, regular Hooper reports reveal all of the shows that switched
from any of the other 3 networks to Don Lee in 1944,
received higher Hooper ratings within 13 weeks!
When you buy radio time on the Pacific Coast, be
sure you cover both halves of this 8-billion-dollar-spending market. The only way you can do it is: Buy Don Lee!

Jhe Orations Qreatest Regional T^etwork
DON

LEE

THOMAS s. LEE, President
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, Vice-Pres.& Cen.Mgf.
5515 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38,CAL.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Co.

. . . it's got rhythm
The banjo is an outgrowth of the
"bania"African
brought
America
West
slaves.to The
Africansby
in turn probably developed the bania
from a type of guitar used by the
Arabs when they overran West
Africa. A rhythm instrument, rather
than a melody or harmony device,
the bania appealed strongly to the
"swing"slave.
instincts of the American
Negro
The father of the banjo
Frank B. Converse, great American
minstrel of the last century, was
fascinated by the banjo used by the
Southem Negroes. He improved
upon it and introduced it in his minstrel tui'ns — and became known as
the father of the banjo. To this day,
the banjo is as much a part of the
minstrel as the end-men or "Mr.
Bones."
The minstrel carried the banjo to all
parts of the United States, and the
rhythm of the instnament has become an effective accompaniment of
many types of Amei-ican folk music.
"Beat it out"
Although the banjo is a member of
the guitar family, and has strings —
5, 6, 7 or 9 — it is actually used as a
percussion instrument. Its distinctive "beat" adds much to the swing
of "boogie-woogie" and Dixieland
jazz.

The background-beat of the banjo
adds much to the npirit of jazz. The
beM reproduction of its distinctive
quality is obtained through:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Ekctricat Research Products
Vimsioti
Western ElectncCompany
233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
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NOVEL
coverage ofbya WOR
news New
eventYork.
has
been Services
Introduced
Dave Drlscoll,
as heWarviewed
the Director
silent combat
fllna on
Japs rieattacking
Franklin, aircraft
carrtions
, last Thursday
headquarters atIn Navy
New public
York, relagave
a running
account
piped
to
WOB
master control and recorded. Appropriate
sound sionseffects
to zooming
coincide were
with exploplanewas
and the anddisc
put on the dubbed
air a
quarter-hour
after
official
Navy
release
of the story.
United Nations Homelife
HOME triesLIFE
in United
Nations
before and
the after
war,counand
the rebuilding
of during
home life
the
war
is
subject
of
a
"Home
is
What
You
Make
It,"
summer
series
starting
June
2 on NBC.
Based
on
documentary
material about each country, format of
programtion withhasUnited
been prepared
In cooperaNations
Information
Service.
Civic ofgroups
withhave
a combined
membership
6,000,000
pledged
official support of the series. Through
the Information
agencies
of
the
tries writers were recruited for thecounsecof the "Home
Is What You
Make ondIt"volumehandbook
for listeners.
Navy Air Series
NAVY-PRODUCED series of 26 half -hour
evening programs depicting the activities and achievements
of Blue
the Navy's
air branch
to start Like
on the
sometimeSaturday
this Issununer.
the
fighting
AAF,
afternoon
Blue
series
produced
by willthe beArmyavailable
Air Forces,
the
new
seriesmercial
for
comsponsorship.
Authorized
by
Rear
Admiral
H.
B.
Miller,
new
Navy
public
relations
chief, bythe Lt.NavyArthurair
series
will
be
produced
Kurlan of the radio section of Navy
public relations.
New WPAT Series
IN ADDITION
to Interviews
"WelcomewithHome.reSoldier,"
featuring
turned
mess Paterson.
hall at
Camp Kilmer,veteransN. InJ.,theWPAT
N.fromJ., hospital
now presents
weekly
quarter-hour
wards
at Camp Shanks,
wherefers towounded
debarkees
transhospitals
near their await
homes.
Program
features
interviews,
community
sing, skits by name personalities,
and a
dramatized
version
of
the
hospital's
tivities In caring for the wounded. acMuseum on WNBT
AMERICAN
Museum
of Natural
Historyon
has
started
a monthly
telecast
WNBT,
NBC
television
station
in
New
York,
combining
dramatizations with
discussions
of scientific
and
using
both live
talent andsubjects,
films. First
telecast,turedtitled
"Menfilmof onScience'',
feahalf-hour
the
Inside
operations
of the Museum and Its
various expeditions.
Street Interviews
PIVOTING
onevents,
a dallya five-weekly
question relevant
to current ter-hour
quarlive Interview
series started
onwalkie-talkie
Blue Pacific
stations
on May ducted21.the similar
Don Norman,
who
conman-ln-the-street
broadcasts
In Chicago,
Is m.c.
Blue has
cleared
official
use
of
Walkle-Talkie
title.
WIBG Swim Program
WIBG
Philadelphia,
impressed
the
namber
of anonswlmmlng
serviceby men,
is offering
course
of swimming
pro-by
grams
Saturday
8:45
p.m.
Conducted
Joseph
Rafferty,
swimmingH. (Chap)
sportsdirector
at theof
Broadwood
A.andC, water
Philadelphia,
program
features
discussion
of
swimming
quescity. tions with coaches and Instructors in
Milepost History
DRAMATIZING
storiesthebehind
the hismarkers along
and
roads oftoricalNorth
Carolina, highways
new quarterhour
"Carolina
MUeposts"6:45series
hasby
been
started
Tuesday
p.m.
WPTF Raleigh.
Program ofIs the
broadcast
from
radio workshop
U. of
North theCarolina.
Swap Show
CLASSIFIED
ads and
are featured on aMiss.
new
programswaps
Clarksdale,
Program
timeon IsWROX
given
by the station.

New WHIG Shows
WHIO grDayton
three atnewthe proamoriginating
s last week:started
"Luncheon
Van
Cleve",
from
a local series
hotel
where guests
are
Interviewed;
transcribed
at
the
Municipal
where celebrities traveling onAirport
TWA
planes tized
areresume
interviewed,
and top
a dramaof the two
news
stories of the week called "This Week
In Dayton". Sports Sidelights
HUMAN Interest stories about the
sports beaworid
are featured byin Harry
"HeartGoodmants in Sports",
Radio offered
Productions, NewS.
York, as a five-minute
or quarter-hour
transcribed
series,
with
Tom
sports announcer as narrator. Carr,

WILLIAM A. ACTOV, formerly of the
RCAP, e r Ihas
appointeddepartment
staff engi-of
n the been
engineering
RCA nInternational
Division.
GORDON
JONES
has
been
appointed
chief engineer of CKWS Kingston,
Ont.
He wasne r ofpreviously
assistant chiefofficeengi-of
Toronto
engineering
Northern Broadcasting & Pub. Ltd.
MICHAEL TACHACH, formerly of WOR
New York,ne ring has
to the N.engi-J.
staf ofbeen
WPATaddedPaterson,
GEORGE
WERNER,
new
to
joins
the technical staff of WIBGradio,
PhiladelCPL. JACKingtonNEFF,
left WOL
Wash-to
phia.
engineeringwhostaff
in 1943
join
station.the AAF, has returned to the
CHARLES
(Chuck)
OSTLER, WLS Chicago engineer,
born May
16. is the father of a girl
CARL
DIXON,
WAOV
Vincennes, Ind.,
technician,
entered
His
name is 22d has
on the
servicetheroll.Navy.
Normal
staff
Is
11.
DAVID
B.
SMITH,
director
of
research
for
Corp.
and PALMER
CRAIG,Phllco
engineer
the radio anddi-M.
vision,chiefhave been
namedfor chairman
secretary-treasurer
of
the
section of the Institute of Philadelphia
Radio Engineers.
FRANK
H.IsMcintosh,
consulting
engineer.
now
located
at
710 14thradioSt.
NW,
Washington
Metropolitan
4477. 5, D. C. Telephone
JACK FROST
has been
promoted departIn the
WTAG
Worcester
engineering
to assistant
ING,ment chief
engineer. to ANDY BROWNSTEVE engineer
STANLEYof WTRY
has been appointed
chief
replacing
WALLY BELASKA,
WHITMANTroy,
who,N.joined
withY
Engineer
FRANK
has
the Navy.

You cannot cover the
tremendous New York
market without using
WBNX, because . . .
WBNX reaches
speaking
speaking persons
speaking
speaking persons
persons
persons
STRENGTHEN your present
New York schedules with

2,450,000
1,523,000
1,235,000
660,000

Jewish
Italian
German
Polish

WBNX. Our program deFREDERIC ductionW.firm,ZIVhasCo.,taken
New York
proadditional
portment will assist you in
space
at
501
Madison
Ave.,
New
York
and is enlarging Its audition room.
HARRY
S.
GOODMAN,
New
York,
radio
the translation of your copy.,
productions, has signed a contract with
W. (Biggie)
LEVIN, owner rights
of "Mystery
House
', for
transcription
toshow
the
program
heard
as
a
live
half-hour
onPeterWONHandChicago
under sponsorship
of
Breweries.
Is now available
outsideRecorded
Chicagoversion
area
ASSOCIATED
MUSIC
PUBLISHERS.
New
York,KBND
has added
following
new
licensees:
KPFA WBOC
KFMB WDNC
KLPM
KLX
KTHT
KROS
WHKK
WMRN
WINX
WSM-PM.
ASSOCIATED RADIO ARTISTS moves
MILDRED
JAFFE, formerly
CenNew^ York""
*° with
53d Street,
joined
Fentonactors
Productio
ns
agency,
^n'^'JiMildred
^^^ Limited,
BRO
ADC
ASTING
tloS firm • ^"-^^^''^"le radio product

CAN

STATIONS

IN

THE Nat.On

'OOAi KOA's

KOA LEADS THE WAY IN LISTENER LOYALTY!
By an overwhelming margin, between 59% and 79% of the radio families in seven of Colorado's largest cities named KOA as the station "listened to most" at night.
Between 74% and 91% of the radio families in Wyoming's four largest cities named KOA as
the station "listened to most" at night.
In 6 Colorado and Wyoming cities KOA leads all other competing network stations.
Is it any wonder that KOA advertisers are often amazed at the sales results for their product or service by radio listeners in vast and wealthy KOA-Land? You should see for yourself.
IN DENVER-KOA GIVES YOU
MORE THAN THE OTHER FOUR
POWER
50,000 Watfs
PROGRAMS Tqp NBC Shows
COVERAGE Denver and the Mountain
and Plains Stqtes Region
LISTENER lOYAlTY*
59% to 79% in seven
of Colorado's Largest Cities
DEALER PREFERENCE**
•Federal Survey68.8%
•NBC Survey '■]077 Clli
^PRESENTED

FIRST

in DENVER

A L L 50.000 watts 850 KG
NBC
NATIQn
SPOT

A LE^

W-I-N-D

AMERICA'S
OUTSTANDING BANDS
ffi person/

AP-INS-UP
ALL
CHICAGO CUBS
BASEBALL
BROADCASTS
AT HOME OR OUT OF TOWN

New Ad Book
SCHWAB & BEATTY, New York
has just
published
a book
titlec
How
to Write
a Good
Advertise
ment. Small and compact, it graph
ically points
out attention-getting
secrets
for printed
and spoken copj
alike. Divisions of the book in
elude: Get attention, show people;
MILLER ecuMUNSON,
former account ex- ADELE BJORK MATTSON, former space an advantage, prove it, persuaditive of McCann-Erlckson.
Advertising
and Servpeople to grasp this advantage,
Joins Erwln,
Wasey & Co., Seattle,Chicago.
June buyer of Foreign
has Joined
Export Adv.,
New
1 as vice-president
In
charge.K. Staff
mem- York,ice Bureau,
^
ask for action, and how to use
asment.manager
ofInclude
the ^
media
depart^
Include: CHARLES
WALDEN.
"
Duties
will
time
as
well
five
factors together.
formerbersadvertising
and merchandising
as
space
buying.
S
E
CI
manager
forsales
midwest
division
of PARSafeETEDn
RICHARD
CONNELLY,
trade radio
news pubediG
way SStores,
promotion;
fl
O
N
S
,
a
r
t
director;
THOMAS
J.
GRANT,
tor
of
NBC,
June
15
Joins
Wins St. Louis Award
licity department
of Young
& Rubicam,
formerlyheadwithof RuthraufT
& Ryan, Office
New New York,
ETHEL MURTHA HURLEY,
reportingMr.
to Connelly
LESTER
GOTTYork,
copyMilling
department.
LIEB, director.
Joined copywriter
will
handle
Albers
Co.,
Seattle;
NBC
press
in
December
1942,
became
of BBDO Los Angeles
Carnation
(fresh milk WEAF publicity director in 1943 and
and
cream Co.,
only) Milwaukee,
and otlier accounts.
was given the Erma Proetz Award
trade editor last year.
FRANCIS
VAN
HARTESVELDT,
for
nine
SCHMIDT of the research staff for best radio commercials by the
years in radio
department
of YoungLouis& FRED
of Ivey & Ellington, New York, has been St. Louis Women's Adv. Club on
Rubicam,
joined toNeedham,
&MAN,
BrorbyHollywood
ashasassistant
manager of the statistical de- May 21. Miss Hurley won $100
manager.FRANK PITT- named
partment. SCHWAB Jr., former staff War
Bond and trip to St. Louis for
ALENE
BUTCHER,
formerly
of
The
LAURENCE
Blow
Co., radio
Hollywood,
has Joined
the radio writer of J. Walter Thompson Co.. CBS "This Is My Best", sponsored
Hollywood
department
of
Foote.
New
York,
recently
freelance,
to
radio
Cone Sz Belding.
department
& Rubicam,
New by Cresta Blanca Wine Co.
York, to workof Young
on program
production.
GLENHALLof Young
TAYLOR,& Rubicam.
radio directormanager
Holly- EDWARD BOZORTH, account executive, LEAL V. GRUNKE, serving as producer
wood,
and
Mrs.
Barbara
Farlander
formerly
of J. Walter& Thompson
Co.. ofGeorge
"VoiceC. ofHoskin
Prophecy"
Spencer,
were Couple
marriedareinnowLas inVegas.
York,
Smith
& Ross,
Assoc., program
has severedfor
Nev., May
New New
New
York, toas Fuller
executive
in charge
of connection
York
for six21. weeks.
with
the agency's
Glendale,
Interchemical
Corp.
account.
Cal.,
office.
DOROTHY
STREETER
DON
manager-producer
represents agency in that city. now
KRIMSKY,
contact
executive
of VEE
WilliamBERNARD,
Esty
& arm
Co.,
Hollywood,
frac-ofa JOHN
HARDER,
from
Lennen
&
Buchanan
&
Co..
is
to
shift
from
New
tured
his
right
in
a
fall
from
ladder.
York to Beverly Hills, Cal., to take over Adv.,
New York, to radio department Mitchell.
of Ollan
agency'sS. film
clients inSINGER,
new Westcurrently
Coast JOHN Chicago.
ERWIN,
WASEY
&
Co.,
Seattle
and
Los
office.
W.
(Buck)
G. KASTON,
former
assistant
Angeles,
will
adopt
old
name
of
HonigIn
Beverly
Hills,
returns
to
New
York.
advertising
manager
of
North
AmeriNo change
of service either CHARLES F. CHAPLIN, producer of
canNewPhillips
Co.,as account
has joined
Hazard
onCooper
West Co.Coast
or in East.
Adv.,
York,
executive.
Hillman-Shane-Breyer,
Los
Angeles,
has
DAVID
HALE
has
been
appointed
radio
been namedfor southern
California
radio WILLIAM
JENKINS
Adv., 16th
Philadelphia,
direct-or
of thewith
Buffalo office
of Ellis chairman
Seventh War
Loan drive.
has moved
to 112 1309.
South
St. TeleFormerly
phone is LOcust
asAdv.program
director, WRRN
Mr. HaleWarren,
will alsoO.. ANFENGER ADV., St. Louis, was host J. E. McDOUGALL
has
resigned
as radio
to
St.
Louis
advertising
men
at
a
act
as
radio
coordlnatoi*
for
the
Buffalo.
New York and Toronto offices.
director
of
J.
Walter
Thompson
Ltd..
trade showing of the televised commer- Montreal, and has joined Cockfield
cial
film
"Lorraine"
In
the
firm's
newly
EVELYN
ELAM,
scriptwriter
of
"Dr.
I.
Brown
&
Co..
Montreal,
as
account
enlarged
radio
quarters.
Featuring
shoes
Q.12 was
Show"married
for Grant
Adv.,
Chicago,
May
executive.
Bros., St. Louis, film was
JOHN JANSSEN, Co.,
ra- bymadeJohansen
dio director of toCreamer-Krasselt
HARWOOD, Navy,released
fromCock-the
Anfenger.in Hollywood under direction of BILL
Milwaukee.
Royal
Canadian
has joined
field
Brown
& Co.,
Montreal.
Before
enlisting
he
was
a
partner
in
pro- ,
duction firm of Baudry-Harwood,the Mon-jt
treal.
CAPTAINto EUGENE
ATELL,
former
as-ft'If
sistant
FREEMAN
KEYES,Chicago,
president!
ofbeenRussel
M.
Seeds
Adv.,
hasi
awardedthe theOak Bronze
Star, Purple :
Heart,
"Well, Reckon Well Do It Again''
Axtell and
is in Germany.Leaf Cluster. Capt.
RAY HUHTA, Castleman
former media& Pierce.
directorNew'of
Bermingham,
York,
has York,
joinedas Fuller
&,„
head.
Ross, New
assistant& Smith
to mediarrc
NATHANIEL
PORTER
COLWELL, most
producer,
salesman
and
researcher
recently
associated
withjoined
JosephtheHershey
McGiUvra
Inc.,
has
radio
Compton Adv, New York,
asdepartment
productionof supervisor.
WABD
New York,
DuMont
video station,
now theon Allen
the airB. Tuesday,
Wednesday
and
Sunday
evenings,
effective
June
1
will
drop
Sunday
programs
in favor
of Thursdayof night
operations,
for
thecies convenience
advertising
agenhandling television shows.
10,000 WAHS • DAY & NIGHT

W-I-N-D
CHICAGO
5000 WAIIS • 560 KG.
NEW YORK RfPRESfNIAIIVE
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
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SIOUX FALLS. SO. DAKOTA
1140 K C — 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
KSOO HOWARD H. WILSON CO.

OPPORTMI

^ he Detroit Area II (is Recei
Providing A Huge Backlog
'*Make no mistake about it . . . the light of Liberty was kept burning by the
done by automotive Detroit," said the
job advertisement.
gigantic
crucial and
Newark
Evening
Newsconversion
in a recent
"In the last two years, Detroit has produced war materials and essential
20 billion dollars," according to a
at approximately
goods ofvalued
civilian
Detroit Board
Commerce
Study.
Detroit workers, with their huge backlog of purchasing power, will make a
prosperity.
peacetime
toward yourin and
contributionDOLLARS
mighty
this
makeNearly
bank savings
Bonds and
War America's
TWO BILLION
market your first consideration in postwar sales planning.
Remember these facts about Detroit. Remember, also, that WWJ is the
favorite station of the people who control the purse strings in this great market.

r
NBC Basic Network
Associate FM Station WEN A
Television CP. Pending
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
950 KILOCYClES-5000 WATTS
^ THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
National Representatives
May 28, 1945
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KANSAS
CITY

K

O

Z

ucts),New
rytiatprod
(daiEN
in ng
a York
deal&
BORD
edCo.,
nego
by You
,
Rubicani on Sept. 28 or
Oct. 5 will start half-hour program
featuring Ginny Simm, s, ni.c.-vocalist, on CBS stations Friday, 7:30T), withaged
8 p.m. (EWT).
repeat, 6-6:30c
p.m. (PW
Pack
by Musi
Corp. of America, series is reportedly priced at $12,500 weekly. Format of Miss Simms' current NBC
show, sponsored by Philip Morris &
Co. will be retained, with weekly
name guest comic to be added. Edd,
ie) chil
cal digar (Cook
rector, it is Fair
expected, musi
will shift
to the new series.
VIAurerMetalof Prod
la,
BATA
pment,BatavMay
manufact
farmucts
equiCo.,
ramasiz9-9:3
19 spononsore78 d Blue
a speci
ing0
p.m.
statial onsprogemph
try'sg servi
indus
role cemen
In the. rehabilitation of
returnin
nport,
BLACKHAWK Brevfing s Co., Dave
la., July
for ucti
52 week
on packspon
ram
agesorsprogNeblett
Radio 2 Prod
klyork:on
", Corn
y ofGoes'
"So n thestatiStor
five-weeNetw
onsKFJB
seve
Tall
KBUR
KBIZ
KICD
KVFD
KROS
, plus
KDTHons
KSO,
otherexpec
Iowats
stati
yetcamp
set.WOCaign
Firmandsome
also
time
n notspot
to begi
In
cy
.
or
June
Agen
is
H.
W.
Kast
&
Sons,
Chicago.
WHITE
Labs.,
N. J.,gumfor isFeen-aMlnt and
ChoozNewark,
plan-in
ningfiveto use
spotantl-acld
announcements
about
Latin
American
the near future. Business willmarkets
be placedin
throughpany is Export
Adv.,usingNew fewYork.spotsCom-in
currently
cally.
Puerto Rico
and Venezuela,
bought loRESINOL
CHEMICAL
Co., transcribed
Baltimore,
has
resumed
one-minute
spots
on WCAO
WRC, WMAL
Washington
andis
WBAL
Baltimore.
Agency
Courtland
D.
Ferguson
Inc.,
Baltimore.
MURINE Co., Chicago, renews May 13
for 39 castweeks
weeklyChicago.
five-minute
on WENR
Agencynews-is
BBDO, Chicago.

SponsoRS

ATLAS
BREWING
Chicago (Atlas
Prager
Beer),
startedCo.,
sponsorship
May
14on ofWMAQ
three-weekly
quarter-hour
Chicago
featuring
the series,
Dinning
Sisters
until
The
Four
Vagabonds,
currently in New York on a bond tour,
return
to become the regu-for
lar talentto Chicago
onplaced
the program.
13 weeks
through Contract
Ollan Adv.,
Chicago.
VIRGINIA Conservation Commission
has
a radio schedule
of oneminuteplaced
transcriptions
on stations
East,
Midwest
and South.
Agency inis
Courtland
D. Ferguson
Inc., Richmond.
SANI-WAX
Co., Oklahoma
(cleansers,
waxes),
placed
Its account
J.Radio
Potts,Is has
Calkins
KansaswithCity.R.
said to &be Holden,
considered.
R. M. tume
JORDAN
& Co.,
York (cos-&
jewelry), has
namedNewagency.
Needham
Grohmann,
Plans
for
radio areNewsaidYork,
to beas Included.
WHITE TOWER Management Corp.,
Stamford,rants),Conn.
(White Tower
RestauPat j ens
New
ashas appointed
agency. Radio
plansAdv.,
are
said toYork,be considered.
MECHANICS SAVINGS BANK of Holyoke,Sunday"
Mass., ison nowWHYNsponsoring
"Music
for
1:151:30 p.m.ThisContract
52Holyoke,
weeks
direct.
brings for
to five
total placed
banks
signed
by
WHYN
and
Includes
every
bank in city.
GOLDEN WEST Brewing Co., Oakland,
Cal.,Adv.,
has placed
its account with Knollln
San Francisco.
MARSHALL
& CLAMPETT,
Los Angeles
(used
cars),
to heavy
local
schedule
onre-creations
Mayadding
15 started
nightly
half-hour
of
California
race
track
meets
Including
Santa
Anita,
Del
Mar, onHollywood
Park andSmith,
Bay
Meadows
KMPC Hollywood.
Bull
count. & McCreery, Hollywood, has ac-

Y
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
Ccnrral Mnnatier

^

W. HOWARD CHASE, former director ol?
public
services
of General
Mills,directoi
Mln-i
neapolis,
on June
1 ofbecomes
ofCorp.public
General
Foods s;
EDWINrelations
B. DOOLEY
is director!!
of public information for G-P. ,j
NEWSWEEK
MAGAZINE,fromNewMcCann-3
York i;
has
shiftedNewadvertising
Erickson,
York, to John A. Caims|
&estedCo.,inNewradio.
York. Publication is lnter-|i
GULF
OIL Corp.,
Pittsburgh,
as partGulfol
its 16-week
schedule
promoting
Spray
insecticide
on
about
60
stations
via
"Songs
Jack Smith",
started
the oftranscribed
seriesMayas 22a
twice-weekly
half-hour
on
WEAP
New
York.York.
Agency Is Young & Rubicam,
New
CENT.4UR
Co.,
N. J.,11division
offive
Sterling
DrugRahway,
Inc.,
June
starts
participations
weekly
Arlen,
WABC
New
York,
Inon a Margaret
summer
campaign
for
ZBT
baby
powder.
Agency
is Pedlar & Ryan, New York.
GAMBLE
Inc., Minneapolis,
has
started SKOGMO
a campaign
to promote
auto
supplies,including
hardware radio
and
radio appliances through BBDO, Minneapolis.
CLUB LENI, Newark (night club), has
started
six-weekly
half-hour
participation
program
WAATaudience
Newarktypefollowing
lifting Night
ofonrestrictions
this
of
program.
club
clientson,
participate
in
broadcasts,
performing
on
sing,different
amateur nights
show, Inquiz,a community
guest star
act, a night.
"stunt Listeners
night" andare ainvited
"generalto
store"
submit
material.
Business
placed
dt
rect.
of spot radio schedule for Don
lipstick,tionshasweeklysigned
for three participaon the
Godfrey
program on WABC
New Arthur
York beginning
June 9, thru J. M. Korn & Co., Philadelphia.
DODDS MEDICINE Co., Toronto (Scoot
insectcampaign
spray), starts
in Juneof aCanadian
siimmer
spot
Toronto.
stations.
Agencyon isa number
A. J. Denne
& Co.,
SISMAN spots
SHOEon Co.,
Aurora, ofOnt.,
has
started
a
number
Ontario
stations.
Agency is E. W. Reynolds &
Co., Toronto.
TUCKETT'S
Ltd., Hamilton,
(tobac o), has started
six stations.
weekly Ont.
spots
ais number
Canadian
Agencyon
MacLarenof Adv.
Co., Toronto.
GLASER, CRANDELL Co., Chicago
(Derby Bar-b-Que
sauce),
on May on21
started
indefinite
spotKPEQ.
campaign
KMBC
KCMO
WRENChicago.
Agency,
Earl Ludgln
& Co.,
NEUMODE Hosiery Co., Chicago, May 19
started 52 week series "World Traveler
With Frederick
Babcock" p.m.
on WGN
7:15-7:30
AgencyChi-is
Georgecago,H.Saturday
Hartman
Co., Chicago.
{Continued on page 58)

ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Sinlion Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
Ask for Rate Card 3
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KOCY
OKIAHOMA
/I MUTUAL

CITY

STAT/ ON • Ask the t¥a/ker Co,
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

AS

CLEVELAND

SO

goes

GOES...

'

llti

mp*

■ -ht

"TT'S a knockout . . it's a touchJL down . ." Cleveland fans
thrill and chill to the exciting
voice of Tom (Red) Manning,
Cleveland's first and only winner of the coveted Sporting News
Golden Trophy. Tom Manning
is first in sports in Cleveland,
just as WTAM is Cleveland's
first station in listening audience . . day and night. First
in Program Popularity polls
too. 34 of the top 50 Programs are on WTAM. Are you?

FIRST

in CLEVEUND

lii V
50,000 watts
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
Joe Louis and Tom Manning
at XMAS FUND Boxing Show, Cleveland Arena

TOM MANNjNG
and the Cleveland Boxing Commission
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

HENRY ARMSTRONG and TOM MANNING
at the end of a tough session

TOM MANNING with Lou Trudel and Les
Cunningham of the Cleveland Barons
May 28, 1945 • Page 57

"We always dress like this to listen to the
WJW Barn Dance Jamboree!"
WJWs Barn Dance Jamboree crams em into Cleveland's
Masonic Hall — has a terrific radio audience to boot.
Here's a walloping variety package of western headliners
that can do a great selling job in a market that counts!
850 KC
CLEVELAND, O.

Magnetic

Wire

Recording

Wirf Rectprdinffs from
General Eleetrie
ModvlH .10. ,10 SI
Mtvrvrorded to IHsen.

L. S. TOOGOOD
RECORDING COMPANY
221 N. LA SALLE ST. CHICAGO 1
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{Continued from page 56)
GOLDBLATT BROS., Chicago (dept.
store),
Is now usingon WGN
four quarter-hours
a day, six-weekly
Chicago. Programs tie inplans
with ofmerchandising
andin
promotion
all 13hasstores
Chicago
area.
Organization
Schwimmer & Scott as agency. named
GOTTENBERG Wine Co., Gottenberg,
N.New J.,York,
has appointed
Mogulstarted
Co..
as agency, Emil
and has
transcribed
on WPAT
Paterson, N. announcements
J., for Royal State
Wine
with plansditional under
consideration for aduse of radio.
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., Cincinnati, new
business
on
transcribed
quarter-hour
"Songs ofStore
Good onCheer"
series
includes:
Peoples
WIND
Chicago;
Iroquois
Beer
Co.
on
WEBR
Buffalo,
thru
Baldwin &; Strachen, Buffalo; Brewing
Corp.
of
America,
Cleveland
(Carling's
Beer),
WMRN
WSTV, onthruWSLB
Lang,WHDL
FisherWMAN
& Stashower.
Cleveland.
McKAYtail), oJEWELERS,
Los quarter-hour
Angeles (ren May"McKay
21 started
transcribed
Musical
Memories"
six-weekly
on
KMPC
Hollywood.
tract is for 8 weeks. Holzer Adv., ConLos
Angeles, has account.
INTERNATIONAL CHURCH of Four
Square mid-June
Gospel, Los
startingof
about
will Angeles,
use
a series
transcribed
programs
on stations
in
Alaska, Philippine
Islands
and
foundland. Western Adv. Agency, NewLos
Angeles, has account.
KERR
GLASS
Mfg.and Corp.,
Losin aAngeles
(Masonseasonal
jar capscampaign
lids),
spot
started
inheavy
May
will use approximately
60
stations
nationally. Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
STATIONERS
Los inAngeles
(stationestarted
ry, of iceCorp.,
supplies),
52-week
campaign
May20 spots
1 is aweekly
using
an
approximate
total
of
KFI
KECAperKHJweekKNX.
Firm also
useson
25Adv.spots
on
KGFJ,
Western
Agency, Los Angeles, has account.
NBC Names Silen
BERT SILEN,resentativNBC's
Manilato repe who returned
the
mainland recently after more than
three years' imprisonment in Santo
Tomas, has been appointed assistant manager of Pacific Coast
operations
the network's
and
special ofevents
department.news
He
replaces Francis C. McCall, manager of operations for the network
news department, and Hunter
Scott, KPO San Francisco news
chief. Mr. McCall, who has been
in San Francisco for six months
coordinating coverage of the Pacific war and of the United Nations Conference, will leave this
week for New York. Mr. Scott succeeds Helen Murray as manager of
advertising and promotion for
KPO. Miss Murray, who became
manager of the KPO department
two years ago, is returning to Hollywood for special assignment.

neujs
GEORGE HICKS and GORDON
FRASER, boatBluelastcorrespondents,
leftto Euto return
the
Unitedrope by States
on week
furlough.
probably
be reassigned
to theThey
Pacific.will
ELMERlicityH.and continuity
DRESSMAN,chiefformer
pubofwithWCKY
Cincinnati and more recently
the
Miami Dally
News,
has
returned
to
Cincin ati to join the Cincinnati Enquirer.
DALLAS (Tex) DeWEESE, former editor
of the Pampa,
News, is now
Reporter"
for Tex.,
theToledo.
Standard
Oil "Sohio
Co. of
Ohio on WTOL
G. FRED BRICKENDEN, Winnipeg
newspaperman,
CBC newsroom. has joined the Toronto
LLOYD R. WILLIAMS, for seven years
marketing Dept.
specialist
with the ConnectiofofAgriculture,
been
namedcut StateNews
director
the theNew Warhas
England
Radio
Service
Adm. In addition toofother
dutiesFoodhe
will
the "New England
Farm
field. direct
Hour"
on WBZ-WBZA
Boston-SpringBOB MARTIN has returned to KGVO
Missoula,
Mont.,MULVIHILL.
as news editor, replacing GEORGE
PAULINE
FREDERICK,
assistant to H.
R.an BAUKHAGE,
Blue commentator,
accredited woman
correspondent and
for
Western
Newspaper
Union
to leave
Washington on overseas isassignment
June dia1wartotheaters.
cover Africa, Burma and InAL
sportsinducted
directorintoof
WHN GODWIN,
New York,acting
has been
the Armyrector,
Air MARTY
Forces.
Former sports
diGLICKMAN,
Marines
some timeis ago.
BERTtoentered
LEE,
WHN sportscaster,
expected
take
over Mr. Godwin's duties.
EVERETT HOLLES, BBM news editor,
is the author
ofbook"Unconditional
Surer", a new Africa
tracing
the Allied
conquest rendfrom
to Berlin.
BETTY
MONROE
iswith
overseas
obtainingfor
personal
interviewsCJKL
servicemen
CKGB
and CFCHTimmins,
North Bay. Kirkland Lake
HAL
GOODWIN ofis KWON
now news
editor
Okla.
and announcer
Bartlesville,
NORMANducer, hasCOBWIN,
CBS chairman
writer-probeen elected
the
newly organized
radioCommittee
division ofofof
the
Independent
Citizens
the Arts,
Sciences andthe Professions.
Elected
division
are
Goodmanvice-chairmen
Ace, Jerryof Devine,
Robert
Heller,andWilliam
William toRobson,
Anton Gailmor,
Leader. Elected
the
executive
committee Martin
are Harry Ackerman,
Ben
Grauer,Himan
GeorgeBrown,
Heller, RobertGabel,
Landry,
Peter
Lyon,
Hobe
Morrison,
Paul
McGrath,
Richard
SanvUle,
Robert
Shayon,
Everett
Sloane,
HowardWolfson.
Telchman, John
C. Turner,
Martin

Carter on Yankee
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York,
14 started promotion of
on
HushMaydeodoran
t as sponsor of Mutual's Bulldog Drummond, weekly
half-hour, on three Yankee Network stations. Business placed by
Roche, Williams & Cleary,
New
York, appointed to handle advertising in five major areas, including
New England. Sherman K. Ellis &
Co. has been named to handle
advertising intwo remaining areas,
one including New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, the other
four midwest
ern states. No radio
plans for these areas at present.
BROADCASTING

HffiC
CHEYENNE
WYOMING
HOME OF
FRONTIER
"THE DADDYDAYS
OF 'EM ALL"
BLUE NETWORK
• Broadcast Advertising

When KFYO's Market - LUBBOCK, Texas Is Projected on the Screen . . .
Dairying, grain, wide wholesale and retail distribution, oil production,
poultry raising, and cotton combine their vast revenue-gaining power to
complete the picture of the 147 million dollar effective buying income
awaiting you in Lubbock.
As the geographical, trading, financial, industrial, commercial, and
educational center, Lubbock is the hub city of a vast territory comprising sixteen West Texas Counties, known as the South Plains of Texas
Area. To reach this great area, use the station that has a corner on
this market - KFYO - the only station dominating this area with a consistent clear signal.
AFFILIATED WITH
AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
BROADCASTING

• BroajM Admlhing

MEMBER OF
LONE STAR CHAIN

VOICE OF THE SOUTH
PLAINS OF TEXAS

LUBBOCK, TEXAS

1340
ON YOUR DIAL

Taylor- j-jow e-S n wc/e n
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nETUiORK flccounrs
WJHFS

The Southern spotlight
falls on. . .WJHP and its
newest airways production, Search For Talent!
On the air every Friday
eve at 7 : 30, this show has
a waiting list of over a
hundred talented Jaxons
who aspire for the grand
prize of a trip to the Big
City, expenses paid by
WJHP ! ... For the best in
home talent, local production, public service,
AND
the
Journalresults,
Station, it's
WJHP.

New Business
SCHENLEY
LABS.,
New
Yorkstarts
{penicill
i
n
)
,
o
n
June
5 onfor CBS
13 weeks
The
Doctor
Fights
stations
Tues.
9:30-10
N. Y. p.m. (EWT). Agency: BBDO,
AMERICAN(GemSAFETY
RAZOR
Brooklyn
Blades).
July 3 onCorp..
starts70
The Adventures
of the Falcon
MBS
stations
Tues.
8:30-9
p.m. Agency:
Federal Adv., N. Y.
AMERICAN
HOMEin PRODUCTS
Corp.
(Anacln)Fromearly
Juneon 68starts
Real
Stories
Real
Life
MBS
staMon. thruFitzgerald,
Fri. 9:15-9:30
p.m.
CLOSED CIRCUIT conference on NBC Coast and Mountain station;
Agency: tionsDancer.
and Sample,
marked
of HalEdwards
Burdick's
NightMr.Editor,
San Francisco
to
the airthe forreturn
Dwight
coffee.
BurdickKPO(center)
explain
GILLETTE
Corp.,Derby
Bos- sample
mystery program to (seated 1 to r) Ray Rogers, Ruthrauff &
ton, on June SAFETY
9 sponsorsRAZOR
Kentucky
'
on
139
CBS
stations
6-6:30
p.m.
and
Y.
Ryan;
Rodger
Baker
and
Mr.
Starling,
Dwight
Edwards
Co.;
TeCBCN. Dominion
Inc..
N. Y. Network. Agency: Maxon Schwamb, Bristol Adv. Service; Walter Tolleson, KPO. Standing: Bil
Shea,
producer;
Wendell
Williams,
program
manager.
Renewal Accounts
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., New York ARMOUR & Co., Chicago (meat prod- BORDEN Co., New York (milk, ice
ucts), on June 11 for 52 weeks renews cream),
(institutional),
Aug. 1Symphony
renews for
July 6180shiftsBlueThe stations
Jerry Wayne
from
Sun
weeks General Motors
of the52 stations
Hedda Hopper's
Hollywoodp.m.
on 142
CBS Show
Mon.& Belding,
7:15-7:30
Agency;
8:30-9
p.m.
to(repeat
148 CBS
stations
Air
on
144
NBC
stations
Sun.
5-6
p.m.
Foote,
Cone
Chicago.
7:30-8
p.m.
9
p.m.).
AgencyFri
Agency: Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
Young
&
Rublcam,
N.
Y.
Net Changes
PHILCO
Corp.,MayPhiladelphia
(radios
PROCTER
& GAMBLE
Co.,
Cincinnati
refrigerators),
6onreplaced
(Drene),
on
Aug.
30
renews
for
44
SALES
BUILDERS
Inc., June
Los Angeles
Radio
Hall Phllco
of FameSummer
208 Show
BluePhilcc
sta
weeks Rudy Vallee Show on NBC (Max Factor cosmetics),
6
thru
tions
with
and
CBC H.stations
10:30-11
p.m. July 4 replaced the Frank Sinatra June 3 shifts from Sun. 6-7 p.m. andtc
Agency:
W. KastorThurs.
& Sons,
Chicago.
Show with a new program on 144 CBS Sun.
6-6:30Hutchlns
p.m. forAdv.,indefinite
period
Philadelphia,
stations
Wed.thru9-9:30Aug.p.m.,29. following
GENERAL
MILLS.
Minneapolis
{Softawith
hiatus
Agency: Agency:
CAMPBELLJackSoup
Co., Show
Camden,on 123
JuneCBS2C
silk
Flour.
Kix),
May
28
renews
Light
Smith
&
Drum,
Los
Angeles.
replaces
Carson
of the World on 61 CBS stations Mon. STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New York stations Wed. 8-8:30 p.m. (repeat
thru
Fri.
a.m. Lady
(rebroadcast
with The Saint for Indefinite
(Chase & Sanborn Coffee), June 3 thru a.m.)
11:30 stations
a.m.),10:15-10:30
and
on 60 Aug.
period.
Agency: Ward Wheelock Co
26
replaces
Charlie
McCarthy
Show
CBS
Mon.Valiant
thru Fri..
10-10:15
N.
Y.
Spike Jones orchestra on 141 NBC SCHENLEY DISTILLERS Corp. (penicll
a.m. (rebroadcast 11:15 a.m.) for Cheerl- with
stations
Suvi.
8-8:30
p.m.
Aft'siicv:
J.
Oats.
Agency:
Dancer-Fitzgera'.d-Samlln),
June
5 thru
sponsors Tues,
The
Woltcr Thon;ps(,n Co.. N, Y.
Doctor
on 77Aug.Co.,
CBS28New
stations
ple, Chicago.
9:30-10 Fights
p.m. for(Blow
York)sponas
replacement
This
Is
My
Best,
sored by (BBDO,
Cresta Hollywood.)
Blanca Wine Co., sub
sidiary.
UNITED REXALL DRUG Co., Boston
July 6 Show
thru Sept.
replacesstations
Durante-Fri
Moore
on 14821 CBS
10-10:30
p.m. N.with
Rexall
Show. Agency:
W. Ayer
& Son,Summei
N. Y,
GILLETTE
SAFETY
Razorboxing
Corp., bouts
Boston,232on Sept.
7 shifts
from
MBS
stations
Fri.
10
p.m.
to
200
BKie
and
CBC
Dominion
Network
stations
Inc.,
N. Y.Fri., 10 p.m. Agency: Maxon
CONTI PRODUCTS, New York (sham
poos, soap
products),
onTreasure
June 7Houifo
13 with
weeks
replacesSerenade
ofabout
Songstations
Starlight
MBS
Thurs. 9:30-10
p.m. onAgen117,
N.cy: Y.Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce
Snow in September..

down South...
Cotton is the 16-county
WSPA-Piedmont's largest
money crop. Over 27,500,000
baled -pounds each year are
produced
County alone.in Spartanburg

PM
5000
WATTS
1320 on your dial
'Kadu^
^
^
SPARTANBURG,
^
^
^
DAY AND
JACKSONVILLE,
NIGHT
P
WSPA SOUTH CAROUNA
HFLORIDA
W J
A
—
5000 watts Day, 1000 Home
watts ofCamp
Night CrofI
JOHN H. PERRY ASSOCIATE NAllONALLr Rtf-RESENTED BY ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INcf
950 kilecytles. Rep. by Hollingbery
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RADIO'S

BIGGEST

P O I N T - P E R - D O L L A R

VALUE

NOW TRANSCRIBED FOR LOCAL AND REGIONAL SPONSORS

"BO

STO

N

BLA

CKI

ir

The half hour adventure-detective shov/ that created a
rtetwork rating sensation for Rinsol Based on ttie ramous
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford stories in Cosmopolitan Magazine and Columbia Pictures' Boston Blackie series now
clicking in theatres from coast-to-coast. Currently sponsored on WOR by R & H Beer.
Write, wire or pnone ror sensational
rating history and audition discs.

FREDERIC W.

NEW

YORK

BOSTON
BROADCASTING

2436

BLACKIE
Broadcast Advertising

READING

^ ■ ml
ZIV
ROAD

COMPANY

• CINCINNATI,

F IL M D O M 'S

MOST

O.

LOVABLE

HOllYWOOO

SLEUTH
May 28, 1945
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Care

In

Preparing

Schedules

T'heck
to find June
the war18. message
announcementscontain
you will
broadcast Vital, Sandage Tells Retailers
.imouncements
irlng thethe listweekbelow
beginning
OWI
transcriptions
six 50-second
suitable
forclients
sponsorship
and three
20-second
chain
breaks
on eachof
-;de
of
disks.
Tell
your
about
them.
Plan
schedules
for
best
timing
Use More Programs, Fewer Spots, He Suggests
•.hese Important war messages.
To First Meeting Based on Harvard Study
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
stations have encourGroup
GroupOI N.AT.PLANSPOT NOT UNTIL retail advertisers de- serted,agedand
KW
\V.\K MESSAGE WORK
on spots through
NETvote as much time to program their rateoveremphasis
PL.4N
Vff. Ind. Aff. Ind. Live Trans
systems.
structure as they do to copy and
Seventh
War
Loan
.
X
X
X
X
X
X
Prof.
Sandage
urged that relayouts for the printed media will
Hold
Down
X
—
X X
tailers givesonalized,
more institutional
attentionprograms,
to perMerchantPricesMarine
X
they
be
able
to
Paper Accidents
Salvage . X
reap the fulltentialities ofpoX
X
X
X
— —
Stop
pointing
out
that
the
name
of a
rastore remains while brands disapdio promotion,
See
OWI
Schedule
of
War
Message
165
for
names
and
time
of
programs
carrying
pear. "Radio stands in a peculiar
Prof. C. H. Sandvar messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
position to enhance the franchise
age of Miami U.,
author
of
Radio
of
the
name," said
he said.
Advertising for
Prof.store
Sandage
his study
Retailers, told a
showed
that
retailers
have misluncheon meeting
takenly tied their radio expendiof Washington, Prof. Sandage
tures to percentage of sales when
D. C. retailers
the important factor is percentage
of total advertising expense. He
and advertisingexecutives
last Monday. Meeting- found that too much of the radio
was held at the Statler Hotel un- dollar goes for spots, the average
der the auspices of WTOP, Capital retail sponsor spending 58% of his
CBS outlet.
radio dollar in 1942 for station
breaks and some types of stores
First wheregathering
to discuss oftheretailers
findingsany-of spending as high as 82%.
Hollinger Supports
Prof.
at the Sandage's
Harvard study,
Graduateconducted
School
of Business Administration through
Supporting
Prof. Sandage's
finda grant by CBS, the meeting was
ings,
Hollister,
CBS promotion,
vice-president inPaulcharge
of sales
told that stations as well as spon- cited the
of a department store
sors have been at fault in misusing owning acasestation
which spends
radio for retail advertising. Retail- only
3% of its advertising dollar
ers have made the "fundamental on radio
and
yet
complains
that raerror" of spending too much on
is not effective. Pointing out
spot announcements and not enough that dioradio
has "steadily and peron programs. Prof. Sandage assistently" made time sales to re
tailers and that 50,000 stores were
on the air last year, Mr. Hollister
said that "radio continues to mani
fest its striking intimacy with the
During the question and answer
period,
in response to a statement
listener."
by
department
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
five athat
retailers store
do notrepresenta
know how
to use radio, Prof. Sandage sug
gested that retailers check the results of various techniques used in
order to determine the most effective approach. Mr. Hollister added
that if advertisers would determine
50,000
WATT
their {Continued
objective inonadvance
page 6i)half of
CLEAR
1180

CHANNEL
ON

DIAL

Affiliated with the
NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

National Sales Representative
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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Your MUTUAL Friend
E. A. AlBURTY. e«i. Mgr.
Memphis, Tennessee
• MORE PEOPLE
LISTEN
• MORE PEOPLE
BUY

CKRC
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU
HOLLYWOOD ♦ CHICASn T N
^.WINNIPEG
'THE
DOMINION- CANADA
NETWORK*
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

l^\o^yyy i^vr^cb ^-&evv^\>%t
mitting AND Receiving Units and Lifeboat
The many arms of the Federal organization are the
arms of a versatile servant . . . making war goods Transmitters.
now and preparing for the new and greater demands Back of every FEDERAL TRANSMITTER are years of
of a world at peace. « * *
engineering and manufacturing experience which
assure the ability to produce any type or power ofFor example. Federal Instrument Landing communications
equipment from walkie-talkie tp
AND Radio Range equipment is pioneering new 200 K.W. transmitters.
concepts of faster, safer air travel.
Federal's Megatherm dielectric and heat induc- Quartz Crystals, precision cut and mass produced atFederal, are performing many secret milition units are revolutionizing production processes
in theindustries.
plastics, metal, food, plywood, textile and
tary jobs.
other
Selenium Rectifiers, introduced by Federal, are
Federal always has made better tubes. Today, as accepted as standard for converting alternating to
the result of continuous scientific developnient, direct current. Power equipment and battery chargFederal's
and
ers, powered by Federal Selenium Rectifiers,
Industrial Transmitting,
Power Tubes are Rectifying
proving even more
are known for long life, high efficiency and low cost.
dependable and long lasting.
To fill a vital war need, FEDERAL developed Intelin
Ultra High Frequency Transmission Line — Yes, Federal's many arms make many things — all
to oneest scientific
high standard.
Here sometheirof talents
the world's
now is the world's largest manufacturer.
minds combine
with keenthree
Federal's Marine Radio Equipment, first in decades of Federal leadership for developing and
serving America's merchant fleet, includes' DIREC- producing better communications and industrial
TION Finders, Auto Alarms, packaged Trans- electronic equipment.
Pederat TelephoneNmnrit
and1, N.l^dioCorporatim
J.

{Contimted from page 02)
the problem of using the radio effectively would be solved.
Agency executives attending included: Harwood Martin, Harwood
Martin Adv. Agency; Lewis Ryan,
Lewis Edwin Ryan Inc.; Bob Enders, Kal Adv.; Frank Romer, Romer
Adv. Service; Mrs. Claire Kronstadt, Kronstadt Adv. & Sales Promotion; Jef Abel, Henry J. Kauffman Adv. Agency; Courtland D.
Ferguson, C. D. Ferguson Inc.;
John Waterfield, Waterfield Agency; Ernie Johnston, Lewis Agency.
Radio representatives present:
Carl J. Burkland, general manager, WTOP; Earl Gammons, CBS
Washington director; Bill Mur-

dock, WTOP commercial manager; Judy Brown, assistant to
Mr. Murdock; Martin Wickett,
WTOP program director; Maurice
Mitchell, motion
WTOP
prodirector;publicity
Gordon andHayes,
WTOP assistant sales manager;
Betty Groves, WTOP script wi'iter;
Ben B. Baylor
Jr., Ben
WMALStrouse,
commercial manager;
WWDC commercial manager;
Lewis H. Avery, NAB director of
Broadcastnelius,Advertising;
assistant to Mr. Helen
Avery. Cor-

TEXAN SCOOPS FRISCO VETERANS
KTHT Houston President Gets Recordings
Of History-Making Press Conferences
handling the instrument, he experi
NEWS BEATS are being scored on mented
fellow travellers and
the conference-wise correspondents by the ontimehis his
destination was
of the networks at San Francisco reached, he had mastered
the art
by a protocol-busting
Texan,
presUndeterred
by
State Dept.
ident of a new, small independent frowns, Hofheinz has
recorded
station,
still ingothein "cub"
stagenews.
as himself
far as years
radio many
"press"
con
ferences.of the
Whenimportant
Press Chief
Michael
and
McDermott tried to bar him from
Wire
Recorder
OPERATING
schedule
of KMBC
Kanthese sessions, the Texan protested
been
to pre-war
that he was doing exactly the same
limitssasa Cityhalf
of has5 addition,
a.m.
toextended
1KMBC
p.m. With
hour
Throughandthea medium
of a wire
and
Introduced
recorder
direct circuit,
Roy thing as newspaper reporters ; they
new
5 a.m.program,
weekdays."Corn Crib Carnival" at Hofheinz has been supplying his made verbatim notes, he recorded.
station, KTHT Houston, with one He carefully shut off the recorder
of the most comprehensive jobs of when off the record or background
coverage of the United Nations material was being given. The
Conference on International Or- State Dept. also tried to bar him
ganization ofany independent. He from news meetings of other napurchased the direct line for an
He, however,
threw permis
protocol for taionals.loss
by getting
hour a day, Monday through Fridirectly
from
the
delegations
day, from KFRC San Francisco sion
and delivers a 15-minute show involved.
daily
expanding
Liked by Russians
hour ifoverthe it,news
warrantsto ait.halfFor
the rest of the leased time he carThe
Russians
emries on station operations, dictatbraced Hofheinz particularly,
and his gadget
ing letters, office memos, messages
All three
ofconferences
Molotov's were
history-makto clients, promotion blurbs.
ing
Hofheinz went to the Confered innewsfull
and broadcastrecordover
ence prepared with a $25,000 budg- KTHT, scooping all the networks.
et and a GE model 51 wire re- Hofheinz made the recordings at
corder which was delivered just as
personal request of the Foreign
he boarded the train. Knowing the
Minister
him. who took copies home
nothing about the technique of with
Other KTHT exclusives were
made of Deputy Prime Minister
Francis Forde of Australia, Prime
Minister Soong of China, Minister
A
POOBLC
Peter Frazer of Australia and AnEden'smade
pressa conference.
Hofheinzthonyalso
special rec
o
r
d
i
n
g
b
y
Prince
Arabia for the OWI.Faisal of Saudi
Hofheinz broadcasts from MBS
studios in the Veterans Memorial
Building,
KTHT being a Mutual
Drug stores are just as alluring to our Red River
affiliate. A Gates amplifier, brought
from Texas,
bridgeslinetheviawire
Valley folks as they are to people in the big cities.
er to the special
KFRCremaster cordcontrol.
Cold figgers show that WDAY's audience buys nearly
KTHT was established in 1944.
one-third of all drug items sold in North Dakota,
Its president started his business
career as a lawyer at 19, became
South Dakota and Minnesota COMBEVED (exclusive
a member of the state legislature
of the counties containing Minneapolis and St. Paul).
at 21 and judge before he was 30.
DIVE MM IS A
Which maybe explains why more and more adverPOOR AUDIENCE
Sentenced to jail, Paganini,
tisers are taking advantage of WDAY's big audience
great violinist, played to his jailer
and low rates. Why don't you, pal?
— a poor audience for such talent.
Be sure your program has a
worthy audience I Use :
700 ON YOUR DIAL
WDAY^nrc
N. B. C
FARGO, N. D.
AffUiated with th« Fargo Fonun
970 KILOCTCLSS . . . 5000 WATTS
ni£X O PKTKRS, INCm NATIONAL RZPRESENTATIVES
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ulCBm
Roeder
John
Elmer George
Genero/ H.Moncger
President
FREE & PETERS, INC.
ejtdusive
National Hepfesentatives

THE NATION'S
MERCHANDISE-ABLE|
STATION !
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They

came.,

they saw..

they

concurred!
Outstanding personalities of the airwaves, are The Blackhawk Valley
Boys and Penny West. It is estimated that three-quarters of a
million people., in the past two
years . . have seen and heard them
in personal appearances throughout the WOWO area.
For more than six years,
these virtuosi of the banjo,
accordion, and Spanish guitar.,
abetted by Penny West, who doubles
in song and bull-fiddle strumming., have
imparted the folksy flavor of their genius to
arious WOWO and Blue Network offerings.
Continuous clamor for personal appearances resulted
in 140 bookings in 1944 alone!
This exceedingly popular team is heard regularly on their own
and the WOWO Farmhouse programs. If you would take the
measiu-e of the rich Hoosier market in the WOWO primary
area, you can do no better than to enlist the aid of Indiana's
favorite entertainers.
Have NBC Spot Sales produce the proof, in the form of an
audition-record from the WOWO "Cradle of Stars" library.
WESTIN6H0USE
KEX

BROADCASTING

RADIO STATIONS Inc

KYW
K D K A
WBZ
WBZ A
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
• Broadcast AdvertUing

WOWO
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Petri Continues MBS
PETRI WINE Co., San Francisco,
(wines), has signed three-year
Station^
contract and continues weekly One Executive
Says
Sherlock Holmes on Mutual sta- Wim
Present Ballot Is
tions with live repeat on Don Lee
Pacific stations. Effective with
Oversimplified
new fall series starting Sept. 3,
By G. F. (Red) BAUER
deal was negotiated by Young &
Rubicam, agency servicing account.
WE at WINN (I speak for the
executives of our organization)
will probably subscribe to BMB,
Bryant Heater Sponsor eventually. If and when we do,
WJW Cleveland has signed the only:
however, it will be for two reasons
Bryant Heater Co., Cleveland, as
sponsor of 14 Cleveland Rams Pro
(1) It deavor
is anand, asindustry-wide
ensuch, deserves
football games, opening Sept. 2.
Earl Harper, WJW sports director,
the
support
of
NAB
memberstations, and
will handle play-by-play descrip(2) BMB, apparently, is

H

WATC

.
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Despite. it«
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humming
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Wa

s thoroughly
Opinion
BMB
Plan
one or two nights
(or days)'
approved by theof abothweek,
and three to seven nights
AAAA and ANA . . . who rep(or days) a week, to arrive at per
resent abig percentage of our
"customers".
centages determining a station's
tertiaryWINN would like to go on rec- primary,
coverage, issecondary
not only ora mistake
ord that we now feel, and will con- but
obviously unfair to the small
tinue to feel, even after we have station,
in
the
small
market.
subscribed to BMB, that BMB is
To illustrate . . . Bowling Green
now as full of shortcomings as a Warren
County, Kentucky, 5£
Swiss cheese is full of holes. But, airline miles
from Nashville
we aren't destructive critics ... we will certainly show,
don't carp just for the sake of returns, that fully 50%on ofthetheballot
bal
hearing our own raucous voices. lot respondents in its county listei^
We would likeprovements toin BMB
suggest
some immethodology,
WLBJ,at Bowling
Green's
station,
least three
nightsowrl
which we feel would, if adopted, to
And the ballot returns would
make the results of BMB's first v/eek.
$1,000,000 splurge mean more to probably show an equal number oi
the time-buyers (who are the peo- people
listening to WSM Nash'
ple who will, we all hope, be guid- ville, one or two nights a week . .
ed in their station-selection, in a yet, on the basis of all replies h^great degree, by BMB figures).
ing lumped" into one percentage
To get down to brass tacks, we figure, both WLBJ and WSM
believe that the BMB Ballot Form would show primary coverage oi
is oversimplified, to the point where Warren County. Does that give the
conclusions drawn from the ballots timebuyer a true picture of WLBJ
will mean far too little, to furnish coverage in that county, as against
an accurate measurement of any the coverage of WSM? Of course,
station's primary, secondary or
we suggest a Ballot
tertiary coverage . . . but, particu- it Therefore,
doesn't!
for BMB, that breaks down
llieve
arly, itthes primary
We be- Form
lumpingcoverage.
of all replies.
each family's
weekly and,
listening
habits
more thoroughly
con
sequently,
in
its
results,
provides
Baseball on KMBC
exact measuring-stick for
HEEDING great local demand, athemore
timebuyer. To adopt our sugKMBC Kansas City is broadcastgested changes, it would not be
ing play-by-play accounts of high- necessary to complicate, or enlarge,
light major league baseball games
Ballot Form.is Oursimpl\
urgent recommendation
throughout the 1945 season. Sev- the present
eral commercial shows were can- this: Do away with the column
celed to clear the period from
"Never". "Occasionally"
If a radio set-owner and
lis
11:05 p.m. on nightly for re-crea- headed,
tions by Sam Molen, station tens to any one station "less than
sportscaster. Speeded up conden- one night a week", we contend he
ions are being used for increased should not be considered even f
listener satinterest.
potential listener to that station
insofar as having any influence on
Ford Dealers to Maxon a timebuyer is concerned. And the
MAXON Inc., New York, has been column headed, "Never", simpl>
isn't needed ! It just confuses the
appointed agency for Ford dealers issue.
If a radio-set owner nevei
in N. Y., Mass., Me., N. Hamp.,
Vt., R. I., Conn., and the western listens to a station, he just isn't
going
to
list it, on the ballot form.
half of Pa. Maxon now represents
dealers of 24 of the 33 branch
In
addition
the "Ocoffices into which the Ford sales
casionatol y" anddropping,
"Never"
columns,
that the
other
organization in the United States we also recommend
is divided.
{Continued on page 68)

o
IN ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
AFFILIATED WITH THE S/uC NctwO^
s CHECK WITH HEADLEY-REED
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Philadelphia

Institution

Philadelphians call visitors' attention to the WCAU studios on
Chestnut Street in much the same way they point to the Union
League, Independence Hall, the Liberty Bell and William Penn's
Statue on City Hall . . . "There's our leading Radio Station."
For over two decades WCAU has been Philadelphia's "habitually-tuned-in station," Think of the billions and billions of times
Philadelphians have tuned in WCALT for their entertainment.

CBS VFFTLIVTE
PHILADELPHIA

S LEADIIVG

50,000 WATTS
RADIO

li\STITUTI01«

(Continued from page 66)
Week", and head column No. 2 "3
two columns be changed. Head col- Nights a Week", then you'll have
umn No. 1, "4 or More Nights a a ballot form that looks like this:
2. Check Below, etc.
1 List Below, etc.
1 Night
2a Nights
4 or More
3a Nights
Use as many, etc. Nights
Week
Week
a Week
a Week
Now, as tothehowfollowing
to determine
primary,
recommend
percentage
method:secondary
Applying
to Anyhas Station
by —Respondents
The Station
PrimaryListed
Coverage
If
25<;c ortheymorelistenof torespondents
state
the station
40%
to 55% ■••• •■
"
56%
71% toor 70%
More " "
"
rt 10%
Has toSecondary
Coverage — Ifstate they
24% oflisten
respondents
to the station
25%
41% tototo 40%
55% "
■■ "
"•" '•
"
56%
70%
••
"
It 1%Has to Tertiary
Coverage
—
If
9% oflisten
respondents
state
they
to the station
10%
to
24%
•'
■■
••
25%
41% toto 40%
55% ••
•■ "
■■ •'
"

and tertiary coverage, we
4 or More Nights
32 Nights
1 Nights
Night

a Week
aa Week
Week
a Week

4 or More Nights
32 Nights
1 Nights
Night

a Week
aa Week
a Week
Week

4 or More Nights
32 Nights
1 Nights
Night

a Week
a Week
Week
aa Week

In further
let's consider Jeffersonexplanation,
County (Louisville)
Kentucky. Let us assume that
200 raplies are received from this
county; under our suggested^
method,villeundoubtedly
all four
stations (all of
whichLouisare
basic network affiliates) will qualify, under
of the four
classifications, forallprimary
coverage,
for
both night and day; but it is unlikely that either WLW or WSM,
for example, will qualify as having even
coverageHowever,
in Jeffersontertiary
County, Kentucky.
under BMB's present method (it
is only necessary for 50% of the
respondents to listen one night, or
day, a week) WLW and, probably,
WSM,age in Jefferson
would showCounty.
primary
This coveris, of
course, cockeyed, because all qualitative surveys show neither of
these two stations to have more
than an infinitesimal listening

of WTAG's
NOTHER
^AServices
to Central
England
New

^

o

1
Over 150 Johnnies in 31 weeks have come marching
home to Worcester to jobs of their own choosing.
"Johnny Comes Marching Home" created by WTAG,
sponsored by Prudence Clothes, with the cooperation
of the Veterans' Service Dept., the American Legion,
Veterans' of Foreign Wars and the United American
Veterans, broadcasts the qualifications of four unnamed
servicemen each week. Industry listens, writes or phones
WTAG mentfordoes interviews
the rest. and the Veterans' Service DepartWorcester's Mayor William A. Bennett guest
starred with these words. "I think that this is a reoHy
remarkable achievement because of the unique character of this employment service. It is to my knowledgethe only service in the country that places veterans in
the particular type of work they want ... not just
any work, but work suited to their training and inclination.would
I
like to commend WTAG, Prudence Clothes,
the veterans agencies and the employers of Worcester
and Worcester County. I wish them continued success
in this important work which reflects credit on them
and on our community."
Creative force makes WTAG a BIG STATION in
a BIG MARKET.

Lever Replaces
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, reAmos 'n'onAndy
Dunning placing
er Show
NBC with
Fri., The
1010:30 p.m. for 13 weeks beginning
June 18, will feature besides the
mental
Mitchell
orchestra,telepathist,
Anita Ellis,
singer,Ayres'
and
Bill Slater, m.c. Radio audience will
be invited to submit problems to
be solved by Mr. Dunninger, while
three man,people,
will serve including
as judges aandservicehave
their minds read. Studio audience
vdll also participate. Package was
acquired from National Concert &
Artists Corp. by RuthrauflF & Ryan,
Lever agency for Rinso.
audience in Louisville, where 909c
of the population of Jefferson
County is concentrated.
Now towe'll
listen
the pause
horrifieda moment
outcries ofto
the research experts (among whom
we definitely are not included).
Most of the outcries will sound,
roughly, like this:
"You can't DO that! You can't
mix quantitative and qualitative
measurements, in the same survey.
It's insane! It won't work! You're
Why Won't It Work?
Okay, we're nuts ! It won't work !
But
won't
work. please
Seems tell
to us usthatwhythis itcontemplated first BMB survey offers an
!"
nuts
ideal opportunity, to use at least a
small amount
qualitative
"control", to make ofpurely
quantitative
mass rate,
figures
sharper,
more
more to the point and accumore
meaningful. Especially, when the
adoption of our suggested changes,
in the Ballot Form, will result in
very little complication of the
whole survey method.
Are we right or wrong? Mr. Research Expert,
what's the
Mr. Station
Executive,
whatanswer?
do you
think?

Canadian Production
PRODUCTION of radar and optical equipment valued at $200,000,000 at the Canadian
war-born
Research government'?
Enterprises
Ltd., Toronto, has been revealed
at Ottawa. The plant was started
from scratch in October 1940 to
build optical glass and instruments as range finders, then went
into secret radio production, making primarily radar equipment
and complete sets. The first radar
equipment
prises wentfrom
to theResearch
United EnterStates
Navy two months before Pearl
Harbor.ducesToday
the
company
some 20 major typespro-of
radar for all types of applications,
from anti-aircraft detection finder
containing 60,000 components and
mounted on several large trucks,
PAUL H- RAYMER
CO. National
Sales Re present at ives/^^^fjj^
to a small airborne unit for detecting submarines and land targets. Canada has been interested
WORCESTER Of
580 KC
in radartionalsince
whenphysicist
a NaResearch1938
Council
went to England from Ottawa.
OWNED
AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER
TELEGRAM-GAZETTE SOOQWattS
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How

blq Is BicjVme

BIG ENOUGH, we'd say, to emphasize the difference
between a juke box and a broadcasting studio —
and between transcribed libraries!
Compare the trios, quartets, organ soloists and usual
small groups — so abundant in ordinary libraries— with
associated's
like these: elaborate, exclusively radio-grooved units
RAY BLOCH ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS — 33 musicians, 14voice chorus, 3 top soloists . ROY SHIELD AND ORCHESTRA —
34 musicians • ALFRED WALLENSTEIN AND CONCERT ORCHESTRA—33 musicians .ASSOCIATED GRAND OPERA COMPANY
— 32-voice chorus, 8 soloists, 60-piece orchestra under Cesare

Shoy^manshf?

Sodero . D'ARTEGA AND ORCHESTRA— 26 musicians • ANDRE
KOSTELANETZ — 40 musicians, mixed chorus of 14 voices •
AL GOODMAN AND ORCHESTRA— 33 musicians • ROMANTIC
CYCLES — 16-voice chorus, 9 principals, 18-piece orchestra*
EDWIN FRANKO GOLDMAN BAND — 50 musicians * FREDDIE
RICH AND ORCHESTRA— 20 musicians, mixed vocal group of 7.
We could keep going, for there are plenty more — with
plenty of selections by each one! But the point is . . .
For big-time showmanship that fills time profitably —
for most hours of the best radio music — it's associated!
for the ASSOCIATED LIBRARY booklet.
Write

4ssoeM
Phcir$m Service
25 West 45th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
MOST Hours of the Best RADIO Music . . . Represented by Loren WatsoHjr 400 Madison Ave,, N. Y, C,
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FORT INDUSTRY
COMPANY
T'S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT!
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Travers Election to Mutual Board
Gives Yankee Network Two Members
Substantial
inGREATER influence of Yankee mediately
crease inMBSahead.
billings
was particuNetwork in the affairs of Mutual is
larly
noteworthy,
with
further
depresaged with the election of Linus
velopments ofimportance indicated
Travers,
vice-president
presentation.
Yankee, executive
to the Mutual
board atof forThefall meeting
held
its meeting in Chicago last Wed- since last March,waswhenthe Mr.firstKobak
nesday.
This
gives
Yankee
its
secwas given an enlarged budget and
ond MBS director,
a free hand in bolstering programJohn Shepard 3d,
ming operations.
At tothatworktimewitha
chairman, having
committee
was named
been on the board
the
president
on
plans
towardbring
refor a number of
organization which might
Mutual into the "old line" network
While no formal
sphere,cooperative
rather thanventure.
as a straightyears.
a n n o u n cement
out
Benefits
was forthcoming
not only in operation but in revefrom the Chicago
nue, it. was thought, might accrue
sessions, it that
was
a transition. This comunderstood
Mr. Travers from such
mit e is understood to comprise
plans of Edgar
Messrs. Kobak, Shepard, Chesser,
Kobak, president,
expansion with
and Campbell, WGN Chicago; Benedict
revision
of MBS foroperations,
WIP Philadelphia; Theo
emphasis on programming, were Gimbel,
C. Streibert, WOR New York;
thoroughly discussed and that the dore
Lewis
Allen
Weiss, Don Lee Broadnew president was complimented
casting System, Hollywood; Ted
for the strides made and those imCampeau, CKLW Windsor-Detroit,
and H. K. Carpenter, WHK Cleveland.
Travers New Addition
Draft Changes
Mr. Travers is an addition to the
{Continued from page 20)
MBS board. He has been in radio
review such cases in the belief that since
1927, when he joined WEAN
"substantial numbers of these Providence,
and a year later went
registrants may now be found to WNAC Boston,
key of Yankee,
qualified for military service either later becoming production chief. In
by reason of the need of the armed 1943 he was elected vice-president
forces for younger men or because in charge of sales and production
of a change in the registrants' and the following year was elected
vice-president.
physical
condition."
No formal
instructions were executive
In addition to those named, presissued regarding the 26 through 29
ent at the Chicago meeting were
group but Gen. Hershey told a news Alfred J. McCosker, WOR New
conference that revised regulations York, chairman of the board; E.
will soon be invoked which will M. Antrim, WGN Chicago; Willet
further tighten deferment policies H. Brown, Don Lee; James E. Walon all registrants under 30. It ap- len, MBS treasurer; Robert D.
peared likely that the same rigid
and general
requirements for deferment of men Swezey, vice-president
Z. C.of Barnes,
viceunder 26 will be applied in the 26 manager,
president MBS;
in charge
sales, MBS;
through 29 group, in which case Ade Hult, Chicago vice-president;
broadcasters may lose some engi- Andrew C. Hamilton, WGN attor.
neers and other key men who have ney; Emanuel Dannett, MBS New
been deferred as "necessary" men. York attorney, and W. Theodore
A spot check of Washington Pierson, Network.
Washington counsel for
stations revealed that few men will Yankee
be called under the new draft policies. One station with 17 of its 58
men under 30 has 16 who are veterans or 4-F. Another with 10 out
of 50 under 30 has 7 veterans or
tuf ifs sH//
hue repeaf-^*
fU
4-F
and
one qualified for limited
TtrrcfoM
US ift/e
service. Another
has only two out
of 25 under 30, both of whom are
4-Fs. The remaining stations have
only a few men under 30.
Until new procedures are
into effect governing men under put
30,
Form 42 A Special (Revised
) will
remain in full force. Gen. Hershey
advised.
Draft calls starting July 1 will
be approximately 90,000 a month,
Gen. Hershey declared. About 45%
of this total will come
18-year-olds, about 33% from new
the
18 through 25 group andfromabout
22% from the 26 through 29 group
plus men
activitie
s, over 30 not in useful
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'^Here's
on

how

Courtney

a PRESTO

"An announcer must check up on his technique
constantly," says Alan Courtney, popular announcer
of WOV's 1280 Club program. "My own way of doing
this is to make frequent recordings of my voice on a
portable PRESTO recorder. Then, by listening to the
records, I can get an idea of how I sound to the radio
audience. Naturally, the accuracy of the recording is of
the utmost importance. I find a PRESTO recorder

recorder"

ideal for the work, because, even in amateur hands, it
produces cuttings of uniformly high fidelity and clarity."
PRESTO sound recording and transcription equipment is used by major broadcasting companies, in industry, inschools and colleges, and by the Armed Forces.
Every PRESTO unit, from the largest to the smallest,,
is a product of high engineering skill and uncompromising manufacturing standards. Write for information.

LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING
AND

up

Courtney!

"...via

WORLD'S

checks

DISCS

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

PRESTO
RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 1 9, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada

MISSISSIPPI
AMONG
THE TOP TEN
Mississippi is among the
first ten states in the Nation
selected in a recent popular
poll* to determine the choice
of citizens of a place to live
should
dences. they change resiMississippi's
ural resources, itsabundant
climate, natand
its people combine to make it
a "natural" for progress today, and even greater development inthe postv/ar period.
Effectively covering this favorite state and its growing
market with your sales message means using WJDX — the
DOMINANT "voice of Miss'ssippi".
Remember,
WJDX puts
your message
across.
• Gallup Poll
.nd 0|>«.t.d by
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

THE MARK
OF ACCURACY,
,^ SPEED AND
|lNDEPENDENCE
WORLD WIDE^
I NEWS COVERAGE
United

Press
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Quaker Change
City College Conference Success
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, on
(Continued from page 15)
June 18 begins 52 week sponsorchase of a product by those ex- wants the trials of German war a Blueship of half-hour
the second program,
quarter-hour
Ladiesof
posed to the advertising.
criminals televised and of many
Panel, made up of Herschel people who expect to see their fav- Be Seated, heard five times weekly
Deutsch, radio supervisor, Grey
Products will be Aunt
orite radio programs and the latest 3:30-4 p.m.
Pancake Flour and MufAdv. Agency; C. E. Hooper, presi- movies by television, Mr. Brown Jemima
dent, C. E. Hooper Inc.; F. J. warned that when they actually see fets Cereal. Johnny Olsen is m.c.
broadcast originating from
Knittle, manager, advertising and television thev may be disappointed onNewthe York.
Quaker is dropping
product research, Colgate-Pahn- and less willing to buy sets than its five-minute
newscast Mon.
olive-Peet Co.; Wilson J. Main, his figures would indicate.
Fri. 10:25-10:30 a.m. on the
vice-president, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
As far as the advertiser is con- thru
Blue
but
continues
Terry and The
and A. C. Nielsen, president, A. C.
cerned, "there that
is nothing
w^ong Pirates on the networkAgency is
Nielsension of radio
Co., engaged
in
a
discuswith
television
a
few
million
Sherman
K.
Ellis
Co.,
New York,
research techniques, receivers wouldn't cure," A. Craig
agreeing only that no present tech- Smith, vice-president, Gillette Safenique provides the perfect answer
MBS Adds Pair
Co., declared.
to all the problems.
wantty Razor
is more
receivers, "What
improvedwe ON JUNE 15, Mutual adds twc
Avery Report
images, rates in line with other new stations to the network, mak
Report of Lewis H. Avery, NAB media
he
said. and better programming," ing a total of 266 affiliates. WBBZ
Director of Broadcast Advertising,
Ponca City, Okla., 250 w, 1230 kc,
Mr. Smith expressed alarm at owned
by Adelaide L.
and his assistant, Helen Cornelius, rising
talent costs of radio and the Carrell, andand operated
KHMO
Hannibal,
Mo.
on the progress of the radio cam- hope that
this would not occur in 250 w, 1340 kc,
operated
by Wayne
of Joske's
of Texas
[see television. He cited his company's Cribb, will be the new outlets.
separatepaignstory
on page
15] slanted
to deliver comthe Wednesday morning session on use of ballmercialsplayers
during the broadcasts of
"Radio Advertising Opportunities the world's series last year and re- vision, he said that as far as costg
and Obstacles" toward retail radio
that it was forced to pay go, apart from operating and musi
advertising, with most of the ques- the St. ported
the video version of Ladiei
union stand-by fees costs,Seated
tions devoted to that subject. Dis- for eachLouis
costs $40 less than the
such announcement, al- Be
cussion panel included Llewellyn
network
program, as it takes \
t
h
o
u
g
h
i
f
the
players
had
not
been
Harries, sales promotion manager, used the announcers hired to broad- longer toradio
putandon two
a visual
National Retail Dry Goods Assn.;
two
stunts
prizes stunt
can besc
castthethesales
gamesmessages
would have
delivJoseph D. Bohan, vice-president,
ered
at
no
extra
eliminated
from
the
half-hour
proCentaur Co. division, Sterling cost. "This sort of thing can kill
gram when it is televised.
Drug, and Bertram Lebhar Jr., di- television," he declared.
Operating
costs
will
undoubtedly
rector of sales, WHN New York.
Mowrey Speaks
be
greater
for television
than but
for
Ordway Tead, chairman, New York
sound
broadcasting,
he said,
For the fights telecasts Gillette "to the advertiser who has found
Board of Higher Education, presided and Earl Bunting, president, and NBC pay the 20th Century it profitable to utilize radio and
Sporting Club $75,000 a year for display advertising under two sep
O'Sullivan Rubber Co., served as television
moderator.
rights, which averages
budgets, television looms a
Ira Hirschmann, vice-president, about $15 a receiver if all sets sold arate
a bargain package. He will not gel
Metropolitan Television Co., opened in the area are still working, he two
media
for the price of one
the final session of the conference said. Time charges are $100 a but he will get
a good deal
with a blast at the broadcasting broadcast, which he said must less than the costtwoof for
two. And wher
industry which he charged with leave NBC taking a beating, as 19 operation costs are trimmed
by new
"hitting below the belt" by filling NBC employes are necessary to technical economies television maj
the air with "low-grade
lowest-comput
them
on.
easily
become
the
bargain
basemeni
mon-denominator programs on the
Speaking for the television of the advertising mart."
Paul Mowrey, direcpurelytelevision
emotional
level" onanda higher
a plea broadcasters,
Gerald 0. Kaye, advertising
for
to start
tor of television for American
Bruno-New advertising
York, and
Broadcasting Co., said that manager,
plane. "Nobody knows whether the technically,
Louis
television is here but manager,Tannenbaum,
public would prefer higher standR. H. Macy & Co., par
ards in radio programs," he de- program - wise it still has a ticipated with the speakers in the
clared, "because they have never long way to go. Reporting on his panel discussion, which was mod
experiences with adapting network
H. Wulfeck
beenThe offered
price ofthem."
video receivers will programs, which are known to be erated by Dr. Wallace
Federal Adv. Agen
control the volume of their sale, good aural entertainment, to tele- vice-president,
cy.
Dr.
Love
presided.
Lyndon 0. Brown of Stewart,
Brown & Associates said in a report on a survey conducted by his
firm for Sylvania Electric Products. Reporting that interviews
5000
WATTS
with
3,029
respondents
per cent to want
televisionshowed
in their4.'5
postwar radios, he said that when
prices were mentioned the replies
indicated "that about 15,000,000
people are willing to pay $75 more
over the cost of a standard radio
set in order to have television after
the war— that 6,000,000 would be
willing to pay $125 more, that over
2,000,0 ro, $200 more and nearly
1,000,000,
$300 more." of a Texas
Citing expectations
farm boy that television will bring
him baseball games from New
York, of a Kansas housewife that
NBC IN RICHMOND.VA
she can see New York fashion
shows, of a man in New York who
ROADCASTING
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■ □
A Balanced Market
The fwo well-known products shown above
are manufactured In Rock Island and
Moline . . . heating equipment by Her
man Nelson Corporation ond Bee-Vac
Washers by Birtman Electric Company.
The
range concerns
and scope
TrI-Cities'
industrial
add ofbalance
and 150
rtabillty to the market . . . important for
steady, high sales results.
So count on WHBF's SELLING POWER to
put your product across in this big
prosperous market of 200,000 population.
ROCK1270
ISIANO-MOLINE,
DAVENPORT, lA.
KC 5000ILL. WATTS
BASIC MUTUAL NETWORK
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
Howard H. Wilson Co., Nat'l Representatives

PHYSlC
and m

y^'fh radfo experience
^re available for
live

re ated to health or
nutr, ,on. Our exp
eriauthority talJcs. intervews and dramatiza*'°"?-p°'"pfete script
' ^"d talent provided
' ^\ reasonable cost
^"'^^udlf'.on or
sample recording for
P'aybacic provided
^'thout obligation.

»=redencDamrau
.M
/ 247 PARK AVENUE .D.

/
^'ck^r.ham 2-3638
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Joske's All-Day Coverage
{Continued from
of
Texas
women,
past, present and men. Special merchandise items
future.
3. Programsforthatyoung
will married
have appeal and from all parts of the country and
personality
as wellgirls.as programs
for and aboutTexans.
boys abroad are featured on a dinner
and
music program. Aloha from the
4.
Programs
that
wUl
establish
Joske's
(transcribed), six days a
ofthe Texas
as a source of "news'' about Islands
"newest".
5. Programs that will help to sell week on KONO at 6:30-6:45 p.m.
The
day
ends with a five-minute
Joske's
of
Texas
as
a
"fashion
store",
as well
as afor"home
store" newscast on WOAI, 11-11:05 p.m.,
and
a store
all thefurnishings
people of Texas.
featuring
merchandise the San AnOut of these recommendations
came the selection of 11 specific tonians will want to buy the followday and that
the program's
FOUR IDENTICAL albums of his
programs which Joske's now has largeingaudience
in Mexico
next will
visit re-to torical recordings are presented b;
on the air. The store's broadcast- the city. member until their
ing day begins at 7:45-8 a.m. on
James M. LeGate (1), general man
KTSA with- Beauty Time, a Monager of WIOD Miami, to James T
Sunday at 10-10:15 p.m. WOAI's Wilson,
day-through-Saturday program for
superintendent of Dad
are sponsored by Joske's County schools,
women who want "beauty before newscasts
of histor
to give advance news of merchan- classes in juniorforandusesenior
higl
breakfast"
and
promotes
Joske's
dise
for
the
coming
week,
featurcosmetic products with occasional
schools.
Discs
include
NBC
D-Da;
ing
items
that
would
normally
be
fashion tie-ins.
coverage,
first
announcements
discussed
by
the
family
before
purSix days
a week a atnews9-9:15
a.m.
chase. On Saturday mornings, death of the late President Roose
KONO
broadcasts
program
10-10:30 a.m.. Teen Top velt and V-E Day announcement
aimed at women who want news KONO,
Tunes provides popular music and of President Truman and Prim
of the world and also of new mer- news
of teen-age shops and serv- Minister Churchill.
chandise at popular prices, feaplus the books, games, records,
turing economy merchandise with etc., ices,boys
and girls of that age
over and above their othe
a new angle throughout the up- like. A boy and girl act as m.c.'s budget
stairs store. At 9:30-9:45 a.m., on the show and when the store advertising, Mr. Avery said, wit]
Monday through Friday, on WOAI, completes its Teena Texas Club over
radio's20%share
to weBte
of theamounting
total publicity
ap
Joske's broadcasts Texas Today, Room, this program will be feapropriation
of
the
store.
Miss
Cor
telling Texas women — town womtured
at
Saturday
morning
meetnelius concluded the presentatio:
en, ranch women, domestic, proings of the Club.
fes ional, social and business womby
readingRadio
a "Measuring
Stick Profo
Many Spots
Retail
Advertising
en— what is going on in Texas, in
In addition to these programs
San Antonio and in Joske's "to1. Does the
station regvilarly reach th
day". Largely institutional, the
audience
desired?
has 102
ments weekly
on spot
the announceair, Mr. ence2. Isdesired?
program features any important Joske's also
the time right to reach the audi
merchandise or merchandise pro- Avery said. He praised the coopera3. Are the preceding and followin
tion of the store's officials in the programs
grams"
sive motion
women.likely to appeal to progres4. Is the: "good
type company"?
of program right tfc,
that
a
radio
diappeal
to thetitleaudience
To reach the thousands of young project,rectorstating
and two copy writers are 5. Is the
of the reached?
program rlgh la
program?
Army and civilian wives in and spending full time on the broad- for6. the
Does the content justify the title
around San Antonio, which has
casts. Joske's advertising agency, character
continuity '
the program?
five air training centers as well as Pitluk Adv. Co., also has been most 7.8. IsAre thethewithcommercial
closingofcointhpj
cooperative and has contributed a store?
mercials up opening
to the and
standard
Fort Sam
Houston,
Joske's
broadcasts the transcribed serial, Betty number of constructive suggestions
and Boh, on KTSA, Monday to the campaign, he said, while the lish9. Does
the the
nameopening
and commercial
character ofestafcth g
through Friday, 9:45-10 a.m. Com- five San Antonio stations also have sponsor?
10.
Does
the
closing
mak
mercials feature popular-priced cooperated fully with the NAB, the you11. want
tothevisitcommercial
the commercial
store? continult
Doesmerchandise
merchandise for infants, children, store and each other toward the sell
the
or
service
offered
mothers, fathers and the home. success of this "radio clinical test". for12. theIs theprogram?
merchandise or service
No attempt has been made as yet 13. Is the copy right for the meij '
The basement is store's
merchandise
promotedbargain-type
with For to determine the sales effectiveness chandise?
Members Only, a well-established of the campaign, Mr. Avery stated, 14. Is the program supported by ade ".'
promotion?
15. What
rating of the
prograr <m'J'\
popular music program whose name as the programs have been on only quate
tois thecompetitive
programs?
derives from members of the sta- a little more than 13 weeks and compared
16.
If
the
program
has
been
air
for
some
time,
what
is
the
tion's "1400 Club" who can re- this time has been devoted to mak- of the rating of the program? ontrenth M
quest music to be played or sung
ing sure the programs are reach- 17. Are with
the sales
people in the stoifoj
the program?
on the program.
ing the desired audiences. The cam- famUiar
Fashion Store
paign, although possibly not all of
the original programs, will continue for a full 52 weeks, he said,
To build its standing as a "fashion"
store,
Joske's
broadcasts
Livduring the remaining time
ing Fashions on KABC, Monday and
there will be many tests of its redoesn't mean big stations and it
sults in direct selling for the store.
througheon music
Friday,
Lunchdoesn't mean little stations. But it
plus1:45-2
talk p.m.
about
the
Joske's
has
set
up
a
special
radio
does mean hand-picked, carefully setown's socialites, the kind of clothes
that want
busithey wear and the kind of homes
nesslected
and arestationswilling
to do spot
something
Wildroot Expands
they live in, permits ample promotion of Joske's fashion, accesCo., Buffalo, has
sory, decorating, gift, glass, china WILDROOT
sponsorship of Something
and linen shops. On Wednesday started
to
Talk
About
for
52 weeks on the
the program is broadcast from the full Don Lee Network,
means
stations
Mon., Wed.
interestedfriendly,
makingcooperative
your advertising
exclusive
"Bright
Shawl"
fashion
and Fri., 10:15-10:30 a.m. for
dollars
payin dividends.
shows at the store.
Wildroot is proAt 6-6:15 p.m. Monday through Wildroot motingshampoo.
the product via radio in
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAul
Friday,casts of Fulton
Joske's Lewis
sponsors
the
newsscattered
areas
Wildroot
jr. on KMAC, Creme Oil formula inandan extensive
featuring
and boys'
ing and themen's
military
shops, clothplus national spot schedule through
other merchandise of interest to BBDOs New York.
Special Representati
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Cate Smith Heads
dooper Day List
lior Second Time Has Highest
ponsor Identification
OR THE first time since Novemjr Kate Smith Speaks heads the
st of top ten programs and for
le second consecutive time shows
le highest sponsor identification
idex, 76.2, according to the May
I aytime report issued by C. E.
[ooper Inc., New York. Right to
lapjriness ranks second followed
Bspectively by When A Girl MarPepper Brown,
Young'sBreakfast
Family,
/ouvg gies,Widder
V Hollywood, Portia Faces Life,
Toman in White, Life Can Be
\eautifid. Ma Perkins.
'reAverage
is 17.0, daytime
highest sets-in-use
figure for figthe
lonth since 1940, while average
aytime available audience is 70.2,
n 0.8 increase over last report and
.4 more than last May.
Backstage Wife and Grand Cen"ral Station tie for the most wom9 In listeners per listening set with
.33. Tom, Mix had the most men
isteners with 0.48 and Terry and
(fee Pirates
the most children lisliSners
with 1.41.
0 Five top ranking programs in
^erms of listeners per listening set
) .re Superman, Hop Harrigan, Tom
lix. Captain Midnight, Terry and
Ae Pirates.
McCarthy Leads
ARLEY McCarthy takes the
as Canada's
imed program,
with favorite
a rating evening
of 31.5,
iccording to the May evening naional rating report of Elliottlayes Ltd., Toronto. In second
)lace is Radio Theater with a ratng of 31.4, followed by Fibber
McGee & Molly with a rating of
i!0.7, Bing Crosby Music Hall, Al)um of Familiar Music, Bob Hope,
Aldrich Family, Waltztime, John
£ Jjidy (Canadian origination),
Adventures
of ThinTrail
Man, (Canadian
Reader's
Digest,
Treasure
rigination). Fighting Navy (Ca( adian origination). Big Town, and
:j^ 'reen
on). Hornet
The five(Canadian
leading originaFrenchI inguage evening time programs
)r May are La Course au Tresor,
,th a rating of 31.8, Le Raillieent du Rire with a rating of 31.5,
eux
qu'onMetropole.
Aime, Nazaire et Barbe and

Award Rates 20.6
PRESIDENT HARRY S. TRUMAN's four-network address,
broadcast May 21 as he conferred
the Congressional Medal of Honor
on T/Sgt. J. W. Lindsey attained
a376,000
ratingadult
of 20.6,
representing
listeners,
according 10,-to
a survey made for CBS by C. E.
Hooper
The President's
Hoop-he
eratings Inc.
for radio
speeches since
took office are as follows: April 16,
first broadcast as President, 32;
April 25, United Nations Conference, 41.2; May 8, V-E Day Procion, 64.1, a record high daytime radiolamataudience.
NIP AND TUCK
Toss-up Between NBC, CBS
On V-E Day Listening
WHICH NETWORK had the largest listening audience on V-E Day
became a moot question last week.
On Wednesday CBS announced
"overwhelming margins of listener
preference
over measurements
all other networks",
citing
listener
made
by C. E. Hooper Inc. May 7 and
May 8— "dates of the premature
surrender
and V-E Day"
— in
New York,newsPhiladelphia,
Chicago
and San Francisco. On May 7 these
"margins of CBS leadership" show
a "range of from 22% to 128%
over the other three networks" and
on May 8 a "ranee of from 5% to
211% over competing networks".
On Thursday NBC revealed that
a similar survey made May 8 (V-E
Day) by the Hooper organization
in all 32 cities used for the national Hooperatings on programs
showed NBC leading all other networks in 13 of the 20 daytime halfhour periods and in 7 of the 9 evening half-hour periods. The combined day and evening NBC ratings
averaged 21.9% ahead of the nearest competitor, NBC stated.
On Friday it was learned that
the regular Hooper 32-city evening
ratings survey, made May 7, showed
the following average overall network ratings for the hours from
6 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.:
CBS 15.6, NBC 10.4, Mutual 6.6,
Blue 4.9. Hooper's regular survey
did not cover May 8, but the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting
conducted its regular interviews
with listeners the evening of V-E
day, with the following average
overall network rating: CBS 7.6,
NBC 12.3, Mutual 4.4, Blue 3.2.
These figures indicate that listening on both May 7 and May 8
tended to follow the normal Monday and Tuesday evening patterns
despite the cancellation of many of
the regular
network shows for special broadcasts.

ideo Price Drop Seen
JOSEPH GERL, president of the
Sonora Radio & Television Corp.,
tKew York, predicted an almost
immediate postwar drop in price of
table model television receiver sets
to as low as $100. Speaking at a SELECTIONS from the intermission
dinner meeting of 900 New York talks by Richard L. Evans on the "Salt
Broadcasts"
"aflio dealers in the Hotel Pennsyl- Lake City Tabernacle
threeformyears,byChoir
have
com. vania May 23, Mr. Gerl said table on CBSpiled intoforbook
Harperbeen
Bros.,
New
York,
for
release
June
13 & r$1.50].
' model sets can be expected to drop
willsimilar
be ".to . the. Andtitletheof Spoken
I'iiren lower than the $100 level Title
feature
►l^ithin two or three years after Word",
Itself,
written
by Mr. produced,
Evans forbroadcast
nearly 16andyears.
' tar's end.
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Other
Fellow's
Viewpoint
Newspaper Week
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Just to keep the records straight,
we want to call your attention to
the fact that National Newspaper
Week was not launched as a Kiwanis venture, as stated in your
May 21 editorial, "Home Town
Recognition".
was
originatedNewspaper
by WilliamWeekN.
Hardy,nia manager
of
the PennsylvaNewspaper Publishers
Assn.,
in 1932 and was launched on a national basis in 1940, after several
states had taken on the Pennsylvania plan. Mr. Hardy was national
chairman of the National NewspaperAssn.WeekManagers
CommitteeInc.of inNewspaper
1940
and 1941, and it was during his
chairmanship that local Kiwanis
Clubs first gave recognition to
Newspaper Week.
THEODORE A. SERRILL,
Associate Manager,
Penna.Assn.,
Newspaper Publishers
Harrisburg.
WOKO GETS STAY,
ASKS COURT ACTION
WOKOleted byAlbany,
ordered
the FCC N.at Y.,
3 a.m.
May de31,
was given a reprieve last week to
Aug.
31, afterforDempsey
& Koplovitz, counsel
the station,
filed
notice of appeal in the U. S. District Court of Appeals, Washingfrom the Commission's
sionton,to terminate
the license. deciIn an order made public Wednesday,
tensionsthe Commission
beyond Aug. 31 said
will ex-be
granted "from time to time" upon
application showing that WOKO is
"prosecuting its appeal with due
In the notice of appeal Dempsey
&diligence".
Koplovitz cited 16 reasons why
the FCC should be reversed and
the case remanded. The Commission found that Sam Pickard, onetime Federal Radio Commissioner
and former CBS vice-president,
owned a 24% interest in WOKO
Inc., licensee corporation, without
disclosing
or FCC. his holdings to the FRC
Counsel for WOKO contended in
its
appeal
the Comission's
is "an
unlawful
attempt to decision
impose
sanctions, and constitutes an abuse
of the Commission's licensing power" and that the Commission's conclusion that public interest, convenience ornecessity would not be
served
by
contrary andto
law and inrenewal
law is"isarbitrary
In conjunction vdth the WOKO
capricious".
special authorization extension, the
FCC also extended on a temporary
basis to July 1, license for W2XWE,
facsimile station, and WMWA, relay station, both operated by
WOKO Inc.

It brings
RESULTS!
Just as a new hat does wonders for a woman's morale,
a radio message over WLAW
bringssults the
sort of
refor you.rightWLAW
serves
New
England's
3rd
Largest
Concentrated Radio Audience.
WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
Serving Industrial New England
5000 WATTS 680 Kc.
WLAW MOVES TO
BLUE Broadcasting
NETWORK Co.)
(American
Effective June IS, 1945
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVESt
WEED & CO.
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FM

as Major Radio Service
(Continued from page 17)
and tropospheric transmissions." Wednesday at a meeting of the
In its report the FCC said that Preparatory Telecommunications
before a decision can be reached as Conference at the State Dept., are
to be subto FM's proper place in the spec- workingmit edonat theproposals
Third Inter-Ameritrum, "careful consideration and
can
Telecommunications
Conferproper evaluation" must be given to
"all factors involved". These in- Sept. ence3.in Rio de Janeiro beginning
clude: (1) Sporadic E, (2) F2 layMeanwhile the United Nations
er, (3) tropospheric effects, (4)
ground wave coverage, (5) shad- Standards Coordinating Commitows, (6) multipath transmission,
tee, with offices in New York and
(7) bursts, and (8) economic and London, announced last week that
equipment considerations.
an agreement
had been set
up between the American
Standards
Subcommittee Members
Assn., tionBritish
StandardsStandards
Instituand Australian
On the subcommittee which will
evaluate the propagation studies, Assn., looking toward ultimate establishment ofstandards in connecbesides Dr. Wheeler, are: Maj. E.
tion with international radio inH. Armstrong, FM inventor; Philip terference.
Laeser, WTMJ Milwaukee; Paul
A. DeMars, consulting engineer;
A. Earle Cullum Jr., Radio Research Labs., Harvard U.; Dr. H.
H. Beverage, RCA; D. B. Smith,
Addition of 540
Philco; Dr. Newburn Smith, Na{Continued from page 17)
tional Bueau of Standards; George
C. Davis, consulting engineer, and ous problems of interference with
these FCC engineers: Edward Al- auto
alarms on the international
len, Technical Information Division; George E. Sterling, chief. distress
So far frequency,
as the 540500kc kc."
channel is
Radio Intelligence Division; George
concerned,
"useinvolve
of thisproblems
frequency
S. Turner, chief. Field Division; would
likewise
Virgil Simpson, assistant to chief interference to the internationalof
engineer; Curtis Plummer, assist- distress frequency," said the FCC
ant chief. Nonstandard Broadcast
report. "However, with respect to
Applications Section.
believedcanthatbe thesolved
inWhile the FCC ponders alloca- 540 kc, it isterference
tion of FM, committees named last by assigning 540problems
kc for use at appropriate geographical locations
and by limiting the intensity of the
in coastal areas."
ThisComled
tosignals
the speculation
that the
mission may be thinking
in terms
of making it a local channel.
KMBC Kansas City has on file
with the FCC an application to
operate as a 50-kw clear channel
station on 540 kc, if and when that
channel is made available to commercial broadcasting.
Other factors considered by the
FCC in ignoring the 520 and 530
channels for standard broadcast included the fact that few standard
sets now in existence can be tuned
to those frequencies, whereas approximately 54% of the present
sets are capable of tuning to the
540 channel. It was not. thought
likely,
however,
that thefor 540
channel would
be available
standard
broadcasting for some time after
the Japanese war ends.
Relay mitterbroadcasting,
studio-translinks and satellite
control —
all subjects of lengthy testimony
during the hearings, were given
four bands. Definite allocations
were not determined, but in the
light of testimony indicating a
continued need for relay pickup
f i-equencies, "it is proposed to
make provision for the service, on
a shared
basis,"
said the2100-2250,
FCC, in
these
bands:
1605-1800,
2250-2300, 2700-2850 kc.
An inkling that the Government
if COMPANY
programming inREPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS plans to continue
ternational shortwave stations,
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'Open Door'
ASSERTING it is "economto concentrate
control ically
of unwise"
broadcast
facilities
"in the hands of a select few",
the
FCC, in above
its final25 report
allocations
mc, saidon
"it is economically and socially essential to keep the
door open to the fullest extent possible"The
for newcomers"
in radio.
Commission
. . . has frequently emphasized the statutory mandate
that broadcasting shall be
conducted on a competitive
basis, and has sought to
maintain a fair and evenhanded treatment of competitors," said the report.
probably under the aegis of the
State Dept., even after the war,
was contained in both the FCC report and recommendations of the
Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee.
A total of 120 channels are proposed for direct international
broadcasting, although IRAC has
consistently favored use of pointto-point relay for such broadcasts
to conserve frequencies and to providefer edbetter
signals.of The
reto testimony
ElmerFCCDavis,
director. Office of War Information, and Assistant Secretary of
State Nelson Rockefeller (then
Coordinator of Inter-American Afduring hearings
last fall.of
Both menfairs) favored
continuation
international broadcasting.
Peace Needs
"In time of peace," said the
Commission
report, "the
for
such
direct contact
with need
listeners
everywhere will be different, but
no less essential. The United States
has assumed
proposes
to continue a role inandworld
affairs,
and
international broadcasting is one
of the means whereby that role
may be made known and understood everywhere. The furthering
of international understanding and
amity hereafter will require international broadcasting as urgently
as it has been required during warThe Commission proposes to allocate these bands for international
broadcasting:
6000-6200 kc, 9500time."
9700 kc, 11,700-11,900 kc, 15,10015,300 kc, 17,700-17,900 kc, 21,50021,700 kc. A band, 25,600-26,600 kc,
heretofore allocated to international
broadcasting, was not proposed for
reallocation because it "appears to
be useful only during the maximum
of Simulta
the 11-year
cycles".
neoussunspot
transmis
sion
facsimile with international broad-of
casting by multiple modulation will
not
be permitte
immediat
e future.d— at least for the
In addition to the emergency assignments, amateurs would be given the followin
g bands under the
proposed allocations: 3500-400
0 kc
7000-731,500
21,000-2
00 kc,kc. 14,000-14,400 kc'

BBC in Pacific
TWO BBC reporters, Douglas
Willis, assigned to Gen. MacArthur's headquarters, and Stanley
Maxted, to be stationed at Adm.
headquarters,
are enwillroutedo
toNimitz's
the Pacific.
Mr. Maxted
Off
the
Record,
a
weekly
quarter-in
hour on Mutual, to be recorded
New York by BBC and transmitted to England. Courtesy arrangement whereby BBC has used the
Blue's San Francisco-New York
lines during the UNCIO, is expected to continue for special BBC
Pacific pickups for rebroadcast to
England. John Salt, BBC North
American director, and Stephan
Fry,London.
operationsGeorge
manager,
have gone
to
Barnes,
BBC
director of talks, is in New York
to discuss a social science series
about America in English.
WABD Votes for lATSE
NEGOTIATIONS between techniemployes
WABD-DuMont
New calYork
and ofmanagement
of the
television station will be opened
shortly
the International
ance of by
Theatrical
and Stage AUi^'
Employes, AFL,lastwithweekwhich
technicians
votedWABD's
to aflSliate. Spokesman for the internasaid a that
DuMont's
local willtionalbeuniongiven
separate
union
charter which eventually "will take
in everythingvideo
in New
in the
technical
field.York"
Television
technicians at WCBW New York,
operated by CBS, are affiliated with
the
(AFL).all At
NBC's
WNBTIBEW
New York,
technician!
are in handsNABET
except
the
who are with the lATSE.stageBands on NBC
DANCE BANDS will be heard or
NBC's
p.m. andbroadcast's
Monday, 11:30
Tuesday
Wednesdajor
nights during the summer, in i
revision
of thedesigned
network's
weel£
night
schedules
to bring
lighter form of entertainment t<
listeners. Thursday night's 11:3(
spot eventually will have a danct
band also. In changing its programs, NBCMonday,
cancels
Authors
PlayJuneJune
4, and
at War,house,Tuesday,
5.Wordi |
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«808"
TECHNICAL DATA
MODEL 808
IMPEDANCE: 40,000 Ohms (for operation direct to grid of tube)
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 40-10,000 Cps.
OUTPUT LEVEL: 63 db below one volt
per bar.
CORD: 25 feet long. Rubber covered,
low capacity cable with locking type
connector.
DIMENSIONS:
inches high. 174 inches square by 4 '/z
FINISH: Satin Chrome.
STAND COUPLING: % inch-27 thread.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 2 pounds.
Available in only one high impedance
model.

VELOCITY

MICROPHONE

Another Universal first. Leagues ahead in modem design, this pre-war
model. Velocity Microphone, wins acceptance as the latest in modem
styling. The sensitive element . . . consists of a thin 5 millimeter
ribbon, powered with four mgged magnets for added field strength and
dependability.
The
Bi-Directional
of the "808"orchestras,
Velocity Microphone
especially
suited for response
stage presentations,
recording andmakes
indoorit
public address systems. Absence of sound pickup at the sides of the "808"
Microphone
of most without
installations.
Its
slender designreduces
provides "feed-back"
a striking andproblems
novel appearance
covering
the performing artists' faces.
Universal
will soonone beforonyou.
the shelves of your
local Radio"808"
PartsVelocity
Jobber. Microphones
Ask him to reserve
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
REPRESENTATIVES: New York, Chicago, Kansas City, Cleveland,
Boston, Tampa, Houston, Philadelphia, Detroit, Seattle, St. Paul,
Salt Lake, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Asheville.

F M B I Reelects
Present Officers
Reaffirms Its Position on FM
Location in Spectrum
REELECTING its present officers
for another year, the FM Broadcasters Inc. Board of Directors,
meeting last week in Chicago, discussed increasing
the Board from
9 to 15 members,
reaffirmedsition its
pothat FM
should be allocated at approximately its present
location in the
s p e c t rum, and
elected four new
Mr. Damm organizations to
membership. The
Board will meet in New York June
19 to consider by-laws changes.
Walter J. Damm, vice-president
and general manager of radio interests of the Journal Co., Milwaukee (WTMJ WMFM) will continue
as F]\IBI president during 1945
followingBoardare:action.
officers renamed
T. C. Other
Streibert,
general manager, WOR New York
and Mutual Board member, vicepresident; Lewis W. Herzog,
WTMJ, secretary-treasurer; Myles
L. Loucks, managing director.
Resignation of Franklin M. DooHon.
Murray
Compton
Adv.N.Carpenter
Inc.
New
York.
Y.
Dear
Murray:
If yoH ever net down Charleston way,
stop in at the Turtle Shell
. . vou'U
see .somethinp
is it ? The
WCHS Auditorium.
right
in
the heart
ofsir!town.
We Yesnot
together
ihe
local with
Jr.f
Chamber
o
Commerce
and
set up the
gosh
dariidest
youth
you evercenter
see!
Thedid
wens audiplenty
big.so
you
know,
we have
room
for
a snack
and soft ^'"'i^
floor
complete
with juke
box,
ping
pong
tables,
shuffieboard, pool
tables, ton,badminawhere
slick
lounge
the kids
can
just
sit and
••shoot
the
breeze".
The
high school
gang
runs the/ntpervision,
Turtle Shell
itself XovJ.
...
with
of WCHS
course.
iffromweproper
can
juat
keep
the
gang
their lunchdownhoursthereplay-in
ing spending
pool and badminton
the auditorium,
we'll really
have itsome,
thing.
All
kidding
Murray,
your
good ofjuetaaside,
to watch
those does
kids
havinghearta heck
time
in decent
surroundings. We're just glad weAlgycould help!
WCHS
Charleston,
W. Va.
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Applications for
Facilities Allowed
THE castFCC'S
freeze on newdoesbroadstation construction
not
preclude
consideration
tions for the facilities ofof applicaexisting
stations and applicants are not required to specify availability of
equipment which would be used,
according to an FCC interpretation
announced last Friday.
In a letter to Andrew G. Haley,
Washington
attorney
had written on behalf
of anwhoundisclosed
prospective
applicant
for
the
ties of WOKO Albany, whichfacilinow
is in litigation under deletion proce dings, the the
Commission
succinctly set forth
new policy.
The
statement of policy issued on Jan.
16, 1945 (freeze order) restricting
the construction of new standard
broadcastclude thefacilities
"does not
consideration
on prethe
merits of an application for a freavailable byto therenewrefusalquency
of themadeCommission
the license of an existing station,"
said the Commission.
"Such anin application wil not be placed
the
pending file but will be given curlittle, WDRC-FM Hartford, Conn.,
because of ill health, was accepted
and Cecil D. Mastin, WNBF-FM
Binghamton, N. Y., was elected to
fill the remaining two years of Mr.
Doolittle's term.
New FMBI members are: Raytheon Mfg. Co., New York; Fidelity
Broadcasting Co., Boston; Josh L.
Home,
Rocky Mount, Co.
N. C;
TriCity Broadcasting
(WOC),
Davenport, la. With reference to
FM allocations the Board issued
this statement:
After erareviewing
Itsinvolving
previoustheconsidn of the InIssues
position fortioFM
the
radio spectrum
the
light
of
the
announcement
by theIn
FCC,
the
Board
reiterated
the
position
previously
taken Inat Docket
the public
and
arguments
6651the hearings
and
af irmed its endorsement
ofpresented
recom-rem
e
n
d
a
t
i
o
n
s
a
n
d
proposals
Panel 5 (FM broadcasting) of the RTPB.by
Board members attending Thursday's meeting were:
Messrs.
Damm,
and Streibert;
Dr. Ray
H. Manson,
Stromberg-Carlson Co.; Lee B.
Wailes, Westinghouse Radio Stations; John Shepard 3d, Yankee
Network; Arthur B. Church,
KMBC-FM Kansas City. Also present were: C. M. Jansky Jr., engineering counsel; W. R. David, General Electric Co.; J. E. Brown,
Zenith Radio Corp.; Mr. Herzog;
Philip G. Loucks, general counsel,
and Myles Loucks.
CHARLES
SINGER
has returned
WOR neer,Newafter H.York
asyearsassistant
chief Signal
engi-to
three
withwas Army
Corps
as
a
civilian.
He
assigned
Institute a system of preventive mainte-to
nance fand
or useto Inacttheas consulting
Army's training
manuals,
radio
to the Chief
Signal
Officer.
Heengineer
the occasion
latter capacity
for will
shortcontinue
periods asin the
arises.
ALLIED kRADIO
Corp..
is maretingand
a newserles-capacltance
slideChicago,
rule parallelresistance
calculator.
The
calculator
was
developed
aproblems
fast andInvolving
accurate parallel
means ofresistance
solvingas
and series capacitance.

Existing Stations
Under FCC Freeze
rent consideration on all aspects of
the proposal.
advisedon
that
in such You
a casearethealsopolicy
new construction does not require
specification as to availability of
In a second letter to the Missionequipment."
ary Society of St. Paul the Apostle,
New York, which had applied for
the facilities of WNEW New York
(1130 kc with 10 kw unlimited
time), the FCC returned the application asincomplete because certain specified data, both engineering andplied.economic,
had notparticularly
been supThese omissions,
engineering, the Commission said,
are of "material
consequence"
therefore
the application
could and
not
be accepted for filing at this time.
The Society
cense ofWLWLwasNewformerly
York, the
whichliwas sold to Arde Bulova for approximately $275,000, the facilities
of which were used in establishing
WNEW [Broadcasting, April 16].
Prospective applicant for WOKO
facilities is newly formed Ft.
Orange Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
made up of Albany citizens. Officers
are Edward J. Riley, president
(200 shares each of preferred and
common) ; Edward Brainbridge,
vice-president (125 shares of each
class) ; Henry Albright, treasurer
(50 shares each;) Samuel E. Aronowitz, secretary and counsel (300
shares each) ; H. M. Sager (125
shares each) ; Floyd H. Graves
(150 shares each), and Witford C.
Gillies (150 shares each).

CHAPPELL TO JOIN
EDWARD PETRY CO.
DR. MATTHEW N. CHAPPELL,
prominent radio research specialist, will join Edward Petry & Co.
on J une 1 as a research consultant.
He has severed
hwith
i s C. connection
E. Hooper Inc. with whom
he was long associated, but is retaining his consulting position
with ElliottHaynes Ltd.,
Canadian research
Dr. Chappell organization.
Dr.beChappell's
work with Petry will
two-fold,
to
assist stations represented by
Petry with their individual research
problems and to conduct research
experiments
on the effectiveness of
radio, with emphasis
station
rather than network on
operations.
Work will be original research
and
will not duplicate any present service. Alfred Politz, formerly with
Elmo Roper, will assist Dr. Chappell in the Petry assignment,
ing atechnique he has developedutilizfor
obtaining a random
sonal interviews. sample in per-

Texas State Seekj
Control of Outlets
TRANSFERS of control of KPJ5
Fort Worth, KNOW Austin, WACC|-i:
Waco
San toAntonio,
Texas and
StateKABC
Network
assure U'^
ij
more
of thl^
stationsefficient
plus management
more economica
operation and stronger financia
position, are requested in applica
tions filed with the FCC last week
Same individuals retain genera
interest in stations through net \
work and personal holdings.
Majority interest (99%) i:^
KFJZ is purchased from Ruth G
Roosevelt Eidson for $101,451.26
Half interest in WACO an(
KNOW, held by S. W. Richardsoi
and Charles F. Roeser, is acquirec
for $34,000, and 69.9% interest ir
KABC for $26,784.26 from C, F
Roeser, S. W. Richardson, Mrs
Eidson and Elliott Roosevelt.
Texas State is composed of:
Gene L. Cagle, president, 500 shares
10%; dent;
R. Frances
K. Hanger,
Griffith, vice-presisecretary
D. C. Hornburg, treasurer; S,
Richardson, 18%; Mrs. Eidso;
16%; Mrs. Eidson and Continenta
National Bank of Fort Worth
trustees for Ruth Chandler, Elliott
Roosevelt Jr. and David Boyntor
Roosevelt, 16%; C. F. Roeser 13%
Elliott Roosevelt 5%; George
Thompson 5% as trustee for Emil>
and Ellen Roeser, who each hold
31/2
% ; Gerald
T. Stanley
3% ; A.1%R.
Dillard
and Emmett
McMahon
Remaining two shares in KFJZ
is to be divided between Mr. Cagle
and Mr. Hanger. Charles E. Mars!
and E. S. Fentress each will hold
250 shares (25%) of WACO and
KNOW and Mr. Cagle and R. E,
Willson will hold 1 share and 30(
shares respectively in KABC.
KSWO Lawton, Okla., has filed
for assignment of license iron
Byrne
who andwishes
entei
another Ross,
business,
R. H, toDrewry
tonessmen
a new for
partnership
of
local
busi
$35,000.
Formal application also was filed
for voluntary assignment of li
censes of WBT Charlotte and relays WCBE WEHI from CBS to
Southeastern
Co
[Broadcasting, Broadcasting
May 7].

2Sth
U. S. METROPOLITAN DIS
PER DOLLA
IflUllC.
LISTENERS
E*
MAD
Ask HEADLEY.REED
New York, Chicago,
Detroit,
Atlanta
San Francisco
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E SALUTE our Staff members of WFAA, and associated station KGKO, now serving in our armed forces.
We're proud of this honor roll of those who have joined
arms with the fighting strength of our Allies in unflagging effort to shorten the war and speed the peace.
Major F. J. Kelley, U. S. Army
Air Forces, former Transmitter
Engineer. Now in charge of Aircraft Radio Field Laboratory, Boca
Raton, Florida.
Major Jim Hill Speck, U. S
Army Air Forces, former Control
Engineer. Now Communications
Officer, 15th AAF Liberator Bomber Group in Italy. Recipient of the
Bronze Star for meritorious service
in establishing electrical power
facilities for his group in Italy.
Captain W. H. Thompson, U. S.
Army Air Forces, former Senior
Announcer. Now with Air Forces
Military Intelligence in England.
Major Jamie L. Wicker. U. S.
Army Air Forces, former Control
Engineer. Now with Army Airways
Communications Service in China.
Two
Area. years in the South Pacific
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

We at home have an equal responsibility ! We must continue toback them to the limit in every phase of the war
effort on the home front. And when they return it shall
be our responsibility and honor to make sure they find
the kind of post-war scene they want — and expect —
to find.

7^

WFAA
Martin Campbell, General tAanager Ralph Nimmons and Ray Collins, Asst. Mgrs.
NBC and TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK AFFILIATES
820 KC . . . 50.000 WATTS
A NATIONALLY CLEARED CHANNEL STATION
Owned and Operated by The Dallas Morning News
May 28, 1945 • Page 79
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IBOa

KSEI
POCATELLO IDAHO

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, to tell
the time.
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions, MuchHowever, Di t Get
CHNS DOES— Try It.

7/0 ATc.-i OOOO >H»C^'V«J

Relax
Cool

in

Comfort
Itlaiifair
Sa/nf tou/s
Al* - CONDITIONID
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WILLIAM M. BRANDON, 52, vicepresident
and secretary
the Central Broadcasting
Co.,ofoperating
WHO Des Moines, and secretary of
Tri-City Broadcasting Co., licensee
of woe Davenport, died May 18
in Davenport of a heart ailment.
He had been in ill health for severalferedyears
severalandheartrecently
attacks.had sufMr. Brandon was born in Hampton, la., Nov. 23, 1892, and had been
with Central Broadcasting since
1931. Hetrol ealso
served School
as comp-of
r of thehadPalmer
Chiropractic, Davenport, of which
B. J. Palmer is founder. Mr. Brandon was a graduate of Cornell College, Mount Vernon, and of Columbia U. He was a lieutenant in
World War I.
A banker by profession, Mr.
Brandon was with the National
Bank of Commerce, New York, and
was assistant cashier of the for- district governor of Rotary Intermer Iowa National Bank, Des
Moines, from 1923 to 1928. He also national.
Surviving are his wife, a daughhad been with the First National
ter,ward, 1Betty,
3. 16, and a son, EdBank of Davenport. He was a past
TEXTRON TO DOUBLE
BROADCASTING TIME
DOUBLING its current radio
time, Textron Inc., New York fabric manufacturer, has purchased
the Sat. 7-7:30 p.m. period on CBS
beginning in August for a new
program, now being lined up by J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
agency in charge.
Firm discontinues This is Helen
Hayes on Mutual Sun. 10:15-10:30
p.m. No decision has been reached
as to whether the actress will continue for Textron in the new period, but format of the program
will be definitely changed from the
present dramatizations of nurses,
aimedtaryatserviceI'ecruiting
milithrough theforRedthe Cross.
Program has tied in with Red Cross
recruiting booths established in department stores, which have in turn
given promotion to program and
sponsor through posters and booklets. It is expected that other goved on theernment
new campaigns
series.will be promot-

227 STATIONS WILL
AIR WENZEL SPOTS
H. WENZEL TENT & DUCK CO.,
St. Louis, (Eagle Brand drinking
water bag) begins a spot campaign
of 13 to 104 announcements to run
June,
July andandAugust,
placed thru
Simmonds
Simmonds,
Inc.,
Chicago, on the following 227]
stations
:
I
WSGNKWJBWMSLKOY WSFA
WLAY
WHBbI
KSUN
KGLU
KTUC
KELD
KLCN
KTHS
KLRA
KCMC
KUOA
KFRE KIUP
KVCV KFXJ
KFBK KOKO
KFXM KGEK
KGB KPMC
KFRC
KPEL
WJAX
WGBS
WFLA
WGAC
WMJM
WBLJ
WMLT
WGGA
WKEU
WLAG
WRGA
KIDO
KID
KTPIWEBQKWAL
WMBO
WJBC
WDWS
WGIL
WLDS
WCLS
WDZ
WTRC WAOV
WGL WIBC
WKMO
WLBC
WKBV
KROS
KDTH
KVPD
KGLO
KBIZ
KFNF
KTBI
KICD
KVAK
KGGF
KTSW
KIULWHOP
KVGB WLAP
KSAL
WCMI KGNO
Vi^LBJ
WHLN
WOMI
WPAD
KALB
KVOL
KMLB
WAGM
WPMD WMFG
WHAI KYSM
WDBC WDGY
WFDP
WKZO
WTCM
KWLM WROX
WCBIKPEQ
WFORKXOK
WQBC KDRO
KPBU
KWOS
KWOC
KTTS
KGIR
KPFA KRBM
KGHL KGPW
KPBB
KGEZ
KRJF
KGCX
KORN
KHAS
WJAG
KODY
KGKY
KOHWMBO
WSNJ WBTA
KOB
KICA
KGFL
KTNM
WENY
WHDLKILOWNBZ
WGBB
WHKY
KFYR
KDLR
KLPM
KOVC
WADC
WKRC
WHKC KVSO
WFIN WMRN
WPAY
WHIZ KADA
KASA
KSWO
KOMA
WBBZ
KTUL
KBKR
KBND
KODL
KRNR WORK
KSLM WISR
WCED
WAZL
WMRF
WCRS
WFIG
KGPX
KELO
WOPI
WJZM KOTA
WHUB
WTJS KWAT
KGNC
KRIC WAPO
KNEL
KBWD
KTilYS
KWBtr
KAND
WRR
KDNT
KLUP
KGBS
KSAM
KOCA
KPAB
KFRC
KFYO
KRLH
KNET
KPDN
KPLT
KVOP
KXOX KDYL
KTEM KOVO
KVWC WSYB
KSUB KVNXT
KEUB
WOPI
WCHV
WKEYKIT WMVA
WLPM WHBY
WINC
KELA
KFPY
WJLS
WMIVIN
WATW
WEAU
WCLO
WKBH
WIGM
WIBU KVRS
WJMC KWYO.
WFHR KDFN KPBC
KPOW

L & M Cancels Series;
P & G Takes CBS Spot
LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co.,
LaGuardia on Blue
(Chesterfield) on June 19 drops its
CBS 7:15-7:30 p.m. program. Music MAYOR F. H. LaGUARDIA
That Satisfies, Tues., Wed., Thurs. New York City, who has built up
Liggett & Myers on CBS for more
sizable radio following for his
than 12 years, and its agency, aSunday
1 p.m. broadcasts on
Newell-Emmett Co., New York,
York's
municipal
staboth refused to give any reason WNYC,tion, New
this
starts
a monthly
for dropping the program. Com- evening halfweek
-hour
Thursday
7:30
pany continues its NBC program.
Chesterfield Supper Club, 7:7-15 p.m. on WJZ, New York outlet of
the Blue. Titled A^ew York This
p.m., Monday through Friday.
Procter & Gamble Co., beginning Month, commentary will cover a
Aug. 21, will take over 7:15-7:30 wide range of subjects concerning
p.m. period on CBS Tuesday the daily life of the American peothrough Friday for a new prople, broadcasts
according to continue.
WJZ. Mayor's
gram, still to be selected, for OxyPresdol, granulated soap. With Jack WNYCent arrangement
between the mayKirkwood on for Ivory soan Monor
and
WJZ
carries
through
to
Dec.
day through Friday 7-7:15 p.m.,
P&G this fall will have the entire 31, 1945, when he leaves office.
sponsorship is conhalf-hour block 7-7:30 p.m. except Coast-to-coast
sidered, ifhe is available.
for Monday 7:15-7:30 p.m., occupied by Armour & Co., with Hedda
Hopper. However P&G is understood to be buying this quarterhour later in the fall. P&G has deTIP FROM
c
i
d
ed to take a hiatus for the Jack
Danica Labs Campaign Kirkwood
show July 2 through
MARIA DANICA Labs. Corp., Aug. 13, returning Aug. 20, and a
NEIGHBOR
will be substiNew York, will use radio, newspa- sustainertuted.probably
Ivory soap is handled by It will pay you to consider the vast
pers, magazines and trade papers
possibilities of this great neighin a national campaign slated to Compton Adv., New York, and
start in about six weeks for Oxydol by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Samboring market. We'll gladly present facts aswell as figures on how
ple, Chicago.
Featherfleck make-up products,
Wild Cat Perfumes, and several
American advertisers can profitably use our network.
new bath and shaving products to
Corwin Series
be introduced next month. Firm is SUMMER
SERIES
by
Norman
in the process of selecting an ad- Corwin will start June 17 on CBS
vertising agency, and has appointed
the Sunday 7-7:30 p.m. period,
as advertising director, Gertrude toin run
13 weeks while the General
V. Conlon, formerly in advertising Foods Kate
Smith series takes a
and publicity at Prudential Insur- summer lay-off.
for
RADIO PROGRAMAS DE MEXICO
ance Co., radio advertisers, and the second half ofReplacement
Kate Smith
who has handled radio commenta- program is not set the
yet.
tors.
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Folks
Turn First to—

50,000
Watts
Clear Channel

In Southern New England People are in the
Habit of Listening
to WTIC

KRLD, Dallas, Texas
". . . You have perfected AP
fo an all-time high in radio news
services."
Clyde Rembert
Managing Director.
available through
PRESS SOASSOCIATION,>Nc.
Be<k«f«IUr Floia
5000 WATTS 1330 KC

ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
National Advertisers consider WEVD
a "must" to cover the great Metropolitan New York Market.
Send hr WHO'S WHO ofl WCVO
WEVO - 117 Wert 46tt Str««t Wwi
Page 82 • May 28, 1945

GOP Names Murphy
APPOINTMENT of William C
Murphyof the
Jr.,Philadelphia
WashingtonInquirer
bureai
chief
as publicity
director
of
the
Republican National Committee was announced last week by Herberi
Brownell Jr., GOP chairman. At e
cocktail party in the Statler Hotel
Washington, Wednesday, John McCormick, GOP radio director, was
presented to the Washington radic
corps and newspaper representatives. Mr. Brownell was host. Mr
Murphy and former Sen. Johr
Danaher, now executive of the Republican National Committee, alsc
attended.

RcTIOnS OF THE FCC
MAY 19 TO MAY 25 INCLUSIVE
NEW-Channel
8 new
Franciscommercial
Taylor, SeeDecisions . . .
konk,
Mass.—
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
station,letters).
ESR 608CP (returned,
no reply TVto
FCC
MAY 23
MAY 23
WRAL
Raleigh,
N.
C—
Granted
license
NEW-Jackson City Board of Educarenewal
period ending
8-1-46.
WBIRcenseforKnoxville,
Tenn.—
Granted
Jackson,
CP new 250noncommercialtion,educational
w, special
renewal
on temp,
basis
for 60license
days.li- emission
for FM.O.—station,
WMRO
Aurora,
111.—
Granted
1150
kc
KSWO
Lawton,
Okla.—
renewal
for
period
ending
11-1-45.
R. H.
Following
stationsending
granted license re- of license from Byrne Ross and Assgn.
ewal for period
Quality BroadcastWEIM nKXRO
KPRE WTRC.2-1-47: WLBC Drewry to Oklahoma
MAY 24
WLDScense Jacksonville,
111.—
Granted
lifor period stations
ending further
5-1-48.
1110 tary
kc assgn.
WBT license
Charlotte,from
N. C—Columbia
VolunLicenses renewal
for following
extended on termination
temp,licensebasis,
pending
de- Broadcasting
Broadcasting Co.System to Southeastern
renewal
applicat
i
o
n
s
,
f
o
r
period
ending
8-1-45;
KASA
KDAL
KFBC KFJB KWJB
KFMB KWOS
KMAC
KOCA KELO
KSWO
KWRC
KXOX KTUL
KPFA
WCBT
WCLO
WFGY
WGRM
WIBG
WINK
WINN
WJBC
WJBY
WJMCWOLSWJTN
WLAG
WNEW
(and
aux.)
WOV
(and
Radio Opposes Opening Books
aux.) WSBC.
WPAT WPRA WROX WSAY
WTOL
(Continued from page 18)
Licensestended on for
stations
extemp,following
basis only,
pending
and WFBM IndianapoliS;
certain you'd have regular callers Tampa
determination
license
renewal
applications,KHMO
for period KHUB
ending KOCY
8-1-45: KAND
me- said "we would resist public inKGFW
KPDN amongdia whobroadcasters
would use and
that other
informaspection" of data required undei
KROC
KVOL
KWFC
WAIR
WAML
WBRW
WCBI
aux.)
form 324. His clients didn't object
tion for private gain."
WFBG
WEXL WDAK
WGAAWEBR
WGAU(andWMBO
WHAT
to
providing
informationbasis,tc
WJPF
WJPR
WKEY
WLAK
Mr.
Pierson
assailed
any
proWLBJ
WMFP
WNBH KBND
WSAJ KOME
WSTV
the FCC on aanyconfidential
WTEL KROS
WTALKVSFWWPG
gram regulation by the Commis- however.
KRJF
KWOC
WCLS
WFIG
declaring that is"the
WGH WLAV
KCKN
KFYO
KGEZ KWLM
KMYR programsion, regulation
left idea
by theof
KRMD
KUINWCMI
KVIC WDMJ
KVOX
No 'Useful Purpose'
WBRE KSUB
WBRK
WEMP
Congress
as
a
natural
force".
WFHR
WGTM
WINX
WIZE
WLNH
charged that the CommissionHe
Asked by Commissioner Denny
WRAW
WSAV
WSOY
WALL.
"throughout
its
existence
has
made
network conLicenses for following
hf broadcast
stations
on temp,
only consistent efforts to remove the his viewstracts onpublic,making
Mr, Hennessey said
pending extended
determination
licensebasisrenewal
free and competitive operation of "no , useful purpose" would be
applications,
for
period
ending
8-1-45.
served. FCC General Counsel Hyde
subjectresult
to changes
in assignments
which
may
from proceedings
in WGFM
Docket
broadcasting."
Commissioner Durr wanted to interposed that about 70% of nel
6651:
WABC-PM
WBBM-FM
WDLM
WPEN-FM
WCAU-FM
WBZAknow if there should be competi- work contracts are available foi
FMWOKO
WBZ-FMAlbany,
KDKA-FM.
inspection
because they arc
tion for frequencies. Mr. Pierson public
N. Y.— further
License exfor
filed with
applications.
facimile tendstation
W2XWE
said heto didn't
think applicants
ed on temp, basis only pending needed
be encouraged
on the
Charles Wayland, appearing foi
determination license renewal applica- basis
applications, but WGBG Greensboro, N. C, con
ion, forErie,
periodPa.—ending
7-1-45.
WLEUtdenying
Adopted
decision anddi- believedof pending
that the proposed rules curred in the NAB stand.
order
petition
for
rehearing
against order
of FCCfor 4-10-45
"take away from those
grantingrectedpetition
recon-for would
operating profitably and divide it W. A.visionRoberts,
Broadcasterscounsel
Assn. forandTelethe
sidtoeration and1230
grantofkc.WERC
of application
CPWOKO
changeAlbany,
among
others. This will tend to Allen B. DuMont Labs., said the
N.
Y.—
Adopted
order
create
conditions
we
have
in
unextending
special
temp,
authorization
rules,
if
applicable
to
experimental
for continued operation until 3 a.m.
8-31-45.
regulated monopoly," he asserted.
be "burACTIONSMAYON MOTIONS
"in the broadcasting field Con- television stations,
densome", becausewould
contracts
are
23
gress
left
competition
there,"
he
likely to change daily and "little
Central
Valley
Radio,
Lodi,
Cal.
—
continued.
"It
won't
be
if
the
ComGranted motion
for frequency
leave to amend
appurpose would be served by writication and
to changeremoved
from 1600
mission makes this data public." duringten reports
to 1570 kcplfrom
application
as
of oral agreements'
the experimental
stages oi
Thomas
P.
Littlepage
Jr.
apamended
hearing
docket.
New — Haven
Broadcasters,
Newdismissal
Haven,
pearing for Hearst Radio, licensees television.
Conn.
Granted
motion
for
of
WBAL
Baltimore,
WINS
New
"I'm
really
concerned
whether
without
prejudice1170ofkc application
CP new station
1 kw D. for York and WISN Milwaukee, said you can get effective regulation by
had no objection to filTentative Calendar . . . his clients
your Hefiles
with conquestioned
th^
ing necessary information, but did burdeningtracts," he said.
JUNE 1
object
to
making
financial affairs wisdom of having "too many valu
WGBF
Evansville,
Ind.
—
License
renewal.
able contracts" in any agency when
On behalf of WJR Detroit, Reed it would be "difficult to control Civil
public.
T.
Rollo,
concurred
in
the
NAB
Applications
.
.
.
MAY 21
Service
personnel that
or ex-personnel"
recommended
the Commis
position and urged the Commission He
NEW-Elias
Brooklyn,
distinguish between ownership
—CP
new
FMI. Godofsky,
station,
8,500 sq. N.ml.,Y. to clarify a section relating to sion
and
control.
$46,800
estimated
cost.
personnel".
He took ismc
WAIOH1,810Hamilton,
O.— "operating
sue with the
NAB supplemental
CPNEW-49.5
new FM cost.
station,
sq. ml., $7,800
Attorney Frank Scott, counsel for
estimated
brief
which
left
the
phrase
"operat- WOR
NEW-46.7
Corp.,
Toledo,
O.
New Y'ork, through Mr,
ing
personnel"
in
the
proposed
rule
—S59,100
CP newestimated
FMmc Unity
station,
10,224
sq.
mi..
Wayland
was granted an additional
suggested that it be changed week in which
NEW-524-544 mr cost.
Philco Radio & Tele- and
to
"executive
employes".
tal
brief
inwaslieutoill.offileorala supplemenargument.
vision
Corp.,
Springfield,
Pa.
—
CP
new
Mr
Scott
experimental
TV
-station,
1
kw,
special
Philip
J.
Hennessey
Jr.,
appearemission.
ing for KFDM Beaumont, Tex.,
1270
kc
KFJZ
Fort
Worth,
Tex.—
Manchester, N. H., WBAP
Transfer
of control
G. Roosevelt Eld.son
to TexasfromStateRuthNetwork
Inc. WFEA
Fort Worth, KGKO Fort WorthANSWERconsistently
to queries inas news
to reason
kc KNOW
Tex.— Transfer
of 1490
control
from S.Austin,
W. Richardson
and Dallas, WXYZ Detroit, WOOD INreferring
releasesfor
Charles
F. Roeser to Texas State Net- Grand Rapids, WMC Memphis, tothe Blue
Network's
"Breakfastrather
Club"than
title
of
the
program,
work.
WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul, KSD toBlueDonhasMcNeUl's
Club", theis
1450
WACO San
Waco,Antonio
Tex.—— Same.
explained"Breakfast
that the program
1450
kckc KABC
Transfer
St. Louis, WCPO Cincinnati, owned solely
ofRichardson,
control
fromRuthCharles
F. Roeser.
S. W. WNOX
by
network,
tinlike
cerKnoxville,
WADC
Akron,
G.
Roosevelt
Eidson
tain otherfication issponsored
programs.in Identiand Elliot Roosevelt to Texas State WHAM Rochester, N. Y., WFLA
nitmarks,
ion of theused
valueconsistently
titles and recogtradeaccording
toofBlue.
Network.
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'What'll Those WIBW Promotion People Think of Next!"
BROADCASTING— May 21, 19i5

BROADCASTING
(and also SID HIX)

Your

recognition of our client's direct mail

advertising campaign

is greatly appreciated

by our entire staflf.

CARTER

ADVERTISING
KANSAS

Creators of WIBW's

ROADCASTING
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AGENCY,

inc

CITY

Direct Mail Advertising
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I— Classified Advertisements — i
PAYABLE
IN ADVANCE
money15corders
only —Count
Minimum
Situation Wanted
10c per— Checks
word. Allandothers,
per word.
3 words$1.00.for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, 0. C.
Help Wanted
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Operator-announcer.
Firstbe class
radio-of We'll
pay $50.00
weekly extra,
beginning, with
telephone
license.
Must
capable
opportunity
for come
talent
man
news
andNBCcommercial
announcing.
Forof awe year
want.ofHe'll
toexperience
\is withto theatasleast
regional
station
in
western
city
successful
an
25,000.
Good
postwar
future.
Box
932.
announcer.
He'll
like
the
south,
want
BROADCASTING.
toour become
identified
withbe the
the kind
life ofof
region.
And
he
will
First classBlue
engineer
wantedstation.
for 250-watt
announcer
cangoodwriteradioandprograms.
produce
Indiana
Network
Permaown sounds
ideaswhointolike
nent Jobticulars
for andright
man.expected
State full
parIfhis
that
you, send
a voice
salary
In
first
transcription
and
details
to
Program
letter. Box 399, BROADCASTING.
Director, WIS, Columbia, South CaroWanted First class operator for basic lina.
supplementary
network station In mid- WHBU, Anderson, Indiana, needs expewest. Box 603, BROADCASTING.
rienced al ifications
round Immediately.
announcer.WireSendor qualWanted
—transmitter
Veteran firstand/or
class license
mall
er
for
studioholdfor with audition
disc to follow.
Rocky
Mountain
1
kw
outlet.
State
Announcers
wanted
by neworstation,
exeducation
and
experience.
Box
661.
perienced.
Write,
wire
telephone
BROADCASTING.
qualifications,
references
andProgram
draft
status.
Immediate
openings.
Engineers
— ^Three
at once. Two
One Director, WPAG, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
for
cleared
channelneeded
transmitter.
far
studio,
including
relay Send
broadcast
— TwoPermanent.
experienced
announcers.
1 kwbelow
Blue average.
station.
and
FM
operation—
midwest.
full 40Announcers
particulars.
Statement
of availability
hours.
Living
costfirst
from
United
States
Employment
Service
Give
complete
details
letter.
WTJS,
required. Box 664, BROADCASTING.
Jackson, Tennessee.
Texasall.station
junior announcer. Two first class engineers — Excellent opTell
Box 668,desires
BROADCASTING.
portunity. Working
conditions
pleas-40
ant.Living
Permanent,
Blueaverage.
station.
Wanted— First
By 5000
CBS midwest
cost1 kwbelow
Will
station.
class watt
announcer
capable hours.
consider
one
second
class
man.
WTJS,
of
doing
newscasts
and
production.
Jackson, Tennessee.
Box 670, BROADCASTING.
engineersstation
holdinglocated
first
Wanted nounimmediately
— ticket.
Operator250 - watt
an- Help wanted
cer with first inclassPacific
licenses.— 3 Network
network station
Northwest phone
In midwest.
Opportunity
for advancement
for
men
qualified.
Reply,
North
city. tion
In record
replyIf give
full
details
and
audiBroadcasting
System,1, 111.
Inc., 360
BROADCASTING.possible. Address Box 672. N.Central
Michigan
Ave., Chicago
— Announcer
who
canannouncer
do good
Manager-salesman.
New
York
ofQce seeks
rep- Wanted
early
morning
show.
Prefer
resenting
group
of
radio
stations
man
qualified
to
direct
sale
of
spot
with
background
of
southern
broadcasttime. Write fully, statisg qualifications
ing.lished
Must bemorningableshowto take
which over
has establarge
and experience. Box 686, BROADCAST- listening
ING.
audience.
Prefer
announcer
who
works
in
a
down-to-earth
fashion.
Operator
wanted—
First
class
ticket.
Easy
hours,
good
pay.
If
interested
send
Southern
station,
good
steady
position
below.
for right man. Give qualifications and transcription
replytoJune
as address
announcer
must Must
salary
over early
program
15th. This
istakea
CASTING.requirements. Box 687, BROAD- have
Salesmanrience, bwanted
expeFlorida Mutual
in state's Gen.
top
Contact:station
Ted Chapeau,
y southern— Radio
local station
station
with market.
Mgr.,
Jacksonville,
Florida.
extensive
postwar
building
promotion.
WantedWJHP,
— StaflFthough
announcer.
Prefer a mana
Salary
and
commission.
Give
references
with
some,
not
necessarily
and full personal details. Box 688, lot of experience, for all around anBROADCASTING.
nouncing duties.
NBCliving
station.
Pleas250
watt NBC affiliate
seekshis program
ant
working
conditions.
director-announcer
whois capable
has
dollars
baseandfor
forty
hours.
Sendto
the
ground
anda whogrowing
offeetgoingon Fifty
ai'dltlon
record
and
iphotograph
places
with
organization.
Boise, Idaho.
The
man wewhowantcanis handle
an aboveImportant
average KIDO,
Top
announcers
Interested
in
postwar
announcer
news
commercial
during Job with real future, good pay. Write
office and
hours
who doubles
Is thoroughly
or wire Mlchlean's
largestMich.
independent
WCAR. Pontlac,
familiar
with and
controls,
turntables
and station,
continuity
writer
who can take
all phases
ofbackground
smooth program
produc- Able
tion.
Give
and
experience,
charge.
Write
Box
701,
BROADCASTING.
past other
and expected
references
music diand
complete earnings,
details
letter. Independent
rector who canstation
programwantstranscriptions
Snapshot
disc iffirst
available.
and
rpc^rds. Write Box 702, BROADDeep
south.and Boxaudition
689, BROADCASTING.
CASTING.
announcer
— picture,
News, record
Wanted — A position
1st classwithoperator
for a All around
responsible
a progressive,
Send full
details,letter.
salary
well
established
organization.
Must be shows.
requirements
first
WCHS,
experienced,
dependable,
and
Interested
Charleston,
West
Virginia.
Inand postwar
future.
State
qualifications
Wanted
—
Combination
technician
and
experience In first letter. Box 690, announcer.
First,
second,details
or third
class
BROADCASTING.
license. J.ForMorey,
further
write
to
Gorald
WNLC,
New
London,
Announcer
— top
NBCnotch
affiliate,
south,capahas Conn.
opening
for
announcer
ble handling sports,
special events, as Announcer
wantedstation
— Preferably
well
or regional
experience with
for
Must as benormal
stablecommercial
with goodannouncing.
record of local
progressive,
Independent
thousand
watt
progress
but
ambitious
to
Improve
presregional
station.
Exceptional
opportunent
status.
Send
snapshot,
recording
ity
for
advancement
if
you
are
capable
and
full Information first letter. Box of accepting responsibility. Send audi692, BROADCASTING.
tion disc toexecutive
WPIC, Sharon,
Account
join Penna.
recognized
New
Yorknews
City andstation
man who medium
size
Chicagoto agency
in a Must
new
can
edit
go todesires
the$50.00
microphone
business
development
capacity.
when
occasion
demands.
weekly.
6 days 40 hours. Box 696. BROADCAST- have agency
experience,
excellent
refING.
e
r
e
n
c
e
s
,
g
o
d
contacts
and
strong
sales
ability. Our
Give executive
complete Information
first
Wanteddiate— Transmitter
operator.
Immeletter.
staff
is
familiar
vacancy
for
first
or
second
class
licensee,
KTFI.
Twinat transmitter
Falls, Idaho.if with this
All applicaApartmentWire
available
tionsdence.willBoxadvertisement.
be707,kept
In strictest
confiBROADCASTING.
desired.
or airmail
P. V. Cox,
Chief Engineer.
Situations
Wanted
Wanted
—
Man
or
girl
with
first
class
license to handlework
maintenance
and some Engineer, veteran, twelve years radio,
construction
of audio-visual
four
broadcasting.
phone, second
equipment;
tostation
take with
charge
of oftechnical
telegraph,
FM,1First
and
plans
for
FM
Idea
kw,somechief
kw,transmitter
desires
permaing chiefgraphicengineer;
alsolaw,to and
teachbecomtele- controlnent5 position
progressive
organization,
code,
radio
control
transmitter
or
chief.
Married,
two
years
room edge
workand ability
half time.
Practical
knowlcollege, six
are theory.
more Begin
Important
short months
notice. BoxRCA682, Institute.
BROADto us than
electronic
any Available
time
before
August,
preferably
right
CASTING.
Writer-announcer
—
2
years
5
kw
netnow.
State
required
salary
when
writing
work, college graduate,
IC.musical,
Dependable,
to Sherman
P. Lawton,
platRadio,
Stephens
College,Director
Columbia.of energetic.
ter shows. Write
Box variety,
684, BROADCASTING.
Missouri.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Available
Two young
men,
energeticempt.andnow.
experienced.
Bothfirst
draftphone,
exOperator
technician,
second nance,telegraph,
extensive
maintecontrol
room
and
recording
experience. Announcer idea man. Extensive
newscastlngmercialsexperience.
Also dotrained,
comandphone,
sports.canCollege
possess
third shows.
ad libBROADrecord
and
talent
Box
691,
CASTING.
Trained man desires position as writer.
Exceptional
talent both
children's
and
adult
programs.
Excellent
musical
background,
good executive
ability.
Box
695,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcastation,engineer
In opermaintenanceexperienced
and construction
desires permanent
position station.
as chief Box
eng
i
n
e
r
w
i
t
h
progressive
697, BROADCASTING.
Is there a job gram-dopen
irector orchiefsomewhere
announceras forpro-a
young College
man whoeducation,
isn't afraid
of hardin
work?
fournews
years
radio
variety
and
ad libhandling
shows. Aswidewriter
have articles
appearing
in nationally
knownawardmaga-for
zines
and
ideas
won
Variety
station.
announcer
handling Asa full
commercialat present
schedule amin
one of cthe
nation's shows,
largest news.
cities. Want
Spei
a
l
i
z
e
i
n
morning
toor work
forcitya station
incana medium
sized
small
where
I
become
part
of
community.
achievement
whatSalary
I want.secondary
Write Boxto
698,
BROADCASTING. experienced, 25,
Newscaster-announcer
married, war veteran. —Desire
permanent
positiontion.with
southernStudio
staConsiderprogressive
offers elsewhere.
background,
news
writing,
editing.
Currently
employed
metropolitan
basle
network affiliate. Box 699, BROADCASTING.
Attractive young lady with creative
mind
and writing
ability,publishers
seven years'
experience
with book
and
trade
position
which
would journals
combine desires
travelling
insecretarial,
eastern
states.
Background
includes
promotion,
sales
markettion. survey
and letters,
advertisingcirculation,
producBox 700, BROADCASTING.
Seasoned
radio
executive
withandsuccessful paper
recordIndustry
in broadcasting
newsas organizer
istrator.
Thorough
knowledgeandFCCofadminprograms,cedure,
sales, sales
promotion.
propostwar FM,budgets,
Television
and
facsimile
planning,
etc.
Now
employed.
$15,000
minimum,
plustoshare
of703.
profits.
Write
in
confidence
Box
BROADCASTING.
Writer,
experienced.copy.Dramatic
scripts
and
written
networkcommercial
material. Creative,Have
Industrious.
College fertrained.
4F. Larger cities preed. Box 678, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-director.
Young
college
graduate,
three
years lady,
experience
dramatic
shows, particulars.
announcing,
directing.
State
salary,
Box
704,
BROADCASTING.
Topnotch announcer desires change, 25
years, casts,
single,
2AF. live-talent,
Specialties: adnewscommercials,
lib,
platter
Will notice.
considerBoxoffers.
Available shows.
few weeks
705,
BROADCASTING.
Top flight ceptional
manager,newspaper-radio
eastern background.
station. ExPost
graduatepress
Columbia,
AcclaimedThor-by
top radio,
personalities.
oughly familiar all
Advertassured.
ising-departments.
public relations39,experience.
Astonishing
results
married.
S75.00
plus
commission.
Box
706,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Veteran
purchase western local.
Box
666, desires
BROADCASTING.
Wanted—
CompleteAll equipment
for 250
watt
station.
BROADCASTING. or part. Box 685
Modulation
transformer
UTC
Driver
transformer
LS-47XLS-66,or
equivalent.
Box 694, TJTC
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
For sale—
Four
RCA typeoriginal
860 transmitting tubes,netallprices,
unused,
cartons.
Current
Md.,
Station WTBO. FOB Cumberland,
For
Sale—
New
Temco
250GSC
250
watt
transmitter converted for broadcast
Complete
tubes.
Bllley
oven engiand
xtal.
Willne rinwith
comply
with
FCC
good
g. No priority
needed.
Ready
now
to ship.ered.AnyContact
good
offer
will
be
considMr. Beverly
424 4th St., Marysvllle,
Calif. B. Ballard
Miscellaneous
Executive
engineer
will invest actively
In commercial
or educational
station.
Background
Includes
and
radio
engineering.
Willeducation
provide
FM
transmitter
and
supervisory
services.
Box 683. BROADCASTING.

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A BETTER JOB?
FREEREAU FOR ANNOUNCERSPLACEMENT BUWRITERS— ENGINEERS AND
OFFICE WORKERS.
SEND COMPLETE DETAILS
IN FIRST LETTER. NO FEE.
RADIO STATIONS PAY THE
CHARGE
WR!TE TODAY!
RAOrO PERSONNEL
136 N. DELAWARE ST.
(RADIO CENTER)
INDIANAPOLIS 4, INDIANA
Wanted
ANNOUNCER
Unusually good opening
for top grade man.
Excellent opportunity for
advancement
war security. with postWCAR
Pontiac, Michigan

Mr. Station Managers
NEED A
NEW STAFF?
You've been asking lately where all
the good dependable radio men ore.
Well sir, they're available again. Need
a program
director,
mancontinuity
man,Allproduction
news
4 top ager,
announcers?
nov/ editor
presentlyor
employed
at 50,000
afFiliate.
Desire change,
salarywattto beNBCnegotiated.
Please do not inquire if you are not
prepared to go beyond $55.00 per
week.
We're not looking foranywarstation.
time
positrons.
Our
decisionWillto consider
be based on stability,
and location. All replies held in conus wire fidence. Ifyou need any one or all of
BOX 693, BROADCASTING
7^ SCHOOL

^

RADIO TECHNIQUE
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio Broadcasting
Comprehensive Day and Evening
Courses in all phases of Radio
Broadcasting taught
by Network
Professionals.
Moderate
rates.
For Full Details, Request BeoMel B.

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertisinl

fiEW BLUE PROGRAM
'lis BEGUIS
BY ASF
' '^RMY
Service of Public
Forces
Radio
Branch, Bureau
Relations,
. begins a new program on the Blue
, letwork June 11, 10-10:30 p.m.,
J Mondays.
brings
the
iotal of ASFThisshows
now toon five
the air,
including Service to the Front,
, :iponsored by the Wm. Wrigley Jr.
'i po. on CBS.
! I! The new program, tentatively
Ititled
at Ease,
is scheduled
to startMusic
on about
60 Blue
stations,
under direction of Maj. Andre
Baruch, new head of the ASF Radio
Branch [Broadcasting, May 14].
Writers are S/Sgts. Jerry Lewis
and
Brady, bothFormat
i-adio includes
writers
beforeBenenlistment.
-music of a 45-piece ASF orchestra
-^finder direction of Warrant Officer
TEdward Sadowsky, and direct
quotes from statements made by
Japanese leaders, pointing out the
and war.
the facts to
>elongfacedI'oadin ahead"
the Pacific
Other ASF Shows
Other ASF shows almost cover
he board of daily programming,
rhey include : the newest. Music at
J^asc on Monday; Service to the
Front, sponsored by Wrigley on 135
CBS stations, 10-10:30 p.m., TuesI day ; Your Army Service Forces
' Wednesday;
on 87 Mutual Weapons
stations, 12:30-1
p.m.,
for Victory
on approximately 60 CBS stations,
•5-5:30 p.m., Thursday; Assignment
[Home on 137 CBS stations, 4:30-5
p.m., Saturday.
SERVICE
"GEARED TO AM-FM EXPANSION"
Itadim Engineering ConMultmmtB
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists
The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganizationConitruction
Technical
Maintenance,
Supervision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices
YOU HAVE
"A DATE
WITH MUSIC
the sparklingUi hour
new
transcribed
musical series

FCC Consents to Four
Voluntary Assignments
CONSENT was granted by the
FCC last week to four voluntary
assignments of license involving
stations WNBH New Bedford and
WOCB West Yarmouth, Mass.;
WJPR Greenville, Miss., and KGKB
Tyler, Tex.
E. Anthony & Sons Inc., newspublisher, is ofgranted
mentpaperof licenses
WNBHassignand
WOCB to Bristol Broadcasting Co.,
Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary.
Ownership of WJPR Greenville,
Miss., with formal sale approval,
shifts from John R. Pepper, now
serving overseas with the Navy,
to a new partnership composed of
Emmet Holmes McMurry Jr.,
WJPR general manager, and Frank
Wilson Baldwin, sales manager,
each a third interest; and to Thomas Henry Golding Sr., planter, and
Thomas Henry Golding Jr., farmer
and contractor, each a sixth interest. Consideration was $75,000.
James G. Ulmer becomes licensee
of KGKB Tyler, Tex., as individual with approval by Commission
to his acquisition of remaining minority interest (36 shares) for $25
per share. The 3.6% interest is
purchased from his wife and son.
FIRST SUMMER RADIO INSTITUTE
classes
areOnt.,
to behomeheldof atCFRC,
Queen's U.,3Kingston,
Aug.
Institute
will inofferradio,aJulynoncredit 16.
elementary
course
with
workshop
In scripttechnique
writing, and
radio speech,practice
microphone
production.

DIRECTORY
Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 VermontDistrict
Ave.,1640
Wash. 5, D. C.
(Snbj. to Gov't Ree.)
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BosicIf Individual
SoundContaining
Effects
rile For Details
CHARLES mCHELSON
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.
SUPPORT THE
7th

STARRING
PHIL BRITO
the voice with the 21
jewel movement
CHARLES MICHELSON
b7 W. 44th St.,N.Y.18. MU 2-3376-5168

PROF£SSIO]VAL
Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineer*
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Fren Bldg^ Wadi^ O. C.

DIRECTORY
McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1209
Washington, D. C.

PAUL GOOLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VICTORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

R«dio Engineering Contulfants
Frequency Monitcring
Comniereiiii
RadioWasUnston,
Equip. D.Co.O.
e International BuUdlnt,
•• 321
E.
Oregory
Boulevard,
Kansas
Mo.
Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood,Oltr,OalU.

FftegusNer mbasuring
settvice
Exact Measurements - of ony time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
64 Broad Street New York 4. N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineer*
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engineering
Earle Bvilding, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
5, D. C.
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. e NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.
Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St.N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

J. D. Woodward & Associates
Manufacturers
of Radio
Transmitters and Industrial
Electronic
Baltimore,
Maryland
Equipment
Water & FredericIc Sts. - Saratoga 8535
LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465

AAAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.

Not'l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 5880

HERBERT L. WILSON
AND ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
1018 Vermont AveNATIONAL
, N W., 7161
Wsshinoton 5 , D. 0.

WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH., D. C
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127

BUY

ANDREW
CO.
Coasttltiag Radio Engineers
363 E.75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

WAR

BONDS

At

Deadline

TOWN MEETING AUDIENCE
DOUBLED FOR DIGEST
SINCE
of Town Reader's
Meeting onDigest
Blue started
last Sept.,sponsorship
audience
has doubled, according to annual report on
Town Hall Inc. George V. Denny Jr., president,
told Broadcasting average Hooper for year
preceding sponsorship was 2.5; for Sept. to
May of this year, 5, with a high of 7.8 for
Frisco broadcast April 26. Audience jump under commercial sponsorship he attributes to:
(1) ability to do better programming job with
more research, production facilities; (2) sponsor signing for some 170 stations, insuring
larger, stable network [sustainer carried by
about 120]; (3) support via advertising space
in newspapers, promotion in Digest, by news
dealers. Program sponsorship was indirectly a
contributing factor to fact that Town Hall organization operated without deficit for first
time since start of war, he said.
PATENT PROBE HEARING
HEARINGS will probably be started shortly
after June 15 by the sub-subcommittee of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee to investigate radio patents, Sen. Briggs (D-Mo.),
head of the group, said last week. The hearings await the return from a European inspection tour of communications equipment of Sen.
Capehart (R-Ind.) who has gathered material. Sen. Briggs stated, in connection with the
Capehart-Wheeler resolution authorizing the
probe into foreign ownership and control of
radio patents, particularly those of the Philips
company [Broadcasting, Apr. 23]. Sen. Myers
(D-Pa.) is the third member of the committee.
REPLY TO HUBBARD
EDITOR BR3ADCASTING:
Copy of telegram for your information regarding item page 78 last (May 21) issue:
Stanley Hubbard, Station KSTP, Minneapolis,
Minn.
Re Broadcasting Magazine page 78. All
data taken from entry blank compiled by Cornelius,
0. not
Awardto station
to Minnesota
ResourcesBBD and
Commission
but blank
gives WCCO as station originating program
with Gelb writer and McGee director. Sorry but
error not ours.
I. Keith Tyler, Director
Institute for Education by Radio
NEW NBC TRANSMITTER
NBC has added another 50,000 w shortwave
transmitter to the five already in operation at
at Bound Brook. 0. B. Hanson, NBC vicepi'esident and chief engineer, said the new
transmitter, WNRE, operates on two frequencies, 6190 kc. and 15,280 kc. beaming programs
to England, Germany, France and Central Europe part of the day and to Latin America at
other times. WNRE, he said, is a network
owned-and-operated shortwave transmitter.
WIN QUAKER AWARDS
WGAC Augusta, Ga., KCMO Kansas City and
WOWO Fort Wayne have received plaques
from Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, for outstanding promotion of the jingle contest conducted
on the company's Terry and the Pirates program on the Blue. WGAC, 250-watter, received
award for stations of 1,000 w or less; KCMO,
5 kw, won in the 1 kw-10 kw category; WOWO,
10 kw, was tops in the 10 kw-50 kw class.
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SUBCOMMITTEES NAMED
TO STUDY SALES PROBLEMS
APPOINTMENT of three subcommittees to
pursue separate studies into postwar radio
sales problems was announced Friday by Arthur Hull Hayes, WABC-CBS New York, chairman of the NAB Sales Managers Executive
Committee [Broadcasting, May 21]. The appointments were authorized by NAB Board of
Directors at its Omaha meeting May 16-17.
Named tionstoof disclosure
subcommittee
to explore measurement
the implicaof audience
information, an issue that has arisen because
of i-elease of Hooper audience ratings, were :
Frank Meighan,
V. Webb,CBSWGLNew Fort
Howard
York;NewWayne,
Henry
I.chairman;
Christal,
Edward
Petry
& Co.,City.
York,
and
Sam
H.partner,
Bennett,
KMBC
Kansas
The
subcommittee
named
to
study
the
block
sale
of
time
for
resale
individual
advertisers
Includes:
John
M.
Outler
Jr.,to
WSB Atlanta, chairman; J. W. Knodel, Free & Peters
Inc., Chicago;
Ben Laird,
WOSH Oshkosh,
and Ken-to
neththeChurch,
WCKY
Cincinnati.
The committee
study
establishment
of an Stanton
advertising
agency
recognition
authority
Includes:
P.
Kettler,
WMMN
Fairmont;
James
V.
McConnell,
NBC
New
York;
WilliamKFABDoerrOmaha.
Jr.. WEBR Buffalo, and Harold
Soderlund,
People
MRS. PAUL A. PORTER, wife of the FCC
chairman, will accept in his behalf honorary
Doctor of Laws degree to be awarded Mr.
Porter by Kentucky Wesleyan, Winchester, Ky.,
June 4. [Broadcasting, May 14]. Chairman
Porter is in Europe with a Senate subcommittee inspecting communications. (See photos and
story, page 20.)
COL. CLINTON B. ALLSOPP has been elected
vice-president of International Telephone &
Telegraph
Corp., working
wide rehabilitation
program. on IT&T's worldWEBSTER L. BENHAM Jr., promotion manager of KOMA Oklahoma City, was selected
"outstanding
the year"
at the State young
Junior Oklahoman
Chamber ofof Commerce
convention last week.
MAJ. FRANK W. MAYBORN, president and
chief owner of KTEM Temple, Tex., who has
served on public relations staff of SHAEF for
the past year, has returned to U.S. and is
spending leave in Washington, D. C. Before
overseas assignment Maj. Mayborn was executive officer of news division, Bureau of Public
Relations, War Dept.
DR. PAUL F. LAZARSFELD, director of radio research, Columbia U., elected chairman of
the American
radio awards
committee. Mrs. Nobel
Emily Center's
Holt, national
executive
secretary, American Federation of Radio Arctists, elected vice-chairman.
EVERETT HOLLES, WBBM Chicago news
editor and analyst and formerly CBS assistant director of news broadcasts, author of
Unconditional Surrender, publishedis Friday
by
New York.V-EBook
Co., through
Soskin & war
Howell,
Day.is "survey of European
MERT EMMERT, farm editor of WEAF New
York since January 1943, left
the station
last week to return to his home in Manhattan,
Kans. Ray Barrett of NBC announcing staff
has taken over the 6-7 a.m. farm program.

Closed Circuit
{Continued from page 4)
its 1941 consent decree because of NAB charge;
that ASCAP is wooing stations into blanke
performance contracts through assessment ol
per-piece royalties on station breaks and othei
spots preceding or following programs usin^
ASCAP music. Representatives of NAB, a;
well as of ASCAP, conferred with Holme;
Baldridge, chief of Litigation Section of Anti
Trust
ago. It's
up toinWendel
Berge, Division,
Assistantweeks
Attorney
General
chargt
of anti-trust. Many thousands in ASCAP rev
enue involved.
TREK BACK OF CBS vice-presidents in wai
service has begun. In addition to return of Col
Lawrence W. Lowman, formerly VP in charge
of operations to assume television directior
about July 1 (page 18), Comdr. Meflford E
Runyon, who was vice-president in charge ol
stations, expects discharge from Navy dutie;
in Washington anytime. He may head Columbia Recording Co. No plans yet for return of
Col. William S. Paley, heading SHAEF Psycho
logical Warfare operations, on leave as CBS
president, or Capt. Harry C. Butcher, Naval
aide to Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower and for
merly CBS Washington vice-president.
LAWRENCE HAMMOND, now radio, film and
television editor of Committee for Economic
Development, leaves June 1 to take a top pro
duction job at Blue, supervising public service
program now sponsored. Before CED he was
radio and film head at War Manpower Com
mission and previously writer and producer of
We the People. He will be succeeded at CED
by Lass Hafner, now CED producer, recently
in OWI Film Division and previously on spe
cial war correspondent assignment for Wa;
Dept.
ALL SORTS OF ingenious schemes for quick
merchandising of radio receivers once the
freezes are lifted are being bruited about. One
manufacturer — a war baby — is understood to
be planning production of a tubeless midget
receiver to sell for a few dollars, with the
tubes to be purchased separately from replacement supplies already authorized by WPB
With a receiver market variously estimated to
range from 5,000,000 to 20,000,000 sets ahead
all manufacturers
light
on production. ai'e poised for the green
WITHIN two weeks, perhaps sooner, the
House Committee on Interstate & Foreign Commerce will report out a bill which will aim specifical y atPetrillo practices against broadcasters. The measure, an amplification of the Senate-approved Vandenberg bill prohibiting AFM
interference with noncommercial cultural prog
r
a
m
s
,
i
s
already
in roughprobably
form andnext-mil
subjected to close scrutiny,
week,be
at executive sessions of the Committee.
LARSON WPEN MANAGER
G. BENNETT LARSON, general manager and
minority stockholder of WWDC Washington
since 1942, last week formally assumed general managership of WPEN Philadelphia,
owned by the Philadelphia Bulletin. He continues atWWDC as stockholder and consultant.
Ben Strouse, WWDC commercial manager, is
new general manager, with Helen Mobberley
assigned to national accounts. Perry Walders,
former WINX Washington salesman, shifts to
WWDC June 4, and Ira Walsh, WWDC production manager, becomes program director.
Sid Peters, WNAB Bridgeport, joins WWDC
June 4 as assistant program director.
IROADCASTING
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Pioneer in

f ^"^WGN,

Equipment
and
by-day
coverage
Much of the success for
broadcasting's
seven-league
strides
of the early
twenties
rests in such pioneering radio
stations as WGN of Chicago.
Through its special events
activities, WGN established
for
itself anwhich
earlybroadcasts
slogan ofFROM
being
the station
greater
distances
than
other
stations
broadcast TO.
We have come to take for granted
radio's instantaneous
coverage
newsworthy
largeof andallof
small, in the happenings,
furthermost corners
the
earth.WGNBackas inan the
early twenties
though,
individual
station
made history by reaching out to all
parts
of
the
country
for
special
events
remotes.
In the first month of its existence
(May, 1924)seven
WGNhourinaugurated
the-scene
broadcast anof onthe
great 500 mile Indianapolis automobile
race. The next year,along with tackling
aDerby,
pioneering
of the atKentucky
WGN broadcast
took listeners
the cost
of $1000 a day to Dayton, Tennessee for

CHICAGO

Special Events

staff assigned to Dayton, Tennessee by WGN to give dayof proceedings at the Scopes Evolution trial back in 1925.
direct lwire
coverage of the Scopes
pioneering
specialwide
eventstheactivities,
has
n trial (picturedabove)
. DuringinEvothe
not only spread
story of this
heat ofutiothe
World Court debate
the area
but
at
the
same
time
has
provided
listeners with PLUS services which
United States Senate in 1926, lines were
rented to Washington to bring the would have been otherwise denied them.
voices of the principals into the homes
of the Middlewest. In 1928, WGN was
alone over a period of less
the only individual broadcaster to put thanIn sports
a year KMBC has sent its sports
both the Republican and Democratic
department
to St.
LouisWorld
for on-theconventions on the air — the Houston
scene coverage
of the
continued
its
exclusive
practice
ofSeries
giv
pickup
being
one
of
the
longest
in
early
broadcasting history.
play-by-play accounts of highligh
Such aggressiveness down through ing
Big
6
grid
games,
made
remote
pick
the years, not only by WGN, but by ups of national basketball playoffs
all Chicago radio stations has gone a originated direct wire accounts by its
long way in establishing it as one of sportscaster from the training camp o'
the Kansas City baseball club in Bar
this country's
great broadcasting
ters, giving to Chicago
added fame cenand tlesville, Oklahoma — and now, play
prestige. Such is the story of many
by-play
major league games nightly
cities throughout this broad land. In currentlyof broadcasting
home games o
Kansas City KMBC through its own
the St. Louis Cards and Browns!
OF KANSAS
CITY
KMBG
Free &. Peters, Inc.
Of Course— KMBC '¥M— an extra service at no extra cost
SINCE 1928 -BASIC CBS AFFILIATE FOR MISSOURI AND KANSAS

Hi

ABOVE —Sewing
Mother Contest,
and daughter,
boththeirwinners
in
WKY's
wearingHelen
entries.
In circle,
leftother
above,
Barrwinning
chats
with
daughters
of
two
contest
winners
ing their prize-winning dresses.

WKY

Contest Spurs Renewed

Interest in

Home Dressmaking Among Oklahoma
• WKY covers Oklahoma by covering
the many interests of its listeners.
The special interests of Oklahoma
women, in their homes, their gardens
and
are served
Home themselves,
Service Director,
Helen byBarr.WKY's
To awaken interest in home sewing
and needlework among Oklahoma women,
Mrs. Barr inaugurated a sewing contest
in cooperation with the National Needlecraft Bureau, Inc. Sixteen piizes totaling $500.00 were offered for the best
examples of needlework in various classifications, the top winners to compete
later in New York with top winners
from all over the country.

Women

Needles began to fly all over O'klahoma
and when the contest closed on April 18,
more than 125 entries from 34 states,
cities and towns had been received.
Today, when dress materials are scarce
and good workmanship even scarcer,
WKY's Helen Barr convinced Oklahoma
women that they could make the clothing
they could no longer buy for themselves
and their children. The $500 contest
made the effort extra attractive.
Helen Barr is one of those next-door
neighbors to Oklahoma women who always has a helpful suggestion, a cheerful word ... a per.son they enjoy inviting. ing into their homes each weekday morn-

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBIISHING CO.
The
Oklahoman
Farmcr-Sfockman
KVOR,Daily
Colorado
Springsand Times _ the (Affiliated
Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATiONAUY - BYKLZ,THEDenver
KATZ AGENCY, tNC.

On the lake a "Well Placed" plug gets results
On the air a "Well Placed" ad gets sales results
Advertising is well Placed when it's aired over
WSPD— the 5000 watt, NBC station which covers
the rich Northwestern
area — the home

Ohio-Southern

Michigan

of nnore than a million and a

half prosperous prospects.
For 24 Years the Voice of Toledo

TOIiEDO,

OHK

IF IT'S YOU
A FORT
CAN INDUSTRY
BANK ON ITSTATION

WNAC
Key Station of
THE
Model depicting proposed
development of General Logan
Inlemaiional Airport, Boston.

The Aviation Luncheon, May 1st, at the
Copley-Plaza Hotel, Boston, welcoming
the inauguration of new air service to
Boston by United Air Lines, T. W. A. and
Northeast Airlines, was broadcast 1:15
to 1:30 P.M.
Coast to Coast over
Yankee

and Mutual

Network

Stations

Sponsored by The Boston Globe
Agency — John C. Dowd

THE

NETWORK

is proud of the selection of its facilities for these great contributions to
the future of Boston and New England

AVIATION

WNAC,

YANKEE

WEEK
Hon. Joseph P. Kennedy
Former Ambassador to Great Britain
at the
Greater Boston Development Committee
Luncheon at the Copley-Plaza.
*
^'Boston Looks Ahead^^
"Promoting the Port of Boston"
WNAC
Tuesdays— 7:45-8:00 P.M.
Sponsored by Boit, Dalton & Church
Agency — Alley & Richards

YANKEE
NETWORK,
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System

inc

21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC
ishe<l every Monday, B3r sEueEntered
(Yearas Book
Number)
published
in
February
by
Proadcasting
Publications,
Inc., act870of National
Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington,
D. C, under
March 3, 1879.

i
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Circuit
Closed
NEW YORK FINANCIAL circles are alive
with reports of prospective sale of Crosley
Manufacturing Division. Report last v/eek was
that deal had been consummated for Cincinnati plant at asking price of about $30,000,000.
Weeks ago IT&T (Federal Telephone & Radio
Corp.) had entered conversations with Crosley
but this transaction said to be out. WLW Cincinnati and shortwave subsidiaries will not
be affected.
IMPENDING AMERICAN-BLUE personnel
changes may include a new Washington setup, as well as new sales executive. Donald
Withycomb took over on a temporary basis
in Washington some weeks ago. Whether he
returns 'to his former duties as head of Blue's
International Division was uncei-tain last week.
New Washington addition may be former
Army officer slated for discharge.
CBS BOARD MEETING in New York this
week may produce some news. While changes
in high command have been rumored, largely
in the nature of promotions, one development might be the election of Edward R.
Murrow, CBS European news manager and
outstanding correspondent of war, to a programming vice-presidency. Whatever evolves
in promotional sequence would see William
S. Paley and Paul W. Kesten as No. 1 and
No. 2 men. If general manager is named,
promotion
prising. of Frank Stanton wouldn't be surNEW MOVE TOWARD greater potency in
Mutual operation reflected in recent stock
ownership
which stockholder
makes YankeeGeneral Tirechange
20% senior
along
with WOR-Bamberger, WGN-C/iica£fo Tribune
and Don Lee. Each now has two directors and
combined hold 80% of network stock. Action
results in even greater strengthening of Ed
Kobak's presidential hand.
DONT LOOK FOR resumption of full FCC
^eisions until week of June 18. FCC Chairman
Paul A. Porter, now in Europe with Wheeler
toSenate
returnSubcommittee
until about entourage,
mid-June. doesn't
Reportedexpect
last
Friday party was in Cairo after having inspected communications installations in England and France.
J)ESPITE WPB-FCC insistence that there will
be no thawing of radio equipment freeze (both
transmitting and receiving) until late fall or
possibly spring of 1946, current developments
may blast those predictions. Substantial cuthacks in Government equipment orders, including electronics, might result in quick re-ision of plans in order to absorb employment
among large electronics manufacturers who
have been doing Government business at rate
of about $.5,000,000,000 annually during war
years. Radio and related fields have become
big business since Pearl Harbor.
NEW NAB PRESIDENTIAL Selection Committee, headed by T. A. M. Craven, Cowles
(Continued on page 78)
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KCatdeadline^^

Upcoming
June 6: Deadline for filing appearances, oral
argument, allocations below 25 mc.
June 6-7: CBS Affiliates Advisory Board meeting, Nev/ York.
June 13: Oral argument, WOV New York
transfer of control to Mester brothers.
June 19: FMBi Board meeting, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
June 26-28: National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
Postwar Conference, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York.
June 27: Hearing before FCC, sale of WINS
New York, to Crosley Corp.
Bulletins
FRANK M. FOLSOM, vice-president in charge
of the RCA Victor Division, Camden, since
January 1944 and a director of RCA and
NBC, last Friday was elected executive vicepresident in charge of RCA Victor Division
at regular board meeting of parent RCA company. John G. Wilson, in charge of financial
administration of RCA Victor, elected operating vice-president.
NAVY RADIO Section, Public Relations, has
been reorganized into two sections, Radio Services and Radio Programming. Lt. Comdr. J.
Harrison Hartley, USNR, former assistant
director of news and special events, NBC,
and chief of the original Radio Section, heads
the Services Section, in charge of facilities
for transmitting radio and press news. Lt.
Marvinne r, is F.assigned
Royston,to Radio
USNR, Services
ex-NBC-Blue
Section.engiLt.
Comdr. Charles E. Dillon, USNR, who was
head of Red Cross radio, is in charge of
Programming Section, servicing broadcasters.
NATHAN STRAUS, president of WMCA
New York, won the $1,000 Edward L. Bernays
radio award to individual doing most in 1944
to further democracy in the U. S. Judges
H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC; Raymond Swing, Blue,
and Norman Corwin, CBS, voted unanimously to present the award to Mr. Straus
for his series, New World A-Coming. Formal
presentation will be broadcast on WMCA
June 10.
MUTUAL has cleared Monday and Wednesday,
p.m., Bands,
for CocawhichColamoves
Victoryto that
Parade of 9:30-10
Spotlight
network from Blue on June 18, but has been
unable to clear Friday spot desired by Coca
Cola, now occupied by Double or Nothing.
Latter'sif sponsor,
PharmacotimeInc.,canis willing
move
equally suitable
be found.to
Pending that Coca Cola will broadcast only
twice instead of thrice weekly.

Business Briefly
BORDEN ON BLUE • Borden Co., New
York, July 10 on the Blue Tues. 7:30-8 p.m.
starts Borden Country Fair, audience partici-;
pation program with Jack Bailey as m. c.
Bill Gernatt directing. Borden shifts to the
new time on the Blue from. Sun. 8:30-9 p.m.
vacating latter period when it moves the Jerry
Wayne show for summer to CBS Fri. 7:30-8
p.m. Kenyon & Eckhardt has been appointed
tocontract
handle with
CountyBlueFairthrough
which Aug.
fills out
27, Borden's
but may
continue as a permanent -feature. Young &
Rubicam, New York, continues as agency oi|
the Jerry Wayne show, to be succeeded bj
Ginny Simms program in fall.
'
HIRES, PHILCO PLANS • Charles E. Hires
Co., New York, on June- 17 through N. W
Ayer & Son, permanently shifts Hires Ice Boi
Follies on Blue to Sun. 6:30-7 p.m. from Wed
10-10:30 p.m. Period is available since Philc(
Corp. has reduced its hour program 6-7 p.m
to 6-6:30 p.m. Hutchins Adv. is Philco's agency. Philco plans to sponsor last quarter-hour
of Breakfast Club on Blue. One-quarter of
the Swift
full-hour
is sponsoi'ed
by
& Co.,morning
another program
by Kellogg
Co.
A&P SPOT PLANS • Great Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Co., New York, has scheduled spot campaigns for peaches in 47 markets, July 11-1?
and
25-27,andaveraging
daily on eacl^
station,
June 4 three
starts spots
participations
for
A&P coffee on WABC New York. A&P if
also using programs on several midwest sta
tions. Agency is Paris & Peart, New York.
TAKES HALF-HOUR • Standard Brandf
Inc., New York, has signed starting July If
for Sun. 3:30-4 p.m. on NBC, period to b(
vacated when Army Hour is reduced to a half
hour show, running 4-4:30 p.m. Spot will b(
used for One Man's Family (Tender Leaf Tei
and
which shifts fron;
Blue Royal
Tues. Gelatin
7:30-8 desserts),
p.m.
HALE SHOW AVAILABLE • Arthur Hal|
program, now sponsored on 30 Mutual staj
tions 7:30-7:45 p.m. by Richfield Oil Corp.
New York, available for sponsorship cooperai
tively on other net stations which do not hav^
primary coverage in the Richfield sales area
TV EXHIBIT PLANNED
NBC-WOR-DuMont video executives are
making plans
to invite
group soon
of Government officials
to Newa York
for
special demonstration of television as a
sort of preview of what will be available
in Washington when these three organizations,
havein alltheapplied
for begin
commercialwhichstations
capital,
operations there. Idea originated among
representatives of the telecasters at rehearings held by Washington ZoningcentCommission.
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"The

Time

"To

Speak

Has

Come,"

of Many

The story of "Alice in Wonderland"
might have remained a figment of
Lewis Carroll's imagination had it not
been for "Alice" herself.
Carroll spun the tale to amuse three
little girls, whom he took rowing on the
Thames each afternoon,

Baltimore's Listening Habit

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

John Elmer

the Wahns

Listeners

said,
f

When the real "Alice" begged for a
copy of the story, Carroll wrote it in
longhand. Had it not been for a friend
who persuaded Carroll to publish "Alice
in Wonderland," its sole audience
would have been three little girls.
As with "Alice," so with your sales
message. It must be heard by a large
audience, otherwise it cannot do its
rightful work. You assure yourself
that your sales message will be heard
by a profitable percentage of the Baltimore market when you use WCBM.
Listening to WCBM is a habit in
Baltimore.

SYSTEM
Free & Peters, Inc.
Bxclusivm NaHonal ItepresentatiY^s

George H. Roeder
General Manager

In famed courtyards of ISeiv Orleans . . .

On front porches in Mississippi . . .
Folks

turn

first to -

NEW

ORLEANS

THE GREATEST SELLING POWER IN THE SOUTH'S GREATEST CITY
50,000 Watts ★ Clear Channel ★ CBS Affiliate
RepreMKted Nitionally by The Katz A{eney, Inc.
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If you are looking for a hard-hitting team in a
class-A league, join WSIX in Nashville. Your
advertising dollar will swat a homer every time
it goes to bat. Here are the reasons: (1) A gain
of 81.5% in our all-day average Hooper during
the two years ending in January. (2) The best

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

5
daytime Hooper of any Nashville1
station. (3)
8
Top programs of both BLUE and MUTUAL. (4)
A booming market in the heart of agricultural,
industrial Tennessee. In WSIX's territory there
are over a million potential buyers — all "big
leaguers" when it comes to spending money.
BY THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC

I,
5000
WATTS

980
KILOCYCLES
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55

years

onlhe

Voice

of St. Louis"

. . . and

TYPICAL of the brand of radio favored
by Midwest listeners are five KMOX
programs with a combined total of 55 years
of broadcasting:
OZARK VARIETIES, starring the KMOX National
Hillbilly Champions, now in its tenth year !
FRANCE LAUX SPORTS GALLERY, featuring one of
America's top sports authorities, just as popular after 16 years on KMOX !
THE BEN FELD SHOW, with Musical Director Ben
Feld and the KMOX Orchestra, eight years of
good listening !

they're going

strong

Varieties has had the same advertiser for
ten years , . . France Laux nine . . .The Ben
Feld Shoiv and Old-Fashioned Barn Dance
each have chalked-up eight years, while
Magic Kitchen has a renewal record that
any program may well envy.
We have available a few programs built
by KMQX that travel in the same company
of listener and sales appeal. Whether you
intend crossing our palm with a contract
now or later doesn't matter. Seeing us or
Radio Sales . . . today. . . is important !

OLD-FASHIONED BARN DANCE, weekly full hour of
familiar tunes and homespun humor, still packs
'em in after eight years !
JANE PORTER'S MAGIC KITCHEN, among the earliest
established radio kitchens — for 13 years a
housewife magnet.
That report card is a sharp picture of
KMOX-dominance with Midwest listeners.
Advertisers naturally show their preference by continuing sponsorship. Ozark
REPRESENTED

BY RADIO SALES, THE SPOT BROADCASTING DIVISION OF CBS

Ever see a slalion whose

Feature

of the

Week

;N P£NNSyiVAN/A THE L

daytime Hooper "share ot
audience" averages
TRI-PENN

49.0% I
Perhaps . . .
... but how about a
city where the daytime
"sets-in-use" averages ;
21.8*1
NOV. . .
. . . then look at
Lin(otn- -we feel it's a
rare resutt in a marlcet ot
over 100,000 population.
In Fad,

MARKET
(I tn )•) Walker, Daugomal, and
Apekamn,
Kaulity. Botone, Sullivan, White Fox
when White Fox came in. They
, whenFox,he were introduced to him.
stop for
aged
IndianWhite
ST Kiowa
FIRcame
to Oklahoma City for
The full-blooded Kiowa was
the first time in his life was
greatly
impressed
the WKY studios.
new $2.50,000,
915-footwith
tower WKY's
which
Through an interpreter White commented
sends the "ah-tay"
into
the air.than
He
that
it
was
higher
Fox, hewhois, doesn't
how Indian smoke signals ever went,
old
explainedknowthatexactly
he wanted
had little else to say, taking
to see the "ah-tay". That is Kiowa but
the station tour with the silent,
for
"spiritusesmessage"
dignity which is characteristic
the tribe
for radio.and the word calm
Indians seeing strange sights
Several years ago some of White of
for the first time.
Fox'sarmed
grandchildren
four are
Accompanying the aged Indian
the
services — —started
him inin
the habit of listening to the sta- on the trip were other Kiowa delethe longto confer
hour's
tion. He has become a fan, al- drive togatesthewho came
state capital
though he doesn't speak or under- with Senator Elmer Thomas on
stand a word of English. His fa- tribal affairs. Other members of
vorite entertainers are Wiley Wal- the group were James Daugomal,
ker and Gene Sullivan, western David
Apekaum, Fred Botone and
singers, who were timing a show Henry Kaulity.

of Sales
Miss BeLille came to New York
r
ton with Newell-Emmett in the fall of
CompLEE,
timeTTbuye atM.theBeLI
HARRIE
Adv. Agency, New York, 1942. For six months with that
is a very businesslike young agency she was in charge of the
plenty of solid adver- Pepsi-Cola cooperative account. On
woman with experie
tising nce handling many March 1, '43, she joined Compton
as a time-buyer.
and varied types of accounts.
Miss BeLille now buys night
A native of Chicago and a graduate of the St. Francis Academy time chainbreaks for Goodyear
and ~Business
' Col
~"
shoe sionproducts
diviin 55 markets;
lege,
^ If you're interested in
Right to Happiness
startedMiss
her BeLille
career
as manager of a
on NBC and Transratings, just multiply "setsCanada;
Life CBS;
Can
small Chicago dress
Be
Beautiful,
shop. Soon after
in-use" by "share of
Jack K i r k w o o d,
that, she went with
CBS; Road of Life,
the Charles Daniel
produces
sales
for
you
audience."
Trans-Canada; MetFrey cago
agency
in
Chiwhere, for six
ropole,gional
Quebec Re-;
she handled
trailer on theNetwork
Rudy
Represented by Edward Petry Co., Inc years,
Crane holdCo.,Finance
House• The Tri-Penn primary area
and
Vallee program on
is a rich region in the heart of
Karpen Furniture
CBC,
and
a
series
accounts.
ofToronto,
spot programs
Pennsylvania — which is not
Winnipegin
With that backKFOR
covered by any other station.
and Vancouver, for
ground, Miss BeLille moved to anIvory Soap. PresentHARRIETT
other Chicago agenly inactive but poWrite main office— 8 West
tential radio advercy,
Reincke
Ellis
tisers on her list are
King St., Lancaster, Penna., or
Younggreen - Finn,
New York Life and
agencyWhiskey,
for GlenCapital City \^^ebraska
Sales Represenfafive
more
for a short time. Kelly-Springfield.
Now a resident of Manhattan,
Next she joined the Chicago office
BAYMEi
of McCann-Erickson as media su- Miss BeLille misses horseback
pervisor.
riding, her favorite sport, but
For five years with McCann- makes up for the loss by atGordon Gray, General Mgr. Erickson
she
handled
advertising
concerts and the opera,
Melvin Drake, Station Mgr. for Standard Oil, Pillsbury Mills, tending
as well as catching up on her
Ford dealers (both branch and reading, another favorite pasBlue and Mutual Networks
joint fund), and Maytag. time.
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KFOR has 80% more
daytime audience according
to ttooper than the next
highest station.

Sellers

Where

showmanship

%

A candid camera might record a slightly different picture of what's going on in ^
our studios these days, but the artist's brush has caught Mutual's busy new
program progress with remarkable realism.

Eleven new shows premiered within a couple of fortnights. Drama, romance, ^
mystery, music. Originals by Oboler. Lone males in the argumentative toils ol ^

means

business

lovely ladies. Murder solved by listeners in every Mutual market. An amazing
half-hour, five afternoons a week, that grants a woman's every wish for the next
24 hours of her life. And four-star reserves waiting in the wings.
Novel? Exciting? Sure — but the one word for Mutual's new programming
technique is showmanship. Showmanship without the checkered vest and the
nickel segar. Serious-minded showmanship that deliberately means business.
The man directly in charge of all

CATCH THESE NEW MUTUAl SHOWS AND HEAR WHAT WE MEAN

this is Phillips Carlin. We could start
seventeen j)aragraphs with the words:
"A man who ..." But why? To all of
you who agree with us that radio is

Arch Oboler's Pi^ays — by the master of radio drama
Calling All Detectives— a criminologist in every home
Queen for a Day — every day a new Cinderella
Between Us Girls — one man versus the "weaker" sex
(Executives who'd like to hear these and other new MBS programs at
any given hour will he promptly provided with recordings on request.)

show business, the significant fact is
\ that Phil is our man. V-P in charge of Programs, he's busy lining up the right
showmen and the right shows, putting into action the plans we have drawn up.
We've made a start, and there's more in store. Even with all the veteran
experience behind this move, we're likely to come up with a turkey at times, too.
When that happens, off with its head and on with another right show. Because
to us, showmanship means business. It can also mean business to you . . .

Muiuai
Broadcastinff
WHERE
SHOWMANSHIP
MEANS

System
U S I N E S S

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

SERVIC

Two years, Temple University
Three
Law years, Dickinson School of
Seven years, Law Practice
TwoMitchell,
years, Public
Partner,Relations
Lawrence &
Free & Peters (New York Office)
since May 1, 1944

Look who's
here now-

S*

Fred

W.

the petroleum industry, mail-order houses,
newspapers, advertising agencies, financial
institutions, publishing organizations and
many others. The result is more than an
organization of individual winners — it's a
great team whose combined experience
goes right across the board of American
enterprise.

Take a good man with successful experience as a lawyer, add a considerable background of public relations work, mix well
with creative imagination, intense energy
and deep personal integrity, then serve
hot! That's a recipe for an effective F&P
Colonel, as tested and proved in the person
of Fred W. Mitchell. Fred joined our New
York office over a year ago, and today
he's very much a Specialty of the House!
All in all, we're pretty proud of our
ability to pluck good men from other
industries and businesses. Among our
Colonels we number successful men from

Free

Mitchell!

Possibly that's why we've made such
strides during these past thirteen years
since first we hung out our shingle.
Certainly it's the way we like to progress,
here in this group of pioneer radio-station
representatives.

&

Pioneer Radio

Peters,

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW CINCINNATI
BUFFALO
WCKY
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WKZO . . GRANDKALAMAZOO
RAPIDSKMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . IHINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
KSD
ST.
LOUIS
WMBD
PEORIA
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES
MOINES
woe
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
...
WCBM
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
.
.
.
SOUTHWEST
.
..
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BROWNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS HOUSTON
CHRISTI
KXYZ
KOMA
OKLAHOMA TULSA
CITY
KTUL
.
.
.
PACIFIC
COAST
.
.
.
KOIN
PORTLAND
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

ih.

Station Representatives
Since May, 1032 JCHmCO: J 80 N.M/rhJgan HVN^Om. 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 645 Gr/WoW 5/. SAN FRANCISCO: r i r miVimm. G:^^, Hollywood ATLANTA: 322 P^WB/n
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353 Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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P&Gf
Biggest
Air
User,
Doubles
Sales
lions
of
t^'pical
American homes.
iRADIO'S
biggest
customer,
Procter
;& Gamble Co., Cincinnati, spends For First Time Facts Are Unveiled on In May 1930 Procter & Gamble Co.
branched out with its third program
S$11,000,000 a year for time alone,
i Expenditures for talent probably
and the
firstadvertising.
attempt to The
sell
$lhOOOyOOO Annual Time Budget
run another $11,000,000.
soap
via firm's
broadcast
This was learned in an exclusive
By BILL BAILEY
program
Ruth test.
Turner's Washinterview with William M. Ramsey,
ing Talks,wasa local
So successful was the venture
Procter rect&or of radio
Gamble's
well-known
dithat in November 1930 Procter &
who, for the first
time, told the story of the soap
Gamble introduced the five-a-week
manufacturer's rise to national
series on a network, with a mornleadership through broadcast ading strip on the Red under the title,
vertising.
Mrs. Blake's Column. The following
Latest figures show that in 1944
programs
in rota-of
tion: Emilywere
Postbroadcast
Talks, Sisters
P&G spent $11,014,000 for time
alone. That was divided as follows :
the Skillet, Curtis Burnley, Mrs.
Reilly. Then followed a series of
NBC $5,280,000; CBS $3,942,000;
diversified programs including
flue$1,042,000; spot $750,000.
George, the Lava Soap Man, Sisters
Gross Doubled
of the
Skillet,Stoopnagle
Helen Chase's
• During 1940 — the last peacetime
ty Forum,
& Bud,Beauand
year — Procter & Gamble invested
the B. A. Rolfe orchestra, all network presentations.
U0,999,416 in network time. Spot
and talent figures for that year
Something New
were not available, although a
By late 1932 P&G cast about for
schedule of P&G programs indicated both were substantial. Netsomething
new in radio
ment. In December
that entertainyear the
work expenditures five years ago WORKING EXECUTIVE is William M. Ramsey (1), Procter & Gamble
daytime
five-weekly
dramatic
^included $8,759,452 for NBC (em- radio director who takes personal interest in P&G productions. Confer- was
born on WLW Cincinnati serial
when
bracing the Red and Blue) and
ring with their sponsor boss are (1 to r) : Sandra Michael, who authored the Puddle Family became radio
$2,239,964
for Yearbook.
CBS, according to
Broadcasting
Woman in White; Betty Winkler and Roy Larkin, stars of the network characters. The test continued for
a year. Based on a comic strip, the
In the 10-year period 1934-44 — show which sold. Camay soap.
Puddle Family was appealing to
the
years
of
the
company's
greatest
the
short.eye, but as a radio show it fell
expansion in radio — gross sales
Pioneer
advertisers
who
had
the
more than doubled, rising from foresight to test this new medium simply bore the phrase: "Program
mail — still a potent factor
116,593,142 to $311,496,273, ac- were looked upon as starry-eyed coming
fine."
To thein broadcaster
that type of in Fan
ording to Mr. Ramsey.
broadcasting — indicated that the
dreamers.
Most
everyone
"knew"
fan
mail
meant
potential
new
lispeople
wanted
drama. However they
"This bedramatic
rise entirely
cannot, ofto radio was but a "passing fancy".
It indicated his signal was craved something
more human than
;ourse,
attributed
P&G saw in broadcasting, however, reachingteners.out.
To
Proctor
&
Gamble
the
Puddle
Family
characters who,
a
future
medium
of
mass
communiadio,"
he
explained.
"New
prodit
meant
a
new
avenue
through
all, were lifted from the comic
cts, advertising in other media
cation— a new means of reaching which to present a sales message to after
page.
Procter
&
Gamble
consulted
nd economic conditions contributed millions
potential consumers. potential customers.
substantial share. But it is un- 'Midst a of
doubting
business
world,
ple-Hummert,
Chicago.
one
of
its
agencies
—
Blackett-Sam-"
P&G's first network venture came
listakable that radio as a major the Cincinnati firm laid the foundaLawrence D. Milligan, Oxydol
2lling medium has proved itself
when the firm sponof what has become radio's in Junesored 1925
irough the experience of Procter most tioncomprehensive
Ida Bailey Allen for Crisco account executive came up with an
schedule of
idea.
a script built
Gamble."
broadcast advertising carried by a on the then NBC-Red network. around Hethe thought
experiences of a woman
Careful Planning
Through the series she became fa- like his mother
single sponsor.
— a kindly, sympaTurning deaf ears to pleadings
mous as home
one economists.
of the country's
foreMr. Ramsey will tell you that
thetic woman — might be just the
most
Ida Bailey
&G's
success isas duean advertiser
and of "experts" that radio would be Allen's Cook Book today is in mil(Continued on page 28)
erchandiser
to several faca "waste of money", Procter &
irs. Each campaign is carefully Gamble gave it a whirl with Crisco
;ianned and executed with split- Cooking Talks. Fan mail was the LONG RECOGNIZED as radio's No. 1 client, Procter &
ifecond precision and timing. All only means in those days of meas- Gamble Co., Cincinnati, has learned the value of broadcast
(h'liedia are dovetailed into one big
uring audiences. The Government
attern which spells "consumer had not regulated frequencies. advertising. Through its radio department, headed by William
einand".
Numbered dials on receiving sets M. Ramsey, P&G conducts extensive research, arrives at its
P&G's phenomenal rise to the just hadn't been born.
osition
of
the
nation's
top
timeNevertheless WEAF broadcast own methods of measuring audiences and employs a forceful
iuyer dates back to 1923 when
the
Crisco Cooking Talks at regular formula that sells P&G products. BROADCASTING sent Bill
mmercial broadcasting was al'St unheard of. Ever alert for times, under sponsorship of Procter Bailey to Cincinnati to learn the details of P&G's phenomenal
w avenues of advertising, P&G & Gamble. Fan mail began coming success. Herewith is the first installment of the P&G story as
ught a period on WEAF New in. Some of it had to do with recirk and the Crisco Cooking Talks
pes; some women sent their own learned in an exclusive interview with Mr. Ramsey.
nt on the air.
favorite recipes in. But a large part
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TBA, FMBI
Demand
Quick Allocation
economic viewpoint, such
below the immediate needs of
Join in Requesting No. 1 practical,
procrastination is dangerous and far
the military, "thus compelling WPB
Channel Adoption;
unwise,"
said
Mr.
Freed,
"and
signal in ad-to
tends to add to the uncertainty to give vancethe
RTPB to Act
of anygo-ahead
prior notification
facing radio manufacturers of war
Texts of TBA and FMBI requests materials who are anxiously await- theTheFCC".manufacturer also pointed
on page 67
ing the reconversion signal. These out that hundreds of FM applicaemploy many thouPRESENTING a united front for manufacturers
tions have been filed with the FCC
nds of workers who look to them
the first time since allocations hear- for a sameasure
security in the and that after FM is allocated, the
ings began last September, the transition period ofbetween
war
and
applications must be refiled, speciTelevision Broadcasters Assn. and
fying new frequencies, and then
FM Broadcasters Inc. last week civilian production."
Mr. Freed declai-ed that delays processed by the Commission.
filed simultaneous requests with the
"deter engineering
and
Meantime the FCC engineering
FCC that the band 44-108 mc be now willof postwar
sets for dozens
department and industry engineers
allocated immediately and that al- design
ternate allocation No. 1 be adopted of manufacturers," and bring about are going ahead with propagation WFIL Philadelphia Pre si den
"widespread unemployment." De- tests. Reports are that Sporadic E Roger W. Clipp (r), just electedi i
[Bkoadcasting, May 21, 28].
spite the WPB's promise to give already has been evident, although president of the Poor Richard i
At the same time Arthur Freed,
days notice if produc- it was pointed out that tests of two Club, oldest advertising club inp:
vice-president and general manager the FCCtion90authorization
plans are
America, is congratulated by his
of Freed Radio Corp., New Yorlc, changed, it is possible,
said Mr. or three months actually will add predecessor Graham Patterson
manufacturer, declared in a strong Freed, that war requirements
of little data to that now in the hands publisher of the Farm Journal
denunciation of the FCC's delay in communications equipment may fall of the Commission.
Mr. Clipp is the first broadcaster
allocating FM, that widespread unever honored with election to thece
employment wil result unless Compresidency of the famed Philadel
mission allocates FM immediately.
In surprise announcements 'Broadcasting^ Staff Changes Include phia organization.
Thursday, W. A. Roberts, general
counsel for TBA, and Philip G. King as M.E,; Beatty Associate Editor
McCormick on 38
Loucks, FMBI general counsel, dis- TWO NEW staff appointments and
tor of the Whiston-Salem Sentinel
closed that their respective boards two reassignments are announced & Journal
prior to his Washington
& Co., Baltimore, isK
of directors had unanimously adopt- by Sol Taishoff, editor and pub- war service with the Office of Cen- McCORMICK
conducting its seasonal campaigri^j
lisher of Broadcasting.
ed sionresolutions
Commissorship. Mr. Beatty, in relinquish- for Bee Brand insecticide on Si
to allocateurging
FM andthe television
J. Frank Beatty, for the past
ingtions,his willmanaging
func- stations using one-minute tran
immediately in the No. 1 alterna- decade managing editor at Washtake over editor's
special editoscribed announcements, and chain
tive.
rial assignments at Washington breaks
ington headquarters, has been
from five to ten time;
RTPB Action Expected
named an associate editor, with headquarters and in the field. Bill weekly. Station
list follows: WAYS
Art King, newspaper editor and for Bailey continues as an associate WHKY WPTF WSTP
WTMA WIS
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, chairman the
past year an executive assistant editor in Washington.
of the Radio Technical Planning in the
WSB
WGST
WTOC
Miss Small has joined the New WOOD WNOX WMAZ
division of the U. S.
WLAC
WSG^
Board, has called a meeting of Office press
York
editorial
staff
under
Bruce
of
Censorship,
appointed
chairmen and vice-chairmen of managing editor in Washington.
WSFA WMBR WFOY WAL/
Robertson, New York editor. Helen WWL
KFPW KLRA WKY WMC it
Panels 2 (allocations), 5 (FM), 6
with the transfer to House, for three years on the New KVSO
KRBC KFDA KGKO KPYC ,„
(television) and 7 (facsimile) in NewCoincident
York
editorial
staff,
has
resigned
York
of
Florence
Small,
for
KRRV
WACO KWF1 L
New York
rejoin her family in Pittsburgh. KNOW KGKB
sider similarTuesday,
action. June 5, to con- the past year in charge of the Chi- to Mr.
KFDM KEEW KRK
Browne,
who
has
taken
over
cago
bureau,
Frank
A.
Browne,
Signed by J. R. Poppele of WOR
KXYZ KABC.
Agency is Jones i
publicity and promotion the Chicago oflSce, has worked as Brakeley,
New York.
New York, president, the TBA reso- formerly
of WJNO West Palm a newspaper reporter but for the
lution said cutbacks in use of per- manager
seven years has been writer,
sonnel, plants and materials in the Beach, Fla., has been designated past
announcer and program director of
Chicago correspondent.
electronics
industry
"are
now
takseveral
He was formerly
Hudson Newscasts w
Mr. King, who will report to Rob- publicitystations.
ing place and will become more
director of WJZ New HUDSON PULP & PAPER Corp. J
ert K. Richards, editorial director, York.
rapid".
Several
months
of
design
lioioil
and production engineering will be for eight years was managing ediNew forYork,
majornapkins,
user of isspot
ra' "
dio
its paper
changi
required after the definite allocaing from five spot announcement)
tion before civilian production in
quantity can use such released
aon week
three asnewscasts
WBZ toBoston,
a result weekljof th
labor, according to TBA.
recent survey on newscasts [Broad
From the technical viewpoint
CASTING,
April
23]
conducted
TBA said "design
wastefulmakeinDuane Jones Co., Hudson agencj
terference with otherand services
For the coming year Hudson wi
the second alternative undesirable".
sponsor newscasts by Marvin Beh
The first alternative is "preferred
rens on WBZ Monday, Wednesda
because of its long-range superiority for television considering all
and Friday, 12:15-12:25 p.m. Simlroi
ilar changes to news may be mad
factors".
territories, depending o ;j
The FMBI position corroborated
salesother
results from WBZ. f j
the stand of TBA and adopted the
reasons set forth by the TBA for
allocating alternative No. 1 immediately. FMBI recommended, howCal Recordings
ever, that the FCC set aside a 4
CAL CONCENTRATE Co., Ch
mc band, 46-50 mc, for interim
operations of present transmitters
cago
(Cal-Cola),
is distributing
cordings
of 15-second
announcert
pending the transition to the new
ments, featuring the Dinning Sis .
frequencies. FM currently is allocated at 42-50 mc.
ters,
to local inbottlers
be place|^'_'
on stations
their toareas.
Th
Under alternative No. 1 as proposed by the FCC amateurs would
marks
the
entry
of
the
manufaJ'^
radi
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix turers of Cal-Cola into the
be given 44-48 mc, facsimile 48-50,
field. Production of spots was hai
FM 50-68 and television 68-74,
died by Atlas Adv. Agency, Ch ire
78-108 mc.
"I'd Like to Buy ZVz Yards of That Radio Spectrum That's Being
"If considered merely from the
Allocated!"
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[WPB
Eases
Antenna
and
Building
Controls
the relaxation, the company is
der FCC standards and when the Advisory Committee, WPB said,
freed
of
its
announced
restrictions
'Tube Manufacture
applicant can prove possession of Army
representativesof revealed
that
but until more material is available necessary
some cancellations
direct Army
equipment.
For Civilians May will manufacture radiators up to
With
regard
to
increased
tube
orders
for
receiving
tubes
are
now
250 ft. only.
production, the Division explained
throughin and
Be Doubled
Along with antennas, the Board that the proposal to authorize ofcoming
materials
depotsthatmayan excess
possiremoved controls on blank record- 4,000,000 tubes monthly would be
By JACK LEVY
bly be discovered
through
ing discs and spring motor (hand to maintain full use of productive
ination of stockpiles.
Totalre-examstandFIRST relaxations affecting sta- operated)
accoustic phonographs. facilities but that there is no asard
receiving
type
tube
production
;ion
improvements
and
new
staIt
was
explained
that
all
three
surance this output can be attained during the first three months
of
;ion construction were announced items do not make use of electronic
present transition pe- 1945 averaged 12,000,000 and was
ast week by the War Production components and are not produced duringriod the
estimated
at
13,000,000
for
April.
"because
of
the
changing
deBoard, which (1) removed all re- generally on facilities now used
Civilian Needs
mandsDemand
of the military."
trictions on production of transproduction of radio and radar
for Sets
« Tiitter antennas and (2) allowed for
Out
of
the overall tube output
equipment.
:onstruction or alterations costing
Cabinets were also released from
WPB pointed out that it would during 1943 and 1944, an average
,ip to $1,000 to be undertaken restrictions
subject to require an average of 1 1/2 tubes per of about 1,500,000 tubes monthly
?/ithout WPB authorization. The the provisionsbutofremain
Furniture Order set to put home receivers now in- has been produced for civilian
previous limitation was $200.
operative back into service. The needs, the volume increasing to
L-26A.
The
Division
pointed
out,
Simultaneously, the Radio & Rathat the placing of a first 1,000,000 tubes to become about 1,800,000 during the first
lar Division disclosed that consid- however,
radio chassis in a cabinet still available, if channeled into replace- quarter of 1945. This compares
n-ation is being given plans to au- comes within the jurisdiction of
ments, would restore 666,666 sets with the total production (prac!;horize production of 4,000,000 re- the
tically all civilian type) during
general limitation order L-265 to operation while the same tubes
ceiving tubes a month for civilian governing
1941 of 135,000,000, or more than
electronic
equipment
as
would
equip
only
200,000
new
5iDurposes and that a proposal to this is considered a step in pro- tube sets. WPB estimated that 11,000,000 a month.
ihannel the output into the replaceIn connection with demands for
duction and must continue re- about 9% (approximately 3,000,■nent market rather than into new stricted.
000) of radio homes are without tubes for new set production, the
sets will be taken up at an early
receiving facilities because of the Division pointed out that in 1941
Amount Raised
neeting of the Receiving Tube Inshortage of replacement tubes. A about 95,000,000 tubes (four times
iustry Advisory Committee. The
recent survey by the Office of Civil- the current rate for civilian supBoard's
action
with
respect
Division estimated 60,000,000 tubes to The
was formulated by
ian Requirements
showedthanan 5,000,imme- reachedply) wenttheintorecord
new receivers
ivill be required the first year to theconstruction
figure of which
about
demand for more
Construction Bureau in an 000 newdiatereceivers.
•neet replacement
demands
and
reamendment
to
Limitation
Order
12,500,000
sets
that
year. Of the
store satisfactory stock margins in L-41 which requires specific auAt
a
recent
meeting
of
the
Tube
remaining 40,000,000 tubes, 33,distribution channels.
thorization on all projects costing
000,000mentwere
for domestic
replaceSteel Available
and 7,000,000
for export.
more than $200. By raising the
Coal Co. Renews
amount
to
$1,000,
the
amendment
Although
the
current
rate
DELAWARE, Lackawanna & 000,000 tubes a month doesof 13,WPB's
action resulted
in removing
not
to expedite construction Western
trols on towers
from concut- isof likely
Coal Co., New York, appear to be a very large increase
a
few
stations
which
have
reDacks in heavy military equipment
sponsor
of
The
Shadow
since
1937,
over the 11,000,000 tubes a month
ceived FCC conditional permits but
i ivhich released substantial quan- have been
before the war, considering the
a contract
for contindenied WPB authoriza- has signed
;ities of steel. Although not strictly
ued sponsorship
through
1950. huge expansion of facilities in the
tion.
Several
stations
had
proceeded
' mty ofelectronics
item,
the
availabilwith
construction
under
the
old
electronics
industry, the Division
Company
resumes
seasonal
spontowers will permit many sta- $200 exemption after being turned
sorship
Sept. 9Coal
on on
Mutual
5-5:30 explained that a large portion of
I ;ions to initiate major improve- down
p.m.
for
Blue
27
stations
the tubes produced for the military
by WPB.
^ tients and may enable some FCC
NewArea.England
Mid-At- are intricate types and are more
A clarification of the amend- in the lantic
applicants to obtain , conditional
Agency isandRuthrauff
difl[icult to turn out. If the present
ment,
issued
by
the
Radio
&
Radar
construction permits for new sta& Ryan, New York. In its 15th capacity were devoted solely to
tions. WPB recently authorized Division, points out that WPB year
on
the
air
this
fall.
The
lohn E. Lingo & Son Inc., Camden, basic policies governing station con- Shadow, a Charles Michelson pro- civilian type tubes, it was estimated, approximately 18,000,000
struction remain unchanged and
N. J., to produce a limited number
duction, wil be sponsored on the tubes a month
could be produced.
Df towers for distribution to broad- that authorization will be consid- largest hook-up
in
its
history
—
a
The
Division's
explanation of
ered
only
for
new
stations
in
areas
total of 234 stations for DL&W,
casters without priorities [Broad{Continued on page 66)
j|PASTING, May 7]. As a result of not receiving primary service un- Carey Salt Co. and Grove Labs.
lvl
idi
un
¥\
Time for Decision — An Editorial
AMERICAN radio is at the cross-roads.
engineering tests. All that comes late. The
have never been corrected and can't be.
The most important decision in radio history Commission has available to it classified data then
The frequencies below 550 kc were and are
is about to be made. Allocations for the new of the military services collated during more
best
for standard broadcasting by
broadcast services — FM and television — are than three years of war. Can three months of virtue adapted
of strong ground wave. Stations superexperimentation,
however
intensive,
produce
imposed upon stations on the same frequency
if notoff.overdue. Radio's last frontier
Isjustto ahead,
be staked
anything more conclusive than the information
by use of directionals have distorted the coverat hand?
I The decision does not rest with any estab- nowReconversion
is upon us. Despite talk of war
lished television or FM group. It is not a deci-Theage patterns.
same mistake should not be made in
sion for Congress or for the executive branch. requirements in the electronics field auguring
FM. It's upshould
to thelock
FCCitself
to seein
Equipment manufacturers have no responsibil- against any prompt resumption of civilian totelevision
Theand Commission
radio manufacture, cutbacks in other critical its that.
ity reposing upon them.
meeting room with all of the voluminous
The responsibility rests with the FCC and lines are coming thick and fast. They can come
evidence. But it should come out of that meetrapidly in radio, particularly if the Nip enemy
with it alone. Congress delegated to the Coming with the answer — final and conclusive —
suddenly sues for peace.
mission the function of devising allocations.
There is no doubt about that. The Commission
it's upstairs or dovsmstairs.
The FCC must forget people who have axes whether
The
time to do it is now. Radio must not be
has the scientific and technical evidence. It to grind, whatever their financial stake. The
man
that
counts
is
the
listener
and
the
future
left at the post because the Government auCan't
that responsibility.
The divide
Commission
now has come forward with looker. Many recall the Hoover Conference
thority charged with the decision failed to
three alternative plans of allocation for FM and days in the early 20's when the standard broad- make it in time.
cast band was established. The mistakes made
6-mc television. It proposes three months of
History will hold the FCC responsible.
June 4, 1945 • Page 17
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U, S. STEEL PLAISS
FALL DRAMA SERIES
Stations Attack FCC
Program
Study UNITED
STATES STEEL Corp.,
specified.in KFBC is a Blue "bonus" station New York, will make its debut as
Sustaining - Commercial theTheCommission's
Commission letters
was specific
and that it derives no revenue from a network sponsor Sept. 9, when
Evaluations Held
some instances by pointing out that network programs except through ic starts Theater- Guild on The Air
its analysts found the percentage special arrangement. Figures ana- on the Blue, to be broadcast SunTo Be Unfair
of commercial programs carried by
lyzed by Mr. Grove for the same of radio
day, 10-11 adaptations
p.m. Series will
consist
SEVERAL broadcasters whose sta- the respective stations was more
of popular
week incommercial
January show
tion operations, with emphasis on than the renewal applications had total
time the
as 46station's
4/6% theatrical productions, with the
programming, have been questioned estimated back in 1941 and the and sustaining at 53 2/6%.
stars who created the roles on the
in the last two months by the FCC FCC wanted to know "how come?"
Total revenue from network
In
other
cases
the
FCC
informed
stage sions
appearing
in the radio vercommercials
was
$1,186.50
in
1944
have served notice that they don't broadcasters they were carrying
when possible.
intend to accept
Commission's
and $708formed theinCommission.
1943, Mr. Grove
inSteel
company
first began
evaluation
of theirthecommercial-vswas
tiations with Theater
Guild negolast
only a few "public
an- from special commercial That
sustaining time.
nouncements whereas service"
their schedprograms August for the series, but lack of
ules showed far more commercial rebroadcast by KFBC.
In the first group of replies to
suitable
time
blocked
progress
at
letters sent out by the Commission spot announcements.
that time. Decision of American
Program Content Questioned
in mid-April [Broadcasting, April
Apparently the FCC used staMeat
Institute
not
to
continue
its
The FCC also found that KFBC
tiontionslossfor renewals
submittedandwithsingled
applica16, April 23], a dozen broadcasters
out had broadcast only 12 sustaining sponsorship of Life of Riley, cur
contended that:
on the Blue, Sundays, 10specific weeks. In most instances spot announcements in the "public rently
(1) No station can operate "in the
10:30 p.m., opened the time for
and 592To commercial
spot the
logs showed programs either interest"
the
■
public
interest"
on
a
rigid
new
BBDO, New
announcements.
that
argument
format for commercial and sus- were commercial or sustaining. Mr. Grove replied that of 120 total York, is theprogram.
agency on the U. S
Many ment
stations
failed
to
log
Governtaining programs.
announcements because they
during that par- Steel account.
(2) Because a program is spon- were included in commercial or hours broadcast
ticular week, KFBC had devoted
sored doesn't mean it no longer is sustaining programs which had 23.5 hours or 19.5% of its time to Gen. Arnold Is Honored
a "public service" feature.
large audiences.
announcements
or programs
"which
should be classified
as completely
(3) Estimates of proposed comBy Radio News Analysts
One ofanciesthewas reported
outstandingby discrepmercial and sustaining time to be
KFBC in the public service".
GEN. H. H. ARNOLD, Command
carried as made at last previous Cheyenne, Wyo. The Commission
The
FCC
said
KFBC's
"program
ing General, Army Air Forces, was
license renewal periods were based had analyzed the station's program content" had not been "adequately guest
of honor
ofF-the-record
on commercial
and
sustaining
volluncheon
of theat anAssn.
of Radio
log
for
the
week
ending
Jan.
18,
in
the
public
interest".
To
that
alume at that time.
legation Mr. Grove replied:
1945, and concluded that KFBC
News Analysts at the Hotel Statler
"Licensee
believes
under
the
was 18% commercial and only 22 7f
Washington,
last
Thursday.
John
Beyond Authority
sustaining, whereas in 1937 the policy of the Communications Act W. Vandercook, NBC, past presi
(4) While the FCC has criti- station had estimated its commer- as to program material expressed dent, acting for President Lowell
Commission
Califorcized some stations for "too much
cial programs would total 17.23% by the
abroad, thanked Gen
nia State
Assembly toof the
recent
date Thomas, now
its sustaining features 82.71%.
for transportation and
commercial" and not enough "pub- andWilliam
May 7], the Com- Arnold
C. Grove, treasurer of [Broadcasting,
courtesies
afforded
commen
lic
service
programs",
those
same
mission recognizes the impossibility tators covering the radio
stations have scores of commenda- the Frontier Broadcasting Co., liwar. Col. Wil
of
forecasting
for
any
tions from various other Governcense of KFBC, wrote a detailed accurately
Ham
Westlake,
assistant
to th(
{Continued on page 64)
ment agencies, chiefly the OWI, letter in which he pointed out that
director. Bureau of Public Rela
Treasury, War and Navy Depts.
tions,
AAF,
also
was
a
guest.
(5) In many instances the FCC
Among ARNA members attendwrongfully accused some stations Nationwide Network Facilities
ing were, dercook:
in addition
Vanof carrying too many commercial
Quincy Howe,to Mr.
Johannes
programs, inasmuch as most of the
Steel, Maj. George Fielding Eliot,
Commission's
made Are Projected by Associated Cesar Searchinger, Bernard Herin specific weeksanalyses
and did were
not reflect
William
ShirerBillandHenry
Max
ASSOCIATED BROADCASTING which headquarters of the com- shey,
the overall year-round operation.
of New L.York;
bined transcribed and wire opera- H.Hill,R. allBaukhage,
In nearly every instance the li- Corp., headquartered at Grand
William
Hillman
tions
are
maintained.
Washington.
censees indicated they were oper- Rapids, Mich., has placed an order
Responding to an inquiry from
for facilities
permanent
trans- Broadcasting,
ating in the "public interest, con- with AT&T continental
Mr.
Versluis
conand
proposes
venience andthat
necessity".
firmed placement of the AT&T Two Articles on Radio
made it plain
they feltThey
the to begin fulltime operation Sept.
permanent Class A facil- In 'Fortune' June Issue
Commission was going beyond its 16, according to Leonard Versluis, order ities.forHe said
would be premature COMDR. EUGENE F. McDON
scope of authority by inquiring president. Mr. Versluis is the own- to announce it the
lineup,
er of WLAV Grand Rapids, at rates and corporate station
into program content, as some of
structure.
ALD Jr., president of Zenith Ra
Top personnel, in addition to dio Corp., Chicago, is subject of
himself, includes Roy C. Kelly, ex- biographical sketch in the Jun<
ecutive vice-president; Richard F. issue of Fortune magazine. Titled
Connor, vice-president in charge of "Commander McDonald of Zenith"
operations; Clayton W. Kuning, story states that "he has combined
vice-president & general manager; business with pleasure to the
William G. Henderson, vice-presi- greater glory of both."
In same issue is an article titled
dent & director of station relations,
"Philips of Eindhoven", telling whj
and Van C. Newkirk, vice-president the
worldwide radio and electri
in charge of West Coast operations.
Mr. Versluis said other network cal manufacturing concern think
it
can
American firms in thf
plans will
announced
when per- contest beat
for the postwar markets.
fected. Lastbe year,
when Associated
broadened its commercial base beyond thedeclared
religious field, Mr. VerSadler Liberated
sluis
the plan was to go LT. GEORGE W. SADLER
into fullscale live network opera- WRVA
announcer or
KECEI\'I.NG
for recent
reception
Will R.C. Grace,
Grant markets.
tion with emphasis on secondary leave withRichmond
the Army Air Forces
and
associates LINE
of Grant
Adv., isDetroit
composed
of (1 tohonoiing
r) Edward
has
been
liberated
from
a Germar
Detroit vice-president; Will C. Grant, president; Ken Beirn, New York
Louis, has named prison camp and cabled that h
vice-president in charge; P. Wesley Combs, vice-president, New York;
Armando, New York creative consultant, and Dave Echols, executive Vldex pain reliever to prepare tests. has not been a victim of atrocities
since early December
vice-president, international division. Some 300 businessmen and mem- Day
spots have been placed onagency
WMBRfor ALt. captive
vlltJt
Sadler expects to return fron
Ijers of the Michigan area advertising profession attended.
WPDQ WJAX WROL WBIR WNOX^
Paris shortly for a 60-day leave
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means
to keep
this
trust !
of an old estate brought her a bank draft of almost
This is the story of a touching episode that hap$11,000. . . . The little widow thought of all the
pened here recently. It sounds "too good to be
things she needed — of all the things her children
true" — but it IS true. We thought you'd be
needed. Then she mailed the endorsed check to
interested.
WHO, asking us to Buy Bonds for her.
who's War Bond sales by mail were booming.
We telephoned to ask her about certain details of
Each week the impressive total advanced. One milalternate beneficiaries, etc. "I know nothing about
lion dollars . . . two . . . three . . . nearly six!
business," she said. "You handle it for me. WhatNo one followed the campaign with more interest
ever you do will be all right. I .isten to WHO every
than did a little widowed mother of four children,
day, and I know I can trust you to do what's best."
living in a small Iowa town. She wanted desperately
Yes, it made us proud. We think it ought to make
to "Buy Bonds", too, but lack of money prevented.
you advertisers proud, too. Because it's your conNever had she felt her poverty so keenly.
fidence in us that enables us to operate the kind of
station that Iowa people trust.
And then — sudden wealth! Unexpected settlement
+
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WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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Hillman Selected !
Radio
Censorship
Danger
Scored
For Truman's Trip
Management Warned THE WRITER, head of the agency bearing his name, has a Mutual Wins Network Drawing
For San Francisco Speech
Own Action Will
complaint. He has worked on stations. He's been in the agency WILLIAM HILLMAN, Mutual
Cause Control
commentator, will repend in Washington, Baltimore and Richmond for 13 years. Washington
resent the four major networks OD
By COURTLAND D. FERGUSON He has specialized in radio. Among his current radio accounts: President Truman's trip to the
President, Courtland D. Ferguson Inc. Resinol Chemical Co., Baltimore; Virginia Conservation Com- United Nations Conference on International Organization in Sai
mission; Smith-Douglass Co. (fertilizers), Norfolk; James G. Francisco. Although the date is not
THE QUESTION . . . "Is radio in
definite, it likely will be sometime
danger of government censorship?" The answer . . . "Yes." The Gill Co. (coflFee), Norfolk; Schindler's Peanut Products, Bal- this week.
timore; L. S. Briggs Inc. (meat products), Washington; Mann
J. Leonard Reinsch, managing diquestion . . . "Willbe this
censorship
brought
about
rector of the James M. Cox stations
Co.
(potato
chips),
Washington;
Dethol
(insecticide),
Wash(WHIO
WSB WIOD), President,
by
nientgovernbureauTruman's
radio adviser, also will;
ington;
High's
Ice
Cream
Co.
The
editors
present
herewith
his
crats?" The an- comments as those of an agency executive specializing in the accompany the President.
Although
the three major news
swer . . . "No."
The question
. . . . use of radio who has a right to express his views.
wire
services
— AP,to send
INS and
—
"Is it possible
were permitted
theirUPown;
that government
respective correspondents, radio, |
censorship could good taste. In some cases they Conservation Commission. It did the newsreels, still picture services
be brought about must be pleased. Naturally, radio not tell people .to travel. It is a and independent newspapers were,
allowed only token coverage, onei
by radio manage- management backs up these de- build-up for postwar vacation busi- representative
for each group. 1
nes . It was refused by one station
partments, orthey could not make
ment itself?" The their decisions
Mr. Ferguson
stick.
on
the
basis
that
they
were
carryanswer
.
.
.
"Yes."
Application
of
Transradio'
Press,!
the
fourth
news
wire service,
to I
ing sustaining ODT announcements
I am utterly opposed to governI believe that advertising agensend its own correspondent was re- 1
ment censorship of radio. I am
cies and production people generally telling people not to travel. How- jected
and TP must take coverage!
ever, there was no government
afraid that radio management may could cite dozens of cases where
bring it upon itself. That is the they have felt they have been sub- policy or regulation against such from the newspaper pool. !
At
a
meeting in Washington
reason for this article.
advez-tising.
All
other
media
in
that
jected to high-handed and arbitrary
carried such advertising for NBC offices Thursday, Kenneth
decisions on the part of radio man- area
As dioyoustations
decideandtheradio
policies
of
raBerkeley,
representing the Blue;
different
states
including
the
stanetworks,
agement and continuity acceptance
William R. McAndrew, NBC; Earl
you are powerful men. Today, you departments. Just a few cases in
tion'sofownthis
state.state
However,
theis mesGammons,
CBS, and Charter Hes
sage
which
our
have the right to say what shall point. One station says it will only client was banned from the facililep,
MBS,of drew
straws to would
determine
and what shall not go on the air. accept certain iy^e of program at
which
the
get
ties
of
this
radio
station
because
a
Today, you have the right to ban a certain time of day. Another sta- continuity acceptance man decided the assignment.networks
Mutual
won and
anything from the radio. Today,
tion says it will not accept tran- it should not go on the air. To my immediately designated Mr.
Hill
scriptions. Another says it will not
you are dictators over the facilities you control. Today, you have accept singing jingles. Another says mind, such decisions multiplied over man to make the trip.
Plans are to do a four-network
more business than you can handle; it will not accept proprietary ac- a period of time can bring on gov- broadcast
from San Francisco
counts. Most of the leading stations
ernment censorship of radio.
so you can refuse what you will.
after the President arrives
Today, you are radio and you hold say that all copy has to be cleared
Gentlemen, you have the power shortly
After the pooled broadcast the
in your hands the future destiny with their continuity acceptance to say what shall and shall not go networks
will be on their own. Mr
of this marvelous medium for dis- departments which means it has to on the air, If you become arbitrary
seminating public information and pass their censorship before it can and high-handed ... if you be- Hillman will accompany President
for influencing the economic life run.
Truman
on
the return trip to Washcome dictators of the airwaves . . .
ington. Two planes will be used, alof this nation through radio adverThis happened to us. We placed you will
lose
that
power.
If
you
tising.
seating had
been Fox
disa one-minute electrical transcrip- become amateur bureaucrats, the
closedthough
late last
week. notJoseph
But what of tomorrow? Will the
tion on a number of leading sta- professional bureaucrats will move Washington
Evening Star, presitions in the East. This transcription in and take over. I hope I may never
control rest with you or with some
dent of the White House Correa message about the state
government bureau? If you be- contained
spondents Assn., was designated to
come high-handed and arbitrary in of Virginia, placed for the Virginia see that day in America.
handle
the newspaper pool for east
your decisions it will be taken
ei-n publications and Paul R. Leach
away from you. As time goes on,
ofresent
the Chicago
if hundreds of different radio stawestern Daily
papers.News will rep Ai
tions have hundreds of different AFRS
Station
Credited
With
policies, the Government may move
WFIL Scoop
will totellrefuse.
you what
toin and
acceptsay,and"Wewhat
We
Tl
Bonds
will tell you what can be said and Selling 70% of SWPA
I
NEWSPAPERS
in
Philadelwhich
constantly
lowered
the
casof Armed
how itpens,must
phia were forced to go to 1\
that willbe besaid."
the Ifendthatof hapfree EFFECTIVENESS
ualty
rate
from
Schistomosiasis
WFIL recently for a major istei
Forces Radio Service "commer- (blood fluke disease). The Jungle
radio in this country.
cials" has been demonstrated in an Network, composed of all stations
story which broke right in
I would fight that with every unofficial
survey
conducted
by
the
their
own front yards. Actforce I could command.
in
the
SWPA,
was
aclaimed
for
Army. After a poll taken through- reducing the problem of souveniringtionon alearned
private
the sta-of
out the Southwest Pacific, results ing among combat
What of today? To me, there are
of thetip,return
troops, by the
many straws in the wind which showed that in June 1944, WVTA
Philadelphia
representatives
seem to indicate that this situation Finschaffen was credited with the AFRS Intelligence
from theferencUnited
Nations ConSection."points
feels this survey
e in San Francisco,
and
may develop in the radio industry. sale of 70% of all War Bonds sold Counter
out
the
v/as
on
hand
with
recording
potent
power
of
the
staIn many cases, continuity accept- in SWPA.
tions,
both
individ
ually
and
ance departments are becoming
devices
to
get
interviews
at
colleca 30-day period in March of
the railroad terminal. Other
more brazen in their dictation to thisIn year,
tively, as a network. They are exWVFT Hollandia restations
and
newspapers
a
m
p
l
e
s
o
f
the
ability
advertisers as to what shall be perof
the
staduced pilferage 37% at the base.
to reach a vast number of
mit ed on the air. They have ceased
in town missed the story enSeptember, 1944, WVTE Oro GI's, tions
to be guided by decisions of the In
tirely except for what the
not only to entertain
Bay
was
commended for reducing them, and
Federal Trade Commission or
but
also
to
press
the
accompl
ish rein the area by 45% and
WFIL picked
broadcastupon from
an early
the Food and Drug Administration accidents
sults
that
have
a
high
military
evening news period.
as to what is false and misleading. WVTK Leyte was praised by the value to operations against Japan.
They have ceased to be guided by Surgeon General for a campaign
BROADCASTING
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U. S. Navy Photo

. . that's
You know the nature of the iceberg— only 1/12 is
jxposed.
And there's a big hint in that big iceberg, for radio
idvertisers.

not

all

of

it

That's when you get the whole picture. In Baltimore
the independent radio station . . . W-I-T-H . . .
delivers the largest number of listeners per dollar
spent.

There's a lot that's not seen when you buy radio time.
There's only one yardstick for smart, successful time
)uying . . . look deep for the three big facts about any
tation: (1) Coverage (2) Listeners (3) Cost of each
istener.
tOADCASTING
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WITH
Baltimore, Md.
Tom Tinsley, President

Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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As you probably know, many of the electronic
marvels of this war have been made possible
by the successful harnessing of Super High
Frequencies. The scientists at Bell Telephone
Laboratories have taken a leading part in this
work with MICROWAVES,
The devices ihey have designed have been
built in vast quantities by Western Electric. In
this work, Western Electric has added greatly to

its fund of specialized knowledge and manufacturing techniques.
These wartime microwave developments hold
great promise for the future of communications
and television. From the audio band and extending through the many services in the radio
frequency spectrum up to the frontiers of super
high frequencies^ count on Western Electric
equipment to lead the way!

During the 7th War Loan Drive,
buy bigger^ extra War Bonds!

ID MOTION PICTURES

f SOUND SYSTEMS
knowledge

in all of thesi

COMPONENT

PARTS

New RCA System
NEW SYSTEM of radiotelegraph
transmission permitting the simultaneous employment of eight channels handling 488 words a minute
both inward and outward, corresponding to eight channels each
way with an individual channel
speed of 61 words a minute, has
been developed by RCA and put
and
into London.
operation between New York

Wide Advertising Use of Television
Foreseen Within Five Years After War
TELEVISION as an advertising
gaining exmedium will be in widespread use future forperience atadvertisers
present in nonprofitable
within five j'ears after government video advertising. He pointed out
controls on production of equipment that several experimental stations
are lifted, Winslow H. Case, vice- charge nothing for time and all that
president of Campbell-Ewald Co., has to be paid for are production
predicted last week on the basis of costs. He also thought it possible
a study made by the agency to de- that in the first phase of local teletermine the potentialities of telecasting when programming probvision advertising after the war
lemsnatewilltimebetoacute,
stations who
will can
doadvertisers
and what preparations may be
made for its advent.
supply good programs on film. live
talent, he explained, could come
Dividends Seen
from amateur theatrical groups.
Campbell-Ewald may establish a
stations may pop up
separate television production de- allTelevision
over the country as did radio,
p
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
i
f
a
continuing
study
discloses that this is the most efficient Mr. Case said, with receiver output
operating medium, Mr. Case said. proceeding at about the same pace
To do the job correctly a specially as sending equipment. The controtrained staff of writers, artists,
versy on the question of video waveannouncers and directors may be
lengths is causing "needless
necessary.
alarm", Mr. Case declared. Even if
Mr. Case foresaw dividends in the wavelenths
are altered, tv/o types of

transmitters would be in use and
sets purchased immediately after
the war would be serviceable for
several years.
Construction progress on the
coaxial cable of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., linking Los
Angeles and New York, will be a
key factor
in the
growth
of television network
shows,
he declared.
Conservative estimates are that this
too will be completed five years
after the
of production
trols butlifting
some predict
much conless
time will be required.

^ Here\H
^

Where We
Can Really
Help Youl
We know each individual
market in the Middle West
and Southwest. Our intimate knowledge and experience in this rich, responsive
territory can be of invaluable assistance to you when
it comes to building a spot
campaign that will get the
maximum results. Let us
you — now !

Affiliates
Texas
KFDM — Beaumont
KFYO— Lubbock
KGINC— Amarillo
KRGV— We^^laco
KTSA — San Antonio
THE LONE STAR CHAIN
Louisiana
KRMD — Shreveport
Oklahoma
KADA — Ada
KBIX —Muskogee
KCRC — Enid
KGFF — Shawnee
KOME — TuIhu
KTOK — Oklahoma City
KVSO — Ardmore
THE OKLAHOMA NETWORK
.N'ett- Mexico
KGGM — Albuquerque
KVSF — Santa Fe
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Sales
Offices
New York Hollywood
Chicago
San Francisco
Dallas Portland
GENERAL OFFICES—
AMARILLO

AYLUR- -UWE-SnUWDEN

Other
Fellow's
Viewpoint
AFM Sacrifice
EDITOR Broadcasting:
In your issue of April 23, 1945,
re cancellation of radio programs
due to the sudden and unexpected
death of President Roosevelt, you
state the cost to the networks was
between 2% and 3 million dollars.
We are well aware that these cancel ations may well have cost such
a sum, but the loss was not all
borne by the networks.
The Board of Directors of the
Musicians Mutual Protective Assn.,
Local 47, AFM, cooperated with
the local network offices, as is witnes ed byletters of thanks received
from them, and granted them a
clearance so they did not have to
payWe theweremusicians.
indeed glad to be able
to make this gesture, which met
with the
full
members involved.approval
As you ofmaythe know,
we
require
a two any
weeks'of (14)
days'
notice
to cancel
the radio
programs without payment to the
musicians,
which requirement we
waived.
J. K. WALLACE,
President, Local 47, AFM,
Los Angeles.
Straus Given Trophy
FOR outstanding contributions to
interracial harmony through radio,
Nathan Straus, president of
WMCA New York, was presented
with annual Unity Award trophy
of the Inter-Racial Film & Radio
Guild Inc. in Los Angeles Shrine
Auditorium. Also cited and given
scrolls were NBC Army Hour and
Destination — Tomorrow, recent series on CBS Pacific stations. Radio
personalities honored included:
Bing Crosby, Bob Burns, Norman
Corwin and Orson Welles. Receiving scrolls were the Southernaires,
Blue vocal ensemble; the Charioteers, NBC quartet; Eddie
(Rochester) Anderson of NBC
Jack Benny Show; Eddie Green of
NBC Mantan
Duffy's Moreland
Tavern; ofBenNBCCarter
and
Bob
Burns Show; John B. Hughes,
commentator, and Al Jarvis, m.c,
of KFWB Hollywood.
Video Theater Planned
AMERICA'S first television theater
will be built in Libertyyille, 111., by
Fred W. Dobe, industrial engineer,
head of a syndicate which includes
A. J. agerBalaban,
Roxy Theater
in New York,
accordingman-to
Mr. Balaban. The Dobe-Balaban
combine already owns and operates
the Liberty Theater in Libertyville. Plan is to set up the television
theater with subdivisions for simultaneous presentation of varied
typestingofcustomers
video take
entertainment,
their choice.let-A
site has been purchased for the
building
but no estimate of total
cost
is available.
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CALLS
'EM AS
HE SEES
'EM, ON
KDKA
Industrial Pittsburgh works hard, plays hard . . takes a In ten minutes, this veteran KDKA sportscaster runs
large part of its relaxation in hearing about sports- the whole gamut of sports . . late scores, timely news and
events it cannot attend. The KDKA tri-state primary comment on local and national events, human-interest
area would probably assay more ardent sports-fans to and background stories, forecasts on sporting-events to
the square mile than any other section of the come. To his loyal listeners, Johnny Boyer is, literally,
country.
the last word in sports.
This competent, comprehensive, immensely popular
Every evening at 11:15, Monday through Saturday,
Johnny Boyer winds up on KDKA and delivers himself eleventh-hour round-up of sports is another example of
of a rapid-fire "Whirl Around the World of Sports" the perfect gearing of 50,000-watt KDKA to one of the
.. a necessary radio-nightcap to allay the sports-hunger nation's great markets. NBC Spot Sales has the proof
of thousands of fans, ere they call it a day.
that any time is a good time on KDKA.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KYW
• WBZA
• WOWO
• KEX
KDKA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES- EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

Does U. S. prosperity depend on
Eric Johnston.
doubling
foreign traded "Yes!" sal!

special San Francisco Peace Con-

Mind

if we

do a little talking

about

Town

Meeting,

Youpopularity
can't imagine
gratifying
the recent
of TownhowMeeting
has been
to us
at the Blue.
We've had a lot of people try to tell us that socalled "prestige programs" aren't popular with
the public. There's a feeling that they have to be
dull or the3''re not service programs. We've never
listened to that talk. We've always believed that
the American people want the best that radio can
give them in every field — and that a program has
no excuse for being dull, even if it does set out to
do a good job of informing the public.

Should all Germans be punished for
Nazi Major
crimes Erwin
and atrocities?
said
Lessner. "Yes!"

Special SanferenceFrancisco
Peace Tom
Conprogram. Senator

Mr.

■'V,-.-'" t,,;,/ Rex Stout.
■,ndus:rialtoana-rtc
Should
'.:e chano^e C<-- n„

Denny?

In America's Town Meeting we felt that we
had a program that more Americans should be
listening to. We thought of it as an obligation on
the part of all of us to the American public — to
keep them informed in these critical times about
both sides of the issues facing our country. We
saw that, more than ever before in its history,
there was a greater need for Town Meeting and
what it stood for. Ben Gross of the New York
Daily News put it pretty well. He said: "No one
who is interested in what's happening can afford
to miss the Town Hall broadcasts."

Should we let one man commit U. S.
to use Jorce?
Joseph
Ball. "Yes!" said Senator

Is the war l/reaking down moi
standards? "Not" Said Wi

's there a satisfactory substitute for
he -profitThomas.
motive? "Yes!" said
lorman

Should all Germans be punished fo.
Nazi
crimes andThompson.
atrocities'! "No!'
said Dorothy

Exactly what is America fighting
for? Senator Claude Pepper.

Is the war breaking down moral
standards?
"Yes!" said Rev. J.
Herbert Smith.
J

When The Reader's Digest, looking for a program that would be timely and of real service to
the nation, decided to sponsor Town Meeting,
we had another helpful hand in the job of improving and promoting the show. We all had one
aim in mind: to make Town Meeting more
interesting to more people.
What happened? Well, frankly, we are still
kind of amazed at the results. The average audienceorj Americas Tozun Meeting has been more
than doubled, once reaching a Hooper high of 7.8.
We have more than a sneaking suspicion that no
other forum in radio history has ever had anything like the listening that Town Meeting has
been pulling down in recent months.
This popularity is due to show improvement —
and good promotion. Just last week the College
AMERICAN

)o« V. S. prosperity depend on
trade? "No!" said
>r.oubling
John foreign
Lee Coulter.

of the City of New York made an award to
Station WOWO, our affiliate in Fort Wayne,
Ind., for the sales promotion job they did on
America's Town Meeting.
We are proud of the several programs we have
which rank first among all the programs of their
type: America's Town Meeting . . . The Boston
Symphony . . . The Metropolitan Opera . . . The
Herald Tribune Forum . . . The March of Time
. . . the Road Ahead . . . The Army Air Force
program . . . Meet Your Navy . . . and several
others. They are helping to prove that public
service shows can be good shows if they are approached with the determination to make them
listenable as well as effective.
That's one of the things we are doing over
here — and making good progress too.

BROADCASTING

Is there a satisfactory substitute for
thePrentis,
profit Jr.molivel "No!" said H. W.

COMPANY

Should we change Germany from an
industrial
an agricultural
nation ?
'Wo.'"wiW toDean
Christian Gauss.

Is Democracy threatened by Go
ment
Field.control? "No!" said Mars

Serials Should Render Public Service
And Entertain^ Irna Phillips Believes j
As a promotional stunt in conDAYTIME serials can and should
render a service to the listening
nectionprogram.
with a soldier's
ance on the
GeneralappearMills
public asment,well
as
provide
entertainoffered
copies
of
a
according to Irna Phillips, which, in the story, he newspaper
was
supveteran serial writer whose three
posed announcements
to be publishing.
Three
raGeneral Mills programs consistently
dio
of
the
offer
tackle the most serious problems
brought
in
more
than
200,000
reconfronting the nation.
quests. Miss Phillips said.
Miss Phillips, whose Guiding
Having worked with numerous
Government and welfare agencies
Light,
Today'sareChildren
and Wom- on
various projects and problems,
en in White
heard consecutiveMiss Phillips is now cooperating
ly on NBC five times weekly, said with
the Labor Dept. on a series
network and sponsor policy often
interferes with "our doing a com- which dren,isshe said.
to go Racial
into Today's
issues willChil-be
subjects.plete job" on some controversial included.

It's the Touch!
Without the know-how touch of the milker
the world's champion dairy cow would not
give enough hutter fat to spread an oyster
cracker.
And so it is with radio broadcasting. Watts
alone are helpless — they must have the
know-how touch in this business of public interest, convenience and necessity, if a job is
to
be
done. We'll let an advertiser speak
for WWVA:
"// we didrCt know you as well as we
do, we would say it was pure luck that
our offer is clicking. But, being familiar with that exceptional touch you
have for increasing mail returns, we
know that it took seasoned judgment
on your part to give us a simple suggestion which is resulting in such
fine returns."
— ASK A JOHN BLAIR MAN —
Basic Blue I\etwork
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P&G, Top {Continued
Air User,
Sales
from pageDoubles
15)
answer. He hired a writer, dictated these: FBI in Peace and War, Gaslight Gayeties, Rudy Vallee, Glamor
the first few installments of a continued story. Mr. Milligan called Manor, Breakfast in Hollywood,
Perry Mason, Woman of America,
his heroine "Ma Perkins".
few. or Consequences, to mention
Perhaps
it's because
Ma Per- aTruth
kins and several
otherof dramatic
serials subsequently sponsored by
Some products which normally
P&G that daytime continued stories are heavily advertised in peacetime
are
off the market today as a result
have become known as "soap of the
war. Nonetheless, P&G is
operas". But to Bill Ramsey and
eyeing the future and making plans
his cohorts at P&G "them's fightin' that
include radio in all its forms.
Mr. Ramsey abhors the phrase Television is getting serious conwords".
opera"
and ofthinks
it tends casting.
sideration. So are FM and facto"soap
belittle
a type
entertainment
simile, as well as standard broaddear to hearts of millions of listeners. He hastened to clear up
"We're continually on the lookany mistaken ideas that Procter
talent and new ideas,'
&serials.
Gamble sponsors only dramatic said outMr.for newRamsey.
"We have an app
ropriation for experimental purA schedule of P&G radio producposes
and
when
discover the
tions the last 22 years and its cur- type of show we we
think the people
rent lineup of more than 25 pro- will like, we put it on the air."
grams discloses a diversity of enIt Takes a Year
tertainment ranging from news, vafor experiments in radio, P&G
riety and music to audience par- is Aswilling
to give a new program a
ticipation and drama. Of late, the
test run before casting it aside
company has gone more heavily good
as a flop. According to Mr. Ramsey,
into
nighttime
radio
less
suited
to
continued stories.
who has studied listener reaction
P&G has not yet found any type and all phases of broadcast advertising, in most cases a new dayof daytime program to replace comtime production should be given a
pletely the dramatic serial as an full year
effective
tool for its products, success orbefore
failure.it is branded either
said Mr. sales
Ramsey.
A few programs click from the
"As far back as history goes,
however, they repeople inhave1945had plays," he said. start. quireGenerally,
to become daily listening
"Radio
is no different from habits. time"Many,
many casualties
the current vehicle of entertain- could have been successes
the
ment 1,000 years ago. People want sponsor stuck by them had
a little
drama. The daytime series must be
he Bill
explained.
nightgood entertainment. If they were longer,"
time shows,
Ramsey For
suggested
not, people would refuse to listen that often
a
two-year
test
is
necestoday inwon't
women ofAnyone
them.justTheanything
toaccept
sary. He laughed off the advertiser
the
enterta
inment field .knows that and, who buys spot announcements for
evenbusiness.
a month and expects
if the American housewife likes toa week
doubleor his
our programs, as she obviously does,
certainly there must be a lot of
"Successful broadcast advertising requires that the public be
worth
reminded of your prodThat'sin them."
answer to constantly
critics
uct," he said. "Radio is a great
of Bill
the Ramsey'
daytimes serial.
On
the other hand, P&G isn't top-heavy medium, but it isn't a fly-by-night
in that type of production. Prof. affair. It's part of our daily lives
must be so treated."
original question-and- and it[Next
Quiz, the
week Broadcasting
answer
audience
participation program,
was
sponsor
will
recount
ed
by
P&G
in
perience inP&G's
testing wide
variousexbehalf of Teel back in 1939-40.
types
of
programs,
reaching
a
>Among current network producsuccessfully
tions under the P&G aegis are formula
over the last
decade.1 applied
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CoMBmrmty

Only

A Combination
Georgioli

Georg/a

of Stations

Three

Major

Can

Cover

Markets

o ) «^

5000W*

ATLANTA

920 Kc

1
MACON
SOOOW

940 Kc
1
SAVANNAH

WTOG
5000 W 1290lCe

J
AVA/LABLE

NO

AT QOtABmAJ\OH

SINGLE

STATION,

A//GBS

RATES

regardless of power, has a strong

enough signal to deliver primary coverage of Georgia's
three major radio markets.
But the GEORGIA MAJOR MARKET TRIO, consisting
of the three CBS stations in these three markets
does the job
—AT ONE LOW COST

MAJOR
GEORGIA
Represented

by IHE

MARKET
KATZ

Trio

AGENCY,

Inc

PEORIA MARCHES ON
WMBD Answers 'Time' Article
With Program
STINGING REBUKE in the form
of a radio program went to Tivie
Magazine from WMBD Peoria on
May 24 in response to an article
on that city in Time, deeply resented by Peorians. The 25-minute program, an "open letter to Time
Magazine", started in the belittling,
"leg-pulling"
style ofwhen
the aoriginal
article, then changed
citizen
came on in defense of the city.
From there on, the script dramatized the writing of a letter to
Time from the citizens, telling of
Peoria's industries, war record, reihabilitation plans, farming, education, civic programming, music,
and various other featui-es of which
Peorians are proud. Done with
musical backgrounds and bridging,
program was transcribed and u
copy was sent to Tiwie.

THE

KRLD

WRECKAGE caused by Jap kamikaze suicide plane which attacked the
hospital ship USS Comfort off Okinawa, is described in a wire recording
for the Army Hour by Maj. Henry Putnam, (r) formerly of KGMB and
KHBC Honolulu, and S/Sgt. Mike Cassidy, ex-KUTA Salt Lake City.
This was once the ship's surgery, where 29 persons died in the attack.

BRANHAM

COMPANY

KTHS
KFMB
....
KWKH
WCPO
WTJS
WNOX
....
WMC
KTBC
KRIC
KWBU
. . .
KRLD
WCHS . . .
WBLK ....
WSAZ . . .
WPAR
. . .
Page ?0 • June 4. 194')

Hot Springs, Ark.
San Diego, Calif.
Shreveport, Lo.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Jackson, Tenn.
Knoxviile, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Austin, Texas
Beaumont, Texas
Corpus Christi, Texas
Dallas, Texas
Charleston, W. Va.
Clarksburg, W. Va.
Huntington, W. Va.
Parkersburg, W. Va.

Renewal

Hit

By Texas Cleric
Liquor Ads to Be Fought to
High Court Says Minister
THREATENING to carry his
fight for time on the air to oppose
beer and wine commercials to the
U. S. Supreme Court if necessary,
Rev. Sam Morris, Texas Baptist
minister and prohibitionist, has
filed petition with the FCC protesting renewal of the license of KRLD
Dallas.
Joining Mr. Morris in the petitionvillewas attorney
HenryandM. president
Johnson, Louisof the
Kentucky
Sunday
School
news release from Mr. Assn.
JohnsonA
stated that he and Rev. Morris
were chosen
by the National
perance & Prohibition
CouncilTem-at
aoutmeeting
in
Washington
to "test
the legality of the complained
ofnecessary,
practices"willandbe that
the
test, "if
carried through
the courts to the Supreme Court
of the United
States".
Motions
Denied
Rev. Morris vainly attempted
last yearnewalstoof WFAA
protest Dallas,
the license
WBAPreFort Worth and KGKO DallasFort Worth, which had been designated for hearing under the duopolyterveneregulation.
His motions
to inand to enlarge
the hearing
issues were denied. A subsequent
petition
nied. for rehearing also was deUsing the same method of pro
cedure, except on a more elaborate
scale, that he used in the WFAA,
WBAP, KGKO cases. Mr. Morris
charged that KRLD sells its choice
time to beer and wine interests tc
present the most "glamorous ap
peal" to buyHe andalleged,
drink too,
alcoholic
beverages.
that
KRLD tionhaselements
refused
to
sell
prohibitime
to
oppose
the
commercials.
Eliot Lovett, Washington coun
sel for KRLD, in a reply brief filed
last week, generally denied the alout thatlargely
the Mor-at
ris petitionlegations,waspointed aimed
interests other than KRLD, anc
asked the Commission to disregard
the complaint. The Morris petitior
complained against CBS, Mutual
Blue, the NAB and several stations
and charged that radio generally
sells time to breweries and win(
makers but refuses time to prohi
bitionists. WHAS Louisville wa
set outas asthata "good
example" inas
much
to the Morris station
interests.had sold tim^
KRLD was one of more than 6(
stations placed on temporary li
cense in late April while the Com
mission investigated its operation
under the FCC new commercial-vs
sustaining renewal policy. The lij
July
cense 1.was continued temporarily t(

RCA COMMUNICATIONS Inc.. Ne^
York,
18 resumed
radlotelegrapnl"
service May
between
United States
and Den
b-uslness
mark
and messages.
Norway.
Is now opei
for
personal
and Circuit
"non-transactlonal
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NEWS^IALYSIS

ON

THE

All!

. . . M-G-M Newsreel commenfafor, moderator of WHN's "Commentator's Round
Table", noted lecturer, magazine editor
and author.
Transcripts of Walton's broadcasts on the death of Mussolini were shortwaved overseas by United Press for publication in Italian newspapers.
His broadcasts of recent events were the subject of raging controversy in
Sidewalk Cafes of Paris.
Regularly used by United and Associated Presses as reliable "'SOURCE"
news.
Scripts quoted at length regularly in important papers of the United States,
France, Britain and Canada.
Available with a ready-buitt audience Mondays thru Saturdays, 10:45-1 1 P.M.
Immediately preceding WHN Newsreel Theatre of the Air
This powerful program backed by 50,000 watts
in America's No. 1 market will spell results for
your product or client.

AMERICA'S

MOST

POWERFUL

INDEPENDENT

STATION

Now

LINGO

VERTICAL

;tubular

steel

RADIATORS
Lingo has been authorized by
the War Production Board to
manufacture and sell a limited
number of Vertical Radiators
icithout the use of Priorities . . .
, The Authorized manufacture must be made from
materials on hand and must be completed by
June 21. 1945.
Now , for a limited time, you can buy a LliNGO
Vertical Radiator Avithout the use of priorilies. Because of the time limit placed on this
. specially authorized production, orders will
^: have
be filledasonwe aarefirst-come
basis. toMoreover,
limited tofirst-served
the use of
materials on hand, production will have to be
jiicentrated on radiators not exceeding 250
• cl in height. If you are not ready to have
I he radiator installed at this time, we can arrange to manufacture and deliver the radiator
J you with your option to have it installed and
lected by us when you are ready. As the quanii\ of radiators available under the priorilylite arrangement is limited, we urge you to act
immediately and thus be assured of having your
radiator on hand when you want it.
I'lease include in your inquiries the radiator
height required and approximate site so that coml>lcle quotation can be immediately made ro\ering
lilt- desired.
radiator itself atu) il~ ^iibsequpnt erection when
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
I . si. 1897
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

o

TV Zone Approval
Creates Precedent
Washington Ruling Paves Way
For Action in Other Cities
CLEARING the way for television
in the nation's capital and probcities, the WashotherZoning
ably imany
ngton, D. C,
Commission
has approved amended regulations
proposed
WOR, construction
DuMont, NBCof
and TBA by
to permit
300 ft. antenna in residential areas.
The Commission's action — the first
zoning regulation of its kind in the
U. S.—dent forisother
expected
cities.to set a preceFollowing the action, taken as
a result of a hearing two weeks
ago [Broadcasting, May 21] at
which television representatives
appeared,tablishsteps
were taken
to esvideo stations
in Washington just as soon as sites can be acquired and authorization obtained
to
purchase materials and begin
construction.
Harry S. Wender, counsel for
Bamberger Broadcasting Service,
New York, told Broadcasting his
company
is immediately
proceedprepare
a siteing toselected
foran aapplication
station and foris
expecting
the District Boardto ofappear
Zoningbefore
Adjustment
at its next meeting in July in support of its application. Approval
must also be obtained from the National Capital Park and Planning
Commission which favored the
amendment proposed by the industry but recommended that each location be given separate consideration.
NBC Site Selected
Carleton Smith, general manager of WRC Washington, who
represented NBC at the hearing,
said
the Zoning
actionthatwould
enable Commission's
the network
to proceed rapidly with television
installations,
pending
ance. NBC has already FCC
selectedclear-its
site at the Wardman Park Hotel
and has a tower in readiness for
shipment to Washington. It plans
to use the hotel proper to house
its studio facilities.
Under the amendment adopted
by the Zoning Commission, it is
stipulated that the proposed location and height of facilities must
not adversely affect neighboring
property and must be separated
from adjoining property by a disequal to one-sixth
the height
of thetanceantenna.
The amendment
applies
to
FM
facilities
as well as
television.
Turnabout
SERVICE veteran Bill Conway went to Dallas for a job
and is now m.c. of Veterans
for Industry, a weekly halfhour on KGKO Ft. WorthDallas, designed
to assist
exservicemen
in finding
employment.

FORMER KOIN and KALE Portland, Ore., announcer, SPlc Bob
Harris, interviews S2c Hans Sitzman, Seattle
guest serviceman,
the
KIRO
public serviceonseries
Coast
Guard
Serviceman's
Club,
heard Saturday 4:30 p.m. from the
auditorium of the Seattle Servicemen's Club. Program presents
guest with photograph, interview
recording,
theater
a phone calltwoto his
home.tickets and ■
DeMille at Wichita
WICHITA Town Hall Committee,
which
plans +o extend
to a nationwide
basis, itshasactivities
secured
Cecil B. DeMille, Hollywood producer, to make an address under its
auspices late in June. Mr. DeMille
will speak on "Majority Rights and
Wrongs" at a public meeting which
will be broadcast. William A. Larner, Shepherdstown,
former radio director W.for Va.,
Federal
Union Inc. and associated with
various stations, has been appointed
national executive secretary to diI'ect organizing, financing and publicizing the An
committee
a nationwide basis.
intensiveon radio
and
press campaign is proposed.
Returns to Blue
PACIFIC COAST Borax Co., New
York, in moving Death Valley
Sheriff from CBS Thurs. 8:308:55 p.m.
the Blue
work, whereback
the toprogram
madeNetits
debut 14 years ago, will expand from 63 stations to 180 stations, and drop repeat broadcast.
Program
be heard
9:3010 p.m. will
on the
Blue, Fri.,
beginning
June 29. McCann-Erickson, New
York, agency in charge, originated
program.
doesn't mean big stations and it
doesn't mean little stations. But it
does mean hand-picked, carefully selected stations that want spot busiaboutnessit.ond are willing to do something
means
friendly,
stations
interested
makingcooperative
your advertising
dollars payin dividends.

"Radio't Firtt Special Reprerentativet"

FOR THE MOST
DEVELOPED

THE

CITY

EFFECTIVE PROGRAM

BY A TRANSCRIPTION

PRODUCER

FOR

COLLEGE

OF NEW

^ward

SYNDICATION!

YORK

of Merit

" FREDERIC W. ZIV CO.
C/NCINNAT/, OHIO
FOR THE MOST EFFECTIVE RADIO PROGRAM DEVELOPED
FOR SYNDICATION BY A TRANSCRIPTION PRODUCER
FOR THE VEAR 194t
CALLING ALL GIRLS
ON THE AIR
BY THE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL AWARDS OF
THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON RADIO AND BUSINESS
AT THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND CIVIC ADMINISTRATION
OF THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
MAY TWENTY SECOND AND TWENTY THIRD 1945
THE COMMITTEF. I

The C. C. N. Y. Award of 1st Prize in the field of Syndication
makes us very happy. But we are happier still to give credit where
due: to the entire broadcosting industry for making "Calling All
Girls" on the air a successful radio program for 123 Department
stores on 123 stations.

fREDERIC

NEW

YORK

IROADCASTING
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V-E

DAY

BOX

Acid

of

SCORE

test

Network

Leadership

The daily flow of audience toward a network is ordinarily weighted by a few exceedingly popular programs broadcast on certain regular evenings of the week.
Thus top Monday night listening ordinarily "belongs" to Columbia. Tuesday
leans to another network...
But Monday, May 7 and Tuesday, May 8 were not "ordinary" days. The crisis,
especially on Tuesday, swept aside familiar programs and their established "ratings"
...made each network stand squarely on its own feet... thus put relative network
performance to the acid test.
Hooper measured audience intensively throughout those two days in four great
and widely-dispersed urban areas: New York, Philadelphia, Chicago and San Francisco. The balance of physical facilities in those cities, taken as a group, was by no
means slanted to favor CBS. Here are the Hooper findings:

Throughout

the white heat of the climax

of war in Europe, CBS
networks -and

swept ahead

of all other

stayed there!

Any seasoned appraiser of radio's values would perhaps have predicted that CBS
would lead naturally on Monday night. It did. CBS led by a margin of from 22% to
128% over the other three networks. Maybe that was just because people followed
their regular Monday night habits of listening. Maybe. But on V-E Day itself:

THE CBS AUDIENCE
LED BY A MARGIN
RANGING

FROM...
ABOVE THE COMPETING

NETWORKS

There never was a more significant demonstration of the confidence the audience
places in everything that CBS stands for and delivers. This confidence, though it was
demonstrated in a turbulent crisis, is no accident, no caprice of individual rating.
It is the direct product of years of unrelenting effort to build a service which
delivers the best in radio . . . and listeners proved they knew it when it counted most !

The

Columbia

Broadcasting

System

f

Petry Denies Disagreement With Hooper
On Chappell and PoUtz
Text ofAppointments
the Petry letter follows:
APPOINTMENT of Dr. Matthew
a long knowledge
time we have
felt that
M. Chappell and Alfred Politz as topForresearch
and experience
research counsel by Edward Petry should
be madewhichspecifically
available
to
the
stations
we
represent
and
& Co. Inc., stationeffective
representatives,
a broad general
way to the spot
June 1, inbroadcasting
industry.
For
the
past
six
to
eight
months,
we
did not result have been combing the research field
wetionshave
nowMatthew
completed
negotiafrom anyagreementdis-with and
with
Dr.
M.
Chappell
and Mr. Alfred Politz to act as research
C. E. Hooper Inc. counsel for you and for us.
Chappell, psychologist,
and there are no andDr.research
has activities
been author
associ-of
ated with theexpert,
research
plans "for dis- many
large
American
and
Canadian
manufacturers
and
was
the
research
Mr. Petry
last
placing Hooper,"
of the C. E. Hooper Co.
week advised sta- keystone
Alfred Politz has organized and deMr. Petry
tionszationhis organiveloped
studies for "Life
Magazine",
"Time",
Butterick,
Socony-Vaeuuni,
Corning Glass,
Advertising
Research
In a letterrepresents.
May Foundation,
THE SOUTH!
Compton,
BBDO
and
He and has
originated
various nowre28, which followed announcement others. search
sampling
techniques,
the preceding week of the Chap- being adopted
by the
best-known reand polling
organizations.
pell and Politz appointments, Mr. These searchmen
have service
been retained
prim
a
r
i
l
y
a
s
a
direct
toyouyou.on They
Petry
stressed
the
need
for
"top
here problems
to consultandwithto make
your
research knowledge and experi- are
moRE
CBS iiSTEninc
research
specific
ence" in the spot field. He said that recommendations to you. They will also
the indenegotiations
with thefor two
special-of be available to represent
pendently-owned stations'
point andof
ists
had continued
a period
in industry research
meetings
on
discussions.
months and did not result from any view
In
view
of
the
garbled
stories
disagreement, as had been inferred have been appearing In the trade which
press,
to reiterate that our nein "garbled stories which have we would like
gotiatiaons witperiod
h these ofmensix have
exuin
0 X
tended
over
to
eight
been
appearing
in
the
trade
press".
and were not
The Petry Co., he said, does have months
any disagreement
with theC. E.outgrowth
Hooper, ofas
definite
plans
"for
making
some
of
We have
plans fordodisplacthe best research brains in the reported.
ing Hooper.
We nodefinitely
have
COMPARATIVE C. E. HOOPER* FIGURES SHOW
somecountry
of the best recountry available to you and to plans forsearchmaking
WNOX HAS DEVELOPED A DOMINANT
brains
in
the
to you and to spot broadcasting.available
CBS EAR IN THE SOUTH.
spot broadcasting".
RKO Campaign
O'HARA.HVGH PLANS
CBS
WNOX
CBS PROGRAMS
Coverage
South
RKO
PICTURES, New York, is
EASY
COMMERCIALS
Hooperatings
Hooperatings
O'HARA-HUGH Productions, New spending $15,000 in New York in
campaign for "The WonYork, after conducting research on a radio
dertion Man",
plans radio
the effectiveness of commercial rain otherand markets
as thepromofilm
dio, last Friday announced formal
locally,
with
station
schedules
start of program production activi- opens
still to be set. New York schedule
ties, with what it calls a new ap- calls for a total of 174 chain
proach to selling by radio.
participations
and tranone-minute announcements
Briefly, policy is virtually to breaks, scribed
May
30-June
12
on
WABC
WEAF
eliminate
"readyin indigestible"
commercial,theusing
some eases WOR WJZ WNEW WHN WMCA.
So^lA4f^f we'd like to show you
York.
Agency
is
Buchanan
&
Co.,
New
only a 15-second sponsor credit, or
none at all. Format and content of
more of our Hooperatings, they are J the
program itself will be designed
to "create a desire for the prod- FROM the fiight deck of the miniature
all away above the CBS South aver- ^1
uct", it was explained by John replicaexhibition
of "The inFighting
Lady", Plaza,
now
Rockefeller
Hugh, production executive. Where on
New York,
asNewa York
War Bond
drive3 disthere
is
no
mention
of
sponsor,
proplay,
WOR
on
June
will
j
by
ed
pernnitt
broadcast
an
actual
U.
S.
Naval
ship
age, but we're only
^
gram will be so built that listener religious service on its regular series
"The
Navy
Goes
to
Church".
J
can't help knowing what the prodHooper to publish one at a time —
^
uct is, he srfid. It is just a new
however, a Branham man can show 1 manner of "combining showmanship and salesmanship for a common goal— sales results," he added.
^
them all to you. Call Branham, .
Mr. Hugh, now producer-writer of
Abbott Kimball Co., New York,
was previously with Donahue &
WBRY, Waterbury, Connecticut
Coe and Kenyon & Eckhardt, pro. . . think yoirr Telescripf presentagram director of WCBT Roanoke
fions are excellent and most helpRapids, N. C, and announcer for
ful In the sale of the fine TeleWHIT New Bern, N. C.
measurement
HOOPER continuing
— C. E. October-Feb
wire.
*WNOX figures
script features onE. The
AP radio
CBS
1944-45.
ruary,
Other principals include Hamil— Fall and Winter, HOOPER sectional ratings, Fall and
J. Frey
— C. E.
South figures
ton O'Hara, Armed Forces Radio
October-February, 1944-45.
Winter,
Service, once program director,
Station Manager
AFRS New Guinea station,
stationed in this country, who now
will
be production coordinator and Hudson H. Tanner, formerly advertising manager, McLin syndicate, who
ujnox
is
general
manager.
IDOaO UIBTTS • 390 WC / HnoKwmE, TEOn,
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Building programs you can sell is easy — if you've
got what it takes. And that's exactly what World
Library gives you!
First of all, it takes talent. World gives you some
of the biggest-name orchestras, vocalists and novelty
groups in show business. On World Vertical-Cut
transcriptions — famous for fidelity — these artists are
heard at their brilliant best!
It takes variety. The basic World Library includes 4000 selections . . . material for every kind
of program.
It takes the latest hits. World includes them
WORLD
World Broadcasting System, Inc.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

in the 50 or more new units sent each month.
Smart programming is essential. World sends you
complete continuities — 78 each week — with the
big-time touch that only expert writers can give a
show. Typical reaction of stations is this one from
KGY, Olympia, Washington: "We're using 122
World shows each month . . . many *as is,' merely
writing commercials."
Put this program -building service to work for
your station, as 325 leading stations are doing. Get
the facts now from: World Broadcasting System, Inc., 711 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N.Y.
LIBRARY
A subsidiary of Dacca Records, Inc.
HOLLYWOOD
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Blue-AAF Show
beof the shoulder sleeve insignia
reached
been representi
has
Blue and
AGREEMENT
tweennomic
Committee
for Econg STORY
Development,
worn by the 20th Air Force leads off
en, g forseries
opening
broadcast
of "Flight
to theon
70,000 businessm
a 52-week
Quar- the
to explain
ter-hour
sustainin
Pacific",
weekly
half-hour
presented
cooperation
withfromAAP.
A Pacific
reguwhat is being done toward solving em- Bluelarinfeature,
shortwaved
the
ployment problem. Program will prob- and recorded in San Francisco Is a dise
b
y
l
b
spotted
7-7:15
Sat.,
"backp.m.
a
c
u
s
i
o
n
o
f
missions
by
returned
aviato-back"
with p.m.,
Blue'sstarting
S. A."
"Labor inU. August.
6:45-7
series
tors andulaground
tion of resultsofficers,
of theincluding
flight. tabAAF
this
first
CED
six
week
releasing
Is
our
partlclupate
In dramaticreating
new members zationswilland musical
quarter-h
discs
portion
of pros foronp.local
to committee
jobs
placement
available
for sponsorshi
WMCA Series Enlargement
gram.
WMCA tinNew
ued for the York,
summerwhich
the has
seriesdisconabout
Negro
life,
"New
World
A-Coming",
plans
toa wider
resumescope,
the covering
programsproblems
In the
fall
and oncontributions
of other minorities
that facenation.
racial
and
religious
discrimihasof been
presented Committee
underCurrent
the series
auspices
Clty-Wlde
Citizens'
oncooperation
Harlem
but
WMCA
plans
to
enlist
other representative
groupshas forreceived
nextof
season's
series.
Program
seven tionsmajor
awards March
and commendasince inception
1944.
Children Series
ASSN. Of Junior Leagues of America,
New
will follow
its 13 quarter-of
hour York,
transcribed
dramatizations
"Books
Bring Adventure"
withstories
a new
series
dealing
with
regional
some of the tools of the
the U. S. and
Canada,
toof beschools
releasedandinof EYEING
October.
For
benefit
is Maxine Burke, winner of
other groups which have not had trade
the
KTSW
Emporia, Kan., radio
proper tioequipment
to play transcripns, a specialof thephonograph
and a junior at the
record edition
first series 12willinchbe scholarship
Emporia State Teachers College.
prepared. Program Commended
Miss Burke, who has been active
COMMENDATION Of the WOC Daven- in Radio Classroom, daily educaEmport, la.,program
"Musicis tomadeBeadinBy"the latecurrent
eveporiational
Stateprogram
over produced
KTSW forat rural
issue ning
of weekly
the local
St. John's Methodist
Church
publication.
Featuring classrooms, will attend the summer
institute of her choice on the
restful,gram i"easy
to read by" music, proInterrupted
half radio
KTSW all-expense scholarship.
hour tion
for s announcements.
Identificationonlyand onbriefthe selecHousing Aid
Blackhawk Expands
SPECIAL byinterview
program O.,hastobeen
started
WING
Dayton,
aid BLACKHAWK BREWING Co..
families of servicemen
now stationed
Davenport,
began sponsorship
at Wrightficulty In locating
Field andhousing
who have
had
diffacilities.
In June 1 for la.,
13
weeks
of approxithree
weeks
approximately
75
families
interviewed have located living quarmately eight spots per week on five
ters.
stations
of
Iowa
Tall
Corn NetNews of Yesterday
work: KBUR KBIZ KFJB KROS
KDTH
plus
KSO
WOC
WMT
HIGHLIGHTS
of
the
day's
news
of
25
to 50 years
ago areof given
on St.
threeLouis.
dif- KXEL. Firm has also added WMT
ferentareprograms
KXOK
Programs
heard
on
different
days
and
KXEL
to
list
of
stations
for
of theing,weekmid-morning
and areandarranged
for mornthe Story Goes, starting July 2
afternoon
audi- So
for
52
weeks
[Broadcasting,
May
ences.
Song Analysis
SIGMUND SPAETH, music authority, 28]. Agency, H. W. Kastor & Sons.
known
as theNew"tune
June
on
WQXR
Yorkofdetective",
starts a musical
weekly5
half-hourHe analysis
popular
works.
analyses
a
classical,
a
popu24 HOUR SERVICE
lar and a folk song on each broadcast.
ON DIRECT
Privilege Renewal
CUT COPIES
FOR
consecutive
year KMBC
OFRECORDINGS
YOUR
Kansassiveseventh
City
has
been
granted
excluto broadcast
market reports
nal.
from therightsKansas
City livestock
termiBaseball Highlights
ARMED
FORCES RADIO
SERVICE
now
transmitting
overseas
a specialis
summary
of twoby Bert
or three
ball innings
Lee,highlight
based onbasethe
onsportscaster's
WHN New dally
York. "Today's Baseball"
WFIL Coverage
SPECIAL events staff of WFIL Philadelphia
covered return
deleUNCIO
May 23 offromcity's
Pennsylvaniagation toStation.
Jobs for Ex-servicemen
DISCUSSION
in radiomen Is being
and PANEL
televisionon foropportunities
ex-service-by 1121 VERMONT AVE.- WASH. >,D. C.
weekly
NBC Hollywoodhabilitaticonducted
oatn centers.nearby military re- WRITE-WIRE OR CALL FOR DETAILS
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KTOK has won wide recognition from advertisers for
their complete exploitation of audience-building
technique. As listening surveys reveal, KTOK has the
audience — at all times — because it is a family station,
appealing to every member of the family. Its growth
and its increasing service to the community are the results of its family following.

KTOK

at a. mudc Iowsjl a,AL!

KTOK provides the type radio programs families;
enjoy and benefit from most. Over 876 million doUari'
effective buying income are represented by thi;
concentrated audience of 895,801 people (44% oj
Oklahoma's population). Yes, you buy Audience, noj
Power with KTOK — KTOK is reall
a super buy — at a small expenditure !

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO. AFFILIATE
KEY STATION OF OKLAHOMA NETWORK
250 WAnS * UOO KILOCYCLES

The Most
5ROADCASTING

Progressive Station in E'X-p-a'n-d'i-n'g Ohlahonuk
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Durrmocracy
IT TAKES all kinds of people to make up bipartisan Government. In our democracy the
two-party system has worked well. The minority seeks to outmaneuver the majority. It helps
keep politics straight. Periodically the party
in power loses out. That comes when the majority falls out of public favor and the electorate speaks. The erstwhile minority takes
over Government. That is the way in our local,
state and national governments.
In radio regulation, however, that system
doesn't
to work.
The not
members
the
FCC areappear
appointed
to office,
elected.of The
FCC functions under a prescribed Congressional statute — prescribed by the Congress
elected by the people. The Congress can be
relied upon to change that law when public
sentiment demands. The Communications Act
of 1934, under which the FCC functions, specifically denies that agency powers of program
censorship. It specifically excludes radio from
the public utility-common carrier concept. It
denies the FCC the right to regulate rates or
programs.
Yet we have on the Commission at least
one member who seems dead set against the
present system. He thinks the public should
be told what sort of radio it should receive.
He feels stations should be limited as to how
much they can earn and what type of programs
they can present. He wants business records of
stations thrown open to the public gaze. In
short, he seems to seek a "share the wealth"
system for radio. You've guessed it— the man
is Commissioner C. J. Durr, Democrat of Alabama. True, he may not be alone in his thinking on some of these concepts. But certainly
no other member seems to go so far in his
public utterances.
Commissioner Durr unburdened himself
a fortnight ago at oral argument on the proposal that financial statements and business
dealings of stations be made public. He made
no bones about his dislike of the existing radio
order, in examining counsel for stations and
the NAB. These counsel had very properly denounced this latest attempted indirect incursion into program and business control of
stations. It is the same Mr. Durr who spearheaded the crusade, now happily bogged down
of its own weight, to penalize stations for alleged discrepancies between promises made on
precise breakdowns covering commercial and
sustaining programs. The same Mr. Durr who
challenged the right of a select committee of
Congress to check into his own personal affairs
and accounts and got away with it.
We wonder where the Commissioner finds
the authority for such onslaughts. Has the
public asked for them? Is the public dissatisfied with radio by the American plan? Is the
public complaining about the law? Even
while Mr. Durr was excoriating stations and
programs, the Minneapolis Sunday Tribune
published results of a public opinion poll.
The question
was: "If
had into your
do without
either
a telephone
or ayouradio
home,
which one would you rather give up?" The
Page 42 • June 4, 1945

result: telephone 63%; radio 27%; undecided, 10% [Broadcasting, May 28].
Does that indicate any dissatisfaction with
radio? Every survey made in the last decade —
public, Government or private — conclusively
has shown the confidence of the people in radio.
There may be a discordant voice here or there,
such as that against the middle commercial in
news, or apathy toward singing jingles. But
such reactions having merit bring about automatic adjustment.
Radio process.
takes heed. That's the
democratic,
competitive
Perhaps a course in Democratic Government
and in public opinion would settle for good
the dangerous antics of misguided bureaucrats
who have been so disdainful of the law's intent.
More Than Soap
IN THIS ISSUE begins the fabulous story of
the use of radio by Procter & Gamble Co., Cincin ati, to promote the sale of soap products.
It is not necessary to relate this story in
order to establish radio's effectiveness as an
advertising medium. Radio sells not only soap.
Radio sells everything from bread to bonds.
But it does seem pertinent to underscore the
broadcasting saga of P&G at this time
when war industry is looking toward reconversion plans.
Only this past week Chairman Krug of the
WPB predicted a job slump during the reconversion period. Most experts agree that this
slump will last through the period required
to get into the production of civilian goods.
Later there will come another slump, incident
to total reconversion following the victory
over Japan.
These temporary periods of unemployment
will place a great burden on American industry, a burden that will call for the same sort
of courage which inspired the remarkable war
production job which has been done and is
still in full swing. And as the wheels of civilian
production turn faster, the simple laws of
economics dictate that there must be greater
consumption of civilian products. Failing that,
business will falter and unemployment result —
the sort of mass unemployment which brought
this country to such tragedy in the 30's.
And what does this have to do with soap
and radio and, more particularly, with P&G
It recalls to mind that this firm, during that
period of economic distress in America, had
the fortitude to employ a new medium in bringing its products to the mass market. Its daring was in the American tradition.
If America is to avoid the cataclysms which
find masses of our people unemployed in postwar years, it must be done in the same spirit
demonstrated
by P&G and other great business
houses.
Advertising is good for employment. It's
good for business. It's good for America. Media
of all sorts will have much to offer advertisers
in the postwar years. Doubtless radio will attract more attention than the others because
of its major technical advances during recent
months. It is significant to note, also, that
American radio, in 18 years of commercial
history, has failed to beat its preceding year's
business but once — and that in 1933. It is the
one medium which has felt no depression.
Foresighted businessmen will find profit in
reviewing the experience of one company,
Procter & Gamble, which has kept in step with
radio's remarkable progress.

WILLIAM McCREARY RAMSEY II

the radio
sponsor
singledepartme
the nation's
OR oflargest
DIRECT
AS of
lik(
knows e the
perhapsnmentwis
Ramsey entertai
Bill
of mot
and dislikes
women than any other man.
Primarily his job is to help sell Procter
Gamble products. Actually he has become a
expert in public relations. He knows that whe
the radio shows over which he has supervisio
please, sales go up. If they displease, it
manifest in fewer sales as well as disgruntle
fan mail. The fact that P&G gross busines
has more than doubled in the last decade, diu
ing heavy use of radio, is indicative that Bi
Ramsey knows what consumers want in th
way of radio fare.
A native Cincinnatian, Bill was born on S
Patrick's
in 1900.HillsHe high
prepared
by attendingDay Walnut
school forand Ya!tl
Cincinnati University School. He was gradi
ated from Yale in 1921 with an A.B. degrt
and returned to Cincinnati to enter business
For two years Bill Ramsey was a clerk
the Citizens National Bank. But cold figuri
and hard cash didn't appeal to the visionaij
youth. He liked people. He wanted to do moi
than handle money. He wanted to get clos(
tofriends.
the public. Besides, he was an accomplishf
pianist and he enjoyed entertaining h
When Francis H. Leggett & Co., New Yo?
food products firm, offered him the post c
branch manager of its Cincinnati office i
1922, Bill took
it. Here,
he'd havepublia
opportunity
to deal
with hethe felt,
consuming
— to learn the various needs and likes in food
Bill remained with that job for five yean
Procter & Gamble Co. was expanding son)
and needed a man to take over a job involvin
planning field advertising. Bill Ramsey a(
cepted and went to work. P&G already wa
using
Bill intangible
admits he medium.
didn't havH
much radio,
faith inbutthat
color — onto paper.
wanted
see his ads in black and white <
He did a good job in field planning ai^
P&G placed him in charge of the copy depar
ment. By 1930 the company decided to go int
radio in a big way. Neil H. McElroy, vic<
president in charge of advertising, was cas
ing
sonnelaboutup. for a man to head up the radio d(
partment. It's P&G policy to move its pel
Bill Ramsey entertaining
played the piano.
had dor
considerable
aroundHe town,
Vice-President McElroy decided his copy chic
was
just the man to head up the P&G radi
department.
P&G already
had sponsored
a program o
(Continued
on page 4-4)
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Our Respects to
{Continued from page ^2)
WEAF New York and one on the
^iiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
NBC-Red network. Bill Ramsey's
first
waswhich
RuthwasTurner's
WashingshowTalks,
a test
I BIG NAMES-WITH BIGGER UNITS-MEAN | locally in May 1930. By November
he had a five-weekly show on the
i
BIGGER RESULTS WITH ASSOCIATED! | network. P&G officials weren't sure
Bill Ramsey
have set
pro^iiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
gram acrossshould
the board
buta they
gave him his head.
Today P&G sponsors more than
25 programs of all types, has
pioneered in the daytime serial
and many other types of shows.
Bill Ramsey saw the need for developing young writers. He learned
the women of the country — consumers
for P&G products
the human-interest
drama. — liked
His success formula? Here is
the way he puts it:
"We maintain supervision over
all our programs from a policy
standpoint,"
he explained.
taste
must predominate.
We "Good
never
offend. The agencies remain in complete charge of the shows, but we
insist they be of high type. We're
in the role of enlightened buyers."
Knows All Angles
As radio director of P&G Mr.
Ramsey has studied broadcast advertising from all angles and has
reached the conclusion that the success of a show depends upon many
factors — time of day for a particular type of program, talent, good
scripts, and foremost — public acceptance.
On Oct. 27, 1923, Bill married
Olivia James of Cincinnati. They
have three children, Anne Wood,
Olivia and William McCreary III.
Gardening is his hobby, piano his
OfAssociaied
Boston "Pops"
Symphony
fame.
..his
incomparable
transcriptions with i8 hand-picked musicians
avocation. Right now he's practicmark a new high in making serious music "commercial"
ingpear Schumann's
"Concerto"
apas guest soloist
with toFrank
Black's NBC Symphony Orchestra,
at the invitation of Clarence L.
Menser, NBC vice-president in
charge of programs.
He is secretary of the Board of
another BIG
Trustees, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra (the only board member
reason why Associated Program Service offers
whotheis a musician) and a member
of
Cincinnatus Assn. His clubs
MOST Hours of the Best RADIO Music!
include the Elizabethan
(Yale),
Cincinnati Country and Cincinnati
Tennis.
He
contributes
to
It's radio's distinctive bigness that contrast it so sharply
magazines and periodicals, hastrade
beto other forms of entertainment. It's this same bigness —
come an authority on growing delunits like Arthur Fiedler and his magnificent 48-piece orp
h
i
n
i
u
m
s
a
n
d
is
an
ardent
admirer
chestra— that contrast Associated so sharply to other
of Ma Perkins.
libraries. There's another vital difference too.. .the incompaBill and Mrs. Ramsey
rable quality of APS high fidelity vertical-cut recording and
their home on Walton Creekmaintain
Rd. in
clear-tone Vinylite discs. Write for the full story today!
the
exclusiv
Cincinna
ti. e Indian Hill section of
Associated Program Service, 25 W. 45th St., New York 19.
AssoeM

Pirociram Service

Represented by Loren Watson, 1^00 Madison Ave., New York
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Time'
42 Starts
PRODUCTS'SmOe
Inc., Los
Angeles
(hair
oil,
shampoo),
today
52
weeks starts sponsoring for
Smile
Time on 39 Don Lee Pacific stations, Mon. thru Fri., 7:15-7:30
a. m. (PWT). Morning comedy
strip features Wendell Noble and
Steve Allen, song and pianist team.
Firm also sponsors weekly This
Is
My Story on CBS Pacific stations.
Agency
Hillman-Shane-Breyer
Inc., Los isAngeles.

OPERATION OF WHGB
STARTED OFFICIALLY
WHGB Harrisburg, Pa., new 250
w local Blue outlet on 1400 kc licensed to Harrisburg Broadcasting
Co., officially started broadcasting
May 29 after program tests. manGeneral
partowner ager
is andHerbert
Kendrick
(10%),
former manager
of WJLS Beckley,
W. Va. G. ofL.
Hash,
local owner
furniture
Mr. Kendrick
firm, is 90% ownR. A. Maxwell is commercial
manager and John Penaz is chief
engineer.clude:Other
Wilbur staff
Blair,members
productioninmanager; Richard N. Leiby, Walter
R. Rice, Glenwood Schlegel and
Robert L. Bomboy, engineers;
Ernest E. Mark, Victor Bruno and
John N. Beebe, announcers; Midge
Lee, writer. Library includes NBC
Thesaurus and news vnre is AP.
Western Series on Blue
Begun by BAKING
General Co.,
Foods
GENERAL
New
York, for Bond bread June 3 started Friendship Ranch, a western
variety
teen-ageof talent on program
11 easternwithstations
the
Blue Sun.,
12:30-1
p.m.
Firm
heretofore sponsored the program on
NBC station WEAF New York
and KYW Philadelphia. Program
has an educational
matized features onslant,
the with
origindra-of
heroes, of the pony express and
other phases of western life.
Director-producer is Alice ClemspecialistCo.,in Philadelphia,
child radio talent,ents,Clements
appointed to handle this program
only. BBDO, New York, Neal D.
Ivey,
Mitchell-to
Faust Philadelphia,
Adv., Chicago,andcontinue
handle General Baking advertising
inits special
continues
scheduleregions.
of local Firm
programs,
but
is reducing
spotin some
announcements
and
chain
breaks
instances.
Over 50 stations are used.
IN PHILADf IPHIA

r 10,000
DAY & WATTS
NIGHT
V,?!iil2i)elpliia's
10, Most Powerful Independent

mm
SELIS! SEUS! SJIIf!
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STATION

PORTLAND

560
Kilocycles
Columbia Hotel, Portland, Maine
National Representative: Paul H. Raymer Co.
CBS Member Station
At left: Mr. William W. Barnes, Sales Manager of Hannaford
Brothers, presents the $100 reward for locating the truck to
Mrs. Moffitt over WGAN during Dorothy Wadman's popular
9:15 a.m. "Points and Pointers" radio program.
5000
Watts
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JUNE

15

Why
They're
Changing
Names...
AT WTCN
. . . Definite identity is a valuable thing. And, on taking
THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY as
our network name, all possible confusion that might
have been prevalent under
"The
erased. Blue Network" is
...We here at WTCN will
continue to serve our midwest area in the American
Wa y. . . with American ideals
... as a basic station of the
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY.
. . . Have you checked our
Hooper Ratings lately? They
look good!

AMERICAN
BROADCASTING CO.
on and after
June 15, 1945

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
MINNESOTA
THE BLUE NETWORK
of the American Broadcasting
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BRIG. GEN. ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT,
formerwork president
of Texas
Netson
of thean State
late
dent,inandhassecond
beenof awarded
Oak PresiLeaf
Cluster
lieu
a
second
Distinguished
Flying Cross for leading two pioneer
night
photography
missions
over
Europe.
DON
SEARLE,
Blue
western
division
vice-president,
network West and
Coast FRANK
station CONRAD,
relations
manager,
in three-week
tour of West
Coast affiliates,
are conferring
with
executives
on
Individual
station
problems.
MILTON
S. EISENHOVPER,
president of
Kansas Manhattan,
State
College,
KSAC
and which
brotherhasoperates
of been
the
Allied
Supreme
Commander,
elected
of the Committee
Economica director
Development.
Other newlyfor
elected du-ectors
include
WILSON,
president
of GE,CHARLES
and FREDE.
LAZARUS
president
Department Jr.,Stores
Inc. of Federated
JACK
RETHBURN,
general manager of
WCOA
Pensacola,
a girl born
May 21.Fla., is the father of
OSCAR dent,SOULE,
Syracuse presi-of
has beenBetterWFBL
reelected
the Syracuse
Businesspresident
Bureau.
PAUL
APPLEBY,of vice-president
generalH. manager
KIRO Seattle,andis
author
new York.
book
publishedof by"BigAlfredDemocracy",
A. Knopf, New
WALTER P. SPEIGHT Jr., for sU years
commercial
of WTMA
ton, hasmanager
takenmanager
duties Charlesas general
ofover
WATLnew Atlanta.
ELLIOTT
M.
SANGER,
executive
vicepresidenttalizedoffor a WQXB
New York, Ishospipected back at minor
his deskoperation.
next week. exWALTER
managerMARGARET
of WAYS
Charlotte, GOAN,
N. C, married
NOVELLA PEARCE, May 26, in Charlotte.

CommERCiflL ^
HAROLD
has
manager ofCo.,
theBARRETT
Detroit
officebecome
ofCHARLTON
HeadleyReed
succeeding
COWLING,
who
has
joined
Parade
magazine.
Mr. Barrett
wasS. atAdv.one Corp.,
time
media
of U.Harbor
Toledo. director
After Pearl
he Joined
Willys-Knight
metallurgical
department.
JAMESager MAHONEY,
assistant division.
sales manMBS stations
midwestern
visiting ofMBS
in Colorado andIs
Wyoming.
TOM HARKER has rejoined the Mutual
New
York where
sales staff
years
with
Blue,
he hasafter
been21/2account
executive
PresumablyonhethewillCoca-Cola
continue account.
in that
capacity with MBS.
ROY
VAUGHN, WMAN Mansfield, C,
salesman,
this faU. wUl run for office of mayor
W. JOHNtenant DUNLOP,
released
as a Navy,
lieuCanadian
has
returnedfrom the
toof hisRoyal
as commercial
representative
CBCpostToronto.
BROADCAST
SALES,
Chicago,
appointed
represent
WPAGhas been
Ann
Arbor, 250April
w,to1050
started
26. kc, new station which
ADAM J. pointed
YOUNG
Inc. representative
has been apnationalJr.sales
for
theCity,Intermountain
Network,
Salt
Lake
as
well
as
exclusive
national
representative
for
KLO
Ogden
and
KALL
Salt
Lake
City,
effective
June
KALL begins operation August 1. 15.
KQV
Pittsburgh,nationally
effective June
1, will&
beCo. represented
by Weed
intionline
June 15.with shift to Mutual affiliaCHARLES
formerly&
with
MorseA.andHAMMARSTROM,
International,
Kenyon
Eckhardt
Kelly,
Nason
Inc.Newas
account
executive,
hasH. Joined
the
York
office
of
Paul
Raymer
Co.
has
extensive experience
In theHe
retailhadmerchandising
field.
Co. WPEN
PhUadelphia (5,000 w 950 kc) has
appointed
Headley-Reed Co. as national
advertising
effective
June
1. Station representative
is owned by Philadelphia
Bulletin.

Morrow Appointed
LYNN tant to W.
MORROW,
assisB. McGill,former
advertising
manager of Westinghouse
Radio
Stations Inc.,
Philadelphia, has
been named sales
promotion man^ ', aWBZA
g e r of BostonWBZJi^i , Springfield. At
j^Bt/'i^HK
sales promotion
■H^, a^^B manager
i^H^ JoHH and publicit.yof
burgh. Prior
to
Mr. Morrow
joining
KDKA in ^DKA
1934 Mr.PittsMorrow
was radio editor of the Pittsburgh
Post. He will headquarter at WBZ.
Faust Named by MBS
H. M. FAUST, recently director
of the salvage division of WPB
and for nearly 25 years with Curtis Publishing Co., on June 4 joins
Mutual as manager of the network'squartercentral
division,
with heads in Detroit.
Announcement
of the appointment, made by Z. C.
Barnes, vice-president in charge
of
sales, stated
that Mr.
Faust's
operations
will cover
Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Akron, Buffalo and
Wheeling as well as Detroit. He
will report to New York. Prior to
his appointment as WPB salvage
director in September 1943, Mr.
Faust for six years had been advertising sales manager of Curtis.

. . . WHEN YOU GO
WEST OF CHICAGO

St

OP

More Retail buyers
Than in 2a\) market
BBTWEEN
CHICAGO and OMAHA
MINNEAPOLIS and ST. LOUIS

Taylor Aids Jackson
COL. TELFORD TAYLOR, former FCC general counsel, has been
named to assist Justice Robert H.
Jackson in prosecuting war crimes,
the Justice announced last week.
Col. Taylor, granted a leave by the
FCC to enter the service, has been
chief Military Intelligence Service, War Dept. Special Branch, in
London. Also named as an assistant to Justice Jackson is Francis
M. Shea, assistant attorney general
in charge of the Claims Division
and husband of Hilda Shea, FCC
attorney.
New Law Office
LT. MORRIS MILLER, USCGR,
who has been placed on inactive
duty at his own request, last week
announced opening of law offices
at 710 14th St., Washington. Mr.
Miller, who has served for a year
and a half in the Coast Guard,
formerly was associated with the
law firm of Dempsey & Koplovitz,
Washington. Prior to that he was
for four years assistant general
counsel of the U. S. Housing Authority. He is a native of St. Louis.

The latest Hooper listening index
(February and March, 1945) shows
woe 'way out in front. For exwoe's morning
audienceof
exceeds ample,
the combined
audiences
all other stations heard, with 56.4!

facts prove the
Mr.
Quad-City
ket
ofHooper's'
218 mar
is delivered
PUBLICciscoINTEREST
the San byFranConference is inindicated
the ONLY byfact that
Mutual's 9:15-9:30
p.m. personbroadcastalities
s of conference
events
and
receivedreports,
a Hooper
ratingoutof that
82
DAVENPORT, IOWA
the network
pointing
this
Isfornota short
only program
an unusually
high
ratLFREE & PETERS. IHC. NATl REPRESENTATIVE!
ing
series,
but
the
highest rating
of anyto the
network
program
IIIIIIBVFliiaLyil
devoted
—clusively
conference.
BROADCASTING •
Broadcast Advertising

TO SALUTE OUTSTANDING RADIO STATIONS . . .
"In our experience, we've found that truly successful radio advertising, with profitable
resultstion andfordealer.
all concerned, calls for coordinated cooperation between manufacturer, staBecause the stations listed below have extended this cooperation in a most effective
way
Dr. LeGear's
Poultry forandtheir
Livestock
we are
taking this
meansin ofselling
showing
our appreciation
excellentPrescriptions,
work . . . actual
merchandising
assistance in displays, mailings, personal calls, etc. . . . cooperation with Dr. LeGear
representatives ... as well as actual sales records for the season in their primary listen-

. OUR
ING
WJLD — Bessemer, Alabama
WLAY — Muscle Shoals, Alabama
KFFA — Helena, Arkansas
KTHS — Hot Springs, Arkansas
KBTM — Jonesboro, Arkansas
KOTN— Pine Bluff, Arkansas
KGIW — Alamosa, Colorado
KOA — Denver, Colorado
KFXJ — Grand Junction, Colorado
KOKO— La Junta, Colorado
WDBO — Orlando, Florida
WLAG — La Grange, Georgia
WMGA— Moultrie. Georgia
WRLC — Toccoa, Georgia
WDWS — Champaign, Illinois
WJJD— Chicago, Illinois
WEBQ — Harrisburg, llinois
WJPF— Herrin, Illinois
WOWO— Fort Wayne, Indiana
WAOV — Vincennes, Indiana
KVFD— -Fort Dodge, Iowa
KMA — Shenandoah, Iowa
KGNO— Dodge City, Kansas
KTSW — Emporia, Kansas
WIBW— Topeka, Kansas
WLBJ — Bowling Green, Kentucky
WHLN— Harlan, Kentucky
WOMI — Owensboro, Kentucky
WPAD— Paducah, Kentucky
KVOL — Lafayette, Louisiana
WWL — New Orleans, Louisiana
WLBZ— Bangor, Maine
WAGM — Presque Isle, Maine
WFDF— Flint, Michigan
WJMS — Ironwood, Michigan
KYSM — Mankato, Minnesota
KWLM— Willmar, Minnesota

— SalesMEDICINE
^nd Advertising
DR. L. Director
D. LEGEAR
COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
THANKS TO EACH OF THESE STATIONS FOR THEIR OUTSTANDCOOPERATION IN SELLING DR. LEGEAR'S PRESCRIPTIONS
WRRF
— Washington,
North Carolina
WROX—
Clorksdale, Mississippi
Mississippi
WPAY—
Portsmouth, Ohio
WCBI — Columbus,
WFOR — Hattiesburg, Mississippi
KCRC
—
Enid,
Oklahoma
WAML — Laurel, Mississippi
WBBZ — Ponca City, Oklahomtt
KVOO— Tulsa, Oklahoma
WSKB —— McComb,
WQBC
Vicksburg,Mississippi
Mississippi
WCED — Du Bois, Pennsylvania
KWOS — ^Jefferson City. Misouri
WSBA — York, Pennsylvania
WOLS
KWOC— Poplar Bluff, Missouri
WCRS —— Florence,
Greenwood,South Carolina
KXOK
Louis, Missouri
Missouri
KDRO —— St.
Sedolia,
South Carolina
KWAT— Watertown, South Dakota
KWTO — Springfield, Missouri
KORN
—
Fremont,
Nebraska
WNAX—
Yankton,
Dakota
KMMJ— Grand Island. Nebraska
WJZM— Clarksville,South
Tennessee
WMC — Memphis, Tennessee
KOB — Albuquerque, New Mexico
KGNC
Amarillo, Texas
Texas
KAVE— Carlsbad, New Mexico
KRIC — —Beaumont,
KTNM — Tucumcari, New Mexico
WTAW—
College
Station.
Texas
WMBO— Auburn, New York.
KWBU— Corpus Christi, Texas
WBTA— Batavio, New York
KRLD— Dallas, Texas
WALL— Middletown, New York
KGBS
—
Harlingen,
Texas
WBBB — Burlington, North Carolina
KOCA
Kilgore,Texas
Texas
WEGO — Concord, North Carolina
KPAB—— Laredo,
WHIT— New Bern. North Carolina
KFRO — Longview, Texas
WGTC— Greenville, North Carolina
KRLK— Midland, Texas
WCBT — Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina
KPDN — Pampa, Texas
KTSA — San Antonio, Texas
KCMC — Texarkono, Texas
KGKB—
KVWC— Tyler,
Vernon,TexasTexas
KVIC— Victoria, Texas
KWFT— Wichita Falls, Texas
SIMMONDS
& SIMMONDS
WKEY
Virginia
WFVA —— Covington,
^Fredericksburg.
Virginia
WJLS—
Beckley.
West
Virginia
Agricultural Advertising
WAJR — Morgantown, West Virginia
WHBY— Appleton, Wisconsin
WIGM— Medford, Wisconsin
2 0 1 N O R T H W E L L S S T R E E T
CHICAGO 6, ILL! NO IS

WOR GIVEN GRANT
FOR NEW STUDIOS
WOR New York will start work
immediately on three new studios
to be located on the ground floor
of 1440 Broadway, building currently housing the station and also
the headquarters of MBS, of which
WOR is New York key station,
Theodore C. Streibert, WOR president, announced Tuesday. Announcement followed receipt of a
WPB priority for the construction,
first of its kind in New York City
since Pearl Harbor, according to
WOR.
To cost about $150,000, the studios will measure about 25 by 40
feet,
"floated"ceilings
floors and
walls will
and have
suspended
and
"actually be a preview of postwar
designs
and
improvements",
the
announcement stated.
J. R.neer, willPopelle,
WOR
chief
engidirect construction of the
new studios, which will be used
primarily
New York.for MBS programs from

Whatta
Personality!
After all, radio is a very personal
medium, and when almost every
listener puts on OKEY on every
program and product, there must
be character dov/n under and personality on top. Ready to shore
with you this profitable asset is —
W A I R
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representative: The Walker Company
f 630 KILOCYCLES ^
5000BLUE
WATTS
Full Time'
NETWORK
Represents^
Nationally
John BLAIfl
& CO. by

Win Church Awards
NBC, in cooperation with the CongregationalChristian,
and Presbyterian
USA Methodist
churches,
has awarded seven fellowships for
study
one of the innetwork's
summerat Institutes
Chicago,three
Los
Angeles, or San Francisco. Winners were: Rev. Horace W. McMullen, radio chairman, Rhode Island Council of Churches and pastor of Edgewood Congregational
Church, Providence; Pearl Rosser,
radio education director, Iiiternational Council of Religious Education; Rev. James W. Sells, executive secretary, Mississippi Rural
Life Council; Rev. James R. Uhlinger, radio chairman. Ministerial
Assn., Shenand«ah, la.; Rev. Paul
Rasche, radio chairman, Council of
United Churches, South Bend, Ind.;
Rev. Harold E. Ditzler, radio chairman. Church Federation of Los
Angeles, pastor of First Evangelical and Reformed Church, Los Angeles, and Rev. Clark Harshfield.
radio chairman. South Dakota
Council of Churches, pastor of United Church, Chamberlain, S. D.
MBS Opens Earlier
MUTUAL will begin network
operations an hour earlier starting
June 11, opening the network at 9
a.m. with a quarter-hour news
commentary by Frazier Hunt, correspondent and commentator.
Shady Valley Folks, now broadcast
10:30-11 a.m., will be extended to
40 minutes and moved into the
9:15-9:55 a.m. spot, with a fiveminute
hour. newscast completing the
OVER 200In newthe compositions
have
been
entered
competition
conducted
by
the National
Composers
Congress,
for edwhich
SI,
000
in
prizes
will
be
awardby thethe Blue.
Winners
will be named
during
Festival
of American
Music
to15-19be andheld
at
Colorado
College
Aug.
presentDenver.
two festival concertsBluefromwUlKVOD
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PRODUCTIOnI}(
from
HUGO
SEILER,
since
1937 with
NBCtrafficin DOUGLAS
the
CanadianSTOCKLEY,
Army,
hasreleased
New
York
and
Hollywood
as
a
the
head-office
of
the
CBC
atreturned
Ottawa. to
supervisor,
has
Joined
Mutual
New
JESS KIRKPATRICK, WGN announcer
York as night program supervisor.
has taken a six-month leave of absence
TED York,
COTT, isprogram
director
New
the father
of a ofboy.WNEW to go to the West Coast.
LT.
DICK
ROSS,
AAF
navigator
and
DOHLEN, announcer, from
former announcer of KHJ Hollywood, HERB
WMAL Washington to WOL Washingis on a hisGerman
way home
ton. He is an ex-Marine.
from
prison after
camp liberation
by Gen.
Patton's
Army. onLt.Aug.
Ross 23,was1944.shot JON
down overThird
Germany
cinnati,ARTHUR,
and ALANformerly
KEYES ofofWLW
NBC CinChiJACK
ROURKE,
former
producer
of
cago,
have
joined
CBS
Hollywood
ann
o
u
n
c
i
n
g
s
t
a
f
.
N.named
W. Ayer
&
Son,
Hollywood,
has
been
production
manager
of
Don
Lee
Broadcasting
He succeeds HAL
BERGER, nowSystem.
freelancing.
KEITH THOMPSON, script editor of FRANK E. ROBERTS, released from the
WOR
New
York,
for
his
with O.,WIREas announcer,
Indianap"Archangel",
has wonGolden-Oolvunbia
onethree-act
of the play
$100U. Army olisand
, to WIHOrecently
Dayton,
prizes
in
the
John
RUSSELL
PATCH,
from
KDTH
Duplaywrittng
awards.record m.c. of WHN Chicago. buque, to announcing staff of WIND
DICK
GILBERT,
New York,
has become
a member of the
Twenty YearganizationClub,
orSIMPSON,
17-year-old staff
an.
headed byradio
H. V.veteran
nouncer Into
of WWDC Coast
Washington,
BORN,
NBC commentator.
Mr.KALTENGilbert JIMMY
started
Guard was
May In^26
Louisville,in radio
Ky. as a crooner on WHAS ducted
inboy.a broadcasttheceremony.
JOHN ORNER, formerly of KSCJ Sioux LARRY HAEG, farm service director of
nouncer.la., to KXOK St. Louis as an- WCCO Minneapolis, is the father of a
City,
ORVILLE
A.in HITCHCOK,
former writer-of ROBERT DWAN, NBC Hollywood pro
producer
radio department
Committee
ontheEconomic
Development,to ducer, has enlisted In Maritime SerV'
is
now
administrative
JOHN engineer,
MORRIS,
14 years
GEORGE V. DENNY Jr.,assistant
moderator. ice.
has fortaken
over netMr.
"Town
Meeting
of
the
Air",
Blue,York.
and Dwan's workduties.
president of Town Hall Inc., New
ED
LUDES,
assistant
manager
of
NBC
CY
CASPER,
released
from
the
Army,
has returned to KMOX St. Louis as Hollywood
sound effects department, Is
special events
and warJONES
programs
an- the father of a boy bom May 18.
nouncer.
KENSINGER
has
been
OBERLING, former continuity
added
to the continuity
staff
MARCELLUS
MURPHY,
to thereplacing
Army. EILEEN
chief caofgo as assistant
WTAD Quincy,
WIND Chiprogramto director.
Mr. BURKE
Jones isCROTTY,
also
an released
ex-serviceman.
A.Army,
from
the
ORVILLE
FOSTER,
former
program
has
returned
to
NBC
television
rector ofChicago
WHOT as South
Ind., dlto
department
as producer of field tele- WIND
casts.
musicalBend,
director.
JACK
GOODMAN,
witheditor,
WNYCpublicNew TOBY BRITTON has joined WMAN
Yorkitysince
1938operations
as news
Mansfield, O., announcing staff.
director,
and continuity
chief,
has
resigned
effective
June
1 to JOHN KANNAWIN, for two years direcjoin
KLO
Ogden
and
KALL
Salt
Lake
tor of the overseas
ofbeenthe appointed
Canadian
City,
1,000 wthisstation
expected to Broadcasting
Corp.,ofunit
hasCJBC
begin new
operations
summer.
program director
Toronto.
neujs ^
McLINN, managing
director
ofSTONEY
the Philadelphia
Sandlot Baseball
Assn.
and
WIP
Philadelphia
caster, was
honored
May
28 by asportstestimonial dinner
at the were
Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel.
broadcast by
vnp. Proceedings
PAUL
NEIL
who aviation
has completed
a OVERSEAS News Agency, New York, is
lecturejoined
tour SON,
for the
industry,
issuing a quarter-hour
news
has
WBBM
Chicago news
staff commentary
based onatforeign
reports
from
assonanalyst
and
commentator.
Mi.
NeilONA
correspondents
home
and
formerly
was
AP
radio
editor
in
abroad.
Script
is
divided
into
three
New
York
and
a
member
of
the
BLUE
parts, (1) war
news analyst;
commentary
news staff in Washington and New FLETCHER
York.
PRATT,
(2) theby
"inside
and (3)behind
a human
W. E.sored DEBNAM,
commentator
sponest storystory",
of people
the internews.
on WPTF
Raleigh,
N.Co.,C, for
four basis.
Script is available
to stations
for prese
n
t
a
t
i
o
n
o
n
sustaining
or
sponsored
years
by
Smith-Douglas
Norfolk,
left
May
27
for
a
three-month
Pacific
tour
WALTER and
KANER,
directorof
women tofrominterview
the WPTFservicemen
area. He and
wUl CPL.publicity
specialformer
features
record
"Report
from the
Pacific" series.
FRANK
H.
JETER,
agriculture
editor of
WLIB New
York
and
currently
inCombat
Germany,
has
been
awarded
the
ofand theExperiment
State College
Extension
Service
Station, has been added Infantryman
"satisfactory
as farm commentator.
performance ofBadge
duty Inforground
combat
CKTB CKLN
St. Catherines,
TraU
against theG. enemy".
and
Nelson,
B.Ont.,
C, CJAT
havebringing
sub- NELSON
CBS West
Hollywood
to Press
Newsstations
Service,
analyst,PRINGLE,
Coast
total ofscribedCanadian
using PN news
headquarters
inreturned
lateC-54Maytoflying
after during
seven
weeks ofhe constant
toFRED46. JOHNSTONE, newsman and an- which
covered
approximately
25,000
c
i
f
i
c
a
r
e
a
.
n
o
u
n
c
e
r
o
f
WSYR
Syracuse,
has
joined
the announcing staff of WHN New battle-front mUes throughout the PaYork.
ARTtheFELDMAN,
newlyoffice,
appointed
head
JOHN
M. CARLISLE,
war
correspondent
Blue London
has started
for WWJ
Detroit, hasfrom
started
a northern
new se- ofmomentarily.
a commentary
Sun.HICKS,
1:15-1:30
p.m.,backreries
of
broadcasts
the
placing
GEORGE
expected
Luzon
front in intheManila.
Philippines.
Programsfighting
are recorded
CHARLES
SARJEANT,
member
the PAUL
MANNING,
correspondent
news staffKapof Simpson.
WCCO Minneapolis,of has
for WOR
NewcampYorknearwar
andMagdeburg,
Mutual, writmarried
ing
from
a
Gerreported that he would make
CHARLES
ROMAN
has joined
the DAN
Mu- his way many,
tual
news
department
replacing
to
Paris
and
SHAEF
headquart
e
r
s
i
n
a
Mercedes-Benz,
which
he
adO'FLAHERTY,
resigned.
Formerly
with
mittedly
from said
Gestapo
the
news staff
and withreleased
Press
quarters. Mr. "looted"
Manning
he hadhead-an
Assn.,
Roman
was three
recently
ice. NBC
from
theMr. RCAF
after
years serv- Army shipcertificate
of
temporary
ownerpermitting
to drive
"so now him
Mutual
has aanywhere
staff car
onin ETO,
the continent".
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KATZ

AGENCY,

inc.

The completion, on June 1, of the first project of its
audience research department:

The WNAX

Listener Diary *

This survey records the listening habits of 200,000 radio
families in an important and predominately rural midwestern market. Findings are now available to agencies
and advertisers.

Conducted during the week of March 19, 7945
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One of the studios used interchangeably by FM station WBRL arid
AM station IFJBO. RCA-Type 44BX Microphones are used in this
studio, in the smaller announce-type
studio, and in the large, auditoriumtype studio.

The specially built RCA control console in ihe master
control room shared by WBRL and WJBO. Individual panels control the output from three studios.
Network lines and remotes are controlled from a
fourth panel. The push-button selector system in the
center panel allows any program to be fed to each
of the three output lines (one AM, one FM, one spare
or network) .

The transmitter room shared by WBRL and
WJBO. The I KW FM Transmitter is the unit
Just left of center in this picture. At the far left
are racks containing the FM audio input and
monitoring units. At the right is the 5 KW AM
transmitter. Not shown in this picture are the
AM audio and monitoring racks and AM phasing units. All of the equipment in this picture
is of RCA manufacture.

WBRL, the FM station of the Baton Rouge
Advocate and State Times, uses RCA equipment throughout. In the studios are RCA
44- BX Microphones; in the control room
is a special RCA-built master control console. At the transmitter building are an
RCA FM-l-A Transmitter and RCA frequency and modulation monitors. The
antenna is an RCA-developed, six-bay,
square-loop antenna.
WBRL is a sister station of WJBO, the
AM station operated by the Baton Rouge
Advocate and State Times. It is interesting
to note that WJBO, like hundreds of
other AM stations, is also completely RCA

equipped. Operators of AM stations know
the meaning of "RCA all the way." And
they know that in RCA FM equipment
they will find the same dependability and
the same advanced design features that
they have come to expect in RCA AM
equipment.
Operators of both AM and FM stations —
and station applicants — can make reservations right now for early delivery of
RCA postwar broadcast equipment. For
information on our Broadcast Equipment
Priority Plan, write to Broadcast Equipment Section, Radio Corporation of
America, Camden, New Jersey.
fii// More War Bonc/5

RADIO

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

The transmiller plant of WBRL WJBO. The AM antenna system consists of two
300-ft. and one 500-ft. (center) lower. The FM antenna system is mounted at
the top oj the latter. It is fed hy a concentric transmission line from the transmitter
buitdina in the ioref^round. The entire layout was designed by JT BRL and RCA
enguieiTs icorkmg logelhrr.

A riose-upmounted
of the si.v-bay
antenna
on topFMof
Ihr :'>00-fl. AM tower. This
antenna consi.<^ts of square
loops mounted
the
idicer.
It was around
specially
designed hr RC.i engineers
to aiisicera particular mount'
ing problem .

Watck!
Homer Griffith
Company
Radio Station Representatives
The West's
Largest
Fastest Growing
Organization
"We know the West
We sM the West"
Homer Griffith Company
Hollywood San Francisco Seattle

GATEWAY
TO THE
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

CBS
AFFiUATE
PAUL H.
RAYMER CO.

OWI Impressions
Pass Billion Mark
Record Week Is Attained in
War Message Program
AN AVERAGE of over 10 impressions per radio listener was scored
by OWI Domestic Radio Bureau
war message announcements on
network and local stations during
the week beginning May 14, bringing the grand total of listener impres ions in any mark
seven-day
over the billion
for theperiod
first
time.
The intensified allocation plan,
with its 1,003,608,000 impressions
secured during the May 14 week,
represents an increase of 50% over
the same week in 1944. The increase
over the previous week was 18%.
Total impressions for 1945 up to
the end of the May 14 period were
15,109,811,000.
The figures do not include additional voluntary efforts by network
or local programs on behalf of war
information campaigns. In estimating the impressions per radio listener, abase of a 100 million listeners is used. This takes into consideration the fact that some of
the population do not listen but
that there is a considerable audience of children who listen to programs especially slanted toward
them, as well as to regular fare.
They also partake in many war
campaigns.
The Seventh War Loan accounted for sions,
57 7owhichofwere
the week's
obtainedimpresfrom
war messages on 541 network and
national spot programs and 43,218
.station announcements on 893 U. S.
stationsof plus
one special
event
ini-adiobehalf
25 war
information
campaigns.
Individual allocation plans contributing tothe overall figure made
the
sions:following number of impresNetwork
Allocation plan—
Special Assignment
planplan
— 587,700,000.
312,037,000.
Station
Announcement
63,000,000.National Spot & Regional —Network
plan—
40,391,000.
Special Events — 480,000.

Buys Film Rights
UNITED ARTISTS Corp., New
York, has purchased from RayWLAC
mond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood
production and advertising agency,
film rights to Queen For Today,
5 NASHVILLE
0,0 00 WATTS ^^^^
Mutual sustainer heard in New
York Mon. thru Fri. 2:30-3 p.m.
E. A. Golden will produce the film,
budgeted at $1,000,000. Deal was
transacted within thi'ee weeks after the program took to the air,
I .™ CREATES
establishing a speed recOF iHE NATION possibly
ord for purchase of a radio show
n
p
by a film company. Scripting was
under way last week and casting
is to be announced shortly. With
Williamson
as m.c,
isDudchosen
each day
on thea "Queen"
Mutual
program, and then taken on a tour
of shopping and entertianment
spots in the city, returning to reIIXIICMtCD N
port on her adventures the next
»f t»WAt» fITIT 4 to. !► C day, when
a new queen is selected.
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GOLD CUP
was
awardedof "Red
KALE Ryder"
Portland, Ore.,promotion
as winner
program
by Langendorf
United contest
Bakeries,staged
San
Francisco,seriessponsor'
western
oncovered
10 ofDonallthrice-weekly
Lee
Pacific
stations.
Station
community
with programof display
ads
aspublications
well as with
combination
promotion
that done Red
for Ryder
other
children's enprograms.
prestation was made Trophy
to LeithcupAbbott,
head of KALEpartment, by J.publicity-promotion
deE.
Calnon,
Portland
plant manager for Langendorf. Award
remainsotheronpromotion
displaycontest
until wUl
1946 bewhenstaged.
anReplacement Promotion
TO PUBLICIZE
"The Adventures
Topper",
starts
7 on NBC,re-of
Tuesday which
8:30-9
p.m., June
as Shore's
summer
p
l
a
c
e
m
e
n
t
f
o
r
"Dinah
Open
House",
New sponYork,
agency
forBenton
General&hasBowles,
Foods
Corp.,
s
o
r
o
f
the
series,
sent
copies
of
the
Thorneper broadcasts
Smith novel based
on which
the Topto radio
editors. Invitation areto hear
first
broadcast
isphoto
pastedof onRoland
the fly-leaf and a signed
series,
is enclosed. Young, star of the
Mutual Campaign
PROMOTING
the accelerated
paceunderof
the
Mutual
program
department
the
leadership
of
Phillips
Carlin,
asof
evidenced
by theforrecent
launching
16a week
new programs
a
total
of
13
hours
new radioa new
material, the press
network ofhas started
advertising
campaign builtbusiness
around the
slogan "Where Showmanship Means
Business". WMRN Farm Show
BROADCAST
of theMarion,
"FriendlyO.,
Farmer
Hour" asgiven
onpartWMRN
was
a members
dinner
by Future
the station
for
local
of
the
Farmers
offarmer
America
who
had
earned
the
state
award asdirector
guests of honor.
John
Odson,
agriculture
and his state
assitant, Byron ofSandles,
were
speakers.
War Coverage Book
STORYman war,
of the
last 338thedayshighlights
of the Ger-of
recording
military
actions
which
culminated
the
unconditional
surrender
of thein
Third
in a Story
well illustrated
book Reich,
issued isbytoldNBC.
sequence
follows
coverage Maycontinuity
from Junenetwork's
5, 1944, through
8, 1945.
New Affiliation Promotion
EXTENSIVE
promotion
is
being
used
WCMI Ashland,
Ky., with
NunnCBSstation,
toby15. announce
affiliation
June
Bus cards,
daily direct
newspapers, trade
journals,
bUlboards,
announcements
are employed.mail and air
Story on WTAG Project
WTAGect to"Worcester
and the World"underprojpromote
standing is subjectinternational
of lead article of
June "Magazine Digest".

Neblett Folder
NEBLETT
Radio Productions,
outlines features
of its packageChicago
show
"So the Storybearing
Goes" onin the
a flle-f< a
presentation
microphone with simulated cover
cut-out
for insertion
of potential
client' 15
ortag
agency
contact
Included
biographical
materialname.
onprogram
Johnnie
Neblett,
producer-narrator,
person
nel and reprints of Neblett trade ads
WLS Reprints
WLS Chicagoreprints
has Issued
a brochurt
containing
of seven
trade paper advertisements
Inrecenttli«
"WLS lease iVoice
of
a
Friend"
series.stock
Res
printed
on
white
enameled
in two colors
and describes
reception
granted
WLS
personnel
in
the
homes
of Midwest America for the past 21
Consigned to History
years. of recorded excerpts from proALBUM
grams
carried bybyNBC
on Hartford
D-Day which
were broadcast
WTIC
were
presented
W. Morency,
general
manager ofby thePaulstation,
to the Yale
U.
library,
Connecticut
State Library
and the the
library
of the Hartford
Board
of Education.
WAPI Brochure
MAIL
requestcowboy
programtunes,of
recordedresponse
hillbillyto and
"Alabama
Hayloft
Jamboree",
is subject of brochure
Birmingham.
Resultspublished
obtained byby WAPI
spon
sor,
Hubinger
Co.
(Quick
Starch), also are featured plusElastic
pro
gram's rating and cost.
Waring Album
NBC, intoconnection
Fred
return
networkwith
oneight
June Waring"
4, sent
about
200thealbums
Waring
Decca
records
to Album
radioofeditors
through
out
the
country.
contains
otic
songs done by thepatrior
chestraandandservice
glee club.
WOV MaU Piece
WOV New York has Issued a directmail piece on "Lest ofWeNaziForget"
au
thoritative
which will accounts
be broadcast each atrocities
evening
up to the time of the war crimes trials
Piece quotes Walter Winchell's column
lauding the
as "a nifty idea"
Bibleprogram
Series Promoted
WGL Fort Wayne, Ind., is promoting
"Chapel Garden" commercial series
Sundaytors 5:30
by lettersof totheall Fort
paswho arep.m.members
Wayne tionMinisterial
Assoc. callingof attento the stories.
dramatizations
wellknown Bible
WON Program Presentation
WGN Chicago has issued a new brochure
calling
building attention
prestige. toThestation's
16-page program
presenembraces 11 WGNreprints.
productions'
through tation
advertisement

WILL DO A JOB FOR l Or/ /^V

-

ILLINOIS
METROPOLITANROCKFORD,
POPULATIOIS
NOW 111,000
1944 RETAIL SALES— $85,975,000
1000 WAT
REP.— HEADLEY-REED
Affiliated with TS
the A
xlcasting Company ,
BROADCASTING
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...WMAQ

iO.OOO watt'!
napreseni-adi
by NBC SPOT SAIES
1945— RADIO'S 25TH ANNIVERSARY
—PLEDGED TO VICTORY

at 5:15 PM
Carson Pine Scott & Co., one of Chicago's oldest and
finest department stores, recently decided to inaugurate
an institutional advertising campaign. Radio was chosen
as the medimn to reach the millions in the Chicagoland
market, America's 2nd largest, where 2,855,700 families annually spend over $3,500,000,000.
Before selecting a station they checked station coverages and found WMAQ to be Chicago's number 1 station— the Chicago station most people listen to most.
And so Carson Pirie Scott & Co. currently sponsors
"Variety at 5:15" on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
evenings. They have joined the group of discerning advertisers whose programs over WMAQ make up radio's
finest entertainment program schedule in the world.
WMAQ — morning, noon and night — reaches the people who listen and buy. Information concerning time
availabilities furnished upon request.

The Chicago station most people listen to most
670
OADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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B

WILLIAM
J. SALSTKOM,
withassistant
Comp- office
BOZELLat 724
& JACOBS
has Minneapolis,
opened an
ton
Adv. director,
since
June
Baker Bldg.,
research
has 1944
beenwasasnamed
re- with TOM
HASTINGS
as jmanager.
search
head.
He
formerly
associated
j^
"^
S
WILLIAM
ROUSEAU,
executive
proEp
with thefl
GallupNational
Poll,
and associate
di-iE
ii
New office,
York,
Opinion
Research
moved1.ducetor of McCann-Erickson,
Blow Co. Hollywood
Center FREDofrector,
Denver
U.
He
succeeds
ALJune
POLITZ, towhohishasownresigned
to deHERALD BECKJORDEN,
CHARLES G.
vote full time
research
or- LINDSAY
RICHARD
ganizationthe
. BEN THOMAS,
at oneof time
have
been andofnamed
assistantTURNBULL
executiveof
afHUated
with
Detroit
office
the
secretaries
the
American
former
J.
Sterling
Getchell
Inc.,
has
Advertising
O.withKARLMRS.Assn.
GIESEN
Joinedto theassistChicago
office ofthe Compton
IsMacKENZIE
assistant Agencies.
treasurer,
Adv.
in
servicing
Chicago
continuing as directorL. W.of
division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. ac- service.
count.
MORRISON,
M. HELENBruck
WHITMORE,
with JERRY
contact man
for Keeley special
Brewingaccounts
Co., to
FranlcUn
Adv.,Manhattan
New recently
York,Soapwhere
MalcolmcountHoward
Adv., Chicago, as acshe
served
on
the
Co.
executive.
account,
supervising
radio
and
space
MAZZULLA,
In advercopy,
has
joined theof writing
staff &of Son.
the MARIE tising
departmentCo.,formerly
of Lima,
Westinghouse
radio York.
department
N. W. Ayer
Electricthe& radio
Mfg.
O., has
New
Joined
division
staff
B. Miner Co., Los Angeles agency.of Dan
HIXSON-O'DONNELL
Adv.,
New inYork,
has
moved
to
larger
quarters
the
O'LEARYof has
been appointed
Empiretire west
Statesection
Bldg.,ofoccupying
the New
en- JANE
officeAngeles
manager
Glasser-Gailey
& Co.,
74th floor;
Los
agency,
succeeding ESTHER
phone Is BR 9-5950.
FRIEDMAN,
resigned.
J.nerH.Inc.,
S. ELLIS,
president,
Arthur
KudNew York, hasof been
BRIDGEWATER,
Dancerto thelege,board
Elmiraelected
Col- JACK
Fitzgerald-Sample,
Chicago,fromas copy
suElmlra, N.of trustees
Y.
o Campbell-Mlthun,
Chicago,
as creativepervisor, tchief.
CHARLES
CHAPPELL,
with
Arthur
GEYER,
CORNELL
&
NEWELL,
New
Kudner
Inc.,become
New York,partner
since 1935,
has York, has leased additional space on
in John
20th floorcommodate
of present
745 Fifth
Ave., to acH.resigned
Owen tovice-president.
Inc., New a York
agency,
as the
pansion.
and postwar
exexecutive
Name
of
firm
will be changed to Owen & Chappell
Inc.
CHESTER
E.
HARING,
58,
former
vice-at
president
of
BBDO,
New
York,
and
GLENHALL
TAYLOR,
chief
of
Young
time with
& Smith &In Ross,
& Rubicam
has ar- one
Cleveland,
died Fuller
last hemorrhage.
Wednesday
rived in NewHollywood
York
for office,
a radio
seven-week
York
of
a
cerebral
At New
the
visit. LESTER
GOTTLIEB,
publicity
head,
left
New
York
last
week
time
of
his
death,
he
was
research
rector of the Committee for Economicdifor
the
West
Coast
for
three
weeks
to
plan promotion of network programs. Development.

ARTHUR HURD, media research
director, J. Walter Thompson Co.
New York (left) poses with W. G
Schoppmeyer, general export man
ager,studios
Canadaof Dry
the
XEWInternational
Mexico Cityal
following a broadcast of Canada
Dry's Los Bocheros program.
Dallas, Atlanta Offices
Are Opened by J-W-T
CHICAGO office of J. Waltei
Thompson Co. has announced openAtlantawithoffices
and ingofof Dallas
a new and
member
the
Chicago staff. Dallas office is in the
Irwin-Keasler Bldg. and will serve
the branches and dealers in the
Southwest for Ford Motor Co
Clyde E. Rapp, former account executive of the merchandising dertment of agency's Chicago office, is in pacharge.
Atlanta branch opened in Palmei
Bldg. and handles
Fordof dealer
vertising accounts
AtlantaadCharlotte, and Jacksonville. T,
Russell Paulson, former account
executive of J-W-T Chicago,
manager in Atlanta with Chester
R. Curtis, former advertising manager for the Atlanta division of
Armour Co., as his assistant.
Lt. Comdr. Victor C. P. Dreiske,
recently assigned to inactive duty
by the Navy,
and with
previously
in executive positions
three leading
automobile companies since 1914,
has joined the executive staff in
Chicago to service Ford branches
and
in the Chicago and
Great dealers
Lakes region.

THE SHREVEPORT TIMES
STATION
Shreveporl, La.
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WHYNOT,
This is a County,
fine MISSISSIPPI?
littleMississippi,
community butin
Lauderdale
the
question
i$-WHY inNOTJACKSON—
eone«ntrate
your
advertising
metropolitan
539
MILLION center
dollar ofretailMississippi
market. s
WSLI-the
market—
lets"Double-Return"
cost! coverage station,
offers
youat maximum
of tnii

5000
WATTS
DAY AND
kBLUE NETWORK!
NIGHT
WEtD a. COMPANY
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC.
NATIONAL REPKCfi^rATIVEf
BROADCASTING
Broadcast A drertising q ^ j

>uMONT-FOR

DvMONT

LIVE TALEXT
Iconoscope Cameras
action. An electronic
eramen to see exactly
atvoices
home.and DuMont's
music.

POSTWAR

THE

TELEVISION

STUDIO. DuMont's
pick up the scene and
viewfinder enables camwhat looker-listeners see
Sound Boom picks up

PRODUCER'S CONTROL
DESK. Monitors show scenes being
picked up by diflferent cameras . . . with
the largest monitor showing the scene
selected for broadcasting. The producer
sees
exactlyTelesets.
as looker-listeners
see ittheon scene
DuMont

TOOLS

BROADCASTING

FILM STUDIO. Motion
pictures, newsreels, commercials, etc., on 16 mm and 35 mm
films require specially adapted
projectors and DuMont Film
Pickup Cameras.

MASTER CONTROL
ROARD. The Master Control
Board is the heart of the television
station. Engineers manipulate shading andnicalother
controls
add techrefinements
withto electronic
artistry to all programs.

DuMont knows television. • DuMont has
equipped more television stations than any other
company. These stations are demonstrating the
efficiency, the extreme flexibility, the rugged
dependability and the greater economy of
DuMont Television Broadcasting Equipment.
• DuMont has pioneered in television sta-

OF

TELEVISION

EQCIPMEBTT

FIELD EVENTS. A DuMont-equipped
Television Truck is a small station in itself . . .
including cameras, control and sound equipment, relay transmitter and directional antenna. The relay receiver is located with the
main transmitter. *

TRANSMITTER AND CONSOLE.
All meters, oscillographs, controls and docks
are separately mounted in the console for safety,
easy visibility and centralized operation. Video
and audiomitted fromsignals
(sightantennae
and sound)
different
locatedare ontransthe
same transmitting tower.

tion operation. It has thus set a broad profit
pattern for postwar commercial television.
• DuMont recognizes your needs. It offers the
DuMont Equipment Reservation Plan which insures
early peacetime delivery and personnel training.
• Study television's economies — get in touch
with DuMont today.
right 1945, Allen B. OuMonI labora

MHW
j.LEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT, 2 MAIN AVENUE, PASSAIC, N. J.
fiLEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD, 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
l|«^)ADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising
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SponsoRSii

&

Our Thought, Effort
and Facilities...
Pledged to Victoryl
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Naf I Rep.

J !At ion
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MID-CONTINENT
PETROLEUM
Co.,
Tulsa,22 Okla.
(Diamond
D-Xon Products).
May
started
newscasts
WLS
Chithree-weekly
AgenCalkins12:00-12:15
& Holden,p.m. Kansas
City.cy iscagoPotts,
W.
&
J.
SLOANE,
Beverly
Hills
(home
furnishings), May 22 started nightly
half-hour
program onof KFAC
recorded "Concert in Contract
Minature"
Angeles.
is for 39 weeks.LosWilliam
John Adv., Beverly Hills, Cal., has account.
EDISONcago (Burt
BROTHERS
STORES
Shoes),on has
signedInc.,
forChi-65
station United
breaks
WMAQ
Chicago.
Agency,
Broadcasting,
Chicago,
is said to be planning use of other stations.
ALEXANDRIA Dairy Products Co.,
Alexandria,
Va., hasdevelopment
started "Youseries,
Are
You",WOLpersonality
on
Washington
Sunday
10:45-11
p.m.
TU
forbid
contract
placed
through
Lewis Agency, Washington.
LYON geles,
VAN adding& toSTORAGE
Co., schedule
Los AnWest
on May Contracts
28 started for
daily52Coast
spots
on placed
KECA
KGO.
weeks
thru BBDO, Los Angeles.
SUPERIOR SEAFOOD Co., Los Angeles
(seafood products), has renewed fiveweekly
quarter-hourContract
"Gospel forSinger"
KECA Hollywood.
13 weekson
placed
Angeles. thru Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los
BECKMAN FUR Co., Los Angeles (retail
furs),
on July of8 starts
weekly quarterhour ingsprogram
record-is
on KFI Los Xavier
Angeles.Cugat
Contract
for eightforniaweeks.
Other
SouthernGlasserCalistations
will
be
added.
Gailey & Co., Los Angeles, has account.
BLUE
Corp., live
Toronto
(canned
foods), RIBBON
has
started
spots
on 22
eastern
Canadian
stations
announcing
return
of
vacuum
sealed
jars.
Agency
is Cockfleld Brown & Co., Toronto.
PARAMOUNT
PEST CONTROL
Co.,
Oakland, Cal (insecticide),
has signed
for
variedKFBK
spot KWG
schedule
KMPCa 52-week
KTMS KQW
KERNon
KFXMule willandbe McClatchy
Schedexpanded toNetwork.
Pacific
northwestcouandnt is Inter-mountain
stations.
Achandled
by
Ad
Fried
Adv.,
Oakland.
H. R.cleDAVI
Co., Oakland,
Cal.
(MiraFoamhasfurniture
upholstery
cleaner),
started
a and
52-week
varied
spot
schedule
on
KQW
KROY
KTMS
KMJ
KERN
KWG McClatchy
KOH KFBKNetwork.
KPO
KSRO
and
the
Campaign
willcities.
be expanded
toAd major
Pacific
Coast
Agency
is
Fried
Adv., Oakland.
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., Cincinnati,
new
businesstranscribed
for "Kornlibrary
Kobblers"
quarter-hour
series
Includes:for WDAY
Fargo,
N, D.,
five-1;
weekly
52
weeks
effective
June
Bowman
Bakery,
Roanoke,
Va.,
threeweekly
for
52
weeks
on
WDBJ
Roanoke:
KILO
Forks, N.Galveston
D., three-weekly
for 33 Grand
weeks,
Brewery
(thruandRuthrauff
& Houston
Ryan),
three-weekly
on
KVIC
VictoriaQuality
and
KRIS
Corpus
Chrlstl.
Tex.
Dairy Co., St. Cloud, Minn., has signed
for
quarter-hour
series weekly
for 52 weeks
on KFAM "Manhunt"
St. Cloud.
PALM
DAIRIES,
Vancouver
(ice
cream),
has
started
weekly
musical
program
14 western Canadian stations. Agencyon
is Stewart-Lovick, Vancouver.
CAMPBELL
Toronto
(small
loans),FINANCE
hasweekly
startedCorp.,
musical
onAdv.,flve-mlmite
CKEY
Toronto.program
Agency is Ronalds
Toronto.
CANADIAN
INSECTICIDE
&
CHEMICo.. Toronto,
has started
twiceweeklyCAL spots
on a was
number
stations.
placedof byCanadian
Locke,
Johnson &Account
Co., Toronto.
BARBARA
ANNcake),
BAKING
Co., LosSouthAn(bread,
increasing
erngelesCalifornia
schedule
on May 29
started
twice-weekly
quarter-hour
"Mlrandy's
Almanac" Scholts
on KFI. Contract is
for
Los eight
Angeles,weeks.
has account. Adv. Service,
CHAMP
LABS.
Corp.,
cleanser), has started aToronto
Saturday(Champ
night
half-hour
barn
dance
onJ. Gibbons
CKNX Wingham,
Ont.
Agency
is
J.
Ltd.,
Toronto.

CROWN soring
MILLS,"Five-Minute
Portland,
Ore., is sponMysteries",
NBC
Radio KAST
Recording
syndicated
program,
KEX
KRNRonis
KUIN
KSLM KMED
KWIL KOOS
KELA.KOREAgency
W. S.riesKirkpatrick
Adv., been
Portland.
hasWENY
also recently
soldKOBSe-to
WTAG
KNOE
KNOW
WALA
WSAI
WSAZ
WTSP
KGU
WSOC
WOOD
WMBG WWNY KXOX KSRO,
NBC reported.
PURE FOODS Co., Mamaroneck, N. Y.
(Herb-Ox
bouillon),
on June
4 starts
for
13 weeks
thrice-weekly
participation
inAngeles.
"Art
Baker's
Notebook"
on KFI Inc.,
Los
Agency
is
J.
M.
Mathes
New York.

HANDSHAKE by William A. McGuineas (1), commercial manager of
WGN Chicago, and Louis Goldblatt,
of Goldblatt Bros., Chicago dept.
store, confirms signing of contract
for 52 weeks of four consecutive
quarter-hours six days per week
on WGN. Involving approximately
$150,000, contract covers Record
Reville, Meet the People, Musical
Merry-Go-Round and Your Girl
Friend. Other approving smiles belong to Walt Schwimmer, Schwimmer &son, m.c.Scott,
of theChicago,
shows. and Bill An-

RADIO SALES TEST
SHOWN BY HOOPER
"ECONOMY, speed and the staof the large
were
cited asbilitythree
virtuessample"
of a method
of measuring
radio's
selling
effectiveness which was described May
23 by C. E. Hooper, president, C.
E. HooperferenceInc.,
at theandCCNYBusiness
Conon Radio
[BROADCASTING, May 28].
Assuming that if listening or not
listening to a program can be established between two groups within a random sample of a population, other advertising than radio
falls with equal effect on listener
and non-listener, the technique
compares telephone homes listening
to a program (determined by the
regular Hooper interviews) with
a cross-section of random telehomes (which may be listephone
ners or non-listeners).
Listener homes are recontacted
coincidentally with the random
sample of and
all are
asked what
brand
the type
of product
they
last bought and then if they ever
listened to the radio program. Answers of the cross-section group
give
"brand
rating" whichthe serves
as a abase
for measuring
effectivenes of the "listener brand rating" of verified
listeners to the advertiser's program.
Technique, revealed for the first
time at the Conference, has been
used for four products for 18
months, Mr. Hooper reported.
Lorrillard Replaces
p. LORRILARD Co., New York
(Old Gold cigarettes), on June 17
replaces for 13 weeks Comedy Theatre with Meet Me at Parky's on
NBC, Sunday, 10:80-11 p.m.
(EWT). Summer replacement
comedy series is based on an idea
by Joe Rines and will star Parlcyakarkus
Einstein).
Talent includes(Harry
Betty Rhodes
and Dave
Street, singers, with Opie Gates
orchestra. Bob Williams will announce. Hal Fimberg of Lennen &
Mitchell is producer. If approved
by sponsor after first 13 weeks,
comedy series may continue through
fall replacing Comedy Theatre.

DOUGLAS
AIRCRAFT
Co., Santa
ica, Cal.California
(help wanted),
addingMon-onto
Southern
spotor more
schedule
June
1
for
four
weeks
started
thriceAgency
weekly isfive-minute
program
KFI.
The Essig Co.,
Los An-on
AMERICAN
Institute of Food Products
geles. New York,
Inc.,
on June 5 program
starts week-on
ly half-hour
television
WABD
New
Bookeddiscussion
for 52 weeks,
programtwe n a food
willYork.buyer
feature
be-or
from broker,
a chaintalkwholesale
firm
and
a
food
ingableabout
food products
shortages,of food
, etc. Pood
variousavailinmember firms
Businessstitute
placed
direct. will be displayed
BLUfl
CAT'S
PAW heels),
RUBBERhas Co.,
Baltimore
NETWOR
(soles and
started
twiceweekly
transcribed
spots
on
CKEY
Tomore. ronto. Agency is S. A. Levyne Co., BaltiCRYSTALhasBEACH
Buffalo (summer
WFM
resort),
startedCo.,thrice-weekly
spots
on
CKEY Toronto.
& Strachan,
Buffalo. Agency is Baldwin
YOUNCSTOW
BU-TAY PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles
(Ramdrops)participat
52 weeks
, on Mayion 22Infor"Meet
started
the
Missus" on2:45-3
eight CBS Agency
Westernis stations,
Tuesday
GlasserGalley & Co., Losp.m.Angeles.
EVANS FUR Co., Chicago, begins sponDISTRICT
sorship June 4 ofProblems"
Vic Brown's
on packWGN
S
E METR
ENERITAN
MORtri
LISTOPOL
Chicago
Monday
thru
Friday
6-6:15
pm
Contract
for
52
weeks
placed
by
State
PER DOLLAR
Adv., Chicago.
ATLAS CHEMICALS, Toronto (Wypof
Ask HEADLEY-REED
cleanser),
haseastern
startedCanadian
spots dally on a
number
Agency
isofEllis
Adv., Toronto. stations.
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Why ADVERTISING AGE
Gets Top Readership
A copymentsjudging
to rate the best
mail-order advertisepublished contest
by the International
Correspondence
Schools
in 1944 resulted in 460 readers of ADVERTISING AGE submitting
entries
—
as
the
result
of
one
news
story
describing
the competition!
A media executive whose recent market study was listed
in a single
paragraph
in "Information
Advertisers,"
weekly
column
in ADVERTISING
AGE,forreceived
300 re-a
quests for 500 copies of his survey!
A company announcing a new statistical service ran a single
page advertisement in ADVERTISING AGE and received
2 20 signed coupons asking for more information!
this tremendous
editorial and
from\C'hy
the readers
of ADVERTISING
AGE?advertising
We have response
prepared
aphenomenom
brochure, "Doof We
Have
What
it
Takes?"
to describe
this
editorial power, which explains
why ADVERTISING. AGE consistently tops all other general advertising publications in readership studies made independently
by media, agencies and manufacturers.
Send for your copy today!
Advertising
Age
The National Newspaper of Marketing
100 E. Ohio St, Chicago 11 • 330 W. 42nd St, Now Yotk IS
Page 58
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Four Resign from FMBI;
Five Others Are Dropped
FOUR MEMBERS have resigned
from the FM Broadcasters Inc. and
five others were dropped, four for
nonpayment of dues, it was learned
last week
following
cago Board
meetingthe ofFMBI
May Chi24,
[Broadcasting,
May
28].
Resignations were accepted from Wisconsin
Network, Wisconsin Rapids; Radio
Division, Bendix Aviation Corp.,
Baltimore; Great Trails Broadcasting Corp., Dayton (WING) ; G. W.
Covington Jr., Montgomery, Ala.
(WCOV).
Membership of Lt. Col. A. A.
Schechter, radio officer on Gen. MacArthur's stalF who plans to retire
shortly, was dropped inasmuch as
Col.
the service
has Schechter
been out "is
of incontact
with and
the
association". These four members
were dropped for nonpayment of
dues: James F. Hopkins Inc., Detroit (WJBK) ; Houston (Tex.)
Printing
Corp. (KPRC)
StarTimes Publishing
Co., St.; Louis
(KXOK) ; WBNY Buffalo, N. Y.
EXAMPLE of ingenuity in remodeling an old house into a modern
Senate Communications radio ter"studio
and afpicture isof this
WSSV"before
Petersburg,
which went on the air in May
Group to Miss Berlin Va.,
BERLIN has been ruled out on the in time to broadcast V-E Day.
itinerary of the Senate Interstate Station operates on 1240 kc with
w power and is ovnied by Louis
Commerce subcommittee, now in- 250
H. Peterson, president, and Jonas
specting international communica- Weiland,
vice-president.
in Europe
with and
FCC military
Chair28]. mantions Paul
A. Porter
officers [Broadcasting, May 21,
German Council
of Army
officers and civilianslistholding
top spots
Headed by Sen. Burton K. Wheel- ADDITIONAL
er (D-Mont.), chairman of the in the U. S. Group Control Council
Standing Committee, the party last
Germany [BROADCASTING, May
week went to Italy. Sen. Wheeler for
14] includes: Brig. Gen. Robert A.
was quoted in news dispatches as McCIure,
head inof charge
information
consaying that while permission had
service,
of press,
not been denied his group to visit radio troland
all forms of German
the German capital, he was told
public expression; Brig. Gen.
such
trip officials
would beis"inadvisable".
With a the
Ed Craney, Frank A. Allen Jr., director of
head of KGIR Butte, Mont, and the public relations; Maj. Gen. Oliver
Z-Bar Network, who accompanied P. Echols, deputy for communicaBrig. Gen. Frank C. Meade,
the Senators
er's adviser. as Chairman Wheel- directortions; of
internal affairs and
communications division. Among
other Signal Corps officers asSeek Local CP
signed to GCC are: Maj. J. E.
APPLICATION for a new local Norton of CBS; Maj. W. B. Campbell of Radio Television Institute;
station on 1450 kc with 250 w and
Lt. J. W. Dobbs of WARM
unlimited time at Orangeburg, 1st
S. C, has been filed with the FCC Scranton, Pa.
by The Observer Radio Co. New
corporation is composed of Paul
Brown, vice-president and 10%
owner, commercial manager of
WAIM; Robert L. Easley, secretary and 50% owner, former broadcast engineer and assistant manager of WAIM now on leave to the
Navy from the South Carolina
State Radio System; Frank B.
Best, president and 13 1/3% owner,
holder of a third interest in the
Orangeburg Observer, weekly adpublication, and Frank B.
Best Jr., 13vertising1/3%.
PUBLIC viewing
of G.I.
"Command
Performance", transcribed
programService,
producstaged
ed by Armed
Forces
Radio
will
be
for
first
time
in
a
joint
radio-film
War
Bond
premiere
at
Grauman'b 14.Chinese Theatre, Hollywood on
June
BROADCASTING
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jUOQIyiHICAGO'S
THE

WHITE

Sure

£x-Marine
This versatile nationally-known sports
innouncer has, during his career,
broadcast football, boxing, basketball,
md the Democratic and Republican
Conventions in 1944 — a major feat.

are

STATION

^y^y^lNDEPENDENT

SOX

Popular

AND

in

WJJD

Chicago

A Spedal C. f. Hooper Baseball Survey Made Sunday, April ll"^, 1945, Reveals:
STATION STATION STATION STATION OTHERS
LOCAL TIME WJJD STATION STATION STATION STATION
"B"
"C"
"0"
"fi"
"H"
4.3 0.3
1:30 to
0.5
2.8
2.4
6.1
5.7
0.8
5:30 P.M. 4.2
1.2
WJJD Broadcasts the Chicago White Sox Games Exclusively!
WJJD, Inc.
230 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago 1, Illinois

J^dfL
MO^UU
POADcflASTING
• Broadcast Adverttsing

STATION

PAUL H. RAYMER
366 Madison Avenue
New York City

20,000

«^ATTS
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DUPLEX

NOW

DETAILS

AVA/LABIE/

Fresh off the presses, a 1 2-page bulletin on the
new, amozing Duplex Speaker is now available . . . jam-packed with engineering and
technical data, performance curves and distribution characteristics. Details of the Dividing
Network, A323 Amplifier and attractive cabinets also included.
SEHD

FOR

LANSING

YOUR

COPY

TODAY

CORPORATiON

1210 TAFT BUILDING'HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
250 WEST 57 STREET-NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
IN CANADA: NORTHERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
June 1945
60

mon RECORD IS SET
BY OKINAWA SHOWS
A RECORD 175 broadcasts from
Okinawa to American networl<;s
came through during the first three
weeks of the invasion and over a
million words of press copy were
filed for April. All broadcasts were
made aboard ships of the Pacific
Fleet over Navy facilities. Many
programs
were plane
aired attacks,
during Japanese suicide
with
ack-ack guns plainly audible. Navy
shore transmitters will handle
broadcasts from Okinawa after the
amphibious forces move on to new
objectives.
The Navy radio studios at Guam
were the coordinating center for
the broadcasts from the war correspondents covering Okinawa. From
Guam studios other network newsmen rounded out the story of the
Navy's
Pacific ofaction,
bringingto 430
the
total number
broadcasts
out of Guam for April.
Aboard ship, handling the radio
facilities were Lt. Bruce Dennis,
formerly news and special events
man ardfor
WGN Chicago;
L. Linkroum,
ex-CBS; Lt.Lt. Rich(jg)
Paul Monroe, ex-CBS and NBC;
Radio Technician Eugene C. Phillippi;
and Radio Technician Charles
K. Chrismon.
Under a pool arrangement, all
shipboard programs are available
to all networks.

NEWS-WISE conference ensued
when commentator and staff huddled for the initial broadcast of
Jim Doyle — Commentator, on 39
Don Lee Pacific stations. Standard
Oil of California is sponsor on 52week basis. Script-confabbers (1 to
r) are Mr. Doyle, Bud Rutherford,
writer; Wally Ramsey, announcer;
Waynedent ofTiss,
Hollywood
BBDO,
agency vice-presiservicing
the Standard Oil account.

CAB WiU Meet in June;
WAB August Session Set
PROBLEMS resulting from the
end of the war in Europe will be
among business to be discussed at
the meeting
the board Assn.
of direc-of
tors of theof Canadian
Broadcasters at Toronto June 1819. CAB board does not expect to
meet with the board of (governors
of the CBC until later in summer.
Annual meeting of the Western
Ryan Statement Thanks
Assn.
of Broadcasters,
consis'tingis
Papers
for
Appreciation
of
western
Canadian stations,
APPRECIATION to the news- scheduled
August
6-7
at
the
Palliser
papers of America is expressed in
itA. hasRice,beenCFRNana statement from J. Harold Ryan, Hostel, Calgary,
n
o
u
n
c
e
d
b
y
G.
R.
president of the National Associa- Edmonton, WAB president. Recomtion of Broadcasters, released in
or presentation at next
the form of an advertisement CAB meetingmendations fwill
be considered.
available to stations and nets.
The ad, addressed "To the NewsDazey Schedule
papers of America"
signed it,Mr.is
Ryan and
the stationand using
DAZEY Corp., St. Louis (kitchen
quoted
and gadgets), is now using 25
of intheourfull:
broadcasting
Indijstry
wish aids
major stations in a series of dayto Weexpress
appreciation
tomanner
the newsp
a
p
e
r
s
o
f
America
for
the
in
time spots to revive the Dazey name
which
recognized
for present owners and to acquaint
InTruly
the they
public
Interest andoaour our
VEperformance
Day.
new
generation
with Dazey products
our
facilities
ability
as
broadcasters
were taxedoccasion.
to the utmost
to
new forpostwar
items.
on
thisof themomentous
Three
Themeinclude
is to wait
quality Dazey
events
past
year
have
called
upon
our every
resource
intrust.
the These
proper three
dis- products instead of stocking up no^r
c
h
a
r
g
e
o
f
our
public
events were
D Day,andthe VElossDay.of Franklin with competitive merchandise.
Delano
Roosevelt
Thecontemporaries,
acknowledgments
our friendsof Agency is Anf enger Adv., St. Louis.
and
the offrom
newspapers
America, which
resulted
the per-as
formance of our dutythoseandfateful
privilege
broadcasters
will
live long during
in our memory. hours
A freewithradioa InfreeItspress
25th year
desires to
renew
resolution
tothe
preserve
uncensored
andthe unimpeded
channels
of
communication
are the heritage of a free people which
French Stations
LATEST step in establishment of
a number of French-language
broadcasting stations in Saskatchewan is the sending to Quebec of
Most Rev. M. J. Lemieux, Bishop
of Gravelbourg, Sask.,
to open a
subscription campaign for the establishment of French-language
stations in the prairies. One such
station at St. Boniface, Man., was
recently recommended for license
u n 11 E D
by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. [Broadcasting, May 14].
PR E S !
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Now you can taik to the farmers of
Oregon and Southern Washington,..
KALE

PRfSENTS

PORTLAND'S ONLY RADIO FARM
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
AND
PROGRAMS

Featuring one of radio's
foremost agricultural broadcasters
BURTON
HUTTON
DIRECTOR

W

Burton Hutton is widely known
in Pacific Northwest agricultural
circles . . . for seven years Director
of Agricultural Broadcasting at
KOAC, the Oregon State College
station, later Assistant General
Agricultural Development Agent
for the Great Northern Railway.
kale's Farm Service Department is the first full-fledged service of its kind to be
established by any Portland radio station. In the few months of its existence it
has already achieved wide popularity in its listening territory — the rich agricultural districts of Oregon and Southwest Washington. This fertile empire with
43,480 farms has a farm and rural population of 402,156 according to the
1940 U.S. Census.
PAY DIRT, the program of KALE's Farm Service Department, is broadcast
twice daily except Sunday from 6 :30 to 7 :00 a.m. and from 12:15 to 12 :30 p.m.
Offers timely and reliable information on markets, weather, farm gardens,
crop and livestock production and news of 4-H, FFA and farmers organizations.
Pictured above are members of KALE's Farm Service Advisory Committee,
comprised of 20 county agents and prominent farmers who meet with Farm
Service Direaor Hutton at regular intervals.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
lOADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

JOHN

Announcement participation is now available
on PAY DIRT. For information see any KALE
representative.

ins Mutual
f
PORTLAND,
BLAIR

&

OREGON
COMPANY
^.
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Parker Watch Continues
Johannes
Steel Series
PARKER WATCH Co. is continu
ing its sponsorship of Johannes
Steel's commentaries on WHN New
Of FCC's Licensing Powers
York, Monday through Friday at
Writ of Certiorari Against Regulatory Body
7:45-8 p.m., according to Sterling
Granted in WKBZ Appeal of Fetzer Grant
Adv. Co., Parker agency, despite
FOR the first time in the existence high court resumes sessions in Ocreports
of pressure of the sort
of the FCC or its predecessor the
tober. The Court of Appeals will
that allegedly was responsible foi
Federal Radio Commission, the send the records on the case to the
dropping
the Steel
broadcasts
U. S. Supreme Court has granted Supreme Court for consideration
on WHDH ofBoston
by Washington
a writ of certiorari against the along with new briefs which must
Jewelry
Co.,
operator
of
radio regulatory body. Last Mon- be submitted by both parties 30
tail jewelry stores around nine
Bostonreday the court handed down a days before oral argument.
Jewelry
chain
last
week
replaced
favorable memorandum opinion on
The Solicitor General will reprethe Steel program, broadcast 6-6:15
the petition of Ashbacker Radio
sent the FCC in its grant of frep.m. on WHDH which received the
quency 1230 kc in Grand Rapids
Corp. [Broadcasting, April 30,
program
by direct
from with
the
March 19] for a review of a deci- to Fetzer Broadcasting Co. (WKZO
WHN studios
in NewwireYork,
sion by the U. S. Court of Appeals Kalamazoo) , principal owner of
a
1-1:15
p.m.
news
analysis
by
for the District of Columbia which which is John E. Fetzer, Assistant
George Hamilton Combs, also a
had upheld the FCC in the grant Director of Censorship.
WHN commentator whose proWith Segal, Sraith & Hennessey,
of a frequency dispute by the
grams are similarly piped to
plaintiff.
Washington, as counsel, Ashbacker
WHDH from New York. Move was
The case will be heard after the (WKBZ Muskegon) has succeeded
said to result from denunciations
of Steel's liberal leanings and
threats of boycott from stores.
not needed at the expense of lis
teners around Muskegon who do
not have a single primary service
and overlapping
(2) by common
ownership of
two
stations.
The writ of certiorari petition
contests
the questions
FCC's discretion
two
of three
posed. Theby
first asked if the Commission may
grant a license to one party and
for hearing an applicaMajor Glenn Miller Day designate
tion by a second party on what is
considered a fait accompli. If it
June 5th
do so, the petition further
The nation honors one of its great heroes. may
questions the fairness or ethics of
. . . In appreciation of the many happy hours such procedure. The third question
his music has brought, join in the Salute to apparently has been answered by
court grant of the writ. It
Glenn Miller by playing his recorded music. high
asked if the grant to Fetzer adver
sely affected
Ashbacker's
FRENESI
to allow
it to sueinterests
out an
Bl. 10994 enough
appeal
from the ruling of the Court
Bl.
11020
of
Appeals.
DO, DO YOU
A STONE'S THROW FROM
Store's Big Drive
Bl. 11063
HEAVEN
Salt Lake City, known as
IDA
Bl. 11079 ZCMI,
America's first department store,
has
turned
to radio as a principal
Bl. 11095
PERFIDIA
merchandising
medium withweekly
addition of nine quarter-hours
I GUESS I'LL HAVE TO
DREAM THE REST
Bl. 11187 to its schedule on KSL. One series,
Mon., Wed.,
Fri., Margo
9 a.m.. Manners,
Fashion
ADIOS
Bl. 11219 House
features
fashion
personality,
with,
live
DELILAH
Bl. 11274 A five-weekly 1:15 p.m. show.music
Hits
Leader of one of the great bands of all time, Glenn
of
the Day,
built around
FROM ONE LOVE TO
Manners
and isincludes
name bMiss
Aldler enriched the world with his magnetic personANOTHER (Danza Lucumi)
Bl. 11287 recordings. Miss Manners acts as
ality and with a most distinctive style in popular
Bl. 11342 radio coordinator between ZCMI
DREAMSVILLE, OHIO
and
KSL. Auerbach's, another big
KSL.
Glenn worked his way through high school and the
THIS IS NO LAUGHING
Salt
Lake City department store
University of Colorado by playing the trojnbone in
MATTER
Bl. 11369 early this year began six half-hour
various bands. Since 1926 he played with such leaders
programs weekly, for 52 weeks, on
Please refer to your BMI
as Benny Goodman. Charlie Spivak, Paul Ash, Red
DISC DATA for the list of
TO ENABLE music publishers to suit
Nichols and Ray Noble. In 1938 he organized his
BMI-licensed titles recorded
their distribution
musicalof thearrangeown hand which rose to the very top, and then left at
mvidual
ents to thebroadcasters
actualofsoneeds
by
Glenn
Miller,
and
for
addithat stations indiwill
the height of his career to join the Army.
tional biographical mater
neitherneedfailnorto beget burdened
the type with
of material
they
music
they
cannot
use,
Richard
Frohlich,
pub
lie relations director of ASCAP, has clr
cularized all stations
as toare their
requirements.
Responses
nowa music
being
tabulated
and
compiled
into
listing
the
station
address,
the
namebookbeof
BROADCAST
MUSIC INC.HOLLYWOOD
^'.Vi^TK^T^
the
person
to
whom
music
should
sent,
the type ofpopular,
arrangements desired
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
for standard,
■^^^"^^^
ments
of each station. religious and
hillbilly music, and any special requireBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
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First

Test

by

Supreme

Court

in reaching the Supreme Court
with the first case challenging the
FCC's right to issue licenses as it
sees fit. Ashbacker also had an application for 1230 kc for WKBZ,
now operating on 1490 kc which it
claims ties.
hasThepoor
propagation
quali-is
former
frequency
claimedable fortousebe inthetheonly
one
area andavailthe
distance between Grand Rapids
and Muskegon being less than 50
miles, both cannot use it.
Ashbacker's complaints are:
1— The grant to Fetzer was
made without hearing and since
both applications are mutually exclusive, it automatically had the
same effect as actually denying
hearing to Ashbacker.
2— WKZO has offices in Grand
Rapids and claims coverage of that
community
and thus(1) vio-by
lates two FCCalready
regulations
providing additional service where

IT'S

NEVER

A

MATTER

OF

tUCK-

^SYLVAN

IA

IT can never be a hit or miss
proposition when it comes to
radio tubes manufactured by
Sylvania Electric.
Beginning with the rmv materials
that go to make Sylvania tubes,
you'll find Sylvania chemical and
metallurgical laboratories testing
every part — experimenting to discover
new and better materials — new
alloys, new compounds for further
improving Sylvania Radio Tubes.
With highly sensitive apparatus,
measurements are made to determine
power output, distortion, amplification, fidelity. Better, more faithful
reproduction of your broadcasting
programs is assured, when receivers
are equipped with Sylvania tubes!
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium, Pa.
1 It is "locked" to socket — solidly.
2 —It lower
has short,
direct connections
inductance
leads and
fewer welded joints.
3 also
Metalads"Lock-In"
as shield locating
between lugpins.
4 No topheadcap
connection
wires eliminated. , . . over-

ELECTRIC
MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, ACCESSORIES: ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS

Fulton

Lewis,

jr.

These aren't claims — they're jacts . . . and
they're yours for the asking. Wire, phone
or write today for rates and immediate availabihties. william b. dolph, Barr Building, Washington 6, D. C.
ORIGINATING FROM WOL WASHINGTON, D. C.
AffiUat^d M the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Stations Challenge Program Study
(Continued from page 18)
cently we have commercially
not considered
weWJTIar
period, long or short, what exact- well
led
todeveloped
believe,
were inmanycomparable
otheras, station
in its
class and
com
ly will be a given station's program munities,"
said letter from Jay E
station president.
"Consequent
As for complaints that the sta- lyMason,
we
assumed
the
right
to
grow
com
structure."
as we did not toignon
tion didn't carry enough sustaining mercially,
neglect soourlongresponsibilities
thi
public service programs, KFBC orpublic.
. . . Wealso,believe
commerif of thethatproper
con
said: "Our definite premise is that tent, cialcanprograms
do servecannot
the control
public in. . . Theand station
no sustaining public service pro- terst.
time; it musithi
gram of quality and merit suffers demand for commercialto events
and ancdewhatever or is of less effectiveness respond programwlse
changing needs
ofvelopments to the
its community.
It musi
and value or less in the public in- preferences
adjust
to
conditions
beyond
its
conterest, convenience or necessity
when it is converted to a so-called of WINN
Louisville
—
Explanatory
lettei'
commercial
and
sustaining
progranu
commercial program by receiving filed, said it plans, as nearly as possible,
sponsorship.
to conform to a format of 65% network
"Since the basic principles of and 35% non-network programs.
flexibility in good programming is
More Discrepancies
of utmost importance, it follows
WMC public
Memphis — ^PCC announcements
charged onlj
that this licensee should not violate three
were aired duringservice
week of January 16;
this principle by adopting or ex- trol."
station contends
such were
announcements wactually
ere broadcast;178 they
pres ing arigid pattern for its fuand sustaining
ture program structure, and there- included
programs into commercial
reach the most
people.
by make itself less capable of ful- charged
WDGY Mlnneapolis-St.
Paul— FCC
was 91.9% commercial
fil ing its obligation and responsi- and 8.1% station
Station'sandanalysis
bilities to operate in the public in- sustaining,
shows only sustaining.
79.4%
commercial
.explaining that where 20.6%
spot cliie
terest, convenience and necessity." announcements
are actual
interspersed
sustaining
programs,
timewasinof used
the
U. S. Sponsored Series
commercial announcement
as
tabular
basis,
whereas
the
Commis
Contrary to the FCC contention slon considered whole segments as com
were somebetween
comthat "public service" programs mercial because
mercialmusic.
spots on there
the program
should be sustaining, the Govern- recorded
Claims
thatare ofreligious.
all Its
commercial
programs,
35%
ment offers radio several tran- Public
service announcements carried
scribed programs — all available
regularly scheduled broadcasts.
for sponsorship. These include the onKRLD
Dallas — Inat November
1941 stait
estimated,
time,
Treasury Salute, Hasten the Day, tlon
schedule renewal
would total
66%
Sing for the Seventh, Music for commercial
and
sustaining
34%;
FCC
charged
com
Millions and Timely Farm Topics. merclals use 89.5% of time, against
10.5% another
for sustainers.
Station
Inship.addition all OWI spot announce- that
week would
show replied
21.4%
ments are available for sponsor- sustaining. "I believe you will agree
with me," wrote John W. Runyon
president,
"thatcommercial
the trend programs
is now forto
It has been the practice of OWI, the
so-called
more
and more
ofto abroadcast
public service
when it wants to reach the greatest benature.
those
number of citizens possible with programs Wethatintend
demands,
important Government messages, including thosemeetof thethepublic
so-called
'micommercial programs are chosen, KDON Monterey, Cal.— Piled sched\ile
programs
showing
commercial
to
be
because tening
theyaudiences.
have Intheemergencies,
widest lis- of59.09%
time 40.91%;
network and
45.02%;sustaining
local programs,
54.98%
such as the campaign a year ago norities'."
KANS Wichita— Herb Hollister, gento quickly move the then surplus complaint
eral manager,
replying
to Commission's
that
in January
1941 stationat
eggs, OWI goes to the daytime, estimated
its commercial
schedule
commercially sponsored serials be- 27% and sustaining at 73%, said he
no evidence
the1941"unprecedented"
they reach the greatest num- had
demand
for timetoof Inadhere
and
said comstaber cause
of housewives.
tion mercial
attempts
to 65%
and 35% sustaining
schedule
Weekly allocation schedules for "A broadcasting
station's
value
as
network promotion of war mes- public service institution is no great-a
audience"It itis can
gather,"of
sages show that the commercial wroteer thanMr. theHollister.
the belief
and management
programstenerprovide
bulk of lis-to the
that owners
a program
can be paid offorKANS
and
impressions,theaccording
OWI. Virtually all network pro- still perform a splendid service to the'
grams, commercial and sustain- community."
The
ing, participate in the allocation
plan. Special assignments, over
and above allocations, get substanWSLB
tial coverage through commercial
(Mutual)
programs.
Following are abstracts from
Farmer
Milks:
the various replies filed by other
250,000—
stations in reply to the Commission's criticism of commercial and
CowsPulling: —
Twice Daily
Annually
"public service" schedules:
$30,000,000.00
WJJD
Chicago
—
Commission
charged
79.8% of time was commercial as
againstrect figures
18.7%should
sustaining
whereas
corMonthlyis: —
be 69.5%
commercial
His Cash Pay
and 30.5%
sustaining.
Commission
alleged
station,
during
week
of
Feb.
5-11,
$2,500,000.00
broadcast onlynouncemen86ts and 367public
service anThe WSLB Farmer Has
announcements, or acommercial
ratio of spot
1-4.
WJJD utescontends
It
is
devoting
Not Every Month
Money To Spend
of taining
each programs
commercial
and fiveall minsusto
the
Seventh
War
Loan. shall
Since
July
24,
1944,
when
MarONCE-A-YEAR
Field acquired
public service
broadcaststhehavestation.
increasedIts
73%.
The WalkerOgdentburg,
Co. — Representafivet
N. Y.
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.— "Until reBROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

f iCoL Schechter Expected to Join MBS
As Director of News^ Special Events
niiLT. COL. A. A. SCHECHTER, He pioneered in the development
of news available for sponsorship
back hefromservedthe asPacific
»ijjrecently
liTheater where
radio and in the establishment of transoceanic pickups while directing
officer for Gen. Mac Arthur, is eic'tupected to join Mutual as director news and special events at NBC.
Lt.
Col.
Jack Harris, former
and return
specialtoevents
the news and special
events director of
leI'iot
litimenewsof his
civilianat staWSM
Nashville,
is slated for the
Is imerly
-tus. Col.in charge
Schechter,
who
was
forsuccessorship
on thealready
Macof news and spe- Schechter
Arthur
staff.
Col.
l Jcial events at NBC, has had con- has relinquished his Harris
duties
as
execii Dversations with top Mutual execuRadio Branch, Army
l Jtives, it was learned last week, and Bureauutive ofofficer.Public
Relations. Maj.
an understanding was arrived at.
Al Wharfield, formerly with C. E.
JlJNo
commitments
can
be
made,
of
Hooper
Inc.,
now
on
the staff of
slScourse, as long as Col. Schechter
Col. E. M. Kirby, chief of the Radio
is in uniform.
Branch,
has
been
designated
Col.
Tom Slater, in charge of special
events, and John Whitmore, news Harris' successor.
chief, will remain with Mutual in
those positions, it was definitely CHAPPELL REVISES
Jstated, refuting reports that Col. RENT DATA FUSDING
»Schechter's advent would mean a DR. MATTHEW N. CHAPPELL,
"disruption
the hedepartment.
Jwas explainedof that
will serve asIt who just left C. E. Hooper Inc. to
a first assistant to Phillips Carlin, become research counsel for Edward Petry & Co., (see page 36)
■^ vice-president in charge of pro- has revised
his judgment on findgrams,
relieving
him
of
the
superings
in a survey made for Hooper
vision of news and special events
indicating
that
is no relation
programs. Paul Jonas, assistant di- between listeningthere
and varied
rector of special events, will also rental prices andhabits
now
maintains
remain at Mutual, it was stated,
spiking the reports that he was the opposite is the case, according
to
correspondence
made
public
joining the Blue or Gillette Safety
by Mr. plans
Hooper.to The
latRazor Co. when that company Thursday
ter
nevertheless
publish
moves its fight broadcasts to the
findings although withBlue from Mutual, where he has the original
out a Chappell byline.
^"handled Radio
their News
production.
seem
Pioneer
to "Collectively
indicate that these
so farfindings
as network
programs and network stations are
Col. Schechter joined NBC
1932 after having been in news- concerned, data obtained from telephone samples with their economic
1; paper work in Providence and New
XYork. He served on the old New and social bias, furnish an excellent
%York World, with AP and INS. index to listening in the total
I,Following the outbreak of the war population," Dr. Chappell wrote in
April about a survey of listening
- he
joinedassistant
OWI into Washington
audiences in Minneapolis and St.
special
the director ofas Paul.
domestic operations. He was comDr. Chappell now questions the
- missioned a captain in the Army
Air Forces in March 1943 and won validity of this conclusion and of
some
on which it was
?itwo rapid promotions after having based ofandthelastdataMonday
urged that
iserved in the Army Air Forces the article be not published
public relations office here as radio "reexamination of the material since
...
'director.
indicates greater listening in the
r! He had been assigned to the higher
rental
districts
than
in
the
Pacific Theater since August 1944
in the case of one network
and was primarily responsible for lower"
station.
establishing mradio
and warpresstheater.
comHooper organization nevertheless
unications from the
will publish the article, termed a
rushed-through
"preliminary
by Dr. Chappell,
as part ofdraft"
the
annual Hooper report of listening
in 89 cities, to be issued in about
two weeks. Piece will carry no byline, however, on Dr. Chappell's
WNLC New London, Connecticut
protest tation
thatthat the
"it was
not my expecpreliminary
draft
. . . AP news of great value to
would be the basis of any publius . . . has helped increase comMatter is of some importance,
cation."
mercial revenue.
Mr. Hooper said, as the radio advertising fraternity is now spending
Gerald J. Morey
some $1,500,000 a year on basis
Station Manager
that listening in telephone homes is
indicative of overall network lisg. He pointed
concluavailable through
sionstetnointhis
effect out
werethatpublished
by
Dr.
Chappell
in
1941
and
1944,
PRESS ASSOCIATION,!
prior to the recent study in Minneapolis and St. Paul whose findings
Dr. Chappell now questions.
iiROADCASTING
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The

Affiliation

Of

WCMI
Ashland^

Kentucky
with

CBS
June 15
will give an established audience
the ultimate in fine broadcasting.

WCMI gives advertisers the
needed coverage-from-within of a
densely populated, concentrated
industrial market. Triple coverage
at one cost— WHERE IT COUNTS
MOST.

NUNN
STATIONS
WCMI, Ashland,
Ky.
(Studio)
W. Va. Huntington,
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.
WBIR,
Tenn.
KFDA, Knoxville,
Amarillo, Tex.
Owned ated by Gilmore
and oper-N.
Nunn and J. Lindsay Nunn.

WCMI
A NUNN STATION
L. D. NEWMAN, Manager
Ashland, Kentucky
REPRESENTED BY THE JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
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WHAT

THE

DON'T
WON'T

JAPS

KNOW
HURT

OS

It's agreed that recent developments in electronics still must remain closely guarded military
secrets. But when the story can be
told it will surprise many to learn
what an important part BlawKnox has had in the advancement
of this newest marvel in sciences.
More than likely the public announcements ofthe commercial
use of war-born electronic devices
will be broadcast from stations
equipped to give them effective
coverage with Blaw-Knoz Vertical Radiators.

BLAW-KNOX
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DIVISION

ADVERTISING executives attending the Erma Proetz Award dingiven byincluded
the St. (1Louis
Adv. nerClub
to r) Women's
: Rudolf
Czufin, rector,
vice-president
Gardner Adv. Co.,andSt. art
Louis;diJames
Wilson,
D'Arcy
Adv.
Co.,
St.
Louis; Sidney Wells, art director,
McCann-Erickson, Chicago; Elmer
Marshutz, Gardner president.
Winner of the $100 Bond avv^ard
for best radio commercials was
Ethel Murtha Hurley, BBDO Los
Angeles
copywriter,
for
her
commercials
on thehonored
CBS This
Is My Best show for Cresta Blanca
Wine [Broadcasting, May 28].
Honorable mention went to Helen
Gordon, vice-president of the Fran
Murray Agency, Cleveland, for proTHREE ASSIGNMENTS
REQUESTED OF FCC
TWO voluntary and one involuntary assignments of license are
requested in applications filed with
the FCC last week. None involve
monetary considerations.
WMPS Memphis seeks assignment from WMPS Broadcasting
Co. to WMPS Inc., Plough Inc.
subsidiary which is owner of the
licensee corporation. Plough purchased WMPS from the ScrippsHoward Radio organization in
July 1944.
Voluntary assignment of KBTM
Jonesboro, Ark., from present sole
owner, Jay P. Beard, to Mr. Beard
and his wife, Veda F. Beard, doing
business as Regional Broadcasting
Co. Mr. Beard wishes to make his
wife co-partner.
Involuntary assignment of license
of WDGY Minneapolis is requested
from the late Dr. George W. Young
to his widow, Mae C. Young.

motional radio transcriptions foi
the Bloomfield Co., and to Jear
Simpson,
radic
writer and Chicago
producer freelance
from Chicago,
for her Aunt Jemima Blue proIn conjunction with the awards
the Women's Adv. Club of St
Louis held a two-day exhibit of St
gram.
Louis tiveadvertising,
whichawarded;
execus of Gardner Co.at were
first and second prizes for the best
radio copy in the exhibit. Charles!
E. Claggett,
dent,
won firstGardner
prize forvice-presi
comraer
cials on the Tom Mix Mutual program. Second prize went to Bea
Adams, vice-president of Gardner,
for
commercials
lor CBS show. on Mary Lee Tay-;
been ingsthefor thepractice
of WPB
to issue ratpurchase
of equipment
toward newforradio
broadcasting
Except
the
Increase
in
thedonestations
amount
of construction
that
can
be
withoutciesspecific
authorization,
WPBfor poligoverning
authorization
construction in connection
with
broadcasting
stations
have
not
been
changed
Authorizations
for
construction
of
newfor
stations
only considered
areas
not will
now bestandards
receiving
primary
ice under
FCC
and
when servthe
applicant
has source
made satisfactory
showing as to the
of hisbe equipment.
Consideration
can still
given ap
plications
for
construction
in
connec
tion
with
existing stations,
but only
where
thetheconstruction
necessary
continue
service
beingisspeaking,
provided apbyto
these stations.
Generally
plications
be considered
itcilities.
is desiredcannot
to provide
additionalwherefa
Sinatra Replacement
SALES BUILDERS Inc., Los An
geles, will sponsor program featur
ing
Ray
and
guest
stars6Noble's
on CBSorchestra
Wed.4 replac
9-9:30
p.m. June
through
July
ing the Frank Sinatra show. Ed
Cashman, former West Coast head
of Foote, Cone & Belding, will pro
duce. Slated for overseas service
Mr. Sinatra gave his last broad
cast May 22. Dinah Shore and
Ginny Simms take last two pro
grams. Agency is Smith & Drum

WPB Eases Controls
(Continued from page 17)
the amendment to Limitation Order L-41 on construction, as it affects broadcasters, follows:
Construction in connection with
broadcasting
stations
now be unwithout
WPB ismay
permission
the amountdertakeninvolved
not more where
than
$1,000,
the
previous
maximum
havingto
been
$200.
This
applies
to
alterations
an existing
buildingto anda newto the
on othe
f a building
use converasbuildwell
as tosiings.
construction
of new
Themust
cost
ofbe new
equipment
being
Installed
included
in
the
of Thethe kind
job. of installation that must costbe
considered construction under the terms
ofof the
L-41 Order.
is set Under
forth intheInterpretation
9
the
construction
of Order.
a new interpretation,
radio
station
isis covered
by
the
Also
covered
the installation
of equipment
that
requires
putting
new
wiringof inequipthe
buildingment forand
the ainstallation
which
base
or
foundation
"Since Z.eke started advertising
must be built.
The installation of any piece of over WFDF Flint, our job
equipment purchased
undertheWPBrestricauation isexemptHowever,
from
tions of the thorizOrder.
it has not
mighty risky."
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1Hotels Negotiate
With BMI, ASCAP
IbMI Collects Fees For First
ITime, ASCAP Rates Vary
HOTELS providing musical entertainment for their guests have been
advised to secure licenses from
,| BMI as well as from ASCAP by
the American Ho'tel Assn. which
recently completed negotiations
, , with both music-licensing organizations for the use of copyright music
by hotels.
,, ]■cialNegotiations
were committee
made by a with
speAHA copyright
! the assistance of E. C. Mills, for, mer general manager of ASCAP,
who was retained by the committee
1 as special consultant.
ASCAP oflicenses,
from ex-to
1'! piration
existingto run
contracts
Dec. 31, 1950, call for annual fees
based on the expenditure of the
hotel for all music and entertainment during the preceding calendar year. Fees start at $60 for
hotels spending less than $3,000
! annually and go up by a graduated
I scale to a maximum of $3,000 for
l hotels spending $200,000 a year or
I more.
j
BMI Licenses
4 BMI licenses, to run from April
■ 1, 1945, to Dec. 31, 1946, are based
r ' on the hotel's expenditure for
"musicof payroll",
the rate
half
1% of theatfirst
$50,000of oneand
er of 1% for all in exone-quart
!;
; cess of that amount expended an1, nually, provided that for the calendar year 1946 no fee shall be less
$40 nor hmore
f"■ than
the nine-mont
periodthanof $750.
1945, For
the
■ maximum
minimum fee
is
set
at
$30
and the
at $600.
BMI contracts do not call for
jI payment for use of its music by
Muzak or similar apparatus if the
'f hotel
also itemploys
otherwise
chargeslivefeesmusicians;
based on
' the cost of the wired service. BMI
agrees, however, to attempt to li' ;' source.
cense wiredBMI musicfurther
operations
makesat theno
"i charge for use of its music by mas' ter-controlled or other radios,
" transmitted
lic rooms. to guest rooms or pub' ASCAP licenses do not exempt

TBA, FMBI ALLOCATIONS PLEAS
in Philadelphia
on FriPHILIP G. LOUCKS, general meeting
Mayheld
25, 1945,
the
ingday,resolution
and adopted
directed
thatfollowcounsel, filed the following letter presented
formally
to
the
FCC
atit thebe
with the FCC on behalf of the earliest
practical date :
FMBI:
A
RESOLUTION
THE
BOARD Inc.,
of Directors
of the
FMin WHEREAS, the press release Issued by
Broadcasters
at24,a meeting
heldafter
the
on Mayto 17,television
1945, indicated
that
Chicago
on
May
1945,
and
withFCCrespect
frequencies,
reviewing
Its
previoustheconsideration
of there
would
be three
possible
alternathe
issues
involving
position
of
FM
tive
allocations,
the
selection
to
In theannouncement
radio spectrum
the
light of deferred to permit tests to be carriedbe
the
of theInreiterated
Commission,
out by an engineering group including
by
unanimous
action,
the the
Commission's
staff, over a period of
position previously
taken inat Docket
the public
at AND
least
three months;
hearings
and
arguments
No.
WHEREAS,
cutbacks
In use forof
6651 and
reaffirmed Its endorsement
of personnel,
plants
and
materials
the
recommendations
and
proposals
military
purposes
in
the
electronics
presented
5 (FMPlanning
broadcasting)
industrymore
are rapid,
now taking
place andmonths
will
of the Radioby Panel
Technical
Board. become
while several
On May
25, 1945
Commission
Issued
a formal
reportthe setting
forth of design and production engineering
allocations
radio
services fromto 25non-governmental
to 44 and 108 to 30,000
mc. This
report
deferred
finalspectrum
allocat
i
o
n
s
i
n
the
portion
of
the
from
for the44 useto 108
of onemc ofandthreeInstead
statedprovided
groups
of channels
depending
on
theof one
assign-of
mentmcto FMbandsbroadcasting
three
18
below
108
mc,
namely
mc; It(2) is68 toproposed
86 mc, and
(3) :
84(1) to50 tothat
10268 mc.
in the
report
the selection
of a particular
band or groups of frequencies
be depermitting
tests tofer ed befor themadepurpose
by anof engineering
groupit Including
the Commission's
staff
and
is estimated
will
continue
during a that
periodtheseof tests
at least
three months.
its Chicago
meeting,
the Board
ofof Since
Directors
of FMBI
has been
resolution
adopted
by theInformed
Board
of aDirectors
of
the
Television
Broadcasters Assn.theonCommission
May 25, 1945,to earnestly
requesting
adopt
once alternate allocation No. 1, as setat
forth in the nouCommission's
ncement o25,
f May1945.17, Adopting
1945public
and an-its
report ofsetMayforth
reasons
in the resolution theof
the TBA,
the Board vote
of Directors
of
FMBI
byadvise
unanimous
has directed
me
towith
the
Commission
thattheit
joins
the
TBA
in
urging
that
CommissionNo.adopt
allocation
1. at once alternate
I am also directedtemporaneoutosly with request
that con-of
adoption
alternate
allocation
No.the1, provision
be
made
for
Interim
operation
for
FM stations in the band 46 to 50existing
mc.
W. A. ROBERTS, general counsel,
filed the following communication,
signed
R. Poppele,
on behalfby ofJ- the
TBA: pi-esident,
THE BOARD
of
Directors
Television Broadcasters Assn. atof itstheregular
wired music charges in figuring
fees but do exempt master-controlled radio transmitted to individual guest rooms.
In its letter to members, the
AHA copyright committee points
out that in some cases the fee to
ASCAP is increased and in others
decreased, but that the BMI license
represents an entirely new charge.
The committee reports, however,
that
a survey
"of typical musical
programs
in representative
hotels
shows BMI-controlled copyrighted
music forms a substantial portion
of all current programs."

Mail Pouch Show
MAIL POUCH Tobacco Co., Wheeling, W. Va., beginning June 27 will
sponsor Sportsmen Club, on the
Blue Wed. 8:30-9 p.m., replacing
Counterspy. Sports personalities
will swap stories on hunting and
fishing on the new series, placed by
company's
agency, Walker & DownTWIN FALLS • IDAHO
ing, Pittsburgh.
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must follow
definite production
allocations ofIn
channels
beforethe civilian
quantity can use such released labor,
and furthermore,
regional
and individual such
assignments
of frequencies
must
followlocal
allocation
of employment
frequencies
and
construction
and
deferred;
by individual stations will be further
AND tionsWHEREAS,
technical
considerawasteful
withof design
other and
services
make interferthe since
secondence alternative
the first
alternativeundesirable,
is preferredandbecause
of its long
for television range
consideringsuperiority
all factors,
now
therefore
BE
IT
RESOLVED,
That
the
FCC
earnestly
requested
toplanadoptNo. at1 which
onceIs
for
television
alternate
gives
television
74 mc; 78 to 108
mc;BE 174
216 68mc.to RESOLVED,
IT toFURTHER
That
the television
industry
continue
to cooperause
te in thein proposed
propagation
tests
for
establishing
regional
standards
and regional
assignment ofofInterference
television frequencies.
New
of

homemakers
now keeping
house

in

DAYTON
MIAMI

and

VALLEY

Koung homemakers by thousands are forming their buying habits and
attitudes NOW. Let WHIO keep them reminded
1^ of your product's advantages, your compolicies. WHIO has more listeners for
your sales message than any other local station.
NEWS: UP, INS, PA, Plus CBS' Best

WH

|2

BASIC CBS
5000 WATTS

S. p. Hollingbery Co., Representatives
Harry E. Cummings, Southeastern Representative
June 4, 1945
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Howard Is Engineering
V-P for Dumm Group
ROYAL V. HOWARD, just returned to San Francisco after a
year leave of absence for overseas
duty in ETO with the Army,
has been elected vice-president in
charge of engineering for both Associated Broadcasters Inc. and Universal Broadcasting Co., San Francisco, it has been announced by
Wesley I. Dumm, president. Associated operates KSFO San Francisco and international stations
KWID KWIX.
"Doc" Howard headed a special
scientific staff in London and Paris,
working through the Office of Scientific Research and Development.
He was hospitalized a few months
ago as a result of enemy action and
returned to the U. S. He is also
a senior member of the Institute
of Radio Engineers and of Committee Eight on International
Broadcasting and Committee Four
on Standard Broadcasting of the
National
Board. Radio Technical Planning
Ain ONE-MAN
recording
unit,
contained
a single
case
a dozen
threeminute
discs
andwithhaving
an overall
weight
of
37
pounds,
was
demonstrated
last Tuesday
at
the
New
York
headters of the BBC
developed
the
unit quarshortly
beforewhich
D-Day.
Chief
advantage
of
the
unit
is
that
one
manin
can
carry inaccessible
and set it upto tomorerecordbulky
locations
recorders.
When
lighter
materials
areto
available
the weight
can be cutChief
about 20 pounds,
It necessity
is estimated.
disadvantage
is
the
to
change
records every three minutes.

H. H. BUTTNER and G. A. OGILVIE
have
been promoted
from second
vicepresidents
to Telephone
vice-presidents
of International
& Telegraph
Corp.
Mr. International
Buttner, who isTelecommunications
also vice-president
of
Labs.,tor andis head
a vice-president
and a direcof
the
laboratories
division ofmanufacturing
Federal Telephone
& Radio
Corp.,
subsidiary
of
IT&T.
Mr.
Ogilvie
has
been
associated
with
IT&T since
1923company
and has intravelled
extensively
for
the
Latin
America.
GENERAL ELECTRICS revolutionary
"Lighthouse
disk seal inelec-an
tronic tube, tube",
is beinga promoted
eight-page
publication put out by the
firm.
M.FerryH. MOSHER,
fromlieutenant,
the RAP
Commandto released
has
returned
theas flight
engineering
office
of CBC Halifax.
ROLAND
FERLAND,
transmitter
opera-of
tor
of
CBM
Montreal,
Is
the
father
twins, a boy and girl.
ED
HARRELL,
first from
Richmond
engineering
staff the
to goWRVA
into
service,
has
returned
after
four
years
with the Navy. He was a lieutenant
(jg). EDator, Is back
BROWN,
controlafteroper-an
at theWRVAstation
appendectomy.
K.
HULAN
SMITH,
Chief
boy. Laredo, Tex., is the engineer
KPAB
father of ofa
CAPT. JAMES J. KELLEY, former
transmitter
at WPBL
cuse, is now supervisor
with the Army
signal Syraoffice
at Kwajalein.
G.SanC. Diego,
GLENN, Cal.,
formerand engineer
of
KPSD
W. C.NewRIPPEL,
formerly
ofaddedWNYCto theWHN
York,
have
been
NBC Hollywood
stafif as studio field engineers.
LT. DONALD P. LANGHAM, former
controlcuse,room
WFBL Signal
Syrais now engineer
with theat Army
Corps headquarters in Hawaii.

ROANOKE'S

A

EVERETT L. DILLARD C;
General Manager,
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Slalion Director
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HOWARD L. O.,
DAUBENMEYER,
WPMJ
Youngstown,
the father of a girlcontrol
born Mayengineer,
19. is
BILL MORRISON, WMAN Mansfield, O.,
chief engineer, has completed construcstation.tion of modem recording room for the

CITY!

Many a war-boom town will lose much of
its importance when Peace comes. In other
cities there'll probably be a long period of
reconversion and re-tooling.
Roanoke is geared for war-work, too. But
our three big industries — railroading, steel
production, rayon manufacture — ^will lose
hardly a day in turning to peacetime activities. Markets and customers are waiting!
After V-Day we think you'll want the
trade of these Southwest Virginians whose
present prosperity is soundly based. It
might be well to meet them now! Only one
station — WDBJ— satisfactorily covers all
their 118,921 daytime listening homes. A
Class B quarter-hour, once, only $30. Let
us — or Free & Peters — tell you more!

PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Ask for Rate Card 3

Blue Names Colvin
J. D. COLVIN, audio engineer formerly associated with AT&T
Westinghouse
and RCA, has depart
joined'
the general engineering
ment of the Blue as audio facilities!
engineer,
a new where
post. Ahe graduate'
of Penn State,
received
his B.S. degree in electrical engine ring in 1934, Mr. Colvin has
specialized in the design, development and installation of audio systems for broadcasting stations. He
will be active in postwar plans.

STEADY

MARKET

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area

Shortage Aids
TRANSMITTER engineers
at WHIG Dayton take the
wartime messages broadcast
on their station seriously. To
aid in alleviation of the sugar
shortage they keep a beehive
at the transmitter. To save
manpower they bought 50
sheepTheto sheep,
serve ashowever,
lawnmowers.
are
not entirely cooperative and
fail to discriminate at times
between grass and shrubbery.

CBS

• 5000 WATTS

• 960 KC

Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Natl. Representatives
BROADCASTING
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IIetuiork Pccounrs

New Business
GENERAL BAKING Co., New York
(Bond shipBread),
3 startedBlueFriendRanch12:30-1
onon 10June
stap.m.eastern
Agency: ClementstionsCo.,Sun.Philadelphia.
STANDARD
Inc.Fred(product
undetermined),BRANDS
Oct. 7 starts
Allen
on(Agency:
139 NBCJ. stations
Sun.,
8:30-9 p.m.
Walter
Thompson
Co.)
having discontinued
May 27 Eddie
Bracken
Eckhardt, Show
N. Y. (Yeast), thru Kenyon &
QUAKER
OATS Co.,
(Aunt
Jemima Pancake
FlourChicago
and Muffets
Breakfast
i weeks
startsCereal)
LadiesonBeJune
Seated18 onfor 18652
I' Blue
stations Mon. newscast
thru Frl.on3 :45-4
p.m.
and discontinues
186 Blue
I stations Mon. thru Frl. 10:25-10:30 a.m.
I PROCTER
Agency: Sherman
K. EllisCo.,& Cincinnati
Co., N. Y.
& GAMBLE
(Oxydol),gram on on74 Aug.
21stations
starts Tues.-Frl.
new proCBS
7:15-7:30
p.m.
Agency:
Dancer-Pltzgerald-Sample,
P&G (Ivory
Soap) on July Chicago.
2 discontinues
Jack
Klrkwood
thru Pri.resuming
7-7:15
p.m. on 74ShowCBSMon.stations,
tJi'Aug. 20. Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati
If-Truth
(Duz), onor July
7 for 52 weeks
Consequences
on 131renews
NBC
stations,
i ton
Adv., Sat.N. Y.8:30-9 p.m. Agency: CompNet Changes
f?ljune
GENERAL
FOODS
Corp.,
New York.
7
thru
20 replaces
Shore
(BlrdseyeSept.
Frosted
Poods)p.m.onDinah
127
NBC peat
stations
Thurs.
8:30-9
(re12-12:30
a.m.)
with
The
Adventures of Agency:
TopperBenton
(Maxwell
House N.Cof-Y.
fee).
& Maxwell
Bowles,
May
G-F discontinues
House
Coffee31 Time
on 141 NBC stations
Thurs.
•-8-8:30
p.m.hiatus
(repeatSept.11:30-12
midnight)
l( and after
27 starts
Burns
and Allen
in sameN. time.
Ben-13
ton & G-F
Bowles,
Y. JuneAgency:
10 for
weeks
discontinues
Kate
Smith
Hour
(Jell-O,
Jell-O
Puddings)
on
144
CBS
Sun. N.7-8Y. June
p.m. 10Agency:
Young stations
& Rublcam,
forTime13
weeks
G-P
discontinues
Toastles
(Post Toastles) on 144 CBS stations
Sun. 6:30-7
Bowles,
N. Y. p.m. Agency: Benton &
WESTINGHOUSE
Co., Pittsburgh,
June
11
shifts Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
TedMfg.Malone
from8-8:15
163
Blue
stations
p.m.
(repeat
11
p.m.)
to
about
163
Blue
stations
thru Frl. advertising
11 :45-12 noonto
and
fromMon.institutional
promotion
of lamps, refrigerators
and
appliances.
Agency:
McCann-Erickson,
N. Y.
P.Golds),
LORILLARD
(Old
June Is12Co.,Which
forNew
aboutonYork
13141weeks
replaces onWhich
CBS
stations
Wed.and9:30-10
p.m.17 with
Detect
and
Collect,
on
June
for
13
WP°ks
replaces
Comedy10:30-11
Theaterp.m.onwith
134 Meet
NBC
stations Sun.
Me
At Parky's.
Mitchell,
N. Y. Agency: Lennen &

Rorke Joins JWT
LT. COL. HAL B. RORKE, recently retired from the Army Air
Forces, will soon join J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, as radio
director, replacing Tyler Davis
who leaves around the middle of
June. Col. Rorke was formerly assistant information director of CBS
New York and prior to that was
head of the CBS information department in Hollywood.
Blue Employment
Series Is Planned
COMMITTEE for Economic Development, New York, representing
a group of 70,000 private employers, in conjunction with the Blue
Network, has completed plans for a
52-week public service series. Broadcasts will start Aug. 11 in the Sat.
7-7:15 p.m. period "back-to-back"
with
6:45-7thep.m.Blue's Labor, U.S.A. heard
Overall aim of the program, according to Les Hafner, newly appointed CED radio and film chief,
will be to put across the CED's
message, "to promote high level
employment through greater production for expanded markets to
raise the American standard of living." 1
Question - and - answer technique
will be employed to make known
CED national policies on removal
of wartime controls, Bretton Woods,
taxes, liquidation of war production, and other subjects. Representatives of organized labor will be
invited to participate with CED
leaders on the "answering" panel,
with questions posed by Neil Jacoby, secretary
of Chicago
U., 2,800
moderator. To describe
what some
CED local groups are accomplishing in the promotion of employment,
there will be dramatizations with
professional actors. Program will
originate in New York, with Mr.
Hafner as producer, or in Chicago,
with Sherman Dryer of Chicago U.
as producer. Series probably will
not be offered for sponsorship, but
no final decision has been reached
on this point.
CED has just released the first
six quarter-hour discs of Creating
New Jobs to community committees
for local placement.

These Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLD
IN COMBINATION RATE
FOR NETWOS
National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, San Froncisco

OWI PACKET, WEEK JUNE 25
Check thethe listweekbelowbeginning
to find June
the war25. message
announcementscontain
you will
during
OWI
transcriptions
six broadcast
50-second
announcements
suitable
forclients
sponsorship
and three
20-second
chain
breaks
on eachof
side,
of
discs.
Tell
your
about
them.
Plan
schedules
for
best
timing
these important war messages.
Group
GroupSTATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NAT. SPOT
KW
WAR MESSAGE
WORK
NETPLAN Aff Ind. Aff.OI Ind.
X
Seventh War Loan
X
XX
X XX
V-Mall
X
X
X X
Planned
Saving
X
Cadet
Nurses
Stnn Acf'ci"^ts
X
Home
Canning
See OWI Schedule of War Message 166 for names and time of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans.
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It brings
RESULTS!
A better
to meet
Industrial Newway
England
is through
WLAW. You meet 1,902,591
product-conscious
people that
way.
WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
Serving Industrial New England
5000 WATTS 680 Kc.
Annual Retail Sales
Approximate
within$650,000,000
the
WLAW Smfvm Contour
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES!
WEED & CO.

CJAD Montreal Plans
To Take the Air Sept. 3
THE NEW CJAD Montreal, of
which J. Arthur Dupont, former
commercial manager of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., is president
and manager, plans to begin operation Sept. 3, serving as the CBS
English outlet in Montreal. The
station is assigned to 800 kc with
1,000 w.
Mr. Dupont said last week the
station will carry CBS programs
in Montreal nouncements.
with CKACEnglish
anwill carry
musical CBS programs on which
French announcements will be superimposed, headded. He reported
his contract with CBS was signed
last spring and awaits CBC approval.
Husing Named for Derby
TED HUSING, CBS sports reporter, will cover the Kentucky
Derby on CBS and the Dominion
Network June 9, 6-6:30 p.m. J. P.
Spang Jr., president of Gillette
Safety Razor Corp., the sponsor,
has announced. Agency is Maxon
Inc., New York. He will be handling the assignment for the 14th
year, having first broadcast on
CBS in 1929. Jimmy Dolan will assist. Team will summarize lastminute scratches and interview
turf personalities in a special quarter-hour program 5:15-5:30 p.m.

Increasing

Value

By Studebaker at
DIFFICULTIES facing commercial
stations and schools alike in coordinating educational programs to
their individual possibilities and requirements were
discussed recently
at the nual
Third
AnConference
on "Radio in Education" of the
Northeastern
dio Council Ra-by
John W. Studebaker, U. S. Commis ioner ofEduDr. Studebaker
cation, who emphasized
the
broadcaster's role is one of thatcontinuing and increasing importance.
Dr. Studebaker said that the main
problem facing
is coordinating the timethe ofteacher
the broadcast
with the school curriculum and
adapting
content
the program to thetheneeds
of theof class.
He
fully appreciated, however, the
broadcasters time problem and also
the fact that programs cannot be
slanted only toward school children
but must be made interesting
enough for the general listening
Recordings made by the schools
public.
are one solution to the time problem, he stated, both for rebroadcast
on FM educational stations and on
off-the-air facilities. However, he
remarked, as long as educational
radio is regarded as an "unessential
luxury" to be provided at P.T.A.
expense rather than through regularly allocated funds, the problem
will not be solved. He said the realization must come that radio apparatus isas important to teaching
as blackboards, laboratories and
classroom furniture.
The implications for commercial
broadcasters in FM educational stations were foreseen by Dr. Studebaker as favorable. He regards the
FM stations as necessary to education by radio and believes that they
will aid the broadcaster by relieving
him of some of the pressure for
time for certain types of school
broadcasts of very limited appeal.
However, it will not take away the

of Radio Stressed
Education Meeting
necessity, or detract from the im
portance, of the regular commercial
public service educational broadothers
Ame^-icanof
School castsofand the
Air, such
Townas Meeting
the
Air,
fine
music,
drama
and cur-,
rent news.
The school-owned station, Dr.
Studebaker said, will compete to
some extent for listeners but thei
commercial world believes in competition and it will prove healthy
and be more effective "in building!
a strong and refined civilization in
this
he said,
the,
schoolcountry".
stations Mainly,
will attract
listeners
from among people who would not
otherwise have their radio sets
turned on. Also, since time would
not have to be used for broadcasts
of limited appeal, the broadcaster
could easily.
hold his regular audience
more
Copies
the full
text of
the addressof can
be obtained
from Dr. John W. Studebaker
at Officeington of25, D.Education,
WashC.
Opens
N. Y. Broadcasting
Office
NORTH
CENTRAL
System, Chicago, will open a New
York office and spot sales department on the 72d floor of the Empire State Building on July 1, it
was announced last week by John
W. Boler, president. Manager of
new office has not yet been appointed. However, Mr. Boler will
open
remainBillinWare,
New
York the
for office
a fewandweeks.
who recently joined NCBS as an
account executive, will manage
sales in Chicago office during that
time.
salesMandan,
department
handleSpot
KGCU
N. will
D.;
KDLR Devils Lake, N. D.; KSJB
Jamestown, N. D.; KVOX Moorhead, Minn.; WATW Ashland,
Wis.; WJMS Ironwood, Mich.;
WDMJ Marquette, Mich.; WDBC
Escanaba, Mich.
GEORGE
D.Boise,
SNELL,
program
director
ofbookKIDO
Ida.,
is author
offora
on
American
authors
accepted
publication by E. P. Button & Co.,
New
York.
Tentatively
of
American
History",titled
book "Shapers
is Mr.
Snell's
fourth.

"Hello, J.
Four out of every five ex-servicemen appearing on WJW's
"Jobs for GI's" have gotten the job they wanted!
No wonder the sponsor, Kronheim Furniture, (working
with U. S. E. S.) is pleased! . . . Another successful WJW
produaion tailored to suit a sponsor's needs.

EDDIE KOHN. genial manager of
WFPG, New Jersey's ONLY Blue Network Outlet >
beALLgladYEAR
to giveAROUND
you a friendly
tip ontothebevoluminous
business
obtained amount
from theof
Seaboard
Area.
For further details on WFPO— write EDDIE KOHN, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J^
For further details
other Managing
friendly Group
JOHN on LAUX,
Dlrecfor Stations, write
•THE FRIENDLY GROUP". STEUBENVILLE, OHIO
f T y ^fp^ m PA w tc H y
STtUIENVILLE. O., ATLANTIC CITY. N. J.. WASHINGTON. PA., KINGSTON. N.
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SPRING FEVER caused Young &
Rubicam staff to shift operations
temporarily to Hollywood Brown
Derby Restaurant one noon hour.
Clockwise are Sam Cherr, San
Francisco vice-president and merchandising director; Richard L. McKee, San Francisco merch. supervisor; William A. Blees, Hollywood
v-p and Pacific Coast manager;
Ted Bliss and Ned Tollinger, pro-

ducers; Wayne Griffin, radio director of Berg-Allenberg, Beverly
Hills, Cal., talent service; Bob Hussey, West Coast talent supervisor;
Glenhall Taylor, associate director
of radio and manager of Hollywood
office; Howard Williams, manager
of San Francisco office; Bruce Eells,
business manager of Hollywood
office; Al Scalpone, program super-

Bob Hope Tops Winter-Spring Hooper
With Fibber McGee and Molly Second
North Central area had the highBOB HOPE'S program on NBC,
est available evening and daytime
10-10:30 p.m. (EWT), had an average national rating of 32.6 from audiences with 87.7% for the TuesDecember 1944 to April 1945, acday, 8-8:30 p.m. period, and 84.2%
cording to the winter-spring Hoop- for Monday through Friday, 5:45er sectional report, which showed 6 p.m. (CWT), according to the
the Hope program leading in audi- Siectional report.
encetionrating
secHighest 32-city daytime availwith for
37.5anyin geographic
the Mountain
able audience was reported as
area.
74.7%
during the 5:45-6 p.m. peSecond highest audience rating, riod.
On the sets-in-use tally, Monday,
37.1, was reported for Fibber McGee & Molly, also on NBC and also 9-9:30 p.m. led the 32-city class
in the Mountain area. All-area with 45.1% reported listening, and
highest audience ratings were cred- also came first for any individual
ited to the same two programs in geographic area with 50% in north
that time,
CBS Gabriel
broadthe
same order. Hooper's figures central.cast theAtRadio
showed.
Theater,
The winter-spring Hooper report, Heatter was on Mutual and NBC
released recently to subscribers, had the Telephone Hour.
1 carried breakdowns for six differThe 12-12:15 p.m. period recorded
ent geographical regions, a special the highest average for daytime
feature showing composition of sets-in-use in 32 cities with a ratradio audience figures and nighting of 19.2,
revealed. FortheanyHooper
single figures
area, the
time ratings were extended to 10 :30
p.m. (EWT) for all areas.
highest
daytime
sets-in-use
average
With 82.9%, according to Hooper, went to the 5:45-6 p.m. (CWT)
the Tuesday 9-9:30 p.m. (EWT) period which had a 24.1 rating in
central.
period
the highest
32-city theBobnorth
availablehad
audience
for the season.
Hope is back in top program
RELIGIOUS

100
NUMBERS
IN
LIBRARY "A"

TRANSCRIPTION

rating spot, according to the May
30 Hooper report on evening proposition
has held grams,
sinceregaining
Dec. the
15, 1944,
excepthe
for the May 15 report, which
showed him second to Fibber
McGee & Molly.
Report shows average evening
audience rating of 8.4, down 1.2
from the last report but 0.5 ahead
of the rating of a year ago. Average evening sets-in-use are reported
at 27.5,
last ago.
report and 5.1
3.4 less
more than
than the
a year
Average evening available audience is 77.1, 0.7 down from the last
report and 0.9 up from a year ago.
First 15 programs are: Bob
Hope, Fibber McGee & Molly,
Radioney,Theatre,
Mr. District
AttorWalter Winchell,
Bing Crosby,
Screen Guild Players, Joan DavisJack Haley, Charlie McCarthy, Kay
Kyser (first half-hour) Abbott &
Costello, Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny,
Hildegarde, Take It or Leave It.
Blondie had the most listeners
per set; Walter Winchell the most
women per set, Upton Close the
most men and Lone Ranger the
most children. Radio Theatre had
the highest sponsor idntificatione
index, 89.1.
KENDALL & DeFILLIPES, New York,
export advertising
agency, hasjoining
dissolved, withnewspaper
Mr. DeFllUpes
S.andS. Mr.Koppe,
representatives,
Kendall
going
to
Gotham
Adv.,
New ingYork,
with himas allaccount
former executive,
accounts. tak-

PO

THE

Hon.
Les Schroeder
Dan
cer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Chicago
Dear Les:1, Illinois
Ever enjoyed Come
any ofon our
hospitality?
down!WestCheckVirginia
first,
tifi oyou're
u Hawk,
s , with
Bob
cauDolly Gentry,
Dawn,
Art
Danny
O'Neil,
O'Rourke
and
Harriet
We
dret
Cameron
Anasked those
here to down
open
folks
the
drive
they
War andSeventh
Bond
put
peronshow.a Thesu-?
hospitality
door
The
largest
ever
seenaudiencein-in
Charleston.
And
thethem!crowdAt
loved
as
gang
the
RRtheleaving
station
was
town
they
were ,kept
plenty busy
signing
hands,gauto(A ingcouple
rwere
aphetc.
s, sofhakthe boys
bid
a leas
weUAlgy
bysub-deb
more
fareenthusiastic
offormal
set)
. butmembers
onepretty
thinghappy
thatthewas
made thatus
here .at. WCHS
Yrs.,
folks tionwethru CBS
carry canheresellonmoreour bonds
own staand
get
croivdsit. than anyone else
ivho'smore
ever tried
WCHS
Charleston, W. Vo.

MOVIES

LIKE RADIO?
Well, they like KQV in Pittsburgh, at least.
RKO, Columbia, Warner Bros., 20th CenturyFox, United Artists; they all use KQV, begets results where it counts —
at the cause
boxKQV office!

LIBRARY

10
NEW
NUMBERS
EACH MONTH

6err
ALLEGHENY

=
CAMPUS CHRISTIANS =
427 WEST 5th STREET . lOS ANCELES 13, CALIFORNIA
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Your MUTUAL Friend
E. A. ALBURTY, Gen. Mgr.
Memphis, Tennessee
•
The answer to
a time huyer^s prayer
1 -MINUTE
AVAILABILITIES
Where ratings of
3.5 — 4.0 — 4.6
For lowprevail
rates call
WHBQ or Rambeau
Represented
by RAMBEAU
HOltYWOOD
« CHtCASO
♦ VORK
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BROISSOT^ IS NAMED
MANAGER OF WJEF
EDWARD H. BRONSON. who
has served since September 1942 in
the broadcasting division of the
Office of Censorship, leaves that
post June 9 to become manager of
WJEFate owned
GrandandRapids,
CBS byaffilioperated
the
Fetzer Broadcasting Co.
Announcement of Mr. Bronson's
new duties, which are to be undertaken June 11, was made by John
E. Fetzer, assistant director of
censorship on leave from his post
as managing director of the Fetzer
Broadcasting Co. Latter company
also owns and operates WKZO
Kalamazoo.
Mr. Bronson studied journalism
at Ohio State University. Following his schooling, which v^as completed in 1933, he served in the
editorial departments of the Columbus (0.) Sunday Star and the
Akron Beacon Journal. He was a
reporter, also, for the Ohio State
Journal in Columbus.
After leaving newspaper work,
he was a continuity writer at
WBNS Columbus and subsequently
program director and assistant
manager of WCOL in the same
city. He left the latter position to
become an assistant to J. Harold
Ryan, then assistant director of
censorship
now president
the
NAB. Heand became
assistant ofto
Mr. Fetzer when the latter succeeded Mr. Ryan in June 1944.

PREVIEW GLIMPSE is taken by Ted R. Gamble (seated), national direcS
tor of the Treasury War Finance Division, of the WFD Radio Section']
new
dailyWar
chartLoan,
whichaccording
will givetoa (1running
radio'son part
thi'"
Seventh
to r) :story
Tom ofOlsen,
leaveinwitl
Treasury from KGY Olympia, Wash.; Gene Carr, Radio Section chief oi
loan by G. A. (Dick) Richards interests, and Thomas H. Lane, WFI
director of radio, press and advertising,
Bill Aims at Less
Power for Truman
FCC, 20 Other Agencies, Not
In Proposed Reorganization
ON THE HEELS of President
Truman's message to Congress
asking authority to reorganize the
Government's executive branches
r Broadcasting, May 28], Rep.
Manasco (D-Ala.) on May 26 introduced a reoi-ganization bill
(HR-3325) which would curtail,
rather than expand. Presidential

Eddy Replaced
167 ELECTRIC
LIGHT & POWEH
Cos., New York (institutional), or
July 8 replaces for ten weeks. Nelson Eddy, baritone, with Felij
Knight, tenor, and Francia White jExi
soprano
co-starsstations,
of Tke Electru
Hour onas CBS
Sunday Ive
4:30-5 p.m. (EWT). Robert Arm
bruster continues as musical direc-j
tor
withsummer
Frank Graham,
announcei]
on the
replacement
series ita'
Charles Herbert is producer of N
W.
Ayer & Son, agency servicing)™
account.
,6
New GE Laboratory
powers.Combined Department
A NEW $8,000,000 research labora
Midst revived talk of a combined tory occupying 300,000 square fee^
space, to be devoted largelj
department of with
commun'cations
and ofto floor
transportation
Cabinet status,
translating war developments
for
peacetime
markets, will soon b^ jj
Rep.
bill would
the FCCManasco's
and 20 other
agenciesexempt
from started near Schenectady, N. Y
reorganization. His measure would Charles E. Wilson, president o
authorize the President to investi- General Electric Co., announcei^
gate the organization of all agen- last week. Plans include provisions ,
cies and determine what changes for radar research. The plant wil J
are necessary to (1) reduce ex- take a year to build and will re I!.
penditures, (2) increase efficiency, quire an increase in the presen*
staff of 540 to about 800
(3) consolidate agencies, (4) re- research
duce the number of agencies by
consolidating those having similar
functions under a single head, and
(5) eliminate overlapping and
duplication of effort.
The President would be authorized to recommend changes to ConEvery national advertiser
gress, with the proviso that if Congress failed to take adverse action
wanting results in the
within 60 days, the Presidential
Maritime Provinces
plan would become operative.
OF Canada
Sen. Aiken (R-Vt.), commenting
should make sure that his
on reorganization, suggested four
schedule includes
new departments to be headed by
Cabinet officers. He feels that the
FCC and ICC should be merged
C H NS
into the Dept. of Transportation
and Communications.
Halifax, Nova Scotia
The Manasco Bill was referred
JOS. WEED
CO. York
to the Committee on Expenditures
350 Madison
Avenue,U New
in the Executive Depts., headed by
Rep. Manasco.
Representativef
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|Volunteer Salesmen Needed
To Boost War Bond Campaign
Stations Asked to Stimulate Local Drives to
"Buy Buy
Procure Additional Selling Personnel
DESPITE unprecedented support
"Buy Buy Bonds"
of the Seventh War Loan Drive by three-minute
song, 269 ; four-minute version same
52; spot announcements — live
Iradio, and other media, the cam- song,
and ET, 65,106, two-minute 1,174;
](ging
paign because
in a number
of
areas
is
lagthe selling force, the three-minute 175 ; programs — 731
i volunteer salesmen who push the five-minute, 41 six-minute, 371 tenIjdoorbells and ring the phones, is minute, 1,123 quarter-hour, 21 20apparently insufficient and also be- minute, 10 25-minute, 425 half -hour,
i cause of certain delays in report- 46 three-quarter hour, 2 55-minute,
I ing sales. NAB last week urged sta- 57 one-hour, 27 1^4 hours, 10 IV2
;tions to investigate situations where hours, two each of two, 2% and
are behind
I quotas
late volunteer
sales and
aid. help stimu- three hours, and one 7 hour proComment was expected last week- gram. Special Programs
.end from Ted R. Gamble, War FiNew list of personal appearances
nance Division national director,
■/looking toward exceptional overall and special events suitable for
broadcast programming was anI-support of the Drive.
nounced by Treasury last week.
".' Nationwide
and Loan
first- Local War
Finance Committees
:r|Week
support ofpre-drive
the Seventh
should
be
contacted on local ap" by local stations,
indicating
unpearance
dates
and details, same as
precedented activity and initiative,
previous material.
■^is outlined in the NAB "Telling the forComdr.
Jack Dempsey USCGR is
World"
reports No.
and 2. booked to date
from June 8 through
The localBond
originations
are 1covered
July
7
in
Denver, San
'Mor
May 1-12of and
May Francisco, Portland,
Los Angeles and St.
0:13-19theandperiods
are exclusive
network
Louis.
e;.!and
OWI
national
spot
coverage
on
it which data vdll later be added.
Women's Ai-my Corps
Exclusion prevents duplication of PipeCanadian
Band is scheduled June 5-19
for Pittsburgh and surrounding
coverage analysis.
counties and June 21 for Buffalo.
I
Pre-Drive Data
Five carrier
key planes
the Navy's
In the pre-drive campaign local Pacific
fleet — ofHellcat,
Wildea- stations volunteered the following
cat, Corsair, Helldiver and Avenger,
i;-,time, according to present date fig- will be exhibited inland for the first
\;ures: quarter-hour Treasury Salute time at 20 cities through July 1.
It, programs, 4,595; quarter-hour MuGerman U-Boat 505, boarded and
captured in June 1944, will be on
^ five-minute
sic for Millions
1,123; display
Sing programs,
for the Seventh,
May 29 through June 5 in
216; five-minute Treasury Song for New York, June 7-12 in Boston,
Today, 52 ; spot announcements June 16-21 Baltimore, .June 23-28
(live and transcribed), 38,203; Washington and June 30-July 4
Norfolk.
' other
programs
350 2-minute,
3-minute,
1,895— 5-minute,
144 484
10WKY's Big Event
minute, 2,606 quarter-hour, 31 25Representative of the extensive
t minute, 62 half-hour two three- local
Loan activities is a
I quarter hour, two each of l^A, 1%, specialSeventh
staged byEdgar
WKY Bergen,
Okla°i2
hours.
homashow
City starring
^ and
Local2%broadcasters
gave time in
Charlie McCarthy, Don Ameche and
!j,the first week period as follows: Joan
Merrill and the Edgar Bergen
] Treasury Salutes, 3,069; Music for
Millions, 2,534; Sing for the Troupe which attracted an overflow
Seventh, 3,183; Treasury Song, 52; crowd to the city's 7,500 seat mu-

CRYSTAL

CO

QUARTZ OSCILLATORS SINCE 1927
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JSBC CLAIMS URBAN
DAY AUDIENCE LEAD
IN THE 1077 U. S. cities of 10,000
or more population, 32% of the
radio
"listengiving
most"NBCto
NBC infamilies
the daytime,
a lead of 29% over the next network "listened to most" before 6
p.m., according to the second report
of NBC's 1944 nationwide survey
of listening habits. First report,
covering evening listening, was
issued16].in January [Broadcasting,
Jan.
Tabulating
to thestations
question: "Which answers
one of these
do you listen to MOST — in the
daytime,ports thatbefore
6 p.m.?", NBC reilies "listen 32%
most"oftotheNBC;radio25%fam-to
Network B (CBS), 189^ to Network C (Blue) and 15% to Network D (Mutual).
stations"
referred
to above "These
are those
the
respondent
had
previously
fied as listened to regularly. identi-

PAUL
C. BRINES, director
of pub^""^^^
_ ^^^J^l*^^*
licity and promotion for WGN Chicago, has been appointed assistant
station manager. He continues to
supervise publicity and promotion.
At one time he was a member of
the Broadcasting staff and later
was Chicago manager.
ANALYSIS of the commentators
"quality and responis the
subject ofsibility" ofaradio
series of three Atlantic
Monthly articles by Dixon Wecter. author and historian. First article, "Hearissue.ing Is Believing", appears in the June
nicipal auditorium. Some 20,000 persons bought E Bonds to try for
tickets which went on first-come
first-served basis. Edgar T. Bell,
WKY secretary-treasurer, handled
arrangements for station. Show
was produced by Gayle V. Grubb,
WKY manager, and Bloyce Wright,
production head.
IF

YOU

SELL

SOAP
<OR SEEDS
OR STOKERS>

SK

YOUR
ABOUT

DISTRIBUTOR

KDAL
Duluth is among the first 100 cities
in America. The nine-county KDAL
primary area (the largest primary
area of any of the stations at the
Head-of-the-Lakes) contains 376,723
people who spend nearly ^130,000,000 annually. You figure out how
many carloads of soap and scrubbing
compound that means!
Thanks to its favorable 610 frequency, KDAL's 1000 watts puts a
stronger signal throughout this market than any station, anywhere. For
instance, an independent coincidental daytime survey made in Virgin-

DULUTH
ia, Minnesota (60 miles from Duluth, and with an NBC station of
its own) showed that KDAL had
more than nine times the audience
of the other Duluth station, with
more than 70% as large an audience as the local Virginia NBC
station !
KDAL, Duluth, is the buy for the
Head-of-the-Lakes. Don't take our
word for it. Ask your local distributor. He knows — and ten to one
he'U say "KDAL"!

1000 WATTS
. 610 KC . CBS
& PETERS, INC., Exclusive RepresentafWes
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m. 2C- nbfrBnn
,
TWINKLE
,
TWINKLE

RcTIOnS OF THE FCC
MAY 26 TO JUNE 1 INCLUSIVE
NEW-47.1
mc WHIO Dayton, O.— CP
new
FM station,
Decisions . . .
estimated
cost. 11,311 sq. mi., $40,200
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
NEW-45.9 mc Midwest FM Network
MAY 30
Inc., Grand
Rapids, Mich.— CP new FM
station,
cost. 6,850 sq. mi., $45,000 estimated
WGBFtion for continuance
Evansville, Ind.—
Granted
petihearing on license
NEW-45.9
mc Midwest FM Network
renewal tinapplication
Inc.,
— CP estimated
new FM
ued to 7-2-45. now set 6-1-45; con- station,
cost. Fort7,850Wayne,
sq. mi.,Ind.$45,000
Birney
Imes
Jr.,
Corinth,
Miss.—
Granted petition to dismiss without
NEW-45.9
mc
Midwest
FM
Network
prejudice
Peoria,
— CP estimated
new FM cost.
station.
ard station.application for CP new stand- Inc.,
7,600 sq.
mi., 111.$45,000
don't gre«» V,
our broadCorinth
Broadcasting
Co.,
Corinth,
Miss.— Granted motion to continue
hearing on application for CP new stacasts. higWy esti^n^^^^ 7-6-45. tion now set 6-6-45; continued to
place witbsevera^J^ 6^^.^l^et^some,
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS
RLLIEOnRTS
rnbabitants,b«t-e
MAY 28
otber station cla^ ^^Uverxr^g
1450 kcCPWTBO
Md.— SHELDON R. COONS, New York busiGranted
make Cumberland,
changes in trans,
ness consultant and the man who
Trad- equipment.
nothin,hut^^^^ll^^^,y,.
Laurencepending
W. Harry,
Fostoria,for O.—CP plan
fashioned
NAB'sago,retail
i^'^;^, ^i.B.C domam Placed
of president
twotheyears
last promotion
week
was
file aplicatlon
pursed,
new FMin station.
elected
of the Better
Business
Bureau of New York.
Akron Radio Corp., Akron— Same.
^here everybody ,y.
STUART-WARNER
Corp. hasPhiladelphia,
appointed
Distributors,
Wyl^olsus,andit's Orlandolando, Fla. —Daily
Same. Newspapers Inc., Or- Philadelphiapostwar
home radios for east' n tHe rest o/ the State Same.
Joe L. Smith Jr., Beckley, W. Va.— to handle
ern
Pennsylvania.
Co. Co.,
has DalapPiedmont
Broadcasting Corp., Dan- STROMBERG-CARLSON
combined. Gotn
vil e, Va. — Same.
pointed Padgett for
Distributing
las,
distributors
postwar
radio,counFM
Pennsylvania
State
College,
State
Coland
television
line
in
88
Texas
lege,cPaat.i—on forPlaced
innoncommercial
pending file applities, four Louisiana parishes.
CP
new
educational station.MAY 29
EDGAR A. STEELE, former executive
vice-president
and partner
of L. andM.
Clark
Inc.,director
research
organization,
Potomac
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Alexanrecently
of research
and joined
media
dsionritao, V6-12-45
a. — Granted
request
for
extenfor
Maxon
Inc.,
New
York,
has
within which to comply Research Co. of America, New York, as
with procedural
conditions
in
condidirector
of
research.
tional grant for new station.
DUNBAR,
former
toof
WIBU
Poynette,
Wis.—forAdopted
or- JANE
ALLAN
FISHBURN,
radio assistant
director
der dismissing
petition
rehearing
SchwlmmerMorris
& Scott,
Chicago,
has joined
directed without
against hearing
FCC action
1-16-45.of William
Theatrical
Agency,
Chigranting
apUcation
cago, as assistant to REID WHITE.
WOMT for power increase.
HARRY
who ofresigned
asPublisales
promotionSINGER,
catAve.,
ions,managed
has opened
his Popular
own
office
at
521
Fifth
New
York,
to
sell
visualApplications
ized, dramatized
salesmanufacturers
presentations andto
MAY .28
all
media
and
to
NEW-88-102
Raytheon
tumental
ring Co., station,
New me10Yorkkw,
— CPspecial
new Manufacdevelop- agencies.
emission.
NEW-North
Jersey
Broadcasting
Co.,
Clifton, N.514-530
J.— CP mc,new 900-920
experimental
TV
Welcomed Home
station,
mc,
13021325 mc, 5 kw.
FREED after 38 months in Santo
NEW-1570
kc
Central
Valley
Radio,
Lodi,
new standard
stationto Tomas and Los Banos, Hal Bowie,
1600 kc,Cal.1570
250— CPwkc unlimited,
amended
formerly of KZRM Manila, has lorequest
D.
KXL Portland,
ction
ated a new
posiCPNEW-44.7
new FMmc station,
16,300 sq.Ore.mi.,
on WSYR
$34,550 estimated cost.
Syracuse
through
NEW-1490
kc
Lincoln
Dellar,
SacraNBC's Welcome
, Cal. — License
to cover CP new
'Home Auditions.
standard mentostation
(KXOA).
MAY 30
He was heard by
NEW-1240 kc Norwich Broadcasting
Bill Rothrum, the
Co., Norwich,
Conn. — CP new standard
station
250 w unlimited.
station's program
director, and four
1230 kc KBTMfrom Jonesboro,
assgn.
Jay P. BeardArk.—to Vol.
Jay
days
lateras wasan
P. Beardlicense
and Veda
ensconced
Broadcasting
Co. F. Beard d/b Regional
1460 kcfromWMPS
Memphis—
Vol. assgn.
Mr. Bowie announcer. With
license
Memphis
Broadcasting
Co.
him are his wife
to WMPS Inc.
1130 kc
WDGYfromMinneapolis—
Invol.W. and baby, Leah, who, having been
assgn.
license
Dr.
George
born in Los Banos prison camp,
Young, deceased, to Mae C. Young.
settle down to normal home
NEW-1450 kc Glens Falls Broadcast- will
Glens Falls,andN. grant
Y.— Petition
filed ingforCorp.,consideration
under life for the first time.
FCC
1-16-45 ofstation
application
CP forPolicy
new standard
250 w un-for
amended toproposed
make changes
Hale Available
trans, andlimited,
change
studio site.in
NEW-1450
kcSameCamden
Radio Inc.,
ARTHUR HALE'S MBS program
Camden,
Ark.
—
for
application
for
Thurs. and Sat., 7:30-7:45
CP new limited,
standard
250 w un- Tues.,
amended restation
stockholders.
p.m. is now being offered for local
870
kc
KTBI
Tacoma,
Wash.
—
Same
sponsorship,
B. J. Hauser, MBS
for
CP change
to 870application
kc, changeforhours
operation1490fromkc cooperative program department
unlimited
to
limited,
Install
new
anhead,
has
announced.
News comtenna and changes in ground system,
mentator isavailable only on staamendedtenna andto ground
omit request
new ansystem forchanges.
tions not having primary coverage
JUNE 1
in the sales area of Richfield Oil
which sponsors Mr. Hale on
1190 kcfrom
WLIBDorothy
Brooklyn—
Transfer toof 30Corp.,
control
S.
Thackrey
MBS stations.
Theodoro Corp.

ONE OF RADIO'S most colorfi ^
pioneer
figures — W.
"Hel |
World" Henderson,
formerK. licenscll
of KWKH Shreveport, La.— diejj
May
28
following
a
heart
attac
He was 74.
f
Mr. Henderson, who inherited tl
Henderson Iron Works, operate
KWKH
in thewhich
20's onwastheheard
850 u1<|
clear channel
and down the Mississippi Vallej
In addition to merchandising a s4
ries of "Hello World" commoditief
by direct solicitation, Mr. Hende
son frequently was embroiled
controversy with the old Feder
Radio Commission over his methoc
of operation.
He vigorously
tacked
chain stores,
certain polita'
cians and the old Radio Commii

At a hearing
a dozen years
involving
an application
for ag!"''
hJs
facilities, he traveled to Washing pecii
ton by plane with upwards of etiir
quarter-million letters from lister, jj 4
ers. The station was sold by Mijlemi
irith
Henderson to its present ownei
John D. Ewing, in 1933.
'CIO
Hunt Names Y&R

Angeles
(canned
food products!Lo""]||
HUNT BROS.
macaroni),
hasPACKING
appointed Co.,
Younj
& Rubicam, Hollywood, as adverTA
tising agency, effective July 1. Ac
count currently is serviced by th (ITl
Blow Co., Hollywood. In additioi pi
spotWestradio,
will continuut"
toto use
Coastfirmregional
networl mi
time, and contemplates expansioi! '»allkely
to other areas in fall. i'ork
'We
Berkshire Air Plan Jiiai
ANNOUNCEMENT
is expectec'
this week that Berkshire Knitting*'
Mills, Reading, Pa., new to radio
will sponsor program starring IlkE"*"'*
Chase, is negotiating
beginning in
September'"!'
Firm
for the
Sundaj| '? f
1:15-1:30 p.m. period on Mutua ^s
and
would
be
the
only
ladies
hos",""l
iery manufacturer on the networks
Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New York mil
acquired the account in February '^S

/'ELCOME
is extended
by WSB
tlanta Production
Manager
Mark
oalson (1) and General Manager
lahn Outler to former staff memers Lt. Marcus Bartlett, Sgt. Wal,jr Paschall and Lt. Add Penfield
Is they arrived to help handle
(ipecial coverage by WSB of the
eturn of Gen. Courtney Hodges
9nd 49 other European theater vetTans on May 24.
Given special releases, the three
^rvicemen flew to Atlanta to assist
'i'th the two-hour broadcast of the
tity-wide celebration ceremonies

honoring the Georgia-born heroes.
Lt. Marcus, former WBT production manager who entered the
Naval Reserve in January 1943
after 13 years as member of the
station, coordinated the special
broadcast. He is now stationed at
the Naval Air Station, Jacksonville,
Fla. Lt. Penfield left WSB for the
Army July 1944 and is now at the
Army Air Base, Atlanta Municipal
Airport. Sgt. Paschall, former WSB
news editor, left for the service in
February 1943 and is now attached
to the Air Forces School of Applied
Tactics.

^10 and AFL in Competitive Race
To Organize Network OMce Workers
l/^ITH the two major labor unions ised "no discrimination" against
:ying to organize CBS "white col- network employes for "proper
activities"
promptly
broughtto
ir" workers,
sharp conflict
17 more
prospective
members
rJ asveen
the organizations
appearedbe- union
oijdkely
this
week.
Both
the
New
the
ClO-supported
committee.
Miss
ork local of the United Office and Jordan said.
rofessional Workers of America
lATSE Active
CIO) and Local 63 International
.lliance of Theatrical Stage EmAFL, however, though apparstarter in New York,
loyes (AFL) planned organiza- recentlyently a slow
added CBS office employes
Jjj^onal meetings for this week.
in
Hollywood
to its ranks by a
™ iittee,
The CBS
as it"salary
is called,increase"
had a comtotal 6 to 1 vote, according to Russell
executive
f more than 200 signatures back- Moss, York
Localvice-president
63, stagehands,of
ag it up, according to Myra Jor- New
union. During the past 10 days,
j^nam secretary
to
commentator
WilShirer and one of the original Mr. Moss said, lATSE has been
igners. An interoffice memoran- distributing organizational literature among CBS New York workers
um last week from Frank White,
BS vice-president and treasurer, and to date more than 40 employes
indicated interest. AFL leaf) all employes, in which he prom- have lets
emphasized the overall nature
of the union within theatrical fields,
pointing out that an AFL local
mi WIS IN CHICAGO
has strong backing from other
union groups within the industry.
"TheandCIOProfessional
has only the
Office
Guild,Screen
who
represented some of the home offices of the motion picture companies," one AFL circular read.
"Their contracts expired July 28,
1944, and have not been renewed
primarily because they and the
company cannot agree on terms and
they have no backing in the industry to help
them." of CBS employes,
Main
complaint
said
Mr.
Moss,
was nothereasonable
"lack of
classification, with
minimums set for specific jobs."
Meetingmittee wasof set
the for
CIO-CBS
comWednesday
JJOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
night. Date for the first general
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Writers Guild Dickering
With WMAQ, WBBM
RADIO Writers Guild has started
negotiations for higher wages for
newswriters at WMAQ and WBBM,
Chicago stations of NBC and CBS
respectively. Present NBC contract,
which expired June 1, calls for
$200 monthly, with 10% annual
raise, based on length of service.
The Guild is asking for a minimum
of $330 the first year, $350 the
second and $400 the third — the
rates approved by WLB for NBC
New York. NBC Chicago has offered a minimum of $220 with ^
10% annual raise regardless of
length of service. Negotiations will
continue
a satisfactory
tract can until
be submitted
to WLB. conMeanwhile,
plans
went
for a national freelanceforward
writer
basic minimum wage agreement,
formulated by the western region
of the Guild, for presentation to
RWG executives in New York early
this month. Contract negotiations
between RWG and NBC San Francisco, already under way, may
pave tion
wayagreements
for similar
writer-stanationally,
it was
believed.cisco area
Proposals
for
San Franinclude a guild
shop,
minimum pay with length-of-service increases, a 40-hour week with
call-backof
ofcash12 overtime,
hours, andminimum
advance notice
schedules. While these proposals
have notandbeen
adopted
midwestern
eastern
RWG byregions,
it was understood that similar contractural structures will be approved at New York meetings.
Navy Show Available
THE gram
NAVY'S
Blue network
[Broadcasting,
May 21], prothe
first Navy-produced net series, will
be available for sponsorship, it was
learned last week. Starting date
has been set for July 3, with the
7-7:30 p.m. (PWT) time. NBC
Navy series to begin sometime this
summer,
is also available
to sponsors [Broadcasting,
May 28].
organization conclave of the lATSE
group
expected
this week.
In hiswas memo
to CBS
employes,
Mr. White said: "Although many
of our specialized groups of employes have for a long time been
represented by unions with whom
Columbia has enjoyed satisfactory
relations, we feel quite frankly that
the effectiveness of our operations
would suffer if the uniquely personal and often confidential relationshipsministrative
with ourpersonneloffice
adwere and
broken
by
interposing
a
union
between
them and us. We therefore do not
favor unionization in this field.
"If, however, the majority of
these groups of people should elect
a union as a representative, there
would benationnotagainsttheanyslightest
employe discrimifor any
proper union activities on his or
her part. Nor will there be any
such discrimination during or after
the present organizing campaign if
it fails in its unionizing efforts.

years of
profitable
h fuzz
Each pe
year ac
over 2 million bushels . . .
10% of all the peaches produced in
the whole South ... picked in Spartanburg County alone!
SPARTANBURG,.
CAROLINA
WSPA SOUTH
Home ot Camp Croft
5000 warn Day, 1000 wattt Night
950 kilocycles. Rep. by Hollmgbery
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r— Classified Advertisements—
PAYABLE Wanted
IN ADVANCE
money15corders
only—Count
Minimum
Situation
lOe per— Checks
word. Allandothers,
per word.
3 word*$1.00.for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issu« date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 Notional Press BIdg., Washington A, D. C
Help Wanted
First classBlueengineer
for 250-watt
Indiana
Networkwanted
station.
Permanent job tifor
right
man.expected
State full
parc
u
l
a
r
s
a
n
d
salary
letter. Box 399, BROADCASTING.In first
Wanted
Veteran firstand/or
class license
er for —Mountain
transmitter
studioholdfor
Rocky
1 kw outlet.
education
and experience.
Box State
661,
BROADCASTING.
Engineers
at once. Two
One
for cleared— Three
channelneeded
transmitter.
for
studio,
Including
relay Send
broadcafit
and
PM
operation
—
midwest.
full
particulars.
of availability
from
UnitedBox Statement
States
Employment
Service
required.
664. SROADCASTING.
Wanted noImmediately
—ticket.
Operator-anncer with first InclassPacific
250 watt
network ustation
Nortwest
city. tion
In record
replyif give
full details
possible.
Address andBoxaudi6J2,
BBOADCASTBJG.
Operator
wanted
—
First
class
ticket.
Southern
station,Givegoodqualifications
steady position
for right man.
and
salary
requirements. Box 687, BROADCASTING^
Salesmanrience, bwanted
expey southern— Radio
local station
station
with
extensive
postwar
buUdlng
promotion.
Salary
and
commission.
Give
references
and full personal details. Box 688,
BROADCASTING.
Able
who can take
charge.continuity
Write Box writer
701, BROADCASTING.
Account
executive,
to
join
recognized
medium
Chicago agency
in a Must
new
bttslness size
development
capacity.
have agency
experience,
excellent
references,
good
contacts
and
strong
sales
ability.
Give executive
complete information
first
letter. Our
staff is familiar
with
this
advertisement.
All
applications
will be kept In strictest confidence. Box
707,
BROADCASTING.
Have
openingnewsfor andchiefcommercial
announcerschedwho
can and
handle
tile
whomorning
has anoreyenight
for the
future.
No
early
work.
Best
hours
at reasonable should
salary. Station has
postwar
attractive.plansThiswhich
need is urgentmakeso future
please
wire collect
starting
and something about self as wellsalary
as smarting
date.
Box 721, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
with
knowledge
of
programwho can prove capable
assumingmingprogram
basicof network
station
in Newdirectorship
England wanted.
$50.00
toING^
start. Write Box 726, BROADCASTBasic
Blue
New
England
station
in
major
market
who
can cashneedsin onhardworking
practicallysalesman
virgin local
field. $60.00
salaryman.
and Write
bonus Box
arrangement to right
727,
BROADCASTING.
Wantedlicense.
— Transmitter
operator
with
first
class
A
one
kw,
CBS
affiliated
and
regionalArizona.
network key station, KOY,
Phoenix,
There'sIn anEl opening
at KTSM,
affillate
Paso, Texas,
for anNBCindusreliable announcer.
We're the
dominanttrious,station
in our community
'see ourwho Hooper)
andus, we're
chooseya
about
works atforKTSM
but
there's
real
opportunity
for the
right
man.
So,
if
you'd
like
to
live
the
colorful healthful southwest, workin with
congenial
people,
for
a
15
year
old
stationplete
with biginformation
postwarabout
plans,yourself
send comat
once!
If you are a top announcer or news man
Interested
in postwar
job with real
ture, contact
us immediately,
WCAR,fuPontlac, at
Michigan's
largest Independent
st
io
n^first class
Wanted—
girl with
license to Man
handleor maintenance
and some
construction
work
of
equipment; to take charge audio-visual
of technical
plansingforchiefFMengineer;
station with
of becomalsolaw,idea
toandteach
telecode, radio
control
room edgeworkandgraphicability
half
time.
Practical
knowlare
more
Important
to us than
electronic
theory.
Begin right
any
time
beforerequired
August,salary
preferably
now. Sherman
State
when
writingof
to
P.
Lawson,
Director
Radio, Stephens College, Columbia,
Missouri.
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Wanted operator.
(Cont'd) ImmeWanteddiateHelp
— Transmitter
vacancy
for first
or Falls,
second Idaho.
class
licensee.
KTFI,
Twin
Apartment
available
at transmitter
if
desired.
Write
or
airmail
F.
V.
Chief Engineer. Cox,
Help
engineersstation
holdinglocated
first
phone wanted
licenses.— 3 Network
In midwest.
Opportunity
for advancement
for
men
qualified.
Reply,
North
Central Broadcasting System, Inc., 360
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111.
Wantedenc—ed anAnnouncer-copywriter.
Experid reliable
with third
ticket
or willingness
to obtain
one. class
Permanent
position
If you
are manNBCfor station.
Job. Progressive
Rocky
Mountain
full details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.Send
Announcer wanted! Excellent future for
ambitious,mancapable
worker at WFIL
replace
whose
activityto
have earned
for himenergythe andproduction
manager's
job.
data,
E.Don't
T. ofphone
your
and nn
photoRush
viaa.
mall.WFIL,
orworkvisit,
but
WRITE.
Phlla.,
Pe
...
...engineer,
First class
station needsto
first first
class license
or second
get
within
year. willing
Excellent
conditions,
congenial
surroundings.
Call,
write or phone Paul Lindsay, . - - ....
Wanted
Radioyearssalesman
city,
at least — five
experienceIn Inliveselling
radio. Goodmission.guaranteed
salary with
and comPermanent
position
NBC
affiliate
to right
Send references
and
picture
with party.
first communication.
Box
735. BROADCASTING.
Announcer — for
Haveright
immediate
opening.
Permanent
man. Send
full
details andKans.
salary expected.
WREN,
Lawrence,
Situationstwelve
Wanted
Engineer,
veteran,
years second
radio,
four
broadcasting.
phone,
telegraph,
some FM,Firsttransmitter
and
controlnent5 position
kw, chief
1
kw,
desires
permaprogressive
organization,
transmitter
or
chief.
Married,
two
years
college, six
Available
short months
notice.
BoxRCAG
682, Institute.
BROADCA
ST
IN
Operator — announcer
— Firstradiotelegraph
class radiotelephone,
second
class
license,
4F, California only. Box 708,
BROADCASTING.
Announcerduct—ion. 19,
also college
writingtraining
and pro-in
Two years
radio. 15th
Limited
experience.
Available
June
—
September
15.
Box
BROADCASTING. 709,
Staff announcer, college grad, 24, single.
IV2 years all-around
experience.mldwestern
Capable
newscaster.
Recently
network affiliate.
Seeks with
permanent staff
position
affording
chance
for
advancement. Disc on request. Box 710, BROADCASTING^
Prospectiveof announcer
seeks
Veteran
Merchant
Marine.experience.
College
graduate,
23,
single.
Familiar
sports,
music,
languages.
Capable
and
consclenclous.
Go
anywhere.
Audition
transcriptlon. Box 711. BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer
— NowBoxavailable.
Also,
CASTING^
capable
spot writer.
712, BROADAnnouncer-newscaster
M. C, experience
producerwriter.
years — radio
small
andEighteen
largeNew stations.
Available
15.
Prefer
England.
Box June
713,
BROADCASTING.
News editor. 15 years newspaper, press
service,nentradio.
position. Single,
Prefers 4F,nightwantswork,permaeast
coast. Box 715, BROADCASTING.
Manager. Competent,
hard
working,
enthusiastic. New ideas. T et's talk It over.
Box
722.of BROADCASTING.
Head
continuity
department
basic
CBS
affiliate.
Experienced
In commercial
copy
and assignments.
network
scripts.
like
free
lance
Box 717,Would
BROADCASTING
Announcer mercials,
— Experienced;
news,
comstaff work.
Now
employed, desiregeneral
change.
Prefer
Los Good
Ang
e
l
e
s
o
r
vicinity.
Married,
veteran.
record. Tell all. Box 718, BROADCASTING^
Discharged serviceman.
Teacher,Credit
3 years
experience,
college.
radio. Desires degree,
announcing
experience forIn
summer
In
vicinity
of
Chicago
or
port, Illlnoi.^;. Will prove worth. BoxFree719,
BROADCASTING.

Situations announcer,
Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced
production
manager,
and MCor live.
to handle personality
shows,
platter
of proven
results for stations andRecord
agencies,
now
engaged, but
available. write
Married,Box4F. 720,
For
further
information
BROADCASTING.
First
class operatorDraftdesires
change. MustIC.
be permanent.
classification
NoING^
announcing. Box 716, BROADCASTProgram manager. Having Hooper
trouble?
Let's remedy the situation. Box
723,
BROADCASTING.
News-production. Six years agency and
staffer western
experience.
position
smallstationDesire
as news
editorin and/or
production
man.as director
Now employed
in network
affiliate
news
and
specials. Age 35. Box 724, BROADCASTING.
Assignment as overseas radio reporter
desiredsarybyqualifications.
recent veteran
neces- CASTING^
Box 728,withBROADChief tionengineer
250 wattHonorable
network stadesires change.
discharge. Family to (more
support.thanOver3V27 years'
radio experience
years
aslicense.
engineer).
First
class
radio-telephone
salary,reply
hours,to etc.BoxWhen
requestingStateaddress
729,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer
—
1st
phone,
2nd 7,telegraph,
years radio. Chief engineer
Transradlo11
press,
2 fornia,
yearsPacific announcing.
Northwest. 4F.Prefer
Box Cali730,
BROADCASTING.
Male
vocalist
—
Formerly
with
name
bands.731,NowBROADCASTING.
seeking radio connection.
Box
Young man,background
31, successful
west coast
radio-stage
in production,
promotion,
seeks
opportunity
with eastern pany.
radio Executive
station ability.
or advertising
Creative. comBox
732, BROADCASTING.
Production-manager-program
Highly successful record in director.
raising
Hooperatlngs,
four
years'
network
productionhas
experience
applied
tosubstanlocal
Independent
resulted
in
tial
increase
In
Hooper
In
one
year.
Eastern location preferred. Box 733,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial
managera change
or manager
interested in making
for greater
opportunity.
Atwattpresent
commercial
manager ofstandin1000
station
with
outlesItself.
record.CanPastofferreputation
will
speak forg saInterview
the best
ofAllreferences.
can
be
arranged.
kept strictly confidential.
Box replies
734, BROADCASTING.
Program
director
desires
change.
Now- producer
with 5 -kwannouncer
Chicago
stationseven
as producer-announcer.
I have
over
years
experience
Involving
the above positions. Finest recommendations
from
nation's
leading
network
affiliates.
Honorably
and
eager
totopnotch,
build
forpermanent
futuredischarged
I willpositions.
accept
only
Available
July
1.
What
have
you?
Box
736, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
standardmaketypesand transcription
machines.
State
in reply.
back arms not model
required.
Box Play725,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
For Sale — Newconverted
Temco 250GSC
250 watt
transmitter
for broadcast.
Complete
with
tubes.
Bliley
oven
and
xtal. Willne rincomply
withneeded.
FCC Ready
good engig. No priority
now
to ship.ered.Any
good
offer
will
be
considMr. Beverly
424 4th St.,ContactMarysvllle,
Calif. B. Ballard,
ATTENTION
SALESMEN
Here is a chance to affiliate yourselfsive withradio one
of Americas aggresstafions.
KDYL
SALT LAKE CITY
Interested
in a firsf-class
enced salesman,
must haveexperisatisfactory record as opportunity
warrants qualified man. Wire, write
or telephone. Prefer man now
available in western market.

WANTED

Experienced
Announcer

Good opportunity for
capable and dependable man.

Apply Manager:

WPTF
RALEIGH,
NORTH

CAROLINA

7^ SCHOOL

^

RADIO TECHNIQUEli
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
America'} Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio Broadtasting
Comprehensive Day and Evening
Courses in all phases of Radio
Broadcasting taught
Professionals.
Moderateby Network
rates.
For Full Details, Request Boeldal B.

WANTED
Announcers, control room
and transmitter operators
for Richmond,
Virginia, sta-of
tion. Write completely
your experience. Announcers
ters.
please send audition platTom Tinsley
7 Baltimore,
E. LexingtonMd. St.

BROADCASTING
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"

jFC&B Realigns
|RadioDepartments
jdistrict Managers Appointed
Ijn Fully Staffed Offices
EALIGNMENT of Foote, Cone
fielding radio division personnel
nd responsibilities has been anounced by Don fielding, board
airman, headquartering in Holwood and in active charge of
est Coast area operations.
In cities where agency has fully
affed offices, a manager of radio
las been appointed to coordinate
'adio
activity
client contact.
iddition,
radio andmanager
has directIn
Jollywood facilities earmarked for
jim
in thePaul
agency's
Hollywood heads
opertion.
Rickenbacker
Hew York radio operations, with
Stuart Dawson in charge of Chiiiago division. Mark Buckley and
)avid Taylor have been assigned to
imilar posts in San Francisco and
uos Angeles, respectively,
i Also headquartered in Hollyrood, Victor Hunter and Albert
'apstaff
init and head
are ainChicago
charge operations
of talent
ontacts and production, respecively.Francisco
Operatingoffice,
for Jack
the agency's
Ian
Meakin
nd Bob Nye supervise several HolV'wood-originated shows. David
i'aylor
HarryforFrazee
are asigned . toand shows
Los Angeles
ccounts. Elliston Vinson continues

SERVICE
"GEAKED TO AM-FM EXPANSION'
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
611 Borenne St., New Orleons 13, La.
Raymond 4756
High Powar Tub* Specialists Exclusively
The
Robert L. Kaufman
Organization
Teehnieal
Msintcnmnce,
ConstraetioB
Soperviaion
and BusineBS
for Broadcast
StationsServices

Radio Transport Aids
EXPERIENCE gained during the
war in developing sturdy mobile
radio equipment for military use
will likely be utilized in various
fields of transportation in the postwar era, with important benefits to
industry and public alike, according to Robert C. Smith, transportation specialist. Bureau of Foreign
& Domestic Commerce, writing in
the June Domestic Commerce, publication of the Dept. of Comto headsion foragency's
divimotion special
picture radio
accounts.
His office is on RKO Radio Pictures
Hollywood lot.
Burt Oliver continues as general
manager of the Hollywood radio
division, with Bud Spencer, talent
buyer. vision
Arnold
is teledirector. G.
WithMaguire
Bess Harrison
resigning, Mary Noble has been
made Hollywood office manager.
Edmund L. Cashman, agency
vice-president and at present, head
of the Hollywood radio division,
resigns that post on July 1 to freelance and will set up his own independent production unit.
In addition to local business,
Foote, Cone & fielding currently
is running six transcontinental and
seven regional shows with a combined talent and time billing of
approximately nine million dollars.

DIRECTORY
Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wa»h. 5, D. C
DIstrlcf 1640
(Snbj. to Gor't Rck.)
SOUND EFFECTS
One
the largest
selections
sound ofeffects
In existence.
MAJORof
RECORDS.ITril*
Realistic
and
Completo.
/or catoiog
THOMAS J. VALENTINO INC.
Trcmscriptiont—
Specialized
Recordings
1600 Broadway N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4673
^ SOUND EFFECT RECORDS ^
GENNETT*SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Librory Offer
Over 200Basic(Tn'/e
Individual
SoundContoining
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44th St.
New York, N. Y.

PENN FURNITURE
SOLD ON BOTH STATIONS
WFBG— WJAC
, x;THE
SHADOW
>|Available
locally on transcription—
see C. MICHELSON,
67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.

PROFESSIONAL
Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Pren BIdg., Waah., D. C.

DIRECTOIIY
McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

PAUL 60DLEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VICTORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Enfinaerinti ConniHsntf
Frai|uency Menitering
Ctmmiciol
HadioWaahloctoa,
Eqaip. D.Co.O.
• International Bolldlnc,
•• 331CressB. Roads
Gregoryof Bonlavard,
Kanaaa
Ue.
the World, HoUTVOOd.Olty,OaUt.
I

fn^QUSMCY MEASURING
SERVICE
Exact Meoturemenls ' at any time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
M Broad Street New York 4, N. Y.

RING 8C CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
AllocationIn Engineerinfl
Eorle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.
Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4thSt.N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.
Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
(^ato Radio
IV, Sngineor
Consulting
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.
HERBERT L.WILSON
AND ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION FACSIMILE
018 Vermont Ave

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W.. Washington
3. D. C
1234
J. D. Woochvard & Associates
Manufacturers
of Radio
Tran»mitters and Industrial
Electronie
Baltimore,
Maryland
Equipment
Water & Frederick Sts. - Saratoga 8535
LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • Dlstrld 82 IS
Washington 4, D. C.
MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nal'l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebe Sttt
WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. DISTRICT 4127
1319 F STREET N. W. WASH.. O. CHOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 BriarclifF PL, N.E.
Atlanta, Go.
ATw^ood 3328

At

Deadline

MISS KEMBLE, BUD FISHELL
GET NEW MBS POSTS
TWO NEW posts, just established at Mutual,
will be filled by Dorothy Ann Kemble, who on
June 18 becomes director of the MBS continuity acceptance department, and Bud Fishell,
whose appointment as associate script editor,
to work with H. Philip Minis at MBS, is effective immediately. Miss Kemble has been director of three departments for the Blue — continuity acceptance, literary rights and script
routing. Mr. Fishell, freelance writer and auJohnny",
scheduleddito openthor ofon"Frankie
Broadwayand this
fall, wasplayprogram
rector of WNYC New York 1943-44.
WATERMAN RETURNS
TO NETWORK IN FALL
L. E. WATERMAN Co., New Yoxk (pens,
ink), pioneer radio user, returns to the air as
sponsor of Ganghusters, Phillips H. Lord production. According to Chas. Dallas Reach Co.,
Newark, N. J., agency, networks have been
asked to submit availabilities for a half-hour
night-time spot, preferably in fall. Pens will
be emphasized. Company is prepared to begin
this summer however, with ink products featured. Waterman plans a new line of postwar
pens. Big campaign will break in newspapers
and magazines in late September.
NEW CAB MAP
COOPERATIVE Analysis of Broadcasting has
issued a new map, first of its kind ever released by the CAB, showing distribution of the
81 CAB cities throughout the nation. Available
to members, map comes in two forms, an eightpage folder
tures includedandin athe22"mapx 29"givesize.
the Seven
picturefea-of
CAB sample: (1) 81 cities covered by interviewing, (2) U. S. cities of 50,000 or more, (3)
CAB cities by time zones, (4) CAB cities by size
classification, (5) CAB cities by nine census
geographic areas, (6) CAB cities by number of
network outlets, (7) number of CAB interviewing units in each city.
KB»X WALKOUT CONTINUES
WALKOUT of chief engineer and two female
technicians at KBIX Muskogee, Okla., was
still in effect last Friday with no hearing date
set on charges filed with NLRB by IBEW on
behalf of the three staff members. Station went
off air late April 24 but resumed May 16 with
new technical personnel. Station is owned by
Tarns Bixby Jr., also owner of the local newspaper interests, and operates on 1490 kc with
250 w. Union claims among issues that station
has refused to negotiate. KBIX maintains in
part
ative. that IBEW local is not proper representEARLY AWARDED DSM
STEPHEN T. EARLY was awarded the DisService Medal after
by President
man on histinguished
retirement
more thanTru-12
years'
service
at
the
White
House,
that time spent as press relations head.most
Underof
President Truman, he has been special assistant to the President. In receiving the
medal, Mr. Early paid tribute to press and radio representatives assigned to the White
House,
saying
the years
my
service
has that
one of"never
them during
ever revealed
a con-of
fidence or violated a trust."
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WSAI-AFM DISPUTE
CERTIFIED TO NWLB
DISPUTE between WSAI Cincinnati and Local No. 1, AFM, which has resulted in a work
stoppage by musicians at the Marshall Field
station, was to have been certified Saturday to
the National War Labor Board by the Secretary of Labor, the Conciliation Service disclosed
late Friday. Issues are number of musicians,
wages and employment of a librarian.
According to Walter A. Callahan, WSAI general manager, station offered a $60 weekly salary for 12 hours work, which had been demanded by the union, but Oscar Hild, AFM
Local No. 1 president, insisted station employ
additional
musicians,
whichWSAI
stationwilldidn't
need.
Despite work
stoppage,
continue
operations without local musicians, said Mr.
Callahan.
BMB-BBM ACCORD
A 70% BALLOT return on the first study
made by Bureau of Broadcast Measurement,
Canadian equivalent of Broadcast Measurement Bureau in this country, was reported
by Athol McQuarrie, secretary of BBM and
of the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, and
Horace Stovin, Stovin & Wright Ltd., BBM
board member, Friday at a meeting with representatives ofBMB in New York, at which
it was agreed to standardize and coordinate
as far as possible methods and material used
by both organizations.
People
JOSEPH L. MILLER, former labor relations
director of the National Assn. of Broadcasters,
last week was promoted to full lieutenant in
the Naval Reserve. Lt Miller has been in
the Navy since December 1943 and since January 1944 has been attached to the Navy Dept.
Labor Relations Division, Washington.
WALTER COMPTON, for eight years WOLMutual Washington Presidential announcer
and news director of WOL, has resigned effective July 1 to join WHN New York on a
freelance news basis. It is presumed he will
continue his cooperative news commentary over
MBS, probably from WOR New York.
L. E. SEPTER, assistant sales manager in
charge of replacement tube division, Ken-Rad
Tube & Lamp Corp., Owensboro, Ky., has
been named manager of replacement tube
sales for home radio division, Westinghouse
Electric Corp.; headquarters, Sunbury, Pa.
BOB DAVIS, NBC news
special events
and international division and
publicity man,
June 18 becomes trade news editor succeed-on
ing Dick Connelly, who joins radio publicity
department
of Young & Rubicam, New York.
JACK EDMUNDS, who resigned as program
director of WMAL Washington after three
years, left the capital Friday with
wife and
child for Dcnison, Tex. for a month'shis vacation.
He has not announced future plans.
MARK WOODS, president, American Broadcasting Co. (Blue), is scheduled
Tuesday for a "routine" visit at inBlueChicago
midwestern headquarters, his first since February

Closed Circuit
(Continued from page U)
V-P and former Communications Commissionei
is losing no time getting on with its task. Fo!
lowing series of telephone contacts since apl
pointment of committee at Omaha NAB Boan;
meeting12 May
16-17, committee
meetsProspects
in Eas
June
for roundtable
powwow.
Still the same — some towering public figure o
else a hard-hitting practical broadcaster,
ANNOUNCEMENT of a plan whereby the fa
cilities of WCBW, CBS video station, will
available to advertisers and agencies for ex
periments with commercial sight-and-soun
broadcasts, is expected to be one of the firs
official acts of Col. Lawrence W. Lowma
when he returns to CBS July 1 as vice-presi
dent 28].
in charge of television [Broadcastinc
May
WHEN GEN. DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER re
turns to the United States — expected withi:
a couple of weeks— he will be accompanied b]
Capt. Harry C. Butcher, his- Naval aide. Tli
former CBS vice-president is not expected t
return to the European theater but may be re
assigned elsewhere on a special mission. Hi
civil life plans are not known, though he i
expected to remain in radio.
EVER WONDER WHAT happened to that 6i
kw standard broadcast job that was to hav
moved into Berlin with our occupation force
on 17 trucks? Since V-E Day, it is learned
efforts have been made by our psychologies
warfare people to get it into the erstwhii
Nazi capital as planned. But the Russians, wh
control that.
the area, just don't want it there an^
that's
BLUE ADDS NEW
SPONSORS FOR FALL
WITH FORD Motor Co. sponsorship of Detroi
Symphony Orchestra on Blue Sunday in 8p.m. period reported practically set on Friday
and U. S. Steel-Theater Guild program definit
for 10-11 p.m. spot, Blue believes it will hav
strongest Sunday evening lineup of all net
works come fall. Philco Hall of Fame, Hires
Ice Box Follies, Drew Pearson, Quiz Kids, Fan
Sunday
Theater Evening
Guild roundHour,
out Winchell,
the schedule.Fidler an(
Blue also is enthusiastic about its Friday eye
ning schedule for fall, with Raymond Swing
7:15-7:30 p.m.; Lone Ranger, Blind Date (mov
ing from its present Monday time to 8-8 :3(
p.m. Fridays) , This Is Your FBI, Famous Jun
Trials, Death Valley Sheriff and the fights. Witl
a number of other sponsors reported just abou
set, Blue executives are jubilant over the "tun
of the tide"
from months.
commercial program losse
suffered
in recent
WAR AGENCIES CUT
DEEP SLASHES in 1946 fiscal year appro
priations for several war agencies identifie
with radio operation were proposed in Hous
Appropriations Committee report Friday cov
ering 18 civilian war agencies. Included in pro
posed aggregate cuts totaling 112 million del
lars were: $7,000,000 from OWI, taken mainl
from overseas operations, leaving $35,000,00
as compared with nearly $54,000,000 for th^
current year; $4,148,000 below budget figure
for WPB, leaving $35,000,000 as agains
$63,000,000 this year; $1,880,000 oft OIAA
$1,350,000 off Censorship and $85,000 off WLB
ROADCASTING
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WOMAN'S

Establish

"J^ODAY,
America isistoinproduce
the Production
Era. with
Our
single purpose
more goods
which to win the war.
Tomorrow, after Victory, new problems will
present themselves. Our vast reserve of manpower
will have to be put to peacetime work. Our huge
reservoir of private capital will have to be tapped
for profi4able conversion. Our tremendous facilities for production will have to be switched over
to the manufacture of consumer goods.
And the main burden of this gigantic Peacetime
task will fall on America's Advertising Man.

MARKET!

|Npaper
1879,advertisement
the first Lydia
E. Pinkham
appeared.
That wasnewsthe
beginning of a new era in which, for the first
time, advertising was aimed directly at women
as a distinct buying group. Today, more than
70% of all advertising is directed to women,
and woman has become the recognized "purchasing agent" for the family.

DIS'mSUTIOH

Must

Many

DECADE
New

Markets

For the coming age will be the Distribution
Decade. To pace production and maintain prosperity, the world's highest standard of living must
be raised to even higher pinnacles.
Alert agency men are intensively applying themselves tothe responsibilities and opportunities that
will be theirs in the Distribution Decade.
So is The Nation's Station. When the time
comes, we will be ready to help you do a better
post-war job for your clients in the vast fourState market that is WLW-land.

WL

W)
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THE

NATION'S

MOST

Helped

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

POSSIBLEF

• For many years just one detail prevented the designii
of successful 5- to 50-kw air-cooled transmitters — ^
effective means of air-cooling the tubes.
In the middle 1930's RCA engineers pioneered in desig
ing an efficient radiator for large air-cooled tubes. 1
famous 5D series of RCA air-cooled transmitters utilij
tubes with these new radiators. They set a new standa:
of performance for the broadcast industry, eliminating tl
necessity for complicated water-cooling systems and atten
ant maintenance problems.
Air-cooling features of these RCA transmitters have sine
been adopted by every American transmitter manufacturejr
All of the modern 50,000-watt transmitters are now cor
pletely air-cooled— for air-cooled transmitters are cheape
easier to install, surprisingly easy to operate and maintain
Come postwar, stations now using water-cooled equipmen
will be able to replace it with air-cooled equipment.
RCA tube designers have only one job — creating
building better tubes. In air-cooled tubes for broadcas
transmitters, RCA offers such outstanding types as th(
RCA-827R, 891R, 892R, 893AR, and 9C22.
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

When you need replacement tubes for your transmitter
specify RCA. There is an RCA broadcast specialist avail
able at need to give you quick, efficient service.
m FOUNTAINHiAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPHIENT IS RO

PtlCE )5 C8NTS

Tl

'You're covered^ Ralph Rovish. Reach for the sky!'
One of the specialties of the house at WOR is
radio drama. Not arty stuff . . . though we do pride
ourselves on the integrity of every production . . .
but the kind of tense, skilled story-telling that grips
listeners until the last situation is unravelled; leaves
them relaxed and agreeably receptive when the
villain's gun finally clatters to the pavement.
Twenty times a week, WOR becomes an airtheatre where the best efforts of some of the best
radio craftsmen are presented. Wliether it's a gripping mystery show like "Bulldog Drummond" or
"The Strajige Dr. Weird" ... one of the WOR
Brownstone Theatre's excursions into the past . . .
or such a poignant human annal as "Real Stories
from Real Life" . . . the superb creative show-sense
of WOR's skilled programmers shines forth like
Broadway on V-E night.
This popular appeal; this ability to know what
listeners want almost before they want it, is typical

MUTUAL

of WOR's carefully foresighted programming. It's a
knack, of course, like great editing. But it's also the
net result of penetrating personal research by
highly skilled interviewers into the likes and dislikes ofmillions.
If you're an agencyman or a sponsor with a
show problem on your mind, why not take advantage of WOR's invaluable experience? Our number
is PE-6-8600, or write . . .

WOR
first with what the public
wants first
AT 1440 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Three
of thestars:
manyArkie,
"Smile-the
a-While"
Arkansas Woodchoppei
Howardof Black,
fun-lovinc
Master
Ceremonies;
Jen
nie Lou Girl.
Carson,
Chin-up
Arkieradio':
cameir
to
the WLS audiei|ce
1929; Howard and Jennie
Lou both in 1932.

in

zMidwest

(America

EARLY RISERS FIRST ENJOYED SMILE-A- WHILE IN 1929.
STARTING the day with a smile is a long-established
habit with WLS entertainers and listeners. In March,
1929, we began "Smile-a-While", with WLS National Bam
Dance stars gathering to sing, play, and laugh.
The sixteen smiling years since then are packed with human
stories: a South Bend doctor who devised an alarm dockradio attachment fo let "Smile-a-While" wake him up;
10,982 people in 40 states and Canada, sending in funny
stories with only a clock as a possible reward. With music
and fun, "Smile-a- While" (5 to 6 a. m.) presents a news-

cast and the complete daily report for our four states direct
from the Government Weather Bureau.
"Smile-a-While" is an Old Friend to our million-letter-ayear audience. So are the WLS National Bam Dance and
Dinnerbell (both since 1924); WLS Feature Foods since
1935; Little Brown Church, which began in 1925. These
programs "drop in" familiarly and are welcomed into
Midwest American homes as old friends always are. They
have the confidence of the listeners — confidence brings
response — and to you, this means WLS GETS RESULTS!

8 9 0 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
represented by
John Blair & Company

BuRRiDCE
D. Butler
President
Glenn SrncDER
Manager
CHICAGO

7

MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, ICOY PHOENIX ★ KTUC TUCSON ★ KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL-DOUGLAS
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IF SOMETHING MORE than Wall Street
rumor is reckoned with, sale of control of
Crosley Corp.
including WLWwithin
and week
subsidiaries) wi(now
l be consummated
or
10
days.
Here's
lineup:
Powel
Crosley
Jr.
would sell his controlling interest (better than
51%, with family holding nearer 70%) to
Aviation Corp. (Consolidated- Vultee holding
company; substantial stockholder in American
Airlines and other aviation interests) for
roughly $20,000,000. Price for all stock would
be about $30,000,000. Original deal excluded
WLW but now is for whole works, even including Crosley-contracted acquisition of WINS
New York (awaiting FCC hearing and approval). Victor Emanuel is Aviation Corp.
president and interested in home refrigeration field, in which Crosley is active. Crosley
last year grossed about $100,000,000, with
broad'-ast
$4,000,000. operations (WLW) better than
A. N. STEELE, vice-presider.t of D'Arcy Adv.
Co. in charge of Coca-Cola account, shortly
will become vice-president of Coca-Cola Co.
He'll
serve as chief assistant to head
man R.probably
W. Woodruff.
RECURRING reports Justice James F. Byrnes
might be persuaded to head NAB went aglimmering again last week. Former "Assistant
President" won't be available because Presidentment.Truman
wants him for
top warCommittee
assignNAB Presidential
Selection
meets this week in Washington under new
chairman, Comdr. T. A. M. Craven, to discuss
search for successor to J. Harold Ryan, who
leaves July 1.
IT'S
AN EVEN
scheduled
to get BET
under clear-channel
way Sept. 5 hearings
will be
postponed again. Inter-American Radio Conference at Rio scheduled to start Sept. 3 may
require presence of several FCC members nd
top members of its engineering staff.
RADIO Manufacturers Assn. may reveal plans
to award NAB symbolic statue commemorat25th anniversary
when NAB
Publicing broadcasting's
Relations Committee
meets June
18-19
at Hotel Roosevelt in New York. Statue likely
would be presented at big dinner. Smaller
copies for local ceremonies considered. Topics
listed on formal agenda include distribution
of book Management in the Public Interest,
proposed Academy of Radio Arts & Sciences,
report on listener activity and discussion of
public acceptance of radio.
COL. ALBERT L. WARNER, chief of the
Army's War Intelligence Division, former CBS
news analyst and head of the CBS Washington news department, plans on inactive status
by the toendCBS.
of the summer. He probably will
return
WHEN GEN. EISENHOWER addresses the
joint session of Congress next Monday, chances
are there will be only five mikes in evirlencc —
two for network pickups, two for the movies
(Continued on page 86)
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NC.

II
at deadline^ !

comin
June 1 1 : Restricted annual meeting Advertising Federation of America, Commodore
Hotel, New York.
June 12: NAB Presidential Selection Committee, Washington.
June 13-14: Radio Manufacturers Assn.
Board meeting, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
June 18-19: NAB Public Relations Executive
Committee, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Bulletins
WAR DEPT. turned down Senator Edwin C.
Johnson (D-Col.) when he took up protest
of Denver stations based on refusal to let Gen.
Patton go on air during stop there en route
totalkLosuntil
Angeles
home. General
said Denver
he wouldn't
he reached
home town.
stations pointed to Boston pickup of Patton but
were told that didn't count because broadcast
couldn't
be heard in Los Angeles. (See story
on page 18.)
OKLAHOMA Natural Gas Co., Tulsa, won
educational radio award at annual meeting of
Public Utilities Adv. Assn. in Chicago June 5-6,
for its W Oman Commandos on WKY Oklahoma
City. Honorable mention to Central 111. Light
Co., Peoria, for Town Crier on WMBD Peoria.
Entertainment award went to Puget Sound
Power & Light Co., Seattle, and Southern Gas
Co., Los Angeles, with stations not mentioned.
AUSTIN ENDORSES WILLS
FOR CASE FCC POST
WHETHER former Governor Norman S. Case
will be reappointed to the FCC for another
seven-yearRepublican
term, or Gov.
whetherWilliam
the jobH. will
former
Willsgo ofto
Vermont appeared to hang in the balance at
the White House last week. Gov. Wills, whose
background is political and whose term expired
only last January, has the endorsement of Sen.
Austin, brother Vermont Republican and member of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. Gov. Case, on the other hand, is understood to have the backing of Sen. White
(R-Me.),
leaders. minority leader, and other party
An old-line Republican, Gov. Case has served
on the FCC since Its creation in 1934 and consistently has been in the minority in opposition
to New Deal reforms. His term expires June
30. With President Truman leaving for Coast
any day, the nomination may go to the Senate
momentarily. Gov. Wills last Friday was in
Washington with Sen. Austin, who said he
had endorsed his friend's appointment but that
there was nothing he could say about it because nothing had developed. Gov. Wills, 62,
a former dry goods clerk, is head of his own
insurance agency and has been in State politics
since 1929. He was Lieutenant Governor from
1937 to 1939 and became Governor in 1941.
His home is in Bennington.

Business Briefly
ANTHONY BOOK SPOTS • Success PuWications, lowingChicago,
breakson fol-all
the John isJ. buying
Anthonystation
program
available Mutual stations to plug the book, j
Mr. Anthony Solves Your Personal Problems.
Station list, incomplete, so far includes KFIO
KLUF KROS KVEC WBCC WBTA WJPA
WLOL WPAY WIP KGCU WDEV KFNF.
Agency, Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago.
'SMOKE DREAMS' ON BLUE • H. Fendrich
Inc., Evansville, Ind. (La Fendrich, Charles
Denby cigars), on Sept. 2 starts Smoke
Dreams on 25 midwest American-Blue stations
Sundays, 2-2:30 p.m. EWT on 52-week contract. Fendrich sponsored the program for several seasons on WLW Cincinnati. Agency,
Ruthrauff & Ryan.
ASTHMADOR ON KEYSTONE • R. SchiflFman Co., Los Angeles, has signed for thriceweekly transcribed spots on 75 stations of
Keystone Broadcasting System for Asthmador
powder,radiocigarettes
pipe mixture.
firm's
first
venture.andAgency,
Philip J.It's Meany
Co., Los Angeles.
DEPARTMENT STORE AIDS • Maurice L.
Rothschild, Chicago department store, on June
11 was to begin sponsorship for 52 weeks of
Voice of the Veteran as aid to servicemen on
WJJD Chicago, 5:30-5:45 p.m. CWT fiveweekly. Agency, Sydney S. Lovitt, Chicago.
DIAPERWHITE ADDS 15 • Through its
newly appointed agency, Victor Van der Linde
Inc., New York, Diaperwhite Inc., New York,
is expanding its spot campaign for Diaperwhite, tions,
a detergent,
addition
bringing total with
to about
25. of 15 staGROVE ON KEYSTONE • Grove Labs., St.
Louis, for Chill Tonic has purchased three
quarter-hours weekly on Keystone Network
for indefinite period, starting June 11, with
hill-billy talent. Agency, Russel M. Seeds Go.
BIBLE LEAGUE SERIES • John Meredith,
commentator,
sponsoredBiblefor League,
52 weeks,Chicago,
effective June 10, byis Family
on WAIT WMIN KVOX KABR KLPM
WATW WHDF KGDE KOVC KGCU KDLR
WJMS. Agency, Sidney S. Lovitt Adv., Chicago
BARR APPOINTS MEYERHOFF • G. Barr
& Co., Chicago (Balm Barr Hand Cream), has!
appointed Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago,
to handle
advertising. Radio being lined up|
for
fall campaign.
APPOINTS WESTERN
Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.
feeds), has appointed
Chicago, effective
including
radio. July

ADV. • Allied Mills
(poultry and livestock
V/estern Adv. agency
1 to handle campaign

STANDARD OIL SPOTS • Standard Oil Co.
of Indianascribedonfarm July
30 begins one-minute
tranannouncements
on 90 stations
Agency, McCann-Erickson.
BROADCASTING
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Since 1935, WC^II has carefully blanketed a growing, concentrated industrial market (Ashland, Kentucky; Huntington, West Virginia; Ironton, Ohio) with planned local programs.
Tri-State listeners know this, like it, listen to WCMI.
June 15tli, WCMI joins CBS . . . offering radio's finest network programs to WCMFs carefully-built audience. This is an enormously effective selling combination for advertisers: a large,
loyal audience built with planned local programs and buttressed by the best in network radio.

Studies maintained at Huntington, W. Va. Joseph B. Matthews,
Mgr. Represented Nationally by the John E. Pearson Company
Ashland, Kentucky

'N. STATIONS: WCMI ifh/onJ. Ky.lluniington, W. Va. WlAP Lexington, Ky. WBIR Knoxville, Tenn. KFDA AmariUo, Tex. Owned and Operated by Gilmore N. Nunn uni
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RISING from tlie blue and yellow clay of
. Boston Harbor, the Logan International Airport is not only Boston's bid for
new renown as "Hub of the Air Universe",
l3ut also a cornerstone of the greater security and prosperity that will brighten New
England's post-war future.
Millions and millions of tons are being
dredged from the underwater floor of
Boston Harbor— a center of world commerce since ships wore sails — and spread
across the face of this 3,100-acre airport.
Its mnways, some of them 10,000 feet
long, reach out in welcome to tomorrow's
European flights bearing hundred-thousands ofpassengers and billions in air cargo.
The deepened waterways from which the
hard clay is being scooped will provide one
of the greatest ports on the Atlantic seaboard for ocean-going ships.
Far from a figment of blueprints, Logan
International Airport already accommodates more than 100 commercial flights
each day. Thus far, $10,000,000 has been
spent on paved runways and buildings. The
New York Times, calling the air route
between New York and Boston the busiest
in the world today, editorially sees the port

. .

of Boston as a leader in the swift post-war
development of world air commerce.
This progress means much to us. Not
only does it inspire the expansion of New
England's present industries, but attracts
others that will join and grow with us. It
creates new jobs, new customers, new buying power, a greater and wealthier market.
WEEI is understandably excited over
Boston's plans as an international air terminus, and applauds tlie community forcefulness now making them into reality. We,
too, have raised our friendly voice to help
demand — and keep demanding — this
brighter future for New England. It's the
biggest local parade in which we have ever
been privileged to carry a banner. But the
popularity and acceptance WEEI has
achieved during our two decades of broadcasting make us that much more fitted to
carry it proudly and well.

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Dioision of CBS k

'^^Imbia's Friendly Voice in
BOSTON • 590 K0.

^

They Sent
Their Messages
" Up in Smoke
. . . and trusted to luck
they'd be effective.
But when you want to put
a "sure-fire" message
across — right where it will
do the most good, then use
Radio Siation
mm
servinig tlie TampaSt. PetersLurg area.
Workers atwill
Tampa's
largestto
shipyard
continue
produce for war well into
1946. Added to this huge
payroll are the incomes of
thousands of farmers, citrus
growers. Army persoimeL
carmers, cigar makers. All
are just a part of the large
audience which gives this
densely-populated area the
greatest buying power of
its history.
To blanket this "bigger
slice
Florida"
effectively,
todayof and
tomorrow,
spot
your product over WFLA,
the most-listened-to station
inarea.
the Tampa-St. Petersburg
5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
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Feature
of
THE MAN who has put more Presidential speeches on the air than
any other engineer — Clyde M.
Hunt, chief engineer of WTOP
Washington — also is the only man
who knows about three Presidential broadcasts that almost didn't
go on the air.
Reminiscing about his role in the
25 years of broadcasting, Clyde
recalls the time a decade ago when
President Roosevelt almost lost his
air assurance. With five minutes to
go for a fireside chat from the
White House diplomatic reception
room, the Chief Executive silently
but obviously suffered agonies as
Clyde calmly took apart his old
Western Electric amplifier.
"Tubes were microphonic," he
explained.
But he got it together with loads
of time to spare — 20 seconds.
"I knew what I could do, so I did
it," he broke
in, asS. Gladys
Hall, CBS
secretary to Earl
Gammons,
Washington director, tried to add
detailsof Clyde
refused stories.
to unfold. It's
one
her favorite
"The one that scared the hell out
of
me," saysInstitution
Clyde, happened
Chautauqua
in westernat
New York State.
"I had to feed President Roosevelt's speech to all networks. I
wised up to some tricks in following him on trips. I had to lug
Sellers

the Week
around the whole outfit, including
the speaking stand. It weighed 700
pounds. So I would leave the spare
amplifier on the train.
"I set up in the Chautauqua
ampitheatre an hour or so before
the broadcast, but the amplifier
wouldn't work. The train was on a
siding miles away.
"Nothing I tried did any good. I
rounded up a lot of telephone
equipment
couldn't
plifier frombuttheir
parts. rig an am"I tore the thing to pieces again,
as tempus fugited. There under a
molded socket was a little broken
spring.
fixed it just
in time."
That Iincident
reminded
him of
the time President Roosevelt broad"stab Italy
in theentered
back"
speechcast hisinfamous
1940 when
the
war
on
Germany's
side.
Shortly
before the outdoor ceremony was
to openginia iatt started
the University
of Virraining cats
and
dogs.
Clyde
got
hold
of
a
truck
headed for the building where and
the
ceremony
was transferred.
Thousands of confused
persons jammed
the
whereThey
the
eventroad,
wasnotto knowing
take place.
mulled around, blocking traffic.
had a bad
hour,hisbutspeech,
when
theClyde
President
started
the world heard his words — although there was some feedback
from the PA system.
In 17castsyears
Clyde hasof Presidential
never lost a broadword.

600
shows

on

WWDC

of Sales
Ox bouillon cubes; Burlington
are Mills Corp., New York, particigracious
adtwo
best
the
LEaps and
GENTperh
ribe
o
t
Mrs.
jectives desc
The "Aristo Theatre of the
pations in home economics proEdna Cathcart, who, as
grams for its quality fabrics, BurAir" is a business-builder for
head of time-buying at J. M. Mil; American Express Co., New
the 70 Aristo Dry-Cleaning
York, is re- York, which sells its Travelers
Mathes Inc., forin New
sponsible radio advertising of Cheques with five - minute transtores in metropolitan Washmajor national accounts ranging all
scribed programs in three marington, and those in adjoining
kets and with Quincy Howe in New
h
s
texto
drop
coug
from
way
the
tiles.
York; Peter Doelger Brewing
Virginia
and Maryland counties.
Known among her associates in Corp., Harrison, N. J., now using
the trade for her friendliness and spots on WAAT Newark and parThis show has been heard
ticipations onWOR New York for
personality, Mrs. Cathcart went
P.D.Q., Blacow, a for 25 minutes— 5 times a
into the advertising
chocolate - flavored
week— for the past two years I
business just to see
over WWDC.
syrup;
and Canada
what
it wasstayed
like —
Dry Ginger
Ale,
and then
New York, using
Here again is the local
with it. In 1933, she
went to work for
merchant picking the station
programs, chain
Young & Rubicam
breaks, minute nounceanments, and that pays off in producing
in the station relasales results.
women's service protions department and
after four years
grams
What's your problem in
the country.throughout
joined the Mathes
Washington, D.C.?
On
July
14,
agency.
Mathes agency
Today she buys
takes over
the actime for eight agencount of Raytheon
Manufacturing
Co.,
cy
accounts
:
Luden's Inc., now using
Newton, Mass.,
WWDC
spot radio in 80
EDNA
which is currently
markets;
Pan-American Coffee
Bureau New York, running Meet Your Navy on
the big sales result
participating in home economics the Blue, 7:30-8 p.m.
Mrs. Cathcart, who says she has station in Washington, D. C
type programs; International Salt
Co., Scranton, using spots and little time for hobbies aside from
R»pr**«nted nationally by
participations for Sterling Salt; her work and her young daughter,
WEED A COMPANY
Pure Food Co., Mamaroneck, N.
Y., using participations for Herb- Carol, lives in Fleetwood, N. Y.
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HO

HUM..,

WE

DO

IT

EVERY

O, we don't balance eggs, but we do a daily balancing job much more
-L 1 important. We balance radio programs to win and hold the two great
metropolitan New York markets that listen to WOV. And as the result of
giving listeners the kind of programs they want to hear, WOV enjoys a continuous around-the-clock audience, night and day. In the daytime WOV
overwhelmingly dominates metropolitan New York's Italian-speaking market
of 520,000 radio homes. And in the evening, between the Hooper Hours of
7:30 and 10.00 p.m., WOV delivers the largest average metropolitan audience
of any New York independent station ... at less than half the cost of the
next ranking station.
RALPH N. WEIL, General Monog8r|
JOHN E. PEARSON CO., NafI Rep.

DAY,

New York

This is the kind of letter
we

like to receive

DIRECT ROUTE TO
SALES IN
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation
Affiliated with NBC
and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED 4 COMPANY,
New York, Boston, Chicago.
Detroit, Son Francisco and Hollyf.cod

You

know,

F

&

P

were

right

ice-box
sales in Aiasl^ar'
0 We wouldn^t tell you they needed furnaces you-know>
where, Thistlewaite — but if we should, we could
back it up!
It just happens that our main goal is repeat business,
and that doesn^t co^ie from furnishing wrong tips.
When an F&P Colonel makes a recommendation, he
knows it must produce results— or else! In our business, careful research is the only prelude to a successful
campaign; snap judgements and glad-handing salesmaitship won't do.
But the best way to tell a national spot advertiser
why F&P's business is largely "repeat" is to give him
a demonstration of our methods. How about it?
FREE
&
Pioneer Radio

PETERS,
INC
Station Representatives
Since May, 1932

about

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKV
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAV
FARGO
WISH
......
INDIANAPOLIS
WJEF-WkZO
.
.
GRAND
RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
KMBC
KANSAS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
IOWA SYRACUSE
WHO
DES MOINES
woe
DAVEVPOR
KMA
SHENANDOAH
SOUTHEAST BALTIMORE
WCBM
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
. COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ ....... ROANOKE
KOB SOUXaWESTALBUQUERQUE
KEEW
BB'.WNSVILLE
KRIS
CORPUS
CHRISTI
KXYZ
HOUSTON
KOMA
OKLAHOMA
CITY
KTUL ....... TULSA
PACIFIC COAST PORTLAND
KOIN
KIRO
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, SEATTLE
Inc.

CWCUGO: j8o N. Michigan HlWYOm: 444 Madison Ave. DETROIT: 645 GwwoW 5/. SAN FRANCISCO: j r / Sz/rt^r HOlimOOD: 633 1 Ho//ywood l^lLAHm 322 Pa/mer Bu.g.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4130 Cadillac 1880 Sutter 4353 Hollywood 2151
Main 5667
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Lift Construction
Bans
on V-J Day
Philip Laeser, engineering director production, which will substantially
victory
over
the
Japs,"
said
Mr.
Demands Multiply Krug under cross-examination by of WTMJ-WMEM, will make con- reduce the potential set production
tinuous comparative measurements and add to unemployment.
Rep. Cannon (D-Mo.), Committee
For Immediate
chairman. "From what we can see on 45.5 and 91 mc.
This delay crimialso
will ofresult
disnow, the instant military producThe RTPB group adopted this
thecan inmanuFM Action
tion is cut back after the Japanese resolution:
facturers ofAMnation infavor
sets who
place
"The
RTPB
reaffirms
will be an adequate sup- its previous position with respect to orders for component parts now,
DISCLOSURE that the War Pro- war plythere
of everything for our peace- the allocation of frequencies for thus tying up future deliveries of
duction Board will lift all constructime
economy
. . . including steel television and FM broadcasting. Of components for FM sets, the resotion controls on V-J Day, even if
the alternatives proposed by the
lution stated, adding that this will
products."
the Japs capitulate in the near and forestryCivilian
Commission in its report of May 25, have a "prejudicial effect on the
Radio
future, resulted last week in an
1945,
Panel
2
believes
that
for
all
industrywide move to urge the FCC
expansion
of FM broadcasting".
FM manufacturers
declared
for which frequencies The
to immediately adopt Allocations to Following
Congress, Mr.
made Krug's
a monthstatement
ago, it the toservices
be allocated between 44 and that the prewar and wartime FM
Alternate No. 1 affecting FM and developed that already certain cut- are
television.
backs in aviation may make avail- 108 mc. Alternate No. 1 is the best
"indicates that nothingexperience
will be gained
able some civilian radio production. solution and urges that it be made manufacturing
Developments
in the
by delay
forfurthermore
further propagation
troversial allocation
of FMhighly-conand the
Meanwhile the FCC is going final at the earliest possible date." tests
and
that
the
The resolution has been mailed Alternative Allocation No. 1 will
first six
channels of 6-mc television ahead with engineering tests in the
were
these:
spectrum from 44-100 mc to deter- to all members of Panel 2 (alloca- best
serve the public interest, contions) and each has been asked to
WPB Chairman J. A. Krug told
mine, if possible, the best location
for FM as a pulslic service. Three send in his vote. Attending the
enience and necessity".
the teeHouse
Those vattending
the conference,
that warAppropriations
controls will beCommitlifted alternatives have been proposed — meeting were : Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
chairman, RTPB ; Dr. C. B. Jolliff e, and their companies, were: Arthur
on V-J Day and that there will be 50-68 mc, 60-78 mc, 84-102 mc.
C.
Ansley,
Ansley
Corp.; Harold
chairman.
Panel
2;
C.
M.
Jansky
sufficient
materials to meet peaceGeorge P. Adair, FCC chief en- Jr., and Russell David, chairman Shevers, Espey Mfg.
Co.; Mr.
time demands.
gineer, announced Friday that the
Freed;
B.
S.
Trott
and Maurice
and
vice-chairman
of
Panel
5
following frequency assignments
Cutback Survey
have been made for the tests, with (FM); David Smith, chairman Raphael, Garod Radio Corp.; W. R.
On tiveTuesday
ordered
Execu- recordings on all frequencies to be Panel 6 (television).
David, freyGeneral
Co.; Mfg.
GodOflScer J. D.he Small
to conduct
Wetherlow,Electric
Meissner
wayJ., 44.3
by July
1 W2XMN
: WGTR PaxFreed Chairman
a survey of cutbacks to determine under
Co.; L. C. Shapiro, Pilot Radio
ton,
N.
mc;
New
whether further civilian manufac- York, 42.8 mc; WABD New York,
Corp.; Frank A. Gunther, Radio
At the meeting of Armstrong li- Engineering
ture can be permitted in light of 83.75 mc; Raytheon Mfg. Co., New
Labs.; Marvin Hobbs
censees,
Arthur
Freed,
vice-presiand
J. 0. Ashton, Scott Radio
unexpected Army cutbacks.
dent and general manager of Freed
105 and 107 mc. Recordings
Chairmen of Panels 2, 5 and 6 York,
Labs.;
W.
F.
Strombergwill
be
made
at
Princeton,
N.
J.;
Radio
Corp.,
was
named
conference
CarlsonCorp.
Co.; H.Cotter,
J. Wines,
Zenith
of the Radio Technical Planning
Laurel, Md.; Roan- chairman, which adopted a resolu- Radio
Board, meeting in New York, Philadelphia;
oke, Va.; Atlanta; Montgomery,
tion
protesting
the
FCC's
delay
in
When
the
FCC
issued
its
final
adopted a resolution asking Panel Ala. ; Detroit, Allegan, Mich. ; Chi- determining the final FM alloca2 to poll its members on urging
tions. Resolution pointed out that allocations report above 25 mc (excago,
Iowa
City
and
Grand
Island.
adoption of Alternate 1 following
cept the band from 44-108 mc)
Coverage measurements will be postponement of such allocations
the stand of the Television Broad- taken at Schenectady, Milwaukee, will result in "serious delay" in the [Broadcasting, May 21, 28], ancasters Assn. and FM Broadcasters Boston and Dallas. In Milwaukee conversion from military to civilian
(Continued on page 72)
Inc., calling for immediate allocation under the alternate [Broadcasting, June 4].
Eleven pioneer manufacturers of
Appliance List
FM receivers, all Armstrong li- Radio High in Postwar
censees, meeting in New York on
Results of the survey, which cov- phonographs will be new customers,
Wednesday telegraphed the Com- 3 of 5 Families Plan
ered complete interviews with 12.9% replacements. On the other
mission, endorsing the position of
families in 35 States and 118 ur- hand, the market for radio would
Purchase of Sets,
TBA and FMBI.
ban
centers, will be published in a consist of 91.7% replacements,
No formal comment was forthfew weeks.
8.3% new customers.
Shows
coming at the FCC following the (Table ofSurvey
Prices
Buyers20)Expect to
Exactly 60.4% of prospective apIn analyzing the market, the surconcerted move to bring about imPay
on
Page
pliance buyers want radios with
vey indicates that radio-phonomedite allocations, but reports were
the Commission would take it up THREE out of five prospective phonograph, with 60.3 desiring raautomatic home
washing
machines,graphs,
food mixers,
freezers,
dios without phonographs. Heaviest
buyers of home appliances plan to demand
immediately
on
the
return
of
Chairfor the former is in the ironers and dishwashers have the
man Paul A. Porter from Europe. buy radios two years after they
become available, according to a over $5,000 income group, with the greatest relative sales opportunity
Chairman
assurances
among families not now owning
controls
will Krug's
be lifted
on V-J that
Day nationwide housing survey just $l,500-$2,499 group most desirous these
appliances. Refrigerators,
and that there will be sufficient ma- completed by Curtis Publishing Co. of radios without phonographs.
cooking ranges, vacuum cleaners,
terials to meet peacetime demands,
They expect to spend a median
Replacement Market
radios, irons and toasters offer the
made on May 7, were revealed last of $170 for radio-phonograph comA brisk replacement market for best replacement opportunities.
week when the Appropriations
binations and $93 for radios with- radios
Of all families interviewed 27.8%
is indicated by the survey.
out phonographs.
Committee reported out the War
The median prices to be paid for Median age of radio-phonograph plan to buy a new radio, 14.5%)
Agencies Appropriations Bill
radios indicate prospective buyers sets to be replaced is four years, with out.phonograph
[Broadcasting, June 4].
14.4%typeswith-or
A few will buyand both
"In terms of administering war are influenced by pending technical eight years in the case of plain
controls, I think practically all of developments such as FM and radios. Thus, of the total expected more than one. At least one radio
this can terminate on the day of television, the survey indicates.
market, 87.1% of buyers of radio- is owned by 95.3% of the families.
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Peter

Slated

NAB

President Agrees
To Release Him
For Post
By ROBERT K. RICHARDS
PAUL searcPETER,
director
of reh for the National
Association
of Broadcasters,
will
be
the
research director for the Broadcast
Measurement Bureau, it appeared
Friday ascasting
Broadwent to
press
—
although
confirmation was
not forthcoming.
It is known that
^
Mr. Peterfor was
considered
the
--^^^B job many months
Buthe was
ago whenfirst
reau
Mr. Peter
formed. At that time, J. Harold
Ryan, president of the NAB,
wanted him to remain at his Washington post.
Negotiations Lag
Recent developments, however,
make his selection almost certain.
It is understood that John Churchill, director of research of the Columbia Broadcasting System, was
a favored candidate for the post
from the outset, since the NAB
was unable to release Mr. Peter,
It was believed, however, that
negotiations with Mr. Churchill,
who was reluctant to relinquish his
position with CBS where he has
served for 15 years, moved so slowM-G-M TO ENTER
RECORDING FIELD
METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER,
New York, is px-eparing to enter the
recording field and has appointed
Frank Walker, of RCA Victor Division, New York, to head the
new project, beginning Aug. 1.
Queried as to whether M-G-M
might make radio transcriptions
Mr. Walker said last week that
"nothing is excluded" in the company's recording plans.
M-G-M uses recordings extensively in promotion of films on a
large regular schedule of close to
100 stations. Commercials are produced in New York by Donahue &
Coe and cut by various recording
companies in the city. The commercials are always originals, and
never
reels. made up from sound-track
WCAU Branch
WCAU Philadelphia opened a
branch office in Chicago June 1,
under the direction of Virgil
Reiter Jr. Former mid-west representative for WCAU, he was, prior
to that time, publicity director of
Buick Motor
Car ofCo. Graham
and salesPaige
promotion director
Motors.
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Mueller

Uses 90%

Of Budget on Radio
Sales Jump 68%; Macaroni
Firm Expands Newscasts
C. F. MUELLER Co., Jersey City,
devoting 90% of its advertising
budget to radio, is planning fall
expansion of news programs for
Mueller Macaroni products. Present lineup includes 17 stations in
major cities east of Mississippi in
addition to local and regional networks.
According to Fred Mueller, advertising and sales promotion manager, sales have increased up to
68% in some territories where
newscasts have been added. "In
90% of our sales territory," Mr.
Mueller said, "we attribute our increased business to i-adio. There is
no 'maybe" about it because we
check returns through techniques
devised by Duane Jones Co. We
check sales before a newscast goes
on the air for Mueller and after it
has been on the air for a fixed
period. Thus we establish our sales
Mueller offered an income tax
instruction book as a premium, six
times each on WEAF and WABC
New
York, and drew 25,000 returns,
picture."
each
representing a Mueller sale,
he added.
Mueller's first news program
campaign
Duanestarting
Jones
Co.
began through
in July 1944,
Mr. Ream
Mr. Stanton
Mr. White
vdth
test York
on Don
Goddard's
WEAF a New
newscast.
Preliminarjf schedules were designed
CBS Executive Lineup Revised; to determine whether midday time
was aronigood
sales time
for macaand whether
newscasts
had
Stanton Made General Manager "universal" appeal. With positive
answers to both questions, Mueller
Ream and White Elected Directors, Rimyon Named built up its current schedule which
includes and
11 aquarter-hours,
5 10CRC V-P; Paley Seen as Board Chairman
minute
5-minute program,
EXECUTIVE lineup of CBS was to civilian life, probably in the fall. most of them in the noon period, on
revised by the network board of Mr. Kesten would become president. WEAF WTRY WGR WARM
directors at its June 4 meeting.
The network has lacked a general WRNL KYW WGAR Wj^BF
Changes announced by Paul W.
WKRC WGST WDRC KDKA
(Continued on page 81)
Kesten, executive
WBZ-WBZA WBAL WFCI.
vice
president,
were :
Frank Stanton,
vice- president,
elected to board
of directors and
named general
manager of network.
Joseph H.
Runyon Ream, vice-president and secretary, elected director.
Frank K. White, vice-president
and treasurer, elected director.
Comdr. Mefford R. Runyon, vicepresident and director, who has
been on war leave, resigned from
board to become executive vicepresident of Columbia Recording
Corp., CBS subsidiary [Closed
Circuit, May 28]. He was retired
May 30 by the Navy.
Membership of the CBS board
was increased from 12 to 14. Elevation of Mr. Stanton is viewed as
confirmation of reports that Col.
William S. Paley may become CBS
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hi;^
board chairman when he returns "He's Been Waiting for FM Allocations So He Can Build a Station!"
BROADCASTING
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ly that the decision was holding
back progress of the enterprise.
Hugh Feltis, president of the BMB,
was anxious to establish this integral section of his organization
as quickly as possible.
Consequently an appeal was
made to Mr. Ryan to release the
NAB's research head. Mr. Ryan
acquiesced.
Mr. Peter, it is believed, will
proceed to his new post within a
fortnight.
Mr. Peter, who is 41, was educated in Washington, D. C. public
schools and at George Washington
and Syracuse universities.
He served in the U. S. Signal
Corps office two years as a second

lieutenant during World War I.
From September 1928 until June
of the following year, he undertook
assignments
in statisticalspecial
work and
office management
for the General Motors Acceptance
Corp. In 1929, he joined the National Broadcasting Co. He organized and headed the network's first
statistical
He 1935
remained with department.
NBC until March
when he moved over to the parent
company. Radio Corp. of America.
On June 1, 1936 he resigned the
RCA post to become executive secretary of the Joint Committee on
Radio Research. Mr. Peter joined
the NAB as director of research
in 1938.

IPlatter-Turner
Case
Hearing
not matters for the courts to decide. in the NLRB-Gluek Brewing Co.
' Courf Denies AFM
It is expected that the court will case in which the decision of the
issue itstitiondecision
the NLRB
pe- Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals
within a onmonth
after the
stated: "This is another unfortuj Motion Asking
June 15 hearing. Should a decree
nate labor jurisdictional conflict
be
granted,
AFM
will
likely
file
a
\
For Delay
employer is the unwillpetition for review by the Supreme whereing andtheunhappy
By JACK LEVY
battleground."
The network asserted
it was
Court,
which
would
prevent
en, WITH all parties, except the AFM,
forcement of the decree until fall. "forced" to defer recognizing the
NLRB
certification
of
NABET
anxious to bring the year-old plat- The higher court has generally refused to review the large majority "because of the refusal of the AFM
j ter turner dispute to an early solution, the U. S. Second Circuit of such petitions.
to accept the decision of the NLRB
Court of Appeals (New York) last
Reply briefs filed by NBC and as determinative of the issue and
week agreed to hear on June 15 Blue with the Circuit Court asked by AFM's insistence that it would
the petition of the National Labor that its decision on the NLRB pe- not consider this jurisdictional
Relations Board for a decree to
tition be made binding on the AFM
effectively
termined until aandCircuit
Court de-of
compel NBC and Blue to bargain as well as the networks and question finally
NABET,
otherwise they will be Appeals had implemented the order
!i with NABET irrespective of PeI trillo threats of reprisal,
faced with "wildcat" strikes which
jj The court denied a motion of Mr. Peti-illo has threatened if they of The
the brief
NLRB."recalled that following
the Board's certification of NABET
I AFM counsel for a 20-day post- sign contracts with NABET.
g, ponement in filing its brief which,
1944 and the commenceNBC's Gordon,
brief, filed
by the
firm of on Nov.ment of24,
Cahill,
Zachry
& Reindel,
contract negotiations with
J tion
if granted,
ac- declared
on the would
decreehave
untildelayed
fall. The
the network had been put NABET in recognition of the
jj motion was opposed by Alvin J. in the san-.e position in the platter NLRB action, Mr. Petrillo advised
i, Rockwell, NLRB general counsel, turner controversy as the employer NBC that he would "continue to
g, and the case was admitted to the
spring calendar. Judges Augustus
■ N. Hand, Learned Hand and Jerome Frank presided.
I
Error Charged
JUNE 15 NETWORK CHANGES
In the absence of Joseph A. PadTHIRTY-THREE
stations will change or alter network affiliations
[' way,
AFM
counsel,
Robert
Wilson,
assistant counsel, asked for the
June 15, second anniversary of the FCC network monopoly rules
ii postponement. He argued that it
banning
contracts
for more than a two-year period.
''f would be inconvenient for Mr.
Largest hookup is Mutual which will have 267 stations after June
^ Padway to appear before the court
15,
now
has
270.
Blue
will have 196, now has 193. CBS will have
'( next week and that the union need153, now has 152. NBC will have 151, now has 152.
le ed more time to prepare its case.
Box score of transfers (June 15 unless otherwise indicated), follows:
I'li ruling,
However,he agreed
in viewto ofhavethethecourt's
AFM
brief ready by last weekend.
From
Power
3' forOpposition
to NLRB's
(watts)
WPDQ Station
250
an enforcement
decree,petition
it apBlueTo
Mutual
Jacksonville
Blue
Mutual
' peared from Mr. Wilson's plea for
Jacksonville
WJHP
5,000
'f postponement, will be at least
WGBS (formerly WFTL) Blue
Mutual
10,000
' partly based on the contention that
Miami
Mutual
' the New York Regional NLRB was
Blue
WKAT Miami
" in error in not investigating moi'e
1,000
250
Mutual
Blue
WTMC Ocala, Fla.
" fully a charge filed by AFM that
250
Nonnetwork
WJBC Bloomington, III. Blue
'' NABET
is
a
company-dominated
CBS
KRNT Des Moines
Blue
union.
CBS
Blue-Mutual
KSO
Des
Moines
This charge was filed Jan. 27
Blue
CBS
KSCJ Sioux City
under Section 10(b) of the Na5,000
250
Mutual
CBS
WCMI Ashland, Ky.
5,000
p tional Labor Relations Act, just
Blue
Blue-Mutual
250
Lexington,
Ky.
prior to the hearing held in New
WLAP
York before Howard Myers, NLRB
Blue
Baltimore
WCBM
Mutual
examiner, on the complaint case
Blue
Mutual
WFBR Baltimore
instituted by the board charging
Blue
WCOP Boston
Nonnetwork
5,000
the networks with unfaia- labor
Blue
WHDH
500
Nonnetwork
Boston
practice in refusing to respect its
Blue
CBS
WLAW
Lawrence,
Mass.
5,000
!; certification of NABET as bar250
Blue
Mutual
KHMO
Hannibal,
Mo.
5,000
gaining agent for platter-turners
Mutual (June 1) Nonnetwork
250
KHAS Hastings, Neb.
i [Broadcasting, Feb. 5]. The charge
Mutual
(June
1)
250
Nonnetwork
was dismissed about six weeks later
KGFW Kearney, Neb.
NBC
WFEA Manchester, N. H. CBS
[Broadcasting, March 19] and
CBS (June 1) Mutual 5,000-1,000
was understood to have been fully
WKRC Cincinnati
5,000
investigated.
250
Nonnetwork
CBS
Cincinnati
WCKY
50,000
The AFM charge accused the
Nonnetwork
WBBZ Ponca City, Okla. Mutual
NBC
NBC and Blue of dominating and
250
CBS
WERC Erie, Pa.
conspiring with NABET against
Blue
Pittsburgh
KQV
Mutual
the
musicians,
influencing
the
sePittsburgh
Blue
Mutual
WCAE
, lection of officers and control of
1,000
NBC
5,000
WEEU Reading, Pa.
Blue
'i the
and causing
NABET
1,000
250
WRAW Reading, Pa.
NBC
(parttime)
file union,
an unfair
practice
chargeto
NBC
250
Nonnetwork
WKIX Columbia, S. C. CBS
against
the
nets
with
NLRB
"for
CBS
Blue
the purpose of making it appear
WNAX Yankton, S. D.
that the said NABET was not dom250
wssv Petersburg, Va. Mutual (June 1) Nonnetwork
5,000
250
Blue
WRJN Racine, Wis.
inated and board
formed"willbylikely
the take
netMutual
- works. The
Mutual 1,()00-250
WHBL Sheboygan, Wis. Blue
" the position that its informal investigations of such charges are
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June
15
insist" on the jurisdiction over
platter-turners. "This insistence,"
the brief and
set forth,
"was more thanby
verbal"^
was accompanied
an order to members of the AFM
not to participate on the Jack
Benny3. program scheduled for
Dec.
"It was also made clear to NBC
by
the brief
continued,t6
"thatPetrillo,"
the incident
with respect
the Benny program was not a
token
'was might
one of bea
series resistance
of ordersbutthat
given on other leading shows, and
. . . that we (NBC) would be given a
small amount of advance notice as
a matter of fact, as to which show
on which the ox'chestra would be
ordered
not tooutappear.'
"
Pointing
thattheAFM
tinued to challenge
finding"con-of
the Board" even after the order
had been issued on March 31, 1945
directing the networks to bargain
with NABET, the brief stated that
NBC's action "has been motivated
not only by a desire to avoid the
economic hardship which would
have resulted to it and its many
other employes as the result of a
series of wildcat strikes, but by its
efforts to maintain its broadcasting service to the public, classified
as an 'essential' wartime service."
Blue in Middle ;
The brief for American-Bluej
filed by Franklin S. Wood, reviewed
similar threats against the net-f
work if it recognized the NLRB
certification of NABET and re-j
called the testimony of jifarli
Woods, president, \t the hearing
before Mr. Myers, when he saidj
the dispute.
"we
were right in the middle'* o£j
Urging that the order of the
Coui-t be binding on all parties,
the brief declared: ". . . if it be
plain as it is here that some third
party is influencing or threatening
to influence the compliance of the
respondent employers with the
Board's order, the broad equity
powers of this Court ought to be
such as to encompass the whole
problem and remedy the basic
wrong
ordei? runad
against bythe making
ultimate its
wrongdoer
well as the respondent employers
who with their businesses are the
unwilling holders of the stake in
which the jurisdictional controPointing
out that the case is not
versy centers."
the ordinary
problem of an alleged
unfair labor practice by an employer or a jurisdictional question
based ontween onedifferences
beunion and ofanopinion
employer
but a case in which there are two
unions "making conflicting claims
over
the same
job classification,"
the brief
concludes
that the network "is entii-ely willing to abide
by the judicial determination made
by this Court on the petition of
NLRB herein, but unless this
Court's order is binding upon the
AFM the question will have been
answered academically but the
problem will not have been solved."
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No. 2 of a Series
P&G
Hears
Reaction Is First Factor
In Timebuying By
Big Account
By BILL BAILEY
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincin ati, isradio's
most1 ardent
listener as well
as its No.
timebuyer.
That's why the company has besponsor,
spendingcome themorenation's
than 11topmillion
dollars annually for time alone.
Several factors must be considered in timebuying, according to
William M. Ramsey, P&G radio director. Most important, however,
is listener
reaction.
place ourselves in the
role "We
of enlightened
buyers,"
explained
the
man
has
devoted the past 15 years towhostudying
broadcast
advertising.
"In
other
words we listen as ardently as we
broadcast."
P&G Renews 6
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, has renewed sponsorship on NBC for 52 weeks
starting July 2 of six daytime serials . . . Road of Life,
Joyce Jordan, M. D., Right to
Happiness, all three handled
hy Compton Adv. Inc., Ma
Perkins, agency, DancerFitzgerald - Sample; Woman
in White, agency, Benton &
Bowles;agency,
PepperPedlar
Young's&
Family,
Ryan,
The success of P&G broadcast
advertising hinges on seven req*s any
uisites
which using
mightradio.
be applied
business
They are:to
(1) Good Taste in Programs.
P&G has a policy never to offend a
single listener. Although each agency is given complete charge of its
' Gamble
respective maintains
programs,overall
Procter
super-&
Y vision from a policy standpoint,
n, (2) High Type Programs. The
■r', caliber
show determines
as well as the
size of ofthetherating
the
-T effectiveness of a particular pro. gram as a sales medium.
(3) Listening Habits. P&G knows
its various audiences, their likes
and dislikes. Before a new program
is placed it is weighed against all
y possibilities of acceptance.
' (4) Time of Day. A most impor• tant element in successful timebuy• . ing. A program which might sell
' early
in lateafternoon.
afternoon Competition
may be a flopmustin
• be considered. Preceding and fol; lowing programs are not over' looked.
y Tastes
(5) Don't
a Good
changeKillfrom
time Program.
to time.
It's better to drop a good program
■ after a long run while it's still
Page 18 • June 11. 1945
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as Well as
popular than to continue it and
wear out tomers.
the Conversely,
"welcome"givewith
cusa good
program time for acceptance.
Don't be Afraid
to Pioneer.
P&G(6) maintains
an experimental
fund
to
try
out
new
ideas,
new talent.
(7) Coordinate all Media. When
P&G wants to push a certain product in a given area, extra time is
acquired on local stations, other
media are used. The overall campaign is dovetailed to smash home
the P&G sales message.
To Bill Ramsey good taste in
programs
is onebroadcasting.
of the first Unlike
cardinals of good
the printed page, radio can easily
offend. One wouldn't think of entering afriend's
home and
sayinghe
something
that might
offend,
pointed out.
"When one of our programs is
tuned in we are, in fact, invited
into the home of a friend," he ex"We wantConsequently
to go back weto
that homeplained.again.
can't offend and expect an invitation to return."
Once Questioned
Only once did a P&G program
broadcast a sequence that was
questioned. That had to do with a
child born out of wedlock — something that might offend the majority of the people. The script was
held up ferred.
while
executives Could
conShould P&G
it be changed?
P&G afford to astigmatize its record of clean broadcasting?
The author explained the reason.
There was a human lesson in-

Buys Radio
volved— -a lesson learned by many
young folk in real life. Finally the
script was cleared. P&G held its
collective breath. The experiment
worked as it was intended — actually conveying a message of humaniceived.ty. Not a single protest was reAnother important factor which
P&G takes into consideration is
listening habit. The firm knows,
for instance, that the women who
buy the majority of a certain type
of soap turn on their radios at a
certain time of day. It knows, too,
that another type of soap will appeal to an audience that listens at
another time, and so on. Consea certain P&Gthe product is toquentlybewhen advertised,
P&G
radio
experts
consult a maze of
surveys.
Still another element is the time
of day and that, of course, ties in
with
habits. It'sbutdifficult
to bucklistening
stiff competition,
P&G
has done it successfully. A week
never passes but that the people
responsible for P&G broadcasts
pore over Hooper, CAB and other
ratings. They don't stop there,
however.
company's
own
files
they In
havethetheir
own method
of checking.
When they're through they come
up with a decision. Occasionally the
programquiredfails
the reresults. toIn produce
that connection
Mr. Ramsey recalled P&G experience with the Guiding Ldght, which
went
on the airsoap.
Jan. 25, 1937 for
P&G Naphtha
At first
the afternoon.
program wasNaphtha
scheduled in late

BRONZE STAR MEDAL was !
awarded Lt. Col. Frank E. Pellegrin (r) prior to his return to this
country, by Gen. Jacob L. Devers,
Commanding General, Sixth Army
Group. Col. Pellegrin arrived in
Washington last week after 18 j
months overseas and is now assigned to Army Ground Forces
public
was award-in
ed for relations.
meritoriousMedalachievement
France and Germany. Before entering service he Advertising.
was NAB Director of Broadcast
sales didn't show improvement. The
program's rating was 'way down,
yet the ural".
Guiding
Light andwas hisa "natBill Ramsey
staff
studied the situation. They decided
to move the program to an early
afternoon spot. Almost overnight
its rating
P&G Naphtha sales jumped
began toandincrease.
For
five years the program remained
on the air, closing on Dec. 26, 1941.
The Guiding Light was a good
show, a popular one. There was
nothing
wrong it.withRadio
it whenDirector
P&G
discontinued
{Continued on page 79)

Full Eisenhower
Coverage
Permitted
lations to allow them free access radio
and press was to be held by
Monday.
General's Tour to Get to exclusive interviews.
the District commissioners office
In
charge
of
arrangements
for
Large - Scale Radio
the New York and Abilene visits
Less reticent than Army officials
Net Treatment
of Gen. Eisenhower are the mayors
FULL broadcast coverage of Gen. custom.
of the cities, in line with War Dept. was Mayor LaGuardia of New
York, who celebration.
is in charge The
of the Mayor
city's
welcome
Dwight
D. Eisenhower's
Complicating Washington plans announced Thursday that Gen.
Washington,
scheduled arrival
June 18,in
will be permitted. Radio will have is the fact that District of Colum- Eisenhower will be available to
bia commissioners. White House, radio if any other news agencies
similar opportunity to handle visits
of his party to New York June 19 are
Congress
and War Dept. officials are permitted interviews,
in charge.
and
to
Abilene,
Kan.,
day
or
two
June 19 has been set aside by
later.
Accompanying Gen. Eisenhower
Pace-setter for return of war will be his Naval aide, Capt. Harry the Mayor as "Eisenhower Day".
heroes was the celebration held C. Butcher, USNR, former CBS Plans call for a reception committee to meet the party at the airMay 24 in Atlanta when spectacular Washington vice-president. Since
port, aparade, welcoming
rally at
coverage was provided for the ar- Capt. Butcher is detailed to the an outdoor
in Manhattan
rival of Gen. Courtney D. Hodges. Army, he will not come under and public location
dinner. Radio will be
While Army officials will not com- Navy Public Relations authority.
ment on definite arrangements for
Definite plans for the Washing- permittedtivitiestofrom describe
acthe scene,thetheday's
Mayor
ton celebration have not yet been
the Eisenhower entourage, plans
broadcast
the
Eisendrawn up by networks and stations made, but networks likely will said, andhower can
at the dinner should
promise complete broadcast cover- shoot the works. High spot is slated the public speech
age along with pooled broadcasts to be Gen. Eisenhower's speech be- schedule. he invited according to
fore
a
joint
session
of
Congress,
to be arranged later. Main critiNetworks and stations are setcism to date has come from a group tentatively set for 1 p.m. June 18,
of New York independents, based but definite approval of arrangetingspiteup tentative
arrangements
lack of exact
times. NBCdements has not been given.
on inability to get permission to
All networks last Friday re- plans complete coverage but has
place microphones at press confervealed plans to broadcast the not specified time, CBS has not yet
ences held by high Army officials
and on refusal of Army Public Re- speech to Congress. A meeting with
{Continued on page 78)
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Forest

"Spreads like a forest fire" is an expression
most everyone knows. It's a cliche, too, to a
great many.

fire

buy, based on sales. For W-I-T-H delivers in
this, the 6th largest city, the greatest number
of listeners for each dollar spent.

And yet that's the quickest, easiest way to
explain how radio advertisers have adopted
W-I-T-H . . . the successful Baltimore in-

k

dependent.
They bought on facts. They continued to
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

WITH
Baltimore, Md.

Tom Tinsley, President

Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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Wire
News
Own
for Radioes
Here
jTime
for radio, which reWorldwide Staff, Using Shortwave then rewritten
sults in delay on the radio wire.
inadeThe bureau split service is repetiFor Direct Copy, Visioned
and story
slow,
quate,
inaccurate,
t
i
o
u
s
.
I
have
seen
the
same
By DON M. TAYLOR
repeated five times in eight hours,
News Editor, WLAC Nashville
and not an important story, either.
The
first
in thebureaus
key bu-is
as well as
different radio
NOW-is- the^ time for radio to or- UP
reaus andthought
the outlying
news bureaus I two
ganize its own news service.
organized
myself.)
to
serve
the
newspapers.
And
these
:The networks have trained more
The individua 1 radio stations em- agencies have completely missed
•vice could expand too many good stories on the radio
than 100 competent foreign corre- ploying
the
sei
spondents and about as many name the facilities fo r on-the-spot high- wire recently.
correspondents and commentators speed broadcast coverage of news
Third Service
here at home during this war. A entire
by handling ren lote pickups for the
comparatively small percentage of cases. list of s abscribers in some
Examples
the 500,000
inthese specialists will be needed for
crease in tireareallotments,
the volIt seems likel y that at least 300
network or individual station operuntary clothing rationing plan, the
ation after the war. But their abil- new FM and A M stations will go
ities would be invaluable to a radio on the air aft sr the war. These finalcialplayoff
game fortitle,
the andunofficollege basketball
the
news service.
stations will al 1 be good markets Snead-Nelson
golf
playoff.
for a radio news wire. In addition, for the two radio vrires. TheSo much
Greater Protection
third
the present radio stations have re- news service has good foreign and
They know how to obtain news
cently witnessed some glaring and
coverage, but its news
in many fields where experience is inexcusable maltreatment of news Washington
too awkwardand init does
conessential. Their names are familiar by one of the major news services. is frequently
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
f
o
r broadcast,
to the listening public and would Another service has of late pro- not have enough
district coverage.
Mr. Taylor
lend authority to news dispatches
vided many
minorservices
inac- Most radio executives are familiar
quoting the correspondent. Since
curacies.annoying
Both the press
these shortcomings and many
they are familiar with the business with radio news wires still subor- with
of them should be receptive to a service would be "Radio News". Itj
dinate radio to the newspaper.
of broadcasting, they could evaluwould identify it with radio, in
new service
ate and write news properly for
come them. that promised to over- contrast
withwith those
that label themThe
news
is
gathered
and
writradio.
selves
the newspaper
tag
An ideal name for the radio news
ten first for the newspapers and
The use of these trained broad"press". And it would be a natural
casters in bureau and correspondlead-in for special bulletins and introductions for correspondents.
ents* posts at home and abroad
would provide the radio news serv- A VETERAN newsman at 33, Don Taylor writes here of the "Here is a late Radio News Bulleice subscribers with instant on-the- need for radio's own news wire service. He goes beyond the
tin; here is your Radio News Corspot eye-witness broadcast service
respondent Bil Downs."
covering the globe. On a news story bromidic "band wagon" hurrah and offers a prospectus for a
As
for expense, the best guide
worldwide
radio
news
service.
Mr.
Taylor,
news
editor
of
WLAC
of unusual importance, the radioat hand is provided by
trained correspondent could do more Nashville since April 1944, got his journalistic feet wet at 13 immediately
INS cost summary for 1941.
than file a news story — he could when he began writing about radio for the Wichita Beacon. He the
Total
INS
expense
that first war
give an eye-vntness description by
shortwave, for both networks and entered radio in 1937 as news editor of KOAM Pittsburg, year was listed as $2,622,744.45.
That
provided
wire
service
for 338
individual stations using the serv- Kan., following a turn at freelance reporting-writing. He has domestic newspaper subscribers
ice. In cases where direct shortand
182
domestic
radio
subscribers
wave coverage was impossible, the served as police reporter on the Houston Press and assistant
— a total of 520. The average cost
description might be transcribed.
The necessarily wide distribution manager-news editor of INS, southwestern division, Dallas. Don of operation was approximately $97
per subscriber weekly. That paid
of correspondents would blanket was born in Carrollton, Mo., studied journalism at Wichita salaries,
leased wire and teletype
the United States so that remote high school and Centre College, Danville, Ky.
costs.
coverage would be quickly available
for any major happening, anywhere
Expense Ratio
in this country. And the foreign
Prices Radio Buyers Expect to Pay
correspondents and bureaus should
During
INS
had 272 those
em{See Story on Page 15)
be able to do almost as well abroad.
ployes in the1942U.bureaus;
S., including
It would give networks as well as Tables showing prices prospective buyers expect to pay follow:
in 31 domestic
41 foreign
individual stations far greater procorrespondents, 6 foreign bureaus
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURbyE Income
FOR RADIOS
groups WITH PHONOGRAPH
tection than they could afford
1,864 stringmen. The expense
Amount of
Under and
othei'wise.
ratio for a comparable number of
Expenditure
&
over
2.0
1.6
radio
subscribers could be held
1.0
$5,000
Stations Could Help
%
12.0%
$1,500
% .6 $2,499
%
12.0
$50
below
thewar.$97 average, especially
17.5
$3,499
10.8
12.5
18.9
The stations using the radio news Under
after
the
18.0
16.5
$
50-$
99
14.9 $2,50016.0
15.0
13.8
service could help in providing na- $100-$149
13.5
14.2
6.0
18.96.9 $1,500Radio News could successfully
17.7
21.9
editorsmenof $150-$199
12.0
Newstrained
$200-$299
18.2
coverage.
tionwide
i^!
begin fullscale operation with 20
$300
and
over
—
_
28.9
,1 the
stations
that have
35.04.2
31.3
6.6
32.2
Don't
know
34.0 domestic bureaus;
fulltimecities;
corre-6
100.0 100.0 100.0
in that capacity
could become
top
spondents in62 American
i.■ stringmen,
paid perhaps
a flat base
foreign
bureaus,
and
fulltime
cor.i* ; of $5-$10 a month plus one cent
respondents in 30 other foreign
'' on
perespecially
word andhot a stories.
bonus Reporters
for tips
cities.
The
key
bureau,
origin
point
ESTIMATED EXPENDITUREby FOR
groups WITHOUT$164 PHONOGRAPH
IncomeRADIOS
$150
for the master wire, should be in
in the larger towns and editors in
$153 Under
the smaller communities could be
2.8
Washington.
top
4.0
8.5
news
spot. That's
Quick theandworld's
accurate
%
■ men.
used toA little
complete
list ofthanstring$25
$2,499
$3,499
$1,500
work
by
a
Washington
bureau
with
5.9
more themoney
paid $Under
6.2
13.8
$1,50016.9
17.5
6.9
$2,5005.9
suggested stalf of 40 (including
15.97.9
10.06.1
by the present news services plus 25-$
15.07.5
50-$ 49
74
14.14.2 abusiness
18.87.1
personnel), would keep
5.7
17.2
75-$
99
15.5
' frequent contact work would defi- $$$100-$149
11.5
16.2
well
ahead of all competition.
17.2
38.0
35.7
$150
and
over
y nitely give better string news pro- Don't know
13.2
16.1
9.1
36.2
35.0
From the mechanical standpoint,
. tection than any agency now has.
100.0 100.0 100.0 it would be advisable to have per(I know this can be done because I
{Co7itimied on page 83)
have handled the job for INS and
t'"i
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PIONEERING
that still goes on
1. In the early twenties bulletins from the Oklahoman
and Times newsroom were being aired over WKY, pointing the way semination.
to a Todaynewthisandpioneering
dramatic penchant
method ofof news
WKY dis-is
expressing
itself
in
a.
new
antenna
towering
915
feet
skyward over Oklahoma City,
2. Founded ofas rail
a protecti'on
curtailment
schedulesagainst
in 1931a depression-enforced
and as insurance
against interrupted delivery of the Oklahoman and Times
to subscribers, Mistletoe Express Service today has no
counterpart in moving every, type of merchandise into every
part of Oklahoma.
3u For a trade paper campaign urging advertisers to
"use leading newspapers in important markets, -with dominant space and
weeklyTimesor oftener,
Oklahoman
earned in
the 13-week
Annual cycles"
Advertisingthe
Award in 1939. A greater reward for this pioneering came
in 1945 with the announcement by the H. J. Heinz Company of an advertising program patterned after this precept.
4. Bringing to Oklahoma farmers cooperative marketing
plans
for cotton,
broomcorn
and than
livestock,
Stockman
editors wheat,
have done
far more
edit Farmera farm
paper. Theirs has been a life of pathfinding, of pioneering.
Theirs has been a policy of teaching, not by telling how
to do it but by showing hcrw the other fellov/ did it.
MISTLETOE

EXPRESS

★

The pioneering spirit which converted an unbroken prairie of buffalo grass into a spotlighted
metropolitan market in fifty-six years has been the
inspiration for the four greatest merchandising
force? in the Southwest. These factors. like the market they serve, started from scratch. They snowbal ed topeak power as the greatest newspapers,
the most influential farm journal, the most listenedto radio station and the most dependable express
service in their respective service areas because
they are only content to do an extraordinary job in
an extraordinary v;-ay.

^

FARMER

STOCKMAN

^

OKLAHOMA
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN * OKLAHOMA QTY TIMES
THE FARMER-STOCKMAN ★ MISTLETOE EXPRESS
WKY. OKLAHOMA CITY KVOR, COLORADO SPRINGS
KLZ, DENVER (Under Affiliated Management)
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
lOADCASTING
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ING

ON

JUNE

METH
15'' SO

Born during and matured by our nation's
greatest struggle ^ America's youngest network has evolved a new concept of radio.
ON June 15th, the Blue Network
will become the American Broadcasting Company. To Uve up to this
name is a big order, but we think
our short history proves we are up
to the task.
During January of 1942, with the
world at war, a group of experienced
business and radio executives — men
who had new ideas about the role
of radio in a democracy — began to
operate the Blue Network as an
independent network.
During the next three years, whole
\ nations were engulfed and enslaved .
; Freedom of speech was denied milNiions. During these three years,
radio assumed mounting responsibilities to 130,000,000 American
people^and this new network
learned to, take the momentous in
its stride.

thority— not for censorship; because
we believe that no rnan is wise
enough to know what the pubhc
should, or should not, hear. We
trust the American people. Experience has proved that, given the
facts,
cisions. they will make sound de-

American

Broadcasting

Entertaining a Nation
Radio serves a great function by
bringing relaxation and entertainment into the homes of our people.
We, therefore, have an obligation to
bring to them good entertainment —
the best possible.
During the past season, listeners
to tlus network have regularly heard
Ethel Barrymore • Charlotte Greenwood ' Gtiy Lombardo • Quiz Kids
Lum 'n Abner ♦ Walter Win cheli
A ndrews Sisters • Drew Pearson
Never did^so many need
Captain Midnight • Arlene Francis
to know soWtith
Alan Young • Earl Godwin
Out of its tumultuous existence,
William Bendix > Darts for Dough
the Blue Network formulated a new^ ^Jack Armstrong • Terry and the
concept of public service in radio: a
Pirates * Dick Tracy
daring new version of "freedom on
the air." We picked newsmen anh
commentators with experience and a Also presented were such outstandsense of responsibility — and then
ing programs as the Metropolitan
let them express their own opinions.
Opera, America's Town Meeting,
We review their scripts only for good the
March of Time, and the Boston
taste and for competent news au- Symphony. The first organized
broadcast of the famous Herald-

Tribune Forum, .uid (onlen nces
international security organi?
Sumner Welles and Orson Welles^
were some of the special features.
Regular programs were created by
and for labor, management, the
Army Air Force, and the Navy.
A Comes
Young ofNetwork
Age
Growth came fast to tliis yoxmg-^
est of America's networks. As a result, the network that started in
1942 with 116 stations now has 196
stations coast to coast . Over 22,000,000 homes in America can tune in to
the programs that originate on this
network, and if you add together
the audiences of our various shows
over a period of a week , the total is
475 million people. People to whom
radio listening is a vital part of their
lives. This is the dimension of our
opportunity and re-sponsibility.
A Pledge to Tomorrow
The challenging years ahead will,
we feel, bring new significance to our
ideas which have already served the
country. So we rededicate ourselves
and ail our facilities to the <x)nstant
alerting of the minds of our people
... to finding and presenting new
shows and stars of tomorrow. For
only bybiasedgiving
the unfacts, andAmerica
by givingallthem
the
best in the field of entertainment,
^can we continue to live up to the
great responsibilities which are those
ofnation.
a radio network serving a great

Company

* Tune in your American Broadcasting Company station for a special full hour program.
Friday, June 15th, 10 P.M., EWT.

These 13 stations join The American Broadcasting Company on
June 15th ... 13 more stations whose owners and managers
feel that they can serve their commmiities better by being
on
yoimgest
network. Company,
It means more
listeners
for America's
the American
Broadcasting
it means
196
stations coast-to-coast, making programs of this network
available to over 22,000,000 homes, and at a cost per
thousand that makes thq "Apaerican" the biggest value in
' "'
radio today. ' '

ij
!
}
i;|
j»

Qood
Future
for Shortwave
is Seen
and struck his eye on a bamboo
ruary 1944,radio
the combined
Way Is Being Paved American
section ofBritishLord pole. He was hospitalized for sevFor Commercial
eral days, and there obtained a real
Mountbatten's
Southeastbroadcasting
Asia Command had started
hear the
ing the front toareas.
He radio
saw atreachfirst
Undertaking
two hours a day, using a 7.5-kw opportunity
shortwave transmitter covering all hand its value, and soon the time
By FRED HENRY
of India and Burma. For the first schedule was expanded to ten hours
Ensign, U. S. Naval Reserve
time American personnel in the a day, on a 100-kw shortwave staarea received U. S. sport news, tion.
IF INDIA is any example, Ameri- home
news, Bob Hope, Jack Benny,
By the spring of 1944 the advent
can broadcasting is going to play
Telephone Hour, etc. British of the first Armed Forces Radio
a tremendous postwar role in the the
Service
stations into the theater
programs
were
included
in
this
international radio field.
started what might be termed the
"combined
operation",
but a survey
The surface has not even been (ff
British
forces
soon
revealed
97%
eventual complete American radio
scratched in the possibilities for
commercial shortwave, but the way listing American "variety pro- occupation of the air-lanes. And
issciously.
being prepared, perhaps unconThe above two facts, definitely ENSIGN HENRY recently returned to the U. S. after
interlocking,
are release
mainly overseas
the re- serving as Radio Officer on staff of Lord Louis Mountsult of extensive
Asia Command. He was formerly diof American radio programs. For- batten, rectorSoutheast
of news and special events, KMPC Hollywood,
eign audiences have become educated to American broadcasting and network news broadcaster.
for the first time. Frankly they are
crazy
it, andit they
the average Britisher certainly did
as their number
tend toabout
do without
after don't
the war.in- grams"broadcasting
was oneforchoice.
the not object to the change.
And if the areas in which they live The
When
travelandthrough
counrevert to the pre-war functioning, armed forces, but it was actually
try like you
India,
see thea great
"party-line",
withthan
of course
many
these people will search the dials more
persons
merely
the
majority
of
internationally
adverfor America's stations. Therein lies armed forces personnel listening.
tised products on the store shelves,
the opportunity
cial shortwave. for U. S. commerMuch of the credit for the con- even in wartime, one obtains a
of the postwar comshortwave
ra- clear picture
Prefer U. S. Radio
mercial shortwave possibilities.
dio to tinued
the expansion
Britishof and
American
For example, one of the most
Prior to January 1944, the only personnel in the early days of 1944
radio reaching the India and is due Mountbatten. It was through popular programs in India is the
Burma area was the BBC and the his constant effort that more time Radio Theater. Some local newscontinually obtained. In March
papers devote as much space on
local All India Radio, usually re- was
laying BBC. By the first of Feb- 1944 Mountbatten was in Burma their drama page to the weekly

Radio Theater plays as they do
their own local motion pictures. A
soap on every store shelf is Lux
Certainly Radio Theater, which has
become a favorite among the citizens in India, if sent in by short
wave after the war will maintain
its
sell popular
Lux. position ... and -will
Through the war, the entire
English-speaking
world We
has have
been
made
radio conscious.
taken tremendous strides forwardU. S. broadcasting dominates radio
throughout the world. Denatured
programs, the best output of the
four major networks, are being
sent to all corners of the globe
This is a wartime function for th
morale of the armed forces overseas, but all English-speaking peo
pies have been attracted. In the
postwar days this operation will
no doubt, be continually curtailed
until it eventually ends completely
But American radio has scored
its advantage, it has proven itsel
... it has its audience, and only
shocking lack of farsightedness or
the part of broadcasters should
keep
revolutionizing
mercialit from
shortwave
broadcastingcom
KWBW Anniversary
TENTH anniversary of KWBW
Hutchinson, Kan., May 28 was cele
brated War
the Bond
preceding
weekwhich
by .a fivC'
hour
auction
sole
$368,850 worth of bonds. Prize
valued at $3,000 were donated by
local merchants. The NBC affiliate
operates with 250 w, 1450 kc.

BAKERSFIELD

met

I can

KPMC
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Company

11 SHORTWAVE SERIES
STARTED
BY NAVY
TOPRANKING Naval and civilian
officials are scheduled for a new
Navy shortwave series which began June 5, beamed to ships and
stations throughout the world
through facilities of the Armed
Forces Radio Service. Titled The
Navy Reporter, programs are built
around questions sent in by Navy,
Marine and Coast Guard personnel,
and answered by high-ranking officers and civilian experts.
Servicemen are represented on
the program by George T. Wendell,
USNR, Motor Machinist Mate First
Class, who asks the questions on
the air. Known as "Freckles" since
he played that part in Our Gang
comedies several years ago, Wendell was wounded on Guadalcanal,
and stayed
fore he couldin bea foxhole
moved. 15 days beis under
"sponsorship"
of Series
Secretary
of thetheNavy
Forrestal,
who introduced the program on the SOME OF RADIO'S top commercial announcers have
air last Tuesday. Officer in charge gone "commercial" in behalf of the Seventh War Loan
of unit handling the series is Lt. drive to m.c. "Here's Your Infantry", a reenactment
Charles J. Gilchrist, USNR, for- of a Pacific battle being staged in 600 cities by combat
mer director of news and special patrols of infantry. Radio personalities are (kneeling,
events, WBZ-WBZA Boston- 1 to r) : Capt. John E. Holloway, Chicago; Sgt. Lavell
WAVE Louisville; Cpl. John E. Trimble,
Springfield, and ex-chief of the ra- Waltman,
dio section, War Finance Division, KFJZ Fort Worth; Pfc. Alan V. Waters, BBC; Pfc.
Treasury Dept. Announcer and Curt H. Webster, WBT Charlotte; Sgt. Edward A.
news editor is Radarman Second Condit Jr., WINS New York; Sgt. Harry Lukins,
Class Paul Sullivan, USNR, ex-CBS WAVE Louisville; 1st Lt. Stephen B. Marble, GreenvncYi, Conn.; (standing, 1 to r) : 1st Lt. Zeb M. Pike,
commentator,
tirst newscaster and
to goi-eputedly
to Europe.the WING Dayton; Lt. George P. Mooney, KFIO Spokane;

U«
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Cpl. Robert T. Sherwood, KHJ Los Angeles, NBC.R
CBS; Sgt. Aime Gauvin, WHN New York; Pfc. Jack .
D. Tetu, WKAT Miami Beach; Lt. William D. Plant |
Jr., WADC Akron; Cpl. Hollis C. Hull, KVOO Tulsa; i
Sgt. Dick Keplinger, NBC ; S/Sgt. Ryan A. Halloran,
KDAL Duluth; Capt. Thomas W. Phipps, producer,
"Here's Your Infantry"; Sgt. Nathan E. Jones, KFBI
Wichita; Pfc. Bromley House, vice-president, radio
director, Gregory Adv., Cleveland; 1st Lt. E. H. (Ted)
Reams, CBS New York; Capt. James H. Fagan,
WCAU Philadelphia; Capt. A. Wilensky, WINS New
York, CBS, NBC; 1st Lt. Sigmund Goldberg, WMIN
Minneapolis; Lt. Paul T. Hamill, Los Angeles.

'
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M^COPthe

Cowles station/ is pleased to announce its affiliation

with the Blue Network of the American Broadcasting Company,
effective June 15th.

WCOP taps the entire listening area of Greater Boston. Here live 2,300,000
people with the highest per capita purchasing power in the United States.
Their homes are 97% radio equipped, making it the most
radio-conscious section in the entire United States. The Metropolitan Boston
area served by WCOP contains 55% of the state's population.
WCOP offers a fine combination of locally noted programs with nationally
famous shows ... to one of the richest merchandising areas in the nation.

Rates and availabilities through any Katz ofFice

(J, S. Programs Rebroadcast for G, l.^s
Create Possible Markets in Australia
AUDIENCE following and spon- Hour of Charm and other network
sor identification developed in Aus- programs, rebroadcast, with commercials deleted, by the Armed
tralia through popular programs Forces Radio
Network. Since the
broadcast
for the
might well departure of most
offer a fertile
fieldG.I.'s
for advertising
of the Yanks,
and marketing of American goods Mr. Kadison said, Australians have
in the Commonwealth, it was sug- written him that the programs are
gested by William Kadison, Red greatly missed.
With the audience base already
Ci'oss correspondent,
in a recent
interview
with Broadcasting.
Mr. established, it would seem that the
Kadison, who produced the Mutual sponsors of those programs which
program Your Red Cross Reporter distribute or plan to market their
in Australia, has returned to duty products in Australia might well
in the Philippines after conferring continue the broadcasts, with commercials, bymeans of recordings.
with Red Cross headquarters in
Washington.
"fought"
to givestations
time forin Australia
the G.I. programs,
Curtailment of G.I. radio in Aus- Since
tralia with the transfer of Ameri- he said, they would doubtless be
can troops to the Philippine area, willing to sell time for the same
he reported, has left a void among shows. Two of the three networks
Anzac listeners who have become in the Commonwealth, he explained,
avid fans of Fibber McGee and are commercially operated but because of the high cost of land lines
Molly, Jack Benny, Bing Crosby,

Official U. S. Navy Phou]
ALONG WITH the inspection of Ninth Naval District installations b;
representatives of some 35 broadcasting stations was a cruise on t'
destroyer
On board
(1 to r) : J.W. W.E. Bray,
WMRC WSPa!
Green '
ville;
W. transport.
C. Bochman,
WCOSwereColumbia;
Kirkpatrick,
Spartanburg, S. C; R. H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh; J. F. Jarman, WDNCj
Durham; Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C.
ed by Jack Shaw of Mutual, is novi
the G.I. shows were broadcast di- being
produced in Manila by Susar.
rectly by the stations.
Tate,
D. C, girl whc
Your Red Cross Reporter, start- went atoWashington,
Australia as a Red Crosf
hospital secretary. The program
containing interviews with GI's, is
now carried by 55 Mutual stations.
John Frazer
LT. (j.g.) JOHN FRAZER, for
mer NBC staff announcer in Holly
wood, has been reported killed ii
action in the Pacific, where he was
a combat intelligence officer at
tached to a Navy fighter squadron
Lt. Frazer is the first NBC Hollywood employe definitely reported
lost in action. Ben Byers, navai
flight officer and former member
NBC's press department, has beer
listed as missing in action ovei
Germany since 1943. Before enter
ing the service Lt. Frazer was ths
announcer on Signal Carnival
Noah Webster Says and
network sustaining programs

LUMBER has long been an important
industry in KFDM'S territory. Employing
thousands at high wages, lumber contributes over ONE
MILLION dollars monthly to KDFM'S market payroll. With
this 58 5 million dollar effective buying
income market, you can really get
results by using KFDM.

•
•
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to WHIO
WHIOBouquets
Dayton received
three let
ters recently, each attributing tc
its aid the success of a different
war drive. The commanding officei
of the WAC recruiting office wrote
to thank the station for a program
whichmedical
steppedtechnicians;
up enlistments
the
the localin^'r
housing committee informed that?'
the station's cooperation was solv-^
ing the problem of finding rooms
for military personnel; and the
Boy Scouts offered thanks for put
hump.
ting their clothing drive over the

•
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mm
BAND
WAGON

THEREPRESENTED
COWLES STATION
MOINES
BY THE FORKATZDBACENCY

ISETS COMMEMORATE
D-DAY ANmVERSARY
FIRST anniversary
was
commemorated
June of6 byD-Day
the BBC
with a special program opening
with Gen.
Eisenhower's
ment of the
Normandy announcelandings
and the reading of first SHAEF
communique rebroadcasts of disfiled bywasBBCcarried
correspondents.patchesProgram
by the
Mutual Network and WMCA New
York,
Chicago and other intry. WLS dependent
stations across the counNBC broadcast two special
D-Day anniversary shows, at
9-9:10 a.m. with W. W. Chaplin,
NBC war correspondent, speaking
from the Normandy beachhead,
and at 8 a.m. when Lt. Gen. George
C. Kenney, commander of the U. S.
Far Eastern Air Force, spoke on
the World News Roundup. Ed
Haaker, John MacVane and Stanmembers of NBC's
staff,ley enRichardson,
calso
es of thatrecalled
day. their experiBlue Network broadcast a special observance, 4:30-4:45 p.m., in
which George Hicks, who made the
originalLondon
D-Daywithbroadcast,
spoke
from
Art Feldman
now in London and Jack Hooley
who spoke from Guam but who was
in London on D-Day.
STROMBERG-CABLSON
Rochester,
has
appointedas the
Tepfer Co.,
Appliance
Co..
Cincinnati,
distributor
for that area
for the visionfirm's
receivers.line of FM, AM and tele-

If you are looking for a hard-hitting team in a class-A
league, join WSIX in Nashville. Your advertising dollar
will swat a homer every time it goes to bat. Here are
the reasons: (DA gain of 81 .5% in our all-day average
Hooper during the two years ending in January. (2) The
best daytime Hooper of any Nashville station. (3) Top
programs of both BLUE and MUTUAL (4) A booming
market in the heart of agricultural, industrial Tennessee.
In WSIX's territory there are over a million potential
buyers — all "big leaguers" when it comes to spending.

IT CAN TAKE IT
Signal Corps Mobile Radio
Piinlshment-Proof
PROUDLY dubbed, "the Garand
rifle of radios", the U. S. Army Signal Corps' medium-range two-way
mobile set SCR-506 has amply demted that it canpunishment,
"take it". Built
to endure onstrasevere
the
set has become a challenge to communication soldiers who have determinedly but vainly tried to "finish off that damned
set". by the
Information
just released
War Dept. discloses that SCR-506
was
and developed
the
Fort planned
Monmouth
(N. J.) atSignal
Laboratories back in 1941, given
"punishment tests" near San Antonio, Tex., and Fort Riley, Kan.
During one of these tests, the
Dept. relates, an officer, intent on
throwing the set out of commission,
drove a command car speedily down
a hill and attempted to hurdle a
deep ditch. But the hurdle was too
much and the car crashed. Badly
shaken up, the officer and radio
operator were astonished to find
the set not only undamaged but in;
"good
promptlythe used',
it to callvoice".
for aidTheyin pulling
car
from the ditch.
The SCR-506
delivers range
up to from
90 w'
output
in the frequency
2,000 tolection 4,500
kc,
with
instant
of any one of five completelysepretuned frequencies, permitting
messages ces itoon to five
be sent
in rapid
sucwidely
scattered
posts merely by turning a switch.
It was designed
on continuous wave but toto function
satisfy particular demands grid-bias modulation
was ingenuously installed in the
compact
was added.box and voice operation
Prof. C. W. Caldwell
PROF. CHESTER W. CALDWELL, 42, head
of Purdue
U. electrical
engineering
research
and
electronics department, died Tuesday of a heart attack while conducting aclass. Prof. Caldwell formerly was head of the Electrical
Engineering
the author
U. of
South Dakota School
and wasof the
of textbooks on radio and electronics. He is survived by his wife and
three children.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Radio
Wins
Medium Fully Prepared
To Cover Any
\<
News Story
By D. HAROLD McGRATH
Supt., U. S. Senate Radio Gallery
WHEN Secretary of State Stettinius convened the first plenary
session of the United Nations Conference on International Organization on April 25 there unquestionably were present more outradio "newstogether
voices"inthan
were ever standing
gathered
one
place.
Radio was fully prepared to
thoroughly cover what appeared
likely to become the most outstanding news story in American histoiy — the vsrriting of a charter for
peace by the United Nations.
Climactical events on the European battlefields unquestionably
overshadowed the story at San Francisco at its most interesting period.
Many in attendance charged that
the event was being over-covered
by some media but there could be
no question about the radio news
world being the best equipped to
meet any situation that might arise
in San Francisco. The number of
radio newsmen covering UNCIO,
who have had foreign experiences,
was much larger proportionately
than for any other medium.
Long the step-child at interna-

Equal

Rights

at UNCIO

BIG THREE of radio at UNCIO are (1 to r) : D, Harold McGrath, superintendent, Senate Radio Gallery, who had charge of radio accreditations
at San Francisco; Lincoln White, assistant press relations chief, State
Dept.; Michael J. McDermott, special assistant to the Secretary of State
in charge of press relations.
tional conferences, radio news was
accorded every equal right at San
Francisco by the public relations
offices of the State Dept.
On March 6, Richard Harkness
of NBC, newly elected president of
the
Radio Correspondents'
Washington,
was called toAssn.,
the
State Dept. by Lincoln White, special assistant to Michael J. McDermott, chief of press relations.

RACINE

to discuss
accreditation forthe
radioprocedure
at San ofFrancisco.
At
prior
international
conferences
radio newsmen and women were
checked by the Department with
the Radio Correspondents Assn.
but actual accreditation was given
only on the authority of the State
Dept. officials. Mr. Harkness agreed
to represent the Assn. at a meeting with Department officials and

is

an

is not a Boom

Town

—

nnarket

it has 160 diversi-

fied industries, is second in income

tax payments

Wisconsin, has over 19,000 industrial wage
and a weekly

2,500 Approved
The first list of applications
quickly dispelled that line of thinksuccesscoverage
which had
attendeding.theThespecific
of the
two
national political conventions last
year
the Every
San Francisco
clave made
alluring.
section of conthe
country was listed in the early applications and when the listings of
those accredited appeared in
Broadcasting, independent and affiliated stations made frantic appeals for consideration.
More than 2,500 applicants for
accreditation for radio, newspaper,
periodical, movie and still pictures
(Continued on Page 38)

unusually

good
Racine

those of the major networks to discuss radio's
position
at theit Conference.
At this
meeting
was
unanimously agreed that all radio
accreditation should be cleared
through
the Radio ofCorrespondents'
Assn. Designation
the writer as
accreditation officer under the direction of Mr. Harkness and the
members of the executive was then
made by the State Dept.
On his return from Mexico
where he had been attending the
Pan-American Conference, Mr.
McDermott met with Mr. Harkness
procedure.
cause andof discussed
the peculiarity
of Bethe
story
at
San
Francisco
—
^its
principal concern being on international
problems — it was not anticipated
that the event would attract many
radio news
people outside of the
major
chains.

in

earners

factory payroll in excess of '^Ll 11,700.

Raeine^
ABC
Wise.
I?
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DAYTIME COVERAGE

M

• 1,901,582 Population
• 181 Cities and Towns
• 493,959 Radio Families

.$649,098,000 Annual Retail Sales
Above Figures a re
For Intense Area Only

LAWRENCE,
MASSACHUSETTS
5000 WATTS — 680 KC
WEED & COMPANY — NAT/ONAL REPRESENTATIVES
BASIC BLUE OUTLET (AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC)

First From Berlin
FIRST broadcast from Berlin since its surrender was
heard in the U. S. June 5,
10:23-10:28 a.m. Roy Porter,
NBC correspondent representing the combined
ican networks,
describedAmerfirst
meeting
of
the
Allied
Control
Commission in the German
capital.
Only network
carry
the broadcast
wasto NBC,
which broke into Lora Lawton, Babbitt Inc. program. Mr.
Porter spoke from an airplane
in the Templehoff Airdrome
just outside
broadcast
was Berlin.
relayed His
by
portable
transmitter
then to the States. to Paris,

Research

Section

Started by Katz
In Operation for Six Months;
Department Headed by Salk
AN AUDIENCE research department to improve sales material for
use invidetheusefulnational
and stations
to prodata forfieldclient
has been in
operation
at the
Katz Agency
since December
1944, the New
Yorktiverepresentafirm revealed
last week, and is
now conducting
intensive listener investigations.ment Theis departMr. Salk
headed
by Robert Salk, formerly with the
Mail Pouch Plans
CBS research department.
The investigations now being
MAIL POUCH TOBACCO Co.,
are intended to indicate
Wheeling, W. Va., will feature conducted
degree of success of stations
David Newel, editor of Field and the
Stream, and Jim Hurley, outdoor local programming and the degree
editor, N. Y. Daily News, in The to which it penetrates their coverSportsmen'splacing
ClubCounterspy
of theonAir,Blue,
reage areas. Surveys Inc., organiIndustrial
zation identified with CBS listener
Wed. 8:30-9 p.m., beginning June area studies,
is doing some of the
27. Hunting, camping and fishing
will be the topic of discussion for field work for the Katz studies.
These
surveys
are an adaptation of
both
the "neophyte"
and Dramatic
the old- the Listener Diary
time outdoor
sportsman.
technique devignettes will be used to illustrate
oped bythe CBSandowned
and tooperatedveldepartment
applied
the
talks. Producer-director will be
Victor Seydel, of Walker & Down- network's M & 0 stations for the
ing, Pittsburgh, Mail Pouch agency. past three years.
First study completed is one for
WNAXers a hitherto
Yankton, unsurveyed
S. D., which rural
covarea of 80 counties containing
195,000 radio homes. It reports lising for theto week
of March 19-26
from 6 tena.m.
12 midnight.
Show Marks Change
TO. MARK the dropping of the
"Blue Network" identification and
the use of American Broadcasting
Co. June 15, the network will
broadcast, 10-11 p.m., a drama
based on the theme of the vital
meaning
freedom of sinformation
to men ofeverywhere,
t a, r r i n g
Thomas Mitchell. Paul Porter, FCC
chairman, will speak briefly.
nt lyninameeved,n
don..i'tUbeBe^;e-7,t^ad
of
"7, But neither one
"«Ud outposts (Ken-^'"^
thousands of ^^J^^^ Trading Area
offered by all ' introduce
bine^'-^^^^eVere 'lle
State, com
"riMrremainderofyoutb
V-^^^'Z backwoods folk',
never miss the u
Sayvbenl
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Pittsburgh's Harris Amusement Company— oldest movie theater company in the world—
brolce the house record at its main downtown
theater after one week of a series of new
morning programs on KQV. It was no accident
-KQV pulls!

ALLEGHENY
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Income

PA Scripts
WOV Case Delayed
e PRESS ASSN., New York, has in- ORAL ARGUMENT in the procreased its radio script service,
posed transfer of control of WOV
since formation several months ago New York by Arde Bulova and
Maj. Harry D. Henshel to Murray
of a program department under and
Meyer Mester was postponed
Andrew Lang, functioning separately from the PA news services. last week by the FCC from June
$ 1a,7week 13 to July 25. It was the seconrl
Aconsisting
total of of27 five,
"Telescripts"
95,84 postponement granted the Mestci
ten and 3fifteen4 brothers,
oral argument originally i
minute programs of all types are
7,217 been
now distributed in addition to a $4having
set for May 23. Fol- i|
weekly and a monthly newsletter of lowing,978hearings
$69,009 last summer, the •
4,000 words each; two network FCC proposed,845to deny transfer of •
news programs; a half dozen spe- controlling interest in Wodaam
cial programs with a news element Corp., licensee of WOV, to the
and a newsreel feature. Depart- Mesters
ing, Aprilfor2].$300,000 [Broadcastment has been expanded to 33 members, the most recent addition being Raphael Hayes, who has done
scripts for Cavalcade of America,
Wo7-ds at War and other programs. PRESTO Recording Corp., NewWin Radio
"E" Corp.,
York, Plants
and Garod
Brooklyn, have been awarded the J
Desperate Desmond
"E" in recognition off
CONNIE DESMOND did some un- Army-Navy
outstanding performance on war
usual sportscasting May 30 when work.
All
employes
may wear the i
he broadcast for more than six
hours the Brooklyn Dodgers game Army-Navy "E" pins.
on WHN New York and continued
the next day with a three-hour
stint, including commercials. Mr.
Desmond, who normally shares the
57.7%
i
assignment with Red Barber, took
over the entire coverage when Red
was
called
to
the
bedside
of
his
father in North Carolina.
of all Most"
Iowa families
''Listen
(night) to f

Incom

THE BIRMINGHAM NEWS- 1
AGE-HERALD STATION ;i
Represented by Headley-Reed J

ANY

Station

Last Year 47% Over 1943
BROADCAST INCOME of 836 1943 increases aggregating $16,standard stations in 1944 was 689,719 were reported over 1942 by
$68,888,110, an increase of more 742 stations, while 94 outlets rethan 47% over 1943 and more than ported decreases totaling $421,032,
double the income of 1942, the FCC making the total increase of 1943
reported last week.
over 1942, $16,268,687,
Average income per station was The FCC reported 919 standard
$82,402 in 1944, as compared with stations in operation during 1944
$55,948 in 1943 and $36,488 in in the U. S., Alaska, Puerto Rico
1942. Only 33 stations reported and Hawaii. That included 35 nonlosses last year, as against 85 in commercial outlets. Of the 884 comthe red during 1943 and 188 in mercial stations, 24 have not sub1942.
mitted financial reports, while 24
Increases aggregating $22,678,- stations were not in operation dur087 were reported in 1944 by 765 ing the three years included in the
stations, whereas decreases total- FCC financial summary. Nine key
ing $562,558 were claimed by 71 stations of the major networks
stations, making the net increase also were excluded in the tabulain 1944 over 1943, $22,115,529. In tion.
Following is a summary of the broadcast service income as reported
by the 836 stations during 1942-44:
1942 1943 1944
Stations Reporting
648 751 803
Reporting Losses
188 85
33
Losses Reported
1,291,950 445,397 121,735
Total broadcast service Income
$30,503,894 $46,772,581 $68,888,110

N\0RNINO

^UFST BUY

Reports

CORP.

National Representatives: WEED & CO.

Reynolds Sub
R. J. REYNOLD
Co.,
Winston-Salem, SN. TOBACCO
C, will sponsor
resummer
a
as
a mystery plseries
acement on NBC for Abbott and
Costello Thurs. 10-10:30 p.m. beginning around the first of July,
and running 8-10 weeks. Program
will be scripted and produced
William Esty & Co., agency byin
charge, and originate in New York.
First plots are now being drafted.

WHO
(55.6%, daytime)
Write for complete facts!
50,000 Watts . Des Moines
Free & Peters, Represenltitives

We

are proud

indeed

to be-

come an affiliate station
network
rapid
years.

that

strides
Our
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WHEN

THE

"FREEZE"
IS OFF!
Frozen-food storage units, refrigerators, home air-conditioners , . .
almost any luxury equipment you
can name will be well within the
reach of loAva farmers when Uncle
Sam says okay.

Meanwhile these food producers
are buying millions of dollars
worth of equipment vitally needed
in their big business of farming.
They're
do so. Ev^en
back in well
1943 able
theirto average
farm
income was $7,672. Last year it
advanced to well over the $8,000
mark . . . and it's still going UP!
America's No. 1 Farm Market is
worth tiser.theKM A attention
adver-in
is the No.of 1any
Station
this area because KMA gives it
what it wants and needs. Personalized entertainment . . . carefully-edited market reports indicating the best times to buy and sell
. . . every local program tailored
to rural listeners (plus the best
of the Blue Network) . . . these
are what we supply.
Does such a policy pay? Well, it
brings in double the quantity of
listener-mail
station in thisreceived
area! by any other
We'd like to tell you more about a
full-time
farm station. Or just call
Free & Peters!

KMA
Blue Network
The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market

Radio Wins Right
(Continued from Page 32)
were finally
Fran-to
cisco. Of thatapproved
number at487Sanwent
radio. At the national conventions
in Chicago the ratio of newspaper
to radio representatives had been
more than 3-1. At San Francisco
it was less than 2-1.
Radio's preparations to do the
job made its impression on Conference officials. Facilities for service called for larger requirements
than for other media. Cooperative
competition prevailed among networks and independents — each unit
making every effort to do a top job
on its own but at the same time
adjusting programs
to meet the and
requirements of the Conference
its participants.
Radio's
to reportnecessitates
an event
while
it isability
happening
coordination and a coordinator.
J. Leonard Reinsch had been designated to do that job before the
death of President Roosevelt. When
it developed that just at that time
President Truman was making use
of his services the State Dept.
called upon OWI for help and that
organization loaned Willett Kempton, its assistant director of radio
relations, for the job. Mr. Kempton's
provedtheoutstanding
makingworksmooth
physical andin
mechanical road of the several organizations so that the listening
world — and the radio setup at San
Francisco was serving all the world
— could get the story without a
hitch. In frequent conference with
the executives of the various radio
units, Mr. Kempton made certain
of equal opportunity to all of them
for broadcast
cial events. of outstanding speRadio'slationsposition
the press
office of thein State
Dept. re-—
and incidentally the name of this
unit as well as all others of similar activity should carry the word
radio along with press — has unquestionably been improved. At the
same time the radio news world is
indebted to the chief of that department, "Mike" McDermott, and
his assistant understanding
"Link" White, forthata
cooperative
helped smooth out many a problem.
Recognition of the Radio Corespondents' As n. news
as theworld
"spokesman" of the rradio
has
in turn been justified by the fact
that those accredited by it to the
Conference were willing to go all
out at any time in giving the story
to the world.

Urban Heads NBA
AT ANNUAL meeting held at
Fremont, Neb., the Nebraska
Broadcasters Assn. voted to continue statewide war effort network
152 COUNTIES
on a weekly basis. The following
were elected: Lumir Urban,
AROUND SHENANDOAH, lA. officers
KORN Fremont, president; Duane
Watts, KHAS Hastings, vice-president; Art Thomas, WJAG North
Platte, director; Gordon Gray,
KOIL-KFOR Omaha-Lincoln, director; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW
Omaha, NAB representative.
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Tracks Birds
ANOTHER
application of radar postwar
has cropped
up.
This time it will be used to
follow the migration flights
of birds.
ideain was
revealed in anThearticle
Science
by Prof. Maurice Brooks of
West opVirginia
U. who from
devel-a
ed it after hearing
naval officer friend that the
radar on his ship often depresence
trosstectedand theother
large ofbirdsalba-at
ranges as great as 5,000 to
6,000 yards. Prof. Brooks
plans to install the equipment
on a high mountain top.
Letter to the Editor
EDITOR Broadcasting:
In the May 7 issue of BroabCASTING, page 58, item concerning
the death of Dante Augostine, details credited to "CBS Executives"
are incorrect.
This office has been conducting an
investigation and although not
completed,
of the established
details are some
as follows:
Mr.
Augostine
was
NOT asalonepreviously
in the
laboratory
at the
time,
stated;
several
co-workers
were
nearby,
one ofhe whom
the man Technias he
fell;
ancaught
APPRENTICE
cian,without
notwasa Technician,
and was aworking
direct
supervision;
loud
discussion
beingmancarried
on within
aExecutives
few feet was
of the
in which
CBS
were
taking
part;
the
voltage was test
foundequipment
to be nearlybeing1000 used
Insteadby
ofthe 500;
man at the time, was found t(3 be
defective.
Mr. Augostine was a member of
this Union and as such, this office
would appreciate your publishing a
corrected version of the tragedy.
Charles Manager,
A. Calame,
Business
Radio Broadcasting
Technicians Union
Local 1212, New York
Waltham Video
WALTHAM WATCH Co., New
York, June 14 or June 22 starts
first regular use of television as
sponsor of two time signals per
evening, each week on WNBT New
York, NBC television station. Commercial will include a 45-second
film story of the importance of time
in aviation and other fields, and a
15-second product display. Arrangements were made by Don McClure,
television director, N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York.

Several mr
Blue Cooperative
programs are
still available
for sponsorship
on these Network-owned
stations, located in 4 of the
most important
buying centers
in the U. S.
Now's the time
to investigate.
WJZ New York
50,.00Ow 770 kc
" Your strongest voice in the
world's richest market."
WENR
Chicago
50,000 w
890 kc
" Serving one-tenth of the Nation."
KECA Los Angeles
5,OOOw
790 kc
" There's a reason when KECA is
the most sold-out station in LA."
KGOsan Francisco
7,500 w
810 kc
"The San Francisco radio picture
has changed, and it's KGO that's

Lee Mystery on MBS
changed it."
FRANK H. LEE Co., Danbury,
For information, consult any of the
Conn., will sponsor the Mysteries
Blue's own stations listed above.
of Crooked Square on 210 MBS
stations Sun., 2:45-3 p.m. for 10
AMERICAN BROADCASTING
weeks beginning June 17, as a summer replacement for Dale CorCOMPANY
negie's
Ldttle People.
Known ItFacts
Well Known
will About
be an
original mystery, written by Janet
Hawkins and packaged by National
Concert & Artists Corp., New York.
Agency is William H. Weintraub
& Co., New York.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Blue

Network

are

Co-operative

sponsored

WARD BAKING CO.
20 cities
SEARS ROEBUCK & CO.
4 cities
C. F. MUELLER CO.
(MUELLER MACARONI)
4 cities
McKESSON & ROBBINS
3 cities
ROYAL CROWN COLA
• BOTTLERS
21 cities

Locally

COCA COLA BOTTLERS
4 cities
7-UP BOTTLERS
5 cities
J. C. ENO, INC.
(DRUG 3PRODUCTS)
cities
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM
COMPANY
2 cities
LEAF GUM CO.
Chicago, 111.

shows

by . . .
DUBONNET WINES
Cleveland, Ohio
SAFEWAY STORES
Portland, Oregon
THE BORDEN CO.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
E. I. du &PONT
NEMOURS
CO. de(INC.)
Richmond, Va.
and many others

These great network programs are broadcast LIVE.
Local sponsors pay only for their own areas ...
RAYMOND SWING-News
7:15
EWT—
WorldPManalyst,
-famous
news
broadcasting
direct
from Washington.
Mondayday. 15 minutes.
thru Fri-

CONSTANCE ityBENNETT vely
1:15 vivid
PM personalEW'
and
chats about
Hollywood and Broadway— people
and
fashions
sheMonday
knows
sothru
well-Friday.
15
minutes.

B. KENNEDY-News
2:00
Noted PM
writer.lOWT—
new.sreel
commentator
and radio
analyst,
direct
from New
Yorlt. Monday
thrti
Friday. 15 minutes.

(Mon.AMAMthruEWT—
Fri.)
8:30
9:00
EWT
(Sun.) 14 overseas
correspondents
bring
the where
news I
it's
right happening
from
Sundayday, thru
Fri15 minutes.
MARTIN AGRONSKY

8:00 AMfromFamous
EWT—
Direct
ington
newsbroadcast
analystWashwho
from
allhas over
the world
Monday urday. thru
Sat15 minutes.
The Private Lives of ETHEL and ALBERT
HEADUNE EDITION The Adventures of CHARLIE CHAN
BAUKHAGE
TALKING—
News
News
2:15 PM EWT
6:45
EWT—
7:00 PM famous
EWT—
10:15 PMPMOriental
CWT.
1:00 PMfromington.EWT—
comedy.
More
Populartime dayDirect
WashFamous
Baukhage
Broadcasting
detective,
smash
people
heard
on
gets
his
news
from
direct
from
New
this news
prohit
of
Alms
and
fleYork.
Monday
the
White
House.
tioD, too.now Different
a radio
gram thanradioon
men who make
It— •
thru Friday. 15
hit
any
other
Cabinet.
Congress.
minutes.
episode
each
week.
show.
Monday
Mondayday. 15 minutes
thru Frithru
Mondayday, 15 minutes.
thru Friminutes.Friday, 15
KIERNAN'S NEWS CORNER
6:00
EWT—
WalterrectPM
fromKlernan
New York.diHere's how it works . . .Each program is broadcast LIVE over the
One ofingthehuman-Interest
outstandcoast-to-coast Blue Network, Monday through Friday. In each area,
reporters thru
of ourFriday,
time.
Monday
the
local —announcer
gives the thelocalgreat
sponsor's
the
broadcast
thus identifying
networkcommercials
show withduring
the local
15 minutes.
able East only.)(Availproduct or service.
9
Local sales messages have added appeal — and added prestige —
because they are linked with a big network program featuring bigDICK TRACY
name talent. The cost is low because each sponsor pays only his area's
share Blue
of theNetwork
program'sStation
national
cost. Forthefurther
details, Program
consult your
local
or contact
Co-operative
De5:15
PM Juvenile
EWT—
Popular
adventure
series.
partment ofthe American Broadcasting Co., Inc., 33 West 42nd Street,
Mondayday, 15 minutes.
thru FriNew York, or Civic Opera Building, Chicago.

AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

WARTIME
for

CULTIVATION

PEACETIME

Coverage of stable markets for
present and post war sales is a
wise sales promotion investment.
The rich markets of Richmond and
Virginia, covered by Station WRNL
are stable markets.
The facts on the right are proof of
results.

Wire

SALES
• 70.8% OFTIONALTHEADVERTISERS
NAON THIS STATION
ARE RENEWALS.
• 88% OF THE LOCAL
ADVERTISERS ON THIS
STATION ARE RENEWALS.
Advertisers
don'f
renew contracts
unless the medium
they
use
pays
off
in results.

Recordin

Wire Recording/ s from
General Electric
Models 50, 50A, 51
Rerecorded to Rises,

L. I TOOGOOD
RECORDING COMPANY
2 21 N. LA SALLE ST. CHICAGO 1
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PROGRAM CAMPAIGIS
CONTINUED BY DVRR
COMMISSIONER C. J. Durr last
week continued his one-man campaign for program control by the
FCC when he voted for "further
inquiry"
into which
the operations
eight stations
were grantedof
regular license renewals after being on temporary licenses. The
eight
among 33 renewals
82). were
granted
(see FCC Actions, page
License of KMOX St. Louis, CBSowned 50-kw clear-channel outlet
which has been on temporary status
since May 1, was continued on a
temporary basis to Sept. 1. No reason was given. Stations which Commissioner Durr wanted to investigate further are:
KBND Bend, Ore.; WDMJ Marquette, Mich.; WBRK Pittsfield,
Mass.; WRAW Reading, Pa.;
WLNH Laconia, N. H.; KGEZ
Kalispell, Mont.; renewed to Feb.
1, 1947;newed to May
KNX 1, Los
1948;Angeles,
WFOY reSt.
Augustine, Fla., renewed to Aug.
1, 1946.
WJR Holders to Consider
Two-for-One Stock Split
TO PERMIT greater public participation in ownership of WJR
Detroit, a plan for increasing outstanding shares from 130,000 to
260,000 with a corresponding reduction in par from $5 to $2.50
will be considered at a special meeting of stockholders June 15, G. A.
Richards, president of the station,
announced last week.
Station's common stock, only
outstanding capital issue of "WJR,
the Goodwill Station", has been
selling recently at $40 per share in
over-the-counter sales. First public offering was made in 1935 and
resulted in wide distribution. Directors recently dividend,
voted the station's
38th quarterly
50c per
share, payable
June
holders of record June 141. to stock-

EDGAR
who
returned KOBAK,
to New MBS
York president,
last Saturday
from a business trip to Detroit
andJuneChi-14
cago,
leaves
for
Pittsburgh
the ofiaclal
openingfor
of KQVtual station
as a June
Mu15. He proceeds
Chicago
followingto
day and18 then
June
on tourstarts
MBS
andof
clients stations
in Minnesota.
Mutual's
has
double president
cause this
for
celebration
month
— his 29th
wedding
anniversary
news
Mr. Kobak June
that his10 —sonandJimmy,
Army
Field
Artillery,
has
been
promoted
tofromcaptain
serviceandwithwill thebe returning
3rd Army. home
SID
GAYNOR,
director
Don niteLee,stay and
Isprogram
in isNewexpected
York tofor ofaccompany
anMutualindefiMr. Kobak to Pittsburgh.
deQ SNYDER,
general manager
ofGLENN
Boy
wasWLSbornChicago,
5 isto aMr.grandfather.
and Mrs. Ned
Maxwell
ofJune
Milwaukee.
WALTER
DUNCAN,
Vice-president
and
national sales manager of WNEW New
York, chas
takenhealth.
a leaveHe ofwillabsence
bea
u
s
e
o
f
poor
recuperate
at Mis farm in Staatsburg, Duchess
County,
N.
Y.
OSCAR
F.hasSOULE,
president ofchairman
WFBL
Syracuse,
been committee
appointed
of
the finance
for the
$1,500,000
Onondaga
County
War
Wars
I andice Memorial
II. to veterans of World ServMAHLON R. ALDRIDGE Jr. has been
appointed
acting Mo.,
station manager
of
KFRU
Columbia,
upon induction
into theeffective
armedMayforces29,
of FOSTER
B
ROWN
Jr.,
former
manMr. Aldrldge
is former
editor ager.
of KXOK
St. Louis.
Bothnewsstations
are
Timesowned
Pub. and
Co. operated by the StarMRS.
OLSEN, Wash.,
wife of arrived
the ownerin
of KGYTOM Olympla,
Washington
Sunday himself
to be withto the
her husband
who
loaned
Finance
Division,
Treasury
Dept., Warfor
the
Seventh
War
Loan
Drive.
PHILIP
MORRIS,
CFPL
London, Ont.,
for 14 manager
years, has ofresigned.
He is succeeded
by ARTHUR
BLACKBURN,
son
of
station
owner.
HAROLD
CRITTENDEN,
CKCK Reglna,
is the fathermanager
of a boy.of
JOHN
M- Charleston,
RIVERS, owner
and
manager
ofof WCSC
S.
C,
is
the
father
a boy born May 28.
GRIFFITH
THOMPSON,
account
executive rarily
of SpotservingSales,
New York, consultant
is tempoas managerial
to WBYN
Brooklyn,
duringmanager.
the illness
of
WILLIAM
NORINS,
Thompson
of WBYN Mr.
before his entrywas intomanager
the Army.
GARDNER
COWLES
Foundation
has
made Negro
available
a gift of center
$100,000inforDesa
new
community
Moines
honor
of theJr.,lateFoundation
Wendell
Willkie. InGardner
Cowles
president, and Co.,
president
ofJohnthe Cowles,
Cowles
Broadcasting
and
vice-president,
Mr.
Willkie. were close friends of

Decca Promotes
PROMOTION of six executives of
Decca Records, New York, and its
subsidiaries, to officership, was announced last week by Jack Knapp,
president. David Knapp, head of
recording activities, has been elected vice-president in charge of recording. Milton R. Rackmil, treasurer, has been promoted to vicepresident, and Samuel Yamin to
assistant treasurer. Leonard Schneider, advertising head, has been
appointed advertising and sales
promotion director. Harry Kruse,
in charge of branch office sales of
Decca Distributing Corp., and W.
Trembeth Walker, in charge of
plant and production of Brunswick
Radio Corp., have been elected vicepresidents.
EASTON, PA.
CJVI
B.andC, 250hasw started
usingon
Phllllpsburg. New Jersey
1,000kc,wvictoria,
daytime
nighttime
900
the
Radio
Branch,
Department
of
Ottawa, announced
CKCVTransport,
Quebec
creased from 100hasw tohad250 Itsw. power InNBC-Mutual
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising
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MARKE

This miner with thousands like him chig
30,855,455 tons of gohl, silver, copper, lead
and zinc ore out of Utah mines last year.
Value of these metals was $109,881,660 —
averaging more than $2,000,000 a week.
Utah's principal metal mining towns are
within a radius of 90 miles of Salt Lake City,
well inside KDYL's primary area.
Local Advertisers Know

iV. Y. FIRMS CHARGED
WITH BLACK MARKET
FINAL tronic
injunction
against 11 elecequipment distributors
and
assemblers for black market operations has been brought about by
the Enforcement Division of the
New York OPA. Three injunction
suits are pending trial and five
suits for treble damages have been
instituted with one of the latter
settled bytratorspayment
of the adminisclaim for $2,000,000.
Criminal informations were filed
against 14 firms, all of whom
pleaded guilty and have received
fines totaling approximately $50,000,000.
Black market practices among
assemblers and distributors of electronic equipment started the inon bythe Enforcement
vision.vestigatiAccording
to Daniel Di-P.
Woolley, regional OPA administrator, the WPB limitation of phonographs and radio sets has resulted
inassembled
heavy consumer
demand for
sets
from fabricated
chassis
and other parts, the limited supply
resulting in some illegal practices.
JUNE SHIELMAN
Of Milwaukee,WTMJ"discovered" by Maurice
WMFM Milwaukee
musicalKlpen,
director,
has
received
an
extension
on
her
voice
scholarship with a Chicago teacher, all
expensesnal". Shepaid
by
"The
Milwaukee
Jourhas been featured soloist with
the WMPM "Radio City Concert Hour".
SAN cilFRANCISCO
Bay AreawithRadioMargaret
Counhas librarian,
been formed,
San Francisco
Board
ofGlrdner,
Education,
as
chairman
of
the
ganization committee, according or-to
DorothytenerLewis,
NAB
Coordinator
of
LisActivities.

KDYL Brings Results
goods to mining men and their
families, and to all other
wage earners, local and
national firms have
found by experience that
KDYL showmanship gets
results. In Utah, this is
the station most people
listen to most!

Labor Relations Found
Excellent by RM A Survey
EXCELLENT management-labor
relations, only one major strike
and a relatively low absenteeism
rate have been experienced by the
radio-electronic industry despite a
1200% production expansion to
handle war orders, a survey by the
Radio closedManufacturers
Assn. dislast Monday.
This was accomplished largely
by use tivesof rather
"presenteeism"
incenthan absenteeism
penalties. The incentives included
double holiday pay, extra and paid
vacations, merit rating systems,
honor rolls, Saturday half-holidays,castsno time
broadon allclocks,
shifts,music
permitting
smoking,mins, coldgroup
insurance, free vitabenefits. vaccines and many other
Two Applications
APPLICATION
for a new stand
ard station on 1240 kc with 250 w
and unlimited time at Norwich
Conn., has been filed with the
FCC by Norwich Broadcasting Co.,
a new equal partnership composed
of J. Eric Williams, former commercial manager of WPRO Providence, R. I., and H. Ross Perkins,
a Coast Guard lieutenant. New FM
station on 44.7 mc with 16,300 sq.
mi. coverage is requested by KXL
Portland, Ore. Estimated cost is
$34,550.

4,955,144
spinning
spindles
VICTORY
...dailyto producing
cloth
wrsLTp aroundcotton
the
world.
"picker
to bolt"Produced
in the from
16-county
WSPA Primary Area.

FREDERIC W
National Representative: John Blair & Co.
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EDIBLE FOLIAGE? wonders trick
horse Coley Bay as he is interviewed by "Great
WWDC
Washington
special Scott",
announcer.

ZIV

SPARTANBURG,
WSPA
SOUTH of CAROtlNA
.
Camp CrofI
5000 watts Day, 1000 Home
waits Night
Rep. by HoMinabery
ROADCASTING no kiloCytUs,
• Broadcast
AdverthinghQ

WHAT

WILL

ROGERS

HAD

Will never met a man he did not like. For twenty years we have
mode friends here because we radiate friendliness 18 hours a
day. It is no act. It has to be real as real, when it goes out over
the clear channel occupied by WSM, to the five million keen
folks who make up the WSM listening area.

NASHVILLE
ING BECAUSE

THE STATION

IS HAS BEEN STANDING

HARRY STONE. Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
EDW. PETRY & CO., ISotU Reps.
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

WHOSE
BY THEM

FRIENDS ARE OF LONG

STAND

SO LONG
50,000 WATTS
650 KILOCYCLES
CLEAR CHANNEL
N. B. C. Affiliate
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Thin Ice
IT'S NO secret that most members of the
FCC, including perhaps a preponderance of its
legal talent, now regret they ever got mixed
up in so-called commercial versus sustaining
program study. The intent of the majority obviously was to focus attention of stations upon
their public service obligations by taking them
to task for failing to maintain the promised
mathematical balance between sponsored and
un sponsored renditions.
The Commission knew full well it was skating dangerously close to the kind of program
censorship specifically denied it by statute. It
recognized that any effort to check public service offerings against pure commercial or entertainment features was almost impossible.
That's why theDurroriginal
proposalbeofcited
Leftist
Commissioner
that stations
for
revocation
proceedings
was
"compromised"
that temporary renewals were issued in someso
instances, while in others letters seeking explanations were dispatched.
This "compromise" was voted unanimously
by the Commission, not because all of the members felt it was the proper thing to do but because they wanted unanimity. It may have
been designed as a master stroke. But it turns
out to be one of a paralytic nature.
The Commission, in all candor, should recognize that it can't compromise with principle.
The law is clear. The Commission cannot censortion programs.
can't regulate
rates the
for past
statime. It canIt review,
on renewal,
service of stations to determine whether that
broad, almost unfathomable standard "public
interest" has been met.
The Commission would do well, with no loss
r. of face or of new prestige it has acquired un. ■ der the Porter chairmanship, to stop this dan. ■■ gerous flirtation around the fringes of the law.
' It should drop the almost ludicrous program
' "study".
its wholly
unAmerican And
notionit should
that theforget
financial
statements
of stations should be thrown open to public
; i scrutiny, another Durr inspired device.
A GI Looks at Caesar
WE HAVE RECEIVED recently from Sgt.
Ralph S. Durkin, manager of American Ex, peditionary Radio Station WXLO, a letter in
which a typical G.I. attitude toward James
,j Caesar Petrillo is expressed.
Sgt. toDurkin's
delayed incasetransit,
re, ferred
the KSTPletter,
Minneapolis
in which
, Stanley Hubbard, manager of that station, was
required to install on his staff platter turners
in order to conclude a strike called by the
AFM. Says Sgt. Durkin: "If Petrillo continues
his activity in radio it may mean that some
day soon the individual broadcaster will have
, to go into the ditch digging business in order
• to pay the costs of running a radio station.
; cerest
"Mr. condolences
Hubbard and
and his
I hopestaffsoonhave
they mywillsin-be
helped by some kind of legislation making it
impossible for another 'Caesar' to come to the
front in business."
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Postman Rings Twice
HIS HONOR Justice Thurman Arnold, Esq.,
judge of the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals, thumbed through the Constitution last
week and resoundingly thwacked the Post Office
Department.
In a scorching opinion, which was both an
interpretation of the law and a thesis on freedom of speech and press, he reversed the decision of the Department and that of a lower
court denying the publication Esquire second
class mail privileges.
Frank C. Walker, who leaves the Postmaster
Generalship June 30, had stated in his revocation decision that a magazine "is under a positive duty to contribute to the public good and
theSuch
publiclanguage
welfare".as this employed as a device
of censorship shocked many publishers.
It came as no surprise to broadcasters, who
found that it possessed the same lyric qualities
as "in the public interest, convenience and
necessity".
Justice another
Arnold's cornerstone
intelligent opinion
well may
become
bolstering
the
guarantees of freedom which were written
into the Constitution. He said, in part:
"It does not follow that an administrative
official may be delegated the power first to
determine what is good for the public to read
(hear) and then to force compliance with his
ideas by putting editors (broadcasters) who
do not follow them at a competitive disadvantage."
The parenthetical matter is ours. It is inserted to render the opinion more understandable to those who would undertake a censorship
of American radio programs.
This opinion again emphasizes that radio is
the first line of defense for the nation's press.
WE RECOMMEND AS just punishment for
William Joyce alias Lord Haw Haw that he
be required to spend his remaining days listening to a 33 rpm recording of one of Hitler's
ranting speeches played at 78 rpm's.
Signoflf for Steve
STEVE EARLY, who gave 12 years to the
pi'ess and radio secretariat in the White House,
has left that post to become a vice-president
of Pullman Inc.
A man whose professional background was
devoted to newspaper work and the movies, Mr.
Early nonetheless had a sensible understanding of radio's place as a medium for national
expression. He became, during the years of his
service, a good friend of many broadcasters
whose duties included covering the historic
events incident to Mr. Roosevelt's tenure in
the White House. He was at all times courteous to those from the broadcasting fraternity,
sensitive to their problems, and cooperative.
His successor, Charlie Ross, is cut from the
same pattern as Mr. Early. A man trained in
the journalistic field, he has learned through
the years, as radio has grown, that the medium's place in the affairs of the world is an
important one. Broadcasters throughout the
nation whose stations carried the many messages relayed by Steve Early, and the broadcasts arranged by him, may not have been as
conscious of his efforts in behalf of radio as
those with whom he came in daily contact in
Washington. They have lost a good friend, but
have gained a new one.

LESTER TOWNES HOPE

h Hooper,
Ultra-Hig
THIS
ion Hope,
Sponsoris Bob
Identificat
who's CAB,
been
on top
in radio
he's beginning to
get
a short
wave soinlong
his hair.
Lester Townes Hope got his first notice in
the birth reports of the local gazette of Eltham,
Kent, England, datelined May 29, 1903, When
England no longer could muddle through with
the boy Lester,
his dadconcert
packed singer
his stonemother
contractor slide rules,
dropped her vocal cords into her trunk and
the Hope family embarked for Cleveland;
After school Lester sold Cleveland papers,
won prizes doing Chaplin imitations and legend
has it, sang for his fare on streetcars. That
soon same to a stop, however, and he took to
butchering.
There the aroma of ham got into his blood.
He and George Byrne started hoofing and
blackfacing across the country. Meantime he
had wearied of "Les Hope" or "Hope-less", so
eve Bob announced the next
it One
was momentous
"Bob".
week's bill and the audience convinced him he
was better solo. After a while he got into bigtime vaudeville, eventually forming his own
company which included Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy. Vaudeville led to New York
1933. musical comedy, topped by "Roberta" in
and
About this time the singing of Dolores Reade,
featured at the Vogue Club, reached his ears.
When it reached his heart they got married
and are living happily ever after.
Broadcasting was just coming into the spectrum. To Bob it was sporadic static, and the
few appearances he made in 1935 with the
Rudy Vallee show — "Quite often," he says,
"once
years" — starring
were sidelines.
Soon
he had every
his owntwoprogram,
for Jergens,
him
up. Pepsodent
Woodbury,
RKO Theater
the him
Air and
In 1938
smiled ofupon
and othei's.
signed
He went on a coast-to-coast hookup of 55
NBC stations for that first show Sept. 27.
When his first Hooper appeared Oct. 11 Hope
crashed
through
with 13.3. Maybe radio was
here to stay,
he decided.
The movies took to him the same year. Now
Paramount"ThehasRoadjusttofinished
picture,
Utopia" another
with Bob"road"
and
his
favorite
golf
caddy,
Crosby.
starting on the alleys next," he says."We'll be
Now the Pepsodent show reaches 22,000,000
ears glued to 126 NBC stations, as well as
countless other millions tuned to shortwaves.
In February last year Bob hit the peak
Hooper for half-hour programs, a 40.9 rating.
Not content to bring laughs to civilians, he
(Continued on Page ^8)
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FROM THE INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATION BY RADIO AWARDS TO NBC OWNED AND OPERATED STATIONS AND CO-OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS
planned and produced by Standard Oil of California.
First Award, Religious Broadcasts: "SALUTE TO VALOR,"
planned and produced by National Council of Catholic
KPO, San Francisco, and NBC Pacific Coast network.
Men. WEAF, New York, and NBC.
First Award, News Interpretation Programs: H. V.
KALTENBORN, presented by Pure Oil Company.
First Award, Women's Programs: "CONSUMER TIME,"
WEAF and NBC.
planned and produced by the War Food Administration. WRC, Washington, and NBC.
Honorable Mention, Cultural Programs: "WORDS AT
WAR,"
First Award, Public Discussion Programs: "UNIVERSITY OF
Wartime.planned
WEAF byand NBCNBC.and the Council on Books in
CHICAGO ROUND TABLE," planned and produced
by University of Chicago. WMAQ, Chicago, and NBC.
Honorable Mention, Personal and Family Life Programs:
First Award, Programs for Use in School by Elementary
"THE
planned
by National
ParentsBAXTERS,"
and Teachers.
WMAQ
and NBC. Congress of
Children: "STANDARD SCHOOL BROADCAST,"
.»»>» o <«««■
AWARDS TO NBC AFFILIATED STATIONS
High
Pupils:
First Award, Cultural Programs (three): "STAGE 45," CBL, ToCBL and
CBC."CONSERVING CANADA," produced by CBC.
ronto, and CBC. "MULROONEY'S NEW YEAR'S PARTY," CBL
and CBC. "MONTREAL DRAMA," CBM, Montreal, and CBC.
Honorable Mention, Programs for Use in School by Elementary
First Award, Programs for Use in School by Primary Children:
Children: "NEWS TODAY-HISTORY TOMORROW,"
planned and produced by Rochester public schools, visual
"YOUR STORY PARADE: TEXAS SCHOOL OF THE AIR,"
education department. WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
planned and produced by Texas State Department of Education,
WBAP,
Dallas-Fort
Worth,
Texas,
and
Texas
Quality
Network.
Special Mention, Personal and Family Life Programs: "ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS," planned, produced and broadcast
First Award, Programs for Use in School by Junior and Senior
by WWJ, Detroit, Michigan.

CITATIONS

. . . JUSTIFIED

Once more, the National Broadcasting Company
acknowledges critical recognition of its programming— with full acceptance of the fact that citations are incidental to popular acclaim . . . that
the value of awards lies in disinterested improvement of all radio.
The Ninth Annual American Exhibition of
Educational Radio Programs has honored NBC by
5 first awards and 2 honorable mentions to its
owned and operated stations — by 5 first awards,
one honorable mention and one special mention to
NBC affiliated stations.
In accepting these educational citations, NBC

National
'45-RADIO S 25fh ANNIVCRSARY — PLeOGED TO VICTORYI

wholly concurs in the Exhibition Judges' statement:
"The
justification
this isonly
to pay
tribute to for
thosecompetitions
deserving ofsuch
it andas
to establish high standards of broadcasting toward
which the entire industry can strive. Competitions
. . . only for laurels to be used simply for publicity
purposes . . . are not ivorthy of recognition by the
industry."
NBC takes pride in the educational contributions
of the entire American radio industry. For itself,
it pledges emphasis on and continual improvement
of outstanding educational and cultural broadcasting— as a proper complement to its schedule of
America's most popular entertainment programs.

Broadcasting

Company

America's No. 1 Network

"Now that we're alone at last
. . . let's see what's on WJW"
Yes sir, WJWs

programming is really

compelling. A skillful blend of the best
network shows and sales -building
local productions continue to attract
more and more regular listeners.
This kind of programming is another
reason why WJW

shows more con-

sistent gains in listenership than any
other Cleveland station — morning,
afternoon and evening.
So- {don't forget) -t\\t WJW

staff is

set up to handle any or all of your
programming problems in the great
Cleveland market.
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page Ji.6)
has traveled over a million miles
to Army and Navy bases everywhere,formadeArmed
hundredsForces
of transcriptions
Radio
Service, played endless benefits,
golf
matches,
sold War
Bonds.hospital show^s and
Here he has found a chance to
carry out a war role that has
brought joy and comfort to servicemen, and tributes from political
and military leaders.
In War Bond campaigns Bob has
been at his persuasive best. After
his recent swing around the country for the Mighty Seventh he took
a week of rest at home. Now he returns to Europe and this winter
hopes
India. to tour China, Burma and
When he left home for the last
Bond trip, his two adopted youngsters, Tony 4% and Linda 5%,
waved goodbye to him. "Good-bye,
Bob Hope,"members Tony
yelled.it Bob
that because
remindsrehim that he has given more time to
Uncle Sam's boys and girls than CLEAR-CHANNEL coverage m
to his' own brood.
may be the mission
But the job he is doing has been the Philippines
Sgt. Victor A. Sholis, though
far from thankless. "The greatest ofthis1stshot
in shorts and bolo knife
thrill
I
ever
had,"
he
said,
while
he
belie it. Vic, former director
was in Washington opening the would
of Clear Channel Broadcasting
Bond pitaldrive,
"was
at
an
Army
hosService,
sent this picture to for
in Oakland.
standing
beside the
bed of Ia was
kid who
was mer NAB President Neville Miller
after seeing in Broadcasting i
just coming out of the ether after shot
of Miller, knees exposed
an operation. He had seen our show
in the Pacific a few months before. traipsing about the Egyptian pyramids
(he was with UNRRA then).
"Just as he opened his eyes, he
looked up and smiled. He grabbed warrior
Sholis calls
a "snap props
of the
with this
all Hollywood
my hand and said 'Hello, Bob.' I To reach him: 1st Sgt. Victor A.
asked him' how he felt and he said, Sholis, 33450675, 111th Sig. Rad
'A And
lot better
— now'.the" nurse in the Intel. Co., APO 343, c/o Postmashe recalls
ter, San Francisco, Cal.
Pacific who said after a show, "It's
a shame we can't bottle this and
'Duffy's' Replacement
give it to them in small doses."
"When somebody says that to BRISTOL-MYERS Co.'s summer
you," Bob says, "there is nothing replacement for Duffy's Tavern
you can say. There just aren't will be Correction, Please, starting
June 15, with Jay C. Flippen as
Last May the Peabody awards m.c. Four men and women from
group
gave
him
a
special
citation
the services and a civilian will be
words."
"in
untiring zeal handed $10 and asked to bid for
and recognition
the high levelof ofhis entertainment
of answering
quesin his camp tours here and through- the privilege
One who
answers bonus
out the world. The joy and strength- questiontions.gets
$100 War Bond.
ened morale which he has given to Show originatesa from
New York.
the men and women of the armed It will run to Oct. 5 when
Tavern
forces
can
never
be
measured."
Agency
is Young & RubiAnd for the fourth consecutive year returns.
cam.
New
York.
newspaper radio editors and columnists voted him Champion of
Champions along with two other combined in television, Hope's
Hooper should soar more than
awards
—
top
and best comedyplace
show.as comedian ever.
One of his proudest possessions
So we, too, say thanks for the
is a letter he received from Presi- memory, Bob Hope. For giving
dent Truman after the Hope cast more than you can ever receive in
For forgetting time and
had
House.been entertained at the White return.
money at the peak of your career
so
that
boy
in Alaska would know
When Bob Hope is funny, he he was remembered.
For bringing
means
it.
And
when
he's
serious,
a laugh to the GI on Mawi who
he means that even more. He wouldn't
even
smile
knocks himself out laughing at the doctors and nurses there.for all the
gags when the cast has a script
Thanks for bringing to radio
reading. Often he reads lines of the
others they
justare.to show them how your high standard of humor. For
funny
adding that
extra "unknown
to everything
you do.quanFor
He feels radio is a better medium giving tity"yourself
above
and beyondwe
for
getting
the
personality
across
the
call
of
duty
and
contract,
than the screen. When both are thank you so much.
OADCASTING
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War!
Frank Coffin, KGW head announcer,
is shown with Cub Scouts of Pack Number 424
ready to tell the KGW audience about the
national record their pack set in March,
collecting paper. Thirty-eight youngsters,
in a 45-day drive, accumulated more than 52 tons of
paper. KGW presented the champions on a
special show written by Evelyn Lampman,
Continuity Chief.

in Peace!
Twenty-two years ago, on December 2, 1923 to be exact, Y.M.C.A.
"boy leaders", as they were called in the newspaper stories at the time, were
initiated into the mysteries of radio on a personally conducted tour
of the KGW transmitter and studios.

1

ONE OF M GREAT STAINS OF M NATION
Audience
Influence!

^
In the 23 years that KGW has served the
Pacific Northwest, an entire generation of radio listeners has
grown to manhood and womanhood relying on this station for the
best in radio. Now their children have learned likewise to keep
tuned to KGW, the station which best serves the interests of the
entire radio audience, young and old. Radio advertisers will do well
to take advantage of this long-established listener loyalty to KGW.

KQW
PORTLAND, OREGON
REPRESENTED NATI O N A I I Y
BY EDWARD RETRY & CO. INC.

PROGRAMS
(By NBC)

plus

POWER
(5000 Watts)

plus
POSITION
(600 Ke.)

POPULARITY
PLUS!

WSJS
WINSTON-SALEM

5000 Watts
600 on the Dial

Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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Robson Elected Radio
Directors Guild Head
WILLIAM N. ROBSON, of CBS,
and Ward Wheelock Co., New York,
last Monday was elected president
of the Radio Directors Guild. He
succeeds
Jeri-y Devine,
firm
executive.
Anton M.production
Leader,
NBC, was elected vice-president;
George Maynard, NBC, secretary,
and Robert Lewis Shayon, CBS,
treasurer.
Mr. Robson and Mr. Shayon, now
on an overseas tour, are expected
back about June 15. Members of
the council, who continue in office
for another six months, are Stuart
Buchanan, Blue; Harold McGee,
free-lance;
LesterCo.O'Keefe,
J. Walter Thompson
and Theodora
Yates, tions
Benton
&
Bowles.
Negotiabetween the RDG and the
networks on a standard contract
are still at an impasse. Guild has
requested postponement of further
conferences, pending a meeting in
about 10 days of the new execucomprising officers and
counciltive council,
members.

RuiEDnRTS

1^

ROBERT C.ofSTRAUB
acquired sales
full
ownership
Straub has
& Getzoff.
promotion
agency,
Chicago,
which
becomes
Robert
Straub
&
Co.
Offices
are
at 111 W. Jackson Blvd.
HARRY MEYERSON, recently resigned
West
recordingHollywood,
manager ofJune
RCA- 1
VlctorCoast
division,
joinedtiveDecca
Recordsheadquarters
Inc. in an inexecucapacity
with
New
York.
ABEL
BAER
and
PETER
de
ROSE
have
been
reelected
of the ASCAP
board
appealsmembers
representing
writers
in theof popular
field,
and
ENDERS
has
been
elected
in theHARVEY
standard
division.
LESTER
SANTLY
of
Santly-Joy
was reelected
KORNHEISER
of Burke &andVan SIDNEY
Heusen
was elected
for popular
music publishJOHN
toners,F. with
§ummy
& SENGSTACK
Co., reelected offorClaythe
standard
publishers.
LESLIE
GORDON
PHILLIPS,
New
York,
literary agent,to hashandle
established
a special
department
personal
representation for script
Majority
Phillips clients
will writers.
be members
of theof
RadiofortWriters
Guild,
and
a
special
be madenowto being
adhereformulated
to mini-efmumwill demands
by the mentGuild.
Head
of
the
new
departlanceis MARTHA
script writer. H. SNOWDEN, freeBRYAN DAVIS Pub. Co., publisher of
Servicezines,and
magaeffectiveCommunications
July
will York
be located
at 52 Vanderbilt
Ave.,2 New
17.
DAN newspapers
J. KELLY, andformerly
associated
with
periodicals
in
advertising capacity and more recentlyan
with the Heirs"
Tommy programs,
Dorsey andhas"Court
Missing
joinedof
the salestions, Newstaff
York.of Basch Radio ProducASSOCIATED
MUSIC PUBLISHERS.
New York,censinghasagreements
receivedfromrenewals
of liWSM WIBX
WSJS
WRAL
WLAV
WKBW WFMJ
WJZM
WGTM
WGR
WGBF
WEOA
WDEF
WDBOWBOWWDBJ
WBZ-WBZA
WATRWCOP
KYW WCAX
KXRO
KVOO
KBON KUIN
WGY KTUL
WOKO. KPMC KLZ KDKA
JOHN
NASHT,Publications,
vice-president
of York,
Five
Continents
media
representative,
Is on anNewextended
trip to Latin America setting up arrangements for thepublication
firm's Brazilian
activities Infields.
radio,
advertising
Mr.and Nasht
is and
lining
up
available
shows
arranging
for
radio
staffs as well as research departments.
RCA Labs.,
Princeton,
N.its J.,Army-Navy
has rea fourth
star for achievement
"E" war
Flagceived effort.
for continued
in
the

Perils of Travel
AFTER SCALING rafters
of the Opera House in San
Francisco for weeks installing lines for NBC, CBC and
BBC for their coverage of
the Conference, George McElwain, engineering field suf KPO aSancrowded
Francisco,pefellrvisor ofrom
San Francisco street car and
broke his arm.

RICHMOND
LOCATED MIDWAY
BETWEEN THE
NORTH AND THE
SOUTH
Had 65,920 Radio Homes
in Richmond and Henrico
County in 1944.

TED
MALONE,
Blue correspondent
who
has
been
broadcasting
thrice-weekly
from
Europe
for toWestinghouse
Electric
Corp.,
returned
the
U.
S.
last
week
and
is starting
new cycle of five-weekly
newscasts
for W-E.
BILL
SLATER,
freelance ofsportscaster,
has been elected president
the Sports
In this Major Market
Broadcasters
Assn. onMr. WINS
Slater Newis covering Yankee games
York
and handles
"Opinion
Requested"
on
Mutual.
Other
newly
elected
officers
are RED BARBER, WHN New York, and
LOREN
WATSON
(see
56), treasvicepresidents;
JIMMY
DOLAN,pageMBS,
CBS,
NBCINRICHMOND,VA.
urer;
VISCARDI,
tary; andHENRY
GEORGE
SCHREIER, secreBlue
tary.
Network, national corresponding secre5000 WAns
BILL
SHADEL,has CBS
war correspondent
in Europe,
returned
to the U. S.
aftering more
than twoMr. years
fightabroad.
Shadel,with
eredforces
the Normandy
landings
a who
year covago
for
CBS,
was
with
the
3d
and
Armies and the 12th Army Group. 7th
SAM
GIFFORD,
formerly
with
WWNC
Asheville,
C, isWayne,
new day
with WOWON. Ft.
Ind. newsman
LARRY TIGHE, Blue war correspondent
who hascisco, hbeen
vacationing
Franas returned
to Guamin San
to resume
coveragework.of HERBERT
the Pacific
war for
thecorrenetCLARK,
Blue
spondent who hasis been
covering
the
war
in
Germany,
headed
for
Spain
ondo special
Mr. Clark
is to
a seriesassignment.
of broadcasts
describing
Franco
tion. and the Spanish political situaROBERTporter F.and WBBM
HURLEIGH, former
AP recommentator, to WGN ChicagoChicago
as newscaster.
TOM
McCLOWRY,
former
news
editor
ofassistant
WAKR advertising
Akron, has manager
been appointed
of
the
Storm King Co., Akron.
HAL TOTTEN is now farm director of
WGGN Chicago.
with hisa new
appointment June Effective
4, WGN began
noontime
"FarmMonday
Market
12:15-12:30 p.m.
thru Reporter",
Saturday.
SLOAN FINLEY.
formerly
with WMC
Memphis,
now sports
announcer
with
the Armed is Forces
Network
in London.
PAUL BOLTON, news editor of KTBC
Austin,tion fromTex.,UNCIO.
has returned to the staYour MUTUAL Friend
HARRY FLANNERY, CBS Hollywood
news seasanalyst,
is onthean Balkan
eight week
tour through
states overand
AL8URTY, Sm. Mgr.
Egypt. (Archie) HALL, former news
WILLIAM
editor
of
KMPC
Hollywood;
ROY
Memphis, Tennessee
DRUSHALLnouncers oand
HUGO
CARLSON,
anf Bluerespectively,
Hollywood
and KGO
San
Francisco,
have
been
added
to
Blue
Hollywood
newsroom
staff.
ROBERT BENTLEY, former program
director
of WCPO
Cincinnati,
radio editor of the
Cincinnati
Enquirer
and
WSAI
has joined
the news
staff ofnewscaster,
WLW Cincinnati.
COOPERATING
sotheirthataccustomed
Baltimore prolisgramstenersjoin
aftercan find
June
15, when
WCBM
leaves
Blue
to
Mutual
and
WFBR
leaves
Mutual to join
Blue, network
both stations
announcing
following
programsare
that "after June 15 you can hear this
program on . . ."
ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, has declared
astockholders
121/2% dividend
per share
to go to all
on record
of business June
15. as of the close
BROADCASTING
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TBE
FABULOUS
FORTIES

UST as the 'Forty-niners found "gold in them
thar hills," so a greatly augmented population
is finding a lush and abiding prosperity in the
Pacific Northwest, a century later.
Today's prosperity, however, is built upon
a broader and more permanent base . . shipbuilding, lumbering, fruit-growing, fisheries,
the vast resources of mighty dams providing
irrigation and cheap hydro-electric power.
Portland, Oregon, is at the center of one of the
five,
great, metropolitan communities on the
"Coast."
Since 1940, its population has increased by
a good third. Some 660,000 people, in widely
diversified lines of endeavor, live in the primary area of Station KEX, in Portland. KEX,
Blue Network affiliate, offers as a substantial
"plus" the advantages of membership in the
Westinghouse group of broadcasting stations.
Its high-calibre programs are within radioreach of 175,000 prosperous homes . . homes
receptive to your sales-message, amply able to
buy your product.
Call upon KEX, Portland. . or Paul H.
Raymer Co., National Representatives . . for
full information, and availabilities.

KYW

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KEX
KDKA
• WOWO
W BZ • W BZA

Y

PORTLAND ORt. . ^
5.000 WATTS I

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES — EXCEPT KEX ♦ KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

. . . Nero may have played
it while Rome burned
The Roman double oboe took so
much wind to play that some enterprising piper added a leather bag to
reinforce his lung power . . . and thus
the
first
bagpipe
was born!firstHistory
records the
instrument
when
Nero's
biographer
the emperor
played the bagpipe said
to celebrate
his
victories
games. atSince
the
fiddle
was atstilltheunknown
the time
of Nero's
played
the
bagpipe reign,
while perhaps
his capitalhe burned.
Irish whisky and
Irish bagpipes
The bagpipe made its first appearance in Ireland in the 5th century.
Like Irish whisky, it was used most
commonly
at "social"
occasions
and
at wakes. Also
like whisky,
the pipes
became popular in Ireland before
they were introduced into Scotland.
In the 14th century, when the
pipes were brought from Ireland to
Scotland, they
struments, andbecame
are used military
as such in-to
this day. The Irish and Scottish versions of the pipes were composed of
oboes alone.
and clarinets, rather than
•oboes
Plenty of food, wives,
and bagpipes
Originally a folk instrument, in
early-modem
the Records
bagpipe
became
a courtEurope
favorite.
show that King Henry VIII kept no
iewer than five bagpipes at his court.
When the "fad" for stringed insti-uments
early 17th
century, thestarted
bagpipesin the
gradually
lost
their popularity — except in Scotland
whereman.a "bonnie" piper
isandstillIreland,
an envied

The shrill skirls ond low drones of
the bagpipe, rising from a whisper
to a shriek, are best transcribed by:
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
Ilectricat tlesearch Products
Dwisiott
OF
Western Electrk Company
233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. N. Y.
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PRODUCTIOn
-Jformerly
f of
W.JHARVEY,
LYMAN catiBRYSON,
director
of edu- WILLIAM
on, left New YorkCBS June
8, broadcast
WBRYing staffWaterbury,
Conn., to announcof
KYW
Philadelphia.
"Problems
of
Peace"
from
Chicago
June annual
10, willradio
participate
week in
the
institutethisconducted
by KOIN Portland, Ore., and make his BILL DUNN, former announcer with
Saturdaybroadcasts
("People'sfromPlatform")
andHe WKBN Youngstown, O., released from
Sunday
Portland.
the AAF, has returned to the station.
will takeauspices
part in ofa second
under
KMBC radio
Kansasseminar
City ROBERT
BROWN, producer of Wrigley
and conduct
his June
"People's
Platform"
CBS
"The
Line" andin
from
Kansas
City
23.
He
returns
"Serviceprograms
tohas theresigned
Front",First
originating
to New York June 25 via Chicago.
Chicago,
effective
June 1.
He wasducer fwith
CBS
16
years.
proALLAN
EARLE,
announcer
formerly
or series is his former New
assistant,
with
WERE
Wilkes-Barre
and
WAZL
TED
ROBERTSON.
Hazleton, Pa., to WJJD Chicago.
ROY
McKEE, former announcer of HELEN
director of ofwomen's
activitiesTAYLOR,
WPAT
WBAP
N.andJ.,commentator
is receiving from
some
Chicago. Fort Worth, has joined WBBM Paterson,
20
women's
organizations
a plaque
citDEL
DONAHUE,
former
parttime
m.c.
ing
her
efforts
"to
enlighten
the
American
housewife
on
the
vital
issues
of
with
WSUI
Iowa
City
while
attending
the
XJ.
of
Iowa,
is
now
announcer
with
today"in and
for activity.
promoting women's
WMT Cedar Rapids.
rights
political
TOM
Jr., released
from theof GILBERTvision SELDES,
of tele-on
programs, JuneCBS 12director
is to speak
Army MOORE
Air Corps,
new member
KTBC
Austin,
Tex., isannouncing
staff.
television
before
Los following
Angeles advertising
group
and
the
DICK
ELLIOTT,
Blue
central
division
address the San Francisco Adv.dayClub.to
Dorothy Traeger
he willofdiscuss
telebeannouncer,
married and
in Davenport,
la., Juneare 18.to Later invisionthewithweek
a group
Hollywood
FRED SCHILLING, staff announcer of writers
andan directors,
returning
to New
York
for
address
June
23
at
meeting
WWNY Watertown,
N.
Y.,
has
been
appointedWOLF
night program
supervisor.
of Independent
Committee of
ROSEMARY
music
Sciences & Citizens
Professions.
brarian.traffic
DORIS manager
CROYLEIs new
shifts
from as-li- Arts,
ELAINE
GERHART
has
joined
the prosistant
to
continuity
chief.
gram department of KYW Philadelphia.
You cannot cover the
MILDRED
HANNA,
secretary
to
.JOSEPH
KELLY,
ex-serviceman
and
E. SURRICK, sales director of JOHN
WFXL
former
speech instructor,
has
Joined Philadelphia,
KGVO
Missoula,
Mont.,
as
announcer.
and
WILLIAM
A.
FARREN, WPIL announcer, disclosed that
GENE MORRIS, winner of the KGVO they
tremendous New York
radio journalism
at Monuarhave
y 13. been married since JanU., joinsscholarship
the continuity
staff
for thetana State
summer.
SETH GRAINER,
pianist,of June
market without using
comes music director
KMOX16 be-St.
Louis, succeeding
BEN FELD.
JACK
SEXTON,
for
two
years
announcer
with KMOX
St. manager.
Louis, has been apWBNX, because . . .
pointed program
RICHARD
DALE
JOHNSON,
formerly
ROBERT
W.the CARPENTER,
for
twoin
with
KRIS
Corpus
Christl,
Tex.,
and
years
with
American
Red
Cross
KGB Orleans
Alburquerque,
N. M., to WDSU Europe and Africa and previously with
WBNX reaches
New
as announcer.
CBS, WBT
Charlotte
and KMOX
St.
BERTHA
joined the music division
Louis,
hasof joined
theas southwestern
station
relations
departmentPORTER
of WDRChas Hartford.
Mutual
regional representative.
•
ROBERT
CAMPBELL,has shifted
announcer
BRIGGS
ALLAN GILMAN
KFI Los Angeles,
to NBCof MARVIN
have
joined
KWKWand Pasadena,
Cal. as
Hollywood
replacing
DON
STANLEY,
account executives.
now In the Army.
2,450,000
Jewish
speaking persons
CHARLES GOODMAN, former account
GEORGE
S.ANDERS,
former
announcer
ofKWKW
WKBNPasadena,
Youngstown,
O.,
has
joined
executive
with
D'Arcy
Adv.,
St.
Louis,
1,523,000
Italian
speaking persons
Cal.
topacity.
Mutual Chicago office in similar caHOYLAND
BETTINGER,
director
of
JOE
L.
JERNEGAN,
for
24
years
with
programtady. operations
of station,
WRGB Schenec1,235,000 German speaking persons
Inc., Chicago
G-E television
resigned John B.paperWoodward
as of June
1.
representative,
joined newsDonas
Lee
Broadcasting
System,hasHollywood,
660,000 Polish speaking persons
JOHN
K.
CHURCHILL,
CBS
director
of
account
executive.
research. Is the father of a girl born WILLIAM ROETTGER Is now a memApril
26.
ber
of
the
advertising
staff
of
WDSU
•
ALBERT
MOORE Jr., CBS assistant New Orleans. CHARLES PRICE has befen
studio
promoted
to salesdepartment.
manager in charge of
boy bornsupervisor,
May 15. is the father of a the
advertising
ARLENE
LESLIE
of
the
WOR
New
STRENGTHEN
your present
RAY LINTONSystem
has asjoined
Keystone
York transcription library is winner In Broadcasting
account
execuaSong-Hit
nation-wide
contest
sponsored
by
tive,
with
headquarters
In
New
York.
New York schedules v/Ith
Guild tofor beher published
song "You're Active in radio sales and management
Pretty
Good",
15 years,of John
Mr. Linton
former
Santly-Joy
and royalty
for whichcheck.she receivedby for
president
Blair Co.isrepresentative
He alsovicehas
a $200 advance
headed
his
own
station
WBNX. Our program deMAX
BURTON,
formerly with WNYC firm.
New
York,
has joined
HOLSHOUSER,
formerly
with
of WNEW
New
York. the writing stafif HOWARD
partment will assist you in
the
advertising
departments
of
KOIL
BERNARD
BROWN assucceeds
SAM GIF- Omaha and KFAB Lincoln, Neb., and
FORD,
resigned,now in theto Eighth
WWNC Asheville,
N. C. announcer with promoted
major. Air Force, has been
the translation of your copy..
WILLIAM A. Clarksdale,
DOLLAHITE,Miss.,announcer
EVANS
is newParkersburg,
member ofVa. the
with
June 1 JOHN
sales staff
of WPAR
marriedWROX
Mae Adams of Vance,
Miss.
W. KAULL,
sales been
manager
of
BOB
PHILLIPS, to KPRO
formerly with KGO FRANK
KLO
Ogden,
elected
San
Francisco,
president
of theUtah,
Ogden hasAdvertising
Club
as announcer
and m.c. Riverside, Cal., for
1945-46.
JAY
STEWART, announcer of KNX
profesHollywood,
sional
footballYOUNG,
player, former
to commercial
May
27. is the father of a girl born C. A.of (Pete)
WSAZ
Huntington,
W. Va.
HELEN J. SIOUSSAT, CBS director of staff
LOU
LONDON,
program
director
talks
and elected
author ofto "Mikes
Don'tmemberBite", WPEN
has transferred toof
has been
honoraryMark
the salesPhiladelphia,
staff.
s
h
i
p
i
n
the
International
Twain
Society, literary organization.
INTERMOUNTAIN
regional
chain KID
comprising
MBSNetwork,
stations
KALL
BASIL THORNTON, former manager of KLO
KOVOAdamKVRS
KVNU JrKOAL.
BBC's German
service,
after
a shortto has appointed
J.
Young
Incefstopover
In
New
York,
is
en
route
as
exclusive
national
representative
Argentina
as BBC representative replacfective June 15.
ing C. B. GORTON.
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NBC

Thesaurus

presents:
..re-discovered

music

of early vaudeville days
MUSIC HALL VARIETIES . . . newest of the new series
of NBC Thesaurus program organizations . . . colorfully records the authentic music (every precious
note) of the heyday of early vaudeville. Music as it
was played during the unforgettable era of 1905-1920
by pit orchestras of those days.
MUSIC HALL VARIETIES: truly a wealth of re-discovered music, inherited exclusively by NBC Thesaurus
subscribers. Here is how it came to be:
Norman Cloiitier combed NBC's music files, rummaged
through atlic trunks in musicians* homes and came up with
armfuls of hard-to-find, original s«'ores. F'ourteen of radio's
hest musicians were select«>d and put under the leadership
of '"Professor" Patrick Ciricillo, who gave the downbeat.
Out Profundo
came the John
nostalgic
of the earlyFour,
1900's.
Basso
Barton,melodies
the Knickerbocker
and
Betsy White added further spii'c to this entrancing music.
THIS IS THE SPIRIT OF MUSIC HALL VARIETIES:
music that carries you back to plush seats, acrobats,
xylophonists and gypsy dancers . . . descriptive melodies which NBC Thesaurus has recorded in their
original form. 106 selections for volume programming
. . . colorful scripts to build top-notch commercial programs, each with the hallmark of Thesaurus . . .
America's Number 1 Musical Program Service.

m

RADIO-REimmiDING DIVISION
AMimCA-S NUMBCt^ti^URCS Of RtCOROtD PROOHAMS
1945 -RADIO'S 25tb ANNIVERSARY
mCXiED TO YICTORYl
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Our Thought, Effort
and Facilities...
Pledged to Victoryl
PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., Nat l Rep.
I

MORE PEOPLE
LISTEN
MORE PEOPLE

CKRC
, WINNIPEG -CANADA^
^ THE DOMjKlON. NETWORK*

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO
I

MUTUAL
NETWORK
Note On
WMOH!
Over 160,000
Radio Homes In
.5 MV/M Area!
WMOH
Hamilton, Ohio
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A SERIES
musicservice
programs
composingof school
a public
and
promotion
project
has just been
completed
by
KFNF
Shenandoah,
la.
25Station
schoolsoffered
Marcha 5half-hour
through toMayeach11 ofin
a contest
for
the
best
musical
performance.
Winningbasis
musical
groups ofwerelisten-selected on the
of War
number
er letters
received.
Bondeachprizesof
were
awarded
three
winners,
which drew more than 2,000 letters.
Talent Development
TO
TRAINMcClatchy
and develop local volunteer
talent,
Co..
Sacramento, Cal., isBroadcasting
organizing radio
theaterate stations.
gToups Frances
at each Frater,
of its fiveformerly
affiliin chargementoofpublicradio
education
Sacraschools
and for
previously
assistant
to service
Judith director,
Waller, inNBCconnecChicago
public
tion with the
network's ofsummer
radio
institutes.
Is supervisor
the overall
program.
Training
staffElizabeth
IncludesKirchDeMarcus
Brown,
KWG;
ner and
Rees, KERN.
KMJ; Al Gregory
and
Mary Robert
DeArmand,
Blue Newsmen
BLUE
Networlt
freedom inof
expression
enjoyedemphasizes
by its newsmen
abuglebrochure,
"So
we
put
away
our
. . .". from
Copy taking
tells howpromotional
network
has refrained
advantagements,ofand instead
its commentators'
has settledachievedown
"to figuresistentlwhy
men . job."
. . cony do suchthese
a bang-up
Beauty Contest
FOR
the fourth
consecutivethe year
Cincinnati
is sponsoring
searchWCKYfor
"Miss
WCKY,
Greater
Cincinnatti
1945"
who
will
later
be
entered
in
the "Miss
America"
at Atlantic
City.
Stationrobe willand contest
give
winner
complete
wardpay for all expenses at the
national contest.
KTUC Sketch Book
SOUVENIR sketch book of Tucson,
Ariz.,son tohastellbeen
prepared theby story
KTUC ofTucin pictures
the
"The Sunshine
City of ofAmerica".
Pencil
sketches
show
points
interest,
principal buildings andbackground
Institutions.material
Word
description
accompanies and
pictures.
WJR Booklet
BOOKLET has been prepared by WJR
Detroit
on
"What
Mr.dataHooper
Pound",
presenting
extensive
forplusmost
proams on urban
audiences
a number ofgrquestions
and
answers
on
com-In
parable
coverage
with
other
stations
outside areas.
WLW Exhibit
IN OBSERVANCE
of radio's
25th Annivcinnati
ersary, licensee,
the Crosley
Corp., WLW
Cina display
at the station isofpresenting
equipment
used
through
veloped. the years as the art has deKBS Newsletter
KEYSTONE Broadcasting System. New
York, ering
is distributing
activities of KBSa newsletter
affiliates covand
generaltrateIndustry
newsadvertising
angled toinillusthe
value
of
the
small market.
WCOP Campaign
Apublicity
TWO WAYcampaign
advertising,
and
pointedpromotion
both conthe
listener
and
advertiser
isin atbeing
d
u
c
t
e
d
b
y
WCOP
Boston
connection
with joining American-Blue June 15.
WBBM Folder
WBBM calling
Chicagoattention
has issued the
a two-page
folder
import-In
ance of Its local programto popularity
determining
ratings
for
network
programs In the same market.
WCCO Report
FOLDER
reporting
CBS Listener
Diary
study
for
WCCOlatest
Minneapolis
has
been issuedstanding
by the
station.
Featured
audience
with
farm
as well asIs
city listeners.

Promotion Personnel
PHILIP
REILLY,
former freelance
promotionJ. man
in Washington,
has
WINX and
Washington
ofjoined
promotion
publicity. as director
BOB
BREEN,of the
released
from theService
Navy
and
holder
Distinguished
Cross,
Starmerchandising
and Purple departHeart,
is now menBronze
with
the
t of WMT Cedar Rapids, la.
BARBARA
KINNEY ofstaff,theis KGO
San
Francisco
to marry
Lt. Frank promotion
Chilton, USNR.
AUBREY has
WICE,joined
formerly
the CBC,as
Toronto,
CKEY ofToronto,
publicity director
JIM MATwho joinedsucceeding
J. J. Gibbons
Ltd.,
Toronto THEWSagency.
JUNE
AULICK,
staff
writer
of
press information,
was marriedCBSto
R.George
I., onClinton
May 26.McKinley of Westerly,
JEAN licity
STOUT
BROWN,
consultant,
has beenfreelance
retainedpub-to
la.handle publicity for WMT Cedar Rapids,
Employment Application
EMPLOYMENT
application
form for novel promotion
pieceblank
put outis
by WOR New York, represented as
seeking Section
"employment"
fromprevious
new
clients.
for oflisting
employers
and WOR
length
employment
used bertoof years
insert
accounts
andMacynum-&is
on
the
air.
R.
H.
Co., and L. Bamberger & Co. are listed
as parents,
its FMTedandFisher,
television
stations as children.
Ruthrauff
&Rubicam,
Ryan,
and
Carlos
Franco,
Young
are
given
as
names
of
two&
people
(notoverrelatives)
who
have known
WOR
for
a
year.
Question
replies
are inked in, reproduced by offset.
WMAQ Drug Relations
FOLDER
telling
WMAQ hasChicago
builds sales
for how
druggists
been
issued by scriptthe
deion of waysstation.
WMAQ Included
handles istrade
relations,
builds
promotion
and
tles-in
with druggists and their products.
Program Promotion
FOLDER promoting sponsorship for
"Serenade
to America",
25-mlnute
musical
program
on WEAPnew New
York,
NBC
station.key, has been distributed by the
Program Folder
NEW
program
schedule has C,beenincluding
Issued
bycoverage
WRRF
Washington,
map and other N.market
data.
RADIO
SCRIPTS
dealing with
Scripts
"Rariora"
world-shaking events are historical
pieces and collectors' items, according to Randolph G. Adams, director of the William L. Clements Library of Rare Americana at the U.
of Michigan. WWJ Detroit helped
Dr. Adams begin his "potential
Americana
rariora"
giving him the
AP andcollection
UP flashesby
of President Roosevelt's death,
along with scripts by Austin Grant
and Harold True, WWJ newscasters, and the NBC account of the
three-day handling of the event.
Dr. Adams is also interested in
recordings of broadcasts.

SOUTHERN
MINNESOTA

KGLO
ets by serves
bringing"Heartland"
them the Hstenlatest
news, favorite CBS and local proplus many hoursProsperous
of public
servicegramsbroadcasts.
"Heartland" folks show their appreciation for this service through
their
purchases of KGLO-advertised products.
Our efficient Merchandising Depvertisers'
artment servproducts
es by among
promoting
adjobbers
and dealers.
The facilities
of
KGLO are at your service. Write
or wire for availabilities or ask
your Weed & Company man.
Use KGLO and WTAD
Quincy, Combination
Illinois
A Natural

^^O' owe
MASON CIT1N/
kglo
1300 K.C. 5.000 Warn

WIP
Philadelphia
workshop
June 27, tostarts
be inits session
Aug.
23,
on
Wednesday
and
7-10
p.m. will
EdwardteachWalUs,
WIP Thursday
program
director,
programming
and
production.
Sam
Serota,
WIP
director
ofcharge
educational
activities,
is
to
writing.
of announcing, acting, bescriptin
IROADCASTING

AffiliateRep.
WeedCBS& Company,

• Broadcast Advertising

for

the

people

by

HE morning V-E day xs as officially announced,
WLAC was ready . . . and had been ready
for months ... to bring the long-awaited
news to its listeners.

the

people

w

Loud speakers, piped from WLAC studios, had been
installed in Nashville's business area . . . and, as the
history-making news poured out of these WLAC speakers, thousands of office, store and factory employees
learned the glad tidings for the first time! Later that
day, man-on-the-street reporters added the excited comments of the cheering, flag-waving throngs to WLAC's
V-E day coverage.
On occasions such as this, radio gives unquestionable
proof of its tremendous public service . . . for the
people . . . by the people!
''Gateivay to the Rich Tennessee Valley"

jidOADCASTING
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CHNS
Halifax
Nova Scotia
The Busiest
Commercial
Radio Station
of the Maritimes

All day long

WIND
delivers

79%
MORE

AUDIENCE

PER DOLLAR
now
IN
1945
than in 1943
Based on C. E. Hooper continuing
Measurement of Radio Listening,
February-April, 1943 and 1945.

WIND
Chicago
5000 WATTS • 560 KC
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V. T. NORTON
has beenin charge
elected ofviceRICHARD
NICHOLLS
has &resigned
as
radio director
of Donahue
Coe, New
president
and director
the York.
flGEnCIES
"51
Chicago
office
of
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt.
TOM
LYNCH
is
timebuyer
for
New
York.In Mr.charge
Norton
is former
vice-of the agency,
with A. ofC. motion
RIGRODpicture
hanpresident
sales
division
dling radio activities
accounts.
Cudahy Packing
Co.,ofChicago,
and also
assistant
to
the
president
of
Jewel
Tea
JEROME
BROOKS,
untU
recently
chief
Co.
of production
the Yorlc
OWI Domestic
signed.He succeeds CHESTER FAUST, re- Radio
Bureau inof New
and forCOL. WALTER SULLIVAN, exeQutive
merly withpartmentBenton
& BowlesIn the
radioArmy
de,
i
s
now
a
private
officertiveofServicetheHeadquarters,
Pennsylvania formerly
State SelecAir
Corps
stationed
at
Kessler
Field,
staBlloxl,
Miss,
tioned at Harrlsburg, has rejoined
Young & Rublcam,
New York, as vice- ERIC CHOYCE, Toronto, and ARTHUR
president
JOS. WEED
new post. and director of personnel, a M.
GRIFFITH, Montreal,
been
350 Madison
Avenue,& CO.
New York
elected tohave
the board
LT. COL. VIC
offield,
directors
of &CockBrown
Co.
GEORGE, president
Mr. Choyce
been
of Whitehallcasting,Broadwith
the haspart
agency
Montreal,
sincetime1930,
of
has
been
promoted
the
In
charge
to
commander
of the London, EngCanadian
Radioof
land,whenoffice,
Broadcasting Unit
ingclosed
thatreturnwas
atwarofBce
theIn
No. 1 dianof Army.theHeCanaoutbreak
of
will
1939.
Mr.
Griffith
have chargetablishingofsmal staeshas
been
an
account
executive at the
tions in the area of
agency's Montreal
occupation forces In
head-office
since
1927.
Germany fortainment of enterJ.
WALTER
dian troops. CanaTHOMPSON Co.,
Chicago, has been
LOREN SON (Bud)
Jr., UP WATradio
electedship In tothe memberChicago
sports editor, will
Automobile Trade
join Maxon
DeAssn. by the board
troit, July 1 Inc.,
to write
commercials ior SPARE Time Art Show, run for of directors. First to
WITH
ILll^L'^'TV^ «"^Pl«y«s feyCopywriter
McCann-Erickson,
^"embershlp 'Si
the
agency
association,
Jim Chi-of handles
^^'^ (center) for portrait
Ra^or
slfetyMILLER
letteDEAN
acnational
REX
DAVIS
Co. succeeds him Chester
r. Ford
s^vesTocal
Sran°/branches
a fellow-copywrite
Fritz
staff
and
Col. Stoopnagle,
Simms and
Ginny Hellman,
4 TIMES DAILY
asradiosports
editor
of
service.
co\mtry.
the
throughout
dealers
approval.
judges, give smiling
AUBREY
from from
the
GLEN SAMPLE, partner
ofandDancerCanadian C.ArmyPECK,afterreleased
recovering
Fitzgerald-Sample,
Chicago,
comreceived
in Normandy,
has re-as
mander in thethree
Navy,years
has ofbeenservice.
releasedHe wounds joined
Stewart-Lovick,
Vancouver,
after
almost
account executive.
has returned to Chicago.
JIM MATTHEWS,
public has
relations
SEIDEL ADV.,
New York,
hasInc.,resigned
ager of CKEY Toronto,
Joinedmanthe
account
of
Famous
Falrsex
retail
firm.
production
department of J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto.
NOBLE-DURY
&
Assoc.,
Nashville,
NEVILLE & SCHWEIGER has moved to
Tenn.,
new agency,
hasandbeenJ. W.organized
larger Broad
officesandin Chestnut
the Lincoln-Liberty
byand ALBERT
NOBLEradio
DURY
will
service
accounts
with Bldg.,
Sts., Philadelphia.
other
media.
Mr.
Noble
has
handled
HARRY
W.
WENGER
of
Al
Paul
Lefton
national
and
local
advertising
for
WLAC Nashville.
Adv., phia
Philadelphia,
has Joinedto PhiladelInquirermanager.as assistant
the proHOWARD
TULLIS,
head
of
his
own
Los
motion
Angeles agency,
RUTH HARRISON.
partner
in Royal
Hollywood
talentCal.,andagent,
Guzman,ofROYAL,
New
has been
named&
Beverly Hills,
June were
3. married in DeEDWARD
director
the York,
research
department,
VIRGINIA
ANNE
FAIRFIELD,
formerly
now
being
expanded.
Mr.
Royal
the NORTHERN FLORIDA'S
ofcopyThe staff
Blow ofCo.,Pacific
Hollywood,
hasAdv.,joined
of JOHN
F. ROYAL,
NBC isviceCoastCLOUD,
Los son
BEST
"BUY-•
president
in charge
of television.
• SendRADIO
for Details
Angeles,
succeeding
JESSE
now
WILLIAM RENNER, released from the
with BBDO, New York.
Navy,
has
Joined
Wolfe-Jlckllng-Dow
&
JACK
GRAY,
San
Francisco
copy
writer
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, has shifted to the Conkey, Detroit, as production manager. BRANSON, former newscaster
agency's
office. formerly with TODD
W.McCann-Erickson,
ROBERTChicago
MITCHELL,
and
special
events toannouncer
with
Newreleased
York, and
ROBWPEN
Philadelphia,
Lee Donnelley
ERT
A.
HUNTER,
from
the
Adv., Cleveland.
Army,
have
Joined
the
New
York
office
ofMr. Grant
as account
T. HOLMGREN,
former advertising
Hunter Adv.
was formerly
with executives.
Ruthrauff E.manager,
Wood Conversion
Co., andSt.
to Melamed-Hobbs,
Chicago
&KIRBY
Ryan, HAWKES,
New York. program director of Paul,
^
m 50UO WATTS 1330 KC.
Minneapolis
advertising
andexecutive.
marketing
organization,
as
account
Benton
&
Bowles,
New
York,
has
resigned.
HAROLD
H.staff,
PATTERSON,
of
hasexecutive
Joined formerly
BBDO
HUMPHREY
exec- Blue
utive of Dan M.B. BOURNE,
Miner Co., former
Los Angeles
Angelessales
asd to Royal
accountCrown
and Co.is Los
ass
i
g
n
e
Bottling
acagency,
has
joined
HiUman-Shanecount for western states.
Breyer,
Angeles, In charge of copy
for food Losaccounts.
LARAINE
STEWART, account
execut
i
v
e
o
f
& Weber,
PortDONALD
F.
GORDON,
formerly
of
Willand,MacWilkins,
Ore. has beenColeelected
president
son leased
Bros.,fromChicago,
and
recently
reENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
the
AAF
after
three
years
of
the
Portland
Women's
Adv.
Club.
overseas,
has
Joined
Charles
Daniel
Frey
BURTON
E.
EBERT,
formerly
In
charge
National Advertisers consider WEVD
Adv., Chicago, as copy writer.
of
research
and
marketing
of
Scott
PaJAMES M.NewCECIL,
president,
& New perYork,
Co., hasas joined
& Ellington,
researchIveydirector,
a new a "must" to cover the great MetroPresbrey,
York,
andJuneMrs.21 Cecil
Tamara
Scott
are
to
be
married
in
New
York.
P.post.N. BERRY,
formerJ. Walter
De SotoThompsales potitan New York Market.
has Joined
JOHN HENDERSON
HINES,& radio
pro- manager,
Uni hr WHO'S WHO m WeVO
son
Co.,
Detroit,
as
assistant
account
duction
manager,
Kenyon
Eckhardt.
New York,
Alex- executive
dealers. serving Ford branches and
ander were and
marriedFrances
June Campeau
2 In New York.
WEVD- 117 Wttt• MHiBroadcast
SbMt Nm Advertising
Vwft. IL' T.
BROADCASTING
It

SIDE SHOW
OR
Like the small boy who wants to get
the most for his money at the circus,
the shi-ewd radio advertiser chooses the
station with the three ring combination
. . . coverage, programs, and promotion.

''BIG TOP"?
For top performance in all three,
WIBC offers the lowest frequency of
any Indiana station, on a clear channel,
programs that sell, and promotions
that have received national award.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY, National Representatives

uROADCASTING
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STRATOI.INE division of S. Buchsbaum
&planning
Co.. men's
belt manufacturer,
an Intensified
cam-is
radio.advertising
Present
plans
call forpaign to include
transcribed
spots
featuring
■ Jimmycago Evans'
SportforOddities"
on camChiexpanded
paignstations
in largerand cities
by Christmas.
Agency
Chicago. is Irving J. Bosenbloom Adv.,
K. C. TITUS,
with WCCO KnoxMinneapolis, andformerly
more recently
Reeves with
Adv. and
McCann
Erickson,
Minneapolis,
has
been named
advertising manager
of
The
Perfex
Co.,
Shenandoah,cleanser
la.,
household
manufacturer.
Firm
has
just
added
KFPWKWFT
Ft. Wichita
Smith.
Ark.,
Falls, Tex., Network,
and the
Arrowhead
Duluth,
Minn.,
radio schedule of to30
■VTi. TUiic:
in central
iHr.
luus chanan-Thomastations
^gst
Agency
is Bus Adv., Omaha.
HOWARD
P.
ABRAHAMS,
for
two
on the retail advertising staff of the years
N. Y.
Times,
previously
with New
Bloomingdale's
and Ludvvig
Baumann,
York
detment stores,ofhasI. been
tisingpardirector
J. FoxnamedInc.,adverNew
York, fur verstore
chain, a spot
radio LEW
adt
i
s
e
r
.
M
r
.
Abrahams
succeeds
KASHUK, who now has his own agency.
WILLIAMS
WATER onPROOF
Los
Angeles (roofing),
June 1Co.,started
twice-daily
five-minute
newscastis foron
KWKW Pasadena,
Cal. Contract
13 weeks.
geles, hasAllied
account.Adv. Agencies, Los AnSEALSAC
Inc.,
New York,
maker3 offorfood13
and
on July
weeks utility
starts covers,
participation
twice weekly
in "Mangram on About
half-hour
WQXR. Town",
New York.
Agencypro-is
Ray-Hirsch Co., New York.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York, has
signed afective78-week
contractHouseefJuly 2 foronrenewal
the
coffee program
WQXRMaxwell
New York,
"Dinner
Concert",
six-weekly
half-hour
series.
York. Agency is Benton & Bowles, New

Sponso

RSii^

HAAS BROS., San Francisco (Trupak
Fine Foods),
started "Date
With
Don"
on KGOa.m. has
San Francisco,
ly 11:15-30
placedfiveby weekLeon
Livingston
Adv.,Contract
San Francisco.
MUTUAL
CITRUS
PRODUCTS
Co., Ana-in
helm,
Cal.
(MCP
powdered
pectin),
awillfive-week
starting June in25
sponsorcampaign
daily participations
"This kane.
Woman's
World"
on 18KFPY
SpoFirm ofstarting
will
also
use a total
39 Charles
chainJunebreaks
on KHQ
KGA.
Agency
is
H.
Mayne
Co.,
Los Angeles.
SALERNO-MEGOWAN Biscuit Co., Chirenewed
Remem-on
ber"cago, haseffective
May "Songs
28 for You
52 weeks
WGN
p.m.
(CWT).Chicago,
Agency four-weekly
is Schwimmer10-10:15
& Scott,
Chicago.
THE MOXIE
Co.,
Roxbury,
Mass.
(beverages), through Kelly-Nason
New
York,
for nineHolyoke,
spotsInc.,weekly
for 13 has
weekssigned
on WHYN
Mass.
TEKSEED HYBRID CORN Co. has
signed to sponsor for 13 weeks on KFAB
Lincoln,
"Smilin'
Ed McConnell"
in "HymnNeb.,byTime",
quarter-hour
series
distributed
Charles
Mlchelson Radio
Transcriptions,
New York.
RENSIE
WATCHES
Co.,
New
York,
has
appointed
New York,
as agency. Weiss
Radio &mayGeller,
be used.
NEBLETT Radio Productions, Chicago,
has
series "Louise
sey sold
andat le fortranscribed
the
KRSC MasSe-on
SeattleWesterners"
Automobileto Dealers
contract for 52 weeks, five-weekly; KOH
Reno,
for
Harold's
Club,
52
weeks,
three-weekly;
and toService
KVOR Co.Colorado
Springs,
for Modern
and
weeks. (radio
Sales
were home
direct.appliances)
Additional13 stations
just
contracted
for
"So
the
Story
Goes"
are
WTBO Cumberland for Medical Arts
Pharmacy,
programs,Ice and
risburg for 39Hershey
CreamWHPCo.,Har-52
weeks, three-weekly.

"NO,
BROTHER,
ANNOUNCED
A

CHAMBERLAIN
SALES Corp.,
Desof
Moines,
beganweekly
sponsorship
June 4thru
three
spots
for 52 weeks
BBDO
Chicago
on
following
stations:
KPO
KOIN KVOO.
KGIR KPFA
KRBM KGNC
WPAA KFPY
KSL KIRO
MORTON
Mfg.
Co.,
Lynchburg,
has
appointed
J.advertising
M. Mathes Inc.,
NewVa.,York,
to
handle
campaigns
for
two
subsidiary
cosmetic
companies,
the
Nite StikWhite
Co., effective
the
Snow
ProductsJuneCo.,1, and
starting
Sept. 1. Radio is said to be considered.
TURCO
PRODUCTS
Inc., Losappointed
Angeles
(household
cleanser),
Brisacher.
Van
Norden has& Staff,
Los
Angeles,
to
handle
advertising
and
sales
promotion
on consumer
goods.
Media
selection
is pendingpackage
completion
of newier, Lospackage
design.
Riordan to& service
Messwill continue
industrialAngeles,
advertising.
PACIFIC BREWING & MALTING Co.,
San
Francisco,
and
Story
Hour" withhas
Perrystarted
Askam"Song
on KQW
San Francisco.
Sun.
5-5:30
p.m.
Con-H.
tract
for
13
weeks
placed
thru
C.
MacDonald Agency, San Francisco.
MIDWEST
Co., itsDetroit
(waxes,
polishes),Adv.,
hasMfg.Detroit.
placed
Gleason
Radioaccount
budgetwithof
$2,000 is said to be planned.
MILLS,
vice-president
Van
deEDWARD
Kamp'sstore),
Holland-Dutch
BakeriesofpresiInc.
(chain
has beenAdvertising
elected
dent of Los Angeles
Club.
T. L.tive ofSTROMBERGER,
account
execuWest-Marquis, was elected secretary-treasurer.
WRIGHT
Corp., bouts
Paterson,
N.
J.,AERONAUTICAL
is sponsoring
from Queensboro
Arena, L.boxing
I. City, on
WINS Newclusion as York
conpart offromisits 9:30
drivep.m.to torecruit
workers.
Agency
Adams, Montclair,
N. J. Burke Dowling

NOT

IT'S
SPOT

A y AIL

SIOUX

HUGGINS-YOUNG Co., Los Angeles
(coffee),
in a fourcampaign on
June
4 started
Cedricweek
weekly
on Foster-CommenKHJ & Hollywood.
Agencytator,Isthrice-Glasser-Galley
Co., Los
Angeles.
L.
DEMARTINI
Co., Sanmixed
Francisco,
(packaged
salted
peanuts,
has
appointed
N. W.advertising.
Ayer & Son,nuts),
San
Francisco,
to place
FRONTIER FOODS, Phoenix (potato
chips),
has Angeles,
appointedto Garfield
& Guild
Adv.,ingLos
handleuse advertisplans to include
of ArizonawithNetwork.
GOLDENland, Cal.,WEST
BREWINGKnolUn
Co., Adv.,
Oakhas
appointed
San Francisco, to handle advertising.
CAL-RAY BAKERIES, Glendale, Cal.
(cookies),
with distribution
in Californiafield and& Guild
Arizona,
has
appointed
GarAdv.,Radio
Los isAngeles,
to handle
advertising.
considered.
DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS Inc., New
York,
record dally
store, spot
has signed 52-week
contract
on WLIBforNew
York; announcements
plans to addl
WQXR
New
York.
Agency
SternfieldGodley, NewCHEMICAL
York. Co., IsPhiladelphia.:
BEACON
will promote
cleanser
on WLIB
New
York for Zero
52 weeks
beginning
July
2ten-minute
as sponsor program.
of "Jackpot",
five-weekly
Agency
Is
Benjamin Eshleman Co., Philadelphia.
GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh (Gulf
Spray), has signed for twice weekly
quarter-hour
"Songs ofContract
Jack Smith"
KYW
Philadelphia.
for on16
weeks
placed
thru Young Inc.,
& Rublcam,
New
York.
Confections
Chicago
(Snacks),for has
signedthru
for three Grant,
spots
weekly
52 weeks
Adv.,
Chicago.
Ludens
Inc, Paul
Reading,
sponsoring
five
station
breaks
weekly
foris.
18 weeks, placed thru J. M. Mathes Inc.,
New York.
Nevlns forDrugfive Co.,
has signed
spotsPhiladelweekly
for
13 phia,weeks
thru Philip Klein
Agency,
Philadelphia.
NEW
BUSINESS
on WOLS Chicle
Florence,
S.NewC,York
Includes:
American
Co.,
(Sen-Sen),
60
spots
for nine weeks thru Cox & Tanz, weekly
Philadelphia;
Louis
(CheckerboardPurina
Feeds),Mills,
threeSt. placed
quarter-hours
weekly
for
52San
weeks,
direct;
Starkist
Co.,
Antonio
(toothpaste,
vitamins),
five
quarter-hours
weekly
for
52
weeks
thru
Pitluk
Adv.,
San
Antonio.

CIGARETTES—

KSOO

ABILITY'

FALLS,

SO.

DAKOTA

1140 K C - 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
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...TO

WQXR

US,

TOO

is associated inevitably with fine music.

And when WQXR's survey of metropolitan listening was published, the results were music indeed
— to the ears of WEAR
The results, as reported by Radio Daily —
^^WE AF has the greatest number

of listeners

for any time of the day in its area."
WEAF

thanks WQXR,

and congratulates WQXR

on its own showing, as well. For NBC, it's gratifying to have still another proof of facts shown
time and time again: WEAF

is New York's first

station— Most People Listen Most to WEAF—
WEAF

is your best bet

1945-RADIO'S 25fb ANNIVERSARY-PLEDGED

TO VICTORY!
NBC'S Key Station • Hew York 1 :!

50,000 watts « 660 kc.
Reprasenfed by NBC SPOT SALES J

While

Thousands

SLEEP

...other
Thousands
LISTEN!

Every morning at precisely
12:30 to 5:00 a.m. a mellow fellow named
Larry Gentile is invited into the homes of thousands of CKLW listeners. It's radio's original
DAWN PATROL ... the fast-moving 472 -hour
output of a master showman. Mixed in with
comedy, recordings and guest-star attractions,
is world news, the weather as it is and will be,
and the intimate good nature of Larry and his
entire staff.
What the ten-year old
DAWN PATROL formula has done for sponsors
is written in very black ink on the ledgers of a
host of repeat customers . . . the kind of alert
programming that has a habit-forming vitality.
If you're now buying radio,
or are seriously considering more radio, it would
be a wise thing to have a chat with CKLW showmen. Their business is knowing what the public
wants in this — America's Third Market. They
can save you worry, time and needless expense.

As anxious
A SERVICE
to Canadians
who and
are
to locate
Netherlands
Czechinternational
relatives
or friends
in Europe,
the
CBC
shortwave
service
has
started
transmission
of
personnel
messages to Messages
Czechoslovakia
and thein
Netherlands.
are included
the
regular
foreign
language
broadcasts
toand those
countriesto by50 words.
the CBCService
service,Is
are limited
handled
Cross. through the Canadian Red
WHN Search
WHN New York beginning June 11 will
conduct
a
search
via "For woman,
Women
Only"
to1945."
bear for
thethetitlemost
"Thecourageous
Lady onof
Women
will
beFighting
interviewed
aprogram.
weekly "Cheer-Day"
feature of thein
organizations
the East Listeners
have beenandasked
to send in
suggestions.
Best Book Dramas
BLUE dramatizes current and older
novels
in
"Best
Sellers",weekly
devoting
five
half-hour
broadcasts
to each
book. Serieswill
began
June from
4. One-third
selections
be taken
best sellerof
lists
N. Y. Times
and
N. Y.published
Tribune, inthethebalance
from hits
of past years back to 1940.
Farm Service
WTIC Hartford is broadcasting, Monday
throughports direct
Friday
a.m., market
market area.refrom 6:15
the farm
Local News Period
KTBC
Austin,program
Tex., hasof started
ten-minute
all locala daily
news
titled "City Desk".
"On Location" Coverage
SPECIAL event broadcast was featured
by
New Orleans
"onnewlocation"
withWDSU
"Enchanted
Voyage",
techniCentury locality.
Fox production
being
filmedcolorin20th WDSXJ
Editorials on Air
EDITORIAL
of ofpublishers
of
daily papers
inopinions
the area
WGY
Schen
e
c
t
a
d
y
a
r
e
featured
by
the
station
in
new seriesThe"Thepublisher,
Voice ofhis theeditors
Fourthora
Estate".
leading citizens compose forum for each
program.
Loews Spots
LOEWS Neighborhood Theatres,
New York, started sponsorship
June 1 of a spot announcement
campaign, 3 times weekly, for 8
to 10 weeks thru Donahue & Coe,
New York,
the following
stations: WEAFon WJZ
WOR WNEW
WMCA WHN WOV.

New CBC Programs
NEW
CHILDREN'S
series,
"Once
a Time",
consistingevening
of 13 plays,
musicalisUpon
and
dramatic
Sunday
how
heard on
the
CBC
Trans-Canada
network.
Talks
by
Capt.
R.
G.
Edwards.
Royal
Navy ofveteran,
are featured
In
"Adventures
adventure
series the
heardSea",
on thenewCBCweekly
national network.
Featureswere featured
BACKSTAGE Opera
broadcasts
by WHIO Opera
Dayton,Festival.
O., during the Third
Annual
TECHniCflL.^

ADMIRALgional CORP.
has under
movedmanagement
eastern reheadquarters,
of SIDNEY
H. ROGOVIN,
to 40 E. 32d
St., New York.
RICHARD
SCHROETER. TED CROSBY,
CHARLES
COOK andof KFI
RICHARD
TAGGAKT,shifted
technicians
Los Angeles,
have
to Blue Hollywood
staff.
FRANK manager
L. MARSHALL,
assistant
sales
of BundyformerTubing
Co..
Detroit,
has joined
the salesMass.staff of
Aerovox Corp.,
New Bedford,
FRED
engineer ofstation,
W6XAO.
Don
LeeMUELLER,
Hollywood
the father
of a boy television
born May 28. Is
NEW
BOOK, "Howby to Charles
Pass Radio License
Examinations",
has
been York
published
& Sons,
New
($3). by John WileyDrew,
MORRIE
W. ROSENFELD,
field manof Emerson
& Phonograph
Corp.,ager New
York, Radio
is temporary
general
sales ingmanager
of
the
company,
who succeedresigned
to enter CHARLES
businessROBBINS,
for himself.
DAVE
WPTC
Kinston,HARDISON,
N. C, toformerly
WAIM withAnderson.
nouncer.
S. C, as associate engineer and anBURR JAMISON Is new chief engineer
ofCHARLES
WROX Clarksdale,
Miss.
succeedsto
R. HICKSservice.
Who Heresigned
enter
Government
KENNETH
engine r at WHIOWELLER,
Dayton, transmitter
O., is the father
of a boy.
THOR
LA
CROIX
has
been
placed
charge ofBlueall Network
engineeringHollywood
operationsoutlet.forIn
KECA,
With JOHNgineering
EILERS
equipment. supervising all enVINCENT
maintenance
technician forSULLIVAN,
CBS New York,
resigned
May 26tion.toDANIELjoinDOUGLAS,
a South former
Carolinashortstawave
studio
technician,
has
transferred
from
technical
operations
to
general
engineering
PHILIPCBSERHORN
and ALBERT onhave
DECBS.CAPRIO,
studio
technicians,
joinedthe the
services,
Caprlo
Navyarmed
and
Mr. ErhornMr.theDe Army.

J. E. Campeau, Managing Director
Union Guardian BIdg., Detroit 26.
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.,
National Representative
5,000 WATTS

CKLW

800 Kc.
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Denver's only station-maintained
house orchestra gives musical

eadership to KOA,

Denver's leading station

"Shrednik feeds the net" means little to the layman. But when a local musician
and arranger in the Rocky Mountain West can make an 8-piece string
group sound like a 30-piece ensemble, small marvel that his music is
piped 6 days a week to the combined networks of NBC and the Canadian Broadcasting Company.
They even transcribe these shows, called "Sketches in Melody," for delayed
rebroadcast to our armed services. Which puts Mr. Shrednik's music
right up there with America's topflight shows.
Of course this Shrednik's no country boy. Graduate of the Juilliard School of
Music and nationally known as an arranger, he has appeared as guest
conductor with such stars as Grace Moore and Paul Robeson. His
music, both sponsored and sustaining, serves as the background of all
KOA musical activities.

-No
FIRST

wonder

in DENVER

i
50,000 watts
850 d" your
Repmsenfed hy NBC SPOT SALES

KO

As fWT/
First in POWER -the only 50,000 watter for
500 miles in any direction. Hence . . .
First in COVERAGE -Day or Night
First in LISTENER LOYALTY- NBC sur
veyed 1077 cities to prove it
First in PROGRAMS-both listener (and
advertiser) loyalty proves that
And finally, for all these reasons . . .
FIRST IN DEALER PREFERENCE
(Just ask Ross-Federal)

ICE

CHO

JUST BEFORE the dinner call this group of radio and agency executives got together at the party given by the Wildroot Company for
the Philadelphia Assn. of Retail Druggists at the Bellevue Stratford
Hotel. Left to right: Alviryn Bach, KYW news commentator for Wildroot; Arthur Pryor, BBDO vice-president in charge of radio; Gertrude
Scanlan, BBDO timebuyer; Leslie Joy, KYW general manager; Al
Lehman, BBDO account executive; Chauncey E. Rickard, secretary,
Pennsylvania Pharmaceutical Assn.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
bV
ion used
o«W stat
'"
>NasW"g*«
3„ tour
«C
ers. >N
„ev.spap
st
*e large
stm has
'OP"'*""
total apP

50,000
CLEAR
1180

CHANNEL
ON

BROADCASTING

Marine Recording
PREFACED by a warning to the
easily shocked listeners, CBS Tues
May 29Corps
at 11:15
p.m. broadcast
adayMarine
recording
made onj
Okinawa as a pre-Memorial Day
feature. Called one of the most
compelling
ments of the human
war, the interest
recordingdocufol
lowed three wounded men in 2
state of shock as they were brought
to the advanced aid station to be
administered plasma, then to the
intermediate medical station, and
finally to the field hospital where
one of the men was immediately
operated on. Sgt. Roger Roberts,
as narrator,
and S/Sgt.
Carson as technician,
were theTomMarine
Corps correspondents who made
the
recording.
The 15-minute
broadcast
originated
CBS Washington
key. from WTOP,
Decca Dividends
DECCA RECORDS Inc. has declared a regular dividend of 30
cents
per share,ofpayable
June 14.28
to stockholders
record June

DIAL
WLW
700 ON YOUR DIAL

AWIiafed with the

NATIONAL
FIRST in WASHINGTON

WATT

Crosley Plans Production
Goal of 1,300,000 Sets
CROSLEY plans for radio manu'
facture, once materials are avail-i
able, call for a potential of 1,300,000 sets annually, R. C. Crosgrove
vice-president and general manager, Crosley
Corp., toldmanagers
regional
sales and
merchandising
at a recentcinnati.3-day
conference
He disclosed
that inallCin-o:i
the Crosley plants in Cincinnati
w^ill be devoted to radio receiver
production.
As a peacetime objective, he said^l
Crosley's
goal inisboth
10%theofradio
the and
nation's business
refrigerator industries, which
would mean a production of about
$50,000,000. This compares vdth
1941 sales of about $27,000,000. He
warned, however, that all wouldi
not be easy sailing when producand sooner
that a than
buyer's!
markettion is resumed
would come
generally realized. He cited reportsi
showing that about 110 firms are)
entering radio set production.

COMPANY

National Sales Representative
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

THE MOST
NATION'S
MERCHANDISE-ABLE
STATION
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. . . LEVER

RADIO...

BUOTHEHS

largest users of SPOT
For Lifebuoy, Rinso, and other
Lever Brothers products SPOT BROADCASTING isa major medium, as it is for
other advertisers who value the flexibility
which permits them to buy half-hours in some
markets and chain-breaks in others— "cleaning up" as Lever Brothers do, in all!
Spot Broadcasting is an advertising medium all by itself— powerful enough
to cover the country. But as an assist to other
advertising effort, it wins high honors too.
You are free to choose any markets that interest you . . . picking the best stations in
those markets . . . selecting any type or length
of program . . . and buying the best time for
your audience. You are not restricted to any
one network, to any time of day or night, to
any markets that are not important for your
present-day problems.

are among

the

BROADCASTING
Spot Broadcasting is one of the
most important advertising developments in
recent years. A John Blair man, who has
helped Spot Broadcasting grow, can tell you
all about it, and can give you merchandising
facts about the markets that interest you. He
represents
manyall ofthethefacts
country's
finest stations and has
at his fingertips.

COMPANY
Offices in Ciiicago • Naw York • St Louis ■ Los Aoeeles • San Francisco
REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS

This advertisement^ appearing also in FORTUNE Magazine for June, is one of a
FORTUNE series published in the interest of Radio Stations represented by John Blair & Company, j '
OADCASTING
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OWI PACKET, WEEK

NORTH
IS
No

CAROLINA

THE

SOUTH'S

1 INDUSTRIAL
'

NORTH

STATE
CAROtfNA
AVE K AGE OF
Af/JV£ OTHEK
SOUTHERN STATES

WPTF
(CARRYING
WITH
AT

N.B.C.

50,000

680

WATTS

KC)

IS NORTH
CAROLINA'S
No.l SALESMAN
WPTF

• RALEIGH
FREE & PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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JULY 2

Check
to" And the
announcementscontain
you wSl
during thethe listweekbelowbeginning
Julywar2. message
OWIand transcriptions
six broadcasti
SO-second
announcements
sponsorship
three
breaks
on each!of
side of discs. Tellsuitable
your forclients
about them.
Plan 20-second
scheduleschain
for best
timing
these important war messages.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group NAT.PLANSPOT
WORK
WAR MESSAGE
PLAN
Aff. KW
Ind. Aff. OI
Ind. Live Transi
Dangerous
Pennies
Careless Saving
Talk
Planned
Play Square
with MeatStop
Accidents
Home
Canning
Prepare
for
Winter
Car Conservation
See OWI Schedule of War Message 167 for names and time of programs carrylnji
war messages under National Spot and Network Allocation Plans. j
Canadian Election
TO GIVE national coverage to the
federal election today, CBC regional networkselection
will giveresults
fivs-minute national
followed by local results every halfhour starting as soon as the polls
close at 6 p.m. local time. One more
regional network will be added to
the national networks as time zone
is reached, so that by 9 p.m. EDT
a complete national network will
be in operation on both CBC TransCanada and CBC Dominion networks and on those stations wishing
to take the service. The election
service will run till complete returns are in, except for returns
from outlying districts.
Hon. Walter Zivi
O'Neil, Larson
Chicago,
Illinois & 'McMahon
Dear Walter:
Sometimes
I get onso proud
I thinklooseFU
pop the buttons
my asoveralls,
they
are!
You
know,
when
ChemoffHoward
(our
managing
r
e
c
t
o
r
h
edi-at
W CH S) ergot
back
from
the
ETO
test Fall,
he had
so
many
requestsioft
for
copies
broadcasts
finally
simplerseemedto
put
aU ofpractically
them
between
coversa
and make
book of it.
Sohappened.
that's what
Yep
selling
like
.one. . thebuck
book's
hot
cakes
perat
. . . ceall
prod
s
g
o
to
the
Red
we've
Yes, Cross.
Ia lotguessto
behere
pr o ud atof
WCHS,comes
but it
all
under
theAlgyhead
service
for
ofcommunity,
doing
Yrs.. thea

Sales Record
FIVE transcribed 15-minute
programs have been sold by
WCLS Joliet, 111., to five of
Joliet's
firms ringing
in the
space ofleading
five days,
up what R. L. Bowles, general manager, believes to be
quite
He sure
explains
that thea record.
station was
the
time could be sold if the right
programcured ideas
couldFrederic
be seand credits
W. Ziv Co. for solving that
problem. The five programs,
Mr. Bowles says, sold themselves since the advertisers
already had heard of their
previous successes.
Dutch Merge
BROADCASTING societies in Hoi
land, which before the war spon
sored or produced practically al
the country's radio programs, haw
agreed to merge into the Federa
tion of Broadcasting Societies. Th(
group includes Catholic, Protes
tant, labor and similar societies
They are now in possession of theii
main building at Hilversum bu
broadcasting cannot be resuma
yet because of a lack of electrii
power. Only big station now
operation is the Eindhoven outlet
known
as the Resurgent Nether
lands transmitter.

WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.
BROADQASTING

•

Wheat, oil, cattle, cotton, potatoes, onions, and
war industry all swell the purses of this abovethe-average-wealth market to a $900 per
capita income, or a $3,420 per family income
in KGNC's market. All these valuable industries combined complete a total effective buying income of over $397 million dollars. You
can't miss in this market— because these substantial earnings are being constantly circulated. . . making above-the-average prospects for your products. And when you want
best
results
at the lowest cost, you'll specify
KGNC.

- AFFILIATED wriH TaYLOR UuWeSnOWDEN /^^it^^A • LONE STAR CHAIN • NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
ROADCASTING
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THE
CABOOSE
IS IN
SIGHT!

I

.

^^3, the "Gravy
Train" is baginning to
go by (the Caboose is in
Sight!) and it behooves
every time-buyer to
review the profit-producing value of the
Stations he uses.
We will welcome such
a review!

Radio Inhibited by
Daring Even Though
NATHAN STRAUS, president of
WMCA New York and winner
within past weeks of both the
Bernays and Inter Racial Film &
Radio Guild awards for his program
New World A-Coming, took issue
with what he considers some of radio's most cherished and fostered
illusions
an article
New Yorkin Times,
June in3. Sunday's
Taking his first tilt at the overall question
he wrote:
young
industry.
I had "Radio
expectedis ita
to be free from convention, without
the traditions and trappings of
such venerable pursuits as banking and the law.
was wrong.barrister,
Radio is more
like
the"I bewigged
following
precedent to the letter, than like
the daring young man on the flying
trapeze.
Involve Basic Issues
"But the conventions found by a
newcomer to broadcasting are not
merelyticesa peculiar
matterto ofthehabits
and itself.
pracbusiness
On the contrary, they involve many
basic issues which are, I believe,
of real importance, if only because
they concern a medium having a
tremendous influence on public
Becoming more specific, Mr.
Straus then commented on "one of
opinion."
the
prevalent
traditions"
race most
relations.
The Negro,
he said,—
has been portrayed on the airwaves
"as the lovable fool, the illiterate
rascal World
or the A-Coming,
old family which
retainer".
New
deAmericanpictslife,Negro
has contributions
received sevento awards
in the little more than a year it
has been on the air and Mr. Straus
asks why the honest portrayal of
such a vital problem "should be so
widely regarded in radio as 'new'
andThe'unusual'."
proposal to allow broadcasts
from dioCongress
wouldwould
be prime
ramaterial and
increase
public understanding of the processes of government, Mr. Straus
stated. "Thus far the Congress has
not actedlution tono permit
SenatorsuchPepper's
resobroadcasts,
chiefly because radio as a whole has

Convention, Lack
Young, Says Straus
not shown the enthusiasm raj
quired," he wrote in incriminatiori.
Referring to the "extraordinary,
tradition" by which advertisers
rather than stations create proMr. Straus
posed the editor
question ofgrams,what
a newspaper
would answer if given the following proposition: "Here is Joe McSquinch; weYou think
good
columnist.
print he's
his aarticles
and we will pay his salary and buyj
an advertisement alongside his
Editorials by Stations?
Mr. Straus sees in agency concolumn."
trol a threat to American broadand to freedom
of expres-tc
sion.casting
The right
of advertisers
select
programs
which
they
will have the proper appealbelieve
fop
their products definitely is not disputed in the article but it is felt
that stations, just as newspapers
or
magazines,
and
be responsible "should
for thecreate
material
theyA plan
presentto raise
to thethepublic".
standards of
patent medicine advertising is
asked by Mr. Straus who related
the experiences his station has had
in attempting a solitary approach
to the matter.
Finally,
asks for reconsideration of theheconvention
preventing
radio management from voicing an
editorial opinion. Although not ad
vocating monopolizing the air with
the opinions of owners, he sees no
reason why a short, clearly labeled
period cannot be set aside for such
use. He argues that if a person is
judged
to beit
allowed responsible
to operate enough
a station,
seems logical that he deserves the
right to use a few minutes of th^
broadcasting day to express his own
opinions.
RMA Code
RADIO MFG. ASSN. has estab
lished a standard voluntary code
system for marking and identify
ing manufacturers'
System includes notationproducts.
of produc
tion source and date. Code provides
for assignment
of a code symbol to
each
manufacturer.

AMERICA'S
3rd MARKET
5000 WATT
MUTUAL AFFILIATE
Represented Nationally by GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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m OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
WORLD WIDE NEWS COVERAGE
UNITED PRES!
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Whether Amplitude Modulation . . . Frequency Modulation ... or Television — dependability is a must for
all broadcast equipment.
Federal broadcast equipment has earned a reputation for that dependability because it stands up.
morethethan
thirty-five
years
. . For
. from
Poulsen
Arc toachievement-studded
the new CBS Television
Station . . . Federal has served the broadcast industry
with superior equipment.
Federal's background includes such milestones of
electronic progress as the 1000 Kw Bordeaux Transmitter; Micro-ray, the forerunner of modern television
technique ; and the first UHF multi-channel telephone
and telegraph circuits, part of a world-wide communications system . . .
All this, plus the war-sharpened techniques that are
the result of ability and experience, combine to give
you craftsmanship . . . the kind of craftsmanship that
builds dependability into all Federal equipment.
In AM . . . FM . . . TV . . .
. . . your prime need in broadcast equipment ia
dependability — look to Federal for it.

Mm/

Tekphone

and

Radio

Corporation

DAY SERIES HIGHER
IN SMALLER CITIES
THE SMALLER the city, the higher the rating of daytime programs,
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting reports in a city-size study of
daytime radio listening.
In smaller-size cities, some programs tripled or quadrupled ratings in cities of 1,000,000 or more.
Results are based on summer 1944
interviews in the 81 CAB cities.
Analysis will be reported three
times a year.
Some of the programs, with ratings in different sized cities, follow:
David Harum, from 1.9 in cities of
1,000,000 to 6.9 in cities of 50,000100,000; Breakfast in Hollywood
from 3.4 in 1,000,000 to 7.4 in cities
of 100,000-500,000 and 50,000-100,000; Kate Smith Speaks from 5.4
in cities of 500,000-1,000,000 to 8.6
in cities of 50,000-100,000.
Superman was one of the few
daytime programs showing a higher
rating in large than smaller cities,
with 3.3 in cities of 1,000,000 and
over, 2.3 in 100,000-500,000.

ASSEMBLING table model television sets bought by KDYL Salt Lake
City before the war are Keith Hopkins (1) and Henry Lepke, KDYL
technicians. Units will be used with similar console models to permit
public observation of the station's experimental project.
Service to Ecuador
Student Award
RADIOTELEPHONE service be- FIRST award of $100 "for student
tween the U. S. and Ecuador was showing most promise in radio
established for the first time last
Monday when a direct circuit was writing, directing and producing"
opened by the AT&T between Quito was given by WMAZ Macon, Ga.,
and New York. The connection to Helen Farmer of Wesleyan college. Students of the college radio
makes all South and Central America within reach of the U. S. by class have worked closely with the
station during the past school year.
radiotelephone facilities.

AFA WILL CONDUCT
ELECTION BY MAIL
FOREGOING its annual convention for the second time, the Advertising Federation of America
has arranged to hold its election
this year by mail and will hold a
restricted
meeting
the
Commodore annual
Hotel, New
York,in July
11 which will be attended only by
members in the vicinity.
A nominating committee has
been appointed and has named 18
directors, nine to serve one year
and nine for two-year terms. A|ffi
list of those nominated has been
mailed to all members and addi
tional nominations may be made by
return mail. Ballots will be dis
tributed about June 20.
The chairman of the board, president, secretary and treasurer are|f
elected by the new board after the
directors have been chosen. No election was held last year but afterjnu
study and legal advice it was de
cided to hold one this year in compliance with the organization's by
m
New York Media Menln
To Hear AANR Study
STUDY prepared by the American
Assn. of Newspaper Representatives, titled "Daily Newspapers andpii
Chainbe Radio
as National
will
presented
June 13 Media''
at the
regular dinner meeting of the Newi 8a
York
the| ™
Hotel Media
Sheraton,Men's
New Assn.
York. atFirstftii
part ofence the
study
compares
audireached by the four major
networks
through with
half -hour
eve-| to
ning broadcasts
audienc^
reached by a list of 266 daily newsj m.
papers published in 251 cities of
25,000 or more population.
Second section is given over toilAc:
an analysis of the actual expendi-I Jj
tures in the two media in relation: Bm
to sales results and is described tol
be an ''attempt to get away from
the argumentative phases of news-i M

papers
and radio."
AN
AIRCRAFT
carrier City,
now under
constructlou
' atcargo
Fla.. a?e«
will
be jnamed
thelatePanama
Joseph
V. ConnoUs
inFeatures
honor
of
the
president
of
King
International
News loaiijifoi
Service andSyndicate,
International
News Photos
the
0.
,
S.
Maritime
Commission
an- j;
nounced. forLaunching
scheduled
July 7. is tentatlveljf
w
I
N
N
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McCALL RESUMES
NBC NEWS POST
FRANCIS McCALL has resumed
his duties as manager of operations
New Business
NBC's news department, with
. S. STEEL Corp., New York, Sept. 9 of
headquarters in New York, Wil;arts
Theatre
Guild
on
180
Blue
staliam F. Brooks, NBC director of
Lons
. Y. Sun. 10-11 p.m. Agency: BBDO, news and
special events, announced
ORDENon July
Co., 10Newstarts
YorkBorden
(milkCounty
prod- last Thursday. Plans for a meetcts),
ing
of
NBC
division news direcair on about 170 Blue stations Tues.
tors in New York June 18-21 to co-.30-8
ardt, N.p.m.Y. Agency: Kenyon & Eckordinate national and regional coverage plans for the coming years
Renewal Accounts
were also announced. NBC plans
ERALTA
WINE
Co.,
San
Francisco
to
supplement
its coverage from
Cristo Count
wines),of onMonte
Aug. Cristo
7 renewson press services with
DrMonte
13 weeks
more direct re6.m.Don(PWT).
Lee Cal.
stations
Tues.
8-8:30
porting
from
its
own staff, he said.
Agency: Foote, Cone &
Mr. McCall, who will lead some
ieldlng, San Francisco.
the clinic sessions of next
tENERAL Frosted
FOODS Foods),
Corp., onNewSept.
York6 of
Birdseye
week's
meeting,
15 months agoin
to handle
specialleft assignments
enews
Dinah
Shore'sThurs.
Open8:30-9
House p.m.on Europe
31WestNBCCoast
stations
and
the
Pacific
area. Adolph
9-9:30 p.m.
•gency: Youngrepeat
& Rublcam,
N. Y. PWT). Schneider, NBC news editor, who
Mr. McCall's
•UPFY-MOTT
New renews
York (Juices),
duties,beenas handling
acting manager,
has
n June 22 for Co.,
52 weeks
Whafs has
'our
Idea
on
58
MBS
stations
Fri.
been
promoted
to
assistant
man1:45-11:55
ager of operations of NBC news.
am, N. Y. a.m. Agency: Young & RublCAMPBELL
SOUP Co.,Carson
New Show
Toronto,on
lay
8 CBC30 renewed
DominionJack network
stations
JtlPed. 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: Cockdeld.
J »rown & Co., Toronto.
f11 viLLIAM
WRIGLEY
Jr.19 for
Co., 52Chicago
chewingService
gum),
enews
to June
the Front
on 140weeks
CBS
tations
Tues.
10-10:30
p.m.
1 irthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.Agency:
Hetuiork Rccounrs

1,
Net Changes
pt-JHARLES
! >ox
root Follies
beer), E.onon HIRES
J\ine stations
17Co.,
shiftsPhiladelphia
Hires' Wed.
IceBlue
from
0-10:30
p.m.,
to
Sun.
6:30-7
y: N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.p.m. AgenBRANDS
York
; 5TANDARD
Tenderleaf Tea,
Royal Inc.,
gelatinNewdeserts).
)n^'amilyJuneon 26172 discontinues
One
Man's
Blue
stations
Tues.NBC 7:30-8
).m.
Jioly 3:30-4
15 shifts
to 134Agency:
sta-J.
ionsandSun.
p.m.
* Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
COAST BORAX
New Death
York
: PACIFIC
Borax Soap),
June 6329Co.,
shifts
r&Uey
Sheriff onfrom
CBS
stations
I 'Thurs.
8:30-8:55
p.m.
to
180
Blue
sta-lons
Fri. N.9:30-10
Srlckson,
Y. p.m. Agency: McrCann.VIAIL
Wheeling.
W. Va.,POUCH
June TOBACCO
27 replacesCo.,Counterspy
yith
The
Sportsmen's
Club
of
the p.m.
Air
)n 179 Blue
Wed. 8:30-9
Agency:
Walkerstations
& Downing,
Pittsburgh.
DELAWARE, Lackawanna & Western
New York
(Blue TheCoal),Shadow
on Sept.on
: )"oalfor Co.,
39 weeks
resumes
; !6 MBS
stations& Sun.
cy: Ruthrauff
Ryan,5-5:30
N. Y.p.m. Agen30RDENicts), having
Co., New York
(milk predJerry stations
Wayne
Show
fuly 6 from shifted
180 Blue
Sun.
!:30-9 p.m. to 148 CBS stations Fri.
r:30-8
p.m.,
on
Sept.
28
or
Oct.
5
Jlaces Jerry Wayne Show- with GinnyreSimms Show,
Fri. 7:30-8
Agency:
Young CBS
& Rublcam,
N. Y. p.m.

Broadcast of Wire
News Mandatory
rKDIO newsmen should not
hold up any press association story,
even though it may be unofficial at
time of its broadcast, according to
Robert E. Kintner, Blue network
vice-president, who last week
briefed network correspondents and
editors on the job before them in
covering
the Pacific war and world
news elsewhere.
"If a press association sends
through a story, I think radio
should put it on the air, whether it
is or isn't confirmed by official
sources,"rally,Mr.
said. "Natuthough,Kintner
broadcasters
should
credit the source of the story and
tell the public that there has been
no Mr.
official
confirmation."
Kintner
said the war in the
Pacific will be more difficult to
cover from the standpoint of makingate itslisteners
scope. understand and evalu-

DAVIS COMMENDS .
HOWARD FRAZIER
SERVICES of Howard S. Frazier,
NAB Director of Engineering, in
recruitment
technical personneland fortraining
OWI ofoverseas
operations were praised last week
by Assistance
Elmer Davis,
OWI director.
accorded,
Mr. Davis
said in a letter to Mr. Frazier,
helped
agency recruitment
"to solve oneprob-of
our mostthedifficult
lems"
and
"greatly
speeded up"
OWI overseas radio operations.
Mr. Frazier has been on parttime loan on OWI since last November.
ASF Series
STARTING DATE of the new
Army
Service [Broadcasting,
Forces series on May
the
Blue Network
28], has been shifted to June 21,
and will be heard Thursday, 1010:30 p.m., and not Monday, as
originally scheduled. Title is now
tentatively set as Music for Tokyo.

WIBW
Personalities
Markets are made up of people . . .
individuals who have to be sold singly.
That's the kind of selling WIBW does
best! Every day, dozens of friendly personalities visit our five million listeners in
Kansas and surrounding states. Because
the v^elfare of each individual is dependent upon agriculture, the talk is
about v^eather, crops, livestock and mar-

kets, as well as advertised products.
Low-pressure selling? Maybe! But it
has been getting outstanding results
for two decades. And with Uncle Sam
forecasting a "super" Kansas wheat
crop, 1 945 should set new sales records
for WIBW advertisers. Let us show you
how to sell this five-state market by
selling the INDIVIDUAL!

!
Norwich News
AFTER more than a year out of
radio advertising, Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N. Y., on June
18 for Pepto-Bismol starts thrice^'eekly sponsorship of the Arthur
Bale newscasts, a Mutual cooperaKCKN Kansas
Sv
ract on
ity.eprog
Contram,
for 13 weeks was
laced through the Lawrence C.
WW
A
WW
COLUMBIA'S OUTLET FOP KA-SAS
umbinner Agency, New York.
- BEN LUDY, Ge. M,.
Dompany ities
intends to expand its ite
ra¥^(^^' —
REPRESENTED^BYoCAPPER
PUBLICATIONS,
%^INC.
s
^
:
^
lio activ
but has no defin
C
W
B
nEV/
YORK
CHICAGO
KANSAS
CITY
SAN
FRANCISCO
I
W
jlans.
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OWI Is To Discontinue
Foreign Language Dept.
FOREIGN language section of the
OWI Domestic News Bureau will
be discontinued after July 1, necessity for it having disappeared with
the end of the European war which
made communications possible with
the Continent.
The section furnishes foreign
language stations and newspapers
with information of interest to
their readers but the OWI feels it
is now possible for those outlets to
resort to their prewar sources.
Translations of OWI campaign information wil be stopped but the
stations will receive the regular releases in English distributed to
others.

FCC Decision in WINS Sale Is Seen
As Indicative of Attitude on Prices
DECISION of the FCC in the pro- Lea (D-Cal.) of the House Interposed sale of WINS New York by
state & Foreign Commerce ComHearst Radio Inc. to the Crosley
Congressional
guidance mittee
in theaskingmatter
of sale prices.
Corp., Cincinnati, now designated
for hearing on June 27, is expected
One letter, signed by the then
toattitude
reflecttoward
the Commission's
future FCC Chairman James Lawrence
station sale prices,
Fly, sought advice from Congress
it was learned last week.
and pointed out that the majority
Since late last year a big ques- of the Commission felt it was precluded under the Communications
tion mark has hung over the Commission with reference to its auof sta-in
thority to control sale prices of Act from
tions.considering
Commissioner C.prices
J. Durr,
stations. Still unanswered are let- another letter, contended that the
ters transmitted to Chairman Burthe FCC authority to regton K. Wheeler (D-Mont.) of the Act gave
ulateRep,
such prices.
Both said
Sen. that
WheelSenate Interstate Commerce Comer
and
have
the
mittee and Chairman Clarence F. Commission Lea
letters required no reply as the question was one for
overall Congressional consideration.
Indicative of the importance the
FCC attaches to the proposed voluntary assignment of WINS for
$1,700,000
plus $400,000
in time,H.
was
the designation
of Leonard
Marks, assistant to the general
counsel, to represent the Commission. Recognized as a crack attorney in broadcast matters, Mr.
Marks was elevated to the post of
assistant to the general counsel
last April when Rosel H. Hyde
was made general counsel.
Send Top Man
Normally
memberstaffof istheassigned
broadcast divisiona legal
to represent the Commission at
such hearings. On occasion, when
the case warrants, the assistant
general counsel in charge of broadcasting takes over. In the WINS
hearing, the Commission designated
OOP
Advertisers
its top man to conduct the case.
Fourteen issues have been designated for hearing [Broadcasting,
April
16]. These include the value
Shore
Hahg
On
!
of the physical assets of WINS,
value of its going-concern or goodTake our local department store, fer example—
will, elements that entered into a
determination of the purchase
De Lendrecies'. Twelve years ago (May 1, 1933,
price, whether any consideration is
when we were getting our news material by Transbeing paid for the frequency and
whether any portion of the considradio shortwave, from Minneapolis!) De Lendrecies'
eration isassignable to the assignstarted sponsoring a news program on WDAY, six
or's
outstandingwithconstruction
mit
to
operate
50 kw. perdays per week. Today they're still at it— though now
we have AP, UP, a regular news staff and correspondents throughout our area!
We won't point out that De Lendrecies' is right
here, knows what's what, and buys accordingly. That
would be just too obvious, wouldn't it?
— d
WDAY,

INC

N. B. C.
FARGO, N.D.
970 KILOCYCLES . . . 5000 WATTS
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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Standard Propos
Is Given Approval
RTPB Panel 4 Files Onlyi
Broadcast Appearance
TWELVE notices of appearancei
for oral argument on proposed &U
locations below 25 me were filedl
with the FCC last week, whilei
three others expressed satisfaction|
with
the proposed
[Broadcasting,
May 28].allocationa
Panel 4 of the Radio Technical
Planning Board, of which Howard!
S. Frazier, NAB director of engi
neering, is chairman, filed the only
appearance on behalf of broadcasting. All others involved other than
broadcast services, such as police
forestry, industrial heating, etc,
RTPB Panel 2 on allocations,
headed by Dr. C. B, ' JoUifFe oi
RCA Victor,
a "no copies
appear-of
ance" letter. entered
Twenty-five
all briefs must be filed with the
Commission by June 13.
RTPB Panel 4 on Standard
Broadcasting had recommlended
that the FCC consider extending
the standard band to 520 kc to pro
vide three additional channels. Results of studies covering the possible extension to the 200-400 kc
band
for
high-powered
nel stations,
also were clear-chan
given the
Commission during hearings.
Oral argument
allocations
below 25is mescheduled
for 10 or
a.m. June 20. Appearances are
RTPB — Panel 4; Panel 13, Com.
mittees 1, 3, 6; Society of Plastici
Industry; Panel 12, Committee or
Industrial Heating Applications
Lorain County Radio Corp., Columbus,State
0.; RTPB
PanelCommitte*
8; California
Advisory
to the Governor; Tropical Radic
Teleg. Co.; American Waterways
Operators Inc.; RCA.
RTPB Panel 10 and Committe<
2 of Panel 13 expressed satisfac
tion with the proposed allocations
'Club Anniversary
BLUE'S Breakfast Club, Mondaj
through Saturday, 8-9 a.m. (CWT
will celebrate its 12th anniversarj
June 23. On that day the program
will originate in Sheboygan, Wis
home town of Don McNeill, m.C,
Fo. DIRECT CUT COPIES
ACCURATELY DUPllCATfD

Folks
Turn First tO'
WWt
NEW ORLEANS
50,000
Watts
Clear Channel
CBS Affilliate
—
Represented
Nationally
by The Katz Agency, Inc.

1121 VERMONT AVE.-WASH. 5,0. C.i
WRITE-WIRE OR CALL FOR DETAIL:
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisin

on PRESTO

discs!

How are great commercials bom? Rinso's happy little important transcriptions are. For recording engineers know that PRESTO discs give finer results with
wash-day song was born in the woods. An advertising
man, trying to get away from it all, listened raptly to the less margin for error — actually perform better than
most of the recording equipment on which they
song of a bob-white — the special three-note call Bob
are used. That's why you'll find, in most large broaduses to sell himself to his mate. "Golly," said the ad man,
casting stations, recording studios and research labora"why couldn't we . . ." And the rest is soap history.
tories, the standard recording disc is a PRESTO.
Rinso "spots" are cut on PRESTO discs. Most
WHY BROADCASTING STUDIOS USE MORE PRESTO DISCS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

Less Surface Noise
WORLD'S

Easier on Cutting Needle

No Fussy Needle Adjustments.

LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING
AND

No Distortion

DISCS

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

PRESTO
RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 1 9, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada

behind the shudders of

'
ed look
HOW WOULD YOU likeIh
a 30-minute
mystery-drama
series,
e Seal
produced by some of the most seasoned showmen in
the business . . . and ready-made for your station to put
on the air immediately?
That's what you get in "The Sealed Book", new
transcribed thriller-diller syndicated for individual station
sponsorship by the WOR Recording Studios. Created
and directed by WOR's ace mystery-master, Jock
MacGregor; acted by outstanding radio talent; "The
Sealed Book" is a series of separate chill-lined stories
calculated to move gockls as well as corpuscles.
Already .commercially sponsored on WOR, WGN,
the Don Lee network and other outstanding stations
throughout the country, "The Sealed Book" offers you
all this big-time programming at a very modest price,
i.e. . . . S0% of your station's ^-hour night rate.
Why not arrange for an audition record NOW?
Telegraph or drop a line today to . . .
THE WOR RECORDING STUDIOS
A Division of WOR Program Service, Inc.
1440 Broadway, New Yohx, 18

WPB to Lift Bans
(Continued from page 15)
nouncing the FM allocations delay,
the
contained
this statement
withreport
reference
to AM,
FM and
television transmitters and receivers:
"Information furnished the Commis ion bythe WPB indicates that
the industry will not resume production of such equipment in 1945
or even in the first part of 1946
unless Japan capitulates. . . . Moreover themission
WPBthat it has
will advised
endeavorthetoComgive
90 days advance notice in the event
there tion.is ...any
change
this there
predic-is
In the
eventin that
a change in the war situation and
if it becomes
facturers ofFMimportant
equipmentfor tomanuhave
a final decision one way or the
other, a decision will be rendered
at that time based on all information then available."
Change Taking Place
Already that "change in the war
situation" is reported taking place.
As
for thethe90-day
in which
FCC advance
foresaw notice
that
much of a lull before construction
could commence, Mr. Small said:
"Certainly I don't think there will
be any 90-day lull. If we had V-J
Day we'dstantly.tell
We toldthetheCommission
FCC that in-if
the military demand changes we
would be given a 90-day notice of
the impact, if at all possible. I'm
not so sure that condition hasn't
Mr. Small qualified his remarks,
changed."
however,
with the assertion that
as long as components are tight,
there will be no easing of controls.
And
tight.components at the moment are
Mr. Krug's testimony before the
Appropriations Committee gave
every indication that on V-J Day
the WPB's job is concluded, except
for
recordswhatto the
"make
clearcompiling
for the future
WPBit
did and how it did it". In a direct
statement he said: "I want to assure you that WPB controls will
not be kept for a single hour
longer than they are needed to support the wartime military and warsupporting civilian economy and, in
the case of each control, when that
time arrives, the Board will get out
of Hethe testified
way of that
business."
of 420 controls,
already 100 had been lifted. (Since
his
testimony
several
been lifted or eased). more have
Chairman Krug asserted that
plans ther
of advanced
industrythanare most
"muchpeople
furthink, or than industry will admit,
particularly in large industries
with responsibility for large em-
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SMEC Asks Code
Cover Copy Style!
Hayes Announces Personnel]
Of New Subcommittees
NAB COD]§ should provide for thf I
manner of presentation of radicl
copy as well as the wording of the I
copy, according to a resolutiorl
adopted byCommittee,
the SalesArthur
Manager'
Executive
Hul||
Hayes,
general
manager
of
WABc|
New York and SMEC chairmani
reported last week. Mr. Hayes als(|
announced the personnel of threii
subcommittees authorized at th(
recent SMEC meeting in San An
tonio.
Subcommittee to study a pro
cedure to establish an advertisin;
agency recognition board: Stantoi
P. Kettler, WMMN Fairmouni
West Va., chairman; James V
McConnell, NBC; Harold Sender
land, KFAB Lincoln; Willian
Doerr Jr., WE BR Buffalo,
Subcommittee to study the im
plications of the policy of complet
disclosure of audience measuremen
information: Frank Webb, WGl |
Fort Wayne, Ind., chairman ; Henr
I. Chrystal, Edward Petry & Co.
Howard S. Meighan, Radio Sales
Sam Bennett, KMBC Kansas Citj
Subcommittee to study the bloc
selling of time to brokers for re
tailing to different advertisers
John Cutler, WSB Atlanta, chair
man; J. W. Knodel, Free & Peters
Chicago; Ben Laird, WOSH OshI
kosh,
Wis.; Ken Church, WCKl
Cincinnati.
Show pro
ONE Walgreen
of the most ambitious
grams in radio, both from thi
standpoint
time cost
the
Walgreenof talent
Birthdayand Party,
ml
be
aired
by
transcription
on 141
stations coast to coast, whereve
there is a Walgreen store, the wee1
of June 17. The full hour progran
features Bing Crosby, Abbott ani
Costello, Rise Stevens, Paulett
Goddard, Rochester, Don Wilson
m.c,
Carl HoffSisters
and and
his announcej
orchestn
the Andrews
Ken Niles. Program was trai
scribed in Hollywood under the
rection of Schwimmer & Scot
Chicago
account. agency handling Walgree

WSNY, Schenectady, N. Y.
. . . our entire news staff joins
me in congratulating you on the
splendid job you are doing.
George R. Nelson,
General Manager.

ployment."
L & M Renews
LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co.,
available through
New York, on June 11 for 52 weeks
renews Chesterfield Supper Club
on 137 NBC stations, Monday
PRESS ASS0CIATI0N,in4
through Friday, 7-7:15 p.m. Agency: Newell Emmett Co., New York.
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hank

you

,KM

PC...

What you say about "Footprints'
is also true of ALL the new . . .

WORLD
FEATURES
"A SHOIVFOR YOUR mA^eV*'
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
A subsidiary of Decca Records, Inc.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO J^^^ HOLLYWOOD • WASHINGTON

Florida Court Upholds
ASCAP's Right to Stay
REPORT of Special Master James
Messer
Jr. ofwithin
Floridathe that
operations
StateASCAP's
do not
violate the Florida statutes has
been upheld by Judge W. May
Walker of the Circuit Court of the
Second Judicial District of Florida.
Decision found that "ASCAP is
not a price-fixing combination and
is not prohibited from doing business in Florida." A defendant,
with BMI and SESAC, in a suit
broughteral, J. Tom
by State's
Watson,Attorney
chargingGeninfringement ofthe Florida statute,
ing.
ASCAP obtained a separate hearTFeVe Croiving
About Our New

Even

Better

MRS. ALCOTT SAFE
entator I|
Wife of WCAU Commentator
Freed From Japanes
CARROLL ALCOTT, WCAU Philadelphia commentator and Far ■
ese
East authority, has been informed
by
headquartersby
thatGen.
his MacArthur's
wife, after internment
the Japanese for three years, has
been liberated. She is expected to
arrive in the States within three
months.
Mrs. Alcott, a White Russian,
left Shanghai for San Francisco
just before the war began. Her
ship was trapped in Manila by the
Japs
She hasshortly
neverafter
been Pearl
in theHarbor.
U. S.

Business

Extra
PLUS
Merchandising
Service
in South

Find out how this added
WMMN feature will give
you one of America's
Greatest Direct Response
Audiences Dealer Cooperation.

Sure, business has been good in South Bend...
scores of booming war plants have taken care
of that! But what's coming after the war? A
staggering backlog of orders for automobiles,
automotive equipment, sewing machines, radios, washing machines, rubber footwear, farm
machinery, clothing, fishing tackle and other
nationally famous items of peacetime goods
made in South Bend will keep this war production center humming with a C.E.D.-predicted 122% employment! And that isn't allWork is waiting for returning veterans!
Bond buying is breaking previous records!
Banks are bulging with record deposits!
Yes, things have been humming in South
Bend, but they'll be humming even MORE—
after the war!

Write us or —
Ask a Blair Man
Columbia Network

ZenithRADIO
Export
ZENITH
Corp., Plans
Chicago,
has ersplans
for
a
new
line
of
for export
be inreceivproduction within trade,
a few toweeks
after
government restrictions on civilian
manufacturing
are lifted.
radios will incorporate
manyNewof the
developments
made
during
production of military apparatus, accord
ing to E. E. Loucks, sales managei
of the firm's export division. Amer
ican Steel Export Co. is Zenith export agent.

Paid erseosfcrn
Carolindtobacco
formfor 1944 North
flue-cured
crop totaling
391,244,945
poi
GET
YOUR SHARE MARKET
OF THIS
PROSPEROUS
NOWl WE CAN HELP
YOU.
Write' Today for further Informalion

960
KC-1000NETWORK
WATTS
COLUMBIA

1000 WATTS
WRRF

fRIPMONLW.Vn.

PAUl
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Bend!

Recovers
FBI
Documentg
FCC
DOCUMENTS from the FCC i
among those allegedly stolen by six
persons arrested by the FBI last
week on charges of conspiring to
violate the Federal Espionage
Statutes. Ranging in classification!
from "restricted" to "top secret",
the papers recovered by the FB]
also were from the Departments of
State, War and Navy and the Of
fices of Strategic Services and War
Information.
The FBI would not disclose the
nature of the documents but it wasi
learned at the Commission that
they apparently
wereService
Foreign
Broadcast
Intelligence
an
alyses of propaganda broadcasts
which are prepared for govern'
ment
stricted.agencies and classified as reThose arrested include the
editors of the magazine Ameraswi
which published information from
the documents, Philip Jacob Jaflfe
and Kate Louise Mitchell; Mark
Julius Cayn, nationally known
writer who used some of the material in his articles; two State
Dept. employes,
Sigurd
Larsen
and John Emanuel
Stewart Service;
and Lt. Andrew Roth, USNR, retired from active duty since the begin ing of thepersonal
year. knowledge
All six haveof
considerable
the Far East and were engaged i:
work on the subject.
The section of the law they are
charged with violating covers unauthorized defense
possession or data.
transmittal of national
The
maximum penalty
is
two
years
prisonment and $10,000 fine. im-

H. RAYMER

COMPANY

. Nafiona/

It .p p. , . „ , o f / v
FORJOE
New York& COMPANY,
• Chicago Not/.• Representatii'eJ
Philodeiph'O
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"We'll

be helping

to bring you Television
wire or coaxial cable or
"W. in the Bell System now
furnish the networks for radio
micro-wave radio-relays.

and we'll be on the job with
networks for the transmission
of television, too.
"Those networks may be of

"Networks and transmission
are the Bell System's part of
television's future. They are
right down our alley."

BELL TELEPHONE
Usten to "The Telephone Hour" every Monday evening over NBC

SYSTEM

Western
Electric
124 Type
MONITOR
AMPLIFIERS

OK

The Western Electric 124 type
amplifiers for speech input systems are ideally suited for use on
either AM or FM circuits. Their
frequency response is uniform
over the entire range of 30 to
15,000 cycles.
Designed for quiet operation, the
124 type amplifiers may be placed
directly in loudspeaker cabinets
without radiating interference.
Broadcasters using the 124A,
124D or the 124E ampUfiers have
had a sample of the high standard of quahty and performance
promised for Western Electric
equipment which wiU be available after the war.

Raytheon Granted
Broadband Relays
FURTHER experiments looking toward a nationwide microwave relay system were given FCC approval last week when the Raytheon Mfg. Co. was granted construction permits for five broadband experimental relay stations
in the East. Permits authorize Experimental Class 2 point-to-point
stations
develop "newandtechniques
for
the totransmission
relaying
of high definition and color television programs, high-fidelity FM
programs, and telegraph, telephone
and
facsimile
communications,"
said the FCC release
announcing
the grants.
Development of aeronautical
safety communications, aircraft
traffic control and an automatic reportingwhich
servicewould
on positions
of aircraft
be provided
simultaneously with transmission
of FM and television programs and
other point-to-point communications also is provided. Multiple relay transmission in the higher frequencies has been used eff'ectively
by the militai-j' forces.
Raytheon's
to bepower,
operated with 100 station,
w maximum
will be assigned frequencies by
FCC Chief Engineer George P.
Adair. They will be located at New
York, Lexington and Webster,
Mass., Bristol and Tolland, Conn.
The system proposed is similar to
those now being built in Boston and
New York by the AT&T and in
Washington, New York, Schenectady, and New Scotland, N. Y. by

FM,

Video

Progress

Foresee

In
Senate
Group's
PREDICTIONS
that within
five
"In War
addition the Repoi
new Craig te
years after the war television vision system, still in the expc
will be extended to more than half mental stage, would make possi
the population and that FM within the transmission of television
a decade will replace AM broad- nals near the regular longw;
band and would elimin
except forAM astations
"few clearchannel andcasting,other
serv- broadcast
the problem of relaying, provi(
the conventional AM circuit w
ing primarily
rural
areas,"
are
contained in a 400-page report of testi- retained for the audio signal
mony given the subcommittee
report added.
War Mobilization
of the Senateon theEstablishment
of a nationw
Military Affairs Committee.
network for FM will involve' k
Signed by Sen. Harley M. Kil- "relaying
problem similar to tl
gore (D-W.technological
Va. ) , the report
covers in television,"
according to the I
wartime
developments
and devotes more than two pages port.
"The
distribution
of own
ship
of
important
patents
amc -vj
to communications, mostly broad- several separate owners,
includ
Before nationwide
sion can becasting.a fact
a system of televirelays the Government, may be an obs 1
must be created, the report stated, cle to rapid development of a i! J
system,"
the Senate itreport
concluding that "perhaps the most fied
tinued.
"Nevertheless
is frec
likelytiondevelopment
is
a
combinapredicted
that,
except
for
of (coaxial) cable and relay
and other AMa si
stations." Development of a new clear-channel
tions
serving
primarily
rural are
tube "which would greatly simplify the functions of such relay sta- FM will replace AM broadcast wi B
tions" was announced
last year, in a decade after the war."
|, JeP
the Committee
said.
Depend on Prices
I gt
International Business Machines sionPostwar
of bothon tel<
and FMexpansion
will depend
pri ^
Corp. and General Electric Co. for receivers,
the report concluc
Federal Telep. & Radio Corp., sub- In general, postwar
prices may
sidiary of IT&T, previously had re- higher than those of compart
ceived
grants
for
three
Experimental Class I stations in New York prewar models.
The report also touched on ;
to develop radio relay systems, and
to Western Union for a chain of walkie-talkie as a useful ins1^
four broadband stations between ment of communications for r
New York and Camden.
simile, and
and other
transoceanic
radiiji '°'
roads
businesses,
lephony. But the Committee s
little future for facsimile exc ,f
for commercial or governmei^i j'
"The widespread
of facsii^ :j^,°'
purposes.
Said the use
report:
CHOICE
in the home to reproduce ne' (jj
papers and the like, by a broadd u;
from a central point, is unlikel^ ir
IN
develop
the near
Servingin with
Sen. future."
Kilgore on Ij ph
subcommittee
are
these
Senate
CHATTANOOGA
Thomas
(Utah),
Johnson
Murray (Mont.), Democrats;(ColI ™
ercomb
(W. Va.), Wilson (I nl^
Republicans.

CBS
5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
PAUL H, RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
During the 7th War Loan Drive,
buy bigger extra bonds!
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Mr. Hicks

Mr. Baukhage

3owns, Hicks, Baukhage Win
Seadliners Club 1945 Awards

Recognition in 15 News Categories to Be Given
Winners at 12th Meeting, June 16
I jHREE radio newsmen — two forerage of the President's death.
ign correspondents and a WashBest sports writing. Early Ruby,
' sleeted
igton commentator
—
have
been
Louisville
Courier-Journal, for his
to receive the National "Ruby's Reports"
veterans.Vincent
Best
lleadliners Club medal awards for feature
column, onHoward
,utstanding news performances O'Brien, Chicago Daily News. Best
fUring the past year. Awards in 15 newsreel, two posthumous awards
,ategories will be presented at a to
Army Pool Camerman Gaston
Madru, formerly with News of the
'.ancheon Saturday [June 16] dur- Day,
and Damien Parer, formerly
ig
the club'sCity.12th annual meeting
a Atlantic
with Paramount News. Best Domestic cartoon, F. 0. Alexander,
, George Hicks, Blue, will receive
he award for the best spot news Philadelphia Bulletin. Best sports
roadcast of the year for his de- picture, Carmen Reporto, Chicago
cription of an enemy air attack Sun. Best news picture, Joe Rosenn the invasion fleet, made under
AP, representing all battlere from the deck of an American front thal,
photographers. Public service, Raymond Springle, Pittsburgh
hip
on D-Day
night. toRecorded
ilm which
was flown
London foron Post-Ga.zette,
for his meat black
-roadcast to America, his eye-wit- market expose. Special citation for
'less on-the-scene account was women war correspondents as
exemplified by the outstanding
itj^troadcast
and who
rebroadcast
tour networks
received byit un-all work of Lee Carson, INS.
il;|l3er the Army pooling plan.
Award for the outstanding forlign exclusive broadcast goes to
Warner Spots
Jill Downs, CBS, for his vivid ac- WARNER Bros. Pictures, New
ount of the surrender of the Ger- York, is conducting a heavy spot
iian armies in northern Germany,
lolland and Denmark to Field campaign for the New York openWarshall Montgomery in Hamburg. will use
ing of "Rhapsody
spot radio inin theBlue",
Fall and
naI)nly radio reporter with Montt
i
o
n
a
l
y
a
s
the
film
opens
in other
omery's
forces,
Downs'
broadcities.
New
York
schedule
started
ast ofon the
CBS surrender.
was the first descrip- June 6 and will continue for three
ion
averaging from 20 to 25
Best domestic news broadcast weeks,
weekly per station.
is adjudged the description of commercials
List
includes
WJZ WABC
he funeral services for Franklin WINS WMCAWORWHN
)elano Roosevelt at Hyde Park, WEVD. Transcriptions WNEW
feature
roadcast a few minutes after the
eremony by H. R. Baukhage, Blue Gershwin music.
ommentator, who receives the
ward in this category.
WJBC Shift Granted
Other headliner 1944-45 awards
rill be made as follows: Most con- CONSENT was granted by the
stent foreign news coverage, FCC last week to WJBC Bloomingrederick Kuh, Chicago Sun. Best
for inyoluntai'y
fl loreign news story, James Roper, ton, 111.,
ment of license
from presentassignowners to a new partnership of the
IP, for his report on the execution
f Benito Mussolini. First with same individuals but excluding
iggestHerman
domestic
Ar- from partnership title the name of
hur
and news
Arthurstory,
Hechten,
Dorothy ceasedCharlotte
McGregor,
dewife of Arthur
Malcolm
NS, who sent the first wire servMcGregor,
co-owner
and
manager.
:eieath.
newsBestof domestic
President news
Roosevelt's
story, Other co-owner is Hugh I. Gately,
lerriman Smith, UP, for his cov- commercial manager.
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79,345 LOCAL BOJSD
IMPRESSIOISS MADE
INDIVIDUAL stations the week
of May 20-26 contributed 79,345
broadcast impressions in local originations tothe Seventh War Loan
Drive, according to Telling the
World Report No. 3 compiled by
NAB last week. This coverage is
exclusive of extensive network and
OWI allocations, and does not include additional data being compiled by Tom Olson of the Treasury War Finance Division Radio
Section.
Breakdown for the second w^ek
ofminute
the Bond
campaignSinggives:
Treasury
for fivethe
Seventh discs, 3,780 programs;
quarter-hour Treasury Salutes,
3,172 programs; quarter-hour
M^isic for Millions, 2,977 programs; five-minute Treasury Song,
52; three-minute "Buy Buy
Bonds",
announcements
63,767 live597and; transcribed
spots,—
1,174 two-minute, 412 three-minute, 62 four-minute; programs —
1,236 five-minute, 31 seven-minute,
330 10-minute, 1,246 quarter-hour,
14 25-minute, 340 half-hour, 2 35minute, 28 three-quarter hour, 8
50-minute, 45 one-hour, 21 1%hours, 18 IV2 -hours, 14 two-hours,
2 2% hours,
2 fivehours
and 1 1415y4thi-ee-hours,
-hours (WDEF).

Herzog and Winnie Get
Journal Co. Promotions
EXPANDING its radio activities
the Journal Co., Milwaukee, licensee
of WTMJ and WMFM, last week
promoted two executives and set
plans
deve 1 ofor
p m future
e n t,
Walter J. Damm,
vice-president and
general
of
the manager
Journal
y
.j^t^
^ i^H|
^IHii
Mr. Herzog

Go's, radio interced.
announ
<'--^ts,W.
L.mana
Herzog
who
has
been,
WTMJger andof
WMFM, the FM
,
adjunct
on
June
ant general manage6r became
of radio,assistand
Russell G. Winnie, veteran sportsr
caster, was made manage of the
two stations.
Mr. Hei'zog will divorce himself,
except in an advisory capacity,
from day - to - day operation of
WTMJ and WMFM and will specifically devote the major portion
of his time to developing the company's television plans. Mr. Winnie
will take over supeiwision of WTMJ
and WMFM.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO
OWNED

SOOOWalft
AND OPERATED BY HE WORCESTER TELEGRAM-GAZETTE 580
KC
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OPA Moves to Set
New Parts Prices
Ceilings May Affect Postwar
Retail Determinations
FIRST STEPS toward establishment of ceiling prices for new radio sets will be taken this week
when a group of accountants from
the manufacturing industry meet
with OPA officials to draw up a
survey for obtaining data required
in fixing radio parts prices.
Decision to hold the meeting was
announced by OPA after a conference last Wednesday with the Radio Parts Industry Advisory Committee which discussed the question of ceiling for new components
which are to come into production
soon under recent WPB relaxations [Broadcasting, May 7]. The
agency stated the prices established
for about 400 domestic set parts
"may
play an ofimportant
determining
ceiling role
pricesin the
for
postwar domestic radio sets".

LATOVRETTE HEADS
BLUE COAST ISEWS
FRANK LATOURETTE, head of
the American-Blue San Francisco
news & news features department,
has been
western division promoted
manager of thatto department,
succeeding Henry Orbach, resigned,
G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, network news & news features director, announced on the West Coast.
With San Francisco the clearing
house for Pacific war theater
news,
LaTourette will continue
OPA explained that the purpose
of the meeting is to arrive at a headquarters there, division operations having been shifted from
new formula for computing prices
on components which have been Hollywood. George Lewin, American-Blue night news editor, has
out of production for some time
and because of which revisions from been transferred from New York
original ceilings will be in line. to head the Hollywood newsroom.
Network listening post, which
Until new ceilings are established, itwas learned, existing ceilRadio Berlin and staings will apply to any new parts monitored
tions in European occupied counwhich may become available. New
being moved from New
sets are presently under ceilings York totries, isSan
Francisco to concenbased
trate on Japanese broadcasts.
1942. on price levels of March
Quizzed the Deaf
ART WALLBERG, WAAB
Boston quizzer, conducted a
quiz for 50 members of the
Worcester Hard of Hearing
League. Each quizzee used a
mike connected to hearing
aids. They were quick on the
answers and also practiced lip
reading
during Wallberg's
talk
and quiz.

Loyalty..

• in Philadelphia

Audiences Have Been LOYAL
For More Than Twenty Years
All because Philadelphia's Outstanding
Independent radio station has been
giving Philadelphians what they
want since 1922 ... a variety
of popular programs . . .
the latest news on the hour every
hour . . . and three hours of
classical music every day.

Eisenhower Coverage
(Continued from page 18) i
tual
decidedawait
on itsannouncement
policy. Blue ofandhou:m'
involved.
WNBT, NBC's New York tei;
vision
station,
ceremonies
to thewillNewtelecast
York arccii
and cover via
films the June
ceremoniea
in Washington.
Britial'
Broadcasting Corp. has arrange
to describe the New York rece
tion for broadcast in London.
After the New York ceremor
Gen.
will goButcher
to Abilen'wil
It is Eisenhower
understood Capt.
accompany him. Following tl^
Abilene
the Gener
will
take homecoming
a rest.
Met Wednesday M

Late chief,
last week
Edward
Kirby,
Radio Col.
Section,
BureaII""
of Public Relations, was draf tirj or
aYork
replystations
to complaint
from 10 priii
Nei ew
about coverage
ileges for homecomings. The stjtoj
tions met Wednesday at the offi( k
ofspecial
Dave events
Driscoll,director,
WOR's news
who ar|
hi neii
twice been turned down on reques itt
for either live or recorded inte U
views with two generals. Asic st
from WOR, New York MBS ou|iee
let, other network stations or nelroi
works were not represented. roi
Main protest was that radio
not allowed to record voices of rtU
turning heroes in New York d( as
spite the fact that newspapers ar 'o'
newsreels are given "almost fr^ w
Col. Kirby stated that radio I
in no sense discriminated again.*
and that the long-established polic ™
is being followed. Radio is admitte
rein".
presspermitted
conferences,
he said, bvj'
isto not
to broadcast
t?,
proceedings because of the spont^"^
neous nature
the questions
an' I
answers
and theof element
of securit
involved. The Army definitely dii»r
tinguishes between a prepare »
broadcast and a press conf erencej ko
ascribedstations
failure toto have
permitthe;a'
NewHe York
own interviews during the welcom
for Gen. Omar N. Bradley to shet I
lack
of time to arrange separalj|te
broadcasts.

WMCA,New York.N.Y.
. . . think AP news for radio is
fops. Use if exclusively.
Leon Goldsfein
News Edifor.
With LOyCllty llke this, it's no wonder
78 percent of this station's sponsors renew regularly
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P&G Listens
{Continued from page 18)
,amsey explained: "When a long
an show drops, it doesn't necesirily mean that something's wrong
ith the show."
. On the other hand, taking a show
T the air too soon may be just as
jrious
a mistake,
said. "There
ave been
many hecasualties
that
juld have been successes had the
.Donsors stuck by them just a little
inger," he asserted.
As for pioneering, P&G has done
;S share of that, too. History will
8cord that NBC was the first naonwide network. But it also will
low that P&G broadcast the first
smmercial network program some
ears before NBC existed. In 1923
'&G sponsored Crisco Cooking
'alks on WEAF New York.
P&G officials had been to New
'ork
to seeproduction.
the premiereTheyof their
ew radio
were
pntinthusiastic. They felt that if the
"Irogram could be broadcast else:; 'here
it would have
accept-to
nee. Permission
was good
granted
nk up WEAF with KDKA in
ittsburgh and WGY Schenectady.
&G took care of the details, asisted by the late Graham McNalee, then vnth. WEAF. Thus was
roadcast one of the first network
rograms in history — and a comlercial, too.
Another pioneering feat of P&G
ras the 5-a-week strip begun in
November 1930 [Broadcasting,
ftiune 4]. Another was the Gibson
^amily,
on thepublicized
air Sept.
5, 1934. which
That went
program,
s the "new art form", was an
]jji)ew
, our'ssongs
musical
comedy Dietz
in which
by Howard
and
rthur Schwartz
were introduced.

AFRA Wimi6%PAY
INCREASE OiV WXYZ
AFRA talent on the Lone Ranger,
Green Hornet, Ned Jordan and
Challenge
of Yukon
emanate from
WXYZ shows
Detroit which
have
been granted a pay increase of
16% retroactive to April 18, 1944
by a decision of the 6th Regional
War Labor Board, reversing the
time. When a new product is placed recent
of the WLB
on the market or the firm wants panel. recommendation
Decision also included grant
to stress an old-line item, spot radio of special
talent
fees
to
staff anis used effectively in conjunction
nouncers when they are specifi-calwith regularly scheduled programs.
Bill Ramsey is sold 100% on the ly requested by sponsors or ageneffectiveness of broadcast advertis- cies.AFRA members are now deciding
ing. But all media must be coordi- whether to hold a convention in
nated to make the selling job that
by mail ballot
much more effective, he emphasized. on1945theandissuewillon vote
June 15. Since the
In the concluding installment
ODT has requested that unnecesnext week Broadcasting will
sary travel not be resumed, it is
tell the story of the 130 prounlikely that a convention will be
held. However regional meetings
grams sponsored by P&G since
the firm began broadcastiyig
may be held in Chicago and Los
commercially.
Angeles as an alternative.
Colgate Discontinues
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City (Palmolive soap,
tooth powder), on June 30 for eight
weeks
Judy Canova showdiscontinues
on 138 NBCthestations
Sat.
10-10:30 p.m. Agency is Ted Bates
Inc., New York.

/di IV
BUYING

WALVNowWLEE
THOMAS G. TINSLEY Jr., operator of WITH Baltimore and
holder of a construction permit for
a new station in Richmond, Va.
[Broadcasting,
May Lee
7], vdll
memorate the famed
familycom-of
Virginia by using the call letters
WLEE. Originally assigned the
call letters WALV, Mr. Tinsley
last week was authorized by the
FCC
to change
call to WLEE.
The station
will the
be dedicated
in the
near future to the memory of the
Lees. It operates on 1450 kc with
250 w power.
Hunt Available
FRAZIER
HUNT'S
newsoncommentary, scheduled
to start
Mutual
9-9:15 a.m., June 11, becomes available for local sponsorship on July
9, Bert J. Hauser, MBS director of
cooperative
last week. programs, announced

POWER

^oo^ GREATER
KANSAS CITY
And for radio advertising that pays
off in RESULTS, hire KCKN to
deliver your sales messages to Kansas
Citians. KCKN, and only KCKN,
programs specifically and exclusively
for the Greater Kansas City market.
Result is that Kansas Citians look to
KCKN for the kind of radio enterall night. tainment they like — day and night,
Thus, thru KCKN, you may sell a
substantial share of Greater Kansas
City's nine hundred million dollar
buying power without the rate penalty of outstate coverage.
Contact your nearest Capper office
for availabilities.
24CityHOURS
KCKN isdaythe and
only night
Kansas—
stationA DAY—
broadcasting
all night.
"THIS cISomes aBASIC
MUTUAL"— At 6 P. M. KCKN becasting System. station of the Mutual Broad-

j;<'he
songsprogram.
were written
or the
Out ofespecially
it came
everal hit tunes.
Procter & Gamble spent $10,000
; nvestment
or talent alone
— the firm's
big
in talent.
It was first
a good
KCKN'S MARKET COVERAGE
.-how and sold Ivory soap, but it
,tf&s difficult to continue with any
jjj-reat
success.afterThe39 program
GREATER KANSAS CITY MARKET DATA
iscontinued
weeks. was
O.P.A.Pop. EHeetive
Total Homes
Not all programs have to be creCOUNTIES
(and Civilian
Buying Retail
With
i: (.ted by the sponsor or its agency,
Important
Cities)
2-15-44
Income
Sales Radios
ilr. Ramsey will tell you. Many
Jackson
(Mo.)
485,900
$776,365,000
$380,370,000
133,067
tations have sustaining shows
Kansas City 431,700 705,330,000 364,500,000 112,945
/hich already have audiences and
Wyandotte (Ks.) ....144,500 196,114,000 78,040,000 36,676
Kansas City 135,000 182,250,000 74,433,000 31,163
I/hich make good commercial timJohnson (Ks.) 40,200 26,739,000 11,880,000 8,552
ler. Such a case was Vic & Sade, a
jhow
by Paul Rhymer
and
n NBCwritten
as a sustainer.
P&G bought
SOURCES: Homes with Radios — Bureau of Census. All other datat from the NBC Artists Service in
Sales Management's "SURVEY
POWER." May 15. 1945.
November 1934 for Crisco. The pro(Reprintied OFwithBUYING
Permission)
, ram remained on the air until Sepj ember last year.
! From March to May 1937 Vic &
I >ade was on the air nights during
, campaign for Ivory soap, in addi; ion to its regular presentation for
Irisco. Of the program the late
BEN LUDY, GENERAl- MANAGER, KCKN, KANSAS CITY. . . WIBW, TOPEKA !
I lendrik Willem van Loon said:
i I consider Vic & Sade the finest
ELLIS ATTEBERRY, manager, kckn, kansas city
<
oik writing being done in America
oday."
Although the major portion of
CAPP£R PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
'&G's radio
budget the
goes company
for net- NEW YORK 17: Azo Lexington avenue mohawk 4-32eo
CHICAGO 1: ISO NORTH MICHICAN AVENUE CENTRAL 5S77
/ork
programs,
KANSAS CITY 6: 300 WALTOWER BUILDING VICTOR 3864
pends $750,000 annually for spot SAN FRANCISCO 4: I207 Russ building Douglas S220
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'Kids' Sell Bonds
THE cast
QUIZWar Bond
KIDS, Show
in a non-broadstaged in
ire Sought; Midtvest FM Net Planned conjunction
with the J. N. Adams
AMONG new applications filed Group is also applicant for FM fa- & Co., Buffalo department store,
cilities in Minneapolis and in New raised a total of $11,352,726 in War
with requests
the FCC infortheseven
past fortnig-ht
are
new FM York, latter through the New York Bonds. Drawing power of the Quiz
stations (three of which are part News, subsidiary interest, making Kids has been built up through
of plans for a Midwest network), up six FM outlets, total number their Blue show for Miles Labs.
a commercial television station and permitted under one ownership by
a local standard outlet.
FCC. Coverage asked is: Grand tion totion ofhave
1961. effective signal radia:\Iidwest FM Network Inc., Rapids 6,850 sq. mi., Fort Wayne
KXL
Ore., seeks FM
7,850 sq. mi. and Peoria 7,600 sq. assignmentPortland,
wholly owned by WGN Inc. which mi.
of 44.7 mc with 16,300
in turn is a subsidiary of the
sq.
mi.
coverage.
Estimated
cost is
Facilities of 250 w unlimited
Tribune Co., publisher of the Chicago Tribune, seeks FM stations in time on 1240 kc at Norwich, Conn., $34,550. Philco Experimental
Grand Rapids, Fort Wayne and are sought by Noi-wich BroadcastElias Godofsky, former presiPeoria on 45.9 mc with approxiing Co., a new equal partnership
mate coverage of 7,000 sq. mi. and composed of J. Eric Williams, fordent,
and ispartowner
of general
WLIB manager
New York,
apindividual estimated cost of $45,000.
mer commercial manager of WPRO
p
l
i
c
a
n
t
f
o
r
an
FM
station
in8,500
Brook-sq.
Stations would link with WGNB Providence, R. I., and H. Ross Perlyn
to
have
coverage
of
kins, a Coast Guard lieutenant.
tJhicago, WGN FM supplement, in
mi. Estimated cost is $46,800. Frewhat is considered the first MidKSTP St. Paul requests 50-56
WMOHquency willFortbe requested
Hamilton, later.
0., seeks
west commercial FM netwoi-k. mc for a commercial television staStandard,

Television, Seven

FM

CPs

Spike Jones and His City Slickers are one
of the best known novelty bands of the day
. . . making music with pistol shots, ringing
bells and clanking chains provides plenty of
confusion, but the boys are definitely in
the groove.

X'hen this zany orchestra leader first began to record
•'<r Bluebird, he zoomed to fame immediately as the
■'.ation's "King of Korn." Spike is forever dreaming up
■:eiv arrangements, new instruments and new inven■ons for music making.
1 drummer by original profession. Spike started
'■is slapstick symphonists while working for John
'■^i ott Trotter on the Bing Crosby Show.

BARSTOOL COWBOY FROM\
OLD BARSTOW (
11364
COVERED WAGON ROLLED
RIGHT ALONG
CLINK, CLINK, ANOTHER
Bl. 11466
DRINK?
LITTLE BO-PEEP HAS LOST
HER JEEP
Bl. 11530
PASS THE BISCUITS,
MIRANDY
Bi. 11560
SIAM
HOTCHA CORNYA
Bl 30-0818
Vic. 20-1654
SERENADE TO A JERK
For the complete
list of BMI-by
licensed
titles recorded
Spike Jones consult your BMI
DISC DATA.

Net Jargon
A GLOSSARY of words and
expressions
common hasto been
network broadcasting
compiled by Gilbert McClelland, sales promotion manager of ListMutual's
Chicagoas of-a
fice.
is to serve
handy reference
for new Such
person el in the Industry.
typical radio jargon as
"across the board", "dub"round robin",
etc., are bing",
clearly
defined in"leg",
the
alphabetical list.

49.5 mc and coverage of 1,810 sq.
mi. for its proposed FM outlet to
cost approximately $7,800.
Unity Corp., Toledo, new firm
owned by Edward Lamb, president
(47%), and Stephen A. Mack, sec
retary (2%), attorneys, and Pru
dence H. Lamb (11%), requests
FM facilities of 46.7 mc and 10,224
sq. mi. coverage. Estimated cost is
$59,100. Remaining interest is not
Philco
& Television Corp
yet
sold. Radio
is applicant
for a new experimental ti
television station to operate at m
Springfield,
on 524-544
with
1,000 w Pa.,
and special
emissionmc e
Jackson City Board of Educa- il
tion, Jackson, 0., files for a non
commercial educational FM stat;ion|lof
to operate with 250 w on a fre
quency
State plan.relating to overall Ohio
KCKN Kansas City requests a
developmental broadcast station
using power of 1,000 w on 49.9 mc
and
99.8 mc, and AO and specia||l'
emission.
Developmental station is alsd
sought by WIBW Topeka, Kan., ori f t!
49.7, 49.9 and 99.8 mc with 1,00C Mi
w power and AO and special emis Bdhiwl
sion.
New experimental television sta 'nti
tion on Channel 2 (60-66 mc) witl syd
power of 4,000 w is requested bj sycl
Earle C. Anthony Inc., KFI Loi IkearkI
Angeles licensee. mc]Mr,
NBC-Northwestern
Summe12f Jw
Radio Institute opensUniversity
June 25, with
students,
states, Johi
CanI j«o.tr(
ada,
Southrepresenting
America and32 China.
Royal, vice-president of NBC In charge :
ofat"Programming
television,
wUl
be
the
chief
speake!
the openlng_forbanquet,
speaking oi i'^-P
Con
Television"

doesn't mean big stations and it
doesn't mean little stations. But It
does mean hand-picked, carefully sestations that want spot busiaboutnessit.lected
and are willing to do something
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU
means
stations
interestedfriendly,
maldngcooperative
your advertising
dollars
payin dividends.

BROADCAST
MUSIC INC. [■'.VvoScllTv"
KEWYORK
CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
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Brother's Voice
MRS. C. G. PHILLIPS, owner of KIDO Boise, Ida., was
given a pleasant surprise
when the second AFRS transcription to be received by
her station was played back.
The usual interview with a
Signal Corpsman was climaxed with the request that
the record be sent to Mrs.
Phillips, "She'll get quite a
kick out
of it," saidhimself
the sol-as
dier. He identified
Cpl. James K. Newport,
brother of the KIDO owner.
CBS Executive
J (Continued from page 16)
manager since Mr. Kesten relinuished the title for the executive
ice-presidency. All three new CBS
irectors were senior vice-presidents several years.
Mr. Stanton joined CBS in 1935
s research director, moving to diector oftaking
adv^i-tising
and executive
research
lefore
general
luties. At 37 he is one of the
'oungest major radio executives.
3e is recognized as an authority
n theresearch
radio atresearch
field. U.Origilal
Ohio State
led
:o his CBS affiliation. He is co-de'eloper with Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld
)f the program analyzer device.
Consultant
Early in the war he was called
n as consultant to the Office of
F acts & Figures, and serves in this
•ole with OWI as well as with the
Secretary of War. He is a member
)f the NAB and BMB boards and
)f the Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting board of governors;
Hrector of CRC, American Film
Center and Audio Electronics Inc.;
fellow of American Assn. of Applied
Psychologists; member American
Psychological Assn., American
Marketing
Assn. and Market Research Council.
Mr. Ream joined CBS in 1934
md headed the legal department for
a decade, becoming secretary in
1938. Mr. White joined the network
as treasurer in 1937, moving to a
rice-presidency in 1942.
Comdr. Runyon is expected to
take his CRC post July 1 at Bridgeport headquarters. He had been
with CBS since 1931, receiving
leave of absence in 1942 to enter
active duty as lieutenant com-

Radiomen Come Home With First ArmyTroopship, Assist in Covering Event
TROOPS of the First Anny came famous beard, couldn't be located
home last Sunday, and radio — in the crowd of soldiers lining the
which has stayed right with them rails until the ship actually docked.
throughwiththeir
Radio's coverage of the landing
home
them.combat days — came started
from the point in the harOn board the Monticello, one of
bor, with a live network broadcast
on Mutual handled by Paul Killiam
the
four
troop-laden
ships
which
docked at New York were three
WOR news supervisor. Mr. Kilradio correspondents, Jack Thomp- Jr.,
liam's 7-minute program at 11:52
son of Mutual, George Hicks and a.m. had full benefit of music supGordon Fraser of the Americanplied by a WAC band on board anBlue. Mr. Hicks and Mr. Fraser
small boat
spotted the welcoming radio boat
comeotherHome"
boat. called
Besidesthethe "Welcolor
almost as soon as it drew alongside and background fill-in on the First
the Monticello out in the harbor, Army's combat achievements, Mr.
off Staten Island. Hanging over the Killiam tried yelling to soldiers
rail on the bridge, both correspond- leaning out of the Monticello's portand managed to identify one
ents shouted greetings to their col- or twoholes men
from the New York
leagues aboard the smaller craft,
where recordings were being made. area.
Mr. Thompson, despite his nowFrom the shipside broadcast, ra-

J

dio men went along to the pier,
American-Blue recording on film
and Mutualmentary in filling
live com-on
the hopein with
of getting
the network live with a 1:15 p.m.
description
the project,
debarking.
Timing failed onofthat
however,
but the network broadcast a halfhour recorded program at 11:30
p.m. Sunday night, including the
complete story of the arrival and
a brief interview with Mr. Thompson.
At 6:30 p.m. Sunday, WJZ New
York, American-Blue key station,
broadcast a quarter-hour program
of interviews with men at the pier
which had been recorded earlier in
the
afternoon by Mr. Hicks and
Mr. Fraser.
NBC bi'oadcast four minutes of
description of the debarkation
which had been recorded at the pier
by Maj.ment,Ted
War Relations
DepartBureau Steele,
of Public
radio section.

kfh-wichitaI
From

the

Frisco
Conference

The hundreds of thousands of solid folks
of that solid section do not "shop around
the dial"likeforthenews
comments
on big
events
UnitedandNations
Conference
at San Francisco. Wichita was right on the
spotwithherownKFH Newscaster,George
Gow, giving Kansans the news they want
to know and the Kansas slant they're most
interested
in. Ithaveis enterprising
like this that
made KFH "scoops"
the best
liked, best believed and best listened-to
station in "that solid section of Kansas'
Richest Market." It all adds up to your
best selling station, too!

KFH

GEORGE GOW, Ace KFH Newscaster, ONLY
COMMENTATOR accredited to United Nations
Conference from a Kansas Radio Station.

DIRECT

TO

KFH

THAT SOUV
KANS.i

tON

WICHITA

BROADCASTING
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KANSAS
CITY

K

O

Z

HCTIOnS OF THE FCC
JUNE 2 TO JUNE 8 INCLUSIVE
KWKW
Pasadena,
Denied petiDecisions .
tion for partial
grant Ca!.—
of application
for
only. assignment to 830 kc using
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS 1CPkwchange
JUNE 4
WJBC Bloomington,
111.— GrantedArthurInNEW-1400 kc Granite District Radio Malcolm
voluntary assgn. license
McGregor,
DorothyfromCharlotte
Broadcasting
Co.,to cover
Salt CPLalte
City —
Granted
license
new
standMcGregor
(deceased)
and
Hugh L. Gatstation
(KNAK).
Licensee
ley, d/b Radio
Stationand WJBC,
waiverard and
Sec.Regulations;
3.55 (b) and
3.60 ofgranted
FCC Malcolm
McGregor
Hugh toL. Arthur
Gatley
Rules
conditions.
d/b
Radio
Station
WJBC.
NEW-1400
Broadcasting Co., WALV Richmond, Va.— Granted auMacon,
Ga.— kcSameMacon(WNEX).
t
h
o
r
i
t
y
t
o
use
call
WLEE
instead
of
Unity Corp.,
Toledo, O.—forPlaced
pending
file application
CP newIn WALV.
FM
station.
A.
H.
Belo
Corp.,
Dallas,
Tex.—
GrantFort Hamilton Broadcasting Co.,
new frequencies
portable todevelopmental
be assigned sta-by
Hamilton,
O. — Same. Brooklyn, N. Y.— FCC,ed CP1 tion;
kw.
Ellas I. Godofsky,
Same.
Raytheon
Co.,
New York— GrantPublishing
Co..file Portland,
edcastCP stations;
two Mfg.
newfrequencies
developmental
broadto be assigned
Ore.Oregonian
— tionPlaced
In pending
applicaby
FCC;
10
kw
for
one,
5 kw other.
for
CP
new
commercial
TV
station.
Following
stations
granted
license
reJ. Frank Katzentine, Miami, Fla. — KVIC neKWLM
wal for periodWBRE
ending WGTM
2-1-47: WFHR
Same.
WSOY
Palmer
K.
Leberman
and
Lois
C.
LebKUIN KWOC WCMI KBND* WDMJ*
erman, New York. — Same.
KWKHcense renewal
Shreveport,
Granted5-1-48.liACTIONS BY COMMISSION
WBRK*.
for periodLa.—ending
JUNE 5
KTHS Hot Springs, Ark. — Same.
WCLOcense renewal
Janesville,
Wis.—
Granted
liWMBInewal forChicago
Granted5-1-47.
license refor period
ending
period —ending
KASAcense Elk
City,
Okla.—ending
Granted2-1-46.
renewalGrange,
for period
8-1-46.li- KNX Los Angeles— Granted license
WLAG
La
Ga.
—
Same.
renewal forSt. period
ending
5-1-48*.
KWRC Pendleton,
Ore.—Fla.Same.
Louis—
Present basis
licenseforfur-60
WFOY
St. stations
Augustine,
—license
Same. re- KMOXther extended
on temp,
Following
granted
n
e
w
a
l
f
o
r
period
ending
2-1-47:
WINX
days
from
7-1-45.
KCKN
aux.) KVOX
WSAV WEMP
KRJF (main
KROCand WSAJ
KROS *Comr. Durr voted for further Inquiry.
WRAW*
WL.NH*
KGEZ*.
Murray
Mester
and
Meyer
Mester,
New York — ponGranted
petition fornowpost-set Tentative Calendar . . .
ement of oral argument
JULY 25
6-13-45 toof control
7-25-45
application
transfer
ofre WOV
from Ardefor WOV New York — Transfer of control
Bulovaray and and
MeyerHarry
Mester.D. Henshel to Mur- (oral argument).

Y
MARKET

EVERETT L. DILLARD
Gpiicntl Maunger

JAMES
FLT,
FCC
ChalrmaD
will
speakL. group
at theformer
18 meeting
the
radio
of Jvine
the American
Mar
Hotel.
keting Assn., in New York's Murray Hll 1R(

ELIZABETH WHITEHEADl
Sinlion Director -I

Auk for Rale Card 3
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Applications
JUNE . 4 Isle, Me.
1450 kc 100WAGM
increase
w to Presque
250 w and hours
unlimited.
Install
newsite.trans, and antenna,
change
trans,
Point, NC. NEW-45.1
— CP new meFMWMFR
stationHighamended
to
change name
of E.applicant
to Jr.,
JamesHelenE.
Lambeth,
James
Lambeth
M.S. Lambeth
Lambeth, andRalphMollyM. N.Lambeth,
Frank
M
Radio Station WMFR Inc. Lambeth d/t [,
JUNE 6
NEW-48.7 me WEVD
New toYork—
new
changeCrjCJujt
coverageFM tostation
7,273 sq.amended
mi.
NEW-1400 kc Harrisburg Broadcasting [jj
— License
to covei
CPCo.,newHarrisburg,
standard Pa.
station
(WHBG).
1450 tokccoverWBBLCP forRichmond,
Va.—
L1-,
cense
changes
in
assign-]^'
ment.
NEW-KCKN
Kansas
City,
Mo.new developmental broadcast station
49.9
mc, 99.8 me, 1 kw, AO and specia «P!■
emission.
NEW-WIBW Topeka, Kan.— CP ne\(
developmental
49.' ^
mc,
mc, 99.8broadcast
mc, 1 kw, station,
AO and spe-Jj^l
clal 49.9
emission.
NEW-60-66 mc Earl C. Anthony Inc.
sion.
Los
Angeles TVCounty,
perlmental
station,Gal.4 —kw,CP A5newemlsex
NEW-50-56 mcJUNEKSTP7 St. Paul— C^l
newNEW-Observer
commercial Publishing
TV station, Co.,
ESB Wash
1961 "K
ington.
Pa. — CP new FM station (re .
turned. Incomplete).
NEW-Tribune
Printing Co., BeavefW;
Falls,
—KTBI
Same.Tacoma,
870 kcPa.authorization
torney).
service
870 Wash.
kc 250 —w Specia
limit Ore
ed time (dismissed at request of at

PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area

NBC Holds Clinic
For O&O Stations
SECOND ANNUAL promotion
clinic of NBC owned and operated
stations was held in the NBC board
in New York June 6-8, featuring
talks by network executives andJpl
discussions of present and future / oi
promotional activities. Charles P. j p
Hammond, NBC director of adver-| n
tising and promotion, presided at
the three-day meeting. Frank E
Mullen, vice-president and general j
manager, addressed the opening
session.
Out-of-town station representa
tives atending were: Albert V
Cole, Mahlon Glascock, WRC Wash
ington;
Cleveland;Howard
CharlesBarton,
Phillips,WTAM
KOA
Denver; Emmons Carlson, WMAQ
Chicago; Frank Ford, KFI Los
Angeles.

850 €H ftm

Tiadi^Viai

5000
WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
"Gosh, Ma — she alius did go fe
them WFDF Flint announcers.
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisin

Radio News Wire
l" {Continued from page 20)
laps
8-minute
hour,
it 10 two
minutes
after splits
and 20perminutes
)efore the hour, for the regional
mreaus. (The regional and state
;plits offered on the current wires
;ome at 1-7 hour intervals.)
splits every half-hour or even
ivery hour would keep radio news
ip-to-date. States with so many sta;ions subscribing that a state split
)ecomes desirable, could be provided with state bureaus, which
lould use one of the splits during
;he hour, leaving the other for the
nore important district news. The
regional bureaus should be set up
io that a responsible editor would
i)e on duty 24 hours a day.
The special correspondents in key
jities where there are no bureaus
could phone or overhead their news
stories to the regional bureaus, and
filso furnish typewritten local and
area news stories to the stations in
their own cities and immediate vicinity. They could be provided with
bureau teletypewriters later if necessary; and they should have facilities that would permit them to
make remote broadcasts.
Here's anda tentative
outline for
bureaus
United
States:correspondents in the
BUREAUS:
Washington,
NewDOMESTIC
York,
Boston,
Philadelphia,
PittsBurgh,
Atlanta,
Chicago,
Detroit, Cleveland,
Cincinnati,
Minneapolls-St.
Paul,
St.
Louis,
Kansas
City,
New
Orleans,
Houston,
Denver,
Salt Lake
Angeles, San
Francisco,
Seattle.City, Los
DOMESTIC
CORRESPONDENTS:
Bvilfalo,
Albany
andMontpelier,
Rochester,Vt.;N. ConY.:
Trenton,
N.
J.;
cord, N. H.;Conn.;
Augusta,
Me.; Providence;
Hartford,
Wilmington
and Dover,
Del.; Harrisburg,
Pa.;W.Baltimore;
Annapolis; Charleston,
Va.; Richmond.
Va.; Charlotte
Raleigh,
N. C; BirColumbia, Smingham;
. C; and
Miami;
Tallahasee:
Montgomery;
Jackson, FrankMiss.;
Nashville;fort;Memphis;
Louisville;
Columbus,
O.; Indianapolis;
Springfield,
HI.; Lansing,
Mich.; MUwaukee; marckMadison;
DesS. Moines;
Bis,
N
.
D.;
Pierre,
D.;
Omaha;
Lincoln;
Jefferson City,
Mo.;
Wichita;
Topeka;
Oklahoma
City;
Tulsa;
Little
Eock;
Dallas;
Worth; Austin;
San
Antonio;
BatonFt. Carson
Rouge;
SantaBoise;
Fe.;
Phoenix; Reno;
City;
Helena,wood;Mont.;
Cheyenne,
Wyo.;
HollySacramento;
Ore.; Olympia,
Wash.Portland and Salem.
Here's a tentative outline for
foreign
ents : bureaus and correspondFOREIGN
BUREAUS:
Moscow, Paris, Berlin,
Tokyo,London,
Mexico DubCity.
FOREIGN
CORRESPONDENTS:

Boomerang
so SURE was Bob Steele,
WTIC Hartford sportscaster, that Mario Ochoa would
beat Joe Reddick in a boxing
bout, that he told his listeners, "If Ochoa doesn't beat
Reddick,
sell the first
tion of theI'llHartford
Timesedi-at
1:30 Tuesday afternoon at
the corner of Main and AsyStreets."Steele
Matchended
endedup upat
in a lumdraw.
Main and Asylum, selling papers. So many listeners came,
he sold the entire stack in
four minutes flat.
BLVE SHOWS WILL
VISIT NEW STATIONS
A NUMBER of American-Blue
commercial shows will travel to
various cities throughout the country to welcome the 12 new stations
joining the network June 15.
Breakfast Club, a Chicago originated show, on June 15 will come
from WNAX Sioux City. Cast will
travel to KRNT Des Moines for
the June 16 broadcast and on June
23 will journey to WRJN Racine,
Wis. On June 17 the cast of the
Philco summer show, which usually
broadcasts from New York, will
visit WCOP Boston while the Mary
Sma.l\-Junior Miss show will originate at WCAE Pittsburgh.
Breakfast in Hollywood will tour
from Hollywood to Florida on a
War Bond drive stopping off June
18 to broadcast from WGBS Miami,
and on June 21-22 from WPDQ
Jacksonville. Alan Young show on
June 19 originates at WFBR Baltimore. Ladies be Seated will broadcast from WEEU Reading, Pa., on
June 25 and on June 26 from
WHGB Harrisburg, Pa.
lln,
Amsterdam,
Madrid,
Rome,saw,Stockholm,
Prague,
Athens,
WarKiev, Buenos
Minsk;Belgrade,
Ottawa,
Juneau,
Panama
City,
Aires,
Rio
De
Janeiro.
Santiago;
Honolulu,
Canberra
and
Batavla; Singapore, Shanghai, Canton,
Hong
Peiplng;Cairo
New andDelhi,Ankara.
Calcutt^i; Kong,
Cap=! Town,
That's the brief for a radio news
service, with a rough working outline.

The Rith, Central Missouri Valley
SELL

Concentrated Coverage
Low Rates
Promotion Helps
. . in a market equal to half the
lople, two-thirds
buying■ power
■ thef Nebr<

iROADCASTING

Geoorof Monoger. PAUL R. FRY
Nathnal Represenfof ivet , SPOT SALES, Inc
• Broadcast Advertising

Meet WHB's Paul Todd of the "^Radio Todds" ... our Transmitter Supervisor
The serious-looking, square-jawed most,
and he'll tell you about
slide-rule manipulator in our pboto these three:
with
the
"Swing
Girl"
is
Paul
Todd,
■SONG
and
DANCEhour PARADE'-with
RUSH
HUGHES. A full
of popular recordings,
WHB's Transmitter Supervisor, who broadcast
Mondays through Saturdays at 2
has torbeensince a1929
commercial
radio
operap.m.—
with
popular
Rush
Hughes
of
KWK
and a WHB engineer as Master of Ceremonies. This program has
since January, 1930. Like his brother asurvey
4.7 Hooperating
. . . and is oninitsthewayOctober-February
up.
Jack
Todd
(formerly
WHB ofProgram
Director, now manager
KANS, "THE FIRST FIVE" — with RUSH HUGHES,
Kansas
City's
"best
seller"
records,together
as reWichita),
Shenanaily by leading
doah, Paul
Iowa comes
workedfromduring
his
theirported d"platter
mates",retailers—
some
fascinating
school years at KMA and KFNF . . . with
and
rhythmic
"extras"
and
the
voice
of
Rush
Hughes!
Forty-five
nightly.
and, later, at WMT in Waterloo.
Mondays
through
Saturdays minutes
at 6:15 p.m.
Ask
Don
Davis
for
participation
availabilities.
In 15 years unflagging
at WHB, Paul has
ex- "MARY JANE ON PETTICOAT LANE".
in the
Daily half -hour
with style
technicalhibited
perfectioninterest
of programs
music,shopping
featuringprogram,
merchandise
ofwhich make this station unique. news and
fered "Petticoat
by stores andLane".
shops onSpots
Kansasavailable
City's
He's done his bit toward the war for
famous
minute
transcriptions
about
products
eflfort, too, as president of a company
through Fridays,
manufacturing quartz crystals for used
11:30 a.by m.women.
to 12:00Mondays
noon.
the U. S. Army Signal Corps.
If
you
want
to
sell
the Kansas
Ask him today about the current City market, WHB is your happy
shows on WHB which intrigue him medium.

|
'

For WHB Availabilities, 'Phone DON DAVIS
at any ofCITY
these ""SPOT
offices: HArrison 1161
KANSAS
ScarriftSALES"
Building
NEW YORK CITY ... 400 Madison Avenue . . . Eldorado 5-5040
CHICAGO 360 North Michigan FRAnklin 8520
HOLLYWOOD
. . Hollywood5 Third
Blvd. atStreet
Cosmo . . Hollywood
SAN
FRANCISCO
EXbrook 8318
3558
KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Kansas City • Wichita • Solina • Great Bend • Emporia
Missouri Kansas
Kansas Kansas Kanso*
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Classified Advertisements—
I—PAYABLE
IN ADVANCE — Checkj and money order* onhy — Minimum J 1.00.
Situation Wanted 10c per word. All others, 15c per word. Count 3 wordi for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue dote. Send box replie*
to Broadcasting Mogazirie, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C
Help Wanted
First
engineer
wanted
for 250-watt
Indianaclass
Blue
Network
station.
Permanent Jobtifor
right
man.expected
State full
parc
u
l
a
r
s
a
n
d
salary
letter. Box 399. BROADCASTING.in first
Wanted
— Operator,
first classstorylicense
uiimedlately.
Send complete
first
letter. Permanent.
Box O.
574, BROADCAS
TIN
Wanted—
Veteran firstand/or
class license
er for Mountain
transmitter
studioholdfor
Rocky
1 kw outlet.
State
education
and
experience.
Box
661,
BROADCASTINO.
Engineers—
Three
needed
at once. Two
One
for
cleared
channel
transmitter.
for
studio,
mcludlng
relay
broadcast
and FM operation—
midwest.
Send full
particulars.
of availability
from
UnitedBox Statement
States
Employment
Service
required.
664. BROADCASTING.
Texas
junior announcer.
Tell all.station
Box desires
668, BROADCASTING.
Wanted —politan
Goodsouthernannouncers
forplans
metro-Incity.
Station
clude
progressive
future
program
and
production.
A goodcan man
with several
years
experience
befuture
assured
good
present
earnings
plus
progress.
Especiallyjockey
need experience.
man with Rush
sports reply
and
record—
to Box 737. BROADCASTING.
Midwest network affiliate wants Immediately, singers,
instrum'entallsts
novelty
andyodelers,
western
bands
chance
for network
broadcasts
and aa
responsive
audience
which
relishes
rural
rhythm
and
transcription.
746. BROADCASTINO. Box
Wanted— Manwhowithcannewspaper
writing
experience
microphone
work
as newscaster.
WKYdo News
Bureau.
Oklahoma
City. Okla.
Wanted—
class engineer
for State
Blue
aflailate
andFirstreferences
regional
keyandstation.
experience,
salary
In
first
letter.
Manager,
WLAV.
Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Experienced
announcer
for southern
Texas
station,
which
doing
atranscription
good Mutual
production
job.details
Send Isaudition
and
all
to Sam
Leavltt,
General
Manager,
KPAC,
Arthur. Texas. Port .
Young
writer including
Interestedage,In
postwar continuity
Job. Send requirements,
details
education,
sample
ofMo
copy firstsalary
letter
to
KGHL.
nt. BUimgs,
Assistant
engineeropportunity
wanted. Fortyfor
hour
week,chief;and
advancement
withBestfine
livepossible
wire Blueworking
Network
affiliate.
conditions. WOL3, Florence. S. C.
Wanted—
diate Transmitter
vacancy
for Twin
firstoperator.
orFalls,
secondImmeclass
licensee.
KTFI,
Idaho.
Apartment
available
at
transmitter
desired. Write or alrmaU F. V. Cox.If
Chief Engineer.
First orclasssecond
station
needsto
first
class license
engineer,
willing
get
first
within
year.
Excellent
conditions, congenial surroundings. Call,
write or phone Paul Lindsay. .
Wantedenc—ed an.\nnouncer-copywriter.
Experid reliable
with third
ticket
or willingness
to obtain
one. class
Permanent
position
If
vou
are
man
for
Job.
Progressive
Rocky
Mountain
NBC
station.
full details to KSEI, Pocotello, Idaho.Send
WANTED
Announcers, control room
and transmitter operators
for Richmond, Virginia, station. Write completely of
your experience. Announcers
please send audition platters.
Tom Tinsley
7 E. Lexington St.
Baltimore, Md.
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Help Wanted
(Cont'd)
Help
engineers
holdinglocated
first
phone wanted—
licenses. 3 Network
station
in midwest.
Opportunity
for advancement
for
men
qualified.
Reply,
North
Central
Broadcasting
System,
Inc., 360
N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago
1, PI.
There'siate inanEl opening
at
KTSM,
NBC
affilPaso, Texas, for an indusreliable announcer
We're the
dominanttrious,station
in our community
I see ourwho Hooper)
andus, we're
chooseya
about
works atforKTSM
but
there's
real opportunity
for the
right
man. So,healthful
if you'd southwest,
like to live
the
colorful
workin with
congenial
people,
for aplans,
15 yearsendold comstation
with
big
postwar
on
plete ce
Information about
!yourself at
Wanted—
Experienced
continuity inwriter.
Must
have
good
background
both
commercial
dramatics. WKY, Oklahoma City. and
Oklahoma.
News analyst
to rewrite
AP andnewsUP proreports IntoPermanent.
daily
15Must
minute
be tops.details,
Voicing notgram.
essential. Give
complete
includingBox salary
and references
letter.
488, Ithaca,
N. Y.in fij-st
Southeastern independent in small town
desires
experiencedsalaryannouncer-control
board operator,
Concord,
N. C.open. WEGO,
Wanted
—
Twofirst,
malesecond,
operator-announcers.
Holding
or third class
license. If you want
a permanent
Job
apply, pletesending
transcription
and Kencomtucky^
details. WHOP,
Hopkinsville,
Have opening
for another
annouhig
ncer. Cal collect
WSAM, top
Saginaw.
Mic
an.
Wanted — Football announcer. Must be
good
at play
play. Sendto experience,
history
and byreferences
Manager.
WKY, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
News editor.Situations
15 years Wanted
newspaper, press
service,nentradio.
Single, 4F,nightwantswork,permaposition.
coast. Box 715, Prefers
BROADCASTING.east
Commercial
managera change
or manager
interested In making
for greater
opportunity.
At wattpresent
commercial
manager ofstandin1000
station
with
outrecord.CanPastofferreputation
will
speak forg salesItself.
thebe best
of references.
Interview
can
arnged. Al replies
kept strictly oonfidentlal. raBox
734, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
—
32,
draft
exempt,
nine
years
of announcing, production, news editing
and
selling. Two yearscontact
New York preannotoncing
fer midwestand oragency
east. Box 739,work,
BROADCASTING^
Operator
First740,classBROADCASTING.
desires permanent
position. —Box
Operator
—
First
class,
desiresstation.
temporary
position
at a New York
Box
741. BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM
DIRECTOR
OR
PRODUCTION
MANAGER.
SEVERAL
YEARS
EXPERIENCE ININCLUDING
ANNOUNCING TWO
AND
PRODUCTION
YEARSING INNETWORK
STAFFREPLIES
ANNOUNCNEW
YORK.
SOFROM PROGRESSIVE
TIONS. BOXLICITED742.
BROADCASTING.STAI maytin Block
not orhaveArthur
the reputation
Godfrey, ofbutMarmy
programs chandise.
are clicking
andweekly
sellingfor merTerms
$100.00
live musical clock, additional
fees part
for
other
CASTING.live shows. Box 743, BROAD-

Situations
Wanted (Cont'd)
Cleveland,
Ohio and
stationradioor
agency. Young
man vicinity—
with varied
and
advertising
Some experlence. Box 747, education.
BROADCASTING.^
Capable script
and continuity
writer.
Dramatic
scripts
commercial
copy.
Three
yearsscripts.
sound and
experience
including
network
Creative,
indvistrlous,
CASTING
college
and
stationsgraduate,
preferred.4F.BoxLarger752,cities
BROADWoman's
program
director,
five
years
experience, desires
department
of largerposition
station. InBoxtraffic
751.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Efficient
in
high
power
transmitters, network studios, recording,
high frequency
and telephoneor suexchanges.
pervision. AgeEngineering
38. Lastoperating
two Jobs total
CASTING.
sixteen
years.
Desire
permanent
position. For details. Box 750, BROADAVanted to Buy
National one-ten receiver and power
supply
or
any
receiver
covering
the 1 good
to 10commercial
meter range.
Box
738,
BROADCASTING.
Lamkin Laboratories, frequency meter.
1.5 to 56MC.
or
any
commercial
frequency
covering 1Chief
to 10engineer,
meters,
meeting
FCCmeter approval.
WORD,
Spartanburg
Broadcasting
Co.,
Spartanburg. S. C.
Wanted
to
buy—
Existing
250
w
local
broadcast
station.
AllG.
replies held
CAST
IN
strictly
confidential.
Box 745, BROADTwo tused
transmitters
in
ion of five klllowatts each.goodWirecondiBox
753, BROADCASTING.
For watt
Sale
WiU
W. E. Box
Amplifier
for seU,
250 trade
watt 1000transmitter.
754,
BROADCASTTNG.
Miscellaneous
Engineer
invest station.
small capital, muchdesires
work into small
Box
748, BROADCASTING.
SALESMEN
. . . For independent station
wanted. Men with a real understanding of radio sales needed for
two important
coast sales
markets. Must havePacific
had good
record. Send record of experience.
References and photo with first
letter.
ASSOCIATED BROADCASTERS
MARK HOPKINS HOTEL
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
NETWORK SALESMEN
WANTED
Real ibreopportunity
calsalesmen. Menforwhonetwork
have had
strong sales record in network
sales needed. Send full particulars
about age, experience, references
ond photo in first letter.
ASSOCIATED
BROADCASTERS
>lark Hopkins Hotel
San Francisco, Cal.
»Fe Are Looking For Men To
Operate Our Neio Branch Offices
We er,areof Radio
an old, Transmitting
well-known manufacturabout
officesEquipment,
in NewWe
York Cityto open
and onbranch
the West
Coast.
need
a
good
man
to
operate
each
these offices. He must be able to contactof
stations
know broadcasting
methods Intelligently,
and problems,
and discuss
equipment from a technical standpoint.
There's
a
wonderful
opportunily
forGivethe
right
man. Areof you
one of them?
full details
experience,
age, background, salary needs, etc., in first letter.
BOX 749, BROADCASTING

Are YoH
Rate-Conscious?
If so — Upton Close heard each
Sunday
(6:30 p.m. EWT)
Mutual Broadcasting
Systemoverhastheo
current
May
Hooperating
—
This is outstanding againstofthe5.8agg
r
e
g
a
t
e
—
some
hour
competition
(NBC; CBS; BLUE) rating of 30.
This
UptonbuyClose
best
dollarmakes
for dollar
amongthe radio
commentators. Available now for
additional sponsorship.
Upton Close Office:
6777 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, California
Granite 2S75
New York University
SUMMER
RADIO WORKSHOP
July 2- August 10, 1945
Intensive, full-time training
in all techniques of radio
progranuning. Network and
agency
Robert J.faculty,
Landry,Director
CBS.
Practical studio experience.
Send for Bulletin B
Division of General Education
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON SQUARE
NEW YORK 3, N.Y.
ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A BEHER JOB?
FREEREAU FOR ANNOUNCERSPLACEMENT BUWRITERS—
ENGINEERS AND
OFFICE WORKERS.
SEND COMPLETE DETAILS
IN FIRST LETTER. NO FEE.
RADIO STATIONS PAY THE
CHARGE
WRITE TODAY!
RADIO PERSONNEL
136 N. DELAWARE ST.
(RADIO CENTER)
INDIANAPOLIS
4, INDIANA
7^ SCHOOL ^
RADIO TECHNIQUE,
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
Amerka'j Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio Broadcasting
Comprehensive Day and Evenitig
Courses in all phases of Radio
Broadcasting
by Network
Professionals. taught
Moderate
rates.
For Full Details, Request BeeUel ■.

HI
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertisin

PROFESSIONAL

Oniy in AUDAX pickups does one luid the exclusive
"relayed-flux"
principle
so largely
responsible
the sharp, clean-cut
facsimile
reproduction
oi Micro-for
dyne. Oniy with AUDAX cutters is the Distortion Factor
reduced to such a negligible amount. And only with
the AUDAX jewel point is the reproduction so iaiihlui.
so true. Small wonder, then, that AUDAX equipment
is held in such high esteem by major radio stations
and recording studios. Specity AUDAX where quality
and consistency of performance- are essential. The
complete line is in stock at KAKVEY, dislnbutor ol fine
radio and electronic equipment,
HARVEY RADIO
103 WEST 43rd STREET

SERVICE
"GEAKED TO AM-FM EXPANSION'
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WrTH
F&O TRANSMiniNG TUBES
Freeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
61 1 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusivaly
High Power Raymond
Tube Spaciolists
The
Robert L. Kaufman
OrganUation
Teehnical
Maintenance,
Comstroetion
Saperrision
and Bosinees
for Broadcast
StationsServices

COMPANY
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

DIRECTORY
Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wosh. 5, 0. C
District 1640
(Sabj. to Govt Res.)
SOUND EFFECT RECORDS
GENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200BosicWriJe
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHiXSOIV
67 W. 44tb St.
New York, N. Y.
SUPPORT THE
7th

the sparkling new transeribed W hour musical aeries starring
PHIL BRITO
(he golden voiced song-salion of radio
For costs and audition records write or tcire
CHARLES MICHELSON
2-3376 — 5168
Street, New Yorlt

DIRECTORY

An Organization
of
Jansky
& Bailey
Qualified
Radio TOEnglneen
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OP BROADCASTING
Natlenal Pren Bldg.. W«^., D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg. Dl. 1108
Washington, D. C.

PAUL 600LEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VIOORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engincar
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

- I Ridle Eiigliieerinf Contuftents
Frequency MotUtefInq
Ctmmieial
RoiioWadilnftaa,
Equip. D.Co.0.
• Intematlooal BuUdlnc
• 3n S. Gregory Bealevard, Eanaae Ott7, Mel
• Cross Roads of the World, HoUrwoed, OaUt.

PREQUfMCY MFASUttiNG
sen Vice
Exact Measurements ' at any time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
S4 Iroad Street New Ytrk 4, N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MunsejBIdg. • Republle 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin Engln«»riiif
Earle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAlionol 7757

^
(2
RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENOINEEt
PAUL A. deMA^S
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
J, D. C
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C.

J. D. Woodward & Associates
Manufacturert
of Radio
Trantmitters and Indugtrial
ElectronU
Baltimore,
Maryland
Equipment
Water & Frederick Sts. - Saratoga 8535

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.

^
LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • Dlttricl 821 S
Washington 4, D. C.

Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
Consulting Radio Engineer
Hilltop Drive Stratford, Conn.
HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
am fm television facsimile
N W, 7161
WiSHINSTON 5, D.C.
1018 Vermont ,lONAL

ANDREW
CO.
C«nsultittg Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nat'l Press BIdg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebe 58M
WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL. BLDG. WASH.. D. C"
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127
HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

People
At

Deadline...

OPA, WOR DENY
PROGRAM COMMUNISTIC
CHARGES by members of the House Committee on Un-American Activities that an employe
of the second regional OPA was engaging in
"communist
activities"
were OPA
denieddirector.
Friday Heby
Daniel P. Woolley,
regional
identified the attacked employe as Tex Weiner,
OPA regional radio director, who supervises
the program Soldiers With Coupons on WOR
New York, sponsored by Standard Brands.
Mr. Woolley asserted that Standard Brands,
as one of the largest food manufacturers, would
be unlikely to sponsor a communistic program.
Mrs. Lucilla Martin, WOR continuity acceptance director, termed the House charges as
"stupid".
B. Stetler,
of StandardD. Brands,
said advertising
each script ismanager
cleared
by the OWL Mr. Weiner declined comment. Mr.
Woolley is scheduled to testify before the Committee, sitting in New York, on June 20.
MBS EXECUTIVES TO MEET
NEW WOL PERSONNEL
AT A SPECIAL function sponsored by WOL
Mutual in Washington June 14 executives of
MBS will meet with new personnel of the
Washington outlet. Visiting Washington from
New York will be these MBS executives:
Robert W. Swezey, vice-president and general
manager; Phillips Carlin, vice-president and
program director; John Whitmore, director of
news; Tom Slater, director of sports and special events, and Harold Wagner, assistant program director. A special cocktail party for
Washington news correspondents will be held
at the Mayflower June 14. Other guests will
be Charter Heslep and William Hillman, of
the Washington MBS office. New WOL personnel who will confer with MBS executives include Arthur Casey, Florence Warner, David
Harris and Jack Paige.
WSAI STRIKE CONTINUES
MUSICIANS at WSAI Cincinnati were still
on strike late Friday with War Labor Board
hesitating to invoke usual procedure ordering
men back to work pending investigation in view
of previous AFM defiance of Board orders.
James C. Petrillo is understood to have taken
personal
in dispute,forinsisting
station meetinterest
union demands
hiring that
of extra
musicians. Station has agreed to pay $60 weekly
for
12 hours'
workstation
but doesn't
need larger
Despite
strike,
programs
using staff.
live
music are continuing with records substituted.
MAYBORN LEAVES ARMY
MAJ. FRANK W. MAYBORN, retired by
the Army on Friday, on July 1 resumes
active management of his station, KTEM Temple, Tex., and newspaper, the Temple Telegraph. Maj Newborn enlisted as a private in
the Tank Destroyer Corps Oct. 7, 1942, subsequently attended Officers Candidate School, was
sent to Washington as executive officer of the
News Division, Bureau of Public Relations, and
served in Europe as assistant chief of U. S.
Operations, SHAEF Public Relations from DDay until V-E Day.
FITZPATRICK TO SEEDS
FITZPATRICK BROS., Chicago (Kitchen
Klenzer), last week named Russel M. Seeds
Co.. Chicago, as advertising agency. Firm considering radio.
Page 86 • June 11, 1945

CBS TO HOLD CLINICS
FOR PROGRAM PERSONNEL
SERIES of clinics for program managers of
affiliate stations and their staffs will be held
during July in Los Angeles and New York, it
was announced at the end of a two-day meeting of the CBS affiliates advisory board in New
York. The clinics will meet for three days and
are designed
acquaintplans,
stationprocedures
program personnel with tonetwork
and
techniques of programmings and to promote
exchange of ideas.
Among topics to be given intensive study
are serial programs, program analysis, script
writing, production, direction, sound effects,
studio design and operations, news and copyright.
UNION SCRAP IN VIDEO
JURISDICTIONAL contest by labor unions
seems likely in the television field on the basis
of a statement made two weeks ago by a
spokesman
the AFL's
Alliance offor
Theatrical
& International
Stage Employes
(lATSE) who said the WABD-DuMont char"will take inside
everything
in New
York" atin
the tertechnical
of video.
Engineers
WCBW, CBS video station, are members of
IBEW (AFL) while at WNBT, NBC video
outlet, NABET has jurisdiction over engineers,
lATSE over stagehands.
NEBRASKA REQUEST
RESOLUTION requesting the NAB to use its
efforts to convince the FCC it should "cease
disqualifying public service programs as such
because
may beitssponsored"
to urge
the FCC they
to revise
rules for and
determining
sustaining and commercial broadcast periods
was adopted by the Nebraska Broadcasters
Assn. (See page 38 for election of officers; see
also editorial "Thin Ice", page 46).
SERVICE SERIES EXPEaED
THIRD network show said to be in planning
stage by the Navy may go to Mutual as American-Blue and NBC already have series set for
summer start, both available for sponsorship.
New Maritime Service exploit-drama series is
also expected by early fall.
V/AR LOAN REPORTS
STARTING today (June 11) brief facts on
the progress of the Mighty Seventh War Loan
will be presented by Ted R. Gamble, national
director of the Treasury War Finance Division,
on daily NBC World News Roundup, 7:157:30 p.m.

YANK' HONORS BING
BIXG CROSBY was given the official
G.I. "Oscar" awarded by Yank, official
Army
the "Person
who
has donemagazine,
more for for
the morale
of overseas
servicemen
than
any
other
entertainer".
Presentation was to be made by Surgeon
Gen. Norman T. Kirk yesterday
afternoon at Walter Reed (Sunday)
Washington. Crosby, about to Hospital,
leave on
another USO tour, returned last
fall from
appearances in ETO.

EUGENE C. PULLIAM, owner of WIRE In
dianapolis and WAOV Vincennes, Ind., and
the Indianapolis Star and Muncie Star, is
scheduled to testify before the Senate Military
Affairs Committee June 14 on compulsory
military training.
WALTER COMPTON, who leaves WOL
Washington July 1 to join WHN New York
and freelance, ends Mutual news tieup June
29. He likely will start daily commentary on
WHN and has two new programs available
for sponsorship — Pass the Buck, a quiz show,
and This Human World, drama.
LT.
COL. JAMES C. Office,
McNARY,
Air Communications
Army 21/2
Air years
Forces,in
last Wednesday went on inactive status and
returned to senior partnership in consulting
engineering firm of McNary & Wrathall.
1ST LT. DOLPH JANES, production manager
of KORE
Eugene, wounded
Ore., before
ice, was seriously
just entering
before theserv-ac
tion ended in Germany.
HARRY W. FLANNERY, CBS news commen
tator, has arrived in the China-Burma-India
Theater on the first leg of an AAF tour. Also
on tour is Pauline Frederick, assistant to H
R. Baukhage, representing NANA.
HARRY C. WATERSTON, vice-president and
managing director of Ray-Hirsch Co., New
York, since November, has been made execu
tive director and becomes full partner, with
firm name now Ray-Hirsch & Waterston Co
M. RICHARD TENNERSTEDT, formerly account executive of NBC spot sales, Chicago,
joins the Chicago sales staff of Paul H. Raymer Co., station representative.
GEORGE THOMAS FOLSTER, recently back
from
in Pacific for NBC, is returning to
resumewarcoverage.
C. W. (Bill) BAILEY, on the news staff of
WTAM Cleveland, NBC O&O station, since
July, York.
1944, has joined the NBC news staff in
New
LT. H. ROSS PERKINS, USCG, partner in
Norwich Broadcasting Co., applicant for new
local station in Norwich, Conn, (see story
pageservice,
80), isto awaiting
final discharge
the
become effective
July 21. from
MAJ. FREDERICK BRISSON, head of the
AAF radio production unit, is now in the
European
on a special
connectjon withtheater
the Fighting
AAF mission
program.in Maj
Brisson
was
in
charge
of
radio
for
the
Frank
wood.
N. Vincent agency, London, Paris, and Holly
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 4 )
and one PA. That in contrast to the usual
battery of a couple dozen. No name plates
either. Speaker Rayburn wants it that way
probably
his cue from the proposed new
Presidentialtaking
arrangement.
AMERICAN-BLUE is asking stations to clear
period of 1:30-1:45 p.m. Monday through Friday for a infoodaboutand a diet
client desiring to start
program
month.
BENDIX AVIATION Corp., South Bend, may
appoint
Grant
Adv.,radio.
New York, as agency
and go into
network
ROADCASTING
o Broadcast Advertising

War's accent ona news
gave
broadcasting
welcomed
opportunity
to show
its
wares
in the field
of news
coverage and news dissemination.
tices today
are Commonplace
over the prachills
and
far
away
from
and slower methods confined
of the
first World War.
The Columbia Broadcasting System gained
early leadership in pioneering the organization
of network news coverage back in 1933. Its
own widely scattered correspondent corps
today supplements the news provided by
major wire services.
In March 1938, CBS
staged
broadcasting's
first
round-up
with Bob
Trout international
in New York,newsWilliam
L. Shirer
and
Ellen Wilkinson in London, Edgar Mowrer in
Paris,
Pierre
Huss
in
Berlin,
Edward
R.
Murrow in Vienna, and U. S. Senator Lewis B.
Schwellenback in Washington, D. C. Thus a
new concept came into being with Europe and

the far Pacific now as close as the nearest
radio receiver!
In such ever broadening horizons radio finds
its true strength. D-Day ! A wartime presidential election! Roosevelt's sudden death!
V-E
Day!to shoulder
All have challenged broadcasting's
ability
— and
these challenges havenewbeenresponsibilities
met, with dispatch
andTo "know-how".
network and wire service coverage can
then be added afHliated station organization
and efforts.
KMBCstations
as onefurther
of the supplements
original sixteen basic CBS
this coverage
by
maintaining
its
own
enced staff of full-time newsmen, both experiA. P.
and U.P. wire services, and a string of 200 correspondents throughout the Heart of America.
At first thought the money-wise might ask
—can thisbyexpenditure
and money
justified
an individualof time
broadcaster
in thebe
returns
received.
Yes—
even
if
only
to
ure returns by listener acceptance that meashere
is indeed broadcasting at its best. Such is the
position of KMBC in the Heart of America.

OF

KMBC
KANSAS CITY
Free & Peters, Inc.

Of course,
tervice KMiC-m—An
at no extra cost.extra
SINCE

1 9 2 8 -BASIC
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STATION

FOR

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

Baasi

Git^es Migf^iiM
Mighty

ta the

nY
in Ohiahama
K

7th

^

0 quotaWKYfor
$99,000,00
WHEN
announced,
War Loans was
the 7thOklahoma'
knew that no ordinary, s:tandardized promotion
would succeed in putting it over.
WKY knew that it would take a high appliand imagination— showcation of initiative
manship—to put it over, and set about igniting
the spark and holding high the torch.
On May 12, WKY kicked off the 7th War
Loan drive in Oklahoma with a six-program
"Salute to the Armed Forces" totaling
three
and 45 minutes, including an hour-long
hours
description of an actual airborne attack.
Sidney R. MontaWKY started
On May 19,Canadian
lecturer, on a
Mountiein the
interest of
towns
tour ofgue, 22famedOklahoma
the 7th War Loan.
On Mav 21, WKY sponsored the appearance
of Charlie McCarthy, Edgar Bergen, Don
Ameche
company at with
Oklahoma
municipalandtickets.
auditorium
war City's
bonds huge
the
admission
On June .5, WKY talent will be featured in a
bond rally in an Oklahoma City theatre featur-

ing the premier showing of "Diamond HorseThe
following
entiretotalent
and
music staff
travelsday,100WKY's
miles west
Elk City
forshoe."
a huge county-wide bond rally.
In these and many other ways WKY plays Its
creative part in informing, g^iiding
and ofinspiring
listeners
matters
community
intereston
and continues to be the hub of
many civic enterprises and the
motiyating force for the expression of clear-thinking, patriotic
citizens.

7.500 BOND BUYERS jammed Oklahoma City's municipal
auditoriumEdgarto
see
Charlie onMcCarthy,
Bergenandandandheara company
Mayentertained
21. WKY
talent
Navy
orchestra
the
record
crowd,andtoo.playing
The toBergcrt
troupe
wa«
touring
Ury hoapitols In the Southwest. mlli-

SIDNEY R. MONTAGUE former member of the Can|
dian Northwest Mounted Police, popular platform lectur
and one-man show, began a tour of 22 Oklahoma
to promote the 7th War Loan under WKY sponsorshij
Montagrue is playing the towns that seldom are visit
by celebrities

NAVY CHAPLAINS were honored during WKY's
toNavythe nurses,
Armed Forces"
on May 12waralongheroes.
with Other
Ai-my pa|
and outstanding
grams honored navy exploits and the artillerymen
famous
Fort ofSill.a service
Featureas ofit the
chaplain's
program
the holding
is done
on shipboard.

WKY . OKLAHOMA CIT
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING
The
DallyCelerado
Oklahoman
- The (Affiliated
Farmer-Slecki
KVOet,
Springs and . BYTimes
KLZ, THEDenver
MPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
KATZ AGENCY, Mgn

RRia 15 cents:

A

Word

of

to our listeners, whose responsiveness
and cooperation made possible this
award for WLS: this year's $500 Gold
Medal from the National Board of Fire
Underwriters, for outstanding radio
service in fire prevention,
CONGRATULATIONS

to "Dinner-

bell Time" and Arthur C. Page, who
have given many hours, for many years,
to the reduction of farm loss from fire.

BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, Presidenf; GLENN SNYDER, Manager. 50,000 watts, 890 KC, American AfRliate- Represented by JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
AfTiliafed in Management with KOY, Phoenix, and the ARIZONA NETWORK — KOY, Phoenix, * KTUC, Tucson * KSUN, Bisfaee-loweH-Doug/as

Eyes
Woman's
Author-columnist-commentator Cravens (shown above with WOl
program director David Harris as they made a final recheck of hei
European itinerary) is well suited for the job for which she ha:
been commissioned. She attained widespread fame as the nation':
first woman network news commentator, with her Pontiac-sponsored
War has made the once-remote countries of Europe our next-door
coast-to-coast program of "News Through A Woman's Eyes."
neighbors. Kathryn Cravens' assignment is to help WOL listeners
Sending a nationally-known correspondent overseas to bring oui
become better acquainted with the customs and viewpoints of these
listeners an eye-witness picture of postwar Europe is just one more
neighbors ... to report on the progress of rehabilitation and on
step in WOL's expansion into large-scale public service programming
. . . one more evidence of our determination to be known, in deed
conditions in Europe, so thai factually-informed Americans will be
peace.
permanent
as in name, as "The Voice of Washington."
toward
able to work more effectively

A
through
Europe
Kathryn Cravens, first ivoman radio correspondent accredited to
any theater of tear, is now in Europe as official, exclusive WOL
reporter. She is the first woman correspondent to go overseas for
an individual radio station.

C^ow(e5 Station

BASIC MUTUAL
Washington, D. C.

WOL
'THE VOICE OF WASHINGTON'

Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency, Inc.

^^

'"

^

-8

1.

The tape snaps . . . and WSIX, with an increase
of 81.5% for the two years ending in January,
wins the Hooper all-day average race in the
Nashville area! . . . Today, WSIX offers: (1) The
best daytime Hooperating of any station in
Nashville. (2) Top shows of BOTH the AMERICAN

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

5%

and MUTUAL Networks. (3) A low unit cost. (4)
A booming market in the heart of industrial,
agricultural Tennessee. AND there are over a
million potential buyers for your product in the
WSIX territory who believe in "backing the
winner" by spending their money.

BY THE

KATZ

AMERICAN

5000
WAHS

AGENCY,

INC

MUTUAL

NASHVILLE

TENNESSEE

980
KILOCYCLES

jblishet! every Mon lay, 5X1 issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Bkoadcastinc Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building Washineton 4 D C
entered as second class matter March 14, 103:!. at Post Office at Washington. D. C, under act of March 3, 1879. wasnmgton 4. U. 0.
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Closed Circuit
IT MAY BE STRETCHING a bit, but, according to caster
Washington's
rumoi- whirligig,
a broadmay be next Secretary
of the Treasury.
Jesse Jones, Texas banker, publisher, politician and former Secretary of Commerce, is
the "broadcaster" mentioned. He visited with
President Truman last Wednesday. Among his
otherfiedholdings,
J.onesstation
is saidownership.
to be identiwith HoustonMr. radio
FCC final
ISN'TFMGOING
lose any time
getting Acout
its
and totelevision
allocations.
tion will come swiftly following brief "oral
arguments" next Friday (June 22). Whether
it's alternative
or three,willCommission
will
act so that one,
final two
allocations
come this
month.
IT MAY BE SOME weeks before American
Broadcasting Co. (nee Blue) sets up its permanent Washington organization. Donald
Withy comb has left that post after two
months, may leave network soon to return to
station field. Whatever happens, Ken Berkeley,
o-eneral ingtonmanager
WMAL, toAmerican
outlet, willofcontinue
double in Washbrass
as
head
of
Washington
programming
operations.
FINAL PERSONNEL structure for Broadcast
Measurement Bureau still was under discus(Continued on page 78)

Crosley-WLW
WLW CINCINNATI, the country's top independent station, would pass from the ownership of Powel Crosley Jr. to the Aviation Corp.
under a transaction which was in the final
ijhases last Friday. The giant aeronautical
■ oncern would acquire control of the Crosley
manufacturing and broadcasting operations.
The WLW transfer will be subject to FCC
approval. Also in the deal is proposed acquisition by Crosley Corp. of WINS New York for
$1,700,000, plus $400,000 in station time, from
Hearst Radio Inc. The WINS sale awaits FCC
hearing and action.
While there was no announcement last week
a;i to price, it was understood approximately
G'i%
Crosley
Powel
Crosleyof the
Jr. and
his Corp.
family,stock,
wouldheldbe byprocured
for about $22,000,000. This would represent an
overall price of some $30,000,000 for Crosley
Corp., if additional stock is acquired. The price
was understood to be pegged at $40 per share —
roughly the present market.
Detailed Study
Representatives of Aviation Corp., of which
Victor Emanuel, New York industrialist, is
chairman, were in Washington last Thursday
and Friday to discuss the station aspects vdth
members of the FCC. Work progressed on contract and the application forms over the weekend and were to be concluded this week. Applications for assignment will be filed as soon as
the transaction is closed.
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Upcoming
June 18-19: NAB Public Relations Executive
Committee, Hotel Roosevelt, Nev/ York.
June 19: FMBI Board, Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
June 20: Oral Argument before FCC, Washington, proposed allocations below 25 mc.
June; 20-21: NAB Code Committee, Hotel
Roosevelt, Nev/ York.
June 22: Oral Argument before FCC on proposed alternates 44-108 mc involving
FM, television allocations.
Bulletins
NEW 200,000 w international shortwave transmitter operated by CBS for OWI at Delano,
Cal., went into operation Friday, beaming
American psychological warfare messages toward Japan and Japanese-occupied countries.
Two ing50,000
w 'transmitters
since last
fall under atOWIDelano,
and operatOIAA
auspices, will be coordinated with the 200 kw
transmitter.
NORBURT
for seven & years
ager of radio O'BRIAN,
for J. P. McKinney
Sons, manNew
York, on June 20 becomes commercial manager
of WCOP Boston, now a Cowles Broadcasting
Co. outlet. He will be succeeded at McKinney
by John Livingston, formerly with William
Rambeau Co., Chicago.

Sale
Nears
Observations
from members
of the FCC and
its staff, who were informed of the transaction,
indicated a detailed study of the transfer.
Option held by Aviation Corp. was to expire
today (June 18), but an extension was indicated in view of the necessity of FCC approval
of the transfer of licenses involving not only
WLW and WINS, but also the Crosley shortwave operations in Cincinnati and experimental
relay and collateral licenses. The FCC already
had decided on exhaustive study of the CrosleyWINS transaction [Broadcasting, June 11].
Word of the sales negotiations first was published by Broadcasting last week [Closed Circuit, June 11]. Aviation Corp., one of the largest entities in the aviation field, in addition to
its widespread manufacturing activities, holds
59.3% of New York Shipbuilding Corp., nearly
30% of Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp.,
approximately 25% of American Airlines, and
more than 9% of Pan American Airways. It
did upwards of $1,200,000,000 last year, and
had a backlog of more than $2,000,000,000 in
orders. The company had assets at the close
of its last fiscal year of $36,000,000, and net
profits in excess of $3,000,000.
Crosley Corp. manufacturing operations include its five radio set plants in Cincinnati
and a large home refrigeration plant in Richmond, Ind.
Aviation Corp., it is understood, would continue the present personnel and management

Business Briefly
PHARMACRAFT SPONSORS • Pharma
craft Corp., New York (Fresh deodorant)
soon starts sponsorship of Counterspy, which
until June 27 will be sponsored by Mail
Pouch Tobacco. Series is broadcast Wednes
day, 10-10:30 p.m., on American-Blue. Agency
is Young & Rubicam, New York,
BENDIX SERIES STARTS • Bendix Avia
tion
June 17p.m.,
started
hour Corp.,
series Detroit,
on CBS,on 7-7:30
titleda halfMen
of Vision. Programs dramatize personalities in
aviation. Series will run 26 weeEs, with second
13 weeks
in another time. Grant Adv.
New
Yorkprobably
is agency.
MARS GOES DRAMATIC • Mars Inc., Chi
cago (candy),
4 beginsstations,
52-week9-9:30
dramatic
half -hour onon July
64 American
p.m. EWT Wednesdays. Harry Holcombe, ra
dio director of Grant Adv., Chicago, placing
account, will direct.
KRANKS MAN-ON-STREET • Consolidated
Royal
Chicagosponsorship
(Krank's Shave
Kreem)Chemical
on JuneCorp.,
13 started
of a
Man-on-the-Street program Wednesdays and
Fridays, 6:15-6:30 p.m., EWT, on WOR New
York. On June 23 same firm begins thriceweekly participation in the Arthur Godfrey
program
on WABCforNew13 weeks,
York, placed
6:30-7:45by a.m.
EWT. Contracts,
Rus
sel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.

of Completion
both the Crosley broadcasting and manu
facturing operations. James D. Shouse is vice
president of Crosley in charge of broadcast
operations, which include international short
wave facilities, and Robert E. Dunville is vice i
president and general sales manager of WLW
Heading the manufacturing operations is R. C
Cosgrove,
the
Radio vice-president,
Manufacturers and
Assn.also president of
Will File Application
R. S. Pruitt, vice-president, secretary and
general counsel of Aviation Corp., headed the
group which apprised FCC members of the
transaction last week. Members of the Commis ion, itis understood, were advised that
the
applications for the transfer
wouldappropriate
be filed promptly.
The precise valuation placed upon WLW
was not available, since the acquisition would
involve purchase of control of the licensee corporation as a whole, rather than the radio
properties individually. WLW last year grossed
mates.
in excess of $4,000,000, according to trade est:
Powel Crosley Jr., 59, operated the Prec
sion Equipment Co., automobile accessorie:
firm, 25 years ago when he entered the phono
graph manufacturing field. In 1923 he starte
WLW as a 5 w station and a year later or
ganized the (Continued
Crosley Radio
Corp.,78)manufactu:
on page
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WEST

i

VIRGINIAfNETWORK

WBLK
NBC
250 on 1400

WPAR
CBS
250 on 1450

WSAZ
BLUE
1000 on 930

WCHS
CBS
5000 on 500

THE
WEST
VIRGINIA
NETWORK
HOWARD L. CHERNOFF
JOHN A. KENNEDY
MANAGING DIRECTOR
PRESIDENT
National Represcntatlres, THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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So

close

to the forest....

The Piedmont is proud of its stately wealth of pine,
oak, maple, poplar and other woods. Reforestation
and selective cutting in these rich, natural timberlands keep
modern logging trucks speeding to Spartanburg and one
of the world's largest timber processing plants.
In the 16-counfy WSPA Primary Area aione are
ever THREE BILLION merchantable board feet of softwood; ONE BILLION merchantable board feet of
hard-wood; a total of 4,750,000,000 board feet*.
And yet timber, important as it is, plays but one part
in the economy of this advertiser's paradise.
A paradise that is "one of the best-balanced sections
In the entire country"!
And WSPA swings the bo/once your way.
SPARTANBURG
SOUTH CAROLINA
Home of Camp Croft
5000 watts Day, 1000 watts Night, 950 kc.
Represented by Holltngbery

REPRINT
From fhe Editorial Page of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch Thursday, June 7, 1945

A Radio Man on Plug-Ugly Campaign
of
Member of NAB News Committee agrees with many Post- Dispatch
The Mirror
views on middle commercials; he commends the way this newspaper
Public Opinion has offered a constructive suggestion in the industry's interest without a blanket indictment of all stations' policies, as some papers did.
A Letter to the Editor of the Post-Dispatch
As a mittee
member
of thethe NAB
Com- Dispatch editorial of April 10, 1945, "In
that drafted
recentNews
proposals
Interest indorsement
of Radio," inthey
spitehaveof the
for iAproved news programming and as the
enthusiastic
corded to some of the articles
critical ac-of
aagree
broadcaster,
of
20
years'
experience,
I
with many of your contentions for radio which the Post-Dispatch has published. Perhaps the reason is obvious,
improved standards. I think that, given
a reasonable amount of time, the major- Dispatch
if we readeditorial
an excerpt
the Postof April» from
10. This,
mind
ity of themendedstations
will adopt the recompolicy changes.
you,
is
written
by
one
of
the
nation's
Some few newspapers among the mi- leading daily papers:
nority which feel a God-given right to
"We repeatjobthat
radiotransmission
has done ofa
in the
exclusivity in journalism, have published magnificent
editorials based upon your campaign news, to the point that many people preto getthrough
their news
over the ofradio
against
broadcasts.so-called "plug-uglies" in news
erferthan
the columns
the rathdaily
More often than not, these editorials newspaper. New techniques, such as
go astray from the original contentions the roundups of capitals and battleof the Post-Dispatch and become, in fact, fronts, have brought the war vividly to
blanket indictments against all radio sta- every household.
tions' news policies. Most of these pub- Stations Want to Improve
lishers, however, quote the Post-Dispatch
much praise
cannot bethese
givennewto
sufficiently
to imply that the responsibil- the"Toonetworks
for designing
ity
rests
and
for
the
general
their own. with your paper rather than techniques
lence of the newscasts themselves.excelBy
What
Anti-Radio
Papers
Omit
the
very
of its medium,
radio's
These newspapers which are quick to superioritynature
over
newspapers
in
the
immediate transmission of important news
accept
editorials
plug-uglies
j^nd to the
attach
theretoagainst
their own
many has long been obvious. The newspaper
the fastest means of cominterpretations, plus many other edito- 'extra,' once, municating
news of extraordinary imrials aimed at broadcasting, have reportance, isjust about as dead as the
mained conspicuously aloof from printing any of the subsequent editorials of
We of i^dio have no fears, as we bethe Post-Dispatch or other publications
which, have recently accorded generous
lieve our record of public service in wartributes to broadcasting, particularly with dodo." time more th&n compensates for the
human errors we may make. As an inregard dlingtothe news
its service
to
the
public
in
handustry composed, in the main, of men
of the death of President
Roosevelt.
with a high sense of public responsibility, we can admit and correct our errors.
In contrjist, the much-quoted PostI think that the majority of stations
Dispatch, along with many other leading
,have been cognizant of the need for impublications,
joined
with radio
the Government
leaders
in
praising
for
the
proving their standards, and had taken
service rendered in this instance.
initial steps at least, to accomplish this
btfore the Post-Dispatch startI find little tendency among anti-radio objective
ed its campaign.
papers to carry reprints of the Post-

This

expression

This may not be true of the networks.
There work
are commitments
many stations
carrying
netin news,
programs
that
are
in
violation
of
these
stations'
local policies, a condition which may
take a longer amount of time to rectify
than intions,the
case just
of their
local originabut which
as surely
will be
corrected. I note that you, too, admit
this
difficulty
in
your
own
NBC-afflliated station, KSD.
The anti-radio newspaper is untrue to
itself, for the people judge the newspaper industry
instead ofof
realizing
thatby bythisfarminority,
the majority
modern newspapers
work
in
cooperation with their standards, close
and has
taken initial steps, news, and that each
has
its permanent place in service in
our democracy.
In spite
paperwartinne
shortage,problems,
insufficient help ofandtheother
newspapers are, in (he main, rendering
the finest service in their history to
American readers. While radio, by the
very nature munofication, maits
of comy get fast
theremeans
first with
the
news, adered noby thelessnewspaper,
important which
serviceprovides
is rena more detailed coverage, plus a permaal. nent record of the news for future perusSame News Sources for Radio, Press
As for accuracy, newspapers and radio
are on a par. Excluding purely local
sources of news, they rely upon the same
agencies for news of national and interpress associationsnational
which import.
serveThe fhesamenewspapers
also
serve radio. If there is an error, as
sometimes occurs, both newspapers and
radio are the victim. The only difference
is thatthebynews
virtuequickly,
of radio'snewspapers
ability to are
get
out
sometimes spared the pain of error, in
that forecorrection
over the wire bethe time ofcomes
publication.
Both newspaper and radio have a big
job to do.
Theiras responsibility
creased manyfold
a result of theiswar.inRegardless of the individual attitudes of
publishersparable joband
men,forthethe incomthat radio
each does
public
is augmentative and not competitive.
REX HOWELL,
Managing
Director,
Grand
Junction,
Colo. Station KFXJ.

of opinion by

Mr. Rex Howell, managing director
of Station KFXJ and member of
the NAB

News

Committee,

is re-

printed with his permission for the
attention of all who may be interested in news broadcasting
the refinement of radio.
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Lver see a station whose
daytime Hooper "share of
audience" averages
49.0%!
Perhaps . . .
... but how about a
(ity where the daytime
"$el$-in-use" averages r
21.8*1

. . . then \ook at
Lincoln --we feel it's a
rare result in a marliet of
over 100,000 population.

KFOR has 80% more
daytime audience according
to Hooper than the next
highest station.

Feature of
IN THE LOBBY of the Hotel New
Yorker, a dozen years ago, a diminutive bell-hop caught the attention of one of Manhattan's advertising executives. The bell-hop — a
midget of 47 inches tall — was called
over and told to page a "Mr. Philip
Morris". The hotel lobby rang with^
a now tried
famousto earn
voicetheas 50-cent
"Johnny"
vainly
tip
pressed into his palm.
Returning to report his failure
to the agency executive — Milton
Blow, president of the agency bearing his name — Johnny learned that
hepassed
had with
been "auditioned,"
flying colors. and
He had
left
his $15 a week page-boy job to
become a living trade mark in radio
for Philip Morris Co., one of the
major cigaret advertisers on the
air. His personality was also to
become a feature of all Philip Morris space ads which had already
established
the page-boy trade
mark.
Living Trademark
Johnny appears living
to be vocal
radio'stradeonly
nationally-known
mark and the only living tradeyear-in-year-out
any media.markProbably
the nearestin approach
to Johnny's renown as a live trademark was MGM's Leo the Lion, now
dead. Elsie the Cow isn't in the
same category, since there have
been a thesequence
bearing
name. of "originals",
Terms
of
Johnny's
Philip Morris Co. are contract
geared towith
his
Sellers

the

Week

Marlene and Johnny
continually increasing commercial
value.
The lievecontract
^bed to be one ofisthelife-time
few in— the
industry — and calls for a basic
salary of $20,000 a year.
His voice reportedly insured at
$50,000 more
a year,
has nevera
missed
thanJohnny
one broadcast
year in his 12 years on the air. He
pitches
radio musical
call to acue.perfect
"B-Flat" hiswithout
servicesof
areDemands
such thatforhe Johnny's
needs a corps
understudies. Johnny handles the
New York shows It Pays to Be
Ignorant and Crime Doctor, both
CBS, while a Johnny Jr. introduces
the Hollywood NBC program
Johnny Presents Ginny Simms.
Othercallspersonally
trainedappearances
"Juniors"
fill
for personal
throughout the country.

Wilmington
Delaware

of Sales
the first radio program staged
l-V ""^ ! Southern
now from military camps, with military
AN,
ctor
ia
REG
dire
for
MarGES
T
ER
HERBmed
talent,
during this war. In 1940,
schalk & Pratt Co., New he handled
the
Clark
Candy
Bar
York, hasss been in the adver- quiz show and talent competition
tising busine since his school programs which ran 26 weeks,
daysrtis
. .ing. when sehe took an NYU
^ If you're interested in
adve
cour and promptly broadcasting
ferent serviceeach
camp.week from a difwent to work for an agency.
ratings, just multiply "selsMost active radio
In 1917, Mr. Ges_
account now handled
in -use" by "share of
regan joined Frank
by
Marschalk
Senan Inc., New
Pratt
is the Esso&
York, in the media
audience."
Reporter, sponsored
department. After
by
four years with that
NewStandard
Jersey.OilNotof
he went to
Represented by Edward Pe»ry Co., Inc acompany,
currently active in
small agency which
radio is the Union
handled retail womgrams
pi"' , jogromPharmaceutical Co.
p«p"''''';::ro«ur<>"';'.
en's counts.
clothing
acAs office
Inc., Bloomfield, N.
J.,
maker of Saraka
KFOR
manager,
head andof
Laxative.
both the media
Mr.
Gesregan also
production
departments there,
Mr.
buys mondtime
for EsMills, Esmond,
Gesregan gained
R.
I.,
baby
much valuable exmanufacturer, blanket
which
perience in allwork.
angles of agency
is
now
using
five-in
minute
programs
HERB
Shortly
four markets.
wards, he wentafter-to
Pittsburgh and the
A native of BrookAlbert P. Hill agency, where he
lyn, Mr. Gesregan lives with his
Represenfed by
remained as media director and ac- wife and four children in Rockcount executive for 17 years. It ville Centre, L. I. His hobbies are
was while there that Mr. Gesre- taste
golf runs
and toreading,
in
which
his
RAYMERI
whodunits.
gan put on what he believes was
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KNOW

towers

over

Austin
Capitol
In the Austin market Station KNOW

like the
Dome

is the radio habit. For years

listeners have turned automatically to 1490 on their dials for the best in radio.
At any hour of the day or night Hooper ratings show KNOW

the

leading Austin station, usually by a 2 to 1 margin.
Business is always good in Austin. Study these figures and you'll see
that you can't afford to overlook this market in any Texas promotional campaign. Write for further information on the station, for hourly Hooper ratings
or for any specific information you desire on the Austin market.

K-N-O-W
BLUE -MUTUAL AND TEXAS STATE NETWORKS STATION
WEED & COMPANY, Representatives
New York/ Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Hollywood, San Francisco
fc^ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

AUSTIN AND TRAVIS COUNTY
Population 121,000
(Ration Book Holders in 1944)
I Income $71,359,000
Austin Population 106,000
(Ration Book Holders in 1944)
1153 Retail Stores
$40,861,000 Net Sales
114 Wholesale Eestablishmenis
$21,882,000 Net Sales
Bank Clearings $99,141,645
Agriculture-Ranching Center
92 Manufacturing Plants
26,103 Bank Depositors
23,140 Automobile Registrations
Home of the University of Texas,
"Largest in the South" and 4 Major Colleges
Magnesium Production
Center of Hydro-Electricity
Production and Distribution
Granite, Limestone, Masonry Materials and
Clay Products Mined, Cut, Manufactured and
Distributed.
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^^But
yon

11
.

a.

m.

is

school

time,

illiterater'
• yon
Of course nobody but Thistlewaite ever would make
the mistake of advertising to children on week-day midmornings! But we all know there are other less glaring
errors possible to the user of spot broadcasting; mistakes such as appealing to housewives when their menfolk are monopolizing home receivers for a competing
sports news broadcast, or aiming at farmers with a
predominately "city" station.
The avoidance of such pitfalls is only part of "Free &
Peters Service" to spot broadcasters. Despite war conditions, that service is as efficient as ever. If you're
considering "spots" — the most difficult but the bestpaying branch of radio — a telephone call will start it
rolling in your direction!

you
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$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Truman

Nominates
Wills
to Succeed
Case
to the post could not be learned.
dorsement of the Commissioner,
Sen. Austin made it plain, howGov. Case himself made no cam^Just
One Party
ever, on June 8 that he was pulling
paign for reappointment until the
for his friend and former GoverMan Replacing
11th hour, when it became apparnor, Mr. Wills [Broadcasting,
ent
that
June 11]. At that time he declined
ernorthe
had theformer
insideVermont
track. GovGov.
Another'
to confirm or deny reports that
(Editorial,
Page 42)
Case
had
been
assured
of
the backGov.
Wills
was
to
succeed
Gov.
ing of not only Sen. White but of
PRESIDENT Truman last week Case, although he expressed the
the Republican
nominated 62-year-old William "hope"
that the nomination would
man from Rhodenational
Island committeeand other
Henry Wills of Bennington, Vt., go through.
ranking minority leaders.
former Republican Governor of
In radio circles the question reSen.
Robert
H.
Taft
(R-0.),
Vermont, to suceed the veteran
peatedly was asked why Sen. AusGov. Norman S. Case on the FCC
chairman of the Republican Steertin,
a
staunch
Republican,
should
for a seven-year term beginning have backed the candidacy of one
July 1.
earlyinglastCommittee,
week, told
just Broadcasting
before he left
Republican against another. One
Sponsored by his fellow-Ver- explanation
for New York, that he knew nothoffered
was
that
more
ing
of
the
Wills
candidacy.
monter. Sen. Warren R. Austin, or less traditionally, retiring govinformed that Gov. Case wasHe towasbe
minority member of the Interstate
ernors of the New England states
Commerce Committee, Gov. Wills are candidates
the
Republican choice.
for the Senate. Sen.
told Broadcasting by long-distance Austin's present term expires in
Gov. Case had no formal comtelephone that he plans to report 1947 with the election to take place
mentnation
when reached
news him,
of thebutWills
nomi-a
within
for duty on Aug. 1, providing Sen- next year.
few minutes his office at the FCC
ate confirmation is forthcoming.
Austin Visits White House
At a news conference Wedneswas jammed with personnel rangLast Wednesday morning Sen.
day morning President Truman
ing from fellow-Commissioners
announced the nomination, saying Austin was a White House visitor
down to the lowliest clerks and messengers.
it was merely one Republican tak- and a short time later at his conWILLIAM
HENRY
WILLS
Commissioner Wakefield, only
ference President Truman aning the place of another. He could
nounced the nomination of Gov. House, endorsing his reappoint- other Republican member of the
not be accused of playing politics
Commission,
was one of the first to
ment. A number of Republican
up there, the President added, be- Wills. It is understood the plight
his regrets.
cause certainly everyone would of Gov. Case brought a deluge of newspaper publishers were report- express(Continued
on pageGov.72) Case
ed to have telegraphed their enagreecan State.
that Vermont is a Republi- calls and messages to the White
Sent to Senate
Two hours later the nomination
went to the Senate. Inasmuch as
Nominee
Is Stickler for Truth
Chairman Burton K. Wheeler (D- FCC
Mont.) of the Interstate Commerce YOU CAN take William Henry Alzina Brown Wills, he accomSince 1928 he has been president
Committee had not returned until Wills out of Vermont and place
panied the inevitable family trek
late last week from a communica- him
back to Vermont while still a tot. of William H. Wills Insurance
in
the
Washington
political
Agency,
He is aHome;
trustions inspection tour of Europe, no
9 his father died and at 12 he tee
of theBennington.
Vermont Soldiers
but you can't take Ver- At
hearing on the nomination had been maelstrom,
went to work in a grocery store president, Board of Trustees, Diomont outand
of the
State's
former
set. It is likely, however, that a Governor
15 hours a day for $3 a week.
cese of Vermont (Episcopalian) ;
hearing will be called, since some commissionership.nominee to an FCC That
merchandising triumph led officer of H. W. Putnam Hospital;
opposition to Gov. Wills may arise.
him
into
a
department
store
at
17.
director,
Goshen Camp for Crippled
Only sully on the Vermont label
Moreover, it has been customary
Yankee ambition Children; junior warden, St. Petfor the Wheeler Committee to hold that adorns one of New England's andOld-fashioned
acumen
took
him
out
of
retailhearings on FCC nominations, most popular statesman is the fact
Church, Bennington;
degree er'sMason;
Odd Fellow;32d past
ing and he entered
either executive or open.
that —heChicago.
was bornHis inparents
a "foreign"
business the
in accident
Benningtonin- potentate, Cairo Temple; Elks; has
were and fell surance
Only last Monday Sen. Wallace oflandVermont
in love about the same LL.D. degrees from Norwich U.
hue, however.
H. White Jr. (R-Me.), Minority
U. of Vermont. He once owned
Nomination to the FCC comes at time with Hazel McLeod. Encour- and
Leader, called at the White House
a hotel.
by Mrs.
Wills
he
set
up
a
to endorse personally the reap- a time when Gov. Wills had planned realty agedand
William Wills has been a good
agency that
ntment of Gov.Sen.
Case.White
It is told
un- to retire to private life — in Ver- developed intoinsurance
the biggest business governor, Vermonters will tell you.
der stood poithat
mont— after a long political career. of the sort in that
region.
He
is described as nice-looking,
President Truman that Mr. Case His public
life culminated last JanThe retail and insurance fields gray-haired, soft-spoken, kindly.
had not only his personal endorseuary as Governor.
there's a job to be done
had brought him in contact with he When
ment but that of other ranking mito see it done efficiently
'Vermont Conscience'
nority members of the Senate.
a good share of the Vermont citi- and wants
quickly. He has a practical apFirst opposition to Gov. Case,
zenry, with whom he has always
Gov.
Wills
has
what
Vermonters
proach to business and politics and
who has served on the Commission like to call a "Vermont conscience". been popular. Inevitably this led a reputation
of keeping promises.
since its creation in 1934, came That tag typifies his actions and him into Republican politics and
Bill WillsAs isgovernor
an independent
Reseveral weeks ago when it was
State Legislature. He was a publican.
non-Vermonters un- the
reported
jlearned that his old political foe. thoughts. familiarTowith the
it means — member of the House of Repre- to the State by means he
a weekly
Sen. Theodore F. Green (D-R. I.), hew to the line of term
sentatives 1929-31 and State Sen- broadcast. He objects toof autocratic
truth.
!was fostering the nomination of a
ate 1935, becoming president pro
Governor hews to
New York Republican. Whether thatThelineformer
the people's
Last
year he ofdeclined
a thirdaffairs.
term after
of action, and has been tern 1935-37. In 1937 he was elected control
Sen.
Gi-een,
long
a
leader
in
the
Lieutenant
serving until an administration acclaimed for efDemocratic party, had anything to doing it all his life. Born Oct. 26, his election Governor,
as Governor in 1941. ficiency and economy.
do with the naming of Gov. Wills 1882, the son of James Henry and
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NAB
Interim Board May Direct NAB
Affairs
is resident in Washing- of his proximity to Washington
Hunt for New President becauseton. Mr.heRyan
would serve as a headquarters.
Gains Momentum
It is conceivable this executive
large station group representative, committee
could serve six months a
After Meet
in view
of
his
company's
ownerThe major portion of the
ship of the 50-lcilowatter WWVA year.
AGREEING upon alternative Wheeling
and WGBS Miami. work would devolve upon C. E.
courses ofdentialaction,
NAB Presiwould represent Arney Jr;, secretary-treasurer,
Selection the
Committee
last Comdr. Craven
probably would assume again
stations (WOL Washing- who
week set out in earnest in its quest regional
ton,
WHOM
Jersey
City, KRNT the functions he performed in
for a new paid president of the Des Moines, WNAX Yankton).
early 1944 after the retirement of
NAB but devised interim plans
Neville Miller as president and
Small Station
whereby a regency of three board
prior to the acceptance of the presimembers would perform presidendency by Mr. Ryan in April.
The
small
station
director
retial functions until the new execuThe presidential committee
m
a
i
n
e
d
i
n
question.
Clair
R.
Mctive is able to take office.
talked
in terms of a national figCollough, directing head of the
ure to head the association. Many
Mason Dixon Radio Group (WGAL
At an ingtonall-day
session called
in "Wash-by Lancaster,
last Tuesday,
WORK York, WEST names were discussed. It was exChairman T. A. M. Craven, vice- Easton, WAZL Hazleton, WDEL
pected
the would
presidential
committeethatshortly
recommend
president of the Cowles Broadcast- Wilmington), elected as a director
ing Co., the committee screened a at large by mail ballot last week, to the board that a full meeting be
list of some 50 names and elimi- was thought the most likely local held possibly prior to the July 1
nated the bulk of them. Individual station selection, largely because deadline of Mr. Ryan's tenure.
members will contact possible appointe s to the presidency and report back to the full committee. It
is expected almost daily conference Cables Under House Floor Will
calls will occur until an agreement
Is reached.
Number
of Mikes
Meanwhile, the committee drew Cut Down
from President J. Harold Ryan a FOREST of mikes in front of however, to remove mike labels.
promise that if need be he would Speaker Sam Rayburn and guests This partially appeased the Speakremain on the job for possibly a who address joint sessions of Coner, who has been irked for years
month beyond his July 1 commitafter Gen. by theters bizarre
ment. He has been insistent upon Dwight gressD.will disappear
and networkcollection
symbols.of call letJune 18at
teturning to Toledo, where he reception in Eisenhower's
the
House
Chamber
Scarcely
able
to
look down on
serves as vice-president and treas- a joint session of Senate and House. the House floor through
the elecurer of the Fort Industry Co., by
When
Congress
adjourns
for
the
tronic
museum,
he
has
been spurred
the July 1 date.
by
Senators
and
Representatives
summer lationwork
will
begin
on
instalof cables under the House
Ryan Present
complained
they couldn't
watch
President
Roosevelt
or President
. At the invitation of the selection floor. Then only two or three micro- who
during their speeches.
will appear in front of Truman
committee, designated by the NAB Speaker phones
Rayburn and on the desk Network engineers will meet after
Board at its Omaha meeting last of the reading
clerk, where guests Congress adjourns with Arthur E.
month, Mr. Ryan sat in on the de- stand in addressing
the House. Cooke, supervising engineer, Office
liberations last week. Other comof the Capitol, to
mittee members present, in addition This will follow the White House ofplanthetheArchitect
new setup. Wire space is
precedent set by Leonard Reinsch,
to Chairman Craven, were G. radio
adviser to President Truman. available under the House floor, acRichard Shafto, WIS Columbia;
cess to which is gained through
Speaker met last Wednesday
Frank M. Stanton, CBS vice-presi- withThe network
representatives. He two trap doors. Cables will be run
dent & general manager; John J.
Gillin Jr., WOW Omaha, and Wil- sought removal of the 13-mike bat- from the Speaker's desk and the
liam B. Way, KVOO Tulsa. J.
tery for the Eisenhower reception reading clerk's desk, feeding into
amplifier from which networks
Leonard Reinsch, managing direc- but this was impossible due to lack an
tor of WSB Atlanta, WIOD Miami of time and material. It was agreed, and stations can patch.
and V7HI0 Dayton, was unable to
attend because of other commitments but had conveyed his views
to Chairman Craven.
, While the committee made no
statement, itmendation
waswould learned
be madea recomto the
board of directors that an interim
executive committee of three members be named if that course becomes necessary because of the inability immediately to select a
permanent head. Originally it had
been suggested the committee be
made up of one representative each
of large, medium and small stations, to be selected from among
the directors
large concluded
but the presidential atcommittee
the
executive group should be selected
from the entire board membership
of 25.
It was logically presumed that
Mr. Ryanmittee.
would
Comdr. serve
Cravenon that
also comwas
seen as a prospective member, not
only because of his background as
a member of the FCC and his engiDrawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
neering status, important in view
of impending allocations, but also
'WOOF'S Sportscaster Was a Marine Combat Correspondent!"
BRO ADCA
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Elects Three

Directors- at -Large
Mail Balloting Names Shafto,
Bonebrake, McCuUough
THREE new NAB directors-atlarge elected by mail ballot Thursday are G. Richard Shafto, managing director of WIS Columbia,
S. C, dium
for the
mestations
thew
Bonebrake,
group and Matgeneral manager
and
owner of
KOCYpart Oklahoma
City,
and Clair
R. McCuUough,
general manager
of the Mason
Mr. Shafto
Dixon Radio
Group,
for
the
small stations broadcasters,
NAB membership gave their
overwhelming approval to two
amendments to the by-laws proposed at the Board of Directors
meeting in Omaha last month
[Broadcasting, May 21]. One qual
ifies FM and television
stations for
membership
the board in the
at
f
tions.
The
other
three directorlarge
classifica'
ll^MBfei^
clarifies some existing by-1 a w s
and opensbership to legal,
memengineering and
similar profes
Mr. Bonebrake sions if directly
stationin broadappli
cants. casting and to CPengaged
Former Director
Mr. Shafto who is a former di
rector and member of the NAB
presidential selection committee
had as contestants for the medium
stations post Clarence T. Hagman,
WTCN
Paul, and Clarence
Leich, St.WGBF
Evansville, Ind.
■Opposing and
Mr.
Bonebrake
Mr. McCuUough
in the tions
smallelection
stawere Dietrich
Dirks,City,ETRI
Sioux
la.,
and Marshall
Roseburg,
Ore. Mr. McCuUough
Pengra, KRNR
Mr. Bonebrake serves his first term
as an NAB officer. Mr. McCuUough
who also is vice-president of WGAL
Lancaster,in the
Pa.,Mason
and theDixon
four group,
other
stations
was a member
of
the
Board
of
Directors at the time the association
was reorganized into its present
setup and has served on many NAB
committees. At present he is a
member of the NBC Stations Planning and Advisory Committee.
CBS and NBC, the two network
membersnamedofDr. Frank
the NAB,
have CBS
reStanton,
(Continued on page 74-)
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Nets Urge Court
To Halter Petrillo
operated turntables in net- not issuing a complaint but that
Want Ruling to Bind never work
stations outside of Chicago anyway the board could find no
NABET as Well
and that since 1940 NABET had evidence to support such an action.
contracts which covered "on the Never does the Circuit Court have
As Radio
air
playback".
the rightto toissuereview
the board'she
By JACK LEVY
NABET
agreedInto1942,
waivehe itsrecalled,
juris- failure
a complaint,
diction in Chicago and in January said. "We say it's wholly discreTHE SECOND Circuit Court of
Appeals (New York) was asked 1944 obtained letters from netwith the board to refuse to
works agreeing to give this work issue a tionary
Friday by the NBC and Americancomplaint."
added that
Blue networks to use its full power to musicians everywhere. This the
statute
makes noHeprovision
for
as a court of equity to make its aroused NABET's ire, he con- the Circuit Court to review the
tinued, with resultant certification board's failure to issue orders.
determination of the platter turning
dispute binding on James C. Pe- by NLRB of NABET's jurisdiction
Mr. Rockwell then reviewed Mr.
tril o as well as all other parties over turntables, except in Chicago. Petrillo's
on the Jack Benny
Mr. Rockwell said the board dis- and other threats
to the dispute.
programs if the networks
agreed with both sides as to skills
Hearing
the
petition
of
the
Nathe board's
certification
tional Labor Relations Board for required for platter turning but recognized
NABET,
whereupon
Judge
a decree to compel the networks certified NABET since it was per- of
to recognize its certification of
forming this work and had a ma- Swan observed, "Their position
we wouldagreed
but wethatdare
jority. He said the unit finding was,
NABET as the bargaining agent
Mr. Rockwell
that not".
was
for platter turners, the court was determination
was a "novel seemed
case" butreasonable.
no other the
position of the networks.
told by John T. Cahill and Franklin
Mr. Cahill told the court that
In reply to a question by Judge
S. Wood, counsel for NBC and
was in a serious predicament
American-Blue respectively, that Chase he said the AFM had a pro- NBC
in
the jurisdictional dispute and
cedure to use to prove its comthe networks were caught in the
pany domination charge and finally was certainly not facing "idle
middle of a jurisdictional dispute resorted
But NLRB found threats". He pointed out that its
and were faced with "no idle no evidenceto toit.support
that charge, operations
on split
threats"
by Mr.
to serious- he said. He pointed out
and arearethrown
out second
of geartim-by
that the the inginterruption
ly interfere
withPetrillo
its operations.
of
any
program.
AFM
did
not
file
its
charge
until
Pressure No Defense
two days before the hearing on He argued that the network, as an
Alvin J. Rockwell, general coun- January 30, 1945, on the complaint essential activity has a great resel of NLRB, conceding that it may case against the networks.
sponsibility to the public and
well be that present legislation is
"Why wasn't the charge filed should do everything to avoid a
inadequate to protect the employer before,"
strike
which
would
impair its servthe
chargeHeitselfsaidwould
against Petrillo threats, neverthe- lateness ofhetheasked.
ices to its listeners, injure its emhave
been
adequate
grounds
for
ployes and the company itself.
less contended that "threat of economic pressure is no defense for
refusal
to
bargain".
Presiding over the court was
Judge Thomas W. Swan and sit- Airport Act Would Endanger
ting with him were Judges Harris
B. Chase and Charles E. Clark.
Broadcasting Antenna Towers
At the outset of the hearing. BROADCASTERS might well face the measure into shape for report
Judge Swan announced that Joseph the
loss of antenna towers or be to the full committee.
A. Padway, counsel for the AFM,
had advised him he could not ap- forced to remove them under terms
Should the ministrator
CivildecideAeronautics
to establish Ad-an
pear because of other duties which of the Federal Aid Airport Act
required his presence on the West (HR-3170) , expected to be reported airport at or near the site of an
Coast. Judge Clark commented: out by the House Interstate & For- existing transmitter, under the
"This is the case of Hamlet with
eign Commerce Committee within original bill he would have authorthe next fortnight.
ity to remove, lower or relocate
Hamlet
busy Henry
on the West
Coast."
However,
A. Friedman,
by Rep. Clarence F. "airport hazards", under terms of
assistant AFM counsel, attending LeaIntroduced
the
original
bill.
(D-Cal.), Committee chairman,
the hearing, obtained permission to the bill
would give to the AdminRep.
Lea
last week, howaddress the court. He challenged
ever, that thesaidsubcommittee
was
istrator of Civil Aeronautics vircontentions made by Mr. Rockwell
tual
autonomous
powers
to
decide
the measure to meet certhat a claim in the brief filed by conflicts between proposed airport amending
tain
objections
proposed
by
various
AFM that NLRB did not fully investigate its charge that NABET sites and existing "hazards". It individuals and industries. Although the NAB made no formal
to appropriate $650,000,is company dominated is not re- proposes
000 over a 10-year period for the appearance at the hearings, it is
viewable bythe courts.
understood that some suggestions
Presenting the case for NLRB, development of a series of public have
been recommended to clarify
on sites to be determined
Mr.
reviewed
the board'sto byairports
the position of radio.
orderRockwell
requiring
the networks
the Administrator.
bargain with NABET. He said the
"Airport hazard" as defined in
Hearings Held
comp&,nies were willing to recognize
means "any
NABET for all technical funcIn conjunction with the Federal the proposed
ture or object Actof natural
growthstruc-lotions,
except
platter-turning.
Bec
a
t
e
d
o
n
or
in
the
vicinity
of a pubAid
Airport
Act,
Rep.
Halleck
(R~
cause of Petrillo threats, however,
lic airport, or any use of land near
has introduced a bill (HRhe explained, the board can only Ind.),
such
airport,
which
obstructs
the
3423)
to
reestablish
the
Civil
Aerodirect its orders against employers.
nautics Board, the Office of Ad- air-space required for the fiight of
Not for Courts
aircraft
in
landing
or
taking
off
ministrator of Civil Aeronautics,
Mr. Rockwell said that as far as and Civil Aeronautics Authority as such airport or is otherwise hazardous to such landing or taking
AFM is concerned and its argu- an independent agency. The Board
ments against the decree, based and its kindred offices are now un- off" of aircraft."
largely on a charge that NABET
der
the
Dept.
of
Commerce.
Under a proposed national airis company dominated, the board
Following introduction of the Lea
port plan, the Administrator would
submits that such an argument is
be empowered to provide for the
not a matter for the courts but is Bill in early May, 11 days of public needs
of expanding aviation. He
a purely administrative proceeding hearings were held. The subcom- would consult
with the Civil Aeroof the board.
mittee has been in executive ses(Continued on page 71)
sion the past two weeks, whipping
He explained that musicians
BROADCASTING
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CAPT. LEBERMAN
SEIST TO PACIFIC
JUST PROMOTED to captain,
Palmer K. Leberman, officer in
charge of the Navy's Equipment
Branch, Bureau of ShipstronicsElecDivision,
left last week for
the Pacific on
temporary signmenast. Capt.
Le b e r m an is
president and
owner
ofprincipal
KRSC Seattle,
director of the
New York FM
and applicant for
WGYN.listation,station
a NewLeberman
York
television
Capt.
cense,
filed
May
11.
In March of this year, Capt.
Leberman received an official commendation from Secretary of the
Navy Forrestal for his work in
providing
the Navyelectronics
with radar,equipradio and other
ment [Broadcasting, March 12].
Qark of WEAF Named
By NBC to Tele Post
ROBERT W. CLARK, station engine r of the since
transmitter
New York
1943, ofhasWEAF
beei>
appointed television operations supersvpiosnosribolfeNBC
and will phases
be refor the technical
of field and studio operations. He
will report to Robert E. Shelby,
NBC development engineer.
Mr. Clark joined RCA Communications in 1928 following his graduation from Stanford U. and in
1931
was transferred
to NBC's
San
Francisco
office. He was
assistant
station engineer
at
the
KPO
transmitter until 1937, when he was
transferred to the network's New
York television staff. Actively engaged in war projects during 1942
and 1943, in the latter year he was
named station engineer of the
WEAF transmitter.
Two Request FM
EASTERN States Broadcasting
Corp., licensee of WSNJ Bridgeton,
N. J. last week filed with the FCC
application for a new FM station
to be operated on frequency to be
selected in 95 mc band, with coverage of 9,900 sq. mi. Estimated cost
is $35,050.
Unity Corp., applicant for a new
FM outlet in Toledo, last week requested FM facilities of 45.9 mc
and 5,920 sq. mi. coverage at Lima,
0., with estimated cost of $30,900.
Applicant is composed of Edward
Lamb, president and 47% owner,
attorney; Stephen A. Mack, secretary, 2%, also an attorney, and
Prudence H. Lamb, 11%. Remaining interest has not yet been sold.
Manning to Pacific
PAUL MANNING, Mutual foreign
correspondent, leaves June 18 to
cover the Pacific war theater. He
is scheduled
Pearl Harbor and then toto stop
go toatGuam.
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New Hearing
Immediate Assignment
Seen; Argument
June 22
(See Related Story on Page 66)
FACED with the prospects that
the War Production Board may
permit civilian manufacture sooner
than
demandsanticipated,
of industryandfor spuri'ed
immediateby
allocation of FM and 6-mc television below 108 mc, the FCC last
week called for further brief oral
argument on its three alternate
proposals in the band, 44-108 mc.
Immediate allocation of the 44108 mc band is expected following
oral argument.
Argument will be held at 10:30
a.m.
Friday, enJunebanc.22, Although
befoi-e thea
Commission
hearing natedroom
had
not
been
as Broadcasting wentdesig-to
press, FCC attaches said the argument likely will be held in the National Museum Auditorium, 10th
St. &ton.Constitution
Ave., "WashingMeantime developments
in the
highly-controversial allocation of
FM and 6-mc television below 108
mc were these:
WPB notified FCC that manufacture of AM, FM and television
transmitters
receivers
commence at and
an earlier
date "may
than
was originally indicated" and that
it "probably will not be possible
. . . for the WLB to give 90 days'
advance notice . . . before producJune tion11].is resumed." [Broadcasting,
RMA Urges Action
Radio Manufacturers Assn.
Board, meeting in Chicago, on
Wednesday adopted resolution urging the Commission to immediately
allocate FM and television under
alternate No. 1 (see page 68).
Electronics Mfrs. Assn., meeting
in New York, urged immediate allocation between 44-108 mc, without
specifying alternate, contending delay would result in wide unemployment in electronics industry.
Engineering tests ordered by the
FCC to ascertain propagation characteristics wil continue through
the summer
propagation
data
needed toin "obtain
determining
standards for making station frequency
assignments
all services".
The three inproposed
alternates,
on
which
Friday's
will be based, are: oral argument
No. 1 — Amateurs 44-48 mc; facsimile 48-50 mi; FM .50-68 mc; television 668-74, 78-108 mc, non-Government fixed & mobile 74-78 mc.
No. 2— Television 44-56 mc, 6066 mc, 86-104 mc; amateurs 56-60
mc; facsimile 66-68 mc; FM 68-86
mc; non-Government fixed & mobile 104-108 mc.
No. 3— Television 44-50 mc, 6084102 mc;
84mc; amateurs
facsimile 50-.")4
102-104mc;mc;FM nonGovernment fixed & mobile 104-108
mc.
In its public notice the Commission urged "interested parties" to
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Proposals Called
on FM
WHEREAS,
Commission
has re-an
address themselves at oral arguceived severalthepetitions
requesting
mentterial
"to thecontained
factual
data8 and
ma- immediate
alternatives;decision
and amongst the three
in Sec.
of Part
the Commission
Is pres11" of the Commission's May 25 WHEREAS,
ently
the War Production
thatadvised
the bymanufacture
of AM, FM
report [Broadcasting, May 28]. Board
and
television
transmitters
and
Future Standards
ers was
may commence
atIndicated
an earliertoreceivdate
than
originally
the
Commission
by
the
War
Production
Engineering tests, which have Board and that It probably will
not
been under way the last three possible, as was originally anticipated,be
weeks and which will be expanded for the War Production Board to give
days' advance
notice to the Commisby July 1, are expected to develop, 90 WHEREAS,
production
and
in view ofIs resumed;
the foregoing
among other things, the problem facts sionIt before
is
desirable
decision be made as that
soon a asfinalpossible
of the tions
proper
distance
between
staoperating on the same and amongsttions the
three
allocafor thealternative
region between
megacycles;
adjacent channels
in- 44 and 108proposed
tensities required and
for the
the field
various
NOW,
THEREFORE,
IT
IS
ORDERED.
13th day of and
June argument
1945 that bea brief
services under different conditions, This
further
held
before1945,thehearing
Commission
enforbanc
June
according to the Commission.
22,
at
10:30
a.m.,
the onpurpose
Following these tests in the 44- of determining
which proposed
of the three
alallocations
for44 and
the
108 mc band, the FCC plans to ex- portion of ternative
the spectrum
between
tend its studies in cooperation with 108 megacycles
should
be
adopted.
time the Commission will receiveAt
industry to the higher portions of that
any
additionalmay relevant
evidence or
theText
spectrum.
material
allocationsbe foroffered
the concerning
portion of
of the order, designating the best that
the three alternatives for oral the spectrum
between
44
and
108particumegacycles.requested
Interestedtopersons
arethemselves
larly
address
argument follows:
in
their
presentation
to
the
factual
WHEREAS,
the
in itsthree
re- data and material contained in Section
port of May
25, Commission
1945,allocations
set forth
ofMayPart25,II 1945,
of theandCommission's
possible
alternative
for the44 of8particularity
to Indicateifreport
with
portion
of
the
spectrum
between
in what
believe such
data respects,
or indicating
material any,
maya
and 108 cisionmc,with and
statedto that
a final
de- they
be
Inaccurate.
Persons
respect
these
alternaformustany atonetheof same
the three
tives
wouldprogram
be madeof after
the conclu- preference
alternatives
time
s
i
o
n
o
f
a
experimentations
and
to be conducted
state the specific reasons for their preference.
duringmeasurements
the summer months;
and

Chance of Saving
OWI Radio Good
Senate May Restore Amounts
Eliminated by the House
PROSPECTS of reversing the
drastic action resofentatives inthe
Housetheof OWI
Repslicing
budget request by approximately
60%, with the effect of liquidating
the Domestic Radio Bureau, appeared good last week in light of
the following developments:
1. President Truman told a news
conference he hoped Congress
would restore to OWI the full esti- ^
mate he recommended.
2. Sen. McKellar (D-Tenn.), acting chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, which heard
testimony in executive sessions
Thursday and Friday on the OWI
budget, said he thought the House
cut was ''too drastic".
Correspondents Speak
3. A group of eight prominent
war correspondents,
liam Shirer of CBS including
and John WilW.
Vandercook of NBC, strongly urged
upon memberspropriations
of the
ApCommitteeSenate
that OWI
operationslarged bescale"continued
"on an en-of
in the interest
fighting enemies of democratic
principles.
4. tor,Paul
executive
direcAssn. ofWest,
National
Advertising,
and Theodore S. Repplier, executive general manager. War Adver- ^
tising Council, appeared before the
Committee in support of OWI domestic operations.
5. J. Harold Ryan, NAB president, on Friday asked the Senate
Committee, to restore sufficient
funds to operate the Radio Bureau
for the duration.
6. Gen. Eisenhower, in a message transmitted to the Committee
by Gen. Marshal, supported OWI
and said that though the Army
could do the work he preferred
OWI operations
where
they are. in Europe remain
The House emasculation of OWI,
voted at a night session on June 8
by a margin of 10 votes and in the
absence of many Democrats, would
mean
the folding
up of the activities
agency's
domestic
and European
and leave funds only for psychoin thesaid
Pacific,
mer logical
Davis, warfare
director,
afterEl-ai ^
conference with the President.
Actually,
asserted, byif
the House OWI
actionoflScials
were sustained
the Senate there would not even be
sufficient funds for the Pacific program as no provision was made
for liquidating the other activities.
President Truman had asked
Congress for $42,000,000, a reduction of nearly $14,000,000 from the
current fiscal year's appropriation,
made possible by the termination
of psychological warfare in Europe
and the Mediterranean. The House
Committee on Appropriations
reasked by the
Presidentduced thetoamount
$35,000,000.

Republicans Demand Congress Inquire
Into Elliott Roosevelfs Air Interests
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT, second reportedly
at the behest of the
son of the late President and whose Roosevelt family.
radio career in the last decade
Pegler report was confirmed
ended on the matrimonial rocks, in The
substance by Mr. Hartford and
became embroiled again last week by the A & P general counsel,
in a controversy over his radio Caruthers Ewing. There was no
financing. A loan he negotiated in comment from Gen. Roosevelt.
1939 with John Hartford, presiCalls for a Congressional investident of the A & P grocery chain,
gation were heard in Congress.
to finance his radio ventures, Sen. Bridges
H.), who led
among them the Texas State Net- the criticism of(R-N.
Elliott on the dog
work and the ill-starred Transcon- "Blaze" air priority
incident, detinental Broadcasting System,
manded that Congress look into the
brought demands from Republicans loan as something that "is a moral
for a Congressional inquiry.
and ethical issue and also concerns
the taxpayers of this country who
Loan Settled
up when the loan
Elliott, now a much-decorated helped make offit by
Mr. Hartford."
brigadier general in the Army Air wasSen.written
Butler (R-Neb.) said he
Forces, no longer holds any active might ask
Senate Finance
interest in radio. It was learned Committee tothe
the loan
last week, however, that he retains with regard to investigate
the income tax and
5% stock holdings in the Texas deduction features.
Rep.
Knutson
State Network, which remained
heldshould
the Internal
Revewith him after he had settled with (R-Minn.)
nue
Bureau
look
into
the
his former wife, Ruth Googins
aspects.
Roosevelt Eidson, and their three same
Chairman
Doughton,
of
the
children. Majority ownership in House Ways & Means Committee,
the Texas State Network is held by asserted the whole incident would
his former wife and the children.
by his Committee durThe new controversy erupted be discussed
ing the current week. Predictions
after Westbrook Pegler, syndicated
were
made
freely
some sort of
columnist, revealed in a dispatch inquiry would bethatconducted,
not
June 11 that Elliott on March 31, only
because
of
the
stir
created in
1939, when he was 29, had negoti- Congress but because of newspaper
ated the $200,000 loan with the editorials demanding that in fairadvice and reported consent of his
father. Mr. Hartford, it developed cleared.ness to all parties the record be
later, settled the loan for $4,000
Chairman Doughton told the
and took the loss in his 1942 tax
Thursday that the Internal
return. The settlement was negoti- House
Revenue
had refused to
ated by Jesse Jones, former Secre- allow Mr. Bureau
Hartford to charge off
tary of Commerce and himself a
(Continued
on
page 7k)
Texas publisher and station owner,
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WHO
/
keeps
'em
How many stations do you know that have a
production schedule of 125 local live-talent shows
a week, all carefully planned, written, scored and
rehearsed within their own organizations?
WHO does! Harold Fair, veteran Program Manager, conducts a veritable 3-ring circus, composed
of one of the largest radio programming and production departments in the country, backed by a
really amazing line-up of talent — and all, in turn,
staunchly supported by earnest cooperation from
who's full staff of 150 experienced radio men
and women. With an average of nearly 18 local
live-talent shows a day (exclusive of newscasts)
all this staff is plenty busy, too !

bust^
i
To what purpose all this effort, when we could
easily fill much more of our schedule with transcriptions or network broadcasts? First, Hooperatings show that in our coverage area our local
productions often out-draw competitive network
shows. Second, we beUeve a station gets to the top
and stays there only by taking those extra steps.
It adds up to this: lowans know what they like,
WHO knows what they like, and WHO will go to
any lengths to give it to them!
Resuh? Iowa prefers WHO!

+
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WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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in Radio
Body Needed
Recognizing
Agency
reject recognition j;o an agency. It ;
RADIO has come of age. With maturity goes responsibility ... to the Should Be NAB ^Sponsored; Would is merely the function of the recog- 1;
nizing
to furnish
stationas I'lI'
radio stations, listeners, and adverwith thebodyfacts,
and the the
station,
tisers. One of the prime requisites
Aid Stations^ Save Duplication^
a free agent, will arrive at its own |
of an industry which is established
conclusion. By the use of symbols |
for
"long pull"
permanence
By HAROLD A. SODERLUND
is thethe setting
up andof maintaining
the financial
can be cur- 1I
rently
shown standing
for the agencies.
Omaha
Sales
Manager,
KFAB
Lincoln-Omaha
of standards in advertising copy
Orders of advertising agencies !
and financial responsibility of adtremely bright. Almost everyone
ness,dardsthey drop
sometimes
their stan-of can be scrutinized by the recogniz- ^
vertisers and agencies.
in the let
emergency
merchandise has good business
ing body to determine whether or j
The day should be passed when with
and
is,
therefore,
a
good
credit
making
money
at
the
moment
just anybody who called himself an risk. It is impossible to project save their business. It is possibleto not the station is protected. Cer- f
agency receives recognition from into the future with any degree of that such a condition might be re- tainly every agency order should i
a radio station. Other major me- accuracy; however, it is reasonable
the phrase "no provisions
peated. Certainly an agency must include
dia, as they also developed into the
of this order are binding if they'
that with the cessation make a profit if it is to make a conflict
with
the rate card requireperiod of permanence, organized toof assume
hostilities credit problems will worthwhile contribution to the
''recognizing
as a partNowof again rear their troublesome heads broadcasting industry. A recognizments of the
station."
Responsibility
their nationalbodies"
associations.
ing body should aid an agency in
to plague
the commercial side of
radio has come of age and with the
In
brief,
we
find the advertising
radio
industry.
that
same
endeavor.
maturity comes the responsibility
House Agency
Radio has been famous for atagency in leg.Mvd to the radio industry in a rather peculiar posicting to it arts
peopleof who
are proficient tirnathe
showmanship
One of the problems which comes
tion. Legally
the acts
"principal
responsible for the
of the isagent
and public persuasion. Their prime under the heading of a "chisel" is
consideration has been for the in- a house agency. All of us have had as within the bounds of his author- i
terest of the listener, rather than
with this "advertising ity." Inasmuch as the considerain sound business practices. After experiences
department"to ofcutan our
advertiser
who
tiotionn is commission
by the sta-by*
to the agencypaidappointed
established
the war it is entirely possible that attempts
the number of small advertisers rate by 15%, without rendering the the advertiser, it (.volves the fine
will increase. Should we, as have true service of counsel and copy question of: For whom is the agenother major media, insure our preparation of the legitimate adcredit risk by making the agencies
vertising agency. Here again the
Itcy isworking?
generally supposed that the
recognizing
bodyandcould
save
the
financially responsible?
agencytiser,isbut this
working
station
money
help
keep
up
is oneforof the
the adverpoints
Eliminates Duplication
broadcast advertising standards.
which should be clarified. There are
When each station is responsible
If radio stations could present a a number of cases on record where
for setting the minimum financial united front against house agencies the advertiser has been forced to
and professional standards of an then no individual station would be pay twice, once to the agency and
agency before extending recogni- forced to battle the house agency once to the station, because of the
tion, we are guilty of waste of alone — and, as is sometimes the above legal responsibility. This
time and energy involved in dupli- case, then see another station ac- gives
the industry a black eye as
cation of investigation. Needless
cept the business — house agency
as the advertiser is concerned.
to state each station manager will and all. One solution could require farCertainly
with more and more of
of necessity have a different cri- that the minimum number of ac- the businesses
into
the applying agency could nationwide concerns,expanding
terion for the judgment of the ad- have is counts
it is essential
Mr. Soderlund
three.
mis ion of an applying agency.
that
uniform
standards
for
conOnce an agency is recognized by At present there is no "guardian
tracts and orders be established
f establishing a recognizing body. one
station, it is very much easier service" in the radio field. Some and maintained.
It is sincerely sugThe
radio
industry
needs
a
7-ecof
the
other
associations
furnish
for
it
to
gain
recognition
by
all
othorjnizing body to set and determine
gested that the NAB Board of Dier stations.
their
affiliates
with
reports
on
any
rectors
appoint
a committee to
iiunimum, professional and finanDuplication of investigation of agency which is back on its pay- further
study the possibilities of
cial standards of competence for
ments. That association recognizing establishing:
is a costly drain on the
advertising agencies handling radio agencies
manpower of both stations and body makes an investigation to debody.
advertising. By receiving reports agencies
termine the cause and gives all 2.1. AAndrecognizing
and may be ineflncient. A
to circumscribe general
at regular intervals from all control body
affiliates
a
report.
It
is
not
the
for receiving
agencies, and special reports when
fields ofnizingactivity
body. for the recogstatements
would agencies'
be able function of the body to accept or
necessary, these standards will be financial
their information current.
maintained by the recognizing toAs keep
an illustration: A Denver stabody. This recognizing body should
tion wrote an Omaha agency for a RECOGNITION of agencies through an organization of
be an integral part of the National current
the
financial statement. They
Assn. of Broadcasters.
had not asked for a statement from NAB is proposed here by Harold A. Soderlund, Omaha sales
By establishing a recognizing this
manager
agency
since
1940.
For
a
period
of
KFAB
Lincoln-Omaha
of Lincok, Neb., the
body the radio industry will join of five years the station was ex- author began his business career as. a Native
route carrier for the Lincoln
iher major media in furnishing
tending credit purely on faith. If
'I its members service similar to many stations
asked this agency Journal. Following graduation in 1935 (A.B. degree) from the
that furnished to members of:
for an individual financial report, U. of Nebraska, Mr. Soderlund tied into the advertising
and
ABP { A.ssoclated Business Papers)
it
would
be
an
undue
burden on the allied fields. He has operated his own
ANPA (Americanlishers As n.Newspaper
Pubweekly newspaper, two
)
agency's
bookkeeping
departments.
APA Assn.)
(Agricultural Publishers
Most agencies are interested in trade publications, done telephone directory advertising, public
PPA
Publishers
Assn.)
the welfare and long-term interest relations, community organization, owned his own advertising
PANY (Periodical
(Publishers
Assn.
of
New
of
broadcasting. Unfortunately a
York)
few are not. At the present time, company and was account executive with Buchanan Thomas,
SNPA (Southernlishers As nNewspaper
Pub.)
we are in the position of paying Omaha. Lewis H. Avery, NAB Director of Broadcast AdvertisThese organizations have long that few 15% to help them tear mg, reported on the agency recognition proposal at
the NAB
our industry. Certainly this Board meeting in Omaha,
protected their members by extend- down
May 16-17. Arthur Hull Hayes,
money could be better used.
ingcies recognition
to
applying
agenafter careful investigation.
We are familiar with the prob- WABC-CBS New York, chairman of the NAB Sales Managers
lems of the agency business, one Executive Committee, named a subcommittee to
It is suggested that the NAB
pursue the
Board of Directors appoint a com- of which is making money. When a project, including:
Mr. Soderlund, Stanton P. Kettler, WMMN
mittee to compile organizational firm is making money, it is easier
suggestions and present a report for it to keep standards high. When, Fairmont, W. Va., chairman; James V. McConnell, NBC; WUas after the last war, a number of
in an open meeting.
Today the financial picture is ex- agencies are going out of busi- ham J. Doerr Jr., WEBR BuflFalo. Group meets in N. Y. July 17.
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The

Bazooka

One of the most effective pieces of firing equipment to
come out of the war ... is one of the simplest. It's the
bazooka that we've pictured up there.
And one of the most effective radio station sales arguments at any time is, in its way, as fundamental as the
bazooka. Terrific sales power without frills or fuss,
double talk or complicated thinking. It's the radio
sales argument that goes like this:
"Where can I get the most listeners for every dollar
I spend r"
;ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

If you're planning to use radio in Baltimore . . . put
W-I-T-H, the successful independent station, at the top
of your list.
It delivers the most listeners for the dollar you spend
... in the country's sixth largest city.

^
Tom Tinsley, President

WITH
BALTIMORE, MD.
Represented Nationally by Headley-Reed
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Last of a Series

All Radio to Cover
Eisenhower Return
Networks, Stations Prepared
For Capital, N. Y. Fetes
TWO-DAY detailed coverage of
Washington and New York receptions to Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower
and party June 18-19 will be featured by networks and local stations, with top-flight announcers
assigned to the event.
From the time of Gen. Eisenhower's scheduled 11:15 a.m. arrival at Washington's National Airport
Monday
morning night,
to the radio
New
York dinner Tuesday
will provide
with a running accounttheof world
proceedings.
At a meeting held Thursday
afternoon at the Radio Branch,
Bureau of Public Relations, War
Dept.,dio Col.
M. Kirby,plans
RaBranch Edward
chief, discussed
with radio representatives.
Marshall Greeting
Gen.
C. Marshallat will
welcome George
Gen. Eisenhower
the
airport, with proceedings to be
broadcast. The Eisenhower party
will enter autos and proceed to the
Pentagon courtyard and on to Capitol Hill for a reception by Congress. Civic luncheon will follow at
the Statler.
At a3:30
Eisenhower will hold
news Gen.
conference
at the Pentagon.
HighlightingwillAmerican
network's
broadcasts
be George
Hicks
and Ted Malone, recently returned
from the European theater. Mr.
Hicksarrival
will and
be atMr.theMalone
airportat the
for
the
Congress reception.
Handling the airport assignment
for NBC will be David Brinkley,
WRC news
and JohnA Batchelder,
staff editor,
announcer.
mobile
unit will follow the Eisenhower
motorcade to the Pentagon for Sec
retary
NBC's
mobile Stimson's
unit will bewelcome.
Morgan In Beatty,
commentator, and Bill Herson,
WRC "timekeeper". At Capitol Hill
will be Don Fisher, Presidential
announcer, doing a color report.
Back at the Pentagon after thej
civic luncheon Morgan Beatty will
broadcast a report of the news
conference. JJBC will fly films toj
New York for televising Monday
and also cover Tuesday events.
CBS will have Bob Trout at the
airport
Vickersmobile
and Gun-|
nar
Backwith
in theLee WTOP
unit.
At the Congress reception will be
(Continued on page 62)

Success
Diversity Spells P&G
Program
Many Types Other Than
Serials Backed by
Soap Firm
By BILL BAILEY
DIVERSITY of programs as well
as products has been the keynote in
the long success of Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, as a user of
broadcast advertising.
Contrary to the general belief,
P&G does not sponsor the daytime
dramatic serials exclusively. A list
of the 130-odd programs sponsored
by the firm since it entered broadcast advertising in 1923 on WEAF
indicates that Procter & Gamble
has gone all out in its efforts to DISCUSSING NEW RADIO show are these members of the Procter &
Gamble radio department, (1 to r): Rodney Erickson, Gil Ralston, Gail
give the people what they want.
And that goes for the future Smith, W. M. Ramsey, director.
when television is more than "just hour show that sold Ivory soap to and it became the Girl Next Door.
around the corner". Although Wil- adults and youngsters alike.
Chatter Between Two
liam M. Ramsey, P&G radio direcAnother popular program spontor,
didn't hereveal
his firm's
Homey chatter was exchanged
was the Personal between
war plans,
confirmed
that posttele- Column soredofby P&G
two. Barrie continued
the Air, for Chipso — also to sing. the
vision probably will figure strongly a decade ago.
Their conversations were
An adaptation of the
in future radio budgets.
much
like
those of any ordinewspaper
personal
column
in
Plan to Use Video
and other.
girl who
next
which missing persons are listed, door tonary boyeach
Thatliveformat
program was an experi- helped and Camay sales
"We plan to go into television in etc., the
began
to
ment
for
Procter
&
Gamble.
Withthe usual way," was his comment.
in two months it became one of the improve. In 1936, after two years,
A glance broadcast
at Procterprograms
& Gamble's
standard
leads most popular broadcasts of its time. the Girl Next Door was replaced
Young's Family, still
to the deduction that the "usual People talked about it everywhere. onwiththePepper
air, network.
Then the novelty wore off and finalway" means "all the way".
Among
other
P&G programs with
ly
the
show
was
replaced.
But
it
Television will provide the spon- told P&G that people like variety. long runs are these:
Vic & Sade,
sor with a means of demonstrating
placed
by
Compton
Adv. for Crisco
In
Cincinnati
was
a
young
man
his product. Mr. Ramsey thinks it with a voice. Morrie Neumann was
will be some time before sufficient
and Ivory, 1934-44; The O'Neills,
name and he was singing on for Ivory, also placed by Compton,
television sets are distributed and his
WLW. Procter & Gamble radio folk from 1935-42; The Gospel Singer,
there are enough transmitters to heard
liked him and through for Ivory, American Family Flakes
provide a variety of telecasts, but Pedlar him,
on the air inbought a program and Soap and termDreft,
he and his staff are laying the featuring& Ryan
it ently from 1936-40, placed
his voice. They called
postwar groundwork now.
by
Compton,
H.
W.
Kastor
& Sons
him Barrie
didn't go Adv. Co. and Blackett-SampleIn all its advertising, Procter & over
as well McKinley.
as had beenHe expected,
Hummert;
Houseboat
Hannah,
(^jamble usesnomically
mediareachesthat
most
ecoso
the
program
format
was
the greatest
(Continued on page 88)
number of potential consumers. But changed, a feminine voice added
it also uses those media to retain
' ustomers. P&G has an unwritten
• ode in its organization and that is
— make friends and keep them.
P&GPrograms
and Products
"In radio we do that with good
Variety,
Ivory, Dreft,
Compton,
programs as well as good prod- FOLLOWING is a list of Procter Larry Larson,
B-S-H,1935.
1935.
Pat Barnes, Dreft.
B-S-H,
1935-36.
ucts," explained Mr. Ramsey. "It's & Gamble programs, the product The
Ivory,
Compton,
1935-42
-urprising how many good custom- for which each was sponsored, PepperO'Neills,
started Young's
1936, stillFamily,
on. Camay, P&R
! j s an advertiser can lose by offend- agency placing and date of show:
Magic
Voice,
Chipso.
Compton,
1936
ing them with poor radio producNETWORK
Jones,Ivory,
Oxydol,Compton,
B-S-H, 1936-37.
1 ions. If both the program and the Mrs.
Ida Bailey Allen,Crisco,
Crisco,Blackman,
Blackman,1928.1925. Five
GospelStar
Singer.
1936-39.
iiioduct it sells meet with public Mrs. Goudlss,
Kitty
Keene.
Dreft.
B-S-H,
1936-41.
Radio Column, Blackman, Frank Parker, Drene, Kastor, 1936
1930.Blake's
approval, you have a winning com- George,
the 1931.
Lava Soap Man, Lava, Houseboat
Jerry Cooper,Hannah,
Drene, Lava,
Kastor,B-S-H,
1936-37'36-41
bination."
Blackman.
of the Skillet, Crisco, Compton Guldlng^Llght, P&G Naphtha, Compton,
Briefly, here's the story of some Sisters
Adv., Chase's
1931-32. Beauty Forum, Camay, Jimmy Fldler, Drene, Teel, Kastor, '37-40
of P&G's
most widely known net- Helen
Blackman, & 1931.Bud,
work productions.
'^ary^Marlln, Ivory Snow, Compton,
Blackman,1932.1932
Capt. Tim Healy, the world Stoopnagle
RoUe Orch.,
Blackman.
Barry
Wood. Drene.
Kastor, 1937.1937-45.
t raveler, on the air first on WLW B.MillsA. Bros..
Chipso.
Blackman,
1932-33.
The
Goldbergs.
Duz.
P&G Buys
sponsored'RUey'
by Ameri
Life, still
Duz,on.Compton.
Perkins, Oxydol,
Blackett-Sample- Road
Dash, Compton, FORMERLY
' incinnati as a test and later the MaHummert
startedof 1937.
(now
Dancer-PltzgeraldMeat Institute on American
Sample).
startedCamay,
1933, Pedlar
still on.& Ryan, Manhattan
XBC-Red network, a decade or Barrie
Mother.Crisco,
Chipso.1938.P&R, '39-40 can
The
Wife
Saver,
McKinley,
Blue,
Life
of
Riley
has
been
bought
more ago, was more than a radio
1934- 36.Sweet Home, Chipso, Compton. Life Can Be Beautiful. Ivory, Compton by Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati
personality. He was a personal Home
(Teel),
to
replace
Teel
Variety
1938-39.
B-S-H,
Oxydol,
City,
Central
salesman for Ivory soap. Capt. Tim Capt. Tim Healy, Ivory, Compton, '34-35
8-8:30 p.m. (EWT) Saturcalled himself the ambassador of Personal Column of the Air, Chipso,
on. li^i-ou. Hall day,
started 1938,Teel,stillKastor,
which terminates on July 7.
Compton.
1934-37.
1939-40:
goodwill. He appeared at schools,
Oxy1938-°0^
Ours, Crisco,
Compton,
dol. B-S-H,Is 1940.
Family,
Ivory,Chipso,
Compton,Compton
'34-35. Midstream.
Home
Sweet
Home,
civic gatherings and before groups Gibson
Contract
foroptions
Life and
of Riley
is 26 stet
Man
Married,
I
Oxydol,
B-S-H,
1939-41.
weeks
with
is effective
throughout the country. He was on Vic1935-& 36.Sade, Crisco, Compton, 1934-44early
in September.
(Continued on page 36)
the air thrice weekly with a half- Ivory, Compton, 1937.
Co., New
York. Agency is Blow
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area, one was of special significance last April
22. It was the 56th birthday of Oklahoma City,
the anniversary of the historical "Run of 89".
It wascanalso
the day
the first flight of AmeriAirlines
new of transcontinental
service
through Oklahoma City, the first time since
1934 that Oklahoma City had been a major
stop on a transcontinental airline. The colorful,
WKY.
hour-long dedication ceremony was carried by

VERY Wednesday afternoon for almost a
year the convalescent GI's at Borden General Hospital have been listening to a private
half-hour program of organ music originating
in WKY's studios and piped 50 miles to the
military hospital at Chickasha, Oklahoma.
This is just one of the many ways in which
WKY shares its talent and facilities with its
community both on and off the air. No one yet
has figured a way to broadcast two programs
on the same frequency at the same time, but
WKY has used imagination and initiative in
making full and continuous use of its wealth
of talent and superlative facilities in a variety
of ways.
mail pull. It is the "Oklahoma Forestry Program". In cooperation with the Division of
Forestry of the Oklahoma Planning and Resources Board, WKY makes this an interesting
and absorbing program dealing with the trees
and forests of the state, fire prevention, state
parks and soil conservation.
Of the innumerable special events which
WKY covers as a matter of routine in its

Another one of such services is broadcasting
f special 5-minute newscasts direct from
iWKY's news room to the weekly luncheon
itieetings of the Chamber of Commerce, Rotary
•lub, Lion's
club, This
and service
to convention
conference sessions.
has beenandgreatly
iippreciated during the days of big and fasti)reaking news as indicated by the attentively
listening Lions pictured at the right.
service proWKY's doesmanygo onpublic
^(PINE
gramsof which
the air is a half
lour of surprising popularity measured by its

'T'O these examples of enterprising, imaginative service could be added scores of others.
Together they add up to the fact that WKY
considers itself much more than a radio station.
It is a community servant . . . which WKY
proves by its daily actions.
WKY • OKLAHOMA CITY
OWNED AND OPERATED BY OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The
Dally
Oklahoman
and Times—
the (Affiliated
Farmer-Stockman
KVOR,
Colorado
Springs-KLZ,
DenverKATZ
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE
AGENCY. Mgmt.)

Radio Okinaiva, 180th AFRS Outlet,
Now Brings Troops Favorite Programs
AMERICAN fighting men on Okin- to be installed as soon as conditions
awa have been hearing 8% hours a on the island permit.
day of home-quality
radioMayenterStation broadcasts daily, Monday
tainment since Sunday,
20,
Saturday, from 6 to 8 a.m.,
when Lt. Gen. Simon Bolivar through
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from
Buckner opened Station WXLH. from
7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. On Sunday
As Okinawa's first radio outlet WXLH is on the air continuously
programmed for servicemen-listen- from 8 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
ers, it is the 180th station estabDedicatory program, broadcast
lished overseas by Armed Forces
days after the Easter Sunday
Radio Service, Information and 49
landing of troops on Okinawa,
Education Division, ASF. It is started
with an hour of music at
operated
Brodie. by Marine Capt. Stephen 11:00 a.m. Besides General Buckaddress, it included selections
WXLH hit the air while Marines ner's Morton
Gould and Victor
were still fighting outside of Shun by
orchestras and the AFRS
and the 96th Division was battling Young's
orchestra
directed
by Maj. Mereeast of Ishimmi town. Studio condith Willson.
sists of a tent with floor and sideServicemen listeners also heard
walls. The transmitter is a portable 50-watter. Plans are in the Bob Hope, Jimmy Durante, Ed
works . for a. pennanent studio Gardner and Nigel Bruce. Except
structure and a 1,000 w transmitter for the announcer's running com-

NBC Leave
NEWEST GI slang expression is "NBC leave" meaning
a three-day
It started
when
Merrillpass.
Mueller,
NBC
correspondent in the Philipfor
soldiers pines,
to began
comearranging
from jungle
fighting
lines
to
Manila
for
broadcasts to the U. S. Trip
normally lasted three days.

Marines Now Man
Stations in Pacific
AFRS Operations Bolstered
To Expand Radio Coverage

|
|
,i
i|

MARINES
Armed
Forces are
Radio"invading"
Service in the
in- [|'
creasing numbers, now that the jf.
war
to the j'|!
Pacific.spotlight
Stationshasat shifted
Guam, Eniwetok, and Okinawa are now under If
direction
of Marine
Three officers
have officers.
been assigned Ij'
mentary
and
the
General's
speech,
to
AFRS
headquarters
in Los Anentire program was taken from
geles and 10within
enlisted
transcriptions made by AFRS in been trained
the men
monthhaveat
Los Angeles and flown to Radio the AFRS school. All the AFRS
Okinawa. Station now receives Marines have had radio experience
weekly air shipments of 125 tran- before joining the service.
In charge of the Guam station
cialized scribed
showsprograms;
from 77thedecommerdomestic
networks and 49 special programs is Capt. Stephen Cisler of WGRC
produced by AFRS. WXLH is also Louisville; Capt. Arthur Trask of
Ruthrauff
& Ryan
Enijable to rebroadcast AFRS short- wetok
outlet;
with heads
Capt. the
Stephen
wave originations beamed into the
Brodie, network actor, officer in
Pacific from San Francisco.
charge of the latest AFRS station,
the one at Okinawa (see story this
Three at HQ
page).
At AFRS headquarters, where
policy is decided, many of the original shows are written and produced and transcriptions are made
''KFYR
Lone
Scout
from
"decommercialized" top net
Tribe
"
Presented by KFVR, m Cooperation with the Boy Scouts of America
programs,
three assigned.
more Marine
cers have been
They offiare
•
Capt.ard Fischell,
FrancisCapt.
Knorp,
Capt.
RichJames L. Spates.
Region 10
Enlisted men assigned to Los
NORTH DAKOTA
Angeles are Sgt. A. E. Shumate,
SOUTH DAKOTA
formerly of KSO - KRNT Des
MONTANA
Moines and Sgt. George Carroll.
Both will do sports, newscasts and
MINNESOTA
programming.
WYOMING
Among Marines trained by AFRS
in refresher courses are: MT/Sgt.
Kenneth H. Wilson; S/Sgt. William
KFYR again takes the
B. Moran; Corp. Paul Davidson;
lead in serving the NorthCorp. Edward P. Lyon, KFMB San
west, by presenting the
Diego,;;C6rp.
Edwin Reimers;
Roderick E. Mitchell,
formerlyPfc.of
"KFYR LONE SCOUT
NBC
and
CBS
New
York; Pfc.
TRIBE" every Tuesday
James McManus; Pvt. Truman T.
Thompson of WISN Milwaukee;
evening from 7:00 to 7:15
Pvt. James Lawrence. They will
P. M. This program,
Pacific.
be assigned to Fleet Marine Force,
recognized as the first
successful Lone Scout
Lt. George Putnam, ex-NBC
news andofficer
special
announcer,
radio endeavor, is deliaison
for events
the Marine
Corps
signed to bring -scouting
operations
within
AFRS,
reto the rural youth of the
turned from a tour of the has
Pacific,
Northwest, who lotherwhere he made arrangements for
more transmitters and receivers.
wise would be undjble to
needs.
He also polled the men on their
enjoy the benefits of this
great organization. We
As one outgrowth of the answers,
the Special Services Section of the
feel justly proud in being
Marine Corps is sending out three
five-minute scripts weekly to all;
able to serve today's
forward area bases to be done
leaders!
youth . . . tomorrow's
either over stations or through PA
systems. Scripts are personalized
reports of how individual units are
ei3MARCH.N D
doing in combat, the overall picture
of how the war is progressing, and
how those at home are responding
550 HlLOCVCLtS
to war developments. They also in
elude personal news — births of Ma
500OVRTT3 '
rines'
storiespersonal
of individual
heroism,babies,'
and other
news
ENBC
=
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in Mexican
Seen
Boom
Aside from its large spot radio and, in many instances, the radio
Present Peak to Be advertising
for clients in Mexico, listeners there are more critical
the
Thompson agency is handling than they are here.
Boosted in Race
52 different programs weekly in
"One of the most important
Mexico and in Central America. things about producing a radio
For Markets
Central American time is bought program for Mexico is to slant it
on the chain centered in XEW Mex- to their intense nationalist feelBy DOROTHY WILLIAMS
ico City which has a total of 87
ings," he continued. "These people
MEXICAN radio advertising — al- affiliated stations in Mexico and who say,
'Whatthere
the but
hell?sand
There's
ready in the biggest boom in its the Central American countries, nothing down
and
history — can look forward to tre- according to Mr. Kuneau who was sombreros' may not know it, but
mendous increases in the postwar in New York recently on a busi- all they're doing is wrecking a
race for Mexican markets, if
ness trip.
goodMr. market
theiras product."
Kuneau forcited
an example
spokesmen for advertising agencies
Standards High
and manufacturing companies are
the Thompson program for Parker
correct in their prophecies.
Pen Co., which uses a cast of more
"We have consistently worked than
70 singers to present popular
J.icoWalter
Co.'s under
Mex- on the theory that a radio pro- operettas
City office,Thompson
for example,
cut to 45 minutes. The
gram must be entertaining in ordirection of John Kuneau, has been
program is broadcast live, he said,
der
to
sell
products,"
Mr.
Kuneau
in operation for only two years and said. "We work to keep our Mexi- on XEW and sent recorded to the
can productions up to the standard Central American stations. Acalready has a line-up of radio
clients which probably equals that we know the people demand. What
cording to Mr. Kuneau, Parker has
of Grant Adv., oldest U. S. agency is not good enough in the States the program on a 52-week contract,
in Mexico.
is not good enough in Mexico either which is the longest radio program

Postwar

Ads
Radio
contract ever signed by a sponsor
in Mexico.
"Another basic principle of our
office is that we produce our own
original shows aimed at Mexican
audiences,"
"We
do not believeMr.inKuneau
stealing said.
program
formats which are popular in the
U. S. and simply translating them f
an example of the Thompson i>
intoAs Spanish."
agency's original
programs,
mentioned
the Mariachi
Symphonyhe <
sponsored by Cia. Hulera Euzkadi, ;
S. A., Mexican affiliate of Goodrich^
Tire and Rubber Co. Although it
was recently discontinued, the program ran for six months on XEW
and
Kuneaugained
said. great popularity, Mr
Thompson Clients
Among other Thompson radio
clients are: Canada Dry Bottling
Co. of Mexico, S. A., which has
musical quintet on XEQ Mexic
City and 16 affiliated stations, half
hour three times weekly; RCA- Vic
tor Mexicana, S. A., which uses
two orchestras on XEW for a halfhour program weekly; Chesebrough Mfg. Co., using recorded
spots
five-minute
programs,
Grantand Adv.,
for years
the only,
American agency operating iri
Mexico,
has
12
persons
in
its radiq!
section alone.

Aguila,companies,
one of Mexico's
larg-,
estEltobacco
has several
programs on XEW and the network, Doctor
according toI. Q.,
Grant's
repre j
sentative.
in Spanish,
with a slightly different format,
from the U. S. program of that:
name, is sponsored by El Aguila
weekly
half-hourprogram
on XEW,is
AnotherforEla Aguila
What Is The Name of That Song?
half-hour weekly broadcast. Foi
Y
Belmont cigarettes, the company
BU
e
h
sponsors a half-hour weekly variIs f
ety program and, for another tobaccoperial,
product,half-hour
presents
Casino
Immusical
variety/
weekly program.
Two other agency radio advei
tisers are Vick Chemical Co., witi
a
quarter-hour
weekly program on
O
L
XEW, and Max Factor Cosmetics
FA
which
sponsors
F
half-hour weeklyMelodias
on XEW.y Bellezo
BU
R
Jose
Luis
Lemus,
Mexico adver
fO
tising
olive-Peetmanager
Co., nowofin Colgate-Palm
New York or
business,
says:
"Radio medium
is by faiii
'
'
the
best
advertising
'
*'
'
Mexico,"
pointing
out
that th
e
Mf
nation's highandilliteracy
rate prom
make
newspaper
magazine
d
n
tion less useful in selling.
a
About 70% of all Colgate sale
'
in Mexico are directly attributabl
ol''
V
to
radio advertising. Sr. Lemu
w
said. The company is currentl
Ue
using seven quarter-hour program
daily on XEW and 40 local sta
BUFFALO (TOUrier-EXPRESS STATION
tions
with one onquarter-hour
Nationally Represented by Weed €f Co.
riety broadcast
XEQ and twva
WEBR
half-hour weekly news program
XEW.musical
Colgateprograms
is using twoand half
% onhour
XEW.
NETWORK
MUTUAL
average of 10 spots weekly oil
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TIME TO TALK to a city's teeming
populace, time for reaching suburban shoppers, or time for covering
rich rural markets . . . such time is
the full-time concern of Weed &
Company — specialists in good times
on good stations.

WEED

AND

RADIO
NEW

YORK

• BOSTON

STATION

• CHICAGO

That "time will sell'* and that Weed
& Company selh it is recognized by
all stations carrying the familiar
letterhead line: "Nationally Represented by Weed & Company." It
means more business for all concerned.

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

• DETROIT

• SAN FRANCISCO

• HOLLYWOOD,

ATS Gives 15 Awards for Outstanding
Work in Television During Past Year
mercials: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
AMERICAN Television Society
presented 15 awards for outstandSpecial
awards
were-: of News
Outstanding
Editing
ing work in television during the
past year at the June meeting of Films: Paul Alley, WNBT film ediATS in New York last Thursday.
tor, specifically for The Wa7- As It
Classesents were:
of awards and their recipi- Happens.
Developing Football Television
WPTZ Philadelphia.
Outstanding Production: WNBT Technique:
Best Institutional Television
New York for Men in White.
Commercial:
WRGB Schenectady
Outstanding News Program :
Conquest Over Darkness.
WCBW New York for Everett R. forConsistent
Technical
Excellence
Holies' newscasts.
Television Productions : Klaus
Outstanding Contribution to in
Landsberg, W6XYZ Los Angeles.
Children's
Outstanding Work in Preparing
Schenectady.Programming: WRGB American
Broadcasting Co. for
Best Educational Program: Television: Paul
Mowrey, television
WCBW New York for Opinions director, American-Blue.
on Trial.
Preparing the Mid-West for ComMost Consistent Sports Promercial Television: WBKB Chigramming: WNBT New York.
cago.
Most Consistent Effort in DeMaking Television Facilities
veloping Effective Television Com- Available for Commercial Develop-

Sell

Tomorrow's

AFA Awards
ADVERTISING Federation of
America awarded the 1945 Awards
for Club Achievement to the Milwaukee Adv. Club, the Advertising
Club of Springfield, Mass., and the
V/omen's Club of Cleveland, the
winners representing the three
classifications for entries — 1, advertising clubs in cities of more
than 300,000 populaton; 2, those in
cities less than 300,000, and 3,
women's advertising clubs.
ment on the West Coast: W6XA0
Hollywood.
Development
mercially:ofWABD Television
New York. ComRetiring ATS president Dan D.
Halpin, RCA, was presented with
an ATS service award by the incoming president, George Shupert,
Television Productions. Mr. Shupert and the other 1945-46 officers
were inducted at the meeting, closing session for the year.

Leaders

"Sorority Charm" The Program
Judged FIRST In The Nation
May 23, the City College of New York awarded WDW8 FIRST
PLACE for the "best direct-selling commercial program produced
by a local channel station."
"selling"
production
on WDWS,
and
alsoThis
the award
splendidhighlights
audiencetheamong
University
of Illinois
Men and
Women. (Coincidental rating 86.4%.) Before Pearl Harbor, 12,631
students came to Champaign-Urbana from all over the nation. Now
with G. I. Joe and Jane already returning under the Bill of Rights
program, 22,000* students are expected on the campus. They are
tomorrow's
leaders — nation wide in origin — they take part in, and
listen to, WDWS.
• United States Department of Education
WDWS
BASIC CBS - - CHAMPAIGN-URBANA. ILLINOIS
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TODAY!

Doubled

European

Coverage Planned
AFN Will Furnish Radio
Entertainment and News
DOUBLE
the present
American Forces
Networknumber
stationsof
in Europe is planned for the near
future to furnish radio entertain
ment and news for U. S. troops.
Plans have been laid for open
ing 11 new stations in France
Belgium and Germany.
Among stations to be taken over
by AFN in Germany will be those
at Munich, Bremen, Stuttgart and
Frankfurt. The Munich station is
one of the largest on the Continent
and its 100,000 watts makes it
larger than any in the United
States. The Nazis used it for jamming Allied broadcasts during the
war.The stations in France and Belgiumlishewilld in areas
be maintained
estabused for or
redeployment, recreation and permanent
AFNtion onhad
outlets and
in operathe nine
Continent
41 in
posts.
Great Britain when the war ended
includingtachedthree
atto the mobile
First, stations
Ninth and
Seventh Armies. The others on the
Continent are in Paris, Marseilles
Cannes, Nice, Nancy and Lyons
The mobile
stations
transfer ed to other
areas will
as thebe armies
are redeployed.
The stations are on the air more
than 20 hours a day, presenting
live broadcasts direct from their
studios and transcriptions prepared
by
Forces
and Armed
flown from
the Radio
United Service
States
AFN also operates a news room
from London for the broadcast of
world, home and sports news.
Tribute From Mrs. FDR
TRIBUTE to radio was paid by
Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt last Wednesday in her column, "My Day",
when
, . . has
becomeshea wrote,
great "Radio
instrument
for
bringing
people
together."
She
added, "Millions of people who have
heard only voices on the radio have
come to attach to those voices
personalities
acter. In manyandof qualities
my lettersof char-i
therd
is a sense of loss because my husband's voice will no longer come
into a living room or a kitchen in
some remote corner of the Unitec

Raytheon Moves Show
LARGEST UNIVERSITY AIRPORT
States."
RAYTHEON
MFG. Co., Newton
IN THE WORLD
Mass., Your
July Navy
16 willto move
Meet
Mondayhalf-hour
9 p.m
$3,000,000 U. of I. Airport will
handle anything that flies.
on the full American-Blue networl<
for
the
summer.
John
Bates,
radio
Champaign-Urbana
City,
aside
from
students, IS ,aand within
market theof nearly
popu- director of Raytheon's new agen
WDWS 50,000
.6 millivolt
line livelation48,150
radio families.
cy,
J.
M.
Mathes
Inc.,
New
York
For sponsors
programlines
promotionnewspaper
in 1944, said that in September program ii
WDWS
used displays
96,400
to move from 9 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
■space,
stores
and 24 of84.1%
sheet boards.
WDWS
rating
has
increased
in and
the remaining in that spot for the sealast
two
years,
based
on
Hooper
son. Program is now heard on
Conlan.
American-Blue Saturday 7:30-?
Write
for
our
complete
and
simpUfUd
4-page
midnight.
letter Hie coverage map and market folder. p.m., with rebroadcast 12-12 :3(
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A
hy

radio
tlie

station

is

Companies

Eversharp, Inc.
Montgomery Ward & Co.
Signode Steel Strapping Co.
Aluminum Company of America
Sears Roebuck & Company
Continental Can Company
IngersoU Steel Company
Diamond T Motor Car Co.
E. J. Brach Candy Company
Wisconsin Steel Company
Acme Steel Corp.
Hallicrafters, Inc.
Swift & Company
Carnegie Illinois Steel Corp.
Adams Hat Shop
Santa Fe Railroad
Southern Pacific Lines
Florsheim Shoe Co., Inc.

li^nown
it

li^eeps

The Hub-Henry C. Lytton & Sons
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
Berghoff
Brewing Co.
Atlas Prager
Don Cimino Wine
Mission Bell Wine
Barloma Wines
Coca Cola Company
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Rumford Chemical Works
Parker Watch Co.
Super Suds
Tintex
P. Lorillard-Old Gold
Walgreen Company
Krank Shave Cream
Andy Lotshaw
Brylcreem Hair Dressing

:ArThe list of WJJD advertisers, of which
this is a small part, is the company that you
will keep on the largest independent radio
station West of the Hudson. Among smart timebuyers— people who rate stations on a
Results-per-Dollar basis— WJJD rates as a
standout buy. WJJD delivers SELLING
POWER
20,000 watts of it
into
the largest coverage area offered by any
Chicago station .... regardless of power!

POWER

20,000 WATTS OF
WE

NEW

CHICAGO
A 7H<vu/iaiU 'p(M station

represented

nationally

by

paul

h. raymer

Out

of Our

Heads...

GENERALLY, WOR doGS not like to talk about itself — too much. But, in recent years, it's sort of
developed the habit of taking customers behind the scenes from time to time to show them what
makes WOR tick. More particularly, what makes WOR tick for them; i.e., the customers.
This then is one of those trips. It's a review of the scope and type of stuff coming out of our
heads at the moment and during the more or less recent past. The material shown here, we think,
'^x

^

has had a great deal to do with making one great station
great, and, in the process, turning it into a more

WOR USES ALL New York's leading dailies, and, at times, almost all of them are used daily.
Particularly the Times and the Tribune. WOR's business page copy sells both WOR and all radio
to nation's top executives. Banner position week after week on Tribune's nationally-famous radio
page is cued deliberately for knowing agency readers. As far as radio stations go, WOR initiated
the extensive use of front-page reader notices in New York.

trade

papers

WOR's PRIZE-WINNING* trade paper copy is informative
and helpful. Selfishly it sells WOR mainly, but almost
always endeavors to advance knowledge of all radio;
keep agencies and sponsors alert to latest programming
methods, marketing advances, skilled use of
WOR research in plotting audience targets with
the accuracy of a field gunner.

^Annual Advertising Award, i937
(first time this honor was handed
tonetwork's
any American
radio station's or
advertising).
Annual Advertising Award, 1941.
American Institute of Graphic
Arts, 1936
Direct Mail Advertising Assoc.;
scroll in 1937, and silver cup in
1941 for most outstanding mailing
''VARIETY"
awards for "best napieces.
tionally exploited station" in 1938;
for "Showmanagement" in 1940.
"BILLBOARD" award in 1943 for
publicity and promotion.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, FOLDERS, trickies: WOR samples
the field. But never just for issuing books, pamphlets, etc. The piece
must have guts; must advance knowledge of all radio as intensely as it magnifies WOR. For more
than a decade the latter has been a WOR policy, and many stations that have used the
WOR facts will gladly, we hope, agree.

FmSHEETS
Young & Rubicam people blinked one
sunny morning in May; BBDOites followed suit.
For parked before the doors of their buildings, and many others, were massive
Railway Express trucks with massive WOR banners. 'Twas good advertising for the general
public too. In all, 200 trucks will trundle through Manhattan's streets with varied
WOR posters colorfully astride them for months, months, months.

f0^§'MiM^^ "It's a bird, it's a plane, it's . . ." It's an excerpt from one of those cleverlypositioned WOR promotion recordings that roll up more listeners for the station's sponsors and
their shows. About 60 times a week, carefullytailored cuts from WOR programs are flicked
on the air at selected spots.

presentations
PIECES THAT NOT ONLY Sell the WOR show,
but give the agency and sponsor's rep. a lot of new
facts about his own business and how WOR fits into it.
This is a routine WOR promotion chore, but the material
isn't — routine, we mean.

theater lie-ups
IN 66 THEATERS of the Greater New York Skouras chain, WOR
trailers are seen daily by approximately 300,000 people of all ages.
Carefully written and shot to suit moviegoers' tastes, they are
another effective persuader for WOR and its sponsors.

mws

sheets,

dips, etc.

TIMELY TIPS FOR AGENCYMEN, sponsoTS, and WOR's own
account execs, are peeled off promotion mimeographs
weekly and sent shuttling out by the hundreds. They
contain meaty audience facts on specific shows and time
periods^ clock off Crossley age-sex-income comparisons
and newly-unearthed marketing data.

mmi

'Oh mama, look — WOR!" said the little boy
as he stepped into one of the 10 elevators at WOR. Not quite as

audible, but equally intent, is the attention WOR's unique elevator
cards attract from 20,000 riders every day of every week.

WOR
that power-full

station

at 1440
MUTUAL

Broadway,

in New

York

■
I
'

Philco Is Ready
To Up Production
ivennalyfor Outlines
Plans
the Future Philco's

tj
r^HILCOto has
completed
arrangej iients
increase
production
far
■ ibove
pre-warregulations
levels as soon
: vernment
permit,as
nomas A. Kennaly, vice-president
charge of sales, said last week.
Speaking of the radio industry's
iOtable contribution to victory"
18 declared:
the recognized leaders"Asin one
the ofdevelopment
ind production of radar, Philco is
jjratified that its equipment has
jrved on fighting fronts all over
|h'e world."
Philco Planning
Foreseeing the curtailment of
.rmed forces orders in the months
ihead, Mr. Kennaly went on to
Outline Philco's plans. "Surveys
nade by Philco," he said, "indicate
•hat
a pent-up
demandradiofor receiving
approxiiiately
25 million
ets already exists. This is nearly
wice the industry's
all-time
high
production
of 13 million
receivers
n 1941.
"In addition to the normal deland for radio sets, FM promises
0 become increasingly important
n post-war years. The fact that a
arge number of new FM stations
■ ill be built and go on the air as
oon as possible means that there
. ill be a great many more FM prorams to listen to. Sale of AMreceivers should be stimulated
ccordingly.
"As the leader in radio ever since
930, and
Philcostrengthen
is laying plans
mainain
that toposition
'i thewar postwar
position.
Our
postradio line, from table models
-Jlibody
de luxenew radio
phonographs,
will
features and new ideas
:-ver available before. Perhaps
.ost important of all, in the face
f higher costs, the consumer will
et prewar values for every dollar
£ spends for his new Philco."
V4A SEES POSTW AR
^RODUCTIOIS AT LOSS
lADIO manufacturers may have
o produce home receivers at a
jss during the first 12 months afar reconversion, R. C. Cosgrove,
resident of the Radio Manufacurers Assn., declared in his anual report to the RMA Board of
directors on June 14 in Chicago.
He foresaw twice as many manu•dcturers making radios after prouction bans are lifted, than bejre the war, with keen competion making price control unnecesiiy. "There is grave danger of
ver-production,"
stated. Mr.on
osgrove expects allherestrictions
vilian radio production, except
irtain military priorities, to be
fted by the WPB by about Oct. 1.
"This country is far ahead of all
.hers" in electronic research and
•velopment, he said, adding that
:c industry has produced over ten
llion dollars worth of radio
luipment since the war started.
18, 1945
ige 34

TAKING advantage of new program material and talent, radio
has been interviewing generals such
as these. Frank Gaither (left),
associate manager of WGST Atlanta, caught Gen. Frederick E.
Uhl (center) and Gen. Coui'tney
H. Hodges immediately after landing at the city's airpoi't.

GEN. OMAR N. BRADLEY tells
fellow-Missourian Mary Margaret
McBride (center) of WEAF New
York his experiences as 12th Army
Group Commander while his wife,
a school-mate
mentator, ofstands the
by. women's com-

GEN. MARK CLARK immediately
after return from European theater, made an exclusive speech over
WBBM Chicago with Russ Davis
doing the announcing.
Sparton RADIO,
Appoints
SPARTON
Jackson,Allen
Mich.,
has appointed William C. Allen &
Assoc., Birmingham
as district
merchandisers for Alabama,
Georgia,
Tennessee,
Mississippi
and
northwest Florida. Firm will appoint a
dealer in each city and town in these
states and Sparton mesrchandise
will
factory.be shipped direct from the
Oliver for RCA
RCA VICTOR Division, Camden,
has appointed the Oliver Theater
Supply
distribute
the
RCA Co.,lineCleveland,
of theaterto equipment
in the Cleveland film territory.
Firm will handle the full RCA line,
including sound equipment, arc
lamps, motor generator sets, etc.

Travel Rationing Possibility
Blasts NAB Convention Plans
tions, which passes on applications
ANY CHANCE
an NAB
con- for
gatheringssaidof more
50 out-a
vention in 1945of was
decisively
of-tovsmers,
there than
is even
blasted last week with the an- possibility
of prohibiting attendnouncement byJ. Monroe Johnson,
ance by outsiders at locally spondirector of the Office of Defense
meetings. Should this step be
Transportation, that travel ration- taken,soredNAB
district meetings,
may become
necessary.
The usually held in the
fall, winter and
ODT ingchief
told a news
conference
spring may have to be cancelled or
there would be 50% less Pullman curtailed.
Under
present
restricspace
and available
10 to 12%forlesscivilian
coach
tions, local gatherings at which not
facilities
more
than
50
outsiders
participate
railroad travel after August 1. Air do not require Committee approval.
travel also will be further restrictBefore rationing would be instied, Mr. Johnson predicted.
tuted, itwas learned, the first step
The War Committee on Conven- to be taken
be the elimination of outsidewould
attendance
at local
Transf er Two AAF meetings. In the event of rationing
only essential travel would be permitted.
ODT expects that transportation
Reporting Teams
Combat Groups Are Assigned difficulties will become pronounced
To Pacific Theater
in July as vacation travel mounts,
the peak in traffic arriving in
NOW THAT the European war is with
August as the redeployment of
ended, two Army Air Forces com- troops
to the Pacific gets into
bat reporting teams are being
military
transferred to the Pacific to join stride. Thewillincreased
last through next
other AAF teams reporting the movements
March.
About
half
the
present
supwar for the Fighting AAF proof Pullmans
and
one-third
of
gram, heard on the American-Blue, the plycoaches
are
now
in
military
Saturday, 1:30-2 p.m. (EWT).
service.
Redeployment
operations
The team assigned to the 8th will increase the military requireAir Force has been transferred to a tively.
ments to 75% and 45% respectWest Coast training field, where
they are doing spot broadcasts and
awaiting assignment to the Pacific.
Maj. Howard Chapman is officer in BADIO MARKET VP
charge, writer,
with T/Sgt.
IN CANADA SURVEY
man,
andEdward
T/Sgt.HaldeAbe
Robyn, former NBC Hollywood en- RADIO RECEIVERS and combigine r, as team engineer.
nation radio-phonographs rank
The 9th Air Force team is at fourth on the list of electrical apWright Field, from where they will
pliances wanted by Canadians, acproceed to the Pacific theater.
cording to a postwar survey made
Heading the group is 1st Lt. by the MacLean Publishing Co.,
Thomas Geoghegan, known to the postwar research department, ToAmerican-Blue listeners as Tomronto. Washing machines, refrigerators and cooking stoves rank
my Dolan, when he was an anahead of radio receivers.
nouncer.
Sgt.
Robert
Bach,
exwriter for WNEW WMCA New
Canadian families numbering
York, is writer with the team, and 463,000 are estimated as a result
engineer
Sgt. Ray Stauffer, for- of the survey to want radios, and
mer NBC isengineer.
the estimated purchase price is
Moving in the opposite direction, ?34,000,000. "Radios," the survey
is the AAF Radio Production Unit, points out, "are the most univerwhich has moved headquarters
sally ovsmed item of electric applifrom Los Angeles to New York.
or equipment."
Although
Fighting AAF will now originate there isancesome
variation, ovvmership
is
high
everywhere.
from
the
American-Blue's
New
York studios, with Capt. Perry
About 463,000 families say they
LaflFerty, former CBS producer, as are in the market to buy a radio,
program
producer,
and
Corp.
Keith
two-thirds
to replace old sets.
Fowler, writer for the Chase &
250,000 families place radios
Sanborn Show, Silver- Theater, and About
among the first two purchases of
others, as writer. Capt. William major
equipment. Almost one
Blanton, former chief engineer for in fourhomepotential
buyers want a
WHAS Louisville, has been as- combination radio phonograph
set.
signed to the New York unit.
A few want television. In dollar
Just assigned to the Washington terms this means a market for raheadquarters of the AAF Radio
dios (other than auto radios) of
Section is Capt. Tony Lumpkin,
$34,000,000 over all, an item
who will coordinate radio activities about
on which Canadians normally spend
of all AAF commands in the U. S. about $13,000,000 a year.
Before joining the service, Capt.
Lumpkin directed the activities of
WHNC to MBC
Radio House, at the U. of Texas.
Capt. Robert McAndrews, ex-sales
Henderson, N. C, 250 w on
promotion director of NBC West- WHNC
890 ke, has joined Mutual. Nathan
ern Division, is now AAF liaison Frank,
formerly with WCBT Roaofficer
noke Rapids, N. C., is owner and
and thebetween
AAF. the nets, agencies operator.
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WANT

MORE

BUSINESS

Here's a "super-salesman" who is on friendly terms with 1,220,958 prosperous |>eogle
in this ever-expanding market. Whether you're selling candy or cars, tires or toothpaste,
KUOA's complete coverage of KAMO* LAND (Kansas, Arkansas, Missouri, Oklahoma)
can take your message into over 200,000 radio homes throughout this area.
This market represents a buying power of over $200,000,000 based on official retail
sales figures. KUOA's strong, clear voice helps to decide what these millions will buy.
Better hire this extra salesman for your products NOW.
The Voice of .

KUOA
Siloam Springs, Arkansas
5000 Watts -1290 Kilocycles
BROADCASTING
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The Walker Company
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WDZ Moves to Improved
Studios After 24 Years
AFTER 24 years in its original
quarters, WDZ Tuscola, 111., has
moved to new studios in the McNeil
building. The station went on the
air March 17, 1921 and until 1929
broadcast an occasional amateur
performance and grain market
reports on the half hour, the first
station to carry that service.
In 1935 WDZ became a corporation and the next year increased
power from 100 to 250 w. In 1939
the power was increased to the
present 1,000 w. Edgar L. Bill is
president
manager. and Walter C. Shafer,

o
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P & G Programs
{Continued from Page 20)
Trouble
Marriage.1939.Oxydol, B-S-H.
MictiiganWithNetwork,
Prof.
Quiz. Teel,
Singing
Lava, Kastor,
B-S-H, 1939-40.
New England
network,Cop,1939.
Against the Storm, Ivory, Compton,
1939- 43 Happiness, Ivory, Compton,
Bight
startedtoDreams,
1939, stillChlpso,
on. P&R, 1940.
Painted
What'sJourney,
My Name,
1940.
Lone
Dreft,Oxydol,
Lava, B-S-H,
B-S-H; Duz,
Compton,in White,
1940-43.Camay, P&R, 1940-42
Woman
Truth
or
Consequences,
Ivory,
Duz,
Compton, started
1940, still
Knickerbocker
Playhouse,
Drene,on. Kastor,
1940- 42.
Those
We Love,
This Small
Town, Teel,
Duz, Kastor,
Compton;1940-41.
Chlpso, P&R, Lava,
B-S-H,Oxydol,
1940-41. B-S-H.
Everyman's
Theater,
1940-41.
The
Compton,
RansomBartons,
Sherman,
Ivory, 1941-42.
Compton, 1942.
Abie's Irish
Rose, Drene,
Kastor,
'42-44.
Woman
of
America,
Ivory
Snow,on.Benton
&
Bowles,
started
1942,
still
Superman,
Guest
Ivory,
Compton,
Junior
Miss, Ivory
B&B,Compton,
1942.1942.
Snow
Village,
P&G Snow,
Naptha,
1942-43.
I Love a Mystery, Ivory, Oxydol, Compton, 1943-44. Dreft, Crisco, DancerStarFitzgerald-Sample,
Playhouse,
1943-45.
Crisco ton,
RadiostartedNewspaper,
Crisco, Comp1943,Ivory
still Flakes,
on.
Brave Tomorrow,
Compton,
1943-44.
Perry
Mason,
Camay, P&R, started 1943.
stUl
on.
Breakfastton, started
in Hollywood,
Crisco, Comp1944,
still
Glamor
Manor,
Ivory on.
Snow,on. Crisco, B&B.
started
1944,
still
Rudy
Kastor, started
1944, Vallee,
stUl P&G
on. Drene,
Rosemary,
Naphtha,
Ivory
Dash,
B&B,
started
1944,
still on.Flakes.
on. Gayetles, now Variety
Gaslight
Teel, the Blow Co., started 1944, Hall,
stUl
Jack
Klrkwood
Show,
Ivory,
Oxydol,
started
FBICompton,
In Peace
and on.1944,
War,stillLava,on. Blow,
started
1944, P&G
still
In
addition
sponsored
55 spot
programs and 11 shows
on Canadian
stations.
™s

SECRETARY of the Navy James
Forrestal made the opening speech
of the new shortwave series, The
Ncuvy Reporter. Radarman 2/c Paul
Sullivan, former CBS commentator, is announcer and news editor.
RADIO WORKSHOP
HELD IN CINCINNATI
WITH officials of all Cincinnati
stations participating, the first of
three radio workshop meetings was
held in the WLW studios June 8 as
steplictoward
providing quality pubservice programs.
Uberto T. Neely, president of the
Cincinnati Radio Council, sponsor
of the meetings, expressed the hope
that through the educational medium of radio the citizenry "can be
helped to standing
have
a greater underand appreciation
of the
fullest potentialities of all their
public institutions and service orRadio chairmen of civic, educational, religious, social work, and
ganizations."
service organizations heard a symposium on "How a Radio Station
Functions", given by Richard Hubbell, production
teleconsultantmanager
for WLW;andWSAI;
Walter A. vision
Callahan,
manager,
Kenneth Church, executive vicepresident, WCKY; H. E. Fast, general manager, WKRC; and M. C.
Watters,
WCPO. v.-p., general manager,
Speakers
the following
sions of the at
Council,
which willses-be
held in the WKRC and WCKY
studios, include John Patrick
Smith, assistant general manager,
WCPO; Joel W. Stovall, program
director,rector oand
Byronevents,
Taggart,
f special
WKRC;diHoward Chamberlain, program director, and Katherine Fox, director of public interest, WLW; Osborne Stearns, special events. Miss
Jan Fuller, program coordinator,
WCKY, and James A. Leonard,
WSAL

is ROCKFORD

1944 RETAIL SALES— $85,975,000
A ISEW ALL-TIME HIGH!
. . . NBC for lOS ANGELES
KFI
50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL . 640 KILOCYCLES
DWARD C. PETRY AND COMPANY,
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INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WROK
THE OISLY STATION THAT WILL DO A JOB FOR YOV
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
1000 WATTS
REP.— HEADLEY-REED
Amiialed with the American Broadcas^ling Company
BROADCASTING
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Privacy

Joes

not

yiel<l

profits

I

rrom 1717 to 1723 the great Johann Sebastian
Bach served as Court Musician to the Duke of
Anhalt-Cothen. His duties were to provide
Music for the ducal household and "to compose
for those instruments on which the Duke
played." These were among the most productive
years of Bach's life, but his audience was limited
to the Duke, his private household and visiting
nobility. Fortunately, however, later years
brought Bach's masterpieces to a world-wide
audience of music lovers.

mm
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

John Elmer
Prmsid»ot

'As with Bach's music, so with your radio
sales message. It must be heard — not in one
household, but in tens of thousands — to be
appreciated. You assure yourself of such an
audience when you use WCBM, for listening to
WCBM is a habit in Baltimore.

Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive Natiwial K»pr»s»ntativ»s

George
H. Roeder
Genera/ Manager

Diversity Keynotes P&G Success
I
{Continued from Page 20)
Guiding Light for P&G Naphtha, Pedlar & Ryan, have been selling
Camay soap since 1943 and the
placed by Compton, 1937-41.
American-Blue feature. Breakfast
• placed
For inIvory
Marlin,
the U.Snow,
S. by Mary
Compton
and in Hollywood, formerly Breakfast
[! by
Benton & Bowles
in Canada,
was behalf
at Sardi's,
beensince
sponsored
a network
show for
P&G from
of has
Crisco
Januaryon
1937-43; Road of Life, still a daily 1944. That account is handled by
feature for Duz and Dash, was Compton.
Rudy Too
placed by Compton in 1937 ; Life
i Cwn Be Beautiful, another Compton
Rudy Vallee is heard for Drene,
1938
in
began
,
Ivory
for
mentruns.
having gone
P&G last
placestill
I
and
tember.onKastorforhandles
the SepacIn New England P&G sponsored
count. Another new program, Rosethe Singing Cop, a Boston policemary, placed by Benton & Bowles,
is sponsored in behalf of Ivory soap.
', 1939
man whos
ork onin Ivory Flakes and Dash. It began
netwaired
special were
on ea songs
. behalf of Lava soap. It was placed last October.
First P&G account placed by the
by Blackett-Sample-Hummert. For
on in 1939 placeamd Blow Co. was Gaslight Gayeties,
Compt
ness.
The progr
to Happi
Right soap,
I ; Ivoi-y
now known as Var-iety Hall, which
I ] still is heard.
1944. At presIn 1943 Compton placed the beganentinP&G November
is sponsoring the Jack
Orisco Radio Newspaper, which still Kirkwood Show, a five-weekly comedy series, for Ivory and Oxydol on
. carries P&G sponsorship. On CBS
: Perry Mason mysteries, placed by a coast-to-coast network, placed by

Compton.
Testa Coast
first were
conducted on a Pacific
network.
Another newcomer to radio audiences is Glamor Manor on the
American-Blue for Ivory Snow and
Crisco,ton placed
in July
by Ben& Bowles.
The1944Biow
Co.
for
Lava
soap
placed
FBI
in
Peace
and War last November. Several
other productions
are the
underfuture.
consideration by P&G for
The Cincinnati firm has not confined its broadcast advertising to
English-language programs. Some
of its most successful productions
and most popular in their respective fields are on foreign-language
stations both in the U. S. and Canada. In this country there are programs in Jewish, Polish, Italian.
In Canada the principal language
aside from English is French.
These grams
are successfully
only a fewsponsored
of the pro-by
P&G.people
The company's
the
what they desire
want tois give
best
exemplified in an experience with
Ma Perkins,
the
"mother"
of
daytime serials. As chronicled in the

10 O'CLOCK
HABIT
WOAI'stened to10by o'clock
nightly
lis- cities named above — commanded 22.3%
more than
54%newscast
of the isradio
of the audience, at the time the survey
was made.
audience in San Antonio, Austin and Corpus
Christi, as shown by a special survey recently
conducted by C. E. Hooper, Inc.!
Definite listener preference — throughout
Against the tremendous popularity of its territory — is another reason why WOAI
sells more merchandise to more people in
WOAi's arated
10:00
news in these
widely aired
sep- Central
and South Texas than any other
centers,P.M.
a competing
newscast
over three stations — one in each of the station — at a lower cost per sale!
50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
NBC AFFILIATE
MEMBER TON

OAI

June 4 Broadcasting, Ma Perkins
was created by Lawrence D. Milligan,Today
account
executivehasof the
B-S-H.
Ma Perkins
highest sponsor identification of any
daytime
show onportrayed
the air. from
The lovable character,
the
outset by Virginia Payne, former
Cincinnati dramatic art student,
has become a real person to millions
of listeners — men and women
alike — throughout the country. Her
fan mail is unbelievable. Each year
Ma Perkins sends out more than
packages
of garden
to1,000,000
her friends
who write
in. seeds
Celebrate Anniversary
And each year in Chicago the
program's
is celebrated at theanniversary
Racquet Club.
One
factor to which Mr. Ramsey attributes the success of Ma Perkins
is the cambroadcast
time. inSince
bee a network show
1933,it the
program has been on NBC at the
same
every was
day —added
3:15 top.m.CBS,In
1942 MatimePerkins
1:15-1:30
p.m.,
but
the
NBC time
remains unchanged.
Despite its phenomenal success,
however.
clicked asMait Perkins
should. hasn't
A few always
years
after the show was going its creator
changed
the
format
from
human
interest to melodrama. Listeners
began kins"
to complain.
Their live,
"Ma symPerwasn't the same
pathetic character they loved.
Their dislike for this new type of
productionin for
"Ma Perkins"
reflected
audience
ratings. was
Orin Tovrov, former scriptwriter
of WLW, was approached by
Blackett - Sample - Hummert. He
joined the organization, was assigned to write the show. His first
move was to take Ma Perkins out
of the melodramatic atmosphere,
place
and
return her
her into Rushville
earth as itCenter
were. The
listeners liked it.
For more than six years Mr.
Tovrov, who started adult life as a
professional wrestler, wrote Ma
Perkins. Then came the war. Today
he is acific.Navy
lieutenant and
in theLeston
PaHenry Selinger
Huntley took over the writing chore
for Ma Perkins when Tovrov joined
the service. Huntley still carries on
and Ma Perkins is on top today.
That's just one incident in the radio
life of the nation's top sponsor.

We Work Today
for
the Northwest's
Limitless
Tomorrow

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
The Powerful Advertising Influence of the Southwest
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PORTLAND, OREGON
CBS Affiliate
FREE & PETERS, Inc., NafI Rep.
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PENNY

saved is a penny earned. That's good, sound teaching, old as the history of economics. But here's
something new in teaching . . . WGN's new "Charm School" of the air. A technique of "teaching"
specifically interesting to all women listeners. Virginia Clark, Lee Bennett, Forrest Lewis and Harry

■

Sukman are the topflighters featured in this new "click" show ... all wrapped up in an ideal
woman-interest package by able producer Mary Afflick. It's on the air Monday through Friday from
9:30 to 10:00 a. m. For selling fashion, beauty, or kindred products that women buy, "Charm School"
participations offer real values. It's good shows of this kind that make WGN the leader in local and
national spot business among Chicago's major stations.

A Clear Channel

ROADCASTING
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Station

\A]L3
I ILLINOIS I^^^^H
\M
^I^Wl
50,000 Watts |illfW^^^^WB|B
T ▼ I ^1 720 Kilocycles ^^gSB^PHI
MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast: Edward S. Townsend Co., Russ Building, San Francisco, Calif.
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Political Bossism?
PRESIDENT Truman last week made his first
appointment to the FCC. He nominated former
Gov. William Henry Wills, of Vermont, to the
Commission to succeed former Gov. Norman S.
Case of Rhode Island, a charter member of
the agency.
The action is disappointing. A 62-year-old
politician who admittedly knows nothing about
radio or communications is designated to replace a man who has served with distinction
for 11 years. Sen. Austin (R-Vt.) had strongly endorsed Gov. Wills for the post. On the
other hand, the responsible Republican leadership of the Senate, headed by Minority Leader
Wallace H. White Jr., had endorsed Gov.
Case's11threappointment.
Casea himself,
the
hour, had notGov.lifted
finger inuntil
his
own behalf.
It was evident a fortnight ago [Broadcasting, June 11] that President Truman had made
some sort of commitment to Sen. Austin on
the Wills appointment. But the President has
been represented as believing in two-party
government and in clinging to the principle
that the organized minority should have a
voice in the filling of minority vacancies. Presumably that procedure was not followed, despite the fact that when he made the announcement. President Truman said he couldn't be
accused of playing politics in this case.
In his 11 years on the Commission, Gov.
Case has opposed most of the New Deal innovations in regulation. "Craven and Case dissenting" became a radio catch-phrase. Gov.
Case, a former New England businessman,
had an excellent record as Rhode Island Governor. An attorney, he had absorbed a vast
knowledge of radio and communications. His
reputation far fair treatment is unquestioned.
Gov. Wills, on the other hand, has had no
experience whatever in communications. He
has been in State politics since 1929. He owns
an insurance agency in his home town of Bennington. He once owned a hotel. Certainly there
are other independent agencies in Washington
where his experience would better qualify him.
Communications is a highly sensitive and
technical field. Important allocations, opening
new radio frontiers, are just ahead. Voluminous testimony has been taken on these highly
significant matters over the past few years.
Gov. Case had lived with them. Gov. Wills, in
his 63rd year, obviously will have a difficult
time in even acquainting himself with radio
nomenclature before these final allocations are
made and the regulations written.
Whatever the practical politics involved, we
think the President made a mistake. This in
no wise is a reflection upon Gov. Wills who has
a fine record as a public servant. It is a simple
and forthright appraisail of the obvious facts.
Renaming of Gov. Case would have won the
acclaim of all those subject to FCC jurisdiction,
his colleagues on the Commission and the interested public. The appointment of a radio
neophyte smacks of political bossism.
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No Ration on This
THERE is one commodity, if we may call it
such,
service.that is not rationed these days. It is
Broadcasters encounter daily many handicaps induced by a war economy. There are
shortages of manpower, material and even of
time. But there's no shortage of neighborliness.
Why not, during those reflective minutes you
spend trying to devise some way to stretch
an hour into 75 minutes, drop a note to those
of your faithful clients who are sticking with
you through these war times?
You might remind them that your medium,
like their businesses, operates these days under
necessary restrictions. You might tell them
frankly that you're doing your best in view
of these barriers, but that you'd like to do more.
Ask them frankly what else your outlet can
undertake
effectively. to promote their products more
Such honest thoughtfulness as this will do
much to bolster the great gains program-wise
and commercial-wise which have been made by
American radio during the war years. It will
do much to solidify and perpetuate the friendship between broadcasters and clients.
It is the local merchant who, after all, is
the commercial backbone of radio. Give him
service. It's ration-free.
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT is in hot water
again. Rejnihlicans want an inquiry into
his
"radio"
loan later
from for
an A.$^.,000.
& P.
store$200,000
executive,
settled
For two years a special committee of the
House tried to probe the whole radio
field buttivitieswas
cold. Elliott's
acwere juststopped
one isolated
phase. This
new fuss comes rather late.
OWI Threatened
BROADCASTERS should have more than passing interest in the recent action of the House
of Representatives when it voted a 50% cut
in the $35,000,000 fund reported by the Appropriations Committee for the Office of War
Information.
If this reduction wins approval of the Senate, where the measure now is under consideration, itwill mean the end of the Domestic Radio Bureau of the OWI.
Perhaps some of us have taken too much
for granted the efficient war-effort contribution of the OWI's radio bureau. Through this
funnel spout pours a steady stream of program material and news releases conceived by
the myriad Government agencies. If there
were no such bureau, each of these agencies
would be required to make its contact with
stations and networks direct. It's apparent
that under such conditions, station managers
and program directors would have little time
free from such discussions.
We believe the OWI radio bureau should be
continued, for its important work is not concluded. Even after the war such a central
clearing house for the bales of Government information may prove a necessary function.
The House cut which would spell death
the Bureau can be restored by the Senate. Weto
trust the Senate, with customary logic and
good judgment, will act to continue a service
that's been invaluable to the public and radio.

GEORGE ARTHUR RICHARDS
lucky guy.
says he's
ghout
tion,a
RICHARDS
•
Throu
his organiza
(DICK)
GA.
which
includes WJR Detroit, WGAR
Cleveland and KMPC Hollywood, employes
refer toto the
the Richard
"Richars dsintuition
luck".. But they also
refer
Dick Richards was born March 19, 1889, in
Chicago, 111. One might ascribe to intuition the
fact that he set forth, early in his formative
years, as a salesman. It is through an innate
sense of salesmanship that he has built his
successful broadcasting organization.
His first job was in a shoe factory but,
before you could lace yours, he was on the
road peddling. From this, by easy stages, he
changed from selling shoes to selling tires, and
by the stoneearly
in charge
of theof Fireoffices in'20'sDeswasMoines,
la. Few
that
era in Iowa would fail to remember him. He
was a rampaging drummer in the old style. \
During this period, he became a good friend
of Eddie Rickenbacker, who has continued tc
be a pal of his through the years. It was Dicli
Richards, in fact, who selected the famous
hat-in-the-ring insignia for the Rickenbacker
automobile. Others among his present friends
who were knovm to him intimately then are
William S. Knudsen, J. Edgar Hoover, K. T.
Keller, and the late Walter Chrysler. In the
days that found these friendships developing.
Mr. Richards was headquartered in Columbus
O., where, also, he ofmettheP.Richards
M. Thomas,
now
secretary-treasurer
stations.
Eminently
successfulleftinittheonlytire-selling
ness, Mr. Richards
in pursuitbusi-oj
greater success. He put it plainly to the people
who
employed ofhim.hisHetalents
wanted onmore
con'
Cretethen
recognition
payday
Fortunately for the average motorist, the tir<
company found it impossible to increase this
particular peddler's stipend — or today wi
would probably
eight wheels on our auto \
mobiles
instead have
of four.
Mr. Richards opened his own automobili
agency in Detroit. Casting about for media ij
which to promote the sale of his product, hJ
talked matters over with another enterprising
fellow — Leo J. Fitzpatrick, who had beei|
imported from the newspaper business by thi
Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co. to put WJR ii;
the black. Mr. Fitzpatrick sold Mr. Richards i
15-minute program on the Motor City outlet
Mr. Richards paid for the program out of hiJ
own funds, since the manufacturer of th(
automobile he was distributing refused to par
ticipate
believer inin the
the cost
art.— being at that stage a non
This pioneering
spiriton was
(Continued
Pagein H)character fo
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FOOD, CLOTHING,

SHELTER ... AND

To the three basic needs of humankind., food, clothing, and shelter. . many will add a fourth today: Radio.
Certainly, it is no exaggeration to say that radio, in the
last quarter-century, has become as habitual a factor in
our daily lives as eating, dressing, working, and sleeping.
There is no loneliness wherever radio enters the
home., in the crowded metropolis no less than on the
farms that dot remote regions. Night and day, come
the radio voices of other human beings . . bringing services valuable alike to the nation and the individual.

In many homes, turning-on the radio in the morning is a custom as regular (and as automatic) as bringing-in the milk and the newspaper, and putting a pot
of coffee on the stove. It is one of the things the American family does, not only from habit but by design.
Truly., it is the fourth dimension of civilized living.
More than 18,000,000 people live within the intense
primary areas of six Westinghouse stations . . and most
of them know from daily experience that they can
always expect quality and variety in programs by
staying in tune with Westinghouse.

ffESTINCBOUSE
WBZ
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES-EXCEPT KEX

RADIO!

• WBZA

RADIO
• WOWO

STATIONS

• KEX

• KYW

Inc

• KDKA

• KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

I BIG NAMES-WjJH BIGGER UNITS-MEAN
I
BIGGER RESULTS WITH ASSOCIATED!
iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

His network group of SO — 33 musieiant,
chorus,
3 top soloistsMore
— havecoming!
made
39llf-voice
selections
for Associated.

r BIG
0<m/ .m . . anothe
L>\
^Kf
ated
reason i^
why Associ
Progra Service offers
MOST Hours of the Best RADIO Music!
BUYING the right transcribed library means getting real
program material — no< the things you can hear from any
jukebox. Associated is the library that has always offered
exclusively radio-grooved entertainment. BIG, glamorous produdion music ... like Ray Bloch and his 50 top musiciansPius the incomparable quality assured by APS high fidelity
vertical-cut recording and pure Vinylite discs. Yes, the right
library can pay off! Want proof? Write today for the Associated Library booklet. Associated Program Service, 25 W.
45th St., New York 19.
4ssoc/afe(/ Pirocim Service

Represented by Loren Watson, UOO Madison Ave., New York
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Our Respects to
Human Record
{Continued from Page i2)
BECAUSE of the delay in
Mr. Richards
who
had
stunned
comthe arrival of Gen. George S.
petitive distributors by bringing
Patton from the Bedford airPaul Whiteman's entire orchestra
port to the Hatch Shell on
toas Detroit
for a stunt
week'sin engagement
the Esplanade for his recent
a promotion
opening his
welcome
to Boston, Lester
showroom.
Smith, director of the Yankee
Mr. Richards' first radio venture
Network's Special Features
paid off. Immediately he bought the
entire background of the station
Dept., had to ad lib continuously for 55vaccinated
minutes. "Iwith
musta
for
time —itself
with atan theoption
have been
to buya year's
the station
end
phonograph needle to have
of that period. He exercised the
talked that long," Smith said
option and called upon Mr. Fitzafterward.wasThe
General's
patrick to take over its managebroadcast
his first
since
ment.itsWJR'srise
history
from that
his arrival from Europe and
to this—
to 50,000
wattstimeof
was
heard
by
millions
of
New
power
— its affiliation
with service,
CBS —
its devotion
to community
Englanders
over WNAC
Boston
and
the
Yankee
Network.
culminating this year when it won
the duPont award for doing the outstanding station job in the nation
embourg; Gene Carr, assistant toj
during
1944 — after
is known.
In 1930,
prospering at Mr. Richards, who devoted over!
WJR astationa andresult
judicious exploisound ofmanagement,
Mr. two years
ship and nowto istheon Office
loan toof theCensorWar
Finance Division of the Treasury l
Richards
bought
WGAR
in
Cleveland. WGAR started broadcasting Dept. as radio director; Lloyd Sig-|
Dec. 15, 1930. Illustrative of its mon of KMPC, now a major in thel
progress is the fact that then it Signal Corps in England, and manyl
■was a 500-w outlet and today it others: over 80 men and women |
broadcasts with 5000 w, with a 50 froni the three stations.
kw in the offing, after the war freeze
from Americanism and ra-|
on equipment. Its manager, John dio,Aside
Dickis Richards'
Patt, wascastingbrought
into
the
broadin
life
Hemain
once interest
ownedl
business at Detroit by Mr. the Detroit sports.
Lions,
professional
foot-|
Fitzpatrick
and
is
one
of
the
faball
team.
It
was
there,
as
a
matteri
mous Patt brothers of radio.
of fact, that Bob Reynolds, KMPCf
On the Coast
manager, had his first training inj
Richards organization — as
The pattern for progress estab- the
same for
Mr. having
Reynoldsplayed
who
lished by WJR and WGAR has player.
holds
theTherecord
been followed, also, on the West
Coast — ^where Mr. Richards owns three full games in the Rose Bowl
KMPC. This station, a 500 watt and recently was elected president
daytime outlet in June, 1936, when of the Southern California BroadMr. Richards bought into it, now
casters' Assn.
is a 10,000 watt fuUtime operation.
In the four years he owned the
Mr. Richards has spent some Lions,
by the way, Mr. Richards
considerable time in California on
share of titles,
windoctor's orders. It was natural that got thening twolion's
championships.
Winning
he should enter the broadcasting ways? Lucky?
business there, and no less natural Thomas says theSecretary-Treasurer
folks in the Richthat he should make a "go" of it
ards organization are "plaque
in onetive ofradio America's
most
competimarkets.
happy".tionsIthave iswontruemore
that than
these their
staIf he has a secret for success, it share of awards for enterprising
is service. Devoted to the cause of programming
and public service.
improving the lot of every American, he has time and again sacriPlays
to Win
ficed commercial interests to lend
But Mr. Richards plays to win.
the power of his stations to AmerHe wrote recently, when asked
ica's cause. Dick Richards is known
a "new man" to succeed J
in broadcasting circles as a hard- about
hitting, two-fisted operator ; beneath Harold Ryan when the latter bowi
as NAB president:
"We thar
neec
that, as is so often the case, is a out
American, more
great-hearted man to whom prin- aanyfineoffighting
us realizes, a man who i
ciples are paramount to profit.
He has, and few know it, insisted posted on the greatness of the jol
through the years that every Rich- and the opportunity it offers hin
ards station broadcast each Sun- to serve his country."
day a15-minute tribute to mothers
And to an employe on war service, he exhorted:
out.
everywhere.
his living mon- Hit hard
every day."Step
Keepright
fighting.
ument to his This
own ismother.
He
has
given
without
stint
to
the
We
are
bound
to
win."
war effort, in many private ways
Those same sentiments he writes! Cl
that will never be known. It is to every man from his organization
known, however, that some of the who is in the war. He corresponds
outstanding contributions to the
in long hand
radio war have been made by men withAndthemyet regularly,
he has time to devot«
from the Richards organization.
to family life— with Mrs. Richards,
Morrie Pierce— WGAR's chief engi- the former Frances Stevens of Los
neer, who "captured" the Italian Angeles; and with Rozene, their 20fleet and the radio station at Lux- year-old
at Leland daughter,
Stanford. now a studeni
BROADCASTING
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The

Magic

Is One

Empire

of the Rio

Big City Dominated

Grande

by KRGV

Think
of KRGV's
income Tmarket, totaling 165 miUion
doUars only
effective
buying $650.00
power, per
as acapita
PERMANEN
MARKET. In this area
some type of commercial crop is grown every month of the year, making it
possible to keep money rolling in constantly. Through KRGV you can attract
these magic dollars to your product, because KRGV is the standout station
in the "VALLEY."
Affiliated With N. B.C. • Member of Lone Star Chain
Voice of one of the Richest ffljiAmamnt Markets in America

1290

ON

THE

DIAL

CITY WITH A MAIN STREET 65 MILES LONG

WESLACO ^
TEXAS
THE MAGIC EMPIRE
OF THE RIO GRANDE

KRGV^,
)WER

RIO GRANDE

VALLEY

OF TEXAS

AfFlLIAItD WITH
TAYLOR^j-juWE-SN^TWDEN

Houghton Named
mnnRGEihEnTa i Muz
ak Director
FRANK
E. MULLEN,
NBC vice-president Abo Expected to Succeed Fly
and
general
manager,
the merit
award
of IowaJuneState16 received
College, As Chairman in Due Time
the Iowa
State
Alumni
Assn. Assn.
of Chicago and theaugurated iGeneral
Alumni
In- HARRY E. HOUGHTON, for the
n
1932,
award
Is
conferred
on outstanding alumni for distinguished past eight years vice-president and
general sales manager of Brown
public service.
PVT. asJAMES
W. WOODRUFF
Jr., on Co., producer of related
pulp, paper and
leave
managing
director of Georgia
* has beenproducts,
elected
Broadcasting
Sys- ! ^
tern, operating
\
' a director of AsAtlanta.
WATL
^^^^^^^1
W
sociatedand- Muzak
^^^^Kt^^^M
WRBL
™
' Corp.
named
^^^^^"^^M
and WGPCColumbus.
Albany.
WOO
'l^^l India,
how Is assigned
In Karachi.to
chairman
of the
^mIH
■■I fiMSlmm
Army
Radio
Station
L
.J
board
of
Muzak
VXr2ZX. in the
sincehe last
Army
Jnl
, J Corp., Associated
^K.
siandpoxnt «
elements as
en- lA
year, when
a^l listed.
^Km^Ltim, apH
Pvt. toWood^■raK^
Hk^i^M^B Program Service
his
prior
ruS
gFjH
^^■j^^
s,
Publisher
Music
^^H foreign
service was
^^HHjj
assigned
I^^^ELtdHH
Los Hn. h ajHI and Associated Dukes, esUtnabU ^.^^^ ^eU
headquartersto InAFRS
Mr. Woodruff Angeles.
J\,el Becau^^
com- V^abitants
of the A-M
panies ng
on operati
Mr. Hought
e,trative becoming
enterpris
KENNETH
H. BERKELEY,
general
manofficer of the chief
group
entireadminisa
g
e
r
o
f
WMAL
Washington,
has
been
named mimember
of the luncheon
com- of companies. He assumes his new
t e for the D.Washington
Gen. Dwlght
Eisenhower. reception to duties today.
GODWIN, forassistant
director
In making the announcement,
ofCHARLES
station
MBS,to starts
Fly, now
formerchairman
chairweek
for arelations
southern trip
greet this
the Jamesman ofLawrence
people spend mor^ ^ State,
the FCC and
new MBS
affiliates.
of
the
board
of
Associated-Muzak
WILLIAM
J.
HALEY,
director
general
of the EBC, will be the chief speaker Corp., said he will retain his post
at thesionluncheon
meeting
thetheTeleviClub York.
June He
26 ofatwill
Hotel for the present but that in due time
Sheraton,Press New
address
he expects to turn it over to Mr.
the group
on
"International
CooperaHoughton so that there can be no
t
i
o
n
i
n
Television"
by
shortwave
from
London.
IS
questionbility forofthe theover-all
latter's responsi-of
really are the ^
the organization. Mr. Flyoperation
explained
that this will give the companies
the full-time
services andof will
an additional administrator
also
leave Mr. Fly free to devote his
JOHN SCHULZ,
formerly
In
the
sales
detime
to
his
general
law
practice.
partment of World
Broadcasting
Sys- He will continue as director and
tem.cago,Chicago,
McKinney
Chireplacingto EDWARD
W.& Son,
STEVENS
of A-Mfor Corp.
[BROADCASTING, May 28], as sales- general
will thus counsel
be available
legal and
and
VIRGIL REITER Jr. is manager of the policy advisory service to the mannew Chicago
oface
of
WCAU
Philadelphia at 400 N. Michigan Ave.
agement.
Before joining Brown Co., Mr.
LT. LON
A. assistant
KING, P-39traffic
Lightning
pUotat Houghton
and
former
manager
was vice-president and
KPO-NBC
San
Francisco,
has
been
director
of two New York adverawarded
the Air inMedal
Dean C. Strother
Italy. by Brig. Gen.
tising agencies, Fletcher & Ellis and
JOHN
STEBBINS, Co.,
salesman
for George Geyer, Cornell & Newell. During
P.
Chicago,
last six months, while still with
fatherHollingbery
of a boy born
June
4. Is the the
as manageKCRA Sacramento, new station (250 w Brown, he has acted
ment-marketing consultant to Mu1340
kc
NBC)
has
appointed
Headleyzak
and
American-Blue.
He is a
usi
Reed Co. assentativenational
repre- member of the War Advertising
effective Juneadvertising
1.
ng
BURN-SMITH
Co.,
station
representaCouncil.
Suite tive,1508has moved
at 19 W.New44th York
St. offices to
CJCH
Halifax
is
represented
exclusively
throughout
by H. 5.N. Stovln & WOPI Dedicates Studios,
Co., Toronto,Canada
as of June
Celebrates Anniversary
WOPI Bristol, Tenn., celebrated
Talent Market
its 16th anniversary Friday and at
POTENTIALITIES of television the same time dedicated its new
and FM as new markets for talent studios and offices which replace
will be explored at a conference those destroyed by a fire Feb. 24.
June 23 at the Waldorf-Astoria, The fire destroyed all WOPI's
New York, under auspices of the broadcasting equipment necessitating operation from a temporary
Independent
Citizens'and Committee
the
Arts, Sciences
Professions.of studio. The new layout is on the
Radio panel speakers will be Gil- third floor of the Union Trust
bert Seldes, CBS television pro- building in Bristol.
★NORTH
gram director; Peter Lyon, Radio
Principal speaker on the anniWriters Guild president; and
versary broadcast was Clarence
Norman Corwin, CBS writer-pro- King, president
CAROLINA'S
of the local Chamducer, and chairman of the comber
of
Commerce.
an NBC
THIRD
mittee'sfromradiothedivision.
Openfollow
dis- affiliate since 1940 WOPI,
and a part of
cussion
floor
will
LARGEST CITY
the
Tennessee
Valley
Network
each speech. Dr. Harlow Shapley,
director of the Harvard College since early this year, was founded
observatory, is chairman of the in 1929 by W. A. Wilson and is
conference.
still under his management.
Represented by Howard H.Wilson Co.
BROADCAST
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AMPEREX
n. r. POWER AMPLIFIER

235-R
AND OSCILLATOR

The AMPEREX 235-R is a forced-air cooled triode, particularly well suited for high-frequency
industrial use. Characteristics of the grid have been given especial attention so that operation
to full output may be obtained at comparatively low plate voltages. This is an advantage
which should merit the interest of industrial equipment designers now working on postwar products. Built into the 235-R, of course, are those notable ">linperexfras" which give Amperex
tubes peak performance over a greater period of working life.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
.14.5-15.0
Volfs Direct Intereleetrode Capacitance (approximate)
Filament: Veltage.
.39.0 Amperes
Grid to Plate
f.O-n^f
14.0 Plate
toto Filament
10.0-/i/if
Amplification
Factor
moment
l.5-ji|if
Grid to Plate Transeonduetance @ 500 ma — iSOO Micromhos Grid
Write tor Additional intormation
NOTE: The more popular types
of >lfflperex tubes are now
available through leading radio
distributors.
nmPEREX ElEITROnil [ORPORnTIOn
7f WASHINGTON STREET
BROOKLYN 1. N. Y.
Expert Division: 13 E. 40tb St.. New York U. N. Y.. Cables: "Arlob"

KEX Buys Site, Plans
Expansion of Operations
KEX Portland, Ore., purchased in
December 1944 by Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc., will occupy
new quarters when extensive remodeling is completed of a new
site just purchased. The Beth
Israel school building and a halfblock extending from 12th to 13th
on Main St., have been bought, according to J. B. Conley, KEX general manager.
Purchase was handled by Walter
Evans, Westinghouse Electric v-p
as well
v-p and subsidiary.
general manager
of
the asstation
Plans
call for two large studios on the
first floor, with client rooms and
observation booths. Three smaller
studios and master control room
will be on second floor. New site is
step in expansion plans to include
FM and television.

PRODUCTIOnJ-^
RAYMOND
C. GANTTER, S37racuse,
former proLT. ARTHUR M. BOLTER Jr., AAP
gram director
now
former San
supervisor of Ispagewith
the
Army ofInWFBL
Czechoslovakia,
hasHe pilot
boyand
shome
at KPO-NBC
been
commissioned
a
lieutenant.
after fo\irFrancisco,
months asen-a
also has been awarded the Sliver Star. route
prisoner
of
war. He was liberROBERT DUREN, with AFBS In Africa. Germanated by the
Russians.
Sicily andturned to KOMA
Italy forOklahoma
two years,
joined Holyoke,
the anCity hasas foran-re- RICHARD D.nouncingSMITH
staff of hasWHYN
nouncer.
GEORGE TO.MLINSON,
Mass.
merly
with
WDRC
Hartford,
Joins
CLIFFORD
M.
CLARK,
known
the
KOMA as announcer.
"Voice Network
of Savannah"
on the asArmed
Forces
[BROADCASTING,
Feb.
BOB seasTURNER
and
LARRY
BARD,
overveterans new to radio, have Joined 26],
has returned
releaseMcANDREWS,
fromto WSAV
the Army.Savannah
the rannouncing
staff of WBRN War- following
en, O.
KATHERINE
from
the
WAC
and
formerly
withreleased
WELL
CHARLES
WARREN,
formerly
with
Battle
Mich.,parttlme
and WHBF
WBEN
Buffalo
andfromWTAMthe Cleveland
Island, Creek,
HI., is now
memberBockof
and
Just
released
AAF,
has
the production staff of WWL New OrJoined WOL Washington as announcer. leans.
DOUG
ROMINE,
program
directorLittleof JACK GULLER and DON McWHORTER
KTSA
San
Antonio,
to KARK
have
the W.announcing
staff of
Rock, Ark.
WMMN joined
Fairmont,
Va.

WKBB provides each radio home in the only one of the motiy promofions which
Dubuque area, from time to time, with have made WKBB Dubuque's leading radio
an attractive 16-page program booklet to station.
be kept near the radio os a handy ref- More Dubuque people listen to WKBB,
erence and constant reminder of WKBB's morning, noon, and night, than to any
outstanding local and American Network other rad'o station as evidenced in the
features. This complete doy-by-day pro- April listener survey conducted by Robert
gram schdule for the entire week is con- S. Conlan & Associates, listen preference
veniently arranged in chronological order. for WKBB programs runs as high as 4 to 1.
WKBB really delivers the listenersi
WKBB'f program schedule booklets are Executive
Vice President
James 0. Carpenter —
Represented by Howard H. Wilson Company
DUBUQUE
IOWA

Mrs. Hitchcock
MRS. A. SHERMAN HITCHCOCK, conductor of How to Enter
Contests and Win on WTIC Hartford for the past five years, died
last week. Mrs. Hitchcock recently
received much notice and a considerable increase in her following
through tenersa visitsuggestion
her lisveterans that
in hospitals
and induce them to enter contests.
One Army doctor enthusiastically
termed it "hobbytherapy".
GEOFFREY HOGWOOD
Joined the
announcing
staff of CKY hasWinnipeg.
LT. BRIANnouncerHODGKINSON,
of CKY Winnipeg,RCAP.andan-a
prisoner vember
of 1941,warIs InnowGermany
since NoIn England
enroute BUFFUM
home. has been assigned pros
RAY
ducer
of
"I
Was
There"
on
CBS
Pacific
stations,
replacingto ROBERT
HAFIER.
Latter
resigned
fulfill other
radios
commitments.
GENE
BARRY,
formerly
with
WTMV
East St. Louis, ni., to WING Dayton,
O.,
as announcer.
LANSING
LINDQUIST,
charge
ofWarthe Dept.
placement
section.officer
Radioinprogram
Branch,
former
director of BPR,
WSYB andSyracvise,
has been
promoted to captain.
MAJ.
EMMETT GIFFEN
ofheadquarters,
the AAP radio
production
unit
Washington,
andKTSA
formeratSanstaff
musicianl£
ofthe WOAI
and
Antonio,
father of a boy.
MICELAEL
MARLOWE,
18-year-old anhas
nouncer with
WWSW Pittsburgh,
with three
blood years.
poisoning.
Hebeenhashospitalized
been in radio
IRA
MARION,
American-Blue
script
VTTlter,
will teach
a special
course
the six-week
JullllarcJ
School inof radio
Miisicwriting
in Newat York
startlni
Jvdy 2.
JACK
BINGHAM,
former announcer
CKWXannouncing
and CBB staff
Vancouver,
has Joinecol
the
of
CBC
Vancouver
MARY Seattle.
WITSCHER is new member oi
KIRO
BOB
CONDON,
former actor with Twen
tieth
Century-Fox,
Mass., as announcer. to WHYN Holyoke
NORMAN RAGSDALE and EDMONE
WARREN
have Petersburg,
johied theVa.announcing
staff of WSSV
FRANK
STIEGER,
formerlyWHIG
with Dayton
WMOB
HamUton,
O., has joined
O., as announcer.
ELIZABETH
ANN HODGES,
dio, to continuity
staff new
of new
KTSAto SanraAntonio.
BRINK,
joins the BOB
announcing
staff. to radio
ROBERTand NOVAK,
Mutual directorIs theol
talent
father of a program
girl bomdevelopment,
June 7.
DAVE WILSON, annoimcer of CKWS
Kingston,
Ont., ofJune
married
lalne Cudmore
Saiilt2 Ste.
Marie,MadeOnt
BOB HART, program director of CKGE
Tmunins,
Ont.,
and
ANNE
WLASI,
trafof CKWS
Kingston,JuneOnt.23
are ficto manager
be married
at Kingston
ROD
DEWAR,
formerly
ofOnt.CKEY staf
To.
ronto,
joined the
of CJKLhasKirkland
Lake,annoimcing
JERRY
released hasfromJoinetthi
Army
afterCAMPBELL,
two asyears
WLS Chicago
staffservice,
announcer.
ROBERT
A. been
SIMON,
director
of con
tlnuity,
has
named
pro
ducer and editor for WOBexecutive
New York
GERTRUDE
HOFFMAN,
for
two
year
assistant continuity acceptance edlto
at American-Blue, has been named hea*
ofKEMBLE,
the department
succeed toDOROTRwho hasto shifted
Mutual,
JOHN
W.
BARNES,
CBI
Janet
Roe.
Vancouver, June 9 producer
married ofMarth:
STEVE
APPLEBY,
announcer
of
CBI
Rothesay,
B. Kathleen Sayre Halifax, hasN. married
IAN
CROCKATT,
of CB(
Ottawa, has marriedannouncer
Naomi Baymonc

BRAZILIAN
in a byrecenth^
survey made radio
in Riolisteners,
de Janeiro
radio
magazine
'Pon-Fon',
voted th^di
Coca-Cola
program,
"Um
Mllhao
Melodias",
the best
musical
program
ii
AFFILIATED WITH AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
BrazU
in
1944.
Second
best
was
Schen
ley's
"Instantaneous
Slnfonlcos".
Botl
programs
were
produced
by
the
Rh
office of McCann-Erlckson Inc.
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WKBB

Permanent

YOUR

Industries

Make

FUTURE

Permanent

IN

Markets

SAVANNAH

THEbright
giantindustrial
plant of future.
the Union Bag & Paper Qjrporation is a prime factor in Savannah's
The largest integrated pulp-paper mill and bag factory in the world, this Savannah
plant consumes 120 carloads of pulp wood daily — ^regularly employs 4,000 people in the plant,
and 2,000 workers in the woods. The $10,000,000 annually paid these 6,000 employees, plus
large expenditures for pulpwood and supplies, represents but a fraction of the enormous purchasing power of post-war Savannah. Although the Union Bag & Paper Corporation is busy
helping to finish off the War right now, expansion plans are already formulated to meet the
increasing peace-time need for its manufactured products.
Union Bag is just one of the great permanent industries that make the thriving Savannah
Seaboard Market a GOOD investment— PERMANENTLY. And Savannah's own NBC Station covers this market— at the LOWEST PER PERSON COST of any medium.

H, 6 t 0 R. G I A
GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
National Representative

HARBEN DANIEL
General Manager

Selling the New
lilOADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Savannah

Seaboard

Market
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TECHniC

flL^f^

JOHN D. Assoc.,
WOODWARD,
Woodward
Baltimore president
engineeringof
firm,
hasof been
named vice-president
in
charge
engineering
of
Wired
Inc.,
New Orleans.
He will continueMusicto
headquarter
in
Baltimore.
GLENN D.ofGILLEXT,
consulting
radio
engineer
Washington,
has arrived
inthe theheadquarters
Marianas,
atof
XXI Bomber
mand. He is Comon a
mission,
special tronics
radio-elecsimilar
to
the
wart 1 m hee consulting
work
has done
for three
years.
AL JOHNS,
mitterWarren,
engineertranswith
WRRN
has returned
to theO..
station after comMr. GUlett
pletlngradioa ninemonth
engi-at
neering course
Coyne Electric & Radio School, Chicago.
LT. col.
PAUL
USAAF.
releasedturned tafter
three CLARK,
years
has enreo gthe
centralservice,
division
ine ring staNBC
f as junior
control
room
supervisor.
FRANK
SAMMERy
formerly
Western J.Electric
Co., New
York, with
has
joined
Keene, the
N. H.engineering staff of TATKNE
KEN
is theFOSTER,
father ofoperator
a boy. of CBL Toronto,
VERNA
HOLMES,
operator
Lake,control
Ont., was
marriedof
onCJKLJunelandKirkland
Lake.7 to Woodrow Newton of KirkHARRY
SANDERS,is nowformer
operator andof
CKY
Winnipeg,
in England
is recovering
from
wounds
received
early
in
March
during
action
the
western front with the Canadian onArmy.
BILLterHANEY,
former
senior
transmitoperator
of
CKY
Winnipeg,
is
at
present in Alexandria,
on special
communications
work Egypt,
with the
armed
services.

...wef/,

a/most-

so

better

you'd

if you want

Fulton
in your

hurry

to sponsor

Lewis,

own

home

jr.
town

America's
— heard
more
peopletopon cooperative
more stationsprogram
with more
sponsorsby
than any other radio reporter. No wonder, only
a few choice availabilities remain. So act at once.
Phone, wire or write William B. Dolph, Barr
Building, Washington 6, D. C.
ORIGINATING FROM WOL WASHINGTON, D. C.
Amiiated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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It brings
RESULTS!
You'll get a "lift" in sales
when your message is broadcast over WLAW. Daytime
coverage 1,902,591.
WLAW
LAWRENCE, MASS.
Serving Industrial New England
5000 WATTS 680 Kc.
Covering New England's
TED
rd ACUODNICEENNCTERA
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
WEED & CO.

C. W. HACKENYOS
has been appointed
Atlantic
district
for GenElectric
Co. representative
electronics
department
with eralheadquarters
in Philadelphia.
H.Canadian
S. PUTNAM,
publicity
manager hasof
Co.,of Montreal,
been
electedMarconi
secretary
the Technical
Advertisers
Assn.
of
Montreal.
HOFFMAN
RADIO theCorp.,firstLosstarAngeles,
has been awarded
for its
Army-Navy
"E" production
pennant.
R.Majestic
M. BROPHY,
president
of
Rogers
Ltd.andand former
Rogers director
Electronicof
Tubes
Ltd.,
CFCPthe Montreal,
was Assn.
reelected
president
ofthe
Radio
Mfrs.
of
Canada
16th annual convention held June at7
atvice-president
Niagara Palls,
Ont.
S.
L.
CAPELL,
generalwasmanager
Phllco Corp. ofandCanada,
reelectedof
vice-president,
and general
W. W. RICHARDSONof
was
re-appointed
the association.
Mr. Brophymanager
reported
that Canada had adequate plant and
manpower
to meet demands,
postwar radio
receiver construction
but that
Ottawa had
yet lifted
the ban on
civilian
radio notreceiver
construction.
nEujs pfA]
HENRYern division
ORBACH,
directorAmerican-Blue
of news and westnews
features,
has assistant,
resigned. JEAN
WRIGHT,
formerly
his
has
temporarily
taken over department management.
BILL entSLOCUM
Jr.,Germany
CBS warandcorrespondFrance,
England
for
threeinand
months,
has hisreturned
to New
York,
resumed
director of special events. post as CBS
STANLEY spondeMAXTED,
war corrent on loanPacific
from BBC
CBC,
turning to the
warthe zone
byIswayreof Canada.
He
took
part
In
the airborne invasion of Arnheim, Holland.
CAPT. DICKnouncer in New
FISHEL,
anYork USMC,
beforesports
entering
the service,
has been
assigned
to the
Armed Forces Radio Service, Los AnTHOMAS
J. FOY,
Chicago
geles.
14 years, last
five aswithnewsWGNeditor,
has
resignedlance effective
to do freepublicity andJune
script23 writing.
JACK KNOTT,
with WHOS. DesC,
Moines,
WSPAformerly
Spartanburg,
as news toeditor.
JAMES
ROY
PHILLIPPE
is new sports
editor
special events
WSAZ and
Huntington,
W. Va. announcer of
DOROTHY AMES HOLLOWAY resigned
last torweek
directhe asofFCCassistant
to joininformation
thePress.Washington
news ofstaff
Transradio
GRANT merly iPARR,
correspondent
forn Italy Believed
andNBC Cairo,
arrived
Beirut,
Syria.
tothehasberegion,
the onlyhein
radio
correspondent
in
expects to use
a French
government
transmitter
Beirut
and beam
casts to Romein for
transmission
tobroadU. S.

WMUR, Manchester, N. H.j
. . . may I compliment you agoin
on the high quality of the selling
presentations
on Telescript
you are forwarding
to us. features
Manager.
Hervey Carter
available through
PRESS 50ASSOCIATION,iNc
Rotkcfcllrr Ploio

GEST
3. LAR BROADCASTING
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wins

FAIRCHILD AERIAL PHOTO
KMJ FRESNO COMPLETELY COVERS
THE HEART OF CALIFORNIA

listener preference

LOCAL AND NBC PROGRAMS MAKE
KMJ THE N0.1 STATION IN FRESNO

There's
plenty Fresno
of buyingis the
powerNo.out1 city
there inin athewealthy
heart
You've really got something when you've got time on
of
California.
KMJ, Fresno's
station.
Advertisersjobknow
from
market world-famous for its wineries, raisin and fig
experience
that leading
KMJ does
a super-selling
for them.
industries, fruit-packing plants and oil fields. And
Good local shows like "KMJ Goes To School"— plus
there's money
jingling ofin fact,
the pockets
those sales
Fresnoin
top NBC
Division programs
— plus outstandcitizens.
As a matter
the totalof retail
ing NBC "Western
Transcontinentals
— are a combination
that
1943 were more than $78,000,000can't miss ! Another No. 1 station on a No. 1 network.
1945 — Radio's 23th Anniversary — Pledged to Victory
WESTERN

DIVISION

HOLLYWOOD
Sunset and City
Vine ★ SAN Station
FRANCISCO Taylor and CityO'Farrell
Station
KOH
Reno,Washington
Nevada
KCRA
Sacramento,
California
KDYL
Salt
Lake
City,
Utah
KOMO
Seattle,
KFI
Los
Angeles,
California
KPFA
Helena,
Montana
KFSD Son Billings,
Diego, California
Son Francisco,
California
KGHL
Montona KPO
KRBM
Bozeman,
KGIR
Butfe, Montana
KSEI
Pocatello,Montana
Idaho
KGLU
Safford,
Arizona
KTAR
Phoenix,
Arizona
KGW
Portland,
Oregon KTFI
Twin
Falls,
Idaho
KHQ
Spokane,
Washington
El Paso,Arizona
Texas
KIBO
Boise,Oregon
Idaho KTSM
KVOA
Tucson,
KMED
Medford,
KWJB
Globe, Arizona
KMJ
Fresno,
California
KYCA
Prescott,
Arizona
KOA
Denver,
Colorado
Yuma, Arizona
KOB Albuquerque, New Mexico KYUM

of the NATIONAL
BROADCASTING
COMPANY,

INC.

A SERVICE OF THE RADIO
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

TO
ADVERTISERS
WHO
ARE
LOOKING

SOUTH
Most marketing experts agree that the
South is rjow the nation's greatest "area
of opportunity." If you feel that's true in
your industry, we suggest you consider
South Carolina as a starting point.
South Carolina is easy to cover. One station— WIS at Columbia — reaches virtually
the entire State, daytime. The WIS service
area has 74% more radio homes than
New Orleans, 185% more than Atlanta,
208% more than Birmingham.
We'd welcome an opportunity to tell you
how and why this 5000-watt station, at
560 KC, has a stronger signal (actually
delivers more microvolts) over a larger
area than is possible even to many
50,000-watt stations. Drop us a line— or
ask Free & Peters.

SponsoR

S^

DRY full-hour
International,
York,
IsCANADA
weekly Newprogram,
11 testing
p.m. -12andamidnight,
KFH
Wichita
plans to Saturday,
use same onformat
in otherment proves
areassuccessful,
if the current
experi-to
according
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York, agency
for
Canada Dry.angle,
Programusing
playsrecorded
to the
local
music interest
selected as most popular
in that
area on basis of juke-box tabulations.
Titled gram"Canada
proalso gives Dry
newsOpen
and House",
sports again
playingsummarize
up regional
slant by onhaving
KFH
and comment
local
sporting
events.campaign
Programfor isCanada
part ofDrya
national spot
sparkling
PLYMOUTHwater.Motor Corp. of Chrysler
Corp., Detroit,
Is "Chuck
testing aCarson
half-hour
dramatic
Plymouthprogram
Dealer"testin isfive
markets.
week basis,
using
WJR OnKPO13WIBW agedWTIC
WSB.
Program
was
packby Transamerican
York.
for PlymouthCorp.,
is N. NewW.
Ayer &Agency
Son, Philadelphia.
MARIA
DANCIA
LABS.,
New
York,
has
appointed
A. W. LewlnforCo.,cosmetic
New York,
toTesthandle
advertising
line.
radio
campaign
is
to
be
conducted
this
fall informat
a New England city. Neither
program
been
decided. nor test city has yet
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass., has
replaced "Istation.
Challenge You" on eflfectlve
WABD,
DuMont
June 12 with a newNewseriesYork,
of short onecharacter
vignettes
titled
"Audition
Studio New
B", Tuesday
p.m. Rvthraufl in&
Ryan,
York, is 9agency.
BERNARD
TRUPP,
formerly
associated
with the pointed
Joseph
Katzmanager
Co., hasfor
beenCrown
apadvertising
Central Petroleum
Corp., Baltimore.
JOHN
DAVID
Inc.,sponsorship
New Yorkof (men's
clothing),
began
Yourself",
June Format
12, 10:30-11
p.m."Suit
WJZ New
York.
consists
ofBertona
quiz
program
combined
with
Bacharach's
"Letterfor to52 Your
Serviceman". Contract
placed
thru Gussow-Kahn
& Co.,weeks
New York.
NYLON-IZE,
Hollywood,
on
June
11 added
the
following
stations
to
list
[BROADCASTING,
May
14] carrying
five
quarter-hour
recorded
miisical
shows
weekly,
for
52
weeks
thru
Rocklln
Assoc.,KHMO.
Chicago: WLOG
KFVDIrving
KOAM & WINN
FURRIERSsorship JuneInc.,
Chicago,
spon-on
4 of 28 spotsforbegan
weekly
WAIT
52 weeks
placed Chicago.
by RockllnContract
Irving & Assoc.,
Chicago.
LIBBY
FURNITURE
&
LINOLEUM
Chicago, began sponsorship June 18Co.,of
"Man on theon Street",
featuringMonday
Jack
Brlckhouse,
WJJD Chicago,
thru
Friday
11:15-11:30
a.m.;
Saturday
7:15-7:30
p.m.
Show
will
originate
from
front of Oriental Theater except Saturday when itContract
will originate
from Llbby's
showrooms.
52 weeks
placed
by Rocklln Irving
& forAssoc.,
Chicago.
LINCOLN
National
Bank
&
Trust
Co.,
has startedon evening
schedule
ofSyracuse,
announcements
WFBL Syracuse.

SHULTON Inc., New York (toUetries)
has appointed
A. Canadian
J. Denne advertising,
& Co., Toronto, to handle
CANADIAN
CANNERS
Ltd.,
HamUtonfive
Ont.
(canned
foods),
hasannouncements
started
weekly
transcribed
spot
on
stations. Co.,
Account
was
placed20 Canadian
by P. H. Hayhurst
Toronto.
FIRESTONE
TIRE &onRUBBER
Co.,started
Akron
(tires,
tubes),
June
5
weekly
schedule
of 30 isspots
on52 KMPO
Hollywood.
Contract
for
weeks.
Sweeney
account. & James Co., Cleveland, has
KELLY KAR Co., Los Angeles (\ised
cars),Corral"
on June KFI
4 started
five-weekl^
"Old
LosFirmAngeles.
Contract is for 52onweeks.
in addition
sponsors
nightly
60-minute
"Midnight
Merry-Go-Ro\ind"
as early morning"Johnson
newscast on Family"
KNXas well
Hollywood;
daily
serial onon twiceKHJ
and
varied
newscast
schediile
KFAC
KECA
KPWB with ondallyKECA.
roundup
of
news
correspondents
Concern
also
usesCoastSpanish
language
program
on
KGFJ.
Western
Adv.,
Los
Angeles,
has account.
ARROWHEAD
& PURITAS
Inc.,
Los Angeles
(bottled WATERS
drinking
water),
in
a
26-week
campaign
on Juneon
20eightstarts
two
announcements
dally
southern
California
stations.
List
Includes
KERN
KXO
KFI
KNX
KFSD
KVEC
KTMS.
Agency IsKPXM
The
McCarty
Co.,
Los
Angeles.
TIVOLI
BREWINGa schedule
Co., LosofAngeles,
June 4 started
daily spoton
announcements
during
race resvUt
grams Jones
on KGFJ
and Angeles.
KRKD.
AgencyprO'is
Dana
Co., Los
SOUTHWEST FOOD PRODUCTS Co.,
Long
Beach,fruitCal.preserves),
(Dude Ranchadding
waffleto aidIts
and
PacificpureNorthwest
campaign, has started
sponsoring
Old
Corral"thatonweekly
KHQ quarter-hour
Spokane.
Firm "The
alsoon
sponsors
program
three weekly
KOMO
Seattle
and
thrice-weekly
"Red's
Gang"
on
KOIN
Portland.
Garfield
Guild Adv., Los Angeles, has account. &
WESTERN STOVE Co., Culver City, Cal
(institutional), on June 18 shifts fiveweeklytery transcribed
Chef" onFirmKECAinquarter-hoxir
and
KGO isto"MysKHJ
and
KFRC.
addition
tising
spot
announcement
schedule
KGO
KFMB KGB. Contracts are for 52on weeks.
Agency
Is Mays & Bennett Adv., Los
Angeles.
SMITHS, Oakland, Cal. (retaU m
and boys' apparel
store),
has
contracted
for
between
theweekly
double-header
PacifictimeCoast
LeagueOakland.
baseball
schedule
on
KROW
Broadcast
includes
five-minute
sportscast,
news&
cast
recordings.hasGarfield
GuildandAdv.,popular
SanBROS.,
Francisco,
GOLDBLATT
Chicagoaccount.
(dept.
store), has appointed Salem N. Baskln
sel.
Adv., Chicago, as public relations counSCUDDER
FOOD PRODUCTS,
Park,
Cal. (potato
chips, peanut Monterey
butter),
currently is nouncement
iislngschedulea varied
anon KHJ.
KNXspotAgent
KPOX
KPXM
KFSD
KGB
KECA
is Davis & Heaven Adv., Los Angeles.
(Continued on page 54)

WIS
COLUMBIA
SOUTH
CAROLINA
560 KC
5000 WAns
J. DUDLEY
SAUMENIG
G. RICHARD SHAFTO
Sales
Manager
General Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., NaUonal RepresentaUvM
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Other Hillon Hotels
to Coast. Chicago:
The Stevens, Dayton:fromTheCoastDayton-Bilt
Los
Angeles. The Town House. C. N. HUton, more,
President.
BROADCASTIt^G

•••
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YOU

369.7

BUT

MAY

BE

MILES

YOU

CANT

PROGRAM

ABLE

TO

DRIVE

PER

HOUR"^-

STEER

AN

INTO

Yes, a casual look at a map would indicate that
Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids were within fairly
easy range of any big station in Chicago and
Detroit.
But maps don't show the mysterious barrier of
fading that makes this section nearly as isolated as
Australia, so far as radio reception is concerned.

"OUTSIDE"

WESTERN

RADIO

MICHIGAN

!

A real combination — WKZO in Kalamazoo and
WJEF in Grand Rapids — now offers complete
coverage of all Western Michigan at a bargain
rate per thousand radio homes. Strategically located — both CBS — they reach every inch of these two
big markets and the intervening countryside with
skilled local programming. And both can be obtained at one low combination rate!

Result: Only local broadcasts can be heard satisLet us send you the whole story— or just ask
Free & Peters!
factorily hereabouts.
John R. Cobb did it on the Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah, in 1939.

ZO

WK

X4

BOTH OWNED AND OPERATED BY FETZER BROADCASTING COMPANY
FREE & PETERS, INC., EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
ii^ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Adverthing
June 18, 1945

SponsoRSiig^

ALL FOR ONE
ONE FOR ALL
The accounts listed below
have been with WJBK for
six months or more:
Carter's Little Liver Pills
Super Suds
Del Monte Coffee
Ex Lax
Lifebuoy
Rinso
Tintex
Wild Root Cream Oil
Wurlitzer
Kresge
Sunstiine Biscuit
Pillsbury Flour
Oxydol
Ward Baking Co.
Adam Hats
Bond Bread
Chelsea Cigarettes
WJBK
GETS RESULTS
*
THAT'S WHY
STATION WJBK
Carries more national advertis ng .. . does a larger
dollar volume . . . than any
1^ other 250 watt station in
^
the country. ^
^/ WJBK\\\\
/ JAMIt r. HOPKIMS, INC\
'
CUimS MNLDING ^
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{Continued from page 52)
KKO RADIO PICTURES, New York, for
the
Boston
premiere
June 24opening
of "Backin
To100 Bataan"
and subsequent
New transcribed
England
cities,
will one-minuse fiveminute
programs,
and cliain
breaks
on about
35Yankee
Newute spotsEngland
stations,
including
the
Network.
Total
radiobe budget
for
NewSame
England
areawillwill
abouton
$35,000.
schedule
be
placed
New YorkIn Ohio,
statewhere
outletstheformovie
first showopens
next, ing.WLW
Cincinnati
willCone
be used
exclusively.
Agency
is
Foote,
& Belding, New York.
INTERNATIONAL
PICTURES,
New
York,
plansopening
large spot
radioCooper
campaign
lor Texas
of Gary
picture, "Along Cameshowing
Jones",in scheduled
for
simultaneous
100
Texas
cities
June
20.
Spot
announcements
and
chain breaks will be used for a week
before and
severalQuality
days after
the prem
i
e
r
e
,
o
n
Texas
Network
and
other
& Co., local
New outlets.
York. Agency; Buchanan
MILROSE PRODUCTS Co., New York,
for Rad Cleanser,
Is using a spot
announcement and participation
program
campaign insachusetts,
NewCompanyYork
City
andSpringMasuses
WSPR
field,ford,spotsspotsfive-weekly,
WTIC HartonMllrose
varyinghasandfrequency.
New York,
twice-weeklyIn
participation in "Run
"Tlie Fitzgeralds",
WJZ;
thrice-weekly
of theWHN,House",
WQXR - "Gloom
Dodgers",
andon
thrice
weekly
announcements
WNEW.ing on Company
plansof radio
advertisdistribution
Rad
to
food,
hardware
houseAgency:
furnishing
stores
on nationalandbasis.
The Winer
Co., New York.
BARKER'S
BREADstarted
Ltd., newscasts
Toronto (chain
bakers),onhas
weekly
CKEY
Toronto. Agencysix-Is
Jack Murray
Ltd., Toronto.

BURLESQUE ON the history of shaving constituted television debut
of Pal Blade Co., New York shaving accessory firm, on WABD, DuMont
television
station in actor;
New York.
to r : "Man
who and
needsradio
a shave",
JamesAl
Backus, Broadway
Carl LMark,
television
director,
Paul Lefton Co., Pal agency; Robert J. Misch, agency vice-president;
Edwin Kraus, Pal sales manager; Teddie Judell, "Cave Woman".
ToCONSOLIDATED Royal Chemical Corp., SUPERTEST
ronto (gasolinePETROLEUM
and oil), JulyCorp.,
1 starts
Chicago,
Shave twice weekly
spots2 onstarts16 weekly
Ontario quarstaKreem, on maker
June 13 of
startedKrank's
twice-weekly
tions
and
on
Oct.
sponsorship
quarter-hour
"Man
ter-hour transcriptions
staon the Effective
Street"of the
program
on WORcontract
New tions. Agency
is Harry onE. the
FostersameAgenYork.
for 52 weeks,
was placed by Russel M. Seed Co., Chi- CURTIScies, Toronto.
cago.
Co.,
Philadelphia
(Satevepost), PUB.
July 4one
startsyear
transcribed
spots
HUNT
Packing
Hayward,
on CKEYAveyard
ToCal.,
hasBROS.
appointed
YoungCo.,&advertising.
Rublcam 24 weeklyronto. for
Agency is MacFarland,
effective
June
1
to
handle
Co., New York.
Agency will supervise CBS package &CANADIAN
CHINCILLA
Co.,
Toronto.
Was Coast
There"for which
originates has started thrice-weekly spots on a
onshowthe"IWest
Hunt Bros.
number of Ontario stations. Account
FREDERICtrative assistant
G. BERNER,
chief administo CLARENCE
MARK, was placed by Frontenac Broadcasting
presidentfining Coof., hasG. been
Washington
Coffee
ReCo.,
Toronto. PAPER Co., Chicago, has
MUNISING
promoted toofvicepresident and
Fitzgerald
- Sample.
American
Homegeneral
Foods manager
affiUate. the appointed
Chicago,
to Dancer
handle - its
advertising.
Radio is considered.
LACO
PRODUCTS,
Waltham,
Mass.
June
14 started
thrice-weekly
participations
MELVILLE
RADIO
INSTITUTE,
New
onsoap
WABC
New
York
for
Laco
Castile
technical school, has appointed
and Baltimore.
shampoo. Agency is Joseph York
Seldel Bdv., New York, to handle
Katz Co.,
advertising.
A strong
camp
is planned
thespotNew radio
York
area
withinpaanidgntfew
weeks.forbasis,
Institute
may
exo
national
using
large
radio budget.
JOHN
DAVID
Inc.,
New
York,
men's
clothing
on June
for 52 weeks
started
a firm,
halfon-hour
quiz 12program
heard
once
a week
Gussow-Kahn
&WJZCo., NewNew York.
York.Agency:
NEW transcribed series produced and
packaged by Charles Michelson Radio
Transcriptions,
titled for"A
Date
Music",New
hastheYork,
been
placed
local With
sponsorship
onWOPI
following
stations:
WIP
KGU
KTAB
KTSM
WARM KMAC
KMO WWL
WNOE
KTBC. WIRE WPAB WJLS
STAMPS has-BAXTER
Dallas,
increasedMusicradio& Printing
schedule Co.,to
spots weekly on V^TFAA Dallas for
26eightweeks.
PACKARD-BELL
wood-Shackelford Co.Adv.,hasLosnamed
Angeles,Lock-as
agency on radios and PhonOcords. Audience participation
Family
will be show
tested "PhonOcord
for 13 weeks
onexpansion
KFI Party"
Losin Angeles
fall. with Pacific Coast
14,400
VONETT
SALES
Co.,
Los
Angeles
(cosmetics), on June
started
twice-weekly
GROCERY STORES .
quarter-hour
"Star7Hollywood.
Gazing with
FrancesIs
Scully"
on
KECA
Agency
Adolph Wenland Adv., Los Angeles.
• • • ^^"'L^^^ "^l^ registers ring up over $324,171,000 in iust
COMMUNITY*- created as it is by WGY in central and eastern
New York and western New England
where 1,045^17 rad™

primary and secondary areas contain 18^«
incorporated
varb.rSa^k^:t^rnto°SJii
^^'^
cities
of over
25,000 population; 39 cities Toi':^,.^^^''
10,000 and 40
towns and
villages of over 5000of over
populati
on.
WGY
Schenectady, N. Y.
SO^ wotts— 23 years service— NBC
Represented Nationally byof NBC
Spot Sales

G£N£RAL

^ ELECTRIC
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

j And they are hetteri
I Radio
experts
cannot be sure
whether
they are listening
to a "live" show or
an cuuUaclUc transcription. For high
fidelity, minimum
surface noise, low

lelter

recor(lini|!;

distortion and ma\imum frequency
range, there is
nothing finer than
an Audiodisc.
AUDIO DEVICES, IIVC, 444
Madison Ave., IVew York

They Run
the Place
Listeners have the "say" when if
comes to WAIR program policies.
That's why this "peoples' " radio
station is the stcnd-by of every
age and class in this big-money
market.
WA
I R
Winston - Salem, North Carolina
Representative: The Walker Company

Horace
NStovin
AND COMPANY
•
RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
•
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO

WSLB
(Mntnal)N. Y.
Ogdeniburg,
Is Typical
YOKEL
250 Watts
Am ALL THAT
But no
CORN POPPER
RCA
Fall UPAll wirethe (5war year*)
Minister**
Amoc. (5(5years)
years)
Rural
Reporter
women (newspaper
corrcBpondents)
L«cal (67Editor
refugee)
WSLB
GOOD
(TheCOUNTRY—
Walker Co. BUT
Repretentotives)
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MOSKOVICS ISAMED
TO CBS VIDEO POST
GEORGE MOSKOVICS, with CBS
for nine years, most recently as assistant sales manager of CBS Radio
Sales in New York, has been
namedcial manager
commer-of
newly
Pj televisiontions, aoperacreated CBS post.
Appointment
"in
anticipationis
of experimental
commercial video
activities,"
J oseph
H. Ream,
vice-presiMr. Moskovics CBS dent,
announced.
Mr. Ream said the appointment,
together with the return July 1
of Lawrence W. Lovraian as vicepresident in charge of television
and the creation of the CBS Television Audience Research Institute,
"underline the increasing importance of television in CBS operaColor Experiments Continue
tions."
CBS is expected to invite advertisers and agencies to experiment
with commercial television program
production in its studios in the near
future, but there are still a number
of details to be worked out before
the invitation is issued. The netexperiments
with high-definwork's
ition, ful color
television
are continuing as rapidly as possible under
wartime conditions with "extremely
good
the networkits hopes
to be results"
able to and
demonstrate
progress by fall. velopments
"The recently
large-screen
deshovra are
wonderful," one CBS executive
said,
wonderful,
too,
and we"butthinkcolorthe ispublic
is entitled
to the whole works in its postwar
television
receiver."has a background
Mr. Moskovics
combining engineering, sales, advertising, use of graphic media and
13 years in radio. Before coming
to New York he was for a number
of years in charge of sales for the
Columbia Pacific Network. Herbert
A. Carlborg, special account executive in Radio Sales since 1942 and
previously
CBS in asDetroit,
succeeds Mr.v«th
Moskovics
assistant
eastern sales manager of Radio
Sales.
Admiral Showings
ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, is holding a series of dealer meetings
throughout the country to announce merchandising plans and
show models of postwar radios.
Seven models of radios and radio
phonographs, in addition to Admiral's complete line of radio accessories, will be shown at the meetings.
First meeting was in Chicago June
7-9 for Admiral officers and key
executives. New England gathering
was in New York June 13. Southern
group met in Atlanta June 15.
Southwest group meets in Kansas
City June 20 and western district
distributors
June 25. meet in Los Angeles

WALTER
ELLIOTT
Of ElUott-Haynes
LEON cisco,
LIVINGSTON
San Franresearch
firm,
was
elected vicehas E.opened
a ADV.,
New York
officeto Ltd.,
flGEnCIES
"51
headed
by
B.
KROUGH,
partner,
president,
with
ART
BENSON
of "Canadian
Broadcaster"
as
secretary,
handle count.theOfficesNestle
Milk
Products
acWALTER
ENGER
of
McKim
Adv.. and
are located at 155 E. 44th treasurer.
St.;
phone:
MUrray
HUl
2-7296.
RUSSELL
T. KELLEY,
president advertisof BusJOSEPH R. STAUFFER, released from sell
T.ing agency,
Kelley
Hamilton
the Army as lieutenant-colonel,
has
wasLtd.,elected
a memberla theof
joined
provincial
legislature
York
office the
of N.NewW. the Ontario
Ayer & Son, In provincial elections.
Co. athas6253re-estabcharge
radio pro- WARD lishedWHEELOCK
g r a m ofentering
production.
offices
HollyBefore
the
wood WestBlvd.,Coast
Hollywood.
FOSS,
formerly
of
CBS
and MARGARET
BBDO, has
service,
Mr.
Stauffer was in charge been appointed office manager.
of radio operations RICHARD K. JONES, formerly with th*
at KenyonNew & York,
Eck- Inland Mfg. Division of General Motors.
hardt.
and Hollywood
prior to office
that Dayton, has joined
copyCincinnati.
departmentHe
was
Jones theCo.,
manager
of Young ofis theRalphson H.of RALPH
H. JONES,
founder
& Bubicam. The N. of the 29 year old agency.
W.
Ayer
&
Son
post
has
been
vacant
for
Mr. Stauffer some time.
PuiedRrts 1%
ADELINE
EBLING,
former
director
of
publicity
the Civic
Concert
Service
of NBCtive staffNewforof York,
has
Joined
the
creaPuller & Smith & Ross,
New York, tochandising dofor Westinghouse
promotion andaccount.
merED
SANFORD,
former
associate
Richman-Sanford
Productions,
has Co.,
re-of KEITH BROWN, senior member of the
s
i
g
n
e
d
t
o
join
the
Chemow
Adv.
production
staff
American-Blue, Inc.,on
New York,
as head of radio and televi- Hollywood,
July 1 is totalent
Joinofrepresentative.
Berg-Allenberg
sion department.
DORCAS
GARLAND,
formerly
associMITCHELL
BENSON,
formerly of the
with the home
economics
William
of& Bruck
theated Borden
Co., York.
has
joined division
Kaplan radiocy, hasdepartment,
Joined
the
Gale
Inc.,Morris
New AgenYork,of
Adv., New
as
combination
salesman-producer
FRANK
BROMBERG,
resigned
from
Hal
radio
programs.
DONALD
EPHLIN,
who
A. Salzman Assoc., has joined Diener & recently Joined the Gale radio departDorskind, New York, as account execument, isandnowis expected
in Detroitto onreturn
leave toof New
abtive.
sence
York in six weeks.
LT. COL.
MAXIMILIAN
ELSER Jr.,forfor-J. WILMA
mer
public
relations
director
FREEMAN,
with
Walter Thompson Co., New York, has United Artists,
has Joinedformerly
Tom Flzdale
been awarded
theachievement"
Bronze inStar connection
for "meri- Inc., Newpacity in charge
York, Inof anexploitation
executive and
catorious
with operations on Mindanao.
promotion departments.
BINGHAM
K. and
MATTOX,
formersecretary
execu- THREE-YEAR contract between ASCAP
tive assistant
confidential
and Uniaoperforming
Brasileira right
de Composltores.
to Gov.
Charles
Harwood
of the Virgin Brazilian
society,
has
Islands,
has
joined
the
administrative
been negotiated,
effective
Jan.
1, 1946,
staff
of
Fuller
&
Smith
&
Ross,
New
succeeding
present
contract
between
York.
ASCAP
and
the
Associacao
BrasUerla
de
HERMAN
G.
DEUPREE
has Joined beComposltores
merged withe Autores,
UBC. which then will
Charles
J.
Pettinger
Co.,
Indianapolis,
to head new public relations service de- E. B. LATHAM & Co. has been appointpartment.
Lear home radio
the New forYorkthemetropolitan
area.
PHIL MYGATT,
of hasJ. line edindistributor
Walter
Thompsonradio
Co.,& director
Toronto,
J.manufacturers
R. LONGSTAFFE
Ltd.,
Toronto,
radio
joined
Geyer-Cornell
Newell,
New
agent,
is
now
Canadian
York.
IRIS
ALDEN
has
been
appointed
distributor
Gould-Moodey
Inc., New
temporary radio director.
blank forrecord
manxifactvirers.
SPADEA
Adv.,to New
York, new
agency,at York,
BRIGHT
DISTRIBUTING
Co.,
KnOXhas
moved
permanent
quarters
270 Park Ave.
ville, Tenn.,
has been appointed
distributor In eastern
for Stewart-Warner
postwar Tennessee,
home radios.
JACK
ROACH,
HoUywood
producer
of
Young
&
Rubicam,
has
been
shifted
to
New York for the summer season.
& Co.,Installed
BOA disHARRY
E. FOSTER
of Poster
Agenciesof RAYMONDtributors iROSEN
n Philadelphia,
the
Ltd.,
Toronto,
was elected
president
the theRadio
Executives
Club
of Toronto
powerfulphia's soimd
system
for Philadelatclub
second
annual
meeting
of
the
100,000
seat
Municipal
the Music Festival presentedStadium
under
June 8. He succeeds founder W for
C. WRIGHT, station representative the auspices of the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Bell Telephone

NUMBER, PLEASE...
The right number of people listening to your radio
program is the measure of sales success. Quebec
Province is a live market of 3^ million people who
listen to their radios more than in any other part of
Canada. You can attract many loyal buyers to
your products if you give them the radio program
which is especially built to their preferences —
adaptations of English programs rarely succeed in
this Province. Our business is that of building and
producing radio programs which get results, because
we understand Quebec. Let us help YOU.

RADIO

PROGRAMME PRODU
MONTREAL CANADA C

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

Every nighttime NBC show on WOW has a higher Omaha
Hooper
thanE
theRS.'
OP
HO
national average! In the "top 15" — WOW gives a specific plus of from 4 to 11
points ABOVE the 32 -city national ratings. WOW does a BETTER-THANAVERAGE job on its network shows ... it does a similarly good job for National
spot advertisers. Write, wire or phone for availabilities.

^
October, w**
through February.
.u.r
IN.;;-'] io»...i
pRosR^M
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Note: We will be happy to send you the Omaha
Hooper Rating on any rated WOW show.

WOW
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
590 KC • NBC • 5000 WATTS
Owner and Operator of
KODY • NBC IN NORTH PIATTE

BUFFALO'S GREATEST

'Eisenhower'
WORDS
and musicbyof Knight
the new
song "Eisenhower",
recently
introduced in the U. S. by Eddie Cantor,
were coonposed by Vick Knight
while with the Troop Broadcasting
Service, SHAEF. Mr. Knight, recently returned to the States for
reassignment, was formerly a memthe had
CBS previously
program been
directors'
boardber ofand
program director of WHK Cleveland.
His song was written in the home
town of Joseph Goebbels, Muenchen
Gladbach, Germany, set to music
on a German piano and first sung
by the famous Seine Section Glee
Club in Paris. It was rushed to the
U. S. and printed by Forster Inc.,
Chicago.

Cooperation
WHEN one station tells its
listeners to tune in another
station, that's news. Through
an error,
CKEYstation
Toronto
was
listed
as the
carrying
aelections.
speech Butfor thethespeaker
Canadian
was
scheduled to go on CFRB.
CKEY mentflashed
announce15 minutesan before
the
scheduled speech, telling the
audience to tune into CFRB
if they wanted to hear the
gentleman.

BUOUERQUE

Increased Acceptance of
Brand Names Is Seen
FIRST ANNUAL report on brajided
Fairchildmerchandise
Publications compiled
reveals abydefinite
increase by retailers since 1940 in
the acceptance of branded merAn
average ofchandise in women's
46% of fashions.
the national
brands stores are now carrying
were put in stock during this
period, the report shows. Based on
1,500 questionnaires representing
138 stores in 83 cities, questionnaire was also sent to 120 manufacturers and 27 advertising agencies.
Percentage of retailers anticiincreased reaches
sales of56%,
femaleor
fashions pating
postwar
more than half. Ninety-two per
cent of the stores anticipate a more
quality-conscious customer, with
77% rating fashion as having first
place in sales appeal.
New Allied Mills Show
MARKING its sixth consecutive
year of radio advertising, AUied
Mills on July 3 begins its new
show. Let's Go Visiting, twice a
week over leading farm stations
for promotion of Wayne Feeds,
John L. Richardson, director of
advertising and sales promotion,
announced. The program, developed
from a survey in which more than
20,000 farmers were personally interviewed regarding their tastes in
radio fare, features Med Maxwell
in informal visits with interesting
people, Charles
Lyon, NBC
announcer, and Howard
Peterson,
who plays old-time favorites on a
giant pipe organ. Show is being
produced by Western Advertising
Agency, Chicago.

* KC.KOOM
*
1260
- 1000 WATTS. FULL TIME - COLUMBIA AFFILIATE

BLUE
NETWORK

*
POPULATIONPOPULATION
BUYING

POWER"

73,327

$90,265

STATION
RETAIL

SALES
*
LL\a/0
')')^0/ OFRETAIL
TOTAL SALES
STATE

$40,580

* Source: U. S. Bureau of Census and O. P. A.
*♦ In thousands (000 omitted). Source: Sales Management
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FOUR TOP
MARKETS!
Cenlral Kenliicky
Amarillo
I WLAPi:e-v/»,ro», 7v,.
TheTri-State
J(FDAj lwcMi"^:r,...
[ WVmi Huntington. fl\ T
Knoxville

^"'^
Fcoverage New"^'^
IC KC.V ]00SWa<u)
Mexico'sS'^es
second
major largest
mar(1340
'^^''''^O'
complete
basic
ket atlow cost. Affiliated with KGGM and the Columbia Broadcasting system.
TAYLOR-HOWE^SNOWDEN

UNRRA Radio Service
RADIO SECTION of UNRRA has
issued the first of a new radio clip
sheet tors.
forThe women
service program
is designeddirec-to
provide authentic information on
living conditions
in war-stricken
countries,
drawn from
reports of
UNRRA field workers abroad. Fuweekly.
ture releases will be issued bi-

RADIO SALES

I W B I R Knoxville, Tern,.

BROADCASTING
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KMBC Opens Institute
On Radio for Teachers
FIRST KMBC Kansas City Radio
Institute for Teachers started June
11 for a three-week course. Registration went far over the capacity
figure ofby 300.
Sponsored
atively
KMBC,
Kansascoopei-City
public schools and the U. of Kansas, the Institute is for the purpose
of giving educators a better underAmerica, stinanding of broadcasting's
class work, andplace
teach-in
ing them how to evaluate radio programs in terms of educational
needs of students.
Broadcasting authorities scheduled to speak at the Institute include: C. E. Hooper, of C. E. Hooper Inc.; Capt. W. C. Eddy, USN,
Commanding officer, Radio Materiel School, Chicago; and from
CBS, Dr. Lyman Bryson, director
of education; John J. Karol, sales
manager; Bill Do\\ms, war correspondent.
Recorder Confeirence
PROSPECTS of its magnetic wire
sound recorder reaching the market
earlier than previously expected
contributed to the calling of a
special conference of Armour licensees July 13 at the Book-Cadillac
Hotel in Detroit, according to Dr.
J. E. Hobson, director of Armour
Research Foundation of Illinois
Institute of Technology. One of the
high points of the conference will
be a demonstration of recent developments in the wire recorder,
including a new combination erase,
recording and reproducing head
which can be produced at low cost.
In addition to manufacturers already licensed by the Foundation,
18 or 20 new agreements are pending. Licensing program is under
the direction of Lucius A. Crowell,
president of the Wire Recorder Development Corp.
Join West-Marquis
ARTHUR M. ARLETT, West
Coast sports announcer, and Gardner Young, formerly with the San
Francisco office of Foote, Cone &
Belding,
have joined
San Francisco
and West-Marquis,
Los Angeles
advertising agency.
GATEWAY
TO THE
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

Temper, Temper . . .
a prize department
fan letter
toHERE'S
the complaint
of WENY Elmira:
Dear WENY:
I hate you. More stinking
soap operas in place of Lopez,
Cedric Foster, Jane Cowl and
Queen for a Day ... I am
probably
Please neurotic.
hateYours
me too.
truly,
Mrs.
D - inB- law
P.S. My
daughter
hates
you also.

Changes Format
FORMAT
of Standard
Oil of Toledo
Ohio's
Sohio Reporter
on WTOL
has
been
switched
to
a
four-a-day
show with Dallas DeWeese as
vsrriter and newscaster for the three
daytime programs and Don Miller,
station sportscaster, doing the 11
p.m. spot. Account is handled
through McCann-Erickson, Cleveland.
BUREAU
Broadcast that
Measurement.
Toronto,
hasof announced
54 radio
stations
radio along
representative
firms areandnowseven
members,
with 51
advertising agencies and 39 advertisers.
BBM ent awas
started
early
in
1944.
At
pressurvey
being
ish new
Colombia,
and isone
was made
recentlyin Britcomfor both
French
homes inpleted the
Montreal
area.and English

Successful Retailer
Uses WMBD

for

Yearsecutive
M Cons

jlr. Louis B. Cohen,
President
the 65-yeaiold Cohen ofFurniture
Co.,
and
architects' drawing
of modernization
program now in progress.
TN 1931, Cohen Furniture Company of Peoria started their
15 -minute daily news program over WMBD. It is still running .. . now in its l4th year. Today, Cohen Furniture Company is one of the largest home furnishings institutions in
the Middlewest.
Mr. Cohen says: "I feel our consistent use of WMBD, through
good times and bad, has played a vital part in the steady

PAUl H.
RAYMER CO.

You can capture
PEORIAREA through
one station . . . WMBD
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YO'S
LL
FA
FN
BUO
50,000
WATT
STATION
DAY and NIGHT

growth of our business."

^ FREE &National
PETERS, INC.

BROADCASTING

COLUMBIA!
NETWORK

BUFFALO
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RANO BUILDING, BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Notional Representollve : FRH t PETfRS, INC.
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OWI PACKET, WEEK JULY 9
Check the list below to find the war message announcements you wlU broadcast
during the week beginning
July 9. OWI
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
sponsorship
and transcriptions
three
on eachof
side of discs. Tellsuitable
your forclients
about them.
Plan 20-second
scheduleschain
for best timing
these Important war messages.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group NAT.PLANSPOT
WAR MESSAGE WORK
KW
PLAN
Aft. Ind. Aff. OI
Ind. Live Trans.
Cadet
Nurses
X
__ X
— _
— __
__ ___
Paper
Salvage
X
—
X
__
Planned
Savmg
—
X
X
X
X
__
__
Play SquareMarine
with Meat — —
— —
— —
__ __ X
Merchant
X
Prepare
for Winter
X
Car Conservation
X X XX
See
OWI
Schedule
of
War
Message
names Allocation
and time Plans.
of programs carrying
war messages under National Spot and168 for
Network

MORE PLANES are being put into regular scheduled
Airline service, which means more space is available now for all important types of traffic.
MORE SPEED! Between all U. S. cities and principal towns, your shipment not only travels at a
speed of three miles a minute but it also receives
special handling at both ends — special pick-up
and delivery, at no extra charge. Deliveries are
often made the same day.
COVERAGE! More points in the United States
and scores of foreign countries are served directly
by air — while shipments to 23,000 off-airline
points in the United States are handled through
rapid air-rail schedules.
LOWER COST - actually lower than before the war!
Air Express carries 25 lbs., for example, more
than 500 miles for only $4.38, more than 1,000
miles for $8.75.
WRITE
for that
"Quizzical
a booklet
packed TODAY
with facts
will helpQuizz,"
you solve
many
a shipping problem. Railway Express Agency, Air
Express Division, 230 Park Avenue, New York 17.
Or ask for it at any Airline or Express office.

KOIN Institute
KOIN Portland's Institute for the
Study of Radio started June 11 to
run through June 29, at the Benson
Polytechnic High School. Four
broadcasts will originate from
there with those participating in
the institute as audience. Included
among the speakers are: Gilbert
Seldes, CBS director of television;
Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld, director of
Bureau of Applied Social Research,
Columbia U.; C. E. Hooper, of C.
E. Hooper Inc., analytical reports
and ratings; Lyman Bryson, CBS
director of education; Dr. I. Keith
Tyler, director of the Inst, of Eduand outstanding
memberscation ofby Radio;
the KOIN
staff.
JULY
of "Magazine
Digest"
carried
a storyissueby"Radio's
Oplnlonators"
written
JessycaPublic
Russell,
New radio
York
editor,
In
which
she
describes
reporters
as newscasters,
analysts
and
news commentators
and refers
to them
as "the stormy petrels of the airwaves."

PROGRAM ON KVOA
HELPS UNCLE SAM
THE CONSTANT "consciencepricking"
of aprogram,
weekly titled
30-minute
public
service
War
Bond Quota Call, on KVOA Tucson
Ariz.,ly has.
more
than
doubled
monthbond sales in Pima County
since its inception 3% years ago.
Prior to the program, monthly bond
buying averaged $284,000. It jumped shortly afterward to a half million dollars and has since maintained, between the months of major bond drives, a rate exceeding
$600,000 a month.
Originated by Lt. Col. Dick
Jenkins, former county war finance
chairman now with the 20th Bomber Command in India, the program
has built up its selling power
through use
special messages
musical insertions, guestof artists,
by
prominent citizens, bond news from
Fred Dragonette, present county
chairman, and other features. Especially effective was an essay contest
on the subject "What My War Bond
Means to Me", sponsored by the
Tucson Merchants' Assn. Special
operators are on duty to record
pledgesgram andobtained
pronames ofthrough
buyers the
are read
on subsequent periods.
Celebrated artists, writers, athletes, politicians and military men
have appeared on the program.
Bands from nearby Army airfields
supply the music.

Your MUTUAL Friend
Memphis, Tennessee

You can cover Ohio's Third Market at
less cost. American Network affiliate.
Phone RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY, AIR EXPRESS DIVISION
Repretenling the Al R LI N ES of the United States
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Ask HEADLEY.REED
WFMJ
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
BROADCASTING
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names

like

BIG
these mean
and
World

time-sales

gives them

'WT'iint
r>rr»ffriimc . . . the
tUp Irinrl
fhaf
Want hpffpr
better programs
kind that
boost your ratings — and your timesales, too? Then you can use the service that World Library is giving to
leading stations — 325 of them!
You'll want star-talent. Look at the
popular favorites shown on this page.
They're
just a feworchestras
of the brilliant
bigname vocalists,
and novelty
groups in the World Library. As presented byWorld, they're in rare form,
because World's famous Vertical-Cut
transcriptions
tions known. are the finest reproducYou'll need current hits.. . and World
includes them in the 50 or more new

WORLD

audiences^
for your station!
to you

at their best!

nnifs sent you
vr»n each
earh month.
monrh.
units
You must have variety. You will
have with the basic World Library of
4000 selections — something outstanding for every occasion!
Programming should be smart.
World's Continuity Service takes care
of that! You get completely-written
shows — 78 each week — styled by
master showmen . . . ready for the air
as sustaining or sponsored programs.
Why not take this easy way of building better programs right around the
clock.? Get the full story now from:
World Broadcasting System, Inc., 711
Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

LIBRARY

WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
A subsidiary of Decca Records, Inc.
NEW YORK
ROADCASTING
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CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

• WASHINGTON
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SAN ANTONIO
7>fe TEXAS HOTSPOT
550 ON THE DIAL
FULL SCHEDULE
CBS

CIO and GBS 'Salary Increase'
Committee Have Party in N. Y.
ering was Peter Hawley, president
CIO last Tuesday staged a comingof Local 1, UOPWA, and CIO
out party
at NewOffice
Yorkandheadquarters of United
Profes- member of the WLB for two years.
sional Workers of America, Local 1, "There is no pattern to the wage
structure in radio and there can
for
its younginviting
CBS "salary
committee,
a largeincrease"
number be none except through organizaof eligibles from other networks.
tion," Mr. Hawley told the group.
With its membership running "This is your opportunity. You
organize as you see fit. . . .
"well into the hundreds" — and a should
preliminary report on CBS curr.ent The first thing is for you to find
wages already under consideration out the value of your work."
John T. McManus of PM, presiby
the CBS committee
dent of the New York Newspaper
and theits group
parent— organization
set out
to convince "white collar" workers Guild, congratulated CBS employes
of other broadcasting chains that on their salary committee. "I feel
that this group will grow into
they also should organize.
something bigger than just a salary
CIO Hosts
committee, concerned only with
Official hosts at the party were money matters," he said.
members of the CIO Screen PubNext day, Wednesday, the CBS
licists Guild whose president, committee and the CIO came out
with
a four-page leaflet outlining
Harrylem at NBC
Hochfield,
is justsaid:
about"The
the probsame
beforeofthethecommittee. Major worry
group
as it is at the Blue . . . (American- "perspectives"
Blue has already set up a salary seemed to be the postwar shuffle of
committee, rapidly growing in employes and jobs.
membership, according to the CIO)
"How will the staff be rearranged
employes return from the
. . . ofWe're
bill
goodsnotbuttrying
... weto sell
wantyouyoua when
armed service?" the leaflet asked.
"What
provisions have been made
to Peter
be partLyons,
of us." president of the
employes
nowsuch
in war-exRadio Writers Guild, which is not to shift panded
departments
as the
affiliated with either CIO or AFL, Listening Post,
Network Monitor,
said: "The Radio Guild would be etc.? Have we any guarantee that
very happy to see organization of our salary levels — inadequate as
they are during wartime — will not
theA rest
of thespeaker
network atemployes."
featured
the gathbe lowered?"

CampbellSoup Contract
CAMPBELL
Co., Camden,
has signed a five-year contract
with the Masquers Club, whose
membership includes more than 500
name
stars, andfor istime
negotiating
with
the networks
for a weekly
broadcast to start in the fall. Series
Service
and will
will bebe called
based Aton Your
the audience
selection of talent formula so successfully used by Mail Call and
Command Performance, GI shows.
Agency is Ward Wheelock Co.,
Philadelphia.
Eisenhower
(Continued from page 20)
Bill Henry and Bob Wood. MBS
plans to have airport and Pentagon pickups,
description at thepossibly
Capitola atcolor12:15,
and the address to Congress.
In New and
York a atnumber
week's ofend,local
all
networks
stations planned fullest possible
coverage of the city's reception.
Broadcasts
New YorkField,
official welcome ofat the
LaGuardia
9:30 a.m. Tuesday will be heard
on Mutual, WJZ, WEAF, WNEW,
WNYC and probably on either the
CBS network or WABC.
Parade description was tentat for Fred
airingWaring
on NBCProgram
— ^with
the 11-11tively se:30
dedicated to Eisenhower, switching
to and from parade scene.
The City Hall reception at 12
noon was scheduled for network
broadcast by NBC and American.
Mutual's New York outlet, WOR,
was to use the program locally.
Both WMCA and WNYC planned
reception coverage.
Mutual has booked more parade
description from Times Square,
1:15-1:30 p.m., after the group
leaves City Hall to proceed uptown,
with WEAP planning pickups from
the parade route, 1-1:45 p.m.
Next Eisenhower broadcasts
were to be heard on all four networks at 9:30 p.m. from the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel banquet where
the general was to speak.
BBC intends to cover every aspect of the New York welcome.

"Since we let her listen to fVJWs Matinee Merry-Go-Round,
she hasn't threatened to leave!"
TODAY ... in addition to outstanding morning leadership . . . WJW tops all regional stations in Cleveland
ajternoon audiences.
FURTHERMORE . . . this position was achieved four
months ago and has been maintained continuously.
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Most Powerful IndepenileBt
• BroadcastPhiladelphia's
Advertising
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Manager
China
Waller forRundte

AIU

Far Eastern Manager Miles W. Vaughn
Both experienced and expert are the correspondents
covering the quickening indo-Burman and Chinese war
fronts for the United Press. A few of them are pictured
here.
They have, on an average, been reporting news for
some 13 years, and for nine of them have woriced throughout the Far East, from Singapore to Tientsin, from Hong
Kong to Kandy.
As a consequence this U. P. corps knows thoroughly not
only how to get news but understands thoroughly the
special viewpoints and the conditions which underlie the
news in the region.
The dispatches from these correspondents, all news-wise,
all oriented to the Orient, show plainly the benefit of
their double fitness. They form an essential, and every
day more extensive, part of "the world's best coverage
of the world's biggest news."
U. p. Corretpenaent Albert
Ravenholt (above) gels from
Maj. Gen. Claire Chennault an
explanalion of air ladies
against the Japs.
Outside an army headquarters,
John HIavacek, U. P. war reporter inIndia, types a dispatch.

The
Interview to George

...UNITED

PRESS

Thpse Two Stations Provide the Only Full
Coverage of This Rich Pennsylvania Area

BOTH STATIONS ARE SOLO
IN COMBINATION RATE
fOR NETWORK AND SPOT
National Representatives
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Son Francisco

this

is

WOOD

STATION
IN
Chattanooga
CBS
PAUL H.RAYMBR COMPANY
NA TIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

ToWOSU
PROMOTE
mutual
understanding offarmbetter
andO., urban
problems
Columbus,
Is broadcasting
a Monday
half-hour auspices
series presented
under
the
combined
of
Ohio
Farm Bureau Cooperative Assn., Ohio
State Grange,
CIO Aandrepresentative
the Ohio Fed-of
eration of Labor.
each
group participates
in a roundtable
discussion,
Harold
Lancaster,
pastor ofas with
the Rev.
Columbus
Methodist
Church,
moderator.
Homemaker's
Series
HEAD
nurse
In Egypt
one ofof anthe orphanage
tois only
be interviewed
bymanyKay personalities
West, new
women'sland, onprogram
her Friday
Mon-director of KEX Portday through
homemaker's
halffa o u r, "At Home
With Kay
addition
tocharm
theIn
usual
recipes,West".
hints views,
andprogram
inter-on
different
features petdays
peeves
public
servants,of
home planning,
child care, ofintropersonnel duction
and KEX
open
Miss West
housemen andforhomeserviceeconomics
groups.
Missradio
West forhas 14beenyears,In
Pacific
Northwest
doing writing, acting and producing.
Retuiork flccounrs
New Business
MENTHOLATUM
Del.
(Mentholatum),
onCo.,JulyWilmington,
weeks The Mountaineers
on2 starts
39 DonforLee26
Pacific
stations,
Mon.-Wed.-Frl.,
10:3010:45 a.m. Co.,
(PWT).
Thompson
N. Y.Agency: J. Walter
Renewal Accounts
PROCTER
GAIvIBLE
Co.,
Cincinnati,
on July
2 for&soap),
52 weeks
renews
of
Life
(Ivory
Mon.
thru
Fri.Road10:3045 a.m.dan, onM.D. (Crisco
137 NBC & stations;
Joyce
JorDreft),
Mon.
thru
Fri.
a.m. on (Ivory
74 NBCsoap),
stations;
Right10:45-11
to 3Happiness
Mon.
thru
Fri.
:45-4
p.m.
on
136
NBC
stations,
agency:
Compton Mon.
Adv. thru
Inc., Fri.
N. Y.;
Ma
Perkins
3:15-30
p.m.
on(Oxydol),
137 NBC& stations,
agency:
Dancer-Fitzgerald
Sample,
Chicago;
Woman of America (Ivory soap), Mon.
thru Fri.
p.m. on& 130
NBC Pepstations, 3-3:15
agency: Benton
Bowles;
Young's
Family
(Camay),
Mon.
thru perFri.
3:30-45
p.m.
on
79
NBC
tions, agency: Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.staCOLGATE
- PEET,
Jersey3
City,
J.- PALMOLIVE
(tooth powder),
on July
renewsN.manfor
"Theater
Roce on 12652CBSweeks
stations
Tues. of8:30-55
p.m^ Agency: Sherman & Marquette,
PROCTER
Cincinnati
(Lava soap),& onGAMBLE
Aug. 23Co.,
renews
for 52
weeks
"FBI inThurs.
War and8:30-55
Peace"p.m.on (re-86
CBS stations
peat^ 11:30-55 p.m.). Agency: Blow Co.,
PRINCE
MATCHABELLI July
Inc., New forYork52
(perfumes,
weeks renewscosmetics),
The Stradivari 15Orchestra
on
123
CBS
stations
Sun.
Agency: Morse International,2-2:30
N. Y.pm
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET,
Co., July
Jer(Colgaterenews
Tooth Theater
Powder),
3 forsey 52Citymanceweeks
of 8:30Roo
n
126
CBS
stations
Tues.
8:55 p.m.quet e, N. Y.Agency: Sherman & MarPROCrER
& GAMBLE
(Lava Soap),
7 for 52Co.,weeksCincinnati
renews
the
B. I. July
in Peace
on 86
CBS F.stations
Sat.
8:30-8:55and p.m.WarAgencv
LOS
SOAPon July
Co., 2Losrenews
Angeles
B J.
(ScotchANGELES
N. Y.
Co.,cleanser),
Blow
52 weeks
News
byPacific
Frank stations
HemingwayTues.-foron
40
Don
Lee
Thurs.-Sat. 7-7:15 a.m. (PWT). Agencv
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.

Education Series Offered
TRANSCRIBED series of 13 quarterhour dramatic broadcasts titled "Cest
We
Forgetthe— These
depicting
lives ofGreat
famousAmericans"
men been
and
women
in American
history,
has
recordedcraticbyEducation
the toInstitute
be givenfortoDemoradio
stationsning early
throughout
the country
beginin September.
the
10thbroadcast
series,
first
nine
ofThis
whichwillInhavebe47
been
over
461
stations
states and have been distributed by
OWI throughout
Africa. In-M.
stitute is headedEurope
by Dr.and Howard
Lesourd,
of theof Boston
Graduate School.deanBoard
directorsU. Includes
Norman
Corwln,and Lyman
Bryson, Harrison Summers
Paul Lazarsfeld.
Teen Town Salute
RECORDED salute via BBC shortwave
from Brldgebullders.
English
community youth project,
theJacksonville.
Teen Town
Club, wassimilar
groupon toinregular
Fla.,
featured
Monday
evening
half-hour forum
WPDQ Jacksonville
from school
thebroadcast
club.
Theby
centerprogram
for high
students
oncltywide
theute to the
same
returned
the
tribBritish organization.
KSL Service
KSL castSaltthe entire
Lake Summer
City planned
broadMusicto Festival
of the Brigham
Young
U., June
13-18.
which
annually
features
nationally
known artists. Thirteen concerts were
included.
Before
travel
difficulties,
festival attracted
hundreds of visitors, many
ofvia whom
KSL. will be able to hear the series
Views Discussed
NEW series of weekly talks featiorlng
the Rev.stitutWilliam
of thetitled
Ine for AmericanC. Kernan
Democracy,
"Answering
the Dally
June
12, 9:45-10
p.m. onNews",
WEVDstarted
New
York. Mr.pres ed oKernan
discussed views
excolumnists ofn thethe editorial
New Yorkpage
DaUyandNews.by
New Mutual Series
ON June 25 Mutual started a five-weekly
quarter-hour
"Now Program
It Can Beis
Told"
on the program,
full . network.
tovarious
be dramatization
war activities
governmentof agencies,
givingof
facts which have been secret to date.
Program replaces "Curt Massey".
WNBT Baseball
WNBT,tion,NBC'S
New York
television sta-of
30 begins
New YorkJune Giants
homeweekly
gamestelecasts
from the
Polo
Grounds.
WNBT
will
telef the games once continue
weekly from
Yankeecasts oStadium.
Home Nursing
ACCELERATED
course
American
Red
Cross a home
nursingof byhas
been
started
radio adaption
WTAG
Worcester.in Quarter-hour
Friday program
uses stafl" members as student participants.

ARMOUR & Co., Chicago (meat, dairy
products), June 11Hollywood
renewed for
Hedda
on 52142weeks
CBS
stationsHopper's
Mon. 7:15-7:30 p.m.
(West
Coastcy: repeat
8:15-8:30
p.m.
PWT).
Poote, Cone & Beldlng, Chicago.AgenFOLGER
COFFEEforCo.,52 Los
Aug. 9 renews
weeksAngeles,
News onby
FrankcificHemingway
on 40 Don7-7:15
Lee a.m.
Pastations Mon.-Wed.-Frl.
(PWT).
Agency: Raymond R. Morgan
Co.,
Hollywood.
Net Changes
GROVES
Labs.,
St. Louis (Four-Way
cold tablets.
vitamins), on JulyDefender
2 starts multiple
Cliff Edwards
on11:55200a.m.-12
Mutualnoon,
stations
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
replacing
Lanny &
Ginger. Agency: Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
STANDARD
BRANDS
New York
(Tenderleaf tea.
Royal Inc.,
desserts),
July
15 shifted One
Family 7:30-8
on American-Blue Man's
stations, Tues.
p.m.
(with
West
Coast
repeat
7:30-8
p.m.
PWT),
NBC stations.
Sun. 3:30-4
p.m.
Co.,
15. toY.Agency:
(EWT).
J. Walter
Thompson
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ANOTHER

PACKAGE

DEAL

Here's your opportunity to get radio's hottest trio doing 78
of the most popular tunes — many with the sensational Ida
James as vocalist. There are eight sixteen-inch, 33 1/3
rpm, double-faced transcriptions in this album. You can
NOW get these discs at $75.00 for the whole group.
Personal Management
CARLOS GASTEL

,T MY BABY
KNOCK rAE A K.SS

•

joUD POTATO SAtAO

,„,S'U MAKE YOU tAOGH

If 29

SOUTH

WESTERN

«
EW0CHO
, B6SAM

•

AVENUE

^

^OW

• HOLLYWOOD

5, CALIFORNIA

RTPB
Would
Allocation Below 25 mc
Will Be Argued
June 20
IMMEDIATE EXTENSION of
the standard broadcast band to 530
kc was urged by Panel 4, Radio
Technical Planning Board, in a
brief filed last week with the FCC
in connection with allocations below 25 mc [Broadcasting, May
28]. The standard broadcast panel
also urged that the Commission
give serious consideration to inclusion of the 520-kc channel.
Oral argument on allocations
below fore25the mcCommission
will be conducted
en banc be-at
10:30 a. m. Wednesday (June 20)
at the National Museum Auditorium, 10th St. & Constitution
Ave., Washington, locale of most
of the allocations hearings last
fall. The FCC proposes to extend
the standard band to 540 kc.
Signed by Howard S. Frazier,
cliairman, the RTPB brief challenged the Commission statement
in its proposed report that the use
of 520 and 530 kc for standard
broadcasting
would involvewith
"serious
problems of interference
auto
alarms on the international distress frequency, 500 kc."
"A careful review of the record.

Extend
Band
to 530 kc|
neers representing receiver manuupon which the proposed report is
facturers, has "evinced
willingbased, does not reveal any factual
ness to redesign
postwar a receivers
data as to the interference that
include the 530 kc channel in the
might be caused to auto alarms tostandard
broadcast band," accordoperating on the international dising to the Panel 4 brief. t
tress
frequency
of
500
kc,"
said
"Therefore,
since the record in%ithe Panel 4 brief.
cates that manufacturers can and
Time to Prepare
will modify AM receiver design
the inclusion of the 540 kc
Although Panel 4 agreed, as the and
channel necessitates redesign of
report stated,
the not
re- many
receivers, it is respectfully
ceiving sets inthat
use most
todayof are
the Commission reequipped
to the group
530 andurged
520 requested considethat
kc channels,to tune
the RTPB
r its previous decision in rethat in censeviewof existing
of the general
obsolesct to the 530 kc channel," the
receivers, the RTPB sperecommended.
present
time
is
an
"ideal
time
to
Study Problems
prepare for the future expansion
It is probable, according to the
of the standard broadcast band". technical
group, that a thorough
"It is recognized that other serv- study of interference
problems in
icestion areof the
now spectrum
operating between
in the porwith auto alarms and
540 connection
the
use
of
530
kc
broadcasting
and 520 kc and that it might not
be possible to entirely clear this "might indicate that 520 kc can
used for broadcast servspectrum space for broadcast pur- safely
country.ices"beat least
in the interior of the
poses in the near future," said the
RTPB brief. "However, it is respectfully suggested that receivers
The Panel endorsed the FCC proposal with reference to providing
capable of receiving these frequencies can be placed in the hands of channels between 1600-3,000 kc for
the public during the next few relay broadcast service.
Clarification of proposed
years if the Commission now declares its intent of eventually in- ments for studio-transmitter links
cluding these frequencies in the was requested. Panel 4 urged tha
all aural broadcast services be per
standard
Panel 4broadcast
Receiverband."
Committee, mitted to "enjoy the advantages of ^
composed almost entirely of engisuchThefacilities'
proposed
allocCommission's
ation of satellite control
frequent
cies above 1,000 mc on an experi- \^
mental
ment. basis won RTPB endorse- \
Steele Joins Coca Cola
ALFRED N. STEELE, formerly
vice-president of D'Arcy Adv. Co.
has joined the Coca Cola Co. as
vice - president [Broadcasting,
June 11], responsible for coordinating
all merchandising
activities,
including advertising,
sales and sales promotion. Administrative function of the advertising and sales division will
remain under the direct control or
charge.present vice-presidents in
the

Represented By
HEADLEY REED COMPANY
New York : Chicago : Detroit
Atlanta : San Franclico
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Notional Representatives
GEORGE P. HOLIINGBERY CO.
Southeast Representative
HARRY E. CUMMINGS
JAMES M. leGATE, General Manager
5,000 WATTS * 610 KC * NBC
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THE

LOfT

HORIZON

I HERE is no city wall curtailing the 10,000 watt signal of Station CFRB, no lost horizon for advertisers who use this station. Miles from Toronto and its thriving city dwellers are hundreds of towns,
villages and hamlets. To factory, store and office workers in Toronto, to busy farmers up and down
the highways and the back concessions, CFRB has become the friendly voice of entertainment, the
authoritative voice of information.
Seventeen years of service-to-our-listeners have entrenched us in the public heart, and have
established for advertisers this economical and effective means of reaching our far-flung area.

WATTS
SELLING
O F
( 0,000
i—
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Just 5 announcements, 1 daily,
March 19 through 23, brought
1020 requests for a free bar of
. . . ample audience
proof that inthere's
asoapresponsive
the
Quincy
to WTAD.area listening regularly
Acquaint
these loyal
radioandlisteners withvices YOUR
products
serby
using
WTAD.
Mail
counts and audience surveys prove
WTAD holds the dominant position in thisA prosperous
farm market.
letter or wiretownwill
bring
full information
availabilities
... or oncallcurrent
your
nearest Katz office.

Make Parts First,
RMA Recommends
FCC Allocation of FM at Once
Is Urged by Group
NO AUTHORIZATION for radio
set production should be made for
the dio
thirdManufacturers
quarter ofAssn.
1945, board
the Ra-of
directors recommended at its June
13-14 meeting held at the Stevens
Hotel, Chicago. Production of repair parts for radio receivers and
essential communication equipment
in
the
mended. third quarter viras recomAction was taken after Melvin
E. Karns,
WPB industry,
reconversion
officer for the radio
had told
the RMA Committee on Reconversion and Contract Cutbacks that
the industry will be heavily loaded
with war orders during the third
quarter. A. S. Wells, committee
chairman, said the group will keep
abreast of developments and take
whatever action seems advisable in
line with military requirements.
The RMAmediatealso
recommended
imFCC allocation
of FM,
favoring the Alternate No. 1 band
(50-68 mc). This resolution was
presented by Dr. W. R. G. Baker
of General Electric Co., director
of thementRMA
engineering
and chairman
of the departRadio
Technical
Planning
Board.
It
pointed out that similar action had been
taken by other industry groups
[Broadcasting, June 11].

Beville Home on Leave;
Awarded
Bronze Star
LT. COL. H. M. BEVILLE Jr., research manager of NBC until he
entered the service in 1941, has
been awarded the Bronze Star in
recognition
his
work infor
the
Intelligence
sion of the DiviGeneraltached
Staff.to Gen.
AtBradley'squartersheadhe was
active in obtaining
information
from the enemy.
Col. Beville has
Col. Beville returned
to this
country and is at his Douglaston,
Long
on leaveIsland,
from home
his NBCon leave.
post. He is
New Video Station
W2XJT,
experimental
in Jamaica,
L. I., willvideo
beginstation
FCC
tests about July 1, William B. Still,
owner of the station, announced
last week. It will operate on channeldius13,of230-236
covering
a raabout 35 mc,miles.
Equipment,
designed
by
Mr.
Still,
will
eventually include a 600 w (peak) video
and a 150 w audio transmitter, a
steel tower 200 ft. high and studios
for live and motion picture programs. Plans call for extensive experimentation, both technically and
with video programming.

Use WTAD and KGLO
Mason City, Iowa
A Natural Combination
In the Ark-La-Tex area, KWKH
—with its 50,000 watts— is the
No. 1 Medium, with full coverage
and SELLING POWER in this
prosperous market.
^UINCY-(^/ iLinois
//• - ,
930 K.C.

CBS TV Available
To Clients of 5fet
Working Partnersliip Basis
For Testing Visual Medium
CBS is making its television facilities and personnel available to
network clients on a "working
partnership" basis for testing,, deand broadcasting
cial videovelopingprograms.
Plan,commerwhich
becomes effective July 16, was announced today through an illustrated booklet, "Invitation to ExCommercial procedure
Television"ir
Plan is a perimental
three-way
which CBS and advertisers wil
collaborate in creating new tech
niques of commercial television
pretesting the effectiveness of thesi
techniques under carefully con
trolled audience research condi
tions and under
field-testing
efTee
tiveness
actual their
broadcas
conditions. CBS will make n(
charge for time on the air unti
there are enough sets for "measur
able television
and wil
not
charge forcirculation"
reports, analyse
and the like. However, clients wil
be charged $150 an hour for majo
studio
both tofordefray
broadcast
rehearsaluse,time,
a portioan
of
the
cost
of
studio
salaries
an
maintenance.
Seek Answers
The commercial technique ej
periments will seek the answers 1
such questions
as: "Should
mercials
be integrated
into con
prt
grams
or
remain
separate?";
"Ho
can slogans and trade marks 1
adapted to be
television?";
son
programs
completely"Cancomme:
cial?"; "How much rehearsal
needed for a dramatic progran
—Television
for a musical
program?".
Audience
Research CBL
stitute, which for the past si
months has made a series of studi(
involving panels, home interview
and questionnaires, will condu(
experiments
as quantitativein qualitative
analyses. as we
Covering letter from Joseph I
Ream, CBS
vice-president
retary,
describes
this firstandformsemove of CBS toward commerci
television as "the first fully coord
nated step in the production ar
testing of television techniques

DAILY PROGRAMS IN

1,000 Watts

CBS Affiliate
The Kotj ^Aq^ey, Rep.
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CBS

★

5 0,0 0 0 UlflTTS
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
Represented by The Btanham Co.

SOOO WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER HEW.VO"
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COL. WALKER, WSAU,
HEARD ON FORUM
LT. COL. WILLIAM E. WALKER.
president of WSAU Wausau and
WMAM Marinette, Wis., who was
placed on inactive duty to become
assistant to WPB
Chairman J. A.
Krug in May,
participated
Mr. Krug inwith
the
Calvin Bullock
Forum in New
York last Thursday at which an
awardsent edwasto prethe
scientist making
Col. Walker
the greatest
contribution to the plastics
industry,
Col. Walker was commissioned a
captain in the Army shortly after
Pearl Harbor,
attended theMd.,
officers'
school
at Ft. Washington,
and
was assigned to the Adjutant General's office in Washington. There
he was made fiscal and budget officer and defended the War Dept.
appropriation bills before the Senate and House Military Affairs
Committees. For the last 18 months
of service he was in charge of recruiting and training for the secret
intelligence branch of the Office of
Strategic Services.
WISJ Madison was built by Col.
Walker in 1929 and merged the
next year with WIBA which he
managed for 11 years. He also
built WSAU (CBS) in 1937 and
WMAM (NBC) in 1939.

A

PRomoTion

Promotion Personnel
HOWARDdising ST.
JOHN,
of WJZ,former
New merchanYork key
station
of manager
American-Blue,
the
network
sales departmenthastoJoined
work
on program velopment.
salesActing promotion
and deasandliaison
man
betweenments,theMr.program
sales
departJohn will GRABHORN,
work under
supervision ofSt. MURRAY
assistant
can-Blue. general sales manager, AmeriCAPT. DAVID LASLEY, former sales
ofhas American-Blue
ontopromotion
the Industrial
Pacificmanager
Coast,
been
assigned
the
Services
Branch,
War
Dept. BPR.
O. J. REMINGTON, relations
former MinneapoUs-St.
just
releasedPaulfrompublic
the Army, hasmanjoined
WNOX Knoxvllle
as
manager of promotion and public relations.
D.CKYR. Winnipeg,
P. COATS, recently
publicity returned
director toof
that postnadianafter
service
in theonRoyal
Ca-of
A
i
r
Force,
Is
again
leave
absence,
currently
for special
duties
with
the
YMCA
In
Europe.
He
will
cover
YMCA publicity activities In Europe.
LT.
CALVIN
PEPPLER,
RCAP, formerly
ofWinnipeg,
the
publicity
department
of CKY
from England
that
heprisoner
Is on ofhisreports
way
home
war in Germanyafterfor being
a year.a
KENNETH HARRIS, formerly with the
public lrelations
staff of Spartan
Airines, is now publicity
KOMA Oklahoma
City. director of
OWEN ANDERSON
has replacedcontact
BAY
WILSON
as trade publications
ofpartment.
CBS Hollywood press relations de-

FAVOnm

SPOT

^

WFBR Paper
TO
PUBLICIZE
switch is tonowAmerlcaH
Blue,
WFBR
Baltimore
Ing an eight-page
newspaper ofpubllsl]
copies titled
"1300 News".
Is Boccor ]
ducting
three-week
SeventhPaper
contest
for best and
answer
onLoantying-;
favorl'
'
WFBR localprograms
iscontest
also
with
theater
in
a
to
fir
best Baltimore blues singer.
WOR Idea Published
MAILING
"Treasure
Island ,;1
sent
out
bypieceWORtitled
York
promotir
department
year,New IsProfitable
Included
in t!
book "How tolastDevelop
Idea,
by dartboard
Ottolistening
F. Reiss.
"Treasure
Island'
aWOR
whicharea
contained
a
map
with New Yo;
City as the piece
bulls-eye.
It IsInonly
promotion
pictured
the radi!
bi
MBS Calendar
WALL
CALENDAR
showing
day-by-d
highlight
programs withby broadcast
is being distributed
astlr
audience
promotion piece.Mutual
Calendar
topped
by reproduction
of one ofLegeiM
tual's
trade
paper cartoon
reads
on here?ads.
greatest"What's
programgoingactivity
In ...
netwot: o81broadcasting.WHGB
..." Honored
THE
HARRISBURG
Telegra
gaveWHGB
extensive
coverage (Pa.)
to recent
deb '
ofadvertisers
Harrisburg
and
devoted space
tomany
acknovlo<
local
Blue extend
affiliate.best wishes to the n "
edge and
WTOC Retail Relations IN
WTOC
Savannah,
Ga., is druggists
now issulai ,«
mail pieces
to grocers
other
In theand area
productsretailers
being advertised
over coverl
the si ia
WAAT Bookmarks
tion.
APPROXIMATELY 50,000 bookmai ^
promoting
WAAT
New have
Jersey been
"This
New Jersey"
program
tributed
through
New Jersey
llbrarid|dl ir,,jjj
WMPS Service
FIVE-MINUTE
news
summaries
are I'}
Ing lined
by WMPS
Memphis
three
large up
luncheon
as a public
service. groups In Mempll U

Cannon to RCA-Victoi
JOHN Q. CANNON, has resign[E
his
post Attorney
as administrative
to the
General assist£^'
to jcj uiji.
„^
RCA-Victor,
starting July 1,Camden,
the legal N.staff '
where he will work on emploj
management. Mr. Cannon was ch| itjj
law officer with the Civil Servi eacli
Commission before going to \
1943.
Attorney
General's office in Augi

on Pittsburgh dials
since 1919

PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
Cri'iicrnl Muiuiaer
ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Sinlion Director

Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area

ALLEGHENY
A»k for Rate Card 3
L
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lADlO COlSTimES
7TH LOAN SUPPORT
NDIVIDUAL broadcasters connue record-breaking local support
f the Seventh War Loan, accordig to Report 4 of the NAB "Tellig the
tabulationnational
which
oes
not Woi'ld"
include network,
pot and data being compiled by
le Treasury War Finance Division
;adio Section.
Breakdown of coverage by these
iations gives originations as fol)ws: five-minute Sing for the
eventh discs, 3,657 programs;
uarter-hour Treasury Salute discs,
,121 programs; quarter-hour trancribed Music for Millions, 2,997;
'reasury Songs, 50, "Buy, Buy
onds",
10, live
(both
five-minute
iscs)
; 76,560
and transcribed
pots; 1,719 two-minute announcelents; 639 three-minute announcelents; programs — 762 five-minute,
19 ten-minute, 1,514 quarter-hour,
7 20-minute, 40 25-minute, 484
alf-hour, two 35-minute, 32 threeuarter hour, eight 50-minute, 35
ne-hour, 21 li/4-hour, 21 1%-hour,
Pi, two-hour,
15 and 17 and
hours.one each, of 2%,

CBK Kept Cool
DURING a recent break in
the water supply pipeline
from the town of Watrous,
Sask., to the transmitter of
CBK Watrous, CBC 50 kw
station, it was necessary to
use the ice-pack method to
keep the tubes cooled. Just
as ice is given for a headache— -or hangover — so the 50
kw power amplifier 898 type
tube at CBK was treated with
an ice-pack during the water
shortage. CBK staff brought
nearly a ton of ice into the
transmitter to keep the tubes
cooled so that it would not be
necessary to change over to
20 kw operation.

New WLS Business
NEW spot business on WLS Chicago includes five one-minute spots
weekly for 13 weeks for Kerr Glass
Co., Los Angeles, through Raymond
R. Morgan Co., Los Angeles; three
one minute spots weekly, 13 weeks,
for Oshkosh B'Gosh, Oshkosh, Wis.,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago; 25 station breaks weekly for
52 weeks for Gruen Watch Co.,
New WMAQ Accounts
Cincinnati, through McCann-Erick:iNGSBURY BREWERIES Co., son, New York; five one-minute
lanitowoc, Wis., has signed for spots weekly, 13 weeks, for Pure
:30-5:45 p.m. (CWT) on WMAQ Food Co., Mamaroneck, N. Y.
hicago, Monday through Friday, (Herb-Ox), through J. M. Mathes
ffeetive June 18 for 13 weeks. Pro- Inc.,
New York.
ram features Cadets Quartette
nd was placed through Barnes
Idv., Milwaukee. Transcribed fivelinute Lullaby Time, Monday
hrough Friday 11:25-11:30 p.m.
Dr 26 weeks starting July 2 on
l^'MAQ,
has Inc.
been(baby
purchased
Ismond Mills
blankets),by
brough Marschalk & Pratt. Golden
lod Ice Cream Co., Chicago, is
sing seven spots weekly for 52
^eeks effective June 17, through
ioodkind, Joice & Morgan, Chicago.
Vard Baking Co. has signed for
■ve announcements weekly for 13
leeks through J. Walter Thompon Co. John Puhl Products Co.,
hicago (Fleecy White Laundry
ileach), has signed for three aniouncements weekly for 13 weeks
nough Roche, Williams & Cleary,
fective July 2.

850m

ftm

Airport
{Continued
from Act
page 15)
nautics Board, and War and Navy
Depts. Unofficially the NAB is understo d tohave suggested that the
FCC be included with the Army and
Navy in consultations.
One section of the Lea Bill provides that "any public agency having a substantial interest in the
disposition of any application by
the Administrator may file with the
Administrator a memorandum in
support of or in opposition to such
application ; and any such agency
shall be accorded a public hearing
This was interpreted to mean that
upon
the FCCrequest."
could protest the proposed
removal of transmitters and antenna towers to make way for new
airports.
An unusual feature of Mr. Lea's
bill is a nation
provision
thatthe
in condemproceedings
project
sponsor
shall
pay
not
only
the
entire cost of proceedings but also
shall compensate the holders of
condemned property "for any loss
occasioned
thereof".in
Members inofthetheoperation
subcommittee
addition to Chairman Bulwinkle
and Rep. Lea are: Reps. Chapman
(Ky.), Boren (Okla.), Beckworth
(Tex.), Priest (Tenn.), Harless
(Ariz.), Kelley (Pa.), Rogers
(N. Y.), Democrats; Wolverton
(N. J.), Holmes (Mass.), Halleck
(Ind.), Hinshaw (Cal.), Howell
(111.), O'Hara (Minn.), Republicans.

HaduyVmi

5000
WATTS
iope Ma sent us the radio — ,/j
FDF Flint plays luncheon |
DAY AND
NIGHT
usic."
I
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EL PASO, TEXAS

To Reach the People of
JACKSONVILLE
Quickly —
Effectively
USE
WJHP
Represented by
JOHN H. PERRY ASSOCIATES

doejn't mean big
doesn't mean little stations. But it
does mean hand-picked, carefully selected stations that want spot busiabout nessIt.and are willing to do something
meons friendly, cooperative stations
interested in making your advertising
dollars pay dividends.

"Radlo'M Firil Special RtpretentaUv"

^'^& 'CO.'
^
^'John^-BLAIR
^
V
0
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STOCK TRANSFERS
GET FCC APPROVAL
CONSENT was granted by the
FCC last week for acquisition of
KFMB San Diego by Jack 0. Gross,
general manager and half-owner,
through terestpurchase
of other
for $103,857
from 50%0. in-L.
(Ted) Taylor. Mr. Taylor is owner
of KTOK Oklahoma City and
executive general manager of
Howe-Snowden stations KGNC
Amarillo, KFYO Lubbock, KTSA
San Antonio and KGRV Weslaco,
Tex. [Broadcasting, April 24, Feb.
7, 1944]. Mr. Gross, a veteran of
23 years in radio, purchased KFMB
with Mr. Taylor in 1943.
At the same action the Commission granted acquisition of control
of KPHO Phoenix, Ariz., by Rex
Schepp,alsothird-owner
presidentof
and
commercial andmanager
WIRE Indianapolis, through purchase of 21.66% interest (216-2/3
sh) for $17,333 from Central Newspapers Inc., owner of WIRE and
WAOV Vincennes, Ind., headed by
Gene Pulliam. Newspaper group
desired to withdraw interest, according to application, as KPHO
is outside of Indiana and all business interests of the firm are in
that state.

CHIEF ENGINEERS of the Westinghouse Radio Stations held a three
day meeting in Philadelphia, host of which was D. A. Myer, Westing- I
house technical manager. In attendance were (standing 1 to r) T. C,
Kenny, KDKA; I. N. Eney, KYW; Bruce Ratts, WOWO; H. E. Randolfie
WBZA; W. Ellsworth, KYW; and (seated) W. E, Hauser, WBZ; Mr,
Myer; T. T. Ely, KEX.

Bulwinkle Heads House I
WKTS 'COMMANDOS'
AWARDED
HONORS Communications Group ™
SUBCOMMITTEE on communica
WKY
Oklahoma
Women tions
to consider radio legislatiorljj,
Commandos
has wonCity's
the national
award of the Public Utilities Ad- has
been completed
by the
House
Interstate
& Foreign
Commerc^joi
vertising Assn. for best educational
program of the year. It shared the Committee, Chairman Clarence F,
same honor last year with another Lea (D-Cal.) disclosed last week
program, and received honorable Pending before the Committee ii
mention the year before.
the Holmes Bill to amend the Com
Julie Benell is producer-director munications Act. Subcommittet
Wills Nominated
of
the
program,
sponsored
by
the
named by the chairmar
(Continued from page 13)
Oklahoma Natural Gas Co. Many members,
and Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (Dsmiled, told his fellow-Republican of the nation's top military leaders are:
N.
J.),
ranking
minority member
that the new man has a "fine rec- have been presented on the five
ord" and "you two should get along weekly series, and Miss Benell is Reps. Bulwinkle (N. C), chairman fem
Chapman
(Ky.),Harless
Priest (Ariz.),
(Tenn.),Murphj
Sad(Mich.),
Jett, named as an credited with enlistment of more owski
veryCommissioner
well".
(Pa.), Sullivan
(Mo.),
Democrats;
Wolindependent, took the news with WACS than any other civilian.
verton,
Holmes
(Mass.),
Reece
(Tenn.)
Halleck (Ind.), Brown (O.), Leonard W
sadness. "We have lost a good
Hall (ALP-N.
(N. Y.),Y.).Republicans; Marcan- ep
Radio for Veterans
tonio
Commissioner and a good friend,"
he remarked. "Governor Case was RADIO PRODUCTION class of rea good balance wheel on the Comturned veterans at Walter Reed
mis ion— he is a little older than
David H. Blees
Washington, will hear a
most of us and more experienced Hospital,
series of lectures and recordings DAVID HUGHES BLEES, 21
and he served to keep us on an even every two weeks beginning June 21 Hollywood radio actor, and son oi
on Gen. series.
H. H. Arnold's
Army William A. Blees, vice-presideni
Dick Carlson, personnel direc- based
Air Forces
The Fighting
P. Adair, chief engi- AAF, (Saturday, 1:30 p.m. on ofcityYoung
& Rubicam,
died ainheart
thai »?'
keel." tor;neer;George
7 following
Rosel H. Hyde, general coun- American-Blue). The most interest- attack.on June
Knovni professionally as ^
sel; Dorothy Page, secretary to
ing
of
those
recordings
heard
on
Chairman Paul A. Porter, were the series will be played for the David Hughes, youth had appearec
among the first to call on Gov. class, in addition to demonstrations on various network programs anc
Case. All day Wednesday his tele- of wire recorders conducted by Lt. since January 1944 portrayed Dex
phone was busy — friends poured Joseph Brechner of the AAF Radio
into his office, but through it all Unit, headquarters. Soldiers may ter in the weekly CBS Corlist
the man who fought New Deal re- also record their own voices.
and brother
Archer
series.survive.
His father, mothei L'^
form policies with reference to
broadcasting smiled and took it as
a good soldier.
He has no plans after his term
expires June 30, although he will
take a rest before doing anything.
During his 11 years on the Commission Gov. Case became well
versed in all aspects of the communications field, having served
on the broadcast, telephone and
telegraph divisions at the time the
wPJ^ KOHN.
genial ONLY
managerBlue ofNetwork Outlet wiH WFPG
New Jersey's
Commission was organized into
three divisions.
He has often dissented on policy
ALL YFAR^' AV;^MMn 't"*^'y °'' voluminous amount of
For
further defaih on WFPG-write EDDIE KOHN. ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
matters when New Deal reform
measures were up for decision.
For
further offer Mend/y Group Sfoiions. write
With former Commissioner T. A.
•THE FRSv't'^R'ou'^.rs^VEaBE'NvtLE OHIO
M. Craven, now vice-president of
the Cowles Broadcasting Co., Commissioner Case issued a dissenting Ewsry
w;ii>
opinion in the proposed network STEU.ENV,LLE. O.. ATLANTIC CITY. N. J.. WASHINGT a wkhv
ON. PA. KINGSTON N
regulations.
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[ewspaper

Ads, Network

Radio

age groups.
Sinatra butplaced
secondsotain 21-30
age group,
dropped
in each successive group. Listeners
over 60 put him last. Men and women placed all singers in about the
same category,
natra fifth place. women giving SiWhich singer did they enjoy
most? The answer: Crosby 57%;
Tibbett 9%; John McCormack 7%;
Caruso 6%; John Charles Thomas
6%; James
Melton 2%;
5%; Frank Sinatra 5%; others
* * * none 3%.
McGee & Molly Lead
FIBBER McGEE & Molly, Bob
Hope and Walter Winchell in that
order, have the largest audiences
of all evening network radio programs, according to the May 15
Hooper report. Average rating of
all evening programs was 8.0, setsin-use were 25.7, audience 76.7.
Remainder of the top 15 evening
programs are: Radio Theater, Mr.

lompared in Media Analysis
STUDY comparing network ning vdth May. The May report
ii
adio and daily newspapers as na- also contains a pocket piece coverional advertising media wasngpreing all West Coast network proI ented June 13 at a meeti of
grams. Improvements were made
possible
financial support of
he Media Men's Assn. in New the four by
Coast networks.
es
Amerthe
of
auspic
under
If^ork
May report shows an average
:an Assn. of Newspaper Repreentatives. Study was prepared by
rating of 8.6, av:ames Getterman and Paul Titus eveningerageaudience
evening sets-in-use of 33.1,
average
evening
available
audience
apers,
t
the Hears
'[fented
Getterman. and pre- of 76.7-. Average daytime audience
by Mr. newsp
After data showing metropoli- rating is 3.9, average daytime sets! an newspapers have circulation in use is 15.7, average daytime
- utside their home cities and show- available audience is 65.3.
ig how much space could be bought
a newspapers for the cost of radio
Crosby Heads Singers
ime and talent, Mr. Getterman STATEWIDE survey of Minneaposmpared the CAB ratings of the
lis Star-Journal and Tribune shows
5 top programs for the year April
943 to March 1944 with reader- Bing Crosby is tops with all Minnetop advertisetip ratings of 15nuing
Study of
lents in the Conti
lewspaper Readership, showing a
ledian rating of 20.9% for radio
t a cost of $3.84 per thousand
adio homes and a median rating
f 31% for the newspaper ads at
cost of $3.06 in cities of 100,000
r more population and $3.69 for
ities of over 25,000 population.
Local vs. National
He did not stress the fact that
e top rating newspaper ads were
dividual ads. in individual papers,
hereas the radio program ratings
ere national averages placing
lem at a considerable disadintage.
Mr. Getterman said no medium
IS a monoply of public attention,
e praised radio for securing connuity in its use by advertisers and
fged a similar continuity in the
;e of newspaper
I
H= « *space.
*
Hope Tops Pacific
iOB HOPE is the most popular
.rogram with Pacific Coast listen'?s;
McGee &Guild
Molly Players
is secid Fibber
and Screen
lird, according to the May Pacific
itings report of C. E. Hooper Inc.
29% increase in sample size perGENS
AUTRY
its reporting of these ratings on
one-month basis instead of a Gene was a young railroad telegrapher when the
/o-month moving average, begin- late Will Rogers heard him sing and told him
he'd go far in radio. Gene took the advice, met
with plenty of discouragement, and finally landed ajob with KVOO in Tulsa. Overnight he became alocal sensation as "Oklahoma's Singing
Cowboy."
Then came the deluge of offers from larger
stations, the recording companies, and pictures.
Western films were on the decline when Autry
started the musical western. The new formula
MORE
FOR YOUR
promptly gave him top box office ranking, a position he's long held 'as a western film star.
BROADCAST
NEW YORK
ROADCASTING
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MUSIC

District Attorney, Joan DavisJack Haley, Screen Guild Players,
Eddie Cantor, Take It or Leave It,
Abbott and Costello, Bing Crosby
[Frank Morgan substituting],
Frances Langford-Spike Jones,
Burns and Allen, Your Hit Parade,
Truth or Consequences. Composition of the list shows first effects
of the start of the summer lay-off
season, with the vacations of
Charlie McCarthy and Jack Benny,
among others, already begun.
Top Sunday afternoon programs
are John Charles Thomas, William
L, Shirer and World Parade.
WincheU Tops CAB
WALTER
WINCHELL'S
Jergens
Journal Sunday
night broadcasts
on American-Blue received the top
program rating of 21.5 in the CAB
report for May, based on surveys
covering May 5-11 and May 19-25.

OKLAHOMA'S SINGING COWBOY
Gene Autry' s fan mail exceeds that of
any other movie star in the world . . . he
drew a larger crowd in Dublin than any
president Ireland ever had . . . and the
manufacture of an Autry cap pistol kept
an entire town of 7,000 in Ohio going.
THAT SILVER HAIRED
DADDY OF MINE
Voc. 02991
IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE NOW
OK 6274
YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE
I DON'T WANT TO SET
THE WORLD ON FIRE
OK 6434
AAARIA ELENA
OK 6435
AMAPOLA
I WISH ALL MY BABIES
WERE CHILDREN AGAIN
I'M COMIN' HOME, DARLIN'
SWEETHEARTS OR STRANGERS
I'M THINKING TONIGHT
OF MY BLUE EYES
Please refer to your BMI
DISC DATA for the complete
list of BMI-licensed
recorded
by Autry, titles
and
many other great artists,

OK 6461
OK 6567
OK 6648

580 FirTH AVENUE
INC. NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
HOLLYWOOD
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FOR AIR CHECK
SERVICE AS
OTHERS HEAR IT"

Hearings on Ohio
Video Measure Set
Bill Would Place Telecasts in
Same Category as Movies
A BILL introduced in the Ohio
General Assembly, requiring cenby the Dept.
of Educatisorship
on of allreviewtelevised
pictures
will
be considered June 20 by the Senate
Taxation
Committee
of
the
Assembly.
Placing televised pictures in the
same atercensorship
as thefilms, the billcategory
was introduced
by Sen. Lawrence A. Kane (R)
and Sen. Emil A. Bartunek (D).
It is understood the measure is
sponsored
Independent Theater Ownersby oftheOhio.
Opposition was developing rapidly last week among broadcasters,
unions and civic groups.
The measure would require Dept.
of Education review of each televised picture before transmission,
and that scenarios be submitted to
the Dept. of Education. Penalties
would run as high as $1,000.
Broadcasters intend to emphasize
its impracticability as well as illegal aspects. Impossibility of previewing televised pictures of baseballrades
games,and other
politicalevents
speeches,
will pa-be
pointed out. A question of legality
arises because radio signals are in
interstate commerce.

NAB Elects
{Continued from page H)
vice-president and general manager, and Frank M. Russell, NBC
Washington vice-president, in their
posts as NAB network directors.
Revised list of the Board of Directors and Directors-at-Large, incorporating al changes since publication ofthe Broadcasting Yearhook is now as follows:
WOLF, Syracuse, New York
Board of Directors
District
The excellence of the PA hourly
1—
Paul
W.
Morency,
Hartford
five-minute summaries alone is of
2—3— KoUn
Hager,
WGY WTIC
Schenectady
George
D. Arnoux,
Coleman,
WGBI Norfolk
Scranton
sufficient worth to justify the entire
4
—
Campbell
WTAR
cost of PA service.
5—6— F.HoytW. B.Borton,
WQAM
Miami
Wooten,
WREC
Memphis
T. S. Marshall
78—— John
James D. Shouse,VTKZO
V7LW Cincinnati
Ov/ner.
9— land
Leslie E.C. Fetzer,
Johnson, WHBFKalamazoo
Rock Is10—
John
J. GllllnKATEJr., WOW
Omaha
11—
E,
L.
Hayek,
Albert
Lea,
Minn.
available through
12—
William B.B. Campbell,
Way, KVOOWFAA
Tulsa Dallas
13—
Martin
14
—
Hugh
B.
Terry,
KLZ
Denver
PRESS ASSOCIATION, INC. 15—
B.B. Smullin,
1617—— William
William
Ryan, KFIKIEMLos Eureka
Angeles
SORockcfplIrr Plata
Harry
Wash. R. Spence, KXRO Aberdeen,
Directors at Large
Large Stations
J.
Leonard
Relnsch, WSB Atlanta
"THE GREAT s~
J. Harold Ryan,
WSPD Toledo
•Hedium
n
OF iHE NATION T. A. M. Craven, WOLStations
G. Richard Shafto, WISWashington
Colximbia
City
Small Stations
Matthew Bonebrake, KOCY Oklahoma
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster
TRANSCRIPTION
ofthesermons
in SpanW
QOREGON
ish, cordia
and hymns
bychorus
ConAND,
Seminary for
ofLutheran
St.75 Louis,
being
prepared
use
on
CentralIs
itfitsiNiio NAriOHAiir and South American stations. Program
be known
as theby"Lutheran
Ho\ir"
and will
be released
the seminary.
H (T i»wAi» rtTir 4 CO. ir& will
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WRITE-WIRE OR CALL FOR DETAILS

Elliott Roosevelt Inquiry Demandecj
(Continued from page 16)
the President at Warri
the unpaid balance of the loan, telephoned
Springs and that the Presiden
cordially
to Mr.
Hartfor^
$196,000, as a loss from "uncol- "spoke
. . . and thanked him
for this
f avo
notes".
SenatorlectibleO'Daniel
(D-Tex.), who
won his seat through use of radio
In 1935 Elliott was identified
as a flour salesman, assailed what with
to his the
son".Southwest Broadcastinrf
System. The following year he be J
he called
and corruption" underthethe"graft
New Deal.
He al- came vice-president of Hearst R
leged control of radio stations was dio in charge of southwest opera^fcfl
exercised gations,
to "pay
off political
obli- tions and three years later becam^
grant licenses
to friends,
He participated in th' n
punish licensees who failed to president.
of the four southwest Hears|
agree with the New Deal and sale
stations
for
about $750,000. Witl ki
threats were made to take licenses S. W. Richardson
and Charles I
away".
He
predicted
a
full-scale
Roeser,
Fort
Worth oil men, h
investigation would be made.
purchased WACO
Waco anAj,
From Wilmington came the re- KNOW Austin, which became
port
Thursday
that
Gen.
Roosevelt
part
of
the
Texas
State
Networli
had received a total of $33,438 in Mrs. Ruth Googins Roosevelt
the:
1941 in the distribution of the owned KFJZ Fort Worth, whicl
assets of Transcontinental. He had became the key.
held
4,000 ofof stock
the outstanding
10,In late 1939 Mr. Roosevelt par
000 shares
in the venture,
in the formation of th
launched in 1939 to get under way ticipated
Transcontinental BroadlT,
the following year, but which was proposed
casting
System
as a fourth net ev
placed in receivership. A total of work, with Blackett-Sample-Humjoii:
about $70,000 was available for mert as backers. The venture neve
ship.
distribution following the receiver- got under way, however.
About two years ago when El%
Mr. Hartford reported the Peg- liott
was divorced by his secom
ler version was not "the whole wife — now Mrs. Eidson — the set
tlement on the radio properties wa jj
story" but that it was "substan- made.
tially correct".
said he himself
would
not have
made Heit public
and regretted its publication. Mr.
Ewing said that after the loan was CONDITIomi^ GRAM ^
made he asked to see the "trial
balances" of the Texas State oper- FOR GALLUP OTJTLE%
ations. "They were losing money
CONDITIONAL
a neoutlet on 1230grant
kc atof Gallu]
hand over fist," he said. "I didn't local
think they were worth a damn."
N. M., was made by the FCC las
Southwest Deals
week to Rio Grande Broadcastinj
Mr. Ewing recited that in March Co., equal partnership composed o
1939 the late Rep. William I. Siro- Merle H. Tucker, commercial man
vich, of New York, a close friend, ager of KOB Albuquerque, and Ar
had asked him to arrange for El- bert E. Buck, local businessman
liot to meet Mr. Hartford. He reThe memorandum opinion an(
called that Mr. Sirovich told him order
granting the station statec
Elliott wanted to borrow the money that
proposed operation in
to buy into a radio property on volves the
no interference with existing
which he had an option that was or proposed broadcast services anc
about to expire. He said he asked that Gallup receives no primar
service from any existing statioi
Elliottfrom
didn'tradiogo either
toMr. a Sirovich
bank orwhyborrow
day or night. Applican
people. The response was that the stated all necessary major equip
ment for the station Is on hand.
securities
were
"not
bankable"
in
the first instance and that Elliott
Grant is made with regard to th
could not go to radio people be- FCC policy of Jan. 16, 1945, con
cause they were "afraid to make a cerning construction restrictionsj
cations.
with certain technical qualifi
loan
the President's
son". had
Mr. and
Peglerto had
reported Elliott
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ilAWARD OF MERIT is presented
'I o Frank
A. Seitz,
tor of WFAS
Whitemanaging
Plains, N.direcY.,
Y'or
the
station's
efforts
in
naval
||Vecruiting by Chief Petty Officer
'('Harold
Maxey, Plains.
in chargePresentation
of recruit1 ng at White
' vas made during public service
j/eature, Your Program, sponsored
Y>y Westchester Lighting Co.

mHECHTER HEADS
t
MBS ISEWS DEPT.
fOT. COL. A. A. SCHECHTER, relast weektoday
from(June
active18)duty,as
¥tjtvieved
oins Mutual
•i'lirector of news and special events
^Broadcasting, June 4]. Awarded
;he Legion of Merit for his organi^ :ation of press and radio coverage
n the Southwest Pacific, Col.
j'Schechter at Mutual will place spe; tial emphasis on covering the Paj ificCol.war.Schechter was head of news
rrj
|ind special events at NBC, until
[lAugust 1942, when he went into
,[;he Army. Tom Slater, manager of
sports and special
and John
.' vVhitmore,
head ofevents,
the news
divi;ion, will continue in charge of
; heir respective departments. Col.
schechter working with each in a
supervisory capacity.
^
Esso Campaign
^STANDARD OIL Co. of New
Fersey, New York (Esso Market!rs), has started a new copy theme
n its newscasts on 18 stations designed to locate people planning on
nstalling oil heat when equipment
s available. Prospective buyers are
nvited to send names and addressis to Esso in care of the station.
Vlarschalk & Pratt Co., New York,
agency.

HOLIISTER

^

RCTIOnS OF THE FCC
JUNE 8 TO JUNE 15 INCLUSIVE
JUNE 22
Decisions
Docket 6651—
Oral reargument
before
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS Commission
en
posed allocationsbanc
above 25report
mc. of proJUNE 9
23
NEW-1490 kc Southside Virginia WMC MemphisJULY
— License renewal.
Broadcasting
Petersburg,
Granted licenseCorp.,
to cover
CP new Va.sta-—
JULY
24
condi- Fred O. Grimwood, Bloomington,
tions. tion (VfSSV) 250JUNEw unlimited;
—CP
new
standard
station
1490 kc Ind.
100
11
w unlimited.
Evergreen
Broadcasting
Corp.,
Seattle, Wash.plic—ation fPlaced
or CP new InFMpending
station. file apKXL Portland, Radio
Ore.— Same.
Westinghouse
Stations Inc., Applications
JUNE 8
Boston,
Philadelphia
andapplications
Pittsburghfor—
mc Emerson Radio & PhonoPlaced
in
pending
CPs new commercial filetelevision
stations. NEW-100
New station,York500— w,CP FMnewemisdeKHQ KGA
Spokane, Wash.—
Grantedon sion. graph Corp.,velopmental
petition
for continuance
of hearing
license
renewal
applications
now
set
Television
Productions
Inc.,
Los
An6-18-45; continued to 7-18-45.
geles— LicenseChannel
for CP4. new commercial
TV station
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
JUNE 12
JUNE 11
NEW-186-192 mc Metropolitan TeleviNEW-1330 kc Rio Grande Broadcasting
sion Inc.,
New Yorkamended
— CP newto commerCo., Gallup,
N.and M.order
— Adopted
memorancial
TV
station,
request
dum
opinion
granting
CP
new
8 as proposed in reallocation.
standard
ditions. station 250 w unlimited; con- Channel
NEW-48.9
mc
WMLT
Dublin,
Ga.—
new FM station, 5,000 sq. mi. (returned,CP
KPHO sition Phoenix,
Ariz.—
of control
by outstanding
RexGranted
Schepp acquithru incomplete).
purchase
of
21.66%
stock
NEW-1400 kc Mississippi Broadcasting
for $17,333.
Co.,
Macon, Miss.—
Petitionunder
filed FCCfor
consideration
and grant
KFMB San
Diego, byCal. Jack
— Granted
ac- Policy
q
u
i
s
i
t
i
o
n
o
f
control
O.
Gross
1-16-45
of application
for CP new
standard
station
250
w
unlimited.
thru
purchase
50%
outstanding
stock
for $103,857
JUNE 13
kc Orangeburg
mc TVWISNstation,
Milwaukee—
CP
Co,NEW-1450
The Observer
Radio Co, Broadcasting
Orangeburg, newNEW~78-84
commercial
ESR
1111.
S. C.ing— with
Designated
for
consolidated
hearmc Unity
Corp.,
Liina.
O.
application
of Augusta
Broad- — NEW-45.9
CP
new
PM
station,
5,920
sq.
mi.
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
,
Charleston,
S.
C,
applications for new standard station 250 w (returned. Incomplete).
unlimited.
JUNE 14
KEEWcial service
Brownsville,
Tex.— Denied
authorization
for 910spe-kc NEW-WSNJ
N. J.—
CP new
on Bridgeton,
frequency
be selected
250
inestimated
95station
mc cost.
band,
9,900 sq.to mi.,
$35,050
12-1-45.w unlimited for period ending PM
WEXLcenseRoyal
Mich.—ending
Granted
mc
Unity
Corp.,
Lima,
O.—
renewal forOak,period
2-1-47.li- CPNEW-45.9
new FM cost
station,
5,920 sq. mi., $30,900
KXOXcense Sweetwater,
— Granted
(resubmitted).
renewal for periodTex. ending
8-1-46.li- estimated
NEW-1340
kc
Robert
W.
Roundsaville,
WPRA Mayaguez,
P. R.ending
— Granted
Cleveland,
— ^License
to cover CP
for period
5-1-48.li- new
standardTenn.station
(WBAC).
WCKYcense renewal
Cincinnati—
Same.
NEW-49.3
mc John Weslaco,
L. Ware and
KFBI
Wichita,
Kan.—
Same.
NEW-Board
of
Education
of
Newark,
val
N.
Schneringer,
Tex. —Nor-CP
new FM station, 2,200 sq. mi. (returned,
N.educational
J. — Grantedstation,
CP new1 kw,
noncommercial
unlimited. incomplete).
JUNE 15
Fred O. Grimwood,
Bloomington,hearing
Ind.
—onGranted
motion
application for toCP continue
new station now BA^K ADVERTISING
setWMC6-20-45;
continued
to 7-24-45.
BUDGET INCREASED
Memphis
— license
Commisison
own
motion continued
renewalon hearBANKS will spend 14.4% more for
ing now set 6-21-45 to 7-23-45.
advertising in 1945 than in 1944,
Tentative Calendar . . . a survey drawing replies from 256
members of the Financial AdverJUNE 20
tisers Assn. revealed. Their 1945
Docket 6651en— Oral
argument
before
Commission
banc
re
report
of
proadvertising
total $4,442,posed allocations below 25 mc.
000
compared budgets
with $3,883,000
spent
last year.
Of the 256, financial institutions
reporting, 60% said they will spend
more in 1945, 33% reported that
their budget is the same last year
and 7% expect to spend less.
Slated for broadcast advertising
is 13.6 cents of every bank advertising dollar. Newspapers claim
35.4 cents per dollar and other
periodicals, 11.2 cents.

CRYSTAL

CO.

QUARTZ OSCILLATORS SINCE 1927
BROADCASTING
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Fitch Mystery Series
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines, on
Sunday, June 17, started a new
mystery series, 7:30-8 p.m. on NBC,
starring Dick Powell, present
Bandwagon m.c, thus scotching
rumors of other changes. William
Spier will produce the show. L. W.
Ramsey Advertising Agency, Davenport, la., is agency.

I
N
N

TO MAKE SURE of getting the audience of Nova
Scotia's most thickly pop*
ulated area it is hardly
necessary to stress the fact
that the station is
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS.
CO. York
350 MadisonWEED
Avenue,5£ New
Represenlatives
The SfQf -

?«1

mem
SALT LAKE CITY
JOHN BLAIR « CO. National Ron , „^nt:.
for
SMN

DIAL-1050
it'sWATTS
50,000
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— Classified Advertisements —
PAYABLE Wanted
IN ADVANCE
money15corders
only —Count
Minimum
Situation
10c per— Checks
word. Allandothers,
per word.
3 words$1.00.for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
le Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
Help Wanted
First classBlue
engineer
wantedstation.
for 250-watt
Indiana
Network
Permanent Jobtifor
right
man.expected
State full
parc
u
l
a
r
s
a
n
d
salary
letter. Box 399, BROADCASTING.in first
Wanted
— Operator,
first classstorylicense
Immediately.
Send complete
first
letter.
Permanent.
Box 574. BROADCASTING^.
Wanted—
Veteran firstand/or
class license
hold-for
er
for
transmitter
studio
Rocky
1 kw outlet.
educationMountain
and experience.
Box State
661.
BROADCASTING.
Salesman
wanted—
Radio
station
experience and promotional ability required.
Splendidforniaopportunity
In southern
withperienceMutual
afliliate.
Give Caliexand references.
Box
766.
BROADCASTING.
Operatorposition
wanted—with
First class ticket.
Steady
250
watt
southernqualifications
Californiaprogressive
station. salary
State
experience,
requirements. KFXM, San and
Bernardino.
Salesman—
Aggressive
independent
staeastern
market
hascaliber.
openingtionforin major
salesman
of exceptional
Previous
newspaper,
radio
or
advertising agency Allexperience
but Box
not
essential.
replies preferred,
confidential.
767,
5000 BROADCASTING.
watt CBS station in thriving
southern mercialmarket
opening
for comman with hasselling
experience.
good seU.
paying
for
man whoA
can
Writeproposition
Box 768. BROADCASTING.
Engineer— First classSteady
license,
wantedgoodby
southern
position,
opportunitystation.
for advancement
for right
man,
good
salary.
Student
of
ferred. Box 771, BROADCASTING.FM preWGCM,ing for announcer.
Gulfport, INIlssissippi,
Permanent. hasBoxopen772,
BROADCASTING.
Wanteddiate— Transmitter
operator.
Immevacancy
for
first
or
second
class
licensee.
KTFI.
Twinat transmitter
Falls, Idaho.if
.\partment
available
desired. Write
or airmail
F. V. Cox,
Chief Engineer.
."Midwestdiatelynetwork
affiliate
wants
immeyodelers,
noveltv and singers,
western
bandsinstrumentalist
a chance for
network diencebroadcast
and
a
responsive
auwhich relishes
rural Write
rhythmdetails,
and
good American
folktranscription
music.
send
picture
and
care
Box
776. BROADCASTING.
Help
engineersstation
holdinglocated
first
phone wanted—
licenses. 3 Network
m midwest.
Opportunity
for advancement
for
men
qualified.
Reply.
North
Central Broadcasting System. Inc.. 360
N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 1, HI.
Wantedenced— andAnnouncer-copywriter.
Experireliable
with third
ticket
or willingness
to obtain
one. class
Permanent
position
if
you
are
man
for
Job.
ProgresRocky Mountain
station.Idaho.
Send
full sive
details
to KSEI, NBC
Pocatello.
Assistant
chief;andengineer
wanted. Forty
hour
week,
fine
opportunity
advancement
v/lth livepossible
wire Blueworking
Net-for
work affiliate.
conditions.
WOLS,Best Florence,
S. C.
Wanted
— Manwhowithcannewspaper
writing
experience
microphone
work as newscaster.
WKYdo News
Bureau.
Oklahoma City, _Okla,.
WTAX,ate) hasSpringfield,
Illinois (CBS affiliall-aroundpermanent
announcer. position open for
LELAND

POWERS

RADIO and THEATRE
Comprehensive
in Radio and
Annmincing
NewBcasling
AdvertiMng
Script
Writing
Radio
Mutic
Production

2-year course
Theatre Arts
Diction
Acting
Make-Up
Theatre
Television
Voice

HAVEN M. POWERS
25 Evans Woy, Boston 15, Mast.

Wantedat KTSM,
(Cont'd)NBC affilThere'siate inHelp
anEl opening
Paso, Texas,
for an industrious,
reliable
announcer.
We're the
dominant station in our community
(see
our
Hooper)
and
we're
chooseya
aboutopportunity
who works atforKTSM
us, but
there's
real
for the
right
man.
if you'd southwest,
like to live
the
colorfulSo,healthful
workin with
congenial
people,
for a plans,
15 yearsendold comstation
with
big
postwar
plete ce
information about
on
!yourself at
Licensed Apply
transmitter
operator
for 50 kw
station.
Chief
Engineer.
Corpus Christi. Texas.KWBU.
Production
manager,
of handlingWonderful
continuity
scriptscapable
and fivecommeropportunities
thousandcials.
watt
Rocky
Mountain
station.
eran preferred, but not essential. VetBox
773, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
all aroundstation
announcer
for
progressive
Mutual
with
big
operation.
Fees
in
addition
to
salary
with
postwar
opportunityandforletter
good earning.
Send transcription
Houston,
Texas.to KTHT,
Wantedtrol —boardAnnouncer
famUiar
with con-40
and turntable technique.
hour week
plus
overtime,J. Morey,
good opportunity.
Write
to
Gerald
New
London, Connecticut. BoxWNLC.
777,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
wanted
by
local
Blue
Networkgenial
station.organization.
LocationWrite
Virginia:
Box con778,
BROADCASTING.
Need
a
man
with
first
class
license
who
can
announce.
MBS
afliliate.
Call,
wire
orGeneral
write Manager,
telling allKHAS,
to Duane
L. Watts,
Hastings,
Nebr.
Situations Wanted
Operator —Box
First740,classBROADCASTING.
desires permanent
position.
Operator —atFirsta New
class,York
desiresstation.
temporary
position
Box
741, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
—
Broader
horizon.
Nine
years'
network and top agency experience in
spot tics.
radio,Thoroughcontracts,
budgets,
statisknowledge
station
rates
and
coverage.
Fully
qualified
forChicago
time
buying
and
related
operations.
home owner but will consider other
city.
Present
connection
advised
of
this
ad. Box 755.
BROADCASTING.
Manager
or sales
manager with proven
program
ideas and know-how
build
responsive
salesto outlet
manager 50.000audiences.
watt
majorNow
market
but
desirous
of
move
to
smaller
city
where real
opportunity
exists.
national
anddepartmental
retail sales —activities.
familiar Know
with
all
station
Past
recordprovide
best references
recommendation
also
can
fromto doall but
previous
employers.
Opportunity
real 757,
Job
more
important
than
security.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
at liberty, 1 middle
year experience,
draft
Atlantic
eastern exempt,
station. prefer
Box 758, BROADCASTING^
Sales tionmanager
—
4
years
with
same
stadesires change. Box 759, BROADCASTING.
•
Chief siresengineer
of onea chief
kw station
de-is
positionMarried,
where
appreciated.
soberexperience.
andengineer
reliable.
Design
and
installation
Box
760, BROADCASTING.
Production
— Man announcer-actor,
newsroomteamcopywriter.
background;
wife qualified
publicist,
Programming
experience. Box 761, BROADCASTING.
ENGINEERS
Prominent midwestern manufacturer
of radio transmitting equipment is
looking for two graduate engineers for development work in
AM and FM transmitters. Starting
salary good and future for advancement excellent.
BOX 763, BROADCASTiyc

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Programducer. Fifteen
manager-director-writer-proyears experience 50 kw
station mUiarand
network.
fawith
allincluding
phases ofThoroughly
programming
production
working
knowledge of television. good
Well equipped
to handle personnel
and responsibilities. Excelproblems
eworker
nt public with
relations
record. tiConscientious
inia
t
i
v
e
a
n
d
orginality.
Age
40,
married.
Personaltance,interview,
depending
upon July
discan
be
arranged.
Available
16th. Box 762, BROADCASTING.
Discharged
serviceman
—middlewest
First classpre-liemployed,
ferred. cense,
Box now764,
BROADCASTING.
Stationagingmanager.
Now successf\ally
mansoutherngreater
regional.
Wants connectionexperience.
offering
opportunity.
Ten
years
Qualified
all
phases
station
administration. Excellent record.
CASTING^
References.
Interview. Box 765, BROADWoman
continuity(capable
writer — ofYearhandling
and a
half experience
woman's
program)
desires
permanent
position
medium size station. Box with
769. small,
BROADCASTING.
Discharged veteran, 3 years experience
announcing,
newscasting
position with station offering desires
me postwar
futiu-e. Available immediately. Box 770.
BROADCASTING.
News workmanager
July 1. Netlocal— Available
station experience
for
15 years. andExcellent
director
and
newscaster
who tocanwriter,
really
do Street,
a Job.
Write
or
wire
5980
Yucca
Hollywood. Calif.
Announcer — Girl, but good. Can write.
Know
Spanish.
Prefer west. Salary
es ary but insignificant.
Box nec774,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer-newscaster
permanent
staff position and
5 to personal
50 kw.for
station.
references.GoodBoxprofessional
775, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director. Army discharge. Age 28. Operatewith"board"
and
write
5 kw CBS
outlet. copy.
Box At779,present
BROADCASTING.
Station
managers
—
Is
your
station
down, minus the pep and energy run
you
want? less?
Is your
productionrelief.
logy and
listHere's amazing
Starting
Sept.can15, getfor a less
than you'd
imagine,
you
production
manager
who
isyourcapable
of and
putting
a highs
new
touch
tempo,
new
in yourin
hooper,
a
man
who
is
able
to
produce,
direct,
write Forand further
emcee to your stations
advantage.
without
CASTING^
obligation,
write to Boxdetails,
780, BROADProduction
announcer,
fifteen
yearsmanager,
radio,
with supervision
CBS, emcee,
NBC,
MBS affiliates.
No ten
writing,
only.
Married,
4F,
thirty-six,
prefer
Florida,
west
coast,
references,
voice
CASTING.
recording on request. Box 782, BROA.DWanted to Buy
Wanted—
Two
CB-7
CA
ST
IN
G.
chassis or equal. Gates
Cash. Box
756, ttirntable
BROADWill purchase
station
or controlling
Any size,BROADCASTING.
any location.
Confiden-intial. Boxterest. 781,
For Sale
For Sale — reproducers,
Four Western including
Electric lateralvertical
arms,
T-brackets,producerrepeat
colls,
switches.
Re-in
heads,
type
9-A,
never
used,
original
sealed
cartons.
Priced $180.00to per
complete
set.
A
real
opportunity
immediate
delivery
equip-get7.
Oreg. ment. KALE.
Inc., ofBoxfirst31,grade
Portland
Miscellaneous
Radio towers—
2, 125' erect
self supporting
riveted
towers.
anywhere.
Daniel
& SonWill
Ave., So.Marr
Boston,
Mass.Co., 384 Dorchester
NETWORK SALESMAN
Capable, experienced men wanted
for new streamlined transcontinental network for New York, Chicago
and Hollywood offices. Do not
Give complete qualifications
inphone.
first letter.
ABC NETWORK
500 Keeler Bldg.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

'No Greater Love'
UNTIL larger quarters can
be
the staffInd.,of
WGLprovided,
Fort Wayne,
bought recently from Westinghouse
by Farnsworth
Radio & Television
Corp., manages to work under probably
the most cramped conditions
in the history of broadcastly ing.18 XIn a 28space
ft. inapproximatewhat was
formerly a recreational room
for announcers, both the
business office and announcing
staff function. Besides 14
desks, the room contains
eight file cabinets, a mimeomachine, a large
cabi-a
net forgraph
phonograph
records,
stationery and supply cabinet,
telephone switchboard and
teletype. As many as 20 people work harmoniously in this
room. "Only a great love for
radio and a promise of new
spaciouscausequarters
would
such a could
friendlyor
spirit to pervade this peopled
room," says Frank V. Webb,
WGL general manager.

WCBW Adds Space
WCBW, CBS television station, ha[i}
added 3,000 square feet of floe ['I
space
quarters inNew
the Grari
Centralto itsTerminal,
Yorl„
bringing
the
total
to
25,000
squar I
feet for studios, offices, workshop
and storage. New space, on th second floor, comprises two sections 1(
one to be used for video researc
and as a viewing room accommc
dating 20 persons, the other fo
carpentry
The present
floor spaceshops.
is being
revampedthir ~
We Are Looking For Men To
Operate Our New Branch Offices
We er,areof Radio
an old, well-known manufacturabout to open Transmit'ing
branch officesEquipment,
in New i
York
City
and man
on theto West
Coast. Weof
need
a
good
these offices. He must beoperate
able to each
contact
stations intelligently, know broadcasting
methods and problems, and discuss
equipment from a technical standpoint.
There's a wonderful opportunity for the
right details
man. Areof you
one of them?
Give
full
experience,
age, background, salary needs, etc., in first letter.
BOX 749, BROADCASTING iL
74e SCHOOL <^
RADIO TECHNIQUEii
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
America's Oldest School Devoted
Exclusively to Radio Broadcasting
Comprehensive Day and Evening
Courses in all phases of Radio
Broadcasting
by Network
Professionals. taught
Moderate
rates.
For Full Details, Request BooUal 1.

PBOFESSIOI^AL

pmicm
'NnmiE

WER

For Harco Radio
1ST8&MEI1S
Revocation of Order M-126
permits manufacturing from
surplus inventories. We have
adequate
make
. . . surplus stocks to
IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENTS

^tfh radio experience
or recorded program
-ted fo hl r
nutntfon. Our exTo
pert
yi^ority Ulks. infer,
v/ews and dramatiza.
P^on-p
vWefd
^WCompfefesc
audabl
itie oncosfor
^r reason
sample recording
for
P'f
progati
Jidon.
^d
^'iyba
houcfe
f obli

HARCO
CO. INC.
ELIZABETH 4, NEW JERSEY

DIRECTORY

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
taMngten, Kontos
D. C.City. Mo.
HoMywoed. Col.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ava., Wash. 5, 0. C
District T640
(Snbj. to Gov't Ke«.)

MORE RF KILOWAH HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMiniNG TUBES
reeland & Olschner Products, Inc.
1 1 Baronne St., New OrUant 1 3, la.
Raymond 4756
ligh Power Tube Speciotisti Exelinivelv

SOUND EFFECTS
Largest
selectionMAJOR
of soundRECORDS.
effects
in
existence.
Realistic Write
and Complete.
for catalog
THOMAS .1. VALENTINO INC.
Transcription]
Specialized
Recordings
1600 Broadway N.Y. 19, Circle
6-4675

The
Robert L. Kaufman
Organization
Teehnieal
Uaintenanea,
CoBStraetioo
Saperrision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices

^ SOUND EFFECT RECORDS ^
GEMRETT'SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200Basicffrite
Individual
SoundContoining
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSOIV
67 W. 44th St. New York, N. Y.

'OEARiD TO AM^M EXPANSION-

PAUL 600LEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

SCHEDULING TWICE WEEKLY
Writes Bill HUNT, wsfa
THE SHADOW
Available locally on transcription— see C MICHELSON, 67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.
HECTOR R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VICTORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg. District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Coniultants
Frequency Monitering
Csmmoieiol Rodio Eqaip. D.Co.O.
•• 331
Oregorrof Boulevard,
CrossE. Roads
the World. Eanaas
Hollrwood,Oltjr.OallfUo. .

Fn€QU€MGY MEASURING
S€K¥IC€
Exact Measurements ' of ony time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
$4 Broad Street New Yerk 4, N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin EnglnooriiHI
Eiirle Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

Catalog mailed on request

SERVICE

Ah Organization
of
Jansky
& Bailey
Qualified
Radio TOEngineers
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NaUonal Pren Bld«., Wash., D.~&

DIRECTORY

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C
Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 l4thSt.N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.
Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
Consulting Radio Bngim—i
Hilltop Drive Siraliord, Conn.
HERBERT L.WILSON
and associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
am fm television facsimile
1018 VERMONT Ave., , 7161
Washington 5, O.C.

ANDREW
CO.
Ctnsttlting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St. CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
1469 Church St.,ASSOCIATE
N.W..
Decatur 1234 n 9, D. C.
J. D. Woodward & Associates
Manufacturer*
of Radio
Tranamitters and Industrial
Electronio
Baltimore,
Maryland
Equipment
Water & Frederick Sts. - Saratoga 8535
LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • Dlttrlct 821 S
Washington 4, D. C.
AAAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
NafI Press BIdg. Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7362 • Glebo 588*
WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. WASH.. D. C
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127
HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 BriarclifF PL, N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

People
At

Deadline

PEACE TABLE PROTECTION
NEEDED, SAYS WHEELER
AMERICAN communications must be "proat the peace, chairman
table", Sen.
Wheelertected(D-Mont.)
of theBurton
InterstateK.
Commerce Committee, declared Frid^.y on his
return with a Senate subcommittee and FCC
Chairman Paul A. Porter from a month's tour
of Europe. The committee will report directly
to President Truman.
Mr. Porter returned sporting new hornrimmed glasses, his rimless spectacles having
become a casualty on a jeep trip in the ETO.
In the party, which left Washington May 14
and returned June 14, were, besides Chairmen
Wheeler and Porter: Sens. McFarland (DAriz.), Hawkes (R-N.J.) and Capehart (RInd.) ; Ed Craney, head of KGIR Butte, Mont
and the Z-Bar Network, who was Sen. Wheel
er's
technical
adviser;
Rear Communications
Adm. Joseph R
Redman,
director
of Naval
his aide, Comdr. Henry Williams Jr.; Maj. Gen
Frank E. Stoner, chief, Army Communications
Service, Signal Corps; Maj. Joseph J. Smetana,
control officer, Army Communications Service;
Lt. Edward Cooper, secretary of the Senate
subcommittee on international communications.
COCA COLA GETS SUNDAY
NIGHT FOR BAND SERIES
ON JULY 15, Double or Nothing moves to
Sunday night 9:30-10 p.m. on Mutual, clearing the way for
Victoyy
of Spotlight
BandsCocato Cola's
take over
the Parade
Friday
night Mutual spot, 9:30-10 p.m. Cedric FosSunday night
9:30-9:45
p.m., ter's
sponsored
on news
MBS program,
by the Employers
Group, Boston, on July 8 goes into 6:30-6:45
p.m. spot which Upton Close vacates July 1.
Dorothy
Thompson's
news broadcast,
p.m. Sunday,
MBS, concluded
yesterday 9:45-10
(June
17) with expiration of her contract with Trimount Clothing Co., New York.
The Coca Cola program goes to Mutual June
18, 9:30-10 p.m., Mondays and Wednesdays,
with Friday spot added July 15 following the
shift of Double or Nothing, sponsored by
Pharmaco Inc., Newark, for Feenamint. Agency for Pharmaco is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York; for Coca Cola, D'Arcy Adv. Co.
COSGROVE REELECTED
AT RMA BOARD MEETING
RADIO MANUFACTURERS ASSN. reelected as president R. C. Cosgrove, vice-president
of Crosley Corp., at conclusion of two-day
meeting in Chicago (story on page 68). Three
vice-presidents and ten retiring directors were
also reelected. Two new vice-presidents are M.
P. Balcom, of Sylvania Electric Products, Emporium, Pa., and George Lewis, of Federal
Telephone & Radio Corp., New York. New director is H. J. Hoffman, Machlett Labs., Norwalk. Conn.
Mr. Cosgrove wired OPA Administrator
Chester Bowles on behalf of the RMA asking
that a price policy on household radio sets and
equipment be set up. RMA directors adopted a
resolution calling attention to 25th anniversary of radio this year and authorizing RMA
Advertising Committee to prepare tribute to
industry for presentation later this year to the
NAB. Mr. Cosgrove predicted all restrictions
on civilian radio production, except priorities
to insure full war production, would be lifted
about Oct. 1 by WPB. He saw danger of industry overproduction.
Page 78 • June 18, 1945
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COMPROMISE IS REACHED
ON ILLINOIS LIBEL BILL
AMENDED version of Illinois criminal libel
bill, acceptable to WGN as well as downstate
stations, was reported favorably late last week
by theture.Senate
Legisla-by
Original Judiciary
bill, lackingCommittee
protectionof asked
stations, is in House on second reading. House
as a rule accepts Senate amendments when
there are parallel bills (H-349, S-235).
Compromise bill providing year in jail and
$500 fine upon libel conviction now protects
independent stations against ad lib remarks;
protects network outlets from network programs since they have no way of knowing
what's
coming;
protects
stations
speeches
by political
candidates
whenagainst
they
can't censor.
Leslie C. Johnson, general manager of
WHBF Rock Island and NAB board member,
represented 16 downstate stations in working
out compromise.
Closed Circuit
{Continued from page U)
sion last week. Understood Paul F. Peter,
NAB research head, is to take an executive
post in the organization, title yet to be determined [Broadcasting, June 11]. Barry Rumple of NBC moves into the NAB research job
June 30. Meanwhile, possibility that John
Churchill of CBS will become a BMB executive isnot to be ruled out. At all events, it was
clear Mr. Peter is moving out of NAB and
Mr. Rumple is moving in. Sheldon R. Coons,
RCA-NBC business consultant who also supervised NAB Retail Sales Promotion plan, is
trying to recruit successor for Mr. Rumple.
Hugh Feltis, BMB president, and J. Harold
Ryan, NAB president, were in a huddle last
weekend.

BROADCASTERS working with FCC on preclear channel hearing surveys are alarmed
over nature of questions on rural radio coverquestionnair
e prepared
Bureauage. It's
of alleged
Agricultural
Economics
of Dept. byof
Agriculture is "loaded" to show there's something wrong with rural coverage. Entire
project is supposed to be secret and questions
are to be put on interview rather than mail
basis. Cancellation
of National
& How.e
Hour last year has caused deep Farm
resentment in
official farm quarters where contention
is that
farm talks rather than top rated comedy
shows are preferred. Regular audience surveys, however, show rural and urban radio
tastes practically identical.
ANOTHER McGEE
JIM and Marian Jordan (Fibber McGee
and Molly) on Friday denied any connection with a scheme to collect dimes
for the purchase of Bonds for "GI Joe
McGee". form letter, apparently widely
circulated,A has
asked recipients to "send
a dime to Fibber McGee at Worcester
,
Mass.",
the for
money
to beMcGee
used (no
"to relabuy
War Bonds
GI Joe
tion) who recently got out of
after
being sentenced to two years jail
for slapping some arrogant German prisoners."

CAPT. HARRY C. BUTCHER, USNR, nava
aide to Gen. Eisenhower, was among 26 SHAEl
officers awarded the Bronze Star in Paris las
Friday. Capt. Butcher, former CBS Washing
ton vice-president, was to return to Wash
ington
today(See(June
entourage.
story18)pagewith20.)the Eisenhowe
JAMES L. McDOWELL, for 10 years a mem
ber of the FCC Law Dept., has resigned t
become public relations director of KPRO Riv
erside, Cal., effective July 1.
MYRON GOLDEN, assistant continuity edito
of NBC central division, Chicago, on June 2
becomes script editor of Grant Adv., Chicagc
CROSLEY-WLW
(Continued from pageSALE
i)
ing radios as well as phonographs. In 1928 h
acquired WSAI, sold a year ago to Marshal
Field for $550,000.
Meanwhile the corporation expanded int
the manufacture of refrigerators, home elec
trical Itiappliances,
and homebecame
air-conditionin
units.
1938 the company
the Crosle
Corp., and
dropping
wordlater"radio"
name,
a shortthetime
Crosleyfrombegait
the manufacture of midget two-cylinder can
Whether the automotive operations are ir
eluded in the current transaction was not re
vealed. It is known, however, that Mr. Crosle
always has aspired to produce a low-price
passenger car, having experimented in tha
field more than two decades ago. Mr. Crosle
purchased the Cincinnati Reds of the Nations
League in 1934 and has since been presiden
of the Cincinnati Baseball Club.
Emanuel Controlled
Aviation Corp., formed in 1929, has bee:
controlled by Mr. Emanuel for about 10 year
Its net profits on manufacturing operation
totalled more than $3,000,000 last year.
Manufacturing units of Aviation Corp. in
elude Lycoming Division, Williamsport, Pa.
American Propeller Corp., Toledo, wholl
owned subsidiary; Republic Aircraft Product
Division, Detroit; Northern Aircraft Product
Division,
Toledo, and Spencer Heating iDiv:
sion,
Williamsport.
Associated companies are Consolidated Vul
tee
29.6% ofCorp.,
common
NewAircraft
York Corp.,
Shipbuilding
59.3%stock
founder stock, equivalent to 20.7% of tota
equity ofstock;
American
60.8%
common
stock. Central Mfg. Corp
Investments include American Airlines
24.1% of common stock; Pan American Air
ways Corp., 9.2% of common stock, and Roose
velt Field Inc., 20% of common stock.
Products manufactured by Aviation Corr
include four-engine bombers, other airplan
models, cruisers, aircraft carriers, aircraft en
gines, propeller blades, jeep and truck bodies
wing sections, aircraft sections for other manu
facturers,
precision parts and other special
ized
war materials.
Last Feb. 1 Mr. Emanuel became chairmai
of the board and the presidency was assumec
by Irving B. Babcock, formerly vice-presiden:
of General Motors Corp., president of Yellow
Truck & Coach Mfg. Co. and other automotiv(
operations. Mr. Emanuel, however, continuec
as chief executive officer. Other officers of th
company include William F. Wise, executive
vice-president; L. I. Hartmeyer, vice-president;
Bert Conway, vice-president, manufacturing;
Ira
J. Snader,
vice-president,
and W. A.
Mogensen,
vice-president
and labor;
treasurer.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

ADVERTISING MUST PACE PROGRESS

How
Advertising

Helped

Employment
After Procter & Gamble began its uninterrupted advert
of Ivory Soap in 1882, it became apparent consistent advertising
produces consistent sales. This knowledge, later applied to the
Company's
other advertised
rev
marketing policies,
and was brands,
followedbrought
in 192;?about
by aa Guaranteed
Employment Plan-. Procter & Gamble's regular hourly-wage employe s are guaranteed
a minimum
48 weeks'
employment
per
year. Ivory
Soap offers one
of the firstof and
most notable
examples
of the stabilizing influence of advertising on our social order.

\n

the DISTRIBUTION

advertising

must

again

4FTER
FTER Victory comes the Distribution Decade. And with
IpA this
....^ era will come responsibilities and opportunities
enty for Advertising
There will be ample manpower, money, materials and production facilities to produce goods. There will be purchasing
power to consume them. But on Advertising will rest a large
measure of the burden of quickening the flow of merchandise
between producer and consumer,
if we are to avoid widespread
and disastrous unemployment.

be

DECADE

a stabilizing

NATION'S

MOST

1

Doing a straight "selling" job will not be enough. Advertising must not only create demands, but it must also help
stabilize our economy by regulating these demands to meet
our national production potentials.
Agency men with an eye to the future are working out
plans for the Distribution Decade — now. So are we
here at the Nation's Station. When the time comes, we will
have much of interest to tell you
of the great 4-State market that
is WLW-land.

ION or THE CROStfy COBPORAT/ON
THE

force

M E R C H A N D I S E - A B L E STATION

RCA radio-relay towers— like those phantomed above— will leap the hurdle of distance in post-t

Coasf'fo-Coasf

televisi

Television. . • titrougli ^^RadiO'Relay

For a long time it looked as though post-war television might be confined to local stations. Only
persons within a fifty-mile radius of New York,
for example, would see the important television
broadcasts from NBC's pioneer station WNBT,
atop the Empire State Building.
That was because the ultra-short waves that
carry television do not bend with the curvature
of the earth. They go straight out to the horizon
-and then keep on going into the sky.
But today, television's big handicap of short
range has been completely overcome — by RCA
scientists, engineers and their associates.

The radio-relay was developed— a tower that
"bounces" television programs to the next tower
30 to 50 miles away. Through a network of these
automatic, unattended, radio-relays, coast-tocoast television is made practical.
This is but one more example of how RCA research
constantly "makes
thingsproducts.
better." Such research isreflected
in all RCA
And when you buy a television set, or radiophonograph, or anything made by RCA, you enaunique
it's an
RCA joy you
can bepride
sure ofit ownership.
is one of the For
finestif instruments ofits kind that science has achieved.

RAD

to

C. W. Hansell, RCA specialist in trans
mitters and relays, is shown here witi
a brand-new, enlarged radio-relay
fleeter that can "bounce" radio mes
sages, radiophotos and Frequer
Modulation
programstelevision
— all at! the sam
time
that it relays

CORRORATtOM
af AMERtC
PIONEERS
IN PROGRESS

RED

Yfatch

IN

DAY

LETTER

for
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TIME"
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of

RICHMOND
VIRGINIA

Tom

BEST

RADIO

Tinsley, President

FIRST-WRITE!

TO

Midwest Millions, 12 noon is not just dinner time —
it's Dinnerbell Time, as well. For many, this WLS
listening habit began 21 years ago, when Dinnerbell took the
air, April 28, 1924.

An institution at State Fairs in Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Dinnerbell Time makes almost as many personal
appearances as the WLS National Bam Dance. With Director
Arthur C. Page, Dinnerbell had much to do with winning
for WLS this year's ^500 Gold Medal award of the National

Board of Fire Underwriters for outstanding public service ii
fire prevention.
Volumes more could be said; space permits only this. WL5
Dinnerbell Time enters Midwest American homes as an Oh
Friend. Dinnerbell, WLS National Bam Dance, Little Browr
Church, WLS Feature Foods— they're all Old Friends to oui
million-letter-a-year audience. To you, this means an adver
tising medium with the long-established confidence of it:
whole audience; a confidence that brings active response tc
your message. WLS GETS RESULTS I

MANAGEMENT AFFIUATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK, kOY PHOENIX * KTUC TUCSON * KSUN B.SBEE-LOWELL-DOUGl J

MINNESOTANS
WOULD

KEEP

RADIO

SETS
THIS NEWSPAPER
POLL PROVES IT!

Through the years, the great
national networks have brought
all that is fine to the folks
in Minnesota. They've become
used to choosing between
Lawrence Tibbett and Frank Sinatra;
between the Boston Symphony and
the National Barn Dance; between
Town Meeting and American Forum.
With care, the seven Twin City stations
have built their programs too. And now a metropolitan

newspaper brings proof, through a state- wide survey, that the people
of Minnesota appreciate their radios! — even to the exclusion of telephones!
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Circuit

DON'T EXPECT Aviation Corp., which is purchasing Crosley-WLW (see lead story this
issue), to stop with its acquisition of Cincinnati
station and WINS New York, contracted for
sale to Crosley. Victor Emanuel, enterprising
tycoon of multi-million dollar concern, may
have other radio plans, even extending to network proportions. One of his close advisers,
well-known in radio, is dapper ex-Mississippian
George Allen, who also is a top White House
adviser.
HERE'S THE politico-scuttlebutt on the Willsfor-Case
on the FCC,
what it's wanted
worth:
DemocraticswapChairman
Bob forHannegan
an ex-Missouri Congressman named to the FCC
post filled recently by Charles Denny, who had
the unqualified support of FCC Chairman Paul
Porter. Despite their known personal and professional friendship, Chairman Bob wanted to
teach Chairman Paul and all and sundry a
patronage lesson. Chairman Paul supported
Gov. Case'sBob reappointment.
Chairman
figured perhaps Besides,
he could astute
show
Republican disunity by getting a change, since
Gov. Case had ranking Republican support,
while Gov. Wills had only Sen. Austin from his
state. So far it has worked, with Gov. Case the
unhappy victim of power politics. But repercussions may come on Wills confirmation,
though
fumation.there is little doubt about ultimate conWHEN FORMER Assistant President James F.
Byrnes assumes the State Secretaryship (and
it's no tribulonger
rumor), radio
will conte atop-flightidlebroadcaster
to international
diplomacy. Walter J. Brown, manager and part
owner of WSPA Spartanburg, for years has
been .Justice Byrnes' right-hand bower. Mr.
Brown, a reformed ace Washington correpondent, wil new
returnCabinet
to themember.
Capital Heas top
sistant tosthe
was as-at
Justice Byrnes' elbow during his tenure as "Assistant
President"
headquarters inthe
Eastunder
Wing FDR,
of theandWhitehad House.
WONDER WHAT will happen to those elaborate radio studios and facilities in new Interior Dept. building when Honest Harold Ickes
I S turned to grass? Secretary Ickes always had
a suppressed ambition to run a Government
network and once was sold on a super-power
( hain owned by Uncle Sam, plan for which had
"germinated in old Office of Education. .Studio
layout, it was thought then, was designed for
that ambitious but frustrated project. FDR
wouldn't
for it. But Hairbreadth Harry
must have.stand
had hopes.
DON'T
PUT your
on James
Fly, erstwhile
FCC money
chairman,
to win Lawrence
the NAB
presidency handicap. He has had conversations
with T. A. M. Craven, NAB presidential committee chairman, but Comdr. Craven is talking
to lots of people these days.
WHEN MILTON S. EISENHOWER, kid
brother of Gen. Ike, returns to Dept. of Agri(Contiyiued on page 78)
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at deadline

Upcoming
June 26-28: National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
Postwar Conference, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York.
June 26: Joint meeting boards of Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters and Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto.
June 27: Radio Industry Advisory Committee
meeting with War Production Board, Washington, on reconversion and cutbacks.
June 27: NAB presidential selection committee, headed by T. A. M. Craven, meets in
Washington.
Bulletins
NEVILLE MILLER, former president of the
NAB, has joined Office of the Army-Navy
Liquidation Commission as special assistant to
the commissioner
for surplus
activities of the armed forces
in the disposal
Mediterranean
theater, African-Middle East theater, Persian
Gulf Command and India-Burma theater. He
recently returned from a year as senior deputy
chief, Balkan Mission, UNRRA with headquarters at Cairo.
GEORGE S. MAY Co., business engineering
firm, Chicago, will sponsor the final rounds of
play of the $60,000 AU-American Golf Tournament at Chicago's
Tarn network,
O' Shanter5:30-6
Country
Club over
the full NBC
p.m.
(CWT), July 29. Bill Stern, NBC sports director, will be at mike. Agency is Jim Duffy
Co., Chicago. Company is also trying to clear
time on WMAQ Chicago for local broadcast
July 28.
FCC HEARING in proposed transfer of WINS
New York by Hearst Radio to Crosley Corp.,
originally set for June 27, was continued 30
days late Friday in view of pending sale of
15). interests to Aviation Corp. (See page
Crosley
FCC MAY ANNOUNCE
FM ALLOCATION THIS WEEK
FUTURE home of FM in spectrum likely will
be announced this week by FCC. Oral argunatives.ment opened Friday on three proposed alterArgument adjourned at noon Friday for
funeral of Judge E. 0. Sykes
and was to continue Saturday. Since only three industry representatives had testified Friday, it appeared
hearings might extend into this week.
After argument FCC will decide oii one of
three allocations for 44-108 mc band,
submit findings to Interdepartment Radio then
Advisory Committee for concurrence.
Emphasizing FM is foremost in its mind,
Commission indicated it is still thinking of FM
in the 84-102 mc band (third alternative). The
first would
place FM at 50-68 mc, the second
at 68-86 mc.
With Commissioner Norman S. Case, who
retires Saturday, presiding at Chairman Paul
(Continued on page 78)

Business Briefly
GROVE DISCS • Grove Labs., St. Louis
(Chill Tonic and B complex vitamins) started
sponsorship June 18 of Western Serenade
thrice-weekly on Keystone Broadcasting System. Program had been running as sustainer.
Contract, 13 weeks, placed by Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
SERUTAN-NUTREX SHIFT • Jack Berch,
"Cheerful Singin' Man", replaces Victor Lindlahr on eight transcribed programs sponsored
by
Serutanto and
Cos., Jersey
City, with'in
Lindlah
go onNutrex
a network
for Serutan
the fall. Berch will be heard in summer on
WGN WLW KRLD WJR WOR WPRO KXOK
KHQ, in quarter-hour, five-weekly programs.
If he goes over, the singer will be sponsored
by Serutan-Nutrex on a network next fall, according toGrant Adv., New York.
TO USE 60 • Raisin Bran, New York, will
start announcement campaign July 2 for 13
weeks on about 60 stations. Agency, Benton
& Bowles, New York.
DRUG TEST • Supremacy Drugs, New York,
starts test campaign June 25 for 13 weeks on
a participation show four-weekly on WHAM
Rochester. Agency, Grey Adv., New York.
BREWERY BREAKS • Blackhawk Brewing
Co., Davenport, la., July 2 starts sponsorship
of seven chainbreaks weekly for 11 weeks on
WHBF KXEL KDTH KBUR KBIZ KROS
KFJB
Chicago.KVFD. Agency, H. W. Kastor & Sons,
FARM ANNOUNCEMENTS • Standard Oil
of Indiana on July 30 will begin sponsorship
of one-minute farm announcements on approximately 75 stations. Contracts for 13 weeks wert
placed by McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY PONDERS
MILLION DOLLAR RADIO SERIES
AIRCRAFT industry has named committee t(
study
to spendfor$1,000,000
a yearadvertising
on joinj
networkplanprogram
institutional
starting next fall. Agencies which have sub
mitted programs to the committee are Dancer
Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.; Essig Co., Los An
geles; Grant Adv., N. Y.; RuthrauflF & Ryan
N. Y.; Mildred Fenton Co., N. Y. Three net
works— CBS, American and NBC also sub
mitted programs. Committee for aircraft in
dustry— A. M. Rochlen, Douglas Aircraft CoJ
chairman; J. W. Sweetser, Curtis-Wrighi
Corp., and William L. Wilson, Kellett Air
week.
craft Corp. — will report to the industry nex
BIG BOND SALE
RECORD Bond sale for admission to a broad
cast was claimed when more than 500 Ne\
Yorkers bought $10,000 bonds as tickets t
Romance, Rhythm and Ripley for a total o
over 6 million dollars. Program is broadcas
on CBS,
by Bourgeois Inc. and place
by
Foote,sponsored
Cone & Belding.
BROADCASTING
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in

War!

Not a FIRST, exactly, but a novel
application of a well-known broadcasting
technique to a new set of conditions.
Bill Sawyer's "Music at Midnight"
answers the entertainment needs of
thousands of swing-shift war workers
in the Portland area. Bill gabs
between records, baritones
occasionally when a chorus fits his
voice, keeps after-midnighters
titillated ... a minor, but constructive
contribution to the war effort.

in Peace!
Ben Ennis and his Oregon Trailblazers, the
FIRST organized old-timers orchestra heard regularly
over a Portland station, hit the air back in the early '30's.
"Hit" is the word, because Ben and his boys took the
town by storm. Music is fundamental in broadcasting and KGW
has ALWAYS led in presenting good music of ALL kinds.

in Audience
In the long run, popularity of a radio
station is established and maintained by a lot
zt little things — not by an occasional "colossal".
For twenty-three years KGW has constantly
"been in there pitching!" This succession of "firsts"
keeps KGW FIRST in the Pacific Northwest
radio picture !

Influence.

, .

ONE ofmGREAT STAINS OFTHE NATION

KCW
PORTLAND, OREGON
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO. INC.
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delivers

listeners
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any
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per
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other

all

dollar

Largest
station

50,000

Market

-

watters!*

'See Latest Surveys! Check Availabilities!
National Representatives: Radio Advertising Co.

Do you realize (his market contains over SVs million people; mora than these 14
cities combined: — Kansas City, Indianapolis, Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, . Dallas,
Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
WROADCASTING
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constellation

!

He acts ... he sings ... he writes ... he sells !
That's why Phil Cook has maintained his enviable fixed position
up there in the entertainment firmament for 20 years.
When Phil made his radio debut in 1925, he was a unique personality. From the very outset of his career, "The Man of a Thousand
Voices"cast his programs with vivid, folksy characters. They became
popular overnight— they've remained popular ever since. Phil's
inexhaustible repertoire of topical songs, his down-to-earth humor,
and his all-round shovraianship, have sprouted plenty of imitators,
but no equal, no superior.
He is — and always has been — the hest one-man show in town!
Ask anyone from 6 to 60*: "Who is 'The Man of a Thousand
Voices'?" They know the answer: "Phil Cook".
Ask advertisers if Cook can sell goods; they know the answer.
Or, save time and just glance at his record: He hasn't had an
unsponsored year since 1925! An artist of Cook's calibre is a "proven
product" for listeners and sponsors.
If you're interested in an advertising buy with almost automatic
results, call us or Radio Sales for details on the participating opportunity now available on Phil's show.
And if you're interested in sampling Phil's inimitable brand of
entertainment, dial WAB C any weekday
morning from 8:15 to 8:30. There's one
day at least you'll start off with a smile !
* Figure of speech. We do not discriminate against
infants and octogenarians. WABC loves everybody!

Caiumbia's Key Station ^
NEW YORK • 50,000 Watts | '

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

700
consecutive
15-minute
shows

on

WWDC

Feature
of
Bv BILL HILLMAN
(MBS lectWashington
Commentator,
Seed to Represent
All Networks
Pool basis
covering Truman
trip.) on
AMERICAN radio owes a debt to
Charlie
Ross, President
Press Secretary.
The first Truman's
few days
of
the
President's
first
trip
Washington have revealed not froni
only
the
White House's
the indispensable
role recognition
of radio in theof
modern news setup but has convinced me that greater and even
more important facilities will eventual y be made available to radio
for the essential news coverage of
the President.
Working for the present under
recognizable limitations Charlie
Ross will, I am sure, move to widen
the participation of the radio networks in all news arrangements
concerning
the President's activities or movements.
As representative of the networks on this historic trip to the
Pacific Coast I found all facilities,
and all conferences, on or off the
record, open to me on equal terms
Sellers

the

Week

with the press representatives.
Nottiononly
was there
distincmade between
radiono and
the
press dentinor with
contacts
with
the
Presi-no
Charlie Ross but
arrangements were made for news
coverage
weren'tconsultation
discussed
or worked which
out — when
was necessary with the news men
— with full and simultaneous participation ofradio as well as press.
The White House goes to extraordinary lengths to cooperate with
newsmenformedtoabout keep
the publicWheninthe President.
he travels,
no
detail
of transportation or hotel accommodations
is too
small for the secret service to handle to help reporters in the President's party. I'm surprised that
the press — so prolific in reporting
its activities and achievements —
has written little about the rereporters
assigned to travel with
the
President.
Certainly, to this veteran cordent, this representative
trip with Presi-of
dent Trumanresponas
American
radio,
is
an unforgettable event.

of Sales
and production as well
was announcing
as handling his own telephone quiz
of Henry
growing ifunderanyfeetgrass
LITTLE
(Hank) Allen between the program. This he supplemented with
"walkedandout"whenof thehe Civil Air Patrol activities, becomhe sota
U. oftimeMinne
ing wing staff captain. It was on
coveroc^ejoined BBDO Los Angeles to be- June 30, 1944 that he joined BBDO
come agency radio director and Los Angeles as copy writer and
time buyer.
late in that same year was apNew Jersey, pa">f.
pointed radio director and time
Born in Minneapolis on Jan. 2,
1918, Hank was educated in that buyer.
„_Deloware, so*''"
o,e
post Hank currently buys
50005S
city's schools.
He became journalism
impatient timeIn that
for such accounts as Lyon
with
his university
major, however, and cast a specu- Van & Storage Co., West Coast
and Virginia.
Up until two years ago,
moving and storlative eye on the theage
firm
;
Western
ater.forniaTrading
Kent Jewelers had never used
Auto Supply Co.,
climateCalifor
radio.
and Golden State
Minnesota, he put in
Co. in the local and
We took them an idea. It an intensive three
Southern California
years
at
Pasadena
was labeled "Romantic Renarea. Hevises
alsoDubonnet
super(Cal.)
Playhouse.
Graduation in spring
dezvous," asimple little 15- of
Wine radio account
1940 found him
minute, nightly program with
in San Francisco
experienced in setan inquiry hook.
and
Angeles.he
building,
stage
manMost Los
recently
Two years have gone by. aging, costuming,
_lhis station carries
was
appointed
agenAnd the Kent show is still on
acting and directcy
executive
on
the
ing.
Returning
to
the WWDC air.
Blue Pacific
NetMinnesota, he
work and KECA
with effective local
worked as announcer
Here's another proof that
Los Angeles acWMIN St. Paul,
counts.
as WWDC produces sales for on
programming.
KYSM Mankota,
retailers in Washington, D.C.
and WLOL MinneHislarextra-curricuactivities,
past
... it can produce for you.
apolis for the next
N
and present read
HANK
two and a half years.
H B C STATIO
like an Orson Welles
At the outbreak of services as
They
include
trainwar, Hank offered h
production,
a civilian ground school instructor ing horses flying as a barnstorming pilot, power boating and
WWDC
— he had been a barnstorming
At present a bachelor living
pilot at 17 — and was assigned to golf.
the Army Air Corps at Denton, in a Hollywood apartment, Hank
the big sales result
Texas. Hank also sidelined as is to be married to a girl from
Represented by
station in Washington, D. C. newscaster at KDNT Denton. In Georgia on Oct. 29, 1945. She is
spring
of 1943— one year later— he Lieut, (j.g.) Leila G. Leverette,
Represented nationally by
again hied back to the home stamp- officer in charge of Coast Guard
WEED & COMPANY
ing grounds joining KSTP St. Paul women for the 9th Naval DisRAYME
for assorted chores which included trict.
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sound dif.
Above- Stage of NBCs studio 8-H. This is one of several studios provided with polycylindrical
All of these studios use RCA 44-BX Microphones
high-frequency
improved
obtain77-B
in orderandto RCA
/users
(on stage),
Microphones
(suspendedresponse.
from ceiling).
Below : Control booth of NBC's studio 6- A — another Radio City studio in which many WEA F-FM
Similar
this booth
originate.
programs
RCA consoles
are usedThe inequipment
all NBC instinlins,
whetheris anforRCAAM custom-built
or FM. control console.

uses

[gvipment

m

Microphone

WEAF-FM, the New York FM station of the National
Broadcasting Company, uses RCA equipment "from
microphone to antenna." WEAF-FM programs origiin the77-Bnetwork's
Radio are
Cityusedstudios,
where They
RCA
44-BX nateand
Microphones
exclusively.
pass through studio control booths equipped with RCA
custom-built control consoles, through the big network control panel in the master control room, and through the
equipment room with its rows of rack-mounted RCA amplifiers. From the studios, WEAF-FM programs are fed by
special high-quality telephone lines to the transmitter room
at the Empire State Building. Here, not only the transmitter,
but also the audio amplifiers, and the monitoring and test
equipment, as well, are standard RCA units. The antenna
(highest point in New York) is a specially designed system
consisting of four dipoles arranged in a circle. This antenna
was developed by RCA engineers in 1939. After the war, it

to Antenna

will be replaced by a new multiple-layer type.
That the equipment of WEAF-FM should be all-RCA is,
of course, not surprising — for the National Broadcasting
Company uses RCA-built equipment in all of its many
broadcasting activities — AM, FM, and television. NBC
engineers work with RCA engineers in the development of
much of this equipment— field-test the models — and otherwise make available their unequaled operating experience.
As a result, RCA broadcasting equipment is always up to
date; incorporates the features operating engineers want;
and, most important of all, is always "top quality."
Operators of both AM and FM stations — and station"
applicants — can make reservations right now for early
delivery of RCA postwar broadcast equipment. For information on our Broadcast Equipment Priority Plan, write Broadcast Equipment
Camden,
N. J. Section, Radio Corporation of America,

BUr WAi; BONDS
RADIO

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

Below: The RCA FM-IO-A Transmitter of fFEAF-FM. NBC was the first network to start
FM broadcasting in New York City. The installation shown here is in the Empire State Building. Presently operating at reduced power, it will operate on full power as soon as ivarlime
restrictions are lifted.

Well,

Miss

Love,

if an

it, I'd say do
suggested
0 There speaks a veteran Free & Peters customer!
Yes, Thistlewaite — pal — ^when the subject is spot broadcasting we either know what we're talking about or
we keep our traps shut until we can get some facts.
None of this "I guess so" or "Let's take a chance on it"
for us — not while an advertiser's money is at stake.
We're not gambling away a reputation built up during
thirteen years of honest, non-biased service to spot
broadcasters. Fact is, we'd have been finished long ago
(or at least /iaZ/-finished !) if we hadn't had the interest
of our customers at heart . . . and the ability to say
"better not" even when it causes us temporary financial
loss to do so.

F&P

man

it!''

FREE
&
PETERS,
INC.
Pioneer Radio Since
Station
Representa
tives
May, 1932
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FCC
Asked
Transaction Sets
New Record For
Industry
By SOL TAISHOFF
RADIO'S BIGGEST transactionsale of control of the $22,000,000
Crosley Corp., which owns WLW
Cincinnati, to Aviation Corp. of
New York — awaits the approval of
the FCC with the filing of formal
transfer applications last week.
The sales contract carries a deadline of July 16.
Consummation of the contract,
whereby Powel Crosley Jr. and his
family would sell 64% of the Crosley Corp. stock for $39 per share,
or an aggregate of roughly $13,Other Radio Suggestions:
CBS Buys KQW San Francisco
{Page 16).
Don Lee Buys Pacific Northwest
Network (Page 71).
625,000, was announced last Tuesday. Transfer applications were
filed with the FCC the following
day. First word of the negotiations
which resulted in the transaction
was published in Broadcasting
June 11, followed on June 18 with
detailed
summary which now has
been
confirmed.
Cash Sale
Transaction for acquiring the
stock of Mr. Crosley and his family
is on a cash basis, with a similar
offer made to minority stockholders, which would bring the total
commitment up to $22,000,000. Ex-

Irving Brown Babcock, 53,
president, Aviation Corp.;
chairman board. Consolidated Vultee Aircraft;
member, WPB; home,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
ROADCASTING
•

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

to Approve
Crosley-W
LW
Sale
cluded from the sale was the flung subsidiaries, has devoted its
signed Monday eveCrosley Automobile Division, which entire capacity to the war effort, contractning in was
Cincinnati, the date on
represented less than 3% of the with more than $1,200,000,000 in which the option for purchase
business last year, would augur for would have expired. Present Croscompany's assets, or approximately virtually
automatic sanction under
a quarter-million dollars. Mr. Crosley broadcasting will
and bemanufacturley had announced his intention of existing regulations and standards,
continued.
it
was
thought.
Avco, among other Jamesing organization
forming a new company to manuD.
Shouse,
facture Crosley midget cars and to holdings, owns 59.3% of New York Crosley in charge vice-president
of broadcasting,of
offer stockholders of the Crosley Shipbuilding, nearly 30% of Con- continues in that capacity and also
solidated Vultee, about 25% of remains a member of the new board
Corp. an opportunity to procure a
pro rata interest in the automo- American Airlines, and more than of directors. R. C. Cosgrove, vice9%
of
Pan
American Airways president and manager of manutive concern. Other Crosley activities in fields removed from radio [Broadcasting, June 18].
facturing, likewise
his statbroadcasting or radio receiving
us as an officer
and retains
board member.
The previous record radio transaction to come before the FCC in- Mr. Crosley relinquishes his post
set, refrigerator and household apvolved the sale of more than two
pliance manufacturing likewise
and treasurer,
rewere
excluded from the sales com- years ago of the Blue Network Co. as president
mains as a director
of Crosleybut and
mitment.
(now American Broadcasting Co.) presumably will become a director
by RCA-NBC to Edward J. Noble of Avco. Lewis Crosley, brother of
No Segregation
cash. WLW, preemiretainedCorp.
as abutvice-presiWhile there was no segregation for $8,000,000
independently owned station Powel,dent ofisCrosley
will not
either in the applications filed with in the nent
country
from
the
standpoint
sit
on
the
board.
the FCC or in the sales contract of of dollar volume (it did about
the evaluation placed upon WLW $4,200,000 last year), reasonably
Also Retained
or WINS New York, the latter of could
be
appraised
at
$8,000,000,
Also
retained
as officers of the
which Crosley Corp. has contracted according to expert opinion. With
Crosleyvice-president
Corp. are Robert
Dunto buy for $1,700,000, plus $400,- a figure of $2,100,000 as the con- ville,
and E.general
000 in station time, it nevertheless
tracted price for Crosley acquisi- sales manager of the broadcasting
was thought that the sale is the
tion of WINS, the figure for the division; Louis M. Clement, vicelargest in radio annals. FCC ap- licensed
broadcasting properties president in charge of research
proval must be forthcoming by July would probably
$10,000,000, and development, and Frank A.
16 to effectuate the transfer. Since it was thought. eclipse
Also transferred, Shotters, vice-president in charge
the transaction involves stock of
of manufacturing, working under
the Crosley Corp. as a whole, which of course, is WLWO,
broadcastCrosley
outletinterand Vice-President and General Manwill be maintained as a separate ternational
subsidiary
station
licenses,
as
well
ager Cosgrove.
operation, it was felt FCC approval as FM and television construction
Mr. hindEmanuel,
dynamic
force the
bewould be forthcoming, barring un- permits and applications in process
the development
of Avco,
foreseeable complications.
for
the
Crosley
organization.
giant
aviation
and
home
appliance
The prerequisites of legal, techfirm, will be a director of Crosley,
Shouse Continues
nical and financial qualification of
to the FCC application.
Announcement of the deal was according
Avco as the new controlling licenPresident and directing head will
see appear to qualify that company made simultaneously last Tuesday be
Mr.
Babcock,
former Detroit
for station ownership, all other by Mr. Crosley and by Victor
official. William F.
things being equal. Moreover, the Emanuel, chairman, and Irving B. automotive
{Continued on page 74)
fact that Avco, through its far- Babcock, president of Avco. The

Victor Emanuel, 47, chairman of the board. Aviation
Corp.; industrialist, corporation executive, member N. Y. Stock Exchange;
home. New York City.
Broadcast Advertising

Powel Crosley Jr., 58,
president, Crosley Corp.;
organized cAutomobile
Aces ories Corp. ; Crosley
Radio Corp., 1921 ; director
TWA ; home, Cincinnati.

James D. Shouse, 41, vice- Raymond S. Pruitt, 57,
president, Crosley Corp.
for broadcasting; former vice-president, secretary, • i
counsel. Aviation •
general manager, KMOX general
St. Louis; director, NAB; Corp.; secretary, director,
home, Cincinnati.
American
'
Corp.; home, Shipbuilding'
Chicago.
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CBS
Paying
Bruntons
$950,000
was reached
ENT
AGREEM
Necessary
Transfer
Application
Forms
last week for sale of KQW
Will be Filed Within the Week
San Francisco
by
Brunthe
ton brothers to CBS for
shares by the Bruntons. of o-wned and operated stations of
^950,000 cash.
Application seeking- one-third
KQW, operating on 740 kc with the network. That anticipates FCC
FCC approval will be filed in Wash- 5,000
w, is an applicant for 50,000 approval of the sale by CBS to the
ing-ton this week.
on the frequency. KSFO San Jefferson Standard Life Insurance
Following-gotiations,
completion
the the
ne- wFrancisco,
former CBS affiliate, Co. of WBT Charlotte for $1,505,which resultedoffrom
desire of the three Brunton broth- also is an applicant for the facility 000, which transaction now is pendw, but both applicabefore the Comission. This saic
ers to dispose of the station, the with 50,000
last January were denied was ingvirtually
directed by the FCC
FCC was apprised of the transac- withouttions prejudice
to
their
reconbecause of the and
Charlotte
competition by Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS
the dominance
vice-president in charge of station are lifted. sideration when wartime freezes of WBTtive situation
in that market.
relations,
and
"v^^as
told
that
necesCBS wants its own key station
sary transfer forms would be filed
Moreover,
CBS and
maintains
a size-in
able commercial
news staff
this week.
in San Francisco, because of the
competitive
situation,
according
to
It is understood that the BrunSan Francisco because of its imton brothers want to retire from information given the FCC. NBC
portance as a West Coast busines.-;
the broadcasting field in two in- owns and operates KPO, 50,000 w center. Studios occupied by KQW
stances for health reasons. Ralph outlet, while American owns KGO, are owned by CBS. In s-wltching
R., Sherwood and Mott Q. axe duplicate clear in that city. to KQW affiliation several years
actively identified with the busi- Mutual, through its contractual ar- ago, CBS had proposed to acquire
with Don Lee, uses 38% of the station, with the Brunness, -with C.andL. McCarthy
the vice- KFRC as its rangement
San Francisco key.
tons holding control and actually
president
general manager.
Acquisition of KQW by CBS handling operation. The FCC, howMr. McCarthy owns 9% of the station, with the balance held in equal would retain at eight the number
ever, frowned upon such an ar-

for KQW
rangement and it was dropped.
Since then KQW has leased the
CBS studios, built at a cost of approximately $135,000 in 1938.
KQW, as a local outlet in San
Jose, was purchased from Fred J.
Hart 10 years ago. The Bruntons
last year sold KJBS San Francisco,
limited time regional, for $200,000,
plus $50,000 in adjusted payments,
to a syndicate including William B.
Dolph, executive vice-president of
WMT Waterloo; Herbert L. Pettey, director of WHN New York;
former Sen. Worth Clark, of Idaho,
and others.
CBS, aside from WBT, now owns
and operates WABC New York,
WCCO Minneapolis, WBBM Chicago,ton,KMOX
St. Louis, WEEI
BosKNX Hollywood
and WTOP
Washington. Applications for both
FM and television stations are
pending in practically all of these
markets, as well as in San Francisco.

Radio
Pays
Mighty
Tribute
to Eisenhower
Gen. Eisenhower had at his side
and found his old office bedecked
his emotions in these words:
By J. FRANK BEATTY
with flags with the CBS-WTOP conference
during the Monday
a and
longI time
these
soldiers
RADIO paid tribute to a great of "For
Capt. afternoon
Butcher, news
Maj.
staff
waving
from
the
windows.
mine,
have
been
over
in
American last week when Gen. Ike
After Gen. Eisenhower was pre- Gen. Alexander D. Surles, chief,
France,language,
where weanddon'tin understand
Eisenhower returned to receive the the
sented
with
keys
to
the
city
Bureau
of
Public
Relations,
who
Germany,
acclaim of the nation.
by Commissioner John Russell has been ill, and Col. Luther L.
wherelanguage,
not only but
we don't
understand
And Gen. Eisenhower, in turn, the
where faces are Young, the Commissioner shouted, Hill, acting bureau chief. Referring
pointed to commercial broadcasting sullen and eyes hostile.
Getting "Where's Butcher?" All Washing- to the effect of radio propaganda.
as a symbol of America and free- home, then, means seeing friendly
ton officialdom within hailing dis- Gen. Eisenhower said the Germans
dom.
tance joined in the greeting.
were led to believe the European
welcome, it means hearThe Supreme Commander was facesingand
At
the airport, after greeting attack would come in the heavily
language
that
rings
sweetly
in
honored in a series of celebrations our ears, it means commercials on Mrs. Butcher
and daughter Bever- fortified Calais area. He told ofj
that ranged from Washington, New the radio. All in all, it means
ly, Capt. Butcher found himself the ingenuity used by the under-'
York and West Point to Kansas
facing
Bob
Trout's
roving mike. ground and prisoners in making up '.
City and Abilene, Kan.
America."
Capt. Butcher, riding in No. 2 Introduced by Bob as
"the man receiving sets from miscellaneous!
Accompanying him as far as car
in
the
brief
Washington
parade,
and bits of metal.
the
Italian
fleet
surrendered
West Point was his naval aide,
his eyes turned toward the he said he had been listeningto",to parts
Asked about his decorations. Gen. |
Capt. Harry C. Butcher, former had
him
on
a
radio
in
the
plane
and
Earle
Bldg.
as
the
motorcade
Eisenhower
went through the list,
CBS Washington vice-president.
then added: "Capt. Butcher re-;
Through the fast-moving schedule moved down Pennsylvania Ave., "got a big kick out of it".
minds me there are certain privprepared for the official party Capt.
ileges that go with Russian decoraButcher kept in the background.
tions, such as free train and subThrough the entire campaign and
way rides and the right to comthe pre-invasion planning, he has
been constantly at the side of Gen.
mandeer taxis."drew a laugh from
The general
Eisenhower.
"This iswere
Ike's made
party,"to
the Washington news corps when
he
said as efforts
he was asked if he had been worbring him into the limelight.
ried during the December battle of I
Washington Reception
the
bulge.
"Not until three
I readweeks
the
American
Washington's
reception
the enrelater," he newspapers
said.
turning heroes was
simpleto but
thusiastic. The New York and KanNew York Events
sas City celebrations, however,
In
New
York — while the city set
■were the nouncers
wildest
that
veteran
ancould recall.
itself a record in celebrations —
networks and local stations tossed
From the arrival at Washington
out regular schedules to give full
shortly after 11 Monday morning
coverage to the events.
to the departure for New York
Tuesday morning, networks kept
Tuesday morning at 10 a.m.,
the nation and the world informed.
when
the General's
sight over
LaGuardiaplane
Field,cameCBS,in
Gen. Eisenhower paid his tribute
NBC and American started their
to the American system of broadcasting at a civic luncheon tenday-long, running stories. WNYC,
dered him at the Statler Hotel.
New York's
municipal
station,
covered the entire
June 19
schedule,
Speaking on behalf of himself and
American soldiers, he summed up
(Continued on page 71)
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800

Educational
Stations Envisioned
available in quantities, but suitable
20
channels
adjacent
the comSurplus War Property
mercial FM band whento the
FCC assemblies apparently are not, the
of Education finds.
To Be Used For
decides visionon in thethe spectrum.
place of FM and tele- Office
Dr. Studebaker said the Office of
Construction
Education would act in an advisory
Power
of
the
proposed
stations,
A POSTWAR PATTERN of 800
to state educational radio
to Dr. Studebaker, prob- capacity
systems and would not attempt any
educational stations throughout the according
ably will be 250 to 750 w. He said programming
United States is envisioned by the educators
itself. It was noted
had no desire to com- at the Washington
meeting that 18
John W. Studebalcer, U. S. Compete withHecommercial
broadcasting
mis ioner of Education, as a result outlets.
states now are planning Statebelieves that
such a coordinated
radio
educational
setof a meeting held at the FCC under system would relieve standard
ups. Eleven have serious intentions
the co-sponsorship of educators, the broadcasters of the burden of carthis line. Four individual
Commission and the Surplus Proprying many educational programs along tions
coverage staare
erty Board.
audience appeal. Al- interestedwith instatewide
the
surplus
property
At the three day meeting, June having limited
though the station alignment is
18-20, it was decided to utilize not projected as either AM or FM,
Among ferencethose
at the Washington
conGovernment surplus radio and elec- Dr. Studebaker believes outlets for project.
consin;were:Carl Glenn
Menzer,Keehler,
U. of U.Iowaof Wisand
tronic equipment to build the sta- educational institutions will be, for E. W. Zlebarth,
U.
of
Minnesota,
repretions. It was agreed that the Sur- the most part, FM.
senting
university-owned
stations.
Prof.
Paul
R.
Haeseler,
Newark,
N.
plus Property Board, under its auDr. Lowdermilk, who is a tech- for public schools; Clyde L. Farrar,J.,
thority to make material available
M. for State education
nical specialist in radio education, Oklahoma A. &Prof.
to non-commercial ventures at low
prepared a 14-page list of ra- departments;
Texas
A.
&
M.;
ProfH.P.W.C.TO.Dillingham,
Leffell,PennU.
cost, would earmark such radio and has dio
Hall,
items necessary to the enter- of Tennessee; Prof.
electronic equipment as it held in
prise. A roster of engineers to serve State; ginia;
Prof.Prof, William
L. R. Quarles,
U. of Mass.
VirH.
Radford,
surplus on ainstitutions.
"first offer"Thebasiscoststo as advisers has been proposed.
InstituteLean, ofCornell.Technology; Prof. True Mceducational
would be considerably lower than
Items sought include transmitAmong speakers
were Comimssioner
Studebaker,
Commissioner
Durr, Hansof
the material would be priced to
ters, receivers, turntables, phono- Klagsbrunn,
executive
director,
graphs, amplifiers
and wire
andin Surplus Property,
commercial broadcasters, it was film recorders.
RFC;
Dr. H. F.Office
Alves,
Doubtful
item
learned.
chief
of
school
administration.
Dr.priorities,
Kenneth SPB.
Howard, Office
actthe surplus reserve, it was said, is of Education;
Laboratory Study
ing
director
of
transmitters. Some components are
The meeting was called by Dr.
Studebaker, at the request of SPB,
according to a release by the
Board dated June 21. Its chairman OPA Denies Making Program
was Dr. R. R. Lowdermilk of the
U. S. Office of Education. The
meeting also considered the use of Of Standard Brands Subversive
surplus radio and electronic equip- AMIDST assertions by OPA offi- for by Standard Brands as a public
ment for laboratory study.
D. B. Stetler, advertising
that the case is a "witch service,
Robert Battle, consultant, was hunt" cialsand
director of the firm, said. OPA prea
political
maneuver
made available to SPB by the Phil- timed to coincide with House acpares scripts.
co International Corp. for the
The committee, however, on Wedprice control extension, the
parley. He is to advise on methods Housetion onCommittee
nesday was trying to establish a
on
Un-American
of rehabilitating and modifying Activities last Wednesday and connection
between OPA and
equipment for broadcast use.
Standard
Brands, OPA officials reheld a hearing on charges
The announcement by the SPB Thursday
vealed, on the basis that Mr. Weinagainst an OPA script writer of
stated tional
thatnetwork
an in"integrated
wife works for Standard
Communist propaganda er's
each state educais the injecting
Brands, Mr. Woolley was a former
into
the
weekly
program,
Soldiers
eventual
aim".
v-p of the firm and Mr. Bowles
Coupons.
Dr. Studebaker
will appoint a With
The writer, Tex Weiner, radio handled part of its advertising as
committee soon to explore the po- director
an agency executive before the war.
of
the
OPA
New
York
retential and existing surplus market
gional office, wasChester
defendedBowles
by Price
Changing tack again on Thursin radio and electronic equipment. Administrator
who
day, Rep. Edwin
Hart (D-N. said
J.),
He said the discussion during the
chairman
of theJ. committee,
he had "complete confidence" Standard Brands
meeting, in which Commissioner said
has no part in
Clifford J. Durr, Chief Engineer in the judgment of Daniel P. the
hearing which is concerned
regional director over Mr.
George P. Adair and Attorney Ed- Woolley,
solely with whether the broadcasts
ward Brecher of the FCC partici- Weiner, and did not think he would were
of a subversive nature.
"subversive"
pated, centered around disposal of keepOn aWednesday
Committee member Karl E.
the person.
committee, an
surpluses, its distribution to edu- offspring
of the old Dies group, Mundt (R-S. D.) in the first day's
cational institutions and the allocatried to prove the programs session
tion of wavelengths by the FCC. first
called CPA'swithapproval
Standardof
were
defaming
the Irish, then tried the arrangement
Overall planning for the undertaking will be coordinated through the to see "Communist Line" in alleg- Brands a "dangerous policy", seeing the scripts questioned the
Office of Education, and Federal
ing in it "tremendous danger that
honesty of American businessmen, the broadcaster
will slant informaSecurity Agency under SPB.
OPA
officials said. On Thursday
A non-commercial educational
tion to commercialize a product."
Communism
was
seen
in
Mr.
WeinThe hearings were abruptly poststation, according to FCC regula- er's use of "fascist" instead of the
tions, is a nonprofit undertaking
poned until this Wednesday aland cannot broadcast sponsored un-American committee preferred
though aproposal the day before
programs or paid announcements. "inflationary". Subversive "pauses by J. W. Robinson (D-Utah) to
Mr. Brecher said about 30 stations and inflections" also were charged. postpone the investigation until
Mr. Weiner, it was stated, re- price control extension debates m
now are affiliated to, owned or opfused to change the wording at the Congress are over was defeated.
erated by educational institutions.
OWI Director Elmer Davis isOf these, about eight are commer- request of an OPA official clearing
sued a statement that the OWI
cial, and operate under the same the script. Mr. Woolley declared
license granted
other
standard
comhe
didn't
see
any
reason
for
firing
checked
the
"for factual
acmercial stations. There are six FM a man on such grounds particucuracy andscripts
consistency
with the
educational stations operating, six
larly since it was the first time he Government's war information prohad made such a refusal.
under construction.
gram" but did not pass on the "draEducational FM will be allocated
Soldiers With Coupons is paid
matic quality or content".
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Johnstone Resigns
Post at American
Causes Reorganization of News,
Special Events Departments
G. W. (Johnny) JOHNSTONE has
resigned as director of news and
special features of American,
effective at the end
of the cisco
SanConference.
FranMr. Johnstone will
continue to superVcoverage
i s e American'sof
UNCIO
close. He until
resignedits
in a letter to
Chester LaRoche,
Mr. Johnstone net vice-chairman
dated June 15.
Robert Kintner, American vicepresident in charge of news operations, also announced that the department had been separated into
two divisions, news and special
events, reporting to Mr. Kintner.
Thomas Velotta, who has been
assistant to Mr. Johnstone, is promoted to director of special events.
Richard Tobin, who joined the network last fall as editor of Headline
Edition, becomes news director,
continuing to edit the cooperative
news program. John Madigan, who
has been in charge of the New
York newsroom, is promoted to
national news editor, reporting to
Mr. Tobin.
After a career as newspaperman
and musician, Mr. Johnstone joined
WEAF in 1923. Since 1924 he
has been assistant to the president of NBC, director of news and
special events for WOR New York,
director cratic
of National
radio Committee,
for the Demoand
since 1942, director of news and
Blue.
special features for the AmericanARRIVAL OF 86TH
SETS NEW PATTERN
ON HAND to cover the return of
the 86th — Blackhawk — Division as
it landed in New York June 17
were representatives of 21 stations
invited by the War Dept. The 86th,
as the first combat division to return as a unit, set the pattern of
redeployment.
Broadcasters rode out on a cutter to meet the ships as they came
into New York Harbor. The Signal
Corps provided power outlets for
wire, film and disc recorders, used
on a pool basis.
Loudspeakers set up at piers 84,
86, and 90, where the ships docked,
announced each man's name and
company as he came down the
gangplank.
Broadcasters
could "fall
in" with whatever
company
they
chose, and go with the men to the
post theaters where they were processed, getting interviews en route.
Monday men were segregated
into local area groups to be sent to
20 reception centers nearest their
homes.
Broadcasters
permitted on troop
trains forwere
the trip.
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FCC

Prepares

for

Processing

2,000 Applications in Next Year
WPB to Lift Controls on Components and Invoke
Spot Antliorization Program in July
By JACK LEVY
WITH theversiong-eneral
in recon-of ject to constant revision. Early in
pointing to trend
resumption
June, in announcing a plan to authorize an increase in civilian retransmitter and receiver producceiving tube output to 4,000,000 a
tion
earlier
than
was
originallyanticipated, the FCC is preparing month, the Division said it had no
to process a possible 2,000 appli- assurance this figure would be attained "because of the changing
cations for FM, standard and television stations and expansions in
of the13military".
the next fiscal year, it was learned demands
In its June
order calling the
last week.
hearing last Friday to determine
Within a month, it is expected, FM and video allocations, the FCC
the Commission will send out 60- stated "it probably will not be posday notices to all applicants for
sible" for WPB to give it 90 days'
FM stations to file new applica- notice before transmitter and retions in conformity with the new
ceiver production is resumed. The HERE'S A PREVIEW of things to come. General Eisenhower is caught
frequency allocations. An official of FCC order also mentioned receipt in
an NBC television-film camera in Washington. Film
the engineering department esti- of "several petitions requesting an was theflownlensto of
New York, telecast over WNBT the same night (June 18).
mated that there will be 1,000 FM immediate decision" on the allocations. One of the petitions referred
applications for processing in the
next year, an equal number of AM, to, it was learned, was by the TBA changes in specifications, particu- line with the May 4 proposal to
including expansions or change in which declared that "cutbacks in
step toward
reconlarly by the Navy, for the Pacific take theversionfirst
when military
requirements
facilities, and at least 100 TV.
use of terpersonnel,
have caused a concentration
ials for military plants
purposesandin mathe war
will fall to 90% of industry caMore Personnel Needed
of
orders
in
larger
companies
to
industry are now takpacity three months
To handle this load of work, he electronics
At about
the samehence.time, WPB
ing place and will become more the detriment of the smaller.
declared, the FCC will need four
WPB's procedure, under the cir- will invoke the spot authorization
cumstances, wil be to revise Order program to enable plants made idle
. . ." cutbacks have taken
Substantial
times its present broadcast person- rapid.
nel and four times its present placer already in some plants, with L-265 early in July to allow unre- by
cutbacks to produce a limited
space. Efforts are now being made
stricted production of components quantity of end equipment. Just
idleness, although the
to obtain additional engineers and resulting
overall military requirements still but maintaining controls on trans- how many
receivers
and transmit(Continued
on page
73)
larger quarters.
mitters and receivers. This is in
exceed industry capacity. Major
Although the Commission is
without definite word from WPB
as to when production restrictions
1945
on transmitters and receivers will
larfi
3l«Jigp lEugettp (irtaut ^v,kta
be lifted, it is taking no chances on
being
caughtmilitary
shoi't incutbacks,
the eventwithof PIONEER figure in radio regulaFuneral services were held Fri- had passed the 60-year maximum
unexpected
the S. H. Hines funeral established by the President for
tion and law, Judge Eugene Oc- home dayinat Washington.
resultant stepping up of electronics
The body was federal judicial posts.
Sykes, 69, died last Thursday
reconversion. It is understood that at histave Washington
taken
to
his boyhood home, Aberhome.
HyperJudge Sykes had left a private
another factor being considered is
tensive heart disease, from which
deen, Miss., for burial.
practice in Jackson, Miss., in
the probable
availability
about two months,
A charter member of the orig- law
casters of a limited
numberto ofbroadnew hewas hadthe suffered
1927
to accept a call from Presicause of death.
inal Federal Radio Commission,
dent Coolidge
becomeActually
first vice-he
transmitters originally intended
formed in 1927, Judge Sykes was chairman
First
inkling
that
his
heart
was
of theto FRC.
for service in the European war.
just before the Fed- responsible to a considerable de- was acting chairman from the
Decision of the Commission to failingeralcame
gree forlation.theHis official
course philosophy
of early reguwas start, since Adm. W. G. H. Bultions CommunicaBar Assn.
iiandon its policy of May 17,
chairman,
was in
built on the principle that the lard,
dinner last winvhich tionswould
have
delayed
allocathe time
and served
onlyChina
a briefat
on FM and television until
ter. Judge Sykes
young
industry
needed
encouragement and guidance rather than the
fall, in favor of immediate action, complained of a
In 1933 President Roosevelt
mailed-fist type of control.
period.
was admittedly based on reconver- slight flutter but
Judge Sykes chairman of
He expressed a wish to retire named
recovered
sion developments since the an- quickly
the
FRC. With creation of the
and
attended
the
from public life in 1937 after 10
May 4 by which
WPB's indiRa- dinner. In middio & Radar nouncement
Division
years on the original Commission FCC in ,1934 he became its first
and its successor, the present FCC. chairman, serving until he was
cated military requirements would April he decided
But he was persuaded to remain
preclude any appreciable civilian to take a rest
by Mr. Prall the followhis legal Judge Sykes two more years as a stabilizing succeeded
production for the balance of the from
ing came
year. chairman
At the ofsamethetime
he beBroadcast
activities as a
force following death of Chairman Division.
-.ear [Broadcasting, May 7].
member of the law firm of Spear- Anning S. Prall and resignation of
Changing Demands
man, Sykes and Robertson. At Commissioner Irvin Stewart. In
the nine years from 1916
.A.t that time, WPB planned to times his health appeared im- his final year at the FCC he sat to During
1925 Judge Sykes was a memproved but he was unable to return throughout the Network Inquiry
ive three months notice to permit
ber
and
Chief
Justice of the MissCommittee sessions. He served
manufacturers to prepare for pro- to his office.
issippi State Supreme Court, from
Mississippi.
About a week ago he contracted longer on the regulatory bodies which
duction of end equipment. It was
he
retired
to practice law in
expected that reductions in mili- a cold. He seemed better Wednes- than any other member.
In March 1939 he joined the law
day, and Thursday ate his lunch.
tary orders would be known sufIn his long radio experience
Death came a few moments later. firm of Paul D. P. Spearman and Judge
Sykes served on a number
notice. ficiently in advance to give such With him at the time of his pass- has
been a member of the firm of delegations
to international coning were Mrs. Sykes and his two since that time. Long ambitious to
However, within the last six
ferences and headed the U. S. deleeeks it has become apparent that daughters, Mrs. Octavia Stevenson be a federal judge, his name twice
g
a
t
i
o
n
a
t
the
Telecommunications
l e projected requirements for the and Miss Mai Sykes, both of whom was presented to President Roose- Conference in Madrid
1932. In
velt for the U. S. Court of Appeals 1929 he was chairman ofin the
one-front war for the next six lived with Judge and Mrs. Sykes.
U. S.
months, upon which WPB based its A son, Maj. Charles Scott Sykes, for the District of Columbia, in delegation to the North American
{Continued on page 62)
charge of FCC litigation, but he
'reconversion proposal", are sub- is in the Pacific theater.
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WHO

helps

to

raise

How can a radio station provide good farm entertainment— and at the same time do a public service
job of helping farmer -listeners to grow bigger
crops?
That's the question WHO asked itself back in
1936 — and the annual Radio Corn Festival is the
result !
The Radio Corn Festival is a big event in Iowa.
Its purpose is to interest farmers in using improved strains of corn and the best methods of
production. This year it attracted 2300 entries
from 13 states — drew thousands of visitors —
overflowed the lobby of the biggest hotel in Des
Moines.

more

• Broadcast Advertising

;

With generous awards and lavish public recognition to the winners in fourteen categories, WHO
is actually helping to produce more and better
corn in Iowa. Partly as a result, acreage of hybrid
corn in Iowa jumped from 15% to 99% during
the past nine years. Iowa now produces 1/5 of
all U. S. corn (referring to field corn — not the
radio variety!)
The Radio Corn Festival is only one of WHO's
services to farmers. The Festival well demonstrates our theory that farm radio news can't just
be read — it has to be made!
That theory must be right, because it brings welcome results. One of them: Iowa Prefers WHO!
+

BROADCASTING

eom

WHO for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
B. J. Palmer, President J. O. Maland, Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National RepresentaHves
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A^BC POSTWAR NEWS
COVERAGE PLAISISED
NBC NEWS coverage plans for
V-J day
and the
post-war
era —
when
emphasis
returns
to domestic
happenings — were discussed at the
three-day
meetingheldof inNBCNewdivision
news
directors
York
last week. William F. Brooks, network news and special events director, called
meeting
"most
successful
of the
its kind
in thethehistory
of NBC's news and special events
Other news directors besides Mr.
division".
Brooks who attended this first in a
proposed
series
of news
conferences, were:
William
Ray, Central
Division; Joseph Alvin, West
Coast; Cecil Seavey, KOA Denver;
William McAndrew, Washington,
and his assistant, Ralph Howard
Peterson. From NBC's New York
office were: Francis McCall, operations manager; Adolph Schneider,
assistant operations manager; Joseph
Meyers,Burroughs
assistant special
manager;
Prince, events
night
news editor, and Arthur Wakelee,
days news editor.

FCC Says Network
Can Alter Contract
Sees No Violation of 3.104
In NBC Renewal Plan
A PROPOSED revision of the NBC
contract with affiliates covering
other than option time is not in
violation of the FCC chain broadcastingtheregulations,
sion notified
networkthe lastCommisweek.
Question arose as to whether a
35-day notification period to be requirednewalsbyofNBC
reother ofthanaffiliates
option intime
could be construed as an option in
violation of Sec. 3.104 of the Commission's Rules & Regulations. The
FCC advised NBC in a letter thac
"the provision in question is not in
contravention of the chain broadNBC casting
on May
18 wrote the FCC
regulations."
that it intended to alter one NBC
affiliation contract which formerly
permitted the affiliate to cancel a
network commercial program accepted in non-network optional
time only at the end of a 13-week
cycle
and
on This
53 weeks
advance
notice to NBC.
was necessary
FCC Grants Two because formerly the network could
terminate its contract with an advertiser only at the end of a 13Local Standards
week
cycle
by The
givingnew52 paragraph
weeks adTWO local standard stations were
vance notice.
conditionally granted by the FCC will be incorporated into NBC's
last week, one for Palm Springs, contracts with affiliates as rapidly
Fla., the other for Corinth, Miss. as the opportunity presents itself,
Holding assignment for 250 w the network explained.
unlimited time on 1340 kc. Palm
Springs Broadcasting Co. is an
No XENT Action
equal partnership composed of
Richard W. Joy, former KNX Los NO ACTION had been taken last
Angeleslancedannouncer
who the
has Navy,
free- week by the FCC on protests filed
since release from
the Cia. Industrial Universal de
and Donald C. McBain, United byMexico,
former operators of XENT
Airlines pilot formerly on the Neuvo Laredo,
Mex., against the
technical staff of KNX.
issuance of a construction permit
Owned by a group of local busi- last July to KABC San Antonio
nessmen, Corinth Broadcasting Co.
power from 250 w to
will use 250 w and unlimited hours to50 increase
kw and to change frequency
on 1230 kc.
from 1450 kc to 680 kc. The Mexican company objected to the Texas
station continuing with construcMantle Lamp Discs
tion, charging
with obtaining
MANTLE LAMP Co. of America, transmitter
and ittowers
from XENTits
Chicago (Aladdin lamps), begins
sponsorship in early October of by "fraudulent means".
quarter-hour transcribed show feaNBC Video Move
Smilin' EdforMcConnell
to twiceturingweekly
13 weeksonceon
of facilities
conthese Canadian stations: CFAC EXPANSION
solidation ofseveral
differentandoffices
CJCA CFGP CJOC CKX CKRC will be effected
when
the
program
CFNB CHSJ CHNS CKWS CHEX
sectionsareofmoved
NBC toteleCKSO CKNX CHNC CHRC CHAB operations
vision department
the
CKBI CKCK CFQC. Firm also sixth floor
in
the
early
fall. New
plans to use same transcriptions on unit in the RCA Building
which
U. S. stations. Agency is Presba, television personnel will occupy
Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
measures approximately 10,000
squaretire feet
and ofcomprises
ensouth side
the sixththefloor,
Join Mutual
studioseventh
sectionfloor.
and an upper bay on
the
TWO Vermont stations joined Mutual on June 15 as daytime affiliates. They are V/WSR St. Albans,
J. St. George Bryan
1000 w on 1420 kc, and WDEV Waterbury, 1000 w on 550 kc. WWSR J. ST. GEORGE BRYAN, 66, idenis owned and operated by the Vertified with the ownership of WRNL
mont Radio Corp.; WDEV by Lloyd Richmond,
and
vice-pr3sident
and
Squire and William G. Ricker. Both director
Richmond
Newspapers
stations are affiliated with the Inc., diedof at
Richmond
Medical
Yankee Network.
Hospital after a long illness.
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Mrs. Smith Bought These Drug Items
from Mr. Harris Last Month
There's demand aplenty for drug items
out here in the vast KFAB territory! Here's
what Mrs. Smith... just an average midwrestern housewife. ..purchased last month
from Mr. Harris, her druggist.
Mrs. Smith represents just one of the
340,808 listening families in the 200

county area served by the BIG FARMER
STATION. For twenty years KFAB has
been serving these people with better farming programs, news, and entertainment.
If
you'rein athis
manufacturer
drug items
interested
rich market,of KFAB
welcomes the opportunity of serving you.

KFAB reaches 340,808
KFAB's
KFAB's tailor-made
Over $58,000,000
merchandising
boosts
area has 200overcounty
1800
annual
drug sales in
listening families.
KFAB area.
drug stores.
your sales.
All above figures taken from CBS Listening Areas, Series 6; 1944- Survey of Buying Power; 1944 Market Data Book

ROADCASTING

LINCOLN
OMAHA
1110 KC-10,000 WATTS ■
BASIC COLUMBIA
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Technicians 'Pool' Fills Need
OWI Bethany Transmitters Form Center
Of World-Wide Radio Servicing
service its world-wide
AT TWO in the morning, not long continuous
radio operations. Radio technicians
ago, a call came through to the had
to
be
trained
for the special
Bethany Transmitters, 25 miles duties required by OWI
operations.
outside of Cincinnati, from the
Bethany
OWI in Washington. "We need an Logically,
ters were the
chosen.
BuiltTransmitfor the
engineer
in London
OWI and OIAA by the Crosley
was
the message.
A few tomorrow,"
hours later Corp.
two years ago, they are the
an engineer was on a plane bound most
shortwave stations
for Montreal where he hopped an- in the powerful
world and possess the best
which delivered him in and latest
equipment.
Londonotheronplane schedule.
The school was opened several
Continuous Service
weeks ago with a teaching corps
This is not unusual. It is routine. of six Crosley engineers, each
And the need for men often arises expert in a particular field. Radioat spots much more inaccessible
men, some professional but mainly
CONFERRING on operations of the OWI school for radio engineers at than London — it comes from Al- "hams" with years of experience
intricate
Bethany Transmitters, are (1 to r) R. J. Rockwell, Crosley Corp. direc- where. geria, Honolulu, Saipan and else- on
recruited for home-made
the classes. sets, were
tor of engineering for the Broadcasting Division; Eugene Patterson, OWI
The service was devised by tY\e
chief of New York studio operations, former WLW engineer; Elmer J. OWI
A minimum of two weeks is re-!
Overseas Branch when it quired
Boos, Broadcasting Division general business manager and comptroller;
to complete the course, witl
faced the necessity of keeping in three-hour
James Weldon, OWI Bureau of Communications Facilities chief.
lectures daily on trans
mitter theory, receiver theory and
practice, antenna design and wave
propagation.
Five additional
daily are devoted
to actual hour^
field
experience in and about the huge
LOWen
FREIGHT
RATES
Bethany Transmitters. Meanwhile
the students also are receiving the
numerous injections of serum nec^,
ASSURE
MOnS INDUSTRY
essary before going overseas and
are taking indoctrination courses:
FOR SOUTHWEST!
. . . and it's this market
that T-a-S* knows best!
Yes, ducfreight
rates are toassuring
be reed in the Southwest,
this market the greatest industrial
growth of all times. With onr onthe-spotvidualknowledge
each indimarket in this ofterritory,
we
can be of real assistance to you. Let
us help you — now!
Affiliates
Texas
KFDM — Beaumont
KFi'O—
Lubbock
KGNC — Amarillo
KRGV — Weslaco
KTSA — San Antonio
THE LONE STAR CHAIN
Louisiana
KRiMD — Shreveport
Oklahoma
KADA— Ada
KBIX
KCRC ——Muskogee
Enid
KGFF — Shawnee
KOME>— Tulsa
KTOK—
KVSO — Oklahoma
Ardmore City
THE OKLAHOMA NETWORK
i\'eu Mexico
KGGM
Albuquerque
KVSF —— Santa
Fe
Sales
Offices
»w ^ ork Hollywood
Chicago
San Francisco
Dallas Portland
General Offices — Amarillo
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Tobacco Network Opem
Central Office in Raleigli
EUGENE P. WEIL, commercia
manager of the Tobacco Network
in a report to the group June 13
announced the opening of a centra
office at 806 Odd Fellows Building
Raleigh, N. C. Meeting was held at
the studio of WGTM Wilson, N. C
Operation policies were set for thf
fall season and plans laid for foot
ball broadcasts.
Attending were: Harry Bright
WGBR Goldsboro; B. S. Hodgei
Jr., Julian
Green*
ville;
Fred White,
Fletcher,WGTC
C. Durban
Moore, Ray Reeve, Stanley Brown
WRAL Raleigh; Allen Wann
maker, R. R. Brunson, Rudolpl
Bass, Warren Wooten, WGTIV
Wilson; Paul Moyle, WFNC Fay
etteville; Louis Howard, Pau
Parker, WHIT New Bern.
Radio Club Lineup
FIRST fall luncheon meeting o
the Radio Executives Club of Ne\
York will be held Oct. 4 at th 60
Roosevelt Hotel. Following commit
tee chairmen have been appointed
program committee, Arthur Kemp
McCann-E r i c k s o n; membershii
committee, Marvin Kirsch, Radit
Daily; house committee, Willian
Von Zehle, William Von Zehle Co.
publicity committee, Christophe
Cross, BBC, and historian, Larrj
Swars, Walter P. Burns Co. Dur
ing the summer the chairman o
program committee will appoint ;
chairman of the day who with hi;
own committee will be responsibl
for the program of one meeting.
BROADCASTING
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WFMJ

Powerful

Proves

Influence

Its

in

More than 250 women Aeponded with
entries in the National NeelMpraft Bureau
annual sewing contest, conduited by Marion
Resch on her daily women's iKogram. One
division entry was judged wAner in the
national finals at New York, Ju^^lS.
• com AM I §
'CHMPlOK HASTFORO \ ."'
frr,su,c WARREN_2My^ l|
\»IVH£ATLItN!> 1
fAUS /
<:0ALBUA6_ »%FAIIt£a
Shown below, the local winners
of Tri-County Y oung stown
District.

It AuiTiimwN • YOUNCSTOWN • ' 'fi't-Ai*'
Vf W • / B£SS£H£R

Mrs. C. O. Safreed of YoungstowUf national winner, with
Marion Resch and Gwen
McKenna.
Marion Resch, WFMJ Director of
Women's Activities, is heard every
afternoon . . . Monday through Friday ... at 1:15 p. m. Evidence of
her popularity is shown by C. E.
Hoi
survey rating of 5.4 for fall and
wirn ^C-M
jonths 1944-45. This program available
the
right sponsor. Ask HeadleyReed.

Another reason for ^FMJ poularity is that more
than 500 quarter-houraand 45 half-hours are devoted
to public service progrVns.

— Affiliate —
AMERICAN BROADCASTING

CO.

— Ask —
HEADLEY-REED
New York — Chicago — Detroit — Atlanta — San Francisco

'iROADCASTING
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Reveal

Details

of Signal Corps

60,000 w Portable Transmitter
DETAILS of the 60,000 w transCapable of transmitting and remitter mounted on 17 trailers
ceiving 200,000 words daily between Europe and the U. S., Sigwhich have been operating in
also has complete broadcast
Europe for several months [Broad- facilitiesCircusincluding
a portable AFN
casting, March 12] under the U. S.
studio,
a
modern broadcast studio
Army Signal Corps, were disclosed
last weelv by IT&T whose French and control booth and equipment
transmission and reassociate, Le JVIateriel Telephoni- for facsimile
ception of photographs and wire,
que,
mobileconstructed
station. the giant, largest film and disc recording.
Although designed for service to
Known as SigCircus, it has all
the facilities of a modern fixed sta- the U. videS.,localtheprograms
station also can protion of comparable power and can within a radius of 25 tofor30 troops
miles.
be settled inuplittle
for more
operation
than or24dismanhours. All services can be carried on simultaneously
without
interference.
Brig. Gen. Carroll C. Bickelhaupt,
Army Communications Division diOne of many innovations conrector, ordered its construction on
sists of a special VHF interOct. 26, 1944 and delivery of the unit communications system for
completed station was made within use between transmitting and
three months afterward.
receiving groups placed some dis-

First four of the train of 17 SigCircus transmitter trailers parked on
the wayside "somewhere in Europe".
groups — transmitter, signal
tance apart to prevent mutual three
interference. The system utilizes center, and power and pictorial. In
first group, trailers 1, 2 and 3
suitable voice frequency carrier the
power
equipment to provide the required each containanda 50a kw275 Diesel
gallon fuel
keying controls and channels and generator
powerto switch
conis expected to prove more efficient tank. Avertsmaster
from Diesel
commercial
than the usual telephone lines.
when the latter is available,
The trailers are divided into power
Number 4 contains a low-tensior
powertor with
supply
voltagefilterregulaa 12 and
kilovolt
condenser; number 5, a high-voltage
direct-current
rectifier
of
12
kilovolts.
60 Kw Amplifier
Trailer 6 carries a Western Electric two kw driver unit, VHF transmitters, receivers and associated
carrier mitter
equipment
plus theA transoperating position.
60 kw
power amplifier
from the intransmit er in No. 6 isfedcontained
uni1
7 while 8 has an American Forcei
transmitter, an air blower for it;
high
power
tubes, :
Over 150 Johnnies in 31 weeks have come marching
workshop
and air-cooled
storage space.
home to Worcester to jobs of their own choosing.
The five trailers of the signa
center group contain the following
"Johnny Comes Marching Home" created by WTAG,
sponsored by Prudence Clothes, with the cooperation
equipment:
9 — supplies
and sys
twc
VHF
transmitter
and receiver
of the Veterans' Service Dept., the American Legion,
terns;
10
—
special
carrier
equip
Veterans' of Foreign Wars and the United American
ment; 11 & 12 — six high-speed
Veterans, broadcasts the qualifications of four unnamed
teletype machines and facilities
servicemen each week. Industry listens, writes or phones
for
handlingunits,
traffic;
13 — facsimik
transceiver
broadcast
studio
WTAG mentfordoes interviews
control booth with space for wire
the rest. and the Veterans' Service Departdisc and film recorders and is honif
of portable AFN studio.
Worcester's Mayor William A. Bennett guest
The receiver station consisting
starred with these words. "I think that this is a really
of one W. E. receiver, VHF trans
remarkable achievement because of the unique charmitters
and carrier equipment h
acter of this employment service. It is to my knowledge
fitted into trailer 14.
the only service in the country that places veterans in
Trailers 15, 16 and 17 compos(
the particular type of work they want . . . not just
the power and pictorial sectionj
The first two each contain a 25 kw
any work, but work suited to their training and inclination.would
I
like to commend WTAG, Prudence Clothes,
gasoline
pictorial power
divisionunit;
hut. the latter th^
the veterans agencies and the employers of Worcester
and Worcester County. I wish them continued success
in this important work which reflects credit on them
Council Guide
and on our community."
A NEW campaign guide preparec
Creative force makes WTAG a BIG STATION in
by the War Advertising Council n
a BIG A\ARKET.
cooperation with the OWI, tht
Army,
FBI menace
and dealinj
with theNavy
"looseandtalk"
as
applies to the Pacific war, is beinj
distributed
to
advertisers,
agencies and media. Objectives, to con
PAUL H. RAYMER CO. Nafional
trol careless talk, according to th(
Safes R e p r e s e nt at i v e s/ ^.fj-TT
guide
"warn that
ar(
fightingarea todangerous
enemywe anc
desperate enemy who is using everj
means to obtain information abou
W 0 R C E S T E
580 Kr
our plans." Newell-Emmett Co. i
the volunteer
the
guide. distributing force fo;
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WORCESTER
TELEGRAM
-GAZETTE
SOOOWattS
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REM

For

RENEWS!

NINTH

Exclusively

YEAR

in Milwaukee

on WEMP

Stanley Probst of the Maryland Pharmaceutical Company, says,

work
cy Net
Agenrds
Selected
Awa
Garfield & Guild Winner in
Three Radio Classifications
GARFIELD & GUILD, San Franagency, was
as win-of
nercisco
in three
radioselected
categories
the 12th annual national Advertising Agency
awards,
announced
last Network's
week in Washington. Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.,
Capital agency, was host at the
judgingtered ofunder the
200 campaigns en22 classifications.
The West Coast agency received
awards for best national radio
program, for Rosefield Packing
Co.; national spot announcements,
for Hunt Bros, (tomato sauce) ;
and local spot announcements
campaign,
Son.
The awardforforJohnbestHansen
local & radio
program was won by the Kaufman
agency, for S. Kann Sons Co.
(department store). The Washington agency also received awards
for best war bond promotion, for
Retail Men's Stores of Washington, and best direct mail campaign, for Capitol Radio Engineering Institute.
Roland G. E. Ullman, Philadelphia agency, won the award for
best intergrated advertising & merchandising campaign, for Manhattan Rubber Mfg.Inc.Div. of Raybestos Manhattan

"Dollar-for-doilar in advertising circulation, WEMP is the best buy in the United
States!"

WEMP
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

The MAJOR PORTION of Tri-Cifies'
200,000 population lives on the Illinois
side. In the Moline-Rock Islond zone*.
WHBF, the home station, is their favorite
by far, as proved by listener surveys. In
all, WHBF's "push button" area reaches
800,000 people, spending more than 380
MILLION dollars annually ... in the
very heart of the Corn Belt.
• Includes Rock Island, Moline, East Moline and six other contiguous cities ond
tov/ns.

C. J. Lanphier
General Manager

Howard H. Wilson Company
National Representatives
ILL. DAVENPORT, lA.
ROCK1270
ISLANO-MOL
KC NE,
5000 WATTS
BASIC MUT t/AL NETWORK
Affiliate: Rot k Island ARGUS
Howord H. Wilton Co., Not'l Repreientativet
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SELECTING the best radio campaign for the 12th annual National
Advertising
Agency's1 toNetwork's
awards are (standing
r) Carl
Burkland, mgr., WTOP; Jeffrey A.
Abel, radio dir. and partner, Henry
J. Kaufman & Assoc.; Arthur J.
Casey,
Glasscock,asst.com.mgr.,salesWOL;
mgr., Mahlon
WRC;
and Ruth Crane, women's dir.,
WMAL.
WTAR Talent Performs
With Norfolk Symphony
TEN full or part-time employes of
WTAR Norfolk are also members
of thetra,Norfolk
Symphony
Orcheswhose Sunday
concerts
are
broadcast by the station. Henry
Cowles Whitehead, WTAR program director and a graduate of
the Curtis Institute of Music, is
conductor of the orchestra. Bailey
Barco, production manager, plays
such odd instruments as the celeste.
Dean Derby, control operator, hanbrarian.dles the French horn and is liOther employes who perform
with therett,symphony
Barconcertmeisterare; Adele
Kathleen
Kovner, first viola; Artur Lange,
cellist;
Nick viola;
Toscano,Elsie
bass; Hardin,
Johanna Mottu,
piano tonandWhitehead,
harp. In public
addition,relations
Charlchief, handles
publicity
for
the
chestra and Campbell Arnoux,ormanager,
is on theandorchestra's
board
of directors
his wife
plays with the first violins.
AMERICAN
Society evening
for the
summer wUl Television
replace monthly
meetings
with
series
'
of
bi-weekly
luncheons of small panel groups on specialidentsubjects,
Georgeannounced
Shupert, ATS
presfor 1945-46,
following
his
induction
at theat final
meeting
ofof
the
1944-45
year
the
Museum
Modern Art, New York.

KSLM, Salem, Oregon
"... I want to congratulate
PA for a fine radio nev^s job,
which is getting better all the time.
We particularly like your Oregon
Glenn McCormick
regional service."
General Manoger
available through

PRESS ASSOCIATION,iNc
SOnockefclLr Ploia
New York. N. Y.
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From

One

Station
To

The

Nation

en the American Broadcasting Company asked us, as a
key station, to make a half dozen Cleveland pick-ups on V-E
Day and feed them to the network, we learned how highly
Blue experts regarded WJWs programming ability, how much
they thought of our radio-responsive billionarea.
WJW remotes reached out across the city to representatives
of our allies, talked with typical Clevelanders in church and
hospital, blood bank and war plant, home and on street corner.
Wherever things happen of interest to the people, WJW microphones are standard equipment on the job, bringing Cleveland
closer to Clevelanders and the nation.

850 KC

BASIC

sooo mcto
DAY AND NIGHT

CLEVELAND, O.
REPRESENTED
iROADCASTING

NATIONALLY

• Broadcast Advertising
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THE OUTSIDE

AUDIENCE

IS MIGHTY

INTERESTED

on the Pacific Coast^ too!
The OUTSIDE market represents approximately half the retail sales and
radio families on the Pacific Coast.

howrever, has 39stations located strategically li^itA'
in each of these mountain 'Surrounded markets.
Now as to how these people listen: A specia]<'
Hooper coincidental telephone survey of 276,019
calls (largest ever made on Pacific Coast) showed

The folks on the "outside" in Washington, Oregon
and California have just as much interest in your

60 to 100% of the listeners in the "outside" mar'
ket tuned to Don Lee stations!

sales message — spend just as much money — as the
"insiders"— but you can't reach 'em by radio uu'
less you use the Don Lee Network. Only Don Lee

Here's something to remember about the "in'
side" market: Regular Hooper reports reveal all
of the shows that switched from any of the other
3 networks to Don Lee in 1944, received higher

can give you complete coverage of both the**out'
side"and"inside"markets of the prosperous (retail
sales over 8 billion) Pacific Coast.
What's the reason for this? Most markets on the
Pacific Coast are surrounded by mountainsj.oooto
1 5,000 feet high — and the long'range broadcasting
of other networks does not reach them. Don Lee,

Hooper ratings within 13 weeks!
Don't shut the door on your interested "out»
iside audience!" Buy Don Lee, the only network
tliat completely covers both halves. More than 9
out of every 10 Pacific Coast radio families live
within ^5 miles of a Don Lee station!

The Nation^s Greatest Regional Network

WRAL Plays Cops
SHOT-BY-SHOT account of
a gun battle between the
Raleigh, N. C, police and
four bandits was broadcast
by WRAL last week. Starting with onan howearlythe morningexclusive
bandits
held up a filling station the
night before and robbed six
people, the station picked up
the story later in the afternoon from the police station.
As the police surrounded the
men, WRAL put the latest
developments on the air as
they happened, details comingin
fromEndtheof law's
two-way
radios.
the story,
capture of the last of the bandits, hit the Neivs of Raleigh
program at 7:15 p.m.

Calypso Jingle Popularizing Bananas
Sells Fruit Company on Radio Time
THERE once was a little song
"Chiquita Banana," a Calypso
about bananas.
rhythm, first went on the air last
It was written by two young chorus
December.
Today,
28-barof
is heard
in allthe
sections
composers
at Batten,
the country except the West Coast,
stine & Osborn,
New Barton,
York. Dur- where
United Fruit has wartime
The idea was to give a client
problems.
something good enough to interest distribution
Stations currently being used are:
him in going into radio, a media ■WBAL
-WCBM
-WFBR WCSC
WBZ WTMA
W^EEI -WHDH
which the client had not used for •WNAC WBLN WGR
-WJJD
about two years.
WMAQ -WBNS
-WCPOKRLD-WKRC
-WGAR
WHK
WTAM
WFAA
-WJR WXYZ
KSTP
One audition convinced the client. WISH KMBC WDAF WISN VTTMJ
-WDGY-WEAF
WTCNWINS-WDSU
"WSMB
He put the melody on stations in ■WCCO
-WWL
-WABC
WJZ
-WLIB
22 markets and waited to see what -WMCA -WNEW -WOR KBON KOIL WOW
would happen.
KYW
-WCAU -WFIL
-WCAE "WEAN
-WJAR
KSD isKXOK
-WMAL.weekly.
The
song
heard a-WINX
total of-WRC
376 times
Three things have happened :
(1)tor isPutting
a
banana
in
a
refrigerapractically a social faux pas;
with current
May research
1945 reHooper
Inc.,
radio
(2) "Chlqulta rewritten
Banana," with
com- EFFECTIVE
is a itspopular
firm, pisort, C. E.furnishing
subscribers
with a
song and mercialis lyrics
soon to be recorded;
pocket grams.
piece coveringof all29%Pacific
pro(3)ary Fruit
permitsAn increase
the reporting inof sample
Pacific
of UnitedDispatch
Fruit Co.,
Co., sales
is so subsidipleased size
ratings
on
a
one
month
basis,
accordwith
its
radio
venture
that
the
songwill
into near
a number
office.
ing towoodannouncement
by firm's Hollywithingo the
future.of other markets

HAS MONEY

TO SSPEND

NOW!-LATER!

CONSTRUCTION of DuPont Chemical
Company's ne-w 22 million dollar nylon salt plant
near Orange, Texas, adds another important segment to
KFDM'S 5 8 5 million dollar effective buying income market
KFDM listeners have money to spend
NOW and LATER. Ihis is a permanent market with permanent
high incomes.
SSRVINO TME
MAGNETIZED
SAItNE AREA

Bright Future
For Shortwave
Evans Predicts Expanded
Activities After War
ON WHAT he termed the 2l3t anniversary of shortwave's "coming
of age",
Walter ofEvans,
dent in charge
radio, vice-presiradar and
electronics activities of the Westinghouse Electric
Corp., last
week
forecast
expanded
postwar
shortwave radio
activities
in FM,
video, tional
internacommunications
dustrial useands. inMr. Evans
Mr. June,
Evans1924,
recal ed itwas not until
that shortwave attained general
acceptance, won through a demonstration bythe late Dr. Frank Conrad, Westinghouse assistant chief
engineer and one of a group at a
conference in London to consider a
radio link between Europe and
South America.
Dr. Conrad invited several delegates— one operator
of them — atoformer
wireless
his ship's
hotel
room. Using a curtain rod as an
antenna, he had the operator copy
telegraph news sent by shortwave
from Pittsburgh. Informed by the
operator-delegate of the sensational
test, the conference decided to
build a shortwave link.
FM, Mr. Evans declared, will be
expanded to listeners in every metropolitan center across the land.
"Inquiries in our Industrial Electronics Division,"
said^ receivers
"for FM
transmitters
and hehome
will include all refinements developed in producing millions of
these units for military planes and

Of video prospects the Westinghouse executive said: "Our warpaced
engineering and production
tanks."
of radar will yield proportionate
advantage
for television,
its scientific first cousin.
All answers
for a
completely
satisfactory
black-andwhite
television
service already
are
at hand and war-learned lessons
will speed development of improved
color television."
Town Meeting Tour
PLANS for a summer tour through
the middle West have been cancelled
by America's Town Meeting, Thurs8:30 p.m., American,
becausedays,of transportation
difficulties
and the reluctance of many speakers to leave their posts at this time
for lengthy trips over the country.
On June 28 there will be a special
broadcast from Mitchell Field, N. Y.
Broadcasts on July 5 and 12 will
originate in the air-conditioned
Vanderbilt Theater in New York
City instead of in Town Hall, the
program's home in New York,
which has no air-conditioning faities. On July
19, Town Meeting willcilgo
to Chautauqua
for a
e
% special broadcast.
BROADCASTING
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FIVE

TIMES

EVERY

WEEKDAY

THIS

QUIZ

NEW YORK'S RADIO SPOTLIGHT
ttTJ EOPLE Know Everything", an entertaining, listener holding, telephone quiz
A show, is broadcast over WOV at 8:25 a.m. and hourly from 6:25 to 9:25 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday. For each period, a question is selected from the thousands
submitted by WOV listeners. The announcer audibly telephones a number and if the
person who answers the phone knows the answer to the question, the money on deposit
is shared equally by questionee and questioner. If the question is not answered the
money accumulates for succeeding shows. "People Know Everything" is spotted in
programs that rank high in listener appeal. A limited number of strips are available.
Ralph N. Weil, Generol Monoge • John E. Pearson Co., Nat'l Rep.
BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising
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Britisher Warns Against
Overoptimism on Video
CAUTION against over expectation of i-evolutionary developments
in radio was made by Leslie McMichael, president of the British
Institution of Radio Engineers, at
a radio industries luncheon in Glasgow June 6. He stated that contradictions inmany instances have
confused the general public as to
what to expect, particularly in
television.
He stated that although color
television was now a laboratory
reality, the cost prevented the service from becoming of immediate
use to the public. The high cost of
establishing a nationwide service
is also a factor to consider, Mr.
McMichael said, adding that it
would be many years before transoceanic television programs would
become possible.

ARMY ISSUES NEW
FUNGUS-PROOF SETS
SIGNAL CORPS is now distributing more than 50,000 new radio
receivers, R-IOO/URR, to troops
overseas forformation.
entertainment
and for
inProcurement calls
over 100,000 sets, one to be issued
every 50 enlisted men overseas except where isolated units number
less than 50. TTie set is of simple
design, with an antenna that can
be reeled into the set. The control
panel is recessed, and when packed
for shipping, set is about one cubic
foot in volume.
Headset jacks accompany the receiver, which is fungus and erosion
resistant. Majestic Radio & Television Co., Chicago; Emerson Radio
and Phonograph Corp., New York;
Espey Mfg. Co., New York; and
Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, are
manufacturers of the instrument,
developed by the Signal Corps.

One Program— 127,000 Letters
Buster Brown Gang on NBC Draws Amazing Response
For Crippled St. Louis Girl
SHOE manufacturers and sellers described the program as "the first
have a graphic picture of radio as full network half -hour program on
a postwar advertising medium the air for such promotion." Begin ing in September 1944, despite
through the flood of letters received wartime
conditions the company
by Rose Marie Chostner, St. Louis,
ahead with its plan and placed
an eight-year-old paralysis victim. went
the
Buster
Brown Gang on NBC
As a result of one broadcast —
he Alladded.
Smilin'
Ed
McConnell
and
His
BusSt.
Louis
mail records were
ter Brown Gang on NBC Saturday
ll:30-noon — Rose Marie has 127,- broken after Smilin' Ed told about
000 letters and cards and more than
4,000
still
coming. packages,
And R. B.with
Brown,mailgeneral
manager of Buster Brown Division,
Brown Shoe Co., has a demonstrapower shoes.
to promote
its linetion ofofradio's
youngsters
Norman
Levalley,
account
executive of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,

Rose Frank
Marie, Ferrin,
Smilin' radio
Ed McConnell
and
v. -p. of
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
the mail.

The tape snaps . . . And WSiX, with an increase of 81.5% for the two years
ending in January, wins the Hooper all-day average race in the Nashville
area! . . . Today, WSIX offers: (1) The best daytime Hooperating of any
station in Nashville. (2) Top shows of BOTH the AMERICAN and MUTUAL
Networks. (3) A low unit cost. (4) A booming market in the heart of
industrial, agricultural Tennessee. AND there are over a million potential
buyers for your product in the WSIX territory who believe in "backing the
winner" by spending their money.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
AMERICAN • MUTUAL
5000 WATTS • 980 K.C.
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Rose Marie's letter asking him to
send her a birthday greeting so she;
would have at least one card. Press
photographers have hounded the,
Chostner home, and Rose Marie is
a national figure.
The shoe industry for some time
has been watching the Brown Com
pany's pioneering'
in line
coast-to-coastradio
a children's
at thea time
when for
it could
not supply
de
mand. Brand name promotion by
radio will pay dividends, the spon
sor feels, and others in the industry
now have evidence that the Brown
campaign was wisely conceived
RCA Manila Service
COMMERCIAL radiotelegraph;
service between the U. S. and
nila was resumed June 17 by RCA|
Communications. In addition, radio
photo and program transmission
facilities are being installed and
will be available shortly. It is ex^
pected
that early multiple
installation
RCA's high-speed
systemoff
and 7-unit printer at the Manila;
terminal will materially increase]
the traffic handling capacity of th(
reopened circuit.
CBS Document
BOOK titled From D-Day Through
Victory in Europe has been pub
lished by CBS to be distributed to
CBS stations, public officials, civic
leaders, libraries, schools. The 320
page volume is a collection of 160
high spotlumbia's
broadcasts
madeshortwave!
by Cocorrespondents,
conversations between
Paul White
CBS news director, and his staff
overseas,
addresses
world
figures,
etc. by prominent
BROADCASTING
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EASY

AND

TO

COVER

TN 1944, retail sales in Detroit were
29% above the national average
per capita. Total dollar volume was
estimated at 1.4 billion.
Ordinarily, the job of advertising
coverage in such a vast market is
an undertaking of many complexities. Not so in Detroit, however.
Here, according to the latest census
figures, over 90% of the city's dwelling units are radio equipped, and

NBC Basic Network
Associate FM Station WENA
Television CP. Pending BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

ECONOMICAL

surveys show that one station,
WWJ, enjoys a decided preference
in a big majority of these homes.
Until VJ Day, Detroit will continue
to be the Arsenal of Democracy.
After reconversion, Detroit automobiles, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners,
and a thousand other products indigenous to Detroit, will provide employment, pay-rolls and buying power
which no advertiser can overlook.

UIUIJ
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station— First in Detroit
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
950 KILOCYClES-5000 WATTS
THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Naiienal R eprete nloliv*t
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Tomorrow

ADVERTISERS
ADVERTISING AGENCIES
PUBLISHERS
BROADCASTERS
Ar and
THE best
world's
most television
powerful
equipped
station,
General
Electric's
WRGB
in Schenectady, future telecasters
from all over the United States
and from many foreign countries
are acquiring a knowledge of the
actual equipment needed for producing the finest
pictures.
Here theyof television
are studying
station operation and management, promotion, programming,
and maintenance.
WRGB is a complete television
broadcast station. It contains all
STUDIO

AND

I

^eievision

INDUSTRIALISTS
DEPARTMENT STORE
MANAGEMENT
MOTION PICTURE EXECUTIVES

of the studio equipment necessary
for modern television broadcasting, including workshops for
building props, workshops for
constructing experimental electrical equipment, dressing rooms
for actors, transmitting and receiving equipment, studio control
and monitoring equipment, film
projectors. At WRGB you will
have an opportunity to analyze
the elements
vision stationofandyourto future
discusstele-at
—
for
the
length your plans with G-E exWRGB staff inperts

cludes television specialists
experienced in script writing,
costume and stage set designing,
lighting effects, camera operation, stage and technical direction,
design, maintenance, equipment
and operation.
If
you
have
not
yet
General
Electric television inseenaction
and
are not yet making use of General
Electric's 20 years of television
experience, plan to visit WRGB
at Schenectady— now. Electronics
Department,
Schenectady 5, N.General
Y. Electric,
. i

N S M IT T E R

GENERAL
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WRGB houses
complete
progrom
productionroomfccilitles.
studio,Theguest
lounge,
andis onprojection
oreover-on
theOffices,
first lfloor.
control
roomprogramming
the second
floorpropero
k
i
n
g
t
h
e
studio.
Script
and
ties workshop, and dressing rooms are inoffices,
the basement.
PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE. At WRGB,
programs
created,
and ana-is
lyzed. Everyarephase
of showstudied
production
included— auditioning, casting, scene design, script writing,
rehearsing,
make-up,
and lighting.
Programming
records,
rich
in experience, are available for your study.
G. E. invites you to use them.
STUDIO AND TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT.
G. E. will have equipment for everything
in television— from cameras and microphones to transmitting antennas and
home receivers. G. E. can supply you with
complete
lighting, heating,
air-conditioning and substation
installations.
General
Electric is the only manufacturer who can
offer this complete service.

PLAN NOW to visit Schenectady to study
AUDIENCE SURVEYS. WRGB checks audi- G-E
facilities. Every Wednesday and Friday
ence reaction and establishes a rating for
are "opento get
house"
days. Write forortheseefolder,
every show.
The measures
response the
fromsuccess
the tele-of "How
to equipment
Schenectady,"
your
vision audience
G-E
broadcast
representative.
He
will
be
glad
to
help you plan
your visit.
WRGB's
weekly
features—
reactions
that
provide abundant information which Electronics Department,
General
Electric,
G.television
E. is gladly
sharing with tomorrow's Schenectady 5, N. Y.
broadcasters.
Establish a priority on delivery of your
BUSINESS ASPECTS. Television is destined television equipment. Write for your copy
of the "G-E Television Equipment Reservato become
a
great
new
industry
that
provides sales power unsurpassed by any
other advertising medium. Every adver- Hear tionthePlan."G-E radio programs: "The World
tiser, manufacturer, and merchandiser is Today" news, Monday through Friday 6:45
a prospective
EWT,Sunday CBS.
G-E All-Girl"TheOrchesthe
potential time-buyer.
television Estimates
audience putat p. m., tra,"
10 p. "The
m., EWT,
Pa rty, "Monday
throughNBC.
Friday, 4 p.G-E
m.,
48,000,000
people—
twenty-four
after equipment production begins.months House
EWT, CBS.

/
FM*

TELEVISION

BROADCASTING
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200,000 w SEISDER
BEAMED TO JAPAIS
BEAMED toward Japan and enemy-occupied territory from Manchukuo to extreme South Pacific,
CBS 200,000 w international shortwave transmitter at Delano, Cal..
went into service June 15.
Operated for OWI, the Delano
station has been on the air since
Nov. 26, 1944 with two 50,000 wtransmitters shortwaving programs
20 hours a day for OWI and Office
of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. Present plans call for
two smaller transmitters to broadcast same program on different frequencies, with 200,000 w unit carrying another program on a third
frequency to prevent jamming by
the Japanese.
CBS as agent for Defense Plant
Corp. started construction at Delano on April 22, 1944. Transmitting equipment was designed and
manufactured by Federal Telephone and Radio Corp. for the
OWI. Operations are under Les
Bowman, CBS Western engineer.

Fly Urges Strong
Radio Leadership
Says NAB Suffers Deficiency
In 'Wholesome Principles'
INTELLIGENT leadership, vested
with real authority, is the great
need of the broadcasting industry
today, James Lawrence Fly, former
DURING
stopover onmanager
a New York-Hollj'wood
Jack was
O'Mara,
West FCC chairman, declared last MonCoast salesa promotion
for the American trip,
network,
welcomed
day in an address before the radio
by his former Fort Wajne business associates from the old Westinghouse division
of the American Marketgroup
W'OWO
and
W^GL.
At
get-together
were
(1
to
r)
:
Mrs_.
Norman
ing
Assn., inmeeting
at the Murrav
C. Widenhofer, Mrs. Hilliard Gates; Mr. Gates, sports announcer and Hill Hotel
New York.
public service director of WO WO; Mrs. O'Mara; Mr. O'Mara; Norman
Pointing out that the broadW"idenhofer, WGL sales promotion manager.
caster, between the two extremes
of the Commission, which is duty
bound
to
protect the public interest,
Mutual Video
Rescued Son Returns
advertiser who is interCPL. ROGER WOLCOTT, son of MUTUAL has signed a contract and theested solely
in selling goods, still
Imogene Wolcott, conductor of to use the facilities of WRGB, has considerable
flexibility of
MBS What's Your Idea homemak- General Electric video station, in
ers program, has arrived in the order to televise a program, first operation,fective
Mr.
Fly
pleaded
forup "ef-by
leadership
backed
U. S. from ETO following rescue of which will be the Mutual show
from the Germans by the Russians titled The Better Half, once a week, effective organization and plan"Industrial self-regulation,"
one day before V-E Day. He is en- starting the first week in August. he said,ning."
"is much more wholesome
gaged to Marilyn Stackpole, daugh- WOR will continue to use its regu- than grudging
concessions under
lar
weekly
series
on
WABD,
DuConnie' Stackpole,
whip lash of public criticism
Bostonter of women's
commentator.WNAC Mont television station, New York. the
or governmental coercion.
Deficiency of NAB
"Here," he continued, "we need
to define and vest a real degree of
authority. NAB itself has long suffered through lack of organization
— through a deficiency in wholesome
principles — and through the failure
to vest authority to effectuate those
YOU'RE THE
principles in a recognized competent,whole
permanentarealeader.
"In this
greater good
JUDGE . .
can be accomplished and greater
public respect earned by a couraapproach tothat
this organization
problem. It
is stillgeous
essential
and leadership be endowed with
segments of authority from the inwhich wholesome
cies dustry
can beupon effectuated.
Then poliand
then only may we beat the attack
from the myriad sources which
have been recrudescent and which,
but for intelligent self-regulation,
will continue so throughout the
Public Confused
We've been passing out lots of sentences on the magic
The need for leadership exists
even "in the scientific phases where
of "The Magic Circle" and the wonders of WBIG. But
we
are most progressive," Mr. Fly
declared.
after all - you're THE JUDGE! We would like you
years." He cited the tendency in
FM
andment of the
television
to try the facilities of this station for your share of
industryfor to"each
keep segthe
public, the broadcasters and the
the booming business in the South's Greatest Market.
government entoiled with multifaceted conflict, each segment proWe can arrange for 365 days (and nights).
claims,"faced
the
confusionmoting itofs ownthelimited
broadcaster
with the need to move into FM
EDNEY RIDGE. DIRECTOR
and then into television, the confusion of the public over whether
to buy a new AM receiver, an FM
receiver,
a television receiver, a
facsimile receiver.
WBIG
GREENSBORQ.
it possible,"
asked, find
"thata
N. C.
this"Is great
industryhecannot
mechanism by which the best in
these great developments can be
brought together in an harmonious
pattern for the good of all conLawrence Hubbard, research diJones Co.presided.
and chaircerned?"
man ofrector,
theDuanemeetings,
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An

exclusive

tie-up

with

the Denver Post-plus A. P., U.P.
and I.N.S. wires into its own
newsroom — gives Denver's
KOA dominant news
coverage
Nowhere else between Chicago
and the Pacific coast will you find a
radio newsroom served by all three
— A.P., U.P. and I.N.S. KOA has
direct wires to each of them, and
has had for many years.
Add to that two quarter-hour
news periods daily, broadcast from
the newsroom of the Denver-dominant POST, and you begin to realize
how thoroughly KOA covers the
news-front in Denver and throughout the Rocky Mountain West.
All of KOA's news coverage — there are 41 local news
periods a week, prepared by the station — is sponsored except
the Post series, which is not available. And a long waiting
list of would-be news sponsors, both local and national advertisers, bears. out our claim to leadership.

No
FIRST

wonder

in DENVER

50,000 watts
850 SiT"
Represented by NBC SPOT SALBS

KOAs

Larry atMartin,
Editor Mr.of
the POST,
a KOAManaging
microphone.
expressions
of thefeatures
editorial ofopinion
ofMartin's
the region
have been
many
an
NBC issues.
Newspaper Editor Round-up on
national

FiRST!

First in POWER -the only 50,000 waiter for
500 miles in any direction. Hence . . .
First in COVERAGE -Day or Night
First in LISTENER LOYALTY- NBC surveyed 1077 cities to prove it
First in PROGRAMS-both listener and
advertiser loyalty proves that
And finally, for all these reasons . . .
FIRST IN DEALER PREFERENCE
(Just ask Ross-Federal}

FARMEPSEEBUY!
FAFMEK
'When -washing machines and such make their reappearance
thev"re
be snatched
like hot buckwheat cakes.
Markets going
ahnost toeverywhere
are up
waiting!
But where will you find a condition of prosperity to surpass
that now prevailing in Iowa?
E\en 87.672.
two years
'43,attheleastState's
farmyear
income
was
Last ago,
year init was
20% average
higher. This
and
next, with the whole world demanding foodstuffs, pocketbooks
here will be bulging to an unprecedented degree!
You'll want the present and future trade of these rich farmers.
So what's the best way to get it? Remember, they don't go for
jitterbug programs, swoon crooners and big-city-type wdsecracking comedy. They like entertainment, news and farmmarket reports that are tailored to their own tastes and needs.
Thev prefer to hear announcers speaking in their own plain
accents. Farmers fundamentally and always, their favorite listening isto KMA, the Xo. 1 Farm Station in the No. 1 Farm
Market.
demonstrated
the letters
theyareasendreceives.
us — more
than twiceThat's
as many
as any otherby station
in this
Let
you more of KMA's story. Or for information, call
Free us& tell
Peters!

KMA
AMERICAN BROADr.ASTING CO.

NAB Committee Defers Setting of Date
For Week to Observe 25th Anniversary
SETTING of date for a week to W. B. McGill, Westinghouse Radio
obsei-ve radio's 25th anniversary Stations Inc.; Philip Lesly, Theodore R. Sills
& Co.,also
RMA'smet public
was deferred pending war develop- relations
counsel,
with
ments by the XAB public relations
executive committee, meeting June the NAB committee.
Proposal to form an Academy of
18-19 at the Eoosevelt Hotel, New
Radio Arts & Sciences was preYork. Committee
felt
radio's
parsented by E. T. B. (Buck) Harris
ticipation inthe war effort should
Lee & Losch, Hollj'wood public
be Attending
emphasized. were Edgar Bill, of
relations firm. A subcommittee was
WMBD Peoria; Craig Lawrence, named, comprising Messrs. Joy,
WHOM New York; George Cran- Crandall, Hanna, La^vrence and
dall, CBS New York; Leslie Joy, Bill, with Mr. Patt an ex-officio
KYW Philadelphia; Mike Hanna, member.
WHCU Utica; J. Harold Ryan,
Thetionplan
involves
public
educaabout radio
as well
as annual
Willard Egolf, Bruce Starkey,
NAB. Absent were John Patt, awards. It met committee approval,
WGAR Cleveland, chairman; Lewis^ with some changes suggested.
Allen Weiss, KHJ Los Angeles;
Frances Farmer Wilder, CBS
Karl Wyler, KTSM El Paso; Harry consultant on daytime programs,
Kopf, NBC Chicago.
discussed the CBS survey of reacKiwanis Week Discussed
tion to daytime serials. An industry survey of reaction to radio proGroup reviewed Kiwanis radio
week, May 13-19, which had almost by the group.gram ing in general was favored
100 9'ftersparticipation
local chapwhich aAvarded bycitations.
Book Distributed
In its 25th anniversary discusNAB volume. Management
sion the com'mittee was aided by in The
the Public Interest, has been
the network anniversary group, in- distributed
to stations and to imcluding William S. Hedges, NBC;
portant persons
and organizations,
Frank Stanton, CBS; Mark Woods, with stations
ordering
5,000 copies
American. Robert Swezey, Mutual, for local distribution.
Distribution
was absent.
another 20,000 copies was disRadio Manufacturers Assn. com- of
mittee on anniversary observance, cussed.
Group
considered preparation of
comprising
John S. &Garceau,
woith
Television
Radio FarnsCorp. ; a manual for station operators,
which would develop through case
histories the practices in public interest presented pictorially in the
present volume. The collection of
photos tiof
home-front acvities wil radio's
be enlarged.
A subcommittee on listener activities— Messrs. Joy, Crandall,
Lawrence and Hanna — had met
with Dorothy Lewis, NAB director of listener activities, the previous week and reported on the
Assn. of Women Directors of NAB,
radio councils and related activities. Proposal of William B. Way,
KVOO Tulsa, that the NAB make
available in mat form a series of
newspaper ads on the American
system of broadcasting for local
use, was tabled for lack of funds.
MAKE PDDR CUSTOMERS!
Demosthenes practiced his
speeches to the ocean.
Don't broadcast your sales
message to the ocean!
Use!

The A'o. 1 Farm Station in the ISo. 1 Farm Market
152 COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,

AROUND
IOWA

mm
Julenln^ Mailt
John
Elmer
Roeder .
Pretident George
Generof ~H.Nianaqer
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Bxdusive Hation^ Representatives
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"Pappy
one Flint
o' them
lightenin' bought
rods WFDF
wuz
sellin' — but got hit twice in the

same place."• Broadcast Advertising
BROADCASTING

# Jordan Marsh Company, New England's largest department store, is another Boston
institution to place its faith in the potency of fine music, assured entree
into myriad New England radio homes by the power and prestige of station WBZ.
The Jordan Marsh Program., institutional in slant., is a half-hour
of music presented on WBZ each Sunday afternoon, at 1:30. With a cast of 33, it features
songs by Richard Preston, baritone, and the Jordan Marsh all-girl chorus of sixteen
voices, the music of Rakov and his 15-piece orchestra., and is rounded out with a 5-minute
"Boston Story," by Carl de Suze.
Also at the same hour, 1:30 P.M., Jordan Marsh is on WBZ daily, Monday through Friday,
with a quarter-hour program featuring de Suze and his Boston stories.
Its title, "Going Your Way," is used as the theme for store -wide, year-round promotion.
WBZ is definitely "going your way" also, if you aim for intensive, economical
coverage of the thriving New England market nestling in the WBZ primary. NBC Spot Sales
will blaze the trail for you.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
W O W O
WBZ
KYW • KD KA
W BZA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES — EXCEPT KEX
KEX REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

WCKY

REJECTS

BECOME

MOST

DENT RADIO

NETWORK
POWERFUL

VOICE

IN

We fully appreciate the importance and
network

shows! We've

tinue on a network

TO

INDEPEN-

MIDDLE

WEST!

popularity of "big-time"

broadcast plenty of themi And

basis if it were

restrictions that would

TERMS

we'd con-

possible to do so without

interfere with the type of program

we feel is most desired by our listeners and

service

advertisers.

Network shows, however, have constituted a relatively small percentage ofour radio time, and we

are reluctant to carry them on

increasingly difficult terms that would unfavorably affect the major
portion of our program service which our listeners depend upon, day
in and day out, throughout the year.

It is our belief that listeners will appreciate having this powerful
station that can, and will, serve listener interests more efficiently,
in a wider coverage
program
We

area, through the elimination of confusing

shifts occasioned

by optional network

demandsl

propose, therefore, to broadcast independently! And

dedicate WCKY's

we shall

vast technical and artistic resources, large-scale

broadcasting experience and

expert program

service to the task

of serving listeners first — free from all influences that would prevent us from doing the sort of job we feel is most important!

NEWS

AND

NEWS

MUSIC
ON

THE

IN

THE

50,000

HOUR

BEFORE

AND

THE

THE L. B. WILSON
50,000
Dedicated

WATT

FIVE

MINUTES

HOUR!

STATION

WATTS

to the Public

MANNERl

Interest

**. . . it means America . .
AS THAT GREAT, silver C-54, "The Sacred
Cow", which brought General Ike Eisenhowei'
liack to a hero's welcome, approached Washington's National Airport last week, the pilot
tuned in an American broadcasting station.
The Supreme Commander, and those with
tiim on the plane flying toward the Virginia
Capes, first heard the sound of Amerioa, first
recaptured the symphony of their own land in
the voice of an American broadcaster.
There is intended here no attempt to claim
for broadcasters any closer alliance to this
smiling hero than is their due as citizens of
the free land whose prestige he forwarded. But
the average broadcaster must have felt a special kinship when General Eisenhower said
these words, less than two hours after his
homecoming, to a civic gathering at Washington's Statler Hotel:
"Were I a speaker instead of a soldier,
there's one thing I should attempt to do today.
It is to describe the feeling of the soldier returning to his home from the wars. For a long
time these soldiers of mine, and I have been
over in France, where we don't understand the
iaiiKuage, and in Germany, where not only we
iJon't understand the language, but where
faces are sullen and eyes hostile.
"Getting
home, then,
meanshearing
seeing language
friendly
faces
and ivelcome,
it means
that rings sweetly in our ears, it means comnit'rcials on the radio. All in all, it meayis
A merica."
This was the voice of the commander of
0,000,000 American men and women, acknowle lging himself their agent in receiving a
grateful
country'sasplaudits,
to the
radio commercial
a symbol pointing
of freedom.
He and his fighting men have spent years in
foreign nations where broadcasting is niolopolized by controlling Governments. There
jie no commercial announcements.
Certainly General Eisenhower and his troops
lij not hunger for them with such avidity that
• lieir furloughs will be spent at radio re•■ivers. But they know them for what they
ure: part of the American stream of consciousess, an active element in a free estate.
"All in all," he said, "it means America."
Ho-Hum Department
DREW PEARSON'S column for June 19:
■■(President Truman) let Leonard Reinsch go
lack to his radio job in Atlanta the day after
.? handled himself badly in a press confer■nce."
From United Press news reports, same date:
"Riding with the President (on his flying
trip to the West Coast) were Press Secretary
Ross, Secretary Connelly, Special Radio Ad■iser Reinsch, Military Aide Vaughn, etc."
P. S. Radio Adviser Reinsch lunched with
the President on the South Portico of the
White House last Monday, prior to their departure for the Coast.
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Air AND
Rights
& miracles
Wrongs
RADIO
aviation,— twin
of our
era which have romped along hand in hand,
are headed for domestic trouble. These two
arts which use the ether are on the brink of
their greatest development. Both need room.
That's where the trouble brews. From the administrative standpoint, it's already here.
Television and FM, to render peak service,
must have altitude for their antennas — the
springboards from which their ultra-high,
line-of-sight signals are bounced so as to
"rain" on the nation's homes. Air transportation needs tremendously expanded airport facilities. Obstructions to air navigation close
to airports must be avoided.
Both radio and aviation look for their home
sites in areas contiguous to centers of population. Heretofore a single airport would do
for even the biggest city. Postwar expansion
contemplates a multiplicity of them — possibly
different ones for different types of transport
service. Similarly, radio must have new locations for FM and television (as well as AM)
for the far-flung radio relay systems planned
for networking of these new services.
We said the problem exists today. Many applications, cleared by the FCC, for new stations or modifications of existing ones and
hundreds for FM and television are on file.
The Civil Aeronautics Authority, interested in
aviation and not in radio, is holding up clearances until Congress writes a new law for the
vast airport construction program.
Such a bill, creating a $650,000,000 fund for
Federal airport aid, has been written by the
very House committee charged with radio legislation. Itshortly goes to the House. If that
bill becomes law in its present form, it could
hamstring radio's development to point of
virtual strangulation. The FCC, in effect, would
be superseded as the radio licensing agency,
because it would be up to the CAA to decide
whether a station could locate in a given area.
Beyond that, existing installations which
the CAA might conclude are located at sites
desirable for new airports could be condemned
as "airport hazards". Should the administrator decide to establish an airport at or near
the site of an existing transmitter, he would
have authority to remove, lower or relocate.
It doesn't take clairvoyance to foresee the
obstacles to radio development if this bill
passes as now written. Think particularly of
the flat plains areas of the middle west where
1,000-foot antennas would be required for
ultra-high transmission. Radio can't locate indiscriminately on a "what's left" basis.
The aviation industry obviously has done an
able job of Congressional relations. Radio, on
the other hand, appears to have been caught
napping. The fact that the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee, which handles
radio as well as aviation, would draft such a
bill without even considering the effect upon
radio's development certainly indicates the
committee either didn't know about or wasn't
impressed with radio's impending plight.
The first thing needed is to redraft the Airport Aid Bill so the FCC will be able to continue its full licensing function without veto
by CAA. Then radio must tell its story in the
appropriate forums, lest it find itself smothered and suffocated by the very ether to which
it gave voice.

★
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DWIGHT DAVID EISENHOWER

i

of theofthree
broadcast
the
General
to ers
BEHALF, a ofsalute
ON Americas
Army Dwight David Eisenhower!
To the deep admiration radio men
hold for the hero of our times has now been
a feelingalsof on"he's
fiercehe pride
added
rathe oiir
chose— "commerci
man" — asince
dio" as one of the top things that made him
glad to be home.
Gen. Eisenhower has recognized the potency'
of radioto since
and hasalmost
con-;
tinued
make hisusefirst
of itinvasion,
strategically,
as an arm of his land, air and sea power. !
In the invasion of North Africa, the first
"force" to enter the country -was the voice ofi
Gen. Eisenhower, telling the French people
the purpose of the landings and asking their
aid. In a matter of days its effectiveness was
proven in the cooperation of the people.
He continued using radio intensively throughout that campaign. At Casablanca, where he
met withat Gen.
he broadcast oftheFrench
cere-'
monies
whichGiraud,
the remobilization
forces took place. Numerous other broadcasts
were made to brief the people for liberation.
When that greatest of all invasion days came
— D-Day at Normandy — the General again
took to the airways to tell the oppressed people of France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark,
Norway,
it." any single broadcast,
Perhaps"This
moreis than
this was the one most eagerly awaited. It wasj
the culmination of the months and years of
expectation, of courageous listening with held
breath as instructions for that moment had
come trickling through concealed sets throughout Europe. The military value of that broad-J
cast releasing the tremendous weapon of the
underground can never be estimated. Mord
impoi-tant was the hope it brought to the
hearts of people so long without hope.
On D plus
Gen.American
Eisenhower's
supervision was1,setunder
up the
Expeditionary Forces Network, binding together th^
forces as a team, reporting the progress of
the war to the men, and bringing them what
was attion andthat
time their only source of relaxaentertainment.
The fighting forces at St. Lo during the
breakthrough there were spurred on by a "pej
talk" from their Supreme Allied CommanderHe
them again
the "Battle
the broadcast
Bulge" in toDecember.
The atspirit
and magof
nificent
personality
of
the
leader
carriet
through to the men.
There have been numerous other radio talks
(Continued on page 46)
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Portland
TWO

of

the

SAFEST

^

Oregon

PLACES

in the

U.S.A.!

^ PORTLAND-Winner of First Place in the
OREGON— Consistently ^'up in front" as a
National Traffic Safety Contest for Cities
National States Safety Winner. Likewise
in Pedestrian Protection.
250,000-500,000 Population Group.
Traffic congestion zoomed upwards in this area swollen by war workers. Yet Portland and
Oregon continued to establish new records in traffic safety. For many years KOIN has
consistently worked, week in and week out, with the PORTLAND TRAFFIC SAFETY
COMMISSION and OREGON'S SAFETY DIVISION. The station's safety activities are
spearheaded by two veteran weeklj' program series. Among a radio station's Public Service
duties, is there any more important than helping to save life and protect it?
"TRAFFIC SAFETY"
in cooperotion with the Secretary of State

Illustrated by dramatic cast, a blind man's own advice to motorists,
pedestrians and his fellow sightless persons is broadcast on KOIN's
weekly "Traffic Safety" feature.

"Oregon's safety program has benefited
immeasurably through the year 'round
weekly broadcast of KOIN's Traffic Safety
show, as contrasted to periodic programs
on special oncampaigns.
and rebroadcast
nine otherTranscribed
stations, Oregon
thus is assured consistent and complete
geographical radio coverage in the interest
of accident prevention."
ROBERT S. FARRELL, JR.
Oregon Secretary of State

^TORTLAND TRAFFIC SAFETY'^
in cooperation with Portland Traffic Safety Commission

KOIN Production Head Ted Cooke (left) hands to Sid King, state
traffic expert, a transcription of the program shown above in the
making. The ET will make the rounds of nine other Oregon stations,
thus spreading the gospel of traffic safety throughout the state.

"Thank you for helping Portland earn first
place award for best traffic safety record
among the cities of our population class
throughout the United States for year 1944.
Shortly after the safety commission was
created in 1940, KOIN instituted a safety
program, from which time . . . this program
has been aired evety' week without a single
interruption. This was the only radio program of this character and continuity'."
RAY CARR
Portland Traffic Safety Commission
1944 Chairman

PORTLAND,
mmm
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WMT
Gives
Largest

You

The

Population

(1,131782*)
Within Its 2.5 MV.
Of

Any

Station

Line

in Iowa

€§t the latvest cost per listener!

* STATION (B) 50,000 WATTS-- 1 ,01 8,035
STATION (C) 50,000 WATTS-- 430,628
Population Figures
Based on 1940 Census

Represented by KATZ AGENCY
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FOR best promotion of Red Ryder series, trophy cup is presented to
Charles E. Couche (r), KALE Portland general manager, by J. E. Calnon, Portland plant manager, for sponsor Langehdorf United Bakeries,
San Francisco. Onlookers are (center 1 to r) Norman Davis, KALE commercial manager, and Leith Abbott, promotion-publicity director.
P&G LEADS MAJOR
MEDIA ADVERTISERS
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co. leads
the list
of 1,628
advertis-of
ers included
in thenational
1944 edition
"Expenditures
of
National
Advertisers in Newspapers, Magazines,
Farm Journals and Chain Radio"
published annually by the Bureau
of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Assn. Volume, showing P & G as the top spender in
these four media for the third successive year, lists all national advertisers spending more than
$25,000
media. in any one of the four
Lineup of the top ten advertisers in all media shows little change
from 1943. General Foods, General
Motors and Lever Bros, remain in
second, third and fourth places.
Sterling Drug moved up to fifth
place in 1944 from sixth in 1943.
General Mills climbed from seventh
to sixth. Colgate-Palmoiivc-Peet
Co. moved from ninth to seventh.
Coca Cola Co. remained in the No.
8 position and Liggett & Myers in
tenth place. One newcomer, American Home Products Corp., broke
into the list in ninth position.
All data for the volume, just released, were compiled for the Bureau by Media Records, which assembled the newspaper expenditures while radio, farm paper and
magazine figures were taken from
reports
Bureau. of Publishers' Information

Crump Renamed Head
Of Kansas City Ad Group
MURREL CRUMP, advertising
manager of the Sinclair Coal Co.,
has been elected to his fourth term
as president of the Advertising &
Sales Executives Club of Kansas
City. Other officers elected were:
W. J. Krebs, Potts-Turnbull Adv.,
first v-p; A. J. Stephens, A. J.
Stephens Co., second v-p; Kathryn
Knappenberger, City National
Bank, third v-p; G. E. Smith, Morantz Coal & Lumber Co., secretary; Cecil H. Taylor, Kansas City
Southern Lines, treasurer.
R. H. Montgomery, Goodlander
Mills Co.; J. B. Woodbury, R. J.
Potts-Calkins & Holden; R. C. McCreery, toGeorge
Peck year
Inc., terms
were
elected
serve B.three
on the board
of
governors.
In
petition with clubs throughout comthe
U. S,, Canada and Mexico, the
Kansas City club recently was
awarded
Sales Manager's
Mag
azine silverthe trophy
by the National
Federation of Sales Executives for
distinguished
during the pastservice
year. to salesmen

'American Newsletter'
AMERICAN network is mailing
Volume 1 Number 1 of "Americani
Newsletter", planned as a monthly
clip sheet
of background
tion, to affiliates,
radio informaeditors;
civic and educational organizations,
libraries, etc. Current issue conCBS Hillbilly Show
tains a statement by Edward J.
NEW MUSICAL variety show. Noble, chairman, on the necessity
Barnyard Follies featuring the na- of freedom of information, another
tional hillbilly champions, started statement by Chester J. LaRoche,
June 16, Saturdays, 2:30-3 p.m. vice-chairman, calling press and
EWT on CBS. Program is a com- radio an inseparable team for demposite of hillbilly and popular
ocracy, quotes and
fromstories
the network':
Show is produced by Lewis commentators,
music.
and picKohr.
tures of its programs and stars,
Shumate and directed by Lamber
Letter
prepared
by Earl Mul- I
lin,
headwasof the
press department.
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fnnnnGEiiiEnTj
JAIMES
IVI.Miami,
LeGATE,has general
managerto
ofthe WIOD
been
elected
board
of
directors
of
the
Miami
Rotary Club.
PHIL
MEYER,
president
and
owner
KFYR Bismarck,
N. D.,atisDetroit
spendingLakes.
theof
summer
at his cabin
Minn.,
recuperating
from
an
Illness
suffered last fall.
FRANK H. ELPHICKE, inanager of
CKWX Vancouver,
MBS outlet in Vancouver, is on anda five-week
ern Canada
the U. S. tour of eastJOHNager ofCARL
generalhas manWKMO JFFFREY,
Kokomo. Ind.,
been
elected
Club. president of the Kokomo Lions
A.RCA MacGILLIVRAY.
financial
division,aassistant
Camden,director.
has been
reelected
director
ofN. theJ.,
Philadelphia
Control
of
Controllers Institute of America for 1945-46.
HAROLD
B. FELLOWS,
manager of WEEI
Boston, has general
been elected
second
Club. vice-president of the Boston Ad
K. O. MacPHERSON, manager of KPFA
Helena.dent ofMont.,
has been electedof presiCommerce fthe
or the Helena
current Chamber
year.

B
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Our Respects To
(Continued from Page ^2)
not so decisive as these, but nonetheless inspiring. As a network
commentator
said that
lastmeans
week,more
"If
there is one name
than any other to all the peoples
of Europe, that name is EisenAlways encouraging the use of
hower."
radio at his headquarters, and the
equal treatment of radio and press
correspondents, Gen. Eisenhower
has surrounded himself with competent industry men. His Naval
Aide, Capt. Harry Butcher, CBS
vice-president, has been with him
throughout his campaigns. Lt. Col.
Walter Brown of NBC was his
communications officer, Maj. Albert
Wharfield of C. E. Hooper Inc.
set up the voicecast system for him
in the Mediterranean Theater.
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, head of
RCA,
General's operaradio
pictureentered
in thetheEuropean
tions, setting up communication^
channels with the Signal Corps.
Allied psychological warfare was
guided by the hand of Col. William
S. Paley, CBS president.
Director of Broadcasting Activities, SHAEF, was the former NAB
publicity head and chief of the Radio Branch, Army Bureau of Public
Relations, Col. Edward M. Kirby,
who arranged for much of the radio coverage of D-Day. Gen. Eisenhower's brother Milton is a radio
man, who was associate director
and administrative chief of OWI,
now president of Kansas State
College, which operates KSAC
Manhattan, Kan.
As a radio voice. Gen. Ike sound.-;
exactly as you would expect him
to sound — ^quick, decisive, sincere.
And though, with his magnificent
modesty, he protests he is "no
speaker", hishis speech
toast to toRussian
Gen.
Zhukov,
the Mayor
of London, his message to Congress
reached the heights of simple and

Nets Ask Navy to Cancel Pooling Plan
Governing War Coverage in Pacific
NOW THAT correspondents and vanced areas should be pooled
Hereafter this will be done "at the
broadcasting
are available for Pacificfacilities
war coverage,
the discretion of the network chiefs at
Pacific headquarters.
four major networks have asked Central
"Our decision to cancel the presto cancel their pooling agreement
ent pool agreement is based on the
made last December with the Navy.
In a letter to Rear Adm. H. B. fact that all networks are now aderepresented in the theater
Miller, Navy
Office ofof CBS,
PublicNBC,
Re- to cover quately
such transmission points
lations, news chiefs
are available.
American and Mutual pointed out as The
networks had stipulated the
that, on the basis of reports from
agreement would be cancelled when
their correspondents in the Cen- three
of the four decided to abantral Pacific Command, they considdon it. They now have 39 men in the
ered the agreement "no longer nec- Pacific.
NBC 13, CBS 7, Mutual
s ary or desirable".
"We epropose
to continue the sys- 12, American 7.
of pooling
communiques
over
the temGuam
circuit
as heretofore
MADISON FORMim
done," the heads of the news de- RADIO DEPARTMEIST
partments wrote. "It is also agreed
that certain programs from ad- NEW radio department is being
sincere eloquence that only the established at the Madison Adv
Co., New York, formerly Glicksgreat achieve.
man Adv. Co. H. Sumner SternThroughstantly
hisreminded
triumphs,
he
has
conberg,
the people that
rector andformerly
accountmerchandising
executive of di-L,
he is just Ike Eisenhower from H. Hartman
Co., New York, will
Abilene, Kan., who would prefer head the department,
sev
to be merely the representative of eral accounts which bringing
he says will
all
the
GI's
who
fought
under
his
use
radio.
command. Even in speaking with
Mr. Sternberg has handled i
him there is none of the awe that number
of national accounts in
usually surrounds such leaders. eluding Alfred
Dunhill of London,
With his quick humor, that wonderful grin, and the warmth that Russek's of Fifth Avenue and Parglows from him, he seems like any fum Lorle. Collaborating in deother soldier home from the war.
veloping the radio section is David
Wants it That Way
Gibson,
who forhandled
Adam MadHat
Co.
account
That is the way he wants it. He son has taken an Glicksman.
entire floor at 400
begged the home folks on Eisenison Ave., New York.
Day not to "high
him
when hehowerreturned.
Then hehat"added,
"The worst part of military rank
is the loneliness. . . ." Never lonely
as he grew up amid five brothers
— each called Ike — he was the
typicalmer on young
sum- HAROLD K. CARPENTER, for 22 years
vacationAmerican.
from WestOne Point,
with Foster & Kleiser Co., has Joined
he encountered a well-known boxer KNX Hollywood as account executive
who boasted he could lick anybody L. A. (Bus) MANWARING, KSL Salt
accountof the
executive,
has beeu
in Kansas. Ike knocked him out in Lake
namedCityBishop
Salt Lake
Citj
the second round.
Waterloo
L. D. toS. beWard.appointed
He is thea youngest
man
ever
Bishof
Though many reports name Ty- of1905.that Ward since its organization
in
ler, Tex., his birthplace, he was
born in Denison, Tex., Oct. 14, 'CARL ARGABRITE, formerly of KTFl
Falls, Ida., now heads local sale:
1890. Early in life his name be- Twin
came reversed from the original at KPFA Helena, Mont.
LEONARD
BUNKIN, former salesman ol
David Dwight. After graduation from
Philadelphia,
Army. has been releasee
from West Point — where he was WIP the
barred from school dances for a FRED DINERT, salesman for WHAT
month because he did a fox-trot on Philadelphia, is the father of a boy.
the dance floor — he married Mamie EDW.ARD PETRY, president, Edwarc
out aof reportedly
the hospitalserioui
Doud in 1916. They have one son, Petry
illness. & Co, isafter
John Sheldon Doud, who was grad- recuperating
from West Point,
classinofETO
'44. RADIO ADV. Co., New York, has beer
Now a uatedlieutenant,
he served
of KROW national
Oakland, sales
Cal. representativ
and returned with his father to the appointed
SPOT
SALES,
New
York, hasfor beei
U. S.
representative
Thi
In addressing Congress last named national
Group:
WSTV
Steubenvllle
O.,
WFPG
Atlantic
City,
WJPA
Wash
week. Gen. Eisenhower said, speak- Friendly
ington.
Pa.,
and
WKNY
Kingston,
N.
Y
ing for each man who had fought
R. KRAFT,
sales manage
under him : "He knows that in war ofREYNOLD
NBC
television
department.
Is
t^
the threat of separate annihiliation more
at the July
Club.26 meeting of Baltii
tends to hold Allies together; he speak Kiwanis
hopes we can find in peace a nobler JOE MATHEWS, formerly of merchan
& Rubicam
incentive to produce the same dising
Chicago,department
June 25Young
joins Weed
& Co
Chicago,
asonMay
salesman
ADELL, who
moves21]. toreplacing
Detroit CHARLIl
[BROAD
With Gen. Eisenhower as inspi- CASTING,
ration, international communicaH. MUEHLBAEUR,
former
publi
unity."tions isready as the instrument to LEW
relations
and advertising
executive
promote that unity.
the
U. S. staff
Employment
has jolnefo0
the sales
of WKBN Office,
Youngstown,
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WE

SPONSOR

THE

SPONSORS

of course, many of our sponsors are closely knit with the WSM
territory. These have made their own friends, and are holding
them well. But to many of those whose programs go out over
our clear channel, the sponsorship of WSM, the very fact that
WSM allots them time, is a door-opening introduction to the
five million people in our listening area. It is an area whose
doors do not open easily, — but where the latch-string is always
out for the entrance of an old friend.

NASHVILLE
DOORS

THE

VOICE

THAT

IN AN AREA OF FIVE MILLION GOOD

HARRY STONE. Gen. Mgr.
DEAN R. UPSON, Comm. Mgr.
EDW. PETRY & CO., ISatl. Reps.
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OPENS

STERNLY

GUARDED

CUSTOMERS
50,000 WATTS
650 KILOCYCLES
CLEAR CHANNEL
N. B. C. Affiliate
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. . . its '^legs^^ were real
The first xylophone, dating back to
prehistoi-ic
a primitive man (ordays,moreconsisted
lilvely aofwoman)
with wooden bars placed across his
bare legs and a club in his hand.
Women seemed to play the instrument
than tomen,
perhapsa good
because more
they liked
sit down
part of the time. In early Madagascar, the insti-ument
so com-to
plicated that it took became
two players
beat the bars — still held on one of
the musician's legs.
The predecessor of swing
So many bruised shins resulted from
earnest'but
inaccurate xylophonists
that
some
enterprising
conceived the idea
of laying savage
the wooden
bars across two logs. Later the logs
evolved into a stand, and the Bantu
negroesneath fastened
bethe bars for hollow
added gourds
resonance.
By this time, xylophone music had
become gay and tuneful, and was
used itedas dances.
an accompaniment for spirThere's music in the
wood pile
Althoughtioned in Europe
the xylophone
men-it
early itaswasachieved
1511,
was not until 1830as that
any recognition. By 1875, xylophone
parts were
written into symphonic being
arrangements.
The modern xylophone, known as
"wood slabs
pile," separated
is merely bya series
ofthe wooden
isolat
o
r
s
o
f
wood
or
felt.
The range
has
been increased to three
chromatic
octaves,
and
for
convenience
in
playing, the bars are arranged in two or
more rows, indented into each othei-.

The gay tempo of xylophone mutic,
irith its many flourishes, graces, rolls
and shakes, calls for the best in recording. And the best is
VERTICAL CUT RECORDINGS!
£/ecrnca/ Research Products
Dlmsion
OF
Wesrerti EliitfJc^fof"P^f/
233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7. N. Y,
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PR
TI
OnI}(
PETER BOCHAN, OD
formerly UC
with WWSW
MADELEINE
CBS
staff writer
on
"WavesJuneonCLARK,
Pittsburgh,
has
joined
WNAB
Bridgemarried
14Parade"
to Lt.program,
Edward wasB.
port,
Conn.,
as
chief
announcer
and
Winslow,
USCG,forwhom
she program.
met while
program director.
doing research
the CBS
WILLI.A.M
CORNISH,
assistant
commercial program Margaret
manager ofL. Mutual,
Juneof ERNIE RICCA, MBS director of the
21Bedford
married
Cameron
"Dick
Brown"
program,
is
the
father
Hills, N. Y.
ofSGT.a boy
born
Father's
Day.
LEO
KAYE,
former
continuity
edi-in
JAMES eran'sRAFTER,
conductor
of
"Vettor of the American Forces Network
NewNational
York. ComJune London
30]
20 was givenAid"manders'ontheawardWINS
annual
released [BROADCASTING,
from service JuneAprU
16, has
of
the
Catholic
War
joineddirector.
KDKA Pitsburgh as producer
Veteransdered inthrovighrecognition
of service ren- and
the program.
ROTENBERG. commentator on
MAS. EDW.'VRD
D. ANDRUS,
an- MATTIE
women'sawarded
affairs for1945CBCCanadian
Toronto,Womhas
cer and dramatic
directorformer
at Norfolk, Va.,nounand
Signal Corps
veteran
in been en's
Press Clubthe Memorial
Award for
C-B-I,
has
been
appointed
chief
of
-the
her
broadcast
"The
Postwar
Woman".
Signal Branch, Oklahoma City Air Tech- Contest was judged by MARGARET
Okla. nical Service Command, Tinker Field, CUTHBERT,
directorforofNBCwomen's
and
children'sCROWLEY,
programs
Newof KPFA
York.
GUY ROBERTSON has been appointed PAUL
announcer
production
director
of
K'WK
St.
Louis.
Helena,
Mont.,
Is
the
father
of
a
boy.
PVT.
BERN.\RD
DUDLEY,
formerm.c.CBSof PETE P.ADILLA, formerly of KQW and
announcer,
has been
assigned
San Cal.,
Francisco,
has joined KROW
the
v.feeklyCapers"
WRDW program.
Augusta, New
Ga., WRDW
"Camp OWI
Oakland,
as announcer.
Gordon
FRANK
LOKEY
Jr.,
formerly
of WMSL
announcers
are
JOE
HUNT
and
JAMES
Decatur
and the
WSGNannouncing
Birmingham,
STANLEY.
has
joined
staffAla.,of
JACK
STRADER,
announcer,
from
WNOX
Knoxville,
Tenn.
WCPO to WCKY Cincinnati.
REICH
is a new
directorHARRY
WOODLE,
formerly with KIDto JOHN
writer tion,
forT.WCBW.
CBS
staIdaho Palls
and KHJ
HeNewhasYork
beentelevision
anNewassociate
KDYL
Salt Lake
City asHollywood,
announcer. professor
at
Ithaca
College,
York,
NED
LYNCH,
from
KPEL
Denver,
joins
and
is
recently
returned
from
Hollywood where he studied screen acting
KDYL Salt Lake City as writer.
technique.
DELL
WFBL BAXTER
Syracuse. is new announcer with WILLIAM
DRIPS, NBC
Chicagonamed
direc-a
tor
of
agriculture,
hasagriculture
been
MELVIN delphiSTUART
joinssucceeding
WHAT Philaconsultant
in
radio
broada
a
s
announcer
JACK
casting for OPA.
CLEARY, to WPEN Philadelphia.
LT. (j.g.)nouncer
HALknown SCHER,
former has
CBS been
anW.1.LTER
ROBINSON,
from announcing
as Hal Sawyer,
staff
of
KYW
Philadelphia,
to
WQXR
assigned
to
the
CBS
show
"Builders
New York.
as Navy representative andof
liaison officer.
JOHN
A. DEEGAN
has joined KYW Victory",
Philadelphia
as announcer.
JEANNE MEYER, CBS secretary, has
BOB
network's writm.c, isSHERRY,
the fatherNBC of announcer
a girl born andon been ingtransferred
staff.LOEB, CBSto theproducer,
Father's Day.
MARX
effective
WILLIAM
R. PEER,H. former
takes oversponsored
directionby ofContinen"Report
Lord Inc.,scripthas July
to thetal8Can,Nation",
joined writer
NBCwith asPhillips
a staff writer.
New
York,
Saturday
on
CBS,
thru
BBDO,
New
York.
He
replaces
HAL MOORE,
WNEW
New
York
anEARLE McGILL who is leaving CBS to
June 13. nouncer, is the father of a boy born freelance.
GEORGE Chicago,
CASE, production
manager
at
RUTH CRANE,
of women's
ac- WBBM
resigned
effective
tivities, WMALdirector
Washington,
has been
6 tomanager
becomeof has
program
producelected president
the Women's Ad- July tion
KABC
SanandAntonio.
vertising Club of ofWashington.
JOHN cagoDUNH.4M,
former
ChiLYNN McCURDYand Jr.,KGWformerly
announcerof who
has WBBM
been
a GerKlamath
Portland,of KFJI
Ore.,
manleprisoner
war
until
recently
to KIRO Falls
Seattle as announcer.
ased by the Russians, has rejoinedreBRUCEmer C.announcer
CLARKEwithJr.,WFBL
Rdm. Syracuse,
3/c, for- the station.
MILTON
ROBERTSON,
former
conisin now
directorYork,
and chief
script Transwriter
the aboard
Pacific. the USS Noble somewhere at WNEWtinuityNew
has
joined
BILL MAGNER
shifts
from
WCCO
MinAmerican
& Broadcasting
New Television
York, as writer
for Bendix
announcer.neapolis to KOTA Rapid City, S. D., as Corp.,
Aviation Corp. CBS program, "Men of
AL
COLLINS,
former
announcer
of
WIOD Miami, to WIND Chicago.
DON OTIS, has
program
director
of KMPC
Hollywood,
resigned
to devote
full Vision".
'School' Time Change
time
to
his
programs.
HERB
WIXSON,
assistant
manager
In chargeof programof sales
has taken
over
supervision
WHEN
CBS's
the Air
LITTLE, toafterstation
2V2 years
next fallSchool
it willof probably
service,ming.hasJACKnouncer.
returned
as an-in resumes
be after 4:00 p.m. (EWT). DeciARTHUR
C.
RYAN,
former
announcer
of KOINstaff.Portland, has been
sion to shift from 9:15-9:45 a.m.
added to KMPC
spot is to take it out of school
CAPT. leasedFRANK
LYNCH,
recently
rehours
which have always presented
from theto CKLW
CanadianWindsor-Detroit
Army and re- a problem
turned
because of different time
[BROADCASTING,
May
28],
is
now
on
zones.
Another reason for shift is
leave from CKLW
supervisor, Forces to retain
one
Production,
for CBCas Montreal.
Arthur Godfrey in the
EDWARD
JAEGER,
formerly
with morning spot and in the repeat at
Studebaker
Corp.,
Chicago,
and
WGKV
p.m. (EWT). Godfrey was
Charleston,
Joined theInd.announcing 3:30-4
staff
of WKMOhas Kokomo,
originally scheduled as a summer
RAY
BERGMAN,
KSL
Salt
Lake
City
replacement
for the educational
continuity
has been awarded show.
the
Master ofwriter,
Northwestern
U.Business Adm. degree at
MARTIN
J. FLANIGAN,
RECORDING
BridgeWDMJ of Marquette.
Mich.,Mont.
to formerly
announcingof COLUMBIA
port, has released
an albumCorp.,of Norman
staff
KPFA Helena,
Corwln'sgram,"Onbroadcast
a Note
of Triumph"
proANTON
M.
LEADER,
producer-director
on
CBS
on
V-E
Day
for NBC, has resigned to freelance, with Album,
containing
six
discs
recordedDecca
on
both
sides,
will
be
sold
for
$6.50.
"Now ning
It Can
Be
Told",
five
weekly
eveRecords
originally
put
In
an
offer
quarter-hour
on MBS, as his first record the program and was reftised. to
Independent
assignment.
ROADCASTING
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Edward
WAR

Wallace,

CORRESPONDENT

TELLS

wtam

s

CLEVELAND

14 months in the South Pacific,
EDWARD WALLACE actually saw
our fighting men blast the Nips out
of their holes. He wallowed in steamy
jungle . . . slept in fox holes . . . survived the invasion of the Trobiand
Islands and narrowly missed getting
"rubbed out" on Cape Gloucester.
. . . With WTAM since May he is
the jirst actual radio combat war
correspondent to serve Cleveland.
Another first for WTAM, the
Cleveland station that's also first in
day and night listening . . . and first
in all program popularity polls too.

FIRST

in CLEVELAND

50,000 watts
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES

EDWARD WALLACE, stripped for action in New Guinea. Now
ace commentator and News Director at WTAM, Cleveland.

flulEPflRTS

Now

Place

Your

Now

. . . for

o

Order

LINGO

VERTICAL

TUBULAR

STEEL

RADIATORS
Prompt

Delivery

on radiators manufactured
from materials noiv on hand
Now, you con biry o LINGO Vertical Radiator without
the use of priorities. Because of the limiteci amount of
moteriols ond components available, orders will have to
be filled on o firsl-come, first-served basis. Until such
materials are mode available in greoter quontities, production wil have to be concentrated on radiators not
exceeding 250 feet in height. It you ore not ready to
have the radiator installed at this time, we can arrange to
manufacture ond deliver the radiator to you with your option to have it installed and erected by us when you ore
'eody. We urge you to act immediately and thus be osf ured of having your radiator on hond when yoir want it
'lease include in your inquiries the radiator height required
ond approximate site so that complete quotation can be
immediately made co> ering the radiator itself and its subsequent erection when so desired.
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
Esi. 1897
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

JOHN
YOUNG,andco-founder
Young ORR
& Rubicam,
HAROLD ofC.
MEYERS,tions, havehead
of Institutional
Relaformed
a
public
firm,
Young retired
& Meyers,
4 E.relations
St.
Mr. Young
from atY&R
in53d 1936.
FRANK
A.
SCHOTTERS
has
been
named
vice-president
of production
for the C r o sin1 e charge
y
Corp.,Schotters
Cincinnati.
Mr.
has
been ager oworks
manf theCo.Western
Cartridge
plants
in East Alton,
111.
COOPERATIVE
Analcasting,
ysis ofNewBroadYork,
has
expanded
the
tabulating
Its member staff
serviceof
department so that
subscribers
may se-by Mr. Schotters
cure breakdowns
15 - minute periods
of ratings
of halfhour
Department
can
nowandalsohourofferprograms.
various other
special
analyses.
WIRE RECORDER Development Corp.,
Chicago, which handles all business and
licensing
activities
for Armour magnetic wirequarters
sound recorder,
toS. LaSalle
larger
in Field hasBldg.,moved135
St.
SIDNEYdepartment
J. ABELSON,of Pedlar
formerly in the
radio
New York,
has joined William &J. Ryan,
Ganz
Co.,
York, promotion
producer ofdirector.
commercial
films,Newas sales
CHARLES
S. O'DONNELL.
who ofresigned
asMathes
director
J. hisM,
Inc. and
last vice-president
Feb. 1, has formed
own
company,
Charles
S.
O'Donnell
&
Co.,
public
relations
council,
at
220
42d
St. Firm
specialize in LatinE.
American
publicwillrelations.
CAL TheKIJHL,
forCo.,two hasyearsbeenradioappointed
director
ofWest
Blowrecording
Coast
manager
of
RCAVictor
Division, Hollywood,
HARRY
to Deccasucceeding
Records
Inc., New MEYERSON,
York [BROADCASTING,
June
11]. dioMr.production.
Kuhl will continue outside raWILL
YOLEN.Bros.director
of special
events
for Warner
Pictures,
was elected
presidentInc.,of the
Publicity WILLIAM
Club of NewP.
York
succeeding
MALONEY,
director of WELLBBDO.
Other
officerspublicity
are; ofKATHERINE
INGBROOK.
head
her own publicity
organization,
first vice-president;
GEORGE
ANDERSON,
Dudley & .'^ssoc,
second Pendleton
vice-president;
DOROTHY
MYERS,
Austin-Wilder
agency,
recording
secretary.
Among
directors electedagency;
are: JULIE
head
BUSH MEDLOCK,
BARNUM,
Bentonof & own
Bowles, and WESTON
SMITH,
vice-president and director of public
relations, "Financial World."

5000

JACK
STONE, continuity
editor
WRVA
Richmond,
Va., has left
for theof P
Pacific Theater
to interview
servicemen
from
Virginia.
He willforprepare
material
for daily
programs
the next
few '
months.
KATHERINEmentator of WCAU
CLARK,Philadelphia,
women's comwas
to leavenite June
18 observe
for ETO operations
for an indefi-of
period
to
Allied
Military
Government.
She
will
prepare
Friday discstwice-daily
to be flownMonday
to WCAU.through
NBC soon spisondents to the
to send
five
correPacific tomore
strengthen
the
network's
war
staff
there
without
weakening
coverage. Five
leave are: European
ROSS McCONNELL,
KOMOto
Seattle;
HOWARDJOHNSON,
PYLE, KTAR
Phoenix;
WALFRED
former
press
association
correspondent
released
from
the
Marine
Corps,
all
of
whom
Manila; RAY CLARK, WOW Omaha,go toto
Guam, kingand
editor rCHARLES
New MINER,
PostChungcor- i
esand
pondent, who stays
inYorkChungking,
THOMAS
B.
LESURE,
former
news
editor of WNAC
as news
rewriteBoston,
man. to WCOP Boston
NBC
PRESS Mary
department,
WEAFMcBride,
New
York
Margaret
WEAF and
commentator,
will entertain
July
9 at thein honor
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel for
Ben
his 20th
radioGross
editor of the ofNew
YorkyearDailya^
News. ^

WATTS

ROUNDS
|
ATTLE
En ter
OPf
lEM
D slU
WORL
etiElMat
ark
M UARANTEE
|Y|
iDER
J
NBC
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COMMERCIAL PROGRAM SALES, new
department
organized
by andWORsell New
York,
will create,
developprograms
or transcribed
package
of liveall
varieties.
Programs
will
be
for
commercialable sales
and willor benetwork
availfor byuseexclusively
on any orstation
selected
sponsor
agency. EDMUND
B.program
(Tiny) manager,
RUFFNER,heads
WOR newcommercial
departalso willfor produce
and
sell
recordedment which
programs
syndication.
NATIONAL
BROADCAST
SALES, Toronto, has opened
a Canadian
transcription
deproductions of U.partment S.to handle
transcription
producers,
with
R.
E.
McGUIRE,
formerly
of
AllCanada Radio Facilities, Toronto, as
manager of the transcription division.
C. E. addressed
HOOPER, president,
E. Hooperof
Inc.,
radioKOINC.seminars
KMBC
Kansasa swing
Citythe andaround
Ore., during
thePortland,
country
that included
station and
meetings
Salt Lake
Seattle.in Chincago,
EU
Js City^

IN RICHMOND,VA.
BROADCASTING
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REVERSIBLE PANELS of both live and dead surfaces make it possible for the radio ALTHOUGH KSL's POLYACOUSTIC STUDIOS look like something out of "Buck
producer
the "bounce"
of the sound waves as desired, and according to because
Rogers," ofthis
coincidental. Cylindrical surfaces are used
the naturetoofcontrol
the program
being broadcast.
whatfuturistic
they do, appearance
not how theyis look.
KSL

Pioneers

In Development

of Poiyocoustic

Studios

U NTIL recently relatively little attention has where sound engineers, after an intensive 3 year
been paid to the scientific control of sound study of the problems, completed the Polyacouswaves in radio broadcasting studios. Today this tic studios illustrated here. Another example of
subject is receiving the attention of many of the KSL pioneering, the Polyacoustic studios enable
nation's topflight stations. One of the outstand- KSL listeners to enjoy programs that are richer,
ing examples is that of KSL (Salt Lake City), fuller and more brilliant than ever before.

)RAMATIC BROADCASTS SOUND BEST from this type of studio, primarily designed
or the human voice. Alternating dead and live surfaces here give a new "naturalless" to the voice in radio broadcasting.

LIVE SURFACES AS SHOWN HERE reflect sound waves, and the curves control the
direction
of reflection. They allow just the right amount of reflectioa,
then causeandit toamount
fade away.

SponsoBS

L. E. WATERMAN Co., New York
(pens), starts sponsorship sometime In
September
of "Gangbusters",
tively onscheduled
for the Contract
Saturday tenta8-8:3052
p.m.
spot
American.
for
weeks
placed
thru
the
Reach Agency, New York. Charles Dallas
ALFREDdent of D'Arcy
N. STEELE,
former
vice-presihas been
vice-president
ofAdv.,
the Coca
Cola elected
Co. to
coordinate merchandising
activities.
ALLIED MILLS, Fort Wayne, Ind. (poulfeeds, tohashandle
appointed Westerntry,Adv.,livestock
Chicago,
effective
July
1. Radio will be advertising
used.
LOUIS MILANI FOODS Inc., Chicago,
has
appointed
Jim
Ward
&
Co.,
Chicago,
asChicago,
agency. asRadio
agency.Is being
Radioplanned.
Is being
planned. CANNING Co., Los Angeles
VERNON
(NewmarkBrlsacher,
Fine Meat
Products),
has
named
Van Norden
& Staff,
Los Angeles,
used
later. as agency. Radio may be
PAUL F. BEICH Co., Chicago (Whiz
candy bar), tionhas
for three
sta-breaks we klsigned
y for 52 weeks
on KYW
Philadelphia,
Co., Chicago. thru Arthur Meyerhoff
OMNIBOOK, New York (magazine and
book publishing Co.), starts sponsorship Sept.and8 ofBooks",
John Mason Brown's
"Of Men
York
Sat.
2-2:15direct.
p.m. foron13 WABC
weeks. New
AcYou cannot cover the
count placed
ILLINOIS
MEAT
Co.,
Chicago,
starting
June
Ton)
Baker in30 a sponsors
program ofDicksong(Two
and piano
tremendous New York
specialties
10:15-10:30
a.m.52 onweeks,
WGN thru
Chicago.
Contract
is
for
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
GENERAL
CIGAR
Co.,
New
York
(White
market without using
Owl cigars), has dropped sponsorship
of Earlning tWilson
and isforplano scheduleon aMutual
new show
the
fall. Agency
New
York. Is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
WBNX, because . . .
ARTRA
Cosmetics
Inc,Is Bloomfield,
N J.,
for
Sutra
sun cream
using and
a limited
spot
campaign
on
WNEW
WOR
WBNX reaches
New York
and isonKelly-Nason,
two Philadelphia
stations. Agency
New York.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER, New York,
•
for
new inpicture
"BloodJuneon 28,theis using
Sun"
York
aopening
heavy
spotNewannouncement
campaign
on
the WEAF
following
New
York
stations
2,450,000 Jewish speaking persons WABC
WJZ WOR WLIB WOV :
vmCA mentsWQXR
WHNstation-breaks
WNEW. Announcerun
from
to one1,523,000 Italian speaking persons minute commercials used on stations
in
varying
frequencies.
Agency
Is
Donahue
&
Co.,
New
York.
1,235,000 German speaking persons
MELVILLE
RADIO
INSTITUTE,
New
York,
thru
newly
appointed
660,000 Polish speaking persons Adv., New York, has started aSeldel
campaign with till forbid contract spoton
WINS New York. Campaign will be In•
creased.
SOIL-OFF
Mfg.cleaner),
Co., Glendale,
Cal.
(liquid paint
has appointed
STRENGTHEN your present
Ruthrauff
&
Ryan,
Hollywood,
to
service accountto beeffective
continue
used. July 1. Radio will
New York schedules with
RIVERSIDE RANCHO, Los Angeles
(ballroom),
has
startedSpade
weeklyCooley
half -hour
program featuring
and
WBNX. Our program deorchestra
Contract is foron 13KECA
weeks. LosFirmAngeles.
In addition
uses five-weekly
participation
In "Alon
partment will assist you in
Jarvls'
MakespotsBelieve
Ballroom"
KPWB;
six
peronweek
onandKPWB
KPAS;
seven
weekly
KIEV
two
dally
on KFVD.
Dean Simmons Adv.,
the translation of your copy.,
Hollywood,
has account.
HASSENSTEIN
Hollywood
(Movie
Wave),
In earlyonCo.,June
expanded
local
sechedule
KFVD Firm
and KRKD
aspotnational
campaign.
currentlyto
uses
quarter-hour
KJBS weekly
San Francisco
as well program
as a variedon
schedule
of KMYR
five-minute
programs
WJR Seattle,
Denver,
KXL Port-on
land, WJAS(KID
Pittsburgh,
Intermountain
Network
KVRS
KVNU
KEUB
KOVO
Hollywood,KLO).
has Dean
account.Simmons Adv.,
FARMS, Los Angeles (dairy
SOQO WATTS DIRECTIONAL OVER MEW YORK ARDEN
products),
July
starts five-program
weekly
quarter-hour
home9 economics
with Polly
Patterson
on KMPC
Hollywood.
Contract
for
13
weeks
placed
thru
Productive Adv., Los Angeles.
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WILLIAM
formerWatch
advertismanagerSCHEIBEL,
of the Co.,
Benrus
Co.
a,nd ingBulova
Watch
has been appointed advertising
managerMass.
of Waltham Watch
Co., Waltham,
PAXTON
& GALLAGHER
Co., Omaha
(Butter-Nut
coffee),
has signed
for 9
a.m.
newscast
Mon.
thru
Sat. and
a.m.
newscast
Sun.
on
KSAL
Salina,10
Kan.
Contract
is
for
52
weeks.
Phillips
Petroleum Co., Bartlesvllle, Okla., is
sponsoring Mon. thru Sat. 10 a.m. quarweeks. ter-hour newscast on KSAL for 52
E. H. CALHOUN
appointed
advertising managerhas ofbeenJaques
Mfg. Co.,
Chicago
(KC baking
powder).
He will
SIPPI'S
MISSIS
bepublic
in charge
of
sales
promotion
and
CASH
SLAYTON,relations,
resigned. succeeding FRED
SPEAKS
ALAN
assistant
managerRANDALL,
of Best Foods
Inc., advertising
New York,
has been
appointed
director
of
advertising and merchandising. He succeeds
UP!
J.of L.Young
CALLAHAN,
to copy-writing staff
& Rubicam.
F.appointed
W. WOOLWORTH
Co.,
New
York,
has
M. Mathes forInc.,allNewits Yorls.
An increase of 131 per
tostores
handleIn J.U.advertising
retail
S. and Canada. Mathes
already
had
the
New
York
section
of
the
cent
in Mississippi bank deWoolworth
accountadvertising.
and now takes over
entire
company
posits during the last three
M. LOUIS PRODUCTS Co., New York
years * is a clarion call to
(Eggnog Shampoo), on June 24 started
alert advertisers. Bank deposrecorded
quarter-hourmusic
program,
"Casa
Cugat",
featuring
its have climbed from $271,Cugat52 and
orchestra,
onWOR,
WOR by
New Xavler
Yorkis
for
weeks.
Besides
program
000,000 to $629,000,000!
now heard
WHDH Agency
KGO.
Other
stationson mayWCAUbe added.
Mississippi's
agricultural,
inis Hirshon-Garfleld, New York.
dustrial and oil
increases are
HILLS BROS.,
Newa summer
York (Dromedary
Mixes),
has
taken
hiatus
on
steadily
building
bigger
and
the
majority of but
stations
spot
announcements
will carrying
resume early
better ofbusiness
in America's
in September
with
an
expanded
schedstate
opportunity.
ule. Agency is Blow Co., New York.
TWENTIETH
CENTURY
Paint
&
VarWJDX — the DOMINANT
nish Co., Brooklyn,
has
Ellis
Adv.,
handleappointed
advertising.
"Voice of Mississippi" effecRadio New
is saidYork,
to beto considered.
REFINED SYRUP & SUGARS Inc., New
tively, efficiently covers this
York (Flo-Sweet
Liquid
has New
appointed
Fuller &advertising.
Smith Sugar)
& Ross,
expanding market.
York,
to
handle
Radio
will
' State Bonk Commission
be used in the Middle West.
HOLLANDS JEWELRY Co., Chicago,
has signed
for a live
station-break
weekly
on WBBM
Chicago,
effective
June 24 for
52 weeks,
thruGrocery
Malcolm-&
Howard,
Chicago.
Kroger
LAMAR
Baking Co., Cincinnati, started six
LIFE INSURANCE
transcribed
station-breaks
weekly
effective
June
17
for
six
weeks
thru
Ralph
H. JonesCo.,Co.,Chicago
Cincinnati.
Puhl
COMPANY
Products
(laundry John
bleaches),
JACKSOM, MISSISSIPPI
win use three
station-breaks
effective
July live7 for
13 weeks, weekly
placed
thru
cago. Roche, Williams & Cleary, ChiATLANTIC
(Tavern PaleBREWING
beer), JuneCo.,16Chicago
began
sponsorship
on
WBBM
fessor Van Dusen . . .Chicago
Master ofof "ProMysw
Saturday 6-6:30 p.m. Contract
for
52 tery",weeks
Mlthun,
Chicago. placed by CampbellFREDles candies),
W. AMEND
Co., Chicago
has appointed
Henri,(ChuckHurst
I
& McDonald,
Chicago,
to Radio
handle will
adver-be
tising
effective
Aug.
1.
used.
Account
was
formerly
handled
by
Geo. H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
N
C. Z. CHEMICAL
Co., Belolt,
polishes),
has signed
for Wis.
six (floor
spots
weekly tonio,
for thru13 Klau-Van
weeks on KTSA
San
AnPleterson-DunN
lop, Madison, Wis.
CALIFORNIA Fruit Growers Exchange,
Los Angeles
(Sunklst
oranges),
In four-18
week
summer
campaign
June
started
schedule
of KFI
dallyonKFWB
spots
on:
KMPC
KECA
KFAC
KHJ
KMTR KNX KRKD KWKW KPAS
KIEV.
ing, LosAgency
Angeles.Is Poote, Cone & Beld20TH
CENTURY-FOX
FILM showing
Corp., Losof
Angeles,
to promote
the
filmspot"Nob
Hill", onlocal
JuneKFAC
18 started
dally
schedule
on
KECA
KMPC
KFI
KHJ.is Western
ContractsKNX
are
for
13
weeks.
Agency
Adv.,
Los Angeles.
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Anna
ri llo " Growing ^'^CapitoV^ of The Panhandle
The stability and prosperity of the Amorillo
impressive 60% increase over 1939.
This
market is most aggressive . . . one
market are assured by the large income derived from cattle, oil and gas, wheat and
where your message reaches responsive
industrial business of a permanent nabuying power.
ture. The combined receipts for 1944 of
KFDA's large, and growing "Share of the
three basic classifications: cattle, oil and
Audience" together with planned promotion and merchandising services produce
gas, and wheat will run close to $325,000,000.
results at low cost. Let us give you the
1944 retail sales of $42,333,000 show an
complete facts.
# NUNN STATIONS
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.
WBIR, Knoxville, Tenn.
Ky. Vo.
WCMl /\ Ashland,
Hunfington,W.
— Gilmore
Owned andN. operated
Nunn andby
J. Lindsay Nunn.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE JOHN E. PEARSON CO,
Amarillo,

Texas

KFDA
A NUNN STATION
Howard P. Roberson, Manager

AN AFFILIATE OF THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
^IROADCASTING
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KANSAS
CITY

K

o

z

3.at A.WWSW
PEAKCE, assistant chief engineer
has resigned.Pittsburgh for over 13 years,
LUTHER
MARTIN,to formerly
of KWTO
Springfield,
WGAA Cedartown.
Ga., as chiefMo.,engineer.
M. M. (Pete)assistantELLIOTT
been apM. hasFINLAYSON.
general pointed
manager toof S.Canadian
Marconi
Co., Montreal.
R. J. (Rollie)
SHERWOOD,
former
assistant to the has
president.
General sales
Dry
Battery
been Co.,named
manager Inc.,
of HalUcrafters
Chicago.
WARREN
LEE Cable
PIERSON,& Radio
presidentCorp.,of
the
American
New
York, has
been
named
to head
Commercial
Cable
Co.,
subsidiary
Mr. Pierson, former president of firm.
the
Export-Import
Bankvacant
in Washington,
fills position left
for several
years since death of JOHN GOLDHAMMER.
DR. O. searchS. director
DUFFENDACK,
of the North former
AmericanrePhilips Co., New York, has been named
vice-president
directing
research
engineering.
E. J.is KELLY,
manager andof
manufacturing,
now
vice-president
and general factory manager.
PAUL
SCOTT,on released
the Army
Air Corps
the pointfrom
has
Joined
the engineering
staffsystem,
of WGAA
Cedartown,
Ga.
JACKreturned
NEFF, released
from the staff
service,of
has
to the technical
WOL
Avoltage,
NEWWashington.
unit
for
measuring
DC
resistance,
audio haslevelbeen
andor anFMAC
discriminator
balance,
nounced by RCA.combines
The RCA 195-A
hymst, unit
6-rangeVoltoDC
voltmeter,
and megohms,
ohmeter a reading
from
0.1
ohm
to
1,000
a
6-range
AC
voltmeter,
a
linear
audio
frequency
voltmeter,
an audio
level indicator.
meter and an
FM
dlscrlmator
balance

POSTWAR
Indianapolis
are
being Your
"sold"plans
to itsfor citizenry
"Quiz
Mayor",
Mondaythrough
eveningapolis.
programRepresentatives
started
onnew
WIRE
Indianfrom
civic
clubs
and
organizations
broadcasts.
The Wm.are H.invited
Block toCo.,attend
depardianapolis
tment store, has
given
time to and
InChamber Postwar
of Commerce
the
Indianapolis
Planning
Committee.
Program
is
handled
by
Gwln
Adv., Indianapolis.
Better Vision Series
DEDICATED to the cause of eyesight
conservation,
"Eyes on series,
the Future",
new
weekly New
quarter-hour
on WNEW
York June 24 started
8:45-9
p.m. Featuring
short
educational
addres esisby science
editorsin andcooperation
authors,
program
presented
with Better Vision Institute. Music is
bymembers
stars ofofMetropolitan
Opera Co. and
monic Society. the New York PhilharGlimpse of Home
QUARTER
HOUR by"home
on leave"of
has been -effected
broadcasters
Springfield,
for local ofboysa now
ETO
throughMass.,
preparation
specialin
programories.of Recorded
home bytownWSPR
folks Springfield,
and memprogram
was ofsentthe overseas
for rebroadcast as part
Army Radio
Service
series "Let's Go to Town".
Teen-Age Problems
NEW TELEVISION program dealing
with
teen-ag'.''Newproblems
startedvideo
June sta-21
on WCBW
York, CBS
tion.sentedWeekly
half-hour
telecast is with
preb
y
WCBW
in
collaboration
United
Parents
Assn.
of
New
York
City.
Each programproblem
gives dramatization
adolescent
as submitted ofby ana
teen-ager.

Y
MARKET
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
EVERETT L. DILLARD
Cpiiprnl Manager

Service Humor
SERVICEMEN and service publications
such as "Yank", "Stars and Stripes"
etc.
comedy
material
"GI
Laffs"provide
on ACBS$100
JuneBond28,forwill
Thursdaystarting
8:30-55
p.m.week
be
awarded
each
for
best
10-minute
comedyman.sketch
submitted
by a service-for
Bonds
also
will
be
presented
best jokes.
WNBT Classic Plays
WNBT,
NBC Video
station
In Newclassical
York,
is presenting
a series
of great
plays
which
began
June
17
with
Mollere's "The
Bourgeoisfor television
Gentleman".
Adapted
and produced
Dr. Herbert
Graf,
NBC
operatic
pro-by
ducer, this French of comedy
with a background
Strauss was
music given
and
included a ballet. •
Congressmen on WIND
CONTROVERSIAL subjects are basis
for
new
series "Congress
Reports" p.m.on
WIND
Sunday
ProgramcratiChicago,
offers
equal
time 8:45-9
to Democ
a
n
d
Republican
members
Congress who live within a 150-mile ofradius
of Chicago.
Weather Report Service
COMPLETE
weather reports for inboatmen,
New Yorkfishermen
area andhas vacationers
been started theby
WPATice.Paterson,
N.
J.,
Detailed summariesas aarepublicairedserv-80
times weekly.
KMBC Air Almanac
KMBC Kansas City has started a five
minute
"Dally
Almanac"
program andat
6:10
a.m. giving
weather
forecast
barometer
readings
for
the
rural listeners in the four-statebenefit
area. of
Veterans Service
STARTING
today special
(June 25),
WMCA
New
York offers
and
apartment-locating
servicefamilies,
to house
discharged
servicemen and their
giving
veterans
time a.m.
on "Real
up" 8:03-8:15
dally. Estate RoundWHBQ
Schedule
BECAUSE listeners are staying up
later due to the hot weather, WHBQ
Memphis is bolstering Its nighttime
schedulegramswith
top dance music protual line. recorded earlier from the MuNews Comedy
FIVE-MINUTE
"Chuckles Prom comedy
the News",news
is nowfeature,
aired
Monday
through
Friday
10:25-10:30
a.m.
by American
wire
of AP, UP,Network.
INS. Stories are from
Civic Planning
CIVIC planning
titled "New
York
Tomorrow"
has series
been started
on WLIB
New cast
York.presentsQuarter-hour
talks by cityweekly
officialsbroadand
leaders.

ELIZABETH WHITEHEAD
Station Director
PiTTSSURGH AVVERTISEnS
THE LOCAL SCORE
Pioneer FM Station in
the Kansas City Area
Ask for Rate Card 3
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KNOW

That's why it means something that 7 of Pittsburgh's
8 leading department stores used KQV last year.

ALLEGHENY

BROADCASTING

CORP.

Ws7S

National Representatives: WEED & CO.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising

500

experts

. . . and

it was

an
the Americ
we'd like
things
OFdoTHEatCompan
ONE tosting
y is give
Broadca
our listening audience the best
that there is inment.
in every field of
radio enterta
This is a
greatsuccess
policyfully
if— and
only
if—
Bruno Walter, voted the out- we
put
it into
standing opera conductor in
Musical America's recent radio practice.
That's why the result of
poll.
radio poll was music to ourMusical
ears. OverAmerica's
500 of the recent
leading
music editors and critics from coast to coast and Canada
picked five of our musical programs and people as outstanding intheir fields. They said:
BRUNO WALTER, conductor of the Metropolitan
Opera Association, was the best of all opera conductors.
THE BOSTON SYMPHONY, under the direction of
Dr. Serge Koussevitsky, was tied for first place as
the finest symphony orchestra.
"DIE MEISTERSINGER," presented by the Metropolitan Opera, was the best performance of opera.
MILTON CROSS was the outstanding announcercommentator.
METROPOLITAN OPERA, U. S. A., presented by the
Metropolitan Opera Guild, was the best program
of operatic character.
We have always been deeply conscious of the importance of music as a means of entertainment and relaxation. That is why we have been trying to do a complete job in bringing our listeners the best in music:
everything from the rich classical to jive — everything
from "Die Meistersinger" to our Saturday Senior Swing.
We are proud
that ait host
was anof "American"
Network
program
that gave
talented singers
the
opportunity to compete for the highest goal in grand
opera: the Metropolitan. A large number of the most
brilliant
stars in theOpera
"Met"Presents
today were
"discovered"
on
Metropolitan
(formerly
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air). In addition, the
"Met's" top singers are heard on a special weekly
evening program — Metropolitan Opera, U. S. A.
Saludos Amigos features outstanding guest conductors of both continents. It regularly gives
American

JROADCASTING

• Broadcast AJvertitimg

spoke
music

to our

ears

"American"music
listeners
American
and aa better
better appreciation
understandingof Latinof the
Latin-American way of life.
One of the four greatest conductors — Sir Thomas
Beecham — was presented to our listeners through
our new Saturday Symphony, a series that makes it
possible for many to enjoy the outstanding — but
lesser known — works of symphonic literature.
In this series we are also presenting such prominent guest conductors as Nicolai Berezowsky, Max
Gobberman and Anatol Dorati. This summer we
are taking our listeners to Tanglewood, in the
Berkshires, for one of the top events of the musical
season: The Bach-Mozart Festival under the direction of the noted conductor, Dr. Serge Koussevitsky.
And to round out the classical musical fare that
we give our listeners, we bring them still another
type of musical entertainment: The Coffee Concert,
featuring
Sylvia in
Marlowe,
one ofof America's
harpsichordists,
a program
17th and finest
18th
Century music.
Our obligation to give the public the best in music is
not limited to the classics. In the semi-classical field, we
are currently broadcasting the famed Boston "Pops"
every
We'veAndalsowhengivenit comes
our listeners
Gilbert Saturday
& Sullivannight.
operettas.
to popular music, we have on our staff the man who has done
more
for
this
type
of
music
than
anyone
else
— Paul
Whiteman. Also Nathan Van Cleave, nationally famous
for his distinctive arrangements of popular music.
Here again
— in popular
— we haVeandbrought
our
listeners
a variety
of top music
personalities
programs.
Guy Lombardo, Duke Ellington, Sammy Kaye, Kay
Armen, The Andrews Sisters, Saturday Senior Swing,
Philco Summer Series, Andy Russell and The Ford Early
American Music — these are only some of the popular
music programs on the "American" Network.
Yes, we do think that we are doing a pretty good job
in the field of music. And we were extremely pleased to
have Musical America, in telling us about the awards,
say: "The American Broadcasting Company has won
five first places in the various groups of our second antop
nual radio poll from over 500 radioncidentally,
and music youeditors
from
coast
to
coast
and
Canada.
Ii
'
'
all other networks in the number of first places won."

Broadcasting
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flGEnCIE

S

WHO
SAYS

All day long

WIND
delivers

79%
MORE

AUDIENCE

PER DOLLAR
now
IN

BILL BALLINGEK,
head of creative department offormer
Campbell-Mithun,
Chicago, has& Finn,
joinedChicago,
Relncke-Ellis
Younggreen
as radio director, a replaces
new position.
BRIDGK-at
WATER
Mr. JACK
Ballinger
Campbell
June
4]. - Mithun [BROADCASTING.
ROBERT SELBY, veteran California
newspaper and radio advertising executive, has been apSan Fran-ot
ciscopointedmanager
the new
branch BvJl
office
of
Smith,
&Hollywood
McCreeryagency.
Adv.,
Headquartered
1n
the
Butler Bldg.,
131 beStockton
will
in charge Stof,
the ernagency's
northoperaSMITH,
t 1 o n California
s.formerly
LOWELL
Los Angeles, hasof Mr. Selby
been appointed
production manager
with GRACE
LAIRD
shiftedas office
from Hollywoodager.to San
Francisco
manestablished
New
York branchFirm has
officesalsoat 7312
Empire State
Bldg. F. J.CASTING,SMALLEY
Jr.
[BROADMarch
26],
is
In
charge
as
resident
manageroncewith
VIRGINIA
FRAZIER
WHITE,
associated
with
Allied
Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles, as
office manager.
D. C.ing WING
resigned
advertisdirector ofhasNash
Motorsas Division,
Nash-Kelvlnator
Corp.,
to
return
Maxontive.Inc.,
Detroit, atas Nash-Kelvlnator
account execu-to
His
successor
is N. F. LAWLER,
assistant
advertising
director,
formerly with
McCann-Erickson.

"I'VE

GOT

it

TOM WESTWOOD Adv., Los Angeles,
has movedmercialtoExchange
largerBldg.,quarters
Com416 W.InEighth
Street,
Vandike Los
6457. Angeles. Telephone Is
ANTHONY STANFORD, producer and
television
director ofandJ. Walter
son Co., Hollywood,
associatedThompwith
that tiveagency
July 1. for 11 years, resigns effecANDREW
McGUIRE
been appointed asordirector
of WalshHehasAdv.
and Toronto.
has Co.,
been Windwith
agency
for
16
years.
ED
BOWERS,
formerly
with
Calkins
&
Holden,
Chicago,
has tojoined
Al Paul
Lefton
Co.,
Chicago,
handle
copy
and accounts.
VIVIAN
McMURTREY,
McCann-Erlckson,
Portland,formerly
has joinedof
the copy
staff
of
Foote,
Cone
& Balding, San Francisco.
WESLEY
CHRIST,
released& from
the
Army,
to
staff
of
McNeill
McCleery
Adv., Los Angeles.
JOHN S. COONLEY, for seven years
manager
W. Ayer to& become
Son, Honooffice,ofhasN.director
resigned
liclulutors,
relations
of American pubFacHonolulu.
LILLIAN
KRAMER,
formerly
of Russell
Blrdwell
&
Assoc.,
Beverly
Hills,
Cal.,
publicity service,
has publicity
joined Young
Rubicam,
Hollywood,
staff. &
JORGE
J. CUETO, formerly
with
the
export
of Vick
Chemical
Co.,
Newofdepartment
York,
hasNational
joined
theExport
New
York
office
the
Adv.
Service as media director.
H.has M.changed
KIESEWETTER
ADV.,
New York,
firm &name
to KIESEWETTER, WETTRAU
BAKER.
WETTRAU,
art director,
and RUDOLPH
SAMM S.
BAKER,
chief,
acquire
substantial
Interest incopythe
agency
and become
vicepresidents.
H.
M.
KIESEWETTER
tinues as president and chairman. con-

POST-WAR

PLANS

1945
than in 1943
Based on C. E. Hooper continuing
Measuremenf of Radio Listening,
February-April, 1943 and 1945.

TOO!

FOLLOWING broadcast of NBC's
The Man pCalled
summer
lacement for Bob X,Hope,
programreplans were discussed by (1 to r)
Herbert Marshall, star of series;
James Barnett, v-p and adv. dir.
of Pepsodent Div., Lever Bros.; J
Hugh E. Davis, acct. exec, FC&B.
JERRY
RODGERS,
with been
Abbott
Kimballproduction
Co., Newmanager
York
has
appointed
Wortman,
Barton & office
Goold, manager
New York.of
MARY
MCCARTHY,
production
head
of
Moselle
& Eisen,
New York,
has become
anBERNARD
account
executive
with
the
agency.
SEGALOFF, formerly with
Hlrshon-Garfield,
Miss
McCarthy. New York, succeeds,
JAMES
S.
MONTGOMERY
has Joined
McKee
& Albright,
Forces.
three years
as captainPhiladelphia,
In the Army after
Air
LOUISE
WINTERS^
actress
and
engineer
indepartment
Sanfreelance
Francisco,
joined
the
radio
of
Comphas
ton
Adv.,
New
York.
EVELYN
PEIBCE,
program
supervisorassistant
with Compton,
has
been
appointed
programs
su
pervlsor
of all day-time
radio
programs
for
the
agency.
FLOYD
HOLM,
also
pro
gram
supervisor,
has
been
promoted
assistant programs
supervisor of allto
nighttime
radio.
LEEFORD
has moved
to 432 FourthADV.,Ave.,NewZoneYork,16. New
phone
is Murrgiy HillLA4-7116.
WAUHILLAU
HAY,
radio
publicity
director for N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York,
left
last with
week CBSon station
a four-month
trip
toand
confer
executhe
tives
radiopromotion
editors throughout
country
on
projects both
for
United
Drug
Co.
CBS
programs,
the
Moore-Durante
summer
replacement,broadcast
the Ray andBolgerItsi
program.
Miss
La Hayaboutis Oct.
expected
to
returning hertoabsence
New York
the
postby atDOROTHY
the1. DurAyer
agency
will
be
filled
DORAN, member of the radio publicity
department.
ORVIL
director ANDREWS,
of Sonovox former
for Free production
& Peters,
New York,
has
Joined
the
radio &production
department
of
Kenyon
Eckhardt.
New York.withDEMAREST
S.& Ryan
OASSIDY,copyformerly
Ruthrauffdirector
asthe
writer
and
pictorial
of
has Republican
Joined K. &National
E. as Committee,
commercial
writer.
EDWARD
BATTEY
Jr., vice-president
and director
Compton
Adv., New
York,
beenof named
Market hasResearch
Councilpresident
succeedingof
Ray
Robinson
of
Crowell-Collier
Co.
N. KING of BBDO Pub.
was
electedROBERT
a vice-president.

WIND
Chicuffo

UrGEORG/A
WGST ATLANTA
WMAZ MACON
MAJOR J
piQ
AVAILABLE
COMBINATION
RATBS
AT
Georgia

5000 WATTS . 560 KC

m
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SIOUX FALLS, SO. DAKOTA
1140 K C — 5000 WATTS
National Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
BROADCASTING

MARKET
Represented by
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YOU

GET
MAC

A

^PLUS'

WITH

McGUIRE

Advertisers on Mac McGuire's WCAU morning Participation
Program* get PLUS value. Besides "saturation" coverage in the
Philadelphia area — America's third richest market — McGuire's
show consistently receives mail from 27 states. With friendly voice,
pleasant music, and daily prize -contests, Mac wakes them up to
ACTIVE PARTICIPATION. A large-scale action -getter like
Mac is a very powerful man to get sales -action for your product.
* MONDAY THRU SATURDAY, 7:05 TO 7:45 AND 8:15 TO 8:55 A.M.
COVERAGE

+ PROGRAM

= SALES

WCAU
CBS AFFILIATE
50,000 WATTS
PHIIADELPHIA'S

ROADCASTING
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SE^ORA PLAISS TWO
VIDEO SET MODELS
PLAXS to introduce a line of television sets about 12 months after
resumption of civilian manufacture has been announced by Senora
Radio and Television Corp., Chicago. Two models will be introduced— one a table model with
image reflected on a 7 or 8 inch
mirror; the other a console set
with a 16 by 21 inch screen. Original sales price will be about $150
and $400 respectively, with cost
dropping to about $100 and $300
after production is attained.
Senora's
postwar
radio
plans callimmediate
for AM sets,
with
combination AM and FM sets being made within the year. The television unit will be a separate package including sound reception.

Radio Clock
GEORGE K. LAN, a Chinese
merchant of Riverton, Man.,
Canada, is reported to have
taken out a patent on a clock
which includes a radio to
wake a person in the morning
to any program, gets any
program automatically during
the day, and shuts itself off
automatically when the program is over. Besides the
radio adjustments on the
clock, it has five hands, one
giving the hour of the day,
and others the day, week,
month and year. It is reported that a large electrical comclock. pany is interested in the radio

Someone heonce
of theIll Piano"
because
can labeled
clown andJoealsoReichman
be serious"theat Pagliacci
the keyboard.
health
forced him to give up a successful law practice and adopt music profes ional y. His debut at the New Yorker Hotel in 1934 was followed
by
years
of longincluding
and successful
engagements and
at thethe nation's
leading hostelries,
the Waldorf-Astoria
Statler
in Boston.
Recording, film chores, composing and arranging have kept him
fully occupied. He's a brilliant musician and a grand person.
KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR HEART
I HEAR A RHAPSODY
THE HUT SUT SONG
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW
DANCE OF THE BAYOU
IF THIS BE LOVE
I WISH I HAD A SWEETHEART
TONIGHT WE LOVE
MEXICALI ROSE (Piano Solo)

Recording Combat Missions No Fun,
Says Sergeant Returned From
Europe
from Kassel,
deep inRECORDING actual aerial combat of wounded
side
what
was
then
a
combat zone.
and bombing missions is no simple
"Just before we took off from
project ington
in itself,
Wash- the airport near Paris with our
insists thatbut thewhenprograms
cargo of whole blood and plasma,
not only be realistic but also funny the
commanding officer told us
— that is quite an order.
good-bye
adding that he didn't
Sgt.
Bob
Bach,
announcerwriter
member of an AAF combat team know whether the airfield at Kasstill "We
being had
fired,"to Sergeant
formerly stationed in Europe, has Bachsel wassaid.
fly very
been overseas since the last of low through a corridor
about half
March. He made wire recordings a mile wide to dodge flak.
for use on Fighting AAF, half- we got to Kassel we found theWhen
field
hour program heard on American still under fire. Litter cases were
Saturday
afternoons.
In civilian
aboard and we recorded in^
life
he wrote
for WNEW
and loaded
terviews with the nurses.
WMCA New York.
"SHAEF
wouldn't permit
interProbably the most dangerous reviews with wounded
men because
cording mission, according to Ser- of the security involved," the sergeant Bach, was the air evacuation
geant continued.
"But flying
the funny
part was
that, after
on a
trip like that, the comment came
from headquarters that the program's to serious. 'Make it funny',
Technician
Sergeant
Bach's
team
edited with
the wiije
recordings
they
said."
by cutting
out undesirable sections
and soldering the wire together
with a lighted cigarette. Programs
were shortwaved from Paris to the
American in New York. As a double
check, discs were also sent by
bomber.

Vic. 27333
Vic. 27325
Vic. 27420
Vic. 27408
Vic. 27618
Vic. 27657

Broadcast to Archives
AMERICAN Broadcasting Co. is
preparing an aluminum record of
Baukhage's
broadcast
the burial services for
the lateof President
Roosevelt at Hyde Park, New York,
on April 15, for the Library of
Congress. Aluminum disc, rather
than
wax, was requested by the
Music
Jnc
Library because the record is to be
preserved
• NEW YORK 19 N.Y.
cast won for
Mr. posterity.
BaukhageThea broadrecent
award by the National Headliners
Club [BROADCASTING, June 11].
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

For
completeby listings
of BMI-Licensed
titles
recorded
Reichman
and other noted
bandleaders and vocalists, consult your
BMI DISC DATA or write for this service.

Broadcast
S80
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FIFTH

AVENUE

Letter to the Editor
Editor, Broadcasting:
Thought you might be interested
to know how Broadcasting gets
around. In the April 2 issue, you
'-arried a picture of the Rochester
Radio Committee, in which I apJust the other day, I had a letter
peared.
from Lt. Gordon Cheeseman of the
Signal canal.
Corps,Cheeseman
stationed
Guadalwas a onformer
engine r at Radio Station WDAN in
Danville, Illinois, and I had the
good fortune to work with him in
1938 and '39. I had not heard from
him and vice versa in all that time.
The lieutenant has been on Guadalcanal for 20 months and he and
his boys have done an outstandingly
fine
job
in equipment maintenance
and repair.
Thanks to BROADCASTING two old
friends were able to get together
by V-Mail. WILLIAM J. ADAMS
Program Director
June 13, 1945WHEC Rochester

VACUUM

Always
in the
for«>front
of tube
research
and development. Federal
makes another advance and
now has added exhaust units of
entirely new and original design to its
production equipment.
This latest Federal achievement produces
a tube that is substantially closer to the perfect vacuum — a tube with greater efficiency
and longer life.
Arranged in bank^ of eight and operated
with identical control e<{uipment, these units
exhaust uniformly every size of Federal
tid>e— -assuring a consistent and high standard of quality.
For any communication and industrial
power tube need, turn to Federal now — test
its reputation that **Federal always has made
better tubes."
*-

NORTH

IS

CAROLINA

SOUTH'S

THE

lUo l AGRICULTURAL
STATE
^ORTHCAROliM
fill. 8
(MILLIOAIS)

A V BR AGE OF
A//AfE OTHFR
SOVTHBRN STATES

W/PTF
(CARRYING
WITH
AT

N.B.C.

50,000

680

IS NORTH

KC

WATTS

)

CAROLINAS

No. 1 SALESMAN

WPTF

• RALEIGH
FREE & PETERS JNC.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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OWI PACKET, WEEK JULY 16
Check the list below to find the war message announcements you will broadcast
during the weeksuitable
beginning sponsorship
July 16. OWI
contain breaks
six 50-second
announcements
and transcriptions
three
on eachof
side of discs. Tell your forclients
about them.
Plan 20-second
scheduleschain
for best timing
these important war messages.
STATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
NET- Group
Group NAT.PLANSPOT
WORK
KW
WAR MESSAGE
PLAN
Aff. Ind. Aff. OI
Ind. Live Trans.
War
With
Japan
Home Canning
Hold Prices Down
Don't
TravelVacation
at Home —
Merchant
Marine
Prepare
for Winter
Car Conservation
OWI Schedule
War Message
names Allocation
and time Plans.
of programs carrying
warSeemessages
under ofNational
Spot and169 for
Network
Few Tube Reconversion
Problems to Be Faced
ELECTRONIC tubes made for war
purposes are so much like those
made for peacetime requirements
the tube industry faces relatively
few reconversion problems, according to L. W. Teegarden, general
manager
who
said of
thatRCA's
tubes tube
will bedivision,
available for civilian use as soon as wartime restrictions are lifted.
Speaking at an employe rally in
RCA'sTeegarden
Lancaster,
plant
Mr.
citedPa.,the tube
numerous
industries planning postwar innovations which will demand many
varieties of tubes. Firm received
second star for its Army-Navy "E".
Hon.
Otto Louis
R. Stadelman
Needham,
& Brorby
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Otto:
Boy, berarewhenweChernoff
proud down
Rememwent here!
overseas
last
to contact West
Virainia
VWell,
i c emwhene sern?
he'd
onehe
left, behetheswore
war
c o r rwhoe spondent
wouldn't
a book,write
but
since he'sthere
been
back,
have been
so
many
requestsof
for
copies
scripts
etc.
that it seemed
less
put trouble
most ofto
the scripts
between covers.
All the
proceeds
from
book
Cross
and
go to thewhere
Redhere's
our
comes pride
in. So
far,
i,000booksof
these
have
solda
athead.
a been
buckThat
means money
for the Red
Cross,
ure and pleassatisfaction for
Algy
those who read
the book and
re iivterestedCordially,
in everything
..
West Virtheir
Stateginians anetwork
does.that
PS.
you're theinterested
in sorrveNetwork
of the
otherIfthings
West Virginia
does, likeman,pulling listeners— ask any
Branham
W C H S
Charleston, W. Va.

MATTHEWS IS NEW
MANAGER OF WCMl
APPOINTMENT of Joseph B.
Matthews, former manager of
WGKV Charleston, W. Va., as
manager of WCMI Ashland-Huntmade
last week.ington, wasWCMI
is one tionsofin thetheNunn
stagroup headed by
Maj.
1 m 0 r J.8
Nunn G iand
Lindsay Nunn
(WLAP Lexingarillo)ton,. WBIR KnoxMatthews ville, KFDA AmWCMI June 15
became affiliated with CBS, an
event highlighted
a day's celebration, including by
a downtown
parade in Huntington and a dedicatory program on which heads of
the three city governments served
by the station — Ashland, Huntington and Ironton, 0., — appeared. The
tri-state area comprises the corners
of Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia, and the three city mayors
simultaneously proclaimed the
week
June 15-22
as "CBScampaign
Week".
A month-long
promotion
leading to the network affiliation
included front page newspaper ads
and stories,
sales letters
cies and billboards
and carto agencards
in the three cities.

• MORE PEOPLE
LISTEN
• MORE PEOPLE
BUY

CKRC
.WINNIPEG - CANADA,
^THE DOMINION NETWORK*
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

POINTED

NEWS
Most recent and notable addition to our staff is
Dr. Fred Gealy as Associate News Editor on Far
Eastern Affairs. His knowledge of conditions and
people in the Far East derives from thirteen years'
residence in Japan where he served as professor
in Aoyama Gakuin University, Tokyo, teaching
in the Japanese language. Dr. Gealy is a member
of the faculty of Southern Methodist University
in Dallas. He is a graduate of Boston University,
and has done graduate work in the University of
Basel, Switzerland, and in the University of Berlin. He has traveled extensively in Japan, China,
Manchuria and Korea. In addition to his own Far
Eastern news analyses over WFAA at 6:30 each
Tuesday and Thursday, Dr. Gealy will amplify
and act in an advisory capacity on regular news
emanating from the Pacific area.

Addition of Dr. Gealy to our staff is in keeping with our
continuing policy of providing the most interesting and
advantageous service in the interests of every radio listener
depending on our familiar signal.
1

WFAA
Martin Campbell, General l^anager Ralph Nimmons and Ray Collins, Asst. Mgrs.
NBC and TEXAS
QUALITY
NETWORK AFFILIATES
820 KC . . . 50.000 WATTS
A NATIONALLY CLEARED CHANNEL STATION
Owned ancf Operated by The Dallas Morning News
K»JA04-AST1NG

• Broadcast Advertising
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KOIL Will Join
American
Nov. 1
KOIL Omaha joins the American
Broadcasting Co. as a basic affiliate Nov. 1, 1945, according to Keith
Kiggins, vice-president in charge
of stations for American. Affiliation was the result of negotiations
with Charles T. Stuart, president,
and Gordon Gray, general manager of Central States Broadcasting Co., owner of KOIL.
KOIL is now affiliated with CBS
and operates on 1290 kc with a
full time power of 5,000 w.
In announcing the addition, Mr.
Kiggins rounds
stated: out
"The and
addition
KOIL
furtherof
strengthens
American's
coverage picture
which was midwest
recently expanded by the addition of
KRNT in Des Moines and WNAX
in Yankton, S. D. Mr. Stuart
said: "KOIL's progressive management fits in with American's operations."

John L. Ashby
JOHN L. ASHBY, son of A. L.
Ashby, vice-president and general
counsel of NBC, died June 16 at
Olivet, Mich. Survivors include his
mother, wife, daughters Barbara
Ann and Nancy Lee, and sister
Marjory Ashby Morningstar. He
was graduated from Olivet College
and took graduate work at the U.
of Michigan.
Light Recorder Tested
RADIO SERVICES Section of
Navy Public Relations is experimenting with a new type film re18 lbs.,nowand inabout
half thecorder,
sizeweighing
of those
use.
The recorder, made by the Amertype Division of the Frederick Hart
Mfg.
its own Film
poweris
in smallCo.,wetcontains
cell batteries.
about half-inch in width, and is
said to have higher fidelity than
the wider size.

MUSIC
WDAS

has

Senate Approval
Of WiUs Delayed
CONSIDERATION by the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee of
the nomination of former Gov. William Henry Wills of Vermont to
succeed Norman S. Case as a Republican member of the FCC
[Broadcasting, J^une 18], is expected early this week, following
the recovery from an illness of
Sen. Burton K. Wheeler (D-Mont.),
Committee chairman.
Reports in Congress that there
would be some opposition to Gov. •
Wills on the grounds that he has
had no communications background could not be confirmed. Reports also were current in Washington
Gov. Willsbecause
might withdraw as athatcandidate
of ill
health. He told Broadcasting last
Thursday
"I'llday
be down
on the
job
on thethatfirst
of August,
1945, God willing, and you'll see a
fine specimen of physical fitness."

power-

IS the only Philadelphia

radio station featuring three hours
of classical music every day
if/

... In addition to
the usual musical programs,
Philadelphia's outstanding
full-time independent station
features classical music
everg morning
from 10x45 to 12 Noon,
and again in the evening
from lOtolli45P.M.
With "MUSIC" like this,
it's no wonder WDAS audiences have been logal
for more than twenty years.
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Judge fromSykes
{Continued
page 18)
Conference in Ottawa and in 1933
was chairman of the American
delegation to the North American
conference in Mexico City.
The story is often told about the
first Radio Commission meeting
March 15, 1927, which Judge Sykes
convened under instructions from
Chairman Bullard. Calling upon
President Coolidge, he said:
"I hope you know that I am just
a lawyer and don't know a thing
"I amradio."
aware of that," the Presiabout
replied.(Adm.
"I haveBullard,
appointed0. the
other dentfour
H
Caldwell, Henry A. Bellows and
Col. John F. Dillon) because of
their radio knowledge. You have
been appointed to see that the Comkeeps within Miss.,
the law."
Born inmissionAberdeen,
July 16,
1876, Judge Sykes was a graduate
ofIn St.
John's
College,
Annapolis
1893 he entered the Naval
Academy, remaining 2% years. He
then went to U. of Mississippi and
received his law degree in 1897.
Upon his retirement from the
FCC in 1939 Judge Sykes was ten
dered a dinner by the Washington
radio and legal fraternity. Many
persons high in official circles
joined in the tribute to him.
Judge palian,
Sykes
an Episcomember was
of Delta
Kappa
Epsilon,erans,Sons
of
Confederate
VetMason, Elk.
Active pallbearers were Chairman Paul A. Porter and Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and E. K
Jett, of the FCC; Andrew D. Ring;
Robert McCann; Col. Jack Roberts
Honorary pallbears were Paul
D. P. Spearman, Frank Roberson
Sen. James d. Eastland, Gov. Norman S. Case, Com. Paul A. Walker
Rep. Wm. M. Whittington, Rep
Dan K. McGeehee, Rep. John E
Rankin, Adm. William D. Leahy
Sen. Burton
Wallace H. WhiteK. Wheeler,
Jr., Rep. Sen.
Matthew
M. Neely, Harlee Branch, Harry
R. Fulton, Adm. H. E. Yarnell
Rear Adm. S. C. Hooper, Comdr
John Morse, Comdr. T. A. M
Craven, Comdr. Needham Jones
Henry Oliver.
Alberts, Eustace Florence
Elmer
Video in East
RKO Television Corp. will accelerate plans
video film programs in totheproduce
East, developing
new
actors, writers and directors therej
rather than depend on Hollywood,
Ralph Austrian, executive vice-|
president,
his
return reported
from the last
Pacificweek,
Coast,onl
New York has facilities to make
pictureswood, heatsaid.
less cost than in Holly-

President's Speech
FOUR major networks will carry
the address of President Truman
to
the closingConference,
session of Tuesday
the San
Francisco
The President's speech starts at 7
OADC p.m. and will run 20-30 minutes.
A STING • Broadcast Advertising^ i

NOW

IT'S OUR

TURN--

T HE RESULTS of a rcccnt survey made by WQXR provided "sweet music" for one of
our contemporaries. The survey showed that WEAF had the greatest number of listeners for any time of the day in the New York area.
Of course, the folks at WEAF are friends of ours ... yet we also count many people
at the other stations among our friends. But friendship had nothing to do with it. We
published these results (just as we received them) in a booklet "Regular Listening to
New York Radio Stations" because they were actual facts— hard, cold statistics.
We do not usually go in for much "brass." But we cannot resist blowing our own
horn a little at this point. That same survey showed
WQXR leading all non-network stations weekdays after
6:00 P.M.,and Sundays before and after 6:00 P.M.

According to results tabulated by the International Business Machines Corporation,
from a 13%-plus return on post cards mailed to 10,000 residential addresses taken at
random from the telephone directories —
• WQXR led with 14.7% of the listeners after 6:00 P.M.
on weekdays. Runner-up non-network station had 10.4%.
• Before 6:00 P.M. on weekdays, WQXR stepped back to
second place with 11.3% of the listeners. Leading nonnetwork station had 15.7%.

• Sunday night, WQXR led with 10.1 % over the nearest
non-network station with 7.9%.
• WQXR had 9.2% of the listeners before 6:00 P.M. on
Sundays. Nearest non-network commercial station had
7.4%.

We'll be glad to mail you a copy of the complete survey. Write us for it.

10,000
Night Wans
and

Day

OADCASTING

• Broadcast Advertising
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FMBI to Restrict
Milwaukee Meeting
FM BROADCASTERS Inc. will
hold its annual meeting Aug. 14 in
Radio City,
tendance Milwaukee,
limited to 50, thewithBoardatof Directors decided in New York
last Tuesday. The meeting will be
held by proxy with plans for a
large meeting, such as that held
last January at which 700 attended, scheduled when transportation
conditions permit.
Paul Porter, FCC chairman; E.
Jett, FCC commissioner; and
When You Think of K.
George Adair, FCC chief engineer,
have been invited to speak. W. R.
David, broadcast sales manager
for General Electric, is to report
SELLING
on available equipment. Dr. Ray
in the rich^
H. Manson, president, StrombergCarlson, is to report on FM receivers.
Representatives of WPB and
populous
OPA have been asked to talk.
''Valle
Directors attending the meeting
y of
in New York were: Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee, FMBI
president; T. C. Streibert, WOR
Par
New York; Lee B. Wailes, Westadise
think
of^^
inghouse Radio Stations; Cecil D.
Mastin, WNBF Binghamton, N. Y.;
Dr. Ray H. Manson; George W.
Lang, WGN Chicago. Also present
were Dr. E. H. Armstrong, FM inKPRO
ventor; C. M. Jansky, engineering
consultant; W. R. David; Phil
Loucks, FMBI counsel; Myles
the valley^s
Loucks, FMBI managing director.
No. 1 Salesman

AP

Ruling

Will

Have

Little

Effect On the Radio Industry
general manager of AP, told
LITTLE, if any, effect upon radio Broadcasting it is too early to say
stations was seen last week in the what will happen, it being a highly
U. S. Supreme Court's ruling that technical and involved business.
the Associated Press by-laws vio- Mr. Starzel did say, however, that
late the Anti-Trust Act and that since stations are not members, to
it must disregard possible competi- that extent they are not touched.
tion with present members in passIt could not be seen by various
ing on applicants for membership. interested sources how the decision
Pending analysis of the five to could adversely affect radio unless
three decision upholding in en- some time in the future a similar
tirety the findings of the U. S.
news gathering organiDistrict Court for Southern New exclusive
zationbidding
was setexclusivity
up. The
forseemsclause
to apply
York, the exact position of newspapers,
much
less
stations,
would
to
any
news
organization
which
not even be forecast by AP or would indicate that stations will
other
AP authorities.
sent out the following note gain AP membership.
to members Tuesday night signed
by George
F. Booth
of the chairWor- RIVALRY DROPPED
cester Telegram
(WTAG),
FOR NET CHANGES
of a specialeffect
committee.
The manImmediate
of the Supreme WHEN RIVALS plug each other,
Court decision is to put the AP back that's one for the book. This month
In thecre of the
Special
District
de- WCBM and WFBR Baltimore exDistrict
Court Court.
left forThefuture
changed networks, WCBM going to
determination
the adoption
of new bylaws as to admission
of members.
Mutual, WFBR to American-Blue.
Until
analysis
of
the
various
opinions
has been completed by counsel it is As a public service, both stations
announced the network programs
not possible
to make
a recommendation as etoration byfuture
procedure
for consid- which
the board.
stations.were consequently changing
A
meeting
of
the
special
committee
ofMonday
the board
has
been
called
for
next
(today).
WCBM started the plan by routthe. Breakfast
Admission of stations to mem- fan ingmail
its new With
outlet,Breneman
WFBR,
bership in AP is one of the ques- two weeksto before
the
changeover.
tions which may be decided although Frank Starzel, assistant WFBR plugged WCBM at the closing of the Fulton Lewis jr. program, as his new station. The "Reeffect. ciprocal Tag Plan" then went into
Libel Bill Passed
ILLINOIS Senate last Wednesday
passedbillthe
criminal
libel
49-0.compromise
No opposition
was
voiced on the floor. The bill provides $500 fine and year in jail upon
finally.
libel conviction [BROADCASTING,
June 18]. House has not yet acted

Fine Shows of the
American
Broadcasting Co,
+
A schedule of strong
Local Programs
Aggressive
Promotion

Snow in September..

Top Audience
Those Who Knoiv Use

down Soutli...
Cotton is the 16-county
WSPA-Piedmont's largest
crop. Over
money -pounds
baled
each27,500,000
year are
produced
in
County alone. Spartanburg

Station
KPRO
1000 Watts
American Broadcasting Co.
Studios in Riverside
and San Bernardino,
Cfdifornia
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Ask the Walker Co.
WSPA SPARTANBURC,
5000 woHs Day, 1000 SOUTH
watts Night
CAROIIMA
Rep. by Home
Hollingbery
oflCamp Croft
BROADCASTING 950 kilocycles.
• Broadcast
Advertising

The

following

Is electrically

transcribed.. i

on PRESTO

discs!

How are great commercials bom? Rinso's happy little important transcriptions are. For recording engineers know that PRESTO discs give finer results with
wash-day song was born in the woods. An advertising
man, trying to get away from it all, listened raptly to the less margin for error — actually perform better than
most of the recording equipment on which they
song of a bob-white — the special three-note call Bob
are used. That's why you'll find, in most large broaduses to sell himself to his mate. "Golly," said the ad man,
casting stations, recording studios and research labora"why couldn't we . . ." And the rest is soap history.
tories, the standard recording disc is a PRESTO.
Rinso "spots" are cut on PRESTO discs. Most
WHY BROADCASTING STUDIOS USE MORE PRESTO DISCS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

Less Surface Noise

No Distortion

Easier on Cutting Needle

No Fussy Needle Adjustments

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

AND DISCS
ADCASTING

SOUND

• Broadcast Adrer Using

PRESTO
RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 1 9, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
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CARR TAKES POST
WITH BRVSH.MOORE
EUGENE CARR, assistant to G.
BMB
Audience Measurement A.
(Dick) Richards, president of
WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland,
Former Is New Research Director, With Latter KMPC Los Angeles, last signedweek
rethat post
Already on Job as Executive Secretary
to become
executive in charge of
PAUL F. PETER, NAB director the organization not only Mr. Peter,
radio of the
of research for seven years, joins hired on a contingent basis as to his
Brush
- Moore
Broadcast Bureau today (June final title, but also Mr. Churchill.
newspaper and
25) as executive secretary. One
Barry Rumple, research director
radiotion in organizaof NBC, has resigned as of June
week later, on July 2, John Church- 30
Ohio. He
to succeed Mr. Peter as NAB
ill, director of research of CBS,
director of research. No successor
assumes the same title at BMB.
<j will
over
been named for him at NBC,
It was known some time ago that has for
which take
include
Mr. Churchill at CBS.
Mr. Peter had been selected by a norBorn
executive
direcFeb.
27,
1905,
in
Dubuque,
•|
iTi
his
new
duties,
majority of the BMB Executive Mr. Churchill spent his boyhood in
Mr. Carr
tion of WPAY
Committee to become director of Connecticut and Canada before Portsmouth
and
WHBC
Canton,
research for the organization. The locating in White Plains, N. Y.
decision was so certain at that time
Wesleyan U., receiv- Aug.
Mr.1. Carr for the past four
that the NAB had already retained He ingattended
his BS in 1926. He joined CBS months has been on leave from the
Barry Rumple,
NBC
research
diin January
1932 ashe research
as- Richards organization as director
sistant. In 1937
was named
NAB. rector, to succeed Mr. Peter at
of radio for the Seventh War
chief
statistician,
in
October
1942
Loan. For 16 months he served
At this time, however, it was 11.] was appointed to his present with
U. S. Office of Censorship
understood that certain BMB board he
post as director of research of as an theassistant
to J. Harold Ryan,
members had protested vigorously CBS.
[For
biographical
sketch
on
then
assistant
director for radio.
to J. Harold Ryan, president of
A veteran of 16 years in radio,
NAB, against the selection. This Mr. Peter see Broadcasting, June
Mr. Carr served the last 11 with
was after Mr. Ryan had concluded
arrangements with Mr. Rumple.
the Richards-Fitzpatrick-Patt organization. From 1929 until 1933
KPRO New Studios
Mr. Ryan with Hugh Feltis, BMB
was in program operations of
president, and Fred Gamble, presi- KPRO Riverside, Cal., affiliated he
WTAM
Cleveland,
having been its
dent of AAAA, considered it im- with American-Blue, has opened first program director.
He joined
probable that an arrangement with broadcasting studios at 5th & E
years
ago
and time
was as-he
Mr. Churchill could be made be- Sts., San Bernardino, with James WGAR 11
sistant
manager
at
the
cause of complications which at
as manager. Also conthat time would have attended his E. Rennie
nected with the San Bernardino went on leave to serve in the Cenacceptance of the post.
office. Foras assistant
a year andto onestudios are Lois Wingfield, former- half he sorship
Mr.
ly at KPHO Phoenix, receptionist Richards served
Subsequently these complications
in Los Angeles.
continuity writer, and Lynn
were removed. All parties to the and
In his new post, Mr. Carr will
arrangement then accepted into GifFord, chief announcer.
report to Roy Moore, general manager of the newspaper-radio organization. In addition to the existing two stations, several applications are pending for standard
broadcast stations, as well as for
FM outlets. Mr. Carr will coordinate the radio operations of the organization with the newspapers.
Newspapers in the chain are the
Canton Repository, Portsmouth
Times, Steubenville Herald -Star,
Marion Star, East Liverpool Review, Salem New^ and the Salisbury (Md.) Times. Mr. Carr winds
up his Seventh War Loan tour today (June headquarters
25). He will Aug.
report1. to
his Canton
Churchill

51^

106A Line Amplifier
This tw o stage, AC operated line amplifier— designed for bridging or matching
Bervice where compactness and high
quality amplification are desired — has
been a favorite for years.

120B Input Amplifier
A compact, high quality two stage premixing or booster amplifier, the Western Electric 120 type has made a good
name for itself in speech input equipments and sound distribution systems.

121 A Main Amplifier
Another veteran that is still giving high
quality performance in speech input
and sound distribution equipments. It
is a three stage unit for use as an intermediate level amphfier.
When the ivnr is won, count on Bell
Labs and Western Electric for many
outstanding improvements inbroadcasting
equipment
— plusand thedependability
same high
standards
of quality
demonstrated
by
the
equipments
have carried the load through which
these
difficult war years.
Western Electric

During the 7th War Loan Drive,
buy bigger extra bondsl
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and

Peter

to Direct

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

"Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besides WBZ."

"Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besides WCSH.'

"Sometimes I wish she'd listen to something besides NERN"

Sometimes I wish she'd listen
io something besides WJAR."
"Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besides WTIC,"

"Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besides WRDO.'
'roadcasting • Broadcast Advertising

WHER
MATT
NO
as sit'sareEinasERlonglistener
are,, radio
England
New they
held by NERN's peak program
. NERN's
impacttimes
and power
that of
is several
power
any other combination in the
ms,
with
NERN's anprogra
region.
adspt local
every station
planner and an NBC attiliate.

are similarly dominant. The
region
of the
total U.comprises
S. area only
but 2%contains
11% ot the nation's industrial
workers. Acanquarter-hour
their
attention
be bought ofduring
the day for only S292, with no
plus ifor
lines orHartford
for studio faciln Boston,
New
York.ties iWhen
you buy orNERN.
you buy a network.

"Sometimes I wish she'd listen
to something besides WLBZ."

HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT
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Senate

Committee

Votes Restoration

Of Funds Sliced From Budget of OWl
MAJOR hurdle toward restoration
War Agencies
bill (HR-3368)
of funds for OWI domestic and istheresumed
today (Monday).
Should
European operations was cleared the Senate accept the Committee's
last Wednesday when the Senate recommendations, the bill must be
Appropriations Committee voted to agreed to in conference and be apgive the agency $39,670,215 for the
proved by the House membership.
next fiscal year. The House had re- Final action on the measure is necduced the amount from $42,000,000
essary this week if the agencies
to $18,000,000,
eliminating
Do- are to operate.
mestic Radio Bureau
and the
related
Industry Support
activities.
Testimony before the Committee,
The Committee's action must be made
public Thursday, revealed
approved by the Senate where opposition isexpected when debate on strong support for the OWI Do-

O

-

NOl

ND

OUSA

IV TH

mestic Branch by broadcasting and
advertising leaders during hearings June 14-15. J. Harold Ryan,
NAB president,
coordination ofwar testified
messagesthat
by the
Radio Bureau has contributed tremendously to a better understanding by the public of important war
activities.
West, Advertisers,
president of thetoldAssn.
of Paul
National
the
Committee the cost of operating
the Domestic Branch is less than
0.5% of the
vertising$300,000,000
contribution last war
year ad-in
time
and
space.
"It
is
unthinkable
to abolish the domestic OWI or to
reduce it to impotence at this time,"
he said, "since such action would
jeopardize the whole structure upon
which the voluntary war effort of
America's advertisers has been
Theodore S. Repplier, executive
director, War Advertising Council,
describing
the Council
built."time phenomenon"
whichashasa "warfused
all thements normally
competitive
of advertising in support ele-of
the war, testified that with the help
of OWI almost a billion dollars
worth of time and space has been
donated to war advertising.
Additional support was given by
Frederic R. Gamble, president,
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies; Albert E. Winger, executive vice-president, Crowell-Collier
Publishing Co.; and Francis S.
Harmon, executive vice-chairman,
War Activities Committee, Motion
Picture Industry.

S
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IT'S 125 MILES
FROM ANYWHERE
And there's
nothingSan Diego
tween!
Metropolitan
. . . 373,500 civilian people,
must be covered from withini
Wo serve this great, highly
concentrated audience with the
ONLY primary service of our
network's shows available
to within
them. They're
15 miles all
of our antenna.

Mutual

Rate Card

Changes Groupin,
Discount Method Also Revise)
Fundamentally Says Barnes
MUTUAL's new rate card, No. U
effective July
a fun'tf
damental
change15, "represents
in our grouping
o
stations and in the method of arriv
ing at discounts", according to 2|'^
C. (Jess) Barnes, vice-presiden
in charge of sales.
The 245 Mutual affiliates are dj
vided into a basic network, a basi'
supplementary network, togethe'
covering the Northeast and NortJ
Central parts of the country, anj
six geographical groups : SoutheasH
em. South Central,
Southwesteri^
Midwestern,
Pacific "j
In additionMountain
to theseand regionz
groups,
also also
a listaflaliatei
of 1<
stations, there
chiefly isthose
ing.
with
other
networks,
under
an
"ad
ditional and special markets" head|,^
New card introduces a new di^f^
count structure based on a com; l
bination of dollar volume and num; '
ber ofdiscounts
geographical
used j
with
ranginggroups
from 2%9|!5),
on a weekly gross billing of $4,00' ,t;
on a split basic network to 37%?'/ "»
onor more
a weekly
of $23,00f"
for gross
the fullbilling
network.
Instead of the standard discount^
full network daytime advertiser*: n
may
take a tonew32%%
class forof program^
discount!
amounting
on three days a week, 35% for fou
days and 37 % % for five or six days ■0
In addition, the annual rebate o: %
12%% of gross billing for 52 weekj I
continuous broadcasting and thi
over-all discount plan, allovdng
50% which advertisers spending
$1,200,000 or more within 52 week]
can takeandin rebates,
lieu of all
counts
are other
both dis'
re[ ty
tained.
Card includes some rate inp
creases, including WGN Chicago t< »
$900 per evening hour, CKLW Del
troit-Windsor to $400, WEAN Providence to $220 and KSAL Salinai
Kans.,other
to $90.stations,
With rate
reductionMr nt
for
however,
Barnesfinddeclared,
will
an even "We
lowerbelieve
cost yoi
pei
1,000 radio homes than heretofore.' ki

Folks
Turn First to—
WWt
NEW ORLEANS
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50,000
Watts
Clear Channel
CBS Affilliato
Nationolly
by The —KatzRepresented
Agency, Inc.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

t
Personnel
;OBERTA
lANOUETTE
Is new pubcity director of KGW Portland,
Ore.
ORIS
SWEET
CORWITH,
assistant
to
leune manager
of
NBC
public
service,
address College
members atof NBC
Coimbia27 U.is toTeachers
York inheadquarters
IewRadio
Education". on "The Place
OBERT
R. HANSEN,
WGN
Chicago
lies
promotion
manager,
)ias resigned
3lotion
freelance
in
public
relations,
pro'ork. and radio-television consultant
IM KANE, ofdepartment,
the CBS television
press
is recuperatiigaiformatlon
a atNewhomeYorkfollowing
hospital a five-week stay

WEEI Services
WEEI
issued
first of Boston,
a series CBS
of sixoutlet,
weekly hasbrochures
describing
WEEI
projects
"to
promote
the general
welfare"
of theof people.
First
double-page
folder
WEEI-J.
sponsored
meeting
ofofGov.tells
Maurice
Tobin
and
group
Massachusetts
farmers
who
wanted
help
in
solving
drought and manpower problems.
WCAU Brochure, Booklet
TWO
promotionPhiladelphia,
pieces haveonebeenin
issued newby WCAU
brochure form
station'sjockey,
Mac
McGuire,
early featuring
morning record
and theters other
a booklet displaying
letfrom servicemen
overseas who
have ardheard
band. WCAU on the regular standSponsors Team
WHBQ ballMemphis
sponsoring
baseteam in theis local
boys aleagues
being
promoted
by the
Youthwill Service
Council
of
Memphis.
Station
award
prizes to best players on its junior
team of boys, 9-12 years.
Service Record
BROCHURE
haswith been
publishedof theby
WQAM
Miami,
illustrations,
public service
rendered
during 1944.
Station
broadcast
3,376
announcements
and
2,261
programs
in
behalf
war effort, according to booklet. of the
Veterans Handbook
HANDBOOK
of rights,
privileges,forbenefits
and
general
information
the
returning
veteran
hascooperation
been prepared
by
WCOP
Boston
in
with
the
Office
of
Veterans
Aid
&
Pensions,
Boston.

Radio Films Offered
ilADIO
section of the
1945 catalog
lusiness-Sponsored
Education
Materialsinof
'I: .sts a 20-minute sound
film "News
cie
Air"
offered
on
loan
by
Standard
•„ tie'11 Air
Co.— ofTheNewStoryJersey
as wellBroadcastas "On
of Radio
ig",
a
sound
film
distributed
by
Mod; rn Talking Picture Service, New York.
uU color
sound byfilm,General
"The Story
of
Jf,i'atalog
M",
Isis offered
Electric,
issued byin Committee
on Con|,umer Relations
Advertising,
New
I-ork.
Pictorial Maps
lOMPTON Adv., New York, in connec'! :irkwood
ion with the
vacation21, ofhas"Jack
Show"summer
July 2-Aug.
sent
, ogether
ut pictorial
of Manhattan,
withcolor
the maps
rhymed
suggestion
hat
"should jokes
you also need vacation
rom
radio's
lap will
show you andwheretribulation,
to roam this
but
lease
don't
make
from &home",
rogram is sponsored itbyfarProcter
Gamhas
been kcmade
for a
IIle Co., Cincinnati, for Ivory Soap and APPLICATION
on 1230
Ont., by Group
Capt. A.forM. BelleHaig.
f'
)xydol,p.m.on 74 CBS stations, five weekly 250 wville,station
-7:15
I
Beauty Contests
I EARCH for local entries in the "Miss
! Ity
merica of 1945" contest
at Atlantic
WWDC
igtonhasandbeenWJZstarted
New byYork,
bothWashsta■ jntests
.ons widelyfor promoting
their
respective
"Miss
Washington"
and
Miss
National judging isis schedled inWJZ".
September.
fourth
Jnsecutlve
year for Contest
WWDC. WCKY
' orted
incinnatl
contest was previously
[BROADCASTING,
June 11]. rei, KFOR Brochure
, HOTO portrayal of the new studios
offices inof KFOR
Lincoln,being
Neb.,dis-is
|iI'^ad
antained
a brochure
-Ibuted
by manufacturing
the station to representasome 4,000
gency
and
ives. Pictures
of personnel
c luded.
overage
map and
market dataas well
are In-as
TIP FROM
NEIGHBOR
It will pay you to consider the vast
possibilities of this great neighgladlyon how
present factsboringas market.
well We'll
as figures
American advertisers can profitably use our network.

RADIO PROGRAMAS DE MEXICO
1 C O SOX IJ2« MEXICO, 0. F
ROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

JOHN SALT RETURNS
TO BBC IN ENGLAND
JOHN recSALT,
American
ditor of BBC North
since May
1944, will
soon return to England to become
programs director in the north of
England, with headquarters in
Manchester. His successor is selected but his name cannot be announcedishuntilRoyalhisNavy.
release from the BritMr. Salt said that his first task
will be to help set up the regional
network which will begin operations July 29, supplementing the
present national network service.
From then armed forces programs
will be sent only by shortwave.

HE'S

He Showed Them
PRACTICAL proof that it
"can be done", Jerry BernOklahomasteinCity(Marx)
news KOMA
editor, badly
crippled from arthritis,
packed his wheelchair in a
car and went to Borden General Hospital at Chickasha.
He personally conducted a
series of broadcast interviews
with wounded vets, showing
them by being there that a
man
can carry on despite
handicaps.

BEEN

WiTtI US
23Y£AnS.BYGOM!
George Black, Fargo department store owner, was
the first advertiser on WDAY, the Northwest's first
station.
steadily. He's been on our air for twenty-three years,
His store sells farmers, small-town and urban people from all over the rich Red River Valley. He
knows what advertising medium produces the most
results around here. Hence the twenty-three years
on WDAY.
Want a lot of other examples to prove the point?

WDAY,
INC
d—
z
N. B. C.
FARGO, N. D.
970 KILOCYCLES . . . 5000 WATTS
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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International Allocations Delay Urged
was that inCaldwell Sees Threat eral counsel and chief of litigation, before the Commission
ternational shortwave stations (opconducted the argument. Rosel H.
erated
during
the
war
by
OWI and
Of Government
Hyde,Marks,
generalassistant
counsel,to andthe Leonard
H.
general have
OIAA)"little
give coverage",
"poor service"
and
Mr. Cald-;
counsel, as well as Chief Engineer well asserted.
Operation
and
his
departCHARGING
that international Georgement P.heads Adair
"You can't decide the allocations;
were present.
broadcasting as indicated in the
until you ernment
know
the needs
of Gov-in
Standard Broadcasting
and private
industry
FCC's proposed allocations below
25 mc would mean "Government
Only
argument
offered
on
behalf
peacetime,"
said
the
Press
Wireless
operation or close
of standard broadcasting was that attorney. "For some of these issues
now is a bad time to decide. You
to
it", Louis
It brings
of Howard
S. Frazier,whoNABappeared
Direc- have
Caldwell,
counselG.
two alternatives. Get the ful
tor of Engineering,
for Press Wireas chairman of Panel 4, Radio facts and let us answer thern oi
RESULTS!
less,
last
week
Technical Planning Board. Mr.
Blue network programs of
demanded that
Frazier urged the Commission to wait until after the war."
WLAW attract nearly two
the Commission
Up to Congress
immediately
extend the standard
Chairman Paul A. Porter re
million listeners as easily as
band to 530 kc, making the extra
withhold its perchannel available after the war. marked that the Government's
manent allocaashoppers.
"Sale" sign attracts
tions for internapolicy including
on international
The FCC proposes to extend the peacetime
communications,
interna
tional broadcastband to 540 kc.
Caldwell
tional shortwave broadcasting, was
ing,
Government
Mr.
Caldwell
charged
that
during
services and fixed
a
question
for
Congress
to
decide
hearings last fall "we
public services until after the war. allocation
Paul M. Radio
Segal, counsel
for the
WLAW
weren't permitted to even bring American
Relay
League
Appearing at oral argument on out that Government operation
LAWRENCE, MASS.
proposed allocations below 25 mc wasn't tionecessary"
in the interna- urged the FCC to reconsider its
Serving Industrial New England
nal field.
proposed allocations and give the
[Broadcasting,
May 28], Mr.
5000 WATTS 680 KC.
amateurs some space in the 170(^'
Caldwell charged that the CommisLiningRadio
up with
the Interdepartand 21.5-22 kc bands with the pro
ment
Advisory
Committee,
sion's
would deprive
es- which recommended against direct viso
that if postwar navigation
sential proposal
news transmission
services
international broadcasting, Mr. aids, now tentatively assigned tc
Covering New England's
of
frequencies,
which
would
be
ED
given to international broadcast- Caldwell asserted that the "elab- those bands, "don't turn out", the:^
rd CONCEN
ESTTRAT
ing, amateurs and the Government.
orateagencies
plan" proposed
by Govern3, AULADIRGENCE
to the amateurs,
witnesses appearing at
ment
contemplates
inter- go Other
A full seven-man Commission sat
national
shortwave
stations
reachWednesday's
argumentotherincluded
Wednesday.
Only
six
CommissionPublicS. Service,
Alas:
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
ers attended hearings last Sept.
ing "every nation in every lan- ka Fixed
— Edmond
Hawley and P.than
M. Byan
WEED & CO.
Charles C. Harris, Tropical Ra
28-Nov. 6, since a vacancy existed.
guage". He added: "That scheme AT&T;
Teleg. Co.
Harry M. Plotkin, assistant gen- can't be carried out without Gov- dloCoastal,
Marine Relay, Ship, Mobile
ernment operation or close to it." Press & Fixed
Public Service Mfg.
In Alasks'
—A.Shipping,
Reed
T.
Co.! 'iS
Revised IRAC Proposal
E. Rolls,Rollo,
Natl. Raytheon
Fed. of Amerlcai)
When the FCC issued its pro- Aviation Radio Services— D. W. Bent
posed report below 25 mc on May zel, RTPB Panel 11 and Aeronautlca
21,
the IRAC also conveyed to Sec- Radio.
PolicePanel
Radio13; Service—
Prank
Walker
Mapetic Wire Recordin;
retary of State Stettinius a revised RTPB
WUliam
F. Koch,
Calif
Advisory
Committee
on Radic
proposal, pointing out that IRAC State
Communication.
still wastionalopposed
Fire Radio Service — W. E. Whiting
broadcasting.to direct interna- Calif.
Advisory Committee on RadioState
Communication.
IRAC on Aug. 17, 1944, advised mettl,
Forestry
Radio Committee
Service — R. 3,O. RTP^
Klei
the Technical Subcommittee of the Panel
13.chairman
State Dept. Special Committee on Special Emergency — Prank B. Durkee
Dept. of Public Works.
Communications
thatbroadcasting
" (1) direct
in- California
Railroad
ternational
will not
Co. Radio — C. M. Kimball, Alreor
furnish as good a quality signal to Mfg.
Industrial,
Medical RTPB
& Sclentlflc—
Alexander Senauke,
Panel Dr12
the listener as will the indirect or Paul
Zottu,
Society
ofBakellte
PlasticsCorp.;
Inrelay method; (2) assignment to Dr. D.D. dustry;
Frank
M.
Rugg,
direct international broadcasting chairman E.of Noble,
RTPB Galvin
Panel 12.Mfg. Corp.
of the frequency space proposed
would materially curtail essential
services; (3) because the frequency
space proposed is insufficient to
make adequate direct international
broadcasting facilities available to
Wire Recordings from
all countries, perpetuation in aggravated form of the present praciieneral Electric
tice of operating broadcast stations in derogation of the General
Radio Regulations will operate to
Models 50, 50 A, 51
theBecause
detrimentthe ofState
other services."
Dept. Special
Rerecorded to Discs.
Committee on Communications held
that international shortwave broadcasts originating in the U, S.
should be continued "after the war
into
"taking
a dailythe basis"
onaccount
ALL ^
L. S. TOOIiOOD
Commisfeelingandof the
sion that it is under obligation to
RECORDING COMPANY
indicate frequencies for direct inELPA$OA4AIII^ET
I OOP WATTS
ternational broadcasting," IRAC DORRAHCi mCRICK
221 N. LA SALLE ST. CHICAGO 1
NATfONAU,Vj^
acquiesced.
Testimony at last fall's hearings
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Don

Lee

Buys

Regional for
OUTRIGHT purchase of all stock
I in Pacific Broadcasting Co., Taeoma, Wash., by Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, was
^ announced last
week by Lewis
Allen Weiss,
vie e-president
and general
manager of Don
Lee. Consideration was understood to be $25,000 plus current
assets.
Mr. Weiss
Pacific Broad'
Co.,
' which has been ancasting
afl[iliate of Don
Lee for eight years, represents 22
independent outlets in Oregon,
Washington, Idaho and Canada. It
has provided northwest affiliated
stations with Mutual and Don Lee
program
tract withservice
Don Lee.through its conNegotiations have been in progress since early this year. Present
Pacific ownership is divided among
Louis Wasmer, owner of KGA-KHQ
Spokane, president and general
manager; Archie G. Taft, KOL
Seattle, vice-president and treasurer, and Carl E. Haymond, KMO
Tacoma, director and acting general manager while Maj. Wasmer
was in the service, each holding
33 1/3%.
Formal stock transfer will be
made in Tacoma on June 30 with
Mr. Weiss, Pat Campbell, executive assistant to the vice-president,
and A. M. Quinn, treasurer, representing Don Lee. Following stock
transfer and acceptance of resignations ofpresent company officers,
a stockholders and directors meeting will be held, when names of
new officers and directors will be
announced, Mr. Weiss said.
He stated that the purchase will
consolidate and unify Coast operations of Don Lee Broadcasting
System and will result in substantially increased compensation
to stations in the Northwest. Since
Pacific Broadcasting Co. is not the

Pacific

Coast

$25,000 Plus
actual licensee of any of 22 affiliates FCC approval of purchase is
not required, it was pointed out.
Stations affiliated with the Pacific Broadcasting Co. are: Washington—KELA Centralia, KFIO
Spokane, KGY Olympia, KIT Yakima, KMO Tacoma, KOL Seattle,
KRKO Everett, KUJ Walla Walla,
KWLK Longview, KXRO Aberdeen ; Oregon — KALE Portland,
KAST Astoria, KBND Bend, KFJI
Klamath Falls, KOOS Coos Bay,
KORE Eugene, KRNR Roseburg,
KSLM Salem, KUIN Grants Pass,
KWIL Albany; Idaho — KRLC
Lewiston, KWAL Wallace; Canadian—CKWX Vancouver, B. C.
Eisenhower
(Continued from page 16)
offering pooled broadcasts to other
New York local stations.
Men with mikes stationed on
window sills, sixth floor ledges and
riding in parades in mobile transmitting units kept up continuous
description of the parades through
New York, the official City Hall reception and crowd scenes.
For its parade coverage, CBS
had worked out a system through
which Bill Slocum Jr., special
events director, kept in touch with
the mobile unit. By checking a map
he
procession's
speed
and figured
was able the
to time
the broadcasts.
OWI broadcast commentary on
the New York reception in 35 languages over some 50 Voice of
America shortwave transmitters.
Recordings were made on mobile
transmitters, rushed to OWI studios
for broadcast on the regular daily
programs.
WNBT, New York NBC video
station, on Monday and Tuesday
nights aired complete pictorial covof the his
General's
Washington
arrivalerage and
reception
in New
York. Films were sponsored by
Standard Oil Co. of N. J. for Esso
marketers,
markingin Esso's
first
time in television
five years.
Marschalk & Pratt Co., New York,
is agency. WCBW, CBS video stareel. tion, presented a 10-minute newsFour-network broadcast of Gen.
Eisenhower's return to his hometown of Abilene, Kan., was scheduled for 1:15 p.m. June 22. CBS
also had booked a 4:45-5:15 p.m.
broadcast
the General's
in Kansas ofCity
June 21. reception

Revere Signs MBS
REVERE COPPER & BRASS Inc.,
New York, July 4 begins weekly
half-hour Human Adventure on
Mutual, Wednesday 9-9:30 p.m.,
originating from WGN Chicago.
Produced in collaboration with the
U. of Chicago, program is contracted for 52 weeks through St.
Georges & Keys, New York.
• Broadcast Advertising

SCHOOLS, STATIONS
START WORKSHOPS
RECOGNIZING the opportunity to
be of public service in training
teachers and students in radio techniques, stations throughout the
country are starting workshops
now that school is out. KOIN Portland, Ore., has issued a notebook
in conjunction with its workshop,
explaining the purposes and picturing the faculty [BROADCASTING,
June 18]. Another workshop being
promoted in booklet form is that of
KMBC Kansas City, telling in full
the plans for the term, June 11-29.
First radio workshop sponsored
by the Radio Committee of the District of Columbia Public Schools,
WTOP and CBS will be held in the
fall, tentatively set for Sept. 4-14.
Radio Committee of the Philadelphia Board of Education is holding
radio sessions this summer for
junior dents.
andOne senior
is to behighat school
KYW, stuthe
other at WIP. The U. of Miami in
cooperation with WIOD is now
rounding out the last classes of its
workshop,
thisorsummer. Others,begun
alreadyearly
started
due
to start in the near future, have
been
noted in past issues of Broadcasting.

askalohnBlairnjan g|

SUMMER replacement for the Bob
RSEAlAiR
Burns days,show,
sponsored
on Lever
NBC Thursif COMPANY
9:30-10
p.m.
EWT
by
Brothers, Cambridge, (Lifebuoy Soap) will be REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO STATIONS
28"Philo
for Vance
13 weeksMysteries"
through effective
RuthrauffJune&
Ryan, New York.

The POPULAR Station
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Oh No?
U.S. Tribunal Reverses Ruling
SAID the NBC announcer at
Of Nebraska Court on WOW
the end of Gen. Eisenhower's
broadcast:
"The sponsored
Soldier Whoby
FCC Will Have to Decide License Issue Before
Came
Home,
Return of Station Property to Woodmen
Sweetheart Soap, will not be
YOU ARE IN
APPARENTLY tossing the final
dering
the
parties
'to
do
all
things
GOOD COMPANY
solution of a thorny situation in necessary' to secure a return of
heard today."
the hands of the FCC, the U. S. the license to the defrauded SoWHEN YOU
Supreme Court last week in a rulciety, the state court invaded the
ADVERTISE ON
charge". The license is considered '!
case ofof WOW
Inc. Life
ver- Commission's functions."
susing theon the
Woodmen
the World
Coming to the reasoning on which "merely a permit to serve the pubthe reversal stands Justice Frank- lie and not a duty to do so."
Insurance
Society, ofinthetheory
versed the decision
Nebraskarefurter wrote,
any outside
event, weits concludes,
Therefore"State
the majority
power is opinion'''"
amply
court"Inwent
Supreme Court. In eifect, it upheld think the
the state court's jurisdiction over bounds when it ordered the parties respected if it is qualified merely
to the extent
of requiring
it to}°'
things
to se- withhold
property mission
rights
Com- 'to docure a all
execution
of that portion
should and
decidesaidthethelicense
return
of thenecessary'
license. Plainits decree requiring retransfer
issue, a matter already conceded
ly that requires the Society to ask of
the Commission for a retransfer of the physical properties until
by the state court.
The reversal seems to be based of the license to it and further re- all
stepsdeliberate
are ordered
to beto taken,
speed,
enable withf
the '
to oppose such
on the pitfalls of legal phraseology. transfer.quiresTheWOW not
deal with new apUnited States, in a Commission plicatiotons in connection
Mr. Justice Frankfurter, deliverwith the
at our request [Broading the six to two opinion of the brief filedcasting,
April 2], suggests that
Court, stated, in scholarly lan- this provision
of
the
decree
would
Fly Appears for WOW
"In matters
conflict guage,
between
state ofandpotential
federal probably also disqualify WOW
It is not the amount of noise
James Lawrence Fly, former
authorities, avoidance of needless from 'applying for a new license to station."
you make that counts in radio.
FCC chairman, argued the case
operate a radio station in Omaha before
friction no less than good drafts- on
high tribunal for WOW.
the same frequency, should it He hadthewarned
It's what you say and how well
manship counsels explicit and not
that if the WOW
you put it over that matters.
merely argumentative restriction of become equipped to do so.' To be
properties
returnedof
Commis- tophysical
a state court's judgment within sure, thesion's Communications
There tionsarethan more
powerful
stathe
Woodmen
the are
disruption
power of granting, revoking service which would
CHNS in Canada
ensue
during
and
transferring
licenses
involves
its
powers."
Claimed Fraud
but none with better equipment.
proper application of those criteria settlement of the license question
will
leave
the
Commission
"on
the
The litigation [Broadcasting, that determine 'public convenience,
For Rates: Apply Station Director
horns" in a touchy situation. Howinterest,
or necessity.'
Butorders
insofar
March
5]
involves
a
stockholder's
CHNS • BROADCASTING
as
the
Nebraska
decree
the
ever,
the
court
disagreed
with
Mr.
suit to return WOW Omaha to the
HOUSE, Halifax, Nova Scotia
insurance company. The stock- toparties
Fly's willing
public service
all things
necessary'
or
secure'tothedo return
of the
license was
to placecontention
the FCC andin
holder claimed fraud was employed
in
the
transferral
of
the
station
to
it
hampers
the
freedom
of
the
Sosuch
a
position
since
felt conJoe Weed, New York City
tinued service is not itmandatory.
John J. Gillin Jr. and associates
ciety not to continue in broadcastThe
opinion
is
in
the
nature
of a
ing and to restrict itself, as it propsince they are friends of the presicompromise
and
generally
favors
dent of the Woodsmen and rented
erly may, to its insurance busi- the
10.000 WAnS • DAY i NIfflT
pleas
of
neither
party.
ness. (Ed. note — This refers to the
the property at a price far below its
value.
Justice Jackson, in dissenting
Society's
original purpose
ing
the station.)
Equally ofdoessell-it along with Justice Roberts, took
The Nebraska high court reissue
because he foresees the posversed adecision by the court be- prevent toWOW
from opposing'
resibility of persons judged guilty of
the Society,
or as a the
low and ordered the return of the United turnStates
suggests, from seek- fraud getting a license to operate
station and license. On rehearing
ing
another
license
of
its
own.
a
station,
if the Commission sees
the court declared the license was These are restrictions not merely
Also,
he
declared,
solely within the jurisdiction of upon the private rights of parties fit.
to me,
has the"Therightstate,to
the FCC
its former opin- as to whom a state court may itstripseems
wrongdoers of every fruit of
ion shouldandbe that
so construed.
appropriate findings of fraud. the wrong including the value of
The U. S. Court refused to con- make
upon the li- the federal license even if the lisider the property question since They arecensingrestrictions
system which Congress esitself cannot be obtained."
it considers it clearly a state matt
a
b
l
i
s
h
e
d
.
I
t
disregards
practicali- Justice censeBlack
take part in
ter. Even if wrongly decided, the
ofdidn't
the case.
ties to deny that, by controlling consideration
court said "it is not for us to con- the conduct of parties before the
sider the correctness of non-fed- Communications Commission, the
eial ground unless it is an obvious court
Corp., ofChicago,
has
below reached beyond the im- STEWART-WARNER
announced appointment
Northrup
subterfuge to evade consideration
mediate controversy and into mat- Supply
Corp.,for Blnghampton,
N. Y., as
of a federal issue."
distributor
postwar
Stewart-Warner
ters that do not belong to it."
home
radios in Blnghampton, Elmlra
Subsidiary Issue
and Syracuse.
"The federal question that remains," wrote Justice Frankfurter,
Regarding the "most trouble"is whether,
the Nebraska
clearlyalthough
recognized
that the
^
_ 5000 WATTS 1330 KC court
question" the decision
ers some
the Communications
Act considmakes
power to vacate a license and to disposition
of the physical property
authorize its transfer lies exclusively with the FCC, its decree in
action
the license
FCC a "subeffect is inconsistent with such prior to sidiary
issue toby the
question". The Act, it is stated, does
recognition. This is urged on two
grounds. It is asserted that the Ne- not explicity deal with the probbraska Supreme Court, by orderlem but nothing is found to preENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
vent state action to deal with fraud
ing the transfer of the licensed facilities from Radio Station WOW merely volved.
because
license is inNational Advertisers consider WEVD
The court the
regards stoppage
Inc. to the Society- although not of broadcasting
a "must" to cover the great Metro- having
through severance
power to direct the transfer of the license, severed the li- of the license from the facilities
politon New York Market.
censed facilities from the license as legal even though it "disables
Und for WHO'S WHO en WCVO
and therefore nullified the license. the Commission from protecting
Y.
*.
WEVD- 117 Wtrt 4«li 8tf«rt. m«
Secondly, it is argued that by or- the public interest committed to its
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V^B GROUP REVIEWS
:ODE SUGGESTIONS
JAB code committee, meeting in
^iew York last Wednesday and
Thursday, reviewed the industry
;ode of practice and a wide variety
if suggested revisions and met with
lelegations from three groups to
iiscuss their problems in using
■adio under the code.
Representatives of the National
Temperance and Prohibition Coun;il on sented
Wednesday
pretheir views onafternoon
use of radio
['orArthur
promotion
their WABC
cause. New
Hull ofHayes,
York, chairman of the NAB sales
managers executive committee, discus ed a number of questions including an SMEC resolution that
the code should provide for the
manner of presentation of radio
copy as well as its wording and
treatment of hitchhike and cowcatcher announcements. Code comagreed towithappoint
a subcommmittee
it e to meet
a similar
group
from SMEC.
On Wednesday a National Assn.
of Better Business Bureaus committee conferred on cooperation to promote better advertising on the air.
R. B. Mead
RICHARD BRANT MEAD, an
executive in the James M. Cox radio and newspaper organizations
for almost 40 years, died June 15.
Mr. Mead at the time of his death
was secretary and treasurer of the
Miami Valley Broadcasting Co.
(WHIG Dayton), the Evening
News Co. of Dayton and the
Springfield Newspapers Inc.

Network Programs
Show Large Gains
INTRODUCING the term "Circulation Hoopei-atings" to apply to
89-city annual midwinter audience
surveys, C. E. Hooper Inc. 1945 report shows large gains over the previous year in the number of network
programs and number of networks
of 100 or more stations. General
tendency toward use of larger number of stations per network was also
recorded.
Ratings obtained from the 89city surveys showed marked similarity with the regular 32-city index. In presenting the 1945 findings to client meetings in New
York and Chicago recently, C. E.
Hooper, president of the company,
cited figures showing that in 90%
of the programs the difference in
the two ratings was 1% or less. He
concluded that the 32-city reports
"furnished an excellent year-round
index to listening in the population composed of all U. S. cities of
25,000
over".report is based on
The and
89-city
listening in cities of 25,000 population or more. Hooper plans to expand thecitiessurvey
next oryearmoreto and
include
from 2,500
eventually to cover rural audiences.
Canadian Ratings
Meanwhile, Elliott-Haynes Ltd.,
Toronto, released Canadian popularity ratings for evening and
daytime programs. June report,
showing sets in use down as much
as 5.5 points, listed Fibber McGee
and Molly as the most popular program with a rating of 27.9, followed by Radio Theater with 27.4,
and the Frances Langford show in
third place with 22 rating. The remainder of the leading 15 Canadian programs in order are Bob
Hope, Album of Familiar Music,
Treasure Trail (Canadian origination), Bing Crosby Music Hall,
Aldrich Family, Green Hornet
(Canadian origination) , Waltz
Time, Thin Man, John and Judy
(Canadian origination). Big Town,
Alan Young show, and Star Theater.

American Co-Ops
REPORTS on sponsors of American'snouncco-operative
aned by Stanley programs
C. Florsheim,
director, are: Headline Edition,
29 sponsors, 26 stations; Martin
Agronsky, 95 sponsors, 83 stations; Baukage Talking, 133 sponsors, 120 stations; Correspondents
'
^
Around
the World, 41 sponsors, 35
^^
I^^
WGN
stations; Kiernans News Corner,
13
sponsors,
12 stations; Constance
Chicago
Bennett, 8 sponsors, 8 stations;
Dick Tracy, 67 sponsors, 62 staDr. Piercers Vitamins
tions; The Private Lives of Ethel
and
Albert,
29 sponsors, 28 staGEORGE E. HALLEY
tions; Raymond Swing, 129 sponTEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
sors, 111 stations; Charlie Chan
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
(started j'une 18), 1 sponsor, 1
station.
CrXAN ARTHUR B. CHURCH PRODUCTION
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising
SELL
MANY PRODUaS FOR
MANY ADVERTISERS

FCC to Process
In Southern New Eng{^Continued from Page 18)
ters will be permitted has not yet
land People are in the
been determined as it is highly unHabit of Listening
likely the procedure will be applied
before Oct. 1.
to WTIC
Revocation of Order L-265 to
permit
production
of
transmitters
and receivers will take place three
months before military orders fall
below $160,000,000 (December projection isnow set at $190,000,000).
The most optimistic reports put
the date at Oct. 1 but this is doubted. Adoption of this step would be
accompanied by retention of conDIRECT ROUTE TO
trols to assure priority for mili- AMERICA'S NO. 1 MARKET
tary
equipment.
In view of these developments,
the availability of transmitters,
which take three to nine months to
produce, seems hardly likely before
1946. The prospects for receivers
will depend on the manner of applying spot
will likely
be authorization
discussed whenwhich
the
WPB Radio Industry Advisory
Committee meets Wednesday, June
27 to consider the whole problem
DIAL^
of reconversion and military cutbacks.
Meanwhile, the Radio & Radar
Division approved applications for
six new studios under a recent
amendment to Construction Order
L-41 which permits facilities for
needed
services requirement
where "the
service civilian
is an essential
W * H * N
of the community or will contribute substantially to the naeconomy". heretofore deThe tional
applications,
nied because of previous restrictions, are: New Hampshire Broadcasting Co. (WFEA), Manchester;
Broadcasting Corp. of America
(KPRO),
Marshall FieldRiverside,
(WSAI), Cal.;
Cincinnati;
1050 ^
WROX Clarksdale, Miss.; KPMC
Bakersfield,
Cal.;
WGN
Inc.,
Chicago.
Studio facilities for Midwestern
Broadcasting Co., Cadillac, Mich.,
CHEYENNE
which received WPB authorization
last month to build a new station,
WYOMING
were also approved. Applicant
had planned to start operations in
makeshift quarters.
The Radio Tube Industry Advisory Committee, at a meeting
Thursday with WPB, approved a
proposal to channel upwards of
4,000,000 tubes a month into the
replacement market, rather than
into new set manufacture, when
this volume is reached as a result
of cutbacks
and fewexpanded
ties in the next
months. faciliLouis J. Chatten, director of the
Division, told the Committee that
shortage of tubes was not the only
bar to ceiver
resumption
civilian and
reproduction. ofResistors
capacitors are also in short supply, he said, and there is difficulty
in obtaining components.
The Committee was informed by
Army backsrepresentatives
cutTime
in the next threethatmonths
might be somewhat greater than • 5 0 0 0 Watts Full R & CO. 1
now indicated, reflecting a check
on supplies in Army depots. How- r BI,UE NETW 0 R K
ever, they warned that demands
may be increased later in the year.
Represented by 3ohn BLAI
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FOR DIRECT CUT COPIES
ACCURATELY DUPLICATED

as.Rmwmco.
1121 VERMONT AVE.-WASH. 5,D.C..
WRITC-WIRE OR CALL FOR DETAILS

doesn't mean big stations and It
doesn't mean little stations. But it
does mean hand-picked, carefully selected stations that want spot busiaboutnessit.and are willing to do something
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAUS
means friendly, cooperative stations
interested in making your advertising
dollars pay dividends.

"Radlo't rirtt SptxUd Repretrnntatives"
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Raymond C. Cosgrove, A8, vice
presideyit-general manager Crosley
Corp., manufacturing division;
president, RMA; adviser to OP A
and WLB; home, Cincinnati.
Crosley Sale
{Continued from page 15)
Wise, Avco executive vice-president and an officer of its subsidiary companies, becomes Crosley
executive vice-president and director. R. S. Pruitt, vice-president,
secretary and general counsel of
Avco, will be a director and secretary. He figured prominently in the
negotiation of the transaction and
had conferred with FCC members
the preceding week. Other directors will include W. A. Mogensen,
vice-president and treasurer of
Avco, who becomes Crosley treasurer, and C. Coburn Darling, Avco
director.
Applications for transfer were
rushed through following the closing last week by Mr. Pruitt and
his staff; Fred Ball, of the Washington law firm of Pierson & Ball,
who personally represents Mr.
Crosley, and Duke M. Patrick, of
the law firm of Hogan & Hartson,
Washington, Crosley-WLW counsel. The WINS transfer application, already designated for hearing by the Commission, is being
handled by the Washington law
firm of Dempsey & Koplovitz.
It was learned authoritatively
that when the negotiations originally were launched, plan was to
exclude the broadcast operations
of Crosley,
sincewasthe inprimary
terest of Avco
the homeinappliance field and in postwar reconversion ofits multifarious aviation and manufacturing operations.
Because of the corporate structure
of Crosley, which operates its
" roadcastof stations
as an itintegral
division
the company,
finally
developed that the radio properties
should be included. This necessitated FCC approval of the entire
transaction, because of the inability
to separate the actual licensed
broadcast operations from the manufacturing, merchandising and developmental phases of the Ohio corporation.
With all save control of the Crosley Corp. remaining intact, there

Four-Month Crosley Broadcast Income I«
$1^358^851^ FCC
Application Revealsr
a depreciated figure of $13,064 af-lnK
INCOME statement of Crosley ter
cost of $610,488., Ivc
Corp. filed last week at the FCC The an500original
kw RCA transmitter bai
in connection with proposed pur- bought in 1932-33
is not given any
chase of the properties (except
automotive) by Aviation Corp., evaluation.
shows broadcast income for the first
Studio equipment, original cost
four months of 1945 of $1,358,851. $45,635, is valued after depreciaManufacturing income for the
at $6,052.
$46,243 Main
in 1932,Blaw-Knox|ey
is valued F
period was $35,958,205, a total of tower tioncost
at
$2,311.
Land
is
at $71,$37,317,056.
Deductions from income in the 157, no depreciation.valued
Buildings
are
consolidated statement are : Interest depreciated from $614,012 to $534,Nontechnical personal property FO
$126,907;
$52,186; include
taxes $34,192.
Otherrents
deductions
cost 798.
such as fixtures is depreciated from jto
of goods
sold
$30,711,652;
provision for contingencies $335,000; $63,598 to $33,035.
No value is placed on other raoperating expenses $1,922,207; obdiating systems, experiments, etc.
solete materials $72,702. Net conOf its international
broadcastingis "Pt
solidated income for the period be- stations,
only one transmitter
fore Federal income tax was $4,062,210. After payment of $3,142,- owned by Crosley (WLWO).
In the transfer of control, ac602 tax,
cording to the FCC application,
month
incomenetwasconsolidated
$919,608. fiveInventory of broadcasting prop- 305,100 shares are proposed to be
standing.
erty liststransmitter,
the 50 kw
Western
tric
bought
in 1928,Elec-at transferred of the 545,800 outwas implicit in the sale the com- Crosley purchase. The bank agreemitment to prosecute all pending
ment, covering an aggregate loan
applications and commitments of of $25,000,000 at 21/2%, was to beCrosley for improved broadcast
come effective on or before Oct. 1,
operation. This includes the appli- 1945. Chase National of New York
cation of WLW for 500,000 w would lend $7,000,000; Bankers
power, as well as pending televi- Trust, $6,000,000; Central Hansion and FM applications in Cinover, Manufacturers Trust and
cinnati and Washington, and the New York
Trust, $2,750,000 each;
WINS contracted purchase. The Commercial National, Fifth Third
sales contract specifies that Avco Union Trust and National Bank
did not purchase Crosley control of Detroit, $1,000,000 each; Contifor resale and that there is no presBank & Trust, $500,000, and
ent intention of making a public Schrodernental Trust,
$250,000, for the
offering of the stock. It also was $25,000,000
aggregate.
agreed that notwithstanding the
in its announcement, said
sale of Crosley control, the Cros- theAvco,
Crosley acquisition would give
ley
Corp.
"will
have
and
retain
it
a
place
of major importance in
complete control over all necessary
physical property owned and used the postwar
production appliances.
and distribution
of household
by its broadcasting division and
unlimited supervision over the pro- Avco, through certain of its subsidiaries, has been interested in all
grams to be broadcast."
phases of the home appliance field
Crosley Stockholder
and more particularly
home refrigeration. Mr. Wise,in executive
Powel Crosley owns 5,000 shares
in Avco Corp., according to the vice-president, has been devoting
FCC application.
singlehowever,
stock- much attention, it was reliably
holder in Aviation NoCorp.,
learned, to the production of a new
owns more than 3%. Mr. Babcock type home refrigerator and has
spending considerable time in
joined Avco as president last Feb- been
ruary and serves as an officer of Detroit on it.
several of its subsidiaries. A top
The
lines, covering home
executive in the automotive field, radios, Crosley
refrigerators, home air conhe had been president of Yellow
ditioning units and other appliTruck & Coach Mfg. Co., viceances, will be supplemented by the
president of General Motors Corp., Avco line,
which includes a wide
and chairman of Hertz Driv-Ur- range of home
equipment
Self Co. He contracted with Avco as kitchen sinks and
cabinets, such
gas
for three years at a salary of and electric ranges and home heat$125,000 and also became an iming units. Crosley, as a wartime
portant stockholder in the com- contractor,
has produced vast
of radar and electronics
Mr. Emanuel drew compensation quantities
pany.
equipment.
Moreover,
Crosley has
of approximately $100,000 from
Avco and its subsidiaries, while a widespread dealer and distribuMr. Wise drew $77,400. Mr. Pruitt,
tion
organization
become available
also which
for Avco.willAvco
asabout
general
counsel and officer, drew and its
$50,000.
associated companies are
The Avco announcement last among
nation's largest
ers of warthe equipment,
rangingproducfrom
week said that a bank credit with battleships
and
heavy
bombers to
10 banks participating has been
arranged by Avco to finance the
jeeps.
For the present, Mr. Emanuel
BROADCASTING
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i;aid, both companies will continue
! production for military require nents, but as Government controls
j jlire lifted they will move gradually
nto peacetime manufacturing. In
" sntering
field contemplate
of broadcasting,
\vco doesthe not
any
:hange "in the successful and pub; mnouncement
ic spirited policies
said. of WLW", the
The contract, bearing date of
Tune 18, submitted by Powel Crosi ey Jr. and accepted by Messrs.
Babcock and Pruitt on behalf of
Avco, specified that a closing date
; ; should be fixed by mutual agreement not later than five days after
PCC had approved the station
li transfers. If written consent is not
procured from FCC on or before
. the July 16 date, the contract profides that the offer "shall thereI
(lapon immediately terminate".
'
Name Retained
Mr. Crosley, under the contract,
agrees not to engage for five years
in the manufacture or sale of radios or other appliances now pro■ duced by cCrosley,
with obtains
certain the
exeptions. Mr. Crosley
- -assignable right to use the name
. "Crosley" as a trade name for
automobiles, automobile accessories, internal combustion engines of
all types, farm lighting plants,
tractors, motor boats, boats and
products not competitive with ra. dios, broadcasting and household
appliances. He also procures the
assignable right to manufacture
1 radios, exclusively for installation
s ,in Crosley automobiles, provided
- the Crosley Corp. is unwilling to
i i supply such radios at a competi5 J tive price. He likewise retains the
right to use the Crosley name in
[ connection with a partnership with
J his son, known as "Crosley Marine," nowof plastics,
engaged plastic
in the resins,
manu., j. facture
plastic products, boats, etc.
. !. Mr. Crosley agreed during the
I five-year period not to become a
] substantial stockholder in the Cros., jagreed
ley Corp.,to deliver
nor to solicit
proxies. Heof
the resignation
[ ^ six members of the present Crosley
',r board.
, |j Mr. Crosley, in a statement is, ijSued Tuesday confirming the sale,
I r said:
"My decision to sell was based

Publicists Guild
Holds N. Y. Meet
Immediate Organizing Plans
Not Discussed at Lunch
PUBLICISTS of the four networks
and let,
WOR,
Mutual
New members
York outmet with
several
the Screen
Publicists
Guild (CIO)of i
for aeon question-and-answer
lunchsession in SPG headquarters
in New York last Thursday.
About 15 to 20 persons attended
at the invitation of the Screen
Guild. There was no discussion of
immediate organizing plans, it was
reported. Instead the broadcasting
publicity writers simply asked
questions about unionization, the
how, why and possible results of
organization.
activity by theWorkers
Unit- '
ed Organizing
Office & Professional
of America, Local 1 (CIO) was
continuing last week at a greatly
reduced pace due to the illness of
Norma Aaronson, UOPWA organizer. CBS salary committee members were still working on their
wage survey
and American
committee spokesmen
said a general
meeting ested"
of employes
the network's
was to be"interheld
soon.
At WABD-DuMont, where the
technicians recently got a charter
from the lATSE, preliminary meeting was held with management to
discuss problems ahead.

RCTIOnS
OF THE FCC
JUNE 16 TO JUNE 22 INCLUSIVE
Tentative Calendar , . .
Decisions . . .
JUNE 27
ACTIONS BY COMMISSION
assgn. Corp.
license
JUNE 19
byWINS
HearstNewRadioYork—
Inc. Vol.
to Crosley
JULY 25
1290 kccontrol
KOIL from
Omaha—
Granted
vol.
transfer
Charles
T.
Stuart
KJR Seattle — Vol. assgn. license from
and
Co. James Stuart to Stuart Investment Fisher's
Fisher. Blend Station Inc. to Birt P.
1240
kc
KFOR
Lincoln,
Neb.
—
Same.
1150ed vol.kcassgn.
KSWOlicense
Lawton,fromOkla.—
ByrneGrantBoss Applications . , ,
and R. casH.ting Co. toDrewry
d/b
KSWO
JUNE 18
H. Drewry, J.andR. BroadMontNEW-192-198
mc Filene's
Television
gomery, Ted R.R. Warkentln
Robert
Inc.,
Boston
—
CP
commercial
F. Scott castid/b
GklBhoma
Quality
Broadstation amended tonewrequest
ChannelTV9
ng Co.
proposed kcreallocation.
1150 kc renewal
KSWO Lawton,
Okla.— Granted
license
for period
ending of NEW-1240
Midwestern Broadcast5-1-47.
ing Co., Cadillac, Mich.— Mod. CP new
standard
1340
kc
KSUB
Cedar
City,
Utahtrans, site. station (WATT) for change
Granted
license
renewal
for
period
endmc Cincinnati Broadingther2-1-47
inquiry).(Comr. Durr voting for fur- NEW-192-198
cearscitailngTVCostation,
., Cincinnati—
CP new
comm
amended
to request
1080ed license
kc KWJJ
Portland,
Ore.—
Grant9 of proposed
renewal for period ending Channel
5-1-48.
NEW-186-192
mc Centralreallocation.
Ohio BroadNEW-1240
Teche Broadcasting
Co., commercialcasting TVCo., Columbus,
O. — CP to newrestation amended
New
Iberiakc Broadcasting
Co., New
quest 186-192 mc under proposed realIberia,
La.
—
Designated
for
consolidated
location.
hearing
applications
for CP new stand- NEW-890 kc Henderson Radio Corp.,
ard station
250 w unlimited.
Henderson,
N. C.new
— License
to cover
NEW-1340 kc Palm Springs Broad- as
mod. for
standard
stationCP
c
a
s
t
i
n
g
C
o
.
,
Palm
Springs,
Cal.—
Adopted memorandum
opinion
andstandard
order (WHNC).
NEW-43.9
mc
Board
of
Supervisors
granting
application
for
new
State
U., Baton educational
Rouge, La.of
station
250 wkcunlimited;
conditions. —Louisiana
CP new3 kw,
noncommercial
NEW-1230
Corinth Broadcasting
station,
FM
emission.
Co., Corinth,
Miss.
Adopted
memoranBroadcasting System, Delaand —order
granting
tiondumforopinion
reconsideration
and grantpeti-of Columbia
no, Cal. — License
cover CP new internationalJUNE
stationto (KCBR).
application
for
new
standard
station
20
250 w unlimited; conditions.
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS
NEW-1240
kcCP Robert
Lex Easley,station,
Laurens,
S.
C.
—
new
standard
JUNE 18
250 w unlimited.
KLZ
Denver
—
Granted
license
to
cover
CP for W9XLA change frequency and
class cast;
station to developmental broadPacific conditions.
Radio Advertising Service,
Portland,
Ore.—
file
application
for CPPlaced
new inPM pending
station.Corp.,
Miami Valley
Broadcasting
Dayton,
Same. Network Inc., Fort
MidwestO. — FM
Wayne,oria, 1 1.—Ind.,
Grand Rapids, Mich., Pe__----r-j-l New Record Set
Same.
High
Point, N. C— Retained
inFMWMFR
pending
file
station. application for CP new
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
JUNE 20
WSAUtion for leave
Wausau,
Wis.— Granted
petito intervene
inCPhearing
on
WREN
application
for
move
trans,
studio,
increase motion
power.
KJR andSeattle
Granted
continuance
of — hearing
on applicationfor
for
vol.
assgn.
license
now
set
6-25-45;
continued to 7-25-45.
s, f
Permif
, Etc
"';! Building
and Tempo
Clearings
\ omiami MaicoM"''
on personal considerations, one of
which is my desire to concentrate
out inin"Oivt
" ^^y^
i
S■well cities
g^^Scial
ft^^^^^^^
down S„ the reoordi
on the manufacture of the Crosley
automobile. We are planning a new
light car much improved in design
and manufacture over the prewar
Uaml ^^^'586 108,391 \of any month ..^ fo. *u.He reiterated that a new commodel."
totaled $4«382 ";h'°\'''""pany would be organized, probably
KRLD, Dallas, Texas
The ligures on St^Pp;--^^
That was the '
to be knovvm as Crosley Motors Co.,
to produce and sell the car. He
ii ". . . You have perfected AP
added,
"Themanaged
Avco group
to an all-time high in radio news
and ably
and isisdynamic
certain
IP's leadership in Florida's greatest
services."
.andWJHP'sl
to be a major factor in the postmarket — makes it MUTUAL!
war
market
for
household
appliyear-'round
J
Clyde Rembert
ances. Crosley employes and its
,
Managing Director.
distributors and dealers will beneWJHP
available through
fit".
AMERICAN
CABLE & RADIO Corp. last
JACKSONVILLE
- FLORIDA
weekdioannounced
opening
of Paris
directoffice
ratelegraph
service
to
the
PRESS SORockcfplIrr
ASSOCIATION,
INC
of the French Government Dept. of
Plain
Posts,cuit Telegraphs
& byTelephones.
CirA JOHN H. PERRY ASSOCIATE
win be operated
Mackay Radio
New York, H. Y.
& Telegraph
Co.
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I— Classified Advertisements—
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checki and money order* only — Miniraum $1.00.
Situation Wonted lOc per word. All others, 15e per word. Coont 3 word» for
blind box number. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies
to Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Wastiington 4. 0. C
Situations Wanted
Help Wanted
Announcer
at liberty,
year experience,
First classBlueengineer
wanted
for 250-watt
draft
exempt,
prefer 1 middle
Atlantic
Indiana
Network
station.
PermaING^
station. Box 758, BROADCASTnent joband
for right
man.expected
State full
par- eastern
tlctUars
salary
In
first
letter. Box 399. BROADCASTING.
Programducer. Fifteen
manager-director
-writer-proyears experience
50 fakw
Wanted
— Operator,
first classstorylicense
station miliarandwith allnetwork.
Thoroughly
Immediately.
Send
complete
first
phases
of
programming
letter.
Permanent.
Box
574,
BROADproduction
Including
good
working
knowledge of television. Well equipped
CASTING.
to handle personnel
and reWanted
Veteran firstand/or
class license
sponsibilities. Excelproblems
ent public with
relations
er for —transmitter
studioholdfor record. Conscientious
iniRocky
Mountain
1 kw outlet.
State
tiative and originality. worker
Age 40, married.
education
and
experience.
Box
661,
Personaltance,interview,
depending
upon July
disBROADCASTING.
can
be
arranged.
Available
16th. Box 762. BROADCASTING.
5000 watt CBS station in thriving Discharged
First classpre-lisouthern mercialmarket
opening
for com-A
cense, now serviceman
employed, —mlddlewest
man with hasselling
experience.
good
paying
proposition
for man who ferred. Box 764, BROADCASTING.
can
sell.
Write
Box
768,
BROADCASTExperienced
announcer-newscaster
for
ING.
permanent staff position 5 to 50 kw.
station.
Good
professional
and
perEngineer
—
First
class
license,
wanted
by
sonal references. Box 775, BROADCASTsouthern
Steady position,
good ING^
opportunitystation.
for advancement
for right
Available
June 29 KBEW,
— Experienced controlman, good
salary.
Student
of
FM
preroom
operator.
feed
fer ed. Box 771, BROADCASTING.
experience,
some recordingnetwork
and remote
experience, 4F. Box 78i3, BROADCASTING^
WGCM,
Gulfport,
Mississippi,
has
opening for announcer. Permanent. Box 772. Announcer with years of experience
BROADCASTING.
permanent berthr-an ouasncer, chieprogram
dif announcer.
Production
manager,
capable
of han- seeks
Could make modest rectoinvestment.
Have
dling
continuity
scripts
and commercials.
Wonderful
opportunities
five
family,
please
state
living
conditions.
thousand preferred,
watt Rocky butMountain
station. Box 784, BROADCASTING.
Veteran
not essential.
Writer whoExperience
can compose
musicbutdesires
Box
773, BROADCASTING.
position.
limited
has
thorough
training
and
good
sound
Ideas
Woman
traffic
director,
announcer.
Give
for radio. DCAS
Draft exempt.
Box
786,
full
particulars,
references,
WLAC,
BROA
TING.
Nashville 3, Tenn.
Engineer
In Prefer
broadcastwest,sincesouthwest
1935. Army
discharge.
Help
wanted—
3
engineers
holding
first
Rocky Mountain.
State
salary..Box 787,of
phone licenses. Network station located BROA
DCAS
TING
In midwest.
for advancement Broadcasting
for menOpportunity
qualified.
Reply,
North Manager, assistant manager. Foiir years
System,
all phases
of radio.
Also,
N.Central
Michigan
Ave., Chicago
1, HI.Inc., 360 experience
consider
program
director
or Box
commercial ADC
manager.
Prefer
west.
BRO
Wantedenced— andAnnouncer-copywriter.
ExperiAST
ING. 788,
reliable with third class ticket
or willingness to obtain one. Permanent Who'll
pay
for
real
knowledge?
Ten
years workannouncing,
writing, sales.
Netposition
If you
are manNBCfor station.
Job. Progresand
local
experience.
Top
worksive
Rocky
Mountain
Send
m
a
n
s
h
i
p
f
o
r
good
pay,
permanence.
full details to KSEI, Pocatello, Idaho.
Northeast
preferred.
BoxG.
789, BROADCAST
IN
There'siate InanEl opening
at KTSM,
affil- Announcer—
Paso, Texas,
for anNBC IndusExperience
limited reliable,
to College
Workshop.
Conscientious,
trious,
reliable
announcer.
We're
the
dominant station in our community hard-working. Wishes chance to prove
ability.
4F.
Box
790,
BROADCASTING.
(see our
andus, we're
chooseya
about
who Hooper;
works atforKTSM
but
there's
progressive,
now chiefseciire
enreal opportunity
for the
right Young man,
ine r 250 the
watter
man.
So,
If
you'd
like
to
live
the feeling gfor
futuredesires
In a more
larger,
wideto
colorfiil healthful southwest, workIn with
awake
station.
Sober,
reliable,
wants
congenial
for a plans,
15 yearsendold comsta- settle down. Will go where there Is optionplete
with people,
bigInformation
postwar
portunity. Can MCIf desired.
morningBoxshows,
about yourself
at some announcing
791,
on
ce
DCASTING
! for estab- BROA
.
Wanted lished
— Woman
director
Announcer—
Free,
l>/2
years
experience.
household
program
northeaster,
Ex-serviceman.
DesiresBoxnews794,andBROADsports.
50background,
kw station.reference.
State age,
Will do staff work.
Applyexperience,
Box 803, CASTING^
BROADCASTING.
Top
announcer
—
Now
employed
Wanted — First class engineer. For basic major network In New York City wantsby
'American
Broadcasting
Company' Wonsta- good western
connection interest,
where he good
can
tionopportunity
now planning
big
cierful
for expansion.
right and
man. salary
Give enjoy
salary, life.
talentProgressive
fees essential.
Box
;ull
particulars,
experience
BRO
ADC
AST
ING. 795,
expected. WTOL, Toledo.
Operator—4F.FirstBoxclass,
desires
permanent
WSYB,
Rutland,
Vermont,
wants
man
position.
797,
BROADCASTING.
with week.
first class
license.SendGoodfullpay,
48
hour
Permanent.
Information andserviceman.
picture. Must be over thirty
or released
SALESMEN
Help
wanted
— Combination
operatorannouncer
withgood
anynewscastlng
class license
capa... For network outlet stable
of
doing
for
this
newspaper
radio station.
tion wanted. Men with a real
week,
salaryowned
according
to license.50 hour
RCA
understanding of radio sales needstationfenseless
than
4
years
old,
no
deed for two important Pacific coast
area, region slated
for greatofpostwar
developments.
self
markets. Musi have good sales
and
present
salary Give
KRJF.details
Miles City,
record. Send record of experience.
Montana.
References
ond photo with first
Need experienced,
permanent
staffsevenanletter.
nouncerKSOO-KELO.
from midwest
toPaysJoin$175-S200.
man
staff
ASSOCIATED BROADCASTERS
Rush along a voice transcription and
letter to KSOO-KELO, Sioux Falls, S. D.
MARK HOPKINS HOTEL
5 kw western network station needs
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
combination
operator-announcer.
Box
802. BROADCASTING.
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(Cont'd)radio
YoungSituations
woman, Wanted
college graduate
and
Journalism,
experience,
desires continuity ormike
advertising
Job with
sas^
radio station. Box 111, Stockton, KanRadio
young promotion,
man, education
Includes:student,
advertising,
script
writing
and
production.
ideas for record and live Have
shows.several
Also,
have
some cio
training
andwrite
exOh
e.technical
For further
.
S Weisz, perien3417
E. 147information
St., Cleveland,
Fashion show
and com-of
mentator and writer,
talentedanddirector
artist,
smart
backgrounds
setsas creator
interested
in
making
connection
teamwithin
fashion television work. Both
proven ability in creating original
themes,
directing however.
personInel.N
No managing
television
Gandexperience,
Free to travel. Box .
796, BROADCASTNow
Red Former
Cross. Would
like to reenter&withradio.
staff announcer,
CBS
NBC affiliated
stations.
Veteran,
availablecality.immediately.
Consider
any loF
o
r
details
write,
phone
Sherman
H. Harp, Supply
Service,or wire
Red
Cross, Washington,
D. C.
News
manager—
July 1. Network and
local Available
station experience
for
15 years. Excellent
director
and
newscaster
who tocanwriter,
really
do aStreet.
Job.
Write
or
wire
5980
Yucca
Hollywood, Calif.
Chief
announcer—
Aged experience
33, married,
college
trained,station
3 years
one network
desires position atin
same capacity
with newscastlng
tunity. Experienced
In writing, oppormusic
library,tionnews
editingfuture.
and casting.
Posimust
show
Let's dicker.
Box 799, BROADCASTING.
Control motes,
operatoryears control, and
rerecordings,5 maintenance
COSTING;
transmitter.
cense. War n First
veteran.classBox telephone
798, BROAD-liCapable script
and continuity
writer.
Dramatic
scripts
commercial
copy.
Three
yearsscripts.
sound and
experience
including
network
Creative,
industrious,
college
graduate, 4F. Larger cities and
CASTING.
stations
preferred. Box 752, BROADWanted to Buy
Wanted
— Two Gates CB-7 turntable
CASTING^
chassis
or equal. Cash. Box 756, BROAD250 wattment,transmitter
studioWire
equip-or
or inand part.
phone Box complete
793, BROADCASTING.
Vertical
pickup
arm
and
equalizer.
For
Sa
le
WSAV, Savannah, Georgia.

NETWORK SALESMAN
WANTED
Real opportunity for a man who
has strong sales record in network selling. Success in sales and
ability to manage operations will
lead to important executive post.
Send fu-ll particulars about age,
experience, references and photo
in first letter.
UNIVERSAL
BROADCASTII^G CO.
Mark Hopkins Hotel
San Francisco, Cal.

For sale — Brand
new below
"Commando"
Recordgraph
available
cost. Con-A6
Engineering
Department,
WMCA,tact1657
Broadway,
New YorkStation
19.
For sale — Crocker- Wheeler motor assembly
with
16"
machined
turntable
with
condenser
banks.
duty
motor
foron playing
33 1/3 motor.
orA 78.heavy
AnSellastatic
pickup
theFirstsmaller
only
asNorman
a unit.
$200
gets
both.
Write
Me
xi
Petty, co
Box 926,.Clovls, New
215
Foot Truscon
self-supporting
tower,
complete
with
and stored
lighting
equipment.
$1750.J.Insulators
Dismantled,
in
Boston,
Mass.
B.
Fuqua,
Radio
tlon WGAC. Augusta, Georgia.staFor sale—
TwelveRadioUtahDeviation
wall speakers:
one
General
Meter,
type
581B,
sixteen
used 203A
tubes,
two
RCA
pickups
with
arms,
type
AZ-4211-2.
Box 800, BROADCASTING.
For
sale—
Three
220B
Western
Electric
Tubes
regularoffer.priceBox$290.00
each. never
Make used,
me an
801,
BROADCASTING.

% SCHOOL <^
RADIO TECHNIQUE
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
Amerka's Oldest School Depoted
Exclusively to Radio Bfoadcastiitt
Comprehensive Day and Evening
Courses in all phases of Radio
Broadcasting
by Network
Professionak. taught
Moderate
rates.
For Full Details, Requett BoekM i. <

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A BEHER JOB?
FREE PLACEMENT BUWRITERSREAU —FOR ANNOUNCERSENGINEERS AND
OFFICE WORKERS.
SEND COMPLETE DETAILS
IN FIRST LETTER. NO FEE.
RADIO STATIONS PAY THE
CHARGE
WRITE TODAY!
RADIO PERSONNEL
136 N. DELAWARE ST.
(RADIO CENTER)
INDIANAPOLIS 4, INDIANA

STUDIO
CONTROL ENGINEER
There is an opening on the
West Coast for an experienced studio control engineer. Permanent position
with a major company.
Answer must supply age, experience in detail, salary
now received, draft status,
and statement of health.
792f Broadcasting
BROADCASTING
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• New, proposed radio station in
New England wants a manager,
an engineer and program director.
Excellent opportunity for men with
ideas and ability who want to
better themselves in both position
and income. Write for interview,
stating age, experience (name
stations), salary desired. Your application wil be in strict confidence.
BOX 785, BROADCASTING

'
Video Compared
COMPARING direct-viewing teleivision with projection systems, Allien B. DuMont, president, Allen B.
iDuMont Labs., told the Institute of
IRadio Engineers, meeting June 15
lin New York, that the directviewing tube's principal advantages are high-light brilliance,
better contrast range, wide-angle
viewing, lower accelerating voltage, longer life, better resolution,
less alignment difficulty and simplicity of the focusing system.
Chief disadvantages, he said, are
' the slight curvature of the screen
and the need for a special mounting arrangement to reduce the
depth of the receiver in larger
tube sizes. If pictures larger than
ldVi2 by 18 inches, as produced by
a 20-inch tube, are desired, he said,
I then
ative. a projection system is imper-

WANTED
AT ONCE
Assistant
or womanmanager-accountant,
capable assuming man
full
ctiarge of ofTice personnel, auditetc. Positions
like this don'tfor
open ing,often.
Real opportunity
right person looking for permanency ries
and security
job that Must
carprestige andwithauthority.
be thoroughly experienced in all
phases of business, and of broadsalaryall details
to rightabout
person. Writecasting.orGoodwire
yourself and experience including
salary expected to
Jack Gross
KFMB
San Diego, California

ENGINEERS
Prominent midwestern manufacturer
of radio transmitting equipment is
looking for two graduate engineers for development work in
AM and FM transmitters. Starting
salary good and future for advancement excellent.
BOX 763, BROADCASTING

We Are Looking For Men To
Operate Our Neio Branch Offices
We er,areof Radio
an old, well-known manufacturabout to open Transmitting
branch officesEquipment,
in New
York
Gity
and
on
theto West
Coast.
We
need
a
good
man
operate
each
these offices. He must be able to contactof
stations
intelligently,
know
broadcasting
methods and problems, and discuss
equipment from a technical standpoint.
There's
opportunity
right man.a wonderful
Are you one
of them?forGivethe
full details
experience,
background, salofary needs,
etc., in age,
first letter.
BOX 749, BROADCASTING

SERVICE

DIRECTORY

'OEAKGD TO AM-FM EXPANSION*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Washington, Kanicn
D. C.City, Mo.
Hotlywoed. Cal.

Custom-Built
Speech Input Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Av«., Wash. 5, D. C
District 1640
(Snbj. to Gor't Res.)

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH
F & O TRANSMITTING TUBES
Freeland & Qlschner Products, Inc.
611 Boronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
4756 Exclusively
High Power Raymond
Tube Specialists

SOUND EFFECT RECORDS^
eENNETT-SPEEDY-Q
Reduced
Library Offer
Over 200Basicffrile
Individual
Sound Containing
Effects
For Details
CHARLES MICHELSOIV
67 W. 44th St. New Y.ork. N. Y.

The
Robert L. Kaufman
Organization
Technical
Meintenanee,
Superrision
and Business
for Broadcast
StationsServices

YOU HAVE
A DATE
WITH MUSIC

SUPPORT THE
7th

PHIL BRITO
the voice with the 21
jewelandmovement
ouditiort records
wVite or wire
CHARLES MICHELSON
67 W. 44fh St..N.Y.)8. MU 2-3376-5I68

FROFEI^^SIOXAL
Ahky
Organization
of ey
& Bail
Jans
Qualified
Radio TOEngineer*
DEDICATED
THE
SERVICE
OF BROADCASTING
Ifatienal Pres.
Bldg, Wadi., D. C

DIRKCTORY
McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Preu BIdg.
DL 12M
Washington, D. C.

PAUL 600LEY CO.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR. N.J.
MO 2-7859

(2HECTOR
f R. SKIFTER
H. R. SKIFTER DONALD M. MILLER
- I RADIO ENGINEERS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERING SERVICES
AVAILABLE AFTER VOORY

GEORGE C. DAVIS
Consulting Radio Enainear
Munsey BIdg. District 845*
Washington, D. C

Radio Enqinaarinq Coniuttantt
Fraquaney Monitaring
CtBiBOTciol
Hodie Equip. D.Co.O.
•• 321
International
Building,
B. Gregory Boulavard.Waahlnvtoa,
Eanaaa Cltr, Uo.
• Crosa Boada of the World, HoUjrwoed, OaUf .

SERVICE
Exact Meoturements ' at any time
RCA COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
S4 Broad Strrat New York 4. N. Y.

RING & CLARK
Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347

JOHN BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializing
Broadcast and
Allocationin EnginMring
Eiirle Building, Washington A. D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

RAYMOND M. WILMOHE
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
PAUL A. deMARS
ASSOCIATE
1469 Church St.,Decatur
N.W., Washington
i, D. C.
1234

JOHN J. KEEL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Earle BIdg. • NATIONAL 6513
Washington 4, D. C

J. D. Woodward & Associates
Manufacturers
of Radio
Transmitters and Industrial
Electronit

Frank H. Mcintosh
Consulting Radio Engineers
710 I4th St. N.W. ME. 4477
Washington, D. C.
Tel. Bridgeport 7-2465
(^ato IV, natf
Consulting Radio Engimer
Hi//top Drive Stratford, Conn.
HERBERT L.WILSON
AND ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING Radio Engineers
AM FM TELEVISION Facsimile
1018 Vermont Ave.,
N.W., 7161
Washington 5, O.C.
NATIONAL

ANDREW
CO.
Consulting Radio Engineers
363 E. 75th St CHICAGO 19
Triangle 4400

Equipment
Baltimore,
Maryland
Water & Frederick Sts. - Saratoga 8535
LOHNES & CULVER
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Munsey BIdg. • District 8215
Washington 4, D. C.
MAY, BOND & ROTHROCK
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
★ ★ ★
Nal'l
Press
4, D.58$0
C.
District 7362 BIdg. • Wash.Glebe
WORTHINGTON C. LENT
Consulting Engineers
INTERNATIONAL BUDG. WASH., D. C
1319 F STREET N. W. DISTRICT 4127
HOLEY & HILLEGAS
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1146 Briarcliff PI., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
ATwood 3328

People
At

Deadline

MINORITY CONSIDERATION
RESPONSIBILITY of the broadcaster to consider minority interests as well as those of the
major part
his against
audience,the"tointerests
weigh the
interests of theof one
of the
other" grams
andin some
to "allot
time
to
his
various
proreasonable proportion to the
relative popular demand" was emphasized by
Robert D. Swezey, vice-president and general
manager of Mutual, in an address prepared
for delivery Saturday before the radio panel
of a conference in New York of the Independent
Citizens'
Professions.Committee of the Arts, Sciences and
Gilbert Seldes, CBS director of television,
told conference that if television is to fulfill
its possibilities both as entertainment and as
a powerful social force it must offer good programs and must be easy to see. Also heard by
conference were FCC Commissioner Clifford
J. Durr, George Heller of AFRA, Peter Lyon
of
the ofRadio
Writers'
Anton M.
Leader
the the
Radio Guild
DirectorandGuild.
MASSEY-HARRIS SPOTS
MASSEY-HARRIS Co., Racine (harvest machinery), issponsoring 7 to 18 spots weekly
during June and Julv on KFBK KMJ WKY
KCRC KGNC KOAM KSAL KWBW KOA
KMBC KMA KFH WIBW KGNO KFAB
KMMJ KFXM KTKC KWFT. Starting and
expiration dates vary. For July and August
additional stations will be used in North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Texas, Oregon,
Washington and Idaho. Agency is Cramer
Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
AAAA-GUILD MEETING
RADIO committee of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies met with Radio Writers
Guild last week for preliminary discussion
aimed at negotiation of a contract between
agency radio writers and management. AAAA
committee, says it lacks authority to negotiate
binding agreement but will "recanvass the
situation". Another meeting of the Guild and
the AAAA committee will be held after committee position is established.
CBS UPS VACATION PAY
CIO-CBS salary committee last week issued a
circular stating that vacation time with pay
has been extended for listening post employes,
which will mean at least one week extra for
each. Circular stressed need for permanent organization atCBS.
PROTESTS NAME USE
PROTESTING the use of his name in a stock
prospectus and SEC registration under which
225,000
of the E.company's
marketed shares
this spring,
H. Scott, stock
founderwereof
E. H. Scott Radio Labs., has filed a disclaimer
of any legal responsibility with the SEC. Mr.
Scott charged the prospectus implied he would
spend a large part of his time with the company whereas this was not the case. H. S. Darr,
chairman of the board, denied misrepresentations and said that since Mr. Scott sold his
company
and itsbari'el"
reason to "lock,
expect stock
to direct
policies.he had no
WSAI STRIKE CONTINUES
WAR Labor Board said Friday its regional
office in Cleveland is still endeavoring to end
strike of musicians at WSAI Cincinnati, now
in its fourth week.
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HOOPER PRAISES MEASUREMENT
"RADIO'S advertisement measurements are
without a peer in accuracy as compared with
other media," C. E. Hooper, president, C. E.
Hooper Inc., told Kansas City Advertising &
Sales Executives Club last week. Newspaper
and magazine advertising readership is checked,
he said, by thumbing through the publication
to see what the subscriber remembers. In radio
there is no need to rely on memory, Mr. Hooper
declared. "We count the audience while it
exists,
it couldn't
confuse while
one adit iswithlistening
anotherwhen
or one
station
with another."
Closed Circuit
(Continued from page i)
culture to help reorganize it, as requested by
new Secretary Anderson, it will be a homecoming for a prodigal son. Milt, now president of
Kansas State College (KSAC), Manhattan, is
a radio oldtimer, having organized DOA Radio
Extension Service back in 1926 as assistant
to Secretary Jardine. His associates then included Sam Pickard, ex-Radio Commissioner,
ex-CBS vice-president and station owner; F.
M. (Scoop) Russell, NBC Washington vicepresident, also a Jardine assistant; Capt. Harry
C. Butcher,DOA
USNR,for Gen.
Ike's Naval
Aide,Assn.,
who
contacted
National
Fertilizer
and latterly FCC Chairman Paul A. Porter,
who
came to section
Washington
information
of DOAin early
under 30's
Milt.to join
WITHIN NEXT few weeks WIBC Indianapolis
will have new manager. Alex Campbell Jr.,
who became manager when Indianapolis News
took over ownership a year ago, is leaving
the station post. He has not announced plans
but expects to stay in station management. His
successor not yet named.
APROPOS THE Ickes replacement talk, there
crops up the name of J. A. (Cap) Krug, chairman of WPB, as his likely successor. Cap knows
his communications, too, having been public
utilities expert on the FCC staff in 1937-88 during celebrated telephone investigation.
PRESIDENTIAL PERAMBULATIONS, plus
a temporary indisposition, frustrated planned
visit of Sen. Wheeler to White House last Monday to discuss recent Senate subcommittee trip
to Europe to inspect communications. Legislaundergoingfor treatment
Washington's
Navaltor isHospital
mild case ofatdysentery,
having become ill shortly after his return June 15.
Truman-Wheeler huddle can take place within
hours after the President returns from his West
Coast-Independence, Mo. flying trip.
MRS. FDR TOO BUSY
GEORGE BYE, agent for Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt, told Broadcasting Friday the
President's widow has no immediate
plans for returning to the air. She will
be busy with personal affairs at least
until
the end of the summer, he said. He
reported a number of queries from prospective sponsors, but
Mrs. Roosevelt has declined even said
to discuss them
at this time.

J. LEONARD REINSCH, managing director
of the Cox radio stations and radio adviser to
President Truman, lunched with the Chief Executive at the White House last Monday. He
accompanied the President on his trip to West
Coast last week and was with him at the San
Francisco security conference.
HUGH FELTIS, president. Broadcasting
Measurement Bureau, and Linnea Nelson, head
of J. Walter Thompson Co. timebuying department andcommittee,
chairman will
of the
BMBjoint
advertisingrelations
attend
meeting
of boards of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
and Bureau of Broadcast Measurement June
26 in Toronto.
KNOX IDE, president, American Home Products Corp., one of top users of radio advertising, will address the Sales Executives Club
of New York June 26 on "We Return You Now
to America".
FAIR TAYLOR, publicity-promotion director
of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
resigns July 1. Harriet Crouse, former assisttant, takes the job.
EDWARD R. RICHER, former advertising director of Hart, Schaffner & Marx, Chicago,
joins
Grey Adv., New York July 1 as account
executive.
JIM KENNAN, salesman of Joseph McGillvra
Inc., Chicago, has resigned effective June 30.
CHIEF RADIOMAN John S. Latouche has
been retired from active duty after five years
service with the Navy and has returned to
NBC as national supervisor of communications.
L. A. Zangaro, who has held this position,
named
tions. New York supervisor of communicaFCC MAY
(Continued from page 4^)
A. Porter's request, a full Commission heard
two of its engineers — Ralph Renton and Edtests. ward W. Allen Jr. — describe propagation
Reviving old fued with the industry, K. A.
Norton, former FCC propagation expert now
with Army, favored third alternative as better serving rural and suburban areas. C. M.
Jansky Jr., chairman. Panel 5, Radio Technical
Planning Board, challenged as inaccurate Norton's curves
submitted atNov.allocation
last fall
[Broadcasting,
6, 1944].hearings
Harry
M. Plotkin, FCC assistant general counsel, objected, supported by Commissioner Charles R.
Denny Jr., but Commissioner Case let Mr.
Jansky read into record statement by six industryclusionengineers
with Norton
cons. He also disagreeing
read into record
letter from
Dr. J. H. Dellinger, Bureau of Standards
chief ofclude atradio,
saying,
are unablewould
to con-be
this time
that"Wepropagation
substantially freer from interference at 100
thanDr.at C.50 B.mc."Jolliffe, RCA vice-president in
charge of RCA Labs, and chairman of RTPB
Panel 2, offered a Panel 2 resolution urging
early assignment of first alternative. He personally favors 50-68 mc for FM, he added.
Dr. Daniel E. Noble, chief engineer of Galvin Mfg. Corp., Chicago, Panel 13 chairman,
opposed first alternative as inadequate for
non-Government fixed and mobile services and
personally favored 84-102 for FM.
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

WHA, University of Wisconsin
FOR
PIONEERING
RADIO
IN EDUCATION

Seated is Professor Earle M. Terry, whose untiring, determined work as a scientist, with social vision,
was primarily
responsible
establishment
of WHA. toStanding
is Professor
W. H. and
highly,
program director. On
the standforisthea signal
box for operator
flash signs
to the speaker,
the first
tvall map
indicates points from which reception reports had been received at time this early photograph was taken.
Commercial broadcasters, too, in all learn how to make more effective use
"The year 1917 marked the
beginningmissionof fromtelephonic
trans- parts of the land have assumed their of radio for class work, to have a betthe
University
responsibilities
meeting
the educa-In American
ter understanding
of and
radio's
role in betthe
of Wisconsin. What was
of oftheir
communities.
way toof life,
to programs
become
termed the first clear and Kansas tionalCityneeds this
ter
qualified
evaluate
year
the
first
KMBC
of educational needs of students.in
scheduled
broad- Radio Institute for Teachers is being terms
Great
can be the effect of broadcastcast from telephonic
the University
held in cooperation with the public
ing upon the cultural understandings of
came in February, 1919, when the sta- schools and tne University of Kansas.
tion transmitted voice signals which
Educators from throughout the Heart peoples.
Through knowledge the world
moves ever
were heard by the Great Lakes Naval of America will congregate in Kansas lasting
peace.nearer to a prosperous and
Training Station.
City for three weeks of comprehensive
by others,
and by training cationbyby radio.
nationalThese
authorities
the"This
time was
the followed
ban on sending
equipment
educatorsin eduwill
(necessitated by the first World War)
was lifted, giving other operators a
chance to assemble their equipment
again, the University Station 9XM was
sending telephonic broadcasts regularly
CITY
OF KANSAS
IVf R
and successfully. The station, later IT
Free &. Peters, Inc.
WHA, has been maintained continuously XV It J. JLI
ever since and is apparently the oldest
Of Course— KMBC'FM— an extra service at no extra cost
SINCE 1928 -BASIC CBS AFFILIATE FOR MISSOURI AND KANSAS
broadcasting station in existence."*

FIRST AWARD for a children's program
listening out of school by the 16th Institi|
for Education by Radio at Ohio State V
versify.
AWARD OF MERIT from the City College
of New York for "the most effective institutional commercial program developed by a
station" during 1944.
ONE OF 17 FINALISTS in the judging for
George Foster Peabody Awards, reviewi
station accomplishments during 1944.

